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PAO T h < s la Skylab Launch Control, T-ninus
1 hour 29 minutes 57 seconds and counting. Aiding now

toward s a 9:01:23 liftoff. That's 1 minute 23 second*
after 9 a.m. Eastern standard time. Space cratt commander
Jerald Carr Just finished up checks of the ouergency
detection system. This is the system aboard the space

vehicle tint can sense and react to a vtriety of launch
vehicle emergency situations during the early phase of

powered flight. During most of the first stage flight the

EDS system as it's called provides the capability for

automatically aborting the mission. The auto abort system
is turned on at lift-off and it'a disabled by the crew for

approximately 2 ninutej into the flight. The svstem
senses such things as a loss of thrust in first sto^e
engines or excessive rates in pitcn or yaw. The test

which was just completed takes soet 21 to 30 minutes.
Actually during this test ainulat. d emergencies are fed

into the system, lights light in the Skylab command module
and they're then verified that proper ligitts are lighting
and the system is operating correctly. Carr new aoving
on to his next task which is some work with the stabilization
and control system, spinning up the gyros in that system.

Now T-mlnus 1 hour 2S minutes and counting. This is

Kenndy Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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P.\0 This Is Skylab Launch Control. We're

T-minus 1 hour 14 minutes and counting. At this t itae the

boost protective cov<.>r is about to be closed over the hatch

of the command nodule by the closeout crew. It will take

them about 15 minutes then to secure the white room area,

and then they will be departing that area. Inside the command

module, the crew continues to go through with their spacecraft

checkouts. Inside that command module there are some 24

instruments, 566 switches, 40 event indicators, and 71 different

lights. The area offered to the three man crew is about

70 cubic feet per man. This compares with 55 cubic feet per

man in the Mercury spacecraft and 40 in the two man Gemini

spacecraft. They will be happy to rendezvous with that orbiting

Skyla'o that has about 60 tines the space of the command module.

The countdown noving along very well. The predicted weather

forecast for launch time showed some scattered clouds and at

this tine it looks like we won't even havs the scattered

clouds. Winds arc predicted to be from the southwest at about

12 knots, and the temperature about 72 degrees Fahrenheit.

Now 1 minus 1 hour 13 minutes and counting. This is Kennedy

Launch Control.

END OF TAPK
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PA0 This is Skylab Launch Control; T-56 minutes,

58 seconds and continuing to count. Just completed

in the countdown waa a criticle power transfer

test. Up to this point the launch vehicle has been supplied

by external power sources, this to conserve on the launch

vehicle batteries. A check was made to ensure that when

the transfer to the launch vehicle batteries was made ail

electrical systems continue to work well. At the completion

of that test the vehicle went back again on the ground

source again to continue conserving on the launch vehicle

batteries. At T-50 seconds in the countdown, the final

switch will be made to the launch vehicle batteries and

will scay on the launch vehicle batteries from that time on.

The close-out crew has now left the white room and they're

on their way back from the pad area. The crew inside the

spacecraft said, thanks a lot, appreciate your work and

well done. This to Hank Hartsfield, the astronaut oeoenber

of the closeout crew, the pad leader Gunner Witt from

Rockwell International, two suit technitions, Troy Stewart

and Walt Salier. The Rockwell International command module

technician, Ray Brodwell and NASA Quality Control Inspector,

Frank Suvella, all on their way back iron the pad at this time.

f-55 minutes, 42 seconds and counting. This is Kennedy Launch

Cont ro 1

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab launch control we're T

minus 44 minutes 5fl seconds and counting. Astronaut

Bob Crippcn, the astronaut communicator here in the Launch

Control Center, has Indicated that the cloecout crew

has now left the arua and the elevator's returned to the

egress mode up to the 320-^oot level. Those elevators

now could be used for an emergency escape. If needed they'll

remain at that 320 foot level until after the launch. The

environmental chamber at the end of swing arm 9, scheduled

shortly to be retracted. It will come back to a park

position, that's 12 degrees back some 10 to 15 feet from

the command module. Some of the astronaunts on previous

missions have reported that they could actually feel some

movement In their spacecraft as the swing arm moves back.

The environmental chamber actually is pressed right up

against the coanand module so they can feel the movement

when it comes hack. Looking from top to bottom the swing

arm is actually the 5th as it's seen. However, we've

adapted the equipment, the mobile launcher and the tower,

which had originally been built for the 365-foot tall

Saturn V, it's been adapted for the smaller Saturn IB. A

specially designed pedistal has raised the Saturn IB to those

upper arms so swing arm number 9 maintaines that same swing

arm 9 designator instead of swing arm number 5. Both arms,

of course, were - oi the same arm was used in bofh the

Saturn V find in the Saturn IB to give the astronauts access

to the spacecraft. Once the swing arm moves back to that

park position the launch escape system, that's the snail

rocket that can be seen first on top of the command module,

'will be armed. Once that's armed the astronauts have the

option of using the launch escape tower if they want for

an emergency egress. It's interesting to note that that

launch escape system rocket, when it's used in an escape mode

developes some 14 7,000 pounds of thrust. This is about

twice that developed by the Mercury Redstone rocket that

was used to send Alan Shepard and Cus Grissom on our first

two manned flights for the United States. The escape system

is some ',3 feet long and weighs in the neighborhood of

8,000 pounds. After first stage burnout the system is

no longer needed, so it is Jettisoned at that time. Swing

arm number 9 now coming back to the refract position. T

minus 42 minutes 10 seconds and counting; this is Kennedy

Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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P,\0 This Is Skylab Launch Control passing

the 35-minute mark in the countdown. The Supervisor, Bill

Shick, just Indicated the area now cleared for launch. From

the crew aboard Skylab IV they just sent dcwn taeir thanks

to the checkout and launch team here at Kennedy Space Center.

They said "You're a great team. We'll take It from here.

Thanks, Bob." And they were referring to Bob Reed the Space-

craft Test Conductor. We really are graeful for all of the

time that all of those people put in dcwn there. And they

made reference to the fin Installation. They said, "Thanks

especially to all of those guys who worked in that wind and

everything." Countdown continuing to move smoothly here.

The range indicating that we have excellent camera coverage,

tracking coverage from the site at the Cape at KSC
.

Also we

have some coverage from the stations north Flagra Beach Ponce

de Leon, there is son e c loud ines s in that area. Once the

Skylab IV clears the pad mission responsibility shifts to

the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. And we'll switch

to Houston now for a status check fron there.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at minus

34 minutes. The status for terminal count was Just taken in

the Mifsion Control Center here in Houston, and given a GO.

Two flight control teams on duty now in the Mission Control

Center Houston. The launch tean headed by Director Phil

Shaffer, and the workshop teara headed by Flight Director

Don Puddy. The Skylab workshop is presently in its 2684

revolution around the Earth since its launch May 14, The

workshop is now in an orbit of 237.5 nautical miles by 232.6

nautical miles. The launch of Astornauts Jerry Catr, Ed Gibson

and Bill Pogue is right at the close of the M equa. 5 launch

opportunity. A delay of about 15 seconds would result in a

M equal 6 rendezvous, or an extra revolution for the crew of

Skylab IV before docking. All mission countdown aspects are

proceeding smoothly in the Mission Control Center at this time.

Capcom is Astornaut Dick Truly, who will be talking to the crew

during the launch and rendezvous phase of Skylab IV. At minus

33 minutes and counting, this is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Launch Control, T minus

28 minutes 59 seconds and counting. Checks underway f.t

this time of the C-band beacon. These are two beacons

aboard the instrument unit of the launch vehicle. They're

used In conjunction with ground radars to track the vehicle

durinp, the power phase of flight and they give position

velocity and acc e 1 le r a t ion data. Our weather for launch

time continued to look very good. We have just a few scat-

tered clouds in th« area. The temperature is expected to

he about 72 degrees Fahrenheit at launch time and winds from

the southwest abour. 12 knots. Liquid hvdtogen, liquid

oxygen continue to be topped in the vehicle. Liquid hydrogen

boils off at minus 423 degrees Fahrenheit, the liquid

oxygen boils at alnus 297 degrees. So there is some boil

off of these fuels as they sit on the pad. They were loaded

earlier this morninp, beginning at 12:42 a.m., that loading

was finished up about 3:20. Fuels will continue to be topped

off down through the final portion of the count once we get

on the automatic sequencer at the T minus 3 minutes J second

mark. The replenishing will be terminated and those fuel

tanks pressurized. We're continuing to look for a liftoff

time of 9:01:23 a.m. eastern standard time. That's 1 minute

23 seconds past 9 a.m. We have one more built in hold,

that's actually a clock adjustment scheduled to come at

the T minus 15 minute r.-.ark. That's scheduled for 2 minutes,

bur if there's any adjustment needed the time wotld be

adjusted there to give us the best trajectory toward the

orbiting Skylab. Countdown moving along smoothly. T minus

27 minutes 20 seconds and counting. This is Kennedy Launch

Control,

END OF TAPE
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1>A 0 This la Skylab Launch Control, T minus

24 minutes 56 seconds and continuing to count for a lift

off In the third manned mission in Skylab. Preilight command

checks with the Johnson Spacn Center in Houston have been

completed. This includes a target update to the computer in

the instrument unit here in the launch vehicle. The instrument

unit is the first of the launch vehicle which actually guides

the space vehicle. A read out of the Input from Houston Is

available In the Launch Control Center so chat the launch

team here can verify that the proper commands are being received.

Ed Gibson, the Science Pilot sitting in the right seat in the

spacecraft is completing soraechecks of the service module

reaction control system. He armed that oystem just a short

time ago by opening soraevaivev which allow the hypertonic
fuels to flow down to the engine area. Hyperbolic fuels are

ones that ignite on contact. In this case they are mononethy

hydroxyzine and nitrogen tetroxide. These fuels were loaded

aboard the spacecraft prior to the countdown being picked

uo back in mid October. The service nodule reaction control

systen provides stabilization and control of the spacecraft

during the Earth orbit and docking phase. It can also be used

for minor course changes or it can be used as a backup system

for deorbitiru' the spacecraft. The system is now being pres-

surized. Gibson is reading off temperatures pressures and

quantities In the system. T minus 23 minute* 41 seconds and

counting. This is Kennedy Launch Control.

L N 0 OF TAPF.
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PAO This Is Skylab Launch Control. VIe're

T - 1 5 minutes and we're holding. Thiu is a planned hold,
actually, what' a called a clock adjustment. We will use
this tine to adjust the clock to give u« proper lift-off
time and the best projectory toward the orbiting Skylab.
It's been determined, however, that we are in good position
now, aiming for a i:01:23, that's one minute, 23 seconds
after nine, lift-off time. We hdve a window this oornlnp,
which extends 9:15:48, 15 minutes, 4 8 seconds after nine
o'clock. So we'll be picking up the count if picked up on
schedule at 8:46:23, at the T-15 minute mark. Reports from
the Flight Controllers in Houston, monitoring the orbiting
lab, indicate that it's in good shape, ready to receive the
third and f nal crew when the count resumes the launch
operations Kinager, Paul Donnelly, will make some communications
checko with the astronaut crew. Four minutes before launch,
the crew is isolated from general communications on th-j

intercom system. They go on a special astrocom launch
circuit limited to the astronaut communicator here in the
Launch Control Center, Bob Crippen. The launch Operations
Manager nn'd spacecraft test conductor, Bob Reed. Also,
ci s the count is resumed at the T-15 nark. The spacecraft
will be going on full internal power. Up to this time, it's
been using fuel cells on board but also some ground power.
As the count resumes, the spacecraft will be isolated from
that ground source. Just a few minutes before launch,
spacecraft batteries will be brought on line to assist
the fuel cells. Checks of the two radar unit beacons * n the

instrument unit, now've been completed, successfully checked
out. Preparations are beginning to chill the second stage
syetem which will receive the super-code liquid hydrogen
fuel when that second stage ignites following burnout of the
first stage. We're standing by to resume our countdown at

T-15 minute mark. MARK. T-15 minutes ard counting. This
is Kennedy Launch Control.

END OF T A T L
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pA0 This is Skylab Launch Control. We just

passed the 10-minute mark i« the countdown. Bob Reed, the

spacecraft test conductor, Just reported that the spacecraft

Is GO for launch. Launch Operations ManaRer, Paul Donnelly,

reports the special checks on the astrocomra circuit have been

completed while checks being made by the team In the firing

room before the count go«a on the automatic sequencer. Se-

cuenaor takes over at T-3 minutes, 7 seconds and it initiates

all actions from that time, including ignition. This has been

true in all the Saturn launches, so actually no one in the

firing room is pushing a button at laur.ch time. This has teen

true with both the Saturn V and the Saturn 1-B launches.

Continuing to look (or a launch time of 9:01:23. At this tine

the orbitinp lab is crossing over Cuba heading on nortneasterl

direction and it will be aomewhers between Newfoundland and

ond France over the north Atlantic at launch time. Now, T-9

minutes, 1 second and counting: , this is Kennedy Launch Control

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Tliis Is Skyiab Launch Control. We'v«
passed the 6 minute mark in the countdown. Various elements
now reporting In; all systems GO. Terminal countdown
sequencer has been armed; weather looks like it's cooperating
and the crew ia ready. Skyiab IV sitting on the READY now
at T minus 5 minutes 4 4 seconds. We're standing by at this
time for a full retraction of swing am 9; that's scheduled
for the 5 minute mark in the countdown. Swing arm 9 is the
access arm to the spacecraft. It has tne (garble)
environmental chamber at the end of it. It's been at a

park position 12 degrees back or approximately 10 to 15 feet
back from the spacecraft since about the 45 minute mark ir.

the countdown. From that position it could be brought back
quickly to the spacecraft if needed, and at the same time
it's back far enough that if the crew used the option of

the launch escape system it would not be in the way. Different
element a of the launch team now reporting In. Safety reports
they're GO for launch. Test supports says they're GO. Launch
Operations Manager, Paul Donnelly says they're CO for l&unch.
Swing arm nunber 9 now coming b ick to the f u 1 1 retract
position. It's mcving all the way back to the tower and
It will stay tucked up against the tower now through launch.
Crew checkout ha 3 gone veil. They've been in the spacecraft
since approximately 6:30 this morning. Launch time still
looking for a 9:01:23 launch time. No-' T minus 4 minutes
31 seconds and counting. This is Kennedy Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAG This Is Skylab Launch Control T minus
3 minutes, 30 seconds and couiuinp,. Launch Operations
Manager, Paul Donnelly, just called up to the crew aboard
Skylab-IV launch tean, wishes you good luck and Gods speed.
Test Supervisor, Bill not*d ready to Launch Vehicle Test
Conductor, Norm Carlson, that he is cleared for launch. This
ciears Carlson's cleared at this time for the launch vehicle
to go on the automatic sequenscer scheduled to take place
at T minus 3 minutes, 7 seconds. And we're passing that
point now. T minus 3 minutes, 7 seconds and our countdown
now on the automatic sequencer. All actions now will be
taken by the secquecer. Sequencer terminates f.ropellant
replenishment, initiates p r ess u r

i

i a t i on on the fuel tanks,
starts the flow of pad water which protects the mobile launcher
at lift-off and at T trinus 50 seconds, the sequensor will
initiate the final transfer from our external power source
to the batteries aboard the space vehicle. T oinus 2 minutes,
35 seconds and continuing to count. Check of the status
board heie in the Control Center shows we are on the auto-
raatic sequencer. The instrument unit light is ready. The
instrument unit, the brains vi the vehicle. Emergency detection
system light shows that tiie EDS system is ON and ready. Fuel
tanks now being pressurized. The S-IVB or second stage locks
tanks have been pressurized and the S-IB fuel tanks have been
pressurized. Bob Crippen, the astronaut communicator here in the
firing room, is reading off the count times to the crew. Bill Sch
Test Supervisor, continuing to give the count every 10 seconds
to the launch team here in the Control Center. T minus 1 min-
ute, 52 seconds and continuing to count. This is actually
the culmination of months of test and checkout for the contractor
and the government launch tear,. Responsibility from the Kennedy
Space Center shifts over to Houston as ve clear the tower. As
Skylab-IV clear the tower, responsibility for the mission goes to
Houston. The orbiting laboratory at this tine, passing over the
North Atlantic. It's about midway between Newfoundland and the
northern tip of France. It's at an altitude of some 231 nau-
tical miles.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PAO • - ovtsr to Houston as ve clear the

tower. As Skylab-lV clears the tower responsibility for the

mission goes to Houston, The orbiting laboratory at this
tii-e passing over the north Atlantic. It's about midway
between Newt'ounland and the northern tip o<\> ranee . It's .

at an altitude of sow* 231 nautical niU's^j T minus 1 minute
19 seconds and continuing tu count. A check with the status
board shows fuel pr essur i t ion continuing. This pr essu r i la t ion

it. necessary to a*sur e a smooth flow <>f fuel down to the
engines all through the power phase of flight. Vie are
approaching the I minute mark in the count now. T minus I min-
ute and counting. The astronaut crew, Carr, Gibson, and Pogye
just about completed their preflight preparations. Bill Pogue
just brought up the spacecraft batteries. They are on line
now and they are gearing extra electrical power to the space-
craft at liftoff and they also act as a backup to the fuel cells
Last action taken by the crew just being done now by Space-
craft Commander Cera Id Carr at T minus 45 seconds, and he
mad* the final guidance alignment that done from the spacecraft.
T ninus 28 seconds i id continuing to count. Launch vehicle
now on internal power. Status boar I shows all stages on

internal power on the flight batteries. T nims 18 seconds.
T minus 16. Count continuing to go smoothly, T ninus 13.

We'll look for an ignition at T minus 2.1 seconds, 9, 8,

7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2. We hivt; ignition. Mv have .» lift-off.
Lift-off. The engines building up to 1 ,f> nil lion pounds of

thrust and Skylab is moving slowly off the pad. It has cleared
the tower

.

CDR Roger. Tower ciear. We're getting a

rol 1 prop, ran .

CC Jerry, the thrust looks good on all
engines

.

CDR Roger. Snooth ride.
CC Roge r .

PAO MARK. 18 seconds. Houston now controlling.
MARK. 2 5 seconds.

CDR (garble^.
CC Roger , CuK.
PAO 30 seconds. Pitch and roll programs

started. Skylab now maneuvering to a spot for flight patn
attitude. MARK. 35 .seconds. One nautical mile in altitude:.

MARK. 40 seconds. Given a green light by range safe. KA RK

.

4
r

i seconds. Cabin pressure relieving. Adjusting - -

CC Roge r

.

PAO Koli complete. Pitch profile still in

progress. 58 seconds. Three nautical miles in altituoc.
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CC MARK. 1 Bravo.
CDR Roger, I Bravo.

is looMng real goo<J

HOU8t0n
•

Y ° U teCt VCt 3nd •vrything
CDR Copy , feet wet .

f r » m l
A
°. m ^ ,

MARK
"

1 « inut « 12 seconds. That calloutfrom Capco*. Pick Truly say* that Skylab new capable 0 f

I'SVod o? I"";
1 " lB,,

i
t U Second8

-
SkyUb P««ing throughperiod o maximum aerodynamic pressure now. MARK . \ minute

30
J.con 8l 9 nautical «H, B ln altitude. 1 Mnuee 35 second,

r:n :;^
8

Lnrj:
skyUb stm -

CDR t'.DS Auto off, Houston.

M ARK
, Mod e 1 Charlie?*''' """^ ^ '° r 1 Charl "«
CUR Roger. Mode 1 CharlU

,

PA0 MARK. One minute 54 seconds. Statuscneck in Mission Control by Flight Director Phil ShafferGo/No Go for staging. Given a GO for staging.

v .

CC
„ rt ,

Skylab. Houston. You're looking good.Hou're GO for staging. K

CDR Roger.
PA0 MARK

- 2 minutes 4 seconds. Coninp

^L
nrM 0r

w'?rr'
d °Vn 4nd Skylab now 22 nauticalnlU-s in altitude. 21 nautical miles down range.

CDR Inboard's at 17.
cc Rogc r .

CDR N outboard's at 21.
pA<* Engine shut down.

36 naltual miles. ^ H" iSnlt ° d
' ™° " inute< 35—««•

on S_^ B
Skylab. Houston. The thrust looks good

CDR Roger. Looks good here too.
iA0 Two minutes 42 seconds. Staging on tine,tarr, (ib.«c,n. Pogue now riding on a good second stage enginetoning up now on launch escape tower jettison. 43 niutica'

'

fl! i 1 e s in altitude.
CDR (garble).

Roger, Ctrr and Cibson. You're mode 2PA0 Three minutes and 5 seconds. The launch

Zlt
PV

fi°

WCr
"-

W ° j ° Cted its « "f-ty rule no longer relAhk hree »jmu,s l, seconds. 53 nautili :,Ues in altinautical miles down range.
CDR Smooth as t-lass, Houston
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cc Rotter. We had a beautiful picture on

TV all the way. It look* real good

.

j, A0 MARK. Three minutes 34 yecondB. Co«mander

Jerry Carr reporting to Dick Truly tli« flight la smooth as

glass. Maanvhile the firat stage in launch escape tower Is

falUna away now heading for their own final splash, Skylab

splashdown. Status check in Mission Control by Flight Director

Phil Shaffer for 4 minutes. KARK . Three minute* 52 seconds,

65 naut *al miles in altitude.

CC Skylab, Houston. You're GO at 4 minutes.

CDR Roger, Houston. It looks good here.

p A Q MARK. Four ninnies 10 seconds, 70 nautical

miles in altitude, 160 nautical miles down range for Skylab.

Carr, Gibson, Pogue now at 72 nautical miles in altitude.

Skylab continuing to climb moving out well beyond the Earth's

atmosphere. We now show a velocity reading of 9864 feet per

second. Data continuing to look very good here in the Mission

Control Center. MARK. Four minutes 15 seconds. MARK, Four
j

minutes 4f seconds, 77 nautical miles in altitude, 201 nautical

miles down ranp.c . Skylab onboard performance continuing smooth.;

Onboard readings show Carr, Gibson, Poj'.ue with their computer /

and prof.ran XI, the Earth orbit insertion program ticking off

their own altitude and velocities. F.Lghty nautical miles in
j

altitude.
,

CC Houston, you're 10 in 5 minutes. You re I

right on the money. •—
.

*

CDR Roger, Houston. Looks good.

PX0 MARK. Five minutes 5 seconds. Dick

Truly advising Skylab right on the money. V,'e now show a

velocity reading 11157 feet per second. MARK. 5 minutes

20 seconds. Data and Mission Control right on target. Skylab a

clinbed orbit going exactly to script thusfar. 84 nautical

miles in altitude, 27u nautical miles down range. Velocity

now reading 11801 feet per second. MARK. Five minutes and

40 seconds. Skylab's climb for altitude essentially complete.

Moving out now for down range distance and velocity. YJe now

show 86 nautical miles in altitude, 313 nautical miles down

ran^e. Coning up nov in (> ninutes,
CC Skylab, Houston, you're CO at 6 miivutes.

CDR Roj-.er, Houston.
P A0 MARK. Six minutes 10 seconds. Skylab

,u.v 88 p*utlcal raiies in altitude, 560 nautical tr.iles down range.

Cnrr, Gibson, Pop.ue now flying almost parallel to the Atlantic

below in the heads dowa position. Displays show a down range

distance of 382 nautical miles now. MARK. Six minutes 40 seconds

CDR (garble) Houston.
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CC Roger, wj're watching then.
PAO Bermuda has acquired reports procedures.

Coning up now in 7 minutes.
CC
PAO
CC

good t r imp,

.

CDR
PAO

Skylab, Houston,
MARK, 7 minutes
Houston, wu see

GO at 7 minutes.
10 sec on&s .

> good gimbal motors and

Roger

,

MARK.
velocity building up now,

Houa ton.
7 minutes 20 seconds. Skylab
Now reading 16543 feet per second.

Carr, Cibson, Pogue traveling almost parallel to the east coast
of the United States now. Skyiab»IV now 540 nautical miles down
range, 88 nautical miles in altitude. MARK. 7 minutes 40 seconds

to go for
PAO

tor 8 minutes.

-1VB shutdown in
Statu i chec*

2 minutes,
in Miss ion Cont rol

.

Go/No Go

CDR
PAO

propellant and

nautical mil

in 8 mi nutes

.

Skylal>, Houston.
Ok ay .

MARK. Eight minutes 8 seconds. A good
tillzatlon shift says booster systems engineer,

a change fuel and oxidiier ratio for more efficient engin
rnance in space. MARK, 8 minutes and 20 seconds, 87

altitude, 679 nautical miles down range now.
per second. MARK, 8 minutes
altitude, 730 nautical miles

Velocity now reading 20062 f

30 seconds, 86 nautical miles
Mission Control Center
Skylab given a go for

concurs with Flignt Direc-

looking good
You' re GO in

9 minutes,
mi nutes

.

down range now. A status check i

Co/ No Co for passage over Europe
passage over Europe. Range safety
tor Phil Shaffer.

CDR Houston, we'
CC Roge r , cone

u

We're predicting cut off at 9 plus
CDR Copy, 937.
PAO Predicted time

37 seconds. —
CC - - bulldine . / Sta

MARK. \ode 4 capability. —

(

CDR Roger, mode -. .

PAO MARK, 9 minutes 28 seconds. That mode 4
Cillup from Capcon Dick Truly says Skylab can reach orbit now
on spacecraft power only. Standing bv now lor S-IVB shutdown.

CDR Cut off at 37.
CC Roger.
PAO Mark, 9 minutes -5 seconds. Shutdown

on time. Standing by for prelininary orbital numbers now
f rom S*y lab .

shutdown 9 minutes

Stand by for mode 4 capability.



M
OM»

5

C.T 00,13.59 UHT

CDR okay, Houaton, we're looking 120.7 by

83.3.
CC S«!k 10 Blnutoa 5 seconds. That Is

f r0» their onboard ^"P"^/" S

; en e 8 an! ,l 88 ion.
third Skylab crew A..u«ln« * « od rj»d.. o ^ ^
They can become me tir«t crew in n*« /

year and .pU.h ^wn^hj
{

,
^ § qq orbil . You're looking

real
*S;

d
' Roger. Looks great, Houston.

J™ Good smootb ride, Houston.

CC Roger.

CC tveryi B
h „ ,civUed we're about

ind I'll Rive you a call at ARIA.

CDR Ok av, Houston. So long.

This is really great, Dick.

cc Rog. I envy you.

END OF TAPE
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C0R Yea, tMe 1 » really gr«at, Dick,
CC Roger. I envy you.
PAC\ Skylab Control, Houston. 12 minutes,

25 seconds. The Skylab-iv now in orbit. Preliminary onboard
reading of the orbit fro* SkyWb-IV showed a 120.7 nautical
mile by 83 nautical mile orbit,

CC Skylab, Homton through ARIA. How do
you reaJ?

COR (garble)
cc Roger, Jerry. We're hearing a lot of

background noise also, but we're standing by.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 14 minutes

ground-elapsed tirce now. We have acquisition with Skylab IV
through an ARIA aircraft. At this point, communications -

CDR Now I'm already through the (garble).
Our (garble) pressures are stabilized. Turning psi off the (garbleand 16-16 ps if ue 1 .

cc Roger. Thank you.
PA0 Communications through ARIA a bit choppy.
Cc Skylab, Houston. Be advised we're unable

to get telemetry through the ARIA at this time ani - but I'm
still standing by here on voice for the next 4 nlnutes.

CDR Okay, Houston.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. IS minutes

ground elapsed tine. A preliminary tine of separation
maneuver. It's 24 minutes, 59 seconds with a Delta-V of
3 feet per sec ond

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 15 mtnutcs
ground elapsed tine. Still voice capability through ARIA
with SkyUb-IV. Madrid acquisition in some 3-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab ' control , Houston. Seventeen
mi runt* ground elapsed time. Preliminary radar tracking
now from the Mission Control Center show* Skyiab with
an orbit of 12 4.8 nacical miles by 63.5 nautical miles;
r igh t on the money .

CC Skyiab, Houbtun. In about 15 seconds
we're going to drop out from ARIA. I'll give you a call
aoout 1 minute from now at Madrid.

CARR Okay, Houston.
I'AO Skyiab control, Houston, at 20

minutes 30 seconds ground elapsed time. Skyiab now under
acquisition through Madrid tracking station,

PJO Data in Mission Control shows Skyiab
maneuvering for a proper separation seouence now, 21 minut
ground elapsed time,

CC
you read?

CARR
burst Just coming into sight.

Skyiab, Houston at Madrid . How do

Roger, Houston, loud and clear. The

CC
CARR
CC

The first one is
the backup GDC align pad.

Roger. Are we GO for tiie maneuvev?
That's affirmative; go ahead.
Okay, and I've got '.wo pads for you.

page 1-Alpha of the Rendezvous Book. It*

CARR
CARR

Okay, stand by.
The flaw panels are all open,

deployment looks normal.
CC Roger, thank you.
CARR Can we hold off on that pad

We got to do a few loadings here.
CC Roger, Skyiab. We're about

from LOS. ARIA comes up
launch book out at these
of the Rendezvous Book,
up to you. And, Skyiab,
request Omni Delta, that
pass coning up at 52.

CARR Rogei . Omni Delta.
1- Alpha and ready to copy

Hous t on ?

mi nu te
at 52. If somebody has the
- correction, it's on page 1-Alph
If you get a chance I'll read it

Houston. When you go LOS Madrid
11 help us out with the ARIA

0 134
CC
0211 .

CARR
looking at

Oka
Over .

here we go

.

Stars

on page

11, 12, 1007,

he wrong box,
Okay
Wh i c

Would you read that again? I was
Die

Stars - -

• which box are you reading?
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CC
CARR

r«*l quick.
CC
CARR
CC

naybe I can get
you also.

ThU U backup GDC align pad.

okay, lust r«ad the whole thing ovur

Okay. ll/U, 1007, 0184, 0211, over

Roger. U/ 12, 1007 . 0184, 0211.

Good -eadback. Turn to pas* 5-Alpha

launch rendezvous resign pad up co

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab control, Houston, 24 minutes

ground elapsed time. Skylab-IV has now had loan of signal

through Madrid. We presently show s cracking here in the

Mission Control Center. Skylab in a very good orbit. The

prssent orbital readings are 124.8 nautical nlles by 83.5

nautical miles. Skyiab-IV represents this countries 30th

manned flight. This includes 6 Mercury missions, 10 Gemini

missions, 11 Apollo missions, and this being the tnird

manned Skylab mission. W< now switch to the Kennedy Launch

Control for an announcement. »~

SPEAKER The following is a message iron the

President of the United States, Richard Nixon, which he

sent to the crew following launch. Pinal manned flight

of the Skylab program should bring to a close the single
most productive program in the history of man's quest

for knowledge about himself and his world. The crew of

Skylab will mark in space the i 6 ch anniverslty of the

United States first fauitfring step toward the heavens.

From the launch of a 30-pound space satellite, we have

progressed to exploration of the Moon in order to determine
Earth's place in the universe. And now we are moving to

determine and ;vrhaps to assert man's role in the universe.

As we are gra u»fu 1 for die success of our previous ventures

into space and as we look to the success of that which is

imminent, let us never take for granted the skill and

courage and devotion of those who labor in behave of the

U.S. Space Program. While our sense of startle wonder

at reaching the frontiers of space nay have diminished with

familiarity, let us yet pause to reflect upon what we have

done, asking God's blessing upon our effort and Cod's grace

upon those who bravely place their livee at the service

of peace tor all mankind. That concludes the message.

END OF TAPF.
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PAQ Skylab Control, Houston. 21 ainut«$

ground elapsed tine. Our next acquisition with Skylab will

be In approximately 25 alnutes, this being through an ARIA

aircraft. 27 ainutea. GET , this is Skylab Control, Houston

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Houston. ' 51 ainutei
Ground Elapsed Tine. Skylab~IV, now in It'* first revolution
around the Earth, We'll stand by now and keep the line open
for possible voice acquisition with Skylab through the ARIA
aircraft. Skylab presently passing over the Indian Ocean.

CC Skylab, Hounton through ARIA. How do
you read?

CDR Houston, (garble)
CC Skylab, Houston. Let's try again on

transmitting. We're through ARIA. How do you read?
CDR Hello, Houston. Houston, it's ARIA

weak but clear.
CC Roger, Jerry. I also hear you weak, but

clear. That first transmission was cut out and we were in-
terested in your SEP burn status and alt. how the puige burn
went.

CDR Roger. The separation burn was on tine
and worked out, Just fine. We had a little anomaly on the
separation. No big thing. In quad primary propellant, quad
Charlie went barberpole and in the secondary, quad Alfa and

d. We've reset them back to gray and
shape. And right at the moment, we're

2. We're going to try to get that tied up here.
Roger. Roger, Jerry; copy. And how

urns, how did they go?
First burns went fine. In fact, I gave

seconds on each one.
Skylab, Houston. Since you're doing the

I will not re?d up this launch rendezvous
realign pad that I fail to get up at Madrid. And if you have tine
and have any data for us on the P52's or any of the other checks
here at ARIA, give oe a call. We've still got you for several
minutes

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. $r> minutes
Ground Elapsed Tine. StllJ under acquisition with Skylab-IV
through ARIA. We now show an orbit for Skylab-iV of 125.8
nautical miles by 84 nautical o.*ies. The quads referred to
vei < the service nodule RCS quads. Jerry Carr reported that
during the separation sequence, that they - three of the quads,
one in the primary, two in the secondary, had barberpoled.
However, all three qua -fe wire reopened. A minor anomaly,
which occurred during a very successful separation sequence.
Preliminary number show our first phasing burn, the NC-1 bui.i is

schedule! to take place at 2 hours, 21 minutes, 58 seconds
with a Deita-V ui 33.8 feet per second and this should provide
i; resulting orbit of 125.3 nautical niies by 101.4 nautical miles.
These are preliminary numbers and will be refined and updated

Bravo went b arbe
everything's in
in a P52 opt ion

CC
about the t" 1 rs t

CUR
it a good so lid

CC
P52 option 2 now
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by the Flight Dy

Center. We show
CDR
CC

but I'm ready to copy
CDR

and 14; NOUN 05,

ics Officer here in the Mission Control
Ground Elapsed Time now of 57 minutes.
Houston, Skylab. I'm going to (garble)

Roger, Jerry. Go ahead. You are weak

a o o u t

Uk ay .

zips;
kylab

5 seconds from ARIA,

Stars ,Detecting for option
NOUN 93, plus 00.0 3 - -

Houston. You cut out. Ve're
LOS. I'll caLl you at Texas at

1 plus 32 and get the P52 in f o r n

a

t i on . Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. One hour, 3

ninutes Ground Elapsed Tine. Out of range now with ARIA.

Next station to acquire Skylab IV will be Texas in 29 minut

One hour, 3 minutes GET, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 1 hour

31 minutes ground elapsed time. Standing by now for

acquisition with Skylab IV through Texas tracking station.
Less than a minute away now from acquisition through Texas.

CC Skylab, Houston, at Texas lor 5 minutes.
CD R Hello, Houston, Skylab. We're reading

you loud and clear.
CC Roger, Jerry. And 1 didn't copy ,iay

of that P52 information. It's on page 1-2, I'd like to get
that. And then I ' vo got an MCI preliminary pad.

CDR Okay, I've (jot two ?!2*s and a COAS
line of slp.ht to read to you.

CC Standby for a second.
CDR Alright first, B 5 2 is option 3; stars

04 and 14; the noun 05's were ail zips; the noun 93 was
plus; all balls 37; ali balls and minus all balls 211;
torque tine was 00492500. The option two for the ?52 - -

CC CDR , Houston.
CDR Go ahead

.

CC Roj-.er, we'd like to get you in T52
so vi> can downlink the RF.FSMMAT and then keep on reading.

CPR Okay. Okay, you're in it

.

CC Okay, and I'm ready to copy.
CDR Okay, the option 2 was the sane two

stars, 04 and 14, Noun 05 was all balls; noun 93 plus
004 2 2 minus 00290 plus 00027. Torquing tint' 00561300.

CC 0k ty , and go ahead with the COAS
line of tie termination.

CDR Okay, the COAS line of sight was

35993, 57156.
CC Okay, J vry I get it. And turn a couple

of pages, I've got a preliminary MCI pad for you.
CDR Ready to copy, Dick.
CC Okav, noun 95, 00 2, 215800, plus 0 340,

plus 4 balls, minus 0160, 179, 011, 002, 0253, 0002, weight
32813, trims plus 116 plus 064; star chock 042856150. Go
ahead .

CDR Okay, Houston, 0022 1 5800 pi^is 0340,
all balls, minus 0160, 179, Oil, 002, 0253, 0002, the

weight 32813, plus 116, plus 064, star check 04 2*36 150.

CC Roper, good read back . J have two

re narks, Jerry. F i i ti t 1* there's no pUnc- cj.ait>:«' required
today . And a second , thcic': i b < a ;! h x k iior i /.on on the

J A decree window nark at i >; n i t ion. And Skyiib, Houston . Wc

have the REFSMMAT . You can y\u back to i' 10 .
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CDR Roger

.

CC Sky lab, Houston. i)o you have a tracker
light shewing on the a DSKY?

CDR That's affirmative, Houston.
CC Roger, thank you. And have you done the

EMS DELTA-Vs and no bias check or - - Over.
CDR Yes, s.r, we have. The Delta -V check

after 10 seconds it stopped at minus 21.8, that's in good
shape. The no bias check was 97.9.

CC Rot;er, 9 7.9. We're going LOS shortly
here at Texas. I'll give you a call at Madrid about 13

nlnutes from now

.

CDR Okay, Dick, just a quick word. The
secondary glycol loop check, I couldn't get any f>t»:am pressure
vn the evaporator. I discontinued the check, and that's
on page 3-5.

CC Roger, thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 1 hour 39 minutes

ground elapsed time. Skylab IV has now passed out of acquisition
range. Next station to acquire will be Madrid in approximately
12-1/2 minutes. Meanwhile we've received a report from the

surgeon on heart rates at time of lift-off. At the moment
of lift-off Commander Jerry Cur's heart rate read lOA ,

Science Pilot Ed Gibson's read 9ft, and Pilot Hill Pogue 111.

Maximum hear trates during power flight experienced by all

three ranged between 115 and 116. V.'e're now at i hour
30 minus - 39 minutes ground elapsed time. This is Skylab
control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 1 hour
50 minutes ground elasped time. Skylab-IV now approaching
acquisition less than a minute away from acquisition nowthrough Madrid tracking station. The preliminary NCI padreads as follows: Two hours 21 minutes 58 seconds groundelapsed tine for the maneuver wich a Delta V of 37 6 feet
per second a burn tine of 2 seconds. We'll stand'by nowand keep the line open for contact between Capcom Dick Truivncre in the Mission Control Center and the crew of Skvlab-IV.

Stiylab, Houston at Madrid for 5 minutes
.;

DR Hello, Houston, Skylab loud and clear.

^bSI'lJS"
0

^; SitUati0n
'

we '

v * ^nc into C4N malfunctionnumber 10. And we came out in box number 4. Charlie andregister number 1 in box number 3 and read the number 2.
C C Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. In block 6, did youmove the optic 0 switch out of 0 and back to 0 or did vouJust leave i t there?

. .

CDR We m oved it out for 15 seconds and thenback in again.
CC

.

Okay, thank you. While we're thinkingabout this I have got a final NCI pad for you page 1-5And we would lite accept so we can give you a vector.
CDR Okay, you've got accept." Roger. Are you looking at the NC-1 pad?0DR Ready to copy." Roger. There are only two changes, so

I will
j U!,t read you the changes to save some time. The noun

2<- pitch should read 013. And the star check, I'll K lve vou

5«flA
ne

T,f
tar

ri

check ^formation. It is as follows: star 6/,
* 8fl4 , 151 . Over.

... „
CDR

J t /s ,

0kav
- And the new pitch angle NOUN 22 is 0 13Itie Star data is 04288.4, 15.1.

1
'

.

CC
_

Roger. And when we get some more tins,it is no. a bip hurry, we'll have some questions on the secondaryglycol loop. There is one switch we would like to get thrownon panel 2. It's the secondary coolant loop pump switch to off.
That's aJready been done.
Okay, thank you very much.

. ,
Dick, what we were doing there, Ed and

L
W
Im/ "'"J

WlUl 8ySten a llttTe blt
"

UV «ot the th Jn «

Let twIrT S
1 ;*?!?'"""" by * a™ all >' -UciinR the adaptreaet switch and holding it. But we could not get the evar>

U^
P
JS

Wn
' "°r

Ver
'

W * * lo™*« workinp, on that when we hadthe other problem, and then 1 powered it down just about thetine we were having AOS.
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CC Roger, understand.
CDR Okay, and Dick, I have got the SDC/IMU

comparison results for you.

CC Roger, ready to copy. Go ahead.

CDR Okay NOUN 20s are 18063, 16146, 35948,

the tunbwheels are 179.7, 162.7, 359.5, and the Delta T was

4C000.
**

CC Roger copy. Thank you very much. Hov

is everybody liking zero g today?
CDR I'll tell you, it's neat, Dick. It's;

really neat.
PLT It's a great world.
CDR You've got three happy rookies up here.

CC Great.
SPT We can't hardly take our eyes away ft op

the vindov, there are nose snears all over the windows.
CC Roger. Sounds like fun. We're about to

have a keyhole here at Madrid, probably about 45 seconds.

I nay drop out. I'll give you a call when we're out of the

ke /ho 1 e .

CDR Okay, are you through the (garble)?
C C Not yet.

CDR Pog;r ,
going to block.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we've looked nt the

bird. Y 9
u

' re GO for that N C-1 burn.
j———"TB R

" " **~\ftp_£ex, .^AJaJs^-JLAU.,

CC Skylab, Houston one more question. When

you went throu gh the nal and you went to block 6 in the nal

did the tracker light ever go out?
CDR Negative, Houston.
CC Okay.
CDR When we get tine after NC-1 wc ought to

try it apaln.
CC Okay. One core question, Did you hit

the reset in block 6.

CDR Negative. Wc - or th*t is a f firm alive.

We did hit the reset a little later.
CC Okay, fine. We're going to be LOS htrc

at Madrid In about 25 seconds. ARIA cones up at 2 plus 2b.

CDR Okay.
PLT Okay, Dick, let ne give you a couple of

woria on the RCS checkout. We've got numbers for the

hellutn type pressures Alfa Bravo Charlie of 3950, Delta was

4000 (garble) was 4050, and the CM helium nanii'old was 107

likij we had on the pad .

CC Okay, good. I've got that.
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PAO Skylab Control Houston, 1 hour 57 minutes
ground elapsed tine. We've had loss of signal now with Skylab-
through Madrid. Next acquisition will be through an ARIA

aircraft in approximately 28 minutes. Juring that last pass
Skylab-IV was given a GO for the first phasing burn, the NC-1
burn now scheduled to take place at 2 hours 21 minutes 58 secon
ground elapsed tine. And during our discussions with the crew,
Jerry Carr, Ed Cibson, Bill Pogue, the crew was going through
sone malfunction or troubleshooting procedures associated with
the OCDl', the optics coupling display unit. This is part of th
guidance and navigation system, which provides coordinated
data f ron the G&N equipment. We're at 1 hour 58 minutes
ground elapsed tine and this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thi3 is Skylab Control, Houston at

2 hours 5 minutes ground elapsed tint. We have an announce-
ment to make. There will be a news conference with the

three wives of the Skylab IV astronauts a: 1 p.tr, . eastern
standard tine today. I repeat, 1 p.n. eastern standard
time today it the Holidav Inn, Coca Beach, Florida. That's
at 1 p.n. eastern time, Holiday Inn, Coca 3each, Florida.
This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 2

hours, 23 minutes Ground Elapsed Tine. We're standing by

now for acquisition with Skylab-IV through ARIA. Acquisition

is scheduled for l*ss than a minute away now. At the time

we pick up Skylab IV, MC-1 maneuver should have been completed,

changing the orbit. And when we laat spoke with the crew

aboard Skylab IV, the crew w.is in the process of sorting out

a program alarm or. the coupling display unit fail. At this

point, we don't know if this was brought about through in-

strumentations, which hardware or software, and depending on

what the nature of the problem is, we'll bring about what the

workout - the work around solution m i >>h t be.

CDR - - (garble)
?A0 In any case, the guidance and navigation

prob 1 e= -

CC Skylab, Houston in ARIA for 7 minutes.

Standino by for your NC- 1 burn status report.

CDR Okay, Skylab, Read you loud and clear.

CC Roger and we're standing for your MC-1

status r epor t

.

CDR Houston, the burn was on tine. The Delta-VC

was minus 10. U. The attitude was from the pad and we worked the

pads down to 81, -*2. 1.2 and 0 and that was one heck of a

kick in the pants.
CC Roger, Jerry. 1 did not copy your NOUS 85.

Would you say those again, please?
CDR Okay. Right now I'm going to repeat the

prior pass. The burn was on time Delta-V Charlie - minus 10 . «

.

Attitude nominal. NOUN 85, 1.2, plus 0.2, 000.

CC ? o p, e r . Copied. And Jerry, another

question - How diJ the P-5? option 3 go?
CDR Okay. Went real well. I'll read that

to you.
CC Okay, go ahead.
COR (garble) stars number 02 and OA, NOUN

05, was all balls. No, 093 plus, all balls, * 5 . Minus

all balls, 2 minus ail balls, 15; (garble), torque 02, 08, 47,00.

CC Roger. Would you say again, please.

NOUN 9 3, vankec. Over.
CDR Understand you want NOUN 93 Yankee minus

00028.
Roger, Jerry. I got it. Thank you very

Okay. boy, that burner is a real kick in

Roger. Sounds like fun.

CDR (Garble) tracker light problem is now off

after we did that ?-52, tracker light went out. Everything

deems to be copacttic.

CDR
the pant*

.
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cc Roger, Jerry. That's real good.

CC CDR, Houston.
Cdr Go ahead, Houston,

cc Roger. About a rev ago or so, you read me

the FMS Delta-V check result and you read me a 97.9. We '^ e

assuming that you started the cest at minus 100 and it ended

up at minus 97.9. Would you confirm that please, sir?

CDR That's affirmative, Dick.

CC Okay, Jerry. Thank you.

cc Skylab, Houston, We're 1 minute from

LOS at ARIA . I'll call you at Goldstone at 3:02.

CDR Roger, Houston. So long.

CC Roger.
pA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 2 hours,

34 minutes Ground Elapsed Tine. Out of acquisition range

now with Skylab IV throuzh t.ie ARIA aircraft. The next

station to acquire will be Goldstone In approximately

27-1/2 minutes. We heard on this pass over ARIA, Commander

Jerry Carr describe the first phasing burn also the guidance

and navigation problem involving the optics coupling display

unit Turns out to be an instrumentation problem in tne

system In anv case, the problem has gone away. It surmised

here that the worst situation that could develop now that the

symptoms are known, would be a failure of the failure detection

system of the system. We're 2 hours. 35 minutes Ground Elapse

Tine. Standing by at 27 from this time, we should have

acquisition again with Skylab IV through Goldstone. This

is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston 3 hours ground

elapsed time. About 2 minutes away now from reacquiring

Skylab IV through Goldstone. We presently show Skylab IV

in an orbit of 125.8 nautical miles by 102.4 nautical miles.

During this stateside pass we expect a preliminary maneuver

pad on NC2 , the second phasing bum to be passed up to the

cr»w of Skylab IV. The present time for that maneuver,

4 hours 34 minutes 56 seconds ground elapsed time, with a

Delta-V of 153 feet per second, burr, duration of 7 seconds.

The resulting orbit should be 213 nautical miles by 102.6

nautical miles. And looking beyond the second phasing burn

some very perliminarv numbers that are now being displayed

in the Control Center for the follow on maneuvers are as

follows. NCC, the corrective combination scheduled 5 hours

20 minutes 6 seconds ground elapsed time, with a Delta-V

of 208 feet per second, resulting orbit 221 nautical niles

by 213.1 nautical miles. NSR , the coeliptic maneuver,

5 hours 57 minutes 7 seconds Delta-V, 26.8 feet per second,

resulting orbit 228.1 nautical miles by 222.2 nautical miles.

TPI or terminal phase initiation scheduled at at 6 hours

48 minutes 59 seconds ground elapsed time, Delta-V 20.6 feet

per second resulting orbit.

cc - - Goldstone for 6 minutes.

CI)R Hello, Houston. Skylab loud and clear.

cc Roger. Request accept and we'll load

a Ryro drift condensation for the X axis for you. And

I've got a preliminary NC2 pad, page 1-10.

CDR Okay, you got accept, I'll be ready to

copy in a sec.
CC All right y.

pA0 Resulting orbit on TPI should be 233

nautical miles by 227 nautical miles.

cc Okav, noun 28, 004, 34, 5600, plus 1525,

plus 4 balls, plus 4 balls. 180, 167, 001, 1389, 0007, weight

3268 7, trims plus 116, plus 06 2. Go ahead.

CDR Okay, Dick. 004. 34, 5600, plus 1525

all zips, all tips, 180, 167, 001, 1389, 0007, weight 326S7,

plus 116, plus 062

.

cc Roger, and 1 got a couple of notes here

for this one. This bum will be a single bank SI'S burn.

The horizon will bv on the 13, that's 13, degree window mark

at ignition. And for your information, the Delta-VC that a

in this pad has already been compensated for the 5, so

you don't have to do anything about that.

CDR Okay. copy. One bank horizonal - horizon

and the 13 degree window mark (garble).
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C C Roger. A couple of other things for you

Jer. In the checklist that's 3 hours and 45 minutes there's

a little place in there that says try to get the VHF

acquisition, but you're going to be over a thousand miles

away from the SWS at that tine, so don't expect to get it

there. And I've got a question for you on the optics. Going

back to the P52 that you did just prior to the MCI burn,

do you remember when during the alignment sequence the

tracker light went out? Over.
CDR Sure, Dick, I'm sorry, I didn t catch

CC Roger, Skylab. You can go back to block.

And here's the question. During the P52 prior to NCI,

when during the - whon during the alignment sequence did

the tracker light go out?
CDR Houston, Skylab. I'm sorry, I just

didn't see exactly when it went out. I was busy doing

a lot of writing and everything and I didn't see the

tracker 1 i p.h t go out.

CC Okay, no problem. Thank you.

Not until we had torqued that - it that

Okay, and Houston we're looking at

CDR
I noticed the I i ?.h t was out.

CC Roger.
CDR

an 02 4 right nov, a point 8.

CC Roger.
CC Roger, ECOM says that's pretty nominal.

CDR Ok ay , th a nks

.

CC Skylab, Houston. Fnr your Information

on that 02 flow, due to the cabin 02 enrichment procedures

that you're going thiough, it nay increase, and as a natter

of fact, it might increase enough to give you a roaster

alarm. But if it does there's no problem with that.

CDR Okay, Houston. Wc sort of had a hunch

that was the reauon for the flow.

CC Roger. And we're about I minute from

LOS, Goldstonc. Madrid at 3 plus ?4.

CDR Roger, Dick, See you then.

CC Roger.
p A0 Skylab Control, Houston. Three hours

8 minutes ground elapsed time. We've had loss of signal

through Goldstone now with Skyiab IV. The next station

to acquire will be Madrid In approximately 16 minute*.

This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control Houston at 3 hours 24 min-
utes ground elapsed time. About a minute away now from acqui-
sition of Skylab-lV through Madrid and Canary Islands tracking
station. We'll stand by and keep the line open for that
pass.

PAO We have acquisition through Canary now,
receiving do f a,

CC Skylab, Houston. Canary for 4 minutes.
We need accept and we'll uplink you a state tracker.

PLT Roger, going to accept, Dick.
CC Roger. And 1 do have a note here to

help you out in the event later on today that tracking light
problem comes up again, you might jot down what we would
recommend you do in that case.

PLT You have accept.
CC Roger

.

CC And - -

CDR Ready to copy

.

CC Okay. In the event the tracker light
comes on again, what we would like you to do is go back to
GN'C mal number 10 and do step 9. While the - and we want you
to do that step while the tracking light is on. If you end
up coming out of step 9 and back in block 7, then you can
continue ops nornal. However, if you end up in block 13
and conclude that that the OCDU is failed, what we'd like you to do
is use the optic frozen procedures in the rendezvous book
on page 7-1 with one modification. The first step of these
procedures says optic power off, we'd like you to replace that
with optic 0 to 0. Over.

PLT Stand by one.
CC Okay.
PLT Okay Dick, the way I've get it here if

we get the tracker light on again, we'll go back to the optics
malfunction procedure number 10 at step - and do step 9 while
the tracker light is on. If we come out of box 9 to box 7

then continue in the nominal mode. If we come out of box 9

to box 13, then we use optics frozen procedures starting on
71 accept we will not turn optics power off we will go to
optics power 0.

CC That's exactly right. Well, on that
last one, what we want you to do the first step on page 7-1
is we want you to put the optics 0 switch to 0. 0 the optics.
And do not turn the power off.

PLT Okay, understand. U*e optics - go to optics
0 and do not turn the power off.

CC Roger. And we've about 45 seconds from
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LOS. Honeysuckle is going to come up at 4 plus 06. And be

advised that we have turned on the tracking light, and the

VHF transponder on the SWS and she is waiting for you.

ILT Thank you sir.
CC Roger, and you can go back to block.

PLT Okay, going back to block.
CC Okay, see you at Honeysuckle.
PLT Okay, Dick. Thank you.

PAO Skylab Control Houston. That was Pilot

Bill Pogue talking to Capcora Dick Truly here in the Mission
Control 'center . We're at 3 hours 29 ninutea ground elapsed

tine.
PAO Skylab Control Houston, 3 hours 29 ninut

GET. We have had loss of signal with Skylab through Canary.

And this is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control, Houston at 4
hours, 4 minutes Ground Elapse Tine. Skylab IV is now
approaching acquisition through Honeysuckle tracking station
Australia. Approximately 1-1/2 minutes awav from reacquiring
Skylab IV. On this Honeysuckle pass, Sky' b IV will be given
a GO/NO-GO for the second phasing maneuver. This presently
scheduled to occur at 4 hours, 34 minutes, 56 seconds
Right at the start of Goldstone acquisition or. this revolution
The NC-2 burn should be 153.1 feet per second. The resulting
orbit should read 212.7 nautical miles by 102.5 nautical miles.Looking ahead on the next two maneuvers, the NCC maneuver, corrective combination maneuver is now scheduled for 5 hours,
20 minutes, 6 seconds with a Delta-V of 208.1 feet per'
second with a resulting orbit of 221.9 nautical miles by
212.7 nautical miles. The NSR maneuver, the next to be
scheduled, this being the coelliptic maneuver, is presently-
budgeted for 5 hours, 57 minutes, 6 seconds. The Delta-V of
26.2 feet per second and a resulting orbit of 227.8 nautical
miles by 222.3 nautical miles. We'll stand by now for
acquisition of Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. Flight Director
Phil Shaffer, has chosen GO NO-GO status of - forNC-2 during the Hawaii pass that starts about 9 minute
the scheduled time of the burn. We'll stand bv now <jc
contact.

cc Houston, Honeysuckle for 5 r.i^uces
CDR Hello, Houston. Skylab loud and clear.
CC

„ „ J

Roger. I've got some - nuabers to be changed
on your NC-2 pad, page 1-10.

CDR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Okay. There are four numbers that are

changed on the final pad. The first one is NOUN' 81 Delta-VX
should read plus 1532. NOUN 81 Delta-VZ should read plus 0025NOUN 22 pitch, should read 166 and Delta-VC should read 1397.
Go ah e ad .

CDR Okay, copied. NOUN 81, Delta-VX, plus
1512. Delta-VY all zips. Delta VZ

, plus 0025. NOUN 22 ROLL
Ifc'j. Delta-V Charlie, 139.7.

CC Negative, Jerry. On the NOUN 22, the ROLL
remains the same at 180 and the PITCH should read 166, Over.

CDR ok *Y- That's right. 1 get it copied in'
tie wrong place.

CC Okay.
CDR Dick, we have not taken any Barks for

NC-2. We spent a lot of time getting out of our suits and
getting things all organized and we're just getting a little bite
to eat. So I think we'll forego the - the SWS tracking and try
to I get lunch over with so we'll be hot to trot after NC-2
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CC Roger. Sounds like a good idea. I'd
like to get - also hav e NCC and NSR preliminary pads for you,
but first, I'd like to get the P-52 results that are - should
be listed on page 1-8.

CDR Okay. P-52 looked real good and we used
stars 2 and 4. NOUN 05 was all zips. We just had another
02 FLOW HIGH. Okay. NOUN 93, plus all balls 39. Minus
all balls 42; minus all balls 32. Torquing time was 03:48,
all zips.

CC Okay. Real fine. If you'll turn over
to page 1-11, I've got a preliminary NCC pad for you.

CDR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Roger. NOUN 11, 005, 20, 0600 plus 2081.

Minus 0073, plus 0006. 180, 347, 000, 1934, 0010. Weight,
32195, trim, plus 117, plus 055. Go ahead.

CDR Okay. I copied 00520, 0600, plus 2081
minus 0073, plus 0006. 180, 347, 0U0, 1934, 0010. The
weight, 32195, plus 117

,
plus 055.

CC Roger . That'll be a fuel bank - an SPS
burn. We got about 1 minute to LOS. I've got a NSR pad
for you . Page 1-- 1 2 .

CDR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Roger. Plus, 0255, plus 0061, plus 4

balls. 180, 20 3, 015, 0125, 00, 01, SA, N A ,
Woight:

31538; trims, plus 118, plus 0^.6. Go ahead.
CDR Okay. Plus, 0255, plus 0061, all zips,

180, 203, 015, 0 1 25, 0001, NA , NA . The weight: 3 15 38 ,

plus 118, plus 046.
CC Roger. Good read back and I'll call you

at Hawaii at 4 plus 25,
CDR Ok dy, see you then.
PA0 This is Sky'^ab Control, Houston at s

hours. 12 minutes Ground Elapse Tine. We've had loss of
signal through Honeysuckle. The next station to acquire will
be Hawaii in approximately 12 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Skylab Control, Houston at

4 hoars 24 minutes ground elapsed time. Skylab IV is now

approaching contact through Hawaii. Less than a minute

away now from acquisition through Hawaii. During this

Hawaiian pass Flight Director, Phil Shaffer has askes has

his flight control team to take a good look at all tne

systems before giving a 00/NO GO on the second phasing

maneuver. This maneuver, MC2, Is scheduled to take place

at 4 hours 34 minuses 56 seconds, and should raise the

apogee from 125.8 nautical miles up to 212.7 nau t i c a 1 mi 1 e s

.

We'll standby now for acquisition of Skylab IV through

Hawaii. Now receiving data through Hawaii.

PA0 Displays of the onboard computer shows

the computer in program 40, the SPS program.

cc Skvlab, Houston, Hawaii tor -4 minutes.

CDR Hello, Houston, Skylab; loud and clear.

We're prepping for a burn.
C C Roger, all the controllers nave looked

at their data and looks real good. You're GO for the burn.

CDR Okay .

C C Skylab, Houston. One minute to LOS,

Goldstone at 4 plus 35,

CDR Roger, see you there.

CC Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston 4 hours 31 minutes

ground elapsed tine. The next station to acquire will be

Goldstone in approximately 4-1/2 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston 4 hours 35 minutes

ground elapsed time. Less than a minute now from reacquiring

Skylab through Goldstone.
cc Skylab, Houston; Goldstone for 3 minutes.

CDR Be with you in a second, Houston.

CC Okay.
CDR Okay, Houston, Skylab. The burn went

on tine. Delta-V Charlie was minus 11.2, the attitude

was noninal, noun 85s were minus .2, plus .1, minus .7.

We burned the pad noun 81, the final countdown 81 was

within a tenth of a foot per second in X. The chamber

pressure was 91 percent.
CC Roger, CDR; copy.

CD r Okay, and we don't think we got tape

recording on that burn.
CC Roger.
CC CDR, Houston. For your information,

we commanded the tape recorder on at Hawaii and it did

record the bur n.
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CDR Okay, good deal; thanks.

C^ R Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 seconds

from LOS; Canary at 4 plus 55.

CDR Okav, 4 plus 55. Little side note here.

We been turning on the belta-V counter while we're closing

the direct ullage circuit breakers and we get a tenth of

a foot per second upon closing each - each breaker is now

s tab le .

CC Roger; copy.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 4 hours

39 minutes ground elapsed time. Skylab IV has now passed

out of station contact with Goidstone. The next station

to acquire will be Canary Island in approximately 15-1/2 minutes.

Durine that pass Commander Jercy Carr reporting, successful

coapletion of the second phasing bum. The burn was accomplished

on tir.e. At 4 hours 40 minutes GET and this is Skylab Control,

Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control Houston at

4 hours 54 minutes ground elapsed time. Less than a minute
away now from acquisition of Skylab-IV through Canary. The
next maneuver to take place is the NCC or the corrective
combination maneuver. This now scheduled for 5 hours 20 minutes
3 seconds with a Delta V of 208.1 feet per second. Burn
duration for this maneuver 10 seconds. This maneuver should
raise the perigee to approximately 212 nautical miles.
Standing by now for acquisition through Canary. This is

Skylab Control Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston, Canary for 7 minutes.
CDR Hello Houston, Skylab loud and clear
CC Roger. We're ready to swap quad Charlie

to the PSM. And we were wondering if you've had VHFs acquisi-
tion yet.

PLT Negative. We haven't even tried it

because we figured we're too far out of range.
CDR V.'e'll set up real quick and do it.

CC Rog. Well, we're not real sure if you

can get an acquisition now at any rate, just wanted to ask

and swap quad Charlie to the PSM please.
PLT Okay, that's in work, and we'll give

the VHF ranging a whack.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. You're range frcm the

SWS now is about 2 30 miles.
CDR Okay.
PAO Dick Truly advising the Commander Jerry

Carv there a i e approximately 230 nautical miles from the work-
shop. Cuidnace Officer here in Mission Control Center indicates
that they have locked on to the workshop, presnetly receiving
ranging data.

CDR We have got VHF Houston, 209.2.
CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 4 hours 59 minutes

ground elapsed time.
CC For your Information, we're going to command

on the CSM spectrometer.
CDR Okay.
PAO Four hours 59 minutes ground elapsed time.

Commander Jerry Carr reporting a range of 209.2 nautical miles
away form the workshop now.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute
from LOS Canary. We're going to drop out for about a minute
or so and I'll give you a call at Ascension.

PLT Roger.
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PA0 Skylab Control Houston 5 hours 4 minutes

ground elapsed time. Standing by now for acquisition through

Asc ension

.

cc Skylab, Houston Ascension for 4 minutes.

And I've got a final NCC pad for you, page 1-11.

CDR Stand by one, Dick.

CC Okay.
PLT Stand by just a second, Dick.

CC All righty.
PLT Rog, I'm on page 1-11, go.

cc Okay, starting with 911, 005, 20, 0362,

plus 2091 , minus 0090, plus 007 5, 180 , 34 5 , 35 9 ; 1946, 00 10.

Co ah ead.
Roger, read back. NCC final 005, 20, 0362,

Plus 2091, minus 0090, plus 0075; 180, 345, 359, 194.6, 0010,

plus 055. Negative. Delete that last one.

CC Roger, Bill. I copy. And if you will

turn the page, that was a good read back. Turn the page to

page 1-12 yve've got a final NSR pad for you.

PL T Rog, readv to copy.

cc Okay, 931 plus 0237 plus 0054, plus 0048;

183 192, 014; 0110, 0001; N A , NA . Go ahead.

PLT Roger, read back. NSR final plus

0 2 3 7 plus 0054 plus 0048 ; 1 83 , 19 2, 01 4; 0210, 0001, NA
,

NA.

Cc Roger Bill Good read back on both pads.

Thank you.
SPT Rog.
Cc And Skylab, Houston we've looked at the

systems and you're go for the burn.

CREW Roger, Thank you.

Cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS.

I'll call you at Carnarvon at 5 plus 36.

CDR Roger, Houston.
PA0 This is Skylab Control Houston at 5 hours

10 minutes ground elapsed time. Out of station contact now

with Skvlab-IV throu ^ Ascension. The next station to acquit

will be'Carnarvon in approximately 26-1/2 minutes. During

that pass the crew of Skylab-IV wa* given a CO for the NCC

maneuver, the corrective -combination burn and now scheduled

for 5 hours 20 minutes 3 seconds, which should provide a resu

orbit of 221.9 nautical miles by 212.7 nautical miles. Five

hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control

Hous t on

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at
5 hours 35 minutes ground elapsed time. Approaching
acquisition now with Skylab through Carnarvon. About a

minute and a half away now from reacquiring the crew of
Skylab IV. And during this pass we should get a burn
status report on the corrective conblnation burn. Also
the final NSR pad which has been passed up, the coeliiptic
burn, should take plac e at 5 hours 57 minutes 4 seconds
ground elapsed time with a Delta V of 24.8 feet per second,
and a burn duration of 1 second. We'll stand by now for
acquisition through Carnarvon ap p r ox i taa z e 1 y 1 minute away.

CC Skylab, Houston; Carnarvon for 3 minute
CDR Hello, Houston, Skyiab. Read you loud

and clear. Be with you in a second with a burn report.
CC Okay, standing by.
CDR Okay, Houstcn. The burning was on tine

the Delta VC was minus 12.8; the attitude was nominal;
the residuals were minus 0.1 plus 0.1 and minus 0.1. The
NOUN 8l's that we burned were plus 2082, minus 0075, plus
0059.

CC Roger, Jerry. Thank you very much,
sounds good

.

CC Skylab, Houston. Wd're 1 minute from
LOS, we're going to drop out for about a minute and I'll

at Honeysuckle.
Roger , Hous ton.
Skylab, Houston. We'd like to swap

to the PSM.
Roger, quad Alfa tc the PSM.
Thank you

.

Skylab, Houston; Honeysuckle for

Hi, Dick, read you loud and clear. We'
ince about 5 plus 25 or so, right after the burn
got our chart solution going.

Very good .

Skylab, Houston; we've looked at the
you're GO for the NSR burn. A couple of notes

u. We've dumped the dump voice for some things
t on the tape and a little of it was kind of lev
little bit garbled. You might get a little bi:
to the niKe when you're putting something on it
to retrieve later. And also if somebody want 9 to

e the N'OL'N 81's for the upcoming NSR burn, it sight
s a little more time later.

cal 1 you
CDR
CC

quad Alfa
CUR
CC
CC

'4 mi nu t e s

CDR
had VHF s

and Ed ' s

CC
CC

burn and
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CDR Be right with you, Dick.
CC Okay, we still got a couple of minutes

here at Honeysuckle.
CDR Okay, Houston. The NOUN 81's for NSR

are plus 24.7, plus 7.2, and plus 4.4. And we'll sec if

that 7.2 changes on final call.
CC Okay, thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute

from LOS . I'll call you at Hawaii at about 05:59. And if

we get good data at Hawaii and after the burn, if it's okay

with you, we'd like to go ahead and get the logic sequence

checks out of the way there.
CDR Okay.
CC See y ou th er e .

CDR See you there, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 5 hours

46 minutes ground elapsed tine. Skylab IV has now passed

out of range through Honeysuckle. The next station to

be in contact with Skylab IV will be Hawaii in approximately
12-1/2 minutes. During that pa9s the crew of Skylab IV

Jerry Carr, F.d Gibson, Bill Pogue, were given a CO for

the NSR maneuver, the coelliptic naneuver which is scheduled
to occur at 5 hours 57 minutes -• seconds ground elapsed time.

Approximately 11 minutes from this tine. Five hours
47 minutes GET, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 5

hours, 58 minutes ground elapsed time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Hawaii, less than a minute away now from
acquiring Skylab IV through Hawaii. Our tracking for the pass
several minutes, shows Skylab IV In an orbit of 227.4 nautical
miles by 222.2 nautical miles. This Is should be what
we would expect to see as we acquire over Hawaii. The NSR
maneuver was scheduled to be performed at 5 hours, 57 minutes,
6 seconds. Standing by now for acquisition, this Is Skylab
Control, Hous ton .

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii for 8 minutes.
CDR Roger, Houston. NSR burn was on time.

Delta-V Charlie was minus 13.7. FDAI wis nominal, the
trims were 00 and minus .2. The Delta-V that we burned
out 81 was plus 24.7, plus 6.9, plus 4.4 and our chart solution
was right with it.

CC Roger, CDR, Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We've still got about

7 minutes here in Hawaii and our data Is locked up good. If
you'd like to do the logic sequence check that we're watching
and you're clear to do it down through 6 logic, two of then
on up and it's listed at about 6 hours, and 25 minutes' from
in the checklist .

CDR Okay.^ Comtng nt you.
CC Roger. .

CDR Okay. Six logic switches are all up. \
"tC Roger .

" "

CC Skylab, Houston. The systems look real
good. You're CO from power on as required.

CDR Roger. Okay.
CDR Okay, Houston. We got in such a rush at

the new marks, we mifiht possibly have gotten one mark in
before the VERB 32, ENTER.

CC Roger, understand.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS

Hawaii. I'll call you 5 minutes from now at Colds tone.
CDR Roger, Houston. And a reading for the

tracker light is VHF drop out for a moment.
CC Roget . Understand.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at h hours. 8 min-

utes ground elapsed time. We've had a loss of signal now with
Skylab IV through Hawaii. The next station to acquire will
be Goldstone in approximately 3 minutes, 6 hours, 8 minutes
GET, this Is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TATE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control coming up on

acquisition through the stateside pass AOS Goldstone. By

AOS Bermuda weshould have a time of burn for the next

maneuver in the rendezvous sequence which wi 1 1 be passed
up to the crew. Standing by for resumption of air-to-ground
communications over the stateside stations, at 6 hours
11 minutes, Skylab Control.

CC Skylab, Houston; Gold9tone for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger. Hello, Houston.
CC Hello there.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS; Bermuda comes up about 5 minutes from now and I plan

to have a preliminary TPI pad to read to you at AOS at

Bermuda, you might be prepared for that. And one more piece
of information, in order to be conservative today since
the hii?h Beta angle - we're going to put the SWS in TACS
only for docking. And we're going to command that the

Carnarvon pass prior to docking. So you may see some TACS
firing, it's nothing to bs concerned about. Over.

CDR Okav, Dick. Thanks.
C C Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Goldstone

and about 2-1/2 minutes to acquisition through Bermuda again.
The range of tracking from the Texas and ML A stations
somewhat to the south in latitude fron Goldstone and
Bermuda. Do not reach far enough north to track Skylab
as it passes along the Canadian border in it's northern
most pa-t of the trajectory. The warning claxon
just sounded here to remind flight controllers that we're
within 2 minutes of reacquisition of signal. And as

CAP COMM Dick Truly mentioned, we should have a preliminary
advisory on the maneuver terminal phase initiation which
is one of the major final maneuvers in the rendezvous sequenc
which should be about a half hour from now if the original
time line holds. A minute and 10 seconds to acquisition
Bermuda standing by Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, we have data again from
the command service module of Skylab-IV through Bermuda.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Bermuda for

10 minutes. The pad is in work, I'll give you a holler when
it's in front of rae

.

PLT Roger, Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston, I've got a preliminary

TPI pad for you page 1-14 when it's convenient for you to

copy. We've still got about 7 minutes left here at Bermuda.
PLT Okay, I've got a recycle cooking, so go

ahead and I'll copy.
CC Okay, starting with NOUN 3 7 , 00(, , 46,

0433 plus 190 plus 007 ninus 086 plus 20954 plus 00703 plus

01006, 0065, 0001, 359, 039, 000, 27, 134, weight 31455, trims

plus 118 plus 044. Go ahead.
ri.T Roger. 006, 46, 0433 plus 190 plus

007 min'is 086 plus 20954 plus 00703, plus 01006, 0065,

0001, 359, 039,000, 27, 134, wieght 3ei55 plus 118 plus 044.

CC Roger. Good read back. Thank you.

PLT Okay, and you're looking in my second
recycle, Houston.

CC Roger , we see it.

CC And CDR , Houston for your information
the docking attitude pad - the nominal one that's
printed in the checklist is good. 1 have no update.

CDR Okay, thanks. That's good news.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 30 seconds from

LOS, the Ascension comes up at 06:3 7 , we're going to do our best
to be prepared to read you a final TPI pad nt AOS Ascension.

PLT Okay, Houston.
CC Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control; apparently we

have had loss of signal through Bermuda. Five minutes away
from re-acquisition of Skylab IV command scrvjee module
through the tracking station at Ascension Island. During
that pass over Bermuda, there was a - somewhat of a blizzard
of numbers going up and being read back on the up-coming
TPI burn. About 16 minutes from now, 14 minutes from now,

that is, the numbers read up show a ignition tine of 6 minutes,
46 seconds, I beg your pardon, 6 hours, 46 minutes and 4 seconds,
ground elapsed time. Very brief burp on the service propulsion
systen engine, of .9 neconds for a velocity change of

20.9 feet per second producing an orbit after that maneuver,
measuring 233 nautical miles by 227.3. Meanwhile the second
stage of the Skylab IV launch vehicle, the SIVB stage has
probable Impacted In the Central Pacific, between Kwajalein
and the Marshall Islands and Midway Island. There's been
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no electronic sign of that vehicle in quite some time since
about five hours and twenty minutes ground elapsed time and
that's pins down the estimate of the Central Pacific splash-down
or impact. This will refined in future hours if we hear any more
about it we will relay on. Three minutes now away from
reacqu is i t ion at Ascension Island. He'll leave the circuit
up air-ground, the air-ground circuit up live for this remaining
2-1/2 minutes. The terminal phase initiation maneuver -

END OF TAPE
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PAO We'll leave the circuit up air ground.
The air ground circuit up live for this remaining 2 1/2 minuics,
The terminal phase initiation maneuver will be between stations
between Ascension and acquisition Carnarvon Australia tracking
station. As CAP COMM Dick Truly mentioned to the crew in his
LOS call at Bermuda. The final numbers refined maneuver table
will be passed up to the crew over this Ascension station.
It may change a few seconds from what was read up earlier.
Warning claxon has gone off in the control room les3 than
2 minutes away from acquisition at Ascension Island. We're
standing by at 6:35 green - ground elapsed time, in the mission
of Skyiab IV.

CC Skyiab, Houston we're AOS Ascension for
8 minutes.

CDR Ready to copy, go ahead. —

-

CC Roger. It turns out that you won't h^u-*—

"

to. We're going to stick with our preliminary TPt pad.J \nd be
advised we've been watching your computations for youf solution
And wo kind of think that your TIC time may be a little bit
better than ours.

CDR Okay we'll go with this solution. By the
way the chart is right in with us too.

CC Roger. Very pood. And also be advised
we've commanded the docking lights are on and the SWS is

just waiting for you there.
CDR Roger .

CDR (garble)
CC Skyiab, Houston. The bird looks real

good, your go for the TPI bum,
SPT Roger, Dick. Thanks.
CC Skyiab, Houston we're 45 second a fron

LOS, Carnarvon at 7:10. See you after the burn.
SPT Okay. .

CDR Okay.
CDR (Gatble)
PAO This is Skyiab Control 6 hours 48 minutes

ground elapsed time. Loss of signal from Skyiab IV command
service nodule through Ascension Island tracking station.
And at this moment the final maneuver or rendezvous should
be taking place in the TPI, terminal phase initiation. It

was decided to go wit It the onboard solution that 6 plus 4 8

instead of the ground solution some 2 minutes earlier. We
should have a burn status report from the crew as we come
up on Carnarvon, Australia in 20 minutes at 6 hours 49 minutes
ground elapsed time, Skyiab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control 7 hours 8 minutes
ground elasped time of the mission of Skylab IV. Acquisition
through the Carnarvon Australia tracking station upcoming
in a minute and 8 seconds. At the last station, Ascension
Island the trailing distance of the contaand service nodule
from the Skylab space station was about 22 nautical miles
the final maneuver in the rendezvous sequence terminal
phase, or breaking will take place just about LOS, loss
of signal through Carnarvon and they should be station
keeping by the tine we pick up at Cuaa Island brief gap
between Carnarvon and Guam. Some 14 seconds now away from
acquisition at Carnarvon. We'll stand by to see hov the

CC Carnarvon for 10 minutes.
Roger, Houston. We'll talk to you in

just a minute and tell yuu how things are going.
CC Okay, real fine. We don't need

as you were goingstatus from you from TPI, we saw it just
over the hill, standing by.

Okay.
Did you get a chance to see my TPM

SPT
SPT

solu t ion?
CC
SPT

jus t

SPT
because it'
was pr

CC
CC

est
SPT

That'3 affirm we did see it.
Okay, the polar plot shows us riding

tad high on the line not bad.
C Okay.

And so I went with the computer solution
s small and the short solution on the first one

etty close and the second we're just running behind.
r Roger, understand.

Skylab, Houston when you get a chance
request quad Bravo to the PSM.

Okay, Houston.
cc CDR, Houston, just for your information

and something that you might like to keep in mind between here
and docking both Pete and Al during their breaking ^aaes
saw some hot (garble) tents during breaking, so yuu night aee th
sane thitif, and not be alarmed if you see it.

CDR Okay, Houston. We'll - we understand
that and we're also seeing a lot of sparks and stuff flying out
ahead of us as she's holding attitude here. You car: really
dee the firings.

t'C Roger.
cc And Skylab, Houston the TACS is in attitude

the SWS is TACS ATT HOLD and the tracking lights are off.
i ' DR Okay, we see it. She looks

a picture.
ks pretty as
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CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from
LOS at Carnarvi n, We're going to drop out about 3 minutes
between here and Gu am.

CDR Roger.
cc And Skylab, we're prepared to switch

quad Delta to the PSM.
CDR Okay, Houston.

HNi) OF TAPE
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t quarter of
CC

Skylab, Houston, Guam for 10 minutes.
Roger, Houston, loud and clear, we're

mile out..

Roger J err and let us know when your
in place.station ki

CDR Wilco.
SPT Okay, Dick, while we're moving over

toward the plus X-axis we're about a hundred feet out now,
we're just getting in line. We're looking over the vehicle,
what we can see of it. And the MDA has a fair amount of
discoloration to it. It appears to be a light gold. I can
also see - one point of the Ci" which originally was gold
has been discolored quite a bit, we can pee red and green
also on it. Th.it and one pa: t of the OWS , we should have seen
covered up by the solar panel - the solar shield put up.

_

CC Roger Ed, thank you and be advised w e're
"

to command in the VHF transponder, OFF.
SPT Roger.
SPT Now we can see the TAGS

going off especially as we were coming in f

they go right off after a short delay time,
CC
SPT

CC

Rcge
Othe

firing of f vec tors -

ring towards the veh
and after we fired.

than that Dick, it's a good looking

SPT
looking h cme

.

CC
CDR
CC

Skylab, Houston, say again pleas
Other than those few points, It' a g ood

Roper, Just waitit-g for you.
Okay, Houston, we're s t a t i on- k e e p i ng now.
Roger and both the workshop and the

Command Module look good, you're go for docking when you like
to .

CDR Okay, Houston. —
CC Skylab, Houston, when you cone AOS Goldstoti

if you are hard docked, and you can bive us a confirmation
of that, we're going to go ahead and change to the docked gains
and APCS and also do that attitude manuver I was talking to
you on the phone the other night - the other day Jerry to get
NuZ squared away.

Okay

.

And Dick, we also got a SM RCS light,
tenperture is Just up above 205.

Roger, we confirm that number, lhar.k you.
Thatfigure, SM RCS-B same termerature.
RoRe r .

Also Dick, there's a sort of discoloration
that cord which they use to put on the Inst solar shieU,

CC Roger

.

CDR
CDR

looks
CC
CDR

the

SPT
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're one minute from
LOS Guam, Goldstone at 7:49.

SPT Roger Houston, we'll see you then.
CC Roger Ed, I'm glad you were telling me

all those things about the discoloration, I wasn't sure you
were still on board hadn't heard from you in so long.

PAO This is Skylab Control; apparently we
have had lost of signal through the Guam Island tracking station
1-i minutes to acqusition Goldstone. And a stateside pass on
revolution five and six, end of five, beginning of number six.
Ed Gibson conmented that through the window of the Command Module
he could see discoloration in the cord or actually sort of like
a stay line that braces the solar shield that was placed up
by the Skylab III crew over the workshop. Back in 13 minutes
for stateside pass at seven hours, 35 minutes ground elaspe
tine. Skylab Control.
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^
A0 Tnla is Skylab Control ground elapsed

time 7 hours 48 minutes after docking or LOS of the state-
side pass we will shift to the Greenwich mean tine or Zulu
time reference. And abandon the ground elapsed time or phaseelapsed time, which is counting from lift-off of Skylab IV.We re 30 seconds away from acquisition at Goldstone and
hopefully we will have word from the crew that they have
successfully docked with the space station. We have data
now on the command service module. We'll stand by for
resumption of communication.

Skylab, Houston at Goldstone. How do
yoi r ead ?

CDR Roger, Houston, Skylab we moved
contact got our barber pole and did not capture.

CC Roger, CDR. CDR
, Houston, so f

you tried it only once?
CDR We tried to shov

it didn't work. So we've backed out
keeping again.

CC
CC

right now is
and then try

CDR
PLT

retract?
CC
PLT
retract

in one more time and
and we ' re sta tion

hit

into

Skylab, Houston, our recommendation
xtend release on up for about 5 seconds

it again.
Okay .

And Jick you want the switch back to

Say, again please?
You want the extent release switch back

CC
PLT

try it again.

Tha t
1

Okay
,

• affirmative,
we 're looki ng at two grays and we'll

CC

Okay.
Houston,

About 21
Okay .

For your

how much daylight have we got

'tea prior to LOS here at stateside and about
14 min
more minutes

CDR
CDR

It look like
CC

that correct
CDR That's affirmative,

now and getting rear'y get started again
our second try from out here.

information \;e still hav
2 1

daylight

.

Roger .

We gave it a pretty good shove Housto
might have had to do 3ome maneuvering.

Roge*-, understand and you had no Joy,

We're statio
This will b
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. , ^ ,
Okay, have you turned to the system's

checklist page 2-1 Jerry If not you might get U out andtake a look there.
CDR okay .

, ^ And C^R. Houston, one more point ofclarification have you - have you attempted docking againsince AOS here once?
CDR Negative.
CC Roger, undtrstand. Okay.

We've juet been moving out very slowly.CC
, j

oka V. "al fine Just let us know how itgoes and somebody may be taking a look at that page becausethat s what we're going to be asking you to go to if necessary.
LL, K Okay .

Okay, Houston we're starting in again,
"CDR

CC
CDR

Roger

.

We got
Roge r .

We got
Roger

,

Wh - -

Roger

a hard dock Houston,
hard dock. Welcome aboard,
glad to be here.

Roger, and be advised we're commanding theAPCS and the SWS .

Roger .

And Skylab, Houston, be advised since we
' with the commands and we only have about
to LOS. U'e probably will delay the
the NuZ over.
Roger, Houston.
Skylab, Houston, as a reminder we're not

CDR
CC
CDR
CC

dock gains tc

CDR
CC

want to go real slo
6 minutes left here
maneuver to correct

CDR
CC

sure whether or not you did the verb 93 enter
at about 7 hours and 32 minutes, you might be
so we - you can avoid getting alarm later on.

CDR We'll do it Houston.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we still have 4 min,here AOS time. And you're about 10 minutes from sunset,

- and 4 look good to us when you get around to the ¥52.

,,

CDR
L

Roger, stars 2 and 4. You know Dickthink what happened i? I just hit it too easy.
cc Roger, Jerry." R Could y° u imagine that coming from a Marine?lx Say again please Jerry.
CDR Could you image that coming from a Marine?

that'
sure

lis
jnd d

ed
tha

stars

I
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CC
. (Laughter) Well aa a matter of fact

all day I've been wanting to tell you that Jerry that you
Just - Juat sound Just like Jack Lousraa on the air-to-ground
and I didn't realize y'all had such standardization going.

CDR I try to think of everything.
CC Rog. Well, just In case when you do

get around in the checklist, to getting the probe out, be
sure and take a real good look at it.

CDR Wilco.
CC Sky lab, Houston, for your information

we're not In ATT HOLD CMG mode and we're on the way to
solar lner tial .

CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 1 minute

from LOS at Bermuda. You'll be switching over from phase
elapsed time to GMT so I'm going to start giving you your
AOS and LOS times In GMT. And Carnarvon comes up at 22:49
GMT .

CDR Roger. 22:49 .

CC That's affirm.
CC And the tine now is 22 hours 8 minutes

<ind 15 s econds .

CDR Roger.
CC And Skylab, Houston one more - one more

reminder; make sure that you wait un.il you're well into
daylight - until you do the P50 to give the vehicle plenty
time to get back Into solar inertial.

CDR Ah, you mean well into nighttime?
CC Negative. Well into davllght, that was

for P50, P50.
CDR Oh, Roger, P50.
CC Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

the Bermuda Island tracking station. We'll niss Ascension
on this revolution and pick up Carnarvon In 39 minutes.
Successful docking at 04:01 Central tine. After throe
attempts, two of which were made cut of the Pacific before
acquisition through Goldstone and the continental United
States tracking stations, but the third attempt was
successful. Jerry Carr reported sucesstul capture larches at
4:01, and a few seconds later reported they had a hard dock.
The remain - tne remainder of the main latch is tripping.
He surmised that he was attempting to dock too easy without n
charging into the docking ring on the space station. 38
minutes to tracking station Carnarvon. Returning at that
time at 22:10 - 22:11 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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J,A0 This is Skylab Control; one minute to
acqusition of signal through Carnarvon, Australia tracking
station, for tne final time tonight. Here in Kssion Control
handover between the two flight directors on each shift is
underway. Phil Shaffer and Don Puddy handing over to
Neil Hutchinson and Chuck Lewis. We're estimating a change-
of shift briefing with the CSM flight director Phil Shaffer
at about 5:15 in the Building 1 briefing room, the Houston
news center. Also the flight controllers here in the
Control Center are prepared to support activating the
workshop tonight, should the crew decide to do so, it's their
option. But in any case, the people here in the Mission Control
Center are prepared to follow through the activation of the
workshop, stepping ahead somewhat from the flight
plan which cause for activation to begin tonorrow alter th*
first sleep period.

CC - For 7ra i nu t es .

CDR Hello Houston, Skylab, loud and clear,
fot a P52 data for you.

cc Okay, before you give it to me Jerry,
let me describe to you what we're going to be doing with
regard to commanding the SWS and then we can get on It.

CDR Okay.
cc What we're going to do here at Carnarvon

is go to ATT HOLD CMG and then enter a 13 degree maneuver -
a fine maneuver with a TAU of 10 minutes and then when we
get up to Cuatn and the maneuver is completed, we're going to
initialize the strap down and go back to solar inertial
Over.

CDR Okay, Dick.
cc Okay, we are going to go ahead and

proceed with that so why don't you go ahead and give me the
P 5 2 results.

CDR Okay, Dick the stars were number 2

and number 4. The (garble) NOUN 5's were all zips, NOUN 93 plus
all zips 3, 4. One - (garble) zero GET.

CC CDR, Houston.
CDR (Garble) 24 Zulu.
cc CDR, Houston, we're dropping out. Stand by 1

please.
CC Skylab, Houston, we dropped out there

while you were reading it, the last they got was the first
NOUN 93 plus of 00034, I didn't get any'of the rest, Sav again,
please .

CDR Okay, the second one was minus 00116,
the third one was minus 00079 the torque time uas 08:23
GET, or 22:24 Zulu.
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cc Okay, Jerry, thank you.
CDR Okay, I wonder can you give us the time

Hack GM1 so that we can get our mission timer set right off.
,

CC sure do it. I'll give you a time-
hack at 22 hours and 52 minutes and that's Just about 20 seconds
t ron now

.

CC That'll be 22 hours and 52 minutes.
CC Okay, stand by for a mark, stand by.
CC MARK. 22:52.

J ,

CDR Okay, I'm counting up now five, six, seven,eight, nine, ten.

j

cc R->P,er, you're counting I second behind us.
right now I've got 22:52, 20:21.

CDR Okay.
cc And, CDR, Houston do vou have any P50,

results yet and I've got a couple of questions for vou, while
it s fresh on your mind for the docking probe.

CVK Okay, nothing or. P50. We haven't got
around to it. We're kind of cleaning house. Go ahead with
your comments.

CC Okay, one thing on the P50. Jerrv, we want to
raaKe sure you hold off and don't do that until we're' squared avavback In solar inertial.

CDR Could you give me a good tine for it and
1 11 do h then,

CC Okay, we'll let you know when we get to
Unar, , when we're squared awav.

CDR Right.
CC Okay, two real quick questions and chev

have to do with the docking a '.tempt that you made prior
to getting AOS with us at Coldstone. In between the first
and the second unsuccessful docking attempt, did you put
tae extend RELEASE switch on up to re-cock the catcher latches?
over.

CDR That's negative, we did not.
CC Okay, did you do any other thing th.it wasuitierent on the second unsuccessful attempt.
CDR Negative, on the second unsucesafui

attempt, negative.
CC Okay, fine. Thank you very much Jer.
CDR Well we tnought about recocking them,

Dick but we decided well we'll give one trv this wav and
see what happens, then we back out and figure on redocklnc
and running it again.

CC Roger, understand. We just wanted to make
sure, I imagine you're probably right on your guess as what thematter was but we just want to make sure while it's fresh on
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mind that we understand everything chat went on.
CDR Right.
CC Okay.
CC One more question on the subject of the

docking Jerrv, we'd like tr> verify, or did you verify that, the
talktack was gray, prior to Ihe fir9t docking attempt.

CDR That's affirmative, Dick. We saw if

go barber pole and we were rejoicing that we were captured
and Mien we were dismayed to see us backing off.

CC Under stand .

CDR That second time Dick, there was no
doubt that we were captured because we got i little bit of
backlash, we hit it and the workshop moved away and then
came back and hit us fi^ain and we knew we were at the end
of the probe,

CC Roger.
CDR Or ciaybe I should say that we bounced

back.
CC Roger

.

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 ninute to LOS,
Guam u 23:03.

CDR Okay, sea you then Dick

.

CREW Eight Bin: a s .

PAO This is Sk% .ab Control. Loss of signal
through Carnarvon. Revolution number 2,690 for Skylab Space
Station. And the end of number 6 for Skylab IV Command Service
Module. VJe have a gap here between Carnarvon and the next
station which is Guam. And this will be the final Cuan pass
of the evening, or afternoon. Some 5 minutes remaining till
AOS, Guam. To repeat Flight Director Phil Shaffer will be in
the Houston News Center briefing room at about 5:15 plus or minu
minutes, to go over the first flight controller shift of the
mission. Four minutes ;,n<i fifiy to acquisition Guam at
22:^8 Greenwich mean tine and standing by, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This ia Skylab Control about 5 seconds
away from reacqu is 1 r ion of Skylab space station at Guam.
Standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston Guam foj 6 Minutes.
CDR Hello, Houston loud and clear.
cc Roger, we're continuing our maneuvering

plans we're init - initializing a strapdowns and going
back to solar interial.

CDR Okay.
CDR Houston, we've started the charge on

battery A and we noticed the voltage was 33 volts when we
started .

cc Roger, Jerry, thank you and Jerry if you
got a couple of minute* we'd like to talk to you about your
request that you made the other day about going into the
workshop tonight. We spent a good bit of today with the
activation people in here going through the books and we -

they also Gary Dorey and the guys looked at it over the
past few days, and as you might suspect the more we looked
at it it sort of grows like topsy we do have a plan that
you could use if you elected to go into the workshop tonight
but it has what we think pre - are some pretty .seven
disadvantages. Basically, it requires the minumum number
of things that we think would be prudent and safe to get
accomplished this evening, essentially eats up the entire
amount of time between now and - and bedtime with - emi
the reason that kind of worries us is that it leaves absolute
no slop in case you run into some funny which would end up
extending the day. So our recommendation to yoo is to stay
in the command module this evening go tnrough the checklist
as it is, and peer out the window this first evening and
then get up bright and early in the morning and hit it with
all the right guys here. Over.

CDi? Okay , Dick we'll do it .

CC Roger. Thank you.
cc Skylab, Houston, we've got a suggestion,

as when you might fit In the P50 . The vehicle should be
motion free between times of 23:20 Zulu and 23:39 Zulu.
Over.

CDR Okay, 2 3:20 and 2 3:39.
CC Rogt r .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're aoout 1 minute
from LOS here at Guam. Gcldstone comes up at 23:27 and
most of us rendezvous team guys are leaving inducing me
and I'm going to hand over to bill Thornton here but it
sure has been a fun day and you guys really did a greu
job today and we're looking forward to working with you for
the next 3 months on orbit.
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Thanks a lot Dick. And you guys have

Roper.
Well Uorte. We - We'll be ta 1 k 1 ng to

CDR
been great coo.

CC
S FT

you in the future.
CC Okeydcke.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through Cuan Island tracking station. 16 minutes to
acquisition Goldstone and stateside pass; picking up the
tracking ship at - that tracking ship Vanguard off the
coast of South America. CAP COMH Dick Truly passed up a

recommendation that the crew stay in the command module
tonight and not begin activation of the workshop which
Jerry Carr had suggested several days ago. Carr agreed with
this recommendation, however the activation team W3S on
standby, in case the crew chose their other option to begin
activation to night instead of tomorrow after n sleep period.
Flight Director Phil Shaffer will appear in :he Houston
News room for a Change-of -shift-press conference within the
next 5 or 10 minutes in the small briefing room. Any air
to ground conaunicat ions during that press conference will
be taped for delay playback at 'he close of the press
conference. Shaffer is known in the Flight Control circles
as large flight. 23:12 Greenwich mean rime back in 14

minutes for loldstone perhaps unless the press conference
nas begun in which case the stateside pass will be delayed.
23:12, Skylab Control out.

END OF TAPE
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p/VO This is Skylab Control, 00:03 Greenwich
Bie.iti time. Some 15 ninutea of air to ground across the

states and the Vanguard tracking station that was recorded
during the Juat completed change -of-shlft briefing has

been squeezed down to about 7 minutes of tape through the

voice actuated method. We're an hour away from next station

pass through Goldstone and Texas at this time we'll play

back the accumulated tape recorded during the change-of-
shift press conference.

Skylab, Houston. AOS 14 minutes.
Hello Bill, read you loud and clear.
How're you doing up there?
We're doing great.
Did Ed Gibson finally believe he's

So, he's ftill wagginp, his head and
got here. Ac u tally we all are.

Hey, you people look great tills morning
slow getting to 40,000 but you sure took

Sure felt good where we were Bill.
Skylab, Houston could you give us what

SOUS 2 3?
Okay, Bill. We did the P50 at 23:22

are 14451, 18005, 0001, correction 00001.
We copy that.
Okay, we're going to get started on

ure and integrity check now.
Copy .

Houston, we've completed the pressure
integrity on the hatch in the tunnel and we're ready to

remove the hatch.
CC Ve copy that.

CC Skylab, 1 minute LOS. Vanguard at

23:52

.

CDR Roger Houston, talk to you then.

SPT We got the hatch out Bill.
CC Wo copy that.
CC Skylab, Houston, AOS 8 minutes.
CDR Hello, Houston, Skylab we got the

hatch out and we found all of the latches secure with the

exception of number 1. The latch handle did not - was not

tight ir pulled back quite a ways. So I re-cocked and

fired off latch 1 and it's down snug and we got 12 good

latches

.

CC Wecopythat.
CDR We looked over the drogue Bill, and

there's one crease in it I'm not sure whether we did it or

C
? 0

CC
CDR
CC

arr i ved ?

CDR
wond ering how he

CC
you were kind of
off after that.

CDR
CC

you recorded for
CDR

and the SOUS 2 3s

CC
CDR

the tunnel press
CC
CDR
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that was done before we got here, but there's a pretty

good dent in it and one scratch but for the most part the

drogue 13 pretty smooth, pretty clean,

cc Copy that also,

?1

T

By t he way Bill, the docking index

angl-s is plus 0.7 degrees.
CC We copy plus 0.7.

CC PLT , Houston.
PLY Go ahead, Houston.

cc if you're free if you could give us

some additional words on the secondary coolant loop problem

that you had earlier any detail that you could add would

be appreciated.
PLT 0*~.y, let us think about it a little

bit and we'll put something together for you. And meanwhil

we're putting the hatch in.

CC We copy .

PL'f Okay, Bill when we tried to do the

secondary coolant loop check that's in the launch check

list, vou know right after insertion we went througn tne

checklist properly and evaporator did not work properly

in that the steam pressure repeatedly weny to full

scaled low after we went to automatic control. That is

when we moved to switch to the evaporator positioned tne

secondary coolant loop to the evaporator position 0*ay

we tried that twice and I attempted to - to manually

modulate that sw - secondary coolant loop evap reset

switch by going to the reset switch - reset position and

partially closing off the back pressure valve and was

able to sustain a steam pressure of about 0.15, 0.16 aonc-.

vhe-e along there however, the evap outempt never did

come down we gave it about 10 or 15 minutes; we got

busy with other things and we went ahead and deactivated

the' secondary coolant loop as per procedures zl the
^

end of the procedure and we've not done anything else wit.i

it since.
cc We copy that Bill.

PLT Okay.

Cc Yes, we copy mat.
PLT Rog.

cc Skylab, we'll be LOS in 1 minute.

We'll have vou again on a C 0 N' U S pass over Golds tone

at 01:04 following this we'll have the evening report

over Vanguard at 01:30, and the med conference over Hawaii

at ° 2

C Dr" Roger, stand b - say it again, please?

We'll write those times down.
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cl)R A ii right we'll be coming up with a

CONUS pass over Cbldstore at 01:04, with the evening

report over Vanguard at ni : 30 and the med conference over

Hawai i at 02 : 38.

CDR Okay, Bill 1 got that.

PA0 This is Skylab Control, that completes

playback of the accumulated tape from Coldstone and Texas

and Vanguard tracking stations, Recorded during the change-

of-shif t-brief ing. Next station Coldstone again in 52

ninutes at 00:11 freenvich mean tine. SKylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is SkyUb Control, 57 seconds to
acquistlon at Coldstone for the final stateside pass of
the i>viMiln«, (reenwich mean time Ii03 ai the upcoming
trucking ship Vanguard pass after this s t a t es I de pass v 1 11
bv the evening status report and the following station pa**
over Hawaii at 02:38 Greenwich mean tine will be the
medical conference a summary of which will be read, alter
the flight surgeun or flight crew physician lie's called
these days has his dally conference with the crew, should
bu getting .icquiaition now through Coldstone with space
station Skylab. Standing by at 01sQ4 Zulu.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS for 12 minutes.
CDR Hello, Houston, Skylab read you loud

and clear.
CC And Skylab we'd like for you do to

something for us.
CDR Co Ahead.
CC On the secondary glycol loop we would

like for you to repeat that check that's in - that's 13-5
item 13, wc think there may have be*- n an una I f f Ic 1 on t water
servicing the last tine also If you can do it now we would
be able to track it on the TM, and it'll give us some thing
to work with.

Tit Okay, Bill stand by wt-'li get the
checklist

.

CDR Hey, Bill this is Jerry.
CC Go ahead, Jerry.
CDR Okay, what'd you say we have our

evening status report at some later pass. We haven't even
gotten started eating yet. It's going to take a while
while we fiddle around in here, so why don't we have our
status report as some later time?

CC Okay, stand by just a minute Jerry and
we'll see what we can do.

CDR Quite frankly we haven't had much
tine to eat during the rendezvous and we're trying to
catch up now, It's going to take nor; time than we've got
I thtnk.

Pl.T Okay, Bill wu're go inf. to give it a go
now. We got the punp running on AC 1

.

CC Okay, we copy that and if you would
like we can without changing the go to sleep time, you
ran do the evening stat us report at Vanguard at 0 3 :<)»>,

i! that's acceptable to you.
CUR Yes sir, that'll be fine, 03:06 over

Vanguard

.

CC Tha t * a cor rcc t

.
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PLT Okay, we'ro now pegged high \ {X the atcan
pressure meter and we're going *«condary coolant loop to
evap,

CC Copy.
PLT ^ay, Sill It's starting down t a pretti

rapid rate now.
CC Copy.
PIT We're at 0.1.
plT And Bill It's not quite full scsle low

it's reading 0,06.
C C <] o p y ,

l> 1

T

Showing some signs of Jiff now Bill,
we got it coming up to around 0.08, and our glycol ev.ip
OUT TEMP is coning down it's now going to 63.

CC And we copy

.

PLT We expact from the past history of
testing Bill, that thing's going to take a quite a little
while to stabilize out, maybe a good 10 to 15 minutes.

cc All right, we'll be watching here.
P!T Bill, I wish you were here, this Is the

only way to fly.
cc (Laughi.er) you wish l were there.

You look pretty good blasting off, that was a beauty this
nor n i n*',

,

CDR Yeah, sure did do that thing well.
PLT You krow Bill something that Jerry and

I have been not icing Is the backside of the MM that's the
minu-.-Z side of it. Is discolored, it's gold to dark brown,
or light brown in some (garble) we're trying to figure
out why that is since the Sun or UV never really gets to it.
darker color than what we've got on the side of the ATM.

cc la It the white paint itself that's
discolored there have been by the way other comments of
course on this.

It's the white paint that's discolored
the big - the flat back to the ATM which Is perpendicular
to the Z-axis.

cc Yes, that's previous comments on it.
t(; Is it such that you can scrape a little

bit off on one of your EVAs?
PLT I think if we gotover there with

something that was relatively sharp not very sharp, ran a
piece of tape, wo might be able to pull off some of it. I'm
not sure that's the easiest place to get to though.

cc ~ - what I was thinking.
,M1 However, it's right down there by the

right adjacent to the shorting plug which we were going to
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put on and we have worked out that procedure in the water.
Bill, how long you folks intend to

leave the water boiler on?
cc We'll give you a call in another 2 or

3 minutes to turn it off we wanted to get as much as we
could of - while we have TM coverage.

PI.T Okay.
cc Skylab, you can terminate the secondary

loop cneek. It looks as if it's now working.
PLT Okay, Houston.
cc And we'll be LOS in 1 minute. We'll

have you again at Vangua-d at 01:30 and bon apetit.
CDR Roge,
PAt) This s Skylab Control, loss of signal

for the final stateside pass of the evening. 10 minutes
away from acquisition a t;ain, tracking ship Vanguard.
Skylab IV Commander Jerry Carr asked to delay the evening
status upon to a later time have been scheduled on the
upcoming Vanguard pass at 01:30 Creenwich mean time, but
he said that the crew had gotten a little behind the time-
line particularly in their meals and they haven't even
begun their evening meal at that tine. So the medical
conference stays where it would have been scheduled at
02:38 Creenwich mean time over Hawaii next - next rev.
And the evening status report delayed one full revolution
until the next Vanguard pass after this one at 03:06.
Nine minutes aw«y from Vanguard at 01:18 Greenwich mean
tine, Skylab Cont ro 1 .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 01:27. Greenwich

mean time. 50 second* away froa acqusition through tracking

ship Vanguard. As the Command Service Module for Skylab IV

begins it's seventh revolution. Aud space nation Skylab

begins revolution 2,692 around the earth. Up, live and

listening for resumption of communication through Vanguard.

Skylab Cont rol .

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS eight minutes.

SPT Hel lo Bill .

CC Yeah, Ed.

CC Skylab Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Houston.
CC We noticed that BAT A, battery A is off.

Did you terminate the charge on that?

SPT That's affirmative, we terminated the

charge on it, it had 39 volts on it.

CC Copied.
CC (garble)
CC We're going to be LOS in 50 seconds,

there will be a medical conference over Hawaii at 02:38.

SPT Roger Bill, talk to you then.

CC Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Vanguard

and the next live pass for space station Skylab will be

Vanguard again in an hour and 26 minutes. Crew Surgeon

Dr. Paul Buchanan will talk to the crew in the evening

nedical conference in about 58 minutes over Hawaii. And

the eveninK status report has been shifted to the following

Vanguard pass and that should be the final communication
with the crew in the evening. Before they begin their

sleep period. We'll be back for Vanguard in an hour and

26 minutes at 01:40 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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were turkey and rlo soup, and cotiee times two, The CDR
had an extra today and ho ate the PLT'a strawberries by

mistake at lunch. The S FT has no deviations, The PLT

;

had to strawberries fjr lunch and has not eaten steal C.

CC We copy tha t ,

PIT And Bill, the folks on ED6 3 might be

pleased to know that we got their plants hanging in the

window, drinking up some sunshine.
CC Okay, we'll pass the word along there

should be plenty of it up there. By the way don't feel

bad about eating the food you can always blame It on the

c at .

CC Sky lab, we're going LOS in about a

minute. We'll be seeing you tomorrow. Looks like every-

thing got off to a gre&t start here today.
CDR Roger, Houston. Talk to you In the

morning Houston.
PAO This is Skylab Control; loss of signal

through the Vanguard. Likely there will be no further

comeunicat ion with the crew tonight. Next station 56 minutes

will be the Hawaii station, meanwhile the Just completed

medical conference over Hawaii between the crew and the

crew suregon, Dr. Jerry Hordinsky has produced the following

summary; the Skylab IV crew initiated their mission with

an overall satisfactory adjuntoent to zero gravity all

crew members were on an anti-motion sickness medication
regimen prescribed pref light. The crew members consumed

the bulk of their lunches commenting on however, the

difficulty of .oapletinc the meals due to the busy

schedule. Shortly after docking, the Pilot Bill Pogue

developed nausea this is been controlled by a maximum
imraobi l i tat Ion and by the prescription of an additional
anti-motion sickness medication. As a consequence of the

preceding, the Pilot has deferred his supper for the night.

It is important to note that both the Commander and the

Science Pilot, that Is Jerry Carr and Ed Gibson have to

continue to remain motion sickness free and were able to

eat supper without difficulty. All three crewmen commented

on the typical head fullness on entry into zero gravity.

Tomorrow the crew intends to proceed with the nominally

planned activation timeline. That completes Dr. Hordlnsky's

evening status report on the crew health. And at 03:19

Greenwich mean time signing off until 6 a.m. tomorrow

at crew wake-up this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control Houston at 12 hot,r«

13 wlnulee Greenwich moan tl«e. And with this wo have our

first report of the day. Capcoia Story Hisgrave l« oxpected
to wake up the crew on this Carnarvon pass in less than 1 minute.
Skylab is now In an orbit of 238 nautical miles by 232 nautical
miles and the workshop is In its 2698th revolution since
its launch May 14. Our present Plight Director is Hilt Windier,
but he should b* handing over shortly to Neil Hutchinson whose
team will handle the activation of the workshop which is scheduled
to take place today. We're at 12 houts 14 minutes (reenvlch
nean tir.e. Standing by, this Is Skylab Control Houston.

CC Good morning, Skylab. We've got you through
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle for 15 minutes,

CDR Good morning, Houston. Reading you loud
and clear.

CC Okay, Jerr, and when you get a chf»nce,

we'd like POO and ACCEPT to load KM P on £1.-51.

CDR Okay, you've got POO * nd ACCKPT.
CC Thank you .

CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC Go a head, Jerr.
CDR Hey Story, I'm wondering if we could

get an update on what the (MT should be reading on the left
n.ind scale of our activation checklist. It looks like we're
probably on page Delta at about 12:00 GMT. Could you give us

the updated tines?
CC There Is no updated times, Jerr. That

is the correct tine you've got there.
CDR Okay.
CC And while I've got you, could you verify

that you did chlorinate the water last night?
CDR Yes sir. It was a real wrestling natch

to get to the kit, but we finally got It and got It chlorinated.
CC Okay , good .

CC Jerr, the clock is good. The only things
that are off on your activation checklist are the Flight Pplans.
Your station coverage is not correct and your day nlgit flashes
are not correct.

CDR Okay, thank yoa, Story.
PAO This opening contact with the crew of

Skylab-IV, a very quiet pass. The crew was called, received
their wake up call at the start of Carnarvon acquisition. Our
Capcon, Story Musgrave. Flight Director at this point, Milt
Windier. The handover should take place shortly as the acti-
vation tean of fltpht controllers cones aboard headed by Flight
Director Neil Hutchinson. We'll stand by and continue to monitor
as Skylab passes over Carnarvon and Honeysuckle.
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p>0 Skylab Control Houston, 12 hour* 27 minutes
Greenwich mean time. W e have about 3 tcinuti'S of acquisition
time remaining with Skylab on this Honeysuckle pans,

CC Skyi«b, we're about 15 seconds to LOS.

See you over stateside in about half an hoir at 13:01. After
we go LOS we'd like you to go to block, and we'll b> finishing
that EMF load at stateside.

CDR Okay, Houston, is the tape recorder running
on record? I'm ready to record our FRD values.

CC Going over the hill, that's affirm, Jerr.
CDR Okay.
PaO Skylab Control Houston at 12 hours 30 minut

Greenwich mean tine. We've had loss of signal now with Skylab
through Honeysuckle. The next station to acquire will be MLA
in appr ox ina tely 30 minutes. This is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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t'AO This la Skylab Control, Houston at

13 hours Greenwich mean time. We're less than a minute
away now from reacquiring Skylab IV over the states through
MI LA. We'll standby and monitor. Our Capco* at this tine
remains Story Musgrav e.

CC Skylab, we're AOS stateside about
15 m'.nutea and ilk«ly accept again to finish that EMP load.

CDR Okay, Houston, you got it. And Story
we finished the UCTA clostout . And we got breakfast fixed
and we're getting ready to eat and then we'll be ready to

start to work

.

CC Okay, beautiful, Jer. And how y'ail
feeling this morning? How's breakfast going?

CDR Well, mostly It's been preparation. We'

about ready to sit down and enjoy it now, We're all feeling
pretty good too. Looks pretty good, Story, can't wait to

d ive nto it.
PLT Yeah, Slory, do you want to terminate

this BAT B charge? It's been on all night.
CC Okay, we're thinking about an hour or

so from. now. We'll let you know on that, Bill.
PLT Okay, thank you.
PLT Yeah, 1 sort of fouled you up on bat A

there yesterday evening too. Do you want to pick up on

that ap.ain later on?
CC We'll let you know on that and we'll

pick that up after bat B.
CDR Okay, thank you.
CC And we don't want to interrupt your

breakfast but we would like to get about 3 activation
checklist changes up to you before you move into the
workshop. So in the next 15 minutes if you could - all thre
of you get your activation checklists in hand, I'll give
them to you.

CDR Okay, standby.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. We've heard

from both Jeiry Carr and Bill Pogue thus far aboard Skylab.
Connander Carr reporting all three crewneabers feelinK good
this morning.

SPT Hey, Story, would you check and s*>e if

there's any wet wipes in the command module anywhere? We've
looked all over and just can't find then.

CC Okay.
SPT And, Story, we're ready to copy your

changes

.

CC Okay, page 2-35 activation checklist.
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SPT <garbl«)
SPT Okay, go ahead,
CC Okay, opposite panel 207, that's Inhibit

panel switch on delete secondary coolent pumps 3. Just
cross that out, we'd like those three activated also,

SPT Wilco.
CC That's because the secondary loop is

looking good at this tine: better than we expected it. And
the next one's on { %ge 2-78.

SPT Ready? Okay, go ahead.
CC Okay, after scan speck oain power to

secondary after that position put KPEA switch-secondary.
We'd like that switch in secondary, That's what we're running
in rip.ht now.

SPT Okay, we copy.
CC And Just to - for your switch verification,

go to page 2-81, left hand column under attitude control
system, EPEA switch, cross out primary and put secondary
there .

CDR Ok ay , S t roy .

CC And got one - Just one other change for

you, and that's in the CSM systems checklist, page 3-4.

SPT Okay, Story.
CC Okay, on panel 2 leave the H2 tank 1

heaters and fan switches off. That's leave them as they're
presently configured. That's the very bottom of page 3-4,

H2 heaters 2 to auto. We want one left in off and 2 in

auto.
SPT Okay, we copy.
CC And all your systems are looking good

up there. Everything in the OWS is great. When you go in

there you'll find it a little bit cool. it's about 64 degrees
but we expect it to warm up without, adding any heaters. And
you got a GO for MDA hatch opening.

SPT Say, good to hoar, Story. We'll get to

it soon as we can.
CC Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours

7 minutes Greenwich mean time. That was Science Pilot Ed

Gibson taking activation checklist changes from Story Musgravc,
the Cape on here in the Mission Control Center.

CC Skylab, no need to acknowledge - -

CDR Say again. Story.
CC Okay, stand by one.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab we're a minu'e from LOS In about

five minutes to Kadrid at 13:18. EMP 51s's loaded, you can go

to block. The CMC is yours. There's no wet-wipes or biocide

wipes in the command module. There are some tissues on top

of A8, in a LCG (?) container, or you could dampen a towel, that'

the best we've got for you.
CDR Okay, thank you very much (garble)

t owe 1 .

PAO Skylab control, Houston at 13 hours,

15 minutes, Greenwich mean tine. Loss of signal with Bermuda.

The next station to acquire will be Madrid in approximately

3 minutes. As we left the crew over Bermuda they were having

breakfast. Commander Gerry Carr reported ail three enw men

feeling fine. Apparently the uneasiness Pilot Bill Pogne

experienced last nignt appears to have gone away. Cap Cotnm

Story Muskgr ave passed along some checklist changes to the

activation checklist on the stateside pass. The. crew is will

first be opening the hatches to go inside. We're now at

15 - 13 hours, 16 minutes Greenwich Mean Time. This is

Skylab Control, Houston. Skylab Control, Houston at 13 hours,

18 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Standing by now for acquisitior

with Skylab IV through Midrid.

PAO Skylab back with you through Madrid for

eight minutes.
CDR Roger. (Static transmission)
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours 22 minute

Greenwich Mean Tine. About half way through this Madrid pass

the crew of Skylab IV apparently continuing with their morning
neal .

CC Skylab we're a minute from LOS. In about

25 minutes to Carnarvon at 13:52.
CDR Roger, Story. (Garble)
PIT Hey, Story, we grt a beautiful view of

the Alps. We're flying right down then>.

CC Okav, super, we show you doing that too.

CDR We're over the A*uradic, just to the

North of the Azuradlc Sea. Wc can sec all the way down the

boot of Italy, the Sardiar,, North Africa, beautiful.
PAO Wish we were there.
CDR Wish you were too. You can almost see

the whole Mediterranean in one fell sloop. Okay (garble)

Thank you

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 13 hours,

27 minutes, Greenwich Mean Tine. We've had loss of signal

now with Skylab IV through Madrid. The next station to

acquire will be Carnarvon in approximately 25 minutes. This

is Skylab Control, Houston.

IN I) OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control Houston at 13 hours
51 ninutes Greenwich mean time.

CC - - Houston through Carnarvon for 8-1/2 min-
utes . OVer .

CDR Hi, Bruce, We've got the hatch out, we're
stowing it at the moment, and we'll be starting on the probe
i n a minute

.

CC Roger Jer r .

PAO Bruce McCandless serving now as Capcom
here in the Mission Control Center. Wi heard from Commander
Jerry Carr as the crew of Skylab-IV proceeding with their first
task in deactivation that of clearing the tunnel.

CC PLT, this is Houston. OOver.
PLT Right, go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay Bill, we're ready to terminate

charging c omn a; d nodule battery Bravo. We'd like to turn rig lit

around and initiate, or reinitiate a charge on Alfa. And if

you want any guide lines on circuit breakers and switches,
you can use the procedure on page 2-2 of Activation Checklist
with the letters interchanged. Over.

PLT Okay Bruce, thank you.
PLT Okay Bruce, you can record the secondary

dry out secondary evaparator dry out started at 13:46.
CC Roger. Out.
PAO Skylab Control Houston, 13 hours 57 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We are still under acquisition through
Carnarvon with Skylab-IV. As we heard earlier the crew of
Skylab-IV starting through their Activation Checklist, with
the tunnel hatch removed now.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS, next station contact in 5 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 14:05. And for the PLT, we copied 13:^6 from you for
the start of the secondary evap dry out, but our telemetry
showed the back pressure control valve starting to come open
at 1 3 : 56 . Over

.

PLT Yes, that's called a PLT error. And i ' a

56 .

CC Roger. We've got to be careful here. The
old EF.COM will get overconfident.

PAO Skylab Control Houston at 14 hours Creenwich
mean time. That's Capcom Bruce McCandless here in the Mission
Control Center talking to Pilot Bill Pogue .

P AO Skylab Control Houston. We've had loss of
signal now with Skylab-IV. The next station to acquire Honeysuckle
in approximately 3 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 14 hours, 4 minutes
Greenwich Mean Time. Standing by now for acquisition of

Skylab IV through Honeysuckle.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-

suckle Creek, 1 minute till LOS, next station contact through
Corpus Christi in 29 minutes at 14:34. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. The probe is out, the
capture latches and everything are very smooth there are no
scars .

PAO Very good, we'll tell the SL-V crew
about it.

CDR Okay, the only scars are what we described
yesterday on the drogues.

PAO Roger, I think we havo photos of them
from SL-I, II and maybe even from the las. mission.

CDR Okay. (Garble)
PAO Skylab Control, Houston 14 hours 7 minutes

Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab IV now out of station range with
Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire will be Texas in approx-
imately 27 minutes. We heard a brief report from Commander
Jerry Carr indicating that the probe was out and that the
twelve captur e latches appeared very smooth. The crew of

Skylab IV now proceeding In their initial steps in the
activation process. The first being of course to remove the
command module tunnel hatch. We're at 14 hours 8 minutes,
Greenwich Mean Time, this is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 14 hours
33 minutes Greenwich mean tine. As we pick up Skylab IV
over Texas in less than 2 minutes the crew of Skylab IV wilL
be continuing through their activation checklist. After th*
command module is stowed >y Carr, Gibson and Pogue the
multiple docking adaptor natch is opened after verifying that
the pressure is equal between the two vehicles. The crew
then crawls into the multiple docking adaptor, turns on the
lil-.hts which were turned off by Al Bean's crew before they
left. The crew then retrieves the MDA umbilicals thev then
connect these umbilicals to the command module docking
ring. After hooking the umbilicals then the crew hooks
up the command module mulitple docking adaptor interchange
duct. This is used to provide ventilation from the MDA
into the conn aid module. Following these activities the
crew then continues with the activation of the workshop.
We're less than a minute away now from acquiring Skvlab IV
through Texas. We'll stand up - stand by witii the len - line
open for the callup from Capcom Bruce McCandless.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. We're receiving
data now. The F.G 1 L reports it appears as though the crew
is now inside the multiple docking adaptor.

cc Skylab this Is Houston through Corpus
Christ! and Bermuda for about 17 minutes. And for the CDU,
when you have a minute we'd like to get an update on your
progress through the activation checklist. And more specifics
how things look in general Inside the workshop. Over.

PLI Okay, stand by, Bruce. Jerry's off the
headset for the moment. While I'm getting him, would you
clarify the requirment or provision for television for this
MDA entrance. Were we supposed to take television during
the entry? We understood it was supposed to be all set
up and so forth. We just had to go in and throw a couple
of switches and Ed and Jerry are trying to sort it out now.

f
C

,

Okay, Bill. If you Just follow through
the checklist In sequence I think that'll all sort out. It
was not television of the actual entry that we were looking
for, it was television of the installation of the air inter-
change duct and of the power < omm umbilical hookup. The IV
camera on the bracket should in fact be sitting on the rail
out there in from of the ATM C&D panel although I think you
have to probably to bend the bracket up a little to get it
ilipned on center line. They are not sure whether tt was
left pointing right at the MOA hatch or whether it was folded
down a little bit out of the way.

nT Okay, Bruce, understand. 1 want to pass
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that on to Jerry now. 1*11 get back with you.
f;c eighty f itie .

PLT Okay, Bruce, status is that we're just
ibout through configuration page 2-20; in fact that is
complete. And at the present time we're working those
LiOH canistas in the command module. Having a little froubl*with all the .stowage.

Cc Roger. Thank you, Bill.
cc PI-T this is Houston. Over.
PLT Go Bruce.
CC Okay, Bill, on telemetry mol sieve A,

tan 2, secondary fan, we're showing the fan commanded ON butwe re showing no gas flow. Can you verify that when vou
put the mol sieve A fans power switch to secondary which
was about half way down page 2-15 that the fans started up'
Over. r '

P^T Stand by one.
PLT Stand by, Bruce. Actually Jerry was

d0 that; I was cleaning up here in the command module
He 11 be right with you.

cc I'll be rloht here.
PLT Okay, Bruce, both fana were heard tocone on. Okay, mol sieve A fan secondary, and mol sirvo Btan primary.

, U
CC

,

You dropped out right at the tail end
of that last one, bill, we were handing over. We Copied you
to say that they both did start when they were commanded on.Ove r .

PLT T ha<- is affirmative. Your telemetry -
does it still show that the mol sieve A fan secondary isnot working?

CC That's affirmative, Bill.
PLT l,k ay. let u 9 work at it Just a minute

would you like for ua to recycle

here
PLT

that fan
CC Before you do anything further, could oneyou just put an car down there or feel it and aee if It is

in fact running at t li e present tine now. Ove-.
PLT ok *y "ow, Juat to make sure, it Is

mol sieve A (garble) secondary.
cc Th at' s correct.
PLT U didn't work Bruce,
CC

J ,

Okay. Actually, I guess for the purposesdiscusalon here, if you can find either fan in the ,-.ol sieve
A package running that would be interesting.
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PLT Roger.
PLT Okay, Bruce. Jerry saye it'B not running

now ; It is not,
cc Okay, Bill, for relay to your commanding

officer there, we'd like to try the standard procedure for
getting one to start when it did not originally as called
out on 2-15 involving the switch off, waf.t 30 seconds and then
b ack on . Ove r

.

PLT You want to repeat that, is that what
you're saying?

cc We assume that you have not yet done it.
We'd like you to do it one or more tines as required as called
out on the checklist on 2-15. And until you either get the
fan running or you i'ipure that isn't going to hack it.

PLT Okay, understand, I see it.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. The check -

checklist reads if either mo 1 sieve fan fails to start, turn
fans power switch off , wait 30 seconds - -

CDR The reason ve didn't do that is that
ve thought the fan came on when it was turned on initially.

cc Sure, roger. We copy, Bill. Gee whiz,
we Just noticed on telemetry that when you came over the hill,
you know, you were down way passed that point and it should
have been on and we Just noticed that for some reason when
you carae over the hill it was not.

CDR Roger, thanks for catching it.
cc Let's don't worry about that; the old F.GIL h«r

is working on his (garble) patch.
PLT He's really - he's really watching us today.

That's the second one.
pA0 The procedure reads, turn fan power switch

off, wait 30 seconds, then switch on repeat if nccetsarv. That's
Bruce McCandlees talking to Pilot Bill Pogue on the nol' sieve
A fan 2 or secondary fan which failed to show a flow during
the activation procedure.

END OK TAPK
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(; C Okay I (narble) telemetry hero Bill. We ' r

watching Jerry cycle a switch off and we show it back on now.
But we do not -

PLT Wait a minute,
CC Let me stop short in my conversation -

Looks like it may be running.
PLT Jerry just gave me a thumbs up.
CC Yes indeed. We confirm that.
PLT Okay Bruce, thank you.
CC Thank you.
P A0 Fan two, mol sieve is now running reports

Pilot Bill Pogue. The EG 1 L here in the Mission Control Center
concurs. Skylab Control, Houston, 14 hours, 49 minutes, (reen
wich Mean Time. We have approximately 2 minutes remaining on
tills state side pass.

cc Skylab this is Hou. ton, one minute to LOS
next station contact in 5 minutes through Madrid at 14:55 Zulu
where we will be dumping the data voice tape recorder. Out.

PLT (Garble)
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 14 hours 52 m i nu

t

Greenwich Mean Time. Loss of signal now with Skylab IV throuK
Bermuda. Next station to acquire will be Madrid in anproxinat
3-1/2 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 14 hours 55 mi nut
Greenwich Mean Time. Less than a minute away now f i om reaquir
Skylab-IV through Madrid.

CC Skylab. This is Houston, through Madrid
for 7 minutes. Over.

ct)R Hi, Houston and best wishes from Skvlab.
We have your teleprinter messages very much in shape.

cc Roger. We thought you night appreciate
that. Somehow we managed to send it up even with the power
off the teleprinter and all that stuff.

CDR We were wondering about that.
CC Plan ahead, man.
CDR Right.
cc By the way. Looking at the telemetry

here, all the equipment that you've powered up so far In the
workshop appears to be working s a t i f a c t o r i a 1 y . In parti.ular
sieve A looks good all though we can't tell what tin Mow
rate is through it until after you get to the c a u t i on - wa r n i n y,

system powered up. And a little bit of very good news.
Tiie condensate tank i>elta P has held its Delta P perfectly
tluiughtout the entire storage phase of from SL-I11 on up to
your mission so we'll keep our fingers crossed for it. Over.

PLT I have room for one replacement on the
engine. We're on paijo new ^garble) Go to the (garble)
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installation. (Garble) First step (garble) we didn't get a
};reen light. We just wondered if that's correct.

cc Bill. You're coming through very weakly
there. Could you check your microphone for listening and say
again, please.

PLT Okay. Hov do you run down for this?
CC Still the sane, very weak. Let us check

the network also

.

PLT (Garble) bad side on too. Let me check
nine.

Cc Okay. We confirm you're weak a little
downlink. Go ahead and I think we can copy you - Go ahead Bill

PLT Stand by one, Bruce.
CC You're loud and clear now.
PLT (Garble) (static)
cc PLT this is Houston. How do you read?
PLT Okay, Houston. The question was you had

reference to page 2-25 in the activation checklist under Heat
Installation. Under step 1 VTR record. The question Is,
should we get a green light after that step?

cc Yes you should, Bill. Power in the VTR
should have been put on per page 2-23. You should get a green
light at that point. Over.

PLT Uh&t is that page, 2-what again?
cc 2-23 the SPT page before it.

,
PI ' T Okay, we'll check the con f 1 ge r a t 1 on on2-.

3 but we did not get the green light at that step. We'll
recheck the configuration. Okay. (Garble) Oh, by the wav
Bruce, what is the Julian date?

CC Okay. Day of year is 321. Over.
P1

;

T Thank you. (Garble)
Mcc - - reproduction is kind of - -
CC Okay. Skylab. this Is Houston. We have

a minute and 45-scconds to LOS . Next station contact In
41 minutes through Honeysuckle at 15:42 Zulu. Wt confirm
that if you completed the circuit breaker, on 2-20, which wcshow you have from several indications .tnd you got 2-23 which
includes verifying the cable connected and the h

i
gn - pnwe r ed

(garble) outlet on and things of this sort that you should
h.iv." the green light when you go to record on the VTR.

PLT Okay. Ed's rechecking that configuration
now. Make sure that everything's done.

CC And, Bill, for your Information, since
we ve got a long LOS here, if you don't get the green light
rtfter a reasonable anount of effort on the procedures, go ahead
and forget about the television and press on with the aid
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installation and Earth deactivation and we'll talk to you
over Honeysuckle. We now show power on the VTR on tel
Over .

PLT
see you at 4 2

CC
record mode now

.

PLT
CC

Honeysuck 1 e .

PLT
PAO

Greenwich Mean Time
Sky lab- IV
Honeysuck

1

Rog .

Okay .

Unders tand

.

11 pass that on and

We show the VTR as running in a

Roger .

Oka y .

have
utif u

e picture on the monitor.
Talk to you over

Okay, Bruce, I'm losing you.
Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours 4 minutes
We've had loss of signal now with

gh Madrid. Next station to acquire will be
38 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

KND OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours
41 minuted Greenwich mean time. About a minute and a half
away now from reacquiring Skylab through Honeysuckle. This
will be a very short pass over Honeysuckle, about a minute
and a half. The message referred to was a greetings
to the Skylab IV crew which was actually sent up during
the deactivation period of the last mission with the day of
the year tag at 315. 315 day of the year was the day planned,
at that time, as a launch date. The message reads as follows:
Jerry, Ed, and Bill, welcome aboard the space station Skylab.
Hope you enjoy your stay. We're looking forward to several
months of interesting and productive work. Signed, Flight
Control. Fifteen hours 42 minutes Greenwich mean time. Stand-
ing by now for acquisition of Skylab IV through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle
for a minute and 10 seconds. Next station contact in 28 minutes
through Coldstone at 16:10. Over.

CDR Roger, understand. And we're taking a
few minutes here and we have to get down in the workshop and
get some urine bags.

CC Okay, we're going to be commanding the
workshop 02 fill valves closed. So, you'll know what's
happening if you hear something. And we got two things for
you; one for the PLT or Commander. On panel 206 the airlock
nodule regulator open circuit adjust, we want reg adjust
bus 1 pot 35 degrees clockwise. That's bus 1 15 degrees
clockwise. Bus 2 pot, 45 degrees clockwise. That's bus 2

45 di'grees clockwise. And the F.D6 3 (garble), we'd like to
take that out of the direct sunlight. We understand you put
it In the command module window last night. It needs some
indirect lighting but not the direct. Over.

CDR R o k e r , read you on both of those, Bruce.
And we'll do that. I'll take it out right now. And primary
evapor*i.or dryout is due complete In about 6 minutes. Other
than that everything is completed on page Delta.

CC Okay, we copy. And real quick likt>,
what was the problen with the VTR?

CDR I haven't checked yet. I don't know.
CC Okay, see you over the States.
CDR Roger. Thank you, Bruce.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 15 hours

45 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now. Next
station to acquire will be Goldstone in 25-1/2 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 16 hours

9 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Goldstone. The Skylab-lV crew is

continuing with the activation processes of the workshop.
One of the systems being brought into play today is a

molecular sieve system. The molecular sieve system is capabl

of removing 8.6 pounds per day of water and 6.75 pounds

per day of carbon dioxide from the workshop. Each sieve

a mol sieve A and raol sieve B contain identical sorbent
assemblies which contain charcoaled canisters. Automatic
sequency - automatic sequencing controlls the spacecraft gas

through one of the charcoal canisters for 15 minutes and

through the other for 15 minutes. The system in baked out

every 28 days. This procedure takes about 5 hours and anothe

10 to 12 hours for cooldown before the system can be placed

back online. Today's bakeout activities is part cf the

activation being performed by Pilot Bill Pogue . About
16 hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean time. Standing by now

for Capcom Bruce McCandless's callup through Goldstone.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus

Christi and Mcrrltt Island for 10-1/2 minutes. Over.

PLT Rog er , Bruce .

CC Okay, Bill we've looked at the airlock
module regulator bus voltages. Adjustment looks like it's

worked out great; we're happy with the*. On day 2, which
is today, at approximately 01:30, we have a command module
waste water dump to the workshop scheduled. This should
be deleted. We will reschedule it for late on day 3 or

early on dav 4, depending on the water production area.

Over.
p|.T Roger; understand. Delete I h < command

nodule waste water dump at approximately 0 1:30.

CC Roger, and we're going to command the

airlock module transfer time motor switches closed here

for Just a second. And also we've got a request for you

that we'd like you to note the times at which you take

various medications prescribed for the motion sickness
prevention so that these numbers will be available this

evening during the medical conference, and you can discuss
litem Willi the medics at their request. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce, I'n making a note of

tli.i l .

CC And also, when you have a moment here
we'd like to get a fairly detailed update on your progress
through the activation checklist so we can update our and

keep track of which - how far you're going.
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1>LT Coming right up; stand by one.
Reference to your question on the

video tjpo recorder; what switch was out of position. It
was - it appeared to be in the correct position but actually
wasn't. That was the problem. The 63 experiment has
been moved out of direct sun?

CC Okay, we copy.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. Over.
PI.T Go .

CC Yes, hey, Bill, in looking at
your progress here through the checklist we show the OWS fans,
for example, have been powered up already and are running. Ye
we don t seemed to have come to the - -

PLT 1 think you broke out there, Bruce.
Say again

.

CC Roger. We - in looking at your progress
through the checklist here show that we got the OWS fans
operating now, yet we don't have some of the other blocks

le workshop configuration set up.
3 doing most of your tasks down in
What we'd like to do is sort of
osh a front again -so that we've

such as the comm with
And I guess that Jerry
the workshop MDA area.
t>" t things e j e n e d up a

got conn bef irt we pre
ac t i /it ies . Ove r .

PLT Ye
ray n outh; we are , in f

eah
, you took the words right out of

fact, doing that. And the reason for tha
is we could not urinate until we got bags out of the workshop,
there were no urine bags in the command module, and that was
the reason fcr getting out of (garble) on that. We're
naking plans right nov to correct that (garble) and parallel
sequency.

CC Okay, I hope everything came out alright.
PLT Thank you, my boy. Alright Jerrv will

be talking to you now.
cc And for your information, Bill, we've

closed the transfer tie switched. We have the ATM and the
airlock module power system is back in parallel for t U e
buU.ice of your mission, and looks good to us. Over.

PLT Sorry, Bruce. I was just in the process
01 taking the headset off when you started talking.

CC No problem; just into. We've closed
the tianster lie bus switches. The ATM In the airlock
module power systems are now back in parallel which we
plan to leave then- for the remainder of your mission. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce. Thank you.
cc Skylab, this is lloustor; 30 seconds

to LOS. Next station contact th roug h Bermuda in 57 seconds.
Over.
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CDR Okay, Bruce, see you in a minute.
cc » e y, Jerry. You talking to us fron

the workshop?
CDR Not yet. We'll be there in about 10

probably .

CC Okay, we'll be here.

END OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 16 hours 22 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Commander Jerry Carr talking to Capcom
Bruce KcCandless here in the Mission Control Center. The
flight control team has expressed through McCandless once the
workshop communications system is a .ivateJ before the crew
of Skylab IV proceeds too far into the workshop activation.
This to be done primarily to monitor and maintain a close
handle on hov the procedures are progressing. We're at

16 hours 23 minutes GMT.
CC Houston through Bermuda for 5-1/2 minutes.

Out.
CDR Roger.
CC Coming up on a 1-r. inute key hole. I'll

call you on the other side. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute and

40 seconds to LOS. Next station contact through Madrid in
6 minutes at 16:33. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 16 hours 29 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through Bermuda. Next
station to acquire Madrid in approximately 3-1/2 minutes.
Meanwhile the Skylab workshop has made 2700 revolutions cf
the Earth, and now starting on revolution number 2701.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, J6 hours 33 minutes
(iMT . Standing by now for acquisition through Madrid.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
for 9 minutes. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce. We're doing the comm configur
conn umbilical connection at this t i me .

CC Okay, we copy. And we'll be dumping the
data voice tape recorder over Honeysuckle abou t an hour fron
now .

CDR Okay.
CC And Jerry, while we're talking to you here,

we've got an update to the bioned procedures. Maybe we can
pass some information to you here, and then we'll get you the
full story later on today. Over.

CDR Okay, stand by let me get a pencil out.
CDR Okay Bruce, go ahead.
CC Okay, as you may recall, there has been

some thought of having your girth, your leg measurements and
blood pressure measurements worked into ?he day -2 time line,
today during the evening regroup most likely. However, we'd
like to get the measurements on you at lunch time here before
eating so that they are in the same circadiura relationship
to your day as they will be when associated with the M 0 9 2 runs.
Consequently what we'd like to do is have yours made before
lunch today and the equipment that you need is the (garble),
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which is located In E610 in the workshop. The stethoscope
in E610 in the workshop, and the M092 tape measure which Is
stuck up on panel 621 probably on a piece of velcro. Over.

CDR Okay, you want this at lunch (garble)
in E610, stethescope is there too, and the M092 tape that
you want waist and leg measurements. Is that right?

CC It's just the calf leg girth measurements,
iind the blood pressure. And that is fcr you only. We'll pick
up the SPT and the PLT later on. Over.

CDK Okay , Bruce .

PAO Bruce HcCandless talking to Commander
Jerry Carr.

CC Sky lab, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 37 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 17.18 where we will be dumping the data voice tape
recorder. And we show that you have used 10.8 minutes on
the video tape recorder for your information. Out.

CDR (Garble)
CC Skylab, Houston in the blind. We'll see

you over Honeysuckle in 36 minutes. Out.
FAO Skylab Control, Houston, 16 hours 42 minutes

Greenwich mean time. A loss of signal now through Madrid and
Canary. Next station to acquire will be Honeysuckle in 35-1/2
minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, at 17 hours,
17 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. About a minute away now
from reacquiring Skylab-IV, through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-
suckle for 6 n'.nutes. Out.

CDR Hello Houston. I read you loud and clea
on panel 98. Stand by for voice check from the workshop.

CC Roger. We're standing by Jer.
SPEAKER (Garble)
CC Okay, we're reading you with a loud

lous squeal. You may have to twiddle with the volume knobs.
Understand your at panel 131.

SPT That's affirm, Bruce. How's it new?
CC A lot better Ed. And, we're gonnabe

dumping the data voice tape recorder here over Honeysuckle.
SPT Roger, Bruce, thank you. ( G a rb 1 e ) ( Sh r i

1

sound) update of where we are. Ue're perfectly - coming up
(garble) caution and warning checkout. We'll be doing that
m o u e n t a r i 1 y .

CC Okay, thank you, Ed.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours

21 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. That is Science Pilot, Ed
Gibs cm talking to Bruce McCandless, the Mission Control Cent
through one of the speakers in the workshop. Reporting that
they were preparing now to check out the workshop caution an
warning system.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 15 minutes through Hawaii at
17 : 38 . Out .

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours,
27 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. A loss of signal now. Nex
station to acquire will be Hawaii in 12 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. It's 17 hours
37 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab-IV now approaching
Hawaii acquisition. We should re-acquire the Spacecraft in
less than one minute.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Through Hawaii
for 7 minutes. Since we showed you finished using the video-
taperecorder we will take it now and proceed to dump over the
states. Over

.

CDR Okay, Houston. (Garble)
CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute and

30 seconds to LOS. Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes
through Goldstor.e. at 17:50. For your information, when you
get up to lunch tine at 18:00 Zulu, ve'd like you to stop
break and eat lunch, at the correct time, and then pick up
the checklist afterwards. Also, there will be no trim-burn
today. The first trim-burn anticipated now is on mission
day 10 or day of year 329. Over.

CDR Okay, Hot.jton. We were planning on eating
right on tine and we're in the pilot sensor test right now.

CC Roger. We got it. Thank you.
PAD Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours,

47 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. A loss of signal now through
Hawaii. The next station to acquire, Goldstone in 2-1/2 minutes,.
The crew of Skylab-IV will start their lunch in about 13 minutes.
The Skylab-IV crews first meal aboard their s pa c e t a t i on con-
sists of the new high-energy food bar, especially prepared for
this mission. This new food bar is actually an off-spring
a food bar developed Jointly by NASA , the U.S. Air Force, and
a national food company. The crew is scheduled to eat these
special high-energy bars every three days. The bars come in
three flavors. Chocolate chip, crispy and flake. And each
is coated in three flavors. A vanilla, chocolate, or straw-
berry. The bars weigh about 55 grama and contain 300 calories
each. We're about a minute and a half away now frcn re-acqulring
Skylab-IV through Goldstone. We'll standby and monitor. This
is Skylab Control, Houston.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone
for 5-1/2 minutes. We'll be dumping your data voice tape
recorder over Canary. Over.

PLT Roger, Bruce.
CC And, for your information. We're gonna

go ahead and enable star tracker control in the computer at
the present time so that we get the status words configure
properly and everything set up. Over.

PL T Okay , t ha nk you , Bruce

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston for the command
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raodule, (Ivor,

SPT Roger , Houston .

CC Okay, we're attempting to dump the
video-tape recorder t h rough Goldstone and we're not getting
the rirlu type of modulation off of it. On panel 3 in the
conmand module, would you confirm that the TV source switch
is in the.swift position. Over.

SPT Roger, Bruce, Jerry's on hie way.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 50 seconds to

LOS. Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda
it l,i:00. Out.

SPT Talk to you then, Bruce .

CI)R (Garble) that switch was in '.he CM position
it' sin swift now.

CC Okay, thank you very much. We'll re-group
>nd make another try at it.

END OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 17 hours
58 minutes Greenwich mean tine. A bit over 2 minutes now
before we reacquire Skylab IV through Bermuda. Very shortly
the Skylab crew will start their lunch period. During the
lunch period .Jerry Carr will be taking measurements of his
caJves. The special blood pressure measurements and calf
measurements are scheduled today as part of the M092 lower
body negative pressure device experiment. In the previous
two missions a decrease in calf measurement was noted when
the initial performance of the M090 - of the M092 experiment
which is not normally scheduled until the fifth mission
day. These early measurements should indicate at what point
in tine the calf begins to show a decrease in size. Commander
Jerry Carr is to conduct these initial measurements around
lunch time, which starts come n tar i 1 y , ar.d Science Pilot
Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue will conduct the measurements
later in the day. The first M092 experiment performance is
scheduled for the fifth day of this mission, three days
from now. Standing by now for acquisition through Bermuda,
this is Skylab Control. Houston.

CC Skylab, this is House
for 7 minutes. Over.

CDR Hello, Houston.^
Roger, ve p,ot

Were you able to fi enough food for

through Bermuda

ery from the bioneds

CDR
PLT

ques t ion
CDR

;ix people?

I much .

CC
back ?

CDR
PAO

The other three don't ne
They're also very quiet.
Roger, we copy. And I just had a person
if I could slip in here.
Go ah ea d .

Yeah, why didn't Al , and Owen, and Jack

d id ironote that idea

nulus Greenwich
inins on thi

kylab Control, Hous t on ; 18 hours
ean time. Little less than U minutes

Bermuda pass.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. With you throu

Bermuda lor 3-1/2 minutes hero. For your information, the
problem with the video tape recorder was the switch on
i>anel 3. We've checkvd out the modulation satisfactorily.
And we'll be dumping the VTR over Goldslonc at the tail end
of this rev of even the next pass, and we'll have some
info for you then on what we got back. And while you're
eating lunch here, we'd like to get a fairly detailed status
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vllul l°V P ° S ^ re with respect to the activation checklist.Maybe somebody could get out the checklist and we couldlook at page E for echo and X off the blocks you've takencare of. We re not sure whether we have the same statusor not

Okay, Bruce here's where we stand.cc Go ahead .

CDR Stand by one.

to rn c
C

ho . l
el1 y0U what

«
ve have about 2-1/2 minutes

,

S

u
" e JBV y '

-:eXt stat ^" i» Canary in A minutes at
18 U9 where we're dumping the data voice tape recorder. Whydon t we get it at AOS Canary? Over.

tar
C
°f f

0ka >'' Bruce; as long as we got thetape out for measuring ny calves, why don't we Just g0 aheadand measure everybody's at one time?
, .

r

CC
.

!

Okay, the request has been made that wedo it in Keeping with the (garble) rhythms of your bodies

^in
e

w?;;?n
Part

°V!l
e (Rarble) c * cie -eryday. And we'restill working on scheduling Ed and Bill later in the day,time permitting. Over.

CDR Okay.
cc Roger

; out.
PA°

U
Skylab Control, Houston; 18 hours 8 minutesGreenvxch mean ti,e. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Ne^tstation to acquire, Canary, tn about a min

*
te and a h

* Xt

;; c ^; ,
?

reference to feeding six people from CapcomBruce .icCandless. When the Skylab IV crewmembers entered

h'ree
0

< t

° P
x

'

*<l

they undoubte^y were surprised to seethree suited manikins occupying positions in the experimentarea. These would-be astronauts are courtesy of the Skylab III

'r'h""

W^:;^fr f!?
art

!

n
« < he —-^ P , Septenber 25,' tSkylab IV tan colored suits and stuffed them with

ook

extra Skylab III crewmember clothing and placed them at thebicycle ergoneter and lower body pressure device, and then
"VI s

°
manf>Crat' nt area

- Tlie "-udo commander Cur'ssuited dummy is in the lower pressure device. The soudo

omewi^t ;r k

U,
5.

bike,
.

and SeUd ° ScienC0 Pilot Gibson *•someunat avkardly positioned on the John in tr,e waste manage-^U TC\ * " 18 h ° UrS 9 ninUtes Greenwich mean tij
Is 8

,:

Sk!lTr I
^acquisition of Skylab IV through Canary,tnis is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab, this is Houston through Canarytor 9-1/2 minutes. Over.
CDR Roger Bruce .

1J
CC Okay, if Jerry has a second, maybe hecould go oyer page Echo on the flight p i.an with us and checkover tne blocks that you have accomplished.

.

CDR Okay, Bruce. The CDR and the SPT areabout cnree-quarters of the way through with the SWS cautionand warning checkout.
"

?
ka >'» and everthing above that is complete?cux ihat s affirmative. Okav, now the PLT

s down and he Is finished with the water sample, and he hasdone about two steps in the wardroom water system activation.
^ And he has completed everything above that?CUK Tiia t ' s affirmative.
CC

,
Oka>

,
thank you very much. And ve havesome good statistical news for you here regarding your servicemodule RCS consumption. Over.

CDR Co ahead.

.

CC You ,j sed 6 pounds less than the flightPlan tor a total usage of 485, that's 485 pounds of RCS fuelhe consider a perfect rendezvous to be one using 450 pounds.And you just couldn't tr.ere for any of us. You're presently
600 pounds above the service module RCS red line. Over.

C
^
R Roger, thank you, Bruce.

Good show.

0ver
CC Skylab command module, this is Houston.

Go ahead, Bruce.

rh
Roger. In looking at the activation

cr..jcKXist, on page *-36, for the Commander when vou get down
o the bottoa of the pa ,e there is a statement that l.v,mil up conrand module Si.'* com now available if SPT hascompleted cor.m activation checkout. And we're conccr.u-rfthat perhaps you all interpreted that a9 being the end of

;
e "nn contiguration. The camm configuration and verificationcontinues on page 2-38. And there aare a number of switches whiare buried amongst the verifys that are not verified. Speci-

n rl/,
a PP c * r * f «s like tie S-band (garble) tape switch isin the tape position instead of being off center where itshould be, and we wondered if you went through that in detailor you couid *o back and check it over. Over

sc (Garble)

. .
" Skylab, this is Houston. One minute

Creek at 18 • 55* ^Ou"?"
C ° nl * Ct ln 36 minutes through Honeysuckle

a hal" Out
Make th3t Ascension there ln * minute and

CDR Roger, Bruce.

KSI) OF TAPE
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PAO 5 k y 1 a b Control, Houston, 18 hours

,

20 minute s
'

(,'r e c nw id) Mean Time . Thirty sec unds away now
f r om r « .1 c <iu i ring Skylab throug h Ascension.

C C Skyiab, this i8 Houston through Ascension
for 2-1/2 mi nutes . 0u *--

Hp 1 1 o i Houston.
cc* Say again, Ed

.

CC Wj're hearing you
ke y , but you 're not coming through. Over,

SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Roger . He 1 1 o , Sky 1 ab

.

Ou t .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Ney t s tation contact in 32 minutes thr ough Honeysuckle
Creek at 18 : 55. Out.

SPT (Garble) talk to you the
CC Okay. Bonappetit.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours

2 4 minute 8 ,
Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab now out of acquisition

range with Ascension. Next statioa to acquire will be Honey-
suckle in approximately 30 rainutes. Before the crew of
Skylab-lV started t h o i r lunch break at 18:00 hours OM i' the
Commander and Science Pilot were well into the workshop
caution/warning system checkout and Pilot Bill Poguu had
beRun the wardroom wtcr systems activ*tion. We're at 18 hours
25 minutes, (reenwich Mean Tine. This is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; 18 hours

54 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Standing by now for

Acquisition with Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. We should

pick up the crew of Skylab IV in about 1 minute.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Honey-

suckle for 8 minutes. Over.
CDR Hollo, Houston.
CC Roger. Hello, Skylab.

CC SPT, Houston. If you have a minute, on

panel 202, caution and warning system sensors signal cond i t
-

conditioner number 1 breaker, I believe.
S1»T Stand by, Bruce.

CC Okay.
CC CUR, Houston.
COR Go ahead, Houston.
C C Roger. Have wc got anybody up In the command

modul e ? Over

.

CDR Affirmative.
CC Okay, we're seeing the quad Alfa fuel and

oxidizer pressures increasing due to the solar effect from

the Sun. We'd like you to run through the quad Alfa tank

pressure equalization procedure in the CSM systems checklist

page -*-l9 when you have a minute here. Over.

CDR Okay , Bruce

.

CC And Just for my own information as we

progress throu^i activation, have you been picking up,

pretty much, all the PLT column activities, or have you

been (garble) up the workload three ways? Over.

SPX The PLT and the CDR swapped duties for

about, oh, three hours this morning and then we traded

back and, well, everybody's doing their normal Job now.

CC Roger, thank you. And we're standing

by for Ed in panel 20 2 when he comes up.

Sf'l (garble)
CC Okay, it's caution and warning system

sensor*, cau ti.n and warning number 1 on panel 202. And

what we'd like to do is first for you to tell us the position

that St't* in. We have two independent telera - telemetry

parameters that dropped out about the time you all (garble)

through the caution and warning system check, and we think

tiie breaker may have opened or been bumped open at that

t ime . Ovc r .

SPT Roger, Bruce; your telemetry right - is

right. The breaker is open.
CC Okay, we'd like you to close it, please.
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SPT Okay, door closed.
CC

t

Okay, thank you, Ed; sorry to interrupt
SI' T You're welcome, Bruce.
cc Skylab, this is Houston; one minute

to LOS. Next station contact in 13-1/2 minutes through
Hawaii at 19:15. Out.

,

CI>R Roger. And Bruce, hov long you think
it 11 take this equalization process to go on?

CC ll'x completed; you can go ahead and
press on through the balance of the procedure and get
back to your configuration. Over.

CDR Okay. Didn't get below 175 of those
vents I can set.

C C We concur.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; 19 hours

4 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Loss of signal now through
Honeysuckle. Next station acquiring will be Hawaii in
approximately 11 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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P A 0 Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours 15 minutes,
Greenwich mean time. One minute away now from contact with
Skylab IV through Hawaii.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 8-1/2 minutes. Out.

PI.T Roger, Houston.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours

18 minutes. We're receiving data through Hawaii, however,
no contact or no callup lo the crew yet, from CAP COMM Bruce
McCandless

.

CC Skyljb, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 4 minutes through Golds tone at
19:27. Out

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours
25 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with
Skylab IV through Hawaii. Coming up next will be Golds tone
in approximately 2 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone
tor 6 mi nut es . Ou t .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Just for your
information , we're getting a good dump of tha video tape recorder
at the present time. We're watching Ed working up in the top
of the MDA, putting the comm umbilicals in. Over.

PLT Thank, you Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Bermuda at
19:37. Out.

CC And then we come on up on Bermuda we'd
like io get an update on your progress through the activation
checklist. Ou l

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours 33 minutes
Greenwich mean time. That, callup from CAP COMM Bruce M.Candless
to the crew of Skylab IV. Skylab Control, Houston. Losa of
signal now through Goldstone, Next station to acquire will
be Bermuda in approximately 3-1/2 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours 38 minutes
Greenwich Mean Time.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
for 10 mi nut es . Over

.

PLT Hello, Houston. Be with you in a sec.
CC Okay, and we've got a little item for

you here wit) respect to the ATM ground command status is

called out on page 2-66 to verify that we have no change to
it before you press on with ATM activiation on 2-78 and for
the SPT and he Can pass it to the commander, we have no change
to the AIM ground command status, Over.
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S I'T Okay, we copy.
CDU Houston, tills Is the CUR and the way w

stand rlt'ht now on - I'm in the middle of the IMSS medical

transfer." Kd is in - is working the wardroom
disInft'CtinR. And Bill is working the wardroom water syst

ac t i va t ion

.

CC Roger. We copy. And we're showing wa

coming out of tank 2. So, I guuss that pretty well tells

us where he is in water activation.
CDR Roger.
SPT Bruce, SPT, I'm at the bottom of page

CC We copy, Ed. Thank you.

INI) OF TAPE
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CC ikylab, this is Houston; a minute and
a half to LOS. Next station contact 8 minutes through
Ascension at 19:54. And a reminder for the SPT. After
you finish up cleaning up the kitchen down there in the
wardroom, on page 2- lb for the Commander we have called
out to get the pork iolns out, three of them, and start
warming them up for s.upper. You might want to put all three
of them In one food h eater tray to minimize the amount of
stuff that ' j hooked up while our wardroom water activation
continues to progress-. Over.

SPT Ckay, Bruce; we cop v. Thanks very much.
CC Right, wouldn't want you to go hungry.
SPT That won't happen,
PAO Skylab Control, Houston; at 19 hours

48 minutes Greenwich mean time. We've had loss of signal
with Skylab. The next station to acquire will be Ascension
in approximately 6 minutes. Our best assessment, the
crew of Skylab IV appears to be holding their own in the
activation tine line, about 1 to 1-1/2 hours down or behind
the published schedule. We're at 19 hours 49 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 19 hours
53 minutes Greenwich mean time. Standing by now for
acquisition of Skylab IV through Ascension.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for 10 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 23 minutes through Carnarvon
at 20:27, where we will be dumping the data voice tape
recorder. And we see water flowing into the waste tank
now in accord an e with step 8 on activation. Over.

CHR Roger, Bruce. That's correct, that's
where Bill is.

CC Okay, and once he fills those lines
up we Just want to remind him he has to wait an hour before
he presses on w I t h the procedure and he can pick up something
like water seperator plaee servicing or biocidc wiping or
one of those other non time critical items. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. He's aware of that and
lie' 11 pick up something else right now.

CC Okay, see you over Carnarvon.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 20 hours

b minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through
Ascension. Next station to acquire, Carnarvon in 21 minutes
4 7 s ec onds

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 20:26 Greenwich

mean tine. 55 seconds out from acquisition at tracking

station Carnarvon, Australia. Midway through revolution

2 703. Activation of space station Skylab continuing. A

hangover from Skylab III, a giant spider projected on tne

viewing screen here in Mission Control. Arabella or Anita

,s the case may be. Standing by now for Carnarvon Acquisition.

Drop out of several minutes between Carnarvon and Guar,. Four

seconds til predicted acquisition. Standing by.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

for 9-1/2 minutes. VJe ' 1 1 be dumping the data voice tape

recorder here. Out.
CDR Roger, Houston.

cc PLT , this is Houston. Over.

PLT All right, Bri3cce.

cc Roger, Bill. We're still showing an

elevated pressure in the waste water tank down there, indicating

that there's water still flowinp. into the waste tank. Could

you confirm that you did in fact close the water dunp valve

after three minutes per page 2-67. Over.

Pll I did close it. Let me go check.

1 stayed there - 1 stood there for 3 minutes.

Cc Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 6 and 1/2 minutes through Gaua at

20

:

Ul . Out .
, , .

PLT All right Bruce. To 1ft you know what

happened I turned the wrong valve. I turned the water -

potable water tank out let to close instead of the water

dump va 1 ve on 706 .

cc Okay, we'll talk to you over Guaro on i t .

Just hold vour present configuration - we may need to redo

part of this. Over.
IMT Rog, I expect so. Thank you.

PA0 This is Skylab control loss of signal

through Carnarvon. Line still up for reacquis i t ion in about

4 and 1/2 minutes through Guam at 20:37 standing by. Skylab

Control

.

ENH OF TAPK
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ut.cs, out.
Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for

Bruce, P^T here, have you decided where

you want me to go back and pick up on this?

cc Okay, we're still working it, but step

one we'd like to get the water dump valve panel 706 closed

please, over.
PLT Okay.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS, next station contact in 17 minutes through Goldstone at

21:06 and we'll have some words for you on the water system,

maybe right now

.

PLT Okay.
cc We're going to have to wait until Goldetone

to talk to vou on this Bill. We've nade the decision to

start over 'near the beginning of the procedure again and

we're trying to see now how to modify it to account for tue

water we've got left in the tank or in what place exactly to

pick up, so we'll tell you that over Coldstone, over.

PIT Okay, sorry about that.

tC No problem, we designed a little bit

of slack into the activation time line Just to take care

of things like this.
}

. A0 This is Skylab Control. LOS at Guam,

next station at 15 minutes will be at Goldstone. Activation

still underway in the Skylab Workshop. \mong these is

ictivation of the Apollo telescope mount control and display

console. And on Skylab IV aone 114,000 total frames cf filns

will be made of solar events p.s well as the conet Kohoutek.

Compared to 76,000 frames in Skylab 111 and 38,000 in Skylab II.

Fourteen nlnutes to Goldstone. And a fairly solid stateside

pass through all stations. At 20:52 Greenwich mean time,

SkylabControl.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This, is Skylab Cont.-ol; 21:05 Greenwich
mean tine. Acquisition of sig.ial up coning in 50 seconds
through tracking station Goldstone in the Mohavi Desert of
California. And total tine of about 20 - 25 ninutes across
the States here and full coverage. Standing by for first
contact. Skylab Control.

CC Skylab, thlp is Houston through Goldstone
for the next five minutes, out.

PLT Roger, Houston.
CC Okay, roll <:m - ve're with you and

rer.dy to start over again, over.
PLT Okay, let me get :r,y pencil ready.
CC Okay, what we're going to do basically

is back-up, squirt in sone more, but a lesser quantity of iodin
refill ths balance of the water tank, based on estimating we
have about eight pounds still remaining in it and then pick
up the procedure again and when you %vt your pencil and your
checklist, I'll point out those itesas to you that we think
need to be done, over.

plT Okay, Bruce. I'a ready to copy, tell r.c

where to start.
CC Okay. Page 2 - 59, step 1 repeat the second

instruction in step one, chat's the sr.cond half of step one,
over .

PLT Roger, connect wardroom to hose to water
outlet of tank two.

CC Okay, then you skip down to step three,
which is the iodine injector filling, and we want you to use
27 units, that's 2-7 units instead of AO, over.

PLT Roger, 27 units.
CC Do step four and after step fuu: we want

to add close bleed port on panel 500 and open 33 psi regulator,
over .

fl-T Roger, that's step four, close the bleed
port on panel 500 and open the 35 reg.

CC Roger. Step five, you can delete the first
instructions, which deal with the pressviriz.it Ion water valve
on t e ;> o Z a b lo w t «. r tank t o h ook i r. >-. ••»;> the nltro g v is hose ,

since they 'r« alrcaoy accoapl i shvu a a from there you cat;
just press on with the procedure as written in the book, over.

Roger, starting with N2 pressure indicator
potable water tank, 20 plus or minus 2.

CC That's correct.
p LT Oka/, Bruce, I'll get right on it.
cc Roger, and I've *ot a fairly long stateside

pass her« about another 14 minutes sc if you want to talk to
us or if anything coa o up, give a yell.
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PLT ^kay, that was Just a straight out flub. I
was Just going slow is I could just reading the panel.

CC Okay, about 15 seconds, handover to
Corpus Christ!, we'll call you when we get through them.

C C Skylab, this is Houston, coining to you
through the courtesy of C irpui Christi, out.

CC And b.ick to you again through Merritt Island.
CC And P.T, Houston.
cc Roger, and just to clarify things, you might

want to refer to pag>> 5-1 in you activation checklist. Block
diagram two is the configuration on which the procedure starting on
page 2-59 Is based, and you may want to refer to that to work your w
back through it. Over.

?LT Okay, thank you Bruce.
CC Roger , ou t .

CC And Houston i3 back with you for 5-1/2 minutes
through Bermuda, out.

CC Skylab this is - this is Houston, one
minute and 30 seconds to LOS, next station contact through
Ascension in essentially 11 minutes at 21:34 7. , and for
the PLT's information we see the water manifold pressure
coming up very slowly past 15. The word down here is you've
got to have patience it's .01 pounds per hour mass flow.

PLT Thank you, Bruce, I thought I'd done
something else wrong.

cc it's Just not a very big regulator.
PL! Okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Bermuda. Space station Skylab, just starting revolution
2,704, eight minutes out of a very brief pass across the
Southwestern corner of circles halt-corners. The Ascension
Island tracking area. We're a minute pass an Ascension the
crew rather quiet during this stateside pass as they continue
activating the spaces t a t i on . Back in eight minutes', at 21:26
Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

EN!) OF TAPE
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p A 0 This is Skylab Control at 21:33 Greenwich

nean "ine. And about 50 seconds away from acquisition at

Ascension Island in the south Atlantic. Very brief pass

of about 4 minutes. We'll stand by to see if there is any

conversation through this station.
CC Skylab this is Houston through Ascension

for 4-1/2 ninutes and we're showing about 30 psi now on the

MANIFOLD.
PLT Roger. I just about have it.

CC Skylab, this Ss Houston 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 26 minutes through Carnarvon

at 22:04. And we would just like to insure Bill that you

get the potable water tank itself pressurized at 20 plus

or minus 2 p3 i as part of step 5 there on 2-61. Over.

PLT Roger. That's already been completed

and now I'm pressurizing to 35 with water tank 2.

CC Okay, beautiful see you later.

PLT Rog.
i^O This is Skylab Control loss of signal

through Ascension. One very brief exchange across Ascension

Island there in connection with the servicing of the water

system aboard the space station. Waste management coaipar t rat n t

water activation and injection of iodine for purification.

And apparently the procedure will have to be redone to get

the desired flow of the and dilution of the iodine. Next

station in 34 ninutes Carnarvon. And at 21:40 Greenwl:h

nean tiae this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 22:03, Greenwich

mean tine. Some 45 seconds to acquisition at Carnarvon, and

Guam following with a 5 ninute break. Should be getting

lock on momentarily. We'll stand by.
_ r a - na rv ft n

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

fori 0 minutes. Over.
cc Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

for 9-1/2 minutes . Over

.

cpT H t- 1 lo, Houston.

cc Hello, SPT. We've got a friendly reminder

for vou here in th.it we'd like to have each UCTA half sample

identified with crewman number, crewman i.d., the date and the

time of the closeout of adding urine to that collection dev cc

in the connand nodule. You ell requested this reminder during

trai'nino with reference to update 2-95. We v«nt to be able to

identify the first at.i second UTCA (sic) samples. 0ver -

jjjX Okav, Bruce, we understand tnat and thanks

for reminding us. And,' Bruce, I'm having to wait a little

lon-er than I thought 1 would have to, to - for water tank 2

to brinr the pressure up in the potable water tank. So I ra

working on the water plate - water plate servicing right now.

cc We understand that you're having trouble

getting the potable water tank from 20 up to 35 with water.

I.-; that correct?
SPT That 's 25 to 35.

cc Rof.er. From 25 to 35. And we're working

on the water separator plates and could we get a status report

on where the SPT and CDR nr« on the checklist?

CDR SPT i i on page 2-73.

C C Roger, out.

Cpi* Okay. And the CDR is just kind of taking it

c.lS y until the SPT gets finished in the VMC ,
and then 1 U go

in and do the biocide work.
cc Does that mean that you re up to page

2 ~* ?,
CDit

rryi
Let me check. Yeah, that's right.

, t A-,d have either one of you jumped ahead or

.u ,on?lUh,d anvthinp, further down? We're trying to get our

t,arhU» the Hi,-,ht pUn for the rest of the day and evening.

r0R JU-gative, there'? been no jumping ahead.

NT Okay, Bruce, PI.T here. I nave several

mlirn tiiat I've done while I'm waiting to get tn 1 a wa t e r

sv S «rn sorted out. J have completed the trash bag insta

and I'll call on » few sere here, as I leaf through and find tnem.

Cc Okav, we're listening.

!> j i Bed 2 bakeout'a been initiated.

CC koger, we've got that on telemetry.
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I'l'l" 2 tenp verification has been performed,
p.ii;e 2-')3. And I 've also performed step 2.

CC Step two of what there?
I guess step 2 of the (garble) 2 temp

verification. I performed that whole thing.
CC Oh? Okay, right.
CC When you have a second, Bill, we'd like

to tue what the pressure reading is on your potable water
tank , now . Over .

1'1-T Roger, I'll run right down there and get
it for you.

Pl-T Bruce, the pressure is still on 28.
CC Okay, we copy. And is the pressurization

valve on the portable viter tank open? Over.
P '-T >io, that was closed. I thought that was

supposed to be closed.
CC Roger, we concur.
PLT I rechecked the configuration about three

tizae*-, gone bark over the procedure, and it mav - 1 know I

didn't gftt over 20 psi in there, but the quantity of water may
have been an indeterminable that caused this pressure problem.
What are you reading on the 35 manifold right now?

CC We're reading about 40 right now.
PIT Well, if the plumbing is all hooked up, you

know, and it stems like tiere was that much pressure on the
air side of the bellows and water tank too, it'd drive that
pressure v i j; h t up. I'm Roing to recheck ray configuration
once more,

CC Skylab, Houston. One ninute to LOS. Next
station contact in 5 minutes through Guam at 22:18 where wo
will be dumping the data voice tape recorder. You can go ahead
and check your configuration. I think it might be * problem
with the ratio of tiie volume compression of the gnu.

I'l-T Yeah, that's what 1 meant by water
quantity that was left in that water tank - portable water tank.

CC Okay, Bill, we have decided that the
potable water tank is full. You can go ahead and proceed
under that assumption. Over.

PI'T Okay. Thank you, Bruce.
CC Roger , out.
CI'R Bruce, this is the CDR. 1'n starting the

ronnand module stowage reconfiguration while I'm waiting to get
in the VMC.

CC Mighty fine, Jerr.
CC This in Skylab Control in a gap here -

between Carnarvon and Guam. Reacqu i s 1 t i on due at C.-jatn i in

«'-i/2 minutes, 22:15 Greenwich mean time. Standing by Skylab
Control.

KND OK TAPE
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cr:

nl nut «

SkyUb, this is Houston through Guam for

Sky lab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

I.US next station contact through Goldstone at 22:42 in

Id ml nut fit and for your Information we're showing a partial

pressure of oxyisen in the workshop of 4.0 psia which Is a

little lit nil and we're s°ln« to work on trying to track it

down. The cabin pressure Itself looks okay, over.

Roger, you Bruce and Just one final word

I'm on like page 2-67 here, gutting ready to do, 1 guess,

step 8, we came down and closed the water dump valve and

it wr.s already closed so i'm going to retry in 3 minutes.

CC Okay, we copy. And the cabin pressure

is a little high and we're going to work on that one too.

i'LT Okay.
pA0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through Guam for the final time this evening. Next station

in 14 minutes, Goldstone. Over the last hour or so a trend

has been noted in the Control Center here. The cabin pressure

and the workshop, norm all / should stay around five pounds

per square inch and it's >.l or there ahouts. And the

partial pressure of oxygen normally is 3-1/2 or 3.5 pounds

->er square inch, plus or minus 3/10 of a pound and it s up

around four pounds which is a little bit higher than desired.

That's partial pressure of oxygen. Therefore the people on

the ground are sorting out various possibilities of why

unexplained higher pressure. This was described by

Spare Cr.it t communicator Bruce McCandless in his LOS call

here at Guam. A little detective work needed to discover

the source of the additional flow of oxygen which is increasing

the cabin pressure very slowly and actually one-tenth of a

pound over normal but the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen is

3-1/2 to 1-1/2 pounas. And it appears that it's now about *
to

instead of 3-1/2 to 1-1/2. Back iu twelve minutes for stateside

pass at 22:30 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

KNI) OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control 22:41 Greenwich
mean tine 50 seconds acquisition Goldatone, Skylab space
station activation atill under way at this time. The crew's
working on the waste management system, the water supply
system purification and cotamand module power down. 20 seconds
to AOS Goldstone. Standing by.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Go.ldstone,
Corpus Christl, and Merritt Island for 15-1/2 minutes. For
your informa tlon it looks like the cabin gas flow was coming
in though tiie nitrogen side of the system. But that it is

now stopped so we are going to take no further action right
now on the workshop gas flow, but we'll watch it for a few
hovir s . Over .

PLT Rog, thank you Bruce.
SPT Houston, SPT I'd like to talk to you about

n point on page 2-75.
CC Okay, we're right here.
SPT Okay, the 5th line down - verify separators

still .operating. On all 3 of them as soon as the switch goes
off the separator goes off. As I understand It should stay
on for 5 minutes.

CC That's my understanding we'll check on
it for you.

SPT Ok.iy, everything works fine otherwise
except for the seperators staying on.

CC Can you confirm the blower as going on
and off with the switch also?

SPT Yeah, the blower I think overrides the
noise from the seperator. It's very hard to even hear the
separator I'm not sure I do.

CC Okay we'll check on it.

CC SPT, this is Houston. Regarding your
problem we've got a couple of items for you here. One is

that yes it should stay on for 5 minutes after the switch
goes off. Two, ve'd like you to check the 6 circuit breakers
on the inside pane] there make sure their all closed. If

the circuit breakers are not closed you will operate the

blower from the toggle switches which will not operate the
seperator

.

SPT Okay thank you Bruce. Stand by and I'll
take a 1 ook .

CC And we're also hearing here that the

noiser elenent should be the urine separator. That is it

should make more noise than the blower. So we think that
probabiy the separator is just not running period. Over.

SPT I think you're right Bruce. I opened
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the drawer to try to hear the separator and probably got thenoise from the open line. And that made me think it meant -hips it was the separator but it's probably not.
SP'f You called Houston. ThoBe circuitbreakers were open. Apparently they were not picked up inthe checklist but it's working fine now.

[

;c
.
Okay the ultimate configuration we wanto get into is 3 ot those circuit breakers open and 3 ofhem closed. The 3 closed being the ones that - the ones thatare hooked up Co the - the receptacles feeding the individualseparators .

SP1 Well, Bruce that's the way I have it.BUS 1 - closed and the 3 and BUS 2 are open.

r
, .

CC
,

f

oka y and I hear some separator noise in

.

C(~
,

And for CDR
, for your information we're

the"- th/ITr^- .

CSM
-

prDtrO ". SpeCU0neter P° wer 0N

uth At lant icanona ly and
Jo it, but we don't thin*

re to get some data going through

CDR

supposed to give you a n a

necessary.
okay, Bruce, go ahe

Roger. Out.
c '-ylab, this is Houston. One ninute to

in 10-1/2 min-
LOS

. Next station contact through the Vanguar
utes at 23:09 Zulu. Out.

,

SPT Okay. *og. Just a quick word here on thecondensate - wetting of the plates. The first one let the criteri
- late criteria on page 101. When I took the second one outit was already moist and it had water dripping from it And'in

^ck .I' ate 'V" 1 "'" tnis "i*ht ^ an iidicaU "ofcracked P late. I'm running a pressure test on it now.

oklv J; n rTT u
°* ay

'
Ve '

11 Start y° u ° ver tJ>* Vanguard.0*ay, on SL-III we had exactly the same condition in activa
all those plates were danp. Go ahead and check thisthing out, but it doesn' necessarily mean a cracked plate.

i',' ''f
y ° U

T
y ° Ur cooUnt circulating there for a'while andit nipht be picking up nois-

v-is in the strcan.
frocj the air as the cold plate

So it looks good on the pressure differen-

Mighty fine.
P

;

V °
.

Thls is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

Ei^ht*™/"? " Mertltt Isiand tracking station in Florida,tifiht minutes to acquisition for the first time, the tracking

t i a 1 her
CC
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fililp V<infiu,ud, this evening. After Vanguard, they will be
about an houraiui four minutes between stations. Golds tone
apain toward the end of this revolution, nuabar 2 705 for the
space station, and 20 for command service module. Work pro-
gress in;', on activating the water supply systeai in the spece-
station at 23:01 Greenwich mean time. Back in seven minutes
Skylab Control

.

KND OF T A !' K
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PAO Thii is Skylab Control; 23:08 Greenwich

and 16 8ec ° n
J* f° _ 25 09

L

feet per second. Should be

pLT Be right with you Bruce.

rr Ro.-er , Bill.

c

p

t Houston, SPT, the coolant loop reservoir

bladder is at the full end of the tank the bottom range *.

th « wall of the en,ine.
thig ^ ^ ^ b

rr is this tne Ain cuui.«i. «

Roger, that's affirm it's full to the brim.

F

OV.iv. w 'ii like to close both main REGS^

SPT « « a - - •

PLT Okay. B-nce, I'n up at the command module.

tha

j , „ „ . „i i<n the cabin repress valve,
Dar.el 351 and then open p~..el J :> i tne r

t's going to bleed down the manifold, over.

pi x That's complete. j— Okay vou got the main REGS OPEN - and

« «nd then we want' to terminate BAT A charge, over,
that open and then

«J« terminate the BAT A charge.

J-C And then you can go back and pick up

—y-r "n o,E
r:x iTi^iT:\^v-< i . titu^ 7

«...

e.rrcct or do wo do
J» t 'J«' B<y you rea<1 lt , do „„ t do .11

of then, over.

Sfc 1,, .xch..«.r. A 1. ..1

A and B.

?
rc

T
Skylab. this is Houston, one minute to

m<; next station contact is through Goldstone at 19:- *n
LOS, next mi Ion cc

, u be dun p lng the data voice
an hour and . ou . » 1 nute. we

§

P ^ Cold8tone and

^^rtre^PLTrwi're-sturWin, at the w..t. tank pr^u.e
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and it's holding a little higher than we think it should be.

And we got a couple of theories going but right now we'd

like for you to verify that when you're running through the

100 parts per million you open the valve purge, the dump

valve per go for 3 minutes and then close her back up

a pain, over.
Pl.Y Okay, Bruce and that, is the procedure i

nHi'd on the dump that's in progress now.

CC We don't believe there should be a

dump in progress now, the line is suppose to be static with

water in it for - with iodine Jn it - for 1 hour.

PLT Okay, you're right that's the way it is.

But 1 opened the 706 dump valve for 3 minutes and then closed

CC Beautiful baby, we'll work on theories

2 , 3 , and 4 then

.

Pl.T Okay.
}' A 0 This is Skylab Control, 2 3 : 3 7 ,

Greenwich

mean tine, loss of signal through tracking ship Vanguard.

An hour and 2 minutes to the next station, Goldstonc, be

back at that time. This is Skylab Control.

ESI) OF TAPK
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PAO This ie Skylab Control, 00:i8 It's

'»"JC

"J "'lUll^^i. 1. through Gold.tone

,., tv.lv. .in-..- "v.,.
Hous[o^ skyiab ud

All right, read yu .a«, Jerr. And we 11

oi.so.ov...
to

°°..;
h

:;i-»i.«d

f in Jock" ""for the M110 postsleep acclvitie.
checklist which 1, in lock. R i t

ior the check .

n.rrs'rVirJd ar. <.i.» ru
<»-

the - '"•
0::-:-ira.» t '.:r th.

,

Ji...o u
Echo-617 on page 3-38.^ ^ _ ^ _ you go up t0

,ro» p.». 3 as,

. ,.v .

; snd
S„ Thi, Is SPT. Picking op on page 2-79 and

iook at so™, of the ^^""•;;- ler your inforn.tTon.

J.„,"l.. .. .1" y« tb. tine. Che ...lc.1 and evening

status reports this evening. ^_
CDR Okay . ,,,<«, t

re Okay, we've got med in over Havai.

01:3 "th.f. a Uttle oWr - . 1 it 1 1.
_

le. . th. „ . r.v w ay .

and evenim; status over Vanguard at 02.21, a Little

rcv away. Over. ^ i Bed over Hawaii

at 01:54, and evening status over Vanguard at 02:. 1.

5P T Skay"' Bruce, are you ready for some

information on CBRM?
- Okav, go ahead there, E.-l.

„ Okay, CBRM rev 3, we got a barber pole

talkback for REG VOLT. CBRM rev 9, we got a barber pole
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talkback for RAT VOLT and REG VOLT. And I'm looking at

the REG VOLTS on CBRH 3. I guess that's 22.5 REG AM PS

was plus A during the day, and BAT VOLTS was 31.5. Those
voltages were, of course, a little off, because they are nominal.
Also on all 18 CBRMs, we have no power system alert light, out;
it was always ON on on all 18. And one other reading that was
just a little off nominal that was different from the other CBRMs was
CBR'l 5. BAT VOLTS was 29.5. And I'm ready to pick up on the zero
test when -ever you are.

CC Okay, we're ready on that. Copied all
you said, except after all 18 CBRMs no p^wer system alert
lights on, you made a remark in there that I couldn't under-
s t and .

S P T No, I r.eant that the power system alert
light is always on regardless of the CBRM selection. I cannot
p,et it off by selecting any one of the CBRMs,

CC Okay, we copy now.
Okay, pick it up and tell rae when to moveS FT

on to the
CC
CC
CC

Thirty ti

is good

.

ready
go f th<

We're ready for the one thousand, ENTER.
Here we go.
Twenty thousand looks good, you're go.

usand looks good, you're go. And forty thousand
We're ready - ready for the register test. You're go,
the second one? Looks good on the second one, you're
third. Third one looks good, you're go. Okay, the

DAS cest locks good, DAS test complete, Ed.
SPT Okay, thank you, Bruce. I'll be finishing

up 2 - 1 and then we'll be breaking down for dinner.
CC Roger, thank you. And for the PLT, we,

of course, got more than an hour out of the way and from the wa
t auk pressure, you
act i va t i on .

PLT

pressin on with the water system

Tha t ' s a f f i rraa tiv
And for the CDR

,

bout dinner. As soon as you
Why don't you go ahead and ea
Over .

Okay, we're on - Just starting

like to reinforce
all ^et to a convient

and keep everything

a big

Eds comment
break point,
on schedule.

CDR
dinner now

.

CC And, Bill, this is Houston. When you ,uve

a second, we'd like to know what pa^e and step of the hundred
parts per million drain and flush procedure you're on right now.
We c.in see indications that the procedure is going or., but we're
sort ofowerless to tell exactly where you are, Over.

PLT Stand by, give you a complete update.
Okay, Bruce, I'm up to page 275, I'm just starting the H2 system
flush. I completed the two hundred separator servicing.
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i've also completed the condensate system activation.
CC Okay, thank you, Bill.
cc Skylah, this is Houston. One ninu.e to

i.OS. Next s la lion contact over the Vanguard in 12 minutes at
00:46. Ou t

.

COR So long Houston.
PA0 7Uia Is Skylab Control, 32 minutes after

ifcidnij-lit Greenwich mean time. Losa of signal for the final
stateside pass of the evening as spacestation Skylab goes over
the horizon from the Texas tracking station. Some 10 minutes
and 51 seconds to requisition over tracking station
The voice dump tapes indicate contrary to earlier under-
standing here in the Control Center, the pilot, BiJ.l Pogue
vomited slightly in addition to being nauseated last night,
liiis vill be discussed in the medical conference about an hour
trom now. /And the physicians will issue a summary of this
ronference inmediately thereafter. r That comes up on the next
Hawaii pass, scheduled at 01:5^ Greenwich mean time. Followed
next VanRuar d pass at 02:21 with the routine evening status
report. Tnirty-four minutes after midnight, Greenwich mean
time, 9 minutes to Vanguard. Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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I'AO This ia Skylab Control; 45 »inute* past
«i litn lf.ii t , <; ri'LMiw 1 cti avail time . Sione 50 sucondi away from
;n<|u in i l tun -U tracking station Vanguard. The aedical
conference carl if r scheduled for the upcoming Hawaii pass
has boon shifted forward to this Vanguard pass and this
ts a rather lonn pass over Vanguard and on the outside chance
that the loop will be handed back to the operation people
in the Control Room here after the Crew Surgeon
Ur, Jerry Hordtnsky completes his conversation with the
crew, we'll leave the line open,, Starting revolution 2706
at thirf time (or the apace station and revolution 21 for the
coram a ad module Skylab IV command module. Medical conference
underway at this t iwe over Vanguard, One station earlier
than scheduled. Standing by, 46 ninutes past nidniftht UMT .

i'AO This is Skylab Control. Fifty-three mlnut
past Midnight, (•rcenwien ne»i:i line. Loss of signal through
Vanguard. And the medical conference and apparently we didn't
e t the loop back before loss of signal. Next station in an

hour, Hawaii. And the summary of the medical conference wi.ll
he forthcoming. Will be read on the loop as soon as it's
available. Fifty-three minutes past midnight, CMT

.

Skylab Control

.

KNU OF TAPR
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PAO This it Skylab Control 0 1 1 5 3 Crtenvlch
moan time, 50 seconds away froa acquisition at Hawaii,

CDR Read you loud and clear.
PAO We're estimating change of shift briefing

at 8:00 or there abouta. Slightly after 1 t looks like now
with flight director Nell Hutchinson in the Houston newsrooa.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Hawaii
for 4-1/2 minutes. Over.

CDR Hello Houston loud and clear.
CC Roger. And we have toaeone who would

like to talk o you for just a minute.
CDR Okay.
MCC Is this Ed?
CC Go ahead Al.
MCC Hello Ed.
CDR Hello, this is Jerry go ahead.
MCC Jerry, this is Al Shepard. Ia your crew

where you can all hear ne

?

CDR That's affirmative.
MCC Talking to you on the open loop and I

Just wanted to tell you that it looked as though things are
moving along up there pretty well for your first day in the
workshop

.

MCC Can you still read se?
CDR Things - things are really looking pretty

good to us too. Bill got off to a slow start this morning,
but he's doing real well now. And the rest of us are doing
f ine .

MCC Well good. The schedule's relaxed enough
for you to take your time, so be sure you do that. And I

just wanted to tell you that c u the matter of your status
report. We think you made a fairly serious error in judgment
here in letting us know the report of your condition. We're
on the grouai to try to help you along and we hope that you'll
let us know if you have any problems up there again as soon
as they happen.

CDR Okay Al. I agree with you it w.is a dumb
decision.

MCt Well, (laughter) if that's the only bad
one you make we're going to have a great mission. And we'll
look forward to talking to you again from time to time.

CDR Okay so long.
SPT Thank you, Al.
CC Okay and Jerry if you got a second. We

have a summary here of the items tnai we fsel you need to
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CC (Cont'd) get out of the way before you turn in
this evening.

CDR Okay I'm ready to copy.
CC Okay for yourself page 2-114 the entry

bat isolation and the 02 fuel cell purge. Over.
CDR Okay entry bat isolation and the 02

fuel cell purge .

CC Okay for the SPT we'd like to get if it
can be worked in tht< UCTA sampling. And we need to get M«
blood pressure measurement and calf measurements. Over.

C!)R Okay.
CC And for the PLT we're not sure how far

alonp he is in the water system configuration. But we need
to get 2-75 water systems flushed, 2-85 water - wardroom
water system bleed, 2-119 bed 2 bakeout termination. And
2-121 mol sieve activation out of the way. Over.

PLT Rog. Bruce I'm on page 2-91 in the wuer
system all those tasks you referred to have been completed.
And I'm in the head now I'm going to the water bleeding here.
And 1 well get to those other items.

CC Okay and we also need to get a blood
pressure measurement and calf measurement on you tonight
Bill.

PLT Okay.
CC And we're now 1 minute to LOS next

station contact in 23 minutes through the Vanguard at 02:21.
Out .

PLT Roger.
CC And also we've got you scheduled for

your evening status report there it's not a formal-type thing.
But we'll be dumping your data voice tape recorder. Out.

PLT Okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through the tracking station at Hawaii. Next station Vanguard
in 22 minutes. Estimating change of shift briefing within
the next 15 <r 20 minutes in the Building 1 newsroom, with
Flight Director Sell Hutchinson. And probably Dr. Jerry
H.-rdinsky the crew physician. At 02:00 Greenwich mean time,
21 minutes to Vanguard, Skylah Control.

FND OF 1APE
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VAQPkQ ThU U Skylab Control; 02)08 Crt-enwich

time. Twelve minute, away from Vanguard. Final pas.

of the evening and the crew .tatu« report upcoming in the

„*» t I.vlM minutes a- soon as Neil Hu tch In. on Ujv.u wl 1

1

be"hi Change of shift press briefing in the Building 1

nlvlrlol. Sa will be accc.panied not by Or. Hor
"«J*J

»
«»rliar suralred but by Dr. George Armstrong. Dr. Hoiolnsfcy

hra lIIuIS the following nummary of the crew medical conference

-]
8
-^ to:r ;:s.r:si

tt

5i" si:

tnr\w:i t^t ui;!
,y

A n •"r<i;.
Ui

with their prescribed anti-motion sickness medications. Th

*

Commander and the Pilot are experiencing only occasional

t

""
„"wlrW... The Science Pilot U t o t a 1 ly asymp t ...»t ic .

The pilot had a single episode of vomi i i ng yes te day
.

The

irmw had no personal concern about their J^P"'*™ \°
*

but Emitted it v.i« an error not to report the yomi . J"h J«
r

Their feeling of undue concern about what reactions to report

of tho Is would generate resulted in the report delay.

?fi. Im.U was saved contrary to early deliberation to dismiss

II 1 ce of the emesis. Hopefully that was pronounced

Ight And soon as we can chase the Flight Director out

o le Control Room, we'll have him over in Building 1 lor

change of sh I f i briefing. Ten minute, to final pass of the

cvlning over Vanguard. At 02:11 Greenwich mean time.

Skylab Control.

END OF TAl'E
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I'AO This is Skylab Control, 02:20 Greenwich
mean tine. 50 seconds away fron acquisition in Vanguard, evening
status report. Flight director Noil Hutchinson is preparing
to leave the control room. lias gotten as far as the coat
rack and has put on his jacket. Should be leaving momentarily
for the change of shift briefing in the building 1 news room.
Will be accompanied by a )r . George Armstrong, who is chief
of the JSC health service) division. Meanwhile back at Skylab,
we're acquiring ii. sbou t 15 seconds that tracking ship, Vanguard
a puss lasting about 10 minutes. Skylab Control standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
about 9-1/2 minutes.

CDR Hello, Hank. Is this the pass you're ready
for the status report on?

CC Okay, Jerr . , go ahead.
CDR Okay, I'll read then - column for column.

First will be CDR . Drink 16 shots, medication, 2 scop/Dex
1 pro-F(?) Deviations, no chocolate chip bar today, and the
left and right leg are 13-1/8 and 13-1/4 on the right. Ara
blood pressure is 126 over 70. I Just noticed - hang on a
ninute. I forgot to tally the rehydratable deltas. Be right
with you. Okay, Hank, on the rehydratable Delta water is minus
Correction - minus 5.0. Okay, now over to the SPT. 16 waters -

correction, 14 waters shots 2 scop/Dex for medication and one
pro-F(?) 3 hydra - hydratable water delta was minus 9.0. No
food de - deviations. And we Just measured his left calf and
14-1/4 his right calf and 14-1/8. Blood pressure arm 124 over
85. For Pogue, the PLT , extra water was 16 shots. Medication
2 pro-Fs(?) ehydratable delta water was minus 4.0. In the
food deviations, no sausage, no veal, and no pork and potatoes.
Hank, the reason why we're having all these rehydratable water
deltas is because they're so much darn air in the command module
water. I expect when we get on workshop water tomorrow, we
will probably have a lot less.

CC Okay , we copy , Jer r

.

CDR And, Hank, we'd like to know if they want
us to go ahead and get a gerth measurement and blood pressure
on the PLT or are you going to hold off untii tomorrow?

CC We'd like to go ahead and get that on the
PLT tonight, if we could.

CDR Okay, we'll get it and probably get it to
you in the next pass.

CC Okay
, good show

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS. We'll be coming up on Hawaii at 29:00. And for a

little clarification there. On the measurement Jerr made, we do
need also a leg blood pressure measurement on each of you to
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it was awfully hard to tell but
^Sneaaurement on »e and

w,s UO ov,r >8 - 140 over 90
" y leg •••"•ent

CC ok ay, we copy,
<DR (garble).

KNO OF taps
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FAO This Ik Skylab Control; 03:28 Greenwich
mean time. 50 ui'cunJs to acquisition Hawaii, which should
be tlii' final pass of the evening for the crew before they
hwgin their regular sleep period. After the first of
Activation of space station Skylab. We expect to have a

discussion with the crew during thtfe Hawaii pass on where
they stand in tht checklist and how Many items have to be
picked up tomorrow that were Incomplete today, so that the
flight plan can be modified to accoonodate any carry over
should be AOS at this time. Cabin pressure in the workshop
cluster now still at 5.1 ounce per square Inch.

CUR Roger, Houston, I got the rest of that
report for you now,

CC Ok ay
, go ahead ,

CDR Okay, on Bill, his leg blood pressure
was 175 over 85 and now the following data for Gibson -

left calf 14-1/4, right calf 14 -.1/8, arm blood pressure is
1 2 A over 85. Right blood pressure is 135 over 90. And then
for both the left calf was lJ-5/fc,the right calf was 13-1/2.
his arm blood pressure was 138 over 75 and leg blood pressure
was 17 5 over 85.

CC Okay, we copied and this is probably
goinp, to be our last pass of the evening here an 4 we'd like
to get a pretty good status if we could. It probably would
be easier If we went to the yellow pages in the checklist
there and Just kind of run down tlie time line and tell us
it you've got everything and teii us how far you've gotten
to .

CDR Okay, let rae call you back in about
3-ninutes on that, I'll check with the other guys to get a

final up-date.
CC Okay.
CDR Okay, Hank. I'n Just about three-quarter

of the way through the command module stowage with re-
configuration and tranfer and Kd is finished with fecal
processing and urine sampling left to be done is the
wardroom activation In the urine bag prep. Bill is u;> to
the point where he is doing the command module waste water
Jump to the workshop and he's gathering up equipment for that
now .

CC We don't need to do that duap tonight,
J e r r .

CDR Okay and we got a call out fcr let see
p a g e 8 .

CC I think we read up a note souetlno earlie
in the day that you're not to do that, 1 don't see it right
off here though

.
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CDR Okay, good enough, that'* fine,
c ^ And also that urine bag prep can be

delayed until tomorrow tf you like,
CDR Okay,
cc Can we affirm that everything prior to

these things have been aceompl iuh ed .

CDR that's correct Hank, one thing we
used the commnd module water system to rehydrate our food
tonight and I've got to go back up there and check and make
sure we got our BEGs back OFF apain and the repress valve
is oj'On,

CC Okay, we were just going to come uo to
you jith that item. But you're aware of that already y<;
that saves u s that,

CDR The only thing that I haven't done on
the mode is to verify the (garble), they're all cranked up
and they're Just about to cycle about 3-minutes per cycle.

5° Okay, we've got (garble) a question for
you, did any one put anything on the data voice recorder
today ?

CC That's affirmative, Bill hay and Ed use
it too

.

CC Okay

.

CDR We're doing great, we had to put in some
iodine concentrate.

cc Wc: Rot scne good video from you today
and all - the networks picked It up on national news.

Ct CDR
. Houston did you do the 02 fuel cell

P u r p a ?

.

C0R
,

That's affirmative. I just finished it
up about 3-minutes before you came up.

Okay and another general quest iu
about a minute from LOS now, bite is Vanguard 04; 00which is scheduled to go to bed so we won't talk to you
anymore, do you want a wake-up call in the morning?

CDR That's affirmative. Hank.
cc Skylab Houston, you're looking good

here for the last pass, we'll say good-night to you now
and talk to you tomorrow.

CDR RoRt't , good-night Hank.
?A0 This is Skylab Control; loss of signal

tnrough Hawaii. Next station in 20-minutes will be Vanguard.
With no further commutation scheduled with the crew until
wake-up at h a.n. central tomorrow. The Skylab IV crew
compared notes with the ground on where they stood with
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the activation tint- Hue. And two or three items such
preparation of urine bagg were deferred until tomorrow.
And at 3:40 Greenwich mean tine; thia i« Skyiab Control
»lfinlnR off until 6 a.m. central tine Sunday,

END OF TAI'K
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p A0 This is Skylab Control, Houston at 12
hours, 18 minutes (reenvi:h mean tine. About 1 minute away
now from acquisition with Skylab IV through Mila. This being
our first announcement of the day, Cap Comm Story Musgrave
plans to raakl his wake-up call on this stateside pass. Flight
Director presently on duty is Milt Windier. Standing by now
for Story Musgrave's callup, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

CO Good morning, Skylab. We got you through
Mil a and Bermuda f or 12 minutes.

CDR Good morning, Dick.
CC This is Story down here this morning on

the graveyard shift and we'll be dumping the data voice recorders
here and we're also inpl enent ir.p, a patch for your Kohoutek
maneuvers. So we'd like the DAS now, if that's okay.

CDR Okay, Story. Sorry I called you Dick.
CC That's a compliment.
p A0 Skylab Control, Houston. 12 hours, 22

minutes Creenwich mean time. Skylab IV continuing with its
pass over the States. Some 8 minutes now remaining on that
pass. toanwhile, we've had the opening callup of the day
from Cap Comm Story Musgrave and the crew of Skylab IV spent
the night in their vertical sleeping bags in the workshop.
We'll stand by and continue to monitor. This is Skylab Control,
Hou s ton

.

cc Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and about
5 minutes to Madr id .

CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 12 hours, 31

minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with Skylab IV.
Next station to acquire will be Madrid in approximately 3 min-
utes.

cc Skylab, we're back with you at Madrid
for 8 minutes. We'll be using the DAS again to complete that
patch for the ATM DC and also, I will be commanding some
CBRM regs to clear the talk backs and also get your power
system alert light out.

CDR Thank you, Story.
CC And I got a couple of other things for

you. Or the ATM voice recording, we've got some stuff at
04:3 3 Zulu from Ed, given medical observations, Wi< think
that you probably recorded some things prior to this but we
don't have anything else on it, and if you did record some
things prior to Ed's medical observation at 04:33 Zulu, you
better repeat those.

COR Good. Story, there was nothing intended
to be on there before there. I think the recorder was on for
a tine before v« started on voice recordings. Nothing on
thtm intended.
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 13 hours
6 minutes, Greenwich Mean Tine. SkylablV now approaching
Acquisition through Carnarvon. Acquisition tine at approx-
iuatelv a minute and a half. We'll stand by and leave the
line oien,

cc Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for 9 minutes
and you've got some teleprinter messages up there and we need
the DAS for one more pass here.

PLT Roger, Story
CC That you, Bill?
PLT Yes, sir; (Garble)
CC We're looking through the transcripts and the

dunp tapes and we need the iodine concentration that vou found
in tank 2 and the amount of iodine that you added to it, if
you've got that written down somewhere.

PLT 1 d °. and I'll give it to you in just a sec.
CC Okay.
PLT Okay, Story, I'll read on page 2-57 of

the Activation Checklist, step 2. The iodine concentration
was 9, so 1 did not have to put iodine in it.

CC Okay.
PLT 11 wa s also 9 after I put it in the chiller.
CC Okay.
PLT There was an add on procedure I didn't

know about. It was on the decal. It said to put it in the
chiller for 15 minutes and check it again. And it wa* still
9 after the 15 ninutes

.

CC Thanks, Bill.
CC Skylab, the DAS is yours. We've completed

the ATMDC patches,; aid, CDR, Houston.
PLT Roger.
cc This for the CUR. He needs to complete

the camera configuration on Activation Checklist page 2-86
prior to getting those IR photographs.

PLT Okay. He understands, Storv; he heaid
that.

CC Okay, Bill.
cc Skylab, we'll be dropping out for a few

seconds here as wo hand over to Honeysuckle.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 13 hours 17 r.lnutes

Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab IV continuing with Its pass
over Australia. Meanwhile the crew aboard Skylab IV in
post sleep period taking blood samplea, We're 13 hours
18 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time, continuing to oonitor.
Skylab Control, Houston.

cc Skylab, we're back with you through
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Honeysuckle for 3 mi "utes.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, and about

30 minutes to Texas at 13:50.
PLT Roger, Story.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours, 23 minutes,

Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab IV now out of range through
Honeysuckle. Next station contact is Texas in 27-1/2 minutes.
This in Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston, at 13

hours 50 minutes, Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Texas. We'll stand by and leave the line

open .

CC Skylab AOS stateside 16 minutes.
CDR Roger, Houston. You're going to have to

bear with us. We're running late already while we're getting
acquainted with the food systen and the .'1110 and all that,

so we'll probably not be able to start the working day right

on time.
CC Okay, Jer. Has anybody had a chance to

look at the teleprinter messages? Are they legible?
CDR It's affirmative. They're legible. We

haven't sat down and really looked them over closely, though.
CC Okay. Bill, (?) Houston.
CDR Go. ahead. He's listening.
CC Okay. We were a little surprised to

have the iodine concentration as high as nine. We're wondering
if we could get the concentration that Bill measured in the

wardroom, water chiller s.imple port, and he's probably got

that written down on 2-93 of his checklist.
CDR Okay. Stand by and we'll check for it.

CC Okay.
CDR All right, Story. Bill said that it was

about 10 parts per million. It was just a little bit darker
than 9

.

CC Okay, got it.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and 5 minutes
to Madrid. At 14:11, be dumping the data voice recorders at

Mad rid.
CDR (Garble)
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 14 hours 7 ninutee,

Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab IV now out of station contact.
The next station to acquire will be Madrid in approximately
3-1/2 minute*. Skylab Control, Houston, 1^ hours 10 minutes
Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab IV now approaching acquisition
through Madrid in approximately 1 minute. The next station
contact beyond Madrid wilt barken back to an earlier rra of

the spare pro gr.r, Tananarive. Tananarive brings to nlnd the

Gemini program and the phrase, "Tananarive go remote".
Tananarive has been activated for this Skylab mission with
voice only. No data being supplied to the Control Center
through tin- station. The Tananarive station was last vised

in the early unmanned Apollo missions. We're standing by

now for acquisition of Skylab through Madrid. Thi» is
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Sky lab Control, Houston.
CC Skylab, got you through Madrid, 7 minutes
CC Skylab, ve're about a minute from LOS,

about 40 minutes to Honeysuckle at 14:56.
CDR Roger

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 14 hours 20 mlnu
Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab IV now out of station contact.
Tananarive will not be brought into play this revolution;
however, we expect possible contact with the crew of Skylab 1

through Tananarive on the next revolution. The nex. station
to acquire will be Honeysuckle in approximately 37 minutes.
We're at 14 hours 20 minutes Greenwich Mean Time. This is

Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, Houston; 14 hours
56 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition range through Honeysuckle. We'll stand by and
await the callup from CAP COMM Bruce McCandless now on duty
here in the Mission Control Center. Neil Hutchinson and
his activation team of flight controllers now on duty. We're
at 14 hours 56 minutes, Greenwich mean time. This is
Skylab Control, Houston. The Honeysuckle pass should be
a very short one, approximately 2 minutes.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through honey-
suckle for 2 minutes. Ov t

.

SPT
middle of MHO .

CC
fun up there.

SPT
drawee

.

Hellc, Houston, SPT. We're Just in the

Oh, sounds like you guys are having

I am. I'm the drawer and Jerry's the

CC
LOS .

Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
Next station contact in 27 minutes through Goldston

15:28. Out.
SPT
PAO

Roger, Houston.
Skylab Control, Houston; 15 hours

1 minute Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal new through
Honeysuckle. Next station acquisition
Goldstone in approximately 26 minutes.
Houston.

rfill be through
This la Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skyls.b Control, Houston, at 15
hours 26 minutes GMT, Skylab IV now approaching acquisition range
through Goldstone.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Coldstone,
Corpus Christl, Merritt Island, and Bermuda for 16-1/2 minutes-
Out .

CD R Roger, Bruce.
CC And for the CDR, we would like to en-

courage you, very calnly, to adhere to the PT schedule on the
activation time line for today if you ail can. We think it
would probably be a good idea to get sone exercise in. Over.

CDR Wc concur, Bruce.
CC And that little lotice is from somebody

signed as your coach.
CDR We have a lot of good ones down there-,

lw.is just trying to think, Bruce. Do I still owe you some
information on a question earlier this morning? I gave one
inswer on iodine concentration, and I vaguely remember some
other question.

CC Negative. We're happy with the situation
the way it s tands

.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. Over.
CDR Go, Bruce. He's listening.
CC Okay. Just looking ahead a little bit

in the time line for today, we have the P52 with the sextant
called out as a star (garble) time critical item. However, what
we'd like to do instead of running it around 20:20 something
as shown in your time line, s have you on hand at about
21:02 Zulu, in the command nodule to run on the P32. And we'd like
try tr.< work the initial star tracker powerup in with that at
about 21:20 to 21:30, which has a star availability, darkness, and
ground station contact at the sane time. And we'd like
to watch the Initial pow.'rup and powerdown of the thing over
that station pass, and, of course, we'll keep you posted on
these ns we get closer to them; and then later on in the day,
we'll sort of wing it for timing. We need a command modulo
waste order dump and RCS quad Alfa pressure equalization up in
the command module. And rather than try and write them Into
your time line right now since we are still pointing out fairly
flexible, we figure we'd just (;ive you a call abjut when the
timinp was right. Over.

CDR That sounds like a good idea, Bruce, and
I'm goinr, to have some question on the CM-1 AUS water dump
because I couldn't find all the pieces, But I'm going to try to
sort it out before I get with you again.
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Okay. Let us know what you appear to be
missing and maybe ve can track it down through our storage
people here.

CD R Okay.
pA0 Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours 37

minutes Greenwich near. time. Temperatures in the workshop
now read in the mid 70's.

cc Skylab, this is Houston;, 1 minute to LOS,
next station contact in 5-1/2 minutes through Madrid at 15:48
where we will be dunping your data voice tape tecousf. Out.

CDR Got it, Bruce.
?A0 Skylab Control, Houston, at 15 hours 44

minutes Greenwich aean tine, Skylab IV now out of ranK e through
Bermuda. The next station to acquire will be fadrid in approx-
imately 4 minutes. Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours 48 min-
utes Greenwich near: tine, standing by now for acquisition of
Skylab IV through Madrid.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
for 9-1/2 minutes, and we'll be dumping your data voice tape
recorder here. Out.

Cl- Skylab, this is Houston; a minute and a half
to LOS, next station contact in 12 minutes through Tananarive
at ] 6 :06 . Over

.

CDK Roger, Bruce.
cc And Just looking back in the history

books here, it seems the last time that we've used Tananarive
for conounicat ion in the manned space flight network or STDA
was pre TLI on Apollo 11; and somehow, history has a way of
repeating itself. 1 was CAP COMM on that one, also. So I guess
I'm the permanent CAP COMM here.

CDR Very good, Bruce. Be good Just to have them
on board and talking with then.

CC Roger. Out.
pAO Skylib Control, Houston, 15 hours 58

hours Greenwich mean time. Next station to acquire in 10
minutes will be Tananarive. It turns out Tananarive was last
used in man's space flight, prcttanslunar injection on
ApoUo 11. Interestingly enouRh, as he pointed out, the CAP
COMM for that shift was Bruce McCandles*. Today the CAP COMM
is Bruce McCandless, and with his next callup he should be
responsible for resurrection of Tananarive in man's space
flight. We're 15 hours 5»> minutes Greenwich mean time. This
Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at

16 hours 7 minutes Greenwich mean time. Less than a minute
away now from acquisition of Skylab IV through Tananarive.
We'll stand by and await the callup from CAT COMM Bruce
McCandless.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 16 hours
12 minutes Greenwich mean time. Some 7-1/2 minutes remaining
on this Tananarive pass. McCandloss awaiting his callup
from proper antenna patterns.

CC Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston through
Tananarive for 7 minutes. Over.

SPT Hello, Houston, read you loud and clear.
CC Roger, we're reading you load also with

a little bit of background noise. How's the activation
pressing on?

SPT Oh, it's going pretty slowly, Bruce.
We're doinp a lot of orange and yellow trees. And stowage
is a little bit difficult what with (garble) the command
nodule. We're having to start through a lot of piece won.

CC Okay, we copy. And I «uess looking at

the status from yesterday we showed that Jerry was about
three quarters when he threw that command module transfer
stuff and I guess you'll be picking that up today.

SPT That's right, Bruce, he will.
SPT Bruce, I '

.-n now got the centrifuge running
and 1'n waiting until we can round up the hemoglobin meter
that was brought up with us to take care of that. We're
going to have the wardroom window out.

CC Okay.
SPT (garb le) pro tec tor .

CC You know vh-jre the hemoglobin neter is

if you need some information on that?
SPT If yovi get some information, we'd apprcct

i t .

CC We'll get it for you. How do you like
the view out the wardroom window?

SPT It's beautiful, Bruce. We had a gout'

pass over the states and very impressive,
C C You have any ice on i t or is it still

t 1 e a r ?

SPT Wo still have one piece of ice in the

center about 1 inch diameter located right in the renter,
And also, what loons like some very tinv droplets which were
injected from the side vent port, which has been reported
previous ly.
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CC Okay, thank you, Ed. And the hemoglobin
meter is stowed in locker Alfa-5, A5 in the command module.

Over .

SPT Thank you, Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute

to LOS here at Tananarive. Next station contact in 16 minutes

through Honeysuckle Creek at 16:34 Zulu. Out.

SPT Go t y ou , Br uce .

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 16 hours

19 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now out of

acquisition range with Tananarive. The next station co

acquire will be Honeysuckle in approximately 15-1/2 minutes.

At the close of this first Tananarive pass for this mission

Flight Director, Neil Hutchinson asked the network controller

to pass along to the personnel at Tananarive, it was a good

job and we're glad to have them back. 16 hours 20 minutes

Gr eenw ichnean time, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours
34 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Standing by now for

acquisition of Skylab IV through Honeysuckle.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-

suckle for 5-1/2 minutes. Out.
SPT Roger. Hello, Houston.
CC Okay - -

SPT Could you - uh - Bruce, could you look

for one mce thing. We need the batteries for the Deter.

CC Okay. That's in work and next time you

see Bill around up there in the cluster you might tell hin

that they'll be no command module water dumps required for

the balance of the program. Over.
SPT Okay, very good. Thanks, Bruce.

PLT You Just made my whole day.

CC Figured you'd appreciate hearing about

that one.
PLT Back there i5 minutes yesterday Just

trvin,, to put the pieces together. That is finding thea.

SPT Bruce, for your information down there

the activities on the 110 went real well. Just as advertised.
The only one anoraoly we have and that is the plasma which

we've Rotten from the SPT vial is that straw colored as the

other two and it should be it's got a slight pink tinge

Looks likely </) that we don't have pure plasma. We'll go

ahead and process it same way anyway.
CC Okay , we copy.
PAO That's Science Pilot Ed Gibson talking

to CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.
CC SPT, Houston. We understand it was the

batteries for the hemoglobin meter that you're looking for.

And, that there were no batteries in it when you got it oat

of A5 . Over.
SPT That's affirm.
CC. Skylab, this is Houston. One mi nut- to

LOS. Next staf ion contact through Hawaii in l S- 1 / 2 ml nut "a

at 1 6 :
'> 5 and we're still working the battery question for

you , r. ii .

I'AO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours
40 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. The battery referred '

by CAP COMM Bruce McCandless is a battery, apparently -.issing

for the hemoglobin mo ter.
CC Kd , Houston. Try V- 709 for IMSS.

equipment batteries. See if any of then fit and we'll *t-t

to you over Hawaii.
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SPT Thank you, Houston.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours

41 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. SUylab IV now out of station
contact through Honeysuckle. The next station to pick up

Skylab IV will be Hawaii in 13 minutes 30 seconds. This

is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 16 hours 53
minutes Greenwich mean time, about 2 minutes away now from
acquiring Skylab IV over Hawaii. Skylab's new tenants con-
tinue to settle in to their new quarters. They in effect have
moved in to the laboratory. They have turned on the lights,
hooked up the utilities, and are now transferring hundreds of

items they will use during the next 81 days from their command
module to various areas within the 11,300 cubic foot volume
o f their orbiting space station. The Skylab IV command module,
the heaviest ever launched at 13,456 poounds, carried with it

a lengthy list of items required for crew activities, experi-
ment, performance, and repair and maintenance of the workshop
systems. Included in the items to be transferred from the

command module are 159 pounds of new food, 75 pounds of new
KRF.P magnetic tape, more than 30 separate line items, including
the 54-pound far L'V camera for observing comet Kohoutek, and
and 81-pound kit to repair the bulky coolant loop. Repair of
the coolant loop is scheduled for tomorrow, mission day 4.

We're about 1/2 minute away now from reacquiring Skylab IV.
We'll stand by and continue to monitor. This is Skylab Control,
Houston.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
tor 7 minutes. For the SPT, we've confirmed and you should have
four C-size batteries in W-709 in the diagnostic kit, two for th<

hemoglobin meter, and we believe there's some additional ones
in the off-duty activities equipment in W-7/4. Over.

SPT Roger, Bruce. I've already got them up
and stowed. Thank you.

CC Roger . Out.
CC Skylab this is Houston; 1 minutes and 1/2

to LOS. Next station contact in 2-1/2 minutes through Gold stone
at 17:03. Out.

SPT Bruce, SPT. If you would, could you get
one other thing for me, and that's the IMSS Log. I've looked
through some of those locations., N nominal locations, I can't
find, and also, the SL-3, for a spare one, I can't find it.

CC Okay. We'll dig up the location of that
for you. And you needn't feel apologetic about asking us for
help. Ue've got a whole backroom full of people to work on
stuff like this for you. We can you speed it up. Have you
tried V.-l'.U in your search for it? Over.

CC SPT, Houston; we believe it's in W-744.
Have you tried that location yet?

SPT Taht's affirm, Bruce. I've dug the bookout,
and apparently, all of the leg sheets are used out of it. So
maybe we have some in the changed pages. I'll have to take &
look there.

CC Okay. That puts a sort of even complexion,
on it. Let's work on it.
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CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
for 6-1/2 ninutes. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours
17 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Now receiving data through
Bermuda.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute '.o

LOS. Next station contact 3-1/2 ninutes through Canary at
17:25. Ou t

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours
23 minutes, Greenwich Mean Tine. A loss of signal now. Nex

c

station to pick up Skylab IV will be Canary in approximately
2 ninutes. For lunch today at 18:00 hours, Greenwich Mean
Time, Commander Carr is scheduled a hot meal of veal, biscuits
vanilla wafers, ambrosa, (sic) and orange drink. Science Pil
f-ibson and Bill Popue wi 11 each have chicken and gravv,
tomatoes, green beans. Pogue has pears and orange drink
and Gibson is having butterscotch pudding and grape drink.
Today's lunch is near gourmet in style cor.pared to the high
energy food bars the crew ate for lunch yesterday. We're
about a ninute and ,i ha 1 t away now fror. reacquiring Skylab IV
This is Skylab Control, Houston.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
for 10 ninutes. For the SPT. Did you find the 1MSS log pages
Ov e r .

SPT That's affirmative, Bruce.
CC Okeydoke.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours

30 ninutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Very little voice contact
with the crew these past two passes. Most probably the crew
of Skylab IV now invo lved in their blood pressure and calf
girth neasuren ents.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute til
LOS. Next station contact in 13 minutes through Tananarive
at 17:47. We don't sec- you there it will be Honeysuckle at
18:10 which is 35 ninutes from now. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 17 hours
36 ninutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab IV now out ui -.cation
contact through Canary. Ni xt station to acquire will be

Tananarive in approximately 11 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston, at 18
hours 10 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab IV now approa
ing acquisition range through Honeysuckle. We'll stand by.
Leave the line open.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Honey-
suckle Creek for 8-1/2 minutes dumping your data voice tape
recorder. Out.

CC And, Skylab this is Houston. In between
mouthsful eating lunch here, I wonder if you could give us a

brief status on where you are on the activation time line
proceedings. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Could you stand by at the
moment? Right now I ' m putting the blood and the urine into
the freezer and Bill and Jerry are working on calf and arm
measur emen t s

.

CC Okay. We copy, Ed, and, course finish
what you're doing, but ve would like to get you eating on a

pretty regular schedule here so when you can get to it you
pr obah ly ough t to.

PAO That's Bruce IcCar.dless talking to
Science Pilot Ed Gibson.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 18 hours 15

minutes Greenwich Mean Tine, about 4 =inutes remaining on
this Honeysuckle pass.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 4 minutes to
LOS. Next station contact in 12 minutes through Hawaii at
18:30. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 18 hours 20
minutes, Greenwich Mean Tine. Skylab IV now out of range
with Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire, Hawaii, in appro
imately 10-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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CDR It's all in work, Bruce.
CC Yeah, we're Just sort of trying to

map out the scheduling for the rest of the day and see how
we're - we're doing on tasks. We would like to get you all
to sit down to lunch here so we can X that off and we won't
wind up having to move dinner around or anything like that.
Over .

CDR Okay, ws probably got a lot of the food
reconfiguration that's scheduled this afternoon done chis
morning, just in an effort to try to locate our aeals and
get tnings squared away. And I think that's pretty much
what kept us behind this morning. I think we'll be done
here with lunch in probably half to three quarters of an hour.

CC Okay. And we got a fairly long state-
side pass here and then coning up on Canary. And we'd like
to get an update on what y'all have accomplished this morning
so we can start juggling things if we need to.

CDR Okay. Okay, Bruce, everything in the
flight plan up through page J is complete.

CC Okay, we copy that.
CDR Okay, and on the anthropomorphic measure ne

and phctos, ray me a s u r erne n t s are now complete. And we're
going to get right in and do Ed and Bill right after lunch,
then we'll do the photos. And that's where we stand right
now .

CC Okay, you did not take any photos of
yourself yet. Is that correct?

CD* That's affirmative.
CC And Ed's gotten the 110 stuff all

wrapped up. And then you - I'm just sort of speaking out loud
then you'd be moving on to the suit drying drawing and the
center of mass - I guess you wouldn't be going to suit
drying till the second one is dry.

CDS Yeah, that's right, the second one
ought to be dry in about 3 more hours.

CC Okay; we copy. About the only
time critical item we've got - we're working at is, as we
mentioned earlier, this P52 and then the star tracker PSO
thing in about 2-1/2 hours here for 2 hours.

CDR Okay, looks like we might figure on
doing that right after we get finished with our measurements
and IR photoc. W«. ' i 1 keep that in mind. You'd better give
us a little reminder about 30 seconds ahead - 30 minutes
ahead of time too.

CC We will do that. And for the PLT if
he's hmdy; we've got an open circuit voltage adjust for
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CC Skylab this is Houston coming to you
through Bermuda for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC And, Skylab this Houston. When you have a

second we'd be interested in knowing what the time requirement
is to perform one set of the anthropometric measurements up
there in real zero g. Over. '

PLT Roger. We'll pass that on, Bruce.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 18 hours 56

n. inutes, Greenwich Mean Time, Bill Pogue responding to Bruce
McCand les s

.

CC CDR, Houston. Over.
PLT Keep listening, Bruce. Go ahead.
CC Okay. Were you able to work in the blood

pressure measurements on Jerry before lunch, over.
PLT That's affirm, Bruce.
CC Beautiful, thank you.
CDR Houston, how do you prefer that data?

Do you want it recorded now, or would you settle for it on
the evening status report?

CC The evening status report will be fine.
SPT Okay.
CC And SPT this 19 Houston. For your infor-

mation the flickering green RECORD light on the SIA that you
mentioned is a result of a deteriorating tape motion sensor
on the Number 1 tape recorder, and whenever we have tape re-
corder 1 selected as the data voice tape recorder, you can
expect to see this occurrence no matter which speaker or
intercom box you use. We've seen this happening on the play-
back cycle for a number of days during the unmanned cycle
and then just recently it started showing up on RECORD also.
The quality of the voice recorder is unimpaired, however, and
Just press on and continue using it. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Thanks very much.
CC Roger . Ou t

.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
next station contact in 2-1/2 minutes through Canary at 19:0*.
Ou t .

CC Skylab this is Houston through Canary
and Ascension Island for 15 minutes. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 19 hours 7 min-
utes, Greenwich mean time, Skylab IV under Canary acquisition.

CC CDR, Houston. When you have a moment,
we're got some prior informaticn guidelines for the minor
medical edit material. Over.

SPT Go ahead, Bruce. He's listening.
CC Okay. Following once here, the number 1

priority item is get the CDR tc run his PT to the schedule as
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Carnarvon at 19:43. We're still getting the answer on whether
it taken additional Lime or not, .Jerry. Why cion't you ]ust
Ho ahead and set It tor the same time right now and we'll call
yon over Carnarvon if it has lo he extended. Over.

SHT Okay. lie reads* that.
p A0 Skylab Control, Houston, 19 hours 2 1

minutes, Greenwich mean time; Skylab IV now out of station
contact through Ascension, next station to acquire will be
Carnarvon. And among the new itens which is being transferee!
from the command module today is a 2x6 inch food taste kit.
The kit contains food tastes discs which the crew will taste
test as part of the more than a dozen designed test objectives
scheduled to be carried out by the crew during the remaining
81 days of Skylab IV. Previous Skylab crews reported that in flight
food tastes very bland as compared to the identical food which
consumed on the ground. Flight doctors want to better under-
stand this diminished taste threshold so that foods for future
flights can be correctly formulated. It is probable that taste
sensations are diminished in the weightlessness of space because
of reduced convections of aeromatics in the palate. Dr. Norman
heidelbauqh of the Johnson Space Center's Life Support Direc-
torate i s the originator of this test, which calls for the
crew to taste specially treated paper discs. The 1 inch discs
are made of chemically pure filter paper treated with four
tastes: sweet, salt, sour, and bitter, and two aeromatics,
onion and orange. The total of 90 taste discs are available
for this study. The crew members will be asked to place the
discs on their tongue and record their reaction. Each taste
has 5 intensities, and if the crew member does not recognize
the taste he will remove the disc and then test the next
higher flavor intensity in that series. He will continue the
test until the threshold, or flavor detection, is reached.
Each of the astronauts will be asked to perform this test
prior to their luncheon meal sometime before Christmas day.
We're 19 hours 24 minutes, (ireenwich mean tine, and now about
20 minutes away from reacquiring Skylab IV through Carnarvon,
and this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control, Houston at
20 hours 21 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab IV now
a minute away from acquisition through Goldstotte. We'll
leave the line open.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone
for 5-1/2 minutes. Out.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; 20 hours
26 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skyiab IV continuing on
this stateside pass. Literally no coomun i c a t i o n on this
pass.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, a minute to LOS,
next station contact in 2 minutes through Corpus Christi
at 20:28 and for the CDR with reference to the fecal dryers
we would like you to use the heat determine the drying time
by the use of the chart or the graph there with the input
being the SMMD weight of the fecal samples, over.

PLT Roger Bruce, got that the CDR's Just
getting on the bike.

cc Okay, beautiful, thank you.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. Loss of signal

now through Goldstone, next station to acquire Texas In less
than a minute.

cc Skyiab, this is Houston through
Corpus Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 12 ainutes out.

p LT Houston, Skylab.
Go ahead, Skylab.

PLT Bruce, we've got a question on the IR
photo, the checklist calls for face up, palms up when we had the
pre-flight one it's been your palms to the back. Could you
try and calrify that?

cc Okay, we'll try to verify It, it will
probably take us a couple of minutes to get hold of (garble).

PLT And CDR is on the bike, you want any
recorders on?

cc Negative on the recorders. One item here
that he wanted a reminder about half an hour prior to the
P52 activities, we need a P52 option 3 with a sextant during
the short darkrvas period starting at 21:02 Z, start 12 and U,
and then shortly thereafter we nead to acquire a utar with the'
star-traoker perpad at 21:20 Zulu and complete P30 option 2 and
Tb2 option 3, prior to 21:30 Z at which time you need to close t
shutter. I can read that back later if you like, over,

t

PLT Okay, Bruce, thanks, we'll start preparing

cc Skylab, this is Houiton, one ainutc to

p.
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PA0 Thi s is Skylab Control 20:48 Greenwich
mean titne. Acquisition in 50 seconds through Ascension Islandtracking station. Revolution 2718 for space station Skylab.
. r

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for five minutes. Over.

SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Roger, SPT. On your IR photo question

go with it as printed in the checklist. You'll notice that
although you have pains up in stap 3, when you get further on
down to step 9 - step 8, you've got palms down, so it looks like
we re going to cover all aspects here. Over.

SPT Roger, we noticed that. We did it (garble).
cc Okay, and when you've got a minute, I've

got the details again on this star tracker in P52 situation.
SPT Could you hold off a minute? I'm up here

ready to go, but Jerr's working out down below.
CC Okay. I'd like to go ahead and give it

to you. We've we've got 4 minutes to LOS and that's the last
one before the pass.

SPT Okay, go ahead, I'll copy.
CC Okay, the etar tracker angles will be

outer gimbal, minus 0330. Inner gimbal, plus 0560. Over.

J
PT R °8- Outer, minus a 0330. Inner, plus 0560

CC And we 'd Hke you to wait until contact
over Carnarvon to bring the star tracker up so we can watch
it - the time over Carnarvon there is 21:20 Zulu. And CDR
should go ahead with P52 option 3 starting at 21:02, and he'llhave stars 2 and 14 available to hln at that time. Over
Excuse me, stars 12 and 14 available to him.

SPT Roger, understand P52 at 21:02, 12 and 14.
cc Right. And after we get the star tracker'

up, we 11 do P50 option 2 - P52 option 3, but we'll be in contarwith you at that time.
SPT okay.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 25 minutes through Carnarvon at
21:20 Zulu. Out.

SPT Bruce, could you verify that we are using
Achernar for the star tracker and what you gave us earlier
for a NuZ of around 10.18 degrees with an outer gimbal of 0734
vice the minus 0330.

CC
,

Affirmative, ve art using Achenar and the
new gimbal angles are valid. Over.

SPT Thank you.

.

PA0 Thi « is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Ascension Island tracking station. Next station in
24 minutes will be Carnarvon, Austrailia. Final Carnarvon
pass, and we've Just completed the final Ascension pass of
today. As space station Skylab moves off the range, we've got tv
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chipped out of
the final stateside
at 20:56 Green-

more solid stateside passes with a little nick
the Goldstone circle, three revs from now, for
pass. 23 minutes to next station at Carnarvonwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Acquisition at Carnarvon, Aua^rall, ? ^ 1 2I
=
19 GMT "

through revolution 2718 for !^ seconds. Midway
be a brief gap between clll

? nation Skylab. it'll
chrou.h cri.?^

1

:::^:;"?^ 0

^::;.
01 ""' Finai pass

for 10 1/2 rail utes. 's tanSin^bv ^ ^T™ Chr ° Ugh C ^narvon
startracker, over.

btandin
8 b y for the SPT to fire up the

SI! U worked Bruce.

Cr
CDR With P52 report.

CDR
Go ahe ad Jerry.

all zeros. nous 93 ^ plul oo'ol "n?^ 14
'

N0UN 05 —
Jerquing time was 21053000 '

° 1323
' ninus 00839.

Zulu
C

a°nd we copied ^re^ Jf'"^". ?i
'
° 5 ^ 3 °

LUR Correc

f

C

r

DR

" - Roger,
ress ah
that P

Co"
(garble),

then P52. "
° U ar ° rI ^t. That's P50 option 2 first>

, lilt'^U "jtA* TRACK SHUTTERS CLOSE .down the startracker. *
Skylab

-
we ™ ready to shut

t^ P52 for that, Ed""
X ° U Vant to valt «fter

I couldn't catch all o°f w\°a\\^ iT'w ^ b" k «'ound

on downlink, Jer^' und "-""d. We haJe ™I r SoUN

Sltl*
Houston you got a lock o 0?

lock it. you can pres ^ "J
0
?

8
1

tar acquisition and we
P-s 0, option 2. Hake that P50

" P52 a " d 80 on - o

r

CDR
CC

Okay.
And

lose the star in abou^ 4
r 1 « f data P»i«t. Vou will

cT Roger>

NOUN 93 values, and it'!*?
4 ' Hou8ton

- We have the

«...
s .

: a.
4

;.;:,?,:,--^
Skylab control LOS through Carnarvon,
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Australia. 2 Minutes to reacauisi n nn fl,

people for 2 minutes to acquisition.
END OF TAPE
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10 nin^es, for the SSi!"^!' " H ° U8t ° n thr °"« h G»™ f"
££

R R
.°
8er

' "ouston.

tank

cc fn
ay

K r' 11 try ic a * ain -

Okay, that's in work,

CD * Wilco.

completed we're r
' r"

0"'!
'

E -» e »or y du"P satisfactorily
wit£ P :;.- 3 _s 2

'
ic
e

:^^: n

th

cL c

G

uis
pr r down in

" R Okay, it's in work,

up there give us a TAi" V ° U d ° r,,t **** « n * th *"8 to do
t«k, til you\:\t <l i:

1

i'p
™ Pr °bably £lnd

* f"
to do

CDR l8n,t hardly like we dldn 't have anything
CC (Laugh ter )

.

«rr„.
CD\ ,

Hey> Bruce
.

I noticed a lot of the

cSr I
hG8e

v"
6 thC 0068 down ln the workshop?

re
Everywhere. Even in the conmand nodule.

Cdr I°
U nean the h0 '« inlet screens?

through ,h. um a v" * nd the exh « u st screens and all

vhoJe'worl;;. ^ th
' AM ' nd dowo ln the -ork.hop, the

• oa.t"., or Juit put*?; J! *!" Wan
,!

U * t0 " h«^« it In

CDR t,u !
U
? * 8 y0U have the opportunity?

in t

Why don
' y° u «° * h **<* and schedule Itin sometime tomorrow or the next day?

CDR Bruce, very good.
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ATM and C&D panel up the^ Vour constrict at the
get it inhibited when you go I

Ve d Uke t0 it -
the command module. Over. °" y ° Ur w *>' bac * down from

CC
1,11 d ° lt nov

. so I don't forget it
we're a h ea d of ou r 8 e 1 Jes

°
We 1" '

1
for y ° Ur ^fcr.aiion,

th. intake screens in tie f g
* 0t the vacuwing 0

CDR Don , r
'
11 8 n t plan for tomorrow,

-nythlng.
°° n C SGem C ° be able to beat you guys at

throu^trackins staulj J J ^ *L^d " 1

4
L ° 8S ° f

stone and stateside pass T^
Uaa Islands

- 1« minutes to Cold-
Is turned off, deactiv^'d ^Tr"*Guam pass. Next gt3tl r

1 r
«

a Passive mode. During this

END OF TAPE
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PAO
mean time A-«„-im

S^ lab Control at 21:57 GreenwichAcqusltlon through Goldstone, Texas and MLAupcoming on a stateside pass m about 40 seconds! We-Je

w! t ;

B
;f

J

n

2/;j
rly firBly that the chan * e ° f sh *

n8with flight director Nell Hutchinson will be at 6:15 p Jcentral tine in the Houston Hews Center. Hutchinson Sands

hTwin JeM:l}:il.
1

i

lgh
t

t

h

dlr " Cl0r 8t 6 °" -!la, 8ne wiii be available in the newsroom at 6:15. Standing bv

-r «« -•-« ^:u«c"..l?:ui

;«c:: Pl
e

:j.T
t

.

r

i; 1 :f,, t . rIlv
co:si;i rt

the r iy tM " 8 u,! '
,"! *°< » .«

y
command module right now is the ore „,,„j , u , ,

pressure equt lizat Ion, over.
* lpha P ro P ellanl

-r«K^f
R

u ,c ,

YeS> that '

s n*"t on my lest, too. I'llprobably be 15 minutes before I ean get to it.
CC Okay, it's not time critical .

L0 , , tt
Skylab this is Houston, one minute to

a? 22 26 alt
C ° ntaCt thr ° Ugh tHe v«8«.rd. in 11 minute.

thrn
F
t° . „ Thls 18 Skvlab Control. Logs of signalthrough tne Merritt Island launch are, tracking t ion itFlorida Nine minute, to tracking station Van Ui u ea low elevation pass at Vanguard, lasting 5 ninutee -kvl.h

Si'::;/:?

;

i : ?: " i'
kv to be suardinR «-«ratner closely in as much as yesterday, there wasconfusion and one of the other guys ate hi , b r ,Eight minutes to the next station at Vanguard. At 22Greenwich mean time. SkyUb Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 22:25 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition upcoming in 50 seconds through track-
ing ship Vanguard , first time this evening. And from Vanguard
to the next station will be a gap of about an hour ind five
minutes of loss of signal before we come across another
station, Goldstcne, for the final stateside pa93 - I beg your
pardon, next to the last staceside pass of the day. Standing
b> , 15 seconds to AOS, Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 4-1/2 minutes out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to LOS,
next station contact in 1 hour and 5 minutes through Goldstone
at 23:35. Over.

CDR Roger, Houston. I'm just starting - Just
getting ready to start the quarf A equalization now.

CC Roger, Jerry. Thank you.
SPT Houston, 3PT. Following with your priority

you established we've got the anthroport - an l h r opomor ph i

c

measurement cn the SPT, and made - bean put on tape.
CC Roger, we copy. Did you get the IX pic-

tures of the SPT also?
SPT That's affirm.
CC 0*. ay , thank you .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through tracking ship Vanguard. Start of revolution 2719 for
space station Skylab. Hour and three minute gap here until
nex: station, Coldstone. We'll be back at that iime, at

22:32. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pAO This ie Skylab Con t r o 1 , 2 3 : 3 4 (MT .

Acquisition through Goldstone in 50 seconds. 6:15 CST
chanp.e of shift briefing with Flight Director Neil Hucthinson
in the Houston news room Handover underway here in the
Control Center between Nell Hutchinson's team and the tean
of Flioht Director Chuck Lewis. A new spacecraft
communicator on the upcoming shift will be Hank Hartsfield.
Cabin pressure in the workshop is holding at 5.1 pounds per
square inch. Partial pressure oxygen 3.9 pounds. A little
bit higher than normal but of no concern. Temperature in
the wardroom about 73 degrees. Sleep compartment 76 degrees.

cc Houston, through Goldstone and Corpus
Christi for 14 minutes. Over.

CDR (Garble) loud and clear.
cc Okay, we're trying to sort of wrap things

down here, and getting ready to hand over. Wonder if you
could give us a couple of words as to your current status
in the activation checklist? Over.

CDR Okay, let ce grab ay book, I'll be
right with you. Okay, Bruce at the moment on page M of the
Flight Plan, Bill is up in the command Module, He's going to
invest another half hour in that film transfer before
we eat. And then we'll get after it again after dinner, and
all the rest of these taps on that page are completed.

CC Including food reconfiguration?
CDR Negative. I beg your pardon, that's

still yet to be done.
cc Have you started on it? Or are you

partway through it?
CDR N °« Ed is exercising right now. And

he's going to do this after dinner.
CC Okay. We copy that.
CDR Okay, en page November, I Just finished

work up to the MDF transfers slash update.
cc Okay. You got the condensate blanket

installed and evaporators reconfigured In the command
nodule ?

CDR Yes, that's all been completed.
CC Beautiful.
CDR Okay, down here at the bottom of page

November it says weigh food residue. We don't have anything
so that will drop out. So far we have eaten everything or
have left a item out completely, never parti*;.

CC Okay. Ve copy so you're completely
clean on that one

.

CDR Okay, now we have voice recorded all of
the (garble) body measurements for SPT and CDR and the
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question is now, do you want uu to go aiiead and get thin
stuff on Bill tonight after dinner, or do you think we'd
be better off to Just pursue the transfers?

cc G ° ahead and pursue the transfers,
Jerry. The number 1 order of priority here is to gee this
sh ipshape

.

CDR Okay, good enough. And that's what
we 11 be doing after dinner.

CC Roger. We copy, and thank you. Just
as a quick update here. We have the evening status report
scheduled for the Vanguard pass at 01:37 Zulu, and your
raed conference scheduled for the Hawaii pass at 0 2:45.
Over .

CDR 01 : 37 and 02:45.
CC Right, and we have a note here from

the flight surgeon that we have not been getting sleep
times from you. We need to get the sleep times for you all
both for the preceding nights sleep and at the. time of theevening status report.

CDR Okay.
CC excuse me that's for both preceding

nighes sleep, It you can recall then this evening at the
evening status report. Out.

CDR Okay, I think we can do that.
CC And Just roughly keeping track

of time down here, we show that you probably should beputting the third suit in now if you haven't aready done
so . Over

.

CDR You mean for drying?
CC Yes sir.
CDR oh y*s. I've got about 2 hourn on italready.

^
C oh • Hghty f ine, thank you.

CC PLT, this is Houston. Over.
CC Or Skylab, Houston. Over.
CDR Hello Houston, go ahead.
CC Yes

.
by our crusty biomedical telemetry

route here we have observed trie commander pedaling the
bicycle, we have observed yoM pedaling the bicycle and we
understand that right at LOS on a third site we saw the
ergoraeter coming up to speed. Did Bill get any PT in
already today. Over.

CDR That's affirmative. I got it first,
Bill got it second and Ed's on it now.

CC Mighty fine we'll x you in another
block here, thank you.

CDR Okay, we'll give you a recap on the
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evening report.

we „
"

t < n v.

We ' re JuSt tf y ln 8 ^ figure out howwe have to juggle things if necesaary to get all thestuff we want to in before we let you go to bed here.
Lt, R Okay.

LOS next station co n ta^ In ' U 1 1 T ' '°

at 00:00 Zulu where we i l 11
" tn\tes ^rough the Vanguard

recorder. Out
be dun P in K the da ^ voice tape

s^i b
L
?*

n^? n8u" d " 23:51 ™- >»- ««

•

END OK TAPE
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PAO Th.<8 Is Skylab Control. 2 3 : 59 Greenwich
mean time. Fifty seconds from acquisition at tracking sh<p
Vanguard. Standing by for acquisition through the good ship,

Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard,

7 1/2 minutes.
CDR Roger, Houston.
CC Skylab Houston, we're about 1-minute

from LOS. Tananarive at 25.
CDR Roger, Hank. Are you guys dumping the

tapes now?
CC Dumping complete.
CDR (Garble)
CC Skylab, Houston if you read, we dropped

down - out on the comm. We're not receiving your last

transmission. We'll try again at Tananarive.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. Next station should be
Tananarive in about 14 minutes. However the change of

shift briefing with flight director Neil Hutchinson will
begin approximately 6:15. Any Skylab IV air to ground
conversations will be taped for delay playback at the

conclusion of the press conference. At 00:10 Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 01:04 Greenwich
mean time. Some five minutes away from acquisition Hawaii,
a very, extronely low elavation pans at 1.4 degrees, followed
by Goidstone shortly thereafter. We have about 2 minutes of
air to ground conversation recorded over Tananarive in the
Malagasy Republic. That took place during the change of
shift press conference we'll play jack the Tananarive tape at
this tirae, we'll go live tor the Hawaii, Goidstone pass.

cc Skylab Houston, through Tananarive. We ough
to have 2 or 3 minutes here of comm.

cc Skylab Houston through Tananarice. We have-
about 2 more minutes.

PL ~ Houston, Skylab, how do you read?
cc Skylab, Houston, just starting to read

you now

.

PLT Rog, I was Just wondering if you were
still operating with our tape recorder.

cc We've dumped the tape recorder at
Vanguard as we told you we would and we're through with it
now .

PLT Okay, thank you.
CC Skylab Houston are you eating now?
PLT It's in preparation now Hank. We're doing f

other odd tanks while we're waiting for it to get ready.
CC Okay, we copy.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS, we'll be coming up on Hawaii at lo.
PLT (garble) Right, Hank.
PA0 That's completes playback of the Tananarive

tape, we're live now for acquisition at Hawaii and we'll
stay up for the brief Goidstone pass, the final stateside
pass of the Skylab IV this evening. 1:08 Greenwich mean Lime
standing by Skylab Control.

CC Skylab, Houston we're through Hawaii,
we've got a really short pass about 1 minute long.

CDR Right Hank, we didn't have anything to
say anyway.

CDR We 're busy eating .

CC That sounds good.
CC Skylab Houston we'll be with you again

at Goidstone in about four minutes at 15.
CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston through Coldstone.
3-1/2 minutes.

SPT Roger, hello, Houston.
CC Would it bother your eating too much, if I

rattled on a little bit about, how we see the rest of the
evening as far as what we need to get done?

SPT No, Hank, go ahead. We wish you would.
CC Okay, we've been looking it over down

here and it appears to us that there are three things here that
we need to get done, that's manditory. One of which is the
ED transfer and prep. It you can't do all of that, we need
to get the ED 63 portion of it done. We also want to make
sure that we get the max calf girth measurements, blood
pressure measurements in. And the last item is our M133
activation. Those three things we need to get done this
evening if at all possible.

SPT Okay, Han,;, the 63 vials are already done
here. They were brought down when we first cane into the work-
shop about 2 or 3 hours after that. 133 we'll get cracking on.
And all we need is the measurements on the PL T , I believe.
We've already voice recorded those for the SPT and CDR.

CC Roger, we copy. And the - in the next
order of priority, those items we consider highly desirable
under as much of the food reconfiguration, film transfer,
and flight data file transfer and update as you can in. We can
postpone the suit dry termination, the plenum bag stowage, and
the return water container fill and transfer.

SPT Okay, Hank, we won't be able to get to
the suit termination because of - the drying cycle won't be up
until after (garble) on the one that we're working on now.

CC Okay, Rog . We - we plan on postponing
the suit dry and the plenum bag stowage and the return
water, container fiills, and then as far as the food reconfigure
tion, film transfe, and flight data process. As much of that
as you can get in, however, we don't war.t to interfere with you
going to bed on time.

SPT Okay, Hank. We'll do what we can.
CC And we're about a minute from LOS now.

We'll be coming up on Vanguard at 03:07, and that will be the
place where we'll try to get in the evening status.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
for the final time tonight through Coldstone. 18 minutes to
tracking *hip Vanguard. Hearing the end of revolution 2720.
Back in 18 minutes for Vanguard at 01:20 Greenwich mean time.
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAD This is Skylab Control, 1:36 Greenwich
mean t l-ne 50 acsconds until Space Station Skylab la picked
up by the antennas aboard tracking ship VanguarJ. Following
Vanguard will be the final pass through the station at

Tananarive on the Island of Madagascar, final pass this
evening.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Vanguard for
10 minutes.

CDR K c 1 1 o Hank, you ready for the evening
report?

CC Ready to copy.
CDR Okay, we've still working out of the

activation, correction there, Coumand Service Module
Systems check list F8-6. For the CDR the water gun reading this
morning was 6415, and for medication two scop/Dex and one pro-arap
and one pill was taken at each meal. Th-» Rehydrable Delta Water
was minus 6.0. The Salt packs used, zero. Deviations minus
asparagus ninu3 one coffee with sugar minus butter cookie. For
the exercise today, I peddled 2000 watt minutes and did 10 -

correction 23 Ml lifts. We don't have the card out of the file
yet, but by a VI lift I mean where you hunker down and get ahold
of the rope and lift your weight and then continue on trapping it
on up above your head with the palms out, that's what 1 call a li

' 1 1 have a better nine for that when we get the card out.
Sleep - the first night was 5 hours the second night was -

last nisjht was 6 hoursfor me. Okay, for the SPT - his Drink Cun
reading chis mc.rning was 0453, medication two scop/Dex
one pro-amp all each taken at neals Rehydratable Delta
Water was minus 5.0, salt packs used 4.5 md no food
deviation. Uork done by hin today was 51371 and 40 Ml lifts.
I be^ your pardon on the deviation add one butter cookie.
Okay the PLT, stand by. Okay for the PLT - drink gun reading
this morning v.is 6 8*3 medication was two pro-amps one at
breakfast, one at dinner - Rehydrate Water Delta was minus
9.5 no salt - deviations are peaches vice pears, we cou Id

not find nis poars and we got some peaches out of overage,
minus one straberry, he had 2 on his menu and he's only eaten
1, minus one apricot. His exercise was 2-2215 watt-minutes,
and 10 minutes of his gym protocol that he does - he did
back home, and we can clarify that for you later when we
get the cards out. Okay, I've got BMMD readings for you
now .

CC Go ahead

.

PLT Okay, for the CDR 627817 627741 6277 16.
For the SPT 643085 642910 643160, For the PLT 623799
624320 623417. Okay, let me give you the sleep for the SPT
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6 the first night and 4-1/2 last night. Sleep for the
Si'T was 2 on the first night and 7 last night,

Cc Okay, Jerry. And can you give the
quality of the gleep for all three of you?

CDR Okay, for me the first 5 hours was
light sleep, about two of them was heavy and the rest of
then was light. Last night of the 6 hours I got, 5
was heavy.

PLT
moderately good,
light.

CDR
night, Okay and
light.

them

On the PLT the 2 hours on the first night was
the 7 hours was 5 hours heavy, 2 hours

Okay, for the SPT 6 hours heavy
'or last night it was 2 heavy and i .12

CC

10
ean whc
minutes

Okay, we copy.
Uicay, i nd by light sleep
hour wake up for maybe 5,

xi for half to three-quarters.
Okay, we've got a couple of questions

for you in regard to - well i statement first. In regard
to the flight plan you have up there tor tomorrow calls
out a M172 cal and an M074 cal, looks like we're going
to be pretty pressed tomorrow --ith the activation items

we can omit those two cals with

CDR
you doze for a half
then doze back agai

CC

have left over

.

the exception that we do want to perform the zero mass cals
on both of those.

CDR Okay, Hand.
cc Is anyone down near panel 617

CDR
CC

the t h

it for about
operation,
we'd like to
the thing is

CDR
by tomorrow
report form

CC
was real good

Yeah
,

Okay,
rmastat down about

i nu t e

go ahead.
what we'd like to do i3 turn

And if we can watch
e x c h a n g e r

degrees,
can verify the

o far we haven't called for it to com
kind of chec. it out. ECU. would and
- vii. be okay when it ia called for.

Okay, you've got ir down 5. H
Houston, we'll have the regular evenin„
and we can make it a little smoother.

Okay, what you gave us this evening
,

and EG I L verifies a proper heat exchange
operation you can adjust the thermostat as you desire.

C»R Okay, thanks.
CC Did you

to report on photj status?

,

CDR oh yeah, that's right. No photos todav
but during rendezvous we took 28 frames of Nikon of the SAB
and rendezvous breaking. And I stand corrected, we tooksome IR film today Cor the IR work. Stand by. Yeah we got

any photos toda

opet ully

anything
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.1 '.olal of U) tramuM of IK, that wan tlu- IR photos of n«- ,

nut the I K plitii.ia of .

CC Sky lab, we're about. 30 MtondH I row

LOS now, we'll be coming up on Tananarive at 01.

CDR Roger.
PAO This la Skylah Control 1:48 Greenwich

mean time, loss of signal through tracking ship Vanguard.

Next station in 12 minutes will be Tananarive on the

island of Madagascar, we'll oe back at that tine at 01:48

Greenwich meantime. This is Skylab Control.

EN D OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control; 02:00 Greenwich
mi- an time. Fifty seconds away from acquisition through
Tananarive tracking .station. We'll stand by for final
Tananarive pass of the evening with a succeeding 35 minute
gap to the next station Hawaii and t.ie Hawaii pass will be
the medical conference with the crew physical) Dr. Jerry Hordinsky

have any live air to ground with that Hawaiiso we likely
pass. Standing by for Tananarive-.

CC
to have you for

CDR
read here.

Skylab, Houston through Tananarive,
abcut 5 minutes here.

Houston, you're coming in broken up.

we ought

CC
thr ugh
How do you

CDR

have a little trouble here
e can't command the antennas,

Roger
because

ad now?
Still broken Hank try again.
Okay, I have some ir.fo for the CDR if

You can give it a try, Hank but you'

CSM syste

now ?

KO ah i.

of
we nee

' s not

he can read me.
PLT

pretty broken u

cc There are two things that we need to
get done tonight with the conisand module. One is the s c
module water tank activation and that's in th
checklist page 4-16, step 4.

CUR Hank, you're unread lb lc .

cc Roger, understand,
cc Skylab Houston, How do you read
PLT Houston, you're loud and clear,
v ' c Okay, maybe we can get a couple-

minutes in here. There are a couple of things that
to get done In the command module this evening that
in your activation checklist. One of them is that we n
to preform the service module water tank activation tha
on pape 4-16 of the CSM systems checklist, step 4. The
potable tank is full and the waste tank is up about 91
cent and we're not sure it'll make i:

CDR Okay Hank we copy i

4-17 step 4

.

C C 4 - i 6 , s t e p '» .

CDR 4- 16 , is correct .

CC And also there is o
to the fuel cells, the PCE is operating
limit and we're afraid during the night
cooler, it's going to activate the ca
we'd like you to do is go
radiator and 1 have that

through
the CSM

he night,
ys ten checkl is

e other item,
right at the 1 owe

CDR

, it it get s any
ion and warning,

hrough a proceJure to bypass t

someone can copy now.
Okay, Hank go ahead.
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CC Okay on panel 226 , circuit breaker fuel
cell I .<nd 3, radiator BAT relay, clone dium. Then
y,i> to panel 3 and on the fu«-l coll rail la torn 1 and )

take tl» en to I'tiiTKency by fans, then go back to 226 anil oper,

those two circuit breaker! ,

PLT Okay lank this is PLT, I was reading
that and I copied the procedure pariel 226, circuit breaker
fuel celi 1 and 3, RAD BAT relay closed and on panel 3

fuel cell RAD, 1 and 3 emergency bypast., 226 open
the circuit breakers again.

CC That's right Bill and thai, will preclude
you getting a caution and warning during the evening, I hope.

PLT Okay, I'm going to do that right now.
CC We're about 1 minute from LOS now,

vu' 11 be coming up on Hawaii at 46, we'll be dumping the
voice data recorder there and I'd also like to remind you
of your med con f e r e nc e .

SPT Roger.
CC And one quickie for the SPT, if you

haven't already transferred the - the student experiment
checklist, you will need that fov the ED transfer and in
prep on the ED76 and 53.

SPT (Garble)
CC And it's located in R-3.
PA0 This is Skylab Control 02:12 Greenwich

nean tine, Loss of signal through a rather noisy pass
through Tananarive and only the second half of the pass
partly usable. Tananarive station is primarily in a voice
reJay station. Cannot - no commands can be passed up throuph
thai station for switching antennas, so you have to take
whatever antenna was last selected over the most recent
command site. Tli i r t y- t h r e e minutes to Hawaii and the medical
conference at 02:12 Greenwich mean tine. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control, 03:14 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition coming up in 15 seconds through track-
ing ship Vangusr.1 , We're awaiting resumption of communication
through Vanguard to the crew of Skylab by spacecraft communica-
tor, Hank Harts field for probably the last pasg of the evening.
Next station upcoming would be Hawaii, which will be somewhat
past the crews bedtime.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through the Var. guard for
9 minutes.

CDR Hello, Houston, Skylab. How do you read?
CC Read you loud and clear.
CDR Okay, Hank. Subject came to mind during

the medical conference that 1 meant to mention to you some
time ago, but hadn't. We got aa awful lot of water or ai -

air (garble) gas in our water. It's almost as bad as the
workshop as it is in the command module. It's making it a

little tou>;h for us to reconstitute the - the foods. I'm not
sure there's much of anything that we can do about it. Would
you have one of the wtzarcs down there think about it a little b
for us .

CC Okay, will do. Skylab, Houston. This is
the last pass for rhe - for the night, before your bedtime
here. I have a couple of things that I would like to get by
you right quick. First fcr the PLT , the Sudafed is in W706,
in the far right rear can, in the upper level of the can. And
tell the PLT to also take a baseline temperature tonight, and
tomorrow morning and report tomorrow morning only if there is
anything abnormal.

CDR Wilco.
CC Okay, and the general question for

you in regard to the ATM panel there on the top (garble) in the
power system alert .light. W'j tried to do some commanding
on that, we were wondering it that's cleared itself up?

CDR Okay, Hani, i - Hank, I haven't had a

chance to get back up there and take a look. I'll do that
as soon as I get the first opportunity.

CC Okay, we can get an answer on that tomorrow
then. And we are noticing that the package temp on quad A is
still going up and - in fact, it's 201 degrees now, and the
trip point is 208 on the caution and warning. It's increasing
about a degree per rev because- it's in the Sun there. So to
preclude a caution and warning during the night, I guess you'd
better go ahead and inhibit that. And that is on panel 2 j

1

down in the command module up it tunnel Bravo 5.

CDR Okay, it's done, Hank.
CC And if you've got a moment here just so

we can plan during the evening, since this is the last pass.
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coulJ - I wonder If it woul: be convient tell us where you

think you'll be tonight when you go to bed in the activation.
CDR I think if we' 'e lucky, we'll have the

FDF transfer complete. But we won't have done any work on
changes or anything like that. We'll just have moved all of

the data file to its proper location and that will probably
be as far as we get. (garble), Hank.

CC Okay, and for the SPT, did - did you get

the - the student experiment transferred and prepped.
f>PT Hank, I got the SO - E&63 taken care of.

And I got some data on the voice recorder for that. But

I did not take care of the others, as 1 un^Jjrstood that those
were not thai time critical.

CC Okay, that's good. And did you have a

chance to work on jmy of the other items like the fcod re-
configurations, filta transfers?

SPT No, none of those right now, Hank. I'm

working on 133 and trying to get that squared away for Houston
right now

.

CDR Okay, and Bill's on page 3-20 onn the film trans-

fer.
CC Okay, we copy.
PIT Written into it - Cane from a - earlier.

It had to do with page 3-20. It was a writ* in change. And the

writ* in I have is S183 tape return can into tape reels S913.
Would you check. 1 don't think I've written that cor - properly.
Hank, I think we've already cleared that up. I think that

was supposed to have been .'1133.

CC That is affirmative, Bill. It should be

M133 .

PLT Okay, we got it.

CC CDR, we've got a couple of minutes left here.

Are you free r.o answer a few questions here about the eMS?
CDR Yeah, go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay, we're still working on this thing

with the direct ullage circuit breakers. I guees we would
like to know what the configuration of the EM:> mode switch and

the function switches were when you saw this :hing liicrcneniing.

When you moved the circuit breaker, that sort of described
the sequence of events.

CDR Oka> , I'll give you the history on this.

I got burned a couple of t : m e s in the simulator with direct
ullage breaker shorted on. You know, direct ullage. When I

punch that arm - when I close the breakers, the pushbutton was
aborted. So what I've been doing is dialing in the Delta VC
am', that cones along in the C-40 cue card there. And then when
it comes time to close the ullage circuit breakers, 1 turn
the EMS to Delta V normal, and I punch the two breakers in in

order to watch a:.d see i£ I get any ullage that I don't want.
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And ther» as soon as l'« that lure everything's okay, go ahe-j
turn the EMS back to Delta V standby. And what was happenin«
during the rendezvous phas« is I would bunch in one ullage
breaker and I'd get Q.l foot per second on the Delta V
counter. And I'd punch the other way and get another 0,1.
And I didn't realize that, I guess, that it was probably Just
a Delta V bias that was getting me.

CC Okay. We may ask you some more about
that, Jerr. We're just ahout LOS now, and this is the last
pass of the evening. We'll say goodnight to you and I assume
you'll want to wake up in the morning?

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Okay, we'll say goodnight to you,
CDR Okay, goodnight, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, loss of signal through

Vanguard f or the final pass of the evening. Crew wakeup
scheduled at 6:00 am Houston lime Monday. Space station Skylab
starting on revolution 2722. We'll be back with the crew
physicians summary of the medical conference as soon as it's
available. And shut down at thac time. 56 minutes to next
station, Hawaii. 03:26 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This in Skylab Control; 03:55 Greenwich
mean tine. Following is crew phyaican Dr. Jerry Hordinsky
sumnary of the medical conference. The crew continues to
adapt wall, Stonach awareness tend* to be noted pre-meal
for the comma t^er and the Pilot. The Selene* Pilot still
continues without any notion sickness problems. The crew
is on their third day of an anti-motion sickness regiment
and tonor row will only have a single dose each if no further
motion symptoms occur. The crew, all, did personal exercise
protocols today and feels the exercise improves their
subjective str~e a great deal. The pilot's nasal congestion
is mildly unco ortable and a decongestant will be taken
tonight. That .onpletes the crew physlcan's summary statement
following the medical confeience over Hawaii or later this
revolution. The crew of Skylab IV has Signed of until
six a.m. tomorrow morning and we'll do likewise. At 03:37
Greenwich mean time back at 6 a.m. Houston tine.
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 11 hours
Si ninutes Greenwich mean tine, This being our first announc-
ement of the nornlng, standing by now for Ca^con Story Muagrave
to make the call up to wake up the crew.

PAO Skylab IV Is now under acquisition through
Madrid tracking station,

CC Good morning, Skylab. We've got you
through Madrid for 4 more nlnutes.

CUR Good morning, Story.
CC How are you doing this morning?
CD 1

* You caught us in the pads.
CC Okay. We've got some teleprinter padts

onboard for you, and we've got one mistake on the wed .status
pad, It refers to the first dose of antinottou sickness
(indication is mandatory for tomorrow, that refers to today.
You only need to lake one early today, and from there on
it's up to you and take then only if you have symptom*.

CDR Okay, I read that, Story.
CC And one other thing, you've got three

nu z updates required and that's on your flight plan. In the
future that will be on the ATM pad right at the panel, so
whoever Is at the panel can get those. But at present you
need to a&xgn those to someone today. That's on the bottom
of your flight plan, and there is no hurry on that, the first
one is at 14:28.

CDR Okny.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and

about 25 minutes frota Carnarvon at 12:22. Be duraping the
data voice recorders there.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 11 hours 38 min-
utes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now out of station range
with Madrid. The next station to pick up Skylab will be
Carnarvon in approximately 24 minutes. This is Skylab Control
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control, Houston at 12 hours
21 minutes Greenwich mean Cine. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Carnarvon tracking station. Less than a

inute away now from picking up Skylab IV through Carnarvon.
We'll stand by and keep the line open.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through Carnarvon an
Honeysuckle for 14 minutes. We'll be dumping th« data voice
recorders over Carnarvon,

CDR Hoger, Story.
PIT Story, you might adviao Dr. Hordinsky

that all. three of ut got an excellent night'a sleep last night.
CC Okay, we'll do it. And we were watching

Ed down here and it looks like he got a lot of good sleep.
And we persued your comments on air in the water froa th*
wardroom table. And looking at consents from the SL-UI crew,
they did not have trouble with air in the water. It appears
that the food that they reconstituted tended to oi'f gas and
produce some air. So you might take a look at where the % 1 r

is cooing from. la It In the water or la it produced by the
food you are rehydrating?

PIT Okay Story, it sort of seems like the
drink now. At tines it seemed like I was getting a pretty
steady flow of water, other times it's almost frothy. But
I don't want to overemphasise that. But we were more or les
convinced there was some air entrained in the water, although
we did observe that there is not only ai- in the food packaging
but there could be this off gassing that you are talking about.

CC Okay, and rehydrating some of the drinks
you might be able to look at some of the water there and see
if there is any bubbles in it.

PLT There is quite a bit of air in the drinks
but also when we fixed our salt solution, it was alnost trans-
lucent, it was translucent because of some small ait bubbles.
You know it Just occurred to mo, Story, I'o going to go check
all of the QDs on the water fittings. It Just may be break then
and make them again. See what they think about that down there?

PAO That is Pilot Bill Pogue talking to Cap conn
Story Musgrave. Flight Director now in the Mission Control
Center Milt Windier.

CC Rill, we think that water tank 2 is about
bottomed out, and we'll be switching you to another water tank.
So you raight as well stand by or. examining the QDs.

PLT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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*'AO Skylab Control, Houston; 12 hour* )?
minute* Greenwich .'lean Time. Skylab IV continuing on this
pass over Australia; about 2 minutes of acquisition t lae re-
maining through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab we're a minute from LOS and about
30 minutes to Texas at 13:06.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 12 hours 39
minutes Greenwich Mean Time; Skylab IV n5w out of station
contact with Honeysuckle. The next station to acquire will
be Texas In approximately 28 minutes. The crew of Skylab IV
was awakened shortly before 6 a.m. Central Time this morning
while passing over Madrid tracking station. The crew now and
it's their post sleep activity period. Very little voice con-
tact with tit em thus far this morning. We're at 12 hours 40
minutes Greenwich Mean Time, and this la Skylab Control - -

Skylab Control
,
Houston, at 13 hours 6 minutes Greenwich

Mean Time; Skylab IV now approaching acquisition through
Texas tracking station. We'll stand by now and listen for
the C4ll up from CAP COMM Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab we've got you stateside for 16
minutes.

CDR Got you Story .

PAO Skylib Control, Houston, 13 hours 11 min-
utes Greenwich Mean Time; Skylab IV continuing on this state-
side pass. Very little voice communications wir.h the crew
aboard Skylab IV at thi« point in the morning. The crew now
In their post sleep activities, which includes breakfast.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 13 hours 19
minutes Greenwich Mean Time, about 4-1/2 minutes remaining
on this sateslde pass.

C»' Skylab we're a minute to LOS and 5
minutes to Madrid.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours 24
minutes, loss of signal now through Bermuda. The next station
to acquire will be Madrid in approximately 3-l'2 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours 27
minutes Greenwich Mean Time; Skylab IV now approaching acqui-
sition through Madrid. We'll stand by for CAP COMM Story
hisgrave'a call up over Madrid.

CC Skylab, AOS Madrid 7 minutes.
CI) R Roger, Story. Again, you nay be inter-

ested, we're eating, we're trying this new liquid pepper,
and although It's a bit difficult to use, it really tastes good
on the eggs.

CC Okay.
CI)R Story, could we get confirmed the first time

of the first Nu update?
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CC it', 14:28.
CDR Thank you,

Ed, Houston.
iDR He's listening.

A
CC

,

Now we '

d Hke to save a little time hereand g.t going on the activation . so we'd like to delete thea-l?2 cal and both the M-074 caU and Just get uio -assreading, on all three device.. That «..„. 0 r n U hno »a»se. in each of the three devices.
r e **™** with

!!
T

?° 8 ' r
»
we 80t that'last night, thank you.

»a
Skyiab, we're a minute to LOS. see youin 30 minutes at Carnarvon at 14:03.

y

CDR Roger, Story.
PA0

„ Skyiab Control, Houston at 13 hours 35minutes Greenwich Mean Time, a i 088 of 9i \ n^ C°?h SkvlabIV through Madrid. The next station to aq r h space

J!?! :"
i :;
U

h
be J"?"™" in aPP'Oximately'ae minu e

' ?oday-act vltle. aboard the Skyiab space station will prepare moreof the .cientific equipment aboard for use in the extendedmission planned for this, the third SkyUb crew " "
ht

Or. Gibson He'll don the e 1 ec t r od e - eq u i p ped cap once ar in

studied by Dr. J. D. (rose of the Baylor School of Medicinein Houston. All 3 crewmen will spend an hour in vigorousexercise today, the fourth day of a mission that colli bopermitted to last 12 weeks. Commander Jerry Car trans-
loL\T

abr ° f / ieces of experimental hardware rom hcommand module into tho space station. Science demon tationkits, E«rth Resources magnetic tapes, and a treadmill forexercising is scheduled to be moved today. C

cra
V

ft
a

tra
t

: o nv

e
: V 1'?°°^ °° th **** fr °» ^ ««

<

of the moth experiment is to t e 1 e it 1 1,
' U \ I r I

'

n tnV.'".Vol"

The detector may confirm car 1 î r " i„d 1 „i. Vs^ uH ent
more

investigator indicating that hi*h speed neutrons ....numerous in spac* than had been previously anticipated. Onlyone experiment is scheduled to be performed by the Sky abcrew today. Pilot Bill Pogue will test the Skyl b m spherewith an aerosol analyzer. The analyzer collects particle*

s cle.n ^ \ y

11
^ tCStS Sh ° Wed the 8^ Ce nation to b.as clean as a hospital operating room. All three crew

duUd'to" L CheC
" thCir bl °° d and are sche-duled to make measurements ot their waistlines today. Without
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END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hour$,
49 vlnutes, Greenwich Bean time. We have the following
announcement to make. At 9:00 a.m., Houston time, the pioneer
briefing from NASA Headquirters in Washington will be piped
into the Johnson Space Center building 1, small briefing
auditorium. This will be one way audio only and will not be
piped out over the Mission Control Center release line. I repeat
9:00 a.m., in the small briefing auditorium, JSC building 1.

This la Skylab Control, Houston.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 14 hours,

3 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Carnarvon. A new flight control team now
op. di'ty in the Mission Control Center. Flight Director Neal
Hutchinson and hit* tean. Our CAP COMM now Is Astronaut Bruce
McCandless. Less than a minute away now from reaquiring
Skylab IV, Standing by for the callup. This is Skylab
Control, Houston.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 3-1/2 minutes. Over.

SPT Right, Good morning, Bruce.
CC Good morning. Just a point of general

interest, you now have 32 hours, 49 minute3 of daylight remain-
ing until Sunset. Ovur

.

SPT Thank you Bruce,
CC Okay. Now then. Cot a couple of questions

for you. Did we understand you correctly last pass to have
said that you had completed the zero mass calibrations on the
body mass measuring device and on the two specimen mass
measuring devices last evening? Over.

SPT No, Bruce, that's negative. We reported
that we got the in forma lion last night that all we had to do
was the zero calibrations on the - uh - calibration.

CC Okay. In that case, what wc would like
to do is to inhibit momentum dump and gave you one crack for
taking the zero mass cal data on all three of them at once.
And, I guess, we'd like to know what your druthers are on
when you 'J prefer to do that. Over.

PLT Hey, Bruce, I'm gonna have to have you
(garble) here. I'm gonna get the T003 cranked up (garble)
from the post-sleep that I didn't get to acomplish. (Garble)
up-date (hammering sound) and go to the following night-flight
logging ready to (hammering sound) set the zero cal.

CC Okay. Then, I guess we're talking and
looking at your flight plan in the block. It starts about
15:30 and including the night cycle in there, wherever it

may fall. Over.
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SPT Roger, Bruce. That's good. About 1J:30,
Including the night (garble)

cc Okay. Actually you know we don't have
any n t«h t any more but we'll hold off th« momentum dump that's
in the block atarting at 15:30.

SPT Okay. So then any tine froj that date
side all the way throu $\ to the following date side is good.

cc Roger. That's correct, Ed. And, for
your further information. The M133 data that was taken on
you last night has been received down here and it's of good
quality. Over.

SPT Roger. That's good to hear, Bruce, When
I got up this morning (garble) get the solar information on
recorded. So many electrodes for (garble) out. And I w»sn't
sure vhethes w« were getting good data in here.

cc Okay. One minute til LOS. Next station
contact in 7 minutes through Honeysuckle Creek at 14:14, And
for the PUT

,
if he's listening. On the wardroom water

situation. We expect that sometime today or tomorrow you'll
probably run out of wardroom water and need to change tanks.
Your first clue may well be that you are suffering a drop inpressure or you don't get any water out of the wardroom system
At your convenience, prior to selecting tank 3. We need to
get an iodine check on - that can be todav, tomorrow, but
before selecting tank 3. Over.

SPT Roger. Understand, Bruce. Iodine check
on wa ter t ank 3 .

cc Roger. Out.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours,

8 minutes, Creenwich mean time. Loss of signal with Carnarvon
Next station to acquire. Honeysuckle, in 5-1/2 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours,
13 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honevsuckl
Creek. One minute til LOS . We'll be dumping your tape record
next site, which is Corpus Christi in 29 minutes at 14:43.
And, 1 d like to remind you that vour first Nu, up-date today
cones at 14:28. That's during this LOS period? And then the
star tracker operations wants ycu to get the inter gimbal
angle set. We'd like you to slew the outer gimbal back
and forth a little bit until you get star presence indicated
then go to auto. Over.

brT Roger, Bruce. I understand that. Got aquestion for you on T003. There was not a dummy tli'er in
there. There was onl y one filter in the case and in the
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etoraK*. will you confiro the one we ehould be ustna ItS.ri.i „u.b«r 3. And another number on U U Uoo ? '*

ct Roger that -
SPT (GarbU)

CC Copy, Ed?

i^::::::.
&
;:rttS 1-r:\£;«; F.-^:: i; : ::

.» :

•way n.» ,

;
„„ r..c, ull l„g SkyUb IV through

^

"A

END OF TAP£
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 14 hours
43 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now less than a

minute away from station contact through Texas. We'll stand
by with the line open.

CC Skyl#b, this is Houston through Corpus
Christi for 10 minutes. Out.

CDR Roger, Houston.
CC Okay, I've got you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 5-1/2 minutes through Madrid at
15 :04 . Ou t .

SPT
CC

Talk with you then, Houston.
Roger. Out.
Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours

Loss of signal now through Bermuda,
will be Madrid in 4 minutes.
Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours

minute away now

15 hours 8 minute
Madrid . About

PAO
Green ich mean time
station to acquire

PAO
3 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Letts
from contact with Skylab IV through Madrid.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
for 9 minutes. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston,
Greenwich nean time. A very quiet pass over
5 minutes remaining on this pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston.
LOS. Next station contact through Tananarive probably in abou.
13 minutes at 15:30 Zulu. The antenna th;t we are selecting
aboard the spacecraft is the one will that pick up the last part
of the pass. The intial part of tht pass will be in blockage.
Subsequent station contact in 37 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 15 : 50 . Ou t .

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours 14 ninutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now out of station contrct t!irou-
Ui rid. Next station to acquire will be Tananarive. This
Is Skylab Control, Houston.

1 minute

END OF TAPE
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PA° Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours 25minutes Greenwich mean time. Standing by for acquisition andcontact with Skylab IV through Tananarive
q a " d

for 6-1/2 min.tes. Ou^ ^ thrOU " h Tananarive

T ,
Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute and 1/2to LOS here at Tananarive. Next station contact is 17 minutesthrough Honeysuckle Creek at 15:50. Out.

minutes

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours 35minutes Greenwich mean time; Skylab IV now out of ran P e throughTananarive Next station to acquire, Honeysuckle, ^1 5
*

minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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•ninuteTcreenvich l^V^'JiV t0n
'

15 h— «
fro. acquisition througn I^eys^L * ^
Creek

C

for 5 minutes .^ll^. ^ Hooston through Honeysuckle
CDR Got it, Bruce,

you getting data on ^ °" are

RPM a" the watts ou^i f "the "r gone [or ^ThaT? * "j'" * ettin * the
hooked up or anything are yoJ

That 8 ab ° Ut iC "

you had'to have on fl^to ,1^^
we've reached dump nighTve^' ^ Y ° U tel1 ne whe, ' h»

almosTthrough dunp lllh™ ' u^'™ 10
t ' "

In fact
«
we ' re

for you if you're L \owev^. the dump was inhibited
calibrations Over!

ab ° Ut the maS8 """ring device

up Just'now and I bonder?" ' wh I th'eT,
'

h "< flnl » h «* "
Disregard, whether I could use it (garble)

mass cals?
Y ° U under9t *«<l you just finished the 30

recording now.
ihat '

S
'
lght

-
1<n * oln 8 t0 P"t them on

enable'for the next sc^ed u ] ed '5 ulp !

*
'

Ue ' U «° * h ** d and

can h!t
T

it (garble) .

0kfi>'" rlght at th ° P anel «<>w. I

Crou„d
CC

Co„ trol as a ^[l^^
SPT Okay.

£L-%" :v»r"
in the experiment compartment. Over.

coBpar"ent 3 gets a'ul i
?.°

kay
* J

h * nh y ° U BrUCe
"

S1 * C P

* little more if I e fl i
" d M °W the air arou^

with sleep co.part^nt 3 ' °' " aWarC ° f that

SPT oka X- Thank you, Bruce.
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I

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours 54minutes Greenwich mean time. CAP COMH Bruce McCandless talk!
to both Bill Pcgue and Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Pilot Poguereported that he was on the ergometer, wanted to see if wewere receiving readings here in the control center. And
initialed calibrations of the mass - specimen mass measure-ment device was taking place with Dr. Gibson.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOSNext station contact in 16 minutes through Hawaii at 16:11and We'd Inn!- HVa t- n _ A t- j - .. , ,
'

now out of station
on to pick up will be
ab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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i ou s

PA0 Thl s is Skylab Control Houston at 16 hours
9 minutes Greenwich mean time. About 2-1/2 minutes away now
from acquisition through Hawaii with Skylab IV. A procedure
to solve a minor problem which has plagued Skylab since the
launch of the workshop on May 14, is scheduled to be worked
out in a short while by Pilot Bill Pogue. Since the Loss of
the micrometeoroid shield on launch day, a minor momentum
problem has been encountered with the use of the M092 lower
body pressure device. The nitrogen used to lower
the pressure in this experiment is vented overboard. If the
micrometeoroid shield were in place it would serve as a
disperser of the vented nitrogen. In stead, during the previo
manned operations of the workshop, the M092 nitrogen vent
has acted as a thruster adding unwanted momentum. PoRue is
scheduled to attach one end of a 6-foot hose to the M092 vent
connection, and the other end will be hooked up to a vent in
the trash airlock area. This small plumbing job should help
alleviate this problem. We're 1 minute away now from reacquiring
Skylab IV through Hawaii. We'll stand by and listen.

CC
J

Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 4-1/2 minutes . Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Over.
PLT Go ahead.
CC Roger. With respect to filling the threereturn water bags, we suggest if you have not already accomplishedthis you hold off on that until we select portable water tanknumber 3. We're not sure you'd make it all the way through

the filling operation on tank 2, and we're awful concerned
about getting entrained air in the bags. Over.

CDR Okay, Bill has already done it.
CC How did it work?
PLT Bruce, it seems to have worked okay.
CC Roger. Ou t

.

PLT of course you never can tell how much air
is in it. That is the trouble, because you can't see.

CC Rog e r . Ou t

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Goldstone
it 16:19. Out.

!
' A0 Skylab Control Houston, 16 hours 1/ minutesGreenwich mean time. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next

picking up through Goldstone In 2 minutes.
PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Roger. You anticipate us. We're with youthrough Goldstone for 9 minutes. Go ahead, Ed.

. ,

S" s *y »mce, I've got a question on the activ-ities for Jerry on (garble) at 16(?):15. We as yet have not taken
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blood for the (garble) measurements on the PLT . Had you meant
for us to take those on the PLT or would you want a second set
of the ,niosslon done on theCDR?

CC Roger, Ed. We want the second set on
the CDR. And we have completely abandoned the first set of
measurements on the PLT. Over.

cc And by the way, Ed, this is at 16:15 here,
this is blood pressure and the girth measurements. It's not
the full set of anthropometric measurements. Over.

CDR Hey Bruce?
CC Speak.
CDR This Is the third set on me. There has

been one set taken on mission day 2, one set on mission day 3,
and now a set today.

cc Okay, right. That's correct. It's calf
girth measurements .ind blood pressure on you.

CDR Okay.
SPT That's CDR only. Is that affirm?
CC That's correct. It's 16:15 here.
SPT Thank you.
cc And if you look ahead in the detail flight

plan, Ed, you'll see at 24:00 we're going to get the girth
neasur ement s and the blood pressures on yourself and on the
PLT at that time. Over.

SP T Okay, thank you, Bruce.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston, 16 hours 29 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with Skylab IV. Next
station acquiring will be Bermuda in 3 minutes.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Bcrnuda
for 5 minutes. Out.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours
35 minutes, Creenwich mean time. Skylab IV still underacquisition through Bermuda.

T „ c
" Skylab, this is Houston. One minute tilLOS. Next station contact through Canary in 4 minutes at16:41. And, we'll be dumping the data voice tape recorderat Canary. Out.

, 0 /A0 Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours
38 minutes, Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab IV now out ofacquisition range with Bermuda. Next station to pick upCanary, in a little less than 3 minutes.

/A
? „

Skylab Control, Houston, at 16 hours
41 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Standing by now foracquisition with Skylab IV througn Canary.

t Q
CC

,
Skylab, this is Houston through Canaryfor 9 minutes with a data voice tape recorder dump. Out

0

LO o , pvf , f<
Skylab, this is Houston. One minute til

a? 17:0*2 Out
contacc

.
m 12 minutes, through Tananarive

/ A ° Skylab Control, Houston at 16 hours,

Skvl b

U

Jv
8

;h
GreT,iCh mea

" time
'

A loSS of sl * nal ™ w withSkylab IV through Canary. Next station acquiring, Tananariven approximately 10 minutes. For 30 minutes, jus b» a
'

unch, the Skylab IV crewmen will go through a fire d'rHldoinr what they should do in the event of a fire aboard theorMtinR spacestation. Today's test is a dry run duringwhich Connander Jerry Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibson, andPilot Bill Pogue will move to their respective stationsCarr goes to the multiple docking adapter, at the structuraltransition section. (lbson goes to the orbital workshopand Pogue moves down to the command module. m the event ofa real fire, each crew member would don their secondaryoxygen masks and proceed with prescribed steps either in

Tud^v'/I m? "i? '":
d/0r Pri' ParC f0r Siting the workshop.Today drill call, for the crew to don the oxygen masks,close he appropriate hatches and review the fire drillchecklist The Skylab caution and warning system will «l crthe crew in the event of a fire. There are 22 ultravioletire censors throughout the spacestation. These are divided

thi , ,

g
r,

UP9
; I

''^ !"
th

° ,10A/STS area
-

2 are Seated ine

, V J»

f ««»c airlock modulo. 3 are in the forward areaof the workshop. 6 are in the orbital workshop crew quarters and
3 are located in the experiment area of the workshop. 12 ,control panels provide control of these 22 sensors. 4 pane

"

jre in the MDA/STS. One in the aft airlock area. 2 in theforward portion of the workshop. 2 in ti e experiment are* and
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3 In che crew quarters. Lights on these panels indicate the
location of the fire. In the event of a fire, the panel
lights would turn on, a fire tone would come on, the master
alarm lights would turn on *.nd a warning tone would be initiated
The activity today is a rehearsal for the crew in moving to
their respective positions. In the KDA , the workshop, and the
command module. And reviewing procedures in the event they
had an actual fire alert. We're about 8 minutes away now
from reacquiring through Tananarive. This is Skylab Control,
Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
cc
CDR

.

PA0
J

Thia ls Skylab Control, Houston at 17hours 3 minutes Greenwich nean time. Standing by now forpossible voice communications with the crew of Skylab IVthrough Tananarive.

for 7-W2 minutes. ^ H ° U8t ° n thr ° U * h Tananarive

for 6-W2 minutes.
tM

'
19 H ° U" 0n throU " h ^ananar * ve

for 5-W2 nfnil r. t
this is Houston through Tananarivefor 5-1/2 minutes. We've got a good block both ways now.

Roger . Go Houston
Roger. Out.
Houston, CDR.

cc Go ahead CDR.

Ho rh?
D
\ ,

R?r r> Bruce
- Bill and I are trying to

sta Ja ion
OUSe

£h
eP

J?

8
J?«

H ° te1
'
WhlCh 19 the LBND "^NPV in-stallation. The checklist calls for an E - 610 Charlie. Weshould be to able to find the LBMD 90 degree adapter

it s not in there. Got any other suggestions?
CC Le t us check on that for you
CDR Okay.

*

0veT
CC
Jer

0ka y- Ue think ^ should be in A-5 now.

CDR Thank you Bruce.
CC Alfa 5, locker A-5. Over.
CDR Okay, A-5.

.

CC
J

And also, the LBNP wardroom heaterprobe adapter. We've got that in your detail flight plan.LUR Okay, copy,

v, .

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS

at
X

17?26 °oVt !
ntaCt ^ 18 DlnUtC9 thr ° Ugh »«-y-uckle Cre'k

a nd

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours 11m inute. Greenwich mean time. LoS9 of signal now t hr ll,iTananarive. Next station contact with Skylab IV will be

. nir
PA °

j

Thi. is skylab Control, Houston at 17

Tn'e L h

D
ir

le8 G
[

eenVlch time. We have an announcement

hlld in Js?
8

.

er atl
°c

AIrcr4ft briefing for newsmen will be

"J" ?

oh " 8

?; ^ ace Cent" briefing auditoriumin Building 1 at 12:30 p.m. Houston ti»e today. This confer-

«

n0t
r

Plped ° Ut ° Ver the " l8 ' ion Control Center

lolly ii?:: h/r
Pea

\
the

°
tart tim6

'
1? ' 30 H0U8t0 «

*b ?v t I S *
mlnUte *Way noW fro " reacquiring Sky!b IV throu 8^ Honeyucklo. We'll stand bv and leave thetine open.
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CDR Houston, Skylab. You with us?
cc Yessir, through Honeysuckle Creek for 9minutes. Go ahead. Over.

, ^ CDR
, t

0ka y- 8111 is getting ready to go down
in the plenum through the sleep compartment and remove thatdump heater probe.

CC Very good. Give him ay best wishes.
CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours 27

minutes GMT and ue heard from Commander Jerry Carr aboard theSkylab space station talking to CAP COMM Bruce HcCandless
here in the Mission Control Center. Skylab IV is now underacquisition through Honeysuckle.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours 29minutes Greenwich mean time. Our best estimate, Pilot Bill
MrfT

3bOU
!

h3lf Vay throu * h and hooking up the hose for
.1092. We heard from Jerry Carr, who indicated chat PilotPogue was on his way into the plenum area with the hose
fitting. Procedurally, the hose fitting upstairs, we wouldexpect to be hooked up.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. About 5 minutesnow remaining on this pass over Honeysuckle. We're at 17hours 30 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston. One m I tui i « tilLOS. Next station contact in U-l/2 minutes, through Hawaiiat 17:46. And, sometime during your lunch period, prob.ibly
stateside pass, we'd like to get a few words from the commanderregarding your status on completing the activation checklist
items. Over.

SPT Ok ay, Bruce.
Roger . Out , Ed .

Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours
inutes, Greenwich mean tine. Loss of signal through

Next station to acquire Skylab IV will be' Hawaii.
Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours

-5 minutes, Greenwich nean time. A ninute away now f ronreacquiring Skylab IV through Hawaii. We'll stand bv and
lup from CAP COMM Bruce McCindless.

Skylab, this is Houston
s . Out.

Jerry will
Ok eyd o k e

.

Hel lo , Bruce , CDR
Go ahead Jer rv .

Oka

PAO
36

Honeysuckle
PAO

for
CC

9-1/2
SPT
CC
CDR

the

nrough Hawaii

«.* i t h you

CDR
P to page Tl

.

CC
CDR

CO 2 filter
CC

t n e A c t i

1 1 s teni ng .

Checkl is t

Oka

the switches.'
CDR
CC
CDR

installed now

replaced an t
,

Ok ay .

We copy that

.

e yet to do a PB02
and all the steps b
How about the PLT

;ensor replacement

,

•yond that,
est of taping

That's all done.
Okay. Very good. Thank you.
Okay. And the LBNP - uh - NPV is complet

re putting all the tools away.

Ji

U
, ,

Okay. Mighty fine. The comment fromOven Garrtott here, is that on their flight, with respect tothe wardroom water, they didn't find any gas in the wardroomwater system: however, tnr-y observed that when they addedwater to certain r e c o

n

8 t i t u t i b 1 e food items like veal andspaghetti, there was rjas formed

is you notice

result of the re constitutionsuggests tnat In order to check for where the gaswnetner you get gas when you reconstitute drinks. He S , 1Qtney did not have any gas in the drink r econs t i tu t ion . Over.
, ,

Okay. Ue'vc noticed all that same stuffourselves, but, we do definitly have gas in the water becauseyou can feel it in your mouth when you take a drink out ofthe drink gun.
SPT A "d. bru^e, i also - when we got down
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here the first day, we're still working out of some of the basis
1 used the wardroom table for just plain water and I got mavbe oh,
° or 7 drinks out of that. Just plain water and maybe 10
10 to 20 percent of it was bubbles.

CC Okay. Thank you, Ed. We copy.
CDR Bruce, also when we reconstituted our

Hq
1 lnt ° UqUld sodiun ~ there's lots of bubbles in that

CC Okay. Do you think you're getting anydistortion of the volumes of water that you're using orsignificant one, due to the fact that there's air in it?
,

C
?
R That's affirmative, Bruce. That's whvwe ve been coming down every day on the evening report withreduction or deltas in our rehydration water. Me average a

I?" ?V?°
Ut 1

°
UnCe

°
f Wat" ° n eVery drlnk ™ d somethinglike a half an ounce on all the r ec ons t i t u t i b 1 e s .

CC Okay. Thank you.

t ^
DR wbat ^ means, is we do a lot of bagswinging up here after we get the thing - get the water inand try to make room to get some more water in.

CC 1 3 tii at generally successful?
CDR About 50 percent of the time.

. .

C
^ Okay, good. We tried that on Apollo 10with the orange juice, and didn't have any notable successCDR Oh, it works - it works about 50 percentoi the time, it you're quick. You can take an 8 ounce juicecontainer and fill it with 8 ounces of water, and then swingit, and about the top inch and a half of it will be a b

i

?

rid of about half of that air and then you start gettingliquid and you have to swing it again. But, what it does itmakes food recons t i tu t ion a real tine consuming event.
C
^ Sounds like it makes it more of a blackart, than a science, but is Bill where he can listen or talktor just a minute?

CDR Yeah. He's listening.
C<

;
Okay. With respect to the Coolanol

reservicing this afternoon. We got couple of items here.
f you could dig out your Swisj Systems Checklist. We're

lookinp. at page 9-61 and following. Over.
CDR Okay. Stand by.™ R 0ka >'- 3ruce. "Hit the page again.
ct

- Okay. 9-60 and subsequent.
CDR Okay.
CC First item is, as you notice on the flight
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plan, we're asking you to weigh the Coolanol before you do

the servicing and also to weigh it af terwarda . This is

weif.hinp the container in the A-7 locker, and prior to weighing
we'd like you to remove this - remove as much of the food as is

possible. But, without removing the RCS tank and its bracketry
from the A-7 locker, since we understand that there are other

involves! special technique to get it strapped back dewn
properly. Also, take the p.ear off of the sides of the locker.

What we want to do of cour.se is get the thing in exactly the

sane configuration for the weighing before and after. Another
item here is that the current system of pressure in the primary
loop is running around 12 to 15 psi, instead of the 5 psi

that we had anticipated, due to the fact that you're in a

warner thermal environment. V.
T e, none the less, want you to

follow the procedures as given in the checklist, that is fiilin
until you get a pressure of 19 to 21 psi, as it's called out

on page 9-64, in the system. For one difference, however,
is that we want to use 23 psi, that's 23 psi, as the criterian
for an overfill. So that, unless you, inadvertently, fill

to greater than 23 psi, we will not backflow into the Coolanol
reservoir. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce. We've already cleaned A-7

almost completely. There's probably three or four survival bar
down one side that we just can't get out. And A-7 is cleared
out other than that.

CC Okay. As long as they're in tight and

don't rattle that

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay Bruce, we've already cleaned A7
almost completely. There la probably three or four survival
bars down one side that we just can't get out. And A7 ir. cleared
out other than that.

CC Okay, as long as they are in tieht and
don't rattle that's fine, just leave them there. We'd like
you to write in that comment about 23 instead of 21 on page
9-64 under the overfill condition. At the top of page 9-65,
we can catch you again over the states on this, we want to get
a chance to look at the system before you disconnect the
coolanol reservoir. So it's 9-65 about the seventh line down
we want to insert get a go from state end prior to disconnecting.
We've got 30 seconds to LOS. Next station contact in 2-1/2
minutes through Goldstone at 17:57. Over.

CDR Okay. Is the point in the checklist
opposite the 500 where it says disco meet male female?

cc N'°. It's up further up. You go servicing
tank and you cone down and it says cool and supply valve open
then close. We want to do it there before it saya disconnect
saddle valve service hose.

CDR Okay, we'll put a hold for state end on that.
CC Beautiful.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. Loss of signal

through Hawaii. Next station to acquire, Goldstone in about
a minute. We're now at 17 hours 56 minutes Greenwich mean tine.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. We're back
with you now through Goldstone for 6-1/2 minutes. Out.

CDR Roger , Bruce .

cc Okay, it was a little hurried there going
over the hill from Hawaii or down into the sea or whatever
you want to call it, but we don't have any further cotnnents.
Do you have any further questions regarding the procedures
coming up ?

CDR I guess the big question Bruce, is TV.
I thought we were going to dc TV on this but it looks like
everybody else is busy, there's nobody to do it.

CC Well, you're scheduled for TV72. it was
our understanding that it was - the whole thing was sort of
a one-man job, putting the camera in position and then working
in front of it. Over.

CDR Okay. I was under the impression that
it was a two-nan job.

C C An «J Jerry, of course anything here, is that we
got enough flexibility so that if you feel it is appropriate
to break out of your day 4 transfers and run the TV camera or
give him a little assistance, why feel free to do it and we can
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work around it. Over.
CDR Okay Bruce, I probably will because that

is the way we trained.
cc Okay. And then also we figured it would

probably be something like one of these flares where you've
got one guy in the ATM panel and everybody else clustered
around watching.

CDR I hope this one doesn't flare up.
CC Well, I hope not either.
cc And reviewing your progress through

the Activation Ch &ckllst
y J e r , what we'd like to do is to

have you work on through that the PP02 sensor replacement
(garble) to filter that whole column of stuff you've got down
there before getting into the day 4 transfers. That way
we can pretty well close out the activacion phase. Over.

CDR 1 agree with you, Bruce. That is what
I was going to plan to do.

cc Okay, mighty fine.
CC And also in reviewing things here it

looks to us like you've made up a good bit of ground here thismornlnp, and we guess you all must be moving around a lot
better and getting a sort of acclimatized to things.

CDR Yeah, that's right. I think we've made
it real good progress. That good night's sleep last night did
all three of us a world of good.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 8 minutes through Bermuda at
18:09. And for the CDR, when you get down to it in your
day 4 transfers, we would like you to go ahead and bring the
liquid crysta 1 thermometers across but do not Install then
on^the rate gyro six-pack packages. The ground units that
we've got up at Marshall have been showing a milky type dis-
coloration. We'd like to look into the situation a little
further before we put then on. Over.

CDR Wilco.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston, 18 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich meantime. Standing by now for r eacqui s i t 1 on of
Skylab IV through Bermuda.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuia
for 9 minutes. And just to satisfy our curiosity, have you all
completed drying the third suit yet? Over.

CDR That's affirmative.
Cc Okay, thank you. And back again with

respect to these liquid crystal thermometers, we would like
to stow all of them in M141. That is the spares which were
originally destined to go there plus the ones that were
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supposed to be installed in
CD * Wilco.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours 15

minutes Greenwich mean time. Continuing acquisition of Sky-
lab IV through Bermuda. Very quiet pass in terms of voice
communications with the crew of Skylab IV.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 2 minutes through Canary Islands at 18:19.
Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. Standing by now
for acquisition through Canary.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Canary and
Ascension for 16-1/2 minutes. We'll be dumping the data voice
tape recorder over Ascension. Out.

CDF Rog . We're eating lunch now, Bruce.
CC Roper. Likewise.
CDR Enjoy your (greasyburger , Bruce.
CC No. I ' a h a v 1 r £ bsrbequed chicken and a

peanut butter and jelly sandwich and a cup of coffee.
PAO Skyla v Control, Houston. For lunch today

Commander Carr is having peanut butter, jam, bread, lemon
pudding, and an orange drink. Science Pilot Gibson is having
pork and potato, biscuit, pears, and a grape drink while
Pilot Bill Pogue is having salmon, green peas, pineapple,
and an orange drink. We're at 18 hours 21 minutes Greenwich
mean tine. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours 22

ninutes. About 13-1/2 minutes remaining on this Canary/-
Asc ens i on pass.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours 29

ninutes Greenwich mean tine. About 6-1/2 minutes remaining
now on this pass over Ascension by Skylab IV.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 26-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon at

19:01. Out.
CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 18 hours 37

minutes Greenwich mean time. Ascension has Loss Of Signal
now with Skylab IV. The next station to acquire Skylab IV

is Carnarvon in 25 minutes, and coming up this afternoon Pilot
Bill Pogue will start to do another Skylab repair Job In a

planned effort to repair the coolant system aboard the workshop.
Trouble in the airlock nodule coolanol system, which removes and
dissipates heat from critical experiment and operations systems
began showing problems during the Skylab III mission on
August 8th the ninth nission day for the crew of Al Bean,
Owen Garriott, and Jack Lousma. Three subsequent attempts
to trace an apparent leak in the primary COOLANOL system
were unsuccessful. The secondary coolant loop took over the
load when the primary loop was shut down on August 23rd, day
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27 of the Skylab III mission. A special coolant reservicing
kit was prepared for this mission and loaded aboard the com-
mand module. The reservlce kid consists of a tank containing
42 pounds of COOLANOL, a series of saddle valves, bolts and
spacers, and Leak check hoses. This repair kit weights about
87 pounds and the C0OLANOL loaded in the tank should be suf-
ficient to resupply both the primary and secondary loops.
The resupply tank is a modified command module reaction con-
trol system fuel tank. The repair kit was stowed in Locker
A7 in the command module. The procedures to install the
lines to the primary and secondary loops should be completed
in approximately 2 hours. Prior to launch, initial procedures
for this repair job were validated by backup Science Pilot
Don Lind, and later verified by Skylab IV Commanjer Jerry
Carr as well as Pilot Bill Pogue . Cenerally the procedures
will be accomplished in the following order. One, weighing
of the Command Module Locker containing the replacement
C00LAN0L tank; 2, remove the panel in the structural transition
section where the C00LAN0L lines are located; 3, install
saddle valves; 4, make leak checks; 5, connect the 60 foot
water service hose to the workshop gaseous nitrogen supply
- this furnishes pressure to force COOLANOL from the replace-
ment tank; 6, make another leak check; 7, penetrate COOLANOL
lines; 8, make another leak check. If all goes well, this
will be the fifth major repair job in the three Skylab mis-
sions. The parasol and the solar wing deployment on the
first nission and the twin boom and the gyro six pack installa-
tion on the Skylab III mission. This work on the coolant
system is planned to begin sometime shortly after 19:00 hours
Greenwich mean tine, or 20 minutes or more from now. We're
21 minutes away now from reacquiring Skylab IV. And at 18
hours 40 minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control,
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 19 hours
Greenwich mean time. Standing by now for r e a cq u i s i t i on of
Skylab IV throug h Carnarvon,

PLT Houston, Skylab.
cc G ° ahead Skylab. We're listening. Co

ahead Skylab. We're listening.
PLT Roger. OWS systems hands up Reference

page 17-6 (?), not keeping 83 (garble). I' a on step 2 and
my condensate (garble) is less than 3.0, which requires a
condensate system dump. Would - I'd like to know what the
precise nomenclature of that task is. The condensate system
dump that is referenced there. Which one of the dumps is it?
Is it the holding tank dump?

CC Roger. Stand hy, please.
PLT It reads (?) 12.8 on the delta-V. That's

why (garble) I'm going to do that task.
cc Okay Bill. 2.8 is good enough in our

present configurations. Press on as if It were (garble) and 3
PLT Thank you.
cc And ve appreciate your call on it.
?LT All right. Thanks for that word, too.

Can save me a lot of time.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. About 2 minutes

remaining on this pass over Honeysuckle.
cc Skylab this is Houston in the blind. (?) 1minute to LOS . Next station contact in 7 ninuti-s through

Cuam at 19:15 Zulu, and for the PLT, when you take the readings
on the coolanol tank, if you have not already done so, we'd
like to get a set of five readings from alf six decimal
places . Out

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 19 hours 11
minutes Greenwich mean tine. Loss of signal now at Honey-
suckle. Next station to acquire, Guam, in approximately
5 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston in 19 hours 15
minutes Greenwich acn. t irre in less than a ninute away now
from acquisition of Skylab through Guam.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Guam for
2-1/2 minutes for the CDR. Over.

CDR Come in Houston.
CC Okay, Jerry. Since you're going to take a

little five out here to operate the TV camera, we'd like to ask
you to go one step further and gives us sort of a running
commentary on the operation, either live or on the VTR as you
go along, if you would, please. And for Bill, if you've not
already performed the first Coolanoling, when you do so and when
you do the second one also, we'd like to get a set of five read-
ings recorded to all six digits. Over.
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PLT Say again where you do want the readings?
CC Ro|;er . When ..e reats - when he weighs ic

on the BMMD , wi'd like to Ret five sets, or five readings per

each set, one before, one after, and record all six digits of

the readout on the BMMI) please. Over.
PLT Okay Bruce . Will do.
CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 8 minutes through Hawaii at 19:25.
And a request for commentary from the CDR was not intended
to be one that would tit him down cue whole tin<-, you know.
But just keep us posted periodically on how things are coming
so we don't have to interrupt Bill. Over.

CDR Okay Bruce. And when 1 removed the Par-
tial Pressure Oxyp.en Cistern, number 2 , I noticed a piece of

rather crystaline- looking white material, and I tasted it, and
it's very salty. It's rif;ht on the end of the sensors. it's on
the outboard side. And I was wondering if you want me to save
that crystal and bring it back.

CC Save it for now. We're just about LOS.
And we'll catch you over Hawaii.

CDR Okay. Also sensor number 2 can be inserted
in R, but you can't rotate it to I. .

CC Ro>'er. We're aware of that cond' t ion.

You can just stick it back in the hole there and leave it.

It'll work f ine .

CDR Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 19 hours 20

minutes Creenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with Skylab
IV through Guam. Next station acquisition will be with
Hawaii in 6 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPK
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19 hour*"* 25 m s r I***
13

^
k y lah Control, Houston at19 hours 25 ninutes Greenwich mean tinr. SkyUfa IV less than

'n he r

3

T
ay

?°
W fr ° B ^W;,ii ac 1^»i-lon. The firs s e

iocKer 7A, which contains the Coolanol rank. This wi'ldone with the bo.iy n , ss m casurenent device, one o I e two

for ^Lutes. Over
Skylab

' ^ H ° USt ° n thr ° U * h Hawa"
r .

SP
y,

(garble), Houston. This is the SPT
» on the vent activations on the botton of ? age 1-1.

'

ictiv tinn ^
a>

'.'
Ve COpy

"
You '

r * finishing upactivation, Ed, and you're at the botton of vnnt, 4-1?

ert iciiv.tfnn >

Bruce. I've jurt started theer.t activation. And I'm on the bottom nf i_]
CC
cc

to LOS. Next

Okay, we copy. Thank you.
Skylab, this is Houston. One minute

19:37 Out?
COnt3Ct U 8 ~ U2 EinUteS throu^ Gold-

utes £eenwlch mean ull^ skv fib
* l/™* '

^
'

19 h ° UrS 31

with Hiuii i ? I
Skylab l\ now out of station ranre

utes P,J((.,
Skylab Control, Houston; 19 hours 37 Bin -

^Lr;r;:;:;;;0 !;:;; ne
sundiaK b - n~ f - ^ -

oCeit
contact and couldn't get back to you

SPT Houston, no, that was the SPT T
•

tive
-

Ed. We want that particular
CC

losed. Over.
SPT Okay, thank you, Bruce.

S p T
That's the panel 625 LBNP vacuum vent valve

nn C „ • .
8 *

1 undcrst "<l that. He told c>e to
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(;<: Negative Kd, that l^vus it closed.
CDR Houston, CI)K.
CC (;o ahead

, Jerry.
CUR Okay, got a nont-ncl.it.ure problem. I'm

on pap.e 4-6 of the activation list.
cc Stand by just a second.
CC Go ahead, pleas* .

c:)R Okay, step 2 says remove MOL SIEVE Bravo
C02 inlet, and in parentheses says blue 203 PM < ?) . I t '

:A blue
205 PM on Mol Sieve B. On Mo 1 Sieve A it's 203 . I'm
vonderinp. which one I ought to do, A or B?

cc Okay, if you look further down the page
on block 4 I think it repeats this for panel 203 Mol Sieve A
and the words that I believe I'm hearine here is it should
r»ad 205 , and go with B

.

.

CDR Okay, that's whit I thought it was supposed
to be, tUanl.o .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS. Next station conta-t in 2-1/2 minutes through Corpus
Christi. Out.

PA0 Skvlab Control Houston. \'i hours U<\ minutes
Greenwich mean time. Standing by now for r eacqu i s i ti on of
Skylab IV through Texas.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
Christi, Mertitt Island, nd Bermuda for 12 minutes. Out.

END OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours 51
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV continuing on this
stateside pass with about 5-1/2 minutes remaining over Ber-
muda.

CC Skylnb tills is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Nix', station contact in 9-1/2 minutes through Ascension at
20:05. Out.

CDR Still then 1

, Bruce?
CC Go ahead, Jerry, for about another 40

seconds .

CDR Okay. On that mol sieve B on the blue,
one of the 0-rings was missing. Do v > neec to put a replace-
ment in or can it make it without it?

CC We brought up four spare 0- rings in the
utility bag in U - 1 in the Command Module, Jerry.

CDR Okay. I'll go get one.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 19

hours 57 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skyiab IV now out of
station contact with Bermuda. The next station to atquire
Skylab IV will be Ascension in approx int e ly 8 minutes. Mean-
while the crew of Jerry Carr, F.d Gib = >:n, Bill Pogue, are
pressing ahead in their various flight plan procedures for
today. And after, in the case of Bill Pogue, after weighing
the C00LAN0L Locker, he will attach an adapter to the nitrogen
line on Panel 500 in the Workshop, to which he will hook the
60-foot-lonft onboard Water Servicing Hose. The hose will
carry the gaseous nitrogen at 35 psi Into the COfil.ANOL reser-
vice tank. Next he will complete removal nf the art ess panel
to the STS, us I nr. .i pocket knife. lie will < . r < f -i I 1 y rrn<>/<

the insulation f mm the aflerted COOi.AUtil, lines. Mem .t < \> i

placement of a saddle (?) valve on the primary coolant 1 < m , .j

then another valve on the secondary line. (ly us i fin a 1 e i>

meter on a 3- /on I- I ori« hose, he will make a check to determine
the integrity of the fitting on the line. The saddle (?) valv
will be placed atop the C001.AN0L line. The llr.. has a punctur
mechanism to pierce - the valve has a puncture mc tanisn to

pierce the line and a qu

I

ck-6 1 sc onnec t fixture through which t

C00IAN0L will flow. The saddle valve, Y-shaped, weighs less
than a h a

1

f a pound and is J inches and about 2-1/4 inche-
wide. The mechanists which punctures the line consists of a

stainless steel cap and the punch mad* of csrpenur 1

< r, 1 1 e 1 .

Puncture of the line Is accomplished by t h uml- - t v i s i 1 ng the
slots on one arm of the Y-valve. This pressure is Biif(i<-jt ,t

to pierce the stainless steel coolant pipes and permit the flo
of replacement C00LA ^>L into the lines through the other arm
of the Y-shaped valve. Plans are to pump sufficient UOOI.ANOl.
into the system to a point where the pressure within the
svstem reads 19 to ?l psi. After completing the work ..n tin.-
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primary system and assuring th,u there are no leaks and thatthe pressure within the system is between 19 and 21 ps i

,

Pilot Po-ue will proceed to work on the secondary loop.' Whencomplete, he will again weigh the stowage locker and replace-ment tank to assess how much C00LAN0L was pumped into the
two systems. Since occupation of the Workshop, the secondaryloop has stabilized at about 20 psi. Nornal pressure with-
in the system is about 25 psi. We're at 20 hours Greenwich
nean tire. About 5 minutes away now f r on reacquiring SkylabU over Ascension. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 20 hours U
minutes Greenwich mean time. About 1 minute away now fromreacquiring the Skylab space station over Ascension.

,
CC\ Skylab this is Houston through /scension

tor 3-1/2 minutes-. We'll be dumping your data voice tape
recorder next site over Carnarvon. Out.

CC Skylab this Houston. A minute and a half
to LOS. Next station contact In 26-1/2 minutes through C ir-narvon at 20:35. We'd just HK- to remind you about th t . N, lZ
updatt- we have scheduled for 20:41, „ t 20 : 4 I , just f t « r hu

"

at Carnarvon. And if Jerry has a Kccomi, naybe you could , lVl -

us some idea of how the PLT is progressing through the COOhANOLservicing procedure. Over.

^l 1 ok * v
- I'll get the NuZ update. Jerry willbe with you in just a minute. '

cc Roger. Thank you Ed.
PLT Brute, I'm at a break b*ro. I have ill theequipment and everything in the station no* . I've weighed theC00LAN0L, have the servicing hose ready, and Jerry and I aregetting ready to start on it now.

Okay. Did you put the weights on Channel Arecording.
fl-T That's affirm.
cc Roger , thank you.

An(* J"st for your information, Bill
hill, ntrc, trie prtissurc

rls-,l't IUiw In ruitnlnj; about 16 ps I

1'IT Kouer. 1*. <upy.
<X Roger.

Carnarvon.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; at 20 hours,U minutes (.reenwich mean lino, Skylab IV now out « at ioncontact with Ascension. That i

n

, we heard at the close of thatpass, Pilot Bill Pogue advising'Cap Conn Bruce McCandless thathe had all th- equipment in place and was ready to stirt 'e

H^
l

;rwL|
rT lr J ° b#

,

Wt'' rC U mlnuU>8 ''<>* reacquiringthe Skylab Space station. Next acquisition will be over

s'CITtuT'
T
V
Cnty ,,m,rS, 12 mlnulc * Greenwich mean time this IsSkylab Control, II oust on.

KNI) OF TAPfc
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20:49. Out.

through Gu.„. £k ;i ab llptl" "io"

END OP TAPE
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CC Skylab this is Houston through Guam
for 10 minutes .Out.

PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead Skylab, we're listening.
PLT Yeah, Bruce, I'm just getting ready to

start in on the primary Coolsnol and start giving
reference to this s e r vi c in gumb i 1 i c al s . An d I have doubts
about the procedure on page 17-7. 1 was wondering if the
purpose of that service was to get a vacuum in that line,
bleed that line down, that water servicing hose. And the
procedure on page 17-7 - nowhere had you turned the v»lve
closed on the servicing hose. Now I don 1

t know maybe there are
check valves in there. It's not required-, b.ut in starting the

procedure on the primary Coolanol loop on page 9-62 had
you verified that valve on the water servicing hose closed.
Now should 1 have closed the valve on the water se: "cing
hose when I exposed it to the vacuum during thi {»' -ordure
on p age i 7-6 , 17-7?

CC Standby.
PLT The reason I'm asking th. • \i ' on Is

on page 17-7 it looks like the procedure has beo .-. if led.
There's a reference to sorre tape that appears nowhere else in the
procedure, and I thought maybe they might have left a line
out there.

CC PLT, Houston. The intent here is merely
to get the water out of the interior of the hose, since you're
going to be using it for gas p re ss ur i z at ion on the backside
of the RCS bottleand we're going to fill the whole thing
up with nitrogen at 35 PSI very shortly anyway. The
significance of the neutral tape is that we put that tape
on the umbilical after it was serviced with water to Indicate
the fact that it was serviced with water and you can go
ahead and Just close that valve instead of verifing it

closed. Ove r

.

PLT Okay, that take6 a load off my nind. , 1

had to ask.
CC No, by all means ask. That's what w'tv

down lie re for.
CC And PLT, Houston, we wonder, Just so wo

all stay in sync here, whether you could tell us what step
you're accomplishing now on the procedure. Over.

PLT Bruce, I'm on page 9-62 anJ I'm working
nt the 35 PSI reg position. Panel 500.

CC Okay, Bill, we're locMng at the VTR time
down here right now, and it doesn't appeat that you've recorded
anything o date. Have you been intending to? Per check-
list? Over.
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PLT Well the thingis - the way the

procedure 1b written, you start and then you stop and go

down and get all this other stuff ready. So 1 got everything
rc-ady laid out there, and right now I'm in the process of

stringing this hose, which sort of breaks right into the

middle of the procedure.
CC Okay, do you have the saddle valve on

yet?
PLT No, I'm waiting on that. I - that's sort

a simple thing to do and I was going to have everything
ready and then do it all in one sequence, serially.

CC Okay, beautiful, yeah we understand what
you're doing now. Thank you very much.

PLT Alright.
CC And we have 1 minute to LOS; next station

contact in 16-1/2 minutes through Goldstone at 21:15. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal
through tracking station at Guam island. Snext station in

15 minutes will be Goldstone and a stateside pass. However
the Apollo/Soyuz status briefing is beginning momentarily
in the Houston news room with Manager- Technical Director
Clynn Lunney. We'll record any air to ground from Skylab IV

for delayed playback at the conclusion of the briefing.
Skylab Control out.

END OK i APE
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I'AO This Is Skylab Control; 22:07 Greenwich
wean tine. 8 minutes away from acquisition at Carnarvon, brie
pass across Carnarvon at a three degree angle, likewise at
Guam, very low final pass of those two station. Upcoming
prior to Carnarvon, we'll playback the stateside pass that
was made during the ASTP briefing in the Houston News room
Ue'll roll that tape at this time and go live for Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone,
Corpus Christi and Bermuda for 17 minutes, over.

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead SPT, over.
SPT First, I'n ready for that Houskeeping 60G

,

if you like. 131 and 102 are configured and standiag by for
your caution and warning signal 1 and crew alert.

CC Okay, it's on its way Ed.
CC SPT, Houston, has it gotten to you yet?
SPT Roger, Bruce, I read you loud and clear.
CC Roger, we hear in the background.
CC And for your information ve will have

islon conmencinp. over Corpus Christi here in aboutlive
30 seconds so if you want take that into account we ca
pick up son

SPT
procedure .

free time that isn't going on the VTR, over.
Bruce, I have a question for you on that

SPT
Fire away.
Where it says give test count that

tr.mscr ipt 1 Inpl ies that I give the test count, is
CC
SPT

p, v e the test count
noi hear ne,

CC
SPT

number 2?

That's correct, you give it Ed.
Okay, Bill was at 131 a <\ was at 102 and
and he did not come through or he could

Roger we copy that.
Do you want to try the same thin?; on

CC
CC

reset

S t and by, please.
SPT, this is Houston, we're going to

crew alert and we're going to send it to you >i^ain.
This should ; fact tie both channels together,
sent so we'll through the procedure once more.

SPT So an I to understand that I ha
intercom is that affirm?

CC That's affirmative.
SPT Okay.
CC SPT, Houston we've reset, we're

to send it again, over.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Mark.
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SPT, Houston any Joy? Over.
SPT Okay, Brucfi when I gave the test count

on S131 It cane through very faintly at 102, the reverse
direction, they couldn't hear it at all. That's going from
102 to 131. Right now, they're kind of busy with the DB
and nay be we can persue this at a later time.

cc Wilco, we'll do that and I know that if
we could over a station sometime in the future, maybe do the
30 minute leak check we'd lUe to get the CDR to do a RCS
quad A to PSM pressure equalization.

SPT Okay, Bruce.
cc And Ed, we're resetting the crew alert relay,

we'll reschedule the test at a later tine.
cc SPT, Houston in checking out the circuit

through here, the crew alert warning test requires tSat you
not hit the master alarm reset prior to conduct the voice
check between the 2 inlercomra boxes since doing that
releases the call relay. We wonder if perhaps this is the
problem in the procedure, over.

SPT That's negative, Bruce, we have had that
in our ears for the full duration of all the attempts, that's
not the problem.

cc Okay, thank you, we'll proceed to look
into it a little fur ther

.

srT Okay, Bruce if you are wondering me where
I am in there check out I'm on page 1-7 and I had to go through
the percent 02 C02 taleranus adjust several times in order to get
then In there.

cc You say that's 1-7 medical activation?
SPT Affirm.
cc Roger , thank you

.

SPT 1 final got the values of 15.04 and
54.5.

cc Okay, we have about 30 seconds here to
LOS, next station contact in 44 minutes through Carn.ivon at
22:15, out

.

SPT Video recording is In progress now, Bruce
ami Bill has Just finished scraping the insulation off thf
line.

cc Okay, we show about 8 minutes of time
on the video tape recorder now, thank you.

PA0 That completes playback of the stateside
air to ground recorded during the ASTP press briefing.
30second« away from acquisition Carnarvon and hopefully
we'll hav« comments from Bill Pogue on how he is progressing
in the cooJant loop servicing, standing by -

C( - - - (garble) for 6 minutes, over.
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SPT Say Bruce in the (garble) activation

END OK TAPE
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PAO Standing by.
rr For 6 minutes. Over.

epx Okay! Bruce, here's the < R ,rble) activation

„,,e 1-10. Sao into a bit of a .»«. The procedure vas to ta,.e

f l' ^milliliter setti.,8 on the calibrated punp, ajust 5 t loes

b
ab^^^::;riJ^L:^L

h
^'i'c:ndT„u nr: ^T-d; >

rer'or;:t

;;:.{.: ir-vi-Mt-n irs: Mi?

the problen. , ..
'

rc Okay, we copy EJ, stand by.

cc And where is ti.e PIT in his Coolanol

servicing proc edur e

T^^ ^ the fif3l phase , he .

s

C ot the' saddle valve clanpvd on, and has jot the "'^^^
treasure on and out for the 30 minute lea* test. » "

IT.! minutes to B o and that leak test wi be up

rf Okay, while ve're waiting could v*. A el

vou to run up to the con-and nodule and do the ICS A propeliant

to PSM equalization procedure for S4-19. the systems chec*-

ilSt
'cDR

Ver
' Veah, this would be a good tine.

cc 'We'll be watch in;,.
~

And pLT , if you do have a second here

since you're in the niddle of the leak check, we dumped the

ape last pass over Carnarvon and have not found awy vou

r . reading for the Coolanol package. Did you say

t n o or you'd just written them down? Over,
you put tn.n on th.r.^or yo

t
-nen on , tlie little ?)

reen 1 i e h t

cane on but 1 have them rip.ht here, let me read them to sou.

cc Okay, we're listening.

rr And for your info, we have V, minute*

consuned on the VTR. You have K minutes «P«^J ^How^''
pi t Ro-or. And the numbers are as , o 1 ow s

.

531068. 5509 13. 551 201, 550986, 5 5 105 3 5 5 101* .
3*

1 7
I

3
rr okav, thank you Bill, we copy tl.nt.

One n"ute to LOS . Next station contact i j 10- 1/ 2 .1 out*,

through Qi.m at 22:30 Zulu. And we're working on Ed s

problem here. ^ ^ ^ U) ^ and

S ee whether the XL - XL san-pie valve should be opened j»

closed I believe the checklist has it closed, and t.iat

doesn't lake .en... And l'n also going to g o up the line
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looking at the n 1 - -

cc Break, break.
SPT (Carble)

,

CC Break, break. On panel 620, the nitrogen
supply valve, the N2 supply valve should be open, would youverify that please?

SPT That's verified. Both valves on 620
a r e o p e n .

; PT Also the gas supply valve on 6 22 is open.
CC Roger, we copy Ed.
SPT U strikes me that the few times that 1 havenot felt any of the air coming out of the Insulation port.
CC Okay, we copy, Ed. Hold off please

until Guam in 8 minutes. We'll get to you there
SPT Okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through Carnarvon. Se,en minutes to reacquis I 1 1 on at
trackinf; station Guam. Skylab IV, Pilot Bill Pogue reported
that he was into the nitrogen leak test of the saddle valve asit's clanped over the coolant tube which is about 5/16 inch
in diameter, made of stainless steel, and prior to puncturinp
the hole with the screw in puncturinp. device he's making a leakcheck of the clamp itself, using nitrogen. In about 7 minutes
remaining as he mentioned in this 30 minute test. We'll
leave the line up live during this gap between Carnarvon
and Guan. Standing by at 22 : 22 , 22:2 3 , Greenwich mean ti-ne
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam

for 3-1/2 minutes for the SPT. Over.
CDR He'll be right with you, Bruce. I've

run the 30-mtnute check on the saddle valves - here's what

happened. I pressurized it with nitrogen, closed off the

test port valve and I had -34 PS1 is what it pressurized to.

But after I turned off the test valve it immediately dropped

to about 33 and stabilized. And now it's reading about
30-1/2, which is about 2-1/2 PSI drop in 35 minutes. It's

just a little beyond the criteria on the check list.

CC Okay we copy Bill, stand by a moment

here.
SPT Okay, Bruce, SPT up, ready t* go.

CC Okay, we got a grand total of 4 valves

in a series, You've checked the one on 620 and the 622

pneumatic valve, panel 22 5., up in the airlock module. OWS

S2 supply valve needs to be full open. Panel 500, whfch -s

the water p re ss ur i z a t ion control panel, has an ESS M171
valve which also neevU to be wide open. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce, let me go on up and check

the other two*
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, one minute

until LOS. Next station contact in 19 minutes through
Goidstone at 22:51, where we are dumping the data/ voice tape

recorder.
SPT Roger.
SPT Okay, Bruce, the one down in 500 was

closed and I opened it up and I'll give her another try.

CC Mighty fine, Ed, and for the PLT , you'd

better hold where you are J.n the servicing procedure. We'll

talk you to over Goidstone after we kick this around. Over.

PLT Roger.
CC And just for curiosity, we're looking

at the gage down here, and do you feel like 30-1/2 is a good
reading on ;he thing? Over.

SPT No, it looks like it's about 30.

CC Okay, we copy. Thank you very much. Vw'll
talk to you over Goidstone.

SPT Roger.
PA0 Thif- is Skylab Control, LOS Guam, for the

final time today, 16 minutes to acquisition at Goidstone.
Bill Pogiu- has run the leak check, or pressure check, on the

saddle valve, pressurized it with nitrogen up to 34 pounds
per square inch which was the spec value. It dropped - when
he took the pressure off the supply it dropped to 33 pounds,

and then leaked down to 30-1/2 pounds over a 35-minute period.
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The people here In che Control Room are looking at poasiblmeans of getting a higher prcasure Integrity where it willhold the U pounds without any leakage. The puncture in tline has not been made at this time. This is a rheek ofthe valve body itself and its attachment to the tubing.
15 minutes to Goldstone, at 22:35, this is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thla is Skylab Control. 22:50 Greenwich
mean tine, 50 seconds away from acquisition at Go Ids Tone for
stateside paac. Meanwhile, here in the control room, various
engineers and Flight Control people that have had their
heads together to cone up with suggestions to Bill Pogue on
how he might get around the problem he's encountered in the
depredation of pressure in the saddle valve for the coolant
injection system in servicing the prinary coolant loop. The
suggestions will be passed up by Spacecraft Communicator
Bruce McCand less.

CC - through Goldstone and Corpus Christ!
for 14-1/2 minutes. Dumping a data/voice t?.pe recorder and
standing by for the P!.T, We have a couple of things for you
here. First off we'd like to know what the pressure reading
is on the leak test unit now. Over.

CC Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston through
Goldstone and Corpus Christi for 14 minutes, dunplng the
data voice tape recorder and standing by for the PLT. Over.

PLT All right, Bruce, how do you read?
CC Oksy, loud and clear, Bill, we got a

couple of thlngj for you to do. First off, though, we'd like to
find out what the pressure is in the leak teat assembly now.
Over.

PLT Stand by.
CDR Hey, Bruce, did we just pass over a large

low-pressure area?
CC You must have, cause that leak test isn't

going very well, but we'll check a little further.
CDR (Laughter). No, what I'm saying, Bruce,

is there's a huge - what looks to be a low-pressure area. We
passed over it (.bout 1 minute ago. It - right in the middle
of it it's got a hupe swirl of clouds and then around t h e outside
is a great big wide moat of rather scattered - to - broken
clouds. And encircling - encircling the whole thing is a very
very large ban of strato - it looks like Juat strata - stratocuraulu
there's probably a pretty healthy cirrus layer ovi-r the top.

CC Roger, we copy. We'll get ahold of
our weather people and check it out for you.

PIT And, Bruce, that pressure is down to 25 now.
CC Okay, what we would like you do is the

following; verify that the red bleed valve knob on the leak
test assembly is securely closed. And then disconnect the -

Why don't you do that now. If it moves s i gn 1 f i c a n 1 1 ly we may
have a different course of action. Over.

PLT I was able to move it Just a little bit,
not ouch. I had closed it.

CC You said you had closed it? Over.
PLT Yes. I had closed it in the checklist when it

came up. I was able to get Just a sort of a squeeze out of
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PLT Negat ive .

CC Roger, out. And for the SPT, tae data/
voice tape recorder is yours. 1,'e've finished the dump.

KPT Thank you , Bruci .

CC Skylab, thia is Houston. For the
inf ornat ion of the CDR, we show a very- low-prr saure area off
the west coast of Oregon and Washington State. And our indie
tiona are approximat Ley 40 knots of wind associated with it.
Right off the top, we don't have any further details on it.

CDR Roger, Bruce, wish I'd had a camera
loaded and ready to go. It was a pretty spectacular looking
pattern.

cc We'll pick it up with the handheld photos
as options tonorrov and then on we can cover. And for the
PLT, we'd like to know how you're coming on the leak check o*
the leak check assenbly. Over.

CC Okay, a minute and 10 seconds until
LOS. Next station contact in 11 minutes through the Vanguard
in port; at 23:16, standing by. Over.

CC And the flight plans are onboard. Out.
PAO This U Skylab Control, loss of signal

throuph the Texas tracking station - tracking ship Vanguard i

9 minutes. Skylab IV Pilot Bill Pop.ue s» 1 1 1 1 attempting to
sort out the source of the leak on the leak check equipment
for the coolant servicing saddle valve. The ground suggested
that he disconnect the hose of the leak check fi.julpm'nt 'to se
if perhaps r e

- p r e s s u r i z i np it night determine the source of
leakage beinp, in the hose or the gauge itself rather than
in the saddle valve. Also it was suggested that he scrape tn
insulation from an additional length of the tubing in the coo
coolant system adjecent to the present saddle valve. And
perhaps at a later time, if the other measures do not isolate
the source of the leak, another saddle valve can be attached.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson has changed hi.4 estimate of
when he will be availabe for a ch a n ge - o f - s h i f t briefing from
6 p. -i. to 7 p.m. or later Central tine. Eight minutes to
acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard. At 23:08 Greenwich
mean tine, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 23:15 Greenwich
mean tine; 50 seconds to acquisition at tracking ship
Vann.uard. We are sure that this; station pass will learn whether
ir not the source of the leak or pressure drop is in the
test equipment itself, rather than in the valve. Likely
it the pressure does drop in hose and valve assembly that's
used in the pressure test that would prove that the valve
itself is airtight and fluldti£ht. Spacestatlon Skylab is
now starting revolution 2,754.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through tiie

Vanpuard for 9-1/2 minutes. Over.
SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Skylab, this is Houston back with you

a^ain, I believe we got a drop out there. Co ahead Ed.
SPT Bruce, have a 2 ps i drop here in 3.1 minutes

with the 34-32 and still waiting for that 30 minute check.
CC CDR, this is Houston, while we working

with this other matter can you tell us if you finish you
activation checklist, over.

CDR I should be done in abc--t 15 minutes,
I'n in the quiescent configuration check right now.

CC Okay but the CO sampling, the SLP transfer

.

PPOZ filter and the filter replacnent are all complete?

CUR That's affirmative, 1 put it on tape.
The CO sampling, it looks like the picture, the color of tin
salts inside the tube w°re already above zero before I ev«r took
a sanple and then when I took, the sample 1 saw no appreciable
difference.

CC Okay, thank you Jerry, we've seen tjat
on previous missions and preliminary interpretation is that
t lie re's no CO in the air.

1'I.T Say Bruce 1 have another inspection cleared
on the front (garble) line for the installation if another saddle
valve if it becomes necessary.

CC Okay, ^e copy, but staad by please Bill.
PLT Hog. I won't do anything.
SPT Houston, the SPT is finished with the

(garble) activation.
CC Okay , thank you Ed .

CC PL%, this it Houston, over.
PLT Yo.
CC Roger, could we get another reading on

your leak test setup to confirm that it's still coming
down , over

.

PLT Yeah, I did Bruce and that's 27 minutes.
The reading is 31-1/2 so it's dropped 2 and a half so far.

CC Okay, here is what we'd- like. you to
do. You can break down that setup and proceed as though
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the first saddle valv e had passed the leak check and go on
into the llquld-ler'; check and we'll see you over Tananarive
with the coolant valve from the tank etill open, holding pressure
on the liquid on the saddle valve. But do not proceed Into
the line piercing step of the checklist.

PL! Roger, understand.
CC So you'll talk this ever Tananarive, of

course now if you see leakige or something go ahead and
shut the pressure off on the unit as it says on tie caution
note.

PI.T Roger.
CC And we're -

PLT I will not pierce.
CC And we're a minute and a half from LOS,

next station conract is in 16-1/2 minute over Tananarive at
23:41 and we should have good coinn through Tananarive, out.

CC CDR, Houston we're seeing sone anoiainal
behavior on fuel cell 3. If you get a master caution and
warning from the command module, we suggest you close the
Main A ilain B, BUS CON'Nr.CT. circuit breakers, two of then on
panel 50, ever.

CDR Okay thanks Bruce.
CC And we've had to do rhis on previous

missions on the Skylab series.
PAO This is Skylab Control; loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard; 14 minutes untill acquisition
at voice relay station at Tananarive In the Malagasy Republic.
A low pass of 4 degrees slonp, the edge of Tananarive. It

is assumed now that the saddle valve Bill Pogue attached to
the ccoiiny line is indeed intact and has good pressure integrity
because the test rig leaked at the sane rate all by itself
than it did when It was attached to the valve earlier.
Popue h:is been asked fo proceed with the fluid check on ths
valve but not to piene the line to allow fluid to flow
into the cooling sysr.en until Mission Control hay him over
a station and agrees that it's the proper t h 1 n p to do.
Hopefully the fluid check will have been acconplished by
the Tanenarive station. We'll be back then at 13 minutes.
M 23:27 Greenwich mean tine. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 23:41
Greenwich ne an tine. Acquisition in 50 seconds through
the station at Tananarive. To recap briefly the situation
with the coolant loop servicing, it has been fairly well
determined that the leak during the pressure check observed
by PLT Bill Pogue was apparently in the test rig itself for
checking pressure, which is a short length of metal-covered
hose with a pressure gauge in it and quick-disconnect
fittings on each end when attached t -> the saddle valve that's
been clamped to one of the -

CC -seconds to LOS. Next station contact
in 48 minutes through Goldstone at 00:31 (garble). Your reminder
of NuZ update at 23:48 Zulu. Outer glmbal angle, plus 0350.
And for the PLT, how goes your leak check? Over.

CC PLT
, Houston, how's the liquid

leak check going? Over.
CC Skylab, this is Houston for the PLT In

the blind on your leak check. If it is leaking, back off on
the procedure, install the second saddle valve in a new
location, make a new liquid leak check, and if so, go ahead.
But do not break down the configuration until affr you
have checked with us per page 9-65. If it is not leaking,
go ahead. Over.

PLT I don't take that information to do the
pene t r a t ion , do 1 1

CC If it is not leaking, you do have
permission to penetrate it. Do not break the setup down
until after you've checked back with us per the verbal
instructions on 9-65. Over.

PLT Roger, it's looking good.
CC Beautiful, press on.
SPT Say, Bruce, this is the SPT.
CC Bi 1 1-

SPT This is sone more information on the
battery changeout -

CC Break, Break, Break, Break. Bill,
you've got Cool an ol pressure on it now, is that co r rec t

?

CC PLT, Houston, you've got Cool an o 1

on the saddle valve now, is that correct?
PLT That's affirm, Bruce, and it' s not

leaking

.

CC Okay, go ahead. And go ahead. Ed.
SPT (garble) battery changeout - 1 could

not find thu procedure anywhere, although it looks straight-
forward and I could not find the batteries inthe F510.

CC Okay, let us check on that.
CC It'll probably be Goldstone before we
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S p T We'll check. In the Command Module for

them
"

cc okay, you transferred them yesterday. They

should be in the battery bag that you transfered. Over.

S PT Okav, we'll check both places.

cc And' if you copy, SuZ 2348, outer global

0 plus 0350 suggested. Over.

S1. T We copy, understand 0350 plus.

cc Okay, that was from AA to F510 Golf for

the b at te r y b ag.

S p T Okay, we'll chock it.

cc Okay, SPT, we aren't finding any

procedures. We think it's fairly straight forward like you

men t ion e d

.

SPT Okay.

r
. A0 This is Skylab Control, lose of signal

through Tananarive. Apparently the liquid checks on the

saddle valve were successful, and Bill Pogue was given a

GO to go ahead and pierce the line for start of injecting

Coolanol into the cooling loop. The saddle valve is sort

of a V-shaped valve vit> 2 legs on it, one of which has a

quick-disconnect tor fill hosefrom the tank of Coolanol.

The other leg has a thumbs crew- I ike device with a carpenter s

punch adapted to allow the line to be r ierctd, the 5/6
inch diameter stainless steel tubing carrying the cooling

through the cooling system, by twisting the punch that

screws down an u pierces a hole. Then it's backed out, the

cooling fluid is fed in through the other leg of the vee to

RO in through the hole made by the pun:h in the opposite

leg of the V-shaped valve. Earlier, a pressure test using

nitrogen was made of the valve. The test rig consists ct

a short length of hose with quick disconnect fittings on each

end and a valve with a gauge attached that shows the pressure

in the line and in the valve, th*t is the saddle valve on

the Coolanol line. However the leak break was the same

while attached to saddle valve or hy itself. Ihe source

of the leak of about 2 pounds in a half-hour in both cases

ha, been Isolated to the test rig. Therefore t was decided

that anv test on other valves attached to the line would be

invalid' also because of this built-in leak. Pogue proceeded

to check the Coolanol fluid to .ee - a visual chec* to see

if there were any leaks of the Coolanol coning out around the

quick disconnect, or the plumbing between the tank carrying

the Coolanol and the attach pnint. He saw no evidence

of leak and at Tananarive he was given a go to proceed

with piercing the line and injecting the Coolanol into the

cooling system. 41 minutes to Coldstone, next station at 2 3:50
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Greenwich toe an time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thla is Skylab Control at 00»30 Greenwich

mean tine as spac* station Skylab cane over the hill at

Coldstone, the telementry showed the pump Inlet pressure on

tlie primary system at 27.2 pounds.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone

for 4-1/2 minutes for the PLT, over.
PLT Got you Bruce, go.

CC Okay, we're looking at your pump inlet

pressure and in the primary loop it looks good to us. if you

have disconnected fro» the saddle valve and have inotai

the two caps and the valve, you go to start on step 10 which

is the pu»p check. We'd like you to do it during this pass so

that we can watch and you can check the leaks and you can

br^ak the rest of the gesr down after supper, over.

PLT Okay, 1 stopped at that place where you

told us to hold, Just before the step that said disconnect
saddle valve service hose from clank coolani outlet QD

Install caps on end of hose, that's where 1 pick it up.

CC Go ahead and pick up with step 10 right

now with the coolant loop inventer switch, over.

PLT Okay.
CC Okay, we're showing DELTA Phi across the

punp oi' about 65 psi and pump running, Bill.

PLT Rog, and I'n checking tin- saddle valve

again, but boy, I've been watching it for 4 5 minutes and It's

looking pretty clean.
CC I imagine you've almost p,ot a spit-shine on

it by now

.

PLT Ycaii, I kept inagining that I saw

drops, it's very funny. Okay now I don't see any leaks, you

want me to pa38 on with this second bullet here at this

none - Oh I wait for 5 minutes, I see.

CC Okay, Bill go ahead and get us under

the two-pump configuration here, we've got a minute and

a half to LOS.
PLT Okay.
CC One minute to LOS, next station contact

through the Vanguard in 17 minutes, we wll 1 dump the

Jala voice tape recorder at 00:53, we're still watching the

loop configuration.
PLT Yean Bruce, I'm really confused here

started step 10 there with 2-BC with the V switch on and

checked for leak, now you want me to g° on primary coolant

leaks in a filter select ON etc?
CC What we want you to do is turn the

inverter off, turn pump C on and turn the inverter back

on so we can get both of then starting up when the inverter

cones on , over

.
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cc Okay, we're watching them now if vou want
to give us a quick leak check, we'll appreciate it.

PLT Looks good.
Okay, Bill we're Roing over to hill,

we 11 like you to watch it for about 5 ainutea and then
turn it off and put the inverter awitch 10 COMMAND per the
checklist and go eat dinner. And as we say in the Navy, BRAVOZulu which is a good show.

. ,

P
i;

T
u

Yeah
'
we're feeling pretty good about it.

A lot better than gas cooking.

J
A°

,

This is Skylab Control; loss of signal
for the final time today through Goldstone Tracking Station-
next station in 15 ninutes will be tracking ship Vanj-uard.
Crew will be at that tine more than likely in a rather
delayed evening meal. Pogue successfully serviced the
cooling loop, enjected the Coolanol fluid and the inlet
pressure on the priaary coolant loop pump, where it hadbeen about lb pounds as they catae over the hill at Goldstone
it showed 2? pounds and when the pump was turned on the
DELTA Phi jumped rapidly up to about 63 pounds when it hadbeen vertuaily 0. And this company favorably to 62 pounds
ot pressure in the pump on the secondary loop. Apparently
there are no leaks around the saddle valve of Coolanol
none that could be seen by Pogue. We'll be back in u'mlnutes
for tracking ship Vanguard. At 38 minutes past midnight
Greenwich aean time, Skylab Control. '

'

END OF TAPE
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'""J* -"J to

\ui\l li «v.nln, »< thl. .1— St.naln, by for

„,.i.ui.. »"»;»
y;^ ;::;:^»» 8„ tJ ( .. .o .1......

rn« BlcV-
hou are you i ' i " tl

. , .„„_
„ Real fin.-. and you guy.? Tli. purple team

,. .1.^,. b. <mh
uf , re „ appy 10 have you . we're ,

si.-;:: r:.\^t.v^:»
,^u-

c*-"^"^-- »™ >

CUMMAN
ciR That's affirm Both counts - that is. ne P .

on the Jenk. and yob, 1 did put in to COMMAND.

,r Okay, thank you.

Cr Skylab, Houston, so we can get on with

our own use of the p ri ry coo 1 an t loop ^^j;'^- on
command pump Bravo on and it will cause

bcard,
S p T okay, I'll run another check.

CC Okay , thank you.

PC Skylab, Houston we still have abou
-a rir.n '

t uon't to keep disturbing
5 minute* here at Vangu a rd Do -on < „ hov fdr

TVnaTo U on the day . transfers and also the SPT on

: L
D

Me
8
n

0t
t food VI an! f e r , houseke e P i n, 60 Pcho And the

reason tor our question is that we r e a li z e h a
t -

J
bit behind this evening, and when we come over Tananarive

we kind of wanted to let you guys know what on th I U

plan this evening was mandatory to be done and what could

lett until tomorrow.
PLT Stand by. Dick.

CC Ok ay . t ,
.

p7, CPK oav* he's - there's nnthin K on he

day transfer. we were bo Ui work I ft* that Coolanol problem.

CC Roger.

p , T And 60 Echo has not been done.
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CC Rc go r , un de rs t and

.

PLX And we're Just curious If w« used the

full 30 minutes for the video tape recorder?
CC Roger, I'm not sure I » »

1>LT We're sort of trying to ration it.

CC Roger. Skyiab, Houston, we show about

S minutes remaining on the VTR,
Okay, thank you. Now, Dick we finished

the sequence and it's all on the recorder.
CC Very good and for your information TM

looks super on the loop so far.

PLT Beautiful.
SPT Houston, this is the SPT, also on housekeeping

60G we did not have a successful c ompletion o f that t est

and we're going to tend to it later. It's a short one and

we can do it anytime tonight.
CC Roger, Ed, thank you.

SPT And the PIT did not do that one

housekeeping thing with the T003 in the head.

CC Roger.
CC Skyiab, Houston we're i minute from l.OS.

Tananarive comes up at 01:17. and one little coram check that

we'd like you guys to do sometime this evening at your

convenience is configure panels 102 and 131. That's the two

SIA's you were testing a while ago, one on channel and one

one channel B. And then have somebody go up to the command

module speaker box , panel 98, and using the call button which

should He the two loops together, make a call and see if

is his voice is heard on both of those speaker boxes.

SPT Roger, understand, ick.

CC Roger and there's no hurry on that. Just

whenever you happen t o be in a good spot for i t.

SPT Roger.
PAO This Is Skyiab ontrol, loss o! signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. Tananarive In 13 minutes.

Flight Director Neil Hutchinson is doffing his headset

preparing to leave the Control Room headed for the Houston

News Room tor a change- o f-s h i f t briefing. He will bring with

hira one ol the tatnous saddle valves used In servicing the

primary cociant loop aboard Skyiab. Some other illustrations

of the work that went on in servicing the coolant loop. The

Tananarive pass and perhaps the following Hawaii pass will be

taped for delayed playback after the press conference. At

01 :0'< Greenwich mean time. Skyiab ontrol.

END O F TAPE
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PAO Till* is Skylab Control; li5b Greenwich
ne an tine and five minutes out of Hawaii tracking station.
Uurinn the Just conpleted chanae of shift brlefin;! by

FliKltt Director Neil Hutchinson. We've had one station pass
the one over Tananarive, this was recorded for playback, we'll
play that tape back now and go live across Hawaii.

CC Skylab Houston Tananarive for 9 minutes.
SPT Hey F)ick, I have a question on the

reution detector photo.
CC Go ahead

.

SPT Just exactly what are tliey looking tor

here? I
' n looking up In the student experiment checklist,

it's really not too clear.
CC Let me nee if I can get an answer for you,
CC Skylab, Houston a couple of things for

you, first of all In answer to Ed's question, the purpose
of the photoj-rapiis for the detector i* to Identity which
detectors are in exactly what locations and in what orientation.
So that when we y,cl the data later, we'll be able to correlate

CC f.kylah, Houston we dropped out for

a tiinute at Tananarive, How do you read?
SPT Loud and clear i)ick, I've yot the word

on the neutron experiment, we can Just go anead and get

location type pictures.
CC Okay, fine, that's correct. Let ne talk

to you a little bit about the rest of the evening. First of
ull let ne tell you a couple of tilings that are mandatory that
you do this evening and a suggestion now you oigiit get a little
ahead on the stowage transfers and then you can let us know,
what your plans are in one of the later passes and how far you've
Cot. First the mandatory item is that first of all in Housekeeping
8 Alfa, we must get at least three of those urine bags processed
this evening for tomorrow. It's not mandatory that we do the
entire procedure. In the day 4 transfer it's mandatory that we
vet the 'U-31 bite board transferred and tuat Item is on pas?e

3- U of the stpwar, e - day U btowav. e procedure you can find that
riost of the way down that page. Now one sup.ftes i ion tuat we
have nl-ht allow you p.uys to work somewhat In par ralel on this
slowar*' transfer in if one person unuld go anead and do paj;es

1-1 and 3-2 and c.et tiie first two disposal bap.s filled u ,i then
lie could handover those two disposal ba'.s to somebody and

tear that pap.e out of the book, then tne otiier p,uy could ;-o

down and to below and ,iut tne stuff up. So why don't you just
let us know what your plans are and later on how far you've
T.ot and then we'll take care of whatever we don't get done
titis evening tomorrow in the next day flight plan.
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SPT Okay, 0 1 e k .

CC Okay, we're ftolnp, LOS hurt; wu'll nee you
at Hawaii at 02:02 and I'll be standing by thorn to i;at your
evenlnB stuu» report,

SPT Okay, so lonj;.

CC And If you still hear us Jerry, when you
went up to Uie command nodule a couple of hours af,o to check
that caution and warning on fuel cell 3, what did you find
then over

.

SPT I wasn't even aware of It, Dick. No one
aa id any - -

CC !top( er.
PAO That concludes playback of the Tananarive

tai<«, we're about n ulnute out of Hawaii at this tine at
which thin station has scheduled the evening status report,
Food, water, sleep, sleep quality, ned ie a t i ons . Standinn
by at 02:01 Creenwlch.

KND OF TAPE
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(t; t» k y 1 ii b , Houston, AOS at Hawaii for

8 Minutes standing by fur tit* evening status report.

CU^ Hello, Dick evening btatus report

followtit Sleeps the CJR; G.5/«x«clU-nti SPT; 6.5/ very

'muiwl PLT; 6.5/excellont. For volune; CDfi; 1 200, SPT»)*0Q;

PIT 2400. Water sjun reading; CUR; 6436; SPT Is 0640; and

the'pLT was 6693. doddy :tass: Ci)R; 6.289, 6.289, 6.290;

SP'U 6.419; 6.419; 6.418; PLT : 6. 248; 6.24/; 6.240. ExercUe:

CD"! Alfa legs; 253000; Next lip.ht is Bravo; Alfa Bravo

anil echo; 10, A, and M. I . Next light is Charlie; Bravo

Charlie, Delta and ( Barble), I< A ,
repetition 5 each; next line

id Echo lower back MA, repetition 10. For the SPT: Alfa,

leg 35 ninutes, 7010; next line is Bravo, Alfa and Bravo,

NA, 4U repetitious. Pl.T: Alfa, leg, U\ - correction 1. 5 tnia-

utes, and one minute for 2240; next line is Bravo, Alia,

NA , and 10 repetitious. Uow are you doing so far?

CC l'n right with you, Jerry go ahead.

CD R Okay, Dedication, CUR: one Bcop/Uex, at

breakfast; SPT; one scop/Dex, at breakfast; PLT; one (garble)

and for b teak fast .

CC Hop.tr.

CDR Stand by a second.
uick, a correction on the PLT, it was two

urin.< the day, one at breakfast and one at supper.

CC Okay .

Okay, now I've got sone g i r t u and blood

laments for you.
Okay ,

<\o a tie ad .

Left calf, thirteen and a quarter. Correction

CDR

p roanp
C
COR

pressure

CDR
that was the r i ;;h t »1 f .

CC Okay
CDR The left calf was thirteen and one eighth.

\rn blood pressure 108 over 78, leg blood pressure 128 over 76.

For the SPT : the ri;ht calf was thirteen and seven eigutt**,

the left calf was thirteen and seven eighths. Arra blood

pressure 125 over 86, log 140 „ver 82. For the PLT : r i ;mi t

calf thirteen and a halt; left call t air teen and five eighths.

Am bloul pressure 122 over 82, leg blood pressure I '

-

got -1/2

left here in II

a

Okay. Okay. .)iok I'n go inf. to

art for ycu it our next

CC
' Okay, fine Jerry,

tills Isn't conplc
I'll pick it up later.

CUR
anything else you have down the

a couple of items to mention to
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CUR Okay, w«ill as it stands cifclit now the

activation checklist is finally complete. An4 what we'll do

vltii the 4 day • day 4 transfer, we'll take a whack at it

tonight after wc (;et all of our housekeeping dona and I don't

know Just how far we're goins to get we're all three beginning

to get a little tired nere and I think it would be better

for us not to overdo it today, pet a good night's rest and

start hot and fresh tomorrow.
CC Okay, you do what you think best. And

one of these later passes we still ROt a couple three passes

this evening and you can Just update us on how far you got

for our planning.
CDR oka), fint. And the Nikon photos haven't

been taken yet. laey'l', be taken >efore bedtinc and I'll

report then then.
CC Okay. Sone of the thinp.s I wanted to

pent ion to you that we don't think are necessary to do tonight

are - if you haven't already done then are tae housekeeping
2 A 1 f a mid 2 liravo, the T)03, weifthlnc the coolanol and

also res tow - res towing all the coolanol servicing ?,ear as

lon}« n Will has completed all of step 9 on - in the SMS

syatens checklist, on (garble) -65.
I'LT ['n a step 11 and in a hole here Dick,

because I can't find these (garble) actually ac step 12.

CC Okay, BID.. And Skylab we've got about
20 seconds to LOS, Vanguard i* cooing up at 02:31 and that's
scheduled for the raed conference and Tananarive follows that

at 02:56.
CDR Okay, we'll talk to you then.

CC Okay.
Pl/1 And I do need to get that guard on as

<joon as I can Uick, I don't want to leave taat saddle valve
unexposed, we ma/ kick it.

CC Rop.er.

PAO This is Skylab Control, we've had los'»

of signal through the Hawaii station, next station in 20

ninnies will be tracking ship Vanguard in which Is sciieduled

the medical conference with tue crew physician, Or. Jeiry

Hordinsky. Apparently all three Skylab IV crewmen last ni>»ht

f.ot b-1/2 hours of excellent or very sounu sleep. They're

still on the scopo laraine /Dexed r i ne or Froarnp, notion sickness
pills as precautions, and we'll cone back up for the Vanp.uard

in - just in case ue - the Spacecraft Communicator nets the

loop back fr on the crew physician, prior to the end of that

pass In 19 minutes, 02:11 Greenwich mean tine Skylab Control.

FN I) OF TAPE
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,. A0 Tl»l» l«* Skylab Control <12»!>S rruwnvrlcU

itw.'tn l I -it-, a< <julal t Inn In 50 mtcondi lor the final time

I'liroui'h the voice relay station .u Tananar I vn
.

Fairly

briefly I'^wB of 5 minute* or «o it a low elevation anglu.

The tir«t-«tl tn?! pas* over the VannuarJ wa» taken up entirely

with the medical conference, and the up coming pass at

Hawaii also the final one of the evening will likely be t lie -

also th« final conversation with the crew today. Acquisition

nt Tananarive coming up in 5 seconds.
CC Skylab, Houston. Tananarive for 4 minutes

l>Li R0 g, Dick. And I found gone sobers.

CC Okay, real fine.

CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead .

Cjr Hey Jake, 1 wonder if you night be able

to sat up a couple of calls for none tomorrow evening?

Cc Yes sir, we'll certainly do it. For

who?
CDR Hay, what would you say 2 - United to

Id vou do all } in one evening?
Wu'll certainly do our best to do all

CUR Okiy, fine If you can't, you cm hold

one off - you can hold nine off an extra day if your tine

it* United.
CC Oka> , sure do i t

.

CDR Okay, and we're gonna - half of the

Nlhon photos taken and the next thing that we're goin", to

get done is the con box check out between the Command 'iodule

and th ft AMD.
CC Okay, I've pot a couple of three things

that i wanted to talk to you about Jerry, while I've cot

you here. One is is in the Command Module we've - sunetine

this eveninp we'd like to go back to inverter operation.

CjR Okay, ynu want to go back to inverters,

right?
t

.
.

CC Roger, it' a - and to do tnat on panel

three invert ered to tin* naln BROVO, and the invert a 'I A<--'

on up, and then invert a 1 AC 2 off.

CDR Okay.
CC Okay, earlier Ed Gibson asked a i-nestion

about the vials of electralile paste, and I've got a answer t

two vials
this

thut. It turns out tnat you vo got

that vou carried up which are to be

form A-'« down to S09 or at least in me day 4 transfers, when

over you g5> t to that. Plus we tnink that there's an additional

full vial left from SL III and that also should be in S9)9,

and the partial vial that you used last night. And we looked

at the data and last nights M133 data was good up to within

one hour of the wakeup time. The electra load should be
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and ftoooy *nd the cap should fit 6nup,8«4 to injure good data,

and uv'ii Uk« you to utu the name cap tonight that you used

last rUrht If possible.
Cur Ed said okay, and that reminds* me, he a

better f.et it out of the chiller.
CC RoRer.
CC Skylab, HouBton, if you read we re about

30 seconds from LOS nml I'll Rive you i call at Hawaii at

03:38 Hawaii pick up at 03:38, and we'll be dumping ti.e

data voice recorder at Hawaii.
P A() This is Skylab Control, LOS at Tananarive

35 minutes to Hawaii, space station Skylab on the start of

revolution 2 7 36, we'll be back in 35 minutes for Hawaii at

03:03 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Skylab Control; 03:35 Greenwich

u 1t lo Hawaii upcoming in 2-1/2 minute,
mean time; acquisition at Hawaii up * Director's
or there abouts. In re ot>gn I z at ion of Flight u r

»l, i r Durole team of flight controllers.
Phil Shatter s pur pie °

a „rvp t\ all the console

anil it reads as follows. The ere
pilot took their

That concludes th« S u»»ary by «<" P*r «
i
c i a" » r.

.
y

"
„ c

y
iio. mck did you - you ju.i "nil. «.

in the Hdle o, a «U** <"«P " lU b " 8 -

?"*'!,». i could '">""

„..,, „,„l now if you're ready to copy-
' ' Okay I - 1 .in Jerry, go ahead.

r„v Oknv on that tlr.it page for the photo

loK ,.»t„ 9 It'. Ni k ..n 0,Vcharl<e India - .10. 5 It- - 1 I—
looted into flash attachment malfunction.

C "ray and I've got that and on the n

He. that', on the lll.H. plan deviation.. Jerry, ve d. hav.

"«—vr; "nl
';n

e
d

up
.hft"r,i utTh^f"::; „.

into our planning. „ -, u let's see, I owe
t: „ R Okay, good cnouRh. now let s bee,

von some crew information now.

Stay' for day of the year 32 3, .iaslon d,y 4

menu Ch rUe. CDR - no solt packs and deviation in plan s

r and rohydrate - rehydration vatc r deviat ion
.

I

rent 1 it to Dr! Ilordlnaky and I think, what we ought to

„ food people do from now on is to **s»*c that wo re
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t. if m> re of water on every drink th.it

B „1„ B to lose one I..1 once „l ^ R | t
.
„ ,, , R

^iry^i^ because it is the aane number. People on U„

noumi can do tt at.

rf Okay, concur.

CDR Okay for the SPT no salt pack used, no

^ „i the same on the r ehy d r a t ab 1 e s .
PLT no salt

^ru^/devlaU^ns^inus one'eoffee and soae thing on the

rehydration water. ^ Incloentall y

, while .go on that busies about the two i-rter operations

, . a , n ,< V n vou iust a word on that to put your nine

H^H^j $££§g®SF
you on two Inverter operations, over.

CDR okav '
thanks.

CC
f SS'i lo Dirk, SPT housekeeping 60C leaves

a variation which you recommended to us.

spr I^found out that we can - and they do

8- ^ «• systems t o,e the r by
(

us in;j
th. « 1 ^

.witch m tjj
j t;;J

u
;;n ^ l n b0 x

y

g ets to the 102

^irj^Mluin oB 102 to 13! or b-.lc ^ forth .
An

on at the ti.e. -c, u^^- -^-^
"

T Would you like to try that portion cJ

it again, where you send up the alert fro. the yound.

CC Okay, stand by for a second.
"

SPT Houston affirmative we go n t"

a re

there

.

CC

0 k a v . ... 1

Skylab. Houston, we're sending the

C °"" an
^ T Okay, Dick it' « as we auspected.

coain,. "rough but very leak. You want to g o ahead and try

the other system?
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Roger we would like to do that.

We're str-ding by.

Okay. Roger, it's coming at you.

Okay, Dick that was probably about t

.b. u . »-^
ar you f „ P „,..». up ..th

S I'T

and testing air

spr Clad to doGiaacouuii..
Roger, and ESCO tells us that when you

rr Kogui, emu

Uo tie the two loops together In order get any k lot .

,ood vol urn.- out of thc» you have to get In about 4 Inches

ol the^.ke to - -HlXWTili ^-.,d our UP,

about one inch - right on the J,.*"^ , ..a,.,..

u ,„„ro»-< iff It if vou would giance Dair. -

dld not get accomplished today and we will take that

i ccoun t

.

Okay . Hick , we 11 do it.
CDR

Sl

C

T And
y
Dick Just for the record, the CocUnol

servicing repari is all done, the standoffs are installed and

the saddle loop is protected by the cover.

rr Okay, real fine. Thank you Biii.

PC PLT, Houston have you rcstowed all the

servicing gear for the checklist.

p , T Yeah, that's affirmative.

rr Okav, thank you.

P!T It's on the dounlick tape.

cc okay and you weighted the bottle and

ryt^ g '

lt should be on the recorder. If you

get that if you try to dum> then I'll voice it to you in

No we'll Pick lt up. Thank you very riuc

Pl.T

hat
the Hawaii pass. ^ p % cy u up # Th^ k you v ,

PMl Thi

through Hnvli. Fiunl H
1,,-yins n,cr

would have m-t-n the final pass I. e f o t e the c t w n y

K.ND OF TAPE
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04:08 Greenwich nean tine, 30 f
c^ S

away 1 acquisition and at tracks ship v.o
?

u.r
;

fo he

CDR Been waiting up for you.

CU1 °" the CDr'' B C ° lUn:'' C

"!f hl.rL

:,

f

,!.; e r„ r"°rjr^
1

^ Ji; P i

,

r.^r:;; i
.

b

P s, -
p

...,„.„. dlJ ...» •'»•.„

„« r , CSy don't - let ,.r,,l» and P «e if Ue 6ct .,,y ether

questions

.

TC
R

Skvlab, Houston, one question on the

PLT colunn what about the 1003, 2, and 3 and ;
Il-ted at

run That did get done.
j < j r •

r

rr Okav. Skylab, Houston I guess we Jldr '

CC
, , Ai,\ or did not f»,e t acconp 1 i shed .

quite copy that did you say tnat did or did

CDR It did get done.

CC Roger .

CDR Was aCf.oBplished.

rr Okay, thank you.

rr Skylab, Houston we got what we winlcd

for the infornation for today', £ll«ht P 1
an th ank* tor t h

«

;

lre ^ii'^
1^ r^L: 0^:: -

about 4 nlnutes and l'n standing by.

ri)R llop.er ,
Dick .

Cc Good night, see you in t.e morn in,;.

CDR Good nlf,ht.

CI) r Houston, Skylab.
rr Oo ahead . . .

( UR Hoy, Dick we Just did a little r^oarch

and it turns out th,t L r e a 1 1 y d i d
n

• t d o Tou ,
. . 3

an d ,

did six and he t'.Hiup.ht it was 2. 3

ahead and pick t h o s e n p S c f o r e_wejo^ v^ ... •

^^ x
_ ^ t

olnf, to sleep

bed .

Okay, lot no nake sure tha

2, 3, and 4 rlp.hl now.
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Okay, real fine understand.

p^ 0 This is Skylab Control, loss of sign

from tracking ship Vanp.uard the crew preparing for their

sleep period, Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly signed

off for the evening .if tor checking with the crew on out-

standing fllnlit. plan items for today that will have to b

carried over. Next station Ascension island in 5 minute

.:e turning at 6 a.m. Central time tomorrow this is Skylab

Control at 4:20 Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston. Good morning,

wc Oood mornlrii'.i Houston.

rr Are you up and at en, yet? I thougnt

„c could ,et you here, maybe a few minute, early because our

next pass is about 25 after 6:00. And we didn't know

1 ^^tTl^iZ^. -ii-
We'lljet rollin,.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ < Yqu can wake

at Texas

.

SKylab, Houston. We're .boul - ^ ^ ^
,rou UHS. now. V.'.i 1.. «..t« »P »" T.».

J^'.J^J.,.

the tir.ellne a li ttle bit.

CDn Okay, Hank. See you taen.

r.NLJ OF TAPE
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Thi, is Skylab Control, Houston at 12 nour,

PAO This iS
t \l Ie89 than a minute away now

23 minutes, Greenwich meat>
ine Less

HoneyBUCkle

from reacquiring Skylab (
g ble) * lac

llenry „ art sfield.
approxinauly 30 , nu te s o by CAP ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
F

„i
n
i:,ve

rC
;hr

r

iinr 0 pen
d

an5 await Uartsfield's next callup

J" tlV rCW
' Skylab, Houston. We're with you Stateside,

L4-1/2 nlnute..
Houston. Be with you in a second.

29 minutes. Greenwich n e a n tine . /
Qf ccmun icaUons

pass over Texas. Very quit - I-
fll

activities,

uiti- the crew. The crew now in tnel P^^

CUR ^J
ay

* uhat we had in mind here was

CC ,
0ka >-' J ";

it klt so we can get these

to work on the flight plan a

Jj ^ dolng ln general is

transfers out of the "^.^^we Lve later in the day And,

deleting lead in tne U 3 1 s t h -t w e h
lhat viil be

also Prepared, 1 necc.sarj. o ^ detaUa of is

scheduled the f o U ow i nf whenever it's convenient
,f you can narkup your fli^nt plans,

for you to copy this down.
a fi

CDR UKay.
.

f lcu red. you're a 8 hours,
« the schedule. ,.d , none of lh.

8 nan hours down on t he - on th e
-c

1{ yQu wanl t0

ch.me.cn take place until a u r down
wnit a little while later ?™

t < Rarb le> (static)

Cl'R S
k ' y

'
.

'

cut lu! then. Me lost the COM'l

CC i o u v 1. 1 1. ^

« ;j"
unl

- "rli'gJ^U.J'pad now, Hank. «e can go

ahead and start. couple omissions on the

C<:
., i f °"r 2 0:00 , - CDR has PT scheduled and

flight plan itself.
thal . lf you'll pardon the

we shciU' of had "sweat under that^ ^ ^ Jotfn

expresalont Tae t ine under ^ r\ 0 ea tln S is the H«.
to 20 or 00:^3, down there Ju*t prio

transfers, an

that we've blocked out for you to do the day

nuch of that as you can do.

delayer »-MU.. ^ ^ cnoupll .
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CC Okay. For the SFT. The place where we

had hin doinc, the '1131 observer. We want hln to do as much

of the housekeeping 60E, if he can do the ambient food

transfer. And, if he wants to modify his detail to reflect

that, that will be good. For the PLT

.

CDR Wait, Hank. Stand by. This is down

around 23:15, where we read M131 observer.
CC That's affirmative.
CDR Okay.
CC And, for the PLT, at that same time frane

where he has PT scheduled. We also, need a sweat sample from

hin. If he wants to add that in. And, at just under his

personal hygiene there at tiat open housekeeping. We want

to do 8 Alpha. And, do at least U bags.

CUR Right tiere, after personal hygiene!

CC That's affirmative, at about 003), some-

where * n there.
CDR Okay.
CC And, that - that just about does it for

the ch.infos ve propose for you to do today and then if they -

if we need it, as I say we can probably scrub the 1131s tomorrow

nornlnp too, to give a little more tine.

CDR Okay, Hank. We 1
1 1 do our darnedest to get

caught up.
CC Okay. And, in the presleep, CDR, I

o-itted one thing there. In your presleep, we'd like for

you to do housekeeping 3 Alpha.
CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fron

LOS. Madrid at 43. ^ Cotktrolf Houston. 12 hours 39

Madrl^ln 3 mi nu t e s .^ i ^ ^
Madrld for ? _ 1/2

ninutes.
niB Roger, Hank.

CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield talking to

CoM.i« Jerry Carr ^, ou P>h Mad r id We ' r e 12 hours, 44 -in-

ut es Greenwich mean tine. The line Is °P en -

a
SPT Good morning, Houston, SPT. I got

question for you.
r r Go ahead, Ed .

,

"t On T003 operations, the Ch eck 1 i s t doein t
(

call 5" voice recording In the data books 1 suspect naybe that

what they want. Would you clerify that, please.

PC SPT^Houston. Voice recording is not
CC

record the data on a little card there with
necessary. Just record the data on * ~-

Che device and will you bring those ho.e with you.

rex Okay. Thank you, HanK

.

to water tank 3 yet

SPT UKgV . man* jwu, •"

cc Skylab, Houston. Have you switched ov

r tank 3 yet?

R

UO we neeu > u nor. } — ---

—

Negative. At your convenience

CDR Negative. Not yet, Hank.

CC Okay . We copy . ,

CDR Do we need to ask you __f ^- *_bef ore we do It?

CDR Okav .
. , , rtC

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

Carnarvon at 18.

rnR Come on, Houston.

!n j* Mnut... TM. " "yl«b Control, Houston.

tSO OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston, at

13 hours, 17 minutes, Greenwich mean tine. Skylab IV, less

than a minute a'-«*v now from acquisition through Carnarvon.
We'll stand by now for CAP COMM Henry Hartsfield callup.

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for

5 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 13 hours,

19 minutes, Greenwich mean time. We're up live on this

Carnarvon pass. Now receiving data through Carnarvon. The

crew of Skylab IV, still in their postsleep scheduled portion
of the flight plan.

PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead .

PLT Hey, Hank, I'm all hung up on that canera
equipment activation. 1 can't find stuff. 1 was wondering if you

could have then check real quick and tell us where the Hasselblad
7 0- iaillineter camera is located.

CC Okay. We'll put it in work.
PLT Also the instruction as listed in

photo pad is go to buna page in the ops book
for photo activation procedures, :iow - Sone of the cameras
have already been activated and used and others haven't.
And the instructions are of such a general nature that it's very
asy to make a mistake and cycle through a camera that's

w c can help you with
uaetion about it?
question. The instructions

a look at it.
ot the photo ops book,
the cameras and fix then

We're about to >*o LOS

tiert, in about 10 seconds. We'll have a short pass at Honoyeuckle
at 29. And if you still read, the Hasselblad is in Foxtrot 523.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 13 hours. 24 minutes
Greenwich mean time. i,o*s of signal now through Carnarvon. Dunn
that Carnarvon pass wo heard CAT COMM Henry Hartsfield talking
to Pilot Bill Pogue. Next station to acquire, Honeysuckle i r,

a p p r o x I n a t e 1 y 5 minutes

,

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 13 hours,

28 minutes, Greenwich nt-an tine. Skylab IV, now approaching
acquisition through Honeysuckle.

aire iJy been in use
CC I

' r* not sure how
t h a t Bill. Do you have a s pec i f i c q

I'LT 1 guess that ' a my
ar en t spec i f 1 c .

CC Okay , we ' 1 1 t ak e

PLT It's on P a g e 8- 1

1 t s ,rt of tells yo i , A , go gr ab all
up .

CC Sky 1 ab , llous t on .
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cc Skylab, Houston (garble) at this tine

1 got 2 quick renminders for you. We have a NuZ update cominp,

up at 13:48 and also we've got a new star today, Canopus, so

you'll have to dash that in.

CDR (Garble) thank you, Hank. We 11 get it.

cc ^^(5 our next contact will be on the hour

at Texas. And we'll dump the data voice recorder there.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours 31 minutes

Greenwich nean time. Skylab IV now out of station range contact

with Honeysuckle. A summary of today's flight plan day 5 for

the Skylab IV crew goes as follows. The crew will be pinched,

poked and -jho togr aphed today in their first mission day of

intensive medical experiments. Even before awakening this

morninp, the Science Pilot Ed Gibson's sleep patterns were

monitored and recorded here in the Hssion Control Center.

As often as possible during the coming weeks Gibson will wear

a sleep cap fittc with electrodes as a subject of experiment

M.133. Only nine caps are left on the space station and the

damp electrodes have a tendincy to dry out, so the Science

Pilot probably will not be monitored every other night as

the scheduled used on the two previous flights. Gibson will

bepln the medical experiments before breakfast when he draws

blood s .iapl.es from his fellow crewmen. One of the crewnen

then returns the favor for the Science Pilot. The Science

Pilot measures the hemoglobin and places the sample on the

centrifuze to remove the blood cells. The blood plasma

is then frozen for return to Earth at the end of the mission.

Gibson also measures the concentration of the astornaut's

urine While Gibson is finishing the processing of the blood

samples, Commander Jerry Carr will begin the first of 27 scheduled

runs in the lower body negative pressure device. Pogue observes

and assists the outside pressure around the lower half of

Carr's body as reduced slightly inhibiting the return of the

blood to the upper body. A function similar to that performed

by gravity on the Earth. While Bill Pogue observes this

activity all three crew members made seven runs on the ground

before last Friday's launch, and each will be tested about

once every three days during the current flight. Experiment

measures the changes in the heart's ability to pump blood

that occurr in the absence of gravity. Carr will also perform

two associated tests first made during the last Skylab flight

In the first test, Carr performes lsonetric exercises with

his legs to determine the effect of muscle use in overcoming

blood pooling . The second test restricts blood return with

a blood pressure cup fitted above Carr's knees. Crew members

will repeat both tests at least twice, in the middle and at

the end' of the stay aboard the space station. Pnotographs

of Carr's face should reveal a transfer of body fluid to tne

lower extremities will be taken by Pogue during the run.

Following the tests of the Commander's cardiovascular system

he will mount the bicvele ergometer, and connect an elaborate

set of sensors which neasure hia oxygen intake, carbon dioxide

production, heart beat, breathing, b>ood pressure, temperature,

and other physical conditions as he exercises. The metabolic
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activity experiment M171, measures the effect of strenuous

exercise on the astronaut's system. In the afternoon, Ed

Gibson will observe Bill Pogue as he performs the sane set

of experiments and related tests. During his own morning

exercise period, Gibson will take a sample of his perspiration.

An absorbant pad containing the material will be sealed in a

baa and be returned for careful analysis after the flif.nt

concludes. Although no such data was gathered during the

first Skvlab flight, scientists studying changes in the astro-

naut's chemical balance requested the sampling during the

last mission. Samples are to be gathered three tines during

the flight to provide information on substances lost through

the skin as a result of vigorous exercise. After lunch all

three crew neabers will strip to their underwear for another

new S'.tylab study using a 3 5 -ra i 1 1 ime t e r camera with infrared

film tii e astronauts will take turns photographing each other.

The full bodv photos usinp heat-sensitive film should indicate

changes in ea c h a s t r ana u t s blood flow. Increased blood t low

shows up as higher body temperature which will be visible on

the 35 millimeter film. As an indication of body volume changes

girth measurements will be made on all three astornauts during

the earlv afternoon. Each crew members left leg and arm

waist anu chest and hips will be measured today if tine permits.

After dinner the Skylab IV astornauts will make stereo photo-

graphs cf each other as another record of body volumes using

Nikon 35 milineter cameras held about 3 feet apart. Two

members of the crew will simultaneously photograph the third.

Because of problems in refilling one of Skylab's cooling lines,

all of the scientific equipment scheduled for transfer from

the command module yesterdav will be moved this afternoon by

Commander Jerrv Carr. The postponed transfer includes a

sealed container with 1000 gypsy moth eggs to be moved to the

wardroom area and attached to the wall with a Velcro fastent-r.

Science Pilot Gibson will check the eggs for visible changes

before r.oinr. to bed toni'/nt. Because the crew la running

a little more than two hours behind schedule, the planned first

run of the rotating litter chair used in Sky lab' a motion

.sensitivity experiment which was earlier scheduled for today

had to be postponed. The experiment may be one of the crow

members tomorrow with the other astronauts completing tieir

first test in flight after Thursday's space walk. All three

Skvlab passengers are in good health having lost just a little

weight since launch morning. Yesterday's status report showed

Carr weighing in at 148.2 pounds down 1.55 pounds, Gibson at

155.9 pounds 'down 1.1 pound, and Pogue at 145.8 pounds down

3.2 pounds. Pogue who experienced some motion sickness during
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the first day in space showed a slight weight gain yesterday,
up 5 ounces from the previous day's measurement. Carr gained
nearly 3/4ths of a pound while Gibson lost about 10 ounces.
We're now at 13 hours 38 minutes Greenwich mean tine, and
20 minutes away now from reacquiring Skylab IV over Texas.
This is Skylab Control, Hou3ton.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 13

hours, 58 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now ap-
proaching acquisition through Texas. We nov have a new
team of Flight Controllers on here in -he Mission Control
Center. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson now on board. Our
CAP COMM for this shift is Bruce McCandless. We'll stand by
now and await acquisition of Skylab IV through Texas.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
Cliristi. Will be dumping your data voice tape recorder hero
and the stateside pass, we'll be with you for 15 minutes.
Out.

CDR Rog. Good morning, Bruce.
CC And Skylab, this is Houston. For the

PL T - -

CDR Stand by just a second.
CC --Yeah, no rush.
PL! Okay, Bruce. Go.
CC Okay. Not time (garble) which is the motor-

driven Nikon that gets used with S063, needs batteries both
in its actor drive unit and in the photomic light meter head.
Nikon 02 needs batteries, in the motor drive unit an'' the Hasselbla
which is located in P-523, also needs batteries. Manual Nikon
NK.0 3, needs batteries in the photomic head and this needs to
be done today since you'll be usin* it for the stereo photo"
this evening, and that camera will be taking light meter
readings for the exposure. You also need to transfer rhe

flash shoe from the photomic head on NK03 over to NK04 since
you'll be using NK04 with the flash this evening on th" stereo
photos. In point afax, as you know, the flash shoe come« off
by unscrewing the eye piece ring on the photomic hoad, It might
just be simpler to switch the photoniic heads around s^icc
you got batteries in the one on NK04 already and you go* the
flash shoe installed on the photomic head on NK03. Ovf r.

PLT Okay, Bruce. Thank you very much for
that information. And I'll get to this piecemeal during the dav.

CC Bill, if you would, I guess this goes
for all three of you, when you do change the camera config-
urations around, if y-»u'd just take a second and tell us

about it, on the air-to-ground or on the tape, why it would
greatly facilitate our keeping track of what the configuration
up there reallv is. This is some-hing that we tend to hav trouble
keeping good track of. Over.

PLT Yes, I agree cause I've already (garble) mysel
here a couple of times. And we'll try and get you good
information on that.

CC Okay and some miscellaneous items. We
put the NuZ update windows on your detail pad today. 1 guess
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this pertains mainly to the SPT and occasionally to t'*e CDR.

This is for your convenience and we wonder if you want these,

if so, we can continue doing it. If you don't think they re

necessary, we'll drop back to just giving you the one tine,

that is about 2 minutes after dump midnight. And I guess t^e

feeling down here is, we prefer to drop back. The - the C&n panel

on the ATM cells y«u whether or n-t a dump is in progress. Of

course, you got the talkback up there and then you got the tim«

remaining in the day-night counter. I guess you can assume

that if it's time remaining in day, why you're not dumping.

Down here, we're still showing 8 hours and 48 minutes o* daytime.

But that's visible illumination. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. We understand the constraint

of not being in a dump but what do^a the day-night go' to

do with the star tracker?
Cc I don't see that it has anything to do

with the star track-r as such. Oh, okay. On your star t-ack-r

pad, it gives you the availablity of the star and tine remaining

of day and night .

PL t PLT Bruce, 1 think we prefer if you folks

just put that in for a little while and we'll knock it off

when we get th" feel for it.

CC Roger. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute t r,

LOS. Next station contact in 5 and a quarter minutes through

Madrid at 14:19. Out.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours, 16

minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through

Bermuda with Skylab IV. Next station to acquire is Madrid

in 4 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control, Houston. U hours ,

20 minxes, Greenwich Jan time. Skylab IV. now under

acquisition through Madrid. ^ HoustQn through Madrid

for 8-5/2 .inutes an d we -ve^t a femotes ™<
.

biomed experiments. On MO 2
we li

/ lhe reaftei,
saddle setting of 6 for first •

; For thc CDR

,

you can adjust it as -quired for ere. c ^
the VCG Y-axi9 setting should be i instea

cue card. Over. ^ yQu<

cc Roger. Out.

SPT Houston, SPT.

cc Go ahead. Over.

SPT Th« first two notes. One, the ..110. in

SPT
, he automatic sar.-p.fc proce.ser. I

order to draw a vacuum o.. — -- ------
- ^

;

ha - to use a svringe, as opposed to - ^ V
_ x took

because we converted that -to the M09. ^ rather
a syringe that we used yes te r ay n

j ^ eane d^
^ t

^P
a syringe that we used yes te r '

; ^ anticogau lant in

than using one of the new syr.nge
sec ond point is

it. I didn't want to run short on those "y
. operating

" °/T "h 'Truce B"i third .» the

consumption from the water gun reading.

rr Go ahead. _

T Okav. Those nunbers are correct. For

dry and we do - you do feel thirsty. And th rdl^ ^ ^
::jt%

a

:r
n

f e:rfehrd ;rter
en
so:

l8
,u

c

t^e:
hy

t hin R s L^e,
a*, you really pnt ^^^^ for the info. We were

Ju .t inquiring to .assure the numbers were right and we

hadn't screwed up down h-re. ^ Hou8lon . One minute til
CC

, In 11-1/2 ninutes through Tananarive
LOS. Next station contact in li in

at U:40. Out.
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PAO Skvlaj Control, Houston. 14 hours,

30 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now out of station
range with Madrid. Next station to acquire will be Tananarvie
in 10 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

p AO This is Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours,

39 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 8 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We're sort of

fading ''own into the mud here at Tananarive. Next station
contact through Honeysuckle Creek in 21 minutes at 15:07.

Out

.

P AO Skylab Control, 'touston. 14 hours,
50 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Out of station range now
with Tananarive. The next station to acquire will be Honey-
suckle in 16 ninutes. This Is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control Houston, 15 hours

5 ninutes Greenwich nean time. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Honeysuckle. We'll stand by with the

line open and wait for CAP COMM Bruce HcCandless's callup
to the crew of Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle
Creek for 2 minutes. Out.

SPT Hello, Bruce. I've got a question for you.

CC Fire when ready, Ed.
SPT Okay, where do I find the procedures for

PT sweat. I looked in biomed flight plan, checked with
correlation and I couldn't find it there.

CC Okay, we'll get right back to you.

CC Okay, 1 minute to LOS, next station contact
in 26-1/2 minutes through Goldstone at

cue cards, cue
PT is your option.

CC And your procedure is

card number 2-30 for sweat. And I think
STT Thank you, Bruce.
CC And it's on the cue card which Is labeled

unscheduled exercise slash sweat, slash H20 loss. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce, we got it. Thank you very
much .

CC Roper Ou t

.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours
9 minutes Greenwich nean tine. Skylab IV now out of station
contact with Honeysuckle. Next station to pick up Skylab
will be Goldstone in 25 ninutes. This is Skylab Control,
Hous ton

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours 32 min-
utes Greenwich mean tine. At this point in the work day
Connande r Jerry Carr is the subject and Pilot Bill ?ogue is

the observer for the lower body negative pressure experiment
followed by metabolic activity experiment and facial phctos
and the limb blood flow. Meanwhile during the previous pass
over Honeysuckle, Science Pilot Ed Gibscn asked fcr checklis
information on the sweat experiment. The
to collect specimens of their perspiratio
their exercise period. This is part of a

1 dozen detailed test objectives ahead cf

to the more than scores of scientific and
the crew will perform during the nissicr,

.

have remarked about an apparent decrease in salinity of body
sweat. It is known that disturbances in mineral balance mechanisms
are occurring on Skylab flights, although it cannot be used
quani ta t i ve ly , a relative assessment of changes in normal
sweat patterns would be of value in the study of nineral balance.

crew has been asked
n accumulated during
list of lore than

crev in addition
engineering experiments
Previous crews
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Svea«- samples of each crewman will be Di.de with a wipe once

early In the mission, in middle and late in the mission. These

sanples will be neafured on the specinen mass measurement

device, and samples will be returned for analysis on the ground.

The minerals and the returned wipes will be leached out and

measured. These data will be compared with the results of

normal sweat patterns to provide an assessment of changes^as

related to the overall study of body mineral balance. We're

standing by now, we're 30 seconds away now from reacquiring

Skylab IV over Goldstone. And this is Skylab Control, Houston.

C C Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone,

Corpus Christi and Bermuda for 10 minutes. Out.

C DR Hello, Bruce. Bill right now is setting

up the pictures of Jerry on the M092. And I'm all set to do

the exercise with the sweat collection.
CC Roger. Thank you, Ed.

CC SPT, this is Houston. Over.

CC Disregard, SPT.

SPT Go ahead, Bruce. I'm listening.

Cc Yeah, you're pretty well tied down in

Che bicycle though. We wanted to get you to throw a few

switches for us, but it is not all that critical.

CC Go ahead with your exercise protocol.

P A0 Skylab Control Houston, 15 hours 46 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Out of range now with Goldstone. Next

station acquisition in 1 minute is Bermuda.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, this is Houston now coming co you

-hrou-h Berauda for about 5 minutes. Out. And ' 1 1 be dumping

the data voice tape recorder next site at Canary. Out.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Canary at 15:a7

°Ut
'

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours, 15

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now out of station

ran C e with Bermuda. Toward the end of that pass, the EG1 L

Fli-ht Controller reported seeing on his display is the 1092

vent into the waste tank. You nay recall, this - that the

crew of Skylab IV, two days ago, installed a 6-foot hose to

duno nitrogen out into the tank. This plumbing appears to

be working' well and the M092, the first M092 run for this

mission is now in progress with Conmander Jer-y Carr as the

subject and Colonel Bill Pogue , the Pilot, as the observer.

There will be about 25 M092 runs during the course of the

Skylab IV nission. We're 15 hours, 55 minutes Greenwich mean

time. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

rA 0 Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours, 5/

minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab IV now approaching acqui-

sition through Canary .
.

cc Skylab, this is Houston througn Canary lor

8 minutes. We're dunping the data voice tape recorder. Out.

cc And SPT, this is Houston. Ue see you

stopped pedaling and wondered if you could do a cenf isuration

for us. Over.
SPT Yeah, give me a minute

villi you.
CC Roger. Out.

I'll be

SPX Okav, Bruce. Go ahead.

cc Okay, Ed. Up in the command module, we

want a configure for sinui and the procedure- for thin 1 «

panel 3, VHi* AM Dravo to Duplex right antenna, panel 9, WH-

AM switch to TR. 1 can re it back again when you ge 1 up

t here , i f you ' d 1 i Ke .

SFT Okay, Bruce. I'll ?ive you a call fro

there .

cc Roger

.

SpT Okay, Bruce. Let's have those switcne

again, please.
cc Okay, Ed. Over on panel 3, VUi- Al Bra

switch to Duplex.
SPT Got i t

.

cc VHF antenna to right. That's the rota

up at the top of the switch.
CC This better?
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CC Panel 9, the comma nd e
r

' s interconn p.meJ

VHF AM switch to TR.
SPT Okay, it's there.
CC Okay and the reason we're doing this is

we're trying to check out Canary and the other ground sites

here on V

H

V in preparation for your private conn telephone

calls . Over

.

SPT Oh s
okay. Vtry good. Thank you, Bruce

CC And in fac;, if you'll hold on a minute

I'll g* ve y° u a call on VHF. It should be coning over

channel B in the workshop.
SPT Okay. I read ycu loud and clear, Bruce

Okay. She's working during the day. You tvight have a tout;

ine gettting her. Yeah, Methodist Hospital with Dr. Alex-

nder. Surgical Assistant,
SPT Say again here. Can you Just cut out?

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Delay that.

Jt've got a problem between the station and the ground .
Th

at ion's reading you okay. Out.
SPT Roger .Bruce .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. A ninutc <tnd

half to LOS. Next station contact is Tananarive in 12-1/

nutes at 16:17. We'll track you theie. Out.

EN Li OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 16 hour j,

7 minutes, Greenwich mean tine. That command module
communications checkout between CAP C0MM Bruce 'icCandless,

here in the Mission Control Center and Science Pilot Ed

Gibson was in preparation for the private familv comma, which

will take place somewhat earlier today because of the lousy

station coverage this evening. Ue're 10 minutes away now

from reacquiring Skylab IV over Tananarive ana this is Skylab

Control, Houston.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours,

17 ninutes, Greenwich mean time. Standing by now for

acquisition of Skylab IV through Tananarive.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive

for 8 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Hcston. Contact in

16 minutes through Honeysuckle.
PAO (Static) - - minutes, Greenwich mean time.

Skylab IV out of station ranp.e with Tananarive. Next station
contact, Honeysuckle in 14-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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, , ,

IA ° Tllis l * Skylai. Control Hon., ion, :l t In |1(H1M41 minutes Greenwich moan time. Sky ] ah- I V . now iMM> , oa<i. i n •

'

station contact with Honeysuckle, loss than a minute aw.y nowfron acquisition through Honeysuckle. Staudin 0 bv, SkylabControl, Houston. '
"^/-l *' u

Croek
C
fnr 9 min ,

Skylab 'this is Houston, through HoneysuckleLrtek for 9 minutes. Couple of Interesting points, here

Tdown W>
WC rea^r reUtWe "u-idif y

P

i n t h ; workshop

n
°

: zf !?H
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"
1ZG

I''" 7 ° Ur Pli « ht and in addition t/
^ ,

'

C> WC re *° in * to work U P « little procedureto enable us to raise the humidity to a more comfortable lev .

r

C " R Rorlt. You're all heart, Bruce,

on Ms private comm at 17:34. From experience with the itsi

c
^'

crM Car
5

lly r C °mMend that hc USe thc P rivate com. cuecard in conf i^ur i

n

C the command modulo for it. And 1 tninkwe also want to back out of the panel 9 VH K - AM swltcn.
'

switch back to cente^^itlonr ^ ' h
° P" el 9 VHF- n

ud t>ero it v . ,

Th 'ir S
,

COrri' Ct
'

And When « rt throunhV ' y ° U d 80 ahedtJ and tu™ it back on, we'll trvand run sone site checks prior to the subsequent calls fir

at 0?;4 0 : Over ' ^ ?<>rt\i 01:50 -

CI
?

K Roger. Thank you Bruce.

„, . ,P
C

. . ,

And the re ason that these are spreadout throuRh the. day, is that the site coverage gets pre tysparse later on in the day. And we tried to ,et you llclV-
;

* nc * n * ood l°-minute period here. And also not int.r-upt the major medical experiment,. So, if., not u.u, hthey be spread out quite like this.
SC Ver y Rood. Thank you, Brucu . Apj.retl.u.

I t .

CC Al dump tapes fron 2 days a K o.you requited Information on where to stow the portable was

Vn^l^t
tR

';i ^ J thiS SU3VVl in U " 1 ln
'
h « --and module.And that particular location Is also called out in the ut|checklist on page 2-109. Over.

lv,tlon

Ok iv

v ,
And

'
y°u, I think, reported yesterd:,

.

bVttlr'l r
y °\

l unable
,

to find t,lt? radiation survey meter

K 0
* V U" BC " 1 P flck

» "hlch transferred from A-8 to

find n"
y

'
8ald y ° uVI 8 ° b,ck dnd rebeck. Did you

, niril „. , ,

Y
,

c " 11
- Ll t ««• explain what happened thereBruce. When 1 took the radiation survey raeter back off, thebattery module was sitting In there. The top part of that LduU
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came off with t-lie top of the meter. So I found myself loofcinj',

.it 6 snail batteries. So that's what 1 was look in i; for. In

reality, I should have been looking for the whole batter) nodule,
which eventually figured out.

CC Okay. You p,ot it squared away, now?
SI'T That 's right .

CC Beautiful, Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 16 hours >*. rainuttf*

Greenwich nean tine. Skylab IV now out of station contact range
with Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire will be Hawaii in

9-1/2 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston, at 17 hours

and 1 minute Greenwich Bean tine. Skylab IV approaching
acquisition through Hawaii. We'll stand by with the line o {« * n

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houstfn; 17 hnurs 7 rainutss
(Jreenwich mean time. A very quiet pass over Hawaii. The
commander, Jerry Carr, as the subject ami Pilot Bill Pogue
continuing with the medical experiments that were scheduled for
this nornlnp,.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through ioldstone at

17:13. Out

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 17 hours 12 minutes
Greenwich meantime, loss of signal Hawaii. Approaching
acquisition now through Goldstone.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours
13 minutes. The bioned controller reporting that the
commander and pilot are now starting experinent M171, having
completed the lower body negative pressure experinent.

cc Skylab, this is Houston throuph Goldstone
for 3 minutes. Out. Hake that 7 minutes. Out.

SPT Hello, Bruce, SPT. I'd like to clarify
something with you on the private conn configuration.

cc Yeah, we'd like to clarify some things
with you on the private comm configuration, too. Shall we
go first, or do you want to?

SPT Go ahead; you nay be thinking the sane.
cc Okay. The configuration that you want

is the one that's listed under private comn VHP Delta. That
is, panel 3 VHF A and B duplex which you've already got;
VHF antenna, which you've already got on right, which is the
correct one for this pass. And panel 9, that's the FT1; , VHF
AM off. Panel 10, S-band TR off. Intercom off and VHF AM
to TR . Over

.

SFT Rop. Okay, Bruce. That clarifies it.
When 1 was looking at VHF AM to TR on panel 9 that taadc ne
wonder

.

cc Yes, you want to do the - the steps in the
brackets over there in the VHF Delta.

SPT Rog. That was assuming it was going to
be on the left switch from VHF on S-band. Okay. I'll go on
to Je 1 ta .

cc Roger. You got it. And then of course,
VR either headset or speaker box as you prefer on the box on
the rlfht.

SPT Okay and I can configure that after our
last pass before 17:34?

CC Yes, that'll be Bermuda. We can r.ivi- you
.1 reminder as you go out of sito there. It's a fairly short,
no, it's a reasonable length pass. And for your information,
we'ra foinp. to have you hooked up through Canary and Ascension.
They overlap here. But we haven't completely worked out the
antenna coverage for Ascension yet, but you started out on
ripht, go all the way through Canary and there's a possibility
you might have to switch to left for Ascension. We'll give you
a call.

SPT Okay. Very good. You folks do good .srit,
Thank you.

cc That'll five you about 17 minutes total.
SPT Great.
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CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute t.o LOR.
Next station contact in 5 minutes through Bermuda at 17:24
and we'll have a 2 minute keyhole in the thing. Make that
a short keyhole in Bermuda.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours, 22
minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal Goldstone. Ber-
muda acquisition in 3 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
for 8 minutes and for the SPT, we got the antenna better plots
on Ascension now this pass. It doesn't really look very good.
It's left antenna, but you go through blockage by the space-
craft r i f>h t in the middle of the pasa. Over.

SPT Good, Bruce. Understand you want me to
stand them - stay on left from up beglning to the end?

CC No, wewant you to start out on right
antenna through Canary. When you loose Canary, you can go
ahead and switch to left and try Ascension if you'd like.
You'll get some contact through it, but it probably won't be
very good and you'll be in blockage in the middle of that
Ascension pass - which in itself is 7 minutes long.

SPT Okay. Understand.
CC And a.io, when someone has a moment, the

readings that we're getting from partial pressure of 02 sensor
number 2, the one that wouldn't lock into place all the way,
are fluctuating some. We'd like you to take a piece of tape,
no particular color, and use the tape to try to hold it down
into its socket securely. Over.

PLT (Garble).
CC And if you'd let us know after you've done

it, we can take a good, close look at the data and see if it's
settled down any.

PLT Okay, Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute til
LOS. Next station contact in 2 minutes through Canary at
17:34. SPT VHF private COMM . Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours,
33 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Loss of sipnal now with
Bermuda. Standing by for acquisition through Canary. This
will be the station oass in which Science Pilot Ed Gibson
will have his private family conversation.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
and Ascension for 16 minutes. Out,

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We are copying
the SPT on VHF intermittently on the thing and we're still
workinp on configuration.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute til
handover to Ascension. We'll be dumping the data voice tape
recorder at Ascension. Out.

CC Skylab, this i.? H ~a on now coninf? to you
through Ascension, We'll dump th. voice tape recorder
and for the SPT at Ascension her-.. <

: -.-<ly best to go to
left antenna on VHF and continue > ' r. . lockape there. Over

PAO Skylab Control ' • • ; >n . 17 hours,
47 minutes, Greenwich mean tine. Sk, " •! .> IV c on I i nu i up, on this
Ascension pass. About 4 minutes remaining until loss of
sional. Meanwhile Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, is carrying on
his private family conference,

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1-1/4 minutes
til LOS. Next station contact in 27 minutes through Carnarvon
it 18:17. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours
51 minutes, Greenwich mean tine. Lo9S of signal through
Ascension. Barring operational constraints Skylab's first
observation of Comet Kohoutek is tentatively scheduled for
mission day 8, on Friday. The first instrument scheduled
to gather data on Kohoutek is the S233, which will he placed
in the left hand viewinp, window of the command module.
Photographs of the Comet and Star Fields will be mjJc with a

35 millimeter Nikon camera. A sequence of two exposures will
be made every 12 hours for the first 10 days. Nov en her 23
throuph December 2nd. The first exposure will be made of a

star field and the second exposure will be made of the com it.
Both exposures will be mao> with a lens focus setting on 12 -

25 feet and exposure time will remain constant. From December
throuph December 19, a sequence of 4 photographs will b« made
every 12 hours. Prior to the comet's p r u p e r i h e 1 i on , the
S233 camera will be positioned in the command module. t) tiring
the po6t psrahclion, the comet's closest approach to the Sun
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the camera will be positioned in the workshop wardroom window.
If S 2 3 3 ifl placed in the command nodule on Friday, Com.it

Kohoutek will be approximately 141 million miles from the

Earth. 96 million miles from the Sun and traveling at a

speed of about 94,000 miles per hour. Skylab instruments
includinp 6 ATM experiments will be aimed at the comet on a

scheduled basis between Friday and the first week of January.
Use of the S233 camera, is dependent on the Thanks pi vi np, EVA,

which calls for ATM filraloading and completion of repairs on
the S193 EREP instrument, Present plans if all goes well,
calls for additional observations to be made for 3 days,
starting November 24, with S201, S183, and S019 experiments.
We're at 17 hours, 54 minutes, Greenwich mean tiPie. 23-1/2 minutes
away now from reacquiring Skylab through Carnarvon. This is

Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 18 hours
16 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab IV less th^n a minute
away now from Carnarvon acquisition.

SPT Hello Houston , SPT .

CC Go ahead, STT. We're with you through
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek for 9 minutes. Over.

SPT liey Bruce, I think the Coram went real well
Procedures were great and good conn all the way. Give our
thanks to all of the folks who it up.

CC Okay, we will. We're glad it worked
out that well. We'll hope for some more like that in the future.

SPT I meant the configuration in the connand
nodule, the sane as we had before the (garble) to conn which
was, I believe- what you wanted so that you could do sone more
checkinp out.

CC RiRht, thit is. We'll be listening at
the various sites for the V H F to check it out.

PLT Hey Bruce, PLT here. I'm getting ready
to put the iodine in witer tank 3. And I just wanted to
confirm that we're goin;; to p,o for 9 parts per million?

CC Ue're checking on that now, Bill.
PLT Okay.
CC And while we're talking to you here,

Bill, the other day Jerry nentioned when he took the 02 sensor
out of number 2 I believe it was, no it was the C02 sensor
out of one of the sieves the - stand by.

CC Jerry mentioned when he took one of the
C02 sensors out of sieve B he had a white crystal line substance
on the end of it. And if you can «tlll find it, we'd like
to mark that cartridge for return at the end of the mission and
bring it back. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce, I'm pretty sure he read that.
CC Ropier. Thank you.
PLT And, as Ion?, as we're talking about ii -

chanf.Inr. the cameras around this morning the snail fiiass -

1 don't know if it's for the filter or not. It's for the ground
Rinse for the imagery (?) in the head, you'll find your head on
the -'> Nikon cane out and floated to 3 and 1 tried to get it
back in and ny question is, which side of flat glass faces up?
the convex side or the flat side?

CC We'll check on this. I believe tho convex
side is up and ground side down, but let us check on it.

PLT All right. I think that is right because
I took the head off another carvers to check and that is the
way it was, but I can't get it back in that way. I'll go ahead
and work on it.
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CC Okay, now Bill, vou may have to push

the button on the back of the canera that releases tin- platonU-

head to open up the little jaws and hold thnt piece of ground

glass in place. And look for the notches, if you will, on the

upper surface of the thing, because it actually locks in place.

Over .

PLT Okay, I renenber now. Thank you.

CDR (garble) .

CC Go ahead, CUR.
CDR I just taped sensor number 2, and it looks

to be a pretty hard one (garble).
CC Okay, thank you very much. And I believe

that was an error a ninute ago. The sensor that ynu took out,

you reported a white crystal line substance on the. end of it,

1 think was the other, the forner PP02 number 2 sensor and we'd

like to bring that back instead of the CO 2 cartridge. Over.

CDR Okay, that's tiie one.

CC And could you tell us where it is fight

now, and we'll .'rite into the deactivation checklist pnd make

sure we get it.
CDR Okay, the white crystal broke free or the

sensor, and 1 have white crystal stuck to a piece of tape right

next to the sensor package. The sensor itself 1 have narked

and that's put away in 301.

CC In what 301?
CDR In locker number 301.

CC Okay, than*-, you.

CuR Do you want then be th or do you want just

the Crystal?
CC We'd like to get then both. Jerry.

CDR Okay, I'll put then together in 301.

CC (Garble) teleprinter nesnagc 0632 and 1*11

put it in my book

.

CC Okay, and for the PL1 ,
you can serure

on chlorinating tanks, or iodinating tank 3 for the tine being.

1?c*ll monitor it periodically, as we would normally, and if it

needs it we'll give you a call. And it's 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact In 15 minutes through Hawaii at 05:33,

excuse me nuke that an 18:30.
CDR Roger.
i>A0 Skylab Control, Houston, 18 hours 28 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through Honeysuckle.

Next station to acquire will be Hawaii in appr ox in* t e ly 13 minut

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 18

hours, 40 ninutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now ap-

proaching acquisition range through Hawaii. We'll stand by

and keep the line open and liston for the callup from CAP COMM
Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 5 ninutes. For the ?LT

.

PLT Go, brother.
CC Yeah, okay. On the ground glass - indeed,

the convex side goes up, the nice, flat ground side goes down,
and if the look at the ground glass, there are 2 little notches
on one of the narrow side. Those go up and to the left as

you hold the camera down in front of you as you would at

wiist level with the lens pointing away from you, and are
intended to be engaged by two small dogs coming out of the

left hand side of the base of the aperture there. Those
dogs are operated by the button on the back of the caraera

which also releases the photonic head. Over.
PLT Copy, Bruce. Understand. Thank you.
CC Roger. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. For the CD R

.

Over .

PLT Go Bruce. He's listening.
CC Okay. Use the Hasselblad - the H DC with

the 100-ni 1 lime ter lens for today's handheld photo targets if

you would and all visual observations sites are low priority
until mission day 9. And a third consent tor handheld site
30-A at 19:01 Z which is your first one and is coming up

shortly if you opt take it. The site is Lake Superior. The

4-L scale is on exposure 4-3 of visual observations book. Over.
CDR Okay, Bruce. Thank you.
CC Roger . Ou t .

CC And we're going LOS here. We'll see you
over Goldstone in about 5 minutes. Tine of 18:52 and that

4-L scale la in figure 4-3 in the visual observations book.
CDR Roger. Copy. Figure 4-3.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours, 49

ninutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now at Hawaii.
Goldstone coning up in 3-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houiton through Goldstone
for 5-1/2 minutes. Ou t

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours, 56 min-
utes Greenwich mean time. Very quiet pass over the Sta.es.
Skylab IV under Goldstone acquisition. It would be reasonable
to assume that the crew of Skylab IV are in their lunch break.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 ralnutc to LOS.
Next station contact in 4 ninutes through Bermuda at 19101. Out.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours
Greenwich nean tine. 1 minute away now from picking up
Skylab IV again over Bermuda.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
for 10 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 7 minutes through Ascension at
19:19. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 19 hours
13 ninutes, Greenwich mean tine. A loss of signal now through
Bermuda. Next station to acquire will be Ascension in
6 ninutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 19 hours
18 minutes. Greenwich mean tine. Standing by now for
acquisition of Skylab IV through Ascension.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for 9-1/2 ninu tes . Ou t

.

SPT Hello, Houston, SPT. I got a question
for you.

CC Send your question, SPT.
SPT Linb volume measurements. In the

activation checklist, placement of the leg band is at the -

PLT liumber 1.

SPT - - number 1 18 located against the ankle.
In the medical checklist - bioned checklist, tells us to put
the - 1 taped to the right with middle Velcro between the
tibial tuber and kneecap. If we do that the number 1 is
gonna be well above the ankle. Could you clarify which one
they wan t ?

CC Stan-1 by. We will.
S PT Right now, we're gonna press on with

number one on the ankle. That's the way it seems to work,
otherwise we won't b«- able to measure down towards tho
ankle, and that would be consistent with the way we've gotten
the data so far.

CC SPT , Houston. Here you referring to the
calibration band or can you be a little more specific? Over.

SPT Okay. Bruce. I'm referring specifically
to, in the biomed checklist, page 14-1, at Che top. Thn
third line down. And I'll give you the activation minute here

PLi 5-5.
SPT That's 5-5, at the top, second and third

lines down.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 nlnute to

LOS. Next station contact in 23-1/2 atlnutea through Carnarvon
at 19:51. For the SPT. Do it like it gay* it in the activatio
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Bruce

.

checklist. Over.
SPT

it on. Thank you.
CC Roger . Ou t

.

, n / A ° Skylab Contr
30 minutes, Greenwich mean tine

That's the way we're putting

ol
, Houston. 19 hours
Skylaj IV now out of station

END OF TAPE
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CC And duration of the Guan pans on S-band

is 10 minutes and 4 secords, maybe a little longer or. VIU'

.

Out .

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 20 hours

2 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through

Carnarvon. Next station to acquire will ba Guan. And

Commander Jeiry Catr's private faaily conference is scheduled

for this upcominc Guam pass. 2 minutes away now from Guam

acquisition. This is Skylab Control, Houston.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for

9-1/2 minutes. And for the SPT, we are going to have to redump

the experiment 2 tape recorder. We request that you not attempt

to star: recording M092 data until we give you a go. We expect

to have it completed before LOS here at Guam. Over.

CC Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston through

Guan. Do you read? Over.
CC Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston on S-bend.

Do you read on S-band? Over?
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 20 hours

11 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV still on it's pass

over Guan about 3 minutes and 40 seconds remaining on that pass.

The Guam station is where Commander Jerry Carr is conducting his

private family conference. A couple of calls placed by CAP COMM

Bruce McCandless here In the Mission Control Center received no

reply from the other two crew members. We suspect that the

S-band switch - or an S-band switch in the workshop is imporperly
positioned, thus inhibiting the reception of the call. We're

less than 3 minutes away now from losing signal through Guam

We'll stand up (sic) with the line and continue to monitor.

CC Skylab, this is Houston in the blind,

j. minute to LOS through Guam. Next station contact in

16-1/2 minutes; Goldstone at 20:30. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 20 hours 16 min-

utes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal through Guan. Next

station to acquire Goldstone in 14 minutes 40 seconds. This

is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Tili 8 is Skylab Control, 20:29 Greenwichnean tint acquisition through Goldstone in 50 seconds. Stand-ing by resumption of connunications through Goltlstone.
UC Skylab, Lhls is Houston through GoldstoneCorpus Christi and Merritt Islands for 16-1/2 minutes. Over.

„ , ,

CC Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston throughGoldstone, Corpus Christi and Merritt Island for 16 minutes.

.

C(
T ,

Skylab, Skylab, Skylab, this is Houstonacknowledge. Over.
CDR Hello, Houston this is Skylab. How doyou read?
cc Okay, loud and clear Jerry. Say lister,both dur in g your private conn through Guar, arid the SPT* Sthrough Canary and Ascension we were unable to raise you onS-band, and we think thai perhaps the panel 9 S-bami switchgot moved out of the TR icsit ion. Over.
C0R Look;: like it did Bruce, I'll puL it in.

,

oka >-. ^ So by that cue card on the
\Ht Jelta column, you notice we leave panel 9 S-band TR inVHF panel 9 off so' that we can communicate with the rest oftne workshop on S-band while you're talking on VHF. Over.CUR

.

I don't quite understand how that happened,
I thought I had tne cards on ripht. I think you're gettingthrough fine all the way through the workshop now.

CC Okay, we didn't nean to buc, you wetaoupht naybe we had a situation here where we had no comwe^d have to Rive you a crew alert or something that check it

CDFl we could tiear you talking but theonly one that was coning through was panel 98.

,. , p
C Roger, we copy. And now you got panel

>i back on and we're back in business. Out.
CI, R Houston, CDR.
CC Go all cad .

COR Hey w,; were just curiou
nose (garble) seens (garble) to you.
cc: 't'ri working real yood

nabl t

e r r y ,

c n a n g e
C>> R Hey. that's great.
C
^ Skylab, this is Houston 1 ciinut..' until

tact in 44 minutes through Cai
: 30 . Over

.

n a r v o n

srT Roger, Houston, so long.
P *° This is' Skylab Control, loss of signalthrough the tracking station at Bermuda. It has to be one

of the quietest stateside passes on record except for when thecrew is asleep. Next station in 4 1 minutes will be Carnarvon
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Australia. Final Carnarvon and Guam pass upcoming. We will
be bact at that tine. At 20:48 Greenwich mean tine, Skylab
Control.

Kill) OF TAPK
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PAO This is Sk/lab Control; 21:28 Greenwich

mean Lint'. Acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia In 50 seconds.

Carnarvon, a short dropout of several minutes and re acqu 1 s 1 t ion

at Guam. Standing by for both stations.
CC Skyl/.b, this Is Houston through Carnarvon

for 6-1/12 minutes out.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston, one minute to

LOS, next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through Guam at

21:44. out.

ESI) OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this la Houston through Guan for
5-1/2 minutes. We'll dump your data voice tape recorder
next site, which is Goldstone. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 nslnute till
LOS. Next station contact in 18 minutes through Goldstone
at 22:07 Zulu, Out,

PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal
throup.fr Cuan. Final Guam and Carnarvon pass of the day.
Goldstone in 16 minutes. Twu raore quiet passes here over
these last two stations as the Skylab IV crew continues with
the day's lineup of nedical experiments. At 21:^1 Greenwich
nean tine, returning in 15 ninutes tor Goldstone and stateside
pass, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO This is Skylab Control, 22 :06 Greenwich
wean tine, acquisition in .50 seconds through Goldstone.
Space station Skylab now ending revolution number 2,747
around the Earth. Stateside pass one revolution ago was
extremely quiet as the crew of Skylab IV ran medical
experiments and were too busy to talk to the ground. The
same held true for the just completed Carnarvon and Guam passes.
Me should have contact .

SPT -Hello, Dick

.

CC Hello, there. How y' all doing?
SPT Real well, thank you.
CC Good show.
CC Skylab, Houston back to the subject to

02 sensors we're still reading a low indication on number 2.

So next tine somebody has a chance what we'd like to request
on panel 225, 02, N 2 controllers monitor we'd like you to
switch that to number 3. Over.

SPT Okay, Dick, I'll he going by there in
about 5 ninutes.

CC Okay, fine thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston for the PLT . We'd like

to confirm that you've got the VCG Zulu gain set at 5? And
C 1)R , Houston.

CDR Dick, that's affirmative he did set the
gain .it 5,

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. For the CDR.
CDR Go ahead, Dick.
CC Roger. In the last day or so and I don't

think we've discussed this little anomaly with you. In the
last day or so abou - on about three occasions we've seen a

fluctuation in the ATM C&D coolant loop flow and the naxinun
fluctuation we saw was a decrease in the flow of about 30

percent. Ve're not going to need that coolant loop i u n n I n g

for the next 3 or A days, so what we intend on doing and I'a
going to ask you to throw a couple of switches when you get
a chance. Is to shut down that coolant loop and we're going
to leave it shut down and possibly think up some troubleshoot-
ing to do and this won't have any iapact on operations at all si
we don't nee - need it. What I'd like you to throw on the
ATM panel fiist is the lighting integral switch to off, and
then on panel 203, ATM coolant pumps Bravo switch off.

CDR Dick, the integral lighting switch is

off.
CC Okay, good. And the other one Jerry is

the - on panel 203 ATM ooolant pumps Bravo.
CDR Okay, it's of f , Dick

.

CC Okay, good and I guess only caution
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note liore la we'd like you to leave the - apparently you
have been leaving this li»,htin/> INTEGRAL switch to off and
we'd '.ike to continue for you to do that until we get the
coolant loop running aj;ain, just as a reminder the coolant,
loop is really suppose to keep the tou •• tenperature of the
panel down, it's really not to save the electronics or any-
thing, so you ai'ht be a little cautious but our data shows
tii.it it shouldn't get too warn for you. Over.

CDR Okay, Dick, thanks.
CC Roper.
C C Skyl a b, Houston lminut

Vanpuard at 2 2:33.
CDR Roper.
PAO This is Skylab Control,

nean tine, loss of signal through the Merrl
area station. N'ext station in 8 ninutes wi
ship Vanpuard. After Vanguard, the ground
nisses all stations until we get around to
Alnost an hour's tine without - without any
we'll be back in 7 ciinutos for the Vanguard
Greenwich mean tine. This is Skylab Contro

e to LOS.

22:23 Greenwich
tt Island launch
11 be tracking
track of Skylab
Coldstone again,
ground contact,
pass. At 22:24

EN I) OF TAPE
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PAO Tills la Skylab Control; 22:31 Greenwich
nean tiiie, acquisition In 50 seconds tnrouyh tracking ship
Vanp.uard. Tracking ship Vanp.uard conin.j up.

CC Skylab, Houston, Vanguard for 9 minutes.
I'AO Tliis la Skylab Control, still at acquisition

over tracking ship Vanp.uard. Some 3-1/2 minutes r ena 1 n i n« ,

We're estimating change of shift briefing with Flight Director
Neil Hutchinson at about 5 o'clock, perhaps a few ninutes
after 5 in the Building 1 news room. We'll stay U f for the
remainder of the Vanp.uard pass.

CC Skylab, Houston we're about 1 minute fron
LOS, Vanguard. You're goin[< to be LOS for a little over an hour.
I'll call you at Coldstone at 23:44, ar- there's a copy of
toncrrov's flight plan in the teleprinter.

CUR Roger, Dick, talk to yoi. in an hour.
CC iloper , see you then.
PA0 Tiiis is Skylab Control; loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanp.uard. Next station in an hour and
2 ninutes will be Goldstone a^ain, final s:ateside pass for
tiie day. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson estinates he will
be available in the Houston News Center for a change of shift
briefing about 5 o' clock Central Tine. Should there be any
live air 'o ground durinp, the period of tue press conference
it will be recorded for delayed playback. At 22:43 Greenwich
nean tine. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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r AO Tills is Skylab Control; 23:43 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition coning up in 50 oeconds through
tracking station at (oldstone, the final stateside pass of
tht day. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson, who first indicated
that we would be in the News room at 5 and then later at

5:30, is still in the Control Toon, sorting out sone sort of
procedure with his data people. Hopefully he will be en-
route to the N'ews loon for his chang e-o f -sh i [ t briefing
before too lonp. Meanwhile, we'll follow through on the
Gold stone pass and likely we'll be recording the succeeding
Vanguard pass for delayed playback.

SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Skylab, Houston I was delay in calling

you. l.'e're get tint*, ready to drop into the keyhole for about
a ninute or so, and I'll call you as soon as we get locked
up out of that. We are AOS Goldstone for about the next
10 cinutes.

Sn Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston AOS stateside. We're out

of the keyhole and still not you for 6 minutes.
STT I'.oper, Dick, I'd like to discuss that

last NuZ update with you.
CC Okay, no ahead.
SPT Okay, i got up here just at the close,

of the window port with 43 minutes remaining in day. And
I «Pt a star with the nanu.tl search, and as soon as I hit
AUTO, I not a flickering of the door closed, and then finally
the door closed on tie. \nd I'n now looking at a orbital
plane here of 15.7, which I suspect is kind of hi^h. So I

don't tii ink ve got a good NuZ update f ron tnat. And you
nay want to command a new one in or (garble) for a dunp.

CC Okay, let us talk about it for a second, Ed
STT Another alternative Dick is to try

it with around 3 minutes tine leraaining in day. Apparently
the window opens up again t h e r < .

CC Roger, Ed, we're talking about it. I'll
get rirht back to you. We still got about 6 ninutes left
in t h i * pass.

STT Okay.
CC SPT , Houston.
SPT Co ahead, Dick.
CC 'lop, er. Here's what we'd like you to do.

Ve'd like you to attempt another NuZ update. In looking at
the star tracker pad, the star's available on the tine
renaininp, clock of day 3 minutes, so you have about a 3

minute opportunity there to try and get a good update. We'd
like you to try it there. If you in your own raind are
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unsuccessful in getting a ;;ood NuZ update then-, uoM like
you to iniilblt the upconin?* the momentum dump. Over.

SPT Okay , Dick.
CC RoRer .

cc' Skylab, Houston, we're 1 ninute to
LOT, Vin«u.irJ comes up a t

.
00 :10 , . ami we'll be dumping tne

data tape recorder at the Vanguard.
SPT lloper, Dick.
IV0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through the ''.oldstor.e and Texas stations. 13 ninutes to
track In - ship Vanguard. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson
should be walking in the Houston News roon at this tine
for his chanfe-of -shi (it briefing. l-'e'll tape the Vanguard
and Tananarive piss for delayed playback after the cha'nj-e-
of-shift briefing. At 23:57 Greenwich mean tine. Skylab
Control.

E M D r>r TAPE
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p,\0 This is Skylab Control; 00:32 Greenwich
mean tine. Twenty seconds away fron what would nominally be

acquisition at the voice relay station at Tananarive but

at this very moment network advises the Flight Director that

nil the lines to Tananarive are down, are out of service at

any rate. There tore we will have no voice contact with
spare stitlon Skylab throuph Tananarive. We have tape from
the Just completed Vanguard pass recorded during the chanj'.e-

f.f-shlft pieas conference which we'll play bacV at this time.

CC Skylab, Houston, Vanguard for 9 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, Vanguard for 8 minutes,

we're dumping the data tape recorder here.
SPT Roger, Dick. We've got a NuZ update with

2 minutes remaining in the daytime orbital plane error with
plus 11.9 outer p.inbal with minus 1254 and inner ginbal plus

i t looked good

.

CC Okay, Ed thank you very much

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS
Tananarive cones up at 00:33.

PAO And that completes playback of the

Vanr-.uard pass. Space station Skylab is over Tananarive but

as mentioned earlier we have no contact through Tananarive
because of laud line dif f icul ty, next station will be

Hawaii in 44 minutes, returning at that time. This is

Skylab Control at 34 minutes past midnight Greenwich mean
time.

END OF TAPE
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j. A 0 Tills is Skylab Contnl, 01:17 Greenwich

nean tine. And we're in acquisition at Hawaii and at least

data la cominn in, displays are live. V.'e'll await Spacecraft

Conmunicator Dick Truly's call to the crew.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Hawaii for

the tiext 6 ninutes. And 1 didn't get t0 8 ive V 00 a cal1

back at that Tananarive pass I told you about because all

our lines to Tananarive were down at the tine.

CDR Hello, Dick.
CC Hello, there.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about a minute

fron LOS Hawaii. Vanguard AOS is at 01:47, a reminder to

Bill, we're aoinf, to have your private comra set up at Vanguan

and also for Jerry we're getting - 1'n going to bs expecting

the eveninc status report down there Jerr. One suggestion

to you, CDR, on the evening status reports when we get

to that, particular pass of the eveninc we put that on tne

tape recorders, so you can go just about as fast in reading

the nunbers as Ion;; as they're clear as you like and we can

listen to the tape afterwards and get all of the nunbers

we don't have to get it in real tine and then possibly at the

ond of your reading down we can go over the day's evening

questions.
1>A0 This is Skylab Control, loss of slf.nal

through Hawaii next station 20 minutes fron now will be the

track inf. ship Vanguard, the evening status report from the

crew on food deleted from the menu, water drunk, Dedication,

the - and - the station at Tananarive apparently is still

down at this tine. The next Hawaii pass will be the final

one of the evening however it's the medical conference with

the crew physician. We'll bf. back in 19 minutes for Vanguard

At 01:27 Greenwich nean tine, Skylab Control.

ESU OF TAPE
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''Ao This is Skylab Con'.rols 01:45 Greenwich
mvnu time and 5U Mucunds away from acquisition at tracking
ship Vanguard and the avcnlnn statu* report from the SkyUb IV
crow. Stand lnj', by for AOS, Vanguard.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Vanguard for
9 minute*, I'm standing by for the evening status report

CUR (Garble), Oick.
CDR Ready to copy, iMck?
cc Ye « sir. go ahead and I'm not sure youcopied my transmission up at Hawaii, Jerry but you can go aJ

fast as you like on these numbers because we're recording
them and we can listen to them after the pass is over.

CDR Oh, okay.
cc But that squeal does kind of bug us.
CDR Yeah, we going to try to locate it and

quiet it before I start.
CC AnJ Skylab Houston, COMM TECH wanted ae toask you if you copied theJr up-ink on VHE in the command raodule.
cnR Apparently not, Bill said he didn't Put

through.
cc Rop.er , we're check lnp, it.
CDR Okay.
CDR Okay, here cones the evening status report

Sleep, COR - 6.5, good. SPT 7.0, fair. ) I, T - 6.5, good
Volumes: CDR - 1200, SPT - 2750, PLT - 1500. Drinklna water
gun: CDR - 6501, SPT - 0821, PLT - 6942.

CC Okay.
CDR Our friendly squeal's back again.
CDR Okay, Body Mass: CDR - 6.290 , 6 ! 2 9 1 6 '91

SPT - 6.421, 6.420, 6.421. PLT - 6.227, 6.227, t[ 2 32. ExerciseCDR - Method Alfa, leg - 30 minutes, 4110 watt minutes.
That Includes M17 1

. Exercise Bravo - position Alfa Bravo and
Echo, 10 each repetition. Exercise Charlie Bravo Charlie and
Delta over the position and 10 each with repetition, that
was exercise method Charlie. For the SPT - met nod Alfa leg -
25 ninutes, 4038 including the M171. Method Bravo - oh mat's
ri-ht, I beg your pardon, it does not include 171 he did not dothat t ml a y .

CC Okay.

SPT
Cl)R J 'J8t ^° 38

'
Exe r c ise method Bravo for tie

CC l '™ still with you Jerry go ahead.
CLJR Okay, it's - He's going to call it Foxtrot.

And what it is it's the Alfa Bravo with the hands held
outward, so from now on that will be called Foxtrot for the
SPT. 40 repetitions. PLT exercise method Alfa - leg
30 minutes, 4650, no medication today. The SPT's blood pressure
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and girth measurement* are a* follows! .irw blood pressure -

122 over 78, leg blood pressure 158 over 82, left calf 14,
right calf 13-7/8. Okay moving on to the plioto log, U
Just dawned on us, today, we just dissevered that there is a
new thin* called the Noutron environment. It's some sort of a
demonstration which none of us has ever seen before. I've got
the sinking feeling mat those f*ur photos that I took last nijht
with the Nikon, tor ED76 neutron detector was beaut for this one
for this demo. As part of the day 4 transfers, we discovered thisdumo and we have deployed it. I got & hunch they're going to
want us to J'ke more photos of that. We'll wait until ve get
Honethln", hi the pad from you on that.

<:c Okay we'll think about that one.
CDR Flight Plan Ueviations - we did not get

any Earth observations done today, we Just added on to the
grindstone too much and really haven't even had a chance to
look out the window. The day 4 transfer we got up to 4 bags fullOkay, let ne go to the Photo lop, now.

CC Okay.
CDR

wao , , ,
0n U ' e ph0to l °8 " 16 nUHneter, transporter

07 - wan M092
, 171-2 and M092, 171-3. Supply was Charlie India 85.the take up was Charlie India 58. Percent remaining on supply

Is 27. For the 35 millineter: Nikon 05. we started at 12 and
we finished at 56 franc counts, this is the IR that was loaded
by the ground and we're asking hov many f ranee do we have before
we have used the film?

CC Okay, let us got back to you on that one, Jerr.
CUR okay one note on the IR with the Wikon, on

the K<92, we took one side facial photo at the wronj- settlor
so one extra frame was taken at t/11.

CC Okay.
CI)R Okay, back to inoperable equipment. We

found, Bill reported this on the down-link tape, and you can
get all the details there but one of the DACs , 1 believe it
was I)AC number 0 2 did not work this norning. We charged
to another DAC and it worked fine. So we think It's the
camera Itself, not the transporter. I got a few (garble) reminder
but tnere'te transfer stowage changes that you probably ou'.ht

k now

ay Jerry, we still got .

half here and I've got a pile of questio
which I will ask next site which is Tananarive so
why don't you use the next minute and a half and keep talk'ln-
about the sto.MiU' .

Ci,R Okay. Oay 4 stowage transfer procedures.
Page 3-3, IMSS

, drug supply canister C was stowed in lorkor
17700 instead of 706 , 706 is chucked full of all sorts of 1MMS
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canisters ami [ R ot a huach we're going to h»v« to do an invent or Vthrow away some drugs. There'* no rooa (or tliU new canister
in there. At t lie bottom of the page, VTK dictronic TC cards,four of them, were stowed in W719 instead of W720 because about
2 days ago 1 stowed all of our crispy bars In 720. Going on to
l

T"» i t*}
C ° kU

'
WC 8towed th * 1 ^ locker Echo 625 instead

o t r. c h o b 2 i 2 i. c h o .

Okay.
CDR And that does it.

^
C Okay* Jerry, I've got a number of evening

questions ot various things, one thing we - after we enable -
alter NuZ update while ago, we forgot to inhibit the
manual pointing control, we'd like to do that now and I'llisk you these questions and g* t you and answer on the
neutron science demo photos, when we net to Tananarive.

CDR Okay, flick.
cc Roger, see you there.
1>A0 T1'l* is Skylab Control; loss of signalihrouH. tracking ship Vanguard and apparently the Tananarivestation is back with us. Dick Truly will fire up his

'juesiions to the crew, that have accumulated through the
day, through the Tananarive station. The pass inm-diatelyfollowing not innediately , but about a half hour later will
be tae Hawaii pans for the nedicnl conference. And will
he the final pass during the crew wake period. 11 minutes
until Tananarive. At 01:57 Greenwich near- tine. This is
Skylab Cuntrol.

KNU OF TAPE
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PA0 Tills is SkyUb Cont ro 1 ; 0 2 : 09 Greenwichmean tin* and about 50 second* away fron acquisition atthe Tananarive station, which apparently is back in serviceat this tine. Spacecraft Conaun lea '.or Dick Truly will followup with his evening questions to the crew, which he was unable
o pas. up during the Vanguard pass. 20 seconds away nowfron acquisition through Tananarive and standing by.

uk < „k
PA0

, ,
The primary airlock module coolant loopwhich was serviced yesterday is ahowin, a pump Ulet pressure of25 pounds and a differential pressure of 51 pounds.

C(
j

Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for
5 ninutas. How do you read?

S PT Loud and clear.
CC Roger, I didn't get a food log reportfro* Jerry on the evening status. I would like to get that.And tnen I got a bunch of notes here to talk to vou about.

** ..

0kay
'

1 Ju8t r « a li*ed that after weaip.ned off. Here it goes.
CC Okay.

Jav 5. r.enu delta. CDR: no salt, devotion, minus two coffeesnlnus Ijnoj pudding, and ninus green beans. Dehyd r a t i on i 1

U

be garble) when you proposed last (garble). SPT: seven L
two cotfees, plus one pear, standard water deviation, vou got that.

.
" Okay, Jerry, we're fading out a littlebit. U« 11 see now auch of that we can get off the tape, andif we *Jss so*e of ic I'll ask you for it a^aln later v\ enhave a clearer co an . Let's talk a minute ,bout the photosor the neutron detectors. I think the easiest way to do it

f
f

tel1 you w,,at we <*«»ir« to get, and then you can figure outif you got it or not. What we de.ire for you to ,, t lalisted on page 3-2 of the stowage book down at the bo t tonof the pane, and it is photography of the 4 button detectorsthat support the science demo which is TV 108. Ovor.
CDR Okay, well those are the 4 we did notBet, so wc will have to reschedule that.
CC Okay. Understand. Okav, there's a -

next question is we would like to get your status on a coupleof other trunks. You told us where you were on the mission

t'l ^oa^^If
-

J^/ 1

'

w

y ° U 86f ln hou-^^Ping 50 Echo,

which was the - fixing up the urine bags?
A 1 f a

CD
.

R
.'' We 8° c cl, e 4 urine bags done that wewere asked for there, and 60 echo was - in work right ow

.

should be complete In about a half hour.
CC Okay, fine. Next question that I have
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Returning in 33 minutes for Hawaii * scrub that. Wc ' i

1

return for the Vanguard pass in as much as the Hawaii pans
is cite private medical conference. Vanguard in an hour and
4 minutes. At 02:20 Greenwich mean tine, Skylab Control.

end or tati;
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Yeah, I do have that change. I got it and it
ook . The problem la It's just going to take a lor.

search through all those cans and put all those drugs
lit place. And tine Is Just something we just don't see*
o nuch of the last two or three days.

Roger, understand. We just wanted to
pet that squared away. Next question, on the Nikon photos
today with the I'i photography, we expected you to report
down a frame count sonewh,ere in the neighborhood of 36 or so,
and you reported 56 and fskad the question how many frames
there were. It turns out that when they counted then at the
Cape, there were exactly '* 3 frames available and it Bakes us
wonder 'tow you got to number 56, whether there was a n a I -

function or whether you advanced after the last frame or vha'.J
CUR No, we call - I thought i called down a

numb cr 36, not 56.
CC Ah-hah , Okay, 1 guess I copied it wrong,

but perhaps you s.ilJ 56.
CC Okay, next question is - has to do with

the M151 photography that you did today on the M092/M171 runs.
Could yru verify it for us, did you photograph for the M151
stuff for those runs. Did you photo p, raph both runs today
or Just the second run, over?

CDR No, both runs.
CC Okay, unders tand . / Her e is another thing 'A

and It's in answer to a question that you - came down to us
earlier today about the humidity. Unfortunately we're in
a position where there's several ways that we could
increase the relative hum. However now, however we're very close
between the inlet temperature on OWS heat exchangers and the
dew point. So even though we could - we could help you out in
increasing the humidity, we don't particularly want to, because
it's going to get us into a situation where we begin to collect
condensation. The only good news that we can think of to remind
you of is that the beta angle is coming down and In just the
very next few days, ve expect it to get a good deal more com-
fortable as the average OWS temperature decreases. Over.

CDR Okay, Dick, maybe that will handle it '

for us.
CC Okay, we expect cue temperature to be

stablizeing out over the next several days and the relative
humidity will increase, and hopefully that will make it a

little better if not super good.
cdr

._.
oka y> — -— —

"

CC Okay, "incidentally we have uplinked again
the photo pad to support the stereo photography. So if you
do have time or want to get to that this evening, at least
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you hive Like pad. If no-, Just let us know In the nuriHnc, then
No problem, lluru'u a <|U ullon f ron tne G and S. We still hnvu
about 2 minutes here. I turns out titat they did not see

this data in real tine. But when they looked back at gone
of the dump data, they allowed a point in yesterday's tine
line where the six-pack gyros, mainly In the Z-axis, switched t

coarse gain for about three seconds. And we can't find any

reason to explain thla except possibly somebody Bight have

bumped Into the rate ayro six-pack or sonething «ighl have hit
It. And we were wondering if any of you guys reneaber that

happening? Over.
CDR iHck, I thlak with any three of us that's

a distinct possibility. We'll try to be mote careful around
there .

CC Okay, well we were just going to ask you

About it, because we just didn't understand it and there

18 no anomaly that we're chaslnp, there.
CI>R Well you know Dick, that's right about

where wo were do Inn the mol - or the Coolanol work, and I

suspect that maybe one of us did b unp lj^ T

CC Okay, here's one more for you. This one's
from the I TIC 0 . You know the anti-feedback adapter that you
carried up to be Installed if you wanted to in the command modu
Have you installed that?

CDR Negative, not yet.

CC Okay.
CDR We hardly get time to do any personal

hygiene, let a Ion* install things like that.
CC Rof»e r , understand. We're about 30 seconds

f ron LOS and so we'll qive you a call in the morning. And

we'll do a good bid of thinking tonight about how wo night

can - help you ou t

.

CDR Okay, I'd like to see us finish and be abl

to 30 to bed tomorrow nifcht about 9 o'clock or so, if we cou Id,

CC lo^er, I understand. And I "it nnt*sure I

copied your answer a while ap,o about the CBKMs . Old you say

t N.nt the - when we did correct those indications, tn.il they

are okay , now

?

CDR Ed's conins now; he'll answer that

f or you

.

SPT Yeah, when you reset, ve do not nave

a I'OWF.a SYSTKM ALII It T li^ht and we do not have the fla
:

-, . Ke

do have a status of charter battery regulator OFF on CBltM 3

and 5. We are showing a current, however, on 3 of 3-1/2 amps

and on 5 of 5 amps.
CC Okay, copy. Ttiank you very much .

See you in t>:e norninc .
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KPT 'iood nl!',!it , iHck .

CO Siy, good night, Dick.
MCC Good night , Dick

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Tn«t pass made up
for ill the quiet ones earlier today, when hardly a word wis said.
Loss of slpnal through traekinp ship Vanguard. Next station will
be V.inp.ua r«i ^»am in an hour and 28 ainutes. Crew and nission
control have signed off mutually untill 6 o'clock Central Tins
in lite norning. The following is the crew physician's sunnsry of
the nedical conference. rUi.da as follows: Two of th« crew nenbers
completed the lower body negative pressure in bicycle
erftoneter experinents today. Slightly elevated neart rates
as conpared to prefli;jht resenbled the trend in SL-Iil.
However no cha nf.es of clinical concern were manifested.
The crew still is keeping extremely busy and getting quite
tired, Tiie plan is to Increase their total sleep in preparation
for the u|iconln", EVA'a. Motion sickness continues to
be .» bypone problen. No medications were taken today.
That la Dr. Jerry llordinaky - crew physician's statement
following the ruedliai conference back ai Hawaii. Slf.nlnn
off until 6 a.n. Central Tine, Th<3 is Skylab Control
at 03:3<i Greenwich nean time.

END OF TAPE
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MCC (Wake-up muHic) The Lonely Bull

CDR Ole , Hons ton

.

CC Roger, you're over Madrid now.

CDR (Garble)
CC Skylab, Houston. We've got about

4 more minutes here, through Madrid. Good morning.
CDR Good morning, Hank.
CC Whenever you get around to it - When-

ever you do these things there's a whole bunch of stuff
In the teleprinter, you'll probably find. We've uplinked
to you a new Flight Plan to operate on today, to give you

a little more time to get squared away. As far as the

day 4 transfers, you'll find there, the only mandatory thing
there is getting the stuff out of A-9 . It'll be noted on

your details there for the CDR, to get the T025 gear, 80

we can get ready for the 'VA. Everything on the Flight
Plan, except the medical stuff that's required is pointing
towards getting ready for the EVA. And it also cranks in

your going to bed an hour early tonight.
CDR Okay, that sounds great, Hank.

CC And, also, we did make an

area - error in transmitting. And we sent up a - one new

summary Flight Plan when we had all three sets of details
attached to it. So we iepeated the summaries with the SPT

and PL T details. So that they'll have an extra set of detai
there.

CDR Roger.
CC And the only other Flight Pl*n item

that's new in there is a new photo pad for the SPT.

SPT Roger, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

to LOS. We'll be coming up on Carnarvon at 33. And, in

case you get to it before then, I don't know whether you

will or not, there's some checklist update there in the

EVA stuff. And there's a point which could be a little
confusing, but I can clarify that there for you at Carnarvon

CDR Good enough, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston at 12 hours

7 minutes Greenwich mean tine. A loss of signal new through
Madrid. CAP C0MM Henry Hartsfield made the wake-up call to

the crew of Skylab IV right at 12 hours Greenwich mean time.

And then played for their wake-up period, The Lonely Bull
He talked to Jerry Carr about teleprinter updates. Our next
station to acquire will be Carnarvon in 2 5-1/2 minutes.
This Is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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p (\0 This is Skylab Control, Houston at 12 hours

32 nlnutes, Greenwich noan tine. The Skylab iV space station

now approaching acquisition with. Carnarvon, Less tiian a

minute away now frora Carnarvon acquisition. Our flight
director presently on duty la Don Puddy. CAP COMM Henry
Hartsfield. The wakeup call to the crew of Skylab IV was

placed last pass over Madrid at 12:00 hours GMT. We'll

stand by now and keep the line open and await the callup

fron CAP COMM, Henry Hartsfield Co the crew of Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for

5-1/2 nlnutes.
CDR Houston, ro ahead.
CC Okav, We're with you for about 5-1/2 minutes

ncv,
CDR. - Hank, and you said you have sone clarificat

that you wanted to put up this pass.
CC Oh, okay. VJell, when you get around to

nakir," those chanp.es to the EVA Checklist there's a little cut

and paste there. An iten surrounded with asterisks. It says

it ?oes in two places and they only give you one of ther. It's

a little confusing. I know it's confusing when I started
updating our checklist down here. And, I guess the best

way to handle It is put it in one of the other places and

then jur. t draw a little arrow to the ether place. Tiie only

way I know to do it.

CDR Okay, pood enough.
CC While I »ot you. Did you ever perform the

Housekeeping 10A? The Sus loop sneakup?
CDR That's affirmative. Bill did it laat

ni^ht about - about an hour and a half before we went to bed.

CC Okay. Was the - did lie - were there any

cor.rents on it? Was there dnytliiti;.1
,
su^niglf ant to report about

it?
CD?. Stand by. bill will talk to you.

PLT We nust nave a problenwitu our tape

recorder, Hank. Now this is - occasionally I hit the wrong

button. 1 realize but I was very careful last night. 1

gave a complete rundown on that. It worked out just fine.

No naster alarns at all. Also checked the water quantity

In both the reservoirs, primary and secondary, and they were

both full. I think that was 8A1 or something like that.

CC Okay. I guess we are having a little

problen. Did you get the rad 3 data also?
PLT Say again.
CC The rad 3 .lata. Tae survey with a radiation

rieter. Did you do that too?
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PLT E <1 J id th.it one. Yea, he did that He
vcrif [eJ that.

CC Okay, 1 - what we - the reason I'm asking
tucsc quest Ions. We're not finding the data on the tap
and we're bei-innltiu to wonder If we've C ot a tape problem sone-where.

PLT As I said. I'n sure I've nade occasionalnintakew, but yesterday when I reported a SUS loop. I was
very careful.

CC *"'e dU a little checking here. We got
bone tapes we Haven't listened to yet. So, it nay be on that.

CDR Okay.
cc Okay. We did find tiie tape for that

period, .round 21:05, nnd we did no;, find the rad 3 data on
tiiere. I guess the schedule called for Ed to change the
battery and the CL)R take the readings.

CC And
» Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

fron LOP. We'll be comin« up on Honeysuckle at ;3.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 12 hours

39 ninutes, Greenwich nean tine. Loss of signal now through
Carnarvon. Honeysuckle acquisition in 5 hours 5 ninutes
•^0 second s .

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 12 hours
h5 ninutes, Sreenwicn nean tine. Less tnan 20 seconds away
now fron reacquiring Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. A very
short pass. Approximately a ninute and 20 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're with you through
Honeysuckle for about a minute and if you need us and our
next contact will be Texas at 14.

CDR Roper. Hank.
cc And, incidentally, we just found tiie

Housekeeping 10A data and our apologies for bulging you about

CDR Please say again that last message, Hank
We were all talking and nis d it.

cc Roger. „e found the 10A data and we
apologize for b u f, g i n g you about it.

CDR No sweat. I have been screwing up on that
tape recorder. And also, Hank. It's a good thine you didtu^us because we did not Ret the ISM 3 data, yesterday at

CC Roper . We copy

.

CbR Want us to go ahead and try to get it today?
CC We'll try to get sone tinea up to you

here shortly and if you have an opportunity you can do it.
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CDK Okay

.

PAO SkyLab Control, Houston at 12 hours
47 minutes, Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through
Honeysuckle with Skylab IV. The next station coming up to ac

will be Texas In 27 minutes. This Is Skylab Control, Houston

END 01 TAPE
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i
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?

SPT Say ap.ain. Hank,
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PT

t
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!

U
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CC SPT, Houston. You might try 563 rear.
The checklist says there should be some g.iusages in there.

srT ir e found some in fruit bap, 7, Hank, we'll go
ahead and use It out of there.

CC Okay, we copy.
CC CUR, Houston. We do have aone time for

you on the HAL) 3 for 3ASM. And whenever you - or whenever
it la convenient for you to copy, Just give us a call.

CDX Okay, Hank, I'm ready to copy those tinea

CL Okay, Jerry, we're about 1 ninute from LOS.
The tines are at 18:25 , 20:19 , 22:00, and 2 3 : 3 5 . And eaci.
of those is a 10 minute window starting at that tint.. A.ui
the preferred pass for the South America anomaly is the 22:00
w i nd ow .

CI,R Okay, and these are all for RSM 3, right?
CC That's af firoative,
CDR Okay. Well, we've already started out the

day, Hank «it.i one foot in the bucket. This little food exercise
cost us about a half an hour. I think we better have th*
planners as soon as possible schedule us about a 2 to 3 raa^-hour
block of tine where ue can go up and eopty out all of these
food baps and organize the overage in a pantry stvle so that
we can find the food in a hurrv.

CC Okay, we'll work that. We're just abour
LOS, Jerry. We'll be at Madrid at 35.

CDR Okay, Hank.
}

' A0 Less of signal now with Skylab IV. Next
station to acquire will be Madrid in less than 4 ninutes.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston, 13 hours 35 ninutes
Greenwich mean tine. Approaching acquisition with Skylab IV
ones again through Madrid. We aeard from Commander Jerry Carr
reporting they are a little bit behind schedule in getting
started this morning looking for some of the overage food
onboard. %'e'll stand by at this tine and listen for the callup
from CAP COMM Henry Hartsfield to the crew of Skylab IV.

END 01 TATE
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cc Skylab, Houston, through Madrid for ^
ilnutes, and we'll bo dumping the voice data recorder here

CDR Hofier, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. Ue're about 1 minute t

LOR; Tananarive at 5:06,
CDR ilocer, Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 13 hours 45

ninutus Greenwich nean tine. Loss Of Signal now with Madrid
Next station to acquire will be Tananarive in approximately
11 minutes. Very n uiet pass over Madrid aa the crew of Sky-
lab IV proceed into their norr.ing meal. 13 hours 45 minutes
GIT. This ij Skylab Control, Houston.

PAf) Thls is Skylab Control, Houston at 13hours 56 minutes Greenwich nean time. Standing by now foracquisition through Tananarive. Our fii»nt director present
on duty is Neil Hutchinson. The CAP COMM is astronaut Bruce
IcCandless. We'll leave the line open. This is Skylab Con-
trol, Houston.

Q
CC Skylab this is Houston through Tananarlv

for 8 minutes. Out.
C D R Morrln", Bruce.

. .

CC And u ls a sood morning, clear and colddown here in Texas.

, .

CT)
? v

Bruce, would you check and see if we hav
1 hour (garble) period after eatinp before doinp, the 131 schduled for today?

CC That's affirmative. Over.
Ci>R Tiiank you.
CC Skylab is Houston p.oinp, down in tothe nud at Tananarive. next station contact 21 'ninutes

through Honeysuckle Creek in 14:22. Out.
PA0 Tllis is Skylab Control, Houston at 14

hours <. minutes Greenwich mean tine. We expect no further
voice transmissions with the crew of Skylab IV through Tana-narive. The next station to acquire will be Honeysuckle in
approximately 18-1/2 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Ho-ist

END OK TATE
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PA0 This la Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours

21 Minutes. Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching

acquisition through Honeysuckle.
cc Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle

Creak. We're 1 minute til LOS. Next station contact in

27-1/2 minutes through Coldstone at 14:51. Out.

CDR Ror.er. Bruce. Talk to you then.

CC Roger ,
Ro^er .

SPT Houston, SPT.

CC Go ah ead . Over .

SPT Hey, Bruce, noticed you folks

have been operating in experiment pointing. Could you give us

a quick status on the lock and the changes you've made since

we put then off?
CC It's all GO. Ue're going over tne -

we're still operating on secondary APC system is GO. And,

we i.'st got a couple of seconds left here til LOS. Over.

CDR Rog. That's good. You've noticed no

anomaly then in the lock?

CC That's correct on (garble) got no problems

nothin» we've noticed.
SPI Good to hear. Thank you, Bruce.

PA 0 This is Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours

25 ninutes, Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through

Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire will be Goldstone in

approxin. tely 25 minutes. The first task to take place, this

morning, for Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue will

involve the M131 human vestibular function experinent. It s

scheduled to be performed this morning in raock rotation,

'lock rotation, which means, head movement only while blindtolded

with no ?,P:t on the litter chair. Science Pilot Ed Gibson will

be seated in the rotating litter chair. Pilot Bill Prgue will

be the observer. Then Pilot Bill Pogue will spend part of

this norninp, preparing T025, a contamination recording cameras,

to be taken outside on the crew's first spacewalk, Tti ank s g i v i ng

Jay /dvance preparations for the complex spacewalk, the longest

planned for any Skylab crew, will involve about 2-1/2 hours

^ate this afternoon. Th 2 crew is scheduled to go to bed at

9 p.m., local Houston time, an hour earlier than usual, so they

will be well rested for Thursday's spacevalk, expected to

last nvore than six hours. During the spacewalk, scheduled to

begin at 16:10 GMT, tomorrow. The crew will attach tne

contamination .-antra and several other pieces of experimental

hardware to the structure . It supports the solar telescopes

above the space station. Several of the large telescopes

themselves will be stocked with fresh film for the conln-
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month of solar investigations. A major objective of the walk

in space is to repair the control system for an Earth-

scanning antenna used in studies of sea conditions, ice, enow,

and other surface features. The bowl • shaped antenna, ustJ to

scan a wide path beneath t> e space station, began moving

erratically September 14. An a'tenpt to regain control of the

earth resources instrument was nsJe lattr In the seconi. Skyl&b

nlstior.. Ac that time, the crew observed the erratic antenna

from withitt the ej.ace station. Aaont the experiments to be

set up outside the laboratory are four extremely smooth plates

that will register the impact of tiny dust particles traveling

through space at high speed. The plates will bring to twelve

tne number exposed during the Skylab progrtn. \nd they are

part of the particle collection experinent (SH9). Like the

two earlier sets, these will be returned at the end of the

fllr.ht and analyzed to deternine the effect of interplanetary

dust on windows, telescopes, cataf.rai, or other exterior optical

surfaces exposed during long spaceflights. A four'-h jet of

plates may be left out at the end of tht flight for some furure

space crew to pick up. One plastic panel was used - or is

used - or - used to detect cosmic rays from heyond the planet

Uranus will also be placed outside the apace station, attached

to a clipboard cn the telescope nount s'ruts. The panel is

similar to a set of 3S that hang near the litter chair in the

orbital workshop. Another par, el has already been returned frora

within the space station for analysts on Earth. A set of

materials potentially uaeful for protecting space vehicles

from radiation will also be deployed. Previous thermal coating

samples, or control coating samples, brought back to Earth

proved to be unsatisfactory for detailed analysis. The citw

will also attach large cuff.- of metallic foil used In determining

the abundance of certain ions In the Earth's upper atcoKphere.

Other cuffs from the m-ig r.c- 1 o s ph e r l c particle composition

experiment (S230) will be brought back inside the space

station. Fd Gibson ar.d Bill Pogue will work outside tne spice

station to install filr. cartridges in the four solar instruments.

A new color film, designed Co distinguish various X-ray wave-

lengths, will be installed in the Skylab's X-ray Telescope.

That bein<> S0 56. Some 400 frames of special 'Ughsens i t ivUy
film suited in photographing - for photograph* np, the Comet

Kohoutek will be included in the 1606-frane nag. zlne for the

extreme ultraviolet spectrograph. That being S082B. Extreme

ultraviolet light has wavelength too short to penetrate the

Earth's ataosphere, so space-born telescopes are required to

photograph the invisible radiation. Also to be supplied with
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film during the spacewalk are the extr*me ultraviolet

spectroheiloaraph (S082A) . with 201 framet provided, ar.d tho

large pan - pointing teleccopc, H-aipha 1, which will aake

16,000 photographs as the astronaut uses it to view the red

lipht emitted by hydrop.en In the Sun. While these four solar

telescopes have been enpty since the second Skylab crew made

their last walk in space on September 22, two other pho t of, r aph ic

instruments have been operated frequently during the nearly

2 months that no astronaut has been at the apace station s

control panel. About 20 per cent of the filn for the Unite Light

Corona<raph (S052) has been used thus far, while nearly 30 per

cent of the filn for S054 consumed during ground-controlled

operations. Both film packs will be used up before the

apacewAlk scheduled for Christmas Day. One of the two astronaut!

working outside the space Btation will also pin the door of a

second point ing telescope <H-alpha 2) in the open position.

The notor used to open and close the door failed several tines

durln«. the second Skylab mission. A second, backup motor also

has failed. The c on t ami na t i on- r ed uc t i o n provided by the

instrument'* door is not considered essential for it* use as

a non-photop,raphic pointing aid. A difficult repair attenpt

will be made by Ed Gibson later in the afternoon when he works

on the antenna control system for the microwave radiometer-

scat ter one t e r -a 1 1 ime t e r . The radar sensor is used to detect

surface roughness and temperature by measuring the radiation

emitted by land and water features, and by bouncing radar signals

off of the area under study. An extrenely precise altineter

registers the exact height of the spacecraft within a few feet,

providing data on the exact shape of the Earth and on surface

irregularities. The antenna, nearly 4 feet in diameter, i*

electronically controlled aa it scans the ground many miles

ahead and behind the space station. Moving back and forth

across the path ot the vehicle. The device used to control

the antenna's movement began operating erratically after

frequent use on the last mission. Gibson will clean the area

around the gimbals, where a piece of aiuninlred Mylar, used

to insulate toe instrument is believed to have shorted out the

control mechanism. After the cleaning, the antenna drive will

be tested. Should it ac.aln move erratically, the Science

Pilot will perSrn a check out of the cables leading from the

instrument's electronic packap.e. If the repair fails, the

antenna will be planned - will be pinned in a position pointing

directly for surface - survey purposes. Locking pins, much like

those used to hold the antenna In place during the launch of

the spacecraft will be inserted by Gibson. About 80 per cent

of the required data for the r ad 1 one- 1 e r - s c a 1 1 e r one t er was
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obtained on the first 2 flights. More than half of the altlaster

data has been gathered. To record higher quality Information

usln>, the radiometer and sc a 1 1 er ome tur portion* of the device,

the antenna nay be pinned In a different position on a later

spacewalk. The Instrument, already used 1 u studies of sea,

wave, wind and temperature condition*, la of particular value

In sensing Ice, snow, and moslture content. All of which

should be the focus of passes later In the planned 84-day

mission. First use of the Earth resources sensors, which nay

Include several padt.es over possible sources of geothernai

energy during the comlivj months, could come as early as

Saturday, If the equipment checkout Is completed Friday. The

first Earth survey Is expected to cross the United States

from Northwest to Southeast. We're about 16 nlnutes away

now fron reacquiring Skylab IV over Goldstone, and at 14 hours

35 nlnutes, Greenwich mean tine. This In Skylab Control,

Hous ton

.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours SO

nlnu[«« Greenwich »e*n tine. Skylab IV now approaching
acquisition through Coldstone. We'll stand by now with the

line open and nonltor. Tnls is Skylab Control. Houston.
CC Skylab this ia Houston through Goldstoue

for 8-1/2 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS

Uext station contact Merritt Island in about a minute and

a ha I/. Out
CC Skylab this la Houston through Merritt

Island. 1 atuute to LOS. Next station contact Bermuda.
2- 1/2 minutes at 15:02. Out.

CC Skylab this Is Houston through Bermuda
for 5- 1/2 minutes . Out

.

PAO About 2 minutes remaining on this pass

over the States and throuph Bermuda tracking station. A

very quiet pass. We're at 15 hours 6 minute* Greenwich mean
tine. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS
Next station contact in 5 minutes throup.h Madrid at 15:13.
Out .

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours 9

minutes Greenwich mean tine. Loss Of Signal now through
Bermuda. next station to acquire will be Madrid in

3- 1/2 minutes

.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Madrid
and Canary Islands for 9 minutes. We'll be dumping the
data voice tape recorder at Honeysuckle Creek. Out.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS
Next station contact in about 12 minutes through Tananarive
at 15:33. Antenna coverage Is going to be good in the

niddle and bad at botn ends. Out.
CDR iloccr , Bruce. Just wondered how you

folks were handling the on NuZs today? Can we help you?
CC We completed the set of NuZ data take

requirements and have no further NuZ updates scheduled at

the present time for you to do.
CDR Okay.
CC Once we start the manned ATM operations

of course, we'll go back and put in a couple of amend uji-

thea in to - date you.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours 23

minutes Greenwich mean tt:\e. Loss of signal now with Sky-

lab IV through Madrid. Next station to pick up the space
station will be Tananarive in approximately 10 minutes.
This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 1 5 hours
32 minutes Greenwich mean time, Skylab 4 now approaching
acquisition range through Tananarive.

CC Skylab r.tiis la Houston through Tananarive
for 9 nlnutfl8. Out,

CC Skyl.-,'o, this is Houston. 1 minute
to LOS. Next station contact in 17 minutes throuph Honeysuckle
Creek. And at 15:58, we'll be dumping the voice tape recorder
there. 0»t.

PLT Rog, Bruce. And I've run into, Just a

little question here on the T025 Nikon prep. The checklist
Indicates or Irtplys a color exterior film will be used and the
pad Indicated a Bravo, Echo, • 1, which I've already loaded.
And would you verify that the pad is correct and also which
list will be - Disregard the last one.

CC Okay. Stand by. I'll see if I can get
it to you before LOS here.

CC Roger. Bravo Echo 03 is correct.
PLT Thank you, Bruce.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours 4 3 nin-

utea Greenwich mean tine. Out of voice c onnun i c a t i nns
, ranf.e now

through Tananarive with Skylab IV. At the close of that
Tananarive pass, the pilot, Bill Pogue had gone questions
about preparations for the T025 contamination recording
canera which will be taken outside tomorrow during the EVA.
He is now in the process of readying that canera for use
tonorrow. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 14 minutes.
And at 15 hcurs 44 minutes Greenwich mean time, this IsSkylab
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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P A 0 This is Skylab Control, Houston at 15 hours:

57 minutes Greenwich Bean tine. One minute away now fron re-

acquiring Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. We'll stand by now

with the line open await CAP COMM Bruce McCandless'a call to

the crew of Skylab IV.

cc Skylab, this Is Houston through Honeysuckle

Creek for 9 minutes. Ve'll be dumping your data voice tape

recorder her e . Ou t

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 11-1/2 oinutes thiouph Hawaii

at 16:18. Out.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston 16 hours 8 minutes

Greenwich raean tine. Loss of Signal new with Skylab IV now

through Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire will be Hawaii

in 10 minutes. This afternoon at 1:00 p. it. in the snail news

briefinp auditorium in Building 1 a briefing will be held on

tomorrow's EVA. This briefinp, featuring Bob Kain, tne Skylab

EVA Procedures Officer. I repeat an EVA Briefing at 1:00 p.m.

Houston tine today in the News Center Briefing Audltoriura.

',:e're 16 hours 3 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab

Control, Houston.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at 16 hours

17 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching

acquisition through Hawaii. We'll stand by now with the line

open.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 8-1/2 minutes . Ou t

.

SPT Hello, Hous t on

.

CC Go ahead , Ed

.

CC He 11c, SIT.
SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Okay, hello, Out.

PLT Hey Bruce, a couple of quick ones.

CC ahead. Over.

PLT Hop,. I have been working for about

45 minutes just trying to find (garble). And I'm working on

page 7-2-1, 7.2-1 in the EVA checklist trying to configure

the Nikon. And none of this stuff is labeled, and there Is

no stowage indicated, of course, in the checklist ^because I gues

they didn't know where it was going O be. But I'n not sure

that I have the correct rer.ote cable. And I don't know where

the Ions eye release view finder is.

CC Okay, we'll start working on that for

you, Bill.
PAO Six sinutes remaining on this pass over

Hawaii. Bruce McCandless has spoken briefly with Science Pilot
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Ed Gibson, who Is scheduled housekeeping duties at this time.

And also with Pilot Bill Pop.ue, who Is preparing th« T025

camera for use tomorrow during the EVA.

CE'R Bruce , I'd like to auk you sonethlng about

CC Okay, TV 3 is cancelled. Over.

CC Acknowlege Over .

CDR All right.
CC Does that answer your question.
CUR (Garble) Okay. That simplifies it.

CC Okay, for the PLT, the long eye release
view finder if it has not yet been moved will be in A-8 in the

conmand module. If it has it will be in F-502 Alfa. Over.
PLT ftog , Bruce. Thank you.

CC PLT , this is Houston. We believe the

renote cable should also be in F-502 Alfa, and are you uslnp,

the T0<: 5 prep cue card?? Over-,

PLT That is negative. I'n using the EVA
prep checklist. I'll get the cue cards.

CC Okay, and the remote cable if you should
be us In,", has a toggle switch on the end of It. Over.

PLT Aii yes I do recall now. Thank you.

CC Also known as the remote timer cable.

CC Skylab, this 1 j Houston, 30 seconds
to LOS. Next station contact in 3 minutes throup.h Goldstone
at 16:30. And you'd be amazed at the number of things we

can track down back here from our updated stowage list. So

if you cone up short or can't find anything. Just give ub

a yell and we'll go to it. Over.
PAO Sk/lab Control, Houston 16 hours 28 minutes

Greenwich mean irae. Loss of sign.il now through Hawaii.
Goldstone acquisition in 2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab tills is Houston through Goldstone
for 6-1/2 lnutes. Out.

CDR Hello Bruce. As long as you're feeling
so helpful I pot one for you.

CC Okay. Don't overdo it, but ihool, Fire
away Jerry. Jerry, are ;ou there?

CDR Yessir. On page 9-8. Well, going through
locker Foxtrot 507 Alpha 9, it says I'm supposed to find a
T025 renote control cable, a T025 35 aillineter camera thermal
blanket, and a T025 projection cover. The remot* cable (gar-
ble) is tha one I brought in from the command mcdi'le earlier,
and put in 502-A, but I see no sign of a camera thermal blanket.

CC Okay. We'll look for a camera thermal
blanket and a protective cover fur you.

Cl>R Okay. Stand by. Bill says he just found
it in the 510. Don't need you after all, B^uce

.

CC Okay. Hey, yeah, we are glad to look for
thosi thinos. Jon ' t take much sarcasm seriously.

CDR Okay. Here's one that I found in the
509A9 uh , 5Q7A9 locker. It's some kind of a release valve.
It's air research release valve, and the part number is
82952011, and 1 haven't got the slightest idea what it goes
to and it was Just floating around loose in the locker.

CC Okay. That's air research 8295-2011.
We'll put Stevie to work on it,

CDR Okay. I think there's a NASA part nunber ,

a NASA serial nunber that might help. It says NASA 004000028139.
CC Okay. We'll work on it.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 5 minutes tarouph Bermuda at 16:41.
A question for the CDR. Can you give us another clue? What
color is the valw? Does It look like it's a helnet purge
valve? Over .

CDR Negative. It's not a helnet purge valve.
It's aluminum, and It's about 2 inches in diameter and it's
got, uh - oh heck. It's sort of a mushroom shaped with a
connecter at one end and then another connecter coning out
the side.

CC Okay. Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours 3S

minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now. Nixt station
to acquire will be Bermuda in 2-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Bermuda
for 7-1/2 minutes. Out.

CDR Listen; on that valve I've got, it in
my hand and 1 can describe it to you and you cai draw it if
you want to.
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cc Hey. Look Jerry. I think we're wasting

tine trying to iracV. It down right now, or by commun i c a 1
1
ng

on the thing. We've got the part number. We're working on

It, llhy don't you Just put It tone place where you know where

it is and we'll get back to you with tiie Identity of It. Over.

CDR Okay. I'm going to leave it In the A9

locker In the com aand module.
CC Okay. In the A9 locker In the comnand

modu 1 e .

CC Skyl ib this is Houston. 1 etlnute to LOS.

Next station contact in 2-1/2 minutes through Canary Islands

at 16:50. Out.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours *9

ninutes Greenwich nean time. Skylab IV now coning up on

acquisition throuph Canary Island.
CC Skylab this Is Houston through Canary and

Ascension Islands tor 15-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab this Is Houston, For the CDU and

PLT, as soon as you've get upped tue working on the S 19 1 door

openlnp procedure, we would appreciate hearinp, how much It's

going pretty much in real tine if you can arrange U do so.

Ov e r .

CDR Uilco.
CC Out.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours 56

ninutes Greenwich nean tine. Skylab IV continuing its pass

over Canary and Ascension. The average workshop tenperature

now reading 78 degrees. The prinary coolant loop holding in

very nicely. We know show a punp Inlet pressure ot 25.3 pti i .

CC Skylab this i s Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact In 28 ninutes through Carnarvon at 17:33.

And It was not our Intent to constrain the S191 door procedures

to station contact. So If you get to then during the LOS,

why press on and we'll talk to you over Carnarvon. Out.

Cl>R Can you p,lve AOS tine?

CC Roper. AOS Carnarvon at 17:33, 17:33

In lu.
CUR Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours 7

ninutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with Ascension.

The next station to acquire the Skylab space station will be

Carnarvon in 26 minutes. Tills is Skylab Control, Houston.

F.M) OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 17 hours 32 einutes

Greenwich »ean ti»o. Approaching acquisition now with Skylab IV

through Carnarvon.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

for 3-W2 minutes. Out.
CREW (Garble)
CDR Roger, Houston. We're getting ready to

start the 191 door opening now.

CC Roger, Jerry. Uu're all down here

watching. And we do have overlapping coverage fron here through

Uoneyaucklc Creek, ao we have got about 9 »lnutee total here.

CDR Houston, we just opened the 190 window.

Unfortunately it's dark outside so we're going to have to wait

t or llp.hr.

.

qq Okay, you've got 3 minutes and 50 seconds

to daylip.ht.
CDR Okay

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 17 hours 36 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. We 1

\ e been hearing from Commander Jerry

Carr on the S 19 1 door opei lng procedures. We want to verify

that the S 19 1 infrared spectrometer door opens properly. On one

of the earlier Earth resources passes last mission the door

was opening and closing slowly so It was left open for the

further Earth resources passes, then closed at the end of the

ciission. This is to see that the door does properly open.

CDR Bruce, we're going bythe procedure on

pape 2-12 o ( EREP change sheets. And instead of voice recording

tins we'll give you real-time Ha.^ks.

CC Okay, we've got our books open too and

that will be fine with us. Let there be light.

CDR Apparently your words aren't as effective

as thi- other Guy's.
CDR Bruce, you are right, it is a li,;ht

outside. But we're looking at the dark area. We're

goinp,to turn the lights down here and see if we can see well

enough to do this.
CC Okay, lock we got 2-1/2 minute* left

in tliis pass. You know, don't hold on us, we would just like to ii

what is goinr, on when we can hear. Over.

CDR Okay Bruce, we've killed the lights in

here so we can see now, so we're going to go ahead and start

1 1 •

CC And the advice we get here is the motion

of the door as it opens may be considered to be unsteady,

but we hope it will open.
CDR Okay.
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CUR Okay, on ay mark, MARK.
CDR The door Is aovinR.
CC Great.
CUR So far very *lowly and not very Jerky,

It's open about 5 Inches.
CO Beautiful. U taket, what, a minute and 4b

to open or aonething like that.
CC Let's sec, we're eatlnating it wfll probably

take 2 rainutea tor the door to open. Ue have 53 seconds left
In this station pass. Next contact in 13-1/2 oinutos through
Hawaii at 17:56 where we will be dumping the data voice tape
recorder . Out

.

CDR Stand by for aark. MARK.
CC Roper.
CUR Are yuu with us ?

CC Yeah. What w, * the mark for?
CDR The second murk was when rhe door passed

out of the VTS line of sight.
CC Beautiful. Thank you.
CDR And the first nark was when he '.tried.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 17 houri

4'* minutes Greenwich mean tine. Out of acquisition -ani'.e
now Willi Honeysuckle. i\.\A at loss of signal we heard f ron
Commander Jerry Carr the S19). door, the infrared spectroneter
door was aLnost open, and In the process of opening. We're
at 17 hours '• 5 ninutes Greenwich nean time, this is Skylab
Control, Houston.

J'^O - - 55 ninutes Greenwich mean tine.
Skylab IV space station now approaching acquisition of signal
through Hawaii. We'll stand by and listen for the cellup fron
CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 6 ninutes. Out.

CC Skylab, we'll be dumping your data voica
tape recorder here. And can you confirm that the S191 door
opened all die way? Over.

CDR Bruce as bedt we can tell is mat it opened
ho that it was conpletely out of the VTS field of view with tin-
fcirbal pulled forward.

CC Beautiful. Those are the sort of words
we like to hear.

CDR Did you get the delta-T between those two
narks okay?

CC Yes we did.
CDR Okay. By the way, how long was it?
CC It was 1 minute and 38 seconds.
CDR Very Rood.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, tills is Houston. A minute aid
a half til LOS here at Hawaii. Next station contact through
Go lil stone at 18:07, which is about 4-1/2 minutes from now and

for the CUR. Sometime during this Stateside pass, Goldstone (sic)
(it Bermuda. We'd like to take just a minute or so and talk with
you ri'nardubf, the status of your readiness for EVA tomorrow.
Over .

COR Okay .

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours,
5 minutes, Greenwich nean tine. Loss of signal now with
Hawaii. Coming up ;.ext will be Goldstone in 2 minutes
AO seconds.

CC Sky lib, this is Houston through Goldstone
for 5-1/2 minute*,. Over

CDR L o u <1 a n d clear, Bruce.
CC Okay. The question that we wanted to

discuss with you for a moment or so here is how you feel your
status of readiness is coming with respect to the EVA, which
we currently have scheduled for tomorrow? On the other shift

(cough) other shift last n i gh t . We noted you expressed sone
concern at still being working on day •'» transfers and getting
the housak eepi ng squared away and set up up there. Over.

CUR We seem to be getting ahead of the game

now or I guess we're getting ahead - we're catching up. Day

U transfers are about complete and we should be able to get

into the EVA preprep without any trouble tonight and with an

early go-to-bed, we should make it fine.
CC Mighty fine. Those are the words we love

to hear.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich nean tine. We heard from Commander Jerry Carr, who
feels that the crew of Skylab IV will be GO for tomorrow's
EVA. CAP COMM Bruce McCandless had posed that question.

CC Skylati, tliia is Houston. 1 minute til

LOS . Next station contact in *-l/2 minutes through Bermuda
at 18:17. Out.

PAO Skylab Control. Houston. 18 hours, 1

r

j mimit<'s

Greenwich nean tine. Lose of signal now with Goldstone. Sixi

itaticm contact Bermuda in less than 3 minuter.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through lU rmiul.i

f <? 10-1/2 minutes. Ou t .

CDR Bruce, I'm gonna have to ask a dunb question.
\'A\ it ir. the VABD area for ttiis lad 3 measurement?

CC How about Van Allen Belt Dosimeter.
CDR I'll buy thai . Thank yov.
CC They're pretty expensive.
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CC And, CDR, t!;is is Houston. Does your
uestlon imply Chat you're pettinp, ready to do the RAD survey
nnln" tnrouph the South Atlantic anonoly this pass. Over.

CDR That's affirnatlve.
CC Oh, Rop.er . Thank you.

18:25. Cor rec i ?CDR
CC Ro^er t ii .i t .

CDR
CDR

be.ins. Wishing we had so
CC Rop.er

question. The miidentif

i

left over from one of
fron SL-II . It

Over .

Okay .

Ri^ht over Bosto Thinking

And in answer to your previous
valve is a cryo vent relief va
eced Inn missions. We believe

on panel 603 on the 02 fitting there.

PLT
CC

five you a St
PLT
CDR

radiation sur

Rop, . He heard that, Bruce.
And, just leave it in A-9 and we'll

e location for it later on in the mission.
Okay .

Bruce. A question on a procedure on that
neter. T.ie four ne as ur ene n t s . Are they to be-

taken in close proximity serially in tine or on different passes?
CDR Okay, Bruce. I asked that question wron;;.

Did you Just Rive us four tines, so tuat we had four opportunities
or do you want four different s operate measurements?

CC
and w h t we p,

a

All the
you was four

taken out of one oppor tuni t

windows for conducting the thlnj'. •

CDR
CC

Very good

,

And one si t of

e (jot it.
measurements comple

Ove r .

CDR Taank you .

CC Skylali, th

LOS. Next station contact tho
18: 3". Out.

PAO Sky lab Control, Houston.
Greenwich mean time. Loss of sipnal now with Skylab IV ttirouf

Bermuda. Next station contact will be throuph Ascension in

5-1/2 minutes. This Is f'kylab Control, Houston.

is Houston. 1 minute til
Ascension in 7 minutes at

18 hours

KN'I) OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this Is Houston, through
Ascensio; for 10 minutes. Out.

CDR Hey, Bruce, that radiation reading, 1

think, was a bummer. The dosimeter - The radiation survey
neter, I should say, really didn't evnn move at all. It stayed
pretty much a full-scale low. And we put a new battery in
the thing yesterday. But it doesn't seen to be working. The
nunber was off and it was set at .01 radiant per hour. And
it Just still oidn't do a "hiny.

CC Okay, Jerry. We're checking that. Looking
at oir 20 by 40 wall map here, it looks like you haven't gotten
to the anona 1 y , yet.

CDR You want to give me a new time, then?
CC That's under active consideration here.
CC Okay, Jerry. Are you in a node where

you can do it af>,ain, for us, about 3 or 4 minutes fron now.
Over .

CDR Yeah, I think so.
CC Okay. We'll give you a MARK.
Sl'T Bruce, how about you giving us a mark at

the tine of the reading and I'll transmit thost numbers rl^ht
on down to you real time.

CC Okay . He'll do that .

CC Skylab, tuis is Houcton. A minute and
a half to LOS. Next station contact in 2 4 minutes th rough
Carnarvon at 19:07. And you're go to start the reading. Better
put the second two on tape. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. We'll go ahead and put the
whole thinft on tape. Thank you.

CC Roger. Out. See you at Carnarvon.
?A0 The readings referred to there are the

South Atlantic anomaly dosimeter readings.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 18 hours <*b minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Loss of sipnal now through Ascension.
Next s'ation coninp, up will be Carnarvon for the Skylab IV
space station. Carnarvon 21 minute- 40 second*. This Is
Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAo This Is Skylab Control Houston at 19 hours

49 minutes Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab IV space staion

Is presently under acquisition through Coldstone. Ue'll play

back the tape of which was accumulated to - through the news

conference and then pick up live on the stateside pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

for 10 minutes . Ou t

.

PLT Bruce, I'n havinp, trouble locating the

-rounding strap for the camera T025 experiment.

CC Okay, we'll check on that. You know what

the thinr. looks like don't you. It looks like a little piece

of vfire with 1 jjuess sort of a banana plug on one end.

PLT Yeah, I've seen it before, but I can't

find it anywhere. I looked in all tie bags that were brought

up for the EVA.
CC flkiy we're lookins.

CC Okay, Bill have you checked on the side

of F50 2 in the LVA mount bap,. Over.
PLT Vcs, I have. I've (jone throur.h it s

couple of tir.es, but let me go through it once more.

CC We'll check further also.

CC Pl-T, this is Houston. Over.

PL I llov did yon do Eriiff!

CC Roper. We're still working on that

grounding strap. V.V show that it was lauched, attached to

the T025 EVA clamp in tlte mount bafi, on the ait bulkhead.

And presumably that '3 the bar that you brought down to the

side of F502.
PLT Okay, I'n going to take a quick trip up

to the command module. It may be up there.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute till

LOS. liexl station contact 4-1/2 minutes til rough Cum al 19:2U.

Ou t .

CC Skylab, this is Houston throup.h Guam for

6-1/2 mi nut ej . Ou t .

CC Pit , this Is Houston. If the entire b\y

had not been transferred from tne command module it would be

located underneath the Commander's couth. The r round i n:; wire

was launched with its little clip end connected to the

f. round in", stud on the side of the danp mechanism of the T02'»

bracket rl«'.ht where it clamps around the structural north er

of the deployment assembly then pierces throuph Hie

ox id IK in", film. Over.
PI,T Ro-,. Bruce 1 found it thank yun very

much .
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Ct: Roc.or . Out .

CC Sky lab, t >i i s is Houston 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in J 7 minutes through Goldstone at 19:4 0.
Ou t .

CC Skylfb, this is Houston through Coldstone,
Corpus Chrlsti, Merrill Island, and Bermuda for 18-1/2 minutes
Ovi- r .

COR R i j>h t Bruce we j-ot you.
CC RoRcr.
CDR Are we over Vancouver?
CC Yes, sir.
I'AO Sky lab Control Houston, 19 hours 54 minute

Greenwich mean tine. We're now up live. Skylab IV under
acquisition through Texas.

CC Skylab, tais is Houston 1 minute till
LOS here at Bermuda. Next station contact in 41 minute

s

through Carnarvon at 20:45. Out.
I'AO Skylab Control Houston 20 hours 5 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Loss of signal now throuph Bermuda,
next station contact with Astronauts Carr, Gibson, Pogue
aboard the Skylab space station will be in 40 minutes. This
is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF T A V 1'
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PAO Tli I 8 is Sky lab Control, 20:43 Greenwich
nean time, and 50 seconds away from acquisition at Carnarvon.
Following Carnarvon, the final pa99 through the tracking
station at Guan. Up live and waiting for Carnarvon and
Guam.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 7-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute
to LOS. Next station contact in 7-1/2 minutes through
Guam at 20:59. Out.

P/.O This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Carnarvon, Australia. Three minutes until re-
acquisition through Guam.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 8 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute
to LOS. Next station contact in 15 minutes through Goldstone
at 2 1:22. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loas of signal
through tracking station Guam for the fintl tine this
afternoon, 12 minutes to Goldstone. One can only assume th.it

the crew is extremely busy. They haven't said a work in the

last two station passes. If they're on the timeline for today
they're Involved in the dual medical experiments. Lower
body negative pressure, M092, and metabolic activity M 1 7 1

,

with associated photos nade in the same time frame which
show redistribution of fluids, particularly in facial tissues.
The Science Pilot is the subject with the Commander, Jerry
Carr serving as observer. Meanwhile the Pilot, Bill Pogut

,

durinr the time the other crewmates arc involved in the
medical experiments, is scheduled to be doing some exercise
and sone housekeeping chores around the space station. All
three get tope t her later this afternoon, in about a half
hour if they're f^tlll on the timeline, to begin preparations
for tomorrow's EVA. These preparations have scheduled In
the Flight Plan al'out 2-1/2 hours. The evening meal will
3tarl somewhat later than normal at about 06:20 for all

throe crewmen. Back in 10 minutes for atateslde pass,
Goldstone, Texas, and M LA . At 21:12 Greenwich mean time,
Skylab Control.

F.N iJ OF TAP F.
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I' AO This Is Sky lab Control, 2 1 : 2 1 Or? enw 1 cli

mean tine. Acquisition through Goldstone and Texas and MLA
stations in the States cominp, up in about 40 seconds. Skylab
IV crew today is not die gabbiest crew that we've had. How-
ever in view of the packed flight plan they probably don't
hfive tine to ialk very nuch on the air to ground. And more
than likely view calls from i:he ground is Interruptions. We
have telem entry data on the space station, should be placing
the call shortly. Wardroom tenperature is 75 degrees, cabin
pressure 5 pou nls

,
partial pressure of oxygen 3.6 pounds.

CC Houston throup.ii Goldstone, Corpus Chrlsti,
and 'lerritt Island for 14-1/2 minutes. Out.

PLT Look like we're over the top of you, Bruce.
CC Yes, you are. We show you Just off the

coast headed southeast over the Gulf.
PLT Man, it's a beautiful view.
CC Yeah, it is. You can't see Pete Conrads

kid up on the roof, can you?
PLT Just \ second, I'll check.
CC Okay, and Bill when you p,et back from the

window, there, we've been watchinp, your progress here and it

looks like you're in pretty good shape and about on time for
the prep and sonet Lae here in a couple of minutes when the
CDR has a ninuto, \.e'd like to talk to him about a GO/NO GO
point in the EVA checklist for the S193 operations. Over.

PLT Okay.
CC I just barely copied you, it sounded like

you were really on intercomm there.
PLT Yeah, you're right, I was. He's tied up

rirht now, Bruce. He'll get with you as soon as we have next
s tat ion pass

.

CC Okay, and on your tasks, how are you
progressing.

PLT I just broupht the hoses back. 1 finished
with servicing the- unbilicala and the PCUs . That's completed
and I'n Retting ready to take a picture down lens experiment.

CC Okay, beautiful.
P1,T Just happened to pass the window Junt nt I h »

ripht moment. You know, we've really got a beautiful view of

Cuba and the Yucatan peninsula too.
CC Yes, indeed. And there's some beautiful

dtvinp water down there, too.
PLT Yeah, I see it. It looks nice.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We're 1 minute

to LOS. Next station contact in 11 minutes through the Vanguard
at 21:48. Out. And we'll be dumping your data voice recorder
at the Vanguard.
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PAfJ This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
throuph tracking station Merritt Island launch area, here at
Kennedy Space Center, Florida. 10 ninutes to acquisition
tracking ship Vanguard. Skylab IV pilot, Bill Pogue, observed
the Texas Gulf coast as the space station overflew that area,
v/ith no cloud cover. Also commented on seeing the snorkling'
and skin diving waters off the Yucatan penninsula in Mexico.
Took ,i few moment out there to be a tourist. 21:39 Greenwich
nean tine, back in 9 ninutes for tracking ship Vanguard.
Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 21:47 Greenwich
riean time. Acquisition through tracking st - tracking ship
Vanguard in 50 seconds. We'll stana by here for acquisition
through the Vanguard with Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through the

Vanguard for 7-1/2 minutes. Out. Dumping a data voice
tape recorder.

SPT Skylab.
CC Go ahead, Skylab.
SPT Which checklist, cue card, or documenta-

tion should be i.sed for the S149 PR2?
CC The S149 cue card.
SPT Thank you.
CC And Skylab, this is Houston. Is the

CDR available for a minute?
CDF, Go ahead Bruce,
CC Yeah, Jerry, one note we have that we'd

like to put in your EVA checklist it's on - if you want to

write it down page 2.1-23 where the header for S193 operation
starts and we'd like to insert a note there to verify a p,o wi

state and tor the S193 operations before you start into that

sep.nent of the EVA, now in addition to putting this in the

checklist we wanted to comment and say that we're not trying
to constrain you to getting this go no go over a specific
site but merely that sonetines before this point that we've
talked over the progress through the A - EVA and things of

this sort and decided on whether to go on or not for the 193

antenna work. Over.
CDR Even Just for the preliminary work?
CC Yee sir, wewa.it to establish a go and

no go it seems like a clean break point before we even start
on it there.

CDR Okay , we ' 1 1 do her

.

CC Okeydoke, thank you .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 1 hour and 4 minutes through
Ccldstone at 23:00 Zulu. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control, next station in

1 hour and 2 minutes will be Goldstone again. The space
station Skylab has passed over the hill from tracking ship
Vanguard on this particular revolution as the apace station
orbit preceeses westward it miss all of the stations,
Tananarive, Guam, Carnarvon, Hawaii until we hit Goldstone
again alnost 1 full revolution fron now. Will b* back at

that tine at 21:58 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 22:2- Greenwicli

mean tine. Acquisition at tracking station Goldstone in

35 minutes, meanwhile handover is underway here in the

Control Centar, Flight Director Milt Windier taking over

from Neil Hutchinson. Hutchinson will be enroute to the

News Center for a cha n g e-o f - sh i f t briefing within the next

5 or 10 minutes. We're estimating change -of - shi £ t briefing
in about 5 to 10 minutes, as soon as Hutchinson breaks away

from the Control Room and gets to Building 1. Ve ' LI be
back in 35 minutes for the final stateside pass of the day.

At 22:24 GMT ,
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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,

PA0 0ver Texas for the final statesldepass

.

FllRht Director Neil Hutchinson left the control room some
20 minutes af-o, ostensibly en route to the news center. Hopefuhe hasn t been mugged or something. But he ohould be showingup for a change of shift briefing before to long. Meanwhilewe 1. stand by here for a stateside pass. And should theFlight Director show up we'll shut down the air-ground andrecord tha balance of it for delayed play back. Standing bv
10 seconds away from Goldstone acquisition.

CC Skylab, AOS stateside for 13 minutes.
S p T Track, Story.
CC Hello.

I?
1 Hello Story, got a question for you.

cc Go ahead Ed.
SPT Would you please tell ua where E699 is?
C
,

C Could you say again on that Ed. There's
a loud squeal in the back ground.

CC Sa y again what you're trying to locate.
,

SPT Story, I wanted to know where K699 isThat s Echo six, niner, niner.
CC Okay, be with you on Echo 699.
SPT Thank you.

Ed, E699 is a trash airlock, and wewondered what you had in mind.
* PT

.

We're okay now Story. But occ as 1 c ia 1 lythere s tuinge called out for a E699 not critical items.
1,6 h * ve n ° c been able ^ find that location. For example
stowage checklist calls for the ED-gloves bMng in there,although we know where they are right now. But we're tryin*
to find E699 for a few other things and no luck.

,
SPT Ail right, Houston. Skylab how do youread? ' J

CJL Loud and clear, got you for 6 more minutes.
.

SP
, 4

Okay, this squeal seems to be coming fromthe workshop and not from the command module. And it's acompletely different kind of squeal than anything we have
ever heard before. I don't really know what to tell you about
It. We ve checked all the boxes and we can't trace the culpritdown. r

,

CC
J t t

Okay, we can verify thil. We're reading
you loud and clear right now. And that squeal is different
than it has been in the past.

CC Ed, can we help you any more on E699?
SP

.

T u ° Story, if you can't find it don't
worry aoout it. It's not critical right now. We'll press
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SPT (Con
CC
SPT

ru;ed there.
CC

after you've

on with the prep.
E6 9 9 is the trash
I hope we haven't

I ho

air lock.
stowed anything w

where things

didn't call

SPT

ope so to. That
e with them of course.

I wonder why tl,e stowage wizards just
TAL instead of a E699?

Probably should have.
Ha te to tell you how nany minutes we've

likl^r \°l i?
R f ° r

,^
at thln 8 when we were looking for thingsli.ce urine disposal bag or one thing or another

up in stowage book and it says
in tiie E699.

CC Skylab, we're a nlnute fron LOS. We'llsee you over the Vanguard at 23:26. It's about 15 minutesbe enou.h for tne data voice recorders there. And Ed that locatiE099 tnat means at the beginning of your miss
fiat nany original items that have been put d
the original la.-nch of SL-I.

SPT Okay, Story I
' n g 1

CC okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control loss

tnrough Texas tracking stati
day, 12 minutes to tracking ship Vanguard. Ue'll be b
at that tine, at 23:12 Greenwich mean tine. Skylab Control

You look them
ere are so many of them - stowed

there are
here since

found it out now

.

s i gna 1

stateside pass of t

END OF TAPE
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Time: 17 : A 7 CST, 06 : 23 :47 C1T
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PA0 Voice relay station at Tananarive in
50 seconds. All three Skylab IV crewnen at this time
involved in preparations for tomorrow's EVA, for installing
film canisters in the solar observatory telescope and cameras
jnd for repair work on the - on one of the Earth resources
antennas or scanner. Standing by here for Tananarive in
10 seconds

.

PA0 This is Skylab Control; the operator
at Tananarive is unable to lock up or; the spacecraft. He has
C-band transponder lock up with the space station but unable
to get the antenna zeroed in on the S-band signal.

cc Skylab, we got you AOS through
Tananarive for about 2 more minutes. In case we drop out
we'll see you at Hawaii in about 37 minutes at 00:34.

SPT R a> e r , Storey.
PA0 Skylab, Control, loss of signal such as

it was from voice relay station at Tananarive, 34 minutes to
Hawaii. We'll be back ther, at 00:00 GMT, flat midnight.
This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thi s is Skylab Control, 00:33 Greenwich

H3wall
lne

*
AcqUi6lClon momentarily through tracking station

Skylab, were AOS through Hawaii for 5 minutes
Looks like we sort of crossed a snag in our

CDR
EVA preps.

cc Okay, what you got.
. ,

CD * oka y 39 f ar as I can tell from the stowagebooks there are only 4 LCGs up here in the whole place. Andthey are Weitz, Lousma, Bean, and Carriott's unused LCGs. Ijust opened them up and every one of them is damp and mouldy.
CC Copy .

,

CD * 1 guess we need to make a quick decision
on whether we go tomorrow - cap cooled or whether we want totry to dry these things out and look f. t them in the morninp.
As best we can tell Story it looks lite the tubing in theLCGs is got good integrity. We don't see any indication ofdamage or deterioration of the tubing. But as soon as weopened the lockers the LCGs were in we could smell the mildew,and when we cut open the bags, nose of tne material has got
a very lifjnt coa t of mildew on it.

CC Okay, copy that Jer we're working it.
CDR Okay.
CC Jer

» could you verify that those LCGscane out of J-422?
CDR One in 422 , and 3 and 404.
CC Copy.
CC

B „ k

Okay, Jer could you give us a status reporton your EVA prep. F

,.
CDR

u
St <>ry. we're eating dinner right now. Iwould guess that we're about 3/4 of the way through the prep

»nw ^ e
"n

rCp
"

When we ran ac ross the mildew we said,
Oh, piffle

, or words to that effect and gave up and came
into eat dinner.

CC Okay, that was excellent.
CC Skylab, we're at 30 seconds fron LOS. We'llsee you over the Vanguard in about 23 minutes at 01:02 andthen the evening status report will be coming up then.
Cr' R Story, we might as wall pu t off thestatus report for a pass or two. We are not going to be ableto get to it.
CC Okay .

P *° Thl « Skylab Control, loss of sipnalthrough Hawaii, 21 minutes to Vanguard. The first call at Hawaiiokylab Commander Jerry Carr reported to the ground that he hadencountered some snags in preparations for tomorrow's EVA. Theliquid cooling garments which go under the space suits that had
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PAO boi'n srliodu 1 ed for this crew to wear
came out of their storage Imp, in a damp and mouldy and
mildewed condition. Although Carr did say the plastic tubi
through which the chilled water circulated to carry away
body heat while in a pressurized suit appeared to be in
^ood condition. People in the control room are puzzling
over ways to rejuvenate these liquid cooling garments.
Back in 19 minutes for Vanguard at 00:42 GMT Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 01:01 Greenwich

nean tine 50 seconds to acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard.

Various people in the Control Center Including the manufacturers

of the liquid cooling garnent are puzzling over ways

of cleaning and redrylng the liquid cooling garments to

prepare then for the EVA. Tiie surgeon maintains that there's

no specific health hazard involved in the men wearing the

mildewed liquid cooling garment, however, it poses a some-

what of a hazard to the inside of the space suit in that the

nildew likely would be transferred to the surfaces of the

space suits themsleves. Ue'll see what takes place here as

the even in.", progresses.
CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

9minutes.
CUR Hello, Story. * ~

Cc Hello. Could you quanitate the anount

of depredation - the amount of mildew on the LPGs and take

a look at the water inside the tubinp, and see if they look

clear? Give us an idea of the - a little better idea of the

shape of the LPGs.
CDR Okay , sure will.
CDR Okay, Story, I'm look in}', at Paul Ueitz's

LPG, that's about the v/orst one, as I rubss you would expect.

All down the front of it - you know down the zipper tab,

looks like it's been salt and peppered. It got pepper

sprinkled on it; it's not really bad but it is definitely

mildewed and the odor is definitely there. These thingu

hive been out of their packages now for about an hour and

there's been considerable drying done. They dry pretty well.

Now let me look at it very closely b«re, and see if I can

see anythirg in the water.
CDR The large water tubes, Story, are very

clear.
CC Okay, is it your opinion that it you

cleaned up some spots with some biocide wipe or some tin?-, of

that nature and let them dry during the night, or .Just slnply

Just let then dry. Kh.it condition do you think they'll l» e

in tomorrow uiorniu;',?

CDR 1 don't know. I taink they'll probably

be okay. Little bit of Old Spice here and there, under the

armpits, they mi-ht Just be fit to wear.

CC And how about the innerlining, Jer , , is

there any r.ildew on the innerlining?
CDR I was just looking at that now. Stand by.

CDR There's just a little bit of nildew on

the inner lining , Story, and no where near as extensive as on

the outside.
CC Okay. And confirm Jerry, that the other

three are significantly in better shape than the one you're
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tell I nr. us about?
CD R Oi-ay, let me just look at then a little 1

bit. Hint's affirmative on Carrlott's, .It's considerably
better. Stand by fo r the other two.

CC Okay.
PLT Story, Jack Lous ma's suit is almost as

bad as P. J.'s but not quite, that's Weitz's.
CC Okay .

Pl.T And Jerry's cutting up - cutting out
the Bean suit now,

CC Okay.
PLT Bean's suit is about like Garriott's.
CC Okay.
CDR Story, now that they've got a little

drying tine on then. I would say that they don't look as
bad as they did when I first cut then out of - Just
with one hour's drying tine behind then, I think probably
what we ou.f.ht to plan on doin", is wearing Bean's and Carrlott's
suit outside and I'll wear the Weitz's suit inside. I don't
- don't know what we can do to Jack Lousma's suit, it's
probably to big for any of us.

CC Copy, Jerry.
CDR I think the plan was criminally that

Po"ue was coing to wear the Weitz's one and Gibson was going
to wear the Bean suit and 1 was going to wear the Garriott
one, but I think as lonp, I'n the one that's EVA this tine,
ve probably ought to put that one on Pogue and I'll wear
Weitz's. .

CC We're 15 seconds from LOS here, Sky lab.
See you over Tananarive In about 13 ninutes at 01:25.

CDR Okay, Story, thanks.
PAO Tnis is Skylab Control, loss of signal

throur-h tracking ship Vanguard 13 ninutes to the voice relay
station at Tananarive which nay or nay not be able to lock up
on the spacecraft this tine. It had difficulity last revolution
and we p,ot very little communications through that station.

j*

As the crew unpacked additional liquid cooling garments, taey
seened to think that the garments were not in as bad shape as
first thought, however, they will need to be dried and some
attempt mnde to remove tone of tne mildew spots. Sone ot the
various blocides that are used for wiplnj; down surfaces in the
waste management area and other parts of the spate station are
beiii" considered as a means of neutralizing the spots of mil-
dew. And the low humidity in the space station apparently
causes tiie drying to progress faster than if the humidity were
much higher. The humidity is down around 45 percent, I believe.
We'll be back In 11 minutes for an ostensible pass over
Tananarive. At 01:14 GMT, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control 01:24 Greenwich
mean time. Fifty seconds from what should be acquisition at
the voice relay station Tananarive. However, we're advised
by network that that station or the lane, lines to and from
it across Africa have crate red, therefore no Tananarive
on this pass, and it would be the final one this evening.
The naxt rev passes to the north of it's coverage - range of
coverage, so we'll be back for Hawaii in 43 minutes. Normal
the medical conference would be scheduled then, however in
view of the discussion on the liquid cooling garments, and
ways to clean them up and get them dried, it's likely that
the medical conference will be slipped to a later station.
Back in 43 minutes for Hawaii at 01:26 Gmt. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Tiiis is Skylab Control 02:03 Greenwich
nean tine. Acquisition at Hawaii coming up in 50 seconds.
In as much as we lost the Tananarive station pass earlier
this revolution, the medical conference which had been
scheduled for Hawaii has been slipped to Vanguard. And
fur tii e i discussion on how to refurbish the liquid cooling
garments will take place here through Hawaii. We'll listen
in as in 20 seconds when we acquire tracking station Hawaii.

CC Skylab we're AOS through Hawaii for
10 minutes

.

SPT Hello Story.
CC Hello, we're sorry we missed you over

Tananarive. We did have a slight problem there. We'll be
d unpin", the data voice recorders at this station. And I've
>ot a few procedures for you on the LCGs that you probably
done all ready.

SPT Okay Story, let me give you one tiling

first. While J e r r was very gingerly putting those crystal
thermometers on the rate oyros we got a caution with a number
5 rate gyro failure in tue axis. And we're singled up on
rate gyro 2 at the present time. Looking at the rate gyros
1, 2, and 3, all look good. Now I suspect all we got to do
is go back and enable 2 and 3.

CC We siw that coming over the nill Ed and
we concur with that.

SIT Okay, why don't you go ahead with tiie

LCG procedures

.

CC Okay, and we suggest using wet wipes.
That's zephiran chloride, the clear wipes. To wipe off the
major areas of mold after that use the biocide wipes so's
the betadine wipes the ones with iodine, the yellow ones.
And wipe off any remaining mold and don't bother to dry that
betadine, just let it soak in there. It's a very diluted
solution and won't be harmful. Then you can hang then up -

haii", then up three separately and nut near the radiant heater
or any other ignition source. There were three hangers in

D-'i.'i. You may want to turn on a portable fan on them, what-
ever you think is host to get them dry, and In the am - in

the norninp, we'll take a look at them.
SI'T Roger.
CDR All right, Houston, this is i.kylab.

CC Go ahead, got you for another 6 minutes.
SPT Okay, I got three of those six liquids

thermometers on there. Do you want us to go ahead and put

the other three on, or just monitor tae rate gyros?
CC Yeah, you can go ahead and put the rest

on, Jerr.
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CDR Okay, and if you are ready, I'll Just
start off wltii the avening status report.

CC Okay, stand by 1 minute while we get
those people ready for it to con* down. Are vou in the
STS now?

CDR 1 up in the forward part of the MDA.
CC Okay, stand by 1 and we'll get the guys

ready for that. Did you understand the instructlor.i for
treating those LCGs.

CDR Yes sir, I sure did.
cc Okay, we'll take a good look at those

in the nornii-.g. You can help us Dike a decision whether
to^use then or not. If they're not acceptable in the morning,
we'll have a flight plan ready for you, which will be a catch-
up type thing and naybe we can let them dry another couple
or 24 hours. In tares of your LVA prep, give tr.e LCGs priority
If you haven't finished any thin?, <lte yet, we'd like you to
still get to bed on tine.

CDR Okay.
CC And we're goir.3 the Evening Status Report.
CDR Okay, here we go. Sleep: COR: 7.5, 7

solid, 1/2 li'ht. SPT; 7.5, 6-1/2 solid and 1 light.
PLT; 6.5, 4 heavy and 2.5 light. Urine volumes: CDR;
1400, SPT; 1500, PLT ; 1600. Water gun reading: CD1; 6552
SPT; 0949, PLT;6985. Body mass: CDR; 6291, 6289 6291
6290. SPT; 6419, 6417, 6416. PLT; 6227, 6233, 6 2 3J.

'

Exercise: CDR, - I ' n goin^ to set nine this evening before
1 go to bed. It will be Alfa, lag 15 minutes 2 050 watt minutes
SPT, Alfa, lee 30 minutes and 5000 w - watt minutes, and that
includes "1171. Second exercise pethod is Bravo and it's his
regular Foxtrot routine which we outlined last night. And
the reprtitions are 40. PLT : Alfa, leg 15 nir.utes, 2 250 ,and he's going to get his before ht goes to bed, too.
Medication, none. Photo lo&: Okav, the photo log, "t09i/171-
1 Charlia India 122 , 69, Charlie India is 64. 35 Nikon,

1

05,
Ground load is a cassette and the franje count 1 * 40. Nikon'o3,
Charlie India 110, frame count is 12. Okay, now the food
Ion: On the food Jog, the CDR, deviations is plus 1 apple
drink, and one lemonade. Uo salt packs used and the standard
water r eh y d r a t a b 1 e deviation th,it we've purposed. SPT:
5.0 salts, no deviations. Standard reliyi ratab it water.
PLT: deviations minus bread, and ilnus one coffee. 0 salt,
and standard water r eh yd r a t ab 1 e s . That's it, Story.

cc Okay, fine. Va're 1 minute from LOS
here. We'll see you over the Vanguard with a aedical con-
ference about 22 minutas at 02:40.

CDR Okay, see you then.
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up there on panel 2 2 5, get the 150 psi nitrogen REG A to

c lo s e .

CD R Okay, 130 psl nitrogen REG closed.
CC Yes, sir.
CDR You got It, Story.
CC Bill, I've got something for you, too.
CDR He's listening.
CC If he's not installed the new batteries

:« i k on 0 1, we need to get those in there for T025. And
i f lie hasn't i ns t ailed tuose, yet them in per the S063
act ivation cue cards,

CDR Story, he's already got the batteries
ir.

,

but per S06 3 activation, what procedure is different
t h ,i t we should no to?

CC I'll probably have to pet you later on
Clin

CDR Okay, Story. And one quick last one,
t ii a t is we propos e to use the Nikcn camera (static) -

PAO This is Sky lab Control. Loss of signal
vita the crew talking as they went over tae hill at Hawaii .

Next station in 20 ninutes , Vanguard with the ncd.cal conference.
In the likelihood that - til at air ground loop will be turned back
to the control rocn will cone up for that pass 19 ninutes
from now and at 02:21 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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i'AO This is Skylab Control at 2:39 Greenwich
mean tine. Acquistion at Vanguard in 50 seconds. Part ol
this pass will be the medical conference and the loop likely
will be turned back to ttie control rcom for additional discussio
of the liquid cooling garment situation. Over Hawaii -.he

crew was instructed to wine down the 3 best appearing liquid
cooling garments with biocide wipes - two different types of
biocide cleaning cloths. And to hang the garments up in the
space station at different locations where air circulation
and the low humidity aboard will aid in their drying. Our
current thinking ia that in case the garments are not suitable
for wear under the space suits for tomorrow's EVA, tomorrow
would be used as a sort of catch up day for other chores aboard
the space station, such as perhaps check out of the Earth
resources survey equipment and instruments. And the additional
24 hours would be used for - for further cleaning and drying
of the mildewed liquid cooling garments. The iast alternative,
least desirable, would be to split the EVA into 2 parts with
gas cooling with such as the one used in the final EVA on
Skylab III. We're AOS on Vanguard for the next 7-1/2 minutes,
an d we'll s t an dby

.

CDR Is it okay to do that?
CDR Okay.
CDR I didn't hear your conversation CAP COMM

are they --
PAO This is Skylab Control, 02:53 Greenwich

mean time and 56 minutes to the next station at Hawaii. The
loop was passed back to the CAP COM about a minute away from
LOS. Very brief exchange there and because of a situation
of patch plugs and wires down stairs in the building, it
appears that hardly anyone except the CAP COM heard the crew
and vice versa. In that last minute of the Vanguard pass the
crew told the CAP COM, Story Musgrave, thai, they likely would
bp in bed by Hawaii. To recap the current situation on the
liquid cooling garments the crew will, or is now in the process
of wiping then down with biocide saturated cloths. They will
be positioned through out this space station in areas of
circulating air. And it's expected that the circulating air
,:oupled with the low humidity in the space station, which is
down around 40 or 45 percent, will aid in irying both the taoistu
of witer darapnesK that caused the mildew as well as any residual
biocide left f roj the wiping down operation. And through the
night the suits will - or the liquid cool garments which are
long-Johns with plastic tubing sown in to carry chilled water.
They should be dried by morning. If not, Thursday would lik*»ly
be scheduled as sort of a catch up day for other chores aboard
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the space station. Such items as check out of the larth
resources survey instruments are under consideration forscheduling an alternate flight plan. At 02:56 Greenwich
mean time, back when tie crew physician's summary report ofthe nedical conferences available. This is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 03:16 Greenwich
mean time. Wo have now Lhc missed air to ground over
Vanguard. Because of patching difficulties downstairs it
did not get on the GOSS conference loop, but only on the so
called air ground loop. We'll have the people downstairs
play back this minute and a half at this time.

CC Skylab, w got you for a minute and 20
seconds

.

CDR Go ahead.
CC (IV ay.
CDR Go ahead, Story.
CC Okay, youneed to use the Nikon 01

there, that's - that's an electric camera as opposed to the
04 . And 1 missed your question; we w,;re going over the hill.

CDR Okay, we were wondering about document-
ing the S2 30 clips. We thought we'd take that S - Nikon 04
out with us to take the picture and keep it in the FAS at ail
times.

CDR Hello, Story. You with us?
£t \

' m getting you an answer on that. And
we're about 20 seconds from LOS. We'll be putting you to bed
this pass if you want us, the next station is Hawaii at 03:50.

CDR Ar.ctbe~ hour, huh? , we'll probably be
getting to bed. They were cleaning up these things, they look
pretty good, they're drying out real well. The biocide is
doing a real effective job so 1 got a lot of hopes. It's
not the kind you irlght even wear this kind of thing on the
ground might inconvience you a little bit. Might ioose a
few friends but i think it's 1 ook i n g p re t t y good.

CC Okay, that's certainly wha; we're vnr -

working for also,
PAO This is Skylab Control; that completes

playback of the lost minute and a half of air ground at the
tail end ol Vanguard. At the conclusion of the surgeon's
conference with the crew, when it was han - when the loop was
handed back to CAP COM and you heard Flight Director Milt
Windier get on the loop there trying to figure out why he
wasn't hearing the air (o ground e'ther. ti was ? direct
patch to CAP COM to save time, rather than do the switching
in the normal manner that t->kes a little bit longer. Flight
surgeon Dr. Gerry !lo rden.sky ' s crew status statement reads as
follows: the ctew is preparing for the tVA toraortov, fatigue
should not be a factor considering last night's improved
sleep and the final extended sleep period planned this
evening. The Science Pilot performed his lower body negative
pressure and bicycle crgoneter experiments, although mild
subjective synploBs were noted in the lower body negative
pressure it was completed. And this together with a good
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response to the work levels on the bicycle show him to be
medically clear lor tomorrow's E"A. The Commander and
I'iloi had their medical checkouts yesterday. That completes
hx . Hordensky's status on the crew medical condition at
this time. Apparently the biocide cleaning of the liquid
cooling garments went rather well and they - Jerry Carr
reported at that brief segment of conversation there at
Vanguard that the drying process was going fairly well and
he expected the garments to be in pood condition tomorrow
for EVA. He decline to stay up for the Hawaii pass in
28 minutes. It's a very brief pass of only 2-1/2 minutes
anyhow because of the low elevation angle final Hawaii pass.
He said they would be in the sack at that time. And we're
going to do likewise. Back at 6 a.m. Central time, at
0 3:2 2 Greenwich roe an time, this Is Skylab Control signing
off.

KNf) OF TAPE
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for today.

(Music: A Walk In the Black Forest)
Good morning, Houston.
Good morning.
Skylab Control, Houaton at 12 hours Greenwich

"A Walk in the Black Forest" sounds lik
y •

Good morning Hank, it looks like a good

Great. This pass at Honeysuckle is a real

30 or seconds .
1 be LOS here in abou

on Texas at about 30.
Okay Hank, talk to you then.
Skylab Control, Houston, 12 hours 3 minutes

MCC
CDR
CC
PAO

mean time.
CC

a good tune
CDR

EVA today.
CC

8 ho r t one.
CC

We'll be coming up
CDR
P AO

Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now out of range through Honeysuckle.
The wakeup call this morning made By CAP COMM Henry Hartsfield
to the crew of Skylab IV was accompanied by the music, "A Walk
in the Black Forest." This selected according to CAP COHM Harts-
field because it is symbolic of the fact the crew of Skylab IV
will be taking a walk in the blackness of space today. Our
Flight Director on duty at this time is Don Puddy. Next station
to acquire will be Texas In 27 minutes. And this is Skylab
Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 12 hours 29 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Less than a minute away now from reacquiring
Skylab IV over Texas. We expect on this pass some discussion
with the crew of Skylab IV in ar, effort to determine the status
for the EVA scheduled for this morning. The liquid cool garments
to be worn during the EVA were found to be damp and mildewed.
And the crew with the advice from the ground wiped these garments
down with biocide and hung them o.ut to dry prior to the start
of their rest period yesterday. .Science Pilot Ed Gibson and
Pilot Bill Pogue are scheduled for today's Thanksgiving EVA. Standing
by now for acquisition at 12 hours 30 ninutes, Skylab Control, Houston.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're stateside for
16-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Hank.
CC Have you had a chance to look at the LCGs

this morning?
CDR Yeah, Ed just went up and checked thea.

He said Chey looked about the same as yesterday, you know the
little specks and everything. We laid on a lot of biodyne
and they don't smell quite as bad either. It looked like they'll
probably be okay. I'll go up and take a look at them
in a few minutes

.
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still
/

SPT Yes, Hank, they are pretty much of a

uniform gray aa they were yesterday. And the specks which were
there which we put a lot of blodyne on seemed to have not
completely disappeared, but at least they are fading
the back ground no', ao noCicable and th«y don't smell any-
where near as much as they did yesterday. And they are extremely
d ry .

CC Okay, sounds good.
CC From the way you Just described it here

1 would assume that you're saying that at this point you're
GO for the EVA. Is that correct?

CDR That's affirmative, Hank.
SPT Yeah, lot from our standpoint, Hank, they '

look all right, the kind of thing you might wear them on the- ground.
CC Okay, good show.
SPT One occasion only.
SPT Hank, would you clarify today we're using

the DAC, but not the TV. Is that affirm?
CC That's correct, Ed.
SPT Okay, </e use the DAC for 151 and for

post. That's the only place that's used.
CC Okay, the DAK is for the M151 prep and

post . That ,'ort of does that for use.
SPT Okay, thank you, Hank.
CC While we're talking about cameras, we've

got an okay for you to use Nikon OA outside. And the information you
need to do that is found on page 7.2-1, and the EVA Checklist
gives you a setup fur you.

SPT 7.2-1. Thanks.
PAO Skyiab Control, Houston, 12 hours 34 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We've heard from ;\11 three crew members this
morning. GAP COMM Henry Hartsfield speaking to the crew of
Skyiab IV. • And as you heard from Jerry Carr, Skyiab IV feel3 f

it's go fo"V the EVA this morning. H
CC Skyiab, Houston for info, we'll be dumping the

voice data recorder here shortly.
CDR Rog, Hank.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, we've about 1 minute
fron LOS. We'll be coming up on Madrid in about 5 minutes
at 51.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 12 hours
49 minutes Gresnwi ch mean tii> , Loso of signal new, next
station to acquire will be Madrid in approximately 2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're through Madrid
for 6-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control. Houston; 12 hours

55 minutes. A very quiet pass over Madrid for Skylab IV.
The crew of Skylab IV in their pnstsleep activity period
of the flight plan About .1 minutes remaining of acquisition
time through Madrid.

cc Skylab, Housrcn; we're about 1 minite
from LOS. W« ' re scheduled for Tananarive at .13. If we
have trouble with that Honeysuckle will be coming up at 38.

CDR Roger. And are you confirmed mission-
day and year 326?

CC That's affirmative.
CDR Roger.
cc It's turkey day; happy Thanksgiving.
CDR Happy Thanksgiving to you, Hank. The

reason we asked the question is the clock down here i r. the
OWS is reading 3:27.

CC it did it again.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; 12 hours

59 minutes Greenwich maai time. Loss of signal now with
Skylab IV through Madrid. The next station for Skylab IV
will be Tananarive in 13-1/2 minutes. This is Skylab Control,
Ho us ton .

PA0 Sky tab Control, Houston; 13 hours
12 minutes Creinvich m* ,\n time. Standing by now for acquisition
of Skylab IV t» rough Tananarive.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; 13 hours
16 lainutas Greenwich mean time. Within range now of Tananarive
but no call up ts yet.

PA0 Skylab Control, Houston; 13 hours
2 1 minutes Greenwich mean time. Out of voice range now
with Tananarive. Next station coming up will be Honeysuckle
in 17 minutes. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

PA0 This is Skylab Control, Houston at
13 lours 37 minutes Greenwich mean time. Leas than a minute
away now from rencqulring Skylab IV through Carnarvon. We'll
stand by with the line open. A very short pass over Carnarvon,
approximately a minute and a half in duration. Correction,
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that would be Honeysuckle. 30 s-conHa away now fro~
acquisition through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab, Houston. We've got about a
minute with you here through Honeysuckle. And we'd like
to clarify something we told you while ago. We errored
anH we didn't get you a pad up tor the EVA dac. Yo>> can -
you will »se the DAC on the EVA and it should be transporter
06 to go with the DAC you prepped.

CDR Transporter 06, roger.
C r We're about 30 seconds from LOS n~w.

We'll be coming "p or. Coldstone at 07, and we plan to dump the
voice data recorder there.

CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control Houston at 13 hours

40 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with
Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire
will be Goldstone in approximately 26-1/2 minutes. Assuming
a successful sparcalk today, astronauts abonrd the Skylab
space station tomorrow begin re°ular observations of c met
Kohoutek, now seen «s a fuzzy Hot in Earth's predawn e 6t*r n
sky. For the first time in history men working from a
platform high above the Earth's atmosphere will have the
opportunity to study a comet so spectacular that it's
expected to out shine the brightest stai as it skirls the
Sun just after Christmas. The comet Kohoutek, now n" re
than 140 million miles from our hone planet, will pat.s
above Earth's orbit early next ve»k streaming towards
the Sun, It speed's already greater than 90,000 miles p~r
hour. At it closest in mid January the comet will be
more than 7 5 million miles from Earth. The tremendous
gravitational pull of the Sun will exrellerate the comer
to a speed of more th.m 2 30 thousand miles per hour as
it passes lust 13 million miles above the Sun's surface
Although the comet will eventually become one hundred times
as bright as Halley'e comet, it is now becoming visible
to the naked eye for the first time. First of the Sky)a><
instruments to be trained on the comet will be a sinp'e
camera with a fancy name and a remarkably important funttio".
The Kohoutek photograonerric Photography experiment will
provide essentia' background Information on 'he new co«et.
The crew will permanently attach a 35 millimeter Nikon
camera loaded with black and white film to a moveable br»cke'
located in the command module. From this location the camera
can be pointed out the left viewing window of the small
craft using - used to transport the crew to and Iron the - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - tha new coo«t . The crew will permanently
attach a 35-mi 1 lime te r Nikon camera loaded with black-and-white
film, to a movable bracket locatid in the command module.
From this location, the camera can be pointed out the left
viewing window of the amall craft, used to transport the
crew to and from the space station. During a 4-week period
expected to begin Friday, the crew will take a series of
photogiaphs twice each day. At first, three photographs
will be taken; one clear picture of the comet and two out-
of-focus shots of a star-studded portion of the sky. Later
a fourth photo - an out-of-focus view of Kohoutek - may be
added. The twice-daily photography will provide an extended
record of Comet Kohoutek's life as it grows and later declines
in brilliance. From Skylab, which usually passes into darkness
more than a dozen times each day, the comet's develop-
ment can be recorded far more frequently than from Earth.
In analyzing the film, scientists will compare the light
from Kohoutek to the light produced by well-known stars to
<<tablish the comet's absolute brightness. Because stars
iippfcar as bright points of light, they over-expose small
spots on the film, so the star field pictures will be
made with the camera out of focus. By spreading thn light
over a larger area to produce cometlike Images, scientists
can better estimate the star's total brightness. Should
the head of the cooat become very bright, the crew may take
an out-of-focus picture of it twice each day as well. Matt-
ing precise, repeated measurements of the comet's brightness
is nearly impossible from the surface of the Earth. Changes
in the atmosphere affect the transmission of light, and as
the comet comes nearer the Sun, the general brightening
of Earth's sky during observation periode further teduces
the value of the photography. From an observatory on Earth,
the comet can be viewed only once each day, and weather may-
interrupt the study during tines when the comet is going
rhrough great changes in size, brightness, or shape. Fur-
thermore, as a distinguished aotronotner warned hia colleagues
not long ago, as many as 100 identical observatory cameras
would have to be coordinated to prevent substantial losses
of data due to weather, making the analysis of varying atmos-
pheric influences a r.taggering task. So, with a simple
camera and Just 2 36 frames of black-and-white film, astro-
nauts aboard the Skylab space station will be able to gather
data long beyond the reach of Earth-bound man. Skylab's
more complicated instruments will be brought into action
over the weekend. On Saturday, a camera designed to record
far ultraviolet light wavelengths-much too short to be seen
by the human eye and too short to penetrate Earth's atmospnere-
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will be pointed at the comet to take lta first aeries of
photographs. The special far ultraviolet elect ronograplilc
camera ia like one used by Apollo 16 astronauts to produce
spectacular photographs from the surface of the Moon. The
instrument may be installed in the apace station's scientific
airlock on a dozen occasions during the planned 84-day
Skylab mission. Because most far ultraviolet light is pro-
duced by atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, such photographs should
aid scientists in de v.f roinlnp, part of the chemical makeup
of Kohoutek. At the present time, many observers believe
comets to be composed primarily of frozen water. L»'er> with
an attached mirror system, the camera cannot photogra;-it the
conot until the entire space station is maneuvered to bring
Kohoutek within view. The second Skylab instrument to look
at the comet through the airlock'will be a French device
capable of detecting the presence of hydroxyl - - a combina-
tion of hydrogen and oxygen that may be produced by the break-
down of water in the comet. The ultraviolet panorama experi-
ment, with Dr. Georges Courtes of Prance's Laboratory of
Space Astronomy in Marseilles as the principal scientist,
is scheduled for use Sunday. Monday's schedule calls for
the crew to operate a third instrument, ultraviolet stellar
astronomy, again seeking details of the comet's chemical
composition. Photographs of the comet will be returned by
the Skylab astronauts at the end of their lengthy stay In
space, and should provide new insights into one of the most
myster'ous of interplanetary travelers. Although a dozen
in s t rumen

t

a - - i n c luding a ba:tery of telescopes designed for
observing the Sun or altogether a dozen instruments including
a battery of Leleecopes designed for observing will be trained
on the comet as it makes its brief pass through the solar
lystem and then disappears, perhaps to return in 75,000 years.
The Comet Kohoutek, now faintly visible to the unaided eve,
rises in the southeastern oky 3-1/4 hours before the Sun.
We're now at 13 hours 48 minutes Greenwich mean time. 19 minute
avay now from picking up Skylab IV again over Goldstonc, .ind

this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at

14 hours 6 ">inutes Greenwich mean tire. Less than a »I*ute
away, now from picking up Skylab-IV once again through
Goldstone. "eanwhile in the Mission Control Center, there
has been a handover in flight control teams. The Sliver Team
of Flight Controllers headed by Fl i «h t Director Neil Hutchinson
now on duty. The CAP COMM is Bruce McCandless. They will be
on duty during this morning's scheduled space walk, for
Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue. We'll s'and by
now for the call up from CAPCOH Bruce *cCandless • This i»
Skylab Control, Houston.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Gol^sto^e
Merri - Corpus Christi and "erritt Island for 11 minutes. We'l 1

be dumping the data voice "-ape recorder here at Goldstone. Out.
PLT (Garble) Biuce. And we gof an updat"

on the fuse of the DAC (garble) It was transporter 6. Coul J

you confirm the - which n AC we're using?
CC Okay. I'll get that for you in Just a

second. For the SPT, we'd just like to confirm that when you'v
got the S056 film magazine ready yesterday, you did infact
remove the protective tape from over the aperture. Over.

SPT That'o affirm, Bruce. I tcok the ape off
and I'm getting ^ad 5, the eoler filn.

CC Okay. Mighty fine. We're not meaning to
bug you. It was Just a w-ite-in - or a paste-in change lik~
that. We wanted to «"ake sure that it got in.

SPT Good thing to do Keep reminding me
CC And that'll be DAC number 6 for the EVA,

Bill. Ove r

.

PLT Roger. We copy. DAC 6.
CDR Hey, Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead, CnR.
CDR Hey, Bruce, while browsing through 'he

chiller this mornine, I found a chocolate clip ba~ tha I

should have eaten last night. I put it in there to chUl it
and forgot it. Would you ask the food people if they 1 A likt
to modify my supplement list this morning? Or would they Mkr
tne to eat the bar?

CC (Laughter) I will ask them that qu°sti"n
for you, CDR

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Over.
CDR Go ahead.
CC Say, Ed. We 1 A just like to r°niin J you «11

that the camera Nikon 01, which you have installed on T A25 for
operation today has an inoperative film counter on the top o f

the camera. That's the one that start low and counts up. And
you won't be ab ] e to - Or Bill won't be able to see the ouster
on the motor drive unit with t*e blanket installed. So our
suggestion is that Jerry just scratch 'he frames out one o" one
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on hie checklist as they're tak*n. And yo<- all not bother
with the frame counters at a'l. Over.

SPT Okay. That was o»r plan. The Inopera-
tive counter's all taped over.

CC Okay. Mighty fine.
SPT Bruce, for this Nikon 04 that we're going

to keep in the FAS in the shade, for the F230 pictures, we're
getting in the setting of F-ll an A we've got her tethered.

CC flkay. Mighty fine. And just a note on
«:hat NK-01 you know the counter on the motor drive b n se h*, s

to be set at least to 41 or above i- order to «»et the moror
to operate when the impulses are received. Over.

SPT Okay. We'll mak» sure that's done.
(C Okay. Thank you. And also, we'd like

for you to try to space out the ^0 exposure over the entire
data take period. By this, we don't nean rhat you should sit
there and try to clock them with the stop watch to »et t K e^
equally spaced or anything like that. We jusc want to avoid
bunching them up at the beginninp. And it looks 'ike about
an average of 50 seconds or so between exposures would be 'he
way to hack it. Over,

SPT Okay.
CC CDR, we've got tn answer for you on your

candy b = r question. One, thore will be no charge to 'he supple-
ments today. Two, it's your option whether yea eat it or lot.
Just tell us. Ove r

.

CDR That's neato. Thank you.
CC Sonething new and different.
CDR Right. I've got plenty to e^t today. So

1 won't be eating it.

PLT Okay, Bruce. I've got a naif on D'C
number 6. An-1 could you tell me real quick where the fuses
are for the 16-millimeter DACs

.

CC In work.
PAD Skvlab Control Houston. 1* h«urs 14 minute*

Greenwich men time. The crew aboard Skylab IV now going
through early preparations for the EVA.

CC PLT, Houston. They believe the fuses a-e
in F-527. Same locker from which you've got the DAC There
are a lot of little bitty bags and pocksts in that locker.
You might check them pretty closely.

PLT Okay. It wasn't listed in the photo
ops book. So, I thought maybe they had changed them around
for our miss ion

.

PLT Bruce, (earble) been in there al 1 the time

,

but I thought they would have listed the location.
C r Skylab, this is Houston. 1 m'nutp to

LOS. Next station contact in about a minute and a h"lf t
l rou-h

Bermuda at 14:18. Out.
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C(
j

Skylab, this is Houston, through Bermuda
for 5-1/2 minutes. Cot a comment f'r th*» PLT. Over.

CDR Go ahead. He's listening.
CC Okay. On yo- r EV* prep, PLT, on page '

. 2-
u;ider ATM C4D panel configuration, one of the call outs is
the lighting intergral switch to fixed. With the ATM conlant 1
shut down, we would of course lik* to leave the inceraral
lighting in off. Over.

PLT Say again, t" at page.
cc 1.2-7 in the EVA checklist.
CC Right hand colu-n.
P1 ' T And Bruce, DAC 6 doesn't se-m to want to

work this mornine. Could you gi^e me another one?
Ct

;
Okay. We will do that.

cc Roger. Recommend you use DAC 07 from the
same locker. Over.

PLT Roger. And would you have the photo peopl
list DAC 6 as malfunctioning until 1 can get it fixed.

C'S Roger. Just for our informatio-, ,\r" we
using tiat on spacecraft power or on battery pack?

PL * 1 was using it o- spacecraft power -t the
film loading station. 1 checked my loading camera for gr-en
light. I poshed the little button there and got a green light
on it. I tried the aame ^f course, on the DAC 6. I Hid not
get one. I changed the (garble) and I still did not get one.

CC "oger. 0 1-
.

PL/ And, Bruce. What lens do ycu want to une?
CC Undevata^d. What lens for the DAC* Over
PLT Affirmative-
CC St an d by

.

CC Bill.
PI.T n D g.
PLT Co.

Roger. I show 10- rai 1 1 i me te r lens.
Okay .

E *>' D OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this Is Houston; 1 mlnutA to LOS.
Next station contact In 5-1/2 mliutes through Madrid at 1 A : 2 8

.

Ou t .

CDR Roger.
PAO This la Skylab Control, Houston at 14

hours 24 minutes Greenwich mean tine. The loss of signal
now with Bermuda. Next station to acquire will be Madrid
in 4 minutes. As the Skylab IV space station pasned out of
ratine with Bermuda the crew of SkyJab IV was readying for
the upcoming EVA this mornir.f,. Today's EVA Is the seventh
EVA in the Skylab program. Three during the firft manned
mission and three during the second visit. As many as five
3|)acovalks, two for recording comet Kohcutek dava, may be
scheduled for the crew of Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill
Togue. If Gibson and Pogue complete the repairs to the
S193 today they could match the longest EVA time of 6 hou -a
and 31 minutes, logged by the crew of Skylab III, wher. they
deployed the twin boon solar shield. If the crew is unable
to complete the S193 repairs today, another EVA may be sche-
duled for that purpose tomorrow. Another spacewalk is
planned for Christmas d»y, during which time special instru-
ments are to be deployed to record the passage of comet
Kohoutek. A second EVA for comet data gathering is planned
for December 29. And the final spacevalk, during which the
crew will retrieve the ATM film, is scheduled for 3 days
before the end of the mission. We're about 2-1/2 minutes
away now from reacquiring Skylab IV through Madrid. Standing
by, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

CC Skylab, this is Housron. AOS Madrid for
9 minutes . Out

.

PIT Ro^er. ind , Bruce, I couldn't find the
DAC 07 anyplace. I'n us' g DAC 0 - DAC number 1. I took
it out of the aft compartment.

CC Okay, Bill. DAC nuaber 01 is fine and
we'll continue scratching our heads about the location of
:he DAC 0 7

.

PAO Fourteen hours 30 minutes. Th.it was Bill
reporting that he was going to use the data acquisition
canera number 1, vice number 7, which he had some difficulty
in locating. It will be Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilot
Bill Pogue outside for today's space walk. Preparations
are taking place now for that.

CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC We're right here. Co ahead, Skylab.
CDR Okay, Bruce. We're Just checking over

the - the 1/aitz LCG again, and looks like there's sone
air bubbles in the line. So I'm going to shift over and
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vaar the Louma suit. It's Coo bis, but since I'm not so Inn
anywhere, it'll probably be okay.

CC Stand by Just a second, please.
CDR Say again.
CC Stand by Just a minute, please.
CDR Okay.
CC CDR, this is Houston, We will be hooking

up the gas separator there in the procedure and we don't
feel that e»» bubbles In the LCO will cause you any problems.
We recommend you stick with the Welts LCO. Over.

CDR Okay. We'll give it a whirl.
PAO 14 hours 34 minutes v That was Comnandev

Jerry Carr talking about the liquid cooled garment. As he
pointed out, he's not golnp. anywhere. Certainly implying
that he will not be going outside on the spacewalk today.
In any case, it appears likely that he will wear the Paul
Weitz suit versus the Jack Lousmt. suit, which would undoubt-
edly be nuch too large for him.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 11 minutes or so through Tananarive
at 14:48. Probably will have you for about a third or 1/4
of an 11 ninute pass. So consequently the following station
contact Is 37 minutes away from now, Honeysuckle Creek, and
that's at 15:14. Over.

CDR Roger, Houston.
PAO Ekylab Control, Houston. 14 hours 38

minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through
Madrid. Next station will be Tananarive in 10 minutes.
This Is Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 14 hours 50
minutes Greenwich mean time. Standing by now for voice
contact with Skylab IV through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for several minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive.
Over .

CDR Hello, Houston, Skylab; loud and clear.
CC Roger, Jerry. Say - we just found by

reviewing a dump tape, which we really do do, that when
T025 was prepared for EVA yesterday, the handle that was
on the TO 25 container was' not reinstalled after the bracket
w.i a put in position, but that Bill shimmed it up with some
washers that he found around the workshop. This handle-
should have been reinstalled so that you get handle EVA
>-.'acket T02 5 canister. However, there is no problem with
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tha operation of tha experiment. it Juat means that it nay
be a UttU leas easy to handle EVA, and you '1 1 probably
hava to put tha tethers In a different location as, for
sxample, around the (garble) ajusting screw thread. It'a
your option if you want to go back and back the bolts out
and take tha washers out, put the handle on, and reassemble
it. You can. Or you can press on from tha present config-
uration. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce, if I have tine I'll put
the handle on; If not, we'll press on as is.

CC Roger ; out

.

VA0 That's Bruce McCandless talking to Pilot
Bill Pone. T025 camera is the coronagraph contamination
measurement earner a.

cc Skylab this la Houston. 3-1/2 minutes
to LOS. Next station contact In 18 minutes through Honey-
suckle Creek at 15:14, Out.

cc Skylab this is Houston. 3 minutes to
LOS at Tananarive. Next station contact in 17-1/2 minutes
throuph Honeysuckle Creek at 15:14. Out.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This 1« Skylab Control, Houston; at
15 hours Greenwich mean tlae. Skylab IV now out of voice
range through Tananarive. The next station to acquire will
be Honeysuckle In appr oxlma te ly 14 minutes. Over Tananarive
we heard CAP COHM Bruce McCandless talk to Pilot Bill Pogue,
about the T025 camera, the coronagraph contamination measure-
ment camera. This is planned or had been planned, rather
I should «ay, ortglnally to be placed In the scientific
airlock, but due to the placement of the parasol and then
the twin boom solar shield the scientific airlock has been
Inoperative. So part of the activity for today Is to
placu that camera outside on a handrail near the EVA bay.
We're 13-1/2 minutes away now from reacquiring Skylab IV
throup.h Honeysuckle. This ia Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 15 hours
13 minutes Greenwich mean time. Leas than a minute away
now from picking up Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. Following
our last pass the EVA officer here in the Mission Control
Center estimates the crew is slightly behind the timeline
but should egress their space station close to the nominal
time. We'll stand by, however, and continue to monitor
during cais pass.

cc Skylab, this Is Houston; through
Honeysuckle Creek for 6 alnutes. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce.
cc Yeah, by the way, Jerry, I can pass this

to you as>ain later if you like. In the event that you
have to use the ECS malf 26 during the EVA, the primary
coolant loop configuration is pump Bravo and inverter 2
on line. And probably the easiest way to remember this
would be to put a piece bf tape on the panel and write on
the tape, or Juat sort of circle around the configuration
you got up there on panel 203. Over.

CDR Okay, pump Bravo; inverter 2.
CC Roger

.

CDR Also, Bruce, the prep checklist indicates
that there is supposed to be an EVA pad. I can't think of
anything we need an EVA pad for, we got all of our T025
exposures. Now is there any other thing we should know about?

cc You're correct, Jerry, all the pads
you need have heen entered in the checklist. Over.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. We're looking at the

SIS 1 coolant loop and it looks good to us. And, for your
information, the airlock nodule secondary loop is also
verter Bravo - inverter 2, pump Bravo. So you got two
Bravo on both loops.
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CDR Roger, Bruc*, v« copy.

PAO The SUS is * suit umbilical system.

We're at 15 houra 13 minjtes Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV

now under acquisition through Honeysuckle.
CC Skyltb, this is Houston. We do not yet

Indicate the S052 roWER OFF as It shculd be - 1.2-8. And

we're 1 minute to LOS. Next station contact In 16 minutes

through Hawaii at 15:35. Over.
CDR Roger, Bruce, we'll be there.

CC Roger. Out.

PAO SkyJ.xb Control, Houston} 15 hours

21 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab IV now out of contact

with Honeysuckle. Next station cominp. up will be Hawaii In

14-1/2 minutes. This Is Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houutcn; 15 hours

34 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab IV now approaching

station contact through Hawaii.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston; through Hawaii

for 7 minutes. We'll be dumping your data voice tape recorder

over Goldstona next site. And for the CDR. Over.

STT Go ahead, Bruce, he's - -

CC Okay. Ed, we're going to his question

about EVA pads. One thing we did come up with is that, of

course, the T025 window opportunities art on the CDR's detail

pad. He ralpht make sure chat goes up to the ATM with him.

And also, why, If one of you get a chance we'd like to put

the MPC roll gain switch into the tines 1 position on the

ATM panel to ensure that you do not Inadvertently 30 t° high

rate from the EVA control panel in the tines 2 position, as tha

would probably put some spurious rates into the rack mounted

rate gyros for us. Over.
CDR Okay, Bruct, copied that. And I have

that particular bit of the pad up there at the AT'l panel

already. And be advised, we've about finished the prep and

we're be^inninc the donning phase .

CC Okay, it all sounds great.

Spx Brucf, would you later send up a clieckup -

chanpe for that tines 2 to tines 1.

CC We will indeed .

? A0 Skylab Control, Houston. We heard that

report from Commander Jerry Carr. The EVA prep phase is

finished; the crew is putting on their suits now.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 15 hours 40
nlnutes Greenwich nean tine. Best estimate now following
that last callup, or callvJown I should say, frorc Commander
Jerry Carr would appear that the crew la about 45 nlnutes
behind schedule as they progress toward hatch-open tine.

CC Skylab, this la Houston; 1 minute to LOS,
Next station contact In 3-1/2 minutes through Coidstone at
1 5 » 4 6 with the data voice tape recorder dunpout,

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours 46
nlnutes Greenwich mean tine. Standing by now fur acquisition
of Skylab IV through Coidstone.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Coidstone
for 7 nlnutes; dumping the data voice tape recorder. Out.

CC Skylab, tills Ij Houston. For your infor-
oation, per our standard procedure with two guys on one
coolant loop, we're going to conniand pump Charlie on che
prinary loop to the ON position so it'd give you inverter
2, punpa Bravo and Charlie, and a master alarm when the pump
s tar ts up . Over .

SPT Roger, Bruce. Go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed. We're going to command pump

Charlie to the ON position for primary loop in the airlock
module. Since you've got two guys running on one loop
that will give you inverter 2, pumps Bravo and Charlie, and
a master alarn when the pura p comes on until it gets up to
speed . Over

.

SPT Go ahead. 1 'n up at the panel.
CC Oh, okay. Okay, Ed

, reconfiguration
complete. One minute to LOS. Next station contact in 5 min-
utes throuf.U Bermuda at 15:56. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 15 hours 54
nlnutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal no" . Next sta-
tion to acquire will be Bermuda in 2-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
for 7 minutes . Ou t

.

SPT Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 3 minutes turough Canary Islands at
16:05. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours 4

nlnutes Greenwich mean tine. Loss of signal now with Bermuda.
Next station to acquire will be Canary In a minute and 40
seconds .

CC Skylab this is Houston through Canary
Islands for 9-1/2 minutes. If the Commander's free we'd like
to talk to him for a second. Or if h«'s listening we'll yt o
ihead

.

CDR Go ahead , Bruce .
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CC Okay. Looking at your time line here la
the momentum dump scheme, ve would like very nuch to get a
omentum dump this coming dump night pass. The dump will
terminate at 17«10 Zulu, and you'd be CO for airlock module
depreasurlsatlon at or after 17 i 10 Z. This will enable us
to etart the EVA now with a real good momentum situation.
Over

.

CUR Okay. That sounds all right.
cc Okay. So be it. V/e'li make the dump

this tine and you're GO for airlock module depress at
17:10. And Juat for background information we're showing a
dropping pressure in the condensate tank. There's a drop In con-
densate delta-P, which we believe to be due to the water
gas separator Installation. Over.

CDR Roger.
CC And that's not a problem. We'll work on

it later.
pA0 Skylab Control, Houston. 16 hours 7

ninutes Greenwich mean tine, We heard the callup from CAP
COMM Bruce McCandlesa indicating the crew of Skylab IV that
they should be able to start the d epr essur i za t Ion to begin
their EVA at some point on or after 17 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean time. This Is at the start of the next Hawaii
pas.?. A momentum dump is scheduled to take place between
16:34 GMT and 17:10 GMT. And it would not be desirable to
start the EVA during the momentum dump period because of
possible TACS thruster firings. Ue've got about 7 minutes
remaining on this pass. We'll stand by continuing to monitor.

cc Skylab, this Is Houston. Over.
CUR Go ahead, Houston.
cc Roger. We're continuing to show a drop

in the condensate tank delta-P. What we'd like you to do
is disconnect the vacuum line QD from the water gas separator
until after you've connected up the LCGs to the PCUs and
gotten flow going through the LCGs and then go ahead
and hook it back up. Over,

CDR That panel 217?
CC That 's correc t

.

CDR Okay ,

CC And what we want to do is save the delta-P
that we've got for removing the gas from the loop after you hook
the LCGs into the system.

cc Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 3 minutes through Ascension Island
at 16:17. Out

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 16 hours,

15 minutes Greenwich nem t lae . Loss of signal now through

Canary. Next station acquisition will be Ascension in

a minute and 40 second*. The crew aboard Skylab IV hag

b«« n given a CO for depressur ii a t ion in preparation for

the start of their hatch optm In EVA. At 17 hours 10 minutes

Greenwich mean tint, this will be at the atart of the

Hawaii on thia revolution.
tc Skylab, this is Houston; through Ascension

for 1-1/2 minutes. Next station contact is Tananarive In

11 minutes at 16: 29. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact, Honeysuckle Creek, in 33 minutes

at 16:51. We'll be dumping your d»ta voice tape recorder

there . Out

.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 16 hours

15 minutes Greenwich mean time. Lose of signal now through

Ascension. Next station to acquire will be Honeysuckle in

31 minutes. This Js Skylab Control. Houston.
PAD This is Skylab Control, Houston at

16 hours 50 minutes Greenwich mean time. Lest than a minute

away from tqulrlm; Skylab IV through Honeysuckle. Ue'll

stand by and listen for the callup fron CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, tnis is Houston; through Honey-

suckle Creek for 8 minutes; dumping the data voice tape

recorders . Out

,

CDR The intercom, Jer. There you go.

$PT Hey, I hear - 1 read you, Jer.

CDR Yeah, read you loud and clear.

CDR (Garble) Adjust the box.

SPT Okay.
PLT Okay.
s p T Beautiful. Okay, PGA INVERTER VALVE; INVERTER

VALVE to vertical.
PLT Roger . Verified.
SPT Don he lme t .

PLT You cut out on me.

STT Yeah.
PLT Put your - See if you can get your mike

closer to your mouth, Ed, about an inch and a half. You

got to bend then - you got to form the (garble). Let's

check your connection here.
SPT Can't bend those things over any.

PLT You keep cutting out.

SPT Ye9, do - so do you.

PLT Ch, I think it's tiiggering the box ie

all it is.
CDR (Garble)
SPT Yeah, I believe so, Jer.

CDR (Garble)
SPT Okay, you want - -

PLT Fine square, Jerry.
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SPT (Garble) I think you cut it down too
much. Okay, now, let's get the helaet on.

CDR (Garble)
SPT Yeah. Get it. The trouble ia that unless

we talk continuously, we really don't trigger then. All right
go ahead. No, negative, negative.

CUR Okay, good. (Garble)
PLT Jer?
CDR Yes.
PLT I don't - I think you're going to have

to wake 1 1, a little b 1 r. more - I'd have to about shout to
tripper it now. I don't - You're not on VOX, Jer, are you?

SPT You're not - -

PLT I think you're Just on hot oike. (garble)
grate the VOX up so that we - Hey, let me check. It's - it's
still (garble) unsensltlve, so nake it a little bit sore - -

SPT No, you need more Jer, ve got to scream,
PLT Testing 1, 2, 3 - that's about right.
SPT Yeah, that's good.
CC PLT, tills ia Houston. We're reading

you and SPT loud and clear. How are you reading us?
PLT Roger, Bruce, reading you five square.
SPT Roger, Bruce; loud and clear.
CC Okay, COR, Houston. How are you reading

ne? I'n reading the PLT, and SPT ,
okay.

PLT Okay, let's read through the next two
or three steps.

CDR Read you loud and clear, Bruce.
CC Mighty fine. We got a minute and a half

to LOS. Next station contact in 14 minutes through Hawaii
at 17:11. Out.

PLT Okay.
PLT (Garble)
SPT Forget it.
PLT Okay.
SPT Okay, you put the helmet on; align It

lock. uo not rotate after attachment. You got that white -

white to white. Come on over here, Bill. Let me help you.
PLT Yeah, not having a - -

SPT Here, I'll tell you what, hop in those
shoes.

PLT Okay. I didn't ren sobered th '. I was going
have to use my foot restraints on that EVA today.

SPT Yeah, that sure slows you down when you
don't have then. Okay, white to white; make sure you got

your cable in there. And as soon as you get her snapped
out, I'll try and help you here in the back. Get your's

SPT (Garble) hasn't locked yet.
SPT the way ar - There, we got it.
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SPT Okay, (garble) selectboth.
PLT Okay.
SPT Okay.
PLT Suit pressure light, which I'm punching

° Ut
~sp T (Garbla) VENT 1 LOW PLOW light off. LOW VENT

flow light otf. Low (garble) protective visor.

SPT Okay.
SPT And that snaps down.
PLT Okay. Let me have your foot restraints

back. No, I don't need then.
PLT Okay.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at

17 hours - - Skylab Control, Houston at 17 hours Greenwich

mean time. Loss of signal now with Skylab IV through

Honeysuckle. Next station to acquire will be Hawaii in

approximately 11 minutes. At the start of the Hawaii

pass we would expect that the crew aboard Skylab IV would

have started their depressurliatlon. During the Honeysuckle

acquisition we heard the Pilot Bill Pogue and Science Pilot

Ed Gibson going through their checkout procedures on the

VOX node of communications . Their first activity today

after hatch opening is transfer of equipment from inside

the tirlock to the EVA workbay. Since Pilot - Science Pilot

Ed Gibson will transfer experiment hardwa rd film - film

and EVA equipment to Pilot Bill Pogue, who exits the

space station first. Gibson will pass out equipment in

the following sequence, S149, partical collection experiment,

the center and Sun end of the work station film receptlcal

truss, the S2 30 and D02*. experiments, the S 228 experiment.

After completing this activity, Gibson wil 1 check the suit

system and then translate to the center work station. Aa

Gibson exits the space ship and moves towards the center

work station, Pogue will assist r.he Science Pilot with

his 50 foot long life support umbilical. The first

activity for Gibson, at the center workstation, will be

the loading of the S056 ATM camera with new filn. Installation

of the new film for the H-alp'.ia 1 camera is next. Upon

completion of these tasks Gibson will move up to the Sun

end to the top end of the Apollo telescope mount where he

will reload the S082A and S082B cameras to accomplish the

film canister transfer. Pogue uses motorl«ed - the extendible

boon, which he controls from the EVA bay workstation.
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Before leaving the Sun end Gibson will pin open the H-Alfa 2

hatch door. 7hi« door has internlttingly acted up throughout
the mission and thie will lock the door aperture at the
open position. This vill not degrade the experiment. The
S054 door vu opened like this on an earlier mission. One
item fibeon takes csre of before moving to the center work
station is installation of the S 228 on a clipboard outside
the fixed airlock shroud workstation. This is a snail
Lexan pinei which will gather information on cosmic rays.
A tine dependent activity is the installation of the T02S ,

This aust be installed 25 minutes before ESS or effective
sunset. This work to be done by Pilot Pogue should take
no aore than 25 minutes. One of the final tests - taaku
at the Sun end is installation of the SH9 on the rim of
the Apollo teleacope mount. The S14 - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - not* than 25 minutes. One of the

final task - tasks at the eun end if installation of the 5149

on the rim of the Apollo Telescope Mount, Ihe S149 le one of

the experiment* scheduled for uee throughout the solar

scientific airlock which Is now blocked by the parasol and

twin loom* solar shield. Final activity of the scheduled

space work today, If the crew does not repair the S193, will

be the installation of T024 and S230 experiment. The S230

Is the magnos - magnet os pher ic particle composition experl-

nent which ie a series of rolled foils of aluminum, aluminum

oxide and platinum, which are mounted on the ATH deployment

assembly truss. Two shields of the experiment deployed during

Skylab III, will be retrieved and a new collector assembly

will be installed. The remaining collectors will be retrieved

on the last spacewalk of this mission. T025 will be retrieved

prior to the end of the EVA. It will take data during the

nightside pass for approximately 35 minutes. Purpose of

today** experiment is to photograph the particulate matter

?n the upper atnoaphere. T025 will later be used for comet

Kohoutek observations. Today's measurements will be the

first such observations made from a space vehicle and the

information obtained on the highest reaches of the earth s

atmosphere should be quite extensive. We're 6 minutes away,

now, fro m reacqui ring Skylab IV throup.h Hawaii. We'll stand

by and monitor at that point as the crew of Skylab IV approaches

their dep ressur i zation and hatch open sequence. 17 hours

6 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 17 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV now approaching acquisition

through Hawaii. We'll stand by and leave the line open, pick

up any conversations that we might hear between the two EVA

astronauts and Commander Jerry Carr, as we approach the start

of the spacewa lk

.

PLT I'm with you Jer .

.

Cur Yeah. Just tuck it in the corner there.

(Garble) item.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 9 ninutea . Ou t

.

SC Roger , iloua t on .

PLT Go ahead, Jer. Because if the time

comes when we need, we'll have lots of extra (garble) tethers at

that point .

PLT Yeah, Just screw it on inside one those rails.

We needed that tether for something else.

SC Okay .

S PT S low and easy .

PLT Okay. I'n about where I normally am

for the training exercises.
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8PT Okay, Comeing up.
SPT (GavUle)
pI*f Gonna stow that?
PLT

. u °J»«
0***y. Let »• nova to oy left and that'lllet you by on (he right - correct side to get to It. Why don'tyou let ne do that, Jar.

JJ*J
Yeah, I think - That'e not a bad idea.

PL
! s «* you've got that occulting disk andeverything right there In the way.

SP
J See. there's no - n«j way you can stow Itall In here and then let •« In too. Jiii'a going to have toeventually ?uah it back In here.

SC (Garble)
CDR That's a good idea.
PA0 Science pilot Ed Cibaon apparently

tranaferring to the airlock right now - -

J!*
J Okay. i'n - Let me get out of your way.

„ L
PLT 'lan

t thai la a real tight fit. Let ne wa -
I thinic the T025 la in the vay .

sp * I think you're right.

JJJ
I'll tell you what, we're gonna -

SP T,, Okay. Let ne do that. And I'll tell youwhat. Bill, let ne pass this back to you.
SPT Just a second take the (garble) off.
PI -T Let ne take mine off, here.
PLT Hit it 8li Chtly, I cfin't quite - -
SPT There you go.
pLT Therr. we go.
SPT Okay. Now.

l
?J Okay. Just a minute. We're going to

get T025 noved backhere.
PLT I've got it caught on the edge of the

(garble) - -

SPT Stand back; I'll catch it.
SPT Okay, now. Move her back.
sp T Carefully. Okay.
* P * Now

- L&t me take and look the hatch over.
PLT Be real careful new. The T025 camera'*

above your kneee there - -

SPT Yeah.
SPT Okay. That hatch seal looks good, Jerry.
PA

P Closeing the hatch and it is getting very closnew to hatch opening. ' v.* w »

Release handle, I think is on the otherside there, Ed.
SPT (Garble) second.
SPT I better hold T025, here.
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SPT Okay. You take it off the hinge.
PLT No, I don't think you have to take off the

hinge.
PLT (Garble) goes thtt way. Why in the devil

dit they have me trained on that and then call you out to do it?
SPT Now, hold on now.
PLT You've got something on the other aide of

it - -

SPT Yeah. I see it.
PLT Watch the camera up thare - -
SPT Yeah.
PLT I said that it went that way, that thing

nay turn around the other way. I didn't think that you reversed
the number panels, though. (Garble) both waya.

SPT (Garble) direction.
SPT Hey, Jer. When you came down here which

side of thia panel was facing you?
CDR Garble
sc The rim rim ought to be on this fide.
SPT No. Darnit. Let'a see here. Yep. Let

ne see what tha other side has on it.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 3-1/2 oinutea through Goldstone
at 17:23. Out.

SC Bruce, how do you read?
CC Loud and clear.
SPT Okay. How about panel, hatch 325. la the

rib side toward the AM?
cc That's the forward one?
SPT Aft one.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston. The 325 - the aft hatch
Ik not supposed to be closed. Just the OWS hatch back there.
Over .

PLT Okay. There you are.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston, 17 hours

21 minutes Greenwich nean time. Loss of signal now through
Hawaii. Coming up next will be Goldstone in 2 minutes.
Our last contact with Skylab IV they were still progressing
towards hatch open.

SPT Unlock. Okay. And into lock. Okay.
CUR (Garble) unlock. Okay. Hold on.

Let us get T025 squared away first, Jer. Bill
did you move that camera.

PLT No it's behind the hatch now, I guess.
SPT Oh, we got it.
PLT There it is, over there.
SPT Yeah, it's okay. It's okay.
PLT That's going to be hard to get to, though.
SPT Well, let me -

PLT Better get it out of there before we
»o hard suit.

SPT Yes.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston through Goldstone

and Bermuda for 5 minutes. Out.
CI>R Rogor, Houston. We had quite a few

condensate delta-P warning - or caution lights and I have inhibit*
the caution and warning on that.

PLT Hand that back up here.
cc Okay, Jerry, and while you're at panel

207, we'd like to make sure the PRI COOL TEMP, HIGH, switch
is in the enable position. We believe it's currently Inhib-
ited. Likewise, all the other primary airlock module coolant
parameters should be enabled. We believe they are. Over.

CDR PRI COOL TEMP (garble) is on.
SPT Now, where's your tethftr?
PLT Okay, let me get back in ray right posi-

tion here oecause I thought the tether - here it la. We had
i V up here.

SPT All right. Let's put it over here.
(Garble) the tether and we're gonna be all set.

PLT Okay.
SPT How fcbout the other end.
p LT Okay. How's our umbilical situation.
SPT Okay. I think I'm clear. Let's see.
PLT Yeah , you ar e .

SPT I'll put your umbilical over ny head
here like this .
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SPT
SPT
PLT
CC

Okay.
You're all set. Go ahead.
Yeah .

CDR, this is Houston. Just a reminder,
try to avoid pumping the rate gyro six pack installation in
your movements around the MDA . We're observing then giving
us outputs that are pretty good size.

CDR Roger. if've been thinking about that
the last 45 minutes. Being real careful.

CC Okay. We're not trying to bug you.
CDR I think it must Just be all the

action goinn on in the airlock module in the HDA area.
CC Right, we've been following that on the

air- to-ground

.

PLT Okay. I want to get the foot restraint
- -read ing , Je r

.

PLT And I've got to get U<9 in here. Okay,
is it crowded in here.
SPT You can move up towards me, Bill.
PLT That universal restraint - handhold there

in the way, I think. Universal mount, I mean.
SPT Got a fair amount of gear packed In here.
PLT Yeah, let's see, where waa I? Oh, yeah,

go in?, to - -

SPT Just move back up towards me, Bill, and
you'll be okay.

PLT Yeah, I want to get all the unbilicals
over the back of my neck there.

in.

Man
,

Okay. I'll watch you as you go out.
I'n sorry. I'll get that out of there.
Okay - -

Skylab, this is Houston. 45 seconds to
contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda,

would you verify that the airlock module aft
hatch panel 325 Is not latched up against a seal but la sort of

down flat on one side.

SPT
PLT
PLT
CC

LOS; next statio
And for the SPT,

It's down flat on one side.
Roge r . Thank you .

(garble) You have to unlatch it. Move
The dogs are up.

Now you got - wait a minute. Full It

There's an over-center door catch - down here by

SPT
CC
SPT

it to unlatch
SPT

back again
If you'll open it you'll see it by ray foot. By my right toe

here. See th.it down here? You're going to have to pull it

open ag-iin. There's a little over center latch that's in tne
way. You have to move your hand - there you go. There you
go. If you could get It In that pivot there, it will be all
rif.ht, I think.
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PLT Here

.

SPT There you go.
PAO Skylab Control, Hoston, 17 hours 31 min-

utes. Loss of signal now. The next station to acquire will
be Bermuda in 2-1/2 minutes, so we'll keep the line up and
continue to monitor any VOX conversation that may be coming
in prior to that time.

PLT Just a second. Let me move my suit
around so I can read my SO -

SPT I'll tell you what, you get over there
I'll o)ve that valve for you.

PLT Okay, you move it and I'll watch my SOP.
SPT Okay. Tell me when you 're ready.
PLT All right. Okay. I'm - the picture is good.
SPT Okay. You got SOP flow?
PLT I got SOP flow.
SPT Okay.
PLT Going back.
SPT Roger.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Just
around till I can free ay

SPT
and I'll (garble)

PLT
SOP.

SPT
PLT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
CREW
SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
SPT

your feet, (garble)
CC

second

.

SO -
Let me move my suit

I tell you what. You get over there
for yo i on (garble) - -

Okay. You move it. I'll, watch ray

Okay. Tell me when you're ready.
Ready.
Okay. I'm (garble) pressure is good.
Okay. You got an SOP flow?
I've got an SOP flow.
Oksy. Going back.
Roger

.

Okay .

Okay .

Okay.
Okay .

Okay .

Just turn up to your right.

Go ahead .

Flow is going (garble) - now.
It'a good.
Okay. Going closed now, (Garble) open now.
Stabilized, around 30 or so. 35. Okay?
Okey , that's good

.

Okay, turn around there, Bill.
Move towards your feet, move towards

CDR, this is Houston through Bermuda
for 9 minutes. We have inhibited momentum dumps for the
j .u- And you . re 8tlll go for airlock depress

Everything looks good from down here.

duration of the EVA
at your convenience
Over .

CDR Okay. We're about ready to do it now.
PLT Okay. Connectors are locked.
SPT Okay. How's your (garble).
PLT Take a look.
PLT Locked

.

CREW (garble)
SPT Make sure there's no gap. They look good
PLT Every thin«, looking good.
PLT Looks good

.

SPT Okay. Let me take a look here.
SPT Locked

.

SPT Okay. You're good, Bill.
PLT Okay.
SPT Okay.
PLT Man, is it crowded in here.
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SPT Okay.
CDR Okay. Let Bill do Chat.
SPT That's right, we got it. Okay. Watch

your cuff gage.
SPT You've got it. That's Rood.
SPT See there goes everything. Now take

that other one out of there. And that string is going to get
in the way there, too.

PLT Yeah. Let rae get that.
PLT Watch your Dike and everything.
SPT Watch your cuff gage.
PLT Aw, cone on there.
SPT Watch your cuff gage, Bill. I'n holding

on 3.7
PLT (Carble) I'm holding at 3.9.
SPT We're picking up no lights. No lights at

all .

PAO Depr essur

i

t& t ion started.
SPT We should get (garble)
PLT Yeah. I've got to get that string off

of there. We may be in a little bit -

SPT How's the cuff gage - -

PLT Tied right in to it.
SPT (Garble) yet. That's (garble) Just

hold it like it Is. That's good. What's it picking up there?
PLT Picking up a little light.
SPT Little light, now. Okay. Looks dark

from over her e

.

PLT Yeah.
SPT How's your cuff gage. Mine's 3.7 (garble)
PLT 3.9
SPT Very good .

PLT Now, let's see - -

SPT No ice.
SPT Cuff gage at 3.72.
PLT (Garble)
SPT That'll unscrew on down there in a place

on your rip.ht, there.
PLT Yeah. That's what I've been trying to

do for the last 10 minutes.
SPT There you go. You've got it.
PLT Very good.
SPT Okay. You may want to - -

SPT Pretty small amount of ice, isn't it.

Still got some - lot* of open screen there.
SPT It looks like the ice only goes out to

a radius of around 80 percent or so. (Garble) Is still free.
SPT Down to 2.

PAO Little over halfway d epr es su r

1

z

i

ng now,
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17 hours 40 minutes.
SPT Next, 1.5 In here.
PLT EV-1 3.9.
SPT EV-2 3.78.
SPT Okay, Jer. When does It tell us to

remove that extra screen.
PLT (Garble) take a little off. It might

help us some. I think we could probably still evacuate with it
right now. We've still got a maybe 30 or (garble) or so the area
remaining open. We don't have much moisture in the (garble) .

PLT Popping right down now. 1 psi.
PLT (Garble) Just hold steady.
SPT Cover that thing back up with this when

you - before you (garble)
PLT Yeah.
SPT That's a good idea. (Garble) out of

there

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 4 minutes through Canary Islands
at 17:46. Out.

PLT That's about what we have.
SPT Yes. -—
PLT Okay. Ready for hatch opening.
PLT Hatch(/) to verify.
PAO Skylab Controi, Houston. 17 hours

44 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal through
Bermuda. Next station to acquire, Canary in 2 minutes. At
LOS the - Popue and Gibson were Just before hatch opening.

CREW (Garble) (Static

)

PLT 6 on the (static) six on the EV-1
SPT Verified.
SPT EVA normal, EV-1
PLT Eva normal mode 2.
SPT Okay.
CC CDR, this is Houston through Canary

for 10 minutes. Would you give rae a MARK on what time you
pot on your watch for the start of EVA.

CDR Okay. I've got 3 minutes and 5 - 3 minutes
and 10 seconds. MARK.

SPT Okay, Jer. Go alieau.
SPT Okay.
PLT In work.
SPT Okay. Your umbilical's clear.
CC SPT, litis is Houston. We're looking at

the TM data here. And we recommend that you Increase the
flow of coolant through your LCG somewhat to bring down the
f»as and delta temperature. Over.

SPT Okay.
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PI.T Okay. EV-1 is in foot restraint.
SPT I'm showing a 4-1/2 now, Houston.
CC Okay. Thank you.
PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 30 seconds

to LOS. Next station contact in 2 minutes through Ascension
at 17:50, where we'll be dunping the data voice tape recorder.
Ou t .

CREW
PLT
PLT
SPT
SPT
PLT
PLT

(Garble)
Yeah. That looks good.
Very good. See that green is 10.
Right there. That's good.
Okay, Jer . What's next.
EV-1 is clean. FV-2 3.6 and no lights
3.65 on EV-1.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Okay. They're both checked and they're off.
PLT Okay. Stand by 1.

PLT Can you get to it?
SPT Yeah. Hold on.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. We clocked the

start time for EVA, or hatch open at 17 hours 44 minutes 6

s econds

.

PLT That wrist tether wasn't a good idea.
CC Skylab this is Houston through Ascension

for 9 rainutes . Dumping data voice tape recorder. Out.
CDR Is it locked?
SPT Ho. Just a second. All right. Yeah. Hold

on. We got the VS all set to go.
CDR (garble)
PLT I had to cone out of my foot restraints here

to get that in. In the right position.
SPT Okay, Now. Do want to put a tether

on it first?
PLT No.
SPT Okay. Let me take mine off. Hold on to

i t

.

SPT Okay. You got a good hold.
PLT Rog. I have a good hold.
SPT Hey now. Let's get T025 out. Is that light

Jer? Okay. Sill, are you ready for T0257
PLT Just a second. Let me get this tether

out of the way

.

SPT Which end would you like first? Float ae the
occulting disk. ^

PLT Okay.
SPT Just a minute. Don't worry. I'll get to you.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. ock update based

on the Science Pilot's reports showed a hatch o en time of 17 hours
43 minutes 23 seconds.

SPT - - the umbilical with it before you pull.
SPT Okay. It's all yours. Want to read the

T025 ops there, Jer, Jerry? Got it. Yep.
CDR T025 going out now Houston.
CC Roger, Jerry. We're listening in.
CDR The 18:10 data take time still good?
SPT 90 degrees there, Bill.
CC Yes. The tine watch is still good. If you

think you can get set up and ready to go by then.
CDR Okay. We'll give it a whirl.
CC Roger.
SPT - - push « ; Bill. Do it right. There you

go. - second. Filter case is hooked onto it.
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PAO Bill Pogue In process of placing, the
T025 experiment out now. And as he stands in the well of
the - -

SPT I'm going to have to come out and make
sure that I've got this - the (garble) there, Bill. Okay.
I've got it. Couldn't tell if I had that bracket engaged
or not. A blind condition here.

SPT Yeah.
PAO T025, the coronacraph contamination ex-

periment to do this .

SPT Now, Jer; read that step again. Hey now.
I've moved it until the little bracket is trouching. And a
(garble). That didn't work Jer. Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead SPT.
SPT I'd like to bring down the LCG flow a

little bit please

.

CC Stand by. Roger. Your option.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Commander to SPT.
PLT That didn't work, Jer.
SPT Houston, S FT

.

CC Go ahead, SPT.
SPT I'd like to bring down the LCG flow a

little bit, please.
CC Stand by.
CC Roger. Your option. We show that the

gas tenp down about 9 degrees delta. Make yourself comfor-
table.

SPT Roger. Thank you.
PLT How far have we got to that first oppor-

tunity , Jerr

?

CDR Just press on and we'll get her set up,
if we miss it we're all set up for the next one.

PAO The -

PLT Gett ing her stt .

PLV All right. That's complete, Jerr.
PAO T025 camera is on the bracket which hooks

onto a handrail. Bill Pogue in the process of performing
this task.

PLT Filter A, right?
SPT Got a good detent field, there.
PLT Yeah, very good.
SPT Okay. Is that A in there?
PLT A-l is installed. I'll verify, stand

by.
SPT A-l is clear; is that right?
PLT A-l.
PAO Status check in Mission Control by

Nell Hutchinson.
SPT Okay . AM of f

.

SPT A OFF, ATM off. What do we p er

I

od i c a 1 ly
put that - both ATM and JA back on.

SPT Oh , I'm with you

.

PLT Hey, I think there's something wrong.
I'n seeing Sun through that thing.

SPT Wait a minute. That's what you - ytiu

should be centering it up.
PLT That's what I'm doing.
SPT You should be centering the Sun. You can

see that occulting disk has got « -

SPT You got tt right. Just center up thai

lnope

.

PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 30 seconds

to LOS. Next station contact in 23 minutes through Carnarvon.
And as you get the Sun into the center, Bill, it should turn
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into the orange and red images.
PLT Yeah, I'm getting it that way now, Sruce.

Thank you.
CC Roger

.

PLT Okay. Now it's going orange.

CC Beautiful.
PLT Tap again, Jerry, make sure I got it right.

PLT I can get it oranee; I can make the red

entirely disappear.
SPT Just make it centered up, Bill, (garble)

CC When it's centered up, all you can see

is the orange.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. We're at 18 hours

2 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now through

Ascension; next station to acquire will be Carnarvon in 21

minutes. As we had loss of signal, we heard Bill Pogue in

the process of installing the T025 camera using the S063

occultinc disks to properly position the camera on the hand-

rail. And a status check in the Control Center by Flight

director Neil Hutchinson showed that all systems aspects

for the mission looked vary good during this first space-

walk for the Skylab IV. We're at 18 hours 2 minutes Greenwich

mean tine and 20 minutes away now from reacquiring the space

station. This is Skylab Control, Houston.
p,\0 This is Skylab Control, Houston, at 13

hours 21 minutes Greenwich mean tine and 38 - 37 - correction,

38 minutes since the start of this EVA. We'll stand by now

and keep the line open. We're less than 2 minutes away from

reacq-'iring Skylab IV through Carnarvon. Pick up any conver-

sations that might be transpiring between the two EVA astro-

nauts, Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue.
PLT No I didn't; I'll do that right now.

SPT Hand that back in right now. I'll take

care of tha t .

PLT Got to get the tethers untangled here.

SPT That's all risht. Dcn't force then.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

for 9-1/2 minutes . Out

.

SPT Hello, Bruce. We got a problem with

T025. We got it set up and we were going great. Got 5 ex-

posures here and when we tried to set the time to exposure numbe

the doggone shutter speed knob came off in Bill's h«nd. So

we're having to pas3 it in.

CC Okay. We copy. Car. you set the shatter

speed with the gloves on with the knobs that's part of the

camera?
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PLT Well, that didn't come off, Bruce. It

started freewheeling. There's a little sort of spring clip -

circular spring clip in there with a notch in it that engages

the dog on the top of the regular shutter speed and I noticed

yesterday when I was assembling I had to put it together three

tines to get it to eugage right. And 1 knew what had happened

as soon as I saw it freewheel.
C C Okay. Are you taking the whole xong

evr- relief viewfinder off to get it off? Over.

PLT No, I had the - I had to take the thermal

blanket off.
CC 0 - -

PLT You can't get down to the button and

everything until you take the thermal -

SP X I tell you what. That sounds like a job

that ought to be done inside here with all those extra parts

and everything. ,

PLT I'd say that if we had time I think we

nay be kicking a dead horse or trying to fix it.

CDR Bruce, 1 don't see any sense in the world

in wasting time on this experiment if we can't get it to hold

together. I think we better just put it off.

cc Okay. We concur. Terminate the T025

operations and bring the apparatus back into the airlock.

Over .

CDR Okay.
PAO T025 - -

CD r We could have a look at it after the

EVA's over and see if we can't jury rig it so it will stay

together for the next one.

CC Roger. We copy.

PLT The special viewfinder head fits on very

loosely, Bruce. It doesn't make a nice firm, tight engage-

ment. I'd say there's probably about - slack and I noticed

yesterday I had trouble with it -

C C Okay. We didn't copy the amount of

of the play but go ahead and brine: it on in and we'll worry

about it later.
g PT Just a minute.
PLT Rog.

S pT Bill, hold on, Let that thing slip down.

0kay
'pLT Hey, Jer, Ed's still in the 1025 now.

SPT Got that tether (garble)

PLT Get that in also.

SpT Just a minute here.

PLT It's a beautiful sunset.
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PAO T025 camera being stowed inside the
lock now. Had 5 exposures. 40 were planned.

CDR Bruce, have the rate gyros settled
now?

END OF TAPE
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CC CDR, this is Houston. We still see more
activity on the six-pack gyros than we do on the rack gyros.
However, they are acceptable and they settled down consider-
ably than what they were earlier. Over.

Okay.
Okay, Jerr, I've got It. Tethered? Ready

Okay . Ready her e .

CDR
SPT

to go . Okay .

PLT Dig in

CC SPT, this Is Houston.
SPT Ed.
CC Roger. We're having some telenetry prob-

lems with your oxygen outlet temperature. Can you just
verify for us that you're in a normal configuration on your
PCU? Over.

SPT Okay on both. Absolute EVA norm.
CC Roger. Thank you.
PLT Careful. Pull on this. Cone on. Can

you move that link?
CDR Uh - - Well, I'll tell you what. It's

goin?, to be hard to make it steady.PLT It'

SPT Yeah.
CUR We've got a wall • - We've got a document

that we put out also. So let's Just hold off on that.
PLT Hey, baby. G B 2

.

CDR Don't pull that out very fast there be-
cause - make sure if you see anything, if it's around a blind
corner - don't pull on it. Okay?

PLT Okay.
CDR We're going to leave it back in there.
SPT Okay Jerr. Okay. Just a minute here.
CDR We're having sunrise.
PLT Hey. I noticed your EV visor is up.

SPT I'm with you there. Jerr?
CDR Yeah

.

SFT Okay. I've got it tethered. Now, let's -

hold on. What I want to do is - -

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through Guam. Out.
SPT Okay; I've got it tethered. I'll tell you

what. When we come back with the Sun, give me a reminder
and I'll go by here and make sure that the thing is really
perpendicular. Or that t.ie thing is parallel to the line of

sight. Okay. One - you know those lights which shadow
the thermal curtain there, you can see the outline of the

light perfectly. So you can sure - -
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PLT Ed , how do you read 7

SPT Yeah, I read you Bill, loud and clear.
PLT Okay; you cut off the quips there. I

thought - -

SPT Okay. What you can see is that the Sun, -

where it's not hitting the thermal curtain because of the shadow of

even the very thin wire on the - those light supports, those
li^ht protectors, is considerably lighter. Gosh, that sure
is a beautiful sight.

SPT I am - got ray shoes in the center work-
station. And Bill? Okay.

PLT How much do you need?
SPT Okay. We want an LSU clamped. Okay. Just give

ne a little bit there Jerr, or Bill.
PLT Okay.
SPT Just lean over here.
PAO Skylab Control, Houston. 18 hours 34

ninutes Greenwich nean tine. Loss of signal now with Sky-
lab IV. Next station acquisition will be Cuan in A minutes.
Our clock shows 50 ainutes 36 seconds now since the start
of this EVA. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

SPT You're coning fine. Okay, H-Alpha.
SPT Okay. We Rot it. Get it?

PLT That's done ?

SPT Yeah, Tell you what Pill -

PLT (garble) lean back?
SPT Yes. Please do that so I can lean back.

I don't want to get it on the way back. No. Just send the

(garble) out. You track. Bill?
PLT Yeah. I got the track. Ah, I thought

I screwed it up. I thoup.ht I sent it out too far.

SPT No. Okay now hold back.
PLT How's that?
SFT Just hoi d on and let me lean back and

get it. Send it out a little bit more, one more foot.

PLT One nore foot. On the way.
SPT (garble) the other out.

PLT Moving?
SPT Yeah .

PLT Stand by.
SPT There you go.

PLT Say went.
SPT That *s good

.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Guan.
6-1/2 ninuteo. Out.
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CDR Roger, Houston. Ed wants to know where
the safety drivers are.

CC (Laughter). They're In Huntsvllle. Over.
SPT Tell Don Chamber he did the best job he's

ever done in waiting rae out. Gkay . HL figures in. We've
got the white flag. We're going with the lock, inward. This
is to the (garble). All right. It didn't work. That's very
fine. Affirm. Okay. I've got the white flag on the door.
And it's locked. Enable. Okay - -

PLT Well lets get - -

SPT Okay, Now, the position should be - you got
a little index in there that tells you to point it towards what,
the center workstation?

CDR That's affirm.
SPT Here?
PLT The D AC is not working.
SPT Yeah.
PLT No, I take it back; it is.
SPT Okay. Roll to inhibit. Now7 Okay.

Goinp, to OPEN now. Lights are out. (garble). Stays open.
Open. Upper - -

PAO Gibson at the center workstation, now
opening the doors, putting the filn in.

SPT SL-III guys put on looks good. You did a

nice Job of covering that thing uniformly.
CC Roger. Owen's back there in the view-

in p, room.
SPT Yeah. Tell then they did a great Job.

Lines are nice and taut.

END OF TAPE
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SPT You know, Bruce, there sure Is an awful

lot of discoloration on the side of the vehicle where the

Sun is still hitting. That's the side of the vehicle where

the defective panel was ripped off, the meteoriod shield.

For some reason it's not uniform in X which you'd expect

You see by my pictures when ve come back, but closer to

plus X, than red, and then it turns green, and then a

little yellow, and then more green back there. Can't seen

to fipure it out, must be the venting.
PLT Okay, Jerr, did you say - -

SPT How's cue frieoily DAC c"oicg?

PLT It's grinding away.
SPT Good.
PLT Hey, Jerr, how do you read? -

S?T Okay. Well, there's the ground. Boy,

If this isn't ever the great outdoors. Inside you're Just
looking out through a window, here you'r; right in it.

I'll tell you, we really know you'ie moving along here.
PLT That's the Sun end. Right? *" "

SPT Yeah Bill.
PLT Are you reading me?
SPT You're cutting in and out.

PLT Yeah, I keep cutting in and out.

SPT Just going to have to start - you're

first couple of words are going to have to be fairly -

fairly loud to key the VOX.
PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 45 seconds

to LOS. Next station contact in 17 minutas through Goldstone
at 19:20. Out.

.

SPT Undamped? Up.'
PLT Oh, my gosh.
SPT How - - doing there, Bill?

PLT The DAC keeps coming lose.

SPT I'm not sure you still got it there. I'd

push her In there.
PLT It's not a positive lock; I latched

i t once before

.

SPT Going over the top. I'll tell you that

makes senso down there in the water tank in Huntsville,

but it's kind o: hard to see it here, although I know

by the geometry what we want.
SPT Hey, that's (garble). Boy is this

material this color?
3PT All of thi« white thermal paint - -

PAO Skylab Control, Houston; 18 hours

47 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of signal now with

Skylab IV. The EVA of Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue started
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1 hour and 3 minutes ago. We're about 15 minutes away now
from reacquiring Skylab IV through Goldstone. Meanwhile the
surgeon has provided us with some data on the two EVA
astronauts. \ At the start of EVA BTU reading on Science
Pilot Ed GibVon was 1030; on Pilot Bill Pogue was 1250.
Heart rate at the onset for Gibson 115; for Pogue 105.
Juring the Carnarvon pass BTU reading on Science Pilot Ed
Gibson, 1050; on Pilot Bill Pogue 900. Heart rate for
Science Pilot Gibson, 115; and for Pilot Bill Pogue 74.

The heart rate numbers that we use here are peak heart rate
numbers ,i We're 14 minutes away now from reacquiring Skylab IV

And this"is Skylab Control, Houston.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston at

19 hours Greenwich mean tine, and 1 hour 16 minutes 47 seconds
since hatch open. We're less than 2 minutes away now from
r eacquis ition of Skylab IV through Goldstone. We'll stand by
now with the line open.

SPT Okay reset is off.
PLT That's affirm; I've got it. I got a

full white flag and they're fine and away.
SPT Yeah, that's good. The handle is (garble)

inserted and is snug up against the locking mechanism, so we'r
good .

PLT Okay Inward .

SPT Okay, Houston; no problem opening the
82B door. It was only a little bit snup.

CC Okay, good to hear. And we're with you
through Goldstone, Corpus Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda
here.

PLT Roger, Bruce. And one thing I did have
when I opened the 82 A container door; it popped open like
it was either spring loaded mechanically, or it had some
gas in it. I'm not sure which the situation was.

CC Okay , we copy .

PLT The B door sprung only maybe a quarter
or so - quarter of an inch which you'd expect from just
a snail amount of loading, but the other one seemed to have
quite a bit of loading on it, either mechanical or gas.

SPT Okay, go ahead, Jerr, start with the

checks. Good, there's a lot of clouds down here.
PLT Yeah, there's a lot of land there tco.
SPT Okay, 8*'A door is going closed.
PLT We're getting coast to where?
CC You're over the coast of Washington State

up near Canada, there, Bill.
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PLT We just had a good view of the Canadian

Roc - -
„

S PT 82A is closed; affirm. Yeah, you got

to get main power in order to get the indication. Otherwise

you get the center position on flag. - - the door now. There

are four indicator switches up there in the left hand corner

called displays there Jerr, it'll have to be bus 2. Get lamp test

just to make sure. Oh, you don't get it on lamp test, huh?

Okay, let's see, take a look at status lighting backup circuit

breaker number 1. Is that in? Don't push it in yet, you

might want to check -

rnR - I'll check with ground.

CC We're here, Jerry, what do you need?

CDR Okay, we're trying t:o do an XUV spect

check here and call for a ready light - ready operate light

on XUV spect, and I don't think we got it powered up.

SPT Would you verify, Bruce, that you need

status lighting bus - status backup lighting bus 1 circuit

breaker in?
CC We show the instrument powered up ^

satisfactorily. We're checking on the displays. —
PLT Where are we right now, Bruce?

CC You're about over the northern border

of Montana
PLT

pat tern

.

CDR

Beautiful country side. I see the snow

Yeah, that nust be the Missouri

CC CDR, Houston. We have telemetry indicating

you've lost flow in the SUS coolant 1. Over. We got about

30 seconds to LOS. We'll be back with you in a minute and

a half through Corpus Christi. Over.

CDR Okay.
S PT Yeah, lit me go MAX and just see. lou

can usually tell then.

SPT I can sure feel it. I do believe you got

an ample circuit breaker - th.t circuit breaker isn't. Let's

see, under displays you got those four switches to bus 2? Not

bus 1, but bus 2. Okay, which two were not, event times and - -

SPT Okay, vou don't need those. That won't

help you, that's right. Are all your other circuit breakers in,

and all your switches up on that motor left hand handle

except for backup - status backup?
PLT - - circuit breakers.

SPT What are you showing for a position of the

door now. Okay, that's correct.
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CC CDR, this is Houston.
CDR Go ahead, Houston.
CC Roper. On panel 202 we'd like you to

check circuit breakers suit umbilical systen 1 LCG pump

pr inary . Over .

END OF TAPE
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PLT Okay, that's correct.
CC CDR, this Is Houston.
CDR Go ahead, Houston.
cc Roger. On panel 202, we'd like you to

check circuit breaker suit umbilical system :. LCG pump primary.
Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce, SPT. I'm getting good flow
out here. I Just went to max to verify it and I'm getting
good f 1 ow

.

PLT EV-1 -

CDR (garble) still' feel some good cooling.
cc Okay, Jerr, we could Just, hear you in the

back. Ue understand you're saying that you believe you have
good flow onboard .

CDR So fir it feels okay. We haven't felt
any chance in it and the SUS-1 - all of the SUS-1 is (garble)

cc Okay. Thank you. It's probably a trans-
ducer problem.

CDR Okay.
PLT Hey, Ed, look down. We're right over Lake

ttchi.^an .

CDR I'd like to check and see if I could
close the status lighting backup circuit breakers, the 5 volt
breakers so we can get some ready lights and get on with this
evaluat ion

.

SPT Number 1, I believe is all you need, Jerr.
CC CDR, Houston. On the left-hand side of

the C&D panel, would you check the alert status lighting
switch and make sure it's in the variable position. Over..

CDR Okay , i t is now

.

CC Does that solve your problem?
CP* Sure did.
CC Okay.
SPT Bruce, I'd say we're coning up on a good

front. We see a good line of thunder bumpers.
PL'1" Yeah, right across Cape Hateras.
CC Okay.
SPT You know, we been working.
PLT Yeah, we're rubbernecking.
SPT That's right. We've been working so hard

inside - inside the spacecraft, vc never really hac time to
look out and see all this.

SPT Roger. B door Is open, and A door's open.
SPT 82A door closing now. That thermal

curtain which SL-III put up is also turning brown. All except
for a few folds where it's - doesn't receive sunlight.

CC Roger, Ed. We're copying you. And we're
with you here for about 7 minutes through lerrltt Island.
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SPT Ko f;er.

Florida^
° h

*
b ° y '

There '

3 the whole state of

t . ,
P
^
T

. ,

1,11 tel1 in this position, It'skind of hard to see.

„, u ^
SPT There it is. Boy, you can see all theway down the eastern seaboard.
PLT Yeah.

. . , " Llke they're having a relatively goodday up tnere in the northeast. Close to the coastline.
8

Clear.

utes
S*ylab Control, Houston; I hour 32 min-

SPT All three are closed.

in frtn] f \
* 1 1 Whal

'
U '

S SlttiflR rightin front of me. Wn.it roll do they reconnend?

you know it's r„hAel !

naybC
" I'

11 tL' n y ° U What
'

l '» ~ "< ck
r,. >U

:
il 3 ^v ht bet ween t"* handrails which we use tohold on here. It's very - you know, it's centered right infront of ne. Let me take the - why don't you )ust read theprocedures on and if I have trouble

, we ll/«.' 1 roll hCounterclockwise, in work. okay. Then we'll sce ! f K i ,up on it a little bit. Okay.
(fUrble)

^
LT It *s 3.65 and no lif»ht .

HI ft

1™ 6 b
\ 0U nlne

- oka y. that latch is lifted.
.

' Waic a minute, wait a minute. Hold thephone. Okay, R o ahead. 10 the

ina-e off of my visor on the whole ATM.
cc Sounds beautiful,

t

PL
,

T A caners for tJis one. I'm ovcrlaooincsee three overlapping four - overlapping in, e
"

fthe curvature of ra y visor. Didn't RO Sery far? did you Jerr?
,\ That H-alpha filter, when I mow off tothe side I can see Just a little dust on it. You knnw alittle bit of reflection of snail particles on the surf.;,,

, J

1
' „ 1 WouU 9a >' 11 '* clean, but I can see that ,,,.,11dust reflection. It looks as though there's several differ-nt

:l!°!J
f

.

P^ tlcIC
? ^° 0

-. Some relatively l.r«e. which I Jan

Oktv in u>r'v
re

;* tiv<fl y/'"'f^n snatterinp of snalier ones,

descriptions out here, I'll be «U<i to glv. . to then.

there ,

0ka y- I'" »ur* tncy'rt 1 ears back

^
PT L*t thea ask the cjuCi .

' ns .

CC You to be mweii.^, them all so
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SPT It's pretty easy when you invent them.
PLT Okay. I'm in the ( 3arhle)
p LT Okay. EV-1 no lights and 3.65.
SPT .65 no lights for EV-2.
PAO Ed Gibson -

Sl'T Make it 8.
PLT on.
PA0 Ed Gibson has completed his work on

the .Sun end now

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute
to LOS Bermuda. Next station contact in 10 minutes through
Ascension at 19:30 and just for your information we're back
to within a couple of percent of nominal on Y-axis momentum
and only about 30 percent off in X.

PLT Okay. It's ripht under your left elbow
there, Ed. Just a minute. Hold it. Hold it up a little.
Mine's okay at 4-1/2. Come on. Just a minute here.
Yeah, I'll get that back out of your way, Ed.

SPT No, you're okay. Let 'a leave it v. re
it is. Leave it wh<>re it is.

PLT (garble) a little bit .

SPT Okay. Now. Br i np, it toward me. Okav .

That's sood. Now. You said, shoot towards the AM.
PA0 Skylab Control, Houston at 19 hours

22 minutes Greenwich mean time. Loss of sip.nal now with
Skylab IV on this last stateside pass. Next station to ac-
quire will be Ascension in 3 minutes. Ue now show 1 hour
38 minutes 30 seconds since tiie start of the EVA. On this
last stateside pass we had a brief start by what started out
to be a faulty telemetry reading which indicated lost suit
umbilical system coolant flow. I repeat, however, It was
a faulty TM reading. The status check as we had loss of
slrnal hete in the Mission Control Center by Flip.ht Jirccfor
'Jell Hutchinson from his flight control team indicated that
systems aspects of this EVA look good, We're 7 minutes away
now from reacquiring, at 19 hours 23 minutes Greenwich mean
tine, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pAO Skylab Control, Houston, at 19 hours
28 ainutes Greenwich mean time standing by now for reacquisi-
tion of Skylab IV through Ascension.

PLT Looks like something's starting to
happen.

SPT Yeah, most of that first two revs there -
PLT (garble)
SPT A lot of mechanical advantage in the lock.
p LT (garble) F.B-l's okay. EB2 good.
PLT Hey, Houston, we're just getting the

S149 panels deployed.
cc Okay, very good. We're talking to you

through Ascension. We got about 4-1/2 minutes till LOS.
CDR Roger. And the coolant flow is all pretty

good too.
cc Okay. We've about concluded that's it's

a turbine-type flow transducer which is similar to the ones
in the TCV A and B lines we've had trr.uble with before.

CDR Okay.
SPT Let tr.e stop here and get ray wrist tether

pinned down here so I don't happen to hit anything with it.
PLT You have the composites of nany different

samples. Look at them all.
CC CDR, this la Houston. Over.
CDR Go ahead, Houston.
cc Roger. We've been tracking your progress

through the EVA here and you seem to us to be quite awaya ahead
of the tine line and we think everything is going along beau-
tifully. Consequently, we see no reason for you not to go
ahead with S193 operations when you come to it if you concur.
And we've got a half-hour LOS coming up here before Carnarvon
so w«'re going to go ahead and give you a GO for 193 at the
present time. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. Thank you.
p LT Those are the words we wanted to hear,

Bruce. Th.mk you.
SPT Thank you.
CC You're welcome, welcome, welcome.
PLT We get to work on the shady side for

a while.
cc Incidentally, the wive* called in earlier

tlx it morning and wanted me to pass up Thanksgiving greeting*
to you all. I told them I'd work it in at a convenient point,
so I gueis this is it.

SPT Very Rood. Pass it back to them.
CDR Thank you, Bruce.
srT Sorry to miss Thanks gi vinp, with the folks -
PLT Wt'H make up for it Christmas.
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for u ^

DR Tel1 th «m to have a little oyster gravy

CDR Or oyster dressing for us,
cc Will do, Jerr.

_
SPT

. ,
He y. <> ne thing I'm thankful for Is we'vegot a bunch of people in this country who are enthused enough

make U work
80 " Capabtllt

y -° P ut ic together and

CC Good -

J
SP

I
0ne t»«i«g I think ve all ought to beproud of 1 t

.

CC Yea indeed. You said a mouthful there, Ed.

n.,» lu ,

°k * y '
U9 18 de Ployed. Hold on. L* tne put the lock .

. .

P*° 149 18 a particle collection devisewhich has been Installed according to Ed Gibson on the rimot trie Apollo teiescope mount.
SPT Okay, that's fastened.

.

PA0 Same location as on Skylab III, thelas t mi s s ion .

.

?
\
T Stand by. Let ue get up to a positionwhere I can get my left foot out.

position

pFI 0kav
' The friendly DAC grinding.

lt and watch your head. You'reon one of the H9 panels. That's good.

p
P
J

Yeah, I know. I got to move down.
P
^
T If 1 start cinching you up too tight.

r< .
" Skylab, this Is Houston; 1 minutetil LOS. Next station contact in 26 minutes through Car-narvon at 20:00 even and we'll be dumping the data voicetape recorder there. Out.
SPT Okay, Jerr.
PLT What do we have coming up next.
PLT Oh, yes. - T024.
SPT Okay. How's my umbilical look?
l^l 11 looks okay. Do you want more slack?
SPT No, I f«el okay.

la lt
PLT Th at TO - that's not T024 down there,

SPT Stand by, stand by.
SPT Yeah. Stand by.
P

5*
T oh

» Ed's Just looking down there atsome tninp, I see.
P
p!E

Turn *iound and wave at th« folks, Ed.
r , I (8»rble) - see where my umbilical Is.PLT Oh, okay.
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spT Boy, that's elusive.
SPT Glve a little tug on it, will you.

. .

SP
I .

That thing has gone completely out of nyfield of view, '

STT Okay.
PL

J
(garble) yo ,i know on that 228 - (garble), butit s out - must be out gas and inside.

S,1T On the 228 - -

, 0 .

PA0 Th » 8 is Skylab Control Houston; at
19 hours 37 minutes Greenwich mean time, loss of signal now,rou,h Ascension. Next station to acquire will be Carnarvonin 23 minutes. As we heard on this last contact with thecrew of Skylab IV, CAP COM Bruce .icCandless passed alonr theSo to proceed with a possible repair of the S1S3 experimentby fcVA astronauts, Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue . The 2-1/2 hour
r IL ^ SCt a8id ° f ° r i"«'"iion and possible repairto the radiometer scatteroraeter altimeter experiment, theblJJ experiment showed malfunctions during the 29th earthresource* pass on Skylab III. The trouble which occurred

locked in an undesired position resulting in degraded data.The most probable cause is either an electrical short in tne
° r ln

f

th « gimbal parts. The crew hasthree options; one inspect and clear the antenna gi„bal parts

third nnt?on
J

i

BPr * tt<npl '° l0CatC lhc P'oblen. thehird option s to pin n,e pitch and roll gimbals at zeroleavin., each free to scan or to pitch or to - or to pin pitchat zero degree., and roll at 29 degrees, plus and mi -
p i,18

" n " S de
J.

r« to * he H*ht. Nine pieces of hardware w,r,taken up for this work, these items include a nylon brush to

h "r^V? 1 *;" ^I'
8, JuBpef b ° X Whlch 6 inci.eshi..,i and 4 inches wide and about 2 pounds in weight. A threepos tian inhibit switch which controls the P itch\nd roll.This will be aHxed to the antenna in the event the crew

tilL,^, u
8 n

?
de ° f rCpalr U A spring loaded

h" iL f :

Banua 81nbal Iock
-

a roli 8l °P 8«r.«. «ndthe EVA foot rettraim, and EVA pouch, and Juape? box baa.
ill the hardware in carried into the EVA pouch. We're 20

^5
Ul

r*,o
W

,

,y now
// om "-cacquiring Skylab IV through Carnarvonand at 9 hours 40 minutes Greenwich mean time, with 1 hour

56 minutes 23 second, into the EVA this ia Skylab ControlHouston,

ESI) OK TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Houston, at
19 hours 58 minutes Greenwich mean time. At 2 hours 15
minutes since the start of the EVA. We're less than 2 min-
utes away now from the r e ac qu i s i t i on of Skylab IV through
the Carnarvon tracking station, Australia. We'll stand by
and leave the line open for our voice contact between CAP
COMH Bruce McCandless here in the Control Center and the
crew of Skylab IV.

SPT I'll tell you what, I'm going to tighten up
this tether a little bit more again.

CC CDR this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 10 minutes; and whjn you have a moment we'd like to get
the MPC roll switched to INHIBIT. We'll be dumping the
data voice tape recorder here. Over.

CDR Okay, Houston. Right now we're still
working T024. It's kind of slow work.

CC RoRer ; we copy .

PLT Frustrating work.
CC Roger ; out

.

PLT Sorry, Bruce, I was talking to Ed,
I'm watching and trying to - simple one g task is infinitely
difficult in zero g.

CC We were just - -

SPT Like threading - -

CC We were Just - -

SPT Like threading a needle with a boxing
glove?

cc (Laughter) We're Just sympathizing with your'
plight

.

PLT You're trying to engage snaps. Is that
what it is?

SPT Yeah, See you're trying to engage snaps,
and I got this thing, say, completely lined up and pushed -

PLT I don't know why anyone would design
anything like that.

SPT See the thing - it was this was made not
for - it was made strictly for retrieval.

PLT (garble). Yeah. Soue thing we're (gar-
ble).

SPT But l'n going to give it one more go
and then what we're going to do 1» ro on Inside and get that
little extra piece of Rray tape that we've got and we're
80inr, to tape them on the run here.

? LT I tried that Jerr, and the (garble)pln
won't hold, and so it gets » Hey, now wait a Minute. Here; all
it needed was a little body of inertia against it. And; hold on.
Hold on. Ahh. I had it too. Let me hold you legs. Okay.
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Grab. Try not to kick me in the -visor , That's okay. Your
foot's clear now.

CC CDR thia is Houston. All systene are
looking good on board, and we show you about an hour ahead
of your anticipated position in the EVA time line.

CDR Roger , Bruce

.

PLT I tell you theee little snap holes don't
look as though they're - to take these size snaps. I'll give
go and then we are going co try to tape it on here.

SPT Tell you what we got that SI - we got
a whole roll of that tape ir. there in S149 don't we?

CDR 19 3 you mean

.

SPT That's ripht 193, that's rtgh'.
CDR You want r.e to get you 1 i>f tape.
SPT Go .lhead .

CDR You will have to unrol i ig thing
thou 8h.

SPT Yeah I know

.

SPT Yeah, you're still gonna ha*e to unroll
i t . If he doesn't get It this time we'll do that.

PLT Time IS this is a real killer. Another
hour on that thing

CC Bill, we're go tor taping it fron down
here And there i s tape in the pouch in the airlock with

to 3-16. You don't have to unroll thethe scissors next
S193 bap, there.

PLT Okay .

SPT Okay, Junt hold on there (Garble)
Okay, I'll hold you once more here.PLT

PLT Now don't make a move anybody, don't
b r ea the. Uh .

PLT You know I think I've been snapping
it all right the way they've asked. But the pip pen for
some reason doesn' t want to stay in there.

CDR Stand by Ed . That's all it's going to
is waste more time. It's Just not designed to - - Ed I'll
try that pouch.

PAO Ed Gibson having aone difficulty in
attaching the thermal control coding. He's getting it
snapped on but apparently cannot get the pin in.

SPT I'll tell you Bruce I was able to get
the stri: on real well. But the dine ones for a one
reason I get it all lined up, push down and feel It
snap in there and then as soon as 1 just lightly touch the
safety shutter that's on it, try to remove my tether froa
it - It Just falls right off again. I'm not sure whether vt
got ,in Interface problem. It sure appears that way to me.
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What would have been helpful la to have a - the pip pin which
we put through the fitter. So that it would snap without
ever hav ing to have the other snaps in there, sc that we could
just put the pip pin through. And it doesn't matter whether thi3
thins float a quarter of an inch off the plate at all. It

isn't going to be at the right angle. I'm affraid in this
process there is a couple of these things which have been
touched

.

CC Okay, do you verify that the assembly
is clocked properly and the word we're getting down here
is you should be able to put the pip pin all the way through
and hold it in place with Just the pip edge if you
push hard enough on it. Over.

PLT Okay, let rae I p.ot a good chest tether
up here Bruce. Which it's right next to the work. And go.
Now maybe you guys can answer somethiug for ae . On that
pip pin which I push in the center there, and release right
in tho ~ the center release which releases the balls at the

end. Now if I - if I push down on then and let up real
tjuick will I expect to see that pip pin cone roaring back
out at ne . Or should I try to push on them. The wider part
around the - -

CC I - -

PLT It release.
CC You should try pushing on the white part

as you release the release plunger.
PLT Okay, I'll try that 3ruce.
CC And we got about 30 seconds to LOS.

Your next station contact in 4 minutes is Guam at 20:14.
And if you continue having troubles with it, why Just go ahead
and tape the thing and lets press on to othar activities.

PLT I'm with you

.

PLT A second. (Laughter) I can't even see the

end of the tape.
PAO Skyiab Control Houston 20 hours 11 minutes

Greenwich mean time, 2 hours 27 minutes, 50 seconds since the

itait of the EVA. We've had loss of signal with Carnarvon
coming up next will be Guam in 2 minutes 30 seconds.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyiab Control Houston; 20 hou a
13 minutes Greenwich mean tin; less than a minutes away

now from reacquiring Skyiab IV through Guam. The EVA for

Astronauts Bill Pogue and Ed Gibson going in a very

hip.hly satisfactory manner at this point. Best estimate

here wou Id have the 2 EVA crewmen approximately 1 hour

ahead oi' there projected time line for the work schedule.

We'll stand by now and listen for the next call up.

CREV; (garble)
CREW (Garble)
SPT Okay, now that's my umbilical which

you have rammed back in there. Now come here, bring your

left leg over toward me - left leg - other left leg.

CC Skyiab, this is Houston through Guam

for 9 minutes. Out.
CDR Okay, Bruce D024'e installed and the

explanation of how I did it is on the tape recorder.

CC Beautiful, Baby.
PLT Okay, hand me -

Spt That's not gonna - Bill you've gotta come

out of there for a moment.
SPT Backup and let's take a look at that

idea. Now Bill how does that umbilical look?

PLT It still look* pretty bad.

SPT Now hold on - hold on you're ckay.

You Just hop into the shoes because all the uabillcal is

in front of you. 'tell ne when you're in there.

PLT Okay.
SPT Okay, now let's figure this out. If we

can move out here slowly so we can see what the geometry

of it is .
. , . . .

SPT Okay, we're - doasn t loo*, too bad.

Okay, I've got this one goinR around me. That's great,

now. What you p,ot there? You untangle what you got

now Is the one where my umbilical is hooked into the -

my umbilical is hooked into the clamp there. Just unclanp

lt- •

PLT Wait a minute that's mine.

SPT Here's your umbilical Hold on now

wait a minute - wait a minute Just stay where you are.

Yes -

PLT (garble) if you move me- I think I

can get frie.
SPT (garble)
SPT Okay, Bill. Yea. How does that look?

PLT Lookt clean I mean - -
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S?T Okay, now get back In the shoes. Get
yourself back In the shoes. Now get my umbilical straightened
out and take the end with this clamp. Just iitart feeding up

into the aft end of of the airlock.
PLT Okay, Just stand by 1.

SPT Are you free of it, are you?
PLT Yeah.
SPT Okay, now I'll start coming back up

your way. Another 230 collector can you get that out of

there?
PLT It's in work.
SPT Okay. Now I'll go under - underneath these

four here. I guess I could use some. Negative. (garble). Okay
now 1 got to get back up here and keep my Umbilical free of

28. Now myself, need a wrist tether there. Not both of then.

Okay, now let it go. Ok ly Jerr, go ahead. Jerr, let's here that

once aftain please. I know how (garble). About to turn
loose of that thing out here.

CC Roger, we're reading you loud and clear,
Cd .

SPT Yeh , hold on that's - that's a little
ways downstream here.

PAO Skylab Control Houston, It appears

now that the two EVA Astronauts are removing the foil

de tec tor cuffs

.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 16-1/2 minutes through
Goldstone at 20: 38 . Ou t .

PAO Removing the foil detector cuffs for

the 5230 nagne t oa ph er e i c partical composition experiment.
SPT Now I believe I can take that protective

cover off .

PAO Two are being removed and one being put

back on.
SPT Okay. It's on, and I did not touch fragment

little bit of it. It looks good - it looks good.

CC Roger, it sounds good to us too.

SPT Okay, Bill.
PLT Just a minute.
SPT If you'll Just hold on to that and I'll give

you a wrist tether for it.
PAO This is Skylab Control Houston at 20

hours 24 minutes Greenwich mean time, and 2 hours 41 minutes
since the start of the EVA. And we've had loss of signal

now through Guam. The next station to acquire will be

Goldstont in 1A m<nutes. This is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 02:53 Greenwich
mean t imo , acquisition Goldstone In about a minute and 40
seconds according to the clock, and correct t'-iat GMT time,
that happens to be the EVA tiae. It turns out it's 20:37
GMT. No shortage of clocks over here. We'll stand by for
acquisition at Goldstone and the continuation of the EVA.

PLT Going (garble) til of the stuff. Ny
umbilical up to the aft end.

SPT Okay
PLT Ed's pretty well tidied up In there

E - Jerry.
SPT (Garble) start on.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Goldstone

Corpus Christ! and Merrltt Island for 16-1/2 minutes. Over.
CDP. Okay, Bruce. We're just getting s'arfd

on 193.
CC Roger. Where are you on that?
CDR Very first page, very first word.
CC Roger, S193, we got you.
CPR Okay.
SPT Hey Jerry, do you want to get these

trays in first ?

CDR Yes you do.
SPT Nope.
CDR I stand corrected Bruce, we still

got to get the VS and VT trays in, we won't be very long.
CC Roger, we're copying you.
PLT Though I was being am»rt getting ri^ of tha

tape and - -

SPT (Garble) tape as soon as you get through
with that - - Well, I'm going to have to get down to where
1 can see the alignment (garble). Okay, Bill, p^ss 1* in.

PLT J'-st * second I'« having to tape these
plast les down

.

SPT I got one. No, that's all right. To
do their - - Bruce, we got - -

CC Go ahead, Ed we're listening.
SPT Back on panel (garble) heat exchanger

fire sensor control, panel number 392 a red light on tensor

CC 392 red light on sensor 2.
SPT Okay, Bill.
PLT Okay, Jerry you can start reading.
CDR Okay, now we have not passed out l'O -

the - okay.
PLT Where am I supposed to be?
SPT I guess we're going to be going back in

there, it that ri«ht, to get it?
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SPT 1 carry it over there with me. So I

think I'm going to be the guy who's - -

PLT I thought 1 - the foot restraint.
CC SPT, this is Houston.
SPT Go ahead.
CC You can just ignore that fire warning

indication, we have seen that on previous EVAs from that

fire sensor.
SPT Roger, that's what I understood. I Just

want to document it agein.
CC Okay, thank you.
SPT Well - ov ay we're - now I'll get o-t here

I guess

.

PLT What'9 the sturdy posture fo~ that thing?
SPT 1 know tMs - the sturdy posture for this

thing, is - is we both have go back in he>e like we're starting
a new EVA, so I tell you what r-ad o« a little bit and we night
be able tf* aave ourselves an awful lot of wifferdill. PLT

PLT That's Ed?
SPT Yeah. 1 teU you what Bill, maybe we

ought to - ought to get in our configurations, come on in and

hop in tht airlock on this side.
PLT Okay.
SPT Put your fe»t down there and watch the

DAC over in the corner. (Garble) you still got your - take
your roll to your right and d^ your - - Okay. Clamps do"'t
work any better here than they do in the trainer.

PLT They do all right.
SPT Now, let's ge* - get your feet down over

tne~e in the corner (garble) the DAC, and I'll be abl« to

awe on out of here. Now our ur.bilical strings, okay no"
wher - Just tell me where to go.

PLT Stay where you are.
CC Skyli.b, this is Houston. We don't believe

you don't actually have to get back into the airlock nod"le
to proceed to the 193 ops, Just go to page 6.2-1, EV- 1 becomes
EV-2 and vice versa. Over.

PLT Yeah, we know Bruce.
SPT Roger, we're with you Bruce, we Just

wanted to get the - that'" one way c r getting the umbilical
straight for sure.

PLT We already gotten tangled up once.

CC Okay.
SPT Okay, what do you need first?
CC And - - for the CDR , this Is Houston.

We're going to send a load up to the ATM DC which will bias
the X-»xU nominalmcmentum 30 percent less than what It normally
is thie is because we're carrying a minus 50 percent right now
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Okay.
Okay Ed.
(garble)
Take it easy there. Okay, you've got it

SPT
PLT
PIT
SPT

all out,

l?l J!"
have • aether for the jumper box.

cutters her. What I'i tttV * BinUte 1 VC g0t a EVA
up and cul\!'.y IvlilicA/ "* 00 rl8ht nOW l * t0 ro11

Ihl He " I've p.ot one too letbrL Okay,
Send her up

,

PLT Okay
,hold it without a tether

u
SPT Let m

that kind of a operation.
Just stay where you are.
a different angle on it.
it still. Okay, let go.

Okay?

ready anytioe you are Dill,

now I'm going to bring it out and

5 move in there
Okay, come on

Hang on. Neg.
There you go -

a little bit for
over thia way.
it. Hold on to it
hold it - now hold

PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT

that extra tether
PLT
PLT
PLT

taking me -

SPT

Yea .

Right there Ed.
Okay .

*es
» it's in work

,

Okay that's - we night be able to useOkay, now let's lock both of then.
Okay it's complete.
Okay, stand by it's in work.
I got to change wrist tethera here it'

o ,

1,11 tel1 y° u 8111 you've got to have

iou reaiiy realiie you're up. In here It « t i l l i
„ • in

« ...i, y „ u „ut :„ er ;:.r<it\va
i

ii
i;°" uke

5pi
And I go first if I recall.br

- Yes
, you d o .

s.A
PT

80 id wr.pu.s
1

:;:^
1

?::
u

" ay be 8oid nou
-

1 thi - k

How are you doing there Bill?
I'm just trying to get the tether looseOkay I B looking at 3.63 and no lights.'
Okay, 3.65 no lights. Okay, I'm coding

SPT
PLT
PLT
PLT

out.
SPT

bearings here Bill,
anagged here. It- " » »• ?- aiuuuu t
that s your umbilical there.

Let me guide your feet. Okay. Get yourAnd we ve got v OU r umbilical hose
around the front of you - just a Mnute -J juni a in iiu [ e

0*ay, now just pick your left
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iru off - wait until you get on Che handiail. Cat over here
that 15 - bring you right hand over here - thei:e you go.
Okay, Bill go ahead.

PLT Okay

.

SPT Take It nice and slow Bill. And
watch that thing it gets wrapped around verv easily.

PLT Okay.
SPT Bill - read on a little bit will you

Jerry, so we can see what is coming up. Okay,

Si'T Yes that's t*ood you'll be able to see
hiw ovar there, will you not? How's he doing?

PLT I'n here, but it doesn't look like
the trainer . lean' t -

SPT How's your Umbilical Bill? You need
wore?

PIT Oh there it is, I can't '.ell it's
behind me.

SPT Is it tipht?
PLT Looks okay.
SPT Okay, now it's loose. I see it.
PLT Okay now Jerr what you can do to help

ne is naka this - help ae get - if you can check me make
sure 1 have it pointed properly.

PLT Doggone pin, I don't trust it. No the
pin doesn't lock and it's just like it was in the doggone
trainer. Yes there is but it works just like it did -

CC PL! , Houston, we understand you are
having trouple with the locking pin on the foot restraint
aoun t .

PLT Ytfs the little bills don't stick out
far enough to keep the pin from drifting back out. I

' n«

goin« to use a wrist tether.
CC Okay. You sure you've gut the pit pen

seated all the way home.
PLT It's way - sticking way out on the

other side Bruce.
CC Okay , we copy

.

PLT Nov it's - 1 can fix it here - I've &ot-
CC Okay another suggestion is that you've

got plenty of tape with you. What ever it looks like it'll
hold it best to you all. You can put the pin through and
then tape the pin in place or somethinp,. We've got 30
seconds to LOS; next station contact is the Vanguard in
port in 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

PLT All rip.ht Bruce.
SPT Take you tine there Bill, and think <

t
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through

,

PLT I will. I have a solution. Cot it and
coning out. Okay I've got one little viffler deal on this
LSU which I'd like to get out of here first. Make sure it
dousn't get - okay.

?A0 This la Skylab Control; loss of signal
through the Herritt Island launch area tracking station.
First Vanguard pass of the afternoon coming up in 8 minutes
Meanwhile it appears that the Skylab IV crew are gaining
on the tine line. They've begun to translate down to the
S193 antennna area for their repair job down there. The
S193 inspection and repair job will have pilot Bill Pogue
doing the actual mechnical work while Science Pilot Ed
Gibson assists and actually hold Pogue in place. The work
will take place on the bottom of the space staicn, on the
Earth facing side as opposed to ATM film change out which
is on top of the Skylab Workshop, the side towards the sun.
The antenna in question is located on the multiple docking
adapter close to the workshop. For todays repair work
Pilot Pogue will be called or refered to as EV-2 and Scienc
Pilot Gibson Is EV-1. While Coanander Jerry Carr continues
to assist his fellow crewmen from within the multiple docki
adater, reviewing checklist procedures and montoring critic
life supports systems and vehicle statls. Pogue will first
inspect and clean the Si93 Po t e n t i onme t e r or pots for sh'ort
through which electrical signals pass. It is possible aone
contamination has lodged in this area and the crew has a

dpecial nylon brush to clean the area. When this cleaning
is complete Commander Carr will turn on the Earth Resources
experiment package power. The two EVA crewmen will then
obser/e the movement of the antenna. If the antenna
does not drive to its proper position then the crew will
move to the next step, inspection of the flex harness.
If upon instection the harness is daaaged the crew will
pin the roll and pitch ginibal, and then install the
disabled plug. In the event the harness is undamaged
Pogue with Gibson holding on to hin will install the
jumper box. If this works the antenna with Commander
Carr activating the Instrument from within the
multiple docking addapter should drive to 00 degrees.
These series of repairs should take about 2-1/2 hours;
total EVA time right now is 3 hours and 16 minutes since
the hatch opening. Now 21:00 Greenwich near, time; 4

minutes and 40 seconds away from r eacq u

i

a i t i on through
tracking ship Vanguard. The 2 EVA crewmen are in the
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vole* actuated mode in their intarcon calking to etch
other so that when they are over ground stations tho
conversation goes out rn the downlink radio signal to

END OF TAPE
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PAO So that when they are over ground station

the conversation goes out on the down link radio signal to

the ground and flight controllers can follow their progreaa.

Workshop pressure is holding at 5.1 pounds per square inch.

Temperature in the wardroom now 76.5 degrees fahrenhelt.
These numbers were - - are from telemetry over the lost

station Kerritt Island launch area. Suit pressure in both

EVA suits 3-1/2 pounds approximately with the inlet tempera-

tures of the oxygen being fed into the salts, hovering
around 73 degrees on the pilot Bill Pogue. And 74 uegreei

pn science pilot Gibson. The chilled water circulating through

the moldy underwear io 59 degrees in temperature In both

cages. After it circulates through the small network of

plastic tubinp, it has a temperature of 67 degrees on its way

out. Taking away the metabolic heat generated by the men

as they fight against the pressurized suits. 2 minutes away

from reacquisitior. at tracking ship Vanguard. Respiration
rate on the ? crewmen over MLA 19 for Pogue and 13 for

science pilot Gibson. A little over a minute away from
reacquis i t ion . We'll stand by to gear the conversation
between Popue and GibBon as they come over the horlron at

tracking ship Vanguard.
S?T I got good Velcro.
PLT Okay.
SPT (Garble)
CC Skylab this is Houston through the Vanguard

In port for 6 minutes. Over.
SPT (Garble) we got the tools deployed

and we're ready to move on.
CC Roger. For the - foe the CDR we auggeat

on panel 207 you inhibit the CHO SAT parameter. You can

expect to get the first CM.G 3AT in about hb minutes to 1 hour.

And periodically thereafter until we go back into momentum
dump scheme. Over.

CDR Bruce you didn't come through do the

last half (garble)
CC Okay, I'll repeat again in a minute.

SPT Okay, you got a wrist tether, Jerr - Bill?

If you do not take one of mine.
PLT No I didn't I used It to hold down the

SPT Oh

.

PLT end that pulls your foot restraint in..

SPT (Garble) till I get ray foot back in here.

Let me put it on ray left wrist tether and I'll give you my

r ipht . .
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CC CDR, this la Houston how do you read.

SPT Jerry, are you reading him?

CDR Loud and clear.
CC Okay, we suggest on panel 207 inhibit

the CHG SAT parameter. He suspect that you get a CMC SAT

in 45 minutes to 1 hour and periodically there after until

we get the momentum management scheme going again. Over.

CDR Okay.
SPT Okay now give me your wrist. Actually put

It on the top If you don't mind, You already got one up

there .

PLT No I don't.
SPT Okay, here your are now take put your -

put it on the spatula. Okay now lock it. And I'll take

mine' of f is yours locked.
PLT Locked

.

SPT Okay .

PLT Now to operate this kind of game.

PLT Now you would like for me to hold your

feet
SPT Yes, please.
PL! Okay, if you'll Just let me twist it down

here
PLT I'll catch you

.

PLT Okay, I need to go higher.
SPT Your head is hitting the - the

PLT I need to go up toward you.

SPT Up toward Tie. Yes, Just start feeding ray

feet up .

SPT Up I didn't know what up wan.

PLT 1 dJ.dn't either.
SPT Right now we are pushing at 235 miles

down
PLT Now, I ne-ad now push me coward ray head.

SPT Towards your head.
PLT Yeah . I 'n 270

.

SPT Ok ay .

PIT Okay .

SPT I'll steady you don't don't - -

PLT Okay .

SPT What connectors?
PLT It slipped.
CDR Okay, have you had a chance to get that

spatula In there Bill?
PLT No, Just getting in my position.

CDR Okay .

PI.T Okay right there. Did you hold me rip.ht

here

.
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SPT Okay I got 1 foot and I should be through
much more.

PLT Here I'm prepared to continue with the procedure
some - -

PLT Kouiton we must have another satellite
ripht in orbit below us.

cc Roger, a 1-1/2 to LOS next station contact
1 hour and 5 minutes through Goldstone at 22:15. Over.
,

PLT ok *y the pitch (garble) is saens reasonably
(Sarble) Could you hand me one of those flash lights, Ed.

SPT I'» gonna have to give up my grip on you.
PLT Okay hold on I'm gonna - oh I can't
SPT What?
PLT 1 know I Just wanted to see how it's goinp,

on that. But there's not a lot of atuff Jammed up in there. Okay
I r. gonna come around and if you can push av feet to your
left.

CD * (Garble) see much of anything - -

p LT No f.o your left.
cc 'We're copying him Jerry.
p LT Th*t way. Okay.
PL * Push my feet to your left.
cc Press on in accordance with the floor chart,

aud your i ns t r uc t i o nn .

SPT Okay.
PLT Okay there you go.
PLT oh 1 see what we're seeing. All these little

sparkxies flyin* off of. We're seeing some of the insullaiion
as it moves away. (garble) Look down now.

SPT Just a minute Jer.
SPT Hold on hold on.
SPT I make it. (garble) your umbilical out
SPT Okay.
PLT Jerry can yru continue?
PLT Yeah, a lot of inslation is comit.n off.
SPT Just a minute hold on. Your umbillcal's

hung up.
PLT Okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Space station

Skylab over the horizon from tracking ship Vanguard. Gibson,
and Pogue hava started toward the S193 antenna taking the
tools and repair kit with them. But thsy won't be in
touch with the ground again for an hour and 1 minute. Til
the space station comes up again over the states for the final
state side pass of the day. We'll be back then and discover
what the progress has been on this final portion of the EVA
which now has run 3 hours and 31 rainutes. At 21:14 Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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!" Could do th *t, what io you think Bill?
,,ot bad, lot's try that.

SPT okay.
p LT Going 180.

.

PLT
J , ,

ok *y' you're going to have to push medown a l ttle bit farther, I - I can't aee it now/ To Vy

I I B tVteVS.'
y

'
Vl1 haVe C ° 8lVC 1C 3 l^t-h.Jd

„,,v,
S
,l

T
, 4

Key
»
Bruce we 8°t « bit of a problemwith the aiignnent cn the down side of this that's the *ideclosest to the flange. The large fl.age which runs by andwhich support, th, box. The dixie screw driver vhich'we'reu, n* j U st won't allow us to get a pr - purchase on it on thethree screws on that one side because the location of tZlflan 3 e. ^e're trying to come in from an angle.

PL
T Inch head to go towards it.

SP1 Okay.

here w'hLe - okay.
(Garbl6) ^ h" d

'

1 C ° Uld 8t ' y rl « h ^ ln

!fl P^ay. I got you watch your helmet.
plT That's the way to do it.

pfl
* eah

«
1 don,t cl:i ^ we got enough stabilization

.
i u . ,

at 3 second
. now I - I didn't reed that

good if you hold that.
SPT Okay. I got you.

fi*
1 No> 1 m *y have. I don't know. it's hardto tell. The teter loop is right in the wrong plica. Well we'llknow how to do it the next tine Red.

'

pfl
There you go. that's a good straight shot.

r ., h . u
(Laughter). Having (garble) to keep thatether on there U a real ninder.nce, but of course it's(garble) too.

|FI Veah, you can't operate without that.
*Yi 0V.By, right there, can you hold or.SPT Yeah.

, .

P"
n , ,

ThU 18 the (garble) aii gle. Let ,,o,doinp it. Don't know, Red.

. .

SPT
,

You can see the other ones on the otherside are loose

.

PLT Yeah.

r4 0 K»
PL

y , u
1 h3te to go to line ~ they're usuallyright along in here .

'

SPT ' Okay.
SPT I'll hold you.

Can y° u hold down, I'a floatln- away?
-,PT Yeah. '

PLT Yeah, doggone it.
SPT Yaah, see I only got single pla:es,
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PLT Yeah, 1 know it's hard, I kind of hold
you on it.

SPT (Garble) and I can hold you locating - -

PLT Okay, I got that one.
SPT (Girble). Okay, four out of six. Two

more to go.
PLT You knov I can't slide to the left I've

lost minutes that way .

SPT Oka-.' .

PLT A bi t lower back that way.
SPT Yeah, you got a - to your left.
PLT That's good right there.
SPT Oh ay, you got - I think you got to move

that acrev driver a little to your right to get a straight
shot 4 c it, raayb e perpendicular

.

PLT (Garble) Baja.
PLT One mure.
SPT You gi c it.
PLT Nope, I'm going to trv once more.
SPT Okay.
PLT Hey, I wish they had a hand hold here,

it'll be ni c e .

CC CDR, Houston, your X-axis momentum Is
up to about a minus 60 percent. So we're going to our bias
off set fro ra a J. n u s 30 to minus 45. Over.

CDR Ok ay , Bruce.
PLT Dick can't see. I'm looking straight on

there. No, didn'

t

do any good at all. You J not ~ was made
the handle to big on this thing. Inact the flinge on this
channel, whatever - - back where it was I'll.

SPT Yeah, you think we can get tht; other
screw drive r in there?

PLT I don't - I don't have any confidence
at all

.

SPT Thnt one, huh?
PLT No .

SPT I'll tell you what. Give it - Give that
a couple mo re goes and then we'll try it.

PLT I tell you what you get me back I'll com
in from the - - okay.

SPT Here «ou go.
SPT I think one of th#* problems is that the

visibility is coming in perpendicular to the face of that.
PLT I aio.ht even go (garble) my feet on

f oot .

SPT Okay .

PLT B now a little bit farther tovards my -

come down, boy Icell you I did - -
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a . _
SPT Watch y° ur - your right foot, that's

HI K^ht he re, right here. Give ae - -SPT Okay, I'll hold you.

p T

L
I He didn't quite approach It right.

Jr' Okay, I'a going to try to - -

LOS uf n
Sk y lab

'
thl « i« Houston. One ninute to

in ^ .l^!! I;;,""
18" iD 13 mlnUtfe9 thrOU «h the Vanguard

?FI Let ne take the screw driver there, BillkLl Just a second.
?LT Oh.
SPT Y ea h.

HI ?
ld y° u ~ th.re's no way of lining up.

kit 0 n ?,..r - 1 '
* * Mg P 1*™ WerC W « had the toolkit on just too close to the center line of thi. last screwSo you got to take and put the - p „ t the thing off" InB^ale and try to work it.

driver" try. ^ ^ What
'

1 * t '* giv * the other «r«w
PLT okay.

blt>
SPT don't you go on u K there a rest a

HI There, well, anywhere you want.
bPl How's that? Yeah.

*u .

?L
w,, , v

Hey
'

take lc ver y ver y e^uy in gettingthat umbilical back, because It's -
8 "" 8

arounS"y - -
° k ' y

"
N °W 1 '* g0in

* t0 P ut thi ° "ttl.

END OF TAPE
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SPT
.'i We're soing to put thia around my - -

PA0 ,'\nta tj Skyleb Control; lose of signal
throcp.h tracking station Corpus Christi, Texas. Next station
at - in 11 minutes will t>e tracking ship Vanguard which is
about 20 minutes out at docking and in port. During the
last Vanguard pass a lot of the data relayed to Mission Control
from tracking at that ship vas - was disturbed aomewhat by
an electrical storm immediately over tht Vanguard at sea.
A lot of electromegnetic interference cauaed by the thunder
etorm. Ten minutes to Vanguard, we'll be back at that time.
22:30 Creenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Gibson on the • on their - neariog
their fifth hour outside the space station they're loosening
screws on connectors In preparation fnr Installing the
Jumper box. We'll stand by for acquisition,

PLT Got to corc In at fro* » different
anftle here. But I sure felt like It should havs dona It.

8PT
f
Yea, there's two of the* out of the way.

Beautiful we're getting thare. W«'r* setting there WUHas),
PLT I think If ycj take the bottom one out

there Ed, the - - zH,
C C Skylab, thla Houston, through the

Vanguard in port for 9-1/2 alnutti. Dumping your data voice
recorder. Out. « -i

SPT Hello, Bruce we're getting there.
\

cc Roger. Copy. You got five out of the
six removed .

~

SPT That's right and two of the umbllicalo
or connectors themselves are off. And the laat one it in work.

cc Sounda good. Hang in there,
3 P £ I tell you Bruce, there's the one on

- now let ae see which one is it, this J12 , the one oppcaite
the no lettering of J12, I'm sure we're turning, it's the
easiest one to get to. But for some reason it appears as
though the - whatever is behind it is turning too, in other
worda the - the nut plate and that kind of puts you out of
bus iness

.

PLT I tell you what Ed, let ae hold the
pressure - the side pressure.

SPT It's puahing loose though.
p LT You can give me the screw driver and

let me put aide pressure in there.
SPT Okay, you got your tether?
PLT Yeah.
spl Okay, bring your tether over here and I'll

put it on

.

PLT I want to change hands.
CDR Okay, whil« you've doing that I'm going

to give them a few more shots of tha ^garble).
SPT What might also help la to pull up on

this thing as we're puahing down on the screw driver. You
nay try that a few tines.

PLT Ed i wait a minute, you know that tiing
is torqued - is cocked off to the side there enough that I
would think - -

pl T Hey, there you go.
SPT There we go. Okay, we got them out.
CC Mighty fine.
SPT Okay, you want to p.'ck up William.
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PLT Okay.
SPT Let'a hop* v« can get that aothar back

on a littla easier than we got - the othar one ctia off.
Sp T Okay, you want to get the jumper box

on the tether. Okay. Okay, we're huatllng. Okay, now let'
•ee, the tether and I'll take the - okay lock it. Okay,
you got it.

PLT (Garble).
SPT H'« *H youra, you want ae to hold aoae

of the - -

p LT Walt I didn't get the tether locked.*"
SPT Okay, I can alwaya get you, don't worry

about tha t .

PLT (Laughter).*
SPT - - go.
PLT Okay. Cot ay feet there pull - -

SPT Watch the horn. Watch the horn.
PLT I got It.
SPT Okay, now you want to coae on back -

come on back toward < and I'll hold your feet. Walt, wait,
wait, wait, wait.

PLT (Garble) uablllcal.
SPT There we go. Yeah, that's over the

head. Okay, let ae Juat turn you around thla way Bill.
SPT Okay, get her on there.

END OP TAPE
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Nsed to turn around a llttlt bit more

(set to your right rotate - rotate - -

Clockwise or counterclockwise!
Well which looking - which direction?

As you see it.

Okay, turn clockwise.
Okay .

Yesh, I sot good purchase on you.

here?
Yes sir we're right here.

Okay, you know how we had to get those

„ w had to take out the sosll screw driver

JU11 _ loosen up the ones on Jil and I believe it *

j - What's the last two up there, Bill?
bit I don't know.

SPT well, they're listed right chare In the

corner. Two that are minus X. That dixie screw driver just

wouldn't get in there.
Roger we've been - -

. It was all right once we got them loosen.

Ed, I need ray feet to cob* down in

PIT
on my • your

SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
SPT

Houston you still
CC
SPT

thlncs going. We

Just to low

CC
SPT
PLT

front of
SPT

a minute.
PLT
SPT
PLT

r 1 Rh t .

SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
PLT

In front of me, huh? Ye»h. Walt just

No, to your right now.

Okay.
New if you can move my feet to your

Yeah, okay.
There we go.

Too far up.
No, too far out.

The thing about my feet is I can (garble).

I still need to go further towards my feet.

Ah, yeah, oka

Just (garble) .

Ok ay .

Don ' t lift your feet up or

you'll get on the EREP window. You're okay right where you

* rC
'

Okay, my head needs to go down.

Okay.
PLT Now I want to get my

MDA. Just let go for a minute.

SPT okay. I'll give some pressure to keep

you on there. Got your shoulders. How's that?

PLT That's okay.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. • Next station contact in 16-1/2 minutes through Tananarive

at 23:05. Out.

SPT
PLT
CDR
SPT

PLT
SPT

Are you there, are you there?

feet down on the
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SPT (Garble), Houston. C«t that, char*.
Hay, you think I can gat it better?

PLT You may ba abla to.

SI 4 Tall you what, alnca you hava so much
tine stabllslng yourself - -

PLT (Garble).
SPT Just hold out - just move back and

we'll switch tethers here, Let me get the eorew driver
flret. Okay, let me put those things away, you Just hang

loose there.
SPT There ve go. Now, I'll put it In here

where we have the spatula.
SPT Okay, now juat a minute let's rat hand her

over yet, let at get my tether out of it.

SPT If you could hold those connectors out

of the way.
PLT (Garble) it looks like you got a

(garble)

.

SPT Sore of insulation.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loas of signal

through - loss of signal through Vanguard. Thirteen minutes
to acquisition through voice relay atation Tananarive. Gibson
and Pogue, 5 hours and 8 mlnutee into their fcVA and have
successfully removed all of the screws holding the connectors
- wiring connectors and are well under preparations for

installing the Jumper box on the S193 antenna. We'll be back
for Tananarive in 12 minutes. At 22:52 Greenwich mean time.
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO mean tin*. A minute and 50 eecouda away
for acquisition through voice relay atation at Tananarive.
5 hour* and 19 minutes into todays EVA by Pogua and GJbaon
as thay in tha final phaaa of the KVA naaely repairing the

S193 antenna. And at laat contact they vara In tha mldat of

disconnecting a one cablaa in preparation for installing a

Jumper box which will bypaaa toae circuitry in tha antenna,
ayaten which ia suspected to be faulty. Hopefully Tananarive
will be uaaable. Yeaterday it waa touch and go with lnnd

llnea belnfi out, between the atation and the switching centers
through which the land lines apr^id the voice fron Tananarive
to air-stound. If some errant c tel or elephant haan't
stepped on the linea aiaybe we'll have some voice through
Tananarive,

Co ahead. Clear.
Right to where it was.
Skylab, this ia Houston through Tananarive
Ou t

.

It checks.
Right back to where it waa.
And ve got both of thea on. Okay which

want first ?
'

Okay Bruce, I gueas you can follow where

SPT
SPT
CC

for 8-1/2 minutes
CDR
SPT
SPT

one of them do yo
SPT

we are right now.
CC
SPT
SPT
SPT
SPT
PLT

w.iy again. Man,
SPT
CDR
SPT

t ine .

CDR
SPT

Roger your coming out of box 12 into 16.

Okay, what do you want, Jerr?
(garble) Okay.
Just a second

,

Bill, CAn you work your way over there?
Yeah. Let me push the antenna out of the

I floated way off.
(Garble) at M509.
Say that again a little louder please Ed.

(Laughter) Yeah, I've been logging night

Okay, now say again pitch.
Boy, give me the late again Bill. Cause

I think the tape which we got did got the two switches goinp,

at the sane tine.
PLT Yeah.
SPT Can you come on over here Bill and we'll

see what the situation is here.
SPT All right good idea. Okay, now I'll

get out of here.
SPT Get the tape (garble), looks at -
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CC SkyUb this la Hou«ton. Th« grey tapa
ovtr the, guards on the switch on the Jumper - on tht switches
on the juapar box Ji«re for launch protection only and uay
be removed. Ov*r»

SPT Rog. that's what 're doing 8ruc«i we
got then almoat all off.

CDll We only wish we'd done before they went EVA.
PIT Yeah, that vea in the check list.
SPT Okay, Okay that's the way they are.

(garble)
PI.T Nov, wait a ainute now, l'a Just floating

out her e

,

SPT Okay have your hand.
SPT Okay (garble)
PLT No good.
SPT No.
PLT Okay, Just a ainute
PLT Okay, Just wait I 'a - -

SPT Le t ' s wal t

.

PLT We're trapped here.
SPT (garble) to bring your feet down hens I'll

move your head up*-tnis ways.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Okay, get over on that vent tha iab*
way, shinny up that - that you did before*

PIT (garble)
SPT (garble) you're trying to do Bill

?

PIT Well J. -

SPT There you go. Heri I'll take that

flashlight.
PLT Okay.
SPT Let go.
PLT Just a minute, Jerr.
SPT Okay, you want to shinny up that pole?
PLT Well, 1 can't - I don't think it's that

clear. Oh, yet, I guecs it does. Coming up chough, you see.
CC Skylab this is Houston; 1 ilnute to

LOS; next station contact through Hawaii in 39 minutes.
SPT Okay, Just move on up there.
SPT Okay, you feel you're clear, Bill?
PLT Just a nlnute. Okay, have at it.

SPT And Just about - and pitch; roll 0 -

roll 0. and pitch - what the heck would you call that.
PLT Oh, about 30 degree*, or something like

that, I'd guess .

SPT 30, is that relative to the -

PLT Relative to the bottom of that box
there - bot ton of the -

SPT Oh, I see.
PLT The bottom of the MDA.
SPT Oh, okay. Hey wait a ulnute, it's not

In the position It was in before Jerr.
CDR Well, what's the criteria?
SPT Our problem, Jen, is that wc don't know

exactly what to get

.

CDR Okay.
CDR What's that involve?
SPT 0<ay, Stand by. Okay -

PLT And that's hard to get to.

SPT Yes you ' ra right .

CC CDR this is Houston, if the roll axis
went back to aero when you did it, proceed on to box 17.

CDR Okay, don't you want us to check out

this?
SPT We're already - got it configured that wa

PAO This is Skylab Control. Finally get

commun ica t ion through Tananarive voice relay station that

time. Ed Gibson durin?, the Tananarive pass apparently was
having difficulty in maintaining his position on the bottoa
side of the spacecraft - space station and made a comment
to the effect that we need a M509, which is the Astronaut
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•aneuvwring unit, powered by nltrogia J«t.. Spacecra.t

comunicator Bruce McCandL.. who i« co-inva.tigator on the

experiment c»« on the loop i»»adiately end .aid, .ay

aoaln loudor. Rd . '1509 la aort of a prototype .aneuverlng

unite which could be u.ed in future generation apace .tatlon

and apace operation., but la waa not designed for EVA

activity thla particular aansuver i nR unit waa de.igned

atrictly for operating within the ataoaphere of the apace

ata'ion, Skylab apace atation and not outaide. But it a a

t-ood thought anyhow. 34 ninutee to Hawaii. Back at that

tine; we're 5 houra 31 »lnutea into th« EVA which appear,

that it may run perhape another hour and a half as they go

throuph the ao called road »ap of the S193 repair, where

they get to a certain point if the an.wer "J
certain teat «olnt, thev »ove one direction in the filling

in the aquarea, if lt'a no they move another direction and

work their way through the teat proceeduree. 23:15

Greenwich »ean time; returning in 34 «lnutea for Hawaii,

this ia Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This it Skylab Control, 2 3 1 4 7 Creanwlch
mean tint. A ainuta away from the fairly brief paee across
the northeaeterr. edge of the Hawaii cracking ataclon horiion.
Total of about 3 alnutaa acroaa Hawaii. We're 6 hours and

4 alnutea into todaya EVA and likely will laat at leest another
hour ai the crew progresses on there repair work on the S 19

3

antenna

.

SPT Take your tir*e Bill because all that
requires is just a precise alignment.

PLT Yeah, and I tore all the insulation
off to give »e visibility from the other side, now I'm
over here,

CC Skylab, this is Houston throuph Hawaii
for 3 alnutes Over.

CDR Roger Bruce, we have pinned the pitch axis a

they're at the moment trying to get the disabled plus ln 8°*

CC Well, beautiful, thank yo^.
SPT Is the insulation straight there?
PLT Yeah, I got the insulation straight.
SPT Okay .

PLT You got the tether on my right arms so I

got to .

SPT Look we can switch that lets do that.

I f you don't get lined up properly you'll never get it in

there. Hold on let me hold on to that thing.
PLT Okay .

SPT Good on there.
PLT Okay .

SPT Okay, you want to get your left shield
up around the mol sieve vent, Steady your head,

PLT Okay .

SPT Hey, beautiful

.

CDR Hey, it looks real good Ed.

SI'T Okay .

PLT Now . 1 can take It.
SPT Just ta*e your tiree and align it precisely,

that' 3 all it t ake a .

SPT Now you (>ot it cocked towards me too much,
towards me.

PLT Wait a minute, wait a minute.
SPT It's not hooked, it's not hooked, Bill.
PLT Okay .

s r t It's got to go toward the spacecraft, top

of it toward the spacecraft.
PLT All righty.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next etatlon contact 25 minutes through the Vanguard in
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port at 00;17.
CC CDR , this la Houston all tha spacecraft

aysttma art looking very good. Over.
SPT Yeah, take It easy Bill.
SPT You want to try something different or

you

.

PIT No I almost got it the laat tine.
SPT You just had the top cocked towards me

.

SPT Thank you.
SPT Oops, rotate It a little counterclockwise

A little counterclockwise I think - -

PIT Well there's one way to do it bring It under
STT You want to have it reset so It's almost

cocked ready to go In.
PLT Yeah.
SPT Okay.
PLT Okay, I got It now, If you hold me

steady .

SPT Okay, I'm trying.
PLT No, Biased.
SPT It happens, Just nap pens, now back It off

slow and try it again. Back it off a little bit more counter-
clockwise.

PLT It is.
SPT Okay, nov try it again then.
SPT Hay, hey I think you done it.

PLT Good, beautiful. Cot it babe.
SPT la that all the way down now?
PLT Yeah, it's all the way on.

SPT Okay, take wrist tether cutter off. We'll
back out of the way and see whether this whole ballgarae
work* .

SPT Away from the HDA

.

CC Roger you're configured pitch off
on the disabled part.

CDR It is not labeled. Oh, yes it is too.
SPT That's what we're doing right now

Bruce .

CDR Pitch off is verified.
CDR Let nc get back up to - -

PAO This is Skylab Control, apparently
Gtbaon and Pogue are progressing rather well in getting
the S193 antenna repairs accompl i ohed . They're in wiiats

called step number 19 of there so-called road map for repair.
Which is installation of the disable plug in the pitch
axis. They move cn into roll axis test. We'll be back
in 21 minutes for tracking ship Vanguard pass, 6 hours
and 13 minutes into the EVA. And at 23:56 GMT Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thia la Skrlab Control; 15 minutes post

midnight Greenwich mean ti«*. Acquisition In a minute and

50 eeconda at tracking ihlp Vanguard. We've been h »vin3

early acquisition aa the two EVA crewmen coma ov«r the hill

tllkin*; 6-1/2 houra into tha EVA at thl. U»o. FllRht Director

Heil Hutchlneon eetimatea that ha will be in tha Houston

Neva Center for a change-of -ah i f t prees conference at hatch

cioaure and pre - repreaaur nation plua Li minutea.^ He 11

be prepared to dlacuee tha accomplishments of today a EVA

how it vent from the FllRht Control etandpoint, at vail an the

technical aide of what thla means to Earth resources surveys

upcoming In the mission. Standing by for acquleltlon through

Vanguard

.

SPT Okay,

p L X Start to creep r
(
i here very slowly.

cc Skylab, thia U Houaton throuRh the

Vanguard. We'll be dumping your data voice tape recorder

here and we'll be with you for 9-1/2 minutes, i

CDR Okay, Bruce, we're ail flniehed they re

in the (garble) we're starting to preesurite.

cc Mighty fine. That'a very good news

to hear. We (garble) from that the roll checke out good

on 19 3 . . , ,

Cdr That'a affirmative you got a good roll

(garble) aero.
CC Beautiful, babe.

SPT Hey, what's your (garble) it's coming

up slowly because we're (garble).
SPX Yeah, that's about it, we've been In

here well if you started tining add 30 seconds to that. And

.25 now, so let's go.

SPT Okay.
SP T Sounds like you g&t problems, Jerry. You

got a rapid Jelta J. Anything else? What's youv altimeter

reading? (Garble) .

SPT Up to 45 Jerr. What's the step after

you get equili ted ?

SPT 4.5 Jerr.

SPT That'a the V - VC tree you're nanp.ing

up on. Hold on I'll move it. Okay, go ahead.

SPT Uatch out for the VS, here let me get

(garble)

.

PLT (Garble).
spT It doesn't have much moisture In here

but eve - every little bit of is finding It's way into those

foot restraints, look at that thinp.

PLT Icing up is i t?

SPX Yeah, look at it getting all frosty.

PLT I can't see it.
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SPT They're In the OWS

.

SPT Well we got to equalize here first.
The way we're pulling watch - wanch the T025, it atill Rot
that Nikon on the back of it. Just a minute, let me pull
it up here. 0 - -

CC PLT , this i8 Houston.
SPT Go ahead, he's listening.
CC Roger, Bill on the T025 apparatus for

she tine being we'd like you not to disassemble it. Ther«'ll
be more work for you later on this evening, probably try

piece until tomorrow morning, and then

Okay . Bruce .

Are you getting it out of the way, yet?
Yeah, you're c<&y , Just cleared then

Okay .

I f you can get to
I think - -

That's a little (garble)

Reach it Bill?

Bill is up

and keep it as
work on it.

PLT
PLT
SPT

go ahead.
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT

there now

.

PLT I an in the in the - 1 got the release handle

down. (garble) equalizing.
SPT Yeah, we're coming up slow Bill we're

at 4 7 now .

PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 15 minutes through Tananarive
at 00:41, fairly good on both ends. Station afterwards is

Hawaii in 59 minutes, 01:26. Out.
SPT Roger, Bruce.
CC And for the CDR. We've used 75 miles

for 405 pound seconds so far, and we think that's really
great. We still have the dump maneuver inhibited for t\ Is

nic.ht pass. We'll enable durap again over Hawaii and start
the procedure of getting back to the normal momentum state
probably take several orbits.

CDR Okay, fine.
SPT Okay, we're up to 5, (garble) lock \> T

,

and this is still short around 5, what're you reading there?

We're reading 5. Now why don't you open her up, Bill.

That's the smallest i>elta P we'll be able to crack It.

SPT There you go. Okay, now (garble) yourself
as you come out of there.

PLT No.
SPT Moving onto the donning station isn't going

to be quite as easy, getting up here.
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PAO This is Skylab Control; loss of signal
through tracking ship Vanguard. Final Tananarive pass of
the day coming up in 13 alnutes. Nell Hutchinson ia telling
his (.liver Cett of Flight Controllers that after Tananarive
LOS, we'll be out of here. Meaning 'that he will be releasing
the team and shortly there after should be in the Houston
Mews noon for a change-of -shi f t briefing. Eleven minutes
to Tananarive plus 10 minutes acquisition times, that's a

total of 21 minutes after that 5 minutes walking tine as 3con
as he can be chased out of the Control Room and hopefully
he won't disappear as he did last night. Back in 10 minutes
for Tananarive. This is Skylab Control at 30 minutes past
nidnight Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 39 minutes
past midnight Greenwich mean time, a minute and 50 seconds
away from acquisition at voice relay station at Tananarive.
EVA complete at this time wlt'.i about 6-1/2 hours total
duration. An EVA that had been scheduled to run or expected
to run about 8 hours. The S193 antenna, part of the Earth
resources and experiment package on the lower side of the
space station has been repaired so that instrument has about -..

80 percent or so of its original capability, it has lost the
pitch node of "the antenna travel. However the roll la still
active. That changes some what swath that can be covered on
the ground when this antenna or when this Instrument is
scanning, gathering data during the Earth Resources surveys
coming up later in the mission. One of the IDA4 projectors
for the front display screen and briefly a little hand
written note up there that said "Hurray team 2 has done it
again." Referring to Neil Huthinsons silver team which has
charged with activation of the space station and with todays
EVA. We're expecting Neil Hutchinson to break loose from the
Control Center for change of shift briefing in the Houston
Newsroom shortly after Tananarive loss of signal in about
10 minutes. But don't anybody hold his breath.

CC Skylab AOS through Tananarive for
9 minutes „

CDR Hello Story.
CC Hello. Nice Job today boys.
CREW (Garble)
CC Yes Sir, I'll go along with that.
CC Skylab, AOS through Tananarive for

9 minutes .

CDR Hello Story.
CC Hello, nice Job today boys.
CUR Thank you.
SPT I'll tell you Story nothing against the

Huntsville folks, but this is a heck of a lot more fun than
(garble) .

CC (Laughter) yes sir, I'll go along with
tha t

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS; see you
over Hawaii in 35 nlnutes at 01:25.

CC In case we broke up and you didn't get us
last time, we'll see you over Hawaii in 35 minutes at 01:25.

CREW (Garble)
PAO This is Skylab Control loss of signal

through Tananarive; next station is Hawaii In 33 minutes.
Flight director Nell Hutchinson gave a firm promise of 7:00 PM
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in Che Houston Newsroom. He's gathering up bits of
information to bring with hi* to the briefing on today
EVA. At 52 minutes past midnight Greenwich mean time
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This 1b Skylab Co-tro'; 19 minu-ee t«U
acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard. Skylab I" crew now
in their evening meal. Somewhat h"n«r , no doubt, af>er
the exertion of a 6-1/2 hour EVA. Co aan J er was on the
other aide of the airlock from wher all the food wa
stored, ao h-'s equally as hungry. Durin" the chan*e of
ahift briefin- the just complete'* pass over the Hawaii
tracking sftion took place, and at this time we will
renlay the tape.

cc Skylab, AOS thro gh H«waii for 10
minutes

.

CDR Rog Story.
cc And I got & bunch of things for down

here. I'll start with Bill.
PLT Go ahead Story I' listening.
CC Okay, an' in y ur post checklist there

page 3.1-6 y 0 " got a GO there for t
v e AMCIRC fans and the

OWS he-t exchanger fans turn on, an' we * * be Interested in
what t^e MOL SIEVE heat exchan er o-t te~p Is ther . On
previous EVAs we have seen about - oh we've only a~en -
we've seen a low indication t* ere you probably got a
transducer failure there. But you're GO for turning those
fans on and we would be Interested in what you reading
when you get there.

PLT T hanks for th- GO, but we already went.
The reading was 48 percent.

cc Okay, then i '« reading okay then. And
on- other thing for you, I w'll g ' ve yu a real time c-U
on the working that T025 probla to orrow.

PLT Okay.
cr And I got about thr*« things for t'e

CD*.
CDR Go.
cc We'll b» set lng a flight plan un to

you here over Hawaii, and you a'ght take a look a' i>, and
if you think It's too crowded we can delete the articulating
mirror system replacenent. And 1' that's •"111 not
loose enough for you we can deletp e-ne housekeeping. So
take a l*ok at that flight plan a- d the next pass Is t*-e
evAninos status report at Vanguard, and let us know how
you 1 ike i t .

CDR Okay.
cc And Jcrr, have you completed day 4

transfers yet?
CDR I think there la ? of 3 more thl«ga

l*ft t« be done up there. It's n« big thing, but I wo»ld
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to ha*-e tomorrow be kind of a e sy day so we ca finish
getting things all set up for norma'' operation.

CC Okay, it is easy an-4 we c n ma^e it

easier, just let us know afte- you take a look at I*. An^
one other thing, could you give u« a time hack on when you
put the neutron environmental science demonstration out?

CDR We put out - st ndby til' I kill the
whistle there.

CDR Okay Story, w~ put out t
u at d"nonn t r a*- ion

abouf night before last Tro-ble is we got it out so

late we didn't have tine to take the photos yet. So l'ts
go ahead and get a photo pa' up o- tha*-

. We also owe you
some IR and Srereo photos whlcv we c - uld probably get out
of the way tomorrow too. That's the kind of stuff I'd 1'kp
to get caught up on - get it al 1 don- and be re~dy to start.

CC Okay, we've got that scheduled for tomorrow
Je r r

.

C n R Very good.
CC And I got one t

v ing here for EH.

CDR He's listening.
C Okay, I need h'm to turn to pa"e 3.2-2

i" the post EV checklist.
SPT Stand by

.

C" Make that 3.2 on the cue card
SPT "*.2 dash something Story?
CC 3.2-2.
SPT I'm ther", go ahea 4

.

CC Okay, at t*e en' of A*M film reconfigure,
EVA-1, that's SPT of course, perform S149 post per cue card
and perfrom S193 antenna post page 6.3-1.

SPT SI 49 and S19* post, okay.
CC Okay, th»t's It fo- now, let you ro

back to your dinner.
CDR Story, there's no way we can make the evening

report by the next pass.
CC Okay, we

'

1 1 de'ay it.

CDR Okay, th nk yu.
CC And if po slb'e we'd like on panel 542

the e-perlment 1 and 2 tape re ord rs o'f-
CDR In work.
CC Skylab, we're a minute fr^m LOS; an'*

abo-t 23 minutes to the Vanguard where vc will be du^pina
the data voice recorder 01:56 an-* rhe flight plan an J CDR,
PLT details ar« onboard, SP''"' s w'll b- coming at

Vanguard.
CDR All rlRht Story.
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PAO This is Skylab Control. That caplotes
playback of the Hawaii pass; 12 mi-ute* until Vanguard and

from Vanguard it's back around to Hawaii a ain. The

evening atatie report would have done in Vangua d bu'

it's been delayed to a subsequent pass because the c*ew i«

involve-1 in their evening meal a this time. We'll b« bac^

then in 1" minutes at 01:44 Greenwich aean tiae. Skylab

Con trol

.

E"D OF TAPE
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PAO This la Sk"lab Cont ol ; about a nlnute

to acquisition at tracking 3hip Vanguard crew o' Skylab IV

in their evening meal and the evening status report which

no-anlly would have been h«re a* Van^uar 4 has been post-

poned to the next Vanguard pass an h<">ur and a half from now

And that likely will be the final pass of the evening.

The medical conference will be o- the upcoming Hawaii pass

in an ho»r and 7 minutes. This is the normally scheduled

time for the medical conference with the surgeon. We're

standing by here for any conversation throuah Vanguard.

At Cl:56 Zulu.
CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

10 minute*.
CDR Hello, Story
CC Hello. In treating your LCGs

we think probably ought i:o dry thea all three e iau 1 1 aneo us i y

over the next 24 hoars or so instead of following the

checklist and just drying one. at a time.

CDR Story, they're bone dry alre-dy. We

go' them hanging out and we'll leave them there.

CC Okay, yv might let us k~ow w^fre you

h-ve c'-e three of them hanging. What you think the most

effective drying place is?
CHR Story, we go 1- all three of them hung

up In - hung up on the dome ring a~d there's pretty good

air flow, right next to the - th- screen there and I thin v

they're goinii to get all the drying they over will right there.

CC Okay, good and when you have confidence
that they are absolutely dry go ahead and put thea away

.

CDR Thanks Story, we won't pack t*en up

tight this time.
CC Okay, and w-

'

1
1 be doing a periodic

inspection on th^ts.

CC Say, Story, the only change we su-geat

for tomorrow's schedule is that we pu» two of us working
the food transfers, for about a t«tal of 4 man hours.

(MmsIc) .

CC Copy.
CC Skylab, we're a rainutt from LOS.

Your next papa ia a medical conference over Hawaii at 03:03.

PAO lia is Skylab Control; loss of olgnal

thou - Vaaguard tracking ship. Next tttation will be

Hawaii in 57 minutes. The radical conference with the

crew surgeon it will >e the final Hawaii pass of the

evening an ve begin to pick uy tracking station on Guam
Island. And the next pass after the medical conference will

be th« evening status report over Vanguard. And likely
Vanguard or perhaps Ascension will b* the final pa*a of the
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evening as the crew begins their s 1 eep period.
GMT. Back in 57 ainutes. Skylab Cont-ol.

END OF TAP"
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control 03:33 Creenwlch
nean tine 50 seconds from acquisition at tracking ship
Vanguard. The following is the crew health summary by
mission surgeon Dr. Jerry Hordineky, as a result of his
conference with the crew over Hawaii, this revolution. The
summary report reads as follows. The EVA was completed
today without any medical problems. A decongestant is being
used by the pilot to prevent any delayed ear block resulting
form the breathing of 100 percent oxygen during the EVA
The crew continues in good spirits for the upcoming tasks.
They and their physician agree that now having completed thebul* of the moving in type task they can establish a more
repular pattern and devote more time to such requirements
as personel exercise. We're standing by here for acquisition
at Vanguard for the evening status report.

CC This is Vanguard for 9 minutes.
CDR Hello Story.
CC Hello, and if your ready we'll take the

evening status report here and I've got one thing for Bill
Po-ue we're wondering how he's coming along on the AIM CiD
reconfiguration on paoe 3.1-7. We'd like to run some
unattended ops tonight.

CDR we haven't done anything yet Story. We
Just finished eating and with our medical conference andwe re Just beginning to get started now.

CC Okay.
CDR lt takes a long tine to eat two meals inone sitting.
cc Yes, sir.
CDR Burp.
CDR Okay, Story, I'm ready with the status

r epor t .

cc Okay, go ahead.

cc „ S
DR Okay, sleep: CDK

, 7.0, 6 sound 1 li<>ht,
SPi; /.5, 6 sound and 1.5 light. Now the PLT j 7.0 and good
to moderate. Urine volume, CDR; 800; SPT 1200; PLT, 3000;drinking water gun reading, CDR is 6625; SPT, 1059-PLT
708 3 . Body mass: CDR, 6 . 29 1 , 6 . 290, 6 . 292 ; the SPT, 6^06 .6410

I. d xl^l I",'
6 '^ 3

'

6
'
2 2 5

'

6 - 221
"

Exercl8e! crewmen'cDR
method Alfa body leg 30 minutes, 4000, vatt-alnutc. Mecication
and other expendables; No medication for CDR. Garment usage
one T-shirt, one pair of socks, one CWG , one pair of Jockey shortsno medication. 1/2 union suit, two T-shirts, three ptlt ofsocks, PLT; one (garble) no garments distrib - discarded
today. I have a photo log status a little bit later lor you.Plight plan deviation. I think Kd mentioned to you a little
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earlier that It's probably gonna take two of us 2 hours to
square away the fluid situation in the overage rather than
Just one p,uy. I probably should have come back sooner and told
you U man houra was a better estimate than 2 aan hours on thatwhen 1 asked fo.' it a couple days aj»o. I don't know how far
we re goinp, to get on the post tonight. I don't see any
reason why we should stay up late to finish the post EVAchecklist. We'll get up and start on it in the raornin* andthat may mean that it's gonna cost aome time. We mayhave to drop some of those housekeeping itema. Inoperable
equipment today, the only thing we know of was DAC 06. Andthat was reported at the tiae it happened, and this is juat
a follow up.

c
p okay thanks Jerr we will be getting up

a flight plan change to you. It won't be up until you've
gone to bed but that will give you 4 hours for those foodtransfers with two crewmen.

for u £

DR Okay, I think that will probably do it

QC And if you can give sone priority there
for Bill to get that AIM and C&D panel reconfigured.

f

CDR Okay, he's Juat squared away the photo
log for me and then he'll g0 up and do it.

CC OkAy.
CljR Okay, here cones the food log. CDR; no

salt. Deviations, ninus one leraon pudding, ninus ketchup, andainus 2 coffee s, no extra rehydrating water, SPT 4.0 salt,
minus applesauce, plus butter cookies, no rehydration water
PLT no salt, ainus green bean, ainus asparagus, no extra water

CC Okay.
CDR Hopefully we'll have a photo log for youbefore we go over the hill.
CC Skylab we're about 10 ainutes from LOS

here. See you over ascension in 8 minutes at 03:49. Cot soaeTh.inkariving football scores for vou Hani U the Cowboys 7
tledskins 20 the Lions 0. And nunber 2 ranked undefeated
Alabama, defeated number 7 ranked LSU; also undefiated 21 to
/; and durlnp the half-tine of that game they saluted the
Skylab IV flight.

cl)R Hey, that's great.
CDR Story, now about the USC/tJCLA scors?
cc We'll get it right to you.

J J ,

CDR Also we never did hear how the Oilers
did last weekend.

CC
,

The USC/UCLA game Is Saturday, 2 daysfron now, We'll get the Oilers score for you.
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CDR Okay, here's the photo status. We got

CC We got about 50 seconds, go.

In ,.
C™

lrt „ t ,

0ka y. M1 51 (EVA) transporters 05, Charlie

InA* Ml* na' ^ ar
J?

e Xn
?
ia

»
64; EVA transporters 06, CharliIndia 124, 00, Charlie India 21. Nikon 3 5-»i 1 1 ime te r s number

04, Frame count is now 42 and it's the ground loaded cassetteCDR Did ycu copy that.
CC

^ ,

Yeah, we got that, but we're about togo over the hill here.

p
DR okfl y we'll see you in a few minutes.

P *°
,

Thl8 is Skylab Control loss of signalthrough tracking ship Vanguard. 5 minutes to acquisition
at Ascension Island. We'll just stand by during this gapacross the - between the two stations for the 4 minutes Ittakes to get there. Standing by at 03:44 Zulu.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, we're AOS through Ascension
for 6 minutes

.

SPT Roger, Story. We got the ATM.
CC Okay, and the Oiler score was Kansas

City 38 Oilers 14. And another one today, Texas 42,
Texas A&M 13.

CDR All right thank you Story.
PLT Yeah, thanks tell those old Oilers

to hang in there we'll root for them.
CC Okay, wj'll do it.
CDR Story, you still there?
CC Yes sir another 4 minutes.
PLT Roger, this is PLT, if I have time

tomorrow one of the things I want to do is give the photo
people a complete up to date sort of inventory and
the files, stowage location and so forth for the various
cameras and I'll try to give them a fairly good read on
the status also. So we - we can avoid the confusion.

CC Okay.
PLT And I'd like to get that done in the

next ;ouple of days it's really been biting me and I know
it's not their fault.

CC That'll be great Bill.
CC Skylib, we're a minute from LOS. This

is our last scheduled pais for the night, however, if you
want us Guam will be coming up at 04:33.

CDR Okay, Story, good night.
CC Good night.
SPT Goodnight.
PAO This is Skylab Control; Skylab IV crew

is sipned off for the night. Next station in 35 minutes
will be Guam Island. Signing off until 6 a.m. Central time
Friday morning. This is Skylab Control at 03:58 Zulu.

END OF TAPE
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PA°, Thla ia Skylab Control; at A hours 53n ntues Into the flight 0 f skylab IV. At Guam acquisitionof signal for a few minutes ago the crewmen called MissionControl with a couple of items concerning tomorrow'sactivities We have the tape of that conversation nowand we'll play it-back to you at this time.
CDR Houston, Skylab.

. „
CC Hello, got you through Guam for 5minutes.
C
?
R

MC
oka V» Story. Hey, just occurred tous wonder if you might try to set up some private cob. forus omorrow. And it would be - what we would like the mostis the opportunity to talk with the kids as well as the w'veswe're kind of assuming that the kids are probably o Vo

'

be home tomorrow on vacation anyway. So, a private commduring the day time will be just fine. How about it?
CC Okay, is that for all three crewmenor yourself, Jerr?
CDR No sir, all three of us.
CC Okay.
CDR Thank you kindly.

^ T St ory, I got a couple of stowage items.
L ^ Go ahead

.

,

SP
I !* 0ka y» 1 .just put the V - I pur the V<? r r * ain thel0-M107 and also we have a wrist tether permanentlystowed out on the connector box.

permanently

CC Okay

.

p
PT Another terminology is jumper box, 193

uo „ k
Skylab, we're a minute from LOS we

£
LT You still there, Story?

pf_
Yeah

» ->
u8t a couple seconds, go ahead.

_ *
, , e

° Ka y. "ith T025, the shutter speedcontrol works fine when we got it in and we'll talk with

thermal problems.
CC Okay, thanks.
PA0 Th is is Skylab Control at 4 hours 55minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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Do you need somebody up on the panel

CC Skylab, Houston, go ahead.

half tl\ ok , J

1

?
8"' Hank

*
1 Chink we ' U and cat c h an extrahalf hour shut-eye this morning. We were up pretty late onchat EVA poet last night.

, ,

CC ok ay. Ed. Just looking at a time vemight connect up here.

.

CC Let's see, the sites don't match up too
nood, Jer to do that. And we've got a problem we need totalk to you about here this morning too.

CDR That's okay, go ahead.
CC During the evening last night we lostCIG number 1. It looks like it froze up on us, so we'redown to two CMG operations.

we've got the thing all configured fortwo CMG operations now, Jerry. And the system looks realstable looks real good, looks like the dump* are falling in

l^r'
iD thC P roce8S of evaluating the maneuvers

them
Ve havin S ^ do and how we're going to handle

CDR Roger, Hank.
CDR

pretty quick?

.

CC
T

That's negative. F.verytaing is in »oodshape now I think we'll have no problem doing t odny '

a'
f 1 1 -h

t

plan And right now it doesn't look like anything too seriou-for the mission to hamper it. We'll be a little more careful'on our planning and probably use a little more TACS than wehad planned on, but we're looking at it right now.
CUR Okay.
C
t

C
,

The oth e~ things that we needed to go over
«rt < Zl

Ty 3 cou P le of ^ings in the flight plan we have tostraighten out. There are a couple of errors that ve have Rotto square away, and we also want to talk a little about futureplanning. And if you do want to .hep a little late, w. couldprobably cut the crude reorganization short a little bit.™* Okay, I think that will be fine, Hank.
C ~

„
okfl y' we 'H P^n on giving you a call againthen at Carnarvon. And that will cone up at 45 past the hourH ow s that?

CDR That's great. We'll see you then.
cc All right.

,
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 12 hours

3 minutes, November 23rd, the eighth day of Skylab IV. The crewrequested, Colander Jerry Carr requested an extra half hour'ssleep over the Bermuda pass a few moments ago. Tne ground ad-vised then they had a problem they wanted to di.cu... Controlmoment gyro number 1, one of three control moment gyro, which control
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the vehicle, went off scale high temperatures of 76 degrees,
180 decree* in two station passes. And at 08:47 Greenwich mean time
this norninc, Phil Shaffer, Flight Director, ordered that control
nonent j;yro nunber 1 to be turned off. This leaves only two
gyros operative onboard the spacecraft, however, with
minimal use of TACS plus your attitude control system, the vehicle
can operate on two control nonent gyros. Next acquisition
will be Madrid in approximately 2 tainutes. Again the space-
craft has lost one control norrent gyro due to overheating.
Flight director Phil Shaffer ordered that control moment gvro
taken off line. This occurred at 8:47 Zulu, 8:47 Greenwici
aeaa tine. The crew has been awakened and further discussions
on this problem will occur over the Madrid station. The crew
was advised that the vehicle is in a steady state. All systems
look good, and it looks like we'll be able to carry the remainder
of the mission. They are presently evaluating how to control
:he vehicle fro-a now on with two, however as Phil Shaffer
advised the craw, the vehicle looks good, the systems are steady,
and the vehicle can operate on two of the three control moment ryros.
Next acquisition Madrid in approximately 1 minute 30 seconds,
"e 11 hold the line up for this pass.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 14 r.inutes. Lose of signal at Madrid. :i 0 conversation
between the Skylab IV crev and CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield on this
pass. Tociay Friday, will 1 e a light duty day for the crew
partially because of the extra exertion taken during yesterday's
space walk, a 6 hour 33 minute EVA during which time the crew
worked on the S193 antenna and replaced film in four of the
ATM experiments, and deployed several other scientific experiments.
Today the crew will finish stowage aboard the orbital workshop,
perform the M131 human vestibular function test, with Commander Carr
serving as the subject, performance of educational experiment
ED63, and generally a rather quiet restful day for the crew
of Skylab IV, this their eighth day in orbit. Further discussions
on the control moment gyro problem are expected on the next
pass coming up on Tananarive, which will be a low evevatlon
pass in approximately 14 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 12 hours
16 minutes, this is S'-tylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich taean time
12 hours 36 minutes. We do not have acquisition at Tananarive
It was a very low elevation pass. Next acquisition will be
Carnarvon tracking station in approximate 7 minutes 55 seconds.
He'll bring the line back up at that time. Greenwich mean
tine, 12 hours 37 nlnu tes . This is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 44 minutes. Acquisition coning up at Carnarvon in
approximately 55 seconds. He'll leave the line up for
CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield. The crew of Skylab IV on this the
8th day in i.he mission for Connander Gerald Carr, Dr. Ed
Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue. Flight Director is'phil Schaffer.

c ^ Skylab, Houston. Good morninp..
CDR Goo*5 corning, H,mk.
CC He've gto a short pass here through

Carnarvon, probably about 2 minutes long. If it's okay with
you, I'd .like to tar, up with you at the next site at Goldstone
and set the Flipht Plan squared away.

CDR Okay, great. I'll be readv to go. What
tine.

cc Okay. Goldstone will be coraino up at
23 past the hour.

CDTi Okay,
PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich nean time

12 hours 48 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon. Next
acquisition will be Goldstone, 34 minutes 40 seconds. Goldstone
pass cane- CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield informed Commander Gerald Carthat they 11 discuss today's Flight Plan. A rather inactive Fl^hplan compared to yesterday's activity, consisting of 6 hours
and 33 minutes o£ spacewalk, during which time the crew
worked on the S193 antenna and put out several other scientific
experiments outside the orbital workshop. The control moment
gyro situation reported earlier controlled moment gyro number
1. \pparently the bearing overheated at approximately 8 : CK
Greenwich mean tine this morning between Honeysuckle and
Berr.uda tracking station. And at approximately 08:47 Greenwich
mean tine control moment p,yro wis pulled off line and the
vehicle now operates with two remaining moment gyros. This
provides sufficient capability for control of the vehicle.
However, It nay place constraints on Flight Planning activities
and this situation is currently being analyzed here'at the
Mission Control Center and at the Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama. Next acquisition will be Goldstone in
apnroxinately 33 minutes. Greenwich mean tine 12 hours 49 minutesThis is Skylab Control.

rA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 13 hours
72 ninutee. Acquisition coming up at Goldstone in approximately
>0 seconds on this the beginning of the second week for the
crew of Skylab IV in the s-iace station. Acquisition at Goldstone
in approximately 40 seconds. He'll hold the line open for C/PCOMM Hank Hartsfield .
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CC Skylab, Houston through stateside space
stations for 16-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Hank.
CDR Gicay, Hank. You said you had some words

for ne

.

CC Okay. I've got a few changes for the

Flight Plan, things I'd like to get corrected and the first
one concerned the housekeeping at the bottom of the plan.

Uhen we revised your Flight Plan to get in the food reorganiza-
tion, we had to delete some of the housekeeping. So if you're
ready to copy, I'll tell you which ones to nark off of your
a unaar y there.

CDR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Okay. We'll delete the housekeeping

2 Alfa, 2 Eravo, 6 Alfa-1, and 7 Bravo.
CDR Okay. 2 Alfa, 2 Bravo, 6 Alfa-1 and 7-Bravo.
CC Okay. And if you want to go ahead and

put it on your Flight Plan, we have your private conns tentatively
set up for CDR, Goldstone at 1 4 r 5 ; PLT, at Canarits at 15:21; and
SPT, Carnarvon at 19:16. And all of those, LEFT antenna.

CDR Okay. "ead then one more time.
CC Okay. CDR, Goldstone 14:59; PLT, Canaries

15:21; STT, Carnarvon at 19:16. And we'll do a final confirma-
tion with the wives this morning on that. And if there's any
changes, we'll let you know.

CDR Okay. Commander, Goldstone 14:59; pilot,
Canaries 15:21; SPT, Carnarvon 19:16; LEFT antenna.

CC Thit's correct. Now on the CDR details,
we had sone bad sites for our reports. I'll give those to

you if you've got your details handy.
CDR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Okay. The evening status report, change

that to 02:18 at Hawaii. And the med conference should be

02:49 at Vanguard.
CDR Okay. 02:18 for the evening status report

over Hawaii; 02:49 tned conference over Vanguard.
CC That's correct. You'll find a pad there,

nuVoer 830A; It's re - for the PLT, the S233 pads, the

tires in that pad are wrong. Irnore it and we're sending up

a new one at 08:30 bravo.
PLT Okay, Hank.
CC Okay, you'll notice there that you're

scheduled at about 14:10 on your details for the L'l volume and

for some II photos. And they're scheduled for about 40 m.'nutes.

Now for future work, we'd like for you to - Well, for future
planning, we'd like ycu to get a rough time hack on that so

we will know just about how long it will take.
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CC Skylab, Houston. We got cnup.ht in a
handover there, did you copy that last regarding the LM
volume and the IR photos?

CDR Negative. Go ahead.
CC Okay. V'e would like to get ahack for

future planning on about how long it takes for you to do the
LM volume and the IR photos. You're to do those in the
postsleep this morning.

CDR Okay. We'll do that.
CC Okay. And in regard to that, the settings

for the photos are on the back of the IH stereo cue card. I

have those here, if you'd like me to read then off, and you
want have to dig that card out.

CDR Okay. I'm ready to copy.
CC Okay. That's Nikon 04 with a CX 55. Use

flash ASA of 64, ran^e 1 F8, and 160th.
CDR Okay. Copy. Nikon 04, CX55/ AS \ of 64

range 1 F8.0, 160th. CX55 , is that the ground load?
CC One second .

CDR We never did get the number of the roll of
filn that was in it when it was loaded on the ground.

CC That's affirmative. It is - -

CDR Okay.
CC It is the ground load. And we've got

another message on board, 837A regarding an S201 cue card change
And in that, it tells you where to put a little pin and ink,
and it sayj the fourth line from the bottom and it should
read the ninth line.

END OF TAPE
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ay, °n that J37A f °"rth line fromthe bottom should read ninth line.
,

CC That's affirmative. And we just gotthat message on board for the new te - S233 pad. And sometimethis nornlng we need to ,;et you to change the teleprinterpaper. Put a new roll on; it's low
CDR Okay.
CC

,
That's all of the changes we have Igot a couple of questions for you now.

CDR Okay, go ahead.

,

CC A™ people are wondering how you feel

be^nn^r.S
1^ It*

Syno ? tic observations in the PSA intervalsbeginning vith the presleep on mission day 10.™R Gee
, let us talk about it .

. ,
CC Okay, that's day after tomorrow, we'll

iy\\
Wa " C 7T<

t0 St3rt thinkin * ab°^ that. And alio, thisS233 we re dotn- is desirable to be scheduled in the presleeparea and we were wondering how you feel about that too.
„. , .

1 h °P ft you're planning on adding sonetine in the presleep blocks then.

»,,, v"^ u
If

t
1

'

8 rea
.
uired we'll certainly do that.But be thinking about those two items as to whether you wantto crank then Into ycur presleep or not.

CDR That 's S2 33 you sav?
C
_S_ Roger, S23 3 and the ATM synoptics.

Okay, Hank, I «ot that. You got any
CDR

nore?

. U
CC Negative. I'm sorry to hit you with ailof this. I thought it would be better to get it in one b^lu*p here before you get started and then leave you alone.CDR Yeah, trying to get all this workedinto the - all the paper work now so it'll be organized

, nc
C

|r ,
Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

In
*\ COming on Madrid at U and we plan to dump thevoice data recorder there.

CDR Roger, Hank.

i» u
PA° ,« Skylab Control, Greenwich nean tine

tracxinp station. Next acquisition in Madrid, 3 hours and
>5 seconds - 3 minutes and 35 seconds from now. The previous
S**!'r?

stateside pass, the crew heard from CAP COM i HankIlartsfleld concerning ainor changes in today's flight plan;specif jelly deletion of housekeeping chore. 2A, 2B, and 6AThese involve the vacuum cleaning processes specificallyof the orbital workshop heat exchanger veins. Th» crew va.al.o advised In changes on their evening status report and
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the medical conference, as well as their private conn with
their families later this evening. The crew is scheduled to
take the first pictures of Kohoutek later today. This will be
done by Pilot Pogue . He will place a 35 millineter camera
in the left hand viewing window of the command nodule. He
will use a 55 millimeter lens. He will be taking pictures
in rapid succession at approximately 1:50 p.n. Central standard
tine today. Some of the chores today will be putting their
- the crew's pantry in order, putting their food in the proper
places aboard their workshop. At this time the crew is
probably hnvinp, their breakfast. Commander Curr haa a break-
fast of er,gs, sausage and apple snuce. Gibson has a sinilar
breakfast, and Pilot Bill Pogue is having <£g?,s , pineapple,
orange drink, and cornflakes. Next acquisition at Madrid
1 minute 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for that pass.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're throuo.h Madrid
for 9 minutes

.

CDR Rop.er, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS; Tananarive at 04.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine,

13 hours 54 ninutes. Very little conn between Skylab IV
on this Madrid pass. Next acquisition will be Tananarive,
9 minutes 35 seconds. Cor.vcclon on the earlier r.ntlon of
the Kohoutek photography. This will be done at Greenwich
nean tina 10:48. Three sep t rate exposures will be made by
Pilot Pogue. Beginning at '0:48 for a 1 minute exposure; 20:50
for a 2 minute exposure, a n i 20:53 for a 1 minute exposure.
This is the first photography to be aade on the mission of the
conet Kohoutek. Additional activity on comet Kohoutek will be
perforned almost daily throughout the remainder of the mission,
t.-ith two separate EVA's scheduled on December 25 and Jecenber
29, taking equipment outside the spacecraft to photograph
this conet which is presently about 104 - 105 million miles
froi\ the Sun, and approximately 150 million miles fron Earth,
traveling at a speed of 90,000 miles per hour. Next acquisition
will be Tananarive. Greenwich mean tine 13 hours 55 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston throuph Tananarive
for 8-1/2 minutes . Out.

PLT Roger, Bruce.
CC Good morning, Bill.
PLT Good morning.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We've got about

6 ninutes until - 4-1/2 minutes until scheduled LOS here at
Tananarive but the service nodule antenna situation is such
that we maybe dropping out shortly. Next station contact
is in 21 minutes through Honeysuckle Creek at 14:30. Over.

PLT nog, Bruce.
CC Roger and Bill, we sort of handed over

and changed shifts here rather rapidly after the EVA was
concluded yesterday and we really didn't Ret a chance to
express our feelings to you on the superb job you all did
out there. I was back in the EREP SSR afterwards and late por-
tions of the EVA and they were just ecstatic and saying it
had gotten about 70 to 75 per cent of the functions for S193 for
the schedule run for the balance of the mission restored
and everybody down here is extrenely pleased that the way
they went. The things you accomplished, even though it was
a 6-1/2 hour EVA, which in itsel* is somewhat of a feat.
Over .

PLT Well, thnnk you very much, Bruce. And Ed
and I vere also talking (garble) were somewhat confused and
wanted to congratulate the people that wrote the procedure
because that thing we flowed right through, Jerry read the
procedures and he Just led us right to the right solution.
There was one thing, connen, thnt I night have seen the piece
that was causing the pitch short. But I couldn't get to it.
However, 1 was never certain and I didn't want to go probing
for it. But we do feel very good about it and thank you verv
much for the kind words. But also, reciprocate in kind because
we did feel very strongly that that was an excellently prewired
procedure .

CC Okay. I'll certainly pass that on .imi
there's certainly a large number of people down her.' working
procedures and the M0CR ,ind the support room and all thit as vou
well know. And convor s .1 1 ion indicates that if there was a piece
of material shorting the pitch pot, it w.is probably back at
the end that was difficult to get at.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean to,
14 hours, 15 minutes. Loss of signal at Tananarive . cklnp
station. Mext acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 14 n<jtes,
15 seconds. Science Pilot Ed Gibson will be shortly art
the '1131 vestibular function experiment. One of t . *ior*
in score of medical experiments aboard Skylab. H»> scheduled
to begin this experiment at approxlna t ely 15j00 0M i , then to
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be followed by Pilot Bill Pop.ue performing the same experiment.
Commander Gerald Carr is scheduled to perforn the M131 at

about 19:25 Greenwich me.in tine today. Next acquisition will
be Honeysuckle in 14 minutes. This is Skylab Control. Green-
wich mean time, 14 hours, 16 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
14 hours 29 minutes. Acquisition coning at Honeysuckle
in approximately SO seconds. CAP COMM is Bruce McCandless,
new Flight Director is Neil Hutchinson.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through
Honeysuckle Creek, for 5-1/2 minutes. Out.

PLT Roger , Bruce. An advisory fron the COR
is that the limb volume measurements take a nininua
of half an hour per man, and it may take a little longer
than that. Stay in (garble), we'll give you an exact figure in just
.1 moment .

CC Okay, we copy that.
CC And, Bill, does that include the IR photos

or anything else like that or Just the limb volume measurements?
PLT It's Just the llnb volume. It takes

a half hour; too, it takes one man hour of time. So you got
3 nan hours of work involved when you take the three limb
volume measurements.

CC Okay, we copy that.
PLT Okay, Bruce, we have an exact tine we'll use.

35 minutes to take the measurements, and you could figure
another 15 minutes for reading down the data. Now, the
data read-down is for the total of the three men. The
35 minute figure is per man, that is two men measure -

one man working the measure of another nan.
CC Okay, we copy that, Bill. And we got

about 45 seconds to LOS here. Next station contact in
15-1/2 minutes through Hawaii at 17:51.

PLT Roger.
CC And all three of your wives have been

contacted and the phone conversations for today appsnr to
be set up

.

PLT Thank you, Bruce.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Greenwich

mean time 14 hours 37 nlnutes. Loss of signal at Honey-
suckle, Next acquisition will be Hawaii in 13 nlnutes.
This is Skylab Control, 14 hours 38 nlnutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
14 hours 40 minutes. A change of shift briefing is planned
for no earlier than 9 a.m. in the briefing room in building 1

with offgoing Flight Jlrector Phil Shaffer. That's 9 a.n.
change of shift briefing with offgoing Flight Director Phil
Shaffer in the Building 1 news roon in Houston. This is

Skylab Control , Greenwich mean time 14 hours 40 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
14 hours 49 minutes. Ue will have acquisition at Hawaii
in approximately 50 seconds. We'll hold the line open for
CAP COM*! Bruce McCand less

,

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 6-1/2 minutes. Over.

CDR Roger, Houston,
CC Roger. For the PLT, on your previous

connents regarding the tine that was required to perform
linb volume measuremen ts this morning, was that for both
sides of the bcdy, or was that just for one arm and one
1 e " . Over.

CDR That was for the whole 9 yards, Bruce.
CC Okay, Jer. And also we noticesd, while

looking at our telemetry here that you all went by the NuZ update
that was scheduled for the PLT earlier this morninp. It's
not a hifhly critical thinfl, however, if you'd like to pick
it up later, tho next window would be 15:43 to 53. That's
15:43 to 15:53 Zulu. Over.

CD* Okay, we copy. Thanks.
CC And while we're talking to you here Jerry,

ap.ain you're set up for conversation on the telephone at Goldstone
at 14:5C Z, it's about 7 minutts, the VHF left antenna f.nd
the VHF private conn cue card as modified by the teleprinter
n e s s .1 ? e .

CDR nkay, I'm on ny way to the command module
now

.

CC Okay, at your convenience.
CC Skylab, thi* is Houston. One ninutr to

LOS, next station contact in 2-1/2 minutes through Goldstone
at 14:59 coning up with CDR private comm. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce,
CC Skylab, thi* is Houston throuph Goldstone

for 9 minutes. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control , Greenwich mean

tine 15 hours 2 minutes. We ' 1 1 take the line down now for
a Chan-e of Shift Briefing with Flight Director Phil Shiffer
and play back those atateside pass at the close of the < ; :.»n -e

of Shift Briefing. Greenwich mean tine 15 hours 2 nirvit.-B,
this is Skylab Control.

F.ML) OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 33 minutes. We have an accumulation of 5 minutes
of air-to-ground through the resent stateside pass and
Canary Island tracking station. We'll play that tape now
and at the close of the tape * i 1 1 have a pass at Tananarive.
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours 33 minutes.

cc Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda
at 15:12. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Bermuda
for 6 minutes. We'll be dumping your data voice tape recorder
next site at Canary Island. And for someone who's free we
atill show EREP bus 2 power on. So if you could swing by
the EREP C&D panel and turn t,-.e EREP bus 2 power off, we'd
appreciate it . Over .

CDR Roger, Bruce.
cc And we're still showing private comm

for the PLT through Canary at 15:21. Out.
CDR Roger. Thank you.
cc And that'll also be left antenna as they

all are today.
CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 oinute to LOS.

Next station contact in 4 minutes through Canary Island*
at 15:21, data voice tape recorder dump and PLT private comm.

PLT Bruce - -

.

SPT Roger, Bruce. And if you could, sometime
today give us some sort of an update on what the effect
of two-CMC operations will be for the EREP.

CC Okay, we'll do that. We're currently
assessing that very question down here in mission control
and we 11 surely give you a briefing on the impact as soon
as It's available.

SPT Thank you.
cc Skylab, this is Houston; through

Canary Island for Si minutes with a data voice tspe recorder
dump . Out

.

CC CDR, tht<i is Houston. Over,
CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
cc Roger. As you may have heard from being

inside the big oil can up there, the system la firing
lbs 1 to 2 around orbital noon and around orbital

idnight each rev. We're not surprised that this is happening
due to the very high Beta angle you have here. And we're
•till working on the reconfiguration to - or reassessment
of the two-CMC control situation, but we Just want to let
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you know that we see It and you shouldn't be alariaed by
having the 1 to 2 mibs each occurence. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. You ought to - you ought
to see those things when they fire off at night. You -
we were standing here by the wardroom window last right
and the first one went off, and it was really something.
It was a big white flash out the window and a caroom. And
we really weren't sure what happened for a second there.

CC But, you mean you could actually see
the thing light up?

5
DR Absolutely. 1 think what we were seeingwa« the Sun reflecting off the gasaes or something, because

It looked like a big white flash.
cc That's really amazing.
CDR But it was dark out - looking out thewardrooa window.
CC Okay.
CDR Aloha, Hawaii, we see yt, . . >.,. „,, i clear.
cc Would you care to send jagain In about an hour?
CREW (Laughter)

0r try aloha, Canary.CC
CREW (Laughter) Canary
CDR
CC

got mouse trapped.
That's all right, I can recall when theguys on mainland Apollo got the Earth and the Moon mixed

up.

trte
CC

,
Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 ainute toLOS. Kext station contact in 13-1/2 alnutes through

Tananarive at 15:43. Out.

1C .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 38 minutes. The playback of 5 alnutea of air-to-ground through the stateside pass and Canary, during which
tiae the crew was advised to turn E REP bue power 2 off.
This apparently waa left on from yesterday during which
tiae Coauander C#,rr turned the E REP power on to actuate
the S193 experlaent while his two fellow crewmen were
repairing the S193 from outside the vehicle. Crew also
reported on the firing of the TACS in the darkness. Carr
reported that a big white flash each tiae the TACS fired.
The crew has been advised thjy - that they'll get at leastOne to two firings of the TACS per revolution. Appraently thcaused by th. loss of the CMC number 1. Next acquisition
will be in Tananarive in approximately 3 minutes - 3 minutes
50 seconds. At Greenwich mean tiae 15 hours 39 ainutes.
this Is Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 43 minutes. Acquisition at Tananarive. We'll hold
the line open for CAP COMM Bruce HcCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 5 minuted . Ou t

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive,
1 minutes to LOS. Next station contact in 17-1/2 minutes through
Honeysuckle Creek at 16:06. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 51 minutes with loss of signal at Tananarive tracking
station. Next acquisition in 15 minutes at Honeysuckle. As
the crew of Skylab IV is in the midst of the beginning of their
8th day in orbit to start their second week. Earlier this morning
telementry signals from the Skylab space station indicated that
apparently one of the control moment gyros or CMGs has failed.

The CMC is a space age adaptation of the string riding gyroscope
forced from the gyroscope effect from these overgrown toys is

used to torque or twist the space station around to the attitude
needed for an Earth resources survey, or for some other experiment
requiring looking at a certain fixed angle. Each CMC has a motor
driven gyroscope wheel 22 inches in diameter weighing approximately
242 pounds. The wheel normally spins at 5027 revolutions per
minute, and is housed in a sphere of 39 inches in diameter.
There is a CMG for each of the three space station axes, and
the one that failed this morning is in the X axis. Telemetry
signals to the Mission Control Center ha J told flight controllers
the CMC wheel speed, and the temperature of the bearings at

the end of the wheel shafts. The CMGs automatically shut down
for runaway speeds at 15,000 RPMs or more for bearing temperatures
of 200 degrees Fahrenheit or more. Also such conditions trip
the caution and warning system inside the space station for the

crew. Loss of the X axle CMG will mean that the thruster attitude
control system or TACS will have a bigger roll In maintaining
Skylab attitude when the space station is maneuvered for a Earth
resources survey or for observing comet Kohoutek next month.
Maneuvering fron solar inertlal attitude to Earth resources
attitude and Z local vertical will simply take a little longer
than if all three gyroscopes were operating. Plight controllers
and engineers are examining the data from the failed gyro to

attempt to isolate the cause and hopefully to find a way possibly
to bring it back to life. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle
Greenwich maan time 12 hour - 15 hours 54 minutes. This is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 This is Skylab Control, Greenwich mean

tine 16 hours 5 minutes. Acquisition coming at the Honey-

suckle tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the li.ie

up for CAP COMM Bruce McCandless with conversations with the

Skylab IV crew.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Honey-

suckle Creek for 8 minutes. Over.
SPT Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Roger, Ed. Sometime during nightside

pass like here, for exanple, we'd like to get an onboard

readout of the PCG battery number 6 voltage and current

in preparation for the battery capacity test that we have

scheduled for tomorrow. Over.
SPT Stand by, Bruce, I'll give it to you in

a minute

.

CC Roger, thank you. And the star tracker

update looks good.
Spt Okay, Houston on PCG-6 we're looking at

a 41.0 volt and 7.0 amps discharge.
CC Roger. That's batr volts and amps.

SPT That's afflra.
CC Okay, thank you, £d

.

CC Skylab, tnis Is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 12 minutes through Hawaii as

16:27. Out.
p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 16 minutes. Loss of signal at Honeysuckle. As

Commander Gerald Carr continues with the rtorganiiatlon of

thy overage food supply aboard the spacecraft, the - there

is an index aboard which indicates the overage Items. This

includes the beverages, frozen items, puddings and prepared

meals, and he's reorganizing this for their lengthy stay

aboard the Skylab IV space station. During this pass

Scitnce Pilot Ed Gibson is performing his physical training

exercise and personal hygene. He was asked to check the

PCG, Aboard PCG la the power conditioning unit. Aboard the

spacecraft there's eight of these in addition to the - power

conditioning group there are eight separate systems in the

airlock module electrical power Bystem. They control and conditio

the unregulated power and proceed from the workshop's solar

array. Each group is fed from 30 solar modules, and each

includes one 33-ampere hour battery charger and voltage regulator.

The PCG systems allows direct use of the current charging

of the battery or volt at once. Periodic - periodic checks

arc made of the PCG's as well as other electrical systems
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 houre, 25 minutes. Acquisition coning at Hawaii in 50

aaconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COKM Bruce McCand-
less .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9-1/2 minutes. We'll be dumping the data voice tape

recorder at Goldstone, Over. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Goldstone
at 16:39 with & data voice tape recorder dump and when some-
one is up in the airlock module area maybe next pass, I'd

like to get you to reselect tape recorder switches to agree
with the ground configuration. Out.

CDR Read then out to rae , Bruce.
CC Okay. Panel 204 ,

tape recorder number 1

to experiment 1 voice. Tap« recorder number 2 to experiment
2. Tape recorder number 3 to data voice. Over.

CDR You got it.

CC Okay and our reason for doing this is

this gives you a tape recorder with a good tape motion center -

sensor for a data voice use so your green light ought to

be functioning properly now instead of blinking at you.

CDR Good idea. Thank you.
CC Roger. Out.
CC Skylab, thi9 is Houston through Goldstone

for 6-1/2 minutes. The data voice tape recorder dump. Out.
PLT Hey Bruce, that Jer is still reading in

r ecorde r

.

CC Okay. Hold on.

END OF TAPE
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your

cc Okay, we're holding off on that, Bill.
Let us know when he's through.

PLT Wilco.
PLT Just now operating those limb volume things.

And he's reading all of those measurements, and he's been
talking abojt 5 minutes it seems like.

cc °kay, you say he ia finished now?
PLT Negative.
cc Okty, just let us know when he is.
cc And

» Skylab, this is Houston. We show
the MPC on the ATM enabled. Probablt left that way after the
star trackei Nu Z update. We'd like to get it inhibited at
convenience

.

PLT Roger. And CDR is through with the tape record
cc Okay, thank you. We'll go ahead and

dunp it .

SPT it's Inhibit, Bruce,
Roger. Thank you, Ed.

cc Skylab, this is fouston. For your information
in accordance with our preservicing plan and conservation plan
here, we've going to shut down the airlock module primary
coolant loop at this time. Over.

CDR Okay.
cc We don't expect any caution and warnings,

or any action required on your pArt. Out.
CDR Thank you, Bruce. Biuct, they advise at

the moment we have not yet started the food overage organization
We re Just finishing up all the leg and limb voluae measurement a ,and we're going to get the IR photos out of the way.

CC Roger, we copy.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Bermuda at
16:49. Out.

CDR
is 40 right now

.

CC
CDR

earner a

.

CC
a certain number
shift ing to CX .

SPT
CC
CDR

Bruce, the frame count on the TR camera
We may run out of film.

Okay, that's a count from the top?
That's affirmative. This is a manual

Roger. I think our pad shows you take
of exposures with the IR film and then

Okay , that 's i Ight .

Yeah, that's on i'up PLT photo pad.
Yeah, wc saw that, Bruce. We're wondering

if maybe our time is being wasted trying to take Ik pictures
with color exterior film.
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CC Okay. The problem there. Jerry lacamera uttli«tiou later. We don't want to - we can alk
s; e ::

u over Bernu - «• ***** ^ th i. thm t a8 u? 8

n

:;
l

i h . pad .

16 h„»™ a a «

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine16 hours, 46 minutes. We've had loss of aianal from 1*1Goldatone tracking Nation. Acqui.i^ '
. °

i „
t~hat pasT

° V6r Ber "Uda
-

We ' U leave th < "J Ior

7-l/2
C

m 1 nutes remaining! ^For^he 'cDR^rtheNT^, ??'

"

Ud ' Wlth
camera NK 05, that's required' l^er^on d y " £ o

~?
1

^ 1'

'

CDR w * copied, Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact is Canary Islands in 2 minutes at
16:59. Out.

CC Skylab, thio is Houston through Canary
ard Ascension Islands for 16 minutes. Out.

SPT Houston, SPT. Over.
CC Go ahead, SPT.
SPT We've got the Nikon 05 on to continue on

with the stereo photography - the IR photography and found
we can't advance it now we're up to a reading of 45 and it's be-
having as though that's all there is on the film.

C(* Okay. Is that on the countup or the count-
down cou nc e r ?

SPT That's the countup. We've got a manual
and there's no countdown on it.

CC Okay and that's NK05?
SPT Affirmative.
CC Okay. Just go ahead and Dress on with

NK04 and CX55.
SPT We got pictures of the CDR with NK4 and

it's depleted.
CC Understand the NK04 is depleted. Okay.

Stand by.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston. Over.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Roger. Reload NK04 with CX19 out of F510H

series . Over

.

CDR Okay. Wait 10 seconds and say again.
cc Okay Skylab, this is Houston. Reload NK04

with cassette CX19 our of H30 in the film vault of F510. Over.
SPT Roger. It'll work.
CDR Bruce, is the tape recorder being dumped?
CC Negative, Jer.
CDR Okay, thanks.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston. Over.
CDR Go ahead .

CC Roger. We're going to command CBRM 9 re-
gulator of i for this nighttime pass and give you a little back-
ground on why we're doing this right now. We've noted a phe-
nomenon on CBRM 9 which is associated with the behavior of the
third electrode of the battery and basically what it's done is
extended the c ha rge /d i s char ge cycle of this battery and CBRM
to 2 orbits instead of the normal one. So that right now, what
you're doing is getting a normal charge on every other daylight
pass and then not charging on the ones in between. This is
an anomally thic'a been seen in ground tests and are planned
to fix it involved taking it off of the load during this night
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pasa and letting It charge hard and we should be back in business
after that. Over,

CDR Very good, Bruce.
cc Okay and the problem of course, is that once

we take aoae action, the thing la self p rope t ua t lng

.

,

CDR Arc any others showing their characteris-
tics?

Cc No
. they're not yet. And I guees, also

the consent that we're out of the high beta angle case which
seems to b« the fact that It initiates it. So I guess we
could say we're over the hill or we don't expect to see any
further problems. And 1 minute to LOS. Next station contact
In 24 minutes through Carnarvon at 17:39. Out.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
17 hours, 16 minutes. Discussion in the suceeding passes -
stateside, Canary and Ascension, concerning the photography
on the anthrometric photography for the experiment of Dr. Wil-
liam Thornton, astronaut D r

. William Thornton. The crew
advised to use color film in the anatomical photographs of
each crew member. This is part of the - part of the girth
measurements and limb volume measurements conducted for
Dr. Thornton. The purpose of these measurements and photo-
graphs is to obtain detailed measurements in order to record
any changes in each crew member's physical condition. There
have been consistent reports and spotting photographic evi-
dence of acute change during early phases of each mission.
These changes are currently caused by the shift of body fluid
during the first few days of exposure to zero-G. These con-
plex changes can be documented through these series of tests
and this documentation can add a great deal to the knowledge
of the physiological phenomenon . Also, discussions on CBRM
number 9 - the crew has been advised to t »ke this particular
CBRM off line. It's been erratically charging. The purpose is
to take it off and let it come back to normal operations. CBRM
9 s are part of the ATM electrical power system. There are
18 CBRMs aboard the spacecraft. Next acquisition will be
Carnarvon in 20 minutes, 50 seconds. At Greenwich mean tine
17 hours, 18 minutes, thin is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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1> A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 38 ninutea. Acquisition coming at Carnarvon In

approximately 45 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this

pass over the Carnarvon tracking station. CAP COHM is

astronaut Bruce McCandleas.
cc Skylab, this is Houston; through Carnarvon

for 8-1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorder dump. Out.

CC PLT , this is Houston. Over.

PLT (Garble)

.

CC Okay, Bill, with respect to the T025

and the Nikon on it, NK-01, if you have not already stowed

the film from that camera we'd like for you to do so removing

it from the camera carefully so as to leave a trailer In the

film when you rewind It. This goes In H-/5- And 1 guess - Have

you gotten to it yet to give us oome words on the malfunction

or did you put that on the tape?
PLT Bruce, I put that on a tape last night. I think

it was a thermal problem.
CC Okay, and you copy H-25 for the film?

PLT Roger. H-25.
CC Okay .

C c Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact In 7 minutes through Guam at 17:54. Out.

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 17 hours

48 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon tracking station.

Biomedical officer informed Flight Director Nell Hutchinson

during this pass that they were receiving data that Science

Pilot Cd Gibson was performing his daily physical exercise,

either riding the bicycle ergometer or using one of the other

several of the exercise devices that are on board the Skylab.

The crew is apparently falling slightly behind the planned

flight time for today. Scheduled to begin in approximately

30 minutes or so his performance of the human vestibular function

experiment to be performed by Pilot Bill Pogue. In the 12 years

that man has been flying in space physicians have been curious

about the way the human Inner ear - the vestibular mechanism changes

In Its function In the weightless environment of space flight.

The Skylab IV crewmen today wlM add to the knowledge of how

the human sense of equilibrum behaves in space. Each of the

three crewmen will make a run of the M131 human vestibular function

experiment in a test of the s emir, i rc u 1 a r canel responses. Special

goggles attached to a rotating chair cov*r the crewmen's eyes

while the chelr is s,un up to a certain speed, then d e c e 1 1 e r a t ed .

A biteboard assures correct head position. The device measures

the effect of the Coriolus forces upon the inner ear. Coriolus

is a term used to describe a force within a rotating system. It
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is the same principle chat caused the whirlpool over the
bathtub drain to turn one way In the northern hemisphere,
and another way in the scuthern hemisphere. Eye movements
about the face and aft an eyeball axis are measured during
this experiment. Each crewman will be measured in the
(garble) gyral Illusion or OCI mode, six times during the flight.
M130 investigators are Dr. Ashton Graybiel and Dr. Earl Miller,
of the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories of Pensacola,
Florida. Next acquisition will be Guam tracking station in
approximately 2 minutes. We'll hold the line up for this
pass .

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Guam
for 6 minutes . Out

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact In 18 minutes through Goldstone at
13:17. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We show the
startracker is still tracking. We'd like to get the shutter
closed, please. Over.

CDR Okay , Bruce .

CC Roger; thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 1 minute with loss of signal ac Guam tracking station.
Next acquisition will be Goldstone in 16 minutes. The crew
of Commander Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue working o:i the
overage food reorganization at this time, with Science Pilot
Ed Gibson performing his daily physical exercises, either
on the bicycl? ergometer, which serves as an exercise device
and a medical experiment, or using one of the several other
experiment - exercise devices aboard the Spacecraft. Next
acquisition will be Goldstone in 15 minutes. At Skylab Control
this is Greenwich mean time 18 hours 2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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stowed In film vault F-510G, No particular location vii.Un
dr awe r G < Ove r

.

CDR Okay. He copies, Bruce.
CC Roge t , Je r

.

PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC We're listening. Go ahead.
PLT Roger. Reference PLT portion of the

Flight Plan at about 19:30 hours, reference (garble), I Just
wondered what that means. I can't find it. Ia that in -

(garble) housekeeping tabs or something?
CC There's a cue card onboard with the title

"Water tank drying" that contains the procedure for that. Over.
PLT Okay. And where 'i the cue card? Be a

good fellow and save you a half hour.
CC Bill, that should be in W-742 there.
PLT Thank you
CC And what it concerns is drying out of the

portable water tanks, preparatory to using it as a nitrogen
source for flushing the S201 experiment when you bring it back
in after use so that you get just the dry nitrogen 'nside
the tank

.

PLT Okay. Thank you.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead, CDR.
CDR Okay. The situation as it stands right

now is we've done no 131-1 stuff yet at all. We should be able
to otart picking it up about the time I'm getting mine. We can
get right in and get the other guys right after I'm through, and
I think wo can put that out pretty quick. What we've done,
is we've tried leap-frog ahead and pick up some of the knit-
picking things in housekeeping it ems tnd get them back - get
them done so that we can fr»e up the afternoon a little bit and
get this 131 duap done. The things that have rea).ly eaten our
lunch, the bigpst thing is this limb volume and the IR photo
stuff. That's just a pretty big (garble), list. We haven't
been allowed :he right anoint of time on it. That's partly our
fault -.ause we haven't gotten back to you very quickly and
told yuu how long it's really taking to do that job. The extra
45 minutes c f sleep we got this morning, bit us pretty well too.
I think we ought to be able to finish up the 131 this afternoon
with a little bit of Juggling. I just as soon drop this F.D4 1 OPS
with the TV. I think maybe we ought try to put that off until
tomorrow and get that at a little more leisurely pace.

CC Okay, Jerry. We're working along those
same lines hero right now making some trade-offs. If I interpret
you correctly, you'll be running your M131 run this afternoon
in about the time indicated on the Flight Plan and then following
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that with the other two or will you be dcing your 131 earlier?

C
?
R

. , t
No

«
let '

s I'll try to not <].» myUl. I don t think I'm supposed to do that within an hour ofeating, am I?

That' h correct,
CDR Okay, ao as soon as that hour's up. we'lltry to get started on 131 and then get the other one done too.cc Okay. We copy.
CDR We got nothing done on the overage foodreorganization mainlv because of the other lost time and cfcourse when we ask for private calls, that costs us eachabout 10 minutes or so.

.

CC
,

Okay. So I guess to recap, you've gottenthe housekeeping ite»s pretty much for the whole day takencare of and the SPT's gotten his PT out of the way and you'recoming up on lunch ti«. Is that a fair ascessment?
.

, ,
,

Yeah, that's right Bruce, and I'll tell youwhat. Let's tell the FAO in the future please, do net scheduleheavy exercise or any kind of exercise right after a neal.That s happened about three or four times now and there's lustway anyone of us is going to get on the bike and pedal 4 or5000 watts with having Just eaten a big meal.
C

f- ,

0ka V- w e copied all that and we're goln*over the hill here, AO seconds to LOS . Next station contact
in 9 ainutes through Ascension Island at 18:45.

t
CDR

,
Okay, Bruce and as soon as I get a coupleof moments free, I'm going to try to sit down In front of thetape recorder and try to give you a few bits of informationon scheduling and things like that and where wc seem to berunning into time problem.

CC Okay. I expect next site or two. we'llhave a revision for the - to the Flight Plan for you and we'lltalk to you over Ascension.
CDR Okay, Bruce.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

*8 hours, 37 minutes. We've lost the signal at Bermudatracking station. Next acquisition will b* Ascension in
7 minutes and 50 seconds. Earlier in this pass, Pilot Poguediscussing with CAP C0MM Bruce McCandless the 55-mi 1 1 Ime te

r

lens for the Nikon camera w; : ich he's scheduled to place inthe command module window for the first photography of themission of Comet Kohoutek. Three set - three separate ex-posure are set for this afternoon at Greenwich mean time

ft' 5f
rSt ex P°Sure of 6 ° seconds, will take a exposureof the star field. The second exposure, of 60 oecends at 2mxnutes, will take a picture of the Comet and a third exposure,
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seconds duration, will take another photograph of the star
field. Approximately 200 - more than gone 200 photographs
are scheduled to be taken with the S233 camera - 35-mi 11 1 me t e

r

camera of the Comet Kohoutok. For the next several weeks
beginning today through December 2nd, three exposures are sche-
duled to be made every 12 hours. Also reference to the
nitrogen line for the 201 camera, this experiment is scheduled
for another comet photography -md when It's returned to the
- returned to the workshop, it will be flushed with dry
nitrogen. Commander Jerry Carr reported tc Che ground, the
crew is still behind In their Flight Plan. Flight Director
Neil Hutchinson estimates the crew Is praaently approximately
2 hours behind in the Flight Plan. He has Just given instruc-
tions to the FAO , the Flight Activities Officer, to revise
this afternoon's Flight Plan eliminating ED-41, educational
experiment 41, ED-61, educational experiment 63, and delete
the remaining infrared photographs for the experiment of
Dr. William Thornton. Next acquisition will be Ascension
in approximately 5 minutes, 25 seconds. Greenwich mean time
18 hours, 39 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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rQ Skylib, this Is Houston through Ascension
for h inutes. There van some mod to your Flight Plan. Over.

'
1 Okay, Bruce. We're listening.

cc Okay. Cancel EDA 1 ops, TV-67, LD63 ops
with photo, stereo photos fcr three crewmen. Over.

PLT Roger. Copy, Bruce.
CC And hold off for further advise on the

nirror replacement. We're stil) trying to get a nap
model prediction run for the Kohoutek maneuver tomorrow. If
we cannot get that satisfactorily worked out, why we'll probablyslip it by a day and if that's the case, there's no need getting
to the mirror today. But, we'll get back to you on that

,probably in about an hour to an hour and a half. Over.
. ,

PLT Bruce. We've trained oa the mirror. Idon t think there's any problem. We'll try to get that donetoday . Try to work it in .

PLT And w « copied all the rest of it. Thank
you very much

.

CC Okay, Bill. That's okay. But w* prefer
you to put the mirror replacement farther down in todav's
time line so if we do decide to cancel it, we still have theoption of doing so. Over.

PLT Copy. Roger. It has last priority.
CC Roger.
PLT Also, I apologize for asking, but that

233, it was on my details pad, but I thought that we had
a little DET when - in the Flight Plan (garble) details pad.

cc Okay. There's no problem, Bill.

J

S
e

?T He y> Bruce. I've got a question for the
food folks.

cc Okay . Go ahead , Ed

.

SPT Bruce, wherever we have a mineral supple-
ment with calcium, I'm sorry, with potassium, do you suppose wecould get the orange juice put in there as an alternative tothat uupplenent? Apparently that's got a lot of potassium andwe do have some of that as overage from the first few days
And we'd much rather go that route.

CC Okay. You're requesting the orange juice
as a substitute for the potassium fill.

SPT Kigru, if that's possible.
CC Okay. We'l' vork that. And for, Bill

I believe this notation DET with a time is one that we're
*

using where the notation in the master Flight Plan there -
Summary Flight Plan would otherwise require too many lines
or too many characters for the space available. But on 233where we were able to work S233 ops into the column there, wefigured that maybe we should have put the word pad in also
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PLT No sweat I'll check everything next tlae.
cc We've got about 30 aeconds to LOS. Next

station contact is through Carnarvon in 25 minuteB at 19:15.
And we'll see you there. We've got the SPT's phone call set
up for Carnarvon at that time.

CDR Rog. He copies.
p A0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

18 hou-s 53 minutes. Loss of signal at Ascfinsion &a Skylab IV
Skylab space station on it's 2789th revolution of the earth
since its launch from Cipe Kennedy on May J4. Next acquisition
will be Carnarvon in 22 minutes 20 seconds. <.t Greenwich mean
time 18 hours 53 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich aaan tin*
19 hours 14 alnutaa. Acquisition coaing ov«r Carnarvon
tracking station in 45 seconds, We'll hold tht line up for
tha paaa. CAP COMM la aatronaut Bruce McCandleee.

CC Skylab, this la Houston; through Carnarvon
for 9-1/2 ainv»tes. SPT private con VHP left antenna up
in the coaaand aodule, and we'll be dumping your data voice
tape recorder, Over.

COR Roger, Bruce.
CC Skylab, thla la Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next atatlon contact in 3-1/2 alnutee through Guaa
at 19:29. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich Bean time
19 houra 26 minutes. Loaa of signal at Carnarvon. Next
acqulaltlon In 2 minutes will be Guaa tracking station.
The crew ahould be having their midday meal. Commander
Jerry Carr la acheduled to have a aalmon and peaches,
lemonade and biscuit* for his lunch. Science Pilot Ed
Gibaon haa chill, potato salad, pears, and orange drink on
his menu, k-hile Pilot Bill Pogue has turkey and gravy,
butteracotch pirduing, tea, and biscuita for his menu this
afternoon. Acquisition coming over Guam tracking station
In approximately 1 minute 15 seconds. We'll leave the line
open for this pass

.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this Is Houston coning to you
through Guam with 8 minutes. For your information we're
going to scrub thj S201 Kohoutak operations toaorrow and
con - and put that off until day 10 so that we can gst a
better handle on the aoaentua situation here. And we'll
be giving you further details as It developes . Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce; thanks.
CC And In that connection we'd like to

scrub out the AMS sslrror replaceaent tssks for today. We'll
put It b*-k In the flight plan for toaorrow. And as tlae
Is avail*.'".* today, we'd like y'all to press on with getting
the fruit >ver*ge stowed and the reorganisation taken care
of so we'll have a clean house and shipshape. Over.

CDR Very good.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston; 1 alnute to

LOS. Next station contact in 16 Minutes through Goldstone
at 19:55. Out .

pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich aean tine
19 hours 40 ainutea. We've had loss of signal at the Cuaa
tracltlng station. On this pass CAP COMM Bruce HcCandleas
inforaed th« crew that tomorrow's activity involving the
S201 XUV electro - e iec t ronogr a ph 1 c camera, which was scheduled
to sake photographs of the comet Kohoutek, this experiment
wili be ticrubbed for toaorrow. This has been done because
the spacecraft with this experiment requires to be rolled
90 iegrees about the X-axis in order to acquire the comet
usitg the articulate mirror system attached to this camera.
The taaera will be placed In the antisolar sirlock until a
better handle can be gotton on the control aoaengyro situation.
Flight Director Nell Hutchinson has taken the position to
scrub toaorrow's activity until a more refined - data can
be refined and a decision made whether or not to go ahead
and make that maneuver for the following day. To repeat:
The S201 camera photography of the comet Kohoutek scheduled
for tomorrow hss been canceled and will probably be rescheduled
on Sunday. Next acquisition will be Goldstone in approximately
13 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 41 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAQ Skylsb Control. Greenwich mean time
19 hours, 53 alnutes. Acquisition coming through th* Goldetone
tracking station in 50 aaconda , The crew's atill behind in
their Flight Plan today. Several actlvltlea Including two
educational experiments have been canceled for the day.
However, Pilot Pogue should be in the command nodule shortly
putting up the 35-all I lme te r camera for the first photography
of the comet Kohoutek, Acquisition shortly at the Golds tone
tracking station. CAP COM is astronaut Bruce McCandlees

.

fC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldatone
Corpus Chrlstl, and Herritt Island for a total of about 14
minutes. Out,

PLT Time out.
CC Your cutting out but go ahead.
PLT No, I'll fix the SlAs first.
CC Bill, all I copied there was a coaaent

of some sort with respect to the SIA.
PLT Yeah, I was Just trying to reconfigure

so that 1 wouldn't have this aqueal in the background.
CC Okay, it's still there.
PLT Okay Bruce.
PLT Okay.
CC Go ahead Bill

.

PLT Lets see what I was going to tell you
now, 1 had forgotten was that the answers to questions on
T025 are on the voice tape. Alao. it took quite a bit of
time and had to have some help in trying to locate this tank
drying procedure. We can't find the card anywhere. We've
looked In practically In every pocket ve can locate including
all the, of course the wardroom lockers. And we were wondering
If you could teleprinter us up the procedure, if it's not tooS
much troub le .

CC Standb y a second.
CC PLT this is Houston. If you have completed

the transferee that cue card will be in the minus Z SaL data
card kit. Have you checked there? Over.

PIT Yes I have, I'll check again. So CDR
backed me up on that. He checked there too.

CC Okay, stand by please.
CC PLT, Houston.
PLT Go.
CC Roger, scrub the water tank drying operation

for today since It's not required with the slip In the
Kohoutek ops, Aud we'll send you a new cue card on the
teleprinter tonight. Over.
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Skyiab Hlsalon Control at 21 hours,
30 alnutaa and 20 seconds Greenwich mean tiae. Skyiab
space station now coving within range «t the Goldstone
tracking antenna In California. We have the Una up liva
for air to ground through Goldstone, Thia naaa through
Goldatone and Texaa ahould be an extended one lasting
approximately 15 minute*. Flight Director Nell Hutchinaon
la now preparing to go off duty. He'll be available for
a change of ahift briefing at 4 » 15 p. a. Central Standard
Tlae in the Building 1 briefing rooa, Oncoalng Flight Director
la Don Fuddy. Thia la Skyiab Control, we have the line up
live for air to ground.

cc Skyiab, AOS atataaide for 14 minutes.
PLT (Garble)
CC Hello.
CC Skyiab, we've aent you a teleprinter

test aessage, the next one going by there, night check It and
see that it's printing legibly.

PLT It'll take a little while.
CC No hurry.
cc Skyiab, we're a einute from LOS and

12 minutes to the Vanguard at 21:56.
CDR Roger, story.
cc Going over the hill here we think we

need the ESS power back on for M131.
PA0 Skyiab Control at 21 houra, 46 alntuea

and 34 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skyiab space station
now passing over the Pacific Ocean south of Mexico is out
of range of the Texas tracking antenna. Our next acquisition
of signal 9 minutes and 15 seconds from now will be at
Vanguard. Thia is Skyiab Control at 47 mlnuces after the
hour .

END OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control at 21 hours 55 Minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab now about 55 seconds fro»
acquisition of signal fro* the Vanguard tracking ship. We'll
havs the line up for air-to-ground through Vanguard. A
reminder there is a change-of -ahi t t briefing scheduled
for 4:15 with Neil Hutchinson, the off-going Flight Director,
that will be in the Building 1 Briefing room. We're live
now for air-to-ground through Vanguard. Lasting approximately
9-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab AOS through the Vanguard for
9 minutes.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS.
Tananarive in 15 minutes at 22:20.

PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 6 minutes
and 53 seconds Creenwlch mean time. Skylab now out of range
of the Vanguard tracking ship. Our next acquisition at
Tananarive will be in 13 minutes and 49 seconds. By that
time we should have the press conference with off-going
Flight Director, Nell Hutchinson underway at the Building 1

Briefing room. He's now standing in Mission Control and
preparing to leave. The present time the Flight Director Is
Donald Puddy and the Spacecraft Communicator, Story Husgrave.
Corollary officer reports that still have no information
on whether or not the comet Kohoutek was photographed using
the S233, that's a Nikon camera set up in the command module.
They do expect however, that that photography was completed
and Story Muagrave, the Spacecraft Communicator indicated
that he will ask the Pilot Bill Pouge , who was scheduled to
perform the S233, whether he completed it or not at the next
opportunity. Bill Pogue was busy in the rotating litter
chair during this last pass, so we had no opportunity to ask
him that question. For tomorrow, Flight Director, Donald
Puddy has asked his Flight Controllers to review the possibility
of a crew day off because an extensive analysis is required
of the control moment gyro problem and its effect on maneuvers
- the present plan is to have some hou - minor housekeeping
activities performed tomorrow and perhaps a trim burn which
was scheduled earlier. But otherwise, tomorrow may be a crew
day off. Flight Director, Neil Hutchinson should be able to
give you some additional information on that and he will be
over there in approximately 7 minutes. This is Skylab Control
our next acquisition 12 minutes and 20 seconds from now.
It's now 8 minutes and 31 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 8 alnutes
and 12 seconds Greenwich Bean tine. Skylab apace station
now about 2-1/2 alnutes from acquisition of signal at the
Go Ms ton a tracking antenna, We had a recording aade at
the Tananarive pass completed about 45 alnutes ago. That
pass is a very brief one with very little conversation in it,
We'll play back that conversation at this time.

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive 6 alnutes.
CC Skylab, we're a couple of r.inutes Sroa

LOS, see you over at Goldstone in 45 alnutes at 23:11,
pA0 This is Skylab Control, that concludes

the recording at Tananarive pass. Our next a-.quisition of
signal a minute and 45 seconds from now at Goldstone tracking
antenna. That pass through Goldstone will be » short one
about a 4 alnute pass, a low elevation pass so we will be
picking up through Goldstone. We'll have the line up live
for air-to-ground through the Goldstone tracking antenna.

CC Skylab, AOS through Goldstone for 4

alnutes

.

cc Jerr, you got a couple of alnutes to
dlncuss tomorrow's flight plan?

CDR Right with you Story.
CC Okay.
CDR Co ahead Stoiy.
CC Jerr, In looking at tomorrow's flight

plan we'd like to make that the crew day off in *ieu of the
crew day off on mission day 13, to help you get caught up and
get ahead of the power curve. Also, to help us work up soae
two CMG operation procedures. The only specific things we'll
put on it are trim burn and some ATM and AM battery verification
test. Those are the only discrete items that'll be on it.
But we'll also include an optional on shopping list in order
of priority.

CDR That's sounds very fine, Story. It'll
give us a chance to get caught up.

CC Yea air, I th:nk that will help you,
and help us too. And the execute shift during the day real
time, they'll have some other things for you if you happen
to want some more to do. And we won't send a summary flight
plan up to you, we'll send up Just one detail pad that'll
have the trim burn times and the battery verification times.
And also of course a maneuver pad for the trim burn.

CDR Okay, it sounds very good, Story.
CC And we'll be getting you some NuZ up-

dates also cause we'll be running the ATM unattended ops,
and the reason for putting the battery verification test on
for tomorrow is that if you run those during a normal operation
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day it means you're running to the STS all tha tin* to gat

thlnga done when you're trying to run other axpariaanta.
CDR Roger.
8PT Say, Story, when you think we'll be

coning around (garble) attended ATH ops?
CC It'll be about - that'll alip ua one

day here Ed, that'll be on mission day 12 we'll be getting

to that

.

SPT Okay, thank you Story.
CC And we're about 20 aeconda from LOS,

We'll Bee you over the Vanguard in 20 minutes at 23:33.

And I'll be duaping the data dump recorders there.
CDR Thank you Story. In our (garble) observations

todfcy on 131 we saw the subject tend to alip into 133 very

easily.
CC Yes sir. That's a good observation. It's

been noticed In past. While I got you there, did Bill get

the S233 ops done?
CDR Stand by.
CC We're going over tne hill. We'll

catch you at the Vanguard.
PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 16 minutes

and 23 seconds Greenwich aean tine. Skylab space station
now out of range of the Goldstone tracking antenna. And
we're 16-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition at Vanguard.
Unfortunately at the very end of that pass, Spacecraft
Communicator Story Husgrave did ask whether or not the

comet Kohoutek photography had been completed and Commander
Carr reported that he would check with Bill Pogue. He said

stand by and that was the last we heard from them. We

probably will get an answer on that in another 16 minutes
at Vanguard. This is Skylab Control at 16 minutes and

54 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control it 23 hours, 32 alnutas
Greenwich aean tiaa, Present tine the Skylab space station la

crosalng the Pacific Ocean near the coast of Chile and we're
50 seconds froa acquisition of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. This pass will last for approx laately 10 ainutee
and we have the line live for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through the Vanguard
for 10 alnutes ,

PIT Story, this is the PLT here.
CC Co ahead , Bill .

PLT Rog, ay tlae pad for the (garble) observation
23 starts at 23:51.

CC Bill, that's the older pad the new one
starts earlier .

PLT Okay, then I '->lew it. I had the camera
up there waiting for 23:51 to c rt »y around,

CC Stand by 1,

PLT It said no change on the suaaary flight
plan.

CC Stand by 1. we're working it Bill.
CC While I got you could you verify that

you didn't find the water tank dryer cue cards so we can
ship another one up to you in the teleprinter.

PLT Negative, we did not find one, so do, yes
send it up.

CC And one other question for you Rill, did
y'all put out the twin pole sail a a a p i e dirlng the EVA, I'd
looking at the duap tape, there's no mention of It.

SPT Roger, we did do that Story, there was
some references in there to the date which we had to take off
of it, to get it deployed and we also on the dump tape mentioned
that there was soae (garble) degree overlap. One - one's laying
on the other maybe around 1 percent or so, at most,

CC Okay, thanks Ed.
SPT I think if you'll dig back in there, Story

you'll find it, it was just before we started the D024 operation.
CC Okay.
CC Bill , Houston
PLT (garble)
CC That pad that you've got for S233 that one

also was good, you can go ahead and take data with the one you've
got .

PLT Roger , I'll do it .

CC Thank you.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, see you

over Tananarive in 15 minutes at 23:56, if we miss you there,
the next one's Hawaii at 00:41.
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PAO SkyUb Control at 23 hour*, 45 minutea,
Greenwich mean tine. We'ra now out of range of the Vanguard
tracking atlp on next acquisition 12 minute* and 24 aeconda
from now will be at Tananarive. During this laat pass , some
dlscusalon of the problem with the Coaet photography, the
comet photography was scheduled In our fllgnt plan today for
20:48 Greenwich mean time, about three hours ago. It was
not performed at that time, however, Pilot Bill Pogue was
working with an earlier pad which was sent up indicating
a time of 23:51 that's 3:51 Central Standard Time and said
that he Intended to take pictures at 5:51. As It happened
during the evening last night in the planning the CALCOM
Flight Plan, the Plight Plan used i r. Mission Control and
the Flight Plan that's aent up to the crew, differed from
the teleprinter's message, It was sent up on specific
instructions on how to operate the camera and the time
for the photography and the correction was sent up to a later
pad so that there were two teleprinter pads on board and
the Pilot waa ualng an earlier pad. Aa It turna out the
Comet is visible a number of times during the day and during
various nighttime passes of which you'll have one every
hour - hour and a half and the opportunity at 23:51 Greenwich
mean time is still a good one. For that reason Sill Pogue
is expected to be performing that photography in about
another 5 minutes. Present time planning for tomorrow's flight
plan is still underway here at Mission Control, it does now
appear it will be a day off for the crew and the only specific
duties to be assigned will probably be a bnttery capacity
test. This is a teat similar to those performed during the
last Skylab Mission to determine whether or not the batteries
have degraded substantially since that Mission. Of course
battery capacity is essential for certain pasaej Including
those Earth Resources passes which require the spacecraft to

be maneuvered and lowered the total amount of power available
through the solar rays. in addition to that tomorrow, the
crew will have a shopping list and there is a plan for a

trim burn, that is a burn to modify the orbit very slightly
about a five foot per second burn and that burn 5.8 feet a

second change of velocity will be a poslgrade burn, that's
forward looking on the dark side of che Earth and the burn
will move the space craft Into a slightly higher orbit and
thereby put it on a ground track that's - the preschedule
one for Earth Resources Passes, There will be a conference
underway shortly in Mission Control with people at the
Huntsville operation Center on the problem of the Control
Moment gyros and we should have additional Information on that
later this evening. It's now 47 minutes after the hour,
this is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 55 minutes
and 53 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now about 55
seconds from acquisition of signal at Tananarive. We'll
have the line apply for air-to-gtound this pass lasting
about 10 minutes 50 seconds. We'll go directly over the
Island of Madagascar in the Malagasy Republic. And we have
the line up live now for conversation between spacecraft
communicator Story Musgrave and the crew of the Skylab
space station .

CC Skylab AOS through Tananarive for
9 minutes.

PLT Story, PLT here.
CC Go ahead Bill.
PLT All right. 1 got the 3 exposures on the

comet. I think I was off about - 30 seconds late on the
exposure. One thing that might help in the future to make
sure that we • rt pointing at the right area of the horiaon
is to reference it to the large ATM solnr panel there that
by the way shield a large portion of the horizon. 1 wasn't
sure what portion of the ho.izon they wanted or where the
comet was. In fact you might even give us a reference
constellation if there is one of the prominent constellations
there or a major star. And I think I got the an area there
of course the one ATM panel covers a large portion of the
hor ison .

CC Okay, thanks Bill.
CC And Bill or anybody we got some flight

plans and things to ship up to you through the teleprinter
test message okay?

SPT Stand by I'll check it .

SPT It looks good Story. And what ever it
say* out there we'll do it.

CC Okay grea t .

CC Skylab we're a couple minutes from LOS
see you over Hawaii in 36 minutee and 00:41. I think my
last call dropped out here we're 2 minutes from LOS see you
over Hawaii at 00 :41

.

SPT Okay Story.
PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours 7 minutes

and 20 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
now out of range of Tananarive. Our next acquisition of
signal approximately 34 minutes from now will be at Hawaii.
During this last pass Bill Pogue the pilot of the Skylab
space station indicated that he had gone up to the command
module and taken 3 photographs as scheduled first photographs
of the comet Kohoutek. He did indicate that he was having
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some difficulity on deciding exactly where to look on the
horizon. The comet still a very faint glow on the horizon
even from Skylab. They verc using of course a 35 millimeter
Nikon camera with a 3tandard lens. He did ajik for additional
reference information for future photography. That is expected
to be performed about twice every day for the next 28 day.
One of the things he indicated is he would like reference to
the large ATM solar panel that's visible to and from the
command module window. The camera is arranged in the left
window of the command module and it can be pushed back out
of the way for protection against radiation. That film should
last them approximately 8 days. They're shooting about 3 frames on
each execution. And they have something over 200 frames
all together. 33 minutes till our next acquisition of signal
this is Skylab Control at 8 minutes 38 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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p AO Skylab Control at 0 hours 40 minutes
and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now coming into
range of the Hawaii tracking antenna. And we'll have the
line live for air-to-ground for about 9 minutes through
Hawaii

.

cc Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 9 minutes.
CDR Rog, Story.
CC And who's near the STS at this time?
SPT SPT, Story.
CC Okay, Ed could you check on panel 202

circuit breaker S193 heater, power circuit breaker 7. Check
what position it's in, if it's open we'd like it closed? That'
right In the middle of the panel.

SPT Say again the location, please Story?
CC Say again, Ed?
SPT Yeah, would you give me the location again

please ?

CC It's right about the middle of panel
202. And it's the S193 heater circuit breaker. It's about
the third row down on the left hand side towards the middle.

SPT Story, it's already closed.
CC Okay, thanks. And while I got you

here could you give us a warm feeling down here and tell
us how well you cinched down that oanuel launch lock in on
the pitch rotor? Did you g - -

SPT Bill will have to answer it though,
but 1 watching him. And he looks as though he really
cinched it down real hard as he was fixing it down, I

was trying to see how much resistence to motion he was
putting into. And then when we got all done I could not
budge it and without overpowering the - the structure
behind it. So he tied it down pretty tight.

CC Okay, thanks.
P *-T Yeah, Story, that's he encountered

a little bit of resistence you know and then as he got
to the end there I really leaned in to it, it ought to be
very firm.

CC Thanks Bill

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS.
We'll see you over the Vanguard in about 20 minutes at
01:11, be dumping the data voice recorders there. And the
TACS nib you had a few minutes back there was a
momentum desaturatlon nib and the momentum is moving
down now we don't expect to have anymore at least until
you get on the other side of the orbit, may be one then.

PA0 Skylab Control, at 0 hour 50 minutes
and 45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
now crossing the Nor - North Pacific Ocean, is out of range
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of the Hawaii tracking station. Our next acquisition 20

minutes and 27 seconds from now, that will be at Vanguard.
During this last pass ground informed the crew that if they

had noticed a firing of TACS , a very short minimum impulse
firing of the TACS gas that is was due to momentum
saturation and that was a desatuvation firing. They still

do not quite understand why that firing took place. Normally
when the control moment gyros are functioning properly
no saturation occurs except when there's been venting or

some other disturbance of the vehicle. But they are

investigating the problem and although it's a very small one

they are trying to do everything they can to limit the use
of TACS gas. A substantial supply available but in the long

run they would like to keep that supply intact. In talking
to the Corollary officer they have no fear that Pilot Bill
Pogue successed in taking pictures of the comet Kohoutek
which is a very faint light on the horizon. He was instructed
to photograph through the left window of the command module
and looking through that the comet is located in the direct
center of it. That's a standard lens is used, it's almost
impossible to avoid photographing the comet when he

photographed through the window. But they will get additional
instructions to Pilot Pogue for future use in photographing
the comet, that will be listed as number 1 priority on the

shopping list for the crew tomorrow, opportunities for

photography of the comet occurred twice. Once at 15:24
Greenwich mean time the second time at 23:11 Greenwich mean
time. This is Skylab Control it's now 52 minutes and 32

seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour 10 minutes,
and 26 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
now about to come into acquisition of signal through the
Vanguard tracking ship. We're 50 seconds now from acquisition
the pass through Vanguard will last about 9-1/2 minutes
We'll have the line up live for air-to-ground through the
Skylab space station.

Cc Skylab AOS through the Vanguard for
9 minutes.

, .

CC Skylab we're a minute from LOS and about
1 hour from Hawaii at 02:18 and we'll be ready for the evening
status report at Hawaii.

PLT Roger Story. So long.
CC Bye.
PA0

,
Skylab Control at 1 hour 21 minutes and

23 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station nowcrossing the south Atlantic out of range A the Vanguard
tracking antenna. Our next acquisition 56 minutes and
45 seconds from now. That will be at the Hawaiian Islands.
Conversation with Marshall Space Flight Center operation
support there has been completed. There will be additionalconversation concerning the control moment gyros tomorrowafternoon. But preliminary findings are quite limited atthis time. They have made some comparisons between the failurethis morning of control moment gyro number 1. One large
gyroscope that is no longer operating. That was a very
rapid failure i n which the wheel was said to have had an increasedtemperature and then come to a sudden stop. Perhaps having
ceased up - bearing ceased up. They did comparisons with astudy that had been done in vacuum testing here at Johnson Spacecenter more than a year ago. In those test they found thatthere is a gradual rise in temperature when lubricant islacing around the bearing. That the temperature rises
gradual over a period of several days and at the saae timethere s a gradual decrease in speed. Those tests in Houstonwould seem to Indicate that a lubrication starvation is not
a reason for the control moment gyro failure. However, there'salso a theory that the control moment gyro which Is believed
to have stopped may In fact still be spinning and that the
failure may have been In a tachoneter related to it. That
would indicate that the control moment gyro is however not
operating but is in effect spinning even though it is no
longer under control. Right now there is very little certainty
about either of those things. They are reviewing that atMarshall at the Huntsvllle Operations Support Center and
it a also b.ing reviewed by staff here at Mission Control.
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Right now the review of the control moment gyro number 2

which had some unusual activities about a week ago shows
that there is no similarity between the two. And they do
not believe that the control moment gyro number 2 is likely
to experience the same sort of failure experienced by control
moment gyro 1. One interesting fact is that the control moment
gyro number 1 that failed today as the one that has beared
bears most of the load of the three. At normally the control
program the computer program that operates the control moment
gyro instructs control moment gyro number 1 to bear the largest
load, number 2 to bear the next largest load and number 3 to
bear the least load. Now for that reason it's possible that
control moment gyro 1 having experienced the greatest stress
may have failed under that stress. At this time of course
the load is distributed between the remaining two. They are
also investigating the possibility of what would happen if
another control moment gyro were to go. One of the findings
preliminary at this time is that it would be difficult and
perhaps impossible to do any Earth resources or sum - Sun
centered observation with only 1 control moment gyro. The
major problem is due to what's called the gravity gradiant.
the pull on the Earth varying from one point to another on
the orbit can give a slight twist to the vehicle. And that
twist would make it very difficult to get accurate data from
eitner Earth resources or from the Sun. There would be some
variation at all times in the orbit. That is of course still
preliminary and they will be doing some revision of that.
The Kuntsville Operation Support Center supported the view
of Mission Control that we should go ahead with the trim
burn scheduled for tomorrow. That trim burn with a slight
increase in the velocity of about U miles per hour Increase
in the velocity of this space station. Just put it
on the ground track it's suitable for Earth resources studies.
One of the arguments used in favor of that was that if,
should another control moment gyro fail that addition fuel
that would be saved by not using the trim burn would be of
little use in any case for either earth resources or solar
studies. There will be enough fuel left for about 15 days
of control by the command module's RCS , reaction control
systti should the failure occur on the control moment gyro
and they have done some calculation of possible use of
thruster attitude control system gas. Procedures are now
being prepared for that possible failure so that it can be
lmpleaented immediately. There is also jome discussion going
on here in mission control of the last burn, the last firing
of thruster attitude control system gas. But not being
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PAO Skylab Control, at 2 hours 49 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Present time the Skylab space station
Is about to crosa the Coast of Chile and we would expect that
Jerry Hordinsky, the surgeon on duty is talking now with the
crew about their physical condition and we'll get a report
from him later this evening. During the status report at
Hawaii, Commander Carr indicated that the Science Pilot Ed
Gibson had taken one drug that - what we call Pro F, it's
promethazine ephedrine and that drug is primarily an anti-
motion sickness drug. However in this case the surgeon is
quite convinced that it is not being used for anti-motion
sickness. In fact in test run before the crew was put into
orbit, Ed Gibson found that this was an excellent sleep
inducer for him. So he's using it as a sleeping pill. They'r
not to certain about the use of - the exact tiaie of it -

it was indicared that it was used at 22:00 hours. They
don't know whether that was meant to be Greenwich mean time
today or Central standard time last night. Most probably
that was at 10 o'clock last evening, central standard tine
Just before the crew went to sleep. It does take a little
while for it to operate but surgeon Hordinsky indicated that
he's quite convinced that it was being used as a sleep
cinducer. Ed Gibson indicated that he preferred that to the
3 sleeping drugs that are onboard, and he found that in fact
it was more effective as a sleep conducer than it was
as an an - anti-aotion drug for the Science Pilot. Science
Pilot will be scheduled tomorrow for the comet photography.
Praently two pads being sent up, one for the Science Pilot
and one for the Commander. The Science Pilot is scheduled to
perform the photography of the comet at 15:24, 15:26 and 15:29
one shot of the comet two shots of star fields, both before
and after the shot of the comet, 15:26 the exact time for the
photography of the comet Kohoutek. Commander will be m,iking
a comet photography at approximately 23:11 to 23:16. Again
three shots, one of the star field at 23:11, one of the comet
at 23:13 and one of the star field again at 23:16. In
addition to information on the comet's location. It's located
near the center of window number 1, the left window of the
command module. The crew will also receive information on
it's right ascension and declination. That information will
allow them to look at their star charts and discover the
exact location of the comet very near the star Corvus.
Comet at this time is visible in the early mornings in this
area and across the United States about 3 hours and a quarter
before sunrise. And It's located in the southeastern sky.
Very faint - Just baroly brighter than the rest of the
stars. We'll keep the line up now for air-to-ground through
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Vanguard In the event that the medical conference does
conclude before the pass is over. We have about 7 minute*
left in this pass

.

p AO Skylab Control, at 3 hours Greenwich
mean time. Skylab space station now out of range of the
tracking station now tracking ship Vanguard. We're 4-1/2
minutes from our next acquisition at Ascension. Medical
conference in progress at Vanguard and we did not get back
the live air-to-ground during that pass. We expect to hear
from them again in another 4 minutes and 20 seconds, and we'
come up live at that time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, at 3 hour 4 minutes nnd
4 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
approaching the tracking antenna at Ascension. We'll have
the line up live for air-to-ground in about 50 seconds through
the Ascension tracking station, the pass lasting about 6-1/2
minutes

.

CC Skylab, AOS through Ascension for 6

minutes and this is our last pass for the night.
CDR Thanks Story.
CDR Hey, Story what time is our plus five critical

exercises in the morning?
CC 13:26 is the earliest one, that's a

NuZ update. And we can change that if that's too early.
CDR Who's got it?
CC Okay, thanks, you reminded me of some-

thing. We're sending up one Flight Plan, we're sending it
all to you, but we're sending up three copies and you can
divide up the tasks as you wish among the three crew members.

CDR Okay, when are you going to send that
up, tonight or in the morning?

CC It'll probably be at Vanguard at about
04:27.

CDR Okay, good enough. Thank you,
CC Skylab, we're shipping up a Flight Plan

to you now. It has has not been completely reviewed but we thought
you'd like to look at it and during the night we'll ship
up three final copies to you.

CDR Okay, great Story. And we'll arm
wrestle over who has to get up and do the first NuZ update.

CC Okay, ard we're about a minute from LOS.
We'll get as much as this Flight Plan up to you as we can.
The housekeeping 84T, which you may or may not have a

correlation within your SWS system book is the water tank
ou t .

CDR Okay .

SPT Rog , copy that.
CC And is wake up at 13:19 all right?
SPT Yeah , that '11 be okay

.

CC We can get you a later one if you like?
CDR Okay, great go ahead and give us a later

CC Okay, we'll change that NuZ update.
CDR Fine and dandy and if one of us wakes up

early and wants to go do it, we'll go get it done and we'll
let you know

.

CC How about waking up over Hawaii at 14:08?
CDR That sounds good.
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ue 11 be 8° in & ove ^ the hill hereany second. We will not call you but the next pass isVanguard in about an hour and 17 minutes at 04:27.
SPT Good night Story.
c<- Good night to you.

down there.
C°° d St ° ry

'
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CC Okay
,

1 '11 do my best

.

a . JA0
. „ Skylab Control, at 3 hours 12 minutesand 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. That's our last passof tne evening, the crew is scheduled to go to bed at 10 o'cl<Central standard time and our next pass will not be foranother hour and 14 minutes. So we did have a good nightfrom Spacecraft Communicator Story Musgrave to Commander Carrand the other two members of the Skylab crew. Tomorrow'sscheduled calls for the crew to be off duty virtually theentire day. The only thing planned tha - the activitiesfor the present time are some housekeeping activities andthe operation of the S233, that's the camera operationdescribed earlier. S233 operations are to take place twiceour understanding is that it will be done once by the SciencePilot at approximately 15:24 and the second time by theCommander, time scheduled for that is shortly after 23-00hours. In the Flight Plan that was sent up Just now for the

as Pilot activites but those will be dona now by all threecrew members. Science Pilot and Commander will be doingthem tomorrow, Pilot Bill P0gue having done them of co seearlier this evening. Also scheduled for housekeepingtomorrow, a water tank dry out will be done early in the
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te \ the CIew avak"- That discussion duringthis last pass is about a NuZ update activity that requiresone of the crew members to participate. Science Pilot toperform that originally was scheduled for 13:26, that's
7:26 in the morning, Houston time. It's now been shifted to8:08 Houston time tomorrow morning, slightly later becausethe crew did ask that they have a little bit of additionalcleep. Also scheduled for tomorrow housekeeping activitiesbattery verification test on both CBRM and power conditioninggroups. CBRM is their charger battery regulator monies

*

that are powered by the ATM solar array. And the powerconditioning group PCG number 6 which is one of the PCGs thatis powered by the orbital workshop solar array, the onethat was deployed in the first mission. Those will betested for total battery capacity. The meens used to test
f;;.

1'" 'J"
C ° run d°™ durln * night and notall^w them to be charged up in the daytime until they reach
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours, 24 minutes
and 19 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
still well out of range of any American or foreign tracking
stations a^d we will not have another acquisition this evening.
We do now have the Mission Surgeon's daily report on crew health
and we'll read that at this tine. The crew is looking forward
to the day off as a chance to consolidate their moving into
the workshop. The Commander and Pilot initiated treadmill
exercise today and confirmed that the device gives a strenuous
work out of the lower extifloicy muscles. The Science Pilot
utilized a anti-motion sickness medication strictly for the
delayed sedation and sleeping enhancing elicited by the
medication, for him it works better than the three standard
sleep assisting medication on board. Signed Jerry Hordinsky
for Dr. Hawkins. That is the crew surgeon's report, a bit
of additional information established for tonight indicated
that the Commander had use the treadmill tor a period of
5 minutes and the Pilot for a period of 6 minutes. That
concludes our broadcast for today, our next opportunity will
be tomorrow morning at 6 a. to., the crew will not be expected
to be up until approximately 8, though, we will have somebody
on duty and there may be a report early in the morning. This
is Skylab Control at 25 minutes and 32 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO TIiIh Is Skylab Control. Greenwich mean
time 12 hours, 13 minutes. We've had loss of signal at

Honeysuckle. The crew, Skylab IV crew of Gerald Carr,
Dr. Ed Gibson, Bill Pogue , still asleep on this, their
9th day in orbit. Today is a day off for the craw of

Skylab IV. They have a rather easy Flight Plan of the
day, repeating photographs of the Comet Kohoutek using the
S23 3 35-millimeter camera through the command module
window. Some more housekeeping chores, getting their
spacecraft shipshape for another week of activity and
preparations for a trimdown. Put their vehicle back
on track for the Earth Resources Experiment program. At
Greenwich mean time 12 hours, 14 minutes. Scheduled
wakeup time this morning is 8:0S Central Standard Time.
This is Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 12 hours,
14 minutes

.

END OF TAPE I
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 8 minutes. Slightly less than 1 hour remaining in
the crew's sleep period for today. Day 9, mission of Skylab IV
is a day off for the crew Skylab Commander Jerry Carr, Science
Pilot Ed Gibson, and Pilot Bill Pogue. A quiet Flight Plan
today, including photography of the Comet Kohoutek by Pilot
Bill Pogue from the command module window at 15:20 GMT. And
again scheduled for 23:05 GMT. This is the fourth series.
Thi3 will be the fourth series of photography of the Comet using
the S233 experiment. A 35-millimeter camera which takes
one picture cf a star field out of focus. A picture of the
Comet in focus and a third picture out of focus of the star
field. This is done twice a day and will be done twice a day
through December 3rd. On tap at Greenwich mean time 02:72,
this evening, is a trim burn to put the spacecraft on a proper
orbit for the Earth resources passes. Presently the spacecraft
is approximately 1/2 mile off groundtrack, West of the
groundtrack and the burn at 02:22 is - will give the spacecraft
a Delta-V of 5.8 feet per second. Refining it into a more
circular orbit. Again slightly 1 hour remaining - less than
1 hour remaining to the crew wakeup time at 14:05 at Greenwich
mean time 13 hours 10 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 50 minutes. Currently over the Honeysuckle tracking
station on this the 2,800th revolution of the Skylab space station
since its launch from Cape Kennedy on May 14th. Skylab crew
is scheduled to be awakened at the Goldstone pass in approximately
23 minutes from now. Begin their 9th day in orbit. Today
a light work day for the three crew members. Co mm andtr Gerald
Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibson, and Pilot bill Pogue. Each
crew member has a large block of time today marked off-duty.
Major activities today include checking of the battery system
aboard the spacecraft. Specifically checking PCG6

,
power

conditioning group number 6, which controls the power from
the solar array on the workshop. And CBRM, charge of battery
regulator module number 18, which regulates the power from
the ATM solar panel. Checks of these batteries are made
periodically prior to EREP passes, possibly an EREP pass
scheduled for Monday. The crew will be awakened at the
Goldstone pass in approximately 22 minutes 45 seconds. Green-
wich mean time 13 hours 52 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
12 minutes. Acquisition coming at the Goldstone tracking
station in 1 minute 50 seconds with a new light crew - flight
control crew up here at the Mission Control Center. Flight
Director is Don Puddy , rjw CAP COMM is astronaut Bob Crippen
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We expect a uakeup call at Goldstone in approximately 1 minute
and 30 seconds for the crew to begin their 9th day in orbit.
A day off for the three crew members, Commander Gerald Carr,
Science Pilot Ed Gibson, and Pilot Bill Pogue. A series of
housekeeping chores today in addition to another pair of
photographic sessions with the comet Kohoutek from the
command module using the S233 experiment, a 35-millimeter
Nikon camera which Pilot Pogue will take three seperate exposures
this morning and again this afternoon. A trim burn is

scheduled for 8:20 this evening, Central Standard Time, to

place the Sky lab space station is in the proper - over the
proper ground track in order to begin the Earth resources
passes scheduled for the next several days. We'll hold the
line open for CAP COMK Bob Crippen and the callup as the
space station completes its 2,800th revolution of the Earth
since launch from Cape Kennedy, Florida on May 14.

(Music) "Paralyzed" by Legendary, Stardust Cowboys.
CC Good morning from team 3 Skylab. Time

to get up and enjoy your day off.
CDR Good morning, Crip.
CC Morning; morning. We guys in team 3 been

practicing Just so we'd know how to do a day off we've been loafing
for the past week

.

CDR Hey, that's neat.
CC (Garble) they let some of us since he had to

come over and work last night.
CC Skylab Houston. For your information

we're currently AOS through Goldstone for about 6-1/2 minutes
we lost that Hawaii pass we told you we were gonna wake you
up on last ni gh t

.

CDR Lucky for us.
CC Get soce more good sleep.
CDR Rog. You gonna read us the funnies this

morning?
CC Didn't work. You guys haven't had a

chance to hear me read the news and the funnies yet. You're
really in for a treat.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston; we're at 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again in 4-1/2 minutes over Bermuda.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through

Bermuda for about 5-1/2 minutes but we got a keyhole coming
up in about 2, and I'll give you a warning on that one.

CDR Roger.
CC Say, Jer, I don't know if you guys

got sleep out of your eyes or not but when you get a chance

to go rake a look at the teleprinter messages. There's one

we'd like you to, in particular, to see whether some lines

repeated on it. It had a funny last night from INCO. So

either this pass or later when you grab them, I'd like to talk
to you about it.

CDR Okay.
CC Sure some other people have probably

conoented on it, but you guys had probably one of the prettiest
liftoffs out of the Cape that there's ever been. That was
a fantastic day to go.

CDR Yeah, that's what our wives told us; thanks.
Didn't see a cloud in the sky.

CC None other than the one the con - condensation
thing that you guys lifted when you went through the contrail
area, that was all there was. Okay, we're coming up on

keyhole in about 30 seconds and I'll call you when we're out

of it.

CDR Okay, I'll go get the flight plan.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston We're through the key-
hole still over Bermuda for 1-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip. I've got the Flight Plan.
CC Okay. We had a series of checklist changes

there, which - the way we always get the mission started off

with a little checklist change. One of them dealt with M487
on the - using the mushrooms. It was a checklist change for
487 and it titled " M4 - M487 foot restraints." It's measure
number 933 and we'd like to know if the first, second or third -

or - correction - if the first line repeated about 3 times.
CDR Crip, messages jump from 901 to 906 to

931. Let me check and see about the ones we got last night.
(Garble) now.

CC Yeah, this should be something that came
up last night and you will find that the numbers will Jump
around. Those don't necessarily come up in sequential order.
We're about 1-30 seconds from LOS now. We'll see you again
at 14:37 over Canary. We'll be doing data voice recorder dump
and that's about 4 minutes from now. We can talk about it

there.
CDR Okay. I got 933. It looks good. I don't

see any funny stuff.
CC Okay. Fine. The only problem here is

that IN'CO wasn't getting his necessary verifications down so

we weren't sure whether all the lines got in right. You might
notice that we did send you preflight plans which are essen-
tially like the ones you got yesterday. The only significant
change was the NuZ update time. We just made it later so you
could sleep in.

CDR Thank you. Appreciate it.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Canary, 9 minutes.
And we're doing a data voice recorder dump.

CC Skylab, Houston. If you're interested and
everybody's got the sleep out of their eyes, I could read you
a few news i terns

.

CDR Okay, Crip. Go ahead.
CC Rop. The dollar rallied sharply in Europe

Friday reaching some of its best levels in 8 months and you

guys were in the news, of course, with then you were given
Saturday off. So that y o u could get a little bit better organized
for your planned record mission and the groand can complete
an ascessment of the loss of the CHG. They did say that one
of the large gyroscopes that kicks Skylab in a stable attitude,
went out while the crew was asleep yes - Friday morning. And
we're still taking a good look at that down here now. Presi-
dent Nixon cut short his Thanksgiving holiday today, for a

meeting of the - on the energy crisis. It is believed, the

President's recommendations will include a ban on Sunday gaso-
line sales and restriction on cons urrp t ion of heating fuel for
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home and Industry. In the JSC news, you and your families took

up the front page of the Roundup. The Carr , Gibson, and Pogue
family photos occupy the front page along with news of your
spectacular launch and stories about Kohoutek and gypsy moth.
In sports on Thanksgiving Day, Notre Dame beat the Air Force.
Texas defeated the Aggies, yeah. Washington Redskins skinned
the Hons, and the Cowboys fell to the Miami Dolfins, 14-7.

Also, on Turkey Day, number 2, Alabama defeated LSU, 21 to 7.

Today, Oklahoma claimed their number 1 and Flight says he
concurs with that after trouncing Nebraska 27 to nothing.
And I can't find any funnies.

CDR Hey, Crip. Thanks for the news. Appreciate
hearing a little bit about our home.

CC Rog.rog. Some of the --
CDR Looks like the folks up north are getting

quite a bit of snow. It looks very cold.
CC That makes me glad I'm down south. Some

of the controllers in the room said I was the funnies when I

was reading the news.
CDR You are kind of strange but 1 didn't want

to sent ion i t .

CC Thanks. I need some support.
CDR Try to get even for that reveille you gave

us this morning, Crip. That was a nerve jangler.
CC I thought you'd appreciate that. Owen

said it sounded like Marines doing close order drill.
CDR I'll get Oven for that.
CC I think Jtck took care of him. Jerry, you

might be interested Bill Bullock. Said he's been trying to

scrounge up some MG parts for you in I,A . They haven't been
successful yet. Going to have to start looking in England next.

CDK Say again, Crip.
CC Said Bill's said he's been trying to find

some parts for your little sports car but he hasn't been suc-

cessful out on the west coast. He said he's going to have to

England next, I guess.
CDR Son of a gun*. Wouldn't think they'd be

that hard t o find.
CC Oh well, he's got to have some kind of

excuse to keep going out the west coast, I guess.
CDR Rog.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again over Honevsuckle at 15:22, that's about
36 minutes away and if you guys will give INCO a NuZ update
while we're gone, he would appreciate it.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 14 hours,
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46 minutes. A wakeup call across a stateside pass with CAP COMMBob Crippen playing music, "Paralyzed," for the wakeup call.A music rendition by the Legendary Stardust Cowboys. CAP COMMCrippen read up the news on the Canary pass. Nex/ac ti vi ty forthe crew is a slow day with general housekeeping chores ChecJin,

ToLTiT'i
Chr 86 °

f
.
hatt6ry -viator toodule', PCC i. the Power

*

Conditioning Groups which control electrical power created bythe solar array on the workshop and the sol - 4 solar arraypane s on the Sun end of th « AP cllo Telescope Mount. A offdayfor he crew today as we lose signal at the Canary tickingstation Next acquisition will be Tananarive in io minutes atGreenwxeh ne an tine 14 hours, 47 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyl ab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 21 minutes. We will have acquisition at Honeysuckle
tracking station in 45 seconds. CAP COMM is astronaut Bob
Crippen, Flight Director is Don Puddy.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Honeysuckle
9 minutes.

CDR Hello; Hello.
CC Hidi; Hidi. If you got a chance to

listen I'd like to give you a little message regarding our
recorder configuration.

COR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Roger. In the current configuration with

recorder 3 of your data voice recorder and recorder 1 is now
the experiment 1 voice recorder and experiment 1 19 the one
that has the light problem. So, during experiment 1 voice
recording OFF. You can expect cycling of the record light
on pane 1 204 , 617, and 542

.

SPT Roger, Crip. We see now.
CC Okay, Ed.
SPT Hey, Crip. What's the time to get up?
CC Time to go back to bed already, Edward.

If tay song didn't wake you up this morning then nothing will.
SPT What song, Crip?
CC Go back to bed, Ed.

SC Eh'.

PL T That was the Marines Lullaby.
CC Roger that, William.
PIT You should see Jerry try to march in

zero g.

CC Hey, someday we'll have to put that on
TV.

CC You don't have to do It right now, but,
you might notice on this Flight Plan that we're gonn.i be
doing some CBRM and PCC battery verifications today so if -

in case you would like we'd be glad to run over that - talk
about it - general what we're planning.

CDR Yeah, Bob. Why don't you go ahead and
give us some idea of what's going on there (garble)

CC Okay. Would you like to do it now, or
you vrri to wait until you pull out your checklist, then we
can get another pass or what?

CDR Ok.iy. You better hold off til we can get
to our check 1 1st

.

CC Okay . The re's - -

(Garb le)
- ~ there's no big hurry over it We've
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got - got you for 6 minutes here. We've got a good long

Hawaii pass coming up and then we got a Stateside pass, so

there's plenty of time - any time that you guys like to we

can dis cuss it .

CDR Okay. We'll give you a call. Thank you.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Hawaii in 11 minutes at 15:42,

1542 .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours

32 minutes. We've had loss of signal at the Honeysuckle

tracking station. Next acquisition in 9 minutes 25 seconds

at Hawaii. The crew is well into their postsleep activities

for today. Pilot Pogue should be about complete with working

on the portable water tank. Getting it ready for filling it

with Nitrogen to be used for the S201 experiment when it's

used. When stowed the S201 camera must be protected from

cabin air humidity by sealing the canister and flushing it

with dry nitrogen. The work that Pilot Pogue is doing on this

operation is in preparation of use of the S201 experinent.

For breakfast this morning, the crew will be on their high

energy bar diet with Commander Jerry Carr and Science Pilot

Gibson eating the high energy bars along with flake bar or

crispy bar or chocolate chip bar along with a - a can of

appricots for breakfast.
PAO Next acquisition will be Hawaii in 7 minutes

55 seconds at Greenwich ne an time 15 hours 33 minutes. This

is Skylab Cont rol

.

END OF 1APE
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'
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acquisition will be Bermuda- in 3 minutes and 10 seconds.
Very quiet passes this norn:'ng since the crew awaken at
about 8:15 central standard time. Schedule oalls for the
crew to be off for today. One of the few days Skylab crew
have taken a full day of rest and relaxation aboard their
100 ton spacecraft. During Skylab II mission, Commander
Pete Conrad, Dr. Joseph Kerwin, and Paul Weitz, the crew
did have 3 days off. During Skylab III Commander Al Bean,
Dr. Owen Garriott, and Pilot Jack Lousma, they preferred to
have a partial day off attempting to keep busy throughout the
day performing experiments and functions aboard the spacecraft
Today the ninth day for the crew of Skylab IV. With acquisiti
coming at Bermuda in 1 minute 50 seconds, we'll leive the
line open for this pass.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through
Beratica for 9 minutes.

SPi* Hello, Crip.
CC Hello, Edward. Would /ou like to talk

about that CBRM battery verification test now, or do you want
to get it on the next pass which is Canary coming up In about
9 minutes?

SPT Let's hold off until Canary, Crip.
CC Okeydoke.
PLT Did you say you're talking to

us through Bermuda?
CC Ed, I couldn't hardly understand you.

Yes, we are picking you up through Bermuda. You're really
up over the northern portion of the U.S. right now, coming
over Newfoundland.

PLT Okay.
CC You're just coming through the northern

portion of Bermuda.
PLT Okay, it looked like the northern

(garble). I couldn't figure out how we'tc getting Bermuda.
CC Roger. It actually stretches up pretty

far. The - coverage you get there.
PIT (garble)
CC How's the scenery up there from for today?
PLT Oh, It ' s great. A little bit cloudy,

and I thought I saw the Gulf of St. Lawrence here ; that's why
1 questioned you.

CC Ro ge r , Bill.

END Of TAPE
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JC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.Well see you again over Canary in 2 minutes, at 16:15, 16-15We 11 be doing a data voice recorder dunp and Ed, we could' talkabout the CBRM battery verification test there assuming you'regoing to be the one that's going to be doing it and you nightpull out your SWS System Checklist page 2-20, so we couldtalk about it then.

^R Okay. He's getting it out, Crip.
cc Okeydoke. Thank you.

.

CC
t

Skylab, Houston. AOS through Canary forabout - oh, looks like we got you about 9 minutes - a littlebit longer, and if you would like, Ed, we can start talkinghere or whatever you both desire.
r, 0 ahead, Bob. Let's go with it.

t0
J L

okfl y- Specific items, probably like to

lltarl «
kn°-^e schedule, that we're going to do 10, CBRM 10before 18 and that's because it predicted has the lowest

C

itV^
y

'

rt° iw
8 3 Httle blt dlfferent cha " yo«r checklistimplies. Checklist was sort of written to do 18 first. Sowe re going to be doing 10 and then later on we'll pick UD

18, and that's at 18:15. The - t ,. have scheduled five cyclesfor observing this thing, five - night cycles and that is becausethe command module is still carrying Its own load. So noticelater on in the mission when we're scheduling this again,we 11 probably only use three cycles because they will discharge
a Httle bit qui - more rapidly when ve do have the commandmodule on with the SWS electrical system. The biggest thing
I guess we want to emphasize is that continous monitoring willbe required starting with the second night cycle, 5 minutes
before sunrise, and for every night cycle thereafter to insurethat we do not get an automatic, disconnect. And what you'rewatching for is the battery volt talkback to go barberpolewhich should happen about 27.92 to 8 volts. All right. If youdo not get that and the battery volts get down to 27 voltswe want to go ahead and end the test at that time. So those

tl^Sul k
W
° T° ff P° int8, KUher the batte 'y volts talkbackgoing barberpole or battery volts getting down to 27 volts.And of course, the immediate thing you do when that happens

s a step 6 on your test, which puts the charger back on andtakes the corre - and puts the charger on and turns the regu-

n aI/H
WC

* '
,b,,,u « h thos * filt'P* i{ You'd likein decan. We re predicting that you'd discharge about 2-1/2amp-hours per night cycle and we're predicting on CBRM 10 thatyou ve got about (, , H aopero hot)rs unm you ^ tht> taJkbackgoing barberpole and y <, g. t about 9.4 on 18. That's what ourpredictions say. j 8 __

* rMi\^.
° kay

' -
rlp

*
When dot' 3 t,l -1t correspond toa GMT that you expect those things will R0 off?
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CC Okay. On the first one, we would predict

that it would go off on the third night cycle sometime and let me

see if I can get you a secific GMT. Okay. We're - we'll

have somebody look at that one, just a quick look at your Flight

Plan. It looks like it's going to be that third night cycle

starts at about 21:25, I believe. However, we still want you

to start monitoring it on the second night cycle at the 5

minutes prior to ~ to sunrise.
SPT Roger, Crip. Will do.

CC OV ay . You've got the headrest out in front

of you as well as I do there. I don't - if you would like,

we can sort of run over the steps or if you've got any ques-

tions about it, we can do it.

SPT I'll have to read through here first, Crip.

And then I'll be back with you.
CC Okay, and I r , le a mistake on the calling

out that third night pass. It's about 19:50, I believe, is when

it's scheduled.
SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We Just had a - about

a minute keyhole there and a handover there to Ascension,

in case you gave me a call and I didn't hear you. Also,

for your information, of course, we do have a PCT 6 battery

test scheduled today and can discuss that if you would

like. The predicted time Is approximately 2 hours to th.it

discharge down to the required 3 3 volts.

SPT Roger. Understand.
CC Roger.
SPT Hey Crip, I've got a question for you.

CC Go, Edward.
SPT Okay. The the callout at 16:45 was

set CBRM start, CBRM test. Well, does that carry down

through step 3 in the procedure?
CC Stand by. Let me verify that.

CC Ed, that's incorrect. At 16:45, all we

want you to io is to go through steps 1 and 2 and then wait

until sunset or your fla* is indicating you are on the night side

totally and then go ahead and you can do steps ) and 4.

SPT Okay , Boh .

CC Skyi ab ,
; <ist>>n. We'ie 1 minute from l.OS

.

We'll see you again over Carnarvon in ?1 n; nutcs -jnd that's

at 16:W. 16:57. We're interested to know whether you managed

to get in that 2 33 this morning, that shot of KohouteV.

PIT Taking t look, Crip. What tine did vou

say on that Kohoulek observation?
CC It was - 1 1 wis scheduled a littl< bit

earlier at I 5 : A) this rooming. I take it that we didn't gel

to that. It was on the shopping list kind of thing and that

was all.
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PLT Negative.

p
C Okay. Fine. Thank you.

Cc
Are there other windows during the day?

chl ng;
Get

*arble > to if I can find the

you" reminder. ^ He
'
11 *° ^

£
LT Sure appreciate it.

tc (Garble. )

FLT (Garble.)

h„ Jhu f ,

We're going over the hill, but - dbe able to see it on any - any nightaide there.™°
.

Skylab Control. Greenwich oea;

Asc^n^n
ninute8

- Discussion on the previous C . e r-

i \ chll? ?
Pa88 C ° ncernl "8 by Science Pilot Ed Cn, Son

Conrad d»r?„f ^ ? '
" V ° U nay rcca11

. Co»nander Pete

k T D
d ° CBRM nviHber 10. then followed by acheck on

6. Thfre are f^" C °ndUlonln
8 GrOU

» un ' < number

Thrilr
ynoow He reported negative, he did not do that

l »i„„,„ 1 W1 '* ri»«? the aky, and at 23:11 «1-minute exposure la scheduled; at 23-15 «
a

«"« Ji^v? : J .1 on"ui
r *

END OF TAPE
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., ,

PA0
ec J

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 55 minutes. We anticipate acquisition at Carnarvon

tor CAP COMM Bob Crippen. A very quiet crew today sincetheir wakeup about 8:15 Central standard time this mining
for the Skylab space station. *

r,,..," . ,

Skylab, Houston. We're AOS throughCarnarvon and we've got you for about 8 minutes. Ed , we seethat you got the CBRM battery verification test in p ogreand if you have an opportunity, we would appreciate ge t £ In*a battery volt reading off the CBRM10 .

getting

I...- , v

Hey
'
Crlp

'
R1 « ht now *fa reading - thebest I can garble) 32.2 at 16:50. When I took it off line

o f bv on) h
ab ° ut

,
3V ev «n- At your call about when o ^ake

b°;

f

(

b

jrb
8
r^

8r^h^ t 2:r;5
8^ e

f

s

ia8
' 1 ~<

:z£r^\- -°:i^
I

in
n

::;i 8 ;;d
t

in
y correct

coSJdn'^reL h
' " ke that BUCh dIff»"" and Icouldn t read those values. If you'd say again what it'*

.

r

r»"!.:n.;:
u" be »"'•««* » « «.*..* .!::

J£
It was reading 34 what, Ed?

34.0
"

16:50.
34,0 Whe

"
1 t0 °k U ° ff Une " 16l 50.

. ,

CC
, , ,

Co P v th«t. And it's reading 13.1 nowAnd could we also get * reading on CBRM 18?
SPT Stand by.

„ ,

CC
. L

Ed
« apparently I didn't read you correctlyUnderstand that was 30.1 at this time. i. thal correct?

readinll? n u n
Ne * fltlvc

'
Crl P- At the present time it'sreading 32.0. 32.0. Previous reading I gave you was 32.1.CL Okay. Sorry.

reA,MnI\ ? n
CBRM l8

«
at the P««*nt ti«, isreading 32.0, sane as CBRM 10.

-y ear's is all.
^

'
8 °° d

'

1 nC6d t0 clca " °«

». -k
SP

I , t
Hey

'
Cri P- 1 Biased a number you gaveme about 5 or 2u minutes ago and that was when you expectthejlag to go barber pole. Was It 27.9, what wa's the'Hwer

(:C 0kav
- The flag should go barber pole
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you to go ahead and terminate it there.
'

SPT Okay.

LOS
C
S.M1

Sk yjab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
(garble) ^7:2?! " " ° lnUte8

° V" Ha " ali
-

Th "'*

?" Roger; Crip. (Garble)
cc Bye; Hye .

17 hJ,t° l «
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

for this Hawaii pass. CAP COMM i s Bob Crlpp^?
'* ° P"

U minutes.
Skylab, Houston. AOS through Hawaii

net onl.
"° U

" H * V * il C0MM TECH
« Houston COMM TECH

,

clear" How me?
Hou8t °". Hawaii. I read you loud and

crew rlmoted? ' the
'

Do ^-ve the

CT That 's a f firm.

tryin^to call w ,

Skylab
'
Ho ^ton. fnd.r.t.nd you'retrying to call. We're not reading. Say again.

rr
Roger. How do you read now?

We're lust Bet n« n
ThCr * 8 °- We ' re back wlt * you.

h!„IV Siting ready to go over the hill here. We'llh*v. you again at Gold.tone in 7 minutes.

CBRM At 15 oast th^' *° l
*

fU " ny Wlth thi «

larger light indicating that it's OFF w *
,discharge In the am P s of about 1 l ap

lowing a alight

it' a h^n ,

0kay
'

l
' a beln « told that's normal

END OF TAPE
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w u
PA°

.
Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

17 hours 27 minutes. Loss of signal at Hawaii. Remarkablylittle comm again between the crew of Skylab IV and

of
l3

i^%
C
«n5

r^ Cen
^
er

!
as spacecraft Skylab nears the endof its 2,802nd revolution of the Earth. Mission day 9 for

i5
e
r^

reW
°

f

x>^
ylab IV

'
Co^n^r Gerald Carr, Science PilotEd Gibson Pilot William Pogue . They have a day off todayHousekeeping chores including checking out the CBRMs 10

tht
C
?
ar8er b «ttery regulator modules, which controlthe electrical power from the four ATM solar panels. Alsoon tap today a checkout of PCG power conditioning unitnumoer 6 of the electrical power unit which controls thesolar energy from the single orbital workshop's solar arraypanel. Next acquisition wii I be Goldstone in 4 minutes

la
8e" n

v

8
", ft Greenwich mean time 17 hours 28 mir.utes,this is Skylab Control .

'

for s'min.tes.
Skylab

"

H ° USton
«

A0S throu «« Goldston,

CDR Roger, Crip.

,

°kay, and I don't know whether vou goty call last time regarding the voltage on CDRM 10, but
It to sicp back up during sunrise because

It goes under a no-load condition at that time and yo., c«nexpect the voltage to increase somewhat.

of th^
R 0ka y. right; should have thought

CC
.

Tean 3 EG I L , Mr. Moon, tost rapid tocorrect me a while ago when I didn't know why it increased.rL1 Houston, Skylab.
cc Go ahead, Bill.
PLT Roger. I was up there tryinfc to findthe comet a while ago; had the binoculars out and everythingBy the way, whoever worked up that little chart Hi J us "I

*'

11 l
(a
rlll:

TH" a
,

Ver3f
'
Vtr

>' "» And I madean observation that's sort of interesting. I w as watchingfor sunset to come up and as sunset occurred in the - weapproached the end of the airglow, th« arc of the alrglowthe nonpolution clouds or something Just sort of bloomed
*

above the horlton. And they're sort of a dirty yellow incolor, and they begin slightly before the airglow arcterminates. And they were sort of - it had an arc to themalso that intersected the arc In the airglow above it („,.above, and there was a sort of a spike like a coronal

«ec
r

::d
B
"he

U

:rlg?o°w! ^ 8enCral are<l WhCre tH <

CC That's very interesting, Bill. Did
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(garMe)?
Ch * nCe t0

*
C ° the C °*et With the " the

^ T
^ c

1 «aw a fuzzy spot, but I was not - Idid not satisfy myself that I had found it. But I do knowthe area now and can get you some good photographs. Andby way, I pointed the camera in the wrong area last night.
^ u ,

0ka y> c °Py that. 1 helieve you canhank - thank Mr. Truly for that chart . ch y
can

i»t night. And if the - , he COBet ahould >
e 3 l n o3t ight^n th, center of that window, and it should be, you know at

r;;e
U
-

0S 1

H
d

o u ;
h
:
0U8h0Ut Ml *ht 8lde

-
And your observationson the - the cloud was - was very interesting and ve'll

Vo\ll\
a

b liril
i

.

bte ?eo?le to
'

to listen t0 what

rr)n
?h
a l„ry,

YC
,

ah
'
U '

S 3 ° rt of a dirtv yellow color.Crip, another way to describe its location too is right

i^r<«L
PlC

?

C<T! °
Ut fr ° n b6hind the Eartf1

'
that's whereit rises, is right where the cloud is.

tnere 5
C 0ka >'- vhich sort of a permanent feature

!J
T Yeah, it persisted for several minutes.

Okay
, real good .

f

?
r\

T
,

1 ke Pt thinking 1 was seeing some kindof reflection off the ATN structure or something. But t -

S'inJ I"!^ 9 ° rt ° f o«t, it reaUy fascinatedma and I got Jerry to come up and look at it. It was there

how hJgh it was gcing°ujt ^ '
0" ° f ,lv

« " ^
I

1"7 lt "as higher than the alrglow.
cc Okay,

^ R About «« high; Just about twice.
Roger; copy.

PLTPLT
.

Also, another observation is that the -

d^ned^'A^
6

,;:

1 " 810
:

19 V0Iy flnCly very accurately

An "
h :,

th
°r

Cl ° UdS VerC 9 ° rt
° f ^distinct Jn d

>

" '„
A
"f

he/P lke I saw was also a fuzzy spike. Butit does, it looks an awful lot like a coronal streamer.
a , ,.,

Okay, very good. We're 1 minute from LOS

i7 40 .it t a
s?;

n
.

ovr 7t,xas in about 2 - i/2 "
17.40, 17:40. You didn't have a chance to get a picture of itor anything for us, did you Bill?

picture of it

I):
7 No

»
1 didn't have the camera up there

( - L Roger.

,

CD
,

K
.

Cri Pt you can tell I got these auvs welltrained, they just can't wait to get on the ATM * ' 6U

the E

"
lh

Roger. Seeing coronal streaaers off

^J;

T Sald it looked like one, Crip.
1 believe you, I believe you.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Texas now. Grt you for about 12 minutes.

CDR Roger.
cc And, Jeny, are - You got a minute to

talk or are you busy right now?
CDR Sure do. Go ahead.
CC Okay. A comment. We were taking a

look at the - tomorrow's Flight Plan which is - looks a little
bit hu3y from our standpoint. And we're just trying to go
ahead and work it so we could get it up - up-linked to you
as early ao possible, to get your comments on it. Ont of
the items that comes up a couple of times and, If you have
time today, you might have a chance to get a little bit ahead
of It. It is ED-41, the maize. Also, we're going to ask
you to do a little TV of one guy if that's possible. And,
if you notice, today, we didn't schedule any crew option
TV, mainly because we Just wanted to make sure you had plenty
of time. But if you want«d to perhaps, have one guy
do that maize end shoot sine TV of that and do some
crew option IV today, well that's certainly - certainly up to
you guys. If you want to.

CDR Okay. We'll put that on our shopping
list. The most inportant thing for us to get done today,
is to get our food straightened out. And 1 want to go back
and completely go through the 4-day transfer and make sun
we got everything transferred and stowed thus fat. And
Bill's f.ot his - his HI* vault (garble) squarad away. An<1
once th*t'a done we'll try some of the others.

CC Olay, Jerr. That's exactly right. We
knew you wanted to g-t that stuff squared away. Anc that was
the reason v« weren't putting these kind of items down. We
Just didn't - wanted to tell you about it so that - Didn't
think that you couidn 1

'. a n case you wanted to.
CDR Okay. We'll sure give it whirl if we

get tine,
CC Okey doke .

CC And, while I'm mentioning it. Another
item we were also considering in there is the - putting on
the S019 AMS minor, which ia one of the first item* we've
got scheduled for you tomorrow.

CDk Okay. Bill and 1 can knock that out
pretty fast, I think.

CC R 0ft .

SPT Hey, Crip. Another item that's coae up
here. We'd like to get a reading from you folks on which
camera we can use for crew opportunity, photos, targets of
opportunity of photos out the wardroom window,

cc Okay. G«t one for you, Ed.
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CC Skylab , Houston. Ed, in answer to
your previous question, Nikon 4 is the one that we would like
you to use for - and it has color exterior for seeing things
like out the - out the wardroom. Nikon 3 has got interior
film in it for targets of opportunity.

SPT Rog. Read that.
CC Okay. Bill, also, people would like

if you have an opportunity on the next nightside to take
Nikon 4 and see if you might get a shot of that, nottilucent
cloud if it still persists.

PLT
PLT

WJ lco .

That's color exterior they want of that,

CC Affirm. And, if you have an opportunity,
I could give you the exposures we would like you to get on
various f rames

.

PLT
talking

.

CDR
recorder?

Okay. Give Be 30 seconds and start

Hey, Crip, are you dumping the tape

CC
CDR
CC

minute . And , Bill

sing it right now.
Stand by one .

We're still u
Okay .

We'll be through with it in about another
for you. We would like you to use

Nikon 4 with the 5 5 -m i 1 1 i me t e r lens, f-stop for 1.2. Okay.
Frame number 1 for 1 second, number 2 for ? seconds,
number 3 and 4 for 4 seconds each.

PLT Okay. And that's Nikon 4 for f/1.2, number
1 for 1 second, 2 for 2 seconds, 3 for 4 and 4 for 4.

CC That's affirm; with 55-milllmeter lens.
Thank you.

PLT
PLT
CC Rog. Got to prove to that solar

Rog. 55-millimeter.
Han, I hope that spike shows
Rog. Got to prove to that

that the Eart'u can put out coronal streamers, too.

again

.

i dent is

CDR Ed dr«

CDR
now . Does that me

CDR

I've got ord light

esn't even believe that.
Rog.
Hey, Houston.

1 can use it?
It's all yours, Jer.
Okay. And also last night I finally

got around to putting our squeal attenuator on. And it
seems vo be working quite well. 1 am at the SIA directly
above the one in the wardroom. And usually the - (squeal)
check and tee if it works.

CC Rog.
CDR Just blew my whole cove*.
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CC (Laughter) Roger that .

CDK Anyway, at reasonable volumn level, I

should say, (laughter) there's no squaal. (Laughter)
CC (Laughter) Copy that. No I've been

noticing that today. They to).c ae yesterday you were having
a little bit of problea with snueaVi and (garble) to that

one that Ed managed to sneak in on you, it's been sounding
raal good down here.

CDR I'll get even with you for thtt , Ed.

CC Don't mess with tha CDR, Ed.

SPT Thtt's two gatclns I have on him.
CC Rog. Reg.
CDR He's the one that told ne that Cans'/

Islands were Hawaii yesterday.
CC (Laughter) A real geographer, huh.

Has he been bugging you today, we've got USC and UCLA playing.
I understand that UCLA's slightly favored.

SPT UCLA's favored. That's hard to believe.
CDR Keep aif. podted on that score, will you.

I'd like to hear how the Trojans do.
CC Will do.
CC And we're 1 ainute from LOS. We'll see

you again over Ascension in about 9 alnutes.
CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Rog . That's 18:01.
PAO Skylafr Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours 52 minuter. Loss of signal through the Bermuda
tracking station. Next acquisition will be Ascension in

8 minutes. Previous stateside pass, the most relaxed
atmosphare, yet, exhibited by the crew since their launch
9 days ago. Commander - Pilot Bill Pogue describing a

phenomena he Just - he saw; describing it as a ye 1 - diritish -

dirty yellowish coronal streamer coming from the horizon
of the Earth. He requested vhat type of camera to use to

photograph this phenomena if he sees it acain on the next
rev. There is one experiment aboard to photograph such
phenomena, it's the experiment S063, the- ultraviolet air-
glow horizon photography, which photographs the Earth's
air-glow and ozone layer. However, this experiment was

not scheduled for today. However, Pilot Fogue h a «» been adviaed
to use a Nikon canftra and have it ready in any event that

this phenomena io spotted again. Also, it was proposed to

the crew that they possibly, with time permitting, later today
schedule ED-41 and possibly set up the TV cameras for this.
ED-41 is the experiment of a Houston girl, Cathy Jackson.
The experiment equipment consists of an eye/hand cordination
maize on a panel about 8 inches square-. To operate the
experiment, the crewman uses a stylus to work his way through
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the maize from start to finish. Data on time taken between

maise points and reaching the finish points is recorded on

onboard tape recorder. The experiment attempts to measure

any change* in crew motor sensor/ performance during long

space missions. Inflight tests will be compared to baseline

tests made pref light by the crew. The teBt panel was adapted

from eye/hand coordination test devices developed at the

University of Michigan. It is scheduled that the experiment

be performed early in the mission, midway through the

mission and towards, again, at the end of the mission.
Principal Investigator is Cathy Jackson, a student at the

Clear Creek High School in League City, Texas. Next acquisition

will be Ascension in approximately 5 minutes 30 seconds.

At Greenwich mean time 17 hours 55 minutes, this is Skylab

Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lat Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 1 minute. Acquieition at Ascension. Leave a line
up for CAP COMM Bob Cripptn.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Ascension 7 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We have a key hole

about a minute duration coming up in 30 seconds. I'll call
you . Ove r , Out

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're out of our key
hole and we're 1 minute from LOS. We'll see you again over
Carnarvon at 18:32. 18:32, and that's about 24 minutes from
now .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 9 minutes. Loss of signal at Ascension. Next
acquisition in 22 minutes will be Carnarvon. Flight Plan
calls for the crew to be having their noonday meal right
now with a - on tap for the aeal today is the - for the
Pilot and Commander, is what we refer to as the H3, the
high density food bars. Today each - the Commander and the
Pilot will each have 2 chocolate chip bars and 2 crispy bars
and 1 flake bar. These will be spread out through the day
They will also have, during the day, sausage and spaghetti
or chicken and gravy, mashed potatoes, forfeit potatoes.
Ar.d the Science Pilot today is having 2 chocolate chip bars
one crispy bar and 1 flake bar, as well he has the option for
spaghetti, chicken and gravy, mashed potatoes, and cocoa.
These high density bars were added to the menu to 1 to conserve
weight at launch in the command module as well as to provide
a balanced nutritional diet for the crew. A total of 159 pounds
of additional food was launched with the Skylab IV crew members
59 pounds of which was the new high density food bar which
was developed by NASA, U. S. Air Force and a national food
firm. Next acquioition will be Carnarvon in 20 minutes
10 seconds at Greenwich mean time 18 hours 11 minutes. This
is Skyl ab Control .

PAO Skvlab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 30 Minutes. Acauisition coming over Carnarvon tracking
station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line ut for this oass
CAP COMM i* Bob Cripoen, Flight Director is Don Puddy . We'll
hold the line open for this Carnarvon pass.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Carnarvon
for 10 minutes. 10 minutes.

CD R Roger; Crip. We started '.he PCC6 test,
Crip, and battery (gftrble) is 50.

CC Roger. Looks good here.
CDR We also started CBRM 18.
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CC Roger; that

.

CDR 18 Is now 32.0 volts .

CC Okay, and did va start P - -
CDR And CBRM 10 la 30.0 volts.
CC Roger; copy 30.0 and we need to get the

SAS reconfigured at least for the daylight and get It
pur over to PCG7

.

CDR Say again
, Crip.

CC Okay. Just so that we could get the
sass reconfigured for when we get around to daylight side
we need to put it over to 7, past 6.

CDR Okay

.

CDR Okay; the status is on 7.
CC Jerr, I think you naybe nieunderatood me

on panel 205 under photoray output, we want to take the output
from 6 and puc it to PCG7 , under solar ray output number 6.

CDR Cable put output at 6 on the 7.
CC Roger; thank you.
CC PLT, Houston. Bill for your information

we Just sent up a teleprinter message which has some questions
regarding the 193 antenna and at your convenience you can
answer those for us.

PLT Roger; Crip. And I just got the (garble)
pictures of the - what I reported as a noctilucent cloud and
the striations apparently they're still there. I Raw 1 kind
(garble) a transient event lasting for several seconds this
spike that I was talking about but it wasn't as prominent as
the last time. However, I think in the last 4 second exposure
there were distinct striations that radio striations in the
noctilucent cloud.

CC Okay; very good. Appreciate it Bill.
PLT They sort of move as you move along ao -

you know it's sort of kind you're seeing the sunlight reflected
through this somehow refracted -

CC Roger; they move perpendicular to your
Flight Path. Over.

PLT Yeah; that's correct, now that I think
of it, that's exactly what they do. They Just sort of move
along the horison and apparently back towards the Sun.

CC Okay; thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Hous tor. ; 1 minute f rota LOS.

We'll see you again over at Guam in 3-1/2 minutes at 18:45,

18:45. .
.

'
'

SPT Hey., Houston, SPT. I'm getting a -

off-scale low readings on CBRM number 18, I in getting a

diachurge though of 78aop8.
CC You're shoving the battery volts aa

off-scale low. Is that right, Ed?

SPT That's affirm, Crip. (static) (garble)

CC It's going over the hill; we'll talk to

you later

.

PAO Skylob Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 42 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon. Next

acquisition will be Guam. During the Carnarvon pass the

crew reported on the - the progress on the CBM - CBRM work.

EG IL Bill Moon here in the Mission Control Center told

Flight Director Don Puddy everything looks good. We're in

good shape as far as CBRM number 10. Meanwhile Science Pilot

Ed Gibson still working on CBRM number 18. He just reported

an off-scale low reading on that particular unit. However,

the ground believes he doesn't have the selector in the right

position. They'll reconfirm this at the Guam pass in

approximately 1 minute. Also, the crew was advised on the

teleprinter are three questions put to them concerning the

S193 antenna work they did during thy EVA on Thanksgiving
Day. Questions generally asking their impression of the

condition of the S193 insulation specifically in the areas

around the gimbals and on the back of the antenna. They're

being asked to describe the debris which is floating in the

area of the S193, to describe the color and site. Also to

describe possible debris that they viewed in the pitching -

pitch pot area. The pitch pot is the potentiometer through

which electrical signals for the operation of the antenna

pass. Pilot Bill Pogue reported he was able to get several

photographs of the transient event, the solar - the corona

event that he saw on horizon. He described it on the previous

acquisition as a yellowish coronal stream. He said this

time there seemed to be a spike in the stream, and he reported

taking several pictures of this. We anticipate acquisition

at Guam. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippnn.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through

Guam for 9 minutes. And, Ed, if we could we'd like to talk

a little bit about that off-scale reading. It's indl - we got

a good reading here. Ed, did you have a chance to check

the meter by selecting anything else?
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.
Yeah

.
Bob

>
I 'U tell you what It

is. it s Sf/mtrhlng I noticed previously, although thiswas a much longer time to light. Many tim« 9 when you'recycling to the CBRM you'll get a off-scale low reading onthe voltage as you go to a new CBRM. And then somewherebetween 1 to maybe 10 seconds or ao the voltage will jumpup to the correct reading. There's a delay in the netersomewhere between the meter and relay that picks up the
!

ft
° ;;«;;

nd ae
?
d8

,

U t0 tf,e ^er. I've seen up to 10 secondssometime, previously and slightly (garble) but this time
It asted for around probably at least a half minute to

J t°
d that '

s whac "ade me wonder a little bit. Ithink didn t get any other signs ve ought to disconnect it,there was nowhere near low enough voltage for it, so(garble). But it's reading nominally now, I'll give youa reading In Just a moment.
CC 0k *y» that's fine. And it's unnecessaryfor you to give us a reading. Thank you.
PLT And

.
Bob, I've got those pictures ofnoctilucent clouds and there was a definite striatlon patternin the noctilucent clouds, particularly the part thatwas closer to the Sun. Just a sort of off the cuff series•there. It looks like the type of selective scattering inother words, the dark parts of the streakirg apparently caused

don't°know?
d

°
l Shad ° WS

°
f PerhaP8 by h *« h cloud.! ?

CC Okay, Bill. Thank you.
PLT The striations were there again. Idid not see as quite a large of spike as I saw in the

pr e vl ous one .

CC Copy .

f™ fnc u .,i
Sk >'lab, Houston; we're about 30 seconds

°
g

L
• .J"

11 8

^
e a « ain ^er Goldstone in 16 minutes

il )l i; t< k'
6 1SCe in tha fir3t half

.
Ohio Stateis 10; Michigan, nothing.

10 .

PA0
cc

Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
18 hours 55 minutes. Loss of signal through the Guamtracking station. This time further discussion by PilotBill Pogue on tils additional description of the horizonphenomena he spotted two revs ago. In taking photographshe reported through Carnarvon he was able to take severalphotographs of this transient evant which he had describedearlier as a yellowish coronal stream on the Earth's horizonNext acquisition will be Goldstone in 14 minutes 10 seconds.At Greenwich mean tine 18 hours 56 minutes, this is Skylab
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Cont rol

.

PAO = Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 9 minutes. As the spacecraft crosses the northwest
Pacific Coast of the United States, on the end of the
revolution 2,803 for the Skylab space station, we will
have contact through Goldstone. CAP COMM Is Bob Crlppen.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through
Goldstone for 17 minutes; 17 minutes.

END OK TAPE
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09:19:15 GMT

• OS
C
fL Ml „

Sky lab, Houston. We're 1 minute fromLOS. We 11 see you again over Carnarvon in 44 minute.,That 'a at 20:11 . 20:11.
e

'
*

it. u
PA° Skylab Ccnr.rol, Greenwich mean time

lt a t°iZ
a

I
a

f

nur- ea
; (

Lo ** ^ signal at Bermuda tracking

virl n {
' \ acquisition will be Carnarvon in 43 minutes.Very quiet pass across the states on this the star: ofrevolution 2,804, for the Skylab space station as the crewcontinues in their day off with little activitiy s dwith the exception of checking out the CBRM, charge of batteryregulator module and 1 PCG the power cond i t i on i ng'g r oup

*

the solar array panel. a second attempt to photograph CometKohoutek i, scheduled for later this afternoon at 23:00 g£twith a camera placed in the command module window PilotPogue will attempt to photograph the Comet Kohoutek with
3 seperate exposures. 1 0 f the comet and 2 of star fields.On tap for later tonight is the trim burn which should pllcehe s pacecraft back on the prQper trflck

P ace

resources passes The first one of which is scheduled or

SortuLl l°ct ^"J "t-
ThiS iS the track vhlch the

Aril rill S?f
Bt

°
th*" nltti States a™ cro..« the HoustonArea Test Site referred to as HATS and across the Gulf ofMex co. Th s is still tentatively set for Monday. Track

34 for the first EREP pass of Skylab IV mission. Next acquisitionwill be Carnarvon in 41 minutes.
acquisition

iq h«,
P

i2 ,o «

Sk ylab Control, Greenwich mean tine1 " hours 29 minutes.

-,n v.

PA°
o

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean rimei0 hours 8 minutes. Acquisition coming up at the Carnarvontracking station in 1 minute 50 seconds. Flight DirectedDon Puddy has informed his flight controllers
8^ dp COHH

scnedu edT " ^ CrCV °" thiS CODin
« P a3a the »>urn

Pole's dL°
r t0

J
ay

'
EarliCr t0day P rl " P11 °t BillPogue s discretion of a yellowish coronal stream on thehorizon has been described by the corol.ry flight officeras a Southern aurora viewed when the Skylab was in theSouthern most portion of its orbit high over the IndianOcean Other Skylab crews have reported viewing aurors

re ion h
ma

;:

be Lir first an— in ^ ^n hernregion has been viewed at sunset. Pogue reported the

ro^vTr °w
3 StaCe8lde P ass ^ 11:35 Central standard ti Betoday and subsequencly requested information from the ground

an lo r w^T' h « couid ^ photograph the event! Aolutan hour later he told the ground he was able to obtain sever*Photographs of this transient event. He father described itas having a spike and sort of moving along when vou move
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Ue will have acquisition at Carnarvon in 30 seconds. Leave
the line up for this pass. CAP COMM is Bob Crippen.

CDR Hello, Houston. Sky lab

.

CC Now you're getting me before I get you.
We're with you for about 5-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon.

CDR Roger. Teleprinter that thing's total is
you were here. We had terminated PCG number 6 test at 200600
at a voltage of 33.0 and a discharge (garble) of 19 amp.

CC Okay; we copy that and we noted on
telemetry that you'd stopped J.t.

CC And Skylab, Houston. For the CPR, either
this pass or sometime soon as possible we'd like to discuss
the trim burn you have coming up this afternoon and maybe hav»
you have the CMC checklist out at the time that we do discuss
it .

CDR Okay; Crip. I'll be with you in a second.
CC Okay; appreciate it Jerr.
SPT Crip. Will those (garble) alter the particulars

at all?
CC There is a couple of minor modifications

Ed and that's what I was gonna talk about. Appreciate it if

you could listen also since one of them not doing the (garble)
cage is gonna be applied to you.

SPT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab
, Houston; for you Ed. If you

have a chance you might pull out the ATM Systeat Checklist
page 2-22 when we're going through rhis discussion about
the burn.

CC Sky lab, Houston; for your information,
and in the fourth quarter Ohio S t a te /Mi ch i gan , score's now
10,10.

CDR I bet Jack Lousma's chuckling.
CC Probably so .

SPT Okay, Crip, I'm looking at 2-21 on the
Syatema Checklist and Jerry's looking th trough his book now.
What - what subject are we going to refer to?

CC Okf.y, unfortunately we only got about
a minute more in this pass. It's going to be on page 2-22
for you, and for Jerr it's going to be page Golf 614 Alfa.
And we're about 30 seconds from LOS. We'll see you again
over at Guam at, oh, in about 9 minutes from now at 20:25.
And if it's satisfactory go ahead and discuss It then.

CDR Okay, we'll see you then, Crip.
CC Okeydoke . And Skylab, Houston. For

your information we have your - for the CDR we've got the
Flight Plan and the details onboard and we'll be getting
the other flight plana up shortly.

CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tine

20 hours 18 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon with
no comm with the spacecraft on this pass. Next acquisition
in 6 minutes 50 seconds over Guam during which time doc -

Plight Director Don Puddy has indicated discussions will be
held with the crew on the upcoming trim burn scheduled for
Greenwich mean time 2 hours 20 minutes. Next acquisition
in Guam in 6 minutes 30 seconds, This is Skylab Control
at 20 hours 18 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 24 minutes and
5 seconds Greenwich mean time Skylab space station now
54 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Guam tracking
antenna. And we will have conversation here between Spacecraft
Communicator Robert Crippen and the crew of the Skylab mission.
Flight Director at this time is Donald Puddy. We'll expect a
discusalon here of the upcoming trim burn. This is Skylab
Control we're live now for air-to-ground through Guam lasting
about 4-1/2 minuteo.

CC Skylab Houston AOS through Guam for
3-1/2 minutes.

CDR Hello Crip. Go ahe.id .
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rr Okeydoke . Before I go Into this trim

BAT 6 switch to on. And on - put the power system contro

b*ck to command .

c!
R

Okay^an you verify for us that we did
c . Okay can you veiny -

take the REG control FINE adjust pot back to its initial

That 's verified Crip

.

Okay real good. You - you got time to
<„., v * r a U e verv

position. ,
,'.

v
CDR That 's verified Crip

.

cc Okay real good. You

talk about the trim burn now? It's not going to take very

long actually about a minute.
CDR Okay go ahead. Alfa
Cc Okay Jerr for - for you on page 61 A fa.

Apparently we have left something out. About in the niodle

J!
9

the page right after where it says standby light out

Se iould like you to add in a VERB 96 INNER
.

Otherwise the

thing is just going to continue to integrate.

CDR Okay , I got it .

Okay what we'd like you no do is at the

re v before the burn over Hawaii which is GMT
T
of 23:5 We

would like you to go ahead and do steps 1 and 2 on 6 14 Alta

r^r. And that gives us a chance to take a look at the

SlS";.lii «P Ind'-k. sure that everything is okay before

thC
^c

0
' Couple of items on that (garble) -

-

C DR Break. Break. Did you say that s 6-14

Alfa, right?
cc That's affirmative.
r DR Okay steps 1 and 2 I'll do over Hawaii.

cc Okay. In step 2 it also has you to

turnin* your tape recorder on to high bit rate. And you

n uphold oU up on that and - and we'll have INCO do

that by ground command since there is no sense being In high

bit rate that - that far ahead of time.

cr
R

Okav'and also since your depth only goes

up for an hour you can hold that up and get It just before

the burn.
CDR Roger .

, t(niJ
cc Okay. At somewhere around Tig tine

minus 5 minutes you can go ahead and enter t he chec k
1

1
a

t
on

dump cage switch to OH. And consequently co verify also
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that you do go to OK because che-uslng chat switch does not
actually drive you co OH when we've only got two CMGs and we're
Just going to leave it at Its current momentum configuration.
And that same comment Is applicable in Ed's checklist on page
2-2 2 .

CDR Okay Crip how about the maneuver tine
of zero?

CC We want to leave that like it is. We've
got about 10 seconds till L - LOS we'll see you again over
Goldatone at 20:47 and those really were the most significant
comments about it. One item it calls for the time after the
burn to wait till you get the rates down to 0.03 degrees per
second in about 2 minutes. We'd like you to wait about
5 minutes and if the rates are still going down to let them
go about as low as they would if you would please, since
0.03 is going to require so«e TACS with - with only two CMGs

.

CDR Wilco.
CC Okay, thank you.
PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 30 minutes

and 24 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
out of range of Guam. Preparations during this last pass for
the trim burn to take place later today. This is Skylab
Control at 30 minutes and 35 seconds after the hour we're
16-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours, 46 tnutei,
and 4 aeconda, Greenwich enn time. Skylab space station now

approaching the tracking antenna at Goldstone, about to cross

the horlson in 50 feconds and we'll have a stateside pass

beginning at Goldstone running through Texas and lasting

approximately 18 minutes . We • 11 have the line up live now

for air-to-ground, we expect the crew will give us some kind

sort of a status report on vhat they've been doing during

the day and how they're proceeding with the list of shopping

iteus they have for them and the checks. We have acquisition

of signal at Goldstone and we're live for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS over the States for

15 minutes, 15 minutes. Final score, Ohio State, 10; Michigan,

PLT Roger , Crip .

CC And if anybody has some time, we'll

appreciate getting a little update on how you guys are

doing, today specifically whether that housekeeping 64 Tango 1,

the portable tank drying procedure, whether you got etarted

on it .

PLT Roger, that's in work.

CC Okay, thank you Bill.
PLT And we've got another

food reconfiguration.
CC Okay, very good.

CC We just get lonesome down here wondering

what 's happening

.

PLT We don't mind talking to you.

CC We don't mind lis:ening. Bill you might

be interested to know that the speculation that that spicule

that you saw was caused by the Southern aurora that was right in

that area - region that you saw it.

TLT Reg

.

Spt Crip, I got a question for you on 2-22, ATM

systems checklist.
CC

checkl 1st.
SPT

to go on the

CC
SPT

nominal H-cage?
CC
SPT

I'm sorry, Ed, didn't understand which

ATM system checklist on 2-22.

Okey doke . Go

.

Okay, ATT burn termination, do you want

That
Okay ,

if fir
do you wan'. the maneuver to the

solar inertial at the end also, I guess.
That'
Okay .

Skylab, Houston ve're 1 minute from LOS

er the Vanguard in 11 minutes at 21:15,

correction' 21 : 12 and we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump

there.

CC
SPT
CC

'11 see you again
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CDR Roger.

J A J
A0 Skyiab Control ut 21 hour*, 2 minute*

and 40 seconds, Greenwich »ean tlae. Skyiab -pace nationnow out of t4ng« of the Cracking antenna at Corpus ChrlstiTexas. Our next acquisition of signal In 9 minutes and
26 snconds froa now will be at Vanguard. That time we'll co.eback Uv« for air-to-ground through Vanguard, we're now 2 minutesand 56 seconds after the hour. 1

END Of TAPE
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eroding South Araeric. U Ibout tl llll ?
P-" at *' ion »ov

•ntennaa of the Vanguar*\\rlTk nj%h?p °' the CrackU
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CC Skills M

M ab ° Ut 9 ^ i/2 inuta..
9 .inut.. and ve-ll be'dolng • ^t^vor thr ° U « h V"»«^ «><

'

SPT Hello foJ iJ? }" record * r d "»P her*,
the H092 folk.. '

a ° b
'

SPT> 1 v « «ot * question for

gpT
(Garble) on

,

'J«
leg band fro^i t'o^Ld* here for to change

^ Ji;:;k
1

;.:!
firMuv- - ror au th -«-

charge
C

cleared 50 per ce^on"?^^ "

haVe 8<5t the b*"«y
the it... on page UnTf yoX™' if

**"\ n"* <° C0 » pl "«
Juat p u t the battery charg low .JiJIh ? ?*

V * yel
' That '*

the power ayste. Ug^s - o.u! Lltrh ^ '° ' n *bU a " d
S„

r By8Ce " ll * h <* - awltch to off.
rr

That 8 ln w °rk
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participating in that replacement of the monitor. Two TV

numbers listed for tomorrow, TV 67 and TV 83 arc Hated as

potentially on tomorrow's flight plan. For mission day 11, the

first EREP p«sa, track 34, alao using the Earth Terrain Camera
on that pass . ATM checkout to take place on mission day 11. Some

medical experiments alao scheduled for mission day 11, H092,
93, and H131. M092, 93 ia also scheduled for mission day 10.

On mission day 12 , the first ATM work after the checkout taking
place on mission day 11, the first solar observations to take
place on mission day 12. The Earth resources pass on mission
day 12 wa V be on track 47, also using the Earth Terrain Camera
and telev. ,ion of TV 77, that's television of the treadmill,
a new exercise device taken up on Skylab. Also scheduled for

mission day 12 tentatively are operation of S201, that's the
Kohoutek camera taken up by this crew. S232, a barium cloud
experiment, S233, which Is of course, the dally Kohoutek photo-
graphy using Nikon camera In the command module, and T053.
Mission day 13, ATM activities ag*ln scheduled as they will be

regularly during the mission.' Another Earth resouraes pass
the ".hlrd will be along track 61 and again of course, operations
of S 2 3 3 . Interspersed with these are a number of medical
experiments on all of the days. This is Skylab Control at

24 minutes and 53 seconds after the hour and we're 12 atlnutes

and 20 seconds from our next acquisition of signal.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 SkyUb Control at 21 'loura, 36 alnutea,

and 18 seconds Greenwich >ean tlae. SkyUb apace station

now coming acroii the very eouthern part of the Indian Ocean

.bout to con in range of the Tananarive tracking antenna,

and we'll have the line up live for air-to-ground through

Tananarive if the aignal atrikee at a sufficient I"* 1 "*
here we should have about 6 alnutea for this pass

.
Thla

ie Skylab Control, we have the line live now for air-to-ground.

cc SkyUb, Houaton AOS through Tananarive

for a couple of alnutea.
SPT Hello Crip.
CC Howdy .

Howdy .

SpT Hey , Crip any chance for trying to power

up TV mon 1 on the ATM before we change It cut just to see If

there's any possible change?
CC Sound* like a good Idea to ae let ae see

if we can get it - checked out here fcr you.

C C Skylab Houston, we're not sure exactly

how long this pass Is going to be and I'll probably lose

you without warning. Ou* Coldstone pass la at 22:2/ - 22:27

and that's about 46 alnutea from now, Ed, I don't know

whether I'll be able to get an answer to your question by

Chen but we'll work It and I'll see yo-j guys In the aorning,

they'll be turning over the console to Story here shortly.

COR Okay, Crip thanks very auch (garble)

p A0 Skylab Control at 21 hours, 43 alnutes,

and 5 seconds Greenwich nean tiae. Skylab apace station

now out of range of the tracking antenna at Tananarive and

we will not expect to hear f i oa thea for an extended period

of tlae about 45 alnutes before they coae Into range of the

tracking antenna at Coldstone. This Is Skylab Control at

43 alnutes and 26 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAG Skylab Control at 22 hour* 26 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now coming within

range of Goldatone tracking antenna In California, We'll
have the line live for air-to-ground through Goldatone for

about 4 minutes and 57 aeconda

.

CC Skylab, AOS Goldatone for 5 minutes.

CDR Hello Story

.

CC Hel lo

.

CC And Ed's got a go for powering up

Hon 1 tomorrow morning seeing If it works now.

CDR Okay right now he's powering up the

bicycle. But he's glad to hear that .

CC I
1

1 1 be t he Is .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and about

20 minutes to Vanguard. At 22j49 midday dump and the data

voice recorders there.
CDR Roger. Go on Story.
CC Good-by.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 33 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station out of range

of Goldatone trackir.g antenna. 16 minutes and 22 seconds

to our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard. Present

tine Story Musgrave has cone on duty as Spacecraft Communicator

with the Flight Team of Milton Windier, Flight Director
Don Puddy off duty now we'll expect that he'll give us a

short status report later. Now 16 minutes to our next

acquisition of signal that's 33 minutes and 25 seconds
sfter the hour, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 22 hour* 48 «inut«a
29 seconds Greanwlch mean tine. Skylab space station now

approaching tracking antenna Vanguard and we'll have a pass

here lasting approx lnate ly 10 minutes. Line Is live now for

air-to-ground through the Vanguard tracking ship.

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

10 minutes, and we're dumping the data voice recorder here.

CDR Roger

.

CC And you guys are about 20 minutes to comet
rise there, with your S 2 3 3 pads,

CDR Roger, I got my alarm set.
CC Okay, Jerr, and I guess you're the one

that's working CBRM 10. We're thinking you'll probably get

a talkback this next night pass, the way we're looking at it.

CDR Okay, Ed's the one that's working it, but
we'll be looking for it.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. Tananarive

in 15 minutes at 23:12. Next one after that is Hawaii at

23:57.
CDR Roge r , Hous ton .

PAO Skylab Control at 23:00 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station now over the south Atlantic now
out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship. 12 minutes and

24 seconds to our next acquisition of signal will be at

Tananarive. Flight Director, Don Puddy, says he hopes that

today 's day off, which he described as a regroup day gave the

crew a day to relax and prepare for a very busy day tomorrow.
Because the crew spoke only briefly to Mission Control, Puddy
says he wasn't sure how much had been accomplished, although
the crew did indicate the food transfer was underway. That
food transfer, transfer of food from the workshop stowage area
to the wardroom was delayed last week, did not get completed
because of other crew activities. Tomorrow's very busy day
as Don Puddy described it includes an ATM monitor installa-
tion to take place early In the morning, beginning at 14:00
Greenwich mean time. It's expected to take about an hour and
a half to 2 hours and it will Include both the commander and
the science pilot working on It. The monitor itself will be
installed by - by the commander and a timer for S082 is also
scheduled to be installed primarily the Science Pilot's duty.
The same time in the morning, Pilot, Bill Pogue will be work-
ing on the E REP tape transfer and the Earth resources package
checkout. That is expected to start about 14:20 and will run
until about 17:50, a very extensive period in the morning
required for the Earth resources preparations. S019 prepara-
tions to take place with the articulated mirror system, mirror
replacement to proceed them - the mi - mirror replacement for
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S019 , which had contamination on the previous mirror that a

new mirror was taken up by the crew. That will be replaced
by the commander tomorrow morning beginning about 15(25 Green-
wich mean time. Following that, there will be preparations
of the S019 ultraviolet experiment for use later on the Sky-
lab mission. Operations on S019 are scheduled for tomorrow
evening at approximately 24:55 Greenwich mean time. That's
approximately 00:55 the following day. Also scheduled for
tomorrow is a M092 , M09 3 , and medical run with subject
Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, Commander Gerald Carr will be the
observer on that. That's correction * the Pilot will be the
subject of that - Pilot is the subject of M092, M093, the
observer is the Commander, To perform the S019 operations,
there will be a maneuver scheduled for tomorrow afternoon.
Maneuver for comet Kohoutek to take place in the late after-
noon, approximately 22:00 Greenwich mean time with a opera-
tion scheduled on S019 using the SAL approximately 22:00. There
Is aleo a S019 operation indicated, but that one indicated
at 00:55 Greenwich mean time is apparently an error in the Flight
Plan. We'll have to check on that a little later, and give
you a report. The actual tine of operations for the S019

,

Is approx iuate ly 22:00 to 23:00 and the maneuver is scheduled
for approximately that same period tomorrow afternoon. The
Pilot is scheduled to operate S019. Also scheduled for to-
morrow ia a run of ED41 to take place just before the S019
operations. Tomorrow will be a very busy day. In fact,
Flight Director, Don Pudd', said before leaving, that he
was quite concerned that :he crew might end up a few hours
behind tomorrow because it's a very packed with activities.
One of the reasons for the activities tomorrow - ATM monitor
installation must precede the ATM checkout. The ATM checkout
la scheduled for the following day. Monday, they will do a
checkout of the ATM equipment and also their first Earth
resources pass. At present, it looks like it might be track
34, as they pass over the United States beginning off the
Pacific coast of the U.S. and following across Houston and
down across South America and the south Atlantic ocean.
Weather conditions may die -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - ai • pass over the Unittd States
beginning off the Pacific Coaat of tha U.S. and following
across Houeton and out acroaa South American ending In the
South Atlantic Ocean. Weather conditions Hay dictate a
change in that, but the present call la for Track 34, weather
permitting. That will be a first of Earth resources passea asany as 50 nay be scheduled during the Mission. ATH's first
day will be on Tuesday, that's provided everything goes well
with the monitor replacement and the ATM checkout scheduled
for Monday. Monday, also known as World Day for comet
viewers. Comet Kohoutek'a study will be very intense on
Monday. Purpose being that this is a day when scientists
ail over the world will be asked to specifically focus
on the comet, one of several days, approximately one every
week, that'a been set aside for a day when data can be tnken
by a number of scientist and then compared later on after
the comet has passed its perihelion. World Days have
been scheduled regularly and this will be the first of them
next Monday. And there will be additional ATM activities
are - additional comet activities scheduled for Monday, they
include S233, the handheld photography, which should be underway
at the present time. We're 7 ainutes and 15 seconds from
our next acquisition of signal, this Is Skylab Control at
5 minutes and 21 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control At 23 hour*, 12 minutes,
and 5 seconds Crtcmvlch seen time. Skylab apace station
now about 25 seconds from acquisition of signal at Tananarive
we'll have the line up live for air to ground through this
pa»s lasting approximately 10 minutes and SO seconds.

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive for 9 minutes.
SPT Hello Story .

CC Hello there. Anyone that's in the

MDA , we'll appreciate a BAT volt reading on the CBRHs 10

*n< 18.
SPT 28.3 on BAT 18.

CC 28.3 on 18.
SPT Affirm. And 28 even, 28.0 on 10 and

last orbit we were sitting at 28-10 or 28 even for about
the full orbit, looka as though .load oharing is gonna take
forever in order to - I have only got that BAT VOLTS. Hold on.

SPT Okay Story, when I did that on 10, 1

now have 10 selected and I vent charger ON and when 1

want charger OS, I've got the charger light out on 10, but 1

believe I also got 5 charter and battery light out also,
although all I had selected was 10.

CC Copy Ed.
SPT You following that on the ground?
CC Now we don't get any data from Tananarive,

Ed .

SPT Okay, we hud a (garble) status was a

charger, a BAT and REG light on 3 and 5 and also a charger light
on 10 and 18. Just at the moment I was talking to you i went
over to 10 and we got a BAT volt flag, apparently got tripped
at Just about 2 8,. we were expecting 27.9 or so to do it. So i had
selected 1 through 12 and 10. I went charger on and got the
charger light out on 10 and also on the charger and BAT light
out on 5.

CC Copy.
SPT I'll give you a reading for 5. On the

REG volt on 5 is 30.0 amps plus 5.5 - HAT volts, 28.8 BAT amps
minus 2, correction minus 1.

CC We're back with you Ed, w« dropped out
a while there, continue on with thtr protedi-re , we'd like

the REG switch OIF on CBRM 10. And before 1 lose you again
we're a couple of minutes from LOS, the next pass is Hawaii
in 35 minutes at 23:57, and we'll bo looking for steps 1 and 2

on the C&G Checklist with the trim burn at that time.

CDR Roger, Story.
SPT Okay, understood you want REG off on

10 you also want, ' anything done with 5?

CC Five's in auto disconnect by itself,
Just leave her aloni'

,
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SPT okay

,

CC And when you go to RE(i oil on 10, fid ,

check to *uu< It you gut any motn of those- status light* on,
thtCK

s

l

p !J

* 5kay> { haven't goi RKG 10 OFF. That'.

one of the thing* -
'

PA0 Skylab Control at 23 hours and 23 minutes

Creenvlch mean tUe. Skylab space station now out of range

of Tananarive. Some difficulty there at the end of that past,

it wa< not clear exactly what procedure was taken by the cr-:rf

on Skylab and we'll get Jk report on that at the next pas*.

During the last pass a CBRM teat charger battery regulator

nodule test In progress indication from Skyiab Science Pilot

Ed titbson that the test was completed on CBRH number 10 but

there was sone unexplained anomalieo in the behavior o<

CBRM number 5 which was not suppose to be effected at a\i ,

It was not one of Uose being tested and we have no explanation

here on the ground for that, we do not get data through

Tananarive, Tananarive, of course station that was Just called

up for this mission, there is no direct data links so we

have no computer information from Tananarive, only void' link;

for that reason, it's impossible tor the environmental uiflct-r

here at Mission Control to make any analyst* of the behavior

of the battery until we get another pass. Ferhaps wo '
1 i

have some data at that time and make some judK*eiit on the

performance of the system. No immediate concern here about

the loss of a possible CBRM, no indication of whether the

CBRM is operating properly or not operating properly, It may

have just been a temporary flash of light. No explanation

of why CBRM charger and battery light would click on battery

number 5 when they were working with battery number 10.

Apparently though from the earlier indications at least,

those battery testers are working out as well or better

than expected, batteries appear to have excellent capacity,

and we'll get a more thorough report after an analysis has

been made of the data. Also give you about 30 minutes from

now a more complete report on wh,- will be done tomorrow and

exact time for crew activities and a brief repetition of what

Flight Director Don Puddy ha.i to say befove leaving Mission

Control this afternoon. Present time Story Mns^.av. is i lie

Spacecraft Communicator and the Flight Director In Mill..,, Wim!l

32 minutes and 36 seconds i» uur next adulation "I siniw. I,

it's now 25 minutes and \\ seion.ls after the hour.

END OF TAP!i
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p A0 Skylab Control at 23 houra, 56 Blnutea

and 46 second*, Greenwich Mean time. Skylab apace station

now 53 seconds from acquisition of signal at Hawaii, during

thia pass we're apparently going to have some trouble

receiving data again on the batteries. One of the lines

not being satisfactory and we may not be able to get data

on ATM but we will expect conversation with the crew during

the paas and say perhaps bring that line up later on. This

is Skylab Control and we'll give you a report after this

pass through Hawaii, the patis expected will last about 8 ainutes.

CC Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 7 minutes.

CDR Hello Houston, Skylab, we're all set

up and ready to go.

Cc Can you stand by just one there Jerr, we re

having a data problem down here.
CDR Okay, sure can, systems all look pretty

good here right now.
CC (garble) and while l got you on step 2 there

the tape recorder (garble) before it cam cose in reset and you're

going to delete that whole line, okay.
CDR Yeah, I deleted that and I deleted the

UET .

CC Okay.
CDR Had a stir of questions Stoiy. Is our

aytltude such that we might possibly be able to catch the

Comet in the optics.
CC No, £ don't think you'll be able to

see It with the optic, Jerr.
CDR Okay, I didn't think so but I was hoping.

CC And we got one other thing for you

here you want to enable a caution warning Bravo 5, that's

the package temp on qued A and you can leave that enable.

CDR Okay, it's enabled, I see the package

is nice and cool now. I notice quad A's quantity is about

85 percent looks like it's about 68 percent lover than most

of the others .

CC Copy.
CC Jerr, we think 85 percent is a good

number,
CDR Okay.
CC Bill, we got our data back you're clear

to press on.
CDR Okay, I'm all finished.

CC We saw some of it .

CDR Would you like me to read any -» s t a to

you or have you got full TM now.
CC Stand by 1.
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COK Okay.
CC Ed , Houa ton.
SPT Co ahead .

CC We'd like a report on your CBRM 10 atatua
light and If you have selected 10 on C>>e switch, we'd like to

have a report on the barber poles if you're not selected to

10, don't aove the switch.
SPT Sorry, Bill's going to go up there rl?/nt

now and do it, I'a on the blink.
CC Okay.
SPT The way I left it Story, we had thj

REG off, BAT on and charge on. The only anomalous behavior
was with 5.

CC Okay, thanks.
PLT Okay, Story, I'm up In the ATM now wnat

was that again.
CC 1 would like a report on the CBRM 10

status lights, understand you've got three lights and
if the rotary switch Is lu 10 give us a report on the
barber poles and If 1 1

'*

.-j not In 10, just leave It where it is.

And let us know where the rotary switch is tco.
PLT Okay, It is on 10, there are no barber pole*..

CC Okay, thank's Bill. Twenty seconds here
to LOS, see you over the Vanguard In 22 minutes at 00:26.

PLT Rog.
CC And could you verify you got three lights

on CBRM 10

.

PLT That 's af f 1 rmat ive

.

CC Okay.
CDR Okay Story, if you're all finished with

ne I'm going to leave the Command nodule.
CC Okay, Jerr, the CMG looks good.
PA0 Skylab Control at 0 hours, 7 sinutes and

26 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station now out
of range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. During this last
pass, again we're doing some additional checks on the

charger battery regulator moduli?, no data being received here
In Mission Control over Hawaii, they had a problem there with
the tracking. But we did get a status report from the crew,
the report indicated the CBRM number 5 charger battery regulator
module number 5, that's one of the 17 operating CBRM that

are powered by the ATM solar array. That rate - charger
battery regulator module is working properly no., and is charged
up fully. However number 10, the indication seems to be that
It ia not charging anymore and there is no understanding exactly
why that has taken place. No doubt once we have valid data we'll
get a little bit better handle on what's wrong there. But
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there is apparently some minor problem, perhaps a major one,
we're not really certain at this point with that charger
b aery regulator module. It produces ibout 1/17 of the
power of the ATM and of course, this exist in addition to
the power conditioning groups that are powered by the
orbital workshop solar arrays. So that test of the charger
battery regulator module seems to be going along fairly well,
but there has beer some sort of a minor problem with CBRM
number 10 that has not yet been explained. (Garble) The
configuration doesn't make since to the EGIL here. The report
that was given by the crew does not seem to fit together very
well and we'll have to look at that a little bit later. Tomor
crew activities include both medical experience - experiments
and Comet photography. But most of the morning will be spent
preparing for Earth Resources and solar investigation which
will begin on the following 2 days. Sunday morning following
the 6 a.m. Central Standard time wake-up, Commander Jerry Carr
and Science Pilot Ed Gibson will replace the TV monlter for
the solav Instrument control and display panel. The procedure
expected to take about a hour and a half will include
installation of a new timer for S082, the ultraviolet
spec troheliograph spectrograph. The time is set aside is
approximately from 8 to 9:30 a.m. Central Standard Time.
Pilot Bill Pogue will transfer E REP tapes, that's
Earth Resources Experiment Package tape and check out the
EREP system from 8:20 to 11:50, an all morning operations.
The first Earth Resources pass Is scheduled for Monday along
track 34 from the Pacific coast of Oregon, across the Western
United States, south of Salt Like over Austin, Texas and
Southwest of Houston, crossing the Gulf oi Mexico, Yucatan
Peninsula and through Central America ending Just off the
coast of Brazil, a.utli of Rio do Janeiro Preliminary plans
call for 7 straight days of Earth Resources activities beginnln
Monday, first activity planned on the Apollo telescope mount so
instruments is scheduled for Tuesday, the ATM check out is
presently scheduled for Monday. After Pogue completes the
Earth Resources checkout Sunday morning, he will operate
the S019 ultraviolet stellar astronomy experiment, a camera
which uses a reflecting telescope to photograph the ultra-
violet radiation from stars and other heavenly objects that
ultraviolet radltion is not visible from the ground, the
light is - light rays arc absorbed by the atmosphere, they're
too short to be seen by the human eye even In space -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - ultraviolet radiation from stars and

other heavenly objects. Tlat ultraviolet radiation is not

! from the ground, t'.e light is light rays are absorbed

ly lie a sphere They are too short to be seen by the human

eve even in space, and they are absorbed by the atmosphere

'c n!t be 'photographed from the ground^ SO use* -
articulated or movable mirror system, but despite that the

Hid station will have to be rolled about "degree, to pro-

vide the comet view to the S019 instrument which will be installed

in the scientific airlock. The articulated . rror t elf will

be replaced by Commander Carr from about 09:25 to 10:10 a.m.

central standard time, with the following 40 minutes set as ue

to prepare the S019 instrument for use. The a r t icu la ted ai r ro

r

had to be replaced because it contained contamination that

developed in an earlier articulated minor use on previous

Skylab missions. The S019 will be use. twice tomo r row P

-

will use the instrument to photograph .tar fields he original

purpose for the study of composition of .tars nebulae and the

dust between the stars. That's an investigation use u in

learning about the origin of the main constituents of the

universe The first run for that purpose will take place be-

tween 01:05 and 01:55 p.m. central standard time. Space station

maneuver and co.et photography will be made between 04:23 and

04:51 p.m. central standard time. In addition to comet photo-

trophy part of the night time pass will be used for photographing

additional star fields that were not available using the

scientific airlock in previous missions. Th i a w ill be us r

then a double purpose, both for the photographing of the comet

and for gathering Some additional data on stars and a*!"^
backgrounds. During the .ft. moon, both Sciejco l" G^*n

and Pilot Pogue will be the subject of runs of M092 and M093

«2u.l experiments. Twice tomorrow at 10:20 a . and 09 : 5 p .

Science Pilot Ed Gibson will photograph KohOutek a* part of S 23 3 ,

*Si "s the photogra.ctrlc study that requires regular Photography

of the comef over a long period of time. The P«JP/" " ° ** in

data on the exact brightness of the comet data th," «nnot

be gathered here on Earth because of interference from the

atmosphere. The times again for that S233 photography using

tie Nikon camera, 10:20 a.m. and 09:15 p.m., both of those to

be done by Science Pilot Ed Gibson from the command

Bill Pogue reported earlier today that he did not f.-«l that he

had pointed the Nikon camera using S233 at the .roper are, of

the sky on the fir*t attempt to photogrrph koho, last night.

A more thorough description w*a sent up toaay f, ho p 1

astronauts point their camera at the comet which s
1 «PP««<»

as a dim glow near the horizon. Pogue Indicate < bat (garb la)

after looking at the new description thai he had no is f «e or i\ •

performed the experiment last evening as planned. Earlier this
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norning Chore was a request that the .... activity S233 be

reformed but it was on the shopping list, al
^
l,ougn

operation on i gh t and with tn e
f Ea rth bound ob-

nr. difficulty in locating it, we le s» u i «= .

r Lc the comet in the southeastern sky. t rise.

J [ J | l' 1IH.' I " ^ 1 ' 11 1 ' -*

television .sessions are planned for/^°^° W

;- 1 ^-^:i 1

^r:n:L:nt
V

:r:h:^Ui Spe^"r 8 can n er, that's
ey'll show the alignment of the tnu 1 1 i a p ec t r a Is c anne r,

<M92 That's one part of the Earth resources equipment

after the hour .

KND OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 25 minutes and
54 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now about 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal at Vanguard. We'll have the line
up live for air-to-ground through Vanguard lasting about
9-1/2 minutes .

CC Skylab AOS through the Vanguard for
9 minutes.

SPT Story, if you could - could you tell me
what did happen on the CBRM's with a behavior on three and your
subsequent command.

cc Okay Ed, there is an interplay at least
between a 5 and 10. When we commanded - after what you did
we commanded charger 5 OFF and also got 10 OFF. So there's
some kind of interplay there.

SPT Okay thank you. Is that what they picked
up on SL-I1I? Or is this a new one?

CC It's similar Ed, but we're still working
that one .

SPT Thank you.
cc Okay, while I got you Ed. After the trim

burn 1 think you'll be handling the ATM. And you've got an
option in your checklist SI or experiment pointing, we'd like
SI .

SPT Okay.
CC And 11 , I got one other thing for you here.
SPT Go ahead Story.
CC In the day 4 transfers you brought S054

film container over and the checklist said to put it on
M151 . Is that where it is now?

SPT (Garble) U. (Garble) 5 though or hold on -

S054, okay. 3056. Stand by.
CC And El we need you at the ATM panel the

next couple of minuten too.
SPT I'm there Story, go ahead.
cc Okay »o we don't have to touch that rotary

switch. We're going to command from down here on 18, charger
on an., reg off. And I'd like to get a report on the lights.

SPT Okay.
SPT I'm watching.
CC Okay, we're starting it - -

SPT CHARGER OPF

.

CC Okay.
SPT That's charger light off.
SPT Reg light off.
CC Okay, tnanks. On that S054 that's the one

the film that you're going to load in ihe camera. And we'd like
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that in a - in a r ad i a t i on -p ro o f locker such as M152. That's

a preferable one. If you can't get It in there H141.

SPT Okay Story got - glad to know that.

Right now it's still stowed in the command module where we

launched it. We'll put it there right now.

CC That will be fine thanks Ed.

cc Skylab we're a minute from LOS. Tananarive

inutes at 00:51. The station after that is Hawaii at
in 15

01:33. .

PA0 Skylab Mission Control at zero hours 36 minutes

and 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

out of range of Vanguard tracking antennas. And we're now

14 minutes and 32 seconds from our next acquisition of signal

at Tananarive. This is Skylab Control at 37 minutes and

7 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at zero hours 50 minutes and

35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now

54 seconds from acquisition of signal at Tananarive. The

gh Tananarive will last approximately 6-1/2 rain-pans
utea
tor

CC

Line live tor air-to-ground. The spacecraft comraunica-

is Story Musgravc, flight director, Milton Windier.
Skylab, AOS Tananarive for 4 minutes.

CI'K , Houston
CDR

CDR
CC

We'd like

Ro ge r , go ah e ad .

Jerr, it was USC over UCLA, 23 to 13.

Hey, groat show. I knew they could do it.

Now, I've got one other thing for you.

or you to back out of that last line on .step 2

on page t> - i - . That circuit breaker's SCS PITCH, YAW, A/C ROLL,

B/D ROLL, MAIN A, four, CLOSED. We'd like those opened up because

we've got a whole other rev an hour and a half before the burn so

that leaves the jets ENABLED.
CDR Okay, good idea.

CC And we're a couple

LOS. We'll see you over Hawaii in 35 m

Be dumping the data voice recorders there.

PA0 Skylab Control at 58 minutes and 30

after 00:00 Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now

out of range of the Tananarive tracking antenna. Our next

acquisition 35 minutes and 5 seconds from now. That will be

at Hawaii. This is Skylab Control at 58 air.utes and 45 sec-

onds after the hour.

minutes from
utes at 01:33.

s ec ond s

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 1 hour 32 minutes and

46 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds from

acquisition of signal at Hawaii. Pass through Hawaii will

last about 9-1/2 minutes. Flight Dynamics officer is now

arrived in Mission Control. He will be here for trim burn

which will take place at 02:22:30 Greenwich mean time. That"

a little less than an hour from now. The trio burn is to

adjust the path of the Skylab space station for the ground

track used on Earth resources passes. That burn, as 1 said,

will be made
are live now

CC
CDR

with the even
CC

INHIBIT

.

CDR
status

.

50 minutes. This is Skylab Control, we

r air-to-ground through Hawaii.
Skylab, AOS, Hawaii, 8 minutes.
Roger, Story. I'll be with you in a second

g status.
Okay . And we'd like the DAS for a dump

Okay, you got it. Ready for the evening

CC
CDR

8 heavy

,

8-1/2 heavy
Is 2400.

Okay
,

Okay
,

one It ght . SPT

,

1.0 light .

drinking gun:

mission day 9. Sleep: CDR, 9.0,
11.0, 9 heavy, 2 medium.* PLT , 9.5,

Volume: CDR, 1800, SPT , 1600, PLT
6683 , SPT : 1194, PL! , 2 -

6.284. 6.284, 6.288.
6 . 208, 6 . 204 , 6.207.

SPT :

Exercise:

CDR ,

correction 7216. Body mass: CDR,
6 . 406. 6.39 3. 6 . 393, 6.396. Pl.T:

CDR, Alfa, is nothing, leg 30 minutes, 4000 watl-ninutes. Exercise

method Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, and Echo, 10 each repetitions.
Exercise method Foxtrot, which is the treadmill, 5 minutes.
SP1 , Alfa, leg 80 minutes, and get this 16 7 37. Left Foot

Gibson challenges Mule Shoe Lousma to a ergometer champion-
ship.

CC Got it .

CDR Okay, exercise method Bravo i or the SPT,

all - all exercises 10 minutes, 40 repetitions each. PLT,

Alta, leg 15 minutes, 2450 wa i t -m inut e s . Method Rravo, A 1

f

a
,

position - rather body part Alfa, Bravo, Delta, V.cbo 50 each.

Exercise method Foxtrot 6 minutes. No medication or IMS

expendables. Negative bvown (garble) issue. Okay, the food

log: CDR , no salts, deviations: plus a catchbup, ptu* a grape
drink, plus a coffee with sugar, plus tea with sugar. No water
deviations. SP1, no salts, plus 1 butler cookie. Okiy, that

got it. For the SPT, no salt, plus one buttvr rookie, .n.'l

no water deviations. For the PLT, plus 2.0 salts, plus (Hi-

bread, plus one water - plus zero water deviation. No toed

residue. Okay, the photo log: day 328. Nikon 04, charlle
X-ray 19, frame count is 14. Nikon camera 05, Bravo Hotel 03,
frame count is 07. That's it for the photo log. From the

shopping list, we've got both S233's ops done. The Pilot will
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CC And the 7 -day forecast is on board.
PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 44 ninutiis and

16 seconds Greenwich raean tine. Skylab space station now out
of range of the Hawaiian Islands tracking station, and we're
about 21 minutes from our next acquisition of signal at
Vanguard. During this last pass, we had the evening status
report, the crew indicating that thay got a very good night's
sleep last night, 8 to 9 hours for each of them, with
some lighter sleep in addition to that. Science pilot in the
exercise report indicating what sounds like it might be a

new record, 80 minutes on the bicycle ergometer, with a total
output of 16737 watt minutes. That's a tremendous amount of
energy per minute put out by the Science Pilot. Sounds like
he'll be a good candidate for solving part of the energy crisis.
That's 200 watt minutes for a period of 80 minutes - 200 watt
minutes is the equivalent of riding a - a standard bicycle
with no gears up a steep hill. And he did the equivalent of
riding it - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - watt minutes for a period of 80 minutes
100 watt-minutes is the equivalent of riding a standard bicycle
vith no gears on it up a steep hill and he did the equivalent
of riding up a steep hill for a straight 80 minutes, which
is a very unusual feat and as Commander Carr indica ed

he challenges Jack Lousma the 180 pound former football halfback
who was on the last crew and performed a 200 watt-minute
feat for I think for a period of an hour was about the

longest. We'll check that with the medical people to find

out whether we got a new record with Science Pilot Ed Gibson.
Mission day 4 transfers which was something that bogged the

crew down a good deal during the last wee 1', have been completed
and that was confirmed by Commander Carr during this last
pass. He also indicated that they did both of the S 2 3 3 operatic,

that's both the Comet ilohoutek photography that was scheduled
twice today that our understanding was earlier that 'lie

first one had not been complete- d. I checked with the

corollary Officer during the pass and he indicated that he

too had understood them to say that they had completed both
of the operations and that will no doubt be confirmed later
in the evening. That will be good news for the people who
want to get started on that study which is a long term study
of the exact brightness of the comet as it grows in brightness
coming closer to the Sun. This is Skyiab Control, it's

19 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. 46 minutes
and 21 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 4 minutes and

32 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab .pace station now

crossing the south Pacific just about to be acquired by he

Tracking" hip Vanguard. This pass through Vanguard shoud

about 7 minutes and 20 seconds. At the presen time

Che EGIL Environmental General Instrumentation and Life

Support Systems Engineer here at Mission Contro is • P"?» lB *

instruction to be given to the crew. To run a teat on what
_

Tay be Soiling up Jattery regulator module number 5. Apparently

L i some cross action between that an other batteries

and they're trying to find out why these things are not

acting quite th« way they are expected to. And they are

going to do a test on the during this pass. We'll have a

line live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard.

cc Skylab AOS through the V*nguard for

Ro 8 e r • j .

And Jerr you're in the comaand module

7 minutes.
CDR Roger.

CC
aren't you?

cdr i <n on *y wa y

•

cc Okay, got a couple of things for you

when you get there. And Ed we could use you at the ATM panel

durin^thi. pa... ^ ^ ^ gtart

eating. You gonna need me?

cc We'll take anybody up there.

PLT No they're both on their way.

Spx Go ahead Story .

cc p.d we think there's a contractor relay

in the charger portion of CBRM 5 that's tying it into other

CBRMs and we got a little procedure here to check that out.

If you could select U on the rotary switch now.

SPT Got i t

.

cc Okay we're going to send a comaand here

to turn 11 on. And we expect to get charger 5 on lnate.d

ao charger 5 ) ight will go of f

.

SPT Sure enough .

SPT Charger and BAT lights on 5 went off.

rr okay now we'd like the power .y.tea

CBRM select the toggle switch. That's the 1-1213-18 toggle

switch go Into the tenter off position.
cpT You 'v» got it,

cc And we're going to command charger b

off. And we're going to *end charger 10 on now. Mark

SPT Cbargrr and 10 B/.T , and charger BAi

lignt on - or off.
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CC And we're sending 18 REG ON now.

CC. MARK.
SPT Light 'a of f .

cc Okay, Ed we're finished with that testing

right now. , . . ,

c - Jerr you're in the command module.'

COR Affirmative

.

C r Okay, just a friendly renin - reminder

prior to that burn to get those circuit breakers - okay we're

seeing that now. Thank you. We'd like a verification of the

fuel quantities on quads B.C.D, and tne PSM. Down here we don t

show r.hen at 100 Percent.
cc If y 0 u can give us some callouts on those

3 - those 4 quantities. ^.

CD r Okay Bravo is reading 90 percent, Charlie

is reading 91 percent, Delta is reading 86 percent, correction

make that 88 percent. And the PSM is reading 77 - 76 percent,

cc Okay that looks good from down here.

cc And we need the DAS for dump ENABLE.

cc Skylab, the DAS is yours were a minute

from LOS. We'll see you over Ascension for the burn in about

10 minutes a t 02 : 22 .

CDR Okay .

C C Jerr, you can go ahead and take over with

the - the CMC on attitude control. You're about a degree out

now .
,

CDR Okay. Okay 1 m CMC auto.

cc Okay we're looking at it,

PA0 Skvlab Control at 2 hours 15 minutes and

10 seconds Greenwich mean tlue. Skylab space station now

crossing the south Atlantic is out of range of the tracking

ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition of signal will be at

Ascension at approximately 7 minutes. This pass over Ascension

is a very low elevation pass only about 1-1/2 decrees above

the horizon. However it is being brought up there is an

unusual opportunity to observe the burn. And that s sorne-thin R

that we'll be domg here in Mission Control. The trim burn

to adjust the orbit of the Skylab space station is pus I xradc-

maneuver. That is to say it speeds up thv spacer raft

the speed up is a total of about 5.8 feet per second or ahvui

4 miles per hour. Th.it increase in speed will put Hit- skylab

into a slightly higher orbit and thereby put it bark on the

groundtrack originally planned for Earth resources passes.

The total burn time i^ 68 seconds using the reaction control

system of the command module to modify the orbit, as i said
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PX0 This is Skylab Control, we're now about

a minute from acquisition at Ascension and that burn is

expected to be taking place very shortly, a little over ^
minute from now, right after the beginning of the pass. J In

view of the confiraation from the medical officer that that

16,700 watt minute performance by Science Pilot Ed Gibson is

a new record, the old record approximately 12,000 watt

minutessset by Jack Lousma in the last mission. And it is

quite certain that that was done in more than one period

of time, but that's still an unusual pe r f ormanca - equi va 1 ent

of lighting a 100 watt bulb for about 3 hours. iWe have the

line live now for air-to-ground and the trim burn to take

place over Ascension.
CDR Plus X, going to hold it for 88 seconds.

Cc We are seeing it down here, it's looking

good and guides it for 2 minutes and AO seconds.
CDR Okay, hold on to something tight Bill.

PLT All this stuff is raising off the floor

down here.
CDR Sounds like we're making popcorn.

CDR i'ifty seconds gone.

CDR Sixty seconds, 70 seconds, 80, 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Delta V thrust is off.

CC Okay, Jerr, it looks good down here

(garble) done, we'd like you fly apply cluster attitude

back to all zip on the ball and save us a little TAGS getting

back,
CDR Okay , Story.
SPX (garble) is off minus 2.7 in Z, that's the

largest nothing in X and 1.3 in Y.

CC Copy Ed .

CC We're about 20 seconds from LOS here

the next station will be the Vanguard for the medical

conference and in an hour and 18 minutes at 03:42.

CDR Roger, see you then.

SPT Okay, Storv and the DAS entries for the

enable RF will all be with touvs (garble)

CC Say again Kd .

SPT Page ?-22 the blanks which 1 left open

were (garble) U ' s will be used there as I und e r f-
1 a n 1 it.

CC And Jerr, before leavitg the comn.ind modul

if you would look at (garble) test meter 6L on your w,*y out

we con get that from you *nd it will save you a trip .< f

there.
PAO Skylf.b Control at 2 hours. 27 mmut.s

and 30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab Sp jet station
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using the .rug during th. pr.-.U. Ion P- jjod • • ^^'^Uir
Th» rwn sleeping drugs on board, he dia get * »

e P 11 hUrs totaling\ncludin 8 light and heavy sleep

littlv heavy sleep. Commander slept 9 hours and the

it's now 31 minutes and 12 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 55 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now about 55 secondi
from acquisition of signal at Ascension. This last pans
through the Vanguard was quite reserved for a private medical
conference. The crew did not come back on the live air-to-
ground and there was no live discussion during that pass over
Vanguard. The Ascension pass beginning in about 40 seconds
should be the final pass of the evening at this 10-1/2 minute
pnss . And we have the line up live now for air-to-ground
through Ascension.

CC Skylab, AOS, Ascension 10 minutes.
SPT Hello, Story.
CC Hello, Ed. This will be the last pass for

the night. H<>,c you got anything for us? And when you're
done, I've got about 6 things for you.

SPT No, go ahead, Story.
CC Okay, did Jerr get that systems test

meter 8 Charlie?
SPT Negative .

CC I -

SPT That's in work, Story.
CC Okay, thanks. And on that CBRM number 5

that charger contacter relay those tests showed that we
do have a relay stuck there. And any time you want to turn
any other charger on, you're going to have to go back to
CBRM number 5 and turn that charger off.

SPT Turning that charger off (garble) systems?
CC That'll Just get it off. We want that one

off all the time, of course, and any time you - you put any
other charger on charger 5's going to come on, so you'll need
toturnitoff.

SPT I'm with you . Okay

.

CDR 8 Charlie reads zero.
CC Okay, thanks. And that's what telemetry

showed. And we think that's a transducer problem. And on
your power systems select on ATM panel, we'd like power r.y.uen
CBRM select switch off center all the tint. That's the one
slant twelve, thirteen slant eighteen toggle switch. If you
leave chat in center position, we can command chargers on
without commanding CBRM 5 charger on.

SPT Okay, Story, will do. That's where i is
now .

CC A:iu on the day k transfers , could yoo
confirm that you did use section 3 of the stowage book. Your
comments that the S054 film might n- t be transferred until day
4 8 got us thinking about which section you used . Did you
use section 3 ?

SPT Yea. , t used section 3, but I went to
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section 2 to find out just when it is we are supposed to

transfer S054 and on page 2-15, I think it is, it says that
it will be on day 48

.

CC Okay, we'll take a look at that. We're
not sure that section 2 was - was completely updated pre-
f light section 3 was

.

SPT Well, can you tell me if section 3 where
it says that I'm supposed to transfer that, cause I sure
couldn't f ind it .

CC It's on page 3-9 and it's a change and
an add on on page 3-9. The only thing important here is we
Just want to know did you use section 3 versus section 2?

SPT Okay, thank you, Story.
CC Got one other thing for you on the

power system on the ATM. On the power system monitor, if
you select button 1 or button 2, you can get a talkback on -

regardless of which CBRM produces the talkback. And Jerr, did
you take a look at the right window of the command module
for observing the barium cloud.

CDR No, Story, I haven't done that yet. I'll
give a report on the B channel or A channel recorder when I do.

CC Okay, I got just one more thing for Bill
on the airglow observation that he made earlier.

PLT Yeah, go ahead, Story.
CC Was the spike sunlit?
PLT I don't think so, and by the way, they

told me later on that what I was seeing was the southern aurora.
CC That - that's what we think it is right

now. Could the spike that's inbetween the spacecraft and the
horizon, or was it actually on the horizon?

PLT Oh, I knew it was on the horizon. It had
the same texture and color and everything was the rest of
the - What I was calling a cloud, they later told me was an
aurora. But it was definitely a spike and later on I saw
what - Even after they told me that it was the aurora, I saw
this striation In the aurora, and the stria - I saw them
move as I was watching them. You know, the spacecraft moved
and the aurora sort of played around.

CC Okay, good. One more on that. Did the
noctilucent cloud seem to move up through the airglow layers as
the space craft moved closer?

PLT No, they were always moving away from
it. And I - What I was calling noctilucent clouds apparently
was the nurora and it - as the spacecraft moves, the

with and moved back toward the Sun.
it was that the airglow -

area of intensity stayed wi
It wasn't in line with the
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It was sort of that the airglow ended.
CC Okay, and that looks like it.

PLT Okay .

CC We' re going LOS here. We wo n't call you
again. If you want us, we'll be at 04:40 over Guam.

PAO Skylab Control at 4 hours 7 minutes and
11 seconds Greenwich ir.ean time, Skylab space station now
out of range of the Ascension tracking station antenna, as
it passes over Africa. And we're about 33 minutes from the
next opportunity to acquisition of signal at Guam. There is
no intention of this part of ground to call the Skylab space
station. Story Musgrave, the space communicator did give a

good night at the midpoint of that pass, when there was some
problem with communications. And we do not get a roger with
the crew, but we expect that there will not be any communica-
tions for the - this evening. The completion of the battery
test earlier this evening has now been pre - preliminary
evaluation has been made of that test that indicates the
CBRMs are showing the following. CBRM number 10 hes a recorded
13.1 amp hours, these are preliminary figures only. CBRM 18
showed approximately 10.1 amp hours, but number 18 was stopped
before its actual low level was reached. And an estimate was
that it probably has a capacity of about 10.4 amp hours.
PCG - that's Power Conditioning Group battery number 6 showed
26.8 amp hours. All these figures are well within the expected
level for power capacity degradation at this point. The
predicted degradation in battery capacity will have no undesira-
ble effects on Earth resourses passes or other activities
that require the space station to be oriented in position that
does not give full 1 - full sunlight to the space station
solar panels. Those degradations test in fact CB'*M
number 10 seemed to indicate that that battery improved in
its total battery capacity. It was theorized earlier, but
tests run on it at that time did not show any improvement
capacity. So they're not quite sure that these are accurate
figures, but it appears that the batteries - CBRMs are
approximately in the suae range with a very slight degradation
from their performance earlier. They're rated orginally at 20,
but they found to rate about 12-1/2 hours during the last mission
They are now apparently rating in the vicinity of 11 v » 12 arap

hours. Certainly a very little degradation taken place in those.
The power conditioning group battery on the other hans degraded
a little bit more, but that was rated earlier at approximately -

It's rating - full rating capacity which is 33 amp hours
showing approximately that and possibly even a slightly higher
levels. It's not on 27 amp hours, but that's only a slight
degradation from its rating capacity and that's expected.
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This la Skylab Control. We're waiting for a medical
But that haa not arrived yet. And ve'l* come back up

it is available

.

END OF - TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 4 hours 15 minutes

and 12 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

now out of range of tracking antennas, 25 minutes before we

come back in range of the Guam antenna and we have said

Goodnight to the rrew at Ascension and I have the mission

surgeon's daily report and I'll read that for you for

mission day 9. The day off has just that a chance for extra

sleep in liberal doses of personal exercise.
.

The crew ..

continues in good health. Signed Dr. Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins.

Dr Hordinsky also mentioned that Gerald Carr the Commander

of 'the Skylab crew did take a shower this evening just before

the medical conference, that was in the last half hour, he s

the only member of Che crew to take a shower today and

although all three of them were permitted a shower or It

they wanted one. Let me repeat that Jerry Carr did complete

his shower just before the Vanguard pass about 45 = tnu " =

ago. And the crew is in good health according to Dr Hordinsky.

This is Skylab Control, our next call will be at 6 o cIock

in the morning, it is now 16 minutes and 12 seconds after

t he hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, Greenwich mean
time 11 hours 56 minutes on thlo November 25th, the 10th
day in the flight of Skylab IV. (Carble.) After sleeping
late and taking their first day off yesterday Skylab IV as-
tronauts Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue will have a

busy day Sunday gearing up for a few Kohoutek experiments
as well as readying the Apollo telescope mount and Earth Re-
sources Experiment Package systems for operations within the
next few days. Today's activities revolve around a few im-
portant time lines. One of these is the installation of a

timer and other parts in the Apollo telescope mount systems.
These items must be installed prior to systems checkout, which
is scheduled for Monday, with the operation of the ATM sys-
tems slated for Tuesday. Another important activity, which
will consume most of Bill Pogue's morning, will be a checkout
of the Earth Resources Experiment Package so that EREP cam-
eras and systems can be put into play on Monday, weather per-
mitting. Present ca - calculations place EREP pass for Monday
along track 34, which coven the United States, beginning off
the Pacific Coast and following across Houston, down across
South America and the South Atlantic Ocean. This will be the
first ol at least 50 opportuni'. ies which can be exercised
during the Skylab IV taission. On Sunday conet Kohoutek will play
an important role in crew operations. Pilot Pogue will oper-
ate the ultraviolet stellar astronomy telescope, the S019
experiment, at comet Kohoutek late in the afternoon, to record
the spectrum of the cornet and Its image in the visible light.
In order to deploy the S019 experiment in proper alignment
with the comet's approach, the orbiting workshop will maneuver
about a 62 degree in the roll position. This in no way com-
promises the use of thruster attitude control system gas,
which is being watched closely now that only two control
momecnt gyros are being employed to stabilize the spacecraft. At
mid-afternoon Saturday Kohoutek was ^1,760 million miles from
the Sur. and traveling towards it at a speed of 94,000 miles
per hour. Not to be ignored in the busy mission day 10 sche-
dule is the physical training the crew will continue. This
will include calisthenics and the body pressure 'and heart and
artery blood flow experiments, the M0 92 experiment. Facial
photos will also be taken to record visible changes in the

crew's appearance. Crew wakeup is scheduled over this state-
side pass as Skylab space station concludes its 2813th revo-
lution of the Earth. This the mission day 10 for Skylab IV

crew. Wake up is scheduled in approximately 3 seconds. We'll
hold the line open for CAP C0MM Richard Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. You're Just to the west
of Houstor. , Texas, and it's 6 o'clock in the morning down
lure. Good morning.
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CDR Good morning, Dick.
CC Good morning.
? c< Skylab, Houston. We're going to have

about a 30 second keyho.e here in about 15 seconds and then
still 3 Minutes to LOS. No response required.

Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. Madrid
at 12:16. Out.

p AO Skylab Control. Oreenwlch mean time 12
hours 12 minutes. Wakeup of the crew at 6 a.m. central stan-
dard time, tor them to begin their 10th day in orbit. Science
Pilot Ed Gibson, Pilot Bill Pogue, and Command - Skylab IV
Commander Cf raid Carr. They'll start their day wltn a break-
fast of Carr will have egg», coffee, bacon, bread, and jam, with
Science Pilot Gibson hivir-* a Instant breakfast drink, grape-
fruit drink, tea, bread, and J a*. . Pilot Pogue will start the
day with coffee cake, sausage, cringe drink, Rice Kkrispies,
and coffee. The first item on the schedule for the crew this
morning will have Commander Carr end Pilot Pogue working on
the Apollo telescope mourt control and display panel, install-
ing the ATM monitor, TV monitor and installation of a timer
for the Xl'V sp e c t r ohe 1 1 o g r oph spectrograph experiment. Later
Filot Pogue will begin activation of the Earth Resources
Experiment Package that six experiment complex which gathers
data on earth resources, 34 EREP passes have been baselined
for this mission. It is hoped they can plan at least 16
additional in addition to the 34, coming up with a total of
50 possible EREP passes for the duration of the Skylab IV
mission. We will have acquisition at Madrid in approximately
1 minute 40 seconds. We'll hold the line up for possible
conversation. CAP COMM is astronaut Dick Tru'y Plight
Director is Phil Shaffer.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, Mndrid for 9 minutes.

CDR Roger .

cc Skylab. Houston. We ' ri 1 minite from

LOS. Tananarive comes up at 12:36. Out.

Sp r So long , Dick .

Hello, there. How you uoing this morning

Doing teal good, Dick. Re*dy to charge.

CC Good show.

SPT Hey, Dick. What's our location? Are

we jsci-ndlng or descending ?

cc You're descending and according to our big

map you're just cross,

n

K the southern Mediterrean coast, enteri

Africa.
SPT Thank you

.

p A( ,
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 ho'jrs 25 minutes. Skylab Space Station on it's 2814th

revolution. The Skylab crew in it's 10th day of activity

aboard the Skylab space station. Crew wakeup was at 6:00 a.m.

cntral daylight time, 26 minutes ago. Crew hes an active

day preparing EKEP instruments for first use on Monday on a

pass which EKEP controllers have now changed from track J4

which was scheduled yesterday. Track 34 will not be

on Monday, it will be flown over track 33, a pass which starts

off 'he northwest coast of the United States. Washington

state crosses the central United States, south of Chicago,

and crosses the coastline oif the coast of Georgia. Track 33,

now scheduled for the first F.REP pass of Skylab IV. Next

acquisition in 9 minutes at Tananarive t rack i ng * tat ion

Greenwich mean tine 12 hour, 27 minutes. This is Skylab

Control. . . .

pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 houis 35 minutes. Acquisition over Tananarive in

approximately 25 seconds. We'll hold the line open in the

event there is communication between the Skylab IV space

station and Mission Control Center. CAP COMM Astronaut Dick

Truly. Flight Director is Phil Shaffer.

cc Skylab, Houston. Tananarive tor 10 minute

SPT Hello; Hello.

CC Hello; Hello.

cc Skylab, Houston. I'm not sure whether

you guys have sorted out the teleprinter messages this

morning, but when you do. I've got a couple oi corrections

to the SPT's detail pad and also for the PL!
.

I ve got a

correction to his S019 pad.



Time: Ob : U CST 10:12:14 GMT

rr Skylab, Houhton. We're about 30 seconds

from "s in Tananarive. Hone ysuck le come* up - 1 13 : 03 and 4 f

vru havf the pads there at Honeysuckle, that s the SVT

IlaM/i PLT S019 pad, I can give you corrections

there
sPT Okay, Dick. (Garble) (Static)

l\ 0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

,c i loss of signal at Tananarive tracking

i

2

c ,^on
3

'
el "a isi ion vlU be Honeysuckle in approximately

sea ion. "2 .
r wlll be about a 2-minute pass

pass at Greenwich mean time 12 hours 4* m.nutes. This

Skylab Cont rnl .

KNU OF 1APK
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PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
13 hours 1 minute. Acquisition coming over Honeysuckle
tracking station in 50 minutes. This will be about a

2 minute 2 5 second pase. We'll leave tne line open for
CAP COMM Dick Truly .

<<- Skylab, Houston; Honeysuckle for
2 n i n i l «.* n ,

CI)H Roger, Houston; Skylab here.
CC Roger

,

SPT Okay, Dick, go ahead with the SPT pad.
CC Okay, first tiling on your details pad,

Fd
;
down at the bottom at a time of 02:45, we'd like for you

to add in there momentum inhibit. And that's to support the
S233 OPS. And I got a couple more for that same piece of
paper ,

SPT Co ahead.
CC Okay, this has to do with the time

right after breakfast where you and Jerry are going to work
on the nonitor installation. It isn't mentioned on your
detail pad, but that also includes time for the S082 timer
installation and also the TV system trouble shooting procedures

.

Now these procedures, the TV system trouble shooting procedures,
are on page 1-10 Alfa, and 1-10 Bravo of the ATM Systems
Checklist and Data Book. And the timer Ins t a; la t ion is on
page 1-11 of that same book. There's one correction on page
1-11, and that 's for the stowage location of the cable
removal tool; it reads T 466. And when you get to that,
it should read D 446. There is no D 466. And we're about
10 seconds from LOS here at Honeysuckle. I'll give you a

call st Goldstone at 13:31. And we are going to dump the
data tape recorder at Goldstone.

SPT Okay, thank you.
CC Roger,
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

13 hours 5 minutes. Loss of signal at Honeysuckle. Next
acquisition will be Goldstone in 23 minutes 50 seconds.
Goldstone pass, stateside pass will last about 21 minutes
total, on this the 2814th revolution of the Skylab space station
since launch from Cape Kennedy on May 14. Skylab workshop
is in its 195th day in orbit, while the Skylab IV crew began
its lOtn day of work at 6 a.m. central standard time today.
Activities today include work on the ATM, console which was
just discussed with Science Pilot ed Gibson, referring to the
TV monitor Installation on the C&D panel, work on the SO -

SOH2 timer «h well as the TV system trouble shooting. Next
acquisition will be Goldntone in 2/ minutes 50 seconds. At
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Greenwich mean time 13 hours 7 minutes, this Is Skylub
Com ro 1 .

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
13 hours 29 ninutes. We will have acquisition at Coldstone
In a»>proxi»fctely 35 seconds. Hold the line open for
CAP COMM Dick Truly. this stateside pass should last
approximately 2} minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston; stateside fov 10 minutes
CDR Hello, Dick.
CC Hello, and a reminder, we're going to

dump the data tape recorder here.
Skylab, Houston, for the PLT. We still

got about 6 or 7 minutes here left stateside and 1 have
one correction fur your S0I9 ope rati pad. Anytime you get
a chance I'd like to give it to you.

PLT Ok*y, give me about 15 seconds and start
talking.

cc Okay. Okay, PLT, Houston, the correction
to the SO] 9 pad is as follows, And I'a refarring about
three lines down in the pad where it refers to the two referenc
stars, the ones that are listed there at times 19:13 and
19:16. First of all the first reference star is Foroalha.it
and the rotation and tilts are good. The second rotat -

the second reference stir, at a time of 19:16, is star
Regor, which is star 17. I'd like to change the rotation
and tilt numbers to the following. Rotation 2 34 . 6 , tilt
29.0. Ove r .

PLT Ro^er. Got it. The first star is
Komalhaut, and the second star is Regor. Rotation 2 34 6
and tilt 29.0.

<](: H'-'gtt, Bill. That's right. Thank you
much .

f;t Skylab, Houston; we're about 30 seconds
from LOS. I'll give you a call at Bermuda about 3-1/2 minute*
f r om now .

cc Skylab, Houston; Bermuda for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dirk.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're goin^, to drop

into a 1 minute keyhole here in about 15 or 20 seconds. I'il
give you a call when we're out of it.

END OF TAPE
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LOS .

of AOS at Bermuda
.

SkyUb, Houston
Out .

Canary at 13:54.
""ion. «lv re 45 seconds from

jj c
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does not operate as we expect, then you'll - this pro-
cedure, well just turn It back off, and you'll go right into
page 1 - 10 Alfa as scheduled. I'm sorry. You'll go right in
to page 1-9 as you were originally scheduled.

CDR Hey, Dick, I'm afraid you're a little late.
We got the TV monitor on our laps.

CC Okay. The only other thing that we wanted
to nake sure that was clear when I made that other point up
and wanted to clarify now .s that Ed, at the appropriate time
we did want you to change >ut the XUV slit of, change out the -
install the auxiliary tine: for the XUV slit instrument.

Sl>f That thing worked out, also, Dick.
CC Okay, good. And, Skylab, Houston; we'd

like to confirm that you did turn on the ATM C&D loop on the
CDR ddetails listed at 14:00. That's pump Bravo we need on.

CDR That's complete now, Dick.
CC Okay. Thank you very much. We're 1

minute to LOS. Tananarive comes up at 14:14, and we'll be hand-
ing over to Don Putty and Bob Crippen and their team, and I'll
see you in the morning.

DPT Roger. So long.
PL,T Co ions, Dick.
CC See you .

PA0 Thi s is Skylab Control. Greenwich mean
time 14 hours 3 minutes. The Skylab III crew becoming TV
repairmen in the sky today as they work on the S082B tieier
and the TV monitor number 1 at the C&D panel in the multiple
docking adapter. Thre are two TV monitors aboard the space-
craft which are used to monitor the ATM instruments. The
nucber 1 monitor went out during the Skylab .11 mission
Mid-way through the mission the crew reported they had an
oscillating image and little black streaks going across the
approximate 6 inch diaater IV monitor. Six days later tht
crew reported TV monitor 1 had no image at all. These trou-
bleshooting procedures were developed for this mission, and
the crew is presently involved in troubleshooting this system.H the correction action cannot be made with the system on
board a new TV monitor has been flown up and will be replaced.
Also scheduled for this morning is S082B, a timer. During
the SL-II mission and SL-III the crew had a manually set
start and stop the S092B timer. This new timer on board will
make that activity automatic and give the crew more tine to
vork on other things. This automatic timer will be placed
on the C&D panel when the crew is fin-ished with the TV
troubleshooting that they're presently engaged in. Next
acquisition will bo Tananarive in 7 minutes 39 seconds. At
Skylab Control this is Greenwich mean time 14 hours 5 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
14 hours 12 minutes
tracking station In
hub Crip pen, new Kl

CC
7 ainutt!
It if on
(J OWC- !

till

Sky lab Control; Greenwich mean time
Acquisition coming at the Tananarive

50 seconds, CAP COMH on July now is
new Flight Director Don Puddy.

Good morning, Skyhb; AOS Tananarive
And CUR, either you or the Si'T, we'd appreciate
ATM Cul) console you u Id put the XUV monitor

sw 1 1 ch
,

sw i it h*'

CUK
CC

we want it to go to
CDR

tt on down there?
CC

wanted to make sure
all powered up again that we didn't

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston; I should have you for

a couple of more minutes here until about 22 after the hour

please sir.
Say again that switch, Bob.
Roger. The XUV monitor powe
of f .

That switch is off, Bob. You showing

No, we want to leave it off. We just
was off (garble) we get the TV busse

hat monitor on.

Hon ey s ui: k 1 e 19 1 1 nuIn case I lose you ear lie
now at 14:38, 14 : 38

.

PAO Skylih Control; Greenwich mean ti
14 hours 23 minutes with loss of signal at Tananarive
acquisition will be Honeysuckle in approximately 13 m
10 seconds. N'ew Flight Director on duty is Don Puddy
told his flight controllers here and advised them tha
have a very full Flight Plan today and requested they stay
on their toes and give the crew all the help th.-^t they can
today. Spacecraft currently in it's 28th, 2815th revoluti
in an orbit of about 242 by 231 nautical mlies altitude,
traveling at a speed of 25,066 feet per second, which cone
out to be 14,847 nautical Jiiles per hour, or 27,497 lilome
per hour. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 14 ninu
and 10 seconds. This is Skylab Control, Greenwich mean ti
14 hours 24 ninutes.

END OF TAPE
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SPT

SPT
V,-ry 80 ° d
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it lo
C

v„, ,

01
:

ay
-

0,> '' thInl: 1 d0 "'t tnov i( „
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" S " lso

SPT
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po< k,t" huh?
° k3y

-
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orKin* r,.al v t 1 1 . r ed ( garble) d u , a pf
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est we d like lo run on the ATM C&D coolant loop/whichinvolves one of you doing some astipulation of the ERKPCOOLANT VALVH on panel 135 while we ' ri! taking a lo^t
Jh!r"i!

r

s
h^ C

' \[
8 ° mebod y w »" ld »>* available at Haweii,that 11 be fine; if some other pass is bett

-we ' 1 1 work it there .

uld

SPT
up

We ' 11 be ri « h t here, Crip. Just call it

CC Okay; thank you.
CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC Go.

H«ln/!7 , ,

° kay: l
' n °" page 1_10B vhe ™ «'redoing the troubleshooting on the console. And the notenear the top of the page says if any voltage is present, dono la*e the resistance reading. Well, between - on W-U Papa2between B and C and B and D , I get a voltage of minus 0 1 oneach one. Is thar close enough to zero not to worry anybody^cc Stand by , Bill.

l? T
concur. That's close enough to rero.

c . /, .

0ka y- So far "P to now all the tioubleshootings been nominal.
viuudi*

ln<:
CC

, ,.,
0k ' > y- Atld **'re about 1 minute fronLOS Ue 11 see you over Hawaii at U : 58 ; that's about

11 minutes from now. And if somebody could be available to us

U l°trl *
EREP C0 ° LANT FL ° W VALVE> WC Wt3uld appreciate

PL
T n

0ka y. Bob
. we'll be ready. And onpage 1-10A, for W-U B-l and 2, all readings were e Andon the bottom of the page in the volt readings, they're all

100.3 and all the rest Infinity. So it looks good.cc Copy that .

.

PA °
Ia ,

Skylab Control, Greenwich menn time
1- hours ,8 minutes. Loss of signax at Honeysuckle. Nextacquisition will be Hawaii in 9 minutes 40 seconds, as hei*ylab crew continues in their troubleshooting at the C&I)Pjnel oi the Apollo Telescope Mount. Trouble shoot in, theTV monitor number 1. There are two TV monitors on bo.rd theSpacecrait which show television pictures taken by tin-TV cameras oi the Apollo Telescope Mount experiments. ,vmoni or number

1 failed on mission day 57 in the Skyl.,1, lMmission alter showing problems approximately U d.ws , ;ir li,r

ltL
C

Vr
W

»°
f A

i
a

|?/
l

"f
,n re P° rted irouhle with the TV monitor Iwhen it showed black streaks and oscillating picture on theapproximately 6 inch diameter TV monitor. The crew is inthe process of checking this monitor out prior to the replacemen
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of a new one if this is necessary. They are also installing
an automatic switch on the S082 - S082B instrument. This
instrument before tiad to be manually operated by the crew in
start and atop times. This automatic timer will permit the
crow to do other activities and the automatic timer will take
care of starting and stopping the instrument. Mission day 10
for the crew of Skylab IV. Mission day 195 for the Skylab
Workshop, launched from Cape Kennedy on May 14. The vehicle
presently in a 242 by 231 nau t ic a 1 -m i 1 e orbit. Traveling at
a speed of 14,847 nautical Biles per hour. Temperatures
within the workshop or in the experiment compartment in the
workshop itself is 72 degrees Fahrenheit and in the multiple
docking area where Science Pilot Gibson and Conmander Bill -

Commander Jerry Carr are working presently the temperature
is 73 degrees Fahrenheit. Next acquisition will be Hawaii
in 7 minutes 25 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours
50 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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^0 Kkylah r.-t, M i ei-nw I Hi at-.m M*.<
14 hwum 57 alnutes. Acqu in i t Ion coml ng ii« tomh tin- Hawaii
tracking station In 40 iecond», We'll hold the line open
for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii, 9-1/2
ninutes, and when and If somebody 1

s ava i Ub 1 c y« can get
started on that pauel 13 5 there; that's EREP, coolant How
thing.

COR Okay. Go ahead,
C C Okay. Here 1

* a little word of explanation
We ve been seeing a one flow fluctuation with punp Bravo.
That was why we turned It off earlier, and it's running nooi-
naj now, about 246 pounds an hour, but we did see it dropping
down to 160. What we're going to try to do is take that valve
and change its position slowly while we're watching it here
on the ground to see if there in tone oth<:r valve position
other than BYPASS thet tends to give optimum flow. So if
right now if you could just verify for us that the EREP cool-
ant flow valve is in BYPASS.

CDR Okay . That 's verified.
cc Okay. Stand by 1. Okay. What we'd

like you to do nov is to slowly turn the valve counterc lockwis
15 degrees at about 5 degrees a second.

CDR Okay. That didn't work. Okay. There's
the first 15 degrees.

cc Okay . Stand by 1, Jer.
CD* While we're standing by, r

' v,- *., t ,„«,
readings for you on that last check.

CC Go ahead ,

CU K Okay. On P a K u 1-10 Brave i r, th. t.,hie
the meter readings are minus .1, minus .1, Infinite, : !; I i » i t v
infinity. At 20 K it was 29.4, and at 2 Hike it w.».s .089.

cc Okay, copy those, Jer. lhank you. okav;
Jer if you could take the /alve and position it to FLOW please

Cl) f Okay. Going to FLOW now.
CC And whit we're doing here while we're

waiting is Just to make sure that the flow is stabilized out bi
fore we proceed on, then I'll give you a GO in a second.

CDK Roger.
cc How are we con'ng on the nonltor instal-

lation? Got Ed working on putting that back in r.sv?
SPT Yeah. It's bar* in the slot and con-

nected to the coax cable.
cc Beautiful. Ed, as a result of t h *

'

troubleshooting procedure we're - should he working ok../ ,n
(garble).

cc We ' re s t i 1 1 s i 1 1 ing he re watching t he-
flow . it seems to be oscillating a little bit and
we're trying to see is it's going to settle dow :1 a little bit.
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CC
>R

p
ould J l your tran.dnc.Tl

. .

CDR
. . ,

0k *y- Go ^S clockwise this die, 15degrees. And complete. '

. ^
,

1 don't know if anybody would be willingto .peculate nuw
. Okay, Jer. We're ready to press on 1

I'Vul till** T valve now aml want t0 d ° th * "',1 gve did before. We want to slov i y turn t h
*

only c ockwise this t Ue another 15 degrees at about the samerate, b degrees a second.
Okay

And complete.

, ,

CC
, .

0kay> Stand by. Okay, Jer. If youcould take the valve jnd go back to BYPASS.
<\k **- D^ w«rk. And it's i „ BYPASS.

~ Ihank you,

v
C °

L , /
)kav

. J«r. That completes the c ,. st ,You can go ahead and position the valve to PLOW now for thisupcoming ERKP checkout th A t we've gut Bill S ch«d d doand subsequent to that test just call down his normal pro!cedures. When he finishes it he is clear to go back tTflYPASSThank you very much for you business.
axr t\i>i>.

CDR Okay Crip.

hK
C
S i

,

|
Skylah, Houston. We're 1 minute from

15 l'o U Jo'"* T U
tff

1

?
ln 3 » lnut «« over GolJstone at1>.1Q. 15,10, and we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump

.

PAW
u ,

SkyUb Control, Greenwich Bean time
15 hours 8 minutes. We've had loss ot signal at Hawaii.Next acquisition will be through the Goldstone tracking sta-

which runs through the Apollo telescope mount control anddisplay panel, a routine check prior to activate „• this«y.t.j. wn ch should begin „n Tuesday. Command !Carr is scheduled this morning to install the n r f I < ., 1 „ i ,irror system in the S019 experiment, ihls ex P e,l»e„, isused to take pnotog.aphs of stars in the Milky Way , w. I 1as plan this »U S 1omo take photographs of the comet Kohoutek.An operation of the S019 experiment Is scheduled tor lireen-

minutes to photograph comet Kohoutek. The instrument willbbe placed through the .ntl.oUr scientific airlock with thearticulating mirror extending approximately 40 inches bev 0 na_

s^n^nTs
° l

i

Vehlc
l

t
«

S « XL acquisition will bo Gold-

Bob Cr ippen
8eCO " dS

'

W
*
U hold tiie U P CAP C0MM

doin/^ H,t- •

Sk^^ b
.
Houston; AOS Oollston, ? minutes,uoing a data voice recorder dunp.

,

C
[; ,

-
Sky lab, Houston. We're ;ibout a ninuu-and a halt t roB LOS. We're going to have you again In

T

minutes over Bermuda. Can oil! or somebody verify for us
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that housekeeping 84 Tingo 2, which was as water p - bottledrying qui, is complete. We want to insure that b.fore wo
Install 19 in the fountain.

.
P, ' T Yeah, Bob. That was complete about . ohan hour ago .

' '

CC Vtir y William. Appreciate it. Di -
h.ive yoy Managed to get your tape transfers out of the roadyet f

l>,,r Tape transfers done, The TV setup'scompleted. I'n standing by for J er and Kd to sort of finishup data when I - I '» working in the same area on this EREPcheckout. I a going to go up there now and *tari on it.
.

tC
. ,

Roger. That's like, you guys are righton the ti»e Uuethis morning. We were a little bit concernedwe might have had you too crowded here.
S
^
T The day's not over yet, Crip.

CC Yeees, we'll catch up with you yet, Ed.Think you guys got up early this morning, though. I got h.r.
a.»d I didn c *ver, have a chance to play you a good song.

A lUtle murky nuslc like yesterday?
T) ,,,

Ah, wait till I get a summary shift,
rne.i we 11 get some good marching music for you.
,

SVl ct)R w * s acting Ilk* a DI (sic) ail daylong. '

c
° C .

That's only natural. Going over i lu- hill.See you in about 4 minutes.
PA0

, ,
We've had less of signal at the (x.ld-stone tracking station. Next acquisition will be be, mad aIn 3 minutes and 10 seconds as the crew continues in theirtroubleshooting and minor repairs to equipment on board thespace cr.lt. Pilot Pogue is - Commands Carr is scheduled

to work on the S019 articulated mirror system, while Pi!otPogue is working on the EREP checkout. lie indicated during
the last pass that he had the TV camera set up, that his planto televise the installation., activation of the S192 alignment.his will be put on the video tape recorder and dumped at alater pass over the States. Next acquisition in 2 minutes
20 seconds will be Bermuda. We'll hold the line up for this

LND OK TAPE
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PAO - . pass over the states. Next acquisition
in 2 minute* 20 seconds will be Bermuda. We'll holt) the
1 i n e up for this pass

.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Bermuda for about
8 Minutes.

CDR Hello, Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston; for your information

we're getting ready to inhibit the dump for the upcoming
SOI 1

* OPS.
Pl.T Houston, PLT.
CC Go , Hill,
PLT Koger. I'm getting ready to start the

EREP checkout, and I noticed the other day when you get
Involved In a procedure a lot of times you forget to turn
on the television. I got the television all set up; I've
checked out the monitor and turned the power back off. I've
looked ahead in the procedure on 192 alignment, and 1 did not
see, specifically, a cailout at a point at which to turn on the
television. Would you correct me on this and give me a little
advise so I car. mark it in the checklist so I won't forget
to turn it off?

CC Okay. We're getting quite a bit of
squeal there, Bill. Understand you want a little guide as
to when to turn It on and to help you remember it, and we'll
try to do.

PLT It's probably in the checklist but I

couldn't find it, looking ahead just briefly here.
CC Okay. We'll review it.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. We're g^ing to have you again In 2 minutes over Canary
*.t 15:31, 15:31. And, PLT, Houston. For your information,
there is a cailout for TV POWER ON on page 10-2 of your
ER~P Checklist when you're doing the 19 2 detector alignment,
it comes Just before the visible alignment.

PLT Thank you very much, Crip.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

15 hours 29 minutes. Loss of signal at Bermuda. Next
acquisition will be Canary in <*0 seconds. During this previous
pass, Flight Director Don Puddy passed a report to the EREP
officer Dick Krusc that yesterday's trim burn placed the
spacecraft right on the money for the upcoming EREP pass
scheduled for tomorrow along track 33. This is basi \ on
refined data of the new orbit of approximately 2U£ by 231
nautical milt' orbit. Acquisition in 5 seconds a r. Canary.
We'll leave the line up for this pass.
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for u'l/2 .Inute..
Skylab

'

H ° UBt0 "' A° S trough Canary

"
S.:f'^i.r^4;^/:?J^::i;E :lHi;t:Fir«'-'

HONITOB I „ > u
yOU v ' rlf >' <•• that TV

i .

SPT
tl ,

Roger; that's correct. I was lustbeing a little conservative here. How's it look nowl

now Lrf ,r*nH v.
°
kay> We ' re l00k l"K at MONITOR 1 onnow. And „t.„d by on your previous question about the H-alph

H-alpha 1 and 2. °
"

'

y °" 8 ° l 3 80 ah « ad lo lu™ »"

MOS l

S

H d HON 2. MO^^iooJ: tl^o r'**'
°"

look â good as the s^Sr * '
that '

8 ,r" t
'

"
SPf Nothing (garble) simulator folks bme thing real ' '

-

-
'

Roger, that

. *
coining (garble) simulator folks

s good to see southing real and live for a change.

Cc
T H-alpha in real, living, Mack, and white.

k* ,

1 ilSil gine it's nice to look at the fcaInhins, not through the atmosphere for once.

oscill*7ir.n in ,i
Crl

f" «eltln K a fair amount of

CC Stand by 1 , Ed .

r, ,^„i
PLT

« .

And
'
Crl P> a question for the FRKp

K*:iv?: ?.%«:. ; ; «vi" «»•««•» ~^
:iirAi;,

*-««•" - : ™?ri;; :.\r:n.,
Stand by 1 on that one, Bill,

ino -
Ed

'
you ' re G0 tur EXPERIMENTING POINTING

J

8
;
Ure yOU

«°V' ne Sen80r door firs ^ ^d then -
*

be foie you select the mode.
SPT Okay.

rL
' No swea t .

.

CC Bill, in answer to your questior P-?

^
LT Roger; thank you.

, ,

PLT
u .

And 1 thlnk 1 heard vou say a whileto Jerry that ,

•

B GO for turning the ERKP COOLANT VaJve
*
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CC Jerry should have put It PLOW for you
awhile ago; that's where It should be. And 1 wag Just
saying that when you concluded it, as per checklist, you
can ko hack to BYPASS. You might should verify it, through.
I'u pretty sure it Is in PLOW

,

PI.T Thank you .

SPT Crip, on the images, both H-aipha 1 and
H-alpha 2, we're getting an oscillation - total oscillation
up/down and left/right ot around, oh, 5 to 10 arc seconds or

so, Maybe a frequency of, oh, 2 cycles a seconds in a

random direction,
CC (garble)
SPT The ATM counters are stable.
CC Okay, we copy that. And you're getting

It on H-alpha 1 and 2?
SPT That's affirm.. It's a total picture

motion.
CC Okay, can you verify for as whether

it set- a 6 to be actual canister motion or is it the - I

think we've seen some wiggling that's due to the TV camera
itself - and the electronics.

SPT No, it looks very much like canister
motion. Whether it is or not, I can't be sure. But it

has all the appearences.
CC Roger. You - can you verify whether

there is any reticle motion with respect to, you know,
any Sun features?

SPT No, there is no reticle motion. I have
motion of the mechanical reticles relative to the crosshairs,
and that's hardly established. We ^ot around, say 10 arc
seconds or -to of oscillation.

CC Okay. But the crosshairs are not moving
with respect to the Sun?

SPT The mechanical crosshairs are not; that's
correct .

END OF TAPE
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SPT Key, Crip, I take back wh*u I n.ild bi>-
forc. It doesn't look' like canister motions (?) UH the mechan-
ical crosshairs (garble) moving relative to solar Uaturea.

,

cc Roger, Ed. Okay, this in something that we
think we have seen before and it's associated with the auto-
matic gain control of the camera, and it - I guess the expert
ience Is that it usually stablUes out after the thing warns
up here and we're trying to get a tine estimate on it.

SPT Okay. Hon 1 is looking real good. It appear*
to be superior to mon 2 In contrast for teh same revolution.

cc Okay. Tom Barn sold it was the beat
one he could f ind

.

SPT II '

8 a t^od one. Tell him he did a good search.
cc Roger that, we're 1 minute from l-OS .

We 11 t.ee you again over Carnarvon at 16:14, 16:U
SPT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hours 47 minute* with loss of signal at Canary, Ascension
tracking station. Next acquisition In 26 minutes at Carnar-
von. We can raok U p another successful repair Job for Sky-
lab. Skylab IV crew replacing the monitor 1, TV monitor
number 1, in the Cit) panel, control and display panel of the
Apollo telescope mount. Science Pilot Ed Gibson reporting
the picture being received on the 6- i neh-d i ame te r TV moni-
tor Is superb. He was viewing the picture through the H-alpha 1
TV telescope and reported it to be a good picture. Monitor 1
exhibited problems early in the flight, late in the flight ot
Skylab III and on mission day 57, before the conlusion of the mis-
sion, TV monitor 1 was totally inoperative. Upcoming shortly
is a run of the S019 Instrument, the S019 ultraviolet photo-'
graphy experiment. Principle investigator for this experi-
ment is Science astronaut Dr. Carl Henize. This instrument
in addition to photographing selected star fields and the
Milky Way will also be used for photography of the comet
Kohoutek later today. Conaander Carr repaired earlier to-
day the articulated mirror system with the S019. The mirror
is a 7-inch by 15-inch flat eltptical Hhaped mirror. The
reflective surface U a thick aluminum co,nir f whlrh In
covfirc* with .i magnesium flourlde overcoming. Tit- mirror
i" extended through the anttsolar scientific alrlocl and
can ,>e rotated n tilted t- o ai- at a Mxed sia*- field. 110
photogra D h= of s^l-c He'd «t»r fields ait scheduled to be
taken during 'he m'ssi^n as "eU as 40 photog-aDhs «f curat-

1

v o v. 0 .. tek uifh , h „ SQ19 ln „ t ruffient Nt>vt acqulsitlon wni
>>e Carnarvon in ''4 minutes. At G-eenwic* mean time IS hour*
49 minutes. This <s SVyUb Control.
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., .

PA0
/ Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

iSn TrlW " 1,

:
Ut

?
8

- ^qui.ltlon co.lni aero., the Carnar,von racking station as epacecraft Skylab Is in It. 2816threvolution. The 10th day in the mission for Skylab crewCommander Gerald Carr. iclence Pilot Ed Gib.on, and Pilot

t a klnf
U

:; m
U hjU

/!)* H " e U P th '<>«^ this Carnarvontracking station pas» with CAP COMH Bob Crtppen.

^
C

, ,

Skylab, Houston. We're AUS to Carnarvontor .bout 4 minute*. And SPT , we would like to go ahel! «d..euro monitor 1 and monitor 2 when you can ge t I chance.rLl He htari you,
Thank you .

.

C<
/

Skylab, HouKton. We're 1 minute frn« I n<?

rLlt |„ a fi:
k UP 8h ° ftly ° V6r Hon.y.«ckl.:

ln

r-tl liV°yl\

8uckl
"

.

Skylab Houston. We're AOS through Honey-suckle. rf e have you for about 4 minute, and we're gettingready to enable momeatum dumps again.
88

CDR Roge r

.

IO<;
C
S • i

.
Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

t? i* u r i

'u
y ° U 38ain 0Ver HawaU in about 15 Brutes

am r . \ an
^u ^ " We 8how the >!PC ln R0LL

.
w"ich is on EN-ABLE on the ATM CiD. We need to get those inhibited please

u
0 " \ eon"*™»" ° f hflVin8 lhe d«P inhibited pre!"viously, we showed that we got a TACS firing a while ago-.id you may anticipate getting up a few random desat firings.

A*i ??, * „,,,
ay

'
Crlp< At the Ed's busydo n, 23) and Bi 1 and I are trying to get the AM S put tQ -gether here so it'll be a couple of minutes before we c'ndo those switch drawing, for you. but we'll get them done?0L

, J

Okay. Wo wore scheduled to startunattended OPS at 16:49, so that'., the first time w t 'd , c cuall yneed them. That's about, over 20 minutes away.
-dually

rr
R (Static mixed up with a little garblu.it0 Coin* over the hill.

END OF TAPE
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pAO Skylab Control, Greenwich so an time
16 hours 23 minutes with loss of signal at Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition in 12 nlnutes 50 seconds is Hawaii. At
Creenwich mean time 16 hours 23 ainutes, this is Skylab
Com rol

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 35 minutes. Acquisition coming across the Hawaii
tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for
CAP COMM Bob Crlppen.

cc Skylab, Houston. AOS through Hawaii
for 8 minutes

.

cc Skylab, Houston. We have a keyhole of
about a minute duration coming up In about 30 seconds, I'll
call you at - when we're out of It.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're out of the
key-hole and we're 1 minute from LOS. We'll see you again
over Goldstone in about 5 minutes at 16:49. 16:<»9.

c(- Also at Goldstone, If we've got somebody
available I'd ~ I got a couple of switches around
ESS panel I'd like to get thrown on for a data checkout.

p LT Where do you need them?
CC At the ESS panel. That's when we're over

Goldstone. I'll catch you at the next pass.
PLT Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 45 jinutes. Another successful repair Job today
by Skylab IV crew members. As they continue to rejuvenate
some of the equipment and experiments aboard their orbital
home 270 miles high above :he Earth. Skylab space station
Commander Jerry Carr and Science Pilot Ed Gibson spent the
early part of this morning after breakfast replacing a burned
out television monitor in the solar observatory control console
There are 2 monitors on the console, and they replaced monitor
number 1 and after activation Science Pilot Cibson reported
everything looked superb. The ground then advised tne crew
to turn off both TV monitor number I and TV monitor number 2.
Carr later replaced a pivoting mirror on the ultraviolet
stellar astronomy experiment. This experiment, a camera
telescope that photographs light from distant star fields
and galaxies is the brain child of fellow astronaut, scientist
astronaut Dr. Carl HenUe. This instrument will be also used
to photograph comet Kohoutek. A total of 110 photographs of
star fields is scheduled as well as 40 photographs of comet
Kohoutek with the S019 instrument. Pilot Bill Pogue is
currently activating a checkout of the instruments and cameras
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for « „ 111 il i

re,0urct8 "urv.y. now .chedui.dior coaorrov, aAn ]8-*inu:e pas* which begins over the

31 i? -h
4 1 * ""•.Th» weather along thi. pa.., trick33, I. - ghowa one frontal ayate* and the aite. in the o.Inc ude ,tjjM, clouda and snowcover in the i t . e

"

I whicT*
2 ScheJuled f °< pa*a tomorrow Hve

Ooldatone for 5 B lnuf^ !

*

H ° U8t ° n
-

A0S

Hello; Houston.

of the vt» u
PLT

'
Hou8t0n

« We're not ahowing anv U8e

TV on?
doing the alignment and have the

PLT Negative, Crip.

£
C Okay; thank you.

for us? If not we'll catch you over Bermuda U* L, »critical kind of operation, wanted [o^uvn^^hfn Al"^^
rr ^° ahead

>
Crip. CD* i« at the ESS.

'

K<:<: , X a ,

kay
*

What we w * n£ t° do ia to Ret the

we have in our ground software for getting that daE.?
*

^ K 0kav
- Those switches are on.c Thank you, sir.

awhile'ago when Ed w" " It" A ! °r I
" °" ' ^'^ Sh ° Wln

* Chat ' 1

AIM rmi ? < ]
P C the canlstl'f he did roll theAIM CM) canister and for our unattended OPS we need the carl. terrow - canister roll, put the minus 6780.

canister

^ T Is that ainus 6 7 80?

-perlLu „„.
K08er

'
A " d roll.

.,..»"« :i"
,

;,ii':.
l

?i: J7
,"' ,

1 i ;r t„
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PAO EkyUb Control, Greenwich »uan

16 hours 54 minute*. Loss of signal at GolUslone.
acquisition will be at HI LA tracking station In 2 •

10 seconds.

END OF TAPE
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and t ie event
CC

p rob I en here.
CDR
CDR

event
switch

CC Skylab, Houston; w«'re AOS through
Hila for about U minutes. And we'll be doing a data voice
recorder dump hero shortly. And, Jer, we did not show the
ESS on, so if you would take that SYSTEMS SELECT switch
to A for us, we'd appreciate It.

CDR Okay, I'll check it again.
CDR Crip, the SYSTEMS SELECT switch is at

A .

CC Okay . Stand by 1 then

.

CC Jer, is the INPUT POWER switch In BUS 1,
right to the left of that switch?

COR That's affirmative.
cc Jer, are you showing - Does it look like

you got power on the ESS to you?
CDR That's affirmative. I got the

timer working and I Just cycled the SYSTEMS SELECT
timer went out and then came back on again.

Okay. Sounds like we not a telemetry
Thank you.

Okay .

Houst on , Skylab,
CC Go .

CDR Okay, Crip, on the S019 PR-1, it -

wo 're In a present end configuration, I guess. And since
we have the new mirror now do I not have to line up the
optical canister focus to the second tooth valve rather than
the first tooth?

CC Stand by; we'll check on that.
CC Jer, in regard to your question on S019

;

you should be using can i s t e r - f r oa canister 3 right now. And
that requires lining up with tooth 1. Can you confirm that
you have got 3?

CDR Oh, I haven't even gotten that out yet.
I was just putting trie optical canister in and one point on
the checklist says to verify the canister focus. And I remenber
in the frantic rush before we wore leaving that something
was mentioned about tooth number 1 versus tooth number 2,
and I somehow thought It had to do with the mirror r ,i t iv t

than the f i 1 n c .in 1 ; t e r .

CC The word we're pelting is that it's
the film canister 3 requires alignment with tooth 1, and
later on in the mission we'll be using canister 2 , and that
requires alignment with tooth 2.

CDR Okay.
CC And we'll - we'll try to make sure chit

we remind you of that when we switch over.
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CDR Okay, that'll be fine.
PIT Crip, I have a question; EREP checkout

page 1-1.
CC Okay, Bill; give us the question.
PLT Roger, I had the 192 hOUE to READY, but

the 192 POWER la also turned on, or configured on. And I

just wondered If It should be because I kept a RECORDER
MA LP light there even though I got a green TAPE MOTION.

CC Okay. Stand by 1,

CC Okay, Bill, the checklist Is correct.
We do not want the power on the antenna. That Is Just to

check the 60 Ips on the tape recorder.
PLT Okay, then when I go to 60 Ips I do get a

green light, but the RECORDER MALK light stays on?
CC That is affirmative.
PLT Okay, Bob, I guess that's correct

operation. I misread the checklist.
CC Okay, very good
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS . We'll see you again In about 7-1/2 minutes over

Ascension a t I 7 : 1 5 , 1 7 : 1 f. .

PAO Fkylab Control; Greenwich mean tine
17 hours 9 minutes, Loss of signal through Bermuda tracking
station. Next acquisition in 5 minutes 55 seconds will be

through Ascension. Discussion with - on this pjss with
Commander Jerry Carr concerning SGI9 an to which canster should
be lined up for this Instrument. Scheduled use Is at about
19:13 Creenwlch mean time. This will be photography of

several select star fields. Later this aiternjon after the
spacecraft makes a special maneuver, S019 will be used
again to photograph the comet Kohoutek. Pl.'.ot Pogue still
continuing checkout of the Earth Resources Experiment Package

in the multiple docking adapter area. First E i\ r P pass la

scheduled for Monday. This Is an 18-mlnute pass along

track 33. This track 33 crosses Northwest United States
down through Montana, crossirg the North Carolina border.
Track 13 replaces track 34 which had been previously p'.anned.

Track 34 h.in been scrubbed for tomorrow due to b,id weather.
Next acquisition will be Ascension In 4 minutes 35 seconds.
At Greenwich mean time 17 hours 10 minutes, this Is Skylab
Control .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich rae.in time

17 hours 14 minutes. Acquisition coming across the Ascension
tracking station in 45 seconds. We'll hold the 1 In.- up

for this pass and continued conversation between CAP C0MM
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Bob Crlppen and Skylab IV crew.
Skylab, Houston; /.OS through Ascensi

tor 10 minutes, 10 minutes.
CC And

. Skylab, Houston; we determined
what our problem was on ESS awhile ago in not being able
to tell that it's on. And if we havt somebody that's in
that area, we woulc like to take the - on the ESS panel,
t.ie experiment control, experiment activate 2, M092 .

Bob
SPT Jfcr "111 be with you in about 5 ninu

CC Okay; at your convenience.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Okay, Bob. The CDR is down at the ESS
now .

CC Roger; thank you. What we need to do is
to get M092 selected under experiment control experiment
activate.

CDR Okay ; that's done

.

CC Okay; thank you. We're going to leave it
on for about 50 minutes here, so we can, as I said before
Ket some data verification. '

CDR Okay; it won't bother you if I exercise
during that time will it?

C C Negative.
CDR Okay.
CC Talking about exercise and after looking

at how much the SPT was putting out yesterday, it sounds like
you got another Bill Thornton up there.

CDR Yes, what's Thornton (Garble)
CC Skylal

, Houston. We dropped out on voice
there for a while. We're back with you and we should have you
for about 2-1/2 more minutes here.

SPT Hello
, Crip, ,SPT .

CC Roger, SPT.

.
* PT He y. Crip. I've been trying to get the

a headset unit to work on channel A intercom and I can't do
it on both 131 and 102. Do you think that's the anti squeal
device we put in could be inhibiting that?

fd
CC We'll have .somebody take a look at that,

SPT Ve s. it-'* making it pn-tty difficult
to do these systems' checks and record all those values.

CC Roger that.
CC And, Ed, can you tell us where you're usinitthe Snoopy or the light weight?
SPT I tried the light weight on 131 and a

snoopy on 102

.

cc Okcydokc.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We 11 see you again over Carnarvon at 17:43. 17:^8 that's
about 24 minutes from now. And, Ed, we haven't got ten a readyinswer for your question. We'll try to g« t one as soon as
w e c a n .

SPT Thank you, Bob .

1>A " Skylab Control, Crceuuivh mean t * me
i; hours 2 5 minutes. Loss of signal at Ascension. Next
acquisition in 21 minutes 50 seconds through Carnarvon tracking
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station. During this pass Science Pilot Ed Gibson asked the
ground if his exercise would interfer with other activities
that were being performed, for one thing, checkout of the ESS, the
experiments support system of the medical area. Commander
Carr had to throw a couple more switches to get that system
back on line and biomedical officer informed FLIGHT that
the system seemed to be working. On board for exercise on
this mission is a new device referred to as an ersatz
treadmill. This was developed at the suggestion of
astronaut scientist Astronaut Dr. William Thornton who,
coincidentaly served as Science Pilot in the SMEAT program
last year, the Skylab medical experiment altitude test. He
and fellow astronaut Bob Crippen and Astronaut Carol Bobco
spent 56 days in a 21-foot chamber here at Johnson Space
Center performing the various medical experiments that are
now being performed aboard Skylab. This ersatz treadmill
is a simple device. It's a sheet of Teflon which when placed
at a suitable angle provides a more or less slippery h i ). i
that the astronaut can constantly climb providing a heavily
loaded approximation of walking or even jogging while they're
in space. Tnls was developed when previous crews showed a
sharp decline in the leg calf measurements and their ability
to perform work at the close of - at the return of them to on.' g.ihis ersatz device Is used with the harness system from
the bicycle ergameter. The harness system is attache.! to the
shoulders of the astronaut and on this harness is attached
also, two bungees which provide downward restraint . Bungees
are hooked in the front and the rear to the bicycle ergometer
restrain harness. And the shoulder straps of the harness are
adjusted to take a proportion of its share of the load. The
astronaut wears socks when he uses this exercise device and
his feet with the socks sort of slide on the Teflon material
providing a walking notion. Science Pilot Gibson has a
physical training exercise period in the Flight Man at the
present time for approximately 1 hour. 1-1/2 hours are
scheduled each day for the crew members to perform their
exercise period. 1-1/2 hours only when the bicycle ergometer
is not ridden for use in the other two medical experiments.
Pilot Foguo continuing checkout of the Earth Resources
Experiment. He has 3 hours today for this checkout of the
instruments and the cameras and the earth resources txperiaent
package. The checkout is in preparation for the missions
first Earth Resources Survey tomorrow, which will be along
ground track 33 across the Inited States. In following his
checklist Pogue first verified that all power swIlchM 'were
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off before starting the checkout. The S194 L-band radiometer
was the first instrument to receive attention as Pogue checked
coolant flow through the experiment, the view finder tracking
system or VTS was next examined by the pilot. The VTS is
a telescope-like device with a field of view of slightly less
then 1/4 mile in diameter on the Earth's surface. It serves
as the optical system for the S191 infrared spectrometer
as veil as an aiming site for pointing other E REP experiments.
Two tape recorders used for storing data from the scanning
type instruments were cleaned and loaded with tape and thethreading and tape motion checked after warmup. Next in Pogue'schecklist was film loading in the six cameras of the S190
multispectral phtographic facility. Shutter speed accruacv vas
checked vith metejs and film transport in the cameras were'
exercised by exposure of 6 frames. After S190 checkout Pogue
moved to the - the camera array to its stowed position in th*MDA. The six S190 cameras each fitted with filters admitting
light in different spectra cover an 88 nautical mile square
field on the Earth's surface. Two are loaded vith infrared
aerographic film; two 2 loaded with Panatomic X aerial black andwhite ana one each with aerochrome infrared and hi gh -de f i n i t ionLcktachroie. Pogue now i 3 in the checkout of the S192 multi-
spectral scanner, which involves cycling the instrument's
doer open and closed end verifying tape motion in its taperecorder. Covering a 37 nautical mile swath along the groundtrack the S192 uses a high speed optical scanner which gathersdata in 13 visible and infrared spectra. The instrument has
a resolution of 260 feet. That is it can detect and recordan Earth feature as small as 260 feet wide. We continue inthe activation of the E RE P experiments; the crew in its
10th day in orbit. Next acquisition will be Carnarvon In
15 minutes 35 seconds

. At Greenwich mean time 17 hours 32 minutes
T.-.ls is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 17
hours 46 minutes. Acquisiion coming through the Carnarvon
tracking station in 50 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through Carnar-
von for 10 sninutes,

CC PLT , Houston. Bill, it would appear that
maybe you're running a little bit behind on that EREP check-
out and we have a couple of items that might help you catch
up a little bit, we were wondering if you can kind of give
us an update as to where you're at.

PLT Rog. I'm loading the F.REP film and I've run
into a couple of the film magazines. They're very difficult
to sec through under the little brass roller. So I spent about
20 minutes trying to load pne and finally gave up on it.
It was K 4. I'll have to come back to him later, and there's
sort of a Mickey Mouse pro:edure you have to go through to make
sure the thing feeds right. And apparently the film consistency
and weight varies from film to film and some of it Just does not
is not amenable to the peculiar and unusual procedure that is
required to feed it through.

CC Okay. Copy that.
PLT The thing that sort of surprises me is

all of this stuff is rather time consuming, and it just sort of
surrises me that you may give all this to this one log here.

CC Roger. It would sound like It. Our first
recommendation would be that you forget about loading the drawer
L magazines for 190. We'll pick that up a later date. That
is assuming that you haven't got started into those yet.

CC Bill, if you can, can you confirm that you
heard me talk about eliminating drawer L loading on 19U and we
can pick it up later, that's assuming you haven't got into it

ye t .

PLT Roger, Bob. I'm knocking off the film
loading and I'm proceeding on past that.

CC Okay. Sounds good. Thank you, Bill. And
break for Ed regarding the little problem he was running into
using the headset. It's been reported to us that when we
tested this thing out in St. Louis that there was a significant
reduction in side tone. And we'd like to find out aaybe If
that's what - if Ed is Just not hearing himself talk, and
maybe he could try talking to us on channel B through the
headset .

SPT I'll go ahead and try that Crip. What 1

did was turn up channel A and had it on both speakers here
and could not hear myself over alther speaker. Wondering if

it's the side tore. It does work all right on Channel B but
not on channel A.
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cc Ah so. Understand you can hear yourself
when you're doing it on channel B but you can't on channel A.

3PT That's affirm. It's loud and clear on
channel B. Works real well. Channel A, 1 cannot.

CC Okay. We didn't quite understand that
previous (garble). Thank you.

CC Skylab, Houston, for Jerry and Bill, in
trying to see where we might pick up some time here. One of
the items that we kind of recommend is if CDR could pick up
the S019 OP schedule at approximately 19:00, for the PLT , and
delete his S183 optical replacement and that might allow you
a little bit more time there.

CDR Okay, Crip. We'll do it that way.
c C Thank you, sir.

,

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We 11 see you again at 4 minutes over Guam at 18:01 i8-01

CDR Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 17hours 58 minutes. Pilot Bill rogue

, apparently falling
slightly behind the time line in activating the EREP

,Earth Resources Experiment Package, in the multiple docking
adapter. He reported to CAP COMM Bob Crippcn he was having
difficulty in threading the film. There ire six cameras In
the S19CA, and he reported that he was havirg trouble threading
the film in one of the magazines. This - he'd working on the
S190A. Now he has one more experiment, the S192, to complete
activation on before tomorrow as scheduled Earth resources
pads, scheduled for about this time tomorrow. The ground suggested
that Pilot Pogue switch with Commander Jerry Carr on operation
of the S019 which Pogue had been scheduled to operate shortly
after Greenwich mean time 19:00 today. Apparently Commander
Carr will now do that S019 experiment of fellow astronaut
Dr. Karl Henize. The crew is nearing their lunch period.
Kor today Commander Carr is scheduled on the menu for today
to have turkey rice soup, orange drink, tuna salad, bread,
and ice cream. Science Pilot Gibson on hla menu for lunch
is spaghetti, turkey rice soup, peaches, grape drink and bis-
cuits, while Pilot Pogue has chili, strawberries, «ran R r drink,
and biscuits on his menu for the lunch today. We'll hold » in-
line open for this Guam pass with CAP COMM Bob Crlppin.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Guam for
9/12 minutes .

cc Skylab, Houston; at your convenience
if we could have someone turn the experiment 1 recorder off
and on the ESS go back to the normal off configuration
experiment activate to off, and systems select to off

CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you over Goldstone in about 16-1/2 minutes
at 18:27, 18:27.

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
13 hours 11 minutes. Loss of signal at Guam. Next acquisitior
will be Goldstone in 15 minutes 35 seconds. Pilot Pogue
still working or the activation of the Earth Resources
experiment package. He is apparently into working on the
S192, for this activity was scheduled to be televised
and put on the onboard video tape recorder. Telemetry on
the ground has indicated through the last pass approximately
4 minutes of activity had been placed on the video tape
recorder which is scheduled to be dumped Inter today. Pilot
Pogue has switched assignments for the S019 with Commander
Carr. Carr will do the S019 experiment. Coming up 1 ,u e

r

this afternoon is Science Pilot KU Gibson performing the
M09 2, M073, the lower body negative pressure device and
vectorcardiogram experiment. He will be the subject with
Comtrander Carr serving as the observer for these pair of
medical experiments,. Pilot Pogue is scheduled to periorm
the same set of experiments later tonight. Next acquisition
will be Goldstone in 14 minutes. At Greenwich mean time
18 hours 12 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
18 hours 26 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Goldstone
tracking station as the Skylab space station concludes it's
2816th revoluticn. Leave the line open for CAP COMM Boh
Cr ippen .

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS across the St.ues
for 16-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello, Crip.
CC Hello, hello. Hey, Kd , wh i 1 < von '

r <
there, I've got > ou r phone call set up to night for .-*>.. ><n
00 : 50 GMT

.

SI ' T 00:50, rignt. Thank you.
cc- Roge r , Roge r

.

SPT ^ly, Bob
, 1 \i 1 ,ke to you about

the time interval fretween eating and M092. Ah ! understand » hashould be 2 hours. It shows I hour on my Flight Plan and
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I'm Just finishing up a meal now.

cc Ed, 2 hours is classified as highly

desirable; 1 hour is mandatory. And for the CDR; tomorrow

morning we've got it tight getting hito and we've got 1

hour exactly. .
,

SPT Okay, and Jerry also say that he s

going to be doing S019 at the same he's observing me in

M092.
C C Yeah, there is a conflict on that.

However, I guess, in looking at the thing we thought that

he could conclude the OPS and you could go ahead and start

getting your harness on and still have tine to do the

run .

SPT Okay, we'll give it a go.

CC Appreciate it. Figuered you'd put on

that harness so much now you could almost do it blindfolded

by yourself.
SPT The old medical hirness. \ou see

the harness that Bill Burke has strapped on us.

Cc Sorry, couldn't copy your last.

SPT You ought to see the harness that

Bill Burke's dreamed up for us, you really feel like a

plow horse .

cc Roger. Understand that thing works

very well.
SPT Too well.
P1.X Bob, on this television here, 1

just recorded the visible alignment, I think that's all

I wanted. Would you confirm that?
CC Checking it, Bill.
PLT On this television 83A, I thought it

was Just 83A the visible alignment. Would you check and

see if that's what they wanted?
CC Roger, we're check inn It for you.

PIT And tor the alignment on the visible

1 80^85 and 72
-

Copy> 8J . flnd 72> And Bill, we're still

researching that question. Whether they wanted to get

the thermal portion or not is primarily. Right now we re

trying to look and see whether we can - going to have time

to dump it so we can get the TV of the F.D41 a little bit

inter.
. . ,,,,

PLT Vou know, that'* what I vas thinking

about. it looks like - it's taking ae a little bit of

time to do it, and 1 didn't want to run you out of time-.
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cc Roger that.

_.,
CC

' , Jt
Bill, regarding your question on the

In^LTif t0
<<

g° ahead 8Ct the TV 0f the dermalalignment also; so if you could tun it on for that Andyour checklist will show you securing it on page io^IS. Andwe'll worry about the 41 a little bit later.
PLT Okay

, thank you.
CC ER EP appreciates that good alignment;those are real good number.
PLT Yeah, T was real happy. I startedout using the thermal focus and wondered why it wasn't

«i:
8
.r;

good> but 1 ~ i,ve goc ° n che ri * ht track -some good numbers out of it.
cc Roger.

„„ ,

CC
lft ,

PLT
-
Houston. For your informationwe show 10 more minutes available on the VTR. So that'sabout aLl you re going to be able to give us. So if youcould pick out a good 10 minutes for us, we'd appreciate it

- ail mL « u
0k * y

!
I,B vaitln « ""til I get everythingall the numbers set before I start turning the recorderback on

CC
CDR

Okay
, thank you

.

r,„ rrv - . ,
"ey. Crip, I se e good Marino air station,Llcrry Knka down there,
Yeah

,

CC
pass looks lik

coning Just about over it. That
probablv Pretty close to - to the onewe're talking about for your E RE P tomorrow. Anybody downthere shooting MLPs? 1

SPr They probably
soir.f of the Navy commitments.

c C Yeah, we nee
SPT You guys will

of sea duty.
CC Take me for example

END OF TAPE

al 1

they can take over

he relief we c
iy thing to get
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again in 4 3 minutes over Carnarvon at 19:26, 19:26.

TAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 18

hours &4 minutes. We've lost the signal at Bermuda tracking

station. Next acquisition in 4 2 minutes 30 seconds will be

Carnarvon. In about 1 hour Science Pilot Ed Gibson should

be performing the M092 experiment in conjunction with the

M093 vectorcardiogram experiment. It will be a second per-

formance by Science Pilot Gibson of this M092 . The mission
calls for 26 separate operations of this medical experiment
by each crew member. Another item on the M092 today is facial

photos of each crew member prior to the beginning of the M092.

This is a result of Skylab II crew. Pete Contrad, Joe Kervin,

and Paul Welti had reported that the lack of gravity made

their faces feel slack as facial muscles relaxed. Medics are

interested in having progressive pictures made of the Skylab

IV crewmen, as was dona on Skylab III, to record any changes
in their facial contours and apparent size of neck veins. Color

photos of *>ach tan, two front and head and shoulders, and one

of each side, will be made for these series of photographs.

Next acquisition will be Carnarvon in 40 minutes 25 seconds.

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 18 hours 45 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 19

hours 25 minutes with acquisition coming through the Carnarvon

tracking station in 50 secoi.Js. CAP COMM will be astronaut

Bob Crippen. Flight Director is Don Putty. As the crew con-

tinues their 10th day in orbit with Science Pilot Ed Gibson

shorly will begin a pair of medical experiments designed to

assess the condition of his c a r d i vas cu 1 a r system on the lower

body negative pressure device and vec t oc a r d 1 og r am experiment

riding the bicycle ergometer. We'll hold the line open for

this Carnarvon pass, which should last approximately 6 minutes

and 57 seconds.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through Car-

narvon for about 6 minutes.
CDR Roger, Houston. On the S019 pad we

had a NUZ showing shown there, 5.2, and I read U .2 off the

(garble) Is that correct?
CC Stand by. We'll check it. And Skylab for

you information the DPR is full. We're currently rewinding
it so will not be available for your um' tor a couple of hours.

SPT Okay.
CC Jerr, did you correct -'our rot.it: ,.ngi. foi

that one degree difference?
CDR Ye-ih, I sure did, ,>ut i still h.ivm'c oten

able to find either star, either ore or the reference stars.

CC Copy.
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PLT And Bob; PLT here, I'm unable to get
more than 41 percent on the thermal alignment. I'm going to
pot some comments on a tape recorder which'll give you an estimate
people.

CC Copy. 31 percent, correction, 4 1 percent
was max you could get on thermal alignment. And that you are
having - -

PlT (garble) about an hour. I got as much
the first 5 ralnutes , as I got in the last hour.

CC Skyiab, we are enabling dumps, moraerr.tum
dump at this time. And in reference to a problem that Ed
was talking about earlier, we would like to get a circuit
breaker checked on panel 200 if somebody's available. It'3 no
big rush on it. We can get it in another pasa (garble).

CC Jerr, if and when you get a chance, can you
verify for us that you did hit the correct times on the, as
per the S019 pass?

CDR That's affirmative, I was pretty close.
But I was unable to get lined to either star and I haven't
seen a star field yet. In fact, I haven't seen anything, and
[ have reverified that the cell door is open and we've just got
nothing

.

CC Copy that. That sounds confusing to us.
CC Skyiab, Houston. We're 30 seconds from

LOS, so we'll see you again over Guam in about 7-1/2 minutes
at 19:40. And what we're trying to do here is come up with
a position you can take a look at the mirror so you can veri-
fy that you can see out the thing like looking at you D1SC0NK
antennas or something. If we can't get it here we'll
get it to you over Cuam.

CDR Okay. I'm Just wondering if maybe the
(garble). I'll try to check that.

CC Tilt the (garble) in rotation; you should be
able to see the DISCONFS.

CDR Rotation 280020.
CC Yeah. You can move that rotation back and

forth a little bit, see if you can find them.
PAO Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean Hue 39

hours 34 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon. Next acquisi-
tion will be Guam in 5 minutes 3 5 seconds for a 5 minute,
almost a 6 minute, pass over the Guam tracking station. Com-
mander Gerald Carr discussing with the ground the inability
to find a star field for the S019 experiment vhich he is

presently attempting to use out the antisolar scientific
airlock. S019 experiment la the ultraviolet photographic
experiment of astronaut Dr. Carl Heni«e. This was the unit
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that was repaired earlier today. A new articulate mirror
placed on the S019 before it was put in the scientific air
lock for use today. S019 is scheduled for use later today
for photography of the comet Kohoutek. This activity duri
this pass is attempting to take photographs of star fields
within the Milky Way. Next acquisition will be Guam in 4

minutes 30 seconds, at Greenwich mean time 19 hours 35 min
utes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Guam for 5-1/2 minutes. And Jerr, while we had you out

looking for the discone, of course it's still dark here

so I don't know if he has enough - I doubt if there's any

light on for you to see them yet.
CDR Crip, I got a sneaking suspicion I got

the prism in the wrong place. I've closed the SAL and as soon

as it's pressurized I'm gonna pull off the canister and check

the prism.
CC Okay. Also that mirror that's right in

the center is - it should have been flipped up against the one

in the optical canister. Can you verify for us that you did

that T

CDR Negative. I did not flip it up. That's

probably my problem.
CC That's your problem.
CDR Well, chalk one up to experience.
CC CDR, Houston. We're currently looking

at what would be involved in whether there's any perturbations
you pulling off the optical canister and flipping that mirror
up right now. We'll have word to you hopefully before we

get out of this pass .

CC CDR, Houston. Jerr, we concluded that

that mirror does not hurt the photography at all. All it means
is that you visually cannot verify the star field and we would
like to leave It as is throughout the day and we'll fix it

tomorrow sometime. Can you tell us whether you went ahead

and tried to take all your shots?
CDR Negative. I figured that the a look at

the reference stars was imperative before 1 took any photos

in fact I believe that's what it says on the pad.

CC Rog. So you did not take any photos, is

that correct ?

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Okeydoke.
CDR I Bee it says Just do not pho -

photograph the reference stars.
CC Rog. It's Just a matter of interpretation

of those words. We're currently 1 minute from LOS. We'll

see you again over Goldstone in about 18 minutes.
CDR Roger.
SPT Hey, Crip. Could you find out where they

want the ETC film cani«t;r Just loaded stowed?
CC We'll check it for you, Ed. That (.oldstone

pass Is at 20:04. 20:04.
CDR Okay. Also from the CDR, Crip. I'd like
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to know if there is any special place they'd like me to
stow the old AMS mirrors?

CC Wn'll check that for you. We ' U have
both of those items for you over the States.

CDR Okay. And the EREP checkout is complete
with the exception of the 190 - 5190 activities

CC Copy .

CC Bill. Did you get K4 done?
PLT Negative. I stopped on the

I never could get K4 in - I deci - as I say, I spent about
' 1,_25 minutes on that one magazine and finally gave up.

CC 0ka y- If vca get back to that today,
n.y recommendation dight be you night cut it off again and
try a smaller fold.

PLT I did that twice.
CC Figured that. Thank you. Over the hill.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich reean tine

19 hours 47 minutes with loss of signal at Guam Nextacquisition in 16 minutes will be Goldstone for a 9 jlnute
10 second pass during the previous Guam station pass Commandsuarr reported difficulty in the lining up the S019 experiment"However, the ground informed just press on with wha- he w-splanned to do. He mentioned he might of put the mirrors inimproperly when he installed the canister in prior to installat
°' rhe canister in the antioolar scientific airlock. Thecanister sticks out approximately 34 to 35 inches outside
the vehicle through the airlock and an equal distance insidethe airlock from which point Coaoirder Carr controls theinstruments. The experiment of Dr. Karl Henize. Pilot BillPogue reported completing the EREP checkout. However he sildhe did not compute the loading of all of the film canisters
in the S190, There are six cameras in that instrument and hereported problems with one of the - one of the canisters andhe will continue this it a later tine in todays flight planNext acquisition will be Goldstone approximately 14 minutes'
35 seconds at Greenwich mean cine 19 hours 49 minutes This
is Skylab Cont rol .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 59 minutes with acquisition coming up at Goldstone i ,.

3 minutes 45 seconds. In addition to the Earth ResourcesProgram for Skylab IV is th, enanded visual observation
programs started in the last manned mission although nonethese EREP experiments will be used for this activity it isfelt the rrews comments together with photos they make cansignificantly add to the data gathered by the 6 Earth
Resources experiments. In addition scientist feel in*
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and give you these stowage locations you guys requested
earlier .

COR Okay
, go ahead .

cc Yo * the ETC that 2d asked about we'd
like that stowed in NU3. And the mirror you took off the
MS, vc-d like it to go back in the case and put it in F507

CDR Okay

.

cc Very good, appreciate it. We're getti
a chance to look at some of that TV that Bill recorded for
u s awh ileago.

CC Looks like you guvs are getting ready
cone over Houston now. You might, if anybody has a chance
the window, tell us what the weathers like out there.

SPT Cloudy in here Crip.
cc Go back t o bed Ed .

END OF TAPE
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SPT Well "ou better not tell him that, Bob.

CC I figured he was getting ready to climb

in the can there. He was going to go to sleep anyhow. Say

Bill, next time you wander by, if you're up around the STS

panel, we're interested on checking panel 200 to see if the

audio systems CCU 8 circuit breaker is closed. That might

answer that problem that Ed was talking about earlier not *

being able to talk through the headset.
PLT Okay, I'll check in about 5 minutes.

CC Okay . Thank - -

SPT Hey, Crip. We already got that, and that

one was open and that our problem. Thank you.

CC Very good. Thank you. I assume it was

it's closed now and working.
SPT Affirm.
CC Thank you.

PLT Looks like Houston has the only cloud cover

along the Gulf Coast.
CC Just our luck .

PLT You can see all the way almost from Browns-

ville all the way down to the Florida Keys. And I guess the

whole coast is clear except for a small area around Houston.

CC Okay. We've got our own personal low, it

sounds like. Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS, we'll

see you again over the Vanguard at 20:28, 20:28. That's about

10 minutes from now and we'll be doing a data voice recorder

dump there .

PAO Skyiab Control Greenwich mean time 20 hours

19 minutes. Loss of signal over the MLA tracking station.

Next acquisition in 9 minutes 35 seconds through the Vanguard

tracking ship. Commander Jerry Carr on the previous pass

discussed with the ground the operation of the S019 .
Later

today, S019 is scheduled to photograph comet Kohoutek as the

comet Kohoutek hurtles through space near its rendezvous with

the Earth and Sun on December 28. Many of Skylab's astronom-

ical instruments will be diverted from the purpose they

originally were designed for. One of these experiment^ is S019

the ultraviolet stellar astronomy experiment which has been

used to photograph dim light reaching the Earth from distant

gallaxies and airfields. Scientist astronaut, Dr. Kari Henize

is the S019 principal invis t agato r . Earlier today, Skylab IV

Commander Jerry Carr replaced the mirror in the experiment's ar

lated mirror system. This pivoting mirror can be rotated and

tilted to direct the image into tht instrument 'ss cair.tr?, witho

having to move the whole space station. Unless, of course,

the target is outside the field of mirror travel. Ained at

the comet Kohoutek, the S019 experiment will attempt to record
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ultraviolet images of transient structures and plasma
tail filaments and of the coments main body or
comma. With the data gathered by the experiment, Dr. Heni -

Dr. Henize and his fellow astronomers hope to better understand the

composition of the comet, the interaction of the solar radia-
tion, and wind with the comet, and the overall evolution of

the comet over the period of observation. The S019 instruments
is a modified (garble) telescope designed with the field of

view of 4 bj 5 decrees. The camera for recording ultraviolet
images in one - in the onboard and of the S019 canister and holds
164 frames of Kodak 101 film mounted on metal plates. In

operation, S019 is placed through the antisolar scientific
airlock. Pilot, Bill Pogue , is scheduled to aim the instrument
at comet Kohoutek at 4:23 pm Central Standard Time this after-
noon. Next acquisition will be through Vanguard in 6 minutes
50 seconds. At Creenwich mean tint-, 20 hours 22 minutes, this

is Skylab Control

.

PAO Skylab Control announcement in 55 seconds.
PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 28 minutes and

8 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
54 seconds; from acquisition of signal at Vanguard. We have
the lineup live for air-to-ground through Vanguard, lasting
a little over 9 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through the Vanguard
for 9 minutes. CDR, Houston understand you - you're busy there
running Ed on the 92, but we'd like to find out if you did
repressurize the SAL and extended again our momentum profile
indicated that you might. have. And also interested if you
did, did you go ahead and take the S019 optical canister out
and put the mirror up?

CDP. Okay, Crip, say again. We were away from
the speakers and could not hear you.

CC Sorry about that. We were just asking,
Jerr, we saw momentum indications such that it looked like you
might have gone ahead and re pressurized the SAL and wondered
if you did that, and also if he did, did lie gi> ahead and take

the optical canister out and put the rolrrur up on SO J 9?

CDR Negative, 1 did not. t've gone ,ihcad and
repressur i zed the SAL and was waiting for the word from you,

and you guys said not to do anything more, so I Just left it.

CC Okay, and you - you went ahead and vented
it after you repressurized it. Is that correct?

CDR Sega t ive .

CC So the SAL was currently pressurized but
not - has not been vented again.

CDR That's affirmative.
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cc Okay, copy that. And for PLT," at your
enlence, we can talk a little bit about K4 ar.d a couple of

recommendations that might help if you get a chance.
PLT Okay, I was just getting ready to go up

there and have another go at it. Go ahead and give me the
good wo rd

.

CC Well, I'm not aure if they're good we
can talk a little bit about a couple of Items. One of the -
one of the suggestions would be to open up the cassette door
and look down and see if you can see the brass roller. In other
words, does it look like the film Is coming up over on top of
the brass roller or not?

PLT Yes, it is and the - I just wasn't able to
deform the film the right way to make it come under. I had no
trouble at all with the first three mags. I loaded - I'm famili
with the problem involved in the threading. And how about if we
have a couple of more gos at it and then we'll get back with
you. I just got hung up on that one mag and the next - the very
next one 1 also ran into difficulty after three successful loads.
So, it sort of mystified ne and let oe work on it and see if
I can figure It out.

cc Okay, Bill. One suggestion we might have.
Instead of folding over the tip initially before you start
running it through, you might try running it through without
the fold and then going ahead and pulling it out the top of the
cassette door anJ doing your - your clipping and folding there.
And then pulling it back and try putting it under the roller,
because I guess running it through that roller with the thick,
film tends to flatten out your crimp.

PLT Yeah, I tried that too. Dave - Kelly told
me all the little tricks to use on that and I've tried them. 1

think it's just sort of getting used to the idea and 1 - I'll
give it another go and see how it works out.

CC Okay, the only other suggestion would be
to - to round off the end a little bit. And I guess if that
one - K A doesn't work, we might try pirking up L U

PLT Okay.
cc A ^d Skylab, Houston. The next S019 ops

switch is over again to the PLT it will have to be vented again
before the next operations of course.

cc PLT, Houston. One item I'd like to - to
remind you of, since we're going to have a long LOS is ~ Can
you talk to me right now?

PLT Go ahead, Crip.
cc °ka>'i to insure that we can t;ne care of

our data down here. When you were on ED41, we netd /ou to have
the ESS on, and you can do that by taking system select to A
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and then selecting something like M092

.

PLT Okay

.

CC Okay, and - -

PLT I'd sorry, I wasn't paying attention
awhile ago. Did you want me to go ahead and do the S019 I'm
scheduled for?

CC Yes, sir. The only thing I was reminding
you of is that Jerr left the SAL pressurized and you're going
to need to vent it again, so sometime prior to your scheduled
ops, yoj'll need to do that.

PLT Okay, thank you.
CDR Okay, Crip, as long as the SAL is pressurized

and everything, I don't quite understand why we can't go ahead
and flip the mirrors.

CC Good question, Jerr. Let me - see if we
can get an answer for you.

CDR (garble) that's the word I put down when I first
had the problem . I said (garble) the SAL and it's - I'm
standing by ready to pull the canister off and flip the
mirrors. And you put a hold on me. (Garble) to pressurize,
(garble) might as well do it.

END 0 ¥ TAPE
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CDR - - pressurized (garble) do it.
CC Okay, we're copying. The blood pressure

is not working. We'll have you again at Goldstone Jt

21:41, 21:41, that's about an hour and 3 minutes away.
And the reasoning on the mirror is that just to prevent
getting any moisture on it. Sc we just - and it's really
not necessary for you to check the thing out now.

CDR Okay

.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 39 minutes
and 11 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
now out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship. Our next
acquisition of signal, a little over an hour from now, that
will be at Goldstone. This is Skylab Control at 39 minutes
and 27 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours, and AO minutes
Greenwich mean time. Present time we're 55 seconds from
acquisition of signal at the Goldstone Tracking antenna in
California and we'll have a pass through Goldstone and Texas
that will last approximately 12 minutes. We have the linelive now for air-to-ground through Goldstone and Texas.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS across Goldstone
tor 12-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip. Hey Crip, do you - do we
have a VTR available for television of this EDA 1

.

,

CC We're going to scrub that TV67 associated
with EDA1, still want the E DA 1 , no TV.

,

CDR Okay, good, Bill got started. Now
let s to get back to that LBNP that we had just as we went
over the hill. What we found was the 0WFM2 valve was closedbecause the first couple of shots through the blood pressure
cup worked fine and we were very much surprised to find
it quit working. So what we did is we took manual blood
pressure measurements, got about four of them and then,
between measurements (garble) up to the panel 225 and turned
on the (garble) and we got things going again and for about thelast three blood pressure measurements in the LBNP run.

Okay, copy that, (garble) work.
CDR And we uual blood pressure

measurements on the tape recorder.
Okay, very good.

CC And while I've got you here Jerr, we've
got this upcoming Kohoutek maneuver which Ed is supposed toinitiate, one of the things that we have discovered in previousmaneuvers and I guess it's particular pertinent now with
the two CNG case is we - you know had a couple of wrong maneuvertimes (garble) so it gives everybody down here a muchwarmer feeling if we see it put in by you guya while - either
before the maneuver is Initiated so we got a ground pass to
take a look at it. And we aren't going to have another
ground station before you initiate this maneuver so if
somebody is available, Ed or anybody else that could go
ahead and enter the maneuver time as cf-iled out for on the
maneuver pad into the DAS, it would certainly be appreciated
down here.

CDR Okay, Ed's up there and he's going
to start right now

.

cc °kay, while we're discussing that,
don'- know if you've got a maneuver pad handy to look at
It, but the first two lines the way it calls out, it says
to select at (garble) node and then It calls out the
maneuver time. And talking about it down here, since
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sequentially we would like chat maneuver time entered, you knowearlier than that. We were wondering if you would go -long
'

with us flipping those two and from now on, on maneuver times -correction on maneuver pads pucting the maneuver time downfirst and then putting dowr the mode selection.
, ,

SP
T u

Good idea
* Crip. Why don't you go aheadand do it that way, then (garble)

icr „
CC

/ ,

Okay, it's done and we're looking at it.ASCO says it looks good.
8

SPT okay.

tKnc /,
LI

. A J
And Cr *P« 1 Anally got all that twelve ofthose bags loaded.

CC Ver y good, that's kind of nice to hear

L^r^hVu' ,ou did get " and you d"" ,t ha- "
PL *

r ,,
That's affirmative. The problen apparentlywas - the film had lost all HS magazine curvature; I

*

had to take the scissors and curl the film like you curl aribbon.

, .

CC 0ka y. ver y good, (garble) frustratingglad you managed to get it loaded.
,

CC
v

Bill
»
while I've got you here, do youhappen to have your S019 pad for the upcoming Kohoutek pass

SPT got

.

CC 0ka y- rl 8 ht at the end of that thing,we have a remark about terminate Kohoutek exposure priorto sunrise, we would also like to extend that a little bitto say, terminate Kohoutek exposure and close film hatch
p rior to sunrise.

SPT Let's see what we've got here isterminate Kohoutek exposure at precisely 22:51.
CC That's affirmative. We want to addalso to close film hatch at that time.
SPT okay.
CC Ed

>
if you've got another minute I can?ive you an answer to a question that you pteviously asked.b?T Sure do Bob, go ahead.

CC
,

Okay, you'd put down on - on Channel Aa question about a r-ading that was on your (garble).
SPT at ' s right

.

.

CC
L

^*ay. the line that you were referringto Is the amount of water „ach of you have consumed in

that nil"
p<,rticular indicated to the tef: of

w „ ,

° 1
'

° kay
'

fine
'

1 « ue6s that's an extra
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CC
you.
SPT
SPT

Okay, jusi n 1 .( t 1 1 o additional inforo.it ior

Grea : .

Hey, C ip, another question I asked a
iuiijj Lime ago, (garble) one of the better guys to answer iswith the two CMGs now how much impact will that have in theway in which we presently or had planned to operate the
mission, the maneuvers, the JOP (garble) JOP .13 and TACs
utilization overall? Hello Crip, are you there?

Reg, I'm just trying to get a complete
s t an d by .

Okay, I'll stand by. No need to get it
something together, I'll wait 'til later.

Okay, we could probably give you a
picture later but in general we can anticipate
TACS usage and we can perhaps anticipate that
maneuvers we will be able to perform within
ill be impacted somewhat. I think t?iat we can

nd up with getting all of the maneuvers basically
out through the mission that we had originally

answer for you,
CDR

this pass, if I

CC
mo re comp lets
some increase
the amount cf
a single day
probably end
s tretche
p lanncd.

C C The thin s you v

most significant like on this Koh
longer - Kohoutek maneuver is -

ill probably n o t i «.

- I can't even tJi

END OK TAPE
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falrlVelL fille * up earlier this norning with
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Ul u u
Skyiab Control at 22 hours 6 minutes and

tlrt n
'

alread y P lcked "P Vanguard and will play

Vanguard " tlne and try aad play Catch U P over

, ,.
CC

. .

Skylab, you've got a good maneuver timein there and the Maneuver looks good.
PLT

,

Thank you, Story. Story, could you giveme an update on our NuZ?

neede 5

C 0kay
-
Bil1 the P^s good, no correction

p k T Thank you.

nent
Jerr

.
are Yon near the experiment compart-

CDR Affirmative.
?°

.

Could you teU ,JS if experiment one andexperiment two recorder lights are on right now?
CDR Negat ive .

CC Thank you. Jerr, could you cycle theexperiment on tape recorders OFF and then back on again?cnK Okay
, stand by 1 .

,

C
^ And lf I'o in time, could you give us anark when you do it?

y 8 us a

C0K MARK, Story.
CC Okay.
CDR

,

Actually it was about a 2 second delavcause my arms aren't long enough.
aexay

^ Ye8
.

'ir. understand that.
And the light didn't come on.

off, j^rr?
° ka>'- And Ch8t mark wa » turning thea

IM,
C
?
R

.

Negative, that was for turning them onI 11 give them another cycle for you.

cL tU !" '
hem of<

'
lnd le «ve the. c.f, JerrCUR Okay, they're off.

CC
„ Skylab, we're a minute from LOS we'll&ee you over Tananarive in 15 minutes at 22:29.

JJ*
Roger, the mirror's extended.

j „ Skylab Control at 22 hours 16 minutes and
3 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now our of range ox

;;;r
ui

;

tracU^ ant *- a
- We dl d „ 0 t ha Ve . d£U 0Play ba;.K the very beginning of that Vanguard pass, which

llll bTw h

V
^"r 6

!
b0fOre U VaB ^heduled to. And we'llplay ba.* the beginning of the Vanguard pass , t this time

n Bl
"

let>
Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

SPT Hello, Story.
CC HI, Ed.
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. .f
LT Story, thf.s is PLT here. I - I couldn u

I get through with the S019 And I «hm , ,

PLT ?!;!!': "" d'""„d you cot.lda't get either.

.
0ka >

-

.
we'll work on that 311] swi^kyou've got a good maneuver time in the r e and

'

r „ '

Skylab
'

looks good.
tnere and tne oaneuver

CC Th - -

50 seconds C reenw icn^e I? t^ 1

"J^ " """T" and
ci the very beginning o t n^ Vang^ rd

' ^ oT^probably under. t.od late in the pass , t1ere is . _ * y °"

{."J "r^^r^rJ" - reC ° rder9 "."lei for til

* ai.tr in ua>
. Also during this pass, thev did h„o<„he maneuver to photograph the coaet Ko out k Th „Is necessary to point the S019 i„.= ,^ ° maneuver

tlon to Photograph tne Le? so 9 o^L I! ^V""" dlr—
"

, i^
ht t ,at has «-v e r been recorded by eMcr

Kraphy with standard i | , h , Dr yUlblc H.h? ,

l».«t..-

um„ ( N lko „ ...„. „, ck ,*
i

„ j, :

,n
;,';" i

;ir nl

:: ::::: kej* :r ;: t
::--';

:t • .
-»"H^^.ra--r-^-[t:r; h

=''''-

END OK TAPE
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p AO Skylab Control at 22 hours 28 minutes
and 25 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab Space Station
now crossing south of the Cape of Good Hope in Africa is
just about to be acquired by the Tananarive tracking
antenna. We'll bring a line up live for this pass through
Tananarive. During the pass we expect that the crew will
be asked to make a checkout of the tape recorders ED41 tape
recorder light not coming on for performance of that
experiment and we're going to check the systems now to
determine where the problem may be. Believe that it may be
a switch in the wrong position possibly, or merely a light faile
And that processing will go through beginning at Tananarive.
The pass will last about 10 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control, present time we still
have not acquired Tananarive. The Flight Director off
going Don Puddy expects to be available some time shortly
after 5:00 o'clock for a change of shift briefing in the
building 1 briefing room. We'll keep the line up live now
for the Tananarive pass. Ve still have not acquired signal
there.

CC Skylab AOS Tananarive for 8 minutes.
CC CUR, Houston.
CDR Houston, CDR

, go ahead.
CC Jerr wonder If you got about 10 minutes

now to trouble shoot the tape recorders, we think that are
running, and we're just not getting light.

CUR Okay, very difficult to read. Understand
you think the tape recorders are on and we're not getting
light. While I've been waiting - I've been - in replacing
the S183 Optic, and that task if complete now.

CC Okay, thanks. And on panel 615 that
down Jn the workshop, if you could turn experiment 1 and
experiment 2 recorder on. And if you don't have any lights
do a lamp teat 1 and 2 on that panel.

CDR Okay, stand by.
ct)R Okay Stcry, the experiment A and B

tape recorder - 1 and 2 tape recorders are on and lamp test
2 was selected and we got light. But we do not have lights
normal 1 y

.

CC Okay, the next thing Jerr, and we're
hurrying along here before we lose you at Tananarive. We
want to be sure you got tape recorders for the M092 - M0<M
that 'a coming up. And if you could go to the STS at panel
204 .

CDR (garble)
CDR Okay

, go ahead .

CC Could you verify the panel 204 that the
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Could you tell us what position the

recorder stop lights are not on?
CDR That's affirmative, and I haveexperiment 1 and 2 lights green on now

the EKGZPN switch l8
A

^ ?

"«" te 1 l"u. what position

,

CDR Story, you're almost unreadable Ican t und e r s tand .

'

CC
EKGZPN is in?

CDR You're unreadable Story.

o „ f ^5
0R

T

Story, I (garble) about the EKGZPN

th* t on J!;
P
E
08e

*

tn
;

t 8 Cnable
-

Somebody must have putthat on. That switch is supposed to be off, isn't it?
Yes

<
u 's supposed to be on Jerr.

,

U
L

Skylab Control, we've had drop ofsignal through Tananarive and they're still tryln toreacquire The problem that they think they have solvednow the Electrocardiogram Impudence Neumoni g r aph .switch

luUcZ I S
KC

|

8Wlt
;
h

^

haC Vt' re talkln^^. J- OZPNswitch may be interfering wit' the lights, and that'snornal. Uhen the EKGZPN switch is on the lights do notlight up. And they'll try and got that message thrownto tne crew during this pass. But they have not beenable to reacquire signal, and they have about 4 5 secondsleft. Skylab Control at 22 hours 40 minutes and 15seconds, ye ve had loss of signal through Tananarive. Theywere unable to reacquire there at the end of that pa.sOur next acquisition is not for another 35 minutes, and

rL
n
S

t

t ,

Kn0W Until th6n wheth «' or not the crew hasrealized they can go ahead with that experiment. £041ecorders are working properly. These are the standardape recorders used for experiment Data and dropped lit. r at

EIpc rocardiogram and Impudence Neumon
1 gr a ph , these are

^ar s v

a

^hrT ira
i!

0V* VtC ° S ° n th * H»»n.tru«nt.tlon.
rALa \ e

" l0tK ° Ut lhc U * ht{n K tor the t,perecorder,, it's a standard problem and we hope the crewcan understand that that 'a what happened. And they may

Tht* is Skylab Control we are 34 minutes from our next

?a
q
th« I A U

M 8n
r!;

A r *» lnd "' Present expectationU that change of shift briefing with off going FliahtDirector Don Puddy will be bring along h i . r onmen I a 1General Instrumentation and life- support systems EngineerBUI Moon. That's expected to beg'.n about 5 o'clock and-y be a little bit later th*n that. Again the off goJng
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HlKht Director Dn,, Puddy and li 1 h ECU. Bill Moon will
"I f 1 " » hv

f

l y -fl«r 5 o'clock In the t, 1 g
'

sillier
r

r m
/°f ?

Change ° f 8hJft briefing. TUis 1Sky Ub Control; it's 41 minutes and 39 seconds af r

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours, 49 minutes
and 33 seconds Greenwich mean time. The present time
off going Flight Di recto r, Donald Puudy has left the
Mission Control, he's on it is way to Building 1 for a briefing
that's expected to begin there in the next 5 or 10 minutes.
We've gotten a weather re iort from our Earth Resources Officer
it indicates that track 33 which was prime target for
tomorrow's pass is now going to be rather heavily clouded
approximatly 8/10 cloud cover over most of the Midwest
and Eastern United States scheduled for tomorrow and for that
reason we're new giving some consideration to the possibilty
of moving them back to ERE P track 34, that's the track that
goes through the Houston area test site, among other areas.
Weather conditions slightly better in the Houston area about
4 to 7/10 cloud cover in this area with a zero 0 to 3/10
cover in central Texas. Evaluation is now being done
of the sites on that list to see whether or not it's worth
while to perform that EREP pass, it is possible now we w'.ll
cancel on our Earth Resources pass for tomorrow depending
on the evaluation being performed now at Mission Control.
Reminder that a briefing is about to begin now over in
Building 1, the next five minutes Or so with off going
Flight Director Donald Puddy and his EGIL Bill Moon. This
is Skylab Control at 50 minutes end 45 seconds after the
hour .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 27 minutes
Greenwich mean time. During that last pass over Hawaii
there was a chenge of shift briefing in progress in

building 1, and we did make a recording of the pass through
Hawaii, and we'll play that back for you at this time. Here
is the pass over Hawaii.

CC Skylab. AOS Hawaii for 6 minutes and
we'll be dumping the data voice recorders here.

PIT All right Story, I've got a question
for you.

CC Go ahead.
PL T 1 was terminating the Kohoutek exposure;

I went all the way to slide retraction and picked up another
slide from the S019, and I went ahead and closed it - you know
removed the - retracted tho mirror, closed the door and
everything but I could net close the film hatch because I

(garble) with the slide (garble) back (garble) carriage (garble).
And the question is I guess the only way 1 can get that
film hatch closed is to move it over to - put the slide
into the exposed position which is going to waste the slide
and what' s the preference to leave it where I have it (garble)
carriage (garble) or to go ahead and waste that slide so
1 can get the film hatch closed?

C C (garble) an answer.
CC And while I've got a answer coming on

that one on the tape recorder lights Bill (garble) KKGZPN is

enabled to your ED41 that inhibits the lights down in the

experiment conpa r tmen t . So if you have that enabled you
only want that enabled when you're running ED4 1, and you
want it off for the 9 2 , 9 3s., and Ml 71s. And for turning
the tape recorders on for the check list for the ED4 1 you
can use panel 204 to turn the tape recorders on there and
be looking for toe lights on panel 204.

PIT But 1 understand what you are -.aying

there Story. 1 did try to use that - those 2 switches on

204 earlier and did not get 1 i ulit . But it may have been
that I was bouncing from one panel to the other and 1 got

out of configuration, I don't think so.

CUK You know Story we ran intc that .same

thing on the Y V A prep when I through that switch t» K K (,/I N .

And I've forgotten what that did down he low.

CC Okay, Icrr, and - I'm - what w« were
looking at before on the check w did. We think you've got

2 Rood tape recorders right now and you're go for the 92 93.

CDK Okay.
CC You be sure that KKGZPN Is off when you're

running the medicals.
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CDR I'll go make sure
CC Okay, and have you run any EDU's yet?
CDR Yes, all three are finished.
CC Thank yo t.

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and
25 minutes to the Vanguard at 2 3 : 4 3 . We'd like soaeone
to up and inhibit the Hl'C on the ATM panel for unattended
ops And also we'd like a N„Z update at sometime after
<!J:J} '< ion the star becomes available

CIJK Okay, we' I 1 do it.
'

,

CC
;

And on tht- Sniy you can go ahead andcycle it. expose I frame and close the film hate.
Thank you Story, I

' m sorry about that.

^ R U s »>«'en a bad day for Karl Heniie.
cc Cam' win them all.
'' ,T Ycs veil, we'vv lost 2 beers tc him

ai re ady now .

P
f°

Skylab Control at 23 hours 31 minutesGreenwich mean time. That concludes the recording of thepass mad, over Hawaii that took place during the change
of shift briefing. That last remark about Karl Henize
the principal investigator on S019 and a fellow Astronaut-he 11 deserve a couple of beers because of the migtakes
they made on S019, first having some problems viewing
through it because of a reverse mirror in it, and durin?this last pass photographing the come'. Kohoutek the veryend of the photography when they'd completed the work on thecomet, they unintentionally exposed an additional f ratt,.That s a wasted frame before closing the film hatch, and they
J.d that ol course after the additional frame had been placedinto position. However the S019 operation* have beencompleted and apparently were completed successfully noproblem* with the equipment and that', the first photography-untrav olet photography of (he comet Kohoutek ever made.M>M also reported completed, all three are finishedaccording to th* crew. So th*t student experiment performedfor a Mudent ,n Clear Creek High School here In theHouston area has been performed and completely Buccc«fullv
It s now 32 minutes 10 seconds after the hour we're 11 minutesfrom acquisition ol signal at Vanguard.

F.Nf) OK TAPE
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mined

a ,A ,f
A° '

„
Skylab Control at 23 hours, 42 minutesand 14 seconds Greenwich mear tine. We're now about

55 seconds rrcn acquisition of signal at the Vanguard trackln
po rt\Vci wJlf°i

3 rGp0rt that V.ngu.rd hafnow left

and 50 seconds. We have 3

8

Tec isiol\ 1' n^ FRE^oasstomorrow, that EREP pass has been canceled v^y ^oor
?

weather conditions over track 33 and the only "Jdlocrconditio, on the back up .rack nunber 34, they d

8/10 cloud coverage over virtually the cnt i re midwest andeastern coast to be covered by Skyl.b tomorrow. We' 1 b rinthe .in, up llve f lir -to-ground through Vanguard

10 .inutes.
Skylab

'
A ° S thr ° U8h the vanguard,

SPT H «y Story, the SPT.
CC Go ahead Ed .

of m itl
T

a * u
H °W '

d that last maneuver look in terrasof mibs used and how close are we to saturation?
j .»

Ed
«
you h«von't fired any albs and we

?SI 5 ?
xp

f
ctJ ou VU1 fire »ib. and until we get aU

CC GSl S sure has. And while I RO t vou

SPT Thank you Story.
It>s about a hour from now, 1 j Ustwanted to get you if I B i 8S you at Tananarive. And no needto acknowledge you got a good NuZ update.

CC Ed, Houaton.
SPT Go ahead.

Fli aM
C
pi„n fnr t

An hour
j

fl 8°. 1 was looking over theFlight Plan for tomorrow and wondering if we ran schedulethe synoptic observation in the pr.sWep period t^orrcw!
l!,

You S(ir * ''-an. Sounds good.
t , « .

0k * y 3ni that you mny want to talk withJerry and BUI, that probably wil/^oj fl regular tMn !"

qc
* V

'
and what tim « wi H that be?

u j
It's in the prealeep period and it winbe coming around 02:00. 111

SPT okay.
CC SPT

>
wc noticed some unusual events in
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refrigeration system, awhile back, can you confirm that you
got housekeeping 70W done early?

SPT Yes I did Story.
CC About a hour and a half ago was it?
SPT About that, yeah, what did you see,
CC We just saw you doing the check is all.
SPT You scared us, (garble)
CC I think, you scared us.
CDR You can see all that ice cream melting

and that was terrible.
SPT Say Story, did you folks want Housekeepin

70 Victor, step 2 done?
CC Say again .

SPT Do you want housekeeping 70 Victor
3tep 2 done?

CC Stand by 1 .

CC That's negative on step 2, Ed.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and

about 15 from Tananarive, if we don't see you there it
will be at Hawaii at 00:50.

CC And Skylab, no need to acknowledge,
we've got one copy of the Flight Plan on board, the other
two will be coming up over Hawaii, we have gone to the
alternate Flight Plan and no EREP, due to weather.

p A0 Skylab Control at 23 hours, 53 minutes,
and 47 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
now out of range of Vanguard. Our next acquisition in
13 minutes and I'l seconds from now. We'll be at Tananarive.
During this last pass Spacecraft Communicator Storv Musgrave
talking to the crew asked the Science Pilot Ed Gibson on
whether or not he had performed hie housekeeping on the
refrigeration systea, that's the system used to freeze food
in the wardroom and for the storage freezer is also for
the urine freezer, water chiller, food chiller, and urine
chillers, That check performed housekeeping 70W was performe
about a hour and a halt earlier and It involves switching
from primary to secondary system. They did get some
unusual readings here, sine.' it wasn't planned for that
time, they were concerned that perhaps something had
actually gone wrong. And as it turned out of course it
was just a performance of the housekeep i ng done early. That
problem solved as you heard Story Musgrave «>ay the EREP
for tomorrow has been officially canceled and it'a due to
weather. Heavy cloud cover over the east coast and
midwest areas where «t was originally planned to take
place. Somewhat lighter cover over the Houston nea,
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test alee and some other areas in the Houston and Texas area
but it was determined that it would be very difficult to make
the switch to that plan and perhaps with the weather condition
mediocre in this area, it would not be worthwhile. Tomorrow
however as it was also mentioned by Story Musgrive, they
have asked Ed Gibson if he'd like to perform the first
synoptic observation with the solar instruments that is
scheduled for the presleep period tomorrow and will be put
Into Flight Plan, approximately 02:00 Greenwich mean time
that's just about 2 hours beforo they go to sleep. That's
the first manned operations on the ATM solar instruments.
The solar ins t rumen t s will have a checkout tomorrow during
the day and they'll be prepared for operations, they will be
expected to do this frequently during the presleep period
from now until the end of the mission, that will give then an
extended ATM day, something that was begun by the last Skylab
Crew ,or igina 1 ly ATM observations were all scheduled during the
regular working day following the post sleep period and
before the presleep period. So the first observation
dealing with solar telescopes are tomorrow, also tomorrow
the first handheld observations ot the Earth with handheld
cameras and a number of the" are scheduled - six of them
presently on the Flight Plan. We'll give you aort thorough
report on those handheld observations sometime later this
evening. We're now 11 minutes and 8 seconds from acquisition
of signal at Tananarive. It's now 56 minutes and 11 seconds
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours 6 minutes and

18 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now approaching
acquisition of signal at Tananarive. We'll keep the line

up for this pass lasting approximately 8 minutes. Skylab

Control at 8 minutes and 50 seconds after 0 hour Greenwich

aean tine. We still haven't acquired through Tananarive,

although we're attempting to do that at this time. We'll

keep the line for another 6-1/2 minutes.
CC Skyiab, AOS, Tananarive 5 minutes.

Skylab, wfi * re about 3 minutes from LOS, we'll see you ever

Hawaii in about 35 minutes at 00:50.
PA0 Skylab Control at 0 hours 16 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We're now out of range of the Tananarive

tracking station. A couple of callups there from Spacecraft

Communicator , Story Husgrave, and presently Flight Director

is Hilton Windier. Our next acquisition of signal Is about

34 minutes from now and that will be at the Hawaiian Islands.

This is Skylab Control at 16 minutes and 21 seconds after

the hour.

END OF TAPE
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' *' SkyI
;
b Control. „« h.ve the ll„ e up Hve ^ torilr-io-jmund through Havall.

r e »o» tor
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*« '« i ° •••«... *»<

CDR Go ahead
, Story.

Bent?
CC Are you down ™ a r the experiment coapart-

££
R Yes

. sir, go ahead.

«i ;

»'-
f

p».i «.. ^^i-^i:^ :i:;::,
e

::i teh
ft .;

h

M::-;::.:-.jr:: :in:%;::r:.i«.:s'r?«

-

^ " R 0ka >-- »>»'« th.t look, Houston?

do th* .... „Uh th/ftlie/LjJ^;
1 " y,h '^- Could y „„

CDR Okay
, sure will.

.

CC You want to stop right there Terrl u*. >getting bad data down here. Are we - We had I aoat here, could you go back to OFF and In ri
datadro P

again, Jerr? No'need* to ^know^: * ^ CyClC
CDR

,
ok ^y, I noticed the secondary water <n mutemperatures about 10 degrees higher than primary

*

CC

41 .
°
DR ° kby

> y^'re'lookinj'at primary now about
cc Okay.

u r m e

c
°„
R

„b e r i Is i2 *:\:'ctr<"i n
,;o" u '- '«>.<.

cc Okay

.

CDR u'rine number 2 is 45
cc Okay.

££
R Urine three is 43.

here on the refrigeraMon sys'tem thanks " f" T^t"* d °Wn
All A t A

6 uo " system. Thanks for che checks

k \t oA ^ r
6 3 ° me telenecr y (garble) but the systemlooks good. And ve were Just wondering if those rotary Pitches

Copy. And it's okay
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caused those (garble) And you might check vith Ed and
Juat verify that he filed the checklist on that housekeeping.

CDR Okay , sure will

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, and in
about 22 minutes to the Vanguard at 01:21. We'll be dumping
the data voice recorders there.

PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 1 minute and
10 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
out of range of the Hawaiian tracking antennas. Our next
acquisition of signal in 20 minutes and 35 seconds from now
will be at Vanguard. Today's been a very busy day for the
Skylab crew. They have succeeded in performing most of the
things set aside for them to do including photography of
the comet Kohoutck with the S019 camera. During this last
pass, we had indications here in our telemetry that the
bicycle ergometer was being ridden at high speed at 200 watt
output. And that M092, 93, two medical experiments scheduled
for this afternoon with subject Bill Fugue had also been completed.
So the runs of H092, 93 are completed as is the comet
photography earlier this afternoon. We do believe, too,
that the S019 comet photography was completed. The S233
comet photography scheduled for this morning Is to the best
of our knowledge also finished. We have not had a formal
report of that, although indications that Science Pilot,
Ed Gibson, was back in the command module at the time that
was to be performed. S233, the photography using the Nikon
camera will be performed again tonight before the crew goes
to bed, again by the Science Pilot, Ed Gibson. This is
Skylab Control at 2 minutes and 29 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 1 hour 20 minutes and
56 seconds Greenwich mean time. Sky lab Space Station now to

be acquired by the Vanguard tracking ship. This pass
through Vanguard should last about S minutes. Spacecraft
communicator Story Husgrave. This Vanguard will be the last
for quite a little while, wee've go an hour and a half
between the 2 passes, both at Vanguard. We are now about
35 seconds from acquisition of signal, we'll bring the llr.e

upllveforairtoground.
CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for 9

minutes.
CDR Roger Story.
CC And who's the closest to panel 617 In

the experiment compartment?
SPT Bill Is but he's pulling the Thornton Plo

right now, I'll go ahead and do it. What do you want?
CC Okay, give us a lamp test on both 1 and

2 .

SPT Coming up.
SPT Yougotit.
CC You b< t we got i t .

SPT Tnat that did it?
CC Yea sir that's what did it. That just

affected some telemetry discretes on the refrigeration
system.

PLT Story will you talk to the photography
folks and verify something for me please?

CC Okay .

PLT Could you verify that the only suitable
haze filter we have on board for out the window photography
is the ratten number 12 IR?

CC Okay.
CDR Thank you Story.'
CC For you in Skylab we have some news

for you here; the P-esident gave his energy on - message
on energy conservation at your time 00:00 Zulu tonight. And
he proposed 6 steps to conserve energy one of then was to

increase the supply of heating oil by diverting 15 percent
of petroleum production to the production of heat oil, all
service station will be closed from 9 PM on Saturday till
midnight on Sunday, the maximum speed limits for cars will
be 50 miles per hour, for trucks and buses 55 miles an hour,
jet fuel will decreased 15 percent by increasing the load
factors on airlines and other things like that, outdoor
lighting and ornamental lighting will discouraged, heating
oil will be allocated, there will be a 10 percent decrease
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in industrial, 15 percent decrease in home use, and a 25
percent decrease In commercial use, all t he rtnos t a l h will
br a I 6 8 degrees .

CDR Thank you Story.
CC Y'll suppose you can slow down to 30?
CDR We could but only momentarily.
CDR Actually we couldn't even do that.

Newton won't let us.
CC And the New England Patriots defeated

the Oilers today 32 to nothing.
CDR Oh.
CDR We're still with them.
CC Okay, I'm sure they appreciate it.
SPT Say Story, how did the old University

of Rochester do this past weekend?
CC I'll personally get that for you Ed.
SPT Thank you Story.
CC Skylab we're a minute from LOS, the

next station will be the Vanguard again in about an hour
and 30 minute6 at 02:59, we'll be dumping the tape recorders
there

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour 32 minutes and
i* seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab Space Station is out
of range of the Vanguard tracking antenna and we're 1 hour
and 27 minuyes from our next acquisition of signal.
Beginning this pass Ed Gibson commented that Bill Thornton
wasn't able to go to the panel because Bill is pulling the
Thornton - I'm sorry that Bill Pogue was not able to go
to the panel because Bill Is pulling the Thornton Plow.
The Thornton Plow is a device that been described has a

treadmill in fact a pair of straps that fit over the
Astronauts upper body and hold him to a teflon sheet that 'a
fastened to the floor, and that teflon sheet is used as a
walking area, and he moves his stocking feet over it that
gives him something very similar to using a real treadmill
on earth, although in fact there is no mill to move around.
About 175 pounds of force are put on the Astronauts
shoulders and that's what holds him down and simulates
gravity for him. Both Bill Pogue and Commander Jerry Carr
have been using the Thornton Flow the Treadmill during the
last several nights and they have been running about 5 or
6 minutes on the treadmill. Both of them have expressed
the feeling that it was a very excellent device and did put
quite a bit of stress on the lower leg. Earlier we had a

message that - on our telemetry that the bicycle was being
ridden, of course last night Ed Gibson the S:itnce Pilot
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changes In the next few days, and eruption is considered
to be a distinct possibility. This is one of the reasons
that the first synoptic observation - that is observationsthat are made twice daily all during the Skylab Missionwill be undertaken tomorrow evening. Synoptic observationshave been continued in the recent days by ground controlunmanned operations can be continued on several instrumentsthree of the instruments altogether, two of them
photographic and one of them Telemetry. And they arecontinued during the manned and unmanned portions of theSkylab Ulght They have been underway of cours, duringthe 6 weeks there were no men aboard Skylab. Earlier today

st-Llir lln
C:° nPleted * Check0ut of S *ylabs Earth Resources

' 30 3
;

Bil P °8 ue completing that and sending down sometelevision of one part of it, the alignment of the S192that s a Multispectral scanner that provides electronic"data very similar to photographs, in the long run it can beused to produce images, and also similar to the datareturn from the Earth Resources technology satellite.Skylabs Multispectral scanner is however far more sophisticatedand provides many more channels of data. That SkylabEarth Resources sensor checkout was completed successfullytoday All the equipment Is now ready for use Includingall the camera of 190A where ther, had been some difficulty
n filling one of the cameras. (garble) was designed by

'

Kathy JacKson, a Mudt-nt at Clear Creek High SchoolLeague City, Texas. That
televised unfortunately -

xperihent which was to have bee

END OF TAPE
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PAO - Cathy Jackson, a student at Clear
Creek High School in League City, Texas. That experiment
which viu to hi\ve been televised, unfortunately the television
portion of it had to be cancelled, however all three astronauts
reported completing the experiment this afternoon. This is
Skylab Control. it will he 1 hour and 20 minutes before our
next acquisition of signal. At that time we'll give you a
report on tomorrow's visual observation targets. Those are
targets for handheld photography out of the wardroom window.
There are six of them around the world and we'll give you a
report on the handheld photography at the time of our next
acquisition at Vanguard 1 hour and 21 minutes from now.
This is Skylab Control at 38 minutes and 13 seconds after the
hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours and 58 mi.iutes
and 32 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
now approaching the Vanguard tracking antennas range. We're
about 50 second* from acquisition at Vanguard. This pass
will be the evening status report. It's expected to last
about 10 minutes. Immediately following the Vanguard pass
we have a pass at Ascens 1 on , wh i ch is scheduled for a private
medical conference, and that will be the next to the last
evening pass. The final pass to take place at Guam, just
about 10:00 o'clock this evening. We'll have the line up
live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard lasting about
10-1/2 minutes, the evening status report. The Skylab
communicator is Story Musgrave.

cc Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for
about 10 minutes and we're ready for the evening status report
when you're ready.

CDR Okay^Story, here it cones. Sleep: CDR

,

6.5, 5.5 heavy, 1,0 light. SPT, 7.0, 6 heavy and 1 light.
PLT, 7.0, all heavy. Vo. uraea: CDR, 1200; SPT, 1100; PLT,
2400. Drinking gun: CDK, 6726; SPT, 1334; PLT, 7348
Body masa: CDP

, 6.290, 6.290, 6.290; SPT, 6. 38 3, 6.38 1, 6.389-
PLT, 6.233, 6.235, 6.235. Exercise: CDK, aethod Alfa, 'leg,
30 minutes, 4000 va 1 1 -m inut es ; exercise method Bravo, position
Alfa, 25 repetitions, Bravo, 10 repetitions, Echo, 30 repetition
exercise method Charlie, positions Charlie, Delta, and Foxtrot
10 repetitions each; exercise method Foxtrot, 08 minutes The
SPT, exercise method Alfa, leg, 35 minutes, 7337 watt-minutes-
exercise method Bravo, position Alfa, Bravo, and Foxtrot, 20
each; exercise method Foxtrot, 5 minutes. PLT, exercise
method Alfa, leg, 172900 watt-minutes, method Bravo, Alfa,
Bravo, and Echo, 50 each; method Foxtrot, 5 minutes. Med-
ications; None for any of the crew. Garment usage: For
garment discard today, the CDR, one T-shirt, one-half union,
two pair of socks, one trousers; SPT, one T-ahirt, one shorts,
two pair of eoc.s; PLT, none. The PLT has been keeping a lot'
of his old clothes for rags. Food otatue: Okay, food status
for day of the year 329: CDR, no salt, minus one coffee with
sugar, no rehydrated water deviations; SPT, 11.5 salt, plua
one butter cookies, plus one grape drink, plus one mints, no
water deviations; PLT, no salt, minus 2 coffees, and no water
deviations. And at this point, I think we're ready to go
back to nominal rehydration water. The water supply out of
the food table has now gotten to the point where there are
very few bubbles, and we thin* the only air that's getting
into our food now is outgassing air from the food itself, so
we can go back up to normal rehydration water.

CC ThanksJerr.
CDR I have a correction for the food log for

the SPT on water Deltas, add plus 16 ounces for SPT.
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CC Okay. While you're giving this can you
have someone fit the ATM panel check the coolant pump . We're
showing on ZERO FLOW up there.

CDR Okay. Ed's there, and he'll check it now.
CDk Photo log status report: M09?/93 in the

16-millimeter film area, the activity with M092/93, Charlie
India 85., 11, Charlie India 58; 35 -mi 1 1 line t e r Nikon, 02,
India Romeo, 08; frame count 38.

CC Okay got it. And that's AM panel 203, the
ATM coolant pump switches for Ed.

CDR Okay .

SPT Roger Story. We're showing we got pump
Bravo ON, and Bill has got the selector valve halfway between
BYPASS .

CC We'd like full BYPASS, Ed.
SPT FULL BYPASS, okay.
CDR Okay, back to the evening report, Flight

Plan deviations, etc: We did finish the S183 optics replace-
ment after all. It had been canceled earlier in the day be-
cause we needed to pick up some - -

END OF TAPE
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FUght Plan Deviations

IIa\
finish the S183 optics replacement afterall. Ithad been canceled earlier in the day because we needed toPick up so*e slack but got a little bit ahead this e onnand finished the 183 optics replacement. No coJ amJ^ation

"J °" C

£
e old DA

' site. Negative shopping

l^h!5 ? 5
in °Perable equipment and nounscheduled stowage. Ei d of report.

c .,

CC Okay, thanks Jerr, we're going to besending up a new Flight Plan to you very shortly It'sreally only different in that we cance/the EREP due to

chan~, "'"V"" 1
* M131-1 and those are the only

, orchanges to it but we shipped - will be shipping it up toyou, so throw the old one away.

do lpf
DR

k ,
°
kay

"
Stor y- You *ean we don't get todo leg - H„b volume ae as u re me n t s tomorrow?

That'll be CC measurements only.

f „ ruar , . 1

Son of a 8"nn, we were really looking

a%ood
rd

de :i
Bea8Urln8 C,,Ch

° ther8 le88 and — Garble)

you .

CC Don '

c worr V we'll keep them coming for

CDR You' re all heart.

f1 ,

0ka y Story, PLT here, I'm up tryin* tofin sh up my EREP checks and I've run into a bJt 0I a^snag
voi, I ,<

in P r °Perly (garble) but just to giveyou a preliminary word here, I can get the thin* to i ™manual singel frame but I cannot get it to work on an?and I'm trouble shooting it right now That' ^ on au t o- s e

q

u en ce

,

S190.
"ww. mac a tKtP, of course,

CC Copy, Bill.

with Mi\. t

St ° ry
'

1 loaded the ETC earlier todaywith film and I was not given a location to put that na

he" hum'' P
D
eVi ° U8

;
y PP"™^ it Sol lost'om^here in

a I,, J°
U hT ;

location
. - -n put it right now.in th * f * lm vauit in the same location we're keepingthe Nikon and it's kind of crowded.

Keeping

" 0ka y- get that one for you.

e ,

Hey Stor y. this le CUR, I found thelocation for it in my pad notes, it'll be M1A3.
C

J

C
.

And we were not aware that Bill wasn'tdone with EREP checkout; we need the ATM coolants to*low agal n and after you get done, be sure to get back tobypass and don't use any halfway positions.

,J( , , 5
C

,
Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. Arcension

£V.:,';:::\;',i: l.x-w.^rz^ ;;;F-
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours, 11 minutes
and 7 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now out of range of the Vanguard tracking antenna. Evening
status report has been given. Indicates the crew slept well
last night although not so much as they had on the night before
their day off, they got about 6-1/2 hours for the Commander,
7 hours for the Science Pilot and for the Pilot last night
in sleep. And they also gave a report on their exercise
indicates they all are exercising vigorously and using the
treadmill. Also their exercise gym equipment and the
bicycle ergometer. Tomorrow the third Skylab crew will begin
a very extensive series of visual observations and photography
of more than a hundred different areas of the Earth. While
astronauts have photographed the Earth since the first
space flights were made in the Mercury capsules, the work
plan for the final Skylab crew is much more complex with
ground baaed scientists hoping for a tremendous gain in knowledg
Unlike p revious space travelers, oerald ^arr, Edward Gibson
and William Pogue had been given many hours of special training
to prepare them for observing the Earth from space. Specialists
in many disciplines: weather, oceanography, agriculture,
geology, forestry and other areas spent more than 20 hours
teaching the astronauts what to look for as they cross the Earth
surface at a speed of more than 17,000 miles per hour.

END OF TAPE
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p AO Sky lab Control. For the time- that wo
an- In acquisition of signal at Ascension, but the pass over
Ascension is a private medicr.l conference. And we'll VOX
the voice recordings of the pass in the event that any
of that comes back on live air-to-ground. It has been the
practice of this crew to cone back during the pass that
would normally be entire pass that has been taken up by
the medical conference. This is a private crew health
conference that is scheduled daily on che next to the last
pass of the evening. This crew did get extensive training
in many disciplines by scientists from many universities and
government agencies before going into space. Although a
battery of Earth resources cameras will be taking photographs
of several hundred sites selected for scientific investiga-
tions. The visual observations by the crew will take advan-
tage of trained observers cyea ana their knowledge of the
Earth. The astronauts will watch for unusual features that
will not be clear from photography alone, because they can
watch the ground continuously. Some elements nay be appar-
ent only after they've described then. For each of the
visual observations, the crew will make tape recorded com-
ments on everything they observe. This information, which
can be transmitted to ground recorders will be used by
Earth bound scientists to suggest new features to look for
and in some cases the knowledge will be applied immediately
to peoples needs here on Earth. The crews remarks are
expected to be aa important to many of the studies as the
photography themselves which won't be returned until the
8U day mission is completed in February. Tomorrows suggested
photography and visual observation opportunities began at
07:16 am Central Standard Time. While the Skylab is within
range of the communications antenna at Ma.lrld, Spain, the
early morning observation will be of the Atlas Mountains
In Morocco. One of more than a dozen areas picked out for
the study of geological fault zones. The study of fault
zones around the world may bring a better understanding oi
the geological forces that produce modern structures. Fault
maps will help scientists to evaluate the theory of drifting
continents which are said to have produced the Atlantic
Ocean aa the America's drift away from the land mass of
Africa and Europe, and also believed to have produced the
Andes Mountains in South America as the South American con-
tinent drifted into a plate that lies beneath the Pacific
Ocean and also the Himalayas produced by the drifting of the
Eurasian continents together. That's Europe and Asia.
Faults are closely associated with two other areas
of more immediate interest. Earthquakes which are produced
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by sharp aovenanta in ch« E« r th ' • c r us t , and oil deposits
often found with associated with faulted areas. Froa the
Skylab apace station, aany of these feature* are sore apparent
than they would be to observer* on the ground , where color
changes are often too slight to b» noticed. The long lines
associated with faults are frequently quite clear on space
photography and should be qultn clear to the astronauts.
One of the astronauts will wake the photograph froa the space
stations wardrooa window with a handheld Hasseiblad camera
using standard 100 millimeter lens, A few ainutes later,
at 07:19 an Central Standard Tine, Skylab will cross the
Sahara Desert in north central Africa. Although aost of us
think of the Saharra as broad reaches of sand and desert,
the observations beginning at 07:19, just after the space
station passes out of range of ground antennas, may reveal
some little known elements of the great desert. First
activity in the Sahara Desert at 07:19 is to study the many
outer - outcropplngs and folds which show bedrock structures.
This is ro - rock lying between the sand. Dark volcanic
rocks are visible in siany of these ^rcas and large circular
features called rlchot structures, r-i-c-h-o-t structures,
show a unique pattern and tht.se are found throughout the
desert. The crew will be asked to photo - photography any
outcrop, folded, volcanic, or circular bedrock structure.
And to provide c ioeeups of the unique formation, at the same
time describing the relationships of the Bajor outcropplngs
to each other. The purpose of this is to Study the overall
bedrock structure in an area where little Is knewn because
it's unaccesslble to most scientists. Hasselblad 100 milli-
meter camera will be used for this, although the Nikon
55 millimeter standard lens camera is also available for the ove
view. In addition, 300 millimeter closeup lens on the Nikon
35 millimeter camera will provide the - the closeup view
of the features in the Sahara Desert. Shortly thereafter,
at 07:20 in the next minute, in the central Sahara Nalsi
a mountainous region of central Sahara will be studied using
the (garble) photography. The region is drained by a system
of intermittent streams. These are seen in numerous
scars from abondonud stream channels that occur in the drain-
age system and they contain Hulls that are productive when
they are irrigated during the rainy season. The scars
ot the - left by the stream channels when they art-

dried are called meander scan, because streams meander ba< . k

and forth in wide arcs. The. -eander scars are arc shaped
and dark brown and non- ve go t n t ed tor the aost part. The
typical size of the meander scars are a few kilometers long
with approximately 1 kilometer of strips of scars off - with
some scars going as long as 250 kilometers. The drainage
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i - • shield vo 1 caQjJ^* t udy of Hanualoa
and' Kt loe~a,/ At the present 1 1 me Qjt KoeaM a an active volcano,
itSuBloee minor eruption* and Is expected to continue to have
tone in the next tew months. The crow will be asked to

photograph (a^ro'le) and the eruptive pluses from the cast
rift of(Klloe» en the east side cf the volcano * volcano
and they'll also be asked to describe color or abedo, that
is reflective differences among the flows. And tho- there
it is believed that the reflective differences nay be
associated with the age of the various flows. Later in

the mission the crew will also be asked to photograph the
same area at night to determine whether or not eruptions
can be visible and make suae comments on them. They'll use
the Hasselblad 100- n> il 1 i me t e r lens again on that, that's the
standard lens for that 70- millimeter camera. One final
object for today is that day 09:14, Just before the crew goes
to sleep, there will be a study of mountanous faulted area of
Southwestern Japan and also the area North of Tokyo , again
here this is a major fault zone, much like the Atlas Mountains
to be studied in the morning. And there again the purposes
are the same to determine the nature of the faulted area
and also some photography of it, this will be used
In primarily In studies of geological drift of continental
drift and of other features in the basic structures of the
Earth. This is Skylab Control, we're now about 35 minutes
from our next acquisition of signal at Guam. There was no
commentary live over the Ancenslon pass, the medical conference
was in progress during that entire pass at Ascension and
there was nothing to record, we'll have a medical report
later in the evening. This is Skylab Control at 23 minutes
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control *t 3 hour* 56 ainules and

20 seconds Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab apace station
now about 54 second* froa acquisition of signal at Guam.

We'll bring tha line up live for air-to-ground through Cuaa.

We do have the Mission Surgeon's dally report and I'll read

that to you immediately after the Guam pass.
CC Skylab, AOS Guam for 9 alnutes

.

SPT (garble) Story.
CC Okay, Bill. It's the last pass. I've

got a bunch of things for you. How's the S190 checking out

to s tar t with?
PIT Well I ended up In salfunction. I think

it was box 4 malfunctions, EREP S190, number 1, and couldn't
get a READY LIGHT and I could not get the AUTO SEQUENCE MODE

to work.
SPT Hey, Story. Could I ask you a question

first?
CC Go ahead, Ed.
SPT Yeah, for 233, would you confirm that the

next opportunity for that Is at 04:53.
CC Okay . Stand by 1 .

CC While I've got you Ed, Rochester's
last game was as tough on November 17th. the day after your

launch it was 35 to nothing In favor of Rochester.
SPT Hey, that's good to hear. Kind of a

reversal of the old years. Sounds like they're coming up.

CC Basketball hasn't started ye";. We'll keep
you advised. The(garble) is not classified as a haze filter.

There's two filters in S509. One of them a visible filter and

the other one a visible haze filter.
SPT Thank you.
CC Go ahead , BUI.
PLT Okay, well that was it. I went through

the malfunction procedures and ended up In EREP S190 mal-

function number i, box <* of the diagnostic, which Is a

sequencer fail, and I hope that I'm wrong. I hope that I had

it improperly configured, because that's bad news. I'm down In

the wardroom right now, but I'll (garble) up there and configure

if you want me to

.

CC S tand by 1 .

CC Okay Bill, the way we're looking at things

down here, with it working in a manual mode, we're thinking

it ought to work in the auto mode, and you can just check and

be sure the switches are in the right position like AU fO

SEQUENCE and if you d> have a frames per sequence and frame

interval settings in there. And remote.
PLT Yes. I did all that. I made sure I was

on REMOTE, and I had AUTO SEQUENCE and I had a frame
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rate and Htquencv numb«r and all that. But 1 n«ver did get
a READY LIGHT when I turnaj the 190 power ON, And I did get
a READY LIGHT when I went to AUTO SEQUENCE, But It did work
In single from the 110 panel.

CC Okay

.

CC Bill, while the EREP people are working
over your K REP comments, I got a bunch of other questions
for you here. On the film vault, could you verify that it
was the right door that was open, and give us an estimate
of how far that door was open, that you found on the activation.

PIT Stand by.
PIT It van open about a foot, Story. And

let's see, (garble) As I said in my recorded report there,
I wasn't sure whether our agitation around the workshop caused it
to come open or not. But when we noticed it, it was standing
ajar about a foot. I've had an awful lot of trouble with
those doors. And the (garble) of course ore very poor, and
if you have - it'i very difficult to open, I mean when you
slau one of the opposite doors, the left door, the right one
flies open. So that's one way of getting it open.

cc Okay. We'll see if ve can't work up
something on that. It was the right door open 1 foot.

PIT That 'a affirmative .

PLT And I'm watching that fairly close and
every time I go by I look at it, because a couple of times
I thought I had closed it rather tightly and then I turned
around and a half hour later I'd see it standing about 2 inches
open ,

cc Copy. And on the S019 comet observations.
How long was it? Can you remember, prior to getting the AMS
refracted into the SAL? We ' ra wondering how long with the
film hatch open, the instrument was exposed to tne Sun?

PLT 0". it wasn't. I got it back in as soon
as 1 saw what was happening there.

CC Okay. So it's less than 2 or 3 rainutes
then .

PLT I don't think it was any time * t all.
I - It was less than a minute. Well le •> » than a minute.
What 1 dlu, I went past the carriage retract all the way over
to the retract position to pick up an extra plate that was
unintentional, and while was saving, trying to think what
to do, I couldn't get the film hatch to close, so I went ahead
and retracted the mirror, and it couldn't have been over, you know
like 15 or 20 seconds ,

CC Okay . That *s f ine

.

CC And on this pad we sent up yesterday on
the S193 questions. And we haven't gotten and ceen your
answers on the dump tape yet. Do you have the approximate
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tine you gave those to us?
PIT No, but If you'll lot «• jrab that thing,

I'll go ovsr and (garble) them. How much tlmo do we have
left?

CC We got about 2 minutes heic , and I've got
a couple Of other qut-sllonw.

PLT Give «e the other questions right now,
and then I'll go back and read those back into the tape for
t he ne x t ha 1 f hour

.

CC Okay. I don't have anything more for you.
Well, yeah, I could get you with this one, We're sending up
two S233 pads and we're identifying the pads by putting the
crewmen'* designation; like CDR , PLT on them r«ther than
putting numbers on them. Is that good with you?

PLT Yeah, 1 think that would probably be -

That's likely to be best.
CC Okay, and I've got some - that's all I've

got for you, Bill.

END OF TAPE
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CDR • - the crewmen's designation like
CDK , PIT (garble) putting numbers on thea. Is that good
with you?

CDR Yeah I think, that's less likely to be
t»l SSfld ,

CC Okay, and that's all I've got for you
Bill, stand by 1

.

CC Bill you can go ahead and powor the
F.REP down, we'll think that over during the night, Ue have
no EREP scheduled for tomorrow, It's been canceled due t«
we it t her and we'll think that over and get those procedures
up to you

.

P^T Akay, one thing that can be helped
would be a real short talk through and aake :»ur* I have
the right configuration. I went over It 3 or 4 times, and
I think it wan right, but I'd still feel better If someone
guarantees that proper configuration for running on that test.

CC Okay and Ed I've got some S233 tines
for you

.

SPT Go ahead.
CC Start 04:40, 60, 0442, 120 and 04:45, 60.
SPT Okay, it. looks pretty much like the

exact same sequence we're going to run for except for
running it - starting at 04:40.

CC Okay and we're 20 seconds froa LOS, this
will be the last pass for the night. If you want us the
Vanguard will be coming up at 04:36.

SPT Thank you, Story, Goodnight.
CC Goodnight, sir.
CC And going over the hill here, can ycu

tell us where you've positioned the treadmill for the TV p*opl
CDR We've got it right behind the bike.

We've taken the seat off of the bike and we've got it right
behind there. It's between the trash airlock and the
bike.

C C Thank you,
CDR We've got the feet off the bike, so

that you can lean there and look out t h j wardroom window
while you're pushing it and watch the scenery go by and get
a little work in.

CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 4 hours and 7 minutes

and 27 seconds, Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has now passed out of range at the Guam tracking antenna, our
nsxt acquisition will he a little over 29 minutes from
now, we have had a good night however from Spacecraft
Communicator Story Musgrave and from the crew of the Skylab
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crproperly. Mission Control indicated thro^h S tJ y hej willsend up a nam, on each of the pads in the future, rath.rthan «re y giving them the nucber. That's S^33 o Lsare pos.ib e 4*ain in another 40 minutes and no d„ u b heScience Pilot will be performing the 233 o P e r a t i ons wh ! ch

Peau!%V?I
Ct

'

eV " ry tht'

V Wt' fe P £rf^ a ed earlier today.C

M (

V Cr£W Dienb(* rs G «rald Carr and Ed Gibsoninstalled a new television monitor on the control panel foruse on observing the sun earlier today, toaorrow , 1 esolar telescopes will be checked out by Science pm„, rJ rfwwill be g in making regular ob..rv.tl« "a '

„ y

"
tProcess is expected to continue from now until early Feb ua vSo ar observations have been performed so far th!s eveningusing unmanned operations which limits their use to onJy
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onl >' Instrument*. Observation, areb*«lnn a day «ill. r than expected. The Sun U shownlnunu.ually activity In recant producing bu s [ of rZ owave, and some rapid changes In the major Jctlve regi™.There la so-* possibility of fairly Urg* fUve „ andthat among the oth,r thing, „ 4 the reason* for b^H"^*/observations r.o*,, row (V(B , Rgi gkyiab crew will .Ik!

to pot„t at the comet Kohoutek. Monday is a World dIv fir

K <Lrr ,\?
£:""."i-" -is::.win r t several of them scheduled once everv week d.ir) nD u

next several weeks. The World day U a live sctenr^i?*their observations are on a sin«! c.rl . II.o i^iUd'"^ *

o»orr..w are several subject, that are part iculaJin t IrtAto Earth scientist, theae have been recommended o the c^vhey are optional photographic mi^ent, and we would ex P ec t

a
01 them will be performed tomorrow. rul'e *rlfca ure to be photographed through the wardro window litt

wiix include tape recorJirc is u*. »u ,
f'v^jiopny

hundred, of »!,„ a„d gi„ es a fao<1 de.erlDtion of ,S
'"«1»<<«

purpose ,„o ,h.t a „.,h y vl.S insc^u ° 0\^,
*
^"t,"'

^s;:5=£;;L:yp;:;:;; :

"!
:r»iri;«i^-

Skylab Control, we do hav- a medical report the mi,!?' .

surgeon daily report on crew health. The crew U V«n a very busy t i line the time r e q u 1 rmen so son! 0 f *
' * 1

fc

Procedures have proven more than expected and thi 1 ad,
v.. ni> injjinu'o ana this leads to•in amount of crew frustration with the Science uPilot. We are again exposed to lower body negat i vc «u r tpreli.enary evaluation of the Science Pi Ut '

,

8
Ji JI' iSiI"^
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a good run, th« pilot cut his highest Uvil of negative
prsesure exposure because of a drop in blood pressure. This
early termination of this exposure does not l«ply that the
next run will also be cue short, previous crews have demonstrated
isolated off days as far as lower body negative pressure la
concerned. That's signed by Dr. Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins.
Dr. Hordinsky further explained that the drop - the highest
level of negative pressure which was not run on the pilot today
is not of any surprise to them and it is no object of concern
at all, previous things have been experienced by ail the
previous crtw and it's generally believed to be just due to
unusual conditions during the day, not quite feeling quite up
to performing the entire run. His blood pressure during the
pass t >day did drop at the maximum level So for that reason
it was terminated but it does not give tha crew cembers any
concern or the ground any concern, they expect they he'll be
able to perform at the highest level again in future runs as
so was the experience of the last Skvlab crew. This is Skylab
Control, we expect to hear from the crew again tomorrow morning
at about 6 o clock, it Is now 14 minutes and 26 seconds after

END OF TAPE
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PAO r h I » la Skylab Controlac 5 hours 14
minutes Zulu time. The Skylab IV crev was contacted at
the Madrid tracking station a tew Moments ago concerning
some circuits that had been left on. We have a tape of that
conversation and we'll play it back for you now,

CC Skylab , Houston .

CDR Go ahead Story.
CC Hey, sorry to wake you up, we're showing

possible 1 of the EREP buses is still powered up. Could
you verify in EREP C and D panel that both EREP buses are
off?

CDR
CC
PLT 110 Story, and

and bus 2 are off.

We'll check it.
Thanks .

I'm looking on panel
EREP power, both of them (garble) - bus 1

CC Sorry to wake you up Bill.
PLT You didn't wake me up, I was Just lying

there getting ready to go to sleep,
PLT You got any ideas on what the problem

is ?

CC Bill, that telemetry discrete it gets
down it Just - it probably Just takes a while for those
filters to bleed down, thata in terms of our indication
of the bus being powered. We don't have anything new on
the EREP ma 1 f .

Okay, I killed them 1 guess probably
ago, maybe 45 minutes when 1 finally figured

do anymore with it.
Okay, we learned something.
Night .

Night .

Hello Story.
Hello.
Let me give you a last minute update
report .

Okay go .

Okay, Nikon 03, casette (garble) and frame

PLT
about an hour
I couldn

CC
PLT
CC
SPT
CC
SPT

on our photo stat
CC
SPT

19 .

CC
SPT

Thank y ou

.

Okay.
While I wan setting up tor the 233

photos Just at sunset about 04:39, right at sunset I could
see some particles which were on the horizon looked to be
trailing us and glow red from the sunset itself, and looks
very much like those particales which oi (garble) which
we ripped off the insulation the other day doing the EVA,
there's a swarm of them out there. I'll try and get a

better picture of them tomorrow. I used one
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frame of the (garble) to try and catch It while 1 hid right •»

right In the camera til v.

CC Okay, how did the S233 go?

SPT That's good as planned, right on
schedule.

CC Okay, thank you.
SPT That's schedule number 2 Story.
CC Understood.
PIT Story, you still up?

CC What a question that is.

PLT It just occurred to me I could turn those
switches on and back off again, see what you could see on

your ind 1 cat ion .

PLT (garble) balls and ail that kind of stuff.
CC 1 think we're in good shape as is Bill,

we'll Just watch those things bleed off on their own.
PLT Okay.
PAO That concludes the transmission that we

had through the Madrid tracking station; at 5 hour 18 minutes
Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

EN [J OP TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean time
11 hours 54 minutes. We expect wakeup call at the close
of the Tananarive pass, presently In progress. We have
8 minutes and 23 seconds left In this Tananarive pass,
expected the crew will be awakened at the tail end of this
pass. Today, the 11th day in orbit for the crew of Skylab
IV. Commander Gerald Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibson, Pilot
Bill Pogue. Today is a day of medical experiments, more
Kohoutek photography, use of the preparation of the Earth
terrain camera, the S190B. Some S190B operations this morning
between 11:33 and 12:11 p.m. central standard time. A late
weather bulletin Sunday evening predicting cloudy, rainy
weather throughout the proposed track for the first Earth
Resources Experiment Package operation, has caused Mission
Control Center to cancel the EREP operation scheduled tor
today. Skylab IV astronauts, Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill
Pogue, will spend Monday checking out thoroughly the operation
of the Apollo telescope mount, which they will put into
service on Tuesday. Also, the crew will take advantage of
certain visual observa - observation opportunities. They will
continue the medical checks which have determined the good Health
of the crew since their launch from Cape Kennedy, 10 days ago.•The visual observations to be made by the crew, will employ
their trained observer's eyes and knowledge of the Earth.
The observations are geared toward Earth applications where
possible. The astronauts will tape their observations, and take
pictured of those sites wich they are observing. At 7:16 a.m.
central standard time, they will observe the Atlas Mountain
Range in Morocco where geological faults or land variations
have been recorded. These have direct bearings on two areas.
The tracing of earthquake activity which was evidenced by
these faults, and a search for oil deposits in such ares;*
surrounding the fault zones. The color variations and
surface ciianges not noticed on the ground, can be more readily
noted from Skylab's vantage point, 2 70 nautlcal-nlles
above the Earth. Another opportunity in the bedrock anas
in tnc Sahara Desert which will be v I s i b I < this morning.
We expect wakeup call on this pass. We'll leave the t 1 no
open for CAP COMM Dick Truly. flight Director on duty now
is Phil Shaffer.

CC Skylab, Houston. Good morning. We're
about - about - we're - you're overhead Tananarive and we're
about a minute from LOS there. Honeysuckle comes up at i i : i 9

and I'll give you a call there.
CC Skylab, Houston , You're overhead Tananarive ,

Good morning. We're about 30 seconds from LOS. Honeysuckle
copies up at 12:19.
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CDR Roger, Dick. Good morning.
CC Roge r . Good morning

.

PLT Good morning , Dick

.

CC Good morning.
p AO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 12

hours 1 minute. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle in
17 minutes 28 seconds. Greenwich mean time 12 hours 2 minutes.
This is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 12
hours, 18 minutes. The start of day 11 in the Skylab mission.
Wakeup call was at 11:57 Greenwich mean time over the Tananarive
pass on this, the 2828th revolution of the Skylab workshop.
On today's Flight Plan are more than a half a dozen photo
opportunities for the crew in a new visual observation program
in which the crew has received more than 20 hours of lectures
from 17 separate scientists in varying disciplines. They will
have an opportunity later this morning, to photograph and take
pictures of the Hawaiian shield volcanoes they'll - which have
been active since 1969 and are expected to undergo some minor
eruptions during the next few months. This opportunity will
come on the next revolution over Hawaii on revolution 2d29.
This new visual observation program is optional as far as the
crew is concerned. They're given the coordinates and tne
times that they pass over these Earth phenomena and, if t.iey have
Cha opportunity, they will take the photographs out the ward-
room window using either a 70-millimeter Hasselblad camera
or the 35-millimeter Nikon camera. We expect callup from
Dick Truly, CAP COMM with the crew at tne Honeysuckle pass.
We'll hold the line open for this pass.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're at Honeysuckle.
It's a very short pass. We'll be picking you up at Goldstone
at 12:68 and we'll be dumping the data recorder at Goldstone

CDR Roger, Dick.
pA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine 12

hours 22 minutes. Loss of signal through a brief pass over
Honeysuckle. Next acquisition in 25 minutes 25 seconds will
be Goldstone. The scheduled E REP pass today, which was to have
been ilor.g track 3 3 - 3 3 , has been canceled due to bad weather.
Weather bulletin last night predicted cloudy and rainy weather
throughout the proposed track for this, the firnt Earth resources
lass of Skylab IV. A tentative plan calls for KREP pass
tomorrow along track 68. Next acquisition will be Goldstone
24 minutes, 50 seconds. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich
mean time 12 houro, 22 rainutea.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
hn '

c

A
a ,

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 12.hours 46 minutes. Acquisition coming on the first statesidepass for the crew today in approximately 45 seconds . CAP COMMAstronaut Richard Truly, Flight Director is Phil ShafferAlthough the first EREP pass has been canceled due to bidweather across the United States the crew will do a firtr r nday. We'll have the first operation of the 0 „ t 0
"

I;!? " le l\l
S Jfeduled for 01:24 Greenwich 'mean [ill

"
5

y .We 11 leave the line open for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

r , „
CC

f w ,

Skylab, Houston; we're AOS stateside forhe next 16 minutes, and we're going to be dumping the da atape recorder here at Goldstone.
CDR Rogt .

CC And Skylab; 1 don't know if you guys
- rooming messages yet but I've got acouple of changes that I'd like to read up sometime as tThispass is about 16 minutes long and the next one i sever Mad r Idalso a K ood pass. The corrections I have - there's one short'one Jerry on S009

, one for Ed Gibson on the ATM LheduLpad and four or five in the PLT's column of the Flight Manalso a couDie of rnrr^.v — . ~. ~ , .. 8 rian,

' r "~ vu i i e t l i ons i nave - there's one bi,„mone Jerry on S009
, one for Ed Gibson on the AIMpad and four or five in the PLT's column of the Fl lgh tand also a couple of corrections to the PLT details pad

together.
° kay

-
Stand "«•'" getting the stuff

any cithern I'll read^hem tp!"*^ ^ C ° Py

that d'cl, Dick.
UkC

* *°° d
' " gat

BUI "we ended up ^n/^., ft Tl^^^r^for you, which will occur right after breakfa and he oason for this i s that if we - to the star field 'that It wedon t gel an S019 OPS and done on todav we're L n
l".

an opportunity to do it. And, so that's the reason rchanges to your pad, and so whenever you get r( . t Jthe* I'll be K lad to read them up. > '
C °'' y

^
! - T Okay. Stand by.

okay
CC Madrid is soon enough. Bill, hut that'?;

bit bluer organWed?"^ ' ' * "° " ^ W
* " ,lltl *

ci: Okay.

. ,
.

SkyHb, Houston. We're about a minute
or In ,M/ C

.

JuSt g0l " R to Jr °P °" 1 * b °u*- mother minuteor so.
1 )1 give you a call in Bermuda.

t!'
Skylab, Houston. Bermuda lor 6 minutes

, . .

D,ck
-

1 ready t„ K0 ahead wlt >,

'

of the ('i)k s ,LT changes on the y ) i y,U t Ju n .
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CC Okay. The CDR's Is very simple. We'

tna t rlLll* Ii°
keyh ° le here

"
He got a S009 checklist changethat changed the page number from 2-something to 14-some-

w J: ^1\t V<
thert '

S -"other place on that cue card thatwemissedthats noton that change. It also should go from
2 1

think It is to 14-1. And we're going to go into

^keyhole^
1 3 l

' U 8iVC sellout
CC SkyUb, Houston. We're out of keyhole.

Did you copy that one on the CDR?
Still got about 2 minut

PL T Sure did

correction Rill
°" the PLT detail * I have one

15- 8 soil 'nil ' T\ l
'

18 1 Want to add in at a tl« of

PLT G ° ahead, Dick. We got it.

,

CC
,

0ka y- The a tine of about 13:55 in your

t" Zut 15*^
l
°

J" " 5019 F0Xtr ° l India
'
^.n down

tint Z t °i
S ° WhC,e y° U SCe S019 Sierra Tango-1, Iwant to change that to S019 OPS

PLT Got it .

C C And the
I want to stick in there

that's listed at about 20-25 ^""-^ ^ hou" k«Pin g

S019 Sierra Tango-2.
},J'T Got it.

the S20 1 ,R-1 t, t,.,.

A

S20i
U

rK-^*
,OW L, ' at 1 Want C ° e"""'

PLT Ro ger .

.
v u?

C
, .

0ki»y. One other comment; If you get introuble <ln d get In that S019 OPS and stet b«h ,,h ,

Ret in

.

c 8 lhat
'

so l( y° u Ri't in trouble just delete that w*'r,about to go LOS at Bermuda. l'U gIv , you a call*, <iridin about 4 minutes. >. • <• u i * u

a pad'ior that SO,, 0^ ^ ' "« y ° U lo ^ "

on board I i„j. r

YC8
f

1
'

T,,t' r *' s a P ad thai should beon board I bcliov, for the S019 to support that.MT Okay. I 8 aw it.

.

CC rl, e only other rhannv on yours, Billin that then..'*
.1 PH listed Jt 15:^ , nd )u .t f„ r drl v,-ovrd that up to that dotted Hue at *l, ou 1S:15. e or yothe correction

1 hnve is for Kd Gibson on ATM schedule•md I'll Kvt that at Madrid. '

l[\ »K«y. S,, v„u lh .n.

I, , , .

Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours b mu.utes. loss of signal at Bermuda. Next accul-
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sltlon In 3 minutes 10 seconds at Madrid Skvl„l, r„ . ,Cr.envlch mean time 13 hours 7 minute. " Control,

hoursTmlnutes. Ac^stuo'rco^ln^tr"
1^ 13

j..... d . ';,!
l

on
" »-

c
.»««;• -^-^ —

These photographs could be taken in a novt l
8 '

utes beginning at Greenwich ^n Le ' 0 r . l! B
°! 1

'
rcil"

Leave the line open for CAP COMM Dick Truly.
END OF TAPE
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H :13: 10 GMT

CC
SPT

(garble) line.

Skylab, Houston. Madrid for 9 minutes
Hello, Dick. I was looking at the ATM
that the one we're gonna revise?

'

nf , , u i l-i
Y ' ah

"
AS 1 matter " f fact, that first

iw v and J

W
r,

S t

?,
8Cl y °" t0 U,ke 1111 Alf « and throw

t -iw.iy and use Charlie and i t \s real simple. We'd like mdelete the Nu
z

update that's listed on there at 02:0u Zulu!
We've got another one scheduled in consonance with theKohoutok operation so we don't need that one.SPT Ve ry good. Will do.

T , ^
C Okay. And one other minor note for Bill

S 1r«;n
£

: 1

!"'«"" : » :» : -«« ^
£!•:>!.=:; ill-

Okay, Dick.
Roger

.

1 11 show you vrhcr
Roger.
Skylab, Houston.

PLT

PLT
CC

Tananar i v at 13:30.

that mirror is,

minute t i 1 LOS

.

PAO
19 hours 2 0 minutes
t racking stations.
10 minutes 15 second

Skylj, Control. Oreenwich mean t i &*
LoSi of signal through Madrid Canary

.iext acquisition will Tananarive in
The crew should be settling into their

sluVaot
Commander Carr has on his menu this morningsausage grapefruit drink, cornflakes, coffee wiih sbread and Jam Science Pilot Gibson has rice krispicf bacon

The crew turns this on first thing on arising So theirbreakfast should be about ready. \ext acqu I i o I U be

P AO
1 3 iiour s 28 mi m- t

pass . This morning Comma
perform the second aclivi
lower body negative press
which are performed back-
mission. This i« the sec
this experiment. Selene?
during this activity wh i

1

kv i ab Con t rol .

•th 5 5 secon.U

y with tit.

re device
o - b a r k

nd t i me (u

Vila
Pi 1

1 1 (i

(. reenwl ch mean t I ne
( " g<> tor the Tananariv
Cirr is scheduled t<>

MU92, M09 1 experiment
Jfi ton ard iogr.tra ex per t

:
i mes t li roughou t t he

id

i

:r Carr will per
'ibHon will serve as observer
Kill Pogue is performing the
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S233 experiment using S233 out window of the commandmoduli taking photographs of Comet Kohoutek. Pilot Pogue isalso scheduled to do S019 operations this morning through theanri-solar scientific airlock. An instrument fi?st performedyesterday by Commander Carr.
CC Skylab, Houston. Tananarive for 8 minutes.

END OK TAPE
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CC Skylab, HoiiHlon . 1 minute to I.OS. Honey-

suckle nl 1 3:55.
SPT Roger , Dick

.

CC Roger. See yo>. there.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

13 hours, 40 minutes. Loss of signal at Tananarive. Next

acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 14 minutes, 45 seconds.

Today's activity - a pair of tredical experiments for Commander

Jerry Carr, M092, M09 3 along with facial photographs to be

taken of Carr by Science Pilot Ed Gibson. This will be the

second performance of these f,\ir of medical experiments for Commander

Carr. If the mission duration goes to 84 days, he will perform

these experiments 26 times throughout the mission. Later

today, after checking out the ATM console and display panel,

Science Pilot Ed Gibson will spend approximately 1 hour at

the Apollo telescope mujnt on the first manned observation

of the mission, approximately 350 hours of manned operation

'of the AIM Js scheduled for this mission. On lap for today

is joint observation program number (

,

, which is the synoptic

observations of the Sun. Performance of the operation specified

in this Jop, is to provide 'd.ua to support the investigation

of the evolution of the qu et, inactive features of the

Sun in a variety of wavelengths. Primary purpose is to aid

In a construction of a three-dimensional picture of the inner

and outer corona of the Sun. Instruments used today in Jop 6

will be the S052, S054, S056 und S082A experiments in the

ATM canister. Next acquisition, 12 minutes 50 seconds, will

be Honeysuckle. A * Greenwich mean time 13 hours, 42 minutes,

this is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours, 54 minutes. A new Flight Control team, Crimson lean,

on duty here at the Mission Control Center headed by Flight Director

Don Puddy. New CAP COMM is Astronaut Bob Crippert. ilave

acquisition at Honeysuckle in 40 seconds. We'll hold the

line open for comtaun i c at ion between the crew of Skylab tV

on this, their 11th day in orbit.
CC Good morning, Skylab. Team 3 hen will,

you for another day's work.
CDK Morning, Crip.
CC Morning, gents. You guy:* ready in gel wit),

i t 7

CDK Yes, I guess it's about time we got up.

CC Oh, yes. We - I see they took your IKl'.P

pass away from you while we were gone last night.

CDR Yes, I guess it got a little cloudy.

CC Roger that. Same way right overhead i.ire

in Houatcn, too. We got this front that keeps moving back

and forth on top of us.
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cc Hey, Jer, one of the items that might want to talk

a little bit about before we get into this - today's operation,

is we had read some of the comments you recorded about sche-

duling timelining and so forth. We're going to do our best

to comply with your - with your request. And we d kind of

like today to sort of get a running schedule of where

we're at and where we're going, to give us the feel about how

things are happening and we have a schedule - list of candidates

here that if at any time you're getting behind that we can -

we can pull out and keep you at a rather - a pace that s acceptable

tC> y
CDR Okay. 1 guess the thing that single (garble)

is on the new stuff. We need a few extra minutes just to kind of

get our thoughts all lined up and ready to go because it s a

completely new situation.
CC Roger. Appreciate that.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Our whole philosophy, Crip, Is that If
we can keep ourselves from getting too much, too rushed too
much, we'll probably make a let less mistakes.

cc Roger. We concur with that. That's
why we'd like to keep it at a reasonable pace today, and if
anytime that you do feel that you're getting behind on some
items just let us know so that we can schedule it in such
a manner that you won't be rushed. We're here to help.

PLT Crl P; I've got a question for photo
people.

CC Go Bill

.

?LT 1 'a having trouble finding where to put
the takeup cassettes that were on the transporters when we
got up here? Where In the photo ops book did it give us a
list of location, drawer number, and slot number for - versus
a cassette number; and I'm talking about DAC film now.

.

CC Roger that. We'll get right back with you,
and just so you - won't think we've forgotten, we're still
working that 190 problem you had last night, and we're going
to try to get back with you today on the results of it

PLT Okay.
CC PL T, Houston. Have you looked at page

7-1 on your photo ops book? There is a vault stowage dia-
gram in there, and 1 believe that can answer all of your
questions .

PLT Okay. I've looked it over. I'll look
it over again. I've studied the thing *nd I can't find some
of the numbers.

cc Okay. Maybe if you could give us a
example of some of the ones you're having problems with
we could help you out a little bit more.

PLT Okay, Bob. I'm right in the middle of
something right now.

CC Okay.
PLT l 'H get r^ght back with you as soon

as I finish it.
CC Okay. No sweat.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

^
S

15

W
t'

1
'

5

See again in 11 -
1 ^ 2 minutes over Hawaii at

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tint- 14
hours 3 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Svxt
acquisition in 10 minutes 58 seconds is Hawaii tracking s i ,i -
tion. During this pass discussion wit^ the crew, thoy
mentioned to the ground, to keep themselves from'being rush.-d
and keep from making mistakes they asked to spend, asked to bespending a little more time doing rl.e various experiment per-
formances, equipment prepiration for experiment performance.
Pogue asked instructions on vhere he should place the takeup
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cassettes for one of the film magazines, proper stowage area

tL £rep°I <° P
-

SUn
^
ay CrCW Spfcnt the checking oilthe EREP equipment. Approximately 6 hours and 20 minutes wasspenT by PxJot Bill Pogue in this checkout. 3 hours and 2?minutes were spen in two separate scientific operationsThe operation of the S019 experiment and the S183. An" her

e u
rS

h
3

h V'
inUteS Spent P«f«»«in8 medical expertmen s aboard the spacecraft; 1 hour and 10 minutes in spice-craft maneuvering or the comet Kohoutek operation with t^eS019 experiment. 3 hours and 7 minutes was <, OPn ,- x„ r
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
14 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaii tracking
station in 40 seconds. CAP COMM is Bob Crippen. Commander
Jerry Carr should be beginning the experiment performance
of the M092 lower body negative pressure device, H093 vector-
cardiogram experiment, pair of experiments which will be performed
26 times throughout the mission. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
serve* as the observer during this experiment.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii for 8 ninutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. Ed, if you've got a chance

to talk to me for a minute, I'd appreciate it, either you or
Je r . i

CDR Go ahead
,
Crip .

J

CC Okay, yesterday with that little problem
j

we had with the nitrogen or your blood pressure measureEents
during M092

, you finally tracked it down and went up to the
STS area and solved It. And that caused a little bit of concer- ;

with some of our troops down here regarding leaving the subject
while he was in the canister down there. So appreciate '

it if you would remember the little rule about keeping a close
eye on the guy while he is there. And I guess we're assuming
that he was not in the resting period when that occurred.

CDR Negative, that's true, but we were only
separated for about 30 seconds or so.

j

CC Rog. Appreciate that.
SPT Yeah, I - Crip, that point there was no 1

concern on my part. Certainly for the length of time that he was gone
I don't think it was a problem at all.

CC Rog.
SPT I know it's a rule that they like (?), but

I think in that particular case the objection (garble) was no
problem.

'

' ••'

CC Okeydoke..
PLT * ane*"th ing you might have to check or., Crip,

I turned that nitrogen off I think during the pre-EVA check.
It said check your PP02 and if left in such and such, turn
nitrogen off, and turn off your 02N2 controller. And although 1

nay have missed it in the post-EVA cleanup when we wire switching
rolls or something, I'm not aure that it's in tit ere, ilf you'd
have them verify that. And another item, have the photo people
try Charlia - Charlie India 64 cassette. step. That's 16-milli-
meter. I can't find it on those two pages 71 and 72.

CC Okay, Bill. We'll appreciate that. We'll
have somebody run down the EVA checklist to verify that it

does require you to get it back, and we'll see if we can get
a check on this one particular cassette. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you again over Goldstone in about 3-1/2 minutes at
14:27, 14:27.
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich me*:i clme 14 hours
24 minutes. Loss of signal at Hawaii. Next acquisition in

2 minutes 50 seconds. We'll be the Goldstone <: racking station.
Discussion with CAP COMM Bob Crippen reminding the crew members
not to leave a subject in the M092 canister alone while the
pressure is on. The K092, similar to an iron lung, is used to
simulate effect of gravity in space. The subject slips into
the iron lung device and pressure is applied to the lower
torso. Yesterday this experiment was performed by Pilot Bill
Pogue . We'll hold the line up for this pass through stateside.
CAP COMM Bob Crippen, Flight Director is Don Puddy.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Goldstone for 6-1/2 minutes.
CC PLT , Houston. In looking at - checking on

that page 7-1, our indication is that should - CI64 should be
your take-up casette mounted on transporter 05 in drawer A-2

.

PLT That's true, Bob, but I've already run
film Into it and now I'm ready to stow it.

PLT That's for that photo pad today. What the
question is: when It has film in it, where does it go?

CC Okay, I'm sorry, Bill. I didn't understand
your previous question a while ago.

PLT And also I'm trying to do housekeeping 60
Victor, and I was Just wondering does the ground have N
commanded off for some reason?

PLT Into primary secondary?
CC Okay, we're taking a look at that. And

Bill, the way that we planned on handling those cassettes is

that basically you Just take and put, like CI64 when it's full,
back in the drawer and start from one side filling it back up
again and Just leave you know like one space so you can separate
the full ones from the - the used ones from the unused ones.

PLT Okay, fair enough. Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CDR - -10 in the process of doing this
60 Victor 1, on page 9-24 of the systems checklist, I was unable
to get the sensor cover completely closed because apparently it's
been through sort of the jury-rigged by - from previous instructions
Got tape around it and so forth. When I put the N2 fill primary
switch to OPEN I did not get a decrease in oxygen partial
p ressure .

CC Okay. I think we got all that Bill. We
B off and reg A on. So the thing should still operate
with Just one reg.

We got B on at,d A off.
B o f f A on

.

Okay. I got B open snd A clo
that's the configuration that I'm looking at. I

I'm talking about now.
CC It sounds like we got the configuration

reversed there. Stand by 1.

ill. Correction on my last. Your
We were a little bit mistaken down

here in how you had the regs configured. So it is A off and
B on. And, stand by and we'll have some circuit breakers that
you c an check.

PLT Okay.

have reg

p rope r ly
PLT
CC
PLT

Ok ay ,

configuration is correct.

I guess
150 psi regs

gas fill circuit breakers.
panel 2 00 you might check your 02, N2

Yeah. That was the problem.
Were both of them open?
Af f i mat i ve .

Rp ser.
L> k y 1 a b , Houston. We're 1 min

again in 5 minutes over Bermuda at
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS th r

CC
CC

We'll se

CC
for 7 mi

PLT And, Bob, I missed the NuZ update w
I was doing that housekeeping task. Can you give me s

time to give you another one the next opportunity?
CC 15:16 to 15:31 is the next window.
PLT Thank you.
CC And if we could get it right around

It would help out for that S019 op. I might have you
little bit rushed there.

t e from LO S

.

14:38. 14:38.
fch Bermuda

PLT

starting into the
yet .

Okay. We'll get
Sk y 1 ab , Hous t on .

9 2 run and we don 1

Looks
show

like you're
e corde rs ON

We show them ON now.
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich moan time
14 hours 42 minutes. Loss of signal at the Bermuda tracking
station. Next acquisition in 2 minutes 30 seconds will be
Canary. Ground confirmed the start of the H092, lower body
negative pressure device experiment, with Commander Gerald
Carr serving as subject this morning. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
is the observer. Discussion on the previous pass with CAP
COMM Bob Crlppen and Pilot 3111 Pogue concerned the 02 pressure
sensor fuctional test housekeeping task 60 0V on the cal coup
flight plan for today. This is a check of the onboard 02
and nitrogen system. This involves throwing various switches
checking the valves to confirm that the system is stabilized
and verify the pressures in the vehicle. Next acquisition
wall be Canary in 1 minute 20 seconds. We'll hold the lineopen for CAP COMM Bob Crippe.n.

CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute from LOS. We'llsee you again in about 2-1/2 minutes over Canary and we'll bedoing a data voice recorder dump there.
PLT Okay, Bob. I'm getting ready to do this

MO/ft cal. I just want to verify momentum dunp, inhibit.
cc That's verified.
PLT Thank you.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tlr.t

14 hours 46 minutes. Correction we've had loss of signal
at Bermuda. We will have acquisition at Canary in 58 seconds
Pilot Pogue discussing the M0 7 4 calibration. M0 74 is the
specimen mass measurement device. This is located in the
waste management area in the wardroom. This is used to
weight minute items aboard including residue food each day.

END OF TAPE
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.

PAO This is Che exptrinent of Dr. William
Thornton, fellow astronaut. Have acquisition in 20 seconds
at Canary. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, rtoueton. We're back vith you
through Canary doing a data <roice recorder dump here.

PAO Skylab Control . Rathe r quiet pass
through Canary tracking station. Next pass is over the
Asceneion tracking station. Temperatures in the experiment
compartment where Commander Carr is presently performing the
M092 is 71 degrees Fahrenheit. Skylab orbital assembly pre-
sently weighs 191,395 pounds. Of this total the workshop is
161,490 pounds. Command and service module presently weighing
30,505 pounds

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We just show that
we fired a TACS mib , and you nay be anticipating a ftw more
of these with the two inhibits we got of moniemtur;.

CC SkylaS, Houston. We're about 30 seconds
from LOS. We'll see you again in 30 minutes over Honeysuckle.
And that 'sit. 15:32,15:32.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15
hours 3 minutes. Loss of signal at Ascension. Next acqui-
sition in 29 minutes will be Carnarvon. Skylab Control

,

Greenwich mean time 15 hours 3 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyla> Control. Greenwich mean time

15 hours 31 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Honey-

suckle tracking station in 50 seconds. Commander Jerry Carr

performing the M092 with Science Pilot Ed Gibson serving as

the observer during this experiment which is scheduled to

take 2 hours. We'll leave the line open for CAP COMM Bob

Crippen.
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Honey-

suckle for 7-1/2 minutes.
CDR Hello , Bob

.

CC Hidy-hidy.
CC Skylab, Houston. We passed through a

brief keyhole there awhile ago, in case you did try

to give me a call, and we still have you for about 4 minutes here

through Honeysuckle.
CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Hawaii in 13-1/2 minutes at

15:5 3 , 15:53.
CDR See you ,

Crip

.

CC See you there.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

15 hours 40 minutes. Loss of signal at Honeysuckle. Next

acquisition in 12 minutes at Hawaii. During this pass the Biomed

officer, advised Flight Director Don Puddy that the M09 3

vectorcardiogram experiment was passing data to the

ground during this pass indicates Commander Jerry Carr is

into the second half of this dual experiment performance this

morning, M093 of the vectorcardiogram experiment. He com-

pleted the M092 lower body negative pressure device experi-

ment. During this portion of the pass Pilot Bill Pogue should

be in the midst of performing the S019, the ultraviolet
stellar astronomy experiment; purpose is to obtain photographs

with this instrument which is placed through the anti-solar

scientific airlock, and by use of articulate mirror system

to take photographs of stars and the Milky Way star fields in

the nearby galaxies. This experiment will also be used later

for photography of comet Kohoutek. Next acquisition will be

Hawaii in 10 minutes and 45 seconds. This is Skylab Control

at Greenwich mean time 15 hours 42 minutes.

END OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine 15

hours 51 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaii track-

ing station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for communi-

cations during this pass, which should run about 8 minutes -

close to 6 minutes pass.
cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii, 8-1/2 min-

utes.
SPT Houston, SPT . Over.

CC Go ahead .

S PT Hey Bob, while I'm between tasks here

I'd like to ask the photo folk* if they can come up with some

recommended exposures for ue . On last night and the previous

night I've been able to notice a cloud of particles which I

believe are from the EVA w'..ich we carried out the other day.

We noticed there's an awful lot of insulation which shredded

off as we were doing the EVA. Just past sunset, I should say

aboat a minute cr so after sunset, these particles appear on

the horizon, are pretty close to the direction of the Sun, and

they show up (garble) reds reflected light, or refracted red

light, and it reflected off the particle. I covered (garble)

maybe 5 to 10 degrees or so maximum sky and are relatively

faint. But they certainly are discernable by eye and I'm

seeing them quite clearly, almost the same brightness as the

background star cr maybe a little brighter. I wondered if

the photo folks could come up with some recommended exposures

to try and set a good picture of these.

cc Okay, Ed. We'll work on that. We noted

that you commented on that yesterday. We'll try and get some

exposure times to you. While we're talking here, ATM Just

told me a while ago that we had an H-class flare this morn-

ing, so maybe she's going to heat up a little you guys.

SPT Tell him to hold off until tonight.

cc Okay. Just warming it up. That's all.

SPT l hope that's all it Is. I don't want

him to shoot his wad before we could even get at it.

SPT Bob, was that active region 87?

cc Stand by 1. That's affirmative. It was

87 .

SPT Thank you.

cc Matter of interest, flare probability,

we're up to 9,3, and 1 now on that one.

PLT Houston to Skylab, FLT

.

CC Go Bill.
P LT Bob, I just completed the S019 and I a

having trouble vlth the film hatch knob. Yesterday I reported

went past the carriage retract and I chout.it I'd takf up an

extra film plate and nov I'm not so sure that I did that.
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The film hatch wouldn't close yesterday when I did that and

I thought I had gone and picked up another frame or slide,

and today I was very careful and I can't get the film hatch
to close when I go from carriage retract back to stowage.

CC Okay. We copy that Bill. We're about
15 seconds from going LOS and we'll have you again over
Goldstone in about in about 3-1/2 minutes and try to have an

answer for you there. Understand you did not have it closed now.
Is that affi rm?

FLT It's affirmative. It won't close.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

16 hours 2 minutes. Apparently the crew of Skylab IV today,
close to their time line. Pilot Bill Pogue reporting just
completing the S019 experiment, the UV stellar astronomy
experiment which goes through the solar anti, the anti-solar
scientific airlock. This catiera will be used also for the

comet Kohoutek photography. Today it was being aimed at the

far distant stars in the Milky Way. Science Pilot Gibson
requested exposure data for possible taking pictures of some
particles he described, apparently left over from their EVA
on Thanksgiving day. Particles he believed cane from the

insulation around the S193 antenna which two crew members
worked on and put a temporary fix, Also the crew was advised
the ATM officer, the Apollo telescope mount officer, reported
an M-class flare in active region 87 on the Sun. Science
Pilot Gibson said that - hope that the Sun holds off until
tonight. Beginning at Greenwich mean time 01:15 for one
hour Science Pilot Gibson is scheduled to perform joint ob-
servation program number 6, one of 27 separate programs de-
signed for this mission Jn observations of the Sun. JOP 6

is synoptic observations of the Sun, the primary purpose of

which is to aid in the construction of three-dimensional
photographs of the inner and outer corona. Instruments to

be used tonight are the S082, S084 , S056, S082A. This will
be the first manned operation of the ATM. Approximately
350 hours are programed for manned operation of the ATM if

the mission goes the full duration of 84 days. We expect
acquisition at Goldstone In 20 seconds. We'll hold the line

open for CAP C0MM Bob Crippen.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS to Goldstone

now, and, Bill, we're still looking at your problem on S019.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston. You got a moment to talk
please, Bill? Correction, Ed.

SPT Crip, who rfould you like to talk to?
CC Ed, there was a - have you started on

ED63 yet?
SPT I just started .

cc Okay. I'd like you to change - make a
small change on the checklist on page 6-7 if you've got it
handy .

SPT Stand by .

SPT Go ahead .

cc Okay. On step 22, where it talks about
adjusting the light intensity with iris lever to desired
intensity. We want you to go to max intensity.

SPT To max intensity? Really wash it out.
Okay .

cc Roger. *nd they're basing this on some of the
stuff they saw off of the last light.

S pT Okay; will do. I put some fresh batteries
in there so we're gonna get lots of light for them. Also I'll
give you a quick rundown on the three vials. I got one vial which
looks pretty healthy and I have no hydrogen sulfide to it.
That's the one with the smallest amount of plant in it.
The second vial has a little larger amount of plant and has
a slight odor to it and the third one which they really chucked
full of plant has a definite hydrogen sulfide odor to it
(garble) dark green so I suspect that one's bitten the dust.
But the other two look all right.

CC Okay
; copy that .

cc ?L~
, Houston. Bill, can you tell us on

the S019, if you went to carriage retract prior to going to
stowage?

PLT That's affirmative. I did.
cc Okay. We're about 1 minute from LOS and

we'll see you over Bermuda at 16:15, 16:15, and that's about
4-1/2 minutes

.

CC Bill, we would - if you get a chance, if you c
push that handle to the shutter open position. Just to find out

it freewheels. Want to check and see if it's picked up another
frame or not.

PLT Crip, you still with us?
CC Yeah. We're just going over the hill

though, I'm gonna loose you.
PLT Okay (garble) the question on the IR photos

Do we need to take pictures of Bill too?
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cc That's optional

.

SPT Okay.

.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours 11 minutes. Loss of signal at Goldstone with
acquisition in 2 minutes 55 seconds with Bermuda. SciencePilot Ed Gibson describing the ED63 experiment. Today Gibsonis conducting 1 of the student experiments carried aboard the

H?!h%
S
K
aC

f°?' *
le

?
enth

« rader Cheryl A. Peltz of Arapahoe
g
£ ^ Llttleton

. Colorado had submitted experimentnumber ED63 in a nation-wide competition among high schoolscience student.. Cheryl's experiment is an investigation
into the benavior of cytoplasm which may be likened to thelife Mood of plants in the weightlessness of space flightThe plants Cheryl selected for her experiment is elodea anaquanua plant. Sprigs of elodea are stored in 3 vialscontaining a n u t r le n t -e n r i ch e d agar medium. Gibson hasdrawn pieces of the plant from one vial and will mount themon a microscope slide. The slide will then be placed on thestage of the microscope from the inflight medical supportsystem for Gibson's viewing and for photography. Gibsondescribed trie plants in one vial look pretty healthy, thoseIn another look okay, and a third vial he described a «; "ThePlant may have bitten the dust." These specimens will'bephotographed through the microscope optics bv 16-nll 1 iae t e

r

motion picture camera which U mourted above'the microscopeeyepiece. Mlc r ophotogr aphy of elodea plant cells early inthe mission and again near the end of the Skylab IV missionIs expected to yield an insight into cellular functions andcytoplasmic migration in weightlessness as compared to thesame process on Earth. This experiment is 1 of 25 selectedfor the Skylab program submitted to NASA through the NationalScience Teachers Association. Also discussions on thestateside pass were concerning the problem Pilot Po R ue isexperience when retracing and stowing tht S019 experiment.We lx hold the line open for the Bermuda pass. Acquisitionin Ub seconds. CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

„ ^
C Skylab, Houston. We're AOS throughBermuda and we have you for 7 minutes. And, SkyU,,, „ e didn'tget the recorders all dumped while ago and so we'll be dumpingth s time and we need you to hold up on any voice recordinguntil we give you a GO.

sp T Okay, Bob.

....
CC

,
Okay. And wanted to understand whetherBUI got my last comment about pushing that film (garble)Film advance lever forward to see if it was free wheeling totry to determine whether we harf picked up a frame or not
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SPT He's getting himself IR photoed right now.
Stand by .

CC Okay. We can pick it up from you later.
CC Skylab, Houston. You have a GO to start

using a recorder for voice recording once more.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again over Ascension in about 7 minutes at
16:31. And we'd like to know if somebody has time to verify
a valve position for us on panel 2257

CDR What is i t, Crip?
CC Okay. We'd like to raak.s sure that the

N solenoid valve select on panel 2 25 is ir< PRIMARY.
2 CDR Is that all

?

CC That's all.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 25 minutes. Loss of signal at Bernuda. Next
acquisition in 5 minutes 15 seconds will be Ascension. The
Ascension pass should last approximately 11 minutes. The
crew apparently back close to their flight plan timing with
Science Pilot Ed Gibson performing the educational experiment
number 63, an experiment of high school student Cheryl A.

Peltz from Littleton, Colorado. Commander Jerry Carr is

the subject of the M131 vestibular function test scheduled
to begin at about 16 hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean time,
approximately 15 minutes ago, with Pilot Bill Pogue serving
as the observer on this experiment. Next acquisition 4 minutes
20 seconds will be Ascension. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours•27 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 16 hours
30 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Ascension tracking
station in 50 seconds. We'll leave the line up for this
Ascension pass approximately 10 minutes 54 seconds in duration.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through Ascension
and we have you for about 10-1/2 minutes. And we're still
trying to get that recorder dumped. So we'll need it for a

little while longer, and no voice record please. And I'll
give you a go when we' re through with it.

SPT N
2

solenoid valve into PRIMARY, Crip. It

(garble) veri f led

.

CC Roger. It was in PRIMARY when you chocked
it. Is that correct?

SPT That's correct.
CC Okay, Ed. And are you in that area now,

or have you already departed It?
SPT I'm down litre trying to do K. !)*>«.', and the

other guys are M 1 3 1

.

CC Ro k . copy

.

PAO The b .lowed officer confirms Ml 31 is in

progress at this time with Science Pilot - Commander
Jerry Carr performing the experiment.

SPT Crip, there Is no reason for us not to
use the experiment recorders, is there?

CC I'd like you to hold up on it for about
a mti-ute. We're redesignating the things.
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CC And Ed, I do have that information you asked
for for photographing that cloud of stuff that was generated
on the EVA, and I can give it to you at your convenience.

SPT Go ahead, Bob. I'll copy.
CC Okay, Ed, we recommend using Nikon 03 with

the 55-millimeter lens. And an F stop at 1.2, and a focus of
15 feet or to an infinity as you deem best, four exposures starting
5 seconds, 1 second, 1/4 and 1/30. And we do recognize
that that particular camera has CI film in it and we'll handle
that in the development process.

SPT Okay Bob, will do. I already gave them one
1/30 earlier with a 1.2 and a focus of infinity. I thought they
didn't want the longer one that's why I asked. Thank you.

CC Roger. And for the CDR, the reason we're
getting you on these recorders is we've had a couple of drop-
outs down here and we're having a little problem getting our
data. Yeah, it was on the - -

PLT Bob, he reads that and of course we pu* quite
a bit of data on there while we're doing S019.

CC Roger, that. The problem was that we do
want to get that 92 data down.

PLT Oh, I see.
CC Rog. Bill I never got a confirmation whether

you heard me a while ago or not, but one of the thines on that
S019 uo're Interested in knowing is whether that film advance
handle is freewheeling to determine whether or not it picked
up a frame. And we can work that at your convenience when
you finish up with this run.

PLT Okay.
SPT Okay Bob, I got a question for the Ebf>3 folks.
CC Shoot.
SPT Okay, I'm having a little difficult time

trying to get the adaptor which they've put on there to function
properly optically. When I look through the eypplece which comes
down at a right angles, all I can see is a very small field of
view of light, that is maybe only 1/10 or so of the total
field of view that it should be. When I put the nornal eye-
piece on the microscope I can look through it and do observe
streaming and should be all set up to go in terms of the micro-
scope side of (Garble). But t he adaptor which has got the DAC
andthe eyepiece on it I can't seem to get to function properly.

CC Okay, we copy that. See if 1 can get an
answer for you. And Jerry and Bill, you've got a GO on the reconiet
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PLT . Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. I'd like to correct my

last on that information I gave you for photographing thecloud externally. I told you focus from 15 feet to infinity
as you see fit, we'd like you to use 15 feet. For some reasonwhen you - -

"SDK' Okay.
CC when you go out beyond 30 they tell us thatthe small objects won't show up.
SPT okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 secondstrom los. We 11 see you again ever Carnarvon at 17:05 17-05And it s about 23 minutes from now we'll be doing a data voicerecorder dump. And Ed, regarding S063 and the use of theadapter, our recommendation is to go ahead and photograph iteven though you only seem to be getting a small part of thefield of view. The feeling here is that the camera isactually going to see rore than that and you will end up withmore of the field of view.
SPT Oka' , Bob .

END OF TAFE
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pA0 sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean tine

16 hours, 43 minutes. Loss of signal at Ascension. Next

acquisition, 20 minutes 35 seconds, will be Carnarvon.^ At

Greenwich mean time 16 hours 44 minutes , this is Skylab

Cont rol .
*

J , .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours 3 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon

tracking station In 50 seconds. We'll hold the line open

for this pass which should be approximately 10 minutes in

duration .
, „

cc Skvlab, Houston. AOS through Carnarvon

for 9 minutes and we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump

he re

.

SPT Houston, Skylab.

CC Go.

S p T Hey Boh, I'm just finishing up ED63. I

did get the photos of two different locations that did see

streaming through the microscope. I would like to understand

for future work on this - what is the. difference between the

adapter which we have here versus the one which I have worked

with over in Building 5? I had no problems over there with

the optics and I'd like to understand the difference between

the two and see if I can't sort it out.

cc Okay. We'll trv to get a good story on

it While we were LOS this last time, It was our understanding

that the adapter itself, reduced the visual field of view

down to a very small one. However, It did not reduce that

of the camera. They - only important thing was to make sure

that you had the adapter up snug against the microscope.

Spt Roger. That I did. I had all the fittings

snug all the way around. But the one which I have worked with

over in Building 5, did give me a pretty good size field of

view. Here, I could see where we had the crosshairs in the

center. I did see around three-quarters of the total field

of view of the crosshairs and I should've been able to see

four or five times that.

cc Okay. Understand your concern did not

realize that you were seeing a difference from what you saw

in the simulator and we'll get somebody to check that or

you right away. We're about 30 seconds from LOS. W, 1 nee

you again over Guam In 4 minutes at 17:18 and Cheryl Prlu is

listening to you up in Denver right now running her experiment

and I'm certain that she wants it done right.

SPT verv good. I hope we can do it for her.

Streaming looked good here. I hope we can bring the data

back on it.
CC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean time
17 hours 15 minutes. Losa of signal at Carnarvon. Next
acquisition will be Guam in 2 minutes 45 seconds . Coramande

r

Jerry Carr should be concluding the OGI portion of the

human vestibular function test where he rides in a rota-
ting chair. The OGI ia performed six times during the flight
along with the MS or the motion sensitivity portion of the
rotating leather chair. This test is to determine tha effects
of prolonged absence of gravity on the astronaut's suscepti-
bility to motion olckneas and on his Judgement of spacial
localization. Science Pilot Ed Gibson continuing discussion
with the ED63 experiment, the experiment of Littleton, Colo-
rado High School student Cheryl Peltz. His concern was on

the adapter which fits on top of the microscope. The adapter's
placed on top of the microscope and on top of that is placed
a 16-millimeter motion picture data acquisition camera which
will record the vial which contains the elodea plant. This
Is one of 25 student experiments selected for Skylab program.
Next acquisition at Guam in 1 minute 15 seconds. We'll
hold the line up for this pass, the Guam pass scheduled to

last approximately 8 ninutes,
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS to Cuan for 9

minutes

.

PLT Hous ton ,
Sky lab .

CC Go, Bill.
PLT Roger. I'm getting ready to do the

M131 motion sensitivity on the CDR, and 1 can verify speed
as 12:45 rpm.

CC S tand by 1 .

PLT There's no data on the cue cards for

(garble) primer back on CDR's. I know that (garble) were
going to leave that off, but I - they scheduled it uo I assunt
there's a desired rpm.

CC Roger that. Bill, what they did was to

put that on the bottom line the remarks of your med-status
pad that they assigned to Ed. And it says to do 30 rpm
clockwise

.

PLT 30 rpm, Okay. Thank you.
OC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Goldstone at 17:44, 1 7 : 44 ,

and that 'a about 17 minutes from now.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

1? hours 28 minutes. Loss of signal through Guam. Next
acquisition will be Goldstone in 15 minutes 25 seconds . At

Greenwich m-an time 17 hours 28 minute* this Is Skylab Con-
trol.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
17 hours 41 minutes. Acquisition coalnR through Goldstone
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in 2 minutes 15 seconds. This afternoon Pilot,
lot Ed Gibson will spend approximately 3 hours 'che ck trig "out"
the space station's solar observatory, the Apollo telescope
mount. And later today will make the mission's first obser-
vations of activity on t.ie face of the Sun. This checkout
of the ATM instruments will be prl - primarily towards veri-
fying that cameras snd tilescopes perform properly after being
shut down since late in .ikylab III. He will run through per-formance test of the ATM high voltage electrical power supply
as well as check all mechanical features on the observatory
such as canister rotation and camera door open and close cvcllnjtAlignment of the ATM fine Sun sensor to the instrument's lookangle will be examined by Gibson to verify that the sensor
is boresighted to telescope axes. In tect runs of the ATM
cameras the film transports will be cycled to confirm that
there are no jammed film rollers or other malfunctions that
would interfere with the ATM photography between now and the
time film cassettes are changed ir. the next EVA . All ATM
instruments will be recalibrated during Gibson's checkout
to adjust for any shifts In performance that may have occurred
during the weeks of space station unmanned flight. Th«> check-
out will also ser\e as a sort of f ami U a r i z a t i on session for
Gibson. As Science Pilot, he will spend proportionately
more than tine operating the solar observatory than will his
two crewmates. Although Gibson has spent many hours on the
ATM in ground s i mu 1 a t 1 or.s a crewman has to readapt to opera-
ting the same equipment in the weightlessness of an orbiting
space station. Expect acquisition in 20 seconds. We'll
leave the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS across the
States for 18-1/2 minutes.

p LT Hello, Crip.
CC Hidy-hidy.
PLT Looks pretty weathtred in right where

we are now ,

CC You're just coming across the southern -
nortnern portion of the U.S. Can't see whether you're down
as far as Washington or not, but somewhere In that .irea.

SPT Sfl y. Bob; if l me give the KI)f>3 folks
a little bit more to think about. The adapter, 1 too* it
off and just tried focusing it for looking through the eyepiece
on various objects around the spacecraft (garble) out the win-dow, and it seems to work fine there. I have a full field
ot view and I'm focusing properly. The only thing I could
think that might be a little bit different is that on the
microscope we have here the lid which holds down the bat-
teryehas got a little knurled knob which sticks up about a
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a quarter of an Inch. I don't recall that being on the mi-

croscope that we worked with in Houston, and that keepa the

adapter from fitting all the way down . In other words, the

adapter should be at the top of that knob, and we could pro-

bably get another quarter inch or so out of it. Would you

have those folks check to see whether that's the right config
uration.

CC Okay, Ed; and the word I'm getting is

that It does have to be down out, you know, (garble) against
the microscope for the thing to work properly. So we'll take

a look at that,
SPT Okay. This ia down as far as it will go,

but what's preventing it to go, from going about another 1/4

Inch is that knurled knob.
CC Copy.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Houston
,
Sky lab .

CC GO .

CDR Hey, got a question on this detail - CDR
detail 17:40. Is the term limb volume and also the (garble) up

or. my flight plan. Is that Just a general - general subject and

the specifics that they want done at 17:40 is a e.g. measurement
on me °*nd a girth and e.g. on the PL 7?

CC Stand by. Let ae get a verification on

that for you , Je r

.

CDR Okay. This is very confusing. Looks like
they've only allowed us 20 minutes for limb volume and we told
them 3 days ago that it takes a aininum of 35 minutes.

CC Jer. The Intent there is the Utah volume
is Just a generic term. What we want on you is the c .g. measure-
dent and we want a girth and e.g. on Bill. And, do you think
the tine you have now is adequate or inadequate to perform
that?

CDR I don't think we have enough time now; it's
almost time for lunch.

CC Roger; copy .

CDR We'll try to pick it up later in thi; day,

but I'm not so sure we can do it.
CC Roger; ccpy that. And, if you get an

opportunity, Jer. We'd kinda like to lust get an idea from
you as - on tne flight plan, that what you've accomplished and
what you've got ahead of you today whether you think you can
make it or whether we need to scrub some thingi for you. r

CDR Okay

.

CDK Crip. The way it .stands rj^ht now, 8111
and I have got our morning complete with the exception of this
limb volume exercise. And Bill vis very, very much rushed
going into S019 and he reiterated on the tape recorder some
comments I oade 'i'jout needing about 15 or so ainutes to Just
kird of sit down and gather your thoughts and mentally prepare
yourself for what you're gonna do. Sc , Phil - Bill felt like he
was pretty well rushed this morning. Kd feels that ED63
requires at least an hour and a half. He ever, went so far

last night as to get all set up ahead of time. And, he still
didn't get finished and he's pretty well miffed at CPG8 this

morni ng .

CC Copy that. We got a handover. Let me

break here until we Kit through it.
CC Okay. We're through with the handover

and we copied those comments and we'll try to get them fid in -

In the future, One item we noticed on - fro« when Bill did
the housekeeping 60 Victor thia morning. Wo had on one of his
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details about reconfiguring for the sensors there and wo

wanted sensor 1 In control, which I believe he had, and -

but we wanted sensor 3 in monitor, and 1 don't believe we've
got that configured yet.

CDR Okay. We'll go set that up.

PLT Crip, you got monitor 3 now.
CC I'm sorry. Say again.
CC Okay. We got it on raon 3. Thank ycu.

CC And, Jer. for you or anybody. We've
been trying to determine here when ws got rid of the gas in

the water so we could use it for o... measurements down here.
And, could you tell us whether the gas went away when you

switched water tanks, when you switched from 2 to 3?

CDR It - Bob, it reduced considerably but it

did not completely go away until about 2 - 2-1/2 days later.

And, I've been trying to keep up with - keeping the medics
posted on this thing and I've told then I don't know how
many times now that, you know, exactly the way we've thought
the delta water ought to go and I wish they'd just go back
and look at the tapes and read them. I think, as of last night
is about when we honeatl/ think they can stop taking the minus
.5 off the drink rehydra :lon and I think yesterday was just
about Che first day that you can say that the water really was

pretty much air-free,
CC Okay. We got that. Thank you, Jer.

CC Sky lab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS and you'll be rid of us for awhile here. We'll see you

again over Carnarvon in 40 minutes and that's at 18:42. 18:42
and we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump there. Have a

nice dinner - lunch - whatever It Is.

CDR Thank you, Crip.
PAD Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

38 hours 3 minutes. We've had loss of signal at Bermuda
tracking station. Next acquisition in 38 minutes 55 seconds
will be Carnarvon .

PAO During this pass conversations between
CAP COMM Bob Crippen and Skyla'o IV Commander Jerry Carr

concerning the time it's taking the crew to do their daily
flight activities. Carr reported Pogue was very much rushed
i<oing into the preparations of the S019 experiment this

morning while Science Pilot Ed Gibson says it requires at

least an hour and a half to pertorm the ED63. One of the

25 student experiments selected for Skylab. Took them one

and a half hours despite the fact that he went through some

of the setup activities last night before retiring. Another
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question passed to the crew concerned the water tank theyuse for drinking and reconstituting their food aboard SkylabThe crew had reported several days ago that there seeded tobe air bubbles in the water and the medics had requested tolet them know when the bubbles disappeared. Carr replied
,

,at
,
y
!!,

terday VaS the flr8t dfl y the V did not notice theair bubbles in this water system. Science Pilot Ed Cibsonwill continue to get the ATM ready this afternoon prior to
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Coptic observationsof the Sun. In his work this afternoon, he'll run through a per-formance test of the ATM high voltage electrical power sSopl/as well as check all mechanical features on the observatory
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tranS P° rts wiU b * cycled to confirmhat they are no jammed tila rollers or other malfunctions
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interfere Wlth th * ATM photography between now andthe time the cassettes are changed In the next EVA . Inaddition to observing and photographing events such asprominences and corona holes taking place on the Sun, the ATMwill be tilted away from the Sun slightly, starting December 15thTo follow the approach of Comet Kohoutek. ATM Kohoutekobservations will continue through mid-January as the cometretreats from the solar system. Another major activityscheduled for December 4th is a eclipse which the ATMwill record. Earlier the crew was advised that a M fl

cameras

Is slightly offcenter ot the Sun in the southeast quadrant.Solar scientist here at the Mission Control Center report hisan interesting event however it's not significant that theylose any observations because they've been recording thisevent during the unmanned activities of the ATM throuiihcutthe night and all day today. The M2 flare Is X-ray variety^^vitles will continue tonight with the first observationscheduled for later this evening. The recovery forces todav

, k°
fHght direc£or Portly ago that the Skylab'mobile laboratories will now be readied for deployment inthe event of early recovery. The Skylab mobile laboratoriesare used pos t recove r y . The crews are returned to the labsaboard the recovery vessel and undergo immediate postflI Rhtphysical exams in these laboratories. The laboratoriesthere are 6, contain the bulk of the medical experimentsperformed aboard the spacecraft. The mobile labs are readvtor deployment only after two - at least two HI 71 and M09 2

'
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experiment protocols have been completed and this w a 3 completed
tlita morning with completion of the H092 with Commander Jerry
Carr. Greenwich mean time 18 hours 8 minutes. Next acquisi-
tion will be Carnarvon. 33 minutes 50 seconds. This is Skylab
Con t ro 1

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tlno

18 hours, 41 minutes. Acquisition coaing through the
Carnarvon tracking station in 50 seconds. The crew should
be partially through their afternoon aeal. Coamandar Gerald
Carr has on hia «enu, chili, pears, orange drink and biscuits.
Science Pilot Gibson has veal, peaches, and grapefrlt drinkwhile Pilot Pogue has tomatoes, salmon, hutteracotch pudding
and grape drink. A light meal for the crew on this, their
11th day in orbit. Acquisition at Carnarvon in 10 aeconds.
we 11 leave the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen

.

CC
t ,

Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through Car-narvon for 6 - correction, 7 minutes.
CC PLT, Houston,

talk about your S019 problem?
. L

CDR Bob
.

h *'s wrestling with the cal M172
right now.

CC oka y- Fine. Ed, you got any time or
are you working on your limb volume stuff now?

s?
]

I'n about to have my e.g. determined bu
go ahead

.

CC Well, I had a couple items here. I
was going to give you some AOS times for you ATM checkout
coming up and I've got some words; I'd like to talk to youabout that adapter on 63 and also I want to talk to yoj
about getting some RG temps. But if you're busy right now
I can give you ina call over Guam in about 10 minutes

Do you have a minute to

Okay. Let'
Okeydoke .

in about 10 minutes,
do that.

Skylab, Houston. We have a keyhole coming
I 11 call you in a minute and a half when

SPT
CC
CC

up in 30 seconds,
we're out of it.

« Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 secondsfrom LOS now. We'll see you over Guam in 5 minutes. That'sgoing to be -

nff
™ R

4 w t
0kft y- while you're - while you'reoff the air here, that - at 19:00, I got neutron detector

says he took those a couple of days ago, these that they wataken. '

CC Okay. You want to verify that we stillwant them done even though that Ed got them a couple
days ago?

,

CDK Yeah, you know, they're stuck in place.
They re not going anywhere.

Roger.
Skylab Con trol .

Ed

PA0
- . Greenwich mean time

18 hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon. Next
acquisition will be Guam in 1 minute 50 seconds. We'll
hold the line up for the Guam pass scheduled to last ap-
proximately 8 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston. We' re AOS through Guam

for 8 minutes.
CC CDR, Houston. You can forget about the -

taking photos of the detectors.
CDR Okay. And the SPT's ready to copy the

AOS tine

.

CC Okeydoke. Ed, if you've got - it'd probably

be easier if you've got the ATM Experiment Checklist and Data

Book handy. You got that available?
CDR Yeah . Ilt'3 got It,

CC Okay. If you'll go to page 1-8. The

AOS we'll use there is - we've got Goldstone and Texas - first

time we'll have you is at 19:20. We'll have you a total of -

from 19:20 to the 19:35. So any time in there is okay. That's

for the X-REA checkout.
SPT Okay.
CC Okay. Now, if you'll go to 117, the

time we'll use there is 19:50. Now we may have to change that

PMEC checkout because of the South Atlantic anomaly. But we'll

Judge that in real time.
SPT Okay , Bob .

CC Correction on that. That was 19:46 for

that AOS.
SPT 19:46.
CC Roger. Okay; and if you'll go to page

1-20 where we're talking about the checkout of the 55 detector

on the calibration, we would like you to point at active re-

gion 87 because- of decreased sensitivity of the detectors.
And if - you can get that from your SAL. It's located at

23/ . 3.

SPT Okay, Bob. I got that.

CC Okay. That's really all the times asso-

ciated with that. There's one other item I'd like to talk

to about. We have been showing some difference in the crystal

temperatures off of the rate gyros, and we'd like to try and

get a calibration using the digital thermometer like the guys

did last flight. And if possible on soTne of the night p.issts

in there, and if you've got the time, we'd likv you to get

digital thermometer temperatures off of each of the gyros

using 1 minute to stabilize on each of them. And also get

the crystal readings to, so we can have a verification be-

tween it. And I can give you the locker locations o: the

digital thermometer and the thermal grease that wc use with

that. Are you fauiliar with that little procedure?
SPT No, Bob. I'm not. Are you saying I'll

have every nightside free to work on that?
CC Well, I guess we're, we would like you

to see if you can squeeze it in there any place. It's
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desirable to get tt but it, we don't want you to get rushed. .It's

whether you got time or not.
SPT Okay. You're saying chat the ATM check-

out only Is going t.o be done during the daytime and nothing elue
at night .

CC Negative, negative. I'm not saying that.
I'm saying if you get some free time in the checkout.

SPT Go ahead an.i give me what you have there,
Bob, but we'll Just have to see how it works.

CC Okay. Basically all it is to take that
digital thermometer which is located, should be in 749 Charlie
with the other 487 equipment, and get some o!" the thermal
grease that's located in M-136, up in the MDA , and use some
of that over the end of the probe and put the probe against
the rate gyro for approximately 1, for exactly 1 minute u ' 1

1

it gets stabilized, and just record the readings for us.
SPT Okay, Bob.
CC And, Ed, we would like you to measure

right beside where we've got the crystal thermometers located
on the gyros. Does that sound clear?

SPT I understand what you're alter, Boh. Thank you.
CC I guess the only other item I had for

you Ed was the - we looked, I've got an adapter over here for
that 63, and it looks like the only place that we can get in-
terference off of that (garble) knob, and we've got one on
the training equipment, is that there is another knob asso:ia-
ted with the adapter that's sort of a tightening device. And
that will interfere with the (garble) knob, and you can rotate
the adapter and go ahead and shove it down on it and if, you
might take a look at it if you get the chance to see if that
wastheproblem.

SPT No, Bob. That wasn't the problem. I

had the neck, which is made out of, which is covered b 1
, avk

right down on the narrow knob tor the batu-ry and I could
rotate maybe 350 degrees all the way around without any in-
terference with the other knob. So I did have It all the
way down

.

CC Okay. That sounds like i t ' a all thi
way down then.

CDR Hey Bob; on these neutron detectors, do
you need to know the camera we used and the frames we took
that on ?

CC That's affirmative, if you've got it

easily avail able.
CDR Okay. We'll try to find it. Ed did it

about 2 or 3 days ago, and I think he probably sent it down
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on the tapes. But we'll research and see If we still have
that lnformat Ion.

CC Uh -

CDR But It definitely was done.
CC Jer, the problem seema to be there Is

some confusion, even reading in tue pads down here, on our part

between the ED76 experiment and the TD-108 science demonstration.
And we're going to see if we can get it squared away down here,
and don't waste your tine researching the camera and so forth
because we can do that down here.

CDR Okay. Well, don't worry about it Bob.

We got pictures of both, so you got more than you need.
CC Okay. Understand we got pictures of

both. We had got off (garble) transcripts, we'd only
gotten the F.D76 portion. I think that was the contusion
part on our part then. We're about 30 seconds from LOS.

We'll see you again over Goldstone in 16 minutes. And that's
at 19:20, 19:20.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

19 hours 4 minutes. Loss of signal at Guam. Next acquisition
will be Goldatone in 15 minutes 15 seconds. During this

pass discussion with Science Pilot Ed Gibson, the gound has

requested that he make readings of the alx-p&ck rate gyro
temperatures. These were deployed during the SI. - Ill mission.
The rate gyro pack sits across from the ATM control and dis-
play panel. There are crystal thermometers mounted on the

gyro packs, and Science Pilot Gibson's been asked to use an

onboard thermometer to verify the readings of the crysital

thermometers. Flight Director Don Puddy indicates that they
just felt they want to confirm the readings, and everything
seems okay with the rate gyros at this time. Tht> plan is just
to confirm the readings frost the thermal, the crystal ther-
mometers on board the MDA. Next acquisition will be Gold-
stone in 14 minutes 10 seconds at Greenwich mean tine 19

hours 6 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPL
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 19 minutes. We will have acquisition through Gold-
stone In a long stateside pass in approximately 45 seconds.
We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen as Pilot
Bill Pogue works on the M172 ca 11 ibra t ion , and Science Pilot
Ed Gibson working on the ATM console.

CC Sky-ab , Houston, we're AOS across the states
for 14-1/2 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Bob. SPT. I'm on page 1-4 on the

checkout. Just turned on TV WLC power on. Do you want me

to skip over to page 1-7 and pick up there?
CC It's up to you, Ed. If you want to go

ahead and do that, that'll be fine.
SPT Okay, I'm (garble) on

you want lor the x-ray teley (?) turn on.
CC Okay.
SPT I'm going to do that.
CC Okeydoke

.

Bob , at this step I 'in

ntil 56 .

SPT
frames remaining

the ground coverage

reading 05998 for

CC
SPT

seconds ago

.

SPT
CC
SPT

05998

,

Okay ,

MARK .

Copy .

Okay ,

I've given it a start command 1!<

3 for the ulualnum
count I got a plus 4850.

CC
SPT

Bob , on counter
And foe the beryllium count 1

came up with a plus 0040, and now it's switched to all balls,
0000.

Copy, all balls on beryllium.
That's affirm on beryllium count.

SPT That is off nominal, and would yoi like me

to pick up any troubleshooting or press on.
CC We're taking a look at it right now.
SPT When I got the X-REA power on the aperture

position fixed up down to 1 as they should.
CC Okay. It's getting the word here that we e

by telemetry're getting the correct values. And understand
you're still reading 0.

SPT That's affirm.
SPT And counter 2 is working on the other

indication selections.
CC Understand you did verify that counter 2

is working okay on the others. Thtuik you.
CC Okay Ed, we recommend you press on and

we'll think about that one for a while.
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SPT Okay, Bob and while I do back here on page 1-
I did not take the H-alpha 2 door switch to OPEN, since we've
got It pinned open. Is there any best procedure you'd like me
to do with that or just, leave it alone?

That's good. That probably should have been
your list

.

Okay. (Garble) line (garble) going on now.
Beryllium going on now.

<~i> Roger.
cc Okay, the aluminum and the beryllium both

look good f rom here

.

Okay, and we got both of the apertures
And we did get a free (garble) to PATROL short.

Rog .

Okay Bob, I'm going to go back to page 1-4
and pick up on WPC scale which tend to be the updown reading and
left/right I got for the WLP Sun center with minus OOiO up/down
and minus 0035 upright.

CC Copy .

cc You guys should be coming over Houston again
Somebody tells me the Sun is even shining out

ac rubbed
SPT
SPT

SPT

CC
SPT

abou
the

: now .

> now .

SPT
CC
SPT

> (garble) .

CC

It is up here

.

I hope so

.

We got some good coronal streamers from

We had a little cut out there. I understand
you got some good coronal streamers showing.

SPT That'
the kind Jerry was watchin

CC Ah-ha!

right. And these are real ones,

we could talk'
CDR

Docs either

Go

the CDR or PLT have a moment

ahead
,

m sorry
that you , Je r ?

CDR
CC

Crip.
I couldn t hear who was up . Was

This is the CDR, go ahead,
some time today at your convenience

w« would appreciate getting a housekeeping 70 Bravo performed
which is for circuit breaker check primarily. We were a little
bit concerned that we had several of then, out of configuration,— ;

' would probably take about 10 minutes to run through all
of it.

CDR
SPT

Okay, housekeeping 70 Bravo.
Hey Crip, do you want this - do you
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TV down-link capability at this time or do you want It put on
the VTR. That's the (garble) calibration for 52.

CC Put It on the VTR, please.
SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over the Vanguard in about 11 minutes
from now at 19:46, 19:46. And we'll be doing the data voire recorder
dump there.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 19 hours
35 minutes. Loss of signal through the States. Next acquisition
will be Vanguard in 9 minutes 48 seconds. Solar energy that
sustains every known living organism. The Sun provides virtually
all the heat and light our planet receives, thus it has been
and remains a major factor in shaping the course of our uwn
evolution. Awareness of our physical dependence on Kolar
energy stimulates curiosity about the nature of its source,
however our desire to understand goes beyond curiosity.
Gaining insight into the nature of the Sun's structure and
dynamics has significance in many ways. The author of the
preceding words will today have the opportunity only ei.jht
other men have had viewing the Sun from above the filter
of the Earth's atmosphere. Skylab IV Science Pilot Ed Gibson
now In the early phases of the checkout of the orbiting manned
dolar observatory Skylab will have his first opportunity on
the ATM, the first of more than 350 hours of manned operation
of these instruments during this mission. Dr. Gibson is author
of a textbook "The Quiet Sun", the first chapter of which is
entitled "Understanding the Sun, Why, What, How". As Science
Pilot Gibson proceeds with the checkout of the ATM he will
have the opportunity this evening to perform JOP 6 in 27
Joint observation programs scheduled for the ATM telescopes
this mission. JOP 6 is observation of the corona of the Sun.
This activity is scheduled for 1 hour this evening beginning
at Greenwich mean time 01:115 (sic) and running for 1 hour. Next
acquisition will be Vansuard in 7 minutes 40 seconds. At
Greenwich mean time 19 hours 38 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
19 hours 44 oir.utea . Acquis U inn coning thriugh the Vanguard
tracking ship In 50 seccnds . The first Vanguard pass of
4 successive passes this afternoon and this evening. We'll
hold the line open for CAP COMM Bob Crlppen and Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through the
Vanguard for 8-1/2 minutes.

CC And, Ed, wn're standing by if you want
for 54 on page 1-17 when you are.

SPT Okay, Bob. I was just recording the data
from the PSSSS calibration. Say again page.

CC Okay. On page 1-17 for bringing up the
voltages it's on S054. If that's getting you out of sequence
or something we can pick it up later.

SPT Let's go ahead with it right now, Bob.
SPT Okay. Picking up sample 117.
CC Roger that. And, I failed to note that

we are doing a data voice recorder dunsp this pass.
SPT Okay. I'll put all that data on recorder

again. I got only part way through it.
CC We haven't started the dunp, so that's

okay .

CC And, for the PLT . If you have a minute
to talk to roe this pass, Bill. We probably ought to talk
about that S019 problem you had so - because you got a stow
coning up and then a prep for 201.

SPT (Garble) on S054 . 05579.
CC 5579. Copy. And, Ed. We had not started

that dump until I told you so anything you'd Just put on prior
to that there's no problem with.

SPT Okay. Evening sky sector going to enable,
now. X-ray image enable, now. Pho t onu 1 t

i p I i e r enable, now.
PLT Houston, Skylab, PLT.
CC Roger; hiil. You get a minute to talk

about i couple of possible solutions fur 19?
P.,T I can move her to minus Z SAI. new,
L'C Okay. We'd first like to find out the.

lever is free wheeling or not? Can you move it back and tortli

does it feel like, it's picked uj» a (garble)?
CC And tor Ed, those voltages look good.
SPT Okay, Bob. When we - cane up here

the image threshold on X-ray spect display was set in 1.

I've now set it to 256. My (garble) exposure coun t is 960.
CC Okay .

SPT (Garble) count is less than 10

.
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CC Roger . You are in the South Atlantic
anosally now. That's why it's so high.

SPT Okay . Thank you

.

Cfl And, you're probably not gonna be able to
do this little teat you got on the flare (garble) til you
get out of the S AA

.

SPT Okay. Do you have a GMT snap up?
CC About 15 minutes iron now and that would

make i t about 00 :05 .

SPT Okay. Thank you.
PLT And, Bob, PLT . The lever does, affirmative,

appear to be free wheeling.
CC Okay. What we'd like you to do is to

go to carriage retract again to make certain that you feel
the detent and try to close it at that point.

PLT It works .

CC Okay.
SPT Okay, Bob. If ycu folks don't want us

anymore on this one I'm gonna go back and finish up S052 and
go through the nominal sequence.

CC Okay. That - tnat's good, Ed.
SPT Okay.
PLT Okay, Bob. That worked.
CC Okay. I guess it - talking to Carl about

it. It's kinda sensitive and we thought maybe you'd kind of
sneaked up on rue (garble) detent and hadn't quite got it yet.
Actually you can take it to (garble) go on pa-<t it a goodly
bit there before you pick up the other frame. So you don't have
to really sneak up on it so much just to make sure that you do
get - get into the carriage retact before you go to stowage.
Understand that you've got it closed now. Is that right?

PLT That's affirmative. (Garble) 1 Just
closed and I think I was Just being too cartful the if on that
carriage retract position.

CC Okay. That, was kinda what Carl thought.
Very good. Glad we got that one solved.

PLT Thank you very much.
Ci)R Houston, CDR.
CC GO, CDR.
CDR Okay. 70 Bravo is complete. The circuit

breakers that are open that are showing closed on your - on
the checklist are S009 and all the food trays breakers. Bill
is doing the calibration with the (garble) now and he'a got the
food trays off. And, I'll get S009 closed when I get it

activated.
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CC okay. Sounds good. We appreciate you

taking tine to run through them for us, Jerr.

CDR Okay .

CC Skylafa, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. You got a nice long silent period from us again. We

got an hour and 3 minutes to Goldstone. We'll see you tht-re

at 20: 57 . 20 :57 .

CDR Okay; Crip. So long-
CC So long.
PAO Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 55 minutes. Loss of signal through the Vanguard

tracking ship. Next acquisition will be Goldstone in 1 hour

and 1 minute from now. Looking ahead to toaorrow's tenatlve

flight plan as being reviewed here at the Mission Control

Center. Calls for a EREP pas-5 along track 48 crossing the

U.S. Westcoast above Washington state. Cross over the Rockies,

through Colorado, Texas, and crossing the Mississippi River

Delta West of New Orleans. Also on tap tomorrow Is sorae

more Kohoutek photography performance by Science Pilot f.d

Gibson of the M131, human vestibular function experiment In

addition to 3 hours and 15 minutes of manned operation of

the Apollo Telescope Mounc experiments. Also on tap for

tomorrow are 2 optional visual observation targets using

handheld photography out the wardroom window. One is of the

inland Delta of tne Niger River, which empties into the

Atlantic Ocean. The storied village of Timbuktu is on the

Niger River. The ysdk calls for closeup photographs of any

large lakes along the river. The second target opportunity
is the Kalahari Desert in Southwest Africa. Skylab IV Pilot

Bill Pogue late this afternoon will operate one of the

astronomy experiments flown up to the space station specifically
for observing Comet Kohoutek as it swings past the Karth and

Sun next month. The experiment S201 for ultraviolet electro-
graphic camera will record film images oi the (garble) alfa

hydrogen and atomic oxygen emitted by Kohoutek is comma or

central core. Kohoutek watchers hope that the camera 'a

imagery will provide an understanding of the growth -mil

structure of the hydrogen halo as it changes with distaiHi

from the sun and of rates and distribution of atomic oxygen

production. S201 data, when correlated with other Skylab

experiments scanning the comet are also expected to provide

a measurement of the amount of water ices or snow in the

comet. The S201 camera is vi adaptation of the Schmidt

Astronomical can ara which is mounted on the S019 stellar

ultraviolet astronomy experiment using the articulated
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mirror system of the S019 , The caaica can also be used during
the Christmas EVA. The Incoming comet Image |<abaes
through lithium fluoride and calcium fluoride filters and
converted to an Image on the face of the photo cathode.
This election - electron Image Is in turn focused on the
film plane, The camera weighs 58 pounds in lg. In a

scientific airlock mounting the camera lb dependent upon
accurate apace station attitude and settings of the S019
articulated mirror, since there la no view finder In this
instrument. in EVA use however, on Christinas Day, the
camera will be aimed with an intricai site while mounted on a
bracket borrowed from the S020 x-ray untraviolet solar
photography experiment. S201 principal investigator is
Dr. Thornton Page of the Johnson Space Center's Planetary
and Earth Sciences division. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
continuing In his 3 hour planned activity at the control
and display panel of the a polio telescope mount. While
Pilot Pogue is calibrating the M172 mass measurment device,
the device which measures the astronauts in a weightless
environment. Both Commander Jerry Carr and Pilot Pogue are
scheduled for 90 minute exercise periods this afternoon using
one of the six various exercise devices aboard the spacecraft.
The S201 operation is scheduled for Greenwich mean time
2 3:00 tod<*y. The first of several opportunities to photograph
the comet Kohoutek. Greenwich nean time is 20:00 hours,
next acquistlon will be Goldstone in !>6 minutes 30 seconds
this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hour* 56 minutes
and 25 second* Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station
now 54 second* from acquisition of signal at Goldstone
tracking antenna in California. Our line* are live now for
the air-to-ground through Goldstone and Texas. Pass should
last approximately 14 minutes,

cc Skylab Houston, AOS through Goldstone for
13 minutes.

C0R Hello Crip, got a question on S009 replace-
ment.

CC Roger, and for your Information we are
dumping the VTR this site, jo it's not going to be available
to you. And go with the question.

CDR Okay, I'm looking at the cue card it -

in the third paragraph it says install detector package
and close bearing latches and it refers to the MDA experiment
checklist. Page 2-1 steps 1 through 16, I think there's an
error there, I think it's page 14-1 . And I'm thinking that
It's steps 1 through 17. Would you check that please?

CC It is 14-1, You were suppose to have
gotten a verbal on that one.

PLT Houston, PLT.
CC Go .

PLT I'm scheduled for 201 ops in a couple
of hours I've done the prep and everything look9 good.
However, in reading over the procedure ahead 1 noticed it
calls for two crewmen. There's a pasted on teleprinter
change to the 20 - S201 cue card. Now la it essential
that two crewmen do this operation, operate the relation
and tilt cause that - that's how it's called out? But there's
only one of us scheduled.

CC Stand by 1 on that Bill .

PLT Yeah , I can't see why one man can't do
it. But I Just wondered why they called out two men on that
it - it was a teleprinter change, so I - I thought I better
check on it.

CDR Brief - brief it's getting brief on this
(garble) - -

SPT - - VTR so I can get on with the XL'V non
checkout

.

CC Ed I couldn't hear your question on the
VTR. We are going to be dumping it at this - this pass
and as soon as we're through with it we'll let you know.
Is that okay?

SPT Rog, I had just started the XfV mon
checkout and I'll - I'll pick that up again when you
conclude. I got a couple of things for you. When I get the
52 checkout I got the standard mode run about 5-1/2 minutes
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concluded just before we went into dump active or just before
I ran out of tine on our clock here. And my operate light•tayed on even though I counted down to 08 013 and I hadstarted at 08 025 .o I ran off a total of 12 frames! And

a] f 'J*
*Wltch after chat and the decrementindicating that I finished with the mode, but my op.rat 1

It
y

i

ab ° Ut the ' Che one fun "y »n the sys em ofthe no ready light, but I did not anticipate that theoperate light would stay on. If you like I can checkthat again on thi. side? I g0 t a good roll so they might getsome good data on thi* one. 7 **B"v set

...
CC

k

0k »y. EJ understand that the - the lightdid go out when you hit stop. Is that correct?
!" That's negative. It did not go out.tc Is it still on now?

K<.f,,
SPL < i ,

N °' thi
* was on thfc Previous pass justbefore the night side. I then closed the door. And ofcourse the light went out then.

CC Okay.

rJ ?
l

1 ^oked * little bit more on the anomalyon the beryllium count and what it locks like is thatthe beryllium count will hold on to the last position -
the last reading in the counter. Like for example
C\, if I 3witch there and then switch back to berylliumcount, it will still read the numbers of CY. Some o Thereadouts however, will changed signs. I put a defileddescription of this on the tape.

°

,

CC
u

0kay
-

that's the only analog readinggoing to that particular counter and right now I guess le • rekind of suspecting a relay ttlgh t have fouled up.

test IV it *„i fIl ,.
R08

1
'

1 al8 ° dld 8 ° me Work wlth the lamptest on it and that's also on paper.
CC Copy.

tu .
S

t

?T
t . a

Alsc
«

r
'

d appreciate it you could some-
1

a ;:; eX
' da >' ° r 30 is " "sure out the parameters

1 should enter into the radio noise burst monitor - that'sthe correct orbital period, the on tine and the time in whichto start in a given orbit.
c °Py that we'll get them for you.

< < ,

Thank you. Monitor 1 certainly is a good-loo. ing monitor, it's a - gives a significantly improvedcontrast over monitor 2.
a H iuveu

^
C

, .

0ka y- And we're - we're getting the 52Picture down here now - the one that you got last time.
**' R°8. I was not told to change the rolljo I did not there it looks as though I had obscured a

(garble)""
1 8 °° d " ' 8 °° d cor™ al structure behind the
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CC Roger , that

.

SPT Right now , I am sitting at minus 5400

though if you should like to do that again?
Okay. We have a handover coning up here

shortly. And I'll call you when we're through with it.

END OK TAPE
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CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go CDR.
CDR Okay, Crip, I've moved along on this S009

and got the motor replaced. I've replaced the motor and I'm to

the point now where it says rotate the housing and remove
the backage the detector backage, since we've got activate
coming up In just a few hours, I think I nhould go ahead and

leave the detector backage in there and Just have it ready to

go. Do you concur?
CC ' We concur with that Jerr.
CDR Okay, S009 is complete then.
CC Roger that and for the PLT, Bill in looking

at that that teleprinter update you have for 201 cue card should
specify for atmos - atmospheric observations and the one we're
doing today is for Kohoutek so you should be able to do it with
one guy with no problem.

PLT Okay, thank you Bob.
CC SPT , k Houst on , we still have about

4-1/2 more minutes on this pass, we'll be dumping the VTK

throughout the pass and after LOS to have the VTR available
for you. You're going to have to rewind It yourself.

SPT Okay.
SPT Bob, 1 Just picked up on 1-17 on the

S054 power (garble)

.

CC Copy. Ed, hate to give it to you here,
but though you probably don't have any in hund, but today
earlier when I was - we were doing 63, I talked about turning
the thing so that the lighting on it was naxed and 1 asked
you to put that in your checklist and as we found out now,
we just wanted to do that for one time only and we would like
it as per the original checklist. I'm sorry about the way
I worded it earlier, do you think that you cm remember it to

correct it later or do you want to g<*t another call later?
SPT Better give me a call later on It, Crip.
CC Okay.
SPT When 1 looked at U, though, visually, I had

put in new batterieu and I got the mirror lined u(> so i had

the maximum intensity going through It. It did nut appear uh

though it was washed out. And I did change the mirror alno.

th» one specifying for F.D63. 1 was a little jurprlned but 1

•'id -ot a washed out image. So I'm not sure I ought to change

things very much had I had gone right through the way It was

written in the checklist.
CC Okay, copy that. Well the way the checklist

reads it leaves it for your Judgment on what desired intensity

is and that's where we want to leave it. If that's max, fine

and dandy

.
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spx Rog, I know what they're after and that's

a (garble) image ao that the (garble) pick* It u P .
But I

can not really aee a washed out Image. I had a pretty good

Image, even though I had everything going for me, iris wide

open, new batteries and the mirror optimum.

cc Roger, that and we'll give you • call

later after you've finished up the ATM checkout, later on

to correct it .

SPT Okay.
CD R Crip, incidentally, that S009 motor

replacement took a full hour.

Cc Copy, full hour, thank you Jerr.

CDR When it comes to cutting wires and

doing things like that, that's something where you go slow and

easy .

CC Roger , that .

Cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS, we'll see you again over the Vanguard in 12 minutes,

that's at 21:21 and about a minute here, you can start

rewinding the VTR, Ed, and it will be all yours.

SPT Thank you Bob

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours, 11 minutes,

and 15 seconds Greenwich mean lime. Skylab space station

la now out of range of the tracking antenna at Corpus Christi.

Our next acquisition of signal will be a little less than

10 minutes from now at Vanguard. During this last pass the

crew were - made a report on the present state of their

activities. The S009 motor has been replaced, took about

an hour tor Commander Carr. ATM checkout is still in progress

that's Science Pilot Ed Gibson working on that and we did

get some ATM television during this last pass, our television

of the S052, white light coronagraph, it did show some

activity in the outer layers of the Sun's atmosphere, possibly

related to on going solar activities and to and Including

a aedium sized flare that occurred earlier today. And there

were some instructions given up to explain the use of the

S201 camera, the S201 canen is of course the camera taken

up specifically for photogr iph ing the Comet Kohoutek, however

it will also be used on a number of other tasks, one of

those beins the photography of the upper a tmos phe r e ,
tht

t

does require two men to operate and there was some aisunder-

standlng on the part of the crew as to whether 1 or 2 were

required to operate the S201 during the comet photography,

that's scheduled for later today. Only one will be required,

the comet photography is scheduled as duty of the Pilot to tat
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after 2 3 1 00 hours today. This is Skylab Control, about
8-1/2 nlnutea to our nvxt acquisition ot" signal. It's
12 ainutes and 47 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO Sky lab Control at 21 houra 20 minutea
and 23 seconds Greenwich mean 1 1« . Skylab apace station
now 54 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard
tracking ship. This pass through Vanguard should last
approximately 7 slnutti, we'll have the line live for
air-to-ground through Vanguard.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through the
Vanguard for 10 minutes.

SPT Hello Houston, I've got something to
talk with you about on S054.

CC Go

.

SPT Okay, I have not been able to get the
photomullpller image to function, that la I have not been
able to see anything In the display. On page 1-18 1-19 Is
where I run Into that. I (garble) the Image threshold to 1 and
I did not get the test source at the top of the screen. And also
when I went to test (garble) test - I did not get a image
In the center of the screen. And I do not see a sweep
with the brightness full up and changing the focus from
one extreme to the other. Do you show that the Pho t omul t 1 p 1 1 e

r

power Is enable down the e?
CC Stani by 1 minute.
CC Ed, we do show the Phot onu 1 1 1 p ] le r has

power and could you check on console power distribution
panel to make sure that X-ray spec Is the best one.

SPT X-ray spec Is (?) In experiment bus 1 -

the (garble) lighting bus (?).
SPT And Bob some information the 54 timer.

In the (garble) mode In times out 5 minutes and 32 seconds.
And 1 timed the mode of - on the Instrument Itself lor exactly
5 minutes and 45 seconds.

CC Okay.
SPT Okay, Bob I'm up to page 1-20 except

for the (garble) check-out which I'm gonna go back and
p 1 ckup now .

CC Okay.
CC Okay, ED, what we recommend now is;

go ahead and take the X-ray spec switch on your console
power distribution panel to bus-2, and see If that can
give you your BRT.

SPT Bus 2 now.
SPT Okay, Bob that did It, we do have a

display.
CC Okay, you are - you are working your

numerics in - in 6 right now, la that correct?
SPT That's right, Integral and (garble).
CC Okay, that's the kicker.
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CC When you're In 6th oo numerics to get

that CRT that thing needs to be In bus 2.

CC And Ed, if you can we need to get a

NuZ update in for replace,
SPT Okay

.

CC And while you're doing that I guess in

noting this oorning Bill did that - looking at our data

here it would appear that we never actually got a NuZ

update this norning. And what you need to do is after you

on the star in manual, you need to go to auto before you

close the shutter, and it would appear this norning that

we closed the shutter before going to auto.

SPT Okay , Bob

.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston, when you get a chance the

- I can give you your radio nolae burst Monitor period and

on time.
SPT Stand by Bob

.

CC Key, Sky lab , we're »bout 30 seconds from
LO S . And we'll see you at Tananarive at about 21:46.

SPT Okay, Bob, 1 have not locked up on a

star yet .

CC Okay, no - no sweat you ke - keep trying
to get the star and we'll give you this other >tuff - the

radio noise burst monitor whenever it'a convenient.
PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours 33 minutes and

21 seconds Greenwich mean tl»e. Skyiab space station now
out of range oi the Vanguard tracking ship. Our next
acquisition of signal 12-1/2 ainutes from now will be at

Tananarive. This Is Skylab Control at 33 ainutes and jfe

seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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SPEAKER There will be a Skylab Control announcement

in 20 second*

.

PAO Skyleb Control at 21 hours 45 alnutes and

27 eeconde Greenwich Bean time. Skylab space station now

passing south of the Cape of Good Hope la about to be

acquired by the Tananarive tracking antenna In 30 eeconde from

now we will begin the Tananarive paaa , we'll have the line live

for air-to-ground through Tananarive for about 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston AOS through Tananarive

f or about 10 minutes .

SPT Hello, Bob.
CC Howdy

,
howdy ,

SPT Do you know whether we can enable the

EVA auto door? The auto door to ENABLE ?

CC I* your question, should you enable It?

SPT Yes, could we enable it? Is there a

reason for not having it enabled at this time?
CC Let m>\ see If I can get an answer for you.

CC Ed, there's no reason why It shouldn't

be enabled and you may go ahead and put It In enable at this

t lme .

SPT Think, you.
CC PLT , Houston. Cot a minute to talk Bill?

PLT Go ahead
,
Crip .

CC Okay, Bill, we have up-linked and it

should be In you teleprinter now a 190A auto sequence check,
which Is basically a procedure Juat to aake sure that we've

got everything on and run through to ste If we can figure out

why that auto sequence did not work yesterday. We're sitting

down here trying to make a decision about our pads for tomorrow
and I guess we've sort of got cut-off time of about 24:00 which

Is a just a little over a couple of hours away, where if we

need to know whether that auto sequence is going to work or not

so we can build the pads for single frame mode If it does not.

I guess our question is, do you think you could stick that

procedure in, it's kind of difficult to estimate about how

long it's going to take, at least 15 minutes, I guess.

Pl.T Let me knock off my exercise, I want t

get that thin* done too because, it's pretty important. I'll

go right up and start it now. How much more time do we have

on this pass and what's coming up next?
CC Okay, this is Tananarive which is kind

of hard to Judge about how long it is, 1 should have you for

about 6 more minutes, we'll see you again over Hawaii at 22:32
which is over 40 minutes away.

PLT Okay, I'll go ahead and finish my exercise
and get up there and try to have the answer for it by the time

Hawai i comes up

.
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CC Okay, sorry to cut you out oi your
exercise

.

PLT No sweat, I want to gut that doen, too.
CC Maybe you can work up a sweat doing that.
PIT Yeah, I broke out Into a cold sweat when

that didn't work last night, I just can't (garble) that manual
od e been

.

CC Roger that

.

CC I guess If fifth procedure doesn't
work, we haven't got any good real good Ideas right now and
vt will anticipate doing the manual node tomorrow.

PLT Well the way I've been working the chancea
are about 9 to 1, It was the procedure there on my part.

CC Weil it got kind of crowded there and
we were forced Into Jumping around a little bit, so it

could have set you up I' or it.
CC SPT, Houston, would be of interest to us to

know whether you managed to get that NuZ update - whether you
managed to get locked up on that star or not.

SPT I sure did Bob.
CC Okay.
SPT Orbital plane error of 4.1.
CC 4.1 copy.
CC Skylab Houston we're about 1 minute from

LOS. Next station pass Is at Hawaii about 39 minutes away,
22:32, we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump there.
Team three will say goodnight, we'll see you m ii n a n a .

SPT So long Bob.
PAD Skylab Control at 21 hours, 54 minutes

and 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has now had loas of signal through Tananarive. Our next
acquisition is approximately 35 minutes from now at Hawaii,
Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippen was saying good evening
to the crew, he is going off duty shortly and oncoming
Spacecraft Communicator will be Story Musgrave. Flight Direr to
will be going off duty and is now in the process of changing
over is Don Puddy and the oncoming Flight Director
Milton Windier. From this last pass the ground indicated
that we've prepared an auto sequence check that will be
up-linked to the crew. This is to test the sequencer for the
S190A. S190A of course is the multl-apectred photographic
facility, on*, of the instruments used on the Earth resources
passes, set of 6 cameras, the auco sequencer was found not
to be working properly last night. It is however, working
in the manual mode, which means that a crewman can operate
the cameras by hand, naturally the perfer not to do that
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if It's possible to get the auto sequences to work. This check
will evaluate the perfornance of that Earth resources sequencer.
This Is Skylab Control, )ur next acquisition about 35 minutes
from now. It's now 56 minutes and 9 seconds after the hour.

END OV TAPE
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PA0 skylab Control at 22 hours 30 minutes

and 52 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now coming within range of the Hawaiian Island's tracking

antenna, we'll keep our line open now for a i r - to -gr ound

through Hawaii lasting about 5-1/2 minutes.

cc Skylab AOS through Hawaii 6 minutes.

SPT Hello Story

.

CC Hello Ed .

CC Okay, go ahead Bill.

PLT (gaible) attached and it looks real

good. After about the fourth or fifth recycle I got a

ready light for auto seqjence and cycled through the proper

number of frames. Everything worked and moved and (garble)

returned in the film transport and eli the other good

stuff .

CC
PLT
CC
PLT
CC
CC
PLT
CC

Hawaii so we ' 1 1 get

The ready light and everything.
Okay, that's good news Bill, thank you.

And the complete report's on tape.

Okay .

Bill , Hous ton .

Go .

Now we're dumping the tape here at

the Information you put on it. Could

y'ou"verify that you did have to cycle the mode switch U

or 5 times, and then leave it in auto and proceed?

PLT That's affirmative. As I first got

there and put it in auto sequence it was just like last

night, I didn't have a ready light. But I read the procedure.

It said cycle it several times and I inadvertently went to

single once or twice and then 1 put it to auto sequence

and got a ready light and I wasn't sure whether or not I d

fooled ayself but went ahead and initiated EREP atart, and it

worked like a champ.
CC Copy.
PLT Story Just out of curiosity is that

a (garble) failure mode or malfunction mode?

CC
'

get you an answc r .

PLT

We're talking about that right now, we '

I

Anyway it's nice to know It now, before

It sure is.

Okay, Story. This is the SPT. I've (garble)

out and am now, got the (garble) checkout

done'up' to~page 1-20 (garble) activation and checkout.

CC Okay, Ed.

SPT
the (garble) check
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SPT And when you get a moment Story would
you confirm that that thermal grease which we talked about with Bob,
was In 136 rather than 146 which I believe he said. And
also that it is a thick white grease in a blue tube. The one
wc picked out is not marked.

CC Stand by 1 Ed.
CC Ed , Hous ton .

SPT Go ahead

.

CC On your page 1-20 the 55A checkout, we've
got a place that will be desirable to point to during that
checkout.

SPT Alright you understand that's activation 87?

CC Yea, this will be activation 87 and put
(garble) on that region. (garble) 55 (garble) on that region.

SPT Okay, that's where 1 am right now. Thank
you Story.

CC We've got some roll numbers and some up
down left right numbers for you, If you'd like.

SPT Okay Scory, go ahead.
CC In experiment roll plus 7640 up j>1uh 38,

right plus 310.
CC Ed, we're going LOS here, ut 1

1 1 see you
over the Vanguard in 23 minutes at 22:59.

PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 38 minutes and
32 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has
passed out of range of the Hawaiian Islands tracking antenna.
Our next acquisition 20 minutes and 52 seconds from now, will
be at Vanguard. During this last pass Pilot Bill Pogue
Indicated that the S190A sequencer which had been malfunctioning
last night has now been repaired. Apparently the problem was
not a terribly serious one. He went through the checklist
instructions to test for possible malfunctions and after
cycling part of the system for 4 times, he did succeed in

getting it to work and now It's working It properly. The
auto sequencer Is a device that's used to automatically advance
the film and take the photographs on the S190A*s 6 cameras.
There was some concern that that might have to be done
manually if that sequencer had not begun to work, it is now
working properly, .ind will b«> used on the Earth Resources
passes. At this time Sctencu Pilot Ed Gibson is still
participating in the ATM checkout. That apparently is runnin*
a little bit over schedule. Checkout is now proceeding on

S055, an X-ray instrument, and he suggested that he pointed
that active region 87, which is one of the more Intense
active regions on the Sun at this time. He said he was
already looking at it, although ground wasn't convinced that he

had the information he needed to point directly at it so they
could give him coordinates for it. 19-1/2 minutes to our
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next acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control Our

cn^nge of shift briefing la scheduled now for 5 o'cock centra

standard time. Flight Director Don Puddy .til in Ml-slon
^

Control Is expected to be over there by 5. He's (garble) over t

SuSSn Windier, the new Flight Director. Again that change

of shift briefing scheduled for 5 PM central standard time in

gliding 1 briefing room. This is Skylab Control. If. now

40 minutes and 22 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 23 hours, 45 minutes
and 23 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've recorded the passes
over Vanguard and Tananarive during this last half hour and
we'll play back both of those passes at this time.

CC Sky lab , AOS through the Vanguard for
10 minutes .

SPT Hello, Story, how does the maneuver look
to you

7

CC The maneuver looks great and we'd like
MPC roll inhibited Ed

.

CD R We'll set it in a few minutes, Stoiy.
SPT I've got a big sign in the MDA aa we

leave it says HPC INHIBIT and we still miss It.
CC Okay, thanks, we'd like the MPC and the

roll inhibited any time you're not using it.
SPT Roger, understand Story.
SPT Okay, Story here's the ATM checkout,

I only got up to the first start of the S055 and I'll have
to pick up that when we return to solar inertlal. I estimate
it will probably take me maybe another pass, or pass and a half
to get that thing out of the way, if I can get a later
pass scheduled tonight I can probably finish it up.

CC Okay.
CC Ed , Hous ton

.

CDR Go ahead, he's listening.
CC Okay, we'd like to know If he's going to

be running the ATM on the next daylight pass after this one
if he doesn't use It we'll run some unattended ops.

PLT Yeah , he ' 1 1 run it .

CC Okay.
SPT Story on the daylight pass following the

ATM ops , I'll try to pick up the conclusion of this checkout.
CC Okay, understand, you will be taking the

next two daylight passes in session.
SPT Yes, that's if - if you folks want it that

way, whatever you say is fine.
SPT If you got some unattended ops that you

want to get in then go ahead and I'll try to pick it up to-
morrow but I'm willing to try and get It in tonight.

CC Yeah, we were Just inquiring what you'd
like to do, either those alternatives will be fine. What
would you like Ed?

SPT Okay, I'll run the ATM ops the next sunlight
pass we have and pick up the - and try to conclude the check
out after that.

CC Okay, the next two orbits are yours.
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SPT Tha: k you . And Story in the checkout
of 55, I've got down as far as scan spect intensity data,
bus 1 and then stepping the mirror, two things there one is

the intensity data, in bus 1 I only got the bottom half and

it was very dim and reading all zeros , the top half was com-
pletely gone. When 1 went to bus 2 I got a good display and the

mirror line scan up and down did step properly for me. I

stepped it down to line 30 and (garble) anomaly.
CC Okay, Ed and that's a known anomaly,

we're a minute from LOS here, we'll see you over Tananarive
in 15 minutes at 23 : 23.

SPT Okay, and I understand, that we should
have it In bus 2, apparently it was not a change it was put

in the checklist

.

CC Yeah, that's bus 2 if you're in FIXED and

I understand you are in FIXED.
CDR Story, you say that last line again please.
CC That's BUS 2 if you are in FIXED , Bus 1 if

you are in VARIABLE.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab AOS through Tananarive for i min-

utes.
CC Jerr , Houston

.

CDR (garble), Story.
CC Okay. Hey, Jerr, we've got a suggestion

down here, but It's entirely at your option, we don't want to

interfere with what you're doing and that's a TV3A again it's

entirely at your option, if you can work it in there it would
be great, the people down here, we haven't seen a lot of you

lately and we'd sure like to see something. That's on page 5

of the TV Ops book, it Just a matter of setting the camera
up and then Just press on with your meal. And the VTR has

got about 13 minutes on It for your use and if you do that

remember to get the video switched to TV, it's In ATM mon 1 now.

CDR Yeah, okay.
CC Yoah , that's on page 5 and a^ain I'd

like to stress that's entirely at your option.
CDR Okay, Story.
CC And we're two minutes from LOS, the next

station U Hawaii in about 35 minutes at 00:06, be dumping the

data voice recorders at Hawaii.
PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 50 minutes

and 55 seconds, Greenwich mean time. That concludes the

tape recordings made at the Vanguard Tananarive stations.
Our next acquisition of Bignal is 12 minutes and 46 seconds
from now at Hawaii, this is Skylab Control at 51 minutes and

9 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 0 hours 5 minutes and
55 seconds Greenwich nean time. Skylab space station is now
53 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Hawaiian tracking
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6^ C °°P leted - Th «y ««e scheduled to be underwayduring the last pass over the dark part of the Earth. Andthat maneuver for the comet observations was begun andsuccessfully accomplished by the Tananarive pass. We havethe line live now for air-to-ground through Hawaii.
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CDR Okay.
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d Ed Vhe " >' ou ' re read X I've got some(garble) monitor settings for you.

SPT °kay, stand by a moment, Story.
CC Okay

.
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C
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Story, did you say the star is notavailable at this time?
cc It's affirm.
CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, we re a minute from LOS. We'llsee you ovtr the Vanguard in about 22 minutes at 00:38SPT Roger.

r
PAC

\ Skylab Control at 0 hours 18 minutesGreenwich r,ean time. Skylab space station has now passed outof range of the antenna at Hawaii. Our next acquisition isabout ?0 minutes and 20 seconds from now at Vanguard. Durin«this last pass the crew did indicate that the Kohoutekaanuever had been completed and we had a return to Its -
solar inertial position and Ed Gibson the Science Pilotwho s been at the ATM console working on the solar instrumentsand preparing them, checking them out has gone back to worklooking at the Sun. Kohoutek maneuver to use the S201 camera
Pol^V U8t

K
l8
i^ Pa89 W" c°"P^ed aucceosfullyPogue operated the S201 which was carried up by the crew in

Center in Florida. The comet camera a far ultraviolet
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instrument, essentially the sane as one used on the surface of
the Moon by the Apollo 16 crew was used to photograph fou -

four other areas of the sky in addition to the growing cociet
Kohoutek during this first run. Nine photographs of Kohoutek
were made and two separate wave length bands, the camera
which records wave lengths too short to be seen by human observers
and not able to penetrate che Earth's atmosphere was used
to photograph spectral bands of both hydrogen and oxygen.
Normally, four photographs of hydrogen and four photographs are -

of oxygen are made as part of the automatic sequence of the
camera. In this case because the comet is still something over
a 135 million miles from Earth, a l,ong exposure of oxygen,
approximately 5 minutes or four times the longest standard
exposure was made - purpose of that of course is to record
ver - very faint oxygen emission from that comet. Oxygen
is considered to be not as prominent in the comet as hydrogen.
These photographs which will be returned by the crew at the
end of the mission should give some indication of whether
or not that is true. In addition to the comet Kohoutek,
other targets with a 'total of approximately UU frames
including some frames that are not considered to be useable
as a result of changing a filter and using do uble filters
is part of the normal process in operating the camera. A
total of UU frames wore used on 4 other targets. Those
targets include the small (garble) cloud which is at a
distance of approximately 100,000 light years from Earth.
The small (garble) cloud is obvious in the southern
heaisphere, it appears to be a piece of the Milky Way that's
been detached. In fact it's believe that the small (garble)
cloud and another apparent piece of the Milky Way, the large
(garble) cloud were both formed at the same time as the
Milky Way, although not necessarily originally as part of
the Milky Way which of course includes our own planet Earth.
Milky Way is the galaxy in which our Sun is a rather minor
star. In addition to the small (garble) cloud which was
one of the targets for today's observation on the Kohoutek
camera, two clusters of galaxies one of then in the (garble)
constellation virgo was photographed. This constellation
which contains a very large cluster of galaxy, a huge
nunber of galaxies, which of course Include many many stars
is believed to be at a distance of approximately 15 million
light years. That is to aay that the distance of this
cluster of galaxies in the constellation Virgo which of course
Is in the same part of the sky aa the comet Kohoutek is now
traversing. Is believed to - is known to exist at a distance
so far that light traveling from the galaxies began its
Journey before nan existed on Earth. 15 million years is a
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lBate for the distance of that cluster of galaxiesfound In Virgo. In addition to that there was another
cluster of galaxies in the same area of the sky and also
the (garble). That photography taken from Skylab will
supplement our knowledge of hydrogen existing between
galaxies in the universe and also the general hydrogen
existing in those clusters at great distance from theEarth. Comet photography will continue regularly during themission and this is the first operation of S201, the cometcamera which was built specially for this mission andcarried up. The only instrument to be designed particularlyfor this mission and carried up for this mission alone.
We re now about 15 minutes and 55 seconds from our next
acquisition of signal at Vanguard. This is Skylab Control
at 22 minutes and 32 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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93 point 15, 51.0 and 01:54, thank you

p A0 Skylab Control at 0 hours, 37 minutes
and 24 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now 54 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard
tracking ship. This pass for Vanguard should last about
8-1/2 minutes. Keep the line up live now for air-to-ground
through Vanguard. Spacecraft Communicator is Story Musgrave,
current Flight Director is Milton Windier.

cc Skylab AOS through the Vanguard for
9 minutes .

SPT Hello Story.
CC Hello.
cc When you get a moment, I've got those

(garble) settings for you.
p LT Go ahead Story.
cc The orbit period 93 plus 15, (garble)

51 minutes and the next rev around you'll be passina 400 K
at 01 :24 .

PLT
Story

.

CC That 's 01:24.
p L'f Rog, that 'a 01 :24 .

SFT Okay, Story that completes the experiment
checkout except for the (garble) alignment. HL for 1 and
2 and that (garble) and the canister (garble). Everyth-ine
up to page 1-23..

CC Okay.
SPT Sa y Story I (garble) as we leave these

solar inertial modes here, and go into (garble) the H-Alpha 2
door open, we have an image of the H-alpha left on the TV and
it Just slowly drifts off to the side. I'm wondering whether
any continued use in that mode could damage the TV or the instru-
ment I've not heard of anything like that but this a new procedure
on which we're working on, that's with the door (garble) open and
I'd like as some folks to at least check on it.

CC Okay.
cc Ed, we don't think that's any problem

down here and the canister is (garble) when you \\o into SI.
SPT Roger, I understand that Story but as we

go into the active dump here, you know a canister's (garble)
we could (garble) drift off (garble). Some of the experiments
do (garble) (garble) when you get outside certain radluH of
the sun. I'd never heard of it on H-alpha 2 but vt have nt-vir
planned on doing it continuosly orbit after orbit.

cc °fcay, good observation Ed and it l»
no problem. After your next stateside pass, when you close
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we'd like a roll of minus 5400.

SPT Roger, roll minus 5400, thank you.

cc Yeah, that's it. We're 30 seconds from

LOS here, you've got a long LOS coming, that will be an hour

to Hawaii at 01:47.
PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours, 48 minutes

and 7 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship as it passes

across the south Atlantic. Our next acquisition of signal

is Just a little under a hour from now. That will be at

Hawaii. ' Pilot Bill Pogue photographed the Comet Kohoutek

tonight'wlth a new camera the Skylab crew took with them

when they were launched from Kennedy Space Center. November 16,

the special comet camera is the only new instrument added to

the 11 space station telescopes and camera systems already

avallabe for studying Kohoutek. The camera made 9 ultra violet

light photogrpahs of the comet this evening as it moved toward

the sun at a speed now approaching 100,000 miles per hour.

The photographs will tell scientists^ the Comet Kohoutek

is in fact largely composed of iceg Four of the photographs

should reveal hydrogen while five^thers will show any

oxygen produced as the sun's rays melt the ice and the water

boils away to form the comet's fuzzy head and tail. The

comet still about 135 million miles from our own planet

crossed inside the Earth's orbit today and is now Just

under 93 million miles from the Sun. ^Astronomers on

Earth report that the Comet's tailTs* already about 6 million

miles in length and clearly contains both dust and gasses.

Its light is still very dim but observers may be able to make

out it's fuzzy shape after it rises in the southeast sky about

3 hours before the Sun.J"This i» Skylab Control, it's now

49 minutes and 36 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control we have acquisition of

signal at Hawaii. *
-

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead Ed .

SPT 1 had what appeared to be an anomaly this
morning in the checkout of the WLC in that I did not get a

ready light to extinguish when I finished the standard mode.
Standard mode I Just ran worked nominally. I'm not sure what
happened previously but I'll k-.ep an eye on it. Worked great
this time .

•

CC We think we got an explanation for that
Ed, and we'll be getting that up to you.

SPT Okay.
CC Ed, on the WLC that depends - the ready

light coming back depends upon the timer. You had taken all
12 exposures In terms of getting the ready light it needed
to time out, and from down here we think you went into
sunset at the same time the timer was about to time out so
we think that was just an event and no malfuction in the WLC.

SPT Okay , thank you .

SPT Story, right now I commanded the filter
6 for S054 about 30 seconds ago, I do not have a confirmed
con tac t yet.

CC Copy.
CC And Skylab, we're about 30 seconds from

LOS here. The next one will be Vanguard in 2 "> minutes at

02:16, if you're ready we will have the evening status
report then and we'll be dumping the data voice recorders
over Vanguard

.

SPT Okay.
CC Ed, could you tell us what mike you're

talking into now?
SPT Yes, I've got a lightweight headset here.

Story. How is the coram?

CC The fidelity on that one 1 guess you've
been on that one at the ATM when we've been talking to you
today. The fidelity on that one is a lot lower than other
pi aces .

SPT Okay, I'll round up another one and see ii

that's better if not I'll have to end up with a Snoopy cap.
CC Have you got the mikes bent right to

the corners of the mouth on it?
SPT Yes, there's only 1 (garble) on this and ;

got that right up against the lip.
CC Okay, thanks.
CC Command back to filter 3 on S054 and if

that works go back to filter 6 Ed, and we can see It hung up
down here.
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SPT Okay.
PA°

J „
Skylab Control at 1 hour 52 minutes and

52 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station isnow across the outer range of the Hawaiian Islands trackingantenna. Our next acquisition of signal is 23 minutes fromnow and that's scheduled for the evening status report from
'^ e

i

C
K
eV ^ We

v
G received some of the channel B tapes fromSkylab today that indicates they did perform some of thehandheld photography scheduled for this morning. The tapes

*tl*

3
i
lt

f
1V nd\flnlte 38 t0 h °V Dany of the Photographsthey obtained. They did indicate however they succeeded inphotographing the Atlas Mountains in Morocco that vasscheduled for early this morning shortly after the crew

bt^n., C
?' 0r plcCures of th « Atlas Mountainsabout 13:15 this morning Greenwich mean time. Thev alsoindicated Commander Carr was the gentleman taking the

o
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Pil0t Willi *» Pog«« also made soae filmof the North African coast and well into the Sahara Desertihe conversation which is recorded onboard the spacecraft
*

and later transmitted to the ground indicates that the crew

«« e

f?? fVhot °8 ra Phi «8 With the DAC camera w"ch had

r«!!r -I? It
° Ve

J
m

>* e8terda y ™ area of North African
nlllrt a ?

" n int ° the southern of the SaharaDesert An interesting - there are no statements on theother sites in that area, the Atlas one is the onlv one

?hT^ specifically on che report from the Comaander onthe channel B tape that was dumped at a station since then
'

I'™*
0 ribed her * ln Mission Control. Science Pilot alsoindicated an unusual photographic opportunity todav hePhotographed particles of aluminized Mylar which are followingthe spacecraft and show up as a swarm of red light* in thesunset out of the command module window. He said he took

2 pictures of the swarm of red lights which are particles
of aluminized Mylar. Mylar is used for insulation aroundmany of the spacecraft instruments, incluoing the S193 that'sthe microwave inetrument that was repaired by the crew'during the EVA. That repair included the clipping away ofsome Mylar that was believed to be fouling up the electronicdevice that controls the movement of the antenna. So hephotographed some specks of aluminized Mylar today thatwere following the spacecraft and appeared as a swarm of redlights in the sunset out of the command module window Thi«,is Skylab Control, our next acquisition of signal <s 21minutes away. It's now 55 minutes and 19 seconds after the

END OF TAPE
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CDR Stand by a'second.

^ R Now'the photo log.^ Go ahead Jerr.
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CDR Okay, the photo log. 16 -ml 1 1 imet e r 8

,

M092/93 (M151) , Charlie India 125 , 85. Charlie India 124

ED63, Charlie India 125, 62, Charlie India 124. 35-milli

meter camera; Nikon, 03; Charlie India 11022, Nikon, 02;

India Romeo 0826; Nikon 04; Bravo Hotel 0315.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Nikon OA, Nikon 04, Charlie X-ray 19,
the brain count is 26. For EREP no change. Drawer A con-
figuration Alfa 1, 07, Charlie India 85 90, Charlie India 58.
Alfa 2 - 05, Charlie India 93, 96, Charlie India 92. Alfa 3

06, dated the sane as above. Alfa 4 03. No supply, take
up is Charlie India 82 back 02 no supply, take up is
Charlie India 56. Okay, shopping list accomplishments are
TV3 Alfa, N A on the inoperable equipment, N A on stowage.
Flight plan deviations, I haven't really had a chance to sit
down and really look over tomorrow's Flight Plan but I hope
it's not as garbaged up with a lot of busy Housekeeping stuff,
Just prior to major events because we are inclined to go into
major events, really short on tine.

CC Okay, copy Jerr.
CDR And that covers it Story.
CC Okay, and I've got a slight change here

to the remark section of your summary Flight Plan, you won't
need It in front of you, just slide the word EREP down 1 notch
(Garble), we've got the word EREP two orbits early.
That one will be at 18:10.

CDR Slide EREP down 1 notch to 18:10.
CC Yeah, that'll give you the correct

scsending (Garble) for the EREP pass through your slider if you
want to look over the track you're going to have.

CC Okay.
SPT (garble) what the (garble) like.
CC Stand by 1, we're a minute from LOS,

I'll be seeing you over Ascension in 5 minutes for your
medical conference. After that it will be Guam at 03:15

SPT Story, I followed down the left hand
side of the malfunction checklist; I did not make the 4,000 -

40,000 - entry just the reset and then pressed on from
there selecting 1 through 6 filters. I got no gray on
any of them. (Garble).

CC Copy.
SPT And the video which was supposed to go

with the building block 1 I did not get for I think we did not
have any video tape recorder. 1 started it but I don't think
we got very far with it.

SPT And that's the Vi jcu that's suppose to
follow the building block 1. And also Story, I'll need some
different rolls and plus or minus 5400 for the canister check-
out -- canister alignment.

Ct Ok.iy, we're going LOS bore and we'll
get that to vou.

F AO Sky lab Control at 2 hours 27 mi rules
Greenwich ac .in time. Skylab space station is now pass
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out of range of the Vanguard tracking antenna. Our next
acquis! t ion will be over Ascension, that is scheduled for a

private medical conference. During this. last pass over the
Vanguard tracking ship, we had a report on the crew's activities
today. The crew indicated that they got about 6 to 7 - 6-1/2
to 7 hours of sleep last night, all heavy sleep. Their exercise
performance today, all of them exercising well. Ed Gibson,
the science Pilot has not completed his exercise period earlier
today when he was scheduled to do his exercise period he was
busy working with the ATM checkout and doing some earlier
experimenting with the ATM. The exercise periods today
included about 4,000 watt minutes on tht bicycle. Commander Carr
using the bicycle, also the exercise - mark 1 exerciser which
is a rope device that is used to provide strain - dolngseveral
different exercises on that. Commander Carr also used the
spring exerciser, a stretch spring device that's used for
building muscles. Doing several different exercises again there and
he walked about 5 minutes on the treadmill today. Similar
schedule for Pilot Pogue who rode the bicycle for 22 minutes
and produced abou~ 3500 watt minutes of energy. He did a

number of repetitions altogether approximately 200 repetitions
using the rope (garble) device. Another approximately 75
repetitions with various exercises using the springs and 5 1/2
minutes on the treadmill. Science Pilot Ed Gibson did give a pre-
dicted amount of exercise, he expects to spend about 40 minutes
riding the bicycle this evening before he goes to bed. No
definite lndicatior. on which of the handheld photo assignments
there were b of them, suggested to the crew today have been
completed, the Atlas Mountains one has been mentioned In the
Channel B tapes in the tapes that are recorded by the crew
and then dropped at tracking stations for t r an smi s s 1 on la t e r

.

The crew has however put another 7 frames on the Nikon camera
that was used for the Atlas Mountains, so that may indicate that
several of the other handheld sites have been completed.
Crew also indicated that they have done TV3A, that's television
oi their meal this evening, our indications here in Mission Control
are that we have about 19 minutes of that television on the
video tape recorder that will be dumped early in the morning
perhaps. In addition to that there are about 11 minutes of
the AIM checkout, on the TV recorder. There's an Earth Resources
pass scheduled tomorrow. That pass to bep.in at 18:39 Greenwich
mean time or shortly after noon Houston time 12:39 Houston time.
It's a 10 minute pass. It begins over thesouthern coast of
Washington state and en's some 2800 miies to the southeast in
the middle of the Gulf of Mexico, about a hundred miles northwest
of Cuba's western tip. Total of 9 sites have been identified
for observation tomorrow, they include a study of (garble) clouds,
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using the Skylab Is pointable infrared spectrometer. This device

requires a crew man r.o point it at the chosen target and to keep

it lined up on that target, it can spot a very small area

selected. At the present time we are voice recording the

Ascension pass in the event that the medical conference does

not absorb the entire pass. It's been our experience on this

mission that medical conferences have generally taken up the

entire pass. We do not expect to get any voice but should

we get any we'll play it back for you later. In addition to

that in that study of (garble) clouds using Infrared spectrometer

the device is expected to give us data on pressure levels in

the cloud tops, some characteristics of the condensed water

found in the clouds including the size of droplets and the

cloud thickness in both optical and geometrical terms. The

Commander points the infrared sensor using a small telescope,

and 16 millimeter film records are made of the view through

the pointing telescope. Another target for tomorrow is for task

546 is to collect both the photography electronic sensor

data including sone data with the infrarred spectrometer over

the pine trees of the Sabine National Forest, northeast of

Houstcn. There are in addition several sensor test sites schedu

for tomorrow's activity and 2 test sites will be acquired for

user agencies, these are other federal agencies that have

requested data not specifically funded under the Skylab program.

This is Skylab Control, it's now 31 minutes and 50 seconds after

the hour. If there should be any voice on this Ascension pass

we'll come back up live at that time and play it back for you.

This is Skylab Control at 32 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 3 hours 14 minutes and
45 seconds Greenwich mean time we've come Into acquisition
of signal at Guam. This pass will last about 6-1/2 minutes
and we're live for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, AOS Guam 6-1/2 .-ninutes .

SPT Hello Storyson, Tokyo is wide open,
the only part of Japan that you can see.

CC Okay , thanks

.

SPT You can tell Wilmarth and the guys
I got 4 55-milllmeter Nikon pictures of the Tokyo area as
far as the clouds will let me go, and that's for HH119-7.

CC Got it.
CC And Jerr, while I got you here, we'd like

you to inhibit command module caution and warning C7, that's
SPS oxidizer tank pressure. That's getting down low enough
it's going to wake you up some night. That's command module
CAUTION AND WARNING C7 inhibit .

CDR Okay , thank you Story.
CC And while we are on handheld photos, we

noticed in the dump tape that you were using that (garble)
IR filter for some of your handheld stuff. We suggest only
using that filter for infrared photographs.

CDR Yes, we got the visual haze filter out and
put it on, it's been on all day now.

CC 0 -

CDR By the way, Story Nikon 05 in my report
I gave you tonight would you tell them to add 1 number to
the frame number that I have them because that frame had not
been advanced since the last picture, and I went in and took
3 more on my S233, and that frame count should have been 1

number higher .

CC Okay.
CDR In fact if you want to you can go ahead

and add the 3 I took tonight and we won't put them on
tomorrow's report.

CC We '11 do it .

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead Story.
CC Could you tell how much of the ATM

checkout you have completed?
SPT Okay, Story I've done everything except

what is on page 1-23, and I'm Just finishing up the 4 limb
co&lignment now. What I need out of your folks are some
numbers for the roll which you want for the canister and Sun
sensor alignment calibration.

CC Yes, that's canister roll Ed, and you
can get the plus and minus 5400 on that.
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SPT Oh yes, you're right. My mistake,

thank you Story .
, , , ,

C C Well we thrashed that one around awhile

and we're confused.
SPT Anything from the 54 folks on the filter?

CC During your medical conference we tried

to command to filter 3 from down here and were unsuccessful

also. And all we can suggest is trying another filter 1

reset, and if that doesn't work we'll try to work up a malf

during your night period.
SPT Okay, thank you Story. Have they had

any problems commanding it during the unattended operations

up to today ?

CC We've never had any problems with the

filter either unattended or attended.
SPT Have they been operating unattended

right up until today?
CC That 's affirm.
PLT Houston, Skylab PLT

.

CC Go ahead Bill.
PLT Roger. A couple of comments on S201

procedures. First a question on tomorrow around 14:30 I'm

scheduled for S201 F201 zero Tango-1. Now 1 did a zero

Tango-3 today, and I've just completed it a while

ago, and I was wondering if the Zero Tango-1 was - I mean that

is apparently deactivating the AMS , and that's the question

is that what that is for?
CC That ' s affirm.
PLT The thing that puzzled me - that puzzled

me a little it there was I thought that probably if that's what

they wanted they probably would have used a S019 stowage

procedure

.

CC That's affirmative Bill, and it s called

out in the S019 checklist.
CC And while I've got you I've got a

question for you, was cassette BV22 loaded in Nikon 01 as

requested on that noctilucent cloud pad, that's pad 1034 Alfa?

PLT I don't think so, stand by 1. Say again

the arrangements for the cassettes.
CC That was cassette BV22 in Nikon 01 as per

the noctilucent cloud pad.
PLT S tand by .

CC And Ed -

CDR (garble) CDR.

CC Go ahead Jerr.
CDR Okay, before we get this film thing all

messed up let me just read the new numbers now for evening

status report for Nikon 04 and 05.
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CC
CDR

Okay, we got a minute to LOS here, go.
Okay, Nikon 04 Charlie X-ray 1930

Nikon 05 Bravo Hotel 0316. What I did was I added one frame
to the Nikon 05 frame count and 4 frames to the Nikon 04
frame count

.

C° Okay, thanks, we're about 30 seconds
to LOS here, the last call for the night will be over
Vanguard about a half an hour at 03:53. And Ed out there
at the ATM we'd like the frames remaining on the ATM C and
D please.

SPT
XUV spect 00198

CC

Okay, Story, H-alpha 15908; X-ray 05974-
XUV slit 01607; WLC 07976; X-ray spect 05547.

, J . ,

Okay, thanks and going into a night
period back there we saw an MPC roll enabled, inhibit thatevery time you're not operating please.

SPT Okay Story, will do.
'

l
LT And Nikon 01 had Baker India 03 installedand that was installed for the T025 EVA. And question do

you want me to take that out?
CC St and by 1 .

CC We'll be sending you an S232 pad
tomorrow Bill.

PA0 Skylab Control at 3 hours 23 minutes and
40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station nowover the Pacific is out of range of the Guam tracking
antenna. Our next acquisition of signal is a little over
29 minutes from now. During this last pass Commander Carrindicated that he had succeeded in taking 4 photographs ofthe Tokyo area, that was an optional handheld photo assignmentThe purpose of it is to photograph and describe fault zones
in the area around Japan, and specifically around the cityof Tokyo. He did take 4 photographs with his handheld
Nikon caaera out of the wardroom window. That's 1 of
several handheld photography opportunities today. Earlier
it was indicated that he had succeeded in photographing theAtlas Mountains another area for fault studies. Fault
zones are associated with a number of things, including
the movement of continents and underlying structures of
geology of Earth. And also frequently found associated withearthquakes and with oil deposits. So this main purpose ofthese experiments is to understand better the overall geologyof the Earth. This is a site this morning and the site thisevening were both specifically called out for study of faultzones. We have no information yet on the other sites
scheduled today Including the study of the metropolitan areaand republic of Zere (?) In central Africa, but we'll expect
in the next few days we'll get additional information on the
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completion of those. We do believe that several of those

oh.ir!i?J
that he completed S233, that's the twice dailyobservations of the comet Kohoutek using the Nikon camerainstalled in the command module. That photography v?Ugive us dat. on the exact brightness of the comet Kohoutek

tLSO r^^c tlne ltS "ti«t«d brightness is I
'

magnitude of 5 that indicates that it's just -

END OF TAPE
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performing the final steps to that during this last pass
and there was a little confusion he indicated earlier he
couldn't point the instruments as the ground requested i.itn
to but he had made the mistake of thinking that the canister
roll which is the roll of the entire equipment was being
instructed and in fact it was - he - he had thought that was
just an instrument pointing roll. Now those two things ar°
a little confusing, in fact the telescope people here -
the solar telescope people here had confused themselves and
couldn t understand - couldn't understand how it had originally
gotten on the instructions. After they looked at it a
little more closely they discovered there was no problem
there and they could perform it. And they informed Ed
Gibson who realized it too. We have the mission surgeon's
daily report on the crew health. And I'll read that at
this time. There were no clinical problems during the
lower bod y negative pressure experiment run on the CDR.
Further evaluation of the Pilot's lower body negative
pressure run from yesterday tends to confirm that the
early run termination was largely situational and reflected
decreased tolerance secondary to rushed or missed eating,
drinking and exercises periods prior to the run. That's
the end of the nission surgeon's daily report, it's signed
by Dr. Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins. A little additional
information on that last night ve were informed that the
lower body negative pressure run had to be ended before
the highest level of pressure was reached. That is to say
the highest level of negative pressure. We do not have
telemetry data at the time the run was performed so we weren't
informed of that during the day, we didn't receive the
Information until the crew indicated it during the private
health conference. That lower body negative pressure run
was believed to have had - stopped only because of the
occurrence of soese unusual c 1 rcuostancea earlier in the day.
The crew member was juat feeling a little bit lower than
normal and that has happened on previous mission* and has
been no cause for concern. We expect the Pilot will complete
the full lower body negative pressure protocol on his next
opportunity. This is Skylab Control we're 23 minutes from
our next acquisition of signal. It's now 30 minutes and
19 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
'

Skylab Control at 3 hours, 52 minutes

is now lltln °h<
Gre^Wlch mca " tim«- The Skylab space stationis now approaching the area of the antenna of Vanguard'stracking ship The pass through Vanguard should last about

11 minutes and we expect this one will be the final call up forthe night. Spacecraft Communicator at the present time isStory Musgrave We'll have the line live now for air-to-groundthrough Vanguard lasting about 11 minutes. .

,

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for11 minutes.
.

SPT Hello, Story.
Hello, Ed, how's that (garble) S054?

bPT
, ,

Went to reset left it there for a longtime, went back to 1 and it's still barber pole Story.
CC

, v
0k *y and that's all you needed to dofor tonight We'll be thinking about it. And in your studentexperiment checklist I know you don't have it there but onpage 6-7 we had you go to max intensity on the iris for

tS^°wI a

aP^ n8 (8ar
^
le)

-
1

r,e9S WC 83Ve you the impressionthat was a permanent change, it's not so on page 6-7
I d just scratch that out, that was a one time good deal.

.

bPT
i4

Okay, Story. I understand that. 1 heardthat earlier today, also mentioned that even if 1 had notheard the update from the ground, I probably would have leftthe intensity where it was because it was (garble) as I hadexpected it to - even at max intensity.
cc Okay, thanks.
SPT That ATM checkout is complete." ° kay 800d

- ^anks. Bill, Houston.
FLT (Garble) , S tory

.

CC Bili on that S232, chat's the barium cloudexperiment, right now we're shipping you up a pad for runnlnethat tomorrow and also a pad that give, you some details onfollowing the checklist and also you might want to look thatover tonight but we've also left you 20 minutes in the n>ornin R
P

o,
1

t
runnln » th « l experiment to look those checklists over

k \ , L
° kay> now dld you * et the J"»t before"we had LOS about the film that is in the Nikon 01 right now

it s what s left over fron the T025 EVA status.
'

set on°tha
^ that '

8 no P ro °l««. we're ail

..m. mL ° kfly
'

1 guess 1 Ju8t read
«

18 that thesame tiim that you want bc to use tomorrow?
,

CC No ^'f not Bill and there'll be a padcoming up to load some different film.

*n th!l
T

r rt ii j
° k * y

'
n °W l

' VG ° nly UBpd about U exposureson that roll, now do you want me to roll it back in and leave
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a leader so I can reload it. Leaving a gap (garble) the exposures
I've taken now or what, I'm Just a little bit confused on how
I'm supposed to manage the film that's in the Nikon 1 now.

CC Stand by 1. Bill, you were right on that.
Roll it back in and we will be using it for EVA T025, roll
it back in and leave a leader out so that we can use it again.

PLT Okay, I'm going to use my head there on
hov much leader to leave and how far to advance It when I

start using that roll again, I'm going to have to make some
notes on the cassette package. I understand now Story,
you've answered my question.

CC Okay, and is Jerr there.
CDR Rog, (garble).
CC Now we'd like Jerr and the rest of you

to take a very close look at the pads that we're sending
up to you, things like the NuZ windows and other things and
if you got any comments at all on how we can improve the
pads, we'll sure do it and we're thoroughly interested in
any comments you have on those.

PLT Okay, Story, he copies.
CDR Thank you Story, we'll do it.
CC And Ed, we see you doing it but we do

want to verify you'll leave the ATM (garble).
SPT Roger, Story that's what I'a doing now.

The only thing I can do is to put It for 52 (garble) I don't
have the (garble). That canister C with the bias switch out
but I don't (garble) to have it for the 52 (garble) finish
tte calibration at the very end.

CC That's no problem we can take care cf
that Ed. And Ed, we'd like the S054 filter that allows us
to work on it from down here.

SPT Rog, that's where it is now Storv.
CC Thanks

END OF TAPE
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.

C
^

And 1 « ot a suggested fix on the film vaultdoors for you. If y ou haven't come up with something already.
0 ..7,,

Well, we're readjusted the latches with
a Phillips head screwdriver and it's alleviated the problemsomewhat. But what's your fix?

*nH nn
C
rho < k < J *

'
as8umed that th°" were unworkableand on the right side of the door you can use a long strapand it snaps along the front and snaps along the sideThat s one possible fix to the right side. Another fix youcan apply to either side is to go to E623, 2 Alfa and pullout three inch piles of sticky back Velco put those on either-both sides of the opening of the door. And then cut about

6 inches of Velco hook off of that and use that as a latch.
Roger, thank you Story.

SPT st °ry, because we're now on the X-rayspect experiment Bus 2, A/C, Bua 2, the lights for the 54 framesremaining, the pho t omu 1 t 1 p 1 i e r count and intent count did not gooff in the noroal unattended ops checklist. You want me totake the X-ray spect and put that to off on power distribution?cc Stand by 1. And Bill your S232 pads
a re on boa rd .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. We'llsee you over Ascension in about 4 minutes at 04:07.

n r

0kfl y- Story. I'm going to go ahead andput the X-ray spect to off and give me a call if you'd likethat in any other position. That's on coniole power dis-tribution .

" Y eah, we're still working that one Ed.
cc You can go X-ray.
SPT (Garble) Story.

You can go X-ray spects switch to off, Ed.sp T I got it.
PLT Story, a note for the stowage people, thecassettes Bravo, Echo, 03 is going back in the cassette

holder in Hotel 25.
°C Copy Bill .

PA0 Skylab Control at 4 hours 4 minutes and
59 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station hasnow passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard.During this last pass crew getting some final messages fromSpacecraft Communicator Story Musgrave. We're coming backup on Ascension and we expect that the crew will still be

IV.)*' T

An
?

hAVC
*

Ca M UP frOB St0ry ""°«rave at thlftpass. Included into tomorrow's activities are two optionalPhotographs and photography of the S232, Just mentioned inthis last pass. S232 photography is photography of the
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barium cloud injected into the upper atmosphere by a rocket
launched from Alaska. Immediately following the injection the
barium follows the magnetic flux line and it can be identified
in photography. The crew member Pilot William Pogue, will take
that photography series of photographs beginning Immediately
after injection as the barium slowly but surely fades into the
magnetic flux lines and disappear s . Al so scheduled for
tomorrow are two handheld photo options one of them inland
Delta of the Niger River in south central Mali an area
of particular concern because of drought problems in that
area. That to be photographed at 8:13 central standard time.
And the Kalahari Desert of southwest Africa at 8:25 Central
standard time that's both are a.m. times. We'll bring the
line up live for the Ascension pasn and a call from Story
Musgrave

.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, We're AOS for about 18 minutes

through Ascension, Canary and Madrid. Be dumping the

data voice recorders here and we won'r. be use - needing the

DAS for ATMDC timer update and wc won't call you anymore we

put you to bed here and if you want us the next pass will

be a Guam a t 04 : 50 . Goodnight

.

CC Go ahead.

CDR Was this TV77 that's scheduled for

tomorrow morning. 1 don't see anything specific^in the
^

Flight Plan hut I gather that what they want - what they re

driving at is the treadmill, is there anything else they

want done in that period?
cc Stand by 1. Okay, Jerr that is a

steneral purpose telecast using the treadmill.
8

CDR Okay, will you let me know tomorrow,

how much time you want me to put in on it?

CC It's 20 minutes.
CDR Okay, thank you.

CC And another change we got here the data

take time for the EREP's been changed from 18:29 to 18:39,

that'll give you 10 minutes more prep.

CDR Okay. 18:29 to 18:39.

CC And the pads coming up a little later

will reflect that.
CDR Okay.
CDR You meant 16:39 dldn t you?

cc n's 18:39 Jerr. On the summary

Flight Plans says under PLT 18:29 change that 18:29 to an

18 :39.
CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky 1 ab , we're a minute from LOS. The
next station will be Guam in about 27 minutes at 04:50. We
won't call you, that's for you use. Goodnight, sir.

CDR Goodnight
, Story

.

PAO Skylab Control at 4 hours 26 minutes and
12 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
crossing the Mediterranean Just south of Italy has passed out
of range of the Madrid tracking antenna and we've had a good-
night from space craft Communicator, Story Musgrave. Tomor-
row's activities - a very busy day scheduled for the Skylab
crew, heavily filled with scientific experiments begins early
in the morning with S233 operations, that's the visual light
photography of the comet Kohoutek using a handheld camera
that's now been installed in the command module for permanent
use in photographing the comet. S232 is planned for a (garble)
time of 15:13 to 15:23 Greenwich mean time in the
morning, that's from 9.13 to 9:23 AM central standard time.
S232 is the barium cloud experiment. That's - the first
time that's ever been done during a Skylab mission. It was
prepared for this flight alone. Barium cloud will be launch-
ed by a rocket, possibly one or even two rockets launched
from Poker Flats rocker, facility in Alaska. They'll travel
to a height of about 590 kilometers and at that height, they'll
release a barium cloud. That cloud will (garble) in the
upper atmosphere above the Skylab and it will follow the
magnetic (garble) reaching the equator in about 90 minutes.
Pilot William Pogue will photograph the barium cloud as it
passes overhead from the Skylab craft. It may be possible
to photograph it on a succeeding revolution as well. Ultra-
violent film is used to photograph the barium as it follows
the magnetic (garble). However, it is visible to the pilot
and he will be taking a sequence of photographs of it.
Weather conditions, of course, do dictate whether or not that
will be observable from the ground. No really, that is also
observed by ground personnel and It will be yerhaps tomorrow
if the conditions are proper for the rocket launch. Also
scheduled for tomorrow is the first Earth resourses pass of
the mission. It begins at - it begins in the morning at
the time specified juat earlier this evening. That time is
18:39 Greenwich mean time, or 12:39, Just after noon Houston
time. It'a a 10 minute pass. The pans covers a total area
of 2800 miles begins in southern Washington jutt off the
Pacific coast and it concludes in the middle of the Gulf of
Mexico. Included in that is the at of Sabin« National Forest to
the northeast of Houston. The crew had had an earlier time
beginning of that of - of 18:29. Thdt correction was voiced
up to the crew by Story Musgrave during this last pass.
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The correct time again is 18:39 to 18:49. It starts at
123 degrees west following track 48 descending across the
United States and ends at 86 degrees west. Included in that
study arc a study of (garble) clouds. These are large weather
fronts and that will be studied with the infrared spectrometer,
a pointable instrument that receives electronic data that's
recorded on magnetic tape carried aboard the Skylab space
station. Also scheduled for possible crew tomorrow is is
handheld photographs of the inland delta of the Niger river
in southcentral Mall. That's scheduled for 08:13 AM central
standard time. Hand photography of the (garble) desert of
southwest Af - Africa at 8:25 central standard time in the morn-
ing. This is Skylab Control. Crew wake up for tomorrow is
scheduled at 6 AM. It's now 29 minutes and 50 seconds after
t h e hou r .

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours
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tie upper atmosphere above the space station Skylab.

CDR Good morning, Dick.

rr Good morning.
rnR Good mornirg to the purple gang.

yes sir, we're down here waiting to charge.
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And we re P

Skylab , Houston. We're about 1 minute from

LOS at Merritt Island. We're going to drop out Just a few

Scones then between our - and then pick up on Bermuda and

I'll call you when we're locked up. Out.
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heavy on Bill this morning. So as soon ax you guys get
the pads out of the teleprinter and all cut up and divvied up
between you and could talk to me, I'd appreciate it. We've got
pads coming up at Madrid, then Tananarive, and then Honeysuckle,
and I would like to have all the paperwork squared away by
then if possible.

CDR Okay, Dick

.

CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours

23 minutes with loss of signal at Bermuda. Next acquisition
in 3 minutes 10 seconds will be Madrid. The wakeup call to
the crew at 6:05 central standard tine. Astronaut Dick Truly
advising the crew we will have a GO/NO GO by 13:30, 1 hour and
7 minutes from now, on whether an E RE P pass number 1 and the maneuver
for the barium cloud photography S232 experiment will be per-
formed this morning. An assessment of the weather conditions
along track 48 is currently being made. And evaluation of the
anticipated TAC usage for these maneuvers is presently being
run through the computers here at the Johnson Space Center.
As yet a final decision on these two maneuvers and these two
activities has not been made and decision is expected by 13:30
Greenwich mean time this morning. Flight Director Phil Shaffer
indicated an ERE P maneuver this morning would cost the Skylab
space station approximately 200 pound - se cond s of TACS fuel.
On previous missions EREP pass normally did not use very little
if any TACS fuel in maneuvering to the attitude, Z-local attitude
for Earth resources and maneuvering back to Z attitude for the
ATM solar panels. We will have acquisition at Madrid in 1 minute
35 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston through Madrid for
8 minutes.

SPT Good morning , Dick

.

CC Good morning.
SPT Hey, Dick. Did the S054 folks come up

with anything on the filter?
CC Well, as a matter of fact they have

narrowed it down to a couple of poa s ib i 1 i t ie s . And one of
the things that I had to mention to Jerry on this first pass
is that we have a pad that we sent up there in the evening
that a short troubleshooting procedure that we want him to
run during that first daylight cycle and try to get a little
bttter hack as to what's wrong.

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston; 45 seconds to LJS .

Tananarive comes up at 12:46.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 37 minutes. Loss of signal througl the Madrid
tracking station. Next acquisition will be >ananaiive in
S minutes and 50 seconds. Weather and operational constraints
permitting we'll have our first Earth resources pass of this
Skylab IV mission. An assessment of the weather conditions
*long track 48and an assessment of the TAC usage necessary
for a maneuver for the 232 barium cloud photography experiment
and maneuver for the EREP pass is ncv being made here at the
Mission Control Center. A decision on these two maneuvers
is expected at 13:30 Greenwich mean time. Greenwich mean
time 12 hours and 38 minutes. Next acquisition in 8 minutes over
Tananarive. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TPAE
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• PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 45 minutes . The start of day 12 for Jkylab IV

Commander Gerald Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibson, and Pilot

Bill Pogue. Wakeup call was at 6:05 Central standard time.

To begin ynt their fullest science day aboard the 100-ton

workshop. We'll have acquisition through Tananarive in

30 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

Skylab, Houston. Tananarive for 7 minutes.

Roger; lick.
Roger

.

Houston, Skylab, PLT. Dick, what p3d.

you referring to for updating?
Okay. For you Bill. It's your column

<
Your detailed message and also the EREP

C&D PAD, and also there are 2 messages on board for - to support

S232. One is a procedure change and one is just an S232 pad.

And, I've got some change to all of those items.

PLT Okay, I have my pads out. Why don't you

give me the changes to the flight plan - Summary Flight Plan

first.
CC Okay. Let tae get organized here Just a

second and I'll be right, with you. Okay, on the summary flight

plan. The first one Bill, in your column, at a time of about

16:00, you notice that M4 874 Echo. This isn't really a change

but Just a clarification so you'll understand it. That M4874 Echo,

goes with the HK2 Alfa. Not the - any of those other HKs.

It Just for the HK2 Alfa, and also, when you get around to

performing those housekeeping tasks we'd like you to do

the 2 Alfa ones first because the transporter that's required

for that M4374 Echo photography is also gonna be needed to

support the ETC prep by Ed, after that.

PLT Think I can simplify it. I did the

2 Alfa last night so I didn't look at the M4874 Echo

and so that's already done.
CC Okay; understand. The only other correction

on the summary plan for you is in that column for your data

take time. One of those times Is incorrect. It should read

the first tine should read 18:39, Instead of 18:29.

PLT
CC

next?
PLT

to get organized.
CC
PLT

start on that.

I (garble) got that on there.
Okay; good. Which one you want to do

EREP C&D and give me a couple of seconds

Okay .

Okay . I have the EREP C&D out so you can
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CC Okay. Bill, I have two additions to tt

at a time - well about 10 lines down you'll see in the left .

column ready on and then that entry for Ed's S191. Following
that entry there we want you in the experiment column write
down record, rcrd. And, then out to the right we want you to

record the following meter positions . Alfa 9, Bravo 9,

Charlie 9 , and Delta 9 .

PLT Okay ; I got that .

CC Okay. One other antry. It - following the

time - the entry for a time of 48:10. Again, after the S191

ref 2. Enter in there record Charlie 1.

PLT Is that all to the C&D pad?
CC That 's affirm.
CC Other two is the - your details pad and I

think this is real simple. There is an entry on there about

that HK 2 Alfa but, since you've already done that, that will
naturally be deleted. The other item fc-r you, I'd like to

explain a lictlc bit are the two pads for S232.
PLT Okay , Bill

.

CC Okay. First of all in the procedure pad,

Don Lind thought it would be a good idea to send you up a

procedure that included a typical pad although it turns out

since we're so late the actual pad which is message 1234, is

a much better thing for you to refer to. So, what we'd like

you to do is on the procedures pad is Just ignore the entry
that says typical pad and insert for it message 20 - correction
1234, which is the actual S232 pad for today. Now, a reminder
on this, there are some lead-in procedures prior to the

typical pad and also some remarks following the typical pad

on the procedure pad that we - the cue card change that we

sent you, but I think if you'll just ignore what is written
in there for the typical pad for this morning assuming 232 is

go and use the message 1234, you'll be okay.
PLT Okay . I'll do that

.

CC Okay, and that's all I've got for you,

Bill, and that was the most of them. We're about 30 seconds
from LOS. And the next station is Honeysuckle at a Lime of

13:12 and I'll get the other two guys' changes there. Thank
you very much .

PLT Roger, 13:12.
CDR Hey, Dick. CDR , with a question for the

food people.
CC Yes, sir.
CDR Tell them there's some day 57 food up in

L3 of the command module. I'm wondering if we ought to just

go ahead and transfer It down to the workshop pantry?
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CC Okay. I'll pass that on, get you an
answer, Jer.

PAO Sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean time
12 hours 57 minutes with loss of signal through Tananarive
tracking station. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle in
15 minutes from now. Discussion between Pilot Bill Pogue and
CAP COMM Richard Truly concerning pBd updates for today's
activities. Reference to HK 2 Alfa, housekeeping task 2A,
this is the task in which using the onboard vacuum cleaner.
Pilot Pogue will clean the MD A fan inlet screens. These are
part of the weekly chorea that are performed aboard spacecraft
to keep systems operating nominally, Commander Carr requested
whether or not to transfer day 57 food, which is located in
the command module. He asked the ground should we transfer that
into the orbital workshop pantry. On this day 12, the crew
io on their high density diet today, which includes the
food bars. The crew has a choice of 3 types of bars . The
chocolate chip bar, krispy bar and flake bar. Today is
menu H4 for Commander Carr and Pilot Pogue. And H6 is the
menu for Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Evaluation 6till being
made here at Mission Control Center as tn the upcoming -

proposed upcoming EREP pass and the 232 experiment the
bariain cloud. Each of which requires seperate maneuvers.
The ground is assessing the impact these taneuvers will have
on the TACS system, thruster atitude control system, how much
of this tax will be needed to perform these seperate maneuvers.
Also being evaluated is the weather along the proposed EREP
track, track 48. Descislcn on these maneuvers will be made
here at Mission Control Center at 13:30, approximately 30 minutes
from now. Greenwich mean time 12 hours 59 minutes. Next
acquisition in 12 minutes 40 seconds. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tlae
13 hours 11 minutes. The 12th day for Skylab IV, a busy
scientific data gathering day for the crew today, possibly
an ERKP pass - pass number 1. Further Kohoutek obaerations
and the first full day on the Apollo telescope mount for the
crew of Skylab IV. Have acquisition through Honeysuckle in
30 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. Honeysuckle for 5 minutes.
SPT Good morning, Dick. SPT. I'm ready for a

changing of the pad.
CC Okay, Ed. Yours is real simple and it's

on the S232 maneuver pad, message 1232.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Like to delete at a time of the NuZ

update on there that's listed as a window of 16:00 to 16:16.
SPT It's doing.
CC Okay. That's tht: only one I had for

you, Ed, however, while Jerry's coining on the line, I hope
sometime later on, there is a permanent general message
number 3 that we uplinked during the evening that has to do
with our philosophy as to how we're handling NuZ updates.
There's no real pad information on it but there are some
words that I think all three of you would benefit sometime
by taking a look at.

SPT Yeah, I read that over, Dick. It was
some good words. I think it helps us understand what's going on.
Thanks for it.

CC Okay.
CC And, Skylab, Houston. For the CDR. Jerry,

if you're listening, turns out that day 57 food that's in

the command module is actually - is destined to be the return
food so it ought to be left in the command module and it was
not relabeled when the mission slipped. They'd scrambled the
food a little bit and that changed from day 57 food to re-
turn food and the package did not pet relabeled. So that
ought to 8 t ay up in the command module.

PLT Rog. He reads that.
CC Roger.
PLT And Jer's standing by to copy the other

changes you have

.

CC Okay. Why don't we - Well, first of
all Jerry, you may have hoard me say something a minute ago
but there's a message on board entitled S05A mal . It's number
1236. You ought to take a look at that before you do that
first ATM synoptic run this morning and not interfere with
the other experiments, and I think it'f in building block 1

we'd like you to accomplish that mal as it's written there
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and then let us know how it came out. The first correction that
I have for you la on your details pad. It's real simple. We'd
like for you to delete the entry at 20:40, which is a NuZ up-
date .

CDR You've got it, Dick.
CC Okay. I got one more correction for

Jerry then I'll be through with my original list and it's on
the Z-LV maneuver pad.

CDR Go ahead , Dick

.

CC Okay. A litt.'.e explanation. During the
evening, we did some more simulator runs and some more analysis
on the maneuver to go into Z-LV and it turns out we -

we're going to run into some CMG girabal stop piob.letrs. So
in order to alleviate that, we're going to lengthen the maneuver
time and it requires two changes to this pad. The first one
is about two lines down on the GMT - on the entry second line that
it says Z-LV MODE GMT , like to change that to 3 31 , 1 7, 54 , 00.

CDR Rog. Got it.
CC Roger and the second one is on the line

right above that. That second number there the code 50f".2

should read 50053 and it's 43 minutes/34 minutes.
CDR Okay, Dick. Copy that.
CC Roger. We're about. 20 seconds from LOS.

I'll give you a call shortly at Hawaii and at Hawaii, we
should have a GO/ NO GO for both K REP and 2 32 . If 2 32 turns
out to be GO this morning, you've got all the pad changes
that are required and in case It's NO GO, we'll have a couple
more corrections to the onboard pad. See you there.

CDR Okay, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 18 minutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Ne:tt acquisition will be Hawaii in 14 minutes 20 seconds.
CAP C0MM Dick Truly continuing to update the crew on the
teleprinter message pad that went up last night on today's
activities, changes, minor changes in the Flight Plan. Still
no decision yet on the E REP pass for today and the S232
maneuver which will orient the vehicle to the proper attitude
to photograph a barium cloud which will be injected into
orbit above the altitude of the spacecraft from Poker Flats,
Alaska. The E RE P pass number 1, scheduled for today, weather
and operational constraints permitting is a pass along track
48. Data take will start In an area slightly south
west of Seattle, Washington and continue a 10-minute data
take until the spacecraft crosses into the Gulf of Mexico. Data
take will stop at approximately 200 mllee northwest of Cuba along
track 48. Eight separate sites are on tap for today's pass. The
first, hopefully, of 50 that can - could be accomplished during the
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84-day mission. The crew has been up since 6 - 6:05 this
morning. A busy day ahead for the three Skylab IV astronauts.
Next acquisition will be Hawaii, in 12 hours - 12 minutes 40
seconds. At Greenwich mean time 13 hours, 20 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO Skylab Control. Greenwich mtsun 1 mi-

13 hours 32 dIiiuUh , Acquisition coming through the Hawaii
tracking station for a 7-minute pass. We expect acquisition
in 40 seconds. We'll leave the line up for CAP COHM Dic k

Truly.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for

7 minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii for 5 minutes.
CDR Hello; Dick.
CC He 1 lo , the re .

CC Say, a couple of things 1 thought I'd
mention to you here. First of all, Just to get ahead of the
ganc , we still do not have a GO/NO GO on S2 32 , but we saw a

funny on the VTR last evening I'd like to talk to you about
just a second and in the event that 232 Is scrubbed fcr this
morning we're just gonna delete all reference to it and all
the - and all your messages and give it back to you mainly
as free time. What ve saw on the VTR was - is when the INCO
dumped the VTR expecting to net TV 3 downlink he got nothing-
And, so we're gonna - we're- working up a little t roub 1 e shoot /.rig

procedure that will take a few minutes probably for Kd Cibson
to do. I would Imagine that we'll do a little bit of trouble-
shooting on the TV camera in the event 232 Is scrubbed.

SPT Okay, Dick.
CC Roger. So at least the paper work changes

will be real simple In the event we scrub it. You'll just
everywhere you see 232 forget it.

CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Goldstone at 13:44 and we're gonna dump the data voice recorder
a t Go Ids t one .

CDR Roger, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 41 minutes with loss of signal through the Hawaii
tracking station. Next acquisition in 2 minutes 35 seconds
will be the Goldstone tracking station. Corolary Officer
just informed Flight Director Fhil Shaffer the NO GO or
GO or NO GO decision on the 2 32 maneuver for photography
by the Skylab crew of the barium cloud launch. The launch
will be done with or without the Skylab participation. There
ar<; ground cameras in Alaska as well as aircraft in Alaska
to photograph thin event even if - in the event that Sk>lab
is not ready to photograph it from orbit. Principal investigator
for this experiment is Dr. Eugene Westcott, University of

Alaska, of the Geophysical Institute of Alaska. The vehicle
will launch a collection of barium particles that weigh
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2 kilograms. A 10 kilogram explosive charge will explode the
barium particles Into the atmosphere and these will be Immediately
ionized by the sunlight and the particles will flow on the
Earth's magnetic line at that - at 570 kilometers high. The
particles will be disbursed over the Fairbanks,, Alaska area
at 570 kilometers high. Still no decision on the 232 participation
by Skylab, which requires quite an extenoive maneuver on the
part of the vehicle to orient it Co the attitude for photographing
the barium cloud. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMH Dick
Truly. Acquisition in approximately 45 seconds.

cc Skylab, Houston. Goldstone for 7 minutes.
CDR Roge r , Houston .

CC Skylab, Houston. We are GO for S232 this
morning, and at the present time we are also GO for EREP . We
are continuing to look at it though. But, we are GO for
S 2 32 .

CDF. Roger.
cc Skylab, Houston. 1 minute til LOS. We're

gonna drop out about U minutes. I'll call you at Bermuda.
p A0 Skylnb Control. Greenwich wean time

13 hours 51 minutes. Flight Director Phil Shaffer has given
the GO for a maneuver to orient the spacecraft to photograph
the barium cloud to be injected into orbit above the Skylab
space station while launch vehicle from I'oket Flats, Alaska.
The barium cloud containing 2 kilograms of metallic barium
will be exploded into a 5 70-ml le -hi gh altitude. The particles
will be ionized by the sunlight and then drift along the
aagnetic - the Earth's magnetic field. Photographs will be
taken from orbit by the Skylab crew as well as by aircraft,
in the Alaska area and by ground cameras. Once the crew used
the exposure - explosion of the barium cloud they will take
a S-second exposure ind lepeat this every 15 seconds. These
photographs will be taken until about 5 minutes after tin-
launch of the vehicle and then periodic photographs will bo
made after that. A total of about 46 photographs are expected
to be made if the launch goes as predicted.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Also, during this pass the crew 1b
given the go for EREP pass along track 48. Th« data take
starts at 12:39 central standard tine and lasts for 10 minutes.

CC Skylab
, Houston, Bermuda 6-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We fell into a keyhole
for about a minute and I forgot to warn you about it. We're
out of it now and still got about 5 minutes here at Bermuda.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 ainute to
LOS. Canary comes up in tliree minutes and the Purple gang's
handing over to the Ciinson team. So we'll see you all in
the morning.

CDR Roger. So long. Hank.
CC See you.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours 2 minutes with loss of signal at Bermuda. Next
acquisition will be Madrid in 1 minute 15 seconds. We've
had a handover here at Mission Control Center. The Crimson
Team, neading by Flight Director Don Puddy, CAP COMM on this
shift Is Bob Crippen. We've had a GO for the barium cloud
experiment, the purpose of which is to determine the geo-
magnetic field line configuration along its u.tlre length
from the barium Injection position approximately 561 kilometers
over Poker Flat, which la approximately 700 nautical miles
south of the southern tip of South IsJand, New Zealand.
Another purpose is to study the effects of plasma conductivity
and geonagnetic activity upon the motion of barium plasma
along the geomagnetic field lines and to determine the
feasibility of space observations of low-level light source
produced by a cold metal plasma after injection into the
earth's magnetic field. Thi barium cloud scheduled for launch
from Poker Flat, Alaska at 15:13 Greenwich mean time, 1 hour
and 10 minutes from now.

CC Good morning, Skylab. Crimson Team's
with you through Canary for 9 minutes.

CDR Good morning you old rojo.
CC Good morning gents. Looks like we've got

a busy day ahead of us.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'll see you in 14 minute

at Tananarive, 14:26, 14:26. We're 1 minute from LOS.
CDR Roger, Dick. And no luck on 54

.

CC Roger. Copy. No luck. And we got
rid of Dick, Crip, here.

CDR Oh, yos. 1 forgot about that.
CC He decided he wanted to get off after

working all night

.

CDR Well, the purple gang started fading into
a lavenderish

.

CC Yeah. How could you tell that from up
there. I kind of noticed it this morning when I came to work.
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It alwaya happens when you've got the

Roge r , that .

I Just took it.

CDR
aldvatch, Crip.

CC
CDR

END OF TAPE
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PLT I Just took it.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 14 hours

15 minutes, with loss of Jiignal through the Madrid - Canary
tracking station. Next acquisition in H minutes 15 seconds
through the Tananarive t rack ing '>i t a t ion .

^' Scheduled launch
of the rocket carrying the barium material into orbit is now
scheduled for Greenwich mean time 15 : 30 , less than 1 hour from
now. The launch vehicle is a Canidlan-buil t Black brant IV
rocket which will be launched from the Poker Plat Range near
Falrbank. The rocket payload is designed to create a highly
explosive-driven Jet of barium vapor and inject it into the
Earth's atmosphere, Earth's aa gne t o s ph e r e . It is hoped that
the barium vapor, which will be ionized by the solar ultraviolet
radiation of the Sun, will illuminate geomagnetic field lines
aaking them visible to sensitive optical equipment for
many thousands of kilometers. The payload will be precisely
pointed by the onboard attitude control system of the rocket
so that the explosive force directs the barium ions upward
along magnetic field lines. The ions are attracted to the
magnetic field and in a complicated spiraling motion follow them
around the conjugate point. Under optimum conditioni, it should
be possible for scientists using sensitive optical equipment
to trace the patn of the ion stream out to an altitude of
about 22000 miles or 35000 kilometers at the equator. It c,y
even be possible to record tht; streak on its way back down
into the atmosphere south of New Zealand, a distance of about
62000 miles. Dr. Milton Peek, University of California, los
Alamos New Mexico scientific laboratory and Dr. Eugene M.
Westcott, University of Alaska Geophysical Institute are the
chief investigators for the magnetic field line studies. Dr.
Peek will coordinate operations from a scientific comaand post
in Honolulu, Hawaii while Dr. Wescott will be at the Ester Dome
Observatory in Alaska. Nasa S c i en t is t- as t o rn au t Dr. Donald Lind
will help - is helping coordinate the experiment here at the Johnson
Space Center. The Skylab astronauts froe their orbiting
vehicle 2 35 nautical miles high in the blackness of space should
be able to observe the dim barium ion streak about 10 times
better than ground observers because of their position above
the atmosphere. The Earth's magnetic field surrounds our planet
with an invisible barrier diverting dangerous energetic solar
and cosmic charged particles which if allowed to impinge on the
Earth's surface would De lethal to life as we know It. Evidence
is accumulating that the magnetic field variations affect man
in other ways such as weather patterns and disturbed communications.
And can have a direct effect on man's physiological attitude.
Principle objectives of today's experiment are to determine
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th* geomagnetic field line configuration along as such as possible
of its entire length from the injection point nearly 800 miles
south through 800 miles south of New Zealand's South island
to also study the effects of plasma conductivity and geo-
magnetic activity upon the notion of the barium plasma along
the field lines and also to determine the feasibility of space
observstlon of low-level light source produced by the cold metal
p Lasts* after its injection into the Earth's magnetic field.
Launch of the rocket, a Black Brant IV rocket from Poker Flats
Rocker Facility near Fairbanks scheduled for Greenwich mean tine
15:13 after which time the crew is scheduled to take photographs
for approximately 5 minutes. Next acquisition will be Tananarive
In about 6 minutes 30 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours
20 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky I ab Control. Greenwich mean time

14 hours 25 minutes. Wa will have acquisition through Tanana-
rive. We should have acquisition through Tananarive in ap-

proximately 25 seconds. We'll hold the line up for conversa-
tion between CAP COMM Bob Crlppen and the Skylab IV crew.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Tananarive
We've got you for about 3-1/2 minutes.

PLT Rog, Crip. Couple of questions on this

2 32. One, what lens am I supposed to use?
CC 65-mitllmeter.
PLT Roger. Also, at what position on the

wardroom window should the bracket be mounted? (garble) trigger
the (garble)

CC Bill, we had very bad voice there. Posi-
tion of the bracket should be on the left side of the window
with the - In them - heads toward the command module.

PLT Okay and the universal - the trigger on

the universal mount?
CC The trigger should be toward the window.

Does that answer your question?
PLT Yes, it does. If you don't have that,

you don't know - the numbers don't do any good.
CC Bill, If you look on page - about the

first page in your Visual Observations Book, It should have a

picture of it there that you can lock at.

PLT Okay. Thank you, Crip.
CC And you should notice which direction the

X-axis is located on there cause It's somewhat misleading in

the picture.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about I minute

from LOS. Next pass la at Honeysuckle in 17-1/2 minutes and

that'll be at 14:49. 14:49 and we ' i 1 have - we'll have Bill and 0.

on there to talk about ATM stuff.
PLT Okay, Crip. Thank you.

CC Okay and for Bill, If l'Our (garble) about

your cue card, the first and the last part still apply in your
cue cards. It's all your - It's a typical pad. If not, use your
fll - the pad detector.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
14 hours 12 minutes. Loss of signal through the Tananarive-

tracking station. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle in

16 minutes 20 seconds. On this upcoming pass, revolution 2844
of the Skylab space station, it's on this upcoming pass across
the northwest Pacific that the crew will attempt to photograph
the barium cloud put into an orbit approximately (garble hundred above
the Skylab space station. Barium cloud to he exploded by a

20-pound charge carried aboard the Black Brant IV rocket. Appro-
ximately 2 pounds oi barium metal material will be exploded into
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the orbit above the bpacecraft. Next acquisition will be
Honeysuckle In 15 minutes 15 seconds. At Greenwich mean
time 14 hours 33 ainutea, this Is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
14 hours, 48 minutes. Acquisition coning through the Honey-
suckle tracking station in 49 seconds. Honeysuckle pass
scheduled to last approximately 8 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Honeysuckle
for 8 nlnutes and if the CDR is available, I'd like to speak
to him, please.

CDR Go ahead
, Crip.

CC Hey Jer, on this upcoming TV 77, we have
you doing the treadmill. One of the things we suspect might
he a problem is one of the upstreamed TV input stations
might have been on, which would 1 ve prevented the TV station
that you were using last night for the pictures of your
dinner from coming through. So what we'd like you to do is

to verify that all upstream TV stations are off and then first
chance you get, just go ahead and turn the TV on and we'll
look at it over a station. But you can go ahead and press on
with the TV 77 as scheduled.

CDR Okay, Crip. 1 was just snooping around
looking at that very thing and I found TV1S station, 133 was
on .

CC Roger. That's probably our problem.
And I'm going to go ahead and turn over the mike to Bill now
and he can talk to you about ATM.

HCC And good morning. Welcome to the first
daily ATM conference. Ed, are you near the ATM panel?

PLT Yeah, I sure am, Bill. Before we start
out, let say I'm really sorry to (garble) problems. I hope
you folks are doing all you can down there to fix it. I

think that's an exrreoely worthwhile experiment and 1 halt to
see us not get any good data on it.

HCC Yeah, the back room is working feverishly
on that. I'll talk a little about that in a minute because
it affects some of the things we're doing here. let me Just
get into a solar update here first. The Sun has slow id down
a little bit since we sent up the SAP yesterday. 87 active
region has slowed. The last significant event was at 03:10
Zulu, that's about 11-1/2 hours ago, we had an M- 1 with
centimetric radial bursts types 3 and 2, with a dark surge
near tht- leader, northwest, moving northwest. There hasn't
been any significant activity since. The area has dinned
slightly and the leader spots are fragmenting. The filaments
south of the area are somewhat active and there's some bright
points at the bases of the filaments. Active region 91 which
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wan growing rapidly yesterday, has slowed and has essentially

stopped growing. Still, however, the greatest potential for

flares and proflare type information is the leading portion

of active region 87.

END OF TAPE
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CC
srr
CC

Okay , one *

Okay, Bill; we copy.
And a further clarification here on the

f laro alarm. To confirm the PMfcC, if it goes off and erase
the confusion from the South Atantlc anonaly and other radiation
use beryllium aperture talkback as 1. Right now our PMEC
threshold Is set for C5 . When the beryllium aperture goes to 1

that's approximately a CI. You can also confirm with bright
points on XUX mon and X-ray image. The aluminum Is a little
softer than wellke although we're looking at maybe giving
numbers on that In the future. The watchword for right now
where we have the significant activity that we do have is

we're really looking for flare rise. One guideline
here, very, very important, little flares are every bit as good
as the big flares so that for most of the experimenters the
size doesn't matter. And, you'll notice we had some flare
watch and fiare watt in today. Related to that is the V<

problem. It appears that It's stuck between filters 5 and
6 as I'm sure you know the ground had telemetry indicating
up through 5 but not f> . the test showed nothing, us a matter of

fact. We didn't even see a start command get in. For the
time being, should you be convinced that you're seeing a

flare rise early. Go ahead and start S054, don't change the
filters. Start It, we'll be betting on the come that we'll be
getting some information. They're prepared to lose some
film here hoping to get a flare rise. And troubleshooting
continues and we'll be getting up with probably daily changes
on that. And correlated to the measurements that you'll be
making, we would appreciate all the information that we can
get from you. In spite of the good telemetry that we get our
best information for what you're doing and how It's going
actually comes from your real-time and delayed time comments.
One point here is, apparently we have missed the 4-llmb coaHgn-
ment data out of the dump tape. Could you recheck that and
either put it on real time when convenient or on dump voice
when convenient to you. Okay, on scheduling for tud'iy we

had set your observing time which was requested at 10 nlmitcH
per orbit per man, a r b 1 t t a r 1 1 y at *> minuter, at the bt'c Inning,
5 minutes at the end of the orbit. The beginning kIvcs yon
time to look around and familiarize yourself with the Sun.
The ending time does the s^irae thing as well as provides a

buffer pad If you're running a little bit slow. You
might think about how we w..nt to use that and schedule it

In the future. For right i.ow we'll stlek with that. We have
some JOP changes that we' re ready to send up right now that
are mostly 82A and they're'of the form of changing exposures
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froa 40 seconds, to 20 seconds. And, tf you have no objections
we'll go ahead uplink those, probably, today. There Is a - »

SPT Go ahead with it Bill.
CC Okay. And there la ona significant change

that 1 did want to discuss with you here before we sent it

up and lt'e the JOP 3 Alfa. 'In the atartup, prior to repointlng
It presently aaya 82A wavelength aho r t 2-second exposure.
2 seconds will be grossly underexposed. They need a longer.
Ideally 20 - 10 seconds to 2( seconds would be Ideal. What
we're proposing Is where the 82 bullet now Is to say 82A
wavelength short, start. Then go ahead and do the high/low
bullet. Co ahead and reconfigure 55 as necessary. Then
we're suggesting to add another bullet that says 82A, stop.

And, we think that that will probably give us between 10 and
20 seconds, although we'll take whatever we get as being
better. An alternative would be to change the 2 seconds to

U seconds, but that's not as good and do you have any thoughts
on that one?

SPT Yeah, let'a go ahead and movt' it around
like you say and put after it the optimum length of tine.
We'll certainly press ale g so you'd have (garble)
as fast as we can but It loesn't hurt to know what
the optimum time is.

CC Okay. Good. We'll do that. We'll put

it in parentheses next to it. For today's planning you notice
that we're pretty heavy on flares. Most of the experimenters
are kind of sitting on the edge of their seats down here hoping
that we might be able to catch a flare rise. The Sun looks
like it's cooperating although as time goes on we expect it

will cooperate less. In a week 2 weeks we expect nothing
so we apologize for the tight scheduling we've tried to

compromise between a little bit loose scheduling til you get
your feet under you - that's r.he wrong word for zero g but
compromise between that and tiylng to be tight for flares. So

all we can say here is do the best you can, go slow, we're
much more interested in doing a few thing" right than a lot

of t hiugs quickly .

PAO Skylah - -

Sl'T Okay. I'm with you there. Oin- thlriK

we have not had much experience yet on and that Is looking at

the XUV monitor at least the real one and interpreting bright
points and flare rise so that's gonna take a little bit of

experie-cs and we're Just gonna have to learn quickly.
{,-... Skylab, Houston. We're 30 seconds from

LOS. Wo'li see you again over Hawaii in about 13 ainuter..

At 15:09. And for the PLT , we'll be standing by there tt
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bo of any assistance we can on 2 32 and ve do anticipate aoae

TAGS firings en route to attitude hero. Okay. - -

PLT Roger. /nd you can help me by Juat giving

me a general description of where the thing la going to appear

and which way it's gonna go. I find that if the drawing la right

it looks like It's going to appear at the top of the window

end I'll track It down. The universal bracket mounting

numbers are not correct. They don't appear to be correct.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

14 hours 58 minutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.

Tho bulk of the pass devoted to a daily ATM conference between

backup crew nember Bill Lenoir and Science Pilot - Science

Pilot Ed Gibson concerning operation of the ATM. Comments

ran^d from describing the anticipation of the scientist on

the ground looking forward hopefully to catch a flare rise

changes in some of the JOPs - there's 3 JOPs scheduled

for today, JOP 2, JOP 6 and JOP 3. For the Initiation of

the ATM operation for the three crew member*. Each crew member

is scheduled 10 minute's viewing time per orbit, 5 minutes

at the start of the orbit and 5 minutes at the end of each

sunlight pass. Science Pilot Ed Gibson - backup Science

Pilot Ed - backup Pilot Bill Lenoir explained that the

scientists here on the ground are sitting on the edge of their

chairs hopefully looking forward to see some flare rises said

the Sun looks like it may cooperate and he cautioned the

crew they'd like to get a few things done right than

a lot of things done quickly. Pilot Bill Pogue raised the

question as to where the barium cloud will be viewed through

the hatch window, that's the window in the orbital workshop.

He VA9 advised it would go from the top of the window to the

bottom. Launch of this rocket is scheduled in 13 minutes

from now from the Poker Flats Rocket Facility near Fairbanks,

Alaska. A 2-pound collection of barium particles will be

exploded into an orbit above Skylab and attempt will be

made to photograph these items through the wardroom window.

Next acquisition in 8 minutes 35 seconds at Hawaii at Greenwich

mean time 15 hours 1 minute. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAo Sky lab Control, Greenwich wean tine 15 hours

8 Blnutaa .'- Acquisition coning through the Hawaii tracking

station In 50 fecond*. 5 »lnutea away fron the launch fro»

Fairbanks, Alaska, of the Black Brant IV rocket.

PLT Okay. That was universal mount sotting (garble)

the Ijna right over into the edge of the frame. And I, good -

That's a good point - At 10:30, I'll track it from there and that's

all I really need.
CC Okay.
CC And the rocket has lifted off.

CDR Crip, this is COR. I've got the television

running now. Do you see anything?
CC We'r* checking It.

CDR Okay.
SPT Okay, Crlp. I can put the 411 coslignments

back on tape for the second time. And also, are you missing the

canister fine sensor (garble) Sun sensor alignment calibration?

CC We haven't found it, but we're still reading.

SPT Okay. Would you like those real tine.

1 can give them to you right now, if you like.

CC Think we 'd like - -

SPT ^11 and the other,
CC I'll tell you, Ed, I think we'd like to leave

this pass open for Bill's work in 232 riant now, if you don't mind.

SPT Okay.
PLT When I get to the point of Interest, Crlp,

my Summary Flight Plan shows 232 activity starting at 15:00.

I just wondered (chuckle) if the Flight Planners really thought

we'd get this all set up in 15 minutes, or actually 13.

PLT It's been slow. I've been working on it

for 2 hours.
CC Okay . So not ed .

CC Good TV.

CC Bill, the rocket is probably going to end

up injecting a little bit farther to the left in your window

than we thought. And, so maybe down toward the 9 o'clock

pos i t ion .

PLT Okay. Thanks a bunch. I'll move my

settings .

CC Well, Just stand by to be flexible.

CC CDR, the VTR is rewound for dump and not

.i va i I ab 1 e .

CDR Okay. I'll go ahead (garble) proceed

liv<; TV.
CC We'll let you know when it's available for

your TV-77.
CDR Okay.
PLT Say, I'm afraid we're in a little trouble

on 9 o'clock. It's hard to get this universal mount to go.
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CC Okay. Don't wove It then, until you see

the thing. It should be injecting about now.

CC We have the event, now, Bill.

PLT Got it .

CC Outat and lng .

CC Bill, we're approaching 15tl3 to change

exposure time to 3 seconds.
CC Sky lab, Houston; 1 linute 111 LOS. See you

In 3-1/2 minutes over Goldstone, at 15:21. And for Jer,

we should have the VTR rewound about the end of the Goldstone

pass, which la about 1 5 J 28 . We'll Call you then.

PLT Rog. He hear*. And I had to atop taking

pictures; I got Sun finally on the dUcone, but, I wai able to

see It right up until I got the Sun on the dlecone.

CC Roger. Did you keep going for 2 minutes,

Bill?
PLT To tell you the truth, I was - The rulea

or this little inductions here says as long as you can see It.

So, that's what 1 did. What time Is It now? It's 18. So, I got

franes up until about 45 seconds ago.

CC Keep going. Go ahead and take one every

30 seconds for 2 aore minutes.
PLT Vou know where there's light - the light -

the window's all lighted.
CC That's okay.
MCC Keep going.
CC Keep press lng

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich lean tine
1 5 hour*, 18 minutes. Lost of signs! at Hawaii. Next acqui-
sition In 2 alnutes through the Coldstone tracking station,
We'll leave the line open lor this pssa through the States.
Apparently Pilot Bill Pogue was successful In photographing
the barium cloud launched by a rocket, Black Brant rocket
fro* Fairbanks, Alaska.

CC Skylab, Houston. Wa'rs AOS Coldatone
for 6 minutes

.

PLT Okay, Crip, l'a still taking then.
CC Okay, Bill. You can go ahead and termi-

nate the photographs now.
PLT Okay. And Just for future planning, we

need to dia this - this thing has almost undiaaed oscillation.
! was trying to steady the daaping aotlon with ay hand after
cocking it and releasing it causer* the camera just shakes all
over the place. So I don't know how good the pictures are,

CC Okay. CopUd. You had quite a bit of

oscillations. Any chance you could give us what the initial
bracket settings were and the final.

PLT Stand by

.

PLT 155, 175 and 285 were the final bracket
settings

.

CC Okay, Bill. Real fine. 1 take- you didn't
have a chance to copy down the initial ones be cause of the -

trying to locate where it was,
PLT Yeah, it was pretty hard to get in the

right field.
CC Rog. Copied.
PLT The original settings were completely off

If 1 have to bracket located correctly. The thing appeared
right in the upper center where it was Just as advertised on
the pad and that's a better description than trying to give
you the universal aounts unless we can get a - some sort of
baseline reference for the brackets or anything.

CC Okay. Real fine. Just for our informa-
tion, can you verify that the trigger of the universal brac.tet
was pointing toward the window?

PLT That's affirmative. The trigger was
toward the window and I was on the left side of the wardroom
window as you face It with your feet on the grid floor.

CC Okay. We'll - guess we'll have to In-
vestigate why - why those settings didn't coae out right. As
far as the thing oscillating, we vert' aware of that from by

looking at it down here and we think we should'vc gotten
real good photographs and it looked like it - a real good
run froD here.

PLT Okay. One other thing. The timings were
precise because of the fact that 1 had to damp 11 with one
hand and I had my - the banc' I had ay watch on, and also the
remote timer itself, was causing some of the oscillations.
I was trying to be as steady, but I did not get precise
timing because of that.
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CC That '« fine , That really no p rob lem
at all, 8111, while I've got you here, do you happen to
have your BREP C&D pad handy?

til Stand by here about 30 eeconds.
CC Okay. The reason both for you and Jer,

you were earlier told today that we moved the maneuver start
time on the ZLV maneuver up a few minutes earlier to save
us some TACS and we changed the tine on the maneuver pad but
that Maneuver time also appears, on your EREP CM) and on
Jer's VTS pads. Juat f o r cons is tency , I would like to make
sure that we got it on that.

PLT Okay. I ha/e my pad in front of me.
You can go ahead.

CC Okay. At about - probably about a third
of the way down, it has operate remarks - begin ZLV maneuver
at 18»0). We want to change that to 17:54.

PIT (Garble) noted.
CC Okay. Would you insure that if Jcr's lied

up right now, that he so notes that on his pad?
PIT Will do.
CC Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS. We'll have you again at Bermuda In 5 minutes. We'll
be doing a data voice recorder dump there, and by the time we
go LOS, for the CDR , the VTf will be available to you.

CDR Okay. Thank you, Crip.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

15 hours, 28 minutes. Pilot Pogue apparently successful
in his attempt to photograph the barium cloud created by the
launch of a Black Plan - Black Brant 4 rocket from Fairbanks,
Alaska. The barium material weighing approximately 2 pounds!
was exploded into - in orbit at 348 miles higher than the -

348 miles high, Skylab is about 235 nautical-miles altitude.
This cloud exploded into the magnetic field, ionized by the
Sun and the particles drifting from the magnetic field from
Alaska all the way down to New Zealand. Plight Director Don
Puddy complimenting his flight controllers here in Mission
Control Center following that successful operation. He says
everything is going smooth. Keep up the good work.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO - - Don Puddy conplla«nC ing his flight
controller* her* at Hiseion Control Center following that
successful operation. He save everything in going taooth
keep up the good work. Next acquisition will be Bernuda
in 1 alnute and 40 seconds. We'll hold the line up for
CAP CO MM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Berauda for 10 Minutes,
And we'll tie doing a data voice tape recorder duap.

CDR Roger, Crip.
SPT Crip, I put the 4 11 ab coallgnaent and

the canister (garble) on sensor alignment on there again. Let
me know when you get it. In general look real good. The
alrror position came up at 10i32 and they ail look like consistent
data.

CC Okay, real good.
CDR Houston, are you done with the tape recorder?
CC Data voice recorder duap 1« coaplete.
CDR l'« going to try to narrate this TV.
CC Stand by one on that. I'm sorry I mis-

understood. No, it is not coaplete, we are still dumping.
CDR Okay, how long do you think it will be?
CC Jer, we should be through with it in about

3 »ore ninutes when we to go LOS.
CDR I'll Just hold for it then.
PUT Are you watching this, Houston?
CC We just saw we went to TACS only.
PLT Roger. Ed is up here now.
CC Okay. We're not going to be able to help

you much. We're 1 minute froa LOS. We'll see you again over
Ascension in about 7-1/2 ainutes at 15:48.

CDR Okay, we had aultiple TACS firings. They
have stopped new ,

PLT And we're looking at a CMG SAT lure Bob,
you probably see it, in TACS only.

CC Roger. We copy that you are In TACS only
now .

PLT That's affirm. And we've got CMU SAT number 4

and we're .still getting TACS firings.
CC Break, break. We recommend GO at hold CMG.
PLT At hold CMG.
CC You need to enable CjG control if you're

there, Ed.
PLT We got acage dropped back.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours

42 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda tracking station
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Next acquisition will be Canar;. Next acquisition will be

Canary in 5 minutes from now. The crew reported multiple

TACS firings as the vehicle returned to proper attitude at

the 232 maneuver to photograph the barium c 1 oud . Mu 1 1 i p 1

e

TACS firings were anticipated as the vehicle returned to the

proper attitude tor aligning the Apollo telescope mount and

the solar panels to the Sun. Another maneuver is scheduled

later today for the first EREP pass along track 48. A 10 minute

data take crossing the coast from Washington, state of Washington

down across through Texas and ending in the Gulf of Mexico.

We missed approximately 5 to 10 seconds of air-to-ground from

the Hawaii pass. We'll play that brief portion now and then

cone back up for the Canary pass In 4 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Hawaii. And Bill we're

standing by to be of any assistance. You were right that you

should first see it at about 10:30 position of your window.

PA0 That concludes the portion missed at the

Hawaii pass a few moments ago. Next acquisition will be 3 minutes

35 seconds at Greenwich mean time 15 hours 44 minutes, this

is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Houston, Sky lab.
CC We're back with you, Ed.
SPT Okay, Crip. We had a cage talkback and

went to TACS only. We released the cage talkback and enabled,
and went ATT HOLD CMGs , enabled the CMGs and then went ATT HOLD
CMGs and we got it stable. We're on 51 degrees out In X. We've
now hit the solar inertal and are moving back again and we've got
the sane maneuver time of 30 minutes in there. If if you'd like
us to change that maneuver time so ve can get back with a little
sunlight remaining so the ACQ SUN SENSORS can update the strap-
down, we can go ahead and do that.

CC Okay, Ed. That all sounded good. You
did exactly right. The problem was that I guess we got up
against a gimbal and the attitude error got too large for it
and it switched to TACS only. That's why you saw the cage.
It was gonna (garble) cage in the CMGs as it does when you go to
TACS only. We're evaluating maneuver time.

CC Skylab, Houston. Just to keep you updated
we're looking in right now and it looks like it's gonna be right
on the hairy edge of getting back to solar inertal right at
dump commence and we're gonna see whether you're gonna make
it or not.

SPT Okay, Crip. We could go ahead and go
ATT HOLD and change that maneuver time.

CC Yeah, vv - -

SPT - - we were in the process of doing before
you came up.

CC Okay. We're still evaluating whether
that - you should do that or not, Ed.

CC Skylab, Houston. Our evaluation Is we
should stick with what we've got.

SPT Okav, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Carnarvon In about 24 minutes,
that's at 16:22, 16:22. And Ed, due to your time limits and
getting that situation squared out, it looks like we're gonna
Ret back to solar inertlal 30 seconds before dump commence.

SPT Okay, Crip.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

15 hours 59 seconds with losn of signal through the
Ascension tracking station. Next acquisition In 22 minutes
•fill be Carnarvon.

PAO Science Pilot Ed Gibson at this time
should be preparing the Earth Terraine camera the S190P - V
camera which will be used in the Earth Resources pass scheduled
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for 18:39 Greenwich mean time. Commander Gerald Carr should
be in the process of performing his dally physical exercise
using one of the several devices on board including the erstaz
treadmill. A simple device of Teflon sheet on which he
hooks up the onboard harness used for the vectorcardiogram
and lower - metabolic analyzer experiment. Wears the harness
and attaches 2 bungees to the floor at the harness and thereby
forces himself into a - into a downward position in which he
walks sliding his feet along nhe teflon pad creating a similarity
to walking or jogging. This exercise gives strength to the
leg muscles and back muscles, Next acquisition in 20 minutes
15 seconds at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 1 minute. This
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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attitude aftering of the vehicle to (he propc

Reevaluating towards the Earth resources pass

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time 16 hours
20 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon tracking
station in 45 seconds. Flight controllers here at Mission Control
Center, reevaluating the usage of TACS, thrustcr attitude control
f ue 1 , on the ret ur
the S2 32 maneuver.

PAO
scheduled to come up at 12:39 Greenvich mean time - 12:39 central
s t andard time.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Carnarvon for 9-1/2 min-
utes.

SPT Hel lo , Houston .

CC Hidy, hldy.
SPT We got back there Just in time.
CC ASCO just informed us of that. Very good.
SPT Okay. At around 15 seconds or so remaining,

we had an attitude of about 359.900 and the rates were all less
than .01. The only real significant rate was (garble) landing
down

.

CC
SPT

also.

Rog.
And the ACQ Sun sensor angle was right

on yourCC Understand your attitude looks
did you say momentum or something?

SPT I said the ACQ Sun sensors were right
on ?ero when we got back there, about 15 seconds remaining

CC Roger.
And the* rate gyro? had no problem.
Copy .

Ed, are you standing by the panel now,
in

SPT
CC
CC

nothir
SPT
CC
here to mak

ea?
Standing by. Crip. Go ahead.
Okay. I guess I just thought I'

item here to make sure we understand what the situation is on the
panel. It's nothing real important but I understand you did do
some switching to bus 2 last night, because of AC- I problem.
Could you verify for me the position of your display switches in
the upper left hand corner of the panel?

SPT Crip, all of those are to bus 2.
CC All of those are in bus 2. What about the

switches on your console power distribution panel?
SPT All of those are in bus 1 except for x-ray

spec and that's bus 2. We don't gel display In bus 1.

CC Okay. We've got a recommendation, inter, how
to get that AC- 1 back and we'll probably get back with you <ti that

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. Based upon evaluation of

weather and the situation that just occurred, with the attitude
control system, we are cancelling the E RE P and we ore going to

clear up one
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the alternate Flight Plan. We are currently evaluating the 183

to see whether we're in position to inhibit dump for that opera-
tion. '

CC Di dn ' t so un d like a lot of enthusiasm there.'
CDR I'm using all of my enthusiast up right now.
CC Good Goo d

.

CDR Sorry we have to cancel that, Crip.
CC Yep . Yeah, we'll - We'll get them in. Got

lots of days to go yet.
SPT Okay, Cri;). I've already got the ETC mounted

in here with filter 5 and everything according to the data. And
I just about finiBhed up the prep. I see here at the end of
the alternate Flight Plan that you want the ETC prep done. Wculd
yousuggest that I Just leave it inhere?

CC Why don't you Just leave it there until we
evaluate what we're going to do with this 183.

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. For the 183, we're going

to have a new pad for it. And, Ed, that's going to require you to
- you or Bill to remove the ETC so that wc can get the 183 installe

SPT Didn't work. Good practice.
CC Roger that. Get to do it again tonight.

And we'll - We're working on the pad now.
CC Skylab, Houston, We ' re 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again over Guam in 6-1/2 ml nut us a I J ') : 3 7 , 16:37.
Jet and - We should be ready by thai time to send this 183 pad.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time 16 hours
31 minutes. Loss of signal at Carnarvon. Next acquisition will
be Guam it U minutes 14 seconds. Flight Director Don Puddy informe
his flight controllers and CAP COMM Bob Crippen informed the crew
that the ERKP pass scheduled for today has been canceled. This
is due to two constraints; weather on the ground track was marginal
and that the flight controllers here still wanted more time to
assess the recent maneuver when the spacecraft returned to the
solar lnertial, to assess that situation further. An excessive
amount of TACS firings were reported during that rtturn to the
proper attitude following photo - photography of the barium cloud
over Alaska, 605 pounds - second- pounds of TACS were used pound
seconds - 605 pound- se conds of TACS wrte used returning the vehicle
to the proper attitude. Only 137 pound seconds were anticipated.
So that approximately is not quite three tint's .in much <is 1A<:\

were used in that maneuver. The ground will reassess tint maneuver
but the reason - basic reason for canceling the I. Kill' i s the weather
Flight Director Don Puddy making that decision. Next n i «j u I s I t i on
will be Guam in 2 minutes 55 seconds. We'll leave the line up for
that pass.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - an alternate flight plan will be
Implemented now to cover the time the crew would have used
for the preparation and performance of the EREP pass for today
This will give the crew an additional 3 hours on che ATM
console. Specifically Commander Carr and give the Pilot
Pogue the opportunity to perform experiment S183, this is

the experiment of Dr. George Courtes, of Marseille, France.
The ultraviolet S183 is the ultraviolet panorama experiment.
Purpose is to obtain color photos of selected stellar objects
in 2 band passes. The stellar objects to be studied are
individual hot stars which are distributed in different
regions of the sky in relation to the Milky Way. And collecti
groups of stars, such as clusters, galaxy, nuclei and the
stellar clouds in the Milky Way. This experiment goes through
the anti-solar scientific airlock at which the Earth terrain
camera would have been used if there were an EREP pass. A
new pad for this operation will be passed up to the crew ;i n

d

S183 - it looks as though S183 will be performed today. Again
the EREP paa3 has been cancelled due to the weather primarily
and flight controllers want a little nore time to study the
excessive use of tacs during the return to the proper attitude
following photography of the bnriuia cloud experiment. We'll
hold the line up for this upcoming pass, CAF COMM Bob Crippen.
We anticipate acquisition in 25 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through Guam
for 7 minutes

.

SPT Hello; Houston.
CC Roger; Ed. And, if the CDR can verify

for us that he has completed his TV77 we'll go ahead and
rewind the VTR here so we can dump it over the States.

CDR I am complete, Crip. Cleaning up now and
I'm headed for the ATM.

CC Okay. Very good, Jer. Can you verify
for me this morning whether you put 54 back - that filter
switch back to storage?

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Very good. Thank you. We're tonna ask

you to rerun that naif the next time you get on the ATM p.inel
we'll talk about it there. We didn't see a start indication
on our data down here. We think it might be vorth trying
again .

CDR Okay, Ed's, working at the ATM right now.
PLT Go ahead, Crip. You want to try right

n ow ?

CDR How about a DAS start, Houston?
CC I'm sorry, 1 didn't copy your last, Jer.
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CDR Hey, If it doesn't work, again with the

switch, how about trying to ttart with DAS 6? Do we have that

capability?
CC Believe so. We'll check it.

CC Okay, Ed. If you are in the vinicity
of panel and you can do it for us and if - have you got that

54 raal pad that Jerry used earlier?
SPT Right in my hand.
CC Okay. Why don't you go ahead and run

through that for us?
SPT Okay. Coming up.
CC And, we dowant to use the switch to try

starting it this time and we'll talk about it if that doesn't
wo rk

.

&PT I've got to reset/1.
SPT I've give you about 30 seconds in that

position.
SPT Okay. Going to start.
SPT About 5 seconds.
CC Copy start.
SPT Okay. We got frames decrementing here.
CC And, PIT, Houston. We have the new

183 pad for you in the teleprinter right now. It's only a minor
correction of a mistake that was on your last pad and we do
have the VTR rewound now Skylab so it is not available to
you.

PL T PLT
, Roger.

CC PLT , Houston. You got a moment?
PLT Go, Crip.
CC Even on that revised 183 padwe told

him to use carousel 2-2 and we said it was In drawer H, Hotel,
however we're not positive. You have two carousels, one 1 Bn bravo
and one in Hotel. We do want you to use carousel 2-2, which-
ever drawer It's in.

PLT Rog. Use carousel 2-2.
CC Okay, Bill. Thank you. Sorry about the

nlxup .

CC Skylah, Houston. We are 30 seconds from
LOS. We'll see you over Goldstone in 17 minutes at 17:00,
1 7 :00.

PAD Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 4 4 minutes. Next acquisition will be Goldstone i>

15 minutes 2 5 seconds. A revised Flight Plan for today following
cancellation of the E REP pass. 3 additional hours will be
spent on the ATM by Commander Gerald Carr. Pilot Pogue rather
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than operating the control of this flight panel through the

EREP pass will now use that block of time for operation of

the S183 ultraviolet panoramic camera, which goes into the

antisolar scientific airlock as would the Earth terrain camera.

A new pad for the operation of this camera is presently in

the teleprinter aboard the spacecraft. EREP pass cancelled

primarily due to weather and additional time requested by

Flight Sirector Don Puddy to evaluate the momentum situation

aboard the spacecraft following the excessive use of TACS fol-

lowing the return to - of the vehicle to the proper attitude af

taking photographs of the barium cloud experiment. Next

acquisition in 14 minutes at. Greenwich mean time 16 hours

46 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Greenwich mean

tine 16 hours 59 minutes. We will have acquisition of

Skylab IV on a descending pass across the United States.

Acquisition at Goldstone In approxlnately 40 seconds. We'll

leave the line open for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS across the

States and we should be with you about 12 minutes.
SPT Hello ,

Crip

.

CC Hidi, hidi. For 1 guess the CDR, since he

should be getting ready to go on - on - to be up on the ATM

panel. As Ed, as you saw, we didn't get (garble) on that 54

miles. Our current procedure is now to operate S054 during

flares only until further notice from -

PLT Okay . Copied .

CC I'm getting to watch a Marine here do

exercise on TV.
SPT Jerry's been doing 100 pushups since we

go t he re .

CC Rog. I'm always impressed by those.

PLT Sounded like he believed you, Ed.

CC I'll tell you what. I had a DI one time

showed me he could - coudl do one-arm pushups. 1 believe that

Marines can do anything.
PLT They really can, Crip.
CC Roger that. Jer, I got a question I

need to ask you about our scheduling for tomorrow. You mention

about getting 30 minutes extra time ahead of EREP and we're

kind of getting backed up against a brick wall here In the

morning cause you are scheduled to do a 92-171 run and then

get right into EREP and if we give you the 30 minutes, it's

going to mean backing up any of pre-sleep - correction, post-

sleep time to get that 30 minutes. Your going to have to end

up eating real early and so forth to allow your hour ahead

of the 92. And we can kind of do that at your 'druthers. I'm

afraid that none of the alternatives look *ood aa frr as you

are. Hey, that contraption of Bill's looks like it realty work

CDR Yes, it sure does. It really puts the

work on you. And there's a voice dump that goes with t li 1 1 .

Lots of heavy breathing.
CC Roger that. Ilow about thinking nl<<>>,{

that EKKP and the 30 minutes for u« for a while and let us

know what your 'druthers are.
CDR Crip, I really would like that 30 minute*.

I'll tell you, if I'll, necessary, go ahead and eat early and

can cut into uy post-sleep.
CC Okcydoko. If you wanted us to get you

up a little bit early, I gues-s we could do that too otherwise.
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you can just eat shortly after getting up.

cljR We'll make that decision later on

this evening when we see the Flight Plan.

CC Okay .

cc j?d
t

you got a minute to talk to met

SPX Go a head, Bob.

cc A - you got that ETC there in - in (garble)

time and we were wondering was there any possibility you

might have installed that and dented the SAL at any time during

the maneuver?
SPT Yeah, I probably did, Crip. Is that

what threw it off?
cc Quite possible. That SAL produces a

pretty good vent on us and that was a fairly critical run

as far as our MMD had shown. So that might have been what

could ' ve gotten ua

.

S pj Yeah, I was trying to get ahead, Crip, but

I didn't realize we had th.it extreme.

CC Roger that. Okay, 1 guess, - that SAL vents

are - really critical any tine any maneuvering Is

go 1 n g on .

SPT Hey, hold up. Let me take a look, back

here. i - l'» not sure I can - did. Hold on.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We've got 1 minute to

LOS and about a minute and a half, I'll have you again over

Texas at 17:07.
CDR Roger.
PLt That's negative, Crip. The only thing

1 had done was to pressurize the cell. By John, did not

vent it .

CC You did not vent it prior to 8«>ing TACS

ON. Understand?
SPX That's affirm. I got the experiment

installation done and that was it and Bill will also t.'nt

that the - -

CC Okay.
flX did - was not venting when he took it out.

CC Okay . Very good .

C c Skylab, Houston. We ' i e back with you

agai" for about 11 minutes and we'll be doing a data voice

recorder dump here through MILA.
CDR Key, Crip, though, your question does

get me to thinking. tt would be useful to - (or us to get

aware - become aware of the new constraints that we're

working under because of this 2 CMC, and also reminds us of

some of the old ones. If you could put together a useful one on

a teleprinter pad that we could pose somewhere, I think that

voul d he lp us out .

CC Okay. We can certainly advise you the
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old constraints and I think we're still feeling our way about

the new one .

CDR Okay. It wouldn't nurt for you to be

a little conservative though. We - we'd like to start out that

way and we need to be reminded of some of those things.

CC Roger that .

cc CDR, Houston. Jer , know you're working the

at the ATM panel. If you do get a little sell here, I've got

a little procedure that snakes sure that AC-1 buss problem^

on the ATM C&D and we got about another 10 minutes through

this pass, so, if it comes up - we can do it, here or we can ca

lt l3
CDR Okay. I'm just setting up building block 2

and I'll be right with you.

SPT Crip, Is there any feeling that those two

problems could be interrelated?
cc Are you talking about bU and the AC-1, Ed?

SPT That's affirmative.
CC 1 really don't believe so. We've seen

this before on that AC-1 several tines and basically, it's

tended - seems to trip out at various tines for reasons we

haven't been able to explain. And we have discovered th.it

by cycling, the inverter LCA circuit breaker number ^1, it's

able to resirt it such that you get it back and that's the

procedure I was going to go over with Jer and it's very simple

and the one you should use if you ever loose it again.

SPT Okay.
CC That's assuming we'll get it back.

SPT is the S05<« filter anywhere within reach

during EVA through the film hatch?
Cc We're - we're taking a look at that.

Our initial thinking is that they're not accessible. And

Jer, we need you to close the 52 door before commencing this

building b lock

.

CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay, Crip. Go ahead with that procedure.
CC Okay , Jer . All I wan t you to di> is to

take the inverter, LCA number 1 circuit breaker and pull
it out and put it back in and then you can put the display
switch up in the upper left-hand corner, oh, a good one
would be your event timer to bus 1 and see if you can get
your event timer display to work.

CC And, there should be a delay associated
with it.

CDR Crfp, you were cutting in and out on that
Say again.

CC Okay. Want you to take the inverted LCA
circuit breaker number 1, pull it out, put it back in, then
go up in the upper left-hand corner on your display switch
and take the event timer and put it to bus 1 and verify
whether you can get an event time display.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We have rewound the VTR

and got it all dumped off, it's clean and available for your
use on ce more.

CDR Roge r

.

CDR Okay . Tha t fixed it, Crip.
CC Okay . You c an take the display switches

then, all four of them an d gob ack to bus 1. That - down the
on the console powe r d i s t ributi on - the X-ray spect has
to remain in b us 2 though

CDR Okay . I'll leave that in bus 2 and also
intensity data has gone t c bus 1 too and it looks g oo d .

CC Yeah. Ok a y . And, in the future if you
loose that bus 1 displays you can anticipate that thai probably
was the problem and you can probably cure it by cycling that
breaker. Would - We're kind of curious. Is there a chance
that anybody might have gone to variable lighting under either
integral or numeric or perhaps touched either of those pots?
We're trying to figure out why that tning keeps cycling off.

CDR I don't really know, Crip. I'm pretty
sure I haven' t in my powcrup.

CC Okay. Real fine. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll have you again at Ascension in about 9 minutes.
I do have a SAP update for you. If you've got your SAP handy, I

can tell you about It.
CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay. We've got a new active region Just

south of 87 that's coming up and it's going to be active rej ion
92. It's located at 20/. 3.
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

17 hours 20 minutes. Loss of signal through a Stateside pass.

During which time CAP COMM Bob Crippen discussing with Science

Pilot Ed Gibson the S054 problem. This developed last night

in operation of the S054 , when the filters stuck between

filter 3 and filter 6 on the instrument. Science Pilot Gibson

going through troubleshooting procedures to correct this,

however, the ground has advised that the S054 instrument would

be used only on flare operations and until further notice the

S054 will be used only for flares. On this preceding pass the

ground received approximately 11 minutes of television of

Commander Gerald Carr performing exercises while rid - one while

riding the bicycle ergometer, the second, using the ersatz

treadmill developed for this mission by fellow astronaut

scientist-astronaut Dr. William Thornton. This is a simple

device where an aluminum sheet covered with Teflon is affixed

to the grit floor and placed at an angle and the astronaut

puts on the onboard restraint harness used for the riding

of the bicycle ergometer. Puts this around and then at the waist

is attached a bungee cord from the front and a bungee cord

from the back. This provides a force of approximately 175

pounds. And then the astronaut wearing socks walks on the

Te f Ion- coated pad and the subject bends forward placing the

forward portion of the foot on the forward area of the sheet

and attemps to walk forward this way producing a controlled
rearward slip of the foot and then he repeat* the motion with

the other foot. This gives them a walking, a jogging motion

and as shown by the television Commander Carr was close

to jogging state. This places high loads on the lower

leg - lower legs and also the back on previous missions in

the Skylab Program the SL-II crewmen for instance, lost an average

of 6 percent in the calf measurements and 10 percent in leg

volume and 20 percent in leg strength. In Skylab III the crew members

on mission day 40 measured 7 percent loss in girth in the legs

and volume of 12 to 14 percent. This exercise is designed
to give pressure on the legs and the back and complenent the

other exercise devices aboard the spacecraft permitting
astronauts to exercise all portions of their body. At

Greenwich mean time 17 hours 23 minutes. Next acquisition

in 4 minutes 10 seconds will be Ascension. At Greenwich mean

time 17 hours 23 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through

Ascension for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger. Are we going Into the SAA now?

CC That's affirmative. You are.
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CDR Okay

.

CC And, for the PLT. Sorry for the suIt-X
but, we - we're not gonna do the 183. Further Investigation
we determined the better part of valor is not to have the
momentum dump Inhibited this time around.

PLT Okay, Crip. It was a good training
exercise anyway

.

CC Rog.
PLT . You want me to leave it inatalled?
CC Rog; right now. We're talking about

trying to see if perhaps pressurizing on the SAL there is

having any effect - of lea .age or something going overboard.
We saw something the other day that kinda leads us to suspect
that and what happened back there during the maneuver also
leads us to be suspicious. So, we're trying to come up with
an idea and a procedure here.

PLT Okay. Just so you will know I do have
the 183 installed in the minus-Z SAL.

CC Rog. You have it installed now. We do

not want to do anything during this dump - during this upcoming
dump and is the SAL still pressurized?

PLT Negative. I vented It.

CC Okay. Understand it is vented now.
PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay. We'd just like to leave it in that

state here,
PLT Okay .

CC PLT, Houston. As an idea to perhaps use up

some time if you're just sitting there twiddling your thumbs.
We have a HK8A scheduled for the CDR at about 20:00 and we
might be able to pick up an ATM pass if you could get that
out of the road for him.

PLT Housekeeping 8 Alfa. Roger.
CC And, Bill, another possibility during

this upcoming night pass about 21 minutes from now is you
could do a T002-1 using stars 12 and 15. You should have
l i mi' possibly to get both of them in if, that is the house-
keeping and the T002. If there's any question about time the
housekeeping is the one we w ou 1 d pe r f e r

.

PLT Okay. And.it will just give me .» y,ootl

chance to dryrun TO 02. The first time through on this it's
taking me about twice the allotted time to do the experiment and

I'm just sort of pressing on taking it easy but I'll try to

ge t t hem bo th i n .

CC Okay. Very good. We appreciate that.
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Seems like the same comments we heard from previous flights
that it takes a little while getting used to. We're about
30 seconds from LOS now. We'll see you again over Carnarvon
in 2 6 minutes at 17:59. 17:59.

PLT Roger, Crip.

END OF TAPK
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P AO Skylab Control. Greenwich ae an time
17 hours 34 minutes. Loss of signal through the Ascension
tracking station. Next acquisition in 14 minutes and 8 seconds
will be Carnarvon. The ground advised Pilot Bill Pogue that
S183 will be scrubbed for today. This was on the alternate Flight
Plan replacing the EREP pass which has been canceled. The con-
straints for operation of 183 is chat no momentum dump be me -

be made while the instrumei t is in operation out of the antisolar
scientific airlock. And s nee Flight Director Den Puddy wants
to make these momentum dumps during the upcoming passes - revolu-
tions, derision has been made to delete S183 from today's
alternate Flight Plan. In place of operation of S183 will
be the T002. This is the manual navigation siting experiment. PI
is Robert J. Randle of the Aim9 Research Center at Mo f f e t

t

Field, California along with Major Stanley W. Powers of the
U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado. The purpose
of the experiment is to investigate the effect of 1 on g- d u r a t io

n

spaceflights on the ability to navigate with handheld instruments,
without the use of computers. Siailar experiment was performed
during the Gemini program. The navigation instrument used Is
a handle Id sextant. A siting - are made during dark part of
the orbit using certain selected stars for navigation - for
siting of the navigation instrunent. Also added to the
Flight Plan in this alternate operation today is housekeeping chore
number 8A. This is the transfer of urine bag to the work-
shop area. This was to have been done by Commander Carr later
today. Pilot Pogue will do that now during this block of time
formerly set aside for operation of the EREP instrument. A
possibility the crew will later check to see if there might be
a leak in the antisolar scientific airlock during the pres-
surlz.it Ion cycle. It's a possibility that if this did occur
during the reorientation of the vehicle 2 rove ago after the
barium cloud photography that this may have added to the mo-
mentum problem at that time. During that maneuver, 605 pounds
of - 600 poun d-s econ ds of TACS fuel were used returning the
vehicle to the proper altitude. Next acquisition will be
Carnarvon in 20 minutes 55 seconds. At Greenwich mean time
17 hours 37 minutes, this Is Skylab Control.

1'AO Skylab Control. Greenwich aean time 17
hours 57 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon
tracking station in 50 seconds. Crew presently in an alternate
Flight Plan due to the cancellation this morning of the scheduled
EREP pass, pass number 1 scheduled due to weather and operational
contraints due the excessive use of the TACS system. An asessment
of the TACS situation is currently underway here at Mission
Control Center. Leave the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Carnarvon for
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SPT Wil co.

CC Hidy, hidy Edward. Do we have anybody

up in the STS or MDA area that could throw a valve for us'

SPT CDR' 8 on his way .

CC Roger. And Ed, while I've got you there,

did you ever have a chance to do that rate gyro temperature
measurements yesterday?

PLT Negative, Clip. Would you confirm that

the grease was in 136, and it's a blue tube of white - it's

urnt.
It is in 136 and that's affirraati

PLT Okay . We * 11 ge t i t .

CDR Okay, Crip. Go ahead. CDR at STS.

CC Roger, CDR. Sounds like Edward's working
pretty hard back there. Jer, what we'd like you to do is on

panel 135, the EREP coolant valve, we'd like to place that

thing to FLOW. And the reason is that we are continuing to

see somewhat some fluctuations in the flow rate on that and

we'd like to just look at it in this position to see if we

can get any difference. And it could be that you guys may be

noticing some gurgling from that particular pump module and

I could give you an idea where it Vas located if you're
interested.

CDR Okay. it's in FLOW and where's the

pucip?
CC Okay. It's in the lock compartment

just after the release valve or the c-cabln release valve

on panel 313 and it's about 12 inches after the forward hatch
and it's off the plus-Z axis about 30 degrees toward the

minus-Y. If you - -

CDP. Yeah, Al Bean's got a lit tit- 8 1 p,c, right

there that says 'Noise.'
CC Okay. That's it. We had the noise with

the - pump Alfa. We're on Bravo now and we're noting, some

irregularities. So if anybody hears any noise, that's coning
from that area, we would be interested in knowing ahout it.

CDR Okay. I'll write 'gurgle' right next

to 'Noise.'
CC Roger. 'Gurgle, question nark.'
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll sec you again in -.-1/2 minutes over Guam at 18:12, 18:12
CDR So long, Bob.
CC Work, work, work.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

18 hours 9 minutes, with loss of signal at Carnarvon. AcquisI
lion will cone through th^ Guam tracking station in 2 minutes
10 seconds. Discussions vn this Carnarvon pass concerned
the switching of a pump switch in the EREP coolant system.
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The EREP coolant loop runs in parallel with the ATM C&D panel

cooling subsystem, which i* in turn connected to the airlock

module coolant loop. The purpose of this test is to verify

the pressure within the punps, and Commander Carr was given

a spot in the vehicle to listen for possible gurgling cf a

pump. He commented that Al Bean had left a sign on the wall

saying 'Noise.' Apparently this is where the pump is located

in the multiple docking adapter. This system provides coolant

for the tape recorder, the S192 electronics control and dis-

play panel and other systems within EREP in the multiple

docking adapter. Acquisition coming through the Guam tracking

s'ation. We'll leave the line up for CAP COMM Bob Clipper,.

END OF TAPE
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Sky 1 ab , Houston.
So long , Crip .

Ed, you're wearing me out just looking at the

We're AOS Guam 8-1/2 minutes.
CDR
CC

watch down here.
CDR I wish that star would lay on a good flare

just to keep him hftppy,
CC Rog . >

CDR I think he's trying to generate his own up

He's tound his thing.
The Wizard of Oz.
Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute frou LOS.

Goldstone in 16-1/2 ninutes. That's at

Okay , Cr ip .

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 18 hours
Next acquisition will be

This is Skylab Control,

CC
We 1 ve

1 1 1
1' r e .

CC
CDR
CC

We'll see you
18:37, 18:37.

CDR
PAO

22 minutes. Loss of signal at Guam.
Goldstone in 14 minutes 30 seconds.
Greenwich mean time 18 hours 22 minu

?A0 Skylab Control,
36 minutes. Acquisition coming through the stateside Goldstone
pass in 50 seconds, as Skylab space station concludes its
2846th revolution of the Earth. Day 197 In the life of the
orbital assembly Skylab space station, and day 12 in the mission
of Skylab IV.

Skylab, Houston, we're AOS across the states,
for about 12 minutes.

Roger, Crip.
And for the CDR, we just sent up

to cover the pass about 2000 when- you w
to do a housekeeping 8 Alfa. I believe Bill pic
for you, so we've got an extra ATM in there if yo
for us .

CDR Okay Crip, 1 heard it coming.
CDR Our little woodpecker is active today.
CC (Laughter). The woodpecker copies.
CC Skylab, Houston. Does the PLT have a moment

to talk ?

PLT Rog. I'm Just sittine here putting boric
acid tablets you know where.

CC (Laughter). That really sounds exciting.
PLT I can hardly stand it.
CC Roger that. I mentioned earlier, I don't

know whether you heard or not, but we wanted to run a little
test on the minus-Z SAL to check out a possible leak with
the valve. And what we'd like you to do is to go ahead

PLT

schedule

Greenwich mean time 18 hours

ATM
i* schedule

that up
an get it
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and pressurize the SAL using the regular door-closing procedures.
And then wp want to leave It like that for about a half an hour,
and monitor whether we get any decay during that half an hour.
And If we do not, what we're going to do Is have you go back to

press on the valve with the desiccant valve closed and monitor
it for another half an hour.

PLT Okay now Crip say that again. I thought
1 understood what you were saying but that last bit then
sort of threw me with the desiccant valve. You want me to do
it with the desiccant valve and then later without it. Right?

CC But now what we want you to do is to go ahead
and pressurize the SAL using the regular door closing procedures.
And when you complete that, you end up with the SAL valve in

closed and the desicant valve closed.
PLT All right .

CC Okay, and we're going to leave it like that
for half an hour. And if we - have you monitor it periodically
to see whether we get any decay. If we don't get any decay,
then we're going to take the SAL pressure valve and put ft to

press, and leave it like that for another half hour monitoring
it. And that configuration has the desicant valve closi.-d,

and the pressure valve in PRESS.
PLT Okay, that's lnwork.
CC Okay, appreciate it.

END OF TAPE
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PLT - - going to PRESS now.

CC Okay, fine. We'll be monitoring our

momentum during this little test pass to see whether we end up

with anything significant out of it also. And if you could

report to us whether there was any variation on the pressure we

would also appreciate it.

Cc CDR, Houston. When you get a chance I

got another snail change I'd like you to make to your sap.

C rj r Okay. Be with you in a minute.

cl)R it looks like active region 92 is beginning

to fade a little bit. It came on strong last daylight

pass. Now it seems to be weakening a bit.

CC Copy.
CDR Okay, Bob. Go ahead with your message.

Cc Okay Jer. Toward the end of your sap

under flare guideline for all flare 54, We indicate there

in that sequence that we want the grating in, we would like

to change that I to an 0 for out.

CDR Okay. For all flares under the flare

guideline. We'll change the Ito an 0.

CC Okay. And, the reason for that Jer, is

that that giating is driven by sane 28 volts that is suspect

in the present filter malfunction and if we do get a malfunction

want tc end up with the grating hung in the

that's why we want to leave it out.

Okay. Crip, are you folks makin
rather than a mechanical?
They're still evaluating it, Ed. It - It -

a possibility so that - we're trying to cover

of that
In pos i t ion .

SPT
electrical p

this

roble

electrical is

all of our bets here.
SPT is the filter drive motor strong enough to

show any current rise when it's operating?

CC That's negative. We saw nothing at all

there is a ground suspect that is missing.

C C Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over the Vanguard in 10 minutes

at 19:03. 19:03. We will be doing a data voice recorder dump

there .

SPT
PAO

18 hours
station. Ne
Tananarive

.

7 minutes 20
troublt shoo t i

55

Roger

.

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

inutes. Loss of signal through the M I LA tracking

t acquisition in 7 minutes 43 seconds will be

Correction, next acquisition will be Vanguard in

seconds. Pilot Bill Pogue going through the

procedures to determine if in fact the anti-

solar scien t 1 fic airlock does have a leak during the pressur i zal ion
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portion. He's going through a - about a 10-Btep procedure no

pressurize the antl-solar scientific airlock. The feeling

here on the ground that this may have contributed to the

situation experienced earlier today following the reorientation

of the Skyiab space station from an attitude during which

photographs were taken of the barium cloud. During that post-

experiment maneuver more than 600 pound seconds of thruster

attitude control system fuel was used. Only approximately
100 pounds were anticipated to be used for that experiment.
Next acquisition will be Vanguard. Minutes 10 seconds,

Greenwich mean time 18 hours 57 minutes. This is Skyiab
Control.!

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean tine
19 hours 2 minutes. Acquisition coaing through the Vanguard
tracking ship in 50 seconds, as Pilot Bill Pogue working on

the antisolar scientific airlock in an attempt to determine
if there in fact, is a leak while the airlock is being
pressurized. Part of the assessment the ground is making of the
cause of the excessive amount of TACS used in a maneuver earlier
this morning. Acquisition in 20 seconds. We'll hold the
line up for CAP COHM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through the
Vanguard for 7-1/2 minutes, doing a data vol - voice recorder
dump .

SC Roger.
SC Crip, we're 15 minutes into the SAL

pressure (garble) check, it'.'i holding steady.
CC Copy. It's holding steady.
SC That's affirm.
CC PLT , Houston. Wher you can get to it,

you can go ahead and take the SAL valve back to PRESS. And
will you time 30 minutes for us, and after the 30 minutes,
we want you to go ahead and do a 183 film stow.

PLT (Garble) work, SAL to PRESS, wait 30 minutes and
then do a 183 film stow.

CC Rog. And of course, we'd like you to

note and see if you see any pressure decay during that 30.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We've got a good l0"g LOS here. It's about an hour
and 4 minutea. We'll see you over Goldstone at 20:U, 20:14.
And we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump when we see
you there. And, Jer, for your information, we have - HOAA's
been seeing some brighting in active region 87.

CDR That's affirmative. I've Just seen it,

too. It hasn't gotten bright enough to show up In XUV yet.
And dog-gone it we've only got 13 minutea left in daytime.

CC Roger that.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich stan time 19

hours 11 minutes, with loss - loss of signal at the Vanguard
tracking ship. Next acquisition will be Goldstone 1 hour
and 3 minutes, as apace station Skylab is in its 1847th
revolution. Spacecraft will bypass tracking stations around
the world, coming back in contact with Goldstone on the
descending pass down the wtst coast of the United States.
At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 11 minutes, this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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F'AO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean t I mv
20 hours 10 minutes. Acquisition coning up on tlii.s 2H4Hth
revolution of the Skylab space station in 3 minutes 15
seconds. When Skylab returns to stateside acquisition in
a few moments, ground controllers will be looking closely
at the antisolar scientific airlock. Pilot Bill Pogue
during the last pass over Vanguard tracking station, was
troubleshooting the airlock to determine if there may be a

leak in this sealed door through which numerous scientific
instruments are passed outside the workshop. Flight Director
Don Puddy ordered the check following a spacecraft maneuver
this morning which resulted in an excessive amount of maneu-
vering fuel being used by the thruster attitude control
system which maintains vehicle stability. The maneuver, which
followed a photographic session of a rocket launch barium
cloud, resulted in an excessive use of TACS fuel. If the
scientific airlock did leak prior to - prior to or during
this pos t -expe ri men t maneuver,' It would' ve caused venting
and parting unwanted torque to the space station. Flight
Director Puddy asked that the crew do 2 separate 30- minute
tests. If there is no leak in the airlock, then additional
assessment will be made to locate other possible causes which
nay have (garble) the momentum aboard the space station.
If nothing turns up, Puddy indicates It is something we will
Just have to plan around. TACS and momentum management has
has become an important item of major concern since the loss
of 1 of the 3 control moment gyros A days ago. The control
moment gyro maintains vehicle stability. The TACS usage in
today's maneuver was 605 pound-seconds . It was expected this
maneuver would have utilized just 137 pound-seconds of TACS
fuel. We will have acquisition through the Goldstone tracking
station in 1 minute as the crew continues in their modified
Flight Plan due Co the cancellation of the EfcEP pass earlier
today. The E REP past* was cancelled because of deteriorating
weather In - along ground track 48 and also to provide ground
controllers more time to assess the excessive amount of use
of TACS in that maneuver this morning. Acquisition in 35
si-conds. We'll hold the line up for CAP C0MM Bob Crlppcn.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Goldstone for
12-1/2 minutes and we'll be doing a data voice recorder dump
hero.

C DR Roitet, Houston.
SPT Great view of California coast, Bob.
CC Say again, please, Ed.
PLi' A great view of the California coast

f San Fransico on down.
CC Roger. You're coming right down Baja now.
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PLT That's affirmative.
cc if Bill's got a moment, he didn t mention -

we're assuming that he. did not show any leakage on that 183

SAI. awhile ago.
PI,T That's affirmative.

CC Rog-
,

pIT i 3aw that yesterday and couldn t get

to the camera. I was doinj: something else, (garble).

(jC Tell us what you see?

pLT We're coming right down the coast of

Mexico and we're Just waiting to see exactly how far out

we - we (garble). We may be able to get a picture of the

volcanic areas down there in Nicaragua.

CC All right.
PLT The weather is beautiful.

PLT Right over Acapulco, Bob.

cc Got good weather down there also?

PLT Yeah, beautiful.
cC Okay, Ed we're about 45 seconds from

LOS we'll see you again over the Vanguard at 20:38, 2038

that's about 12 minutes from now.

SPT Roger.

S p T Get so ne good handheld photos nerc Boh,

good geology and what (garble).
CC Okay very good.

rA0 Skylali Control, Greenwich mean time

20 hours, 27 minutes. Loss of signal on this one of the final

passes, stateside passes today. Next acquisition will be the

Vanguard tracking ship in 10 minutes 38 seconds. Greenwich

mean time 20 hours 27 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylib Control at 20 hours 37 minutes and

9 seconds Greenwich raeti time. Skylab space station Is now

approaching the range cf the Vanguard tracking ship. We 11

bring the line up live for air-to-ground through Vanguard,

lasting a little less than 9 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Vanguard for 11 min-

utes.
CDR Roger, Dick.

CC I'm not Dick. I got red-haired Murray - -

CDR (Garble) that's right, I keep forgetting.

CC (Laughter) roger.

CDR I'm right in the middle of 4 Bravo, the

- I'm - I'm sorry the A th step 4 Charlie of JOP 2A. The

bright spots are now getting kind of knotty, a bunch of bright

knots not very uniform euission for the 82B slit. But I

do have the silt parallel to the neutral light.

CC Copy.
CDR Hey Crip, did active region 87 do anything

while we were behind the Earth?
CC Let me check that for you.

CDR It really looks like it's pooflng out now.

CC We have got no - no reports of any activity

In 87 as to this time.
CDK Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again in ibout 15 minutes over Tananarive at

21:03. And Jerr, we've got your Flight Plan onboard and still

working on Bill and Ed's.
CDR Okay, thanks.
PAO Is that going on. Skylab - Skylab Control

at 20 hours 49 nlnutes and 47 seconds Greenwich wean time.

Present time the Skylab is out of range of the Vanguard

tracking ship. Our next acquisition 13 minutes 12 seconds from

now will be at Tananarive.
PAO Skylab, Control st 21 hours 2 minutes and

11 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

54 seconds from acquisition of signal at Tananarive. The line

will be up for Tananarive for the next 9 minutes. This is

Skylab Control a 9 minute pass through Tananarive coming up.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS, Tananarive for 8

minutes

.

CDR Rog, Crip.
CC I've got a slight modification I'd like

to make to the next ATM pass for the CDR If he could copy it

down .

CDR Stand by Crip, be right with you.

CC Okay, no rush, it's not a big deal. And

also for the SPT, I'd like to ask if - If he has any questions
about that rate gyro temp measurement, and - and we - we kind
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of got hln right in the middle of exercise talking about it

a while ago on thermal (garble) and so forth.

CDR He's on the chair right now, but I think

he'll be able to do it probably sometime during this night

pass after he finishes his M131.

CC Okay .

•

CDR And I'd like to announce that - that the

controls of the ATM will be manned by our eminent solar physicist

Dr. Edward Gibson, on the next day pass.

CC Okay, I - 1 think our flight planning sort

of went over - over board on giving you all the first passes

there Jcrr. I understand you're goiny, to turn it over to the

SPT next pass.
CDR Yeah, 1 - it's not that I wanted to give

it up but he just keeps coming up here salivating all over

the panel and I figure I better let him have it for awhile.

CC Roger, that. (Laughter). t think that

if you had a chance to look at you'd notice that we - that we

tried to give him a little bit more opportunity at it tomorrow.

PLT Better do that or he won't be fit to live

with.
CC Suspected that.

CDR Crip go ahead with your change.

CC Okay, as you mentioned earlier the activity

in active region 87, has been decreasing and during the next

pass, we have a JOP 3 Bravo of Building block 24 that we'd

like to eliminate and we suggest replacing it with a shopping

list 26 Bravo.
CDR Okay, shopping list 26 Bravo.

CC Thank you sir.

CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again in about 40 minutes over Hawaii at 2 1:48,

2 1:48.
CDR Roger, so long Crip.

CC Bye-bye.
f>AO Skylab Control at 21 hours 10 minutes and

48 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've had a drop out of

signal at Tananarive, it doesn't appear we're going to get them

back but we'll keep the line up for another minute and a half

to see If they do come back.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 11 minutes

and 27 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've had a call from

Tananarive indicating that that's the end of the transmission

through Tananarive, have hid loss of signal there. Our next

acquisition of signal will be at Hawaii. Tut'e about

37 minutes from now. This is Skylab Control at 11 minutes

ano seconds after the hour.

p A0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 47 minutes

-.nd 32 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is just about to be acquired by Hawaiian Islands tracking

antenna. A very short pass through Hawaii, low elevation

as the Skylab space station passes to the northeast, about

a 3 minute pa B s . We have the line live now for air-to-ground

through Hawui i .

cc Skylab Houston AOS Hawaii for 3 minute^.

CDR Hello, hello.
CC Howdy ,

howdy .

Cc If /our through putting the - boric acid

in the bags now.
CDR Say again.

Cc I Just saying that Bill had told we earlier

about setting there putting the - the boric acid In the bags.

And I assumed that's probably what you were doing for Jerr,

correction for Ed.
CDR Good old Bill did it all.

CC He did it - -

CDR Kept drinking down S183.

CC Um-hah ,
Okay.

Spj bill's our number 1 acid man.

CC Um-hah. That's a bad tag get associated

Wlth,
SPT Yeah, Crip Boric - Bill helped me out there.

It must have been the tough to step a mat that enjoys his work.

Cc Rog. Just wanted you to get the ATM panel

that' sail. i. * j

SPT Yeah, looks as though we got the fair

amount of activity. But WLC is showing up pretty good streamers

I'm now looking - I'm almost solar north oriented. So the

streamers are from 2 to 4. And there's a very narrow and

bright one at U o'clock.
SPT It doesn't appear to be much up at the poles

and there is some off to the nine o'clock position, although

right now there behind the pylo.-u

CC Roger that. And for the CDR and for

everybody - we've just been having a discussion here about

the TACS usage and we're still trying to better understand that
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PAO Sky lab Control at 22 hours 15 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now 53

seconds from acquisition of signal at Vanguard we have the

line up live for air-to-ground. Spacecraft communicator

just coming on duty now is Bill Thornton. This is Skylab

Control we are live for air-to-ground through Vanguard

for the next 10 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston; AOS for 10 ninutes.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS for 8 minutes.

SPT Hello Houston.
CC Hello Ed.

SPT Hello Bill .

SPT Okay Bill on the ATM, I've gone

through it on the building block 32 and am starting on the

second 26 bravo chopping list item. I've been doing them

on the upper 90, active region 92 the small one south of

87. And (garble) one on the leading portion of that

and one on the following. The follcwing one appears CO have

the brighter intensity in oxygen 6 up around 2,000, although

when I started it was only 800, the leading one was up

around 1200. And I'm getting 56 to long exposures on

filter <* and filter 5, both of them 8 minutes.
CC We copy that Ed.

SPT And Bill, if you could have Jim

Mllligan and his (garble) give us thf (garble) (garble) of

time, or I should soy the (garble) (garble) of time for

long exposures on (garble) various filters? He gave it to us

before flight but unfortunately we don't have it written

down here .

CC Okay, we'll get that Ed.

SPT Thank you.
CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Co ahead Bill.
CC Those numbers you requested from

Milligan on the exposure times are 8 ainutt* on filter

U and 5, and 5 minutes on filter 2.

SPT 8 ninutes on k and 5 on filter 2, and

what was filter 4, or fil'cor 5?

CC No, that's 8 minute* on filter 4 and

5, and 5 minutes on filter 2.

SPT 8 minutes on 4 and 5, thank you.

CC 1 minute to LOS , we'll have you again

at 22:39.
SPT So long Bill .

VAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 27 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has now passed

beyond the tracking range of the Vanguard ship, our next
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acquisition Is 12-1/2 minutes from now, that will hi' at

Tananarive. During this last pass Science Pilot Ktl Gibson
just completing now his ATM activities asked for maximum
ideal exposure times for the S056 x-ray telescope. Asking
what he'd been told by Jin Milligan who is the principal
investigator on that experiment. Before launch he saii
he had made a note of it and he wanted th<; in f o rma t i on .

He was told that for filters 4 and 5, the- two that he was
using, there's an 8 minute exposure time for optimum exposure.
He said he had observed some soler activity, apparently
something in the X radiation band, and he was chasing that.
It wasn't however a deviation from the original pad, it was
merely a little bit more detail in one of the areas.
Gibson is of course taking over that Job after being given
the opportunity by Commander Carr who was assigned the ATM
activities through most of the day. The evening p.iss just
be fort bedtime is scheduled for Ed Gibson, he'll be
performing that one as well. At this time the crew should
be preparing for an M131 run, that'll be t h e next activitity
for tiie Science Pilot as observer on the Human Vestibular
function experiment with Pilot Bill Pogue the subject.
Here at Mission Control still a good deal of discussion -

going on as Neal Hutchinson's crew comes into Mission
Control to take over. About the Operation of the momentum
management program, that's the program that is used to
control the Skylab attitude. This morning an apparent
anomaly in that program, so far unexplained but still
under analysis hero, indicated that there was a requirement
for over 600 pound seconds of thruster attitude control
system nitrogen gas. That nitrogen gas is used to control
the attitude of the spacecraft when the control momentgyros
are - the capability of the control momentgyros has been
exceeded. The control momentgyros which are electrically
powered wheels that spin are capable of controlling i he
atlitude of the sp.ice station through relatively minor
movements during, its orbit and they can of ( Het the gi;«vfly
gradient that is to say the variation In the pull ul >:ravlty
as the space station goes around. However they cannot
olfs.et major changes in the spacecraft attitude and lor that
reason thruster attitude control system R a s dncs have to

be used. The use today however, far exceeded that expected,
roughly 5 times what was orginaily expected. And you'll get
a mote detailed explanation of that at a change of shift
briefing. We still expect Donald Puddy to be available for
that about 15 minutes from now at 4:45 PM central standard
time. Off going Flight Director Donald Puddy will be in the
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building 1 briefing roc m for that change of shift
This is Skylab Control: 9 minutes and 40 seconds
next acquisition of signal it's exactly 30 minutes
hour .

KNLi OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 38 .ninutes and
56 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylcb space station la now
passing the Cape - the Cape of Good Hope about to come in

range of the Tananarive tracking station. The pass through
Tananarive is expected to last about 10 tnlnuttS. We will
play the entire Tananarive pass. We expect that Don Puddy
will be a little bit later in Building 1, but we expect at the

conclusion of this pass he should be available before the
cha nge-of -sh i f

t

briefing, that will be about 10 minutes to

5 . We ' 11 have the line up ni - live now for air-to-ground
thr ough Tananarive lasting about 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS for 6 minutes.
SPT Hello , Bill?
CC Go ahead

,
Skylab .

SPT Read you loud and clear.
CC Say it again, Skylab, static's bad.
SPT Just acknowledgeir.R your call, Bill.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 47 minutes and

39 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've had loss of signal at
Tananarive. We don't expect to get another acquisition
through there. We'll keep the line up for a short period
of time at to make sure 'chat that is .lot recor- not recover-
ed. We have had acquisition again.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're going over the

hill here shortly. We'll see you again at Hawaii at 23:24,
and there will be a data dump at that point - a tape recorder
dump at that point.

PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 50 minutes and
22 seconds . We have had less of signal at Tananarive. Our next
acqulsi*. ion j'S minutes and 37 seconds from now it will be

.it Hawaii. At this tine, we will be expecting Don Puddy in

the Building 1 briefing room. He's located there, and we will
go there for the change-of-shlft briefirg with off going
Flight Director, Donald Puddy.

END OF TAPE
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PAO SV.y lab Control
PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 38 minutee

and 37 seconds Greenwich mean time. During the change of
shift briefing there was a pass over Hawaii during that pass
we recorded about a minute of tape and we'll play that back
for you at this time.

CC Skylab Houston we're AOS Hawaii for
6 minutes .

CDR Roger Hous ton .

CC CDR Houston .

CDR Go ahead .

CC We're assuming you're on the ATM console
at the moment. And if so wher. you're not using the roll, canister
roll function we would like for you to put the MPC roll
switch to inhibit. We would like to do this Just as matter
of course at all times. Ve 're getting a little heating problem
down here.

CDR Wilco.
CC Skylab Houston 1 minute to LOS; we'll

have you at Vanguard st 23:54.
PAO That concludes the tape of the pass over

Hawaii just completed a short while ago. Our next acquisition
of signal 14-1/2 minutes from now will be at the Vanguard
tracking ship. This is Skylab Control at 40 minutes and
18 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 23 hours, 54 minutes
. UJ

time. Skylab space station is now comingwithin range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. We'llbring the line up live for air-to-ground. Spacecraft
Communicator William Thornton.

£
C Skylab Houston, AOS for 9 minutes.

CDR Houston, Skylab. I ' a powered down forunattended ops now. And I left your point at - at the hottest
'

spot in active region 87 with a roll of minus 5400.
^ We c °Py that. That's where we wanted it.

.

tUR Actually though it looks likes there's
a hotter spot elsewhere down in active region 84.

C C We copy.
CDR The one - the one hot spot in activeregion 84 was giving me about a 550 count on the intensitydata on detector 1.
CC Copy

„ ,, 1

C
.

C We're going LOS in about 20 seconds here.We 11 have you in Hawaii in about 1 hour.
CDR Roger see you later.

down?
CC CDR

. would you see that the TV Is powered

You mean the monitor?
That's affirm per the cue card.
Okay I've git it .

, „
Skylab Control at 0 hours 4 minutes and

49 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station haspassed out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship Our
next acquisition is a little less than an hour from now, thatwill be a Hawaii. During this l,st pass report from CommanderCarr who is at the ATM console that he had pointed the instru-ments at active region 87's hottest spot. But he indicated
that he had indi - had instrument readings that located a hottespot on the face of the Sun in active region 84 and he passed
that, message down to the solar scientists here. At the presenttime the space station is Just about to go outside the day-
light portion of its orbit and it has In fact gone so low
on the - behind the Earth that it has no longer a good view ofthe Sun. And during this nighttime pass, of course, the ATMinstruments are not In use. They will be used on the upcoming pass when. Commander Carr again is expected to be back
at the console. Full day of ATM activities today with a Sunthat s still relatively active. The hotter side of the Sun
the more active side of the Sun is now facing Earth. And

'

that is occupying the crew's time. It has not however producedany major flair activity since yesterday when a medium siie

CDR
PAO
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flair waa detected by ground observers, .This la Skylabnext acquisition 55 minutes and 40 seconds from now atIt a now 6 minutes and 12 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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future. I'het'.i good news of course for the crew, there was
some concern that excessive use of thruster attitude nintrol
syalem gas might limit certain activities on the mission.
Maneuvering Is required for a great many different Skylab
activities, including use of certain scientific instruments*
to point at the comet Kohoutek and also for much of the
earth resources data that would be gathered. But it appears
now that problem Is at least in the way to solution if not
solved, and we hope that we'll be able to solve it in such
a way that very little TACS gas thruster attitude control
system gas need to be used - will need to be used in the
future. This is Skylab Control; our next acquisition is

20 minutes from now. We hope we'll be able to get you the
recordings of status reports on the Pioneer mission to
Jupiter, that's Pioneer 10 that' 3 en route to Jupiter and
expected to get t'lere in a few more days, and an soon as we
have those available we'll play them back for you possibly
in the n»xt 20 minutes or so. This is Skylab Control at •

.13 minutes after the hour.

KNI> OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control we have acquisition of
Vanguard at 1 hour 32 minutes and 45 seconds Greenwich mean
t irae .

CC Skyiab, Houston, AOS Vanguard for 10
minutes .

PLT Rog.
SPT Hey, Bill we're been using your plow

up here and it works pretty well. Did you see the pictures?
CC Sure did, yeah, It looked pretty good from

here. Be kind of nice If you could get it a little closer to the
bike - Give a little longer leg notion there.

SPT Bl.ll, we got a fan In the way there or
vent from the floor which precludes us noving in any closer also •

I though I kind of hit the knees against the back of the struck
that supports the seat as it is.

CC Ye.h, I figured there was some sort of
interference. Looks p etty good from down here. What's it
feel like?

SPT Well, Bill this will give you an idea,
we've called it Thorton's revenge.

CC (Laughter) sounds like it's doing its
job. Hey, earlier we had asked that you hold off of S054
ops; however, we now want to change that and be sure that the
S054 rotary filter switch is in storage. And with it in storage
we want you to include S054 in the synoptic observations
tonight for the 0 2 ; 1 f> pass.

SPT Okay, Bill we'll go ahead and do that.
We }ust operate it with - as though we're in the appropriate
filter but leave it in storage and everything else the same
as called for on the building block.

CC That's what we wanted, sir.
SPT Hey, Bill do they have any further thoughts

on what might be done or what the problem is?
CC Ed, a number of possibilities ranging, as

you might guess, from mechanical through electrical to
component failures and such . But basically it's still being
thought about down here.

SPT Okay. I sure hope we come up with a

fix.
CC That *8 a (garble).
SPT Hey Bill, while things are quiet how

would you like to hear about some rate gyro temperatures?
CC Yeah, Very good we - somebody was trying

to get us to ask you about that. So we're all ears.
SPT Okay, to Avoid any bias 1 read the crystal

thermometers firsc and I put the center of additional probe
within (garble) of the edge of the crystal thermometers
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except In X-5 and Y-5. And I'll give you the description
wlnn- those were. For X-5, I got a crystal thermometer of
96 and digital thermometer of 94.8. The digital thermometer
had to go adjacent to the crystal thermometer but 3 inches
away. It was on the same flat surface however, It was rightnext to the connectors which into the box. Y-5 was 94 crystaland 9,1.5 for the digitrl. That was adjacent to the con-
nectors but around the corner. I couldn't get to it with
the long probe on the rigital, or I'd had it on the same
surface. Z-5 was 94 dig - 94 crystal and 95.5 on the digital.
X-6 was 93 crystal thermometer, 93.4 digital Y-6 9 1

crystal and 91.4 on the digital. And that one was'right
next to the fan, there is some air blowing over the surface
there so that's problem the reason why it's a little lowerZ-6 was 95 on the crystal and 96.1 on the digital thermometer.

cc Sounds like a good - pretty objective
job there with a couple of fairly good indications.

SPT Those crystal thermometers once you look
at them and think about them a little bit they're not too hardto read, I think you can get up to within 02 degnts or so
if this bears out.

CC And those temperatures made everybody
happy down here. We're going LOS in about a rainuto. And -
we'll have you at Ascension at 01:48.

PA
°, n , u

Sk >' lab Control, at 1 hour 4) minutes and
13 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station isgone out of ru - ru - range now of the Vanguard tracking shir.Our next acquisition is 4 minutes and 56 seconds from now
at Asceneion. During this last pass the crew is talking withBill Thorton the Spacecraft Communicator, a fellow astronaut
and also a doctor. Dr. Thorton is the gentleman responsible.or the design of the pseudo tread mill or the ersatz treadmill a device that was televised earlier today here inMission Control. The tread mill is in fact a telfcn sheet onwhich the crew member's walk in their stocking feet they'reheld down by straps that provide about 175 pounds of force.
And Bill Thorton's device has been referred to by Commander
Carr and other members of the crew as rhe Thorton plow and
tonight Ed Gibson added the name Thorton's revenge to thedevice. Apparently, an excellent for providing stress to thebody and it does work very much like the tread mill does here
on Earth with the straps providing the downward force thatwould normally be provided by grad - gravity. So Thornton's
plow has been used frequently now by the crew. They're normallyuse it 5 or 6 minutes a day. And it is apparently getting
some excellent stress for the legs. That something CommanderCarr had reported earlier to us. Also the ground indicated
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that there has not been a fix made on the S054 filter. S05A
is the - one of two X-ray instruments in the solar package.
The X-ray spe c t r ag r aph t c telescope has a filter that's
apparently blocked in place, it will not move and they have
not yet decided what the problem is, and they're investigating
that here in Mission Control. Also Ed Cibson giving some
readings of th« temperatures of the rate gryo scopes. These
are the devices used to keep track of the drift of the space-
craft and that information then fed into a computer and used
to modify the gyro scope and the control of the spacecraft.
The rate gyro six pack, six of the nine gyros were replaced
during the last mission. And new thermometers were taken up
for this mission to make sure that we're getting accurate data
on them. Those are the crystal thermometers referred to.
They use liquid crystals nuch like some very recent modern
ones that are available conncrically . So S054 is still on th*f

works, one of the solar instruments are not working properly
now because of a stuck filter. That instrument has not been
in use today, it will be used in the event of a flare activity.
They will attempt to m' ke use of it, but in the meantime it's
being held down until hey can determine what's wrong with it.
We're now about 2-1/2 minutes from acquisition of signal at
Ascension. We'll keep the line up through Ascension, that
pass Is expected to last about 7 minutes. Just begins a little
over 2 minutes from now.

END OF TAPE
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C<; Skylab, Houston, AOS A»c«nalon lor h

minutes.
CDR Kog, Bill .

CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go.
CC Here the ATM people recommend that you

tape that filter selective switch in to the stand by position

so there's no p os a ib i 1 i t y o f moving it. That's STORAGE
position.

PLT Rog, Vie
1
s going to do it.

SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go Skylab .

SPT Bill, wonder if you could find out what

our water pressure is in the water tank?
CC Will try.
SPT Reason why we're asking Is that the food

table is beginning to slow up and the rate with which it charges

is getting pretty slow. We're not sure whether we have low

water pressure or maybe we just have mechanical in - interference.

CC Copy .

CC We've checked your manifold pressure here

and it's normal at 35 rounds. We'r* going to take a look at

the plumbing and see i
: there's anything that might be inter-

fering.
CDR Roger.
CC Also, Ed you might check the pressurUation

valvt on water tank 3 to be sure that it's open.
PLT Okay , Bill.
CC And we're about a minute from LOS here.

We'll have you at Guam at (garble). Also we will be du-oping the

tape at that time.
SIT Roger.
CC And Skylab, we'll be having the evening

status report at Vanguard at 03:09 which is about an hour.

PLT Right , Bill.
PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 56 minutes and

37 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

crossing the coast of Africa and has passed out of ranga of

the tracking antenna at Ascension. During this last pass there

was some discussion of - of the tape filter switch on S05<i,

that's the X-ray instrument, that we discussed a little earlier.

A difficulty with that instrument indicated a couple of days

ago or - during the ATM checkout yesterday it was found that

the filter would not go into place or at least the readings there

were that it was not in place, filter has a talkback' an

indicator' that goes grey when the filter - when a filter in

the S054 instrument has gone into the proper position. That -

that talkback has been birber pole which indicates that there
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is no filter locked into the proper position and telemetry here
on t lie ground confirms that. Science Pilot Gibson Was asked
to tape the filter switch into a (garble) position so it could
not be moved by mistake and that is still being investigated
here on the ground. Commander Carr indicated that water pressure
seemed to be rather weak at the table for the food reconstitu-
te n,, there was a nozzle problem with a water dispenser on a
pre v 1 ous mission — not the same area but that was suggested
here in Mission Control as a possibility. The Spacecraft
Communicator Bill Thornton did not pass that along. It was
considered to be quite a little different. The water tank
they're presently using tank number 3 shows good pressure
at 35 pounds per square inch. CAP COM did indicate that he
would like the Commander to go back and check the p re.a s u r 1 z a t I on
valve Mil as we went out of range of the tracking; signal
tii ere. There was indication of a drop in water pressure
about J or U pounds per square Inch. It could be that the
pressur 1 za t ton valve had been left closed and that
Commander Carr did open that pressur ltat ion valve which
would give him better pressure at the table. That's the best
bet at this time, it doesn't appear to be a serious problem.
They were saying that there was not as much pressure as there
had been in previous days on for the r e c on s t i t u t i on of food
using water. We're 33 minutes and 19 seconds from our next
acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control at 58 minutes
50 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours, 31 minutes
and 29 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
Is now coning within range of the tracking antenna at Guam.
We'll keep the line live for air-to-ground through Guam about
a 6 minute pass. Spacecraft Communicator is Bill Thornton.
Flight Director la Neil Hutchinson.

CC Skylab Houston we're AOS at Guam for
6 minutes.

CDR
update window?

CC
CDR
CC

the PLT.
CDR

Roger, Houston. What's our next NuZ

Okay , that 'a 251 to 308

.

Okay thar.k you.
And we've got a couple of messages here for

will noi,
the comet

PLT
CC

Go ahead he's listen in p..

Durini; your S 2 3 3 opa this evening, we
repeat not, be Inhibiting the duup maneuver. Also
rise time should read 0319 (garble) 0313 on your pad.

Rog 0319 .

And PLT are you able to see the cooet
yet wit h out binoculars?

PLT Negative.
CC We copy. And Skylab did you manipulate

any of the pressure valves on the water tanks Just as we
were going a LOS before?

PLT That's affirmative. Water tank 3 pres-
surlzation valve was not open.

CC We copy

.

CDR He/ Houston, CDR. We'd like to put on
a request for aoae private calls tomorrow night.

Okay, go ahead Jerr.
All three of us would like to have a private
if we could

.

We ' 11 do that .

Now Bill, you might check. If ft 'a any
maybe we should start staggering our private

CDR
call tomorrow night

CC
CDR

easier for folks

Just gocalls, maybe 1 an evening or something like that
every 3 evenings or so.

No it doesn't make a bit of differenceCC
here. T h

CDR
it's fine.

Okay, tha.iks we'd all 3 like to talk
tomorrow night then if ve could.

CC And we'd also like you to get that NuZ
update on this next window.

CDR Sure will.
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SPT Bill, thli U the STT. I did give you
NuZ upd«t« at tha beginning of this ATH data take, (Orrble)
(Garble) Will that do it for you?

CC Standby 1 Juat a second Ed.

CC Okay that last update that you did is

fine. We have difficulty telling whether it went into the
computer. But that la good so you can cancel that recent
request for the NuZ update,

SPT Roger.
CC SPT Houston.
SPT Go ahead Bill.
CC Active region 90 is surging at 0206 and

the X-ray Image la not on. We would like for you to enable
that. We're going LOS here In a natter of seconds and we

will have you again at 03:09. That will be the evening status
also .

SPT Okay what's (garble) (garble) active region?
CC Active region 90 (garble) .

SPT Thank you.
CC And that's Just for information only, Ed.

SPT Okay, Bill when I conclude this building
block ll'H try and take a look at It.

PArt Skylab Control at 2 hours, 39 minutes,
30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has now
passed out of range of the Guam tracking antenna. Our next
acquisition is a little over 30 minutes from now that will
be at Vanguard. During this last pass the ground reported
that on active region V0 near the Sun's limb a surge has been
reported. That is to say a - an extension - an exiented piece
of solar natei lal moving off of the body of the Sun that's visible
on the limb on the edge of the Sun. And Sclenct Pilot Ed Gibson
who is now working at the solar panel ttay take a look at that
after he's completed his first run of general solar observations.
Ground did indicate they did not want special activities
to persue that, but that he might be informed about it so he
could take a look at it during his free time at the solar
telescopes. This is the final solar activity observation
scheduled for today. Second time that Ed Gibson is been there
to our knowledge during the day and it of course has been in

operation now since about 7:40 this morning when Commander
Carr was the first to begin operations on the ATM. This is Skylab
Control. Next acquisition is 29 minutes Id seconds from now.
It's 40 minutes and 42 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours, 9 alnutss
Greenwich mean cist. Skylab space atalon now approaching
the rang* of tha Vanguard tracking antanna. Our acquistion
there la about SO aeconds away. We expect this paas to

last about 11 alnutea and iaaediately after that we'll have

a series of paaaea through Asceos Ion , Canary Island, and Madrid.
This paaa through Vanguard la the Evening Status Report
froa the crew, it should give ua aoae indication of today's
activities, exercise, sleep, and flla. We'll keep the

line live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard lasting
between 10 and 11 alnutea.

C'C Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard for

11 nlnutes.
CDR Hello Houston, ready with the Evening

Status Report.
CC We ' re standing by

.

CDR Okay mission day 12. Sleep: CDR,

6.5, 6 heavy, 0.5 light; SPT, 6.5, heavy; PLT, 6.0, 5.0
heavy, 1.0 moderate or medium. Volumes: CDR , 2100; SPT

,

1500; PLT , 3,000. CDR for drinking water - CDR, 7651;
SPT is 1 4 56 ; PLT is 7467. Body aaas : COR, 6.281 , 6 ,286,

6.281; SPT, 6.375, 6.373, 6.374; PLT 6.218, 6.217, 6.218.
Exerclsei CDR , aethod Alfa lags, 30, 4000 watts, exercise
method Bravo, position Alfa, 30 repetitions, Bravo and

Echo, 10 repetitions each, aethod Charlie, positions
Charlie, Delta and Foxtrot, 10 repetitions each, aethod
Poxtrot, 08 ainutee, SPT, aethod Alfa, legs, 35, 7337, 1

ainute; aethod Bravo, position Foxtrot, AO repltitions,
method Foxtrot, 05; PLT , aethod Alfa, legs, 35 alnutea
5000 watt-alnutes , aethod Bravo, Alfa, Beta, Delta, Echo,

50 repetitions each, aethod Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta,

Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, and Hotel, 50 each, aethod Foxtrot,
06. Medications: none. Garaent usea^e : CDR none; SPT 1

pair of socks, 1 t-shirt; PLT 1 pair of socks and 1 pair

of boxer shorts. Photo log - correcting food log is next.

CDR, 8.5 salt, plua 2 coffee with sugar, plus orange Juice,

plus apple juice, rehydration water plus 2 ounces; SPT

0 salt, plus 2 butter cookies, plus 1 Bint
,
plus 1 hard candy,

water plus 16 ounces; PLT , 0 salt, minus 1 coffee, 0 water.

Photo log, 16-mi lliraeter , first half of ETC prep Charlie
India 125, 33, Charlie India 124; second ETC prep total, Charlie
India 125, 26, Charlie India 124. Nikon 01, Bravo Victor 47,

18; 02, India Romeo 08, 24; 03, Charlie India 110, 22; 04, Charli
X-ray 19, 43, 05, Bravo Hotel 03, 22. Haaselblad, Charlie X-ray

47, 170; ETC 10A. EREP 10A drawer A configuration - we have
a correction froa yesterday's reports, the percent for yester-
day's report should read 10 percent rather than 90 PERCENT.
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SPT (Garble) equipment and no unscheduled
stowage,

CC We copy again.
CDR And that completes the report,
cc All right we have tone questions for you.
CDR Go head.
cc Did you get the ATC clock and locking

knob replaced today? If you did did you provide a clock time
hack on the voice recorder for the new clock?

SPT That's affirm, Bill, I did. We got both
of those things done and I gave a voice time hack and an end
result was that the one we have is a MKETC now it's about
3 minutes and 1 second slow.

cc We copy that. And is the ETC mounted in
the SA!.?

5 FT It's (garble) in the SAL but the film is
still stowed in the MDA.

cc We copy. Would you provide a detailed
description of camera oscillations during (garble) photos?
Including an estimate of frequency and amplitude of motion.
This is to aid an evaluation of the quality of the (garble)
photos. That's for the PLT.

CDR Okay, we'll put that on tape.
cc Copy. And general information here, the

momentum dump (garble) switch when placed to OH position will
not result in a OH (garble) with 2 CMGs . This switch should be
marked such that the OH position will not be selected. The
release position will still perform the desired function.

SPT Okay, Bill we'll do that.
cc And we've got a minute or so left here. If

you're interested I'll give you some of the news reports.
CDR Roger, we're very interested go ahead.
cc Year around daylight saving time may be

necessary because of energy conservation. Congress is pressing
on with legislation to accomplish this on a trial basis until
October 1975. And this bill will be implemented within
3 weeks after it coses out. AP list of the top ten today.
Number one is Alabama, number two is Oklahoma, three Is Ohio State,
four is Michigan, five is Notre Dame, six is Penn State, seven
is Southern California, eight Louisiana State, nine is Texas
and ten Is UCLA. The big 10 voted Sunday to send Ohio State'
to the Rose Bowl against USC after Michigan tied Ohio Saturday
10 to 10, and the Michigan coach got pretty upset at the big
10 Commissioner. And with respect to the energy crisis hereon Earth, President Nixon's wife commenting today on turning outthe lights on the Washington Monument, said it won't be darklong because we're going to save enough energy. And ourscientists are going to give us more and we're going to have
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It ail shining Again toon. Stock aarket didn't lose nearly
as much today, it vi« only (garble) industrial average of 817.
We re about half a Minute fro« LOS here. And the next pas.will be a ned conference.

SJf Roger, thank you Bill. We'll see you later.
SPT Thanks Bill.

. J
c

.
We'll have you again at Madrid before yougotobed. ' «—•-.•

. *
?L

[ ,

And BiU
> *'» up here in the comnand noduleand I got a real good view of the comet in the binoculars now.cc Okay, we copy that.

PLT I 8e t a very prominent tail* ....

U
SPT (CTarbJa) our good day of ATM ops looks asthough we got fairly interesting (garble). M.iybe it'llpick up a little sore 3 team to»orrow.
CC Okay, I thought you'd enjoy that. FlightPlans are onboard.
PA0 Skylab Control at 3 hours 22 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now out of -
out of range of Vanguard tracking ship. Our next acquisition
la just a little over a minute away but this i» scheduled for
a private medical conferene, the daily crew health statusreport and for that reason we don't expect to hear anythine

i^nfi? TT,, Th
?

ASC
f
nSlon Pm l * about a 10 minute oneimmediately following that we'll have acquisition at CanaryIslands That a about 11-1/2 minutes away. And we'll come backup shortly before that. This is Skylab Control at 22 minutesand 33 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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cc We're ready to copy.

Q55i5
SPT 15U5, 05803, 00196, 01595, 07A to 02,

°C Skylab, Houston, a couple of otherthings before we lose you. We do not have a site for wakeup
tomorrow morning, so you'll have set your alar*. The reasonfor the question about the cleaning of the veins on thehousekeeping Alfa today, is that we did not see an
isprovement in flow and on the last mission we saw thesame sort of thing until they found some sort of gra»material on the veins and managed to clean that off as well.CDR yes we thought about that Bill when itwas being done, but we'll g0 back and check and make surethey re clean. But we remember Bean's problem with that.

cc Ok ay , we copy .

SPT And on the ATM we're setting herewith power - consol power distribution X-RAY SPEC to bus 2which leaves the lights on for a duration of a unattended
'

cu? ca?d?
Y ° U V3rU C ° ™ ake 3 chan * e t0 our P°we r down

cc Stand by 1.
CC And « correction on that wakeup calltomorrow morning, we found a station at 12:03 Tananarive.
SVJ Good, then we'll leave a wakeup call.

.
It a 1 minute to LOS. And Ed, leave thecue card just as it is, and if there are any furtureinstructions we'll get them to you tomorrow. And I guessthis is it for the evening. s

n4 w .

S
,

PT
,

0kfl y. Rood night Bill. Have a goodnight down there. b^uu

CC Thank you Bir.

r

CC
.

We've got one last question. Could youcell us what you used the IR f i 1 » for today?

please?"
Bill, would you repeat the question

t u f41
CC

, . ,
We "corded that you used 2 frames offtln

-
2 frames of infrared film, could you tell us wh,tyou used that for today?

t/
A °

j n
Sk y lab Control at 3 hours, Ul minutes,and 36 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space stationnow crossing the Mediterranean is out of range of thetracking antenna at Madrid. We're at 24 minutes and 39seconds from our next acquisition. We do not expect to talk

c ;
'g.tn there dispite the fact that there was aquestion asked at the very end of that pass by SpacecraftCommunicator Bill Thornton. The questio'n was what d

y~

ouuse the 2 franes o, infrared film for. Infrared filn „ a s
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nJir"
• b °! rl

ISl!

e SkyIab • lJ * ce 8t «tion prl.arlly for bodyphotography, photography of the whole body of a crew »e£ber

lis lI'A.iIa
and

,5\
fo" 8oin

'1 u" th" •«••• «« lid.

part of the visual observations program. Earlier durinAk

this fienlna'at r""" 8
^

AU ° °" Status Seporl
slept Ibolt fi »

a " suord ue to" «hat the „,»slept about 6-1/2 hours a piece last nl sht, the Pilot .,,!„,
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e,er:l.^
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8
e

,8
:
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PAO Skylab Mission Control at 3 hours,
53 minutes and 45 seconds Greenwich mean tla*. Skylab
apace station is now out of range of tracking antennas
over the center of the Soviet Union. We're 13 alnutes and
30 seconds froa our next acquisition of signal. We have
alsslon surgeon's dally report on crew health. And we will
read that for you at thla tiae. The crew is In good health.
The Science Pilot's high energy output aay require increasing
his dietary Intake. He Is definateiy starting to feel hungry
on the current diet level. Minor dry skin probleas continue
That concludes Che alsslon surgeon's report signed by Or.
Hordlnsky for Dr. Hawkins. Mission surgeon further informed
us that the Science Pilot, as you aay have noticed In the
evening statue report haa been eating a nuaber of candy iteas,
snack items. And he has asked that there be tore food iteas
added to hie diet perhpas in the area of a couple hundred
calories. That's being considered now by the aedical staff.
And they aay add some additional food froa - food overage
areas for the crew to use. Only the Science Pilot so far
has indicated that requireaent. He has been exercising very
vigorously. Hie output of exercise today included 5 minutes
on the treadaill and 35 alnutes at a very high work rate
on the bicycle. A total ou tpu t

" repo r ted in the status report
was 7,337 watt alnutes. A few days ago he surpassed the
all tiae record for total output on the bicycle by accumulating
aore than 16,000 watt alnutes of a period of (garble) an hour.
That concludes the alssion surgeon's report on our broadcasting
for this evening. GRound personnel continue their analysis
of the surprisingly large use cf nitrogen gas aade today in
aaneuvering the Skylab space station. A special team working
around the clock is now attempting to design improved techniques
for handling the movements of the 100 ton laboratory. No maneuvers
are necesaart for tomorrow's activities which include medical
experiments and observations of the Sun. Medical experiments
tomorrow include runs of the M092 M171. That's the metabolic
activity and lower body negative pressure tests. They'll be run
tomorrow on the Commander in the morning and on the Pilot In
the afternoon. The Pilot did not succeed in completing the lsst
run of the M092, the reason believed to have caused that, that
has happened with previous crews. It Indicates that his circu-
latory system was not quite up to par. It's believed that
the reason for that was the insufficient amount of food. He
did not eat a meal before that. Normally he runs that immediately
after - shortly after eating a meal. So the fact that he had
skipped a lonch that day apparently had some effect on his run.
He will be performing that again tomorrow afternoon. Beginning
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*bout 20:00 Greenwich Bean else. In addition to the M092 M171
there will be the blood flow part of that experiment that'a
been added lately. AiSo echeduled for tomorrow if a full day
of ATM actlvitlea with Science Pilot Ed Ctbeon, the author of
The Quiet Sun, apending a good part of hie day at the ATM
control and display console. Skylab crew will be waking
up tomorrow morning Juat a ehort time after 6:00 a. a. central
standard tine. Thla la Skylab Control. It's now 57 minutes
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 4 hour* 30
alnutes Greenwich mean tine. A few aoaents ago CAP COM
Bill Thornton talked with Bill Pogue about a - an auto»',tic
valve called flapper that controls the air flows acroM the
exchange veins in the cooling system. We taped that conversation
and will play it back for you at this time.

PLT Houston, Skylab. How do you read?
CC Loud and clear, go ahead.
PLI R°8 Bill, in reference to OW cosmand the

vacuum cleaning, we're back up here again and took all the
fans out in - in additional to the screen and everything.
I'a not quite sure what the tern meant that they - could you
amplify on that?

cc Stand by Just a second.
PLT What we did we removed all of the fans

and the vacuumed well down into the plenua area over chere in
the OWS fan assembly and vacuum the fans off. I, of course,
did not vacuum everything I could find yesterday without
removing the fans, but the turbed (?) veins sort of threw
me there. I wasn't quite sure that was a blades on the little
fans in the - each one of the fans or what.

CC Bill, these veins are supposed to be
relatively visible when you open the flapper valve. It's a
series of directional veins very ouch like any air outlet
ve i n.

PLT Okay, It has an appearance of a raditor
cool ing ven t

.

CC That is correct.
PLT Okay, those are vacuumed. I did not do

those last night, you were correct. Those have been vacuumed
now and th - but I couldn't see that I did any good. In fact
it look like, I couldn't tell it for sure, but it looks like
there was an a-.-ful lot of lint clogged down in between the veins
that I didn't even budge with the vacuum cleaner. Now It could
have been part of the assenbly, it could have been the inner
cooling lines but anyway those have been vacuumed. Let's take
a look at it now,

CC We're looking at it at this time Bill,
we'll get right back. Bill, we're looking at it and we're
happy with the flow we see and so we'd recommend that you
knock it off for the evening and go on to bed.

PLT Okay, thank you for the advise.
cc And thank you very much. That was

precisely what had happened before and what we wanted you to
d o

.

PL1 Yeah, I remember reading that and I said
1 wasn t going to make the same mistake. But I didn't evenknow you had to reach past the flapper mouth. But thank youvery much. 7
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cc Good night

.

PA0 That conversation was recorded when thespacecraft passed the Guam tracking site. At A hours 33 min-utes Greenwich mean tiae, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, November 28th, Greenwich
mean time 12 hours 1 minute. Wakeup scheduled through the
Tananarive pass in 1 minute and 20 seconds. Today's schedule
is filled with medical experiments and observations of the Sun
combined to make up the bulk of Skylab IV activities for Novem-
ber 28th. Medical experiments include the M092, M171 lower
body negative pressure and metabolic activity runs. The first
run is acheduled to start at 8:00 a.m. central standard time.
They will have spacecraft Commander Gerald Carr as the subject
and Pilot William Pogue as the observer. A large amount of
Science Pilot Ed Gibson's work today will be at the display
console of the Apollo telescope mount. Four different periods
of time at the ATM, each of more than an hour on Gibson's schedule
for today. The first ATM operations start at 8:06 a.m. central
standard time, and Gibson will end the day's viewing approximately
8:32 p.m. tonight. During three of the ATM runs solar activities
will be captured by video tape for transmission to the ground
at a later time. Television transmission is set for 10:23 a.m.
today central standard time through the tracking station MILA
in Florida, and that TV will be transmitted to Houston starting
at 11:45 a.m. central standard time. Other planned TV today
includes a 27 minute period showing the crew eating their evening•meal. Wakeup scheduled shortly through the Tananarive pass.
We'll hold the line open for CAP C0MM Dick Truly. Flight
Director is Phil Shaffer.

cc Good morning; Skylab through Tananarive
for 8 minutes

.

CDR Good morning, Dick.
cc Morning, there. I heard that Bill Thornton

told you last evening that we wouldn't have a pass close to wake-
up, but you know how Bill tells stories. It's about 6 o'clock here
in Houston, and I hope you all are ready for a good day.

CDR Roger. We're up and moving.
CC Good show.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours

11 minutes. Wakeup came at 12:04 Greenwich mean time through theTananarive station, as the Skylab IV crew, Gerald Carr, Ed GibsonBill Pogue start their 13th day in a scheduled 84-day mission
for Skylab IV. Skylab workshop now in its 198th day, 2857th revo-lution of the Earth since launch May 14th from Cape Kennedy
On tap this morning is the M092 experiment which is designed
to establish a time course of cardiovascular de cond i t 1 on ingchanges caused by zero g and to make the comparison with bed-rest studies as well as base line data obtained of the crewbefore launch. Included is an observation of how quickly andto what extent blood pooling in the legs developes. The Ml 7

1

I
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t
PA0

, n
Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

12 hours 49 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaiitracking station as spacecraft Skylab concludes it's 2857revolution of the earth. Acquisition through Hawaii in
40 seconds. Hold the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly." Skylab, Houston; Hawaii for 7 minutes.CPR Roger, Dick.

Bill SL, . <

Skylab, Houston; the next time that

hill i SI I S'^u ?
Ph ° nC 1 VC gOC

*
COU P le of -"sageshere I think he'd be interested in.

PLT Go ahead, Dick.

h,r. ?M mu *
Ro 8*r, Bill. I got a couple of thingshere 1 d like to read to you. First it says - It's a tele-gram says, please relay to Pogue, Skylab III. Hope intestinal

VyVto° e°ke
r

Drr nd
l

8radUate
i"

8P<,Ce Vil1 ^ PermuTatneeye to be kept on alma mater during next 80 days. Bestwishes from Empire Test Pilot School.
PLT Oh, thank you.

r«„...
C
? i ,

And
'
here '

s another one, also a telegram.Congratulations on a great launch. Best wishes - best wishesfor success from present and pass Thunderbirds to a greatteam member. Once a Thunderbird, always a Thunderbird.Signed Commander - Let's see, Lieutenant Colonel Roger ParrlshCommander of the Thunderbirds today.
™rrish,

lr
T ™ ank

>" ou -
Dlck

-
that's very kind of them.

ev ' r y bod y'« thinking about you.
Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute to LOS.

I 11 call you a couple of minutes from now at Goldstone
p LT Okay.

1? u <

Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

s a^icn I \
lnute V

,

Lo" of 8l * n *l trough Hawaii trackingstation. Next acquisition will be Goldstone. As the

cIIa'V
aft /oncludes revolution 2857 , acquisition throughGoldstone in approximately 2 minutes. CAP COMM Dick Trulvreading up to Bill Pogue, who is a U.S. Air Force Colonelcongratulations from - from the officers and men of heThunderbirds U.S. Airforce Demonstration Squadron. Signedby Colonel Roger K

. Parrish, Commander Leader. Pogue wasa member of the Thunderbirds from 1955 to 1957.
°P Houston, Goldstone for 9 minutes
CDR Roger, Houston.

r PL ^
Skylab, Houston; we're about 45 secondsfrom LOS Goldstone. I'll call you at Bernud , , ralnutnow

CDR Roger, Dick, we'll see you there.
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CC Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

13 hours 7 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone. Nextacquioition will be Bermuda in 3 minutes 30 seconds. Duringthe stateside pass which began over Goldstone, CAP COMHDick Truly read up a pair of gradulatory telegrams to
Colonel Bill Pogue, U.S. Air Force Colonel. The first fromColonel Roger K. Parrish, Commander-Leader of the U S AirForce air demonstrations squadron, The Thund e rb i rd s . ColonelPogue was a member of the Thunberbirds from 1955 to 195/

fnZfV' 168""
;
r°M h

:
E°P ire Te9t P ^ot School congratulatingColonel Pogue on the flight so far. Colonel Pogue was a

V! rV
u »V TC8C Pllot

" a two y ear tour as * Test Pilotwith the British Ministry of Aviation under a U.S. Air ForceRoyal Air Force exchange program after graduating from the

lllVL lit H i 'f
0
?
1 10 Farnborou^, England. Next acquisitionwill be Bermuda in 2 minutes 25 seconds. We'll hold theline up for this pass.

CC Skylab, Houston; we had a short keyholethere at Bermuda. We still got 3 minutes AOS here at Bermuda
L
CDR Roger, Dick. We got the hasselblad upat the wardroom vlndow in the bracket - the bracket. Lookslike the guys who figured out bracket position and everythingforgot about the silver dollar sized patch of ice we got

U?a[eJ
n Blddle

° f Ch * window
.

that's where the camera's

CC °h
» «y goodness. Roger.™ R

te
We ' U try to maneuver it around a littlebit and see if we can find a clear area and I'll giV e yousome (garble) .

'

CC Roger.

trv t l
l
L* . ,i v

HCy
'

D1Ck
*
dld ° ne ° f thp writer "I^ionatry to use a light or a mirror or something to melt thathunk of ice out of there?

CC Well, as a matter of fact, Jerry, the -ewas a procedure that Al used which had to do with, I believeevacuating it, and ve were talking about what that procedurewas. Is I„ it obvious that it la Ice, or could If. possiblybe just the discoloration and particles that were left fromthe previous mission's ice?
CDR No

, it's definitely ice .

CC Okay. I - l» m not sure, we'll look itup.
1 think that's a procedure onboard - a housekeeplns

procedure that let. you get rid of that at your convenience,but I 11 check that and let you know.
CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. Canary comes up in 4 minutes. I'll give you a call
there.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 18 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Sext
acquisition in 1 minute 25 seconds will be Canary. Discussion
on the loop on this pass concerning a patch of ice in the
wardroom window described by Commander Jerry Carr as silver
dollar size. A patch of ice in the middle of the ward roora
window, his comments followed as aten - his procedures in
setting up th* Hasselblad hendheld camera for the target o£
opportunity coming up on this pass along track 60, photographing
the Niger River Delta Valley one of the more than 100
targets of opportunity for handheld photography during
Skylab IV. Next acquisition in 45 seconds will be Canary.

cc Skyiab, Houston. We're AOS Canary for
9 minutes.

CDR Roger, Dick.
cc Skylab, Houston. For the CDR, I've got

a couple of weeds on the ward room window procedure.
CDR Roger. Go ahead.

,

CC Roger. There's an onboard procedure
that s printed in the switch systems checklist. It's HK-90
Golf and it's on page 9-17. What it does is it hooka up
the window to the minus-Z SAL and then vents it out there andlets it stay that way for several hours in and sublimate

U ?.°l!*ii^J
h U9 if

w
y ° U 8 ° ahCad a0d d ° tMa ftt y° ,,r convenience,

t is a little open housekeeping to get it sot up if you would like

}5 ll
b/V gV flb ° Ut " about our omentum state today, wewould k nd of like, if you decide to do it, either todaj orlater just let us know when you're going to do the vents.

i;

DR Okay, Dick. I think we will do it.
CC Okay.

S?
R And that 20:00 time sounds the best.

,

C R°8- And in case, you miss that floe,Jerry, one other constraint is that we definitely do notwant you to use this procedure if any one of t he" s ci en t 1 f lcinstruments is in the minus-Z SAL.
CDR Understand.
CC

we're
now that

CDR He's listening.

.
CC

, ...
0kay

' Ed
-
wh «t we - we have a problem

C Roger, And if Ld Gibson is close by
got a little Flight Plan proposal a couple of days

t I d like to talk to him about.
DR He's listening.

~ C
. u

Okay. Ed, what we - we have a problemon one of the acience demos which la the TV 117, which 1.

U it'sTaJrwT'
16 "0b

!

lity d*»™*tration. The problemi« it s fairly low priority compared to some of our other b
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things, but we would like to get It done, and what we're
considering doing, and we have built a message but we have
not upllnked it up to you, is go ahead and set up the prep
for the experiment and then put it next to the ATM console and
at one of your times that the - when you're at the ATM for
you to simultaneously do the ATM experiment and also periodically
initiate photography of this one, which is about every
5 minutes. It seems to us that it's probably something you
could do, and what we would like to suggest is that we go ahead
and uplink this message to you and let you read through it.
If you think it's a feasible thing for us to schedule a
couple of days from now, we'll schedule it: if not, we can
tear up this message and just schedule it on its own.

SPT Okay, Dick. Send her up and I'll take
a look at it and I'll look at the demonstration and see
what it involves. Maybe I can just incorporate it as
another experiment into the building block.

cc Rog. Incidentally, there will be no
requirement during the ATM pass for you to do detailed observa-
tion of the thing. And any voice comments that we'd like
will be scheduled after sunset of that particular pass, butwe'll go ahead and fire it up to you. It should be coming
up very shortly. Wc just approved it down here and if
you'll take a look, after you get back to ue , we'll decide
whether to Incorporate these changes or not.

SPT Okay, Dick. Thank you.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 30 seconds from

LOS. Tananarive comes up at 13:42.
CDR Roger, Dick.

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 30 minutes. Loss of signal through Canary trackingstation. Next acquisition will be Tananarive in 11 minutes
45 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 13 hours 30 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean ;ime
13 hours 39 minutes. Have acquisition at Tananarive trackingstation in 2 minutes 15 seconds. Discussion on the last passthrough Canary concerning a silver dollar size patch of icein the wardroom window. There is a housekeeping procedure
on board, housekeeping 90G, G for Golf. This calls for theastronauts to run a hose from the condensate holding tank inthe dome of the workshop and hook it to the wardroom windowand evacuate the window. The wardroom window should beexposed to the vacuum for 3 hours or until the ice hassublimated. The hose is then disconnected and returned to itsposition in the wardroom dome. This is vented through theminus Z, scientific airlock door.

r . ,

PA0 Mention of TV117. This is one of the moretnan I dozen science demonstrations on board. This is thecharge particle collector device which purpose of which is
o observe the motion of charged particle in a closed containern the steady state and as they migrate within the containerollowing reversal of polarity. This demonstration is proposed

Can* rv
C

?
Ct6d

f
l A™ con8ol «- Acquisition co.ing t hJ oughCanary in approximately 40 seconds. In the process of achangeover here at Mission Control Center. New flight directorwill be Chuck Lewis. CAP COMM will be Bob Crippen. Tananariveacquisition in about 20 .econde. We'll hold tne line op^

co,
Skylab, Houston. Tananarive for 4 minutes.SPT Hello, Richavd.

cc Hello there.
CC And I got a reminder for the friendly SPTin about 4 minutes, comes our first Nu Z update of the day.

t . „
CD

*
,

oka y. Dick. Would you check and see ifthey want us to leave the ETC in the minus-Z SAL all day
cc Okay. Stand by.

,
" CDR

- Houston. We had Intended for vou toleave the ETC in the minus-Z SAL all day todav, however ifyou re thinking about that little ice trick it's okay WtJus if you remove the ETC per the procedures and do the icedeal and then reinstall it in the minus-Z SAL Your choice.tDR Okay. Thank you, Dick.
cc Roger.

, „. f
C

,
Skylab, Houston. We should be about

ear !" OS hILT J?" " T * n""* v «. b^ case we get anearly LOS, Honeysuckle cones up at 14:06, and I'd lik» toannounce to you that this is the la„t nid watch for a 'while

off and we 11 see you when we get back. Have fun.LDR Okay. You have fun.
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13 hours 49 minutes ITU*
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evacuating the .a thJ u
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"
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y I
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f
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 4 minutes. Change of Shift here at the Mission
Control Center. New Flight Director, Chuck Lewis. CAP COMM
will be Bob Crippen.

PAO We'll have acquisition at Honeysuckle
in 40 seconds. We'll keep the line open for CAP COMM
Bob Crippen

.

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for
9 minutes. Good morning from the Bronze Team and if the
SPT's available, we're ready for your ATM conference.

SPT Good morning from the Green Team. Go
ahead .

CC Good morning, Ed, how are you doing this
morning?

SPT Good, Bill, go ahead, good to hear
from you again.

CC Okay. I don't have much new on the solar
update over and above the update you already have other than
a comment that the full disk is considerably more lively than
yesterday. Active region 87 is very much hotter in the
long x-rays in EUV by maybe a factor of 4 than it was yesterda
And the flare probability for active region 87 has been
increased to some 951 up to 961, including increasing the
probability of an M. Then, one specific comment here on
your pass that you'll be doing around 21:00 start, you'll
notice that we had scheduled you at the end of the orbit to
observe the time of the Earth's limb in that WLC-TV for future
JOP 752 operation. Just a reminder that what we're interested
in is on the time remaining was the best time to do it. And
we would appreciate as vivid a visual description as you can
give us and also, one reminder to have your finger on the
TV white-light coronograph switch to flick the TV white-light
coronograph power off prior to the door closing and possibly
zapping it with the Sun. You have two other ATM orbits schedu
after that. We have not scheduled a repeat of that. If you
desire to repeat it, that's your option and there's nothing
to preclude you from doing that again on your other two orbits
And one other comnent on 52 here, is when you get a chance, if
you would check the ready light on the test to see if It
operates .

SPT I've done that, Bill, and it does not
operate, it doesn't operate.

CC It does operate? Okay, understand the
the (garble)

.

SPT I - yes it does operate.
CC Okay. So It is not burned out. An up-

date on some comments yesterday. Using the X-REA beryllium
aperture to verify the PMEC , it shows that there has been a
significant decrease in the sensitivity of the counter.
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Aperture 2 behaves now as aperture 1 used to, and perhaps,
even aperture 3. So, In summary, what I'm saying is you

'

could use the beryllium aperture counter only with a large
grain of salt, that probably the XUV mon and X-ray image scope
will be your best confirming points for the PMEC. And
unfortunately, I don't have anything new on 54, they're still
looking at all sorts of possibilities as to whether they're
stuck in filter 1, filter 5, filter 6, or anywhere in between
and these investigations are going on around the clock. As
soon as we know anything more, we'll let you know. Let me
pause now and see if there's anything you wanted to stick in
and ask us, that we can chase for you.

SPT Okay. Not right off. I imagine after
we get going today, there certainly will be. I'm glad to
see active region 87 picking up. It looked as though it wasgoing down on the decrease yesterday. I looked at the region
that dealt with that. That appeared to be interesting because
it was relatively hot compared to what it was earlier in the
day .

CC Did you get - -

SPT (garble) get to - got through shopping
list 26 Bravo at that point.

cc Okay. Good. And that's one of thf
reasons that we held the flare potential on 87 up, even when it
looked like At was going down where they thought that there
was probably connections - coronal connections between 87 and
92 right south of it. Okay. Some other comments here.
We do want to encourage as many comments real time and record
it as we can to help us on what you're doing. And on- comment
was made to - don't forget to record the film status daily tohelp us here in our planning. We've got * question here on
ATM crew manning. We've got on our light ATM days conflicting
intense here where we would like to get each crewman at the
panel once per day. And also for the first 5-10 days here
give you up there as much as we possibly ran. On Javs where
we only get three passes, those obviously conflict. And anv
thought you've got on this, we would appreciate.

,

SPT Well, naturally, being on our ATM log,
I d like to get as much as possible. But I think the other
folks ought to get some too. This is one of the most interestin
operations we've got going up here and I think it keeps every-
body going. So, I think we better sit down and talk with
Jerry and see what we can work out on this, but I think we
all want some tine on it and we'll just have to figure out
how we want to split it up.

CC Okay. And - -

SPT Let's get back with you.
CC Yeah. Get back with us. And on the

lnnterim what we'll do, is, we'll try to give each crewman atleast once per day, and give you a little bit more than yourshare, maybe.
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CDR Believe that's a good ground rule to
follow for starters, Bill.

cc Okay, fine. Until we hear different,
we'll be doing that. And another question here, on the
observing tine, preflight we had settled in on 10 minutes
observing time per dayside pass, at least - a portion of
which - at least 5 minutes of which is to be used as a - really
a filler to allow some time at the end in case you were running
late. And we've sort of juggled around that, putting 5 ainutes
at the beginning, 5 minutes at the end, yesterday. You'll
note today, we've got most of it at the end. If you've got
any changes you want to make here or any thought since we
talked about it yesterday, pass them on and we'll certainly
implement then.

CDR Well, it seemed to work out pretty well
yesterday, and I think as we get more efficient up here, we
can probably start cutting that down a little bit if you
want to crowd some OPS in there. Although I do think that
thac observing time is useful, at least sometimes during the
day. That is a couple of orbits during the day in order
to try to pick up anything new that is happening. So 1 wouldn't
exclude it completely, but I think we might be able to start
cutting it down a little bit on some orbits.

cc Okay. That's sort of our - blinks and
one of the things that we're counting on is the observing
time over and above that that you need just to look around
that you'll be aolng the shopping list items as you see fit
to do. And from SL-1II, that got us some of the best data
that we got

.

CDR Okay. One note for 54, in recapping
what happened when we did not get that filter talk back, ve
were doing a building block 1 and we had gone through filter -
selected filter 2 at the beginning and it cycled all the vay
around through 6 and back to 2, I believe, we're not at 2 at
the time. And we went to filter 1. I'm sorry, we're at 2 and
then we went to filter 1 and it cycled all the way through 6 and
back to 1, on to filter 3 and it worked. And then in going
from filter 3 to 6, it hung up. So it appeared to work
pretty well up until that point.

CC Okay . That 's what - -

CDR It hung up somewhere between 3 and 6.
CC That's what our telemetry showed. In fact

the telemetry, as you passed through 4 and 5, we got those
discretes. And we never got the discrete for 6. So we believe
it's hung between 5 and 6.

CDR Is there anything we can do here to
help verify that?

CC Right now, we don't know of anything,
although they're looking at everything they can in Cambridge
and at Marshall to see if we can figure out where it is,
whether it's near a filter in between or just exactly
what .
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CDR What about giving us a little mechanical
vibrations while during EVA, while you're putting some torque on
that motor?

CC They're looking at that and they're also
looking at trying to get in there with a tool and flip the
spring out of the way. The reason that we ran the sequence,
yesterday, was a little bit of vibration, hopefully to shake
1 1 1 o o s e .

CDR I see. I thought the reset position was
a mechanical function which just forced it to reset one.

CC It's supposed to be.
CDR Look's like it didn't work.
CC It's suppose to be, but it apparently

didn't work. And we're about to go LOS here in 15 seconds.
It looks like you're coming up at Hawaii in 11-1/2 minutes
at 25 past the hour.

CDR Okay. Thank you, Bill. We'll try to
get you some good data.

SPT And some good words to tell you what
we're doing.

CDR Thank you.
CC Good enough. We'll see you tonorrov,

END OF TAPE
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p AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
15 minutes. Loss of signal through the Honeysuckle tracking
station. Next acquisition in 10 minutes 35 seconds will be
Hawaii. The morning solar conference with backup Pilot Bill
Lenore discussing with the Science Pilot Ed Gibson the activities
of the Apollo telescope mount operations, commenting on the JOPs
to be operformed today, the JOP joint observation programs
on active region 87. He said, predicts it would be much harder
today and the probability of an M flare exists for today.
Also discussions on the S054, the S054 got hung up 3 days ago
between filter 5 and 6. Discussions from Pilot Lenore, backup
Pilot Lenore that the around-the-clock investigations are
continuing at the Cambridge, and the Marshall Space Flight
Center. Also concerning the scheduling of the crew members
on the ATM console. The principle investigator for S054
which is the X-ray s pec t rograph ic telescope is Riccardo Giacconi,
Dr. Riccardo Giacconi of Cambridge, Massachuset tes . Next acquislt
will be Honey - Hawaii tracking station in C minutes 40 seconds.
Greenwich mean time 14 hours 17 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
24 minutes. We will have acquisition through Hawaii. CAP COMM
is Hank Hartsfield, not Bob Crippen as earlier reported. We'll
leave the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield on this Hawaii
pass .

cc Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 9 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute from LOS. We'll

be coming up on Goldstone at 37.
SPT So long, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours

35 minutes. Loss of signal through the Hawaii tracking staion.
Next acquisition in 1 minute 40 seconds will be Goldstone.
Pilot Bill Pogue is scheduled to be on the ATM console this
morning for 1 hour beginning about 5-9 minutes ago. He
will be performing joint observation program number 6, which
is one of 27 joint observation programs scheduled for the
Skylab IV mission. Correction, not Pogue, Science Pilot Ed
Gibson is at the ATM now.

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for
6-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello, Houston.
SPT Hank, I'm still looking at the large

H-aipha 2 is still at Sun center, but it looks as though there is
an afirm (garble) de ve lopenien t (garble of 87. And I'll be moving
over there as soon as I finish up this building block.

cc Roger. We copy, Ed. And we've got a minute
til LOS now. We'll have a short dropout and pick up again
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with Bermuda at 'i 8 .

SPT Okay. I'll try and get this XUV mon information.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours 45 minutes. Loss of signal at Goldstone. Next
acquisition in 3 minutes will be Bermuda. We'll hold the
line open for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield and the Bermuda pass.

CC Skylab, Houston through Bermuda for
9 minutes .

SPT Hello, Houston.
SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Skylab, Houston. Did you call?
SPT Roger, Hank. I was just looking at tho

XUV monitor picture I just got, and certainly 80 - activating
87 is the brightest thing on the disk. And all of the regions
which are alonjj the same latitude running from the west and
also the one ranging from up north of the equator on the west
side. I'll pick you out a number here in a moment. Also
we did have a - what looks of - to be a hole appearing
on the east limb, and coronal hole of course up there at the
north and then some other channel up there In the northwest.
There are a couple of number of bright points evident close to
the equator and to the center of the disk and also
one ifs fairly prominent one over on the equator about 0.5
radius towards the east. that's around 9 o'clock.

CC Okay, we copy you, Ed.
CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOS. Canaries

at 59 .

END OF TAPE
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,

cc Skylab, Houston; through Canar> for
6-1/2 minutes .

cc Skylab, Houston; this pass Is a run
right straight through with Ascension also. And at Ascension
we 11 be dumping the data voice recorder: that'll be about
5 Dinutes from nov,

CDR Oka", Hank. Hank, I'm looking at the
coronagraph picture and those streamers looks relatively
straight. I don't see anything that can (garble) the
transient. The streamers at 2 and 4 o'clock which we
saw yesterday appear relatively better to find chan perhaps
the higher contrast relative to the other structure around
it, but they're also ralatively straight. They're very
straight. The one at 4 o'clock is still more pronounced. Theones over there on the east limb are grouped more at say
from 9:30 to - from 8:30 to 9:30, not quite as wide spread
and not as well defined. Most of the streamers appear to
be due to the activity over on the west limb. And I'll
be sending some pictures of this down a little bit later.

cc °kay, thank you, Ed.
CC sp T. Houston; whenever it's convenient

to reply, did you ever try the wet towel trick to try tobring the humidity up?
SPT No w * haven't, Hank, and I think things

have started to get more comfortable. By the time we did
have a chance to do that it staited to cool down and things
are not quite so bad so we aren't worrying about it.

CC Okay , we copy

.

SPT w e always had lots of wet towels on,
Hank, but we Just never put them over there by the - the
vent like the folks suggested.

CC Roger.
SPT Hank, and looking at the coronagraph

pictures from yesterday and today it appears to be a relatively
small amount of change except a slight enhancement in the
area of 3 o'clock. A very faint wide streamer structure
has appeared there. Everything else appears pretty much
the same. At 10 o'clock there is a - oh, I think the
(garble) a void - well defined, but it shows up on (garble)

,

CC Break. We're about to go LOS, Ed.
We 11 be coming up on Carnarvon at 38.

SPT So long, Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

15 hours 15 minutes. Loss of signal through the Ascension
tracking station. Next acquisition in 22 minutes 25 seconds
will be Carnarvon. Flight Director Chuck Lewis polling his
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flight controllers here at Mission Control Center. Status
check on vehicle systems, crew status, Dr. John Zieglschmid
reporting that Science Pilot Ed Gibson had reported being
slightly hungry, and the surgeons or medical people are
looking at that now and will make a report later. Gibson
apparently eating all his food and still would like a
little more. Generally, Dr. Zieglschmid reports, the crew
is in good health. Other reports from flight controllers
indicate the spacecraft temperatures are in good shape,
averaging 71 degrees Fahrenheit. Pressure within the
vehicle is 5.0 at this time. The electrical system is
reported to be in better shape than we expected. The ATM
solar panel is producing 9 ampere hours per unit. And the
power conditioning group of the solar array from the single
solar array on the workshop, PCG's averaging 16 amphere
hours

. At Greenwich mean time 15 hours 17 minutes, this is
Sky lab Cont ro J ,

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 37 minutes. Next acquisition throt^h Carnarvon in
50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.
, , ,„

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for1-1(2 minutes .

cc SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Hank.
CC Roger. You getting ready to do this

fl.m thread now. Have you dug out that procedure that went
up with the film can?

. .

SPT
c

Hank
» that's negative. We're going to power-down here for an unattended ops and then try to get those

changes into the cue oirds before I start then.
CC Okay.
SPT (Garble) changes.
CC The only reason I asked, we had soneminor changes to the procedure that was in that can and - buttheir data - there's no big rush on that. The steops

that are effected are late in the procedures. We didhowever, if you so wanted to, wanted you to work straightthrough and do it. Somehow or other it got split up onthe Flight Plan, the last part of it cooing after PTE andeating, and we don't know why it occurs but - -

tii; f
PT

,

1 saw that
,
Hank

- I can switch that around.
I 11 give you a call when I get those procedures out.

CC Okay.

74 - onfall.
A° * ' ""^ 1 didn,t 8" strapped to minus

CC We're going in keyhole now. I'll getyou in a few minutes. 6

S?T
f«

arble( Qust have been on active region 87.
. , : ,

SPT
» Houston. We went through a kev-

again?
8 P" 1

°
f y ° Ut transnlss^- Could you'say

nn , ,
* PT

„
R °8' At the end of the last pass youpo nted at Sun center (garble) Ju8 t before a hundred,

I (garble) minus 0353 pointing in that direction.
, et .

Hank, on 52, we're still sitting here withow fil.to OVERRIDE
.

I believe, nominally, we set the framestimer and we go event there? Could you confirm that! pleas"
Drohl

' .
SPT

-
Houston. We're having some connproblems here, apparently we got a poor antenna selected.Would you say again, please?

to OVFR^np r k , t

S ° 52
'
We atU1 have L0W FILM INHIBIT

reset the f"
believe, ve can go back to NORMAL since we'vereset the frames remaining. Cculd you verify that, please?
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CC SPT, Houston. Wo would like Co go back
to NORMAL. That should have been in one of the changes we
uplinked for checkout.

SPT Okay. Somehow that got overlooked.
SPT Hank, in looking around active region 87

on detector 3, which is in 6, I got some intensities up around
28,000; that's a five figure number as I re - 28,000.

CC Roger; we copy.
SPT It's located in the area just to the east of

the two Sun spots between what appeared to be the two bright
regions in H-alpha. I'm probably looking at the top of a -

filament structure or the top of a magnetic structure.
SPT Hank, if we power down the panel every

time here, we'll still find ourselves with the PMEC count (garble
intens ity coun t

.

CC SPT, Houston. We didn't read that and
why don't we wait and try to catch that at Guam. We're about
30 seconds from LOS. And Guam will be coming up at 53.

SPT Okay, Hank, how do you read now?
CC Okay, £d. I'm reading you loud and clear

n ow .

SPT Okay. I'm going to have to stop using the
light weight head set. Apparently that's just not giving us
good comm. The question was we're in bus 2 on 54 over on
count (garble) distribution. That leaves frames remaining
PMEC count and intensity data up during - when we're suppose
to be powered down. I'm wondering if anyone would like to
change that?

CC Okay. We'll check it, have you an
answer at Guam.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 4 8 minutes. Loss of signal through the Carnarvon
tracking station. Next acquisition in 5 minutes will be Guam.
Guam tracking station. There's been a slight computer problem
here at Mission Control Center. We've lost our plot board
In the front of the Mission Operation Control Room. This
is not effecting the mission in any way or control the mission
Just one of the computers has malfunctioned temporarily. And
we've lost our display board in the front. We are presently
in acquisition with Guam, will be 4 minutes 40 seconds. At
Greenwich mean time 15 hours 48 minutes, this is Skylab
Cont r ol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours
52 minutes. We will have acquisition through Guam tracking
station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM
Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 5 ninutes

.

CC And SPT, Houston. Whenever it's convenient
could you tell us where you left the pointing on closeout?

SPT Yeah Hank, it was on a roll of minus 0391,
which is what I'm reading now. And on active region 87 up/down
of plus 0250. Correction, make that a minus 0250, and a
left/right of plus 0173.

CC Roger. We copy, Ed. We thank you.
CC SPT, Houston. We're stiJl working an

answer on your question regarding the console lighting. We're
kicking it around in the back room.

SPT Thank you, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 40 seconis

from LOS. I think I told you we were at Hawaii a while ago,
we're really at Guam. And we'll be coming up on Hawaii at
06.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 16 hours
0 minutes. Loss of signal through Guam. Next acquisition in
6 minutes will be Hawaii tracking station. Mission Operations
Control Room still without a plot for it. Spacecraft visually
located at 50 degrees south and 70 degrees east directly due
south of the tip of India. A computer problem here at the
Mission Control Center however, this does not affect the mission
in any way. The visual plot is not vital to the mission, it
Just gives you a picture of where the spacecraft is located.
Next acquisition will be Hawaii in 5 minutes 30 seconds. At
Greenwich mean tine 16 hours, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 16 hours
5 minutes. Next acquisition will be through the Hawaii tracking
station In 55 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COHM
Hank Hartsfield while Commander Jerry Carr performing the
M092 experiment, Pilot Poguc serving as observer, and Science
Pilot Ed Gibson threading the S054 film magaMne. We'll hold
the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston. We have a short pass through
Hawaii about 2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute
from LOS. We'll be coming up on Goldstone at 17.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours 8 minutes with loss of signal on a very low. level
pass across the outer reaches of the Hawaii trAcking station.
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Next acquisition in 8 minutes 10 seconds will be the Goldstonetracking station. Greenwich mean time 16 hours 8 minutes
this is Skylab Control.

*

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 16 hours
15 minutes. Acquisition coming through Goldstone tracking stationin 45 seconds. We'll hold this line up for this lengthy state-side pass, which will last approximately 17 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for
6 minutes

.

SPT Hello Hank. I'm up here by the ATM ifsomeone would like me to do some rolling and pointing, 1 cando tha t

.

CC Stand by, and I'll check.
cc Back room is satisfied.

at 2;j

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute from LOS. MILA

f . .

SPT
t

So lon f5. Hank. I'm just finishing up onthe changes to the JOP number sheet. I thought I might cutand paste today's (garble), but I guess not.
. .

CC
L

Roger. There is liable to be a few morebefore the mission is over.
CC

1A .
You'll be pretty proficient at that Inanother 70 days or so.

END OF TAPE
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(X Skylab, Hoimton; through MII.A and Hermud.i
lor 12 mlnutt-H.

cc Sl'T, Houuton; In answer to your question
regarding the S054 lighting. For the present time, at least,
we plan to keep It up during the unattended phaseo.

CT Bermuda network net 1. Bermuda network
n e t 1 .

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tiae
16 hours 37 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition will be the Ascension tracking station in
7 minutes 30 seconds. Williata C. Schneider, Skylab Program
Director, will hold a status review, status report, of the
Skylab IV mission at 3 p.m. today in the Building 1 news
room at the Johnson Space Center. William C. Schneider,
Skylab Program Director, will hold a status report, Building 1
news room at the Johnson Space Center at 3 p.m. today. Next
acquisition will be Ascension in 6 minutes 50 seconds. At
Greenwich mean time 16 hours 37 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tine
16 hours A3 minutes. We will have acquisition through the
Ascension tracking station In 50 seconds. We'll hold the
line up for this pass, revolution 2860 for the Skylab orbitinc
vehicle. CAP COMM will be Hank Hartsfield.

cc Skylab, Houston; through Ascension for
5-1/2 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Hank. Why don't you go through
with the S054 film loading changes?

cc Ok«y, we - we lost the land lines to
Goddard here a while back through the last part of that pass
So, I don't know whether you copied what I said regard to
the S054 lighting. We decided, at least for the time being,
that we're going to leave that lighting up during the
unattended phases

.

SPT Okay, Hank, I copied that. And I'o
ready to go through the film loading changes that you spoke
of ear 1 iei .

nc Okay, first off could you go to sort
of the tail end of that thing; the last page. It may =>r
may not be your last page. After you've completed the tent
procedure and then It says transport film, there av* »tci<i
1 through 6 there; step 6 being disconnect the cable*. And
I'm wondering If you've got another page that has I jur more
steps on it.

SPT That's negative, Hank. The next page i*
a schematic, the drawing of the camera.
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CC
.

CC
.

°kay, that's what I was afraid ofApparently we missed including the page that hI2

which covers up Jo" p^I there on
Unl ° Ck P °8ition .

remaining step - -
6 °" the ConnecCor

- And the

C °R Hank.
cc Roger.

re-tow 54 test block and stow everything else!
'

four sLs Well rh°^ y
'
that

" that * tha t'« all those

... ;,.....„•. ;:::.:•;,;:•;..•>:: :,;:::
Th . ,

0k * y '
Hank

-
the y d " 80t that one

that."
° ka >'' e °° d »•»• Ih«t ... .11 I h.d on
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J«r r \ ? ' a
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°?\ Gre

t
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for CAP COMM Hank Hirtsficld llae 0pen

CDR Houston, Skylab.
cc Go ahead.

.<>». lati . Th.
,

;.
,
i.
r

i 1 ii:;- 1 .

E
i

,

;h »: ;; tt̂
«»*

cc Stand by 1,

for the TV Ho «h <;

DR
'
Hous 1 * n •

We concur with the ideathe TV. t,o ahead and Bet it up and get what you can.CDR
CDR

Okay. Any time lirait7

us whe
C

n\o cut it off'!'
11 8 ° ^ ^ 8t * rt U

'
You

" CDR> You c * n U8C 15 "inutes." R Copy; 15 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're - -
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SC (Garble) air-to-ground conference.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're through Guam for

9 minutes.
CC CDR, Houston .

CDR Go ahead, Houston.
CC Roger, Jer; got a little correction or

addition I'd like to make to your pass coming up here at 17:50.
Your JOP 11, step 3, building block 18 starting at about 45 minutes
remaining.

CDR Okay.
CC On the S082A, we would like to run those

exposures the entire 26 minutes of the building block. In
other words, 1 minute exposure every 90 seconds and that'll
give us about 17 exposures for the whole sequence.

CDR Okay a 1-rainute exposure every 90 seconds.
That's 30 seconds between exposures, right.

CC That's affirmative.
CDR Okay.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS.

Goldstone will be coming up at 54. And don't know whether
you tried to use the VTR yet or not, we still have not noticed
any motion on it if you have.

CDR No , I don' t

.

CDR Just getting all the preliminaries out of
the way first.

CC Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 17 hours

39 - signal at the Guam tracking station. Next acquisitionU minutes U0 seconds will be the Goldstone tracking station.
Commander Jerry Carr presently at the ATM console for 1 hour,
today, performing JOP 11, joint observations program number - study
of their chroraospheric oscillations in heating. Earlier today
the crew was advised that active region 87 should produce a
much hotter UV factor today. And the instrument being the XUV
coronal spe c t r ohe 1 io g r aph , using this instrument to gather
data in support of a search to detect phenomena in the chromosphere
chromosphcrlc coronal transition layer and the corona and to search anddetect transient phenomena in the chromosphere, ch rorao s phe r i

c

roronal transition region, and the lower corona which may bo
related to the process - process of heating the chromosphere and
the corona. He's using the 82A, the S082A which is the experiment
of Dr. Richard Tousey of the Naval Research Laboratory. Washington
DC. For lunch today, the crew is on menu 3 in their night
Plan. For lunch, Commander Carr will be having a very light
lunch of lemon pudding, tea, pennut butter, jam and brood.
Science Pilot Gibson has a meal of oacroni, tomatoes, shrimp
butterscotch pudding, and lemonade While Pilot Pogue haschicken and gravy, green beans, peaches and orange drink.
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Science. Pilot, Kd Gibson
, should be performs hi, daily1-hour and a half ex.rciac program at this tile. WM ,
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PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
17 hours 53 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Goldstonetracking station in 45 seconds. We'll hold the line up for
CAP COMM Hank Ilartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston; stateside for 17 minutes
CDR Roger, Hank.
Cc And

. Skylab, the data dump we just made
back at Carnarvon, we had a lot of dropouts in it, and we'd
like to dump the voice data recorder again. Are you planning
on using it in the next few minutes?

CDR I think Bill's using it right now for
his 487-2.

Okay, we copy.
cc P^T, Houston. When you finish that

wauld you give us a call so we can go ahead and dump thatrecorder? v

s" Hank, in the changeout for the loading
ot the film here I m down there at t h* bottom of the secondpage and 1 m just finishing checking up the Myler beltsand they all appear to be good; and I'm using load number 2.
1 looked at load 4 and, the filters on the front of both ofthose look real good. There is no degradation In eitherone of them. So, I'm going to go ahead and use load 2.

cc Roger. We copy.
SPT An d I gave you 5 minutes of TV. I'llgive you a little bit more when we get into something inter-esting here.
cc Roger. You might try to save a little

to see
thread operation; that's be pretty interesting

.

SPT You're right, Hank, that'll be interestingup nere, *

,.
CC

, ,
Skylab, Houston. Are you throu Rh withine recorder now?

CDR That's affirMatlve.
CC Okay, we're R olng ahesd and dump It I Iumi .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're about 40 seconds
from I.OS. We 11 bt> coming up on Vanguard at 21.

CUR So long, Hank.

la .

PA0 Skylab Contiol; Greenwich mean time
18 houts 11 minutes. Loss of signal through the M I L A trackinastation. Next acquisition 9 minutes 25 seconds will be theVanguard tracking station. At Creenwlch mean time 18 hours
12 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Science Pilot E<1 Gibson will spend another block of time
at the Apollo telescope aount after he completes the task
of loading film magazines for the SO 54 ATM experiment.
Djring this afternoon's run the M092, M171 Commander Gerald
Carr will serve as observer for the Pilot Poguu when he
performs these experiments. On this the start of revolution
2,861 for the Skylab workshop, 13th day in orbit for the
Skylab IV crew. Next acquisition 1 hour 2 minutes 20 seconds
at Coldstone at Greenwich moan time 18 hours 28 minutes.
This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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SkyUb Control. Greenwich ncan tine

sLrl^ !».

BlnU
i'V,

We WlU have "qul.ltlon across
S ateside through Coldstone in 50 seconds. Will leave heline up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

«» H^i^ry^' Stat6 ' lde U " 1/2

be during the data HH*. rec^er^e"
*

CDR Okay.

,

Skylab, Houston. I have your private

^ R 0ka y. (garble) go ahead.

SPT. And 02:26, right antenna, Vanguard for the PLT.UL That's correct.
CD R Thank yon.
SPT Houston, SI'T.
cc Go ahead,

i „ ,

SP
! Q _

0k *y« Hank. I' m now at the top of oase

, ;

l

B
°

h

9
'

80t Ch * fll » threaded through and 'a justtaping the film together and I'll go on wlth th% chec £
" J

\»ay have to break it off part here and flni8h \
1 k

later in order to get a little lunch before the nex't AT J
<Tp T

Onay. We copy.
.

Hank. Back or. page 3 of the ****** athere's a blank there which calls f r „ w
p
J
ocedures

^i-i^^uti «

cycle
" 0k » y - Ue «Py. 15 «d 3 - .bout 15

CC Okay.

» I j
CC

,

SPT
' Houston. Did you get in your FT ordid you work straight through on that thing?

thia T.ii * ,
havln * all the PT 1 need working onthis. I U try and pick up a little bit later, Hank.

*

cc Okay,
SPT Maybe today will be my day of rest.
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SPT Tell you where the delay waa Hank, It

was in two areas. One In the changes to the JOP hummary
sheets which did take a little whiie to scurry around a ri-i

get all the equipment to do thai right. And secondly, to
set up the operation here. Even though once I got going
it probably only will take the alloted time. It took i\

little while to set up shop In order to get it all flowing
smoothly.

CC Okay ; we copy .

PLT Houston, Skylab, PLT.
CC Go ahead, PLT.
PLT Kog, Hank. I have put a comment on tape

regarding the watur tank 3 problem we had last night. The

p re ssi: r i za 1 1 on valve that may be of interest to the systems
people .

CC Okay. Did you Just do that or has it

just bo en within the last hour or so?
PI. T In the last minute.
CC Okay. We copy.
SPT Hank, SPT.
CC Go ahead.
SPT The 54 engineers might be interested in

knowing that the alignment problems in maintaining alignment
when puttJng the cassettes on. Getting number 1 screw started
just never developed in zero g. We had a lot of problems with
it on the ground, but up here, it was Just possible to align it

up and just slowly move it all in and nothing moved out of
place. It worked real smooth. Got each one on the first try.

CC Okay, understand. That's a good lick.
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute til LOS

,

Vanguard at 55.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 45 minutes. Loss of signal through the Texas tiarklng
station. During this pass the crew was advised of the times
for their private phone conversations tonight with their
respective families. Pilot - Science t'ilot Gibson describing
the ease with which he is able to thread the S054 . He said
there Is no alignment problems in zero g as he had during
training on th_- ground. The film loading of the S054 is a

weight saving measure. At launch normally the film is loaded
in the film magazine. Film magazine weights approximately
32 pounds and is 8 by 17 inches by 22 inches in length, and takes
up quite a bit of stowage room and at the launch of Skylab IV

weight and stowage was a constraint so they sent up only the
takeup reel and film cassettes and Pilot - Science Pilot
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Glbaon is now loading those film cassettes In the S054 film
magazine. We still plan to have the briefing with W 1 1 1 i are
C Schneider, Skylab Program Manager in building 1. Building
1 newsroom at 3 ;00 p.m., here at the Mission Control Center?Mr. Schneider and his associates and flight controllers Justconcluded a briefing with Marshall Space Flight Personneldiscussing the momentum problem of yesterday. Controlmoment gyro problem of yesterday. The option is open tothe flight controllers in planning EREP passea and Kohoutekobser - operations. Again Mr. Schneider in the Building 1newsroom at 3:00 p.m. on the Skylab TV announcement. We have arecorded mess - a status report from pioneer status reportAmes Research Center, we'll play now. This was recorded
earll

;p r
t0day> Next acquisition in 7-1/2 minutes at Vanguard.

. * ,
Tnl3 is pioneer 10 Mission Control, 5days before closest approach to Jupiter. Approximately

11:20, November 28, Pacific standard time. Everything stillooks very healthy with all subsystems on the spacecraft
including the scientific instruments. As many people aresaying now and always everything is getting checked anddoubled checked. They can't believe everything is workhw
so veil. But it certainly is and everything looks very good.We one thing I'd u ke t0 do al tMit liBe ls t „ la J n

*

a little bit about what your seeing on the monitor Th.-seare the images that have been taken last night and today.There definitely as you can see Images of the planet Jupiterwith the cirrated bands, the different colored bands. Whenlooking at the images, each Image you see on the monitor isan individual image taken of the planet. They're not mirrormages as some people have been saying. They are each anIndividual iaage As we - as you'll see on the planet also,
it appears to be (garble) on it', spin axis. This is because tspacecraft is coming in from below the equatorial plane. Soas we look to the planet, it appears to be (garble)when in actuality we're coming in from below. That willstraighten out as we neKt the equator, and then we'll (garble)oyer in the other direction as ve pass through the eclipticplane, and pass beyond Jupite- above the ecliptic plane andlook back at the planet. Now also you don't set the wholedisk because there is a shadow appearing there. The shadowshould appear on the left. The wide white band that yn.j seenear the top of the monitor is in the southern hemisphere
.n other words all the Images are flipped over. If yoiJ wt' rt .

standing on the spacecraft north would be on the bottom. Inother words tllp each image over.

END OF TAPE
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HCC All of tli e Images are flipped over. If

you were standing on the spacecraft north would be on the

bottom. In other words, flip each image over. And in

doing ao you have to flip them in such a way that for the.se

pictures, the terminator or where it goes from the light

into the dark area should be on the left. The terminator
should be on the left. In other words, in the monitor that

we're looking at right now, the image to the right should
be flipped over and the dark portion left on the left side.

1 think that's really complicated where nobody understands
it now. But the big thing to remember is that north Is on

the bottom and that the terminator should be on the left

side when you flip them over, As we will go into seeing
the planet in full phase, the terminator will move. Often

wt will see full phase Ai= we get nearer the planet, the

axis will appear tc straighten out as we approach the

equator passage. And then as we go on the other side,

the terminator will be on the right side and the planet

will tend to lean in the other direction. This is after
(garble) passage. Also, in that wide, white band near the

top of your monitor, but actually in the southern hemisphere
of the planet is where you will see the red spots. The images

that we're looking at now do not have the red spot on them.

But there were some on earlier where the red spot appeared.
And this will appear in that wide, white band in the southern
equatorial zone. The dark marks on the planet, some of them
may be errors in the data, or overlaps in the data. It might
be, as you understand, this is a real-time picture that is

built up in s hurry from the real-time software interface with
what ve call the pioneer image converted - conversion system
or PICS. Therefore they take the - the rod picture bring taken,

the blue picture being taken and then they override in green to

make it a colored picture. Some of the dark spots tit at you will

see later on, rather which will appear very dark, would
be shadows of some of the Moons or more particularly, the

inner four Moons of the Galilean Satellite. Wo have seen

these ; in fact, this morning, on one of the images, we actually

saw Io itself. Not only a shadow, but we saw lo itself. We have

to check the epheraeres to make sure that the dark apots arc-

shadows of the Moon and not bursts on the data. See lines down
through everything and, of course, this is a characteristic of

the way the spacecraft is rotating in scanning these images aero

the planet and then building them back up to make a complete ima

The solid white line that appears down through the monitor is

the curser, which when moving to the right will erase an
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old picture and print on a new one as It's coming in. One

Interesting tiling to look at in all of the images that will b

coming in is how the new ones are larger than the old ones

na ye 1 re moving In very fast and the planet is getting much

l.ir«er very quickly. I think that fully explains the monitor

at this time. As more people get pictures of the monitor, we

explain specific things trat we see on a particular image

as it grows larger. This is Pioneer Control. The next

report will be in app r o x if at e 1 y an hour and a half.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

19 hours 54 minutes. This concludes our Pioneer report from

Ames Research Center. Next acquisition through the Vanguard

tracking ship of Skylab IV is in AO seconds. CAP COMM is

Hank Havtsfleld. We'll hold the line up for this Vanguard

pass .

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - hold the line up for this Vanguard p&..s.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard 11 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston for the SPT. Just a little

reminder you've got a NuZ update coming up here in a couple
of minutes,

SPT Roger, Hank. I'm right there.
CC SPT, Houston. It looks like a bad lock.

Would you try an inner gi»bal of plus 0664. and that night
doitforyou.

SPT Roger, Hank. I Just noticed that. It looks
as though we're changing something else. I'll get on it.

SPT I think we've got a good one now, Hat.k .

CC Okay, looks good to us, Ed. And if you
want to you can go ahead and change your pad to reflect that
new inner glmbal angle.

SPT Okay, will do.
CDR Houston, CDR .

CC Go ahead.
CDR Roger, We put that vacuum hose in the

wardroom window, and the ice spot was gone in about 15 minutes.
CC Roger . We cof y .

CDR Go ahi ad and leave it in for the full
3 hours and try to get a |,ood evacuation Job done here, but
really solved their problem fast.

CC Okay. And Just to spell(?) ycu on what we're
doing down here, we're looking at a way of using the, in fact we've
already worked it out in th_ trainer, using the LBNP hose to
hook up to there and not have to take anything out of the SAL.

CDR Okay, that 's a good deal.
CC It requires using that vent hose coming up

there, but we're still looking at it and if goes through all
of the cycles okay, we'll just uplink that to you to paste in
your housekeeping list.

CDR Ver« good, Hank. You can pass the word to
the visual observation people that HH140 was completed. I'll
have some comments for them on tape.

CC Okay, will do.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

Tananarive is scheduled at 23. In the event that the comm is

not too good there, we'll be coming up on Goldstonc again at

21:10.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 20 hours

6 minutes. We have had loss of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. Next acquisition in 13 minutes 45 seconds through
Tananarive. Looking ahead to Thursday's Flight Plan mission
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day 14, tenatlvely planned is a 23 minute EREP pass along
ground track 6. This will be done in a solar inertlal mode
versus the normal EREP Z-local verticle maneuver. They will
not be maneuvering for this EREP pass, a 23 minute pass crossing
the west coast of the United States and down into South America.
A perforaance of the M092, M093 lower body negative pressure
electrocardiogram experiment by Pilot Bill Pogue , an operation
of T053, reverse laser beacon assessment where the crew observes
and takes handheld photos of the laser beacon beamed from the
Goddard Space Flight Center In Greenbelt, Maryland. The crew
will be asked to take photographs of this laser beam, and also
describe the ease of locating the beam and describe the bright-
ness of the beam relative to surrounrllng features. Also a group
of optional photography targets for tomorrow including photography
of lakes in the United States, snow patterns in the great plains
of South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, or Ulinoi, pictures
of Pheonix, Arizona in studies to determine the geometry of
metropolitan cities, and also photography of a central America
fault line zone centered off the Gulf of Fonseca in Central
America between Honduras and Nicaragua. Kohoutek photography
again scheduled for tomorrow with the S233 experiment. This
is the 35-ml 1 limcter camera which has been affixed to the left-
hand windown of the command module. Pictures are taken twice
A day, or every 12 hours, of the comet which is speedily meeting
its destiny with the Sun, traveling 94,000 miles per hour. There
will be a briefing at 3:00 Building 1 News Room at the Johnson
Space Center with William C. Schneider discussing Skylab IV
status. This is at 3:00 p.m., William C. Schneider.' Next
acquisition 10 minutes 55 seconds will be Tananarive. At
Greenwich mean time 20 hours 9 minutes, thie is Skylab Control.

EN!> OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. Conn's fading in and

out now. We'll be coming up on Goldstone at 21:10.
PAO Skylab Control at 20 hour* 27 minutes

and 37 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now passed out of range of the Tananarive tracking
ant»nna and it's in the nighttime portion of its orbit.
Crev working on their timeline keeping pretty well along
with their schedule. This is Skylab Control at 27 minutes
and 52 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hourt 5 minutes
and 18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab's now about
5 minutes from acquisition of signal at Goldstone. The
press conference scheduled for Skylab Program Director,
William C. Schneider, Is expected to be delayed another
10 minutes or so. We anticipate that will begin at 3:15
and we'll plan on bringing up the Goldstone pass in advance
of that. That Goldstone pass, 5 minutes away, is a relative-
ly short pass lasting only 4 minutes and then there is an
extended LOS. .We'll expect tne press conference to begin at
approximately 3:15. The Skylab Program Dilec - Director
has been delayed. This is Skylab Control. It's now 5 minu-
tes and 55 seconds after the hour.

F.N I) Or TAPE
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PAO Skylal* Control at 21 hours 10 minutes
and 9 seconds Greenwich mean time. We : re now in range of the
Goldstone tracking antenna. We'll bring the line up live for
a 4 ninute pass through Goldstone.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone for
3-1 12 minutes .

COR Roger, »Jank.
CC If it'* convenient to answer. Did the

PLT have any trouble with the S190 nag thread?
SPT Not a bit.
CC Okay, thank you.
SPT And, Hank ve got the S054 loaded and

check is d out, and it's working real well. Cycled around 50 frames
through it, all working real well.

CC Okay, thank you Ed.
SPT Hank, I'm now over on (garble) 87, 1 found a

hot spot of around 15,000 intensity and oxygen 6 and I'm working
that. Also noticed what appeared to be a - a surge of material
over there on the 060 at .9 that's not (garble) seeing (garble)
this morning. Could you ask the folks in the back room to verify
that? I could pursue it later if they like.

CC Okay will do.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll be coming up on Vanguard at 32 and we're scheduled to
dump the voice data recorder there.

PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours 15 minutes and
56 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has now
passed out of range of the Goldstone tracking antenna. Kd
Gibson indicating that the S054 film had been loaded into it's
magazine and was working properly in the magazine. And also
reporting a surge observed on the sa - face of the Sun, on -

on the northwest limb at 060. We are now prepared to begin
the briefing In Building 1 rfith Skylab Program Director William
C. Schneider. We'll transfer to Building 1 for that briefing.
This Is Skylab Control at 16 minutes and 28 seconds after the
hour .

F.N'i) OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 32 Minutes
and 13 seconds. We have acquisition of signal at Vanguard
tracking antenna. And the line is live for the next 10-1/2

10-1/2 minutes.
Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

(
'

(; And SPT, Houston. We checked and wecm nut confirm a - a surge at 060.9.
SI ' T Are you ready for a TV downlink?
cc Stand by 1. Okay, we're ready let her

rip.
SPT Okay, Hank, I'll leave it on taonitor 1

picture, XUV on nson 1 right now and I'll try to finish
up building block 36B.

CC Okay, we copy, Ed.
CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead.
cc Roger. We're only seeing one of the VCG

leaks, now could you verify on panel 617 that the highest
S mode select is in Bravo?

CDR You ought to see it now, Houston.
cc Okay, we're getting them now.

Houston, the split auxilary timer, panel
SPT

seems
n o r real

.

127, seems to be working real well. First go ahoadat it and

cc Roger, ve ropy. That's good.
S1,T Hank, the brighe^t point that I culd findm active region 87 appears to be to the east of i he sunspsrs

and up along a what appears In H-alpha as a brightness }?}plage, linear plage running north-south. And the brightest point
Is slightly to the south of where the two sunspots are ifyou've drawn a line across the two sunspots at constant latitude.And I go slightly south ftoo there when you intersect the
bright linear plage. I got. oxygen 6 counts - a raaximum
of around 15,000 or so. In ihe sets of data that I took
1 only got 12 and 10. I could never relocate that 515 but
it was right in that same area.

Cc We copy, Ed, thank you.
SPT And if we stiil the TV downlink I'll tryand get over and give you some corona.
CC Stand by 1.
CC

,
SPT, Houston, we're a little late withthat. We re abovt 30 seconds from LOS now. And they havealready decon figured the site. We'll be coming up on schedule

thc

r

,r.uw
a

air ar22%r
d ikc

°
vent vt> d

° ^ — h,i *" <«
SFT Okay, Hanx talk to you then.
PA° Skylab Control at 21 hours 4 3 raini.tos and
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PAO Skylab Control, «t 21 hours $5 Minutes
and 5J seconds Greenwich sean tine. Skylab apaca atation
la now pasaing aouth of tha Cap* of Good Hope, about to come
in range of the Tananarive tracking antenna. We'll bring
the line up live for paaa through Tananarive expected to last
about 9-1/2 minutes. This la Skylab Control we're now at
Tanana r 1 ve

.

CC Skylab, Houaton. We've got about 4 minutes
left th/ough Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston. Our conn's going in and
out. We'll aee you over Hawaii at 2 2 1 4 1

.

SPT Houaton Skylab.
CC Go ahead.
SPT Got much tine left of this pass think.
CC Roger, we got about a ninute the conn is

not very good but go ahead.
SPT Okay in looking at the white light corona-

graph display on down to zero tine remaining. i did not notice
any deductible change at all. When I hit the white light
coronagraph power switch off exactly at sero, and up to that
time there was no deductible change. I - -

SPT Could you give me - dump conmence?
CC Dump conmence was 21:40.
SPT Say again, Hank.
CC Dump commence was at 21:48.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 7 ainutus and

36 seconds Creenwlch mean time. We've had loss of signal through
Tananarive. Our next acquisition 33 minutes and 38 Sfconds
from now; we'll be at Hawaii. During this last pass had a good
deal of trouble getting voice up to Science Pilot Ed Gibson,
who was giving a report of the operations of the white light
coronagraph, one of the solar instruments. He has been working
at the ATM panel most of the day. And will continue to do
so until late this evening. This is Skylab Control it's now
8 minutes and 6 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 22 houri AO minutes

And 14 seconds Greenwich mean time, Skylab space station,

now north of Hawaii, la abour. to come wlshln range of the

tracking antenna there. We'll have acquisition of signal

In 40 second*, This pase should last about 8 minutes and

*>0 seconds.
CC Skylab, thla is Heuston through Hawaii

for 9 minutes. Out.
ct)R Hello, Bruce, how are you?
CC Mighty fine, yourself?
Cl>R Very well, thanks.
CC Turns out to be a small world. You guys

get around it about once every hour and a half.
CDR Yeah, and we ain't leaving tracks,

either.
SPT Houston. SPT.
CC Roger, send your message.
SPT Hello, Bruce. Hey, I wanted to give a

little debriefing on what 1 ran up at the conclusion of the

last orbit, Just before we went over the hill. I was looking

at the whitellght coronagraph as we counted down to the time

of zero on the TV. When we not down to zero, I had not as

yet at that time seen anything - any significant things or

any change at all for that matter on the whitellght corona-

graph. I hit the whitelight coronagraph power off exactly

at zero. I suspect that we are getting a dump commence before

we are going into sunset. Could you verify that for air, Bruce?

CC I will, stand by. SPT, this Is Houston,
over.

SPT Go ahead , Bruce

.

CC Roger, your observation is borttf out

down here. When the test was scheduled, it looked like the -

the true sunset would be app roxima tely 3 seconds before dump

coDDfivce. However, when the momentum state - or when things

rolled around today, It turned out that sunset was a minute
and 29 seconds after dump commence. We're not planning on

inhibiting dump maneuver C, this test on S052, but we'll
probably reschedule later in the mission when the geometry
is auch that we get sunset before dump commence. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. We'll love to look at it

again. Thank you.
CC And we apologize for giving you tl.e

wrong timing and stuff here, it was our error.
SPT Good training. And, Houston, I've got

sotsn words for planning for ATM ops.
CC Co ahead.
SPT Okay, the people have bi»en asking

whether the amount ot operations we have and the orbits
whli-h have been planned had been full enough or were not
enough. I think on this last one with - it was full right
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to the brim, even though on paper it did not look that u<iy,

The reason being le that such of the pointing was determined
by a intensity data teadout on S055 , and it took quite a

little while to search around and find out where you were and
what you were « where the brightest point in an active region
was, for an example. You really don't have good two dimen-
sional displaying so you only have digital readout. So it

takes ft little while to - to get what they really want, if
they waul quality data ther. it will take just a little hit
of searching. And 1 got everything done that we wanted on
thla past orbit, bvt I had to use a little of the observing
time in order to ca.-ry out the building blocks,

CC Okay, we've got 30 seconds to l,OS here.
Next station contact in 21-1/2 minutes through the Vanguard
at 23:11, And aside from the last rev, would you say that
the other revs have been about right, too full, or not enough?
Over.

SPT Well, the other revs have been great.
This past one was not bad at all, 1 just added a little observ-
ing time, no problem there. But, I want to make people
aware of what I was using the time for.

CC Right, we were just trying to get some
further feel on your comments on the last rev. Talk t<> you
over Vanguard.

SPT - - Okay, so long, Bruce.
CC Keep going, we have over the horizon

contact through Hawaii for a while.
PAO Skyiab Control at 22 hours 50 minutes

and 54 seconds Greenwich nean time. The Skyiab sp.n i station
has now passed over the horizon from Hawaii and is out <>f range
of the tracking antenna there. Our next acquisition is

19 minutes and 4 5 seconds from now. During this last pass
Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, was talking with the new Spacecraft
Communicator, Bruce McCandless, who has just come on duty here
with Flight Director N'eil Hutchinson, now directing flight
controllers here at Mission Control, talked with us about
the whitelight coronagraph. Ed Gibson, the Science Pilot had
been asked to run a little test on the whitelight coroncgraph
by the solar scientists here. The test was to determine what
the performance ol the coronagraph was as the space station
went behind the Earth. The whiteilght coronagraph .it that
point would be looking through the atmosphere - the rtige of
the Earth's atmosphere at the Sun. And they wanted to see
what differences took place. Normally, the white-light eorona-
grnph operates only when they are above the upper regions of
the atmosphere when they're In direct line of sight with the
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Sun, So the tint was sihsduled, but un f or t un ate I y iheri' w«h a *

a oil xii j>. 'Il> o move nunc of the* space station moment u« (him p um •

dump on tin* space station which orients the telescopes temp-
orarily was underway at that tise, And it had begun about
a minute and a half before the real test was to have taken place
in the final seconds of that period. But unfortunately, the
momentum change was underway about a minute and a half before
they went Into sunset, so the test was really not useful.
And the ground did apologize for Baking an error in their
coordination between the solar scientists and Che guidance
people. That test will, no doubt, be performed later in the
mission. It is a simple one, and the ATM people have indica-
ted that they would like to know what kind of performance you
get with the atmosphere blocking the view. Of course, the
experience of scientists here on the grouitd who use white-
light coronngraphs that is to say, visible light devices that
look at the outer atmosphere of the Sun. Scientists on the
ground are ivays occupied with the problem of dispersion of
light by the atmosphere. And. of course, the whllellght
corouagraplt on the space station given them a much hi- iter
view. For th.it reason It In capable of viewing further out In
the solar atmosphere where the light Is almost alen - lorspleiely
attenuated by the Karth's atmosphere for solar observations
frora the ground. This is Skylab Control. Our next acquisition
is 17-1/2 minutes from now. It's 53 minutes and 14 seconds
after t h e hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Twenty-three hours, 10 minuttn and

1 seconds Greenwich msan tine, This is SkyUb Control. We're

now 38 seconds from acquisition of signal at Vanguard. This

pass thourgh Vanguard with Spacecraft Communicator Bruce

HcCandlese should last approximately 9-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab this is Houston through the Vanguard

for 9-1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorder dump, and

go aaead with your continuation of comments Ed.

SPT Okay Bruce. I have a question for you

right now, and that is in the position that I am on 55. How

many GRATING AUTO SCAN a do they show as aufficlent in order

to get good statistics before they can analyse th«lr data?

CC Stand by. We'll get that answer for you.

SPT Okay, I had the split pointed at the limb

and I am now at a position of 1025. It's their third position

in the building block 39 .

CC Three scans and we'll check on that.

SPT The XUZ slit auxiliary time ha* been

working like a champ. Put times right out every time perfect.

CC Roger we copy. And we show those three

positions to be 1029, 1027 and 1025, and is your question is

there a fourth one. Over,
SPT That's negative Bruce. The last one is

a GRATING AUTO SCAN with a manual cut off, and I suspect that

theydllke to get as many frames, or as many scans as possible

because the intensities are pretty low down there and they want the

higher statistics. Would you verify that they'd like to go

over our <?)greater than three(-?) ?

CC Okay we'll check that with them again.

CC SPT, this Is Houston. Roger, the minimum
is 3. We'd like to get as many of those as we can without
Impacting any other activities. Over.

SPT Okay, not Interrupting anything except just a

little looking around. I find Its going to take quite a

little while to learn how to use the data Intensity readout.

Especially for things like coronal hold and (garbl.) and ao

forth and I guess I'd going to use every spare moment I have

to explore those things.
CC Roger.
SPT And Bruce perhaps you saw it down there

when I Just did a NuZ update preparation from the unattended

ops. The experiment roll change from minus 10 101 to minus

10 to 092, change of 9 arch minutes,
CC SPT this is Houston. Roger, we copy

your com*'.it' on the star tracker update. We did have a

NuZ updat: f-.heduled for your last pass of the day however,
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that Is the one that starts at about 01)23 and duns precede
the unattended operations. It has been our intent that you
do an NuZ update at that time. You aay now delete this one.
What we're trying to do of course is to minimis*, the operation
on the star tracker because If we get the thing hung up son*
place or w« lose it we've got real problems. Over.

SPT Okay perhaps we ought to change the cue
card there where it says perform a NuZ update. Where we power
down to unattended ops and power up from unattended ops.
We've not had a change like that come through and if that's
what you like we'll go ahead and scratch it.

CC Okay we're scheduling all the NuZ updates
either in your details or on the ATM schedule pad. And
unless you find one theie, we suggest that you not perform
one in order to minimise wear and tear on the star tracker.
Nuw we got 30 seconds to LOS here next station contact in

58 minutes through Hawaii. At 00 ! 1 7 SPT private comro you'll
be on the right antenna all the way. Over.

SPT Okay, thank you Bruce, and we'll ahead
and change the cue card.

CC RoKer, Ed we'll send you a chanr« the

cue card,
PAO Skylab Control 23 hours 20 minutes and

54 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has

now gone out of range of the Vanguard tracking antenna. We're
56 minutes and 30 seconds from our next acquisition at Hawaii.
This is Skylab Control it's 21 minutes 10 seconds after the

hour .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 0 hour 17 minutts and

5 seconds Greenwich »ean tin*. The Skylab space station now

crossing the Pacific Ocean is 39 seconds froa acquisition

of signal at Hawaii. This pass through Hawaii will last

about 7 ninutes and 50 seconds. We have the line live now
for air-to-ground through Hawaii.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawiit
for 7-1/2 minutes. SPT, private cosa in progress.

CDR Rog. Bruce. Hey, Bruce in the romarks
of my Flight Plan I've got an ascending aode of 03. -

correction 035.9 west at the GMT of 23i41. Could you verify
thot it doesn't work out?

CC Okay, we copy. And we'll check it.

CDP. I'll get it's 53.9, Bruce.
CC CDR, this Is Houston. Change t hn t to

3S . 9 east. Ove r

.

CUR Okay, 35.9 east.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 25 minutes through the Vanguard at

00:'i9. Out.
CDR Rog, Bruce.
CC And CDR, private phone call through the

Vanguard at 00:49.
CDR Thank you.
CC And we're also showing the evening status

report at Ascension. That's 01:04, which is the station after
it. And a NuZ update about that same time. Oh, we cancelled
that one 1 guess

.

PLT Bruce, can we get that status report at

a later pass, I don't think we're going to have it by then-
CC Okay, how about Ascension the rov after

that would be 02 : 39?
PLT Thal'd be perfect Bruce, thank you

very much.
CC We' 11 do that.
PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours 2 6 minutes and

14 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
passing out of range of the Hawaiian tracking antenna. Our
next acquisition is in 23 minutes at Vanguard. During this
pass there was a private conversation underway aboard the space
station, Science Pilot talking with his fanily. And we also
have private conversations scheduled for later in the evening.
All three crew members are expected to talk to their families
during the day today. The status report which was scheduled
for the Ascension pass about a half an hour from now has now
been postponed until the following rev that puts it about 2

hours away. During this pass, in Mission Control there's some
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conversation going on about tha a lmul at ions run on the
perforaince of the thruater attitude control tyttta and the
momentum uanageifnt program. Ihat indicates that some runa
now have been performed now both her* and at Marshall Space
Plight Center in Houston. Those runs - Indicate that
for an earth resource* pass of about 70 degrees It would
last 18 mlnutea. And not centered on noon as we expect most
of those K REP passes will be centered. This Is a non-ideal
state for nooentun management, an 18 minute pass that ends
at noon rather than being centered on noon, might use
about 125 pound seconds of thruater attitude control system
gas. That sounds like a very snail amount of TACS fas and
well within the capability of the vehicle. There U a -

still a substantiel supply of attlsude control system gas
onboard. Yesterday's use for comparison was about 600 for a
maneuver that was expected to use relatively he same
number as this. 1 believe the actual estimate yesterday was
137 pound seconds and the total use on the firm opportunity
was 605. So, - but simulations now being run hero and 'at
Marshall and being chucked out indicate that for an earth
resources pass lasting 18 minutes and ending at - at nrhit.il
noon that is to say when the Sun in directly over the spare
station in regard to the Earth. That is to say tliat the Sun
the space station is located between the Sun and t 1m- hnrlh
or at local noon, we'd have a - a cost of 125 pound seconds
that would indicate perhaps even a lower amount used for
those passes that are centered on orbital noon. So that's
a good indication that our earth resources passes may not
have to be reduced s ubs t an t i a 1 1 y and nay not in fact have to
be reduced at all during the upcoming nUsion. This Is
Skylab Control 20 minutes and 34 seconds to. our next
acquisition of signal. It's 28 minutes and 53 seconds after
the hour.

END OF T/.PK
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PA0 Skylaj Control at lero hour* 48 mlnutei

and 42 seconds Gr*«nvich .can time, Th« Skylab space station,

now approaching the coa.t of Chile, U approxlma t.ly » •condj

fro. acquisition o* signal by t.ie Vanguard tracking ship. This

pas. through Vanguard should last about 9 mlnutei and 20 second..

There will be a private conversation underway, one of the crew

morale conversations, and we'll come up live now for the air-

to-ground. The spacecraft communicator le Bruce McCandlesa.

cC Skylab, this Is Houston through Vanguard

for 10 minutes. CDR private cosa and that should be the right

antenna all the way for him. Over.

SPT Roger Bruce. He's up there and got It.

Than* you.
CC Roger out.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston. Is the Commander

reading Com* Tech on the VHF uplink? Over.

cor Houston, this is the CDR. I'm reading hla

loud and clear. He's not reading as

.

CC Okay. Thank you.

CC And Skylab, this Is Houston. If you're

In the process of doing TV 3 at the present else, the switch

up In the MDA needs to be in the portable position Instead of

the ATH monitor MOD position or you're not recording. Over.

PLT Thank you.

Cdr Bruce, tell the Corns Tech that we re still

brCak
CC

g UP
Okay. Your receive signal 1b breaking up?

cc PLT, this la Houston. We show approximately

15 minutes of VTR tape consumption. If, In fact, all of that was

the TV switch In the ATM MUH position, we suggest you let us

rewind the VTR and take It from zero again. Over.

pLT Sounds like a good move, Bruce. You hit It

right on the head, and go ahead. Run with it.

CC Okay. We'll do it and we'll call you back.

x>U Thank you.

cc plt , this Is Houston. We're through with the

rewind. VTR is yours. Over.
PLT Thank you, Bruce.

Cc And the TV switch la still in ATM 1.

pLT Rofc. I'm down in r.he wardroom. That'll be

corrected.
cc SPT, this Is Houston. Prior to your next

ATM pass, you're going to have to reaelect your GRATING reference.

We're gotten it out of con f i gur at ion here, and we don t have

enough time to gst It back In shape before LOS, which is 30

seconds away. Next station contact is In about 6-1/2 minutes

through Ascension at 01:05. Over.
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SPT Roger , Bruce

.

PAO Skylab Control at lero hours 59 alnutes

and 15 seconds Gr«envi«h »ean tine. The Skylab space nation
has pansed out of range of Vanguard. We're about 5 minutes

and 20 ssconds fro« our next acquisition at Ascension. Thia

is Skyiab Control at 59-1/2 winutes after the hour.

KND t)V TAPK
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P*0 Skylab Mission Control at 1 hour 3 minutes

and 9 seconds Greenwich mean time. 3kyi«b apace atatlon now

ibout a .tnute and half fro. acquisition of signal «t A.cen.ion.

During this last P a.a over Vanguard, the crew nd

they were having aome problems, Commander .. with the P*Jvat*

co« - communications to hia family. That wae satisfactorily

resolved during the pass and he did co.plete the private

conversation. Crew also discovered by ground observat on

that the video tape recorder had been by mistake left in the

ATM position, and for 15 minutes they had been recording ATM

when they expected to be recording television of their eating.

So they reran that video tape recorder by ground instruction

and they have now put about six-tenths of a minute on It.

And they are televising that eating at this ti.e. This is

Skylab Control. We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-

ground through Ascenalon, the pass lasting about 6-1/2 minutes.

cc Skylab, this ia Houston through Ascenalon

for 4-1/2 minutes, data voice tape recorder dump.

SPT Right , Bruce.

cc Skylab, this is Houston a olnuto and half

till LOS. Next station contact in 1 hour and 17 minutes through

the Vanguard at 02:27. PIT private co.m start out on VHF right

antenna and probably have to shift to left near the tall end of

the pass. Over.
SPT Okay, Bruce.
CC And you pass that riRht to left on to

Bill please ?

SPT He heard it Bruce.

CC Okay.

pA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour 12 minutes and

30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has gone

out of range of the tracking antenna Ascension. Our next

acquisition about a minute and 14 - I'm sorry - about an hour

and 14 minutes from now. We'll be at Vanguard. There is

a pass at Guam, but the elevation Is too low for the spaceship

to be acquired there. And we'll have the next acquisition at

Vanguard. During this last pass the crew had again (..gun

video taping there evening meal. They have about ') minutes

on the video tape recorder as they went over the hill at

Ascension. Just looking now at the channel B tapes. These

are transcripts prepared from tape recordings made aboard the

space station and then dumped electronically at ground stations.

They indicate that this morning that crew members both Commander

and Science Pilot engaged In some handheld photography of

the desert - Sahara Desert area and the drought stricken area

of Hall. Beginning about - beginning about 7 a.m. - 6 - between
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6 and 7 a. a. this morning, correction between 7 and 8 a.m.

this morning central at indard time, the Comaandar took §oa«
photography using llaaaelblad Ilia of the area of the inland
delta of the Niger River. Both he and the Science Pilot engaged
In it. They Indicated that they preter using the handheld
photography to using a mount tha. is attached to the

wardrooa window - attached near the wardrooa window, They a'4id

that the window mount tends to vibrate a little bit. They
reported the weather to be very clear over the Niger delta
area And lakes in that area. There are a nuaber of large
lakes that they were scheduled to do some closeup photography
o f ; those lakes were quite clear. He said he didn't have tine
to notice - the Coamander said he didn't have tiae to notice
the difference in color. But his general impression w<is thai

the lakes wurv all about the sane, and the old dune area of

the Sahara were - was quite visible. And Jubt to the south
Just to the west and slightly south of the dune area there was
a very large green area that was reported to be very well veg-
etated. This study is one of a nuaber of visual observations
that are being performed by the crew. They have already
perforaed more than a dozen of them, most of them not
scheduled officially by the ground. They carried with thea a

visual operations book and had 20 hours of lectures before going
up. The purpose of all this visual observation Is to gain some
knowledge about whar can be seen froa space by the men and
what new techniques might be used to improve our photography
of the Earth. There are certain things that can be observed
better by men, one of then being the ctate of the sea which
requires that the camera be pointed to get the reflection of

the sunlight off of the sea surface. That Indicates some things
about sea surface conditions that are not clear from direct
o ve rheadphn t og r aphy . So that's one of the purposes, and the
crew have taken the visual observation book with them. They
also have a slider map - a m#p with a ground track that can
be moved from one point to another. They're given each day
the point that the ground track begins at. and they can then
determine where they are located in their orbit and decide on
thMr own where their - handheld photography might take place.
Today a teleprinter message has been prepared for the crew
regarding handheld photography. And they expect that the
ground will have a discussion with thi crew tomorrow concerning
a - a- optional and scheduled handheld photography. The
teleprinter message indicates that 15 minutes is going to be
allotted for each scheduled photographic run - with the hand-
held cameras. And some study time for the run will be allotted
during the evening presleep period on the preceeding day.
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Optional handheld photography will be listed In each crewman's
de - details - teleprinter message that ?oes up daily.
And additional details for visual observations will be sent
either for the crewman or for permanent use putting those
details into the visual observation book. Crew will also
be sent a debriefing guide. That will give them some useful
indications of what previous crews have found to be valuable
in reporting their handheld photography. Included in the
debriefing guide will be a list of things that are considered
desirable. They include sight and description, number of
frames used if more than one, time of photography, the cameras
used and the film magazine so it can be identified, the lens
used, the camera - camera aperture and shutter speed, filters
used if any, the angle of the camera to the ground, and
atmospheric conditions whether cloudy or hazy. And they'll
bo asked either to record that immediately or if it's more
convient to send it down on the a i r- go- g r oun d . The photography,
taken by the Science Pilot today is along the Niger River,
shows an enlargement of the river and the Associated sediment
in the enlarge - enlargement, and also adjacent to it and
quite extensive are large number of fires and resulting plumes
of smoke running from those fires. There were a large number
of fires reported by the Science Pilot. He said the wind pattern
carried these plumes a very extensive distance. Both the
fire and plumes were visible on the photo that he took early this
morning. The study of the inland delta is of special interest
to scientist currently. The inland delta is a low area through
which the Niger River flows in Mali, and it's fed by many small
lakes. It's very suitable for agriculture, but because of
drought conditions and because of over grazing in the area
water runoff is much higher now than it has been in the past.
Rapid water run off causes seasonal floods that crests much
higher and thereby produce not only Immediate danger to
people living down stream on the Niger River, hut also canoes
a direct impact on ap.rlr ultra) productivity. With a hiss of
storage water it Is difficult to grow - gra - to r ,ow - rops
and It also reduces the amount of grazing land .i v.i i I .ib 1 e .

So that the drought is producing first, uver grazing fur*
additional food and then, in a long run, more 'severe drought.
A study of this area and the use of photography gathered on
this mission should help in planning agriculture production
for that area. Some television of the same area of Mali was
ob t a

i

ne d

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - should help in planning agricultural

production for that area. Some television of that sa^e

area of Mali was obtained by the Skylab crew on the last

mission. And today's activities, the crew was asked to

study the changeing vegetation pattern in the flood cycle

by photographing the delta Area, the adjacent area to the

north where the Sahara Desert is expanding Us boundaries,

estimate the percentage of Lakes that are vegetated. Vege-

tation free lakes are whitijh-blue while vegetated lakes are

sof - vegetated lakes are soft green color. And the com-

mander indicated he saw no difference, although he had no

time to look at them. And also they were asked to describe

the overall vegetation pattern and any flood conditions

that might be present. Handheld photography is expected

to continue regularly during the mission. And a great many

sites, over a hundred special areas, have beer, designated.

A great many sites have already been obtained, we will not,

of course, have any thorough reports on any of those for

quite some while. This is Skylab Control. We're over an

hour from our next acquisition of signal. It's now 19 min-

utes and 40 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours 25 minutes
and 59 seconds. It's now 36 saconds from acquisition of
signal at the Vanguard tracking ship. We'll have the line
up live for Spacecraft Communicator, Bruce McCandless. And
this pass at the Vanguard expected to last 11 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Houston through
the Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutes. And we should have the PLT
private comm in progress, starting out on the right antenna,
switching to left near the end of the pass. Over.

CDR Roger, Houston. Okay, Bruce, I've got
about 2/3 of the Evening Status Report for you. I'm going
to hold off on the photo log report until after we finish
233. And I'll catch it pass after the medical conference.

CC Okay, you saying you want to go ahead
with the Evening Status Report now?

CDR Yeah, I'll go ahead and get all but
the photo part done.

CC Okay, fire away.
CDR Okay, mission day 13. Sleep: CDR,

6.5, 6 heavy, half light; SPT
, 6.5, 6 heavy, half light;

PLT, 6.0, all heavy. Volume: CDR, 1200; SPT, 1300; PLT,
1500. Water gun: CDR, 6811; SPT, 1545; PLT, 7590. Body
mass: CDR, 6.299, 6.298, 6.300; SPT, 6.373, 6.378, 6.380,
PLT, 6.234, 6.233, 6.230. Exercise: CDR, Alfa, leg, 35 minutes
4400 watt-minutes, Bik - Method Bravo, Alfa, and Foxtrot,
10 each. Alfa being the lift to the waist, Foxtrot hilng
lift to the waist, then off to the head. Those are 10 each
of those. Echo, 30 each. Exercise method Charlie. Charlie,
Delta, and Foxtrot, 10 each. Exercise Echo, the Hordlnsky
special, 10 each, exercise method Foxtrot, the Thornton
Revenge , 8 minutes. SPT, exercise method Bravo, curia, c-
u-r-l-s, 15 minutes, 100. PLT, method Alfa, leg, 35 minutes,
5000 watt-minutes, method Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, Delta, Echo,
08,50, that's 50 each. Method Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta,
Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf, and Hotel, 07 minutes, 15 each. Method
Foxtrot, 07 minutes. Medications, none. Garment usage:
CDR, one pair of shorts, discarded today. Food log: CDR,
6.0 salt, deviations, minus 1 coffee with sugar, minus peas,
plus mints. Rehydratable - rehydration water deviations,
zero. SPT, salt 0, deviations, 0, water plus 8-1/2 ounces.
PLT, salt 1.5, deviations, minus coffee, minus I coffee,
plus one peanuts. There are no flight plan deviations
other than the CDR moved hie PT effort forward into the place
where the 487-2 was located. And I'll be doing ay 487-2
after this report.

CC Okay, Jerry, bresk, break.
CDR Go ahead.
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; CC How about - how about PLT rehydratable
water deviations?

CDR Zero.
CC Roger

.

CDR Okay, shopping list ac comp 1 i shmen t s

,

none. Inoperable equipment, none, unscheduled stowage, none.
And 1*11 get you the photo report later.

CC Okay, we copy all that.
SPT Hey, Bruce, could you give me a number,

please ?

CC Yeah, 75. What do you want it for?

SPT I'd like the number of steps in the 55

grating because I do not have a sunlight to get ne any optical
pulse. I believe It's 549 something. 1 need to know what
that something is.

CC That's in work,
SPT I'm studying the 55 grating too. It's

zero but without the optical - without the Sun for the

pulse, I won't get a - a zero pulse. But I can step it up

to the right number if I know what It is.

CC SPT, this Is Houston. We can do it un-
attended, Just close it out in the present position. Ovt-r.

SPT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Go ahead.

S PT Bruce, are you ready for the frames

renninlng?
cc Say again about frames remaining.

spT Are yOU ready for the readoff of the frames

remaining on the ATM instruments?
CC Negative, negative.
cc SPT Houston. We'd like to get high voltage

1 and 2 switches to the OFF position on S055 and then we're

ready for your frames remaining.
SpT Sequentially from the top: 15,114,05,62,

00174,01575, 07649, 05451.
Roger, we got them. One minute to LOS,

next station contact in 3 minutes through Ascension at 02:40.

Evening questions. Out.
PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 38 minutes and

25 seconds Greenwich ncan time. Skylab space station is

now passing an area that's out of range of Vanguard but just

about to be acquired by Ascension tracking station. Skylab

pa - crew control just completed their status report indicating

that they had received about 6-1/2 hours of sleep for the

Science Pilot and Commander last night and 6 hours for the Pilo

About an hour and a half less than they normally would sleep on

Earth. That's similar to the experience of previous crews.

And also indicating their »xercise pattern for the day, which

Is a well-balanced program Including lifto, a series of ex-

ercises using springs and tension rope. Devices callea mark

one and two exercisers and also the bicycle which has been used

for both leg and arm muscle improvements. We'll ko<?p the line

up live now for air-to-ground with Bruce HcCandless and the

Skylab crew. That begins about 35 seconds froci now. The

pass through Ascension is expected to last about 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension

for 10-1/2 minutes. Over.
Cc Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension

for 10 minutes. SPT. Over.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Roger. We show 55 in Align. We need the

mode switch to STOP, please.
CC Rojer. Thank you. And if you're ready

for the evening questions, I've got a couple of quick ones

here. (Garble) the first one's for you, Ed. Yesterday you

used the digital thermometer for the rate gyro six-pack

temperatures. We still have the original batteries installed

in the digital thermometer and we're trying to get some lort o

a handle on how much life time they have left. Do you recall
whft the response time was on this digital thermometer? Over.

CC And also, Ed, we show th« HPC and MPC roll
switches still FN ABLED.
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CC Did you copy the digital thermometer
(] ues t ion Kd ?

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Break. Break.
We're getting no modulation. We are getting a key. Have you
got the private comm reconfigured or would you reconfirm the
configuration in the command module.

CC PLT, PLT, this is Houston. Do you read?
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We're showing

good signal strength both ways. No modulation coming down.
cc Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston. How do

you read?
CDR Houston Skylab loud and clear. How do you

read tn e .

cc Okay. We read you now. Did you have to
reconfigure? Over.

CDR I don't think so. I don't know wli a t
' s the

problem up forward. Kd's up at the ATM.
cc Okay. We got a couple of quick questions

we started out -

CDR Fire away, Bruce.
CC SPT, this is Houston. How do you read?
tl)R He reads you loud and clear.
cc Okay. Jerry, we are not reading Ed. We

are getting a hum in the background which Indicates to me that
the transmitter in the command module is being kev-ed, that is,
we can hear him actually keying, but we're getting no modula-'
tion out of him. Over.

CDR Okay.
CC What's he using?
PLT Skylab, PLT. How do you read?
CC Loud and clear, PLT. What's the SIM

using?
cc PLT or CDR, what's the SPT uslrif, for h i «i

attempt to communicate with us?
SPT SPT 1, SIA 131.
CC Okay. We copy. Let us ?,o ahead with

r.ome of the questions here. For the CDR; have you all been
adjusting the MUA fan diffuser between day 32 7 and day 321?
The reason we ask this is that the rate gyro six-pack
temperature* reported on 329 showed a S degree increase but
we're back to nominal on 321. If you set it on thir narrow
position, this lets the packages heat up by about 5 degrees.
So we'd like to, if it doesn't interfere with your comfort
too much, verify that the fan diffuser eetting is, in fact, in
the wide position and keep it in wide in the future if you
can manage that. Over.
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CDR Okay, We'll do it, Bruce,
it and set it wide and it'll at ay there.

CC Okay. Were you - Can you
you actually adjusting it bet - -

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay, we' 11 do It Bruce. I'll go check
it and set It wide and It'll stay there.

CC Okay, were you - can you recall were youactually adjusting It between these days Just for around
correlation?

CDR Stand by we'll pull the troops.

, ,

SPT
,

Bruce, (garble) (garble) wide and as far
as I know It's always been that wide.

CC Okay - -
SPT (garble) making some observations on thecommand module so we'll have to ask him afterwards.
CC

„, Okay, and we're reading you loud andclear now Ed. And could you repeat your response on thatdigital thermometer question?
SPT

, ,

The ri8e time "P to the final temperaturewas approximately 30 seconds. It was an exponential riseand asymptotically came out to that final temperature which Iread down, it got up to all but the final temperature in
15 seconds and essentially stabilized at 30.

,,
CC

, L
0kfJ y. that's very good. We do have- one

IVdVlvT
hCrC

-
hV hCar US frOB thc «-»-nd

U ,

CDR Bruce, he's doing 233, we better notbug him.
CC Okay.
CDR 1,11 take thc question and relay It io

n In. J
'

CC
,

0ka y- d *<* he have on S2 32 - did he have

I f

y

the°- -
W Sp ° tLlng tht "Plosive injection of the barium?

JJ
CDR

,
(Garble) negative, Bruce. He saw itimmediately, right after they said explosion.

CC
, _ ,

okav
- If the explosive injection hadoccurred below the horiion does he think he would have b—able to easily spot the barium streak? ' '

°? R 0k «y. we'll have to ask him that one.
,,

And lf the sunlight had not rofiiried offthe dlscone antenna at sunrise does he think you'J I,. - r.would have been able to follow thc jet after sunri-u- ,„«! Ifso far about how long? Probably have to ask him -

,/' DR 1 was wlth hi" when that sun st.in M t t I ti v

a halo buildup immediately on the window. And I don't thinkany of the photographs taken once the scattered U R h I hitthe window were any good at «11.

„ . ,

C °
,

Okay, but the question was if that had

-i« -Tii
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CDR The answer is affirmative. I think you
could have for how long I would estimate oh maybe 1 or 2 more
minutes because you can see it was still dark outside but
we just had a white haze on the window caused by scattered
i I

ghl

•

r<: Okay. Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute
to t.OS. 34 minutes until next station contact at Guam at
03:24 which is your evening medical conference. And the
next station contact after that is the Vanguard at - in
1 hour and 14 minutes at 04:04. And if you all think you'll
still be awake at that time why we'll go ahead and get the
photo report from you Ihen and we can read you up a summary
of the evening news. Over.

CDR Okay, that'll be fine Bruce. We'll be
awake and I'll have the photo report for you then.

CC Mighty fine, talk to you over the Vanguard.
CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 51 minutes and

17 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
crossing over the African coast is out of range of the
tracking antenna at Ascension. We're 32 minutes from the
acquisition at Guam. That Guam pass is scheduled for a
private medical conference. We do not expect to hear Iron
the crew at Guam, our next acquisition at Vanguard is
about an hour and 12 minutes from now. And as you heard
Spacecraft Communicator Bruce Ma - Bruce McCandles.s Indicate
we will expect to talk to the crew even though it Is a few
minutes after their scheduled bed time. The crew have - the
crew has indicated that their sleep periods do not normally
begin that early. They don't normally go to sleep til
about 4 o'clock Greenwich mean time, which is at least an
hour after their scheduled bedtime. The earth resources pass
scheduled for tomorrow, a solar lnertlal pass, that Is to say
that the spacecraft will not be maneuvered for the earth
resources pass. And the data gathered will be gathered at
an oblique angle. The exact sites for that EREP pass havenotyet been determined; those normally are completed about
8 o clock central standard time in the evening before the
pass. They're running a little bit late tonight in making
the fins' determination of sites. There have however,
been 3 v - vlewfinder tracking systen sites indicated. Tn-.se
are sites for the S191, the infrared spectrometer, the vhw'Nndert rack Ing system is the telescopic device that'* ust-d
by the Commander in locating the exact -

I take Hint hack -
the pilot will be using it tomorrow. Normally, thv Commander
ulVl a ,

ViCWnnder Peking I. - teleseope tl*V

«

used to identify small sites on the ground for which the Infrared
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PAO Skylab Control at 4 hours 3 minutes and
32 seconds Greenwich no an time. We're now approaching
acquisition of signal at Vanguard. The pass at Vanguard is
a 10 minute ore and we expect it to be the last one of the
evening. Spacecraft Comunicator is Bruce McCandless . This
is Skylab Control, we'll have the line live now for air-to-ground
through Vanguard.

CC Skylab this is Houston through the Vanguard
for 10 minutes. Over.

PL T Roger, Houston Skylab here. And I

have a question on whether the EREP site - the number for an
E RE P site for tomorrow.

CC Fire away.
PLT I don't list the 267 site in either book.
CC Okay let us get you an answer on that and

in the mean tine can you answer a question or two for us. During
the last pass that we had with you which was about an hour and
half ago, we had a problem with the SPT on comm. When the
SPT was attempting to transmit through it S1A131 could you
all hear him on the intercomm? Over.

PLT Negative.
CC Okay at the end of the pass when comra was

reestablished with the SPT what changes did he make the SIA
or what did he change in his - to 131 or what did he change
in his technique to get through to us?

>PT The only thing I did different 3ruce was
I used the head set which I had hooked up to the side rather
rhan the speaker box. I unplugged it from channel A and went
over to channel B.

CC Okay but previously you'd been trying to
spf.ak through the microphone and the speaker box itself, right.

SPT That's affirm Bruce. If I get it Jammed on
one of these passes, I'll go on up and try it again.

CC Suspect we may have a bad mike or something
else, but we'll work on that down herf-. Sow a couple of comments
on the CMG management situation. The simulator results at
Marshall and here at Houston aie comparing more and oore
favorably with respect to the 2 CMG control logs and we think
ve got a real good handle on it now. The SLS has duplicated
the S232 maneuver and its anomaly. The girable and the trac -

gimble angle tracers match the flight vehicle within a degree
or so. And in view of that you will notice in your flight
plan for tomorrow, although your scheduled for soltr inertial
EREP pass, we do have them Inhibit momentum durps in there
for S183 PHND and other purposes. Evaluation is under way at
Marshall and here and we anticipate no problems with these.
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The EREP Z-LV pass Is In the flight plan for mission day 15.
We have no evaluations in yet, but they'll be done tomorrow.
And we're looking at ways to have simulators flag to us the
sensitive momentum state that caused the 2 CMG control log
to behave in a nonoptimal fashion so that we can plan our
maneuvers positively avoid them. Also we're looking at crew
age and recognizing on]y one of these conditions has happened
and corrective action you can take and realtime to at
least minimize the TACS cost, in addition to planning our moves
so that we stay out of these regions. So I guess in summary
you could say that we'll have a positive confirmation for you
by the time it comes up if the mission day 15 EREP does not
encounter any nonoptimal behaviour before we start the maneuver.
And we will have some monitoring techniqueo and corrective
procedures up to you at the same time. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce that's good new.
CDR Bruce, that's good. What we would appreciat

is getting some of those monitoring techniques and those
procedures up here about as soon as you can, so we can have
a chance to think them over and make sure that we understand
them before we have to put them into use.

cc They will be on their way up as soon as
they are completely finalized. So you can probably look for
them some time tomorrow.

CDR Okay, that's good Bruce. Got any more
quest ions ?

cc We got wake up scheduled for 12:08 Zulu
over Hawaii for you tomorrow morning. We are standing by
for your evening photo status report. And if we have any more
time I got some news items I can read up to you.

CDR Okay the photo status report is pretty
simple. N/A on the 16- mil 1 i me te r : N'/A no change on the
drawer A configuration; no change in ERE?; no change in ETC;
and the only film usage was 35 and 70, so here it comes.
35-nil 1 ime te r : Nikon 01, Bravo Victor, 47, 18; Nikon 02;
India Romeo 08, 24; Nikon 3, Charlie India 110, 22; Nikon 4,
Charlie X-ray 19, 51 Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel 03, 29. 70-millimeter
we used 2 frames today. On the report yesterday 1 showed a
frame count of a 170. I guess I should have showed 000 and
now today's frame count will be 002.

cc Okay, we copy all that. Would you like
some news items?

CDR Fi re away .

cc Okay, the House Republican leader Gerald
Ford was confirmed for the Vice Presidency by a Senate vote
of 92 to 3. The House is expected to confirm his nomination
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a week from tomorrow. President Nixon will make public
complete data on his personal finances including his tax
payments according to one report. The information is expected
to be released this week. In the energy situation, an Arab
8umtoit meeting in Algires reportedly agreed to continue the
use of oil as a weapon against pro-Israeli nations. The
conference decided to stop tightening the oil squeeze on
Japan and the Philippines for 1 month. This action was in
recognition of their recent pro-Arab stands. The Arabs
already had to suspended their additional cutback of the
European Common Market countries, except the Netherlands which
is under a total embargo for its alleged pro-Isreali bias.
No progress has been made in mid-east peace talks. And a
major peace conference there might not be attempted by Egypt
according to unofficial announcement from the Egyptian gover-
ment. In the U.S., service stations on the New York thru-way
and Pennsylvania and Maine turn pikes will stop selling
gasoline on Sundays in responce to President Nixon's request.
For those who are stranded will be given enough gas to get
them to the next exit and will be charged for an emergency
call. The president of the American Association and State
Highway and Transportation Officals says his group does not
like any speed limit plan that jwuld allow trucks and buses
to go faster than au toioblifts^J Stale Highway Director of
Washington said top highway officals across the country were
opposed to President Nixon's suggestions of maximum limit of
55 miles per hour for trucks and buses and 50 miles per
hour for autos. He said a pole of highway administrators in
all States Indicated virtually unanimous opposition to the
two vehicle limitation and support for a single speed limit
for all vehicles. Incidentally in connection with tht milage
of automobiles things cf this sort we did a little calculating
this evening. We found out that the workshop, now on its 2,867
rev, Is getting something like 285 miles per gallon.

CDR Per gallon of what Bruce?
CC Per gallon of RP 1 and LH2 that we used

for injection.
CC The U.S. Post -

C pR We thought you meant something else.
ALlJ* g_L.r e k e e P i n 3 Ak-a_L_Lal,giiL- ke-ro .

—
The U.S. posted had a large Trade surplus last month. Export
exceeded imports by 527 million dollars down from 873 million
in Sep tembe r . But -

END OF TAPE
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CC - - here. The U.S. posted a large
surplus last month. Exports exceeded Imports by 527 million
dollars, down from 873 million in September but a big
improvement from the 420 million dollar deficit in October
of last year. The half-billion dollar surplus disappointed
the currency dealers and the U. S. dollar dropped in world
market. The dollar had been unusally strong since the oil
boycott began threatening the economies of Europe and Japan.
Student demonstrations in Greece during recent weeks
apparently brought about a new military coup. The
new government has freed several hundred presons Jailed by
the deposed regime of George Papadopoulo s . A f t e r reaching a

two year low yesterday, the Dow Industrial average rebounded,
rising 22 points today closing at 839. In four weeks the average
had dropped nearly 170 points. This series of increased unemploy-
ment and a possible recession produced by the energy shortage
sent investors scurring for shelter. Governor Ronald Reagan
refused Tuesday to say whether he will enter the 1976
presidential race, observing that candidates on center stage
this early tend to be replaced. Asked at a news conference
in Sydney, Australia, whether he would seek the Republican
nomination, the California governor said, "ask me that
question again in mid-1975." News from the VTS sites,
change 267 to 268. Delete 325, 330, 307, 702 and 703.
Substitute sites 565 for volcano, PLT copy. Over.

PLT Ro g , copy .

CC Okay. From here in Houston, Ronald
Sherwood, e Navy electronics technician from Houston,
reported back to duty Monday at Miranar Naval Air Station
wearing a turban. During the Thanksgiving holiday, he
told officers, he had coverted to Sikhism and that the
followers of the 17th centruy Hindu cult must wear white
turban at all times. The commander of the 22 year old
Sherwood's fighter squad ordered in for hearing for
Tuesday on charges he was out of uniform. At that time
hearing officer disqualified himself and passed it on to
the air group commander. In meantime he's been assigned
to temporary duty in the chaplain's office where he wears
civilian clothes. Forty seconds to LOS. We'll talk to
you in the morning over Hawaii at 12:00. News item,
Pioneer 10, everything is going beautifully for Pioneer 10
closing fast on the planet Jupiter. All of the Pioneers
scientific instruments and systems are working well. With
imagery being returned it shows increasing details. Signals
from the spacecraft takes 45 minutes to arrive at Earth.
Pioneer is now a half billion nile9 from us, that's
to the 9th miles but Just a fev million miles from Jupiter.
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Anies Research Canter oays chat the giant red spot on Jupiter
has been seen several times and Jupiter's distinct bands
are becoming clearer with each image. Shadows from the
inner Moons of Jupiter have been seen on the planet and the
moon (garble) have been observed on one image. Pioneer
crossed the magnetopause last evening, earlier than expected
and is now in the raagentic field. The crossing was expected
this morning at the earliest. The closest approach is expected
on Monday, December 3, mission day 18, day of the year 337, at
about 81 thousand miles. And back to Bill. Did you copy
those VTS sites or do you want me to repeat them again?

PLT Okay, I got 268, 267 delete, 325, 333,
07, 702, 703 and add 565 instead of volcano.

CC Boy, you were really paying attention.
That's beautiful, Bill.

PLT (Garble) Bruce.
PAO Skylab Control at 4 hours 15 minutes

and 15 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has passed out of range of the Vanguard tracking antenna,
our last pass of the evening. Spacecraft Communicator
Bruce McCandless, there performing a marvelous job of
reading a great deal of news in a very short time. And also
managing to get in a message of the error in the viewfinder
tracking system, a number that had been given to the crew
earlier. Viewfinder tracking system 267 that the crew asked
about, as it turns out it's 268. That is the sight of the
Four Corners power plant in New Mexico, we described a little
earlier. We hava the mission surgeon's daily report on the
crew health, and we'll read that for you at this time.
The crew is in good health, both the Commander and the Pilot
had clinically uneventful lower body negative pressure runs.
In addition to this the Commander and Pilot did some tread-
mill workout while instrumented to allow better evaluation
of Just what stress this device produces, signed by Dr.
Jerry Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins. That indication of course
is something that was more or less predicated by the doctors
earlier. The Pilot William Pogue had not completed the run
of M092, the lower body negative pressure the other day and
the doctors felt that at that time he had failed to complete
the run showing undesirably low blood pressures because he
had not completed a meal in advance as he is suppose to do.
And today completing the lower body negative pressure protocal
completely indicates that he is still in good health and
there's no problem to be encountered there. Tomorrow's
activities include a very busy schedule for the Skylab crew of
more than 5 hours of solar observing time have been set in the
plan and includes observation by all three crew members.
Tomorrow William Pogue will have his first opportunity to work
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at the control and display panel of the ATM. He'll start
the operations in the morning at about 13:50 Greenwich mean
time, that's 7:50 Central standard time. Tomorrow's
activities also includes an Earth resources pass, the first
one of the mission although it's officially called EREP-3.
Two others have had to be postponed because of weather and
attitude control problems. Skylab - this pass tomorrow will
include a number of activities. The pass will be a solar
interial pass, that is a pass that requires no maneuvers
and keeps the telescopes pointed at the Sun but does not
- but does not keep the instruments pointed directly at the
Earth. The pass will provide an oblique photograph of the
surface and permit the crew to focus their infrared sensor
on the smoke plumes from Four Corners power station in
northwest New Mexico. And on a late - -

END OF TAPE
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pA0 But does not - But does not keep the
instruments pointed directly at the Earth. The pass will
provide oblique photographs of the surface and permit the
crew to focus their infrared sensor on the smoke plumes from
Four Corners Power Station in northwest New Mexico, and on
a lake in the Texas Rio Grande delta, and a Nicaraguan volcano.
These will all be surveyed by the infrared instrument during
a 6500 mile long pass. The survey begins at 12:54 central
standard time in southeastern Utah and ends off the south
Atlantic coast of Brazil at 1:17 p.m. That's a 23 minute
pass that covers 6500 miles. Crew also have some optional
handheld photography assignments for tomorrow. The original
schedule called for four of those, one of them has now been
canceled. One of the handheld photo assignments for tomorrow
of the Great Lakes, where handheld photography including possibly
some stero photography may indicate uaing water colore (garble)
over a series of overflights. The circulation patterns in the
Great Lakes that had to be scrubbed (garble) scheduled originally
for 15:44, 9:44 central standard time. That was scrubbed
because it conflicts with an observation of (garble) 53, that's
a laser beam that will be pointed at the space station from
the Goddard Spaceflight Center in Maryland. The r.rew will
photograph the laser as it scans across the sky pointing
directly at the space station. It's hoped that lasers of
this sort may eventually become valuable in navigational
techniques. Aslo scheduled for tomorrow, handheld photography
at 17:17 Greenwich mean time, is snow observations where the
crew will attempt to accumulate some data on snow, which is
an important (garble) in world-wide environmental investigations
and in the overall economic stability of geographic a eas
such as the southwestern and western U.S. It's already been
shown that data from Earth resources technology satellite and
from the Earth Resources Experiment Package on Skylab can aid
in defining the extent of the snow pack, which is an important
data point in determining total water runoff from individual
drainage basins. Crew visual observations and handheld
photography in conjunction with EREP data from Skylab will
form a basis for developing a technique to determine snow
accumulations on a world-wide scale. The main problems in
accurately mapping snow cover from space are that it's
difficult to differentiate snow from clouds. It's often
difficult to identify snow cover because of heavy forest
canopy, vegetation that interferes with the photography. It's
also difficult because of the regression of the snow line
during periods of melting and it's sometimes difficult to
define the snow line in areas of shadow and where there Is
high reflectivity of rocks. Let's hope that the Skylab crew
by using their sharp eyes, can give some indications of how
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definition might be added to the photography. Another
handheld photography opportunity for tomorrow ia that of
Phoenix, Arizona. There's some question as to whether or not
this will be possible. It's scheduled for 12:54, which is
the exact beginning time of the Earth Resources pass, but it
is hoped that the crew will be able to photograph the Phoenix
area, which is one of a number of cities, 20, originally listed
that will be photographed to help determine the metropolitan
development patterns of cities all over the world. How these
have been classified as - into various types: mountain cities,
desert cities, of which Phoenix is one, sea coast cities,
plain cities, river cities, and delta cities. The crew will
be asked to not only photograph the area, possibly using stero
photography. Stero photography from space Is performed by
taking a picture every 4 seconds. The sequential pictures
then do provide stero coverage. They will not only perform
the photography, but they'll also be asked to describe the
patterns of the city area, including satellite cities within
the metropolitan area and they'll be asked to classify the
city pattern as concentric sector or multinuclei or as a

combination of the types. Also scheduled for photography
tomorrow is Central American fault zones. Purpose of this
is to determine major fault zones through using both the eyes
of the crew members and through photography. They'll photograph
faults and fault trends in Central America and they'll be
asked to aid ground scientists by giving tape recordings
of their findings, including the lines of volcanos which
parallel the Pacific Coast, but appear to change trends in
the Gulf of Fronseca, and they'll also be asked if north
trending (garble) valleys near and east of Guatemala City
end at a specific longitude and if they can identify that.
They'll also be asked to identify other linear features that
have not been shown on earlier maps. Many of these areas,
although they seem to be well-known have not been detailed
in geological mapping and for that reason Skylab space
photography should add substantially to the detailed knowledge
of many of the remoter areas of the Earth. Today has been
a very busy day aboard the Skylab space station. The Skylab
astronauts this morning photographed the Niger River Delta
and the drought striken African nation of Mali. The photography
was part of a program of visual observations specially
designed for the third Skylab crew. That's the visual
observations that have been added as - options for tomorrow's
activity. The photography of the Niger Delta will be used
by planters in identifying areas suitable for agricultural
production and in noting future flood dangers that have been
created by the loss of vegetation, partly due to over grazing
during this period of drought and famine. While Science Pilot
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Edward Gibson observed the Sun, his fellow crew meabera
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Willlao Po *ue Performed Medical teats aboardthe orbiting laboratory. Ground personnel are continuingcomputer studies of planned maneuvers for the 100 ton soacestation. We're going to bring up the line now, in the even-that there is some additional air-to-ground, We're ccmina
*

b.ck into acquisition of signal at Canary Islands and Sadfidand we feel that there may be an opportunity here for someconversation. We'll have the line live for a period of time
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 4 hours 30 min-
utes and 10 seconds. We haven't had any conversation In this
pass, so we 11 record anything that goea on from now on.
Complete the report on evenings activities and day's activities.This evening here in Mission Control, there have been some
early results back from the computer tests run on planned
maneuvers for the 100 ton space station. Those early results
show that the outlook for the remainder of the flight seems
to be very bright. If computer results prove accurate, Skylab'sEarth resources and comet studies which require maneuvering
can be performed with only a small expenditure of nitrogen
gas from the space station's attitude control thrusters.
Tomorrow the crew will ma ke an Earth resources pass thatrequires mo maneuver, but we are presently trying to arrange
an Earth resources pass which does require a - a maneuver
for Friday. The crew was in - was told by Story - by BruceMcCandless, the present Spacecraft Communicator, that thedata run on the 2 32 maneuver, that's the maneuver for thebarium cloud experiment a couple of days ago - correction,yesterday, that - that maneuver did use a great dealmore thrus - thruster attitude control sy s t em n i t rogen gasthan was planned and a survey now done on the computer indi-cates that - that that - that that is well understood. Theproblem is now well underhand - well in hand and the 23 -
232 maneuver has been run in simulations and the result cameout very similar. So that's a good indication for futuremaneuvers aboard the space station. One indication on aEarth resource's pass run in simulation is that a very vervvery small amounc of thruster attitude control system gas,
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station Is expected to stay In orbit several years beyond
this one. That concludes the activities for today, I expec
to hear from the crew again toaorrov morning shortly after
6 a.m. This is Skylab Control at 33 minutes and 22 secondsafter the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich se«n time
12 hours 10 minutes. Day 14 in the mission of Skylab IV.
November 29th, the 199th day in the orbit of the Skylab
space station. Intensive study of the Sun, additional photos
of the Earth, and a resources observation are the prim* assign-
ments today for the Skylab IV crew. Upon their wakeup at
6:14 central standard time this morning. Space Btation
Commander Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, the Science Pilot, and
astronaut William Pogue will spend more than 7 hours In &olar
observations. They will also conduct Earth resources axper-
ment. Although this la numbered Earth resources experlnent
number 2 it's actually number 1, two previous ones having
been cancelled. Today's pass along track 20 is a social -
solar lnertial pass requiring no attitude maneuvers on the
part of the spacecraft. The solar telescopes remain pointed
at the Sun while the Ea r t h- 1 ooki n g Instruments provide an
oblique view cf the targets along the groundtrack. Commander
Carr begins EREP preparations at 10:34 central standard time.
He will be Joined by Bill Pogue about a half hour later.
The survey begins at 12:54 p.m. central standard time In south-
eastern Utah and ends off the coast of South - the South Atlantic
coast cf Brazil at 1:17 PM. It's a 23-minute pass covering
approximately 6,500 miles. Carr, Pogue, and Gibson, who
will operate the Earth terrain camera during the pass, will
survey smoke plumes at the Four Corners Power Station in
New Mexico, the Rio Grande area In south Texas, and volcano inNicaragua. Pogue will have his first opportunity on this
nission to operate the Apollo telescope mount controls and
displays. He begins operation at 7:50 a.m. central standard
time, working for about an hour and will return :o the AIMconsole for a second session later this evening. Three se-parate handheld Earth photography assignments are also ontap today. Tha first one, scheduled Tor 11:17 a.m., Is snowobservation using a target of opportunity. other photographyincludes Phoenix, Arizona. Phoenix is one of nearly 2 dozencities selected by Skylab investigators to be photographedto hel r determine metropolitan development patterns. A thirdscheduled photography session is alonp the Central Americanfault zones. The picture session Is set for approximately
I p.m. The purpose is to obtain data on major geologicalfault zones and fault trends in Central America. One otherphoto assignment of interest will be an attempt by Skylabat around 10 am. central standard time to observe and photo-
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for 7:40 a.m. central standard time. We'll leave the line up
for CAP COMM'a, Dr. Story Musgrave, wakeup call expected
momentarily. Acquisition in 30 seconds.

CC Good morning Skylab. Got you through
Goldstone for 9 minutes.

CDR rtorning. Story.
CC Morning.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and 5

minutes to Bermuda.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 26 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone.
Flying over the northern reaches of the United States, near
the Canadian border. Next acquisition will be Bermuda In
1 minute 25 seconds. We'll hold the line open for CAP C0MM
astronaut Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, we've back with you through
Bermuda for 5 minutes.

CC Skylab, wo' re a minute to 1.0S and 5

minutes to Canaries; be dumping data voice at Canaries.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 34 minutes. Quiet pass for the stateside following
wakeup call at 12:14 Greenwich mean time 20 minutes ago as the
Skylab IV crew gets ready for their 14th day in their mission.
A day which includes the first actual E RE P pass. This will
be a solar inertial pass along ground track 20. Solar iner-
tial pass provides the telescope cameras to remain pointed
at the Sun. ERE? came: as - instruments therefore will be taking
an oblique view of the Earth, approximately a 35-degree
angle oblique view of the Earth. Next acquisition will be
1 minute 40 seconds through Canary. We'll hold the line
up for this Canary pass.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab; AOS Canaries 9 minutes. Ho dumping
the data voice here.

CDR Roger, Story. We got a waste processor
exhaust pressure tank h.fgh ever since last night. Looks
like we may have a fror.e up dump nozzle.

CC Copy, Jer.
CC Skylab, we need the DAS for dump inhibit.

And we can rend that pressure down hero, Jer, and we're
seeing .003. And the DAS is yours.

CC Jer, Houst on

.

CDR Go ahead, Story.
CC On that panel 800 the water dump

pressure, that's beer pegged high oil along, and we're wondering
if we've got a discrepancy between your onboard veadlng
of the waste processor exhaust pressure and what wn're
seeing down here.

CDR Story, that hasn't been pegged high,
it's been down around 0.06 or 0.07 for quite sometime.
And last night is when it taped
a squeezer dump

.

CC Okay, well,
down here.

CDk Okay, that's
and do ell of our urine dumps and I'll finish the squeezer
dunp this morning.

CC Skylat, we're a minute from LOS. The
next station we expect to pick you is at Honeysuckle at
13:22. You'll be passing over Tananarive but they have
a site problem. That'll be coming up in about 12 minutes;
we don't expect to reach you there.

CDR Okay, Story, we'll see you then.
CC Yes, sir.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tine

1? hours 48 minutes. Loss of signal through Canary tra.king
station. Next acquisition in 9 minutes 50 seconds should
be Tananarive tracking station. However, network reports
to Flight Controller Milt Windier that they have antenna
problems at Tananarive; the antenna is stuck, and it's
possible we may not have communications through the Tananarive
station. However, we'll bring the line up in 9 minutes
30 seconds. This, the 14th day in a mission of Skylab IV.
Comrander Gerald Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibiion, Pilot Bill Pogue
In the 199th day In the life of the orbital work station,
the crew is in their postsleep activity period. Included
in postsleep, of course, is preparing their breakfast. This
morning Commander Carr will start the day out with coffeec.ike

just as I waa do'^ng

re showing about 0.003

al good. We'll go ahead
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b t r awbe r r i es , Rice Krlspies, coffee with sugar. Science
Pilot Ed Glbaon will have egga and sausage, grapefruit drink,
and tea. Pilot Bill Pogue's menu calls for sausage, pears,
orange drink, Rice Krlspies, and coffee. Mission day 14,
Greenwich mean time 12 hours 49 minutes. Next acquisition
at Tananarive in 8 minutes 30 seconds. This is Skylah
Cont rol .

PAD Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
12 hours 5 7 minutes. We may expert acquisition at Tananarive.
Network earlier reported to Flight Director Milt Windier,
we may not have acquisition here due to a malfunction in

an antenna at the Tananarive tracking station. However,
we'll leave the line up in the event we do have conn with
- from the crew. Wakeup was, this morning, at approximately
40 minutes ago over the states, begin the 14th day in orbit.
Crew now in their postsleep activities preparing for a busy
day Including 5 hours of manned operation of the Apollc
telescope mount. The first EREP pass of the, mission, a
5400-mile pass alony track 20 beginning in the United States
and ending off the Coast of Brazil. The vehicle being in
solar inertial attitude with the ATM telescopes pointed
towards the Sun, the vehicle's Earth resources cameras and
instruments aiming obliquely at the Earth. The SI - SI
attitude necessary due to the overuse of TACS the other
day, 2 days ago, during a return to the proper attitude
from taking photcgraphs of the barium cloud in Alaska.

''AO Skylab Con - Skylab Control; Greenwich
nu- an time 13 hours 3 minutes. No call f roc CAP COMM Story
Musgrave to the spacecraft on this rev crossing Tananarive.
The problem with their - the antenna apparently not corrected
prior to this pass. Greenwich mean time 13 hours and 3 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay.
SPT Story, I still have a barber pole up

here. Is there anything else you'd like to try with it?
CC That's it for now, Ed. Thanks.
SPT Thank you. Keep trying.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and about

11 minutes to Hawaii at 13:41. And, Jer, no need to acknowl-
edge, but we have seen a bias between our telemetry read-
ings and the readings on the meter of about .05. So it
looks like we're back in good shape again.

?A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 13
hours 32 minutes. We have loss of signal for Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition in 9 minutes 45 seconds will be Hawaii
tracking station. Discussions with CAP COMM Story Musgrave
concerning the water pressure, exhaust valve pressure. This
was controlled, this is monitored in the waste management
compartment of the workshop. The crew had one reading on
board, the ground had another, but the EG I L has informed the
Flight Director that this reading Is okay. The exhaust valve
pressure is nominal at this time. Further discussions con-
cerning S054 filter unlock procedures. The filter stuck be-
tween filter 5 and 6. There are six filters in this S054 experiment.
They are located outside the camera, in front of the camera.
And the readings on the ground indicate that the filter stuck
between 5 and 6. A troubshooting procedure read up to
Science Pilot Ed Gibson; however he reported thie did not
repair the filter problem at this time. Next acquisition
in Hawaii. Scheduled for this morning at, during the Bermuda
pass at Greenwich mean time 14:00 will be the morning ATM
review with backup pilot Bill Lenoir discussing with the
crew the current activities that ATM scientists here on the
ground look for. Reports Indicate that active 87 remains,
still remains the prime target because of complexity and
emerging flux. The ground reports they continue to observe
corona over active region 90. The flares predicted are -

fall into the following categories. The C, M, and X flares.
The ground anticipates flaris in the C category as well as
the M category. Details of the flares are contained in the
morning pad review which goes to the crew. Today the tele-
printer messages ran more than 35 pages with a supplement
totaling, a total package of, which went to the crew last
night during the sleep period, 43 pages of teleprinter mes-
sages the crew is reviewing this morning. Next acquisition
will be Hawaii in 7 minutes 10 seconds. At Greenwich mean
time 13 hours 34 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 41 minut.ea. Acquisition coming in 50 seconds^T^S^k 11 tracki "* nation. The crew has advisedthat S232 has been scrubbed for today. The S232 Black

adVl8Cd

Brant rocket carrying a barium cloud aloft to be photographed
lit i ir

CT
t
V

'
d ° ne 2 days a «°- Toda y'a ex pe °?mentactivity has been cancelled due to problems on the ground

story'^grave
0
" 20 " ' » h*» ^ linear

J? T
Skylab, AOS through Hawaii for 9 minutes.

photo people.
8> St ° ry

'

IIVC 80t a 1"«"°n for

cc Go ahead

.

47 r«i,i ,

re
f
erence t0 magazine Bravo Victor47, I was told to shoot that up. I, now, wonder if thevwanted to do that in eight of the fact that 2 32 wis cancelled,

an answer. ' 3 8 °° d
< ue8ti ™. We'll get you

Wp»h mw. ,
Bill, that's a good call on the film.

Slump enable"!
fU *- ^ need the DAS h" e ***

PLT okay.
CC DAS is yours.
PLT Thankyou.

r„.A
CC

<
Skylab, a minute to LOS. See you overGoldstone in 3 minutes. y

.

PA °
to 4

Skylab Control, Greenwich Bean time
13 hours 52 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii Nextacquisition will be Goldstone in 45 seconds. .par ng tor their 14th day of activity aboard Skylab P tBill Pogue to be the first crew member to spend time at he

sIh.HTH
t0day> MrSt ° f ^Proximately 5 hoursscheduled tor the three crew members today. l. eave the lin Pup for Story Musgrave. 23 seconds to acquisition atGoldstone .

" Skylab, AOS through Goldstone 7 minutes.^ Jer, Houston,
CDR Go ahead, Story.

™™^ C
c

I<Ve 80t 3 cou P le of POPUP handheldopportunities for you if you're ready to copy
CDR Okay. Fire auay.

Tns , ?
C 0kay

- These co *e very close to your

till rV ^ eratl ° n8
'
bUt d0n '

C Ut Chem interfere withthat The first one comes up at about 15:40 and It's ahandheld 107 SA22, stereo sweep preferred and h -

esquawls on the south shore of Lake Ontario. Be a Uttle bitnorth of track and on Lake Erie, south of track.
0ka >'- 1 copied at 15:40 HH 107 sa??
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U
CC Okay. We couldn't get a really good tine

on that. That is an estimate, and I've got one other here.
At 15;43, handheld 105 -

MCC 05
CC Correction, make that 05, SA29 , stereosweep preferred, It's cold air convection over warm GulfStream. And it'a south of track.

,j
C
?
R Okay. Copy 15:43, HH 05, SA29

, stereo,cold air convection over the Gulf Stream south of the track.
e
C
,

C That's correct. And got a correction on
the first one too, it's handheld 07.

CDR Okay
,
Copy , 07

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, and
5 minutes to Bermuda. Bill Lenoir will be discussing
ATM at the next pass

.

SP *
,

Okay, Story. Hey, that first handheld
one couldn t be near the old hometown of Buffalo, could it?

CC 1 t sure could

.

S?T 1 don't ever remember any snow up there
Story. '

cc If you don ' t , I do .

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
H h ours 2 minutes. Loss of signal across the top side

of the tracking station. Next acquisition will be in 2 minutes
45 seconds through Bermuda. Discussion with the crew concerning
some handheld photography, giving the crew two more handheld
photography opportunities. One in a squawl developing on theshores along Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. The second one is atapproximately Greenwich mean tine 15 hours 43 mlnut-s Thiswill be on the - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - Is approximately Greenwich mean

time 15 hours 43 minutes. This will be on the next state-

side pass taking photographs of cold air convection south

of the track of the Gulf ittean. Science Pilot Gibson re-

marking he could never remember any snow in the old town of

Bullalo. CAP COMM Musgrave responding, "If you don't remember,

I do". Story Musgrave being a native of Boston, Massachusetts.
We hear tell there is a lot of snow up that way, that part

of the country. Next acquisition will be Bermuda, 1 minute
40 seconds. We'll hold the line open for this pass through

Be rmuda.
CC Good morning, solar scientists, from

the ground team.
CC Okay, Ed. If you're up at the ATM, we'll

press on here with the ATM conference.
PLT 1 think he's on his way, Bill. Go

ahe ad

.

MCC Okay, good enough, I'll - -

PLT Go ahead, Bill. You caught me with my

hands open. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. Sorry about that. Looks like

the old home town may be getting some snow today. The solar
update over and above the one we sent up this morning, it

probably points in the 91 region. Active region 87 is still

far and away the best, we feel, for preflare activities, like

our flare weight today. We believe there - we could see field
connections between 87 and 91 and 93, and, in particular, on

our H-alpha. If you'll look at the 87 area, it looks like

the center of a wheel with the field lines running out. You
can very clearly see connections to 93; and if you want to,

you can see connections to 91.
SPT Oh, over to 91. Yes. (Garble) see that.

I saw the 9 3, but not 91 .

MCC Okay. I was wondering here how well

you can see the neutral lines on 87, in particular, on

H-alpha 1.

SPT If you get the contrast of brightness
down, you can see it. I'm not sure we can follow every little
wiggle in it, but maybe we can tell Its general pattern.

MCC Okay. And we haven't had too much flare
activity but we're looking for more flares because we feel

that it's beginning to get a little bit hotter and look a

little more like it might blow off here. At least we hope so.

Just out of interest, you might find that it looks like there's
a new emerging flux region between region 87 and 93, slightly
south of the lines between them, a little bit more toward 93
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going to develop into anything. You sight find it Interest-
ing to watch it .

SPT Okay. We will.
MCC Okay. Today we've got one full orbit,

essentially, of flare weight, and what we'd like to do is

to get aa Many consents fro* you as we possibly can regarding
use of the XUV son , of integration times and so on, $055
detector 3 fluctuations, how things look on H-alpha 1 with
respect to XUV son, and, essentially, just what you're
thinking and doing and give ua some insight as to how
things are going and what we can expect to be able to find.

SPT Okay. I certainly will. I think you
really have to devote that Use to it. Working with it so
far, I found that XUV monitor, to use It properly, requires
a who In bunch of full tine because you have to use (garble)
and have your eye glued to It a good part of the time.

MCC Okay. That's a good point. And we'll
reneober that. If you've got any other conments that
you've picked up so far in 3 days, we'd be happy to do
anything with them that is appropriate. And you Just
finished trying a sequence on 54 that apparently did not
work. Let me Just summarize where we think we are on•S054 here. We're not sure whether we're in F1LTKR 1;
in other words, the RESET did work and the indications
aren't. We might be in or near FILTER 5, in or near
FILTER 6, we might be in between. And the way that filter
wheel is constructed there is a hole in the middle so that
It might be effectively like FILTER 3. Or the worse cases
would be, we'd be in between such that we're looking at
the filter wheel structure. We're not at all sure which
of these, if any, Is the case. The pertinent fact is
that if we're in the FILTER 5, 256-second exposures are
only good exposures except for flares, where we could go
down to about 16 seconds for being useful. And that's
the main reason that we'll be - you'll be seeing changes
to include the long exposure durations where we used to
looking for 64 1

b and so on. To handle the data properly,
assuming we will be getting data, requires adding exposures.
So rather than dropping out of many things, you'll find
that a lot of S054 type frames will be taken here. I may
have said 56 earlier and I meant 54.

SPT Okay. How ouch time do we have left,
Bill?

MCC .minutes.
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SPT Okay. When you're through, I'd like

Co run through • few thing*.
HCC Okay. Well, go ahead.
SPT Okay. First of all, I think it's going

to take a fair amount of time for ne to learn how to use
55 detector properly. There's an awful lot of good things
we could do with it in the way of locating specific objects
at the bright points - brlghtet spots in active regions,
filament channels, coronal holes, and so forth, and netting
spectrum from specific locations. That's going to take a

little time up here to learn, and I'd appreciate whatever
time 1 could have available before that. Second one is the
56 LONG exposures. How well have the SL-3 results come out?
In other words, which ones have proved to be the best and
what are we learning from it? Secondly, when does the

shutter really close? Is it when you turn the power camera
back on or when the francs decrement?

MCC I believe it's when you turn the power
on, but I'll get the answer to both of those for you.

SPT Okay. On the XUV monitor, I have been
trying to get some very short time integrations, as short as
you possibly can with these switches, so that It can really
highlight the brightest points in the active regions. And
I'm wondering how those have come out. When 1 talked with
Neil Sheely one time he implied that that might be useful
and I'm wondering how it's working.

MCC Okay. Let me find out and get with you
t orao r r ow .

SPT Okay. On the solar activate pad, fila-
ment 35, I'm wondering how they expect to see eruptions -

I'm sorry, filament 37, why we expect to see eruptions there?
I didn't quite understand the reasoning behind it. Also,
on filament 35, how do we detect structural changes? In

other ovrds , what's the best (garble) we have up here? Most
likely, thlnga are going to happen so slow that we won't
have any real prime inkling of It unless we just happen to
be watching it continuously.

MCC Okay. I believe what you're saying
there is correct. And as I recall, SL-2 and 3 did indicate
that on H- alpha, they could see structural changes on things
such as filaments in fairly short time frames like 5 minutes
or so

.

SPT Okay. I've been - Also, on filament 40,
do I have the right coordlnance for that? I would suspeu
that is really north of the Equator, in which - solar
equator, in which case it oughv. to be somewhere around 350
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and 17, but I'd Like a verification on that liter. Laatly,
In looking at the XUV monitor pictures, It looka at though
that coronal hols, I took an earlier ona this Doming,
I'm comparing with yesterday's, the coronal hole on the
limb, the west Hub, or the eaat Hmb, appears to have tilled
In a little bit. At least - unless my Integration tinea
have been greatly different in the two pictures. And altio
the filament channel la not quite as pronounced. I see no
coronal hole at all on the South Pole and on on the North
Pole; and also we can see that new active region (garble)
the old active region 76 coming around the corner again,
we'll send that Information down to you. And certainly 87
does appear to be the brightest spot on the disk. The -

HOC Okay. One comment here is we had also
seen some filling of that coronal hole, although we weren't
sure it was real. And on the filament 40, you may be con-
fusing filament 40 and filament 39. Filament 40 Is very
close to active region 89, which is south of the Equator.

SPT Okay. I probably had the labeling of
those two a little off. Okay, I'll go search for a filament
40 and bring 7 and 39 out again.

MCC Okay. And we're 15 seconds from LOS.
We'll see you ar Canaries at 15.

SPT Okay. And thanks for the extra infor-
mation which was sent up on the 56. I had requested it on
tape and you beat me to It.

MCC Okay; goud enough. And we'll try to
keep doing that whenever we can write it down. Instead of
talking about It, we'll send it up.

SPT That's a good way to do It. These
passes are relatively short, Bill, and I think there's a
lot of discussion, useful discussion we could get in here.
It's just a question of getting It all lined up properly
and done efficiently.

MCC Okay; good enough. We'll see you
t omor row

.

SPT Keep the information coming. Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Creenwich mean time

14 hours and 14 minutes. Next acquisition through Canary.
The daily ATM conference with backup pilot Bill Lenoir
discussing with Science Pilot Ed Gibson activities anticipated

ESD OF TAPE
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CC * " ATM conference with backup pilot
Bill Lenoir discussing with Science Pilot Ed Gibson activities
anticipated on the Sun for today. Further discussions on
the 8054 piobiem, the filter hangup. The ground is still
not sure exactly what - -

cc - - and Ascension for 6-1/2 minutes.
SPT Morning, Hank.
cc Good norning. And for info, we'll be

dumping the voice data recorder at Ascension, which will
be coming up about 7 minutes from now.

SPT Okay. Hey, Story - I mean, Hank, wouAd
you stand by for a moment and let ce try to use speaker
box 131. I'« using a headset on that right now, and I suspect
that we ve had problems with the mike in 131. Stand by and
I'll give you a short comm.

t
CC

,
Okay, wait a ninutr. . We just happen

to have a (garble) ready to talk about that if you like.
What we'd like for you to do is turn most of the A and B
CCU switches off and go to channel B and try an intercom
check with someone else and see if that works.

SPT Okay. Will do.
COR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Morning, Hank.
CC Good morning.
CDR He >'. Hank, I just did the S009 timing

check and it's running 8 seconds late.
cc Roger. We copy; 8 seconds late.
SPT Okay, Hank, we just tried that and - withno success. We suspect we have a problem with 131 I

also tried right after that to give you folks a call, and maybeyou heard me key but with no modulation.
CC Roger. I did hear a key and no modulation.Now you can not transmit on the box. Can you receive on

the box - from another crewman?
SPT Stand by. Hank, it works out pretty

well. The - we can recieve on 131 intercom, (garble) hear
you air-to-ground.

cc Okay, what we're suspecting is we got.
a problem with the downlink circuit in there, the mike sideof the thing. We'd wonder if you'd olnd repenting the
test on channel A. You'd have to get someone else to monitorchannel A and do an intercom check and try to call us if
- What we're trying to do is determine the extent of thefailure in the thing.

f
PT Okay, we'll run an intercom check onchannel A, and also try to give you a call on channel A.
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CC Stand by there. You won't be able to
call us on channel A; we're not configured for It. But
Just do an intercom check.

SPT Okay.
SPT Hank, the situation is the ease on

channel A; he can hear me key, but we get no modulation.
And I can hear him.

CC Okay, then that box la bad and I'll
tell you what we're going to do Ed. We're - we're - got
it in the Flight Plan tomorrow to change that S1A out. But
I'm telling you now, if you get a chance during the day
and want to get ahead of the game, you can go ahead and
change it out at your convenience; otherwise, it'll be on the
Flight Plan tomorrow.

SPT Okay. Where's the one you'd like us
to put in there stowed right now?

CC That's in Delta 430.
SPT Delta <t 30 . Thank you, Hank.
CC Okay. And, Ed, as (garble) there's also

a bad one stowed in there but it should be narked with red
tape.

SPT Okay.
CC Skyiab, we're handing over to Ascension;

we mifcnt drop out for about a minute.
PAO Skyiab Control; Greenwich mean tine

14 hours 22 minutes. Slight loss of signal here, a switch
over from Canary to Ascension. We'll hold the line up for
further communication through Ascension tracking station.

CC Skyiab, Houston; we're back vlth you
now through Ascension and we'll be dumping the recorder.
And for the SPT, the procedure for doing that replacement
la on page 3-10 oi the Systems Checklist, SWS system.

CDR Okay, Hank; we'll try and get to it. But
leave them on the Flight Plan for tomorrow just in case
we don ' t ge t to It

.

CC Okay. Will do.
CC Skyiab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll be coming up on Honeysuckle at 02.
PAO Skyiab Control; Greenwich mean time

14 hours 32 minutes with loss of signal at Ascension. Next
acquisition will be Carnarvon In 29 minutes 20 seconds.
The crew preparing for their first ERF.P pass of the mission.
A pass of solar inertlal beginning at Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 54 minutes, and lasting 23 minutes in duration.
Pilot Bill Pogue will be operating the VTS , view finder
tracking telescope system, which sights for the S191 experiment.
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Science Pilot Ed Gibson will be operating the Earth terrain
camera, the S190B, while Contender Jerry Carr will be at
the control and dlaplay panel of the Earth resources experiment
package in the multiple docking adaptor. Dlscuswions during
the Canary and Ascension pass concerning th« problem with
the - apparent problem with one of the speaker boxes. The
speaker intercom assemblies aboard the spacecraft. There
are 13 in the workshop In thy Skylab space station; 5 in the
MDA, 3 in the airlock nodule, the remaining number in the
workshop Itself. Suggestion to replace out this troublts
box - speaker box, and the crew will work this out later.
Next acquisition 27 minutes 45 seconds through Carnarvon.
Greenwich mean time 14 hours 34 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich wean time
15:00 hours. Acquisition costing through the Honeysuckle
tracking station in 50 seconds. As the Skylab IV crew
readies for the first E REP pass of the mission along ground-
track 6 beginning at 18:57, 18:54 Greenwich mean tine,
23-minute pass. We'll leave the line up for CAP C0MH
St ory Husgrave

.

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for
3 nlnutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
Hawaii at 21.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours
6 nlnutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Next acquisition
will be Hawaii in 15 nlnutes, Commander Jerry Carr should be
in the midst oi his physical exercise for the day. A block of
time allotted to each crew member, an hour and a half each
day. On those days that the crew rides the bicycle ergometer
for medical experiments, the crew is allotted a briefer time
for personal exercise. The S232 which was scheduled to be
operated on this upcoming pass over Hawaii has been scrubbed.
S323 Is photography of a barium cloud injected into an orbit
above the Skylab space station by a Black Brant rocket. It
has been cancelled due to ground problems. It is possible
this experiment could be rescheduled at a later time. 2
days ago the crew used the S232 experiment in successfully
photographing a similar barium cloud, however, following that
experiment when the spacecraft returned to the solar lnertial
attitude, an excessive use of TACS was experienced. Ground
controllers and engineers at the Marshall Space Flight Center
and here at the Johnson Space Flight Center continue to evaluate
the control moment gyro situation, and excessive use of TACS.
A plan has been worked out whereby prior to an E RE P pass, the
day before an E REP pass, the parameters for the pass are run
tftrough computers at the Marshall Space Flight Center at
Huntsvllle, Alabama to assure that the predicted maneuver
would not put excessive use on the TACS system. Today's ERE

P

pass Is a solar lnertial pass lasting 23 minutes. The first
maneuver for an EREP pass is tentatively scheduled for Friday,
tomorrow mission day 15. Next acquisition will be Hawaii in
12 nlnutes 35 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 15 hours 8 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours
20 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii tracking station
in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this pass. CaP COMM
is Hank Hartsfield. Flight Director is Chuck Lewis.
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CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 4-1/2 mln-
u tea

.

SPT Howdy, Hank.
CC SPT, Houston. Are you up at the ATM now?
SPT 1

' a on ay way

.

CC Oh, 1 wasn't trying to rush you up there,
but I thought If you were there, at about 1 minute from now we

think that the S009 should start closing Its door, and we just
wanting to verify operation.

SPT Okay Hank, on ay nark. 1
1

' h going to
close now and I'll give you a hack on when It stops, so cycle
time you'll know wher. it started.

SPT HARK.
SPT That was at 33.

CC Okay , thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston, We're about 1 minute

from LOS. Coldstone will be coming up at 33.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Cont rol ; Greenwl ch mean time
15 hours 27 minutes. Loss of algnal through the Hawaii
tracking •cation. Next acquisition will be Coldstone in
5 minutes 55 seconds. Discussion - very brief discussion
with the crew concerning the door closure of S009 experinent.
This is one of the astrophysics experiments aboard the
spacecraft. S009 is the nuclear emulsion experinent. Principal
Investigator, who is Dr. Maurice M. Shapiro of the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C. The experinent isdesigned to study the charge spectrum of cosnic rays to
determine the relative abundance of heavy nuclei and search
for unknown rare particles. The experiment is located in themultiple docking adapter. Next acquisition will be Goldstone
in about 5 minutes. The first data take of Earth resources
for the Skylab IV mission is scheduled to begin at Greenwichmean time 12 hours 54 minutes today. The space station's
attitude will not be changed for this pass. This is due
to the high TACS use of 2 days ago following a maneuver
to return the vehicle to solar inertial attitude. Studies
are still underway at the Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama, and at the Johnson Space Flight Canter
to confirm thrustcr attitude propellant usage budget nccejsary
for maneuvers in support of EREP and comet Kohoutck experiment
support. Although the space station will bo on track 6
today the Earth resources experiment instrument will be
aimed at targets along track 20, approximately 240 nauticalmiles east of the actual groundtrack. This oblique look
is caused by the space station's solar inertial attitude. This
s with the solar telescopes aimed at the Sun and EREP instruments

;
n about 35 degrees away from the intended groundtrack.
instruments will be turned on as the space station passesover the southeast corner of Utah near the Natural BridgesNational Monument east of the Colorado River. The instrumentswill remain on for 23 minutes. The first target will beFour Corners Power Plant in the northwest corner of New MexicoIf the crew is unable to lock on this target with the S191viewfinder tracking system, an onboard telescope for aimingthe S19

,
the White Sands area outside of Alamogordo, New Mexicois an alternate target. The area around Delta Lake outsideof Harlingen Texas is the next site. I { this cannot be

^ X\
5191 VTS

'
PadrC l8land

-
T«**a !• che optionalsite on this paas. As Skylab Continues down through CentralAnerloa the S191 VTS will be turned or. and ained «? « -

at a volcano, the Masaya volcano located outside ManaguaNicaragua. The S193 EREP instruments r ad io me t e r /. c a t t e r ome t e r

/

altimeter experiment which was repaired by the crew during
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EVA on Thanksgiving Day, will be initiated over Pour Cornera

and remain on to the end of the pass which enda in Braail.

The S194 L-band radiometer will also gather data during the

entire paes. The S190 camera system*, the six-camera
multispectral phonographic experioent, located in the

multiple docking adapter, and the Earth terraim camera

placed in the scientific airlock which facea the Karth,

will be operated all across Texas and into the Gulf of Mexico.

The two camera units wgll again be turned on when the

space station passes over Central America and again over

Paraguay and across Brazil. Next acquisition will be Goldstone

In 1 minute 40 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this pass.

CAP COMM is Hank Hartsfield, Flight Director is Check Lewis.

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

about 3 minutes. For the SPT.
PLT He's recording right now, Hank.

SPT Go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay, Ed, two things. When you g»t a

break we'd like to verify the - we can't get any command - firstly

we can't get any command capability through Goldstone right now

and we need to get the VTR rewound. If you could reach over

and start a rewind we'd appreciate it.

SPT It's rewinding now.
CC Thank you. And the other thing is

we'd like to verify the S054 filter con f i gurat Ion for

stowage, we'd like to - to go to reset 1 on the filter switch
and then back to stowage.

SPT Okay, I'll do that. Right now I got

a tape in storage and I - give rae a few - about 30 Beconds
and I'll do it.

CC At your earliest convenience.
SPT Okay, that's done, Hank, and this tape la

back in storage.
CC Ok ay , thank you

.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from
LOS. There'll be a short dropout and back up with Texas at

40.

CC Skylab, Houston, throvigh Texa6, MILA,
and Bermuda for 12-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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cc SkyUb, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
There will be « abort dropout and then back up with Texas at 40.

i « *
Skylab, Houston through Texas MIL A, andBermuda for 12-1/2 minutes,

SPT Hello Hank. I'd like to respond to
a question which cane up on the ATM conference notes this
•o rn ing

.

CC Okay.

JOP la
S
fI rh„ u .<>

0n *5\ S
!
56 operating in AUTO LONG mode duringJOP 3B in the wait period before a flare. And that appears

to be no problem at all. If you want to send up the appropriatechange, for JOP summary sheets and cue cards will go ahead andmake them. I don't think it will slow us down at all becausewe re all involved is throwing the switch to SHORT and I'll start

Jo } t

8t ° P °" * atart>
* nd that '» nothing at all. Be glad to

CC Okay, we'll put lc in the mill, Ed.
CC CDR

« Houston. For info they are trackingyou now with the laser.
" g

CDR Roger. I just finished the handheld 07pho toe.

.

SP1
\ ,

He y» Hank
« I'» looking at the coronagraphdisplay right now, and the streamers which were very pronouncedyesterday at 2 and 4 o'clock are still there but greatlyweakened in the material in between them. That's at around 3pre ty much gone, too. There is an increaee in the streamer

u8 0 Ir
°" th

! h
° the

I
U »b however. Especially out arounT

the L»l a I
* faUly l0nfi fairly wide atthe base, and another very faint one up there at 09-30 I

lTZi\Ta vn ;
the old actlve re&ion cover cobi^ < h *

We copy.

at 08-5O
T

ir'. f < ^ f

f[
brl * ht * 8t "reamer is the oneat 08.30. It s fairly wide at the bnae and bright.

, ,

Skylab, Houston, no response required.We re trying to get a handle (garble) and we're going to vent thatwardroom w ndcw, so from time to time if you would watch itand Just give us a clue when the ice start* to cone back, ttwould help us in our planning.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston. The - for info, the VTR
should b« rewound In about another ainute and ready for
your use. And aleo we'd like to know If you tried to oper-
ate 54 during this rev.

SPT No, Hank. I did not. I overlooked the
operation 54. I'll get It next tine. If they'd like ae
to give thea a 256 exposure at the beginning of this flare
wait, I'll be glad to do it.

CC Okay, Ed. We'd like for you to do that
for us if you would.

SPT Okay. When I get the pointing stabilized
here I will. I ' using magnesium X right now, to see where I

can find a hot spot.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 ainute to LOS. Ascen-

sion at 01.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15

hours 53 alnutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 7 alnutes 50 seconds will be the Ascension
tracking station. During this pass the crew reported com-
pleting the 07 photos. This was based on a request froa the
ground earlier to photograph a squall line along - in the
Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. This is part of the visual observa-
tion handheld photography which is designed to complement
the Earth resources program. This is referred to as handheld
photography 7 photographs of any large lake in the Northern
Hemisphere. Crew was asked to photograph and describe on
the tape recorder the squall clouds on Lake Ontario and Lake
Erie, estimate the distance from the shoreline where the
first cloud developed and describe the wind patterns. The
objective of these photographs and visual observations which
the crew puts on the tape recorder is to assess the effect
of small temperature and moisture differences In development of
cloud patterns. The crew was asked, also asked If
the opportunity, at Greenwich isean time 15:53, 1 minute ago,
to take photographs of the Gulf Stream to capture the cold
air convection south of the grouniitrack . Also nentioned the
crew was advised that the laser beam froa the Goddard Space
Flight Center was tracking «-he vehicle. The crew was sche-
duled to also photograph this laser beam between 15:44 and
47 Greenwich mean time. The purpose of this experinent,
T053, is to visually observe and take handheld photos of the
laser beacon admitted from the Goddard Space Flight Center.
The crew was also asked to put on the tape recorder, describe
the ease in which they are able to locate the beacon if they
are, and also describe Its brightness relative to surrounding
features and lights in the area. Next acquisition in 5
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minutes 35 seconds through Ascension at Greenwich mean time
15 hours 55 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich aean time 16
hours. Acquisition coming through the Ascension tracking
station in 50 seconds on this the the 2,874th revolution of
the Skylab space station. 199 days ago it was launched from
Cape Kennedy, visited by the Skylab II crew for 28 days, the
Skylab III crew for 59 days. Skylab IV crew presently in
its 14th day. We'll leave the line up for CAP COMM Hank
Hartsf ield .

^ c Skylab, Houston through Ascension for
7 minutes.

sp T Hello Hank. S054 has got their 256 ex-
posure and now I'm sitting in their fair wait node of picture
rate high and exposure 64. I believe that's what they're
after.

CC Okay . We copy .

SPT Hank, the 56 is running into - is running
an exposure long. And I th ink I ' ve -got some good pointing
parallel to the neutral line and on a magnesiua X position,
giving around 1200.

cc CDR, Houston. If it's convenient, did
you get the other handheld, the 05?

CDR That's affirmative. Got it a little late
so I don't think they're very good stereo, but I got some
good oblique, three good oblique shots from the north down to
the south; covered quite a bit of miles. I did not see the lase
at all. I couldn't find it so I Just took two 300-millimeter
desperation shots of the general area hoping that it'll show up

cc Okay. We copy; and you night be thinking
about it - Do you use SI-131 and the EREP?

CDR Say again, Hank?
cc 1 say, if you use that SI nuaiier 131 there,

the speaker box during the EREP, you eight consider uring a
lightweight headset with it since the mike in the boxes are
giving us problems.

CDR Oh, okay. Hank. We sure will.
SPT Hank. I think they'll be using 102.
cc Roger. 102's right up there for the guy on

the C&D, but what does the VTS operator use?
sp T I think he probably uses a headset

hooked up to 131.
cc Okay. Then we aught to be ail right then.
Si'T Right.

END OF TAPE
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CC Roger. 102 la right up there for theguy on the C6D, but what does th - VTS operator use?
S" 1 ^ink he probably uses a headset hookedup to 131,

SIL
Okay. Then we ought to be all right then.

SPT Correct

.

,

SPT
L

Hank, some people wanted some informationon how the wait period was working in building block 24
for a flare. And 1 think the persistent image scope, as long asyou keep your eye on it will work real well. I'm able to

sT 8S
Ur

89
r

anr^
1" 6^^ brl8ht POlnt8 ln thC aCtive re « l0 "« of87, 80, 89, and 93 or maybe even an emerging flux region.And they re all pretty much of a uniform intensity. I can turnthe intensity of the monitor 1 down to where the points arejust showing when they all come up pretty ouch to the sameuniform level. And I'm sure if one of them started to

ll'l i I I* K
blC C °

?
iCk U

° ff qultC ca8il y- So I thinkit s a good scheme as long as we can afford to tell you tosit here with an eyeball glued to the pointing or to thepersistent image scope.
CC Okay. We copy.

,

CC
,_ , ,

Skylab, Houston. We're coming up onour keyhole; we'll probably drop comm for about a minute.
Okay, I'll try and put some more detailson this on tape, Hank.

CC Okay .

fro™ 10* u»Mi k
Sky * ab

'
HoU9ton

-
We 'r* about 40 seconds

,

L S
: "V b\ coming UP ° n Carnarvon at 32. And we'rescheduled to dump the voice and data recorder.

.

PA0
n

Skylab Control; Greenwich "nean tine
16 hours 9 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension.Next acquisition in 21 minutes 40 seconds will be CarnarvonScience Pilot Ed Gibson informing the ground he was able toget photographs of handheld ta.k number 05. This was
a request put up to the crew prior to the last stateside
pass in an attempt to get photographs of cold air convectionalong the Gulf Stream. However, he did say he was able toget probably only desperation shots, apparently, he was rushedat the time he was scheduled to take these photographs.
Next acquisition will be in 21 minutes through Carnarvon.
At Greenwich mean time 16 hours 10 minutes, this is SkylabCon t rol .

10 nl !,
A
?„ » .

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours30 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon In 45 seconds

of . a", !
^ginning preparations for the first EREP pass

of JSI iJ^J
Ml98,on

-
A P fl * 8 *h*ch does not require maneuveringof the 100-ton space station. This will be a solar lnertialpass. The Earth resources instruments pointed obliquely atargets approximately *60 miles east of the groundtrack ofthe space station.
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CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon
for 10 minutes. And as a reminder, we'll be dumping the
voice data recorder here.

CDR Okay, Hank.
SPT Say, Hank, In general, building block 24

went real well. (Garble) purge by the use of the (garble)
image scope for 30 (garble) also. I can see what appeared
to be brightness inner connections between the active regions
in the XUV monitor. So if we want to explore that further,
also, once we get some coalignment between the XUV monitor
and the other instruments, I think we can do that, also.

cc Okay. We copy and we'll look into it.
CC CDR, Houston. Whenever it's convenient,

just give us a warm feeling down here, we'd like to verify
that the EREP paneling box is connected to the blue dot: that's
J-4 .

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Good show. Thank you.
SPT Okay, Hank, S009 ie doing its thing

again. I'll give you a MARK when it ends, if you like.
CC Okay.
SPT MARK.
CC Looks like S009 is doing its thing right

on schedule.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab, Houston through Guam for 9-1/2

cc Skylab, Houston; 1 minute from LOS.
Guam at 45 .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 16
hours 43 minutes. We've had loss of signal through Carnarvon.
Next acquisition in 1 minute 25 seconds will be the Guam
tracking station.

CC
minutes

.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll be coming up on Goldstone at 11.

CDR Roger, Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 55 minutes. We've had loss of signal through Guam.
Next acqusition will be Goldstone in 15 minutes 10 seconds.
The crew is In the process of preparing the Skylab space
station for the first Earth resources pass of the mission,
a solar lnertial pass In which no maneuver is required for
the 100-ton vehicle. Volcanoes in two hemispheres are the

targets today for Skylab cameras and electronic instruments.
Later tonight before his sleep period, Science Pilot Ed
Gibson is scheduled to take photos of the active Sakura-jiaa
volcano In southern Japan on the island of Kyushu. Four
bursts have been reported from Sakura-jima recently. In
Japanese Sakura-jima is Cherry Island. Sakura-jima is one of
more than 600 active volcanoes throughout the world and is
classified as an island arc volcano, which lies along a
crest of a crestlal ridge bounded bv deep oceanic trench.
There are 15 active volcanoes: Japan, Guatemala, Sicily,
Galva, and Hawaii, which are candidate photo targets fo

-

'

the Skylab IV mission. Hopefully the crew will be able to-
day to add to the photos obtained of Sakura-jima during the
first Skylab mission. Specifically the crew has been asked
to photograph any volcanic eruption clouds emitted from
Sakura-jima, but photos and crew discrlption will aid instudying migration and dispersement of the volcanic cloudswhich Is important for studies of atmospheric pollution
rehabilitation, planning, and scientific analysis of volcanic
phenomena. On the upcoming E RE P pass a volcano In Central
America is the fine target of two Skylab instruments, the
S193 radlometer/scatterometer and the S194 L-band radiometer.
The Masaya volcano in Nicaragua, located outside of Managua,
is the target for the S191 view-finder tracking system as SkylabEREP instruments gather data over Central America. Here atMission Control Center, Chuck Lewis' flight control team andsupport people are gathering in front of the plotboard
for the traditional mission photograph. On the plotboardtoday, as during a latter part of last mission, is a character
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SirlrJ rZ
e
\ ?

8
f

backpack and < lear Plaatlc helnet. Flight
far rii ^ ,

° " P ° rta he had recel ved several names
*

C»Ll „ ? fuppy on the plotboard ranging from FlashGuppy co Checkpoint Charlie as well as Flash Gordon. AtGreenwich mean tire 16 hours 58 minutes. Next acquisitionIn 11 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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. . , L
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 1 minute., Have a special announcement. The

C«IIJ
r

wJ?i ?
emanating from Ames ResearchCenter will be fed into the Building 1 newsroom at the JohnsonSpace Center at about 12 noon today, central standard time?

il mA P
f
e8S conference "iH be fed into the newsroomin Building 1 at the Johnson Space Center at 12 nooncentral standard time. Next acquisition will be Goldstone

il Sk;i
1

.b
U

":;tr^.
Cr" nWlCh 068,1 tlme 17 h ° UrS 1 nlnUte

'
thia

in <
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 17 hours10 minutes. We will have acquisition across the upperUnited States through the Goldstone tracking station in

35 minutes. CAP C0MM is Hank Hartsfield. Flight Director

^-^e'star^ ^ "~ « " ^o lutio'n

and MII°a fnr n <

Skylab, Houston through Goldstone, Texasana MILA for 17 minutes.
CD * Roger, Hank.
SPT Houston, Skylab.
cc Go ahead.
S
f
T Hank, earlier today, Bill Lenoir mentioneda emerging flux region between a couple of the activeregions, I m wondering if you would mind having the folks in theback room state that again, please. Between what tv ,regions are they? And does it still apear?

CC Okay. I'll get it for you.
CC

t

SVT
> Houston. This morning on our

l» n yt

SC ' lvit y P fld we 9e "t up to you, the update there, „ ementioned a new active region 93 at 100 degree* 0.7. That'sn between 84 and 87. And 1 wonder if that's what you'retalking about? 7

RMt J ?
? t j

°kay
'
Hankl 1 was «'t sure that whatBill mentioned this morning was the same as what was on thepaa. inank yon.

?
C

.
SPT

- Houston. What may be a little bitconfusing there, I think, earlier this morning we talked aboutThere was an emerging region, however now it's very bright
J«d U no longer in that emerging state that you might expectfrom the way it was described.

8 expect

^ T °fc«y- Thank you, Hank,

from lol u-'m u
Sky

}
ab

'
»o«»ton. We're about 1 minute

a L ' >Z
H

.

be C ° Bln8 up on Carnarvon at 11. And asa reminder there's a NuZ update coming up at 42.

Ill °cl
a
?\ H *nk

'
We ' n get u

- Th " nk you-
17 i. ,« Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

Next acquisition in 40 minutes 40 seconds will be the

it.
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Carnarvon tracking station. The crew preparing the Earth..resources experiment instruments for today's 23-minute datatake across southwest United States through Central America
i?on»

S ° U
u
th Anerlca

- Science Pilot Ed Gibson will operatethe S190B, the Earth terrain camera, which is placed at theantisolar scientific airlock. Commander Gerald Carrwill operate the E REP instruments from the control and displaypanel, while Pilot Bill P0gue alas the vlewfinder trackingsystem used for aiming the S191 radiometer experiment. Today'sEarth resources survey across the United States, CentralAmerica and South America will have the Earth resourcesinstruments and cameras pointing some 240 nautical miles tothe northeast of the space station's actually groundtrack.Normally an Earth resources survey is run with the Skylabfcarth resources experiment package, a total of 6 instrumentspointing straight downward or Z-local vertical. But, becauseof recent 1 i nr.i t a t i on s on space station maneuvering, today'ssurvey will be made with the space station in a Sun- acingat tltude. The 240-«il« offset between the groundtrack and'
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Vl V Dean that Photograph, and remote

otlia * \ "i
3 f3irly obl '« ue «»gle of about 35 degrees.Oblique photography over - can show features that are notapparent in vertical photography, such as highlights fromrock formations and geological structures and snow lines inmountainous areas. Part of today's survey includes obliquephotography of remote regions of Paraguay for mapping purposes Ob n „

.

Obi que mapping photography in Paraguay was be gun" in %ky ab ui
*

Oblique photography correlated with vertical photography o,
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«
,a89 y P lai™. nearlydeyo d of population. Today's oblique survey will provide

« calibration run cf the Earth reaources instruments as wellas an opportunity for the Skylab IV crew to familiarize thtt
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^

Also, performance of the S193 microwave r ad iome t e r /s c a t t e r oae t *

r

altimeter antenna, which was repaired by the crew durtng the
'

Thanksgiving Day EVA will be evaluated. The antenna can , CAnin roll direction, but not in the fore and aft pitch direction
clVl V 11 ' 8 t0day lnclud «- ^Ite Sands, New Mexico. he

Helil % i
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;

R1
° Grande Valley ln Tex * 9

'
the Gulf ofMexico Padre Island off the Texas Coast, the Isthmus o IL*~.Central American Volcano, and remote ranges - remote ^gion"« ill! -om-et:^
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p AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 18
hours 9 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon in
1 minute as the Skylab IV crew concludes preparations for the
first EREP pass of the mission. A solar inertial pass which
requires no maneuver on the part of the Skylab space station.
We'll leave the line up for CAP COHM Hank Kartafield through
the Carnarvon tracking station.

C C Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for
5-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello, Hank.
SFT Say, Hank, in case the folks down on the

ground were looking at active region 87 while I was working on i

saw a point brightening in H-alpha, I did pick that up on the
oxygen VI, also. And 1 was looking at it in the STOP node in
oxygen VI before I did a grating auto scan after the (garble)
in oxygen VI.

cc Okay. On the far side in active region 87?
SPT That'f right. It showed up in H-alpha

and also very rapid time rates of change on it. In oxygen
VI, it got up around 50, COO or so.

CC Roger. We copy .

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute iron
LOS. We'll be coming up on Guam at 25: And at Guam, ve're
going to redesignate the recorders and we'll be Baking
recorder number 1 the data voice so you'll - don't be sur-
prised if you see the little winking light again.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 18
hours 17 minutes. Spacecraft losing acquisition through
Carnarvon. Next acquisition will be Guam, a pass of about
4 minutes 20 seconds duration. Final preparations under
way for the first E REP pass along track 6. Hovever, the
EREP instruments will be pointed obliquely at groundtrark
20 gathering data, photographic and electronic data, on sliet -
test sites in White Sands, New Mexico, the Colorado River in
Texas, the Rio Grande Valley, the lower Rio Grande Valley,
Padre Island, the Isthmus of Pannma, Central America, and
Paraguay, and Brazil. This oblique data pass 1b necessary.
This is a solar inertial pass, not a Z-local vertical where
the ERKP instruments point directly down on the Earth. This
EREP pass is done without a maneuver on the part of the
space station. One of the first things prior to the start
of the actual EREP pass, which begins at 18:54 Greenwich
mean tine and lasts 2 3 minutes, is a checkout of ih>* r DDI'
system aboard the M0 A Multiple Docking Adapter. This is the
Earth resources diagnostic downlink unit. This syten provides
a capability for real time transmission of EREP data via a
multiple docking adapter television input station to the
S-band relay downlink station. This is a ground - this gives
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Che gound the opportunity to assess the data gathered by th«>
instruments prior to the actual start of the data take. That
will start just prior to the initiation of ihe data take
which begins over southeast Utah, crosses New Mexico, Texas,
down through Central America, and ends off the coast of
Brazil as the space station crosses over into the Atlantic
Ocean. Next acquisition will be Guam in 6 minutes. At Green-
i ch mean time 18 hours 19 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 18 hours
24 minutes. Acquisition in 29 seconds through Guam. We anti-
cipate clarification between CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield and the
crew on this upcoming solar inertial EREP pass. Notes put together
by scientist-astronaut Don Lind. We'll hold this line open
for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 4 minutes.
And PLT , if you're available, Don Lind has got some words for
you about the VTS ops.

PLT Rog, go ahead, Don.
"CC Okay Bill, this is your trusty backup.

I've been running your VTS pass, and there are a couple of
effects that you should be aware of, not significant, but we
don't want you to be surprised by them because of being in
SI. The first thing is - well they all hinge on the fact
that the IMC doesn't know you're in SI, it thinks your pointing
in nadir. And so the angles that it's going to be using early
in each pass are going to be much too small. In other words
It's going to be tracking at half a degree per second when it
really wants to go at 1 degree per second. And if you were
in low rate, you do not have enough authority to track properly.
So early in a pass, that is when the mirror Is still rolled forward,
you're going to have to be in high rate. And this effect is
going to decrease, so as the mirror angle comes down toward zero,
you're probably going to be able to go to low rate at some time
for low tracking, but you're Just going to have to experiment with
that - low rate for smooth tracking. The second effort, and I'm
sure you've alread y anticipated this, Is that the cross-track
corrections are going to be bigger than normal because you'vi-
got an effective roll angle of about 35 degrees. And the third
effect Is that because of the prisma that we use in the image
motion compensation early in a pass, again when the mirror
angle is rolled forward, when you put in a control with your
stick it's going to go in on an angle. In other words, if you
make a correction straight aft, it might be off by as much as
22 degrees. And this effect is also goin&t to go to /or? as the
mirror angle comes down to zero.

PLT Okay, Don, I copied that.
MCC Okay, the message is stay in high rate as

long as you need to and stand by for some funny effect") although
they're going to rather small.

PLT Okay.
MCC And good luck.
PLT Thank you very much for the gvxxl words.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you at Golds tone at 47.
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SPT Okay, Hank. I,-, setting up the ETC whan
I hooked up the vacuum hoae , I've got what is a buzzing noise
which I imagine is probably a seal somewhere oscillating back
and forth and some little leaxs across it. Could the folks
down on the ground give me a iittle idea of what to be looking
for, and how I might eliminate it? I'll take the vacuum hose
off now so we don't end up with a large (garble).

CC Okay, I'll look into it.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 18 hours

31 minutes. Loss of signal at the Guam tracking station. Next
acquisition in 16 minutes will be Go'idstone as the crew prepares
for the first E REP pass of the mission. Comments passed up to
the crew from scientist-astronaut Don Lind, one of the backup c re
members for Skylab IV concerning the solar inertial attitude in
relation to the IMC or image motion compensator for the view-
finder tracking system of the S191. The IMC is part of die S191
infrared spectrometer experiment alignment system. The VTS
is a telescope which magnifies the ground image to facilitate
fine pointing of the S192. Lind pointed out that early in the
pass, a low rate is not sufficient to track the site, and he
recommends they remain in a high rato. As the pass progresses
this effect is reduced, and he advised the crew they can go
ahead to the low rate for their the smooth tracking. Using
the VIS on this EREP pass will be Pilot Bill Pogue. He also
mentioned the c r oss t r ack ing . The vehicle, passing along
groundtrack 6 is actually taking data - photographic and
electronic data, along tra-k 20 which is about 240 ailes to the
northeast of their track. Next acquisition will be Goldstone in
14 minutes. At Greenwich tiean time 18 hours 33 minutes, this
is Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean U me 18
hours 46 minutes . The crew will be on VOX more than likely
on this Goldstone pass ..s they get ready for the E RE P pass.
Twenty-one E REP passes :n Skylab II, 39 Z-local passes, E RE

P

passes, in Skylab III a;* well as four solar inertial Skylab

still out over the wate

passes

.

CDR 3 ninutes.
PLT Looks like we're
CDR Okay.
SPT I think we (garble) Sen Francisco.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're reading you now

through stateside for about 15 minutes.
C°R Okay, Hank. Read you loud and clear.
CC And Skylab, for SPT: they had a similar

problem with the ETC on the SL-III and It was a little buzzing
noise and I'm sure that's what you have there, and we would
Ilk* to have the vacuum hose hooked up for proper operation.

CDR
SPT
CDR
CDR

downlink uni
PL T

SPT
We'll do that over

PL T
a nadir align out o

CDR
mode .

PLT
attitude you'd have

CDR
PLT
CDR

EKEP start in 2 ninutes.
Okay, Hank. It's hooked up now.
On ny itark it'll be 18:48 even.
HARK. 193 S to STANDBf. And diagnostic

going to position 5. TV okay, Hank?
Gosh. We haven't even coasted in yet.
I've got to do a nadir align, Bill*.

: h e water, I guess.
Yeah, that's right. Or do we even get

': this thing?
Well. I got 193A in the nadir align

Okay. I would think with this peculiar
It all - -

EREP start in 1 minute.
Sure Is a good view out of here.
Okay. At 10 seconds after I start ERFP

,Bill you want your VTS to AUTO CAL.
PLT
CDR

Just say when.
I ' 11 tell you when .

start at 49:50 and 50 even we'll AUTO CAL.
We'll go EREP

picking up a lot of
CDR
CDR
PLT

My next mark will be at 51:20.
CDR Houston,
CC Roger.

Okay. Ah, there's the coast. N

clouds the ugh

.

10 seconds, to F. aEP start.
MARK, EREP start at 49:50.
Stand by for AUTO CAL. 5, 4, 3,
MARK, AUTO CAL.
S194 mode to MANUAL. S192 mode

Skylab. You stlii reading us?
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Hank?

CDR
PL T

CC
PLT

set up right or
CC 0ne question when you «et a chanre t n

;::
B

:;-.o?ii Mix?" th
* « .».:

h

«r.;:

Okay.
Are you reading me,
That's dfTiiuiative.
Okay. 1 wasn't sure if I had this all

SPT
CDR
PLT
CC Hank?

I hope they 're all open

.

Do you mean the ATM doors?
Which doors are you talking about,
Stand by. We're checking.
On my mark, 51:20. MARK . S193 S ONConing up on 51:40. MARK 51:40. Alfa 9 is ^dlis reading 4-59; Charlie 9 is Jumping betv«„" 5

CDR
S19 3 R ON.
2 ; B ravo 9

and 9 3.

CDR when
191?

SPT
CDR
SPT
CC
SPT
PLT

Not much time eith
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR

9 > 86 percent
5 3:30. Stand twt
R Au IOMETER to STANDBY
S19 3 S ON now. 19 3

CDR
CDR

54 : 10 ETC should
SPT
CDR

Delta 9. Maxl

I supposed to get a ready 1; gh t oi

You should get it at 52:4 0.
Okay .

40 seconds.
Skyiab. For info we're commanding SI
Okay .

Okay. Clouds are starting to break up.
:>3:09. Be close.

Stand by for 52:40, 10 seconds.
Ready on at 52:40. Re f gone to 6.
Colorado River.
Delta 9 Is 86. That was a maximun DeltaThe minimum Delta 9 is U. 0n my mark it'llfor 53:30. MARK. S C ATTE ROME TE R to STANDBY

MODE going to X~ TC. Polarity to 1
iv ON now. Those were at 5 3:5 - -
Those we re 5 3:50.
MARK at 54:03 S190 MODE to AUTO. MARK

go to AUTO, Ed.
'Jot it .

MARK at 21, ppol ariz ation on S191 to 4
as 60, minimum was 40. I did not hr.ve

'

be scatterometer. Coning up on 55 even.

MARK; 5.CATTEE0MLTER to STANDBY
MARK; RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 03. 55:10.

READY light on
55 :0T

CDR
CDR

Ed's going ETC STANDBY
SPT MARK; got it 5:10.

Interval^ Z^' Wil1 be at 55:16
" MARK.

55^30 ETCtoAL'TO^ Ed" ^ '° " " d 5193 M0DB^ "> ™/R.
SPT Got it.
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CDR x 93 polarization to 5; SCATTEROMETER ONMARK; RADIOMETER ON, MARK ; Delta 9, minimum 50, Maximum 86
CC C °R, Houston. While you got a moment

here could you verify that TV input station 133 is on.
We re not getting any downlink.

CDR That's verified. It's on. I checked it,and we ve got the rotary switch In TV.
cc Roger. We copy.
^ DR Downlink unit is in 5.

END OF TAFE
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CDR
133 is on.

CC
CDR

57: 10 On
CDR
CDR
CDR

METER n ow .

86 .

CDR
at 56 ET

CDR
CDR
PLT

I Just went back and reverlfled It, Ed.

maximum Is 86.

Roger; thank you.
Del ta 9 , the minimum

;

MARK. S190 INTERVAL going to iO.
Waiting for an S190 READY out.
Got a good READY light on the SCATTERO-

UNCflON lights. D-9 is going from 50 to

MARK

.

The S190 READY light went out

I got partly to the Fo
Wh i t e Sands.

CDR
PLT

MARK. S190 MODE going to STANDBY now.
- - Going, Bill

.

got them all except one there in the Valley
Corners area, and I also got

Good show.
And, I'm going for the volcan - I just -

i got screwed up on ay cross-track tracking to get thatlast site there in the Valley. Okay, 4510 LEFT.
PlT Okay, Houston, I got the first siteas advertised, 268. I also squeezed in 320. I got plentyof track on 268, plenty of track on 320. I got two sitesin the White Sands. 385's, I got 383 to 5, I didn't getthe last one of that field. I go t all screwed up cn theorientation. I m going for the volcano now.
cc Roger; copy.

, n f ^ 0

P

v
T

11 ,

And
'

al6 °' 1 for *°t to turn the DAC onon the Valley aite.. You won't have documentation on thatbut I did get rsa. good tracking on Delta Lake and that
re close by. I mean grove. 45, 2 - LEFT,

little vinyard the
0. 2.

CDR
CDR

1 minute to ny next MARK.
A RAD SC AT GIMBAL MALFUNCTION light is

I >aI\J??.;!
ejected. All the other syste,, have their

f ^
ig\ta on wlth the exception of 192 and 190. Delt.,-9

n«
n ° V

i?L belng 50 and 86 Percent, 50 and 86 percentOn Q y MARK it'll be 19:01:30. standby. '
'

CDR MARK. S190 MODE to SINGLE.

ln , Jf... . ,

Sk >' 1 ab, we're about 45 seconds fromLOS. fce 11 be coming up on Vanguard at 12. And if you geta chance, you might check the circuit breaker on-TV televlsio-

co^rurw^ch:
P °Ver

°
n 2 ° 2

-
THat '

8 ^ ^ «e «n
VU10M

CDR 0kfl y. we sure will, Hank.
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On my MARK it'll be 02:15,02:1 5.
Standby.

C»R MARK. S190 MODE , SINGLE.
cc Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

19 hours 9 minutes. Loss of signal through the Texas / Ml LA
tracking stcttons as the first E REP pass continues with
all reports successfully with Commander Jerrv Carr reoorting
the times right on the Flight Plan as passed' up to the
crew last night. However, there seems to be a malfunction
in a switch, apparently, or some other anomaly concerning
the E DDL!

, the EREP Diagnostic Downlink Unit, which is
designed to pass to the ground in real-time transmission
of EREP data through the MDA television input station. This
comes down on the S-Band relay downlink to the ground stations
with reference to panel 133 which is ajacent to the control and
display panel of the MD - ATM, and panel 202 which is in
the structural t r an s i s t i o .1 section of the MDA. Pilot Pogue
reporting he was able to pick up all of the targets prescribed
In the Flight Plan; the Four Corners, White Sands, the
Rio Grande Valley, sites around Harlingeon. Now he was
preparing to aim the VTS, the viewfinder tracking system,
at the Masaya Volcano outside of Managua, Nicaragua as part
of the Earth resources study. Spacecraft now continuing
down across the coast of South America, picking - gathering
data on Paraguay and Argentina. Part of today's work in-
cludes mapping of remote areas of Paraguay as well as
oblique photography of the Gran Chaco area ot Argentina
and Paraguay. Next acquisition will be in 6 minutes and
50 seconds through the Vanguard tracking ship. This is
the first EREP pass in this mission; 21 were concluded
during the Skylab II -lesion. A total of 43 during Skvlab III,
J9 Z- local vertical passes as well as 4 solar inertial' passes
similar to what's being done today. Next acquisition in
t> Blmites 25 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 19 hours
5 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

KSD OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 10 minutes. The crew will still be on VOX as they
pass through the acquisition of Vanguard tracking station
at the close of the E REP pass. We'll bring the line up for
this pass, CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CDR At 40, VTS to AUTO CAL , Bill.
PLT VTS to AD TO CAL - -

CDR St and by .

CDR HARK.
PLT MARK. VTS to AUTO CAL.
PLT Roger. Got It.
CDR Taking 19 - 190 data here. We must be

out over Brazil somewhere - -

PLT Yes, we're right over the jungle.
CDR Rivers.
PLT Good oxbows down there, meanders.
CC Skylab, we're marking you again through

Vanguard for about 10 minutes

.

SPT There's the big rise, Hank.
CDR Boy, this VTS is really a nice view.
CDR Man. We got a river going along and

it crosses some sort of a linear geological feature that
just - It's awfully fuzzy but it sure locks like it could have
been a fault.

PLT It probably was.
PLT Got all fuzzy all of a sudden. What'd

you d j , Jer?
CDR I don ' t know

.

PLT I guess it's hazy out there.
PLT It sure is.
PLT I can see out over the water now.
PLT Is 190 still clicking away?
CDR Yeah, it's still grinding.
PLT Golly.
CDR We - be finished in another minute and

15 - -

PLT Yeah. We - we're way the heck and gone
out over the water now.

CDR Oh.
PLT Oh, I take that back. That's not right.

We are ove i land. It was just a real thick haze layer.
CDR . 13:30 low. 19:13:30.
PLT Now you're picking up szme good stiff.
CDR Okay. At 14:20 the VTS AUTO CAL shouid

be complete. I should get a READY light.
p LT You're getting some real good stuff now

Jer. It's wide open down here.
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CDR Is it jungle?
PLT Yeah. 1 don't know whether that's jungle

or no t

.

PLTNo. I see some (garble) We must be
coming ever some agricultural area.

CDR Okay. Stand by, coming up on 20.
CDR MARK at 20. The READY light for S191

came on .

PLT Say, what the devil is that?
CDR MARK. The READY light fore and aft,

190, went out at 29.
CDR ETC to STANDBY, Ed.
5PT Go t it .

CDR S190 mode going to STANDBY. 194 node
going to MANUAL. Waiting for 15:30.

SPT This is real neat. You could just paint
the coastline with this thing.

SPT Let'p look at your E RE P glider and
see where it is we came out over the water.

PLT Got to take a look in here if you get a
chan ce , Je r

.

CDR Yes - Wo I don't have time.
Yes I do.

?LT I've got a little bay there sort of centered.
Just painted up and down the coastline. It's real nice.

CDR Oh, yeah.
CDR Okay, In 10 seconds there'll be a mark.

Stand by -

CDR MARK. S CATTE ROME TE R TO STANDBY.
MARK RADIOMETER TO 5TANDEY, E REP STOP MARK at 15:35.
19:15:35.

CDR Hey, let's start posting this rascal.
?LT Yeah. Let me check one thing real quick.

I Just thought I'd see where it is we are coasting out.
PLT 'Garble)
PLT Tha t' s wrong.
CO Skylab, Houston. Did you ever get a

chance to test that television power circuit breaker?
?LT Yeah, we sure did Hank. It's in. Every-

thing looks good up here.
CC We copy.
CDR Nice sandy beach down there.
SPT Figure out where we were?

1 thought It was Puerto Alegro, but I'm
not sure

.

CDR Uh-huh . Looked to me like we were kind
of going along the coast instead of perpendicular to it.

PLT Yeah, As it wa3, we're turned up at
an odd angle. You see?

CDR I see.
PLT Because we're doing this solar Inertlal.
PLT I don't know. I wouldn't put any money
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on It.

SPT
PL T

shi f ted.
SPT
SPT
CDR

Is this our pass here?
Yeah. Well it's close. It ' been

Yeah .

(Garble)

.

Well, that rectangular pattern you saw
must have been the wheat fields we were looking at yesterday
right here on Ascension.

PLT Could have been.
CDR Ascension. So we got some - -

PLT S190
CDR 190 data on that same stuff we took

handheld photos of y este rday .

PLT Ve r y like ly .

PLT - - Okay
CDR Hank , will you make a note of that?
CC Say again .

CDR If our groundtrack is correct, part of
our S190 data was the Argentinian wheat fields as part of
the wheat study. And I think the PI for the wheat handheld
pho tos Earth obs ervations will be interested in the data.

CC Roge r . We c opy

.

CDR Okay *** are in our post.
SPT E RE P cal (garble) okay, we don't have -

PLT (Garble) if I'd known I was going to have
to run this camera, I'd lave taken some pictures.

PLT Wei 1 , I'll know next time.
PLT Tha t was real interesting.
PLT It's amazing how good that simulator's

been

.

CDR Yes .

PLT Give them an up on that. Boy, they did
a goo d j ob .

CDR Sure did.
CDR That 's a good piece of gear *** training.
PLT • Okay I'm going to wait on that S009

,

because I'd get right in your way. But would you help me
re - -

CDR Yes.
PLT Okay
CDR Hous t on , Sky 1 ab .

CDR
align on S192
had. In fact, I wasn't

Go ahead
Okay, Hank When I was doing a thermal

able to improve very much on what Bill
able to improve on it at all. Are

the people down there concerned that S190 ohould be better
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aligned thermally? If they are, I would request that they
give us an hour some day, and I would be happy to go back and
twiddle with it some more and see if I can't get us better than
41 percent. But it's going to take time. I spent about 30
minutes at it during the prep for this EREP pass. And - -

END OF TAPE
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PLT - - 21 percent, but it's going to tike
time. I spent about 30 minutes at it during the prep to this
EREP pass. 1 almost scared myself really because I was
getting behind, and I was afraid I wasn't going to get things
aligned back up where they were in time for the run. I'd
like a good hour sometime to sit down and fool with that thing
if they think we can improve the alignment any more.

CC Okay, we'll put that in the mill. And
do your have your visual reading?

PLT Yeah, I sure do. Hang on, let me get them
out here. Did 1 give you the thermal readings?

CC Rog. You said 41 percent.
PLT Okay. Okay, the visual readings are

86 percent and 64 percent. 86 on the left, correction,
64 on the r ight .

CC Roger. We copy. And we're about i0 seconds
from LOS. We've got a long LOS here around 5 minutes. And
we'll be at Goldstone at 27, 20:27. And while you're sitting
down there if you get a break, the only thing we can figure
now is to reverify by the connections on that dovnlink bo:c.

PLT Okay, we'll sure do it. We'll check all
the way around.

CC And one more item. During the nigh tside
pass we'd like for someone to select experiment pointing. If
you don't get it during the nightside, the H-alpha operation
won't be automatic, you'll have to start it yourself during
ops .

PLT Okay.
PLT Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 19 hours

23 minutes. Loss of signal through the Vanguard tracking ship
as Skylab IV concluded Its first EREP pass. Flight Director
Chuck Lewis, based on preliminary data and crew comments, said
it looks like a pretty good pass. Crew commented as they came
over Argentina and Brazil yesterday they took handheld photo-
graphs of the wheat fields of Argentina, part of the vegetation
studies of the visual observation programs. There are five
major wheat areas of the world that they were looking at on
this mission. These include South Dakota, east Montana, Kansas,
Australia, and Argentina, which the crew photographed yesterday.
Pilot Pogue remarked the EREP pass was real interesting, and
s*Jd amazing how good that simulator is, referring to the
EREP view finder tracking systen simulator, one of the many
simulators the crew used in their training. More than 2100
hours of training for each crew member. It includes briefings
and reviews, systems training, EVA operations, more than 100 hours
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of medical training, 700 hours in simulators. This includes:
comoand module simulator, Sky lab simulator, command module
procedure simulator, the dynamic crew procedure simulator,
rescue operations, and more than 400 hours in experiment work.
These - majority of these simulators are located in Building 5

here at Johnson Space Center in the crew training facility. We
have problems again with Tananarive. It's possible we will not
have acquisition on this pass which will come up in 15 minutes
and 10 seconds. If not next acquisition will be Goldstone in
1 hour and 2 minutes. Looking at Friday's preliminary Flight
Plan, it calls for EREP pass number 2 along groundtrack 19.
A 23 minute pass again, starting In the North Dakota area, and
again ending the pass of the data take in Brazil. On tap for
tomorrow also is four more optional photographic target sites,
lake circulation areas either in the Great Lake, the Salton Sea,
and cultural patterns in Iquitos in Peru. That's I Q U I T O S,
Peru, the Central America fault zones, which the crew photographed
yesterday as well as the Co lo r ado /Guad a lu pe River basins. Next
acquisition Is scheduled for Tananarive in 13 minutes 50 seconds.
It's possible ve may not have contact at this station. Next pcqui
tion will be Goldstone, 1 hour and 1 minute. At Greenwich
mean time 19 hours 26 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p AO Skylab Control at 20 hours 26 minute and
41 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now coming within the tracking antenna at Goldstone, Cali-
fornia. We'll bring the line up live for pass over Alaska
in about 5 minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone for
4-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello, Houston.
CC

. Skylab. I got a little flight plan
thing for tomorrow I'd like to discuss with you if it's
convenient at this time.

CDR Okny, Hank. Go ahead.
cc Okay. Let me briefly toil you what we

got scheduled for tomorrow, Jer. We got - Late in your
postsleep tomorrow we got you atowlng the S193 out of th*
SAL, and Ed's got an ATM pass first off followed by AFC
prep and ATC ops during the E REP . We got that EREP starting
early in the morning. And our problem is that, as a result
of our two CMG operation we're going to add to monitor our
maneuvers to Z-LV our maneuver at - fro* Z-LV back to solar
inertial. Well, the Flight Plan was written - was you know -
not knowing about this requirement. Tomorrow the weather's
supposed to be excellent over the southeast U.S., and we've
got seven manditory sites there and five of them require ATC
coverage. And where we're getting in a bind is getting the
amount of time for the ETC prep out of the Flight. Plan and not
go into the operation time. The problem is that 20 minutes
maneuver time you have to monitor going in and it looks to
us like there's three options. One Is for the SPT to do the
prep and the presleep tonight, and that's going to really
eat Into the time there, and do the film load - correction
on that - make that the postsleep In the morning - and
do the film load earlier than it calls for In the Hlght Plan.
And that way he could get the film load out of th* way prior
to monitoring the maneuvers. So as soon aathe maneuvers
all he can go down and do his ops. The other option, or se-
cond Is a - and this Is on« that I'm not so sure how f^aliar
the CDR is - for the CDR to stow the 183 tonight, In addition
to the film stow. Now that's going to eat into the presleep.
And let the CDR do the ETC prep, which la putting it into the
SAL for the SPT tomorrow morning during the time that
would normally be used for the 183 stow. And of course
the last options delete the ETC operation altogether and
we're a little reluctant to do that. We wonder how you feel
about it

.

CDR We're raluctant to do that, too. 1 think
probably our best course of action Is for ae to go ahead and
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pull the S183 out tonight, and do the setup for him tomor-
row morning .

cc Okay. 1 don't know how much timeing you
hove dene on that, Jer. That was a big question mark we had.
The mechanics are simple, although there are some things I
guess yoi have to watch for pit pins and the like on it.

SP '

1' I think I've done that twice in the
past two days and I can whistle through that pretty quickly.
So I think I'll be able that fairly quickly in the morning
No prob 1 em the re .

CC Okay. Then what vc will assume then is
that Jerry will try to squeeze in the 183 stow tonight and he
will either do or help you setup in the morning. And he'll
try to get all that done early enough that you can do the
monitor. Is that r-.he way you want to do it?

CDR
(

Yes. I think that's the smart way to
go. And I 11 work with him tomorrow morning and see how it's
done, and get all the pointers from him so that if we run across
this, cross this kind of a bind again I'll go ahead and do

CC Okay. Now the problem is that in the
morning he's got an ATH pass he's got to be running that he
might be able to break through the postsleep there and hflp
you do that stow, though. And we're about 30 seconds from I.OS
now. We'll be coming up on Vanguard at 49, and we're sche-
duled for voice data durap there.

CDR Okay, Hank. And any ideas on why we
didn't get that downlink goinR?

i

CC We're still scratching our head. You
didn't turn up anything on the connections, did you?

CDR Everything looks fine.
CC Okay. We're wondering about that input

station and now we'll kind of lock back and see if we've used
it lately .

*a a
° D

f c„=, c Yeah
*

you have
-

You used U {or watching
Ed do that S054 film load. What was it? Yesterday/
And hi 'a also done aome ATM downlinks on it.

CC Okay. We'll keep looking at it, Jer,
and tell you what we come up with.

CDR (garble)

t l

FA0 Skylab Control at 20 hours 33 minutes
and 19 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now south of Baja, California, out of range of the Gold-
atone tracking antenna. Our next acquisition of signal is 15minutes and 15 seconds from now. That will be at Vanguard
This Is Skylab Control at 33 nlnutei 35 seconds after the
hour .

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 48 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now 43 seconds
from acquisition of signal at Vanguard . Th is pass through
Vanguard will last about 9 minutes and 50 seconds. This
is Skylab Control. We're live for air-to-ground through
Vanguard. The spacecraft communicator at the present time
is Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Vanguard for
1 1 minutes .

CDR Hello, Hank.
CC And SPT, for information we noticed two

sub-faint flares in active region 87 from 20:00 to 20:15.
SPT Thank you, Hank.
CC SPT, Houston. We saw only one sequence

l:here on the S054 in the building block 28. Did you try two
of them?

SPT That's negative, Hank. I'll try and
get them another one now.

CC Okay. Appreciate it, Ed. Sun center.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll be coming up on Hawaii 59 minutes from nov at
21 :58 .

PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours Greenwich
mean tine. Skylab apace station has now passed out of range
of the Vanguard tracking ship. We're 57 minutes froa acquisi-
tion of signal at Hawaii. The Tananarive station which
normally would be picked up on this pass is down for
th»> rest of the day. Tvo sub-faint flares in the active
region numb er 87 between 20:00 and 20:15 Gieenwich mean titae
were reported by the ground. Our ground observatories registered
sub-faint flares in active region 87, which is the most active
of the solar regions at the present time. It's located near
the Sun's center moving off the solar globe as it spins
to the west limb of the Sun. That's to the right as
you view the Sun. Sunrise on Skylab was at 20:08, so there
may have been an opportunity to observe part of that flare
from the space station, and possibly if there were transient
from those very sksII flares those would have been observed
as w<U 1 . Again, two sub-faint flares in active region 87
occurring between 20:00 and 20:15 according to ground reports,
with the Skylab space station coming into range of the Sun,
viewing the Sun at 20:08 and the sunset on the space station
is at 21:08, so they're presently netting the end of their
sunlight period. This is Skylab Control. It's now i minute
and 40 seconds after the hour.

rv

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours, 57
mlnutea, and 27 Beconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab
space station is now in range of Hawaii and we'll bring
the line up live for air-to-ground through Hawaii.

cc Skylab, Houston, through Hawaii for
7-1/2 minutes .

cc Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOS.
We 11 be coming up on Vanguard at 27. And Skylab,
Vanguard is scheduled for data recorder dump.

PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours, 6 minutes
and 38 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station'
has gene out of range of the Hawaiian tracking antenna
after a very quiet pass over Hawaii. Present time Charles Lewis
is the Flight Director and in the process of handing over
to Neii Hutchinson. Charles Lewis should be available
for change-of-shi f t briefing at approximately 4:45, we'll
try to give you a better time on that after this next
pass, but present estimate is approximately 4:45 for the
change-of-shift briefing. The channel B tapes have some
interesting information froia the Science Pilot on early
days of the mission. The Science Pilot in responding to
questions on an experiment on habitability and
performance of activities aboard the Skylab space station
are responded for tape recorders on Skylab. These - this
lnformaclon is dumped and then transcribed here at Mission
Control, separately from the air-to-ground. That indicates
that one of the major problems the crew faced in the
first few days was understanding and performing new
medical experiment facets that have been added at the
very end of tha training period that the crew had not
been sufficiently trained on. I'll read to you some
passage from the channel B - the tape recordings that have
been dumped here - to Mission Control. There are some
good ideas behind these medical experiments, and the
objectives are worthwhile, however I think the people
who are behind them were completely wrong in not exposing
these - not exposing us to some training of them. It
took us as a rough generalization a factor of 2 longer
than what was planned in the Flight Pran to carry out
every one of these. By that I mean the stereo photos, infrared
photos, the volumn measurements, the blood pressure,
weight blood pressure measurement, and 1 or 2 others
which don't come to mind right now. They were scheduled an
awfuly lot in those early - i„ those first few days, and
it took a major portion of our time Just trying to get
those darn things done. And we found that we were
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PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 26 minutes and
44 seconds Greenvlch mean time. The Skylab space station is
now approaching the coast of Chile. We're about 35 seconds
from acquisition signal through the Vanguard tracking ship,
and we'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground through
Vanguard. The pass is expected to last about 9 minutes and
40 seconds .

CC
for 9-1/2 minutes.

CDR
CC
CDR
That '

this is Houston through the Vanguard

1837 what

CDR

for NuZ -1.14
PAO

Skylab
,

Out .

CC Skylab this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 58 minutes through Hawaii at 23:34.
Out .

Houston Skylab

.

Go ahead Skylab

.

Roger. Is the NuZ of 1.2 still good for my
we're showing up here in orbital plane error.

NuZ is 2.2 - 2.2, Jerry.
Okay I '11 stick with - -

Skylab, this is Houston. (Garble) 1.14
NuZ. This is Houston. Out.
Skylab Control at 22 hours 38 minutes and

17 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has passed
out of range of the tracking of the tracking ship Vanguard.
That Information relayed up there the last minute by Bruce
McCandless. A change in the NuZ for the operations of the S183.
S183 ultraviolet panorama experiment is used for a study of hot
stars, through s pe c t r o gr a ph i c images that are recorded in ultra-
violet light. The instrument which works in 1800 and 3100
angstrom wavelength bands gathers color indexes of more than
a thousand stars in various latitudes of the celestial sphere
during the 3 Skylab missions. Spectral scanning of these star
fields with the photometric and spacial resolution that's provided
by this instrument has heretofore been impossible from ground
observatories which cannot receive adequate signals in the ultra-
violet. And also it has not been possible thus far from unmanned
astronomical satellites, Additionally the experiment will measure
ultraviolet qualities of cluster stars, large stellar clouds In
the Milky Way and the nuclei of brilliant galaxlcti. The ultra-
violet experiment telescope camera combination mounts In the
antisolar scientific airlock, and utiliees tie articulated
mirror system from the S019 ultraviolet stellar astronomy
experiment of Sc ien t i a t / As t ronau t Dr. Karl Henitt. Weighing
about 150 pounds on Earth the instrument collect* incoming
ultraviolet light from stars and focuses the light as dot images
on the film. Exposure times run along for lon,j periods as long
as 20 minutes. And to prevent smearing of star images over these
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long exposures caused by space station motion, the instruments
optical system uses a mosaic of lenses. The field of view
for the instrument is 7 by 9 degrees. The S183 Principal
Investigator is Dr. George Courtes of the Space Astronomy
Laboratory of the National Center for Scientific Research in

Marseille, France. We're now 53 minutes and 53 seconds from
our next acquisition of signal. And we expect that Flight
Director Charles Lewis will be available in the building 1

briefing room for a change -o f -sh i f t briefing in approx incite ly

5 minutes, that's at 4:45 p.m. central standard time. A

changa-of -shift briefing with off-going Flight Director
Charles Lewis in the building 1 briefing room. Our next
acquisition of signal 53 minutes from now will be at Hawaii.
This is Skylab Control at 40 minutes and 51 seconds after
the hour .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 33 minutes,
and 36 seconds Greenwich mean time. We are now approaching
acquisition of signal at Hawaii, we'll wait for a call from
Bruce HcCandless the Spacecraft Communicator to the crew.
This pass is expected to last about 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9-1/2 minutes, and for your information we're going to
enable momentum dumps at this time. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce.
CDR Brucf you might mention to the S183

people that I think we were kind of victimized by flight
planning on that one. We only got the first exposure
going and had to truncate it probably Just a few seconds
before it was complete. And I had a funny on there '.hat I

don't really understand, and that is that we started with
plate 1 and only 1 exposure which was 1260 and somewhere
through the exposure the machine decided to go to plate 2, and
when I terminated the exposure we're now setting at plate 3.
So I'm not too sure Just exactly what happened there. All
the details, by the way, are on the tape, Bruce.

CC Okay, do you have any estimate of how
taany seconds before the 1260 was up the thing termt - you had
to terminate due to sunrise?

CDR That's affirmative, and I don't think
there was more than 20 to 30 seconds left on the exposure
to be done, and that was a 1260-second exposure.

CC Okay, we'll look for the details on the
tape. Hi.ve you got a second, or are you busy powering up
the ATM now?

CDR No, go ahead, I'm at observing time
here, and I'm busy watching this filament nu-aber 37 praying
for sore sort of an eruption or something like that.

CC Okay, with respect to your comment on
A channel about deleting the experi«»nt record switch
repositioning to Echo and Hotel positions on the 171 observer
cue card. We would prefer to stick with this procedure
because my understanding is that doing that puts a ground
on the line, and If you leave in B and B then there's a
pair of open 320 samples per second channels that are
hooked into the PM system and we're concerned that we'd get
some noise in them, and this might be misinterpreted and
delay the data transmission from the sites back to the
Mission Control Center. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce, if there's a good reason
for It, we'll leave it the way it is. I'll tell It's a trap,
though

.
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C
? Roger, we copy you, but I think there

probably is a good reason for doing that. And if you got
a pencil and paper arount,, we've got a little procedure
we'd like to add into your command module 2 housekeeping
this evening, with respect to RCS quad Bravo. We've
observed that the quad Bravo fuel manifold pressure had
been track - or tracked the PSM fuel manifold pressure
during the trim burn. We'd like to cycle the quad Bravo
PROPELLENT valve as follows: On panel 2 of course verify
rirst off that the SM RCS quad PROPELLENT talkbacks, eight
of them are in barber pole. And are you with me?

CDR Yes go ahead.
CC Then quad primary propellent Bravo

OPEN, verify the talkbacks, two go to gray, quad PRIMARY
PROPELLENT Bravo CLOSED and hold it in a CLOSED position for
j seconds and verify that you get two barber poles on the
talKbacks for quad Bravo. Over.

CDR Okay, understand this is a quad Bravo
first of all we'll verify we got eight talkbacks barber

'

pole, then PRIMARY Bravo OPEN observe two grays, and thenCLOSE and hold CLOSED for 5 seconds and observe that it
goes back to barber pole.

CC Roger, you get it.
CDR Now, Bruce tell me again, Just way

we are doing this, you went over that a little fast.
CC Okay, during the trim burn we were

watching the quad Bravo fuel manifold pressure and we
observed that it behaved in exactly the same way as the
PSM fuel manifold pressure suggesting that the interconnect
valve there was open. And what we want to do Is make sure
that it's closed

.

CDR Okay. How much longer we got left on
our fuel cells?

cc Stand by and wt^'ll check.
CDR Okay.
tc Approximately another 6 days, Jerry.
CDR Hey, that's great. Very good.
cc And another bit of information you

might like to know Jerry is that we've completed a
teleprinter message on the monitoring techniques for two CMCmaneuvers. This will bp coming up to you this evening, and
ve 11 plan on talking to you about the content of the
message after the medconf e r enoe thle evening, but before
you turn in and after you've got the - the paper work In
your hand and have a chance to look It over for a minute
of «o . Ove r .

CDR Okay, fine Bruce, thank you.
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CC And one more item during the rerun of
TV 3 yesterday there was no voice recorded on the VTR , we
would see Ed speaking very deliberately into the coma'
carrier microphone, but when it's convenient, we'd like one
of you all to check on speaker intercom box 116 and verify
that the VTR audio cable is connected to cherinel A and that
the channel A selector is the PTT position. Over.

CDR Okay, we'll do that.
CC Roge r ; out

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 mi nu t e to
LOS, next contact through the Vanguard at sea in 23 minutes
at 00:06 with a data voice tape recorder dump. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce, we got a intermittent
ACS malf light I haven't had time to look it up yet.

CC Roger, it's one mib firing for
momentum relief because we just came out of momentum
inhibi t .

CDR Okay, thank you.
CC No problem.

END OF TAPE
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of the performance of the thruster attitude control systemand the momentum management program during the pass tomorrowThia is Skylab Control we're a little over 15 minutes fromour next acquisition of signal. It's now 50 minutes and
38 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control at zero houra 5 minutes and

13 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station la Just

about to come in range of the Vanguard tracking ship. This

pass through Vanguard is expected to last about 7-1/2 minutes.

We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground through

Vanguard.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through the

Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutes. Dumping your data voice tape

recorder. Over.
CDR Roger, Bruce. And I hear the woodpecker

pecking away.
C C Which woodpecker is that? The S009

woodpecker?
CDR No, the teleprinter woodpecker.

CC Okay.
CDR No, the SO09 sounds like a dump truck.

CC After all, it's got to unload going

through the South Atlantic anomaly, I guess.

CDR That's right, it dumps its gravel

every 90 minu t es

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1-1/2 minutes

Co LOS. Next station contact in 8-1/2 minutes through

Ascension at 00:23. It's a 3-minute pass low elevation but

we'll talk to you there. In the meantime, for the CDR, if

he has a minute we'd like you to go back down by S183 and

determine the actual exposure settings that are set in on the

three sets of knobs down there, so that we can check a little

further on the situation that you described to us. Over.

CDR Bruce, the actual exposure settings on

the kncbs are 000, 000, and 1260.
CC Okay, thank you very much. And you can

go ahead and wind up the 183 ops with a - cycle around toOl

and power down in preparation for your stowage later on.

Over .

CDR Okay, I'm going to go ahead and do that.

p A 0 Skylab Control at zero hours 15 minutes an

45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

out of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. Our next

acquisition is 8 minutes and 50 seconds from now. This is

Skylab Control at 16 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAP?
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PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 22 minutes
Greenwich Mean tine. We're coming up on acquisition of
signal at Ascension, about a 4-minute pass. We'll bring
the line up for Spacecraft Communicator Bruce HcCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through
Ascension for 3 minutes. And we show that you got an AUTO
reset during the dump initiation here, 55 pound seconds
11 raibs and we're looking at It on telemetry. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce, we heard it.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. Over. Skylab,

this is Houston, we do not in our command capability
through Ascension this pass. We wonder if one of you could
select solar lnertlal for us while you're closing out the
panel . Ove r .

CDR Okay, Bruce.
CC Skylab, this 1b Houston 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 1 hour and 19 minutes through the
Vanguard at 01:43, with a data voice tape recorder dump.
We show you returning to solar lnertlal after having aborted
the attempted gravity gradient dump and we'll be looking at
the ASAP data during the LOS. Talk to you over the
Vanguard . Ove r .

CDR Roger, Bruce. We'll see you then.
CC And you and you're men - momentum

state is fine for the time being.
CDR Roger.
CC Did anybody check the S1A for that

VTR hookup?
CDR That's affirmative, it was - channel A

was in OFF.
CC Okay, ENCO breathes a sigh of relief.
CDR Okay, should be in PTT

, right?
CC Roger.
PAO SkyJ.ab Control at zero hours 27 minutes

and 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
approaching the coast of Africa out of range of the tracking
antenna at Ascension. During this last pass you heard
Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCandless indicate to the
crew that there had been an AUTO reset maneuver on the
gravity gradient dump. AUTO reset indicates that the thruster
attitude control system gas was being fired to compensate
for insufficient attitude control provided by the two control
moment gyros. AUTO reset was not expected on that dump.
The dump is a regular activity th t has to be performed in
order to compensate for the effec.s of gravity which vary
in the Skylab 's orbit. That auti reset maneuver required 55
pound seconds of TACS and the dum - was halted before
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conpletion although it was fairly veil along. That would
indicate that momentum is still built up to an undesirable
level, although It is fairly well corrected by the gravity
gradient dump and the firing of thruster attitude control
system gas because that is a surprise to our - the Guidance
and Navigation officers here at Mission Control,, no doubt
there will be some looking hard at the momentum state to

determine why there was a firing of thruster attitude control
system gas during that last procedure. There - at the

present time on the viewing screens here at Mission Control,
a permanent general message in preparation for the crew
regarding operations of the momentum system during tomorrow's
Earth resources pass and for future passes. Because it is

a permanent general message it will he stored in the crew's
book for use on future occasions. And it instructs the crew
to take action in the event that there is a state of

momentum which would indicate a use - automatic use of thruster
attitude control system gas. There is logic which would permit
them to reduce that use of aut - automatic use of thruster
attitude gas and the instructions that are given to

them is - will aid them in dclng that. The crewmen should
monitor vehicle rates and gimbal position during a maneuver
except for the first and last minute when logic controls it.

If the gimbal gets and stays on a stop and the vehicle rate
starts to reduce significantly and it appears it may reverse,
the crewman is asked to call up the following display, the

DAS display of the attitude error for the TACS control op,,
and take steps to correct that. They'll take the following
action to initiate a maneuver and that is to move to ACS
mode standby and then to ACS node solar inertlal. If the
maneuvering to Z-local vertical, its done and there is a

slightly different step. But the important part is the crew
is getting the - informed to take action in the event of

thruster attitude control system gas during maneuvers. And

that should help to offset to some extent the lots of one
control moment gyro which i essential to momentum management.
Control moment gyros are normally the prime method of

managing the momentum of the space station with the thruster
attitude control system providing a backup to that and

providing additional energy for mom - maneuvering. This is

Skylab Control. We're an hour and 12 minutes from our next

acquisition of signal. And we're at the present time making
preparations to bring you a transcript of - recording of the

briefing on Pioneer 10 that was held earlier today. We'll
bring that to you in a short while. This is Skylab Control
at 31 minutes and 24 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control ac 1 hour 42 telnucea and
45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space sp - space
station is now 33 seconds from acquisition of signal at
Vanguard tracking antennas. And we'll keep the line up live
now for air-to-ground throughVangua rd . The pass is

llnlnutes.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through the

Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorder
dump. And the commentary on the handheld photos.

PLT Roge r , Bruce .

MCC Hello, Bill, I'm ready to talk about the
visual observations pad here, if somebody's ready to talk
to me about it .

PLT Go ahead , Bill.
MCC Okay, thought I'd Just start at the top

and see what your comments were , Mainly, we sent it up as
a trial balloon so to speak, to see if you thought thru these
were appropriate with your experience In - and particular
on the scheduling times. Do those numbers look right and
reasonable to you?

PLT Well, Bill, I had three in my pad and
two of them I couldn't do because it conflicted with the EKEP

.

But my suggestion is to Just keep right on putting them on
there and we'll check our schedule and if we can't do them
we don't do them. But that one snow cover was a beautiful
call, I got two very good Nikon pictures of the - I don't
know what whether it's South Dakota or Nebraska or sone
place up there.

MCC Okay, very good. And incidentally, the
times we're talking about are only on scheduled ones which
would appear on your pad as scheduled and should not conflict
with anything. The opt ionals we put on just to let you
know that there's something good out of the window, in case
you get a minute. And we don't allot any time to it.

PLT Right. I think those times look pretty
good Bill. Let's go ahead and try them for awhile.

MCC Okay, and then the other idea here was
in many cases like for instance, I believe today'*
Sakurazima volcano, things of the weather nature, snow-
cover, things of this nature, that we have time varying
information to supplement the information in the book. We'll
have a new pad called the visual observations pad, and your
details will refer you to that. And that's the mechanism
whereby we'll update the book and give you supplementary
information if that's agreeable with you.

PLT Yeah, that's fine, in - in the case of
Sakurazima we saw it smoking in about 3 days ago, and didn't
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hav>a a camera handy to take a picture. So, I hope we got
a good one today .

MCC Okay, good and the question we had on
that then, is your preference, would you prefer that we send
you one of these supplementary pads, and have you keep it

with the book oz would one for each crewman be more
convenient

i

PLT 1 think that if you just sent one for
the book and then put the - the details in each of our pads
probably would be plenty good enough.

MCC Okay, good. That's what I thought too,
but I wanted to check In case you each wanted one. The
debriefing guide we sugg?oced really is an outgrowth of
having looked through sone of the SL-11I pictures, and trying
to correlate that with some data that we had. I might add
that the debriefings that you've been recording have been
very good and are certainly giving us a lot of information.
What I propose here though is when we agree on what ought to
go in the debriefing guide, let us reword it, put it

in a list form that's a lot easier to follow at a glance of
the eye and I'll send you another 1,2,3 whatever you need.
And you can pen it either in the book or by the speaker box
and use it in that fashion. Did you have sny comments on the
contents to step 4 there?

PLT Bill, I don't have any comments, mainly
because I haven't had enough time to really sit down and
think about it very much. But 1 read through it quickly and
in all - it reads well right now. It sounds pretty good and
I'm willing to go ahead and start out using it for now.
And we'll see what develops.

MCC Okay, good. And one thing let me point
it's in the middle of it we have some things like f-stops,
shutter speed, filter, times and things of this nature that
wherever you've done it by the number so to speak, the book
says do such and such. Negative port - reporting is fine, unless
there's a change to the book you don't even need to mention it.
The most important part of all which is the part that you've been
concentrating on in your debriefings is really the last part,
which is the - well I guess the first part. The observations
and che descriptions, remembering that the observa:ions are
equally as important as the photographs themselves. We don't -

certainly don't want to cut short on the observations. And we
ought to award you quite a few attaboys so far tor the work you've
done .

PLT Okay, thank you, Bill.
MCC Okay, and do you have any other thoughts

of any way we can improve the program based on the work you've
done so far?
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PLT Not so far, we've been real pleased to

see all these opportunities coming up. And most of them
have worked out real well, 1 think It's a pretty good system
we got working here now. The big thing with us ha' been the

learning curve. We haven't really started doing on what I

consider to be a pretty good Job on that stuff until just
the last few days. For a long time there we Just look out
the window and we'd see stuff go by and we say, oh golly
where the heck are we and what is it. But now we're beginning
to get our bearings, we're beginning to recognize things.
And t think you'll see that we'll be doing even a better job as

time goes on.
MCC Okay, that's great. Whenever you are

just looking out the window, e/en without a camera all the

words you can give us are greatly appreciated and we're
analyzing the words every bit as much as we will analyze the
photos .

SPT Bill, I think one thing in the future as

we get along a little bit, hopefully the time line won't be

as crowded as that. When we do look - have this out the

window time, I think you'll probably will get a lot - back a

let more words. I see things occasionally which I wish I only
had time to really work on, but I'm just looking out at a glance.
A lot of cloud formations, and - and a couple of geological
features but I Just flat don't have the time, I'm running by
the window rather than spending a little - at least 10 - 15

minutes looking out. I hope In the future when the time line
lets up a littla bit you'll have time to get some of these
really significant observations in.

MCC Okay, that sounds great, I'm sure we
will. And keep up the good work, and especially your
target of opportunity photographs have been about 95 percent of

the program so far. And they're really looking great.
MCC 0 - -

PLT Okay , Bill.
MCC Okay , that's all - -

SPT Thank you , Bill.
MCC That 's all I got - -

SPT Appreciate your help on it.

MCC And that's all I got for now, we'll see
later

.

CD R Okay, thank you Bill we'll talk to you
r .

PLT Night Bill.
PLT Houston, this is Skylab, ws: missed our

MO 09 opportunity. f.an you give me an - another initiate tine?
The next time through.

CC Okay, stand by on that.
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CDR By the way Bruce, we also got a CMG
RESET some time ago, while you were over the hill.
And eeen to be a little bit busy as we dash up there and
check it out,

CC Okay.
SPT Yes, what we got Bruce, was a caution and

warning for a CMG SAT, I don't think we went into a reset
for (garble) though. We got up to - the peak was around 20
Inuces remaining in day, and we Just watched it, 1 don't
think It fired any TACS and that the - -

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay

.

SPT Was a caution and warning for a CMC SAT.
I don't think we're looking for a reset routine, though. We
got up to the peak, it waa around 20 minutes remaining in day
and we Just watched it. I don't think we fired any TACS in it.
The external torque Just euddendly came back down again.

CC Okay, w? show you fired two mibe. And
in the teleprinter right nov we have permanent and general
message 004 dealing with ths two CMC configurations. We would
Ilka you to go up there as aoon as feaaible and read that over,
and we'll be talking to you about it probably about an hour
and half from now at Vanguard at 03:20.

SPT Okay. Bruce I was looking over the time
line for tomorrow, and I think it would be best at least for
a few days here that I knock off everything after 03:00.
So that means that I'll have to scrub that ATM pass, either
that or - or push Jerry out of it, but I don't want to do that,
I'd like to try to do that in the future if I could for a -

quite a few days here and see if I can't catch up a little bit.
CC Okay , stand by .

CC Does that same comment apply for all three
crewmen, or is it Just you Ed?

SPT Well, they'll have to speak for themselves.
CC Okay well, I guess I am asking them.
COR No, you can - I think you can continue it

on for the CDR.
CC Is the PLT on board?
CDR Yeah, the PLT la game for awhile too.
CC Okay, we've got that and we will scrub

out that last ATM pass for the SPT.
SPT Hate to give up Bruce, but I think I better.
CC No, no we're encouraging free dialogue here.

And our object is to write up the flight plan and arrange the
details of it so as to facilitate your operations up there.
This is the sort of info we need. And the next opportunity
for S009 is 02:41:00 Zulu, 02:41:00.

CDR Roger copy.
CC Okay 1 minute till LOS. Next station

contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Ascension with the evening
status report at 01:56. Over.

p LT Roger Bruce. And PLT here - at the end
of the E REP this morning I reported a couple of the platens
looked like they had streaks or them. Not Just the fine
linear features, but there was sort of a gob of something on
camera platen number 1, and a less definite one on camera platen
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CC Okay

.

CC Does it look like this stuff would b<

tractable to being cleaned oft with the on board equipment,

or do you want us try to come up with some other technique

tor cleaning It?
PLT Well, instructions say to notify Houston,

oo that's what I'm doing. Now the one on caaera 1, there is

actually a gob of material that's been rub off from a point

on the platen in the field of view the camera and out to the

edge of the field of view it looks like. It looks like a

piece of enulsion. The one on caaera number 3 it Just looks

like - -

CC Okay, see you at Ascension.
PXO Skylab Control, with 1 hour 54 minutes,

and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

temporarily out of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard.

And we're about a minute, 49 seconds from our next acquisition

of signal at Ascension. The pass through Ascension should

last about 10-1/2 minutes. As that pass was underway there

we had conversation between Bill Lenor, one of the members

of the Skylab Support Team, and an Astronaut who was talking

about visual observations and photography. The crew indicating

that they apparently did complete the Sakurarima photography -

photography of the volcano in Japan, and some very good

photography of snow cover in the northern United States, Also

note that we fired 2 minimum impulses - of nitrogen gas cn

our thruster attitude control system, It's a very very small

amount of gas, but nevertheless an indication that we are

still using a bit of attitude control system gas including

sone - use at - at solar neon when it is not generally expected.

Science Pilot, Ed Gibson indicating he would prefer not

continuing doing ATM operations in the evenings, apparently

trying to catch up on his sleep a little bit. So for the

next few nights he will not be working the solar lnetruisents

that the last evening pass which continues to just a ft-v

before bedtime. Both the pilot and commander Indicated that

they were willing to go along with doing the late ATMs for the

next few days anyway. Gkylab Control we have AOS at Ascension,

and we'll bring up the line now.

END OF TAPE
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- - we ought to be presenting this. Over.
. ,

1 N °. that's really up here, Bruce. Theproblem arose when we were changing configuration and using it -
not using it, in any different MODEs all the time, and we justfinally got around to the plate where we haven't kept ut> with
it. Now we know what the stable configuration is and how they
want to operate it and we'll get there.

. U
CC Okay. Mighty fine. That about takes care

of the evening questions, and the evening status report Haveyou got anything for us?
SPT Yeah. I'd like to ask you, what filter

dc they want in the ETC for tomorrow?
cc Filter 5, Ed.
CD * Bruce, hov auch time we got? I can giveyou a photo report.

We have 1 minutes and 15 seconds. You canmake it ll you're speedy.

,, „
0ka y- If yo« can write fast, here it comes.

M151/S183, PR-l/Foxtrot India, Charlie India, 93, 05; CharlieIndia, 122. S183, 140-foot mag, Uniform Alfa, 04, 95 percentremaining M487-4 Echo, transporter 07, Charlie India 85, 00,Charlie India 58, M487-4 Alfa, Charlie India 125, 17, CharlieIndia 124, Nikon: Nikons 1, 2, and 3, no change since yes-•terday. Nikon 4, Charlie X-ray 19, 63; Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel
03, 35. 70-millimeter; no change since yesterday. ETC-
Bravo Whiskey 03, 051, EREP: set Romeo, 9425, 1612 9143* 8517
0288, 9192. A configuration: Alfa 1, 07. No supplies

'

Takeup: CI85 Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 93, 96; Charlie India
122, Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 125, 18, Charlie India 124
Alfa 4, 02, Charlie India 71, 96, Charlie India 82. (garble) 02no supplies. Takeup: Charlie India, 56.

CC
,

Beautiful Jerry. Eight seconds remaining.
Next nation contact is the private medical conference throughGuam at 02:40, which is 33-1/2 minutes from now. The docs willtalk to you there. Vanguard at 03:21, an hour and 13 minutes
from now . Over .

CDR Okay Bruce. We'll see you there.
cc Roger . Out

,

. c l
A0 Skylab Control at 2 hours end 7 minutes

and 56 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
Is now out of range of the tracking antenna at Ascension. Ournext acquisition of signal Is 33 minutes from now. That isscheduled for the private crew health medical conference, andwe do not expect to talk to the crew at that time. The next
pass following that one is 1 hour and 12 minutes away at
Vanguard. Tomorrow, the crew has acheduled Its second Earthresources pass. Tomorrow's pass is intended to be a Z-local
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vertical pact, which Indicates that the cr«v will be man-
euvering In thair apace atatlon. The apace atatlon'a
attitude will be changed for thu pass tomorrow. The pas* la
to beglo at 1 6 1 3 3 Greenwich mean tine on track 19, aoutheaat
of Rapid City, South Dakota, and It ends off the Atlantic
coast of Brazil aouth of Salvador at 16:56, 23 ainute* later,
covering a diatance of 6500 allea. The path includea 22 altaa.
Weather condition* over the United State* appear to be
excellent at thle tiae, with zero to 1/10 cloud cover, or
virtually no cloud cover at all in moat of the aoutheaatern
United Stataa. The weather condition* over moat of South
Aaerlca indicate heavy cloud cover. One of the sites, however,
In that area, over Brazil, the aite for the Infrared
apectroaeter la a thunderetora site, and that will alao
be an area to be photographed, thunderatora activity In
Brazil. During thia laet pass over Vanguard we had reporta
from the ship that there was a severe electrical stora north
of the Vanguard tracking ship, but it did not interfere with
our coaaun icat ions because the space station waa traveling
to the aouth of Vanguard at that tiae, ao weather conditions
are very rugged in South America at this tiae, some very
severe weather, and that will be the aaln part of the atudy
over South America, using the infrared apectroaeter and
photographic instruments to sens* thai thunderstorm area in
Braill. Thia is Skylab Control. We're more than an hour
from our next acqui«ltion of signal at Vanguard. It's now
10 minutes and 8 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 20 mlnutee

exactly Greenwich ae«n time. Presently about 34 seconds

fro* acquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking ahlp.

We'll bring the line up live now for converaation between

Bruce HcCandleaa the ft - Spacecraft Coaaunlcator and the

Skylab crew

.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Vanguard

for 10-1/2 alnutee. Over. Skylab, thia is Houston through

the Vanguard for 10 nlnutea. Over.
SPT Rog, hello Bruce, Bill's Just finishing

up on the ATH and Jerry's got a debriefing going on with

83 on the tape recorder. We'll be all right with you.

CC Okay, for the PLT, up on the ATM we were

watching a teleaetry during the aed conference at Guaa. We

noticed you had difficultly getting S052 to operate properly.

And the reason for this is after you setup Sun center and

you rolled with the MPC disabled, you rolled about a line

of site and with the offsets in there wound up greater than

20 arc-seconds away from the center of the Sun. And

consequently tit 52 wouldn't coae into the - the door wouldn'
open . Ove r

.

PLT Rog. 1 became aware of that but I just -

I held off on 52 until I finished my time exposure on 56.

I went ahead and got a standard in. I waited until a couple

of the experiments tiaed out then 1 repointed and I got a

good standard sequence in before I went on to JOP 2.

CC Roger, we copy and that's a good plan

of attack there. For the SPT, if you're atanding by for Just

a ainute. I wonder if we could get you to verify the drawer

A 16-ni 1 1 imeter status. When Jerry read down the evening
status report, in one place he read down transporter 5 which

is in position A2 , that's having 96 percent remaining. And

the other place he read it down as having 5 percent remaining
Over .

PLT This is the PLT. I Just half heard that,

was this a couple of days ago?
CC On the film?
PI.T Yes.
CC No, that was this evening. Our flight

planning indicated that you should havt used up - or used it

down to 46 percent or less and we're trying to keep track oi

the film ulitiration and we suspect that 96 percent - 5 per-

cent is correct and the 96 percent called out was probably
a reading on the takeup reel.

PLT I think that's probably right. He useant

the one that was used on 183. Would you check that real

quick?
CC That is the one that was used on 183.
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COR Thin li the CDR, that's affirmative,
the right reading should bo 5 percent . They had « frame
rate on 183/151 of ft frames per second. And we really
burned it up.

CC Okay, we copy, Jerry thank you. And
back to Bill again. With respect to the contamination on
the S19A platen, stations 1 and 3, the platen should be
cleaned using the procedure on EREP odds and ends cue cards
prior to installing the magazines for tomorrow's pass. We
only want you to clean those platens which have particles
or globs, but not those which have streaks in the direction of
otion, so I guess that would bt. 1 and 3 for the time being.
Ove r .

PIT Rog, copy Bruce.
CC And for the - whoever is free I guess it w

be the SPT again. We've got a couple of changes to the urine
drawer resupply and urine sampling decal for you. Over.

CDR Stand by Bruce, I'll get hin.
SPT Fire away, Bruce.
CC Okay, what we want to do is to implement

the procedures in the yellow pages, pages 19-12 and 19-13
of the SWS systems checklist. And I'll go through them for
you here. On the urine sanpiing decal at the top panel 800,
dump heater urine switch to Bus 1. And the reason that we're
starting through this sequence in advance is that as of
tomorrow morning when you're reusing urine bags, you'll now
be using - having liquid in the vacuum system rather than
Just gas. We want to use the urine dump heaters every day
even those days when you're putting in new bags, since there'l
still be some liquid trapped in the line. And you'll have
a mixture of liquid and gas coming out of the system and
down the probe. Then - go ahead.

SPT We alreidy used that this morning, Bruce.
That is we dumped urine this morning.

CC Okay, do you want me to r««d through the
rest of the decal changes or you get it out of pages 19-12
and 13 of the systems checklist?

SPT Let us take a look at them, if we have
any questions we'll get back with you.

CC Okay, one item to be changed though, on
the decal item in the checklist is that there is a caution
note that you should maintain the pressure less than or
equal to .08 psia. Now on that meter, the correct value
should be less than or equal to .13, taking into account the
bias that you have. That's less than or equal to 0.13 psia.

SPT We copy. Okay, Bruce you want to talk
about two CMG operations?

CC Okay, we'll be with you in just a second
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on that. And we want to sake doubly certain thit you do gat
these decals changes in. And the Intent of course if for the
first guy in the morning to turn on tho urine dump heater
•witch, and the laat guy out to turn It off after he's through.
Over ,

CC Over.
CDR Bruce , la this only the days we are

dumping urine?
CC Negative, it la everyday. The rationale

for that Jerry is even on those days when you're Just
evacuating new urine bags, there may well be some liquid
left trapped In the plumbing fron the previous day,

CDR Okay, Roger, understand.
CC So, that's why I wanted to Bake it a

change in the decal and you'll just go through it everytiroe
you do the urine resupply or reurine bag reuse,

CDR Okay, we'll Bake that change. Now some-
thing disturbs ae here Bruce, it sounds to me like you folks
think we're on a different mission day than we think we're
on as far as this urine bag usage is concerned.

CC Okay, that was my error in reading. We
confirmed that you started this aornlng reusing urn - urine
bags .

CDR Oh, thank heaven.
CC For seven eleven. Okay. (Laughter).

And now, I'll turn it over to Bob, who's standing by here
with a few thounandc well chosen words on two CMC operation.
And 3 minutes until LOS.

MCC Thanks , a lot . Evening gents . Have you
had a chance to pick up that pad that we sent you about an
hour and a half ago?

CDR Yeah, Crip, I'm looking over It - yeah,
1 thought you were on vacation?

MCC So did I.

CDR Let me ask you a couple of q u e « t i o n h , unless
you got some points you want to highlight?

MCC Well, 1 tell you what if - if you don't
mind I - want you let me hit some - some of the highlights and
then - then have you hit the questions? 1 think that - because
I'm sure that - could generate quite a few of them.

CDR Okay.
MCC Okay, first of all what I'm going to do is

tell you a little bit about what our situation is and then we
can get into the specifics of that. As it'a quite obvious by
that reset you got into awhile ago, and the other day on our
232 maneuver, our capability to predicate what's going to - -

END OF TAPE
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CC As la quite obvioje by that reset
you got into a while ago and the other day on our 232
maneuver, our capability to predict what'* going to happen
to our aoasntun statue deteriorated somewhat in the two CHG
situation. And we are still planning on doing Maneuvers,
and we're willing to extend TACS to do so, We're talking
about, you know, like 500 pound-seconds in 1 day to do maneuvers .

For example tomorrow for that EREP maneuver right now we're
showing somewhere in the neighborhood of 200 pound-seconds
for It. And we've got the TACS to do it and It is our plan
to go ahead and extend It to make sure that we go ahead and
get the data.

PLT It sounds good (garble) that's what we're
here for, we're all - we agree with It.

CC Okeydoke . For example tomorrow - I

might mention It - we'll remind you tomorrow, but you are
going to get a systems SAT situation Just as you arrive
at Z-LV, so you're going to get caution and warning on that,
and you can expect those kind of things to be happening, And
we're also changing some of our ground rules in planning maneuvers.
We're planning 20 minutes max for maneuvers now, and we're limiting
the amount of X-axis momentum that we're going to be able to
get into, and we're limiting the amount of time that we
can stay on an outer global stop to about 2 minutes. We're
also talking more times between maneuvers for not inhibiting
dumps and that sort of situation. We're about a minute
from LOS now, and let me verify - okay, we've got Ascension
coming up in about 7-1/2 minutes at 03:38 and we'll go ahead
and get into some of the specifics of that - that message
we sent you

.

SPT Okay, I've got a 233 Just about that
time, what's you druthers on talking or shooting pictures?

CC I'll go ahead and stand by to shoot
pictures and we'll - we'll talk about it, I think we got
a good long pass here, we can get it after you get your
pictures .

SPT Okay, Crip. One question, is the
TACS attitude error deadband band larger than the maneuvering
attitude deadband - error?

CC It's a different kind of thing, it's
really a rate integral of attitude error and It's not
really a deadband, and I'll tell you a little bit more
about it when we get there.

SPT Okay. If you could also give us the
numbers on the meter to be looking for, we could look
(garble) -
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hour*, 31 minutes,
and S3 seconds Greenwich Mean time. We have now just
passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard,
our next acquisition Is about 5 alnutos and 60 seconds
from now - 5 Minutes and 53 seconds from now at Canary
Island and Madrid we'll get some additional conversation
at that tiae on the CHG problea and the attitude maneuvers
to be performed tonorrow. And during this last pass you
heard Bob Crlppen talking to the crew on that problea. He
has been working on the simulator here at Mission Control.
This Is Skylab Control, our next acquisition 5-1/2 minutes
away. It's now 32-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 houti, 34 ninutei,
and 11 seconds Gresnwlch bo an tine. Skylab space station
3 minutes 42 seconds now from acquisition at Canary Island. We
have the Mission surgeon's dally report on crew health. Thiu
was based on a private medical conference held at Guao during
the past hour, Here is the Mission surgeon's report. Crew
health and outlook remain good. Today the science pilot
terminated his lower body negative pressure experiment early
because of slight bru - blood pressure drop, and an associated
feeling of faintness. Discussion with the science pilot points
to fatigue as probably being the dominate cause of this failure
to complete the full exposure to negative pressure. The
science pilot has already lnputed a request to the flight
planners to delete sone AIM work close to the assign sleep
period. Signed by Dr. Jerry Horidnsky for Dr. Hawkins.
The »ission surgeon's report indicates that tfr« science pilot
is now the second member of the crew to not complete his lower
body negative pressu-e device protocol. The experience of
Bill Pogue was that he failed to complete it after not eating
a meal, and he has successfully completed the protocol since
that time. Science pilot's indication is that he's not getting
enough rest . He's been in - averaging about 6 and half hours
of sleep a night. But ATM activities right before going to
sleep apparently are making him a little restless. So he is
now indicated to ground control earlier in the evening that
he will not be performing the ATM operations in the Immediate
presleep period that usually ends only about 20 alnutes or
so before he's scheduled to retire. And we can expect that
the sleeping period for the science pilot may go up some in
the next few days. He has continue to exercise fairly viger -

vigorously on the bicycle. Today performing on it for more
than a half an hour and generating about 7 thousand watt-minutes,
the highest of any of the three crew members. He does not howeve
appear to be using of the other exercise devices quite as
much as the other crew members. The - both the other crew
members have been using the mark 1 nark 2 exercisers, which
are spring and rope tension devices, and also the treadmill
that was developed by Bill Thorton for the final crew. Tomorrow
the crew is planning a.i Earth resources pass for which an
attitude maneuvers is control - is necessary. Bob Crippen has
been talking with them at Vanguard on the attitude maneuver
and their role in making sure that relative little thruster
attitude control system nitrogen gas is used. The present
plan is for up to 500 pound-seconds of TACS gas to be used
every day. That amount will allow them to perforni virtually
all the experiments it's new believed. This information has
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been put through the computers for toaorrov end indicates
about 200 poui\d-s«conds use for the Earth resources maneuver.
However that computer run really h«a to be tested by the
space station itself. There is Kill tone disagreement about
how accurate the run will prove to be , and of course very little
is know about the operation of tha space station with only
two control nonent gyros out of the original three. We'll have
additional conversation frosi Bob Crippen during this up coming
pass with Canary Island and Madrid. The pass expected to last
Just about 13 minutes. We'll bring the line up live now for
air-to-ground through Canary Island and Madrid for what may
be the last pass of the evening.

cc Skylab, Houston we're back with you through
Ascension. Then we've got you for about 16 minutes this tine.
Coming up shortly through Canary w« • re going to be doing the
data voice recorder dump. And wonder if there is any chance
that we could talk either Bill or the CDK into to doing this
233 and - because we're primarily gonna be depending on Ed
to do the monlturing on these maneuvers.

CDR Okay, we'll take care of it.
cc Sounded good, Ed are you standing by

where you can copy? Or are you up in the command module?
SPT l'» up in the command module right now,

Bob. Why don't you let me wiggle on down to the wardroom
and I'll change places with Jerry.

CC Whiatla away.
SPT I've whistled.
cc Fairly good. Okay, couple of items I'm

going to hit and I think and I think you'll probably be familiar
with them. Outer global drive logic, the fact that It's in--
it^s active during the first and last minute of the maneuver.
It's not in between. And as I said on that pad it usual
takes care of your problems. And the fact that most of our
maneuvers are essentially at a constant rate, and when you see
it start to deviate from a constant rate in the middle of a
maneuver then you can suspect something is going to at least
slightly awry.

SPT Okay.
cc Okay. Gimbals on a atop. Because of the

two CMC situations you're going to see gimbals tend to stop more.
Especi - -

SPT Go ahead Bob.
cc Can you hear oe now?
cc You'll still coping, F.d?
SPT 1 think we've just slipped into a key holeCo ahead.
CC Okay, could be we got a handover here.
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The fact that with two CMGa you are going to lee gimbals getting

on the stop especially the Inner one. The inner one quite

often end* up brushing up against the stop. The * and you*

going to **e when a gimble gets on a stop, your gonna see the

rate tend to diverge, It can increase or it can decrease.

Normally when it increases it's going in ths right direction

md • and that doesn't rnally cause us problems. And the inner

one getting on a stop is usually not a proble*. It only

becomes a problem with the outer getting on a stop.

SPT Okay.
CC Okeydoke.
fcPT (Garble) or one of those positions that we

coot! down to?
CQ Okay, that - the it's about the 90 percent

area, about the 95 percent area when your on the stop. It's

quite obvious when it gets there. It Just goes down and stops

there.
SPT All right.
CC Okay. We on our lust flight had a problem

on the meter with CHG 3's outer gimbal angle. It quite often

went off scale low intermittently and you might anticipate

that.
CC Okay so that did - -

SPT Right.
CC But - but the big thing is - is whon the

races start to go - when the rates start to decrease. And

I'm going to get a look at that later.

END OF TAPE
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MCC (garble) to that one did the • but the

big thing Is It when the rates start to go - when the

ratee start to decreaee, And I'm going to get a look at

that a little bit «ore. The TACS only aituatton, like we

got into the other day on the 2 32 •aneuvere, ia a function

of 3 items, and I've Hated thoee on that pad. That attitude

error of the TACS control la kind of an odd ball thing, it'a

not like th« other attitude error, What it turna out to be

is 4 - ie a Integral of the rate error, and it - it juat

consequently it Juat bullda up. Now if the ATT error

like I've got Hated eecond tlert , aa you aware of when you

initiate a maneuver it becomes a large value immediately,
the value that's equal to the maneuver.

SPT Okay, the first one la really not a

attitude error, but a rate error?
MCC No, it'a a integral - it'a a Integral

of the rate error which becomes an attitude.
SPT Okay.
MCC Okay, And the third one essentially

meaning when the rate changes sign it means that it's going in

the wrong direction to solve the rate error.
SPT Okay, that's clear.
MCC Okeydoke. Now what we're primarily

interested in monitoring la the rates. And we're going

to be putting those on your pads. And we're noing to carry

them out to all three places past the decimal not the four

that you've got displayed. But those are just gauges(?)
of about you can expect to see.

SPT Good idea.
MCC Okay, now don't let small rates confuse

you, because if you've got one where you don't have to -

It's not very large, it could tend to go back and reverse
algn a little bit. And that's not a sign of a bit problem,
if one really starts to change significantly.

liPT You got to look at them in light of

the attitude error, I think.
MCC That's correct. Okay, now the counter

2 or 3 1 mentioned, are you familiar with - you know, the

counter 2 or 3 is displaying the fraction portion of the singl

memory location that you're displaying? And I put counter
2 or 3 which will allow some option to continue looking
at rates.

SPT Yes, why don't you hit that a little

bit though? I've read what you said and maybe I'm

misun Jer3t andi.ng it. Review It a little.
MCC Okay - Okay, that calling up the

attitude error of a TACS control, all you can do is through
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the single memory location. And we gave you the page that
they're located in your ATM ayatama checklist, and also we
gave you the actual command* that you can enter to call
them up, What you get on counter 1 la the whole number
portion of what ever value it ia , and what you get on
countera 2 and 3 and they're just repeated. Counter 2 and
3 are just exactly alike in the fraction part of It. And
it so happens on this particular callup the fraction part
of it la the only thing that la significant.

SPT Okay,
MCC Okay, now like that 0900 I gave you

as the limit, that is in pi rads , and it's .09 and that
equates to approximately 16 degrees.

SPT Okay, we were atratching our heads
trying to figure that out a little while ago,

MCC I beg your pardon?
SPT We are trying to convert from pi rada

to get to the number of the green a little while ago,
MCC Okay, one pi rad is equal to 180.

Okay, now the value where the thing actually switches is
when it gets to the .1111, that's about 20 degrees.

SPT Okay.
CC Okay.
SPT Okay Bob.
MCC Okeydoke. Now the action that you

should take, and what you're going to see are the rates
slgniflcally starting to change. Now that Just tells you
you should look at this - this attitude error of the TACS
control law. Okay, and you can get an idea of Just how
rapidly things are diverging on you. And you have to make
some Judgment, and we gave you a value of 0900 as the one
to go ahead and initiate action on. And what we're *olng
to have you do there is to basically start a - or reinitiate
a maneuver. And you can do that by changing modes like
hit standby, making sure you're there, and then hitting
solar inertlal. Okay?

SPT Yes, i understand that part of it.
MCC Okay, very good and then we told you

the bit about you can phase the Z-LV maneuver if you think you
can. One item I didn't know whether you'd do or not, do
you normally have your vent time counting down to the end
of the maneuver. If not that's a good idea, because it
gives you a - you can ready refverences to what you need to
enter .

SPT No, 1 don't, I'm using the (garble)
attitude error just to let me know where i am in the maneuver,
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but that's a good idea. I'll go ahead and ««t that up.
MCC Okeydoke, That, raaliy quick and

dirty aorta runa over tha eignif icance of the things. I

guess we've tried it in the aiaulator, but we've only been
able to duplicate it a - like on that run that you did
the other day on 232, We managed to get the ease situation
down here on the second tlae when we tried it again after
having the case conditions on SLF . And the technique works
there, but sgaln ue naven't been able to try it on a
wide variety of t iinga .

SPT Okay. You're reasons, though, for
reselectlng the maneuver then is strictly based on what
we're looking at in terms of attitude error and not on
whether we got CMG SAT, although that may eventually result
in the error.

MCC Yes, what we're trying to do is to
prevent you froa getting into a - switching to a TACS
only control situation. And that's based on those three
Items that we talked about. Okay?

SPT Okay, we go at 16 rather than wait for the
20.

MCC Well, what - If you wait for the 20
and you have let your sign of your rate change, you're
probably already to late and It's going to switch before
you do it, see. So to prevent that situation I 'a - we're
trying to giving you some lead, and that's the 16 degrees.

SPT Yes, I understand that Bob, okay.
MCC Okay, and tomorrow it Is our Intent

right now that you should monitor the maneuver in. And
then when you get there - get the Z-LV you can hustle on
back and do your ETC and then coae back and monitor the
maneuver out

.

SPT Okay, I'll go ahead and do that, There
was a note here about monitoring excluding the first and
last minute. Are you that confident we won't have any
problea there even though we've xot the giabal drive
locked?

MCC There's nothing - there's nothing you
can monitor there because the things are really goln^, to -

can squirrel around If the outer glmbal drive logic is
active. So you really can't tell too much there, and you
should not get Into any kind of problem when that's active.

SPT Okay Bob, I've got it. Some questions
may come up later on, but tight now 1 understand what
you've said.

MCC Okay.
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SPT (garble)
MCC Okeydoke, very good. We've got a

handover coming up here and we've still got about 5

minutes in this ;:ass, so I'm going to go ahead and turn
it back to Bruce now. Thank you very much, and good
night guys

SPT Good night Bob, and thank a lot for
your time. Appreciate it.

CC Appreciate yours.
CDR Hello Bruce.
CC Hello Jerry.

Got a few administrative goodiesCDR Got a few administrative goodies for
you here.

CC Okay, administer away.
CDR Okay, I got changes today in the Flight Plan to

checklist cue card and the blomed checklist, and they were
change number 2, and 1 don't have number 1, I wonder if
you'd send those up again for me please?

CC Run the three of them by again please.
CDR Flight plan to checklist cue card

change number 1, and biorccd checklist change number 1, I

don't seem to have them.
CC Okay, we'll do that for you.
CDR Okay, and wo just finished up 1 roll of

film in Nikon 04 on our visual ops. And I'd like to know
what film rolls to tell Bill to load tomorrow morning when he's
ready.

CC We'll get that for you.
CDR Okay, and another point on this

handheld photography, I have not been including that in my
evening statis report as shoppinglist items because we're
debriefing each one of those exercises as soon as it's done,
and 1 don't think we really need to add that on to the
evening report It just make? -

END OF TAPE
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CDR I have not bc^n Including that in my
evening status report as shopping list items because we're
debriefing each one of those exercises as soon as it's done
and I don't think we really need to add that onto the evening
report, it just makes more time.

CC We concur with that. The way you're
doing it io Just beautiful.

CDR Okay, that's it Bruce. Thank you.
CC Okay, we'll get a roll of film.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, if it's convenient

we'd like to get a frames remaining counter off the C&D panel
this evening. We didn't copy that.

CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead, Jerry.
CDR Okay, got another one Bruce, I think the

183 folks - I think we've got problems with the hardware. I

Just finished about 15 minutes ago a complete recap of the
whole day's operations with one - S183 and X suggest they
get that tape just as soon as possible and digest it and send
me up any other questions they might have. When I took the
carrousel out of the - out of the SA , one of the doggone plates
was still hanging out, even after the carrousel had cycled
through all 33 plates and back to number 1 again. So we
got some sort of a sequencer problem, I'm afraid.

CC Okay, we copy that Jerry. And we'll be
waking you up tomorrow morning at 12:00 over Canary. And I

got a couple of items of news here in a minute and a half
we have remaining, if you'd like me to read them.

CDR Fire away.
CC Okay, kilometer 101 in Egypt. The

Israeli and Egyptians broke off truce talks after they were
unable to agree on pulling troops back from the Suet Canal
front. No further meetings were scheduled. Washington:
The administration is moving toward rationing of gasoline,
although norm - no formal decision to take such a step has so
far been made. The planners said Wednesday the rationing
looked increasingly likely, despite President Nixon's strong
dislike for it, because senior administration officials have
concluded that Congress would not approve a large Increase in

the federal tax on gasoline to discourage driving. Job train-
ing bill including a program to help ease unemployment that
might result from the energy crunch was approved by the House
and sent to the Senate. President Nixon has indicated he will
follow a new Mideast policy favoring Israeli concessions to the
Arabs in peace negotiations, several Democratic congressmen
laid. The congressmen, who wore among 3? Democratic House
members who met with Nixon this week, said the President
stressed that Israel must recognize that its only friend is
the United States. His remarks were ex « extremely encouraging
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to those who think that American policy in the Middle East in
the past has been too pro-Israel - too pro-Israeli and a
more evenhanded policy Is needed . Buenos Aires, the illness
of 78-year-old President Juan D. Peron is forcing political
leaders to recognize the possibility of a woman president
of Argentina. When Peron's victory in the presidential
election last September swept his 42-year-old wife, Isabel,
into the presidency, few believed that she would ever succeed
him. But a week ago Peron suffered what his doctors
described as a recurrence of bronchitis that has kept him
away from his desk since then. He now appears to be
recovering and may resume duties next week.

CDR Okay, Bruce, thanks a lot. Good night.
CC Roger, and we do not want to reload

NK04 .

CDR You do not want to load it?
CC That's affirmative, do not load NK04

.

CDR Okay, what are we going to use for
visual ops photos?

CC Do you have a number on plate that fell
out of S183?

PAO Skylab Control at i hours 55 minutes
and 24 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station
has passed out of range of the Madrid tracking antenna. On the
last pass of the evening some final questions going up to
the crew that did not get responses, but wo don't expect
then to come back. Although it may be that they'll be awake
24 minutes from now when they're next in acquisition of signal
at Guam. Discussion with Bob Crippen completing the talk with
the Science Pilot Ed Gibson on the possible action to be taken
by the crew in the event of a gimbal stop occurring during
the attitude maneuver plan for tomorrow. That attitude
maneuver which will be the first one done in several days
aboard the Skylab space station is planned for an Earth
resources pass that begins at 10:33 a.m., central standard
time. The Earth resources pass begins southeast of Rapid
City, South Dakota, on track 19, and ends off the Atlantic
coast of Brazil south of Salvador at 10:56. The track
covers 6500 miles. Among the sites scheduled for tomorrow's
activity are Great Plains site In the United States, where
buried river valleys and moraine systems are to be detected
from the last glaciation of that area, using data from the
mul t is pec t ral scanner, an electronic instrument that provides
computer tapes, and the 190B , Earth terrain camera, which
provides 5-inch frames of film. Maps will be produced that
Indicate poor construction sites In the area and also It's
expected that potential sites for sanitary land fills and
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sand and gravel supplies will also be detected in the
multispectral scanner and 190B imagery. Also in tomorrow's
activity is a plan to detect strip mining in parts of the
northeastern United States it's primarily in the area of
Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky, where an investigator from
Maryland will ascertain the affects of the strip mines on
the environment. Particularly, water pollution, produced
by acid draining from the mines. Over Missouri, where
thematic mapping projects will emphasize var - various
distinguishable features including man-made cultural effects
the tests will be a basis for future systems that may rapidly
produce maps that are kept up to date by automatic means.
The present time thematic mapping generally runs many years
behind the actual changes taking place in fast growing areas.
Geologic mapping, mineral exploration, and land use planning
Is the goal of add - of data taken over the state of South
Carolina. That's one of the last sites to be covered on the
way off the coast. The final 3ite on the coast Is the wetland
site, where it's hoped that data from Skylab will be useful
in mapping wetlands which can aid in the preservation of
wildlife populations, and where planners may also improve
their skills in maintaining coastal zone - zones and inland
swamps. The site is along the Atlantic coast between the
border - on the border of Georgia and South Carolina.
Skyiab's multispectral scanner data, again the 13 channel
electronic sc - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - maintaining coastal zones - zones
and inland swamps. The site is along the Atlantic coast
between the border - on the border of Georgia and South
Carolina. Skylab's mult ispec tral scanner data, again the
13 channel electronic scanner tapes will be used to determine
water depths, by measuring changes in waves passing over
subsurface features. The data is to be gathered in the
Puerto Rico/Virgin Islands area, along an area called
the Platform where water depths are relatively low. Same
area will be mapped and coastal zones analyzed in a project
by Principal Investigator James Trumbell of the United States
Geological Survey and the University of Corpus Christi in
the Texas coast city. That study and mapping of coastal
geology may be of significant use in locating sand and
gravel deposit in the Virgin Islands and in Puerto Rico.
Sand and gravel deposits are, of course, essential to construction
requirements in the Islands. Water pollutants and marine life
in the Virgin 1 s 1 an d / Pu re to Rico area will also be studied
for ecological maps. One of the important elements of thi3
study are changes over tine which - which are of considerable
importance in determining ecological patterns, data on this
area has been gathered on previous missions and today's -

toaorrow's activity is expected to expand that data and give
indications of changes that have occurred over the past
several months. Water pollutants and marine life in that area
will also be studied in the ecological maps. Over South
America where the cloud - cloud cover is relatively heavy
study will be made of cloud tops using all of Skylab's
instruments, including the Infrared spectrometer, the
pointable instrument which will be used to study the very
tops of thunder clouds. That data is expected to advance
scientific understanding of stortn9, bo that storm predictions
and weather warning systems can be improved substantially.
The target in that site is weather clouds over eastern Brazil.
We had have indications earlier that the Vanguard tracking
ship off the coast of Brazil has had severe weather Indications
to its north. It is of course in the south ot the Brazilian
coast. Tomorrow will be the first Earth resources pass
performed using a maneuver. Today's Earth resources pass was
a very successful one - a 6500 mile pass beginning in north-
west New Mexico where Fo - Four Corners Power Plant was
observed with the infrared spectrometer. Important data was
gathered with that spectrometer at a Padre Island site on
the Gvilf coast of Texas, where air quality measurements are
being made with the oblique angle expected to add substantially
to our knowledge of atmospheric effects on spectrometer instruments.
At the same time a helicopter was flown from Johnson Space
Center to survey the Padre Island site and to gather a comparable
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data from an elevation of about 2 to 800 feet. Thatconcludes a busy day for the Skylab crew. Tomorrow will be

th.r t
^neuver and a test of the computer simulationsthat have been run over the past several days here inMission Control. The simulations which have also beenperformed at the Marshall Space Plight Center, in HuntsvilleAlabama, are expected to stand a severe test tomorrow as we

'

determine whether or not the maneuvers are going to use thelimited amount of thruster attitude control system gas nowexpected. Estimates now are that less than 200 pound-
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PAO Th is la Sky lab Control he re in Houston
at 04:29 Greenwich mean time. At the Guam acquisition tracking
station a few moments ago the crew called to discuss some
photography procedures. We have a tape of that conversation
and are prepared to play it back to you at this time.

CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC Skylab this is Houston we're reconfiguring,

can you read us? Over.
CDR Yeah, Bruce read you loud and clear.. How

me?
CC Okay we got you, go ahead.
CDR Okay, got to thinking about this 1 6 -mi 1 1 ime t e

r

transporter number 7 - correction - number 5. And we went back
and checked it again. And yea, verily it is reading 96 percent.
We went back and checked out the camera that it was in and
he transports in good shape. The test camera runs it through
eal fine, but camera number 08 which Is the one we had it in

will not pull film. I clicks along merrily, the light flashes
and everything makes you think you're - you're burning film, but
ou're not. So the correct - the correct configuration now for

Alfa 2 is supply CI93, takeup CI122 and 96 percent. We got no
' 51 photos for S183

.

CC Okay, thank you very much for checking on
hat. That clears up the whole situation for us, and if you
stand by just a second here I think we have our Nikon story
"or you .

CDR Okay, we're that is 04 the one we're using
or v lsual ops

.

CC And Jerry can you give us the number that
was on the plate that fell out of the S183 carrousel.

CDR As far as I know It's number 1. Because
1 had recycled It all the way - -

CC No, no. Break, break.
CDR - - around and back to number 1.
CC Break. Break.
CDR Go ahead.
CDR Go ahead Bruce .

CC Okay, what we think has happened is that the
counter has Jumped ahead 1 and chat the carrousel is lagging so
that when you got back around to 36 or to 1 plate number 35 was
still in the aperture instead of being a blank there. And if you
will look at the plate there is a number written, printed,
or painted on there somehow that you should be able to read.

CDR Oh, man, 1 stuffed that plate In the whole
real quick and covered it up so as not to expose any other
film.

CC Okay, mighty fine.
CC CDR, this is Houston. The story on the

Nikon situation is that NK04 1* dedicated 10 bigger and better
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thing later on here in the mission and we would like to get
NK01 configured for the handheld photos so the thread pad
in the morning will reiterate this. But what we want to do
is take Bravo Victor 47 which is currently an NK01 out carefully
not retracting the thing all the way back into the cassette
and stow it in Foxtrot 39 that's F39 . And then load NK01 with
CX20 - that :

s CX20 out of Hotel 31. Over.
CDR Okay CX20 out of Hotel 31 and is the removal

of BV41 on the pad tomorrow?
CC It's Bravo Victor 47, and that's also on

the pad and we've got about a minute and half to LOS here at
Guam, and we would like you guys to get turned in and get a
good night's sleep. We'll talk to you in the morning at 12:00 Z.

CDR Okay Bruce, goodnight.
CC Through Canary, right. Time to say goodnight

Dick. And the two checklist changes number 1 that you asked
for are on board on the teleprinter. Out.

p A0 Skylab Control at 04:33 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 11 hours
55 minutes. We're In a midst of a pass through the Can a ry / Mad r i

d

station. We expect wakeup all - wakeup call to the crew on this

their start of their 3rd week in orbit. CAP COMM is Story Musgrave.
We'll leave the line up for this wakeup call.

CC Good morning, Skylab. We've got you
through Canaries for 5 minutes.

CDR Good morning, Dick.
-CC Hey, it's Story down here this morning.
PLT Story, - had the volume up loud enough.
CC Okay, Bill, and we need some - we got

something for you to do right now. While shipping up your
pad for this day's activities, we got a teleprinter low

message. And we'd like to verify that, yeah, we did get
all the pads up to you. So. if you could float on up there
to the STS and verify that the raed status pad, that's 15:05,
that that's the last pad in the teleprinter, and check for

the red lines down the margins of the paper. If that's
not the last pad, we need to get the paper changed out so

we can ship up the rest of your pad.
PLT (Garble) be right up there.
CC Thank you.
PLT Looks like I'm (garble).
PLT (garble) Story
CC We heard Just that last, oh, 2 or 3 seconds

worth. Prior to that you were way down the mud sounded
like intercom.

PLT I was trying to get that bad box. Our
last message was 15:14, which is maneuver to SI attitude.
So I'll make a changeout right away.

CC Okay, understand 15:14 is complete?
PLT Affirmative.
CC Okay, and you'll find the changeout

procedures in the SWS Systems Checklist. That's housekeeping
80B on page 3-7.

PLT Thank you.
CC And we're a minute from LOS; and about

10 minutes from Tananarive at 12:14. If we don't see you
there, It'll be Honeysuckle at 12:38.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 4 minutes. Loss of signal through thi> Canary tracking
station on the start of day 15 for he crew of Skylab III. (sic)
Started their third week in space today. 200th any for
the - in the life of the Skylab space station. Skylab IV
astronauts begin their 3rd week in space today by attempting

I
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to resume normal maneuvers of the orbiting space station.

The attitude maneuver, the first attempted in several days

since it was discovered that a - changing the position of

the 118- foot- long laboratory was using more fuel than

anticipate - anticipated, will occur as the three crew

members, Commander Gerald P. Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibson,

and Pilot William Pogue, begin an Earth resources pass

at 10:33 central standard time. Ground control experts

worked with computers at the Johnson and Marshall Space Flight

Centers and arc- convinced the maneuvers will use a limit

amount of thruster attitude control system gas. The Earth

resources pass will began southeast of Rapid City, South

Dakota on track 19, and will end off the Atlantic Coast

of Brazil, south of Salvadore at 10:56 a.m. Central stendard

time. The-23 minute sweep will cover some 65 hundred miles

and the sites include The Great Plains where the mul t is pec t ral

scanner and the S190B Earth terrain camera are expected

to detect buried river valleys and morains systems from the

glaciers which once covered the area. Parts of Illinois,

Indiana, and Kentucky will be studied to determine the

effects of strip mines on the environment; and the instruments
aboard Skylab will focus over Missouri distinguishable
features including man-made as a test for possible improvement

of mapping techniques which now take years to compile.
The mul 1 1 sp ec t ur a 1 scanner data will survey the wet land
along the Atlantic Coast of Georgia and South Carolina. Results

of this experiment may aid in the future preservation of wild
life. With the help of all of the Skylab instruments the

astronauts will determine water depths and search for gravel
and sand deposits In the Virgin Islands in Pueto Rico,
resources which are essential to construction requirements
on the two islands. While over South America, the infrared
spectrometer aboard the space ship will study the tops
cf thunder clouds. Data from this experiment is expected
to advance scientific understanding of storm and weather
warnings. In addition to the planned E REP the three astronauts
will stay busy with continuing medical checks and observations
of the Sun, stars, and Kohoutek. After 2 weeks in space,
the mission surgeon here at the Mission Control Center reports,
the crew's health and outlook remain good. However, some
adjustments have been made in the schedule workload to reduce
fatigue. Some of the Apollo telescope mount work will be

reduced by flight planners. This will ailov some additional
rest since the astronauts have been averaging only about
6-1/2 hours of sleep daily. Adjustments in the ATM activities
will be made in the Immediate preslept - presleep period
and are not expected to result in any significant reduction
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in the amount of time being devoted to the ATM p rog r am
^

^

Next acquisition in 5 minutes and 50 seconds will be through

the Tananarive tracking station. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 8 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 13 minutes. Acquisition through Tananarive In

40 seconds. The start of day 15 for Skylab IV. We'll
hold the line open for conversations between Skylab IV
and CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave. Wakeup was at 11:58
Greenwich mean time, that's 5:58 central standard time.

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive 6 minutes.
PLT Roger, iitory. Teleprinter's changed

back, although I don't think you have command over us.
(garble)

.

CC No, we don't, Bill. We'll be sending
up the ATM schedule pad over Honeysuckle, and someone's
up there and sees it coming out, they can check it for us.

PLT Okay, Story.
CC Thanks

.

CC Jer, Houston.
CDR Go ahead.
CC Jer, we weren't getting any EDDU

modulation for the EREP pass yesterday and we'd like to
have that for the pass tjday. So I got about a two-step
procedure here to - to c.ieck out that.

CC Skylab, we're 2 minutes from LOS. The
next station is Honeysuckle in about 20 minutes at 12:39.

CDR Story, you cut out when you talked
about that two-step EDDU procedure, and I'll call you a

little later and we'll have a pencil and paper handy and
get it.

CC Okay, it's only about three steps.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

12 hours 23 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive.
Next acquisition In 15 minutes 35 seconds will be the
Honeysuckle tracking station. Beginning their day today,
their 15th day, Skylab IV crewmembers will be high density
high-energy food bar menu, the enu which they - the food -

these are food bars, each weighing approximately 55 grams.
The bars are about 2 by 4 Inches in site and they provide
a nutritionally complete - each has about 300 calorics. Today
Commander Carr and and Pilot Pogue will have five of these
high-density bars on their menu, whereas Pilot Gibson will
have only four. In addition to the food bars today the crew
will have such items as sausage, spaghetti, chicken and
gravy, coffee, drinks, and fruit. The food bars were chosen
to save space and weight aboard the command nodule at launch.
159 pounds of additional food that was launched in the
command module for the extended mission of 85 days. 75
pounds of this food was the normal Skylab food. 392 bars
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of the food - special food bar weighing 59 pounds were

added, And a additional 25 high-caloric bars - high-
calorie bars in the event the rescue mission is required

at the end of the 84 days, were added in the command module.
Next acquisition in Hon - at Honeysuckle in 13 minutes
30 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 12 hours 25 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 38 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle

in 35 seconds. We'll held the line up for this pats.

CC Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for

8 minutes.
SPT Good morning, Story.
CC Good morning

.

SPT Story, I've got part of the maneuver pad,

which was not printed out too well, about the last half of

it. That's 1514-A, Z-LV maneuver pad, 04.

CC OV.PV; You'd like that one again. And

how about the rest of the pads. How are they coming up?

SPT Okay. What's in the teleprinter that

you've sent up since Bill got it. I haven't had a chance to

look at. And I haven't seen anything wrong with the other stuff
though I haven't had a chance to lock at all ot it. We'll

give you a call if we need anything.
CC Okay. And while I've got you, I've got

one change to your Flight Plan. That's to cancel the S-183-K
maneuver. And fill that up with doing your TV 117. The PI

would rathtr look at star fields than Kohoutek today. So

just cancel that maneuver on your Flight Plan.
SPT Okay. Cancel the 183 maneuver.
CC And you'll probably need that time for

completing TV 117.
SPT Yes, I've got that long message up here,

Story, but I have.i't had a chance to really start through it

and see what it involves. So I'll just start working on it

then .

CC Okay.
SPT Story, I also see on my Flight Plan, I've

got the ETC prep with M151. I knocked that off last night, so I

don't think we'll be able to get that. Have them schedule
M151 with the next ETC prep.

CC 0kc.y. You did jurt what we expected, Ed.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and about
10 minutes to Hawaii at 12:58.

P AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 48 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Next
acquisition in 9 minutes 45 seconds will be the Hawaii tracking
station. Discussions with CAP CCMM Story Musgrave, concerning
the uplink pads in the teleprinter. Each night, while the
crew sleeps, the next oay 1

s activities are passed up on the
onboard teleprinter. Today's activities include the second
E REP pass in the Skylab mission. The first E REP pass requiring
a maneuver. Yesterday's solar inertial pass maintained the
spacecraft in a solar inertial attitude with the EREP cameras
pointing obliquely at the ground. S 1 8 ? , Kohoutek observations
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have been cancelled for today, The principal investigator
deciding to aim his 183 camera as selected star fields rather

than the comet. Estimates that the comet is not yet bright
enough to be picked up by the S183 cameras. Earlier estimates
plus the magnitude of the comet at this time, at 2.57 at a

distance of 129,464,000 miles from Earth, 84,116,000 miles
from the Sun. Next acquisition in 8 minutes 25 seconds. At

Greenwich mean time 12 hours 50 minutes, this is Skyl&b Control.

END OF TAPE
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modification due to the report that the crew has been only
averaging 6-1/2 hours sleep. Revised ATM pad will go up
tomorrow. Today's activity also includes an M092, M093 medical
run by Pilot Bill Pogue , another in a series of 26 such runs
which will be accomplished throughout the mission. We'll have
acquisition in approximately 5 seconds. We'll hold the line
up for Story Musgrave.

Cc Skylab, AOS through Goldstone for 6 minutes.
CDR Hello, Story. I'm ready to copy that EDDU

data .

cc Okay. Connect portable TV camera to TVIS,
133. Preferably the same cable you used yesterday. If you have
some different cable hooked up to it, use which ever cable you
have. Turn the TV - turn the VIDEO switch to TV position.

CDR Okay, understand. Con - connect the portable
TV to TVIS 133 and turn the TV switch to VIDEO.

CC Ye s» sir. And when you're ready and we're
over a ground station, we'll have you turn the TVIS station
on for 10 to 15 seconds and see if we're getting modulation.

CDR Okay, we'll do it.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, 5 minutes

to Be rmuda .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours 19 minutes. Loss of signal as Skylab space station
crosses over the North Central United States over the Great
Lakes. Acquisition in 2 minutes through the Bermuda tracking
station. We'll hold the line up for this stateside pass.

cc Skylab, AOS Bermuda 8 minutes.
P'-T Thank you, Story.
CC Who's that?
PLT Your friendly PLT.
CC Okay, Bill.
PLT With a mouth full of krispie bar.
cc Okay. Have some for me.
PLT 1 vish I could. Boy, we're really hungry

up here.
CC Bill, is everybody eating now?
PLT Ed's on the ATM and Jer and I arc

stuffing our faces. Say, I got a question regarding the
comet, Story. I had trouble finding It last night and this
morning, but it was just close to daylight so it eould've been
that - it was me in the light. But is that comet petering
out or what's the status on it? Could you give us a sort
of a status report?

CC Stand by 1.

PLT Night before last, it looked like It was
growing a little bit. I could see a little bit better defined
coma. But last night and this morning again, I couldn't even
see it.

CC Bill, what I'm being told is that you
could see a plus 6 magnitude with the naked eye and Kohoutek
is how about a plus 5.

ic
PLT My »aked eye must have a few clothes on

CC Well, we've been out on the roof, especially
during this graveyard shift. Each night, we go on cut and some'
of us can see it and some of us can't. But we've had prettv
good luck with binoculars.

PLT Yes, that's what I've been using.
cc While I've got you all there, I'd like

to discuss your next day off. That'll be mission 17 or the
day after tomorrow. Some of the possible activities we're
looking at are an ERE? pass, six ATM passes, a couple of house-
keepings, showers at your option, and S233, couple of
handheld photos at your option, an S009 set, a couple of
science conferences, and a shopping list. And give you some
time to think that over and then give us ycur inputs on this.

Ms What day*6 the day off, Story?
CC Say again .
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PLT That's the day off?
CC That's up to you, sir. That's some of

the things we're suggesting. And, Ed, we need the DAS. We're
commanding through the DAS.

SPT You've got it, Story. I got a question on

venting the SAL for the ETC. Do you have any preferred time in

the orbit that I do that?
SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead, Ed.

SPT Yes. Do you have any preferred time

in the orbit which I should vent the airlock for the ETC?

CC Okay. We'll get you thit. And we're still

running unattended ops with the ATM. That's the reason for

needing the DAS , Ed

.

SPT Oh, okay. I just powered up a few dis-

plays to see what was happening there. 1 realized you were on it

CC And there's no preferred time for that

ETC vent, Ed.
SPT Okay.
CC And while I've got you there, that - the

transcript people have been saying that you're hard to read

on the dump voices and I've f oun i you that so a couple of times.

It's probably that lightweight htadset that's not coning through
as strong as - as the SIAs or the CCUs.

SPT Okay. I've switched to the CCU for the

Snoopy commentary around 3 days ago. (garble) I haven't used
the lightweight headset since then.

CC Okay. Thanks.
CC We're a mintue from LOS and a couple minutes

to Canaries. Be dumping the data voice at Canaries.
CC Skylab, AOS Canaries and Ascension for

16 minutes. Be dumping the data voice through Canary.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, We're a minute to LOS and

about half an hour to your ATM science conference at

Carnarvon at 14:14.
CDR Roger, Story. See you later.
CC Yes, sir.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

13 hours 48 minutes. We've had loss of signal through
Ascension. Next acquisition in 25 minutes 30 seconds
will be Carnarvon tracking station. The crtv getting ready
for the Earth resources pass of the dayj the second in the
mission of Skylab III. (sic) Pilot - Science Pilot Fd Gibson
and Commander Jerry Carr should shortly getting the Earth
terrain camera, the S190B camera ready for this 23-mlnute
Earth resources data take which begans at 16:33 Greenwich
mean time, beginning in South Dakota, south of Pierre, South
Dakota running through Brazil. This EREP pass today does
require a maneuver, unlike yesterday's solar inertial pass.
The Earth resources instruments and cameras will aimed
directly at the Earth on this pass, as opposed to yesterday's
data take which had the instrunents looking obliquely at

a track 200 miles east of the ground track of the Skylab
space station. During these previous Goldstone and Canary
passes CAP COMM Hank - CAP COMM Story Musgrave discussing
with the crev their upcoming day off on Sunday. Comment
from Science Pilot Ginson questioning whether or not that
was a day off with a-.i EREP pass, several ATM passes and
a handful of experiments. Pilot Pogue asked clarification
from the ground on the visibility of the comet. He says
he does not see with the naked eye; he requires binoculars
to see It. His discussion came as he was completing the
photography through the command module window with the
S2 33 3 5- mi 1 1 i me te r camera. Remark also concerning the
fact that they - really hungry - they get really get hungry
up there. Pilot Pogue discussing with the CAP C0M>'. as
he was eating his breakfast which consist of a krispy bar,
the high energy food additives for this mission. Next
acquisition in 23 minutes will be Carnarvon. At Greenwich
mean time 13 hours 51 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
1* hours 13 minutes. We will have acquisition through the
Carnarvon tracking station in about 45 seconds. The crew
in their 15th day, the beginning of the 3rd week for
Skylab IV. The second EREP - the second E RE F pass of the
mission coming up this morning at 11:33 central standard
titr.e. Next acquisition in 30 seconds. We'll hold the
line up for CAP COMM hank Hartsfleld; new Flight Director
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Is Phil Shaffer.
cc Skylab, Houston; through Carnarvon for

another 3 minutes here. And we're ready, for the ATM
conference.

SPT Morning, Bill; go ahead.
MCC Okay, between Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

there will be a short time dropout, and I think right now -
we're only on Carnarvon so we'll get right into it. Got
some thoughts, from Owen yesterday on some of your detector
seeking comments. Basically his simple messages that there
really isn't any way to short cut the experience which is
what you knew anyway. Words that he passes on, he's on
vacation right now, you'll be seeing lots of fluctuations,
which I'm sure you know. The same nunber just isn't going
to repeat, it's Just the question of getting used t.o what
you see. He does recommend, if possible, aligning the
electronic crosshairs on the XUV monitor so that it's
coaligned with H-alpha reticle. That way you car. point
to the same thing and maybe get closer to the: XUV hot
spot you'ie looking for and point a little more accurately
to begin with.

SPT Yeah, that I've done. I did that last
nigh t, Bill.

MCC Okay, good. And on filament changes
he corrected what I said. He says they're very subtle
slowly varying, almost impossible to see unless you've got
photographs before and after on the polaroid. And you can
very drastically change their appearence J ur t by changing
the contrast and brightness knobs. So on that one - on
filament - -

SPT (Garble.)
MCC On the filament activity wher we

predicted filament activity that was based on that particular
filament 37 being elevated, quite dense and fairly dynamic
to us on H-alpha. This is still possible today but much
less so. And, let's see, do you have any comments you need
to pass to us cr things we can help you out with here?

SPT On tape and also real time yesterday,
1 sent down a lot of comments. And also yesterday morning
I sent down a lot of questions when we talked with you,
and I'm wondering was there any response to all of those.

Mcc Yes, there is. I was saving those
to pass on to you now, and if I missed them I'll try to
write thum up and pass them up. With respect to the
running time that you requested, you'll notice that both
today and tomorrow you're not getting much - ATM does not
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schedule time either today or tomorrow. And there's a

significant amount of horse trading going on just to

salvage as much - as much of the minimum requirements as

we can. As soon as we get some more time we'll definitely

try to give you the time you need to play with 55 and

things of that rature. And on the XUV monitor quickies

sheeley passes on these are good as long as there's

reasonably bright active regions on the disc, because this

is the only way we've got of resolving the very brightest

kernal of the active region, and it is good for that. If

the disc is nearly dead, like It probably will be another
A to 6 days, then they probably will not be of much value.

And right now if 87 were not on the disc they wouldn't
help much. But as long as 87 is around or something of that

nature, it does help.

END OF TAPE
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MCC Okay, Ed, I'm through Honeysuckle now,

and 1 probably dropped out there. Where did you follow me

to?
SPT Yes. You were giving rae the results of

what Neil told us. And 1 - I concur; it looks as though in

a couple of days we won't have very much. In looking at the

XUV monitor pictures from this morning, we do have a relativly

small bright spot coining around on the east limb. But other

than that, it appears all to be going off towards the west.

And in 3 or 4 more days, that ought to all be gone. We do have

a coronal hole opening up at the south, which I have not seen

before; I Just saw a hint of it yesterday. And we have one up

at the north. And a relatively small coronal hole on the Equator
slightly east of central.

MCC Okay, that concurs pretty much with what

we've seen here. One thing on the XUV mon we've noticed,
on the long integrations, we've noticed so 1 a r i z at ion , that's the

film reversal type process where the center of the very, very

bright appears dark to us. And it's even this way on pictures
taken from the downlink. We wondered if you have noticed this

on board?
SPT No, I always take my pictures in a way which

will preclude that. I'm wondering whether the real long exposures,

which have also given your long integrations up to 8 seconds,

whether those have been useful or whether you just as soon

not have them?
MCC No, as a natter of fact, they have been

very useful for looking at the dimmer areas. They don't give
us much on the bright parts, but they are quite useful. And
getting to 56, now, the shutter closes - well, the mechanism to

close the shutter starts immediately when you turn the power
back on. It could be up to a second delay for everything to
actuate, but the shutter begins to close when power comes on.

The minimum times given <:o you are, for the extra longs, are really

minimum. Ideally, jcieniflc wise, we weld like them us long

as possible, but we want to avoJ d damaging the filters, which
is the reason for the maximum. The exact best for optimum
is not fully known yet because all of the data just has not
had a chance to be looked at.

SPT Okay, understand. We've got that posted
right up here right next to the instrument. So we have
those times well in hand.

MCC Okay. And one clarification, here. I sec

that a note which went up last night, but just to repent it.
S054 does want to operate with the KILTER in STORAGE unless
they're specifically omitted.
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SPT Yes, that I understand, Bill. And I'm

sorry I didn't get them some of the exposures they were after

yesterday. We've been in and out of the operate mode a

couple of times now, and it sometimes drops from my mind

when I was operating that. But we've got it clear now, and

we'll give them all the photos they want.

MCC Okay, mighty fine. That's all I've got

for now. Have you got anything else for me?
SVX Not right now on the science side of it.

I'm thinking about 54 and that filter. And I'm wondering

if there isn't a (garble where you stand in that and whether

there is any procedures EVA, or whether you think that you

may also have a talkback problem in that you'll actually

be going from one filter to the other without being able to

trace it? And if so, whether we ought to be - if that's a

reasonable possibility, we ought to be cycling through the

filter there as specified rather than leaving it in STORAGE.

MCC Okay, we're still working on it. We are

looking at EVA procedures. As I understand it, If it is a

talkback and telemetry problem, cycling the filters won't

help because the only reasonable failures you could postulate

there would also affect the drive motor. I really don't have

anything new to say because they are looking at it. We're going

LOS in 20 seconds. Next contact Is Hawaii in 14 minutes.

SPT Okay. Just one general word, I'm pretty

much encouraged by the use of the XUV monitor and the persistence

image scope. That appears to be a fairly good way of getting

a good look at the XUV monitor. Today (garble) as you can see,

connections between active regions 'in the XUV (garble) - -

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 14 hours

23 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. The morning

ATM conference with Bill Lenoir, backup pilot for Skylab IV.

Discussions on the activities expected on the Sun today, however

the crew has a brief time at the ATM with Science Pilot Ed Gibson
being the only crew member serving time on the ATM today. Dis-

cussions concerning active region 87 and 92, the center of limited
flare activity In these two regions today, showing spot growth

and magnetic change earlier. It has now slowed its growth and

simplified magnetically. Some flares are likely near the emerging
or changing fields in active region 92. Active region 93 has
grew quickly to a Beta spot group in a compact plage with a

simple neutral line. Developement has ceased with no flares
seen in this area. Active region 93 will likely do as active
region 91 which is quiet showing only minor changes. Prominence
35 nay be active crossing west limb as a fairly high hedge row.

Active region 84 may produce minor surges and infrequent small
flares as it transits the west limb of the Sun. Next acquisition
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will be Hawaii in 11 minutes 47 seconds. At Greenwich mean
time 14 hours 25 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
36 minutes. Acquisition through Hawaii tracking station in
50 minutes. We'll hold the line up for this Hawaii pass.
CAP COHY Hank Hartsfield, Flight Director is Phil Shaffer.
On this day 15 in the mission of Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 7-1/2
minutes. For the CDR.

CDR Go ahead.
CC Roger, Jer. If you're not busy here, I've

got a couple of quickies for you. One is, did you get the
quad B fuel isolation valve cycled last night?

CDR Yes, I did, Hank. I found that when I opened
quad B, the primary talkback went gray; the secondary talkback
remained barbev poled.

CC We copy. And another thing, Jerry, since
we had a problem with the downlink box yesterday on the E REP

,

11 you can find the time, we would like for you to check out
the TV input station 133 prior to our E RE P pass. And - -

CDR Television's on right now, Hank.
CC Okay; sorry.
CC Okay, it looks good to us now.
CC CDR, Houston. If one of you is free at

about 15:00, the exact time is 15:00 or 15:03, they will have
that laser on at Goddard again if you could get down to
wardroom window and take a look. N'o photos are required. I

thought maybe you night see if you could observe it since you
had trouble with it the other day. It should appear at the
2 o'clock position out the window and move towards 6.

CDR Okay, Hank; I'll be down there.
CC I'll give you another reminder aopioaching

that 15:00 tine Just - just In case.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're coning up on a

keyhole here in about 15 seconds, and we'll be down for about
a ninute and then be back with you.

CDR Okay, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're back with you now

and we're about 1 minute from LOS. Goldstone will be coming
up at 49.

CDR Roger, Hank. How does the TV look?
CC It looked good to us, Jer.
CDR Okay, now we'll reverify &11 the E DDI! hookups.
CC Okay, and we're going to be using another

position today, toe, so that ought to give us another little
input there to see if maybe that number 4 position is just plain
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CDR Okay. Number 5 position was the one

we were using yesterday.
CC Okay, I stand corrected then.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hours i4 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next

acquisition will ie Texas. Discussions concerning the laser

beam, T05 3 experiment, the crew was advised they will see it

out of the - the window of the workshop at about 2 o'clock in

the window. And r.hen the laser beam will move to around 6 o'clock.

This will be at 15:03 Greenwich aean time. About that sane

time, at 15:02, as the spacecraft crosses over Lake Ontario,

the crew has another visual observation opportunity using

handheld photography to take photographs of Lake Ontario to

determine water color patterns, which are often transient in

nature and show circular patterns of large lakes. The crew

is asked, in addition to photographing these lake areas, to

observe any color variations. The objective is to deternine

occurance and variation of lake circulation patterns with

time for use in environmental purposes. Another opportunity
later today, Greenwich ue an tine 18:14, is the Colorado,

Guadalupe River Basin in the Austin - San Antonio area. These

photographs plus visual observations by the crew, which are

put on the onboard tape recorder, will be helpful in drainage
bashin - drainage basin studies for flood prediction. Another
opportunity to photograph the Central America fault zones is

scheduled for later today also, as well as photographs of Iquitos
a Purrian - Peruvian river city along the Anaion River.

Objective is to detrrraine variations in cultural patterns and
their relation to natural features. We'll have acquisition
at Goldstone in 1 minute. We'll hold the line open for

CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.
CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

5 minutes.
SPT Hello, Hank.
CC SPT, do you have a minute to listen to

a few words?
SPT Go ahead.
CC Okay. 1 just want to go over again, this

monitoring of the maneuvers coming up in an hour or so. Like
to give you a reminder, which I'm sure you're aware of, The

outer girabal on CMC number 3 there, haa A bad readout, •> <

just be aware of that and don't get alarmed. And, secondly,
that our HMP predicts that we will occasionally get on the stops
during the maneuvers. And that's not so critical. The e.iin

thing you've got to do is watch the rates as we outlined in

the message to tell whether we're getting into trouble cr

not.
SPT Okay, Hank. I was looking at the meter.

And on CMC 3, when I first turned it on, 1 got an off-scale
low. Now, I'm reading about 4 7 percent. I think when I

left it on there all night it teens to - It came back up some-
time during that period. And I can switch back and forth
between 2 and 3, and I think 1 still have a good reading.
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CC Okay. I guess, the point we're trying
to make there is that outter glmbal readout is unreliable and
just have to use your head on looking at it.

SPT Okay. It is my understanding, that we're
either going to be reliable or off-scale low.

CC SPT, was that a minus 47 percent?
SPT Minus 45 percent now.
CC Okay. And we did a little looking into

it here, and I guess we agree with you, that's it's either
off-scale low or you can rely on it.

SPT Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. We see that vector 2 is off.

We'd like you to get all the high voltages off and then bring
up the ones that are supposed to be off.

CC Okay. It looks good to us now, Ed.
CC Skylab, Mo us ton. We're 1 minute from

LOS, be coming up on MTLA at 57.
SPT So long, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean titae

14 hours 55 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone.
Next acquisition will be the MI LA tracking station, Me r r i t

t

Island tracking station, Cape Kennedy, Florida. Discussions
concerning the F.DDU, the E REP downlink diagnostic unit, which
passes data down on the operation of the ERF.P instruments.
The television, and this is Just a checkout of ti.e performance
of the instruments, no data - EREP data is received here at
the Mission Control Center. This is just a checkout of the
systems. Next acquisition will be 1 minute 20 seconds. We'll
hold the line up for the MIL A pass.

CC Skylao, Houston through Ml L A and Bermuda
for 11-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. We Just hit a little
keyhole there. We're about 1 minute from AOS of the laser
at Goddard.

CC And Goddard report? they're tracking you
now with the laser.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 15 seconds
to AOS of the laser. Goddard reports they're tracking you.

CC Skylab, Houston. We had a little trouble
with the site. You should be able to see the laser now.
Goddard is tracking.

CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay. Did you copy oy transmission on

the laser?
SPT Yeah, Hank. I'm up at the ATM. There's

no way I cin gee over to - down in the wardroom.
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CC Okay. It was for Jerry - Jerry or Bill,
or.e , to go down and take a look. And I got no response.
Didn't know whether we were getting up or not. We were
htvlng a lot of trouble with the sites.

SPT Yeah. They heard you and I think they
re s^ onded , Hank

.

cc Okay. We didn't get any downlink.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Still couldn't see it, Hank.
CC Okay, Jer. Thanks for trying, and just

a general question - Did Bill get the SIA changed out?

PLT Roger. That report's on tape.

CC Okay. Thanks, Bill.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. Ascension at 16.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

15 hours 10 minutes. Loss of signal through the Bermuda
tracking station. Next acquisi:ion in 5 minutes, will be

Ascension. Today during the - prior to and immediately after
the Earth resources pass, Scien;e Pilot Ed Gibson will have
an additional task. He is scheduled to work the Earth terrain
camera through the antisolar scientific airlock for this
upcoming Earth resources pass. For approximately a minute
during the critical maneuver phase, orienting the space station
to a Z-local vertical attitude pointing the Earth resources
cameras directly at the - the intended ground track, he will
move up from the workshop dome area, where he is preparing the

ETC camera, S190B experiment, and move to the ATM console.
On the right hand side of the console is the monitoring -

attitude monitoring control panel, where he can monitor the
attitudes of the control moment gyros - the status of the

control moment gyros, and for approximately 1 minute during
the critical maneuver time, when this - when the attitude -

when the vehicle gets in the proper attitude, he will return
to the workshop dome area, where he'll ooerate the ETC camera and
then immediately move back to the ATM console - monitor the attitude
at the control and display panel. The maneuver from the solar
inertial attitude, which is the primary mode of operation for

the spacecraft, the tainus-Z axis with the ATM panels and the
ATM telescopes pointing directly at the center of the Sun, -

maneuver from that attitude to the Z-local vertical takes
approximately 20 - 20 minutes and maneuver out of Z-local ver-
tical back to solar inertial takes another 20 minutes. The
vehicle will be in the Z-local vertical attitude for approxi-
mately 45 minutes during the Earth resources pass. It takes - it

will take Science Pilot Gibson approximately 15 seconds to
move the 35 feet from the workfilm - workshop dome area to
tht ATM console and back, 15 seconds each way. Next acqui-
sition in 2 minutes 53 seconds through the Ascension tracking
station. At Greenwich mean tim* 15 hours 13 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

CC Houston through Ascension for 10 minutes.
SPT Hello, Hank. How do you read me? I'm

using the Snoopy headset.
CC Okay. Reading you loud and clear, Ed.
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SPT Okay. Is there any difference now?

CC Yes, it's a little clearer over the speaker

box than it ia with the Snoopy. The Snoopy sounds a little

bit muffled like maybe you're wearing a helmet.

SPT Okay Hank. I'll try and get this speaker

box where possible but sometimes it's more convenient to be

using the headsets.
CC Roger and PLT, in regard to this laser

thing, we're a little puzzled. We had good, clear weather

and they were tracking you. It should'vc appeared as a little

green dot about half way between Washington and Baltimore.

If It pets off the side from what we've heard from the last

mission, it'll appear like a little short green line if it's

not tracking you right directly on.

PLT Hank, we'll just have to try it

again. Next time we'll try the binoculars. We've been trying

you know, just with the naked eye the last two times. We'll

try the binoculars next time and see if we can locate it,

and then come off the binoculars and see if you can still see

it .

CC Okay. We copy.
SPT Say Hank, was there any reason for having

me power down the panel here for unattended OPS with 24 minutes

remaining or can I Just press on up to sunset?
CC We'll check t hat , Ed.

SPT ETC is sitting there in the airlock and

all set for ops

.

CC Okay. We're checking and question for

the CDR. Just about LOS - about 10 minutes ago, we noticed

a drop in the C&D coolant loop pressure flow at AOS, it's

back up to normal again, and we were wondering if you Just had

turned the E RE P coolant valve at that time or did you cycle It?

END OF TAPE
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CDR Negative, Hank; nobody cycled it.

CC Roger. We copy.
CDR It was left on from yesterday and it

hasn't been touched.
CC Okay. We copy.
CC SPT , Houston; you may continue your

AIM ops since you got the ETC all ready to go. And we'd
like to see the 4th sequence of the S054 .

SPT Just come up. I'll tell you one thing
that is making it a little bit harder, Hank, is that normally,
in the training we've cycled through the filters and we can
use chat as a way of keeping track of where we are. But we
don't have that anymore, so we just have to do a little paper
work here.

CC Roge r . We copy.
CC SPT, Houston. Did yc u use the VTR

for ATM?
SPT That's affirm.
CC Okay .

SPT It was called out for on the pad.
CC Okay, well, we - we see the VIDEO switch

in TV and we wonder if you had it in the right position or need
to go back and redo that, or rewind it.

SPT No, I had it in the right position. I

went o ve r to ATM MON 1 an1 1 put it back to TV.

CC Okay, ve copy. Very good.
SPT Hank, wt are trainable.
CC You're doitj, all light. It's us down here

having a little trouble keeping ur.
SPT Got us out numbered, though.
CC Skylab. Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll be coming up on Carnarvon at 48 and we're scheduled
to dump the voice data recorder there.

SPT Okay, Har.k. Hey, one other thing that

Just come up on the XUV spuct timber. About 3 days ago,
our READY light bulb burned out and I'll be changing it

out w\en I can get around to it So big thing; we still have the
OPERATE.

CC Roger. We copy.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tltne

15 hours 26 minutes. The crew preparing the EREP instruments
for the second EREP pass which will take place on the next
pass to cross the United Stites. The pass is scheduled to
start a little south of Pierre, South Dakota on revolution
2888 along track 19. One of the targets for the- VTS, the
S191 viewfinder tracking system is Omaha, Nebraska as well
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as St. Louis, Missouri. The VTS will also be aimed by

Pilot Bill Pogue at the Black Hills National Forest west
of Rapid City, South Dakota, as well as the Ribeyre Island
on the Wabash River west of Evansville, Indiana. And another
site for the VTS is the Monroe Reservoir in Bloomington,
Indiana. The E REP instruments, six instruments total, will
be used today, the Earth terrain camera being placed through
the antlsolar scientific airlock window. This will be
operated by Science Pilot Ed Gibson while Commander Jerry
Carr is operating the C&D panel of the E REP instruments in

the multiple docking adaptor. The S190 mu 1 t is p e c t ra

1

camera facility, six cameras in total, will cover the entire
pass through the United States, and also as the spacecraft
passes over Puerto Rico and again on the South American
leg of the pass. One of the interesting items data will
be taken of today is the Puerto Rican Trench north of

the Island of Puerto Rico in the Caribbean. Scientists
are looking to gathering of data by the E RE P instruments
Of a phenoiaen on the ocean surface. There is an area
approximately 200 miles in diameter over the Trench where
the sea level surface actually dips. This is attributed
to the gravity in great - gravity gradient as well as the

density of the water in this area causing a depression in

the surface of the ocean. As the spacecraft moves on

across the Coast of - Atlantic Coast of America instruments
will be aimed at Bblake Escarpment which is the - part of

the continental shelf outside the United Stateg Coast.
The data take today will be 23 minutes in duration covering
a distance of approximately 65 hundred miles, gathering
information on geological formations, oceanography, as well
as weather condition in South America. Next acquisition
in 18 minutes 30 seconds will be Carnarvon tracking station.
At Greenwich mean tirre 15 hours 30 minutes, this Is Skylab
Cont r ol .

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
15 hours 47 minutes. Acquisition coming in 50 seconds
through the Carnarvon tracking station. Hold the line up

for CAP C0MM Hank Hartsfield.
CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for

10 minutes. And as a reminder, we'll be dumping the data
voice recorder here.

CDR Roger, Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston. I have a rundown on

the weather you might expect, if it'f convenient to listen.
CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay, the first part of the pass is going
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to be generally overcast with thin cirrus. Now and - from
our airplane studies we've seen that we - if It's - this
thin cirrus really doesn't inhibit us from taking pictures
and we'll be interested in your comments on it. The cirus
extends down, on the pass, almost to the St. Louis Springfield
area and then it starts to break up until the time you reach
Nashville. From there on, the rest of the CONUS pass is
essentially clear. As you approach Puerto Rico, we cross a
weak front across the middle of Cuba and the Caribean there.
And Puerto Rico itself should be cloud covered but there
should be some big holes around it and you may be able to see
the Trench there or the area of interest. As we approach
South America, we pick up a cloud cover again and all of the
continent there is pretty much cloud covered with strato cu.

END OF TAPE
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CC - - you

.

PL T Okay. Thank you, Hank.
SPT Hank, I was using that tine which I had on

the ATM to look around at the - at various things, and one thing I

did notice, which wasn't called out for on the pad this morning was
a prominence; it might be old prominence 37 over there at around
07:00:80. And in my display, it's exceptionally well defined.
I can see it for about a - in the order of an arc minute or so
off the limb. And the northward portion of it has a fairly
dense, nearly vertical structure to it. I think it's an excep-
tionally well defined one. Probably the best one I've seen on
these displays so far.

CC Roger. We copied.
SPT And, Hank, could you find out for me

whether we're getting int . true sunset before we get dump
commence now?

CC Okay, I'll check that out.
SPT And the other thing I wanted to mention

to the ATM folks is that there's a - a structure in the corona
of the east limb is now very much more pronoinced than on the
west limb. Implying that we do have something coming around the
corner. It's much more confined to a smaller variation in latitude,
or if you will, in angle. And it goes more between 830 and 930.
The west limb is almost twice that in extent but it's fairly
dense. And the one at 830 looks (garble) yesterday. It's
got a good base at it, may be a helmet streamer, and it's
gone quite far out.

CC I copy that, Ed. Thank you.
CC SPT, in answer to your question, sunset tnd

dump commence are essentially at the same time, at the present
I I me .

SPT Okay. I think I'll take a look at the
white light coronagraph display then if we're going into sunset,
one of these orbits when 1 get a chance. I'll put a commentary
of that on t ape

.

CC And while we got you here, Ed, I'd like
to give you a little reminder on the Jop 6, step 1, the synoptics.
The chip A there, requires a ROLL of lero or 10,800 to clear
the 82A axis of dispersion; and on chip B, we ROLL to approxi-
mately 5400 so that we can see what was behind the power line
on S052-- there in building block A.

SPT Yes, 1 noted that. You'll find that -

words on - to that effect on tape.
CC Roge r . We copy

.

PLT Hank, PLT. I've Just been looking over
the map here. Just a question to EREP people there of
general interest. This Blake Escarpment, Is that a submarine
below the surface feature In the ocean?
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CC Okay. I'll check it out.

CC SPT, Houston. If you're (garble), we need
to get the S055 detectors off.

SPT Roger, Hank.
CC And, PLT, that escarpment is under the

surface of the ocean. It's a cliff under water that should -

I hope they show up to you there. And we're about a minute
from LOS. We'll be coming up on Guam at 02.

PLT Thank you, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

15 hours 59 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon. Next
acquisition in 2 minutes will be Guam. Discussions on this
pass concerning the upcoming E REP pass. Questions asked by
the crew of the Blake Escarpment. This is a depression at

the edge of the Continental Shelf approximately 100 miles
off the coast of the United States. Discussion with the crew
of the weather conditions throughout the EREP pass and speci-
fics concerning the second EREP pass of the mission. There'll
be a science demonstration and press briefing in Building 1

Newsroom at the Johnson Space Center beginning momentarily
at JO a.m. central standard time with Tom Bannister of the

Marshall Space Flight Center. During this press briefing,
we'll record all air-to-ground, specifically the upcoming
EREP pass and play this at the close of the press briefing.
Creenwich mean time 16 hours 35 seconds, this is fkylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours 24 minutes. This upcoming p.iss is the stait of
the EREP pass number 2, a 23-nlnute data take. The EREP
maneuver from the solar inertial attitude should've begun
approximately 13 minutes ago. It takes approximately 20 to 27 min-
utes to get the vehicle oriented to Z-local attitude for
the EREP pas9 and approximately the same amount of time
to return it to the solar inertial attitude. During the
critical maneuver, early part of the critical maneuver,
Science Pilot Ed Gibson will monitor the operation at the
C&D console of the ATM in the multiple docking adapter and
return to the workshop where he'll operate the ETC, Earth
terrain camera. The crew will be on VOX on this pass. We'll
leave the line up at this tine for the second Earth resources
pass of Skylab IV.

PLT (Garble)
CC Okay Bill. I'm going to give you a mark

at 16:27 even, to see if your clock is the same as mine.
PLT

PLT
CC

Coldst one

.

CDP.

On my mark
,

CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

to go.
CDR
CC
CDR

Stand by -

CDR

Okay .

5, 4 , 3 , 2, 1 -

MARK. 16:2 7.

Okay. We're synched up.
Skylab, Houston. We're reading you through

Roger, Hank. 40 seconds to EREP, start,
it'll be 16:27 and 30 seconds with an EREP, start.

Stand by .

MARK. EREP START.
Standing by for CAL.
At 27:40, it'll be a mark. Stand by.
MARK. 2 7:40 .

MARK. EREP CAL.
MARK. EREP CAL, S194 to MANUAL
(Garble) this coming up on 28, 1 minute

Getting any downlink this tine. Hank?
It's too early for us to see it yet, Jerry.
Okay. On my mark, it'll be 16:29:00.

MARK. 193 Alfa to STANDBY. Okny, in
about a minute and 15 seconds, we ought to get a READY light
on for your sched - your AUTO CAL, Bill.

PLT Okay. You're right. There is a thin
cirrus cloud cover.

PLT Have a coaplaint yet, Ed? Okay.
CDR Got about another minute to go.
PLT Man! Sooe beautiful scenery in here.
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PLT Right across the mountains.
CDR Okay. On ray nark, the S191 READY light

willbeon.
CDR MARK. READY light on at 18, at 20, going

to RE F 6 on 191. On my mark, It'll be 3 - 30:38.

CDR MARK. Downlink fell into position 6.

S19 3-R ia ON.
PLT Contrails (?)

CDR Charlie 9 is 0; Delta 9 - okay, Charlie 9

is now moving between 60 and about 85. Delta 9 is reading
between 20 and 32. Charlie 9 between 60 and 86. Delta 9 be-
tween 15 and 35.

CC And Jerry, we're getting the downlink.
CDR Hey, that's good. That's the sane con-

figuration as yesterday.
CC Maybe we just have a bad switch with this
PLT There's Pierre. Bahey (?) Reservoir, that

another one of the targets.
PLT Goodness.
CDR On my mark, it'll be 32:4 7.

PLT We're getting more cloud cover now.
CDR Okay.
PLT 33 -

CDR On my mark, 32:4 7 . Stand by.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER, STANDBY.
CDR MARK at 5 3, 190 to AUTO, ETC to AL'TO in.

19 3 R OFF. 33:05. Stand by

.

CDR MARK . ALTIMETER is ON. 33:15 is next.
Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. MODE is

going to 1. 193-S, going to STANDBY. The next mark will be

at 33:30. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 192 MODE to READY. Next nark will
be 33:40. Stand by -

CDR MARK at 33:40. The ALTIMETER is ON.

Cherlie 1 is reading 53. Bravo 9 is reading 58. Delta 9

is reading 50 percent. Next mark will be at 36.

END OF TAPE
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rn o
ainute to my next MARK.

Cdr c" °
ark

'
a ' U be 16:36:00.

RADIOHETER to STANDBY ^ MARK
'

ALTIM«" to STANDBY;

MA,K.^CATTER0M ETER%^ RADIOMETER
, ^ON

^ !
^ ^ *

Stan, by .

c 5
0n °y »ark It'll be 36:3<.

192 to CHECK .

" 8 UP ° n 36:34i 8Cand "ARK.

cSr c"
° y MARK

'
U ' 11 be 37; 50, 37:50

B*. MARK. lADlOHn J"! S TANDBY ^a t i"*""?""™ t0
^ TAND-

58. MARK. RADIOMETER, 0FF^\LTIMETER "o\
UP °"

I'"
J-

"itching the down b ox to post 1 1 on 7 .

MARK io 38:15.
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR

ETC to STANDBY
, Ed

CDR
CDR

^os i t Ion 1 .

CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR

Mode X-TNC L/R,
CDR

out .

CDR
MODE to STANDBY

CDR
CDR

Stand by

.

MARK Downlink box is in position 7 nowNext MARK i 8 at 38:30.
Stand by

.

MARK. S192 MODE, READY
Next nark will be 38:49.
S t and by,

hIIk IV'll' f?"TER SPEED
>
FAST °" S190.MARK. At 55, S190 INTERVAL going to 20.

At 39:10 -

MARX
.

The downlink box is going to

On ay mark it'll be 39:25.
S tand by .

MARK. Downlink box going to position 3On ny aark It will be 39:40
MARK. Downlink position going to 8On my aark it' 11 be 39:55.
MARK. Downlink position going to 5At 40:01, S192 to MODE CHECK. 193POLARIZATION Is 5.

'

On my mark the S190 READY light will be

FRAMES
T^ l^O READY light is out at 40 :40.FRAMES reset to 11. INTERVAL reset to 10On my nark it '11 be 41 -15
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PLT Both VTS passes successful;
unifor- sice southeast of Omaha, uniform site northeast of
9 t Louis.

HI Nadir swath uxecuted according to pad.
*Zl Okay, he la over Omaha and St. Louii.™ R 0n °y it'll be 42:17. Stand by.

J?*
M *RK- SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.™* MARK

- iiAO I OHETE R to STANDBY . At 42:25

will go on at 42:35.
MARK> RADI °METER

'
ALTIMETER

CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER, ON.
CDR My next mark will be at 42:53CDR stand by.
™* MARK. At 53;, 190 MODE to AUTO.
CDR Next mark will be at 43:13
CDR Stand by.

MARK
- !92 to READY, ETC to AUTO, EdCC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS

V»e 11 see you over Carnarvon at 27.

5?
CDR H,i y« Hank, hov does the downlink look

cc It looks good.
CDR Okay. Good.
CDR °n my mark it'll be 44:20 44-20
CDR Stand by. '

'

CDR MARK. S192 MODE to CHECK.

Stand
C

£y.
Ed

' ° n ray B3rk ETC should go to STANDBY.

CDR MARK. ETC to STANDBY.

£
DR 0n next mark the S190 READY li*htwi 1 1 have gone out .

s

MARK
- At 44:40, READY light out.CDR M0DE K"ing to STANDBY on S190 FRAMESgoing to 14, downlink switch position going to OFF now.

END OF TAPE
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CDR (Garble) Did you see the trench?
PIT So.
PIT This is Che VTS operator. I'm going

to track back and forth to a raster across an open (garble)
I have In sight here. May be able to gel some theriral
data out of it. Stcrting at the left side of the (garble)
cell, going up and down.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
16 hours 46 minutes. 9 minutes remaining in this
Earth resources pass which began south of Pierre, South
Dakota. Pilot Pogue remarking that he was able to pick up
the S191 VTS sites of Omaha, St. Louis, the Monroe Reservior
as well as the National - Blackhlils National Forest. Com-
mander Jerry Carr operating the C&D pump console and reading
the numbers off as called by the Flight Plan. Pogue remarked
he was not un - he was unable to see the trench. However
he was tracking as we lost signals. Through Bermuda he was
tracking for the trench with th<; VTS. Interest in the
trench area, the Puerto Rico Trench north of Puerto Rico,
is an apparent 6-foot deep - the surface of the ocean is
6 foot lower in the trench area. Coven approximately
a 200-mlle diameter north of Puerto Rico. Scientists are
interested in this natural phenomenon. The E REP pass will
continue acrosr. South America, specifically collecting
cloud formations in Brazil, predominantly overcast. However,
thi«» is what the scientist are looking for, cloud cover
on this pass. Next acquisition will be Goldstone - Carnarvon
in approximately 38 minutes. The G&N officer reported to
Flight Director Phil Shaffer that the maneuver into the
EREP attitude cost the space craft 165 poundseconds of
TAGS propellent. The - they anticipated use of this
propellent for this maneuver in and out of the EREP attitude
was called for 180-pound seconds. However, the maneuver
cost more going into that attitude then returning to solar
iner'.ial. Presently 165 pound-seconds of propellent -TACS
propellent used for this maneuver. Apparently all went well
on this EREP pass up to this point. Next acquisition will
be Carnarvon in 37 minutes 45 seconds. We have approximately
3-1/2 minutes of recorded air-to-ground from the Guam pass
which was recorded during the Science demonstration In
Building 1. We'll play that tape back now.

CC Skylab, Houston; through Guam for
9-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're watching here throu
Guam and we'd like to see you load the maneuver time.

CC Skylab, Houston; maneuver time looks
good to us. And while - while we're talking about the
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maneuver, our studies dhow that we do expect to get a
caution and warning on the CMC. saturation right at the
end of the maneuver. And It's possible it could occur
several times during the Z-LV tracking; it'e nothing to
worry about. However, because it will be bugging you
during the pass we recommend that you inhibit the CMC
SAT under ACS malf on panel 207, then you won't have to
worry about it

.

SPT Okay, Hank, I'll go aht ad and do that.
And which axis do you expect to be most critical? I'd like
to be monitoring the one which is most critical initially.

CC X - the X-axis, Ed, is Just slightly
more critical than the Y-axis. They're both - both should
be watched very closely.

SPT Okay, Hank, I will do.
SPT It's Just initially which one I call

up on thf OAS for display and - usual to know which one to
expect to hear from. Thank you.

cc Ed
. pursue this a little further. It's

a little difficult to telj you - to tell you which rank
you should monitor. You're going to have to monitor all
the rakes to determine which one of these things you need
to call up to look at.

SPT Yeah,, I'm with you there, Hank. I'll
be monitoring all three lakes, but which one I have dialed
intJ the DAC Initially, though, is probably the one I expect
to have to use the first. But I understand vhat you're sayin

CC 1 guess there's just no way we can tell
you which pointers are going to get you In trouble if it
does. We don't think any of them are going to get you
in trouble, but we can't predict.

PLT I think I've henrd that before.
Cc Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. Everything looks good here to us at this point. We'll
see you over Goldstone at 27.

PLT Okay, Hank, we're i aneuverlng ,ind we
got the TACS firing on 13 and 6.

CC Copy

.

PA0 Skylab Control; {,- : enwich mean tine
36 hours 52 minutes. That was a playb-ck from the Guam
tracking station; 3 minutes of recorded air-to-ground.
To recap tho EREP pass. It started on time. Pilot
Pogue was able to acquire the sites of Omaha, St. Louis
in the VTS 191 mode. They followed the track across the
United States, crossing the Atlantic - eastern seaboard atGeorgia, picking up information on the Blake Plateau or
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Escarpatnt, which la 100 B ilea off the coast, and *oin R

HIL r Vt\ RLC
t
°> iCkin * " P in'or.ation on the Puerto

8

Rican txench, following that across South Anerica picking

33 IIII t ^ fo»"ion over Brazil. Next acquisition in33 Bin t, !8 35 seconds will be Carnarvon. At Greenwichmean tin, 16 hours 53 minutes, this is Skylab £on7rol

END OF TA'E
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
17 hours 4 minutes. Next acquisition will be Carnarvon in
22 minutes and 5 seconds. G&N Officer Ron Lerdal reported
to Flight Dii-ector Phil Hutchinson that the EREP maneuver
going into the EREP maneuver, the space station used 36 mibs
minimum impulse burns, 'hich average around 5-pound seconds
per burn or total of ne«r the margin of 180-pound seconds.
However Ron Lerdal estimates that will he use very little
TACS coming out, maybe two mibs or more coming back to
maneuver. They predicted between 35 and 42 mibs usage going
into the maneuver and we used only 36, which is close to
their prediction. Phil Schaffer commenting on the FREP pass,
he said great Job. Super job, thty did a fine job on this
EREP pass. We will have acquisition in 21 minutes through
Carnarvon. Greenwich mean time 17 hours 5 minutes, thU
is Skylab Cont rol

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
17 hours 25 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon
tracking station in 50 seconds. The EREP maneuver according
to C&N officer Ron Lerdal caused the space station 36 mibs,
or 120 pound seconds TACS propallant. This was well within
the range. We predicted 35 to 42 mibs going in. The G&N
Officer reports it might take us two or three more to get back in
the proper attitude. This Is well within the 180-pound seconds
that was predicted. Next acquisition in 20 seconds. We'll
hold the line open for the Carnarvon pass.

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for
6-1/2 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Hank. We're Just cleaning up
after this EREP pass.

cc Roger. By the way, that was an excellent
Job you guys did. Everything was right on ticu>; it looked
good .

CD K Thanks , Hank .

CC PLT, Houston.
PLT Go, Hank.
CC Roger. I don't know whether /oy 're going

to get to that handheld 123 at 18:09 or not, if you -Jo break
loose to do it, we would like for you to use a Nikon 03 -

a Nikon 02 instead of 03. We have a chance to take advantage
of a few frames of our film that otherwise we won't get to
use .

PLT Roger. Use Nikon 02. And that's with
the 55-millimeter lens, right?

PLT Okay, do I need the (garble) filter on it?
CC I'll get that info for you.
PLT Okay. Thank you, Hank.
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We agree with you.

accidentally put t he
1

w^^^ 1

1

' -X -tea here put the .

we loaded the wrong ca^a.^ 1 W"

Cc
You ' re doing good work.

from LOS . We'll be calico '

H ° USt ° n
'

We ' re about 1 ffllnute

pit * t \ l
coning up on Guaa at 41. And for tii*rLi

, a quick question hero n<j .. ,

Cl,e

trench? "
Dld you rUl1 the DAC over the

!£
T Th at 's affirmative

.

the roll for the S 1

9

1 r„» , ,
ere wtlcre ic calls out

° kay
"

That '

s what I took it to be, a dash.
END OF TAPE
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SPT Hank, :'roin the maneuvering standpoint,
the Z-LV went real well. All the rates were within plus or
minus .002 throughout going to SI, and to Z-LV. They're
easily monitored and we're able to follow the angles, the ratings,
(garble) and the time remaining quite well. So I think you
gave us some good Information and we got a good handle on it.

CC Roger. And I guess we're pretty veil
pleased with the way it went, also.

SPT Fellows done their homework down there
because it worked right on schedule. The time line for me got a
little tight in there because the tine after the maneuver
for it to damp out takes a little bit. But I had around
15 or 20 seconds to spare.

SPT We had a little time left over after
we got back to SI and settled down, Hank. So I never missed a
chance. So T looked at - did a little ATM and I was watching the
52 go into Sunset. And this time we did get a little bit - it
was Just a general brightening in the lower right-hand corner and
I got it off on time. It was not a very intense brightening.
About 3 seconds remaining, I cut it off at a period of around
6 seconds reraaini and I got & description of it on tape. We also
got it powered down for unattended operations now, which is a little
bit different than the F.REP powerdown. And we also snuck
in a tew handheld photos while we were - during periods which
were not covered by the ETC.

CC Roger. We copy.
CC PLT, Houston. In answer to you question

on the camera, you do need the filter and the 55-oilIiaeter
lens. And if there's any further questions on that, on
3.11-2 in the photo ops book tells you about that camera.

SPT He's down there wrestling with the film
vault now, Hank.

CC Okay. And- -

PI.T Say again the filter, Hank.
PLT Did you say a rattan filter, Hank.
CC It's a rattan filter, and you'll also

need to defocus to the red I R, since you've got the (garble)
that's on the barrel of the lens there.

PLT Yes. We know that. One other little
problem here. You said that instead of Nikon 01 - or Nikon 03.
we were going to use this one. The one that came up on the
film pad for the load for visual ops was Nikon 01. A .d that's
the one that's loaded right now.

PLT You got CX film in that one.
CC The one we want to use is Nikon 2. It should

have IR film in It.
CDR Yes, chat's right, Hank. But my point is

that you told us Instead of 3 we were going to use 2. But it's
really instead of 1, we're going to use 2. It makes ae
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
17 hours, 34 minutes with loss of signal through Carnarvon.
The crew reports a most successful E REP pass and returned to
solar inertial attitude. Total of 40 mibs were used making
the maneuver from the solar inertial attitude to the E REP
attitude and then back to the solar inertial attitude. Total
of 40 nibs or 200 pound-seconds of TACS propellant used
in this maneuver, very close to the anticipated 180 pound-
aecondi. Science Pilot Gibson reported the ground passed him up
good information in his project to monitor the two separate
maneuvers, which he did at the critical point of the start of
the maneuver. Then once the vehicle was in the attitude, he
returned to the Earth terrain camera, which he operated during
the Earth resources pass. Pilot Pogue reported he was able
to turn the DAC camera on the trench. DAC camera data acqui-
sition camera, which is used through the VTS. The trench is
the Puerto Rlcan Trench which scientists are interested in the
phenomena where over a 200-mile area, the - the surface of the
sea ia 60 feet below other areas in the trench, which is north
of Puerto Rico. The crew was given a go ahead to use hand-
held 123. This Is photography as part of the visual observa-
tion program which compliments the Earth resources program.
Handheld photography number 123 ia the Austin-San Antonio area,
taking photographs and giving visual descriptions of the Colo-
rado-Guadalupe River basins in order to evaluate utility of
space photography for determining properties of drainage basins
that may be used in predicting flood. The Nikon camera with
IR film is scheduled to be used for this opportunity, which
presents Itself at Greenwich mean time 18 hours and 14 minutes
as the spacecraft crosses the Texas landscape on revolution
2890. Greenwich mean time 17 hours 36 minutes. Acquisition
in 4 minutes through Guam. This is Skylab Control.

CC Skylab, Houston through Cuam for 5-1/2
minutes

.

cc SPT, Houston, I have a couple of minor
changes to your TV 117 procedure if it's convenient to copy
at this tire.

SPT Stand by. Go ahead, Hank. I'm looking at
the teleprinter which he. used, which cane up 3 days ago.

CC Okay, Ed. On step 1 there, on line 4,
we gav. you a wrong storage location. W- 7 33 should be W- 732.

SPT Okay.
CC And over on step 4, lines 4, 5, and 6 where

it says 'Note: Voice record observations, etc.,' delete every-
thing but 'voice record observations.' Now -

SPT Wait a minute, Hank. Is that step 4?
CC Boxl,atep4.
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Qa
SP

I
0ka y- 1 "as looking at the wrong step 4.Say again the comments on that, please.

8 P

. . "
ui

okay- 0" lines 4, 5, and 6 of that step,delete everything but voice record observations. Theprocedure was written to be run in conjuction with the ATMand we're not running it that way.
SPT Okay.

rh*r ff'^ . , .

A\d that '

8 11 and of course you know
cot

108 the 5183 nancuv» this evening.
p« Roger, Hank. I got that.

. , ,
And also, Ed, tomorrow on your ETC preo

»t/U 8 t0/ 8k y ° U t0 Chan « e out the 8eal in the ETCand we re turning them out in case you wanted - you know

and" iVtH :
r

f

5/ ln^ e8 C ° *P a " — time, you can" go aheadand do that today if you like.
S
f
T

J
0ka >' Hark

- I didn't get any of thatvibration today. If we're buzzing and I attributed Jo-in fact, I was »«ingj Primary canister rather than the spare.
copy.

il
7 *hich f ^ter will I be usinp, tonorrov?

_ 0ka >' Ed. I xuesi what we really meantto say waswe're going to change the seal on the spare maga-

rouble IK" f \ That 8 thp
°ne th3t '

8 ^ving us the
°

; h/ PrlEe
f"

° kay and We checked and aren't goingto use the spare again tomorrow. We're going to use the

^p T
0ka >'- w e'«e checking for that now.

rn .

° ka y Ha* k
' Tha fs not possible because

give J Jhe rn!:/!"
nln8 183 thl3 «'»"»>on

,
"ut i, y OU could

" Roger. We just noticed that, too.

r.s-nr v - u
And

*
Ed

*
we thlnk that vacuum seal kit is i

there and ve re about 30 seconds from LOS . We ' j 1 be cominc

..I-.".
1

USI „ E .„
o^-

t^ r^r" knov vh,t m,,t we ' re

CC
,

0k ay. and we won't have r.hat fiWr untilwe get the pass planned, ED, and that'll be lat.r onloday
J" 0ka y- Thank you, Hank.

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
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END OF TAPE
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Sky]ab Control, Greenwich nean ti Be
18 hours 3 minutes. Acquisition cr.ing through Goldstonein 50 seconds. Commander Gerald Carr should be in the processof performing the M171 - 131, human vestibular func ion"

board rh
Pa

h
rt .° £/^ BedlCal ^u 9 lem.nt.6 experl.e s on

i?lf;.r rl<
h
* !,f°;

n8 thC 8paClal loc.ll««tion portion ofthe test This will be with Pilot Bill Pogue serving as the

hnli ( ,

l * l/2
(
hour exercise period. On this pass, we'llhold this line open for CAP COMM HarA Hartsfield

Roge^'Ha^!'
011, SCate8ide for »-l/2 »inutes.

j

00 SPT
- Houston. No response required uh«.,you do your TV 117 setup later this evening, we're going to

2™l^VLtt S Upd8te
-

And the wlnd °« for the' 20-0 to20.24, ve have a pass over Vanguard at that time so I'llgive you a reminder at that time if it's okay.
SPT Okay, Hank.

t„ B
SPT

,

He y. Hank. That one at 17:00. Jer was on

no EREP Y tin,e / nd in the A™ it was listed under tilno EREP alternative. Did you want one down there?
cc Let us check that.

TK ,,
CC ^ ?

kay
-

Ed
" That w »8 the one we missed.That s the reason we're scheduling another one. It was a soon the CDR's details, as well as on the no EREP alternate

CC u
SV

t
WC 8 ° C 3 Wlnd0W ln the next 15 minutes?" We have a window at 18:32 to 18:54

^ 51, correction, 18:32 to 18:51.

til I
2 t0

u
51

- °k«y. We'll try to get it.
7 , t

Say
'
Hank

'
1 think to facilitate thepUnnlng for that in the future, I'd be at the pane! herenormally, at that time monitorina the end „f

lr*H So <..«=f r
8 cne end ot the maneuver. And

ZZ We co P v that. And we concur, Ed.

,..„ :„. . ,

And
'
SPT

- J U8 t to clean up a couple moreterns here and make sure all the Flight Plan changes got upI think you've already been told that we deleted your ATM

Ead
8Y\h :0 °- And

,

al8 °. in reg.rd to this problem we'vehad on the cob-, we've gone back and listened to those tapesand you're still hard to read, even with a snoopy. AnV
the

8

mike°
n
YH ^ *" th" P€?rhap8 n ° V y ° U

' re cl °- to

ArL i w
A WC " 8et ting sort of a spitting sound that'sdrown ng things out and we also need a little more vol ad

And \tl mTY' '"I
back*— d vole. - background noLeAnd the third thing that might help, is that you have a na urallvlow voice and if you could remember to do It, If you cou^d

"

speak^with a higher pitch, I think it'd come through a Huie
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SPT Okay, Han*. (Shrill voire)
SPT * make their evenings up heie.
CC No commen t .

cc And
. Skylab, Houston. We are observing

a caging problem on the canister, and we're requesting no
°

EPC mode until further notice. We want to take a closer
look at it.

CC Skylab, Houston. A little more on thatcanister thing. It looks a little bit like a - at this
point, like the problem that we had earlier during the
unmanned phase. So, as I said earlier we want to stay from
EPC until we can look at <.t a little more closely.

SPT Okay, Hank. You mean stay away from
the exper - experiment completely (static)

Cc Skylab, Houston. We had a handover
there and you were cut out. The problem is with the canister
to caging and we want to stay out of experiment pointing until
ve can analyze a little further.

SPT All right, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you in about 10 minutes at Vanguard
at 29 .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 20 minutes. Loss of signal on this stateside pass.
Next acquisition 8 minutes 45 seconds. We'll be at the
Vanguard tracking ship. Discussion on this pass with CAP
COMM Hank Hartsfield, concerning EPC, don't use the EPC
until further notice. The ground noticed a slight rise in
temperatures within the EPC, the experimental pointing control
system aboard the spacecraft. This is used to maintain
pointing and stabilization of the ATM experiment package
The package is provided with an independent control system
isolated from perturbations due to disturbcnces on the
vehicle. EPC system provides automatic control of the
experiment package in the X- and Y-axis. Manual positioning
of the two axes and offset pointing of the experiment package,
are provided by the manual pointing controller, a toggle
switch type operation. The temperatures were noticed on this
rev to be slightly high and the crew was instructed to take
the EPC offline temporarily. Flight Director Phil Shaffer
indicates no problem in this area. We've noticed this same
thing during many tines in the unmanned phases of the opera-
tion specifically, earlier before the visit to Skylab IV by
the present crew. Next acquisition will be Vanguard in 7 ainutes.
10 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours, 21 minutes
this is Skylab Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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elect to do, We - we recoiaii\d you take It easy.
CDR I understand that but I wonder if you'd

just sent that priority list up to ua on the teleprinter.
We'll give It some thought and get back with you.

CC Okay, we're going LOS; we'll do It,
CDR Thank you, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich Bean time

18 hours 39 minutes with loss of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. Next acquisition in 18 - in 1 hour 2 minutes
will be Goldstone. Discussions on this pass concerning
the S183. Yesterday an apparent anomaly occurred in the
operation of the S183. The purpose was to take 1 exposure
of a star ileid, but upon completion of the experiment the
crew reported that the exposure indicator in the camera
showed that the inst - instrument was ready to take exposure
number 3. Upon the request the crew powered the instrument
down and the experiment was removed from the scientific
airlock. However, this experiment is scheduled to be
operated again by Commander Jerry Carr. The S183 ultraviolet
panorama experiment Is In a study of hot stars through the
spectrographlc images recorded in two ultraviolet wavelengths.
The Instrument working in the 1800 angstrom and 3100 angstrom
wavelengths, gathers color indexes of more than 1000 stars
in various latitudes of the celestial sphere. Spectral
scanning of these star fields with the photometric and
spaclal resolution provided by the S183 instrument has
heretofore been Impossible from ground obs - observatories
or from unmanned astronomical satellites. Additionally this
experiment will measure ultraviolet qualities of cluster
scars, large stellar clouds in the Milky Way, and nuclei
of brilliant galaxies. The ultraviolet panorama telescope/
camera combination mounts in the antlsolar scientific airlock,
and utilizes the articulated mirror system from the S019
ultraviolet stellar astronomy experiment of Scientist/
Astronaut Dr. Karl Henlze. Weighing about 150 Earth pounds,
the instrument collects incoming ultraviolet light from
stars and focuses the light as dot Images on the film. The
exposure times run a long - as long as 20 minutes. And
to prevent smearing of star images over these longer exposures
caused by space station motion, the instruments optical system
uses a mosiac of lenses. The field of view Is 7 by 9 degrees.
S183 principal investigator Is Dr. George Courtes of the Space
Astronomy Laboratory of the National Center for Scientific
Research, Marseille, France. Later today Pilot Bill Pogue will
perform another pair of ned'cal experiments, the M092, M09 3

,
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experiaent, lower body negative pressure of this spectro-
cardlograa experiment, which aitamti the condition of his
cardiovascular syetea In a weightless environment, Next
acquisition will be Goldatone 58 alnutes 40 seconds as
Skylab space station begins its 2890th revolution of the
Earth. It's 200th - today In orbit for the Skylab space station.
Acquisition 58 alnutej 20 seconds in Goldstone. At Greenwich
mean time 18 hours 43 alnutes, this Is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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iq h ,-, 4
Skylab Control, Greenwich ..in tim.

19 hour. 37 minute,. Acquisition coming through Cold. tone
",1.2 ?iS

Ut"
,
5 ° •• co " d «' Skyl.b .p.c. .t.tion today"

h ° P?"° »»» 0nd * ° f TACS P"P«»*nt in the dual maneuver
«ini» ?» SlcJ*

BP Pa
??'

Th'."P««"" pre.ently ha. re.ainlng in TACS propellent - ^9,897 pound-. econd. of propellentThe -Pacecraft ha. u.ed 2339 pound-.econd. .inc. the J"i
^/• hlCl

!
1 15 d * y8 a8 °" In waEer con.um.ble.regaining thi. morning, w«. 3368 pounds of water. The crewha. used 403 pound, .ince occupying the vehicle, 15 day. Ho

I -."A
* n avera « a <»f 21 pound, per day. In the film areathe S052 ATM experiment, has u.ed approximately 14 peTC enT'of the .ore than 15 ,700 u.ablc, t rami, on board. The HIV

;
o
";

1

?,
P*^ e " t 0( the U ' 000 S056, only 2 percentof the 12,000 frame, have been used. S082A, approximated

7 percent of the 402 exposure, on board the spacecraft S0828only 2 percent of the 1608 expo.ure. for thi/ca.era and th!
'

H-alpha
1 only 3 percent of the 30.800 frame, on board. Thecrew ha. been given .ome option, for their day off, on Sundayhey have a modified day off for an EREP P a. /along grounStrack

Irt^ P \* SeJ °?/ h
!

A™- 4 Banned ob.ervation period? oil tneATM, a .hover if the crew .o desires, operation of the S233
f k

"
!t

Ph°t°8f«Phy from the command module window, « .eriesof handheld photography - optional photography under thevisual ob.ervation program setting out the S009 nuclearemulsion experiaent and at crew option, performance of any
?ac °,r «?

0r
?,?

f the 8clence demonstration, on board - TV 103105, 106, 117. We anticipate acquisition at Goldstone in
'

1 minute and 1 second. This is Skylab Control.

Tcw.r ii w, <

Skylab
'

H °"8ton through Coldstone andTexas for 11-1/2 minutes,

J? ,
And Sk yl«b, Houston, your day off shop-ping list items should be printing out now.

P

. .

C ?*
, u

0ka y- hear it printing. Hank, we'vehad a little chance to talk about it oome and after we lo0 k athe shopping Hat, we can get into a little more detail but
InrfTlMi '

d
,

80Be A™ pae8e8 on Sunda * and Miland I will - are quite willing to run an EREP on that daybecause ye realize EREP passes are kind of at a premium andwe re all or that But we would like to look at the shoppinglist. Go in - you know, look at some of the other detail.that need to be done. We were really Just yanking your chainthis morning We didn't mean to square wave(?) anybody. We dounderstand that this is strictly a shopping list situationAnd as soon as we've a chance to look to sit down and look*at it, maybe we can come up with a few more details.
CC Okay.
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CC The message is complete now.
CC CDR, Houston. While you're getting that

list of items there, I'd like to ask you a few questions -

Jog your aaaory a little bit about the quad B thing. We
were wondering where - were are all the PSH and quad
talkbacks noraal prior to your cycling the valves.

CDR Yeah, that's affirmative Hank, the - they
were all noraal,

CC Okay, and do you remember what the quad
B hellua priaary and secondary propellant talkbacks were -
What they indicated when you opened the quad B propellant
valves.

CDR 1 think they were both barber pole, but
I an not posi t ive .

CC And afterwards what were they?
CDR They were still barber pole. I'm going to

go up and do a command nodule housekeeping 7 in just a few
minutes I'll go up and we can go through again if you want to.

CC Well, we - we've talked about that down
here. We've decided we don't want to cycle again. hovevsr
when you get up there we'll be over Vanguard I believe, and
we oay want to get the present con

f

t gu c a t ion of all the talk-
backs .

CDR Okay, I didn't notice Anything out of the
ordinary. So it Just didn't impress me very much. I'm
reasonably sure that those talkbacks were all barber pole
like they should have been.

CC Okay, and for - our benefit would you say
once again what did occur when you opened the valve.

CDR Okay. When I opened primary B the upper
barber - upper barber pole went gray and the bottom one stayed
barber pole. And I looked at It for a couple of seconds, and,
well, actually it was more like a minute. And then I went ahead
and recycled it back to off again, and held it the 5 seconds
that we - that waa specified, and they were both barber pole.
And I saw no movement whatsoever in the secondary quad talkback.

CC Roger , we copy .

CDR Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Okay, looking at the off duty list here.

I guess one thing we would want to delete would be ED63
ops. And number 10 - do we need to make the selection of
our TV choices now, or can we hold off on that?

CC Okay, Jerry if - if you elect to do a TV,
we would need to know what it was before you go to bed tonight
so we can do our planning.
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a K
CDR

A fi
ok *y W8, ll tell you later on that . But

go .head and figure .11 the ite. e« - Ite.a are go except 6and we owe you an answer on 10

.

cc Okay , we copy

.

C
S .

SkyUb, Houaton. Wa'r* 1 alnute fro.
LOS. Vanguard at 05 and ve»re acheduLd for a voi ( « and datadump there,

CDR Roger Hank.

END OF TAPE
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CC COR , as vt're going over the hill, hare
on that 2-day off, TV dl la really the only one that applies
on day of f .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 54 nlnutss. Loss of signal through Coldatone.
Next acquisition will be Vanguard tracking ship In 10 minutes,
50 seconds. Discussion with coantr.der Jerry Carr, CAP CO.n-i

Hank Hartsfleld concerning quad B switches in the conaand
nodule, apparently quad B is not isolated from the service
nodule at this tin*. And there's no immediate problem
or any Immediate concern on this. When Coaaander Carr
goes back up Into the coaaand aoduie later today for regularly
scheduled housekeeping chores under housekeeping C7M, he's
been asked t'j recheck the switches on the quad B helium tank.
Again, discussions on the crew ops - crew dayoff coming
up for Sunday, Flight Director Phil Shaffei advised the
crew that ti.e only TV they should be concerned about right
now is crew option TV number 81, which Is TV at their choice
of any activity they choose aboard the spacecraft. N-txt

acquisition will be Vanguard, 9 minutes avid 40 seconds as
the crew is In their noonday meal in the high-density diet,
eating the fruit bars taken up in the command module. Every
three days they eat one or more fruit bars for a meal together
with one additional Skylab food item. Next acquisition will
be Vanguard in 9 minutes 10 seconds. This is Skylab
Control at Greenwich mean time 19 hours 56 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
20 hours 4 minutes. Acquisition coming through Vanguard
tracking station in 35 seconds. We'll hold the line up for
this pass. OP COMM Hank Hartsfleld, Flight Director is
Phil Shaffer

.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
10-1/2 minutes. And as a reminder, we'll be dumping the
recorder here

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to verify
that you have reenabled the CMG SAT on panel 207.

SPT That's verified, Hank.
CC Roger. Thank you, Ed.
CDR Hank, this is CDR, I'm in the command

module now

.

CC Okay. You want to give us a rundown on
those talkbacka?

CDR Everything is as it should be. Ail the
prime and secondaries are barberpoled and the PSMs are gray.

CC Roger. We copy.
CC How about the helium?
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CDR The qual heliums ari barberpoled. The
PSH helium and manifolds art also barherpoleJ.

CC Roger. We copy. Thank* a lot.
CC Skylab, Houston. If anybody happens to

be around the wardroom remember - how does the window look
now? We getting any frost there, yet?

SPT It's pretty clean, Hank. There's a

little water mark there , I think, where the last - the last
Ice was back on the SL-III mission. 1 noticed there's no
Ice (garble) that It did not leave a water mark that I

can tell. We haven't had any recurrence of It at all.
CC Roger. We Copy. Thank you.
CC And, CDR, no response required, That's

message 1543 we sent up this morning, that's about one of the
last ones up there for >our S183 prep at 23:00.

CDR Sayagaln, Hank

.

CC Okay. That message we sent up earlier
this morning, Just to make sure it's clear, that 1543 was the
message number, via for your S183 prep at 23:00.

CDR Okay. That's S183 ops. Is that what
you mean?

CC Yes. That's correct.
CDR Okay. Let me check to make sure I have

it .

CDR Yes, I've got it. It calls for carrousel
1-1 .

CC That 's correct

.

CDR Houston , Skylab .

CC Go ahead.
CDR Is your telemetry showing anything

peculiar going on with the secondary glycol loop?
CC We ' 11 take a look

.

CDR The reason why is I just fired up the
secondary loop for a check, here, and I've notice some, oh, I

don't know, some clunkity, clunk, I guess, if anything else.
And the whole spacecraft is vibrating. And it seems to

cut on, run for about 10 seconds and then cut off for about
a minute or so and then cut back in again for 10 seconds.
And it sounds like it's outside, probably, around the radiator
area .

CC CDR, we'd like to shut it down.
CDR Okay. I'm doing it.

CC Okay. We don't - At first look, we don :
t

see anything abnormal in the telemetry, but we'll take a

further look at it and try to have some more words for you at
Tnanarive. We're about 30 seconds from LOS. Tananarive will
coming up it 31. In the event that we have poor comm there,
Hawaii will be next at 21:16.

CDR Okay. I don't have any indications on
meters in here that we've got a problem, but it's a rather
s trange feeling

.
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CC We eav a n««t«r alera. Do you have anything
on board Che re 7

CDR No, that was Juat caused when I shifted * switched
over to the other glycol eump.

CC Okay.
CC The vibration* atop when you shut It dowo?
CDR I haven't ahut - -

END OF TAPE
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PA
? ,

Skylab Control, Greenwich Man time 20

i <l<* T *ll
L0" ° f « l *n * 1 through Ascension. Nextacquisition in 56 seconds ~ 56 minutes 20 seconds. We'll be

Cilr^^ii;' T!!,"' **¥ A° S 10 36
5 secondswill be Guam. On this pass Commander Jerry Carr, who was inthe ooaaand iodul« doing the noraal scheduled housekeepingchores, reported a - a noise in the secondary glycol coolant

It off. Also the ground EOIL reported a aaster alarm. Thisoccurs when you do switch pumps from primary to secondaryloop, you do get a aaster alarm. The ground feels this is

^hi^T *U ^ m0Bent
'

EGIL believe* Hht be the ga8

it « h
ln

*i?
looP causing a noise of sorts. Carr describedit as the entire vehicle vibrating, however, this is since

Jlii?
8

<

nC\ ' " hUt thC PUBP ° ff -
ECU "ti.ates the gasbubbles in the system takes about 15 ainutea to cycle through

J'

P7 Hj
N ° x£ jcqul.ttton - now they've changed the clockshere at Mission Control again. Next acquisition will be

Tananarive in 10 ainutes 25 seconds. Greenwich mean time
*0 hour- 21 minutes. This ia Skylab Control. Skylab ControlGreenwich mean Ume 20 hours 27 minute.. Acquisition through

I f slVltr 'llVl*
at

:
l

t°^ ° n thia the 2 » 89 ^t revolution'of Skylab. Skylab workshop in its 200th day in orbitAcquisition in 3 minutes 40 seconds. Discussions durin* theprevious pass concern the - a pump - water glycol pump in thecommand aodule, apparently making ex - .cc.JJv. no'ise' acced-ing h Command Jerry Carr, who was in the command module makingroutine housekeeping chores in the CM. CM spacecraft heatinaand cooling is performed through two water glycol coolant
*

loops. The water glycol initially cools through ground
equipment, is pumped through the primary loop to cool operatingelectric and electronic equipment and the auit - and cabinheat exchangers The water glycol pumps are aluminum housing,

ce^r<f<; ,
y 8 ^ 9 lnChC8 ln 8l" and each contain, threecentrifical type pumps. TWO for the prlinary 8V8tea and one fthe secondary coolant system. During this pass, Pilot Pogueis doing housekeeping chore 60 - 60E , 60E. This is thetransfer of ambient food from food lockers, ambient food lockersin the workshop to the wardroom. There are eleven food lockersaboard the spacecraft. And throughout the mission periodicallyfood is transfered on a weekly basia into the food trays thegalley trays in the wardroom. There are 22 galley trays aweek supply of food is re- readily available in these 22 trays

Ii;<
t

yi
yV° n ' 1,t

'
° f flVe gallGy tray8 per "ewman for theijindividual menu: one galley tray for the weekly pudding supplyone galley tray per crewman for snacks, dry bites, and onegalley tray per crewman for beverages. These galley traysslide out on a track and may be removed from the galley for
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8 »inSt.».
Skyl.b Hou.ton chrough T.n.n.rlv. lot

the cJ". ter du .p .
"• U, »

H" k
-
m « »• .t

«.;.
k

:'i.
,

:.;.'::i
l

« h i;M::
,

,i:":
ll :: t :;'that it', pretty f« r from Sun cent.r,
moving

CDR Houston, CDR.
cc Go ahead.

nrriK ,f°
R

k . ,

1,ye «t>©ut convinced myself that ourproblem the noise I heard is not command module t i.ybe

gentle at that frequency, and I just don't see anything at

it h« <
he <° BBand **<*^* P«tl anywhere that Ind lt

ma b
" 8 '?

d ° Vlth tMs v « hi ^«. l'« wonderingif maybe the cannieter might be our problem
8

cc We'll check it.
PLT Houston, Skylab.
cc Go aheati .

A .

CDR
, v

Whlle ««'re waiting here, I've aot

S i S:i:"i"r
:

iU d

8 ^deleted out of the cue card orsnould it be added to the checklist?

CDR Hill
Ut U8 tSke a l00k at it Jerry.

. h , A/J n
R

,
Houston, this is CDR , I'd like to go

tklt\est.
P °Ver UP " cond "y lo °P again and gee on with

the 8 fJ col loop, pressor " ^ '»

It ., b??k.u,„ u
Y
f
ah

*
1 thlnk U would J"»t coincidental

8 £I^
ab1

^
b « en Soing on for some time down here and IJust happen to be in here long enough to notice it.
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CC Sky -

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
20 hours, 39 minutes, loss of signal through Tananarive.
Commander Carr again dincussing the unusual noise and
vibrations aboard the space craft. Flight Director
Phil Shaffer has asked his EG IL to look at the coolant loop
aboard the ATM. Commander Carr made the statement he
shut the pump down and still had a series of vibrations
approximately 2 cycles per second and the whole space craft
is vibrating. However, this is being analyzed on the
ground. Apparently the vibrations are not coming from the
secondary coolant loop in the command module. Commander Carr
has proceeded with the housekeeping checks of the command module
Meanwhile, ground control is looking at the data on the previous
two passes to determine what if anything is the problem aboard
Skylab at this time. N.ixt acquisition will be Hawaii in
35 minutes 30 seconds at Greenwich meantime 20 hours 40 minutes
this is Skylab Control.

'

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Contrc' at 21 hours, 14 minutes
and 49 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
is now coning within range of the Hawaiian tracking antenna.
We'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground through Hawaii,
lasting a little over 6 minutes.

cc Skylab Houston through Hawaii for 6 minutes.
cc Skylab, Houston. Are you still experiencing

the periodic vibrations?
CDR Say again, Bruce.
cc Roger. This is Hank. Are you still get-

ting those vibrations periodically?
CDR Negative. Haven't gotten any. Had to

leave and I've been checking back about every 5 or 10 minutes,
but I haven't felt any more.

C C Ue copy,
CDR Right now, Hank, Ed's going on up into

the command module and spend about 10 or 15 minutes on sort of
a vibration watch to see if it does it again. We're going
each of us try to spend a little time up there and try to
catch it again if we can. So far, I don't think It's cf any
great consequence, but it is rather peculiar.

cc Is the only place you can feel it is up
forward In the command module? Is that correct?

CDR That's affirmative, Hank. We've talked
about it. Nobody else really knows - can really say they
felt any in the workshop or anything. We think probably, the
reason why you can feel it In the command nodule, if it is
the workshop that's doing the shaking, is that the coaaand
module is kind of sticking out on the end of the pendulum
there.

cc Roger. And we have seen it here on the
data, but no far we can't find anything in any of the systems
that would be causing it.

CDR Neither can we.
SPT How does it show up on the data, Hank?
cc Roger. We could Bee it - a scatter In

the rate data on the plots that G&S has down here.
cc Skylab, Houston. For Info, we've decided

against Lrying the (garble) cage on the canister this rev.
CDR Roger, Hank.
cc Skylab, Houston, We're about 1 minute

to LOS. Vanguard at 44. And we're scheduled to do our voice
and then data recorder dump,

CDR Roge*. Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 23 minutes,

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station has now passed
out of range of the tracking antenna at H««- ill. Our next
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acquisition Is 21-1/2 - 20-1/2 minutes away. That will beat Vanguard. During this last pass there was some discussionbetween Spacecraft Communicator Hank Hartsfield andregarding that vibration that had been observed. The crewindicating they had observed it about 10 minutes after sunrise
ind ^ K

P3SS
:

That '

8 ab ° UC 14 15
'

20 ^"es ago Joindication that there are any systems problems, although the

move
ULn^ lndlCat

!
d the y have ""'iced * slight amoun^ofmovement in some of the telemetry here. So, that problem is

on J" " 8t^ y
?
nd th6re bG 8 ° me fur < her -"noun ements

2. l t t f , ?/ he day
'

Thi8 18 Sky lab Control. It's now23 minutes and 46 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 42 minutes and
51 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab apace station is
now 49 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard
tracking ship. This pass through Vanguard should last
approximately 10 minutes. Spacecraft Communicator still on
duty is Hank Hartafield. But we're in the process of beginn-
ing a change-of-s hi f t and we'll try and get a schedule for
a change-of-shi f t briefing for you shortly. This is Skylab
Control. We're live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard.

cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
10 minutes.

cc And Skylab, Houston did you pick up any
vibrations between stations?

cc CDR, Houston, as a reminder we have a
NuZ update scheduled along about now, you're in the window
n ow .

CDR
to forget it.

CC

Thank you Hank, we were probably going

And CDR, if you answered a while ago,
I didn't - I didn't get any down-link, do you w - did you
experience any more vibrations?

CDR Negative Hank.
cc Okay, we copy. CDR , Houston the update

looks good.
cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll have Tananarive at 08, if we're un - unsuccessful
there, our next station is Hawaii at 22:50.

PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 54 minutes
and 17 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
gone out of range of Vanguard. Our next acquisition is
expected at Tananarive in about 14 minutes. This Is
Skylab Control at 54 minutes and 28 seconds after the hour.

fcND OF TAPE
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38 r r <

S*yl** Control at 22 hours 7 minutes and38 eeconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is

Se-nTL8; ;" 1

:/
8 " 86 °* Tanana '*- tracking antenna

Jinli.Jfi
8

-t °? f ° r liVC air - to-^°"nd throughTananarive. ,he pass is expected to last just about 5-1/2minutes, '

for 3

C

minutes. Out.
5^' ^* trough Tananarive

Next l
C
t*n n .

S
)
yLa

,
b
a '

thlS 18 Hou8Con 1 minute to LOS.Next station contact in 38 minutes through Hawaii at 22:51.

Okay, Bruce, we'll see you.
cc Roge r

, Roger

.

_ .
* A0

A „ Skylab Control, at 22 hours U minutes

To\X\T\lT,^TYl r an time
-

SkyIab 8pace «»i no«
ir « J, ^ °c

l Kada 8 a9c" ^ the Malagasy Republic.It Is out of range of the tracking antenna there at Tananarive
i

Ur
5V
nTK? UlSl !'° n

:

36 Binute8 awa^ is a < Hawaii,
s Skylab Control it's now U minutes and 30 seconds after

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours, 17 minutes,
and 24 seconds Greenwich mean time. Off-going Flight Director,
Phil Shaffer, indicates that he'll be available for change-of-'
shift briefing at approximately 5:00 central standard time.
That's a little less than 45 minutes from now. Repeat, change-
of-shift briefing in building 1, should begin at approximately
5:00 central standard time. At the present time we have
20 minutes on the video tape recorder indicated here in Mission
Control. That 20 minutes should be of the S183 preparation.
That's preparation for some ultraviolet photography of the
stars scheduled for later in the day. Earlier today a plan to
photograph the comet Kohoutek with S183 was canceled when the
Principal Investigator indicated that he didn't feel the bright-
ness of the comet was sufficient to allow them to gather useful
data at this time. So the S183 operations will now not be of
the comet Kohoutek, but will instead be of the star field.
That will of course eliminate the need for a maneuver which would
haye been planned for later today. This is Skylab Control
we're 30 minutes or more from our next acquisition of signal.
Change-of -shi ft briefing at 5 o'clock in the building 1 briefing
room . It's now 8 -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 50 minutes,
and 13 seconds, Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is now coming within range of the Hawaiian tracking antenna,

we'll bring the line up liv.> for air-to-ground through
Hawaii. Off-going Flight Director Phil Shaffer says that

he'll delay his press conference until 5:15 so that he can

listen to the pass through Hawaii and get some final infor-

mation fron the crew. That's 5:15 for the ch an ge- o f -s h i f

t

briefing. We're live now at Hawaii.
CC Skylab this Lb Houston through Hawaii

for 10 minutes over.
CDR Roger, Biuce.
CC And a couple of items here. First,

we are inhibiting the momentum dump at this time on up-link
through-per standard procedure for S183. Second off also

by up-link command we're going to command uncage and-on
the EPC and see if we get it. We will power down the EPC

prior to LOS if successful and you'll go ahead and run your
synoptic observations only as scheduled at about 01:30, if we're
successful, if not we'll have some other words for you, over.

PLT Okay, Bruce if you'll let us know whe.i you're
going to do it, we'll put somebody In the command module.

CC We don't see any real need to do that,

we can handle from down here. Why, were you thinking about the

vibrations?
PLT Yes, want to see if It has anything to

do with the canister.
CC Okay, we're ready now if you want to

send somebody up there, give ua a yell when you're ready.
PLT Okay, Ed' 11 give you a call when he gets

up there.
CC Okay, and I have some commentary for

you all on the S183 ops if Jerry's listening.
< PLT He 1

s listening.
CC Okay, it looks to us like there really

two problems, one of which is a film - a malfunction in the

hardware and another of which is a procedural mixup
between the SL-II and SL-IV handover you might eay. During
SL-ll, the S183 film advance indicator was left at 04 and

when you loaded the carrousel and turned the power on, the

Indicator should have shown up as 04 since this count is

retained on a logic device that's not power sensitive. Our

suspicion la that you didn't notice this as being unusual
and went ahead and advanced the carrousel to frame 01 and
picked up operation* per checklist pad, this would have
actually put you on plate 33 which would be the one that
came out during film stowage although the indicator wouldn't
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Indicate that. Then, during the dump telemetry shows that
the reason the fi.lm advanced during the 1260-aecond exposure
and it did in fact advance was that a 20-second exposure was
made prior to starting 1260-second sequence by hardware in
the S183, we currently don't know why that 20-second first
exposure occurred but we're still looking into it. For today-
operations we'd like you all to monitor the exposures carefull
to see if the problem recurs, if it does press on with thenormal operations and we'll reassess after the run, over.

PLT Okay, Bruce we copied all of that, thank-
yo u

.

L
SPT Okay, Bruce I'm up in the command mod- 'e

go ahead and send the signal.
cc Roger, will do.
CC AnJ l f somebody could check with the

CDR, you might ask him if he did in fact notice the 04
display cone up when the carrousel was loaded or whether
aybe we're all aware on that one, over.

PLT No he confirms that.
cc Okay, beautiful.

^
DR

n
Bruce in my tape debriefing, I confirmedthat it was at 04 and also the pad said to start with plate 1so I advanced on through to plate 1.

.^f .

0k * v
. nighty fine, yeah - no we're notcriticising your approach, you did exactly what was calledfor, I personally had not listened to the tape.

CDR Okav.

. .

CC
,

Oka'-, Ed here we go with the uncage,standby-oark.
SPT (Garble) command module.
CC Okay, it's looking good to us, Ed. We'vegot an uncaged in motion, are you getting anything abnormal

up there?

,,
SPT That's negative Bruce, it's quiet an ino vibrations in the command module.
CC Okay, that wraps it up Ed, thank ycu.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, we're securint

the ATM
,

returning to SI mode and It's all yours on thenext pass, ATM synoptic. Oui.

t

CDR Okay, Bruce did you actually move thecanister *t ail?
CC Yes indeed we uncaged, pointed it toSun center and verified that it was working.

.

CDR Okay, our fine Sun sensor readouts
up here reaaln unchanged before you uncaged.

l„«t
C
L AiA >

°kay
'

Ve ' rc caged agaln *nd correct «ylast we did not go to Sun center, we went to the nte-lo.LiMne^Sun sensor wedge position, so y* u should '

t\VS an!



CDR Great. Okay, thank you.
cc But the canister did oove.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute toLOS. Next station contact in 22-1/2 minutes through theVanguard at 2 3 : 22 with a data voice tape recorder dump
Out .

v

™ R Roger, Bruce. Did you dump the VTR yet?
cc Negative, Jerry.

f

CDR
c

0ka y. I Put about 18 cr 19 minutes on
it of prep for 183. Do you want some operations on it too?

cc Okay, Jerry, we show you were scheduled
to put 20 minutes on it. And we're showing 20.2 minutesso you re right on schedule and you got a 10 minute block forthe operational TV. Over.

CDR Okay.
PA° Skylab Control at 23 hours 1 minute and

33 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has nowgone out of range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. Our

;?fL?
a
£?

l9 /° Sf?JVtV Pproxinatel >* 20 Brutes at Vanguard.Flight Director Phil Shaffer should be enroute to the Building
1 Briefing Room and available for briefing that will be*Jnthere shortly. We have chat signal (or 5:15, he may be thereshortly before 5:15 for the ch an ge -o f -sh i f t briefing. Duringthis last pass Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCandless
t

!
lk

Jf
l8

,

W
^
th Conioander G^ald Carr and the other members ofthe Skylab crew. They did perform a test of the ATM canister

hL
U
?r?^f

ll> 1?" 1

H
8 U 8Wlng frCel y> ieft "<« right. Andhad Ed Gibson up in the command module determine whether ornot the canister movement was producing the vibrations reportedearlier by Commander Carr. Gibson said that he found nomovement at all, the command module - everything was quiet thereAnd the canister then was recaged and returned to its

orginial sun - sun pointing position. So that is at leastnarrowed down somewhat the possibilitea of - for creation ofthat vibration reported earlier by the commander. The
vibration has not been reported since that time and there are -
there is no indication of any problem with the Skylab systemsBut that evaluation is still going on. Also, commander was

*

told that the video tape recording of the S183 preparation
is on the video tape recorder at this time. He has 10 minutesremaining of time on the VTR, and he's expected to show someS183 operations. S183 is the french instrument the ultravioletpanorama experiment designed by George Courtes, of theSpace Astronomy Laboratory of Marseille, France. And that is

f«
n

J«^.?V"
d U ?* r in

.
the day< 0r * lnlal »t was plannedfor Kohoutek operations, however, Dr. Courtes decided that itwas better to use it for photography of stellar targetsbecause the comet has not yet generated its sufficient bright-ness to make a clear Image. This is Skylab Control again thatbriefing with Phil Shaffer begin shortly in the - Buildiig 1
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SPT Got you Bruce

.

' CC And I guess since the FLT on the
background on the bike, sometime later I've got a changeto the building block 1-A procedure that he's going to berunning at about 01:30.

PLT All right Bruce.
SP *

j

Bruce, I would also like you to - see if

ilwit^
ld /° un\°P "other location for the charged particlenobility derao. It is not in the food chiller.

. , " .
Understand, you're looking for it andIt a not in the food chiller?

SPT That's affirm.

£
C Okay

, let us work on it

.

.

™R
j

Bru:e, this is CDR , that must have beenwhat happened, It worked perfect this time.

Jertv
"

. „.
0kfl y- "ighty fine thank you very much" a " d "* lle we were matching down here and Just tryingto psych things out and help you out.

bv the
D

w*v t « ,

Sure have Bruce and I appreciate it andby the way, I J U8 t put the primary loop back in." Say again please on the primary loop?
| .

LUR
J

Yeah, primary glycol loop. I just got
f th, secondary off and the primary back on again.

Okay, thank you very ouch.

.k^ . ?f ,

And 1 also 8ent down a question earlierabout the secondary coolant heater control main E circuit

,11 w? thCr ° r n0t that 9hould be on the cue card or inthe checklist. I think Hank was on duty when I called it in.
^ Right, Hank told me about that and we'llget you an answer in just a second here.
° C Jerry chis is Houston, the checklist Is

;;;
r

::; ; ;
he cir < ui < should reo„ n lo VI d lVJnl

!m ,k
h'»ater control main A should remain in or closed

111. t it k
C

"? T WlJ1 8Bnd y ° U
* cl,an »« to cue carddeleting the closing and opening of that breaker, over.

~ DR Okay, fine, thank you Bruce.

Inc
CC Skylab, this is Houston 20 seconds toLO. next station contact in 1 hour and 29 minutes throughthe Vanguard at 01:00 Zulu. If the charge particle mobilitydemonstration is indeed not in the chiller, it .hould! of

*

course have beer, transferred fro* the command module in theA-A ocker and If you can't locate it in that place, why goahead and use the time to catch up on some of the o herthings you might be wanting to d 0 ; Over.

„

C
?
R 0ka >* B ™ce. We've looked In the transfer

we'v/h^V
° U

[
° ld day 4 tran9f^ Hat, but th« only thillwe ve had coming fron day 4 (static) between.

*
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CC Okay. You're breaking up. It was in

A- A in the command module.
P AO Skyl ab Con t rol at 2 3 hours 3 2 minutes

and 32 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space
station is now out of range of the tracking antenna on the

Vanguard ship, and our next acquisition is again at Vanguard,
nearly an hour and a half away. During this last pass,
Science Pilot Ed Gibson, who has the responsibility every
evening to check the f>ypsy Moth Experiment, the gypsy moth
are being watched for possible changes in their state to

determine whether or not they can be brought to an advanced
state of - at an earlier point in their lives, they were
taken aboard - a thousand of then were taken aboard in eggs and
they will determine whether or not they'll develop into
pupae, or wormlike - hard wormlike devices before the normal
period on Earth, which is something over 6 months. The
Science Pilot checks these every evening as part of his
presleep activities. And he is being asked no* to open the
vials very slightly to allow them to get a little bit more
oxygen. They are contained in bags which have holes in
them, and inside an additional canister, so they're well
protected f ron exposure, but the principal investigator
was concerned that they may not b» getting sufficient
oxygen, so that is being - the canisters are - the vials are
being opened within the bags very slightly to give them a

little more oxygen. Pilot Bill Pogue was on the bike during
this last pass performing his exercise. He has about an hour
set aside for an exercise period today. And they were having
some trouble locating a charge par - particle mobility
demonstration, one of the science demonstrations, which is -

was supposed to have been located in a food chiller, but
in fact, apparently had not been moved out of A- 4 , one of
the command module lockers into the food chiller, so the
crew will go back to A- 4 and determine whether it's still
in the conuand module, and if rhey do not find it, they're
gi ven a b i t of f ree ti me instead of performing that activity.
This is Skylab Control. We're an hour and 25 minutes from
our next acquisition of signal. It's now 34 minutes and
38 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 0 hour 59 minutes and
15 seconds Greenwich mean tiae. The Skylab space station is
now approaching acquisition of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. We'll bring the line up live for this pass
through Vanguard, which is expected to last about 10-1/2
minutes .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through the
Vanguard ior 10-1/2 minutes. Over.

PLT Rog , Brucn .

CC Okay, Bill. I got a delet - deletion
of an omission for you here on building block 1A.

PLT Okay, I didn't get the omissions, yet.
CC Okay. If - when you're in a position

to copy I can give it to you here. It has to do with yo.jr
synoptic pass coming up at 01:30.

PLT Ready to copy, Bruce.
CC Okay, in building block 1-Alfa, we have

deleted 82A operations. And we would like to restore it.
The two operations are both time exposures. The first one
is 1 minute 00 seconds, the second one is 20 seconds. That's
building block 1A. Over.

PLT Roger. Understand. We will make the
two exposures 82A and 1-Alfa, first one 1 minute, the
second one 20 seconds.

CC Roger. And a quick one for the SPT

.

If he's listening.
PLT He's listening.
CC Okay, for the charged particle mobility

demonstrator, you should look for the unit in W733, in with
the ED31 bacteria and spores equipment. It's housed in a

can that's blue in color, has it's name on it. And if you
find it please store it in the food chiller and let us know.
Over .

SPT I found it Bruce. It was in A8 . We've
been looking through the legendary day 4 transfers and
didn't - able to find it there. I was able to, 3 Ike , research
in the command module and located it. I've got the experiment
being set up now. Would you 'ike me to put it in the chiller
and run it another time or press on with it? I'm about
halfway through it.

CC 0 - that's your call Ed. We're agreeable
either way. We don't want to keep you up late this evening.
Have you already pressed the little ga?e and started the particles
migrating?

SPT Negative, Bruce. I've Just with a lot
of barn yard engineering setting up the little piece of
gear. It - it's taking a little more tiae than called for.
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CDR
CC Go ahead, Jerry.

Piece of glass floated out with some emulsion on it I

CC Roger, we copy.

ta?e .

CDR
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area where there are a lot of stare of similar magnitude.
In addition the total ingrated intensity of the comet is
plus five. This intensity is spread over the area of the
comet and it's the sort of thing that you'd see, I guess,
when you're defocusing a pair of binoculars. So that it's
surface intensity is fairly dim and the star light nucleus
of it is only plus 8 to plus 10 magni tude . And down
here on the surface of Earth a plus 6 is generaly considered
to be about the dimmest star that you pick up with the naked
eye. Up there you probably ge,t a plus 7 or so, so the
nucleus is right about your threshold of visibility. Over.

PLT Rog, Bruce, that's very interesting.
And do you also have any predicted performance on this thing?
Do they have any update on it, what they think it's going
to do?

cc Oh, yeah, we got lots of predicted
performance. Generally, of course it's going to get
brighter. If you want specific numbers, we'll have to get
them for you?

PLT Yeah, relative to what they had
originally - had predicted - - Does It still look like a real
boomer or is it going to Just sort of bomb out?

No, It still looks like a real boomer.
The conversation I've heard is that it may fall a few
percent less than the original prediction. But it should
definitely be the dominant feature in the nighttime sky.

PLT Okay, that's what I wanted to know.
Thanks a lot because I've - I've really been looking at
that and I can't see it except with binoculars. And I've
been sort of hitting myself on the side of the head wondering
why I can't see it because you keep - keep telling me I

ought to be able to. (Laughter).
CC No, apparently it's coming along pretty

long pretty well as predicted. I've heard some commentary
that it seem to be more a dust type comet.

END OF TAPE
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PLT He ell me ought to be able to.

CC No i pparently it's coming along pretty well

as predicted. I've heatd some commentary that it seems to be

more of a dust type comet than it does an ice ccmet, but that's

just what I've seen in the papers.
PLT Yeah, I have - I've noticed the dust tails.

CC And we're passing your request on to comet

control here for a fuller briefing on the subject.

PLT Okay thank you.
r- Skylab, this is Houston 1-1/2 minutes till

LOS . xt station contact In 4-1/2 minutes through Ascension

at 01: .. The following station Is Guam at 01:57 for the

evening status report. Out.
PLT Thank you, Bruce.
CC Oh, hey, and one other item as we go over

the hill her.i. I got to carry forward that you were going to

come back to us with your answers on the TV numbered items for

your day off Flight Plan. Over. We can catch that later at

Ascension, our evening status report.
PLT Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour, 11 minutes and

4 seconds Greenwich mean ticne. We've passed out of range of

the Vanguard tracking ship. We're about 2 minutes and 20 seconds

from acquisition at Ascension. Some discussion about the comet,

which the crew has Indicated on recent occasions they were

unable to see except with the use of binoculars. That does

cone as a considerable surprise to scientists, although it's

not a surprise in terms ot comparing their data on the ground.

The comet Kohoutek which is now 84 million miles from the Sun

has provided scientists with a new puzzle. So far the comet Is

proving much dimmer than even the most conservative estimates

made of Its magnitude. The comet's tail which Is now reported

to be some 10 million miles long continues to lengthen, but

scientists are ievisin? :heir predictions to account for the

comet's dim glow. One of the present beliefs according to

Karl Henize, who's an investigator on the comet and an astronaut

is that the comet is making its first pass near the Sun, and

for that reason it cannot be expected to behave as other comets

in the past has. He also points out that very very little is

known about comets, and it's very difficult to make predictions

based on previous comets that have made passes. He still says

that it is difficult to determine whether this will in fact

reach the brightness once predicted for it which is a 100

times as bright as Halley's comet. But he indicates that it

will have a large and noticeable tall and can be expected to

be visible about December 10. Until that tine binoculars will
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be useful in viewing the comet from the Earth. It's locat d

near the constellation Virgo in the southeast sky. It rises

about 3 hours before the Sun. The present tine as was mentioned

here shortly by Bruce McCandless on the air-to-ground, It's

about 130 million miles from the Earth and it has a magnitude

of plus 5 . We now have acquisition of signal at Ascension.
We'll bring the line back up for a 10-minute pass here.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Ascension
for 7-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 35 minutes through Guam at 01:57 where

we'll be standing by for the evening status report. Over.

CDR Roger, Houston.
CC And the one after that, Vanguard at 2:37

will be the med conference. Out.
PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour, 24 minutes, and

26 aeconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now

crossing Nigeria is out of range of the tracking antenna at

Ascension. Our next acquisition is 33 minutes away. We should

have the evening status report at Guam, thaC 32 minutes from now.

During this last pass over Vanguard some discussion of the

charge particle, mobility demonstration which the crew had

misplaced, or had not been located where they expected to find

it. They did locate it in the command module in locker A-8

after being told it was originally in locker A-4 . and was to have

been moved to a chiller downstairs. There are still some questions

here about how that happened to be misplaced. It was one of the

things to be moved as part of the original activation of the

workshop and the performance of that demonstration not an experi-

ment, but rather a science demonstration of - investigation which

does not carry quite the same amount of weight as a full - full

level Skylab experiment. Performance of that has been delayed
until the crew has a better chance to get at it. They did not

want Science Pilot Ed Gibson to spend too much time awake tonight.

He got a little over 7 hours of sleep last night, as according -

a3 the H133, the sleep monitor experiment that he wove during

the evening indicated. And 7.3 hours is still not the kind of

sleep that the ground feels he should be getting. Yesterday he

had problems completing the lower body neg - lower body negative

pressure run. Not completing a full protocol, and the reason

for that is believed to be that he has not been getting sufficient

sleep. He has been generally getting about 6-1/2 hours of

sleep. He's been trying to iucrea* that. Crew - crew has

been asked to get a full night sleep tonight. The lower body

negative pressure run was made again today on the Pilot, Bill

Pogue , who had once before had not succeeded in completing it.
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PA0 - - that during the last Skylab Mission.

Several members of the crew had been able to Identify the

laser which is pointed at the :>pace station as it goes

overhead. Today they did not succeed in spotting or photographing

it. The also did not have any luck in getting any photography

of circulation patterns oF the Great Lakes, that was a

handheld optional photo. The photography was blocked out

by heavy cloud cover, the same kind of cloud cover that

was found last night over Japan where they were to photograph

an active volcano. Yesterday, the crew members did indicate

though that they had spotted a cyclonic storm in Asia, a small

one not terribly clear out, Science Pilot indicated that

at 3-32 before going to sleep last night he - an exceptionally

small cyclonic weather system, it didn't look like a severe

weather situation at all but was very well defined about

30 or 40 miles across was spotted in Asia. This was just

before the pass over Japan and he had very film - very little

film left and for that reason determined that the photograpny

should not be accomplished. The Japan pass then of course

turned out not to be a successful one. Today he did have

success, the Commander had success with some other handheld

photography, he photographed an acid dump site as he went

over Long Island. Photographing it was about 3 miles off

shore, off of the Jersey coast, he photographed it with

his Nikon camera and a 55 -m i 1 1 ime t e r lens. Commander

indicated that the picture off the Jersey coast showed the

acid stains in the water very clearly and he said it was

excellent weather conditions for the photography. During

this last pass over Vanguard, the Commander also indicated

the S183 which had been giving the crew some trouble but

was not - was operating perfectly, the sequencer worked

very well he did indicate however a little piece of glass

with emulsion on it floated out and a corollary officier

here at Mission Control indicated that that sounds like

mic - perhaps one of the plates used for photography broke

in the activity. The commander indicated that he covered

it quickly and put it away to protect It for possible use

it may however, have been exposed during that period when It

was opened to the light. We're now about 28 minutes and

27 second* from the evening status report, this is Skylab

Control at 29 minutes, 29 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 57 minutes and

6 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're coming near acquisition

of signal for the Guam tracking antenna. That pass, about a

9 minute one, will include the evening status report. The

spacecraft communicator at this time is Bruce McCandless

.

We have the line live now for air-to-ground through Guam,

lasting about 10 minutes.
CC Sky lab, this is Houston through Guam for

9 minutes and 16 seconds. Go with the evening status report.

Over .

CC We'll be dumping your data voice tape

recorder also. Go ahead. Over.
CC And last for the day, but not least, a

momentum dump inhibit. Over.
PLT Okay. It's - inhibited. Jerry will be

with you in a minute. He's got a S009

.

CC Okay. We were going to inhibit it by

uplink.
PLT Okay. That's not the w*y it was played,

Bruce, but it's done

.

CC Okay. No problem. Standing by for the

evening status report.
PLj Okay. Jerry will be with you in a minute.

We're giving you the TV downlink you asked for, Bruce. And

we're right bringing on the prominence now and we're giving

you some XUV , and also some H-Alpha. In comparing MON 1 and

MON 2, we find we can't even see the prominence on MON 2, but MON

1, it just stands out clear as a bell. There certainly is

a difference between the two. Looks like MON 1 is going to

be exceptionaly useful for relatively low brightness objects.

CDR Okay Bruce, S009 is initiated and I'm

ready with the evening report.
CC Okay. Go ahead, Jerry.

CDR Okay --

CC Stand by. Break. Break - Break. Break.

Break .

CDR Go ahead.
CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC We're concerned about the ATM operations.

Our schedule shows that you should be doing synoptic on the

ATM at the present time. Over.
PLT Okay. It's the PLT. I hava a callout

on my pad which said at 41 the TV downlink. I Questioned

that at the time because r,t 41 I'm right - if you check your

time - I'm right In the middle between 1 Alfa and Bravo.

Actually I should have been into 1 Bravo, but I locked at this

and I figured well, they must want some TV downlink on that

prominence. So I finished 1 Alfa, went over there and zeroed
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in on the prominence and got it all set up in time for
the AOS. Now, I was somewhat confused, I'm perfectly con-
tent to press on with 1 Bravo,

CC Okay, Bill. The - What we'd like to do

nere is, go ahead with IB and work in the TV downlink con-
currently with 1 Bravo, if you can do that. Just XUV MON,
which is not too dependent on pointing. Over.

PLT Okay. I wasn't sure if you jurt wanted
XUV HON, or the full treatment. I'm pressing on with 1 Bravo,
and I '11 give you XUV MON.

CC Okay.
SPT Bruce, in the future, could you have them pu

on the pad the pointing for those, because P35 certainly
was confusing to myself as well.

CC Okay . We copy

.

CDR Now coach.
CC Now . Over.
CDR Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7, 6 heavy, 1 light;

SPT, 7.4, 6.9 light, .5 heavy; PLT, 7.0, 7.0 heavy. Volumes:
CDR, 1300; SPT, 1700; PLT 1600. Water gun: CDR , 6872; SPT,
1588; PLT, 7776. Body Mass: CDR, 6.302, 6.304, 6.303; SPT,

6.387, 6.391, 6.393; PLT, 6.234, 6.235, 6.233. Exercise:
CDR, method Alfa, body, leg, 30 minutes, 4200 wat t -minutes

.

Method Bravo, Alfa, 20 repetitions, Foxtrot, 10 repetitions,
total time for Bravo was 06 minutes. Method Charlie, Charlie,
Delta, and Foxtrot, 4 minutes, 10 repetitions each. Method
Foxtrot, 08 minutes. Method X-ray, Hordinsky special, 04

minutes, 10 each. SPT, method Alfa, leg, 35 minutes, 7337.
Method Bravo, Foxtrot, 10 minutes, 40 repetitions. Method
Foxtrot, run, 05 minutes. Method Foxtrot, springs, 05 minutes,
300 repetitions. Method Foxtrot, toe rises, 5 minutes, 200

repetitions. PLT, Alfa, leg, 32, 5000 wa tt -minut es . Hechod
Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, Delta, Echo, 08, 50 repetitions each.
Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, correction, method Charlie,
position, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, X-ray - Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf

and Hotel, 07, 15 repetitions each. Method Foxtrot, 10 minutes
Medication: None. Garments discarded: CDR, one pair of

socks, one T-shirt, one pair of shorts; SPT, one jacket, one

pair of pants, one shorts, one T-shirt, one pair of socks;
PLT, none. Food log: CDR. salt, 2.0, deviations, one coffee
with sugar, one apple drtnk, rehydration water, zero.

CC Break. Break.
CDR Go ahead

.

CC Added or subtracted a coffee with and

an apple drink.
CDR Added, unless I say minus.
CC Okay. We gotcha.
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We'll pick up with the evening

CDR
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CC Did you - -

?LT Go ahead

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 8 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station now out of
range of the tracking antenna at Guam. Our next acquisition
of signal will be at Vanguard that is scheduled for private
crew health medical conference, The one scheduled every
evening at this time. We should have another acquisition
at Ascension about 46 minutes from now. We'll bring back
up at that time. The status report tonight indicates
the crew sleeping a little bit better, seven hours of sleep
ror each of the three crew members. A little more than that forScience Pilot Ed Gibson who had indicated earlier that hewas not getting sufficient sleep and wanted to reduce his
activities in the late evening. That of course was done
tonight when the crew - when he was running a little bit
behird on TV 117 which is a charge particle mobility
demonstration. That was postponed until later time. Sunday'splanned for the crew day off and is expected that they'll
catch up some on their rest then. All three of th* crewmembers exercising vigorously with all of them using thebicycle regularly about a half an hour of exercise apiece
on the bicycle today. And also making some use of the treadmillboth for running and walking exercises, from 5 to 10 minutes
a day for each of the three crew members. The treMmill
ot course, is a new device carried up by this crew, designedby astronaut Bill Thornton. This is Skylab Control Ournext acquisition 45 minutes away at Ascension. It's now
10 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours, 53 minutes,
and 32 seconds Greenwich mean time. The present time the

Skylab space station is within range of the Ascension tracking
antenna. We'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground
through Ascension for approximately 5 minutes.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Ascension,
Canary, and Madrid for 14-1/2 minutes, over.

CDil Roger , Bruce .

CC Okay, we've got a couple of ATM-related
items here I'd like to whip through rapidly. First off, we

want to apologize for messing Bill up on the ATM TV down-
link. Our check back through the ATM schedule pad and its

generation lndicatee that we had really intended to put

Sun centered on instead of P35, in which case, we think it

would have been all pretty clear and meshed together nicely,
over .

PLT Rogi Bruce, I've made a few mistakes
of my own and they're on tape.

CC Okay and also earlier this afternoon,
we observed an ATM operator pulsing the ATM roll switch

in the high rate times 1 mode to line up on target. We'd

like to avoid pulsing in high rate times 1 as well as any

operations in high rate times 2, which of course you are

aware of, as it disturbs the rack rate gyro outputs. And some-
time during this Ascension, Canary, Madrid pass If we could
we would like to get a frame count from the ATM-C&D console
and also get S055 mode switch put to the atop position,
ove r .

PLT Rt> g , the film counts on K plus and 55

Is load switches to stop.
CC Okay, mighty fine and we're going to

command vehicle attitude to SI hfere. This is a. one-shot deal

this evening. We'll keep you posted on our philosphy of -

with regard to SI versus periment pointing as It evolves. And
looking over the photo reports in the evening status report this

evening, wa noticed no mention of ET - Ml.M activities covering
ETC prep and we surmised that this is because you did ETC

prep last night. Is that correct, over?
CDR Yeah, that's right, they asked f.d about

that this morning and he said that he had already done It

last night. And they said, well, yes, we kind of figured you

had .

CC Okay. While we're talking to you Jerry

during the S019 operation on day 10, i.e. 6 days ago, you

indicated you did not see the reticle. Do you recall if you

had adjusted the reticle Intensity to full brightness. The

reticle is not unusually bright at its best and some

dark adaptation may be required to see it, over.
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CDR You sure that was me or was that Bill,
because 1 was able to see the reticle?

CC Okay, we'll check on that. If Bill is
handy, he might Just answer it off of the top of his head.

PLT Was that S0197
CC Yes.
PL1 I checked the reticle switch several

times and I don't know, maybe I was doing it wrong, but I

never did get a reticle. It wasn't a matter of brightness,
I Just didn't see anything.

CC Did you turn it up to full brightness?
I think there a rheostat on the thing aa well as the
switch .

PLT t don't recall doing that and that could
it - the explanation.

CC Okeydoke, thank you. And we've got
30 seconds to handover here to Canary. I'll come back
at you with some information fiom Comet Control Center here.

CDR Okay, Bruce.
CC And to amplify ay remarks on the experi-

ment pointing versus SI mode, our current feeling is that the
system is operating completely normally. We'll be running a
full day of manned ATM operations tomorrow and if we have -

or as we generate additional information on the situation,
we'll keep you posted on what we plan to do with the un-
attended ops. And we're coming up on keyhole here and
I'll talk to you on the other side of that.

CC Are you all still reading me even though
we're carried in a keyhole here?

CC Skylab this is Houston, how do you read?
CDR Loud and clear, Bruce.
CC Okay, the current ground of observations

of the Kohoutek comet Are falling about 1/2 to 3/4 of a
magnitude below the lover comet magnitude curve in the
ATM section of the flight datafile. On November 29, the
total magnitude was obnerved to be 5.1 and the magnitude
of the nucleus was 7.5. But the current total magnitude is
projected to be 4.9. Up until November 21, the comet was
generally dusty. On that day the gas tall was first obsvrved
And the comet now has a dust tail to be reported 1 degree
and 40 minutes long and a gas tail of about 3 to 6 degrees
in length and a number of gas emission lines have been
identified. It has also been reported from the Smithsonian
As t rophepica 1 Observatory, ground visual settings from
New Mexico, show kno^ in the tail, considerable tail
structure, and IR observations have been made In the
20 micron range. We've got a question here regarding the
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OWS heat exchanger fens. On telemetry yesterday, day 333 weobserved the OWS heat exchanger fans running. The TCStemp select points had not been changed. If the fans cameon automatically, TM Indicates that they came on in theworkshop at a temperature approximately 2 to 3 degrees lowerthan expected. And I guess we're curious to find out ifyou all turned the fans on manually and, if so, if you turnedthem on at panel 390 or panel 617 over.

T

PLT i did that Bruce, I did it at panel 390
I vacuumed those things again and I turned them to ON.

,

CC Okay, understand you turned them onwhen you vacuumed them.
CDR After he vacuumed them.

rnu °!
tay> afterwards

-
mighty fine. Thank you.

for day off
BtUCe

* ° We y ° U *" answer on TV

CC Yeah 1 got sone more words on that for
y ou , over.

CDR °fcay, go ahead.

Tuai " t
0ka V. the choice really comes down to

,

be n8
,

th
f °» l y aphorized television for your day off.TW02, 3, , 5, 6, or 117 o P s 2 - delete 117 ops 2You you can dry run If you like to see how It's going towor* out but you're not authorised use of the televisioncamera or the VTR even as a subset of TV81 to cover them.

„ . *;
DR oka y. that's kind of what we figured.We hadn t planned on doing any one of those except 81" Roger, you're right along vUh our thinking.™ R Okay, and then a little item for theEarth observations s people, about an hour ago we flew over

llwl™ i
apaV nV ROt

* l0 ° k d °Wn flt thc Sa ^ra*ima, thevolcano down in the southern island of Kyushu. And it'sreally snorting and sacking up a storm. I got what I thinksome rather poor pictures from the 300-millimeter len«. but
I tried to give them 4 oral description of what I saw and
- 1 s on tape.

CC Great, mighty fine and if y ou have no -

END OF TAPE
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'Israeli sources also see the possibility of a resumption of
the Suez road meetings. Washington: Oil executives summoned
to help manage federal petroleum controls wi - will remain
on their company payrolls, an Interior Department lawyer says.
The attorney said these executives will be exempt from
conflict-of-interest prosecution that night otherwise result
from such an arrangement. Interior Secretary Rogers C.B,
Morton announced he will mobilize some 250 oil industry
officials into a standby executive reserve In December to
provide advice and technical assistance in petroleum
distribution planning, as the government gears up fuel
allocation and rationing systems. The com - European Common
Market Executive Commission announced Thursday it had worked
out e blueprint for European solidarity to cope with the
energy crisis caused by reduced Arab oil supplies. A
Commission spokesman said the plan together with a package
of anti-Inflation measures, would be submitted to the Common
Market's Council of Ministers next week. Finance and
foreign ministers of the community will meet in Brussels
December 3 and 4 to decide on how to tackle energy problems
and the fight against inflation. The Jobs of 100,000 skilled
worktrs In a single industry will disappear virtually over-
night if the National Energy Emergency Act now in the House
oi Representatives becomes law without amendment. So rtald
J.M. Mergen, president, Piper Aircraft Corp., in calling for
major changes in legisletion now before Congress. Mergen
said the legislation, as it now stands, would cut fuel
allocations for general aviation by 40 percent for business
flying and by 50 perr.ent for pleasure and instructional flying.
Translated into terms we can all understand, he said that
means the destruction of the general aviation industry through
the forcing of industry-wide production cutbacks of 40 to 60
percent and the elimination of up to 100,000 Job*. New York:
the stock market closed down 12.86 points today setting the
Dow Jones average at 822 and one-quarter. About 15.4 million
shares changed hands. Brokers feel that investors are still
uneasy about the oil shortage end the break of Mldrast talks.
Houston: astronaut, Charles Pete Conrad, has announced his
retirement from NASA and the U.S. Navy effected February 1, 1974
Conrad will become Vice-president of Operations and Chief
Operating Officer of the American Television and Communications
Corporation, a cable TV firm based in Denver, Colorado.
Conrad's shift from space flight to private business, "was
a tough decision," he said. "There will be no way to match
my last 11 years in space exploration, but cable television
is a growing, exciting, new field, which uses satellites
computers and a great deal of space-developed technology."
Well, that a it for the evening, guys. Thirty seconds to LOS.Next station contact is at Gua« in 26-1/2 minutes, at 03:35

END OF TAPE
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'

P *° Skylab Control at 3 hours, 10 oinutesGreenwich mean tine exactly. At the present time the Skylabspace station is crossing Italy and is out of range of thetracking station at Madrid. Our next acquisition is 25 minutesaway, and that will be at Guam. We have the mission surgeon'sdaily report on crew health, prepared after the private healthconference at the last Guam pass. We'll read that for v OU atthis time. "Crew health status remains good. The Pilot diddevelop mild symptoms near the end of the lower body negative

l^ru ?
Sc

f

ence P11 °t IB developing treadmill maneuvers
1

r

" n
!

U
;
ly

f
Cress the ca * f « and ankles. The entire crev plansto further develop space suited exercises which will assistmaintenance of the various muscle groups." Signed by Dr. JerryHordinsky for Dr. Hawkins. Dr. Hordinsky further explainedthat he was not at all concerned about the pilot's mild symptomsnear the end of the M092 run today. Said that some such

Ear^TJ* !
i^ bl °°^ P re88ure had been observed here onEarth ndicate that the Pilot and Science Pilot as well may be

x e

8
r ment°than

n
o J " flu« u "l°"» *« thtir performance of thatexperiment than other crew members had been, and there is noconcern at this time for the health of the crew. Pilot diddevelop mild symptoms near the end of the low body negativepressure device run but he was able to complete the entirerun today. Skylab astronauts are now in their third weekaboard the orbiting apace station. Tomorrow they'll nake

an
Hin

r ??°°- mlle E * rth resources survey. Today's pass also
a 6500-mile pass was described as very successful by groundpersonnel earlier. Relatively little nat - nitrogen gas wasused today. About 200 pound-seconds of the thruater attitude

for th ;r
t

r
a

?
as v the ioo " ton ^^^o ry v«, «.m, U v.r.dfor the first time in several days. Tomorrow's attitude changeis expected to use about 165 pound -seconds . U.<gc of u P to500 pound-seconds per day is considered acceptible for theremainder of the mission which could run another 10 weeks

;r;r t ;.
E8rlh 8UrVe

?
be8ln

' at U!2:' *'«> *«»tr.l standardtime as the space station crosses the Colorado Rockiessouthwest of Denver. Passing north o f Albuquerque
, acrossLubbock, and Austin and crossing the Gulf Coast between Housfonand Corpus Chriati, Skylab survey end. at 11,50 a.,, southof Sao Paolo, Brazil with the vehicle over the south Atlanticon groundtrack number 34. That's 14 - 35. First t arIn

B 11 it - Bill Pogue the Skylab Pilot, will be using the view-finder tracking system and the infrared spectrometer S'9l Is
« eiass of cirrus clouds near the Colorado, New Mexico border.The clouds at elevations of 5 to 10 miles and in the jet stream
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are (g^JxW) directly below the space station f or more than a
minute using the infrared electronic sensor. The cloud data
will be used Dy meteorologist William Shenk of Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt

, Maryland, who is compiling data
on the 3-dimensional characteristics of clouds throughout
the world. Such information is to aid weathermen in under-
standing world-wide weather developments. The S190 sensor
which provides data on nagnetic tape is particularly useful'
in studing Earth's atmosphere. A similar weather study with
the infrared instrument but focusing on thunderstorms in
Brazil is also set for tomorrow's pass. The data for Dr. David
Pitts here at Johnson Space Center will be used in examining
the atmospheric changes that occur during the growth of severe
storms. Today a similar tun over severe storms in Brazil was
completed successfully by Pilot Pogue

,
according to a

report he made earlier in the day. Tomorrow's site over Brazil
is an additional site that's added because ether Instruments will
be operating at the same time for other purposes, and since
magnetic tape is used at a constant rate the use or nonuse of
the S191 has no effect on the tape if - it's additional
dati that can be gathered without using up additional tape.
So that S191 run tomorrow again will give additional data on
thunderstorms in Brazil and that will be for Dr. David Pitta
of the Johnson Space Center who is making study of severe
storms. We'll give you a report on some of the other sites
for tomorrow's pass which is going to be the most extensive
in terms of total sites of any of the three accomplished so
far on the Skylab mission. It is, a Z-local vertical run which
requires an attitude maneuver 165 pound -seconds estimated by
the computer runs today for that run. That's very very mild
amount of TACS gas and certainly considered very satisfactory
by flight controllers here. We're 20 minutes from our next
acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control at 14 minutes
and 48 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours, 34 minutes
and 30 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space
station is now 35 seconds from acquisition of signal at

the Guam tracking antenna. We're live now for air-to-ground
thrcugh Guam, a pass lasting about 7-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houa - - Skylab this
is Houston through Guam for 7 tinutes , over.

PL T Roger, Bruce. Houston, Skylab go.

CC And Bill we now show the OWS heat
exchanger FANS off we'd like to confirm that you've got them
back under OWS control so that if you are too warm you can
turn the thermostat down and it will operate them automatically.
Ove r

.

PLT Okay, that's where they are, Bruce.
And sorry about that preview configuration.

CC Oh, mighty fine, no problem, keeps
people looking at their tubes down here and on their toes.

CC Skylab this Is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS next station contact in 7-1/2 minutes through
Honeysuckle Creek at 03:49 last pass of the evening coming
up , o ve r

.

PLT Roger, Bruce.
P AO Skylab Control at 3 hours and 45 ainutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has now passed
out of range at the tracking antenna at Guam. We're about
4 minutes from our acquisition of signal at Honeysuckle
Honeysuckle pass is a low elevation pass expected to last
only about 3 minutes, that's as t said about 4 minutes
away. Tomorrow the crew will be doing a Earth resources
pass, the third of the Mission, the second Z-local vertical
pass that does require an attitude maneuver which Is expected
to use a very sraa'l amount of thruster attitude control
system gas, computer simulations show that amount to be
approximately 165 pound- se con ds , that would indicate
a very slight reduction from today's use. Tcncurnw'o <*tudy

Includes weather conditions over the United States Including
cirrus clouds in the Jet stream at the New Mexico/
Colorado border and severe acora conditions over Brazil.
Also included tomorrow in a clear area of Inland Bra?. 11

near the Parana River , additional data will be gathered for
Fernando de Mendonca Brazil's Space agency, the Institute de

Pesqulsas Espacia. Photographs and data froa Skylar 's electron!
nu 1 1 1 spec: ra 1 scanner were gathered for Dr. Mendon< !»

during previous Sky.lab flights for use In a test study t

u

identify crops in agricultural areas of J.nland Brazil, th<*

data gathered tomorrow will be a continuing study of the
agricultural conditions In inland Brazil, .*long the Parana
River. Like more than a doien of Skylab' s Earth resource*
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Investigations, this project may help scientists to design
advanced space systems for monitoring and guiding agricultural
production throughout the world. An extensive study of
Johnson Space Center's own major test area, a 18-county
region of southeast Texas, known as a Houston area test site
and Including the city of Houston will be surveyed tomorrow
including a survey with the infrared spectrometer that will
be pointed by Bill Pogue. Among the sices listed for that
infrared spectrometer suivey are Lake Somerville in the

Houston area test site and also the shallow waters of
Eagle Lake. The range land 19 also a target for that study
and primary purpose of the investigation is land use planning
that is primarily to understand the use of the sensors as
possible tools for land use planning in the future. Like
most of Skylab'a program, these ar; experimental devices
which it is hoped will be of particular use in the advanced
mapping land use planning, and other satellites which may be

produced in future years. One of the major problems in land
use planning area is the difficulty in obtaining recent data
except at extremely high cost through survey techniques. Space
systems are expected to provide additional means of gathering
such data and may in fact provide in the long run operational
systems that can give us land ise maps that are current
much more quickly than we can gather then now, many land use
maps in the United States are substantially out of date, some
of them dating back IS years. We're now about a minute
from acquisition of signal at Honeysuckle, a 3-minute
pass there and should be the final one of the evening.
Spacecraft Communicator Is Bruce McCundiess and the present
Flight Director is Nell Hutchinson. We have the line live
now for air-to-ground through Honeysuckle.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, this is Houston tlirough Horey-
suckle Creek for 2 minutes last pass of the evening.
Wakeup site will be Honeysuckle Creek at 12:00 Zulu. And
Just for our information, did you leave TV ]17 paraphernalia
set up or has that been stowed?

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-
suckle Creek, 1 minute to LOS laat pass of the evening.
Wakeup, Honeysuckle at 12:00. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce, we'll see you tomorrow.
Good ni ght

.

Okay, and did you all stow or leave set
up the TV 117, paraphernalia?

CDR Negative, a lot of it is still out. The
only part that was stowed was the part that needed to be
chi 1 led.

cc Okay, we're just trying to track your
configurations. Have a good night sleep, we'll see you in
the morning.

CDR Okay, Bruce, good night.
PA0 Skylab Control at 3 hours 52 nlnutes and

28 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has
passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle
after a very brief pass there. Bruce McCandless saying good
night to the crew on the final pass of the evening. As he
mentioned, the crew will be waking up tomorrow morning at
6 a.m. Tomorrow's activities should provide the crew with
a relative busy day. They will be doing their third Earth
resources pt»s tomorrow, including sites from the Colorado/
New Mexico all the way into the coast of Braiil. Also
scheduled for tomorrow is a run of the K092/H093, that's
lower body negative pressure device and associated experiment.
That will be performed on th« commander in the afternoon
tomorrow. A run of M131, the rotating litter chair experiment
will be performed on the science pilot in the afternoon and
on the pilot right around noontime. That gives them a busy
schedule for tomorrow, there's a - use of all the K.irth
resources instruments expected during the morning. And t

h

nt
will be the third pass and attitude maneuver is prcpnrtd -

has been prepared for that activity, of continuing conrt
photography. As we noted earlier in the evening the comet
has not proven to be as bright as expected by most scientists.
In fact, the most conservative scientists had estimated
brightnesses at this point, that would be substantially higher
than they have been so far. We hav - have no current estimate
of its naxluo brightness, although its still wil - undoubtly
be bright enough to observe. Perhaps v:s<.ble for most people
n

J"*
next 10 day* or so. At the present time its aagnitude

in 5 which Indicates that it's j u *t about the visible range
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and 1
t

' a still difficult to observe, although it's located
in the constellation Virgo and rises about 3 hours before
the Sun. Thi9 is Skyla> Control that was the final pass
of the evening. Next expected report is at 6 o'clock in
the morning. It's now 54 minutes and 32 seconds after
the hour.

END OF TAPE
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San Bernard. The City of Houston Itself will also be studied
Medical reports based on experiments which the astronauts
conduct daily and the private medical conference which occurrsevery evening before the crew retires, indicates that all
three astronauts have adopted very well to their weightless
environment. Their slight weight loss la of no concern, and
their blood circulation has been good. Science Pilot Ed
Gibson will spend more than 2 houre on Saturday at the Apollo
telescope mount console, training the telescopes sensors on
the Sun with its recent flare activity. One of the reasons
for the good health of the crew is the phv 8 i C al training
uata, physical training cine which is worked into the dallyschedule. The astronauts sp^nd an hour and a half a day per-forming callisthenics and working out on the tread milljump rope exercises, and other exercise devices aboard thespacecraft. Now that the workshop is completely operational
the crew begins their third day of F.arth resources data
gathering with the experience of three veterans. Creenwlch
mean tine 12 hours 9 minutes. Wakeup call 9 minutes ago
through Honeysuckle. Next acqu- -

END OF TAPE
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FA0 - - time which Is worked into this dally
schedule. The astronauts spend a hour and a half a day per-forming calisthenics and working out on the treadmill lumprope exercises and other exercise devices aboard the space-
craft. Now, that the workshop is completely operational, thecrew begins their 3rd day of Earth resources data gathering withthe experience of 3 veterans. Greenwich mean time 12 hours
9 minutes. Makeup call 9 minutes ago through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be Hawaii as the crew begins their16th day in orbit. Acquisition in 5 minutes 30 seconds. AtGreenwich mean time 12 hours 10 minutes, this is SkvlabControl. '

, 0 .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
12 hours U minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii in 40seconds. The crew in their P ostslee P activities on this their 16thday. First activity f or Pi i ot Pogue today l8 photog h of QojaetKohoutek. One of the two scheduled photo sessions wllh the233 experiment through the window of the command module.

vlrh\h
VC th

VJl!
e

,

Up £ ° r SC ° ry U8 * rav e. Conversationwith the crew of SkyJLab IV.
Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 8 minutes.

SPT Morning, Story.
cc Morning, Ed.
PLT Houston

, Sky 1 ab .

cc Go ahead , Bill.
?lT Roger; Reference to the film thread pad.L<- Yes .

y * )
80t 3 retnark here

- download CharlieX-ray 19 from Nikon 4 and stow, but it didn't have me loading

and I just wondered if we're gonna make this a regularprac tice ? K Uio '

cc S t and by 1

.

r . V JJ;

T
. . ,

Houston, Skylab. I've checked here and

loadded
0 '1 8h0t UP

'
lh * t

'

i> Why thcy WanC U dovn ~

CC Okay. .Ccopy, Bill. And in the future,
re not gonna download a Nikon unless it has a use that'dayha different tvnffMm ywith a different type film.

CC Skylab, we're a minute til LOS

-

toGoldstone. ninur e

END OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
12 hours 25 minute*. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition will be Goldstone In 1 minute 35 seconds. The
crew begans their day off with breakfast this morning.
Commander Carr starts with eggs and beef hash, orange drink,
and coffee. Science Pilot Gibson has on his menu instant
breakfast drink, tea, bacon, and biscuits and Jam. Pilot
Pogue has eggs and tomatoes, orange drink, coffee, bacon,
bread with jam. Next acquisition will bo Goldstone in
30 seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dr. Story
Musgrave.

cc Skylab, we're back with vou through
Goldstone for 7 minutes.

CDR Roger, Story. We're just kind of
milling around here doing our morning chores.

cc Okay, great. That's about what we're
doing down here. But, unfortunately, we've been at it all
n i ght .

cc Skylab, we're 1 minute to LOS, and
5 minutes to Bermuda.

PAl) Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
12 hours 35 minutes. Loss of signal through the Goldstone
tracking station. Next acquialtion in 3 uinutes and
15 seconds will be Bermuda. On the last day of the work
week for the crew of Skylab IV. They begin the new week
Sunday with a day off - a partial d .«y off. A E REP pass
has been scheduled and several other science experiments
for tomorrow. A modified day off comparible to the
activities of the Skylab III crew. Sunday - on tap for
Sunday are two Earth resources passes br.ck to back along
tracks 48 and 49. Also on tap is the weekly shower, crew
option of course, a hot shower aboard the spacecraft. In
addition the crew has 5 optional opportunities to add to
tho visual observation information taken by the crew
taking photographs of selective sites around the world.
Sunday, a day off; Saturday, a full work schedule
for Che crew of Skylab IV. ERE P pass scheduled to begin
acll:27 this morning, and 3 hours on the AIM console.
We 11 hold the line up for Dr. Story Musgrave ->n this
pass through Bermuda.

Cc Skylab, we're back with you through
Bermuda for 7 minutes.

PLT All right, S to ry

.

cc And, Bill, anyone that's floating
around near the STS, we'd like on the atmospheric paneling
in 2 25 ,

the nitrogen 'salenoid select valve to OFF.
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.
PLT Okay, I'll get it In about 5 minutes.
CC Nohurry.
PLr Story, (garble) the nitrogen solenoid

va lue to o f f

.

CC Thanks, Bill.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. About

3 minutes to Canaries. Be dumping the data voice at
Canar 1 es

.

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
12 hours 46 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 1 minute 15 seconds will be the Canary
tracking station.

cc Skylab, we're back again through
Canaries and Ascension for 15 minutes. Be dumping the
data voice here at Canaries.

CDR Roger, Story.
cc Skylab, we * re a minute to LOS, and

about 30 minutes to Honeysuckle at 13:33.
PA0 Skylf.b Control; Greenwich mean tine

13 hours 4 minutes. Loss of signal through the Canary
Ascension tracking stations as Skylab space station begans
it's 2901 revolution of the Earth. 201 days in orbit -

201 days in orbit for the Skylab space statior. The
16th day for the crev of Skylab IV. Next acquisition
28 minuter, will be Carnarvon tracking station. At Greenwich
mmean time 13 hours 5 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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•

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours 32 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle
cracking station in 45 seconds. During the previous pass
across South Africa, the crew had a scheduled handheld optional
photography assignment of the Kalahari Desert in Batswana
Photographs, hopeftlly, taken to determine the unique wind-
eroded bedrock and aand dune deposit features which occur in
the eastern part of the Kalahari Desert. The crew was asked
to take overlapping photos from Fish River Valley to the east
edge of the desert and also provide description of the
transition from the dunes to wind-eroded rocks near the
eastern edge of the desert. These photographs were to be
taken by Science Pilot Ed Gibson on the previous pass
revolution 2901, over South Africa.

cc Skylab. AOS through Honeysuckle for
7 minutes.

CC Je r, before you tackle that S183 this
morning, we've got some diagnostic questions for you.

CDR Roger. Go ahead, Story.
C(

J
Regarding the flakes that you saw around

S183, during the carousel installation. Can you give the
approximate numbe: in size?

CDR 0h
. I'd say there were 5 or 6 of them andthey were about, oh, 2 millimeters, 3 millimeters in size.

CC Okay. Were they a distinct white or wasthere a yellowish creme color to them? If they're an offcolor white, they're most probably emulsion.
CD

f
That was probably emulsion. I didn'treally look at them that closely. I Just got (garble) outof the way and went on with what I was doing. But, my impressioiwas that they were kinda (garble) (static) and the)' werevery very thin like emulsion. They weren't little pieces olglass. r

CC Stand by 1, Jer, wh i 1 t we get you
reacquired.

CC Okay, we're back with you. You do feel
that those were emulsion, Jer?

CDR Yeah. I'm pretty sure they we«e. Theywere very thin and I don't think they were glass at all. They
•-are much too thin to be the gla

CC
a 90-degree corner on it?

Okay. How about the glass, do they have

CDR Negative. It was an isosceles triangle,with one flat side and then the two long sides were, obviously
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not edged. They were broken out of the glass.
CC Okay. Understand, it was broken.
CC When you - -

CDR That's affirmative.
CC When you stow the S183, roming up next,

they request you remove the blank film door and inspect for
any loose glass. If you find any glass, you night vacuum it
up.

CDR Okay. I though;: lhat would be a good
thing to do.

CC Okay, Jer. Could you give us again the
distinct color of the flakes that you saw?

CDR Well, frankly, Story, I wasn't looking at
them that cloaely. But, my impression was that they were
slightly - they were off white. They really weren't pure
white

.

CC Okay, and now one other thing and you
don't have to do that when you run stow on S183, but sometime
if you could, get the spot meter out cf F-524 and take, a light
level reading in the area where the film play was reinserted,
and that'll tell us whether that film play was exposed or not
that one.

CDR Okay. I will, Story.
CC And that's it,
CC And, Jer, we had a good TV - 23 of you

yesterday, working the S183. A good pictuie, and good voice.
There was a little bit of noise in the background and we
wondered if there was a conn carrier that was hot mike somewhere?

CDR That, possibly, could be. They're using
a conn carrier up at the ATM and they keep that on I comm
PTT quite a bit and that may of been the noise. Did it sound
like MDA-type noise? Rather, oh, medium range whine?

CC Yeah, tnere was a whine in the background
and I was thinking it was the duct fans in the forward compart-
ment, but we really weren't sure. But there was a whine in
the background.

CDR Yeah. I bet it was the MDA.
CC Okay k thanks.
CC Ed, Houston.
CDR He's listening. Go ahead.
CC Okay, regarding his questions about the

food it e ire he couldn't find yesterday. The eggs , Rice
Krlspies, and peaches. Ve ' d like to know if he is usln* the
Swiss Systems Checklist right around page 14-11 to find those
i t ens ?

CDR Negative, but we've located it now. We found
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someextra overage in a lot of the regular packages that ve
hadn't counted on It. So, we're gonna aort that out and put
that into the pantry as well.

CC Okay. On day 18 we're gonna night, plan
you a - an inventory to free the overage. In about a week or
10 days from now, we've got it down later, cause it takes a
lot of tine, we're gonna flight plan an inventory of the
ambient overage. And, the reason for all this, Is to get
regrouped, of course, lor the longer mission. And, we're
gonna send you up soon a message of items that may be consumed
without tapping into planned overage. Since that overage is
gonna be used in regular menu scheduling in a later period.

CDR Okay. You better allow us about a half
a day to get an inventory on the ambient overage.

CC Okay ; ropy

.

CDR I got a question for you on the urine
system, Story.

cc Okay. About 4 0 seconds to LOS. Hawaii
will be coming up in 9 minutes and go ahead.

CDR Okay. We're dumping these bags. You know
yesterday, we used boric acid bags and today, we're dumping
then and, I noticed in my boric acid bag, this morning, th.it
there's still a whole lot - lot of pellets left in there that
had not dissolved. I'm concerned about what that'll do to our
dunp lines. If we spend a lot - you know, if we do a lot of
dumping of urine with this boric acid solids in it.

CC Okay. Thanks, Jer

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours 43 minutes. Next acquisition will be Hawaii tracki-.g
station In 10 minutes. Discussion between the crew and CAP
COMM Dr. Story Musgrave concerning the S193 problem. Two days
ago, the S183 exhibited an anomaly in the film counter. The
crew had taken one photograph with the S183 but the film counter
had showed the camera was ready to take photograph number 3.
Commander Carr noti ed a white - pure white substance in the
camera mechanism - he magazine mechanism and corollary officerspeculates that this material is emulsion off of the film platesThis camera will be stowed today and t r oub le e hoo t i ng will
continue on this anomaly, the S183 is the ultraviolc spectre-graphic camera. The principle investigator is Dr. GeorgeCourtes of Marseille, France. Thio instrument not only wasscheduled to take photographs of the far distant stars, butalso be used in the 180 - S183 would be used in the Kohoutekobservations later this month. Further discussions on thefood. The crew apparently found some Rice Krispies and someeggs that they needed to place in their galley. They foundthis according to Commander Carr. The crew reported mvssion
tlLl 1V° V tr ° ra n °U

'

tKe CrCW WlU Bake a f»»« overagecheck. Also, later on an ambient food check will be made tolay out their menus for the remainder of the mission. Nextacquisition will be through Hawaii in 8 minutes. At Greenwichmean time 13 hours 45 minutes, this is Skylab Control
.

PA°
,

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 13

Dillon fn
B
J

nUt
?'\ Ac^ 3itlon «-ing through Hawaii tracking

h / n !" 2901 f ° r the Skylab 8 P ace ""ion. We'llhold the line open for CAP COMM Story Musgrave.

;J
Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 8 minur.es.CC Jer, Houston.

CDR Go ahead, Story.
CC

., u
Could you tell us if that - thoee boricacid pellets which are not dissolving, is the first bag thatthat occurred or is that a continuing problem?

8

J;J!

R No
-

that '
s first one I've noticed

today and th, 1 *« *

r ^

*l '

A ° d we ' ve ,8 0t good weather over Goddard
ruttl ?? ,5 \ i

11 bC 8reen
- Ic 11 be hashing today be-

vou abof; h -'I'
y0U ' n Pa8S warhead. And w\ 1J rea !ndyou about that over Bermuda when you're there.

C™ 0ka V> f *n«- We'll be watching for it.

^ c
And ^'ll *>e the wardroom window.LDS Roger.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. Hank willsee you over Goldstone in 4 minutes at 14:05.

JJ?

R Roger, Story. We'll see you.cc Okay.

_
PA°

t

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time li*inutes. Loss o f s i gn a 1 th rough Golds t one . Loss ^ signal
ours
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through Hawaii. Next acquisition w!ll be Coldstone. Later
today, Commander Gerald Carr will perforin the M092 , M093,
lower body negative pressure device experiment followed by the

M093, the vectorcardiogram experiment. Commander Carr haa

already performed this experiment three sepatate tiraea through
the mission today. A total of 26 performances of these pair of

medical experiments will be performed through the duration
of the mission. The crew has been advised that the laser,
T053 experiment, will be turned on on the upcojring pass across
the States. The laser will be green in color, being initiated
from Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland and
the light will bi> - laser will be turned on and off and the

color will be green. The crew has been advised they can

view it from tht- wardroom window and this - they will be

reminded of this is they come through the Bermuda tracking
station on this stateside pass. The crew, completing their

postsleep activities for today, Commander tarr already cto-ed
away the S183 camera which has had a problem in trie - the

slides, the film slides in the camera have been reported to

jam up. Maybe one or more of the film slidee have been exposed
to the ambient light in the workshop. Science Pilto Ed Gibson
will shortly begin preparation of the Earth terrain camera
placing it in the scientific airlock - anti-solar scientific
airlock for the upcoming ER'iP pass. Commander Carr will operate
the control and display panel on this E REP pass. Pilot Pogue
will operate the viewfinder tracking system S191 experiment.
Greenwich mean tine 14 hours 4 minutes. Next acquisition in

45 seconds. We'll hold the line up.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston; good morning, We're
through Goldstone for 5 minutes.

CDR Good morning, Hank.

L
cc

M M
rDR

. Houston! Just to get a little info,
further info on this fore cas t , could you tell uj about how
large the lumps are? Are they pellet aise, or powder form,
or Juac how big they are?

CDR A1 l right, in my particular bag. I saw
three complete pellets.

cc Roger. W* copy.
CDR At the end of the urine dump cycle

though, Hank, there was nothing left.
cc Good. Does that mean you've already

dumped that bag?
CDR That's affirmative.
cc CDR, Houston. One more question and

we 11 atop bugging you about it. The - your baga that have
the - apparently, (garble) pellets in it, was it dumped
first, second, or third?

™* 1h «y were all going at the same time.
cc Roger; understand.
C
P
R r * looks like the system took it okay.

And - but the question is, do you want to continue doin* thator to you want to do something different?

,

CC Okay, we're going to keep looking at
it, Jerry. What we suspect is perhaps we Just had a - aloose matrix left that looked like the pill, and then whensoon as you disturbed it, it just came apart and went onthrough

.

w .

PA0
,

, Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tineH hours 13 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone aabkylab space station crosses over the Crest Lakes area

5ano
he

i
nlt

f
d States to began a descending pass, revolution

2902. On this revolution as the spacecraft crosses the
eastern seaboard the crew has been advised the T053
experiment, the laser experiment will be turned on at theGoddard Space Flight Center in Creenbelt Maryland. Thelight will be flicked on and off It will be green in color,and Commander Jerry Carr has been advised he can view itfrom the wardroom window. We'll have acquisition throughBermuda in 30 seconds. We've had a changeover here at

CAP ?!,i;
1

!
n

H
C° n

:
r
u
01 Center

- New Flight Director Phil Shaffer,
ff, ? t*

" ank Harc °field. Upcoming in the next passwi
1 be the daily ATM conference with Skylab IV backuppilot, science astronaut Bill Lenoir.

l0 ol
"

te8 .

Skylab, Houston through Bermuda for
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CD\ Roger, Hank. What would you •ti&ate
- have then estimate the Sun angle over Godd#rd?

. ,
CC

,

°** v
. w«'H check it. And ve' re probably

b5°G^5a?o?
Ute ^ "° " Binutft

'
1 *ue "' fro» «cq«'4 .itIon

CDR Roger.

.

CC CDR, Houston. The Sun angle should be10 degrees.
CDR Roger.

.

CC CDR, Houscon. Goddard reports they'retracking you now. '

CDR Roger.

arn J
D
? ,

0ka y» Han *. we see it. We see it flashingaround 2 cycles a second. Looks good; vary clear.
cc Roger; very good.

£
C
D

c »n y°u see it with the naked eye?
L
H
K Yes

. that's affir*. We're - all threeof us have see it and it's very clear. We're - -
PLT Now it's steady.
CDR Now it's st eady

.

CC That's affirmative.

f^
R Ant* we got Nwo nikon photos of it.

cc Outstanding.
CDR - - 55 months.
CD

? Let's turn it on again, Hank; I bet vou wecan stili see it from here. .
°t

i
you we

CDR Still see it , Hank.

see
not steady now, Hank, but we can still

8pot?
CC Doe » ic appear just as a little green

CDR That's affirn, Hank.
PLT Hank, I don't know how we missed it theother two times, it's really bright and clear.

Tnc
C

,
Skylnb, HouBton; we're 1 minute fromLOS. Ascension at 32. And, Ed, Bill's sure to talk toyou then about ATM.

SPT Okay, Hank.
.

PA°
„ ft

Skylab Control; Greenwich mean tine
1. hours 29 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Nextacquisition will be Canary tracking station in 2 minutes"seconds. As the crew begins preparations of the 3rdERfcP pass for the Skylab IV mission. A descending passalong track 3 A as the Skylab space station conclude! it's

Lcenslo'n r S^ t69lde P ass •
N **< acquisition throughAscension in 1 minute 50 seconds. We'll hold the line unfor CAP COMM Hank Hartefield. P

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. Wre through Ascension

for 10-1/2 »lnutaa and befora Bill comaa on, got ona quickie

lot the COR. On your day off, wa've scheduled back-io-buck

KREP and four ATM passes. How doea thla aound to you?

CDR That aounda okay, Hank. How long a time

period doea the back-to-back E REP repreaent?
CC It covers about 4 noun and after that

it's eaaentially pretty much a day off, juat a few thinga

scattered in there like some required housekeeping and showers.

CDR Okay. Good enough.
MCC Okay, Ed. Thia is Bill here and I'm

ready to go on the ATM conference, if you are.

SPT Co ahead, Bill.
MCC Okay, firat for a little bit of aolar

words here. We've noticed that alnoat every flare out of

active region 87 has been associated with aone sort of radio
burst in a 6-centimeter rangion - region. It uoually averages

around 10 solar flux units. Kaa been as high as 30, and I

realise that's right on the edge of detec tabil Uy on top of a

ambient of about 130 or so, ao wanted to pass that on to you

just to keep an eye on that. We expect - -

SPT (Garbla) We'll turn the threshold down to

where it's just about turned to negative 12 points. We'll try

to keep an eye on It that way.
MCC Okay, good. And we expect, and maybe the

right word would be hope, to get another M flare from 87 before
it passes the limb, so we're still hoping on that. Presently
we ser nothing very interesting coming up on the east limb.

You probably have some of the best equipment to monitor that

with. If you do detect anything coming across the eastllmb
on XUV mod or the white light coronagraph, do let us know and
we'll certainly follow up on it for you.

SPT Okay, Bill. Yesterday I did notice that
in the white light coronagraph we had a fairly large and
dense streamer structural over there. However, when you
look at the XUV monitor, all you can see is the one active region
94. I got a picture of it this morning and it doesn't look
like too much. I don't see anything on the limb other than
active region SK on the XI) V monitor. We do see the coronal
hole dark and still one down there at the South. 1 do not see

my real major coronal hole by the disk there, there's one
if you wanna call it a coronal hole, it's a little too wide
for a hole in in the channel (?) but it's still not too large,
and it' Just southeast of active region 87. Ami one very small
one central on the equator maybe oh, .2 to the east. Other than
that it's a pretty uniform disk in XUV mod.
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HCC Okay. We concur with not seeing too ouch
coaing out ef 94, however, on our EUV and long X-rays we
see the coronal hole that you discussed at the north and (?)
south really as being Joined by a narrower corrldoi than
exists north and south but a significant corridor. And,
to us, it looks like one large coronal hole. Perhaps we
Just need to keep an eye on that.

SPT Okay. The picture I get this Homing
doesn t show that aa clearly. I iaaglne you could draw a
line there, but, it surely is not a very well defined
coronal hole (garble) filaaenent channel.

HCC Okay, good. Like to talk just a little
bit about the ATM scheduled toaorrow. Right now you're
scheduled for a total of four passes. You've got an early one
at about 15;00 and one around lunch at 19:30. Jerry's got
one after lunch ar around 21:00. Bill has one late in the
evening at 02:00. We discussed this in the planning conference
yesterday, and we're prepared to give you up to all four of
those passes as total titne of your own, observing tiae, or
we're prepared to schedule thea all. It's really your option.
We would like to encourage you to take a good portion of then at
least, to get used to the XUV monitor and to play around with
the S055 detector peaking and things of this nature.

SPT Okay. HoJd on about 10 aecondsj here, Bill.
CRR Houston. This is CDR. Give all four of

those passes to the SPT.
MCC

,
* don't think it will work, with respect.

I think he's got some other thinge to do on some of those.
CDR Okay, give hin as nany as you can and trynot to schedule him anything else at that tint if you can

avoid it.

MCC Okay, he can always look over your
shou-lde r

.

. ,

SPTv
' ~ - feeling. Yes, on the dav off, it was myfeelirg, going through an EREP, that I'd be able to got a shot atthe ATM. I've not had as many passes as I'd like so far and I

certainly think on a day off I ought to be able to.
Mcc Okay. We'll certainly try to work that.

Yeah, it looks like we can give you three of the four, Ed.
SPT All right.
MCf^ And, how would you like those? Would

you like thorn open?
SPT w hy don't you give us some of the things

which you ' ike done, hut leave it relatively open.
Mrc Okay. We'll do that. Okay, now a conment

on the 54 sequence bookVeeplng, I noticed that you commented
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on that on the downlink yesterday, and w«'vo discussed it now

for several day*. A couple ot thought*, that we've cone up

with that Bight sake the bookkeeping easier, although, of

course, they take a little acre time. One it, ot couref,

I'm eure you figured both cf th«» out. One i« to count the

frames and go down on the decreaent of eight there. The

other 18 to use a pencil and check them off on the Ju»p sheet

itself and then erase it when you're done.
SPT The later one, 1 think, is the one we re

gonna stick to. We still have the timer working for us to

tell us when I've completed a sequence but we don't have

the filter plug back position to tell us which one we're on

,

and it we get busy sometimes, we've lost track of It, but we're

pretty able; {?) we'll get it.

MCC Right, and I renember from training that

was the way it worked. Now, on today, on a JOP 4 for you,

Ed. We've given you an approximate roll and really all we're

doing with that approximate roll is removing 180-degree
ambiguity for S055. Go ahead and peak it up the; way you're

supposed to for 82B,
SPT You're saying find the - Did you say

find the prominence?
MCC Yeah. You* te supposed to select a roll

to give 82B uniform emission. We suggest an approximate

roll because you will be stepping 55's mirror. They want to

step in 2 steps, out 2 steps and then out 4 steps and if you've
got the 180-degree roll, those would be reversed. That's all

we want is to rertove that ambiguity, but go ahtad and roll the

peak 82B.
SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. And over the next several days

active region 87 and, actually startiig today, prominence

37 will be passing the west limb. We have plans for the next

3 or 4 days here that will be emphasizing the Hob passage or

these events and we will - you will notice that we will be

looking at these; being discussed now on management is the

postponement of the 55 CAL rock from mission day 19. Th i
t

'

s

3 days away. When 87 undergoes limb passage to 3 or 4 days after

that.
SPT (Garble)
MCC And one - okay, one last - -

SPT (Garble) Go ahead.
MCC I'm sorry, go ahead. Listen -

SPT One thing we can do very well up here
and thft's pick out prominences with monitor 1. The one we've
brought up, it shows up exceptionally well. Last - yesterday
we were looking at 35, I believe, and it just really stood out
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1 You cut out for « Uttle while,

loo P8
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!I have or th.^i Couid Xou 8tve »e that again? The
MCC

the nu«be r. we have are for a neon 8, a 780.

til la tha < both (garble) 6?

12.
Negative. The second one is for ail i . on

J" 2486
' Okay.

LOS
.

The next one viM^- r"*
W<

' " ab ° Ut 30 8t' conds
about 23 mWes ^ CarnafVon at »'05. and that's in

when III Mare was sch^ule d ' yes^IrL^ AnS ^ Th
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n
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*

14 ho-.rV 2l, tB ,

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tin,*-

VUIes on the Su " with backup Skylab IV Pilot
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Bill lenolr. The crew on the Bernuda pans reported they
were able to see the User '.nltated fro» the NASA Coddard
Space Plight Center. They reported seeing the laser flick
and off about 2 eyelet a ae;

END OF TAPE
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PM
!

" " Coddard Space Flight Center, Theyreported saying the laser flick on and off at about 2 cycles•second. The crew reported it looks good and clear and
* "ew .e.bers have reported seeing it and also beingable to take photographs with the 35-«i 1 1 iae r e r Nikon caaeraUrough the wardroom window. Next acquisition will be CarnarvonIn 22 Binutes 50 seconds. Creenwich nean tlir.e 14 hours
44 minutes. This is Skylab Control.
.

PA0
,
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Skylab, Houston to Carnarvon for 10 ainutesand we're gonna be dumping the voice and data recorder hereCDR Roger, Hank.
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Houston, CDR. Stowage of S183 is completeand there is no sign of any glass in the SA.
complete

cc Roger, we copy.
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«m not be affected by this problem. ithas be n stowed away and will operative again in the nextseveral days. Crew continues to prepare for the EREP pass

seconds. Ue 11 hold the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.
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CC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 9 minutes.
And, SPT, Houston. There was an omission in your 8TC pad
I'd Uko to gat up to you.

SPT Okay, standby Hank. Let me get down
to where it in. Be with you in about 1 minute.

CC At your convenience, air.
SPT Okay, Han(. Go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed, at 17:28:30 it calls for standby

and rifht after that we should have had change the shutter
speed to 140.

SPT Okay, I'll write that in. 140.
CC Thank you.
SPT Thank you.
SFT Hey, Hank, we're giving the 131 data along

with the £TC prep. Howtiver, it is a little off nominal
and Jerry is working the 183, or was at the sane time when I

was prepping the ETC and the procedures were pretty off nominal.
CC Okay, we copy Ed.
SPT That's on Che M151 DAC data.
CC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 »inut« fron
10$ : Goldstons at 44 .

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich asan tima
15 hours 30 alnutes, We've had loss of stsnsl through
Guam. Next acquisition in 14 atnutss 10 seconds will be
the Uoldstone tracking station. At Greenwich as an tine
15 hours 30 ainutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich aean tiae
15 hours 43 ainutes as Skylab specs station concludes its
2903rd revolution of the Earth, crossing the U.S. Border in

the upper regions of Washington State on a descending pass.
The next pass through the states will be the third EREP
pass, tho Z-local vertical pass with the EREP instruaents
aimed directly at the grcund track along gtound track 34.

Next acquisition, Goldstone in 15 seconds.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're through Goldstone.

And, Skylab, Houston; we should have you about 18 ainutes
through this stateside station.

CDR Roger, Hank.
Ct SPT, Houston. Are you going to run this

ATM pass this rev?
SPT That'* affirn, Hank. 1 vas just finishing

the ETC prep that was called in kind of close because 183
was going on at th.> sane tine.

CC Okay, we understand.
CC SPT, Houston; we need to get a NAV

update in soaetine during this stateside pass. And it'll
take a couple of ninutes with us having the DAS. And when-
ever it's con - you've got a tiae span lik« that in the
next 10 ainutes or so, would you give us a call?

SPT Okay, Hank, 1 won't be on the DAS, go
ahead.

CC SPT, Houston. The update is complete;
the DAS is yours.

SPT Thank you, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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coast of Columbia - northern coast of Columbia, South America.
A storm front over Brazil's Amazon Baein, in north central
area of South America, will also be the target of E REP
instruments today. Near the tail end of tht; 23-minute pass,
the instrunents will be aimed along j 420-mile path of
Brazil, looking to gather information on crop and crop areas
between Canpo Grande and Curitiba near the coast of this
world's leading coffee producer. E REP pass ends just at
Brazil's coastline, south of Sao Paulo. Again, like yesterday,
Sci en ce Pilot Gibson will monitor thn maneuvers of the space-
craft into the Z-local veritcal attitude. He does this at
the AiM console on a panel on the right hand side, while
Pilot Pogue prepares the viewffnder tracking telescope and
Commander Carr operates the E REP control and display panel.
After this maneuver is accomplished Science Pilot Gibson
returns to the workshop dome area where he operates the
Earth terrain camera. Today's maneuver is predicted to use
about 165 pound-seconds of propellant, r.s compared to 200
pound-seconds utilized in yesterday's maneuver for EPFP.
The maneuver today, will take 15 minutes for the S - Sky lab
space station, to orient from the solar inertial mode, the
ATM pointed directly at the Sun to an attitude with the
ERF.P instruments primarily directed at the intended ground
track. The similar amount of time, 15 minutes, will be
reouired to return the spacecraft to th» solar inertial
mode. We'll have acquisition through Carnarvon in 15 seconds.
We'll hold the line up for CAP CO MM Hank Hartsfielc.

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for
10 minutes.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDft Roger, Hank. For toiturrow, our day off,

we'd like to see about some private calls, and I'd like you to
consider, if you would, the possibility of twn-pass private
calls - take a couple of passes, coupie of stations close together
and see if we can't extend 5- or 7-mlnute calls to quite a
bit longer. Let us know if that's not feasible.

CC Okay. We'll look at It, Jerry.
CDR Okay. Thank you.
SPT Hank, first r need (garble)
SPT Hank, I have two quick wort'o on ATM op-

erations.
CC Co ahead. Ed.
SPT Okay. One is, on the WLC I was able to see

star or planet, at roughly 26 5 degrees - maki> that 263
degrees solar north, 3.7 solar radii showed up qulto clearly
and had it been the nucleus of a comet, I would've bren able
to pinpoint it fairly well. Secondly, I left the pointing (?)
for the unattended operations, so done on H-alpha 2b on the
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upper left hand quadrant had the filament and remaining
threr quadrents had some prominence activity around the
I assumed where (garble), that's what they're after.

CC we copied.
CC Skylab, Houston. Your maneuver time

looks good.
SPT Roger.

END OF TAPE
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Hank, I got a question on the way inwhich the pad is worded. When the maneuver time is thesane, do you want that reloaded after the maneuver startsor is that strictly the pad format which always will give'you that?
The P a <> format always does that, Ed.SPT Okay .

c ^ And no - no reload is required.
SPT Thank you.
CC CDR

. Houston; and, PLT. I got theweather update for you if you can listen up now.
CDR Roger. We're listening; go.

, .

CC Okay, it appears that there's goingto be soce cloudiness and a grent deal of cirrus in theNorthwest U.S. coming down towards Colorado there, 8 to
10/10; and across Colorado and Kansas there, 4 to 7/10And north that would be predominately cirrus. And -'the re ' 11

! L [ii
le

°J 5
Mcker clrrua hanging out across your pathUP

k
" th

;
t0Uard the P^handle region. Then yo„ should break

.

r K lnto 80me mattered cirrus, and then finally, out intohe clear as you come across tht rest of Texas and outulf. As you cone up on the Yucatan Peninsula across ttnere. you will pick up some more scattered cloudiness. And

.
~- «-*»iu», aim men i in ally, out intothe clear as you come across th, rest of Texas and out acres the

thirl
y°" " P ° n the Yucatan Peninsula across the Gulfthere, you will pi ck up some more scattered cloudiness. Anduntil you roach the coast of South America near the ColunbianPanama there, it's pretty thick cloud - cloudiness. Howeverthere s a big hole right over Central Columbia and near the

'

Bogota area. Then in the Amazon Basin, a great deal of t iLu...there'll probably block your view and you !hou d r bout near Sao Paulo. And th,- last hundred miles th e a fCoast ought to be pretty much clear.
the

PL
T Thank you, Hank; we copy. Soundslike it's clear there in Houston.

cc It was a beautiful morning.

^ R Maybe I can even get Eagle Lake.
,

Skylab, Houston; we're about 20 secondsfrom our keyhold. It'* about a minute long.
8

CC
ou

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 55 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Goldatone
tracking station. Aa the groundtrack of Skylab takes its -
skirts the western coast of United States down the South Paci-
fic, across the tip of South Africa - South America. The crew
is in the midst of their we 1 1- de s e rve d lunch period with Com-mander Carr having spaghetti, lemonade, biscuits, butterscotch
pudding. Science Pilot Ed Gibson having pork and potatoes,
grape drink, biscuits and pears. Pilot Bill Pogue having veal
corn, ambrosia, and grape drink. The mibs used up for the
maneuver into the EREP pass was 35 or a total of 195 pound-seconds.
We 11 know on this pass how much mibs were necessary to turn
the vehicle to solar inertial attitude. On this pass coming downthe coast of South America, Commander Carr has been asked tophotograph an island in Galapogos Island chain, the Equatorlan
Islands, 660 nautical miles west of the coast in the Pacific
Ocean. Recent volcanic activity has been detected in the
Wolf volcano, a 5600-foot tall mountain located at the northerncoast of the J-shaped Island of Isabella in the Galapagos
chain. Commander Carr has been asked to photograph thisisland as the spacecraft passes approximately 180 miles south-west of the islands on groundtrack 35. He will be usinc a35-taillitneter camera with a 300- mi 1 1 i me t e r lens. The
opportunity to take the photograph will come up at Greenwichmean time 19 hours 14 minutes at about 17 minutes from this

51"m k ?/^ eC
^ aCqUi8lCl0n throu «* Coldstone in 35 seconds.We 11 hold the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartafield.

, A T
CC

f , ,„
Skylab

'
"o«8ton. We're through ' Golds toneand Texas for 12-1/2 minutes and as a reminder, we'll be dumpingthe recorder here at Goldstone.

ping

CDR Roger, Hank.
CC

, *
nd

,

CDR
'
Houston - Going back to the boricacid tablets, we did a little research here and found out theydid do some ground test on these and indicate there's no problemwith the tablets dissolving even In chilled water and with

a minimum quantity of urine. And with no fluid motion, the
tablets do tend to maintain shape. But slight motion will breakthem u p and our thlnking l8 thflt the tablct 9hould . ve b

you Saw?
P C ° aami,lin 8- this consistent with what

CDR
,

Okay. I think it probably was, Hank. We'll

; 0; ^,::
e

.

on lt -,*n * tioe we can find *«y chunksthat don t dissolve, we'll let you know.
cc Okay. Thank you, Jer.

We eh*r**A ,

And
,
CDR

'
we '

re not worried about this dumpWe checked the volume of the dump lines are so small compare"

It an JJTVf urlne that w" dUBped
'

There 18 "o PO..UUitvat all of it being stopped up in the lines there so.ewhcra
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CDR Okay. That's good.
SPT Houston , SPT.
CC Go ahead.
SPT Hank, could you try to get the f-stop

and exposure time for the handheld photo H6-4 coming up at
19:24. We're suppose to use IR Nikon 02 with it but - you
don't have any information here that I know of for out the
window .

CC Okay. Want the f-stop and exposure. I'll
try to get that for you.

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 20 seconds

from LOS. We'll be coming up on Vanguard at 22 and for the
SPT, use settings for CX film on your cue card.

SPT Okay, Hank. Thank you. 1 wasn't sure
IR film would respond the same way. Thank you.

CC It's the same ASA - we think, so should
do the same.

SPT Very good.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 11 minutes. We've had loss of Bignal through the
stateside station - Goldstone and Texas. Next acquisition
in 10 minutes 20 seconds will be Vanguard. During this pass,
telemetry on the ground indicates no mibs , no minimum impluse
burns were used to return the spacecraft to solar inertial.
So for this third EREP maneuver, the second using a maneuver,
a total of only 36 mibs, 195 pound-seconds of propellant used
on this maneuver today. Science Pilot Ed Gibson requesting
from the ground, data on which film to use to take handheld
photography number 146. This i9 of the central Argentine
pampas, which will be picked up on this rev at 19:24 Greenwich
mean time as the spacecraft crosses towards the southern
portion of South America. The distribution and type of
forage which supports domestic and wild grating animals is
controlled by topography, soils climate conditions and
range management practices. The purpose of today's photography,
which hopefully will be repeated throughout the mission, is
to aid in the development of a general range management
system by determining the basic growth patterns in grasslands.
The pampas - the fertile prairies fan out about 400 miles in
an arc around Buenos Aires. It contains nest of Argentina's
cultivated land, about 3/4 of its roads and factories, and
about 4/5 of its population. At about this moment, Commander
Carr should be able to photograph the Galapagos Islands out
the wardroom window. This is an effort to photograph the
Wolf Mountain Volcano, 5600-foot tall mountain in the northern
tip of the Island of Isabella in the Galapagos chain. It's
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been reported recently, volcanic activity has been detected in
this volcano, which seta at the northern tip of the island.
At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 13 minutes, next acquisition
Vanguard, in 8 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control; Greenwich mean time
19 hours 20 minutes. Acquisition coming through the
Vanguard tracking station in 45 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
1 1 minutes

.

CDR Roge r , Hank

.

CC And, CDR, Houston. Just as a reminder,
you're scheduled for an NuZ update here in the next 20 minutes
o r s o .

CDR Okay. Thank you, Hank.
CDR We got a look at HH site number 59. It's

pretty well cloud covered but the caldera was sticking up
through the clouds, and you can see it pretty clearly.
Got a couple of Hasselblad pictures.

CC Roge r ; we copy.
CC SPT, Houston. A9 a reminder, the

1R film requires a rattan filter, if you haven't got it already.
SPT Yes, we get it

.

CC Ci>R, Houston; NuZ-update looks good.
CDR Roger. I didn't even have to move the

gimbal angles. I Just put it on and there it was.
CC And, Skyl.ib, Houston; like to give

you congrats on another beautiful EREP pass. It looked
like another sterling job down here.

CDR Thank ycu.
CDR The green team is getting a little

less green .

CC Skylab, Houston; we dropped out there.
You went right over the antenna. They had to reacquire.

CDR Say again , Hank

.

CC Roger. We dropped out of comm there
for a minute. You went right over the antenna and they had
to reacqui re

.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're about I minute
from LOS. We're scheduled for Tananarive at 49. In thr
event we miss contact there, Hawaii will be coming up
at 20:32. And you might be interested to know we fired
39 raibs during the EREP run, which 19 right in the ballpark
of our p re Miction.

SPT Okay; very good, Hank. The only thing
that concerned me a little during that was our maneuver rate
in Y was i. little bit slow and I thought we might not get
on track iiarly enough. How'd it look down there?

CC Okay, it pretty much matched what we
had figured it would do beforehand. In fact, in many cases
there we tracked right along the prediction and it - it's
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.

pretty obvious to us now that the 2 minutes settling time

that we - we've put in there we're really going to need
ev«ry time,

SPT Oh, okay. The numbers which came up

from E and Y, though, were about .005 larger than what
it actually did. And we did have a (garble) attitude
error at the time we - that we did time out, arijund the orde
of a couple of degrees.

CC Okay, that's what our settling time
is S2t up to take out, but there's always a little bit of
error there.

CDR Ch , all right. If - when you get me the
numbers, if you could give me your actual predicted numbers,
that would be useful for helping me monitor it. Otherwise,
looked real good.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
19 hours 34 minutes. Loss of signal through Vanguard. The
next acquisition in 13 ainutes 45 seconds will be Tananarive
tracking station. In the event, CAP COMM advised the crew,
in the event that no contact Is made over Tananarive, which
has had its problems during the last several days with
antenna lock, next acquisition would be Hawaii in 57 minutes
During the pass Science Pilot Gibson reporting on the
attempt to take photographs of the volcano, the Wolf Volcano
on the Island of Isabel in -the Galapagos chain. He reported
the area was cloud covered but he did get pictures of the
calderas, this is the top of the volcano. He said this was
visible through clouds. In previous missions Skylab crews
have taken photographs of the Fernandino Volcano on an
island adjoining the Island of Isabella. Conversation
concerning the accuracy of the maneuver, CA 1 ' COMM Hank
Hartsfield reporting to the crew 39 mlbs weie fired In putil
the Skylab space station ii the proper attitude for the
E REP pass. And no nibs were needed to return the vehicle
to the proper solar inertial attitude which is maintained
throughout the majority of the m sion with the ATM and
solar panel pointed directly at inc.- center of the Sun. Next
acquisition will be Tananarive in 12 minutes 10 seconds.
At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 36 minutes, this is Skylab
Con t r o 1

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
19 hours 48 minutes. We should have acquisition here at

Tananarive in approximately 30 tain - 30 seconds. Pilot Bill
Pogue should be completing the M0130 - the M131 run, human
vestibular function test. Functional objective 2 of this
experiment is the local spat ia 1 izat ion . This does not involve
rotating the chair. We'll hold the line open for CAP COMM
Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Tananarive for
6 minutes

.

SFT Roger; Hank.
CC And, Skylab, Houston. You might be

interested, at half time it's Navy 37, Army Zip.
SPT Thank you, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute

from LOS .

CC Skylab. Houston. We're about to go LOS.
Hawaii's coming up at 32.

SPT Talk to you over Hawaii, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 56 minutes. With loss of signal through the Tananarive
tracking station. Next acquisition in 35 minutes 35 seconds
will be Hawaii. Commander Jerry Carr should be about ready
to start the performance for the fourth tine on the lower
body negative pressure device experiment and the electrocardio-
gram experiment, M092, M093, respectively. Also leg measurements
and blood pressure - blood pressures will be made as well as

spatial photographs, as part of the detail of medical experiments
on schedule for today, i Next acquisition will be In 35 minutes
from now through the Hawaii tracking station. We have a three
minute Pioneer report from the Ames Research Center. We'll
run that tape now

.

MCC - - all the experiments are working well
and returning very valuable data. We've had very exciting
evening and morning. There was a press conference this morning
where much of this was discussed and as they related that

appeared, that after we got into the sphere of influence of the

planet Tuesday. We've been in it for awhile and then all of

a sudden it appears as if the solar wind pushed in on the

planets. The magnetic field went in close to the planet and
putting the spacecraft back Into basically, the interplanetary
field behind the (garble). And, we were reading much lower
reading and this went on for approximately 11 hours, and then
this morning, again, the solar wind quit pushing on the

(garble) and back in the magne tosphe rt> we went. Our
readings went up and now we're - our readings are continuing
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to increase. The electrons are going up, but we still don't
see this high proton activi;y. Of course, as everybody has
been discussing, the proton activity is what we're concerned
with but, if it does reach very high level, it has been
called the hard radiation belt, the spacecraft could be
damaged. But, we t>till have not seen enough of this activity
to do any predicting. Everything is still quite nominal.You talk to the spacecraft people in each subsystem area andof course, their seeing the same spacecraft, it's repeating
the same data that it has for 640 days. And, now, with only
2 days to go before we get to our closest approach to Jupiterwe re anxiously waiting for the new changes. All the previoutheories of what might be in here, being changed moment bymoment as people scurry around the hall ways up in the
(garble) center. It appears, just a few moments ago, as ifwe might haye even - the magna t os phe re again has a collapseand (garble) even went b ick out into the area between the(garble) and the aa gne t os phe r e . Went in towards the planetand leaves the spacecraft out in this region and then as thesolar wind quits pushing as hard, then we're back into themagnetosphere of the plant. This would indicate that theouter extreme of the magnetosphere is much weaker than
previously theorized, but, here again, we can't tell untilwe get further in. It's quite interesting that we were
able to look at data from our other spacecraft that istraveling towards Jupiter, Pioneer 11, thit's a year away
from encounter with Jupiter, and we're able to adjust for
the difference in that distance and see that the solar windactivity did Increase on Pioneer 11. And this delay giventhe speed for the solar wind and sure enough, when it cameonto the planet it looks like this is what the increase inactivity was. It pushed the magnetosphere in closer to the
planet exposing the spacecraft again to the interplanetary
field in what we call the magnetosheat f , which i« basically
the area between the (garble) and the sphere of influence
or the magnetosphere of the planet. So we're looking at this*again, minute by minute, and we're hopefully will have more
Information a little bit later on just exactly what we're
seeing, and what the theory might be. How this all fit*
together into a model of the other planet and the solar
system that has a magnetic field. The - we took images
through the night, they also were verv interesting if you'relooking at (garble), you can see they're quite large, much
larger than we've seen over the last few days. The planet
gets closer and closer. The definition is terrific and you
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can see the detail between the bands and in the evening -
laot evening we could see the red spot. We even saw some
what we think is detail within the red spot. We're checking
the raw data to make sure that we weren't looking at artifacts
that might be caused by our software/hardware interface.
So, here again, everything is working terrific, und we're
really looking forward to every moment that passes. This
is Pioneer Control report at this time the next report will
be in approxinately 1 hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 20 hours 31 minutes
and 39 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
now north of the Hawaiian Islands is about to come within
range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. This acquisition
of signal should be for a period of 5-1/2 minutes. We have
the line live for air-to-ground through Hawaii now.

cc Skylab, Houston; through Hawaii for
5-1/z minutes.

cc SPT, Houston. Are you free to talk
wi th us a minute ?

PL T Always free to talk.
SPT Go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay, we got a message onboard now in

regard to the canister caging and uncaging. And essentially
what it tells you to do is to - if the canister fails to
uncage, is to select solar inertial and open the fine Sun
sensor door and try it again. Go back to experiment 1.
If it still fails to uncage, go back to solar inertial and
DAS up the primary EPA - (garble) up-down channel. And try again.
And after that, if it still doesn't uncage, talk to us.
Now this procedure is coming up, but I want you to take a look
at it if you don't mind, and if you got any comments, let
us know. However, we would like for everyone of you - for
your ATM passes, as soon as the canister uncages to verifv
it with the MPC. y

SPT Okay, Hank. We'll go ahead and do that.
You wan', us to write in something on the cue cards?

Cc We've got a cue card change in work,
now to add that to your Sun side prep. That'll verify the
canister uncage.

SPT Okay, Hank. We'll remember til we get
the cue card change and then incorporate that. Let me take
a look «t what we're - have in the teleprinter and I'll set
back with you. Thank you.

CC Okay, and I think you have the next pass,
Ed, and we would like you to do this procedure or verify the
uncage at - at the next. pass.

SPT Will do. Hank.
Cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minutf from

LOS. Vanguard is the next site on the hour and we're scheduled
to dump the recorder there

,

Sp
y Okay, Hank, I looked it over and I see

that we re selecting a EPA prime and up-down but not left-
right. What kind of mode will that leave us in * i terms of theswitch on the panel?
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CC The switch stays In secondary, Ed.
SPT Okay, so we'll be using both EPAs then -

one for up-down and one for left-right?
CC That's par- and we're about to go LOS,

we can talk, about it a little more at Vanguard.
PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 38 minutes

and 49 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii
Our next acquisition i3 21 minutes away at Vanguard. This
is Skylab Control at 39 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 59 minutes and
18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
42 seconds froir acquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking
ship. Pass through Vanguard is expected to last about
10 minutes. During this pass, spacecraft communicator will
be Hank Hartsfield. At the present time Phil Shaffer is the
Flight Director. We have the line live for air-to-ground
through Vanguard for about 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Vanguard for
10 minutes.

SPT Hello, Hank.
SPT Hey, Hank. In looking over that schedule

for tomorrow. I'd like to take that ATM pass, which is from
around just before post sleep, or the early one at the
beginning of post sleep.

CC (Garble) one is now scheduled for the PLT.
You want to take that one?

SPT R 0 g ,

CC How does Bill feel about that?
SPT We had a wrestle and I won. I traded him

a can of butter cookies.
CC Okay, I guess that'll be all right.
SPT Hank, I did have a question on the procedure

you cane up with. That is why we are operating in control mode
one accident prime and one in secondary?

CC Okay the - the logic behind that Ed, is
that we want to minimize the number relays we change in getting
oursalves out of trounble if the canister doesn't uncage.

SPT Okay, thank you Hank.
CC Skylab Houston, we're one minute from LOS.

Tananarive at 24, if no success Hawaii at 22:07.
SPT So long Hank.
PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours, 10 minutes,

and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
passed out of range of Vanguard. We're 13-1/2 minutes from
acquisition of signal at Tananrive. During this last pass,
Science Pilot Ed Gibson requested that he be give>n the ATM
operations for the final evening pass tomorrow. That's, formally
called the crew day off, although a look at the schedule doesn't
make it look much like a crew day off. At present time the
activity was scheduled for Pilot Bill Pogue. However, as it's
now scheduled there'll be 4 ATM runs tomorrow a total cf about
3 hours and 20 minutes at a manned operation. And alJ of those
will be performed by the Scier.ce Pilot. The activities will
begin in the morning at about 15:44, that's about 9:44 centeral
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standard time, and they continue during the day. In addition
to that there are also 2 earth resources pass presently
scheduled. Back to back earth resources passes, both of themrelatively short in duration. An 11 minute pass that begins
at 16:43, thats 10:43 a.m. centeral standard time. And asecond pass which will be the fifth earth resources pass of
the mission is scheduled for 18:16 or 12:16 central standard
time, that's a 13 minute pass. So that - again 2 earth
resources passes scheduled for tomorrow. Operations on theearth terrain camera for both of those short passes, and thatwill make a very crew - very busy crew day off. ATM activities
for Ed Gibson, 4 passes on the ATM and 2 earth resources passesscheduled for tomorrow, in addition of course to continuingoperations on brightness photography of the comet Kohoutek
that s S233 scheduled twice again tomorrow as it has been nowfor several days. And - a short period of off duty time forthe crew - couple of the crew members. Commander has thelongest off duty time, a block of tine is about 2-1/2 hours
in the afternoon will be free for him. A shorter period ofoff duty tiue for Science Pilot, Ed Gibsor , and a couple ofhours of time off scattered throughout the day for the PilotBill Pogue. Looks like a very busy day tomorrow for the crewIt has been a busy day so far today with a very successfulpass to study earth resources. That pass Included observation oa number of sites in the Houston area test site. And that'sthe first very successfull pass over the Houston area, in whichwe acquired virtually all of the data required in that alongthat site along today's groundtrack. So that's good news forsome scientists here in the Houston area who have projectsthat involve the Houston area test site, 18 county area
around Houston whicn includes atmospheric studies and landuse and regional planning among other things. We're 10 minutesand *0 seconds from acquisition at Tananarive. This isSky 1 ab Con t rol

.

END OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 23 ninutes
and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now approaching the range of the Tanana - Tananarive tracking
antenna. Our acquisition should be about 7-1/2 minutes at
Tananarive. We'll bring the line up live for air-i o-ground
through Tananarive at this time.

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive 5-1/2
ninutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
Hawaii at 07 .

p LT Hello, Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 34 minutes

and 20 seconds Greenwich mean tice. Tananarive reports
that the space station is now out of range of signal there
Our next acquisition 32 minutes and 55 seconds from now
will be at Hawaii. Very little conversation on this last
pass with communications interrupted occasionally. Spacecraft
Communicator, Hank Hartsfield, is now in the process of
handl - handing over to Bruce McCandless , who is coming on
duty. Off-going Flight Director, Phil Shaffer, sav S he'll
be available in about 4:30 for a change-o f -shi f t briefing
in Building 1 briefing room. Again that's change - change-
of-shift briefing available - Phil Shaffer in the Building
1 briefing room at 4:30. That's about an hour from now
Again, Phil Shaffer is the off-going flight director and
on coming is Neil Hutchinson. This is Skylab Control at
35 minutes and 9 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 44 minutes
and 21 seconds Greenwich mean tine. The Vanguard pass is
already begun. It began about 5 minutes, and we've made
a recording of the introduction to that pass. We'll play
that back and play catch-up during the remainder of the
Vanguard p ass

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 8-1/2 minutes. And for the ATM operators, we
have a subnormal flare reported active region 87, 92 complex.
It peaked at 22:30 Zulu, and no X-rays reported yet. Over.

PLT Roger, Bruce.
PAO This is Skylab Control. We're live now

for the last 3 minutes of the pass.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact is through Hawaii in 1 hour and
1 minute at 23:48. Out. By the way, the final score In the
Army-Navy football game was Navy 51 , Army nothing.

PLT Can* twin them all

.

CDR Hook them, Horns.
CC And the Auburn and Alabama game starts

in about 10 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 49 minutes

and 15 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is passed out of range of the Vanguard tracking antenna.
And our next acquisition is Just about an hour away at Hawaii.
Very little conversation at this pass. Spacecraft Coomu.i lea to r
is now Bruce McCandless, who indicated a subnormal flare has
been observed in active region 87, at 22:30, that's about 20 mi
utes ago. No X-ray data has been received by satellites.
Skylab Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, should have been at the ATM
console during that period, and it's likely that he has some
observations of his own underway there. Meanwhile the other
two crew members are - should have been completing their physic
training period and they'll be moving on to a run of the Ml )1
shortly to begin on the Science Pilot. That's the human
vestibular function experiment, and that will be the last rcedic
run today for the crew before eating their evening meals. This
is Skylab Control. It is now 50 minutes and 17 seconds after
the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. We've had acquis
tion at Hawaii at 23:46:38 Greenwich mean time.

CC Okay, it looks like we have Hawaii pretty
solidly now for about 4 minutes. Do you have anything for us

CDR Not a thing Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute, till

LOS. Next station contact in 26 minutes through the Vanguard
at 22 :50 - at 23 : 38 . Out

.

CC 00 : 16 . Out .

PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 53 minutes,
and 24 seconds Greenwich mean time. During the very beijinnin
of that pass, Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCandless came
up early because of an antenna problem at Hawaii. We clipped
a few seconds off the beginning and we'll play that back for
you at this t ioe .

CC Skylab this is Houston through Hawaii
for approximately 3 minutes. We're having trouble with the
power amplifier code system at Hawaii. Next station contact
will be through the Vanguard in 31 minutes at 22:39 with a

data voice tape recorder dump. Over.
CDR Roger, Bruce.
PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 54 minutes,

and 6 seconds Greenwich mean time. That's the piece of tape
that was clipped at the very beginning of the pass, and we've
played that back. As Bruce McCandless indicated there was
a problem with the antenna cooling system at Hawaii. That
is to say the ground antenna rather than the spacecraft one.
And that however did not present any problems, we had good
communications through Hawaii. We're about 22 minutes from
our next Acquisition of signal. Tomorrow is officially
called the crew day off, but it's a busy day for the crew
members. It includes more than 3 hours of solar observation
by Science Pilot Ed Gibson, who is a solar physicist himself,
and the author of the Quiet Sun. It also includes back to
back earth resources passes. Those passes will be the fourth
and fifth of the mission. First one is a long track 48,
it begins over the Rocky Mountains, northveit of Denver at
10:43 a.m. central standard time, and it runs to Barranqlull
Colombia on the coast of the Caribbean Sea, and end? at
10:54, 11 minutes later. A second earth resources pass
along track 49 begins several hundred miles west o;
San Francisco over the Pacific Ocean at 12:16 p.m. central
standard time. Runs along the California coast including
much of the length of Baja California, end ends in the Pacifi
Ocean south of Mexico City. That pass is scheduled to last
13 minutes, it runs from 12:16 to 12:29 p.m. central standard
time. That is primarily a water pass over the Pacific Coast
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area. We'll give you additional details on that as soon as
they become available. They are now being prepared in the back
room, arid they indicate approximately 15 sites on the first pass,
although it is a very short one 11 minutes it's a relatively
valuable one. It does have more sites than the first site - than
the first track performed by this crew during a solar inertial
pass. We're now 20-1/2 minutes from our next aquisition of
signal. It's 56 minutes and 12 seconds after the hour and
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at zero hours, 15 minutes
and 55 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab Space station
is now approaching acquisition of signal at Vanguard, this
pass should last approximately 10 minutes. We have the
line live now for air-to-ground and Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 10 minutes, over. ;

PLT Hello, Houston.
CC Roger, would you believe Oklahoma 45 -

Oklahoma State 18, over.
CDR Sooners are tough.

CC Would you believe we've got some things
for you to do with the ATM C&D coolant loop?

CDR I believe that, too.
S PT Go ahead , Bruce.
CC Okay, Ed as you may be aware off and on

for the past couple of weeks we've been noticing what you
could call a cough on the ATM C&D coolant loop ac about
once a day we've been getting a drop in the flow rate through
the loop. The delta-P sensors across the pumps were disconnected
prelaunch as the data from them was so noisy that we couldn't
get any useful information out of it, so that the flow rate
e really the only real significant perimeter we have for
interpreting the loop performance at the present time. Our
belief is that this cough and drop in flow rate which then
comes back up fairly rapidly is due to the pump B relief
valve, momentarily opening in connection with a generally
higher loop resistance. To check this out we're asking you
to turn pump B off and pump C on and see how pump C functions
in the system. There are a couple of things that this does
for us, first off in ground testing, the pump C relief valve
had a higher cracking pressure than did the pump B valve,
pump C itself developed a lower flow rate and therefore
presumed lower delta-P across it so that the combination of
these two, we think will eliminate the - I don't want to call
it a malfunction. Let's say eliminate theidiosyncrasy. You
may recall that this loop is not required for C&D operations,
it's only required to keep the (garble) temperature down and
to allow ue to operate the EREP tape recorders nominally and
if at any time we decide to come back to pump B we can go
ahead and do that so unless you've got some questions on it,
on panel 203 we'd like to get ATM coolant pumps B switched
to off and C to on, over.

S PT You 1 ve got i t

.

CC Thank yo" .

CC Skylab, this is Houston a minute and
a half to LOS, next station contact in 5 minutes through
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Ascension Island at 00:30 with a data voice tape recorder
dump , out.

FAO Skylab Control at zero hours, 27 minutes
and 42 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has passed out of range of the tracking antenna on the
Vanguard ship. Our next acquisition is about 2 minutes and
40 seconds away at Ascension where we'll have a 9-1/2 minute
pass , During this last pass there was some discussion with
the crew on the ATM control and display panel coolant loop.
That coolant loop which serves primarily to keep the ATM
instruments cool enough to touch the surface of the panel
cool enough to touch - has shown some changes In flow rate
since yesterday with pump B Indicating an idiosyncrasy
apparently no reason for the sharp shifts in flow rate but
they do want to make a check on the pump C relief valve to
see if that doesn't perform a little bit better, they have
now converted to pump C on the ATM control and display
coolant loop and they'll expect that that may work a little
bit better and they'll watch that for a while. It does appear
to be flowing very well at this time. They don't consider
that to be a malfunction but merely a little abnormality
perhaps in the performance in the pump. Skylab crew has the
day off tomorrow and tomorrow has been planned as a busy day
on both solar experiments and Earth resources experiments with
2 back - 2 Earth resources passes to be made back to back.
The first pass on track 48 begins to the northwest of
Denver, Colorado in the mountains and concludes just off the
coast of Colombia in South America. We're about a minute
from acquisition of -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab crew has(comm dropout)been made
back to back, first pass on track 48 begins to the northwest
of Denver, Colorado in the mountains and concludes just off
the coast of Colombia in South America. We're about a minute
from acquisition of signal at Ascension. We'll bring the line
up live now for air-to-ground through that station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for 9 and 1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorder dump,
out .

SPT Hello Bruce the configuration of S055
is at mechanical reference 102 which is the desired
location of the grating but it will read 102 mechanical
the switching (garble) optical.

CC Okay, we copy that Ed, thank you.
CC And for your information the coolant

loop is looking good running on pump Charlie, out.
SPT Hey, very good thank you Bruce.
CC Any old t ime

.

SPT Have you come up with a way of fixing
S054?

CC Not yet, Ed. Evolution where we left
filter 3 selected for 6-1/2 or so hours didn't produce any
noticeable results so we're still considering the options
that may be available to us.

SPT Okay.
CC And I (;ues a the front-running candidate now

that's being kicked around Is some sort of a manipulation by EVA.
SPT We'll do what we can.
CC Better get out your blueprints and start

studying.
SPT What kind of manipulation period, mostly

mechan ica 1

?

CC Yes.
SPT What arc they going to put it In reset

and give it a little mechanical vibration?
CC We haven't really worked the procedure

to that level yet, I guess there are a couple of different
options that are being kicked around here and - until we
settle out on one, why, probably Isn't too much point
in listing them.

SPT Okv. Whenever you come up with a

couple of first - the front runners, though I wouldn't mind
hearing what they are.

CC We'll keep you posted.
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SPT Thank you

.

CC And there Is a contingent leaving for the

Marshall Spacs Center here In Huntsville, Monday morning
bright and early and we ought to - we ought to have things

well sorted out prior to your next EVA and the procedures
up to you

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. A minute and

a half to LOS, next station contact in 38 minutes through
Guam at 01:16, out

.

PAO Skylab Control at zero hours, 41 minutes

and 9 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station
now crossing the coast of Africa is out of range of the

Ascension tracking antenna, our next acquisition 35> minutes
away is at Guam. This is Skylab Control at 4.1 minutes,

20 seconds after the hour

,

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control at 1 hour, 15 minutes ,

and 37 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

within range of Guam. We'll bring the line up live for air-

to-ground through Guam at this time.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for

7 minutes . Over

.

CDR Hello, Bruce.

CC Okay, next station contact which is

Vanguard will be evening status report, and a data voice

tape recorder dump. And I've got a little bit of information

for you here if you're listening. Over.

CDR Go ahead, Bruce.

CC Okay, beginning on day 337 our mission

day 18 which is really day after tomorrow, the NASA S-band

site at Santiago, Chile has been granted permission to track

the CSM on a noninterference basis for a period about 10 days,

as you come over. The reason for this is that we're launching

an Earth - atmospheric explorer C satellite, and they've been

having difficulty getting the tracking system to function.

And you're the only S-band payload in orbit at the present time

so what they are going to be doing is locking on and tracking

you in range. And we don't expect any audible Indication

or any modulation to be coming up on it. However, it's possibl

if you do normally hear little noises or static of some sort

at AOS and LOS with the rest of the S-band stations you may

hear similar noises when they unlock to hand over to Vanguard.

They won't be infringing on the Vanguard passe*, but they'll

take care of it during the minute or two beforehand. Over.

PLx Very good Bruce. I'm glad we're up

here and help them out.
cc Great, and I guess for my own information,

can you tell when you're being locked onto by a ground station?

PI,t Yeah, we sure can Bruce. You pick up

a little static as soon as you lock on, and - and that s -

that's why we can tell when you're up. And aUo LOS is static

when you start to fade out, and then it all of a sudden drops

off to silence when you'rr gone.

C r Yeah, thAt'a sort of what v.* thought,

and I guess the jest of this is th*t for the next week or

*o coming up on Vanguard you'll probably get a - I rucss I

could call it a false lock when Santiago hits you, and we

wouldn't want you to think we had eor.e sort of

problems when you couldn't raise anybody on vol

Pl,T Oh, okay Bruce. Glad we ca

CC Roger out .

CC Skylab this Is Houston, 1 n
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Next station con'.flci in 31 minutes, th rough the Van guard
by for the evening status

And Alabama 14, Aurburn nothing at

LOS .

at 01:74. And we'll be standi
report at AOS at the Vanguard,
the half.

Roger, thanks Bruce.
A late update -35 to nothing in the fourth

CDR
CC

quarter.
PLT Roger, Bruce.
PAO Sky lab Control at 1 hour and 2 4 minutes

and 20 seconds Greenwich m<;an time. Skylab space station
now out of range of the tracking antenna at Guam. Our next
acquisition Is half an hour away at Vanguard. During this
last pass we had some discussion of the plan for some tracking
of the S-band by Santiago station in Chile. That tracking plan
will begun - will be begun on mission day 18, that's 2 days
from today, day after tomorrow. That's preparation lor explorer
C atmospheric satellite launched. Their having some difficulties
with the tracking facility at Santiago, and they'll be practicing
with Skylab beginning 2 days from today. Tracking will be
limited to merely locking on the space station as it passes
over and then they'll release lock Just before Vanguard has
acquired. So that's - taking advantage of the fact that we

have a payload in orbit as Bruce McCandless indicated to

practice for some of our atmospheric activities with satellite
Explorer B - Explorer C. During the pass at Vanguard about
6;20 p.m. this evening central standard time Science Pilot
Ed Gibson switched from pump B to pump C for the ATM control
and display panel cooling loop. And occasional fluctuation
in pressure in the lines occurred yesterday on the ATM cooling
loop and flight controllers believe this may be associated
with the operation of the B pumps relief valve, there are
no sensors to indicate the operation of the relief valve
itself so as a tost the pumps have been changed. Pump < ' '-

relief valve is believed to be less likely to be a r t I vat e <l

under normal conditions than Is the pump
ATM
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relief valve on B is the likely cause of that sudden drop
in pressure. The drop in pressure only lasted about 10 seconds
yesterday and they Just started trying to detect exactly what
might have caused that. They do not believa - again repeat
that pump B is in any way faulty and they expect they may go
back to that should the need arise. Pump A however was determin
to be, not performing to the optimum level and that
was shut down. So this is a testing performed that was -

shift was made by Ed Gibson to pump C and it seems to be
performing perfectly so far with no fluctuation in pressure
detected yet. Quiet evening aboard the Skylab space station
tomorrow is scheduled for the crew day off, and all 3 crew
members have time set aside so they may take showers. in
addition of course there is time for physical training. The
ATM will be operated tomorrow by Science Pilot Ed Gibsot., and
2 Earth resources passes are scheduled back to back for
tomorrow morning on tracks 48 and 49. This is Skylab Control
26 minutes from our next acquisition of signal. It's now
27 minutes and 47 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 53 minutes and
4 seconds Greenwich mean time. Sky.lab space station now
coming within range of the tracking antenna at - aboard the
Vanguard tracking ship. We'll bring the line up live for air-
to-ground through Vanguard. The pass is expected to last be-
tween 10 and 11 minutes.

CC Skylab,
Vanguard for 8-1/2 minutes.
Status Report. Over.

this is Houston through the
Standing by for the Evening

CDR
fine, how ' s yours,

CC
team strikes for a

from Vernons.
CDR
CC

(garble), November.
CDR

Stand by, Bruce. Our evening status is

Bruce ?

Saturday night Mission Control silver
new record with 33 special pizzas ordered

From Brennans?
Victor, Echo, Romeo, November,

Okay, hi1 re comes the Evening Status Report.
Ok ay , let her rip
CDR*. 7.0; 5 heavy. 2 light; SPT, 8.5,
PLT, 7 and n half, 6 and one half, heavy,
CDR , 1900; SPT, 2 100; PLT , 85 - 1 850, PLT.

Drinking Gun - Drinking Water Gun reading: CDR,
1 705; PLT, 7868. Body Mass: CDR, 6.295, SPT

,

6.39 8, 6.39 7, Pl.T, 6.29 - concctiin 6.240, 6.236,
Exercise: CDR, method Alfa, leg, 35 minutes, 4400-watt

1 light,
Volume

:

CC
CDR

7.5 heavy
one light
1850. C

6929; SPT
6. 399
6.237
minutes, method Crave. Alfa, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10 minuter,
20 each. Method Charlie, Charlie Delta, Foxtrot, 04 rcinutes,
10 repetitions each, Method Foxtrot, walk. 9 minutes, run
1 minute. SPT, Method Alfa, leg, 35 minutes, 7337-watt
minutes. Method Bravo, Foxtrot, 10 minutes, 40 repetitions.
Method Foxtrot, run 5 minutes, method Foxtrot springs 5 min-
utes, for 100 repltitions. Method Foxtrot toe rises, 5 min-
utes, 200 repetitions. PLT, Method Alfa, legs, 32 minutes.
5000-watt minute*. Method Bravo, Alfa, Beta, Delta, Echo,
50 repetitions* each. Charlie, Method Charlie, Bravo, Charlie,
Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf, 7 minutes, (garble) repetitions
each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 12 rtinuies, method fnxltot toe
rises, 1 minute, 1 (HI repetitions. Medications: none. Gar-
ments: the i'n 1 y one, Pl.T discarded one pair of trousers. Stand
by for the food ivy, . Okay, CDR, salt, zero, deviations zero,
water deviations plus ? . 5 . SP1 , salt 4.0, deviation, zero,
water, zero. PLT, salt, zero, deviations, plus 1 (garble),
water deviation, zero.

CC Okay, we're with you so far.
CDR Okay, the photo log. 1 6-mi 1 1 i me t e r , ATC

prep, H151. Supplier, Charlia India, 71, 93, Charlie India,
82. 1 40 loot DAG for ERFP, Charlie Lima, 09, 89, N A . Nikor.
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status, 01, Charlie, X-ray, 2044, 02, India, Romeo, 08, 00,Charlie India, 11 - correction Charlie India, 11022
v

1S em
VJ'

05 Bravo
»
"otel, 0352. 70-m i 1 1

i

ne t er , CharlieX-ray */009. ETC, Charlie Tango, 10058. EREP , 95591746
9278 8651 0422, 9 32 7. Set K?lo: Dora, Al f a ,

'

con f igu^ at ion .Alfa 1, 07, Charlie India 72. 100 CI85, Alfa 2 05 Charlie

mis
9

S
6,

i,

ch
;

r

iJ
e

?^
dia 122

-
Alfa 3

'

° 6
'

ch-
"

12518. Charlie India 124. Alfa 4, 03 Charlie India 7193Charlie India 82. Back, 02, no supply Charlie India 56.'

^
c We got all that, Jerry.

CU
l ,

Okay, sh - Let's see, Flight Plan devia-tions Too3-r. not done today, „ e • 1 1 try to doV. tomorrowpopping list accomplishments, N/A, inoperable equipment, Justwan to check and make sure that the ground is showing DAC 0

8

ln »>^.ibl,. And no unscheduled stowage. Knd ,f report.
, , ,

Ro « er '
wc are fhowlrg 08 is inoperablecopied all that. If yuu'vt got a pencil and i^oer

And" con cu ail that. If yuu '

vt got a pencU an0

t'Z '

WC y° U the times for y° ur Private phone callsooorrow and it's TCU 19, SMU, 21, Alabana 35. Auburn, nothingat the end. Both final scores.

.

CI
?5 Okay, thank you. How did USC do thisweekend ?

END OK TAPE
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CC
CDR

weekend?

--both final scores.
Okay, thank you. How did USC do this

that one we hav
CDR

Ascensi on 23:48.

We'll get the score for you later on
got it yet.
Okay. I'm ready to copy.
Okay, PLT phone call, Vanguard at 23:33
SPT- Vanguard 01:10, Ascension 01:23.

- Vanguard 02:48, Canary 03:08, Madrid 03:12 over

spt S°
R

a n, ,n
° kay

'
PLT " Van * uard 23:33, Ascension 23:SPT Vanguard 01:10, Ascension 01:23; CDR - VanEuard 02-iACanary 03:08, Madrid 03:12.

vanguard 02. ^3,

,?
C

A ,

Roger and we'll give you the antennadetails and the LOS times in the middle and stuff 1 kc thattome r row ,

" rt L

" R 0ka^ that's great Bruce, thank you.
Okay, one evening question for vm.Are you stilt utilising the wet towel to increase humiditylevel if so what are the locations and numbers

utilized in each location, over.
CUR Wt' never did use the wet towels, g„tused to the dryness and the temperature went down and it wasno where near as uncomfortable so we just haven'

t owe 1

s

out.
CC

And we got
interested

CDR
•are in the head
that there

CC

any

the normal
CDR

stringing
CDR

Okay we'll put y.^u down for zero, zero
couple of pages of quick news here if you're

Okay, stand by Bruce, the only wet ones
o I guess - Ed said he had passed the word

some wet ones in the head.
Yeah , vc ] 1 that's Ju

«>f t he towe Is, isn't it?
Yeah that's what I w

c i den t a 1

I e a n y o

CC
and you c a n

I'm ready f <

CDR

rev ie

ones i, v v

That 's

Okay . / day f.»

u 1 d think.
"»l Intentionally

• '» th<> ) c i,', ir i hi ,•

your r onvi'ii i tin e this evening ,ul ,!

you ' vi' got no t h i n g else,
o right ;ihead .

Israel's first premier,
at the age of 87 after suffering

oured into Israel from
Go Ida Meir called a Special

.

of t,l « cabinet Saturday night. Ben-Gurionwhose name means "Son of a Lion Cub," cane to Palestine
"1 ted in 19 70 from public life

Okav
,

died toDavid Ben-Curio
a stroke November 18. Condole
around the world, and Premie
"raourning session"

from Poland in 1906.
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and had lived in a cottage on a kibbutz in the Negev Desert.
He will be buried nearby. The commanding officer of the
nuclear attack submarine USS Plunger yesterday was swept
overboard and lost in heavy seas near the Golden Gate Bridge.
Commander Alvin L. Wilderman, 36, had been skipper of the
Plunger for two years and the vessel had departed
Mare Island Naval Shipyard at Vallejo for a shakedown cruise.
Pioneer 10, your fellow space traveler, has sent back pictures
of the planet Jupiter which surpass in quality any ever
made from Earth. The quality of these photos held great
promise for future pictures as Pioneer makes the closest -

makes its closest .ippruarh to Jupiter at 81,000 miles
Monday evening. The new Creek regime has announced that ll
docs not plan to prose cite deposed President George Pap ado pool
The 54-ye.ir-old former colonel, who was overthrown last
Junday is no longer under house arrest a:id is free to move
around. Countries in western Europe arc meeting part of the
energy crisis by burning household garbage to generate steam
for electric generators. Rotterdam has a plant that has
operated for 60 that's 60 years and Amsterdam gets six percent
of its electricity from steam generated from burning garbage.
Similar operations across France and Germany have been in
operation for many years. In Washington, the Senate failed
to make any progress in sorting out the tangle talk created
by an election financing amendment added to the federal
debt sealing bill. The filibuster left the government
6 3 - government debt ft 3 billion over the legal limit. After
a 2 - h o u r s e s s l on, the Sen at'.* voted 34 to 28 to adjourn
until 10 a.m. Sunday for the f i r < t Sunday session in 112 year
The last Sunday session was in 1«61. An Egyptian Government
spokesman said that resuming the suspended Middle
cease-fire talks now would l>« pointless , Aimed An i s

that Israel was just using the talks to stall and refusing t

honor its commitment to the November U agreement worked out
by Secretary of State Kissinger. Coming tip on I. OS , next
station contact in about 2-1/2 minutes Ascension at 0 <> : 0 7 .

Also up in Washington - ''11 hit that at Ascension. We're
dropping out.

PAO Sky lab Control at 2 hours, 5 minutes and
•iO seconds Greenwich mean time. Sky lab's passed out of rang*
of the Vanguard tracking ship but is about to be acquired
in the next minute and a half by Ascension. Evening statu*
report given at the Vanguard pass and a list of times for
privat, communications tomorrow night. These are conversation
between the crew members and the it families, un - unusu.il
in that they are going to be conducted at two separate
stations with 3 stations in the case for the Commander
giving then a little longer to talk. And as the crew indicate
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'

they have found the humidity problem not to be as sever*
as it had been when the high Beta angles put sunlight on the
space station for an extended period of time. Humidity got
a little bit irritating and they did have some dry skin
problems and chapped lips and as a result they were talking
about using wet towelo as a way of raising the humidity in
the space station but since that time the Sun angle has
changed a little bit and it's now much cooler and they do
have some nighttime periods for period of several days
they were in constant sunlight, which raised the temperature
a number of degrees. Ine present time the tempe i a t ur c In
the spacecraft is about 75 to Ih degrees inside the workshop
compartments

, so it has become a Rood deal more comfortable
on the last several d^ys as a nighttime period allows the
space station to cool down a little bit. We're coming up
on acquisition of signal now at Ascension, this pass will
be through Ascension, Canary Island, and Madrid and will be
an extended one lasting approximately 15 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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I? o^^1
m. . a

O^ay, over in Austin, hotel cleaning maidEsther Marie Bellard may receive aore money than she makes
in 3 years. It seems she found 10,000 dollars beneath amattress a month ago and turned the money over to the policeThe money will be turned over to a judge Monday, and anyonewho may have a legitimate claim can make a case. Mrs. Bellardwill be first in line. Up in Washington, the administration
could be forced to ration gasoline if long lines at servicestations irritate too many motorist, say some officials
Gasoline production eventually is to be cut back by
30 percent, and the lines at service stations will serve as
a .orm of rationing on a first come, first served basis, butmany of the people worling on a contingency rationing plan

sT^r; t l
at

l°
niX

?
Can bC avolded " the shortage exceeds

20 percent. And that ,bout winds it up for this evening. Foryour information, the Monday evening closest approach point.or Jupiter that we're talking about is day after tomorrow,since tomorrow is Sunday, I'm not sure whether you guys arekeeping track of the days of the week up there or not
~X Yeah, we are and thank you.
CC Okay.
CDR Bruce, one question.
CC Fire away.
CC Go ahe ad , J e r ry .

CDR Stand by.
CC And USC did not play this weekend. Theirschedule is over for the season. Over.
CDR Okay. Thanks.

,™\
, v

Hey
«
Bruce. When was the - Have the Houstonrunoff elections been held yet?

CC They're coming up on Tuesday, the U t h .they have not yet been held.
CDR Okay. We'd like to hear the results onthat when they done.
CC 0kav

- We could either give you the forecastor we can wait until they come off and (laughter) «ive it toyou afterwards. * lo

CDR Go ahead. Forecast." (Laughter) Negative, negative, negative.cdr Chicken.
CC Vou doggone right.
CC

.
i

Skylab, this is Hou.ton. On* minute to

Madrid 0u"
° n C °nt-Ct 10 1-1/2 BlniJt68 thr ° Ugh Can * r *

and H**r<A < o ,

Skylab
'

thlB 18 Houston through Canaryand Madrid for 9 minutes. Out.

. »
CC

. , n „
Skylab, this is Houston. One and one-ha'f8lnU " 10 L0S

'
Ne << ""ion contact in 27 minute* through
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Guam at 02:52, with the private medical conference. Subsequent" a
03°"2

COn5" t
'

ln 1 h ° Ur 8 n' i " Utea throu8h the Vanguard

PAOPA0
J

'

Skylab Control at 2 hours 26 nlnutei and

>l
Greinwlcl

> » e «" tine. The Skylab space station nowpassing the southern part of Italy is out of range of thetracking antenna at Madrid, and it's 24 minutes and 40 secondsbefore we're acquired by the Guam station, at which tl« therewill be a private nedical conference underway. Out nextacquisition for live air-to-ground lu expected to be anhour and 5 minutes from now at Vanguard. The Skylab crew

mill iVlt"*
COmPl ete i

thelr t h^d straight successful 6500

their \Vf\:
Earth resources survey, and tomorrow with

ihlrl
da\° U they'" *>* completing two more electronic andPhotographic survey* of the western hemisphere. The firstsurvey tomorrow begins northwest - -

END OF TAPE
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HSv.ST?"
-«»^« ™«

s

j:::v
,

I;; 0 .

M

'^e;; 11

, v' ,

r <» »-«r»
Call fomH D^Mns ««vera] hundred miles off the

So „ ,°;
:'

w:: t
"j™"„ »«/,...,.... .« ....is:..

IS « day .1 , ! ,
AUhough Sunday', schedule

hS r«F

Earth resource frack/"^ i'V* thC "° rksh »P its^f
-ack 20 tor We dn e s d ay . Th r s d ay J" Ili h'^ * Tu" d "' '

on ..;:::.,^,':„::
:;:r„r^r ; ,,:„ rrj-:

" -
Pilot again on Thursday, the P j,„ '"Y

th * -Science
the Commander again on Sot urV™ So ?

" °"
'

d 'ly
'
and
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runs every day during the coming week. And the Science Pilot
again beginning the following honday, so for the next 7 days,
we'll have M09 2 runs every day. Some of them with M093, and'
others with the M171 exercise activity, the metabolic activity
experiment which uses tie bicycle exerciser. There is a
tentatively scheduled at least, a calibration rocket launch
to check the Harvard College Observatory instruments. That's
planned right now for mission day 21. Today is mission day
16, that's i* days from tomorrow. Also tentatively planned
for mission day 22 is a JOP 13 run. These- activities of course
will he, Karth resources JOP 13 and the Karth resources
lunar calibration art- expected to require a substantial
amount of thrust er altitude control gas, but now that the
problem seems to he well In hand, there's no concern about
operating the activities which require major maneuvers of
the space station. No calculations have yet been run on those.
At the present lime, we are calculating the possible use of
thruster attitude control system gas fot tomorrow's double
KRKP, back to back. Early Indications are that that may be alittle bit higher than the previous single KREPs for the two,
but we'll get a final figure on that a little later in the
evening, probably. Tomorrow's activity also will include
some study of the use of sensors for possible detection of
oil slicks in the - off the Gulf coast. We haven't any
details on where the operation will be performed, but that Is
a test of the possible use of then. In the future, rather than
an attempt to detect actual oil slicks at this tine. Our
next acquisition of signal is an hour away at Vanguard
Private medical conference scheduled fcr the r.„nm "pnss'ronine
up. This Is SkyJab Control at 32 minutes and 11 sec. mils a f i e r
the hour.

END OF TAPE
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. , c
PA°

J ,
Skylab Control at 3 hours, 31 minutesand 5 seconds Greenwich mean time. SkyJab space station

c n !
e

; h
°; 8 f "? -cquLltion of aignal th

>
ough t\ a'j^^tracking ship. This pass through Vanguard should lastapprox mately 9 - 1 / 2 » in u t e s , we'll brfng the Tile Ive

;t tMs ;^e
8 :°

Und thr ° Ugh Van8Uard f ° r betWeen 8 « »i"ute 8

Vanguard for 7-1/2 '^ " "™ the

„.
CC

J , .,

Skylab this is Houston through theVanguard for 7 minutes, over.
K

£J:

T Roger, Houston: Skylab here,

avay I think , ,. y ^ll^l: 2,^ ™ b„ , lr .

. .

PL
J That's affirmative Bruce. We've beendoing that every night so that we give the statusthe report that we gave you would ofle t thl r

P
Zof day activity if a

uect the status at the end

^n\or,:i^iry : a

d

:: n [ ::r
us to do tha < "« -

....d"h. g ro U „d r ai :::
htt '' fin -' just " • »• «»<«-

- 4"-—S ;-.r tonl8hl
.

u * ,

KlRht, we ve got guys in the backroomkeeping track of the frames and they said hey this camedown before you did S233. did th, y uae e„r/ , o7something else and ve j UMt Sflld Uv agk t
,

e qut . H t , on
.

(lka y. they're on the-r toes ( K arl»].-> ,,f

S:;r
^ ut .„ :.r.v:r .;;;;•*..}: ;r

anything for us just give a yell. 8
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PLT
CC
PLT
evening?
CC

What are Chose tines again?
Fo r wake up?
No for the rent of those station passages

n ,. c, . ,

We ' n « ive y° u « call at Canary at03.51 and merges into Madrid, winding up at 04:05.
PLT Okay, Bruce thank you.
CC Roger

, out.

?" *,ruce '
What wa3 the tl * e of that flare?

...
Lt

, ,

0ka y' Ed l t was observed starting at 02-00<5ulu, peaked out at 02:06. 8 uu

.

SPT
,

0ka V. yah we were watching it, wesaw it on the PMKC, knew we were not in the South Atlantic

r;; y
uo

v
°

:

iso
r;,

a ri - - ^ e i Bage intensity c ::it got up to around 15 or so, 15 or 27 at one point, howeverwe saw no rise from out of aperture position /on theberyllium count and this we use as a criteria, we did see -we did see a small amount of it in the X-ray tube we could

So
t

we
ie

hL
r8,1r " in8lC PCak in thC XUV -onltor.'how.ver.

that tine to go into a high data taking mode.
CC

,

Roger, that's fine by us. Looking atyour track it shown that this really occurred abou I Lutesr j'° U W * nt lnto darkness. We're just passing theword along tor general background info.
SPT" 0h

.
oka y now wait a minute, well let'ssee at the beginning of the previous daylight pass is what

;;;:;
e

I
31 * 1 "* ?

b°" - <»<> «ee a rtse J n the PKECand we were not m the South Atlantic anomaly and we alsosaw an associated rise in the image intensity count. So itmust have been a subflare going on a', that tine also. Therewas no beryllium, however.
CC Roger.
P

J;

r
. „ e

Yeah, and ours was about - our ob.s.rvfn*started about 25 minutes after the peaks that hruce *.,veCC
, „„ ,

Yeah, we show you on that rev startineup around 02:17 and the K uys in the barroom uay i t w.

s

probably the fall period of this flare.
CC An«l PI.T, Houston 1 'minute to I. OS here

T^^'and ST^V" U " I/2
" ln,,le8 U,rou " h Canar >

'iLt « , ? / 1 kC l ° conflra
> ihe TV monitor is off,S056 airlock door to close and S055 mode stop as youclose out the panel this evening.

8lowl y';
T ° kay '

Bruce J«st going through it

Okay
, and a frame if you would

.
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In fact we've KOt W seconds now If you can Just read all
the f r.mc counts In sequence, I'll write them down.

1M.T Okay, stand by it's on tape but I'll
Kivc It to you. Okay JOP - 14373, 56. 5331 - 82 Alfa 0165.
Bravo 1545, 52 la 7255, 54 and 5028.

CC Okay and thank you very much and we would
prefer to get these real time because they &o Into the planning
conference every evening and if you put them on tape.. It

cakes us several hours to retrieve the information.
PL T I didn't know that, I will certainly do

that in the future.
CC Okay, no problem.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hours, 41 minutes,
and 7 seconds Greenwich mft.m time. Skylab space station
has passed out of range of the tracking antenna on the
Vanguard tracking ship. Our next Aquisition is 10 minutes
an. I 24 seconds from now, that will be at Canary Islands. That
Canary Island, Madrid pass will be the final pass of the
evening beginning about 10 minutes from now. This is Skylab
Control at 41-1/2 minutes after the hour.

KM) OF TAPE
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, A ,n
A°

,
Skylab Control at 3 hours, 49 minutesand 30 seconds Greenwich mean t lmo . We're about 2 minutes

MlTriT^
tl °" ° f

,
Slgnal thr ° U « > - :thc Can"y Island a iindMadrid stations, and we'll bring the li,e up live for a reground in a few minutes. I have the Mission Surgeon's i

Itlli rh" 7
' Cr^^ alth completed aft<r the Guam passwhere he private medical conference was held chls evening.

problems at the current time. Howe/er, this crew continuesto show unpredictable response to lower body ne ga t i v pr0 8\ r eThis time it was the Commander that terminated his pressureexposure early. Mild fatigue and the shift in the elfrom vnorning to a ternoon are possible contributing factors

feel «r"- V """u"'
ThC CrCW aS a « rou P confinue. tofeel more and more at home In the workshop. Crew's psycho!

*«i«h. **.... thai „„. c.n^^Ai.L X },™ ;:r
oL m'""'

" e " a ' i "- P""»re r u „ vas ,e,.i» te d ..Mytoday on the co.nander, U has previously been , t,„„ Jearly on the pile,, and chore have been so.e .„«" .. !„ the

ind M ri,. fn ,/ .

SkyUb »« Houston through C a „,uyana Madrid for 14 minutes. Out.

tlll " u
Skylab thig'ls Houston 1-1/2 minutestill^LOS. We'll see you in the morning at 12:00 Zulu. Good

CDR Good night , Bruce .PM Skylab Control at 4 hours, 6 minutes,and 27 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space stationhas passed out of range of Madrid tracking antenna. On the
' P * H * °{, lhe ^ening a good night given to the c r ,w byBruce .lcCandless, Spacecraft Communicator. Wake-up is timedlor 6 a. a. central standard time tomorrow. Skylab crews

a busy day although it's been a very quite one! c i

'

today included a run on the M09.>, M09 3 experiment w hColander Gerald Carr as the subject. The commanders run v,scut short according to a report after the crew health c , n(.
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tonight, because of an unpredictable response to the lcv«r
body negative- pressure run. It was terminated early and it
has happened previously with a Pilot Bill Pogue but he has
since completed it successfully, the belief is that it's
mild fatigue and the shift In the exposure from a morning run
to an afternoon run may be contributing factors to the
commander'K failure to complete the H0 (

) 2 run today. There
is no concern about that. Last night Commander Carr got
7 hours of sleep. The science pilot who had Indicated
earlier that he was a bit fatigued and who had some anomaly
in his operation of the M092 got 8-1/2 hours of sleep last
night, the pilot got 7-1/2, they are scheduled to wake
up a little less than 8 hours from now. Tomorrow's
scheduled officially as the crew day off, although it's a
rather busy one for them. With a thira straight 6500 mile
Earth resources survey under their belts, today the three
Skylab astronauts will celebrate their day off with two
more electronic and photographic surveys of the Western
Hemisphere tomorrow. First survey begins northwest of Denver
covers Colorado, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and the Caribbean Sea.
More than a dozen scientific objectives including studies
of air quality cloud formations and seacoast vegetation are
included in the 3100 mile early morning pass. The pass will
also allow scientific evaluation of the usefullness of space
sensors for detecting oil spills and deliberate, dumping, from
ships at sea. Second survey along a 3700 mile fit ret eh of
the Pacific coast of the United States and Mexico is also
planned for tomorrow morning. That pass begins several
hundred miles west of San Francisco and concludes about
seven hundred miles west of Panama. The morning -
virtually all of the morning tomorrow will be occupied with -
by the Earth resources activities, the passes are scheduled
for 10:43 to 10:54 an 11 minute pass on the first occasion.
And the second pass is scheduled -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - activities, the passes ar* scheduled
for 10:43 to 10:54, an 11 minute pass on the first occasion
and the second pass is scheduled for 12:16 to 12:29, those are
central standard tJmes from 10:43 to 10:54 a. a. and from
12:16 to 12:29 p.m. central standard time tomorrow for tha
two Earth resources passes. Crew is also scheduled for
exercise and shower periods in the afternoon and evening,
that's for all three crew members. Solar Physicist Ed Gibson
will spend several hours of his day working at the controls
for Skylab's collection of large solar telescopes Today again
arather quiet day aboard the Skylab space station but a very
successful one. Final preparations for tomorrow's maneuver
for those back to back Earth Resources passes has not yet
been completed and evaluation is still going on and they are
evaluating alternative maneuver times for them so we have
no exact comment on the predicted use of the thruster
attitude control system gas . That will undoubtedly be
prepared during the overnight period as the Mission Control
Flight planners continue to work on that double pass, the
first back to back Earth resources passes of the mission and
the fourth and fifth runs of Earth surveys. Again '.'o^lurk
tomorrow morning is wakeup time scheduled for the r- rev* on
their so called day off. It's now 10 minutes and 29 seconds
after the hour. This is the final report from Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAU Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
11 hours 59 minutes. We will have waktup through the Bermuda
tracking station on this he start of day number 17 for tie
crew of Skylab IV. As Skylab space station bef.ins its 2915
revolution. GAP COMH is Bob Crippen, Flight Direc'cr is
Milt Windier.

CC (Music: Misty by Julie London)
CC Good norning, Skylab. Going LOS. See

you in about 2-1/2 minutes over Canary.
CDR Good morning, Crip.
CC Good norning, Jer.
CDR I'n on a short vacation.
CC Roger that.
CC (Music: Misty by Julie London)
PAD Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 2 nfnutcs . Loss of signal through Bermuda Next
acquisition will he Canary in 1 minute with a wakeup call to
the crew. Misty, version by Julie London. Todiy tin- crew
has back- to-back IIRKI' passes . I.R .1 pass number <

f i: R :-. I* pass
number 5. On the Flight Plan it's KRF.P 6 and 7, however.
The first two LRFP passer were scrubbed. Along ground! rack
'» 4 and then the following revolution alcng ground track 49.
Modified day off for the crew of Skylah IV today. 3 hours
20 ninutes will be devoted to the Apo'.lo Telescope Mount
Control and Displey Panel. So medical experiments scheduled
for today. 202nd day slme launch of Skylab I, the orbital
workshop. Acquisition coning through Canary. We'll leave
the line up for Ca? COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Good norning, gents. We're AOS through
Canary tor 9-1/2 olnutes and we'l be doing a data voice
recorder dump. We have the crimson team back with you
to help you start another so-called day off - off.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you about \l-l/2 minuter, over Tananarive at
12:28, 12:28. And in case we have c omra problems t

t
y t

n

y to
gel you through there, we'll see yo<) nt Honey s tick 1

r at \ J : j 0
,

12:50; and that's about id minute* away. If you haven't got
a chance to look at your teleprinter messages, yo.'lt f i m!
on the maneuver pads lor ERKP I) b , you've xol it iwi<c; our
woodpecker buried.

PAO Skylab Contrc] . Greenwich mean tir.e
12 hours 15 minutes. Loss o!" signal thtough Canary. Next
acquisition will he a low elevation p-iSs over the Tananarive
tracking station in 12 minutes IT seconds. Officially todav
Commander Gerald Carr, Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilo'. Rill
Pogue -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
12 hour* 48 minutes, Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle
tracking station In SO minutes. And the clew • the crew
is in the postaieep activities thin morning. First lten
on the agenda would be preparation of breakfast. For
Commander Gerald Carr, eggs and sausage, applesauce, corn-
flakes, coffee. Gibson has a similar menu of eggs and
sausage, however, Glbaor Is a tea drinker. Pogue , Pilot
Bill Pogue has eggs, plieapple, orange drink, corn flakes,
and coffee. Acquisition coning through Honeysuckle. Leave
the line up for CAP COMH Bob Crlppen.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Honeysuckle for
8 mlnu tes

.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're I minute from

LOS. We'll see you again In 13 minutes over Hawaii at
13:10, 13:10.

SPT So long, Houston; we've Just digested
Che Sunday paper.

CC Roger; and the funnies. And to give
you something else to read, your solar activity update is
now on board

.

SPT Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

12 hours 58 jiinutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be through the Hawaiian tracking
station at 11 minutes 20 seconds. At Greenwich mean time
12 hours 58 minutes, this Is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
13 hours 9 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii
tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up
for CAP COMM Bob Crlppen as the crew begins their 7th day -

17th day in orbit.
CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Hawaii for 8 minutes
CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston; you guys Interested

in hearing any football scores from yesterday?
CDR Yes, Crip. Bruce gave uh the Alabama

Auburn game score and the Army/Navy score. And what else
happened?

CC Well, Tulane stunned L.S.U. 1 4 to nothing
CC And University of Houston took Tulsa 3 5 t

CDR Very good.
CC Oh, and to run down a few others; SMU

over T.C.U., 21 to 19; Rice over Baylor, 27 to nothing;
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»t -- --- iu lo, AiiDana ovc
J> io nothing; Tennessee over Vanderbllt, 20 to 17

•

Notre- Dam. over Miami, Florida, U to nothings Georgia overGeorgia Tech 10 to 3; Crambllng beat Delaware, 17 to 8;and the Jrlendswood Mustangs won the regional 31 tp 17 -
13, correction, And we're going to be going LOS in about

It 13:22 i 3 :22
^ *'* ° V" G ° ldst °"« * ni^tT

Ohio s'tlte do?
R° ger

' ^ XOU lh" 1
'
Crlp

'
Hov dld

Got a

C

bug in my throat^
1 **' '^'^ ^.Ir mson.

PLT Okay. Thank you .

J;

c
1 don't know if you know it or not,but they were voted into the Rose Bowl.

PIT Seems like thero was some kind ofcontroversy about that.
cc Roger that,

il h„f?H iu .

Skylab Control; Greenwich ru an time
13 hou * 19 minutes. Loss of sign.il through Hawaii. N,xtacqu „ u lor in 1 minute 55 seconds will be Hawaii t acstation CAP COMM Bob Crippen rcad!n K up th, Saturdayfootball scores to the crew of Skylab IV. We'll hold theline up for the stateside pass. Acquisition in 1 minute
35 seconds.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, AOS through Coldatone
for 5 minutes

.

CDR Roge r , Cr Ip

.

CC Skylab, Houston. 1 ulnute til LOS.

We'll nee you at Bermuda in 5 minutes at 13:32. And, we'll
be doing a data voice recorder dump there.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours 29 minutes . Loss of signal with Goldstone tracking
station as Skylab space station crosses • crossing over the

Great Lakes. Next acquisition will be over the Bermuda
tracking station in 2 minuses 40 seconds. As the crew
prepares for « back-to-baek Earth resources pass along ground-

track 48. And then, on the following revolution along ground-

track 49, Pilot Bill Pogue and Commander Jerry Carr switch

assignments today. Commander Carr will bo operating the view-

finder tracking system for the S 19 1 KREP experiment .
And

Pilot Pogue will be operating the control and display panel

of the ERF. P instrument package. Again, Science Pilot Ed

Clbson will monitor the maneuver into the Z-local vertical
attitude and then operate the ETC camera, Earth terrain camera,

the S1908 instrument. Flight Director Milton Windier has

advised that approximately 450 pound - s e con d a of TACS propellant
will be used for this double maneuver today from the solar

inertlsl mode to the Z-local vertical back to the solar

inertlal mode and then return to Z-local vertical for the

second ERE P pass. Tota* of 4 50 pound -seconds predicted as

a nominal usage for today's two EREP passes. Next acquisition
through Bermuda In 1 minute 10 seconds. We'll hold the line

up for CAP C0MH Bob Crippen.
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Bermuda

for 9-1/2 minutes and we'll be doing a data voice recorder
dump here

.

CDR Roger; Crlp.
PLT Hey, Crip. Did we Just go over Detroit?

CC Pretty close to it. Yes.

PLT Yeah, a little bit to the east of "«?

CC 1 would have estimated It'd been more to

the south of you.
CC You should be coming up pretty much on

the Atlantic coastline right now.
PLT Right. It sure looks cold down there.

CC A littl.' white?
CDR Yes , indeed .

CC Well, we happen to be pretty lucky down

here today. Last few days have been rather - a little crisp
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but, rather enjoyable.
CDK Very good. Looks like wo ' 11 Imvf l-'o

on the St. Lawrence pretty noon.
PLT Cot a good Look at the Houston ;iri'H through

the VTS, yesterday. And, it looked like the whole area was wide
open and fslrly clear.

CC Y«i, we've been very lucky in that regard.
We've had fan t a :; t, i c 1 y clear weather around here, the past
tew days. The front cleared it out.

PLT Didn't see the usual haze and sitog laying
In there.

CC That's good. You guys got another couple of
exciting EREP parses today.

CDR Yeah, I noted, you didn't really load the VTS

njy up very much. 1 got two nadir swaths in one area.
CC Oh, well, didn't want to work you too

hard there , Jer .

CDR Appreciate you thinking of us on our day
off .

CC I'm not really sure this looks very much
like a day off.

CDR No, actually we enjoy doing the KRKP. Th.n'.s

a lot of fun.
CC That's good. And, I guess, Ed likes to

work on his AIM there to.
CDK Yeah. He nanages (o tolerate it.

CC This is gonna be the first time you guys
have tried the shower, isn't it?

CDR Oh, No. Bill and i had one last Saturday.
CC Ah, so. Okay. Enjoy it?
CDR Sure did. It was really nice.
PLT Really get cold though before you

get dried off with this low humidity here.
CC Yeah. Hakes you hurry up and get dressed.

Everybody keeps making fun of the way 1 talk.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fro»
LOS. We'll see you again at Ascension in 7-1/2 minutes

,

Correction, 1 guess we're going to have you at Canary.
Nope. Try that again. We're going to have you at Ascension
in 7-1/2 minutes. That is if Hank doesn't steal the comm
from ne

.

CDR Roger .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine i.)
hours 42 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda ticking
station. Next acquisition will be Ascension in 6 minutes 10
seconds. By far the most casual conversation in several days
between the crew and CAP COMM Bob Crlppen started off by
Pilot Pogue asking if the spacecraft had passed over Detroit
and commenting how it sure looks cold down there, and advising
that it looks like we'll have ice on the st. Lawrence very
shortly. He also commented on the view of Houston during
yesterday's Earth resources pass. His view through the view-
finder traking system of the S 19 I experiment, he commented
that he did not see the usual haze and smog over the Houston
area. Crew also commenting on the fact that they did take a
shower last week and sure did enjoy it, the crew said. Next
acquisition in 5 minutes 10 seconds. We are in the process
of a changeover here at Mission Control Center. Flight Director
Milt Windier turning over to Flight Director Phiil Shaffer.
New CAP COMM will be astronaut Hank Hartsfield. Skylab Con-
trol. Greenwich mean time 13 hours 47 minutes. Acquisition
through Ascension in 40 seconds. We'll hold the line uo for
CAP COMM Bob Cr ippen .

cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Ascension for 10-1/2
cuinut es .

SPT Hello, Crip. How's the run today worked
out on the computer, with a nominal reset in there?

CC Well, we needed the reset to make it work
right. We - on the computer runs we're running Into a problem
on the, on the second 2-LV pads without it. And where the
problem was tending to occur was right when you were estab-
lishing (garble). In other words after the time we hn.i told you
when you had to monitor the, monitor the run. Total TAGS usage
was somewhere on the order of 450 pound-seconds for today.
And the computer runs show this is no problen, however,
it was sort of seemed t> be a little bit critical about that
nominal cage. And we can't figure out really why that seemed
to improve the situation. Consequently the ground is going
to be watching it very careful while you are in Z-IV so you
don't have to sweat it. You can go ahead and do your ETC stuff.

SPT Okay. I usually try to stay up here
until I see we're heading towards the Z-LV *md we got enough
H left over in Y to get there.
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SPT We are consistently .005 glow, and

are at 65 percent H, Ht. Most of it in Y.

CC Okay, Ed, I gueaa - aaybe vs've aisled

you a little bit when wv. weie talking about rates . You can

nornally expect to see some small rate error, Ed, and you know

a few thousandths, is not anything to really becoae concerned

about .

SPT Okay. Computer over the maneuver tiae,

thoughh, it came out to be something like 4.5 degrees error. In

the end, in reality, it cane out to be something, approxi-

mately 3, and i thought that the - when , ou specify a Z-LV

that your rate* are such that you'll arrive there s i au 1 t aneous ly

in all along three axes.
CC No

.

SPT And then (garble) caging.
CC No. It just tries to, but it usually

doesn't and that's the reason that we always allow for a

couple of minutes of settling time at the end to tatch up with

that .

SPT Okay. Vnu're Just say in* that's In l lie

normal deadband of performance- in the- system.
CC Rog.
SPT Hey, Crip. If you get a chance, auk

old reliable Al Holt to cone on up here and help ne with some

of these JOP summary sheet changes.
CC - - thought you'd appreciate those. You

don't really appreciate all these guys on the ground down here

that's doing it for you until you get up there and having

to do It yoursel f

.

SPT Man, that's really the truth.

CC Before 1 lose you here, Ed, we still have

another about 3-1/2 minutes. Just want to remind you about

that Nil,, update around 14:00.

SPT Thank you.

EN U OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute fro*
LOS. We'll have you again in 21-1/2 over Carnarvon at
14:22. And che crimson tea* la going CO Cake the rtst of
the day off and turn It over to the bronae team, Henry'll
be talking to you there.

COR So long, crimson troops.
CC Roger. Soc you aanana.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

13 hours 59 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension, Next
acquisition in 22 alnutes 20 seconds will be Carnarvon.
Science Pilot Ed Gibson discussing with Che ground the
maneuvers for the upcoming EREP pass. 450 pound-seconds
of TACS propellant anticipated to be used for the double
maneuver this morning for the back-to-back EREP passes.
Al Holt suggested sending - Science Pilot Gibson suggested
sending Alan Holt up to help him with the ATM pad. Alan Holt
is In the crew procedures division r-ere at the Johnson Spare
Center and is the gentleman assigned the responsibility
during Skylab crew trainings of keeping the crew up on
all ATM activities. Greenwich mean time 1400 hours. Next
acquisition in 21 minutes 25 seconds through Carnarvon. This
is Skylab Control

.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
14 hours 21 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon.
CAP C0MM will be Hank Hartsfield as the crew concludes their
postsleep activities and begins preparations for the first
of two EREP passes for today. Acquisition through Ctrnarvon
in 35 seconds. We'll hold the 1 ine up for this pass.

CC Skylab, Houston; good morning. We're
through Carnarvon for 8-1/2 minutes.

SPT Good morning to Hank and the bronje
boys. How are you this morning?

CC Oh, doing pretty good. Right off the bat
here Crip's got 3 few more words in renard to the maneuver lor
you .

CC Didn't want to run ofl and leave you,
Ed, on something that I will - alluded to. And I'M nil
you a l 1 t t 1 «» bit more In detail about monitoring the a.ineuver
while we're in Z-LV; that is, from the ground here. What 1 -

what 1 was talking about is that we dl<? see on a couple of
runs that had a little different maneuver time than the one
you're using, where the gimbals got into a problem right when
they were trying to wind up in Z-LV, or establish orb rate. And
if that happens, and you start to loose attitude, we're going
to use 5 degrees attitude error as a criteria. And if we
reach that, we're going to inhibit CMC control, which puts you
in a TACS only Z-LV. And then before you go LOS, which is
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Just about a minute end * half before you would be starting
the maneuver back, ve will enable CMG control such that you
ahould have a normal maneuver back. Now we do not anticipate
that happening; however, that la our contingency plan If
we ahould get into it. But tht ground la going to do it,
and the only rea»on we're talking about it ia in case we've
gotten to a commanding problem and we needed to holler at you
for some reason.

SPT Okay, I imagine In several situations
that'll come up in the future, you will not be around In
that particular time period. So that's something we'll have
to keep an eye for. You're going to use 5 degrees and that's
called up on - using a 52004?

cc Weil, you can - No - All you need to
look at once you're in Z-LV, Ed, la attitude error, which U
your 52003, or 5002 display.

SPT Okay, yes, that's not the TACS attitude
error, it's just the vehicle attitude error. Okay.

cc That's correct. Once you've established
Z-LV it Just uses that 20 degrees as the cutoff point. Yes,
and you don't have to be concerned about it today because
we got plenty of - plenty of time to wntch It. And they're
a little bit con - Tell you, there, I think I mentioned that you
do have giabal avoidance logic once you're In Z-LV. But it
does not come into play until after you've been in Z-LV for
5 minutes. And we're showing the problem to occur right when
you were establishing the Z-LV.

SPT Which of the two CHGs outer gimbal
should you be watching during that time period? Which of
the CMGs gives you the wide ops?

cc Well, we can't say, Ed. Both of them,
we're getting on the stop in our SIMs. One was going
one way, and one was going the other. And if one got on
a stop, you probably wouldn't be in too bad a shape, we don't
think .

SPT Okay. Thank you, Bob. Hank's going
to talk us through this double forward Z-LV then?

CC Roger; stand by just I.
cc Okay, Ed, then one thing; 1 don't want

to leave you concerned there. The problems that we saw
were not on the maneuver profiles that we're using today.
On the maneuver profiles that we're using, on none of the
computer programs did we see any problems.

SPT Okay

.

CC Okay. We'll see you manana. Happy EREP.
SPT Okay. Thank you, Bob for all your help.

You got some good words; I think we got a good -reas onjsb ly good
understanding of lc up here.

CC Okeydoke.

END OF TAPE
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MCC
. ,

0ka y. One thing there, I didn'tmean to ,mply wo were stealing from your presleep time.We re talking about - pos tsleep, I ' m sorry. We're talkingabout inserting an ATM pass in there and - after yo/'ve
"

been up about <0 minutes, and then continuing with the restof the postsleep after the pass.

... h

S1
7 , ?

h
«

t,,a t's <*H right. That's be fine

alter the AIM. That's fine. Go ahead.

stir "?,
C

r]r( ,
° kay -

Fi,,e
- We '

l l do that, and we'llstart working on that. Okay. The main thing I 'd uy e totalk about today here is the S055 detector work. Before Ido that, let me make two points here and then we can talkthe rest of the orbit on 55. I've eat an a „ (

assessment on the S054 problem th l t *H b

S

o ^e'ai^dn compl cate to discuss I bought, t h i s .J t e rl 0later, il write it up and twixt it up to you this after-

i::; s ::; y
:°

u c- i °° k ^ *« ^ *« c an t.i>
y
abo«; i L

possibilities. Go aS-wUr- 8^- '

MCC Okay, the other - -
SPT - - 55.

Rlh M
^' C

,,, . " ~ T,u - (,f "* r thing men is tomorrowBob McQueen will be coning in and the topic is going to becoronal transients as S052 has seen them in SLs-Y dSo the pass tomorrow will be devoted entirely to Boh.

to hin I kn,w i •

Ht!y
'

V ° ry 8 ° 0d
-

be
* ood to talkto him I know he's got some useful data for us.

t ,

0k^1>,, now Soiae thoughts that you might

lot a ; t ? J"'
° n

,

the 55 detecttr
-
you'll notice you'vegot a lot of free time. The 55 people have eiven rJ LIf

::s-: fc ::.
l

-;:/:.:t::,. ::::::: r,£ :
' F ;

now, yon may want to write them down.
S}l Have vou seen the cue .ard w,i,i r i .

•<v p hvfnrv we icft w,,ir!i ^ -j- sj: t ; ' u

,

,id

and temperature curve versus height* with a ] l( f , h , f)iron that we're looking for , „ the associating g r « U !i i; 'i,^ ^
.

Yl'«
. ' •» pre I iminar v af»,< r j. ,seen the ! i n,i | .

" '
•

*r
° k>,y

*

,j iue tn w,,rk 'f-»» ih.»i,liss they really plan to change it substantial^.
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MC
^ . t

0ka *- Unfortunately,. I don't have itin front of me right now.
SPT Okay. Fire away.
MCC Ok/.y. I assume It's goc - I know It's

u ,

s .
0ka y- Now 1 have it in front of me.

Ill 1 wr °te in silicone XII for - -
J1CC That ought to be it.

the othlr day.
" " pr0tn ' nent loo P* above the limb

Mcc Okay. Silicone - -

with if
T

tl u r

1

\
ike

,
that grating position th.it goeswith it, though I wasn't (garble).

.
Yes

-
ok «y. silicone XII would be 2434.And, a Uo, looking at your cue card, 1 notice you do not haveneon VII. Neon VII is at 2695.

fftr ,

Sf
7, ,

And vhf" '« garble) on neon VII bestlor looking at?
* CC Sa y again, I didn't hear.

What's the - -
Wh3t ^ nC ° n VU hvKl f ° r ,0,,kl »B at?

,

MCC Okay. I wau gonna get into thit |, er - in

l
m

T

nUt
Th

"Iking loop-type stature
'

he highest contrast in oxygen VI and neon VII. However thetotal count is low, and neon is the highest contrast, but.

ut ii M
l ° tal COUnl> S ° U ' S hftrder t0 overall,ut the biggest contrast i.nnHf., .

'

. .
• » iinraer to see overall

region «5
88eS

;
Contra « l

-
Poking at some rasters of active

lit n
tkansit^ the east limb, 1 noticed that onthe neon WI images we can see some loop structures that wecannot see in any of the other three

the
n

.re"hey off a I lib"
l0 ° PS " lh " d '* k

llnb
HCC No

- Coronal - They're off t - ( i tUt .

Si>1 Okay. I have found -
S, '

r

,

Yes
»

1 was looking -it alignment I,-,,,, ..,,„,tha seems to Work out real well.
H
?
C

,

Okny
. That ought to be n good bit I owt rV ;;,

tf

: r «» f«r as hoight«V I ho -
Let s see; we ve got a minute and a half here now. f,,ntin.,in,he analysis here, the easiest - the opposite, I should say i,rue for magnesium X and silicone XII. Thai is, tP a Vlow contrast, but they have high total counts. And one word
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here that is appropriate is on magnesium XII - X and silicon
XII, It's easy to eonfuse the i i tnb brightening with roi.m.,1
structures. So that's sort of a warning. Now, I've got in
front of me 4 rasters for each of these grating positions,
each of these lines, with some typical numbers on the disk,
on the limb brightening, loop structure on the disk and off
the disk. What I propose Is, I will write these numbers
up right now and twixt then up to you, probably in time for
your second ATM pass, but not for the one that you're about
to go do. Is that - -

SPT (Garble) That would be very useful.
And put the Information you have in there about the Sun
brightening versus the total counts an/ so forth.

MCC Okay. - -

SPT Because we found alignment beta ex-
ceptionally useful because (garble) we had that limb bright*
ing .

Mcc Okay. Sure will. That's what I was
gonna do. Give you a quiet disk, active disk, limb brighten
ing, look structure, and so on. Okay, and we're LOS in 10
seconds. We'll see you next at Goldstone in about 7 - -

END OF TAPE
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, Bill,

huur/?? < .

S^ylab Control.' Greenwich mean ti*e 1A
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"
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tV °
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hen
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CC
minutes

.

SPT

Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone for

from a

mil right bar

f o r a n ci t h e

SPT
minute

SI'T

Hoi Id, Hank.
Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 secondsdropout to Texas. We'll be dawn about 30 secondsch you for another 14 minutes.
Skylab, Houston. We're back with you

12 minutes.
SPT, Houston. It looks like some activityactive region 92, y

into it

I m 8 ° lnB int
°

U,
° flart

'
m0d ° n ° V

'
Hank -

We copy

.

n .
f .

(

0kav
-

Ha "k. It didn't look like we got

hou ./,« nin ,

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15

region 92 the ATM science support room has prcd TlMacive region 87 and 92 continue to s «

«

P 1, f y

P

flnd j^av andfew 0-chsa sub lares may be expected. CAP COHH t

'

s , d
that there seemed to „
Also active region 93 ha

little
been

informed Science Pilot Gibson
activity in active region 92. ftlso act!
said to be decaying rapidly as it approaches the west limb

suppor room reports that the remaining visible features Treessentially unchanged and have been quiet on the S Lacquisition will be Ascension as the\hree Sk ah n-wn. nh r sprepare their vehicle for the upcoming b,<; k - t o -b a c k y, r \

u

resource passes beginning in PP rox i ma t e 1 y I hour ,-,nd '0
n nutes rom now. Next , , „ , s , , j „ n ,, t Ascension in f, h,,,,,,..

? Vi'T* r ;

,r,, " ,,Wi ' 11 m '""' »* »»«urs 21 minuM-s,is Sk v 1 ah f.on t r o 1 .
1 " "

KNh or TAI'h
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PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
15 hours 27 minutes. Acquisition coming through Ascension •'

in 50 seconds. A 5-mlnute and 44-second pass as the space-
craft begins it's 2917th revolution since launch from
Cape Kennedy on May 14th. Acquisition in 30 seconds, CAP
COM is Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston; through Ascension for
5-1/2 minutes.

SPT Okay, Hank. We're Sun-centered now,
we got 52 operating, and continue on 56 in auto short
and I'm occasionally putting some XUV monitor on the TV recorder.
I'll also give you sone white light coronagraph when I get
a chance

.

CC Roger, we copy, Ed.
CC And, Eil, the boys in the backroom say

you did a real good job on that one.
SPT A little late on it, Hank, he was

hoping to catch the rise on one of these.
SPT Looks like we're getting a second peak

here, Hank, but I'm going to stick with what we got.
CC Say aga in , Ed .

SPT Looks like we got a second peak here,
but I'm going to stick with what we have.

CC Roger , ve copy .

SPT Are we in the anomaly now?
CC That's affirmative.
CC SPT, Houston. We'd like to see some

more S054 in the - in the building block.
SPT Oka/, Hank. They got specific instructions

to be excluded unless we get the flare right. I'll go ahead
and give then some long 256's if that's what they want.

CC Roger. What we really want, Ed, is to -

is to run according to the synoptic building block.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're about 40 seconds

from LOS. We'll be coning up on Carnarvon In about 25 minutes
at 59. And we're scheduled to dump the voice and data recorder.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
15 hours 35 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension.
Next acquisition in 23 minutes and 50 seconds will bo the
Carnarvon tracking station, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
15 hours 58 minutes. Acquisition coming in 50 seconds
through the Carnarvon tracking station. On the previous
pass through Ascension, Science Pilot Ed Glb-jn reporting
some flare activity. The backroom the - at the ATM h«rt-

at the Mission Control Center report their early estimate Is
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we have the

that it^ay be an Ml flare. However, they won't haveenough details until we o*t m, 0 t „ a ,

side oass to 0 i,» tt
8 dump ° n Che next state-:

acUvUv ?hf I?,
" cu"" assessment of this flare

consol
1

: "Sole c

1

^ LYJe f W' ^
to JOP 3, which is the .la

S

re
0n

o b : v i n^ ^ ^Int^

- - :.
k?

i:
b

i."Su
u

:iii. s; d
™ B

it back
° kay

'
Hank

-
L0t rae -hen you got

Sa y again, Ed.

SP T
° h «

the recorder; I get it.
,

PT Hank, let tae knowrecorder back again, please.

the SREP for „,„ ATM ,„,„.„ "„, ', '
,

Sl'T 1,11 tell you, Hank, v t - • r< .

p rob ably "do on*.J^n ' ^ >'»

1- C We copy.

w"s not Ik ^ ? ' t
P' ob ably got the best, although I

• ad WJ.C TV downlink In rtve dlff.ron, in?t»„"o«
'

^.
UK 0ka Xi g« ahead

, Hank .

passe ... iA t

0k
*Z>

wither is good for bothpasses. You're (,0 for both a* f * r ae

going
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the first track here coming up, essentially it's broken
to overcast until you approach the Denver area which is
about where we'll bt starting the data take anyhow. And
we start breaking out very rapidly and into the clear. It'sessentially clear until you get to the eastern Texas/Lou isanaarea And w, had some fog in there this morning that probablywon t be ail burned off. li may be some scattered stratus
in there, and there until atout the coast of the Gulf. Andthen It'll be clear right in the middle of the Gulf. There-
is a patchy overcast area breaking out again toward the
coast of South America. Of course, i n South America you'll
be picking up on all clouds again. The second track off
the coast of California there is essentially clear all the

. J ?T Roger, Hank. I think as I move into
the East Texas sites I'm going to keep an eye out for theOklahoma City sites. Seems to me we missed a chance
to get 350 some time ago.

CC Okay, and I might point out that the - thecirrus patterns that we were looking for taday, the
jet stream cirrus, and the other fe - weather features
we were looking for J us r. are probably not going to be there.They didn t materialize like we thought they would.

Cl)R Rnuxr

1 J

.

Roge.

.

CC sp T, Houston; the recorder's yoirs
spr Thank you , Hank .

tX
,

Sky lab, Houston; we're about 1 tn i n
I.OS. We'll be coming up on r.xitxn in ahnut U mlm.i,.^

V. N I) OK TAPK
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CDR Actually, that's not turning it off, but
do you want to set it to zero because we're going into the Z-LV?

CC We're checking that now. Let us take a
look at it a minute.

CDR Okay. It Just occurred to me now that
probably why we're setting it to zero is because we're in
Z-LV .

CC CDR, Houston. Let's follow the checklist
tod.iy and go ahead and do it. And you've brought up a good
question here; we're gonna take a look at this in the meantime
and validate the requirement.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll be coming up on Goldstone at 38. Everything looks good
to us at this point. You're GO for the E REP and the maneuver
time does look good to us.

CDR Okay, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 hours 22 minutes. Loss of signal through the Guam tracking
station. Next acquisition in 15 minutes will be Goldstone.
4 minutes from now the spacecraft will begin the maneuver
to put the vehicle in the Z-local vertical, aiming the EREP
instruments directly at the Earth. This maneuver is scheduled
to take 15 minutes. When the spacecraft gets within range v(
the Goldstone tracking statiot the vehicle should be in the
Z-local vertical attitude. The crew was given the GO for
EREP. The fourth pass in the mission, actually tailed KREP
number 6 on the Flight Plan. The first 2 sch.duled KREP passes
were cancelled earlier in the mission. Science Pilut Ed Gibson
will monitor the start of the EREP maneuver at the CM) console
of the ATM, located in the multiple docking adapter. He then
will move back to the dome area of the workshop where he win
operate the Earth Terrain camera. Acquisition in 13 minutes
50 seconds through Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours
23 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean timo 16
hours 32 minutes. Acquisition coming up In 4 minutes 50
-seconds through Goidstone tracking station. As the KRF.i' pass
la scheduled lo get under way, data take will begin northwest
of Denver near the Wyoming, Colorado border at 10:43 central
standard time. The data take will end at B a r r anq u i I 1 a

,

Columbia, on the coast of the Caribbean Sea at 10:54 cen-
tral standard time. This morning's first Earth resources
pass was scheduled to gather data on cirrus clouds and cano-
pies, and jetstreams over Colorado. However, the weather
report is clear in that area at this tine. The instruments
will gather data on other sites in Colorado; pass over Texas
Panhandle, Oklahoma, and out into the Gulf, also covering
sites in Louisiana Delta, Mississippi Delta area. Over Texas
the Sabine National Forest will be the subject. This sec-
tion c f the pass will be supported by a helicopter flying
at low altitude from the Johnson Space Center and equipped
with a sc a t terom eter similar to tiie unit aboard Skylab. Over
the Gulf the surlict characteristics of the water will bl-

under study. Also supporting the Gulf section of today',;
ERE P will he two NASA aircraft. A Lockheed P-J will be fly-
ing in support of the S 1 9 A aboard the workshop, and a C-IJO
will be supporing the S193 experiment. All six of the ERKP

the States and into the Gulf. The S190B earth terrain cas-
ern will be on just west of Amarillo and on through onto
the Gulf. The S191 infrared spectrometer will be on from
the west of Denver area until just west of Amarillo and s^ain
from just we3t of the Mississippi Delta out into the Gulf .

The S192 mu 1 1 i s p e c t r a 1 scanner will be gathering dat a over
en t ire U.S. The S193 altimeter will be on from An a

r

illo,
and a a i n from west of Cuba to Jamaica. Tin- S193 ra d io-
i* ad i ome t er /sc .a t to r one t er will be on from the Mlssiss lppi
Del r a to just short of the Cuban Isles. There'll be a TV
dump on this Goidstone pass of the 6-1/2 mi nut cm put on the
vidi-otv'f recorder of the solar flare : \ • .s t f i ed >, y th.- Al-
room a . a :!-l f 1 a re . Th t s TV will he- , « si. (| down oi ibi-;
1 ex a s j

• ,s com i n g up . V.-h i t 1 c- should hf in Z-i„. a ! v<- r 1 i <
-

a: t i tii.1. as we pick up the crew on Vox through Gold-
We '

i 1 hold the 1 ine op en for this K K K V pais.
PUT - con f i Kur 1 1 ton.
CDR Mk ay. We're breaking Into s <j n r i

PLT Ok ay. in about 2 minutes, and 1 will b
in AUTO CAL in 39 : 20 . I'll call it.

CDR Okay.
Skylab, Houston. We're monitoring you

now , stateside.
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PLT Roger, Hank.
SP1 Looks yood up here, Hank. (garble) a

little bit slow, but it's a slow maneuver. Y and X look real
good .

CC Roger. We copy.
CDR Anybody got a pocket buzzer jingling?
PLT That was to remind me that we were

about to pounce upon the EREP?
MS (Laughter)
PLT It's sort of an innocuous sound, but it's verv

distracting. Okay. About 30 seconds before EREP START.
Stand by. 39:10 on my nark. MAKK. EREP, START. And stand
by; give you a countdown for AUTO CAL

.

CDK Okay.
P'-T 5, A, 3, 2, 1 - MARK. AUTO CAL.
CDK Okay . It's in.
PLT Thank you.
COR Still a lot of clouds. No ground.
PLT She'll be breaking out in the clear in about

3-1/2 minutes, just about the time we hit Denver. Probably - -

CD R Yes.
PLT - - on the east side of the Rockies.
CDR Yeah. We are starting north of Denver,

right up in very northern part of Colorado.
PLT (garble) beginning to thin out.
CDR Yes.
CDR Very large river Just went by. We're

breaking into the clear.
PLT Beaut 1 f ul .

CDR Snow covered peaks.
PLT Coming up on 40:40 on my mark. MARK.

ALTIMETER to STANDBY.
CDR That was the Snake River we crossed.
PLT Coning down through Wyoming, huh?
CDR Yeah. Lets of skiing up there I bet.
PLT Beautiful country up there, too.
CDR No, doesn't look like that's very good

skiing slopes. Pretty rugged.
PLT Hey, you just crossed the Grand Teton there

i! you saw the Snake R i ve r , p r ob ab 1 y .

CDR Yes. Yes, that's what it «s , Coning
up on the American Kails Reservoir.

PLT TACS nur.be r U fure had to fire in
order to giv; us plus Y. Hank.

CDR There it is. American Falls Reservoir,
right on the money. Now we're back into some cloud cover
again

.
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PLT Okay. waiting for 191 READY on. Get it

shortly. There It Is. Going REFERENCE Co 6 and an 05.
MARK. 42:05, S19 4 MODE MANUAL .

CDR Okr.y. In und out of the clouds. Okay,
we're going to start our nadir swath at 43:07.

PLT (garble) H2 :53.
CDR Okay, we're getting some washboard - wash-

board effect on the clouds.
PLT Y o u o u gh t to be seeing Denver anytime.

Denver yet. But 1 have 3/4 of a minute (garble)
PLT (garble) AUTO 192 to READY shortly.
CDR 4 3:97
PLT (Garblo) MARK. 43 minutes, 192 MODE to READY

Okay . Got a tape MOTION green light steady.
CDR Nadir swath started at 43:07.
CC Skylab, Houston. ' For info we're commanding

TAGS only . We've got a rate building up in X.

CDR Okay, Houston. We copy that. Ed saw it

diverging.
CDR Coming up on Denver.
PLT Okay, Ed, at 44:30 we need ETC to AJTO and

thrt's cocsing uy l n less than in a minute.
SPT Roger. I'm here.
FLT Okay .

CDR Okay. I'm seeing Denver. Must be Aurora.
Seeing Denver and west .

PLT Standing by for 44:24.

END 0T TAPE
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PLT Standing by for a 44:24.
CDR Nice and clear over Denver - -

PLT Okay, Ed. 15 seconds
SPT (Garbled
PLT - - for ETC auto.
PLT Stand by on my mark 24.
PLT MARK for 24. Radiometer off - -

SPT MARK 26 - -

PLT Ed. Stand by.
PLT MARK Ed for auto - -

SPT Got it - -

CDR (Garble)
PLT Stand by for ray mark on 44:40.
PLT MARK.
PLT Okay, 44:40 altimeter ON.
PLT B standing by for 45:35 and Ed at 45:45

you'll go, okay, you're all set.
PLT I'll give a nark on 45:35 and also on 4 5.
PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK, 35. Interval is 220 and 45 stand-

by. Should be over "Ok" City now. Or coming up cn it.
PLT MARK.
PLT 192 MODE to CHECK. And frame of -

okay, you've got thet setting on the ETC . See Oklahoma City
there, Jer?

PLT Probably well off to the U- f t - -

CDR No.
PLT Okay. 4<>: /.5 ETC to STANDin, Ed. 4t.:30 F19

interval to 10. Stand by on my mark for 4f>:)0. Pretty hazy.
Yeah . Stand by .

PLT MARK . On interv.il 10. 92 MODE going to
READY at 46:45 on my mark. I'll give a mark at 46.45, Ed.

PLT MARK. And 192 MODE to READY

.

We're standing by for 42 minutes.
PLT Okay. Coning up on 48 minutes. Ought to

be seeing Houston, or at least the area.
CDR Yeah.
PLT Did you get the reservoir?
CDR Yeah . 1 got it .

PLT Good. Stand by on my mark 48 minutes.
PLT MARK ALTIMETER to STANDBY . R A I

1
1 O M L ; R

,

STANDBY . Stand by for 12. SC ATT EROMETER
,

ON, RADIOMETER, OH.
And at 48:25, Ed, ETC frame rate change. Stand by for
48 :35 .

PLT MARK. (garble) 190 interval to 20.
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PLT Erf, I don't have a ready light on my
SCAT. 49:10 ALTIMETER mode 5. Mode 5 and 49:20.

PLT MARK 49:20.
PLT MARK polarization to 4 49:30 on my mark.
PI<T MARK. 192 mode check and ETC lo STANDBY

Ed. 49:40 coming up. (garlbe)
PLT Okay 190 ready light is out. Stand by

for 50:15.
PLT Okay, ;JCAT to STANDBY. RAD to STANDBY.

23 SCAT on. 38 stand by on my mark 50:38. SCAT back to STANDBY
PLT MARK. 50:44 ALTIMETER ON. Stand by for

an AUTO CAL quick, Jer, you can get it right now - -
CDR Okay. Got it.
PLT ~ - didn't give you enough (garble)

okay. (Garble)
SPT Are we going to enable the CMGs and inhibit

TAGS
cc Roger; we're gonna do that.
SPT Okay.
cc We're gonna do it about 53, Ed.
PLT Okay, I got a single. 190 at 51:11.
SPT Okay. There's a little haze over Toledo

Bend, but, I found it okay.
p LT S tand by for 52:11.
PLT MARK. Another 190 single. Hey, 1 just

klnda looking back through the pad and 1 didn't see'any place
where 1 got the SCAT to STANDBY initially before it turned it on
the first time. SCAT was turned on at 43:12 and nowhere above
was it put to STANDBY and the preoperate configuration w.is for
the SCAT to be OFF, READY out. Okay standing by for 53 minutes

CDR The Caribbean is pretty clear. The Gulf
of Mexico wasn't too terribly clear. There's a few places
between - -

?LT Stand by.
PLT MARK. 53 minutes and 194 node to SINGLE -

MANUAL
, I mean. 5311 190 mode to SINGLE. There we go.

«*l/r MARK.
CDR Looking at Arranquilla.
PI-T Another mode SINGLE on S190. I'll be

getting a ready light on 19 1 shortly. There we go, right on

CDR Okay. I'm getting n little data over
Barranqui 1 la .

PIT ALTIMETER at 5A minutes A I.T I M i'.A V. k STA:,ubY
Should be coming up on the Coast of Columbia tot., Jer.

CDR Yeah . We ' re tit e re .

CDK Right overhead Ba r r ancju i 1 1 a little town.
Actually -
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it's a good-sized city. River really dumping the

p"* That 's really something.

KREP STOP
"ARK. 54 minutes. ALTIMETER

END OF TAPE
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CUR Right overhead Ba rr anq u i 1 la , little town,
actually, it's a good-sized city. River really dumping the
sludge

.

PLT That VTS ia really a kick isn't it.
CDR That's really something.
PLT MARK. 54 minutes. ALTIMETER to STANDBY

EREP stop.
CC Skylab. 1 minute til LOS. Vanguard at

03 .

PLT Okay. And when I turned the SCAT from
OFF to ON. I did not get a READY light, Hank. And, I'm
gonna check my next pad to see. The preoperate configuration
pad did not have me put SCAT to STANDBY and I don't think
I went forward a couple of times, sir, but I don't think it's
on the operate pad either.

CC Okay. We're gonna take a look at that
too, Bill. We've already verified, Bill, ir was a pad error.

PLT Okay. I should of caught it ahead of
Cine, dang it.

CC We should have caught it.
Very extensive agricultural areas.

p AO Skylab Control . Greenwich mean tine
16 hours 56 minutes, with loss of signal through the Texas
through the MILA tracking station as the spacecraft completed
It's ERE F pass crossing over the coast of Colombia, at
Bar ranqui 1 1 a . Commander Jerry Carr commenting on the river
really dumping sludge into the Caribbean Sea at that point.
EREP pass started on time and at Greenwich mean tine 16:43
the ground comnanded the spacecraft into TACS only. Thruster
attitude control system only, taking it out of the control of
the control moment gyros, because of a slight increase in the
X-axis of the CM"?s . The CMG was reenabled 10 minutes later
and TACS was inhibited. When the spacecraft left the control
of the MILA tracking station, displays here at Mission Control
Center indicated usage of 135mibs or approximately 675 pounds-
seconds of TACS propellant. More than was estimated to be
used on this EREP pass. An assessment of the pass now
being made here at Mission Control Center. A decision
whether to GO for the next EREP pass has not been made. More
than likely the crew will be advised no earlier than the
Tananarive pass on whether EREP - the second EREP pass will
be- conducted. Again, 675 pound - pounds-seconds of TACS
being used. It had been predicted only 450 pounds would be
needed for both EREP passes, although 675 pounds being used
on this first EREP pass. Quite a bit of conversation from the
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crew during this EREP pass as compared to other passes wirh~:M nd
e

e

r

r

ry
t^ c

r

k

r
. n

a

: i

h

t

vts *™ at th :
r

g;:"3"£h": ;„int vievrinder tracking telsscope as part of the S 1 9 1instrument. He did say that he was able to get Toledo BendReservoir, part of the Sabine National Forest ex n ta-gathering tor today. Reported the Caribbean was = «aTa\ the•spacecraft continued across the South American coast on

through Vanguard at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 59 minxesThis is Skylab Control.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're back withthrough Vanguard for 7 minutes * y ° U

CDR Roger, Hank.
PLT Hello, Hank.

What ^pened to in ^ tow a^[^ISlttLV "^^were diverging and 1 didn't want to go to TAGS control

^"ri^rr^^we^e
1

^ °" '—
Wedi^diverge r a t he ?

*
rap < d^ '

I he
* ^ J ^ t o'i a r5

3

\ h?^ dthere we, o, course, went back to CMC control for the maneuver

Yeah

w?
J

/ e
f

t0 d ° sonethln *. but, you folks were'ih^'r'e
6

"andI was kind of sunrised tn it i« v 7
tni " 1 ancl

H . nV '
. ,

Yeah. I was watching that diverain*
I wh I? / e

5
l ° d ° Sonethl^. but, you folks were here an,I was kind of suprised to see it in X. Lookad 1 i k e we

"
\d Tie „ t vof - we were not saturated in an H, one had crl^ '

an t see any gimbals on the stops.
-X and I didn'

. j L
0ne thinn - at one point durinhad three gimbals on the stop.

this

the

i

top.
When we started to diverge?

f ,_ "
,

And
»
SPT

. "e'd like to remind youtine that we got a N„ update window. We're in it now or

(sL^thL \
Sh0rt1 '- And

'

alS °' d0n>t Vant remind yo u(sic) that we have a nominal H - cage scheduled at 53.
* ri Thank you, Hank.

£p
And that's on your maneuver pad.

c

o

V/
rlIht ^:\-

b

k -;
ful

Paulo
SP
L, i. < w I

Sn *PPed off about 10 frames of SaoPaulo, Brazil with the DAC

.

CC Copy .

CC PLT
, Hous ton .

PLT Rog, Hank. Go.
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on your next pad for the next passCC Bill,
we denoted an omission there at time 20:10, where it
calls for S193 to standby, that should be S193A to standby.

PLT R°g- That's at 23:10 S19 3 altimeter to
standby.

cc Roger . 20 : 10'. 20: 10 .

PLT 20:10.
CC And, Skylab, Houston. For info wo are

redesignating recorders here at Vanguard so we don't loseanything and we'll be putting recorder 1 on as your voice
recorder, so that if you do record you can expect the blinking
light * 6

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about. .0 secondsfrom LOS. Everything looks good going over the hill, we'llsee you on the E RE P over Goldstone at 18:14
PLT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich aean time

17 hours 11 minutes. Loss of signal through Vanguard. Next
acquisition 2 minutes 50 seconds will be the Tananarive
tracking station. Oh. Excuse i»e , that's 1 hour and 2 minute*
for Goldstone tracking station. We will not have acquisition
at Tananarive. The crtw was given GO for EKEP. Back-to-back
EREP. A total of 137 mibs used on this ERF. P pass or f

, 8

3

pound-seconds. Flight Controller Phil Shaffer estimates
another 300 pounds of TACS propellant may be used in the
second EREP pass of the day. The vehicle was p.jt into TACS -
only control approximately 20 minutes after the nancuver
started because of a., excessive rate in the X control moment
gyro - X-axis. It had been agreed on the ground that if the
rat

!.^ r ° r
,

WaS hl « her than 5 degrees the ground would command
to TACS only and inhibit the control moment gyros, which normalcontrol tie vehicle. TACS was initiated from the ground and
the ground - the crew was advised that they will have a
nominal H-cage prior to the maneuver for the next EREP pass.This means that the momentum vector in the CKGs are moved to
a nominal preset position before the vehicle goes into Z-local
vertical. It's on - on simulations on the ground it shows
thai when you do this, go to a nominal H-cage in the control
moment gyros, >ou do not get an excessive use of TACS. This
maneuver had been planned prior to the start of this second
EREP pass and the crew was adv that it's in the i r checklist
for today. Next KREP pass will be along track 49 running dowt
the west coa.t of the United States, gathering o.^am^r.phi,:
and weather data off the roast of California and down through
the Baja. Next acquisition in 1 hour from now through the
Goldstone tracking station at Greenwich mean t f »e 1/ hours
14 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 18
hours 7 minutes. Acquisition coming up through Goldstone
in approximately 6 minutes 45 seconds. Flight controllers
at the Johnson Space Center will be watching their displays
extra close on this upcoming pass as Skylab maneuvers into
the Z-local vertical attitude aiming its electric instruments
and cameras at the Earth on this pass. During the last
Earth resources pass the ground commanded the vehicle to
TACS thrustrr attitude control only taking control of the
100-ton space vehicle from the two control moment gyros.
This was necessary when the X-Axis showed an increase in rates.
Ground rules call for this action when rates go above 5 de-
grees in the axis during EREP pass. Although telemetry at
the start of the last pass indicated all systems looked good,
for an unexplained reason the control moment gyros displayed
a high rate. TACS only attitude control was initiated by
the ground for a 10-minute period, Greenwich mean tine 16:43
to 16:53, during the EREP pass. A total of 137 raibs, mini-
mum impulse burns, or 685 pound-seconds of TACS propellant
was used for these maneuvers. Another 200 pound-seconds,
or 40 nibs, are predicted for the upcoming EREP pass. The
above predicted TACS usage caused by the CMC rate error is
part of the learning curve flight controllers are undergoing
here in managing vehicle attitude with ju.st two CMGs . CMC
number 1 bearing went out on mission day 10 a week ago this
past Friday. Vehicle attitude is maintained primarily by
the CMGs. Today's situation can be best be explained in the
definition given by astronaut Rusty Schweickart, backup pi-
lot here at the Mission Control Center. He made an analogy
of, if you select to go to Galveston and choose Route 3 or
Route 146 and decide to go by way of Route 3 to Galveston,
and on enroute you find a detour requiring you to go back'
and start again, you use up more fuel. This analogy is to
the CM^ MODE of going into ERF.P maneuvers versus TACS usage,
we selected to go to CMC usage; however, for some unexplained
reason we had a high rate out of the CMGS, therefore caising
TACS to be initiated. We used more fuel than expected and
this is a learning curve, as we say, the Flight Controllers
still learning how to manage the vehicle with only two CMGs.
This 6-second EREP pass today, back-to-back with the previous
pass, will cover a long stretch of the Pacific Ocean from an
area off the coast of Eureka, California, over the Baja Pen-
insula, of Mexico, and down to the coast till about 600 miles
west of the Coast of Costa Rica. The S190A mu i t i spe c t r a 1
cameras will be taking snapshots off the coast of L.A. and
again off Guadalajara and will be on continuously gathering
data from Just north of the Baja tip to just above Guadalajara.
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The Earth terrain camera, the S190H, will be on twice. The
first will cover an area from west of along the Los Angeles
coast to Baja and later from the tip of Baja to the coastal
waters west of Central Mexico. The interest at the beginning
of track 4 9, EREP pass, centers around gathering data on
oil slicks in the Los Angeles coastal region. The S192
spectral scanner will be on to cover the L.A. coastal waters
and again over the ocean vest of Guadalajara, Mexico. The
S193 microwave r ad i ome t e r / s ca t t e rome t e r will be on for the
entire pass from northwest of Eureka, California, to west of
Costa Uica. Unlike the previous pass, there will b^ no air-
craft supporting any of the data takes on this pass. The
data gathering over Baja will be used in evaluating the use
of remote sensing for metal detection in Mexico. The crew
will be on VOX on this Goldstone pass as Skylab concludes
its 2918th revolution and begins its 2919th on this up-
coming pass. We will have acquisition shortly. We'll leave
the line open for this pass.

PLT 5 seconds to EREP START.
PIT MARK. EREP, START. Stand by for AUTO

CAL, Jer.
CDR Okay. Standing by.
PLT On my mark . 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 ,

-

PLT MARK .

CDR You got a MARK
PLT AUTO CAL; RADIOMETER going OFF.
CDR There's a cloud cover right here. See, it's

14 :50.

CC Skylab, Houston's, reading you thro
Goldstone

.

CDR Roger, Hank; loud and clear.
SPT It's all going so tar, Hank; f t ; j a U going

real well.
CC Roger. Looks good to us, t a« .

CDR Looks like a lot of stratus out t he
PLT Okay. Standing by for 16 minutes. Stand by
PLT MARK. Okay. 19 3 ALT 1 M ET E k ' s ON nn d 9 4 MODI'

to MANUAL.
CDR Okay. Locks like the cloud cover's start-

ing to thin out Looks like popcorn. Lots of cellular p a t -

tern to the clouds - all stratus, very cellular, very n uch
like filled in garble) cells.

PLT Okay. 17:05, you have one single.
CDR Okay. At the end of the clouds, we ' r e

in clear water.
PLT Stand by for mark on 17:05.
CDR Now we've got some cirrus.
PLT MARK. 190 MODE SINGLE , and I heard it GO.

Okay . Stand by 17:20. 1 should get a 191 READY light. Be
there. There it comes at 19. Okay. 17:27. I got another
SINGLE.
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PLT MARK
,
SINGLE, and 191 REFERENCE to 6.

CDR Okay, the clouds are back to scattered str
tus and a little bit of cirrus above it. (Cough) 1 minute to
starting the nadir swath.

PLT Okay, Ed. At 18:30, coming up in about
45 seconds and ETC will go to AUTO . Stand by for ray mark on
18 minutes at shutter speed to medium. Stand by.

C o ra i

PLT
CDR
lg black
PLT
PLT

ETC go t

PLT
CUR
PLT

19 - -

PLT / CDR
PLT
CDR

though. The
Point, I be 1

PLT
one time. R

CDR
by .

MARK .

Okay .

to bli
Stand
MARK .

AUTO in about 2

Shutter
clouds

•ed mediu
thin

MARK .

Nad i r si

1 think

by tor my mark.
Okay. 23, 190 MODE
seconds, Ed. 192 to
18 : if> MODE , READY.

(garble)
c.ittored .

to AUTO

,

READY .

.« t h ilarted.
I got a green take light.

- - cameras working.
19:07.
Very few clouds. Looks a little hazy

goes the point of Santa Barbara. Gavioti
e. The islands.

Oh yeah. I camped there at Gaviota
nice. Gaviota State Park.

Okay. That must be San Clenente Isla

pretty counti
CHECK .

PLT That 'a sur
at there. 19:37, 192 two MODI

CDR There goes San Clement
PLT (garble) minutes.
CDR Okay. The nadir swath

nate at 19:31. By golly you limed it iust
clouds are concerned. Wo 're just stalling
te red now .

PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

going to 20.
to STANDBY. S

PLT
going back ON.

PLT
SHUTTER SPEED
is gcing to 2.

y yo

going

looking

Okay . Stand by -

MARK .

- 19:57.
Nadir swath completed.
Stand by -

MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK. 20:01 INTERVAL
,2,3- INTERVAL to 20. 20:10 192 ALTIMETER
.ind by .

MARK. And MODE to 1. 20:25,
20 - Stand by for ETC to STANDBY,

ALTIMETER ON and 25. ETC to
t FAST. REFERENCE to - (garble)
Standing by lor 2 1:30. Say, what

ALTIMETER
Ed .

STAN'DhY. 190
191 REFERENCE
'* .-.1 1 that
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PLT
need an AUTO CAL

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

covers that vhol (

CDR
PLT
PLT
Cl>R

PLT
I don't ha
UNLOCK . [

PLT
oiniites o v

PLT

17:18:07 GMT

Okay. At about 30 seconds, Jer I '11

193. Looking good

END OF TAPE

AH right.
1 '11 give you a mark

.

Going right down Baja

tnd
h

ou°th'
b
° 8^ at

'
T°° b3d that thing

u
> 3 . 2 , 1 ,

-

MARK
, AUTO CAL.

AUTO CAL.

RFAl)Y
T
li*>\

<* arbl «> READY lights cut

22 m fn°r
lng batk

' ALTIMETER POWKR
, ON, at 2)" minutes, even, ' . <> i z )

Okay. I've got a RKADY light on ALTIMETER

go i
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PLT - - P AUTO will be ai 23:30. 23:05
mark.

PLT Coming up on 23:20.
PLT MARK. INTERVAL going to 10. 92 MODE

READY
. TAPE MOTION light out; green light on. Okay, ETC

going to AUTO .

PLT MARK .

PLT 45 ALTIMETER to STANDBY. Stand by - -

CDR We're over Acapulco nov,
PLT MARK. (garble) to STANDBY , MODE to 5-

24 minutes, 193 to ON again.
'

PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK. 193 ALTIMETER, ON; green light

OS, and no MALE. READY on at 34:10. Let's see if 1 got 19 1

ready. Yes, there it is. 24:08. Standing by for 24 25
PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK. 92 MODE to STANDBY. And ibo.it

JO seconds. Ed, you'll be going to STANDBY on ETC . W I r I, i „ >.

for a red light to go out on tin- 190.
CDR Ah, that wasn't Acapulco; we're coming

up on Acapulco now.
PLT Yes. That's what I have on rav sheet

Jer.
CDR Right, we're due up - -

PLT That was Guadalajara.
CDR Yes, I think it was.
p L1 Okay, come on; be there. No, it wasn't -

There it is; right on time. 190 MODE to STANDBY. Okay. ETC
to STANDBY . Verify, Ed. And we're waiting for 26 : 2 7. Thine
is working right on cue.

CDR Okay, Mexi - Mexico has now flipped
out of view. I'm going bark and line this thing up on the
center line slightly to the right and start looking for the
Galapagos Islands. If FV r n.uul i n «> < rater is < 1 ea r , IV yoiny t >,

take a lew slints of ii.
PLT And we're not - If w. ,|„n't .viiM-«v«r

too much .md you ran si ill see ir in Mm V'l S , J
'

, r, ..„,, ih.it
. can get. .i picture of it l.y sh,,-!,. irame on'tNe -

Ct»R Well, Ir-t ' s ; the rwi.huv.i , .. .,,«,,,.,..,,.,(

to happen 1 - I minute before we g,-i there is when it's
supposed to start.

PLT Well, we ought to be in (garble) City then.
C< ; Sky lab, Houston; we're about 1 minute

from LOS. Eve ty thing is looking good going over trie hill.
We'll see you at Vanguard at 38.
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PLT Okay , Hank .

p I- T 26:2 7, 1 want a single. There we go,
another single. 194 MODK to MANUAL , and an ALTIMETER UNLOCK
light again. 15 second*, try to recover that.

PLT Okay, looks like it's looking good there.
Squeeze out another minute and a half of data on that thing.
That's twice that ALTIMETER UN LOCK'S come on this pass.

CDR I figured y..u'd be too rushed, Ed.
cl) R Oh, heck. The cloud cover Is getting

too heavy for the Galapagos, too.
P, - T Gosh. That's n shame! Perfect tine, that

we could use a frame wl thout even costing anything because
we could squeeze off from here nnyway, you know.

PLT Gosh, (garble).
PA0 Sky lab Control; Greenwich mean time

18 hours 29 minutes. Loss of signal through the Goldstone
Texas tracking station. Next acquisition in 8 minutes and
35 seconds will be the Vanguard tracking station. The crew
successfully completing another E REP pass along track - ground
track 29 off the coast of California, across Baja down the
coast of Mexico. Crew indicated at the close of the EREP
pass that they would attempt to take photographs of the
Fernandino crater, on an island next to the island of Isabel
in the Galapagos chain. This is one of the volcanoes on the
list of visual observation program in this mission. Preliminary
estimates indicate approximately 60 ra i b s , minimum impulse
burn, used in this naneuver. That comes out to be about
300 pound-seconds of TACS fuel. Roughly around 1000 pound
seconds of TACS propel lant use d in these two EREP passes
today. Everything looks good on the ground on this pass.
Next acquisition will be in 7 minutes 20 seconds through
Vanguard. At Greenwich acan time 18 hours 11 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

ENI> OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 37 minutes. We should have acquisition through the
Vanguard tracking ship in 45 seconds. We'll hold the line up
for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

p LT Did you fire any TACS?
^ DR Yeah, don't tell us you're home. Tell us

what you did to get there?
PLT Okay. Tape measurement following the

second EREP run Is 4.7 centimeters or 1-27/32 inches.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're with you for

1 1 minutes .

CDK Roger.
SPT Maneuvers went as advertised, Hank.
cc Roger. We show we didn't fire any TACS

coming out. Looks like a total for the pass Is about 61 mibs.
SPT What was it for the first one?
ct,R * don't think they want to talk about that,
cc Okay. We had 137 mlbs on the first pass

and 7 full on.
S V T Thank you.
cc SPT, Houston. Before wo .started the EREP

I rend up a message regarding the flare thresholds. Did
you have any question about that?

SPT Hank, I didn't even hear It.
cc Okay. On the SAP it gives those, i think

and the threshold 608 - -
'

CDR Did you Just turn off the 192 (garble)
cc " -(garble) to while off the console - -

Cf->R - -just turned off 1 (garble;
?lT 0,1

.
1 ' a snrry, Ed. Let r.e turn it bark on

vr
- - - and It's 7 U) <:> f I - c on sole . |»,, yiM i v.in'i

a lower on -con.sole threshold?
SFT That's negative, Hank . 1 •!>!>•; T1 , im f,,,

It to be starting any e x pe r i rae n t s . bet ore they wan! t<> be
started, what I'll operate with thou K h up here is the lower
for myself. So that I Ml .lust make use of the audible triggej
and tell me something's going on, but I'll still >>.. hv the
numbers cooing up on the pad as far as when we go into lUre
mode .

H.T Here we go.
st' T Striftly an operator's choice, ! n s t r 'i sc n t <•*.

•-ire '-perating in the .name way as they would he norm.i 1 1 y and
1 jusr get alerted a little bit earlier that something's going
on .

c<: Okay. I guess our telemetry down here
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showed that the threshold that you had set in at the time was
the off-console which was a little higher.

CC And, SPT, Houston. We're in the Nu
update window now. z

SPT Okay, Hank. That your comment about the
other comes as a surprise to me.

PLT And hank, a couple of things that people n>a
want to know before they read the tape. Bravo 9 advertised
to be reading zero to 5 percent was actually reading about 50
percen t .

PLT oh, Okay.
PI ' T Tape measurement following the complete

run from the tape out to the edge of the reel on the takeup
reel h . 7 centimeters and it bore 1 -2 7 / 32 inches. That's at the
end of the second pass.

cc Okay. We copy. And also for the SPT,
the S055 message that Bill wrote up is on board now.

SPT Thank you.
CC And PLT , in regard to your comment on B9

that value of 0 to 5 percent was in error, in fact, we Just
sent up a message changing your cue card there to disregard
that. The decal on the panel there is correct.

PLT Okay. I'll change it on the cue card
right now. Got it right in front of me.

CC What the message Is doing is deleting that
minus 10 minutes I think.That'

PLT
CC

the

CDR
CC
today when ym

you to check all U

PGAs and check for
in the appear ance
it . Now the ren soi

Af f i rm .

CDR, Hon;
Go a h e ad

.

Roger, J(

ton.

finis

if there's a p p r e c i a b

1

flight plan for tomorrow.
CDR

A ( t e

.4 tart your of (-duty period, we
f the l.CUs down in D422 and UU>
he fungUH growth and if there'-
Inre they were last slowed we '<< like U>
we ire - if we're - wc want to put '.ome

• >U Ui I i

;.nd the

h a n we want pt some work

good .

CC
from LOS. Tana
you t h ere the n

CDR
PAO

18 hours 50 rai

Okay, Hank.
And, SPT, for info the NuZ update looks

Sky 1 ah, Houston. We're about a minute
larive will be coming up at 06, if we lose
?xt site is 11 aw a i i at 48 .

Roger. Hank.
Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

of signal through the Vanguard
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trucking Station. Next
] 5 minulfs 35 seconds .

coast of California, Me
solar i n e r t i a 1 attitude

acquisition should be 'I a n a n a r i v
Another successful EREP pas« tlcn

dco . The spacer rait returned (i

tctal expenditure today ib on t

1,000 pound -seconds of TACS propeiiant, for two aeperate EREP
maneuvers. The bulk of the TACS being used for the first
EREP pass when the problems developed In the control moment
gyros, an excessive rate was noticed and the ground ordered
TACS-only control of the vehicle. At the Close of this
EREP pass just concluded the crew commented on probably being
able to take photographs of the Galapagos Island chain, a

volcano on an Island off the island of Isabel in this chain
600 miles east of Ecuador. The crew now will settle into ttieir

lunch period. Commander Carr has on schedule galmon, peaches,
and lemonade, but he also has for today some optional snacks
which imludc grape drink, chicken and rice, extra coffee and
apricots. Science Pilot Gibson has chili, potato salad,
pears and orange drink. While Pilot Pogue lias turkey and
gravy, butterscotch pudding, tea, and biscuits. The crew is

going to settle into the rest of the day off" for the most p ,i r t

Science Pilot Ed Gibson spending approximately 3 hours oi i In-

remaining day at the Apollo Telescope Mount. Each <: revtsembo r

has a block of time this afternoon for off duty as well is

a half hour to > minutes scheduled for their weekly hot

shower aboard the spacecraft. Commenting on the Galapagos
Island photography. During the last 10 days the crew has
taken numerous photographs - handheld photography as part oi

the visual observation program. These include photogtaphs
of the Sinai area, in the near east. Photographs over Tokyo,
Japan, the snow-covered mountains of Mongolia and Siberia,
Nagoya ilarbor in Japan, the Atlas Mountains and one photograph
taken on day 330 showing particles of the alumini2eu Mylar
followingthe Skylab workshop. The crew has described this as,
shows as a swarm of red in the sunset. Also photographs of

clouds over the eastern coast of the I'nited States. Specif i< i

Florida. Photographs of the Yangtr.e River in Chin,) . Ph'-tograj.

of Washington, Can.id i an Rockies, great manses oi str.Hu.
c 1 »

Ange I

ids

END OK TAPE
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PAO - - photographs of Los Angeles area,

San Diego, Baja, California, Guadalajara, Acapulco, South

Coast of Chili. On day 332 the crew took photographs of

large low pressure areas near Hawaii. Huge funnel clouds,

which they estimated to be 1000 by 400 miles in length.

Day 332 they also took photographs of the Korean coastline.

And comment* passed down on B channel said that there's -

the crew indicated It's much sediment around the Korean

shores. Pictures on day 332 oi the Niger River, on the

same dav northern Chili was photographed by the crew, and

also the wheatflclds near Ascension in Argentina. Theyre

comments said that it was not very good because there

was much smoke in the area. These photographs all part of

the visual observation program are more than 100 selected

sites around the world to be photographed during the mission

of Skylab IV. The crew settling into their lunch period.

A good portion of the remainder of the day is scheduled

as off-duty time lor the three crew members. Next acquisition

in 10 minutes 35 seconds, will be the Tananarive tracking

station. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours 55 minutes, this

is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

19 hours U minutes. Acquisition coming through the Tananarive

tracking station in 57 seconds. We'll hold the line up

for CAP COMM - -

CC --for a bout 7 minutes.

CDR Hello, Hank.
CDR Ye.itt , we're |ust cleaning up shop now

Hank, and we'll be down to ..it shortly.

C( ; Okay. And St looked like too real good

runs .

CDR Very good .

C C And, PLT, we're trainable on the pads;

we're going to get those squared away.

:) pf Hank, I was watching the white light

coronagraph display going into the sunset, and around

20 seconds to go wc got a general darkening of the total

picture, and it was almost completely gone at 10 seconds to go

except for the Inner corona with maximum brightness on of the

display. And then at around 3 seconds to go, wo got light, or

HoromlN to go, a light coming in from the lower right hand

corner and an EXPERIMENT ROLL ' * > rh le) 5400. And then a very

sharp increase In brightness at around 2 seconds r •• R ! !>'n

1 cut off the two - rut off the ,••«*• ' .

M(X Okay , wo ai
(
M .

CC Roger; vp cm y that.
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PLT Sa y» Hank, just as a matter of interest,
what did the 193 people say about the results they're getting
the data they're getting now that they're working that
antenna (garble)

MCC Looks like it's working just fine
and we're not through analyzing it, but it looks pretty
good so far.

CC PLT
. Houston; we're still looking at

that data. It looks real good to us so far. It looks like
everything's working just fine, but we're going to analyze
it a little further.

P^T Okay, thank you.
PLT Al1 that thrushing around out there,

I was hoping we didn't hurt anything. I don't thing we'
did, but I just thought it'd be nice to know what they thought
of t h t> i r data.

C(: 1 don't think you hurt anv thing. The
altimeter appears to be working.

"LT That's good

.

CC1 Skylab, Houston; we're going to go
I.OS here shortly. And for the CDR

,
just to r.ak.e sure that

we won't misunderstand each other in regard to the LCGs

,

aAll we want you to do this time is to take a look at
them srH inspect them. We don't wsnt you to bioc.ide them.
And we'll be coring up on Hawaii at 49.

rA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich riean time
19 hours 13 ralnutes. As the crew settles into the remainder
of the day they have off, hot uhowers, *ood books, stereo
music, and a hot evening meal, consisting of -rime ribs
of beef, flirt mignnn, vegetables , and iri cr^r. are .»n
schedule for trie crew later today. Next acquisition win
be Hawaii in 35 minutes 10 seconds . At i.reer.w i

f !» nr.):, i i mi-
19 hours 13 mlnur.es, this is Sky 1 ah Control.

£ N I > OF TAl'K
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 47 minutes
56 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 54 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the Hawaiian Island tracking
antenna. Thia pass Is a short one through Hawaii, lasting
a little less than 3 minutes. We'll bring the live air-to-ground
up for you now. This is Just about a 3 minute pass through
Hawaii.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Hawaii for
2-1/2 minutes.

CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Roger. And (garble) daylight cycle at

approximately 18:52, the (garble) satellite reported a

C3 flare followed by a C4 and - in the active region 9287
complex. So, what we'd like to suggest to you, shopping
list Items 4 and 10 be run when time permits.

SPT That 's item 4 and 10?
CC That's affirmative.
SPT Okay.
SPT Houston. Can you see which detector it

is that's causing trip off. I believe it's probably 6.
CC Detector 4 seems to be one.
SPT Thank you.
CC SPT, Houston. The reason for the trip

off on detector 4 is high count.
SPT Roger, »Uank. I think we're past the

region. We're .it high intensity now, so I'll leave it on
for the remainder of the mirror auto raster.

CC We copy ,

PAO Skylab Control at 19 houra 32 minutes
and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is passed out of range of Hawaii. Our next acquisition is
23-1/2 minutes from now at Vanguard. During this pans the
Spacecraft Communicator Hank Hartsfield Informed Ed Gib9on
who is now working at the ATM panel that in active region
complex 92 and 87. Those are 2 sf perite active regions which
have now apparently combined Just before going out of view on
the face of the Sun. in that active region there were a pair of
flares spotted by Vic (garble) satellite. Recorded by (garble)
satellite and the crew is observing that area at this time.
Those arc on the right edge of the disk of the Sun or what is
knew as the West Limb of the Sun md the active area of the Sun
is now rotating out of view ,ind for the most part the remainder
of the Sun's dink Is very quiet.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're going l-"S .
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Vanguard at 16 with a recorder dump.
PAO This is Skylab Control. We had a brief

callup again fron Hank Hartsfield to tell the crew there wan
a data recorder durap at Vanguard. We did have a period in
which we apparently got signal back there for a moment.
But, we've lost It again at this time. Our next acquisition
is a little over 21 minutes from now at Vanguard. It's now
54 minutes 36 seconds after the hour.

PA0 Skylab Control at 20 hours 15 minutes and
25 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
54 seconds fron acquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking
ship. This pass through Vanguard should last approximately
10-]/2 minutes. We have the line live for air-to-ground
through Vanguard at this time.

cc Skylab, Houston. Through Vanguard 1 0 - L / 2
minutes. [And CDR , Houston. Have you had a chance to look aT"
the LCGs^yct?

CDR I'ra jutt in the process of getting after
then new,

CC Okay, ,'vr, and the kind of things we're
interested in is the fungus, >r mildew growth. We'd like t >.

know the color and the siz-, distribution, ishape,, .mil odor
.ind things like that .hi-) c«n\>*Tv what yon s«. with wh.it y„„
s.iw mission day 6, after the K V A drive.

CDR Okay . Sure will.
CC And, then we Just want to rcsi»w them and

we'd like to get that if possible about Tananarive, because we'
holding up tomorrow's flight plan until we've get the results
of the inspection. If It needs it, we're gonna have to set
up some sort of biocide routine for tomorrow. And for planning
Tananarive is about 23 minutes from now.

CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahtad.
CC Roger. Since we're way behind on using

the 82B film. We'd like to go to flare mode in 82B and don't
forget to inhibit the b(> and Hj\ and truncate at 400K .

Sl '

! Okay, t!i it's If we get a flare. Is that
affirm? v. I, at about 82 A?

CC F.d , wl, ,t we'd like i ., do iH iniiiitc .1 H/t',
flare mode and inhib i t the s-15*. and H2A and trunraf. tl,.,i

flare mode a t 400>. .

S ''T okay, ii ».,J . kiy.ht now I'm i,.,t pointed
with 8211 In anything hut the .enter of the Sun. i

' m gonna
move luck to 87 in Ju«t a lew seconds.

C (: °kay, when ynu move back then get her going

END OF TAPF.
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CL sl ' T
. Houston. Our telemetry shows some-

thing a little strange looking with the 82B. Would you atop
it and reinitiate, please?

CC E<1
. what we saw there was that the shutteropened and stayed open instead of cycling open and close

rather rapidly. It looks okay now.
SPT Yes, Hank. 1 believe what 1 had was ini-tiated from the rather than (garble) (garble) initiate, and

t hat would doit.
C C We copy.
Pi ' T Hank, are we in the anomaly?
cc That's affirmative.
CDR Houst on , CI)R.
CC Go ahead.

,

CDR Okay, Hank. I've; looked over the l.CGs .They re nice and dry and ! don't sec any s i «n - of any newmildew. The odor is still ih,r,. 1 think that's p,obab1ybecause they ve been cooped up in that locker for a white.But for the most part they look just exactly the way they didlast time we looked at them when we wore thea, and ! think they'ln^ood shape. By the way, we've got all four of them in

. ,W
(

:

C
,

Roger. Did you have a chance to look atthe V C. A 7

t
,

CDR Hank, that's going to take some tine.
m Soing to have to get in there, and - if you want me toopen those PGAs does that mean I have to dry them again?

CC Okay. Skip the PGA we'U see youTananarive at O'cOC.

. ,*!
A0 Skylab Control at 20 hours ? 7 minutesand IS seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space stationnow out of range of Vanguard and about 13 minutes we'll ho Inacquisition at Tananarive. Inning this

more rapid operation th. SOH/H caraera. fli

y i n t
-

space Ht.it i en"pic Instr
had not been using .is m„H, film , ls they h;»,| an r j , | , v . lh(V
•
•ro tryi.'K to keep .-,11 the film us, f! , „„ to .ififi i <<x 1 mi t e ] ydesired level. At the present line tiiere has been some f I , ractivity in active region HI and that's the area they'll beobserving with 8/ even though It is ., post flare periodThey expect that solar activity should be markedly reduced
in the next several days. About 2 days remain before 87 passesfro. the face «i the Sun. an J at that litre there are only twosmall and rather relatively uninteresting active region, onho surface. Also at this time, Gerald Carr, Commander ofthe P«cecr« (, was checking out the liquid cooled garmentswhich had had mildew or, them before the first space watk of
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the mission. He d is c o vc red d upon looking at then, that althoughthey still had some faint odor they do not appear to havegrown mildew again. Medical officers here had decided thatit was about lime they took a look at those in advance ofsome future EVA activity. But it appears now that there'snot much concern and they deleted the request to look at thepressure garment assemblies at the same time. Doctors don'tbelieve that there's much likelihood that they would beeffected if the liquid cooled garments, the undersuits worn h«
he crew during space walks, proved to be fairly clean, so at'this time it does,, t look like any procedure will be necessary.They were considering the possibility of doing a bloclde wipe-down that Is to say disinfecting them, in the event that therewas additional mildew there. 11 minutes and 15 seconds to ournext acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control at 29 minute

2 A seconds after the hour.

ENO OK TAPK
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PA0
J

Skylab Control at 20 hours 39 minutes
52 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now approximately
*0 seconds from acquisition of signal at Tananarive. Thispass through Tananarive should last about 8 minutes. Bring
Ji% ?V P 1

Jy
e
,!° r air - to -8"""d. Spacecraft communi ca toris Hank Hartsfield, presently the Flight Director is PhilShaffer - Phil Shaffer. Phil will be going off duty atapproximately 5 o'clock. He'll be available for a change-of-shift briefing at approximately 5:30 central standard

time in the Building 1 briefing room. Again that's 5:30for the change of shift. We're live now for air-to-groundthrough Tananarive.
CC

, ,
Skylab, Houston; through Tananarive

for another 7-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're back with youagain another 6-1/2 minutes.
CDR Roger, Hank.
CC Ar> d

. Jerry, did you copy my last
tnere at Vanguard that we wanted to skip looking at the
suits for the time being?

CDR Yeah, I was concerned about whether
or not we're going to have to dry them and all that stuff
if we open them again.

We think the suits are ckay, so we
at those .

Okay .

Houston, CDR.
Go ahe ad .

Hank, there arc two things left in
that I Just as soon get out of there

I wonder what you folks think. We got a S052 camera and
a S192 amplifier door assembly. Whar do you say we
move tho«e into the HDA. We got a couple of lockers there
particularly the vault, that's got lots of room in it.

Cc Okay, Jer. We'll work it out and talk
to Story and see what he says.

<:,)K Okay, good enough,
SPT Sa y. Hank, I'm wondering if you could

clarity the call to go to ft 2 B (garble) w.ivn we're at the
peak and actually down side of the relatively short period
flare? I was under the Impression that we were after
flare ri se and the peak post was the - not - not worth
spending a great deal of film on. We're right now showing
I486 on the 82B because of that flare program and that -
that kind of disturbs rac unless we're really looking at
a f lare r ise .

't need to look
CDR
CDR
CC
CDR

command module
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CC Okay, Ed, The rcqut-st to run the
fila had nothing to do with the - the flare that occurred
just previously. The word • the word - Stand by 1.

CC Okay, what - what we were after today
was to use up the film. We're way behind on our schedule
and we got to get down to sensitive film that we're using
for the Kohoutek .

spr Oh, all right, in that being the case
I'm sure we can include them In lots of shopping list items,
and other ones we were holding back.

CC We'll check that out, Ed.
CC SPT, Houston; in answer to your question.

The shopping list items that are listed in the (garble) that
include 82B would be our preference. And we're about to
go LOS. We'll bv coning up on Hawaii at 25.

PAU Sky lab Control at 2 0 hours 48 minutes
and 33 seconds Greenwich mean time. Sky lab space station
has temporarily lost signal through Tananarive. We have
not yet had an LOS call from there, but we'll expect one
shortly.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hour;i 51 minutes
and 28 seconds Greenwich no an time. We've had loss of
signal over Tananarive. Our next acquisition is 33 ninutes
away. During this last pass spacecraft communicator Hank
Hartsfield was explaining to Ed Gibson the reasoning behind
the flare use of the S082B, although normally the S082B
is used for gathering data on the rise of a flare. The
flare mode permits the instrunent operate more
rapidly than it would normally. That gives not only additiona
data in general on the Sun, but also in this case allows
them to use up a portion of the film that had been scheduled
for observation of flare activity during the early part
of the mission. Part of the film load that's now on the
S082B and will remain t'n.-re through the first part of the
mission through thy .space walk that's scheduled now for
December 25th, is a segment of high - of high-quality Him
specifically designed for photographing Kohuutek. Chi,
film is more sensitive t o li^ht than is l In- film normally
used on S082B. Because it Is several times more sensitive
to light it'll be more suitable for using in i iserv;it Inns
of the comet Kohoutel;. First observations have not yet
been planned in detail, but they're indicated before the
mission as to began approximately 2 weeks. To get to
that film, however, we do have to run through the solar
filta, the first segment of that. And there will be additional
solar film left on the end of the reel. Gibson was questionin
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours, 2 i minute*
and 49 «ecoiids Greenwich mean time. We're now coming
within range of the Hawaiian Inland* tracking antenna.
This pass through Hawaii, a 9-minute one will have
Spacecraft Communicator Hank llartsfield talking to tha
crew. And we'ra live now for air-to-ground through
Hawai 1

.

cc Skylab, Houston, through Hawaii 10
minutes

.

Ct>R Roger, Hank.
CC SPT, Houston, I think we lost conn

there Just has I was talking to you about the shopping
list items. We would prefer in regard to 82B that you dothose shopping list items that are on the SAP that Include

SPT Okay, Hank.
cc And CDR , Houston .

CDR Go ahead .

cc We would prefer that you leave the
S052 mag in the CSM, since it's protected f 10 m radiation
there, and it would have to go in a film vault if you
moved it somewhere else. Also if you do move it we'd have
to make some checklist changes in regard to stowage
locations for the EVA Checklist. And we could still do it if
you want to move it. And in regard to the S192, it's okay
to move it Just tell us where you put and be careful with
i t .

CDR Okay, Hank.
cc Does okay mean that you're going to

leave the S052 and move the door?
CDR Yt'S, I'll see if I can find a place to

put it, and if I can I'll let you know, otherwise assume
that they're staying where they are until I find a better
place .

cc Okay, thank you Jer.
PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours, J5 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has passed out
of range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. Our next
acquisition is 20 minutes away, that will be at the Vanguard
At the present time the commander of the Skylab mission has
an off-duty period, and is free to do as he wishes. He
may be performing some of the free activity that's
available to the crew members. And Science Pilot Ed
Gibson is working at the ATM console. Meanwhile schedule
calls for Pilot Bill Pogue to do - have an exercise
period at this time in the afternoon, so he should be
working at the exercise period. This ATM pass will be the
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last one for the next several hours. One more ATM pass
is scheduled this evening. Again Science Pilot Gibsonwho a handling all the solnr investigations today, will
be working at that. What we have so far on the pass thismorning - double Earth resources passes is that weatherconditions were excellent for both passes which crossed thestate of Colorado, Oklahoma and Louisiana and saw zero to 3/10cloud cover, which is virtually perfect skies over all ofthe United States in that pass. And on the other panswhich was in the Los Angeles coastal waters and off thecoast of California and Baja California and Mexico there
too the weather conditions were very good. So that's a -
excellent luck for several Earth resources passes thatmust he conpleted now while there's an opportunity beforewe enter a period when the Skylab space station does notcross the United States in the proper time of day. 18-1/2minutes to our next acquisition of signal, it's now 36minutes and 42 seconds after the hour. This is SkylabCont rol .

'

END OF TAPE
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the 200 pound-seconds required for each of the single Earth
resources passes performed on Friday and Saturday, Mission Control
guidance and navigation personnel were not surprised by the
high use. The minimum use possible for the back-to~back
Earth resources passes was 460 pound-seconds. But such a

low use depended on Ideal selection of gimbal directions.
Since several patterns of attitude control can be selected
by computers, precise predictions are virtually impossible
lor many maneuvers. Simulations of today's Earth resources
attitude changes, which were performed yesterday, showed
several possible patterns for the two gyroscopes to move in
compensating tor the desired maneuver. With perfect - that
is from the point of view of minimum TACS use selection at each
decision point, the 4 60 pound -seconds consumption would have
been acquired. However, if gitjbal stop was reached, rhey
exp -I'm sorry - If however, the decisions went a different
direction, and at each decision point, the computer must de-
cide which - which appears to be preferable at the tinf

,

If decisions went In the opposite direction, with the gimbals
moving in a different direction, 600 pound -seconds would have
been required. Should gimbals come up against a stop, and
as they did during today's maneuver in the first case, the
expectation was they would use approximately 1200 pound-sec-
onds . Last night, the guidance and navigation officer
here at Mission Control advised the flight director that
he thought there was approximately a 50 - T)0 chance that we would
use 1200 pound-seconds today. However, after reviewing t he-

conditions with excellent weather conditions both of the
U.S. areas, it was decided that t h : , risk would be taken, that
the 1200 pound - s e c ond s consumption was not excessive consider-
ing the excellent opportunity for fall observation of
Earth resources areas over the United States. As additional
evidence for that, at the present time, here in Mission Control
considering back-to-back Earth resources passes again for
tomorrow, with very similar maneuvers (garble) and with roughly
the same kind of consumption possible. Again, a difficult
thing to understand, but the computer at each decision point
must determine which way is optimum for running the gyros and
depending on its decision, we ran have either a relatively
low use of TACS gas or a relatively high one. Today's use
of TACS gas which amounted to 1319 pound- seconds was out of
t tie 2'.',V'tt pound- seconds remaining at the beginning of the rhv.
And that consumption would indicate, of course, that we hav<-

approximately 4 percent of our total pound -seconds used.
A percent of the TACS R a s is not considered excessive at this
tine. We expect that during mission, w e '

J 1 bring that b a

c

e.

up. A 5000 pound-second minimum is presently the estimated
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f lnG f ° r °P erat io«s - experimental red linewhich Indicates how muoh we'll allow per day Is presentlyright about where we are for a 60-day mission. But weexpect that will be compensated for later in the mission wh

performed 52 minutes from our next acquisition of signal.It s now 10-1/2 minutes after the hour. This is SkylabCon t rol .
'

END OF TAPE
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, J
Skylab Control at 22 hours, 42 minuteand 7 seconds Gr,,nwi c h mean I I mt- , Skylab spare sl ,„ lastill about 20 minutes from ai: •) u 1 s i t ion of «i U, , h w-v'rthe chanKe-of-sl.ift handover is taken pUc, a i U "

r i r

od"v-: ?."rT: ted
-

Sh ",ff0r
"
aS c«P»^-> discus*

„ / R««ource, maneuvers and the operation of the

n M r >

C
?
ntro1 8 y«^'» with the oncoming Flight Directoril Hutchinson and lu- and his guidance and na v i 8 a c on o f i c ,e both ready to go to Building 1 now for a briefing '

Jg
to hold the change-of-.hift briefing half an hoV

'

--r i r than we had scheduled, that'll make it start at

Lain tit
C
K
ntrdI B

f

ta «**<* Umr shar P- 17 ^nutes f . n nowAgain the ch ange -o f -s h i f t briefing with off goingFl ght Director Phil Shaffer will now begin a\ 5 o'clock
n'-?Jv r nilt

K
CS aW^ in the Building 1 briefing room!

5 o clock for change-of-shif t briefing this is Skvi,hControl, it's now 43-1/2 minutes ,r J^Vul "

are
going

END OF TAPE
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, nl ,n . ,
sk ylab Control at 22 hours, 55 minutes,and 40 seconds Greenwich mean tin,.-. At the present thoKO hk Klfght D!r,Uor Phil Sha.'ft-r is available L ,!,Building

1 briefing room. We'll being the brieflnu inthere about 4 minutes from now. And Skylab is coming u,
or. a pass over Hawaii and we'll be recording that forPlayback alter the briefing. Chang-of-.hl ft briefing willbegin approximately 4 minutes from now in the Building 1briefing room. K L

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 29 nlnur.es
Greenwich mean time. Thin time, we'll play back for you the
recording of the pass over Hawaii about 2 minutes of tape
gathered over Hawaii that began a half hour ago. Immediately
after that, we will have the Vanguard pass here as the Hawaii
pass .

CC Skylab j this is Houston through Hawaii
for 7-1/2 oinutes , Out.

CDR Why, it's the golden voice of Houston.
CC You better believe it, babe.
CDR Hello, silver gang.
CC Yeah, that's right. We missed our golden

opportunity to correct you into saying silver voice.
CDR Yep. but silver tongued.
CC You won that round.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. J - 1 / 2 minutes

to LOS. Next station contact in 25 minutes through the Van-
guard at 23:33 with a data voice tape recorder dump and private
conn for the PLT . And that'll be starting out on the right
antenna going to left near the end of the pass. Vanguard is
23:33 to 23:43 and - are you copying, Bill?

PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay. Ami the second site will be Ascension

at 23:49 to 23:56. Back on the right antenna and going to left,
right near the end of the pass again. Over,

CDR Roge r , he copy

.

I'AO Skylab Control at 23 hours 31 minutas
Greenwich mean time. Well, that concludes the recording made
over the Hawaiian Islands tracking antenna beginning approxi-
mately 5 o'clock central standard time. This time we're about
2 minutes from acquisition of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship, whereas you heard there was going to be a private
conversation begun. This pass through Vanguard should last
about 10 ml nutes and Spacecraft Communicator of the Silver Team
is Jruce McCandl^ss. Tomorrow's schedule for the crew
is now on the screens here in Mission Control. And that indicat
track 62 and 63 are the two Eartli resources passes for
tomorrow morning with the v i d e o - v i ew f inde r tracking system
on S191 being operated by the pilot for the early pasa which
begins at 16:01, and concludes at 16:13. The later pass,
seventh Earth resources pass of the mission i a scheduled for
17:34 to 17:43 Greenwich mean time. That's track 63. Also
scheduled for tomorrow are ATM runs with the eerly ones going
to Science Pilot, Ed Gibson. There will be an ATM conference
with Dr. Robert MacQueen of High Altitude Observatory in Boulder
Colorado, who is the principal investigator on S052, the white
light corongraph. Solar activities have now moved into a
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CC Slcylab, this is Houston. DAS is yours.

r ,ac° v,

Skylab, this is Houston. 1-1/2 minutes
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StatI °" C ° ntaCt 7 -i"»«e. through Asi: n

23:?9. 6ut '
GXCUSe th3t thro "8h Ascension at

cn
PA°

J „
Skylab Control at 23 hours 43 minutes and

passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard We'rd
Verv'l t r

nUtC' 8 and 50 SCCOndS fr ° n -^i«ition aAs ension

n l a re s tlllTMV
° n dUrin& USt paSS
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Grou " d Pe on-nei are still working on tomorrow's - preparation f,„ ,

.

activity Number of things scheduled Jo r 'tomo v
f
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V

- run of M092 on the science pilot. This will be the
"

run in several days on the science pilot. Carr will - Cammander Carr will be the observer on that run. The pilott-the ATM activities during the afternoon and also he pr l-s eprun tomorrow. Handheld photography is scheduled for h coaJmander tomorrow and he has a little additional note 8 gto him on the teleprinter pad that's in preparation nowTomorrow late in the evening, Houston time at 03:03 Creenwichmean tirae, and again at 03:04:34, he'll be takin« so.III!graphyof the Phil 1 ppi„ c . . First pho t o^p^'of '
! i?

° t0 "
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° St7 V Ph
,

0t°^^ h is to helP 8" additional de-a Is on - on cities in - around the world. Manila is one „fthe se coast cities being observed by the Skyiab crew. It will

lurl J
be observed at 03:03 Greenwich mean time. T h,

5i
P

?k »
° Photo * ra P h 'he metropolliian area and also todescribe the pattern of growth there. This is one of severalcities, a total of 20 altogether, specified for observationby the Skylab crew. And It's one of four s e ac o, s t c i t

i

t s ? hatare schedule tor observation
. The purpose of the expiree!?is to help classify the city pattern as concentric sectormulti nucli or a combination of types, so there is better

kindTn?
° f develo P^ e "t taking place in variouskinds of cities around the world. The other seacoast
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cities for observation are Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Vera Cruz,
Mexico, and Marseilles, France. After a photography of Manila
is completed by the commander tomorrow morning, he'll also be
Photographing a fault zone, a Philippine fault, known as a
part of a clrcum - Pacific - in the circum Pacific fault
zone. It's a fault that's not very well understood and the
exact details of its shape and structure aren't well known.
It appears to he a straight valley running the length of
Leyte Island in the Philippines and is adjacent, to mountain
fronts north of Manila and also on Leyte. Their purpose io to
photograph the trace of the fault, the line that it leaves,
and to determine if it's a single fault or if it splits to
the south across Mindanao and also deter - determine where it
goes and how it splits how north of Manila. They'll photograph
it and also aake notes on map -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - and determine whether it's a single
fault or if it splits to the south across Mindanao and alsodetermine where It goes and how it splits north of Manila
They'll photograph it and also make notes on naps that they
have there for later study. They'll be doing this perhaps anumber of days, the request is for low Sun elevation photo-graphy of the Manila Leyte fault and thAt photography will
be perfomred in three steps, we'll have a 57-degree Sun angletomorrow and then 5 days later we'll have the lower Sun angle
at 35 and 20 degree Sun angle 5 days later than that. We're
coming up at acquisition of signal at Ascension, we'll bring
the line up li Vfc for air-to-ground through Ascension passlasting about 7 minutes.

,
CC

,
Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension

for 7 minutes, PLT private coon in progress.

,Mlr.

C
J

Skylab this is Houston no Joy on the
VHF. Request you check with the PLT and make sure he went
back to the right antenna.

, I1 ,

CDR 0ka y- J| c'8 back to the right antenna;
still no joy.

CC Okay, now try the 1 1> i i antenna, lie
just crossed over.

CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control at 23 hours, 57 minutes

and 11 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now crosoing the coast of Africa and we're 35 minutes
from our next acquisition of signal at Guam. Again a very
quiet pass on the space station as the crew members are
scheduled to be engaged in physical training with the Pilot
Bill Pogye should be - should have completed a shower a
short time ago, he's on off-duty time now and was conducting
a private conversation up there that last station.
Science Pilot Ed Gibson is scheduled to take a next showerwith a shower scheduled for about 2 o'clock Greenwich ceantime :or Commander Carr. In the mean time, Commander Carrshou d have j us t completed his - his physical training and
be cleaning up for dinner. This is Skylab Control It isnow 53 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPK
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fAO Skylab Control at 0 hour*, 31 minute a
and 37 tocondi, Greenwich a«an tlae. We're now 5S seconds
fro» acquisition of signal at th*» Uu«m tracking antenna.
The pass through Cua« will U«t about 6 alnutea and
we're live now for Spacecraft Conmun lea tor Bruce McCandAes*.

CC Skylab this Is Houston through Cuam
for 6 minute*, next station contact Is the Vanguard with
the SPT private comb, out.

COR Hello, Bruce, out.
CC Skylab this is Houston 1-1/2 minutes

to LOS, next station contact in 33-1/2 «i?u'es through
the Vanguard. if the SPT Is listening V*nt;jard AOS is at
OltlO to 01»22, Ascension 0 1 1 2 4 to 01t34 and you'll start
out right antenna both times and switch to left about
halfway through and we believe we have the ,>robleia« figured
out that were plaguing Ascension last pass vnd should be
a good run , over

.

pl<T Okay, Bruce i'» sure he wc»-» listening,
thank you

.

SPT Thanks , Bruce

.

CC Roger, out.
PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours, jv minutes and

48 seconds Greenwich mean lime. Skylab a pace station now out
of rangy of the trucking antenna at Guam. Our next acquisition
is about JO minutes from now, that will be at V^nnuard, This is
Skylab Control at 40 minutes exactly after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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Evening Status Report pleas*. Over.
CDR Roger, Bruce.
p A° Skylab Control at 1 hour 22 Minutes

and 6 seconda Greenwich mean time. We've passed out of
range of the tracking ship Vanguard but we're about ainute and 45 seconds from acquialton at Ascension. At
the present tiae Flight Director Neil Hutchinson has asked
the Earth Resources officer to review tomorrow's back to
back Earth Resources passes. And in light of previous passes
with a lower uscage of thruster attitude control system gaa,
determine whether the largo potential consumption for the
two oaneuvers is justified in terms of the acomp 1 ishment

s

that night be expected. That evaluation is now underway.
Preliminary indications are that the second Earth Resources
pass is an extremely valuable one, with the first pass
of relatively lower priority. That evaluation as I said is
underway now in the back room here in Mission Control.
No final maneuver pads have been created for tomorrow, but
the high use of TAGS gas has lead Flight Director
Hutchinson to request a thorough evaluation of it's
potential value so that the Earth Resources people can
determine whether they'd rather have a pass tomorrow or
possibly 2 or 3 with the same TACS use later in the mission.
We 11 give you a further report on that if there should
additional information coming to us during the remainder
of the evening. We're coming up live now for acquisition of
signal at Ascension. This pass which is an extended one
goes through Ascension, Canary Islands, and Madrid, and it
will last approximately 18 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab this is Houston through Ascension,
Canary, and Had rid Cor 10 alnutes. Over.

CDR Roger, Houston here cornea the etatua
report. Sleep: CDR 6.0, 6 heavy; SPT 6.5, 6 heavy, 0.5 light;
PLT 7.0, 5 heavy, 2 Moderate. Volume : CDR 2200 ; SPT 1200 ;

PIT 2200, Drinking gun: CDR 6971; SPT 1762; PLT 7974.
Body aaiB; CDR 6.296, 6.296, 6.295; SPT 6.387, 6.385, 6.390;
PLT 6.246, 6.247, 6.247. Exercise: Crewaan CDR method Alfa,
legs 31 minutes, 4600 vat t -ainu tes , method Bravo Alfa Delta
Echo and Foxtrot 10 alnutea and 20 repetitione each. Method
Charlie Charlie Delta Foxtrot 06 alnutea 15 repetitions each,
method Foxtrot 10 alnutes; SPT method Foxtrot, toe rises
10 alnutea 200, strength 10 alnutes 300; PLT Alfa legs 28-1/2
5000, method Bravo Alfa Bravo Delta and Echo 08, 50 each,
method Charlie, Bravo Charlie Delta Echo Foxtrot Gulf and
Hotel 07, 15 repetitions, method Foxtrot 10. Medication:
SPT two asprlns. Clothing discarded today CDR one pair of
socks, 1 T-shirt, 1 shorts, 1 trousers; SPT none; PLT I pair
of socks 1 boxer shorts, I T-shirt. Food log: CDR plus 3.5
salt, zero deviation, plus 1.5 rehydration water; SPT zero salt,
zero deviation, zero rehydration water; PI.T zero salt, plus
I vanilla wafers, zero rehydration water. Photo log: 140-foot
cassette, EREP 6, down to 72 percent, EREP 7 down to 69 percent,
Clikrlie Leanor 09 remaining on the supply is 69 percent.
Nlcon 01, Charlie X-ray 2039, 02 empty, 03 no change from
last night, 04 empty, 05 Bravo Hotel 03, 59, that includes
3 anticipated frames tonight.

cc Okay with you so far. I's like you to repeat
the first two 1 6 -m 1 1 1 l me t e r ones, though.

cc Okay, there was only one 16 millimeter
it was a 140-foot cassette. EREP 6 used it down to 72 percent.
EREP 7 lowered it to 69 percent, so it's in the drawer now
with 69 percent and the supply reel is Charlie Lima 09.

CC Okay, understand now.
CDR Okay, 70 millimeter Charlie X-ray 47, 036.

ETC Charlie Tango 10, 073, EREP set Kilo 9640, 1827, 9163,
8732, 0503, 9408. Drawer A configuration: no change.

CC Okay we copy that Jerry we got a question
for you regarding our last evening's evening status report,
you reported 93 percent remaining on transporter 03 In
the A4 location, this indicated a use of only 3 percent for
the M151 activity photography of ETC prep and we would have
expected about 27 percent utilization, can you verify the
performance of the M151 activity so we know If we should
reschedule or not, over.

CDR Yeah, you probably ought to reschedule
It. It was a real off-nominal thing, that was the deal where
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I wan taking 183 out while Ed was trying to gat 13 » or
ETC prepped and in and it just got all nessed up and he Just
ended up not taking any rovIsh of it,

CC Okay , we 1 11 do that .

CDR - • small parts «- he took two anall parts
and tha t ' « about all.

CC Okay, we'll do that, That's nighty fine
we got the evening status report out of the way whoops I

guess we've got Flight Plan deviations and stuff to 30. I'd
sorry.

CDR Yeah, that's right. Deviation, let see,
today ve didn't get T003-6 again, we niased it yesterday and
again today so we'll Just keep trying to remember to do it,
no shopping list accompl ishnen ts other than Just what was
scheduled today. No inoperable equipment and no unscheduled
s t owage .

CC Okay, nighty fine, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CC Zakl Ymani, visits Washington tomorrow
to discuss the Arab oil embargo. When he last visited the
United States back in April, he warned that the Arabs
would use their oil weapon unless Washington changed Its
pro-Israeli stance. " Unf or t uantel y , no believed ae ,

"

he said. The energy crisis has brought out the wags: Fowler
Hartin, whose office in Raleigh, North Carolina is charged
with administering a federal law which empowers states to
reallocate 10 percent of the heating oil, kerosene and
diesel fuel in the state has this sign in his office;
"You can fuel some of the people some of the time. But we
can't fuel all of the people ail of the time." Sounds like
one of mine. New York Mayor John V. Lindsay, who leaves
office next month after eight years, plans to divide his
governmental and other papers between the municipal archives
and Yale University. Lindsay said governmental papers and
records accumulated during his two terms at City hall will
be given to the municipal archives for future - for ut.e by
future city officials, historians and other researchers.
Nongovermental papers, and records and papers amassed during
his congressional years, 1958 through 1965, will be turned
over to the Sterling National Library at Yale. Lindsay is
a Yale graduate. In Capetown, South Africa, Dr. Christian
Barnard performed his tenth heart transplant operation at
Groote Schuur Hospital today. Hospital officials said the
patient was in good condition after the seven -hour operation
but declined to name him or the donor. Dr Barnard's first
operations was in April 17, 1969. Two of his patients have
so far - or have survived to date. At the United Nations,
representatives of countries around the world this week
will launch a major facelift on the maritime laws handed
down from the days of sailing ships. A total of 148
governments and groups are invited to the UN Conference
on Law of the Sea, opening tomorrow and scheduled to meet
off and on until 1975. By Jupiter. Pioneer 10 is
accelerating rapidly in Jupiter's fierce gravitational cug
and has transmitted pictures chat revealed a 10,000-=ile
long dlsturbai.ee likened to a tropical storm or towering
t hunde rbumper on earth. This afternoon the tiny spacecraft
was 1.1 million miles from the planet and is speeding at
32,300 miles per hour toward its t"ly-by tomorrow afternoon.
Pioneer's camera spotted the atmospheric disturbance in
Jupiter's southern hemisphere. An Associate Press market
basket survey shows that grocery prices went up again in
November after taking a brief dip inOctober. The
news came amid warnings of norc increases and possible
shortages because of the fuel crisis. Comet Kohoutek has
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evening if it occurs before wo go off the air we'll give
you a report on It. At the present tine we're a little
over 22. Minutes f ro« our next acquisition of signal, and
it's now 45 minutes and 7 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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point whore I can cycle it and out of experlaent pointing.
(Garble) (garble)

*

cc SPT, this ia Houston would you send your
laat trasnlasion again for understanding, over.

SPT Okay Bruce to get H-Alpha going, I have
to cycle 2FI 10 seconds back to experiment pointing in order
to get the night signal or day signal to trigger H-Alpha,
And I'll hold up doing that until I can find a point here
where I can (garble) those doors (garble) which will close
on ne which is (garble) of them.

SPT Bruce, I got it with the override,
never Bind,

Roger, Ed we copy and we got about
10 seconds to LOS, next station contact in 30 ainutea through
the Vanguard. Private medical conference private COR phone
call Vanguard, Canary and Madrid, over.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours 19 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're passing out of range now of
the tracking antenna on Guam. Our next acquisition is
a little less than a half an hour from now. That next
acquisition is - is scheduled to be the private medical
conference for the evening and the pass after that is at
Canary Islands which begins about 50 minutes from now.
Private medical conference we normally do not get any
live air-to-ground even at the end of that pass so we
wouldn't expect to hear from the crew at that. time. At
the beginning of part of the conversation there we had a
little confusion with the Science Pilot and Commander
talking both a r. the sametime. But a good illustration of
the size of the space station which is 118-1/2 feet from
one end to the other Including the command module which is
attached to it at this time, both of them not apparently
aware that the other crew memeber was talking. Weather -

final weather report in not in for the Earth resources pass
tomorrow, but that still is under consideration. Weather
conditions ior the first F.arth resources pass in the mor -
scheduled in the morning and the sixth one of the mission
does not appear to be particularly good at this time, however
that is still being reviewed. There are relatively few sites
the early pass with only 5 requirements apparent in the
last revision done by the Earth resources personnel. About
12 to 14 sites scheduled for that one while there are 25
sites scheduled for the later one which will begin off the
coast of California, northwest of San Francisco, and follows
the California - Inside the area of California, goes down
the length of California, and down the length of Mexico
ending south of Mexico City on the Coast of the Pacific
Ocean. Momentum management program being run over here in
Mission Control in the simulators has indicated so far that
shorter maneuvers, th*l is to say the ones that are
performed more quickly seem to eliminate some of the problems
with gimbal stops and those are of course the difficulties
we had today that lead to a use of more than 1300 pound-
seconds of TACS. However the shorter maneuvers also require
a slightly Increased TACS use on the ncralnol program.
Indication* so far on the 2 EREPs tomorrow is about U0
pound-seconds of use for each of those 2 passes, however it
doeselirainate the danger of going to a larger consumption.
They re still running programs out here on the computers to
detetoine whether or not we can find a optimum performance
which will both Unit the toti.l amount of TACS required for thnominal performance and also will reduce the danger ofgreater uses if the gimbal should come up .gainst stops in
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operation of the control moment gyros which are generally
used for attitude control. And ot course for larger
maneuvers the thruster attitude control system nitrogen gas is
used to make the maneuver. So 410 pound- seconds if we do
a shorter and quicker maneuver tomorrow. And that does
seem to eliminate the problem with gimbal stops according
to the runs that have been performed so far, of the momentum
management program by our computer operaters here in
Mission Control and elsewhere at Johnson Space Center and
felso at the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsvillc,
Alabama. Our next acquisiton of signal is at Canary Islands
46 minutes away. A private medical conference is scheduled
for the Vanguard pass about a half hour from now. We'll have
a medica.' report later. The Science Pilot tomorrow Ed
Gibson is scheduled to run M09 2 again. The last time a
Science Pilot ran the lower body negative pressure test he
had to cut short the test a little bit, although he did
reach the maximum stress. That is to say the lowest
pressure, a minus 50 pressure on the lower body negative
pressure device. He did cut that short because of some
faintness and feeling of discomfort. The medical officer
here in Mission Control says that's no matter for concern.
All three of the crew members have had some problems now
with the highest level of - of stress on the lower body
negative pressure device. But it's not considered to be
any sort of a serious problem at all, and it's mostly due to -

they feel to the crew members lack of rest and some
irregularity in their schedule. Doctors have indicated that
they prefer the crew did a little bit more exercising, rather
than less. They did have a hour and a half set aside for
exercise today. And the indication is that they have been
using that time for treadmill exercises, also for the use of
the (garble) 1 exerciser which is a rope tension device. And
riding the bicycle. As an example the Pilot today put about
a half an hour in on the bicycle, generating About 5000 watt-
minutes. These Uv*!s are howover, <iu(tr a hit bolnw the
general level performed by the Earth resources - by the
Skylab crew on the last mission when Jack Lousma performed
for a good deal of the mission, approximately 10,000 watt-
rain utes everyday. None of these three crew members have been
to meet that general level, although Science Pilot Ed Gibson
did run 16,000 up watt-minutes on an earlier occasion. So we'
expect the crew will probably be making a little bit more
attempt to exercise in the next few days. That has been the
recommendation of the surgeon as one of the means of keeping
up their physical conditioning while they're in space.
An hour and a half daily set aside for that physical therapy.
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This is Skylab Control it's now 24-1/2 minutes after the

hour and we're about 45 minutes from our next acquisition

of signal.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 7 minutes and
13 seconds Greenwich mean time. Approximately 55 seconds
until we get acquisition of signal through the Canary Islands
tracking station. Pass through Canary Islands and Madrid
should last approximately 14 minutes, and we have the line
live for Bruce McCandleBS, Spacecraft Communicator. During
this last pass over Vanguard, we did have a private medical
conference and we will give you a report on that as soon as
it becomes available.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
and Madrid for 13-1/2 minutes. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce, read you 5 square.
CC Okeydoke, and we'll be dumping the data voice

tape recorder at Madrid and we understand the private coram
seems to be coming along nicely.

CDR Great.
CC One question that we've got here is the -

about 4 hours ago, we noticed a significant temperature decrease
the food chiller and we're wondering if you moved something
big and cold from the freezer into the chiller. Over.

PLT Let me check, I didn't. I don't see that
anything has been moved in there, Bruce.

CC Okay, thank you very much.
SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead

, Sky lab .

SPT Okay, I've got the frame count on the ATM,
and -

CC Okay, fire when ready, Skylab.
SPT Okay, 14088, 05073, 00156, 0145 - correc-

tion, 01460, 07109, 04897.
CC Okay, Ed, we've got them. Thank you.
SPT You're welcome.
CC And before you get too far away from the

panel, we'd like you to check and sure that the S055 high
voltage 1 and 3 switches are off, please.

SPT Okay, Bruce, I'll have to go back there.
I'm not there now. Hold on.

CC Okeydoke. Skylab, this is Houston,
1 minute to LOS. Next station contact in 35 minutes through
Honeysuckle Creek at 03:56. That will be our laM pass of
the evening. And if you'll stand by a second, I'll give you
what looks like the wake-up site for the morning. Let's see,
Honeysuckle Creek at approximately 12:05 Zulu.

CDR Ro ge r , Br uce .

CC Okay, talk to you in a few minutes.
PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 22 minuti-a and

55 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
crossing eastern Europe Is out of range of the tracking antenna
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at Madrid, and 33 minutes from our next acquisition of signal

at Honeysuckle, Australia. Present time, we have the mission

surgeons daily report on crew health, and we'll read that for

you at this time. Crew health remains good, the science

pilot's mild mid-morning headache was quickly alleviated by

aspirin. There is no indication of illness. The crews

Phychological status is good also, although still quite busy,

they are happy to be getting in the - into the tasks for which

tney have had more training. In addition, they seem to be

satisfied with the ground controllers attempts to guarantee then

adequate time to sleep, eating, exercise, and personal hygiene.

Signed by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins. Dr. Hordinsky in

dicated that in the conversation, Science Pilot, Ed Gibson,

mentioned that he did not expect to take his shower today,

he wanted to get to bed early tonight to make sure he had

plenty of rest. He is scheduled tomorrow for the M092 run

which is the lower body negative pressure device and the last

time that was run, he - he - he did have to interrupt the

run very near the end of it at the greatest levels of stress.

Dr. Hordinsky said that in h - his opinion, the crew is, in

fact, is exercising as much as the previous crew had based

on their body weight. Jack Louama had exercised more exten-

sively, but he was - he is heavier, of course, than any of

the three crew meobers aboard the Skylab space station at this

time. And in addition, this crew has the treadmill which

was not available to the last Skylab crew. They have done

some measurements of the total amount of work output on the

treadmill, and it indicated that it is not nearly a high a

watt output as is required for the exercise on the bicycle,

exerciser. However, the general readings have been fairly

good today. The science pilot's exercise very, very limited,

he spent about 20 minutes today exercising entirely on the

treadmill. 10 minutes of that doing the toe rises and exer-

cise that he's developed. He has been attempting to develop

exercises that did not exist prior to the mission. These are

primarily -

END OF TAPE
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P AO --10 minutes of that doing toe rises
and exercises that he's developed. He has been attempting
to develop some exercises that did exist prior to the mission.
These are primarily lifts and muscle exercises other than
the mere running exercise that the treadmill is designed
for, running and walking. So, the crew is in good health.
Science pilot's headache was quickly alleviated by aspirin
and there's no sign of illness and they are feeling a little
bit better than they had been during the first week of the
mission, and quite satisfied with the flight controllers
work in preparing the Flight Plans for the days with a little
bit more time available for then to get some rest. Today
was the crew day off, and the crew made pretty good use of
it. Two Earth resources passes accomplished this morning,
also some photography, some data gathered on a med iutn-s i zed
solar flare early this morning. The crew successfully com-
pleted two passes, one across from the Colorado Rockies to
the Caribbean Sea, a 3100-mile overflight on which they had
excellent weather conditions, and the second one a 3700-mile
flight along the Pacific coast of California and Mexico. That
was equally successful, where the weather broke and gave them
excellent conditions. Tomorrow's Earth resources pass is

still being reviewed. Weather conditions poor for the first
Earth resources pass, but it's hoped that that will - weather
conditions will improve as they did in fact, for today's
Earth resources activities, and they're going to take a

closer look at that during the overnight. Doesn't look now
as if we're going to get a report on it before we sign off
in about an hour. It appears that those two are still going
to be up in the air. TACS budget has been figured out for
both of them at something over 400 pound-seconds, but that
too, is going to be revised during the overnight as computer
runs are performed and repeated and various alternatives are
tested. The crew will get instructions for posting permanently
on the console in the Skylab space station to indicate pro-
cedures to be taken to limit that TACS usage by going to a

special mode of operation during the maneuver to Z-local
vertical, because the daylight periods in the United States
are now waning and we are trying to get maximum amounts of data.
It's necessary to make a very substantia] maneuver to go to
7. -local vertical and of course, once we've reached Z-local
vertical, we must keep maneuvering the spacecraft to keep the
instruments pointed at the ground as it circles. That, of
course, is a problem that makes Z-local vertical maneuvers
a little bit more difficult than those for point ir.? at distant
objects, like the Comet Kohoutek. 29 minutes from our next
acquisition of signal, This is Skylab Control at 27 minutes
45 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 55 oinutes
and i*i* seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the Honeysuckle CreeK,
Australia tracking station. This pass through Honeysuckle
Creek should be the final one of the evening. It's expected
to last about 7-1/2 minutes and the spacecraft communicator is
Bruce McCandless. We're live now for air-to-ground through
Honeysuckle.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle
Creek for 7 minutes. Last pass of the evening. Out.

PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead, roll 'em.
PLT Rog, like to correct report on Nikon 05.
CC Go ahead.
PLT Stand by just a minute, Bruce.
p LT Rog, would you correct the 05 reading

from 59 to 60. Had trouble with one frame of the comet.
cc Okay. We copy that, Bill, and you're

going to be reloading that Nikon in the morning anyway, so
it's no real problem.

PLT Okay. Thank you.
CC Was there some sort of a problem wif.n

the camera that we ought to be thinking about or just a one time
thing.

PLT N ° it isn't. It's happened about three
times now with me and with Jer too. What happens is, you put
it on time and you screw the little remote cable in and some-
tines when you push it, it did not seeta to acuate the shutter
and yet you can' t get it to work right again until ^ou advance
1 frame so you end up apparently losing one exposure.

cc Okay. We copy that, and I'll see if we
can get somebody in the back room to try and duplicate and
see what - see what's causing it.

PIT Okay. Thank you.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact in about 8 hours through Honeysuckle
Creek at 12:05. Goodnight.

PLT Goodnight Bruce,
PA0 Skylab Control at i* hours 5 minutes

exactly, Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now crossing New Zealand out of range of the tracking antenna
at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. That was the final pass of
th. evening. A goodnight was given to the crew by Spacecraft
Communicator Bruce McCandless. lhrec astronauts aboard
the Skylab space station took time off today to exercise and
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relax. All three had showers scheduled, although Selene
Pilot Ed Gibson decided he wasn't going to take one this
evening and wanted to get to bed as early as possible
instead.

END OF TAPE
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PAO All three had showers scheduled,
although Science Pilot Ed Gibson decided he wasn't going to
take one this evening, and wanted to get to bed as early
as possible instead. Bill Pogue did take a shower this
evening, and Commander Carr at last report was planning on
teking one. We did not have the confirmation that he
had completed his shower. Early in the day Gerald Carr,
Ed Gibson, and Rill Pogue completed 2 successful Earth
Resources passes. The first ran from the Rocky Mountains
of Colorado across Oklahoma, and Louisiana to the southern
edge of the Caribbean Sea. The second pass studied the
Pacific Coast of California and Mexico. Both passes for
which the usual series of complicated maneuvers were required
to keep electronic sensors and cameras pointed directly at
the ground, used ouch larger amounts of nitrogen gas than
Flight Controllers had expected and hoped for. That again
increased some concent that research projects on the comet
and Earth Resources might have to be restricted during the
latter parts of tha planned 84 day mission. Earth Resources
studies will continue however tomorrow. Flight planners are
reviewing weather conditions during the night tonight. One
pass running most of the length of California and continuing
through Mexico should have good weather and is expected to
be go for tomorrow morning. That pass along ground track
63 is scheduled for 17:34 to 17:43 Greenwich mean time
tomorrow, that's 11:34 to 11:43 central standard time in
the morning. A second pass which is under consideration
for earlier in the morning begins in western Kansas and
crosses rtkalahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama and the
Caribbean Sea ending 3400 miles to the southwest over a
Mountainous inland Veneieala. That pass along ground
track 62 is scheduled for 16:01 Greenwich mean time and it's
expected to run about 12 minutes. A tht? present time
weather conditions are still being reviewed for that early
Earth Resources pass and taken into account as well as the
consumption of thruster attitude control system gas. We
haven't had a more recent estimate on that. An earlier estimate
given was something over 400 pound seconds per Earth Resources
pass, or a total of about 800. With a little faster
maneuver schedule than today which is expected to, wh 1 1 t It
will give nominal increase in the amount of TACS gas, it
is expected to reduce the risk of larger consumption.
Today's double Earth Resouces passes back to back this
morning consumed a little over 1300 pound seconds, which
was about double that figure hoped for by the crew - by i.he
Mission Control personnel. Tomorrow's activity also includes
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a run on the M092 and M093 experiments for the Science Pilot
Ed Gibaon, the observer on those. They are scheduled for
the afternoon as the Commander Gerald Carr. ATM activities
also scheduled for tomorrow with Ed Gibson taking it up
early in the morning, and also performing one around lunch
time. And the ATM in the afternoon and evening will be
handled by Bill Pogue . There is also an ATM conference
scheduled for the morning with the principal investigator
from S052 , that's Dr. Robert McQueen of the High Altitude
Observatory in Boulder Colorado. That's scheduled for about
15:00 Greenwich mean time, about 9:00 a.m. in the morning.
That's a regular disscussion held on solar observations.
At the present tine the face of the Sun is quite a bit
quieter than it has been in the last several days. Only one
major active region still obvious, that's active region 87,
and it's combined pretty much now with active region 92. It
about to pass from the face of the disk about 1 or 2 days
left before it goes around the li»b. It's on the right hand
side of the Sun or the west limb as it's known. And that
will be passing out of sight. There is a filaaent in a

small active region developing on the left hand of the Sun -

left face of the Sun, the east 11 ab. But that appears to be
considerably smaller and lass bright than the active region
that has given flares in the last couple of days. Tomorrow'
activity will begin at about 6:05 in the morning when the
crew is awakened by Mission Control. That concludes our
broadcasting for today, it's now 9-1/2 minutes after the
hour, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Launch ControK J Making
final preparations now for the rollout of the SkyTab rescue
vehicle. At 6:33, just a few minutes ago, they started jacking
the transporter underneath the mobile launcher, began Jacking up.
It will lift the mobile launcher with the Skylab on top of it
approximately 2 feet so that it can clear the lugs and be
ready to move out of the vehicle assembly building. Skylab
rescue vehicle is sitting on top of that mobile launcher on
its specially designed, specially built pedistal which is
127 feet tall and is 127 feet above the launch platform. This
raises the Saturn IB Skylab rescue vehicle up to a height to
where it can utilize the upper swing arms which were designed
for the Saturn V. The Skylab IV crew, which is in orbit now
in the orbital workshop scheduled to be awakened this morning
at 7:05, approximately 5 minutes after the rescue vehicle
begins its rollout to the pad. JThe crew of Gerald Carr, the
crew Commander, Ed Gibson, Science Pilot, and William Pogue
the Pilot, now having a successful final mission in Skylab.
The rescue. vehicle will be taken out to the pad to undergo
its final preparations, and then, when we get to the point where
hypergols would be loaded, hypergolic propcllanls would be loaded
aboard the vehicle, a hold will be called and it will be In a ,
standby position then as long as the Skylab IV crew is in orbit^J
We're continuing to look for a first motion approximately 15 min-
utes from this time at 7:00 a.m. eastern standard time. It's
now 6:45 a.m. and Jacking has now been completed. This is
Skylab Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. We're now about
4 minutes from expected first motion for the Skylab rescue
vehicle to roll out to pad B. The trip to the pad i.8 about
4.2 miles. We'd expect the vehicle on its mobile launcher to

be out at the pad some where between Noon and 1:00 p.m. this
afternoon. Weather today is expected to be fair to partly
cloudy, winds 10 to 15 knots from the east-southeast, those
are surface winds, and temperatures today expected to be in

the 80's. As the vehicle moves out it will weigh approximately
12,734,400 pounds, that's the combination of the mobile launcher
and the Skylab rescue vehicle. That vehicle first stage built
by Crysler, second stage by HcDonnel Douglas, and the space-
craft by Rock-Rockwell International. The test supervisor,
NASA test supervisor here in the firing room this morning
for Skylab rescue is Chuck Henschel. Maximum speed as the ve-
hicle travels out to the pad will be somewhere between .75 and I

mile per hour. We're now looking for first motion in 2 minutes
56 seconds fron this time. This is Skylab Rescue Control.

PAG This is Skylab Control for the Skylab
rescue vehicle rollout. Dick Thornburg sitting in the test
supervisor's seat here has indicated that they have been given
a go ahead for first motion. And expecting first motion to

take place at this time. Once at the pad, the Skylab rescue
vehicle will go through a normal checkout procedure up to

hypergol loading. At that point it will go into a standby,
and will be in that standby condition through the remaining part
of the Skylab IV mission. In that standby position it could
be ready for launch at approximately 9 days. If not used, and
it's expected not to be used, it will be brought back to the
assembly building and there go into storage. It could be used
at the ASTP vehicle as the Apollo-Soyuz teat project vehicle,
scheduled for launch in 1975. We have first motion now, we

have confirmed that we have first motion. The rescue vehicle
is on its way to the pad. This is Skylab Rescue Vehicle Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, December 3rd,
Greenwich mean time 12 hours 5 minutes. Wakeup of the crew
of Skylab IV, Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue scheduled
to come through the Honeysuckle tracking station during this
pass, as the crew begins their 18th day in orbit. We'll leave
the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen, the start of day 18 of
Skylab IV crew.

CC (Music)
CC Good morning, Skylab. We're AOS through

Honeysuckle for 7 more minutes .

CDR Hi, Crip.
CC Good morning. And if you gentlemen are

interested in that sort of thing this early in the morning,
we are dumping the data voice recorder.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 30 seconds from

LOS. We'll see you again in 12 minutes over Hawaii at 12:26,
12 :26 .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours
15 minutes . Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Wakeup call
to the crew. Wakeup nusic this morning was from Rod McKuen's
The Sea. And as the spacecraft crossed the southern tip of
Australia on revolution 2,929 for the Skylab space station,
the start of day 18. A schedule emphasising Earth resources,
observations of the Sun, and medical experiments make up the
bulk of Skylab IV activities for December 3rd. Spacecraft
Commander Gerald Carr, Science Pilot Edward Gibson, and Pilot
William hogue co^letively will conduct back-to-back Earth resources
passes with preparations begining at 8:00 a.m. central standard
time. EREP pass number 8 along groundtrack number 62 is scheduled
to begin at 10:01 a.m. central standard time. The pass is
expected to run about 12 minutes. Photography and electronic!
sensing information will be gathered on the cotton crops near
Greenville, Mississippi. Ocean studies of the Gulf of. Mexico
and geology in Venezuela, As of early today weather was still
under review for the first pass. EREP pass number 9 along
ground track number 63 starts at 11:34 central standard time
this morning. The pass runs the lenght of California, from
San Francisco southward through Mexico. Weather in this area
is considered to be excellent. Continuing concern has been
displayed by flight controllers over the use of nitrogen gas,
fuel that is required by the thruster attitude control
system to maintain space station accuracy for best Earth resources
results. Yesterday's double back-to-back EREP passed consumed
nearly 1300 pound seconds of TACS fuel. That was aore than
double the amount budgeted for the maneuver. Continued heavy
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TACS gas use will Unit Skylab IV capability to performlater Earth resources investigations. Medical experimentsincluding M092, M093 lower body negative pressure and vecto-
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
12 hours 25 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaiian
tracking station. Skylab crew awakened at - shortly after
6:00 A.M., this morning, 6:08 to be exact. Their spacecraft
still in darkness as it crosses the Hawaiian Island chain.
We'll leave this line open for CAP COMM Bob Crippen, Flight
Director, Crimson team, is Milt Windier.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Hawaii for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip. Good morning.
CC Good morning

.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again in 3 minutes over Goldstone at
12:38, 12:38.

CDR Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time,

12 hours 36 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii tracking
station. Next acquisition in 45 seconds will be Goldstone.
We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM, Bob Crippen.

cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Goldstone, 6 minutes
CDR Roger.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again in 5 minutes over Bermuda, and that's al
12:49 , 1 2:49.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Bermuda
for 9 minutes .

cc Skylab, Houston. Due to an S-Band
problem we're having over Ascension, if I could, I'd like
to get one of you, either here or the Canary pass , to turn
on the VHF force in the command module and link ud the
switches, if that is to copy.

PLT Okay, Crip. Stand by 1.
CC Bye .

PLT Go ahead.
cc Okay, Bill. All we need you to do is

to take VHF on panel 3, A to SIMPLEX, and on panel 9, VHF
AM to T/R. And you may have to adjust the SQUELCH on panel
3 for A. (garble) like to start off with the VHF antenna
in LEFT. And Skylab, we are currently coming to (garble)
little NAV update. So the DAS will not be available to you.

CC Skylab, Houston. We completed the NAV
so the DAS belongs to you again.

'

PLT Roger, Crip. Thank you.
cc Anytime, anytime.
PLT Okay, Crip. You've got VHF 3 A to SIM-

PLEX, and I turned that DUPLEX OFF (garble) OFF.
CC That ' s f ine

.

PLT And Channel 9, VHF, AM T/R; VHF antenna
LEFT; I have not adjusted the SQUELCH ; I've got an S009

.

I'll be right back in if you want to do a test run.
CC Copy. Yes, Bill. We probably'are not

going to be able to make any tests until we get at Ascension
and we 11 have to have you adjust it there if it's out of
shape .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We 11 have you again in 2 minutes over Canary at 12 -
no make it 13:00 even. And I'm sure you'll be happy to know
even though the weather is not quite as spiffy as we'd like
it on EREP 8, you're GO for both EREP 8 and 9 today. And
a little bit later in the day Stu will give you an update
on what the weather is exactly.

PLT Okay, Crip. Sounds real good. Looks
like we're really knocking those EREPs off.

cc Yep. Sure hope so. Understand a little
bit (garble) yesterday, stet. Hope to do a little bit bette
today .

PLT (garble) new monitoring (garble) looks
like it'll do it .

CC Yes . We hope so

.

PA0 Loss of signal at Bermuda. Next acqui-
sition will be In 10 seconds. Greenwich mean tine is 12
hours :9 minutes. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM, Bob
Cr ippen

.
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Canary, and we have you for about 15 minutes down across
Ascension .

PLT Okay
, Crip .

CC Roger. Felt one item that was covered
yesterday evening; however, Just to make sure that we fully
understood it, it was discussed earlier that we saw the
temperature in the chiller drop about 6 degrees at 22:30
yesterday. And you asked, I believe Jerry was asking
something - Did anybody put anything in it, and we heard
him say that he did not and we want to make sure that nobody
else had done anything that might have caused that.

PLT No, Crip. I checked the freezer, and
I did not see any unusual items in there. There's just the
same old IMSS cans and a couple of drijks that we had. I

can't - 1 don't know how to account for that sudden drop.
CC Okay. And that was the - you said the

IMSS were in chiller; roger. And it did come back up to
normal, so it's operating normal now. Okay. Thank you
very much .

PLT Righto.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you again at Carnarvon in 24 minutes at 13:39, 13:39.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours 16 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension. Next
acquisition in 22 minutes 25 seconds will be Carnarvon
tracking station. On this lengthy pass through the states,
Canary and Ascension the crew was advised they have a GO
for EREP, GO for EREP number 8 and 9 along ground track 62 for EREP
8 and ground track 63 for EREP 9. EREP pass number 8, a 12-rain-
ute pass, is to gather data in cotton crops near Greenville
Mississippi, ocean studies of the Gulf of Mexico, and geology
studies in Venezuela. However, weather conditions in Georgia -
in the Mississippi area are not that favorable at this time.
They predict 5 - 5/10 cloud coverage however, the Flight
Director Milt Windier has given a GO for the - for the flight
because we will not have this site again until sometime lata
in January. Other areas in the ground track cloud cover 3 to -
3/10 cloud cover. EREP officer Dick Kohrs reports that the
worthwhile try for the pass today. The first EREP pass
scheduled to use approximately 67 mibs - minimum impulse burns.
Eight of these 67 are for nominal H-cage maneuver to be performedbetween the two EREP maneuvers. Second EREP is scheduled a^ong
ground track 63 which runs the length of California from
San Francisco southward through Mexico. Weather conditions
in this area is reported to be excellent. Total EREP usage -
total TACS usage for the EREP passes today is predicted to be
in the neighborhood of 635 pound-seconds, 50 percent of what
was used yesterday in the two back-to-back EREP passes. Next
acquisition in 20 minutes .15 seconds will be Carnarvon. AtGreenwich mean time 13 hours 18 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
13 hours 38 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon
tracking station in 45 seconds. On this upcoming stateside
pass, a photo opportunity is scheduled for the crew this morning
to take yet another photograph of the laser beam initiated from
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland.
The laser beam will be green in colar today and the crew will
have the opportunity to photograph it through the wardroom
window at Greenwich mean time 14 hours 29 minutes, leas than
1 hour from now, as the spacecraft crosses the Atlantic Coast
of the United States .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Carnarvon for
8 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go, CDR.
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CDR " Okay, Bob. I haven't finished wading
through all my paper yet and don't know if you guys - or
maybe you're already aware of it, but I'm not going
to be able to do F233 this morning because of lack of film.

CC I don't think we're aware of it.
CDR Okay. We reported last night that

were up to 60 frames in Nikon 05 and Bill's training
pad showed a stow on the film this morning which means there's
no VH04 film to take those F233 pictures with.

CC Let us take a look into it, Jer.
CDR Okay

.

CC Since we're talking about it there, Jer,
is Bill around to talk about that Nikon 05 problem he had
yes terday?

CDR That was me with the problem.
CC Ah-ha, okay. Can you confirm for us

whether you - you had the exposure timer to Bravo instead of
Tango? That's a bulb setting insteadof time.

CDR Yes, that's affirmative.
CC Okay. You were in 6 then, Yes, they were
CDR I don't know what the problem was. It

possibly might have been in the remote control cable wasn't
screwed in far enough or something but I lost 2 frames yes-
terday .

CC Okay . Copy that.
CDR Whatever the problem is, it appears to

be intermit tent .

CC Roger. I was under the impression that
after it happened to you on that first time, that it was okay
after that .

CDR That was true for last night for Jer.
CC Okay .

END OF TAPE
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CC CDR, Houston. I guess in looking
at the thread pad here, we are under the impression that
yoo should have loaded this morning with Bravo Hotel 04.
on that Nikon 05 .

PLT Okay. I was pretty sleepy this morning.
I'll take another look at it, Bob.

CC Okay. It was right down at the bottom
of that pad, Bill. I guess our problem down here, we're
still pretty sleepy, too.

PLT Okay . I'll get it .

CC Okeydoke.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Good morning, Edward. Go ahead.
SPT Morning, Crip. We still have on our

cue cards for a POWER DOWN to take X-RAY SPECS of the (garble)
power to BUS 1. I think that was started when we were -

had BUS 1 out, and now it is working. I have both BUS 1
and BUS 2, and I was wondering if there's any reason to be
switching back and forth now.

CC We'll take a look into it, but I was
not aware that your CRT for 54 would work in the BUS 1

position when you're working your (garble) and. So we'll
check on switching back and forth to BUS 1.

SPT Let me take a look at it too, Crip. I

have not checked the CRT, but when we did have a problem it
was also the total multiplier count image had just begun, and
(garble), which did not read, now they both (garble) read
in BUS 1. I will check the CRT.

CC Okay. The CRT is the only one that
should not work in BUS 1.

SPT Okay. Let's leave it the way it Is, then.
CC Rog . And I was under the impression

they were having to switch back and forth like that as a
means of securing It, but we will verify while we're doing
that and get word back to you.

SPT Thank you. Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 seconds

from LOS. We'll see you again over Guau at 13:54, and that's
about 7 minutes away.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're going LOS in
about 30 seconds. We'll see you at Guam in 7 minutes at
13:54.

PLT Okay , Cr ip

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 49 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition in 4 minutes 25 seconds will be the Guam
tracking station. The crew in their postsleep activities
this morning. Preparations for their 18th day of work aboard
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the Skylab space station. Day 203 in the life of Skylab
space station as the crew begins their 18th day. A back-
to-back Earth resources pass scheduled for later this morning
over the United States, down into Venezuela, and the second
pass along the coast of California into Mexico. 635 pounds-
seconds of TACS propellant scheduled for use today in the
two EREP paases . 4 hours and 45 minutes of manned operation
of the Apollo telescope mount, control and display panel.
One S233 experiment photographing the comet Kohoutek may be
scrubbed for the morning. Commander Jerry Carr reported
the camera scheduled for use was out of film. Thi3 photo-
graphy was scheduled to be taken in about 5 to 10 minutes
from now. Apparently Commander Carr will be unable to take
the photograph as scheduled. Another session is set for
later tonight. Photographs are taken every 12 hours of the
comet and as part of this experiment, S233, using the 35-
millimeter camera which is affixed to the window of the com-
mand module. Next acquisition in 2 minutes through Guam.
We'll hold the line up for the Guam pass.

END OF TAPE
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^
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,
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through

Gaum for 5-1/2 minutes.
PLT Roger

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minutefrom LOS. Next station contact in 8 minutes at Hawaii at
14:07. Crimson Team is saying good night, good morning
depending on your viewpoint, and we're turning it over
to the purple guys.

.

C C 1 lied. The Maroon Team. I can't tell
the difference in those colors.

CDR So long, Crip.
CC Good morning, guys.

*t°
Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

14:00 hours. Loss of signal through Guam. Next acquisitionthrough Hawaii, a 1-minute pass in 5 minutes 40 seconds.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours 5 minutes. Acquisition coining through Hawaii in 1minute. We'll hold the line up.
CC

„ Skylab, we're AOS Hawaii for a short
pass , just 2 minutes.

CC And
. Skylab, we're a minute to LOS 10minutes to Goldstone.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 11 minutes, with loss of signal through the Hawaii
tracking station. Next acquisition in 6 minutes 10 seconds
will be the Goldstone tracking station. On this pass across
the United States at the tail end as the spacecraft crosses
the Eastern Seaboard. The photography of T053 experiment
the laser beam, being initiated from f..e Goddard Space Flight
Center outside of Greenbelt, Maryland. Attempt to photograph
this through the wardroom window again will be made again today.The crew preparing their vehicle for another EREP pass, back-to-back ERE P passes. Today on the first pass Commander Carr
will be operating the C&D, the control and display panel of
the EREP instruments, while Pilot Bill Pogue operates the
VTS, the viewfinder tracking system, for the S191 experiment
The two astronauts will change assignments on the next pass,"
on EREP pass number 9, with Commander Carr at the viewfinding
tracking system and Pilot Pogue at the control and display
panel. Again on this pass Science Pilot Gibson will monitor
the maneuver of the spacecraft into the Z-local attitude

*I!

d
c^n

ViU "° Ve Up t0 the doBe area of the v°«^8hop to operatethe S190B, the Earth terrain camera, through the antisolar
scientific airlock. He will operate the ETC camera on bothpasses. Next acquisition in 4 minutes 25 seconds will be
Goldstone at Greenwich mean time 14 hours 13 minutes. This
is Skylab Control .
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 16 minutes. Acquisition through Goldstone in 50
seconds. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dr. Story
Husgrave on this the 2930th revolution of the Skylab space
station

.

CC Skylab, got you through Goldstone for
5 minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab. Got you through Goldstone for

5 ninutes

•

Skylab. We're 30 seconds to LOS. See

you over MILA in 2 minutes . .

,

CC Skylab. AOS MILA in Bermuda for 12 minutes

CC Hey, Ed. A friendly reminder, your laser

is coming up in about a minute and a half here.
SPT Okay. We're looking for it.

CC Okay

.

CDR We got it loud and clear.

CC Thank you , sir.
CDR Boy, you can really see Washington Airport,

clear as a bell with the naked eye.
CC (Garb le) , Jer ,

CC Skylab. Ue'ra a minute to LOS in about

10 Diautes to Ascension for your ATM conference with Dr.

McQueen. We're gonna be on VHF again over Ascension. And

we'd like a switch to the right antenna through Ascension.

CDR Wilco .

CC Thank you

.

CDR Hey, Story. Will 1 mess you up if 1 close

that switch right a.tenna now?
CC Yeah, you can do it right right now, be

fine.
CDR Okay . I'll do her

.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

14 hours 37 minutes. Loss of signal through the Bermuda

tracking station. On this pass Commander Carr reporting

spotting the gre.en laser beam being fired from the Goddard

Space Flight Center outside of Greenbelt, Maryland. He

photographed it and described how clear the Washington area

looked today. On the upcoming Earth resources pass, number

6 for the mission, number 8 on the flight plan. The data

take will begin on descending track number 62. Data will begir

at - near Fort Smith, Arkansas and data take will stop as the

spacecraft crosses the northern coast of Venezuela. Along

its track the spacecraft is scheduled to take pictures of

Little Rock, Arkansas area; Jackson, Mississippi; Mobile Bay,

Alabama; and also numerous photographs over the state of

Alabama. One site on schedule today, which may be difficult

for the crew to catch, is the site in Mississippi. Grtenville

Mississippi, on the Mississippi River. It's been planned to

attempt to get data of cotton crops in that area. An atter.pt

to identify procedures and techniques for crop discrimination,

using the S192. Hopefully, crop yeilds will be - could be
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CC Skylab, we're AOS; VHF through Ascension
for 5 minutes. Here's Dr. McQueen, Ed.

MCC Okay, Ed, I'd like to cover 5 points with
regards white light transient that we've looked on the SL III
mission. One, is the optical cause of the transient, two is
the threshold or the triggering events, three is the duration
of events, four la the visibility on the TV monitor onboard
there, and five is the S052 film budget with regards transients.
Ove r .

SPT Very good, Bob. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. We're baaing these numbers on a

look at 21 events that we have on SL-III and with regards
the cause of transient, we find eruptive prominences on five of
those .surges or, one, flares on one, and then combinations of
eruptive prominences and surging activity on three, combination
of flare and surge activity, one, and flare and prominence
eruption on one. The conclusion on this is that about 1/2
of the recorded events, apparently have their origin in promi-
nence eruptions or surges near the limb. Furthermore, we have
nine events that have no optical correlation. The conclusion there
is about 1/2 of the events have no visible disk counter part, and so
are presumably behind the limb. So there would be no ground
warning . Ove r .

SPT Okay. It looks like we're going to have
to try to keep an eye out a little bit more all the tine.
Not Just when they're flaring (garble, but also whenever
we have anything close to the limb, suchas (garble) up like
we have now .

MCC I think that's correct. Okay. Now with
regards to the threshold of the triggering events, this is of
course, more difficult to say. We do know that in the surging
event, these are not exceptional surging events that have been
correllated with transients. Furthermore, we do know that one
of the large transients we observed on SL-III was a result of
material from a head roll prominence that was reported as
slowly evolving. Finally, with regard metric birth, we find
that they're - -

SPT Bob, you're breaking up. You're not coming
through at all,

MCC Okay. With regard - with regard metric
birth, we find there is a good correlation.

SPT Hello, Bob. Bob, you've been breaking up
on the transmission. I'm not being able to read you for about
past minute .

MCC Okay. Do you copy ae now?
SPT Itea, 1 have you now.
MCC Okay. Let's go back to the threshold triggering
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events.. We find here that in the case of simple surgings and
also in the case of a hedge roll prominence which was reported
as slowly evolving, we see major transients. In the case of
metric radio birth, we find that there is a good correlation.
When metric births do occur, the corona is greatly perturbed.
With regard metric birth, we have four concomitant observations
of birth, and transients. A major objective, we feel, of this
mission, is to attempt to get those concomitant observations.
To this end, the NDAA network has been alerted, and we're
going to make a special effort to get information up to you
on type 2s and 4s. Over.

SPT Okay. And then our response would be to
go into your coronal transient (garble).

MC C That's correct. Now with regards to the
duration of the event, the premission instruments still look good.
On average velocity, is on the order of 500 kilometers per second
which implies two full cycles in the S052 field of view. We
do observe, however, singular events occurring with velocities
as low as 150 to 200 kilometers per second and one which is
faster than 1000 kilometers per second. The pos t t rans ien

t

reconfiguration of the corona goes on typically for 1/2 a
day. That is, 6 to 8 hours. Over.

SPT Okay. Have you seen anything in your•pad sheets which would show a velocity much high than that,
corresponding to type 3?

CC No, we haven't Ed. Okay. With regards to
visibility on your monitor, we find that there is a great
variation in visibility from the 21 events. The SL-II bubble
in which you're familiar, is one of the brightest. We do see
that last mission, the crew detected some transients we
classed as faint. At the same time, they did observe on the
TV and missed some that we classed as faint. And 1 think here
the lesson is that the detailed look is apparently necessary.

CC And Ed, we're going LOS here. We'll see
you over Carnarvon in 25 minutes and we'd like the NuZ update.

SPT Okay. I think we lost quite a bit on the
transmission here. Pick this up, if we can, some time later in
the day

.

CC Okay. And your NuZ update window's right
now 14:51 to 15 :40 .

SPT Thank you, Bob. I'll talk to you later
on today

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 52 minutes. Next acquisition in 22 minutes will be
through the Carnarvon tracking station. The morning review
with the crew with Science Pilot Ed Gibson of the operations
of the Apollo Telescope Mount, today being conducted by Dr.
Robert McQueen of the High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colorado.
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
15 hours 26 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon.
Next acquisition in 1 minute 55 seconds will be Guam tracking
station. Discusoion between Rustal - Rusty Schweickart and
Science Pilot Ed Gibson concerning the monitoring that Gibson
will do on the upcoming EREP maneuver. He will monitor the
maneuvers at the C&D panel of the ATM and the multiple docking
adapter. Discussion that the maneuver has been made shorter
today to - in an attempt to avert the problem of yesterday
where attitude rates were out of line, causing the ground
to command the TACS only situation, putting the vehicle in
control of the thruster attitude control system. Today's
maneuver, which begins at Greenwich mean time 15 hours
47 minutes, 20 minutes from now, is scheduled to last only
12 minutes and the maneuver time out will be 8 minutes.
Maneuver time coming out of Z-local vertal - vertical, back
to solar lnertial will be at Greenwich mean time 16 hours
13 minutes, at the conclusion of the EREP pass, as the
vehicle crosses the Venezuela coa.'jt - coastline. Next acquisition
in 30 seconds . We'll hold the line up for conversation through
the Guam tracking station.

CC Skylab. Back with you over Guam for
9 minutes, be dumping the data voice here.

cc Skylab. We're a minute til LOS. 16 minutes
to Goldstone at 15:54 and we're looking at a good maneuver time.

CDR Roger, Story.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

15 hours 39 minutes. Telemetry on the ground indicates good
maneuver time punched up on the DAS, the digital address
system aboard the spacecraft. This input by Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. This controls the attitude maneuver references
for the vehicle during the upcoming EREP pass. The maneuver
scheduled to begin at 15:47 Greenwich mean time, 8 minutes
from now, and scheduled to last Just 11 minutes. Total of
67 nibs, minimal impulse burns, have been predicted to
maneuver the spacecraft into the proper Z-local vertical
attitude. Next acquisition will be Goldstone, at the start
of EREP pass number 8, Flight Plan number 8, actuality number
6. The 6th EREP pass of the mission. Next acquisition in
13 minutes 50 seconds will be Goldstone at Greenwich mean
time 15 hours 40 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
15 hours 49 minutes. Acquisition through Goldstone in ap-
proximately 5 minutea on this EREP pass of the day. The
S190A, multispectral camera will be on from the northwest
of Wichita, Kansas through the Florida Keys and again from
from northwest of the coast of Venezuela and ending in central
Venezuela. The S190B Earth terrain camera will be gathering
data from the Wichita area over the U.S., ending south of the
Antilles and then again from the east of Maracaibo to central
Venezuela. The S191 infrared spectrometer, will be turned
on over site 460 - Greenville, Mississippi to gather data on
cotton crops. The instrument that will be looking at cotton
fields, the S191, will on again from the Mobile, Alabama area
through the - across the Cuban Isle. S192 multispectral
scanner will be on from Fort Smith, Arkansas area through
Mobile Bay and then again over Venezuela, east of Maracaibo.
The S193 altimeter will be gathering data over most of the
paas from an area near Jackson, Mississippi until northern
Venezuela, west of Caracas. The S193 r ad i one t e r / s c a t t e rone t e

r

will be on from an area about 300 miles northwest of Wichita
and ending over Jackson, Mississippi. This pass devoted to
iden - crop identification, photographs of a half a dozen
cities along its ground track, gathering information on
oceanagraphic conditions in the Gulf of Mexico and photographs
for mapping purposes for Venezuela. We'll hold the line up.
The crew will be on VOX as we approach the Goldstone tracking
station. We'll hold the line up for this upcoming EREP pass.

CDR 192 power's ON. READY light is out. We're
in check. The door is open. 191, POWER is ON, the READY
light's on. The COOLER is ON. The door is open. S190, POWER
coming ON, READY light is out. MODE is standby and the door
is open. I verified that. 193, Romeo, STANDBY; READY, out.
SC ATTEROMETER is OFF; READY, out. ALTIMETER Is OFF; READY,
out. 94 is ON; READY, on. Preops configure is complete.

cc Jer. we're reading you loud and clear.
We got you stateside, 13 minutes.

CDR Okay, Story. Coming up on Vancouver.
Looks like it's clcud covered.

,

CC Okay. We expect the whole northwest to be
cloud covered down to Wyoming.

PLT They must be Just - getting up in Seattle.
Dark there. No, 1 guess It's bright enough.

CDR 1 minute to EREP, start.
CDR 20 seconds. Bill, I going tJ need a VTS CAL

you at 58:00, right on the money.
p LT Okay. Stand by -

CDR 1° seconds to go to the EREP start. On my
nark, it'llbe 50, 57 1 50 » Stand by -
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CDR
the VTS .

PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

to STANDBY.
SPT
CDR

a minute .

CC
CC

MARK. ERE?
, START . AUTO CAL a t next on

S tand ing by.
Standby.
MARK. Have AUTO CAL
MARK. AUTO CAL.
°? " y °* rk

.
it'U be 59:00, 59:00

MODE t^K UA J

C

j;
T

fJ?
METER t0 STANDBY

' *«IMETE»

- n

s^i
2R^-

grL-b

-
Mii:°Ho

r

us
n

t

a

o

n

n

e

!

Ver,S «oo- and -

BUI Just left. He's on his way down
CDR

the ETC.

^e ed
C

ge of an o ve rcas t
"
ia

'
r i 8 h t "o ve r /" !

1 6 ° n t0 him tha <
Greenville. We're a n ,

8 ° vcr hl3 site 460. That's
a whirl. * Uttle P*ssi»lstic about it, but give it

Okay. i- n sure he COpied
On my mark, the S191 READY light will^

CDR
CDR

cone on

.

PLT
you had predicted

CDR
PLT
CDR
CC
CDR
PLT
CDR

on in Ju*t abo
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

RADIOMETER, ON
OFF.

CC

END OF TAPE

»2«" t

};:; b!:r
- look »

^'^..f
1 ' 1 READV n 8ht »> «t 39

llur^LT. l00kCd 8 °° d <««»•>
That 's affirm, Ed. it's (tain,On »y aark, it'll be 16^01 00* St^T*'^

t 10 seconds. Stand by
ETC con,es

MARK. ETC to auto.
Okay .

O^y. That's 230 - 45 left in ,3

81 flr8t one "as RADIOMETER, STANDBY, not
Got it, Jer.
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CDR
CDR

RADIOMETER, ON.
OFF.

PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR

Bill?
PLT
PLT
SPT
CDR
CDR

On my mark it'll be 02:10. Stand by.
MARK. RADIOMETER, OFF; SCATTEROMETER , ON-That first one was RADIOMETER to STANDBY not'

(Garble) Jer.
MARK. At 02:33, S190 MODE to AUTO.
On my mark it'll be 03:30. Stand by.
MARK. S192 MODE to READY.
On my mark It'll be 03:50. Stand by
MARK. S190 INTERVAL of 10. Got a site

No, I didn't. I never found it.
It was under clouds.
Clouds all around It.
On ay mark it'll he 04:31. Stand by.

RADinMFT'pp , cr,v,„ 0
MARK

' SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY;RADIOMETER to STANDBY. My next mark is 04:39

Stand by.
MARK

' RADIOMETER is going to OFF. 04:4 5
,

5JJ
M*RK. ALTIMETER going ON.

light ON Mv „..„
1 I'^fV ALTIMETER ^OCK malfunctionlight ON. My next mark will be at 05:30. Stand by.

an S 190 READY
, OUT a t 00

$ *
' ' t0^ '

and I^n., see anytMn"g on\iTltLV tX I l\' IMEt'eT^OCK

cc Copy, Jer.

gone °0VT. Stand by.
0
" ^ ^ S19 ° READY l4 « h ' »>*•

The READY light went OUT at 02-
SHUTTER SPEED gone to MEDIAN; FRAMES

CDR MARK
MODE is going to STANDBY
going to 11. Stand by.

CDR MARK
c f ,,,

CDR
,

MARK
" ETC to STANDBY. You got it?Still got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.

CDR
CDR

ay mark it'll
CDR

OUT, going to
CDR
CDR

this time.

»y nark it'll be 08:00. Stand by.

b. 0« ?
ARK V S

}
91 REFERENCE 8*ing "2. Onbe 08:20. Coming up on 08:20. Stand by

MODE 2

KARK
*

ALTIHETER "ANDBY. The HALF LIGHT',

Next mark is at 08:40. Stand by.
MARK. ALTIMETER Is ON. No MALF liahtGot a MALF LIGHT now. Got the MALF 1

"gh t a t 08 : 4 6

.
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CC Copy, Jer.
CDR Okay, Bill. The AUTO CAL on the VTS is

at 09:20. I'll do it for you.
CDR On my mark it'll be 09:20 with the VTS

AUTO CAL. Stand by.
CDR MARK. VTS AUTO CAL. Bill, we're about

1 minute from an ETC AUTO. Still have an ALTIMETER MALF light.
20 seconds .

CC Skylab
, we're a minute til LOS. See you over

Vanguard in about 11 minutes.
CDR Okay, Story. On my mark it'll be 10:53

and we'll need an ETC AUTO, Bill. Stand by.
CDR MARK. ETC to AUTO. S191 to MODE AUTO.

At 11 -

CDR MARK. MODE to STANDBY on S192, correction
to READY. That went on at 11:04.

CC And Jer, we expected the MALF light
on MODE 2, we did not expect it on MODE 1, Just press on with
the pass .

CDR Okay.
CDR On my mark it will be 11:45. Stand by.
CD. MARK. S192 to STANDBY. Looking for a

READY. (Static)
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 hours 13 minutes. Apparently a successful pass across the
central U.S., out over the Gulf of Mexico, and into northern
Venezuela. Milt Windier - Flight Director Milt Windier reports
we did see a few more mibs than we expected. However, the
Guidance Navigation officer reports that the maneuver was
right down the middle. Total of 75 mibs utilised during this
maneuver. About 10 percent higher than the predicted 67.
However, everything looks good aboard the spacecraft. It
went over the hill at the M 1 LA tracking station. Again,
approximately 75 mibs fired during this maneuver. 67 had been
predicted. Next acquisition will be in 7 minutes and 50 seconds
at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 14 minutes. This is Skylab
Cont ro 1 .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 20 minutes. A brief pass through the Vanguard
tracking station. A low elevation pass scheduled to last

about 4 minutes. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Dr.

Story Musgrave.
CC Skylab, AOS to Vanguard for 5 minutes.

Bean, we're showing you back - -

PLT - showing you back.
SPT Yes. It went pretty well, Story, just

as advertised. A lot of thanks to all the folks on the ground
who wo r ked i t ou t .

CC Okay. Right. We're showing you back in

SI. It's looking good.
PLT It's passing over Rio de Janero.
CC And we're looking at a good maneuver

time for the next one.
CDR Very good, very good.
PLT And, VTS operator, no Joy on Greenville

sight ond - -

SPT Bill, we're not recording or anything.
Let me get this recording again here. Are we still sin - siaul
COMM with the ground?

PLT Yes , we ar e

.

CC Yes sir. We're reading you down here.
CDR Okay. Go ahead, Bill.
PLT No Joy in the Greenville flight, 460.

Special 02 completed starting about 15 seconds late ETC
operations were nominal.

CREW (garble).
CDR Story, what was the mib count on that

one ?

CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Bill, Story.
CC Since you'll be operating the C&D next

time, Bill, if you get that ALT1MTER UNLOCK light, if you

still have a READY light, go to STANDBY for 2 or 3 se-
conds and then back on again. If you get the UNLOCK light,
and you don't have the READY light, Just stay in STANDBY.

PLT Okay.
CC And we'll be with you over Goldstone.

After the next pass 1 can get that procedure back up to you

then .

PLT Okay. I think I understand it. Thank
you .

CC And you only used 77 mibs on that EREP
pass. We're about 45 seconds to LOS here. We'll see you
over Goldstone In about an hour and 5 minutes at 17:31.
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PLT Thank you, Story.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 27 minutes. Lobs of signal through Vanguard, Next
acquisition in 1 hour and 3 minutes will be the Goldstone
tracking station. CAP COMM Story Musgrave reporting to the
crew their SI maneuver looks good. SI, return to solar
inertial attitude, following the 12-minute EREP pass.
Science Pilot Gibson replied, looks as good as advertised.
The crew is also advised the maneuver time for the next
EREP pass looks good. Ground telemetry informs flight con-
trollers that the information put into the DAS by Science
Pilot Gibson is correct for the next maneuver. Pilot Pogue
reported no Joy on the Grenville site, that*8 the Greenville,
Mississippi teet site, hopefully to gain information on
cotton crops in that area. The G&N officer reports 77 mibs
were used for this EREP pass for a total of 385 pound-seconds,
within range of the predicted 67 mibs which flipht control-
lers predicted would be required to u - to make this maneu-
ver. Next acquisition in 1 hour and 2 minutes. At that
time the vehicle should be orienting - orienting back to
Z-local vertical, aiming the Earth resources cameras and
electronic instruments at the ground at the intended ground-
track. The next Z-L maneuver will take place at Greenwich
mean time 17 hours 20 minutes. It's an 11 minute maneuver
for the upcoming Earth resources pass down the southern
California coastline into Mexico. At Greenwich mean time
16 hours 29 minutes, this ia Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK. Okay, we'll 80

through It again starting at 04:50.
cc Leave the UNLOCK light ON for 20 seconds

before responding to It, please, Bill.

Cdr Okay. Will do, Story. 37:00 191 REFERENCE

to 2.
CDR MARK. REFERENCE to 2.

PLT Okay, Jerry, you got a (garble) on ETC

at 37-20. Frames per ninute 4.8. I'll give you a mark.

15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
PLT HARK. 20. Okay, 4.8. Thank you.

CDR 37:03 192 MODE to CHECK.

CDR 3, 2, 1,

CDR MARK . 37:30 192 MODE to CHECK 38 even.

CDR Okay, I'm going back to STANDBY. I lost

my READY light , Story

.

PLT MARK. AUTO CAL . Now I go back to^

STANDBY here at 38:23. I'm Just gonna leave it ON, it's OFF

it's STANDBY for this cycle.
PLT Standing by for 23, 38:23.

PLT MARK. Okay 193 ALTIMETER to STANDBY;

RADIOMETER to STANDBY; SC AT TEROMETER, OFF; and the RADIOMETER

is going ON.
PLT Please stand by for 38:54. Okay, Jer,

in about 10 seconds I need ETC frames per minute to 10.

PLT 38:54 192 MODE, READY . Stand by.

PLT MARK, Jer, frame per minute 10.0. And at

39:30, in about 20 seconds we need to go frame per minute

to 4.8. I'll give you a mark.
CDR Okay.
PLT Stand by , Jer

.

PLT MARK. Frames per minute select 4.8.

CDR 4.8
PLT Okay.
PLT (Garble) Stand by for (Garble)

PLT There we are. And POLARIZATION to 4, and

I do have a 191 READY light. Stand by for 42 minutes ever..

PLT Hey, Jerry, that's called the 43:20, that'

about a minute and a half, and that's be to GO to STANDBY. I'

give you a mark .

PLT Coming up on 42:00.

PIT MARK. 194 MODE to MANUAL. And, we're

getting ready to start our maneuver back here, pretty soon.

CC Okay. You got a good maneuver tine, down
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here.
CDR And, I'm getting an Intermittent HALF light

on the 194r , but I think you expected that.
PLT Jer t about 30 seconds for ETC to STANDBY

.

I'll give you a nark.
CDR Time is 43 minutes. Starting to maneuver
PL T Okay Jer, about 15 seconds. 33:14.
PLT MARK. 192 MOUE to STANDBY. Stand by, Jer.
PLT 2, 1,
PLT MARK.

SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY;
PLT MARK.

34 RADIOMETER to STANDBY;
PLT And, that
CC Okay , Bill

time updates.
PLT No sweat. That was sort of a funny there.

1 guess thit still a bit peculiar the way that tltlmeter performed.
Okay. I guess you got to all the calls. There were, I think, about
3 UNLOCKED. The last one I didn't try to read that good, we
were close to terminating the MODE.

CC Yes, sir, thank you.
PLT Okay.
CC Skylab. We're a minute til LOS. 10 minutes

to the Vanguard and we'll be dumping the data voice at
and you

ETC to STANDBY; 190 MODE to STANDBY;
(garble

)

32. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY;
and EREP Is going to STOP now.

about it

.

Thanks for taking our real

Vanguard
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT
PAO

17 hours 46 minutes
station. EREP pass

d rs looking good.
Thank you, Story.
PLT, Bravo 7 is reading 32 percent. PLT, ou
(garble) Yeah.
Good

.

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
Loss of signal trhough the Texas tracking

concluded as the spacecraft crosses down
central America and into South America. (Garble) officer
reported the Flight Director Milt Windier reported everything
looking good as the spacecraft went out of range of the Texas
tracking station. On this EREP pass 88 raibs , miminum impulse
burns were made putting the vehicle in the proper attitude
for the Earth resources pass. Approximately 440 pounds-seconds
of TACS fuel used during this EREP pass. That's a total of
825 pound-seconds used today for the 2 Earth resources passes
as compared to more than 1300 pound- s e conds in yesterdays
2 Earth resources takes. Next acquisition in 7 minutes 30
seconds, through Vanguard, at Greenwich mean time 17 hours
47 olnutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
17 hours 54 minutes. Acquisition will be coming through
the Vanguard tracking ship on this pass in 45 seconas. We'll
hold the line open for CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave.

CDR Cot some mean looking dry lakes.
PIT Yes.
cc Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear

through Vanguard for about 11 minutes. Be dumping the data
vol ce he re

.

CDR Roger.
Cc And Ed, Houston. Are you at the ATM?
SPT Affirm, Story.
cc Okay. How about checking the H-alpha

2 HEATER swl t ch ON?
SPT it's ON now

.

Cc Okay. We thought our (garble) felt
coot Hwn here.

Cv And we got one more thing for you while
you* re the re .

SPT Go ahead, Story.
cc On our friend S054, we'd like you to go

to the FILTER RESET 1 position for at least 2 seconds and
then back to STOWAGE.

SPT Okay. It's in work.
ct And that means that we did some good

work the other night, that we will have our FILTER 1 position.
SPT Ho P«= it works, Story. I'm taking the tape

off now. Okay. Was that a minimum time duration or an exact?
cc N'° sir. That's at least seconds, In

the RESET 1 position.
SPT Talkback barber pole all the way, Story

Would you like to try anything else?
CC No sir. Just leave it in STOwAGE.
P LT That's affirm, Jer.
CC An d we're reading you down here, Bill.
cc Skylab, 30 seconds to LOS about 18

minutes to Tananarive.
CDR So long, Houston.
CC Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 18

hours 7 minutes. Next a:quisitton 16 minutes 20 seconds
through Tananarive. Updated telemetry shows now that the
Skyleb space station utilized three additional mibs

, minimumimpulse burns, Lo return to the solar inertial attitude
following the E REP pass, bringing the total to 80 - 91 mibs forthe pass, or approximately 450 pound- se conds of propelianiNext acquisition will be Tananarive in 15 minutes «d 40

'

s°;;r; b j: n ?

r

r

e

or?
wlch mean ci *e 18 houra 8— ^

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 22 minutes. We will have acquisition through Tana-
narive in 55 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this pass.
CAP COMM. Dr. Story Musxrave.

CC Skylab, AOS through Tananarive for 3 minutes.
The next pass is Goldstone at 19:11.

CC And Ed, if it's convenient at this time,
I can read to you the conclusion of the ATM conference that
Dr. MacQueen wrote off.

SPT Say again, Story. I was recording. I 'n

afraid that I lost that too.
CC Okay. Keep recording. This can wait, Ed.
SPT Well, I don't have the record. I guess

you folks took ic. No that's back a e a i n .

CC No sir, we dor.'t have command capability
over Tananarive

.

SPT Okay. What was your message, Story. I

Just figure the subject.
CC If it's convenient. I can read up to you

the conclusion of the \TM conference at this time or get it

later .

SPT Let me finish up what I'm doing here, Stcry. and
I'll *et back to you when I have the ATM passes in about ano'her
half hour.

CC Okay. Let's do it then and we're about
a nlnu'e from LOS here. We'll set you in about 5 minutes
over Coidstone at 19:11.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Story. That's too bad
Bob didn't get to finish the discussion this morning. Sounded
like he had some real useful things co say, though it was a

short pass with COMM trouble.
CC Yes , it was .

SPT Both those maneuvers look real good though.
Story. It looks like the folks on the ground have come up
with a good method to doing it.

CC Yes, sir. It went well.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

18 hours 29 minutes. Loss of 9ignal through Tananarive. Next
acquisition will be in 41 minute - 41 minutes and 50 seconds
through Goldstone tracking station. The G&N officer has
given Flight Director Milt Windier a revised TACS usage for
this previous Earth resources pass. Total TACS for the two
maneuvers now is 775 pound-seconds for both maneuvers. This
is within the estimate and this presents no problem to ground
controllers at this time. Next acquisition in 40 minutes
at Goldstone as the crew gets ready for their afternoon meal.
They are on their M gh-dens i t y food bar diet today, a diet
which they have every third day eating hiya concentrated food
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bars along with one or more Items of their regular Skvlab menu.
After lunch today, Pilot Bill Pogue will do some Inventorying of
of the food Hupplies -board the spacecraft, »nd prior to having
his lunch, Commander Jerry Carr is scheduled a 1-hour block of"
time for dally exercise period. Science Pilot Ed Gibson after
lunch will spend an hour at the ATM console, as well as Pilot
Bill Pogue has got a 3-hour block of time later this afternoon
for the ATM console. Science Pilot F.d Gibson will oerform
the M092 - M09 3 lower body negative pressure device specto-
cardiogram experiment, which assesses the individual's cardio-
vascular condition aboard the Skylab space station. Next
acquisition in 39 minutes 25 seconds. At Greenwich mean time
18 hours 31 minutes, this is Skylab Control.
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 19
hours 10 minutes. Acquisition coning through Goldstone in
40 seconds , the last stateside pass of the day, the pass
lasting approximately 4 minutes. We'll hold the line open
for CAP COMM Story Musgrave .

CC Skylab, AOS through Goldstone, 4 aln-
utes. Bill, Houston. How about Ed?

SPT Story, would stand by a moment and we'll
get Bill where he can hear you.

PLT Go ahead. Story.
CC Bill, I aot a couple of 3light changes

to your Flight Plan nn the housekeeping, 60R-1 and 60R-2 .

Do that on tank number 4 only. Cancel 5, 6, 8, and 9.
PLT Right . Tank 4 only .

CC Ye«>. And bring that one up to 6 parts
per million.

PLT Oxay. I'll bring it up to 6 parts per
million. And do you still want the television on that?

CC Yes sir. We'd like that if you can
get it .

PLT All right, sir. You'll have it.
CC And one other thing on - on your hand-

held, handheld 118, that's of course, it's your option in
either case, but we're thinkinR the weather i« so poor there.
It's overcast that i t ' » probably not worth even trying.

PLT Okay. Handheld 118 is very doubtful.
CC Yes sir.
PLT Okay . Thank vou.
CC Ed , Hous ton .

SPT Yes. Go ahead, Story.
CC On the bright soot that you reoorted

on the S052 monitor, we'd like to run a quick procedure to
determine whether it's in the instruments or in the TV sys-
tem. And we can do this simply by depressing the TV WLC
grid switch to DISCHARGE and then release when you're looking
at th»; image ,

5>PT Okay. Do you want tohave that on
VTR or TV downlink?

CC ^tand bv 1. That's not necessary, Ed.
SPT 0k»y, Story. W h a : ' a diagnostic do I

use for determining where that spot is?
CC Naw, vp thought that vou reported that

bright spot on the S052 monitor.
SPT Yes certainly did, Story. Y 0 u mean

that that should disappear if it turns out to he in the TV
system?

<"(. That 's » f f i rm .
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SPT Ok«y . Thank vou . 1 doubt (?) if I'll

have time to pick it up at the end of this orbit. Story.

I'm off Sun renter riant now.

cc Okav. There's no hurry, and what we re

doing is ATM HALF 50 52-8 Bravo, blocks 1 and 2. That's

what we're accomplishing.
spT Okay. I'll take a look at that before

I do it . Thank vou .

cc And we're 30 seconds to I.OS See vou

over Vanguard in about l
u minutes at 19:32. Be dumping the

data voice there, and. time permitting, we'll complete ATM

conference over Vanguard.
SPT Okay, Story. One thing i wanted to men-

tion to vpu is that several times now during the first 2-1/2

weeks or so here, we've noticed the record link would go off

on its own. I don't know whether this has been reported

before, but there seems to be a transient in there. At this

time when I was talking to you before, when vou called be-

fore and I was recording, it happened again, and we were

just wondering whether there's seething new in tne system

or something we ought to be watching out for.

cc Okay, Copy, and we'll try to get you an

answer.
, , . . , Q

p A0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time IV

hours 16 minutes. Loss of signal throu K h Goldstone. Next

acquisition in 15 minute- 50 seconds through Vanguard. Di*-

cu*sion with the crew concerning scrubbing of handheld pho-

tography 118, optional photography for the crew to take at

their convenience, was a photograph «f southern Chile and

Argentina. The Skylab II crev had provided numerous winter-

time photographs of the southernmost part of South America.

This sparsely copulated region of the continent io poorly

maped and its features and act ve process is little known. Ti

crev will be passing over tha portion of rlu- world In -

near Vanguard pass upcoming up shortly. Southern Chile and

the Patagonian region of Argentina. However, the ground

advises the crew that that area is ovarcast and therefore

the optional photography will be scrubbed ^
J

* '

^'J'
th °

crew has scheduled a photo session over the PhUlippines

taking photography of a fault line between - outside of

N, x ? acquisition in U minutes 25 seconds at Creen-S Lan tL 19 hours 18 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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SkvUb Control. Greenwich «««n tin*
19 hour* 31 minute*. Acquisition co«ing through eh* Vanguard
tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line open for
CAP CORK Or, Story Musgrav*.

cc Skylab. AOS Vanguard. *• dumplna the
data vole* hers and b* hare for 10 minutes,

sp T Roger, Story. Aod vou could bo ahead
with the remainder of the ATM briefing if you like.

cc Okay. Ytom Dr. MncQue«r», n n SL*IIl. while
obaerving the WLC TV. The crew bmh caught and missed coronal
change In activity that - that we clashed a« faint: thus
som* car* 1* necessary in examlng the monitor. Have you bogun
to use polaroid photographs marie each morning to allow
comparison

?

SPT Story, I have done that, but not on a
consistent basis. I will do it and I have been doing it with
the XUV monitor, but not as consistantlv as I (garble)
with the white light coronagraph.

cc Okay. And, the S052 film budget periaits
more rhan 1100 frames to be used for transients. A ad , that's
enough to cover five transient* throughly.

SPT Okay.
cc And , that 's It

.

SPT N°«. that was short. 0k«y that's none
useful information. Th*nk you.

CC Yes, sit.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead, Ed
SPT Okay. The .IOP I'm In ri R ht now <s a

study of loops above »he active region 92/87. And I'm wondering
If they ha"e slrror »uto 'asters from this wUl show the loca-
tion of the loop. The 'eason 1 a-k is that (garble) very
close to the limb I'a able to s*e what apoear« to be Just the
very start of i oop at the (garble) right on the limb. Fairly
large sde loops, you c=in Just s*e bottom* of the loop - what
I would interrept as the loop and it ts a Uttle bit north of
the 82 r> r 87 /92 oipUx, It would be useful to note whether
I can actually see th* piec a of these loops. If thev're
really. Our - the b*sis «re n^rth «f the complex, slishtiy
north and maybe I got some reason fot comparison and help in
the future work. Cooy the que«tion, Stnry?

cc We ' re working it . Ed

.

*PT Thank vou.
rc Sk-lab. We're a minute t i 5, LOS and about

15 minutes to Tananarive. If wu don't seo you 'here it'll
be Hawai/. at ?0:41 ,nd n n your tare recorder lights, we'd like
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you to verity that no other crewman has turned the tape
recorder off or on and if you could, I , get us a GHT tinewhen you lee any erratic light indications and we'll track
it down,

r u
S
!
T
J , . '

0kay
-

St °fy. I <Hd on that last one.
I checked with both Bill and Jerry, and it was duripg the previousground pans with you were going to dincuta the ATM with me
and I said I waj recording. It was just at that moment when
the ght went out, or it was right after that, that I noticed
the light was out .

cc Okay. We weren't sure that you were
doing that and thai was over Tananarive and we'll keep an eve
on It, '

SPT Thank you, Story.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 44 minute*. Loss of signal through Vanguard. Next
acquisition will be Tananarive. Network reports that we may
not have acquisition at Tananarive. In the event that we
don t, next acquisition will be Hawaii in 57 ninuten. Darin*
this pass Science Pilot Gibson reporting a loop he noticed
in the active region 82/97 (sic) complex. He was asking would beuseful to him to know if the ATM people on the ground couldadvise him whether or not ho could see the loop at each endThe loop is a type of prominence that usually occurs as anaftermath of a majcr li»b flare. In H-alpha the loop familyappears as condensation in the corona, then the material
streams downward along the field lines. These loops persist forhours after a flare and are always associated with a strong
active region. The active region 87/92 has shown a overalldecline the last several days with signs of emergance of anew field in active region 92. ATM people report that largeC-class flares are being produced at an increasing rate and
limb flares appear likely in this area. On the Flight Plan
this afternoon, Skylab Pilot Mil Pogue was to have accomplished
an Inventory of food items stowed In the orbiting workshops
freezers, however, he was able to accomplish thin earlier
in the day and flight surgeons report this has already been
accomplished. This Inventory was performed to onabie aedie-, 1

personnel to better keep track of the food overage in the
space station. Today's inventory wan made to verify onboard
inventory with the inventory made by the Skylab III crew
upon - shortly before their return on September 2 b th . There aretwo food freezer units in the workshop, one in the forward
section and another in the wardroom. The forward compartment
freezer is the stowage freezer and contains three chambers
each containing frozen items for a 28-day duration. The freezer
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in the wardroom, similar to the forward froe*er, contains «w*»

compartment*, each with a 28*day supply of fioeen food*, ami ..

another compartment for food chilling* Th« forward frecicr

maintains fro«en item* at minus 10 degrees Fahrenheit, and the

wardroom maintains a temperature of 45 degrees Fahrenhei

In addition 11 food boxes provide stowage apace for dehydrated

thermo stabilised food items. Each box U a metal rectangle

and holda about 8 cubic feet of food. These food boxes are

In turn stored in 11 food lockera in the workshop forward

section. Food nutrition - nutritionists at Johnson Space

Center estimate onboard presently is in the ne i ghborhood of

1000 seperate packages of food. This does not include the

emergency food supply. A rescue bar, so to speak, that has

been loaded aboard the command nodule in the event a rescue

mission is required at the end of the scheduled 84 days'

mission. There is 80 - there are 10 days of emergency food

onboard for thai purpose. Next acquisition ma-< be Tananarive

in 7 minutes and AO seconds. If not, next acquisition will

be Hawaii in 53 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 19 hours

48 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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tap chie afternoon, a performance of M092 -

. - - Hawaii for 10 alnutee.
Roger, Story.

gotten around to doing U th" • ' b ° Ut U
'

W « J U8 < h «ver,

'

lust wLr . u
° kay

t:

We dldn,t
» ee but we didJust want to make lure the ayate , waa „ orki ng.

W ° aia

laughing so hard, JllUZ'lT^* 1
* ^ C*»™

cc So were we

uture
cc

T

; e;;°tr ii vair ° ne °< »> »«t.r .ffon..Well, we're expecting even more in the

PL? ?!" k t0
u
the blc ycle shop, Wilbur.

give us another day if^M^ th * tl th * y P^fbly won't

i.

C
J?

And Skyl«b. the networks wouldknow who was doing the flyina?
CDR

lik

That was Bill

.

SS_ We thought so. Thanks.CDR Wilbur Pogue.

CC S^^h
netW ° rk?

( * arbl «> ««twork?
over Vanguard in abou^f;^^ at'^l? ^ '

S" y °°
CDR Roger.

Paddles and flying through the air. Pogue remarked! said after
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they see that down on the ground, they probably won't let us
have another day off. That brought littla coaneiu iron CAP
COHH Or. Story Musgrave, Next acquiaition through Vanguard
in 18 minutes. At Greenwich mean tine 20 hours 51 minutes,
thU la Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
21 hours 10 minutes. Acquisition cosing through the Vanguard
tracking ship, Acquisition in SO seconds, Hold the line
up (or thit past,

CC Skylab, AOS Vanguard 9 alnutes.
CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Okay, go Story,
CC Bill, we got a couple of teleeetry points

down here which are contradictory. We'd like you check a

circuit breaker on panel 200 at OWS HEAT EXCHANGER FANS

,

number 2. Tell us if that's OPEN or CLOSED. If you find it
OPEN, leave it OPEN, and it's on lower left hand corner of
panel 200.

PLT All four of those breakers are CLOSED,
Story

.

CC Okay, thanks; and 1 got one other mes-
sage for you and the CDK, and Ed, too. You got a GO to
remove those foot restraint plates around the wardroom table.
As you all know, It'll take two bolts - remove two bolts
from them, and after you get the bolts out you'll probably
have to pry the plate off if it's bonded to a shim below the
plate .

PLT Okay. I'm sure Jerry heard that.
CC Sounds like a good idea.
PLT 1 think it's an excellent idea.
CC Skylab, we're about 20 seconds from LOS.

See you over Hawaii in about an hour at 22:18.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 21

hours 21 minutes. Loss of signal through Vanguard. Next
acquisition in 58 minutes and 55 seconds will be the Hawaii
tracking station. The crew was given the green light to
remove some plates on the floor of the wardroom in the eating
area. The crew normally wears these triangle shoes with the
triangle on the front bottom of the shoe, and this deck plate
interferes with their locking their feet into the foot re-
straints. In designing the facilities the engineer apparent-
ly did not feel the crews would be eating with their triangle
shoes on ail the time. Apparently Commander Carr and his
two fellow crevnembers do wear the triangle shoes more fre-
quently then the other previous crews, and they asked to
remove these deck plates to give them more freedom when
they're seated at the wardroom table eating their meals.
At Greenwich mean time 21 hours 22 minutes. Next acquisition
in 57 minutes 55 seconds through Hawaii. This is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Okay, Hank let'u give it a whirl, I f we
get in trouble we're going *. o auk for it back though.

CC Okay that's » you seem to be getting •

lot smoother with everything. So we thought we'd give it

a try and go to the nominal tine lino. And we're about 30 seconds
from LOS, we'll be coning up on Vanguard at 50 and we're
scheduled to dump the recorder there.

SPT Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours, 26 minutes,

and 47 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now out of range of the trucking antenna at Hawaii. Milton
Windier is enroute to the Building 1 briefing room for that
change-of -shi f t briefing which should begin in about 2 or
3 minutes. The Spacecraft Communicator at this time is

Hank Hartsfield who's just cone on duty here at Mission Con-
trol. Again the change-of -shl f t briefing is about to begin
in Building 1 in the briefing roota there with the off-going
Flight Director, Milton Windier. At the present time we're
22 minutes from our next acquisition of signal. It's
27 minutes and 17 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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.

PA0 SkyUb Control at 22 hours, 48 alnuies
and 54 seconds Greenwich s««n tins. SkyUb space station Isnow approaching acquisition oi signal «t the Vanguard trackingantenna. That pass through Vanguard Is expected to lastnearly 10 Minutes and we'll bring the line up live for
air-to-ground. Spacecraft Cosiunlcator it Hank Hartsfield.

,

cc Skyiab, Houston through Vanguard for
10 minutes

.

CDR Roger Hank, loud and clear.
CC And CDR, Houston we had a little

telenetry funny here in regard to the OWS heat exchanger
tube valve that indicated open when ail the other TM
indicates closed now we know that it is an indicator but ifyou got a second you «ight be able to help us clear it up byon panel 617 your temperature selector, run it down to 65 degreesfor about 1 minute then you can put it back to the originalsetting around 75 and that ought to tell us whether we canclear it up or not.

CDR 0*ay, Hank that's in work. Okay Hank
J U9t P ut u to 65 and incidentally Ed was doing someyacuumn up in the heat exchanger area there, I'll go up andlook around and see if there's anything amis in that area

CC Okay.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Roger the heat exchanger fans are runningall four of them are running and all four switches are inthe OWS position, everything looks okay.
5° Okay, thank you. PLT

, Houston, inregard to where you are in the building blocks, we suggest thatyou run the 82B, right on the sunset.
PL T PLT

, roger.
CC And CDR, Houston, that little trick

cleared up our TM problem.
SPT Okay, Hank I wonder if any transducer's

up there where we night bump them while we're vscuumnlng.
CC You aust have been listenine to the

EGlL's backroom, Ed.
SPT Yeah, we got a hot line on the side.
CC Yeah, that's exactly what we were

wondering and apparently just the (garble) and the fans there
did the trick, all the telenetry looks okay now.

CDR Very good.
SPT Ssyi Hank where are the transducers

there. 1 guess that's what I get for cleaning, every littlenook and cranny in there.
CC Okay, we're checking on it now, Ed.
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CDR By the way Hank, the dialogue for that
TV thing we did yesterday la on the downlink tapes It
was done at 2 2 I 30 ,

CC Roger we copy

.

cc Ed, those oioro-uvl tches are on the
valves themselves and we're trying to scare up a photo
Juat to see exactly where they're located, we're not quit*
sure .

8PT Okay, you know you have to move those
flapper valves with your hand in order to get bark into
the filters bshind It to vacuumn.

cc That shouldn't have been a problem, it
could have been one of them just got disturbed and stuck
for a moment. Skylab, Houston we're about a minute from
LOS, we should be at Ascension In about 5 minutes at 05.

SPT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control at 23 hours Greenwich

mean time. We've now passed out of range of the tracking
ship Vanguard and we're about 5 minutes from acquisition at
Ascension. The pass through Ascension is approximately a
6-1/2 minute one 5 minutes away from us now. We'll keep the
line up live although wo got about 5 minutes before we get
an acquisition there. This Is Skylab Control, now 25 seconds
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston through Ascension for
6 minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston, just as a little reminder

,

the roll actuators and HPC actuators on the canister heat up
quite a bit if they're left powered up and would like to remind
you that when you're not using the HPC, we - we need to inhibit
the pointing.

PLT Rog, Hank thank you very much

.

CC And - and the roll * the roll is the
big kicker there. That's the one we have the most trouble
with. And we're cosing up about 1 minute from LOS. And
we'll be seeing you at Guam at 50, that's about 39 minutes
from now .

PLT Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 13 minutes

and 48 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've now passed out of
range of the tracking antenna on Ascension. Our next
acquisition iu 36 minutes away at Guam. Present time it's
Just about 14 minutes after the hour. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 49 minutes
Greenwich mean tima. Skylab apace station la now cosing
within range of the tracking antenna at Guam, Approximately
1-1/2 mlnutaa of air-to-ground over this pass. Spacecraft
Coaaunicator is Hank Hartsfleld and ih* Vlight Director it

presently Charles Lewis, We have the line live now for
air-to-ground through Guam.

CC Skylab, Houston we're through Guan for
3-1/2 ninutes.

CDR Hi Hank,
CC Skylab, Houston we'll be upllnking a

series of ATM cue card changes here in regard to powering
up after sunrise, how to get the H-alpha going and what
it essentially does is deletes the cycling of the attitude
control out of experiment (garble). And the reason we're
doing this is to eliminate as nuch of the canister cage
and uncage as we can.

CDR (garble) Jerry.
CDR Okay, Hank how about upiinking ae a

secretary to take care of the paper work too, would you?
CC I thought that was what E99 - E699 was

for?
CDR Yeah.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute froa LOS,

we'll see you over Vanguard at 27 and that's about 34 alnutes
froa now.

CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 55 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has now pasted
out of range of the tracking antenna on Guam. And we're
about 32 ninutes from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard
tracking ship. During this la*t pass a little bit of

conversation about the amount of paper work that the

Skylab crew is expected to take care of everyday with changes
to their checklist and instructions and scheduling and thing",

of that sort. Commander Jerry Carr asked if the ground -

ground if they'd be - how they'd like to uplink a secretary
to help them handle all the paperwork and Spacecraft Coaaunlcator
Hank Hartsfield's reply " 1 thought E699 was for that". E699
is the trash air lock. That's probably the only solution
for the quantity of paperwork that's been generated for the

Skylab crew, they regularly are getting 30 or 40 pages of

teleprinter paper everyday and that includes of course
extensive instructions on things that need to be done during that

day and during following days, including a number of permanent
general messages that are kept aboard the space station. Most
of the others are discarded after use. We're now about 31 aln-
utes from acquisition of signal and this la Skylab Control at

56 minutes and 16 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours, 26 minutes,
and 9 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
54 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking
ship. This pass through Vang tard should last approximately
11 minutes. The Spacecraft Covnunicator is Hank Hartsfield.
We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground through
Vanguard for the next 11 minutes.

CC Skylab Houston through Vanguard for
10-1/2 minutes,

PLT Rog, Hawk.
CC PLT, Houston and you're shut down there on

the TV. We need to get the XUV slit to white light display.
PLT Rog, Hank.
cc Skylab Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll be seeing you at Ascension at 40, and we're scheduled
to dump the data recorder there about 3 minutes from now.

PLT Roger Hank, we'll see you then.
PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours, 38 minutes,

and 35 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is
passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. We're now
about a minute and 45 seconds from acquisition of signal at
Ascension. The pass through Ascension should last a little
over 10 minutes, this is a pass that goes alcsost directly
over head at Ascension. Astronauts Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson,
and Willian Pogue pointed Skylab's earth resources censors
at cities, farmlands, and geological features from Alabama
to California, and from Kansas to the deep interior of Venezuel
today. On back to back earth resources surveys this morning
the Skylab crew gathered data on continuing changes
in San Francisco's urban development potential areas for
mineral exploration and agricultural irregation in northern
Mexico, and on geological features in southern California.
Regular medical experiments to test the effects of long periods
of welghtlessne.-s in the human body, and studies of the Sun
occupied most of the afternoon. With 7 earth resources passes
now complete Skylab's Astronauts will soon increase their
attention to the comet Kohoutek. Now traveling at more than
100 thousand miles per hour towards a rendezvous with the Sun
on December 28. At present the comet continues to go on
brightness, but remains far dimmer than scientists had previo-js
estimated. Comet Kohou -

END OF TAPE
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At Present the comet continues to growin brightness but remains far dimmer than scientists hadpreviously estimated. Currently the Comet Kohoutek Isabout i20 million miles from the Earth and about 73 millionmiles from the Sun. We'll come up live now for air-to-groundthrough Ascension and a 10- 1/2-minute pass.
ground

9-l/2
C

minutes.
Skylab

*

H ° USt ° n thr ° Ugh Ascen «*°n

C
f

Skylab, Houston we had a little - welost signal with you and we're back with you now 8-1/2 minutes.PLT Roger, Hank.

Irt£. ^
C Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute fromLOS, Guam at 24, 34 minutes from now.

PLT Roger.

. * A0 ,
Skylab Control at zero hours, 51 minutesand 43 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space stat onnow crossing Africa is now out of range of the trackingantenna at Ascension. We're 32 minute's and 42 second"

8

from acquisition of signal at Guam. Very quiet pass overboth Vanguard and Ascension with the crew. Our nextacquisition a little over an half a hour from now. Thisis Skylab Control at 52 minutes and 4 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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now
35 seconds C reenw 1 ch I? t^e"

' '
°L *[

a J J
0" 23 •"«•

south of Japan just ab - about \ rt k
PaCG statl °n Is

tracking antenna. We're 50
* 3Cr lred ^ the Guam

the pass through Guam sLu^"LfJ ToTlo ^ !
C « Uislti °n.

Spacecraft Communicator is Hank H, r!f J!
minutes. And the

live now f0r air-to 8 r

;

und ^u^^u^f1

^ .^J
^ T Hello, Hank.

PLT
Hello.

working
T
th e sm all wh J t e""^ t' ' on

~
th'eVc aV*" ^ A™' 1 ' *

earlier today to try t0i„A! , \, f display, called up
the white spot tu ms black when t fj

d * sc ^ ar 8 e
> When 1 do that

corona stays (garble) the same Vhll 1 r
\*VitCh d ° Wn and the

white spot is still there.
release the switch the

Roger, we copy.

We'll be coming up on "j angu a rJ" t
"5 "'lb

6 1 U °«
now. And we're s ched u led f 0 r\ *

< Vv^iAV!' 9 ° inUlC8 fr ° m
And as a reminder, we have a S z „ I

8
,

aUS report th *™-
in about 10 minutes. Uf>datC Wlndow c °»*ng up here

PAO
Roger, Hank.

39 seconds Cr eenw i ch^V" tf«' '
°s^ .J ^ " » lnUtC8

passed out of range of the tracking A. **** 8tatl0n is now
about a half an hour fro B o I ?^, 4t Guan

' We ' "
Wll be at - that will be l t Vanguar7 TM °?

° f 8ignal that
It's now 36 minutes after the hoSr

U Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours 3 minutes and
40 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the U.S.S. Vanguard tracking
ship. This pass through Vanguard should last approximately
10 minutes and it's scheduled for the evening status report.
The crew will give a summary of their sleep periods, photography
activities during the day, exercise and other other details
required by Flight Controllers in keeping records on the crew's
activities and in preparing Flight Plans for future days.
Earth resources pass scheduled for tomorrow appears likely
to - to go although there are still a number of things to
be resolved including the total amount of thruster attitude
control system ga3 that maybe required. We're live now for
the Vanguard pass, lasting about 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're through Vanguard
for 10 minutes. And we're standing by for the evening status
report, whenever you're ready. And Skylab, Houston, did you
get the NuZ update in?

CDR That's affirmative Hank, we did.
CC Okay, thank you.
CDR Okay, Hank if you're ready to copy, here

it comes. Okay, evening status report: Sleep: CDR; 7.0,
5.0/hard, 2 . 0 / mod e r a t e . SPT; 8, 7-1/2/hard, fi - 1/2/light.
PLT; 7-1/2, 6/heavy, 1-1/2/light. Volume: CDR; 2500, SPT;
2200, PLT; 3000 . Drinking gun: CDR; 7000, SPT; 1866, PLT
8106. Body mass: CDR; 6.288, 6.287, 6.288; SPT; 6.381 6*387
6.341; PLT; 6.235, 6.242, 6.241. Exorcise: CDR; Al - method'
Alfa, leg, 30 minutes, 4600 wa t t -minu tes . Hethod Bravo, Alfa,
Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10 minutes, 20 repetitions each. Method
Charlie, Charlie, Delta and Foxtrot, 6 minutes, 15 repetitions
each. Method Echo, Hordinsky's special, 04 minutes, 10 repe-
titions each. Method Foxtrot, walk 10 minutes, toe rises,
1 minute, for 100 each. SPT; method Alfa, leg, 43 minutes,
7337; method Bravo, Foxtrot, 10, 40 repetitions, Method Foxtrot,
toe rises, 10, 200 repetitions, spring, 05, 300 repetitions.
PLT; Alfa, leg, 30, 5000; method Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, Delta,
Echo, 08, 50 repetitions each. Method Charlie, Bravo, Charlie,
Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, and Hotel, 07, 15 repetitions each.
Method Foxtrot, 10 minutes, toe rises, 1 minute for 90, springs,
30 seconds for 75. Medications: none. Clothing discarded;
SPT, shorts, socks, one each. One - One pair shorts and one
pair of socks. Okay, food log; CDR: zero salt, deviations,
plus two coffees with sugar, one lemonade and one cherry drink
all plus. Rehydration water, plus 1.5. SPTj zero salt, plus
one mints, plus two teas. Rehydration water zero. PLT; zero
salt, plu* one cherry drink, no water. Now the photo log:
140 foot 16-mill imeter : magazine used on ERBP 8 and 9, Charlie
Lima, 09, 65 percent, N / A . Nikon, 01, Charlie, X-ray, 20,
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31, 02 is empty, 03 no change, 04 is empty, 05, Bravo, Hotel,

OA, 11, and that includes what we're going to take tonight.

70-millimeter: Charlie, X-ray, 47, 036. ETC is Charlie

Tango 10, 085, EREP , set Kilo; 9738; 1925; 9461; 8330; 0601;

9506. Drawer A configuration: no change. Flight Plan devia-

tion: none. Shopping list acc omp 1 i shiren t s , D0036. No

inoperable equipment, no unscheduled stowage. Out.

CC We copy, Jer, real good. I'd like a

reverify the ergometer watt-minutes for the PLT?

CDF Five thousand.
CC Roger, copy. CDR, Houston, and - -

END OF TAPE
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,

^eah, that's right. This was a freshload this morn ng and I don't know why the first one didn't

::i
k

nL
hr0u

s

iui v^T":* ri8ht there whcn Bni ioaded "
I guess that's the weird one.
We'll keep plugging with it try not to waste

CDR
t o many f raises .

for
CC

you .

CDR

CC

SI'T, Houston. 1 have a couple of items

I think hr's on the tape recorder right

Okay .

u j.^r Skylab, Houston for whoever is availahlp

nave. What prompted us to ask about the NuZ update wewonder if we can get who's ever free to try it again ,o wocan take another look at it.
K

' ° wo

We ' re still in the wi ndow

.

When do you wanl it Hank?
Right now if it's convenient?
Skylab, Houston we're about 1 minuteCanary is the next Beat ion at 25, and that'

PLT
CDR

from LOS.
med conference

CDR

you r

CC
real good to us .

Okay, we'll see you later.
Okay and for Info the NuZ update looks

FPT
. , .

0kfl y thank you Hank. Probably whathappened last time was before hitting auto, we hit the doors

CC Copy.

.

SPT
,

Other than a few of those, Hank it'sbeen a real good day. We got 2 good EREPS In over the UnitedStates, and we got some good medical in M092 went real v.land some good ATM things are looking good.
'

,

CC And i t looks good to u
I 11 be wanting to talk to you at Madrid,
items for you after your med conference

sp T Ok.iy.
PAo Skylab Control at 2

s too .

I got
And Ed

i couple

^wiukm ai i nours, 15 minutesand 13 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab spare station
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25 seconds fro* now and that wll] u !
,° n is 9 "'nutcs andmorning the crew had a little d,L ?
° anary lsl ^ds. This

^ T053 that's .ighting
1

a
ab ° ut the performance

Space Flight Center, and aimed L * 6hot fron CoddarSstation. Science pilot Ed clh
direCtl

y ac the Skylab spaceover the Washington a^a
"

t °Ia !
a
;!

^at when the crlv""...
e

t!;;
er

h
s

'
™e only proble^ he said th^ ^ " *U in -Uhtingis that when you - that l

said, that ever occurs
right Senera/di'rect' o^/^e^/^r 1- -X" ""th.
good color and is very easy to IL 8ree " is an "trenely
it stands out against^ h °0

'
specially well because"

The laser used fro* Coddard Spa^n^^r in a landscape,
bright green. Science Pii^ f

Fli « ,u Center is a VO r V
he had taken a cSip? ^ an dheld° 'j* 1""* this -ornln^th.t^an tine. That'3 8:3 i

^ Photographs U :39 Gre nh-dheld pho tog ra P hs 'w

!

r< \ n \° f

'

"J ?f t*"
lB

• ^ -New York This i 9 Sky l ab Contol t' s n f/°
Wn ° f Bu "*lo

2« seconds after the hour Our J \ ° W 16 nfn «tes and
over 6 minute, away.

U " "ext acquisition's a little

END OF TAPE
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J
Skylab Control at 2 hours, 23 minutesand 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now approachingacquisition of signal at Canary Island. Pass throughCanary Island and Madrid should last about U minutes.This Is Skylab Control with acquisition at Canary Island.

M . . , ,
Skylab, Houston we're with you throughMadrid for 6 minutes.

CDR Rog, Hank.
CC And as a reminder we will be dumpingthe data voice recorder hero at Madrid
p LT Roger.

about
C
T\< 28?

An<3 h3Ve y ° U g ° l 3 D,inUte t0 talk

SPT Sure, Hank go ahead.
,

CC oka >' we j"st got a few little noteshere in regarding the voice. Good voice quality Is goingto be particularly important to this TV28 and the VTRvoice channel we found out i 8 not very forgiving. The inputmodulation has got to be good or it just doesn't work wellAnd we suggest that you use a com carrier and not thelight-weight headset, you can either wear the cap or hold

1\ w T
G t0 be SUte thaL the microphones are within

a half inch of your lips. And as a backup we would likefor you to activate the voice recorder so that we will besure we get the voice and also try to make sure that no oneelse uses channel A while you're recording on the TV28SF
\

Okay, Hank in order to get it on the

correct?
l
° h * VC U ° n channcl A

>
18

CC That's affinitive.
SPT

,
Okay, what I had been doing is use thecom* carrier, not the light-weight headset, only used thatfor the first couple of days and I think your comment of onebeing a little bit too close to it was probably true. 1trisd to move off a little bit and I wns wondering how it'sbeen working. I'm sorry Hank, l didn't hear your commentwould you say again please .

Cr
'

, ,

<»kay, Ed I haven't personally listened
to any of your dump tapes, however some of the other Buy.have and I guess - J guess we don't understand what the
p rob le

stand what the
some reason or another it's not as goodas It could be, it is better that it was originally.

vhon ?•! (1 n, ,

W
?l!,

1,n try t0 U8e U to "°rrow morningwhen I m talking and I'll try getting a clarification
to see whether it is a problem. That is before the TV28.

Okay.
CC

,

PL1
•
Houston we just got a report thatthe active region 87 has produced a surge that's still in progres9
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ami it's out to about 1/10 of a solar radii - mHI,k ..a .

1 ke to get a report on it at Guar,. An* it maybe that wemight want to restructure the rest of t.ut pass
Pl

l Okay, Hank Ed's coming up to help.
shi.u t m, v T

Hank
'

1 hope that *3 the same surgewhich I thought I saw out there on the disk and I „J doing

^nciu^orol 2^1^ 10 " ^
1 know whether'^ ^K.VX 1

1"
2i£ t^ '

s^lbeen during the night here. We're about a minu e from lol
• nd Guam will be ccing up at 03:05 that's 27"Inutes froa

darknfls left. ^ " 8tiU h * V « 5 0i™ te9 ° f

^ Okay , we copy.
P
^°u

Skylab Control at 2 hours and 40 minuter

tlrZVt Tot\T:; r

Sk * l

«\*>t
C€ Statl ° n n ° V ° VCr Eastern

be at Gum The present ti.« the Mi S8 lon C ro ngiving consideration to tomorrow's Earth resou , passThe present time 18 sites are listed for 8C . e / ,to be fulfilled tomorrow. Those Include
1

h J!
rWntS

HVrl. " °
a ??f 0

0t
,

SPrl
,
n88 WC1U f ° r *Y'""Vr*sources in California and New Mexico and also an active

looort V* V" ^ atena1 *- Two instruments will P IIy an

^'n; f2::\r:u
l

s.;r h -K.iL-:\:::L-:::
fci:^»:«» »

In „hS J?"""" •>"'"= »»U b. looked « t ' ™ *•

?:.
Mn,

::! c ::r;: oL:
he

r
ou

',nichuho volcano In Guatemala and Acatenango volcano
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in Guatemala. There are 6 geothermal tracks where
data Is hoped to be acquired during this mission. Thoseinclude track 63 which is run today, although not forgeothermal reasons and also track 6 whioh is the pass fortomorrow. In addition to that there are four ascending
passes, these are the descending passes that is to go -
they go from northwest to southeast. There are four ascendingpasses going t torn the southwest to the northeast two ofthoae cross Central America and South America, one crossesGuatemala track 14 ascending and track 13 ascending acrossLcuador and Columbia. In addition to that there are twoascending passes across the United States, 59A which crossesthe Western states and 30A which crosses the Southwest
United States. There are 6 geothermal pass areas, themthat are available for data taking and this is one of themto Se used tomorrow, provided the final runs of the computersindicate a relatively low consumption of the thruster attitudecontrol system gas. A run earlier in the day Indicated thatthe usage might run as high as 800 pound-seconds, thatlooks like it might be unacceptable at this time. However
a more recent run hes brought that figure down to about
•<00, final tuns are still being performed and we don't
have a flna) -

END OF TAPE
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PAO --It might be unacceptable at this
time, however a more recent run has brought that figure
down to about 400. Final runs are still being performed
and we don't have a final figure, but if it turns out that
400 is an acceptable level that will permit the Earth resources
pass for tomorrow. It's going to be a long tine before the
Skylab crew gets another opportunity to pass these areas
when daylight conditions are proper. With the S192, detecting
a very fine de - distinctions in the temperature of the ground
surface, it should indicate areas where geothermal energy
is - has a high probability of being economically feasible.
At the present time, of course, anywhere on the Earth one
could gi - drill for geothermal energy. Geothermal energy
being energy generated by the Earth itself from deep within
its center. That energy comes to the surface all over at
very low rates of power, if we drill far enough into the
Earth at any point we'd reach the center, an.i reach the core
and high temperature areas which can be used for producing
steam and electric power. However, there are certain areas
where temperature anomalies or high temperature areas are
distinctive and in those areas that's it's likly that
geothermal energy might be produced at a lower cost by
drilling not nearly so deep into the surface of the Earth.
And the purpose of course of 192, and these tests is to
determine exactly what characteristics those geothermal
energy areas have then it can be applied to 192 data
that's been taken over a number of places in the United States.
A great deal of the country has been covered oy S192, the
multispectral scanner. Also, in preparation another Earth
resources satellite, the second one in the series, is still
being planned, is expected to carry a thermal scanner of its
own. So In addition to the Earth resources technology
satellite in orbit, we'll have the multispectral scanner on
the upcoming Earth resources satellite that will have a

thermal channel and will be - capable of identifying thermal
anomalies almost anywhere on the globe. There are a great
many other sites and we'll try and give you a brief report
on some of those a little later in the scheduled Earth resouces
pass and we ' J 1 also try and keep you up to date on the decision
as to whether or not the pass is going to be possible. That
does still depend on the final runs of the computer to
determine total maneuvering gas required. We're about 20
minutes from our next acquisition of signal. This is
Skylab Control at 43 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
,

Skylab Control *t 3 hours, 3 minutes and
iJ seconds Greenwich tae an time. The Skylab space station
r.oy coming into range of the tracking antenna at Guam wherewe 11 have a

J
minute pass. The Spacecraft Communicator isHank Hartsfield. And we have the Mission Surgeon's daily reporton crew health. I'll rea d that for you. Health status isgood. The Science Pilot completed his lower body negativepressure exposure in its entirety. The crew is getting adaptedto the current Flight Plan work requirements. There is noimmediate plan to increase these work requirements. It'ssigned Dr. Jerry Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins. We'll come uplive now for the air-to-ground through Guam, a pass lastingabout 4 minutes. 6

, f
hT " ~ Building block 17 now. Ran continuousfor about 10 minutes, took another look at it. Now I'm in

a standard mode on a 52. I took 1 frame of 82 Alfa start with^nd exposure. I'm going through with the 56 nominal buildineblock procedures. I couldn't - Ed couldn't detect anything.(Garble) lowing at the coronagraph. I took another look atit, sort of half fooled myself. At 2 o'clock position there'sone streamer there that may have a little lump or enlargementou it. But I sort ot have to stretch my imagination to see ithowever we re pressing on with building block 17
CC Copy.

*J;

T 0ka y and I'm running 55 mirror line scans.LC PLT
» Houston the next time you check vourmonitor there, if you do not see any further activity we'dlike lor you to go back and do complete building block 1and try to get us four exposures on S054.

PLT That's building block 1?
PLT Okay - -

^
C That's affirmative. Four sequences thereonS054. And in our ATM schedule for tomorrow for all 3 cf vou

Tt w
r

<M°i
n8

t K
0 3n iteV hat 3fl y g Inhibit momentum dump.It will be the first one we're asking you to do. Normally Ithink you re used to seeing ground inhibit momentum dumpjust want to make ware that there will be one in therwe'll be asking you to do, because we*com act.

PLr Okay. Hank in the conclusion of the lastorbit I was doing a shopping list item 3. And * - a3 rtU aposition of a roll oi minus 9505, a hump down of minus 27.
I hade the slit tangent to the left and I was 11 ara second
short on sf' aV'I * *? ect ™ of 55, and on 82B and also patrol
o°i , fi ,

3t 1 " wonderl "8 ^ whether that was the

n, r h ;

was the 9urge
-

The 8«-*tr y t0 BC i ooke d m e

e

r

hi J Cann ° f dCt0Ct n ° tion
- * hen «e came up thenext orbit, however, it looked as though part cf that material
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^"u
1 " 1^ t

r

it..
l

' mW ° n derlng whelher 1 vas ^t»t
CC

, ,
0ka y> we'll check It out and we're about

25 seconds fro. LOS, we'll be picking you up at oneysuckle

Thank you.

and i!
A
l, ftB ,

S
^l

ab Contro1 a t 3 hours, 10 minutesand 15 seconds reenwich mean tine. Skylab space station

Ue'JT ,°
U

<

° f ran86 l ° th ° ""kins antenna at GuamWe re about 3 minutes and a half fron our acquisition atHoneysuckle Creek in Australia. During this\ast pass thermssome conversation between Hank Hartsfield here on the rou d"

Te Hill
8111 ?0 *»\ vh ° is »o- operating the ATM instr^e s.The pilot says that he did see a streamer with perhaps alump in it but there's nothing terribly clear as a resulto. surge that occurred in active region 87 which is now on thebun s right side about in the middle of the disk, on theedge of the Son, the right-hand edge, whiuh is called thewest limb of the Sun. 87 is rotating out of view in

2 days that will be gone. It has g f v ,.„ . good deal o?
'

activity over th.r last several days and the surge todav i«apparently one of its final blasts before it disappearsbehind the other - disappears to the other side ol the SunScience Pi ot Ed Gibson who vas at the AIM console o "he
he was doing sow work on something that appeared to him to

H%
8Ur8 */5 0

Vf
h ^ COuldn,t de 'C any motion in itand he said following that after the nfghttine pass thesurge occurred while the space station was „„ .he dark sideof the Eartr.. During the nighttime pass something did takePlace because he said he was looking at the same area andnoticed hat something was hissing, some part of the material

,

5 l"V " th * nl * h " 1" P«» ««s completed. So theSkylab may have gotten some early data on that surge it" S actu *lly before anything recorded her. on the groundTime tor the ground recording w„s about 16 mi n u , e s s 0 r r

v

about 02:20 Greenwich mean time, that's about .l^st a„ hoago. Tody's medical run on the Science Pilot was ,„ ] ! \,

™ro:'g„ i "fun
0 l0Wi* r ^ P— exposure Vuntnrougn it full course, that's interesting iniormationfter tht

' Science Pilot had to cut short hi. tun 1 ,M
iLTni^VT/^ Slir "' is^ P-bably because of lack of steepLas night he did get 8 hours of sleep and he performed thelower body negative p.essure run, which tests the abilit of
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blood back. And also creates a J ow pressure area in th,blood system above the waist, and this cK t !or not the cardiovascular system s ni \ \t.
Wh * ther

-ov. that blood back under ci rcu^an e'e rJ'.STuJl
'°

those encountered in gravity AM th*-** * u
have had some d i f f icuUy a ^one iJ CreW Eetnbers
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ton through Honeysuckle for

film report
6 frames and
We'd like to

cc Skylab, Hou
5 minutes. For the CDR.

CDR Go ahead, Hank.
Cc Okay, you reported on you

on the 70-millimeter Hasselblad there, CX47,
this was the same reading we had last night!
confirm this frame count.

CDR That's right. It - it should be 37frames and I don't know what that one frame went for. Wedidn t shoot any today, that I know of. And 1 just finishedshooting a - a bundle more on HH101 , and the other HH thatwas assigned for the evening here, 105, and the frame count
n °'^ ° r

'
?t s dif ^ult to tell.

we copy

.

CDR
frame count
we coul dn '

t

CC

Le t
' call pretty coarse.it's

and that ma - maybe what accounts" for what -
tell whether it vas 36 or 37 earlier.

got a few items of news hereand

ge t

that w
ack to this Hasselblad
should be showing frame

r really looks like 42 , so
11 just consider one frame net

if you want to listen up.
CDR Okay, let

thing. Our bookkeeping shewsM right now. But the indica
I'm going to call it 42 and w
not accounted for.

CC Okay, we copy.
CDR And go ahead with the news.

J
C

, J
oka >'. Syria and Israel are still at itThey battled at two spo ts along the Golan cease fire line oday

;icletl\^TT
an

-
rep ° rCed the S^ ian tanks, cannons androckets blasted an Israeli half-track and bulldozer andKilled or wounded 15 Israeli soldiers. Also in that areain Israel, David Ben-Gurion was burled in the desert with onlya single wooden plaque to mark his grave. The 87-year

^
architect of modern Israel - Israel died Saturady
col tin was of unvarnished timber and the funeral wpomp, following a wish he expressed in his will.Vietnamese government's got its own
exposed a strict controls in r.hc wake of a dawn attack by theViet Con on their largest oil depot 6 miles from Saigon. Inniish Foreign Secretary Sir Aiex Douglas Hume told

» ha
» East-We*,t ties must improve, In practice
In words. Ho maue the statement alte

His
devoid

e South
E-rgy problems and has

Mo s c ow :

the Russi
rather than jus
Foreign Ministe Andrei Cromyko said agreement onsecurity depends on the West's keeping out of Sovi

tl iu
S

; J?"
r ° in lhe news loda>' AssociatedrK " Skyiab-lII astronauts saved

Sovi
uropt j n

t d ones t i

press says

the lam., fi . ,u T
" little gas in space todathe same time they were looking for new energy sources on earth.
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Astronauts Gerald Carr, William Pogue and Edward Gibson used
a third less maneuvering gas for a photo pass today than
they did in a similar maneuver on Sunday. Skylab-III was
in Its 18th day of an 84-day mission. Consumption of
electricity in the U.S. declined during November. But
utility spokesmen say it's hard to tell how much of thecutback was due to energy-saving effors and how much wascaused by warmer weather. In Washington: Hyman Rickover
was promoted to full admiral today and said the nation needsquiet and harmony" to resolve the foreign and domestic
issues it faces. Rickover made the comment after PresidentNixon presided over the promotion ceremonies. The Senate
today dereated for a second time efforts to cut off afilibuster against a plan to tie public financing of
presidential election campaigns to a bill to increase thefederal debt ceiling. The vote was 10 short of the requiredtwo tnirds. Secretary of State Kissinger will visit
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia this month as part of a
five-nation trip through the Middle East. On the economic
front several of the nation's biggest banks raised their
prime leading rates to nine and three quarters percent todaypusmng the key interest rate back toward the historic peak of
10 percent it reached a few months ago. And of course thestock market plummeted again today. Brokers said the continuedenergy shortage and higher interest rates scared away investorsThe Dow oones tell alnost 16 points. Pioneer 10 goinedeeper into the radiation belts of Jupiter. And it experiencedseveral unexplained commands to its camera, possiblv causedby the increasing levels of radiation. It - At 7 o'clockthis evening Houston time, the spacecraft was 140,000 milesfrom Jupiter traveling at 67,600 miles per hour and it should

tine
Pa

Thl '^L^"n ^ " 8:23 tMS eVenin
* Houstontime. Thar s about all the news and we're about LOS.This is the last pass for the evening. We'll say good nightand see you in the morning.

CDR Roger, Hank, good night. Thank you forthe news .
}

PA0
. „ Skylab Control at 3 hours 21 minutes and

u
seconds Greenwich mean time. A good night from HankHartstield at the Honeysuckle Creek station, on our lastacquisition for the scheduled crow day. The crew has an

f^ lSi
ii°

n Sh°!^ 3fler 10 °' clock P-»- central standardtime. That would be normally the bedtime for the crew and wedo not intend at this time to bring them back up at that tine,

i r iM " V present we '

re 8° in * to go to Ames Research Center

"'J
3

^r

r

ng you the
°
n - 8oing prcss

; ,it s the press conference on Pioneer 10 mission to Jupiter.
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We will come up again after the press conference i, concluded

run ?i
V

; fl?:
U

\-
f

-

nal reP ° rt lf thC ^ eSS conference SoSsn'Jrun „o late. Ue re going to go now to Ames Research Center

Jupi!cr.
PreSS COnference on Pioneer 10' s encounter with

END OK TAFK
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 11 hours
58 minutes, December 4th, 19th day for the crew of Skylab IV.

A day whrtre they will spend more than 7 hours of solar observations,
another EREP pass along groundtrack 6, covering the western
coast and Central America. Crew wakeup is scheduled tor this
Goldstone pass. CAP COMM is Bob Crlppan, Flight Director,
Don Puddy. We'll hold the line up for this stateside pass
and the wakeup call.

CC (Music)
CC Good morning, Skylab. Crimson team is

with you here over the end of Goldstone. We're going
LOS in about 30 seconds and we'll see you ac Bermuda at 12:06.
that's about 5 minutes Away.

CDR Good morning to the big red team.

CC Vou guys scund rather cheerful this morning.
CDR We're ready to ramble.
CC Quite appropriate.
CC (Music).
CC Skylab, Houston, we're ACS through Bermuda

for 8-1/2 minutes.
CDR P.oge r . Cr ip .

CC Roger. I don't how hov quick you guys
hustle up and grab your messages in the morning, but we're
right at the ^nd of our teleprinter paper, and we'll - here at

Bermuda a blinking the last of the messages for the morning.
And when you do, we'd like you to verify that the last message,
and I can give you the number whenever you want it, came in okay.
And when you get a chance to, change out the paper for us please.

CDR The last massage we have is 1958, Bob.
Correc tion , 1950

.

CC Okay, we're in the process of sending up
1951, and it will go through A-2.

CDR Okay.
CC And all we need to know is whether It Is

legible or not in case - cause It doesn't print too good Bometlraes
when it gets toward the end of the p^er, and if it's not we can
uplink it again after you change paper.

CDR Okay, we'll give you a call.
CDR Okay Fob, message 1951 A-2 came through

okay.
CC Okay, very good. And if you guys would

Just tag up with us when you get a chance to change out that

paper, we'd appreciate it.

CDR Will do.

CC Since you've got the messages there, depending
on how far you get here, you'll probably find a little conflict
with them. Afier we uplinked your EREP messages, we discovered
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that we had a little problem with the maneuver, and so the

maneuver pad and your EREP pad did not coincide as far as

times of starting maneuvers. And I'll give you a little

briefing a little later on when you get some time to copy

them and tell you about what we're doing in regard to that.

CDR O^ay .
.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're going >-0S here,

and we'll have you again over Canary at 12:16, that's Just

about a minute and a half away.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're back with you once

more thiough Canary, and we have you f.or 16-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 seconds

from LOS . We'll see you again over Carnarvon tn 27 minutes

at 12-58 12:58. And, whenever you guys get the sleep rubbed

out of your eye., and get a chance to start jawing down as

I said we do have some changes to your pads, regarding the

(garble) of extending the EREP maneuver, today.
VK

CDR .
Okay, and the teleprinter is reloaded,

Bot>
*

cc Okay, very good. Thanks, Bill.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean ti»e

12 hours 32 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension

tracking station. Next acquisition In 25 minutes will be

Carnarvon. The crew began their day over the Goldstone

tracking station at 6 a.m. central standard tine to the

tunes of "Muskrat Ramble," a version by the Firehouse Five.

The crew begins their day, this morning with Commander Can

having eggs, coffee, bacon, bread and jam. Science Pilot

Gibson starts his day with instant breakfast drink, grape-

fruit drink, tea, bread and jam, while Pilot Pogue has coffeecake,

sausage, orange drink, Rise Krispies and coffee. More than

7 hours of solar observation command the collective attention

today of the Skylab IV crew. Science Pilot Ed Gibson will

spend approximately S hours at the ATM console and display

panel as the Sun once again exhibits increasing solar acti-

vity. His first session starts at 7:28 a.m. this morning.

Two sets of medical experiments also are on schedule. M131

human vestibular taction will be activated at 8 a.m. this

morning. Gerald Cur, the spacecraft commander, is tr.e

subject. Astronaut William Pogue is the observer. K1J1 is

Jn experiment which evaluates the need for artificial gravity

during long space flight. This is accomplished by cooparing

response of the vestibular organ in space with data gath -

data obtained during pre-flight. Later in the day at p.m.,

Pilot Pogue will be the test subject on the M092/M171 lower -

lower body negative pressure and metabolic activity rut,.

Astronaut Carr will assist in this experiment. S019 ultra-

violet stellar astronomy experiment also appears today on

Che schedule. The Commander will obtain photographs cf

Milky Way star fields In the ultraviolet specter starting at

5-35 P m. Today's Skylab Earth resources survey should be

good news for this energy-hungry planet. Using two sophisti-

cated electronic sensors, the crew will record temperature

characteristics of several geothermal hot spots. The S19.

multispectral scanner will be used to gather broad data oyer

a long stretch of land including Mount Lassen in California,

areas in New Mexico, and volcanos in Guatemala. Astronaut

Carr will make detail studies on temperature characteristics

of these areas heated by the Earth interiors. Meanvni le
,

a

second electronic - a second electronic instrument, the S141

infrared spectrometer, will scan a 40-mile pass beneath the

space station recording temperatures of the data on .agnetic

tape. Tvo volcanos along today's track, track number 6, will

be given specific attention. Thesa are the SantiaquUo volcano

and the Acatenango volcano both in Guatemala. Today s tarth

resources pass starts at approximately 10:10 central standard time

and will continue for 15 minutes. The daily comet Kohoutek photo
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session Is planned for 7:39 central standard time and 10:17 p.m.

today. 'The S233 experiment has already taken 19 important

photographs of the comet Kohoutek since the launch of Skylab IV.

S201 experiment and S019 experiment have recorded one photograph

each. The comet is presently 22,200 - 122,200,000 miles from

Earth and 75,200,000 from the Sun. Upon completeing his ATM

assignments this afternoon, Science Pilot Ed Gibson will attend

to the ED63 cytoplasmic streaming experiment. This is an

experiment suggested by Cheryl Peltz, a high school student

at Littleton, Colorado. Gibson will do a microscope study

of a sprig of the water plant, elodea to detect the zero-G

effects of the screaming in the plant tissue. Three television

transmissions are scheduled for today. The first dump through

the MI LA tracking site in Florida and the Texas station at Corpus

Christ! occurred early this morning at 1 a.m. and 2 a.m. It

was identified as TV-33, video water tank sampling test. A

second transmission is set for approximately 9 a.m. central

standard time over Continental U.S. sites. In this, Ed Gibson

will explain function of the ATM console. A third dump will

consist of ATM data. Mission day 204 in the life of Skylab

space station, mission d*y 19 for the crew of Skylab IV, a

day of 7 hours at the ATM console, several nedical experiments,

and the 8 - 8th resources pass of the mission. Next acquisition

in 19 minutes 35 seconds will be Carnarvon, At Greewich mean

tine 12 hours 38 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

P A0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 56 minutes. Acquisition coming chrough Carnarvon

in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this ptss. The

crew in their postsleep activity. Commander Carr scheduled

to take another photograph of Kohoutek with the S233 camera

which is located in the window of the command module. We'll hold

the line open for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.
C C Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Carnarvon for

8 minutes

.

Spx Good morning, Bob. I'm looking at a

maneuver pad and wondering it you'd like to talk about it.

cc Roger, Ed. You might notice that what

we're doing is we're going to go into Z-LV just before noon

so that we arrive in it at orbital noon and we're going to stay

in Z-LV all the way around for the next orbital noon because

that's where the maneuver is the smallest amount of attitude

change and in all our little runs down here - well, that

came out the cheapest. It looked like about 150 pound -seconds

on that order and we're hoping that we raight've come up with

a new technique that might save us a little bit of TACS

.

CC Ed, while I've got you -

SPT (garble) , Bob ,

CC I'm sorry. Say again, Ed.
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SPT Do you hear me with a squeal?
CC I don't heat any squeal at all.

SPT Okay. We got one buzzing in our ears

here. Okay. I see we're going In there at 15:33, and it's a 4-minute

maneuver time. That's - that's surprising.
CC Well, all you got to do is take out your

Beta angle, which right now is running about - oh, approximately
8 degrees, I believe. 13 -minus 14.

SPT Okay. Do we get in there at 15:37 and stay

there until 17:06? Very good.
CC That's affirm. And as a result of that,

Ed, I need to make a few changes on - on your Flight Plan stuff.

I wonder if you've got your details and your summary handy

there and I can tell you what they are.

SPT The good news always comes first.

CC You're right. This - we're just going
to let you sit around and look at the panel there for a long

time.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Okay. Have you jot your details handy -

that ATM pass at 15:02, we've had to scrub it. And the ETC

OPS film install is now at 15:07 by 16:10.
CC And at 17:17, we need you to do a NuZ

update and the times are from 17:17 to 17:38. And you might
want to take yjur summary and just sort of scratch through
that ATM pass there that we deleted and sort of indicate
that the ETC OPS is moved up earlier there.

SPT Locks like we're trading off (garble)
CC I'm sorry, Ed. We had ahardover there

that I didn't call for you.
SPT The old fadeout trick.
CC Rog. I missed everything after you said

it looked like we're going to trade off -

SPT That's all right Crip. Tell me about the

( garb le) .

CC Okay. We still got free static - why

don't we hold up or. until we get (garble).
CC Okay. 1 think we got C0MM established

pretty firmly bnck with you and we have you for about 3 more

minutes. Did you grasp all what we were doing there, Ed?

SPT All too well. Yes, I see it - okay,

at 15:02 we're scratching the ATM, tie 15:07 is going to be the

ETC OPS for building install 17:17. We're putting in a NuZ

update going to 17:38.
CX That's -that's all correct. And if Jer

or Bill or both are around, I need to change their EREP C&I)

and VTS pads to reflect that maneuver time change.
SPT Okay. The pads are all coiled up here
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In the corner and we'll have to unwind then and take it ovt . Over.

Say Crip, let me ask you a general question. On these VL1

passes, when we return to solar inertial many times there's
oh, 20 minutes or no left over. That doesn't pose problems if I

go ahead a through a few shopping list items in for the ATM,

doesit?
CC S tand ',y 1 .

CC Ed, I guess the answer to that since the

ATM guys haven't exactly been getting a good deal here in the

past few days, in that they'd be so oveijoyed, we probably
wouldn't be able to keep then in their chairs.

SPT We got the pads here for the E REP . Go ahead.
CC Okay. We're going to go LOU in about

1 minute and we'll have you again at Hawaii at 1.3:22 and
I'll be back and get in the changes. All I'm dcing is on the

C&D pad, I'd like to change Z-LV maneuver time fron. 16:03 to

15:33 and solar inertial time from 17:02 to 17:06. And you can -

you can change those times yourself by lookir.g at the maneuver pad

to see if it's going too quick for you. And I need to make
the same changes or. the PTS pad. (sic)

CDR Okay Crip. So sweat. We got it.

CC Okay. And on - for Bill, on these details,
I need to change the time he turr.s the EREF powt r BUSS 1 on

iron. 15:40 to 15:37 to allow adequate warm-up time.

END OF TAPE
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CC . _ details. I need to change the

time he turns the E REP power BUS 1 ON from 15:30 to 15:37

to allow it adequate warn up time.

CDR 15:37.
cc Roger. Thank you, gentlemen. See you

Hawaii In about 15 minutes. _ ,

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tint

13 hours 7 minutes. Coversations through Carnarvon revolvin

around updates to Che - today's Flight Plan, deletion of

another ATM pass, effectively reducing the ATM viewing

time as indicated earlier from 7 hours down to 4 hours

and 33 minutes. Slight change in the maneuver pad for this

morning's EREP pass, as well as NuZ updates for the crew 3

activities today. Commander Carr will be taking the

20th photo session of the comet Kohoutek with the S23J

experiment. This is done through the command module

window. Tomorrow, the first opportunity to photograph

Kohoutek with another instrument, the S063, is scheduled

as well as the second observation with the S201 cameras.

Two opportunities are scheduled today with the S 2 33 ,
a

35-millimeter camera at Greenwich mean time 13:28 and then

at Greenwich mean time 00:21 tonight.

pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours 21 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaii

tracking station in 50 seconds.

PA0 First item on the agenda today is

performance of the H131, human vestibular function test by

Commander Gerald Carr. This will begin at shortly before

14:00 Greenwich mean time. Observer will be Pilot Bill

Pogue. Acquisition in 25 seconds. We'll hold the line

up for CAP COMM. Bob Crippen.
V

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Hawaii

for 4 minutes

.

cc And, Skylab, Houston. You might be

interested to know that active region 92 over there

in complex is 87, produced a class Ml flare awhile ago.

Cdr Was that the one at 08:53?

CC No, no. It's not the one that's

called out there. It's a new one that started around 11:42

and it had a double peak on it. The first max was at

11:47 and the second at 12:06.

SPT Okay, Bob. We'll take an eye ot tne

corona and also see what we can see in H-alpha.

cc R 0 g. The flare ended at about, oh,

12:22 in OPTICAL and 25 on X-RAY.
SPT Thank you.

CC And it did not have very much radlura

associated with It.
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CC And , Sky lab , for the CDR and PLT , I

have the directions and rpn for the 131 run coming up on
the CDR

.

PkT Hold up, Bob. Jerry's in there doing
hia 33 right now .

CC Okay. No sweat. I'll get him over
the states here.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute
from LOS. We'll see you again in 9 minutes over Goldstone at
13 : 34 , 13 : 34 .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 28 minutes. We've had loss of signal through
the Hawaii tracking station. Next acquisition will be
Goldstone in 5 minutes and 10 seconds. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson advised by CAP COMM , Bob Crippen, the ground
tracking - ground telescopes have captured an Ml flare in
active region number 87/92, which ended at Greenwich mean
time 12 hours 22 minutes. However, Science Pilot Gibson
did not go to the ATM console until about 5 minutes ago.
So the onboard equipment, he didn't - he was not on the C&D
console when the flare erupted. Reported this the flare
first recorded 11:42 Greenwich mean time had a double peak.
And it ended at 12:22 Greenwich mean tine. The crew will
be advised on an upcoming Goldstone pass that if they
do spot the T053 laser beam from NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, to advise the ground, and then the laser will
switched from an all green color to bright blue-green
color. They have the opportunity to view the laser beam
again this morning in about 15 minutes from now, as the
spacecraft crosses the eastern coast of the United States.
Next acquisition will be Goldstone in 3 minutes 4 5 seconds.
At Greenwich mean time 13 hours 30 minutes, this is Skylab
Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 32 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Goldstone

'tracking station in 1 minute. Science Pilot Ed Gibson at

the ATH console. Jerry Carr getting ready to perform the

Min human vestibular function test with Pilot Bill Pogue

serving as the observer. In this Stateside pass the crew will

attempt again to photograph the laser beam being aimed at

the spacecraft from Greenbelt, Maryland, NASA Goddard Space

Flight Center .

Cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Goldstone, 5 minuter.

CC PLT , Houston. Got a motrent to chat?

PLT Rog. Go ahead, Bob.

C C Hey, Bill. On this laser photograph you

got coming up a'. 13:40. We're gonna start that out in the

blue-green mode, and It's gonna be continuous. If you get it

and take a photograph it, we'd like you to - appreciate it

If you'd go ahead and tell us, and at that time we're gonna

switch modes. And, switch it to a blue-green color, and i£

you can still visually aquire it, we'd like you to take another

photograph of it.

PLT Okay. Now you're gonna start out at

5145 angstroms and get one of that, and then switch to blue-green.

Is thai what you're saying?
CC We're gonna - t.iat's fine. We re gonna

switch only if - after you tell us that you've acquired it

and got the first shot.
PLT That's at 1 watt of power.

CC That is correct.
PLT Okay . Thank you

.

CC hey, Bill. One other item. On this

131 run, we've got coming up with Jer as the subject we'd

like that counterclockwise at 30 RPM.

PLT Okay. Counterclockwise.
CC Tl.ank you.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. And we'll see you again over Texas in about 2-1/2 minutes.

Correction, over MILA in about 2-1/2 minutes at 13:41.

PLT Ro&er.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through

Bermuda, and we have you for about 11 minutes.

CD p. Hey, Crip, what kind of cloud cover do

you have in D.C. area:
Cc Clear, supposed to be; end the laser is on.

CDR Okay.
t

Cc It was interrupted momentarily, and it s
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b«ck on now.
CC

panel , we have
like to »ake

.

SPT

19 i!3:30 CMT

CC
15 s 14 ATM past

.

PLT

And, SPT
, If you get a chance at theodlf Icatlon to your ATM schedule pad we'd

Go ahead , Bob .

Okay. I mentioned we had to scrub that
Stand by 1,

ok *y. Bob. Vie've got the green one nowyou can switch to blue-green. *

JK-r wr, > a > *
°^ ay

'

We ' re 8wUchin 8 break for Ed.

tilt M i ,

U t0 RlVft y °U * « che<^« charge up for

with that one. However, we're going take and make sure thatwe've got good EREP weather before w a have you write tSatpad up - charge it. And, we'll get it up to you later ifwe need it.
SPT
CC
PLT

green go out , but I

CC
PLT

with binoculars, bu
one 300-mil itaeter N

CC
CT

confe rente

.

Okay, Bob.
And, Bill, the laser is blue-g reen now.
Rogtr. Don't have it y.u . We saw the
haven t seen the blue-green yet.
Copy .

Okay, Crip. We c *n see the biue-greiri
t not with the unaided eye. I did take
ikon shot of it.
Copy that. Sounds good.
Al. Voice Bermuda. Put us back i n

END OF TAPfc
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fror

LOS, Ascension in 9-X/2 minutes, and thml'm going to be Bill

Lenoir's pass to tslk to you a little bit about ATM at 14:02.

PAO Skylab Control, Creenwich Mean tine 13 hours

53 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda. Pilot Pogut

reporting another successful viewing and photography cf the

1053 laser beam being aimed at the spacecraft from the NASA
Goddard Space Plight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland. Two
separate beams today, one green o n u and then one blue-green one.

A alight anomaly In the first Initiation of the beam, an air-

craft got in the way outside of Goddard and the beam was turred

off but turned on back again in time for Pilot Pogue to observe
and photograph of the T053 laser beam. Next acquisition in

7 minutes 10 seconds through the Ascension tracking station.
At Greenwich mean tine 13 hours 54 minutes, this is Skylab

Cor t r o 1

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tiie 14 hours.
Acquisition coming through the Ascension tracking station in

50 minutes as the crew is into their 19th d&y in orbit, preparing
for the 8th resources pass of the mission. 4-1/2 hours to be

spent at the ATM console today by the three crew members
collectively. A successful observation by Pilot Bill Pogue

on the T053 laser bean, from Goddard Space Flight Centex. Photo-

graphy already accomplished by Commander Carr of the comet

Kohoutek through the command mgdult window. We'll hold the line

up for CAP C0MM Story Musgravc.
CC Skylab, AOS Ascension for 7 minutes for

your ATM conference.
MCC Good morning, Ed. How are you doing?
SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay , let me start off with a question,

here. On most of the orbits that we've been scheduling for you,

Jerry, and Bill, we've been trying to schedule 10 minutes
observing time. We wondered how you have been using this and

if 10 minutes is necessary or if that could be cut down to

5 or, do you have any other thoughts?
SPT Bill, I think here in the beginning it

has been necessary because it has taken that long many times

Just to carry out the nominal operations and make sure you're

not making as many mistakes as you would if you rushed rnrough

it. I think however, since we've got it down here we cm
go with a little less, but I wouldn't want to shorten it very

much. Break it down maybe to 5 if you like. But we're
still feeling a little - a little bit tight here, and 1 thirk still
making a couple of errors we don't wart to trake.

KCC Okay, we'll work it that way for a while.
One other quickie comaent here. On the VTR when we schedule
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you for 5 minutes, try to keep It to exactly 5 ainutes so

that we aakt» lure we don't sees up the VTR aanageaent

.

SPT Okay

.

MCC And one further coaaent hei«, on the

downlink Irca the last few days I've noticed soae questions regarding

S055 detector searching and onboard aapplng. You asked the

question about allgnaent data of proainence being auch brighter

than your cue card suggests. We've looked into that further

and the local expert on alignaerit data counts hat., when put

to the lire, Indicated that the count of 15 above a background
of 3 in a proalnence aay be lew by as auch as a factor of 3

but probably not any sore than that, We suspect that the

combination of perhaps our cue card nuaber aay be a little
bit low and you were on an exceptionally bright j> r onl nenc e

,

so that It looks like it's a coabination of the two items that

you suspected.
SPT Okay, very good.
MCC And noticed also that In looking for coronal

loops on active region 87, I believe It was yesterday, in 06, you

indicated that you didn't see anything. We've looked at the

downlink data that we have hete and we haven't looked at very
much, but what we find In active region 87 on the weet limb

now is that it appears 2 to 3 times as bright as it did or.

the east limb. We re an that the nuabcrs that we passed up

should be multiplied by 2 or 3. There is not too much structure

there. We see aore fingers going out radially directed rather

than actualxy closing the ends, and it appearb to be eabedded
in background count of about 100 to 180. Ve did get counts
up as high as 250 in loop structure that was about 1 to

2 aperture widths wide, but net very ouch structure. It would
be easy to skip through It searching for it in 06 and not sti-

lt at all.
SPT Okay. Is one of the other ones which you

recoamended better for seeing the detailed structure that's

aagnteiua 10, silica 12, or neon 7?

MCC We don't have coaplete data right now,

but what we've looked at it looks like they are all indicating
all pretty much about the same thing, and we can't, on the grcund,
where we get the whole picture to look at, we can't very well

see the coronal loopsclosing without significant use of soae
imagination.

SPT Okay. I had asked two aueetione the other
day. One was about whether I was actually at the location oi a surge,
which was> last night? And secondly whether I was actually at the

base of loops which I thought I could see in H-alpha also with

out good monitor. And 1 think the interest of those would be
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useful for »ont of the future onboard work.
MCC Okay, the first question: we tried to resert

tht answer, and v« don't have that data down yet, and we're
at 1 1 1 looking , Aa soon as we get that data, we'll look ll

and tell you what the anavet la. On the second question, we
do think you piobably were seeing it in an K-alpha. It appears some*
whit bright in alignment Alfa Indicating that you probably
could aee it In H-alpha, especially down toward the foot.

SPT Okay, that 'a very good.
MCC Okay, again all of the experiments are more

Interested in flare rise than anything else, One comment we
discussed yesterday in the planning vetting regards when you go
on into a flare fall portion of the JOP 3, And generally what
we'd like to say Is if you're not sure whether you caught
the rise or not, heie on the safe side and give us some post
flare data. Also on the preflare type shopping list and building
blocks, we recommend you be cn the trigger happy side. And
828 encourages use of their fiia for constructive building blocks
as much as possible there. They don't want to waste it but
they are behind their scheduled film a? far as getting the
sensitive film for Kohoutek,

SPY Okay, understand. Do you have anything
else or would you like to tell you what the corona looks like this
mom i ng ?

MCC Okay, why don't you tell me.
SPT Okay. Over there on the west limb we do

see now four different streamers. There's - They're all of them are
inclined slightly towards the north as they go outward. There's
one around 230 at the base, one at 3, one at 330 and one at around
4. And they are all parallel to one another but the (garble),
and then a very diffused one over there on the east limb.

MCC Okay, that sounds good. We'll take a look
at that. Let's see - -

SPT The four of them are very much more pronounced
than they were yesterday. I can see, (garble) last nifht than
they did appear this morning.

MCC Okay, good. Thank you, Ed.
CC Skylab, we're about a minute to LOS. See

you over Carnarvon at 14:32, be dumping the data voice there.
And Ed, from down here we show that you're In your JOP 6 building
block 1-A with a roll of minus 5400. We'd like you to repeat
that for us at a roll of 10800.

SPT Yeah, Story we got caught there too. We
just had too darn many things going on here at the same time, and
I think from now on we're Just going to have to cut down the number
of things going on in here in the morning because there's no way
of getting up here and making this whole thing work. It's put
together in a hurry.
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CC Understand , Bd

.

MCC Okay Ed , I ' 11 talk to you tomorrow , And
I've got a story for you, a preliminary story on S054,
and we've got a computation In work on the X aroa A aluminum
for you based on the flare data.

SPT Yeah, that would be very useful because
right now we've got PHE putting out false indications
all the time, and you've got two choices. Either you set the

grades (?) on th<s setting real high, which means you would
already (?) for get it, and then you're going to miss a good
one when it cornea along. When you turn it off it's the same thin
happens. Or you'i'S got it going off all the timu, and that'll -

that's pretty disconcerting and I think it's going to lead to

errors in operating everything if you do that. So that's not
a very satisfactory flare method of (garble) - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control . Greenwich aoan time

15 hours 10 ainutes. Acquisition co»ing through the Goldstone

tracking station In 50 seconds. On thia contlnuoua Stateside

paaa through Goldatone, Texas, HILA, Berauda tracking atatlona.

We'll hold the Una up for CAP COMM Dr, Story Musgrave.
Acquisition in 35 seconds,

CC Skylab. AOS through Goldatone, HILA, for

17 ainutes .

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead .

CC Are you working on TV 28 now, Ed?

SPT Trying to set it up. Yea, Stcry.
CDR Go ahead, Houston. Take the VTR, If you

want. i won't be putting anything on It before we get the

maneuver started here.
CC Okay. We Just wanted to reaind you, whe».

you're not using the TV camera, to turn it off, and if you

don't need the VTR over M I LA at about 15:17, we'd like to

duap about 6 ainutes of It.

SPT Okay. Go ahead.
CC Thank you.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Co ahead, Story.
CC You can leave the video switch in TV, if

you'd like, and Ic was the TVIS that we wanted turned off when
you weren't using It.

SPT Okay. Thank you.

CC And, Ed, when you're done with the MPC

we'd like MPC inhibited and MPC roll inhibited.

CC Thank you .

CC Skylab. We're a minute from LOS and about

45 minutes to Carnarvon at 16:11. And, Ed, we'd like you to

go to SI node.
CC We're looking at SI down here. The caniste

caged. Now you got a good maneuver tine (garble) and your

tine maneuver entries are also looking good. And. the VTR

la yours for the rest of the day.
SPT Okay. Thank you, Story. A question about

monitoring the - this small maneuver into Z-LV, The monitoring
the inner and outer gimbals on CMC 2, are they - rolls

pretty much the same as we talked with Rusty, yesterday, or

because of the new time we're going into Z-LV, are they a littl

bit different?
CC Ed, the monitoring is different, but you

shouldn't have any wide excursions of the glmbal angles at all,

today .
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich nan else

15 hour* 29 minutes. Loss of signal through the Canar •

Bermuda tracking station. Next acquisition in 1 1 minutes and

SO seconds will be the Carnarvon tracking station as the crew

prepares for the 8th EREP pass of Skylab IV. Science Pilot

Ed Gibson discussing with the ground the final maneuvers for

the upcoming EREP pass. This - today is a first in the Skylab
program, will be set today when Science Pilot Gibson - as he

just initiated the maneuver to place the 100-ton space station
into its Earth looking attitude. The space station will
remain in the Z-local vertical mode for an entire revolution
around the Earth, the first time this hss happened in Skylab.
This santuv r will be accomplished prior to orbital noon,

and the combination of the Beta angle, of 14 degrees, this

is the angle between the Earth-Sun line and thi vehicle's
orbital plane and the desired attitude, is scheduled to cost

an estimated 150 pound-seconds of thrwater propellant fuel

for this maneuver. Pound-second is a pounds of - a pound-second
is a pou id of thrust for each second. The maneuver to Z-LV

coses at the optimum time in the orbit and the maneuver is

required - ail that is required Is to remove the 14-degree
Beta angle from the attitude. The Z-LV maneuver will take

place as the spacecraft ia 243 nautical miles over the

Aaa^on Delta in Brazil and will return to solar im.-rtial

97 minutes later, on the next revolution at the close of the

EREP pass, as the vehicle crosses over western Brazil on
track 7. Although the Skylab solar panels for the ATM and

one on the workshop will not ba pointed directly at the Sun
during the 97-minute period, the EGIL officer here at the

Mission Control Center reports no excessive electrical power

usage is anticipated during this revolution. The Skylab is

currently producing about 7000 watts of electrical power and the

full rev, this Z-local vertical, will only draw about 5.6 amps
from the 13 - -

END OF TAPE
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p AO At this Z-local vertical will only draw
about 5.6 aups from th* 13 asp average in the CBRM batteries
which provide power fro. the 4 ATM panels, and just 8 a tap a
fro» the 27 anpa average of the power conditioning group
batteries, which provides the power fron the single solar
ray panel on the workshop. Again, the first time Skyiab
has traveled around the Earth 1 full revolution in the Z-local
vertical, although the EREP lndtruBonts will only be for a
period of 17 ninutes on a path crossing California, down
through Mexico, ending in Central Anerica. Next acquisition
In 38 minutes and 50 seconds will be Ccrnatvon. At Greenwich
mean tine 15 hours 32 ninutes, this is Skyiab Control.

PA0 Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean tint
16 hours 8 ninutes. We will have acquisition through the
Carnarvon tracking station In 2 ninutes 45 seconds. Skyiab
ahould've been oriented Into Z-local vertical attitude at
Greenwich aean tine 30 - 15 hours 30 ninutes. That was
35 ninutes ago. The vehicle should be in Z-local vertical
right now, with its EREP lnstruoents pointed directly on Its
intended ground track. This will be the flret time Skyiab
has conpleted an orbit In the Z-local vertical attitude.
This naneuver done at the optimum time In the orbit, Just
prior to orbital noon. The vehicle TACS system, CMC, only
had to bring the vehicle out of the 14 degree beta angle.
Maneuver took 4 ninutes. As we cone up over Carnarvon, we
should hear fron Science Pilot Ed Gibson and read fron ground
telenetry to conflrn that the vehicle Is In the proper attitude.
This naneuver done to conserve TACS propellant usage on this, the
eighth rev - eight ERE - Earth resources poss In the Skyiab IV
mission. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM , Dr. Story Musgrave
through Carnarvon.

cc Skyiab, AOS Carnarvon for 7 ninutes.
SPT Roger. Hello, Story.
cC Hello, Ed. And your PCS is looking good

and your EPS Is looking good.
SPT That looks like a pretty slick way to

do It, Story. 1 guess we just took out beta after orbital noon
Is that right?

CC That's right.
SPT Have we fired A nib yet? I have not seen

any but I haven't watched the panel all the tine.
CC It's 3 now , Ed .

SPT 3. Okay. Jerry's down there in the OWS
,apparently he heard them.

CC Okay.
SPT (garble) They vibrate the walls down there

a little bit. It's like having your head inside a large can and
someone whacking it from outside.
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CC That's what we've heard.
SPT If you ever have trouble getting us up

in the Burning, Story, there's the way,
CC Oh, that's only one of our Hat.
SPT I'm down here In the vardrooa, Story,

with a Barker pencil. I put one Bark on the wall for each
Bib,

CC And when you got the whole wall covered,
I guess it's time to cone hone, huh?

SPT Right.
SPT Say, Story, on our display of TACS pressure

how far down is that » can that display go? We don't know
what percent of TACS reaalning before the systes is unusable,

CC Stand by 1

.

CC Ed, if your not too busy now, I've got
a change to your ATM schedule pad. But if you are busy, there'
no hurry. It doesn't count until 18:00.

SPT No, go ahead, Story.
CC Okay. Under that pass that's starts at

15:14 there, we'd like you to run that when you get to the
panel for the first time at 18:21. In other words, cancel
all those operations at the 18:21, and simply substitute in
the 15:14 operations. That's JOP 5, step 4 and on.

SPT Okay, Story. We'll do it.
CC And of course you can cancel that ground

Inhibit moment urn dump at 15:14. And also, cross out with
8 Binutes remaining the power down for EREP. You won't need
that, of course.

SPT Okay. The start on the pass which began
at 1 8 ; 2 1 - is there anything in there they'd like us to pick
up, insert later if we can?

CC Stand by 1.

CC Skylab, we're about 30 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you over Guam in 8 minutes at 16:25.

SPT See you then.
PAO Skylab Control - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control , Greenwich mean time
16 hours 17 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon.
Next acquisition in 7 minutes 45 seconds will be at the
Guam tracking station. Maneuver into the Z local vertical
attitude, the position the spacecraft is in for the pointing
of the EREP instruments towards the ground track, most
successful according to Science Pilot Ed Gibson. He said
that's a pretty slick way of doing it. The maneuver was
made prior to orbital noon, requiring very little use of
TACS. In fact the ground telemetry here shows at the
Mission Control center only 5 mibs , 5 minimum impulse burns
were used. This is less than 20 pound -seconds of TACS
propellant. The least amount of TACS used in an EREP pass,
a Z-local EREP pass to date. The vehicle currently in the
attitude for the upcoming EREP pass, which will begin -

the instruments will be turned on about 460 miles south of Kodiak
Island, Alaska. The spacecraft begins a descending pass
down the western coast of the United States. Next acquisition
in 6 minutes 35 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours
19 ainutes , this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skvlab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 24 minutes. Acquisition coning through Guam
tracking station in 45 minutes. A 4-minute 20 second
pass across this Pacific Island tracking station. We'll
hold the line up for CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave, as the
crew makes final preparations for the 8th Earth resources
pass of the Skylab Mission - Skylab IV Mission.

CC Skylab, AOS Guam for 4 minutes and you're
look lng good

.

SPT Thank you, Houston.
CC And, Ed, I've got one thing to add to

your ATM schedule at 1 8 : 21 .

SPT Go ahead, I'm in tht 54 (garble) operate.
CC Say again, Ed.
SPT Go ahead.
CC At the beginning of that orbit 18:21,

start that off with a shopping list item numVr 1. You can
start that below 400-K. And that's (?) to yet data on the eruptive
prominence which occurred at 15:40 in active region 87.

SPT Okay.
CC And we'd like - -

SPT (Garble) like a I.

CC Yea, sir. That's it. And we'd like
to change your SI maneuver time. We'd like to slip it
4 rainutea from 17:06:00 to 17:10:00.

SPT It's done.
CC Okay. A SLS run that we Just completed

shows that'll save us about 10 albs.
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SPT Very good. Looks like we're still up

to 10 now, what are we, around t or 9?
CC We're at 10 right now, Ed

.

CC And in answer to your question on the

TACS pressure meter, you'll - we think you'll have control down to

about 10 percent on the meter.
SPT Okay. We have n't burned up too much

of what we had when we got here. Looking good. I think
we'll have a little left for Kohoutek

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. See
you over Goldstone in about 18 minutes at 16:47. Jer, Houston.

SPT He's listening

.

CC Okay. Just to make things a little
easier for him. He's got an ETC going to auto at 58:50 and
it also shows a nadir swath terminate at 58:50. He doesn't
have to worry about terminating that swath. There's not
hurry to get back there from the ETC. And also there 's no hurry
to get back down to go Into standby in the ETC from operating the

VTS as we're going to run that film out anyway.
CDR Okay. Very good.
SPT Hey, Story. I think we saw that -

Indications of that surge up here before I went into Si.

We got a rise in the PMEC and also our rear H (?) aperture
stepped up to 3 from 4. So we oust have seen the start of
that .

CC Did you get any pictures of it, Ed?
SPT That's negative, Story. 1 was setting

up for the maneuvering, actually. There was no time
allowed for - for that. So I Just stayed out of it.

CC Okay.
SPT See if you can't plan the activity

on the Sun a little more conveniently, Story.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

16 hours 31 minutes. Next acquisition in 15 minutes
50 seconds will be the Goldstone tracking station as the
Skylab IV crew will be in the - midway into the ERE P pass
at that point. Discussion by Science Pilot Ed Gibson asking
If we couldn't plan the activity on the Sun a little better.
He was getting ready for the E REP pass and he noticed a -

an alert on one of the instruments, on the PMEC, the photo-
multiplier emission (sic) counter in the ATM console, which measures
X-rays. The ATH officer reported an X-ray event along with
a surge at Greenwich mean time 15:30, at a time that Science
Pilot Gibson was readying the vehicle for the maneuver into
the Z-local vertical attitude. Today's Earth resources pass
will begin over the north Pacific coast at about 480 miles
of Kodiak Island. The S193 rad i ome t e r /sea t t e rone t e r and S191
infrared spectrometer will be on measuring wave heights,
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sea foam conccntrat iona and gathering data to be used in

correlating sea surface conditions, wind characteristics and

long-range weather predictions. Wave heights in the

North Pacific are about 10 feet this morning. Supporting

this action, are several weather ships and buoys in the

ocean. EREP pass is on track 6, which goes over Carson

City, Nevada, Los Vegas, Chihuahua, Mexico, Veracruz,

and Guatemala. Over Nevada, the infrared spectrometer will

be measuring Earth heat in the Hoover Dam area and further east

of Lake Meade. This is the day pass for these geothermal

measurements. Ten days fron now on Mission day 29, the

workshop, hopefully, will repeat this track and will measure

the Hoover Dam again during a night pass. Over Central

America, the S191 infrared spectrometer will also be

measuring geothermal activity. On mission day 29, this area

will also be surveyed at night, a predawn pass. The objectives

of today's pass include data gathering, which will identify

major drainage basins in California, Arizona, Utah, and

Nevada. Also in these four states geologic and titanic features

will be mapped. And in northwest Arizona and southern

Nevada, fault lines in joint structures will be photographed.

In the Sierra, Nevada region of California, the sensors will

be gathering information aimed at determining rock and

soil types in identifying mineral zones. Over Chihuahua,

Mexico, the instruments, including the S191 infrared spec-

trometer will be used for determing the feasibility of

using remote sensing for hydrocarbin exploration, that's

oil and coal. While over Guatemala, four volcanos will receive

intense attention on this pass. These are the Santlaquito, Acatenango,
Fulgo, and Pacaya volcanoes in Guatemala. The Skylab

sensors will be measuring hot water, lava, volcanic steam,

and the relationship of these with geologic faults. The

S190 mul t ispec t ral camera will be on over the north Pacific

west of Oregon from Reno to the Hoover Dam area in Arizona,

over Chihuahua, Mexico, and again over Guatemala. The S190B Earth

terrain camera will cover the area from Reno to Hoover Dam,

Lake Meade, over Arizona, over Mexico, over the Mexican

state of Chihuahua and over Guatemala. The infrared spectrometer
sensor will cover the north Pacific through the entire pass

through the volcanic area in Guatemala, This is the primary
sensor to detect temperature changes over the Earth and

will be used in geothermal detection experiments today and

then again on Mission day 29. The S192 aul t i spec t r a 1

scanner will gather information from west of Reno to south

of Juarez in the state of Chihuahua and again over Guatemala.

Primary instrumtnt for the measurements over the north

Pacific will be the S193 r ad lome t e r / sea t t e r ome t er . This is

the instrument repaired by the crew during their EVA, earlier
in the mission. This - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - will be the S193 radiometer/
scatterometer . This is the instrument repaired by the crew
during their EVA earlier in the mission. This sensor will be

on again over Nevada and Arizonia and again, over Guatemala.
Their EREP planners, hopefully, looking forward to four predawn
or night EREP passes to gather geothertnal data, three in the

western hemisphere and one over Europe. Next acquisition in 10

minutes 25 seconds through Goldstone on the start of the EREP
pass number 8, at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 37 minutes.
This is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours 45 minutes. The crew will be on VOX, as ve make
this Stateside pass. The beginning of the 8th - 8th Earth
resources pass in the mission. We'll hold the line up for
air-to-ground. CAP COMM will be Dr. Story Husgrave. As
Comminder Jerry Carr is at the VTb, Slyl instrument. Pilot
Pogue at the control and display panel of the Earth resources
experiment package. We'll hold the line open for this pass.

PLT 47:23
PLT MARK. 190 MODE , AUTO.
PLT Say they're pink?
CDR Yeah . Sunrise .

PLT Oh yeah. I bet that's pretty.
CDR White and light blue, below.
PLT Bad scat girabal light continues to flicker.

Momentary flickers.
CC Skylab. We're reading you loud and clear,

for 15 minutes. Stateside.
PLT All right. Story. Reading you 5 square.
SPT Okay, Bill. I'm going to have to leave this

thing unattended, in this nadir swath. Anytime you get a

second or two, you might Just peek in, over hero, and make
sure that we've still got the zeros - -

PLT (Garble) zeros. Okay.
SPT - - what 1'a doing is, I'm keeping t.»e

zero down and to the right, because if the drifts are in the

other way - other direction - -

PLT Okay.
SPT - - so if you see the zero missing froa

the down and from the right window, you should switch em til
they're back there. It's got a lot of pitch drift. Not much -

much in right/left, but the up/down (garble).
PLT And got all 6 film advances mal-

function lights.
SPT Uh-oh. Must be out of fila.
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PLT I don't know.
PLT Jer (?) would you check the circuit

breakers?
SPT I'll get em,

PLT They're the S190, over there, on panel 202.

Up - I think they're up near the top. (Garble) there are

3 circuit breakers.
PLT
SPT

All closed. Okay. Time is 49:26.

They're all in.
Okay. I'll cycle the power off here,PLT

short ly ,
anyway

.

PLT Stand by for 49:50.
PLT HARK. 49:50. Stand by on a 190. Okay.

Frame 05 and Interval is 10. And I'm going to cycle the

power off. Stand by for a second or two. Okay. Power back

on. Standing by for 50:23. SCAT to STANDBY and RAD; STANDBY

.

Okay, SCAT to STANDBY; RAD to STANDBY, 193 CROSSTRACK; US,

POLARIZATION, 4. Ready. Stand by for 51 even. Okay.

PLT MARK. Okay 192 into (garble) READY. I've

got a green light after speed change. (Garble) Okay,

at 51:33, wo'll be coning up with a MODE; AUTO and at 51:33,

Jer, I'll give you a mark for ETC to auto.

CDR Okay.
PLT SCAT, ON; and RAD , ON; and stand by.

Sla " d

pLT MARK. ETC to auto; t. t's 190 MODE to AUTO

take a look here and see if I get the film d-ance malfunction

lights. Yes, all 6 of en cane on again. W. exjst be out of

film. (Garble) Ah, shoot. 5228 radium -

PLT Okay, Jer. 5 2 : 28 ETC to »
» to Pta.tdby. I

give you a ma rk .

CC Bill, when you get a chance v>uUi yu
cycle the S190 AUTO switch - -

PLT Stand by.

PLT MARK. ETC to standby.

CDR Okay.
PLT Which was that - yes, I've alrea ' cycled

that, Story. Have also turned the power off after tu. Tin* It

to STANDBY and I got the lights out. Okay, Jerry, sta \ by

52:53 for E -

PLT MARK . ETC to AUTO.

CDR Got it.

PLT Aah , aon of a gun. Ah (garble) Jer (g. *u'n.<

screwed the r*st of it up at 23:50 192 (garble). It Just -

all the syciptoms, Story, of being out of film.
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CC You should not be out of film even at the

end of the pass, Bill.
PLT Okay. SCAT to STANDBY . .Gayda , SCAT to

STANDBY . Okay , 193 angle roll plus 30. POLARIZAION , 1 .
35:30

is my next. Hey, I've got about a minute and a half here,

Story. I'm gonna start looking around.
CC Bill, while we got the raal here. Were

you able to check the shutter speed meter?
PLT Yeah, I checked it and, okay, just a second

Jer, we're REMOTE , MEDIUM. Okay.
CC You want ne to read to you. Bill?
PLT Naw, I got another item coming up here.

I got to go check on 92 at 55:30, and at 36, Jer, you got

to go ETC, standby. I'll give you a call.
CDB Okay.
PLT Okay, you got about 10 seconds, Story,

you got anything there?
CC We'll get you at 55:36.
PLT Okay. Stand by, Jer. Okay 30, stand by,

Jer .

PLT MARK. ETC to standby. I got the MODE,

CHECK at 30 and should have the READY (garble) 57:40.
Okay, next item is 57:40, Story, so shoot.

CC Okay. I note the 6 frame counter readings.

Verify can.era control switches to rencte .

PLT That's correct.
CC Panel 110 MODE switch to SINGLE

.

PLT Okay.
CC, And did at least 2 MAGS advance 1 frame?

PLT Stand by.
PLT Nothing. Not a thing.
CC Okay. Check this. Panel 110, S190 POWER

switch to OFF.
PLT I'm aorry, Story. I did that on panel

110. You wanted that on 106, didn't you? That single
actuation?

CC Yeah, that's on panel 110. We wanted

MODE switch to SINGLE.
PLT Okay, I did that. Okay, now, continue.

CC Okay. Panel 110, S190 power switch to

OFF .

PLT OFF.
Cc Panel 106, camera control switch to LOCAL.

PLT LOCAL.
CC Shutter switch to SLOW.
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PLT :

'
' SLOW. '

•

CC Camera actuate switch to SINGLE.
PL" Nothing. Looks like I hat a power

problem of some kind.
CC Okay. At present, we're in block A,

camera logic failure .

PLT I was checking everything else, but I

just don't see (garble) it worked at first, you see. And,
I got a good check, when 1 checked than out.

END OF TAPE
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PLT I'm checking everything out, but I Just
don't see - Well, it worked at first, you see, And I got a good
check when I checked them out..

CDR All cameras seem to be seated properly.
I checked them twice even when I installed them.

PLT Okay. Coming up on 57:40. Got about
30 seconds , Je r .

CDR No, I Just don't have shutter speed,
I guess that's th«; problem.

CC Bill, we've got no more suggestions
on S190. Press on with the pad.

PLT Rog. Stand by for mark 57:40.
PLT MARK.
CDR SCAT and RAD ON.
PLT There are no more circuit breakers on

the two other panels, huh;
PLT Okay. Darn it. My panel - No it's

IN. 1 thought my panel control breaker was OUT there on
110 here. That would have knocked out everything.

PLT Okay, 58:13. 191 MODE AUTO Isn't going
to do any good.

CDR Try it .

PLT Key, Jet. In about 30 seconds ETC
to AUTO.

PLT 10 seconds.
PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK. 58:50 ETC to AUTO.
CDR Wait for 59:20.
PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK. POLARIZATION to 4.

PLT Hey, I'm sorry about that. 8, 9, 30,
192 MODE -

PLT MARK. S192 MODE to READY.
PLT Get this thing out of your way.
PLT Poorest, thinnest pieces of hardware I ever

seen. Been beat to pieces before it ever launched.
PLT And I got a good tape motion mike.
PLT I never did get to check your drift there,

Jer .

PLT There you go.
PLT MARK. 30 SCAT in RAD to STANDBY.
PLT Stand by for 17:01.
PLT MARK. 17:01. 194 to MANUAL.
PLT Number 6 reversed to 2.

PLT That's too bad - too bad about those
190 cameras. Really a nice pass, too.

PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK. 154, 192 to STANDBY.
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CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, 11 minutes
to the Vanguard. We'll be dumping the data voice at the
Vanguard and you're looking good.

PLT As long as you're working up a procedure
for us (garble) go into (garble) in the power down here.

CDR Like to get that sorted out.
PLT Okay. Ah darn it. 1 got put off - I

was suppoae to give you an AUTO CAL
,
Jer, at 02:06. And

the solar inertial is - -

CDR Go ahead and give me one now. 1 notice -

PLT Okay (Garble)
CDR Okay. Fine.
CC Bill, all we've got for you, is to go

to panel 202 when you get done and check the circuit breakers
here. Circuit breakers on 202.

PLT Okay.
PLT Okay, Jer. At 02: - - (static)
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 3 minutes. { Loss of signal through the Texas
"

tracking station at" the conclusion of this Earth Resources
pass over Central Aeerica. Pilot Bill Pogue reporting a

MALFUNCTION light in the S190 mu 1 1 i spec t r a I camera system.
This is a 6 camera unit. The troubleshooting procedures
were read up to Pilot Pogue by CAP COMM Musgrave, Story
Musgrave. however, this did not - apparently, did not
solve the problem. Reference to panel 110, that's the
C&D panel at which Pilot Pogue was working. Panel 202 is

the circuit breaker panel in the structural transition section a

few feet from where the MDA - a few feet from where the
EREP panel is in the STS section. Pilot Pogue making the
comment, "It's too bad about these cameras, it was a nice
pass." As the spacecraft, went over the hill out of range of
Texas tracking s t a 1 1 on , ft e 1 er.e t r y on the ground showed the "~

spacecraft to be looktn"g good according to CAP COMM Story
Musgrave. At this point, on telemetry on the ground shows Just
24 mibs being used, minimum impulse burns well in the predicted
150-pound seconds estimated for this naneuvcr^ Spacecraft
now, will return to solar inertial attitude as the space-
craft crosses over the western portion of Brazil on this
the 2947th revolution of Skylab. This pass, the first
geothermal pass in the mission. Some of the Pis looking for
data out of this pass include, Jack Quadn of the MacKay
School of Mines, University of Nevada, Ira C. Bechtold of
the Argus Exploration Company. Looking got hydrocarbon
exploration in Chihuahua is Carlos Castillo - Tejero of the
Mexican Institute of Petroleum in Mexico; looking for
rock and soil type identification in mineral zone classification
is Dr. Kenneth Watson of the U.S.G.S. Survey. Dr. Monem-Abdel
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Gauad of Rockwell International of California is looking
for fault line detection. Using data from this pass for

volcano studies in South America, specifically Guatemala
is Dr. Richard E. Stoiber, Department of Earth Sciences,
Dartmouth College. Erosion mapping in Arizona, data from this
pass will go to Dr. R. B. Morrison of U.S.G.S. Sea surface
studies and north Pacific information will go to Duncan Ross
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, as

well as Dr. James P. Hollinger, Naval Research Laboratories,
and Dr. Willard J. Pierson, Jr., Department of meteorology and
Oceanography, New York University. During - Thermatic
development techniques for remote sensing data gathered
from this format will go to Doyle G. Smith of the U.S. Geological
Survey. Next acquisition in 5 minutes and 20 seconds through
the Vanguard tracking ship. At Greenwich mean time 17 hours
7 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PLT MARK.
cc Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear

down here through the Vanguard for 10 minutej. We'll be

du&ping the data voice.
.

CDR Roger, Stovy. We're still looking at

S190 and still haven't found anything significant. We flew

over Lake Titicaca and 1 took some 16-ail 1 ime t er DAC frames

of the lake and that is to one of the requirements of H -

HH124-1.
PLT Thank you.

cc Okay, Jer. Now we're wondering if you got

any information on were the shutters operating at all. Did

you hear them operating? Did you have a chance to check the

shutter speedmeter, Bill?
PLT Well, yes I did, Story. We had no

shutter speed at all. It was full scale to the left.

CD r I - 1 heard them running when I first

got here, 1 think, when you fired them up.

PLT Yes
,

(garble)
CDR But i never did hear them quit. 1 guess

I was busy doing something else.
pLT Okay, Story. I have some more information

which may assist in the troubleshooting. During the prep,

when I tested the cameras, you set them up for 3 exposures.

The number 1 caaera took four exposures, and all the rest of them

took three. Okay. When we start our first 190 run, the number

i camera took four again, and the other five cameras three more

exposures and shut down. Now that may help them a little bit to

sort out the logic.
CC Okay.
PLT Trying to put this carrier back on now.

Give me some more data. Okay, and just as a matter of interest,

the - I'll give you some readings on the six cameras as they

were noted during the prep and post run. When the cameras

were loaded, 1 had, and this is cameras 1 through 6 respectively.

9738, 1925, 9462, 8830, 0601, and 9506. Okay I did oy test,

you know, and then the prep. The reading alter the prep w.m

9742, 1928, 9465, 8833, 0601, - make that 0604, and 9509.

Okav! Right now the cameras are reading 9746, 1932, 9469,

88 37 , 0608 , 9513

.

CC Okay.
p L t And I got a bit remiss about telling you

about that. I thought It could've been that I wrote it down

wrong on that camera 1 and 1 noticed it took four ex posu res when

the rest of the. took three and I just sort of slumped It ott as

a recording error on my part. But apparently that may give

some clue as to the problem In the logic.

PLT 0k*y, Bill.
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PLT Back to this stuff. It sounds like it's

almost hung up on that first test I ran.
CC Bill , Houston .

PLT Yes , go .

CC While you got everything powered up and

you're there and all, we suggest malfunction S190; that's
malf 6 on page 1-11.

PLT Okay. It's in work.
CC Since you weren't seeing any shutter

motion at all or hearing, we think that possibly you got

a shutter drive failure as opposed to a logic failure.
PLT Okay. See malfunction number 6, righr?
CC Yes. Starts upper lefthand corner on

page 1-11 .

PLT Okay. That's where I'm starting.
CDR Okay, Bill. Let me read to you.
PLT See right there In box 1.

CDR Title 1 can S190 POWER switch OFF.
PLT Right. Got It.
CDR Okay. 106 CONTROLS switch to CAMERA

CONTROL switch to LOCAL.
PL1 LOCAL .

CDR SHUTTER CONTROL to SLOW.
PLT SLOW.
CDR Is the drive operating?
PLT Negative.
CDR All rijht . Check the shutter guard. Panel

106
,

go to REMOTE

.

PLT REMOTE.
CDR Rotate the camera assembly to the INTERMEDIATE

pos i t ion .

PLT Okay. Yes. Pull up the ends, moves a little
easier that way. Watch your fingers,

CDR All right.
PLT They get pretty nasty. Okay.
CDR All right. Manually rotate the shutter

drive sys t em

,

PLT Okay. I'm rotating it. Still inter-
connected here. Yes, all interconnected

.

CDR All right. So it rotates without binding.
All right. Let's make a motor check.

PLT (garble)
CDR It says carefully examine both the shutter

drive motors. Is either one of them hot?
PLT Okay. Spare drive motors. That's there.
CDR Gosh, those are thick little greasy objects.
PLT Okay.
CDR All right, here's the - these are the shutter

drive motors, and their both cool as cucumbers.
PLT Yes.
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CDR No. Shutter drive circuitry (Garble), it

says here,
PLT Okay. Yes, it would be -

CDR It says the motor temp cut out a 125
degrees below -

PLT Those things are cold, though.
CDR Yes, they're cool.
PLT What else does it say?
CDR That's it. Close the box and then it

says check the shutter drive speed. It says shuts - shutter
speed control to remaining shutter speed and find out if

they work at any speed.
PLT Yes, I checked then already. But let's

do it .

CDR Okay. Let me release this rascal for
you .

PLT Okay. Let's try MEDIUM. No joy or.

MEDIUM. REMOTE, yef Okay.
CDR All right. If it works at no speed,

ve go to box number 12 .

PLT I'll pu t it back to OFF

.

CDR It says discontinue the experiment.
PLT That's what we did.
CDR Okay. Well that smells like ve got no

,'ower to it.
PLT That's right. Sure doe3 . I went over

and checked every bi eaker I could find over there.
CDR Motors are not jammed up. They're free.
PLT Sure does smell like a power problem

.

CDR Shutter drive, yes.
PLT I checked those things too.
CDR Yes, that one amp breaker to the rotary

shutter is in. I ' m going to try resetting.
CC Ed , Houston.
PLT Go ahead, Story.
CC We see you operating the ATM and we sugges

our shopping list item on number 3 for the rest of the pass
here.

SPT Okay. They've got the film - the one
right now and I'll go into a 3. Hmm. Well -

CC Ed, it's a - a shopping list item number 3

and then do what you can on the pass.
SPT Okay.
CDR Burnt ends right here.
PLT Yes. Okay, Story. We're in box number 12

on pa ge 1 - 1 2 .

CC Yes, we've followed you all the way down
through the malf, Bill.

PLT Okay. Now I'm going to go ahead and do
the rest of the EREP C&D post and let you all work up some
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kind of diagnostic future - additional diagnostic or

troubleshooting for it.

CDR There's one possible reason or did you

Just turn it of f ?

PLT No, that's suppose to be off. It had us

turn it off in the malfunction procedure.
CDR Okay .

CC Okay. We concur with that Bill. Press on.

PLT Okay. You want me to put those up, or

you want to look at them some more?
CDR I want to look them over again.
PLT Okay .

CC And we're about 30 seconds from LOS. We'll

see you over Tananarive in 17 minutes at 17:40.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
17 hours 23 minutes. Loss of signal through Vanguard as

the crew continues to troubleshoot the S190A, the MALFUNCTION
light came on during a portion of the pass. S190A is

the mu J t ispec t ral camera facility, 6 separate cameras for
the Earth resources experiment package. These were scheduled
to be on over the north Pacific, continue to cross Oregon
from Reno to the Hoover Dam area and Arizona, and follow the
pass over Chihuahua, Mexico and again over the Guatemala
area, photographing the volcanoes in the Gatemala area.
Pilot Pogue reported a MALFUNCTION 1 i gh t . T r oub le sh oo t in

g

procedures were passed uyi during the EREP pass. However,
that did not correct the procedure - the problem. And
Pilot Pogue and Commander Jerry Carr, again troubleshooting
the camera system on this pass through Vanguard. Commander
Carr reporting he was able to use the DAC camera, the data
acquisition camera in photographing Lake Titicaca in Bolivia,
12,000 - a lake which is 12,000 feet high in the Andes
Mountains. This is part of a handheld optional photography
under the visual observations program, item number HH-124,
of Bolivia to obtain information in tnultidiscipllned studies
directed to resource survey of Bolivia for studies in land-
use, forestry, and geology. The procedure is to photograph
test areas throughout Bolivia on passes for test areas for
detection of geologic structures, vegetation patterns, and
drainage systems. The crew has also been asked in these
passes to describe color contrast, orientation, and location
of linear features which may indicate faults and their
displacement. On this pass they were able to photograph
again, Lake Titicaca in Bolivia high In the Andes Mountains.
Concludes the EREP pass for the day. At Greenwich mean time
17 hours 25 minutes, this is Skylab control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
17 hours 39 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 seconds. The TACS usage on this Z-LV, solar inertial
maneuver, for this last EREP pass, 123 pound-seconds, accord-
ing to Flight Director Milt Windier, which is much less than
we anticipated. Prediction usage was 150 pound-seconds. This
maneuver into a Z-local vertical attitude for a period of
approximately 95 minutes came as a suggestion from the GNS
console. The GNS console headed, last night shift, was
Terry Watson, the GNS officer for the overnight shift, which
worked out the details for this Z-local vertical maneuver,
maintaining the spacecraft in that attitude for an entire
revolution. Thereby saying - saving a considerable amount
of TACs fuel. We'll hold this up for this Tananarive pass.
CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab. AOS Tananarive for 3 minutes.
SPT Roger. Hello, Story.
CC Hello, Ed. And on your next ATM orbit

we'd like you to pick up, as before, our shopping list, item
nuirber 1 and press on with those OPS that you've got listed
on your pad and starting at 15:14.

SPT Okay. I understand thf>t, Story.
(Garble) on this last one a (garble) (static)
shopping list item 1, that's 52 (garble).

CC Okay. And, we don't mind you repeating
that, because that is for a surge they were seeing at active
region 87

.

SPT Roger, Story. Understand.
CC Bill , Houston

.

PLT Righ t ; go .

CC Bill, when you set It for S019 , you might
inspect the articulating mirror system for any broken glass
or chips or emulsion plates that might have resulted from
the S193 OPS previously. If you see any, vacuum em - vacuum
their up .

PLT Okay.
CC And, sounds like we're going LOS, here.

We'll see you over Goldstone in 45 minutes at 18:27.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours 44 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive
tracking station. Next acquisition in 43 minutes 35 secor.os
will be the Goldstone tracking station. The upcoming pass
through Goldstone will be the last Stateside pass for the day
for the crew of Skylab IV. EREP people here at the Johnson
Space Center, Mission Control Center, assessing the S190A
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problem during the last E RE P pass. The camera malfunction
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butr.s used during that maneuver. Refined pound-seconds figureis now 135 pound-seconds used for this EPEP pass. Still bv andfar the lowest used in the EBFP passes, with the exception,of the first EREP pass, which was done on irission day 14along track 6. This was the solar inertial pass where theEREP cameras were ain,ed at an angle ground track 260 ci les
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7 Pound-seconds, and today's refined pound-second figureor his EREP pass is 135 pound -second, used. Next arouisi iin 13 Tinutcs 35 seconds will be the Vanguaid tracking shipas the spacecraft Skylab lcoser contact with stateside trackingstations for today. On revolution 2947. Next acquisition
in 13 minutes 20 seconds. Greenwich mean tiae 18 hours
35 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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io u
PA° Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 48 minutes. Acquisition coming through Vanguardin 50 seconds. We'll hold th. line open for CAP COMM
Dr. Story Musgrave. '

J
c Skylab, AOS Vanguard for 10 minutes.We 11 be dumping the data voice here.

CDR Rog, Story.
CC Skylab, we're 2 minutes to LOS. Seeyou over Tananarive in 14 minutes at 19:13.
CC Skylab, we're a minute and a half fromLOS. Tananarive in 14 minutes at 19:13. And, Ed, could youget us a serial number of the TV camera that you're usingby s Stand by, Story.

UK ,

SP
T Okay, Story. That's label number 2.Why. Is the quality not all it should be?

^ n n

CC
.

N °. 3l r. We've been showing it turnedon quite a lot here.
CC And w *'re doing a temperature calibration.

All right. Is there any problem with
tane awnile to figure out how to get a proper

- 6 ° i-«=i^ emigre ca-iDra

that T ,.,, t
,

All right. Is there any problem withthat. It 11 tate awnile to figure out how to get a properJewing o: the panel here. We don't have much room to Zrl

1 a r u
S'° problera at 311

.
Ed. We're showing3.8 minutes on the VTR. 8

SFT Thank you.

1Q *
A °

c
. .

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

llaui / "

f

nU
5?-

L ° SS ° f Slgnal thr °"8h Vanguard. Nextacquisition in 11 minutes 45 seconds We'll l, *t r .

tracking station. Flight Controllers he e'I" hVh
?ri :

at
i:

r

;\
COn

\

r,°\ R00^ Fr ° m VieWin « "morrow's ? l ghtPlan, which calls for EREP pass number 9 along ground tracknumber 20, again a stateside pass, consideration being nto another full revolution within th, Z-LV mode. b««i2 n f„» 2
anorner lull revolution within th* Z-LV mode, beginningthe maneuver beginning at 14:15 Greenwich mean time endingat 16 34 Greenwich mean time when the Skylab will return tothe solar Inertial mode. This consideration being given for

2 main primary purposes to 3ave TACS propellant. This maneu- opuses to save TACS propellant. This maneubeing considered to be done again at the orbital noon periodat a time when tae beta angle is lowest, therefore, requiringTACS usage. Also on schedule for tomorrow are two
little uu stneouie ror tomorrow are tseparate maneuvers for the Kohoutek viewing, one by theS201 camera and o-.e by the S063. Both of these maneuversare slight roll maneuvers of the spacecraft, rolling -he

M^^^k' ^
ountercl O"w *se to face the viewing windows in

will It ? 'fn
a P proachin * «"t Kohoutek. Next acquisitionwill be in 10 minutes through Tananarive tracking station.At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 3 minutes, this i. Skylab
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 12 minutes. Acquisition through Tananarive tracking
station in 45 seconds. We'll hold the line open for CAP
COMM. Dr. Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive 9 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story.
CDR Houston, CUR.
CC Go ahead , Jer .

CDR Roger, Story. We'd like to try a new
routine on private phone calls, if we could.

CC Go.
CDR Okay. What do you say we have just

one phone call a day. And we'll just alternate through it.
And that'll work out about to the right frequency of about
twice a week. 1 think it'll make planning a little bit
easier for everybody and maybe give us an opportunity to get
the best possible pass for each phone call. I think the only
ground rules that we'd like to probably set would be that
it'd be nice if we could have the phone calls in the evening
or at least in a time of the day when the kids are home. So
on Saturday's and Sunday's that could be Just about any day -

any time of the day. And why don't you go ahead and start
with Ed tonight if it's not too late? If it's a little
too late tonight start tomorrow with Ed and then just check
with Helen or Jo Ann and find out who'd be available tne
next night and just start alternating every night right down
the line.

CC Okay. Got it.
CDR Okay. Tha; sounds like a fairly simple

management way to do it. It'll be easier to manage than the
other way.

CC Sounds fine, Jer.
CDR I kind of think the girls might like

it better that way too.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, we'ie 3 minutes til LOS. St:e

you o-er Hawaii in about 37 minutes at 19:58.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

19 hours 24 minutes. Loss of signal through TaninarLve.
Next acquisition in 34 minutes - 33 minutes 55 seconds.
We'll be in the Hawaii tracking station. Greenwich mean time
19 hours 24 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 53 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii

tracking station in 5 ninutes from now. Later tonight

before settling in for the night, Commander Carr and

Pilot Pogue will move up to the command module and close

out the fuel cell systen which has been operating and

furnishing, electrical power for the CM since launch

19 days ago. Command module which has been in a quiet
state since November 17th, will then draw its electrical
power fron. the Skylab workshop system. Shut down of the

command module powar production unit is caused by defla-
tion of the supply of oxygen and hydrogen from which the fuei

ceils have produced its electrical power. The command
.nodule will i:ow draw 1000 watts from the Skylab electrical
power system or about 1/7 of the 7000-watt production
capability of the space station. This 1000-watt command
module demand, in no way compromises system performance
or experiment scheduling for the mission. Looking ahead

for tomorrow, mission day 20 , calls for three separate maneuvers

for the 100-ton space station. The first maneuver, number

7 for the Earth resources experiment data gathering, will

be performed in the morning to allow cameras and electronic
sensors to obtain information on natural resources of the

U.S. and Central America. The second and third maneuvers
are designed to aim onboard cameras at the swiftly approaching
comet Kohoutek. The Kohoutek photographs call for the 118-

foot-lor.g space laboratory to roll several degrees, counter-
clockwise. Consideration is being given here at the Mission
Ccntrol Center today to duplicate - duplicate for tomorrow,
;he EREP naneuver which was accomplished today This -

tomorrow's data take will gather information from the West

ocast, California, over the Southwest through Central America.

The 8th - the Earth resources pass for the mission, will be

a 20-minute lata take gathering information on sensor perfor-

mance, agricultural patterns ir Texas, and geothermal power

soutces over Nicaragua. Once again, weather conditions over

South America may probably preclude ERLP take there. The

i irst of the maneuver-} for the comet is scheduled tor about

'3:33 p.m. cent r til standard time tomorrow, mission clay 20,

and is designed to align the S201 XUV electron - e 1 e 1 1 r una « r i pli i

catai-ra for series of photos before Kohoutek reaches its pari-

helion its closest approach to the Sun. This i* the second

use of the S201 canera for the mission. This is the experi-

ment oi Dr. Page, Thorton Page of the Johnson Space Center.

Actual photography is set to 3:31 p.m. central standard time

by Pilot Bill Pogue. A second maneuver for conet photography,
usii-g the S063 instrunttil , Is scheduled for 8:15 p.m. central
standard time tomorrow with Pilot Pogue taking a series of
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photos, 20 minutes later. S063 is the UV airglow horizon
photography experiment of Dr. Don Packer of the Navai
Research Laboratory. This will be the first use of S063
for Kohoutek observations. This instrument uses filters
from the T025 contamination experiment and utilizes the

articulated mirror systems of the S019 experiment. Both
S201 and S063 will be positioned in these anti-solar scien-
tific airlock with the comet photography tomorrow. The

S233 camera which has been used almost daily in taking
2 sets of photos of the Kohoutek comet through the command
module window, is also scheduled in tomorrow's Flight Plan.
We expect acquisition through Hawaii tracking station in

1 minute. We'll hold the line up for CAP CO MM Dr. Story
Musgrave

.

CC Skylab, AOS Hawaii, 8 minutes.
SPT Hello, Story.
CC Hello.
CDR Story, the last tine we passed by the

southern end of South America, about a 100 miles or so off

to the east of the mainland there, we saw an ice island.

CC Okay. By chance, did you get a photo?
CDR It was just a fleeting glimpse underneath

a cloud. We're going to go about over the s.ime place on this

rev. We're going to have the cameras ready, hopefully get

a picture of it.

CC Okay .

SPT Hey Story, the teleprinter messagu which
you just sent up on S019, only partially printed. Let me

take a look at the system and see if I can find any problems
with it and I'll ask you to send it again, If you would please.

SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead, Ed.

SPT R"8- Did ycu hear the last coanent?
CC Yes. sir.
CC Ed, we'd like to send that again.
SPT Okay Story. Hold up a minute. I got

the cartridge in my hand. Let me take a look at it and I'll

put it back in again if you'll call in a half a minute or so.

CC Okay .

SPT Okay, Story. Go ahead. Try It again.
CC Okay.
CC Okay, Ed. We got that message up.

SPT Okay, Story. Large pieces of it are coning
out blank. It's probably the way the paper's loaded in there,
I'll have co take a look at It, Stand by.

CC Ro S .

CC Skylab, ve'fe a mitjite froa LOS. 22ainutes
from the Vanguard and 20:27, be dumping the data voice at Vangu
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P AO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

20 hours 7 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition will be Vanguard in 20 minutes from now. The
Science Pilot Gibson relating a - siting a ice island about
300 miles east of the tip of South America, on the last
pass through the Vanguard tracking ship, and he indicated he'll
attempt to take a photograph of this as they pass over the tip
of South Afri - South America. The spacecraft will pass -

almost over the exact spot that it crossed on the last
revolution through the southern hemisphere. Pilot Bill Pogue
should be in the midst of starting the M092, M171, lower
body negative pressure metabolic activity experiment, with
Science Pilot Ed Gibson at the console of the Apollo telescope
mount. He'll spend about 2 hours at the ATM this afternoon.
Commander Jerry Cart will be observing the performance of the
medical experiments by Pilot Pogue. Next acquisition in

18 minutes 45 seconds at Greenwich mean time 20 hours
9 minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO Skylab Control at 20 hours 2b minutes
and 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're nov about
55 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard
tracking ship. .The pass through Vanguard should last a

little less than 10 minutes. And we're live now for air-
to-ground through Vanguard.

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard
for 9 minutes. Being dumping data voice here.

SPT Houston, why don't you go ahead and
try that teleprinter message once again?

CC Okay, Ed. And you've got a private
call set up through Guam at CO : h 1

.

SPT Okay. Thank you very much.
CC And that's VHF LKFT. Bill's on for

tomorrow. And, Jer, the day after.
CDR Roger. Thank you.
CC And, Jer, we think we've run all the

malfunction procedures that we can right now on the SI 90 A.

You'll be the C&D operator tomorrow. The only thing we
can suggest is In the prep is to cycle the circuit breakers
and check a couple of cables - power cables. If you need
any additional scheduled time in the prep, just for cycling
circuit breakers and checking a couple of cables.

CDR Negative. I don't thitik so.
CC Okay.
SPT Say, Story, the top couple of lines

are a little faint, but the remainder looks good. Why don't
we Just press on from here, and we'll monitor it?

CC Okay . Le t us knew

.

SPT Say, Story. A little while back, 1

missed a TV downlink, and if we cone over when we're suppose
be receiving you're not getting it, I wouldn't mind a quick
retai nde r on it at all.

CC Okay. We'll do it. And did yon notice
any surge? the last pass on the west limb?

SPT No. I never could sec where It vno,
Tli ere was a large - it looked like a surge head limb (garble)
if you will, in other words it's not one moving out hut
Just the remains of one. If you will, a very large (garble)
incline in angle. I cannot notice any real time rate of
change, however, looking at it.

CC Ok.tv.
CC We're a minute from LOS and 17 minutes

to Tananarive at 20:5 3.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 38 minutes
and 11 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station
has passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. We'reU minutes and UQ seconds from acquisition of signal at
Tananarive. At the present time Pilot Bill Pogue is in the
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H092 device and ptrforming that run. At Vanguard he had
Just gotten to the 40 - minus 40 level on pressure inside
the lower body negative pressure devic---. That would indicate
that he's nearlng the completion of the first part of the
medical experiment. The observer for that experiment
Commander Carr. And at this time, Science Pilot Ed Gibson
is working at the ATM console. He did report a little bit
about the solar activity earlier today. And indicated that
he did not see a surge, although he thought he saw what was
the after effects of a surge from the Sun - ihe right edg.
of the Sun's disk. That's from active region nuober 87/92which originally was 2 separate active regions but they
combined as they crossec? the face of the disk. They're nowgoing out of the view behind the solar disk and they're
expected to be out of view for an extended period of time
and tray have decayed pretty much by the time they've returnedt0 V

!a
W
wo

feW Vt?CkS fr ° m now
' This ls Skylab Control, it'snow 39-1/2 minutes after the hour.

ESI) OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 52 minutes
Greenwich mean time. And, we're now approaching acquisition
signal at Tananarive. The pass at Tananarive should begin
in about 50 seconds and last approximately 4 minutes. I have
the line live now for air-to-ground through Tananarive on
the island of Madagascar, the Madagascar Republic.

CC Skylab. We're AOS through Tananarive
for about 2 minutes. The next station's Hawaii at 21:34.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 57 minutes
41 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're had trouble at our
Tananarive station and not been able to acquire signal there,
and we've now gone beyond the range of Tananarive. We're
now over the horizon at - our next acquisition of signal
is 36 minutes and 50 seconds away. That'll be at Hawaii.
At the present time the spacecraft communication is Story
Musgrave. This is Skylab Control at 58 minutes after the
hour .

END OF TAPE
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SPT Go ahead.
C
^

Ed
• you're scheduled for a M133 tonisht-

we'd' iL°Y
hink W3y '".rfer. with you Hep"

'

we d like you to delete the M133 operation, for tonight

it, no problem ' St0ty
'

> rea « *» "^h
CC okay.

. f
A°

, „
Skylab Mission Control at 21 hours 4 5minutes and 33 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now out

Vn VlittV S'n^^ 8 antenna ^ Hawaii. Next pass beginsIn a little over 20 minutes at Vanguard. This is SkvlabControl at 45 minutes after the hour.
'

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab AOS Ascension, A minutes.
SPT Story, chat last Flight Plan you sent

up, there was two Flight Plans. Included the first one
came out real well along with the details. The second one
on the left-hand side just faded off again into nothing,
and only the rlghthand side remained so we're going to
have to work it a little up here and if you have any ideas,
let us know we'll work it.

CC Probably the quickest thing you can
do is change the canister now.

CC Try taking the paper in the cartridge,
Ed. And also let us know what Flight Plan we need to send
up again. Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and you got
long LOS here abo
at 23:43.

SPT Okay,
and it looks like the -

Plan, the remarks plus the
CC Okay
SPT

hour and 20 minutes to the Vanguard

Story let us work the teleprinter
from the remarks for the CDR's Flight

(garble) EREP are all pretty illegible.

CC
it?

AND the VTR is rewinding.
Okay. Did you get that ATM downlink

SPT Yes I did Story, I was playing it off
pretty far off the Sun so I just gave it a little XliV

mon, 1 couldn't give it any white light coronagraph, we're
pretty far out of the field (garble)

CC Okay, of course don't put anymore on
now that you've rewound.

PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours, 28 minutes
and 27 seconds Greenwich mean time, Skylab space station
has now passed out of range of the tracking antenna on
Ascension and we're a little over an hour and 15 minutes
from the next acquisition of signal. That will be at
Vanguard, a long pass almost all the way around the world
before we'll have conversation with the crew again. Space-
craft Communicator Story Musgrave is now going off duty.
Milt Windier is here in Mission Control, still it looks
like it might be a 10 to 15 minute dfilay before he's available
over there in Building 1. He's still conducting the handover
to Charles Lewis the onconlnp. Flight Director. Skylab has
had a busy day already today with a very successful Earth
resources run this morning. (Garble) with excellent weather
conditions over California, it begin out over the North Pacific
at dawn on the Nortli Pacific and cross California down through
Mexico and ended just on the southern border of Guatemala.
One of the main purposes of that run was* to gather some data
on geothermal energy sources. This like many c, f Skylab's
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Earth resources projects is intended to gather data for future
operational satellites, that is to say satellites which can
as a matter of course provide data which has immediate
application. The next Earth satellite, that is to say
Earth resources - Earth resources technology satellite,
there is an Earth satellite in orbit now. The second Earth
satellite is planned to carry a thermal channel, channel of
oultispectral scanner that can send back to Earth data on
temperatures of the Earth's surface. That would be an applica
ust for the data gathered today on geothermal energy sources
and with that basic understanding of what characteristics
those energy sources have on the Earth's surface. The Earth's
3 satellite, the second satellite in the series will be able
to provide data to scientists for direct application and
detecting thermal sources if this project is successful.
During the last pass over Ascension, crew indicated that the
teleprinter messages they'd been receiving today have not
been readable. There are throe pads that have been sen; up
and Mission Control Communications Officer vlll send up those
teleprinter messages again, all three of them and we assume
they will wor* properly at this time they did change out
the paper ard reconfigure the teleprinter to receive again.
And also a half in hour about on the video-tape recorder
which will be dumped later during the night, that includes
about 21 ninutes of Science Pilot highlights. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson - Science Pilot Ed Gibson showing a good deal of
TV of the ATM and other areas that he works in and also
recording suae actual ATM TV, as he indicated in the end of
this last pass. He did record some of the solar instrument
data, that was recorded just before nightfall on the space
station so he wasn't able to use the white light coronagraph
which he had hoped to use at the Very end. He did have some
time left over on the video-tape recorder and for that reason
ran it up .tbcut 2 3 minutes is the t x act number on the total
amount of TV available of which about 1? minutes is Science
Pilot highlights. Our next act»i i h I t i on <*f signal I >; .\ v*ur
and 12 minutes -iway an I we'll fry and give you ,i lit: ! <

forewarning when Milton Windier leaves the Mission Control
center. We ' re v.uoss lug now ithout I

"> minutes before that brief
should s t ,» r t it. Building 1, this is Sky lab Control at 3; r.mul
»fter the hour.

ESU OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 22 hours 4 7 ainutesand 52 seconds Creenvlch mean time. Present time Skylabis well out of range of signal as it passes over Asia, and
p?A? ,?

bef ° re WC 11 have the next acquisitionFlight Director Milton Windier who is now completed tL
Roo^Ind ho°.

LCWlS 18
°
Ut

° f tHe M ° - ^s-^on ControlRoom and he s on his way to Building 1 for briefing. Heshould oe there in approximately 5 minutes. That's thechange-of-shift briefing with Milton Wilier, to begin inabout 5 minutes in the Building 1 Briefing Rooa. This isSkylab Control at 48-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours, 42 minutes,

and 49 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is now coming within range of the antenna? on Cracking ship

Vanguard, but 49 seconds from acquisition at Vanguard. Pass

through Vanguard should last approximately 10-1/2 minutes

and we'll bring the line up live for Spacecraft Communicator

Hank Hartsfield now on duty in Mission Control.
CC Skylab Houston through Vanguard for

10-1/2 minutes.
SPT Roger Hank, we've got an 82A door that's hung.

CC That's copied.
CC CDR, Houston did you get the teleprinter

paper changed out so we can uplink sor.e flight plan to you

.

CDR That's affirmative, Hank.
CC And if you've got a minute, we'd sure

like to get us some description again of just what the bad

message looked like.
CDR Haven't got time right now, I'm trying

to close out the ATM and get down to S019.
CC Okay, no problem.
SPT Okay, Hank I can give you a little

description o! the messages. The first part of the flight plan

was all right till we got down to the It's no F.RF.P alternative.
And at that point the left side started to fade off, and

gradually we got down to where there wan only about oiu quarter

of the message left on the righthand side and on the left

side it completely faded out to nothing. Before that we just

had a couple of pad - small parts of the pad would be missing -

just general areas had been faded out. So we took and changed

out both the paper and the cartridge.
CC Okay, we copy and we're going to uplink

some more. If you get the chance you might check us and check

it and tell us how it looks.
SPT Okay -

CC It'll be a little while before we can

get them out.
SPT Okay. What do the people in the backroom

see of the 82A door? We've gut a white flag and we've gone

through the ma 11 \i o c t i on procedure, tried Lo open it once

through the DAS and with no success. So we're waiting

for you folk*,
CC Okay, we're disnihs.nn now, r.d .

CC SPT, Houston did you reset both the

primary and secondary motors?
SPT That's negative, Hank we just went

through the malfunction procedure as called out for in the
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ATM waif. I don't have - I'm not up there right now - and entered

the damp command which is the only one to open the door. And

the rest is Just waiting for Houston to see what the - which

door is hung and where to proceed. We did not try changing

no to r s .

CC Okay.
CC Okay, the reason we asked the question

there, I guess the CDR's still up there, i.i that we've been

operating dual motors on that door for some time. So when you -

and the raalf doesn't reflect that so what we'd likt to do is go

back and try to naif again and reset both motors and see

what happens. Try power with both motors.
SPT Okay, Hank. No one is up there right now,

you want me to go up and work it? I'll go on up there right

now and -

CC SPT, while you're up there, we'd like

you to configure the panel for unattended if you would. On

S054, we need to get the PICTURE RATE to SINGLE and the

EXPOSURE RANGE to 256

.

CC And SPT, we'd like to wait till sunset

to run the malf.
SPT Okay, Hank could you reconfigure the

mot ors .

CC If you want us to do that froa the

ground Ed, ve can.
SPT Either that or refer me to the place in the

malfunction that gives me the proper procedures. 1 can look

them up and configure both motors if you like.

CC Okay, we'll command it, Ed.

CC And Skylab, we've got a flight plan and

details on board. I'd like to get a check on it sometime
soon so we'll know how we're doing on that. And also the

teleprinter switch Is in ON and it should be in COMMAND.

SPT Okay I got it just as the last part of it

was coming out and that seemed to help some. They Mill look

a little fainter than the ones we've been working with,

howeve r .

CC You dropped out on part of that Ed, do

we understand that the message 1b legible?
SPT Yeah, Just barely legible. I was able

to improve it by tightening up on the four (garble) fasteners

which hold down the cartridge into the unit. I think lor this -

for the CDR pad, I think you'd better send that one up again;

that - there's a lot of characters which are not legible.

Most of it is but there are a few which are not.

CC Okay, we'll resend that one and we have

gotten as far as getting both aotors inhibited, and I don't
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whether we've got enough tine left in this pass to enable.

We ' 1 1 do that -
,

PA0 Skylab Control at 23 hours, 55 minutes,

and K seconds Greenwich mean time. We've passed out of

range of the tracking antenna on the ship Vanguard and we're

preparing for another acquisition. At - the pass over Vanguard

we had problems with the S082A door, indicating that - indicated

by the crew that the S062A door had hung up. Sciance pilot

said that he had performed the malfunction procedures listed

in the checklist tnere, and that had not succeeded in opening

It. However, apparently a checklist change has not been made

to the S032 malfunction to indiCEte that both motors are

required to operate the doors, and that's been a case ,or

quite some time. There is a prinary and backup motor that

but at the present time both motors are required to do thac

operation, one i.otor cannot handle the opening of the door.

So by ground command we did set those doors down ;nid vt> re

now preparing to start then up again and sec if the motors can

operate the doors successfully. Also the crow indicated -

science pilot said that the teleprinter papei and cartridge

which had not been performing properly - we h.»d sole rather

faint copies and also some r.issing piece* of teleprinter

messages sent up for the crew - that papev was changed

out and the cartridge was also replaced. And they do appear

to be operating a little bit better, although, they're still

very faint according to the crew. So it's likely that at

least part of that will be sent up again and there may be

some further check into it. We're now coming up ot: acquisition

of signal at Ascension, a pass lasting about 10-1/2 minutes,

we'll bring the line up live lor air-to-ground, Hank Hart-field

is the Spacecraft Communicator.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - still very faint according to the

crew. So it's likely that the least part of that will be

sent up again and there naybe some further check into it.

We're now coming up on acquisition of signal at Ascension,

a pass lasting about 10-1/2 minutes . We ' 11 bring the line

up live for air-to-ground. Hank Hartsfield is the spacecraft

communicator.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're through Ascension

for 10 minutes. And I guess we got another question, so we'll

understand the problem more fully. Did the door fail to

close? Or did you have trouble getting it open?

CDR Houston, it failed to open on sunrise.

We cycled it one time and then decided we better not mees

with it anymore.
CC Okay, we copy. And vhy don't we go ahead

and finish up the malf from the ground? And there's no need

ir. you staying at the panel or - cr the SPT. So we'll go

ahead and run it from the ground.
CDR Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. Are you busy or can you

answer us a question now?

SPT Go ahead, Hank.
Cc Roger , w<i ' re - we're curious as to how

ED63 worked out?
SPT 1 was afraid you'd ask that. I've been

working it Hank, but It looks as though the sweet plants are

no longer alive. Whin 1 went to pull off one of the leaves

or any of the leaves they just cane cff real easily, implying

that there' j no rcsistence to pulling them off the stem and

implying that they were dead. *. have put then under the

microscope and I'm looking ;it them and 1 do not see any

streaming. However, £'11 try and take some pictures of the

best looking specimens *ud aaybe you'll be able to see some-

thing when I bring it back; but I do not see anything 1 Ue I

did last time.
CC doner, wt copy.
SPT Mechanically the optical nystorr. I * work in*

okay, 1 wish 1 had gotten the word on that 1 a »
? t ) »< wi- w.rr-

work ii a it.
CC Skylab, Houston, no need to ri-M , "" , <.

the VTR voice that we got yesterday from TV33 wa» the best

yet; It was five, by five.

cc Skylab, Houston, we Juat finished coiamandin

on the - on the 82A door and we inhibit and then reapplied

power to both aotoro and opened the door and closed the door.

Ana everythir* seems to be all right now. It appears there's
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possibilltv that the door may not have completely closed on

the Prior night cycle.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^^

onl y at that point/
. ,"

)R Wer/we' running on one motor up to this

tine
l c We've been running on two motors.

CD R Okay, I'm a little perplexed then or. now you

solved the problem. Whar. commands did you put in

rr We're about 30 seconds from LOS. *e ii

be c".in 8 op on C« at M. And "h.*-Jj*
Jt-.'JS-i -

™' k ''" f^nk there'I^/und of ....c

thereto B et react .he it run, tnroor.r, all of that And

, n. pads on board, if you got a chance w« d Uk you

J! ioo' 't .hL and then at C... «. <«• talk to yoo abont

hC" \W Skyl.b Control at 0 hours. 8 .i.ut,.. and

41 , ld» Greenwich ...» tine. Skyl.b apace ""ion .
»•«

a wa'er weed, appear no longer to be alive. And he

there is no evidence of cytopU«i c . jr.« ^ h hj-^-

;

i

c mi - -id news t^ .i*.. -;; h

- k-
on last mission and they also died on that f I U

•

;

was at that Urn- that they had diod b,caun, u uik

Special precautions were taken this t
I
me t > «

^ _

^

elodea water weeds were exposed t > the light a
.

•

take some photography of » OE.e better .ample*. Also, ground
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succeeded In getting the S082A door to open. S082A, one of
the Instrument of the solar equipment, is the ultraviolet
coronal fipectro heliograph. That ultraviolet - ultraviolet
telescope th - equipment - they had problems with the door but
by using two by using two motors rather than Just one was
successful in opening it. Before the crew had not attempted
the two motor run on this piece of equipment as it required
both motors to open and close the doors. So ground
activation of those did work successfully. Student experimenters
also going to be busy tomorrow. Troy Crites of Kent, Washing-
ton, who is one of the high school students selected last
year in a nation wide program to add some scientific
experiments from the high school students in the United States
to the collection of Skylab experiments. His experiment
is on volcanic erruptions and the study tomorrow will be an
attempt to predlcte volcanos and their errustions by using
data from two of Skylab's electronic sensors. The infrared
scanner - the infrared spectrometer which is the S 1 9 I , and
the mut t lspect ral scanner, which looks at a much wider area.
T^o Bui t iHpecltal scanner, of course, provides data of - number
of ulf feror.t kinds, thirteen different bands or wavelengths
of daia, including a thermal wavelength. And that has been
the device used today on a geothermal run over the United
States, Mexico, and Central America. Nutabi-r ot experiments
scheduled for tomorrow including a study of Insect infestation
areas, potential areas for insect crossing from Mexico to ttie
United States and vice versa. That area, the Rio Grande
Valley is to be studied by Dr. Hard of the United States
Department of Agriculture, who's located in Veslaco, Texas.
Aiso, scheduled for part of the Texas track is a study of
saline soils and an attempt to map '.hose soil areas by another
agriculturist. Pass tomorrow begins at 16:10 Greenwich mean
time, at 111 degrees west longitude and end at 16:25, that's
71 degrees 56 minutes west longitude. Does follow track 20
and at the end of the Z-local vertical paoa there will - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO 111 degrees west longitude and ends at

1625 at 71 degrees 56 minutes west longitude. Does follow

track 20, and at the end of the Z local vertical pass there

will be aon:e earth lltab data gathered, This is data gathered

primarily with the infrared spectrometer the S191 pointing

through the atmosphere to gather data on the general state of the

Earth's atmosphere. And it should give some indications on

atmosphere quality and to some degree on changes that take place

in it. It does look through the atmosphere at blank space

rather than at the ground unlike a number of other tests of

atmospheric quality. A number of the sites for tomorrow are

atmospheric studies. With one of the primary goals of those

being to determine how atmospheric changes effect data gathered

on the Earth from remote stations in space. It's hoped that

using data of this sort scientists from Johnson Spare Center

may be able to develope a technique for satellites to auto-

matically correct for atmospheric changes by making tieasui encnts

of the atmosphere conditions and then putting that data into

a computer system which will automatically correct for it, and

give you more precise data on the exact state of the Earth

below. Also a mapping project in Honduras, Costa Rica,

Nicaragua, and other parts of Central America are - will be

underway tomorrow. That uses primarily the S190B camera,

the Earth terrain camera, the S190A camera will also he used

if it's operating properly. It's hopped that today's problem

was a temporary one, and that if the malfunction procedures

run on it do not succeed that camera will operate properly

tomorrow. There had been some problem with the S190A, that's

the mul t Ispe c t ral photographic facility. A set of 6 cameras

all 70-millimeter cameras that are bore sited on a single

target and shoot all 6 pictures at the same tine using infrared

film, black and white film with a - green and red filters,, and

also color films. Those 6 cameras all operate at the

time and during the Earth resource elutkout .

earlier in the mission, they were not working properly, the

sequencer was not working on them. They went through a mal func-

tion procedure and succeeded in getting the sequencer to work.

They were able to run them manually and they did have an

additional problem again this morning. And they expect that

they'll be able to solve that before tomorrow if it doesn't

solve itself. This is Sfcylab Control, we're now 26-1/2 minutes

from our next acquisition of signal, and it's almost 15 minutes

after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 0 hours, 40 minutes
and 21 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're approaching
acquisition of signal through the Guam - Guam tracking
antenna, this pass through Cum should l&st about 10 minutes
and we're live for air-to-ground. The Spacecraft Communicator
Is H.mk llartsf ield.

CC Sky lab, Houston through Guam for
8-1/2 minutes and as a reminder we're dumping the recorder
a t t h 1 s s 1 t e .

PLT Rog, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control we have had a problem

at Cuan with the antennas there. The telemetry is not workir.^
and we've had a problem witn the voice uplink, but they are
trying to rectify the voice problem now and they expect they
may get it. They did have a power failure on telemetry.

PAO Skylab Control at 50 minuter, and 29 seconds
after the hour. We did not succeed in getting our voice
contact t)i rough Guam, they had a power failure at the
tracking antenna there and they've not succeeded in getting
an uplink. Our next acquisition of the signal will be at
the Vanguard station, that signal should be coming up in
about a half an hour. This is Skylab Control, it's now
51 minutes after the hour.

END OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour, 20 minutes and
7 seconds Greenwich mean time. We'ra now 56 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the Vanguard tracking antenna.
This pass through Vaoguard should last approximately
10-1/2 minutes and the Skylab Communicator is Hank HartaHald.

CC Skylab Houston through Vanguard for
10-1/2 minutes

.

SPT Hello Hank

.

CC And we had a power failure at Guam on
the last site so we didn't talk to anybody on the S-band.

CDR That's alright, Hank, ray wife told me

everything

.

SPT Yeah, Hank that was nice.
CC You were able to get something done.
CDR Yeah. Guam ought to have wore power

f ai lures

.

CC A little while ago, we sent up a couple
of pad checklist changes on the EREP coolant loop, where we're
going to leave the EREP loop up and I thought we owe you the

rational behind that is that we've noticed that the coolant
loop, it runs a little more stable when the path id opened
up to the EREP

.

CDR Roger, that doesn't bother EREP cooling
at all though does it? Correction, ATM cooling.

CC Negative.
CDR Seems to me I remember back in the fog

somewhere that there was some sort of a flap about i-.^lng
those two at the same time all the time because of - it was
a particle of contamination or something like that.

CC Yeah, Jer we had a problem prelaunch 1

think we had some contamination in the lines and we cleaned
that out and there was some worry about it then. We brought
a filter back as you recall on SL-II or 111, I forget which
and checked that and we didn't find anything in it. .

CDR Oh yeah, that's right. Okay, well thanks
a lot, we'll put that in the checklist.

CC While we're on that subject, wha*. is the

status of the check la - checklist changes, we've' kind of

fired up a lot of little nit pickers yesterday, are you
pretty much up to date.

CDR Well, I was up to date until yesterday
and then you guys ate us alive last night and this
morning and it's going to take us awhile to get ceught up
now. We were feeling pretty proud of ourselves until we
took a look at the teleprinter this naming and then we knew
w e ' d b e e n h a d .

CC Well we're sorry about that but I guess
some of them had to be - had to be done.

CDR Yeah, we'll try to nab a little time tomorrow
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to get It dine, If we don't I'm going to ask for time allotted

day after to morrow. I'm trying to get some of them done

tonight

.

CC Okay .

SPT Say, Hank in looking at the Flight Plan for

tomorrow, I have a question of whether the ATM brief is at the

same time as the ATM rass?
CC Okay, the conference is at 14:02 and I

think you're due on the console at 14:14.
SPT Okay, that's good Hank. I wonder if we

could get ground rule, I won't have to try to do both at

the same time. I can't do Justice to both of them and I usually
enrl up not doing Justice to either one of them.

CC Has that happened Ed, it certainly wasn't

supposed to be that way?
SPT Yeah that was this morning.
CC All 1 can say it shouldn't have and we'll

try not to let it happen again.
SPT Thank you , Hank

.

CDR Hey, Hank do you think our ERE P maneuvers
EL V maneuvers now have matured to the point where we can let

Ed run the ETC? Based on this noming's exercise, Hank 1 think

that it severely hampers the VTS operator, to have to hussle

between those two. VTS operator needs at least 2 or 3 minutes

to start getting his leading to his target. Now had the targets
this norning been Lake Mead instead of those volcanos , it might
have been a different story, but 1 can't really be sure of

thateither.
CC Roger, and I guess I would
SPT (garble) see vrhat we can do is have the

CMG inhibit punched up on the DAS attitude errors on the

panel and I think those guys can take the (garble) back
occasionally and look at attitude errors. And if i.ecessa.-y

than (garble) the - hit the air button.
CC Skylab, we're still discussing that one

down here at the moment, I guess we feel like wr still need

to moniter the maneuver and the ?.LV pass but we're dofintely
trying to «et out of that mode as soon as we have son.

confidence in our MMP run.
CDR Okay.
CC Has anyone looked at the messages that

we have sent up to see if we're getting good ones now?

PLT Okay, they're legible now, Hank Just a

little fainter than not ma 1.

CC Okay, we copy. Skylab just to clear
up a little handover item here, did - were you asked to take

a look at the EREP disiccant?
CDR Negative
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CC Okay, when you get a moment 1 guess we'
like to-lf you get a chance ro check the conditions of tho
thl n gs .

PLT Well, we checked them anyway, they 1 re a

blue. You're talking about the S190 right.
CC That's affirmative.

That's part of the VTS operator's postCUR
o p e r a t checklist

CC
PLT

2 runs out of ea

Okay .

What it looks like, Hank is we get about
set of desiccants that we Instill.

CC Okay, we copy. SPT , Houston what did you
do with tlu vlles from lid 63?

Si'T Hank 1 Btill have them in (garble) (garble)
storage location and I'm waiting for a suitable burial time.

CC Okay, we would like for you to hang on
to those viles. The Pis still don't want to get rid of
them, they say that the possibility may be some live portions
of the plants way down in the viles down at the bottom
if you haven't already looked there.

SPT Okay, Hank 1*11 rake another look but
I looked over the two healthy viles pretty much all the way-

down to the roots and they looked - there was no resistance
to pulling or - they were pretty much just li\e mush all
the w-i/ through.

we copy and we're about 30 seconds
t Ascension at 38 and that's aboutfror LOS

.

Roger
We'll see you

7 a .J t es f ron now .

SPT Hank,
an sorry about the KD63,
v h y r h e y went if they can 1

i

down on the ground because we had
get down there

.

CC Ro gt:: r , we copy

tell the folks down there, I sure
I have a tough time understanding

in these kind of conditions
ad (garble) light and (garble)

END OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour 32 nlnutoa ami
50 seconds Croownich mean t line . Skyl.ib space station ispassed out of range of the tracking antenna at- Vanguard.
We re now about 5-1/2 minutes from acquisition through
Ascension. The pass, beginning at Ascension, will gothrough Ascenison, Canary Island, and Madrid and last about
16 minutes. Still about an hour away from the evening statusreport, that will be given at Guam In this next pass.
Skylab crew will have a very busy dav tomorrow just as they
did today. Earth resources pass is scheduled tomorrow. Itbegins near the Colorado River at the border of Utah and Arizoand covers path that follows ou - down through the UnitedStates on track 20 passing just to the south of Albuquerque
and down the Rio Grande Valley, across the southern part
of Mexico through Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and CentralAmerica, and it concludes in Brazil near the Amazon River's
source after crossing part of Columbia. Tomorrow's Earth
resources pass is got a - nearly two dozen sites on It -
listed. Several atmospheric sites and following the
conclusion of that pass, which does end over South America
the S191 infrared spectrometer will be pointed through the*
Earth's) atmosphere on what's called an Earth si - Earth
limb pans. That's not a Z-local vertical part of the p.13!iThe space station will begin returning to attitude but theinfrared spectrometer will be pointed by the operator isscheduled to be the Pilot, Bill Pogue, through the atmosphere
of the Earth to get some data on exact atmospheric conditions
at that time. Also, two operations of comet instruments:
one is the S201; maneuver for that is scheduled for about
22:00 Greewnich mean time tomorrow. And the S201 has been
operated once before on this mission, it's a special
instrument called the fa" ' raviolet elect ronicgraphic
camera that was carried up on - by this crev for a - specially
use on the cornet Kohoutek. Principal investigator on that
is Thornton A. Paige of the Naval Research Laboratory,
located here at Johnson Space Center. In addition to' hat
which is an instrument primarily geared to get tiny an exact"
lata about the composition of the comet

, including information
about it's hydrogen and oxygen content, and something on
it s carbon monoxide content, if there should be such content
there'll also be a run of the S063, which is an ultraviolet
airglow instrument, that is being converted to use on
studying the comet. It too can gather some data about oxygen
and hydroxyl emissions which is of course a combination
of oxygen and hydrogen. And it also is capable of leathering
additional data on carbon molicules that might be found in thecomet Kohoutek. The comet is - still remains much dimmer
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cc Skylab , Houston. We've got you for about

2 minutes twre through Ascension.
„ w „

CDR Roger, Hank. S'ep 1 of housekeeping 60 alfa

is completed now. ^ ^ if ^ ^ , v . llablti

or anybody for that matter, we'd like to know how the dtslccant*

that are baking out look. .

CDR oh, they're coming out real fine. The set

of deslccants that are in the 190 right now came out 01 the

oven yesterday, and they were dark blue.

CC "Jark blue ,
copy .

PLT Hank, how's it coming along on trouble-

shooting this 190 alfa problem?

cc Okay, we're talking about, that right now, Bill.

We - we've got a procedure we may want to try in the morning -

try the circuit breakers and things like that. We ro

working on that now, and we are looking at the possibility of

trying to extend the prep tomorrow so that we can get some

troubleshooting in on the 190.

piT okay you got about - you got a few minutes

it can be done tonight possible, 1 wouldn't mind doing that

tonight. ^ asking for work Hank. I'm Just

saying if it can help out.

cc Okay, we understand and we're - we re

about to go LOS . We'll have a real short dropout and pick

uo in another minute with the Canaries and Madrid.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're with you through the

Canaries and Madrid for 12 minutes.

CDR Rogei

.

cc Got one other thing got snowed under on

things to set up to you. And while ago when we had the problem

W wo didn't get to manage the voice and data recorder like

we should have. So if you tried to record anything m the

10 minutes prior to Vanguard, it won't be on there because the

recorder had run to end of tape and mopped.
CDK I think we f.re allright. I think we

were all eating about then, or Ed was exercising.

CC Okay good thing.

cc Skylab Houston, this may be grasping at straws,

I don't know, but in regard to the teleprinter, one suggestion

that cane in was you night try loosening tne (garble) on the

cartridge, and then push on the cartridge such tnat your pushing

l*l paper u P .gainst the head as hard as you can do it, and then

retighten the (garble), and verify that the cartridge then,

is flush to '.he front panel of the teleprinter.
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C1,k Okay, I'll try that Hank.
cc And we'd like to wait till after the Madrid

pass to do that so we can send up some pads at this tir*e
CDR Okay 1*11 hold off.
cc And PLT, Houston, I think what we're going

to do regarding the S190, this message we've put together will
stand on its own, so we're gonna ,30 ahead and try to ship that
as soon as we can. And then you can take a look at it and
if you have any free time you ran work on it if you can

PLT Thank you Hank.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

<rom LOS. Guam will be coning up at 20 pass the hour. That
will be the evening status report, too. We plan to ship up
this SI90 message at Guam. And 1 don't know how long it will
take to run it if you get a chance to run any portion of it.
But if you do try to run it and don't try to get ail of it, just
go to step 8 on the procedure and shvit it down.

PLT Roger, step 8 and shu'. down.
Roger, when you look at the pad, Bill, it

will be obvious to you there. An.i also after we K o i.OS here
if you get & chance you might try to tighten up that tele-
printer a little bit.

PLT Will do.
PA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour, 55 t-inutes, and

35 seconds Greenwich mean tirae. Skylab space station is now
crossing eastern Europeand has passed out of range of the
tracking antenna at Madrid. 24 minutes till our next
acquisition of signal. That a pass at Guan up coning in 24 ain-
tues will be the evening status report. During this last - last
few passes the crew has some additional discussion on the tele-
printer problem they had earlier. The teleprinter not
printing clear enough messages, and they were asked to tighten
it up, that is to say, to bring the paper up a little lighter
against the printing head, and they hope that will K i ve them a
little bit better quality. It is now readable but still a i i

1

1 1 r

fainter than it has been in the past. Commander Cur nls;;»
asked that arrangements be aade to put Science Pilot l.d <ill>H<.»
back on the operation of the Earth terrain car.rti, The
last several days Dr. Gibson has been watr.Mii>; t h.- maneuver
and making sure that nothing happens out of order, and the ^r.j ti d
thinks that still may have to go on for a day or two yet.
Tomorrow has a more than half dozen sites fur the. view
tinder tracking system operator. That's the Astronaut who
is responsible tor pointing the S191 infrared spectrometer
at very small targets on the ground. Commander Carr indicated
that it's difficult to move back and forth between the two
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instruments and have enough ti.e to locate exact ly ve ry ..a 11

targets like a volcano. It's much earier, of cou™ e '^ .

pointed if you were aiming at a target. as large as Lak* -lead

U would be easier to spot that than it is to spot some of the

very umall colored areas of volcanoes such as those in

Guatemala. Tomorrow's activity does include an operation

on 'active volcano in Central America using the infrared

spectrometer , and that's part of one of the experiments going

Troy Crites of Kent, Washington

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - spectroieter . And that's part of

one of the experiments going on an - and data from that will

be used by a student named Troy Crites of Kent, Washington,

who will attempt to gat - gathering data of this sort will

attempt to make some preliminary predications of when

volcanos might errupt based on data from the infrared and

mul t ispect ral scanner. Tomorrow's pass on Earth resources

begins at 16:1U Greenwich mean time near the Utah Arizona
border over the Colorado River and Lake Powell. It covers

a total of 4 2 7 S miles approximately, about 4300 miles. And

the Z-local vertical part of it, that is to say that part

in which the instruments are pointed directly at the Earth,

ends near the origin of the Amazon at the border of northern

Peru in Brazil. Following that, there will be an Earth limb

observation during which the S191 and other instruments are

pointed at the atmosphere and then off of the Earth's surface

and into deep space. The 4300 mil* pass has 21 sites listed cn

it. At the present tine, with some possible revisions to be made

during the night. During the past half hour Commander Carr

has begun the process of shifting power from the command
module to the workshop systems. Command modules fuel cells

now virtually at the end of their lifetime alter nearly 3

weeks of operating. Thai - they do provide about a 1,000 watts

for command module use and at this time - later this evening

the shutdown will be completed on the command module's power

system and the workshop will be required to provide the power

for the command module. The fuel cells are operated with

hydrogen and oxygen as their powering mechanism - arc

virtually out of power at this time. They are shu - they

have shutdown and begun the vent of the hydrogen now and

that is progressing smoothly. They'll expect later, just before

the crew goes to sleep, that Pilot Bill Pogue will conclude

the complicated procedures for shifting the power from the

command module system to the workshop's own solar powered

system. Solar power will then be used to keep the command

module warm and its system operating. This afternoon w« had

a M092/M171 run vith Pilot Bill Pogue as the subject. That

was progressing well and the few times ve did have contact with

the space station and the experiment was underway, but we h.ive

not yet had a final report. We may get a brief indication after

the health conference this evening as to whether or not the run

was completed successfully. Bill Pogue did complete his last

run completely on the M092, all the way through minus 50 as the

minimum pressure that he had ran under, and he had not had

that uninterrupted. Yesterday, the science pilot completed his

successfully. Sc , th - although all three of the crew members

have had some fluctuation in their performance on the lower
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body negative pressure device, all three of thera havo now
successfully completed it after showing that fluctuation.
We'll get a further report on that either 1 ? t e r tonight or
tomorrow morning when the tapes are pi <*essed here in
Mission Control. Also thla morning there was a run for
the commander on the Ml 31, that's the human vestibular function
experiment. Tnat , in addition, of course, to the Earth resourc
run that was made this morning, had a very low use of
thruster attitude control system gas. Looks on it - right
now, although we haven't gotten the final figures, an if
tomorrow's EREP run might be very economical in terms of
nitrogen gas in the thruster?. Final calculations are
underway right now. We should have some indication of that
in the next hour or so. This is Skyiab Control 18-1/2
minutes to acquisition of signal a'; Guam, and the evening
status report. It's now 1 minute and 10 seconds after the
hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hour*, 19 minutes
and 5 second* Greenwich mean time, We're now about 38 seconds
from acquisition of signal at Guam tracking station. Guam
pass will last a little over 7 minutes and it's scheduled
for the evening status report from the crew. Spacecraft
Communicator is Hank He r ta f le Id and we have air-to-ground
now at Guam,

CC Skylab, Houston through Guam for
? ninut es .

PLT Roger, Houston.
CC And we're standing by to receive the

evening status .

CDR Okay, coming up.
CDR Okay, evening status: CDR, 7.5, 7.0 hard,

.5 light; SPT, 8.5, 8.2 hard. 13 light; PLT
, 7-3/4, 6 heavy,

1-3/4 light. Volume: CDR, 1100; SPT, 2300; SPT, 2,000,
Water gun reading: CDT

, 7045; SPT, 1995; PLT, 82 39. Body mass
CDR, 6.299, 6.297, 6.301; SPT , 6.362, 6.365, 6.370; PLT, 6.245,
6.251, 6.250. Exercise: Crewman, CDR, Method Alfa, leg, 29,
4600. Method Bravo, Alfa, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10, 20 each.
Method Charlie, Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot, 06, 15 each. Method
Echo, Alfa, Bravo, 03, 10 each. Method Foxtrot, valk, 10 N/A
toe rise, 01, 100. S FT , Method Alfa, leg, 40 , 7 3 3 7. Method
foxtrot, spring, 09, 400, toe rises, 03, 100. PLT, Method Alfa
leg, 29, 5,000. Method Delta, Alfa, Bravo, Delta, 08, 50 each.
Method Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf
and Hotel, 07, 15 each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 12, N/A,
toe rises, 01, 90. Medication: none. Garments discarded:
CDR, one pair of socks, one pair of shorts; SPT, one pair
of shorts, PLT, none. Food log: Salt for CDR, salt tero,
deviation, linus 1 vanilla wafers, minus one coffee with sugar;
SPT, 11.5 salt, deviation, minus Jam, rehydration water zero;
and for the CDR, renydration water is plus 1.0; PLT, salt 0,
deviation, plus vanilla wafers, rehydration water 0. Camera
Log: M487-4 Delta, Charlie India 71, 81, Charlie India 82.
EREP (garble) which is a 140 foot cassette Charlie (Garble)
09, 64 N/A, ED63 Charlie India 125, 08, Charlie India 124,
Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 20, 25, 02 empty, 03 Charlie India 1

1.0 no change, 04 -ampty, 05 Bravo Hotel 04, 16, 70-millimeter
Charlie X-ray 47 052. ETC Charlie (Garble) 10 087, EREP set
(garble) 9746, 1932, 9469, 8837, 0608, 9513. Drawer \
configuration: Alfa 1 transporter 07, no change; Alfa 2
transporter 05, no change; Alfa 3 06, Charlie India 125,
08 Charlie India 124; Alfa 4 03, Charlie India 71, 81,
Charlie India 82. Back 02, no change. Okay under Flight
Plan deviations none, shopping list accomplishments none.
Inoperable equipment and disposition: the mark I exercisei
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return mechanism, Che recoil mtchanlsm has failed. Wc need
time to troubleshoot It. Urine bag number K22 failed this
morning, details are on tape. Unscheduled stowage none,

CC Roger, we copy,
COR And that 'a it Hank .

CC Okay, and the S190 troubleshooting
procedure is onboard and If someone could take a look, we'd
like to see if the message prints out any better, once Bill
pulled the head in a little closer to the - I mean the paper
'closer to the print head.

CDR Okay.
PLT I pulled that down at' tight as I could

toward the printing nechantsn, when I tightened the Calfax
and we still have gaps in the print.

CC Okay, la it readable, Bill,
PLT Stand by. Let me take a look at it, Hank.
CC Okay and in the mean time, we're about

40 seconds from LOS, Honeysuckle at 32 with the ned conference
and a reminder that at 36 you go into a NuZ update window.

PLT Rog, Hank got that and this is - looks
pretty good all except for the first few lines so we may be
back in business.

CC Okay, we'll just watch it then on the
next few messages,

PLT About the only thing I can't read it says
voice record something and rotate camera to intermediate
position - I'm assuming part of that is left out but it's pretty
clear why it is the only thing I can't really make out is
the very first line, voice record all something or the other
I guess procedures or steps.

CC Roger, that's record all steps.
PLT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hour*, 27 minute*
and 49 seconds Greenwich mean time, Skylab space station
is now crossing New Guinea and has passed out of range of
the tracking antenna on Guam. Our next acquis i t ion is
3-1/2 minutes away but that ia scheduled for the private
medical conference with the Plight Surgeon who U now
leaving Mission Control to go to a third floor room where
he can conduct that private health conference. Our nox*.
acquisition following the Honeysuckle pass which la a private
conversation Is to be at Canary Islands looks like right
now and that's 50 minutes away. During this last pass over
Guam we had the evening status report, Commander Carr giving
the sleep and exercise periods, film statue, medical status
and some other details. Indicates the Science Pilot is catching
up on his sleep apparently, he got 8-1/2 hours last night
which is certainly a new high for him; he had only one
other time had gotten nearly that much sleep and that waa before
a crew day off. Science Pilot has indicated he doesn't want
to do the late evening solar observation which had been begun
a few days ago and that had been turned over now to Pilot
Bill Pogue and the Commander both of whom have indicated a
willingness to do that late pre-sletp activity. Normally the
final few minutes before sleep are scheduled for prc-slcep actlv
itles for eating the evening meal and for personal hygiene but
ATM activities have been desirable late in the evening when it**
possible, Science Pilot said it's difficult for him to get
to sleep immediately after those , so he is now been taken
off the list for solar observations. He got 8-1/2 hours
last night, the Pilot got 7-3/4 which is an improvement and
the Commander got 7 hours. (garble) still probably not as
much sleep as some of cievnetnbers would like to be getting.
Pilot today did perform M092, M171 during the afternoon
hours. All three crewmembers exercising still fairly
vigorously with the Science Pilot putting in his usual
7,337 watt minutes, we don't know whether there's a superstition
connected to that or what but that has been the figure he's
given several occasions, that's a total number of watt minutes
generated, he exercised for about 40 minutes today on the
bicycle ergoncter and he also spent about 9 minutes on the
treadmill. All three crew members us.jd both the treadmill
and the bicycle today with the Science Pilot spending
the most time, both the Commander and the Pilot put in
29 minutes on it, with 5,000 watt minutes generated by the Pilot
4600 by the Commander. Commander and Pilot have been using
the Mark I and Mark II exercisers regularly, those are the
rope tension device and the spring tension device that are
used for building muscles and they've been using those for
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PAO Skylab Control at i hours, 18 minutes,
and 25 seconds Groewnich mean time. Skylab space station
now over the North Atlantic is about to be acquired through
the Cenary Island atr • station. This pass through Canary
Island and Madrid should last approximately 13 minutes.
We have the mission surgeon's daily health report and we'll
rtad that for you at thin time. So health problems exists.
The pilot completed his lower body negative pressure success-
fully; there was no assnicated dizziness or faintness,
Exercise output continues high and hopefully the mechanical
problem with the mlnl-gym will not hold up the crew's
favorite exercise protcol for long, signed by Dr. Hordinsky
for Dr. Hawkins. We're now live now for air-to-ground
through Canary Island and Madrid.

CC Skylab, Houston through Canary and Madrid
for 13 minutes. And we'll be dumping the data re - and voice
reco r de r he re .

COR Okay, Hank. Houston, CDR. We're com -

we've finished hou si eke e p 1 n g 60-Alfa up through step number
7 .

CC Roger, copy.
SPT Hank, I can give you the frames count

on the ATM, if you would like?
CC Go ahead.
SPT K-alpha, 13286, 56, 04749; XUV spec, 00149;

XUV silt, 01418; WLC, 0S704. X-ray spec is 04601. Hank,
I got a question about the ETC for tomorrow.

CC Go ahead .

SPT Which film load will we be using? What
- are we going to be loading the prime mag and if so with
what ?

CC Ed, in the remarks on your details it

says, load the ETC prime mag with CT11, that's in Echo 20.

That is Echo 20, stow, exposed film and CT10 and E19.
SPT Okay, Hank, I guess that's my FllK»t Han

coming up right now. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston in answer to an earlier

question regarding the SPT's monitoring the EREP maneuvers,
we'll be sending up a message tonight. We got a further
evalution and what we're going to do is relieve the SPT of

monitoring during the - the pass; except lor those critical
parts of the maneuvers and - and the Z-LV itself where the

out gimbal drive logic Is not active or re^et routine is not
active.

SFT Okay , Hank .

CDR Hank, this is the CDR, I've got two
cryo vent valves up here and I - I think I'm going to use the
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the rig that's up in locker D-400. The other cryo vent

I think I'll Just leave that where it 1« .

Roger, ve copy.
cc COR, Houston.
CC CDR

. Houston, are there any words youcan put on us regarding the Hark I failure that »«y helpus In working out something for you?

ti w R
, ,

We H, Hank, we really haven't even hadthe time to ooi with it. But we - v 0 u can P ul thTropeclear out an then it Just won't wind up again. And tha '

s

lit 1L«\ i T f°?
e U

-
We jU8t have "'' had time to

III ^Me
a

:
d

wl:°
k U ° Ver 806 " " Ca " what

at it and see if we can cone up with «o.e failure .odea andthen maybe something we can do about it
CDR Okay.
CDR Also, Bill and I have not ha J theopportunity to do any of the, DACS troubleshooting either

' ' "
(

We ," *? in * to hnve l ° schedule some time in orderto do U. there's just no free time in the day for that.

the STS u M i j l.

° ka
,
y

'
Ve COp y- Aad lf someone is nearthe STS, we J like to do some REG BUS adjusts. And so vecan watch it here with telemetry.

£J?
R

^,
ka y« they're all adjusted, I believe

, , ,

0ka y- EGIL wa "ts a fine tweak. Ke aavs

REGIUS \\
tle

,

bU t0 ° hi8h
'
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d Uke t0 "tat. bctl o V he3dJUSt P ° t8 ° ne a
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20 d * gr * es counterclockw
,

sec
CDR 0kfl y' 8111 p o & uo will be with you in a

1 w*!
LL ,K , a

Okay
' would X° u say that again, Hank.

i was on channel A recording.

, K
C
*\ . .

0ka y- vc va »t to set REG BUS 1, REG BUSi, both of them counterclockwise approximately 20 detr.-esPLr That «s in work

.

f
.

PLT
, ,

0ka ^ they're all in steady now, Hanktake a look at that one,
CC 0k -*y , we ' 11 look at it.

o
.

CC PLT
. Houston, we had a recorder dumpgoing at that last site. And ve had just stopped the dump forabout 30 seconds prior to the point where you said you w^eusing the recorder, so I don't know whether you got every-thing on tape or not. '

PLT Okay, Hank I was Just recording thesteps of this EREP procedure.

far?
CC Okay, have you turned anything up so

PLT Negative, I'd - have hung up on step 6
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right now, I'm trying to local* that gear. (Garble) drive
(garble) drive guars » I - I renumber doing it a long t ttie

ago, but it'll Just take ne a while to figure It out.
CC Okay .

CC Are all the messages coming up now looking
pretty good ?

P1<T Stand by just a second, I'll check theo.
PLT They're all readable Hank. Looks like

you know when your typewriter ribbon's Just about worn out
that's about what they look like.

CC Roger, we copy. Skylab, Houston, we're
about 40 seconds from LOS. We'll be coning up on Carnarvon
at 59, which is right after bedtime but we want to do thai
Just in case you have to make a final tweak on the REG BUSes.
And if you so desire I could give you a few words of news
there. At this point in the local election your Hofhienz is
leading Gottlieb by only a couple of percentage point!),
wi th something over 200,000 votes In. It's to close to
p red 1 c l e .

CDR Roger, Hank, we'll s«< y»u thin.
CC And SPT, one last thing going over tlr«.>

hill, if you're goinR to do that KTC prep tonight tlioro'*
a 151 scheduled with it.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hour*, 33 Minutes,
and 33 second* Greenwich mean time. We're now out of range

of tracking anl«nn« at Madrid and 26 minute* from our final

acquialti n of the Evening at Carnarvon Honeysuckle, During

this last pais discussion .it the veiy od there of the

Earth terrain camera preparation for tomorrow, And Sciance

Pilot, fcd Gibson told that o 151 was scheduled (garble) 151

is a time an-i motion study photography - records made

of the Skylab'd crew is ability f.o perform task* in apace to

get a little bit better idea of their efficiency at operating.

That's of course the project that's been going on since the

beginning of the Skylab program. Tomorrow's activities include

an Earth resources pas* early in the morning, scheduled to

begin at about 10:10 Houston time and conclude at 10:25. It

covers a 4300 mile stretch beginning at the southern Utah border

and concluding in - near the Paraguay « near the J'eru, Braeii

border in South America. As the evening health report mentioned
and was discussed at the Canary island - Madrid pass, the ra.irk

1 exerciser failed today, that'*; a rope tension device. The

rope now pulln out but it doesn't return. And the crew although

they did use the mark 1 for a part of the exercise today aiso had

to shift to the more prirautive mark 3 exerciser, which does not

provide isotonic force, it doesn't provide an equal force at

all times for exercising. It's not a sac - considered as satis-
factory. They will attempt to get to that in the next day or

so to repair that exerciser. That's one of several exercise
devices available to them. They've been using the mark 1 exer-
ciser which Is a rope tension device much like the exer-gya.

It's - they also have a-the mark 2 exerciser which is a spring

tension device a set of springs that are used for pulling and

stretching and a mark 3 which is also a rope exerciser like

the mark 1. They also have a treadmill designed by Bill

Thornton, and know as Thornton's revenge and Thornton's plow.

(Garble) in addition to that they have the bicycle erijaneter,

and they have been usin>; another exercise which doesn't require

any equipment know as Hordinsky's special. The Hordtnsky

special is a - is a isometric exercise that consist of pushing

your legs a - apart agcinst 2 objects that are stationary

and then reversing that and pushing them toother ay, a in a I an

object that's stationary. And this exercise helps exercise

parts of the legs that are not exericsed as well by the

bicycle and treadmill exercisers. Twen t
y - t u r e e minuses to our

next acquisition of signal, this is Skylab Control at if» minutes

2 3 seconds after the hour.

KM) OT TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 3 hour*, 58 minutes

,

42 seconds Greenwich mean time, fkylab space station is

now about 54 seconds from acquisition of signal through the

Carnavon, Honeusuckle tracking stations. This pass through
both station should last approximately 15 mlnutea. Spacecraft
communicator Is still Hank Hartsfleld. And we have now completed
the change over, according to telemetry data, fro* the command
module's fuel cells to orbital workshop power for the command
module. The workshop now providing several hundred watts, in

the neighborhood of 800 to 1,000 watts, for the command module's
powering. We're live now for air-to-ground through Carnavon
and Honeysuckle In Australia.

CC Skylab Houston through Carnavon and

Honeysuckle for 13-1/2 minutes.
PLT Rog, Hank PLT here and I've got a report

on the (garble)
CC Okay, you faded out a little bit there, Bill,

but ve're ready to copy,
PLT Rog. I've got some good news and som* bad

news. First the bad news, Step 6, the end of Step 6

the PMC circuit breaker popped. That's the bad news, and it's

still out. The good news is that when I did Step 7, I got all

three shutter speeds.
CC Okay, that sound's good.
PLT Looks like we're out FMC for the moment.
CC Okay, It sounds like your good news is

gooder than the bad news Is bad.
PLT That's good to know we weren't sure

exactly how critical that FMC was. And the rest of the

procedure down to step A has been completed. The remote opera-
tions from panel 110 was satisfactory. I did the checklist,
the procedure for the EREP checkout checklist.

CC Okay, and ju3t to make sure wc got it

straight. When you got down to step 6 and tried that the

FMC circuit breaker popped.
PLT That's affirmative, I turned the little

gear and moved the FMC screw a half of turn and pushed the

circuit breaker back in and then whatever the next step is ••

yeah when I closed the circuit breaker, it started turning
and popped. But when we went ahead and checked the shutter
speed - everything else worked nominaly and that KMC circuit
breaker is still out .

CC Okay, what we were looking for ^ then

I guess the message was worded a little poorly there, when
that screw should have turned back to the original position
and I guess we might have a problem there.

PLT Can try to but 1 know what the original
position was. It's got a lug that sticks out on the shaft
so I - I'm in about the 12:30 position from my reference
point as 1 looked at it. So I know how to put it back where

i t was

.
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CC Okay, let ue roll that over for awhiU
,

Bill, and for the time being we certainly don't want to try

putting that circuit breaker back. In.
PLT Okay I figured you'd want to know that

I figured you want to leave It the way it is, 1 got It all

buttoned up and everything is on tape.
CC Okay, real good, we really appreciate it.

And if you're still up there in that area we'd like to get

one more tweak on the REG adjust,
PLT Give ne about 30 seconds.
CDR Hank, the housekeeping 60 alfa is complete,

the crip vent valve, is connected up to the hatch dump, and I've

got the poly (?) choke on ortho (?) setting number 1.

CC Roger, we copy.
PLT PLT is in the STS ready to do REG adjust.
CC Okay, on RF.G BUS 1, we'd like to go

5 degrees counterclockwise and we need - it's still a little
bit high, we Jist want to bring it down a little bit more.

PLT °kay, you've got it. Take a look at that.

CC Okay, thank you, Bill. And we really apprecia
your efforts on that S190 tonight, we wouldn't have had time

to do that tomorrow.
PLT That's what I was afraid of, I don't

want to miss another pass of 190 stuff. Getting to sleep is a

little easier. How critical is that FMC? Ve can still get

some pretty good picture without it, can't we?
CC hearing in numbers about 10 percent,

we're going to look into it over the night maybe a 10 percent
resolution loss, which is really not too bad.

PLT Okay , t nan k you

.

CC PLT, Houston. That FMC circuit breaker
wasn't already opened when you went to the camera like it

may have popped earlier, was it?
PLT That's negative. When 1 got to that stjp

I had to pull it.
CC Okay.
CDR And Hank, it'll probably be a half an

hour before I get to sleep, so if yvu want \:o make one or two

more calls to clarify the troubleshooting during the night,
well, go ahead and give me a call up to about 10:30 or quarter
of 11 .

CC CDR, Houston are you still available.
CDR Go ahead Hank.
CC Okay, we've got a question about what you

read down about housekeeping 60 alfa. did you innerconnect the

cryo vent valve and hatch QD with a high pressure vent hose?
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CDR That's affirmative.
CC Okay, we had a checklist change that

went up here today that deleted that step, went up early this
morning. We didn't want that hose -

END OF TAPE
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CC - - okay we had a checklist change that
went up your - tod ay that was - deleted that step, went up
early this morning. We didn' t want that hose connected up
to the side hatch there, the hatch QD.

CDR You know how it is in the paper world. Okay,
I'll go up and disconnect it. Does (garble) one okay?

CC That 1

s affirmative

.

CDR Okay

.

CC And CDR, Houston wo want you to disconnect
the hatch QD also, get the QD and the pressure vent hose off.

CDR Wilco.
CC And PLT, that was a beautiful tweak

you did on those (garble). It's Just about exactly what we want.
CDR Houston, how does weight process -

processor exhaust pressure look to you there?
CC We'll check it.
CC That looks okay to us.
CDR Okay, my leader just (garble) out high

again .

CC Ok - okay, I guess that's the problem
we've had with that thing all along. We're reading .006
which is good.

CDR Okay, I'm re - reinitiating the squeezer
d 'imp

.

CC Skylab, we're about a minute from LOS.
We won't talk to you anymore tonight. We'll see you In the
morning. ' m sorry we hit you with so many things this
evening, you guys are doing a real good Job again today.
The only little bit of news I'll pass on to you is the
election here locally is still pretty close. Last count I

had was Hofheinz approximately 123,000 to Gottlieb 119,000.
So I guess we won't know until it's all counted.

CDR Thanks Hank, and good night.
PAO Skylab Control at 4 hours 14 minutes and

53 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station has
now p asse^ o ut of r ange o f the t racking antenna at Honeysuckle.
We're 35 minutes from our next acquisition of signal but we
do not expect the crew to be awake at that time. Bill Pogue
did indicate he was going to be up for a while longer, but
we expoct this Is good night for the crew. Busy day
aboard Skylab and a successful one with geothe ratal energy
scanning pass over the west coast, Mexico and Central America
early this morning. Also, a run of M092, todAy on the Pilot
Bill Pogue which he accomplished and completed successfully
with no adverse symptoms which is good news. All the crew
memebers now have had brief periods of er - erratic benavlor
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during the M092, that's lower body negative pressure device.
But now all of then have succeeded in completing the run with-
out problems following some slight changes in their conditions.
That's a good sign and from that point of view their exercise
continues to be excellent. The Guidance and Navigation Officer
here in Mission Control is still reviewing the information
on t omorrow's maneuvers but at the present time it looks 1 ike
we' 11 h ave a n ew record low for maneuvers s ince our problem
with - one of the control moment gyros. Tomorrow's predictions
according to the three sources of information that the
Guidance Officer works with, the Skylab simulator here at
Johnson Space Center, which gave only four mibs or about 20
pound- s e conds of thruster attitude c ontrol system g as f or
the entire arth resources mo - maneuver t omorrow. And t he
coxputer run using the m omentum management program indicated
no thruster attitude control system gas at all using a

maneuver that's very similar to that one performed today,
with a few slight changes to it. That's unusually good news.
That would mean a reduction of v irtually 1 00 percent if we
run to zero - t oday's r un new used 1 n the neighborhood o f

150 p ound-secends of thruster a ttitude c ontrol system. 'gas.
About a third of that used for Earth resources passes yesterday
and tomorrow's prediction at least says that we'll use only a

fraction of the gas that we used today. hat's s till - does
prevent - p resent some risk however, he indicated t hat i t

is possible for the computer run to have an area of
inaccuracy and that area of i naccuracy c ould c ause a n expensive
use of TACS. There are some risk i nvolved of course in any
of the maneuvers but if that predicted run proves successful
it would be a tremendous saving of ACS gas for tomorrow.
And of course for the maneuvers on the comet Kohoutek, much
less complicated maneuvers, the use of TACS gas is expected to
be none. Of course there is a slight amount of noise so there
m.,y be some very very slight use of the gas during desaturation
after a Kohoutek maneuver, but at the present time we
expect that virtually that no gas will be used at nil for the
two Koh - Kohoutek observations tomorrow, using S063, the
ultraviolet airglow equipment and also the S201, which Is
the comet camera carried up by the crew. That's the far
ultraviolet - the far ultraviolet e 1 e c t r onog r aph 1 c camera.
During this last pass Pilot Bill Pogue talked about his work
with the malfunction procedure on the 190A, the Earth resources
set of six cameras, known as the mu 1 t ispe c t r al photographic
facility. He said that everything worked beautifully with
the exception of the FMC, which is the forward motion
compensation part of the equipment. That device compensates
for the movement of the space station across the ground
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approximately 4 miles a second. If the forward mou - motion
compensation equipment does not work properly tomorrow
morning, and it's expected that during the night the Earth
resources people will look Into means of correcting any
problem with that device. If it should fail to work at all,
tomorrow and the and the equipment is not able to compensate
for forward motion, it would slightly reduce the resolution
of the photography. That is to say the pictures would not
be quite as crisp as they normally are, reduction and
resolution is very very slight however, only 10 percent
almost negligible for most expermential purposes. So that
looks like very good news for tomorrow's Earth resources passwith the 190A, which failed during part of today's pass, beingready for operation tomorrow and also, a very very slight
use of thruster attitude control system gas for the pass
tomorrow and for the two Kohoutek maneuvers. Housekeeping
60A, which is the transfer of power from the command module
to the workshop and the close out of the fuel cells was
completed successfully tonight. However, Commander Carrhad not completed it with all details. There was a checklistchange sent up to him this morning, he missed that changeinvolving a connection of a vent valve from the cryogenics
to the hatch and that should have been deleted from hislist of instructions aboard the space station. He did missthat but he said it was - that's a problem with all of thepaper world that the crew has. However, that was easilycorrected tonight without any problem. The power to thecommand module is now being provided by the workshop's
electrical systems. The electrical general, instrumentationand life support systems engineer who's responsible for that

END OF TAPE
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PAO However, that was easily corrected tonight
without any problem. The power for the command module ia now
being provided by workshop's electrical systems. The electrical
general instrumentation and life support systems engineer, who's
responsible for that electrical power system, says there's no
problem in doing the maneuvers for EREP which are much longer
maneuvers and, as a result, provide less electrical power. He said
it looks quite easy to balance it and they have not yet done
any powerdowns which might be done in the event power became
a critical problem. He said that at present we can balance
it by using both airlock module batteries and ATM batteries
for balancing off the total power requirements of the work-
shop. So that's good news from the point of view that
electrical power which seems to be quite satisfactory now.
After some problems with that very early in the first mission
that's pretty much cleared up. Teleprinter is still not
printing the crispest copies possible, but they are readable.
And it's probably gonna be suggested tomorrow morning, if they
like, may want to try paper from another tube. That is to say
another batch of paper. It's possible that the paper batch is

not up to standards and that may be the problem. If that
should fail they can't changeout the teleprinter altogether
and begin working with another on. That will be left up to
crew discretion probably tomorrow morning. That concludes
our activities for today. There is an Earth resources pass
scheduled for tomorrow morning. Tomorrow's sch e du 1 eda 1 so
includes two maneuvers for the comet Kohoutek: one using the S201
(garble) electronic graphic camera; and one using S063 for comet
photography. In addition, there is approximately 4-1/2 hours
of solar observation time on a Sun that has g; n quite a bit
quieter than in the past. Most of the active regions including
87/92 row moving out of view on the Sun's west limb, right -

right edge of the disk as you look at it. And there is also a

run of the M092 and 171 experiment, that's two lower body nega-
tive pressure device that was run on Pilot Bill Pogue today. That
will be run on Science Pilot Ed Gibson tomorrow as will the
metobollc activity experiment which uses a bicycle ergoroeter, Crew'
also expected to perhaps take a look at the mark 1 exerciser,
the rope pull device that did not perform properly today.
Expect to hear from the crew next tomorrow morning about
6 o'clock. This is Skylab Control it's 22 minutes and
18 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hour3
14 minutes, mission day 20, December 5th. We'll leave the line
up for wakeup call from CAP COKM Bob Crippen.

CC (Music) .

cc Good morning, Skylab. We're AOS through - -
PLT Good morning, Crip.
cc - - Carnarvon here. And we've got you for

about another 2 minutes, and than we'll hand it over to Honeysuckle
PLT Okay .

cc Skylab, Houston, we're going to go LOS
from Carnarvon in about 30 seconds, and I'll have you again
at about 4 5 over Honeysuckle.

PLT Okay, Crip.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're back with you through

Honey suckle Creek for 4 minutes.
CDR Hello, hello.
CC Hello, hello. Whenever you guys get a chance

to wander up and look at the teleprinter, we're kind of anxious
to know whether the messages up '.here are readable or not.

SPT Okay, we'll let you know.
CDR Okay, I'm taking a look at them now, Bob.
cc Okay. There is sure a lot of reading If

I have to do it all verbally.
SPT 1 Pity the guy that's got to write it.
CC Roger, thai.
cc Woodpecker assures me it's going to work.
PLT Okay Crip, they all look good, well let's

see, not good but readable. And you may expect one or two
calls to clarify certain letters or numbers. It looks like it'svery - it's sort of dim, but you can read it.

cc Okay. I guess it still aounds pretty much
like it looks like you explained it to us last night then

PLT Yes.
cc Okay, we're 1 minute from LOS. We'll see

you again over Hawaii in about 15 minutes at 12:38. And as
you're looking through those pads there is a few things that
I'm going to have to explain to you like we have uplinked a
couple of extra VTS and ETC pads because we're going to try
to get Ed to do those so you won't have to bo hustling back
there back and forth all the time. We'll talk about those
a little later.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours
2U minute9. Wakeup call through the Honeysuckle tracking station.
Pilot Pogue the first to wake up this morning. He was the on-
duty Skylab crew member last night. T053 experiment for today,
viewing of the laser beam from Goddard Space Flight Center has
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been scrubbed due to bad weather in the Goddard area. Discussion
with Pilot Pogue concerning the, the reability of the teleprinter.
The crew had remarked last night that some of the messages were
unread *le. He said this morning it all looks good, but you
might expect a few calls for clarification of some numbers or
letters in the teleprinter load which went up during their
sleep period. Today is a day for maneuvers for comet Kohoutek,
the eleventh Earth resources pass in the mission, medical experiments,
and continued observations of the Sun. Today's schedule includes
two maneuvers for comet Kohoutek. One using the S201, a far
ultraviolet e 1 ec t ronog r aph i c camera, and one using S063 ultra-
violet airglov horizon camera. The S201, a complex camera,
records wave - light wavelengths too short to be seen by the
human eye. The short wavelengths are scattered and absorbed
by Earth's atnoaphere so ultraviolet cameras used on the ground
cannot record effectively. Used in space, the S201 will be
more readily - will more readily record the presence of hydrogen,
oxygen, carbon monoxide, and other substances in the comet's
cloudlike head and tail. Astronaut William Pogue will activate
the canera from the scientific airlock for just about an hour
starting at about 3:37 p.m. central standard time. A minor
attitude maneuver of the space station is associated with S201,
a roll maneuver counterclockwise. Spazecraft Commander Gerald
Carr will make this maneuver change. The amount of nitrogen
gas used in the maneuver is slight and it is expected to have
little impact on the fuel usage in the thruster attitude
control system of the space station. A morning EREP pass
along track number 20 is on schedule. Preparation for
the survey begins at 8:20 a.m., data take beginning at 10;10 a.m.,
and continuing for 15 minutes, with the space station traveling
southeastward near Brownsville, Texas. Water, agriculture,
beach, and ocean surveys are included in this run. An intensive
photo and sensor pass of Padre Island will be made for Dr. Thomas
L. Barnett of the Johnson Space Center, one of the EREP principal
investigators. The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Dr. C. L.
Wiegand will be looking for data on citrus fruits and other
agriculture products in the Rio Grande Valley. In addition
studies of Colombia, and Central America will be made fo*-

Dr. 0. E. Fischnich of the United States - United Nations
organitat ion . There are approximately 4-1/2 hours of solar
observation on the Sun today. That has - a Sun that has shown
generally quiet in the recent days. Sharing equally in Sun-
watching arc the Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, and Astronaut Pogue.
Astronaut Gibson is the subject during today's M092/M171 lower
body negative pressure, and metabolic activity run. He will be assiste
by Commander Gerald Carr. The medical experiment starts at
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1:18 p.m. and are scheduled to run for about 2 hours. Other
activities on tap today include S191 Earth limb photography,
S019 UV stellar astronomy, physical exercise and training, and
personal hygiene, and routine housekeeping. Skylab IV crewmen
their 20th day in orbit, 2 - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO _ _ besides training and personal

hygiene and routine housekeeping. Skylab IV crewmen now

in their 20th day in orbit; 205 days for the Skylab space

station. Next acquisition in 9 minutes will be through

the Hawaii tracking station. At Greenwich mean time 12

hours 28 minutes, this is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

12 hours 36 minutes. We will have acquisition through the

Hawaii tracking station as the crew begins their 20th day

in orbit. Another full revolution with the space station

in Z-local vertical attitude this plan for today, similar

to yesterday's maneuver. Flight Director Don Puddy predicts

little if any usage of TACS propellent for this maneuver.

This will be done at orbital noon. Maneuver to conserve

fuel and put the vehicle in the proper attitude for the

Earth Resources instruments to be aimed along the groundtrac

groundtrack 20 for EREP pass number 9 for Skylab mission.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through

Hawaii for 8 minutes

.

CC SPT, Houston. Ed, I've got several

changes I'm going to need to make to your detail Flight

Plan. If you got time, we can get them this pass; if

not we can get them a little bit later. Probably the most

Immediate one is that the. upcoming laser photograph has

been scrubbed due to weather.
SPT I'll be with you in a minute, Crip.

CC Okay, no - no rush, Ed.

CC I didn't give you tine to rub the

sleep out of your eyes yet.

SPT We'll be past the Z-LV pass If you

wait for that, Crip. Go ahead.
CC (Laughter) Okay, do you have vour

detail pad handy, Ed?
SPT Sure do, I'm looking ftt it.

CC Okay, first - first line Hoi. at

12:58 you can scrub off. Okay, the - at 1'uSl we h/ivt> you

down for Z-LV assist; we need to change that to 1 :48. And

the times will be 14:48 to 15:00. Okay, you can tell ne

when you got that one.
SPT Great results from the computer came in

again, huh?
CC You're - Roger that.

CC We get a little bit smart - we get a

little bit smarter on the maneuvers as we go through the

evening. Okay, now l'n going to talk a little bit more

.about this maneuvering for the Z-LV. But we're actually
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going to need you on the panel there at three separate times,

and we don't need you there continuously throughout this

thing. So, I need you back again at 16:01 to 16:13 with

the Z-LV assist. And again at 16:27 to 16:38 with the

Z-LV assist.
SPT Okay, Crip, I understand the first and

last, what's the center one for?

cc Okay, what we're doing on this particular

Z-LV, it turned out so well yesterday we're going to inprove

it today, is initially when we maneuver instead of going

directly to Z-LV we're going to what we're calling it a

Z-LV offset attitude, which actually ends up putting the

principal axis in the orbital plane. Consequently the -

the torque on the vehicle should be essentially zero. And

then to get into a data take attitude, just prior to doing

the data take, we need to go ahead and aaneuver to the

real Z-LV attitude. And that's the one I got you down there

for at 16:01. And then, ol course, 16:27 is when you come

out. While I'm talking about - about those, if this one is

successful, and we think it'll probably be today, the terms

that we're using, and if you'll look at your Z-LV maneuver

pad you'll see that down there in the monitor we re calling

them in aaneuver to Z-LV bias and then maneuver to Z-LV,

and then maneuver to solar inertial. We wonder if those

terms are explanatory enough and you kind of go along with

them.
, , vii.

SPT I understand what you're saying verbally,

Crip and it sounds good. Let rae take a look at the pad.

cc Okay, no big rush on that. You can do

it and give us a comment on it later if you'd like. Sow,

Ed, there'a one other item. We have sent you an ETC ops
^

pad. And this ia a little bit tight, but t don't think It s

any tighter than what we've been asking of Bill and Jer tunning

down to do the ETC. But, I take you off the panel there

at 16:13, and we have you go ahead and go to auto on the hie

at, I believe the time la 38, 16:13. Let me verify that.

16-13:36. And that - that time la not really critical. It

only glvea vou 36 seconds to hand - - I got a keyhole cooing

up here. I'm going to call you on the other aide of it.

cc Okay, Skylab, we're back with you cut

of keyhole, and we're only a minute from LOS. Col <i« tone

will be at 12:50, and that's about 5 minute away. Kd
,
aiu

you copy what I was talking there about on the ETC, the

time is - doesn't leave you but about 36 seconds. However,

it doesn't hurt if you're a little bit late on that one.

S py Got a queation here, Crip. When do we
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really arrive in Z-LV and settle down? I found before the
times were a little bit tiRht because I had to remain at
the panel maybe a minute or two longer to make sure we
really had settled down.

CC Okay, we normally allow 2 minutes for
settling on any time. But we're - we're saying at the
end of the maneuver tine a moment ago over how you monitor
the maneuvers. But the times I give you is when you shouLd
be able to leave the panel with no - no problem.

SPr Okay, sounds good. We'll see how it comes
out. Give me the good words on monitoring on this other pass.

CC We ' 11 do that

.

Skylab Control; Greenwich mean rime
12 hours 46 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition will be the Goldstone tracking station in
3 minutes and 10 seconds. We'll come back up for the
Goldstone pass .

END OF TAPE
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SPT Crip, I'm looking at the maneuver pad and,

it all looks pretty clear .

CC Okay. Very good then, Ed. Tell you what,
1 think we've been updating it about once a day, but we're
planning on sending you another maneuver monitor message
this morning to replace the one you got and it's still
basically the sane thing. No big changes. There's one small
note and 1*11 wait til we've got it onboard before I

discuss it with you.
SPT Okay. Is the technique for monitoring

outer gimbal on CMG-2 still valid?
CC Yes, sir. All of that basic technique

that we gave you is still good. We've actually - about the
only thing, in addition, is that when you get back to solar
inertial, we're gonna ask ycu to stay on the panel for about
5 more minutes and that's because that the - the gimbal -

or the automatic CMG reset routine is not active for -

for actually 4 minutes when you get back to solar inertial
and we're gonna make it 5 to be consistent throughout. I'll
talk to you a little tit more about that.

SPT Okay. Do we have any monitoring techniques
on the gimbal, If we run into problems there?

CC We're gonna use attitude, strickly. And
it'll be explanatory in the massage, but you don't think that
when you - when you get up, you got to be on the stop and
get out so far and you automatically gee the routine.

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS

.

We'll see you again in about 4 minutes over MJLA, at 12:58.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through MILA

for 9-1/2 minutes .

CC CDR , Houston. If you have a little while,
I'd like to - during this pass and the next one coming up,
I'd like to discuss your 233 pad and what we're planning for
future ops in that ar°a.

CDR Okay, C r ip. I'll catch you next pass.
CC Okay. That'U be fine.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Carnarvon in 40 minutes at

13:49. 13:^.9.

CDR Roger, Crip. We'll see you then.
CC Rog.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tlrre

13 hours 12 minjtes. Loss of signal through Bermuda tracking
station. Next acqulsiton will be Carnarvon in 36 minutes
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25 seconds. Ascension is shown on the plothoard as
acquisition on this pass, however, Ascension is not
the pass. Next acquisition in 36 minutes 10 seconds
Carnarvon

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 47 minutes. Skylab now presently in its 2959th
revolution. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon in 40
seconds, as the Skylab's crew prepares for the EREP pass of
the morning to put the vehicle in another full revolution
in Z-LV attitude, a mode to conserve TACS propellant.
Approximately 25 seconds to acquisition. We'll hold the line
up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen. Tuo Flight Director is Don
Puddy .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Carnarvon
and we have you for about 10-1/2 minutes.

CD R Rog, Crip .

CC Okeydoke. Need to talk to both the CDR
and PLT, when they get a chance, about some pads.

CDR Okay . You got us

.

CC Okay, Jer. For you, if you noticed on
your 233 pad for today, we - you'd previously reported that
you were a little bit rushed on trying to get through the photos, s

what we're going to give you is the time of comet rise and
the time of sunrise and the tine for your first photo and let
you pace yourself from there.

CDR Okay. I noteced this morning, Bob, that
the comet is getting awful close to the solar panel. I

guess it wc n ' t be much longer before we loose it. We'll
have to go to a different window.

CC Okay. If that occurs and you think it

gets a little too close before we change, well, please -

please let us know. Another item on that, we are talking about
in the future when we schedule it, allowing you 4 minutes prior to
data take and two minutes after data take as is the total time for
that, and we wonder if that's adequate?

CDR Yeah, that's about right, Crip.
CC Okeydoke. And for Bill, I need him to

get his detail pad out and make one change to that, please.
PLT Stand by 1 .

CC Jer, while I've got you, if you have the
201 maneuver, I need to make a change to that pad also.

CDR Okay. You can go ahead on the 201.
CC Okeydoke. I want to change the maneuver

time and start time right at the first to initiate the maneuver.
Maneuver time is going to be 17 minutes and that's a 05:00:21
entry. And we want you to go to ATT HOLD CMC at 21:38:00.

CDR Okay. Maneuver time is 50:21 17 minutes,
ATT HOLD at 21 : 38 .

CC Rog. That's 05:00:21. And I can give yovi

the rates in attitude since they're going to be changed slightly
because of that. X is - Stand by 1 .
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but we want you to go ahead and actuate the switch. That' 11
keep the computer from doing it automatic - opening it back,
up automatically later.

SPT Crip, which shutter is that?
CC I'm sorry. The star tracker shutter.
CC PLT, Houston. 1 guess we've got one

other item that we need to talk about. That 190A on the
FMC circuit breaker that opened up on you.

PLT Rog. Go.
CC Okay. Before your pass today, we need

you ro rotate that FMC screw one-half turn back to it's original
position from what you did it in the mal yesterday. And
then close the FMC circuit breaker with the 190A POWER OFF.

PLT Understand.
CC Okay. And if per chance that 190A does

not operate today, we want you to check that FMC circuit
breaker and if it's open we want it to remain open and then
reinitiate - try reinitiating camera operation.

PLT Okay, and what if it - what if it doesn't
open and it doesn't work?

CC Okay. If the circuit breaker is closed,
we want you to go ahead and open the breaker and turn off
the FMC and then reinitiate the camera operation.

PLT Okay

.

CC And is the SPT available for a brief
talk ?

SPT Go ahead, Bob. And first let me ask you
a question. I see on tha maneuver, we're not doing a

nominal cage before we start. Is that because the maneuvers
are - don't require as much momentum because of the mode we're in
now?

CC We have previously been really doing that nominal
cage to try to get our gimbal angles in a position thai we knew what
they were going to be when we did the maneuver. And also
to help the monentura situation if it was required. But we
found out that by doing the cage this time, that actually got
us into trouble with the angle. So that's the reason we're not
doing it. We've actually changed our criteria, whether
we're going to be doing a nominal H-cage now. And you probably
won't see us doing it as much.

SPT Okay. Go ahead.
CC Okay. 1 was just going to tell you that

we're - I'm getting ready to go off and 1 haven't sent you up
that maneuver monitor message. Basically it's the same
thing that we've had before, except we're not going to ask
you to monitor throughout the Z-LV because the Z-LV gimbal
logic comes into play 5 minutes after you have your maneuver
time going into Z-LV is timed out. So really we only need
you on the panel for that first 5 nlnutea . And then one other
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additional it^m Is that once you get back to solar inertial,
I mentioned this earlier, you don't have the auto reset for
the first 4 minutes. So we're going to ask you to go ahead
and stay there for about 5 minutes to monitor that. And 1

think the thing will be fairly self explainatory . We're goin
go LOS here, shortly. We'll have you again at Guam in 3 minu
aid that's at 14:02.

SPT Okay. And things we were saying before
the maneuver, during the maneuver, and 5 minutes after (garbl
maneuver, that ought to do it.

CC That's just about what it covers.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time14:00 hours, with loss of signal through Carnarvon. Nextacquisition at 1 minute AO seconds will be the Guam tracking
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ParV 0r Che nlnth Earth Pass ofthe Skylab IV mission. A pass which begins near the Utah-Arizona border along groundtrack 20 and ends at the orieinsof the Amazon River at the border of northern Peru and frazilGrounotrack 20 was the subject of EREP instruments "ast weekin the first EREP pass, however, that pass was a o i U idata-gathering for EREP. The vehicle actually, was travelogalong ground 6 and the EREP instrument* were a med obUque yat groundtrack 20, 260 miles to the east of the intendedgroundtrack. Today will be a straight shot down for theEREP instruments over groundtrack 20. Next acquisition in
45 seconds. We'll hold the line up for the Guam pass

conference.
SkV^b

. AOS Guam 9 minutes for your ATM

^ T Morning. Story. Go ahead, Bill.cc Morning

.

. ^ C °kay, Ed. Let me start off here with aquicK e „o,u .bout 82B. We've noticed a couple of times herethe 82B exposure has continued past 400 kilometers. The 4o"lll«ecjor signal closing the shutter during the exposures. £ e 'dlike to pass up some words to make sure you do terminate R?R

VuA : r,
00
^

11— M.i„ly. because, if "his^ u

o^nlia^o °j
n

f B "g
S

thr:amera
Cl8

AUo
e

tr
U

[

e
' "I ^ ^

r>li „ 0 . l
J * Lne -amera. Also the atmospheric extinctionrums the exposure rather than truncating it, so we'd preferclose door at 400 kilometers and we're passing up some'wordsas soon as we get them through the system here

Glad'yo'u caught tha^e .

1 °" ^.t this morning.

T , . .
T

0kav
- And °nce - one other thought here.The 54 pad that I promised you for several days nowexpla i„i„ R what's going on should be up this afternoon. The6 Pl" I

P^ 8 bU overloa^ d yesterday and therms
e ,

Ctl 8 ' hls «rning so „ e intend to include those
'I" and that s ^"ld be up this afternoon to v 0U then

III 0ka V • I '11 look for it.
.

MCC Okay. What I'd like- to get <r.to here nowand actually take the rest of the pass if necessary, otherwise
I have some things to follow, is a little bit of how-goes-iand ..ybeyou could - - ( garble) me how you

, Bill, and J e r r

y

are operating and concentrate on anything that we can do here
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on the ground to help you out.
SPT Okay. T think, the biggest thing is

that we found this certainly a little bit different than the
simulator because you got so darn many other variables that
come into play here. Not only the other ATM activities
you got like, for example, 400 K is one thing we've never
really watched too much. Some of the off-nominal modes operation
now in the experiment. The operation cf all the other things
going on in the Skylab at the same time don't allow you to prepare
as much as you'd like for a (garble) - a given pass. So I
think we're just getting adjusted to that and we made a few
errors and we regret those but I think we got some good
data in the same time and we're hoping to cut down the number of
errors and increase the quality of the data as we go. I
think we're learning and just continue with the - a little
observing time in each orbit and I think we'll get there.

xcc Okay. You'll notice on today's pads that
the observing lime is 5 minutes on the average, I think, per
crewman, per orbit, with occasionally some extra time for
shopping list items and things of that nature.

SPT Yeah. I found that, I personally, would
like tc* get a little more time up here just to think about
what I'm doing. It's been pretty mechanical, so far, and that's
not the way it should be. I think there ought to be a little
bit more time on occasion to - not only think about what's cose
up that I'm assigned to do, but, also some of the targets of
opportunity, which I've really not had that much time to
observe and think about what I'm doing and that. 1 do regret
and I hope that'll change a little as we go alone

MCC Okay - -

S pT I'm not asking for more observing tine
right now, (garble) frr the EVA. But I think sometime (garble).

^cc- Okay. And the other though k here is we
haven't given you as much observing time as we would have
liked to because of the conflicting things of wanting to give
you observing time and also wanting to spend as much time as
we could on the active region 87/92 complex and the filament
prominences just before they disappeared over the west iimb, which
they have done .

SPT N"o. That's understood. And I think you're
doing it right. While we're coming up to speed and getting
experience, we ought to be doing all those things that you
think are very worthwhile to the ground so I've no complaints.
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I think it's been handled real well.
MCC Okay. A couple of thoughts here. By now.

you've probably received the update that talks about the surge
that occurred last night with material seen in H-alpha out to
about 0.04 of a solar radius out of the 87/92 complex around
behind the limb. Thought you might be interested in knowing
that 55 was on the region and began taking data right at
sunup, shortly after the surge was noticed so that in about
48 hours from that time, which is about our average turnaround
on 55 data we shauld know what we saw there and we'll certainlv
let you know

.

S pT Hey, that's very good. Go ahead.
\*
CC And

•
one other thought here, on the complex

that s around the limb now, some numbers that you may not be
aware of. We are presently 1 day behind the limb with active
region 92. Any material that goes out further than 0.03 radii
will be seen by you. In 2 days, in other words 1 dav from
now, 2 days behind the limb, the limb extinction would be
for 0.15 radii material ejected from the region. On the third
day that becomes 0.33, so that big energetic event we saw
last night could have been seen oh, about 3-1/2 days around
the limb and you might anticipate seeing some surge type
activity on the west limb here for the next day or so

S?T 01<ay. We'll look for it. I'm wondering
whether I actually was able to see the surge the other nightwhen I did describe it. I was wondering whether that wasactually what I was looking at. The question was on theair-to-ground once and also once on the tape, but I imagineeventually they'll be able to correlate what I said with what
they saw and see whetlier there was any correspondence.

.

MCC
cc J

0kav
" Again, we're trying that, the datacycie on 55 is at about 48 hours before we see it and they arecorrelating things of this nature and I did have some- furtherthought here on some 55 data, in answer to some previous

questions of yours.

x

SPF Okay. Just allow me about 1 minute at
the end to give you a couple of questions. But go ahead.

MCC Okay. Why don't you give me the questions
now .

SPT Okay. For the prominence work today.
I woul-J propose that, if you wanted to get the spectra, that 1 tshopping list 1 with a - which is good, but to get the spectra
use shopping list 12, building block 28, with the 56 to
single frames. The 82B with long exposures and then for the
55 use the 55 grating auto scan with 2 MARS which is
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- or one MAR, which is the 26A and for shopping list 26A,
or would that be combining two of them? A second thing is
32B. In their exposures minimum and maximum for any given
phenomenon. In other words when I'm out there looking at it in
a good prominence, I'm not sure whether I'm giving them too long or
too short of an exposure in a given wavelength .

'

t .
Thirdly

,

are they as lightly Interested in comparison spectra as I

thought they were before we left, that is taking one other
prominence and then rolling Sun center until you got the
slit completely off prominence at the same altitude and taking
another spectram of the same duration and does 55 want to go along
and same thing? And lastly, is anyone interested in shopping
list item 30, which is micro (garble) line profiles and it so
in the prominence what line alignment beta or oxygen VI or some
other low temperature one.

MCC Okay, Ed. We'll work on those right away
and get you answers up. On the question on the comparison
spectra 82B is interested in that and 82B and 55 worked
out some compromises in the plannings yesterday whereby
we can get comparison spectra on the slit and largely still
be in prominence with the MAR.

SPT Okay. I was trying to do that yestercay, but
1 just ran out of time and some of the shopping list iteas I

was doing

.

MCC Okay, and on these other items, we'll get.
you an answer up shortly through Story here and I can give you
the 55 words tomorrow. We're about 30 seconds from going
over the hill here and it looks like Coldstone is next in
about 16 minutes. Which vould be about 27 past the hour.

SPT Okay. We run out of time too quick.
Thanks very much, Bill.

CC And, Ed. We'll be dumping the data voice
over Goldstone, could you tell what kind of comm setup you're
using. You're ve^y weak this morning.

SPT Okay. I'm using the headset, atory.
The Snoopy cap, which we've got folded up here, and I'm
speaking around 2 inches from It.

CC Oh, your holding the headset ir front
cf yoiii mouth?

SPT That is correct.
CC Okay. You may need to (garble) a little bit

closer .

SPT Okay. When I get a little closer soat of
the p*3 come through kinda hard.

CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
14 hours 13 minutes. Loss of signal through Guam tracking
station. Next acquisition in 14 minutes 45 seconds through
the Goldstone tracking station as Skylab readier for the
upcoming EREP pass along groundtrack 20 on the 2961 revolution
of the Earth. Presently the vehicle in revolut ion 29 59

.

Discussions during the Guam pass with backup Pilot Bill Lenoir
concerning the daily ATM conference and activities on the Sun

'

and general operations of the ATM console for today. Nrxt
acquisition in 14 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours
14 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
14 hours 27 minutes, with r.he crew readying the spacecraft
for the upcoming EREP - Earth resources pass on the upcoming
revolution. We'll hold the line up for this stateside
pass .

cc Skylab; AOS stateside 16 minutes. Be
dumping the data voice here at Goldstone.

S pT Story, while I got the coronagraph
display up, why don't I just give you a couple of words
on how it differs from yesterday.

CC Go ahead , Ed .

SPT Okay, we got some fairly faint streamers
appearing. One at 2 o'clock, relative to solar north,
and a very faint one down there at 4 o'clock. The ones at
3 and 3:30 are still fairly pronounced, the one at 3 being
the strongest. It looks like the four which we had yesterday
The outer two have become fainter and moved further towards the
pole. I m not seeing the movement, of course, but I could picture
that happening. The east limb has got two fairly prominent ones;
one at 8:30 and one about 9:30. And a very faint one jusi
a little bit south of 9:30, and I see no evidence (garble) transient.

CC Okay, Ed.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Houston , SPT .

CC Go ahead , Ed .

SPT Okay, one other thing here in looking
at the XUV monitor, the picture which I've gotten from it.
The only things which are really evident are the three active
regions which we know of, and the holes at the north and south
pole, and one feature which I've noticed for several days now
is pretty much on the Equator about 0.5 or 0.4 radii from along
the Equator towards the west. And it's about (garble) diameter or
fairly round. (garble)this norning.

CC Say again , Ed .

SPT Did you copy much ofthetransmiss ion,
Story?

CC All but the last sentence,
SPT Okay, it stands out very clearly, I have

seen it previously. It's a fairly uniform but faint circular
structure. It's not the type of thing which I am used to seeing
in the XUV monitor. It could be Just fortuitous that it cones
out this shape, and that uniform, but there may be more to it.

CC Okay, got it. Thank you.
CC Could you give us the dianeter again please, Ed.
SPT Yeah, I'd call it about 0.15 solar radii.
CC Okay.
CC And your transmissions are a lot stronger

the last couple of sentences, Ed, than they were earlier.
SPT Okay. It depends on how close I hold the

mike to my mouth, Story, and I had some comments the other day
that the p's were coming kind of hard. And I can hear it right
now on the intercom. I'll try to hold it close, and if that
sounded good to you, then let me know.

CC Okay, we'll take the hard p's. And we're
30 seconds from LOS here. About 40 minutes to Carnarvon at
15:27. Be dumping the data voice there.

SPT Okay. Talk to you ther
, Story.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean time 14 houi s
*5 minutes. Loss of signal through the Bermuda tracking station.
Today's EREP maneuver to aim Skylab's electronic Instruments
and cameras at the Earth is anticipated to use little or no
attitude propel lant . Like yesterday's activity, Skylab for
a full revolution will remain in an attitude with its solar
panels facing away from the Sun. Based on simulations at the
Marshall Space Flight Center and Johnson Space Centei, Terry
Wat=on, Guidance and Navigation Officer reports very few albs
are expected to be used to aim the EREP instrument* at the intended
groundtrack which begins near the Utah, Arizona border and ends
near the origins of the Amazon River at the border of northern
Peru and Brazil. Today's aaneuver starts 5 minutes before
orbital noon at GMT 14:50 in about 3 minutes from now. While
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the spacecraft passes over the Amazon River Delta in Brazil.
The control moment gyros are scheduled to pitch the spacecraft
to a bias Z-LV attitude. Skylab will be over the east coast
of Brazil when it reaches this bias Z-LV attitude with the
vehicle's X-axis parallel to the intended groundtrack. Because
of vehicle weight and center of gravity this attitude tends
to pull the workshop end down. This causes a momentum buildup
and would result in TACS firing during the E REP pass. To preclude
these firings a true LZ maneuver using a - again using the CMGs
will be made at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 3 minutes, 7 minutes
before the start of the EREP pass. The Skylab will arrive at
the EREP attitude at Greenwich mean time 16:08, as the space station
crosses over Mount Shasta in California. At the close of the
15-minute EREP pass Skylab will be remaneuvered back to solar
inertial attitude. It is scheduled for the vehicle to be back
in solar inertial when it again crosses over southern Brazil
at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 34 minutes, or for a period
of almost 99 minutes in the Z-local vertical attitude. During
this period the ATM solar panels will not be aimed directly
at the Sun. During the EREP pass the Sun will be shining at the
underside of the solar panels. No excessive electrical power
drain is anticipated during this pass since the only instruments
being used will be the EREP instruments. To better explain the
maneuver Guidance and Navigation Officer Terry Watson pictured
the maneuver like the face of a clock with Skylab traveling
counterclockwise . At 1 o'clock, or Greenwich mean time 14:50
into the mission, the bias Z-LV attitude is initiated. The
vehicle arrives at this attitude 5 minutes later or at 12 o'clock
on the face of the clock, orbital noon. The vehicle remains in
this attitude until U o'clock on the clock at Greenwich mean
time 16 hours 3 minutes where another CMG maneuver pitches
the workshop down slightly for the true Z-LV mode. At 2 o'clock
the EREP pass begins. It ends at 1 o'clock on the face of the
clock. Shortly before 12 o'clock orbital neon, the solar InortLal
maneuver is wade, and 5 minutes later or at 10 o'clock on the
fAce of the clock again, Skylab Is returned to the solar Inertial
attitude. Yesterday's s i m 1 1 i a r maneuver used 34 mlbs. Today's
maneuver Is expected to use little If none minimum Impulse burns
to orient the vehicle Into the Z-LV attitude and return to solar
inertial attitude. This maneuver should be in the process of
being begun at this moment as the spacecraft crosses over tie
Amazon Delta. Next acquisition 36 minutes 35 seconds. At
Greenwich mean time 14 hours 50 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean tine
15 hours 26 minutes . We ' ve had loss - have acquisition
through Carnarvon in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up

for CAP COMH Dr. Story Musgrave.
CC Skylab, AOS Carnarvon for about 7 minutes.

And be dumping the data voice here.
SPT Hello, Story. Got a good echo down

here. Your transmissions are coming through with echo
around 1-1/2 or 2 seconds later.

CC Yeah. It seems you guys are too.
SPT You're really making sure we hear what

you have to say.
SPT Story, got a question.
CC Go ahead , Ed

.

SPT On the ETC, they have been turning it

on around 14 minutes before we actually go to AUTO. And I'm
wondering whether It's necessary to leave this thing grinding
away here for 14 minutes or whether I could turn it on around
10 seconds before I go to AUTO, or 15.

CC That's a good point, Ed. We'll check
on that.

SPT This thing really sounds like a coffee
grinder. And I'd hate to leave it on for a long period of time
and burn something out.

CC And, Ed, while I've got you on that
XUV monitor circular structure, we believe that's an artifact.
We've seen it from downlink 3 or 4 days ago and we

also saw it on SL-III. And when you're at the monitor next,
you might try rolling to see if it stays in the same place
and that will differentiate an artifact from something on
the Sun.

SPT Yeah. I was going to come back with you
on that one, Story. I got to looking back through she pictures
that we've taken and noticed that It was thwJe for 3 days
ago In the same location. So 1 had the feeling we were looking
at artifact. They sure stood out nice and clear, though,
and because of the integration times I'm not using on the
pictures, It hasn't come out until about 2 t ^ 3 days ago.

CC Yeah. We think it's tn n.« Instrument.
SPT Thank you.
SPT Thought 1 had something real interesting

there ,

CC You did.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Story
CC That's a good po> ut on the ETC pad, good

call, You can change Che power on time to 16:12:36. And
that's on pad 2017 Alpha.
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SP ? Okay. Thank you.
Thank you .

„. ?° ^ Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. Sixminutes to Guam.

-,« -!
A
° ,/' Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hours 34 minutes. We've had loss of signal throughCarnarvon tracking station. Next acquisition in 6 minutesand 10 seconds will be Guam. G& N officer reporting o

good
8

r:;°[hf lto
;
windier

> the vehuie « t it«j. uo k .
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8 P ° lnt telecie ^y on the ground shows no
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v

mini °u* bum. minted f 0r

a^,,??, * eh ' cle in the Z-local verticle attitude. Nextacquisition in 5 minutes 45 seconds through Cuam. AtCreenw ch mean time 15 hers 35 minutes, Jh i s i sky ab

END OF TAPE
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p AO Sky 1 ab Control; Greenwich mean time
15 hours AO minutes. Acquisition coning through the
Guam tracking station in 45 seconds . Telemetry coining
from the spacecraft indicates still no mibs being initialed
for this maneuver. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMH
Story Musgrave

.

CC Skylab; AOS Guam 6 minutes.
CDR Say again, Story.
cc Nothing, we're just here for about

5 nlnutes , Guan.
CDR Okay, Story, I'm in the EREP C&D Prep

Checklist. I Just got finished setting the FMC and running
through the - the camera shutter speed test. We took the
FMMC and it manually rotated the shaft back to the position
we found it in yesterday, and closed the circuit breakers.
And wiei: I fiired up the 190 power and started tht shutter,
ve started it at low, the FMMC circuit breaker popped again.
And what happened is the FMMC drove back to the stop that
we found it on when it popped yesterday evening. It drove
back to that stop and - in the breaker box.

CC Copy, Jer.
tDR So as it stands now, Story, we've left

the breaker out; we do have shutter speed with no problem
CC Okay.
cc Okay, Jer, and we've got nothing additional

on that, just press on.
CDR Roger, Story. What do you suppose

vould happen if we backed that - that screw on the FMMC back
core than one turn? That is, back to the 12 o'clock position
but go one and three quarter turns instead of Just three
quarters? I wonder if it would still drive to the stop tnd
pop the breaker then?

CC Stand by 1 .

CC Jer, for this pass we recommend KOin*
vith it as is. We'll have about a 10 percent degradation
of data. And we'll work on it after this pass later.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, we're at 30 seconds to LOS. We'll

see you over Goldstone at 16:04. And we made another
SVS run and in the first 5 minutes of that maneuver, please
ignore the - the 70 percent criteria on the girabal angles,
it'll take care of itself and we'll be able to look at it.
Just monitor your attitude.

CDR Okay, Story; will do.
p A0 Skylab Control; 15 hours 48 minutes.

Loss of signal through Guam. Next acquisition in 16 minutes
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? 25 seconds will be the Golds tone tracking station. At that
.

time Skylab orientating to its attitude for the Earth
resources pass along groundtrack 20. Today's Earth resources
pass number 11, actually number 9 in the program, the first
two having been cancelled earlier in the mission. A - an
important task for this EREP pass i3 gathering data on
important agricultural investigations being coordinated
by the food and agricultural organization of the United
Nations. Intent is to evaluate crop, yeild, and production
in Columbia. Also, are mapping studies in Honduras, Costa
Rica, and Nicaragua, being coordinated by the Inter american
Geodetic Survey, a U.S. agency, in cooperation with the
countries involved. No data has been acquired on previous
flights for this - tills mapping btudies in Honduras, Costa
Rica, and Nicaragua. Also on tap today are studies of
volcanoes in Nicaragua. Studies being conducted for principal
investigators as well as a student investigation, educational
experiment number 12, ED12, a volcanic study. This is

an experiment composed by Troy A. Credis, a 9th grade student
at Kent Junior High School, in Kent, Washington. His proposal
using data from the S 1 9 1 , S192, as well as the 190 caneras,
the A and B, to determine if remote sensing car. detect
increased thermal radiation 1 rom known volcanoes in order
to predict imminent eruptions. Volcanoes being looked at
in Nicaragua today, there are four. These include the
Concepcion Volcano on an island in Nicaragua and Lagoon,
the M a s a y a Volcano, south of Managua, Nicaragua, and
Cerro Negra at the edge of the Managua Lagoon, north of
Managua, and the Tellca, which Is north of Leon in
Nicaragua. Also plan for study today, by the U.S. Department
of Agriculturel is soil type studies Along the groundtrack
20. This is the second time groundtrack 20 has bren studied
by EREP instruments on Skylab IV. The first EREP pa^s,
solar inertlal pass last week, was conducted along ground-
track 6. However, the instruments were aimed at the ground-
track 20 which was approximately 240 miles east of the
Intended groundtrack; the cameras and instruments .-lining

obliquely at groundtrack 20. Also under investigation today
for tie U.S. Department of Agriculture for Dr. W. v, . Hart,
U.S. Department of Agriculture in the Rio Grande Valley,
of studies of insect infestation. Dr. Hart reported results
from Skylab 11. He was able to detect insteck - Insect
infested - Infestation in the Rio Grande area. And this is

to obtain followup data, is important to demonstrate* the
progress of the infestation and detfcctability at a different
season. Also, scheduled for today's investigation are sensor
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performance studies by various agencies Including the U.S.Naval Research Laboratory, at the NASA Johnson S ace Center

nd" SO «:ri: WU1 haVe "1«l«ition"in U minutesand 50 seconds through the Goldstone tracking station asthe crew is prepared to begin this ER - Earth resourcespass. The vehicle still in Z-local vertical attitude
a maneuver which was performed a Greenwich mean time'
14 hours 50 minutes, over an hour ago. No TACS at this tinehas been used according to ground telemetry through theGuam station The maneuver designed to minimize use ofTACS by putting the vehicle into Z-LV attitude at orbitalnoon. Next acquisition in 11 minutes 10 seconds. AtGreenwich mean time 15 hours 53 minutes, this is Skylab

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 16 hours

2 minutes. Coming through the Goldstone tracking station in

approximately 2 minutes. The crew will be on VOX during this

pass, Earth resources pass, to gain mapping information on

several Central American countries, as well as crop data

for the United Nations. Studies of insect infestation in

lower Rio Grande citrus crops and volcano studies in Nicaragua.

We'll hold the line up for this pass. Acquisition scheduled in

approximately 1 minutes 45 seconds.
CDR 3 minutes to EREP, START.
CC Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear.

Stateside for 15 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story.
CC Maneuver's looking good.
CDR Have 1 minute to EREP, START.
CC And for the PLT . On site 330, we expect

it may be clear but, there are some clouds to the north,
which are moving out. Your series 300 sites all should
be clear. You series 500 sites will be about 0.4 to 0.7, Bill.

PLT Roger, copy, Story. Thank you.

CC And, Ed, you do not have to monitor the

maneuver for 5 - the 5-minute settling period after 2 or

3 minutes there we'll be here looking at it and you'll feel

free to go ahead to the ETC.
Okay. Thanks very much, Story.
On my mark, it'll be 07 - -

- - thinking about how I'll monitor this

MARK, EREP START.
- - get to reinitiate a maneuver to the

Stand by for VTS AUTO CAL

.

I think I would need the proper DAS setting
rble) .

(garble) VTS AUTO CAL.
- •• seeing as we've put In (garble).
Standing by.
MARK .

MARK .

I would probably need one which would take
itive of those two, which you've already put in

On my nark, it'll be 07:30. Stand by.

MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY; ALTIMETER

On my mark, it'll be 08:30. Stand by.

SPT
CDR
SPT

and in case - -

CDR
SPT

new Z-LV at t i tude .

CDR
SPT

to make up for (ga
CDR
SPT
CDR
CDR
PLT
SPT

care of the cumula
COR
CDR

to STANDBY.
CDR
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CDR MARK. S194 to MANUAL.
CDR Shutters are still running on S190.
CC Okay, Jer. And Ed, you were cut out by

the C&D ops. Could you repeat what you said, please.
SPT Yeah. I could talk with you ajre on it

later, but, essentially what I would need is the fine maneuver
up here, wh i ch is a cumulative of the two I've already put in,
in case [ would have to reinitiate that maneuver. Z-LV plus
the fine

CC We got it, Ed

.

CDR On my mark it will be 16:10:00. Looking
for an S191 READY light.

CDR MARK. S191 READY light on at 10. Reference
going to 6 .

CDR On my mark it'll be 10:48.
CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON, RADIOMETER ON.
CDR On my mark it'll be 16:11.
CDR MARK. DOWNLINK going to POSITION 3.

CDR On tny mark it will be 11:17.
CDR Stand by

.

CDR MARK. S 1 9 2 to READY.
CDR At 23, stand by.
CDR MARK . S190 MODE to AUTO.
CDR Hey, it sounds like the S190 is clunking

away all right

.

CC Okay .

CDR On my mark it'll be 1 1 : t> U .

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 46.
CDR At 11:50 the ready light on S190 went out.
CDR MARK. The 192 MODE to CHECK. That was

at S 7 : i 2 :02 .

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER OFF.
CDR 12 :08 .

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER going ON. 190 MODE to
STANDBY

.

FRAME RATE to 05. Next mark will br at 1 ? : 30 .

CDR St and by

.

CDR MARK. SI 90 MODE SINGLE

,

CDR Stand by .

CDR MARK. S90 lo SINGLE.
CDR On my mark ETC to AUTO, Ed, •.

• 36,
CDR MARK .

CDR Next mark in at 13:53.
CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. S190 to MODE At To

.

CDR Stand by.
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CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY at 14 even.
MODE going to 3

.

PLT I'll keep the VTS operator on this one side

of - -

CDR MARK. At 14:12 DOWNLINK going to 7.

CDR Got a little time now. 10 seconds.
CDR Standby.
CDR At 14:28 we'll get a mark.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER ON.
CDR MARK . At 14:34 the 192 MODE to CHECK.
CDR The S190 ready light went out at 14:40.

MODE is STANDBY. FR is going to 41.
CDR 14:51, ETC to STANDBY, okay, Ed.

CDR SHUTTER SPEED to 140. At 15 the DOWNLINK
is going OFF.

CDR Next mark is at 15:30.
PLT Okay. PLT , here. Successful on 330 , 305,

308, 307. Very good tracking sequences on all targets.
CC Great .Bill.
CDR Next mark is at 15 : 30 .

CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. 190 MODE SINGLE.
CDR On my mark it'll be 15:50.
CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. J.90 MODE SINGLE.
CREW Okay.
CDR Okay, Ed. At 16:26 the ETC to AUTO. In

5 seconds .

CDR Stand by.
CDR Mark it.

CDR How's the weather down there this morning,
Bill ?

PLT It's was a very good on all my stateside
passes. I've started to pick up quite a few clouds down here
in Central Ame r i ca

.

END OF TAPE
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the weather down there thisCDR How '

morning, Bill?
PLT It' 8 was very good on all my stateside

passes. I'm starting to pick up quite a few clouds down here
in Central America .

PLT
CDR
CDR

will be 17 :40 .

CDR
PLT
PLT
PLT

Primary is 565 -

On my mark it'll be 17:33.
MARK. S190 MODE to AUTO. My mark

MARK. S192 MODE to READY

.

Hey, got the primary target.
3 degrees; good

.

Thing looks like it has
top of it,
smoka I see

.

CDR
PIT

ih an on? , Story.

in the cone. Must nean we're active.
in the
Mayb e it*

On my mark it'll be 18:40.
Okay, I'm going to try to get more
I'm getting real good data on this prtrnaiy

CC Okay, Bill.
PLT I'm going to trar k it down to about

20 degrees and aee if I can get another one. Okay, there's
that one. All right (garble)

CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

Story .

PLT
Dan'fll t .

p;,t

arc clouds or
PLT

(Garble)

.

I (garble)

On my mark 13:40; stand by.
MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. RANGE is -

Yes, I had it.
76.
Peauti ful

.

MODE is |,;oing to 5.

'his one's - No, I guess that was a cloud
(Garble) getting it about 8 degrees,

Beautiful. Get two of those bookers,
down the side of this thing.
(Garble) I don't know if those

that's smoke.
Back on the top of it.

CC SxyUb, we'.e 30 seconds to LOS.
inutes to the Vanguard. You're looking very good.

descent firings, that's all.
Roger, Story. Thanks.
Beautiful. Man, it's got an extra one
5 64. Got 565 and 564. Good tracking on

few
10
You nay get

CDR
PLT

even. (Garble)
both of them.

PAD Sky lab Control, Greenwich me An time
16 hours 21 minutes. Loss of signal through the Hit A

tracking station at the close of the EREP pats. Commander
Gerald Carr reporting the S190A is clunking right along
okay. Apparently, the malfunction experienced yesterday
did not reoccut and the instrument followed the track
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and obtained pictures in six separate cameras In the
S19*.' experiment. Pilot Pogue who was operating the VTS the S191
reported very good tracking on all targets. Targets today
were the Lavae flow outside of White Sands, New Mexico,
Padre Island area, as well as volcanoes in Nicaragua. He
9aid that he obtained 564 which is Concepclon, it's In an
island in the Nicaraguan Lagoon, as well as Mas ay a which is
south of Managua. He described 1 volcano as it looked like
there's water in the cone, but he commented that maybe It's
just smoke I see. At the close of this EREP pass, 6 minuted
after the vehicle returns to solar inertial attitude the
VTS, viewfinder tracking system, with this 1 6 -m 1 1 1 ime t e

r

camera attached, the data acquisition camera will make
photographs of the Earth's limb as the vehicle returns tn
solar inertial attitude. Thia photography will last
approximately 6 minutes. Eight different sep - eight
seperate photographic sessions are scheduled with the
16-mili lntetcr camera. Durirg this Earth resources pass
'.he SI 90 A multispectural camera was on from Vew Mexico over
Texas, the U.S. over Central America, and the Isthmus vicinity
throuj-a Central Colombia, the latter gathering information
for United Nations for crop inventory studies. The S190B
Earth terrain camera was on over the Pecos River in Texas
through th*- Gulf and ever Centr 1 Aracricc, through Central
Columbia about 4'.)0 miles south of Bogata. Data gathered
In Columbia again being done for the Unjte-j Nations food
studies. The S191 infrared spectrometer was gathering data
-<long the groundtrack of th*rtnal information over the entire
trick southwest of Great Sa?.t Lake, through Colombia and
into Western Brazil. S192 mu 1 t 1 a pe c t r a 1 scanner recorded
charar teristice of Corpus Chrlsti, Padre Island area of Texas,
and again over Central America. S193 altimeter measured
Earth terrain heights over New Mexico, Texas and the Gulf,
and over the coastal waters of Colombia and inland. S193
radiometer/scat t erome'.er gathered data over 'he White Sands
t«st only. Briefly over Ecuador the S194 L-band microwave
radiometer van initiated. The close of EREP pass number 9

the vehicle returning to solar inertial attitude. At this
tine the vehicle maneuver beginning at Greenwich moan time
16 hours 25 minutes 30 seconds from new. Vehicle should
be back in solar inertial attitude At Greenwich mean time
16 hours 34 minutes. Telemetry on the ground reflecto no
mibs at all fired up to this point. The G&N officer advise
Flight Director Milt Windier when they exp*?ct t :> fire ma/be
a few here at the clone of the naneuver. Next acquisition
in <* minutes 20 seconds through Vanguard tracking ship. At
Crsenvich mean tine 10 hours 25 minutes, this is Skylub Control.
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PAO Sky lab Control ; Greenwich mean time

16 hours 28 minutes. Acquisition coming through Vanguard

tracking ship on this the start of revolution 2961 for

Skylab space station. We'll hold the line open. CAP COMM

Dr . Story husgrave

.

CDR Town is much like (garble) area,

and thought it would be kind of an interesting five frames

for somebody Interested in cultural patterns and land use.

About another 15 ainutes until we start the Earth limb.

CC Skylab, we've reading you loud and clear

through the Vanguard for 9 minutes.
CD A Roger, Story. We got FILM ADVANCE

MALFUNCTION number 3 light on. 1 suspect that that roJl't*

probably out of film.
SDR ALTIMETER worked according to oil today.

CC Okay, we were expecting an UNLOCK

down through South America.
DDK Okay, if we - If we got it, I didn't

see i t .

PLt Ed, 1 don't think you got it, it didn t

go out by itself. That procedure, by the w.iy, had to put

over there.
CDR Yeah , I s aw that .

PLY Okay, I'm sorry 1 didn't tell you about

that .

CC And, BilJ , those are active volcanoes

you were looking at; you may have been seeing smoke.

PLT Yeah, I couldn't tell. Number 564 wes

smoking quite a bit; 565 was not, it was pretty - pretty

clear. I got right down in the middle of the crater of it,

Very clear; good clear day.
t>LT Dawn (?) is covered with clouds today.

cc Jer, our best guess is that number 3 is

out of film.
CDR Okay. Story.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Okay, I'm going co take about 5 frames at the
top of the fifth (garble) I see here. Okay, now I'm gonna go to
(garble) clear area. The DAC OFF.

PLT There's some real boomers building up
down there. (Garble)

CC PL, Houston

.

CDR Go ahead, Story. He's listening.
CC Okay. At the bottom of the C&D pad, under

post remarks, enable 190 FMC , would you delete that, please.
PLT That ' a in work .

CDR Have about 9 minutes to go,
PLT Okay. I start some of mine (garble) at 16: 4 0

approximately.
CDR Okay

.

cc Skylab, we're a minute til LOS and about
an hour and 4 minutes to Goldstone at 17:41. You've only
used three mibs to date. We show you looking good. There nay
be a couple of dascent firings at orbital midnight and orbital
noon. And prior to the next sunrise you may get a barber
pole on ATM batteries 13 and 15. It's no problem.

CDR Okay. Thank you, Story.
SPT Thank you, Story. You guys down there

• ire getting smarter and smarter.
cc We're trying hard and it sounds like you

guys ran an excellent pass.
CDR Thank you.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 hours 39 minulea. Loss of signal through the Vanguard
ticking ctation. The crew being advised that on the ground
telemetry shows only 3 mibs fired to this point, which is a
sma'l record for Skylab. 3 mibs, about 13 pound-seconds of
TAGS propellant used for this EREP maneuver. Next acquisition
in I minute 40 seconds, - 1 hour and 1 minute from now through
Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours 40 minutes, this
is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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P A0 Sky lab Control. Cretnwich nean tine
17 hours 41 minutes. Acquisition coming through Uoldntone
tracking station in 50 seconds . This in the last stateside
pass of the day for the crew of Skylab IV. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson should be preparing his lunch. His meal today,
consists of veal, peaches

,
grape f

r

U i t drink, and biscuits.
We'll hold the line open for this pass. Acquisition in 25
seconds, CAP COHM Dr. Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, AOS Coldntone, 11 minutes.
CC And, Ed, when you get a minute free fro-

running your JOPS. Got about three things for you.
SPT Okay, Story. Let me get this one set up

and running and I'll be right with you.
CC Okay.
CC And who'd riding the ergometer, Jer or Bill?
PIT PLT.
cc Okay, I'll catch you later.
PM Go ahead, Story. I can listen.
cc Okay. We sent a general message up to

you on S 1 8 3 ops if we had used the alternate flight plan.
Now we will be scheduling that on a prime Flight Plan tomorrow,
so don't throw that message a-.' a v.

PLT Roger.
CC Later on today you've got an S061 CST-1

tnat's a stow, but you're gonna be running 183 tomorrow, so we
suggest that you leave the AMS in the south, tonight

PLT Okay . Will do

.

CC And, another one you've probably figured
out already. You got a pad of S063 Ops, and we got some
wrong wording there. It savs S063KOH.

PLT (Garble) it out.
CC No, that's not for you. That's for Ed.

I'll catch hint, sorry.
SPT O^y, Story. Go ahead.
CC Ed. After you changed out the paper and

the cartridge, last nigh<i, did the legibility that - the
teleprinter messages improve?

SPT Yes, it did, Story, and right now they're
all looking pretty good.

cc Okay. Understand they're satisfactory.
SPT Yes, they are.
cc Okay, and you'll be running a TV-117, that's

the particaie migration, during an ATM pass, later on today,
and it says to voice record observations, if that reco.-dir.g
in any way interferes with your ATM ops, it's not required and y
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get it later.
SPT How long of an observation period is

needed there, Story?
CC It's (garble) every 5 minutes, Ed.
CC All we're saying is that the voice -

voice-recorded observations are optional.
SPT Okay. Because of the large amount of

gear that thing required, rather than setting it up in the
MDA, I've worked on it a little bit last night. We've had to
move it down into the OWS , so that's where it stands right
now and I'ra gonna see whether it might be easier to do it
down there with one of ray other activities or take the
extra tine up and move It back up here. I'll work it.

CC And, Ed, we show you pointing off the
Sun, you'll need to be in mechanical reference.

SPT Good point. Thank you.
SPT Like putting socks on an octopus, you

Just can't leave it go for an instant.
CC And, you want to be in reference mode too,

Ed .

CC Skylab, we're 30 seconds to LOS. 13 minutes
to the Vanguard. Be dumping the data voice at Vanguard.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tiae
17 hours 5* oinutt'S . Loss of signal through the Goldstone
tracking station on the last pass, stateside pass, today for
the crew of Skylab IV. Next acquisition in 10 minutes
<o seconds will be the Vanguard tracking ship. Telemetry,
on the ground, shows 5 additional mibs have been fired since
the return to solar inertial. A G&N officer here advised
Flight Director Milt Windier, this is to be expected. The -

this is due to the fact that the spacecraft is still, among
other things, venting the excess n 1 1 ro gen /oxygen froa the
command nodule fuel cells, as well as venting of the anti-
solar scientific airlock, after operation of the Ear'.h terrain
camera. A total of 8 mibs fired for today. Well within the
range of predicted firings and well below those previous ERKP
passes. Science Piiot Gibson advised to realign the experiment
pointing control of the ATM. He was aJviseu he was- off line
with the Sun and he commented it's like putting socks on a:i

octopus. You can't leave it alone for a minute. Next
acquisition in 9 minutes and 20 seconus through Vanguard.
At Greenwich uean time 17 hours 56 minutes. Tnis is S/.ylab
Control. There'll be a news briefing in building 1 at 2:30 p.m.
today, with Dr. George Courets, the prinicpal investigator
for the S183 experiment. He will review the data tnat he,

has received from the previous flight. That's Dr. George
Courets of the S 1 8 3 experiment at 2:30 in Building 1 newsroom.
Next acquisition in 3 minutes 40 seconds. This is Skylab
Control.

ESD OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control; Greenwich mean time
18 hours 4 minutes. Acquisiti on co mi op, through Vanguard
tracking station in 45 seconds. This is the 2961 revolution
of Skylah IV, the 20th day in the mission for rrev members
Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue . We'll hold thp
line up through this Vanguard pass. CAP COMM. Dr. Story
Mus grave

.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through the. Vanguard
for 11 minutes; be d vi raping the data voice here. Ed, let
rae know when you got a minute.

SPT Okay, Story, 1 got a qucsMon for you
on the AIM pointing.

CC Go ahead.
SPT Okay, it says to point up f rora the

last exposure, but from our discussion this aorning I assume
that what they wanted was to get 82B moved to a positio"
off of the prominence. So I had to do a pointing down. Howev
that means that 55 is not going to get as much of a mirror
auto raster of a prominence. And I thought the emphasis on
this particular one was placed on 8 2 B so 1 went in that
direction. And I'd like to understand whether that was
a correct decision or not.

CC Stand by ] .

CC And, Ed, on your mirror auto raster, you're
still in mechanical reference, so you need to add 102 to
what's on the pad to get to the right grating position.

CC And on your question, Ed, 82B does
have the emphasis and pointing away from the prominence is
highly desirable. Thank you.

SPT Thank you, Story. I'm wondering if
you - I could make a request for t h i >j type of schedule.
When they put something on here which we know will be
pointing off the limb, we don't have any mechanic a] rofs
reminder in the JOP Summary Sheets for this particular building
block. Kind of helpful if they put it on the pad, because thai
what's caused me to be behind here on 55 all the way.

CC Okay
, Ed, we'll do it,

CC And, Ed, we pee SO 5 4 running. The pad
deleted that for this pass. And we were going to configure
that, for shopping list 31.

SPT Yeah, Story, the pad which came up
had the line from 56 printed out three times. And 1 quick
looked at it and said we're set on mid-second exposure and
took that to be 54. I'll go ahead anu reconfigure them.

CC Okay, th.vks.
^C Skylab, we're a couple of minutes to
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LOS. We'll see you over Tananarive In about 16 nlnutog
at 18:31.

PA0 Sky 1 ab Control; Greenwich mean time
18 hours 17 minutes.. Loss of signal through Vanguard
tracking ship. Next acquisition in 14 minutes and 15
seconds will be Tananarive, on this the start of revolution
2962 for the Skyiab space station; in it's 205th day in orbit.
Science Pilot Ed Gibson at the ATM console operating the
solar telescopes for during one Sun side pass, one of 6 passes
today the ATM will be manned. 4 hours and 30 minutes are
scheduled for manned operation of the ATM console. Already
more than 23 hours have been accumulated at manned operation
of the ATM since the crew began manning the ATM more than
a week ago. Next acquisition at Tananarive in 13 minutes
and 10 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours 18 minutes
this is Skyiab Control .

'

END OF TAPE
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CC Copy . v

rn
SPT

.
Story, how did the TV effort fro. vesterdacome out? There waa two P roblom8 that »ay have co»e In thereOne is perhaps the sound level was not hi*h enouah as vnpointed out this .orning, using that speaker. AnVseconYy,

L tL? » i T i ""I
6 °" U ° r 8ee tht" teleprinter pad

CC
to?

desired until this morning
That's the ATM downlink you're ref orring

SPT
t t

That was the TV 28. I believe, it was thepicture of the ATM operation.

,

CC
I , J ,

From what we saw on TV 28, it's pretty

Okay. Thank you. We need sotne feedback,
wad that monitor, and ue really can't tell

SPT
All we got he
what the quality of it all

cc Yeah. We'll ke-p
get you a better answer over Hawaii.

SPT Story, 1 think th
you're (static) - -

CC Okay. We 're b a ok
you'll have to give that entire one

PI.T Yea
SPT i wa

that you gave
not for - to be used fo

i t coming up

.

it these tines

1 '11

Those

Bill. And

exposures were

with you,
a ,-ain .

Sic ry, that was the SPT.
as Just clarifying that the informal

was exposures for prominences and
anything else on the disk.

cc Stand by 1

.

CC You're right, Ed.
Just for prominences.

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
h0 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive.

ln 3 5 minutes and 20 seconds, will be the

h i,U5
raC

i ?f n

SCilti0n
'

Sci * nce Pi l°t Ed Gibson to be perforathe M0Q2 and 171 runs this afternoon, that's the lowerbody negative pressure metabolic activity experiment. Observer
xperiinenta is Commander Gerald
has been set aside this afternoon
performance of this pair of

.
, n J

ext acquisition will be In 34 '

and ,0 seconds. At Greenwich me*
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO i'h t a Is Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean

time 19 hours 13 minutes. Acquisition coming through the

Hawaii tracking station In 2 minutes and 50 seconds. On this

upcoming revolution across the southern tip of South America,

the crew will have the opportunity to photograph an area south

of the 40th degrees south of - or below Buenos Aires in

Argentina. Photographing the mountains, glaciers., the coast-

line, urban regions, lakes, using a Hassleblad camera with

a 100-millimeter lens. This photography will compliment other

photography taken over the area on Skylab 11, the first

manned mission, and will provide aerial imagery of a poorly

known area of this planet. The second opportunity will present

itself on the following revolution at 3:19 central standard

time today. Later this evening at 7:31 central standard time,

the crew has the opportunity to photograph the eastern coast

of Taiwan. Looking particularly for evidence of fault valley

north of and partallel to the Philippine fault zone. The

camera, again, to be used will be the Hasselblad with a

100-millimeter lens. At 9:17 central standard time, tonight

the crew will attempt to photograph the normally moist coastal

wetlands along northern Australia. These regions are

experiencing severe drought now. A drought area is being

photographed to identify the distribution and pattern of

vegtatton and to catalog the distribution and color of any

surface water. We anticipate acquisition through Hawaii in

1 minute. We'll hold the line up for this Hawaii pass.

Greenwich mean time 19 hours 15 minutes.
CC Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 6 minutes.
CDR Aloha .

CC Yeah.
CC And, whoever is nearest to where you've

taped up the S201K. maneuver pad, I've got a second change on

it.
PLT You'll have to stand by a few minutes,

Story.
CC Okay. Plenty of time. I f we don't get

it here, we can get it at Vanguard.
PLT Okay.
CC Bill, no need to acknowledge, but, stand

by on the update to that. pad. We're still working something.

CC Skylab, we're 30 seconds til LOS. We'll

see you over the Vanguard it, 19:^, about 22 minutes; be

dumping the data voice there. And on your MO? 2 run, we'd like

a change out on the left leg man. Use AN, that's Alfa,

November, on the left leg.
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r Roger . Al fa , November on the lef t .

cc Yj8, air. Thank you.
CC And, the aaie one. on the right, Bill.
PLT You mean to co vlnue to use the same one

w,> have been on the right?
Yes , sir. Al fa

, Quebec

.

t'l/f Okay.
PAo Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 23 minutes. Loss Of signa! through Hawaii.
Next acquisition in 20 minutes 35 seconds will -be through
the Vanguard tracking scation. The crew has a busy day,
today, starting off with an Earth resources pass, two maneuvers
for photography of Comet Kohoutek, 4 hours on the ATM,
manning the ATM console and a pair of medical experiments
to be performed by Science Pilot Ed Gibson. While the crew
is busy with these and other activities aboard the spacecraft
and also while they sleep there are more than nearly a dozen
unattended experiments continually gathering data for
scientists on the ground and among these inside the orbiting
space station is well as afixed to the exterior are experiments
such as the D024, thermal coating experiment. This ie to
study the effects of space environment on selectid thermal
control coatings. The coatings are polymet - polymer film
to calibrate the Earth band laboratory test data. Two panels
were deployed in the first EVA and these will be retrieved
and returned by the Skylab IV crew. Carl P. Boebel of the
materials laboratory at the U.S. Air Force Wr i glu -Pat t e rson
Air Force Base in Ohio is the principal investigator. Also
exterior to the spacecraft is the S228, transerratic cosmic
ray experiment, which is designed to obtain data on cosmic
radiation, detectors of Lexan plastic wrapped in aluminum
tape were launched - 36 of thera were launched on the
unmanned Skylab I vehicle and deployed by the Skylab II crew
One was returned by the Skylab III crew. The 35 remaining
detectors in addition to a detector deployed by the Skylab IV
crew on their first EVA. Total of 36 detectors to be returned
by the Skylab IV crew. Dr. R. Buford Trice and Professor
Kenzie A. Anderson, University of California in Berkley are
the principal investigators for this experiment. Another
experiment deployed outside the vehicle is the S230, magneto-
spheric particle composition experiment, which is designed
to measure the flux and composition of ions and trapped
particles. Cuffs of foil have been installed on the AM truss
prior to launch. 2 additional foils were installed by the
SL-1II crew and the SL-IV crew will return - rctreiva and
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return in their command moduli: all of the foils. Ast ron.tut -

Si' lout 1st Astronaut Dr. Don Llnd of the Johnnoii Sp.ue Center
Is principal invest t g.i i n r for thin expc ritiunt . The SI'i'l,

part ica 1 collection experiment originally was designed lo

be placed through the solar scientific airlock, which In now
blocked by the pair of aoiar shields, the parasol deployed
by the SL-II crew and the tv In boom solar shield Installed
by t lie Si. -Ill crow. Thiy experiment has been installed on
the rim of the ATM . Once by the solar - Skylab III crew
.ind then again by the Skylab IV crew. It's installed on a

special bracket on the rim, four cassetts, which hopefully will
collect data to determine the distribution, composition and
morphology of micro me teroids. Dr. C. L. Heminway of the
Dudley Observatory, Albany, Sew York is the principal investigator.
Another experiment, this one installed inside the multiple
docking adapter is the S009 experiment. Designed to investigate
galaltlc cosmic radiation from outside the Earth's atmosphere,
especially heavy primary nucluei. Especially in the mass from
sulfur to nickel. A detector package was instilled in the
multiple docking adapter 5 days after launch by the SL-IV
crew and this will be return-ad in a special package by the
crew. Dr. Maurice M. Shapiro of the Naval Research Laboratory
Washington D.C. is the principal investigator for this experiment.
Remind nevsren in the Houston area at 2:30 today, Building
1 newsroom. Dr. George Courtes, principal investigator
for the S183 will discuss bindings of his experiment from
previous Skylab missions. This briefing at 2:30 by Dr. George
Courtes of the S183 experiment in the Building 1 newsroom.
Next acquisition in 15 minutes 10 seconds will be the
Vanguard tracking ship. At Greenwich siean time 19 hours
29 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time
40 - 19 hours 41 minutes. Acquisition coming through
Che .Vanguard tracking ship in 45 seconds. Crew should be
well into the run by Science Pilot Ed Gibson on the M092,
M171 run. We'll hold the line open tor CAP COMM Dr. Story
M u s g r .» v t- .

CC
i

Skylub; AOS Vanguard for 10 minute*.
And we'll be dumping the data voice here.

C1JR Houston, CDR ; do you still want to
talk about the S201 maneuver pad?

CC Yeah, Jer, let ne know when you're ready
to copy .

CDR Ready to copy,
CC Okay, let's change some maneuver times.

The octal will be 05:00:12; that's 05:00:12. Parenthesis 10minutes, 10 minutes. And the tine will be GMT 339:21:45:00.
And this will change our maneuver rates, just double them.
It'll bv minus .108 in X; minus .004 in Y; and minus 010
in Z .

CDR °kay, the maneuver Delta-? is 05:00:12
i,,r 10 minutes. The GMT is 21:45:00. The new rates are
minus .108; minus .004; minus .001; minus .010.

CO All correct.
CDR Okay.
SI>T Story, we had a failure of a DAC this

aorning on the ETC prep. I don't think we got much of any
of it - any of it. So, can we have one of those fellows
to give the (garble) to me while 1 reschedule it

CC Okay, Ed.
CDR Story, this is CDR. 1 used my first

part of the PI/PH period in order to repair the MARK 1

exerciser. We found a broken return spring in it, and
luckily our little repair kit had a spare spring. So you
can scratch off the first part of the PT/PH for that

CC Okay, Jer.
cc And that bides us a little time for

tomorrow. And, Ed, follow up on your TV-28; the camera work
was terrific. You need to have the comm carrier a little
closer to the lips, maybe about a half an inch when recording
on the VTR. Sorry we didn't get the TV-28 message up i,
you sooner. We'll schedule another time for you to talk
abou t Kohou te k

.

SPT Okay, Story, was it usable at all?
cc Yes

, si r , very us.ib le .

Cc Skylab, no need to acknowledge. If
you haven't pulled out that new legband Alii November it'sinE-615C.
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CC Skylab, 1 minute to LOS; 15 minutes to

Tananarive.
PAO Skylab Control; Greenwich mean time

19 hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal through the Vanguard

tr.c.klng ship. Next acquisition in 13 minutes and 40 seconds

will be Tananarive for a 5 minute 50 second pass. Commander

Cur reporting on t'.iis Vanguard pans that during his physical

training period, his physical exercise period this afternoon

he repaired the Mark 1 exerciber which was reported broken

last night - lace last night. The rope apparently pulled

lose but would not return into the - into the device. The

M,irk - the Mark 1 is a - one of several devices on board
including - the crew uses, including the bicycle ergometer,

and the arm spring exercises, as well as the poor man's
walking treadmill, which is new t^ Skylab IV. Commander Carr

said that he found a extra spring in the repair kit and

repaired it during his physical training exercise this after-

noon. Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 19 hours 56 minute

Next acquisition in Tananarive will be 12 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich nean time
20 hours 7 minutes. Acquisition coning through the Tananarive
tracking station in 1 minute 10 seconds. On the upcoming
re vol 1. 1 ion , the spacecraft will be ready for a maneuver for
the operation of the S201 experiment. The vehicle will be
rolled approximately 9 degrees counterclockwise to aiti the
anti-solar scientific airlock towards the path of the comet.
In effect what it's doing if the so - scientific airlock -

airlock wan at 6 o'clock, they'd be roiling the vehicle
counterclockwise to 3 o'clock in order to aim the vehicle to
the intended path of the cociet. We'll have acquisition in
30 seconds through Tananarive. We'll hold the line up for
this pass .

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive, 4 minutes.
CDR Houston, CDR . I stowed like that number

Charlie Juliet In the locker that I found Alfa November in,
at 6:15 Charlie ,

CC Thanks, Jer.
CC Bill, Houston .

PLT PLT here.
CC Okay, Bill. When Ed left the panel,

SO 5 5 was still in mechanical reference. So we suggest when
you get there, use mechanical reference in grating position
0102 for your Building block 33 Bravo. And then after thai,
go ahead and go to ref and - and optical reference and - and
after that you'll be at position 0162 on the grjt ' .g.

PLT Okay, thank you.
CC And we're going LOS here We'll see you

in Hawaii in 40 minutes,
PAO Skylab Cont - Skylab Control, Greenwich

nean time 20 hou rs 16 minutes with loss of signal through the
Tananarive tracking station. When the spacecraft Skylab comes
across the south Atlantic on ics next revolution, the m a n e u -

vev co orient tne vehicle towards the conet Kohoutek will be
made at Greenwich nean time 21 hours 45 minutes along ground
track 2 4 just before Skylab crosses the southeast coast cf
Africa. The first instrument to be used today i «} t he S201
the far ultraviolet elect ronog raphic camera which will record
images of the Lymau- alpha hydrogen and atomic oxygen emitted
by Koh - the Kohoutek comet or the (garble). Kohoutek 'a

watchers hope that the cameras imagery will provide an under-
standing of the growth and structure of the hydrogen halo as
it changes with distance from the Sun and of rates and distri-
bution of atomic oxygen production. The S201 camera is

an adaption of a Schmidt astrcnonic.il camera which is mounted
on the S019 stellar ult ravioier.t astronomy experiment ar'iculat
mirror system. The camera is also scheduled for use during
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the ChrUtias EVA by the crew of SkyUb IV. It will be mounted
In the scientific airlock today and the spacecraft will be
rotated in the counterclockw lee direction to orient the
anti-solar scientific airlock towards the comet Kohoutek.
The interest in comet Kohoutek began on March 7, 1973 while
a&tronomer Lou - Uubos Kohoutek was routinely looking forasteroids with the Hamburg Observatory's 31 inch Schmidt tele-scope. His finding astounded astronomers with a spectacular
discovery. H* was first to see the enormous comet that will
be the celestial extravagania of this century. Since its
discovery, Kohoutek has been - has reported being besieged
by telephone calls, letters, interviews - interview seeker*
und Is complained he has very little time for his family as*
a result. He plans to spend January watching his comet from
an observatory in Chile, where he hopus to have a better view
in the summer sky of the Southern Hemisphort

, to view the
comet. Kohoutek is 38 years old and an astionomer and lec-
turer at the Hamburg Observatory. He is Czech born and an
Czech citizen. N*xt acquisition In 32 minutes and 5 secondsthrough the Hawaii tracking station. At Greenwich mean time
20 hours 19 minuces, this is Skylab Control.

END OF 1 APE
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the crew was Instructed to not u*e OAC , that's data
acquisition camera tlln, 16 1 1 1 Imct e r f 1 1 n for support of
handheld photography for two reasons. One U that it's
felt that photography using the 16 nilUnetcr camera U
not v© - not of much value for Earth resources studies,
It has very poor resolution. And second ly , they also want
to make sure they don't waste film and use up more than
they're required. DAC film, of course, ia used for
identification purposes only on the S191, that's the
infrared Spectrometer. Infrared Spectrometer gathers
electronic data on heat sources and pollution sources and
at the sane tine while the vlewfinder tracking system is
used by one of the crew members there is data acquisition
camera, 16 millimeter film, recorded of the sites. But that
as I said, has very poor resolution and is primarily used for
identification and is not a scientific tool. We're an hour
and 25 minutes now from our next acquisition of signal, a
long period of LOS. We'll come and give you a tima for the
change of shift briefing as soon as i r. becomes available.
This is Skylab Control, it'a 34-1/2 minutes after the hour.

KNO OF TAPE
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PAOPA
? «,

lt '* 45 »*nutM and 19 »«condt Greenwichtan U.O. rilKhr Director Hilton Wind ler hit „ov Zli llL ,co«n oteU hi, handover here in MU.ion Control
"™

h"he l b, available In about 20 minute f «, Tcha «, o 1 "hi f

t

briefing in the building 1 briefing room. Ti„ IJ ' r * U n llwfor that U 4:05. Five minute* aftfr 4 o'clock L , ^II-. for the change of shift briefly vUh/Jtuo 'SI , r
",d '' rU

V! if ? , r " ?
S"y8*°n available at th»t briefln,. T h «U SkyUb Control it's now 45 minute* 41 second* after thehour ,

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours, 59 »i»utee.
and 25 seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now just east of
Chile about to be acquired through the Vanguard t racking ship

.

Pass beginning in 50 seconds through Vanguard, expected to
last In the neighborhood of about 10 minutes. Present time
handover has taken place li. Mission Control, the Flight Director
on duty now is Phil Shaffer, and tha Spacecraft Co»-»uni cator
1st Astronaut Dr. Will - Bill Thornton. We're live now for
a t r -t o-ground through Vanguard.

CC Skylab Houston, AOS Vanguard for 10 mi rimes .

SPT Right Bill.
CC SPT, Houston,
SPT Go ahead.
CC This is apropos (garble) on the ATM schedule

pad at 22 minutes remaining after 23:54 GMT . It's a reminder
that a mechanical reference may be required.

SPT Okay , lie copied it .

C?K Houston CDR.
CC Go CDR

.

CDR We had trouble with the 82A doors again
at (garble) last pass. We went through the door notor logic,
and Inhibited and re-enabled and the door closed.

CC We copy that CDR.
CC Skylab, Houston.
CDR Go ahead.
CC For your information we're going to run

an S052 mode standard.
CDR Roger.
CC That is we're going to command it from

the ground.
CDR Understand.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Co SPT.
SPT Hello Bill, got a couple of things for you.

One is in putting the S063 AMF adapter out of the AMF. 1

found it, the AMF adapter taped onto the wall and one of the
screws was missing out of it, there is a total of 8. I do
have the piece which fits with the screw, which holds the - helps
hold down the S06 3 onto the adapter. So right now we 're
working with 7 rather than 8 of these tie downs. And we've
taken the one out of the - we got 4 of them in the corner -

in the 4 corners, and 3 of them are (garble) in between
spaces. We've looked for a screw about this size and can't
find it, it looks as though it's larger tnan one quarter and that
as hitfh as our stockpile goes.

CC We copy that Ed

.
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.?
PT Anduacondly, what ve did with the door

motors and the flag to Earth talkback went barber pole.
l' L And we copy that .

cc SPT Houston.
?l

l
T Go ahead Bill, he's llBtaning.

'co.nlir- f K.
° kay

,:

We
" eed th<i 82A d00 »* closed to

; n : irU:v:*
nc * thac you >•"•»•«». - a 0 lh„

b.fo"\„„ completed^u^sent^ce^
h ' lf

"> A™
cc J!

al
,'V

yOU ^ e
"ettin « f*»i «rf the mark.

1 .(1 u .„ w
Sk y lat>. w«'H be- AOS, correction 1.0 S In

,

1

L

e h
\
ve ^ u « Ascension at 2313 and "herl.l will have his phone call at Guam at 2358.

CI)R Roger, Bill.

anA lj°
, ,

Sk /lab Control at 23 hours, ll minuterand 27 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

,
takn

; t ;
hl P Vanguard. We're about 2 minutes and 15 seconds

n

l IlD
;

dt Ascension where we'll have a 10 minute passDuring this last pass, could see here at Mission Control thatthe bicycle egometer is in use. Presumably, that's CoLandCera d Carr wording at his physical training period for the^vening. He had about an hour set aside fof P h y s i c a [ r i n i n

g

Science Pilot has completed his own exercise period for theevening. Still left scheduled for later in the even ill a

rL „ ? \r obs^ vati <>"- At the present time the fare oftne Sun looks much quieter than it has for many days. Eighty -seven arge active region that had given a number of fi e

'

over he last several weeks has now passed from view, ar „

on Mvllb Th*
* n

t
U n ° lon8Cr Vlsibl£

' 10 the ^serve s

? ! J
Thefe ar ° howu ver some prominences and fi Iannisvisible, but they are very small and very little in th, wayof active region or Sun spots at the present time. We're now

S^cV ? T P aC^ lsiti «" °* signal at Ascension. TheSpacecraft Communicator is Bill Thornton and wo • 1 1 leave theline up live fur air-to-ground through the tracking antenna

END OK TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Ascension 10
ainu tes .

CC CDR
, Houston .

SPT He's listening, go ahead.
cc The logic behind the ground signal to

close the 82A door was as f o 1 iowe rs . The logic - the
indicator logic becomes confused when you go through the
notor inhibit and able sequence and you may get a
erroneous indication, as a natter of fact that's what
happ * n^: n

So
'
we commanded it into a known position, which

SPT Okay.

f
PT

,

Bill, are you saying all we should have done
at the conclusion of that was to go to door CLOSED?

cc That is I t'f irmative and further
information, the door did not CLOSE when we commanded it
and we're continuing to t roubleshoot at this time.

ful^OPEN?
0><ay, did it partially CLOSE or in it

CC Ea<
• it appears to be near full OPEN.

SPT Thank you.
C
t

C Skylab, Houston. Fur your information
the door is CLOSED. The transit time appeared to be normal
and op9 are now normal.

'

SPT Roge r
, copy Bill.

CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead Bill.
cc Ed, during building block 32 we want

you to look for solar activity and S052. We saw surae in
active region 87.

PLT Roger, he copied that Bill.
SPT Bill, would they like me to take a

quick run up there now and get that TV powered up and see
how it looks?

Cc Negative Ed. Do it - do it during your
next ATM pass

.

SPT Okay , thank you

.

CC Skylab, we're 1 minute from LOS, we
will have you again at Guam at 23:58. We will be dumping
the tape recorder at that time.

CC Skylab, f:>r your information the strew
on S063 was lost during Skylab-lII, so there's not much
point in any searching for it.

PLT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control at 23 hours 25 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now crossing
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.

, „
Skylab Control at 23 hour* 58 - 7 minutesand 20 *econd. Greenwich mean tl „. We're now 55 seconds fromacquisition of atgnai at the Guam tracking antenna. The pas*through ouam should last about 9 minute, and we're live forair-to-ground th«re.

?J
Skylab, Houston, AOS for 9 minutes.

^ n
Skylab, Houston, AOS 8 minutes.

';
DR Hello, Houston.

cc CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead.
CC We have a meeeage for you on the cryovent valve Installation if you've got a moment,
^ R Okay, go ahead.

r . 1*?, . . °i»y»
on *tall, the quick disconnect of

iiw! % !! /'"f .
in8 ° r <* arble >« Interconnect cyro ventvalve and hatch quick disconnect with the high pressurevent hose CAUTION: attach elbow end to cryo vent valve.This procedure is necessary because the PP02 is increasing

or it * - and is at the upper limits. The CFM cryo tanks

11a ?i?
0r

?|
02 l

u
t0 the aCBOS Phere than is needed for makeup.And this will allow the excess 02 to dump overboard throughthe command » uU side hatch. This i s alao the completion

of 19 on page 2-10 of the SWS systems checklist.
0ka y. BUI, I copy. Thank you.

CC Skylab, we'll be LOS in 30 seconds. We'llhave you again at 00:36.
CDR Roger, Houston.
PA0

,
Skylab Control at 0 hours 8 minutes and

38 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now outof range of the tracking antenna on Guam and passing over along area of the South Pacific in which we have no trackingantenna. 28 minutes and 45 seconds from our next acquisitionof signal. That will be at the Vanguard tracking ship off
the coast of South America. Skylab crew should have com-pleted now their photography of the comet using the S201camera, that's the far ultraviolet e 1 ec t r ono g r a ph i c camerathat they carried up in the command module at the beginning
oi this mission. Second use of the S201 had been used on aprevious occasion several days ago, and later in the even-ing they will be taking photographs with the S063 ultravioletalrgrow - airglow Instrument. This Is basically, of course
a set of Nikon cameras with Special filters and apparatus

'

for photographing the airflow but it's bein, converted to photo-graphy ot the comet. The brightest cornet of the century hasbeen so tar much dimmer than original estimates predicted and itcontinues to lag in brightness as .t approaches its closestencounter with the Sun. Dr. Thornton Paige, the principal
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investigator on SkyUb'« S2QI comet camera put th« luminosityof the comet at 4.5 ..gnituda with a clear duct t4l! atleast 3 .illlon .lie. t n Ungth and a g. a taU that U dU-
Sky. The comet Is presently about 120 qililon alln fm.Earth and i* 75 million nill 9 fro. the Sun! ?c'l ah

.;?
< h * 8un

-
« h

;
c °«et Koh OU «.k win om y l h l U t 4Jmillion niles (row the Sun** surface. Pilot wiin,. ,

operator for todays 201 far ul t r a^oleJ e c no^! K'
-

*
*

• l.c tronieogaf - graphic ca.era experiment. This L.eracombines an electronic inking device with a film pack to

mo to 1600 angstrom.. This band width - the** band widthahouid reveal light emi t ed by hydro*,n and oxygen a . Sy^cording l« B .. i n these spectra, the growth and struc Uro the hydrogen halo of the comet and the ato.tc o L f , ionof the coma can be measured and correlated. SjSroJJSin the band called Lyan«ai P ha tor 1216 angstrom. vL '
'

dUcovered by rocket borne spectrographs. §201 datl wialso enable scientists to determine the amount of watercontained as ice In the comet's head. For today's S201 ex-periment
, 24 photograph, wiU be made. The fid ^ese

,t ^ - ^andard series of photo K ra P hs of the comet! Thetwelfth photograph will require a 5 minute exposure o the

InVr'LVJ't*'
1

\

tS a""'* nt "-no... The nlTl eteven Jra.e.
itll ItViJ" ultravlole

< ^formation from the coma cluster
la ion li*J t

~ 3 den8C area ° f 6Cars sev ' r *' hundredmillion - - light years iron cur solar system. The tven t v-f our.

h

dlVrV I
^ a

,

10 " 8 5 BlnUCe *"P««» of the coma clu^erComa c uster galaxy is not visible to the Earth bound o

the 100 ton orbiting workshop will i,, ^
vtiaeni

-
t*tir mis evening

attitude for S -
™rk*hop will be maneuvered into the proper

i:nu of tape
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PA0 Principal Investigator for the S201 experiment
is expecting to gather Information on inter ga lac t Ic
liydroijon through t his expo r 1 men t . l.a t e r this evening the
100 ton orbiting workshop will be maneuvered into the
proper attitude for S063, ultraviolet alrglow horizon
photography. That's of course using that experiment for
conet data. The experiment will also record photographic
imaged of the conet again in the ultraviolet wavelengths.
Thii imaging uses a modified Nikon 35 millimeter einera
that'« equiped with a S5 millimeter ultraviolet lent. The
S063 camera will take 5 frames at varlng exposure* tines
from 5 seconds to a minute and a half. Two of these
exposures will be through a 3100 angstrom filter, and twoore will be through a 47QO angstrom filter, that of course
being * deep blue colored filter. One exposure will be
aade through a 3361 angstrom filter. By correlating the
images taken through the 3100 angstrom filter ground bound
scientists will be able to determine the ratios of free
hydrogen and hydroxal which combines oxygen and hydrogen
atoms. This will provide clues to changes in the comets
coma and tail. If you are an early riser we have accurate
coordinates for the comet's spacial location for tomorrow
morning. It's declination will be ?2.2 degrees and right
ascension will be 212.8 degrees. The comet is located
between the constellations Corvus and Libra just below
Virgo in the morning sky. Ir rises about 2 hours and 45
minutes before the Sun the east southeast. Although the
comet and it's multimlllion mile tail of dust and gas is
still one of the faintest objects in the sky, it can be
seen as a fuzzy blotch during the predawn hours. After
December 11th rhe bright moon will interfere with morning
viewing, while the morning light will make viewing more
difficult in the weeks just before the comet passes the
Sun on December 28. After December 28 the comet will be at
its brightest and will move to an evening viewing
time rather than early morning. With i

t
* a location sliding

to the southwest. Prime time for observing the comet should
be early January after solar radiation has excited the
comet's material and increased it's brightness by a 100
times or more. The original predictions made last Spring
suggested that peak brightness might reach minus 6 to minus
10 magnitude. But scientists revised these early in the Kail
after additional information was gathered on the comet.
Using two previous comets as examples the predictions were
scaled to follow one of two paths, with a maximum brightness
of from minus 4 to minus 6 magnitude. That's about 100 tines
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dimn.er Chan the previous n.aximura which was nearly as

bright as the full moon. Even the revised maximum from

minus 4 from minus 6 magnitude would have made the comet

100 times as bright Haley's Comet, which last appeared durii

first decade of the 20th Century. Now with magnitude
measurements staying below the lower estimates, which were

made from Comet (garble) in 1957, scientist are hard put to

predict what will happen as the comet travels another
60 million miles closer to the Sun. And they remind us

the comets are after all a groat mystery. This is Skyiab

Control, it's now 15 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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,«
PA° - !

. „
^.y lab Control at 0 hours, 36 minutes, and

38 seconds Greenwich mean time. Now 55 seconds before ac-quisition of signal through the tracking ship Vanguard. Passthrough Vanguard should last approximately 10 to 11 minutesWe'll have the ine live now for air-to-ground. Bill L nis tne spacecraft communicator.
" ' Skylab, Houston, AOS for 11 minutes.LUK Thanks

, Bill.
SPT Houston, SPT.
cc Co, SPT .

ar r t
?T Say

'
Blli

»
when 1 came up here, I did lookat the corona to see if I could see any evidence . And com-paring with the picture this morning, I coulo not see any signi-ficant change or any sign of a transient.

C(
' We copy that , Ed .

-

SPT Even a11 ~ oiost of the relatively faintfeatures still remain pretty much unchanged.
CC Copy.
CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead .

CC
,

Could you relay a message to the PIT

the VTR> You have 5 minutes of time on 1

t

^ T
° ka ?- BU1

'
1,11 write ^at in iiere.

,

Skylab, 1 minute to LOS. We will haveyou at Ascension at 00:54. e

Aft
* A°

t u , A

Sk ' Ub Control at 48 minutes - 49 minutesafter the hour At the present time, we're out of range

II till r I* ?
v«8»«rd and about 5-1/2 minutes from acqui-sition a Ascension where we'll begin an overlapping passthrough Ascension, Canary Islands, and Madrid. During thislast pass, Science Pilot Ed Gibson, who's now at the ATMconsole and has now completed his run there as the SD8cestat on goes bac. to the nightside of its orbit, said thathe didn't have any luck seeing signs of a transient; that I,to say, a transient event - short lived event lr, «ct i - as a

"'IH °\
3n
A

act
J

ve re *lon «7 surge that occurred behind thenghthand edge of the Sun. That active region surge was !
P
"

f'thc'r" w.
1
'
80me 9

°u
t 0f actlvit V the upper atmosphere,if there was .iny such it was nor «<«<ki„ .v.-

,

-«ny such it was not visible on the whitelight coronagrapn, at least to the science pilot. Does howeverof course, produce photography and it may be possible to
n° W ° Ver

'

identify some transients in the photography. Wasperiod of time, however, between the surge and th
an extended

Skylab space station came back in view of the active area.

till\ JlV\ <

X€
?
P 11VC n ° W f0r the next 5 *i^te8 beforethis pas, begins at Ascension. The Ascension t K f„„.
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Canary Islands and Madrid as well will last approximately
,, 15 minutes. The line will stay live now for the next

; ' 20 minutes. ' . ,
.

- .t. ..,<..,,,,

END OF TAPE
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Cc Skylab, Houston AOS for 14 minutes Wehave about a 1 minute keyhole at Canary .

Cc Skylab, Houston AOS for 14 minutes '

Ascension. We'll have a 1 minute keyhole at Canary.
'

cc Skylab, Houston AOS for 13 minutes atAscension. We'll have a 1 minute keyhole at Canary.
,

CC
, rt

Skylab, we'll have a 1 minute keyhole inabout 30 seconds.
SPT (Garble) Skylab.
C(: Go ahead Skylab .

T ,, u J ,

B111
>

I,d llk * to talk a little bit aboutTV1W, the scheduling on It.
cc Go ahead Ed we're listening.

T

Okay, in looking through my details I seethat at 1723 I was supposed to prep 117 and then run
the AIM at 1730, that's 7 minutes. It turns out that we nevergot that thing put together. It was up in the MBA I had tomove it down to the OWS , the parts are over there in thecorner with lots of gray tape wrapped around them. And it'sgoing to take a little more time and gray tape to get Itall put together. I now see that I've got some ops which
I was supposed to be going through before the thing wasever put together. End result being that it appears
unlikely we're going to get the ops in today. I'm goin*
to work a little bit on them tonight to see how nuch ofthat thing I can get assembled, but it's a - I don't thinkthere was adaquate time put in here today for that 7minutes won't quite do it.

'

CC
, t

We c °Py that Ed. And it's about 50seconds here to LOS. We'll have you again at Guam at
1:35, and we'll have the Evening Status Report then, we'll

for°the CDR
Pin8 ^ rec0rder

-
And we hav * * »essage

CDR Go ahead Bill .

u ,S
C

,

Message 2136, VI is in the teleprinter.Would you take a look at It this evening since we now
plan to ask you to look for this phenomenon tomorrow duringof prior to M09 7 prep. Correction that's M092 pveps .

CDR Okay, say again the message number.
CC 2136.
CDR Okay

,
copy .

PA0
^ Skylab Control at 1 hour 11 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is nowmoving out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid.
\e re about 25 «inute« from our next acquisition of signal
that will be at Guam. During this last pass Science Pilot
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Ed Gibson was talking about the Ml - the TV117 which is a

-charge particle mobility demonstration - science demonstration
that was originally scheduled for several days ago but .it

that time they had difficulty locating the equipment, .ind

when they did locate it there wasn't sufficient .time to

complete the experiment. He said he'd put It aside for t no

time being and now it turns out that there are certain steps
he had not followed in performing the experiment and he'll
have to go back and look at them again. He said that he
didn't expect he'll be able to get that done today, there
are or ly about 7 minutes set aside in the flight plan for it.

That will be postponed probably then for completion at a

later time. Science Pilot had a little trouble sleeping
last night. He indicated earlier in transcripts that have
been made up here in Mission Control he woke up in the night
and stayed wake for about i*b minutes. So he probably is

feeling - he was feeling a little tired this morning, he
indicated as a by product of the M133 experiment. He every
morning must record after using the sleep monitoring
equipment must record his experience of sleep, how much of
it was heavy, how much of it was liyht, and that Indication
was that last night he did have about 4 "> Minutes when he w,u<

awake, and has a result was a little bit tired this
this morning when he got up. At the present time, planning
is going on for tomorrow's flight plan. It includes
extensive ATM activities including a calibration rocket
launch. The launch window for that calibration rocket
to gather calibration data for use on - in calibrating
the ATM instruments. Approximate time is from 19:00 to 19:30,
that's t ne launch window for the cal roc. Also for tomorrow
there scheduled a run of the M09 2 M171 for Commander
Carr. He'll be the third of the crew members in the last
3 days. Science Pilot completing that run today. Also 6-1/2
hours of ATM activity all together tomorrow, and extensive
operations of S183. They'll be a - S183 will be operated
3 seperate times during the day and in its traditional use and
then it will also be used once on the Comet Kohoutek in the
evening tomorrow. 22 minutes from our next acquisition of

signal this Skylab Control at 13-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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, J,
A0 Skylab Control at 1 hour, 34 minutesand 34 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now lust about

7-1/2 minutes will begin about 50 seconds from now. The

i:""n
,

p

,

hu%T.
,

f;:"
r 19 BiU Thornt ° n ' and fii8ht "'•«•'

CC - Skylab, Houston AOS for 7 minutes. We'llbe dumping the tap, recorder here at Guam and we're standi*by for evening status. ' 8

7 n , , ,\ Okay, Kill here it comes. Sleep: CDR,7.0, 6.0 hard, 1.0 light; SPT, 7.7, 6.0 he avy , 1 . 7 1 i gh t PIT

PLt' 600
a

u
Vy 1/2 ll8ht

-
Vo 1 une : CDR, 14^0; SPT? 19 50 ;

'

PLT, 2600. Water gun: CDR, 7055; SPT, 2099; PLT 8303

ill' \k «'
; QL 2 38

- °kay "
excise: CDR

,
Method Alfa,leg 30 ojnutes, 4800. Method Bravo, Alfa, Delta, Echo, andFoxtrot, 10, 20 each. Method Charlie, Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot06, 15 repetitions each. Method Echo, Alfa, Bravo, 03 10repetitions each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10, N/A, toe rise 01100 repartitions. SPT, Method Alfa, leg, 40, 7 33 . MethodBravo Foxtrot, 10 40 r.p.rtitions. Method Foxtrot, i„

2harUe' B ra vo^
'

rh i
<

*
n f^* Alf *« ^<«• • 30, 5,000. Mfi

'

Charlie, Bravo
,
Cha r 1 ie , Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf, and Hotel

oe M.«
Pe

;S ^ ?n
th ° d F0xtr0t

«
v * lk

- 10 »in U ea, N/I
'

,

8e!
!

(

30 seconds 50. Medication: none for anyone.Clothing discarded today: CDR , one pair of shorts 1 T-shirtFood log: CDR
, 15.0 salt, zero deviation, it- ro ydr Itwater deviation; SPT. 4.0 salt, no water devi*

'

no itoideviation, plus 24.0 water deviation; PLT, 2.0 salt nl fn „Adeviation no water deviation. The Photo Log on. 0-"omagazine for E REP 11, Supply Charlie Lima 10, 79 N/AM09 2/1 71 ( 1 5 1) Charlie India 71, 62, Ch a r 1 i e 1 1, 1 a 82 Nikon

Scho 5; -1 XI
20

\

19> 02 BraV ° X" ray> "".ctlon Bravotcho 08 *3. Nikon 3, Charlie India 110 no change, Char -
Nikon 04, empty. Nikon 05, Bravo Hotel 04, 19. 70-millimeterCharlie X-ray 4 7 , 056. ETC is Charlie Tango 1 099 FREP Ltkilo 9 809 , 1945, 9532 extended, 8900, 06 7l! 9 5 76. Drawer

"

configuration: Alfa 1, 07, no change; Alfa 2, 05, no change;

tJJf. « ,

.

nV£? n8ft; Mfa *' ° 3
'
Charlle lndl « 71

» Charlie
lltlL \.

ACk ° 2
'

n ° chanR *s

'
P11 « ht Plan ^vi«« ions: none,

SJa^.Ifi " accomplishments: none. Inoperable equipment and

PLT repaired and reloaded with the same cassette and it CB9to be 0K ay now. Next item is we have repared the m,rk 1exericscr. We replace the return spring and it is now workinvproperly. Unscheduled Storage: none. Shaft the end cVVhl
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CD » Co ahead.

d.t.r"„.tion on th.'.IrJroon" '.b l';", M "
J

1" """ n,!

ings

v
l 11 get you an answer back on ihn

the paper is properly inserted, that is the waxy sill \,normally exposed, the waxy side. AJ so ve ri fl !Lis white and not yellowish, y el low c d p \l 0 lulJT*
it had been exposed to excessive humidity.

PLT It's in work.

out binoculars
At>K

'
l ° Se ° the < orae

^ V* vlih

howevpr
T

t i.
ILT

'
1 S, ' W U 2 dnys Las t nighthowever I could not see lt , but , think th

wL
w " 9

,

8U
,:

rlght on the **** <>< «»-o so ur

u

was only visible for a few minutes and I van |, „ kl , >,,exposures. But 2 days ago 1 could see it
*

unaideT
™ 8 1S lhv CI,R

-
' " thl, morning

r
«.JS... addition^ :x^ti^:t a^rx'Si o

Qr

END OF TAPE
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'6 -second Gr e e nw i ch an^ t Si' '
0

J h !
'
, I JT' " " lnul "'

now crossing east „ Sf*V. Sk y lab space station,

r«"»« ~r 0r G^ a

G

nT: b
a
o Ut

i

% 0

ou
b

t

e

°

a

f

c--:/[ n -r

During this last pa v Mad the It*
3 » lnu <«.

Commander Carr giJlnl thl dir! •

St3tUS rCp ° rt -

^y. All three
8
c r ;:

8
a e

d °" S^ ^ at *«"t on during the
sleep with the science pi L f^r"^ ° f

more sleep than the othlr *
-leading the pack, getting

last night despi e% h

°

e

th

n

r

t ^ u^nn
111^ 6 "- g0t 7 7 ho- s

earlier. All three "r.v k
P " that Was indicated

Program xJe sc^ce" ^1™* ^ exerci..program. The scipnrp , . ,
i-uexr exercise

Mgurc he's aeTl ^ eJ ou
"

J ^ h1 ' -tt-ninutes again, n
the bicycle with thl 1*1 \ V three of tnera us *d
half hour P and the'L

"° Crew
,

cienbe " using it for
on the bicyc'l" c ^ rUnning *° ninutes
and the t

, eada.U 1 ) XC U i le If ' " \8in8 the bic y cl<?

the *ark 1 and n,ark , c il'es
" f^ 01 b«" """n* much use „,

special, an exercise i s1 !
" C

\lled ' Hordlnnky

? r S«V—
cryo vent valve. Earli P r k 2

V ln
^
tended ^ install the

th- that the tota^nY f^xv eT i^bfc^ lnf ° r" d

out of the command module cryo ameV tM <
' C ° ffilns

would normally be used in the f ue i 1
^ J*

°* y * en that
oxygen was being vented inside th» I '

ex " excess

fool con.rol .«a,„ ( " i"'' \ "f
r02 °- •» ' *"*

"•'"^••
t

««*u«'°Th\i-
,

»0

n

b«"*:L«?^'L --"-r-r
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go beyond the desired. There are outer Units set < or , , , ,

SPT ^ylib
' !'?

uston
'
A0S f<" 2-1/2 „i„ u t es .

n.ht co,c.„a graph J Z; ; „£
tt

^rL'"S,r ab
the

"i"
0

i?^L;:•:s ;F;s:•~Y:
:«•?':•'-^:H^L;^^:":b

We c °Py Ed- And we concur withwhat you' re doing
SPT
CDR

status report
CC
CDR

Ok ay

.

Bill,

Go

correction on the evening

ad .

th-t HHin t u . , v
0kay

-
on lh «> SPT's detail 2355.th.t HH117 that ho has not done, so that would be aS ' T That's TV 117. Bill.

• , .

yes
* listen, we're going to ceinformation up on that later.

any scncdult'd for me.
We'll take care of it tomorrow's Flight

that was
devi nt ion

.

you some
SPT

but n one's been
CC

Plan.
SPT

in the MHO this evening
We copy that

Okay, I'll be working the food overage

SPT
look a

t

about minute

wh i !t

SPT

hnv.' any time left over, I'll takemake a few more steps into the TV 117.
We copy that. And we're going LOS in
ll^ha^c yovi .jgain at Vanguard at 02:16.

Any questions that we can be workinj? onre over the hill? *

W nnLn » , , ,

SPT
'

littlc ^minder that you have aW update scheduled. And i < you R «. t the opportunity tofollow «p the DAC 04 and the teleprinter questions
'

Ust question to me^'f

'

i

-'!
1

!

1

\
C ° Uld y ° U JU8t T^^ 1

i asi quest tun to me? I didn't heir you.

N« Z ^date scheduled!'
W" * th" h * V * -
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w'u „„ :i,
l

";i: t
":.

r
.

th

r.°L"i!
v* reel ° n 87

' but
cc We concur,

it w.^hre.ded Prop^ / ^t 'was ^ ^ lel «P^««

30 seconds Creenwlch^^ti^r'^'sivl;:;'' " BinUtC "' ^
now no,,, of New Zealand „.'." ^^oV? ^n"^Yf '^
HVll aA r

TGek
'

A 'JStralia racking station" A lit tie less

ute pass It th l

V«8"ard where we'll have about a 6 mln-
u ^ tJiinS to''?

en<1
°

f that
'
Satellit ^ Pilot. Bill

tefeprinte \L f
8 rC'

P ° rt ° n his fi "dings on the

**'t a clarification on that on the nr»*t n».. *
probably

tifS™^i™° \" '"-""'"l 'ha! th,y c.,n re.d . I.e

'

,h„"r ,
'eleP'Int.r Is usable cvan u„> - e,„

..i«..
A
ir!; r

-j
h
".";:

u

b

r:'^/r: .-^.rc-i^r -
END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 2 hours 15 minutes
and 33 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the tracking ship Vanguard.
Pas3 through Vanguard should last between 6 and 8 minutes,
and we'll bring the line up live now for air to ground
through that station.

cc Skylab, Houston. AOS the Van^mrd 6
minutes

.

SPT Hello Bill .

cc Ecl
.

do you have a moment free time here?
SPT Go ahead .

cc Could you get us the frames remaining
on the ATM?

SPT Coming up. H-Alpha 12962, 56 04591, 82A
00147, 82B 01401 , 52 05499, and 54 04378.

cc Thank you Ed, and if you have another
minute, i can read up some changes to straighten out this
TV117 for tomorrow.

CDR Okay, Bill go ahead. And also are there
any updates or anything on the S063 maneuver pad? We're
getting ready to get going on that.

cc Negative. We're go on the S063 maneuver
»iown here.

CDR Okay, we're going to go ahead and punch
it up .

cc w e copy. And Ed, on your detail flight
plan for tomorrow, today we weren't aware that the TV117 had
been moved so hence the 7 minute prep time. Tomorrow
it occures during a 25 minute unscheduled housekeeping
period, so you should be okay. On the flight plan we want
you to change 1750 to 1735 and TV117 ops 2 to ops 1 setup, on
the two 100 TV117 again we want you to change opa 2 to ops 1.
Also for the SPT flight plan we want you to leave the samples
in the chiller until the setup has been made. And finally at
2229 do not use ergometer during 5183 ops, that's S183 ops.

SPT okfl y Bill, 1 got that. Eiaer.tialiy what
it amounts to is that every free moment 1 get tomorrow I juat

ifull board trying to get 17T put together and operating.
cc That's about it I'm afraid Ed.
PLT Houston, Skylab, PLT

.

CC Go PLT.
PLT Roger. About DAC 4, understood there

waa a query about DAC 4, I juat checked it out with tie
repair transporter on which we had the difficulty and they're
both working nominally.

CC We copy ;hat.
PLT And like when I took transporter 7 apart

I found a piece of film Jammed up in the - the guide and 1
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removed that and looks like it's okay.

PVer
"
hhp on r> /?

d W
?

COpy a « ain - And Bill, we got

pinK or not
,

that s pink around the edges.
Negative on the pink.

, . '

AU right. And we're 30 minutes - inseconds here fro* LOS, we'll have you again at Canary at

*l
T D ° es the maneuver look okay Bill'

That 's affirmative.

CC copy'
We ' rC 8 ° ing ln 3bOUt 30 seCo ^s.

12 *I™ a r t t
kylah Control at 2 hours 23 minutos and32 seconds Greenwich mean time Th, <-wi-w

3 and

that tomorrow. Also th P T*l*.,l™ , t
° r workln 8

«... ,=.».«.* -u;
o
.iJ

,

..%'r;::i.ij:,: °i B
".'

t

r

;i!:j.-junaervay a„d .ppear.i to be , ^ "
If,

"
control g .. l8 expected to be u« , „

desatur.tlon ,„d «H related thln.i That'^o, *" i"1«. than 1/3 Of the u9 e yeaterda "nd b „ WiS'm'LS'I:

progran. «,',. „„„ . h „„, S. I
omentum nanagenent

U SkyUb CoJroJ " "" n,,t<" a ' ler »"""

KSU OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours 34 minutes and
39 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
now over the north Atlantic is about 55 seconds from acqui-
sition of signal through Canary Island. The pass through
Canary Island and Madrid an overlapping pass should last
approximately 14 minutes. Presently at Mission Control our
flight team is completing the pads for tomorrow's activities.
Included in one of the pads the solar activity pad to be sent
up to the crew is this comment. The next few days will be very
quiet with spotless disc and a very few subflares from active region
95. This quiet period courtest of the author of textbook
with similar title, The Quiet Sun , is a book written by
Ed Gibson as a prepare - preparatory textfor the astro-
nauts going aboard Skylab. We're now very near acquisition
of signal at Canary Island. We'll bring the line up live
for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Canary for 13 min-
utes.

CDR Roger, Houston. We've got about 8 min-
utes to go in the maneuver and it's looking good.

CC It locks good from here. SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Bill.
CC Ed, could you verify for us that the

teleprinter switch is in command?
SPT That's verified, Bill.
CC Thank you , sir.
CC SPT , Houston

.

CDR This 19 the CDR, go ahead.
CC Jerry, could we get someone to make a

couple of checks on the teleprinter. We're unable to command
it at the moment ?

CDR Okay, I'm right next to it. What do you
need ?

CC Okay, we want you to check the teleprinter
circuit breaker on panel 200, verify that it is In. If It is

in, check all the removable plugs on the rear to be sure that
they are in.

CDR Okay, it did work.
CDR Houston, CDR. I chc -.ked the plugs and

they're good and I cycled the switch to ON and back to
COMMAND.

CC And was the panel 200 circuit breaker in?
CDR That's affirmative.
CC Thank you.
CC CDR, we'd like for you to cycle the t e 1 ep r f ;. t .t

switch to ON and hold it there so that we can observe on telemetry.
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Thank you .

We ' 1 1 have you

CDR Wilco.
CC Now, take it back to COMMAND.
CDR Okay, it's in COMMAND.
CC We now have command of it.

We're going over the hill in about a minute,
again at Carnarvon at 03:18.

' CDR Roge r .

p A0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 50 minutes and
15 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now a little over half
an hour from our next acquisition of signal. During this
last pass, Commander Gerald Carr giving some assistance to
the ground. We had problems getting the teleprinter to obey
our commands and after cycling the switch a couple of times,
he succeeded in clearing up whatever the problem was and (garble)
commanded to the teleprinter that it turn on and accept a
message of - was properly executed from Mission Control.
The Kohoutek maneuver now nearly through its complete stage
and will be virtually completed by the time we get acquisition
of signal again. Seems to have worked very well, no use of
TACS gas so far and we also expect that we'll get about five
frames of photography with the S063 camera, that's that camera
which is a Nikon 35 -mi 1 1 irae te r single lens reflex earners that's
been modified for use as part of the S063. We'll take five
frames at exposure times ranging from 5 seconds to a minute
and a hah'. Two of the exposures will be through a near
ultraviolet filter, another one through a different wave
length of ultra - near ultraviolet and also one deep blue
filter visible white light photograph. S063 is the ultra-
violet airglow horizon photography experiment and that
French experiment is now being converted to use in studying
the comet Kohoutek. The crew indicated earlier in the even-
ing that two of the members of the crew, Gerald Carr and
William Poeue have both seen the comet. Commander Carr
indicating that he saw it earlier in the day. We're now
about 31 minutes from our next acquisition of signal. That -

the upcoming pass will be through Carnarvon, and immediately
after that, we'll have the medical - that's a correction.
The upcoming pass is a private medical conference. The
Carnarvon pass is toolow elevation to be acquired and so our
next acquisition will be a private medical conference at
Honeysuckle 30 minutes away. Immediately following that,
our next pass is the Bermuda pass, that's an hour and 15*ain-
utes from now. So, we wouldn't expect to have any live air-
to-ground for the next hour and 15 minutes. This is Skylab
Control at 52 minutes and 37 seconds after the hour.

Y. N D OF TAPF
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PAO Skylab Control at A hours, 5 minutes,
and 49 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station"
is now just on the coast of South America and the Caribbean
Sea, and about to be acquired through the Bermuda tracking
antenna. The pass through Bermuda should last about 7 minutes
and 50 seconds. Spacecraft communicator is William Thornton,
and we expect that this or Madrid may be the final pass of

the evening.
CC Skylab, Houston AOS for 7 minutes.
CDR Roger , Bill.
CC And we have fw o last items here for you

if we can get out of the way. The first one is for the PLT

,

and no further water sampling, that is iodine sampling, is

required at this time.
CDR Roger, he copied. You mean you want to

knock off the sampling the of the water tank 6 tomorrow?
CC Negative, this was in reference to the

wardroom water that was sampled some time ago, on day 19.

There was some question of doing two samples like the one
sample that he did. The one sample is adequate.

PLT Okay, I got a question for you, Bill.
CC Go ahead.
PLT Rog. We just completed the S063 and

the pad called for a stow configuration 1, which called
for removal of the AMS from the minus 2 SAL. The AMS requires
the S183 for tomorrow, and Si83 detail indicates a prep, too
which indicates the AMS is installed. So, what it seems to be
inconsistant or I misinterpreted something. Would you clarify
that; am I supposed to leave the AMS in the minus 2 SAL
tonightornot?

CC Stand by 1

.

CDR Okay, Bill while we are standing by fire

your other questions.
CC That's affirm, these are changes to the

detail pad for the CDR and the PLT. And this vas changed
since you managed to get the mark 1 fixed today, and we're
rearranging the pad slightly as follows. For the CDR, perform
S183 ops that was scheduled for the PLT at 19:10. We want
these ops performed at this time, at 19:10. And update your
detail pad to reflect this. Also perform eating, checklist
update, ERKP transfer, and housekeeping around this S183 ops
between 18:*9 and 22:39. That is the only time critical thing
in this period is the S183 ops. Now for the PLT detail pad,
at 19:10 change S183 ops to S190 checkout.

PLT This is the PLT, copy.
CDR Okay , the CDR go t that.
CC Okay .
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CDR Are you going to send up new pads
*. omorrow morning? *

CC If you would like to have them we will

send them up.
CDR No I think we can handle it the way it

is. I was just wondering if you were planning on sending

them.
CDR Let's keep as much wear and tear off

the teleprinter as we can. We'll manage these.

CC Okay .

CC PL T , Houston

.

PLT Let's go Bill.
CC Following S063, that should have been

a s t o v 3 .

PLT Stow 3, thank you very much.

CC And it's 1 minute to LOS, so we'll say

good night here and thank you very much.
CDR Good night Bill.
CC Good night and hey, we sure appreciate

all that data and stuff that's been coming back on lot of

the i terns

.

CDR Roger, and be advised Thornton's revenge

is taking its toll. It's really getting to the calves.

CC That's the way it was meant to. How's
it wearing?

CDR I'm not sure that teflon's going to make

it. It gets pretty hot and it's beginning to show some lines

in the middle through it. It will be interesting to see if

it makes the whole 85 days.
CC Your a bunch of real athletes I guess

is the problem.
CDR I can hike my sock temperature up about

25, 30 degrees in no time at all.
CC Copy and good night.
CDR Hey, Bill even if the teflon goes it's

still good for (garble) break.
CC Right, copy.

END OF TAPE
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PAO > Skylab Control at 4 hours 15 minutes and
23 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
now crossing the north Atlantic has passed out of range of
the Bermuda tracking antenna on the final pass of the
evening. Have the mission surgeon's daily report on crew
health, we'll read that for you at this time. Crew health
and morale are excellent at this approximately quarter
point of the mission. The Science Pilot completed his lower
body negative pressure exposure. Proper sleep, exercises,
and fluid intake must certainly be considered as positive
factors working for the observed uneventful M092, signed
Dr. Jerry Hordinsky for 3r . Hawkins. During this last pass
over Bermuda we had a conversation between Bill Thornton
who developed the Skylab treadmill and the Pilot and
Commander of the Skylab mission. They indicated that the
treadmill is having a excellent effect in building up the
calves and keeping those muscles exercised. Dr. Hordinsky
indicated earlier that that exercise on the treadmill limits
them in running, they can't run for more than about a minute, it

exhausts them completely, there's much too much stress on
the calf, and they do mostly walk on the - on the exerciser.
But in addition to that Science Pilot has been using it

for doing springs and toe rises, which are also excellent
muscle - muscle stretchers. Tomorrow Decetr^er 6th is an
International Astronomical Union Comet day, it's a day when
astronomers and observers all over the world are being asked
to focus their attention on the comet and to gather as much
data as possible for later comparison. A request going out
from Mission Control and elsewhere around the United States
indicates that they observe. They urge comentary observation
by all techniques being employed as simultaneously as
possible for tomorrow. Tomorrow of course the Skylab
crew itself will be making an observation with the S183
instrument, the ultraviolet panorama instrument. That
Kohoutek manevuer is scheduled for late in the evening about
2 o'clock Greenwich mean time for the operations on the
comet tomorrow. Today the sstronauts took more than a

dozen photographs of the comet Kohoutek recording internal
changes in the comet as it moves toward the Sun at 110,000
miles per hour. Using two special cameras to register
invisible ultraviolet light Pilot Bill Pogue took a series
of photographs that may indicate whether comets are indeed
make of ice and dust as some scientists believe. Early today
the electronic sensors and cameras designed for Earth
Resources studies were turned on agricultural areas in

Texas's Rio Grande Valley. A U.S. Department of Agriculture
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scientist will use data gathered today in a program to

prevent crop damaging insects including fruit flya from

crossing the United States - Mexico border to infest nev

areas. Skylab astronauts pointed Skylab's 4 electronic sensors

and all 7 cameras at sites along a 4300 mile route from Lake

Powell in southern Utah to the upper reachs of the South

American Amazon River. The S190A which had not been performing

properly yesterday was checked out last night and operated

beautifully this morning for the Earth Resources pass. There

is a scheduled checkout for that tomorrow that was up linked

to the crew just a few minutes ago. Pilot Bill Pogue will be

making that checkout between 19:00 and 20:00 Greenwich zaean

time tomorrow. That checkout is to confirm that there are

no problems with the S190A and also to take a cioser look at

a forward motion compensation part of the instrument which is

necessary for a perfect resolution. Today's Earth Resources

survey used very little nitrogen gas from Sklab's maneuvering
thrusters. Only a total of about 40 pound seconds, a new

technique developed by flight controllers cut the use to a

10th of the amount required for Earth survey runs earlier in

the week. The 4300 mile survey today will be the last ever

the United States for several weeks. Skylab's Earth sensors

will be pointed at Africa, Asia, and South America during passes

planned for the coming days. That's our final broadcast for

the evening. Tomorrow morning the crew will be up shortly

after 6:00 a.m. central standard time. This is Skylab Control

at 19-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 11 hours

55 minutes. A wakeup call for the 21st day for the crew of

Skylab IV through the Hawaii tracking station. We'll hold

the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.
MCC Hello, Skylab. Is Peha (?) speaking. How are

you Gerald? Hi Edward. How do you do, William? Merry Christmas

to all of you from all the people of Germany. Merry Christmas

with German Christmas songs.
MCC (Music). And here pilot (garble) ^a more

familiar voice to you, Barbara Striesand. (Music: "Silent

Night" by Barbara Striesand) .

CC Good morning, Skylab. We're 30 seconds

from LOS over Hawaii. And we'll see you at Goldstone at about

4 minutes a t 12 : 06 .

CDR Morning ,
Crip

.

CC Morning.
MCC (Music) .

p A 0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours

4 min-'ces. A wakeup call to the crew through Hawaii at Greenwich

mean time 12 hours 2 minutes. The crev beginning their 21st

day in orbit. This the 206th day In ovbit for the Skylab space

station. Wakeup call, a message from the German people, a holiday

message to the crew. Today is Santa Claus Day in Germany.

Our selection of Christmas music played up to the crew as a

wakeup call this morning. Today the crew in the 21st day,

completing one-fourth of their scheduled 84-day mission. Today

also is Internctional Astronomical Union Comet Day. It's a day when

astronomers all over the world will be requested to focus their

attention on Kohoutek to gather data for later comparison.

Skylab IV crew of Gerald Carr, Ed Cibson, and William Pogue

also will observe Kohoutek today. They will do it from their

vantage point of more than 200 miles above the Earth while riding

in their sophisticated scientific laboaratory. First Kohoutek

observations occur this morning at 8;43 a.m. central standard

time. Astronaut Carr will point the data acquisition camera

at the comet and capture it photographically. Kohoutek is 118,937,000

miles from Earth, and 70,567,000 miles from the Sun traveling

at a speed of 110,000 miles per hour. Towards evening a second

Kohoutek photo session is on schedule with Jerry Carr operating

the camera. Today Is a busy one with a variety of experiments,

however no Earth resources survey will be done today.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Goldstone

for 5 minutes. How can you read the music, or can you read

it at all?
CDR Reading it loud and clear here. Last pass

it was a little bit more broken.
C C 0 k e y d o k e .

MCC (Music) .

END OF TAPE
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CDR
' CC •

" MCC
CC

In 5 minutes at 1

MCC
P AO

tracking station.
15 sec on da. We'

1

MCC
CC

10 minutes.
MCC

Barbara Streisand.

PLT
MCC
PLT

- - fast but it was a little more broken.
Okeydoke

.

(Music)
1 minute to LOS. We li see you over Bermuda

:16 , 12:16.
(Music: "Silent Night".)
We've had loss of signal through the Gold6tone

Next acquisition will be Bermuda in 2 minutes

hold the line up for this stateside pass.

(Mus ic)
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Bermuda for

(Music) and here, Skylab (garble)

Skylab, Houston. The laser is on at this

Roger. Got it in sight. Got it in sight.

Understand you got it.

Negative, that was an error. Stand by.

(Music: "Silent Night")
Crip, it's very, very hazy, and we didn't

Okay, very good Bill.
(Musi c) .

END OF TAPE
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(Music) '

cc SPT, Houston. Have you get a moment to

talk about the M17 blood drawing this morning?

CDR He'll be with you in a minute, Crip.

CC Okay .

CDR He's still changing.

CC Okey doke

.

(Music)

qq Bill, do you have a moment to talk if

Ed doesn't? I believe you car. note this down that we're

going to go LOS here shortly. I do want to tell you be-

fore you did the blood.
PLT Go .

cc Okay. We're trying to get an idea as

to why the plasma had the red color, and we'd appreciate it

if you would log the time of each blood draw and the time of

centrifuge start and then the appearance of the plasma after

it - you went to the separation.
PLT Roger. The time of the draw and the time of

the centrifuge actuation; and what was the last? I didn't

read that

.

CC The appearance of the plasma after

it separates. In other words, we're interested to find out if it

still has that red color .

PLT Okay . Thank you

.

CC Okeydoke. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you at Carnarvon in 40 minutes at 13:06.

PLT Okay , Cr i p .

paq Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 26 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda tracking

station. Christmas music for the crew from their wakeup call

this morning over Hawaii at 2 minutes after the hour. Jiysic.

played up courtesy of music submitted to the Mission Control

CTnUr frorthE German people with a Christmas message to the

crew this morning. Today is Santa Claus Day in Germany.,.

~Pil ot pogue reporteiTTre did" not see ' the "laser this morning

as the spacecraft passed over the Washington area, laser being

initiated from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The

iazer blue-green in color today. Pogue reporting it was hazy

over the area, he was unable to see it. Discussion also about

the blood drawing this morning. Part of the M110 medical

experiment series of hemotology immunology program for tnc

mission. Purpose is to acquire blood samples from each of

the crewmembers eight separate times throughout the mission.

The purpose is analysis of inflight blood samples is impor-

tant to compliment to other pre and postflight testing done

in similar experiments. Overall purpose of the 110 blood

series, the 112 through 115, is to evaluate changes in the
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biochemical composition of the blood which might result from
prolonged space f 1 i gh t . In f 1 i gh t samples are necessary to

determine the effects of iong duration of space flight upon
man's biochemical process to Identify and establish signifi-
cant trends in this data. The blood samples are collected
eight times during the mission and crewmembers separate the
plasma and cellular phases cf the blood by centrifusion and
preserve both samples by freezing to prevent degradation of
the biochemical constituents pricr to postflight analysis.
This morning a crew began their vtakeup at - began their day
at 6:02 central standard time, a day without EREP passes
today. EREP passes for the next week or so will be over
South America and Africa. A Joint observation program called
JOP 12 is scheduled as part of today's ATM operations. In

general the JOP 12 series is coordinated calibrations of
certain - of the ultraviolet experiments. The Sun is appar-
ently quiet today. ATM scientists on the ground say that
for the next several days the Sun will be very quiet with a

spotless disk and a very few subflares from active region
95. Teleprinter message sent up to the crew last night des-
cribing the Sun's activity saying it's very quiet, and say
this quiet period is courtesy of the author of textbook with
similar title. The book in reference is The Q uiet Sun authored
by Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Next acquisition will be in 35
minutes through Carnarvon. At Greenwich mean time 12 hours
30 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PA0 sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 13

hours 4 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon

tracking station in 40 seconds. We'll hold the line up for

this pass. .

cc Skylab, Houston; AOS Carnarvon for 10 min-

utes. And, Skylab, the - the music we played for you earlier has

been sent by the people of Germany and we thought it was quite

appropriate to play it on the St. Nicholas Day.

PLT Thank you, Cr: . That was very kind. And

we enjoyed it very much.
cc Glad to hear that. And, Bill, while I ve

got you there could I give you a small change on your - on your

Flight Plan, and remind you about something else.

PLT S tand by .

PLT Okay , Cr ip . Go .

C C Okeydoke. At 13:40 this morning you've

got the S183 prep scheduled, and your're also reference to a

general message 2042 Bravo that we had requested for you to

hold over which resyncs that particular carousel, and

the thing wc wanted to do was emphasize to you that it was

necessary to do that prior to installation. You have to do the

alignment procedure prior to installing the Carousel.

PLT Prior to installing the carousel. Roger.

CC Okay. And the other thing was, down a

little bit later in the day we have you at 2 3:2 5 scheduled

for Installing Carousel 1-1. We're going to continue to use

2-2 because we're still doing some thinking about 1-1. So

you can just cancel that activity at 23:25 and use it for

open housekeeping.
PLT That's done

.

C c Okay. I don't know whether it was you or

somebody else but we saw that the thermostat had been adjusted

down about 4 degrees, and the - there's a little funny there to

get the system int > a cooling mode. If you guys think It's a

little w.irra now you actually have to take it down below where you

want it to get it to go into a cooling mode and then reset it

back up. So if your water tank bring the temp down, take it

and set it about 55 degrees and then put it back where you

would like H.
PLI Okay, Crip. Thanks for the word,

CC And one other item, Bill, I guess I

need you or somebody on panel 206 to do a REG ADJUST for us.

PLT Okay. I'll run right up there.

CC Thank you.

PLT Okay, Bob. Go with the REG ADJUST.

cc Okay. We need you to do a KEG ADJUST on

BUS 1, 20 degrees counterclockwise; and on BUS 2, 15 degrees

count ere lockwi se

.
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PLT That ' 8 complete.
CC Okeydoke. Real fine. Thank you very much.

I believe that's really all I needed to hastle you about
this morning, Bill.

PLT All rlghty

.

CC SPT, Houston. Ed, you got a moment to
talk this morning?

SPT I always do, Crip. Go ahead.
CC Very good, Edward. You'd asked for comments

about your TV scenes and a little feedback on it, and that
TV 28, as far as we can tell right now, that you ran for us on
the ATM C&D looks real good. I can't - can't give you anything con-
structive right now because it came through all okay.

SPT Okay. 1 was a little bit worried - worried
about the voice on that because the - I was afraid 1 was holding
the mike just a little bit distant.

CC Voice came through by by. One item I'd
like to tell you to change on your details today if you got
your detail Flight Plan handy.

SPT Okay . Go ahead

.

CC Okay. At 01:35 you - we have you stowing
the stuff for TV117, and we would like you not to stow it
but to stow the parts - the particle mobility device in the food
chiller until tomorrow when - because we're planning on doing ops 2
t omo r row .

SPT Okay, Crip. Essentially what the mode
I've gone into on that thing Is that every free moment I got
during the day I'll be working on it, and so all of the places
where you have written in there, Bill gave me some changes
yesterday, they all amounted to Just a charge ahead on that
thing until you can try and get it done and do It as you can.

CC Okay, fine. The only - The only thing we wore
really concerned about was we didn't want you take It all down
and - and put it away and then, we'll turn around and ask you to do
it again tomorrow.

SPT No, that's one reason I moved it down here
in the OWS so I wouldn't have to do that. It was pretty much
up in the way in the MDA , and it takes a fair amount of doing
to get all that stuff put together, especially the first time
and I'd never seen a gear and the procedures.

CC Okay. And understand you arc working
at - down In the - in the workshop now. Okay. The only thing
I wanted to emphasize Is that the particle mobility vice should
go in the food chiller then.

SPT Okay. We will do it, Bob.
CC Skylab, Houston. One other renark regarding

the cooling situation. We find that the OWS heat exchanger
fans don't look like they're in OWS mode and I can tell you where
to correct that if you've got time.
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PLT Okay, Crip. Go ahead

CC Okay. It's - You might check panel 390

for the OWS EXCHANGER FANS. Those should be in the OWS po-

sition.
, ,

PLx Okay. He's on his way. Thanks a lot for

the reminder,
i CC Thank you

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact is over Guam at 13:19, that's

about 4-1/2 minutes away, and we'll be turning the mike over

to Bill Lenoir for that pass for the ATM conference.
CDR Roger, Crip. And while you're at it,

would you wish Dr. Ed Buchard, our other Flight Surgeon,

a happy St. Nicholas Day.
CC We'll do that for you.

END OF TAPE
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P AO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich mean time 13 hours
17 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon. Next acquisition
2 minutes will be through Guam tracking station. The crew
is scheduled to spend 6 hours and a half today in manned
observation at the Apollo telescope mount, as well as perform
the M092, M171 experiment, lower body negative pressure device,
metabolic activity. The crew has accumulated to date in 20 days
of operation of the Skylab space station a total of 38 hours
31 minutes of manned operation of the ATM. Hore than 300 hours
are scheduled for the entire mission for this operation. In

addition the crew has spent more than 106 hours performing
medical experiments aboard the space station, and have spent
approximately 68 hours in operating the EREP instruments on board
the spacecraft. We'll have acquisition through Guam tracking
station in 40 seconds. We'll hold the line open for Bob Crippen;
Flight Director is Don Puddy.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Guam, and I'm
turning the mike over to Dr. Lenoir.

SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Good morning, Ed. You ready for the

harbored 55 CALROC tod.iy?
SPT Sureare. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, we've got about 8 ninutes here in

the pass. Let me start off with a couple of questions here.
On the discretionary observing time I guess I'll call it, I

know you do prefer a fair amount of that. We're wondering
whether Jerry and Bill also prefer a fair amount, moderate
amount, not any at all or what?

PL T This is PLT , I can answer for myself. I

like the observing time. 1 think last night I picked up what
I thought was a feature developing on the corona. And in
addition to that there is a practical reason for having that
observing time. If you do get yourself in a corner,
you can eat into that observing tine to go ahead and take the
pres - heat off of yourself so you can do a better job
on the JOP. Now that sounds like you're sort of bagging
the question, but I think it'a a very practical measure to
t ake r 1 gh t now .

CC Okay.
CDR This is the CDR; I apree with that.
MCC Okay, fine. And we agree with that also

and realize that it does serve as a pad as veil as good observing
time. When we schedule a lot of it in any given orbit, we're
not begging the issue, but several experiments have found that
some of their best SL-3 data came from observing time shopping
list type it eras. Okay, Ed, one - statement here. Active
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region 87 and 92 is about 24 degrees behind the limb this morning.

It would take an event to get out to about l/10th to about

0.15 radii in order for you to see it around the limb.

SPT Okay.

MCC And one comment here on the white light

coronagraph. The phantom star that may have - well, it actually

is not omega (garble). Westinghouse has looked at it. Our feeling

is that it is a defect in the tube. It is not in the white

light optics, and should not appear on the film.

SPX Okay. When we reversed color it went completely

black when I went to gray- discharge . That told me it was in

the TV system. 1 didn't quite understand where, but I knew

it was not in the optics. So glad to hear that.

MCC Okay, fine. And that was what tipped us

off also. Looking at the CALROC plans today, and the comments

that are in the SAP, I wonder if you have any questions, or if

you totally understand exactly the four-orbit sequence we're doing

here?
SPX Okay, I have not had a chance to look through

it in detail to say I totally understand it. I have looked through

it in a general way, and believe 1 do. Of course the only questions

that additionally came to raind was wondering if QR-2 and LV-1,

2, 3, 4, and so forth, the ones that are called out and looking

through the pad I see that those are are defined in various

points. And we'll Jutt have to write then, down as we go along

to make sure that subsequent passes on the panel know where they

a relocated.
MCC Right. That's 100 percent correct. You've

got the first three CALROC passes and Jerry has the last one.

And that will certainly require coordination between the two of

you on that. And one comment here is that all of the 55 observations

must be made above 400 kilometers in order to be valid. Atmos-

pheric extinction will invalidate the calibration If any Is

taken below there.
SPT Okay, we'll do our best to get it all in

there.
MCC Okay. And yesterday you should have received

the message on the S054 how-goes-it on the filter wheel. If

you've R ot any questions or concerns about that, I'd be happy

to answer them now.
SPT No, 1 don't think I can add anything to that,

other than you did get some EVA plans or JOPs, let us know

what they are and we'll try to think about them and see if

wc can come up with anything additional.
MCC We certainly will. We intend to try to keep

you in the loop there in deciding what to do as much as we possibly

can. That's why I'm trying to send you all the inforoation
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as we get it. Okay, moving on here to some S055 detector data,
and unfortunately several days late in answering some questions.
We have gone back and looked at prominence. You asked a question
much earlier about alignment beta on a prominence. We find that
there just is not very much data of alignment beta on a prominence.
But searching the SL-II and III records, we have found one

SL-III scan-mirror auto raster actually of alignment beta on

a prominent. And we find numbers that are very, very similar
to the numbers that you quoted. And we're beginning to suspect
that the numbers that you have in the cue card, the 15 with
a background of 3 are probably way low. Because our numbers were
essentially in very good agreement with yours.

SPT Okay.
MCC And also earlier on the west limb when you

were looking for loops out of active region 87, you mentioned
you could see fingers in H-alpha that you thought would -

if enclosed into a loop standing on its edge would go

out to about a third of a radii. At first we tended not to

think that was the case, however again looking at further
data In the neon 7 and silicone 12, especially neon 7, we find
indeed that we do get the kind of thing that you were talking
about where we get arched structures arching up as through
they are part of a loop with the top 100 to 120 degrees
missing. Going up about 6 arc minutes off the limb, which is

very consistent with what you described and thought you saw,
the base is definitely visible in alignment continuum. And
that leadr. us to believe that it's probably also visible In H-alpha
and that is indeed what you were seeing.

SPT Yeah, we have a very good combination up
here. The H-alpha 1 FILTER, 1 find, is a little bit better
for playing features off of the limb than r.he H-alpha 2. And
also the .MONITOR 1 which we brought up - Mr. Barnes
down there at Marshall picked the best one he could find off
of the shelf and it certainly is a beauty. We can see very
faint features off the limb. And I'm looking forward to

doing some work with spicules as well as piorainences and loops.
MiX Okay, good. We're sure hoping that that

matters. And we kind of hope that between the two of those
that we might even be able to see the comet later on in H-alpha
if everything has really peaked up.

SPT We hope to. 1 have not been able to notice
much distinction between the two monitors however, in looking
at the corona. I don't quite understand that. I would think
that MONITOR 1 would be better, but Just comparing them side
by side I don't think I could see any fainter features In I
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Mcc Okay, Ed. And let's see, we' v.» got another
minute and a half here until LOS. Do you have a.ny questions or
anything I can pick up for you now.

SPT Yeah. Last night Bill Pofue was going to
pick up what looked like a relatively new feature in the corona,
a relatively bright, small triangular streamer superimposed
on the other structures out there. It was probably around
080 or maybe a little closer to 070.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Yeah. Last night, Bill Pogue was
(garble) a pickup, what looked like a relative new feature in

the corona - a relatively bright small triangular streamer
super imposed on the other structures out there, probably
around 080 maybe a little closer to 070. And we had
gotten a call earlier about the surge from active region 87.

Now It was not above 87, but I didn't know what direction
the surge went off in. So we were already Sun centered and
we Just pressed on with CONINUOUS and STANDARD mode.
I'm wondering whether they were able to see anything, or
have any indications on the ground that that indeed was
the locitlon.

MCC Okay, Ed. I don't believe that they
have indications that that was the location, but I'll
certainly check that. And we'll send that up to you later.

CC Okay. 30 seconds to LOS. I .i 17 minutes
we'll see you at Goldstone, 13:45, 13:45.

SPT Okay. Bill, if you could eventually,
try to get - for 82B some more of those optiaal times for
various phenomenon. If you can, put it in a very compacted litt
passage - compacted package on the telepringer pad, we'll
Just put it right up here on the panel somewhere. Wo have
that for 54, for example, right above the frames remaining
and we use that as a guide for taking signal frame exposures
and we could do the same for the XUV SLIT.

CC Okay, Eu . That's already in work and
I should get that today. And we'll try to send it up this
a f te rnoon .

SPT Very good.
CC See you tomorrow .

SPT Thank you , Bill .

PAD Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 29 minutes. The daily ATM conference with Bill
Lenoir discussing ATM operations in Sun activity with
Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Earlier on the Carnarvon pass,
the crew sent word to the ground to pass along happy
St. Nicholas Day to Ed dushard, that's Dr. Edward C.
Bushard. He is the - one of the foriegn doctors working
with NASA now, assigned to the Life Sciences Directorate.
He is from Germany. He ie an officer at the German Air
Force - Medical Officer. He is the - one of the Flight
Surgeons on duty here at the Johnson Space Center. Next
acquisition in 14 minutes 25 seconds through Goldstone.
At Greenwich mean time 13 hours 20 minutes, tht* f* Skylab
Con t ro 1 .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 43 minutes. Acquisition coning through the Goldstone
tracking station as the Skylab space station concludes i t

*
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2973rd revolution of the Earth since launce on May 14th
from Cape Kennedy. The space station now in orbit 206 days.
The crew of Skylab IV beginning their 21st day. We'll
hold the line open for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS stateside for
16-1/2 minutes

.

CC Skylab, Houston. If somebody's go',

an opportunity, I'd like to talk to you about the Visual
observation message we ser.l up last night, which concerns
some observations off the Yucatan Pennlsala.

CDR Go ahead. Crip.
CC 0kc,y, First, If you've had - read

the message and have any questions on it, we'll be glad
to try to answer them. A few items I thought I Might
try to elaborate on a little bit. The cloud patterns that
we're talking about on the Eddys are occurring approximately
100 miles off the coast. And the cloud streets that are
referred to, we have seen them both very veil defined
streets and sometimes the streets aren't all that obvious.
But tl.f - the Eddys which appear as a - as a break or a circle
fairly well defined, we think. And the build up on one
side of them art* also well defined, plus if you've got the
Sun glint Just right, the color change in the water is also
very obvious. The time - opportunity you're going to
have for that to J ay is your coming over the tip of
Yucatan at about 15:34 on the next rev around. And
both of you - or all three of you are going to be tied up
somewhat, we're - if you can perhaps find some time to take
a look and visually observe it, we would appreciate it.
We do not want any photographs. We're Just trying to determine
whether you can visually obncrve them from ocbi'..

SPT Okay, Crip. If we happen t ,:> !iavi> a

camera handy, no one would object if ve took a few photos.
CC Okay. No there's no objections at all.

We just don't want it to intcrfer with your other oVaerva-
tions of the thing* - of the other activities you have. kc\6 -

SPT Okay.
CC And, fid, while you're there, I guess

you confused us a little bit talking about TV-117 and moving
it down In the workshop* It would appear that that's an
activity that should not take all day, as you refer to it, but
after you've got it set up - well go for 20 minutes, when
you're taking photographs over 20 and then repeat that
going in the other direction for another 20 minutts, That
is what you're doing with it, isn't it?

SPT Yaah, Crip. Thfe first thing though
la to get all of that g»ar put down in th* workshop and anaeabl
properly. And that's what I'm In the midut of doing right no.

.
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There's an awful lot of gray tape used and an awful lot

of barn yard engineering to put ali of that stuff together.

And if.'a'the first titce I've seen the gear and the first

t !. to *; I've seen the procedures. And that's why it's been

taking a little bit of time.

C C Okay. We understand it. Thank you.

PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go.
PLT Roger, Bob. Earlier when you were

givtng rae corrections to the Flight Plan, this is regarding

the S183, 1 understood you to say that the special procedure

was to be employed before installing the spectrograph

assembly and perhaps you said carousel; is that correct?

CC That's affirmative. Before installing

the carousel.
PLT Okay. Thank you very much. That makes

sense

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR You getting any TV downlink, Crip?
CC Getting TV downlink 5 by 5; looks good.
CDR Okay, I'll start showing you some different

views .

CDR Houston, looks to me like you would rather
look at a rell of about minus 5400 here. When I finish the
XUV sequence do you want me to roll to a minus 5400 for the
white light photograph.

CC Yes, let me check that.
CDR Okay. I

'

v going to go ahead and do the

CC Skylab, guess I'm a little late with it,
but we are doing a data voice recorder dump here.

CC Jer, the roll is fine where it is, you
can leave it at 10800.

CDR Okay

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS
a -.id we're not copying any H-alphas, Jer, if you haven't got
that thing started you need to go through the procedure for
smarting it after - after daylight.

CDR Okay, I thought 1 had, but it apparently
went off again.

CC Okeydoke. And next pass is going to be
at Carnarvon, thct's 43 minutes away at 14:43. And to really
confuse you I'm going to turn you over to the purple CAP COMH
on the Maroon team.

CDR What a horrible color combination.
CC Roger that. And In case it wasn't clear

yesterday on the leg band for the upcoming 92 run that you've
got, Jer, we want you to continue to us>e the same ones that
we said yesterday, until we tell you different.

CDR Wilco.
CC Today and tomorrow.
CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Okay, Jer, you need your switch to AUTO.

Your H-alpha - »

CDR That's where it is, Crip.
CC It's in AUTO; okay, copy.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

14 hours 2 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda tracking
station. Next acquisition will be Carnarvon in 40 minutes.
Discussions with Bob Crippen, CAP COMM. and the crew, concerning
a visual observation the crew vtll be made - will be asked to
make on the next revolution across the states when the space-
craft crosses the Gulf of Mexico over the Yucatan Peninsula.
Scientists arc looking - are looking for additional information
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in support of photographs made during the Sky lab II mission which
reflects an irregular shaped eddys off the coast of Yucatan
some photographs show the eddys as large as 40 miba in diameter.
Today the crew will be asked to observe this - this phenomenon
on the the tip of Yucatan between Honduras. These photographs
taken during the previous Skylab missions leveal features
previously unknown and the characteristics froia - noticed from
space should be a general pattern of cloud streaks, circular
discontinuities in the current and the cloud streets caused
by clockwise current eddys, cumulus cloud buildup on the
down-hill side of the eddy, it's extending clockwise 90 to 180
degrees and ocean surface color differences betwetn Inside
the eddys and outside when seen in glint, in the glint of the
Sun. This represents a heretofore unknown mechanism of
energy exchange between the - across the sea and
atmosphere interface. Today is the last chance the crew will
be able to observe this before mid January, but the Sun angle
will be come lower. They're being asked to observe these
eddys, common on all the features that they do see and asked to
observe this phenomenon all the way from the Yucatan Peninsula
to the South American coast as they cross the country on
revolution 2975 of the Skylab space station. Scientists believe
that these areas are observed, ve can search out other sea
areas with similar characteristics, and see if we can discover su
editi.es, eddys elsewhere, and the teleprinter message which
went up tc the crew last night the words were added to this
explanation saying the implications to air-sea anergy exchange
are tremendous is the crew Is able to visually describe this
phenomlnon. Scientist Pilot Gibson remarked that if he has
the opportunity, he will attempt to take photographs of the
Yucatan Peninsula area on this upcoming revolution across
the United States. Next acquisition in 37 minutes and
25 seconds through Carnarvon. Ascension tracking station Is

not supporting the current - this current pass across South
Atlantic. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours 5 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Gieenvich mean time 14
hours 12 minutes. We will not have Ascension on this up-
coming pass through the Ascension tracking station. Track-
ing station's not supporting Skylab this morning. Next
acquisition will be through Carnarvon in 30 minutes 40 sec-
onds. On the next revolution as spacecraft Skylab crosses
the Gulf of Mexico the cttw has been asked to visually observe
a natural phenomena on the Yucatan Peninsula; desribe some
eddys which had been photographed during previous Skylab
missions. Scientists here on the ground believe proper des-
cription and phonographs of these eddys, the implications to
air-sea energy exchange are tremendous. If these eddys can
be observed, scientists feel we can searth out other sea
areas with similar characteristics to see if we can discover
similar phenomena in other parts of the world. The eddys
in mention are in the Yucatan current between the Yucatan
Peninsula and the tip of Honduras. An eddy is either a move-
ment of body or air and moving against the main current.
These features have been previously unknown in this area.
The crew has been asked to visually describe the general
pattern of cloud streets which have been observed in
that area, the flow of these cloud streets in the ocean
current, any circular discontinuities in the current, and
the cloud streets caused by these clockwise current eddys,
cumulus cloud buildups on the downhill side of the eddy,
which photographs show them to extend clocKwise from the tip
of Honduras, 90 to 100 degrees clockwise. The crew has also
been asked to describe the ocean surface color differences
between inside the eddys and outside when seen in tht- glirap
of the Sun. This represents a here-to-fore unknown mechanism
of energy exchange across the sea atmosphere interface. To-
day is the last chance the crew will have to observe this
natural phenomena before mid-January because of the Sun angle.
They've been asked to observe these eddys, comment on all
the features that they are able to see, and observe - make
these observations from the Yucatan Peninsula to the South
American coast along the groundtrack which the spacecraft
will foilow on revolution 2,975. Science Pilot told the
CAP COMM. Bob Crippen, that if he has time he will attempt
to take photographs of this u-iusual phenomena. Scientists
are real interested in this - this natural phenomena which
heretofore until Skylab II was flown and pictures returned
this unusual situation, had never been noticed before. Next
acquision in 27 minutes 30 seconds through Carnarvon. At
Greenwich mean time 14 hours 15 minutes, this is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Dick, PLT here.

CC Co ahead, sir.

plT Roger. People are probably watching here.

I lust 'did housekeeping 11 Alfa. It seemed completed. And

while I'm talking with you I might as well give you - there

are nine solids traps remaining after I installed the two that

I Just put in. Now what I'm calling about is - when I installed

the SIEVE A no problem, didn't get any warning lights or

anything, but when 1 turned the SIEVE A FAN back to SECONDARY,

it turned up all right, came up to speed. When I turned

B FAN to OFF then I got SIEVE FLOW lights. When I changed it -

as soon as I got back to primary the SIEVE FLOW light went out.

The question is, the A FANa were running, and is it just they

don't have enough poop to - to overcome that sensor tolerance,

or what?
, „ , , ,

CC Stand by Just a second, Bill.

PI,T And I'm going to be running down to 183.

CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Okay . I'm just sort of doing a little
observing. Go ahead and talk, Dick.

CC Okay. What we think happened, was the

fact that when you did the SIEVE A changeout, you didn't
caution and warning because that sensor, that flow sensor is

inhibited in SIEVE A. If it have been enabled and if that

sensor was operated properly, you would have gotten a caution
and warning there, also. Then when you moved over to sieve B,

since we do have a good snesor thrsre and it was enabled, you
did get the caution and warning so that worked normally too

and since there's no interaction - or expected interaction
between the two sieves and their individual caution and

warning sensors that we think It worked okay.
PLT Thank you, very much.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. In about 5 or 6 minutes

you're going to come up on this opportunity over Yucatan
to observe this air-sea interchange - energy interchange
phenomenon and I'm looking at a satellite picture of the

weather that was taken about dawn this morning down there and

there does appear to be some cloud cover. And at that time

it was essentially, mostly between the tip of the pennisula
stretching up toward the southwestern tip of Cuba. And

we've been having a little bit of talk about here as to

whether this particular cloud cover will either assist or

hurt you in taking a view of that. So I - I guess you'll get

the best chance to see and can let us know if one of you has

a chance to look out the wind ow.

PLT Okay. Ed and I'll both look.

CC Okay . Great

.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds
from LOS. We'll caH you at the Vanguard at 15:47.

CDR Roger, Dick. We think we see the phenomenon
chat was mentioned in the message. We do see the cloud
streets with the arcs of cumulus overlayod. There are some
differences In color of the water surface underneath
running from dark blue to light to the green. There's no
Sun glint how - however to help us out.

cc Roger, Jerry. Thank you.
CDR We grabbed a few Nikon 55 millimeter

pictures of It .

cc Okay. And we're assuming that if you'll
get a chance you'll put a more detailed description on the
tape recorder . >

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time,

15 hours, 37 minutes. We've har! loss of signal through the Mila
tracking station. | Next acquisition in 6 minutes, 50 seconds,
will be at Vanguard. The crew reports did see color changes'
in the water on this pass over Yucatan. They were asked to
describe unusual energy interchange between the atmosphere
and the water. They described seeing a - a color difference
in the water from dark blue to green. They did take some
photographs of the cloud streets as they were aaked to des-
cribe and photograph on this pass through the Yucatan channel
Next acquisition will be Vanguard in 8 minutes, 15 seconds
tne crew in their 21 day In orbit. Commander Gerald Carr
will be shortly beginning the M092/M171 lower body negative
pressure metabolic activity experiment, while Science Pilot
Bill Pogue will be at the Apollo Telescope mount. A 2 hour -
A 2-1/2 hour assignment for him today. Total of 6 hours and 32 mi
is scheduled to be spent by the crew members on the ATM today
Next acquisition will be Vanguard in 7 minutes, 35 seconds,
Creenwich mean time 15 hours, 39 minutes. This Is Skylab
Con t r ol .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Vanguard for
9 minutes. And I forgot to warn you at the LOS for the last
site, but we're dumping the data voice recorder here at Vanguard.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS. We got - We'll see you after the long way around at
Goldstone at 16:58, that's about an hour and 4 minutes from
now .

CDR Roger, Dick. Any on that S233 I think maybe
trie night pass after next might be a good time to schedule that.
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cc Roger. We were just talking about that
when we get to Goldjtone, we'll probably have a suggestion
for you

.

CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hours, 56 minutes. Loss of signal through the Vanguard
tracking station. Next acquisition will be Goldstone in
1 hour, and 2 minutes from now.

PA0 This is Skylab Control, Greenwich mean
tiire, 15 hours, 56 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 16

hours 41 minutes. We will have acquisition through the

Goldstor.e tracking station in 16 minutes 20 seconds. Or. the

previous pass the Yucatan phenomenon viewed today by Skyiab IV

Commander Gerald Carr is an oceanograph ic feature discovered
only 2 weeka ago by Dr. Robert Stevenson of the Office of

Naval Research, Scripts Institute of Oceanography of La Jolla,
California. This unusual feature, described by Carr during
this previous pass over the Yucatan Peninsula was discovered
by Stevenson when viewing S190A photographs from recent
Skyiab flights. He described the phenomenon as eddys, cold
water currents moving against the normally '-arm main channel
current. This phenomenon has never been seen or recorded
prior to Skyiab missions, according to Dr. Stevenson, who is

a member of the NASA visual observation team which briefed
the Skyiab IV crew prior to launch on more than 100 selected
targets of Interest around the globe. The eddys are turbulent
cold water currents measuring 10 to 40 miles in diameter
and rotate in a clockwise motion in the warmer Gulf of Mexico.
This discovery may change the entire thinking and total under-
standing of thermal energy of the oceans. Dr. Stevenson said
we are completely wrong In our thinking presently. Under-
standing of this feature will help in weather predictions
as well as the fishery industry. The crew was passed up a

two page message this morning on the teleprinter in which
they were asked to describe the feature as the crossed over
the Yucatan channel in the Gulf of Mexico during this previous
revolution. Carr described the water color as ranging from
dark blue to green. Although the area was partially covered
with cumulus clouds, Carr was able to see the tell tale cloud
streets which run parallel in a north-south direction on

either side of the cold water eddys. The warmer Gulf water
transfers heat to the cooler atmosphere causing cloud forma-
tions. In the case of the eddys the area immediately over-
head is normally cloudless, according to Dr. Stevenson. Dr.

Stevenson as well as other investigators will be most inter-
ested in the photographs and further descriptions Command er

Carr puts on the tape recorder of his find on this previous
pass. The message this morning advised the crew th.it this
unusual phenomenon will not be viewable again, because of the

Sun angle, until mid-January. Today was the last day it could
havi> been viewed with this proper Sun angle. Next acquisition
in 13 minutes and 20 seconds will be the Goldstone tracking
station. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours 45 minutes this
Is Skyiab Control

.

PAO Skyiab Control, Greenwich mean time 16

hours 57 minutes. We will have acquisition through Goldstone
in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this pass.
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PLT
Ma.

CC Okay

.

2 3 3 pad that's on board,
for the following times.
18:20; and sun rise, 18:25.

Okay, Dick. Fire away. I'll copy for

These arc changes to the existing
We want to use the same pad except
Comet rise, 18:20 Zulu; start photos,

PLT Roge r

PLT
SPT

photo 32-1 because

Ubc the existing 233 pad, comet
rise, 18:20, start at 18:20, and sunrise at 18:25.

Roger. Thank you for helping me out.
Thank you

.

Dick, we're unable to get the handheld
of weather right on the coastline. However,

the southern part of California at Baja was pretty much
wide open and - from this Sun angle. I think we got so&e good
photos of the (garble) running along in those areas.

CC Okay, Ed. Thank you ouch.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS.

Vanguard comes at 17:25, and we're going to dump the data/
voice recorder there.

PLT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 17

hours 11 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone tracking
station. The last stateside pass for the crew today on revo-
lution 2976. Pilot Bill Pogue, who is presently at the ATM,
Apollo telescope mount control and display panel, discussing
with CAP COMM Dick Truly various changes in the JOP 6, JOP
joint observation program. Flight Director Milt Windier just
received an update on the countdown in - going on ar White Sands
Missile Test Range of the CALR0C - calibration rocket which
is scheduled for launch between 19:00 hours and Greenwich
mean tine 19:30. This is part of joint observation program
number 12. The instruments will make measurements on the
same wave lengths as the instruments aboard Skylab, and this
data will be correlated. The count at White Sands is progress-
ing according to schedule. However, they do have high winds
out there presently and Countdown Director is informed Flight
Director here, Milt Windier, everything seems to look reason-
able at this time, and another update will be fciven 1 hour
from now. Acquisition will be coming through the Vanguard
tracking station in 8 minutes 50 seconds. At Greenwich mean
time 17 hours 13 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich rcean time 17
hours 21 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Vanguard
tracking ship in 50 seconds. ThiB will be a 7 minutes pass
through Vanguard. We'll hold the line up for this pass.

CC Skylab, Houston. Vanguard for 11 minutes.
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" PLT Roger, Dick.
CC PLT

» Houston, when you get a chance.
PLT Go , Die 1-

.

,

cc Roger, When ara lr her. n.tlng your operations for this daylight cycla since of «Slittle turn around in the schedule we've made, what we'd
like you to do on at the end is, prior to returning to Sun

I

C

??H?
r

n?^P, I! ?
ravV° ST0P then in XUV SLIT to WHITELIGHT DISPLAY tather than LIMB POINTING. I'm sorry. WHITELIGHT DISPLAY instead of LIMB SCAN.

sorry.

....
PL

T C1
Roger, understand. Go to Sun center, 82BSTOP and SLIT to the WHITE LIGHT DISPLAY.

cc That's affirm.

. .

C
.

Q
J

Skylab, Houston. For the guys doing thebiomed run downstairs, we're noticing that the ESS in off and
- we couldn t figure whether, or how f 9t you were behind
on the time line if any. And if you are, if you could let u8know your status, we might could look ahead for you on the

later'
^ P ° SSibly do 90me thinking to help you out

,

CDR We're setting up the metabolic analyzernow in prep for a 171.
'

cc Okay, Jer,

fro* IOS TMl <

Skylab> Hou8ton
'

We ' re ab0 «t 20 secondsroa LOS. I U give you a call at Tananarive about 15 minutes
i roa n ow

.

PLT Okay, Dick.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich Eean time 17hours 34 minutes Loss of signal thro.jh Vanguard trackingship. Next acquisition in 14 minutes 40 seconds will beTananarive. Discussions with Pilot Pogue again concerning ATMoperations Commander Carr is scheduled to be performing the

?J y?J5
a

?«i I"!
a" lvlt

* "percent. He just concludedhe M092 lower body negative pressure device. Next acquisition
in 1. minutes 0 seconds will be Tananarive. Ai Greenwich meantime 17 hours 34 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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1

FA0
ia V SkyUb Control, Greenwich mean time,

17 hour*. 48 minutes. Acquisition will be coming through therange of the Tananarive tracking station in 45 seconds . a
7 minute, 55 minute pass. We'll hold this line up for theTananarive pass

,

, ,

CC Skylab, Houston. Tananarive for
7 alnutes

.

p LT Roger , Dick

.

CC
J

Skylab, Houston. We're going LOS atTananarive . Hawaii , at 18:33

.

., .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time,
17 hours, 56 .mutes

, loss of signal through the Tananariveracking station. Colander Gerald Carr presently scheduled
to be in his exercise period at about the sane time PilotPogue is in his exercise period, and shortly the crew will

JhVIf
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!!
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,|

l,in
5
h

" /hlS ia nl86i0a d *y 21 ™* the crew is onthe high density food bar diet today. Every third day theyeat specially prepared food bars along with one or more itemof the regular Skylab menu. Food bar is launched in the commandmodule, 59 pounds or then to suppllment the onboard food inorder to extend the mission duration without having to addexcessive amounts of food aboard the command module. Nextacquisition in 35 minutes. 15 seconds. We'll be the Hawaii
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Greenwich mean time

18 hours, 31 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaiitracking station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up fothis Hawaii pass.
Skylab, Houston. Hawaii for 5 minutes.ip T Houston, SPT.

CC Roger; go ahead.

sraJ". ,

0V
*l-

ln locking at the white light corona-graph display, up at about 10:30, I had a very bright pointof light right off the aculting disc and a black Hne Jh\c£ran horizontal at that same elevation. It looking as thoughwe've got something either in the TV or something out n front a
" n

A

0
\ "f* Whlch

-
18 ther. any site at which I can eitheTgiveyou a downlink or some VTR on it?

8

a , k< f ,

R °8 fir
.

Ed
- The VTR la empty and vou can put

ILzlI I!"
"

° n thG VTR n ° W 3nd We ' U dum P U dnd ana-

SPT Okay.
.

C
J\ o

Skylab, Houston. We're about 20 secondsfrom LOS at Havaii. I'll call you at Vanguard at 19 :0 0

, 0 U
PA0 _ Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours, 39 minutes. Next acquisition will be in ?0 minutes,
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.

PA° Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 18
hour* 59 minutes, a pass through Vanguard tracking station,
10 minutes In duration. We expect acquisition in 45 seconds

.

We 11 hold the line open for CAP COMM Dick Truly.
J!L Skylab, Houston. Vanguard for 10 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Hollo there.
SPT

. ,„ ,

s *y. Dick, on the VTR I put the white lightcoronagraph TV display. We had first of all, a picture inthe camera position and that white spot still showed up with

Jiii'Jt "i,"* ;
1 8u8 P ect that "H. me that we got a problemwith the TV. I went and used the malfunction called out for inSection 8, number 2, step B , give a discharge twice, that'salso on the TV, to no avail. And also gave you a little bit with

a corona in the background. It's right where the - at the edgeof the .cutting disk at about 10 S 30. There's probably a stablemaybe going from, oh, 10 to 11 or so.

. „ ^ . .
Roger, Ed. And we have had some funniasbut they don't sound exactly like this one on the previousmissions about the TV, but we'll certainly take a good lookat what we see on the VTR and get back to you. And if BillPogue is listening - Bill, I need to have a little discussionwith you about this upcoming S190 checkout, and in order todo It I d appreciate it if you could have in your hand this gen-eral message we sent up this morning entitled S190 Checkout

It's 2137 Alfa 1.
'

tom
?

H ° kay
'

Dlck> I,ve «ot a little confession

cc Okay
, go ahead .

PLT
T JJJ

We're back in business. Everything's lookinggreat. I did that check on the dark side ATM pass and every-thing worked nominally. The event we - The complete report ison tape. 1 heard you doing a tape a while back so I didn't
bother to say anything about it. I followed the proced-
ure, it a all on tape. The FMC was recovered, and everything
appears to be working nominally.

cc Okay. Good. We'll take a look at the
stuff that you did put on the tape and make sure we understand
it. And thank you very much.

PLT Rog.
CC SPT, Houston, when you get a minute.
SPT Go ahead, Dick.
CC Roger, Ed. Update on the CALROC, right

now the winds are kind of high up there and they've holdingat T minus 20 minutes. I chink they will - they are holding
it a point however that we still can make the launch. We in-tend to update you again at the upcoming on Tananarive pass.
If we should miss that pass for some unexpected reason, however
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and you don't hear from ua , wu'd like you to go ahead
per the schedule and start the JOp 12 and we'll become - we'll
bo in touch later on almost three quarters of a rev later,
at Hawai 1 ,

SPT Okay, Dick. I'll certainly do that.
CC Okay. And we nay have some bo re words

for you on the JOP 12 and the CALROC at Tananarive, so see
you then. We still got about 5 minutes left in this pass,
though, and I'm standing by.

SPT Okay . Thank you , Dick .

CC Okay

.

SPT Dick, I got a question on building block
22 cosing up the next orbit.

CC Roger . Go ahead .

SPT Okay. In sequence 1 it calls out for the use
of Detector 5, I assume that that should be indicated and we
don't want to turn detector 5 on.

cc Roger, Ed. That's correct. We do not want
to use the detector 5.

SPT Okay.
C C Okay. And we're about 45 seconds from

LOS. Tananarive cones up at 19:25.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich nean time 19

hours 10 nlnutes. Loss of signal through Vanguard. Next
acquisition In 13 nlnutes 40 seconds will be Tananarive.
Pilot Pogue reporting he used the checkout procedures sent up
in the teleprinter last night to check out the S190 which
had given the crew trouble on two successive EREP passes. On
mission day 19 the S190 cameras did not operate at all during
the Earth resources pass and during yesterday's Earth resource
pass. On mission day 20 the S190 the circuit breakers popped
and the forward motion compensater circuit breaker opened.
The forvard motion compensator, FMC , is a device which equal t*es
the rate of the altitude and velocity rate of tin- vehicle
for the cameras. The operation of the cameras yesterday was
done without the forward motion compensator, and as j result
the faster shutter speeds were used and as a result some of the
photography might not be adequate during yesterday's
pass. The troubleshooting procedures had been telemetry - sent
on the teleprinter to the crew, and Pilot Pogue reported
everything works nominally now. He said, "We're back in business."
Another problem related ty Ed Gibson discussed earlier on
the Hawaii pass was a object on the occulting disk of the
white light coronagraph experiment. He said it's fairly
sizable, and CAP COMM Dick Truly reported it doesn't sound
like a problem they've had on previous flights with the white
light coronagraph. Next acquisition will be through Tananarive
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pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 19 houra
23 ainutea. Tananarive acquisition In 50 seconds.

cc Skylab, Houston. Tananarive for S alnutes.
COR Hello, Richard, loud and clear.
CC Sky lab , Houston

, go ahead

.

CDR l'» Just acknovleging, Dick; S183 is in
operation now and is going well

,

CC Okay, thank you.
CDR That little clocking exercise aust have

been our problem because those - the exposures are apvlng
along very saoothly now.

CC Very good. Maybe we've solved it.
CDR We'll continue, however, to look for glass

whenever we take that carousel out.
cc Sorry, Jerry, I alosed that coaaent . Say

again
, please .

PLT Dick, he was just saying we'll look for
glass when w? stow.

CC Okay, real fine.
cc And, SPT, Houston. Unfortunately we've had

to cancel the CALROC launch due to high winds. So we'd
like you to proceed to the no CALROC alternate ATM schedule.

Sp T Okay, Dick, that's too bad. I'll go ahead
and press on with the alternate. Thank you.

CC Roger.
PLT Dick , PLT here .

CC Roger. Uo ahead, Bill.'
PLT You ought to pass on a few congratulations

to people who worked up that procedure en 190. I forgot to
say anything about it. Works like a champ.

cc Real good. We'll certainly pass It on to
the guys. We're glad it worked too.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS.
Hawaii comes up at 20:03, and we're going to dump the data
recorder there. And for the SPT, we'd like you to put the
next scheduled downlink instead of downlinking it, it's on
the ATM schedule at 20:07, we'd Like you to put that on the

SPT Okay, Dick.
CC Roger .

CDR And, Dick, CDR.
CC Go ahead .

CDR During this back side there between stations,
veaterday 1 asked the question about whether or not we still
' ve to dim the lights In the workshop when we're not going to
look at a reference star either in S019 or S183. I haven't
heard an answer yet, would you try to find out the answer for us?
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rt

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich #«n time,
20 hours, 6 alnuces with cancellation of the scheduled CALROCcalibration rocket launch fro. White San<a, Njw Hex ico . Sc len t is

t

Pilot Gibson will spend his 2-1/2 hours at the ATM this after"
rioon working on JGP 6 which Joint truant observation program 6
is the synoptic observations of the Sun. This is to obtaincoronagraph pictures, X-ray images and Xl'V images and spectra
of the quiet Sun and active Sun at regular intervals. Scien-tists on the ground report that for the next 2 days the Sunwill be very quiet with a spotless disk and very few subflarea.Next acquisition will be through Hawaii. We'll hold the line
up for this pass

,

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for
the next ten minutes and we're going to be dumping the datarecorder here in Hawaii.

CC Skylab, Houston, for the CDR, Jerry when
you get c moment to listen I've got an answer for you ondlaing the lights for S019 and S183.

CDR Fi * e away, Dick, we're listening.
CC

,
Roger. It turns out the answer to yourquestion is - is If the - the only real requirement we have

for dimming the lights is on S183 when either installing ormoving the carrousel. it's also put In your cue card I thinkor at least Implied that when you shoot reference stars, thelights also ought to be dimmed, but you ought to be aware thatthat s - the reason for that is for darkness adaptation to makesure you get the reference star, it doesn't have anything todo with the film. jS o, If it turns out that you can achieve thereference stars and the dimming bugs you, it's fine with us aslong as we get the reference stars, but that portion of It wasfor that reason. And - so that's the answer and we're kind ofsorry it toon so long to get it up to you.
PLT

u ,
0ka y. now that applies to S019 , also: isChat right!

CC That's correct.
CDR Thank you very much, Dick.
CC Okay. I had one other question while EdGibson - it s still on his mind or he's at the ATM console Didthe funny he's been describing on the white light corona-

graph show up on both monitors.
SPT That's affirmative, Dick, it did.
cc Okay, thank you.
cc Skylab, Houston. One minute to LOS at

Hawaii. Vanguard comes up at 20:39.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

20 hours, 20 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
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PAO Skylab Control at 21 hour* 48 minutes
° ree

CDR
Ch tl " e

:
Wa

!!

av * «C9ui8ltlon «( Hawaii,
Roger Story, Ki>llo.

cc Hallo, how you all today.

J5
R We're doing great . How about you?

:

' CC Swell,
.

CC w * «ot »oai problems down here too. Cot
a maroon Cap Como working with a purple teas.
_.

C
P
R

J

Yeah, they hud r«al problems earlier.'
They had a purple Cap Con. working tor the maroon tea..

CC Roger

.

C
.

C
.

Skylab, we're a minute till LOS. About

«!. ?i I !
Vanguard at 22,17, be dumping the data/voiceover the Vanguard.

. !
A0

,

Skylab Control at 21 hours, 53 minutes

,

and 25 aacoudB Greenwich mean time. Skylab spac* stationshas passed ouc of range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii.

now, that will be at Vanguard. By that time we expect thathe change-of-shift briefing will be underway In tl.e Building
I br efing room. Flight Director Milton Windier la nowcompleting his handover to on coming Flight Oirector PhilShaffer, and he'll be available for a change-o f -sh 1 f t briefingAt 4:15 p.m. central standard time. Also attending that change-of-shift briefing will be Robert Stevenson an expert on v!suaTobservations from the Scrlppa Institute. That's at. 4:15 inthe building 1 briefing room, the change of shift briefing alittle over 20 minutes from now. This Is Skylab Control it's
54 minutes and 8 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 31 minutes
and S3 seconds Greenwich mean tint. At the present time
the Skylab apace atatlon la out of range of signal and about
22 al.iutes (r»a our next acqulelton. During the change pf
shift briefing and the praaa conference with Dr. Robart
Stevenson, ve acquired about 11 minutes of a i r- to-ground
tape over atatlon at, Vanguard .Ascension and Guam. We '

U

begin playing that back for you at this tine.
CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

10 *lnutes. Be dumping the data voice, here.
SPT Houaton, SPT.
CC Co ahead , Ed .

SPT Story, I've got a queatlon about the
(garble) - no CALROC alternate, the ones beginning at
2li36, which in right now. There was specified at
40 to do a building block 28. And it said in there back 55,
back three steps. I assume since 55 is in the option P, that
that really, la not applicable. But they are conflicting requests
and I'm wondering which ia correct. I asaumed that option
B was correct, and that's the one I'm following.

CC We'll get with you, Ed.
SPT Say, Story, the ATM folks might be

interested in I 'n able to follow a mini-surge up here in
the 1 i cab where I 'a doing the observations. I think I've
got 55 in the right mode. It's relatively a snail surge,
but I'm able to follow It over the past 6 or 7 minutes.

CC Okay, Ed.
CC Bill, Houston

.

PLT Rog . Go

.

CC Now, Bill, don't change out the carrousels
on the S183 when you get done your present ops, Jerry will
be using the aame carrousel around 02:00. Just leave her
in there.

PLT Vilco.
CC Ed , Houston

.

SPT , Go ahead.
CC Ed, the backing up three steps, that

has to do with the pointing of S055. It's back three steps
on the mirror.

SPT Yeah. I understand that, Story. But
they're doing a mirror auto raster rather than a mirror
line scan or a grating scan. So they're really moving through
the mirror position. And it doesn't seem to - conflicts
with our opt ion B

.

CC Okay. That 's a good point ,

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead , Jer

.
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CDR Story, while going through the DAC
malfunctions, on DAC number 6, I pulled a fuse out of It
and did a resistance check on it. It looks like it's open
and the fuse is blown. I took a couple of 21-gage pin
checkers, put them in the pin holes for the fuse into the
camera, and took a resistance reading that way . And it
looks like the camera is open too. And there doesn't
appear to be a short in the camera. I wonder what the
photo people would like me to try next?

CC Copy.
Ed, that'a a good point on that backing

J-JSt press on with option B.
Okay, Story. That's what I've done.

CC That's what we wanted.
sp T Sure is an interesting little mini-surge

you can see up here. This monitor 1 is great. You can see
things change on the order of 5 or 10 minutes right at the
limb.

Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. 5 ninut

up three steps.
SPT

CC
to Ascension at 22:30.

Ed
,

CC
Houst on

.

SPT

Skylab, AOS Ascension 10 minutes. And,

Go ahead .

CC You still at the ATM?
SPT Yes. I am.
CC Okay. Could you skip ahead on the

schedule pad there? The orbit's starting at 23:18. And
delete S055 DAC two steps. Delete that sentence in there.

SPT Got i t .

CC Thanks.
SPT Thank you

Or have the folks back there
VTR downlink for 52?

CC
the ground . We'll
morning .

SPT Thank you, Story.
PLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead.
PLT Rog , Story. I'n

S183 cue card (inaudible) inside it has the S183 PR 1, 2, and

CC Yep.
PLT It's just below the DAC box M151/M5H

turn DAC and high intensity lights on, (if required). Following
that, I am Inserting an entry, pressurize SA, spectrograph
ass e»b 1 y .

Story. Is there any word
had a chance to look at the

Fd , it'll be about 6 hours to get
have It here at Houston, about ton

making a change on my
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5° -"v ™ "*< ^.-r^t

you can get us an answer. ' tlne Crltical
. whenever

CC Okay, Bill .

rL1 Roger

.

A,d « need , h . DAs' f o' )^^^Llt ^ f ° r 7 "»»••

l°
K Okay. You've got it.

on the S183. We do^wd'J 1

1„" d J
*I '

th"' e " 8°0<' cal1

rL1 Roger

.

on us'in the last houj ^'Jlt^ ^ " '
y ° U ' re " P thr"

CDR „" "
KC bott * r going down here.

Stor y ,.et ne ta lk to you' abou t TV-l W
Ver ^

If you don 't tell on us, we won -
t teUon you

CC

END OF TAPE

think we knew about that one alread.
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you
CC

PLT You don't tell on us we won't tell on

* thlnK we knew about that one already.

a rj, n \ h . ,/ I
V117

*
Stor y- 1 «ot the fellow all set

fluid wMrh ^ "U**
8Ure en ° UKh We

« OC the redfluid which I presume has got red blood cells in it tomigrate down the tube toward the other end, it got abouthalfway down the tube In 20 minutes and we put It to re-verse and it moved back. One thing, however, we did havesome bubbles in the tube. I still think it demonstratedhe effect but those bubbles are there because the no e which
whp i fi if

tha
' WaS at the Ver ? end of ^ e proceduresV^hen I finally got through and read it all, then I foundout that the bubbles should have been removed, Eut theycannot be removed by tapping as suggested. It takes a vervskillful shake and I finally managed to get them ou of both

the sid/°
W
\

anV V U
?

C finlshln 8 UP inning the ops 2 onthe side number 2 and this side I see nothing, two fluidsare the same color and I' B not sure what's supposed to bedemonstrated there What I'd like to do on ops' number l?or side number 1, is to go on back there and run it again

tut
6

, V 3
" 8^ thC fluld t0 *° ali th * v.y down the

Hey, Story got a question on this JOP

. — 7 " " ""* c aorae pnotopraphs at appropriate

oP Ine^fluid
C 1 PlCk

° Ut de P«"»8 upon tEe progression

£
C Copy, Ed. F.d, Houston?

be viglt with you.
'™* lh4n

* °" * tap., Story,

cc Okay, Bill.
Cl>R

ID, step 1

.

cc Go Jer.

<:r.R7

CD
^, u u?

kay
'

When 1 puL the verv end of theS082 slit at the white light limb, it takes for a heck oflot «°re than 6 clicks on the S055 to get it back down ol

CC Copy, Jer.
SPT Go ahead, Story.

, 5? Ed
-

on the T V 1 1 7 , did you tell us tintthe blood is still in the center part of Ihe column or hisIt dispersed out into the flare end?
.

SV
.]

No, it has not dispersed into the f 1 „ , vend, It got about halfway down the tube when I put it - the-current to reverse - the voltage to reverse, it went b,,-k up

,

e
ih vr d

(

cio8 ," cio8e u ° ft* a «" in wt,ii ° 1 ^ •

«r I kk? I:
Ln ° rder 10 «° l the °ther - other Kide free

IL J I**'
T,

t
re W<>8 4 1UUe blt remained in there, iwas such a small amount that it' B very diffused so that interm* of the optical effects you could still «ee the - the red
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blood which is up at one end and 'a sure you can see thatprogress down to the other end. It will £till gi" a verygood demonstration probably be better than the previous
7

one because I got the bubbles out of it

Ed, your oplj;;»-
lf y ° u

' d iik < " '•<• «o

Thank you Story.

, K ,„f
C
o, / .

Skylab, we're 20 seconds to LOS andabout 33 miiutes to the Vanguard at 23:54.

t . ,

C™,
,

/ R"ger, Story. What I'mgoin? to do withthat S055, is Just step at 6 steps down from slit center?

SINGIF on snsA
w « concur with that Jer and we'd likeb i M> L b on S 0 5 A . We show it in HIGH

CDR Okay.

arw, fo° A
Skylab Control at 23 hours A3 minutes

eco In:" 8 Gre
!
nwich;"n time. That concludesrecorded messages from the crew on air-to-ground overVanguard, Ascension, and Guam. The very bLinninTof the V,™ apass some dijeussions with Science Vilol dlUVlf m n

*

? ?f " °' vl
;;

ble over a ^ "inute period near theSun s linb and this was visible with the S055 instrument
;;;f

nt
;

nv he Sk >' lab ^ tion lH ,„ day , n r,I
•

nother 18 minutes. This Is Skylab Control. It's n,w

| a?tT "thrhou
aC ^ ulsltion » f ^ A A Mnu.es

END OF TAPE
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a , f*° J
'

sl-yl*b Control at 23 hours, 53 minutesand 10 seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now just off thV
rr"k":': h ;

£

v
chlle

' r d Just about to be "« th.;
tlrtA

8
,

hl P Vanguard. Pass through Vanguard should lastbetween 10 and 11 minutes, and at the present time thespacecraft communicator is Story Musgrave. This is Skvl«hControl ve're live now for a ir-L-gro'und ^hrou'h tVrullT.
11 minutes.

Skylab AOS through the Vanguard for

CDR Roger
, Houston,

all !!„ r . a f u
° n that DAC 06 we thi "k you've done

you
>

iu.
t

:: d

f

;.
r

. t

t

ir 1
;?'

*

nd just put — ^ ^
"

CDR
,

°kay, I've reported on DACs 2 6 ,n (| r

r.ii
p
; i?.\v.r

oInutes i °° k - »- 5 •.•ri;.:b"?.'.nd

3 h^AU , ,«,° kay COpy
»
and for everybody you've ,ot

CDR Thank you , St ory .

CDR
what

C

Mnd of
SC ° ry

'

1 thlnk thflt klnd of Spends on

^ minutes
Ctl ° n ^ °"

'
1 W ° Uld Say anywh'" Tor, 5 to

CDR v^T y
,°
U ^ lnK 5 C ° 10 »inut« ! adequate?

see what he think..""
11

' ' " ° Plnl °"- ^ P«" " and

P-nef"nd d e b r i e f i n '
^ ^ U f ° r clo8ln

« *™« the

JJ
R 0k-'»y. Ed agrees too.

cc Okf.y.

h^""::
on the second bullet. Would you verify that?

'"^estec

ZZ We'll get with you Jer.
cc Jer , Houston

.

CDR Go ahead

.

bin rh* ,iu
Je'. our only explanation is that possi-

That s my point

.
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,

CC
r

' _ Jer, did you have f he silt on the inneredge of the white light limb?
r

C™ That's affirmative, the best I can tell.cc Jer, Houston.
CDR Go ahead, Story.

Yeah
- I'll do that, thank you.cc Bill , Houston .

PLT Go, Story.

Tlla " . ,

Bill
>

on tha t - your S201 ops done vestcrdavThe reason for going the reset switch to START just prior rnstopping that experlnent is to advance a lon/e «d r neforward so that it will not be exposed again the next meyou run the experiment. 1 me

Okay, thank you very much.
Ever yti«e you xo to reset switch to startyou get an automatic sequence that runs through o i l,or

3 minutes and 25 seconds. And from there on you H t alon
%

expose on 1 fr.j.^ntil you go to reset .vi tcV.^J, ".
Raln .

a<a i
C

u .
And the PI would 1Ike ^ that youdid hear oh about a 1 quarter second motor noise u a klunkcoincidence with each white flash to verify that you wereRetting frames to move through the canera.

PLT
» „

No 1 saw the note there, I should havecommented. Negative I did not hear a klunk. how I didhear motor noise. That is rotational grinding noise thatone associates with a rotating mechanism.
» . -

C
J

BiU we ' re ^ ust interested If you heardthe tr**e advances as well as the motor.

no< c I
LT

tk < t

NeRatlve 1 hav * neve ^ heard that klunk
Ml ;» Sr "j" tlme 1 had may Par r ** ht next to th, "as,,like the PI asked. And 1 had my ear right up there and a .could hear was the grinding rotational noise.

on t^ t>
° kay '

81111 we've, done all we can

"•T Okay.

PlQ " . .

And no ncpd 113 acknowledge Bill but thfPis are real happy the way the experinents been run

4 minutes to Ascens^n ." ' " 30 SCC ° nd9 1111 I0S ^ »™
END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 0 hours 5 minutes and
48 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
is now passed beyond raage of the Vanguard tracking ship's
antenna. Our next acquisition is a little over 2 minutes
away at Ascension. This pass upcoming will be throuph
Ascension, Canary Island and Madrid a continuous pass,
approximate length of the pass will be in the neighborhood
of about 17 minutes. Later this evening the Skylab crew will
be doing comet observations with S183, that's an ultraviolet
instrument that has been used several times during the day
for observation of star fields. The maneuver and associated
activities are scheduled for about 2 hours from now with
the operations of the equipment, the duty of Comnander
Gerald Carr. Present time the comet Kohoutek is hurtling
towards the Sun at an every increasing speed now in excess
of 1500 miles per minute. And meanwhile the Skylab crew
is beginning to increase the amount of time it's devoting
to observations to the comet. In addition to previous
and continued use of handheld cameras, the astronauts are
starting to employ an ultraviolet airglow instrument that's
been modified to record ultraviolet and visible emissions
from the comet. That ultraviolet airglow instrument was
used yesterday. The comet can now be observed with the
naked eye in the pre-dawn southeast sky. Although the
dust components of the co - comet's tail are estimated to
extend for about 3 billion riiles and the gas tail for about
6 million miles. The unaided eye at presently sees the
comet only as a fa - faint blure. Kohoutek is now
approximately 120 million miles from Earth and about 75
million miles from the Sun. On Janaury 19, 1974, the comet
is expected to be about 76 million miles frois Farth and at
that time it will be 70 million miles froa the Sun. We're
coning up ac - on acquisition at Ascension. We'll bring
the line up live now for air-to-ground through the Ascension,
Canary Island and Madrid tracking stations.

cc Skylab, we're back with you through
Ascension for 7 minutes.

PLT Got you Story.
CC And Ed, when you get your broath back,

and get dried off I got a non-time critical question for you.
PLT He'9 on the ergot-.eter rigrt now, Stcrv.
CC Yeah, we Just saw hia pick up again,

it can wai t .

CDR Story, we talked about that S055 problem
and the reason why 1 couldn't get it grey on the talkback was
because I wasn't in optic zero of it. The alrror was sitting
at 59 4.

CC Okay, Jer.
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PLT
CC

Skylab, we're a minute to LOS . And a

Jiory
Skylab, back with

a voice here.
you at Canaries for 9 minut

PLT
Us tening .

He's busy right now, Story. Go ahead, he'

Okay , I don *

"odule af «r he', done up there.
''H «py. Story. Co.

disconnect high pr.^r", v^t "ho" '
° rIfiC,;

-
" d

and from the L k , ? ?. .
" cry ° vent valve,

for 2« s 2 : i lt

,

;:.i:",
h°;- And t,,c " a3 '"

«e d„„'t „„« th e pf.:.".
,

;r fur
b
:f f

,cr
;.:'

d, 8 c„ n „ e c the ho«"; 0rSot" r„r s^ w.'""
1 -

PLT
CC
PLT

Yes sir Stow the polychoke too.

Ed, Houston.
He's listening Story, go.

photos of option 2 o^
v
Tvn;:

e

^ d

nd
:i::° (n d ne

ha
: ev

yr *°\
polarity during op - op8 2 '

reverse the

J" Sca "d by.
Story, I reversed the polarity during

your first quest ion .

and I didn't hea
Did you get any photos of ops 2,

OF TAPE
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,
SPT S tory , I reversed the polarity during

2, and I didn't hear your first question. ,../

CC Did you get any photos of ops 2, Ed ?

SPT Story, go ahead.
CC Ed, did you get any photos of ops 2

on T V 1 1 7 ?

SPT Yes, I sure did Story, I took photos
all the way although I couldn't discern anything by -

visually.
CC Okay .

FAO Skylab Control at 0 hours 27 mintues and
8 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now out of range of
the tracking antenna at 'Madrid, 24-1/2 minutes to our next
acquisition of signal at Guam. This is Skylab Control at
27 minutes and 18 seconds after the hour.'''

K'lD OK TAP F.
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PAO
Ji

0
J

Skylab Control at 0 hours, 50 minutes

The pas, through Guam should last a little less than io I I u ^

!

we'd like r h p DAS f

Skyla
^> A0S Guara f» 10 minutes and Edwe d like the DAb for a dump inhibit.

SPT You have it Story

SPT Go ahead , S torv .

bPT Seve ra 1 , Story.

^ l
CC

. ,

And do the y change polarity from bright r»dark or dark to bright during the gr i t d ischa^ge , cs, ?
8

~ T Negative I did not. notice that Story.^ Okay. '

elod^a fha r', Phn
° ne

° ther thln * on the disposition of theelodia, that * ED63 remove dead plants with forceps, disposeof the plants down the tap and save the vile with theby putting the. into the chiller for later use
8

B.c,.«" those Plants^ c

t

^J h:rso It

a

and
U

t:
f

t

a Ch°"' St ° ry "

out of there is going L °
k

'? tr ' to *U that

««ff out and st?.inJng°irout : 0me
ta

noC
R al ™° 8t

'
ll ° f that

SSl wul'do!
tCSt a " d Ut US know '

CC Jer, Houston.
CDR Go ahead

.

if It
j

not good we'll be waking you up at tne lcR ul«. time
°^»y Story, thanks." Ed

• DAS is yours .SPT Thank you.
SPT -

u.r JTI i ,

Story, the size of the bright spots in the

io t2 ?i V! W6nt rlght nCXt 10 the moling disk'a around
0 to U and it extended out about half of that dlst n 5hif you look at the occulting disk from 10 so 1 "th "1/

and go out about half that distance, and that hJt whole

f r on
That is.
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area was bright and the horizontal area corresponding to that
where the TV swept through was relatively dark.

CC Okay .

SPT lt looked pretty much to no like we had
burned a - gotten a hole burnt in the white light with a low
level vidicon and the question is whether any of that can
recover or not.

CC We'll get a look at that Ed, when we j»et
the TV down here .

CC F-d
» no need to acknowledge but

Guam's ready for your TV downlink at your convenience.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. About

32 minutes to the Vanguard at 01:32.

,„
PA0

, „
Skylab Control, at 1 hour 2 minutes and

30 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now out of range of thetracking antenna at Guam. Thirty minutes to our next acquisition
of signal which will be at the Vanguard. This is Skvlab Control
at 2 minutes 40 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
, \,

Skylab Control at 1 hour 31 mintues and
24 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station Is nowjust east of the continent of South America and we're about
to be acquired through the Vanguard tracking ship in 50seconds. Spacecraft Communicator is Story Musgravc . Thepass^through Vanguard should last about 8 minutes.

Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard forminutes

.

£p T w?/'1, ate yoU SClU at the ATM panel?byi Affirm, Story.

,

CC 0kay
»

we ' re r eady for frames remainingwhen you are.
PLT

,,
ft

. ... . _. r 0 ^
k
?
y> Stor ?- H-alpha 1 Is 12516; 56 is,60:^82A is U;; 82 Bravo is 1319; 52 is 52 74. And 4188

CC
PLT

Thanks Bill.
Rog .

cc Bill, Houston.
PLT Go.

.

C
C

C Bill, you're NuZ's looking good and thepad or your S183 K maneuver is good. And everything islooking fine for the maneuver.
?
\
T Rog, thank you.

„ „
CC

,

Skylab, we're a minute to LOS , 13 minutesto Canaries at 01:52. 68

PM Skylab Control at 1 hour 41 minutesand 3 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space stationis now over Brazil and has passed out of range of thetrackins antenna aboard the ship Vanguard. Ten minutesand 50 seconds to our acquisition at Canary Islands. CometKohoutek activities about to begin on with the maneuver forS183. comet photography. That photography will be performedby tne Commander Gerald Carr although the maneuver itselfis being monitored by Pilot Bill Pogue. Co.rt Kohoutek is

llttlll !"w5
e S

T\
hV 5t 8ky durin « the »°rnings. It risesbetween .-1/2 ar.r* 2 hours and 45 minutes before the Sun

blirrJ <M!!!
iCtl0

?! °M he comet *
8 ultimate magnitude havebeen modified considerably. Astronomers now predict thatKohoutek s magnitude will not exceed minus 4, which willput the comet on a par with Venus which is the brightestof the planets, but as not nearly so bright as the Moon ofcourse. The system for recording the brightness of celestial

bv
J^ l8

r t UTCaU
?
d "« nitudc •V*™- U was inventedby the Greek Hipparchus In the second century, B.C. In this*y*ten the fainter stars visible to the unaided eye are

J

xth .. R nltude while th, 20 brightest stars are on the aversetud
:' T,e «*™t .. 8nit„d« star is 100 times

'

brighter than the sixth magnitude star, objects brighter than
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first magnitude are given brightness values of less than 1.
The full Moon, for example, is given a brightness value
ranging in the neighborhood of minus 13.6. A change in
magnitude of 1 represents a brightness factor of about 2.5,
that 13 to say that the magnitude is reduced by 1.0, the
brightness increase is by 2-1/2 t i me s . J'.s t i ma t e s of the
current magnitude of Kohoutek vary depending on the location
of the observer, type of siting employed, data reduction
techniques and atmospheric conditions, as an example,
brightness values reported from binocular observations,
show a magnitude of approximately 3.6. Brightness values
reported by photographic observations show a magnitude of
approximately 4.6 at the present time. But there is no
apparent disagreement on an ultimate total brightness of
about minus 4.2, this is however, quite a bit less bright
than the original predictions for the comet. At one time
it was believed that it mipht reach a lovel as high as minus
10, that would of course be about 100 times brighter than
present expectation. And for a while - after a revision
was made when thr> comet was again spotted early this fall,
the estimates ranged minus 4 to minus 6. At minus 6 it
would have been approximately 100 times as bright as Halley's
Conet. the new estimate of minus 4 indicates a brightness of
- in the neighborhood of a 40 times as bright as Halley's.
Orbitinp, above the disturbing effects of Earth'a atmosphere
Skylab is expected to provide astrononers throughout the
world with commentary information tiat's never before been
available. Today, December 6th, wis designed as International
Astronomical Union Comet Day. during which Astronomers
and observers all over the world were asked to focus their
attention on Kohoutek, in order to gather much concurrent data
as possible for later evaluation. That information is
provided to us by S ky 1 ab / Kohou t e k Operations Center here at
Mission Control. Skylab Control, we're 7-1/2 minutes from
our next acquisition over Canary Island. It's now 44 minutes
and 28 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour 51 minutes and
4 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab apace station is
now over the North Atlantic Just about to be acquired
through the Canary Island tracking antenna. Spacecraft
communicator is Story Musgrave. And this pass through
Canary Island and Madrid is an overlapping pass that'll
last just about 14 minutes.

CC .Skylab, AOS Canaries and Madrid for
14 minutes. " '

' .

PLT Ro 8> Story, we got about a little over
a minute to go here for settling.

" Okay, Bill, looks good from down here.
fLT Starting to ramp down now.
CC okay.
C<\ B111

»
we're seeing a good return maneuvetime and we need the DAS here dump enable.

PLT You got it .

CC Okay

.

L
CC Skylab, we've handed over to Madrid, gotanother 7 minutes with you. We'll be dumping the data/voice

here. A.id Bill, Houston.
PLT Roger.
CC Bill, when you get back to SI on your

return maneuver after you're back in SI, we'd like you toopen the fine Sun sensor door, and then go to experinent
pointing. And that'll get us going a little sooner on - onour un attended ops.

PLT Roger, open the fine Sun sensor door and
go to experiment pointing.

cc Yes sir, after you get back in SI.
. PLT Rog , understand.

...
CC Skylab, we're a ainute to LOS and about

35 minutes to Honeysuckle at 02:39. We'll be looking for
the evening status report at Honeysuckle, be dumping thedata/voice there. And Ed, there's a small checklist change
to the JOP 13 summary sheet, you might want to incorporate
tonight? It's in the teleprinter right now.

SPT Thank you Story.
PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 6 minutes and

49 seconds Greenwici. mean time. Skvlab space station isnow over eastern Europe ar d has pasued out of range of thetracking antenna at Madrid. Thirty-three minutes to ournext acquisition of signal, that will be at Honeysuckle
Honeysuckle is scheduled for the evening status report. Thecrew given a reminder on that by Story Musgrave, the space-craft communicator, here at the end of the Madrid siteLarth resources pass is scheduled for tomorrow, that Earth
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resources pass will begin at 14:27 Greenwich mean time or

8:27 Houston time, tomorrow. Begins 1500 miles nor the as t

of Tokyo over the Pacific Ocean and it begins in darkness
over the north Pacific where instruments S193 and S194, both
electronic devices, will be used. T'-.e S193, is the micro-
wave r ad lone ter /sea tterome te r altimeter, that's the device
that Ed Gibson, the science pilot, repaired at the first
spacewalk.of this mission, ^nd also, the L-band radiometer,
which is the S194 Instrument, will be used to gather data
on high winds in the north Pacific. A non tropical cyclone

,

which is in - in the waters of the north Pacific, far north
of Hawaii, with winds of - in the vicinity of 50 miles an
hour. By using those instruments during the darkness part
of the pass should be able to gather some data on the sea
surface state in the north Pacific. That pa - the first
part of the pass only last 10 minutes and covers about
2800 miles ending about 400 miles west of Vancouver. The
pass over the United States will be of little value because
of the darkness on the land and that's not suitable for

photography. No photography will be used on the north Pacific
part of the pass, no photography is required. Beginning
again the pass will start then at 14:47 after a 10 minute
lapse and will travel from 100 miles southeast of Dallas,
where the instruments will be turned on, to San Paulo,
Brazil. That pass ending at 15:06 Greenwich mean time. One
the first sites In the post U.S. part of It is a site off
Louisiana coast where Robert Horvath, of the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan, will be attempting to de terrain

using Skylab data, whether or not it's feasible to detect,
locate, and map the extent of oil slicks on w.itcr. Such
slicks result from illegal or ineffective shipping ptntt ires
primarily, although they also can occur frem major pollution
incidents, such as though oil spills. That will be done
in the waters off of Louisiana tomorrow as part ol the

second half of that pass. The second half of the pass does
last a total of 19 minutes, covers approximately 6,000 miles-
It's now 30 minutes to our next acquisition of signal.
This is Skylab Control at 9 minutes 46 seconds after the

hour.

KND OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 39 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now crossing
the north coast of Alaska, just about to be acquired through
the Honeysuckle tracking station. This pass through Honey-
suckle is an 8-minute one. Dr. Story Musgrave is the space-
craft communicator. And this will be the evening status
report. We're live now for air-to-ground through Honeysuckle

' Creek, Australia

.

cc Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for fs

8 minutes . Be dumping the data voice here.
cc And Jer, we're ready to copv when you ar<>.
CDR Story, we'll have to catch that on the

next pass. We're all right now engrossed in working HH15 3We've got a beautiful day with no clouds, great Sun glitter
and we're working like mad, trying to get photos and verbal'
description over the tapes.

CC Okay, Jer. The next pass is Bermuda.
That will be the medical conference . And we ' 1 1 pick up the
evening^stacus at Canaries at 03:31. And your family call's

CDR Okay. I'll have the report all ready
and somebody else can read it.

CC Okay.

^ CDR Hey Story. I guess I can give you part
of It. The other two guys are handling the job okay overw there

CC Okay. We'll take it

.

CDR Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6.0 heavy 1 0
light; SPT, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5 light; PLT

, 6.5, all heavy
Volume: CDR, 2200: SPT, 1400; PLT, 2000. Drinking water
readings: CDR, 7074; SPT, 2102; PLT, 8335. Body mass : CDR
6.300, three times; SPT, 6.366, 6.366, 6.375; PLT, 6.239,
6.234, 6.236. Exercise: CDR, method Alfa, leg, 30, 4800,
Method Bravo, Alfa, Delta, Echo, and Foxtrot, 10, 20 repetitions
each. Method Charlie, Charlie Delta Foxtrot, 06, 15 repetitions
each. Method Echo, Alfa Bravo, 03, 10 repetitions *.ach.
Method Foxtrot, walk, 10 minutes, to- rise, 2 minutes 200
repetitions. PLT, method Alfa, leg, 30, 5000. Method Bravo,
Alfa, Bravo, Delta, Echo, 08, 50 repetitions each. Method
Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf and Hotel
10 minutes, 20 repetitions each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10 minutes
toe rise, 1 minute, 75, sprinps, 1/2 minute, 50. SPT, method
Alfa, leg, 40, 7337. Method Biavo, Foxtrot, 10, 40 repetitions.
Method Foxtrot, toe rises, 5 minutes, 100, springs, 10 minutes
500. Medications: CDR, none: SPT, none: PLT , none . Clothing'
discarded today: CDR, one pair of socks, one-half union suit-
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P
f V S ° V PLT

* ° nR Palr ° f socks, T-shirt, andone pair of shorts. Food log: t CDR , 1 1 , 8.5, deviationsPlus one apple drink, plus two coffees with sugar, wa or
-'

mlnuf °S "T^ P
J
US 9>0: SPT

'
5 ' 5 8alt

'
no food deviation ;

minus 10 rehydration water; PLT
, salt, 4 . 0 , dev i a t ionsone coffee plus, rehydration water, minus 1.0. Flight'

^
sp
rr^°r

DAC oJ repaired: ^s 7

0 6

-

a nd
n

sr -t a^d:
praent

Unscheduled stowage: the .ulri^eter has been moved to he

the°

r

D h°oC °
2

' T^
Ch 18 ri8ht neXt C ° the Sh— oi; ythe photo log will come later. We've got to l op the f „we just shot on HH153, and we need to log the DAC 140 hatwe shot on S183, and somebody will read that to o p

'

that next pass .
v

CC 0kav
• Thanks

. And on board now therr 1 «

cnR Okay Story,

u '

t?L r
A
?
d ve ' ve got about 40 seconds here.We kind of ran out of passes tonight. I've got about 40seconds of news for you. Gerald Ford was swo™ in L

suggesting that possibly the solar system's bi s 1 1may be shrinking. A decisior will hi m *A* ,v,,
pianet

"0 »..« ,o ration g.ao 1 ^v" '„ e\e " ^£ ^«r y as March 1 nuring November, Cere III I

^J:.::!.i
b

:.?".:: ::::: ss::-::!^:/:,-!/-r"

coming up in about 35 minutes at 03:23. That'll be yourned conference, the one after that is Canary at
*

a^er'th^.-Sadri'rlro^^^ '"^ C°" ^ ^
™ R 0ka >' Story. We'll see you then.cc Yes Sir.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 48 minutes and44 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is n"wpassing over the south island of New Zealand. And our next

^na
S

v °J ''K*
1 Wil1 be ab °Ut ** Qinutes fro. w

'

L r !
upcoming pass our Bermuda is scheduledfor the private medical conference for the crew. And we doexpect to hear any air-to-ground at that station. At tie

*

beginning of this pass Commander Carr indicated that he wasoccupied with the other 2 crew members in photog i hand-'held photo site number 153. That's an attempt fo h L" ° f

h

a "° r
J
h Australia drought. Normally moist coaftaT

Inf rl
b^derin « the Arafura Sea and the Gulf of Carpe iaad J acent interior parts of Arnhem Land and the Sor^teyTab eland are suffering severe drought. So the crews job win'be to photograph that drought area and describe di s t r i b u c i o n .„

of III
\ vegetation and describe the distribution and color

ro
U
f
faC\ Wa ' er

-
ThG ^jective of the experiment is.to determine the distribution of vegetation and water to" drought problem in north Australia. Next'

Is aTd i

Si
irt iVbout 42 -inutea from now at CanarvIslana. This is Skylab Control at 50 minutes after the hour.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 31 minutes and
34 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now about 20 seconds
from acquisition of signal through Canary Island. The pass
through Canary Island and Madrid will last approximate lv
9 minutes. We'll bring up the line live for air-to-ground
through Canary Island and Madrid.

CC Skylab, AOS Canaries and Madrid for
10 minutes

.

PLT Rog. And I have the photo report.
CC Stand by 1 , Bill

.

SPT Say, Story, let ne give you a question,
which maybe you can work while we're getting the photo
report. . . .

.

'., CC ' v Go Ed .
:

SPT Okay, the JOP summary sheet change, which
you sent up, you know, that's also a correction, but the one
right below it, the maneuver time should be at 52030, rather
than 52011 , I think , also .

CC That's right, Ed, we chased that all over
the place. We got an error in the book here, and we were
chasing down the backup JOP summary sheets and that's a good
call .

SPT I'll go ahead and make that change. If

you want to send the paperwork, fine, or either way Is fine.
CC You can go ahead and make that, Ed, and

we'll take care of it.
CC Bill, you can go ahead on the photo pad.
PLT Roger. 8340, 16-millimeter, S183, 140

foot mag, Union Alfa 04, 90 percent; 35-millimeter, 01,
Charlie X-ray, 20, 10, that's 10, 02; Bravo Echo, 08, 37 Is
the count, Nikon 03, Charlie India, 11, make that Charlie
India, 110, the count is 40, 04 empty, 05, Bravo Hotel, 04,
25; 7 0-ni. 1 1 lne te r , Charlie X-ray, 4 7 , 090 , ETC, no change,
no change in EREP set K - Kilo. Drawer A configuration,

PLT Houston, Skylab, how do you read?
CC Reading you loud and clear. Seven more

minutes , Bill .

PLT Okay. Did you get the report?
CC Yeah, did you finish up the drawer A

configu ration? I don't think we got that.
TLT Drawer Alfa, r.o change.
CC Okay.
PLT We must have hit a keyhole there.
CC And we got it all, Bill.
PLT Rog .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. This
will be the last pass of the night. If you want us, that'll
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be at Honeysuckle about. 38 minute* at 04:19, but we won't
"^ ,

i/«;r"«
And We ' rC Stl11 lookIn « at ^arly ERKP tomorrowso be getting you up around 11:00.

'

'."PIT..''.. n - _ ...

I
1' 7 -Roger, Story. Goodnight.

cc Goodnight .

PAO
. l

A°
. ,

This Is Skylab Control at 3 hours 44minutes and 4 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab

orr!na!
at 5°^ 1S

u^W^Ver eastern Europ.. We've passed out

°l
ranRe ° f the Madrid tracking antenna on the last pass ofthe evening. A goodnight given to the crew by SpacecraftCommunicator Dr. Story Musgrave . A busy day for tVe Skylabcrew, and an even busier one tomorrow with an r wtime scheduled. 5:00 a.m. central standard time 1 hourearlier than usual, that's in preparation for Tn Farth

t

S

u"7
S

o
P
r

S

^7 h
i
Ch 15 SC

?
eduled " begin at - data takeat 14.27, or 8.27 Houston time. Quite a bit of preparationis required for the Earth resources pass in the morning andof course, the usual breakfast and post - -

*'

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - data take at 14:27 or 8:27 Houston time.
Quite a bit of preparation is required for the Earth resources
pass in the morning and of course the usual breakfast and post
sleep activities. That pass beginning at 14:27 begins over
the north Pacific about 1500 miles northeast of Tokyo. It
begins in darkness with the S193 and 94 scanners, electronic
scanners, on an area of a non tropical cyclone with winds in
the neighborhood of 50 miles per hour. An attempt to gather
soae data on sea state, foam, wind characteristics, and wave
heights. That first part of the pass 2800 miles across the
north Pacific ends at 14:37 Greenwich mean time approximately
400 miles west of Vancouver . Equipment then is turned off
for about a 10 minute period and the data take time begins
again at 14:47 Greenwich mean time. That begins 100 miles
southeast of Dallas over the Louisiana's northwestern corner
continues across Louisiana with some data being gathered in
Louisiana on the Louisiana coast and general photography of
that area, also some study for salt water intrusions studies
in southern Louisiana to determine the effect of salt water
that moving into the bayou areas in south Louisiana. Also
over the Gulf of Mexico just off the Louisianna coast the
attempt to gather data on the feasibility of detecting oilA spills or deliberate bilge pumping by ships that dump oil overhoar
overboard in the - on the ocean surface. An attempt will
be made on whether or not It is feasible to use space monitoring
platforms, satellites and the like, to gather data and to record
and map such oil spills or deliberate dumping. Then as the space
station continues to move south across South America on a
track that runs 5400 miles from Louisiana to San Paulo,
Brazil over a 19 minute period of time, data will be gathered
over Colombia for the United Nations food and Agriculture
Organisation where crop, forest inventory, and insect damage
studies are underway. Also, a nap - test mapping of culture
and ecological changes in Columbia and later in the Central
Andes and Amazon Bases - Ba.-in will be part of the studies
to be benefited by tomorrow's photography pass. In addition
to that a natural resource study of the An,uop. Basin from the
north to the southern part of the Amadou Basin, underway by
the Brazilian Goverment ur,der a project named Radam R-A-D-A-M,
will also vf i 1 1 be benefited by data gathered with a number of'
Skylab instruments tomorrow. And in agricultural for the
Brazilian Space Agency to identify crop and crop areas in the
southern parts of Brazil will be gathered as well. One
sensor evaluation study, an evaluation of the performance
of S193 that's the microwave r ad i otic t e r / sea 1 1 e rome t e r altimeter
an active and passive radar device. That will be evaluated
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of course it has been repaired at the beginning of this mission
a problem with the controlling device that is used in regulating
the movement of the antenna. That was primarily a nroblem -

for loss of data at the very end of the last mission and about
a third ot the Earth resources passes complete during the lastSKylab mission were not using the S193 - was repaired by SciencePilot Ed Gibson on the first space walk of this mission a coupleof weeks back And this sensor study will attempt to determineperformance of the equipment. It's believed that it is operatingsatisfactorily although it is some what limited in the scanningrange of the antenna. It has been pinned in one axis TheSun is a very quiet object in the heavens for the Skylab crewat this time. ATM activities continue to be scheduled tomorrowapproximately 5 hours set aside for the study of ATM most ofthat taking place later in the day. There is an early ATMwith che commander taking over about 11:57 in the morningGreenwich mean time. That's before the track 48 on Earthresources pass nunber ]0 of the mission. Also scheduled fortomorrow is a run of the M092, M093 experiment. That's the
lower body negative pressure device experiment and a related
test. M092 will be performed tomorrow on Pilot Bill Pogue
All three crew members have at various times had some problemswith the highest level of stress in that experiment but all
of tiiem since that time have recovered performed that satis-factorily. Also for tomorrow later in the evening is a maneuverto gain data on the comet Kohoutek. Comets traveling at th<stime something over 110 thousand miles per hour. Crew will*
be allowed to go to sleep an hour early tomorrow evening that'*
to make up for the hour early wake up time in the morning.'We still have not received the daily status of the crews
health from the Flight Surgeon. As soon as he has that
available tor us, we'll cone back up and read it to you This
is Skylab Control it's now 50 minutes after the hour

E
*

' D OF TAPE
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Skvlab Control at k hours 1 minute and18 seconds Greenwich mean t.me. We have the mission surgeon's
y
ti
r

LP
° rt

N°\
CT. health We ' 13 " ad Chat you at

s iedL;!
1 Problems exist. The moderate subjectivestress noted by the commander at the end of the 50 mil -

TAUT mlllimeter of aercury portion of the lower bodynegative pressure did not prevent completion of the experiment

inpi:S!«l£l
M°^2 reSp °nSeS have in been some^

lm£nt -

Zlnll ? i '
CoraP° site data *<>r all three crewmenshows no information that causes clinical concern. Siened

out l^l'll!
H ° ldinSky f ° r Dr

'
HaWkins

" D- Hordinsky^Mntcd
t^rl ^ W3S received he" in Mission Control and

very end of the 1 - lower body negative pressure run but

s

C

^e
a

ssfu
r

i

inS
C
SCed

r C°^ letin
« iC «d Sid co. l 'isuccessful Commander Carr is scheduled to do the first

Control
pities tomorrow, gave a short report to Mission

" r
:;

gh
h
Ca > e recordings dumped earlier. His reporton the Sun was what we might expected this time. The solar

Sun Ld " Z ° ne
:

D ° Ved 3r0Und t0 the back side of ^eSun and are no l onger visible. And in his comments tod.v

s.r;
c

..ii
tl

';
h :

t

s

th*/™ contro1 and dis^ p«^. ^;;;„d. r
,

r

*?J
d

'
Che * un 19 very very quiet and very plain. r tlook ike oatmeal to me, I saw one very smal 1 ,f iLmen t

.

There s not a whole lot that could be said." ComnanderCarr also was responsible for taking the photographs thismorning of the unusual cloud and oceanographic patterns in

carr said in his tape message to the Mission Control, "The

would
V
Ay

n

Vo fh
neraJ thr ° U * hcUt but "ther limited

Le»t»„ IJ'< V he CCnter ° f the area 18 ^tween the

f low It
13 3nd thC tlp ° f Honduras. The pattern of

£ co d t
°
CCa

?
ltSrlf Wa8

'
1 W ° Uld SaV

' ^P^sible to see.We couldn t see it. I think that's mainly because we didn'thave any Sun gl int to help us . Wlth s un *
3& ^ ^ 1

there was no sun gl - sun glint available for us to nv

some d°L
Pa

,

tterV n
° Cean 1C8Clf

-
We dld

-
however! s

'

some discoloration in the ocean. It was for the most nartclose to the land, and I think we were seeing j « / lciilight colors that indicate shallow waters. Se did see ne

We
8
werrunabl t

thG Mue
°
Ut furth" in the «««P ter.

J J 6" "naMe 10 see anv ki " d of current eddies or anything
ilint "

at 'CCauSe '
a * 1 mentioned before, the lack of Sun

*

>

" 8ed thC Nik° n ^-millimeter camera « h a

t ak en th ^ 1°* the »"»"°8"Phy t od ay . Pho to gr aphs
Irllo t »ornin 8 by Skylab Commander Gerald Carr maybring about a revolutionary advance in world weather tor cas t ing
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^r^K
rle%° f 35 "alUl^ Cer Photograph, taken over theCaribbean Sea, southwest - southeast of Mexico's Yuctan

un^ r«Jl^?V°^ lnUin8 Weather Phenonomen totally unknownuntil scientists discovered them on photographs taken duringthe two previous Skylab f li gh t s . , In the past 2 wee's
8

r^!
nt

i
8t

;K
analy^ n8 jUSt the f6W of the 2 °.° C0 Photographstaken by the earlier Skylab crew, found unexplained r t g

coast of M
CUrrCnt that fl °WS al ° n * the Caribbefn

Carr said T^r^ 't^" 1 Aaerlca
-

The Skylab ColanderCarr said that the cold spots were distinctly lighter in

thart^n^/^V 1^ surroundl "8 waters, which indicatesthat the rotating circles contain more marine life than the

:
a

i

r

eV^ 1Cal CUrre " tS
-

Such cool disks, which are 12 to 60miles across, may contain the food supply for tuna and othprclerically valuable fish. Dr. Robe" Stevenson o^ L
!"^ Pr, i

tUti ° n ° f 0cean°8"phy in La Jolla, Californiasaid today that the Skylab photograph., revealed new informationso significant that it will require a Bajor overhaul 0f
° rma ' 1On

theories about ocean currents and the inneraction betweenthe oceans and weather. The growth of hurricanes and other
vtl°iL

V
<

ea V 9yStCmS and movements Is influenced by
'

variations in ocean temperature which were revealed in Lh|.photography taken by Skylab. During the remaining 9 weeks ofthe final Skylab flight, Dr. Stevenson will work with theastronauts aboard the 100 ton space station, and with .roundpersonnel to gather detailed information about the newdiscovery wh.'ch he said maybe a characteristic of oceans andseas virtually throughout the world. The swirling cold spot,move slowly across 10,000 - tens of thousands of squareln t!
?
e * e ^ern Caribbean. That's our final broadcast for heevening The crew will be waking up tomorrow morning

5 a - Q
'

This is Skylab Control at 6 minutes after the hour

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 10:54 Greenwich

mean time. Space station Skylab now over the Honeysuckle

Creek, Australia tracking station, about 3 minutes and 30

seconds away from loss of signal. Spacecraft Communicator

Bob Crippen will give the crew an early wakeup Just prior

to loss of signal across this station. Early wakeup is

necessary because of a planned Earth resources survey. We're

standing by here at Honeysuckle Creek.
CC (Music) "The Party's Over"

CC Good morning, Skylab. We're 1 minute

from LOS over Honeysuckle. We'll see you again at Hawaii

at 11:10, and that's about 13 minutes away.

CDR Good morning, Crip.

CC Party's over, it's time to go to work.

CDR Yeah, the party is over all right.

CC Don't you guys enjoy getting up early in

the morning?
CDR Oh , that ' s nea t

.

CC (Music) "The Party's Over."

PAO This is Skylab Control. The first call

up to the crew, pleasantly awakened by vocalist Julie London.

And in 10 minutes sface station Skylab will be coming up on

the Hawaii tracking station, final Hawaii pass of the morning.

We'll be back then. And at 10:59 Greenwich mean time, Skylab

Cont r ol .

PAO This is Skylab Control, 11:09 Greenwich mean

time and about a minute away from acquisition through the trackin

station Hawaii. The crew having been Waked up over Honeysuckle

Creek earlier in this revolution In preparation for early Earth

resources survey. Meanwhile, the general •essage on solar

activity is in the so-called message pool for uplinking to the

space station's teleprinter, a fairly brief message. It says

a new active region appear* to be crossing the east limb at

28/1. No flare in the last 48 hours. A sinister force has

erased all Sun spots. End of message. Acquisition upcoming

at Hawaii, standing by.
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Hawaii for

8-1/2 minutes .

SPT Morning, Crip.
CC Morning. Sounds like you'r* down in the

well there.
SPT I am.

CC So am I .

CC We're Just finishing up our last summary

shift for a while, and we're all happy about It.

SPT You mean there la going to be no fliore music

in the mornlnn?
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'J" Sounds like a threat.
'

, 1 .

Cr *P. you haven't lived until you trv to

cc

it ?

cc
Sounds like fun.

Tooth paste?
d " y ° U " y V ° U tr * ln * to on

SPT That's right.
CC
Su d„ th . t

. ^^jr;;:, 8
:!;^

0 h>- to tei1 -
(garble).

1 " lah
'

k " e"' " t0 ° k thr" .»«" '«* • "«H

..^:.:r,:vi;;;r:\rri:;:i:^ # ::r: st:
—

In 0ur le *»ure time, Crip.

C C f.

UT
,

e y° u 've get lots of that don't you?

:;«:;:-«:« £ -
Cc

T

/'I,;
881 d *y off already was e*«cuted.

Spr
^illotined i, probably a good way.

,
3 Soing to one of those days Crin Th-».-

END OF TAPE
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cc You get somebody else to get that tooth
brush out. .

SPT 1
' v e got a oassive failure In the tooth

paste tube

.

cc We'll put that down on that malfunction
update

.

CDR What happens to the guys who squeeze the
tube ir. the middle?

cc Is he one of those kind? That's terrible.
SPT 1 k eep telling then, Crip, not to give us

things we're not trained for.
cc Like brushing your teeth, huh? We're about

30 seconds from LOS here, we're going to see you over Goldstor.e
in about 3-1/2 minutes at 11:22.

PA0 Thl s is Skyiab Control. Loss of signal
through Hawaii. Some 2 minutes away from acquisition again
through Coldatone and stateside pass. The Skyiab IV crew
was awakened at 5:00 a.m. central time this morning, an hour
ealier than usual. The extra hour this morning will permit
the crew to get several mandatory experiments out of the way
and to prepare for today's early scheduled Earth resources pass.Commander Gerald Carr will begin today's activities with ATM
solar observations at 5:57 a.m. central standard time. Two
ast rophysical experiments are scheduled in today's Flight
Plan. Pilot Pogue will be occupied for about an hour with the
S183 ultraviolet panoramic spectro - panoramic photography.
Starting at 6:20 a.m. central standard Commander Carr will
conduct the S019 ultraviolet panorama maneuver and operations
recording star galaxies and wide field of view photographs
between 5:20 and 6:20 p.m. this afternoon. Cerr will also
perform morning and evening photograhpy of comet Kohoutek.
The morning photographic coverage, that is with experiment
S233, is scheduled between 6:52 and 7:25 p.m. central time.
6:52 and 7:25 a.m. central time that is. Evening coverage
between 7:20 and 7:32 p.m. Today Kohoutek is 117,403 -
117,403,000 miles from Earth some 68,234,000 miles from tlit
Sun, and traveling at a velocity of about 130,000 miles per
hour. More than 5 hours of Sun observations arc scheduled
throughout the day starting at 5:57 a.m. and ending at 8:30 p.m.tonight. All three crew numbers are scheduled for duty at theApollo telescope mount console. Today's Earth resources observationswill be conducted in two segments along track number 48. The
first - first observations will be made before daylight with
electronic scanners S193 and $194.

CDR Roger, Crip. The crisis is passed. Ed *J
got his teeth brushed.

cc Fantastic, isn't It. Probably the high
point of the day.
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CC Glad we were here to share It with you
It's nice co have aonebody to share with,

My power should (garble) a little bit

CDR
Crip .

CDR
more, Crip. We'll put it on the VTrT

cc Okay . (Laughter)
cc A »d Pince we woke you up early, I didn't

mention it, but of course we're planning on doing the EREP
this morning. It's not often that the summer team gets a
chance to help you do this EREP or at least be here while youdoit. J

„ ,.^
C Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minutes from LOS.

at 11 IT
a * 3ln ln 5 mlnutes over Bermuda. And that's

PA0 This is Skylab Control. A brief dropout
here between Goldstone and Bermuda of about 4 minutes. Getting
back to the Flight Plan for today. On ...e early Earth resources
pass observations will begin over the North Pacific at 8:27 a mcentral time, along a 2800 mile track extending from about
1500 miles northeast of Tokyo, and about 1100 miles wP S t of\ancover, and end about 1100 miles west of Vancover, Canada.
The electronic scanners will observe an area of the nontropical
cyclone far north of Hawaii, with associated winds of about
50 miles an hour. Attempts will also be made to gather data
on high wind conditions in the North Pacific and sea surface
conditions including foam, wind characteristics, and wave
heights. This pass in darkness involves no photography,
and will last about 10 minutes. The second portion of today's
Earth resources observations will be made along 5400 miles
of the same track beginning over Louisiana across the Gulf
of Mexico and South America, and ending at Sao Paulo, Brazil.
This portion of today's Earth resources observations pass
will begin at 8:47 a.m. central time and continue about
19 minutes. Photographic data will be gathered in Louisiana
and along its coast for study of salt water intrusions to
determine the effects of salt water movement into the bayou
area of southern Louisiana. Studies over the Gulf of Mexico
will determine the feasibility of using space monitoring
platforms to detect, gather data, record and map accidental
of deliberate oil spills in the ocean surface. Data gathered
over Columbia, South America, will aesiat the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization where crop, forest inventory,
and insect damage studies are underway. The Brazilian govern-
ment will use photography and other data gathered along the
Amazon basis in their crop studies of the material resources
of the basin. Recorded data will also help the Brazilian
space apency to identify agricultural crop, and crop areas in
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southern Brazil. Medical experiments today are M092, lower body
negative pressure, M093, vectorcardiogram, and facial photos
will be conducted over a period of 2 hours today. Pilot William
Pogue serves as subject for these experiments and Science Pilot

Ed Gibson as observer. These experiments begin 2:22 p.m. central
standard time. Between tasks the crew will perform their normal
physical training, personal hygeine, pre- and postsleep activities,
and routine housekeeping chores. The crew will retire at

9:00 p.m. central time, 1 hour earlier than usual. Coming
up on acquisition again through Bermuda . There will be

a brief dropout again as the space station crosses the

Atlantic and is picked up by the Canary Islands tracking
station. And a very brief one at Canary, low elevation angle,

and then pick up Ascension Island. We'll stay up for all of

these. Skylab Control standing by at 11:32 Greenwich mean

time.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , Houston. AOS Bermuda for

9-1/2 minutes .

CC CDR , Houston. ••:

CDR Roger, Crip.
(

CC Just wanted to remind you, Jer, it s

on your SAP, but we would prefer for you not to use the S052

TV this morning for this first ATM pass and we'll have a

chance to look at the TV that was dumped, that you recorded

for us, yesterday and evaluate it and give you some word

on it after the EREP pass today.
CDR Roger

.

SPX I've got the POWER switch taped down,

Crip.
CC Okay. Covering all bets.

CC And, SPT, Houston. Ed, some - since you we

90 rapid yesterday with your TV-117, of course you can ignore

all reference to it today in today's Flight Plan. And, also

on your Summary Flight Plan we refer you to a detail 2022

photo. And that is not existent, so you can ignore that

remark , a lso .

SPT Okay, Crip. The only thing 1 have to

do now is hustle that 2 miles of gray tape and get the whole

thinR put away.
CC Ah, so, understand you have not stowed

it yet.
CC Would you like some time schedules for

that?
Spt 1 thought maybe I'd Just leave it up.

The guys might get aesthetic values.
CC They like it, huh?

CC And, Ed, from the word we're getting

down here, underptnnd you had some concern about the OPS 2

not working properly. The consensus seems to be that they

think it was working properly, that it was okay.

SpT Crip, I didn't get the subject of your

comment. What was not working properly?
CC Well, did you have some concern about

the OPS 2 in that TV-117 not working properly yesterday?

SPT Crip, you're talking about the (garble)

tube where the diffusion took place?
CC No, it's Just on the other side.

SpT Crip, I'm sorry. I guess 1 gotta go in

there and - -

CC Okay.
Spt - - take the other end of my toothbrush

and clean out my ears.
CC (Laughter) Okay. No. I'a talking about

TV-117, the little particle - -

MCC Charge particle.
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CC - - charge particle motion thing.

SPT Yeah , I'm with you

.

CC Okay. You apparently performed both the

OPS 1 and OPS 2 of that thin?,, yesterday. And it was our

understanding that you had some concern it was not working

properly on the second part, the OPS 2. And does that ring

a bell?
SPT Yeah, that's right, Crip. I'm still wanting

to put the head in there. To me It kind of proved that when

you mix two things that are both the same you don't see any

interface.
CC You've got me confused, now, Ed.

SPT No, I was, too, Crip. What I - Essentially

what I had was - two fluids which both appeared to be exactly

the same, which were mixed with an electrical field across it.

And I took pictures of it for 20 minutes and never did see

anything happen.
CC What we're getting down here, Ed, is that it

very difficult to see what was suppose to take place. It's

some very fine movement of some dye So that was the

reason they were thinking that it was working properly.

CDR He reads

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again at Ascension in about 7-1/2 minutes

at 11:49. 11:49.
SPT Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Bermuda. And normally the next staticn would be

Canaries, but it's a very low elevation angle pass and we

understand that Canaries will not be supporting for this

particular revolution. Won't be back with the network until

the ascending tracks begin coming over that station later

todav. So, therefore, the next station that will acquire

space station Skylab will be Ascension Island in about 5 mlnutei

to correct an earlier number on the comet Kohoutek. It's

current velocity reported at 130,000 miles per hour is

113,000 miles per hour as of today. 4-1/2 minutes to

acquisition at Ascension Island. We'll stay live for this

gap across the Atlantic Ocean and requiring space station

Skylab

.

END OF TAPE
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C
? r ,„ ,

S^ylab, Houston; we're AOS throughAscension for 10-1/2 minutes. 8

,
; Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS,

aIa i ?° U
J
a
?
aln 3t Carnarvon in ? « minutes at 12:22, 12:22And ve 11 be doing a data/voice recorder dump there.PLT Rog, Crip.

f
A0

,

Tni -' 18 Skylab Control 12:00 Greenwichmean time Loss of signal through Ascension Island trackingsta on. Next station in 22 minutes, Carnarvon, AustraUaWe lrreturn at that time. And at 12:00 GMT
, Skylab Control.

/ ,

Thia 19 Skylab Control, 12:21 Greenwichmean tine, less than a minute away from acquisition at track-ing station Carnarvon, Australia. We've dropped out be tit el

for 9

C
minutes.

Skyl3b
'
HouSto^ » e ' AOS at Carnarvon

» ,u
CC

.

SPT
*
Houston

- Ed, you got a minute to^ t : r
r

h

* d
* ch-« » ^ « «-»

SPT
,

1,0
-l
ust looking at it "ow, Cri P . Civene a couple minutes, and I'll be right with you

:.".:
1

i.:i:.:r.i. s;.^-,w
CC We'll get it for you.
PLT Thank you.

wo „J
C

„ ,

And
'

Ed
*

th *™'« t,o rush on that message.Up can - we got time to talk about it stateside before theB.meu

„ u
SPT

,

FroB tho le "8th oi it, Crip, I guess weought to talk now. Go ahead.
***P. guess we

a little hit h, t u °J
ay

,\
A8

.
1 HaU wc the lomt

f rt
'

b «^cally the procedure that you use togo into a maneuver is the same a, - the monitoring ^ £ e

n
P
o*M

dUr
;;

b-S Cally the "« «• «• h-d before. There'snothing that's really changed there. Nov, if you go to the

:;
t

(r v
dld

'

" k
\

'
Httle "« te <"« " J«t to\llin6

?M« If i
y W€rC dM? g a " * ttitu <** hold maneuver thatthis procedure would *b,rt it. And the* vt told you wha todo In case you got auto TACS , and 1 believe that wis on « \ r

Z-LV monitor portion of it is because w« were . that" 70 percent
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bit on the outer gimbal of CMG 2 is really only a special

case, and what we've tried to do is come up with something

general that would hack it every time. And what we've got

here is really just another way of initializing the outer

global drive logic. And basically all it says that if you

got a global on the stop and your attitude- error is starting

to diverge on you, that you aren't going be able to recover

with the CMGs as it is. So th« procedure we have you do is

to initiate a small Z-LV maneuver. And we say: put in a

3-minute maneuver time, go to standby and go to Z-LV. And

this has been able to, because you have the ou.:er gimbal

drive logic the first and the last minute of thai 3-minute

maneuver, chat's been able to get us out of the problem

uvery time. And the only other thing in that - the solar inertial

monitoring regarding using a noninal H-cage, if the thing starts

to diverge after you get back to solar Inertial. And I men-

tioned this to you the other day. I don't belie'-e we put

it on paperwork, though, that for U minutes after you get

back lo solar inertial the automatic CMG reset is not active.

So in case things does start to go, we think it prudent to

'have vou there looking at it, and go ahead and do a nominal

H-rage itself. And rather briefly, that's really all the

message says. If you have any questions on it now, I'll

be glad to try to answer them, or we can get them later.

SPT Okay: no I think I see. Crip, the SI

monitor, as you say is probably the new one. plus this

reaelectins ?-LV. If we do reselect Z-LV and we have put

in two different prime maneuvers, we do not know what the

cumulative of those maneuvers are. For example, when we

did it the other day we put in a fine maneuver to get kb

to a Z-LV where *e had the principal axis In the orbic

plane in order to Cut down on the gravity gradient. And then

when we wanted to aciufll. ly tale <»«t i , vf cfi 1 another fine

maneuver. No;- i would have no way of V.nowir.g what the

cumulative of thjse two maneuvers would be in order to put

ttut on top of the Z-LV maneuver, if I ever had to reinitiate.

CC Okay, and you're absolutely «>n-r>:t,

We noted that qviostion you had before, and we were standing

by to answer you on that one. V>? are going to go ahead and

accept the small error, and we figure that it's small enough

such that it doesn't make any difference. So you don't have

to bother to j-ut it in. Now if you are getting it - it you

have to Initiate it on the first one in maneuvering to thia

offset Z-LV attitude, you can go ahead and put that one,

because that does* go ahead and get our principal axis tangent

to the - perpendicular to the gravity vectdr. So that one

we would still like to have to savt lose TACS. But if It's the
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cumulative case we 1 re saying just forget it.
S FT Okay , th ank you , Crip.
CC Okay - -

SPT I was a little alarmed. You sent rae

up two of these and 1 glanced at it and thought, oh boy,
they've doubled the length of it.

CC Oh no, we have a standard policy if we're
sending you something that we've entitled a permanent general
message we send you two of then so you can stick one on your
panel and stick another one in your Flight Plan Just to keep
the - your records straight. Hey, Ed, one item there; we also
sent you a - Dr. Shaffer wrote you a little message about
Jitter (?) and why we're planning on not doing that whole
test in solar inertial. I don't know if you've had a chance
to go over that or not, but as a thought that perhaps illus-
trate it, that was what we were trying to think of a way
to do it. If you have a chance sometime when we're not
doing - taking data, if you're in solar inertial instead
of experiment pointing and you look at H-alpha 2, you see
it should be - give you a pretty good idea, especially if
its zoomed in and the Sun is still in the field of view
of what the crew notion does to the vehicle.

SPT Okay, that's a good idea, Crip; certainly•will.
CC Okay.
SPT Maybe we'll put a little bit on

a VIR if we get a little spare time on it, Just a couple
minutes' worth. Or have you probably got enough of thet
al r e ady ?

CC We're currently 30 seconds from LOS
and we'll see ycu again at Guam at i2:37. That's about
6 minutes away, and that pass will be for Bill Lenoir to
talk a little bit about ATM.

SPT Thank you, Crip.
CC Bye-bye.
PAO Skylab Control, loss of signal through

Carnarvon. (Garble) minutes away from r eacq ui » i t ion through
tracking station on Guam Island.

FN 0 OP TAPE
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PA0 - - Standing by for Guam Island tracking
station in a little more than 3 minutes. Skylab Control at
12:33 Greenwich mean time.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Guam for
7 minutes and the mike belongs to Bill.

SPT Horning, Bill. Go ahead.
M:c Okay, Ed. Good morning. First, let me

just make a coment here that really isn't significant but
you just might find interesting. Apparently nobody has
mentioned that active region 94 has reversed polarity
from the reaainder of the regions on the disk of which right
now there's one. But we don't find that significant and don't
expect that to induce any kind of activity.

SPT You niean it's reversed in the sense that
it s a new region?

MCC Well, that was one thought. It's
not really a region from the new solar cycle. It's a region
from the old solar cycle, it just has reversed polarity and
we re not really surt why but the - it should not affect it
and maVe it more active than it really is.

SPT Okay. That ' s interest ing. I'll keep
an eye on It, Bill.

MCC Okay. I just thought you'd like to knowthat somewhat insignificant fact. One other thing here toryour information, you have a JOP 13 today and the - 1 ran
that in the S L 5 yesterday and it went off according to the
numbers. So in the event anything untoward occurs today, youwould probably like to know that it must be that the flight
vehicle is peculiar and we'll write a rid and get it fixed
up for you.

SPT Gla <* y°u didn't (garble) clear the Flightcrew on that one.
MCC Okay. The CALROC that didn't yo yester-day was due to winds for HCO there and they have scrubbed, assure you know, until Mondry, mission day 25. That's your

"day off." The launch window for that right now is 19:20
to 19:50 Zulu in case you want to think ahead toward timing
on that. *

SPT Okay. Thank you. I was kind of disappoinWe we re all primed for it .

a
MCC Yeah, so were we. Got a question from

here regarding putting the slit on polar plumbs. Whattnen question is, is they wonder whether you can use theAt\ aon to tind the bright points which represent the feet ofthese plumbs up in the polar region and with sufficient inte-
gration, put the slit radially on the plumb - they suggestpossibly using 55 on neon VII or something of that nature to
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two different neon V lines and for one of the fir.t times
'

they have been able to ratio these numbers and actually getthe density. Another aignificant finding ia they find thatthey can detect magnealun -X counts all the way out to theedge ot the white light coronagraph occulting disk so thatwe win be able to look at features of that nature continuouslywithout a gap in between there and where the WLC picks themup . Ove r

.

SPT
,

t . IftD
'

t

Sfl y. s very good. That'll help usin the JOP which we did the other day. I have a secondquestion. Now s - In some of my free time yesterday, I waslooking at the coronal whole In the south and trying towork on the boundary a little bit. And 1 was able to find itsagnesivm X but the contrast or sharpness of the body wasnot all I d hope it to be. And I'm wondering if there isnot a better line?
CC

13:01.
LOS in 30 seconds. Goldstone, 17 minutes,

S5'T I see the (garble) 584's a possibility
chance to work with it and I'm wondering what

I have it on our cue card here'

and I didn't have
the counts on that would be.
but no counts.

" CC
_.

0ka y. Let me find that for you andpass it up. That may not be the best - our works in the

the besT
38 a

"
We kn ° V rlRhC n ° W 13 ma «nesiu* X is

_ . ,
0ka y- Thank you. I found the boundary

out to be* o
'

?
PPCared f3irl

* shar P in the XUV monitor picture

so (garble)?
8UCSS eBti ** tin * nov 20 " 30 arc seconds, or

MCC
we can do and I

SPT
appreciate your

PAO
through Guam.
Science astronaut Bill Lenoir -
ATM operations,
crew. This is
to talk with th
that time.

1 1

s pretty e f «i 1 .

Okay, sorry. Magnesium X is about the be
see yo tomorrow

.

Thank you, Bill'
time.

This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
Next station in 15 minutes will be Goldstone.

Bill Lenoir discussed a
olar physics experiments with Skylab IV
gular scheduled activity each day for Lenoir
craw. 15 minutes from Coldstone. Back at

12:46 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab ConCro1
. "'00 Greenwichmean nine. Less than a minute now away from .mnUiH^at tracking station Goldstone for a flir so Id a s"Jdepass through all stations In the states, Cold.ton TexasBermuda. Standing by at 13:00 for resumption ofcommunications with space station Skvlab as 17\™the continental United States. '

C °°eS across

CC !n!;

I

;^ 1

H
K
USt0n, A° S Coldstone 5 minutes.

, . , ,

And Skylab, at this pass we're eoin*

over^A an "f ^ 8 ° that We "n d^ I'd
on"h!J vis " y ° li 3 fUl1

°
nC f ° r TV <««ble)

I havfthe S009 set J£ ^ ^^^^.If >™ «—
lM T Roger. Go, Crip.

Okay. The next one coming up is 13:14:45About 12 minutes away.
Roger. Same angle figure, huh?
Okay . Thank you.
Okeydoke

.

And that's affirmative on the angles,

PLT
CC
CC
PLT
PLT
CC
CC
s ame ones

CC
a question?

PLT
CC

Bill,

CDR, Houston. You got a moment

Say again
, Crip . He's here now

:;n f rl r ' ».
w"

f

h

.~n."":;i: P:»;i h

"'-
going back and doing the ETC, whether Ed ran A n <l

CD *
,

That's affirmative, Crip,cm probably handle it .

CC

I think

1f, K ,!J

C Sur ° y0u can Probably do a much betJob than us tossing it back and forth.
CDR
CC

with it , j

ourselves
CDR
CDR

let

Yeah. We'll give it a
Okeydoke. If you run into a problem

rrv r

9

u
W

J
a
?
d Wel11 Cry C ° d ° a little bettertry to schedule it back and forth

Okay .

By the way, Crip. On this S233"7 mc wdy
, irip, On thifi t>-
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ro
;h

LO
f

now -

about 1-1/2 minutes away.
13.07. And that's Just

through" M I L A for 12 Unites
"° USt0n

-
We

'
re A0S

•
once more.

pp
R 0ka y- Jo that, Crip.

now.
:
never dld co..

Fo

b

r

.ii
e

t ri; u "ue
if

a;r-h
c

:

n hear » e

putting a couple of minutes. He - k '

V

9 " ' U||,,t,d

;; n :

he TV and a coupie
° f —» on

L

?;.
ki

; T
8
R
a

: u ;!;;

<

0°r ter

thing
S

I'vc- noticed
1 8Ure WiU

' 0nc other
co Be\o ^0- „ " /; h ;

he H-alpha door is open now when

W Violate any r£t\ J fni nd "J o u

3

on
"^ V ^ U*'

^

on your dav f We can I.I ' n0tl " a11 lh «'. «c,pt
SPT

yOU °P tion on TV.

operations, also' A^^'h*
Ct 1P \ ^ y ° U referri »8 to ATM

monitors a/™™ ^
tnings wh i ch appear on the TVmonitors, as opposed to being in the TV position?

that's my understanding of it vesSPT
in - - ...... tx^:

t^
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" 0h
- you've got it - -

*!, - - 30 seconds of sunrise.

"-<IfV :?i i.
b

;.!=
r

}::-,.:: .„.

cc
LC

ebodv r« .« *;r:."r?s; ,iou » ton
- " couid

for

ilog.

iilo
L

u ,

And
»

Sk y 1 ^b, Houston. If we couldIke somebody to go to panel 206 and make a reg .5ju.?
'

f or

diouna the loop once mnr*. ^k»., r _ u_i_. *

your option.

(garble) - - ^ ab ° Ut anoc * er minute, Crip. i' U

in chi£ p i5ss .

FinC
'

G ° ahead> We ' ve «°t 1 oore minutes

END OF TAPE
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, 22:13:1? GMT

"•thing, somebody oi ght accu8e ffle of ^JJJnj

«
T

A?rai
t

i
m
:
S WCasel «ay .ore

PL T J,
rald to Sd y anything. '

i;«.
cr

i.
p,
v«t"

away
°
n the re «

currently at in SCDie manner If v"
y° U^° nark whe" you're

PJ». And then adjust thcm'both cWk"* '
PleaSe

'
on ^thof course, the reason for JarkiL ?? T'"

15 Andout the E REP will be aakino
8 thea 18 that after we

'

position.
Ib

« ""ng you to go back to the oriH„!!
'

« aoaent after you giVttljT.^i 9Ca
?
d b * t& ^ok for-d see i f\ ha

g ^^ ted
•
v'U take a look at

15 degrees; both of ^em.
0 '^' thc *' Ie adjusted clockwise

" Th3nk
>' 0U

' Bill, We'll take ? loQk ^
good f 0r U8 .

°ka >' that's both settings look
PL T
SPT

Roger.

(;c
Houston

, SPT.

SPT
G °"

getting sharp i„ f iguJ' ouE'rh.!
y ° U 8 "yS are "ally

rates in this first maneuver »r„
"""vera. This - l hc

you do is leave the Z-lT ani V ne8li * lb1 *- (Garble)
that you hardly have to

d* JUSt ~ J ust intercept it To
CC

X

Th
C ° f°

any nane «verlng at all. '

°

angle here of very, very LalT! We're
3 '? a Bet

lose tc ^out 7 or 8 degrees 3 dL
down to - pretty

degree. threes, 3 degrees, l' m told. l

IV l
e
f
h

'
that 's right,

the hill. we're going to
1^*'" gettin 8 to go over

tl„*, Skyl.b Control
"e

' At J3:2 ° Greenwich*

"«» Ac,uitIl '
1

,

5

l^' C°"»l « U: 2 7 Cr..„» lc ,,

- « ........ A-^r^rjrr^--,,:;-'"
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SL-IV MC729/2
TIME} 07:13 CST, 22 {13: 17 GMT
12/7/73

A.cension pass of the morning. Sen station after Ascension

for ri?, r°
n,

,
ar

r
hlCh £iBe the C "W wil1 be Preparingfor this mornings Earth resources survey over the NorthPacific and picking up again on the Louisiana Culf Coaston into agricultural areas of South Anerlca. Acquisitionshould be coning up about now at Ascension; standing by.

for < !<„„;.; c
Sk
/ lab

-
Houston; we're AOS over Ascensionfor minutes. See that you have collected (garble) mode.

Va , i , .
Skyl ab

, Ho us ton ; we' re 1 minute from 10S.

at }i.SS
e y

!
U
/?fJ?

° VCr Carilarvon -bout 26 cinutes; that'sat 14.00. And I'll try to run over the weather with youat tnat pass, this upcoming Guam pass for this E REP maneuver.CUK Thank you, Crip.
Thl3 19 Skylab Control; loss of signalthrough Ascension Island tracking station. 24 .mutes to

Co"rol°
n

'

Ve 11 retUr
" 3t th3t time

-
AC 13:35 CMT> Sk y!ab

EV.D OF TAPE
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PAO

0
"CUn

?
station. A break of 4 ninutea and then pick un

for Minute*.
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Carnarvon

I e »n
C
o< v.

Ar' d> Sk > lab »
Houston. You're 'druthers

is about i 2 «in!:tL
p

::: y :

r er upcoinin8 Guan pa8s
- which

And, aUo I've RO t
^7

'
1°" T glVC U C ° here

.
Cr *P-

Louisiana's t Td^^? nd\ h^ ' ^ Ahbe^^
next to New Orleans ' ^ my Bap

' U that rl S^

of Lafayette.
Actually It's about 50 miles southwest

CDR Okay.
" Can y° u Hnd that one?

weathe"
"

'

1,11 Check the "P-- Go nhead with the

speci" oi, 0£ cours^; ln
Th

;; c

f

j^ n ::;« n ,ve
.

8ot '

<

he
to got soae stormy weather. And '

try,nR
ocean there and that looks preu/ id 5 ^1^°\\^V*" ^no going to be able to see anything through the vis",it s good weather for seeing bad weather, ? guess.

over the States unti^v " n0l/ oIn « an >' dat « taking co.in,

Lafayette and we think Abbeville should b e e ,i i B , ltit is pretty cloudy down around New Orlo ns ',

; f : rr;::
b

:!;
tv ° f — -i„, 4 ;

:

n

; er
;°

b 0

u
-
d

o^cLr^rtrtL-^t^L^^

:

s

f s ^.-ir,' 11 '

«.«
vt

o

r

£

t

s:u?;
r

i
bb

": n unt11 you ^ »• r
rs

"::s s
°:

v:r ar;;;; t^? 01 "'.' 0 find

t,oing to be about the edee of i ri fl „H k v
1 *" *7 1

•
l,ia

>- s

a funnel system but wp ,m l
" k associated withsystem, but we think you can get the special 10
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Sa^H^^'SS-'s ess Kr
Braz il

CC Stand by 1 on that ,
•

get th'e water.
"'^ ^ ' ' you to try to

CDR Okay .

west "\ayfette. rig^^ Abbeville A * -bout 50 south-
CC That' s affirm.

Would"".. b0 the tJn

k3

/; o g

L

0

00
ôr ;

ike
« there.

for you.
866 lf 1 Can « et that confirned

CDR 0kay<

cdr oi;: y

y

.

say the iake wouid be finc --

site "ok; it's on page ' ^O-a"
' 'tIT V ^ ° n y ° Ur

;;^:;^il:
:;?..

!,^""':
::^l

:

^:li;:?s:^.•^;;:;•"""

Mt ' ve s °' pient
' •*

" Ed. say again.

tM.. lit the ETC p rer P
,' il', "!

5''°^ S *" "°< to brieve— "c :.
r

:;;.
,

J ;:;.i
t

Q; i n "'i^r^vfr':-

And « u be doing a data voice recorder du.p there at u'n
doing a data voice rfco^'; 2™' "* " " *" C"" '

END OF TAPE
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we can figure exactly where it i 8 ,

00k '

CDR Okay. I'll get with you in a couple ofnutfrs

.

CC No sweat,

p!:
T Crl P - are you reading?

^ L Loud and clear.ai.u ciear.

..o yo „ h,v, our re„r
f
;:;,

UB ' re °" h" »». A„ you -

"l nl"™'"^'
I ',,I"' t understand yog there, Bm.

CC
°° y °" have th,! ta

l> e recorders? Are you -

recorder d u „p at t hlT I ill
"

\t>. [ .^ | ^- » «»• »•'«

,., ,
Okay. You mentioned some of the T nin,.«™°° ='.::r.:' £ •

":^^'"•s.:-'^H;^:;:vL:::HiS
^

^U:^»:•"•''•'•

Okeydoke. Thank you.

properly but so.e o ,^l.'.'Iij^ ,\ TVlt^l' tnTJ^ '
"^

Vet the ground had - suspect, that I"ay e , n
"''

^ration. l'» open to suggestions. ' "
for »" there „„ W. • 1

1
check 1 1

. And on. I, en

PLT Rog. 14:38.

vldeo"elecfto TV. " lnPUt 8Catl ° n 133
' P °Wer 0N

tDR Crl P- how do you read the CDR on hotline?



SL-1V MC7 31/2 "
Tine s 08 :13 CST,
12/7/73

CC
CDR
CC
CDR
CC~~ uk ay . Lai

right hand corner of that book
CDR
CC

diagonally across
and It's about 92

CDR
CC
CDR
CC
CDR

22:14 :i3 GMT

Loud and clear, CDR.
Okay. I got my site book now.
Okay. If you go to 450 Alfa.
450 Alfa. Stand by. Okay.
Okay. Lafayette L located in the upper
tha t book . .

Lake .

CC
PLT
READY

,

SPT
PLT

Co t

Okay and the red line that's running
it, actually passes right through Abbeville
1, I guess and about j0 north.

Okay . Got it .

Yes .

The lake 1 was talking about was White Lake.
Ok ay .

So we'll go between L»f*yette and White

That ' 11 be good.
Okay. PLT at T minus 2 minutes. Tape recorder

92 HON READY , OFF. CHECK and door OPEN
reC ° rder

And the recorder for yot uys .

nri ~~- Okay. Tape recording now. 91, ONREADY, ON and door OPEN. 90, ON; READY . off. Stand by, door

A.T^™°Lr Pe\ ?
a ' bl °- PAD C ° TAN DBY

.
SCAD OFF.ALUMETER OFF. All 3 READY lights off.

are we on video select TV? Thank you.
SPT

to start this vide

READY on.

PLT
SPT
CC

minutes at 14:38
PLT

t ion - that's
STANDBY.

PAO

Bill, do you have a 14:45:30 call ther
- VTR?
14 :45 : 30

, negative.
Okay.
1 minute to LOS. Goldatone in 16-1/2

Roger. And 10 seconds to EREP, START.
2 minutes. Coaing up on 14:22 mark. DAC to

Cor rec-

. *" w Thle ^ Skylab Control. Loss of sij<r> a i

Coldstone as space station Skylab went over the hill from

fon™ ^
C

<

CW r VOlCe actuated intercom and one could

Pflrkno^f^
^procedure in getting the Earth Resources ExperimentPackage fired up for the nighttime electronic survey ofweather systems In the North Pacific. We'll return In 14minutes for Goldstone and the stateside pass. At 14-24Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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SPT
CDR
PI.T

PAU This it Skylab Control. At 14:35
Greenwich mean time, we're about 2 alnutss away from acqulsis-
tion through Goldatone. However, acquisition la somewhat
ahead of the clock tlie in some cases in preparations for
today a Earth resources survey. They likely will be on thevoice actuated circuits, so we'll come up a little early here.Standing by at 14:36.

SC Uh huh.
Think you have turn the power - -
(Garble) nadir swath is over.
Okay standing by to go to E REP STOP 8;38.

, ,

* V1
,

I sure can't figure out what It is we'relooking at here

.

CDR Stand by.
C0R MARK. ERE P STOP. SCAT OPF.
CDR Okay. (Garble) input ON at VIDEO SPEC

IV. I better go down and verify that.
CDK Okay. It's (garble)

. .

CC
, J

We're with you guys for about 17 minutes.And would you believe you were looking at the Pacific Ocean.
., ,

CDR 0°. yeah. I knew that. I've got a funnvdisplay in the VIS now that we had once before and 1 haven't'
quite tigured out what it is. Must be the horizon. And Itsure is sharp. Like a knife edge.

CC Ah, so.
CDR There goes something sailing by.
PLT Jack saw the same thing.

nr wi, w
Yeah

*
lt lookB llke a halfway open,or something like that. > v *

CC Copy

.

C
?
R But as soon as you get into the sunliohteverything Is normal. I t - but Bill was suggesting It must besome sort ot scattered light, or something.

CC (Garble)
CDR Collective light.
CC if „e could get Bill, or you, Jer, to checkreadings Alpha 6 and Charlie S. we would appreciate U Wethink maybe the reason they were off, was we just read them

a little bit too soon,
CDR Okay.

J;
PLT Yes

- I,ve already put a note - Alpha 6 is nowreading zero, which is okay. And Charlie 5 is now reading
8*. which is okay. And I concur with your comment. I'dalready put the new comment on the tape.

CC Thank you.

"V ,

0ka y- we ' ve got TV input station ON,and VIDEO select to TV.
'

, . *
PT

' Yeah
- Whatever that is, it's very slowlydrifting out of the line of sight. It nU st be some re flee t ion fr™some place on the spacecraft

rejection from
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PLT V Yeah. Thoee 1NC0'« Olc) are Just like a light
bulb out there.

CDR Yeah.
PLT When they light up.
CC Jer, can you tell us where the VTS ia

pointing when you're seeing this line?
CDR I've got it leioed out and it's a line

right down near the center. It's drifting off to the right
now. It's almost a verticle line. And it - the right side
of it is light with lots of white specks In it like stars.
And the dark part has got an occasional star in it too.

PLT It almost looks like you've got some
kind of condensation contamination.

CDR Yeah

.

CDR I can't tell what it is. And it's Just
about gone, and I expect we'll start seeing some ground here in
a minute

.

PLT Yeah
. It scared me the other day . I

thought we had - had something in the optical path.
CDR I thought maybe the door had closed again,

or something. That's when I was fiddling with the switch,
looking under the tape, to make sure the switch was open.
All right. That - That's finally passed off to the right.
It's gone now and the VTS now is all dark. And it's beginning
to lighten up with sunrise.

CC Jer, that line was verticle, running
fore-and-aft, right?

CDR Yeah. That's right fore-and-aft.
CDR Just like a door half closed or something.

And the back side of the door looked like a piece of emery
cloth with light shining on it, you know, and the light was
reflecting off of the granules on the emery cloth. Okay. Now
we're getting gangs of clouds. It must be just some sort of
reflection, or something.

CDR Okay. The TV la ON. And Bill, in about
3 minutes we're going to want to throw the VTR on; to rvcord.

PLT Okay.
CDR At 14:4 5 in 30 seconds

.

PI-T Okay. Coming up on 14:43.
PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY.
CC We're watching the VTS with you.
CDR Okay. I'll try to do a little focusing

ho re .

CDR Doesn't look like this bit focus knob on the
adapter does a whole heck of a lot of good.

CC Looks pretty fair, right here, from what we're
observing. Of course, there's not much detail there. We've got
some cloud coverance and dark lines.
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CDR Yeah. No, there's no clouds.
CC Yeah.
CDR there it. There** a little cirrus

down there.
CDR I'll loon in.
CDR There we go. That'e a cultivated field

with snow on it going by. And 1 would suspect we're probably
darn close to Denver.

SPT Rog. I thought the white stuff was clouds,
but It was snow

.

CDR Yes , indeed.

AUTO
Okay, Ed. 3 minutes 47:40, for ETC to

SPT Now I *oooed back out again, Houston. There's
a big river Just passing down at froa 9 o'clock to 6 o'clock.
Very sinuous

.

CDR And the straight lines you see are clouds.
Or saoke - - .

.

PLT (Garble) looks like a contrail.
CDR Or it might be saoke on the ground. Might

be steam. Right now we're coming up on a big reservoir.
cc Is that the reservoir at 9 o'clock?
CDR Yeah. And coning right down the center

line Is another reservoir. Zoom in on that one.
PLT Hey. Crip. Do you notice a loss of focus

that last little bit of soon? When you're looking on the
TV s c reen down there?

cc Yeah. It's kind of hard to tell. Seems
like It night float a little bit.

PL * Okay, Jer. At 45, when (garble) turn the
right (garble) - -

CDR Right now. VTR ON.
CDR Okay, gang. Coming up on at your 12 o'rloc't

is Toledo Bend. And one of our targets is - let's see, what is
the number 350? - No, 450. It's getting ready to cross under
the crosshairs right now.

CDR St and by

.

CDR MARK. There's number 450. And I gave a
couple 8 - -

CDR A11 right. We're coalng up on Abbeville.
I see White Lake. White Lake is a beautiful land mark. That's
the way to go.

CDR Okay.
PLT Okay, Ed. Abo-jt 1 minute for ETC AUTO.
SPT Starting to collect data.

END OF TAPE
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CDR It's a fairly unlforn area; it's pretty
checkerboard. U look* pretty murb like an agricultural area.

PLT Stanaing by for 47:20.
PLT MARK. 47:20 at START. RADIOMETER, OFF

.

34 - Okay, (garble) for 10 seconds before -
PLT MARK. 194 MODE to MANUAL. And standby

ED, on my mark - -

Pl'T MARK. ETC, AUTO. Stand by for 47 :50.
PIT MARK. 4 7:50 ALTIMETER ON.
CDR Okay, terminated on Abbeville.
PLT Okay, I have an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.

It's gone out. Okay, good show.
CC

stable you can hold it,

It's really impressive on that VTS how

CDR
CDR

here.
PLT
PLT
CDR

expec ted

.

PLT
PLT

STANDBY

.

PLT
PLT
CC

1 ACS firings here
PLT
CC
CDR

fat. Let's see,
PLT
PLT
CDR

Yeah .

Start looking for some Yucatan current

St an ding by for 48 : 16 .

MARK. 48:16, 190 MODE SINGLE. One FRAME.
And I got a naif on camera 3 which we

I shouldn't even have loaded that thing.
Stand - (garble) the ETC to STANDBY.

Stand by -

MARK. ETC STANDBY.
You can probably anticipate a couple of

; no problem.
Another one there.
Tha t ain't snow

.

Okay, it's pretty heavy cloud cover so
I've got - -

Stand by - -

MARK . 192 - -

- - about 20 seconds to go to the special
i area.

CDR Hey, the clouds ire starting to break up.
CDR Hey, we've even got Sun glitter here too.

Maybe we can see some currents.
PI' T Okay, standing by to give you another fratt

on 190.
CDI< Okay, Houston, I don't see any of those

feeding cloud streams with the - the arcs of cumulus over
then. I'm sweeping way out ahead to see if 1 can't find them.

»' L T MARK. 50:18, 190 SINGLE.
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CC Okay, Jer.
' PLT Okay, I\v« lost My R£A DY light.

turning It off for 15 seconds on the ALTIMETER.
CDR We're trying to atay in the Sun glitter.Houston. I think there'* BO r e data available 1 ro» that.

*°
r * J?", •r"r

h,r,
l
a * pec

?
Uar io^ing way the cloud street*are kind of for.ed up. I'll give you some data here.

. /:
f

/ , L

Hey, I got rid of the ALTIMETER UNLOCKlight but it's about tlae to turn it off. Stand by.
PL

J
MARK, Stand by. MODE » 5 RANGE 77.

PLT Standing by 51;23.

190 SINGLE.
MARK

*
ALTI METER OS. Stand by for

. / LT
.

MARK
- 51:36, 190 SINGLE. ALTIMETER UNLOCKu g fi t a ^ a 1 n i

rr „ ,f
D
? . , p

ka V. «oi"g back out to MIN toon. I'lltry to look for another target now.
CC

wont in then.
The focus looked pretty sharp whe you

c , ,

DR
. .

Ye<lh
- That was sort of an iiucrseainsset of cloud streets.

^
DR Okay, here's an interesting shot for you,Houston. We got a - sort of an (garble) coral re«f t'.ereand we got cloud streets and a cumulus that see B * to" cut rightacross the cloud streets. l'» going into MAX zoom nowTrying to hold the position for a little while; a lot ofs 1 ae drift,

if . can" „.„ ,0^11"^" 801 " 8 l ° b" k "« «
PL1 Stand by

.

PL
I„ MARK

- 52:36, 190 FRAME SINGLE. Still

:
...;j

d

:uj c loud .^"i::: :T..".
r

:,:i r; B
;'

t\see it if J st-c it (garble) - -
y °

PLT MARK. 192 (garble)

l nnV( !
DR

, , / ~ MINIMUM H I RO in MAX we're justlooking at one cloud; but I'll do it.
J

.

PLT Okay, I got the ALTIMETER UNLOCK liwhtagain, he READY light is staying on.

then -™ k l

Okay,- I want to track this to nadirmen cone b a ck ou t ag a i n .

CC
,

-Jer, if you could give us angles ofwhere you're at right now we'd appreciate it.

^ R I'» ^ nadir right now.
CC okay .
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!> a
° DR

~.
To Zero

«
Ioro

»
an <* tracking to the right

12 degree.. Okay, thl> - i' B Ju „ t golng t0 klnd of tr4ck
*

along this one; thU one's very interesting. You can see
a bunch of cloud ttroett being intersected by cumulus.

J!;?
MA RK. 53 (garble) (garble) AUTO.

here
CDR l '» J«»t going to t&ke sort of a swath

C0R A1 * right now, Houston, you see we'reco»ing into an area of the extensive cloud streets.
V
\

{ MARK. HODS AUTO, and ETC to AUTO , Ed.
Cc Okay, we're I minute from LOS. We're aoina

CO see yqu over Vanguard in about 10 minutes, at 15:05.Correct ion , 15 :04 .

'

. . f
DR Okay, I'm going to miss Barranqul 1 la I I

I don' t ge t wi th it here

.

PL * St and by for 54 :4 8.
CD *

,

Okay, here's the uniform area noai
flarranquii la.

PLT (garble)

,
CDR

e ,

1 dl dn't even get that started until 5alter. Or 5 'legrees past — -
PLT RADIOMETER to STANDBY. Stand by.

J
D
J

(garble) going from 5 to 20 negative.
Pk™ 5 minutes even.
PLT MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK.
CDR Amazon - -
PA0

,
This i« Skylab Control. So far in thistREP pass a total of 3 minimum impulse burns, or nibs, have

JhT»«
ed l

i
'1* TACS 8a6

'
That i8> 80lng lnt0 and Eldingthe ERLP altitude or Z-local vertical. We're 8 minutes awayfrom next station which will be Vanguard tracking ship firsttime this morning. During the pass across the United Statesand northern part of South America before loss of signalfrom MILA tracking station, the TV camera was attached to theviewfinder tracking system and we got somewhat of a vicarious

vfew of what the crew was seeing through the E REP instruments.Cloud formations down near the Earth's surface, water sedimentchanges in water color, and some of the features across theUnited States, reservoirs in Colorado and also in East Texas

?e«t
r

ooi^in
en8 ' ?,

;>

data take thC viewfinder tracking system waslelt pointing a: the area around Abbeyville, Louisiana. We'llbe back m 6 minutes for Vanguard. At 14:57 CMT, Skylab Control.

END OE TAPE
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ft
8 U Sk y Ub Control. 15:03 Greenwich

!?
time. About 50 seconds from acquisition through tracking•hip Vanguard Fairly brief pass of - a little ova! 6 i1buof low elevation angle, barely above the horizon from thetracking •hip and we'll stand by here as apace station

Skylab completes today's Earth resources pass.
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard, 7 minutes.

k„> f t ,;, ,

8°8er
'

Cri P* We'" coming up on Sao Paulobut it looks like it might be socked in.
PLT MARK. 90 MODE, AUTO.
CC

t

Okay. Should maybe clear up just beforeyou get there and we'd like to thank you for that fantasticshow you gave us coming across.
CDR Roger. You're welcome.

RADIOHEm, ON.
' ^ M° DE "ADV

'
8CAT

'
°*

tiful
CDR B °y- Toledo bend wag wide open and beau-

. ,

CDR
,

Yeah, I can make out the coastline downbelow the clouds but - -

PLT Number 2 HALF light on.

J ,

CDR
,

" " night not be able to see Sao Paulountil we re right smack dab over the top of it.

, T

CDR
,

Rl « ht " ow I'» looking ahead about 45 decreesand I can't see it for the clouds.
aegrees

CC R0 g.

ST^r.n!'
1

v
°kay> Ed

*
Ab ° Ut 20 " 30 Be <=°«ds for ETCST AN DB i

.
\ou got to do, Ed, you have to run up here and goto solar inertial. Stand by. On my mark, ETC to STANDBY -

C " R Okay. The VTR goes off at 06:35, Bill.
I 11 give you a mark.

PLT MARK. 05:50, ETC to STANDBY.
CDR Nov, Crip, I'm almost overhead now on -

Ican see one little piece of coastline but it's broken to over-cast Two layers of clouds. One low layer of cumulous andone layer of broken to overcast cirrus.
CC

c .

Yeah, I guess we have to give that one up.The rest of it wa» fantastic though.
V

UrtT41?
PLT SCAT to STANDBY; RAD to STANDBY. 194MODE to MANUAL and 190 MODE to START
CDR I can see sun gl

through and I think

CDR 1 c 'in see sun glint on rivers and thinssswamp area underneath the clouds coming up through and I t'11 go ahead and take dat
PLT

RKAnvii t
7:15, !

' ve 801 li 8 ht - And I never did getRfcAD* light. I ended that 190 sequence.

afraid
CDR You're going to get mostly cloud data,
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CC Rug. Did you hit ths Amsion rlvsr area
. back area?

CDR Sure did. round one little hunk of river
standing open. Okay. We got none great glitter on the ocean
and there's all aorta of streaks and things in the - out over
the ocean that I think are pretty darn Interesting in the sun
glitter. Lots of lines, you can see currents, ripple, wave
patterns. Han, that's really something. I can see (garble)
r i gh t now .

PIT HARK. EREP, STOP. Okay. Looks like we
used up the film in all the cameras except one, Crip. Number
1 is the only HALF light that's not showing.

CC Ve ry good.
PI.T And we got END OF TAPE light about 30 seconds

before the end of the run. That's pretty good timing, I'd say.
CC Beautiful. EREP people do good work.
PLT They sure did. They times" that 'ight down to

the wire. 1 ' a impressed.
CDR Did you get the VTR off, Bill?
PLT Negative.
CDR Hey, gang, sorry we're using your tap* up.

It's 8:13, We're just getting the VTR off now.
CC Copied.
CC You've got 22 minutes. You were alotted

25. So we're in good shape.
CDR Hey, good show.
CC And we're going to go ahead and take the

VTR and rewind it at this time.
CDR Okay.
PLT What are we over now? Water?
CDR We're out over the water, yeah. Let's

see. Where are we headed? Take a look at my dandy slider
map here.

CC Oh, you're headed to come up around South
Africa.

CDR Yeah.
PLT Bravo 7 is B- 32 .

CDR We'll go right up over Sumatra. Too bad
it's dark in Jap an. We're going to fly right over Sakurazina
that volcano on the southern end of Kyushu.

CDR Ed, would you turn off TV power, please?
Thank you.

CC We see Ed getting ahead of us there put-
ting in the maneuver time for JOP 13 coming up.

PLT I'll tell you, Crip. The time from ETC to
STANDBY to SI of 10 seconds is calling a tad close. You think
maybe 30 seconds would do it.

cc Rog. That's leave it - We mentioned it this
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Horning and we kind of l«ft that up to you guys. If y'all
really think that's th« problam, va'll try to work
it a little bit closer here.

PLT Yeah, 1 think aost of those guys are
really busy if and we can allow 30 seconds in there, that would
give me a nice, leisurely stroll up here.

CC Okay. We'll take that into account.
We're about 45 seconds from LOS. We've got a nice long ono . We'
«ee you again in an hour and 4 minutes over Goldstone and
that's at. 16:14 and the crimson team la saying good night.
We'll see you on your day off.

PLT Okay, Crip, and all you red guys. Should
we call you red-eyes?

CC That' s (garble)

.

PLT (garb le)
CC Have a nice weekend.
PLT Same to you. So long.
CDR May your day8 off be as relaxing as ours.

(Laughter)
CC That's not very good.
CDR ( Laughter)
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loaa of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. A little bit of levity there
in their exchange between off-going CAP COHM Bob Crippen.
Said he would see them back on their next day off. Next
station an hour and 2 minutes at Goldstone. At 10 a.m.
central time in the Houston briefing room, Houston News Center,
Ted Hays, Manager of the Urban Systems Project Office at
Johnson Space Center will conduct a briefing describing the
installation and ground breaking that's underway for the
first full-scale working nodular integrated utility system on
MIUS which is being built at JSC as a test bed for future
generations of utility systems that recycle waste for generating
power for small communities. Not only power but heating and
cooling and waste recycling so that every available bit of
energy is used. That's at 10 a.m., Houston time. Any
Skylab space station passes during that briefing will be
taped for delayed playback. We're an hour away from next
station at Goldstone and at 15:14 Greenwich mean time, Skylab
Con t r ol

.

END OF TAPE
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* U Sk y 1<>b Control. 17:13 Greenwichntan t 1«

. 35 * 35 minutes to next station which will heHawaii during the just concluded - just concluded briefing
on the MIUS system, some 7 minutes of air-to-ground tape
ha* been accumulated. It's fore shortened somewhat inasmuchas this 7 minutes represents three tracking station passes.
.Stateside, Goldstone, Texas and the Vanguard and the Tanarlvevoice relay station. We'll roll the 7 minutes of tape at thistime and be caught up.

. „
CC

„ L ,

Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstoneand Corpus Christi for 12 minutes. Out." '

\
Skylab, this is Houston with a change tothe JOP 13 pad for the SPT when he has a moment. Out.

SPT I'll be with you in a minute, Bruce.
cc Okay . No rush

.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Go ahead.
C<

\ Okay, Ed. In the JOP 13 pad that youhave onboard, step 20, the constant Charlie 12 should have
a negative sign instead of a positive and should read Charlie
11 equals minus 0.006. Over.

S?T Okay. I got It. Thank you very much.
cc Roger. Thank you. And by the way wewere standing by during the last LREP pass and we want ujust reaffirm our feelings that it was a real spectacular pass andpass on to Bill and Jerry we got some excellent VTS TV down

SPT
U 3

Thank X° u very much. You sure look goodfrom up here and I think the folks on the ground have reallyfigured out how to make these maneuvers with minimum expenditureand it's worked out real well.
CC And whenever you're free, quite possiblyover Vanguard In about 13 - U minutes, we've got a briefdiscussion on maneuver monitoring techniques for JOP 13.SPT okay. I ought to devote some attentionto that. Can you wait until we get out of the daylight Crip?
!;

L Yeah, I think we can, Ed. We got a passover Tananarive right about sunset and we should be able todo it then.
SPT Okay.
CC And we are 1 minute from LOS at the present

llTr\ „r
e
il \l

ati
<°Z

C ° ntaCt 13 ln 12 ' 1/2 through the Van-guard at 16:39 with the data voice cape recorder dump. Out.

at SP «

C

f^ ,n i/o J

Skylab> Chis is Houston through the Vanguardat sea for 10-1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorderdump. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS

.

Next station contact in 17 minutes through Tananarive at 17:06subsequent station contact in 1 hour through Hawaii at 17-49
"
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Talk to you over Tananarive about the maneuver monitor. Out.
cc Skylab, this la Houston through Tananarive

for 4-1/2 minutes. Over.
SPT Hello, Bruce. Co ahead with telemetry.
cc Okay. Have you got permanent general message

004 Charlie * the maneuver monitor card out?
SPT Sure do.
CC Okay. A couple of Items here. In the

maneuver to the JOP 13 attitude, we'd like you to use the standard
maneuver monitor cut cftid procedures. No change. After you
reinitialize the strapdown, there's no monitoring required
while you're in the JOP 13 attitude since auto resets are auto-
matically active in the SI mode, which of course It thinks you're
in once you're initialize the strapdown. Now for the maneuver
from JOP 13 back to true so 1 ar i ne r tl al , things are a little
bit different since the strapdown Is initialized in JOP 13
attitude, the onboard maneuver monitoring technique will not
get yc-u the desired results if you perform the section there
which says "ACS MODE STANDBY; TALKS ACK , STANDBY; ACS MODE SI
as required," this sort of thing. This Is wind up In sending
you back the JOP 13 maneuver. So, If the monitoring techniques
indicate a problem, we want you to take no action until the
system has switched over to AUTO TACS only. At this point,
reenable CMG control when attitude and rates are stabilized
and continue as normal operations when the maneuver la Complete.
Ove r

.

SPT Okay Bruce. I understand you're going to
TACS only and (garble) go to TACS only and then (garble).
Were you coming In with that?

cc N °. I guess we're running out of time here.
We got about 30 seconds to LOS. Next station contact jl
minutes through Hawaii. But I'll keep talking here After
the system K oes to AUTO TACS only, go ahead and reenallo CMC,
control when your attitude and rates are stabilized and continue
on with normal operations when maneuver is completed. That is,
KO ahead and reselect AUTO CMG.

SPT Okay, Bruce. I understand otherwise you
wouldn't have any reference to work from. You wouldn't know what
maneuver to put in there. So I understand what we're doing.
We use little more TACS than we do with the corrections. Commands
put in there would be but - no other way around it. Thank you.

cc That's correct and we don't actually expect
this situation to arise. But if it does, that.'s a modification
to what would otherwise the normal procedure. And actually, ifyou just delete those four lines in the maneuver monitor partof the card, why everything else applies.

SPT Okay. Thank you.
CC Roger. See you over Hawaii.
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PA0
'
This is Skylab Control. • That completes

playback of the accumulated tape through Coldstone Texas.and Vanguard and Tananarive stations .28 ninutes to Hawaii
and we'll be back at that time with today's Skylab flight
activities. At 17:21 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE '
"

'

'

'

'
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PA0 This is Skylab Control. 17:48 Greenwich
mean tine and about 50 seconds away from acquisition at
tracking station Hawaii for a fairly low elevation angle pass lastingonly 2-1/2 minutes. Skylab space station crew at this time,
should be just completing the noon meal, while the Science

J0P°i3
Vi11 8 ° °" lnt

° A™ COnS0le for running a so-called

, 1/ _
CC

J

Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii for
1-1// minutes. We re going to send a momentum dump inhibit
up to you, so if you'd stay off the DAS a second please. And
3

»!

90
T,?T

d t0 Pa88 3 remlnder Co all crewmen, and particularly
the PLT, to minimize movements as much as possible during the
JOP 13 data take. And we apologize for scheduling his PT
period winding up on the data take. And we'd appreciate
his tolerance and forebearance today. Over.

PLT 19 the bicycle screwed up, Bruce?
cc Say again .

PLT Dld the ergoneter fowl up your stuff?
C<J That's affirmative. Tt fowls up the

data take on JOP 13. The thing is quite sensitive to any
crew movements. Over.

.

PL '

f Okay. How long - How much core time do
I have before I need to get off of it?

CC 0h • You've got quite a while yet. Thedata take is from 19:13, which is about an hour and 20 minutesfrom now, to 19:28. Over.
PLT Okay. Thank you.
CC And w <? have about 30 seconds to LOS.

Next station contact in 25 minutes through the Vinguard at
18 ' 1

7

•
when the data voice tape recorder dump. And have

you all already performed the NuZ update? Over.

,

SPT Bruce, that's affirm. I did one on theconclusion of the last ATM pass. Reason being 1. that Bill was notable to get one at the previous pass right after the maneuver.One thing that would n k kr life a little easier, sake sure
we do get them is that - -

CC Break break.
SPT ~ ~ for you (garble) - -

, ,

CC
M

Break, break. Okay, Ed. The NuZ update
Iooks good and you do not have to do another one In between
here and the Vanguard. It was on the maneuver ctd.

cc SPT, copy.
C

<;
SPT. This is Houston. You say delote theNuZ update scheduled on the JOP 13 pad «t 18:20 to 18:35.

Over.
SPT Okay, Bruce. Will do.
CC Roger. See - -
SPT (Garble)
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cc See you over the Vanguard.
PA0 Skylab Control. Loss of signal from

Hawaii tracking station. 23 minutes until r e acq ui s i 1 1 on at
tracking ship Vanguard, nearing the end of revolution
2990 for space station Skylab. The actual usage of TACS
fuel for, today's EREP pass turned out to be 59-pound seconds.
It was expected that the usage, or the predicted usage prior
to the pass was around 40 pound-seconds. But we use
59 in actual fact. We'll return in 22 minutes for the
tracking ship Vanguard. At 17:54 Greenwich mean time, Skylab

This is Skylab Control, 18:15 Greenwich
Acquisition in 50 seconds through tracking ship

Vanguard pass will be about 10 minutes long.
cc Skylab this is Houston through the Vanguard

for 10-1/2 minutes. For the 5PT, with a change to the JOP
13 maneuver pad. Over.

sl ' T Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay, Ed. Under step 8 for fine maneuver.

I want to make the following changes. That's under the
fine maneuver. X to read 50033 (plus .27 degrees); Y 51053
(minus .43 degrees); Zulu 51032 (minus .26 degrees). Read
b ack . Ove r

.

SPT
fine maneuvc r

.

CC

Cont rol
PAO

mean time
Vanguard

.

Okay, Bruce. I understa that for the

That is affirmative.
SPT And that's the X of 50023, Y of 51053,

Z of 51032, . 2 7 degrees, 2.73, 2.0 and 2.6. That's plus,
minus, plus. Let me get rid of this squeal.

, ^
CC Okay, Ed. On your X component, that's

50033 not 23. That's 50033. Over.
SPT Okay, Bruce. I'll try it again. That's

on X for the fine maneuver 50033, Y 51053, Zulu 51032.
cc Okay. Those are correct. And let me

read you the decimal equivalents again. plus .27, minus .43
minus .26. Ove r

.

SPT Okay. That's plus .27, minus .30 and
plus .26. Let's change the X f (?) (garble) and (garble)
Y f (?) and 7. F (?).

oc Okny. Still under fine maneuver,
the Y maneuver size should be minus .43. That's 43/100th8
of a degree in the negative direction. Over.

SPT
CC

minus .26.

I've got you. Minus 4 - .43.
And on 7,, it's minus .26, I say again,

SPT Minus .26.
cc Okay, now. Down under step 12. We're

going to change the final attitudes that you're expecting

!^f
ReV?; ?

nV f H U
' re roady 10 co^> ri1 "« d tn* ones

ril\ k ^ plU
" 32,2 8, Y flnal olnu8 U ' 23

:
2 Plus 1.55.read back. Over. J '
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rr
T P1U8 32 ' 28

. »inu» 44.23, plus 1.55.
Roger. Read back correct. Out.

' m .
'"" And fQT y° ur information, the reason forthis update is new data based on your star tracker updateover - just before Hawaii , I guess, it was.

"P^te,

, (r,.,,
SPT Okay. If we had done any star trackerupdate now, would that correction still have come up?
L Yes

. sir. It would indeed.

END OF TAPE
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CC . And just for completeness, Ed, we're
grateful that you did, in fact, do the Nu Z update early
because we would have been really scrambling for computation
of data here to get it up to you this pass. So, it works
out real. Out. .

SPT Okay, Bruce, we may arrange it that way
in the future. The reason it was done there is that Bill
was supposed to get a Nu Z update while he was still on the

EREP panel and didn't notice it in the detail. One thing
that would be useful is if we could put the guy at the
F.RF.P or at the ATM panel doing the Nu Z update. I thought
perhaps we should have done one after the maneuver. And I

looked through the ATM pad and looked through my details and

there w as n
' t one there.

CC Okay, we've duely noted the subject here
and will include It in future JOP 13 operations.

SPT Okay, thank you, Bruce. That would also
hold for - at the conclusion of any Z-LV passes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 14-1/2 minutes through Tananarive at

18:41. Out. And in case we don't make it at Tananarive, Hawaii
at 19:25. Good luck on JOP 13.

PAO This is Skylab Control; loss of signal
thtough tracking ship Vanguard. Tananarive voice relay station
upcoming in 12 minutes. Final Tananarive pass. The status
board on the tracking network to see if Tananarive has any
mechanical difficulty; non shown. So no likelihood we will
have voice relay through Tananarive. We'll be back then
in 12 minutes. At 18:28, GMT, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 18:39 Greenwich
mean time. Final pass over Tananarive voice relay station up
costing in 50 seconds.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 6-1/2 minutes . Over

.

CDR Hello, Houston. Go ahead.
CC Roger. How's it going?
CDR Looks good so far, Bruce.
CC Okay .

CDR We're waiting on step 16.
CC Very good.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. Our link'j getri

a little bit noisy. 5-1/2 minutes to LOS, Hawaii in 41
minutes at 1 9 ; 2 5 . Over.

CDR Say again, Bruce.
CC Roger. I'm Just i n t i c i p a t i n g an early

LOS here, at Tananarive. Hawaii in 41 i.lnutes at tirae 19:25.
Out .

CDR Okay, Bruce. We'll no you then.
CC SPT, this is Houston. If you're still

with us, our predictions show that a countrate of 50 on
detector 3 will be commencurate with the clearing of the
target on JOP 13. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Unde r 8 t and .de t ec t. or 3,
countrate of 50, Thank you.

CC That 's correct .

CC And 1 minute to LOS. Previous Hawaii
data remains good. Out.

CDR Thank ycu, Bruce. So long.
PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS from west

relay station at Tananarive. Next tracking station irt

35 minutes will be Hawaii. We'll return at that tine. Two
more Hawaii passes remaining this afternoon, ad tho crbit
precessea westward. And the groundtrack of space station
Skylab moves off the tracking range. And station pasies
become fewer and farther between. At 18:50, returning in
34 minutes, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control. 19 ; 2 4 Greenwich
mean time. And 50 seconds away from Acquisition a : Hawaii
tracking station. About 3 quarters of the way through revclu
tion 2991 for space station Skylab.

CC - - ton through Hawaii for 9-1/2 ainute*.
Out .

CDR Hello, Bruce. V* got the attltiudes.
We're set up to go at 19:04. Started the exposure* at 19:07
when place came up. So far on detector 3, we hnvi only
Pten noise counts and have not been able to pick it up.
But, we're pressing on.
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PAC This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Hawaii. 19 minutes to the next station, tracking
ship Vanguard.* We'll return at that time for that pass.
We mifjs Tananarive this time. Next rev around, we start
picking up Ascension Island at 19:35 Greenwich mean time.
19 minutes to tracking ship Vanguard. This is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 19 hour 54
minute* Greenwich mean time . Skylab approaching acquisition
through the tracking ship Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the Vanguard
for 9 minutes . Over.

S FT Hello , Houston .

cc Roger. We've got a small change to the
ATM schedule pad for this afternoon.

SPT Go ahead .

CC Okay. In the past schedule for 20:55
Zulu, we'd like to add to JOP 6, step 2, building block 2,
the S082 that was deleted. That's S062A. It's a time
exposure. Wavelength is short and the duration of it is
20 seconds/That's in the first major block there at 20:55.
Over .

SPT Okay, the one at 22 - Okay, the one at 22:55,
building block 2 is 82A, timed mode, wavelength short, 20 seconds.

CC Roger . That 's it

.

SPT Okay. Do they want a 1-minute exposure in
wavelength long .at the end of the pass, I presume.

CC That is the one at 20:55.
SPT Okay.
CC And Ed, I - I was listening out the other

ear when you asked about the 2-minute exposure. We do not want a
1-rainute expoBure. All we want is the 1 20-second long, short-
wavelength exposure.

SPT Okay.
CC And whenever Bill Pogue has a minute or

so, we've get a couple of questions relating to the E RE P
operation's for this morning.

PLT Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay. This in regard to your comments

regarding the S190 READY light on the final sequence of the
last EREP pass and we took your comments to indicate that the
S 3 90 READY light ttayed on and never went out. Is that correct?

PLT On the last sequence when I had Just one
camera working, the Ken - the READY light did not go out right
away but it - it did not go out. I had to recycle, go into
the film depletion and everything worked normally.

CC Okay. We understand. Then you saM that
only number 2 - number 1 and number 2 film ADVANCE - naif lights
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were out at the start of the sequence and only number 1 was '<

out at the end. So this means that number 2 came on ef.rly In

the last sequence. Is that correct? 1
•

PLT Yes. 1 Dade a voice comment when It went
out or when It ' when it ' when It cane on.

• CC Right. The EREP guys have been going over
the voice tapes and I just wanted to clarify some of these
points. It appears also that we may have contributed to a

possible incorrect frame or sequence setting in that sequence
by calling out in the pad for a setting of 5 instead of 05. Can
you recall if you set the 5 in the units rotary switch and in

fact put the tens rotary switch to zero?
PLT I set it 50 first and knew that was wrong,

then set it to 05.
CC Okay. Beautiful. And could you confirm

that the camera was operating during the last sequence -

you know from noise and motion and stuff like that?
PLT That ' s affirmative

.

CC Okay. You can pick up your 64 dollars at
the answer booth there. Thank you very much.

PLT I got no place to spend it, Bruce.
CC You're going past GO often enough though.
PLT That 's right .

PAO This is Skylab Control. The Earth resources
experiment officer reports that Pilot Bill Pogue's comments
indicate that the cameras are operating properly and that the
Earth resources package is operating okay.

CC --operation. Over.
PLT Bruce, SPT is reading you. You can go ahead.
CC Okay. I guess for you also, 8111. Pre-

liminary analysis of the latest DAC (garble) at OAC 4, indicates
that our problem may well be in the transporter. We need to
verify that the transporter is in the - the transporter thread
operate lever is in the thread position when It's being attached
to the DAC to insure that everything's stays synched up properly.
And for the M092/93, M151 photography today - we would like to
use transporter 05 located in Alfa 2 instead of transporter 3

called out on the pad because we feel it's possible that trans-
porter 3 was damaged when attached earlier to DAC 4. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce. Transporter 5 instead of 3.

CC Roger and use of the thread lever - want to
play It on the DAC.

PLT Roger .

CC Okay
, Hank, (sic) you're about a minute and

a half to LOS here. Next station contact in 1 hour through Hawaii
at 21:03. Out

.

PAO This Is Skylab Control. Skylab has passed
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out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship. The next station
Hawaii in 57 minutes. > At that time, Pilot Bill Pogue will be
the subject of the HO92/M093 medical experiments, lower body
negative pressure vectorcardiogram. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
as the observer. Commander Jerry Carr should be at the ATM
console when we next acquire. At 20 hours 5 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 21 hours
1 minute Greenwich aean time. Hawaii is about to acquire
Skylab: we'll stand by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Hawaii
for 7 minutes.. Out

.

CC ; Skylab , this is Houston ; i-1/2 ainutes
to LOS. Next station contact in 25 minutes through the
Vanguard at 21:34. And, for the CDR , if you have a few
minutes free after your ATM pas9 here, we'd like to know what
the status of the teleprinter message - teleprinter messages
are that are being printed out i.e. light readable, good
copy or what? And if the teleprinter is still printing very
light, we'd like you to obtain a roll of teleprinter paper
from our previously unused tube and change out the paper roll
at your convenience as we suspect that the paper that was on
the cartridge you replaced may have become degraded due to
humidity considerations. ?ver.

CDR Roger, everything -the teleprinter seems
to be printing normally now, satisfactory.

CC Okay, let's Just leave it the way it

is then , thank you

.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Hawaii has loss»of signal with Skylab. The tracking ship Vanguard will pick
up the space station in 23 minutes. At 21 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean time. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE

»
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours
31 minutes Greenwich mean time. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson
has scheduled his ch ange -o f - sh i f t news conference for 4;15 p.m.
central standard time, in the JSC News Center Briefing Room.
An additional participant in that conference will be William
Snoddy, Skylab Kohoutek Project Scientist. Change -o f -sh i f

t

news conference 4:15 p.m. in building 1 news briefing room.
Skylab is coning up on Acquisition at the tracking ship Vanguard.
Stand by

.

CC Skylab this is Houston through the Vanguard
for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC And Skylab SPT, this is Houston. We'd
like you to verify on panel 617 the experiment tape recorder 2

is in the position B on the rotary switch please.
CC We copy that Ed, thank you out.
SPT We have a little bit of a problem with

those knobs. Right now it's reading 1-1/2, and before it was
reading 2-1/2. But apparently we selected the wrong one.
We couldn't tell which it was closest to.

CC What do you mean it's reading 1-1/2 and
2-1/2. it's got letters on it doesn't it?

Sl'T What 1 mean Bruce it's reading between
B and C.

CC Oh, you mean like B-l/2 and A-l/2.
PAO This is Skylab Control, the biomedical

officer reports that he is receiving all the data he should
on the medical experiments, the lower body negative pressure,
and the e lec t r ocard i gr am . Science Pilot, Ed Gibson is the
observer with Pilot, Bill Pogue the aubject. That experiment
being conducted at the present time. Jerry Carr is at the
Apollo telescope mount conaole.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute till
LOS. Noxt station contact in 6-1/2 minjtes through Ascension
at 21:49 with a data voice tape recorder dump. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Vanguard has loss
of signal. The tracking station at Ascension Island will pick
up Skylab in 5 minutes. At 21 hours 44 minutes Greenwich mean
time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours 48
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab i~ approaching acquisition
through the Ascension Island stati on. We'll stand by for
communications there.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for 6-1/2 minutes, with the data /voice tape recorder dump.
Out .

'

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 37 minutes through Guam at 22:33.
Out .

PAO This is Skylab Control, Skylab is passed
out of range of the Ascension Island station. Guam will
pick up the space station In 36 minutes. A reminder that
the change-of -sh i f t news conference will begin at 4:15 p.m.
central standard time, about 20 minutes from now in the
Building 1 News Briefing Room. Participants are FliRht
Director Neil Hutchinson and William Snoddy, a Skylab
Kohoutek Project Scientist. Change -o f -sh i f t briefing
4:15 p.m. At 21 hours 57 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, at 23 hours

35 minutes Greenwich mean time. We're up live through the

Canary Island station. Madrid has overlapping coverage and

we'll have acquisition for the next - - ,

CC Skylab, Houston AOS, Canary-Madrid for

7 minutes.
SPT '

:

' Roger .

PAO Skylab Control, the flight director now

is Phil Shaffer, the CAP COMM. astronaut Dick Truly. ,

PAO This is Skylab Control. During the news

conference Skylab passed over the Guam, Vanguard and

Ascension tracking stations, there wer - was very little

air-ground during those passes. We have accumulated 3 minutes

in tape over those stations. We'll play that back at the

end of the Madrid pass, as soon as we have loss of signal

at Madrid in about 4 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about i minute from

LOS, Madrid. Guam comes up at 00:08 and a reminder for the

SPT, that's hi9 family coram site. We'll have it all set up

at Guam. And also we'll be dumping the data voice recorder
at Guam.

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Madrid has loss

of signal. We'll now play back the tape accumulated over

the Guam, Vanguard, and Ascension stations.
CC Skylab, Houston, Guam for 6 minutes.
SPT Hello, Dick, how are you today?
CC Just fine, sir, and you?
SPT Very good thank you.
CC Kind of sounds like you guys have been

busy since very early this morning?
SPT Yeah, we htve but it all worked pretty

well. Got oursevles a good E RE P and a good JOP 13, good

ATM, good M092, all kinds of good things happen.
CC Good shot. Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute

to LOS. Vanguard at 22:11 and I think one of your Flight Plans

is in the teleprinter - one of the Flight Plans for tomorrov
is in the teleprinter. We'll be getting the others up at

Vanguard and Ascension.
SPT Okay, Dick, thanks. We're looking at it.

CC Roger. Skylab, Houston, Vanguard for 11

minutes.
SPT Hello , Dick .

CC Hello , there .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 45 seconds
from LDS. Ascension is coming up at 23:24, and the bird looks
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real good and the pads are GO for this upcoming maneuver
to support this S019 , Kohoutek run you guys are getting ready
CO do .

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston, Ascension for 10 minutes.
CDR Roger, Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston, for your information,

we're looking over your shoulder. at the DACS enteries and
the maneuver tine looks good .

CDR Okay, I almost jumped into the maneuver
to socn, we're waiting for 29 to come up.

CC Roger .

CC Houston, AOS, Canary and Madrid for 7

minutes.
CDR Roge r

.

PAO This Is Skylab Control, that's the end
of the tape. Sky?ab is 20-1/2 minutes away from acquisiton
through Guam. At 23 hours 47 minutes Greenwich mean time.
This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. We're standing
by through Guam for acquisition of Skylab. Greenwich mean time
0 hours, 7 minutes.

. CC , Skylab, Houston Guam for 9 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC And Skylab, I understand that we got a

report that we've got good cows for Ed and Jerry I've
got a couple of questions here I'd like to get ahead on,
if you're - can take a couple of seconds and answer them
for me

.

CDR Go ahead Dick .

CC Okay, first of all one of the guys dug through
the voice tapes and found your comments on the S183 time-delay
between the sequence start and the exposure start and after
thinking about it, we think that is a real good catch and a

valid comment and we're going to start to bias your
first available time by minus 1 minutes so that it should
solve the problem and - and we'll get a more proper exposure
of the comet or the star field that's in veiw.

CDR OKay, it sounds like it takes a minute
and 15 seconds for that little 3lide to finally pop out
intoviewandstartbeingexposed.

CC Rog, but th',t was a real good point to
bring up and we're going to take that into account and the
other thing is a couple of days ago, as a matter a fact I

think it was 3 or U days ago on Mission day 19, you reported
a broken urine bag with a small spillage and we'd Just like
to confirm that was your bag, or if it wasn't which one of
those guys did it belong to.

CDR That was my bag.
CC Okay, thank you rauch. Later on this

evening I have some information about the comet but I

figured I'd wait till all three of you guys were available
to listen to it .

CDR Okay, that'll be fine, maybe we can do
it right after the evening report.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab Houston, got one more question

that Jerry, you or Bill could ask while Ed is up in the
command nodule. Since your last report, the question had
to do with a voice record light and it's from the 1NC0,
since your last report has your voice record light done
any more blinking while you're were doing any normal voice
recording and if it has been blinking, has it been at a

regular rate or has it been erratic?
CDR No, the problem that we were having was

that it would Just go out and stay out when somebody was
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recording, I don't think that anybody has had any problems
with it for the last couple of days now.

;

CC Okay, well, INCO telle me that he has
a TM point on that same parameter and it looks solid and
we've been getting good voice on all the tapes so I think we'
okay, we just kind of wondering about what's going on up
there .

CDF No, 1 haven't heard anybody complain
lately, if we get anymore, we'll let you know right away.

CC Okay. Sky lab, Houston we' re going
LOS at Guam. I'll give you a call at the Vanguard at
00:49 and I'll be standing by for the evening status report
there .

CDR Roger .

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss
of signal. Skylab will be picked up by the tracking ship
Vanguard in 27 1/2 minutes. At 0 hours, 18 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control. 1

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Con trol at 0 hour A 5
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition
through the Vanguard tracking ship. We expect the evening
status report during this pass. We'll stand by.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Vanguard for -9-9 minutes and I'm standing by for evening status report.
CDR Stand by just a minute.
CC Okay.
CDR Okay, Dick, here it goes. CDR , for sleep:

6.5, 5/heavy, 1.5/light; SPT, 6.5, 5 . 5 /h eavy , i . 0/ 1 i gh t ;

PLT, 6.5, 6.0/heavy, .5/light. Volume: CDR, 1200; SPT, 1450;
PLT, 1700. Water gun reading: CDR, 7115; SPT, 222;. PLT,
8409. Body mass: CDR, 6.305, 6.304, 6.303; SPT, 6.365, 6.367
6.380; PLT, 6.246, 6.248, 6.246. Exercise: CDR; method Alfa,'
leg, 29, 4800. Method Bravo, Alfa, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10,
20 each. Method Charlie, Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot, 06, 15
each. Method Echo, Alfa, Bravo, 03, 10 each. Me tho

d

' Fox t r o t ,walk, 12, N/A; toe rise, 01, 90; spring, 01, 100. SPT, method
Alfa, leg, 40, 8338. Method Bravo, Foxtrot, 10 minutes, 40
repetitions; Bravo, 3 minutes, 20 repetitions; Curls, 3 minutes,
20 repetitions. Method Foxtrot, springs, 15 minutes, 1,000;
toe rise, 05 minutes, 100. PLT, Method Alfa, leg, 36, 5700.
Method Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, Delta, Echo, 08, 50 each. Method
Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf, and Hotel
10, 20 each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10 minutes, N/A. Medications:
none for anybody. Garments disposed of: CDR, one pair of
shorts; SPT, one pair of shorts, one t-shirt; PLT, none.
Food status: CDR, 6.0 salt, zero food deviations, plus 1.5
water - hy - rehyrdation water. Correction on the
food deviation, minus one coffee with sugar . SPT, zero salt,
plus one tea, zero rehyidation water. PLT, 1.5 salt, zero
deviations, minus 1.0 rehyrdation water. Okay Flight Plan
deviations: none. Shopping list de - accomplishments: none.
Inoperable equipment is DAC 04 and we're going to trouble-
shoot. Also the - the transport. Unscheduled stowage: none.
Photo log: 16-millimeter, M092/93, (M151), Charllr India <n
77, Charlie India 122. Nikon, 01, MD , we'll need a cassette'
number for tomorrow morning for film load. Nikon 02, no change
Nikon 03, Charlie India 110, 51. Nikon 04, India Romero 09,
06. Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel, 04, 31, we're anticipating 3 -

3 exposures tonight. That makes the count 31. 70-mi 1 1 imc t e

r

is Charlie X-Ray, 47, the count is 120. ETC is Charlie Tango
110, 92. EREP set Kilo, 9869, 2054

, 9594, 8959
, 0730, 9 365.

Drawer A configuration, Al
, 07, no change. A2 , 05, Charlie

India 9 3 , 7 7 , Charlie India 122. A3, 06, no change. A4 , 03
no change. Zer - Back 02 no change. And that's it.

cc Okay, Je rry , I copied all of that. If
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you don't have anything else, and everybody's listening, I

might tell you a little bit about what I wanted to pass up
about Kohoutek.

CDR Okay , we're all ears

•

CC Okay, let me read you a little mission
note I have here, from the Kohoutek people and then after-
wards we - I have a couple of questions for you. It turns
out that ground observations are becoming more and more
difficult because the comet of course is coming closer to
the Sun, now it's about J5 degrees. However, the other day
the NOAA station at Carnarvon obtained a really excellent
picture on - this was on December 5th, and it's been in all
of the newspapers around here. The present visual magnitude
the estimates are running about 1 magnitude below the lower
predicted magnitude curve that' 6 in appendix A in the ATM - -

END OF TAPE
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CC The preaent visual magnitude estimates -

are running about 1 magnitude below the lower predicted
magnitude curve that's in appendix A in the ATM section of
the Flight Data File . However , Dr. Roner of the Lunar and
Planetary Lab in Tuscon estimates that the maximum magnitude
at perihelion will still probably reach about minus 4 as predicted
by the curve. And this corresponds to Venus when it's at its
brightest. According to the curve, the present magnitude should
be about 3.2 and the latest visual observation on December 5th
was A. 3. The tail length is now reported to be about 3 degrees
and the comet spectrum has been observed on the ground from L'V

to IR reserve. Over. We had a little later this evening Jerry
you're scheduled for a 233 ops. We have a question about that.
You reported the other day and we did predict that pretty soon it's
going to be no longer visible because it's going to get occulted
by one of the wings out that command module window. We would
like for you to verify tonight if you can no longer see the
comet out of the command module window. The (garble) pad perdiction
showed that it still should be visible for another couple of
days. And also at the same time if somebody else has a chance
to go to STS 3 window, we also predict that it should be visible
out there, and we would like to know if it is. Over.

CDR Okay, I tried that earlier today and just
didn't get there at the right time. And we'll give it a whirl
at STS 3 tonight to see if we can locate it. The conet can be seen
but the camera now has to be down at the bottom of the window.
And it won't be long until we lose it out the command module
window. I got the distinct impression about 3 days ago that
I could see both tails on the comet. It's very, very, vague
though, and I'm not sure it's Just more of an impression than
anything else. But I felt like I could see a straight tail
as well as a curved one. The - lately though with the comet
observations coming so close to sunrise it's getting difficult
for u(j to see it up here too. And the - you know the relative
appearence now is that the tail is shrinking, and I think that's
just because theres more scattered light, because of the Impending
sunrise.

CC Roger, we're getting very close to LOS.
I'll give you a call at Canary at 108 and that is interesting.
We should be - we'd be appreciative of you telling us how it
looks this evening since you got the best seat in the house.

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC ' Ro g and Skylab I made a mistake, mod

conference is scheduled at Canary so the doctor will be talking
to you. That's 01:08 and then I'll talk to you after that.
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, CDR Okay , Dick. Thank you

.

CC See you.
CDR Is there any Information available on

the WLC TV and what their conclusion ia after taking a look

a t the pic tur»js .

CC Roger. Let us talk about that one, and

I'll get jack to you later on, 1

PAO This is Skylab Control , Vanguard has loss

of signal. A rather comprehensive discussion of the comet
Kohoutek during that pasu . Canary Islands will pick up

Skylab in about 9^-1/2 minutes . The first part of that pass

we devoted to the medical conference . There is overlapping
coverage through Madrid. At zero hours 59 minutes Greenwich
mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 1 hour,

7 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up within
range of the Canary Island Station. The initial part of this

pass will be devoted to the medical conference. We'll bring
the line up and keep it up with a completion of that conference
when the CAP COMM will call the crew.

CC Skylab, Houston understand you are through
with your tned conference, we still have about 7 minutes left

here at Madrid.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC And if you' re still close to the phone

1 do have a message here, we'd like to discuss real briefly
with CDR.

CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay, really it's for everybody but I

figured Jerry would, if we had to take this action would be

more directly concerned. Us purple gang raenbers aren't real
sure whether or not this has been discussed with you before
but in any event we wanted to mention it to you. A couple
or threo days ago we observed another and I think it was
the second one we've seen - another glitch on CMG number 2,

which was somewhat similar to those we observed during -

on CMG number 1 during the month prior to CMG 1 failing, we

thought it sight be a good idea to let you know about this and
also for you in your spare moment sometime to whip out the

command n.odule G&C Checklist and review pages 619 to 622,
which - which includes the CSM activation and getting then
into wide deadband takeover Just in case something bad
happens unexpectedly to CMC number 2.

CDR Okay, Dick that 1 hadn't hear before.
Uhe.n you get a chance could you tell us a little bit about
theglitches?

CC Yeah as a matter of fact if you give me

a second we were - I was just looking at the plot and if

V6.S (?) will keep rae honest here, I'll try to explain a

little bit of it to you. What we saw was an increase -

Stand by. Okay, the glitch that I'm getting ready to

describe to you, first of all took place over, something
like about a minute or a tninute and a half. What we saw

was the phase 8 current increase during this period and at

the same tine that the Current increased, the wheel speed
dropped, oh, uaybe 40 or 50 r.p.z, from the nominal. Then
for a.)Out the next minute the current vas high which would
indicate that it was trying to bring the wheel speed back
up to the nominal and at the tir.e that the - this maximur
little period of c-.-rvent increase drooped back to normal,
sure enough the wheel spesd had come back up to almost the nominal
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value within about 10 r.p.m. One other thing that was a little

bit unusual about this and it also - this also happened on

CMG 1 was that we have a plot of the two bearing temperatures
that generally vary between I think it's about 60 and 80 degrees
and normally these two bearing temperatures draw up - as they

vary through the nominal range stay pretty much parallel
to each other. However, during this period of about a

minute, one of the bearing temperatures increased or at least,
yeah I guess I'd have to say it increased more than the other
one just by maybe a couple or three degrees and then - and then

at the end of this little glitch period everything returned to

normal and nothing has happened since then.

CDR Dick, how many of these occurred on CMG i

and what was the frequency before term of the (garble) value?
CC Okay, first of all I made one mistake

in the description 1 just told you. The time period was

not about 1 minute and a half it was something like an hour

and a half. 1 was looking at the piot wrong here. There were
three glitches that we observed on CMG 1 prior co its failing
and most of those I think took place - -

MCC Scattered over a month to 5 weeks.

CC 1 see. They were scattered over about
a month to 5 weeks prior to the failure which I guess was the
fourth occurrence. We saw the first glitch similar to this

about 3-1/2 weeks ago on CMG 2 and the one that I'm describing
to you now happened a couple or three days ago and it's the

second one that's happened. Over.
SPT Okay, Dick are there any plots down

there as to what's causing it? Those bearings are - CMGs arc

pretty much isolated from one another and it's - tnifcht expect

it from one, but not all those to start going at roughly the

same (garble) time.
CC Well I tell you what there's an awful

lot of discussion going on between us here in Houston and

Marshall and we'll keep you posted but right now I certainly
don't feel competent and I don't have anything here in front

of rae to give you a theory on it. But - -

CDR Well, Dick, until - until you can get a

good story together then, and some data, we'll just - we'll
satisfy ourselves with really studying up on our overrate
procedures and be ready to go if we need them.

CC Okay, what'll probably happen would he

if it did happen unexpectedly, you probably wouldn't get an

overrate but you would end up in TACS only and the thing
to do would be to go through those G&C pages just like I

described and we Just thought it would be a good idea for
you to review then. We're about 30 seconds from LOS at Madrid.
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Honeysuckle comes up at 01:57 and we're going to dump the

data voice recorder down there at Honeysuckle.

CD r Okay, Dick thank you very much for the

description, appreciate it.

CC Yes sir.

pA0 xhis is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss

of signal. The next station to acquire Skylab will be

Honeysuckle in 33-1/2 minutes. At 1 hour, 23 minutes

Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, at 1 hour and
56 minutes Greenwich mean time. .. Honneysuckle is about to
acquire Skylab, we'll stand by.

CC Skylab, Houston, Honeysuckle foi 7 minutes
CC And Skylab .

MS (Garble)

.

CC Roger. We're going to dump the data voice
recorder here at Honeysuckle. And in answer to the or
possibly not in answer to this the SPT's question on the
white light coronagraph. There's a conference right now that'
in progress on it. Basically I can tell you now that we're
sure that the problem is in the vidicon and their talking
about how we're going to use the vidicon in future days now.
We probably will know more before you go to bed tonight, but
if not surely in the morning.

CDR Thank you Dick .

CC And if you guys don't have anything fot
me and you care to listen to some news either at this site or
one of the following sites, I have some here in front of ne

.

CDR Okay, Dick would like to here it, but
Just one thing first. SF233 the Kohoutek observation from
the command module. I'm convinced now that we're wasting
our time taking anymore pictures out of the command module
window. With the camera In the window as low as I could get i

and with the ATM solar panel almost cutting I think, there
cutting the field of the view of the camera in half, I'm still
not sure that the camera was seeing Kohoutek. Because 1 could
get down below the camera and really crane ray neck inside up
and just barely catch the back end of the comet, up underneath
the ATM panel. So I think we're wasting * it time and film
and Wf need to go to another window. And we were not succcssf
in siting it in S3, but I don't think that means anything.
The next nightpass we'll try again.

CDR And o« * *»nbarrasing question Dick, which
is S3? Do you use the latt number that's next to the crank?

CC It's the window closest to the plus Z
dynamic axis, I believe Bill.

CDR Okay.
CDR Dick, I think I was looking out the wrong

window. I looked out the one that had a crank panel cumber 2 4

by it, there are no S numbers on the windows here.
CC Yeah, that w n « - we should have ;< I v c n it

to you differently. We'll check on it and make sure we give
you the one we think it's visible out Hi

.

CDK Yeah, I should have used ay head, i know
which way ninuf Z is.

cc Okay, do you want to hear a little news?
CDR You bet.
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cc Okay. In Washington D.C. today, Represent-
ative John J. Rhodes of Arizona, was chosen House Republican
Leader. And he's replacing the new Vice President of the
United States, Gerald R. Ford, who just took office in the
last couple of days. There were these new developments today
on the energy crisis down here. The House Commerce Committee
approved emergency legislation that would slow cl««n air efforts
and authorize gasoline rationing in the name of fuel conservation
Also the Senate passed 82-0 a bill calling for the goverment
to spend approximately 20 billion dollars o >.r the next
10 years, the purpose of which to make the United States self
sufficient in energy. Protesting truckers threatened today to
end their moratoriua on blockages should negotiations in
Washington fail to settle their dwaands for lower fuel costs
and higher speed limits. Meanwhile, Pr«sident Nixon has
scheduled a Saturday morning meeting w i t h Teams t e rs Union
Frank Fitzsiamons to discuss the continued protests by truckers
over the energy saving regulations. At the United Nations
in New York, a spokesman says the Middle Kist cease-fire is
holding despite a flareup in -uez City. Egyptian and Isreali
forces exchanged fire throughout the city for 13 minutes
yesterday. The Federal Reserve Board moved today to relax its
tight credit restrictions by reducing the amount of reserves
that banks must maintain against some deposits. But Nov York's
First National City Bank boosted its ^ it i me lending rate - rate
to 10 percent today. Indicating that despite the oil critis
industry is expanding at a record pace. Nelson Rockefeller
flew to Atlantic City today to address the Southern Republican
Conference amid reports he will resign as governor before
Christmas to concentrate on running for the 1976 Republican
presidential nomination. The head of the U.S. Mint, Mrs. M3ry
L. Brooks, says the mint probably will begin making pennies
out of aluminum instead of copper by mid 1974, if Congress
approves. legislation to authorize the switch to aluminum
pennies was sent to Congress earlier in the day. Bob Hope
is plannl-g on staying home this Christmas. For t> first
time in 20 years he'll not be making !•

' * annual chumvas
tour to entertain servicemen overseas. He say* his familv
will throw a box lunch at him and turn on the ipplausc machine.
And today the stock market made a major advance in heavy trading.The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial closed up 29.9 3'

following a gain of more than 25 points yesterday.
CC And Skylab we're about a minute fro-

LOS. Bermuda is coming up at 02:43.
r,PT Yeah, Dick thea troops overseas ate sure

going to miss Hope.
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PAO Flight Surgeon ' s dally report on the
crew health. It reads: The crew continues in good health.
The pilot had uneventful lower body negative pressure exposure
today. Review of recent conaander and science pilot instrumented
maximum effort exercise on the bicycle ergoraeter show cardiac
responses and oxygen uptake equivalent to pref light values.
It is clinically satisfying to see that maximum effort campacity
is unchanged. The report is signed by Dr. Jerry R. HordJnsky,
for Dr. Royce Hawkins. At 2 hour 9, 7 minutes Greenwich mean
time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 46 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Tracking station at Canary Islands is

about to acquire Skylab. There is overlapping coverage through
the Madrid station on this pass.

Skylab, Houston, AOS Canary and Madrid
f 01 12 minutes,

CDR Roger, Dick. We're staring out S3 now
waiting for Corvus to come up and that would precede the

comet.
CC Roger that Jerry. And when you get a

chance sometime this pass, since it looks like that the -

is not going to be vlsable out the command module window
anymore, we'd appreciate it if you'd give us idea of visual
description of the comet the color, and you mentioned the

two tails and so forth as you remember from the last time you
saw it, since you guys probably have a better look than any-
body, but no hurry on that. 1 do have an answer to Ed's
previous question about S052.

SPT Go ahead , Dick

.

CC Okay, Ed, it turns out that there are
two possibilities on the spot on the vidicon. One is that it

could be internal contamination or possibly a burned spot on

the vidicon. And we think that the black line that you see
probably is AGC response to that spot, although we continue
to think about that. At any rate as It turns out to be internal
contamination the worse thing that can happen, ov maybe it

wouldn't be worse, but the thing that could happen is that
it might possibility move. And if it turn* out to be the
burn spot, we don't think it will grow. So this makes us

think that it's perfectly okay to go back to opa normal,
starting tomorrow morning.

SPT Okay, that's good to hear. I was afraid
that that would grow and might put some Of our Kohoutek
observations in jeopardy. I'm glad to hear that.

CC Rog and so were we, and right nov we're
convinced that if it is the burn spot its not going to grow
so it's going to be okay to use it. And I got a couple of
more things as long as I'm talking to you guys. In case wc
ever mike the mistake again of referring or referring to one
of those STS windows as S3 or SU whatever, it turns out that

those numbers, the last diget of the panel number corresponds
to the'wlndow number. For example, panel 2<i3 is S3 and so
forth. One other comment that I have earlier, Just proir to

me coming on shift 1 heard the conversation you had about that
rotary switch for the instrumentation system down on panel 617,
and we recall that way back even on Pete's mission that they
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had trouble with that rotary switch and not being able to tell

which position It was in and about all they could end up doing

to make sure was when they set it to go fully to the stop to

position A and then just count the positions. So you might

try that at any rate we'll try to keep our eye on the position

for you too .

SPT ' Okay, Dick that's a good idea. The problem

with setting that is that if your coming from a higher letter

which I was, say H going over to B. You can click it into

C and the loosness of the knob will tell you that you pointed almost

at B, and you let go of it and assume you're there. And that's

what happened there and I think your suggestion is certainly

is a good one

.

CC Okay and real fine and - and if you see

Kohoutek or before this pass is out and you want to talk anon*

yourselves at all we'd like to hear what you'd think of the

comet appear - how it appeared to you.
SPT Very good. And Dick if the 52 folks could

dig back through records and see if that was a - what type

of one occured that would lead to the burn spot, was it

a 1 time thing which happen on our mission or is it an accumula-

tion of - of many things. We certainly don't want, to do that

again or cause the situation where it could grow or go into

another spot. We'd like to know what the history was which

led up to it.

CC Okay, Ed. I'll get then to talk about

that and we'll get an answer back to you when we can.

SPT Thank you.
SPT Vou may be interested from the work in

the old days. Right now 1 am working with the old aerodynamic

work bench. Up here using the screens by the OWS bands.

CC Great scott.
CC Skylab Houston, we still got about 2 minutes

in this pass at Madrid. We're just noticing this evening, this

is the last pass of the evening since you guys gonna get to

go to bed early since you got up an hour - hour early this

morning. We were just ntticing that during the evening tonight

Skylab is going to be on ita 3000th revolution of the Karth.

And you guys have been up this is day 23 and it's real

obvious that were in a real good groove and getting everything

dona. And the purple gang Just wanted to send up Thata boy

for tonight. And we'll see you guys in the naorlng. You 11

be waked up at Guam at 12:00 Zulu.
CDH Who's the duty waker upper in the morning?

CC I believe it's oh Henry.
CDR Oh Henry good show.
CC Roger.
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p LT Dick I got the ATM f i Ira report. H-Alpha
12203; 56, 4342; E2A, 143; A 2 B , 1290 ; 52 Is 6064, 54, 4055.

CC Okay, Bill thank you much.
SPT Hey, Dick, what time is Henry going to

show up on the scene tomorrow at Guam?
cc It's Guam and it's right - I think the

pass covers 06:00 exactly so it'll be right on time. You
can count on hira waking you up.

sp T He hasn't missed yet. Thanks for the
good words and good night to the purple group.

cc Roger, everybody say good night Dick.
MC Good night Dick.
SPT Good night Dick.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Goodnight, Big Daddy.
CC Thank you.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has lost

its signal, we've said goodnight to the crew of Skylsb.
Wake-up time tomorrow, 6 a.m. central standard time, through
the Guam stetion. Another busy day scheduled tomorrow,
Apollo telescope mount, Sun studies and more photography of
Comet Kohoutek. Continuation of the medical experiments and
calibration of the Earth resources experiment package on the
Moon and then late in the evening about 8:30 p.tn. another
Earth resources pass, track 70. At 3 hours, 1 minute
Greenwich mean tine, this i9 Skylab Control signing off until
wakeup time tomorrow, 6 a.m.

END OF TAPE
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/AO This i8 Skylab Controli 12:Q6 Creenwich*ean time. Acquisition, a very brief law level pass over theHawaii tracking station coning up in about 40 seconds atwnlcn the spacecraft communicator Hank Hartsfield will give
a wakeup call to the crew.

CC " " Houston
,
good morning

.

Ci)R Good morning, Hank.

, ,
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the window md weren't able to locate It Utt night. We'll
keep trying every chance we get.

CC Our computer rune right down here now
Jerry - show that the - 1 t '»< marginal right now out that
vindow

' That's probably why you're not seeing it. However
it should be starti.ig to appear there.

CDR Okay .

f
C

Jr
But we thought we could get ahead of the game,you know, if you want to go ahead and move the apparatus down

there anJ mount it and use the universal mount.

hi,
C
?? n u

" " y ° U Can tel1 from our c "arts it lookslike it lies half away between Corvus and Scorpio right now.
CC * believe that's about right.
CC And Skyl.ib, for info we'll be dumping thevoice and data recorder heru in Bermuda.
CDR Roger.
CDR Houston, Skylab.
cc Go ahead.
PLJ Roger dodger. Give me another 29 set.

.

CC Would you say again? We had a loud squealthere. ^

PLT I need another S009 set time.

• u .

C
^ ,

0ka y- We'll set it for you and Bill, onthis daylight cycle coming up here, your ATM pass, if it's
convenient, ve'd like to get WLC TV along with the XUV mon

PLT Okay, Hank.
CC And p LT, Houston. The next set tine on

the next rev will be at 14:05:11.
P L T Thank ycu,
CC

y t
Skylab, Houston, We're 1 minute from LOS.Ascension at 4 (garble) 45 about 9 minutes from now. You mightbe interested - while you weve asleep this morning, the workshoppassed the milestone of 3000 rev. In fact, they're on - theworkshop's on 3002 now.

CDR Roger, Hank. Thanks.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Tills la Skylab Control loss of signal •'"

from Tracking Station Bermuda . 8 minutes to Ascension Island's
station. Today's Flight Plan includes < hours and 38 minutes
of Apollo telescope mount data, do seven individual sessions
at the ATM console, Science pi lot , Ed Gibson , is assigned
the bulk of the ATM sun studies with V sessions at the console.
Two in the morning, and two in the afternoon. Pilot, Bill
Pogue, is scheduled for two sessions at the ATM console,
one in the morning and one in the afternoon. While Commander
Jerry Carr has one session in the morning studying the Sun.
Other items on today's Plight Plan includes two Earth resources
surveys, ERE? passes. The first, however, will be a calibration
pass shortly after 6 p.m. Houston time. In which the EREP
sensors will be aimed at the Moon, a known light source, for
purposes of calibrating the sensors. Performing the maneuver
tor the calibration pass will require a total of eome 22 minimum
impulse burns or mibs on the thruster attitude control system,
VFor going into the proper attitude, that's 6 going into the
attitude and 16 coming out, EREP 14 on track 70 is scheduled
in the time period between the craw's evening meal and presleep
activities. Data will ba taken for 19 minutes beginning at
8:30 p.m. central time. The nearly 6000-mile track over
Southeast Asia will pass over Naples, Thailand and Indonesia
and will terminate .Juat before passing over Australia. To
maneuver to Z-local vertical attitude that is Earth looking
attitude for the EREP {/ass 'it wil.V require - retire one
minimum Icpulse burn and none required to return to the solar
inertial or Sun-looking attitude, Handheld photo options
for today include taking photos of cloud streets which are
long lines of cumulus clouds laid out in wind rows, generally
running with the direction of the wind; photos of southern
Chile and Argentina to include mountains, glaciers, coast
line, settlements, lakes and rivers to provide imagery 'of

little known areai; metropolitan development patterns of
Manila and the Philippines and phoco3 of the Philippine
fault near Leyta Island. Gibson will serve as a subject for
the M092-093 lover body negative pressure and vec trocar d log ran
medical experiment with Carr acting as observer beginnirsp at
1:40 p.m. Carr will also take fecial - facial photos; of
Gibson during the. experiment. Pogue is scheduled to take
ultraviolet stellar astronomy vhlch is S019 experiment. Photos
of a star fields in the Milky Way at around 8:30 In the
morning. Young hot stars are abundant in this area of the
sky. Carr and Pogue vilx take ultraviolet airglow horizon
photographs S063 during the midday portion of today's Flight
Plan. The remainder of the crew day will be occupied with
housekeeping chores, physical training, and meals. A 16-hour
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day of activity will end with the crew turning In at 10 p.m.

Pofcue will have the overnight duty in case of a wake-up call to

the crew is needed. Three minutes away from acquisition at

tracking station Ascension. At 12:41 Greenwich Mean time.
We'll stand by for Ascension even though we're still some
3 minutes away from acquisition.

CC Rkylab, Houston to Ascension for 5-1/2
minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll be coming up on Carnarvon in 25 minutes at 16 and we're
scheduled to dump the voice/data recorder there.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Ascension Island for the final pass this morning
over that station. 24 minutes to Carnarvon, at which time
we'll be back. At 12:51 GMT, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 13:14 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds from acquisition at tracking station
Carnarvon, Australia, overlapping - not quite overlapping,
a brief dropout between Carnarvon and Guam. Up live and
listening for Carnarvon and Guam passes.

CC Skylab, Houston; through Carnarvon for
10 minutes.

CC And, Skylab, as a reminder, we're dumping
the recorder here.

CC PLT, Houston: whenever it's convenient
I have a small change to your SC19 pad for time coming up
here in a couple of hours.

PLT Fire away, Hank.
CC Okay, on field 281 there at 15:10 start

time, the tilt was in error. We had on the pad 3.8, and
i t should be 3 . 2 .

PLT Roger: 3.2 (garble) Which film canister?
PLT Presume it's the same one we used yesterday.
CC Say again .Bill.
PL! I -They did give me a film stow yesterday.

And looking on the pad here I didn't see a film canister
specif led for S019

.

PLT Oh, yeah, I see it; it's there, it's 002.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. Guam at 29, and Bill will be standing by for the ATM
conference.

PLT Thank you, Hank.
SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, good morning, Ed, you beat us to

it. We've got about 9-1/2 minutes here at Guam. And let
me hit you here with a couple of quickies and then I'll let
you have a turn, and then I'll take a turn and ve can swap
back and forth. First let me apologize to Bill. I been
carrying some good words here to him from 52 around and
I haven't passed them up for a couple of days. Several d t,ys
ago you indicated that Bill had seen a triangular type feature
inside a coronal streamer and had gone into a CONTINUOUS
MODE for 52 on that. The question was whether or not there
was a chance that was associated with that large lens surge
out of the 8792 region. And the words from 52 are that what
Bill did was 100 percent the right thing to do going into
CONTINUOUS to get their, to data, and there is a good chance
that that was associated with the surge. So good words to Bill
on that one. Another thought here, we have noticed-last night you
read the 52 FRAMES REMAINING countdown at 6000 something.
The previous three nights it had been 5000 and something.
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You might Just keep an eye as to whether there's a bar in
that digit that's slipping in and out going intermittent.

SPT Okay, I'm looking and it's got to be a
6; it could not be a 5 unless we've got a malfunction behind -

further upstream than that, Bill.
HCC Okay, It could be that that intermittent

bar there, or it Just could have been read wrong or understood
wrong here.

SPT Oh , I see what you mean; the intermittent
bar in the lower left vertical, Okay,

Mcc Yeah, that's the one. Okay, on 52 quickies,
which, of course, you know they like one every orbit but they
don't get some pictures. We've got a question as to how
long it really takes to run a quickie from say being non-
Sun centered pointing, come over, point Sun Center, get the quickie
off and done with. About how long does that take? Over.

SPT Oh, 1 estimate, say 3 to 4 minutes. I

think if we - if we could get Jin Milligan his PATROL, S40RT
at some other tine of the orbit, we could go ahead and get
that quickie out of the way before ESR.

^cc Okay, that sounds like probably a good
idea .

sp f What I been doing is 'setting up and getting
the 52 portion of it done before. ESR. And as soon a» wt- gft

'

e 56 exposure, but that takes another ninuie
11 be glad to get lots of 56 exposures,

and PATROL, SHORTS is y'all will just sprinkle them in quite
liberaly throughout the orbit.

- scc Okay, one thought on there now. Unless
I'm wrong the 56 exposures can be taken below 400 kilometers
as lone as you're still above 250 kilometers. And as I

recall that's been running like 2 minutes, a minute to 2

minutes prior to the effective ESR at 400 kilometers there so
that you night be able to get it all in before that.

SPT Oh, okay, that was a surprise to me, Bill.
That would be h good thing to know, just how many experiments
are really constrained by what time limits here. Because
ever> once and awhile we run into both that ESR and ESS
where we might be able to get a little extra data i f we
only knew what the real constraints were.

MCC Okay, we'll get that for you. The one
that's the hardest on 400 kilometers is S055 , because Uu-y
really are getting degraded down there. And it would seem
then that the 82's would also be affected somewhat, and
apparently X-rays aren't beginning to pick it up until about
2 50 kilometers

.

ESR, then
and a half. And we
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SPT '

*
. Okay, it's just in the XUV and UV v

ranges there , huh?
MCC Okay, I'll get some more words on that

if that's - needs a little bit of an update there.

SPT Okay, go ahead.
MCC Okay, ona other thing here. We've noticed

a couple days here when you're running a little late and

miss something on one orbit, maybe trying to make it up

the next orbit; we'd rather not do that. Just let it go

and we'll schedule it in later.
SPT Okay. '

'

MCC Okay, let's see. You got anything for

us? We got another 5-1/2 minutes here.

SPT Okay, thinking about the new active

region that's coming around the corner. Is that really a

new one or is it a remnant of an old one? Or can we pet

a little more history on it?

MCC Okay, it doesn't really have any htstory.

It is a new active region that there didn't used to be

anything there on the previous rotation. Old active region

80 should be coming around the northeast limb in about
- I guess that should be ea s t /no r the as t limb, sometime

late today or tomorrow. You might see indications of that

on XUV, although todate we have no hint that there'? anything

there. But 96 Is brand new.

SPT Okay, that's very good. I got the

information which you sent up on 82B. Had T. gotten that -

Well, I'd like to go back and redo some of the - your

shopping list items which I've carried out, because I see

some of the backgrounds out in the lower - out in the corona

above active regions are still quite long exposures. I

was surprised by that because I've been carrying out

relatively short ones.
MCC Okay, one related thought on that. On

Monday which is your crew day off, we've got 82B cominp

in to talk to you rather than me. And right now It looks

like that's going to be Paul Patterson. And I think the

main emphasis of his talk is going to be things of this

nature and how best to use the 82B slit ns a scalpel to

disect some of these phenomena that we can look at. So

that may be a good time to really take this message apart

and decide what a good plan of attack is.

SPT Okay. Yesterday's JOP 13 was called

off that we might see 50 counts on detector 3. I'm wondering

how would we actually see these counts. Can we actually

see it in the mirror auto raster? Or ic the response of the

4
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equipment quick enough Co actually flash the second digit
at us? Or is • will we see it Just as a flash of the last
digit the way we see the random noise? Is it necessary
to slip the mirror around in order to find it?

MCC If you actually did happen to be lucky
enough to get that to sample at the right time, you would
probably see it as a quick flash in that digit. However,
that sample rate is a lot slower than the true TM sample
rates. So the probability of your seeing a 50, if indeed
there wa3 a 50 is actually pretty low.

SPT I guess even if we see it because of

the drift rates, there's nothing we can do in the way of

getting a grating of auto scan because the thing would just
drift away too fast. Because I can see two arc minutes
change in the star tracker gimbald.

MCC Yes, we concur.

END OF TAPE
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SPT - - in the way of getting a grating of auto
scan because the thing is just (garble) cause I can see 12
minutes' change in the star tracker gimbal.

CC ' Ye." , we concur.
CC Okay . Have anything else?
SPT No, other than the - the message which was

sent up on the WLC , I was - I 'm glad to see we could use it.
And also, it was interesting to see. It probably has a cumula-
tive effect of - because of the taisal tgntnen t we've had all the
time, (garble) understanding of that message.

CC Okay, good. There's a couple of more
things for you. Some preliminary X-REA details on the beryllium
aperture. Degradation on that sensitivity is such that
now any time you see aperture 3, you are just about in the
C-flare ranch (sic). The first switch to aperture 3 from 4

comes right at about C-l, and switching from 3 to aperture 2 is

Just about at the M-l flare level. 3o that the beryllium
apertures have degraded and still represent a good confirmation
of the PMEC in flares. We're working on an aluminum plot based
on the flare data that we have, but we don't have - have it worked
out yet. We've got pretty hard scatter in there and it's
hard to give a good curve.

SPT Okay. When I watched detector - when I

watched it bump up to 3 when we were having some activity,
my question was whether we had some hysterisis in there
and whether it was something previous. And there's whether
it actually subsided. So I would manually step it back down
to 4 and see if it jumped again, wondering whether that's a

worthwhile procedure or whether when everv time we see a

3 up there, we know th3t the activity at that time is still
high .

MCC Veah, 1 think you can count on the acti-
vity still being high. But as you know, like - well, like
you say, the hysterisis is there, and I've forgotten exactly
what the count level is. A good way to distinguish, as you suggest
is to step it back to 4 and see If it goes back to 3 and then
you know which side of that hysteresis loop is on.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. We have 1 minute to an LOS. Gold-

stone is next in 16-1/2 minutes. On the coronal hole probinp
with the 52 detector, we indicated yesterday that magnesium
10 was the best. We're thinking now that on the limb, that
may not be the best, because the magnesium 10 has a fairly
large scale height. On the center of the disc, we can get a

difference of a factor of 10 in just 1 step of the mirror.
But on the limb. If we had a real sharp edge, we feel that
as you start looking sideways through that sharp edge, it
doesn't appear as a sharp edge, but it essentially gets
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mushed out* And we're looking right now at maybe trying to
use a line with a much smaller effective height and right
now we're looking maybe {it neon 7 to see If that might not
be a better probing tool on the limb, fl-^d we'll get back with
you on that when w* know better,

SPY Okay; That's when I was looking at
the South Pole, the coronal - whole boundary of the South
Pole, which I was doing during some free time or something
but what you 1 re re f ex*ring to .

MCC That's right and looks like you're going
o ve t the hi 11 . So we * 11 see you tomorrow

,

SPY Okay . So long, Bill . I also (garble)
the tapes on the (g&roie) .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
througu Guam t racking at a t ion . The morning conference between
the Science Pilot Ed Gib3on and Dr , Bill Lenoir, Scientist/
Astronaut on ATM operations, This Guam pass likely will
the most wordy pass of the day. 14 minutes to Goidstone
and at which tine we'll be back for a stateside pass on
revolution 3002 and changing over to 3003 at the Cape longi-
tude. At 30 - 1 3:40 GMT , Skyiab Control.^ PAo Yh-ia is Skylab Control. 13:53 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds away from acquisition at Goidstone
and the continental United States pass. Standing by for
acquisition at Goidstone.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goidstone
and Corpus Christi for 16-1/2 minutes. Out.

CDR Hollo, Houston. Looks a little cool and
breezy down there.

CC Yes, it is. The weather's actually very
pleasant but clear and cool. Nice day for an EREP pa*s as
a matter of fact

.

CDR With the sun angle we got, Bruce, you
can see JSC from here with the binoculars.

CC Roger. Sounds like really anazing (laughter)
visibility cause we show you on the 10 by 20 about over
Orlando or over Tampa - St. Petersburg now, or did you mean
a few minutes ago?

CDR Yeah, chat's about right. Ve see Apa lac hi col a
and we can see the the Gulf Coast all the way from there
to down beyond Galveston,

CC Betiut if ul !

CC Are chose the scabilired ones, Jerry, on
20 power or are they Monocular?

CDR Negative . It's just a little- 1 think
they're 7 power sco - binoculars, little handhelds.

CC Roger.'.• CC Skylab, this is Houston. .1 minute to
LOS. N'oxt station contact in 1 hour and 21 minutes through
Goidstone at .'.5 : 32 . Out .

END OF TAPE
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SPT Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead, SPT.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Just like to give you a

quick word on what the corona looks like this morning. It's

changed considerably. We got that - 8:30 and at 9:30 two

relatively sharp streamers and one at 2:30. We don't have the

broad, define streamers, we had before. They are all relatively

sharp and pointed. The XUV monitor showed that they're pretty

much - the same condition as yesterday. The coronal hole at the

south is net as sharply defined either. Seems to be a few more

Intrusion of coronal hole into the material of both, but they're

very small. Active region out at the limb - the east limb is a

little more prominent. Other than that it's pretty much the sane.

PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal through

MILA tracking station. An extremely brief pass of - some 2

degrees elevation anj-le at tracking ship VanRuard. First

contact with Vanguard this morning, Coming up in 18 minutes.

We'll return at that time. Ac 14:12 Greenwich mean time,

Skvlab Control .
,

'

pao This is Skylab Control. 14:21 Greenwich

mean time. 50 seconds from acquisition at tracking ship

Vanguard. It will be a minimum elevation angle pass at

A about 2 degrees. And the gap to the next station will be

slightly over an hour. About an hour and 9 minutes uuntll

Goldstone again. We'll stand by to see how well Vanguard

does on a very low pass.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. Surprise!

Vanguard for 4 minutes. Out.
CDR Boo

,
yoursel f

.

CC We're watchinR you.

CDR Do I have to put my trousers back on.

CC We Just told you we wouldn't be watching

you until Goldstone to catch you off guard. Seriously, we

got Vanguard up here so we wouldn't have to go full revolution

without contact with you, even though they are - maximum elevation

this pass is 2.4 degrees and normally we don't call a site

up with less than 3 degree elevation, but they're out at sea

and we got a - a good clear shot over the water here.

CDR Roger.
SPT Morning, Houston. Did you get the works

on the white light coronagraph and XUV monitor before we

went over the hill.
CC We copied most of that, Ed. You were fading

out into the noise toward the end we think but we got it

on tape for - for the bulk of it.
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' SPT Okay .
,

'

'

cc SPT, this 1b Houston, We're trying to

determine whether in fact we did we get ail your last t r an»wl hs ion

or not. Aboud the last thing we recall hearing you

talking about the active region on the east limb, and if you

then went on to describe S052 and the XUV raon we think we

did not copy that. We now have a minute to LOS here to

Vanguard, an hour and 5 minutes to go. Over.

SPT (Garble) the first time that we re on SO 5

2

and then I talked about the XUV raon . Okay, real quickly.

White light coronagraph had three .

streamers , one at 8:30 and

one at 9:30.
CC Yea.
SPT And one at around 2:30. All pretty much

running radial. And all fairly sharp. Very bent. Except

at the bases where it looked like they could be helping streamers

very far down. There was none of the broad diffused streamers

which we're seeing when we had lots of activity. These are

very isolated, very ,
very pointed. The XUV monitor shows the

new active region coming around the corner, Relatively bright

from yesterday. On the disk it looks pretty much the same.

This thing's rotating a little bit. South Pole coronal hole

has got - fairly sharply defined lining boundary, although

not quite as much as yesterday. Just a few more intrusions

of the coronal hole into the region above. Other than that

it's pretty much the same.
cc Okay, we got all that. Thank you, Ed,

and we're about to fade out here till.

SPT Thank you.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

from tracking ship Vanguard. A pass that normally would not

have been in this orbit inasmuch as it's below the minimum

3 degrees: however, there would have been almost a full

revolution without contact with space station Skylab had not

Vanguard been called in on this orbit. Goldstone in an hour

and 2 minutes. And we'll be back at that time. 14:28

Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 15:30 Greenwich
ire sn time and 50 secondb away from acquisition through
tracking station Goldstone. Orbit track on revolution
3004, coming down the west coast of the United States.
Me >. i co , and South America. We'll stand by for resumption
of communications between spacecraft communicator Bruce
McCandless and the crew of Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Goldstone
and Corpus Christ i for 13-1/2 minutes. Out.

SPT Houston
, Skyljb .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Were you calling?
Ove r

.

SPT Affirmative, Houston; two pieces of
information on some camera gear.

CC Okay, sounds like bad news, but go ahead.
SPT Well, one is partially confirming

the - the suspiction which the people had on the ground
about DAC 04. Last night I used that on transporter
06 where we had a little filir. left over, and I had the sane
problem which I've had in the ETC prep. The - so the problem
appears not to be in the transporter, but in DAC 04. And
I'm using DAC 09 today for the ETC prep coverage. And
secondly on the- camera we're using on the ATM to get the

m pictures of the monitors, we've had a failure of the
mechanism to transport the first cardboard fly out and
perhaps all of the other film; I'm not sure yet. There's
a detailed description of it on the tape recorder, and I'm
wondering if the camera folks could look at it a,? get buck
with us as soon as possible with a possible fix.

cc Understand; that's the Polaroid camera.
And have you tried additional packs of fila, or is it
juDt this one pack that's giving the problem?

SPT Okay, Bruce, all the information's on
the recorder, but briefly I'll give it to you. I tried
three different packs of film. I've taken the cardboard
out of one. tried to see whether I could get just the film
itself to advance. The problem appears to be in the little
claw mechanism which reaches - which gets ahold of the film at
the back and moves it out. The claw mechanism Itself is moving
but for some reason it's not extending out far enough and
picking up the cardboard; it's Just shreading the top of
it. So, there's - We have to have some way of adjusting
that. The stuff is made out of spring steel. It looks
as though it's going to be pretty tough to bend wJihout
breaking it. So, I'm not quite too sure what the possible
(garble) ri ght now.
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CC Okay, we're handing over. I'll be with
you In a second.

CC Okay, we're back with you, Kd. ve'll
git the photo people to look into thia . I wouldn't: : 'y

to bend anything in the Polaroid until w* - we looked at

it carefully. And we'll get back to you on it.

SPT Okay, Bruce, that's where we at and now.
CC Roge r ;out

.

CC And, you mentioned using OAC 09 with
transporter 06 for your ETC prep later on today. Have you
verified that the film, In fact, is moving properly through
transporter 6 and DAC 9? Over.

SPT No, 1 have not done yet that - that yet,
Bruce.

CC Okay, it might be a good thing to check
on before you film it once more.

SPT Yeah, I'm with you, Bruce, This'li be the
third time through with it.

CC SPT, Houston; we'd like to have you use
transporter 5 for the HI 51 photography as it calls out In
your pad. We estimate you need 27 percent of a cassette to

cover the subject matter. And transporter 6 only has
8 percent remaining by our records. Over.

SPT Roger, Bruce. That's what i did oay is

that I used transporter 06 last night and was going to film
some work on the urban (garble) workbench and that's where
I discovered that a (garble) on DAC 04, which was off. I

was not planning on using the transporter 6 for the work
on ETCs

.

CC Roger. And what we're saying is we do not
want you to use transporter 6 for the ETC work- We want
you to use transporter 5 as it calls out on your film thread
pad, because transporter 6 only has 8 percent remaining and
5 has 27 percent remaining. Over.

SPT I concur , Bruce

.

CC Roger; out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 10-1/2 minutes through the
Vanguard at 15:56. Out.

PIT (Garble) Bruce. The PL T here Just
completed S019. And the instructions were to reset the focus,
which I did. My question is, I set it - set it to the second
gear tooth on the present to the mark, and that was completed
properly. My question is, should I reset it, or should 1 leave
it Just the way It is ?

CC Leave it the way it is, Bill, and we'll
talk to you over the Vanguard. Out.
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PLT Thank you.
PAO This la Sky lab Control; loss of aignul

through the Texas tracking station at Corpus Christi. Space
station Skylab about 400 alios due west of the Isthmus of
Panama at this time, and in a few moments will began revolution
number 3004 around the Earth. Next station, tracking ship
Vanguard in 8 minutes at which time we'll be back. At 15:47
Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control 15:54 at Greenwich
•an time. Acquisition In 50 seconds over tracking ship
Vanguard. At the laat station pass the data showed the
temperature in the workshop, at least In the wardroom, at about
75 degrees Fahrenheit. Pressure is still holding at 5.1
ounce per square inch.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through the
Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutes. And we'll need to send up an
NAV of up date here so we'd like the CDR to stay off
the OAS for a minute, please. Over.

CDR Okay, it's all here. - yours.
CC. CDR , this is Houston. We're through with

NAV update. DAS is yours. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact through Tananarive In 18 minutes
at 16:24. Subsequent station contact an hour and 6 minutes
through Goldstone at 17:11. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through tracking ship Vanguard. 17 minutes to Ascension Island
I beg your pardon Tananarive voice relay station. And
coming on around, the ground track misses Carnarvon, Guam,
and Hawaii and grazes by Goldstone for the final stateside
station of today. We'll be back in 16-1/2 minutes for
Tananarive at 16:07 GMT. Skylab Control.

PAO This Is Skylab Control. 16:23 Greenwich
mean tine. Acquisition in 50 seconds at tracking station, or
actually voice relay station and Tananarive, the Island of
Madagascar in the Indian Ocean. Next station after Tananarive
will be Goldstone in about 43 minutes, approximately, after
LOS at Tananarive .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for about 4-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 44 minutes through Coldstin - Goldstone
at 17:11. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Space station
Skylab has passed over the Indian Ocean horizon from Tananarive
voice relay station and will be out of contact for the noxt
42 minutes until it swings down the Pacific between the Hawaiian
Islands and the mainland United States and nicks the edge
of the Goldstone tracking circle. We'll return at that time
for a Goldstone pass. Final stateside pass of this morning.
At 16:29 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This li Skylab Control at 17il0 Greenwich

mtan time. Coldstone tracking station upcoming in about

50 seconds. Space atation Skylab paaalng down the Pacific
bctvean Hawaii and the tu a In land, the United State*, probably

9 or 900 milea off shore but etlll within range of Goldatone.

Nearlng the end of revolution 3004. Standing by for acquisition

at Goldatone

.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Coldstone
for 4 minutes. We'll have a data/voice tape recorder over the

Vonguard, next site up.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldatone

for 4 minutes. We'll have a data/voice tape recorder dump

over Vanguard, next site up.
SP1 Roge r , Bruce .

CC Skylab, this Is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact In 18-1/2 minutes through the

Vanguard at 17:33 with a data/voice tape recorder dumpout.
PAO This is Skylah Control. Loss of signal

for the final time this morning through tracking station Coldstone.
VanRuard tracking ship upconlng in 15 minutes. Very quiet
pass across Goldstone. We'll return in 15 minutes for VanRuard

.

At 17:17 Greenwich Mean time, Skylab Control.
PAO This is Skylab Control. 56 seconds away

from acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard. And it's now

17:32 Zulu or Greenwich mean tine.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We'll get through

to Vanguard for almost 11 minutes. Data/voice tape recorder
dumpout ,

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 14 minutes through to Tananarive at

17:57. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. 12 minutes to the next

station. Tananarive was relay station, which likely will
be the final pass ever Tananarive for today. We'll return
in 12 minutes with Tananarive at 17:45. CMT Skylab Control.

END 01' TAPE
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PAO This 1« Skylab Control at 17 » 17«56
Greenwich me en time. Space station Skylab in <• within 50
seconds Iron acquisition through the voice relay station
at Tananarive, the Island of Madagascar. We'll stand by
here as spacecraft communicator Bruce HcCandless Makes his
initial call to the crew through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 8-1/2 minutes with an update to the S063 COP pad for
the PLT. Ove r

.

PIT Rog, Bruce. Stand by about 10.
CC Unable. How about - about 3 or 4, Bill.
PLT Oh, 1 meant 10 seconds. Co.
CC Okay. Mighty fine. On the pad for

S063 COP operations at 18:29, all three exposures, the tilt
setting should be 24.0. That's 24.0 instead of 26. Over.

PLT Okay. I've got that changed.
CC And that ' sit.
PLT Thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houtton . About 2 minutes

to LOS, Next station contact in 37-1/2 minutes through Hawaii
at 18:42. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Voice relay
station at Tananarive has had loss of signal. This ground-
track of Skylab misses Tananarive next time around. 33 min-
utes to tracking station Hawaii at which time we'll return.
And at 18:09 CMT, Skylab Control.

PAO This la Skylab Control. 18:41 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds until acquisition through tracking
station Hawaii. Here in the control room, the teleprinter
loads for tomorrow's Flight Plan are being reviewed by Neil
Hutchinson's team of flight controllers.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii for
9 minutes. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce. This is CDR. I got a look
at Kohoutek. Stand by.

CC Okay. We're right here. I'd like to
hear your comments.

CDR ^Klll the squeal first. "

CDR (5TTa~y .
— I got a good look - my first good

look at Kohoutek in several days out window number 3 while
we were la the attitude for S063. I nentloned last night that
I - I had a vague Impression of - of being able to see the
curved • of the tall as well au the straight. I was not able
to get ,i_c feeling as I was looking at It a few minutes ago.
The tail, however, is quite long - it's longer than I've seen
out the command module window and that reinforce - reinforces
my conviction that we were not seeing all of the conet out
the command module window; that part cf it was being occulted
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by the ATM aolar panel. The tail li getting quite visible
now and la Indeed quite lung. 1 wouldn't even know how to
go about giving you an estimate of how many degrees I would
say It la, But it's getting easier and easier to see,

CC Okay. How about if you hold your hand
out at arat's length and compare the width of the comet with
the apparent width of your hand.

CUR If I do that, I can' r see out the window.
CC How about a flnyer?
CDR It's down in a corner.
CC And, Jerry, can you - could you still

continue to aee the comet out that window after you're back
in solar lnertial?

CDR Now that we know of - roughly where to
look, we'll check. I would doubt it after 60 some degrees
of roll. But I'll give her a whirl.

CC Okay. Thank you.
CC PLT , this is Houston. We've got abou*.

3 minutes to LOS here. We've got a quick question for you
if you don 't Bind.

PLT Rog, Bruce. Go.
CC Yeah, In your operations with the S190

on yesterday's pass, you mentioned that the HALF lights for
cameras U, 5, and 6 came on simultaneously and in thinking
about this, we've determined that there are several items of
logic or circuitry which feed cameras 1, 2, and 3 or cameras
A, 5, and 6. And the thought has occurred to us that perhaps
we had some sort of a malfunction instead of the three cameras
running out of film simultaneously. And we're wondering if you
can veri fy for us from your recollection that the film on the
magazines, especially mags k , 5, and 6, was actually completel
depleted when you removed them by virture of there being no fil
still left across the area that goes up against the (garble).
Ove r

.

PLT I can verify that, Bruce. They were all
pretty empty and my call about being simultaneous may have
been an error. I - I was keeping a club^ watch on them and
I just glanced - I was glancing down fairly often and then all
a sudden, all three of them were on. So I can - 1 - That was
probably not a precise call. They were all - they all came
on within a see of a 10-second period. That's probably -

I ought to qualify that call.
CC Okay. That's - that's raiphty fine, Bill

cause they were loaded with about the sane load of film any-
way and you'd expect that sort of thing. On mission day 20,
we sent you a message to troubleshoot (garble) 3 days ago.
S190 and voice record the results. Subsequent review of the
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voice tapes is shoving that step 2 through 6 v*re lost either

through data voice tape recorder du«p or something aiillar.

We need this data to help diagnose th« recent failure av well

m prepare us for the e ven t ua 1 i t tea - for eventualities. I'd

like * we'd like you - get you to repeat the commentary on

steps 2 through 5. And especially answer the questions that the

capping shutters opened after the circuit breakers were

cycled. Over.
PLT Let ne look at my papers Just a ainute

here.
CC Okay. We got about 20 second* to LOS.

Next station contact is in 22 siinutes through the Vanguard

at 19:11 with the data voice tape recorder dump there. Out.

PLT Okay. I'll put It on tape right now,

Bruce.
CC Okay. Beautiful.
SPT Bruce, let ne go ahead with a quick

question for the ATM folks. In doing the last series of

building blocks and putting the 82B slit - change it to

the linb I found I was not at an up/down of zero. But on

the left limb, it waa minus 003S and over on the right

linb it was plus 12. I noticed the same thing yesterday.

1 suspect that our XUV slit biases are not proper and

I would like to do a quick tour-limb 82B coal 1 ttnmt n I

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston in the blind.

That's in the Flight Plan for tomorrow. That's in the

Flight Plan for tomorrov?. Out.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This 1« Skylab Control s l°*i of signs!

through the Hawaii tracking station. 19 ainutes to tracking

ship Vanguard. Here In Mission Control Skyisb's guldancs

and navigation officer la keeping close watch on control

moment gyroacope number 2. During the past 3 week* the

second of Skyiab'a three largest gyroacopea has shown very

alight changes in Its behavior. On three aeparate occasions,

when bearing temperatures were at their minimum levels -
^

about 60 degrees Fahrenheit - the wheel speed has slowed by

less than I percent, with the total electric current increasing.

The guidance officer emphasises that this occasional fluctation

Is not a causa for Immediate concern and, in fact, seems to

be a reasonable expectation for certain conditions that

provide a modest stress to the bearings for each gyroscope.

When bearing temperatures drop to 60 degrees, and before

the bearing heaters begin operating, the cooler temperatures

cause some thlck«nlng of the lub r Ic ant . This , In turn, Increases

the resistance to the spinning of the gyroscope slowing it

very slightly from its usual 8900-plua revolutions per

minute. As the wheel is slowed, greater electrical power Is

supplied to Increase its speed. While the three slight

fluctuations in the behavior of CMG number 2 don't cause any

Immediate concern, they ara Identical to anomalies in the

operation of CMG number 1, which failed 2 weeks ago. No

such fluctuations have been seen on the third controlling

gyroscope. The first changes in the CMG number 1 occurred

during the unmanned operations period, before this Skylab crew

entered the space station In November. After the slight

variation was noticed a second time on CMG number 1, a

second, and noticeably different, change took place. On the

day of the Skylab crew's spacewalk, when the attitude control

system was required to work much harder, the slowing wheel

was accompanied by an irregularity in bearing temperatures,

with one bearing temperature exceeding the other. The following

morning, after a period of stress due to momentum dumps,

control moment gyro number 1 failed as bearing temperature

moved up quickly and wheel speed dropped. A similar variation

may have occurred in CMG number 3, but the wheel spied Is

not measured. The transducer for wheel speed on CMG 3 failed

during the first manned Skylab mission. This transducer

is analogous to a tachometer, which measures speed on an

automobile engine. Temperature and electric current measure-

ments are, however, working properly on this particular

CMG. Guidance and navigation people here in the Control

Center are keeping close watch on the control moment gyroscopes,

and to reduce stress on the gyroscopes, have the option of usinp

the thruster attitude control system, or TACS ,
alone, without
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gyroscope support. At the protein time, both controlling

gyroscopes, number 2 and nuiber 3, ir« working teautlflly.
With their Increased experience In using two CMG's Instead

of 3, flight controllers are now performing complicated

maneuvers with Just a fraction of the nitrogen thruster

gas required for such attitude changes a week ago. 15 minutes

to tracking ship Vanguard at which t la* we'll return. At

18:56 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.
PAO This is Skylab Control 5 19 : 10 Greenwich

mean time. Tracking ship Vanguard will acquire apace station

Skylab In about 45 second*. However, the network controller

Just advised the flight director that out at sea where the

Vanguard la on station there are expensive electrical storms

which will have some Interference with at least the data

If not the voice. We'll atand by her* for Vanguard pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through the

Vanguard for 5-1/2 minute*. Excuse me, for 9*1/2 minutes.

And, for the PLT, we'd Just like to pass on to you that we don

have any concern that the S190A camera Is malfunctioning.

We think It's operating normally, and we appreciate your

intelligence in answering our questions. Out.

PLT No swea t , Bruce

.

CC And, for the SPT. When you started out

talking to us about 3 seconds before LOS there, and our

last message may not have gotten up. We do have a 4 limb

coalign in the ATM schedule for tomorrow. Having noticed

this discrepancy in the up/down location previously with

SU82B, so I think that should take care of your problem.

Ove r .

PLT Okay, thank you, Bruce.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 58 minutes through Hawaii at 20:18.

Out.
PAO This Is Skylab Control; loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard at sea, off the coast of

Argentina in the midst of an electrical storm which didn't

seem to hinder any communication through that station. We'll

return in 56 minutes when Skylab apace station is picked

up by the Hawaii tracking station for the final tine today.

At 19:22 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. 20:17 Creenwlch
mean time. Final pass over Hawaii for the afternoon upcoming
In about 48 seconds. Plight director, Nell Hutchinson, has
advised that he will be handed over and available for a

change of ahlft briefing at about 4:15 p.*. central standard
tine in the Houston newsroom if anybody cornea. Standing by
for acquisition at Kawa 11,

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii for
8 minutes. Out

SPT Houston , SPT

.

CC Go ahead . SPT

.

SPT In the ETC prep, we had a Jam of the trans-
porter and did no t get the ETC prep pictures.

CC Understand that's on the K151 for ETC prep.
SPT Af f Irn.
CC Roger. When did you discover it. Over.
SPT When 1 set the camera up, marked the film.

and 1 checked to see If It was transporting 6 frames a second.
Wo rked great

.

After completing the ETC prep, I found out we
had a Jam.

CC Could you tell If there was any significant
ut i 1 izat ion of f i In?

SPT It did not look like there was very much
change , maybe a percent or so. Percent or two at most.

CC Okay, thank you, Ed.
CC Which deck was that, please?
SPT (Garble) 9, Bruce.
CC Okay, thank you very much.
CDR Okay, Bruce, I got a couple of questions

for you .

CC Fire when ready .

CDR Okay, number one is Just occurred to us.
What - how's primary coolant loop pressure been doing the last
20 days

.

CC In a word, impeccable.
CDR Very good. Okay, next question regards

to the S063 comet cue card in the stowage part. If we're
goinp to wear out our tools and our hands and our time to
assemble the equipment, taking this stuff apart and putting
it back together, It seems to me that If we've got more S063
operations to go before we get to EVA day. What to you say
we modify the stow procedures and knock off this taking the
T025 canister all apart and putting the other occulting disk
and all that stuff back on it.

CC Okay, we copy for your message, Jerry.
We're going to have to work into that.

CDR Okay, it Just looks to me like a useless
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expenditure of time and very likely unnecessary wear and tear

or^thV equipment. So. we did it. We took It apart, and played

?h. CIol. t.« 'hi. time, but next time I would propose that we

don't do it that way. Until we know the next time we use T025

there'* going to be an KVA day.

CC Roger

,

SPT Houston, I got a question for you.

CC awa / •
Ed

'

spT x^e maneuver pads were sent to the PIT.

And yet the SPT is performing the maneuvers. Is there a

reason that the PLT shouldn't be in on those maneuvers?

SPT The two pads on which that occurs are the

Z-LV maneuver pads. 14 which Is 2318A. And the maneuver

pad which is (garble) which is the (garble)
*

cc Roger. We've got them, Ed, we're discussing

the
™CC°

W
Skylab, Houston we agree that that'* an

error on our part. Both of those pad*, 18 Alfa and 14 Alfa,

should be addressed to the SPT. Over.

SPT Okay, thank you, Bruce.

CJ»r Okay, Bruce, CDR, one more thin*.

CDR Okay, about 3 or 4 days ago I asked the

food people a question concerning drinks that are permissible

to be taken when we are on a high density food day and I

haven't gotten an answer yet. Would you pulee them?

cc We'll do that. And while wu're talking

to vou here. For the SPT, if you're in a position where you

can' take a note we've got a pair of small changes to your ETC

operation pads for this evening.
SPT Give me about 1 minute, Bruce, and I li

be right up there and I'll copy you.

cc You got a minute to LOS we can catch it

later on in the day, it's not till zero Zulu.

SPT Okay.
cc And we got 1 minute to LOS. Next station

contact in 25 minutes through the Vanguard at 20:50 with a

data/voice tape recorder dunpout

.

PX 0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Hawaii tracking station. Final Hawaii pass for

probably 8 or 10 revolutions. Next station tracking ship

Vanguard in 22 minutes, at which time the new commentator

will be back at 27 - 20:28 Greenwich mean tine, Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 20 hours
49 nlnutes Greenwich nean time. Skylab Is noarlng the range
of the Vanguard tracking ship. Ws'U stand by through that
station.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston, through the
Vanguard for 10 minutes with the data voice tape recorder
dunp . Out

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston for the CDR, for
a sec ond .

CDR Co ahead .

cc Roger, Jerry. In response to your question
about the drinks that are pernlsaable with the high-density
food items: we assuae you're asking about the extra drinks.
And any Item which is listed in the free calorie food block,
which is block 3 of permanent general message number 7,
is acceptable with the high caloris food items and this
Includes the coffees, tea, apple drink, cherry drink,
grape drink, and leaonade. That is, there's not restrictions
on the extra drinks that you can use with the high calorie items.
Over.

CC That should be high-density items.
CDR Roger. I kind of knew that. The thing

was, In the prefiight period we were drinking things like
orange juice and some of those. And I was wondering If those
are acceptable as well.

CC You mean in addition to orange juice, which
may have been preplanned into the menu?

CDR No. There's no orange Juice anywhere In
a htgh^density day. The only juice that's given Is one grape-
fruit Juice, and that's it. But we were allowed things like
orange Juice and things like that during the quarantine period.
And I'm wondering If It's still possible now, or whether we
should swear off of it.

CC We're researching that one for you, Jerry.
And, by the way, we just started sending the Flight Plans up.
And we got a paper low indication in the teleprinter. So we're
goinp to hold off upllnking anything else until you all get
a chance to change it out .

PL T Okay, Br-jce. It's still ticking away. It -
as soon as it stops this message, am I clear to change?

CC We'll give you a go on that when It's
ready, Bill. Apparently, the thing was released out at the
site. And it's still en route.

P^T Okay.
CC You know, faster that a speeding bullet, at.-!

a 1 1 that

.

CC PLT, Houston. You're GO for paper change.
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PLT Rop.er.

CDR Houston, CDR . Are you dumping experiment
tape recorder number 1?

CC CDR, Houston . Negative. Experiment
tape recorder number 1 is the recorder with the tape motion
sensor that's intermittent and causes your green light to

blink.
CDR Well, it's got a long off cycle on the

b 1 ink , now

.

CC Yes. That's the anticipated progress of

the failure mode of that sensor. It started out with little
bitty dropouts and now it's getting longer and longer.

CDR Okay. I'll assume it's running, then.

CC We can verify it for you, that it is

running. And it is running now.
CDR Okay. Thank you.

CC CDR, this is Houston. We've got 1 minute
to LOS. Next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through
Ascension at 21:06. In reference to your question about the

drinks, the only items that have not been covered here are
cocoa, orange drink, and strawberry drink. And these items
are not free calorie items. So from that standpoint the control
in mineral content and may not be used with the hiph-density
food items. And also, from looking at the overage food

inventory, we are carrying none of them In overage, so that if

you used any, you'd be just cutting yourself short Inter in

the miss ion. Over.
CDR Okay. Thank you.
CC Sorry about that .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanpuard has
loss of signal with Skylab. The station at Ascension Island
will acquire the space station in 5 minutes. The biomedical
officer reports he is receiving good data on the lower body
negative pressure and vectorcardiogram runs on Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. Commander Jerry carr is the observer during this
medical experiment run. We are receiving, good data. At

21 hours Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours
4 minutes Greenwich mean time. The Ascension Island station
is about to acquire Sky lab .

,

CC Sky lab, this is Houston; through Ascension
for 6-1/2 minutes. Out.

PLT (Garble) Bruce, you got a new roll of paper.
CC Thank you , Bill .

CC PLT, Houston. Are you still up around
the ATM? Over .

PL! Confirm

.

CC Okay, when you close up up in there,
if you're going up into the CSM, could we get you to check
on panel 3 and make sure the DC voltmeter switch is on
main bus A and didn't get left on pyro BATT B yesterday?

PLT Stand by, it won't take but a second.
CC Yes. Thank you.
PLT Bruce, what did you want, main A or

main B?
cc We want it on the main A position. The

main thin* is we wanted to make sure that it wasn't left
In pyro bat B since it does put a small ^.garble) in the system.
And our telemetry was indicating that we had dropped about
a half a volt on that pyro bat B, and we thought it might
have been left there. Over.

PLT That's affirmative; it was, and It's
on main A now

.

CC Okay, mighty fine. Thank you very much
Bill.

CC PLT, Houston; another thing as we go
over the hill here. When you close out the - - PLT, this
is Houston: do you have a minute? We'd like to get S055
set up on degrating 1302 mechanical reference. And we got
about 10 seconds to LOS here. We'll see you all over at
Guam in 38 minutes at 21:51. Out.

PLT 1302 mechanical ref.
CC Roger; thank you.
r AO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has passed

out of range of the Ascension station. The next tracking station
to acquire will be Guam in 37-1/2 minutes. At 21 hours
12 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours
49 nlnutei Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on a very
short pass through the Gu&m station. Very low elevation
duration of pass will be about 3-1/2 minutes . We 1

] 1 stand
by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
short pass 3 minutes for the SPT. Over.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Guam for
2-1/2 minutes, short pass for the SPT. Over.

SPT Go ahead .

CC Okay. We got a change to your ETC operations
pad, two minor ones, but you probably want to write them down.

SPT Okay stand by first until I put the
(garble) down at the bottom.

CC Okay, make that change to your detail pads,
I'm sorry.

CC And did you say you're on the bike right
now?

SPT That's light, I finishing up M09 3

.

SPT Go ahead .Bruce

.

CC Okay, sorry about that Ed. On you detail
pad, the 00:28 entry ETC ops gets changed to 00:24 and the 02:33
entry gets changed to 02:29. Over.

SPT Okay, FTC ops at 00:28 is now 00:24. And
the ops that 00 - for 02:33 is now at 02:29.

CC Roger thank you, and sorry to Interrupt
on your - your run there. We got a minute to LOS here,
next station contact in 34 minutes through the Vanguard at
22:27. Out.

SPT So long, thank you.
PAO This i9 Skylab Control, Skylab is out of

range of the Guam station now. Vanguard will pick up Skylab
in 31-1/2 minutes. At 21 hours 55 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO Control at 22 hours Greenwich mean time.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson has scheduled his change
of shift news conference for 4:15 p.m. central standard time
in the Building 1 news center briefing room. 4:15 p.m.
central standard time for the change-of -shif t briefing with
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson. This evening's Earth
resources pass begins at 2 hours, 30 minutes Greenwich
mean time, or 8:30 p. m. central standard time, over the
Himalayas as Pilot Bill Pogue points the infrared spectrometer
at Kathmandu, the capital city of Nepal. Tonight's pass
will cover 5400 miles crossing Nepal, Bangladesh, the
coast of Burma, Thailand, the Gulf of Thailand, Indonesia
and Australia. The pass ends southeast of Derby, Australia
in the outback. Over Nepal, all of Skylab's seven cameras
will be turned on to get a photography for mapping inaccessible
areas, never mapped and for revising outdated maps of the
more reachable parts of that nation. The infrared spectrometer
S191 will gather data on Kathmandu as a special bonas for
today's run. The Nepal photography will also be used to
map the limits of forests, snow, and ice-fields. Photographs
and data taken on magnetic tape with Skylab's electronic
mu J t i spec t ra 1 scanner will be used in Thailand for a
variety of study of forests, waters, land use, agriculture,
geology and for napping. Thailand's research project is
being conducted under the guidance of the National Research
Council of Thailand and Dr. Pradisth Cheosakul. The
Johnson Space Center's Dr. David Pitts will use data gathered
on extensive thunderstorms northwest of Borneo and also over
Java for his continuing investigation of the growth of severe
storms. Tonight's survey of Asian storms will supplement the
detailed information obtained over several U. S. areas during
this and the previous two Skylab flights. The two storm
regions will be observed by Sill Pogue through the telescope
vlewfinder of the infrared spectrometer. An evaluation of
the performance of the S193, microwave radiometer - scatter -

ometer - altimeter which was repaired during the first space-
walk of this current mission will also be performed today,
with the altimeter in use as the space station passes over
the Java Slop*;. A depression at the bottom of the sea, just
south of the island of Java that produces a slight depression
in tho surface of '.he sea. While Skylab's instruments cannot
be used to survey the bottom of the sea, the hiph precision of
the electronic altimeter should reveal the differences in
the sea's surface above the submarine slope which was produced
by the same volcanic action that produced the island of Java.
Using the S191 again, the Skylab Pilot Bill Pogue will gather
infrared data on Derby, Australia and other coastal subjects
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of interest. Because Katmandu and the north Australian coast .

are not mandatory sites for the infrared instruments, neither will
have 16-railliaeter data acquisition. DAC camera will not be
used there. The DAC film is not of high enough resolution to
make it useful for Earth resources studies, but it is helpful
in locating sites and in c a t a lo gu i ng . Fo r most runs, the
DAC camera is used with the viewfinder tracking system of
the S191. Today's Earth resources pass numbered 14 in the
Flight Plan will actually be the 12th of the current flight
two passes were not completed. Flight's now in its 23rd day
and prior to the Earth resources run, the instruments will
be calibrated on the Moon. Skylab now at 21-1/2 minutes
away from the Vanguard tracking ship and we're about 10 min-
utes away from the scheduled c h ange -o f -sh i f t news conference
with Flight Director Neil Hutchinson. At 22 hours, 5 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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,, ?
A0 Thl s is Skylab Control, 22 hours,

47 minutes, Greenwich mean time. .We're up live through
the Ascension station about 3 minute, left in this pass.

' Skylab, Houston we're about 45 seconds
23?™5

at A8censlor'- Cuara comes up a long way around at

PA<
? / This is Skylab Control, Ascension hasloss of signal, the next station will be Guam in 33 minutesDuring the news conference, 2 minutes, 12 seconds in tape

'

was accumulated while Skylab was in contact at Vanguard andthe first-half of Ascension, we'll play that tape now.
CC Skylab, Houston, Hello from the Purple

gang at Vanguard for 8 minutes.
CDR Hello, purple gang.
CC Hello there

.

CC Skylab Houston we've got 1 note herefor the CDR and also one for the SPT. Jerry for vou , we'dappreciate it during your prep for the EREP cal, we'd like
to get the frame counter readings on the S190 mags after
installation during that prep and if you'll either voicerecord these readings or if we happen to be in station contactyou can read them to me real tine the EREP guys would appreciate

CDR Will do, Dick.
CC Okay, Jer thank you. Also for

,? v
8r\,th !

re 8 a ffle88a 8 e ln the teleprinter that we Justuplinked which is a - just a little reminder about attitudemoniter ng during the inertlal attitude hold period of the upcomingEREP cal maneuver. Ed, I'd like to tell you though that wedo not expect any problems with this and there's still anotherhour and a half or 2 hours before that maneuver. We Justthought you might look it over and help you out while you'redolngthat. / »

c

bike
SP

I'll take a iZV.' ^ V °" ^ 1 « et °" th «

" Roger, don't get off for that.
cc Skylab Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS.Ascension comes up at 22:41. And Skylab for your information

we will be dumping the data voice recorder when ve get toAscens 1 on , out

.

f
.

CC
. , A ,

Skylab, Houston we're AOS Ascension forthe^next 10 minutes, we're gonna dump the data-voice recorder

f
M

LJ ,
That's the end of the tape. Flight Directoron the shift now is Phil Shaffer, the CAP cSmM, Die? Truly!The Skylab crew has begun preparations for this evening'sEarth resources calibration and the pass shortly after that.
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The comet Kohoutek observed earlier today by Skylab Commander
- Jerry Carr has doubled In brightness during the past week as

it continues Its Journey to the Sun. The length of the
comets visible tail is now estimated at more than 7 million
miles and it is expected to grow, perhaps to a length of
50 million miles. Scientific observations of the br ightning
comet are continuing aboard Skylab. Earlier today, Pilot
Bill Pogue used the ultraviolet airglow camera to obtain
detail photos of Kohoutek. The Skylab astronauts have photo-
graphed the comet more than two dozen times in regular twice
daily 35-millimeter pictures that will allow precise measurements
of the comet's total brightness. Such brightness measurements
cannot be made as frequently from Earth, where observer's
have just one viewing period each day. Skylab which has
no atmosphere to distort the view sees the comet once every
93 minutes. The Kohoutek control desk in Mission Control
reports that the first evidence of radio emission from a

comet has now been reported by ground based radio astromoners
from Kitt Peak, Arizona. The radio emission is of considerable
significance to scientists observing Kohoutek. The waves
Indicate the presence of methyl cyanide, an unusual and
unexpected chemical much more complex than scientists had
viewed in the past. Such exotic elements may be similar
to those found in the vast reaches of space between the stars.
At present, the comet Kohoutek is traveling at a speed of
more than 115,000 miles per hour, Kohoutek now 65 million
miles from the Sun, will pass Just over 13 aillion miles
above the Sun's surface in less than three weeks. Closest
approach is expected December 28th. Although the conet is
still dim, the increasing brightness should make It visible
in the early morning. It rises in the southeast sky about
2 hours and 20 minutes before the Sun, and should be visible
until dawn's first light, about an hour later. Kohoutek is
now 116 million miles from the Earth, with the distance
decreasing at a rate of about a million miles per day for
the coming week. Skylab now 27 minutes from acquisition at
Guam at 22 hours, 57 minutet, Greenwich mean time, this is
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 23 hours,
23 minutes Greenwich aean tine. Skylab coning up within
range of the Guas station very shortly. We'll stand by there.

CC Skylab, Houston Guam for 10 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston in the next few minutes

if you have time between your EREP preps and your ATM opera-
tions, I'd like to tell you about a one-time good deal that
you might get to see a tropical cyclone from orbit. There
Is a tropical cyclone that's presently located due west of
the Fiji Island. You are going to pass the south of the
cyclone at a time of 23:41:30 which is a few minutes after
LOS at Guam and don't bother about writing that time down,
I'll tell you again at LOS. Again the location is between
the - is Just to the west of the Fiji Island and the max winds
are 60 kno ts

.

CDR Okay, thank you very much, Dick.
CC Okay and for the EREP guys, I'm not sure

by that time whether or not the S190 window will be .mcovered
but at any rate we think probably one of the minus-Z windows
would be the best place to take a look if you get a chance.

CDR We'll have the 190 window uncovered by
then Di ck .

CC Okay, okay.
CC SPT, Houston it looks like to us that in -

on S055 that you 1 re in mechanical reference and we Just as soon
you be in optical reference. Just a reminder on this to help
you on the upcoming operations.

SPT Okay, thank you Dick.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we've been looking over your

shoulder, we like the maneuver time that's loaded also the
maneuver, we're satisfied with the momentum and you're GO for
the EREP cal sequence.

PLT Thank you Houston.
CC Roger. Skylab Houston we're about A 5 seconds

from LOS at Guam, Che Vanguard comes up at 00:05 and we're
going to dump the data/voice recorder at the Vanguard.

CDR Do you run a quick fraae count, Dick?
CC Roger, go ahead.
CDR Okay, number 1, 8578, number 2, 7915;

number 3, 8791; four, 8785; five 2328 - and six 3648.
CC Say again number 5 please, Jerr.
CDR Number 5 is 2328.
CC 2328, okay, thank you.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss

of signal with Skylab, Vanguard will pick up the space station
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in 29 minutes. Crew preparing for the calibration of the
Earth resources experiment package, that calibration to be
done with the help of the Moon. At 23 hours, 36 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this ia Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CDR - - READY out. SCATTEROMETER Is 0 T F, READY
out, ALTIMETER is OFF, READY out. 94 is ON, READY, ON.

PLT Okay.
CDR About 3 minutes to go.
CC Sounds like you're all set Jerry, we're

about 2 minutes to LOS Canary Island comes up at 00:25, I'll
give you a call there.

CDR Okay, Dick and the naneuver looks like
it's going to work out okay.

CC Roge r

.

PLT And we're - Are we ramping down? Okay
at 0\2 degrees to go, we got 7 up and 00 left/right. And the
00 Just switched from the left to the right side. Now we're
in a box and we're in good shape, press on. Okay, EREP
START to come at 16 minutes. Okay, I do my stuff at 24,
2 ninutes to go,

CC Yeah, I forgot to tell y'all that the
weather for this was clear to the month.

SPT Yeah, that's great.
CDR That is neat.
PLT Don't see a single cloud, son-o f -a- gun

.

SPT I wonder how they arranged that.
CC Flight Planning.
SPT I see.
SPT Been meaning to talk to you about

Flight Planning Dick.
CC Lucky you're in the EREP pass.
CDR One minute to go.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal. Station at Canary Island will acquire
Skylab in 8-1/2 minutes. At zero hours, 16 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this la Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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, . . ,.

Thl8 19 Skylab C°ntrol at zero hours,
2 3 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab la approaching acaui-sition at the Canary Islands tracking station

8 qui

rll
" " ST0P

" And continue tracking. Okay -
LUK One minute tc my next mark.
SPT - - coming back onto the limb

.

, n J

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Can a ry , Mad r i

d

10 minutes. Standing by.
CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT

now the (garble)
CDR
SPT
CDR
CDR
SPT
CC

time hack.
SPT

Roger , i ck

.

- trying another one. (Garble) a push.
Next mark in 30 seconds

.

Okay. (Garble), here we go. Okay, and

On my mark it will be 26:00.
Okay, now - -

Standby.
MARK. 193 POLARIZATION going 24.
(Garble) Basin.
Roger, Jerry, and I concur with that

Anun „ . v

And 0cean (garble) storms - Okay, 6 decreesdown. Data push button for 5 seconds. Camera off.
g

CDR Next mark in 1 minute.
_ ,

CDR Okay, on my mark, it will be 28:30.Standby-
" R MARK

> SC ATTE ROMET E R OFF, RADIOMETER OFF
.

00
(J ,

Roger, and SPT, Houston. When you seta chance, we'd like S055 to MIRROR LINE SCAN, please.SPT Okay

.

C
t

C And also, any time from here on, youcan give us ATM frame count probably not during this pass,so since we're listening to the EREP.
"5 0n W Bark

. ^ will be 29:00. Stand by -
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER, ON. 29-06 -

B<11
CDR

,

MARK
«

S19 l going to REFERENCE 2. Okay.

50 seconds"
8 ° ln8 t0 an ° th<?r AUT0 CAL here another

Okay .

Give you much time the first time.
Okay, I'm just getting two

PLT
CDR
PLT

on the - -

CDR
PLT

I'll be standing by
CDR
PLT _„ r , ,

minus 1 and down 10 seconds. Okay
CDR 5,4,3,2,1
CDR MARK.

ore checks

30 seconds to go.
- - up 5 degrees and minus 5 degrees. Okay,

Okay .

Okay^ those laBt two were up 4 froa mo -

Up 4 and minus 6.
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PLT MARK.
CDR Got off the count there. Sorry about

that. Next mark Is 30:30. 8 seconds. Coming up on 30:30,

stand by -

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY, 193

MODE to XTNC L/R. POLARIZATION is 5. Next mark's at 48.

St and by -

CDR MARK it. SCATTEROMETER ON, RADIOMETER,

ON. '

'

CDR Next mark will be a S191 READY LIGHT ON,

in about 10 seconds.
CDR MARK . READY LIGHT is ON, 463246.

CDR MARK at 50. MODE to MANUAL on 94.

PLT Okay, give you some more tracking on the

Sea of Tranquility. Data button pushed. I'm not taking back

film.

END OF TAPE
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SPT (garble) pushed I'm not taking DAC film.

SPT Holding ateay as a rock, I'll Just click
off a couple of frames. Okay. And release these little

push buttons.
CDR Next mark will be 33:48.
SPT This will be for the Sea of Serenity. I'm

pushing the data push button now.
CDR Coming up on 48 . Stand by.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER OFF.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER OFF.
CDR Correction. SCATTEROMETER and RADIOMETER

to STANDBY. Now the SCATTEROMETER is going to OFF.
PLT Okay. I've got a few frames of the Sea:

of Seren i ty .

CDR EREP STARP - STOP at 34:00.
PLT Okay.
CDR Six minutes to the next mark.
PLT Okay. That finishes my sequence there.
CC And PLT Houston. Just as a reminder, we

need to get those S190 filters changed prior to tine of 40:50,
which is the next EREP start time.

PLT Roger. PLT copy.
CC Okay.
CC And while we got a minute here, we'd

just Like to pass up to Ed Gibson, a real "Atta boy" on catching
that mistake in maneuver times. It's a wonder that he wasn't
5 or 6 - you weren't 5 or 6 minutes late Instead of only 2. It

was strlckly a problem in not catching a mistake between
disciplines down here and we'll try to do better.

SPT No problem Dick. Most of the planning for
this has been real good. It's worked out real smooth. \ had
a nagging feeling and my left eye ball was looking at th<-

maneuver pad and my right eyeball at the ATM pad.
CC Well, we appreciate it. It van dut- to a

late Flight Plan change, but we certainly should have caught
it and we thank you for catchin$» it.

SPT When we get a break Dick, I'll tell you about
that tropical storm, a little bit later.

CC Okay.
CDR Go ahead now, Ed, there's nothing cooking

for 5minutes.
SPT Oh, okay. Dick, it looks like we're all

set up for unattended ops, except for playing to Sun center.
We were still off in active region 96 when I went into the

(garble) mode.
PLT Okay. (garble) We're not doing anything.

We'll change the filters now. Excuse me.
SPT Okay. I'll open that while you get your
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SPT (garble) pushed I'm not taking DAC film.
SPT Holding steay as a rock, 1*11 just click

off a couple of frames. Okay. And release these little
push but tons

.

CDR Next mark will be 33:48.
SPT This will be for the Sea of Serenity. I'm

pushing the data push button now.
CDR Coming up on 48. Stand by.
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER OFF.
CDR MARK . RADIOMETER OFF.
CDR Correction. SCATTEROMETER and RADIOMETER

to STANDBY. Now the SCATTEROMETER is going to OFF.
PLT Okay. I've got a few frames of the Sea

o f S e r e n i t y .

CDR EREP STARP - STOP at 34:00.
PLT Okay

.

CDR Six minutes to the next mark.
PLT Okay. That finishes my sequence there.
CC And PLT Houston. Just as a reminder, we

need to get those S190 filters changed prior to time of 40:50,
which is the next EREP start tine.

PLT Roger. PLT copy.
CC Okay

.

CC And while we got a minute here, we'd
just like to pass up to Ed Gibson, a real "Atta boy" on catching
that mistake in maneuver times. It's a wonder that he wasn't
5 or 6 - you weren't 5 or 6 minutes late instead of only 2. It

was strickly a problem in not catching a mistake- between
disciplines down here and we'll try to do better.

SPT No problem Dick. Most of the planning for
this has been real good. It's worked out real smooth. I had
a nagging feeling and my left eye ball was looking at the
maneuver pad and my right eyeball at the ATM pad.

CC Well, we appreciate It. It was due to a

late Flight Plan change, but we certainly should have caught
it and we thank you for catching it.

SPT When we get a break Dick, I'll tell you about
that tropical storn, a little bit later.

CC Okay.
CDR Go ahead now, Ed. there's nothing cooV.lng

for 5minutes.
SPT Oh, okay. Dick, it looks like we're all

set up for unattended ops, except for playing to Sun center.
We were still off In active region 96 when I went into the

( ga rb 1 e ) mod e .

PLT Okay. (garble) We're not doing anything.
We'll change the filters now. Excuse me.

SPT Okay. I'll open that while you get your
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gloves on . '
.

CREW Okay, (garble)
CREW Okay . Yeah . Thank you

.

PLT All right. What's the news there?
SPT Let's see. At 00:29, right? Okay.

Station 1 should get Charlie, Charlie.
PLT Charlie , Charlie. Okay

.

CDR Let me hold your hose here, so it doesn't
drag across

.

PLT Okay. Charlie, Charlie's in, and Papa,
Papa is going back. Hey, there's the Moon.

CDR Yeah . Okay . Station 2 will be Delta

,

Delta .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS. Guam comes up at 01:05, and SPT, we copied your
comments on active region 96. And if you don't get to the
pointing, we can take care of it from the ground.

SPT Thank you

.

PLT You did say station 2, did you not?
SPT Yeah.
PLT Okay.
CDR Think your pocket must be open, Bill, there'

swabs floating all over the joint.
CDR Okay. Delta, Delta on station 2.
CDR Station 3 is Echo, Echo.
PLT And that should be confirmed. It is.

Okay .

CDR All right. Station U is Foxtrot, Foxtrot.
PLT Correct .

CDR All right . 5 is Alfa, Alfa .

PLT Okay . (garble)
PLT Foxtrot, Foxtrot. No, no.
CDR Alfa , Alfa.
PLT Alfa, Alfa, okay.
CDR There you go.
CDR Got it.
PAD This is Skylab Control. The Skylab has

passed out of range of the Madrid station. Next acquisition
at Guam in 25 minutes. At zero hours 39 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 1 hour,
3 minutes Greenwich mean time. Guam Is about to acquire
Skylab.

CC Skylab, Houston Guam for 4 minutes.
SPT Hello , Houston .

CC Hello there , how did it go?
SPT Well it all went pretty well, one problem

arose when I got to realize we did not get the ETC data
after the second maneuver.

CDR Dick , this is the CDR, the - one of the -

I think we would have caught it Dick if we would have had
the ETC operations on the C&D Checklist like we usually do
but it wasn't on there this time and so it went right by
both of us.

CC Okay, we're a little confused in trying
to unscramble the - the pads here we - stand by 1.

CDR Dick, apparently the two maneuver pads
were set up for the PLT , that may be a little confusion
also and I tried to unscramble it.

CC Roger, we caught that one as far as the
ETC data, we don't think there was any ETC data for this
calibration run required after those nine singles that were
on Ed's pad during the middle of the data take.

SPT Those were the ones \-hat were not taken,
Dick .

CC Roger, understand. Skylab Houston 1 minute
to LOS Guam. Honeysuckle comes up at 01:14.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Guam has had
loss of signal. Skylab will be in range of the Honeysuckle
Australia station in about 3 minutes, we'll keep the line up
and monitor into the Honeysuckle pass.

CC Skylab, Houston we're at Honeysuckle for
3 minut es .

SPT Roger, Dick.
CC Rog. And Ed if you're up at the ATM panel

monitoring, we'd like MPC INHIBITED.
CDR Houston, CDR .

CC Roger, go ahead, Jer.
CDR It just occurred to me Dick, those

frame counts I gave you I probably should have gone ahead
and told you that I had not yet done the sensitometry advance.
So that means you add 28 frames to each one to cover
sensitometry. And do you need a frame count now, at
the present?

CC Negative, Jerry, we appreciate the Input,
we will add the numbers and we're satisfied the vny they are.
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CDR Okay.
CC Okay and one consent I think we kind of

figured out where we got bit on this ETC thing, we did put
the ETC ops on Ed's detail pad and addressed the ETC pad to
him, however and left it out of the C&D pad because it
was a single frame operation, however the thing that changed
that we didn't take a count of is we have now added a third
guy up there to monitor the maneuver and it just happened I

think that the pads were in the wrong place at the time and
it Just allowed a little slip-up.

CDR Yeah, that's too bad. I guess we need
to work up a good check and balance system to keep ourselves
bitten by it before, again I mean. And I would - I'd suggest
you'd go ahead and just toss it in the C&D list.

CC Rog, concur Jer and we'll do that.
CDR Okay

.

SPT I think the way you're doing it Dick
would have worked out real well, had I a not given into the
maneuver a little bit lata and I got behind him.

CC Rog, understand. Skylab, Houston we're
about 1 minute from LOS Canary Island at 02:04.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out
of range now of the Honeysuckle station. The next station
to acquire Skylab will be Canary Island in 41-1/2 minutes.
At 1 hour 21 minutes, Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approaching acquisition at
the Canary Island station with overlapping coverage through
..ad rid .

CC Skylab Houston AOS Canary Islands and Madrid
for 1 3 minutes .

SPT Hello, Dick.
CC Hello, there. If you guys are interested

and you don't have anything for me right now I can describe
the weather on this upcoming EREP pass for you.

SPT Sounds good
,

go ahead

.

CC Okay, the pass when you start up in Nepal,
we're predicting from satellite pictures that the weather will
be broken overcast up there. It appears to break up a little
bit and then it will definitely be broken over Thailand. Then
it's clear over the water, then when you get down over Borneo
it will go back to broken overcast, breaking up a little bit
over - down as you proceed southward over Java, and then it
will be scattered clouds 0 to .3 from a point In between Java
and Australia to the end of the data take.

SPT Okay, Dick we got that thanks very much.
CC Okay, since we're working you guys so

late this evening, and we're going to be running out of passes
due to what the EREP pass will take up. I've got - 1 question
here and then I thought I might give you the status on the
airlock module coolant loops from the EG I L . The first - the
question that I have comes from the ENCO and it has to do with
the teleprinter messages. We were wondering since you replaced
the paper roll earlier today how's the readability of the
messages, and aleo we forgot to say anything to you about it
but did you take the new roll today from a previously unopened
storage container or not?

SPT Dick, the teleprinter messages look real
clear, pretty sharp and as dark as we've ever seen them. So
there's no problem there. The teleprinter roll this is the second
one frou the - from a new batch. The one which was in Just
last, which we used to correct the problem was the first one
out of the new batch.

CC Okay, Ed. Thai.k you very much, and if you'd
would like to hear it the - the EG I L is worked up a status on
how the airlock module coolant loops are doing.

SPT Sure would go ahead.
CC Okay, It turns out that the primary loop

reservicing that you did was extremely successful. The task
Itself waa performed as the EGIL said in exempt - exemplary
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CDR
he r e .

fashion and since the reservicing the primary loop prompt
end pressure has dropped less than 1 p.s.i. at this rate
SL-IV can be completed without reservicing the primary loop.
The secondary loop pump in pressure which had been decreasing
about one-half of a p.s.i. per week during the unmanned phase
has slowed to an almost imperceptible leak rate. We're kind of
uncertain as to why this leak rate decrease occurs, but a simular
thing did occur toward the end of SL-III. The loops presently
look better than they have since SL-II, and we expect no problems
and successfully completing this mission. An - as an award for
this good work I have here on the CAP COMM console a plunger
better know as the universal plumber's tool that has an award
written on it that will end up on your desk when you get hone. It
says award, this universal plumber's tool is awarded by the EGILS
to the crew in particular the PLT of SL-IV for the outstanding
plumbing work and reservicing the AM primary coolant loop
from the birds. Over.

Roger thanks Dick you got 3 real plumbers

cc Roger, (garble) I'll make sure you get this
awa rd .

CDR We try to do a little something every day to
prove to you that we're plumbers.

cc (Laughter) Well, we're trying to help
you from down here too.

CDR Dick at least that's one tool we haven't
had to use so far up here

.

CC (Laughter) Roger. Hey 1 other thing here
remember the other day we were talking about the - we sent
you a message on crew motion and we imposed on I think it was
Bill not to do his PT during his PT period and we ended up
getting real beautiful JOP 13 data out of it, because of the
lack of crew motion. And Phil wants me to tell you th.it we
don't ask the boined anymore during the night, if you are awake
or asleep we ask G5S.

SPT We can't keep anything a secret.
CDR I call that going to you most reliable sensors.
CC (Laughte r ) Roge r

.

SPT Hey Dick if you got a minute I'll tell
you a little bit about the storm we went over.

CC Go ahead, we got 7 minutes and standing

sp T Okay, it looked like a relatively small one,
but kind of a mean little fellow. It was small and compact,
Presqual squall like was light and not very much extensive
activity along them. (Garble) streaks were also present but
they were also light and they also defined a (garble) quite well.
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There was only one over shooting cloud top which I saw and that
was not very proninent. There was no circular exhaust clouds in
the center or cloae to the center. However, the eye was well
defined (garble) were gradually slping inward (garble) circular.
We were at an oblique view so we could not see all the way down
to the water. There were no (garble) which leads me to believe
that this is probably not going to go too far, well maybe some
(garble) will develop but they were certainly not apparent. What
really caught my eye is there was a wide band of turbulent clouds
poking its way up above the (garble) and spiraling inward. It was
a relatively thick band of turbulent clouds not isolated :

thunderstorms, but just a wide band of turbulence, and it was
very close to the eye. It was also fairly uniform that is
all the turbulence properties alonp the band were uniform.
In general it was well formed except for no (garble) it looked
kind of -

END OF TAPE
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SPT
\ " forms that as all the turbulence propertiesalong the - band were uniform. In general, it was well formed

except for no feeder band and it looked kind of mean. Right aftthat, we passed over another storm at 2347 6 minutes down
the road. That had a lot of thick clouds it was much more
extensive than the smaller one we had just seen. It was a
wide band of many cells, but it was not formed into a vortex
There were no eye or really feeder bands coming in from anywhere
So even though it was larger than the other tropical storm it
just didn't look like it was ever going to develop into anythine
(garble) at that time. *

CC Roger, Ed, thank you for the description.
It 11 be interested, I'm su - interesting, I'm sure for
the guys to compare that description to the satellite photo.
On it, we can see toward the bottom of the photo, the beg-
innings of the larger storm that you picked out, but on this or
at least to my uneducated eye, just looks like a real large

'

cloud cover .
•- °

,

SPT Yeah it. it probably would from afar
but when you got down to it, you could see that there was
an awful lot of turbulence and (garble) activity went in there
too. However, it just wasn't well formed into a vortex (garble)We got some good Hasselblad 1 00 -mi 1 1 ime t e r photos of it.

cc Okay, Ed, thank you very much. We've
still got about 4 minutes. The only other note that I've
got in front of me here, and while we have the time, I might
as well talk to you a little bit about It. It has to do with
Kohoutek and the estimation of the comet tail. We were In-
terested in the - In the description that Jerry gave about
the tail that he saw earlier today, I think it was. There're
a couple of ways that we - that you - a couple of things vou
might use to compare the length of the tail. The one that
would be the - the comparison with the lunar diameter which
is about a half a degree. And also if you saw the comet, or
you do see it through the S063 viewfinder, the viewfinder has
calibrated circles course - when you look through the optics
this view might show or will show a fainter comet and thus the
tail may appear shorter. For you information, I do have the
numbers for the diameters of the three rings in the S063
viewfinder. If you wanted to Jot them down. The first ring
is a diameter of 3.3 degrees, the second ring is a diameter of
5.7 degrees, and the third ring is a diameter of 12 degrees. Ove

.
SPT Roger, Dick, and I tried it again this

afternoon during one of the night passes to see Kohoutek
through the S3 window, and it looks to me like it Is stillbehind the ATM panel, but it's moving in the right direction
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where we ' 1 1 see It come out

.

CC Okay , good .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute
from LOS In Madrid . Carnarvon comes up at 02:44 and one
question on ED63 on the valves that were disposed of. We

were wondering if you could let us know approximately how
much agar was left either in inches of fraction of - of

inches in the valves at the time that we got rid of them.
SPT Dick, we just haven't gotten rid of them yet

Now that I know we're really after the agar I'll go ahead and
try to do a thorough job of getting the other plants out of the

CC ' Rog. What we're interested in was how
they appeared when we put them in the. chiller and, if you
can remember that, we're about to go LOS, but you might put

that on the voice tape and - so we'll get that data.
SPT Okay .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss
of signal. Carnarvon will acquire Skylab in 24-1/2 minutes,
and at acquisition at Carnarvon the crew will be in the midst
of the Earth resources survey. The data take on that Earth
resources pass scheduled to begin at 8:30 central standard
time. At 2 hours, 18 minutes Greenwich lean time, this is

Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 40

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching acquisition
through Carnarvon. The Earth resources pass started 10

minutes ago. The crew should be in the midst of that at

acquisition. We'll star.d by

.

PLT
PLT

Stand by -

PLT
and ETC should

CDR
PLT

Stand by -

MARK. At 43 the ALTIMETER went ON.

At the S190 MODE went to AUTO,MARK.
in AUTO.

*

Clear area.
Next mark is at 44 even.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle 13 minutes. Standing by.

CDR Roger, Dick.
CDR Okay, Ed. On ay next mark, it'll be

44 . ETC to STANDBY.
CDR Coming up on 44:00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 192 STANDBY. ETC to STANDBY.
44 :06. Stand by -

CDR MARK. INTERVAL going up to 20.

We're over Australia now?
SPT Yep. Sure are. It's coming up. We had

ing a place to hold these maps. Losing the doggone thing.
There it is. De rby . (garble

)

CDR Okay. Looking for S190 READY light to

go out.
CDR MARK. 190 READY light out at 13. MODE

to STANDBY.
PLT Okay, I'm painting up the - -

CDR 45:30 coming up. Stand by -

CDR MARK. S194 MODE to MANUAL. Go ahead,
Ed - Bill.

PLT It's going be west side of th <i Bay leading
up to Derby. I'm getting a few seconds there, then I shall
go up and faint to the west of the city.

PLT Oops. I didn't want that on.
PLT Better be it. It Is it. This in (garble)

red.
CDR At my mark, it's going to be 46 : 30

.

PLT (Garble) it looks like.
CDR Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. RANGE going
to 87.

SPT Another clear area.
CDR On my mark, it'll be 46:45. Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER Is ON.
PLT Hey, I'm looking straight dew n through

some haze no j. Still (garble

)
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PLT About 3 to 4 miles to the west of the

city. Too bad we don't have any DAC to document it. The west

of the river. Okay, let's see if we can find anything else.
CDR On my mark , it'll be 4 7:40.
PLT Okay. I'm going to go up to the south

of the city and west of the river.
CDR Stand by -

CDR MARK. 191 REFERENCE to 2.

PLT Learn how to travel now. Red - here's some
big lake here. I'll just get some data on it.

PLT Looks like a dried lake bed. At 48:10,
an angle of 30 degrees left sep.

PLT Get some good data on that lake.
CDR Okay, and Bill, in 20 seconds, I'm

going to need a VTS AUTO CAL.
PLT Okay. Give me a call.
CDR Okay

.

END OF TAPE
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' Sending by. Okay, on my call,
It will be 41:40, stand by -

CHR MARK.
PLT Right.
CDR VTS AUTO CAL

.

PLT Okay.

D fAnS
D
?, u ,

° kay
'

I,Ve g0t an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.KKADY 1 lgh t is Out .

PL
- • Turn It off for 15 seconds.

CDR Yep .

.

PLT
, ,

ok «y. I'« coming up on a lake, I've got
54 degrees, 3 degrees left. Tine la going to be -

!?

L * MARK. When it comes Into view 54 degreesup ; 3 degrees lef t .

'

*nA f??. , w I,Ve 80t 0 READY l3 8 ht on ALTIMETER,and It's cooking again.
P

I;

T
.

MARK. 49:23 . Starting to track. Now for

toT ! lI!.I
U
I
P0,

;
>
:

8 ° inR C ° 8 ° t0
* large ~ what spearsto be a larfe dry lake. Actually, it looks like there's a littlebit of water in it. An awful lot of erosion streaks there.Might be juat blowing dust down there on the surface

got a^READY light.
°kay '

1 ALTIMETER UNL0CK ^Rht, still

?«
T

«r ,< ,a °M y
'
data right now 18 47 degrees andour time if 15:10. t' U give a nark. 15:10, 5 degrees and 6left, I .a tracking a dry lake bed, there's an awful lot oferosion - -

mmi*™
1
-. w Si

ay
*
8tU1 80t a READY 11 « hc * fld ALTIMETERUNLOCK light at 50:20 ALTIMETER going to STANDBY and -

PLT Northeast, to southwest.

at 5^20
0k «y« looking for an S191 READY light

PLT Okay, there's the shore line.
JDR Okay, on my mark, It will be 51:20.

E S? P

C
??0P „„„ at 5,:"

K
'

S1?1 READl " 8ht ° S » 51:2 »-

CDR Ob, yes, the Bass Strait?
PLT Channel or whatever It is. Okay, BRAVO

7 reads 33 percent. S192 DOOR going CLOSED now.

i-f^m c
S
T
T

'
Hou9ton

-
wc 6tll l have about 5 minutes

! ^ 9 Pa
f

9 fr<MR L0S Madrid to AOS Carnarvon. We observedabout 100 nibs were fired and we were Wondering if y ou canget * chance sometime in this next 4 or 5 Blnutes, if youcould let us know what you observed*
SPT Ye * h

. Dick. When I went to make thetine maneuver, apparently there must have been a wrongnumber entered, because as icon as I looked at the attitude
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errors and the last entered, they were not what was called out
for - you know, the rates were not the same. So then, I looked
at the pad and realized that they were pretty much the same as
regular Z-LV, so I went into Z-LV. Actually T hit the - some
position of the switch for an instant, which was SI and then
back to Z-LV. So I. think that's where the mibs came in.

Okay, and we'll take a look at our dump
it down here and - and take a look at exactlydata when we get

what happened .

CDR
(garble) lsl and s .

PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR

Tasmania looks like there
(garble) spots - down there
Well, enough of that. Back to work.
Bill, give me a VTS CAL

.

Stand by.
MARK.
Okay .

s a very high in the

END OF TAPE
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CDR _ _ like we've got enough tape left for

another on.. ^ ^ ^ 1Q §econd8 here> L Ul ,n

I'll wait and see until we go over New Ealand - New Zealand.

CDR Supposed to?

PLT We cone close. It depends on our roll

angle
cc Skylab Houston we're about 1 minute from

LOS. M I LA comes up at 03:31. Be advised this pass at HILA the

first half of it, we're going to get the evening status report

and then when we hand over to Bermuda, we re going to give

you the Doctor and have the medical conference. We will have

one more pass after that one at Madrid prior to s ay in g goodn i gh

t

so we'll be ready for the evening status report at MIL/., 03:31.

CDR Okay, Dick. See you then.

CC Okay

.

CDR Got it?

PLT Yeah, hey it's clear too, it sort of a

if we can get some handheld back there at the wardroom window

the south island is clear.
fa „ 1t

SPT The south part of it? At that Alpine fault

zone down there.
PLT I

* m going to use my 10 second ph - DAC

frame on it. This is the clearest we've seen these mountains.

PA0 Honeysuckle has loss of signal. The next

station will be Merritt Island, Florida. Skylab will be within

ranee of that station in 32-1/2 minutes. At 2 hours and

58 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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P AO This Is Skylab Control at 3 hours, .

8 minutes Greenwich mean time. A few minutes ago just prior
to loss of signal at Honeysuckle, Science Pilot Ed Gibson
and the CAP COMK Dick Truly were discussing the TACS fuel

cost of the Earth resources pass in the terms of 100 inibs

a snib is a minimun impluse burn. One mib is equal to

5 pound seconds of fuel, 100 inibs would be the equivalent
of 500 pound seconds. Skylab is 21 and a half minutes away
from acquisition through the Merritt Island, Florida station
at 3 hours, 9 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 3 hours,
30 minutes Greenwich mean time. The Herritt Island, Florida
tracking station is about to acquire Skylab, we'll stand by.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS at MI I. A and
Bermuda for the next 15 minutes.

CDR Okay, Dick I don't know if my voice can
stand two C&D runs plus an evening report but here aba goes.

CC Okay, before you start Jerry let me pass
up one item for Ed, that I wanted to pass up a little earlier
but the EREP prevented me.

SPT Go ahead.
CC There are two messages on board, one is

a checklist change message number 2453 Alfn and the other
one Is - Is a fill-in-the-blank stability test message
which is number 2 45 5. These two - th.ls checklist change
In the test wil - will need to be Into the ATM book prior
to toaorrow's scheduled stability test which occurs just
after your PSA and I thought you ought to know that they're
on board if you want to do anything on them tonight. With
that, I'm standing by for the evening status report.

SPT Okay, thank you Dick, I've already got
the change in and I'm Just working the numbers in nov.

CC Good show.
CDR Okay, sleep: CDR, 7.0, 5.5 heavy,

1.5 liRht; SPT, 7.0, 7 - stand by.
CC While you're getting that together, Jerry

be advised we are going to dump the data/voice recorder here.
CDR Okay, It's 7.0, 6.7 - 7 heavy, 0.3 light;

Pl.T, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5 light. Volume: CDR, 1650; SPT, 14 50 ;

PLT 1800. Drink guns: CDR , 7149; SPT 2 303; PLT 8446.
Body mass: 6.304, 6.304, 6.304; SPT, 6.351, 6.359, 6.359;
PLT, 6.234, 6.240, 6.240. Exercise: CDR, Method Alfn, l*g,
29, 4800. Method Bravo, Alfa, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10, 20
each. Method Charlie, Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot, 06, 15 each.
Method Echo, Alfa, Bravo, 03, 10 each. Method Foxtrot, walk,
09 N A , run 01 N A , springs, 01, 100, toe rises, 02, 1 50.
SPT, Alfa, leg, 40, 8339. Method Bravo, Bravo, Foxtrot, and
curls, 16, 40 each. Method Foxtrot, springs, 14 - stand by.

CC Okay.
CDR Okay, Bethod Foxtrot is zero. PLT. method

Alfa, legs, 35, 6000. Method Bravo, Alfa, Brave, Delta,
Echo, 08, 50. Method Charlie, Bravo. Charlie, Delta. Echo,
Foxtrot, Golf, 10. 20 each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10, N A

,

springs. 01, 75, toe rises, 01, 50. Method Echo, Alfa, Bravo,
02. Medications: CDR, SPT and PLT, none. Garoents disposed
of: CDR, one pair of »©cks. Pood log: CDR, salt 5.5,
no deviation, plus 2.5 rehydration water; SPT, 1.5 salt,
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plus one tea, plus one grape drink, zero rehydration water;
PLT, 1.5 salt, plus one mint, minus 1.0 rehydration water.
Flight Plan deviation, none, shopping list accomplishments
none. Inoperable equipment: DAC 04, DAC 09, a transporter
05 and they (-.11 need troubleshooting. Unscheduled stowage,
none. Photo Log: 140-foot E REP , number 14, Charlie Lima,
10, 69, N A. Nikons: Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 36, 61; Nikon 2,

Bravo X-ray zero - Bravo Echo 08, 34; Nikon 03, no change;
Nikon 04, India Romeo 09, 08; Nikon 5, no change. 7 0-mi 1 1 I me t e

r

Charlie X-ray 4 7 , 1 44 . ETC, Charlie Tango 110, 73; E REP
set Tango, 8674, 8011, 8887, 8881, 2421, 9744. Drawer A

configuration: Alfa 1, 02; Charlie India 73, 96, Charlie India
56; Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 93, 72, Charlie India 122;
Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 125, 08, Charlie India 124; Alfa 4

03, Charlie India 71, 82, Charlie India 82 - -

CC Break, Break. CDR, Houston we're about
to hand over to Bermuda so you cat. be talking to the doctor.
I'll pick the very tail end of that report when we get you
at Madrid, over.

CDR Okay, I've got one line and I'm done.
CC Okay.
CDR DAC 07, Charlie India 72, 90,

Charlie India 85 and Chat's It.
CC (Chuckle) Roger. Way to go.
PAO This is Skylab Control the daily medical

conference is in progress now. There is still some 4 minutes
of coverage left at Bermuda, we'll continue to keep the line
up and monitor in case that conference ends before Bermuda
loss of signal.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control 3 hours 44 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Burmuda has loss of signal and Madrid i:
about to acquire Skylab. We'll continue to keep the line up
and monitor through the Madrid station.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Madrid for
b-{/Z minutes, we're set up for a family conference with Bill
and we'ie unable to raise him. Juat a reminder if he'll whiz'
up to tiie command module we're all set up.

CDR He's on his way Dick.
CC R"K, I'm real sorry 1 didn't have a chance

to warn him, but you were trying so hard to get In that evening
status report before we hand it over to the doctors, Just didn't
wor k ou t .

cr)R I'm sorry about that.
CC weLl I am. And it's for Bill it's a rightantenna is the best antenna. I have a couple of things here

First of all we we're vonderir* for Ed Gibson if he inhibitedmomentum dumps with the switch anytime during these tecent
operations.

SPT Yeah, Dick at the beginning of tho FRET
cal we had in the checklist there to do it at the very br, inning.

cc Okay, Ed we didn't expect that. We will
look at a checklist and - and make sure we don't have some
we don t need to change there. One other thin? - the blomed
officers look through the down voire tapes from M092 today
and wc did not get the SPT's leg blood pressure from today's
run. 11 you - you just didn't report it we'd appreciate it
if ye, -j would record it on channel A, and if you did mis* getting
it and you have a chance the PI says it'll be acceptable to
get it this eveninu before you go to bed, and that will let
us avoid reached'.,.', tng those blood pressures .

145 over 90.
cc Okay real fine, thank you much.
cc Anfl Skylab vt- still have about 5 minutes

Ic-fr here at Madrid that's r jn me out of notes I do have a
little news here I'm not sure tb*t you're not Just sick of hear'n
me talk though. If you vould like for me to pass it on to
Henry, I'll get him to read it during the morninjr otherwise
I can read it to you now.

'

CDn Go ahead.
SPT (Garble)

^
C Okay. America is - are - Americana are iaoln«another - another gfi tsleas Sunday, filled their tmk« up andrearranged travel plan* to avoid getU;v. caught short on thehighwMya. s F ot checks show that a Majority o( service stationowners again plan to comply with President Nixon's voluntary
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ban on gasoline sales from 9:00 p.m. Saturday to midnight

SundaJ Sight.:" Last Sunday about 80 percent of the nations
'

f ations closed their doors . Vice President Gerald

Fold *ade his first foray into the foreign policy In hi. new

lob with a 50 minute meeting in Washington today with Israeli

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan. A spokesman for the Vice President

said Sayan expressed appre - appreciation to the United States

for the rapid replacement of equipment during the recen

mid-east conflict. A key Arab spokesman committed his bloc

to the resumption of oil supplies to the United States as soon

as Israel sets a time table for withdrawal to its 1967 borders.

The pledge came from the Algerian minister of industry and

enerzv who Is in Washington talking with State Department

officials. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger flew out of the

United States today on a trip that will include a swing through

the Middle East. Kissinger continues to lay groundwork for

the December 18th peace conference in Geneva between the Arabs

and Israel. Alabama Governor George C. Wallace has made up

his mind to run from - for an unprecedented third tern as

governor. He has told friends that he plans an active campaign

next year despite the pal - paralysis caused by 1972 assasination

attempt. In Rome, Pope Paul the sixth renounced the ^s^rner
in favor of the oat-burner. The pope left his limousine honr

and rode to Rome in a horse-drawn carraigc. The 75-year-old

spiritual leader set an example of concern over the energy

crisis. Finally in sports, with the football - college footbal

.

season nearly ended, the pros took over this Saturday with

2 nationally televised games. Minnesota trounced Green Bay,

31 Jo 7. Oakland defeated Kansas City, 37 to 7. And tomorrow

up In Dallas they're expecting a barn - barn burner when the

Cowbov* collide with the Washington Redskins, first place in that

TlVit'lon is «r stake. The Oilers are in Pittsburgh for a tussle

,ith the Steelers. One other thing in Houston sports Jimmy V.ynn

will be wearing a different uniform next season. He was traded

to the Astros - by the Astros to the Los Angeles Dodgers for

veteran pitcher, Claude Osteen.
spT Thank you, Dick. Sure which ve had TV

upllfk with all those good games coining up.

cc That's the truth, that'd be a good

deal. Trouble is you would have to get them 4 minutes at a

time and 45 mlnuiea apart. . ,.

CDR That would aura make for a long football

8<,ne

cC Well, the EGIL says that probably - you'd

probably manage to get only commercials anyway.

cc And Skylab we're about 1 minute to LOS
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the last pass of a very long day.. We'll be talking to you
in the morning, so say good night Dick.

Mc Good night Dick, good night Skylab.
SPT Good night big daddy, good night Dick.
CDR Good night all you purple troopa.
cc Good night from them too.
CDR Thanks for slugging through it all with

us .

cc Roge r i t was f un

.

CC But 1 k now you're lying if you say you'r
not glad to see us go over the hill for once.

CDR Rather than lying we decided to just
rtnaln silent.

CC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO This 1j Skylab Control. Madrid has had
los>i of signal. The crew on Skylab and Flight Controllers
her* in Mission Control having said th«lr goodnights during
this station pass. Wake-up time in the morning, 6 a.m.
central standard t 1 mo . We're awaiting the daily medical
status report from the Flight Surgeon. And as soon as that
Is available, we'll come back up and report that to you.
At 3 hours, 55 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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^ J™*., r , l
hi * 18 Skylab Control at 4 hours,

36 minutes Greenwich mean time with the Mission Surgeon'sdaily report on the crew health. Quote, "The crew remainsin good health, regular exercise seems to have a good e Jecon the crew's condition Signed Ed*rd Burchard, M.n. for
y. R. Hawkins M.D." We'll take this line down now untilwake-up time In the morning. Crew wake-up time 6 a.m. cen-tral standard time. At 4 hours, 36 minutes Creenwi ch me ,nline, this is Skylab Control.

6 'in

END OF TAPE
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cc Morning. Time to be up and at the in.
We got you 7 minutes here through Ascension.

CDR Good morning , Hank.
CC

. Good morning. Is it sleepy out there
^ t this morning ?

CDR Yes. Kind of foggy.
CC CDR or SPT

, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

CC Okay. On your teleprinter pad this
morning there's a message regarding the - the pointing andstability test coming up and It calls for a step 2 - that callsfor a NuZ update 13:40. We'd like to get that now if we could.
J
e re in a window from 08 to 12:36, and that way we can watch It

for a rev and then not do it as the message calls out.
CDR Okay [we'll take care of it.

.v n „f
C

. n A c
And sort of appreciate it, and we'reabout 10 seconds from LOS. We'll see you at Carnarvon at 32.

.

PA° This is Skylab Control. Loss of signalthrough Ascension IaJand tracking station, where Hank Harts-tield as spacecraft eonmun 1 c e t o r made the wakeup crew - wakeupcall to the crew of Apollo. Apollo? Skylab IV. It's awful
early in the morning. We'll be back in 21 minutes at Carnar-
von. This is Skylab Control at 12:10 GMT.

\
PA0 Thi s is Skylab Control at 12:31 Green-

F wich mean time. Carnarvon, Australia, tracking station In
50 seconds followed by Guam. Hookup live and listening
for both of these passes.

, ^ Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for
10-1/2 minutes, and the N'uZ update looks good to us

CDR Hi
, Hank.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We 11 see you at Goldstone at 1:02, and that's about 29 min-
utes f rom now

.

CDR Roger, Hank.

,

PA
P

This ^ Skylab Control. Loss of signalthrough Carnarvon tracking station, and apparently Guam Isnot supporting on this revolution because of technical prob-lems at tne station. Transmitter antenna or amplifier or
some piece of gear on the fritz. This morning Commander
Jerry Carr and Science Pilot Ed Gibson are scheduled to per-
form a pointing and stabilization test and preparation forviewing and recording data on the comet Kohoutek. Based on
information sent up by Mission Control and Houston, the crewwill maneuver Skylab at 8:13 a.m. central standard time to aposition wnere the planet Mercury will be visible in thewUte light coronagraph, that's S052 video monitor on the
Apollo telescope mount console. The maneuver is smaJ 1 because
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Mercury Is in the vicinity of the Sun, which In a normal

pointing attitude of Skylab for ATM operations. Planet

Mercury will be visible in the lower portion of the S052

video monitor Juat below the occulting disk, which normally

blocks out the Sun in the center of the monitor, permitting

viewing of the solar corona. Grid narks on the monitor will

assist the crew in planning maneuvers that will be conducted

after the initial acquisition of Mercuvy on the S052 video

monitor. Three maneuvers are scheduled to be performed by the

crew to reposition Mercury at different points on the grid of the

video monitor. The crew will generate their own maneuvers

to position Mercury at various locations on the S052 grid

around the occulting disk in the center. During the actual

viewing of Kohoutek with the ATM, beginning on or around

December 14, the ultraviolet scanning po 1 yc r ome t e r / u p e c t r o

-

heiioneter S055 will be used. This instrument operates

photoelectrical ly and requires no film. AH data are recorded

electronically. The S055 instrument is capable of accurately

measuring the strength of certain emission features of ele-

ments with high time resolution in various stages of ioniza-

tion. It observes seven emission lines in the wavelength
region from 300 to 1350 angstroms. Performing the pointing and

stabilization test will serve a dual purpose. Lnglneorlng-
wise, it will provide data that wo :an indeed perform the

maneuver to reacquire Khoutek or in this case the planet

Mercury. At the sane tine it will provide the crew with

sorae-on-the job training In making precise small maneuvers
for positioning Kohoutek in the proper location on the ATM

video monitor for acquiring the desired data. Carr and Gibson

will observe Mercury on the video monitor for about 5 minutes

between each maneuver, to reposition the planet at various

grid points on the r nltor . Solar viewing and acquisition

of data with the A i will occupy a large portion of today's

activity tor all three crewmen at various times during the

day. A total of U hours and 53 minutes of data take is

scheduled today. Pilot Bill Pogue is scheduled to take some

photos of comet Kohoutek just prior to the pointing and sta-

bilization test. During the pointing and stabilization test

Pogue will be taking Kohoutek photos with the S063 camera.

More Kohoutek photographs are scheduled by Pogue at 2:30 p.m. wUI
Carr performing the maneuver. Later In the morning Carr will be

the subject for the M09J, M093 love; body negative pressure

vectorcardiogram medical experiments with Gibson as the ob-

servor. Gibson will - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - lower body negative pressure,
vectorcardiogram, medical experiments, with Gibson at: the
observer. Gibson will take Carr's leg blood pressure and
facial photos during the M092, M093 experiment. Pogue is
scheduled to take gegenschein zodiacal light, that's
S073 photos at 6:30 p.m., just after his evening meal.
Purpose of this experiment is to measure the brightness and
polarization of the visibile background of the sky as seen
from above the Earth's atmosphere. ATM television wilt
be recorded on the video tape recorder during today's ATM
operations with TV dumps scheduled for Texas and Honeysuckle
tracking stations. A dozen handheld photo options are on
the docket at various times during the day. If time permits,
tue crew will photograph volcanoes In Guatemala, a sea
mount in the north equitorial counter crimp, west of tho
Galapagos Islands, and submarine volcano south of Japan called
Nashino-Shiraa

.
Other handheld photo options including - include

upweliing water and plankton blooms off the coast of South
America, land use patterns ir. East Malaysia, and major ocean current
boundaries off the coast of South America shoving changes
in sea surface colors and conditions across and along the
currents. At day's end Gibson is scheduled to don the
M133 sleep maneuvering - sleep monitoring device, which will^ evaluate the quantity and quality of sleep he gets during
the sleep period. Carr's the duty for the sleep period in
case a need arises to awaken the crew. Tomorrow is scheduled
for a day off for the crew, it says here. As we mentioned
before, Guam is not supporting on this revolution because
of technical problems. 21 minutes to Goldstone and stateside
pass at which time ve shall return. Skvlab Control at 12-50
GMT .

*

PA0 Acquisition upcoming at Goldstone for
a stateside pass on revolution 3016 and start of 3017. One
of the teleprinter messages that was uplinked to the crew
today, or eailier today, in preparation for their days work
is called general message solar inactivity, to all crewmen.
And it says, "The Sun remains quiet; no significant activity
reported and all regions 3t*ble are declining. Old active
region 80 is not yet returned as expected. Old active regions
don't die, they just fade away."

Cc Skylab
, Houston; through Goldstone and

Ml LA for 16-1/2 minutes

.

PA0 Upcoming during the stateside pass will
be the routine morning ATM conference with - between Science
Pilot Ed Gibson aboard Skylab, and Astronaut/Scientist
Dr. Bill Lenoir, who's standing by here to talk to Gibson.
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CC Skylab, Houston; we'll be handing over
to MI LA here in about 3 minutes. And we'll be dumping the
voice and data recorder there. And SPT, Bill is standing by
to your ATM conference if you're ready.

MCC Good morning, Ed. Whenever you're ready
to start talking ATM, just give me a call.

Morning, Bill, we're all set up. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, just a couple of quickies lu>re

before I get Into sone other meat here. The solar update
don't really have much to aay. We've got the fairly quiet
disk for you up there, obviously. Active region 80 has
shown no evidence to us that it's returning, as I'm sure
you know. One thing that shows up that we have not yet told
you about on the (garble) data, the EUV (sic) and the long X-ray,
is on the east limb about south 10, approximately where active
region 88 is expected in 2-1/2 to 3 days. Beth the EUV
and the long X-rays so - show sone enhancement there, and
we're net sure whether this represents either active region 88
significantly intensifying and really becoming a fairly large
region to see it 3 days in advance here, while it was
behind the disk or whether it's Just a new nothing region
again in front of it. So that you might want to Just keep an
eye on that next day or so and see if anything develops
out of that.

SPT Okay, exactly where is that? Is that
right at the limb now?

MCC Well, yes. We show as an enhancement
on the limb in EUV and long X-rays about south 10 on the
east limb so that the XUV mon would be - look about south 10

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay, and last night we got all of the

words and changes and everything up on the ATM pointing stability
test. I don't necessarily want to go Into it in any detail here',
but I wanted to get you a chance to ask the whole room
here any questions on it that you had. And we're prepared
to say nothing about it all :he way up uiscuss it step by
step. It's your option. Over.

SPT ck ay, I've looked through it and I

believe I understand what we're after there. There was a
step 26 references made to getting to a moltering position
by moving the overlay orgln to the place that you want, to
get to. And I think 1 suggested that at one time and it
seemed like a good idea. But now that I think about it I'm
wondering whether that's really going to give you the data
you're after in plotting oit the desired versus actual,
unless you keep the display down there and then see how close
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you come to the origin. But there's no real reference larks
cloBe to the origin to tell liow far off you c&rae . I think
I'll do It the way It is here. I'll circle through adding
and s abstracting in octal.

MCC Okay, Crip, incidently, ran this yesterday
and he does it with the octal addition and substructions,
and that's the way I've always done it. The - You would
have to tape the overlay and, of course some other way nark
It. And if you don't have any references there, that is a good
point.

SPT Okay, on the part that was deleted was step
8 to verify the electronic crosshairs are aligned in the
center of the 52 occulting disk. And 1 assume that we still
had ought to do that.

MCC Stand by a minute.
SPT Even if we don't align it to the exac-

center, we at least ought to put the - put them fairly close
and use that as a reference.

MCC Yeah, it looks to me lfke that probably
got left out erroneously here in that big - in that big g roup.
You might want to make sure that you've got the sunlight time
in ordfr to do that.

SPT Okay, I'll have to try and hop in at the
end of this orbit with Jer.

MCC Okay, and then 26A we Just want you to
make a 2-axis maneuver, your option. And put it where you
don't think the TV D set there will bother you, then 3 and C are
single axes and preferably back to where you started from.

SPT Okay, I guess Mercury is going to show
up at 6 o'clock. How far out?

MCC It's on the overlay. It should be Just
about half way between the edge of the occulting disc there
and the edge of the overlay. In other words about half way
into the - the marking pattern on that. And in the simulator
when we did It, it came out at about 5:30, at - right about
in the middle. However, we had a NuZ error of about a

half degree so that that could have been part of our problem.
SPT Okay.
MCC Okay, Ed, anythLng else you wane to say

about that?
SPT So, except the other two guys are starting

the to see step 41 part of it pushed out.
MCC Say again.
SPT Jer and Bill are starting to see step 1

disappear.
MCC Oh, yeah. Well, the main thing on that
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t0 8ee thac 18 when y° u ' re looking
at the Sun In H-alpha I or something like that ao that youcan see even the little bitty minute moves . Looking at thegross white light there, you probably wouldn't eee ItYou might be tricked Into believing that it had no effectwhen, In fact, It has a significant effect. Inci - -

lQda^
R Is ther « any addition you want to make

n *
CC

,
'

No
«
none that we 're aware of right now.On that 41 with H-alpha 2' a door open all the time! anytimeyou re in SI mode you've really got the capability onboardto just do that on your own; sort of a bootleg.

. , !" 0k *y> 1 have done it to a -'to a degree

l
Ut

u ?
3V

?i?°;
8
°u

te
^

t0 8 ° P ieclae in the measurement. So,aybe I will in the future. '

f .,
HC
,° And

.
Ed

.
w e Just noticed that 82A doorfailed to open. We'll handle it from here with the groundmalfunction. s

SP1 ' Okay, thank you.
M
£
C And to reconfirm, we do want to dostep 8 So, make sure you plan to do that in the sunlight.SPT Okay

, certainly will.

U4 , , ,

And we ' ve got up to 5 minutes left here.W. re bootlegging some extra time here on somebody else's passA couple of points here just on JOP operations. In theJOP summary sheets, when there's a parentheses aroundsomething, the rules - the way we interpret that is thatthat means it is not necessary to do that step unless thepad specifically calls for it. That may help'you save sometime on some of the JOP setups.

~
r

S"
r . t

Okay, that's the way I understood it.Most of those involve a maximization of 55 detectors. I

Th
"- ;°

( f
0 ah

f
ad and d0 that if I thought I had the time.Thought it would perhaps give a little better data

okay, that's what I thought. We justWanle ° to make sur * y°" didn't think you had to do that if

to JOP IB that we think fix up the problems that are

Jo'r°rL
at
^ V't

that
',
ba8icai l>- Ju«t stepping down and lookin,for the limb when you're at zero grating. When you're offz^ro grating, of course, the zero order detector won't work

5>o, we 11 j U st give you the pad numbers and tell you whereto go on that one. Was that fairly clear now?

„, f
?T

t

Yeah
» that's clear. I understood whatwas happening as soon as it happened, but unfortunately Iwasn t looking ahead and it was led into it
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MCC Yeah, well, the JOP summary sheet had
some bad problems there. And again today on the 4-llmb
coalign which we finally put In, 82B has an extra word. They
want to see what their limb offset Indicates when the white
light has you right on the limb. So, Just a reminder on
that.

SPT Okay, X think it's pretty good. I think
we ought to come out plus or minus 1 or zero. In doing the
- all the work which we have on the limb, I've already
operating In that mode of going to the white light limb,
and then going limb stand in order to get the offset. And
I've noticed I usually been pretty close if not right on.
So that phase works out real well. I'm wondering how the
heck we ever got a bad bias? I believe It's probably an up/down.
Probably also in left/right for the XUV slit. The same
bias which we started out with iritially and I wonder
whether that was not determined properly. It's kind of hard
to figure out how that could happen though, because he's
takirg four marks and four different limbs and letting the
computer do the rest and you really can't be too far off
that way.

MC C Yes, we're nor sure whether somehow
a glitch got in there or whether it's a drift between the
fine Sun sensor and the rest of the canister. But it appears
'.hat 82B und H-alpha 1 are tracking together so that the
pointing should be valid no matter what we've done. When
we point by the numbers we may have been off in the up/down
like you say .

SPT Yeah.
NCC Let's see, we got about 2-1/2 - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC Let's see. We get about 2-1/2 minutes
here. Had one question. Let me ask you the question and then
let you either answer It or ask rue questions, whatever you want.
One thing either today or day alter tomorrow. We'd like to
-sort of get a little commentary from you on how you, Bill,
and Jerry operate when you're at the panel and a typical
sequence - what you do there, how you fit in shopping lists,
if you do, and things of this nature. Okay. Why don't you
go ahead .

SPT Okay. Let pe clarify that one. Do you want
that on tape or you want that real time?

CC Well, either way. If we did it real time
we could talk about it if we had any questions. If it's
easier for you put it on tape and I'll get it.

SPT Okay. We'll try it and give you as much
as we can on real time. Okay. The 82A door talkjack Is now
white again. It was gray.

MCC Okay . We got tha t .

SPT No, Bill. 1 haven't been able to look
at the pad for today very much with the pointing and stability
test coming up. I know we are going to be working on spicules again
and I'm glad to see that because I hink we «ot a good tool on
board for doing that. But I think we'll have to put off further
discussion of most things until tomorrow.

MCC Okay, Ed. We'll probably - let's make it
day after tomorrow. Tomorrow Paul Patterson will be here in
my place to talk to you about use of 82 B slit and some -

really a discussion as to how they recommend that you use
that to really dissect the Sun i \\ a fine manner. I'll be here
if you have any questions for me, but Paul' 11 be doing most
of the talking.

SPT Okay. In using the 82B slit at the limb -

I have tried in most of the JOP where we had pointing
right at the limb to use a white light display and get the
slit tangent to the limb there. ,So even though it called for an
up/down and zero, I knew what we were after, and I think they
got what

MCC
-e 40

they we re afte
Okay .

seconds from LOS
. n 4 4 Diinu

and they j u

step a you have to do
got to open all those
t omo r r ow then.

on most of those JOPs.
They sounds good. Let's see.
here and it looks like Carnarvon

minutes, which would be at about 11 past the
pointed out to me here that in order t > do

step 7 also, which Just says you
ipyrop r i at i' doors. Okay. S * e you

SPT Thank you very much, Sill . So long.
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through the Bermuda tracking station. Space station Skylab
nearing the northern coast of the continent of South America
will skin by between Vanguard and Ascension Island uissing
both stations. Also Tananarive. Therefore the next station
will be Carnarvon and Guam for the final time today starting
in 42 iinutes, at which tine we shall return. At 13:29
Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 14:10 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition forthcoming in 50 seconds at tracking
station Carnarvon and Guam, final time this morning through
those two stations. Crew should be maneuvering to attitude
for the ATM pointing and stabilization test at this time.
20 seconds to predicted acquisition at Carnarvon, and standing
by .

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 6 minutes. Over.

CDR Roge r , Bruce .

CC Okay. Good morning. And for your infor-
mation, we are still in the process of running the ground-
commanded malfunction procedure on the S082A door, and we're
getting an in transit indication. We'll keep you posted on the
status. Don't worry about it right now and don't disturb
the 62A configuration.

PLT Bruce, the PL! here. Got a couple of
things in the photo area.

CC Go ahead , Bill.
PLT Rog. I have a (garble) instruction,

message 2 A 5 A . It says remove - okay. Down load B - Bravo,
Echo 08. And load into Nikon 04, but Nikon 04 already has'
some film in it.

CC Okay. Let me check here. I think you'll
be instructed to remove the IR film from Nikon 04 sometime
later in the day here. Hold on.

PLT Okay. The chronology is eating me up here.
I downloaded it. I noticed it said remove T025 canister, but
it would have been nice to have a post-S063 ops notation in ther
I've already downloaded the film, and I've got to put it back
in there now.

CC All right. Now we're working on a post-
5063 mod so that, you'd leavo the T02 5 canister attached to
the S063 to AMS adapter except when we're going to go to an
S063 EAII configuration next. And if you look at the, or if
you ask the SPT to look at the SPT photo pad, in his facial
photos which occur at about 18:00 Z he's instructed to down-
load IR09 from Nikon 04. And after 18:00 then you can load
BE08 into the NK04 . Over.
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PLT Yes. That sounds groat, Bruce. I c would
be nice lu have had It on the pad that way.

CC Roger. We copy. And I guess there's no
time specified on your ffln change pad,

PLT That's affirm. I should have* used ray

head there and went ahead and downloaded 02. I'll put it

back in and get the S063 ops with it.
CC Stand by. Let me check on that before

you go ahead and reverse It.
CC PLT, Houston. Okay. Here's the sequence

we want to go through if you're listening. Over. PI.T , this
Hous t on? Ove r

.

PLT Rog. 1 was away from the box. Go ahead,
Bruce .

CC Okay. Downloading of NK02 right now is
good. Ed will need NK04 wth the 1R film still in it for
facial photos. Then you need to load BE08 into NK.04 co do
S063. NK.02 , which you just emptied out, gets loaded as it
says on the pad with B344 and that gets used for S073 at
around 01:00 by you. Over.

PLT Let me take a look at my Flight Plan
here for just a minute.

CC Okay. We got 30 seconds to LOS. Next
Station contact in only 9 minutes through Guam at 1 ; : 2 6 .

Out .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
from Carnarvon

, Australia, tracking station. A g*p of about
7 minutes remaining until acquisition at Guam. The final
pass over Carnarvon and Guam for this morning. We'll stand
by live for Guam

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for
a little over 4 minutes. Out.

SPT Houston, would you confirm that before
step 18 you want a maneuver time of zero set in.

CC That's affirmative, Ed. We do.
PLT Houston, Skylab; PLT .

CC Roger. Go ahead, PLT.
PLT (garble) Bruce. So that you'll know I got it

right, the way I'm reading it now is, I'll go ahead and
load Nikon 02 with BV. It's Bravo Victor 44 for standby for
S053 later on today. I will wait until after the spatial photos,
M092, I'll take Nikon 04, download IR-09 and stow, and load
it with Bravo Echo 08 for the S063.

CC Roger. That's correct. And I expect we'll
have a change to your S063 comet operations pad we're wori.ing
on here cause right now it shows NK - -

PLT Yeah, I'll go ahead and use Nikon 4 for
that .

CC Right .

PLT Okay. Thank you very much.
CC SPT, this is Houston. We'd like you to turn

off the primary ACQ Sun sensor, per step 16 before you
go SI.

CC SPT, Houston; you copy about the primary
ACQ Sun sensor.

SPT Yes.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute till

LOS. Next station contact in 18-1/2 minutes through Goldstone
at 14:48. Out

.

p A0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through tracking station Guam. 16 minutes to Goldstone.
Tracking ship Vanguard having trouble with its data circuits
onboard the ship. The data downlink from the space station
will be marginal during this upcoming pass over Vanguard,
however, they do report that the ship can carry two-way voice.
Skyleb crew in the midst of conducting the ATM pointing and
stabilization test which they rotate the spacecraft to allow
the ATM telescopes to pick up the planet Mercury. 15 minutes
till acquisition at Goldstone and a stateside pass through
Goldstone and Texas and MILA stations. At 14:33 GMT

, Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This it SkyUb Control at 14:47 Greenwich
Mean time. Acquisition at Goldstone tracking station upcoming
in SO seconds with live television through the ATM monitor
expected over tho Texas station as the crew alines the ATM
on the planet Mercury for the ATM pointing and stabilization
test. We'll stand by for this stateside pass.

cc Skyiab, this is Houston through Goldstone,
Corpus Christl and Merrltt Island for 15-1/2 minutes with the
data/voice tape recorder dump at Corpus Christi and how goes
the pointing/stability test? Over.

SPT Looking good so far, Bruce. We got Mercury
a little bit early, mayte around 2 minutes early. And it's
at - on X of plus ; and Y of minus 120, right at 6 o'clock.

CC Okay. Mighty fl ne , Ed, Great,
cc D(> you have any subjective commentary on

the stability? Over, Ed.
SPT Just a minute, Bruce. We'll be ri*ht with

y° u •

CC We're Just back neat driving down here.
Take your time.

SPT Okay, Bruce. The stability looks fairly
reasonable. The outer global of star 2 when we locked on
was minus 115. That's what it is now and the outer - Inner glmb
of 2 is on 2125 and that's what it is now, also. The only thing
I ve noticed is that Mercury has shifted to zero on the X axis
but it remains at minus 120 In Y .

CC Roge r . We copy .

SPT 0ur first maneuver will be to minus 100
in X and plus 100 in Y.

CC Roger . We copy .

spr The second maneuver will bring us back on-
to the Y-axis with an X of zero and then we'll sake strictly
a maneuver down the Y-axis to gtt back to the original position.

CC Okay.
'• c Okay. We now are receiving you in r«*.il

time television here through the courtesy of Corpus Christi.
We can see Mercury on our screen. Actually it looks like it's
over on the left-hand side - or is it - yeah.

^ PT That's the burned-out spot in the vidicon,
Bruce. Mercury's down at f, o'clock.

CC Okay. Right. We got it now.
SPT (Garble)
CC Yeah, got it now. And the ATM was just

tellinj? me the sane thing. I hadn't seen your burned-in spot
previously.

SPT Bruce, at 14:53 the star tracker remained
at the original giabaj angles and right now we're still looking
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SPT at a X of zero and Y of alnus 120 and It

appears to be holding stable and I think we can read the
display to around 0,1 degrees. We're using the XUV monitor
overlay In order to get a little finer resolution on the
grid. It turn* that reads •• brings our grid up into • factor
of 4, or jni'-quarier finer than what ve have right now, And we
can interpolate between those two places, so it looks like about
a tenth of a degree is what we can read it to and then hold it.

CC Roger. Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. For those
of you watching the ATM television picture, the blob of
light in the left center of the screen is not planet Mercury,
but a piece of contamination on the vidicon tube or in some
part of the optical system. Mercury is at about 6 o'clock,
lower centerscreen , a little white dot. Space station Skylab
has been maneuvered until planet Mercury is at about the 2 o'clock
position on the screen, the upper right corner.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact through the Vanguard a - in 11 minutes,
probably, at 15:12. We are having some trouble with the
circuits through Vanguard, If we don't get you there it
will be Tananarive In 38 minutes at 15:41. We've observed
the first maneuver repositioning Mercury, and it looked pretty
good to us. Did il come out where you - where you wanted
it to , Ed? Over

.

SPT Bruce, It looks like we misaed it by
10 in both directions in octal.

CC Okay, we copy.
PA0 This is Skylab Control; loss of signal

through tracking station :i i Corpus Christ!, Texas. 8 minutes to
tracking ship Vanguard, which in having difficulties with
some of the data circuits, although it's very likely we will
have voice with space station Skylab. Currently underway
with the ATM pointing and stabilization test using planet
Mercury as a target. This test is in preparation for the
forthcoming viewing and data recording of the comet Kohoutek
using the ATM instruments later on this month starting on
about the 14th of December. Back in 8 minutes for tracking
ship Vanguard. At 15:04 GMT, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control; 15:11 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition hopefully through tracking ship
Vanguard in about 50 seconds. Some of the circuits, data
circuits particularly, from that ship are on the fritz. So
we'll see how this turns out. Standing by for Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through t he
Vanguard for 10 minutes. Over.

PLT Go, Bruce.
SPT Hello, Bruce
CC Roger, we're just with you here ti rou*h

the Vanguard.
SPT Okay, Bruce, real quick. The des i red

position in the first, in X and Y respectively, wert minus
100 and plus 100. We attained minus 70 and plus 113.
positions held constant for 6 minutes. We then went to
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desired position of s«ro and plus 113, We attained plus 006
and plus 110. We're now trying to get back to th« original
position of plus 000 and minus 120. We'll let you know
how that cones out

.

CC Oka/, in going co the second desired
position which was zero and plus 113, did you determine your
maneuver commands based on the actually attained first
position of minus 70? Over.

SPT That's affirmative', Bruce. We took
the attained position and moved that right down into the
present position in the following block. And we've done
that for both maneuvers.

CC Okay, thank you.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston. Can you tell

us whether any of your normal movements or your Movements
around Inside the vehicle have caused any noticeable Jitter
or perturbation of the image of Mercury on the scope? Over.

SPT Bruce, we have not tried that as per
•» request before. We've tried to be pretty quiet and
have not noticed any movement of Mercury except maybe a

drift of 0.005 or so occasionally will change our reading
by 0.1 if it's Just or. the boundary.

CC Roger, we're aware our request to you.
We Just thought that you might have noticed something along
those lines.

SPT No, we have not, Bruce. And our maneuver
time going back, or our time to maneuver back Is at 45. Is
that affirm?

CC That is correct , Ed .

SPT Okay, would you like us to perform some
more pointing (garble) apparently we got some non 1 i ne a r i t i e

s

in here in addition to the scale on the overlaying, not
representing the same as the spatial scale we're looking at
in the tube. And apparently it's going to take a little
sorting out and l wondered whether you need some additional
inf o .

CC Understand you're saying that you don't,
think that the overlay is properly scaled for the tube?

SPT Well, we're coming up with some f.iirly
different values like this last one we attained wan minus
017 and minus 124. We were shooting for 000 and minus 120.
So we were off 17 in octal in X, and that's fairly sizable
and oft U in Y

.

CC Okay, would you compare the size of th<;

clear circle in the center of the comet overlay with the size
of the occulting disk on the WLC image that you're using, pie
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SPT O^ay. we can do that when wo get in
sunlight, Bruce. We can't aee the occulting disk right now.
When we did line it up on the confer initially, it looked
as though we were pretty cloae to being right on center.
But the occulting disk image is not a very sharp one on the edgeso it's going to be very difficult to get that nunber youasked for. However, the occulting disk does appear slightly

£oT
Cal * nd n ° C clrcuUr which «hat this display showed.

SPT «orry, the overlay shows it to be
circular. The WIC TV shows it to be elliptical.

trto J
C 01*ay. Ed, we got a minute and a half toLOS here. In the time remaining until your maneuver commencetime of 1 5 :

AS you're cleared to go ahead and drive the
planet Mercury around to any position within the field of viewof the overlay at your option. You're also clear to conductcrew movements to see if you can determine any effect on
the stability of the system. And my question on the over-
lay was addressed to the possibility that we had some sortd change in the size of the image in the electronic
reproduction system on the cathode ray tube Just
to see if that was a possible causative factor here And
we U be talking to you text in 18 minutes through Tananarive
at i 5 : <• 1 . Ove r .

.

SPT Okay, thank you, Bruce. We'll go ahead
and try a few more maneuvers and see if we can't figure out
what some of the correlations would be.

CC 0ka y (
and please record on tape all themaneuvers you do and the positions and stuff like that

And - - .

SPT We 're writing it all down and we'll put
it on tape. y

CC Right. Mercury setc at 15:40; that's
in about 17 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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SPC
' Okay. Thank you, Bruce. We'll ao aheadand try a few .ore .aneuvera and see If we cn't 1 rwhat some of the correlations would be. .

* 8Ul *'

CC Okay. And please record on tape all themaneuvers you do and the positions and stuff like that.And mm.
it octane

W * re UrUtn8 U aU down
'
and ve 'H P"t

. ?
C
,, t

Right. Mercury sets at 15:40. That's inabout 17 minutes

.

PA
P

, ,
Ihu *• Skylab Control. Loss of signal

lollTt ii:
C

; ?f
ShlP

y
an8uard

' APP-ently patched togethersome of its ailing equipment and supported this pass. 17minutes to voice-relay station in Tananarive. Between thestateside stations and Vanguard there was a series of hand-held photographic options available ro the crew of volcanoesin Guatemala. Volcanoes Sant iaqui to , Acatenango, Pacayaand Fut-go. Four volcanoes in Guatemala. The object is toPhotograph the eruption clouds and the turbulence of volcanicash and steam given off by the volcanoes. We'll return in
15 minutes for volce-rel.y station Tananarive. Apparentlylow pass of only 3 degree, - 3 minutes, 4 degrees onangle. At 15:25 GMT, Skylab Control.

d€ « r «* 8 eUv « tlon

mea/J?..* « u y
h

l

8 l " Sk >' lab Control 15:40 Greenwich

Vi*ti«t U b ' lef P*« coming up here at voice relaystation at Tananarive. About 3 minutes total time. We'llHani by to see if contact Is indeed made through Tananarive.
fn X , „ Skylab, this i 8 Houston through Tananarivefor 3 minutes. Out.

n«»*v«.

lnc
CC

K
.

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

Ouf' /"A^i
1 * 1

' n ?
0tUac! in ^ minutes through Goldstone.Out. And that's Goldstone at 16:28. Copy. Over.

SPT w « got it. Thank you, Bruce.
PA0

j

Thi * ^ Skylab Control. Loss of signalthrough Tananarive. Extremely brief pass, and a total ofsix words down from the space station. 43 minutes to Gold-

:;
e

"

t

na
'^'"i" Pa8S ° f thC day> ^turning at thattime, this is S*ylab Control at 15:45 Greenwich mean time

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la SkyUb Control. 16:27 Greenwich
mean cine. We ' re In acquisition at tricking station Gold-
stone. The predicted acquisition tluw probably a little on
the conservative aide became of mountains to th« southwest
Of that station in the Hojave Desert blocking out part of
the view of apace station Skylab. Standing by for air-to-ground
on thl$ final stateside pass of the morning.

CC Skylab this Is Houston through Goldstone
for 4-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC PIT , this Is Houston. Over.
Pl-T Go,
CC Roger. When you get down to the S082

operations In your schedule pad go ahead -.nd do them per pad.
You will not get a READY light but take the exposure anyway,
and we'll work on the situation some more during the next
night pass by ground command. Over.

PLT Okay. Now that's the 82 OP you're
referring to,

CC That's affirmative.
PIT Thank you.
CC Skylab this Is Houston. 45 seconds to

LOS, Next station contact In 17 minutes through the Vanguard
at sea at 16:49. Out

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Coldstoiu-
for the final time this morning. About another six or eight
revolutions before space station Skylab begins coming over
the states again on ascending passes. As space station Skylab
passes over the Pacific Ocean, movl.ig parallel to the West
Coast of the Americas, Jerry Carr and Ed Gibson may have an
opportunity to observe and photograph a mountain submerged
beneath the sea. The mountain peak, which rises to
just 65 feet below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, is lo-
cated about 1000 miles southwest of Acapulco. Although such
surface features, called sea mounts, are believed to exist in
many parts of the world's ocean, only a few have been mapped
and added to navigational charts, mostly in the Pacific and
South Atlantic. While the Skylab crew cann't Hee 6S feet through
the ocean surface, the sea mount should be recognizable hec.nine
c» f the generally lighter color associated with shallow w.uer.
Changes In subsurf - in surface waves and a wake produced hy
the north equatorial count e rcu r ren t to the east of the sub-
surface peak. Such observations as that suggested to the
crew for 16:38 Greenwich mean time or 10:38 central today
may lead to future space mapping of sea mounts that are po-
tenal hazards to growing ocean travel and world trade. Sev-
eral years ago the United States nuclear submarine Scorpion
rammed a sea mount while running submerged out to the west
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of the Aso.-es iBland in the Atlantic with all hands lost.
Next station, 13 minutes, tracking ship Vanguard. This is

Sky lab Control at 16:36.
PAO This is Sky lab Control . 16:46 Greenwich

mean time. 2-1/2 minutes away from acquisition through
tracking ship Vanguard. As Skylab space station approaches
the Pacific coast of Chile the crew will have an apportunAty
to photograph and observe one of th« world's major ocean
upweliings. Off the coast of northern Chile, Peru, and Ecqua-
dor, winds push the surface waters of the Pacific ocean away
from the land. In its place, cool and nu t r i en t -r i ch water
from the deeper layers of the ocean rial to the surface.
This upwelling of - upwelling of rich subsurface waters often
a colorful bloom of plankton that should be clearly observ-
able from space. The upwelling water should appear as much
darker blue, with the plankton blooms varying in size and lo-
cation. Using a telephoto lens, one of the crewmembers will
make records of the plankton off the Pacific Coast of South
America, off northwest Africa, and near the wast coast of
New Guinea during the mission. By taking two photographs of
the same location about 4 or 5 seconds apart, the crew will
provide stereo views of the plankton. Thia may allow scien-
tists to Judge the depth of the plankton's growth. Skylab
IV Commander Jerry Carr and Science Pilot Ed Gibson will both
be completing housekeeping tasks as we approach the antenna
range of tracking ship Vanguard, while Pilot Bill Pogue is

scheduled to be operating the solar instruments in the ATM.
The handheld photographs to be taken through the window used
by the S190A, a set of six cameras that are a part of the Earth
Resources Experiment Package, are a crew option. The crew-
members have been asked to use infrared film today as they
expand scientific knowledge of large changes in the ocean
environment, changes that are essential to our understanding
of the economics and ecology of the oceans. 4 0 seconds away
from acquisition through tracking ship Vanguard and standing
by .

CC Skylab this is Houston through the Van-
guard for 10-1/2 minutes. Out.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 ainute to
LOS. Next station contact in 14-1/2 minutes through
Tananarive at 17:U. Subsequent station is Hawaii In
59 minutes at 17:59 with a data/voice tape recorder dump!
And for the PLT, it should be about sunset when you come
over there and we'd like co talk with you for a moment
on the S063 Nikon film configuration situation. If you have
that message 2454 in your details and the Flight Plan handywhy, we can go ahead and talk through it. Over.

C
?
R Pretty sure he heard you] Bruce; he'ajust busy at the ATM.

c ^ Roger, thank you, Jer.
P
J° A i<t

Skylab Control; loss of signal at trackingship Vanguard. 12 minutes to voice re-lay station at

It
n

ir0l
V

Zulu
RetUrnln8 aC th3t tlBe, thi8 18 Skylab Co^rol

PA
? Thle *• Skylab Control; 17:12 Greenwichmean time. Acquisition upcoming in about 50 seconds atvoice relay station Tananarive on revolution 3019 for

•pace station Skylab. Alive and listening at Tananarive.Skylab space station currently in an orbit with an apogee
of 241. 8 nautical miles; perigee 227.5 nautical. Takes anhour 33 minutes and 14 seconds to go all the way around
tor one revolution. Velocity 25,087 feet per second.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston; through
Tananarive. For the PLT when he has a minute we've got aB-mlnute pass here so we can wait a little bit.

,

CC
U1 ,

Skylab, this is Houston. Is the PLTaval I a b 1 e, ?

„
Skylab, this is Houston. Is the PI.!'available?
Go

, Houston.
C(
\ ,

Okay, Bill, let me Just talk you brieflythrough the way that we - we had the j.ad set up here. And
1 guess at they outset this little general message filmchange is not to be confused with the film thread padwhich you've been accustomed to doing at your option early
in the morning to get it out of the way for the day Inlooking at our procedures we feel that we should have out
a time on this film change pad to let you know when it was
to be done. However, if you look down your detail at 22-56
:s the cine in the day when it really should have been accompliceThat s also referenced by DET 22:56 in the right-hand columnof your - your Flight Plan for today. To get it - -

PLT R °8- I've seen both of them, yeah.
CC Ic an unfortunate way that we - we
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arranged t h i u g • here because It'* been - it's taken us Kc-vorul
hours to sort things out down hero on the ground too, But
to get you back into the - the right configuration with
a minimum amount of perturbation to the checklist and things
of this sort, we would like you to go ahead and reload
BEOS into NKO* using the sane frame count as when you unloaded
It, and to go ahead and proceed as things are laid out in
the Flight Plan and the details and the film change message
with our apologies. Ovver.

PLT No problem. 8E08 into Nikon 2, and
i would proceed as I would have normally if I hadn't have done
the download .

cc Yeah, you guys were just getting ahead
of us here. And in the future on - if we have a film change
message like that we'll put on it the time that it's to be
accomplished so that we don't get into this box again. And
with reference again to that entry in your details where
it says S06J, CST-2, and S073 PR-2 , the only things that you
need to do associated with CST-2 and S073 PR-2, are those
- oh, about half dozen items associated with the Nikon
reconfiguration on the thing, including the film loading
and maybe going from the manual cable release to the electric
cable as referenced in there pretty much your option, although
I m informed that you can actually go either way on that
cable release. Over.

fLT Okay, Bruce, thank you very much.
cc So Just leave the whole assembly there-

in the SAL and don't take the eight bolts out and all this sort
of thing.

PLT Yeah, I'd already decided I wasn't going
to do that anymore; we'll wear that stuff out.

CC Right.
cc And wa got a minute and a half to l.OS

here. Next station contact in 36 minutes through Hawaii
at 17:59 with a data/voice tape -ecorder dump. See you there.

PLT Thank you, Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control; LOS through the vole©
relay station at Tananarive. Acquisition at Hawaii for
the first time this morning, upcoming in 34 minutes at
which time we shall return. Thla is Skylab Control at
17:24 Greenwich mean time,

PAO Thia is Skylab Control at 17:58 Creenwich
mean time. 50 seconds from acquisition of space station
Skylab through the Hawaii tracking station. Commander
and Science Pilot at this time should be involved in H092,
093 medical experiments. Consequently there likely won't be
too much in the way of conversation over Hawaii. Standing
by as we're 10 seconds away from acquisition.

CC - - for 7-1/2 minutes with a data/voice
tape recorder dump. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
LOS. S'ext station contact in 22 minutes through the Vanguard
at 18:28. Out.

PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal through
tracking station Hawaii. Approximately 19 minutes to
acquisition at the next station which Is tracking ship
Vanguard at sea in the Atlantic, east of the southern coast
of Argentina. At 18:08 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 18:27 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard in SO
seconds. The Science Pilot and Commander at this time still
likely involved in the HO 92, 093 lower body negative pressure
and vectorcardiogram medical experiments combination. Some
20 seconds away from predicted acquisition at Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through the
Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 30 seconds
to LOS. Next station contact in 16 minutes through Tananarive
at 18 : 53 . Out .

PAO This is Skylab Control; loss of signal
through tracking shio Vanguard. 14 minutes to final pass
of the day over the voice relay station at Tananarive. Today's
ATM pointing and control test focusing the white 1 i i-h

:

telescope, or S052, on Mercury, no the crew could practice
very small maneuvers that will be useful for observing ami
photographing comet Kohou; ek, was completed successfully.
The nitrogen gas thrusters went almost without use today.
Only one very brief burst, amounting tc less than 5

pound -seconds, was required to assist the two gyroscopes in
performing today's maneuver. A second maneuver, planned
for 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. central time, should use about the
same small quantity of nitrogen gas from the thruster attitude
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control HyMem. Thin nftfriiotHi 1 * attitude change will ,ilh>w
Pilot » Pilot Bill Pogue to photograph the cornel Kohuutek
with Skylab's ultraviolet alrglow horizon camera. Although
today's Maneuvers should require a total of just under
10 pound-seconds, last night a complex combination of errors
during one - during an Earth resources maneuver used a total
of 726 pound-seconds of TACS gas. The Skylab crew called
up a display to assist them In performing last night's
maneuver. The display gave, "total attitude error," which
measured the difference between the space station's present
attitude and that to be held at the conclusion of the
entire maneuver. When the crew saw 15 degrees as an attitude
error, ehey also noticed a discrepancy In the rates of
attitude change. This combination of differences led them
attempt remedial action. The 15-degree figure, however,
measured the difference between present and final attitudes.
A different display, measuring "following attitude error"
would have been given the information required for the crew
to Judge differences between actual current attitude and
desired current attitude. Unfortunately, the remedy attempted
by the crew required a major shift in the space station's
attitude. Science Pilot Gibson instructed Skylab's control
system to shift from Z-local vertical, or Earth-looking,
which keeps the space station moving to keep Earth resources
instruments pointing at the ground directly beneath the
orbiting laboratory, to solar inertial, which is Sun-looking.
The new instruction required <* very large attitude change,
and TACS firings began immediately. The Science Pilot
then shifted back to Z-local vertical, a ga i n b r i n g i n g gas
bursts. A total of 99 mibs , or minimum impulse burns, or
a little less than 500 pound e cond s were spent in the Earth
resources maneuver last night. Only 1 mib , tbout 5 pound-
seconds had been expended for the pass, which covered a

5400-mile area from the Himalayas to the Australian outback.
Altogether, more than 700 pound-seconds of TACS were used
yesterday. The remainder was required for tie calibration
of Earth resources instruments by pointing at the moon,
a constant light source, earlier in the evening. Later today,
probably at the upcoming Hawaii pass, in about 50 minutes,
mission control will conduct a review of the problems that
led to the excessive and unexpected use of nitrogen ihrastet
gas last night. A discussion of appropriate techniques fcr
monitoring attitude changes and for correcting errors will
be held with the crew, during that pass. Fortunately, the
substantial improvement in flight controllers' understanding
of maneuvering with only two of the three main Skylub - Skylab
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gyroscopes has reduced use of nitrogen TACS gas to a minimum.
Under present conditions, a daily TACS budget of 329
pound-seconds is allowed for maneuvering to photograph the
comet Kohoutek, the Earth, and other features of interest.
That amount is expected to be far more than will be required
to complete all of Skylab's experimental objectives, through-
out a mission of up t o 8 4 days.

EN'D OF TAPE
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of the four-piece ATM system, panels 8 and 13, have been

slightly degraded for many months, producing about 40 watts

less than originally expected, or degration of about 8 per-

cent. The slight reduction in the total power capability

in the ATM panels leaves flight controllers confident that

Skylab's solar powered electrical system will keep the lab-

oratory well supplied during the 2 months the crew may re-

main in orbit. At the present time the Skylab electrical
power system continues to provide about 7000 watts of power

for the space station's many systems and sophisticated elec-

tronic gear, a level essentially unchanged from earlier
flights. 33 minutes to Hawaii, a.id a conference with the

crew on TACS usage and maneuver monitoring. We'll return
at that time. This is Skylab Control at 19:01 Greenwich
mean tine

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. 19:34 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds from acquisition at Hawaii. During
this Hawaii pass there'll be a discussion between the space-
craft communicator, Bruce McCandless, here in Control Center,
and the crew of Skylab on yesterday evening's EREP calibra-
tion maneuver and also the EREP over southeast Asia in which
an excessive amount of TACS fuel was used. We'll stand by
here for this Hawaii pass.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9-1/2 minutes. We'll be dumping the data/voice tape
recorder at Vanguard. And if we've got our quorums we can
talk about EREP 14 APCS system from yesterday. Over.

CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay. A couple of points that we need

to discuss hera since, as you probably gathered, things didn't
exactly nominally with respect to the Z-LV maneuver itself.
Actually you - you got into Z-LV at noon, went on around through
the night pass in great shape, and the anomaly or the off nominal
situation arose when you were doing the final fine EREP ma-
neuver to take the X principal axis out of the orbital plan
and set you up for the - the EREP sensor attitude with the
essentially the X axis in orbital plane. As we've been able
to piece it together while you were flying along there, you
were monitoring attitude error on the DAS, this being con-
trol attitude error with the 52,003, 5002 entry. And this
was reading zero as it should be as you were tracking along
in Z-LV. Now there's a distinction that needs to be made
here and that is, that this one i9 the llfference between
your position and the Z-LV attitude and the attitude error
that is called out in the maneuver monitor cue card that
is attitude error for TACS control off, and is the one
that we need to monitor during maneuvers. So you went along
and entered the X-, Y- , and S-axes offset, and in passing
here we noted in the Y-axis a 51622 was entered when it should
have been 51662, which wa9 about 0.32 of a degree toO
positive, which is no big deal. We could have tolerated
that easily during the maneuver. However, when you went ahead
and entered these offsets, since you were looking at the
attitude error it imtned i .i t e ly jumped up to about a 15 or so
degree attitude error in the Y axis, which was probably a

surprise to you, and may have erroneously confirmed a

suspicion that you'd entered the wrong value in the DAS.
Now the error that we've referenced in the maneuver monitor
cue card for TACS control off is the present vehicle error frora
what you could call a floating or a running attitude, that is
the one that - the one that you'd be following along as you
get to attitude and like the DAP following error in the CSM
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autopilot. The one that you had selected, via Che 5200) and
50,000, or 50,002 1 guess it was, Immediately jumped to this
15.2 because that was your current error from the attitude
which you should have been in 5 minutes in the future, which
was tie maneuver time that was allocated.

MCC That's like the CSM total attitude error.
CC And it's like the CSy total attitude error.

So we think that this point may have bothered you and erroneously
led you to believe that you'd entered a really bad maneuver when
you really hadn't. And--

CDR That's right, Bruce. That's a good point
that hadn't even occurred to me until now, and I'm glad you
clarified that because that's exactly what went through my
mind .

CC And Just for the record, it's getting
ready to talk to you all on this, I went through the ATM
systems checklist and data book and it cook me quite a bit
of rooting around in there to find the attitude error for

control callout for signal memory locations, so I guess the
message here is to use the raonitor cue card to because it's got
it all right there in concise form. Anyway, you went from there
and you started looking at the rates which were smaller than
predicted and further reinforced your belief that maybe

•something was wrong, and in this connection on our telemetry
we show that the sign of the X-rate was opposite to what we'd
given you on the pad , and - -

CDR Thit 's right .

CC We're a little - a little bit of eggon our
fare in this situation because when this pad was sent up

we'd not gotten all three simulator runs completed as in the
past we've been doing to make sure that we've got a complete
vote in, and we'll do this in the future, pardon me, to get a

consistent set of rates there's a slight possibility that the
snail error in Y offset could have influenced us so we think it

was probably all our fault on the X sign. However, another
p o 1 n t

' 3 to be made here is that on the monitor, you
should be monitoring for not necessarily the wrong signs
but a tendency to reverse sign. And use that as your c w>
inntiad. Okay. Anyway you proceeded a lor,* - So ahead.

CDR Bruce. Okay, buddy. In that particular
situation where you feel you have made a wrong entry when
you get the opposite sign on a rate, that Just really
confirms it, and that's what led ne down the garden path i'o
afraid .

CC Rog. We cot cur with that. There' < a -

There's no quibble there and as I say, we're in - we got egg
on our face for that and we'll work a little harder on making
sure that w« got all the rates up to you right. Anyway, at this
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point you apparently cycled the mode switch to SI and owing

to the fact that you were sort of on the back aide, this

started a maneuver back to SI which is about a 110 degree

eigen maneuver. With a maneuver tine loaded in of 5 min-

utes this brought the - this called for rate limiting and brought

the in position maneuver time alert up which was a .3 degree

per second limit and it started firing at eight mibs per

second. The - The proper action, according to the maneuver

monitor cue card, which is the one that we endorse, would

have been to go into standby and then reselect Z-LV which

would have not put you through the cycle back, or attempt to

get back to SI. Vou then cycled the mode switch to Z-LV,

which (garble) out the rates to SI, and commenced a 5 minute

maneuver back to true Z-LV with no offsets. The run was

actually completed with no offsets then from true Z-LV. You

were quite correct in not reentering the set of offsets we

had given you since they were Deltas from the momentum conser-

vation if you will, Z-LV position and were on the order of about

4 , 4-1/2 degrees, and had they been reentered again they

would have put us about 4 degrees out of error. So you see

when you went back to Z-LV it knocked out all the offsets,

even the ones that had been put in at noon, the orbital noon

the previous day. And the reselection of a mode here zeros out

all the biases that are loaded and In tact to zero out the

bias all you really had to do in Z-LV was push the

switch from its center position back into Z-LV again without

even really changing the mode to anything other than Z-LV

for anything more than a microsecond or something like that

,

if in fact it does that, but it would have zeroed out the

the biases for you there.
SPT Yes. Bruce, that was my intent and

it was just an error in hitting the switch in the wrong direction.

I did notice from what we had in the Y maneuvers that they were

(garble) the flying maneuver to the Z-LV offset and (garble)

so I was pretty touch assured that we were okay and (garble)

Z-LV attitude. But the error came in hitting the switch in t.ic

wrong direction.
CC Right. Okay. The data take was good.

In fact, the error between what we had targeted it for and

the true Z-LV you wound up In was only .17, that's 17 one

hundredths of a degree and the largest axis was probably

less than .2 r.m.s. so there's no complaint from EKKP

people on that one, and we understand what you had to say on

the mode switch there. Just like to summarize a couple of

quick points. We got about 30 seconds to LOS. Vanguard in

22 minute*. We sure would like to encourage you guys to

stick by that monitoring cue card explicitly becausu we've
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had a lot of people down here working it over and it's our

current best yet. Also, the DAS entry should be verified

if at all possible before entry and the data as we mentioned
It did come out good so there's no sweat there and we're just

looking to try and make sure that we all understand as much as

we can about the control system here in the - -

SPT (garble) Bruce. We always do use the nonitor
cue card and the reason for monitoring the attitude error which
1 usually do sometimes when I punch in a maneuver, is just to

make sure that 1 get the right order of magnitude errors that -

which I have punched in. It's Just to me another check that 1

have put in approximately the right values. From there on I

go on over and switch to rate. And as you pointed out at the

beginning there is a difference between the actual attitude that

you're at at that time (garble) put in and the Z-LV 5 minutes down

the road and that's what I didn't appreciate.
CC Roger. We copy. I think that was the

heart of the matter. I think we're going down in the mud
here. We'll see you all over Vanguard.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control; loss of signal
through Hawaii. Somewhat of a monologue there across
Hawaii as Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCandless explained
to the crew the combination of errors that took place
yesterday both on the ground and aboard the space station
in getting into and out of the Z-local vertical attitude for

the Earth resources lunar calibration run and also the data
take over Southeast Asia. After LOS here the Flight Director,
Neil Hutchinson, gave McCandless a, "well done," over the

flight director loop for cramming as nuch discussion into

that pass as he did. Next station will be Vanguard in

19 minutes . And the ground track misses all other stations
from Vanguard back around to Vanguard again. It is below miniraums

at Ascension this time around, only a degree and a half. So

from Vanguard back around again there's about an hour and

25 minute LOS period. Returning in 19 minutes for Vanguard,
this is Skylab Control at 19:47 Greenwich mean time.

PAO This is Skylab Control; 20:05 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds from acquisition through tracking ship
Vanguard. Currently a review of tomorrow' 3 flight plan under
way. Teleprinter loads that come up on the television display
monitors for review before their uplink to the space station
teleprinter. This Vanguard pass will be followed by almost
a full revolution of loss of signal period. It'll miss all
stations until space station comes around to Vanguard again.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; coming to you
through Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tape
recorder dump. And we got a request for the CDR. At his
convenience today we'd like for him to give us a readout on
the M509 PSS bottles; that is the pressure on the three of
then. And we can get that at the evening status report, it'J
probably be convenient, or whenever it's convenient with you.
And if the PLT is listening, we have an item for him.

SPT He's listening, Bruce. Go ahead.
CC Okay, I'm speaking to you, Bill, today

as a representative of the Amalgamated Association of Orbital
Plumbers. And 1 have sitting here on the console today a

very symbolic award, commonly known as a plumber's friend
or a plunger. The citation that goes with it reads: Award,
this universal Plumbers' tool is awarded by the EGll.a to the

crew, in particular the PLT of SL-IV, for the outstanding
plumbing work in reservicing the airlock module primary coolant
loop. And it's signed as being presented from the Birds.
And just to show you that we're for real, we have a polaroid
picture down here of Charlie Duiaas making the presentation
yesterday afternoon to Dick Truly. And we'll have the teal
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thing for y'all when you get back. And, of course, three
awards gives you permanent possession of the plumber's friend.
Over.

PL-T Roger. 1 going on 3 .

CC (garble) seriously, it's Just a little
belated recognition of your mighty fine job there gettJng
the bird back in operating shape.

PLT Well, that's very kind, and it just goes
to show we already know we were a bunch of plumbers.

CDR Houston, CDR

.

CC Go ahead , CDR.
CDR Okay, 1 - before starting on these DAC

malfunctions on transporter 0703, I tried them out on the
theading DAC that we have on the film vault and they both
work perfectly at all speeds with no problem. So I think
DAC 4 is our problem, I'm going to try to troubleshoot
that .

CC Okay, Jerry, that sounds good to us.
Press on with it.

PLT And, Bruce, I'm going to give a complite
report on tape in about 3 hours to regarding the configuration
of the N'ikon so that the film people will be sort of
satisfied in their own mind they know what's going on. And
we'll be on even terms with each other again.

CC That sounds like a winner, Bill. Thank
you .

CC And, also, just pass to the CDR here
as a reminder. We've got him set up for his phone call
next Vanguard pass at 21:44, which is about an hour and
a half from now

.

CDR Okay, Bruce; thank you.
CC That should be, oh, 10 or 15 minutes

after you get out of the S063K maneuver thing.
CDR Roger.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead , SPT

.

SPT Looks like we managed to get our polaroid
camera back in working condition. Apparently there was
sodg small, either piece of paper or something else
which became Jammed in the slot to which the film cones
out. 1 was able to take the piece of cardboard which is
on top of one of the film packs and - and cut the back
so it was flush again and then reinstalled the film pack
and the arm grabbed it this time and it just popped out
a very small white article which disappeared, and I have
not. found yet, but it's been working fine every since.
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CC Okay, that's good news to us. But
you've disappointed the guys that made up the 6-page malfunction
procedure we were getting ready to ship up. However, we'll
hold that in abeyance in case it goes on the blink again.

SPT Better send it up. Sounds like I need
some time to study it.

CC We're trying to save on teleprinter paper.
SPT Yeah, first I was just able to get the

XUV photo from the Sun and we got a oright spot which showed
up pretty much in one day's time here. It's probably the
brightest bright spot we have on the disk, and it's up
there by the North Pole at about 020.9 radius.

CC Okay, we copy that. And if you see any
increased activity around the North Pole here on Earth,
let us know. Okay?

CDR It's picking up slowly.
SC (Garble) memory.
CC Mighty fine.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute i;

LOS. Next station contact in 8 minutes through Ascension
at 20:23. Out

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through tracking ship Vanguard. 6 minutes to Ascension Island
for an extremely brief pass of about 3 minutes, and even though
it's below minimums for out elevation angle, only a degree and

a half, it will be brought up for voice communications on this

revolution to avoid having a complete orbit without contact
with the space station. While the Commander, Jerry Carr, and
Science Pilot Ed Gibson are sitting down for their evening
meal tonight, they'll have a special show right outside their
wardroom window. At about 7:10 central standard time tonight
a small par - portion of the Earth will block sunlight traveling
to the Moon. The partial eclipse will reach its maximum cover-
ing only about a tenth of the Moon's diameter, over the following
35 minutes at about 7:45 Houston time. If Skylab's Commander
and Science Pilot want to, they may take handheld photographs
of the partial eclipse. The crew may also see a reddish brown
hue in the area of the Moon nearest the eclipse portion. The
reddish color is produced by sunlight passing through the

Earth's atmosphere. The shorter blue wavelengths are scattered
by Earth's atmosphere, giving us our blue-colored skies.
Longer red wavelengths pass through the atmosphere. These
red wavelengths produce a tinted color on the surface of the
Moon, visible to spacemen eating dinner and to groundlings
with clear skies and a view of the Moon. While the partial
eclipse is underway, Pilot Bill Pogue will take advantage of

the slight dimming of the Moon to make photographs of the debris
left nearly 100 million miles behind the comet Kohoutek. Just
after midnight tonight the planet Earth will pass through the
plane of Kohoutek 's orbit. From this vantage point any particles
left along the orbital path of the comet should be clear, as

the view from the Earth and from Skylab will look at such finely
scattered debris edge on. The comet itself is new about
115 million miles from Earth and a little more than 63 million
miles from the Sun. Most of Sky.lab - Skylab's instruments
could not photograph the very fine particles left so many
millions of miles behind the small head of the conet Kohoutek.
The instrunent used tonight, however, is S073, which uses a

light measurement device, also used for the study of contamina-
tion around the space station. The S073 detects faint back-
ground light beyond the Earth's atmosphere, light kr.cvn as

gegenschein and zodiacal light. Nine measurements are planned
with accompanying photography. Four • four will measure lignt
reflected from gas and dust particles around the space station.
Two will register light from particles believed suspended at

libration points some 240 thousand miles from the Earth and an

equal distance from the Moon. One of the libration points is als
in line with a point soue 90 degrees behind the comet Kohoutek
and may show some light from debris up to 200 million miles
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behind Kohoutek. Three other photographs will focus on comet
debris about 50 degrees behind Kohoutek. By adjusting the
total light readings to eliminate starlight, an estimate of
the total debris can be made scientists studying the comet
discovered Just 9 months ago. Two minutes to Ascension.
We'll leave the circuit open for this very brief Ascension
pass of 3 minutes, just barely over the horizon to the south-
east of this station on a lonely rock clump in the middle of
the South Atlantic. Standing by at 20:21 GMT.

CC Skylab, this is Houston with you through
Ascension for 4 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 1 hour and 18 minutes through the
Vanguard at 21:44 Zulu. CDR private comm. See you there.

CC And for your information, since we won't
be talking to the CDR over Vanguard next pass there, the sub-
sequent Ascension, i.e., an hour and 30 minutes from now, at
21:57, we're going to be reinitiating the S082A door trouble-
shooting malfunction, all by ground command, but just want you
to know what we're doing. Out.

CDR Roger , B ruce .

CC And it's in the dark, so there will be no
impact, but we're just keeping you advised.

CDR Okay, thank you.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking station at Ascension Island. Space station
will be LOS or out of contact for the next hour and 15 minutes
until it comes back around to Vanguard again. At 20:28 Green-
wich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours,
43 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is coming up within
range of the Vanguard tracking ship.

CDR Hello, Houston COMM TECH this is Skylab;
loud and clear.

cc Okay, Skylab this is not Houston COMM TECH.
1 think you're still on S-band, over. Jerrj and it's VHF
antenna right to left, over. And Skylab this is Houston
with you through Vanguard for 10-1/2 mi nutes and for the
SPT or the PLT I've got a update to your permanent general
message on overage foods if you've got a paper and pencil
handy.

SPT Can you get ne on the nightside, Bruce?
cc Sure thing It's not urgent at all.
SPT Thank you.
cc Skylab this is Houston, 2 minutes to LOS.

Next station contact In 4 minutes through Ascension at 21:57.
And for your information, this is the station Ascension at
which we'll be conducting the S082A door malfunction ops by
ground command, out.

CDR Roger, Bruce.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal, Ascension Island station will acquire in
2 minutes, we'll keep the line up and monitor through the
As c en s io n p as s .

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for 10 minutes. We'll have the data/voice tape recorder dump
over Guam, out.

call wo u Id you
asked me a question
t he re ' 3 a Jar

alking to the
you terminated

t e s left of

and I tried the

car top parts in

CDR Hello, Bruce.
CC Hello, Jer.
CDR Hey Br uce, give my wife

wli en yo u get a f r ee moraen t and tell her - Sh
T didn't have tine to answ e r and that is t h a
cr can of parts f or that c a r top of mine son
g a rage

.

CC Oka v , I'll do that and f

con - COMM TECH, he was' un der the impression
the conversation, they s a i d they had about 2

station coverage the re.
CDR No, it just fell oul and

other antenna and it didn' t work .

CC Okay
, a jar of car parts

the garage.
CDR Yeah

, the re ' s a lot of p
that's just about the best I can dc.

CC If it' s anything like my
ve ry specific.

CDR That '

s

right, by the way
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beautiful this time, absolutely perfect.
CC Okay , thank you.
CDR My compliments to the Vanguard.
CC Roger, we'll pass it on to them. And

when you have a second we've got an update to the overage
food list. The update is entitled orange drink.

CDR Go ahead

.

CC Knew that would get your attention. Okay
CDR Had me salivating all over the swawk box.
CC What it boils down to is that reinventory

shows that there are two orange drinks and one cream peas
available, these should be listed in the section 4 of your
overage food permanent general message number 7. That is
items that may be - that are not used in scheduled menu and
it may be used in moderation and I guess with the quantity of
one and two you can't help it but use the moderation but
anyway -

CDR Tha t
1

s right

.

CC - anyway it's item 60, 60 orange drink,
quantity two and item 56, 56, cream peas, quanity one.

CDR Roger, I'm sure the orange drink will be
used.

CC (Chuckle) Roger.
CDR Eruce M509 , ?SY number 2, 2400, number 3

is 2300, number 4, 2200.
CC Okay, we copy that Jerry, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 34 minutes through Guam at

22:42 with a data/voice tape recorder dump, and we have been
successful in getting the S0S2A door open. We're going back,

to one motor, that is the primary motor only operation and
we'll keep our fingers crossed here. Over.

PLT Okay, Bruce, I'd appreciate it whenever you
can get a chance to tell me what you did in order to get the
motors - motors door open and why you're going to one moto*-

.

CC Okay, we're going to one motor so that
in case it hangs up again in the future, that will be a - a

one motor hangup and we hope that we can get it unhung by
using two motors. And I'm sure there will be a complete
description prepared here in a station pass or two. We're
just going over the hill and we waited until this long to
tell you about it because we were just successful.

PLT Very good. Thank you, Bruce.
CO Roger , out

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has
passed beyond the range of the Ascension Island antennas.
The next station to acquire will be Guam in 32-1/2 minutes. The
S082A th.it CAP COMM, Bruce McCandless was referring to at

the end of that pass is the ultraviolet coronal 9pectrohelio-
graph, one of the ATM Instruments has been a problem froa
time to time during this mission of the door of that instru-
ment hanging up partially opened. That happened again earlier
today, but was successfully cleared a short while ago. Flight
Director, Neil Hutchinson , has scheduled his change-of-shlft
news conference for 4:30 p.m. central standard time in the
news center briefing room, Building 1. 4:30 p.m. central
standard time for the change-of -sh i f t briefing, Flight Direc-
tor, NeJ. 1 Hutchinson. At 22 hours, 10 minutes Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 22 hours,
56 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab completed a pass over
the Guam tracking station during the change- of-shi f t news

conference. We have 3 minutes, 10 seconds tape of that pass.
We'll play that now.

CC Skylab, Houston, hello from the purple
gang at Guam for 9 - 9-1/2 minutes, and we're dumping the

data/voice recorder.
SPT Hello, purple people.
CC Hello there, how're you guys doing today?
SPT Well, pretty good. We're (garble) along

and things looking up. Tell old Phil he certainly was

right about crew moving around the vehicle. We did a stabi-
lity test this morning, and we're watching Mercury in the

white light coronagraph TV display and had Bill and Jer a few

motions ana he sure shows up around a 400ths of a degree or

so will show up quite easily.
CC He says just think what it would have

been like if he'd been up there noving around.
SPT Dick, I'm not going to touch that one.

PLT I wish you wouldn't talk like that, Dick,
you're going to scare our other CMG.

CC (Laughter) Well, I'm trying to sit here
with my broken arm talking to you now.

SPT Wha t'd you do?
CC He just broke it when I said that.

CDR I don't believe that, Dick, he's a gentle
man .

CC And, Skylab, Houston, for the PLT. On

your details pad, Bill, coming up here in Just a few minutes
at 22:56, we got a - a film change on S063 and we have a

question about that reticle so that we can prepare good pads

for you tomorrow. What we want to know is, docs Nikon 04

have a reticle with a cross hairs in it or does it have one of

the reticles with the r i n gs- c one en t r i c rings in it? When you
at that camera, would you take a look at the reticle and let u

know which way and that'll effect how we write the pad tomor-
r ow

.

CDR Okay ,
says he will.

CC Ok ay , thank you.
CDR Right now he's taking a ntroll on Thorn-

ton's revenge.
CC Roger.
CC SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Hey, Ed, if you have a chance, we'd like

to get some Z-axis drift data. There's going to be a star
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available per the star tracker pad about 31 minutes remaining
''.otning up. And if you have a chance after that, we wonder
if you would acquire the star with the star tracker and
then le ave it acquired until the star is — goes down below
the horizon or sets and then just make sure that the shutter
is closed and we can look at the data and get some in-
fo rma t io n f rom i t

SPT Okay, you'd like to look at (Garble) with
31 minute day remaining to around 6 of night regaining.

CC That's affirm, Ed, thanks you much.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 45 seconds from

LOS. Vanguard comes up at 23:21.
PAO This is Skylab Control.' That's the end

of the tape. The flight director who has just cone on
shift is Phil Shaffer, who is the subject of soie of the
conversation early in that pass. CAP CO MM Astronaut, Dick
Truly, in the reference to Thornton's Revenge during that
pass, was to the treadmill, that Scientist Astronaut, Dr. Bill
Thornton developed for this Skylab cission. And Pilot Bill
Pogue is exercising on that at the moment. The comet Kohoutek
continues to increase in brightness. Observers in Houston
can see the comet, if skies are clear, tomorrow norning at
5:30 a.m. , located 14 degrees above the horizon in the south-
east sky. All over the nation, the comet rises about 2 hours
and 20 minutes before the Sun in the southeast sky. For star
gazers, the comet appears just below the constellation Libra -

a diamond-shaped cluster of four stars at the tail end of
Scorpio, the Scorpion. Tonight's comet photography will be
completed just a few hours before the Earth passes through
the plane of Kohoutek 's orbit. The comet's orbit is at a

slight angle to the orbit of the Earth. Kohoutek passed be-
neath the orbit of Planet Earth two weeks ago, and will cross
above our orbit at the end of January. While ve are passing
through the orbital plane, we should have an laprovod view of
small particles left millions of miles behind the comet - far
beyond the 7 million mile long tail observable by K.irth Instru-
ments. At the present time, the cor.et's brightness is es-
tinated at about plus 4 magnitude, or about 600 times fainter
than the planet Venus, with a maximum magnitude <t minus 4.

But the latest measure r.ents indicate the comet has doubled
in brightness this past week. Accurate determinations of
the magnitude of Kohoutek are really not possible from the
Earth. Differences in the instruments used, the skill of the
observers, and the atmospheric conditions in various regions
of the Earth produce substantial disagreement in descriptions
of the comet's brightness, size, and length of tail. For-
tunately, careful and regular photographs taken by the Skylab
crew from above the Earth's atmosphere will allow scientists
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to make exact determinations of the comet's brightness during
the weeks of growth and decay. Such photographs, made wiih
a simple 35-mi 1 1 lnetc r camera, will not be able to be
analyzed until the Skylab returns - Skylab crew returns in
February. Skylab is now 17 minutes awsy from acquisition
through the tracking ship Vanguard. At 23 hours, 4 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 23 hours,
20 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab Is approaching
acquisition through the Vanguard tracking ship.

CC Skylab, Houston Vanguard for 11 minutes.
CREW (garble)
CC Skylab, Houston, Go ahead.
CDR Dick, this is CDR we're doing our

caution and warning check and we're not getting the Klaxton.
We're looking at It now to see if we can figure out what
the p rob leia is .

CC Okay, Jer thanks for letting us know
and let us know If you get it out.

CDR It's working fine now Dick, it was a

little procedural problem.
CC Okay, CDR thank you sir.
CC SPT, Houston just a reminder we're about

2 minutes from sunset, you night want to go ahead and go
to power down for unattended ops and get pointed at
active region 96 for us.

SPT Okay, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston for CDR, we were trying

to figure out here by looking at the procedure, what kind
of a procedural error might make that klaxton unavailable to
us if you know what it is, when you get a chance there's no
big hurry, you might let us know. And also for Ed we assume
you just didn't attempt the startracker thing, over.

SPT That's right Dick, I've got them sorbed
in 4-linbing coaligning here and just slipped by me. I'll t

to get It the next orbit.
CC No why don't, you wait and let us ask

you for it again, Ed and there's no problem we can catch it

Nothing lost.
PLT And the procedural error Dick was that I

inhibited both systems, both Delta ? systems, I (garble)
number 2 and I Interpreted it to be both. So I - that's
why we didn't get the alarms.

CC Okay, no problems thank you for letting
us know, we're about a minute from LOS, I'll ;;ive yon a

call just 8 minutes from now at Ascension.
SPT Dick, we've got a white talk-back on

82A door, it wasn't open this pass and ve have not used it.
CC Okay, Ed thank you for let tin yt us know.

I had a note here when you got a char.ce to tell you what
ve did and where troubleshooting and I'll catch that
later when you have time to listen.

SPT Okay.
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has
loss of signal, Ascension will acquire Skylab in 6 minutes,
Che 8.?A door has hung up again and attempting to close it,
it closed only part way and it's now hung up again. There
are no plans to use that instrument again today and during
the night the Apollo telescope raount support people here in

the Control Center will work up a procedure for the crew
to free that door for tomorrow's operation. At 23 hours,
33 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO Thla in Sky lab Control at 2 3 hour h 37

minutes Greenwich mean time. Ascension in about to acquire

Skylab. And then that will be followed with Canary acquisition

perhaps a few seconds dropout between Ascension and

Canary. And Madrid has overlapping coverage with Canary

Islands . .

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Ascension for 2-1/2

minutes .

CDR On that little wall where the astro

pins are .

SPT It's getting noisy up here.

CC What '
j all that ?

Cdr We've got all kind of sirens and Klaxtons

going off. These guys are doing a little testing.

CC Roger that. Well, don't bail out.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about a minuta

froa LOS Ascension. We're going to drop our just shortly,

and I'll give you a call when we get locked up at Canary

and Madrid for a long pass. I do have - when you get through

with that HK28E, I've got two or three things I'd like to

discuss with you.
CC Hello Skylab, Houston, we're AOS

Canary Island and Madrid for the next 13 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Canary Islands

and Madrid for the next 13 minutes. Out.

CDR Houston, Skylab, our caution and warning

check is complete

.

CC Okay, Jerry, thank you very much for

letting ne know. I've got a couple of little notes here

that I wanted to talk to you about when you get a chance.

One is I have a little description of the S082 door trouble-

shooting that ve're in the process of doing. And also I

wanted to ask you a question about flight planning item that's

cooing up in a couple of days.
CDR Okay, how much more 'xme we got?

CO We've still got 5 mir.utes In this

pass and Incidentally, Jerry, there's no hurry on these items,

we can catch then later if you guys are busy.

CDR 1 tell you what Ed's recording now and

he' J probably like to be on this. Why don't we postpone it

until he's available?
CC Okay, that's Just tine. There aro a

couple of ltetas, why don't I get up here and pass on to you

now which he doesn't need listen to. One is first chance

any one of you s?uys gots, we'd like to get a REG BUS ADJUST

on one and two. And what we request on panel 206 and what
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we're requesting is a 20 degrees counterclockwise. The second
note I'd like to get up now is in about a hour or so Bill
is scheduled to do a S073 ops at about 00:45 and in that cue
card it says to turn all the wardroom lights out. And I

don't know what they're serving in the 0 Club tonight,
but it sure is going to get messy if it's pitch black
dark, so it turns out that we'd settle tor is for you to

just to dim the lights as much as you're able to do. But be

sure to close the ward room curtain.
CDR Okay, we sure will Dick, thank you.
CC Yes sir .

CDR And Bill's up at the STS now.
CC Okay.
PLT Okay Dick. Both of them 20 degrees

counterclockwise,
CC Thank you Bill.
CDR And Dick, it looks like Kohoutek is

still back behind the ATM panel as best we can tell. We'll
take another look at the 233 period tonight.

CC Okay Jer, I wonder if you have time - we

still have about 3 minutes left, let me tell what our little
flight planning problem is and you guys can think about it

for awhile and get back with us.
CDR Okay, go ahead.
CC Okay, tomorrow's your day off and the

day after is the one we're talking about. We presently have
a - a S201 Golf scheduled and the time on that is 05:20 to

07:00 Zulu. And turns out that 07:00 Zulu is like 1 o'clock in

the morning here in Houston, so it's going to be a real late

night. What we're planning to do at the moment on the Flight pla

Plan for that day is first of all is to provide a full 4 hours of

eat and pre-sleep tine prior to the 201 G operation, and

also let you sleep in the following morning to make up for

it. Our question is would you also like to get an hour's
extra sleep at the start of that day? Over.

CC Why don't you guys talk about that and

get back with us with what you want to do?

CD K Okay, so your proposal is to start the

dav after tomorrow start 1 hour later and we'll stay up

until 07 :00 , huh?
CC We'll we need to stay up until 07:00 to

get the S201 G due to the constraints on getting that experiment
accomplished. So the following morning after that we definitely
arc going to let you sleep in. The question to you is would you
like an hour's extra sleep at the start of that - that day, day
after tomorrow?

CDR Okay, thanks, let us think about that.
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CC All rignty.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS. Guam comes up at 00:20, and we're going to dump
the data/voice recorder down there at Guam.

CDR By the way Dick I got a look at Kohoutek
when we did our S063 maneuver, I looked out of window number
2. And there's getting to be so much stray light up there
now it's getting harder and harder to see. You don't see
that much of the tail.

cc Roger CDR, thank you for letting as
know .

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Madrid has
loss of signal, Guam will acquire Skylab in 24-1/2 minutes.
At 23 hours 55 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is
Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO Zero Hours, 19 minutes Greenwich mean
time. Skylab Is approaching acquisition through the Guam
tracking station,

CC Skylab Houston we're AOS Guam for

7 minutes and we're dumping the data/voice recorder here
at Gu.in .

PLT Roger, Dick.
CC PLT, Houston sometinie don't forget to

tell us what kind of reticle that camera has in it that we
asked you about awhile ago. And also for you, we're experi-
encing some difficulty in determining exactly the number of

frames used during the S019 ops and so sometime this evening w

appreciate it if you could look at the film cassette 002 and

003 and give us a frame covint on them.
PLT Okay.
CC Also Bill while you're close to the phone

and listening, let me pass this one up to you guys, I'm
trying to get the evening questions out of the way early
tonight so maybe we can have a quiet evening. The folks that
are listening to the transcripts on the dump tapes have said
a coupln of times that there appears to be some sort of an

excessive background noise on Channel A that showed up and
sometimes it obscures the speaker when he's speaking softly,
one possible thing that tni^ht be causing this is that if any
haedset is connected rp to channel A and that - its CCU
select or switch was on 1C0M PTT , this could possibly cause
the problem so you guys might check around and make sure
that 's not it.

PLT Okay, thank you and I'm locking through
the camera right now and it had the conventional (garble)

head that had the sort of cross haira, and little circles in

the middle.
CC Roger, understand it has the cros-i hairs

and then just the one circle in the center of U, Is that

cOrt cct

.

PLT Negative, it has two circles and has

the split circle in right dead center.
CC Okay, Bill thank you very much.
PLT Actually I guess there are three circles.
CC Rog, I understand, three circles. Thank yo

CC Skylab Houston we're a minute from LOS,
Honeysuckle comes up 5 minutes from now.

PLT Roger, Dick and we'll take that extra
hourof 9leep in the morning.

CC Okay, very good, we'll sure give it to

you, you deserve it. Also next time somebody wonders up
towards panel 206, no hurry, EGIL would like to
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do another tweak on the REG BUS adjust, we'd like REG BUS

adjust 1, 5 degrees counterclockwise and 2, 10 degrees
counterclockwise. No hurry.

CDR Okay, REG 1, 5 degrees, REG 2 10 degrees,

both counterclockwise.
CC Yes sir, that's right. Thank you.

PLT The S019 magazine, or whatever it is,

reads 45 plates or frames, (garble) and number 2 (garble)

Did you want number 1, I couldn't find a number 1 in that

drawer .

CC Negative . Number 2 and number 3 and under-

stand number 3 is (garble) 45 and number 2 66.

PLT Negative, number 2 is (garble) 00.

CC Okay, thank you Bill.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss

of signal, Honeysuckle will acquire Skylab in about

3-1/2 minutes. We'll keep the line up and monitor into the

Honeysuckle pas9

.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, Houston, we're about a minute
from LOS at Honeysuckle. Next station contact is the
Vanguard at 01:02, and for your information - correction
next station contact is Canary Islands at 01:19. And for
your information there
describes to you some
the CMGs and you
your leisure.

SPT
CC
SPT
CC

go over the hill,
CDR
CC
PAO

has loss of signal

in
f our

the teleprinter that
as to what's wrong with

ight take a look at that and read it at

Thank you liick.

Rog, see you there.
Okay .

Skylab, Houston, one more thing as we
Dallas Cowboys 27, Washington Redskins
Hey, how about that.
Roger .

This is Sky lab Control. Honeysuckle
the next station to acquire will be

Canary Islands In 42- 2 minutes. At zero hours 37 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Tliis is Skylab Control at 1 hour,
18 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching
acquisition through the Canary Island station.

CC Skylab Houston, AOS Canary Islands and
Madrid for 14 cinutes.

SPT Hello, Dick.
CC Hello there Ed, how 1 re you guys doing.
SPT Well, just finishing up some GRID. How

about telling us about the 82A door. If you could please.
CC Okay I'll certainly do it and I've also

got a - in our never-ending quest to keep you guys informed,
I've also got a little note here on the ATM, C&D loop status
after that. Okay, first is the 82A door. Before I go
through this mission note, Ed, let me tell you that we're
troubleshooting the door here at this site. We believe that
we are going to have a procedure available prior to the
first ops in the morning that will allow us to operate
the door, however at this moment the analysis ia not complete
and we're not sure what the cause la, but here's essentially
what the troubleshooting we did today to arrive at where we
are. We did a little bit of troubleshooting that was interrupt
that was unsuccessful ther - that was interrupted by the
stability test that you did so we took a tine out and then this
afternoon, here's what we did. First we inhibited and then
enabled both door motors, we attempted the 82A door open with
no Joy. Then we inhibited and reenabled both motors and
attempted a Closure and no Joy. We inhibited and reenabled
again and - and got - attempted the door opened and the door
opened in about - approximately 2 seconds. This series indi-
catrc th.it we were stuck in a position that was very close to
full open when this last command was issued. What we then did
was inhibited the power on one motor which was the secondary so
that this subsequent closure of the motor - excuse me, the
subsequent closure of the door in case it got caught up with be
soft, so to speak that is only a one motor and sure enough as y
saw and reported awhile ago it did get hung up, We ' re
presently troubleshooting. We're - We're considering
pinning the door open on the next FVA, there are a couple
theories as to what's hanging it up and 1 guess that debate
is so - up in the air enough now so we can't really give
you an idea an to the cause. However we do think we will
have a procedure in the morning that allows to operate up
to the F.VA, then wc may very well pin it open. Over.

SPT Okay, thank you Dick. That's kind of
surprising that it hangs very clo^e to the open position,
I would expect it more close to the close position but aaybc
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we can go on out and take a look and see if there's anything
possible we can do in the EVA to restore that operation before
we have to resort Co pinning it.

CC Well, it's - one of the theories is that
there was a - during testing, prior to launch there was a

configuration that - where a piece of GSE was installed
behind the door as I understand it, at approximately the
position that would allow the closure of - excuse me, would
allow full opening to be about 2 seconds away. And the
sequence of events during testlrg nay have caused something
to happen to the hardware and they're taking back looking at

the testing records now to see if that might have had some-
thing to do with it but right now, that's just one ot the
theories.

SPT Okay, thank you.
CC Okay, the other thing 1 wanted to tell

you about was the note I have here from the EGIL which has
to do with the ATM control and display coolant loop status.
Several days ago we had you select puup Charlie in this ATM
C&D loop and this was done to see if the flow fluctuation that
we had seen on the pump Bravo were punp related. Since
the fluctuations have continued with pump Charlie we've
concluded that the problem is not caused by the pumps thenselveB,
and we're continuing to analyze but so far, we've reached
no firm conclusion. The possible causes that we're considering
that are being considered now and being looked at, first of

all, a potential of air in the loop, secondly a possibility
of other contamination in the loop. (Tone) Another possibil-
ity is a - pump relief valve opening pe r iodi cal I y . And finally
possibly anomaly in the flow transducer. The fluctuations art'

not harnful to the pump, nor do they affect the cooling capa-
bility so wo feel the present condition is something we cm
live with.

SPT Okay, thank you Dick. Superimposed of

your speech, there was a busy signal.
CC Roger and we're trying to figure out

where that busy signal is coming from. Maybe it's Santa
Claus. (Tone)

SPT Hid IN'CO get iiis call through?
C C Say again, Ed.
SPT Did INCO get his call through?
CC I guess 1 am Ed, we're chasing down that

little problem now and get back to you.
CC Skylab, Houston we've located the

problem and we' it- getting ready to twitch lint*, just shows
you how much trouble I have making a phone ali.

SPT Just got to start paying your phone
bill, Bill (sic)

.
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CC That's the truth.
CC Skylab, Houston hov do you read now?

SPT Sounds good, Dick.
CC Okay and speaking about Santa Claus,

you guys might be interested to know that everybody down

herj is beginning to think about Christmas and in Houston
today it's real cold. Today there was a little boy who

cams through the viewing room that was terribly worried
about how Santa Claus was going to find you guys -

END OF TAPE
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CC - and In Houston today It's real cold. [ Today

,

there was a little boy who came through the viewing roonr^that

was terribly worried about how Santa Clause is going to find
you guys going round and round in the workshop. And he also
couldn't understand what Santa Claus is going to use as a

chimney.
SPT Well, we got a spare chimney hanging off

the side of this thing and all he's got to do is know how
to make a good (garble) and we're in.

CC Well, we're going to help him with that.
PLT Hey, Dick, are we experiencing a partial

eclipse of the moon?
CC As a matter of fact, Bill, we are. I

think I was told earlier that it was going to be about a

10 percent eclipse, but w - I can find out real quick a little
more about it

.

PLT Okay, we've got a great big full moon
up there and all of a sudden, we start loosing a hunk of it.

CC Rog, Bill. Make sure that the window
that you're not looking out of or - make sure that we're
leaving the wardroom window curtair. closed during S03 - 73

exposures, but that is an eclipse of the Moon that you're
looking at.

PL'. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS.

Carnarvon comes up at 01:59.
PLT Roger, Dick.
CC See you there .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss
of signal. And as Bill Pogue -voted, there is a partial
eclipse of the Moon underway now. Earlier today, there was
some thought given to askfng Jerry Carr and Ed Gibson to

observe and perhaps photograph this partial eclipse from the

wardroom window. However, it became a matter of science
straight off between eclipse observation and photography and
the S073 photography which Bill Pogue is performing now. Tryi -

to observe debris behind the comet Kohoutek and the

balance went to the 73 photography. Next station to acquire
Skyl.ib will be Carnarvon in 25 minutes. At 1 hour, 3 '< minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This i» Skylab Control at 1 hour, 59 min-
utes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approaching acquisition
through the Carnarvon tracking station with overlapping cover-
age through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab, Houston, hello d - at Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle for 15 tainutes.

CDR Roger, Dick. You ready for some TV
down-link now? I'm going to roll 90 degrees in Just a minute
and I've got the white light coronagraph up.

CC Stand by .

CDR A little bit earlier than scheduled, but
it's more convient right now, cause I got a 90 degree
ROLL cooing up

.

CC Roger, Jer, we can't take it until we
hand over to Honeysuckle. I'll let you know as soon as we
can. That's about 6 - well, somewhere in the neighborhood
of about 6 minutes from now.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. Ve see you've acquired a

star. Ve'd like you to leave it up if possible.
CDR Will do it.
CC Thank you sir.
CC Skylab, Houston. Handover is complete

between Carnarvon and Honeysuckle, Jerry. You're go for the
TV down-link, and we're going to dunp the data/voice recorder
here at Honeysuckle.

CDR Okay, Dick, I don't have a roll to give
you now, but we're at minus 5400, that looks best.

CC Okay.
CDR Hey, my roll has drifted. I had minus

5400, and now it's 5385 and 1 haven't touched the hand control-
ler, in fact, I've inhibited. Okay, it's the NuZ update that
did it.

CC Roger.
CC CDR, Houston. Be sure before. you leave

the panel tonight, no matter what the position of the star
tracker shutter is, be sure and put the shutter switch to
CLOSL just before you leave, and also on the H-alpha 1 night
interlock switch, we think that one - ih-it one ought to bo
In normal now

.

CDR Okay. Dick.
CC Roger, and we're about a minute from LOS

MI LA loers up at 2 50.
CDR We finally got some Sun spots.
CC Hey , good

.

CDR And the region 96 has got a little Sun spot.
CC Maybe that one will get very active.
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PAO This 13 Skylab Control. Honeysuckle It. is

loss of signal. The next station to acquire will he Birmvul.i.

The Merritt Island station elevation will be too low on this

revolution so Bermuda will be the next station in 35-1/2 min-

tues. At 2 hours, 15 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 This is Skylab Control at 2 houis 50

minutes Greenwich nean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition

through the Bermuda station now.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Bermuda for 7

minu tes .

CD r Roger Dick, and 1 got a ATM fraue count

for you.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Okay, starting with H-Alpha 1 and just

going right down the line. 11548, 1129, correction 4129 -

4129 is what that is on the second one.

CC Okay.
CDR The third one is 138, 1209, 5784, JS63.

CC Okay Jerry, thank you sir.

CC And CDR ,
Houston, since tomorrow is

your guys day off you're getting some messages that you

don't normally see later on this evening we're going to be^

updating your first update to the master anomaly list that's in

the Flight Plan that you can put in sometime Just to keep

•/ours and ours pretty much up to sync. And also we uplinked

I think at the last pass a sort of a dictionary of Flight

Ddata file books versus the current changes. I'm advised

that's not on board yet but both of those messages will be

coming up this evening.
CDR Okay Dick, and aoy thing that happens

to come to mind tonight or tomorrow on visual ops, go ahead

and send them up too.

CC Okay, we'll sura do it.

CC Skylab, Houston, we got about 4 minutes

left in this pass here at Bermuda. 1 have some news here

for vou that I could read up I ' a not sure I'll have time

but 1 could - if I don't I can catch it later. Your next

pass at Madrid is evening status, and the following that is

the raed conference.
CDR Go ahead and get started, Dick,

CC Okay. Congress Is heading into the

last 2 weeks of the current session scrambling to clear

the calender of various controversial legislation. Foreign

Aid to Ismel. the creation of an independent special Watersate

prosecutor, confirmation of a Attorney General, and the

resolution of a trade controversy are on tap. The question

of wT*»th«-r and when 30 billion social security recipients

will gain an 11 percent increase In benefits next year

remains unanswered today. The House and Senate have approved

the two-step boost, but they acted on separate bills. A

procedural tangle ankes the future of the two bills in the

n*xL 2 weeks uncertain. With Congressional leader* shooting
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to end the session by the 21st of December a delay in Social

Security increase is in prospect. Israeli Defense Minister

Moshe Dayan met with U.S. Secretary of Defense James Schlesingor

today. They discussed Israeli's shopping list of military
hardware. The United States has agreed to give Israel about

one billion dollar's worth of airplanes, tanks and other weapons

and equlpirent, to replace Israel's losses during the 18-day

October war. Senator Hatfield says one way to get rid of

the energy crisis is to expand the government-backed
AMT RACK rail passenger system. He plans to introduce an

anendnent to the rail service bill asking AMT RACK

officials and the U.S. Transportation Department to study

new potential routes. Arab oil ministers say they will cut

back oil production another 5 percent' in January, but

still promise to lift their embargo against the United States

just as soon as Israel pulls out of occupied >rab territory.

At the sane time Secretary of State Kissinger thanks Holland

and Portugal for their support during the Middle East War,

and arranged to dispatch an er.ergy expert to help the

Dutch through the Arab boycott. Deposed President
Papadopoulos of Greece is settling down to a life of comfort

with the help of those who toppled him 2 weeks ago. There

are unconf irned reports that he knew about the coup in

advance. Your alma maters did right handily in basketball

this weekend. Southern California sneaked by Ullnoi* 71 to

60; Princeton eked out Villanova 77 to 70, and Oklahoma State

trounced Nebraska Omaha 90 to 6 5. I already told you

one football score Dallas 27 Washington 7, here's a few

more; Baltimore over Miarni 16 to 3; St. Louis over Atlanta

32 to 10; Pittsburg over Houston 33 to ?; Philadelphia
over the Jets 24 to 2 3; Cincinnati over Cleveland 34 to 17;

Detroit over Chicago <0 to 7; Buffalo over New England

37 to 13; And the New Orleans Saints over San Francisco

16 to 10. We are about 45 seconds from LOS, next station

contact is Madrid at 03:02, and I'll be standing by Jerry

for the evening status report there. You guys ought to be

thankful for 75 degree up there because the prediction*

for Houston are freezing temperatures with frost.

C[)R Veil, we appreciate it. Thank a lot

for the news Dick.
C.C Yes sir.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control. Bermuda has loss
of signal. Madrid will pick up Skylab in 2-1/2 minutes. We'll
keep the line up and monitor through Madrid.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Madrid for 8-1/2
minutes and standing by for the evening status report.

CDR Okay Richard. Here it comes.
CC Okay.
CDR Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6 heavy, 1 light; SPT,

7.0, all heavy; PLT, 6.5, 6 heavy, half light. Volume: CDR,
1000; SPT, 2400; PLT, 2 100. Water gun readings: CDR, 7172,
2345, 8500; CDR, Body mass: 6.315, 6.312, 6.313; SPT, 6.365,
6.357, 6.365; PLT, 6.228, 6.234, 6.238. Exercise: CDR,
method Alfa, leg, 30, 5100, Brav - method Bravo, Alfa, Delta,
Echo, Foxtrot, 10 minutes, 20 repetitions each. Method
Charlie, Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot, 26 minutes, 20 repetitions
each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 9, run, 1, N/A on repetitions.
Springs, Ul minute for 200, toe rises, 02 minutes for 150.
SPT, method Bravo

,
Bravo, Foxtrot, and curls, 16 minutes, 40

repetitions each. Method Foxtrot, springs, 15 minutes, 1000,
toe rises, 5 minutes, 200. PLT, method Alfa, leg, 35. 5300.
Method Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, Delta, Echo, 08, 50 each. Method
Charlie, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot and Golf, 10,
20 each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10, spring 01, 100 repetitions,
toe rises 01, 75. Method Echo, Alfa and Bravo, 02, 10 each.
Medications: None by anyone. Garments disposed of today:
CDR, one pair of shorts; SPT, one pair of socks, one pair of
shorts, trousers and a shirt; PLT, none. Food log: CDR,
salt packs, 5.5, deviations, plus one coffee with sugar,
plus one grape drink, plus one apple drink, rehydration water,
plus 1.5 SPT, 10.0 salt, plus one tea, plus biscuits, minus
1.0 rehydration water; PLT, plus 10 salt, 10.0, deviations,
plus one grape drink, plus one coffee, rehydration water,
minus 1.0. Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list:
none. Inoperable equipment and disposition: DAC 4, transporter
7, transporter 3 has been tested and found to be okay.
Unscheduled stowage: none. Photo log: 1 6 -mi 1 1 i me t e r , Earth
observations, HH153 in eclipse of the Moon, Charlie Indi^,
125, 05, Charlie India 124; Nikon, Nikon 02, Bravo Victor 44,
35; Nikon 03, Charlie India, 110, 51; Nikon, 4, Bravo, Echo,
08, 15; Nikon 05, Bravo, Hotel, 01, 31; ETC, no change; EREP,
no change. Drawer A configuration: Alfa 1, 02, Charlie
India, 73, 96, Charlie India, 56; Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India,
93, 72, Charlie India 122; Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 125, 05,
Charlie India, 124; Alfa 4, 03, Charlie India 71, 62, Charlie
India, 82. A footnote on this one is that Alfa 4 w a a re-
ported yesterday as having transporter 3 with 82 percent in
it. That was a typographical error. That should be 62. It
hasn't been used In days. The DAC is transporter 07, no change
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and I owe you frane counts on Nikon i and the 70-mi 1 1 ime t c r

,

and stand by, I'll give then to you.
CC Okay Jer .

CDR Okay, on Nikon 01 is Charlie X-ray 36, 49.
70-millimeter is Charlie X-ray, 47, 153. And that's It.

CC Okay, Jerry. Thank you very much. You
can - you - with all that talking, you're going to be able
to be - to Join the Purple Gang. You're propably purple in
the face by now

.

CDR That's right. All my blood vessels are
standing out.

CC (Laughter) Roger. Thank you much. He
still got about 3 minutes left in this pass. I'm standing
by.

CDR Okay. I think, Dick, we're going to -

going to standardiis our exercise, and just give you deviations.
I'll work it out and put it on tape as to what - how it's all
going to work out, but I think all that reading and all
those numbers is u nnec c es s a r y when we do the same thing
ne.irly every day.

CC Okay, Jer. Why don't you think about that
and do that tor us.

CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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cc Okay, Jer. Why dcn't you think about
thac and do that for us.

CDR Okay

.

CC CDR, Houston two questions on the evening
status report. First of all we copied that no method Alfa
exercise on SP f and secondly on the report for Nikon 05,
would you confirm - I think you said is DM 01 and we wonder if
that should be BH 04, over.

SPT Yeah, Dick the old bod took a rest on
Alfa today

.

CC Okay, thank you.
CDR You're right Dick, it's BH 04.
CC Okay, thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about 45 seconds

fron LOS. Carnarvon comes up at 03:35 and that's a med
conference.

CDR Okay, so long.
cc So long. We do have one pass after

Carnarvon you guys and that's Honeysuckle; it cones up
at about 5 minutes after Carnarvon LOS.

CDR Okay, see you then.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skylab has

passed out of range of the Madrid station. The next cor. I.let
will be through Carnarvon. The daily medical conference
will be conducted at the Carnarvon station. However v.'li
bring the line up just prior to acquisition there for any
conversation that may take place after the conference at
that station. At i hours, 11 minutes Greenwich rean time,
this is Skylab Control.

ENIl OF TAPK
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 3 hours,
34 minutes Greenwich mean time. Carnarvon is about to
acquire Skylab and the Honeysuckle station will have
acquisition immediately after Carnarvon loses slg~al.

CC Skylab Houston, AOS through Honeysuckle
for 5 minutes,

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston we were wondering if you

had a chance to look at the SlAs and see if there was a

CCU plugged into any of them and maybe get rid of the background
noise, over.

CDR Yeah I think our big problem, Dick is

the one up by the ATM. It frequently gets left on and we
just have to go up and remember to keep it turned off.

CC Ro g , und erst and .

CDR And Dick, I tried to get on Kohoutek at
2:33 time and it just didn't work out, we can't find it.

CC Well, I'll be darn, sorry about that.
CDR It's gotta be hidden behind that

ATM soiar panel, that's all I can see. The starfield seemed
to indicate that's probably where it is. I've seen it

evorytime we've done a 70 degree rill to do, either S0f>3 or
ona of the other out the SAL window rolls, you can see it

very plainly in STS window number 2 but I get the distinct
impression that the tail is shorter and I think that's
bicaui'C It 's so close 10 sunrise,

CC Roger, Jerry.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about a minute

i'm LOS, tonight. You k u y s have a goodnight sleep and
- ; ii c p in late in the morning, we'll give you a voice call
«. rouple of hours later than normal so see you tomorrow.

CDR Okay, Dick goodnight.
CC Goodni ght

.

SPT Goodnight Dick.
CC Goodni gh t Ed

.

MCC Goodni ght Jerry.
CRF.W Goodni gh t all.
MCC Goodnight Bill.
CREW Goodni gh t Duke .

CC This is Skylab Cont rol . All of th
guodnighrs have been said and as the CAP COMM Dick Truly
reported, wake-up time tomorrow is 8 a.m. central standard
time, 2 hours later than usual, with the exception of a

few hours of duties throughout the day tomorrow is a

crew day off. Wo do not yet have the report from the
Flight Surgeon on the crew health status. As soon as that
is recteved, we'll bring it to you. At 3 hours, 52 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PAO Thla is Skylab Control at A hours 19
minutes Greenwich mean time. A Mission Surgeon's report on
crew health for mission day 24 is as follows: The crew
remains in good health and spirits and is looking forward
to their day off. Signed Eduard C. Burr.hard, M.D. for
W.R. Hawkins M.D. We'll take this release line down now
until wakeup time tomorrow morning 8:00 a.m. central standard
time. At 4 hours 19 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thls ^ Skylab Control. 14:03 Greenwichmean time, and It's vakeup time for Skylab IV crew. Space-craft coaounicator
, Bob Crippen, will make the first call tothe crew during this stateside pass, probably with a nusicwakeup. We'll stand by for the next 12 or so minutes forGoldatone, Texas, and MILA.

CC (Music)
PI

* Morning
, Houa ton .

Ile"ith you.
^ 00 '

"

1

n

*
• «

u * 6
• (

M^*<=) Crip's (garble

PLT Which crew is Crlpper?
" We 8ot a whole, team of Crippens down here.
~ UK The Scarlet Pumpe r n i c k c 1 s

.

a „.<
C
J i, PJ i

Are We
* oln 8 co 8 et tl11 ' toothpaste actagain? Has Ed been practicing up?

CC (Music)

ll
7 No

»
we decided to junk thct routine.

cc Coming out with a better one?
brush them when I get back, Crip.

lrte
™

t ,

Okeydoke. For your information we'reAOS^through the states and we got you for about 13 more min-

CC Music)

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you over the Vanguard In about 10 minutes at

14:30, 1 4 t 30 . And, we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump.

SPT Roger, Crip. We'll see you there.
PAO This is Skylab Control. A loss of signal

through the HILA tracking station. Tracking ship Vanguard
for the first time, today, coming up in about 8 minutes. Crew
awakened by uplink of the Tijuana Brass, playing "The Lonely

Bull." Probably several schools of thought on whether that's

the best way to wake up or not. The crew of Skylab IV have
a day off today. And, this is their 25th day into the mission,
which is scheduled for a re c.o r db r e ak i n g 84 days. Being a

day off doesn't necessarily mean they have nothing to do.

But, they will have fewer chairs - chores to occupy their

tine, permitting them to do their own thing during off-duty
periods, including taking a shower. Today's major activity
will be with the Apollo telescope mount. Other items will

include comet Kohoutek photography, optional handheld photo-
targets at various times during the day and a science conference
at day's end. The telescope activity today will include the launch
of a Black Brant calibration rocket to check for possible
degradation of detectors and optics on Skylab's S055 experiment.
This experiment, the ultraviolet scanning poiychrojna tor spectro
helioraeter, observes temperal changes in the ultraviolet radiation
emitted by several cypjs of solar regions. The purpose of the
Harvard College Observatory calibration rocket, is to compare
detectors and optics in the rocket, to those on board Skylab's
S055 solar experiment instrument. The rocket will be launched
at 1:20 p.m. central standard tine, from the White Sands Missile
Range in New Mexico. It will reach an altitude of 240 kilometers,
which translates out as 150 statute miles and will be aimed at

a spot on the Sun, that is being observed by the Skylab ATM
instruments. The 493-pound rocket payload will be ained by

an onboard guidance system. To verify it's accuracy a 35 -mi 1 1 I me t

e

Nikon camera in the rocket payload will take photos of the

solar disk every 12 seconds during the calibration period.
These photos will be processed later to ascertain that the

proper area on the Sun was in the site of the 6pectroseanners
in the rocket. The entire flight of the rocket from lift-oft
to landing by parachute will be 30 minutes. Recovery will be

made on the White Sands Missile Range. In the event there has

been any degradation in the S055 optics or detectors, adjust-
ments will be made during the final data reduction to compensate
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for the degradation. During four data take sessions at tltc ATM
console, some 3 hours and 20 ninutes of solar data will be

gathered by the Skylab crew, today. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
will l e at the ATM console for most of the data take. Comrtander

Jerry Carr will spend one session at the ATM console, today.
Pilot Bill Pogue will be taking photos of comet Kohoutek
throughout the day, plus photos of optional targets on Earth.
Optional handheld photo target for today, include photographing
two '.ropical stoma. One in the South Pacific, off the Fiji

islands and another in the Bay of Bengal, off the coast of

India. Other handheld photo targets include looking at the

tidal action around islands and in the fjord areas of the
South Coast of Chill in South America. This tidal action
may have development potential as a potential energy source
for generating electricity. Another photo target will be
island wakes and vortices in the Southwest Pacific around the

Solomons, Fijis, and New Caledonia. Island wakes create
turbulance to considerable depths and bring nutrients to the

surface waters, which can produce conditions suitable for the

existence of major fisheries. A phototarget of the
Sew Zealand Alpine Fault in the Circan (?) Pacific Fault Zone is

a potential source of information for use in detecting major
trends of other fault zones. The crew's sleep period begins
at 10 p.m., tonight, central time and Gibson will be on duty,
should a call to the crew be necessary during the night.
3 minutes to acquisition tracking ship Vanguard and since we're
so close we might as well stay up in live here.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, llous: on; we're AOS at Vanguard
for 9-1/2 winur.es .

CDR Rogtr, Crip.
CC Roger. And for Jer, there, they got a Nu Z

update tine Just starting about now, and somebody can work
that in. And wanted to call all of youv attention, particularly
Jerry's, to a permanent general message we sent up regarding
82A's door, TGM-10, before he gets into his ATM operations
this morning. It's basically what to do in case the thing
doesn't open properly. And I can talk about that If there's
any questions on it.

CDR Okay, thanks Crip.
CDR Okay, Crip, the Nu Z's complete.
CC Roger. Copy.
CC Bill, got one item, a small change on your

details today. If you got them handy we can get it now,
or it's no hurry. We can get it later.

PLT Give me about 2 minutes.
CC Okay.
PLT Okay, Crip, PLT here in the (garble) details

(garble)

.

CC Okay, at 16:41 we have a 63 operation
and we refer to a remote control cable to be used, and
actually we should have been saying the manual ahutur
release cable.

PLT So sweat; understand.
CC Okay, very good. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again over Goldstone in an hour and 3 minutes
at 15:42 .

CDR Roger, Crip.
SPT We going to have a conversation with

Paul Patterecn there, Crip?
CC I'm sorry Ed, I couldn't hear that one.

Say again.
SPT Are we going to have a talk with Paul

Patterson sometime today? Is it over Goldstone?
CC You've got science conference scheduled

for about 02:00 this evening. And I'm not sure whether
Paul's in that group or not.

SPT Thank you.
SPT Bill Lenoir coming in, then, over

Goldstone?
CC I didn't tell you the truth. At 15:42

you do have a conference scheduled over Goldstone, and
Paul wi 1 1 be he re .

SPT (garble)
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
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through tracking ahlp Vanguard. Ground track of the spacestation alsiea all other stations until we hit Goldetone
again for the final itatitlde pass of the aornlng. That'a
1? ^1**2 1

"J"!!'*
fr<" now

»
at which tl »« we return.At H»40 Greenwich Mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAOPA° Thl » 4* SkyUb Control, 15U1 Greenwich••an li... Acquisition in 50 second, thrown tracing s a ion
S ':

c

t

f

0n
r

Sched «*« d ^ring thie p „. „U l*be the Apol oC0
^ J""*

«P«.tlo... conference between the SciencePilot, Ed Gibson, and Scientist As t ronaut »Dr . Bill Lenoirwho is standing by to talk with Gibson. Thi« is a rout

ttV*::'"^
8c \ed " led ** c * wrnlng. Acquisition" in

"j
seconds through Coldtone. Standing by.

fnr' n
C
„. . J

Skyl«b, Houston. We're AOS Goldatonefor 11 minutes, and before I turn the mile over to ! i L,
J.r.«n I'd like to correct our pointing to/the' CaLR^

£]?
R Okay, go ahead.

1. left 160 We woJu";,/
6 '" ' n

" U ha8
< ?

> for I"*" region
Th« j ,

WOuld llke t0 change that to L K F T US.The up, down, and roll remains the same. Okay; and TV'slooking good to us. y '
ana 1V 8

CDR okay.

Hnn .
t

C
v
C
nnil ., ,

And
>
Jer

. Just one other item be - I

tiL tnT y°"

\

Vt!
'
ll "^y activated it or not, but sone-

your X-RAY J«c?
l

w
ry U8ing y° ,Jr X " RAY IHACB «"P«

work in BUS 1 an d
* ^ ° 'V? Bl!S l

'
W * thlnk that that should

forth I \ ?
y ° U W ° Uldn 1 have 10 8witch *t back andforth. And I going to turn the mike over to Paul Pattersonno w

.

MCC
'
Good morning, Jerry, Ed, and Bill.tug, jc i [ y

LDR Good morning, Paul",

could discuss in the t i »• remaining, but first I'd like

group!
<Jue6tIons y°"' d to aak of the H K L

4-li ra K
D
?n,n !

CS
'
Pau1, there lB one and «-hat was thel " coalignment which we've done. It turns out that the bl,has changed in left/right, and I found that rather s .njeand also right after I did the A-limb coalUnment I l r 1',

I;-;.::.:-:.:'.:, •:;:.'» i:;.rv:H: :;
, : 5

:

. F"
;:.::-;;,r:.';r.r:;;;:;',r':;l",':;,';:,;.;i;-- "

.
*"w " luu "y- *° wo' II have some

6

Bv
aC

thI°
thl8 n° rning 00 thfc rCSults of 'ho coall K n-

The Sun L «

y
'

y ° U mighC bG interested in knovin K thatthe Sun is quite quiet because the wear. limb is sort of o-
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cated in Gibson's Gap, the central »erldlan is somewherene*r Pop Pogue'a (?) Pocket, and the east Hmb will be approach!*Hole'. Hump in a few days. So you can expect some - «o»equiet - aome lack of activity the next couple of days.
CDR I knew we'd get blamed for it.
MCC Yea .

-

CDR (Laughter)
MCC

L
Th « - tint off I'd like to cover is

frlJ"lt
the use of the 82B film. You »ay have noticedfrom the curves of fill, rate* that we gave you that we haveroughly 450 trames to use before we get Into the type 101fast film, which we'd intended to use on the comet. Ourpolicy is that the Sun ia our highest priority, and althoughwe d like to support the comet studies, we're extremelyreluctant to waste the film just to reach the 101. So whatwe thought we'd cone up with is some sort of a strategy wherewe could arrange to take as many frames aa we could as wellas we could before that tine, and what we're going to try todo, and you can expect to see this on the pad in the nextfew days is take a number of building block 13s, that isthree-orbit limb scans; we'll try to take some atmospheric

extinction observations to study air pollution, and at the endof the week, when active region 87 comes up over the eastlimb and the activity picks up, we'll try to do some - we'llask you to do some systematic studies of the active region.

tl thTIoTmm"
three toplC6 ve hope t0 8et Buch clo8er

. f
PT Okay; that's good, Paul. We have noticed -

have been aware of the problem, and the unfortunate part is mostof the activity is is rather quiet, which calls for Songexposures of most of the features you've studied. So we've endedup taking long exposures even in some of the shopping listitems. So it s - I kind of got caught between a quiet Sunand^kohoutek coming up. We'll do our best to make good use

. , ,

MC
f

Thank you. We do appreciate the unsche-duled observations you have made, and please feel free touse - to make any independent observations you want which youare intersting to you, as the author of the Quiet Sunbook, or which you think we might like to have. We are in-terested in shopping list 5 where we can get a real good lookat a prominent boundary and then get a reference spectrum

quieTs^
1 " 01"" WhlCh 19 8onethin S y° u can always do on the

... , ^
PT 0kay- We'll try and get through to dothat for you, especially get the background study. The -

The problem has always been that ve do the shopping list items

L/rh ^ a " ° rMt y ° U h3Ve J u8t about enou 8 h time >oget the first exposure but not tht second.
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MCC Yes.
SPT Go ahead, Paul.
HCC Okay, The next topic I wanted to discuss

was the exposure cue card. Is It clear to you the way it
was arranged?

SPT Yes it is, Paul, it's quite well written,
and I can understand what it - what it's (garble). And
1 have referred to it occasionally for shopping list itens.

MCC Okay. 1 have a couple of comments on it.
The first is - at the very first under section called activity
whore I put point b Tightening*, I imagined you probably
figured this out, but 1 Just want to make sure there was no
confusion. What I call point brighteninge are those fluc-
tuating bright spots near the neutral area (?) of an active
region where you hope to sort of catch some instability prior
to the onset of a subflare or a flare.

SP
J

Yes- You're talking about a B(?) visible
(garble), either In (?) H-alpha or something which we are in a
bright point and we see fluctuate in one of the 55 lines.

MCC Yes. The sort of things that you saw
on the XUV nonitor picture that the feet - or the 82A picture
at the feet of the magnetic field loops in an active region.
And when you do point - now of course you'll be wanting tousethe other instruments at the time, but if by any chance
you're only using the 82B and you feel like you could roll,
what we'd like you to do if you could is try to locate the'
conjugate points of the loop. They probably both will be
bright if there's any sort of preflare particle acceleration
occuring down the loops - the lines of the loop to the sur-
face of the Sun, and if you were to lay the slit along both
of those why we could double our intensity in the spectrum.

SPT Are you saying to put that slit that
perpendicular to the neutral line?

MCC In that particular case it would be, yes.
SPT Okay.
MCC But don't just lock on that. You know

you have - just use your judgement. One spot is sufficiently
bright, as I think you remember from seeing the spectra at
the Cape that we showed you.

SPT Okay.

t

MCC Another thing is - you taay notice that
I ve bet outside points having radii, and that's just a refer-
ence to our scattered light pro - problem in the longer por-
tion of the short wavelength range. And we would like to
stick as close to the limb as we could for most studies, to
minisize the contamination oi our spectra there. The topic
comparative spectra, you'll notice in the observations off

'
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the limb on the prominence, on spicules, and on the active re
loops and polar plumes, I have Included background.
As we've talked before, the name of the game of (he 82B 8Ht
Is comparative spectra, and I just wanted to answer the ques-tion that you raised earlier in the week, To us that means
a systematic spacial pointing where you sort of use the slit
as a scalpel to dissect th«> feature by going across it or
along it in some sort of systematic w«y. Or, for a featurewhere you d have extraneous light, a backgr - a spectrum on
the feature and then off the feature to get a background or
a reference spectrum and then, for events or things thatchange with time, we'd like a comparative spectra after theevent has occurred. So to - so you get a spectra during theevent and then after. So there are sort of three phases to

the^e""
VC peCtra, and 1 hope rve ^wered your question

SPT Yes. That's the answer to the question.
The problem arises in that the amount of time that it takes
to do that, and also the pointing - changing of the pointingwhere we have other epxeriments in operation and I'll try and
as much as I possibly can along that line without interferingwith the other experiment operations.

^ c Yes. We're aware of the problem. Okay.
I would like to mention one thing that we have - we tal -
discussed before, and that's the use of the 82A film. Therehasn t been much activity so we haven't brought this topic
up before, but Bill Lenoir will be speaking to you a littlelater in the week, Just before activity picks up, to discussuse of sequences of 82A exposures and to give you s - freerein to go hunting for subflares and flares. And he'll becovering that later.

SPT Okay.
M ^C Okay. The last topic I have U the ques-tion of how well we're doing on packing the cycles for vouand whether you'd like - -

END OF TAPE
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HCC - - beforo and (hat 's the use of the

82A fll». There haan'c been too »ach activity so we haven't

brought this topic up before. But, bill Lenoir will be speaking

to you, a little later in the week, Just before activity picks

up, to diacusa the uae of sequences of 82A exposures aud to

give you free reign to go hunting for aubflares and flares,

And, he'll be covering that later.
SPT Okay

.

HCC Okay. The last topic I have Is the question

of how well we're doing on packing the cycles for you and whether

youM like some sore time to do freelance observations,
SPT Time in general. Bill and Jerry, both,

feel that the time which they're getting at the ATM is just

about right. And, I, personally, would like to get more. I'd

like to get an about an extra two orbits a day, if there's a

place for me to squeeze that in, without squeesing it out of

the jleep too much.
MCC Are you - -

HCC Excuse me , Ed

.

SPT Okay, and also on time, the day off. I could

certainly use a little bit more like today we - as I look at

the pad there's not a lot of seat in it, in terns of the ATH

observations and 1 certainly would like to see more.

HCC Are you referring to Just time made

available to you, to use the ATM panel, or time out of the

portion of the day that we're alloted, that we would ought not

schedule, but leave open for you?

SPT What I'm talking about is both, Paul. I

don't see why I couldn't be performing some of the operations
or some of the observations which the Pis would like to see

performed, but don't have time, in the current planning. And

also I still - t would like to have some more time available

also, you know to explore none of the things which I

find Interesting. One of the problems has always been when

it comes at the end of a - an orbit. You pretty much Just get

started on something, say like a bright point, which I was

looking for yesterday and had a tough time locating, by the

tirae I finally got on it, it was a little bit late and I'm

note sure I really got on it. Then 1 could not get a comparative
3pcctra or could 1 do a GRATING AUTO SCAN with the MIRROR
AUTO RASTER and a host of other things that arc reakky required
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In order to co«pletu a good otme r v*i Ion . So, J k'iuhu, I'd
rather *eu a - maybe a pack - ft couple packed orbits and
then something free as opposed to a little bit at the end.
Because it Juat • The end Just doesn't allow you to do a complete
Job on any given thing.

CC Sky lab, Houston. 15 seconds to LOS. We'll
have you again at Vanguard in 1 2*1 /2 minutes . 16:05 for a

data/voice recorder dump.
HCC Okay, Ed. Well, we'll take that into account

In planning and I'm sura other people have heard what you said
and we'll be considering it.

SPT Okay, let me mention a couple of other
things. One is the 56 long exposures versus the activity.
We've been trying to give them long exposures, fairly long, because
we don't have such activity and we realize the intensities
are relatively low. 55, I'm wondering whether any of their
data has shown changes in time of the spicules. 52 corona has
looked rather quiet and we have not noticed any transients at
all and I'm wondering whether there's been anything picked up
via the ground. (Garble)

MCC Over the hill, Ed .

This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Goldstone. 11 minutes to tracking ship Vanguard.
Scientist -Ast tonaut Bill Lenoir gave over his morning ATM
conference time to Dr. Paul Patterson, who is a solar physicist
with Ball Bros. Research. A Colorado firm, which has been
involved in some of the crew training on ATM operations. He
had a lengthy discussion with Science Pilot Ed Gibson on some
of the rationale and operational aspect3 of ATM operation. Returning
in 10 minutes for tracking ship Vanguard. That was the final
stateside pass of the morning. At 15:55 Greenwich mean time
Sky lab Cont rol .

PAG This is Skylab Control. 16:04 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition forthcoming at tracking ship Vanguard
in about 45 seconds. Space station Skylab nearln?, (he end ot
revolution 3032.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard and we're
do in n a data/ voice recorder dump here.

CDR Okay.
CC Hey, Jer, wanted to makv sure that with

that pointing change I gave you awhile ago for the quiet rtcliin
that you understood that that was applicable for the rest of
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the day, and the reason Is the 4-llmb coalignment 1* changed from
what t ho original numbers we would glvo you

.

CDR Okay, Crip. We understand . We 've got It
written «f»wn on the pad.

CC Okeydoke, very good. And I also did It
rather quickly, did you understand what I was saying about
checking out your little X-ray scope there on bus 1?

CDR Yeah, that's right. We're gonna check it
out now.

CC Okay. Whenever you want to.
CDR Wo rks fine on bus i

.

CC Okay. That's what we concluded down here,
that means that that switching It back and forth from all that
unattended Is unnecessary.

CDR How's the TV you got? I think the first
white light coronagraph you got at a roll of 10800 probably
wasn't too good. We were busy and didn't have time to focus
It up well,

CC Looked pretty good to us.
CC Jer, I know you're busy there running the

pass. Would like to discuss a few things there about scheduling
of ATM, either - with you and Ed, because we think we got some
conflicting Information About what we're supposed to be doing.
We can either do It now or later on In the day.

SPT Go ahead, Crip. We're both here.
CC Okay. First, I guess, six to seven ATM passes

a day Is probably pretty close to the max that we're going to
be able to put down for you and some days we may be able to
beat that a little bit but not too often. And considering the
ratio that we're now giving between splitting It up between
all three of you, Ed said that he wanted some more passes but
If we're not able to increase the number of passes, does he
want to take some that you guys are now doing or what?

SPT No, that's negative, Crip. I think chey
need to get one or two passes a day to keep up on it and also Just
because they enjoy doing it. I guess I'm thinking further down
the road when E RE P is - doesn't have a favorable observing
period, at which tine I think the ATM will probably pick up
a little bit.

CC Okay. We are, you know, sort of out of the
CONUS ERE P cycle right now. We will be getting some over other a r

but, of course, with not the frequency that we've been doing
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over CONUS, so - and we are going to try to maximUe corrolary
and ATM during this period, so In some circumstances, we may
be able to increase the ATM passes, but it gets pretty tight
on trying to schedule

.

CDR Okay, Crip, I think if you Just give Bill
and I one, no more than two a day, I think that'll bo plenty.
Why don't you do something like three a day for us and one of us
will take one and the other one take two and then give the rest to
Ed . And, on days when you're about one ATM pass short, Just give
each of us one

.

CC Okay. We got that. Now, what Ed was talking
about, I guess he wants several in a row and to pack the«
pretty tight on the first couple and then sort of give hits one
that 's got lots of time for him to do shopping list kind of
items, is that correct?

SPT Yeah, yeah, that's affirm, Crip. Pack them so
that they're at least feasible to do, because I hate to end
up without getting their observations done, and then at the - any ti
they choose during the day, which is, you know, at their preference
put the observing time, which they were going to schedule into
one pass. That doesn't mean that one pass can't include other
things but I'm saying try to lump it all together in one continuous
time, because I think I can do more for them that way.

CC Okay. Believe we got that. Now, regarding
your day off, Jer gave us some word the other day about four ATM
passes max on a day off, now I'm sure that when we did that we
weren't planning on - or when you said that you were - didn't
know you were going to stick you with a JOP 12, but that's the
reason like today that there are only four ATM passes scheduled.
And, if you have any desires we currently have got a couple
of passes that are scheduled for unattended ops and we can
certainly give those to you.

SPT Okay. I think when we got into th*> bind
last time was when - our last day off, if you recall, was
one of the harder days we've worked aince we were up here. That's
because we were doing everything, ATM , EREP and a host of other
things. When we do have pretty much of a free cycle here - free
time but not EREP, then - -

END OF TAPE
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CC - » give those to you.
SPT Okay, I think where we got into the

bind last time wan when our last day off, If you recall,
was one of the harder days we've worked since vc were up
here. That's because we were doing everything, ATM, ERKP

,

and a host of other things. When we do have too much of a fre
cycle here, a free - free tine but not EREP , then four still
looks like a good number, and let's Just work with that if
I can get four passes. And we'll see how things go from
there, I have a desire for - for more, but unfortunately
we don't get the rest If we go for more right now. So, let's
Just try to work for four now and see how that works out.

CC Okay, we'll leave the Flight Plan as
we've got it for today then.

CDR We're going to review again, we'll - then
talk to you in a 9econd.

CC Okay, no sweat, we got - got all day.
CDR Okay, Crip, Ed's only got three of th^m

today. You can - If you could spare one of your unattended
passes I think he could use It.

CC Okay, that - that was originally supposed
to have been for four for him, but sonehow the scheduling
has ended up giving you the one. And let ne tell you -

3 land by a moment - -

CDR That's probably because we had the - the
ATM conference during this one.

CC That's probably - probably the reason.
At any rate, stand by i and I'll give you the times available
for the other ones and you can select one.

CDR Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. ED, I can tell you what

our druthers would be if you want to get an extra pass in
today ,

SPT Okay
, Crip

, go ahead .

CC Okay, Ed, we've got an unattended OPS
scheduled at 17:17, and you can have all of that if you'd
like it. The other one is the 18:50 pass. That ia our
midday synoptic. If you do take that one, we would like
you to do a building block 2 in it for us.

CC 17:17 pass you can do anything you wnnt
t o .

SPT Crip, I'll take the 17:17. And is there
anything in there which - me moving in there which would
take out which they want done, I'd be glad to do it?

CC Nope , it 's all yours .

SPT Very good, thank you.
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CC Have fun

.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're I Binuto froa
LOS. We'll see you again In 16 nlnutes over Tananarive at

16:32,16:32.
PAO This Is Skylab Control; lo»s of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard, Reacquis 1 t ion of apace station
Skylab in 14 ainutas through the voice relay station at

Tananarive. Dr. Royce Hawktn* of the Hedical Operations
office at Johnson Space Center, at 2 p. a. today will hold
a briefing on the Medical condition, health status of the
Skylab IV crew. Also, Dr. Hawkins will be accompanied by
se/eral medical experiment principal investigators. That'j»

at 2 p. a. central time in the Houston News Rooa. We'll be

back in 13 minutes for Tananarive. At 16:18 Greenwich mean
time, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control; 16:31 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition upcoming in SO seconds through voice
relay station at Tananarive for which we are standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Tananarive for

8-1/2 minutes.
CC And, SPT, Houston. You got a moment

to talk, Ed?
SPT Go ahead, Crip.
CC Okeydoke. I'm going to have to renege

on what I told you a while ago. That rev at 17:17 is being
devoted to CALROC. We're consequently - we are going to

need to run that one from the ground. Like to give you that

18:51 rev and request that you do a building block 2 In there
for us for the midday synoptic.

SPT Hang on, Crip. Let me take a look at the

schedule. Be right with you.
CC Okay. That's right around what currently

you've* got scheduled as chow time.
SPT 18:50, Crip?
CC That's affirmative.
SPT Okay , I'll take i t .

CC Sorry your - sorry we had to change our

minds there.
SPT Okay, you want a building block 1 or 2?

CC 2; data (?) 2.

SPT Oh, okay, that's no pioblen. Thank you.

CDR Okay, Crip, you might have noticed 1 had

to use our little procedure to open the doors at sunrise, and
now it looks like I

1 a going to have to use it again for this

pass .

CC Okay, we -we copy that. And Jer, one
thing that nay not be self explanitory on that procedure is
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what that does for us Is allows us to open then with two
motors and close them with one motor. And we don't want to
ever close them with two motors because - just driving it
further into the stock..

CC And, Jer, would probably be helpful for
us from - just to know roughly how many times you end up
having to do that.

CDR Okay.
CC And, CDR, Houston. When you finish up

there at the ATM I got one little correction that we need
to make to the message that we sent you up on checklist
status.

CDR Okay, I'll call yovi in a few minutes.
CC Okay, again there's no rush on that one.

We can catch it later in the day too if you'd like.
CDR Okay, Crip, (static) the job here. It loo

like It's* been (static).
CC Skylab, Houston; in the blind. Going

over the hill - hill at Hawaii at 17:16. And make sure
maneuver time is loaded in 15 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. How are you reading?

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. Are you reading?
CC Skylab, Houston. Can you read now?
CDR Loud and clear.
CC Okay. We're about ready to drop out here.

Hawaii's going to be at 17:16 In about 36 minutes. Like to

remind you to make sure that you load maneuver time of 15

minutes for the upcoming maneuver.
CDR Okay. And did you copy my remarks on

this 82A door message?
CC N egat Ive .

CDR Okay. I said it looks like the message
is slanted toward opening the door rather than closing it,

and what I've done is inhibit the primary motor (garble) -

CC Going over the hill, Jerry, We'll talk

to you later about it.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Tananarive. In fact it was LOS during a good part of th

pass. The difficulties of the antenna at Tananarive main-
taining lock on the space station. 35 minutes to next sta-
tion, which is Hawaii, at which time we'll be back. At 16:41
Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

CDR Roger, Crip. Hey, a question comes to

mind here. On these maneuvers that we're doing for f>06"J and

the like, those are our best opportunities really to get a

photo of Kohoutek with the Nikon. I wonder if they would be

interested in having us do it then.
CC We'll ask around here, Jer.
CC CDR, Houston. It Is our opinion that

you probably aren't able to mount the camera In any way
securely at S2 window, and consequently you can't get it as

stable a photograph as you can when we're back in the other
attitude. Can you enlighten us a little bit about that?

CDR Oh, I think we can jury-rig It. We'd have
to do without a remote cable.

CC Okay, Jer. Why don't you let us think
about that. Right now we - we'd just as soon go ahead and

schedule them out of the S3 window, but when you're hack in

solar Inert ial .

CDR okay.
CC Jer, I don't really think we uivlc r <> t <><><]

as to why you couldn't use the little manual shutu-r
release on the on the - on window S2. Could you en 1 t gn t «-n uh t h

little ?

CDR Oh, well because Bill's using it at this

pass .

CC Ah hi. But in other situations when- he

wasn't using it you probably couid , like it (garble) - -
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CDR Yes, that's affirmative.
CC Okay .

PLT 1 think we're a little bit ahead of you,
Crip. We've been talking about that, and most of the time
when Jer's able to see that it's during a maneuver which is

being performed for an observation at the minus-Z SAL
in which is required the use of the manual shutter release.
The remot.' operation of the remote shutter release cable.

CC Rog. I guess that since we've been
talking about getting minute exposures it doesn't seem that we
can reasonably do that during the maneuver.

PLT If (garble) by the triggering of the
time manually and the release of it manually, Jer could do
it .

CDR Crip, this is not during the maneuver.
This is during that stable period of time when the guy down at
the minus-Z SAL is doing his thing.

CC Okay. Okay. I'm sorry. We got - I got
confused. I get confused easily on Monday mornings. I'm
with you. But that would mean that you couldn't do them at the
same time then again. Okay. 1 guess if you could do that
then certainly you could get better photographs than
we can get out of the S3 window.

CDR Yes. That's affirmative. There's Just
nothing in the S3 window to see right now. By the time that
comet would come out behind - from behind the ATM panel it's
going to be sunrise.

CC Rog.
PLT Also, Crip. Another flight planning note,

this is the second time since you told .is about crew
gyrations that you scheduled PT , the SO or some observation right
in the middle of a PT period.

CC Okay. This - -

CDR Tell them it's awful hard to do PT with-
out moving around.

CC Yes, yes, Understand. Okay. So notci.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from t.ns .

We'll see you again at Vanguard at 22 - in about 22 mi mitt-;
at 17:44. And we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump there.

CDR Roger. So long.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Hawaii. Acquisition at that station was about 1-1/2
minutes earlier than the clock here indicated that the space-
craft would be coning over the horiion at Hawaii, Next station
in 20 minutes tracking ship Vanguard. And at 17:23 Greenwich
mean tine, Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control, 17:43 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at tracking ehip Vanguard in 50 seconds.
Network controller reports that the tracking ship Vanguard is

in rain showers, Spring rain showers in that part of the
world, and that some of the data relayed back from the ship
may be somewhat ratty, as the word was used. We'll stand by
here for tracking ship Vanguard.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Vanguard, and
we have you for about 10 minutes.

CC And Skylab, we'll be doing a data/voice
recorder dump here.

CD R Roger.
CC CDR, Houston. Jer, earlier we were having

a discussion on that 82A door procedure, and it was just about
the time we were breaking up and going LOS, and we never got your -

the full gist of what you were talking about. At your convenience,
we can go ahead and talk about that again some time.

CDR Okay Crip, we're coming up on some till 30

Alfa pictures now and I'll be back with you in just a couple of

minu te s

.

CC Okay, nc sweat. Just wanted to let you
know that we hadn't gotten it all.

SPT Hey Crip, I saw some pietty good size waves
down here by the fjords in Chile. It looks like there's a fair amount
water moving into those. The waves run primarily perpendicular
to the flow and perpendicular to the coast line, and kind of
bow in towards the opening of the fjords. They're falling
in fairly long wavelengths, too.

CC It sounds like they're having some rough
weather. I understand you're coming up over Vanguard. It

get* pretty heavy rain on the Atlantic side here.
SPT Yes [?] We broke out of the clouds just in time

to see a fair amount of it. I wish we had some fjords up
around Houston, we could get a little more energy out of them.

CC Rog. And Ed, we need somebody to inhibit
the manual pointing control for us for this unattended pasa.

CDR Okay Crip, oy comments on B2 A 1 f a wore
that it looked to me like the procedures you sent up were
mainly biased toward getting the doors opened and not gelling
then closed. And I'm glad you mentioned the fact that you should
only use one door to close them or one motor to clo!.e then with
because I think I would have been inclined on the basis oi

that pad or that uplink to use both motors.
CC Okay Jer, the thing maybe Is misleading a

little bit, but the intent had been that this procedure probably
should handle it both ways. It starts out If the 82A door talkback
is white at sunrise. And normally your condition there
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would have been that it failed to close at sunset and then
when you come up to sunrise to use it, well it'o still white.
Of course since that one doesn't automatically open, doesn't
automatically open by the computer. And the bit of inhibiting
the motors and enabling them again is there simply to reset
that timer. And I guess situation is also if the proce-
dure works well, if for some reason you have tried to open them
and they didn't, it allows you to go ahead and put both motors
on and to open it and then go back to the single motor. And
we do want to stay away from any situation that would put both
motors on trying to close it, though.

CDR Okay, but 1 still had a white when it

came to sunset time. And in order to close it I just inhibited
both of them and came back on with the primary only, and it went
to barbeipole.

CC And unfortunately that - that's misleading.
That's really a situation where you get a false indication
at that time. The wiring is such that It just shows the last
position that you commanded it. It doesn't really reflect the
position of the door.

CDR Okay, I understand. In other words, we
won't worry about it too much at sunset, at sunrise we're concerned.

CC That's affirm. What we Just - you don't have
to pay any attention to it at sunset, Just go ahead and let
it stay white. And then when you get ready to use it at
sunrise to go through the further {?] procedure.

CDR Okay , ve ry good.
SPT Crip, I think we got some good data on those

fjords in Chile. We got a little DAC film on it at 2 frames a

second to show the motion, some 300 millimeter and 100 millimeter.
CC Okay, real good. We'll pass that on to

Bill. And he's going to be talking to you later on tonight
about a bunch of visual OPS anyhow. You talking while you're
p urap i n g ?

SPT No, I've got Bill pedaling for me now.
CC Ah -hah.
CDR Hey Crip, we're looking at a ice flow which

is pretty large. We've got one large block which is about
a dime at arm's length.

CC Okcydoko. If it looks like a dime from there,
It murt be a pretty big one.

CC And Skylab, we're 1 minute from LOS . We'll
see you again over Tananarive in about 15 minutes at 18:09,
18:09. And for the CDR. wondered if he would like for us to
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resend that permanent general message regarding the 82Adoors to make It a little bit clearer thlt thaf s exactly

:
fi

o

n
BO

t at 18 -PPlicable, and the fact that we want you o'usetwo motors and one to close. Just make sure nobody forgets

n lit"? not. on th e Vol I om'oTrse I ve a ^V "*'" P«ting
CC ok ay, fine and dandy.
P ;^°

,

This 18 Skylab Control. Loss of signalthrough tracking ship Vanguard. Science Pilot Gibson was

action
>f

?

l ln P h0t °« ra P hi "8 observing some of the eaction along the south coast of Chile and also reported
' J/ i

Srg
!

iCC fl °W ln the Atlantic, which to him

"lever in Vri * ' » le<^' * oppose someone

I the r ?T ry figUrG
°
Ut What that Would sub ^nd

rode: ,nlh «
" m th3t alUtude

' Today's calibrationrocket launch is now counting down for a 1:00 p.m. centralstandard time launch. After the rocket fn.hr i. .

evaluated for performance, Sci'Sn^mV ^G b So^7n^Stu c

College Observatory's unltraviclet spectrometer, S05< at

arlieT \T °' ^ Su ° 38 the rocket '» instruments urveyedearlier. Because the area of the Sun scan by the rocket

t\ "n" Sectlon
' J"8t below the Sun Center

, virtuallyno change will occur between the rocket data take and Gibson'safternoon observations. Today's calibration rocket wil

c

Skylab's data to be compared to a standard light sourceto allow precise scientific interpretation of Solar data
I ve been handed a note to the effect that a dime held at ar ««.

S;;f.i "ci„
l

t ;i;r""
for

*« »•» or.....,,,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. 18:07 Greenwich
mean time and 50 seconds away from acquisition through track-
ing - voice relay station Tananarive, final pass today.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Tananarive for 4
minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Tananarive for 3

minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Tananarive

for about 2-1/2 more minutes. The comrc fading in and out.
not sure whether you got me now. In the blind, Hawaii at 18:

CDR You're almost impossible to read, Crip.
CC Roger. Hawaii 40 minutes, 18:51.
CDR Okay. Copy.
p AO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Tananarive. 35 minutes to Hawaii. We'll return at
that tine for the final Hawaii pass of the day. At 18:16
Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control, 18:50 Greenwich
mean tine. Final Hawaii pass of the day upcoming in less
than a minute. Calibration rocket launch still on time for
I p.m. liftoff at White Sands Missile Range, 1 p.m. central
t ime .

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii 10 minutes.
CC SPT, and we see that 52 is pointed off

a little bit too much for it, need to either go a little bit
more towards sunset or close that dor.

CC Thank you , sir.
SPT Crip, I think that 82A was to be omitted

from building block 2. What about 54?
CC Checking, Ed. Stand by 1. Ed, we want

5 4 to r un

.

SPT Okay.
SPT Does 55 them want any particular grating

position?
CC Checking.
SPT Does 55 want their MIRROR AUTO RASTER in ai

particular grating position?
CC We're checking on it for you. Where

we're at now looks good, Ed.
CC CDR, Houston if you're available,

there's a couple of questions to ask you. If not, if that's
you riding the bike or oomeching, we can check with you later

CDR Okay. I'm on the bike, but I can listen.
cc Jci I v*s just going to ask you on that

switching that - taking the camera the comet out of 52, That
sounds like a pretty good option to us, but we - we're wantin
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to get two photographs a day, which would mean we'd
probably be wanting to get one out of S2 when you
were maneuvered over for SAL ops, and another one when you
were in solar inertial which will require you getting a

photograph out of S3. And the question is, do you think you
can switch them back and forth? In other words, do one like
in the morning and one in the evening, and if you do, would
you like to have a little time scheduled for that if we do
it?

CDR I think the initial setup would take a

little time. After that I don't think it'll be any problem,
the big thing is waiting until it cones into sight on
S3. I guess the problem is, Crip, if we don't have two
maneuvers a day to on SAL attitude, night as well give up
on it because we're not getting anything out of S3.

CC Okay; copy. You ' r<2 saying that S3 is

Just not - not at all visible.
CDR That's right. Not yet.
CC Copy .

CDR Either Bill or I goes up and we look
about two or three times a day and we still haven't seen it.

CC Jer, if we set up to take out of S2

,

what*3 a reasonable time? 15 minutes, 30 minutes for the

initial prep for getting some kind of apparatus where you
can connect it there?

CDR I think 30 minutes the first tlmt- and
then after that we'll Just need the normal time.

CC Okay ; f ine

.

CDR What we're doing is we're cutting card-
board out, spacers and things. It makes a pretty good restrai

CC Okeydoke,
CDR Bill calls it his origami structure.
CC Yes. Glad he's good at that.
SPT Say, Crip. If we do not plan to use

82A during an orbit, would you want us to go to the procedure
callup or just leave the talkback white?

CC Consensus here is leave it white. We're
about 1 minute from LOS - 30 seconds rather. We're going to

have you again over the Vanguard in about 22, 22 minutes.
Can you tell us, Ed, whether you tried to cycle that door
open this time?

S?T No , I did not ,
Crip

.

END OF 1APE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Hawaii tracking station. Tracking ship Vanguard in
20 minutes. After Vanguard, the next station will be Vanguard
again. One whole revolution with only one station. Ground
track slides in between all the other stations, out of range,
for a period of about an hour and a half. We'll return in
20 minutes at Vanguard at 19:02 Greenwich mean time. This
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 19:22 Greenwich
mean tine. Acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard in 50

seconds. The calibration rocket from White Sands Missle
Range lifted off at 01:10 p.m. central tine. Reached it's

peak altitude at about 4-1/2 minutes later at 01:14:35 central
time. Peak altitude was 167.5 statute miles. All sensors
were reported operational. On the way ba k down the payload

parachute popped open at 01:18:35 approximately. Standing by

here for Vanguard acquisition.
CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Vanguard, and we

have you for about 8 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston; we are doing a data

voice recorder dump here.
CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Okeydoke. And for Ed's information,

the CALR0C got off okay, and everything looks 100 percent.
And I've got the modification to the pointing data for a

quiet region 1 for his subsequent building blocks if he could

copy .

i SPT Go ahead , Bob

.

CC Roger, want to make that up plus 40. And

the left previous modification that 1 gave you is okay, minus

145 .

SPI Quiet region 1 is up, plus 40, and left

minus 145.
CC Roger. And roll remains the same.
CC And, CDR, Houston, if you have an

opportunity I can give you the change to the message we sent

you on checklist updates.
CC The change to the change to the change.
CDR Okay, Crip, let her go.

CC Okay, we sent you a message 2554 which
was checklist change status, and you can change the change
that said we changed (laughter) the SWS HALF procedures. You

can delete the SWS HALF procedure and change 01. We have not

nude the (laughter) no changes to the change.
CDR Say again.
CC Where we have down SWS HALF procedures,

change 001, you can delete that. No changes have been made

to the SWS MALF procedures.
CDR Hey, you mad« It without laughing; good

show

,

CC It was hard.
CDR I'm going to keep at you intil you did

it right.
CC I figured you'd do Chat to me, Jer.
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SPT Say, Crip, I was over on channel A,
could you explain that last comment to me, please?

CC We - I'll put it on tape for you.
SPT Don't you know it ain't dignified for

CAP COMMs to giggle?
CC You're right. Flight's still trying

to get me to explain it to him,
CC Ed, we need high voltage off on 55;

main high voltage off.
CC Correction on my last. For detectors

1, 2, 3, and 4 we want the HIGH VOLTAGE OFF on those.
SPT Okay, Crip, I took MAIN HIGH VOLTAGE

OFF, and detectors 1, 2 off, and I had 3 and A off. Were
you not configured right when we came up?

CC Okay, we want the main high voltage
on, Ed. That was a mistake on my part. And wanted to
ensure that detectors 1, 2, and 3 were off.

SPT Okay, 1, 2, and 3 are off. Do you have
a problem down there; or up here?

CC Okay, we were indicating 1, 2, and 3

and U were all on, and when you wp. re going to reference,
optical reference, we chought there was going to be a problem.
Apparently it was in the configuration we come up in.

SPT Yeah, Crip, when we came up we were
running, and I was running both zero auto raster and a
GRATING AUTO SCAN at the same time, so I had to go to
experiment stop. I assumed you were in nonatte ded (?) configuration
and I wondered whether you also had those detectors on.

CC That's affirm . We had had the detectors
on, that was the problem. We're - we're okay rignt now
though .

SPT Okay, Houston commands to turn those
detectors off?

CC Let ne verify the status all the detectors.
CC Okay, Ed, ye show all detectors off

at this time.
SPT Hey, Crip, I show I'm in the STOP MODE

with MAIN HIGH VOLTAGE to OVERRIDE.
CC Okay, that - that all looks good. We're

squared away now. And the problem was that we had - had
left some on in the unattended OPS.

SPT Okay, I also have a scan spect alert
light which I cannot get rid of. Ever, cycling HIGH VOLTAGE
ENABLE RESET 1 to RESET and OFF again. It's back on.

CC You're saying that gets rid of it
or does not get rid of it?
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SPT It doea not get rid of it.

CC Okay , we copy

.

CC Okay, and Ed, we've been doing some big

dumps and we'd like to get in enough zu - NuZ update some-

tine between 20:50 and 21:14.
SPT 20 : 50 , okay

.

CC Okay, Skylab, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS. We've got a nice long period where I can't bug.

you anymore, an hour and 28 minutes to the next Vanguard

pas9 . That's going to be at 21:00.
SPT Crip, you got any good words on how

to get rid of the SCAN SPECT alert light? And how does

the system look down there?
CC We're looking at and I'm afraid I

haven'tgotanywords.
CC Try turning the detectors back on and

it should go away; 1 and 2.

PAO Skylab Control; loss of signal through

the tracking ship Vanguard. Next station will be Vanguard

again in an hour and 27 minutes. At 2 o'clock central

time in the Houston News Room there will be a medical status

briefing on crew health by Dr. Royce Hawkins. And three

medical experiaent principal investigators will take part

in this briefing; Ed Michel, who's the Principal Investigator

ror M171 metobolic activity; Dr. R. L. Johnson, M092 lower

body negative pressure; and they - Dr. J. L. Horaick of

Johnson Srace Center, who's discipline in experiment unable

to locate. Any Skylab ground station passes taking place

during this briefing will be transcribed - recorded on

tape for delayed playback. At 19:34 GMT, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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'' A0 T hia f.s Skylab Control at 2(J hours
59 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approachingacquisition through the tracking ship Vanguard.

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Vanguard, andwe have you lor about 11 minutes.

fift t

?

l \ . < ,

He
J
10 Cri PP« we ' re °n the fifth of thefifth out of six of the mirror auto rasters for 55. I'm notdown to 82A as yet, when I tried the procedure we have itturns out that it sets the stop command at 55 when we turnoff both motors because they don't have a door OPEN signalSo

1 wanted to make sure I got the slides done before Itried that again. I tried it twice now with the 82A doorwith still a (garble) talk back, and I'm going to give ittry he

once

~"v.v, aim i i,j going io
as soon as I finish up this one mirror rasters

CC Okay , we got it .

CC And Ed while we were going over the hillwhile , go and we were having that problem with 55, the problemwas thnt we had left the configuration of 55 such that it li j i

S^vouW,"
1

,

0

TV 0
" r d hld n0t S<JnL ' 1 St ° P """and <-« tl,,t.

r * Y'7? 1

3
'

aUt ° ra -Slt' r «° in «' and v * h »« «">t. alsoturned off t he d , t ec t o r s . S that was really what was causingour problem. Wondered if y« u 'd grt the light out on the(garble).

.

SPT Yes 1 did Cripp. I noticed that we had
1

nirr
nut<

? i'

as
\
er eoing fairiy eariy in the so i PUta DAS command in through the switch selector 4. And then *

? f
et ^he lights up by cycling all the power - all the(garble) high voltage on and off

thank^you. ^ " '

S ° lved aU ° f .° ur Problems,

HI Crl PP. "°uld you confirm that they want me

door'
exposures with the light indication on the

CC l-ei ae chi'ck that Ed,

,

CC Skylab, Houston, wonder if either 15 1 11or .Jerry are available to test - to check duct 2 flow onpanel h 1
7 fur us. We'vu got an indication down here look*

•sort uf like tiu- telemetry problem we had with duct 1 wtMlike t o ve r i f y i t .

CC And Ed, we're still trying to get yourquest ion answered on 82A.™K 0k;»y Cripp, wh.,t do you need to know?
CC Okay, just want you to give us a readingon due t 2 f low pane 1 6 1 7 .

CDK Okay.
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"
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—
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break for SPT We 're's/?
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t

'
T,,at '

s 8°°d And a

doors on the'inner dlT^!^^ "u t'c r V" °' °" thc
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mossing with 8 2 A right now.
SPT • Okay Cr i pp

.

C(: Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
l.OS, will see you again in about 3-1/2 minutes over Ascension
at 21:14 and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump
there. • "

SPT Okay Cripp on the permanent general message
number 10 which you sent up, I presume then that the last line
on there which says repeat steps 1 and 2 up to three times
and then complete steps 3 and 4. You probably want us to
eliminate that (garble) then complete steps 3 and 4.

cc Well the 3 and 4 was assuming that we
got the thing open

.

SPT Oh okay, that's not the way I read it.
And but I did hold up anyway. Thank you.

CC Ed, would you put it back on a single
motor for leaving it?

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has
loss cf signal. The Ascension Island station will acquire
Skylab in 2 minutes. Flight Director Don Puddy, the off
going Flight Director estimates that his change of shift
briefing will begin at 5:30 p.m. central standard time in
the news center briefing room at JSC. 5:30 p.m. central
standard time for the change of shift news conference with
Flight Director Don Puddy. We'll keep the line up and monitor
the Ascension pass. Asquisi tion at Ascension in just over
1 minute.

FND OF TAPE
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Q ,

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Ascension
V minutes

In. ?!L R9a *

SPT
' "ouston did V° u c °Py my last regard-ing the 82A door motor that we wanted to leave it with only - -

5 p I Affirm.
CC

. . , '- L
" " °" ly ° ne motor on so we wanted to go back

Mix vi'uiiSii"
of course do vant

We've got 40047 entered twice, Crip.
LL Okay , thank you

.

PLT Houston, Skylab; PLT.
cc Go, Bill .

Roger, subject is the S063 comet cue card.LL Rog

.

T
.

PLT Under 506 3 , Charlie, Sierra, Tango 1 2 3I have a suggestion for the. to research.
. Following the «i r ingon the - I guess it's near the end of It, there is a line that

install'
0" 1°

5 f

,
Uter h0lder

'
(S) (F502)

-
The

« ^ sinstall canister dust cover, F502 on canister adapter. fhen

Anen
e

bSt
Ste

? " remOVe
c

T ° 25 canister with one-quirt.r inchAllen bit et cetera. Somewhere right along in there I think

Okay, we'll look into that.

„^n! rh* r u
Hey Crif>

'
1 su 88 est ^at I continue on

« ?i »;i"i
1

t j.
,,

;:;o:'
, ',t nou of 5350

' uniess t "^' d

CC We'll check that for you.

ther ^

C Ed
»
ninus 5390's fine; you can stay right

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab Houston we're 1 minute fromLOS, we 11 see you again at Guam in 35 minutes at 21:58 21-58
l
A0 Thls is Skylab Control. Skylab hasmoved out of range of Ascension's antennas now. The nextstation will be Guam in 33-1/2 minutes. Skylab AstronautsJerry Carr, Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue have partial day offtoday, but tomorrow they will stay awake an extra 3 hoursuntil 1 a.m. Wednesday, to gather scientific data on theupper atmosphere. The long night's work has beer, scheduledto take advantage of a r o eke t -lai-nch planned by the departmentof Defense for about midnight tomorrow. The rocket isexpected to be a Minute Man missle. Will be launched fromwestern test range at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California
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..-atmospheric scientists believe that the tropical airflow
bands are produced by updrafts of electrons, which move away
from the Earth freely in the near vaccura of the upper
atnoshpere. The electrons moving outward collide with
oxygen ions, recoubining to form oxygen atoms that can be
photographed with Skylab's special ultraviolet camera. The
tropical oxygen airglow is not yet well understood but the
photography of Tuesday night's rocket passage through the
atmosphere may help to confirm the current theory. The rocket's
rapid movement should create an artificial updraft of electronsproducing a temporary airflow in the skies over the Pacific
Such an oxygen airglow is invisible to human viewers, its
light wavelengths are too short to be seen by astronauts cr
observers on the ground. The cameras like the S201 which
use a highly scientific - highly sensitive photocathode and
shoots electron -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Used a highly scientific - highly senstive
photocathode and shoots electrons at its 3 5 -mi 1 1 ime t e r film",
can detect the ultraviolet light, most of which is scattered
by the atmosphere and not detectable from the planet surface
Only about 2 minutes are set aside for the rapid series of
photographs showing the rocket's affect on the upper electrified
atmosphere. To aid in the precise timing and pointing necessary
lcr the photography, the exact moment of launch will be relayed
to the Mission Control Center here in Houston by way of hot
line direct from Launch Operations at the Western Test Range.
A total of 15 photographs of rocket's passage will be taken by
Pogue with Gibson adjusting the mirror to three different
positions in the short time the Skylab crew will be able to
photograph the event. The complex dynamics of the upper atmospherewhere the Sun s energy directly affects the Earth and its
W

r

ac^' ° nly 3 part of to *°rrow's night scheduled operation
of S201. The comet canera will also take a series of photographs
of tne remnants of exploded star the Crab Nebula several
thousand light years from our solar system. And a relatively
close neighbor compared to many astronomical bodies was aspectacular star when it exploded some 9 centuries ago. The
brilliant super nova observed by earthlings and recorded in
historical documents created a gigantic shock wave traveling
through soace at a speed of several million miles per hour Themass of materials ejected from the exploded star produced rhe
Crab Nebul leaving a pulsing neutron star or a pulsar at its
center. The series of photographs made with Skylab 's canera
once the backup model for the Apollo 16 flight, but specificallymodified a few months ago to fit the apace station needs, t heseries of photographs will help determine the state of thegases in the expanding nebula. While light takes several
thousand years to reach Earth from the Cr.»b Nebula t.hr*c other
targets to be photographed during the midnight experiment
period are so far away that the light we receive btgan its
journey long before man walked the Earth. Three- clusters ofgalaxies hundreds of millions of light years from Earth will
be photographed with the special camera. Recording hydrygen
between the huge collection of stars far beyond the leach of
man. Skylab now about 25 ninut,s away from acquisition through
t'uam. At 21 hours 33 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is
Skylab Con t rol

.

END OF TAPE
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>'*° This is Skylab Control at 21 hours 57
minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab is moving within range
of the Guam station now.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Guam 9 minutes.
SPT Rog, hello, Houston. We're still looking

at a white talkback on 82A and I have not tried to reconfigure
an innercomraand since your last request. Anything you'd
like me to try on it?

cc No
>

1 think we need - need to think about
that one for awhile Ed.

SPT Okay, Crip, your last comment was that
the doors had opposite signs, which I didn't quite understand.

CC Okay, we're talking about the locked door on
on 82A and we'll see if we can get that clarified.

cc And Ed, that's - that still didn't clear
it. We get telemetry information which tells us what that
little inner door or locked door on 82A is doing but you - you
can't see that of course. And yours is a - you were reflecting
the position of the outer door the thermal shield door.

SPT Okay, I understand Crip. Is the inner
door hanging up also?

cc Ed. a little bit more information about
that, no, the inner door is not hanging up, the - the problem
was (hat we got an indication here that - that they were in
opposite conditions that we had not seen before and that was
causing us a little bit of concern. But we believe that we -
we understand that problem now. The only problem is really
associated with the thermal shield door and trying to open
it up .

SPT Okay, thank you Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 20 seconds

from LOS. We have two of the three flight plans Bets on board
and we realize that tomci:ow is a very long day, we've tried
to make up for it in the following day being a shorter -
about a 20 total man hours. Crimson team's going off for
now. We'll hav? you AOS again at Vanguard in about 30 minutes
at 22 : 38 , 22:38.

SPT So long, Crip.
CC Bye-bye

.

CDR We'll see you Bob.
cc See you manann . And ATM promises oe we're

going to have i better day.
FA0 This is Skylab Control, Cuara has loss of

signal. The next station is the tracking ship Vanguard in
29 minutes. The Flight Controller team handover is underway
In the Control Center. The new Flight Director will be Phil
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Shaffer, the new CAP COMH is Dick Truly. The off-going
Flight Director has - Don Puddy has scheduled his change-of-shift news conference for 5:30 p.m. central standard time.
At 22 hours 9 minutes Greenwich mean this This is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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Thls ^ Skylab Control at 22 hours 36

tU \,

Q
,

Skylab, hello from the purple gane atthe Vanguard for 10 minutes. 8 8

PLT Hello, there .

today?
Good afternoon, you guys having fun

'

K 0 „
P

t

,T
,

- ,

Yeah
'
we ' re h aving a lot of fun we'vebeen taking quite a few handheld photographs. I jus"-there was a tropical storm down there by the 'garble) enr *serxe. of about 10 of the (garble). Looks \^TH\ .f

3

lot or associated activity with that thing, too

that the CAL Rnr t

R ° 8r'
1 think y ° U ' Ve alr"dy heard

ti: pi ^.i^n^
0

^ :

u

?;j.:%
n

:.rd
r

.

y

v:ioi.d
,,e

s niv ow rec™
of fact I have a change for Ed , on the ATM e ^A Pointing change, for the dayli ?ht cycle s t a r t i n g a 2 3 : 30 .bPT Go ahead Dick .

,h ,

CC
° kay> Vhere

" thoae UP and left numbers

thri e^
eVi0r ly

T^ an8Cd
'

thG u " nuu*« —ins 7, us

cc sir.

h a
S?

] L ,

And Dick
.

as You probably know we'vehad a few problem with the 82A door, again today' f thefolks down there could find anv«« r r> *Z ' the

got a good door op.,, I'd be
" L t °

*
IZt

t '"!"""'"
'
»«>'

thl, orbit or thAe;. on. for the.
!,""" rtS 1 °

srr"- up th/:p" j ^r t„r,^"oUr

SPT Thank you.

„, ,

CC
,

SPT
« ""uston, back to the suble

82 door when we get to Ascension, the upcoming J aS8 and
I 11 remind you again when we got there. It'll

r, A ,

* r1
'

n °uston, back to the subject of the
8 door when we get to Ascension, the upcoming \\\\ and

h n tit w"
0
" 38al1

;
WhCn We gtt ther- be dur ng

o r : 5 I 6 ;
r

I
8 ° in \[° b * "o.c ground commandingto re establish our confidence in door operations and th,noaybe we can go back to operating 6 - 82".

l ° nS a " d then

S
kay

'
Dick

» thank you.

.

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOSAscension comes up at 22:55.

U<1 ,

P
^°

,

This 18 sk ylab Control, As - Ascensionwill be the next station to acquir. Skylab. V.ng^rS
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\
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l
lab Vil

)
be Within ran « e of the AscensionIsland station in about 5-1/2 minutes. At 22 hours 49 minutesGreenwich mean time. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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{>A0 This is Skylab Control at 22 hours,
53 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about to begin
a long acquisition pass starting at the Ascension Station
going through the Madrid station.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Ascension andCanary for the next 13 minutes and we're going to be doing
some ATM commanding on the S082 door here.

SPT Hous ton , SPT

.

CC Go ahead Ed. SPT, Houston go ahead.
SP* Hello Dick, I'm wondering if I have any -
CC SPT, Houston you got caught right in themiddle of a handover and I didn't copy what you said sayagain please, over.
PLT Roger, Dick he was wondering if

a VHP comm set up for today.
CC Ves sir, as a matter of fact he does

it s Canary Island at a time of 00:36.
ri;T Roger, 00:36.

Roger, Bill and for you tomorrow, I haVen '

«»r <, ycL because we haven't picked a pass yet but I'll

had

and

let yo know .

PL I" Thank you .

sp T Thank you Dick.
Roger.

S, ' T Dick, I know t.iat there is A little
E ti*e involved md it does make it hard but is thereway for us to either get an - an update in the morninj.sometime maybe a couple - at least 6 hours ahead of ti

pi.i

TV

CC

formation
today?
C!)H

the day accordingly

.

It certainly is, Ed. We'll get it up to

Thank you.
Skylab, Houston for the CDR

, just for <»ur
ire you Ruys planning on doing any crew option

Yeah, we're just kind of getting i

Okay, good. Thank you.
5kyl,«b, Houston we're about 30 sec

comes uj» at 2 3 : 36 and the preliminary
from rur commanding on the S082 is that we are unable
* - get the thermal shield door opened using either o

,.r the pr i ranry or tht, st. con(lary BOtor so we » re gthink about it and keep you updated.
This is Skylab Control. The Skylab

space station has paused out of range of '.he Madrid trackinstation. Guam will acquire Skylab in 25-1/2 minutes. At

LOS
,

c o n t i n u

PAO

o get
the
ng to
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23 hours, 10 rainur.es Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control with a reminder that the ch an ge -o f -s h I ft news
conference wioh Flight Director Don Puddy Is scheduled for
5:30 p.m. central standard time, 20 minutes from now.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 2 minutes
past midnight Greenwich mean time. During the change ot
shift news conference Skylab was in contact with the Guam
and Honeysuckle stations. We taped 30 minutes 45 seconds
of conversation over those two stations, we'll play that
now .

C(: AOS Cuan for 7 minutes,
CDR Roger Dick. Have you folks dot there

noticed the humidity - relative humidity is gone up some
inhere.

CC Koger Jerry, stand by and let me check
on that .

CDR The reason why I'm asking is our old
friend the icy spot in the ward room window is forming a
little fog right where the ice was before. And we suspect that
Just because we took the showers and everything today we
probably got the relative humidity up quite a bit.

cc Ro 8» Jerry, hang .a a second.
CC CDR, Houston, the answer to your question

Is yes the relative humidity has increased and we do think
It's due to the showers. The dewpoint is about U degreeshigher tfian it normally runs and so that proSably is thesource of that moisture.

Cl)R Roger, just ab :t the time sunrise
occurs and when tin- Sun angle is low we Bee the moisture
about the middle of the day-side pass when the Sun angle
gets pretty high it seem to disappear and then it omes
back again.

CC
,

R«g*r, probablv won't be too long beforeyou guys have to clean it out again.
CDR Yeah I think you're right.
CC He y Jerry, I'm not sure what you all

are up to, but a bunch of passes this evening are golnj- t

be devoted to science conference. And I've got a 1 i 1 1 1 « of
evening questions and notes and this and that ant* so whenevr vou're in a listening or visiting mood I'd Uko to
talk to you about them.

CDR Go ahead, we're Just puttering around.
CC Okay, let rae go through them as I got

to them. First of all this one is on EREf , 1 hav* two here
on hRtP one's a question. After the last EREP pass we lookedat the v,ucc tapes and we couldn't find any tape measurement
listed on the tapes and so when you have a minute we wonder ifyou would make a tape measurement of the EREP tape remaining
and that'll help us In our planning.

CDH That was 4.4 centimeters.
cc Okay thank you very auch

.
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Next one Is not a question but just a
imlu here ..nil it K oi>h liiirk In KHV.V U, i n d 1 didn't hoar you
guys iHk this qucMlion hut a j> |> ;i r t* n I 1 y thure was a question
or some conversation as to why the SJ9J radiometer was
switched from standby then to off and then later back to
standby. It turns out that the radiometer ACC will
saturate if the radiometer is left in standby during
altimeter operations. There is a mention of this on page
12-23 of the checklist if you're that interested, but we
just thought you'd let you know that that was an accurate
callout on the pad and that was the reason for it.

CDR Okay
, I remember questioning that at

the time, it didn't seem too logical.
cc Okay. Here '3 another one we're interested

in. iou reported that some wear on the treadmill and we've
been talking about some ways if we could use some things on
board to replace the treadmill. Specifically one of the
things that's been discussed is those - you know on the insLdt-
of the film vault doors those dust covers are made of milled
Teflon and we've had some guys looking at how those might be
substituted for the treadmill. In order to help us we were
wondering if you could expand any on the - on the magnitude
of the wear on the tr - of the treadmill Teflon pad. And
also another question was does the pad itself appear to be
cold flowing.

CDR Well, we'll have to look at it a little
bit. The area I was talking about the wear is in the forward
third where the - where the metal folds, you know the metal
plate underneath it. There's sort of just a trace of a ridge
there, and the Teflon there you can feel it in your socks
as you'ie walking.

cc ok *y Jerry. We're going to continue
to try to think of a way to replace that thing or use something
different if it does get to the point where you need to - stand

CDR Okay.
C(; Arul Jerry, while we're on this suhjett ran yo

n.tke any estimation of - of the magnitude of how l> t!,.-

J'eflon is worn at the place that you can feel the r i r]

with your toes and no .sense in answering right now but v«>u
might take a look at it and let us know later.

(:I,R Dick, [ just went over and \<u,V<-<i it
over again and it doesn't look like to ne like it's y.irn
much at all. The thing is I was just trying to point out
when I mentioned it the first time is that sure does look like
a wear point. And that's the placi- where it's going to go
if it goes.

€c Roger understand. Maybe we're expending
a little more energy down here than necessary in trying to
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solve It for you.
COR Yeah, you might be. It doesn't look

too bad yet, I was just kind of raising the alarm flag so
people wouldn't be surprised if it did break up later.

CC Okay. I do have a couple of more notes
here, but I'm going to have to get briefed on this one so
hang on a second I'll get back with you.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 40 seconds

from LOS. Honeysuckle comes up here in just about 5 more
minutes. And for the SPT all of our Indications on the 82A
door are that the thing is stuck OPEN. What we'd like you
to do is to operate the door this pass normally. You will
have no ready light, we want you to ignore the door talk
back and be sure and confirm the grating short or long
before starting the exposure. Over.

SPT Okay Dick I sure will. There's only
2 exposures called out for this orbit. Would they like rae

to go back and try and pick up ,i few of them previous? 1

can do that quite easily.
CC Stand by .

CC Skylab, Houston for the SPT. We would
like 1 extra 5 minute exposure wave length long.

SPT Five minutes long, I've got it thank
you Dick.

CC Roger, and Jerry I've got another
couple of questions and I'll get them at Honeysuckle.

CDR Okay Dick

.

CC And SPT, Houston, if you read In the
operations of the door we want you to ignore for this next
pass th.it permanent general message 10 to change your
procedures. J u

s

i operate the door normally per the
original cue card.

SPT You mean with the door Hwltch.
C C That's affirmative.
SPT Okay Dick, I'm also looking at a white-

talk back for the wave length, and I'm not sure what that's
telling me. Is there a way I can clear that An<; find out
where I really am?

CC Rog, we think it'll clear when you open
the door.

SPT It did, thank you.
CC Roger.
SPT Say Dick Just as I did that I got - wh*n

I had the door open 1 got the -

END OP TAPK
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cc Yeah, It'll clear when you open the door.
SPT It did thank you.
c: Roger.
CUK Sfi y. nick just an I did that I got - when

I had the door open 1 got the flare, enable talkback went whitewhich we usually does during o - door opening and then it wentbarber pole which it usually does when it's pulled open 1
not sure whether that fits in with your diagnosis but it looksgood .

cc Okay, Ed thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston AOS Honeysuckle a short

pass for about 3 minutes and I got a couple of more questions
I can get out if you guys still are near the phone.

CDH Go ahead.

,

CC Okay, the other day I mentioned to Ed
and requested him to estimate the anount in inches this is
on the ED63, the amount in inches of agar left in the valve
he said he d do that but we haven't found that recorded on
channel A anywhere and if you haven't done it we would like
you to re-record that data. We're interested in this since
we re planning on planting some rice in the vials and growingsome rice to help satisfy your voracious appetite.

Dick
SPT 1 knew y°'J '<l fi"«J a way to get'me to do it,

CC Well I'm going to keep trying. I got one morefor you guys and this is on the subject of the Nikon batteries.
We re interested in keeping good track of the batteries
because we want tc make sure we have - we understand thestatu* and have good batteries f^r the EVAs toward the end
of the mission. Sometime when you get a chance, we'd like
to know the serial numbers of the batteries, in Nikon 01 andw2, we'd also like to know whether the battery that's in Nikon 01has been changed out since EVA number I and finally one remindersince everybody around here is conserving energy, when vnu're -
this is in the cue cards but when you are using the electricNikons, we'd prefer you to use them in the manual rode whenever
t h a i ' * )t i s s i b 1 e .

CI,H Koger Hick we've been trying to do that
Ok.»y.

ct' R And the <>„<• in Nikon 1)1 is Mi 1,/.
Thank you .

(:C Skylab, Houston we're ah nut /, ^ s<<<,i>-]s
from LOS, Vanguard comes up at 00:16 and Jerry have you
guys changed thai one in Nikon 01 since the EVA?

U>R That 'a negat I ve .

Okay,
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 13 minutes
past midnight Greenwich mean time. That's the end of the
tape .-Hid Skylab is about 3 minutes away from acquisition
tracking -ship Vanguard. We'll keep the line up and monitor
the Vanguard pass.

CC Skylab, Houston AOS Vanguard for 6 minutes.
p l'T Roger, Dick.
SPT Houston, SPT.
f-C Go ahead Ed .

SP1 Okay, for the unattended ops Dick I've
been able to locate a bright point. I'ts not one of the brightones I ve never seen. It only gets up to around 700 or so.U H fairly small that is, it takes fairly precise pointing to
get on top of it. It is fairly close to the equator but I do
not see any activity around it in H-alpha so 1 do think
we were going to have a bright point and I have identified it
as such in the XUV monitor picture. The coordinates are
a roll of minus 5400, an up/dovn of minus 012? and a
left/right of minus 0182. And 1 maximized this location usingoxygen 6, detector 3 at a GRATING of all balls.

cc Okay, Ed stand by a second.
f
?T Okay, also right now I have the 55 mirrorat the SLIT position. If they'd like me to move that down

to 25 lean but I thought that - and then move up a correspond!
85 an. seconds. But what I was hoping to do is to get out intime enough to give 82B an exposure but I never got there.

f:(: 0 - Skylab, Houston we'd ]'h c you toleave the pointing as it is and go to line 25, f tfw,.>H,t vm,must h, listening to the ATM'h barkroom loop „„,.„ ..,!„
started talking about that th,-y were talking „|, 0 .ji vl.. r < t«Hk you to point for this unattended ops. Sounds g-.^l.

cc Skylab, Houston ve're about 30 sfonds
from I.OS

,
Canary Island comes up at 00 : 36 and a reminder for

r.d
,
your family coram is set up there at Canary 00: J6.
SPT Very good thank you, Dick.
CC Roger.
PA,) Thi » ^ Skylab Control. Vanguard r.as

loss of signal, the next station will be Canary Islr.ds in
11-1/2 minutes. At 2ero hours, 24 minutes Greenwich «ean tira*this Is Skylab Control .

lne
'

END CP TAPF.
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PAO This i8 Skylab Control, at 0 hours 34

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approaching acquisition
through the Canery Island station. And there will be
overlapping coverage through Madrid.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Canary and Madrid
for 13 minu tes .

SPT Roger, Dick.
CC And I forgot to mention to Ed but he

should use the left antenna. We think that's the best.
CC Skylab, Houston, for the CDR or the

PLT , in ATM closeout we need one item which is a S056 stop,
we see the shutter open. And we'd also like a frame count
when convenient.

CDR Stand by, I'll get it right for you.
CC Roger.
CDR Okay, Dick, there's a 56 stop.
CC Okay

.

CDR Okay, the frame count is 11355, 3987,
133, 1198, 5697, and 3791.

CC And, Roger, Jerry don't leave the panel.
Just a second I think we may have one more request. Stand
by.

CDR Okay .

CC CDR, Houston, we did not get a shutter
clone there on - on 56, what we'd like you to do is open
the airlock then issue a atop, and then close the Airlock.
Over.

CDR Okay, how's that?
CC Roge t , s t and by 1 .

CC CDR, Houston we still show the shutter
open so we're going to have to think about it and understand
the problem . For now we'd like camera power to go off and
then you can go ahead and leave the panel, thank you much.

CDR You were cut, Dick, say ag'iin.

CC Roger, we still show the shutter open
so we're going to have to think about that one for a little
while, so before you leave the panel we'd like you to g°
camera power to off and then it's okay for you to go back to
what you were doing,

CDR Okay, what do you say I cycle the camera
airlock switch again, but this ti«e leave a good five seconds
between that and the stop switch? I gave about 2 last time.

CC Okay, we're willing to try that again
Jerry.

CDR All tight we'll put 5 seconds between
each switch throwing.

CC Okay.
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CDR Okay, how does that look?
CC No

. joy, Jerry, The shutter's still

8ficure°
1 8Ue9S W6 ' d lilte the canc™ power off and then you ca

(:DR 0 '

K ay, camera power's off,

c

PA0
, ,

This 18 Skylab Control, Madrid has lossof signal. The next station will be Carnarvon - station willbe honeysuckle in 32-1/2 minutes. At 0 hours 50 minxesGreenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA<> Tli is is Sky lab Control ,it 1 hour,
22 minutes Greenwich mean time. Honeysuckle is about to
acquire Skylab,

CC Skylab, we're AOS Honeysuckle tor the
next 8 minutes and we're dumping the datd/voice recorder here.

CDR Roger, Dick we're Just finishing up our
dinner and then we're going to get on our TV session.

CC Roger, Jerry I'd li!,e to read a message
to you if you're listening.

CUR Go ahead.
cc Roger. Dr. Nikolay Gurovskiy and members

of tie Soviet delegation of the joint working group in the
space biolcgy and medicine wish to extend sincere congrat-
ulations to the Skylab-iV crew for the tremendous contribution
you are making toward procuring medical data which will provide
the bars", for future manned apace flight efforts. The delegation
have been privil»^,fld to visit the Control Center and to hoar
reports on your progress while exchanging data on the two
previous Sfcylab flights with Dr. Berry and his delegation.
They wish you a most successful mission and a safe landing.

CDR Thank ycu Di<k and please tell the
gentlemen that we appreciate their good vinhes, thank you.

CC We'll certainly do that, thank you.
CC Skyl.u Houston we're 1 minute to LOS,

Bermuda coses up at 02:07 and that'll be th.' first of the
science conferences and our guest Dr. Story Kusgrave will
be talking to you there, 1 think.

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC Skylab, Host on one last switch on the

ATM configuration wonder if somebody would check the EVA
awt - auto door switch to storage please,

CDR Will do, Ed's on his wav.
CC Okay.
S f'1 Whn t ' .) t 1m •< \ -i > on 56 .

CC Tell ymi 1 ,i t < r .

I'A" This l» SVy i ( nirol, Skylab is .,,:(

>t range ! II cue > s uc k h> . Herri,.,]-, i 1 1 he the next Hi.itiou in
lt*~\!2 mitmtt;). At 1 hour, J2 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Sky 1 ah Com ml.

END OK TAP J.
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PAO t This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 6
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approaching
acquisition through Bermuda and the start of the Science
conference with the crew,

CC Skylab AOS through Bermuda for 7 minutes.
CDR Roger.
CC And Jer this is your med science conference.
CDR Roger go ahead.
CC Okay, we'll discuss things a little bit

out cf o.der here to be sure that I get to some questions that
have been sent down by Ed. The first one is the purpose of
TV-117, although it's not titled such it really is an experimen
in electrophoresis . Although it is entitled a particle
mobility. An electrophoresis is used here on the ground to
separate things such as proteins which have electrical
charges on then and to separate cells in human blood and the
lik«i. And the advantages in doing this in zero g are that you
don't have the convective currents or don't have the sedimen-
tation that you have down here in one g. And we did
fly an electrophoresis experiment successfully on Apollo 17
and we also had one, a large one it was going to br> launched
on Skylab but we ran out of weight space. And we're sure
that we will be using electrophoresis on the Shuttle for
chings like separation of proteins and vaccines and the like.

SPT Okay thank you Story. Think they got
some useful infornation from what was done.

cc So that was going to be just a photographic
demonstration of electrophoresis in the zero g anvi ronment .

Now I'll skip ahead on to M133 because 1 caught one of your
questions that came down on the tapes, Ed

SPT Okay.
t:c First of all Dr. Frost wants to thank

you for running his experiment ever, though it wasn't
scheduled for your mission. He's very appreciative of it,
.ind he's getting a lot of data. I'll qjickly sunrarUe the
data you're getting. In terms of total rest, that's of
course when you've got the cap on and the machine running
your averaging and that's over the runs we got 6.8 hours a

night of total rest. Total sleep alout 6.1. And ters»s of
a i ages, stage I you're running 6.9 percent, stag* 2, 41,
stage 3, 1<3. stage 4, 12, and (garbH) sleep about 20. Now in
terms o» comparison with the other 2 u<ssions you're running
a little bit closer to Joe Kerwin on SL-lI than Owen Garriott.
In other words you're running a little htuvier in the
decpur stages of sleep, that's stage 3 and stage <• . For
the comparison Owen, his stage 3 was only 6 percent yours
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Is 19 percent , Owen's stage 4 was 0.5 percent and yours la
12. So you're running a little bit raorc high percentage
In the deeper s t ages o f a leep .

SPT Okay thank you Story. Shows what you
can do if you work at It.

CC And you ilso had a question on channel
B about how your last run went. You had some skepticism
about the data. The data came out fine.

SPT Very good, thank you.
CC And some of this stuff may be a little

redundant to you because you may be plotting this data on
your onboard charts but 1*11 press on anyway. As you
probably know, Jer and Bill their weights are very close
to prelaunch weights, Jer is only within a half pound of
launch weight which is doing extrenely well, and Bill is
only down 4 pounds. Ed's down about 5 pounds. And Ed
your caloric intake prelaunch was about 200 kilocalories
above what the nominal aenu was an.. Jer and Bill's stayed
about the same. You probably need at least about 200
kilocalories above the normal during flight. At present
you're running, oh, leas than a hundred above the nominal.
And in considering all the exercise you're doing you
probably need just a little more.

SPT Okay, I'm all for that Story if we can
just find a w.-.y of working it out.

CC Yeah that's true we've g<H a lot to do
there. We are going to Flight Plan when we g*t a chance
an inventory of the food - that's total inventory of the
food. The ground inventory that we have down here we
don't have a awful lot of reliance in. But we think the
total overage we have for a full, planned mission amounts
to about 350 calories per day abo e the nominal menu.

SPT Okay that ought to be enough to go
around

.

CDP- 1 hope it is, otherwise he's going to
start gnawing on our leg.

CC Okay. And Ed the Pis thank you for the
exercising weight loss measurements you take. Thr weight
loss is about 1.85 pounds. And at that 7000 va t -mi nu> i-s
they put at about 400 kilocalories which represents 2 ounces
cf fat or if you were burning protein or sugar that'd be
about U ounces of protein and 4 ounces of sugar.

Sp T Okay thank you Story I think I'm in
better shape now then when 1 cane up here, I certainly
feel that way on the bike.

cc Yeah I think we can agree with that.
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I've got a couple interesting questions on fluid balance.
Could you say something about any subjective feelings for
the mechanisms of thirst and a desire for salt? I know that's
a difficult question to answer, but have you any feelings,
differences in how you thirst up there or an urge to eat salt?

SPT I usually have a desire for salt with
totals just because I like the seasonings.' I guess I have a
subconscious knowledge or desire just because I know I lose
a lost of salt when I exercise. Thirst usually goes along
with salt intake or with the water output. But mostly with
the - In correlation with the salt intake. If I take all my
salt at one meal in a particular item then the thirst shows up
about half an hour to two hours later.

CC Okay, an/thing Jer and Bill on that.
C 1) K My salt md thirst sensations are just

about the same as Ed's really. And Bill pretty much agrees
too. And some of the food is pretty bland and you really want
aalt with that. And that really in Bill and my case is
what causes us to want salt, there doesn't seem to be any
other. And of course like Ed said when you take the salt
then you get thirsty.

CC Okay. As far ;is M092 goes you've been
following that data Just as closejy as we have on ESS
of course. You've had heart rate elevations and blood
pressure decreases, and more exaggerated than pref light and
"I course that's to be expected. As per other flights on
the changes in the leg volumes have bt er of £ scale and wo
did change out that leg band and since the new leg baud we've
gotten most of those back on scale but they're pretty
exaggerated. The leg blood flow that's been up. And 1 got
about 20 seconds to LOS, we'll see you over Madrid in about
3 minutes we'll be picking up Bill Lenoir with the ATM
Science Conference.

SPT Okay Story, I have a feeling that Bill
Thornton's device is helping us out quite a bit and I'm
wondering whether the leg volume is - has r.o t changed as
much since we've been using that.

f
'

(' Yeah, that may be keeping up the maximum
calf fcirth was the next thing I was going to get to. It did
not .show as abrupt a decrease as on our previous missions.

CUP Yeah we think that's the reason and another
thing would you let us know the next time you're up how
much tape is left on the recorder?

END OK TAPE
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CC - - on previous missions.
C °R Yeah, we need think that's the reason,

and another thing would you let us know at the next time
you're up how much tape's left on the recorder?

CC We'll get you an answer to that.
CUR Yeah , the VTR

.

cc You got 20 minutes left on the VTR.
PA0 This is Sky lab Control, Bermuda's had loss

of signal to Skylab. The Madrid station will acquire in
Less than 2 minutes, we'll keep the line up and nop i tor
through Madrid for the continuation of the science conference.

cc Hello Skylab, this is Houston are you
ready tor the visual observations conference?

SPT Sure are Bill, we're ready go ahead.
cc Okay, in spite of what Story said 1

think we'll talk about visual observations here, we got the
ATM this morning. Like to Just start off here talking about
handheld site 33 alfa which you don't have yet. Actually
you've done it once undt-r special designation, not alfa.
That's the cold eddies in the warm water that you located
for us off of Yucatan. Don't know whether anybody's told
you yet but chat created quite a hit of excitraent down here
and made the papers and all that. And we think it's a
very significant finding. We are preparing a new topic
for the book, 33 alfa, which will have you looking for
similar phenomena in the - well in 6 specific areas in the
world's oceans and potentially in others if we find it in a
significant nuaber of those. Just wanted to pass on the
fact that we are doing that and give you a couple of
"atta-boys" here for some good work and helping us out on
that, over.

SPT Okay, Bill, sure hope we can find a
few more instances like that, It's been interesting.

cc Okay, it really impressed us, It's
one of the few occasions that we get to ask you to do something,
be able to take your answer and pump it back into the
system and have you do something based on your answers so
that we make use of you being there in real tine. Next
topic is upwc-lling and plankton (garble). You've done some
excellent work on those for us. Both off of the coast of
Argentina and east of New Zealand, we see that you detected some
thing there also, we certainly want to pass on good words about
the descriptions, you're giving us. The observations are
really coming through in a splendid fashion as far as
being descriptive in allowing us to make - get good information
out of your words. 1 presently am writing up a new topic,
34 alfa which will use the tact that you can detect, these
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upvellings and plankton (garble) trying to detect water teaperacdifferences around sou* of these small Islands. And a« thenew site will explain, tills will, has the potential ofbeing used In an energy generation fashion replacing
pet ro 1 eum imports , over .

........ r
.

*

. J!
)R

--

•

Roger. Bill in the area of plankton growthand blooms and all that, we've been particularly impressed

^ Argentina" '
F ' lkland CUrr * nt dow " off the eastern coast

"
,. , , ,

Yes
«

80 have w *. the area with that andthe south AUantLc current are converging i n there. We've cer-tatnly found your observations there interesting and we're goingto begin concentrating more heavily on that area.
C 'JR

, ,

Yeah we ' v « 8«t an awful l ot of phou* cover-
a K t- of that - that serpentine bloom area.

(C
.

Good, we're hoping you'll keep an eye on
it and not necessarily take no re shots ot U unless you hvainto notice some changes in it.

*

Sir Okay, would you at some time discuss the

vitally""
dlfferenCes and how w «' re K«ing to see those

, ,,
CC Okay, actually you don't see the temperature

tin iT* m"
See

.

thC eff6CtS
° f Ch ° COld Uater co-ing to tlieop, basically you're seeing the plankton and the alga -

things of this nature in the colder more nutrient fed waters.
**, T Okay, yeah thar we do understand.

„j it l
Vi i i

Okay, moving on here, this Friday ve'll
III\ m ? »

8 °^ lrSl t0am " e «ing here on the groundwhere all of the visual observations team meters wfll Ve comingin, going over the transcripts one at a tine, then we'llmeet and discuss these fro„ an assessment point of view tosee how we re doing, whether we think that's the wiy weought to be doing and making some changes based on mat
I would anticipate that we will probably have quitr a fewnew sites come out of that meeting. And we will crrtainlvkeep you up to date on the results of that nee. in, .ls anatter of fact the next day oft conference will prnb-ibly

ti::
i

i::vn^ u 10 the resuu
*
- d — in K

^
PT 1 think the aaterf.al we have up herewhich all went into that book is excellent, Bill and we'regetting a little more proficient in the use of it, our onlyregret is that we don't have time to do that &s extensive ;

as ve like to do the other good things.

w
Wtfl

J-
we certainly appreciate the problem.The additions that we have sent up and your handling ofthem, has this proven satisfactory or would you suggest that
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handle this In a different fashion?
ClJR Yeah, It's coining up fine and I - we're

not having a hit of trouble with it, we Just - we enjoy
doing iit on .

CC Okay, one other question here, we would
..like to try very hard to keep you in our loop, so to speak,
so thai we meet everyday selecting sites and looking at what
happened the day before and the day before that and what
we've been hashing over here is trying to decide a format
or what to keep you up to date with how we're doing. For
instance, such things as the fact that 146-4, the range land
and the pampas we feel has been adequately covered for now.
We'd like to come back in a month or so and look at time
changes to it, but we don't feel that anything more is
required there at this time. Other areas we would like to
change the concentration, from several of the procedures
to some of the other procedures, but we haven't yet homed
in on what we think the best format for doing this is. It's
probably not worth the time to discuss it now but if you
would think about ii and put some comments on the tape recorder
for us whenever you've, got some thoughts. We are getting your
comments and it takes about - oh, about a da/ to a day and
a half, before we get them and we do act on them accordingly.

CI,R Okay and I would think it'd be a
good idea if you got a list up to us right away of those
areas that you think we've covered adequately and we
should lay off of.

cc Okay, we'll do that. It turns out most of
them have gone away because of the changing Sun angles here
but we'll certainly get it up to you within the next day or so.

CDR Okay, are you going to talk about
New Zealand?

cc Hadn't planned on it but we can, go ahead .

CI)R Okay, you can tell the geologists that
we've got aome beautiful coverage on it. We did not do the
thin K tonight because of clouds but we got that yesterday
in the evening after bedtime and we got some beautiful coverage
I don't - I think they should be able to find their fault
lines without any problems.

Okay, that sounds pretty good on
New Zealand and as I recall if you've done that, about the
only open item would be the north part of South Island from
overhead. I think we have missed that and we'll probably
try to schedule that and we'll lav off of the rest of it

CDR Okay

.
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CC Okay, I want to also pass on some good
words and atta boys hert; for the way you're helping us out
on the things that are impossible to schedule, things like
t lie -

USD OF TAPE
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CC And we want to also pass on some good
words and attaboys here for the way you're helping us out
on the things that impossible to schedule. The things like
the atmosphere and tropical storms, some of the ocean
phenomena. I notice all three of you are picking these up
on a site of opportunity basis and we find we're covering
these Just about as rapidly as we're covering the ones that we <

schedule. So, that - keep up that good work, and one other
point on those sites where you give us an observation only, wit!
no photographs we want to emphasize that those arc every bit
as important to us as the photographs and we treat those just
like photographs. Tney will be analyzed by the team members
especially so since we have them in our hands now. And keep
up that good work. We've got about 1 more minute here.

SPT Okay, Bill, one thing I've wonderod'is
we've never used the data acquisition camera and as we're
RoJng across Australia yesterday, I thought, "gee that'll be
an excellent way to use it at two frames a second or so."
We could get a «weep across there and find an awful lot about
the possible water resources. And also about the various
discoloration or other phenomena which we've been lookine
for.

6

cc Yes, that sounds like a good idea, Ed.
We don't - we the visual observations program don't own any
DAC film, but if you've get some that you're going to shoot
up anyway that's an excellent way to do it.

CDR Now. that's what we just did with trans-
porter number 6, we got about oh, 8 percent of pretty good
scattered information.

CC Okay, and I'm supposed to remind you.
Bill is supposed to be doing S233 now, and Carnarvon is'next
at 02:52, that'll be Bob Parker talking corollaries and
general science.

CDR Okay, he's up there now.
cc Okay, good. And according to thi- clock

here we're over the hill but if you got any quickie for us,
we'll take it.

SPT No, just a thanks for you Bill, you've
been carrying ATM and visual ops and they're both coming out
real well, thanks to your help, appreciate It.

CC It's a pleasure to help you.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of

range now of the Madrid station. Carnarvon is the next station
in 24 minutes, and the science conference will continue there.
At 2 hours 27 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is Skvlab
Cotu rol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO ; This is Sky lab Control at 2 hours 50
minutes Greenwich me an time. Sky lal> is app oaching acquisition
at Carnarvon, overlapping average at Honeysuckle.

MCC Skylab, Houston, through Carnarvon.
Ove r .

Si'T Hello, Bob go ahead.
MCC Roger, evening gentlemen, I guess I should

warn you that at the end of this you'll be going into
evening status report as soon as I finish. I'll try and get
off before we get to Honeysuckle, so we'll have that time.
Let me start off by telling you a little bit more about the 201
observation that I know you're aware of having tomorrow
evening. You're aware of the rocket observation of the
atmosphere, just reminding you or refreshing your memory in
case you weren't really told about it premission, because it

was put on late, that we're looking at carefully timed changes
of the tilt and rotations and the backup crew, if you haven't
heard find3 that usually 2 man operation for this is the
easiest one handling the tilt and one handling the rotation.
As far we've been able to tell by watching your other work
on - - 01 so tar, your changes have net the time constraints
very nicely, and we're not very worried at all a bout being
able to meet these 15-second intervals. The idea havi:. g to
keep you up this late for the rocket obviously bothers us,
probably as more than it bothers you. 1 guess I oust say as
long as we're interested in serving the effect of the night
atmosphere of a rocket launch, near midnight and doing it
from a U.S. launching site, there's not much we can do to
launch it in the middle of your work day. So, it - it was
sort of a requirement, launch it very early in the morning or
rather late at night and this looked like the first hard
opportunity. So we had to press on with that. Over.

SPT Okay, good enough, Bob.
MCC Okay, as you probably realized if you've

been doing any adding and subtracting on your Flight Plans
recently in the last couple of days, although we hav? a major
exception coming up tomorrow, we seem to ^?en able to figure
out a schedule which as far as we can tell is working out fairly
well, about 25 man hours a day for experiments, or something
like 2 hours a day for housekeeping - And if you fellows want
some changes to that we'd be, you know, very interested in
knowing about them. But right now that's the sort of planning
we're doing in the long terra and that's the sort of planning
that went into that 7-day forecast you got up today. Over.

CDR We're beginning to enter a stride now,
and it - I thinks it's going to work out okay. That seems to
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be a good plan

.

HCC Okay, something that requires probably

a bit more talk or least I'd like to emphasize a bit more,

it's encouraging to keep us to date on the time requirements

of the individual performances of things, particularly, 1

guess the thing that really has the potential of bitting us

is - I'm sure you're well aware at this point is all of yanking

things in and out of the scientific airlock. In particular,
all of you undoubtedly do a lot of tine-critical items on your

own, at your own time and convience which help* you out, it

also increases our flexibility in efficiency in scheduling.

If we know what those times actually are, for Instance, if

something's taking - we're scheduling for 20 minutes it

actually takes 10 and you think that's fine and using that

10 for something else, we got nothing wrong with that, but it

would probably help us in the scheduling items from time to

time as far as efficiency is concerned if we knew thai was 10,

even if you said, hey, but leave us the other 10 for free time.

We'll still be ahead in efficiency. So we'd like you to keep

that in mind if you find things are taking - well either more or

less time, keep us informed but. that doesn't mean that we're

necessarily going to jap you with more stuff. Just it makes

it more efficient for us and more - mo ire flexible for us

on the ground in figuring out what can be done. Over.

CDR Okay, Bob, we'll sure do it.

MCC Hey, on the as I say particularly and

I
' a sure you're well aware and it frustrates us on the ground

too, but the Kohoutek program is kind of driving us to it.

And we're spending an awful lot of time yanking stuff in

and out of the airlock, and I guess any - any particular
increases in efficiency that you find there will certainly
be a help. In general outlook you've seen the 7-day forecast

I might amplify on that a little bit, tha* you'll be seeing

fairly greatly increased ATM. program this week. The V. UFA*

CONAS window is closed, and so we'll be increasing - having

increasing time available and decreasing FRKP time. Although

it doesn't really show on the 7-day forecast, at the very

end you'll find a geothi-rmal path on day 32, in the evening,

tills is down over Italy. And that's why it can t> i i 1 1 be

sort of within your work day, but then if we're goln - just

like the rocket launch, if we're g.iing to do geothermal passes

over the United States and do them at decent hours as far

as the scientists are concerned in terms of having it fairly

much in the middle of the night. We're again forced to a con-

straint of having to do them on - during times which really aren'

in the regular crew work day. On Jay 33 and 34, we're currently

looking at pisses which would probably require 3 hour early wakeup
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in order to gfl theHf areas in the western U.S. before the
Sun naiH even too close to the horizon. Further stuff that
we're looking af during the next 7 days is increase in Kohoutek
programs. Now that the comet is getting closer to the Sun
and brighter, I - I night Just add as a note of general interest
to you guys, you probably get to see the comet better and better
here in Houston since the Moon is getting fuller and actually
therefore occupying more of the sky where toward the comet as
time goes on. We probably won't have another good view of it
until af terperihelion. So you got something on us up there in
addition to everything else. During this coming week we'll
also start our first JOP 18 Delta, and in anticipation of
that this week, you'll probably find an awful lot of S082B
usage. Although we won't probably use S082B on the first
JOP 18 Delta, we are right now using a fair amount of film
to get down to the sensitive film for the JOP 18 Deltas
that are coning up a few days after the end of this coming
/.-day period. You'll see a lot of A - S0828 usa K e in the
next week. On the corset also, on day 31, will he
observing a (sic) occultation - -

END OK TAPE
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HCC A few days after the end of this coming
7- day period. You'll see a lot of S082B usage in the next
week. On the comet also on day 31 S019 will be observing
a [slcf occultation of star Pi Scorpii by the comet, so we'll be
getting a pass which looks at the star before occultation by
the comet and then a few hours later a pass when we agai n

look at the same star but this time with the comet in front
of it trying to look for absorption. Over.

CDR Roger Bob. And tonight Bill was doing
2 33 and the comet has finally peaked down from behind the
ATH panels, so we should be able to get a few more pictures.

CC Very good, I'm sure they'll be happy to
hear that. The other night or yesterday evening you guys
did that late S073 pass during the lunar eclipse and I'm
not sure whether anybody told you or not the observations
that we've been doing the last 3 days of SO 6 3 and that
observation with S073 were aimed at making observations as

the Earth pass through the plane of the comet looking for
a particularly heavy concentrations of dust particles in
that p 1 ane . Ove r

.

CDR Hey that's very interesting, I wished
we'd known that a little earlier.

MCC Sorry to tell you but 1 think Dick is

coming on the line.
CC Skylab, Houston, I'd like to break in

here and we have a procedure here to CI.0F2 the S056 - we

need to CLOSE the S056 and H- ALPHA DOORS. On that S056
shutter we think what happened by looking at the TX that Ed
took a long exposure on S056 and the start/stop was not
issued to terminate the experiment and this left the shut t tor
OPEN. If somebody could clear this for us, the filters in the

sunlight, we'd like to go ah^ad and do this. We'd like to
turn 5 6 camera power to ON, wait 3 seconds then issue a

START, wait 5 more seconds and issue a STOP.
PL T Okay, he's up there now Dick.
CC Okay good, I'll give it bark to Bob, and

when you guys are through I'll be standing by for evening
status report.

MCC Okay Skylab, 1 guess l.'ll just use my
tine that was handed back to me to say good evening, wish
you well and talk to you in 7 days.

CDR Okay Bob, thanks for calling it was good
to talk to you.

MCC Okay send us some questions it you have them.
CDR We sure will.
CC And Jerry when you get your book out

and you' re ready to start reading go ahead.
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CDR Okay here It goes . Sleep, CDR , 9.0, 7
heavy 2 light; SPT 10, 8 heavy 2 light; PLT 10.5, 10 heavy
1/2 light. Volume j CDR 2000 ; SPT 1400: PLT 1250 . Water
gun reading: CDR, 7257; SPT, 2392; PLT, 8585. Body mass:
CDR, 6.310, 6.311, 6.311; SPT 6.359, 6. 349, 6.354; PLT,
6.238, 6. 232 , 6.236. Exe r clae ; CDR, Alfu, leg, 5000.
Bravo, Alft, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10, 20 each. Method
Charlie ia Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot, 06, 20 each. Method
Foxtrot, walk, 09, run, 01, spring, 01, 200, toe rises, 02,
150. SPT, Alfa, leg, 8340. Method Bravo, Bravo, Foxtrot,
and curl, 16, 40 repetitions. Method Foxtrot, spring
15, 1000, toe rise, 05, 200. Method Alfa, leg, 6000, method
Bravo, Alfa, Bravo, Delta, Echo, Q«, 550 each. Method Charlie
Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, and Gulf, 10, 20
each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10, spring, 01, 100, toe rises,
01, 75. Method Echo, Alfa, and Bravo, 02, 10 each. Medication
none. Garments disposed of: CDR, one pair of shorts,
correction, yeah, one pair of shorts, one T-shirt, one pair
of socks; SPT, none; PIT, none. Flight Plan deviation; none.
Shopping list accomplishments we did some TV-61, we got some
garbled word, we asked how much tapo was left on the video
tape recorder, and somebody said 3 minutes, and we'd only -

we'd only used about 5 of what we thought was 30. So It
kin* of had us non - plus. We ahead and did it and it
didn't run dry on us, so you got some in there.

CC Okay Jerry. Jerry I think you
misunderstand - misunderstood what he said. It was 20
ninutes left. So there's no problem it's on - so whatever
you put on there Is on there.

CDR Okay very good. Okay, inoperable equipment
Is none. Unscheduled stowage: none, On the food menu:
CDR, salt ?ero deviation minus one coffee with sugar, rehydration
watir plu* 2.0; SPT, four salt, no deviations, no water
deviations; PLT, was no salt, plus one coffee, and minus one
ounce of rehydration water. And here cones the photo pao-
16-millimeter: Earth observations, HH30 Alfa, Charlie,
India, 125, now has 00, Charlie India 124. Nikon 01, Charlie
X-ray 36, 33, 02 no chan?..-, 0 3 no change, 0* fcravo, Echo, 08.
18, 05 is Bravo Hotel, 04, 36. 70-m i 1 1 1 ne te r is Charlie
X-ray 47, 17J, needs to be changed. ETC no charsge, K REP
no change. Drawer A configuration: Alfa 1, 02 no change,
Alfa 2, 05 no change, Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 125. 00,
Charlie India 124 Alfa 4 is 03 no change, and the back is
0 7, no ch ange

.

cc Okay, Jerry ihank you very much and
for Ed let ne - I think there was, we left one step out of
what we'd like you to do to get the 3056 shutters squared
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away. We see thy CAMKRA POWER ia ON, what we'd like now is
the following steps—

END OF TAPE
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CDR Alfa 4 is 03, no change, and the back is
0 7, no change .

CC Okay, Jerry, thank you very much. And for
Ed, let me - I think there was - we left one step out of what
we'd like you to do to get the S056 sh * ahutter squared away
We see th« CAMERA POWER'S ON, what we'd like now is the fol-
lowing step. AIRLOCK DOOR to OPEN , then issue a START snd
wait S seconds issue a STOP . Over,

CDR Okay, he's on this way back up.

,

cc Okay. And also we'd like to get the H- ALPHA
and the 56 DOORS, CLOSED.

SPT Okay, Dick, that looks like it did it.
cc Okay , thank you tauch .

SPT Okay, Dick, could you tell me what was the
problem that it was never closed after last long exposure.

cc That's right. We think what the problem
was, Ed, and this is based on looking at the TM after we got
it on the ground, that you did a long exposure on S056 , and
you Just forgot to - or omitted the START/STOP command to
terminate the exposure. And that's what left the sh - shiuter
open, so there's no problem with the hardware.

SPT Okay, we'll Just have to watch that one,
it s an off-nominal operation and if we get busy and get
distracted, we'll just have to pay very close attention to it.
Thank you .

cc Roger, Ed. And the procedure for the long
ex - exposure is listed in - in the building blockc. But it
is kind of an off-nominal thing. We're about 30 seconds from
LOS. We re going to come up on Texas at 03.39, and the doctor
will be there and you'll have your medical conference there.

SPT Thankyou.Dick.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. The next station to acquire Skylab will be
Texas station at Corpus Christi in 30 minutes. At 3 hours,
8 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Skylab Control at 3 hour*,
37 minutes Greenwich moan tine. Skylab Is about 45 seconds
away from acquisition ' at the Texas station with overlapping
coverage through the Merrltt Island and Bermuda stations.
The evening medical conference will be conducted at the
Texas site. We'll keep the line up for a i r- ta~grou»d following
that conference

.

CUR Well, usually the day after but they
offered us one on the day before and we took it.

cc Skylab, Houston we've handed over now
and we're back on air-to-ground, we still got you in
Bermuda for the next 9 minutes.

PLT Okay, Dick we've changed out or I've removed
Charlie X-ray 47 which la the - the 70-al 1 1 iraete r mag on
the Hasselblad and with comet light If you could give me
quickly another magazine, I'll load that tonight. We do
have handheld tomorrow scheduled. And either that or on the
film pad (garble) in the morning.

cc Okay, Bill stand by please.
ct)R And Dick on our television tonight,

part of it was we did a suit donning exercise (garble).
cc Skylab Houston how do you read now.
CDR Loud and clear. Did you hear my last

comme n t

.

Roger, what I got was, on the TV tonight
you did a suit donning and then you dropped out, I don't
know what happened at the moment but say again, please.
u J

CDR Okay, we thought that had never been done -
had never been televised so we thought we would do
that and we kind of killed two birds with one stone because
some folks last week wanted us co open one up and look inanyway. So we looked at it and it doesn't - there's no
sign of mildew or anything like that. It's a pood suit
We got it back in the drying cycle and we're going to bake
out the (garble) and put it ail back where it belongs. Also
the TV thing is pretty broken up because we had to stop and
go several times. But I think the television folks down
there can edit it and make a pretty good piet » oi Information
out of it.

cc Okay, Jerry thank you very much.
,

SPT (Garble), Dick if you want an ATM frame count
I n ready,

cc Roger, we already got the frane count ,

from Jerry when you were in the command module, I think Ed

.

SPT Oh, okay, very good.
cc 0ne thing we are interested in knowing

though we're looking at star tracker global angles and we
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suspect that the NuZ update at 01:22 van not performed, la

that right? That waa on Bill 'a detail pad.
PLT I don't have anything on my details pad.

(garble)
CC Roger, Bill. The pad I'm looking at Is

It's pad 2504 Charlie and down there the tine of 01:22 NuZ update.
CDR Yeah, he was looking at the wrong details,

Ed's going up to take care of It.
CC Well, I'm not sure - I'm not sure there's

a star available now, Jerry so - stand by 1.

CDR Well we can't do It now Dick. We're at a

dump; we'll have to wait. As I recall the dumping available
(garble) 33 or ao remaining in the day.

CC Roger, stand by a second please. Sky lab,
Houston It's about another hour before another opportunity
for a NuZ update, we just wanted to make sure we understood
what was going on and didn't have some kind of star tracker
problem so we're willing to skip that NuZ update for tonight.
So don't sweat It. And PLT, Houston we'd like you to use
In answer to you earlier question, we'd like you to use
Charlie X-ray 17 and that's located In slot Charlie 29.

PLT Charlie 29.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute to LOS,

Madrid is going to cone up 4 minutes from now at 03:57 and
since we are doing a JOP 12 today, if any of you guys are
up, the next NuZ opportunity is 04:30 if you're still up
we would appreciate an update and when we get to Madrid I'll
have some news if you'd like to listen.

CDR Okay, Dick I'll be up.
CC Okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has

loss of signal. The Madrid station will pick up Skylab in about
3 minutes. We'll keep the line up and monitor through
Madr id .

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , Houston we're AOS Madrid for
Che next 7-1/2 minute*. And If you'd like to hear some news
from thsj purple people tonight, I got some.

CDR Let her go Richard.
CC Okay. The Nixon Administration announced

today that It will unveil a new national health Insurance proposal
later this month. Detailed legislation on the subject Is
expected in January. The government and an environmental
group are considering separate suits asserting the Alaska
pipeline will give oil giants an unfair monopoly. One suit
seeks to halt plpllne construction scheduled to begin in a

few weeks, When complete in 1977, the line will tap the
rich oil fields of Alaska 's' Nor th Slope. President Nixon's
Operation Candor continues with the disclosure today that a

significant number of White House tapes were turned over to
special Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski. Jaworskl has also
received two subpoenaed Watergate conversations from U.S.
District Jurge - Judge John J. Sirica. Secretary of State
Kissinger in Brussels today told European allies they should
close ranks with the United States to avoid European-
American competition. Kissinger defended U.S. policy during
the Middle-East War, telling the NATO organlxation council,
Washington's decisions were in the Interests of Europe as
well as America. Army officials announced today that
Rita Johnson of Eldon, Missouri and Joyce Kutsch of Sarver,
Pennsylvania, two teenage WACS will become the Army's first
female paratroopers. When they complete the five mandatory
Jumps next week, they'll be sent to Fort Lee Virginia for
parachute rigger training. The girls began training about
2 weeks ago. Charitable agencies that distribute food baskets
and serve holiday dinners to the needy say their costs are
up. Some say budget prices substitutes will have to replace
more expensive items normally Included in the yuletide gifts.
The stock market went up today for the third gaining session.
Analysts say investors are shaking off f«are of an energy
crisis and they've gotten back to the business of buying
stocks. The Dow Jones average of 30 Industrials added 13.09
points today to close at 851.44. Active trading on the
New York Stock Exchange showed advanced Issues better than 2

to 1 over declines. Gasoline retailers said today they want
phase 4 price controls lifted so they can hike prices by at
least 1 to 3 cents per gallon. In Houston meanwhile, the Oil
Dally reported that last week's average retail price of
regular brand gas, less taxes, was 29.23 cents a gallon
compared to 28.96 1 week earlier and back in 1972 a price
of 24.45. On the sports scene tonight Bill, your alma mater
is playing basketball tonight. Oklahoma State University
takes on the University of Texas at Stillwater, and Jerry
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the sports writers report tod«y that the University of

Southern California Is nuaber 19 In the nation. And here's

a halftime score from Monday Night Football, the Rama 17, the

Giants 3 . We 1 re about 45 seconds from LOS , for the last

pass of the evening. So we'll give you a call In the

morning. See you tomorrow,
CDR Thanks, a lot Dick.
CUR Good night gang.
CC Roger, and the purple gang is going to

take a day or so off and then we'll be back on the grave

yard shift for another 5 days. Boo.
CDR You guys bcheve yourself.
CC They're keeping ua off the streets so

much we can't help it.
PAO This la Skyiab Control, the good nights

has been aald. But there's still about 2 minutes 15 seconds
acquisition at Madrid, we'll continue to monitor through
loss of signal there .

PAO Thia is Skyiab Control, Madrid has loss

of signal with Skyiab. We have the Mission surgeon's dally
report on the crev health for today, mission day 25, it reads

no health problems exist. The crew is well rested after the

day off, signed Jerry Hordlnsky, M.D., for Dr. W.R. Hawkins,
M.D. We'll take thia line down now until wakeup time
tomorrow - tomorrow's wakeup time is 7 a.m., the crew will
be allowed to sleep an extra hour In the morning because they
will be up an extra 3 hours tomorrow night. At 4 hours 6

minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skyiab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 This la Skylab Control at 1 2 1 56 Greenwich mean

tine. Acquisition through tracking station Guam upcoming in

about 50 seconds at which station the wakeup call likely will

be made to the crew of Skylab IV. So we'll Mand up, stand

by that is for the w»keup call.
CC (Music: "The Peanut Vander")
CC Skylab, Houston. How are you doing this

morn ing?
S pt Morning, Hank. Just gathering up our latbles.

CC Okay, Is it sleepy up thare this morning?

SPT Yes indeed.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 »inute from LOS.

We'll see you at Goldstone in 16-1/2 minutes. And that will

be coning up at about 21.

PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal through

tracking station Guam. Final Guam pass of the morning . 14 minutes

until acquisition at Goldstone for a stateside pass. Wakeup

nusic this morning selected by Spacecraft Communicator Hank

Hartsfield was "The Peanut Vender" as played by Chet Atkins.

The crew of Skylab IV woke up an hour later than noraal this

morning, and the day's activities will continue until 1:00 a.m.

central time tomorrow making it an 18-hour working day. The

lengthening of today's activities will permit the crew to photo-

graph a Department of Defense Minuteman launch scheduled for

around midnight from the Western Test Range at Vandenberg Air

Force Base. Skylab IV crewmen plan to use the far ultraviolet

e lec t vonographic camera to photograph the missile as it travels

toward Eniwetok Atoll in the western Pacific at altitudes up to

150 miles. The crew will attempt to record changes that occur

as the rocket pierces the upper levels of the atmosphere. During

the photography of the flight of the rocket, Skylab will be from

300 to 1000 miles away from the rocket's path. This camera will

be mounted in the antisolar airlock. Pogue and Gibson will

operate and adjust the articulated mirror system while Carr

performs maneuvers required to orient the space station for

the proper angles to photograph the rocket's path. Prior to

this activity the crew will have one of their busiest days

operating the Apollo telescope mount gathering data on the Sun.

Heavy emphasis on the North Polar Hole and spicules will occupy

most of today's ATM time. The spicules are spears of frame -

flame that are near the limb of the Sun. They're brilliant jets

of luminous gas that rise approximately 10,000 kilometers above

the surface of the Sun and then fade in 2 to 5 minutes. Some

scientists think that the spicules may provide the primary

path for material and energy flows Into the corona, or they

may be nonrelated but dynamic side effects. The North Polar

Hole is to be observed extensively by the ATM today. The general
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magnetic fields of the Sun are weaker at the poles. And one

theory le that the solar wind may emanate fro. • heae areas

of the Sun. Data takes on solar activity today by r.he ATM

will total 6 houra and 46 minutes during nine aeasiona at the

ATM console by the three Skylab crewmen. Jerry Carr "i*

be taking photos of Kohoutek In the morning and the evening

with a 35-millimeter Nikon camera in the continuing observation

of 'he comet aa it approaches th« Sun. Bill Pogue will operate

the'far ultraviolet electronographlc camera to take photoe

of comet Kohoutek In the evening as Jerry Carr maneuvers

the Skylab into position. Ed Gibaon will be performing more

ultraviolet alrgiow horiron photography, S063 , to record the

oione layer In the Earth's atmosphere along with the twilight

alrgiow that occurs in the upper atmosphere. The alrgiow

is caused by chemical reactions in the ozone, oxygen and

other gases when they are stimulated by the Sun's radiation.

The upper atmoshpere la photographed at twilight against the

dark Sky of space. Bill Pogue will serve as a subject today in th<

M092/M171 lower body negative pressure and metabolic activity

experiments with Jerry Carr as the observer. Performing

these medical experiments provides information concerning

the cardiovascular adaptation during flight and data for pre-

dieting the degree of orthostatic Intolerance and impairment of

physical capability to be expected when the crew returns

to Earth The metabolic effectiveness in doing mechanical

work in the environment of space is determined as measurements

are taken of oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide output minute volume,

vital capacity, respiratory quotient, heart rate, blood pressure,

vectorcardiogram, body weight and body temperature. Handheld

photo options for today include ocean currents at the southern

tip of South America and especially the Falkland Current. Another

photo target Is a submarine volcano called Tonga located south-

west of Samoa in the South Pacific. A major rangeland In

northern Australia called Ginham Land is another handheld

photo target option today. Skylab IV crew will sack out at 1:00 a

tomorrow morning, and will sleep in until 9:00 a.m. Wednesday.

Bill Pogue will be the duty man for the sleep shift. 8 minutes

away from Goldstone acquisition. Returning at that time for

the stateside pass. At 13:13 Greenwich mean tine, this is

Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thla is Skylab Control. 13:20 Greenwich

.can ti»e. Co.lng up on a stateside paaa he re ne arlng the

«nd of revolution 3046 for space station Skylab. Acquisition

through Goldstone, Texas and Merrltt Island Launch Area

tracking station. For a total pass of appro* lately
_

11 ainutes, it looks like, U or 12 ainutes, they're all added

together. AOS Goldstone predicted in 1* seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Goldstone and

Ml LA for 14-1/2 ainutea .

CDR Roger, Hank

.

CDR (Garble)
CC SPT , Houston.

SPT Good morning, Hank. Go ahead.

C C Good aorning. Sorry to bother you here,

but, Bill's gonna be talking to you at the next pass at

Vanguard and I won't get you again before you re on the ATM

.

This is really for all three of you. We sent u P some check-

list changes for the ATM cue cards, which you probably noticed.

And we want to cancel the use of the peraanent general message

number 10 and we think that the 82 A outer door is Ja«med open

and so you're not going to get the appropriate door talk-

back indication. But, we stiti need the (sic) open the inner do

so the instrument can see the Sun and the checklist changes

we sent up will do that. .... , .

SPT Okay, thank you, Hank. We're gonna let

the ESS signal light close the door automatically.

cc That 's affirmative.

cc And, just to remind you, and I 'a sure you're

aware of it, you also won't have a ready light because It

needs that door open signal.

SPT Okay, Hank. I think we will get an

operate light though.
cc That's affirmative.

CDR Hank, CDR. Would you give nae a syn - (garbl.

pa - tine for the next pass?

cc Okay, we'll work on it, Jer.

CC » Houston

.

Go, Hank.

cc
" (Garble) just a quick one for you, Bill.

I need to get to you too, because Bill's gonna talk to ATM

the next pass. When you do your S063 prep here, coming up

about 14:45; Just want to give you the reminder that on the

pad it calls for you to install both the manual release shutter
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cable and the remote control timer. Just wanted to point

that out, because the checklist cue card that you use there

doesn't call for the manual releate shut ter cab U ,
but wt

want both of then on there.
fix Okay, now I thought those were one and

the same. Now, say It again.
CC We want the manual release shutter cable

and the renote control timer cable. The timer - you need both

of them there and I guess you need them to swap then over,

but the cue card only calls tor the remote control.

Pl.T Okay, thank you, Hank.

PI.T Hey, to be perfectly frank, I don't know

what that timer is that you're talking about.

PLT Okay, Hank. I'm with you now, 1 know

what you mean by S063 timer.
CC And, GDR , Houston. The next (garble)

set time will be over the next stateside, and we'll give you a

reminder there .

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

Vanguard will be coming up at 47 and that's about 10-1/2 minutes

f rom now

,

CDR Okay.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking station at MILA. 34 minutes to tracking ship

Vanguard and the scheduled ATM conference with Science Pilot

Ed Gibson aboard Skylab, and Scientist Astronaut Dr. Bill

Lenoir. We'll return at that time. That's 8 minutes to

Vanguard. For some reason the AOS clock shows 33 minutes.

Didn't think the Earth had grown In diameter In the short

time. We'll be back In any - at any rate, whatever time It

Is for Vanguard at 13:38 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAD This is Sky lab Control; 13:45 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard in about
50 seconds. And across Vanguard, we'll have the ATM conference
between Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Scientist Astronaut Dr.
Bill Lenoir, who is standing by to discuss today's ATM
operations. Vanguard in about 30 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're through Vanguard
for 8-1/2 minutes. And for the CDR, a reminder that we're
in the NuZ update window. And SPT, Bill's standing by for
your ATM conference.

SPT Good morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. We've got about 8 minutes here.

And let me start off here with a quickie. Some good news. ATM
scheduling over the next week or so, the number of ATM passes
is up on a tentative basis here. Today we have nine, tomorrow,
tentatively we had six. And then on the rest of the week, it's
seven, once, and eight the rest of the time, with two right now
scheduled on your day off. But you can change that Bt your opti
You might consider just asking for some totally open orbits
to work on your own there.

SPT Yeah, I would like to go into the ground
rule we established yesterday. I'm trying to get four in or
so on the day off.

MCC Okay. And, I ' r sure, we will be more
than happy to accommodate that for you. We had one question
here regarding scheduling of ATMs. Tomorrow, on Mission day
28, apparently, we can get another ATM pass that we don't
presently own, if you can do It in the time frame from
02 to 03 Zulu. And there's be*»n a lot of confusion here
as to just what our guidelines are inside of the presleep period
there. And maybe we can get those straight right now if
you have a minute.

SPT No. That's fine. We have said that
we don't want to be working - extend far a f 1 1= r 9 o'clock or
0 - 03. So, heck, something going from 2 to 3 is gn>,u , And I'

kind of sad not to see them coning up in that time frame. Go ah
and put it in.

MCC Okay. That's the way I remembered it.
But, that was one of those things that you get any
group of four people together, and you had five different
opinions as to what has been a a id.

SPT Okay. Go ahead and do it.
MCC Okay. We have one other question here,

regarding special one-time -only type operations. The situa-
tion arises, well would have arisen today. Later on w«
wanted to do a special one - 1 irae -on 1 y thing with 82B. We
were debating whether to Just go ahead and put It In the
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schedule with the explanation out in the right-hand side or
whether it would be better Just to refer to a separate
one-time general message, describing the duties and things.
For instance, it involves something on the order of taking
some systematic 82B pointings inside a coronal hole and outside
of it, right across the boundary there, and squeezing off
a couple of normal sequences. Do you have a feeling for
which way you guys would find easiest to work with that?

SPT Well, if you could put it with the
schedule pad, it would make it a little s»ore convenient.
However, we don't want you to shorten the thing up to the
point that we end up not doing it the way which you had designed.
So the guidelines are, I guess , if it's relatively short
and sir, pie, put it with the schedule pad. If it requires a
little further explanation, make a general message out if
it the same way as you did the other day with the additional
work for the four-limb coalignment for 828. We don't mind having
additional information up here at all. We welcome It.

MCC Okay. And one other thought here. Some
open questions on 400 kilometers versus 250 kilometers. In
general, you can run as you know the white light coronograph
5 4 and 5 6 down to 2 50 kilometers 82 B sometimes, 82A nc , and
55 preferrably not, especially on something like CALR0C , where
the information is very definitely important. And a rule
of thumb: 250 kilometers in time is about half way between
400 kilometers and the 400-kilometer computer sunset signal.

SPT Okay. That's good to know. Thank you.
MCC Okay, Ed. I've got one question here,

regarding the 0300 ground rule, here. Did your answer apply
to Just you, or to everybody. We have a pass this afternoon -

tomorrow, I'm sorry, for Bill that runs from about 02:30 to
03:30, and do we need to truncate that or is he willing
to go ahead and do that?

PIT I'll go ahead and doit.
MCC Okay. Fine. Thank you. And, Ed, on

the four-limb coalign that we did, we planned to do another
one tomorrow. The "non-round Sun" has us somewhat confused.
We suspect that it may be the fact that the left right Sun
sensor axis is not perfectly aligned with the gimbal axis
for removing the canister. Either it has changed or Jnaybe
it never was aligned. And we're going to be scheduling another
one tomorrow, to look at this. We frankly, Just don't
understand all that's going on here.

SPT Well, I certainly don't either. And I

was very careful in going through it. I think most
of the numbers reflect that, except the very end result
with the "non-round Sun". And that was quite a surprise.
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MCC I can imagine .

SPT However, we did have an appreciable change
In the bias from these light sensors (garble) up and down.
And I would not expect the drift to be as hard as that
turnedouttobe.

MCC Right. And there's indications from
52 that all of that change came in within the last 2 days.
That they're PES Just seem to be going to pot in here as
far as the signal they were getting. So that's one of
the reasons we want to repeat it. We could not schedule
it in today, but we will tomorrow.

SPT Okay.
MCC And last night, 56 filter 1 was

open for something like 1-plus orbit. We're going to not
take long exposures on filter 1 for a while here, so it
can cool off and settle down and really getting our own
confidence back. You might take note of that. I know that's
not one of your normal shopping list long filters, but you
might just hang off on filter 1 for awhile.

SPT Okay. We certainly will, Bill.
MCC And Just a note of interest here.

Rusty's over at Marshall today, looking at the 56 EVA
procedure to see what we could do with them. And, I guess,
the sequence sort of, is to see whether or not you can see
and reach in there once the camera's removed from the center
work station. Then see if you can free it, get it back to
total normal operation, and if not, then spin it backwards
to filter 3 and press on from there. So, within a couple
of days we should have some more work on that.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. Let me take a pause here. We've

get only 2 minutes left, and I haven't given you time to
say much of anything. Why don't you go ahead.

SPT Well. It looks as though we're going
at It with another quiet Sun today, and 1 was just looking
at the X U V monitor picture. The coronal hole up north,
which I guess we want to work on, looks about as pronounced
as the one in the south, maybe not quite as large, but the
boundary is there. There's a filament (?) channel leading
down from it, which you ksio - you Know which - what it's
associated with. I don't see much in the way of bright
plains on the disk. 1 was able to locate one or
two yesterday and put one on for unattended. But there docs
not appear to be many - many there today. The ones that are
there are relatively faint. The active regions coming
around the corner on the east limb are not very bright.
So it's probably another good day for quiet Sun. The white
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light coronograph picture has got very prominent and bright
streamers of that - around that about - o'clock or so
running radial and it's fairly broad at the base (garble)
power is very bright. The second brightest one is out just
about completely opposite of that at 2 o'clock. But that
does not extend down as far, it's not as bright, and it's
about as wide, running from maybe 2:30 to - or 1:30 to 3:30 -

1:30 to 2:30, excuse me. And then there's two very faint
ones. One at around 9 o'clock - excuse me 10 o'clock
and one over there about 8:30, which is superimposed on the broad
base of the first one I mentioned. But, no evidence of
a transient, just the slowly changing corona as it rotates.

MCC Okay, Ed. And we asked everybody
yesterday, and every dicipline here concurrs, they don't
see any significant motion on the Sun, either. We're
going LOS right about now. Next contact is Goldstone in

1 hour and 3 minutes, which will be at about 1 A : 59

.

SFT Okay. Thank you, Bill.
MCC Okay. We'll see you tomorrow.

END OF TAPE
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CC - - 29.
SPT Okay. Thank you, Bill. See you tomorrow.
CC Okay. We'll see you tomorrow.
I'AO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. Next station in 1 hour and
1 minute will be Goldstone, present groundtrack on this orbit
for the space station misses ell the other stations. Next
rev we'll start picking up Tananarive and Hawaii and the
good chip Vanguard, of course practically every revolution
for about the next 6. 13:57. Back in an hour. This is
Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 14:57 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds away from acquisition Goldstone and
according to the timeline this morning, the first run of
S063 - ultraviolet airglow horizon photography should be
underway with the Pilot, Bill Pogue . This experiment photograph
in the visible and ultraviolet spectram of the ozone layers
of the Earth and twilight airglow around the Earth. The camera'
mounted in the scientific airlock, the antisolar scientific
airlock, the only one available in as much as the parasol
Juts out the solar scientific airlock. Principal investigator
Is Dr. Donald M. Packer of the Naval Research Laboratory in
Manhinf>tnn. Should be AOS at Goldstone at this time.

CC Good morning, Skylab. The crimson l ohm's
with you, AOS across Goldstone for 12 minutes.

i'l.T Roger, Crip.
CC PLT, Bill you got a moment to talk about

the 131 run that you're going to be doing on EJ coming up
later?

PLT Okay. I'm right here by th* minus-Z
SAL setting up the 63. Go ahead.

CC Okay. There was a checklist change which
changed the levels for the 131 0C1 teat and we wanted to make
sure that those got in. It seems they were omitted the last
time we did it. It's checklist change 03 to the biomed
Checklist and if you've got a pencil handy, I can yAvc you
the test levels that we wanted to do.

I'LT Stand by. I'm going to go down there in<] get
the cue card - to put it right on that.

CC Okay, fine.
IM.T Okay, Crip. Fire away.
CC Okay. The levels are I, 4, 8, Hi, ;ind

1
''4

. And Kd
,

you can select one of the monitors for tin/ TV
downlink. We're standing by for it.

PLT Okay, Mob. Those arc already on the cue
card. I guess we Just overlooked it the last time.

CC Okay, fine.
CC And for the CDR, if you wanted S009 set
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time, we got one coming up In about a minute if you can get

it. ' -

CDR I'm on my way

.

CC And Jer, if you're in the vicinity and

can hear me, the act times specifically is 15:03:46 Betas

plus 2 and periods 100.
CDR Roger. Thank you.

CDR Okay Crip. It's running right on time.

CC Okey doke .

CC And PLT , Bill, one other item on that

131 run coming up - did you - copying, it's counterclockwise,

30 rpm.
PLT Counterclockwise and 30.

MCC SPT, Houston. If you're - can on the

ATI' panel, if you'd select one of the monitors for TV down-

link, please .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again in about 12 minutes over the Vanguard

at 3 5:23. 15:23.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking station Texas for the final stateside pass

of the morning. 10 minutes to tracking ship Vanguard. Space

station Skylab currently in a - an orbit measuring 227.3

nautical miles at Perigee and 243.9 nautical miles at apogee.

Takes a minute, 33 seconds - I beg your pardon, an hour 33

minutes and 13 seconds to make one revolution traveling at

a velocity of 25,077 feet per second. Cabin pressure remaining

at 5 pounds per square inch, partial pressure of oxygen is

intentially somewhat high at about 3.9 pounds. It's left

at a high percentage and - to compensate for the venting of

nitrogen which will occur during the runs of the M509 astro-

naut maneuvering unit later on in the mission. The thrusters

on the H509 use nitrogen gas to avoid upsetting the balance

between oxygen and nitrogen In the cabin atmo»phere, it's

purposely kept - the oxygen level is purposely kept high.

And the average temperature in the workshop atmosphere at

the current time Is about 75 degrees. We'll be back in 8

minutes for Vanguard. And at 15:13 Greenwich mean t

i

mo
,
this

is Sky 1 ab Cont rol .

KND OK TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 15:21 Greenwich
mean Line. Space station Skylab crossing the northern portion
of the Chilean coast, and about 40 seconds away from acquisition
by the tracking ship Vanguard.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS over the Vanguard for
9-1/2 minutes .

CC For the CDR . Jerry, you got time to chat
a minute in the - in amongst this housekeeping you're doing?

CDR Say again
,
Crip.

CC Jerry, I was wondering if you would mind
taking a look at the waste processes for us. We saw - have
been seeing an elevated temperature since lace yesterday
afternoon - elevated pressure, pardon me, since late yesterday
afternoon. On those things we want to rake sure that they're
all sealed properly. Or have you recently put anything in them
that might cause it to be going up?

CDR Well, let's see, Crip. We had a put a

die k el (?) bag in yesterday and some desiccants. Possibly it was
the des iccants .

CC Was that (garble) desiccants you did?
CDR Yeah, that's right. You know we took a -

opened the suit yesterday for our television thing and I think
the desiccants and one of them may not have been sealed properly.

CC Okay. That's probably what's caused it

and we appreciate the info. You get a chance to, look at
Wolf volcano while ago.

CDR Wt were a bit late, Fernandina volcano
is the one that's really smoking up a storm, and we saw a long
straight plume heading due east from the mouth of the volcano,

CC Okeydoke .

CDR Our photos are oblique.
CC Okay, fine, thank you.
CC Another thing, Jerry. May not be clear

to you on your pad there, but, we called out housekeeping
2 Bravo dash 12A, it's not up - 2 Bravo dash, it's housekeeping
12A we want there too.

CDR Okay, Crip. And also, how about our waste
proccsser exhaust pressure, what does It look like right now?
1 'm pegged out

.

C C We're checking,
CDR W h c n we started our urine d u m p tod.iy, It

went f roa ,05 up to about .075 and stabilized and so I went
away fron it, and now it's pegged out high.
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Okay. We've been showing it elevated

since about the past 16 hours and 1 have checked to see if

I can get a reading for you right now.

^ R
Okay'. We're reading about .08, which

coincides with - .008, which coincides, I believe, with what

you were reading as pegged high.
y

rnR Yeah, that looks about right.

'c Jer, while I'm talking to you here. There s

,L , fpm that like you to all be aware of. We're still

• ; i Ve
1
-:: ir^Si? ;::u:i«i;t;-.::i "« „ ,..

If they coincide with our data showing the glltce,. Also

notice if you get a pump DELTA-P light, low light.

CD r Will do ,
Crip.

c r Thank y oi' .

rr Sk>lab, Houston. We're probably gonna

loo" vou a little bit early .here. Probably go LOS at any

time. 'We've got Tananarive in about 17 minutes.

CDR Roger.
an<i .Ipt. a littie roisini

What

Roger, .

cc okay, and Jer, a little misinformation 1

RaV e you on that wa - waste processer pressure. What

reading is .008, and your meter should not be pegged

„

e

We've had problems with that pegging high be ore and

U's'probably just your meter. If you got any quest ions on

the future, why don't you just give us a call and we 11 tell

you what U is.
i ^^^^ u mcter> but t

thought I'd better make sure everytlme I see it.

rc Okeydoke, thank you.

p\ 0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. 15 minutes to voice r.l.y

r.i:::~ v^'"li:t:^™^y:f^ .....

S r-'i',::;:::!i, «««
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and five eruptions in the past 5 years and is constantly changing

And with the photos, it is hoped that the size and shape of

any'new lava flows can be determined. And, also, the location

of any new source vents/relative to the Caldera. 13 minutes

to Tananarive, at 15:35, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control at 15:48 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds until predicted acquisition through
voice relay station Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Tananarive
and we have you for about 5 minutes.

CC Skylab.Houston. Seems that we've might -

CCMM's breaking up a little bit here in Hawaii - going to be at

about 40 minutes at 16:33, 16:33.
PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal at Tana-

narive. Hawaii in 36 minutes at which time we shall return.
15:36 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 16:32 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds until acquisition for the first time
this morning through tracking station Hawaii. Skylab IV

Commander Jerry Carr is scheduled at this time to be on the

Apollo Telescope Mount operations console on one of many
solar observations scheduled for today.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through Hawaii
for about 5 minutes and we're going to be needing the DAS
for this - this pass. We'll be giving you a N'AV update.
You might see orbit save tine or jump about 6 seconds during
the process.

CDR Okay, you got it.

PLT And Crip, could you verify that our
experiment 1 recorder is in fact running?

CC It is verified running, Bill.
PLT Thank you.
SPT Good Crip. We're just now getting started

with the H191-1. We had to work a little bit on S063 and
turns out that the information which Bill needed to set up

the S06 3 was in my pad and that wasn't figured out till A

while ago. So we've all been working on it. We think we've
got it set up. But we're a little late with 131 - we may havti

to (garble) it off in order to get 63 in.

CC Okay. Copy and understand that the

6 3 OPS was in your pad when it was supposed to have been in

Bill's.
SPT No, the information for the setup was

supposed to be in Bill's. That's the camera prep.
CC CDR, Houston. We need to be in mechanical

re fe retire for this observation on th« ATM panel - on SOS 5.

CDR Roger.

END OF TAf'K
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CC Sky lab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again in 23 minutes over the Vanguard. We'll
be doing a data/voice recorder dump and that's at 17:01, 17:01.
And, Ed, if either you or Bill get a chance on the subsequent
pass, we'd appreciate it if you could relate to us what it

was that was confusing that was in your pad vice Bill's because -

so we can keep it straight in the future. We don't exactly
understand where it - what was missing.

PLT Okay, Crip. What it was, I was scheduled
for Alpha Papa Romeo 3 on S063, which it should apparently
carry up to the Alfa Oscar p apa of S063. But, part of
the information for the cauera setup and all and the filters
and everything was on Ed's pad. His Alfa Oscar Papa
pad .

CC Okay. We were under the impression that
all that info should of been on the ops pad, since that was
assigned to Ed, but, we'll take a look at that. Thank you.

PLT Oh, actually that's the equipment that 1 worked
with, you see, that's experiment' (garble).

CC Over the hill .

PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal through
Hawaii. 21 minutes to tracking ship Vanguard. We'll return
at that time. At 16:39 GMT Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 16:39 Greenwich mean
time. 50 seconds away from acquisition through tracking ship
Vanguard. Standing by for Vanguard acquisition.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS ovi*r the
Vanguard for the next 10 minutes and we'll be doing a data/voice
recorder dump,

SPT Roger.
CC And, we found the rroblera that Bill and

Ed were relating to and we'll fix i '. up such that they get two
pads, next time. Sorry about that.

CDR Houston, CDR

.

CC Go, CDR.
CDR Roger. The guys in the backroom are probably

noticed that I'm behind on S055 and got a question for then.
Would they like me to havo this MIRROR 3 RASTEF, would they
like ne to truncate it in order to get more of the MIRROR
AUTO RASTER at a GRATING of 528, or shall I just go ahead
and finish the MIRROR 3 and get as much MIRROR AUTO as I can?

CC Checking.
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CDR Which will only be about a minute.

C C Jer, what we'd like you to do is after

one good RASTER on the 102, we'd like you to go ahead and

go to 528 at - for the MIRROR AUTO RASTER.

CDR Okay Will do

.

CC Sky lab , Houston . We're about 1 minute

from LOS. We're gonna see you again at Tananarive in 15

minutes, 17:25. Jer, can you tell us whether you had a

chance to get a GRATING 302 RASTER in or not?

CDR Yeah, what happened is, I was having

trouble getting the grating set at the right position. I kept

missing my opportunity, so I got 302 first, I'm doing 102 now

and I'll do 528 las t .

CC Okay. That's good. That's what we thought

but, we weren't positive. And, also, no need for Bill to

acknowledge, but his phone call this evening is set up for

just about 03:00, and I can make sure he understands that

later.
PLT Okay ,

Crip .

CC Thank you , Bill.

PXO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

'hrough Vanguard. Final pass through Tananarive voice relay

station upcoming in 12 minutes. Returning at that time, this

is Skylab Control at 17:12.

END OF TAPE
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P AO This Is Skyl ab Cont rol ; 17:23 Greenwich
mean time. 50 minutes - 50 seconds, that is until acquisition
at voice relay station Tananarive. Final time across
Tananarive today. There'll be approximately 35-oinute
LOS period after Tananarive until we come across Hawaii,
almost directly overhead at that station on the Island of
Kouni (sic), 87 degrees. That's 87.7 de grees . Tha t

* s Just 2.
degrees off straight up.

CC Skyl ab , Houston. AOS Tananarive. We
have you for about 6 minutes.

CC PLT, Houston. You have a moment to talk?
CC Are you busy pedaling?
CC PLT, Houston. Got a moment to chat, Bill?
CDR He'll be right with you.
CC Okay . No huriy

.

CDR We've got another exercise period and a

no movement situation both scheduled at the same time, again.
PLT Go , Crip. -

CC Okay. Bill, we copied that you did not
get to do the 131 MS portion of the run while ago on Ed. And
our recommendation would be, if you've got your Summary
Flight Plan handy, is for you to eat early, around 19:00
where we've got a housekeeping period scheduled for you.
And then for you to shift it in at about 19:45 there approxi-
mately, where Ed has got a housekeeping period. And what
is currently scheduled for your eat period.

PLT Sounds like an excellent suggestion, Crip.
We ' 1 1 do i t

.

CC And, Skylab, Houston. There is no
constraint in motion for this S063 OPS. On this one here.
Wo will identify on thi: pad where there is a constraint.

CDR Okay. Fine.
CC CDR, Houston. Jer, do you have a moment

to chat about handhelds and how much time you need to prep
f o r t h em ?

CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay. We're considering right now about

putLlng down on your details or whatever is applicable,
3 minutes prior to time of closest approach. Do you consider
that en adequate - adequate amount of time?

CDR Yeah. 1 think 3 to 5 minutes is okay.
We just blew it on the one this morning.

CC Okay. You want 3 or you want 5?
CDR I think 5 would be better.
CC 5 it is.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS. We'll have you again in 37 minutes over Hawaii
at 18:08, 1 8:08.
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PAO This la Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through voice relay station at Tananarive. 34 minutes until
the next station, which is Hawaii. We shall return at that
tine. At 17:33 GMT, Skyl ab Control. <

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control. 18:07 Greenwich
mean time. Pass directly ever the Hawaii tracking station
starting in 50 seconds, midway through revolution 3048 for
space station Skylab. We'll stand by as the Hawaii station
locks onto the downlink from space station Skylab.

. CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii and we have
you for about 10 minut es .

SPT Hello, Crip. Let me tell you about S063.
CC Tell me , tell me.
SPT Okay. Started off with time ridging (garble)

not worked properly and I've got to dig into it and find out
what happened there. So all those exposures that were made
were done with the nanual timing (garble) table. It - as expected
took a little 0JT at the beginning to work it all out. Turns
out to get any kind of adequate tracking, you've got to track
it, two directions both with the rotation with a ring and
also with the up/down to keep the dash line on the airglow.
I think I got around to 6 or 7 good photos, reasonable photos
with some reasonable tracking. They got better as they went
on and gave about a 2-minute one at the conclusion. But I

consider that one pretty much of a OJT one and I'll see if

we can't get you sone - one DAS called out for in the future.
The pictures seven were done all alternating filters back and
forth. So essentially, what we did get was around two or three
exposures which were called out for but most of that was taken up
figuring out the three things you've got to change. The ro-
tation on the AHF - AMF, the rate (?) track anf finally track
plus the manual timing. It's a real octopus operation but I

think we're getting there.
CC Okay, Ed. Copied. Can you be a little more

specific about which frames you missed?
SPT You'll have to get that off the tape, Crip.
CC Okay.
SPT I think what it amounted to is - well -

hold on - I'll - let me give you - -

CC That's fine. If you've got it on tape,
that's good, Ed. We'll get it off of that.

SPT Okay Crip. What was called out for in
the way of exposures, frames 1 through 9 were essentially every
3 minutes, take a 64-second exposure alternating between the
two filters. Except the first one has two - the first two
filters were the sane. They're essentially the same •xposurc.
What I did was - seeing as we got a little benind t lie re at the
beginning. Just alternate back and forth filters trying to

get them roughly 60-to 65-second exposures. They may be a

little different than that using the manual timer. The problem
is, you have to track and also try to keep an eye on a watch
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and work the other th ree hands too .

CC Okay. Appreciate the problem there with
the timer being out. Can you say any more words about that
other than it Just didn't work?

SPT I guess the button is it didn't move the
shutter. 1 tried it twice but I didn't have the time to dig
into it so I just have to go manual from there on. I'll go take
a look a t it now.

CC Okay. Copy.
CC Ed, one suggestion we have from here is

you might check the down counter on that timer - if it - on
the camera, excuse me. If it's sitting at zero, you cannot
take a photograph with the timer.

SPT Okay. Would you say what to check again,
pleaseCrip?

CC Okay. On the camera itself, there is a

down counter; and if that's sitting at zero, it'll not take
timed photographs with the timer.

SPT No, it's not Crip. It's now sitting on
21 .

CC Okay. Very good.
CC Ed, while I'm talking to you here, I

wanted to tell you that that T - and this is for all of you,
actually, that TV you gave us yesterday on your day off was
real good. The camera work and the lighting worked out well.
The voice quality was good but they would appreciate it if you
would still the microphone just a little bit closer to your lips.
The quality of the voice that Bill gave later, while you were
doing that suit donning, came through very clean. So - and
yours was just a little bit on te weak side, So if you
might try when you're using that mike, putting it a little hi',
closer to your lips, we would appreciate it.

SPT Okay Crip. Will do. Bill was wearing -

actually wearing the Snoopy cap when he was working. I'll
try and do that . Thank you.

CC Okay. Thank you.
CC Okay Ed, there's one other item is that before

you take that exposure with the timer, you have to insure that
you manually cock the camera. The first time, that is.

SPT That was done, Crip.
CC Okay. That just about exhausts our ideas

right now. Let us think about it for a while.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll hava you again over the Vanguard in about 22 min-
ute t. .it 18:39. And Ed, we assume that you did put the batteries
in the timer. (Garble) and - I guess we're checking to see
If we got some other batteries onboard now that we might try.
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SPT Okay, Crip. That turned out to be the

problem. We took one of the timers out of there and apparently

one of the timers had a battery in and oie didn't. We were -we
got the one without it. , I'd like to find out where in the

procedures somewhere along the way is either putting battery-

timers in - we went astray.
cc Okay . We ' 11 look into it . Looks like

we might have had a problem in the way the procedures were set

up there .
,

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Hawaii. Next station in 20 minutes, will be tracking

ship Vanguard. Viewing the comet Kohoutek is becoming in-

creasingly difficult for astronomers here on Earth. While the

coset grows brighter each day, it now has a powerful rival

fcr its section of the night sky. The full Moon, neany
a million times as bright, produces so much scattered light

In Earth's atmosphere, that good views of the comet are very

difficult. Despite the Interferance of moonlight, the latest

measurements of the comet's tail indicate that it is visible

for a 13 million miles behind the envelope of gases and dust

that form its head. For the next few days, the bright Moon

vMl make the comet more difficult to see. As the comet moves

closer to the Sun, at a speed now greater than 120,000 miles

per hour or 2000 miles a minute, morning twilight will also

aake viewing difficult. At the present time, the comet be-

comes visible just above the southeast horizon about 2 hours

before sunrise or about a half hour before the morning sun-

light begins to brighten the atmosphere in the eastern sky.

While observation is now difficult from the Earth, where observa-

tories pointing their instruments along the horizon are blocked

by buildings or tall trees that obscure Kohoutek, the comet

is still within easy view of the astronauts aboard Skylab.

While the regular observations of the comet's brightness,

using a Nikon camera twice each day, arc becoming difficult,

from tne command module window, the comet's new position,

nearing tin- Sun, has made it visible from one oi the smill

windows in the structural transition motion, be I wci'ii Sky 1 ,i!> * s

docking section and airlock portion of the cluster. Hie

comet's position In the solar .system, now ].-*h than M) million

ail en from the Sun and several million miles inside the .<rbit

of the planet Venus, is bringing it closer to the Moon e.u-h

day. By December 24th, when the comet will be about 22 million

miles from the Sun in just a few days before its closest

approach to the solar surface, the dark moon will nearly

Hock our view of the comet in the morning sunrise. Aboard

Skvlab, the comet camera will be used to photograph Kohoutek

tonight about 7:30 to 8 p.m. Houston time. Meanwhile, using
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a 120-foot radio telescope in Haystack, just west of BostonMassachusetts, astronamers are trying to detect water in thecomet. Recent - recent studies of the comet have shownevidence at hydroxyl - a combination of oxygen and hydrogen-'atoms exists in the comet. This is believed to be a productof the breakdown of water molecules v which have been super-heated by intense sunlight that radio telescope search noteffected by the brightness of the Moon will continue through-out the month as the cornet increases in brightness to surpassscientists expect, every star in the sky. 16 minutes to the
'

tracking ship Vanguard. At 18:22 Greenwich mean time SkvlabControl. '

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control. 18:38 Greenwich

mean time. Tracking ship Vanguard upcoming in 50 seconds.

Next station after Vanguard will be Hawaii. A gap of almost

an hour, out of contact. And that Hawaii pass will be the

final one of the day, at a fairly low elevation angle of

3-1/2 degrees .. Standing by for acquisition Vanguard.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard 9-1/2

minutes. Doing a data/voice recorder dump.
C.c Skylab, Houston. We've had the woodpecker

working and all your flight plans are onboard. CDR, when you

hive a chance i would like to talk to you a little bit about

the S019 canister, that we're scheduling for tomorrow's ops

It's just, i think, it deserves a little bit of explanation.

SPX He heard you, Crip, and he'll be with you

In a little bit,
CC Okay, Ed, while I've got you th»;rc, we're

trying to understand the problem of the batteries in the tincr

and there was an S063 activation, which was on one of your

cue cards. It's S063 act handheld, which called for installing

batteries in - in the tiners and I guess, right now, we are

a little bit uncertain as to what of that was done and whether

we got the batteries in the timers, also as to which battery
is in N'.kon 02. So, maybe if you could give us an update on

that some tine we could understand the problem better.
SPX Okay, Crip. The problem w.»s that on

activation, we had two of us work i tig the problem and one

assumed that the other guy got that particular thin*.

We had a timer battery in number 1, but not in number 2.

Number 2 is the one we picked. You want .i timer batteries

in number - in the camera or in the timer?

CC In - well, I guess we could use tiiem ;i 1 1 .

Nikon 02 and the timers if you could, and it*;* not necessary

to get that right now, but, if we could have that down sometime

today, we would appreciate it.

S P T Okay, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

Got a nice long one, have you again at Hawaii, a little over

an hour from now, it 19:'49, 19:49.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through tracking ship Vanguard. 59 minutes to the next station

at Hawaii. On December 2-4, the day before Christmas, the

Moon will block out the center of the Sun's disk, in what is

called an annular eclipse. A type of eclipse which leaves the
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18:38 GMT

outer edge of the Sun showing around the dark sphere of the
Moon. Skylab solar instruments will be gathering data on the
eclipse of the Sun for six consecutive passes. ; The first three
beginning at 10:40 Greenwich mean time or i:40 a.m. central
standard time, will be controlled automatically through
ground-controlled unattended operations. At 15:10 Greenwich
mean time on the day before Chris t mas ,' the crew will begin
a series of three passes in which they can observe portions
of the annular eclipse. From the Earth, the anular eclipse
will be visible at its maximum along a line that runs from
the Pacific Ocean, southwest of Acapulco, across the northern
part of South America, over the Atlantic Ocean and on over
part of northwest Africa. In annular eclipses, the Sun appears
to be larger than the Moon, even when the Moon passes directly
in front of the Sun, a bright circle, like an orange hula hoop
can still be seen. In a total eclipse, on the other hand, tho
entire solar disk is blocked out. The last total eclipse forwhich some of Skylab's telescopes were operated by ground"
contioi was June 30th, of this year. For the Deconbet 24
annular eclipse, about 10 percent of the Sun's surface will
remain visible. Even along the track of a maximum eclipse.
Viewers in the central and eastern United States will be able
to see a portion of the pre-Ch r is t mas elift - eclipse It willbegin just after sunrise, about 7:30 a.m., Houston time andwill last as long as 2 hours In southern Florida. Only a
small part of the Sun's disk will be blocked out for most
U.S. dawn observation. Naturally, careful precautions must be
taken to - when observing the eclipse, to avoid serious eye
injur - eye damage. This is the second annular eclipse this
year. A very brief eclipse occurred last January over the
southern portion of South America. Though it may sects strange
to Americans shivering In their woolen underwear, onr* of tho
reasons the annular eclipse frequently comes during the winter
season in North America, is that the Sun is now closer to tho
Sarth, than it is during n,u:h of the year. Winter an.) summer
are caused by the tilt of the Earth's axis, not by il,c Karth'sdis-mce Iron the Sun, and with wi-Uer in the northern fie m i s phe rwe have summer conversely below the Equator. At thr same time
the Sun is nearer to the Earth, and appears larger, the Moon
happens to be further away and seems smaller. Thus it i

*

that the little Moon falls to obliterate the giant Sun. While
an annular eclipse la not as useful for scientific observations
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one advantage for students of the Sun Is that the Moon provides
a sharp-edged occulting disk, making it possible to photograph
smaller and more clearly defined solar features as it cuts across
the bright surface of the Sun. The Skyl&b crewmen will never
see the maximum level of the eclipse, but the frequent
opportunities to see parts of the Sun blccked out by the Moon
should provide new information about our nearest star. Infor-
mation that couldn't be gained without the cooperation of
Earth's only natural satellite. 5 5 minutes to tracking station
Hawaii. We'll return at that time. At 18:53 Greenwich mean
time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control; 19:48 Greenwich
mean time. About 50 seconds away from acquisition through
tracking station Hawaii. Final Hawaii pass of the day.
Midway through revolution 3049.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for
3 minutes

.

CC Skylab, the MOCK down here looks like
we reverted back to that other program. It's all of a

sudden full of Apollo 17 people.
PLT It's always nice to have company.
PLT Crip, I have those numbers for you -

battery numbers .

CC Appreciate thera.
PLT Okay. In Nikon number 2 the battery numbe

1054, the tiner batter is - I think it's 1090. If it's
not that , it's 1890 .

CC Okay.
CC What about tne other timers? There are

two timers, or did you get a battery in the other timer yet?
PLT That was timer number 2 that I gave you, ai

stand by for timer number 1.

CC What I was talking about awhile ago,
regarding Apollo 17, we've got Captain Ceinan and Dr. Rock
down here making a presentation in the MUCR to the t light
controllers of Apollo 17.

PLT Oh. Good show.
SPT Crip, the serial number on the 1 - in Li me

number 1 is 1090, or perhaps 1890. The ink is rather uncle

a

I believe it's a zero, 1090.
PLT Okay .

CC Those are the same numbers I got for 2.
PLT Stand by

,
Crip .

CC Okay. No sweat. If there's any confusion
we can get it squared away later. We're about 1 minute
from LOS now. We're going to see you over the Vanguard in
26 minutes at 20:17, 20:17.

PLT Okay, Crip. Clarification, 1088 is on
timer number 2. 1090 or 1890 is on timer number I.

CC Okay. We copy, Bill. Thank you verv
much .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss ot signal
for the final time today through the Hawaii tracking station
24 minutes til the next station, which will be the (racking
ship Vanguard.

END OF TAPE
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p 0 It was a year ago, today, almost to the

minute that Apollo 17 touched down on the Moon, for the fin^S'l-r landing. This landing was at Taurus t ro. polio

17 Commander Eugene Cernan and Lunar Module Pilot Jack bchmitc,

are nere in Mission Control, to observe the "niver.-iy «n
.

Jo recognize the support they received fro., the Flight Control

TCa
CFRNAN Houston, this is Challenger, are you

reading? Go ahead, Houston. This Apollo 17 crew Jack Schmitt

nd iys'elf, Gene Cernan, sort of want to share an ad versary

we're having with all of you that are on the loop, that can

, us, cause today is the - a very special day almost a

year ago, to the minute as a matter of fact. Right now at

54 minutes past the hour while Ron Evans was c i rcl in g
th

c

Moon in America, Jack and I were guiding Challenger to

a tanning in the valley of Taurus Littrow on - there s very fond

memories in our hearts and in our ainds and we hop al of

vou share the significance of that moment a year ago with us.

SS've "I.n this
8
o PP ortunity of today to present to you here

In Mission Control and all those people here at JSC who

supported your entire operation, a flag that veer led with

us aboard spacecraft America on our f 1 1 gh t Apo 1 lo 1 7
I gue s

s

the real significance of this flag is manifested in its own

history, bu? to us the flag Itulf, the fact that we had the

opportunity to carry it, sort of represents the dedicat on

and the effort and the courage and the sel f -sac ri f ace of so

many of you people here - here at the (enter, who made our

mission even possible, much less the success that it was.

Ind the spirit of that feeling and the dedication which you

people put forth for us and for the entire Apollo Program

I II ink'is very significant of the traditions -"V^to^n
of our country that has allowed our nation to grow into the

greatest nation that the world has ever • #•«. So « h *

lltv
think you understand, an obviously sincere feeling of huail ty

but an awful lot of great, exciting pride we want to jr^ent

in Vway'of sayiitg'thanks , this flag, that went withb
to you in a way oi saying i ..«...* » . — ,

~_ .,, „ f uniir
us on our mission last December. To Gene aud to all of your

people o worked *o hard, who worked «o di 11 1 gtnt 1 y
no f or

"
A p 0Ho 17 and not just for the Apollo Program and all the

peopl^ Involved in it, but for our country and ult mate,ly for

the significance and that peace and that hope of all mankind

that we >. ~*ak of so frequently.
,

SCHMITI Okay, if you can read ne Houston, 1 thin*
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you all remember what I said when we deployed the flag

similar to this on the Moon, that that wa* the flag that flew in

che MOCR - aft - during Apollo 11 and through Apollo 16 and

it's up there and it's up there not only representing the

country but representing everyone of you v ;ys .
And everybody

involved in Apollo through the years. Now, this one went

to the same placi , but this one's come back and to fly in the

MOCR and I hope you'll let it fly here for as long as we re

flying in space. You may be interested in a little b t of

history. During the Apollo 15 mission Dick Gordon and I

carted talking about the possibility of flying the MOCR flag

if we had a chance to fly and then when Apollo 17 crew was

selected Gene and I started talking about it, and we brought

it up with Gene Kranz and everybody thought that it was a

great idea and that's - fortunately with the help of George

Abbey and a few other people around the Center we were able to

fly it. Typical in NASA history, the flag that flew on

Apollo 11 was a different size than the flag tnat was flown

subsequently, so we had to make sor« design modifications

in order to carry it. B" t , I thiiw, everybody was happy to

do it and I certainly was happy to have the opportunity to

deploy it, not only personally but I - as I said before,

I think for everyone in the room. Thank you very much.

K RAN Z Okay, on behalf of the Flight Controllers, the

people in Mission Control, for all of our previous space

programs Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo, our current program

Skylab and the Mission Controllers who will be flying programs

of the future, will accept this flag. The flag shall always

stand in the Mission Control Center here, and when we look

at It we'll think that dedication to the job, self sacrifice,

attention to detail and craftsmanship are what we need to

keep this country great. And to soiv« any of the problems that

we run across In any of the programs of thia nation. We thank

you very much

.

SCHM1TT Our pleasure.
CKRNAN Thank you Gene-o and Bill, we - -

CERNAN Bill (applause) hey-hey. Bill Schm-i.J«T

we thank you for the time during this Skylab Missioi, the

guya up there we know all personally contribute a gent deal

towards all the Apollo missions, and we'd like to thinkthat the

Apollo missions have contributed something to what they re

doing up there and I think they are an extension of what was
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sort of our model on Apollo 17 thai il's the beglnnlnx. " '.«

no i i he end. Thank you.

p A0 Lunar Module 1' i 1 o t Jack Schmltl pulling Hi u

Nngataff In the bracket vhi«h t li I s mo r n 1 n K w*is moved Iron

the third floor control room down to this control room.

PA0 This is Skylab Control at 20:u0 hours

Vanguard tracking ship coming up in 16 minutes. We'll return

at that time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thi s ^8 Skylab Control. 26 : J 6 Greenwich
mean time. Tracking ship Vanguard in about 50 seconds, and
following Vanguard will be the first pass of the day over
tracking station Ascension Island.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Vanguard
for 10-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger.
CC He y Jer

» you got a moment to chat a little
bit about S019 OPS and vhat we got scheduled for you tomorrow?CDR Yeah. Go ahead, Crip.

CC Okay. Tomorrow, we call out for you todo an S019 using canister 2. In the past, you've been usingcanister 3. Couple days ago, you did an operation wher- wehad intended for you to use canister 2. But apparently j twas overlooked and you continued using 3. And in the process
of that last operation, you did make a focus adjustment which
act it up for camera or canister 2. Howtver, there it was
incorrect since you were still on 3. 1 guess, tomorrow we'regoing to schedule for 2. We believe the focus is set correctly
for 2 right now. And one of the reasons We're going to 2
is that Carl has discovered that by evacuating his canisters
to vacuum, he's getting some fogging of the film. So he
does want them pressurized now. And since we want to pressure^them, we figure we might as well go ahead and use it Sowe will be using canister 2 now and would like for you tocheck the focus to make sure you are set on the correct 2

2 °Right?
° kay

*
ThlS U 8econd 2 for canister

cc That 's correct .

CDR Okay. I aure will.
CC Okay. Juat wanted you to understand thpreason we were going ahead and picking it up now so that wecould get that - that canister preseurlted and prevent anyfogging. J

CDR
.

Okay. Good enough. 1 suggest you pot
a reminder on tomorrow's detail somewhere about or in the
pad - the operations pad for 19 to rfccheck the focus

.

Okay. Sounds like a good suggestion. Jthink that maybe we might have said that all ready.

5^
R Yeah, a good check and balance that way.

, ,
0k *y your Flight Plan details ,, r <-

onboard and it does tell yon to do that.
CDR Okay.
C
t

C
J

PLf
>
Houaton. Bill, do y ; have a moment

to jot down one small correction on your details ft>r today?
rLT Rog, Crip. Go.
CC 0k *y- At 01;32. We've got you scheduled
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for S-201 OPS (comet). ^
,

; h t;
k
S 1^ 5

8
rg:^e)

rt

2

1

10K
t

OPS
m
:r

lead time on that and make that 0 1 . O igaroi.e/

comet OPS

.

PLT Will do

rf Thank you.
L

Hello, Crip. I got. a question on the

Go, Edward.

SPT Okay. It .aya__»door clos ing^ "d^that
^

SPT

Post-S063 OPS.
CC Go, Edward.

SPT Okay. n say» w V v,»

includes pressurizing the AMS . You want to eave h AH

-:rrr >; irur^r^ s: i: -
it can vent.

CC We'll check that for you.

cp T Okay. And the second time through the air-

glow, 1 vent pretty smoothly this time - no major problem

encounter. ^ ^ Vm auJfe the Packers

appreciate that. ^ ^ , ^ crylng tQ go back ^

^Lr.'refer^d to ny^urther to any timer than that So

U was a mUcu* on our part. We should've cross checked

each other. ^ ^ Thank yflu

^ SPT Houston Ed, in answer to your ques-

tion ve have Bill scheduled to perform the S063 AST (sic) ojer.it.

witch wtli take care of the SAL. So you can leave that up to

hlB
; pT Oh, okay. Thank you, Bob. He doc

door closing under the completion of my OPS and that

that. ^-"\n
i

t'; S affirm, mate. Having clo.cd under

yours and then under -.pit takes care of the p r e s <") r s z a t I o

SPT Very good .

r rjR 717 troops out there working?™
That's affirmative They have vomp -tod

it and they have presented us with the new American flag.

CUR v « r y go« d '

l

c [; R Jou folks down there in MOCR deserve It.

Ycu do good work.
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CC That 's affirm. Good bunch of guys down
here. Brag a little bit. We're about 30 seconds from LOS
now. We're going to see you at Ascension at about A minutes
from now at 20:31, 20:31. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump there.

CDR Ckay. So long.
PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal through

tracking ship Vanguard. We're about 2 minutes away from re-
accjuisitlon through Ascension Island tracking station at
approximately 3:32 this afternoon, Houston time, one of the
Skylab crewmen will use handheld cameras, such as the Hassel-
blad with 100-millimeter lens or the 3 5-millimeter Nikon
mounted with a 5 5 -m 1 1 1 iae t e r lens to photograph a submarine
volcano, Tonga, located about 200 miles southwest of western
Samoa in the Pacific. And in south Atlantic off the southern
tip of Africa, navigation charts record. numerous seamounls
with tops anywhere from 30 to 120 feet below the surf.ice. It
is believed that a great number of searaounts are shols -

and sholds which present potential hazards to shipping remain
undiscovered. However, identification of submerged topographic
features is difficult. Generally the surface effects which
give possible clues to their discovery are water color change,
generally lighter colors, current wakes and open ocfans, and
long wavelengths of the surface waves in the open ocean which
are produced by the submerged peak. Today 'a handheld photo -
photography will take place along groundtrack 39 which passes
about 70 miles west of Tonga. A Nikon with a 300-millimeter
lens, will be used for closeup shots of the seamount . The
afternoon photography is optional but Science Pilot Ed Gibson
may Interrupt his exercise period to take the shots. 30 seconds
now :iv.iy irots reacqu i s i t ion at tracking station Ascension Island.

KNO OF lAi'K
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PAO - - which are produced by the submerged
peak. Today's handheld photography will take place along
groundtrack 39, which passes about 70 miles west of Tonga.
A Nikon with a 300 -mi 1 1 i rae t e r lens will be used for close-
up shots of the sea mount. The afternoon photography is
optional, but Science Pilot Ed Gibson may interrupt his
exercise period to take the shots. 30 seconds now away
from reacquis i t ion at tracking station Ascension Island.
Standing by - -

CC - - with you once more through Ascension
for 9-1/2 minutes doing a data/voice recorder dump.

CUR Can't hear you.
CC SPT, Houston.
CUR Go ahead, he's listening.
cc Okay. Actually, I guess it's for the - for you,

Bill. We had told Ed earlier that he did not need to
pressurize the SAL and we took away that one, "atta boy" that
Ed gave us awhile ago (laughter) and we were mistaken. The - It
looks like we've got a problem on our cue cards there. He
should have had it pressurized for you to do the stow. You
nay have already caught that.

PLT Rog, Crip.
CDR That's okay, Crip. You've got more

atta boys left than we do.
CC Not so sure about that.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We're going to see you over Guam in about 38 minutes.
That's at 21:17. And for Jer, on your ATM pass coming up, for
the XUV M0N , TV downlink, would you hold that 5 minutes to
make sure we don't overfill the VTR?

CDR Will do.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go, CDR. About to go over the hill.
CDR Will you ask the 183 people if they're

satisfied, that they understand the situation on S183. The
last batch of questions they sent up indicated that they
probably didn't understand too much what I had debriefed.

CC We'll check it and talk to you at Guam.
CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control. LOS Ascension. 34 minutes

to tracking station Guam. Orbit continuing to precess
westward and pickup stations in the western Pacific. We'll
return In 33 minutes for the Guaa pass. At 24:42 Ground
elap - Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. 21:15 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at Guam in 50 seconds. Midway through
revolution 3050 for space station Skylab. We'll await the
callup by spacecraft communicator Bob Crippen for the Skylab
crew. Commander Jerry Carr should be back on the Apollo
telescope mount control console.

CC Guam 6-1/2 ainutes

.

CC And, for the CDR . Jer, in reference to
your last question ju9t before we went over the hill as to whei
we we didn't - had any more 183 questions. We are satisfied
with all the answers you've given us to the 183 questions and
we were wondering if what prompted your inquiry into that was
whether you'd noticed on the Flight Plan tomorrow we've got
a (garble) scheduled on 183 for Bill to perform and that
was just in reference to making a final check on carousel 1-1
prior to doing ops with it on day 28.

CDR No, the reason why I asked the question
Crip, was that the question list that came up to me here a

couple of days ago, asked a lot Of the questions that 1

answered in my debriefing and I Just wanted to make sure
that everybody had gotten the answers to these questions
and were satisfied.

CC Okay, Jer. We have got the answers and
we are satisfied; that covered them all.

CDR Okay.
CC And, the ATM wishes to pass on his

congratulations for the past three orbits of limb scan. Those
were real fine OPS you guys been doing.

CDR We kinda shorted the S055 guys, but
we got bos t of it

.

CC Believe you got everything that was
required in there.

PLY Crip, PLT , with a comment and a question.
CC Go, Bill.
CC Go ahead , Bill.
PLT Rog . I've completed the Instructions

contained in the general mcssagj for the S201 and let's see,
the number on thtit is 26 37 alfa, and step 2 was performed, and
there was no movement of the film transport box when I tried
to go counterclockwise so I think that probably make the PI*
feel a little more comfortable. And, also got a question on
the cue card, S063 alrglow cue card. The last - the flip side
in the last column asked a question under S - Sierra Tango 2,
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it says perforin S019, PR2 ; 183, PR3; S073, PR2, and 1 wonder
if we shouldn't put S201-2 as another - an alternate
possibility so there's a total of four alternate possibilities
there and that is a question. I'm not volunteering information.

CC Volunteer information for us. We'll look
into it.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you again over the Vanguard in about 32 minutes at
21:54 and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump there.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Guam. Tracking ship Vanguard will be the next station
over which the space station Skylab will be crossing. Also
on this revolution we'll pick up Ascension, Canary and Madrid
an overlapping p.isa which will run about 14 minutes. 29
minutes to Vanguard. Returning at that time. This is Skylab
Control at 21:24 GMT.

END OF TAPE
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CC Noxf. time, I'm bringing my dictionary with me

t, work

.

CDR Oh, Ed's been laying in the weeds with
that one .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Ascension - or rather
Vanguard has loss of signal. Ascension will acquire in 2

minutes. We'll keep the line up and monitor into Ascension.
Here, in the Control Center, the flight control teams are

changing. Th<>. new Flight Director is Neil Hutchinson. The
new CAP COMM , Astronaut Bruce McC'.ind 1 ess . Flight Director
Don Puddy has scheduled his chart ge-of-shift news conference for

4:30 pm central standard tint- in the News Center briefing room.
i'i:30 p.m. central standard time for the change -of-shift
news conference with Flight Director Don Puddy.

end of Tape
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CC Sky lab , this is Houston, through Ascension
for 6 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute
to LOS. Next station contact in 1-1/2 minutes through
Canary Islands at 22:16. Out.

PLT (Garble) , Bruce .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Dr. Thornton
Page will be an additional participant at the Change-of-
Shift News Conference. Dr. Page is the principal investigator
for S201, the f a r -u 1 t r av i ol e t e 1 ec t monograph ic camera that

will be used for the comet Kohoutek. It's also the camera that

will be used in the rocket photography tonight.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary

and Madrid for 8-1/2 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS . Next station contact in 26-1/2 minutes through Guam at

2 2 : 5 2. Out .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss

of signal. Next station will be Guam in 24-1/2 minutes.
Change-of-Shi f t News Conference with Flight Director Don

Puddy and Dr. Thornton Page, principal investigator for

S201, the far - UV camera, is scheduled to begin in approximately
b minutes, in the Building 1 News Center briefing room. At

2 2 hours 23 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control .

END OF TAPE
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'' AL1 This Is Sky lab Control at 2 3 hours,
W. minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is 18-1/2 minutes
away from acquisition at the Vanguard tracking ship. During
the change-of-ahif t news conference, Skylab made a pass over
the Guam station, there was no conversation during that pass
vc do have 25 seconds of tape, primary the call-ups from the
CAP COMM. we'll play that for you now.

. n
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for

1 0 minutes, out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS

next station contact in 31-1/2 minutes through the Vanguard"
at 23:33 with a data/voice tape recorder dump, out.

PA0 This is Skylab Control, that's the end
of the tape. Skylab system engineers are stepping up work on
troubleshooting procedures for the water-filled cooling line
that runs through the control and display panel for the
space station solar instruments. More than a hundred times
during the current Skylab mission, the ATM coolant loop has
had a noticeable, brief reduction in the rate of flow. These
slight changes, read on the telemetry in Mission Control
began shortly after the ATM loop was turned on by the crew
during the activation period. In the weeks since tho loop
was turned on. and the variations were noticed, flight
controllers shifted from pump B to pump C in an attempt to
determine It the pump itself was at fault. When the new pumphad no effect on the flow-rate fluctuations, ground controllers
turned their attention to th.- small device used to measure
the flow rate. Without other evidence for comparison, the
transducer itself was thcught to be a possible cause of the
variations in readings. Yesterday, however, the water flowing
through the control panel shut down completely for 3 minutes.
During that interval, actual heat transfer was measured.
The temperature changes were solid evidence that the flow-rate
measuring sensor was working properly. And this new information
has increased the attention being paid to the ATM tooling
system. Before the mission, most of the effort made by thesystems staff was toward refilling the much more rnKcntl.il
airlock module coolant loop. The smaller ATM loop which
uses water, depends on thp pair of c oo 1 ano 1 - f 1 1 1 e d airlock
module systems that the Skylab crew repaired successfully
during thtir first days aboard the space station. Several
procedures for repairing the ATM loop, in case it should
stop flowing permanently, are now being developed. If the
ATM cooling system were to stop completely, two areas would
be effected. First, the control and display panel, fromwhich the astronauts operate Skylab solar telescopes - wouldbecome hot to the touch. The present temperature limit,
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which was set several months ago is 105 degrees as a maximum
temperature for touch. ng. Without the cooling system, this
temperature will be reached ii one of the TV monitors remains
in use for 15 minutes during an average daylight observation
period. Each solar observation period lasts, on the average,
about 50 minutes. To meet the existing requirements for a
panel that never becomes warmer than 105 degrees, only one of
the two available TV monitors could be used, and it would be
limited to about 1/3 of each daylight cycle. Ihider such
I'lrcunstMces, the operator's skills might be impaired,
sine he could not have a constant view of c on d 1 1 ions on I lie
surface of the Sun. 'the astronaut might, however, make
ureater use of the Polaroid camera usfd for permanently
recording the picture on Skylnb's television monitor. A
second area affected to a lesser degree would be t he I ape
recorders used to gather data on Karth resources passrs.
Without cooling, the EREP recorders could be used for no more
than 24 minutes during a pass and that would limit Karth
resources data takes to about 5800 miles in length, at least
fur the four electronic instruments. In addition, a 10- hour
cool-down period would be required following each 2'.-minute
pass. This would eliminate back- to-back Earth resources
surveys. At the present time, the ATM control and display
parel cooling loop is working well. There have been no
f 1 uctuat ions , or drops in the flow-rate today. The general
instrumentation engineer in Mission Control says the problem
may be due to contamination that builtup in the cooling line
during the seven weeks between the second and third manned Sky
missions, when the line was turned off. And if the problem
becomes worse, the filter used to keep the llie clear may be
removed and cleaned. A tiltr-r brought back by the ser-ond
Skylab crew showed virtually no contamination after extended'
operation. Skylab is now lk- 1/2 minutes away from Vaneuard
acquisition. We'll come ba.k at this -time - at ih.-.t time and
23 hours, 20 minutes Greenwich mean time, t h 1 « is Skylab Com r

END OF TAPF
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*
' ""« I« Skyl.il, control at 23 hours 31

» nuus (.r,c.,.w Ul, men, t i me . Skylab c«tiln B up within r.u.v,«l the Vanguard tracking ship „ ow .

U ' M

,,

CC
, V V Skylab, this i,s Houston through the..Vanguard for 8 mi nut us.' Over. I*

CDR Hello Bruce
CC

Ovc-r .

iruce .

Okay, we'll dump you the data/voicerecorder lure. How y'all doing?
CDR We're all doing great, we got Bill, ,

" e ru ait oolng great, we cot Billthrough the LBNP, and he's peddling himself blind nowLL Okay,

K, vV\ t «,<
Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.Next station contact in 12-1/5 . u v. „

»<'<».

Hous ton , SPTSPT

in the streame

Ho ahead, Ed, you got about 5 seconds.

Okay I've noticed an appreciable change
P at H o clock n r so. Tho ha«P i u >

quite a bit and the whole thing has b.co«\u„ a d
'\

^

ve bee,, trying to get in as many shopping U st items fasI possibly can. It Just looks like a common St earner wni^hbeen stretched out. The base Is actually narrowing 0
"

now, very close to the disk.
rowing down

,

PA
°,

, ,

This is skyl«^ Control. Vanguard hasloss of signal. Canary Island station will pl k k
n> 10-1/2 m.nutes. At 23 hours U 1 .iLu G u h ftime, this is Skylab Control.

ntan

END OF TAPE
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**A0 This is Sky 1 at. Control at 23 hour* 51
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition
through the Canary Island station with overlapping coverage
a : Madrid . :

:

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
Island and Madrid for 14-1/2 minutes. Data/voice tape recorder
dump here at Canary. Out.

SPT Hello, Houston, SPT.
CC Hello , Ed

,
go ahead

.

SPT Okay, Bruce, what I was trying to squeeze
in ther<: when you went over the hill, was that in looking
at the corona the very prominent streamer at 8 o'clock,
is both elongated and started to neck down close to the disk,
relative to this morning it looks like a helmets streamer

which has been stretched out still very bright. But at the
base it has started to neck down a little bit, at the conclusion
of this last orbit. I've picked up a shopping list itew 1 at
the beginning of the orbit and one at the conclusion of the
orbit, and I'll he taking another look at it at the beginning
of the next orbit,

cc Okay, mighty fine Ed. Sounds like you're
right on top of it there.

SPT If the folks In the backroom have any
other desires for it let me know, I'll be glad to do it.

CC Sounds fine to us, Ed, just keep it ip.
SPT Okay. I wouldn't called a real coronal

transient but it certainly is a fairly swift changing
structure.

CC Now, we're in complete agreement with
what you have done and what you are doing.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead Jer .

CDR Koger, transporter 05 - I've been fooling
with it a little bit. And looks like we have broken film
with about 30 percent used and about 70 percent remaining. The
question we have Is do we have any empty cassettes up here
to use as take-up reels?

CC I'm sure we do. Stand by a second. I'll
pet you an answer .

CDR Okay.
cc Okay, Jer, would you believe the on« to

use is MT05?
CDR Thank you.
CC Empty 05, that is Mike Tango 05, and it's

located in F524.
CDR Okay, thank you.
CC (Laughter). They really got you on the
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pneumonics on that one.
CDR Bruce, out in - how about MT06 , 7, 8 or

9, 05 is not there?
CC Okay, Jer, go ahead and lake 6.

CDR Okay, I'll look around a little while
and s« o if I can locate 5 lattr.

CC Yeah, all ri^ht but for right now, we'll
plan on your us inn 6 In this application and if you find 5

around let us know where it is?
CUR Wi 1 co .

CC Skylab, this is Houston a minute and
a half to LOS. Next station contact through Honeysuckle
Creek at 40 - 00:40 Greenwich mean time in 35 minutes. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has
loss of signal. Honeysuckle will acquire Skylab in 33-1/2
minutes. A replay of yesterday's Skylab television trans-
mission is scheduled for 6:15 p.m. central standard tine
on the television monitors in the JSC news center. To
repeat the television transmission from Skylab yesterday
will be replayed - video tape replay on the monitors in the news
center at 6:15, about 7 minute 9 from now. At 7 minutes
past midnight Greenwich mean time, This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 0 hours 39 min-
utes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approaching acquisition
through the Honeysuckle, Australia station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle
for 4 minutes, out. Make that 8 minutes, ou:

,

CC . Skylab, this is Houston for the SPT , over.
SPT Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Roger, Ed, I have a change here to your

201 Kohoutek maneuver pad, over.
SPT Okay, Bruce which pad is it, the first or

second?
CC 1 1 ' a 26 36 Bravo

.

SPT Go ahead .

CC Okay, under the fine maneuver part, you'll
see where it says 52021, 50000, 50001, 50000, over.

SPT Yep, go ahead.
CC Okay, we want to change the - change Y

read 50153, which is equivalant to plus 1.07 degrees,
change Zulu to read 51035 equivalent to minus 0.29 degrees,

read back the fine maneuver please.
SPT Let's see, the total part of the maneuver
the 52021, X la 50000, Y is 50153, Z is 51035. And zero

degrees in X, plus 1.17 degrees in Y, and minus 0.29 degrees
n Z .

SPT

Okay, your octal was correct, the equivalent
-axis is 1.07 positive.

CC Okay, thank you Ed and 1 minute to LOS,
next station contact in 37 minutes through Bermuda at 01:24,
happy maneuvering, out.

SPT Bruce, we've got a question for the ATM
t\.lks.

CC Okay, you got 7 seconds, fire away.
SPT Looks like the coronal hole boundary at

the north is very diffusely defined., and I'm not sure we're
getting the kind of data they're after. 1 would recommend that
it we do any more work in the near future, we try the one in

the south. The boundary looks to be much straighter and
much better defined.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Honeysuckle has
loss of signal, The next station is Bermuda in 35 minutes.
Crew's preparing to maneuver the space station for comet Kohout
photography. At 49 minutes pass midnight Greenwich mean tine
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Sky lab Control at 1 hour 23 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab Is approaching acquisition
through the Bermuda station.

cc Skylab, thi - is Houston with you through
Bermuda for 5-1/2 minutes, the maneuver looks good to us, out.

cc And just for your Information, for the
SPT we agree with you on the point of using the southern
boundary of the coronal hold In future operations, out.

SPT Okay, thanks very much, Bruce. I was going
to do that for the next 'observing period we have, if I can't
go back and repeat some of the work we did at the north which
I don't think was too satisfactory.

CC Okay.
SPT Bruce, also we've been giving shopping

list item 1 at the beginning and conclusion of each orbit and
we can continue to do that if they would like to get a
standard mode in there to look at the polarization (garble)
(garble) we can go ahead and do that for him also. That
is not a shopping li 9 t item however, and I'd like to find
out from the ground if that's really what they want.

CC Okay, we'll *e t back to you on that.
SPT, this is Houston, you're cleared to include a S052 standard
in connection with the performance of shopping list. 1 when-
ever you do it on a non-interference basis, not to interfere
with the other items in the shopping list item or with your
regular observing time, over. With your regular performances
over. '

SPT O^ay, I understand, thank you Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 2 and 1/2 minutes through
Canary Island at 01:32, out.

PA0 This is Skylab Control, Bermuda has loss
of signal. Canary will acquire Skylab in 1 minute, we'll
keep the line up for the Canary pass and there we'll over-
lapping coverage through Madrid.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary Islands
and Madrid for 11 minutes, tut.

cc Skylab, this is Houston 30 seconds to
handover to Madrid, we'll be dumping your data/voice tape
recorder through Madrid, out.

p LT Skylab , PLT .

CC Go ahead PLT.
PLT Roger did ya'll take the recorders?
cc Yes, I called you at the handover, we're

dumping the data/voice tape recorder here at Maadrid.
PLT Okay, thank you. 1 didn't hear you,

I was right in the middle of 201.
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CC Okay , sorry

.

PL1 (garble) I'll Just report a nominal procedu
after the experiment is over.

CC TLT, this la Houston, ve 're going to start
another recorder to give you voice recording capability for
the balance of this pass. Out.

PIT Thank you.
CC Skylab thiB is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

26 linutea to the next station which is Carnarvon at 02:08,
out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has passed
out of range of the Madrid station. Carnarvon will acquire
the space station in 25-1/2 minutes. At 1 hour, 44 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky 1 ab Control at 2 hours 7

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is loss than a minute
away from a pasB that begins at Carnarvon and carrion through
t he Honeysuckle, Australia station.

CC Skylab, this is houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 15-1/2 nlnutes. Our. And PLT

,

this Is Houston, when you have a minute we'd like to talk
over the S201 atmospheric operations pad with you. Over.

SPT Go ahead, he's listening.
t

CC Okay, if you would please get out the
ac mo spheric ops pad, it's 26 3 3.

COR Roger, we have it.

CC Okay. You all haven't had a chance to

really make a dry run on this. And of course with the
missile launch being scheduled for one specific time why
it's fairly important that you get coordinated on it. As
yuu look down here in the section in which aays launch, the
salient point is that we want you, for example, to l« t a r t

out with a rotation of 011.9, a titlt of 17.8, you put the
power switch ON. The reset switch to START. And then when
you get down luce to time of 0 6:10:59, which is change,
rotation and tilt, what we'd like you to do is start changing
the rotation and not the tilt in the first one cause it stays
constantee. Change the rotation here in such a manner that you
smoothly and uniformly go from 11.9 to 358.7 over the period
of 29 seconds is involved. Then you go ahead and si op on
down another couple of lines, you hit the reset switch to

START, again 30 seconds later and 1 second after that you
smoothly and uniformly track fron 358.7 to 3 5 3 . < in rotation,
and 17.8, 21.4. And of course, what you're doing here is

your tracking the vehicle as it makes its way into orbit.
And the significant point is that we would like you to not
start tracking until the tine indicated, and then try to

time yourselves so that you just make a smooth motion and
wind up at the right angle at the right time. And the
suggestion has been made as a result of our ground s i as here
is that one criwman change the rotation while the other one
changes the tilt and controls the reset switch. And if you h

minute or so before the actual occurrance, CDR and the PIT
might give it few minutes and try to run though . Over.

CDR Yeah, we p I . ui to do that Bruce, one
question lure. i get the - I *;an assume then that I'm not
going to go the short way from the rotation of 11.9 to 358.7,
they want to go the long way?.'

CC Negative, Jerry, wo want you to go 'the',

short way. That is from 11 - through 10,9,8,7,6 just like
you're running your own countdown around the 358.7 and then
next time keep on going to 35 3.4.

CDR Okay, understand Bruce.
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PLT Also, Bruce, I have a question on the
T2 site Just above .

CC Fire away.
PLT Okay. Now 1 don't understand that -

this question to deeply, how this machine works. But all
the other field exposures have included a four line entry
with a reset switch to START 1 second before power switch
OFF. And T2 doesn't have that line entry. I have some
typographical problems in the T12 which I've sorted out.
I thought maybe they might have carried over and dumped
a line in the T2 pad?

CC Okay. What sort of typo errors do you
have? We only have - -

PLT I've got double line entries and spaces
inserted in the middle of the pad. And under the T2 field -

well normally, you got a power switch ON, reset switch START.
Okay that starts the sequence. It you got a reset switch
START, followed 1 second later by a power switch OFF, which
stops the sequence. Now T2 field doesn't have that reset
switch to START, followed by power switch OFF 1 second later.

CC Okay, we copy you Bill. Stand by a

second. And would you like us to uplink another a pad to
you?

PLT No, we - this is all right if I Just
get it squared away.

CC Okay .

PLT I've - I've asked you [h u >. question out
of ignorance Bruce, I just don't know.

CC We're answering - w're working on
answering that question with - about the same status right
here at the ciike and we're getting the answer from the back-
room .

CC Skylab, Houston, i got a 1 minute key-
hole coming up here. I'll be back to you shortly. Out.

END OF TAPE
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, „
CC SkyUb, thi« la Hruston, 1 til .lute to

L"S
,!,1

" lt station contact 1* 12 Binute* through Harrltt Uland
j t «J & t 5 b , o u t .

,

PA0
,

This Is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle Ims
<*«

%
™\)->

M
?
rrltt Florid, action will acquireSkylab in 30-1/2 iiinutes. At 2 hours 25 alnutes Greenwich•an thU la SkyUb Control.

END OF TAPK
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PAO ThU U Skylab Control at 2 hours 55 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab la nearly In range of the antennas
at tha Merritt Island Flordia tracking station, and there will
be overlapping coverage through the Bermuda station on this

pass .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Merritt
Island and Bermuda for a grand total of 13 minutes and 20 seconds.
We got PLT private conn coming up here at Bermuda at 02:58
which is in about a minute and a half. And they'll pick him up
on VHF before we do the S band handover. Over.

SPT Bruce which antenna for the VHF?
CC Roger, start out on right go to left.
SPT Thank you.
CC And it's for the other guy. Over.
CC Skylab, this la Houston. Houston com tech

reports no Joy on VHF. Are you configured? Over.
CC Skylab, Skylab, this in Houston. Houston

com tech reports no Joy on VHF. Is the PLT in the command
module configured? Over.

SPT He's up there and Bill - or Jer's gone up to

check .

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, com teck is reading
you on VKF. You apparently aren't reading him. If somebody
goes out to the command module you might tell the PLT to go to

the left antenna now.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Bermuda has loss

of signal. The .Madrid station will acquire Skylab in about

3 minutes. We'll keep the line up, and monitor through that

pass .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
for 7-1/2 minutes, data/voice tape recorder dump next station
Carnarvon. And if we have someone handy to the EREP coolant

valve on panel 135, would you answer up. Over.
CDR Bill's on his way.
CC Okay, I thought I might catch hits as he

came back by from the command module.
PLT I'm too fast for you Bruce. Okay what do

you want?
CC Just call you speedy. Okay we'd like you

to cycle a valve 4 or 5 times between the flow and the bypass
position. And when you get through with the cycling leave

It in bypass . Ove r

PLT Cycle 5 times and leave it In bypass then
work.

CC Roger. Out.
CC You might log It as exercise also never

can tell

.
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PLT You must have worked It before, Bruce,
PLT It's coap) ete .

CC Okay, thank you Bill. Wt'ro watching the
flow rate here and our hope van that by cycling it back and forth
If we had some contamination lodged in the seats this might Jar
1 1 loose

.

PLT Okay, I'll stand by her*1 for a couple of

minutes if you want me to do it again.
CC That's not required Bill, these flow

glitches occur typically with a couple of hours between then,
It'll take ua a while to watch and see if there's been any
real effect on It.

PLT Okay, now the valve is in bypass.
CC Roger, thank you.
CC And Skylab for your general informal ion

last time we left the valve in bypass the flow glitches that
we saw were smaller in magnitude than in the flow position. So

we're going to try that for awhile, no answer required.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute till LOS.

Next station contact in 26-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon at

0 3:47. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out of

range at Madrid station. Carnarvon will acquire the space
station In 24-1/2 minutes. At 3 hours 21 minutes Greenwich
mean time this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 3 hours
43 Minutes Greenwich mean time. Carnarvon Is about to
acquire Skylab,

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Carnarvon
for 9-1/2 ainutes with the data/voice tape recorder Uuap

.

And If you have a second Bill, I've got some exploration
for you on this 201 atmospheric operations pad.

PLT Okay , Bruce f Ire away

.

CC Okay, everytime that - when you wind up
a set of operations on 201, the frsae of film which ia
currently in position to be exposeu gets wasted because it

stays there until next t i ae you turn the power ON and hit
the reset switch. And everytime you hit the reset switch, it

takes you back to the beginning of a sequence of 11 frames.
The lltli frame of which remains in position and remains -

continues to be exposed until you hit the reBet switch
the next time, as long as power's ON, the int ens 1 f ier ' s working,
and all that good stuff. So what we are doing In the T12,
T20 and TiO operations Is turning the power ON, hitting the
reset switch the first time to bring a fresh frame of film
into position and then letting the thing run through Its
sequence, which takes 3 minutes and 25 seconds, leaving the 11th
frame in position. Now the 10th frame Is about a 100 and
some seconds or say a ainute and 40 seconds. And by leaving
the 11th frame position, you'll notice that the time between
the two resets Is on the order of 9 minutes there or 8-1/2 min-
utes; so we're getting a long time exposure on that 11th frame.
Hitting the reset switch the second time brings a fresh frame
of film up and there upon you turn the power OFF, and that is
the frame that's wasted instead of the 11th frame which is
already got some time accumulated on it. When we come down
into T2, the desired operation is only to get the standard
sequence of 10 frames and to shut it off on the 11th frame,
that la we're not trying for an 11th frame time exposure.
Consequently there's only one operation for the reset switch
and then when you turn the power back ON, hit reset at 09:51,
you're bringing a fresh frame again in that 11th frame is

the one that got wasted, over.
PLT Okay, Bruce, that's very good explanation

and thank you very much.
CC Kog.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead SPT.
SPT Hey Bruce, the streamer which we've been

talking about earlier today ie - the pass hour or so has
undergone a fairly marked change. Previously reported that
it necked down very close to the limb. It has done that
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somemore. And now It appears aa though it'» very thin at the.

hoBe and has bloomed out about 1-1/2 maybe 2 solar radiant,

and Is arcing very «lowly up tovarde the north. It looks as

though there has been tone activity associated with that, and

a fairly large magnetic field reconfiguration in Ue corona.

And I would suspect that sone observations ought to be taken

on this for the time resolution of one half an hour to an

hour, whatever is feasible. Right now we're in the building

block I, and we're getting some good Sun centered day on U.
And I'm wondering if the people in the backroom would rather

that we continue on with tht some Sun centered operations or

move on to building block 28 and JOP 24?

SPT Houston, SPT.

CC (jo alie.nl, Ed,

SPr Hey, do your folks in the backroom have

any comment on that or should we Just press on with business

as usual doing JOP 24?

CC Roger, no comment yet. We have it in

work and are you at the ATM now or what?
SPT Bill is up here and I'm kind of periodically

coming back and forth.
CC Okay, we copy. And for your information,

we're taking control of the video tape recorder at this time

to configure - rewind and configure for dump.

PL t Okay, Bruce i didn't quite get all I wanted

on there but that's okay, fire away. I did get a little of that

coronagraph on it. I didn't get the XUV MON on it yet.

CC Okay, that's all right, we're going to go

ahead and take it here .

PLT Fine.
C C PLT, this is Houston. On your schedule pad it

calls for two building blocks number 28. We'd like to go ahead

and get those in and then if you're fleet of foot and swift of

hand, maybe you can work in a building block 32 at the end,

over . That '11 be on the -

PLT Okay, I'll call then back.

CC That'll be on the streamer.

PLT Okay.
( C Skylab this is Houuton 1 minute to LOS,

next station contact in a little over 2 minutes through

Honeysuckle Creek at 03:57, out.

P A0 This is Skylab Control. Carnarvon has

loss of signal, however Honeysjckle will pick up Skylab in

less than 1 minute. W. Ml continue to keep the line up,

standby.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle -

Creek for 4 minutes. And for the PLT, that building block 32
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is a pari of JQP 20, In fact it la JOP 20.
connection, we would also lik« you to omit

PLT Roger, omit 54 on JOP 20.
CC Roge r

.

PLT Building block 32.
V.C Roger

.

PLT If I get around to It.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, tlil« is Houston, 1 ainute to l-f»i»

.

Next Htation contact in 29 minutes through Corpus ChrlHti
at OA : 29 . Out .

PAO This is Skylab Control, Skylab is out
of range of Honeysuckle now . The station at Corpus Chriati,
Texas will acquire Skylab in 28 Kinutes . At 4 hours 1 minute
Greenwich acan time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 4 hours 28
minutes Greenwich s«an time. Skylab Is approaching
acquisition by the Texas station. The evening status report
will be taken at this station.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston, through
Corpus Chrlstl, He r r 1 1 1 I s 1 and and Bermuda for 16-1/2 minutes.
Standing by for the evening status report. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce, here it comes.
CC Let her rip.
CDR CDR, sleep: 7.5, 6.0/heavy, 1.5/light;

SPT, 9.0, 8/heavy, 1/llght; PLT
, 7.5, 7/heavy, half/light.

Volume: CDR, 1300; SPT, 1200; PLT, 2200. Water gun: CDR,
7272; SPT, 2492; PLT, 8641. Body mass: CDR, 6.323, 6.322,
6.321; SPT, 6.392, 6.392, 6.393; PLT, 6.245, 6.247, 6.248.
Exercise: CDR, Method Alfa, leg, 29, 5000. Method Bravo,
Alfa, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, 10, 20 each. Method Charlie,
Charlie, Delta, Foxtrot, 06, 20 each. Method Echo, Alfa,
Bravo, 03,10 each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10, run, 01, spring,
02, 300, toe rise, 03 200. SPT , Method Alfa, leg, 40, 8341.
Method Bravo, Bravo, Foxtrot, and Curl, 15, 40 each. Method
Foxtrot, springs, 10, 1000, toe rists, 10, 200. PLT, Alfa, leg,
37, 6000, Bravo - Method Bravo I should say. Alfa, Bravo,
Delta, Echo, 08, 50 each. Method Charlie, Bravo, Charlie,
Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Gulf, 10, 20 each. Method Echo, Alfa,
Bravo, 02, 10 each. Method Foxtrot, walk, 10, springs, 01, 100,
toe rise, 01, 75. Medications: none. Garments disposed of:
none. And the Food log: CDR, 3.5 salt, minus one coffee
with sugar, plus 2.5 water; SPT, 1.5 salt, plus tuna spread,
plus one grape drink, plus 3.5 water; PLT, zero salt, plus
one Bint, zero water. Flight Plan deviations: SPT rtad
the 02-13 ATM panel, instead of the CDR. Shopping list
accomplishments: housekeeping 8-alfa, boric acid 13.
Inoperable equipment disposition: transporter 05 and DAC
09 are okay. DAC 08 Is still red tape. Unscheduled stowage:
none. Now for the photo log: okay, 16 -ml 1 1 i me t e r : N/A.
Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray, 36, 30. Zero Ch - Nikon 02, Bravo
Victor, 44, 3b. Nikon on 03, Charlie India, 110, 51. Nikon
0;, Bravo India, 08, 18. Nikon 05, Bravo Hotel, 04,
anticipating 3 exposures tonight for Kohoutek. 70-millimeter:
Charlie X-ray, 17, 014. ETC: no change. EREP: no change.
Drawer A configuration: Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India, 93, 74,
Mike Tango, 06. No change on the rest of the Alfas, Alfa 1,
Alfa 3, is the back. And that's it.

CC CDR, Houston, on Nikon 04, we show It

probably should Baker, Echo, that is BEOA for the f i In type.
CDR That's affirmative. Bravo, Echo, 08.
CC Okay, we got all that. The evening
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That a C1122, which is th« (oner takeup reel there, that
- that yog vant*J to use MT06 to replace*
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CC

,

Okay, thank you. And to update theinfor.at on required for our radiation model for the H1 B

useVw^re? 'over!' " —b" 3 ^ '»

th.™Indov.
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'
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'
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not
C
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^ h °W db ° Ut th * Haa8elblad when if,

CDR Left In the vardroon.
cc And what - -
CDR And the same for Nikon 01.

.

C
.

C
j _ rtt

°kay, Hasselblad's in the wardroomwindow and NK01 is there also.

^
DR That 'a af f i rmat ive .

cc Okay, thank you.

put
C
aJay ^ ni * ht

*
U

° f thCSe can>eras a™

£
C Right, we copy, thank you.

yantl
And I have an ATM frame count, if you

" Go wl < h the ATM frame count.
H-Alfa, 01915, 56, 3733 82-Alf* 127

82-Jravo, .0 7 5 , 52 , 55U, and 54 is
'

read ing 36^0 !
'

? '

k.,I\ . .

° kay
'
we 80t those "HI- And I have

r , on!
° f 8 ° ne ° f ray Previous detail remarksregarding S201 operations. You may recall how I explainedto you how to carefully uniformly and smoothly change therotation and tilt, spacing it out over the period of timegiven on the pad

.
That is incorrect. We are not trackingthe vehic e during that previous time. We're changing .one pointing coordinate to another, and what you have isabout a frame - exposure on that frame of about 14 secondsAnd the time that's given is the start time for changerotation and tilt, is the time after which you should startAnd you should be at the new setting by the time listedbeside the new rotation and tilt. And it doesn't make anydifference whether you go there in big impluse or whetheryou go there smoothly and slowly. Over,

easier
Thanks a lot, that makes that a let

CC I - -

END OF TAPE
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CC » • (garble) and it doesn't stake any
difference whether you go there 1>\ one big impulse or
whether you go there smoothly and slowly, over.

PLT Thanks u lot, that makes that a lot easier,
CC 1 thought that would brighten your whole

day up. I've been going through quite an evolution down
here looking at the 11 frame sequence and seeing where all
this stuff fits in. It turns out that out of a given
11 frame sequence, we get about 4 or 5 usable exposures and
the rest of them are blurred during filter changes and
repointlng and things like that so it's something you
got to really look at to understand.

PLT I can i>j lieve it .

CC And if you have no traffic for us here,
I have a news luasary which I can read you after our
handove r

,

PLT (garble) go .

CC Okay, we're now coning to you through the
offices of the Bermuda tracking station. And the Navy reported
today that six men were killed when fire broke out aboard
the Aircraft Carrier Kitty Hawk, under the command of
Captain Robert E . Kirkaey of California, located about 700 miles
east of the Philippines. 38 other men suffered minor burns
or smoke inhalation. The blaze erupted about 8 a.m.
eastern standard time and was extinguished an hour later.
The ship la still capable of conducting flights. No explosion
was reported and the cause cf fire has not yet been determined.
New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller announced today that he
is resigning from his office next Tuseday after 15 years.
Lieutenant Governor Malcolm Wilson, Rockefeller's running mate
in four campaigns will take over. Rockefeller, age 65, whose
term expires December 31 next year said, "he can serve the
nation and the State of New York better as Chaiiman of the
bi-partisan National Commission on Water Quality." Great Brltian
29000 locomotive engineers have rejected a last ditch go\ e rnmen

t

appeal to call off their go-slow campaign. The action starts
tonight at midnight and could paralyze England 'a already
battered economy. It could also tie-up the state owned
railroad system. Cesar Cedeno , 22 year old star outfielder
of the o us ton Astros baseball team was questioned today by
police In Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic in the
shooting death of a 19 year old woman. Cedeno, in the
Dominican Republic for winter baseball, says the sh noting was
an accident. King Hussein of Jordan said today there is
"acute danger" of renewed fighting in the Middle Fast. In
West Germany Chancellor Willy Brandt signed an agreement in
Prague today that ends 35 years of Czech-German hostility.
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The treaty open* diplomatic ties between Prague and Bonn and
buries forovor the 19)8 Munich Pact that Hitler used to annex
part of pre-war Chechoslovakia. Washington. The Supreme Court
voted 6 to 3 today to give police blanket authority to
conduct a complete search of anyone that they arrest lawfully.
The decision re p resent ed a vicinty for advocates of greater
police latitude but brought dissent from the court's three
liberal members. Ell T. Reich Director of the Office of
Petroleum Allocation reportedly told Interior Secretary
Rogers Morton yesterday that he is on the verge of resigning.
Washington spokesmen say i he does, he'll be replaced by
an official from the Office of Management and Budget. Reich,
a former Navy Admiral, retired last November to accept the
position. Use of census Information in a federal computer
ptogram aimed at getting Billions of Americans into car pools
was announced at Washington today. Under Secretary of Commerce,
John Tabor - excuse me, Under Secretary of Commerce, John Tabor,
said at a press conference that 1970 census information from
125 metropolitan areas of 250 thousand people or more showed
over 31 million workers drove to work alone. The house voted
overwhelmingly today to prohibit more than 5 billion dollars
In U.S. credit loans for Soviet trade until the Soviets
permit easier emigration. The bill now goes to the Senate.
A congressional commit te was told today by Herbert Stein,
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, that fuel
price increases could raise the cost of living in 'he
United Stales 27 billion dollars next year. Stein said he
based his estimate on an expected 50 percent increase in
fuel prices. He also predicted that a 30 cent per gallon
increase in gasoline prices would be required to balance
supply and demand. Pope Paul's Christinas Mass schedule is
somewhat in doubt due to the feast day driving ban rules
placed in effect today in Italy. The Pople will say Mass in
St. Peter's Basilica at midnight on Christmas Eve only If
the government suspends the driving ban for the holiday season.
If not, the Vatican says Pope Paul will say Mans in the
Sistlne Chapel for prelates and diplomats only. On
Christmas Day, however, the Pope will say Mass at St. Peter's
at 11 a.m. and give the Apostolic Blessing from St. Peter's
balcony at noon. Katherlne Graham, Publisher of the
Washington Post will become the first woman ever to receive
the John Peter Zenger Award. University of Arizona
spokesmen say Mrs. Graham earned the honor for her paper's
coverage of the Watergate affair. The award Is named after
the Colonial publisher who won a major court battle leading
to a free press in America. New York. The stock market
closed sharply lower today, ending a 3 day rise. The Dow-
Jones average of 30 Industrials up briefly In mid - morning
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trading closed off 16.96 point* at 834.16. Volume on the
New York Stock Exchange was 20.10 nllllon shares and declln«iUd advances by a 2 to I Margin. The Big Joard's composite
Index of 1,500 common stocks was down .95 <tt 51 dollars
and 20 cents and the American Stock Exchange market value
index fell 1.05 to 91.03. Finally, for Bill, Oklahoma State
clobbered the University of Texas in that basketball game
last night, 83 to 73. And the final score on the Monday Night
Football game was Rams 40, Giants 6. And as we say in the
publication business, that's 30 sports fans.

SPT Thank you, Bruce.
cc And I've got a note here to 04 50 In

Madrid, there'll be a subframe 1 dump which I assume Is the
same as a voice tape recorder dump. And for the CDR, also
another note passed to me during the roadlng of the news.
Is we'd like you to confirm the quanlty remaining
on the transporter - transporter 05, that's read down
74 percent and I think earlier in the day, you'd referred
to about 30 percent already In the take up reel.

CDR Yeah, thai was Jst a wild estimate to you.
Take up reel bubble shows right around 30 percent. That's
the one we filed away and It Just happens that the supply
reel shows about 74, sorry about that.

CC Okay, now we expect things like this on
the take-up reel, since it can go on asymrae t rlca 1 ly and
74 percent it Is.

CI)R Yeah, that's right.
CC Skylab, 1 minute to LOS, the next station

contact In 5 minutes through Madrid at 04:51, out. And
Madrid is the medical conference, private comm. so we'll
next be talking to you through Honeysuckle Creek In 51 -
minutes at 0 5 : 3 7.

P*- 1" Roger, Bruce.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston we'd like to get a

nominal H cage, 10 minutes prior to the S201 maneuver this
evening, acknowledge, over.

CDR Nominal H cage 10 minutes before (garble).
Cc Roger, and that's 10 minutes before.
PA0 This Is Skylab Control. Bermuda has

loss of signal. Madrid will acquire Skylab in 3-1/2 minutes.
The daily medical conference will be conducted at that station
We 11 monitor through the Madrid pass, however in case that
conference ends before Madrid has loss of signal. We're
about 3 minutes avay from acquisition at Madrid, we'll kt>ep
the line up and monitor on through that pass.

K N 0 OK TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out
of range of the Madrid station now, the medical conference
occupying that pass. The next station will be Honeysuckle,
Australia in 39 Minutes. At 4 hours 58 minutes Greenwich
mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Sky lab Control at 5 hours 36 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab is coming up on a minute and half
pass at the Honeysuckle station. We have the mission surgeon's
daily report on the crew health for today, mission day 26. It
reads, the crew remains in excellent health despite the cramped
quarters. Intracrew harmony remains good. Signed Je-ry
Kordinsky, M.D. for Dr. W.R. Hawkins, M.D.. Honeysuckle should
be locKing up on the space station momentarily, we'll stand by.
„

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle
Creek. Short pass 1-1/2 minutes. Next station contact throughGoldstone at 29 minutes at 06:06. And for your information
we re having range problems with the launch vehicle. It may
be scrubbed. We'll call you at AOS over Goldstone with theinformation. If it is scrubbed only that part of the
201 atmospheric ops pad which is concerned with the block
headed launch will be scrubbed. You will still do T12 T2
T20 , and T10 . Ove r .

'
'

PLT Rog , Bruce.
PLT Skylab. copy.
CC Okay. How's everything going with the

maneuver?
PLT Don't know Bruce, I'm down here at the

wardroom. Kd's doing the maneuver.
CC sp T, this is Houston. You having some

difficulties with the maneuver?
" Okay, LOS, we'll talk to you at Goldstone.
CC SPT. Houston.
CC LOS.
SP* Yeah, go ahead Bruce.
cc We're just wondering we didn't see the

maneuver starting on time. They're wondering if your havine
any problems? *

SPT
,

,
Yeah, Bruce. We tried it without going to

now
we're back to SI now. We're maneuvering right

cc Okay, we copy. We'll see you over
Gol ds tone .

PA0 This is Skylab Control, Honeysuckle has
loss of signal. Skylab will be within range of the Goldstone-
station in 26 minutes as reported by CAP COMM. Bruce MrCandless
Thi-re an; range problems at the western test range in
California. There is a possibility that the rocket launch
which the crew was to photograph, may be scrubbed. We'll
have a - should have a GO or NO GO on that launch at
Goldstone. If that launch is cancelled the crew will still
perform the far ultraviolet photography on the three galaxies
and on the Crab Nebula, eliminating only the rocket photography.
At 5 hours 40 minutes Greenwich mean time, this la Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 6 hours 5minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about 50 secondsaway from acquisition at the Goldstone, California stationThe rocket launch, which had been scheduled for the western
test range, has been cancelled due to range problems. Thecrew will continue with the photography of the Crab Nebula
and three galaxies. But the rocket launch has been cancelled.We 11 stand by now for a call up to the crew.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through theGoldstone, Corpus Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda. Breakbreak, the launch has been scrubbed. Over.
'

PLT Roger, Bruce, we're continuing with theexposu res .

cc Roger, and you'll skip the part that'sentitled launch and take up again with the T20
PLT Roger.
PLT Houston, Skylab, PLT.
CC Go ahead, Bill .

PLT Roger, on Tango 12 field, we were just
a bit late getting to attitude. We started - we waited untilwe were reasonably stable within degree and a half I
started the sequence and I terminated it on the pad timeso we probably last - maybe the last two exposures of thesequences. The rest of them we should have with no problemcc Okay, we copy that Bill.

„
CC

,
Skylab, this is Houston, I minute to LOSNext station contact in 6 minutes through Madrid at 06-28And we'd just like to say here even though the launch got'scrubbed we all appreciate you staying the extra 3 hours togive It the old college try for S201.
R °8. Bruce, no sweat. Glad to do it.

<-C And the old silver team here says goodnight. We re going to handover to our buddies.
Pl'T Rog, good night .

CC 0n the tarnished silver team which is
b ronze .

«t If . u a . J
Th

J?,
iS Skylab Contro1

- Bermuda has lossof signal. Madrid will acquire Skylab in about 4-1/2 minutes.At 6 hours 23 minutes Greenwich mean time. This is Skylab

END OF TAPE
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26
PA0 This Is Skylab Control at 6 hours,
minutes Greenwich mean time. Madrid is about to acquire

Skylab .

cc ' Skylab, Houston through Madrid for 9 minutes.
SPT Roger.
PA0 This is Skylab Control, there's been

a Flight Controller team handover in the Mission Control center.
The new Flight Director is Chuck Lewis, The CAP COMM now is
astronaut Henry Hartsfield.

cc CDR, Houston, one thing we'd like to clean
up tonight before y'all go to bed if it's okay is, on the
photostatius report you listed Nikon 02 Bravo Victor 44 as
36 frames and we're not sure we copied that right. If that 's
correct, there was no frames counted off of it and that was
the camera I think that you used for S063.

CDR Okay, Hank. Stand by. I'll check it
again.

CC And Skylab,
on the ATM close out, we need
to camera .

CC Thank you si
CDR Yeah, you're

mechanical counters instead of
frame count is 12.

CC Roger, we co
CDR That

happen to be the same.

Houston we need one more item
to get the S052 mirror position

right Hank. I read yo
the elect r ical . The p

opy thank you Jer.
a 1 cocoincidence that they

the morning, get
CDR
PAO

of si gna 1 . We ' ve said
take this line down

Skylab, Houston we're about 1 minute
Thank you for staying up late, we'll see you

, good night's rest .

Night Hank

.

This is Skylab Control. Madrid has lo
ight to the crew of Skylab.

til crew wake-up time tomorrow
Greenwich mean time. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 15:05 Greenwich

sean tiae. Voice relay station at Tananarive in 50 seconds,

at which station the spacecraft communicator, Bob Crippen
will aake a wake up call to the crew. And following his

practice will be preceded by music. The crew's sleeping
in a little later this morning because of the late work

day, yesterday, extending into this morning past midnight.
Standing by for Tananarive.

CC Cood morning, Skylab. Houston in the

blind. We're just passing over Tananarive, so we can't

get a good lockup. We'll see you again at Hawaii at 15:49,

15:49. That's about 37 minutes away. And we have the dump

inhibited for your upcoming 233.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Tananarive voice relay station. That station was

unsuccessful in maintaining a solid enough lockup and a

strong enough signal strength with space station Skylab to

effect air-to-ground voice link. Therefore, the wake up will

be at Hawaii, which is a very brief pass of 2-1/2 minutes.
35 ainutes from now, we'll be back at that time with the

belated wake-up. At 15:14 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control. 15:48 Greenwich
mean time. Very short pass over Hawaii, and spacecraft
conitun icator Bob Crippen will attempt again, to wakeup the

crew. Tananarive voice relay station earlier this revolution,
was unable to lockup on the space station with the equipment
out there on the Island of Madagascar. We'll see if it

work b at Hawaii.
CC Cood morning, Skylab. We're AOS over

Hawaii, and we've only got you for about 2 minutes. GNS
and EGIL tell me it looks like you're awake. So I assume you
got that call through Tananarive.

CDR Negative. We didn't get the call, but
we kind of got up by ourselves.

CC Okay. Glad you had a chance to sleep
in late. We had a little antenna problems trying to acquire
through Tananarive where we were originally going to wake you
up. And, I guess, Just a brief reminder here. We've got a S009

set coming up at 15:54:20. And that's about all going right

now. A little bit later, perhaps over Vanguard, we might
talV About the upcoming trim burn.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll have you over the Vanguard in about 26 minutes
at 16:17, 16:17. And we'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump. Can you t*ll us whether we managed to get in the 233
this morning?
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'

PLT That's affirmative, Bob. Got two very
good exposures. The last one was executed properly, but
there's an awful lot of sunrise, as was there one - on the

' one last night. The last exposure I took. And I'm standing
by. I'm going to do S009, also.

CC Okay , Bill. Thank you ve ry much . Tha t '

s

excellent. We were a little bit concerned about not having woke
you up, whether you got up there in time. These guys are
on the ball.

CC And we're assuming that we will be bringing
up the G&N at Vanguard in prep for the trio burn.

CDR And that S009 time was 16:54:20. Is that
a f f i rnative?

CC That' s affirm.
CC And, Jer, you copy. When we get to Vanguard

will be when we're bringing up the G&N for the trim burn?
CDR Okay. I'll have my pad ready.
CC Very good.
CC Bill, in the blind, that S009 time was

15:54:20.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. The S009 referred

to by CAP COMM. Bob Crippen is the SO09 nuclear emulsion
experiment, which is aimed towards studying the charge
9pectrum of cosmic rays. It uses sensor strips, which are
stowed in the multiple docking adapter in a book fashion.
At 10 o'clock Houston time, there will be a playback on the
monitors in the Houston News Room and on the television
line of some Skylab III television, the crew quarters deck
tour and the first EVA in Skylab III. Next station in 22 min-
utes will be tracking ship Vanguard. At 15:55, this Is
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Skylab Control. 50 minutes -
SO seconds,; that is, to acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard.
It's presently 16:16 Greenwich mean time. Little less than an
hour away from the second trim burn for the mission, scheduled
at 11:04 a.m. central time. It's a snail posigrade burn
in about 1.1 foot per second, using the service module RCS
t h rust e rs - -

CC " " ton
»

AOS Vanguard doing a data/voice recorder
dump and sorry I misunderstood a number, Je r , read back to me

?c cl
ie^! me

° f tIlC S0 ° 9 8et
"

Dld y° u 8 u y s « et ^. that it was
1 3 : 5 4 : 2 0 ?

PLT
f

Ro 8- I got it, Bob. I was - I wa3 up
there. I didr' t answer you 'cause I was waiting for the time
to come up.

CC Okay. Very good. And if Jer is available
and also you, Bill, I guess that's because you've participating
in this trim burn, might like to run through a few items if
you can , p le asc

.

PLT Listening.
CC Ukay. I guess we're blocked up and ready

for you to go ahead and start Jer on powering things up. A
couple of items I want to run over is - of course, we are
using tho CSM doing the attitude hold with no M - EMP (sic) onyour G&C checklist. 614 OPS and wanted to make sure that
you do have the change 2 entered.

PL T That's affirmative, Bob.
CC Okay. And that was Just that little step

about tape recorder and when to do your AMF function DELTA- V

.

The other item was - it's not very clear on the checklist and
we saw it last time that there was several minutes between
when standby was selected at the AIM C6D and when CMC AUTO
was selected in the command module. And of course, you're
in free drift anytime you go to STANDBY until that AUTO is
selected. So that time should be minimized. In other words,
some coordination should go in there to make sure you switch
it over with the minimum amount of time and no control.

PLT Okay. We weren't aware of any lag last
t i me . But we'll watch it.

cc Okay. And there is a note at the bottom
of your trim pad regarding powering up the optics to look
for the OCDU failure (?) that we saw during rendezvous.
The - of course, you'll be monitoring that looking for your tracker
light and the one thing we did want to emphasiie was that If you
get a tracker light, we would like to go ahead and trouble-
shoot it sir.ee it had been intermittent previously. However,
we don t want that in any way to interfere with your time
for your trim burn. We'll come back md get it later if it'snecessary.
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Pi.T Copied.
CC Okay. And one other item. 1 guess we

don't anticipate having to do it but the last tine we did

have to kill some attitude errors with the coumand module

just to minimize - the perturbations when we turned it back

over to the APCS and it looked like you had tried to use the

transl ational hand controller and if that won't work, then

CMC AUTO. So you'd have to do that with the RHC or a VERB 49

.

PLT Copied.
CC Okay. That's all the items here that we

wanted to cover and if you got any questions about it, we'd

be glad to try to cover them. We still got you for about

8 mo re ml nu te s .

PLT That ought to about cover it, Crip. If

you think of anything else, why just come back.
CC Okay. Very good. I guess y'all can press

on with the powerup so we can look at it from the giound here.

PLT Crip, we're just finishing breakfast and

it may be a few minutes before we get up there.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're going LOS. We'll

have you at Tananarive in about 14 minutes. 16:41.

PLT Rog, Crip.
PAO Skylab Control. Lops of signal through

tracking ship Vanguard. It's 12 minutes until final pass over

voice relay station in Tananarive which the last revolution
was unable :o lock onto space station Skylab with its antenna.

Signal strength was too weak to use. Going back to this trim

burn scheduled for 11:04 central time this morning, it's in

a pcsigrade direction. A 16-second duration burn of the service

module RCS thrusters for a total velocity increase of 1.1 foot

per second and it drives the space station groundtrack back

to where it has a repeating groundtrack every 5 days - repetative

coverage. At the present time, the groundtrack has drifted
about 7 to 8 miles east of the desired track. After the burn,

the orbital measurements will change only slightly. Perigee

will be 227.1 nautical miles and apogee, 244.7. We'll return

in 11 minutes for Tananarive at 16:30. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thl3 is Skylab Control; 16:40 GMT.

AOS at voice relay station Tananarive in 50 seconds, hopefully.
At any rate, this will be the final pass over Tananarive
for today, or at least until late evening, when the descending
passes across Africa begin nudging across Tananarive.
15 seconds to predicted acquisition. Standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Tananarive for 7 minutes.

CDR Roger, Houston. We're all powered up

an d re ady to go

.

CC Very good. Then there's no problems In

the powerup?
CDR No. Everything went just fine.

CC That ' s good.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fron

LOS. We'll see you again in 37 minutes over Hawaii at

17:25. 17:25.
CC Skylab, Houston. I believe ny last

transmission was broken. We'll see you again at Hawaii
at 17:25 after the burn.

CDR Ok?y. It'll be all over, but the shouting.
CC We'll hope there's nosh outing.
CDR Rog.
p AO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through voice relay station Tananarive for the final tine

today. Next station Hawaii in 34 minutes, which will be

after the burn - trim burn. Today's main activity will
again be operation of the Apollo telescope mount. Joint
observing programs called JOPs in space speak. 26 and 9

will be performed today. J0P 9, which is being performed
over 30 day-night cycles will bep.in at 1:00 a.m. this

norning with unattended operations being directed by ground
controllers while the crew was still asleep. J0P 9 is

concerned with solar wind and observations will be made
of the inner and outer soler corona. Data to support
investigations of the rate of expansion of the various
parts cf the solar corona and the effects of the solar
coronal expansion upon coronal structures will be collected
from the white light X-ray in XUV corona experiments over
the next 2 days. J0P 26 activities today, will include
looking at the coronal and ch romosphe ric structures along
the quiet west linb of the Sun. During eight oanned periods at
the ATM console today, the Skylab crewmen will take turns
gathering some 4 hours and 46 minutes of data. More
comet Kohoutek photography with the 35- ml 1 1 i me t e r Nikon
scheduled today. Bill Pogue, earlier, at 9:40 should
have then made the first set of pictures and tonight at 8:32,
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Jerry Carr will again photograph the comet with the 3 5-mi 1 1 line r. e r
camera. The camera presently is in the STS window number 3
instead of the command module window. Following the trim
burn coming up in the next few minutes, Jerry Carr will
be the subject and Bill Pogue the observer for the hunan vestibular
function H131 medical experiment. Purpose of which is to
test the crew's susceptibility to motion sickness in the
Skylab environment, to acquire more data for understanding the
functions of human gravity receptors in the prolonged abscence
of gravity, and to test for changes in the sensitivity of
the human semicircular canals in the inner ear. The experi-
ment uses a rotating litter chair and other associated
equipment for gathering data. At 3:17 p . ra . today, Carr will
take ultraviolet photographs of large areas of the Milky Way,
looking at young hot stars with the ultraviolet stellar
astronomy experiment, S019, telescopic camera. Also, in
the afterr.oon, Ed Gibson will be the subject, Bill Pogue the
observer, performing the M09 2 , H171 lower body negative
pressure metabolic activity dual medical experiments.
Handheld photo options today include the Lynn se amount
135 feet below the surface of the Pacific Ocean, located on the
equator some 3300 nautical miles west of the Ecuadorian
Coast. Another photo target option is the Alpine Fault in
the Ci rcum-Pac 1 f i c Fault Zone off the coast of New Zealand.
Land use patterns in west Milaysia showing the vegetation
disb tribution and major drainage and geological features is
another photo option for today. An active volcano called
Merapi, on Java and the Indonesian Republic, is the subject
of another handheld option photo for the Skylab crewmen
today. Crew day will end at 10:00 p.m. central time this
evening. Ed Gibson will be the dutyman for the sleep period,
wearing a headset in case it's necessary to waken the crew
during the scheduled sleep period. Returning - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - the crewmen today. Crew day will end
at 10:00 p.m. central time this evening. Ed Gibson will be
the duty nan for the sleep period, wearing a headset in rase
it's necessary to waken the crew during the scheduled sleep
period. Returning in 29 ninutes for the Hawaii pass. This
is Skylab Control at 16:56 GMT.

P AO This is Skylab Control. 17:24 - -

CC Standing by for mark status.
CDR Hello, Crip. The burn went on time, no

problems with it at all. I got so interested in rates I

didn't monitor the optics CDU so I guess you'll have to get
that off the down data tape. Everything looked real good.
We spent very little tine in standby and I think it only
took about 2-1/2 minutes or so for it to get down below .03
degrees so we could shift control back. It took what we
considered to be rather uncommonly long time for the CMG cage
talkback to go from barber pole to gray and that's what held
us up. We had low rates very very early. The burn itself was
smooth as glass for about the first 11 seconds, when we finally
got over to the edge of the deadband then we got a bunch of
firings for attitude control and finished the burn with nice
low r at e

.

CC Okay. Sounds good, Jerry. Appreciate
that full a report.

CC And, for the SPT. Ed, you got a momen-.

to chat about your upcoming ATM OF?
SPT (Garble) Bob, go ahead.
CC Okay, you got a little squeal there, but

I take it you can read roe okay. If you noticed in this
upcoming pad we've got you scheduled for a four-limb coalignment
and I believe Bill Lenoir ran through with you the other day
about the every tin^ we do a four-limb coalignment we've been
seeing a wider discrepancy between the 82B and the fine Sun
sensor and it's all in the left/right axis going to the left.
Consequently today what we'd like to do is to do the four-limb
coalign on the secondary fine Sun sensor to - as a matter of
comparison. And if you've got your pad handy and you've got a

pencil and paper I'd like to tell you about how we'd like to

go through about switching.
SPT Go ahead, Bob. Ready to copy.
CC Okay. Following the JOP 9, what v«- would

like you to do is to select SOLAR INERTIAL MODE and then
select SECONDARY fine SUN SENSOR and then open the fine
Sun sensor door and then go back to experiment pointing and
then press on with your pad.
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cc I can run through that again slower if
you'd like to. All we're doing is trying to get out of
experiment pointing so that we don't get a transient in when
we swi t ch fine Sun sensors

.

SPT 1 got it Bob. We go to SI and go to SECONDARY
fine SUN SENSOR open the fine sun sensor door go to experiment
pointing and then press on. How about at the end of the
orbit. You want us to go back to the prime (?).

CC No. We want to remain on secondary with
that four-limb coalignment and we'll look at that data and make
a decision later as to what else we want to do about it.
A point I probably should bring up, it is quite possible that
when you go on to the SECONDARY fine SUN SENSOR, at first you
are gonna have to zero the wedgec and it's quite possible
you might be on the back side of them. Are you famaliar with
that little ditty where you might have to straighten them
out?

SPT Yeah. That, just involves driving it
through Sua center.

cc That's affirmative, and if they are on
the back side it could mean that the thing Is actually gonna
be moving in the opposite direction from your MPC and it would
mean you would have to take it all the way around.

SPT Yeah. You just hold the MPC full over
until when it goes through Sun center then it comes up if
you move away from Sun center. I've seen that in the simulator.

CC Okay . Very good.
SPT (Garble) thank you, Bob.
CC And, Skylab, Houston. I guess, Ed, for

you. If you're up at the panel, we did not give you the
numbers to pur in for reenabling rate gyro redundancy management
and if somebody's got the ATM systems checklist and data book
page 2-22 handy I can give that so you can go ahead and
re en ab 1 e i t .

SPT Give me 5 seconds, Bob.
CC Okay.
SPT Okay, go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed. If you - are you looking at

page 2-22 about oh three/quarters of the way down the page
it has a series of UAS commands for last five of them
having blanks In the left - not the last five of them, every
other one has a blank in it where it says enable (garble).
That should be a U in each one of those blocks. That
is a 5 - -

SPT Yeah, that's what I've written in here.
Let me check with Bill and see what he put In. Hold on.
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CC
'

Okay, we show that they have not been
reenableri.

SPT Oh. Okay, I'll go- how about this
m .me uve r t i me ?

cc We can't see maneuver time so we : re notsure about It and - uh - and £d, see. you putting the DAScommands In. ,If you could also reenable dumps for us we wouldappreciate it.
PLT Crip, would you verify my experiment 1recorder is running?
CC !t is verified running, Bill.
PLT Thank you.
SPT

1

0ka V. Crip. The rate gyro redundancymanagement is set up and you got the dump enabled.

J

CCL 0kfl y» we co ?y all that down here. Verygood. Thank you, Ed.

. ,
SP

] / „
Thank you, Bob. One thing we also addedis a writein to - 2-22, is where it says about the

center of the page (garble) are left in .03 we also havewritten in and momentum talkback changes from cage to gray.CO Copy.

. „

SPT That of course is applied to this previous sbut we wanted to make it more explicit.

^
C Roger, that. Okay, and don't know whichone of those is necessarily gonna take longer, I guess, fromwhat Jerry implied that it took a long time to get the talkbackto go back to gray today. It wouldn't hurt to ev*n let therates get below that. 03 a little bit, too.

SPT Yeah, we did that. We got about lower (')magnitude below that. Thev were - I think the highest one wasCC Okay , ve ry good

.

.

SPT If you'd like to go ahead and change thatnumber, we could do it, it's ve ry feasible to get the numberto neet the factor of 5 lower, maybe 10.
CC Okay, Ed. We'll look into possibly Kivineyou a checklist changeup on that number.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.We u see you again over the Vanguard in 22 minute? at 17:5517:55 and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump there.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Hawaii. The thruster firings mentioned during this
pass took place during the trim burn or space station attitude
control were net TAGS firings of nitrogen gas, but attitude
thruster firings in the service module RCS system to maintain
attitude for the duration of the burn and apparently the on-
set of the drift away from the attitude took place about 11
seconds into the 16-second burn. Some 22 pounds of RCS pro-
pellant were expected or predicted to be used for the trim
burn and initial data which still has to be refined as the
propellant temperatures settle down, show that app roxiira te ly
31 pounds which may be somewhat less by the time the data's
refined. 31 pounds of RCS propellant were actually used for
the trim burn itself and for the attitude control during th<-

burn. 17 minutes until next station at tracking ship Vanguard.
At 17:36 GMT, Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control. 17:54 GMT and
50 seconds from acquisition through tracking ship Vanguard
of space station Skylab during the end of its revolution
number 3062 around the Earth since launch last May. After•Vanguard, the next station will be Hawaii. The groundtrack
will miss all other stations. So it'll be about three-quarters
of a revolution out of contact.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard for 9-1/2
minutes. And we are doing a data/voice recorder dump here.

CC SPT, Houston. Ed, we're looking at a

left count. It's minus 2500 which would almost look like
you' re back on the backside of the wedge there. Did you
check that?

SPT No, I didn't get the LEFT /RIGHT, 3ob. I'll
do it now. (Garble) UP/DCWN. Excuse me the LEFT/RIGHT.

SPT Yeah, Bob. I got busy working the UP/DOWN
and hadn't looked at IEFT/RIGHT yet. They're both squared away.

CC Okay. Looks good to us down here now, Ed.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

Next AOS is 5« minutes away over Hawaii at 19:03 and got that
one scheduled for Bill to come in and talk to you, Ed.

CC Ed, as ve go over the hill, since you're
a little bit behind, we do want to get that four-limb coaligned
in if we can and forget about the 82B exposures if you get
behind.

PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS through
tracking ship Vanguard. 57 minutes to Haw.iii. Final Hawaii
pass coming up at which time the ATM conference is scheduled
between Science Pilot Ed Gibson aboard Skylab space station
and here in Mission Control, with Scientist/Astronaut Bill•Lenoir, Dr. Bill Lenoir. We'll return at that time in 56 minutes.
At 18:06 GMT, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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. PAO This Is Skylab Control; 19:02 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at Hawaii In about 36 seconds.
Final Hawaii pass and during this f ass the - -

MCC - if you're ready , Ed .

'

SPT v Okay, Bill. You're a bit broken up

,

but go ahead.
MCC ' Okay. I'd like to start off here in

a little different tack this morning. First thing I'd
like to talk about is the conference usefulness as we
have been holding it. And tell you about a - one slight
change here that I'd like to make in the way we're going. Over
the past few days, I've been thinking about the conference
and how it's been getting along here. And it seemed to
me in a couple areas here I've really failed to get at some of
the things we wanted to get at. One of the changes that 1

propose doing here is the first thing of today's conference
and several of the next few here. What I'd like to do first
is to tell you the sense of the planning meeting that went
on the day before, that went into the Flight Plan and the
ATM schedule that you will be using that day. Usually these
conferences will be in the morning so it'll make more sense.
Then I'd like for you to give me input3 that you would like
me to make on your behalf to the planning session. For
instance, good science that you think we ought to be doing
on the Sun as you see it from your vantage point. And in
addition to that, every Wednesday and Sunday, If you've got
any long term things, we go through a regular 7-day forecast.
So, that tomorrow morning when I call and talk to you, I'll
tell you the thinking that went into the schedule you have
for that day. And maybe you will have had a chance to do
some thinking on your part. And I will make some inputs
into that day's planning session which starts at about noon
every day 18:00 Zulu, as to what you think we ought to be
doing. And we'll throw it up on the board along with
everybody elses inputs by discipline and see what happens.
Do you have any other thoughts?

SPT No. I think you've got some good ideas
there. I've been thinking a little bit about it, also, and
I find that from my standpoint, if we could move this thing to
about raid morning, or at least after the first ATM pass,
it would have given me tine to look at the Sun and to be
thinking a little bit about what is really happening.
As it is right now, I can pretty much get my feet on the
deck and come roaring up here. And already am not as fully
prepared and mentally awake for it as I would like to be.
So, I would like to see if we could move this thing back
a little bit further in the morning. I don't want to move
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it back so fir that it would not be making 12 o'clock
planning session, however.

MCC Okay. .Fine, Ed. We'll give that a

try. Incidentally, this morning, the reason that - I should
say this afternoon, the reason it's so late, we had an
opportunity to do it about midmorning, but it would have
knocked you out of an ATM pass a.id given it on to Jerry. And
I did not want to do that. I chose to hold it now, rather
than earlier.

SPT ' ' Okay. .

:

.-

MCC Okay. Just some quick thoughts on what
went into today's plan here. I think It's fairly obvious
that what we're trying to do is to study the quiet Sun in
such a fashion that 82B gets good science and uses lots of
film at the same time. The JOP 26 is a JOP that we amended last
night, in order to accommodate this small lens scan, micro-
lens scan, whatever you want to call it to look at the
chromosphe r ic structure on the quiet west limb. And Jerry
will be starting that later on in the orbit that he's in
right now. And I think Jerry and Bill will pick up two
more instances later on in the day. And then finally, on your
next orbit 55 will be looking for velocities in active
re g ion 96 . And -

SPT Okay

.

MCC You might make sure, you did put in the
change to JOP 26 that came up this morning.

SPT I certainly did, and I have a couple
of questions along that line which I'll get inot when you've
got a few moments I'd like to talk about it.

MCC Okay. We've got 3-1/2 minutes left.
Why don't you go ahead with that. And also if you've
got any inputs you'd like rae to take back to the planning
meeting that's still going on, I'd be more than happy to
do it.

SPT Okay. I think what we're doing right
nov is pretty much it. There's not a heck of a lot in the
way of activity. on the Sun, and we might as well be concentrating
either on either spicules which we have or chrorao spheric structure
chromosphe r ic spectra, which determine vnat you're lining up for
chromospheric net work. And I noticed we have not been doing much
chr omos ph e r i c network, and I'm wondering whether they have
gotten an update on the previous two missions from it. I won't ask
for a response to that one right now, however. The four-limb
coalignraent came out pretty well. I got it done this past orbit.
One thing that I did notice that in going back through all
the information for all the previous aligeents I find that
Sun is not the same diameter up/down as it is left/right.
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Today the diameter came out to be 1950 In up/down and 1968
in left/right . And it's not greatly different than what
we've seen before. That I don't understand. I did not
get a chance to get the 82B exposures in at the limb. I

only got one of them in. I will pick those up later on to-
day. Now, when we call out for a slit parallel, or
tangent to the lirab, I have always taken that co be - work with
the slit as we actually see it, as opposed to the up/down
equals 000, but it does call out in the JOP summary sheet, they
have the up/down, in the four zeros. And 1 think we are not
getting the data we wanted. I don't think the slit is
always tangent to the limb. Why that is true is still yet
to be found out but if we're really looking at the real slit in
the real litabin the white light display I feel that'? what we
ought to go with .

MCC Yeah. I concur with that.
SPT Okay. A second point. Now chat we've

got solar north available to us, where possible, I'd like
to work with that rather than 1080. I think it helps to
keep our thinking straight as far as where the flares are
on the disk. Thirdly is the 52 coverage of the transient,
relatively long transient coronal restructure that we saw
last night, in looking back at the pictures and 'hinking
about It, it looks as though the streamer at 8 o'clock
had a fair amount of material throwing out from it. And
especially all the material which wasn't the base of an
open streamer was throwing out and realize that they were
relatively straight and very little material war, left going
to the disk now. I think we did get some good coverage
on it. Yesterday, we gave a lot of quickie building blocks
whenever we could, beginning in this orbit and a couple - and
o the r t imes also.

MCC Okay, Ed. Break here for just a minute.
We've got about 40 seconds to LOS. Vanguard is next at
19:34 and that's in about 25 minutes. Now go ahead.

SPT Okay. I think we need a fairly quick
response on - seeing as Jerry's going to be doing it very soon -

is, do we want to put the slit tangent to the liab or do/wn cqua
to tour zeros. I prefer the former and I think that's the way
we'll go unless we hear different.

MCC Okay. I concur with that. Unless we
tell you differently do what you see on the TV with the
slit and take whatever up/down you get.

Sf'T Okay. And I guess the second question
is for planning. I'm not seeing much chro mo spheric network work -

work and I was wondering why that was true? I '
ta not asking for

If they feel they've already gotten adequate coverage on the
previous nissions.
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MCC Okay fine. I'll make that input. And the

NOAA people thank you very much for your description of the

southeast limb streamer from last night. And I'll talk to

you tomorrow.
SPT Very good. Thank you, Bill. Getting

more useful all the time, keep up the good work.
MCC Okay. We ko.ep trying.
PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Hawaii.

And the ATM conference between Scientist Astronaut Bill
Lenoir and Science Pilot Ed Gibson, aboard space station Skylab.
We'll return in 22 minutes for the tracking ship Vanguard.
At 19:11 GMT, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Sky lab Control. 19:32 Greenwich
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staring at these fellows for a long time now and trying to

figure out what we should be looking for. We have not noticed
any change or seen any - any hatching at all. We'll keep an
eye on them.

CC Okay, Ed. Actually, to be a little bit
serious, the time between diapause and hatching is a very
short period of time so actual ly since you're not staring at
them for every moment, -it least I assume that you're not,
you probably are not going to see the diapause phase that -

the first thing that you should notice is the little larvae
crawling around there amongst the copper eggs, I guess, and
since they're white and hairy they should really stand out.

CC And, Ed, one ether item I ought to mention.
There was a conmen t earlier about the time ch.it it took this
morning for the CAGS flag to go from CAGE to gray and that
shouidhave been 150 seconds. Now, I know it's kinda hard to
estimate, but it should be a standard tine anytime you do a

nominal H CAGE tor It to stay in CAGE for 160 seconds.
SPT No, Crip. I think it probably was 160

seconds. We were up here watching it and when, you stare at

a flag 160 seconds seems like a long tire. We did not tine
it, hove ve r

.

CC About as long as when you stare at vials.
huh?

SPT Crip, I hate to keep pressing you but, you
did say if you could see diapause before the hatching, or
did you indicate that you could actually see it before the
larvae came out?

CC I guess what we're getting down here is -

is that, no, we don't - That's going to be a very short period
oi time and we don' t think that you' re really gonna be able to
catch any of that so - You know, it's on the order of minutes.
We really think that the first th.^ng that you'll be able to
see is the hatching.

SPT Thank you, Crip. Appreciate youv hanging
in there.

CC Anything for you guy &.
CC One item for the CDR , if hi- happens to be

listening, we've got his phone call set up tonight «i t 00 : -4 8

and that's going to be over the; C&n a r y / Ma d r i d pass.
CDR Thank you, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston . We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again in about 6-1/^ minutes ever Ascension at

19:49. 19:^9. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump
there and, Ed, in regard to the 82& exposures you missed earlie
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today. That had been a set of exposures so there's really
no place for you to go back and pick them up and you can just
forget then and we'll reschedule them.

SPT Crip, - okay. I was - it was my
impression that they were trying to learn a little bit about
where their slit looks relative to the white light limb and
that kind of thing. If there 1 re some very short exposures, I

can whistle on over to the right la - the right limb and pick
that up, heck, inside 3 or 4 minutes.

CC Talk to you about it over Ascension.
SPT Th ank you.

EN P OF TAPE
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PAG Skylab Control. • Space station Skylab
In a gap now between the Vanguard tracking ship and acquisi-
tion upcoming in 4 minutes through Aacerslon Island. Space-
craft Communicator Bob Crippen had slight difficulty keeping
his composure there in describing to the-' Skylab IV crew what
the moth eggs ought to look like in their various : tages of
hibernation and hatching, reading from a description passed
to him by the biomed people. The Science Pilot Ed gGibson
is supposed to routinely check the vials of moth eggs each
night to see if there's any apparent change in their condi-
tion and progress from one stage to another. 3 minutes away
from Ascension Island. We'll stay up for this short LOS period
and be ready for Ascension.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Ascension, 6-1/2
minutes and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump here.

CC And Ed, regarding our previous discussion
on the age of the exposures on the limb, the feeling here is
that it would be kind of crowded to - to put them today. We
anticipate probably having to do another four-limb coalign -

maybe toraorrcw or the day after and we can reschedule thr
828 exposures at that tine. So we just a as soon you forget
abovit them today and we'll get them later.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Crip. Certainly will
do. If anyone's got some thoughts on that four-limb coali Rninen t ,

and the problems - or unanswered questions we have, I'd appreciate
hearing from them.

CC I don't believe we've got a good explana-
tion for it right now. We're still monitoring it, ourselvc'6.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll have you again over Guam in 37 minutes at 20:33, 20:33.

PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Ascension
Island. Next station in 35 minutes, tracking station on Guam
Island. The charger battery regulator modules, CBRMs , now
showing a 97.3 percent state of charge. Apparently the electrical
systetr in the space station Is performing in good form. We'll
be back in 34 minutes for Guam. At 19:58 Greenwich mean time,
Sky 1 ab Con t ro 1

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 20 hours 32
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching acquisition
through the Guam tracking station.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Guam, 6 minutes.
SPT Roger, Crip. Have you looked at the tapes

yet to see how the LCDS went?
CC

ye t .

I don't believe we've got that data, Ed,

SPT Okay .

cc We'll look at it as soon as we get a
chance .

cc Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. Van-
guard in 33 minutes at 21:11, 21:11.

sp T Crip, 1 see you haven't inhibited momentum
dump. Would you like rae to do that from here?

cc Yes, Ed. I'd appreciate U if you would.
SPT It 's inhibited .

cc Thank you, sir. That's (laughter.
C C That's worth at least one atta boy for you.
SPT 1<m trying to get back up to ground zero.
cc You're doing okay. (garble) bail point.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Guam has los9 of

signal. Skylab will be within range of the Vanguard tracking
ship in 30-1/2 minutes. At 20 hours 40 minutes Greenwich mean
time, thi* is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 21 hours

10 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is less than a minute

away from acquisition through the Vanguard tracking ship.

cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard 11 minutes.

CDR Roger, Houston.
SPT Houston , SPT

.

CC Go Edward.
SPT Okay, Cr' ). I'm just finishing up the

building block 19 here. (Carole) right on schedule

1 was looking at the XUV monitor and noticed that the

activation coming around the corner which is 97 is now the

brightest one on the disk. The one which we're working on

96 is relatively bright, but looks like a fairly old agent

in the chromosphere network is right up to around one arc minute

on the center of it and let's you know it's pretty washed out.

Before (garble) the one that's coming around the corner

and the (garble) the corona and that streamer which blew off

yesterday or t « material which moved out through it (garble;

stretched It out so that there's only a very faint stressor left.

One at 8 and one at 10, almost identical to one another. And the

one over there at 230 still remains fairly wide going from

around 3 to 2 and it climbs slightly to the north. No evidence

of a transient right now.

cc Okay, F.d . Thank you. That's a good run

down on 1 t

.

cc Ed, while you're there and looking at the

TVs Could I ask you a question that we've been trying to

K o over some of the data from the stability test you ran for

us the other day. Can you tell us have you ever seen any

clocking between the H-alpha reticles in the electronic cross

hairs? hike rotation?
spT i believe there may be a slight amount.

I think we knew about that before we went though. Hold on,

let mc take a look again.
cc An', Ed, the consensus here acorns to be

that the effect of seeing 97 brighter than 96 Is probaMy

attributable to limb brightening, aUo data on it ImlUaten

that they're probably both about the same brightness and we

did see the same effect, I guess, when 96 was comln* Around

^PT Yeah, thank you, Crip. I was just thinking

that after I sent it. We just find the site. Thank you.

SPT Right now, I cannot see any clogging. The

reticles themselves are not - you know they both appear straight

that is electronic and mechanical. They don't exactly lie
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along one another. There's a little wavineHs in thcro, bui

I can't see any evidence of blocking, in either H-alpha 1 or

H-al pha 2 .

CC Okayi The reason 1 asked the question.

It would almost appear from some of the data that we had a

bias off of about oh - Ho 8 degrees on those maneuvers that

you were doing the other day and we're still looking at that.

SPT Crip, I'm afraid I didn't follow you en

the - how you arrived at that biasing from the maneuvers.

Which maneuvers In particular?
CC The little series of maneuvers you did

while you were looking at Mercury. In moving it around, the

tact that it didn't end up in the exact spot that you were

trying to maneuver it to, we can almost account for the

differences in all cases by a slight roll of about oh - 4

degrees or 6 oi depending on who you're talking to. Ar.d, the

fact that the maneuvers always ended up going a little

bit further than what you desired.
SPT Okay. The clocking may be in the caronagraph

itself then and not in the H-alpha.
CC Now, we're still just looking at it in

time in prep for the 18-Delta that's coming up.

SPT What is the intensity of Kchoutek relative

to Mercury and should we be able to see it. I think there's

some information there when - at what point we're able to se«

Mercury relative to the occulting disk. I think we can probably
extrapolate from that.

CC I'll try to get you some dati bntr n Ui.it,

Kd .

SPT Thank you

.

CC Sky lab, Houston we're 1 minute ir<<" l.OS,

we'll see you again at Ascension in about 3 minutes at 21:25,

21:25.

KND OF TAPK
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PAO This ia Skylab Control. Vanguard has
loss of signal. Ascension will pick up Skylab in about a

minute and a half. We'll keep tha line up and monitor. In

the Ascension pass there's overlapping coverage through
Canaries and Madrid.

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston we're back with you

through Ascension for 9-1/2 minutes. And Ed, in answer to
your previous question regarding the br - relative brightness
between Mercury and Kohoutek. Kohoutek is currently somewhere
between fourth and fifth magnitude, should be getting closer
to the plus 4 by the time we do 18D. Mercury when you looked
at it was minus .5, so that's at least a factor of a hundred.
Lots of luck .

SPT Yeah, okay, thank you Bob. How - we were
able to notice - we were able to observe Mercury when it

cane out from behind the occulting dis' and I don't recall
the exact deminsions but the filter does have an ap -app - on
appreciable radio gradient in it of about a fact of a hundred.
So, we're not quite that bad off, and if we wight - it might
be on the border line.

CC Rog.
SPT That's if we're enable to initially place

it right on the outside of the white light eoronography dlspla
I hope that's what they're shooting for, putting right close
to the edge.

CC Well, where you saw Mercury end up with
just about whore they were shooting for, and that's relatively
- the relative position they're aiming for right now.

SPT Yeah, okay, that was pretty good. llxsy

might want to lo>>k ir.ro see where they can move <>n i >. 4 1.

y

further or whether vou buy much in terms of the nr,vlicnt in th

filter. Trade that off vetfeua the certainyy you'ru getting th

CC Veil, I think we maybe a little bit r oncer
that - we might m ) s s it a little bit and have l^enrf up out
of the f ield of view .

SPT Okay, understand.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're going to drip «"t

here in about 1 minute, and we'll have you again in a hunt 2

minutes over Canary.
CC Skylab, Houston we are back with you. We

have you for about 6-1/2 minutes. And all ot your \ 1
i
gh

t

Plans arc on board.
CC Skylab, Hmistot., CDR, you - y<>-] got a

moment to chat?
P!,T He's right in the middle of a S019, Crip.
CC Okay, sorry about that, Hill, 1 ' >-u> %v.

ahead and talk if you got a moment, talk to you.
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PLT Go ahead.
CC Okay, I guess - I 'n sure you're probably

concerned about this too, the little problem we bad w i t ti

the. 190A filters not being installed. We've been doing .in

evaluation of that to see exactly what it means, in - in
terms of sft.es and what was affected. As it turns out
after investigating, fairly thorougly, we found out that
we've got 6 mandatory sites which we're going to have to
repeat and 5 sites for sensor performance data. And we
can pick all of those up with no problem.

PLT Oh, that's very nice to here Crip, I'm
really sorry about that .

CC Yeah, but - as it turns out it doesn't
look like it going to be that big of an Impact at all.

PLT Thank you very much takes a terrific
load off of my mind.

CC Roger , that .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS.
Next site Is Guam In 26 minutes at 22:09, 22:09 where we'll
be doing a data/voice recorder dump. And by that team - by
that tine the next team should be on which is the big silver
team, and crimson guys are going off.

SPT So long to the Crimson Crippen9.
SPT Thanks for all that good information on

the moth eggs, Crip.
CC That's why I'm crimson.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range Madrid. The next station will be Guam in 25 minutes.
Flight Director, Don Puddy has scheduled his change of shift
news conference for 4:30 p.m. central standard time, in the
news center briefing room, 4:30 p.m. central standard time
for the change of shift news conference with Flight Director,
Don Puddy. At 21 hours 44 minutes Greenwich mean time this
is Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Skylab Control at 22 hours
7 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is approaching
acquisition through Gaura.

PAO The Flight Director now is Neil Hutchinson,
the CAP COMM astronaut, Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for

10 minutes with the data/voice tape recorder dump, out.

CC Skylab, this 19 Houston 1 minute to LOS,

next station contact in 31 minutes through the Vanguard at

2 1 : A 8 , out. Make that 22:48.
PLT Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of the Guam station's range now. The next station will be the

Vanguard tracking ship in 29-1/2 minutes. The ch an ge- o f - sh i f

t

news conference is scheduled for 4:30 p.m. central standard
time, about 10 minutes from now in the building 1 briefing
room. Participants will be olf-jaing Flight Director Donald
Puddy, and his guidance and navi (

«tion assistance officer,
Terry White. Beginning tonight, the Skylab crevf will be
giving mission control a shorter daily status report, and a

report that should be easier for everyone to understand.
Every night for nearly 4 weeks, the astronautl have listed a

long series of individual exercises, with tape recorders In

Mission Control used to capture the details of the crew mcmbrrs
physical training program. But tonight's status report
should be much shorter. Instead of listing each exercise, tho

number of repetitions, and the amount of time spent using
isometrics or any of five exercise dtvices now aboard the

space station, the crew will refer to a standard exercise
program. The new exercise program, tailored to the nerds
and desires ot each crewman, will be more strenuous than
the actual exercises reported during the past weeks. Flight
Surgeon Doctor Charles Ross says the standardized exercises
reflect a higher levtl of work, but seem to be the goal toward
wh.'.ch the crew has been striving during their 26 days in orbit
Earlier this week, Skylab medical operations Director Doctor
Rcycc Hawkins said the third Skylab crew was working at a

U-vel higher than either previous Skylab crew. Even before
setting the new levels of their standardized exercise programs
the Commander, Jerry Carr, and the Pilot, Bill Pogue , were
matching the output standard reached by Jack Lousma. l.oustnn,

the pilot of the second manned flight, and a former University
of Michigan football player, exercised more vlrgorously than
any of the live other astronauts who have lived and worked abo
Skylab during the first two flights. While Carr and Pogue
are at least equaling Louisa'a efforts, tht Science Pilot,
ftd Gibson, in far exceeding thea. At recent performance level
Gibson is doing about 80 percent more than Lousma, Carr, and
Pogue. The new standard program, says Doctor Ross, will set a

new level. Here's a rundown on the daily exercise program
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adopted by the Skyl.b crew and reported to Mission Control earliertoday Jerry Carr will spend 30 minutes bicycling, pr"oduclnenough energy to cook a aodest lunch of soup, eggs h" do ,sand a amalL dessert with a microwave oven. Put to work
'

solve another portion of the energy crisis, Carr's dailyb 1C ycling with carry - would carry him more than 30 miles

h
5 00 w-Jfinut. bicycling, Carr will spend 10 minu seach day using the Mark I rope-pull exerciser, which doscontinuing - continous tension and retracts automaticalThe Mark is a modified version of the conme rci ally aval ab

l

emini-gym" Carr will aake 20 repetitions each o L

anrf . L
be

^
lnd - tie-b«^ stretch for the am and shoulders

, :
C

; h
°n

f

his The springs and rises „ri AadcaxJ,n,t the forct
' of th <* elastic cords that hold theas r 0 „ atJt against the slick surface of the treadmill. t ; )1lrwill also d C a set of isometric exercises know as th ti.ordinsky special, named for another of the Fli,ht Surgeon,Doctor Jerry Hordin.ky. In the Hordinsky special C,u „

'f
8S a

f*
rt ^ a^ 8t statinn.ry blocks; then pushes the.together with a aoltd object between his feet. Bill P OK u?will perform many of the same exercise*, but with higher

rt £ \V'
<* !

eVPral
°

f th *™- 0n the bi **> Pogue will

d lit IS! , J
9cIect «* d excises 50 tines each Thepilot has 6 exercises with the multiple spring exerciser«-k ng 0 repetition, each In a 10 *inu te% t rfod ?n L d i t i onto the isometrics suggested by the crew physician

,4,d! "on
Jerry lord.nsky, p OR uo will take a 10-nlnutc walk on lh «.tread*!!, 8»mU» (

. S known as Thornton'* revenge .U-o , ()W , cu-rton's p] 0 w and ,Uso do 75 *S d ,„ n
"

t :r
p:' ogrAn, ,,,r ui ° sicnc «- fs ™ «ib.o», i ?a0!4t J*™«miouii, «*y "»* ioctors, but 1." involve only f„„vxcrcUes. Gibson will bicycle for 40 t,anuit>8 I < ~l

ah ,n rtS ttuch J « (: « r «-. WUh the Mark i rop* exerciser h,science pilot will do 100 full lifts beginning iith hli Int..b.«t and stretching to puH the handle !v C I hfs nead
***
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20 minutes are slotted for the mini-gym use. With the teflon
treadmill, Gibson will be doing a full thousand springs over
10 minutes. He'll then nae the treadmill tor A series of 200
toe rises. The standardized exercise program shoud shorten
evening status reports by nearly half. Only variations from
the planned scries are to be rt ported during the more than
8 weeks the crew may remain In space. So far, the exercise
program has kept thu crev; in excellent condition with no
medical problems and even though the c. tew is about to bypass
the space record set less than 6 months ago by Pete 'Conrad
and the first Skyiab astronauts. The 28 day, 49 minute,
49 seconds the original Skyiab crew spent aboard the
space station has then a new nark for Man's longest stay in
orbit. That since broken record will be passed by Cerr,
Gibson, and Cogue at 8:51 a.m. central standard time on Friday.
At 22 hours, 27 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skyiab
Control.

END OF TAPK
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 23 hours

Gre^wich mean time. Skylab completed the pass over the

trx-kina ship VanguaH shortly before the end of the changc-

of-shift news conference. And is now about 8 minutes away

fro* acquisition through Canary Islands. We taped 3 minutes

of conv.retaion at Vanguard and we'll play that now.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through the

Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutes. Out. _b
cc Skylab, this is Houston. For the CDR,

looking at the S055 telemetry, wu show that detector 1 is

off and we're wondering tf that tripped off or if you ve

turned it off. And are you running per tin schedule pad or

- are you doing something additional for us? Over.

CUR Did you copy Houston.

CC Negative, Jerry, we did not.

Okay, that was inadvertent on that detector

What happened is I located a spray on the

the area where 1 was doing a JOP 26, and 1

CDR
1 , 1 go t it on now

iirab just up abovr
got some time left over here now after the completion of my

work. I'm •running a shopping list number 3 o

tafcen a 82B frame, 240 short, and zero offset

plus 2 offset. I thought I'd try again

CC Beautiful

I ' ve
now at a

plus 6 offset,
sounds great to us. Thank

>0U
'

CUR This spray extends above the spicule

height in this area about oh, 1-1/2 tif.es the height of the

spicules

.

-C Okay, we copy that Jet.

CDR, Houston, we'd like to get an S082A,

length, 4 0 second long t lac exposure if you would
short wav
please?

crot

K now .

CC

i hank you.
CDR

The only problem In we're down below 400

Okay, Roger, Jerry, disregard that.

Roger, 1 had to truncate th* last <>P

to 1 minute 40 seconds.
CC Roger, we copy. And we nave about 1

minute to LOS . Next station contact in 11-1/2 minutes through

Canary Island at 23:09. Out. ,„...» nn A*

pA0 This is Skylab Control. That 3 the end

of the tape. Canary will acquire Skylab in 5 •
At

23 hou-s 3 alnuicB Crecnvich mean time. This is Skylab Contro.

END OF TATE
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I'AO
.

This is Skylab Control at 23 hours and
7 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about 50 seconds
away iron acquisition at the Canary Island station.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Canarv Island
and Madrid for 1 3-1/2 minutes , out

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston 1 and 1/2 minutes
to LOS, next station contact in 36 minutes through
Honeysuckle Creek at 23:57, out.

f'A0 This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss
of signal. The next station for Skylab will be Honeysuckle
in 33-1/2 minutes, At 23 hours, 23 minutes, Greenwich mean
time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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. . ,

PA0 Tl,is ^ Skylab Control at 23 hours,
56 tninutes Greenwich mean time. Honeysuckle is about to
acqui ro Sky 1 ab ..

,
,

CC
,

Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-suckle CreeV for 7 minutes with the data/voice tape recorderdump. And CDR private comm coming up next station contactat Canary lsUttd, that's 00:48, out.
(-' DR Roger, Brute, thank you.
CC Skylab, thi« is Houston 1 mir.ute till 1.0*'next siat, on contact in 39 - del.,y tl...i - in 44 !„„,,,tnruugh Canary Island

, at 00:48, out.

„
*1
M

,
This * Skylab Control. Skylab is

,
l4 «i-dout of range of the Honeysud 1 e sr. a t ion . Qu i et pass.Bill I'oKut- at the Apollo t e 1 e s c ope mo un t consolv. W.'r,. inthe tlr„ period set aside for Jerry Carr and Ed Cibson todo their exercises. The next station will be Canary Islands

" Th?rtc\/, t
™lnutes P^ sed -Irtnlght. Greenwich r.ean

t i roe , this * s Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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IL ,

PA0 This is Skylab Control at 0 hours
46 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coning up on acquisition

Mnd
rt

;;

,

d
g
^t"i:n:

s • and on this pass wiu »»AhU
CC

T ,

Skylab, this is Houston throughCanary Is and .„, d Madrid for 12 ninutes. CDK privatephon- call left antenna on VHP, out.
'

LOS next srw.
^ylab, this is Houston. 30 seconds to

it oi 27 '>e v

1 C °ntact Jn 27 " lnut * s through Carnarvon»i see you thtrc, (>ut,

,»
PA°

,
Thls is sk Vlab Control. Skylab is bevonH

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 1 hour

» :i:^:::r.s.r..- •ir.-.-.r:: -:;.;;.u ~=
through.Honeysuckle. ^ ^ ^ through Carnarvon

for 8-1/2 minutes. We'll be .lumping the data/voice tape

reorder at Honeysuckle on the tail end of this overlapping

pass.^Out.
^ skylab Concrol , Thi9 ia d i n ner

time for the crev in Skylab.
rc Skylab this is Houston coming to you

through Honeysuckle Creek with the data/voice tape recorders

dump , out.
CDR This is Houston, CUR.

rc Go ahead CDR.

CDR Roger, in my phone call my wife mentioned

that we might be visible over Houston tomorrow morning about

6:04 something like that. Would you check that out.

cc We will indeed.

CDR Okay
cc Yof/wanna turn your lights on or something

C0R Yeah, we thought we would wave or

"""him.
Ant , Skylab , we .

v€ . t.ken control of the

VTR to dump s arae

.

CC
F

Skylab, this is Houston, 10 seconds till

LOS, next station contact in 34 minute, through Kerntt

Island^t 02:14. Out.^
^ ^ ^ ^

by for^the evening status "P""^^
Qn the verlfi cation

of the tine you gave us as being the time of closes

approach to Houston. We'll get back to you as soon as we

get the wo rd on i t

.

CDR Thank you, Bruce

.

0 This i S skylab Control, Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. Skylab will next be acquired by the Merritt

Jstand Klordia station in 33 minutes. At 1 hour 41 nlnutes

Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO
(.reenwich mean time
Herritt Island. Th
this pass.

CC
Island and Bermuda.
And 're with you for 11-1/2 mir

Tills is Skylab Control at 2 hours 13 minutes
. Skylab coming up on acquisition through
i evening status report will be given during

Skylab, this is Houston through Merritt
Standing by for the evening status report.

CUR
CDR
CC
CDR

tea. Ove r

.

Be right with you

.

ady to copy ?

RoRtr Bruce,
Okay . You r

Let her rip.
Okay. Sleep: CDR, 8.0, 6/heavy, 2/light;

8.0/heavy; PLT
, 8.0, 7/heavy, 1 / 1 i gh t . Vo 1 ume :

SPT, 1500; PLT , 1850. Water gun: CDR, 7 29 8 ; SPT
8691. Body mass: CDR, 2.9 - correction, 6.307,

SPT
, 8.0,

CDR, 2250
2 531; PLT
6.307, 6.308; SPT, 6.365, 6.366, 6.364; PLT, 6.242, 6.240, 6.234
Exercise: CDR, standard routine, with the exception of his
method Alfa, minus 2 minutes; SPT, no change; PLT, no change.
Medications: CDR, SPT, and PLT, none. Garments discarded:
CDR, one pair of socks; SPT, one pair of shorts, one T-shirt;
PLT, none. Food log: CDR, zero salt, plus one cherry drink,"
plus 1.0 water; SPT, 9.0 salt, plus one tea, zero water; PLt!
zero salt, plus one cherry drink, minus 1 ounce of water.
Okay, Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list accomplish-
ments: none. Inoperable equipment disposition: the S183 1-1
carrousel has been checked out and restowed . Unscheduled
stowage: none. Photo log: no 16-millimeter DAC used today;
Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray, 36, 30; Nikon 2, no change; Nikons 3
and 4, no change; Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel 04 , 4 2 ; 70 -m 1 1 1 i me t e r ,Charlie X-ray 17, 032; ETC , no change; EREP, no change. Drawer
A configuration: no change. That's it.

cc Okay, Jerry. We copy all that , and does
the Nikon 05 include allowance for the S233 stuff coming up here
shortly?

CDR That's affirmative.
cc All righty, and on S183 in the mal, is can-

ts ter 1-1 considered servic able now?
P1 - T t can't really tell Bruce. I went through

the procedure, however I found it extremely difficult to rotate
the small gear down below with ny finger. So I took some pin-
pliers to reach down in there, and it moved cuite easily with
tie pliers. I aligned it and I vill put the rest of that, in-
formation on tape. The drilled hole was 45 degrees to counter-
clockwise i'ro.n the 12 o'clock position using the hatch opening
in it's 12 o'clock position reference. I did everything it said
and it just remains to be seen whether or not it will function.

c:c Okay. Thank ycu very much Bill. Sounds lik<
you did a very fine job of checking it out there. Now, for the
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evening questions. Wo liavo one hero Unit oonvems t o I o v I « I

operations and planning in Hie tuture. On the second time V 1 ';' 1

you run through JOP 18, which Is 5 days from now on - excuse

me - on dav 33, we would like you to set up the color camera

r 0 watch you make the observations. You would use the video

select switch to go from the color camera to ATM video after

the comet is In view, which U essentially what Ed did on

TV 28 a lew days ago. Th". voice we'd be looking for would not

be "planned narration, but Just some conversation about what

you're doing. How Iocs that sound to you ail?

SP1- Sounds all right for the second time through

Bruce . . , ,

cc Okaydoke . And also, somctirao next wee*,

we'd like to schedule a tour of the cameras and instruments that

you're using to study Kohoutek. This particular item is not

scripted or arranged in the TV ops book. We can send you

up a short pad, giving the sort of things that we want, but

you'll pretty ouch be on your own, have to wing it. We re

estimating it will take about an hour of two man time. 0r._

f or the cameraman and one for the tourguide and narra.or. how

does sound to you.
SPT That sounds great. The more information

you give us, of course, the better we'll understand the limitations

of the teleprinter, of course. But S201, I don't know too much

about and it's the "nly one we've never really studied as far

as the theorv of it's operation, so give just a few words on

how that tiling functions.
cc Okay. We '

1 I certainly do that ,
and we li

try to work up a series' of things that you can do in sort of a

coherent fashion to have some coherency to the thinp, as you

work through. Last item on the subject of TV is TV h of the

M092 operations. Stand by a second.

cc We're going to have a handover here in about

30 seconds, so 1 may drop out for a few of thetr.. On M092, we'll

be scheduling TV 6 in the not too far distant future here, and

as you niav recall it's a relatively complex and - -

END OF TAPE
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CC - ~ let's sen we ' re going to have an

handover here - on MOM 2 will bo scheduling 1V6 in the not

too far distant future here. And as you nay recall it a a

lelitively complex telecast. It uses both cameras and I

don't believe you've been through exactly this configuration

so you'd probably have to pay fairly close attention to the

book to get the scenes to work out right in the ground editing.

You'll probably want to put a little extra time into separation

lor it and we have two options, we can either give you

15 minutes or a half of hour extra before you perform it, for

you to spend some time with the checklist and the caacraa

and the TV ops book. Or if you like to try dry running t once

without the VTR before you do it for real, we can schedule
^

it that way. And we'd like your feelings on which way would

be preferable, over.
pLT we'd much prefer the dry run so we can

look at the monitor and get a feci for the time involved,

and, you know, change of scenes and that sort of "V1 "*'
.

c(- Okay, we copy that. And from the biomed

side of the house, if you think back - back on good old Mission

day 11 the question has been raised as to whether the limb

Solum '...su enenl. were performed on the PLT. We a,, o«Uc

for letting this much time go by before we checked on it but

we've been looking for the data In the voice recorder dumps

and haven't seer, it and we're not sure whether you in fact

performed it or not. If you did do it on mission day 11,

at your convience we'd would like for you to the information

on the voice recorder again, over.

CDR Bruce, where would that be recorded.

Would it still have been ir. the biomed or was there some

sort of data going into the activation?

cc Nc, that should have been in the section 1 *

pages, like 14-3 or 4 as the -

CDR Okay, we're taking a look.

cc Biomedical experiment checklist.

pLT Okay, and while we're looking that up,

going back to your suggestion regarding some sort of coherent

scenario for the review of the cowt observation. And *f we

buv that 100 per cent and based on chronology or any sort of

systematic run through in the description of what wo ve done

to dat e

.

CC Okay .

pLT what day of the year DOY was mission day

11? -

'

CC Day 3 30 .

PLT 3 30 , thank you .

cc And for the SPT, if you're not flipping

pages there. Question from the AT>. world, they'd like to
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if the S0 r>2 occult Ing disk imam indicates any obi iqueiicns

.

If so, la the on 1 (qucncas list' sarue A'l displayed on monitor I

jh on monitor 2, over .
1

SPT Objectively Bruce , there is some

obliqueness and also I can not now tay that there la a

'difference between the two. However, 1 can go up, take

someone up there, and make < a tew measurement J and give you any

eccentricities that there might be involved.
CC Okay, we ' d a pp rec 1 a t e that and you ca»

either felve it to us in real time or put it on the dump tape,

either way .

CC, Skylab, this is Houston. 30 seconds

to LOS, next station contact through Madrid in 4 minutes

at 02::"J and we'll see you there, out.

SPT Roger, Brute Here's a quick question,

will I be using that carrousel 1-1 tomorrow, haven't got to

chat 183 pad ,
ye l .

CC Yes you will Bill.
FLT Thank you.

PA() This is Skylao Control. Bfrmuda has

loss of signal . Hadrid will pick up Skylab in 3 minutes,

we'll keep the line up, monitor through the Madrid station.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Madrid

for 7-1/2 minutes. And for the CDR we confirm that 12:04 Zulu,

or 06:04 local tine for essentially your closest approach

to Houston. Actually it's 12:04:32 ind you will be

northeast of Houston at that time a r. an elavation of about

35 degree* and 3 slant range of about 3«3 miles, over.

CDR Roger, thank you Bruce.
CC You still wsnt to flash the light

when you go over.
CDR We ' 1 1 do a wi g ro 1 1

.

CC Wait '11 we run that one on the MM?

,

the SLS is stacked if you really want to.

EM) OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, this is Houston 1 minute till
LOS. Next station contact In 26 alnutes through Carnarvon
.1 1 03:03 private medical conference. And for the CUR we
tiive reviewed the dump data from your trim burn. And looking
.it tin.- OCDUs we have found no problems with thai. Over.

PLT Thanks a lot Bruce . . lie's doing a 233
i- I >>ht now .

(X Okeydoke, you v.an pass it on to him later.
CUR 1 got it Bruce. Cornet's rising right

on time.
CC We're glad to hear that.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

oi range of the Madrid fetation. Next station is Carnarvon
in 24 minutes. The evening medical conference will be
conducted during ihe Carnarvon pass. Honeysuckle has some
overlapping coverage with Carnarvon. We ' 1 1 - we'll come
back up just prior to Carnarvon to pick up any air-ground
that may follow the medical conference. At 2 hours 39 ninutfes
Greenwich mean time this i9 Skylab Control.

KSi) Uf TAPE
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PA0 This U Skylab Control at 3 hours 1

minute Greenwich mean time. Skylab about 50 seconds away

(rora acquisition at Carnarvon. And the evening

stitus conference at that station. Coverage at Honeysuckle

will begin just a few seconds after LOS at Carnarvon.

We'll keep the line up fur regular air-ground after the

end of the medical status conference.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, through

Honeysuckle for 4 minutes. Out. _ ™n '

'

CC Skylab, this is Houston. For the CDR.

We need to got another frame courU on Nikon .5, when you

road It down earlier this evening in the photo log, l

showed a count of 42 which would indicate that you only

took 1 frame on the S233 operation today instead ol the 6

thai wore intended. Over.

CDR i knew you'd catch us eagle eye.

cc What does that scan?

CDR u means you're right. The frame count'

47
'

cc Okay, thank you very much.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 33 minutes through Corpus

rhrloti at 03:46. Out. ...
FA0 This is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. Texas will acquire Skylab in 28 vio^s

for a ass that will also cover the Me r r 1 1 1
Island, Mo I a

aid the' Bermuda stations. At 3 hours 18 .Inute. Greenwich

mean time. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This i« Skylab Control at 3 hours,

45 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is a few seconds

away from acquisition at Texas. This pass will go through

loss of signal at Bermuda.
1

cc
h

Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus Chrlstl,

Merritt Island and Bermuda for 16 minutes and I've got a

few items for the C D R here and the- evening news, over.

CDR Go *Sead ,
Brui-e .

cc Otay, Jor both of tnese concern the

triaburn which you did the other day, during that burn,

once- .gain we noticed the service module RCS quad Bravo

fuel manifold pressure and the helium pressure tracking the

PSM fuel pressure a* the bum progressed, from that we

infer thai the RCS quad Bravo fuel quad Isolation valve

is still not feeding properly. There will be a checklist

change coming up to you shortly that will^hut quad Bravo

off from the PSM, that is close the quad Bravo to fb.T

interconnect, but don't do it until we get that up to you,

over.
, ,

CDR Okay, Bruce thank you.

cc About all that that's doing iuagaurding

you against leakage through the thrusters in quad A, C or

D so that if that happened, it will not be able to pull

the B fuel down. The other item concerns your question

on the cage taikback associated with the nominal H cage

which you did after the trisburn. Ve've analyzed the data

and it shows that it was on for HO seconds which is exactly

right and we think the system is functioning as advertised,

ov< i

CDR Yeah ,
discussed that with Crip a little

earlier this afternoon, 1 guess just standing there and

looking at it and waiting tor it to go , 'I *»0 seconds seems

like, a long time.
pLT And Bruce, PL T with the ATM frame count

if you want.
, ,y

cc Okay, let her rip, Bill no need to read

off the identification of the instrunent, just read them

in order from the to^dovn
. ^^ ^ > ^ 5269 > 3 504 .

cc Mighty fine, thank you. And understand

from our GNS that we just got the final reduction of the

data here on this nominal H cage and taikback pertormance

so we aet the nunbers to back it up now.

C DR Good enough, Bruce. You might notice on

there that the rates were very small this time, and in tact

we were- well below the .03 degrees per second and

veryTvery quickly after the termination of the burn. I guess
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thac'. what ^le It •««• Hko «ucli a long Um> vl.i-.i you wcr, wailing

for that tdlkback to go gray.

cc Roger, we copy,
, . , \ .

cc And H you'ro ready I can hold forth for

4 coupie af linutvu o( world news here.

CDK Roger , go ahead.
^

( C And In fore I go on that, on we need

the l,i Kh voltage switch to dntoitor I off and also iht- grating

position to MO. And for the CI>H ,
Wdkeup In the- nornlng will

be through Corpus Christ t at lliS'J Zulu.

CDK Roger, thanks Bruce.

cc okay, the big news stories of touuy, centered

on the energy crisis. As the White House proposed cutting

gasoline production 25 percent effective December 27. The

regulation* proposed would give priority to emergency service

agricultural production, public transportation services and

energy producers who buy gasoline In bulk. But retail

service station* are at the bottom of the priorities, getting

what Is left over. Stand by for handover.

END OF TAPE
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CC In related ene rp.y stories , President
and Mrs. Nixon will participate Friday in the traditional
lighting oi thi: national Christmas tree but the nee Itself
will not. curry lights thU year as an energy conservation
move; however, 1 1 w 1 1 1 be «pu 1 1 i gh t u d . And the University
of Miami launched an adve r t la ing campaign today directed at

attracting students who nay be forced to miss winter semesters
at northern universities due to the fuel shortages.
London: Secretary of State Henry Kl.nslnger proposed today
that the European allies in Japan Join the Un i ted St ales in

a craeh program to surmount the oil shortage by developing
new energy sources and conserving supplies. Kissinger spoke
at the end of a crowded day in which he added Algeria to his
tour ot Arab countries before leaving Kngland. U. S. District
John J. Sirica plans to turn over copies of two more
subpoenaed presidential ttpes to special Waleigatc prosecutor
Leon Jawurski of Houstcn. The tapes turned ovt>r today
contain conversations held between President Nixon and aides
on March 21, 1 y 7 3 . Foreign Minister bba Kb an reaffirmed
th;»t Israel will attend the A r ah- I s r ae 1 1 peace conference in

Geneva next week despite the threat of an Israeli boycott
trow Defense Minis - Minister Moshe Dayan. Storm'! raked
the nation's northernmost corners today, spreading rain and
snow in the Northwest and snow in the Northeast. Winds
gusting to nearly f>0 miles per hour whipped snow and rain
in the northern I n t e r noun t a i n region and the northern Rockies.
(> to 7 inches of snow covered the ground in Maine. Aboard
the Queen Elizabeth 2, the weary seaborne skyga?trs failed
to view the cornet Kohoutek early today in their last sighting
attempt before steaming back to New York. About 200 passengers
aroused themselves by -'•

: 30 a.m. eastern standard each day
only to stand on the soggy afierdecks vainly searching for

an opening In the stubborn mass of gray clouds over the

Eastern seaboard. The most celebrated passenger aboard,
l.ubos Kohoutek, has been trailed by autograph hunters and
a television film crev. The Smithsonien As t rophy s i c a I

Observatory said that the comet appears as a white blob abcut
10 to 15 degrees above the southeast horizon lust before
sunrise each day this week. But I guess that's no news to you

all. Today it was reported that an instrument aboard Mariner
10 has detected ultraviolet ra - radiation from the Gum
Nebula so intense that it corresponds:- to temperatures as high
as 100,000 degrees, 10 times the surface temperature of the

Sun and twice the temperature of the hottest star a seen I rem
the Earth and from orbiting satellites. The wire services
carried stories today about your trim burn. They quote Jerry,
saying, "the burn was smooth as ^I.ss ." The stock market,
which brokers say is confused and bewildered over the excent
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and impact of the nation 1

! fuel shortages fell sharply
today. The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials slumped
2). 45 points to 810.73. Not too much in the way of sport*
today but one into rest Ing slidellght reports that Dallas
Cowboy coach Tom Landry has filed a protest with the National
Football Uagui over irregularities by the Washington
Red«kins in their Sunday clash. I.andry said, "we had 6

Illegal procedure penalties because the Redskin Offense va»
yelling h.it-hui-hut when Roger Staubach was callirg signals.
We protejiiod to the League office beraubi it's I lie pal to
jam quarterback signals." And that's 30 for tonight.
Ove r .

CUR Hut-hut-hut.
CC (Laughter). I'm taking enough flack

down here in the Control Room right now without you guys
adding to tt.

CDR Jur. t thought we'd do a little jamming
of our own.

CDR Bruce, I think the passengers on the
Queen Elizabeth probably shouldn't feel to badly, we can't
even see it bore with the naked eye, really.

CC Sky lib, this is Houston, I minute to
LOS, last pasti oi the even fug. We'll sec- you over Cur pus
Ch r i st i at 1 1 : V' Zulu. Ou t .

CDR Rogi r, good ni^ht Bruce, anil good night
silver teair.

CC Roget, Kood night. And y«»u can Hay
good niy.ht Dick, if you want cause Dick Truly's down
here too.

M(C Say good night, Dick.
CDR Dick, who?
MCC Thanks a lot.
SPT Good night , Dick.
CDR Good night , Dick

.

MCC Good night guys, I'll wake you up in
the morning.

SPT We look forward to it.

KNi) OF TAPE
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PAO Th W Ik Skylab Control. Boriuila has
Ions of signal. The roo4 nights have been *«id. We have
RiHttlon HurK*on's» daily report on crew health for today
BiHBion day 27. U reads no licnlih problems exist no
Medicine.* .ire being utilized. Sinned Jerry Uordinsky,
H,I). for Doctor W.R. Hawkins M.D.. Wake up tine tonorrow
ie 6 a.m. central ataudaid tine. We'll take this line down
until that time. At d hours \ ninmes Greenwich mean time
this is Skylab Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky I ab Control .it 11 hour*. 55 minulea
and AO seconds Greenwich aeau time. Skylub upact station
ia now within range of t ho Coldstone cracking antenna for a

pass over (he United Stains, The pass over the U.S. will
last a little more than 16 ainutos, and during the next 4 »ln-
utes or la vc should have a wakoup call to Che crew of the
Skylab mission, For the line live now for the air-to-ground
through the United States station.

SC (Music: "Ely's Coming")
CDR Morning, Houston, this is Skylab. Tine

to get up and watch us fly over.
CC Hey, thanks for waking us up down here.

That wan great. We're .ill going to run out of Mission Control
and look up at you a« you go over.

S p r Morning, g a n g .

CC Good morning up there.
PLT Morning, Dick.
CC Good morning, sir. You guys got <t good

night 's sleep?
PLT Pretty good.
CC Skylab, Houston. As you guys get prepared,

1 hope to look down and see what the city of Houston looks like real
early in the morning, you night tell us what it does look like. I'n
sure that Bill is hustling due to that first note on the first
part of his details about eating early so he can have a little
time in between breakfast and PT . i have one correction to the
Detail Flight Plan that I'd like to get up here at this site.
And that is that on the SPT and the PLT details at 12:17, the
handheld opportunity is the wrong number. It should be 101-15
vice 105-15, and that's a metropolitan area, the city of Brasilia.
And the EREP officer reports that the weather over Brasilia is supposed
to be good. So if Jerry or Ld has a chance to get it, it's
handhold 101-15. Out.

Cl)K Roger, nick. Thartkn .

CC Okay.
SP'l II on stun looks pretty good earl/ in the worn I i.;-,,

there Dick. It's pretty sprawling. It reaches ,i Im nor«- - intiu't
out than I thought it would. Looks like a good pi,-we to live.

CC Well it is. Wc had a couple of guys go out
a wiiile ago to look up into the sky and try to see the comet
thi9 morning, but from down here the haze was kind of bad, and
n o c h a n c e .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about a minute froo
LOS. The purple gang isn't going to see you for about another
hour and 20 minutes. I'll give you a call at Goldstone at 13:32.

CDR Roger. We'll see you then.
CC Roger. Have fun on the long way around.
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COR I think we'll Just go back to bod.
CC , He too.
cc Skylab, Houston, As wo go over the hillU looks like the flow on the ATM C6D loop la going down. You

night go up and litton to it and aee if you hear that gurgle
sound we've been trying to get you to listen for.

CDR Okay .

cc Rog. You might also check the delta P
light on panel 203. We just saw the flow begin to start
down

.

1>A0 Skylab Control at 12 hours 13 minutes Green-
wich mean tine. We've gone out of range of the tracking antennas
over the con t i nen t a 1 unl t ed States. Our next acquisition of
signal is .i I moat an hour and 20 minutes from now, That will
again be at Goldutonu tracking antenna in California. This
raorning the crew awakened the ground with Three Dog Night's
"Ely's Coming." That wakeup call coming juat a couple of
minutea before the ground normally would awaken the crew.
Instructions were given to the crew on the first handheld
photo teleprinter pad chat they have. There is a slight
error in it and that was corrected. The site of this
morning to take place about 10 minutes from now is Braziiia,
the capital city of Braiil. The goal is there to photograph
Braziiia, a relatively new city, and a plains City. This is
one of the 20 cities to be studied by the Skylab mission
using handheld photography. The prinary goal of the observation
to bo - to determine the type of metropolitan area and the
type of developenent that is occurring. And the study today
is 0* a plains city, Braziiia. Other cities to be studied are
mountain cities, desert, sea coast, river, and delta cities.
And they include such cities as, the United States, St. Louis.
Missouri, a river city, New Orleans which is a delta city,
and Phoenix, Arizona which is a desert city. And at the very
end of that pass Spacecraft Communicator, Dick Truly told the
crew to go back and listen for a little sound of gurgling in
the ATM control and display panel coolant loop. That coolant
loop has been getting sor.e fluctuations in flow during the
last couple of weeks, and because of that they are trying to
find out now what might be causing that and get some additional
data on it. ATM cooling loop is primarily used for keeping the
touch temperatures of the control panel for the solar telescopes
down to a level below 105 degrees. And they are - -
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PAO - a couplo weeka, and because of that

they're trying to find out now what sight be causing that

and get some additional data on It. ATM cooling loop la

primarily used for keeping the touch temperatures of the

control panel for the solar telescopes down to a level below
105 degrees, and they are « there Is some concern that If

that should fall or clog up that there would be a problem
with not being able to touch It for long periods of time,
and possibly might require a slight powerdown, That has not,
ever, happened yet. We have had a couple of stops In the -

in the flow In past tines today. There's Just a very mild
reduction in flow. This is Skyiab Control. Our next acqui-
sition an hour and a quarter frcm now at about 13:30 Green-
wich mean time. This is Skyiab Control at 12»15 Creenwich
mean time.

PAO Skyiab Control at 13 hours 31 minutes
Greenwich mean time, We're now approaching acquisition at

the Coldstone tracking antenna in California. 52 seconds to

acquisition there. Pass through Coldstone and Texas should
last approximately 15 minutes. We're .in the process of

changing shift here in Mission Control with Flight Director
Don Puddy coming on duty, but Dick Truly is still on at the
CAP COMM's position so we'll have a callup probably fron
him at this pass over Coldstone. This is Skyiab Control.
We're alive now for a continental U.S. pass.

CC Skyiab, Houston. Hello stateside for 14

minutes.
CDR Hello, Richard. On that F.REP, - ATM

coolant locp, yea verily, old Charlie was right. We got a

low DELTA-P light up there, but he blew it on the noise.
It's not a gurgle, it's Just a whine.

CC No gurgle but a whine, huh?
CDR Right. Actually it's lack of a whine.

Sounds like the pump is - oh, you're pumping air or it's -

well, I think it wouLd whine more if it was pumping air.

But there's a definite decrease in the whine that you ht>ar

while the pump's running. And then when the DELTA-P light
came back off again and the pump started pumping again, you
could hear it coming in louder.

CC Roger. About how long did this last,

J t- r ?

CDR Oh, I think it was about 3 minutes,
CC Roger. Well, I'm glad we were AOS at

least there for a few seconds so we could see it coming and
get you up there to look at it.

CDR Yes. That was a good call, Dick.
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CC
, .

oka y- Tha «* you very much for the infor-•ation. I n looking at a atar chart now and you Bight glanceIf you have a chance at that mea.age we eent up of those !of t.iat little atar chart. I'. npt aure if it'a detailedenough, but probably If ye could UenlUv the , tar that ,

dhelp u« in tall length and dimension.
PLT

.

Okay. I'll oure do that, I j U8t hopeI've got the right atar. 1

END OF TAPE
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CC And Sky lab , Houston for CDR and
PLT, we were kind of expecting to see some TV from TV 16

the VTR so far, and 1 not tee it's not there. Just a
s listed for this morning's operation.
Yeah. We're just getting ready to sta

reminder that
CDR

it now , Dick.
CC
CC We're about 4 5 seconds

Okay . Good .

Skylab, Houston,
from LOS. Vanguard comes up at 13:57.

PA0 Skylab Control at 13 hours 47 minutes
Greenwich mean Time. Skylab space station has now passed
out of range of continental U.S. stations, that last trans-
mission coming through Corpus Christi. Our next acquisition
of signal is 8 minutes and 45 seconds from now and that'll
be at the Vanguard tracking ship. Conversation with Pilot
Bill Pogue about the comet Kohoutek, today. Poguc reports
that Kohoutek has grown significantly and he said a tail
of 2 to 3 degrees is visible in the eye. That vould indicate
a tail of 5 or 6 million miles in length, that's visible to
the eye. And of course, the tail does extend much beyond
that. It has been reported by ground stations that the
tail aay run over 13 million miles to some photographic
instruments. Of course, tail determination la largely based
on the amount of light that can be received by an instrument.
And the space station's instrument should be able to indicate
a tail even longer than that. An attempt was made a few
nights ago to get photography approximately 50 million
miles behind the comet. And also a distance up to 200 million
miles behind the comet to determine whether or not there were
remnant particles in the comet's orbit. The crew of Skylab
Commander Carr, Science Pilot Gibson and Pilot Pogue will be completina
their fourth week In space today. They'll be setting a
record tomorrow morning that - That record is a 28-day 49-ainute
49-second record of the first Skylab crew. At that time
that was of course, longest space mission, that's lens than
6 months ago. The original crew spent just over 28 days
aboard the space station. That-since broken record will
be passed by Carr, Gibson, and Pogue tomorrow at
8:51 a.m. central standard time. That record, of course,
has been broken si nee by the second Skylab crew, which
extended it by more than double that to more than 59 daya
in space, Since their launch on November 16th, the Skylab
crew has circled the Earth more than 400 Uses. When they
woke up this morning at 6 o'clock, they had pissed the
11 -nil 1 ion-mi le mark in space. Today's activities include
9 passes on the Apollo telescope mount, and some Kohoutek
photography, as well as medical experiments, both M131 and
the M092 experiment, which will be performed today on Commander
Carr. Today's joint observation program on the Sun includes
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CC Go SPT.
SPT Hey Crip, the Sun center position for S052

has changed a little bit on the FINE SUN SENSOR readout.
cc Copy, the Sun center position has changed.

Can you - - „...
SPT Yeah. Yeah, it was in LEFT/ RIGHT minus

33, it still is that. It used to be plus 3 and UP/ DOWN , now
it's plus 6. 3 arc seconds drift in about 2 days.

cc Our initial thought on that is that it is
probably due to switching fine Sun sensors. And I'm assuming
this is with no bias, in right?

SPT No
. right after we switched fine Sun sensors

I looked at it and wrote down the numbers. So it was - actually
was yesterday, I guess then. So it really is only over 1 day. I
had a plus 3, and - I'm sorry, plus 3 and LEFT/ RIGHT is what has
changed. Now it is plus 6. UP / DOWN is minus 33 and that's retrained
the same

.

cc Okay, copy. It was from plus 3 to plus 6
since yesterday In UP, and - correction, LEFT /RIGHT . And
the UP /DOWN is minus 33.

SPT That's right. I've noticed a similar
drift when we were on the other FINE SUN SENSOR. I din't report
the details, however. I'll try to keep up with this one.

cc Okay. And just for clarification Ed, can
you say is that's with BIAS IN or OUT ?

CDR Crip, we're all finished with the VTR.
SPT Hold on, Crip, I'll put the ATM work on It,

and then it'll be all set.
CC Copy that.
cc SPT

» Houston. Ed, regarding the difference
you ve seen in S052 from that LEFT/RIGHT drift, I guess we don't
consider that 52 is probably that accurate and that could explain
that slight change. Regarding our switch to the SECONDARY
FINE SUN SENSOR, we told you yesterday we may be doing another
four-limb coalignment, and switching back to the PRIMARY. We're
probably going to go ahead and get another four-limb coalignment
on the SECONDARY as another data point within the next
couple of days before we do any switching, if we do any switching.

SPT Okay, thank you, Bob.
cc And Ed, for you, or CDR or Somebody,

I guess we've got Tananarive coming up in about 19 minutes.
It's not obvious to us that we really need conn through there,
but we don't have any command capability through Vanguard here,
do we can't select the correct antenna. At your option, if we'
want comm through Tananarive we need aomebody to go to the command
module and get about three switches for us. I can give you
those if 8onebody can copy then down.
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CDR Go ahead, Crip.
cc Okay, all it is , is select omni B tape recorder

forward, rewind switch to OFF, and then a COMMAND RESET.

cc , Correction on that. Instead of omni B

,

it's omni Delta

.

SPT Okay, omni Delta tape recorder forward

to OFF and COMMAND RESET.
CC That's correct. And if you do it, we need

you to do it in that order to keep from losing some data. And

we're about 30 seconds fron LOS. Tananarive is in 17-1/2 min-

utes at 14:25, l'+:25. If we miss that pass or you elect not

to make that selection, Goldstone is an hour and 5 minutes

at 15 : 12 , 15 : 12 .

SPT Okay Crip, looking at the corona the streamer

structure which is up at 10 o'clock which was a single one

yesterday has split into two very bright streamers. The one

down there at 8 o'clock, the single one is still there but

there is some structure between 8 and 8:30 about half the

distance out to the edge of the display which is now there.

Fairly diffused but it was not there yesterday. The one over

there at 3 o'clock or so over there reaains unchanged.

(Garble) .

CC Over the hill, Ed. We'll try to look at

It on the downlink.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 . Skylab Control at 14 hours , 8 minutes,

Greenwich Mean Time. Skylab Space station has now passed out

out range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. About

16-1/2 minutes to acquisition at Tananarive. Expect the

relatively brief pass at Tananarive, about a 4-1/2 minute one,

and we may have a little problem with voice there. The instruc-

tion given by spacecraft communicator Bob Crippen, whose just

come on duty was to modify the antenna so they could pick

up voice through Tananarive where we have a low elevation pass.

At the very end of that pass, Ed Gibson .Scientist Pilot, was

giving a brief report on what he could see on the Sun. He

has been putting a little TV on the ATM. That solar tele-

vision about 5 minutes of it put on at Vanguard during the

daylight pass there was in addition to about 16-1/2 minutes

of' personal hygiene photography that the crew put on this

morning. 15-1/2 minutes to acquisition at Tananarive. That s

now 9 minutes after the hour and this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours, 23 minutes,

Greenwich mean time. We're coming up on acquisition of signal

through Tananarive voice relay station on the island of

Madagascar. We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground.

Spacecraft communicator is Bob Crippen.
SPT Houston, Skylab.

Cc Hello, Edward, we're with you here for

about 2-1/? minutes.
SPT Okay, Just checking to see if you were there.

Do you want me to reconfigure after you go over the hill?

cc No, we can handle that at Goldstone when

we (garble).
CDR All right, Houston, CDR.

CC Go CDR.
Cdr Looking over some checklist cue card

changes here, I find that we do not have change number 1 to

(garble) comet cue card. I'm wondering if that's the cue

card itself. No that's the entire cue card that was tele-

printed up to us.
CC We'll check that for you.

CDR Okay.
CC Okay, Jerry, you're right. That woe the

whole new card. Was classified as change 1.

CDR Okay , Thanks

,

Cc Skylab, Houston. We're probably going to

go LOS here in about 1 minute and we'll see you again at

46 minutes over Goldstone at 15:12.
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PA0 Skylab Control at 14 hours, 29 minutes and
45 seconds. Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has now
gone out of range of the tracking antenna at Tananarive . About
41 minutes to our next acquisition of signal, and that will be a
Goldstone where we'll have a 4-minute pass. Spacecraft com-
municator now is Bob Crippen. Crew all working very quietly
at this tine. Indication is that they have about 21-1/2 minutes
on the tape recorder, which includes 5 minutes of ATM TV and
about 16 minutes of TV 16, which is the personal hyeiene
television.

PA0 Tnl s is Skylab Control at 30 minutes and
1/ seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 15 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. We're now about 56 seconds from acqui-
sition of signal through the tracking antenna at Goldstone.
The pass through Goldstone's a brief one, about 4 minutes,
and the spacecraft communicator is Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Goldstone for 2-1/2
minutes. We see you en route back to solar inertial.

CDR Houston, did you (garble) the crew alert?
CC Negative. Standby.
CC Skylab, Houston. We copy the crew

alert. We're checking systems and we haven't seen anything
yet that would cause it.

SPT Okay. Houston, we just got a second
crew alert about 15 seconds ago.

CC Okay. We copied that one also. We're still
looking.

CC Skylab, Houston. We seem to be getting
that alert coincident with us trying to do some antenna
commanding. Would you check the COMMAND RESET in the command
module that went back to center position. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again at Vanguard in about 18 minutes.
At Vanguard is at 15:33 we'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump there. It's also scheduled for the ATM conference, and
ue don't - don't see any system problems at this time.

CDR Okay, Crip. The switch is now back to the
center position. It was not.

CC Okay. That was probably our problem.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 16 minutes

and seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Goldstone.
Did have a couple of crew alerts reported there. CAUTION
and WARNING system activated twice when attempt was made from
the ground to command the antennas on the space station.
Problem was discovered by the crew. The switch which allows
command to take place from the ground was In the RESET position
which didn't permit commands to go through and that did cause
CAUTION and WARNING at two points. Those were two commands
attempted at this end, and once the switch was reset it worked
properly. Our next acquisition of signal is 16 minutes away
at Vanguard. This is Skylab Control at 17-1/2 minutes
after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 32 minutes
and 27 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now about 53 seconds from acquisition of signal through the
Vanguard tracking ship. Pass through Vanguard should last
approximately 10 to 11 minutes. We'll bring the line up
live now for ai r- to~ground through Vanguard.
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CC Sky lab , Houston. AOS Vanguard 11 minutes,
doing a data/voice recorder dump. Turning the mike over to

Bill Lenoir.
SPT Okay. Very good. Go ahead, Bill.
MCC Okay, Ed. Let me Just start off going

real quick through today's plan here. We've got seven sets
of JOP 26 BBlO's where we're looking at the limb, plus 2 and
minus 2 - that's backwards, minus 2 and plus 2 arc minutes,
primarily to get comparative spectra for 82B. At the same time
55 will be getting a - oh , 1 don't know what the right word
is - a mini super raster of the limb. They'll be getting a

limb swath there. We chose the south pole because its

boundary is harper at the corona] hole there and historically
it's better, a little bit more active with plumes and things of
this nature then the north pole has been. During this, one
of the S055 detector settings is 874 MECHANICAL, which has
an optical equivalent of 772, and Just for your information
that's the old 766 OPTICAL, although this is now optimized
to put neon 7 in the middle of the band rather than on the
edge. The old number was a compromise to get a little bit
of both neon 7 and carbon 3 and now we're optimizing to get
the neon 7 (garble) 465 line right in the middle.

SPT May I have that wavelength again, Bill?
I'll write it down here.

MCC Okay. It's neon VII line at (garble) of 465.
SPT Grating setting from 766 to what?
MCC 772 OPTICAL and we're listing it today

at 874 MECHANICAL, which brings me to my next point. Early
in the day we put the switch to MECHANICAL reference and we
leave if there for a major part of the day because If we did
not do that you had something like 9 or 10 times on five
orbits that you had to swap back and forth from OPTICAL to

MECHANICAL. We thought that was probably bad 80 we put it

in MECHANICAL early, left It there fov the whole time, and
then we put it back to OPTICAL later on.

SPT Okay. That's a good w*y to work, we'll all
remember to (garble) MECHANICAL

.

MCC Okay. Basically that's a quick looK at

today other than what you could see yourself looking at the
schedule. One point for tomorrow. We have no JOP 18[>, as

you're probably aware by now. This was deleted. It appeared
that only 52 would be able to see it and get any useful data.
We're not a 100 percent sure we understand all the ramifica-
tions of the pointing test so we have deleted that JOP 18D.
We will be picking up the next one at mission day 33, which
is 5 days f rom now

.

SPT Okay. Did you delete it because of, you
wanted more time to study it or because you wanted an Increased
brightness?
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MCC Both. And at this point the brightness isn't
sufficient that we think very many experiments will be getting
any useful data. So we wanted really a little bit of both.

SPT Okay . .

MCC Okay. Now, on tomorrow's plan, let me
get any input you've got to tomorrow's plan. We're looking
at like about five and a half orbits' worth of ATM. One thing
here, we do not have the TV downlink today in order to get
XUV MON . If you've got any thoughts from the XUV MON or
anything that looks different, and worth pointing out to us
for our planning conference at noon, if you tell it to me
now I'll make sure everybody's aware of it.

SPT I just put some on the VTR. You will not
have that in t ime ?

MCC Negative. Apparently we don't have the
time to dump that and get it back in to here prior to the
planning conference.

SPT Okay, on the XUV MONITOR what shows up
essentially is the activations which have been called out
on the pad. And also some plage over by - -

CC Could I break in for a minute? Bill
,

would you turn off high voltage detectors 6 and 7 please?
SPT Okay, it shews up over there by filament

52. In the XUV monitor I don't see anything that's out of the
ordinary or worth pursuing. The corona over on the east limb
has been changing. The streamer now at 10:00 has broken into
two very distinct, very sharply defined streamers, seeing
as we have had a fair amount of change over there recently.
And also the Smith longitude is pretty much close to the
limb, and the Herman longitude is Just coming around right
after that. I think we ought to keep a close eye on the
corona and try to schedule in as many observations of that
as wc can, we'll try to slip in as many shopping list items as
we can. That's the only thing that I see on the Sun that has
any appreciable time rate of change. A coronal hole
boundary to the south is good to work. It's not as sharply
defined as we've seen before, that is 2 days (garble). The
prominence and filaments are not very dense. I did see a

prominence, if you will, or maybe it was a small surge up at
the north pole earlier this morning. That's in difference to your
statement about most of it being in the south. I guess happened
to be one up there this morning. What you're doing as far as the
spectra of the limb - the southeast quadrant looks good.
It's probably as useful as we can do with the Sun we have. And
the other question is, chromosphere network again, I'm won-
dering whether they have really explored that, particular look for
spectra of downdrafts, or looked at downdrafts at all In detail,
try to understand the - what really goee on at the vertices.
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of several cells coming together. We have carbon
lines which we're supposed to be able to find them in.

have not tried that yet

.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Another question Is chromospher lc network

again; I'm wondering whether they have real ly ^colored that

,

l lkular look for spectra of <*owndraft " loo^ t

'^"-
draft at all in detail, try to understand the - what really

goe on at the - (garble) of several cells ^\\° f̂
\'

Je have carbon lines which we're supposed to be able to find

them in, and I've not tried that yet, and I'm wondering how

useful it is. and I'm wondering whether we want to get some

soectra there. We could, matter of fact we could do on any

one tnese a 9 by 9, spectra. That is take degrees one

particular position and then (garble) conditions (garble)
_

soectra. Whether that would be useful in the downdraft, 1 m

not sure. Or line profiles; *nd again if we need n f o rma-

?lon here on which lines would be the b es t t o do 1 ine pro files,

(garble) That holds tru for almost all of the (garble) now

we have up here. We know which frames are most prominent, but

they may not be (garble) line profile then.
y

mcc Okay, Ed. One thing we did talk about,

chromospheric networks a bit earlier So now the reason we

are not doing it is there's a conclusion that the 82B slit

is too long fo really look at the boundaries there without -

and the internal part of the network without filling in too

Such with other things. If 55 does have some data and they

will be returning later. The other thing that s ;PP«Pji««
here is that particular JOP and series of building blocks

does not burn up 82B film as much as the JOl's that we re

concentrating on now. So in our attempt to usefully use the

82B iilm prior to the comet observations, we've gone away

from chromospheric networks. We will return to them later

primarily with S055 though.
y

SPT Okay, I understand thar. In use of a

nonchromospherlc network, that Is a slit there may be some

portions where excess - especially at self-center where we

only get the spectra from the relatively bright portions of

the belt or in certain lines of the boundaries and maybe

they can think a little more about that. I won't push that

0nC
*

MCC Okay, and your remarks on the corona are

well taken here. The 52 Pis and team here certainly do vant

to hank you for the SK-l's you've been giving that's good work

and you got the work on the STANDARD MODE bo « ng ok ay occ as on-

aUy when that looks like a good thing to do that'll fit In.

So that they're very happy with the way thoso are coming

al0n
*CDR Okay, very good. That's where we put a

little of the emphasis because that's where the activity looks.

1 certainly hope that when ... shows up we're going to see

a lot more activity

.
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MCC Yeah, so do we. Incidentally speaking of
that, the forcast here for the next 7 days a to what's coming
up; we've got a couple of filaments; we've got F-37 which
should be coming over the limb beginning tomorrow, finishing
limb passage the following day. Now make that day after
tomorrow, finishing the following day, at which time active
regions 93 and 98 should be returning. The day after that is
a crew day off. The following day is a big day. Active
regions 87, 92 return; we have a comet, 18-D that day and
also L-4 , the lunar llbration point JOP 10 will be worked that
day. Then F-39 returns, active region 96. And finally on
mission day 36 which is 8 days away, we have another comet
JOP and right now the target is at the first one that 82B will
participate in

.

SPT Okay, that ail sounds very good. That -

that brings up a point if - everyone's setting up a 7-day
forecast on ATM activity major blocks - feel free; tha: would
be useful information for the planning. Also on 82B, I would
like to have about an hour or so of time to look over and
correlate the pad which you send up with the JO? Summary Sheet,
get all the information in there, and make s'-re we understand
it all .

MCC Okay, we'll start sending 7-day forecasts.
We've put those out twice a week, Wednesday afternoon and
Sunday afternoon, and I didn't copy the request on the 82B.

SPT Okay, that's (garble) delta. I would like to
have about an hour in which tine to take the pad which is
sent up and transpose that information into the JOP Summary
Sheet and make sure 1 understand it all before we actually
get going. And I think maybe the night before would be a
better time to do it or at least 2 to 3 hours ahead of time.

MCC Okay, we copy that request. We'll see
wh a t we c an do .

SPT Ok&y. Other than that the Sun looks rela-
tively quiet, and probably what you've got lined up for today
is a reasonable compromise.

MCC Okay, Ed, we're 1 minute fr-j= LOS. Tanana-
rive is next at 15:58, and let's see that's in about 1 4 minutes.
Couple of other q:ickies here. S54 work on EVA repair is
proceeding; Rusty's getting pretty deeply involved In that
We're looking at adding that on, maybe perhaps to the
Christmas Day CVA for a fix to put it in filter 3 permanently.
One comment here on visibility. The pointing test, I don't
know whether you noticed it or not but when you had Mercury
at the 6 o'clock position, at 2 o'clock right at the edge of
the field of view was Beta Sco and it shows up on the down-
link. At that time, Beta Sco had a magnitude of 2.9, Mercury
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had a magnitude of minus 0.5. Being right at the edge there,
we feel that's the best visibility, but it does show up
perhaps a lover limit to what we hoped to be able to see.
Over

SPT Okay. I wish I could tell you ... were
there. We got fixated on Mercury and starting working (garble)
before ... and didn't really look around to see anything else.

CC Okay , Ed , you ' re over the hill. We can't
see anymore so we'll talk to you tomorrow.

PAO Sky lab Control at 15 hours, 45 minutes
and 8 seconds, Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now over the South Atlantic, 12-1/2 minutes from acquisition
of signal at Tananarive . During the Vanguard pass we had
the science conference on solar astronomy that was with Bill
Lenoir here on the ground talking to Ed Gibson the Science
Pilot aboard the space station. One of the things pointed out
by Bill Lenoir is that the first operations of the ATM solar
telescopes are now scheduled for mission day 33; that's 5 days
from today. Originally they had them planned for today but
the decision has been postponed now so that the first opera-
tions of the comet photography with the solar equipment will
be scheduled for mission day 33. Also Ed Gibson asked for a
7-day forecast specifically on ATM to help him in his own
science planning and at the very end of the pass, Bill Lenoir
explained to him that, when they were doing the experiment
on Mercury, for pointing purposes, there was a star visible
on the field of view, and that was Beta Sco, with a magnitude
of plus 2.9. That magnitude is just a little bit brighter
than the comet Kohoutek is at the present time and it was
visible at that time. Ed Gibson said that he hadn't noticed
that, that of course they had been concentrating on Mercury
which has a magnitude of minus .5. Minus . 5 ma gn i t n.; , being
several times brighter than the plus 2.9. 11 ainut>< to
our next acquisition of 3ignal. It's now 46 minute/, and
43 seconds after the hour. This is Skylab Control:

END OP TAPE
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ninutes

.

. . r
* k

Z
lih Contro1 at 15 hours 56 minutes and45 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds f™

tlVl
1^: V 8lgnal

-

at Tananarive. Pass through""^™ rivewill be the long one .asting almost 10 minutes, dependingon how well we're able to get voice relay through TananariveSpacecraft Communicator i s now Bob Crippen again, Bil ihaving conducting the ATM conference over Vanguard in thatlast pass. We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground through the voice relay station at Tananarive at theisland cf Madagascar

.

Skylab, Houston. AOS Tananarive 8-1/2

C
<J

Skylab, Houston. Does either the CDRor bFI have a noment to chat?
SPT Go ahead

, Crip.

L
CC Roger, Ed. Last night we sent a M092observer cue card change regarding configuration of the experimentrecorder selection. And basically, the intent of it was lustto tell you to leave it - leave B selected on EXPERIMENT

1 and 2, because of that - chat knob is slipping. And didyou all get a chance to look at that and do you unde r s t and

it
SPT Okay, Crip. We go t i t and ve understand

,.
CC Okay, Ed. There was one thing on thatfirst portion there. Looks a little bit misleading It

ON Actuallv^th
3

^'H''
aft6r EXPERIMEN T 1 ™d EXPERIMENT 2ON Actually that verify really refers to the EXPERTMF«jt i rand EXPERIMENT 2 -B .

tXrERIiiENl 1-B

^Vl v.

Okay
,
Crip. We understand that. I don'tthink we'll have a problem with it again, because we're allaware of the - the bind you can get into! We all, now anvtime we have the selected - if it »

s not there alr ^ adv
'

ny

over to A. And then just up one.
'

CC
C

R°8- Okay. We were just crying to saveyou from tnat problem. And about the only time, I thinkwe 11 go out of B, now, i 8 when we're running 509.bFT Okay. Very good.

.
" ...

Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

16 42
again ^ Hawail ln 36 "Inutes at 16:42,

lfl

PA0
J „

Skylab Control at 16 hours 8 minutes and
18 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've had loss of signalthrough the Tananarive voice relay station. 34 minutes toout next acquisition. That will be at the Hawaiian IslandsThiols Skylab Control at 8-1/2 minutes after the hour

,
™°

A
'

sk yl*b Control at 16 hours 41 minutes"and 26 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
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'°
Q

th
^ n0rt

!!

W" ,: ° f Hawail
.
^out to be acquired there.The pass through Hawaii will last about 9 minutes . Andspacecraft communicator, at this time, is Bob Crippen We'llbring the line up live now for air-to-ground through

Hawaii We've had a report, already, from telemetry thatthe medical experiment is underway. M092 on Commander Carr,with Science Pilot Ed Gibson observing. The line is livenow for air-to-ground through Hawaii for the next 9 minutes.LL Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii 8-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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U
CC

, _ ,
PLT

. Houston. Bill , we aren't seeingany H-al Pha being taken here on the ground. Could you veri-fy tor use that you are In AUTO and we got one frame perminute selected?
CC Okay; we copy. h-alpha working now.

.

C
5 „, Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

i h
° „ lt,]\

a8a
!S

n the Van «uard ^ 22 minutes,where we 11 be doing a data/voice recorder dump at 17:12,

frpBn!f.
Skylab Control at 16 hours 52 minutesGreenwich mean ti«. Skylab space staiton is now „ut ofrange ot the tracking antenna at Hawaii. We're 20 minutesfrom our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard. Duringthis last pass the lower body negative pressure device wasin operation. Apparently that run looks now as if it werecomple - as if it has been completed on the Commander. It be-gan at minus 40 level at the beginning of the pass and he didgo through the minus 50 level. We don't know whether the

tT rf?
t0 ' all

l
co *Pleted satisfactorily, but at this timethe tele Detry here in Mission Control shows no - no deltapressure on the lower body negative pressure device, whichwould indicate that the run does appear to be complete Thatmeans he 11 be moving on now to the metabolic a c t i v i t

y

'

po r 1 1 onof it which requires him to strap up and sit on the bicycleergometer and peddle and breathe for a while so the doctors can

This is S<ylab Control at 52 minutes and 47 seconds after the

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 11 minutes
5 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is nowJust west of the coast of Chile. Acquisition of signalthrough the Vanguard tracking ship is about 49 seconds awayBeginning to get acquisition at this time so we'll bring up'the^line live for air-to-ground through the Vanguard tracking

.

t ,

CC
<

Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard doing adata/voice recorder dump.

in S«
CC

< , ?c
y

l

3b
' " ouston -

L0S ^ 1 minute. Hawaii

*t ll*l™ll*lV.
Correction on that. Hawaii

PA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 22 minutes
and 22 seconds Creenwich mean time. Skylab space station isnow over the South Atlantic and is passed out of range ofthe tracking antenna at Vanguard. Got a long pass now. 56minutes before our next acquisition at Hawaii, as Skylab

I!!;" !r!I ll

Bid
:f

frlCa Where there are no tracking antennaswithin reach. The present time Commander Carr is scheduled
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to be beginning the M171 experiment, that's the metabolic
activity experiment using the bicycle ergometer. Apparently
he hasn't gotten hooked up yet for that, but he appears to
be in the process of doing the attachment of the necessary
electrodes and other devices for the experiment. And at the
ATM Pilot Bill Pogue should have been working during that
pass. He's still got about 16-1/2 minutes of daylight as
he crosses the South Atlantic and part of Africa. This after-
noon at 1:30 p.m., central standard time, that's 19:30 Green-
wich mean time, about 2 hours from now there'll be a press
conference. That press conference is the 28-day mission
review of the Skylab f 1 i gh t . Pa r t ic ipan ts in the afternoon
press conference are William Schneider, the Skylab Program
Director from NASA Headquarters in Washington, Kenneth
Kleinknecht, the Skylab Program Manager for the Johnson
Space Center, and Stan Reinartz, the Deputy Skylab Program
Manager from the Marshall Space Flight Center. Again, that
press conference the 28-day mission review of Skylab will
be held in the Building 1 briefing room at 1:30 p.m. central
standard time today. This is Skylab Control. It's now 24
minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, at 18 hours, 18 minutes,
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds

from acquisition of signai through the cracking antenna at

Hawaii. We'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground. At the

present tine spacecraft communicator is 3ob Crippin
and the Flight Director is Don Puddy. Earlier today the crew
was informed that the first cornel operations are going to be

begun on mission day 33 for the soltr telescopes. We'll give

you a little explanation of thcit and something about the ATM
control panel momentarily. We're alive now for air-to-ground at

Hawaii .

CC Skylab, Houston. Back with you through
Hawaii for 7-1/2 minutes.

CC Bet you guys didn't even miss us during
that long LOS .

CC CDK, you happen to have an opportunity
to maybe chat a little bit,

SFT Hold on, Crip, he just stepped out.

CC Okay. Hope he, hope he didn't step out

too far.
SPT He and a Mark I are tussling with each

other, he'll be with you in a ainute.
CC Okay, no sweat. Just wanted to talk about

future planning, and ops, and we can do that any time.
CDR Houston. CDR, go ahead.
CC Hello, Jer, is this a convenient time to

talk? We've got about a minute and a h.ilf left here.
CDR That's fine. Is that enough time?
CC Oh, yeah. 1 - give you time to, - I can

tell you what we want to talk about and then you can think about
it for awh i 1 e

.

CDR Okay .

CC During this morning's ATM conference. Bill
and Ed, Bill Lenoir when he was talking to Ed was talking about
the ATM future ops and trying to fiive him a rundown on it and
talked about perhaps finding, giving some detail as to what particular
JOP they were planning in the future. That sort of falls in

line with the 7-day forecast that we now send you up, however,
with the science conference going on down here, that, - that

thing quite often changes in quite a bit less time than the

7 days, so we've been pondering perhaps adding some more
details to that and covering perhaps not 7 days but 5 to 7

days or something that you might think would be worthwhile
and uplinking it to you with a little bit more frequency. And
would like for you ponder whet'ier that might be a good idea
or not. We're about 30 seconds from LOS, we'll have you again
at Vanguard in 24 minutes at 18:51, 18:51.
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CDR Okay Bob, let us think about it, right
offhand it sounds like a real good idea. We'll talk about
it again next lime.

CC Okay, and ve would also be thinking about
including more detail in such items as EREP and perhaps corollary
if it seemed applicable.

CDR Yeah, 1 think that sounds pretty good.
PAD - - minutes and 30 seconds, Greenwich mean ti

'Sky lab space station has now passed out of range of the tracking
antenna at Hawaii and is about to cross the equator in the

mid-Pacific' ' We're 22-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition of

signal at Vanguard. Little talk there with Bob Crippen telling
Commander Carr that they were considering, the ground is consi-
dering setting up regular up-to-date reports on the following
days activities. They are now presently sending up once-a-
week reports on the next 7 days. They are thinking about
making those briefer reports, perhaps a 3-day report coming
up twice a week. That was requested earlier today by Ed

Gibson during the morning science conference on solar astronomy
with Bill Lenoir. First comer operation using the solar
ir.st runents are now set for mission day 33, that's 5 days from
today. Today is mission day 28. That was originally scheduled
for as early as mission day 29 or toao r row

,

' but after close
consideration of the comet's brightness and other crew activi-
ties, the ATM personnel, on solar observers and so forth, de-
cided that, that should be postponed to mission day 33, because
primarily only 11 minutes of white light coronagraph data would
be likely to be gotten tomorrow for a number of reasons. One,

* t lie Comet brightness is still considered to be 'fairly
low and perhaps is too dim for good data. And also the

S082B filn has not yet reached the point in the film where it has
high-sensitivity film especially selected for the comet, so

it wouldn't be possible to use the S082B yet. And also the

third consideration, for the 11 minutes of white light corona-
graph data would require 6 hours of crew time. All three
crew members are expected to participate in the first obser-
vations of the comet to familiarize thenselves with the opera-
tions and, that would require a total of 6 crew hours. That
was considered to be too large an expenditure of time for the

relatively small results expected from 11 minutes of white
light coronagraph and also because it was possible that the

comet 'ti brightness has yet not reached t h e ina gn i t vide where it

would be really possible to study it. At the present time the

magnitude of the nucleus which of course, is the sm«!le.*»t

part of the comet is about plus '» . Tire crew indicated that they
had not noticed a star of olus 3 magnitude approximated? during
their test of the pointing of the ATM instruments on Mercury
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tli.-it was t t o r iiu'd si'vit.iI il.ivs d y.o . K.i r I I o r i li i s morning
l hero was a probli'ia w i t li the AIM coo ! I » g loop I o r t it o e mil r o I

and display panel. That pro!' L era ha it been going on and t rouble-
'shooting procedures have been underway for several days here
in mission control. The cooling line is a water-filled line
with, of course, additives that runs through the - control and
display panel for the space station's Solar instruments. More
than a hundred different times during the current mission, the-

coolant loop has a noticeable brief reduction in the rate of
flow. This morning's reduction was approximately a 3-minute
reduction and it did go to a full stop.' Crew reported there
was a gur gling sound and also a high-pitched whine fur a short
period of time. Mission control electrical and general instru-
mentation and life support systems engineer believes that
that's probably due to a contamination in the line or possibly
a problem with one of the punps . There is a second pump not
being used yet, and that could be brought on. After the ATM
loop was turned on, beginning the mission, the variations were
noticed from the very beginning and flight controllers shifted
more than a week ago to - from punp B to pump C, in an attempt
to determine if it was the pump that was at fault. Since that,
time, course, it's been determined that pump C performs the
same way and it then was believed that ir might be in the line.
Earlier it was considered that it might be a problem with the
transducer which indicates flow rate. They're quite confident
now that it is in fact a problem in theline. Although they
don't know how serious it is, it's not considered to be an
emergency. The cooling loop serves two purposes, one is that
it keeps the control panel cool and the limit on that is

105 degrees for touch temperatures. They would like to keep
that cool. If the controlling, the control and display
panel coolant loop were to failit would require less use of the
television monitors which tend to heat the panel op. Although
they generate only about ^0 or 50 watts of electricity each,
they do tend to lie at the panel up; but would probably limit
them for to 105 degree limit, to 15 minutes of operation
per revolution that would be approximately one-third of the
available time and only one monitor could be operated at a

time. It might be some limitation on the experiments. Also
it would mean that without a control and' display panel coolant
loop the EREP tape recorders, Earth resources tape recorder.-?
could be used only for 24-minute passes; that of course would
be about a 58-hundred mile - -

KN1) OF TAPF.
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PAO - minutes of operation per revolution.
That would be at approximately one-third of the available time,
and only one monitor could be operated at a time. That
might be sone limitation on the experiments. Also tt'd mean
that without a control and display panel coolant loop the
EREP tape recorders, Earth resources tape recorders, could
be used only for 24-minute passes. That of course would be
about a 5 800 -mi le -Ion g groundtrack, and that 24-ninute pass
would be - would require a 10-hour cooldown period afterwards
so that it'll be impossible to run back-to-back Earth re-
sources passes. Present time it's working still well, although
there have been some fluctuations, and there was, of course, one
this morning noticed right after the crew woke up. Crew did
monitor that and reported to Ground Control that they did
hear a whine and also - to bypass the Earth resources tape
recorder section of the line. That, however, has had no
effect apparently. This is Skylab Control. 17 minutes to
our next acquisition of signal. It's now 33 minutes and 26
seconds after the hour.

P AO Skylab Control at 18 hours 49 minutes
and 32 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking ship.
Pass through Vanguard should last a little less than 10 min-
utes, and we'll bring the line up live noe for air-to-ground
through that station.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard 10 minutes.
CDR Roger

,
Crip

.

CC And for the CDR regarding our previous
discussion regarding forecasting, we would appreciate it,
Jer, if you'd come up with that - a reasonable idea for you
to give us some guidelines on how often you would like it
uplinked to you and for what duration you would recommend
that we cover - number of days.

CDR Okay, Crip. We sure will.
CC PT.T, Houston. If you can work it in for

us at the end of this rev we would appreciate it if you can
give us a - a STANDARD on 52, a STANDARD MODE at the roll of
minus 5400 .

PLT Will do, Crip.
CC Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'ri' 1 ainute fron

LOS. We'll see you again in 6-1/2 ainutcs over Ascension
at 19:06, 19:06, and we'll be doin« a data/voice recorder
dump there.

CC Bill, in the blind. 1 f you ca n he a r ne
we'd like XUV SLIT to WHITE LIGHT DISPLAY.

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 1 minute
and 2U seconds greenwich mean time. That last call from Bob
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Crlppen vont up after we had loss of signal through Vanguard,
according to our telemetry here. But he did want to get a

message in on changing r.he configuration of the solar tele-
scopes. We're coming up again on another acquisition in
4 minutes from now and we expect that message will go through
to them. Still about 11 minutes of daylight left for the -

this Skylab solar pass. 1:30 p.m. today, not too long from
now, there'll be a press conference with William C. Schneider,
the Skylab Program Director, Kenneth Kleinknecht , the Skylab
Program Manager for the Johnson Space Center, and Stan Rein-
artz, the Deputy Skylab Program Manager from Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. That's at 1:30 p.m.
central standard time, and that will be the- 28-day mission
review of the present Skylab mission. Today is the crew's
28th mission day. They'll be breaking the mark of the first
Skylab crew tomorrow morning. We'll leave the line up live
for air-to-ground through Ascensin. The Ascension pass is
about a 6-1/2 minute pass. We're still about 3-1/7. minutes
from acquisition of signal at that antenna.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Ascension, and
wo have you for about 6-1/2 minutes, doing the data/voice
recorder dump. And Bill, under the TV section on XUV SLIT
would you take that to WHITE LIGHT DISPLAY for us?

PLT Rog ; I've already got it on.
CC We showed you in - still in the LIMB POINTING

mode and we need to go to WHITE LIGHT DISPLAY, should have
warmed while ago when I asked for that STANDARD mode.

PLT Okay . 1 ' ve got i t .

CC Thart you.
CC Skyiab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again in about over Guam for a short
pass at 19 : 51 , 19 : 51 .

PLT If you folks could leave the tape recorder
goin^ while I finish up M487 I'd appreciate it.

CC Okeydoke .

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 13 minutes
and 43 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've had loss of signal
at Asscension. Our next acquisition is 37 minutes away from
Guam. A reminder, that press conference at 1:30 p.m. with
William Schneider, the Skylab Program Director, Kenneth
Kleinknecht, the Skylab Program Manager for Johnson Space
Center, and Stan Reinartz, the Deputy Skylab Program Manager
from Marshall Space Flight Center, will be under way in the
Building I briefing room in about 15 minutes from now. This
is Skylab Control. It's now li minutes and 12 seconds after
the hour.

END OF r APE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 20 hours 25
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about a minute and a
half away from the Vanguard tracking ship. We have a
minute's worth of tape from the Guan site during the news
conference. We'll play that and then go into Vanguard pass
live .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Guam for 2-1/2
minutes and we're going to be doing a data/voice recorder
dump here .

CDR Roger , Houston .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds
from LOS. We'll see you again over Goldstone in 35 minutes.
And we'll also be doing a data voice recorder dump there to
pick up some data that we missed ou: on earlier and that's
at 20 :28 , 20 :28 .

PAO This is Skylab Control that's the. end
of the tape. We're up live about 40 seconds to e^^uisition
a t Vanguard

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through
Vanguard for 11 minutes. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump here.

CDR Roger, Crip. And on the subject of
forecast, I think maybe - what I'd like to suggest is that
we do something like a 5-day forecast every 3 days. That
way it gives us two - two chances to mull over about every day
that you got forecasted. And 5 days probably is as far as
you guys would want to forecast anyway, I would imagine. And
every 3 days sounds iike a reasonable frequency.

CC Okay, it so happens you hit pretty close
to what - Mr. Puddy here was thinking you would. So, 5 -

every - a forecast for 5 days every 3 days and we'll -

we'll try to get that in work and get that up to you pretty
soon. Hey, Jer , while I got you on the line here, we've
been seeing that you've been cranking down your temperature,
or trying to crank down your temperature in - in the workshop
there. And we - it's getting up about 78 degrees or so.
And it so happens that the ceoling system's putting out about
all it's got so it's not really accomplishing much turning that
thing down. A recommendation i: - if you're getting a little
bit warm is you might use the technique they tried on previous
flights, of taking a portable fan up in the dome area by
the hatch there and blowing iroa the workshop back up towards
over that heat exchanger, towards the MDA ,

CDR Okay, thank you, Crip. We'll give it a
go . .

.

CC Okeydoke . I take it is getting a little
bit warm in there.

CDR Houston . CDR

.
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CC Go , Jer . x

CDR A little comment for the S082 folks, on
the first limb scan I did where the limb offset was minus
2. Just as 1 was finishing the last - you know - the second
and last exposures, which was a times one quarter. The
mirror went unstable, it really went bananas while It was
going from minus 45 down to about plus 1 or 2 , and then bacK.

up to minus 45. I stopped it and got it going on the next
one. It seems to have stabilized now, and its not pulling
any more funnies. 1 tried to shift to a short wavelength on -

on the last one and it wouldn't do it. I waited a little while
and tried it again and it shifted over to a short now. So, I'm
redoing the - the one on this one, it's a normal wavelength short.

CC Okay, believe we copy all that. Let us
think about it for awhile. And if we get a reoccursnce,
please let us know.

CDR Okay. They seem to be just kind of random
funnies

.

CDR Houston, I might add also, that very
frequently the limb offset will dither between 1 and 2,

rather than staying stable, at 1 offset value.
CC I - I ' being told that's a normal

condition, Jer. And we're looking at it right now, and it

looks pretty good to us at this moment.
CDR Yeah, it's looking very stable right now.
CC Okeydoke .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll have you again over Ascension in 3 minutes.
And that's at 20:41. And for your information, we show the
VTR is essentially full right now, we're going to take control
of it, and we'll be dumping it tonight during your sleep
period

.

CDR Okay .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has
loss of signal. Over the Ascension Island station will pick
up Skylab in about a minute and a half. We'll continue to

keep the line up and monitor through As <• v r.s i on .

END OF TAPE
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cc Sky lab
, Houston; AOS Ascension 9 minutes.

CDR Roger Crip, and you better have them
teleprint up a message 2904 Alfa again, the PI-T details
looks like the first couple of lines didn't make it.

CC Okay, you're very much on the alert for
the woodpecker working.

CDR Yeah he's doing such a good job we'll
have to feed him 3ome noth eegs .

CC We'll never know if they go into diapause
i f you do that .

CDR We've given up hope.
C c Yeah we got more than 40 days yet, never

give up hope.
CDR It's kind of nerve wracking waiting another

40 days to become parents though.
CC You ought to know Jerry,
CC CDR, Houston, we've resent that ciessage,

it should be on board now and when you get a chance were the
first twy lines completely missing or Just unreadable on that
message ?

CDR No they were missing Crip.
CC Okay, understand. Just skipped a couple

of blanks.
CDR That's affirmative. It's coming in now.
cc Jer, we copy we're dropping off in flow

again on the ATM C&D, you got time we'd appreciate if you
could check the sound also the Delta-P light.

CI)R Okay, we got the Delta-P light and the
message cane up ok«v for the PLT

.

cc Copy that. We're 1 minute from LOS we » 1

1

have you again at Guam in 36 minutes at 21:25, 21:25. We'll
be doing a data/voice recorder dump there. And can you tell
us if you hit a stop on the 82B auxiliary timer prior to
selecting wavelength abort when you had the problem awhile
igo ?

CT)R As I remember Crip it had already timed
out on a normal and it was due for a times on* quarter and it
was sitting there with a ready light. I tried going to - to
short to see if would go there and it wouldn't go to short
and it appeared that I'd Just done a normal sequence in lii.g.
So I left it in short and did the times one quarter sequence
and after that put it to long and it went right in with no
pi Ob let* .

cc Okay, you did not - 1 take it you did not
hit a atop then?

CDR Not that I remember.
cc And can you f^ll us if that atop problem
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- the wavelength problem occurred In the building block 10
Just after the mirror oscillation?

CDR No that was about two building blocks later.
CC Okay, thank you.
CDR That's why I said it appeared to be a

random funny because it didn't occur close enough to the
mirror oscillation to be connected wir.li it.

CC Okeydoke, and we copy the flows starting
to come back up about now. For your information we indicated
it went all the way to zero.

PAO This is Sk/lab Control -

C&R It sounds like that noise in the airlock
nodule is where the purap is. It's sort of a whining noise and
as you were talking to me saying that the pressure was
(garble) it - It wounded like the pump was (garble) - -

CC Over the hill, Jer, I can't get you.
PAO This is Skylab Control we had loss of

signal at Ascension. Before Jerry Carr could complete
description of the ATM control and display console coolant
loop. Flight Controllers here in Mission Control just
shortly before LOS had noticed the pressure dropping off
again, as it has done several times during this flight. Asked
the crew to listen to the pump to the loop to see what kind
of sound they heard. Pressure went to zero and then started
back up again and it was coming up as we had LOS. Skylab
Commander Carr was describing what he'd heard has we had
loss of signal. Wo did hear him mention a whining sound.
That's the sane description they had reported earlier today
when the situation occurred previously. Skylab is 31 minutes
away from acquisition at Guam at 20 hours 54 minutes
Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 21 hours
24 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about to be
acquired through the Guam tracking station.

cc Skylab, Houston AOS Guam 10 minutes.
And Skylab vill be doing a aata/voice recorder dump here.

cc For the CDR , Jer we missed your
dissertation on what the sound of the pump was like as
you were going over the hill. If you have time this pass
we would appreciate hearing what you have to say.

CDR Roger, Crip. Is that a pump we're
listening to or is that a flow control valve?

Could be a pump.
CDR Okay, it really sounds very, very unwell.

The normal full up running pum^a SOund is a nice high
hum or buzz. And when - when the light starts flashing and
you go over and listen to it, you can hear the pump
lugging down like it's being loaded down very badly. And
the - the hum or the buzz or the whine what fever you wanttocall it begins to sort of undulate in a random fashion.
It s not a constant frequency oscillation of any kind. It
goes down to a low frequency and then creeps its way
part way up and then staggers back dovn though. It sounds
just like a pump being loaded down very heavily. And
finally when the light goes out, and everything is balanced
out again the pump sounds normal. And once during this
last night pass it did it again, and Ed and I both laid
thero and listened to it. It just aound like that the
pump is being loaded down something fierce,

, .

CC
^ Okay, we copy all that, appreciate youtaking the time to check it for us.

CDR Rogei

.

CC Skylab for your inforwation regarding
the moth eggs. I'm being told that really we might expect a
few of then to break diapause in late January or early
February. But most should be in March unless aomethine
unexpected happens

CC
ou * giggling once

CDR
CC

Would you believe I said all that with

unexpected
CC

You're doing better, Crip.
I keep trying,

S pT
,1

n
?,

ldca ** t0 hov wo can creat * the unexpected?
tc Well, the zero g ia supposedly the

But knowing you Ed.
SPT You have a thought in mind, Crip?
CC 1 was Just thinking that you're soinventive that you might come up with something.
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C C Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you over the Vanguard In 31 minute3

,

that's at 22:05, 22:05. That's assuming that Bruce hasn't

taken the mike by then.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss

of signal. Skylab will be within range of the tracking

ship Vanguard in 28-1/2 minutes. At 21 hours 36 minutes

Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 22 hours 4

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up now on

acquisition through the tracking ship Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through the

Vanguard for 10 minutes. A question for the PLT. When we

went over the hill at LOS, we didn't notice you emersed

the S193 operations did they come off as scheduled? Over.

PLT 1 got one of the exposures the M131, did

not finish until 45 and that only gave me time when I got

setup to do the 1/12. 60 exposure.
CC Okay, we copy.
CDR Houston, CDR.

CC Go ahead, Houston.
Cdr Roger, I don't know if this was planned

or not, but when we put the carrousel in and turned the power

on we found that setting position 9 we had to advance it to

auto to 21.
CC Okay, wait a minutt run that one by again,

Jerry. You installed the carrousel, you turned the power on and the

plate thing read number 9, right?
CDR That's affirmative. So, we had to go

ahead and reset until it went up to number 21. And I * ra

wondering if that's what vou exported on the ground?

CC I don't think that's what we expected,

but confirm for me that you made the one exposure that you

made was 12 plates farther down from where you Installed i=,

is that correct?
CDR

take 9 from 2 1.

CC Yeah, okay, I'm .just trying to make sure

we were all talking the same language. Okay, we got » tittle

bit of time until the next set of ops in 2 hours, wo ' 11
^

get back to you with some talk on the subject. But don t

try to remove the carrousel or do anything to it in the meantime.

CDR Okay.
PLT Bruce, I have a question for ATM.

CC Fire when ready.

PLx I'm finishing up a pad, so 1 was getting ready

to set up the grating's for th" next watch and the grating that

called out is 594, and I think that's optical reference. Everything

all dav long has been mechanical reference, but I think that's

probably the 492 line. Would you check on that so I can get

the set up, and get the next person hriefeu properly?

CC PLT, thii is Houston. That's correct. me
number ia 594, and it la intended to he an optical refevpr.ee.

PLT Rog, 594, optical reference. Thank you

very much

,

CC Roger.

Oh, I guess that's what it means, if you
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CC Sky lab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 11 minutes through Canary Island at

22:25. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Canary Island station

will acquire Skylab in 9-1/2 minutes. At 22 hours 16 minutes

Greenwich mean time. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control at 22 hours 24

minutes Greenwich mean time. Canary Island station will

acquire Skylab in about 40 seconds, we'll stand by for that

pass which will carry Skylab through the Madrid station

also.
CC Skylab, this ia Houston through Canary

Island and Madrid for 13 minutes. Out.
CC Okay, it sounds like we've got a better

lockon now at 12-1/2 minutes remaining in the Can a r y / Mad r i

d

pass . Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS,

next station contact in 27 minutes through Guam at 23:06.

Ou t .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of tne Madrid station. Guam will be the next

station contact in about 26 minutes. Flight Director Don

Puddy is scheduled his change-o f -sh i f t news conference for

5:15 p.m. central standard time in the news center briefing
room in Building 1. 5:15 p.m. for the ch3nge-o f-shi f

t

briefing with Flight Director Don Puddy. At 22 hours 40

minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 23 hours
4 minutes Greenwich mean time. Guam is about to acquire
Sky lab . We'll stand by for that pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 4 minutes. Out.

CC Skyiab, this is Houston 1 minute till
LOS. Next station contact in 6 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 23:15. Out

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab's a

minute away from acquisition at the Honeysuckle station,
5-minute pass there. We'll keep the line up and monitor
that pass. The c h an ge -c f -ah i f t news conference with Flight
Director, Don Puddy will begin imnediately after the
Honeysuckl e pass

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through
Honeysuckle Creek for 4-1/2 minutes for the CDR. Over.

CDR Go ahead Bruce.
CC Okay, I got some words for you on S183

situation, but first off a question. I believe you were
the last person to operate S183 with the other carrousel,
carrousel 2-2 in place. And can you recall advancing the
film back to the 01 position prior to turning the power
off tie the end of your operation period? Over.

CDR Frankly no Bruce, it was much too long
ago .

CC Rog , we copy and we understand. Some
time later on today if you could, check carrousel 2-2 and
see if the dot is lined up with the film gate. We think
that probably what happened is between, maybe one person doing
the operation and another doir. g the stow it was re moved
while setting on plate 9 which would be about a 90-dcgrct-
misalignment. But getting back to the 183 K operations
impending what we would 1 1 k < you to do is not to advance
the carrousel. Take the Kuhoutek exposure using the next
film plate. The indicator should read number 22 when you
power up. However, if it does not read 22 record the
number and press on with the exposure and the ops, and at

the end of the operations advise us of your status. If

the indicator, and do not turn the power off until we get

back to you, if the indicator does read 22 when you power
up then you're go to - go ahead and remove the carrousel at th

end of operations in accordance with the stow by advancing
it to the 09 position and remove it on that. After carrousel
removal you want to resync the spectrograph assembly back
to 1 t.tiat is back to 01 by turning the power on the plate
advance switch to reset and hold it, and then off when the
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indicator reads 01 and power back it to off. Over.
CDR Okay , that's vith the film carrousel

out, is that right?
CC That's correct.
CDR Okay, now going back to carrousel

number 2-2 if the procedure said to go back to zero
then that's what I did. I think If they will review
the tape of that last operation, I - I think I probably
taped it. 1 - 1 was putting every single step that I

was doing on tape so they should be able to dig it out

of the data. On this particular one now, we'll expect
it to come up on flight nunber 22. If it does we'll go

ahead and remove it and step it on down to zero or correction
to 1. If it does not come up on 22 we'll take the next
plate anyway and then hold until we hear from you.

CC That's correct if - if it does cone
up on 22 go ahead and make the exposure on that plate
and when you get through with that exposure remove it by

advancing it to 9, and remove on 9 then resync things. If

it doesn't come up on 22 as you said, record the number
take the exposure and leave the pever on until you get

back to us, Over.
CDR Okay, Bruce understand.
CC And we got 1 minutes till LOS here.

Next station contact through Canary Islands in 45 minutes,
at the time of 00:0^, see you there.

CDR See you later Bruce.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle

has loss of signal. The next station is Canary Island in

41-1/2 minutes. The change of shift news conference with
Flight Director, Don Puddy will begin momentarily in the

building 1 briefing room. At 23 hours 20 minutes Greenwich
mean time this is Skylab Control.

tND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 3 minutes
pass midnight Greenwich mean time. Skylab is coming up

o.i pass beginning at Canary Island and extending through

the Madrid tracking station.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary

and Madrid for 14 minutes. We'll be dumping a data/voice
tape recorder at Madrid. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is

maneuvering to the S183 experiment attitude iov comet
Kohoutek photography.

CC Skyisb , this is Houston,! minute till

LOS. Next station contact in 23 minutes - 34 minutes through
Honeysuckle Creek at 00:51. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce and we're looking at

frame 2 2 on SI 83.

CC Hey, that's good news Jerry. Thank you.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Madrid has loss

of signal. The next station will be Honeysuckle in

33 minutes. At 17 minutes pass midnight Greenwich mean

time this is Skyl.ib Control.

END OF TAPE
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>; paO This la Sky lab Control at 0 hours 49

minutes Greenwich aean time. Honeysuckle is about to

acquire Skylab.
. „ .

,

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle

Creek for 7-1/2 minutes. Out.
CDR Roger Bruce. On S183 I sequenced it

around to station number 9, removed the canister, and we had

one frame sticking out again, clear out. I looked it over and

it was intact. 1 pushed it in and the hatch closed and I

removed a piece of glass.
CC Okay, ve copy. What did the piece of

glass look like?
CDR Stand by I'll describe it to you.

Cdr Okay, it's another piece of the emulsion

glass. This time 1 got a corner. The sides of the corner

are about a half Inch by about 5/8 of inch respectively, am.

the third side of it 18 almost smooth perfect arc. And there's

about 1/8 of an inch or 3/32 of an inch boundary around

the glass before you get to the - the - the emulsion; that

is a clear boundary. And the emulsion Is the whitish yellow

looking emulsion.
Cc Okay, we copy that. On the o^e that was

sticking out, vrhich you pushed back in, did you notice the

number on it ? Over.
CDR No, the light was too din to see the

n umbe r on it.

CC Okay, wc copy. Thank you for your report.

CDR Roger.
SPT Houston , SPT.

CC Skylab for the CDR. In connection with

S183, if we come up with another instance of a plate Jamming

in the partially extendc-i j.osition, what we would like you

to do is remove that piste rather than pushing it back in,

and let the hatch go closed and then we can get the number

off it and find out where we really stand on things. Over.

CDR Okay.
CC And for the SPT, go ahead, sorry about that.

SPT Okay Bruce, I'd like to verify that 82B or

82A was to participate. And JOP 1 or building block 1C

rather than or IB rather than 1A. I would think they'd rather

have a roll of zero rather than minus 5*00.

CC SPT, this is Houston. We'd like to g

with the pad that you have on board which is operating 82A

as a part of chip Bravo rather than Alfa. Over.

SPX Okny Bruce, I'a wondering if sometime they

could give me some reasoning for that, because it goes against

everything we've learned about the- instiument.
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X CC That's a fair enough request we'll do

that. ,

CC And CDR this la Houston again. If you

can work it in for the evening status report this evening,

we'd like to get the daily scribe mark position report on

carrousel 11 and 22. Over.
CDR Okay Bruce.
CC And we don't you to realign anything

there Jerry. Just use one of the ATM overlays ov something

and get ua an angle reading as close as you could, so we can

figure out what's really setting on and what's doing. We'd

appreciate It

.

PL T Roger Bruce.
P1,T Bruce we just took a look at 1-1 the one

he just got through using. The drill hole mark was clocked

about 10 degrees counterclockwise from the slot position,

using that as the 12 o'clock position. So it's you know

like about 11:15 on the clock.
CC Okay, we copy. Thank you. We copy 10

degrees counterclockwise.
PL T Rog.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 34 minutes through Merritt Island

at 01:31. Bermuda at 01:31 will be SPT private phone call

right antenna shifting to left as the pais progresses. Over.

SPT Thank you Bruce.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has

moved out of ranp.e of the Honeysuckle station. The Merritt
Island, Florida station will pick up Skylab in 33 minutes.
At 0 hours 58 minutes Crt-erwich mean lime, this Is Skylab

Con t rol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This 13 Skylab Control at 1 hour
30 minutes Greenwich »e*n time. Sky lab is about to begin
a pass at the Merritt Island, Florida tracking station that
will extend through the Bermuda station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Merritt
Island and Bermuda for 12-1/2 minutes. SPT privat. phone
call coming up over Bermuda in about 45 seconds, right
antenna switching to left. Out.

SPT Roge r , Bruce

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. This in dinner
time for the Commander and the Pilot. Science Pilot's
dinner time was about an hour ago to enable him to t

back on to the Apollo telescope mount console. Following
his phone call he'll go back on the ATM console fcr an-
other hour or so

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston 30 seconds
to LOS. Next station contact in 3-1/3 minutes through
Madrid at 01 :46 . Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has
loss of signal. Madrid will pick up Skylab in less than
3 minutes. We'll keep the line up and monitor through
Madrid.

END OF TAPE
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rr Skylab this 18 Houston, through Madrid

by at AOS for the evening status and carrousel report. Over.

CDR Roger , Bruce

0 Thi3 Is Skylab Control. Skylab Is out

of ran«e of the Madrid station now. The next station will

bo Carnarvon in 24 minutes. At 1 hour 55 minutes Greenwich

mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Sky lab Control at 2 hours 18 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming off upon a pass through
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle. The evening status report will be
made during the Carnarvon pass.

CC Skylab , this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle for 15 minutes. Go ahead with the evening
status report . Over.

CDR Okay Bruce. Sleep: CDR, 7,0, 5 heavy
2 light; SPT, 7.5, 5 heavy, 2-1/2 light; PLT

, 6.5, 6-1/2 heavy.
Volume: CDR, 1200; SPT, 1250; PLT, 1500. Water gun: CDR,
735 7 ; SPT, 2684; FLT , 8790 . Body mass: CUR, 6.319, 6.318, 6.317;
SPT, 6.366, 6.369, 636 - correction, 6.371; PLT, 6.240, 6.246,
6.246. Exercise: CDR, method Alfa - correction - method
Foxtrot, walk, plus 2 minutes; SPT, no change; PLT, no change.
Medications: none for anyone. Garments disposed of: CDR,
one pair of shorts, one T-shirt, one pair of socks; Si'T, none;
PLT , none. Food log: CDR, salt, zero, deviations, minus one
coffee with sugar, rehydration water, zero; SPT, 11.5 salt,
deviations, none, water, plus 28 ounces; PLT, salt, zero, plus -

deviations, plus one butter cookies, rehydration water, zero.
Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list accomplishments:
none. Inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled stowage: none.
Photo log: 16-millimeter, one 40-foot DAC ; S183 ops. Uniform
Alfa 04, 88, N A ;

Nikon, 01, Charlie India, 36, 27; 02, no
change, 03, Charlie India, 110, 55; 04, no change; 05, Bravo
Hotel, 04, 53. .'70-millimeter, Charlie X-ray, 47, 050; ETC,
no change; EREP, no change. Drawer A configuration: no change.
S183 carrousels: 1-1, the drilled hole is 15 degrees counter-
clockwise from the shutter; 2-2, the line is perpendicular to
the shutter, that's 90 degrees. We don't know which way.
CDR out

.

CC Okay, Jerry, we copy that, and that's
where we expected - sort of anticipated the S183 thing would sit,
and I've got a couple of evening questions for you If you all
feel like meet the press time here.

CDR Okay . Go ahead .

CC For the PLT tomorrow on the M509 preparation,
dur.<n<- prep battery number 6 will be installed in the A SMI1

.

Battery 7 left in the donning station where it will be put on
charge for 3 or 4 hours with the topoff. In his details - or
in his Flight Plan at about 18:45, there's a BAT 7 termination and
BAT 6 initiate charge, and we'd like to do the BAT 6 charge
with the battery left in plac.i in the ASMU. And you can follow
the appropriate page in the checklist - Maneuvering Experiments
Checklist 1-2 for battery charging while installed. Over.

PLT Rog . Copy Bruce .

CC Okay. On the ATM world, we're still looking
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at Che S082B mirror problem, And you could help us out on
thiB ir. a couple of ways. First, is if you observe the 82 B

mirror oscillation again, we'd .like you to switch immediately
to the XUV slit white light display, and report any oscillations
or offselet - or offsets. Then you can g* ahead and re select
limb scan, limb pointing and resuir.e operations. With vegard
to what you have Been on the mirror oscillations, did you see
the oscillation on both the XUV mirror meter display and on
the counter 3 display of limb offset. Over.

P I. T • Bruce, I was only locking at counter 3.
CC Okay, we're Just trying to get ducks in a

row hen-. And with respect to S082B wavelength talkback
predisperser , I told you to go to the command position during
today's operations. This; is an idiosyncrasy of the. instrument,
which has occurred frequency (sic) during the prelaunch testing,
shows up either wtiun operating in an auto mode or when commanded
from the C&D console. The cause oi the anomaly is unknown
and further details and corrective actions on this can be found
under XUV slit operational procedures, page 13-3 in the ATM
Malfunction Procedures. Over.

PLT Okay Bruce. I guess all it cost us was. a
few frames of film taken at the wrong value.

CC Rogi-r. And fcr Ed, have you b^en able
to measure the white light coronagraph obliqueness between
MON 1 and HON 2? Over.

SPT No , not yet , Bruce .

CC Okay, Now for some good news. On tomorrow'
Flight Plan on day 29, we're deleting the 3eg blood pressure
activity from the Flight Plan. This effects the PLT. Over.

END OF TAPE
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CbK He heard you Bruce.
CC Okay, we'll remind you again tomorrow,

that's at about 21:00 Zulu. Also for the PLT , in looking

through the dump tapes we have not yet received data on the

mission day 11 limb volume measurements. And our conclusion

is that It was not accomplished. Is this correct?
CDR Bruce, this is the CDR. I'm going to go

back and research my whole flight plan. But the latest -

the last data we have on the measurements was day 327.

CC Okay, we copy and thank you. For the SPT.

Were you able to accomplish M487-2 Bravo yesterday?
SPT Did it this morning.
CC Okay, mighty fine, sorry to bug you.

CC And again for the SPT we have a note here

from time and motion study people. After looking at the TV

presentation of your suit donning - after seeing the playback
suit donning tonight it brings to mind that during one g traini

Dr. Gibson always has the most pained expressions during the

donning of the suit. The M151 personnel commented on this

several times and developed the " SPT grimace quotient".

They would like pass along to you that they have reviewed

the suit donning TV dump, and feel that your grimace quotient

for the rero g operations is several magnitudes less than

the one g one. Over.
SPT I kept them honest on the DAC though, Bruce

CC Okay, we copy, thank you.

CDR You should have heard what he was saying

while he wasn't grimacing though.
CC I think I'm glad I couldn't hear.

CC And that about winds up the evening
status report/evening questions. When we get the news if

we get it before you turn in we'll read some up. I remind

you the raed-conf erence is the Merritt Island pass at 03:06

and we've got about 6 minutes of station time remaining

here but I have no further traffic. Over.
CDR Bruce, tomorrow 1 see on the schedule

wo have an ETC setup again and an M151. I wonder would

you like to have somebody take a picture of Kd setting up

to take a picture of ETC?
CC Well, he's been through that routine

so many times he probably has that pretty well polished. I

think we better just stick with the flight plan.

CT In England? I'll - I'll verify that.

Yeah , fine.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute r.o LOS,

next station contact in 31 minutes through Corpus Christ!

but Merritt Island in 32 minutes at 03:06 is your private

medical conference for this evening running on through 03:16
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We may see you at the tall end over Bermuda .
.-Out

.
>

PAO This U Skylab Control. The Skylab

space station :* out of range of Honeysuckle now The

Nation at Corpus Chri,il. Tcx.ih will .c|u»,
;

In 30 . n t

At 2 hour* 35 minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab

Control.

KNU OF TAPE
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CC [' Skylab Houston, we're back in again.
We sec thai you've shut down the coolant loop. This is

nothing critical, and 1 got about a minute or so worth
ot background on it for you, which we'll try and get up over
Bernuda or Madrid after the medical conference. Aid I

guess from the time stand point I'll turn you over to

the medics after one question.
CC. In fact, I think I'll hold that question

until Bermuda. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control. The evening

medical status conference is underway now through the Me r i i 1

1

Isl/.nd station. The ATM control and display panel coolant
loop has been shut down for the evening. The plan now is to

shut that loop down each night and reactivate it in the morning.
The CAP COMM Bruce MeCandless, will inform the crew of the

rationale behind this decision after th»: irediral conference is ov
CC Skylab, this is Houston back with you

after the medical conference. Over.
SPT Roger.
CC Okay, wc had a little bit of a corora

problem there with the noise and that before. What
we asked you to do was to shut do ie ATM C&D coolant
loop after unattended operations. ad of course this you
did, and it's going to be standard operfting procedure
for the foreseeable future here. As your undoubtedly
aware of the frequency of deep flow stoppages in the C&D
loop has been increasing over the last few days. We're
still investigating the causes of this. And in this
connection in the near future wc will be scheduling
you to do a detail inspection of the AT>" coolant loop
reservoir blotter probably with a pen light and anything
else that we can work out in the way of inspection procedures.
Later on we will probably also ask you to do a filter change out
and dismantle aiui inspect the filter that was removed. Anu of

course as the third step of this, as 1 mentioned, we'll he

shutting tin* cool uit loop down every evening after the

last scheduled operation and powering It up In thr morning.

For the next couple of days we'll give yuu calls for the

power up and dowsi until we get a checklist change processed
through the mill * re . The three leading candidates for

the causes of t , • >rob!eras with the coolant loop are gas,

contamination in the loop, and pawn anomalies. As you know we

have shut down P'trp A figuring i; to be failed. Pumps
Bravo and Charlie am, it it's a pump anomaly, exhibiting
the same sort tr .jr.. raal iep , maybe slightly different levels.
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The testing and analysis thathavc been done to date,
:

.

particu

in St. Louis, do not support the circulating gas theory. In

fact, the results they got were actually contrary indicators

oi circulating gas. So we feel pretty sure that it's either

contamination or purap trouble,
CDR Okay Bruce. I can hardly waic for that

check 1 ist change.
CC Well, surprising you neni toned that

because I have the singular honor of informing you that

the teleprinter paper is low again. And we would like

very nueh for you to change it out before you turn in

this evening, so we can press on with our checklist change

up J ink, although 'he one that you referenced won't be

amongst then tonight. And we've gut about J
r
J seconds to LOS.

Next station contact Is in 4-1/2 minutes through Madrid at

03:2<*, and I'll be talking to you there. Over.

CDR Okay Bruce. So long.

CC And as we go over the hill, in the photo

status report this evening, you reported that Charlie X-ray

47 was in the Haaselbiad. We think this prob.ibly should

have been Charlie X-ray 17 instead of 47, which you reported

last evening. I wonder if you could check it during the LOS

period? And if you did change it out, where was Charlie

X-ray 17 stowed? Over.
CDR No. You're right. It was 17.

CC Okay. Talk to you over Madrid with the

news .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has

loss of signal. Madrid will pick up Skylab in about 3-1/2

minutes. We'll keep the line up and monitor through that

station as CAP COMM Bruce MrCandless informed the crew that

Apollo Telescope Mount control and display panel < cm I .mi t I »>"

will he shut down >,u h evening and reactivated each i-mming.

Ho reported on the three wist suspect causer, for the flow

fluctuations in that loop, gas in the line, c o>> t
.
min.il )

on

.

(
, r pun.; problem. Troubleshooting is still going forward

in this area and the experts are i. t i 1 1 looking at the data.

Have not determined yet what the problem is. We're a

little over 2 minutes away from Madrid acquisition.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this la Houston, through Madrid
for 7-1/2 minutes , With a little bit of information on
system reconfiguration up in the airlock module. Over.

CDR Roger, go ahead.
CC Okay. During some of the earlier E REP

paHst>8 on this mission, the s e c o n d a t amp hour integrator
on some of the PCGs got out of sync with the primary switch
were in control, and they've been very slowly catching up.
However, to hasten this process of catching up, we're going
to command the secondary amp hour integrators on PCGs 5 and
6, into control of PCGa 5 and 6. And catch them up a lot
more rapidly. And we'll keep you advised of the status.
Over .

CDR Roger.
CC And in the news this evening, there's

some good news and some bad news. First the bad news, General
Motors Corporation upped its wholesale prices to dealers,
by an average of $150 dollars per car and truck shipped out
today. This is about a 4 percent price hike bringing the
price increase at retail, far equipped vehicles to an average
of $188 dollars. Chrysler, Ford, and American Motors say they
will do likewise. Although the increase becomes effective
tod 4', bona fide orders in dealers hands would have customer
protection through December 15th. Billionaire recluse Howard
Hughes made vhe news today. Officials at the Aviation Hall
of Fame in Dayton, Ohio, say, he and three other aviation
pioneers will be inducted into the Hall of Fame tomorrow.
Hughes is credited for furthering commercial aviation and
medical research and for his prototype of the revolutionary
fighter interceptor airplane used in World War II. He also
took active part in the development of the Lockheed Constellat
aircraft and that famous wooden flying boat the Hercules.
Colonel Bernt Balchen, who died earlier this yeat is to be

honored as the first man to pilot a plane over both the
North and South Pole. Brigadier General Charles Yeagcr will
be honored as a double Ace of World War II and the first
person to fly faster than the speed of sound. Dr. E.A.
Sperry gets honored for solving a nunber of aeronautical
problems and his - and for his work with the gyroscope. The
British government cut England's '.(--hour work week in half tad
Prime Minister Edward Heath said he was ordering the action,
effective next Monday, because work slowdowns by coal siiners

,

electrical workers and railroad engineers were cutting into
Britain's power output at a tirae of oil shortages due to the
Arab boycott. Three airlines announced flight personnel
cutbacks today, because of fuel shortages. Allegheny Airlines
which serves the northeast part of the U.S. said it will cut
flights by 30 percent. Eastern Airlines say they will lay off
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440 pilots by the first q«ai t e r cf 1.W4 . Thl a U in
addition to the 360 piloti due for furlough coae January.
They're also paying .off mother 2100 echanio, agents , and
350 management personel over and above the 500 already announced.
Pan American World Alrwaya 1000 cablu %ttendaiu« will
be furloughed e f f ec t i ve Janua ry 10 th . They've already laid
off 160 pilots, Independent truck drivers began a 2-day
work atoppag< today. The big rigs BtJll plying the highvays
occasionally ran into flying bullets add bricks. incident*
of violence and vandal is* have been reported ot Pennsylvania
and Ohio. Washington: Ti\e Senato Judiciary Committee today
approved Ohio Senator William B . Saxbe to be Attorney General.
The was vote van 15 to I. Sanator Ervtn, of North Carolina,
cast the no vote. He claims Sax^e is constitutionally
House for appointment. Again An Washington. The
ouse voted 221 to 192 to bar fuel for busing children beyond
neighborhood schools. It also voted 256 to 155 to remove coal
from the emergency energy bill ' restrictions on profits b>
in - Industry. The Agriculture Department said today an
Investigation by the department's Inspector General has
cleared Kenneth Frlck, head of the Agricultural f tab i i ia

i

ion
and Conservation Service ot my wrongdoing. The investigation
was triggered by an anonymous Utter questioning Frlcks traveling
to his home state of California at governr*;iU expense. U.S.
Secretary oC State Kissinger arrived in Cairo today prepjrinc
for the Middle East peace conference scheduled next week.
White in Algiers yesterday he met with Algerian President
Houari Boumedienne and made progress on resuming diplomatic
relations broken in 106 7 . Algerian Foreign Minister Aziz
Boutaflika called the meeting a turning point In ichtumR
between the two countries. Police in Home say billJonairu
J . Paul Getty's 17-year-old grandson may be returned by
kidnappers any day now. It is rumored the family has paid
out 3.'* million dollars in ransom. James Vorenberg

, the
Harvard Law School professor who quit as 3pecial consultant
to the special Watergate Prosecutor when Archibald Cox was
fired, announced today h v< is returning to aid Cox's successor
Leon Jaworskl, who reportedly made a personal requ*st for bis
services. George Matesky, the "Mad Bomber" of yesteryear wan
freed in New York today after 17 years in a mental ward. He
was ai rested January 21, 1957 after planting 'il bombs in'
public places ot New York City including Radio City iiusic
Hall and Crand Central Station during the years from 1940
to 1957. Nobody was every killed, but 22 persons were in-
jured by his bomb explosions. Matesky allegedly terrorized
Sew York to draw attention to his claim that Consolidated
Edison Company had cheated him ovt of compensation for turberculos
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generated by an on-thi,>»jt>b accident . When questioned today
aa to hi.4 plans, Matesky a<iid, "he would vrlfc a book."
Torradnes struck TenniH^c and G.vorgla today after causing
havoc at Denver , Colorado, yesterday. Today's estimates run
well over? wU lion dollcrt v^rth of danc^e and injuries to
at least 24 persons. I'ou r I y » Jf our houses &n4 8 mob 11 homes
wore reported destroyed and abv^i 30 houses damaged. Most
of the havoc wa\ In tho residential areas located SO miles
North - of Atlantic. The at *• of Atlanta. The stock market
nosedived lewer again 'to«Uy. Analysts blase worries about
the energy criois. The tinv Jones Industrial average which
sank more than 40 points Tuesday and Wednesday lost another
10 points aore to close at 800.43. Declines overran advances
by a soro than 3 to 1 margin in moderately active trading on
the Now York Stock Exchange. The market staged a brief rally
this morning but lost ground after the British announcement
tli a', a drastic cut in energy supplies in that country would
mean a 2-1/2 day work week fo t' most businesses. Analysts
also* say Wall Street was disturbed by the confusion caused by
the ruv Federal Energy Agency announcement yesterday of a

.15 pi'fct'ti* cut In domestic gasoline production, that we passii
on to you, however, this was later announitd by White House
lidtjs to le only a 5 percent cut. And the good news lb that'*
ail of the bail news for tonight. Over,

>i'T How'd you like a frarae count, Bruce?
CC Lay it on u rj, fast ,

SPT 3349, 119, 911, 4984, 3320, and I neglected
H-alpha ar the beginning which is 10310.

CC Okay, we got them Ed, rero seconds to LOS.
Next station contact in 28 rair.utes, Carnarvon at 03:59, last
pass of the evening. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss
of signal. Skylab will be In range of the Carnarvon station
in 11 minutes. We have the mission surgeon's dally report on
crew health for today, on Mission day 2ft. Crew health remains
excellent. Sleep, exercise, and eating patterns are good,
signed Jerry Hordinsky, M.D., for Dr. W.K. Hawkins , M.I).

Carnarvon will be the last pass of the evening before bedtime
f ( r the crew. We'll come back up just prior t o a < <\

1

1 i s I t i o

n

there. At 3 hours 33 minutes Greenwich mean time, 'his is

Skylab Control.

EN D OF TATE
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, PAO This la Skylab Control at 3 hours 58

ilnutea Greenwich mean tine. Skylab la about 50 seconJa

away from acquisition at the Carnarvon station.
^

cc Skylab, this la Houston through Carnarvon

for * minutes, last pass of the evening. Out.

CC Skylab, this la Houston. 2 minutes to

LO<?. There's no real convenient wakeup alte In the morning.

We'll give you a call through Carnarvon at 12:12 Zulu, however

we suggest you set your portable timers as alarm clocks to

wake up at 12 lOO Z. Over.

CUR Okay Bruce.

CC Roger ,
good night

.

CUR Good n 1 gh t

.

FA0 This la Skylab Control. Skylab Is out

of range of the Carnarvon station now. That waa the last

pass of the evening before bedtime. We've said good night

to the crew. Wakeup tomorrow morning will be at this same

station, Carnarvon at 6:12 a.m. central standard time. We 11

take this line down now until that time. At 4 hours 5

minute Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 houra 11 Minutes and

15 seconds Greenwich mean ti»e. We're now 55 seconds from
acquisition of signal at the Carnarvon, Australia tracking
station. The pass through Carnarvon will last a little less

than 6 ainutes. This will be the morning wakeup call from

the ground, and we do expect Che crew will probably be - awake

for the last 10 or 12 minutes. The line Is live now for air-
to-ground through Carnarvon,

CC (Music: "The Blue Tail Fly".)
CC Skylab, Houston, good aornlng, We've got

4 Minutes left here in the pass at Carnarvon.
CDR Morning, Richard.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 Minute to LOS.

Guan comes up at 12:27.
PAO Skylab Control at 12 houra 19 ainutes

20 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now out of range of the

tracking antenna at Carnarvon, Australia. 7 ainutes and 1 •< seconds
to acquisition at. Guam. The crew was awakened this morning by

Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly and Burl IveB singing "The

Blue Tail Fly". We'll bring the line down now and bring It

back up In another 5 minutes for the Guam pass.

END OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control At 12 hours 23 minutes
and 42 seconds Greenwich mean tine, A Skylab space station
la now Just about to com In acquisition of signal through
the Guam tracking antenna. The pass through Guam should
laat a little leas than 5 minutes. We'll bring the 11 ne
up live now for our spacecraft communicator Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston; Guam for 4 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS

,

Guam. Goldstone comes up at 12:49, and we're going to dump
the data/voice recorder at Goldstone. Out.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 32 minutes
and 35 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 16 minutes
from acquisition of signal at Goldstone and we've just gone
out of range of the tracking antenna at Guam. This Is
Skylab Control at 32 minutes and 47 seconds after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 47 minutes
and 47 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 54 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the Goldstone tracking
station. The pass through Goldstone ond Texas should last
approximately 15 minutes. We'll bring the line up live now
for air-to-ground through the Continental U.S. stations.

CC Hello, Skylab, Houston; stateside for
1 5 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC Roger, and we're going to be dumping the

data/voice recorder here at Goldstone.
CC Skylab, Houston; this morning whenever

you've collected your load of paper from the woodpecker
I've got a couple of comments for the SPT and the PLT

.

SPT We'll be w*. th you in a few minutes, Dick.
CC Okay, no problem. We still have 11 minutes

left in this pass; lots of time.
CC And, SPT, Houston. We see a couple of

switch throwings on the ATM. If you're up th.re I need
to give you a couple of reminders about a couple of those
pads that are up there.

SPT Go ahead, Dick.
CC Roger, Ed. First thing is is we'd like to

sure you get the ATM coolant pumps Charlie on panel 203 on
prior to doing any extensive operations this morning, since
we turned it off last night. Second item is, we sent up
a - in addition to t.h SAP pad we sent up a solar activity
update pad that was message 2952 Alfa. We want you to be
sure and read that one before you start operations this
morning. And Just a reminder, down at the bottom of it it
includes a pen and ink correction to the ATM schedule pad.
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Also on your details pad this morning you've got the first
bright and early NuZ update. And that opportunity's coming
up in about 8 mlnutea at 13:02.

SPT Okay
, Dick, I got than all. Thank you.

CC Yea, air.
PLT Dick, PLT he re . What pad do you have for

a change for me on?
CC Roger , Bill. It isn't even a change

,

I can tell you real fast. We sent up in prepaiations for
your M509 preps, we inadve rt ingly upllnked the wrong message
and then we tent the correct one. Your message number that
you should use for that this morning is 2937 Alfa. And
2937 with no change letter should be thrown in the trash
this morning,

PLT (garble) .

CC That's right, 2937 Alfa. And just anothher
reminder on that pad and also the one for Jerry that supports
M509

,
you'll need to use those same pads tomorrow. So after

you get through with the prep today be sure and don't throw
them away and you can use them again tomorrow,

CC And, Bill, 1 have one more item for you
that you might want to jot down for your own planning. Your
family COHM is set up this afternoon at 01:55 Zulu; the
Carnarvon pass 01:35.

PLT Roger. 01:35.
CC Yes.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Yes sir , Ed

, po ahead .

SPT I'm looking at the white light coronagraph
display. The streamer which was there at 11 o'clock, I'm
sorry at 6" o'clock, which was fairly intent and very narrow,
is still evident but it's a little less bright, just
barely (garble). And the remainder of the corona looks
pretty much unchanged. I'm going over there and take a
look and see what it looks like in H-alpha after 1 get my
shopping list 1.

CC Okay, Ed, thanks for the updato.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute to LOS.

Vanguard comes up at 14:50.
CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 4 minutes and

19 seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now 8 minutes and
44 seconds from acquisition at Vanguard and we've Just gone
out of range of the Texas antenna. This is Skylab Control
at 4 minutes and 32 seconds after the hour.

END OK TAPE
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PA° Skylab Control at 13 hour* 45 alnutet
Greenwich aean time. SkyUb apace station has pasted out ofrange of the tracking antenna at Tananarive. We're now Justabout an hour fro. the Skylab crew's breaking of the record set
the first Skylab crew of Pete Conrad. That record 28 days 49minutes and 49 seconds will be broken this norning at 8 j SIand 12 seconds. Astronauts working aboard the Skylab apacestation are going to be surveying the Earth with electronic
scanners and special cameras this afternoon. This nomineGerald Carr and Willis. Pogue should be in the process ofpreparing the astronaut maneuvering unit. That's a nitrogenpowered backpack being tested for future use in repairingsatellites and for other work outside the space shuttle
Skylab s ultraviolet star camera will be pointed at the

f«°«i« 8 COBet Kohoutek t^ia norning. The coiet, now just
50,000.000 miles from the Sun, continues to grow in site

*u
d b

y!f
h
«
n
«
8 ' " U •P eeds * l0 "8 it looping course at more

than 130,000 alles per hour. Bill Pi>g Ue and Science Pilot
Ed Gibson will spend several hours today gathering solar
Photography. Just a short tine ago, Science Pilot Gibson,
who is at work at the AIM control and display panel, indicated
tnat he could see some signs of limb brightening - that is tosay brightness around the edge of the Sun that would appear toindicate an active region coming back into view. We doexpect In the next couple of days that active region 87 whichwas quite prominent during the iaat mission, are - quite promi-nent during the last pass around the Sun, may be coming backInto view In the next few days. Scientists on the ground areanxiously awaiting for the added benefits of a solar eclipse
T,>at eclipse, called an annullar eclipse, because It leaves
a disk of sunlight around the edge, Is expected to block thecenter of the Sun on December 24th. Skylab 1

* instruments willview parts of the eclipse during six separate orbits, three
of which will be operated by the ground unmanned before thecrew Is up at work and three which will be operited by thecrew. Part of the day-before-Christmaa solar eclipse willbe seen near dawn for most of the United States, Including
the East Coast, Southeast and parts of the Midwest. Thismorning, the flight crew of Phil Shaffer, now going off
duty, has been working on a 5-day forecast to be sent up tothe crew later. That 5-day forecast will be one of the newchanges for the crew. They did ask a little more detail onwhat would be going on and they'd like more frequent updates,bo they will be getting a 5-day forecast twice a week, 5-dayforecast for this week Indicates that on day 30, which istomorrow, they'll be doing S063 comet operations and airaiowoperations, H092 medical experiment on the Science Pilot
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solar lnertlal pass to use the Earth terrain camera over
Paraguay. Their first run of the M509 , that's the astronaut
anvuerlng unit of which TV 36-B 1* scheduled, the coaaander
will be aaklng the run. An ambient food Inventory, and of
course their dally operations of S233 . Mission day 31, medi-
cal experlaenta again, This tine, M092 on the coaaander.
Coaet observations, twice with S019 . Photo planned to get
stellar absorption spectra through the comet's tall. S063
alrglow experiment sat - scheduled for mission day 31, which
Is Sunday. S201, coaet operations - that's the coaet camera
far ultravlvlolet e 1 ec t r on Igr aph I c (sic) camera that was sent u
with this crew. And also a plan on doing some troubleshooting
this control and display panel coolant loop. That's the
one that has shown fluid reductions a number of times and
some indication that the pump may be In trouble. There is
of course, a backup pump on that line. But they are concerned
that it aay Increase the touch temperatures of the Instruments
and for that reason, limit the amount of use of the TV monitors
So they are going to do a coolant loop troubleshooting on
aisslon day 31, 2 days from today. Hisslon day 32, which
Is Monday, la the crew day off. On the crew day off, they
will be doing, however, S183 comet operations. They'll also
do an Earth resources pass, a predawn geothermal pass over
ItaLy, on track 58, S063 oion* observations are also scheduled
for Monday. And a possibility for the crew day off, Is TV 81,
which Is of course their crew choice television. Mission day'
33 which Is next Tuesday - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO » - your thermal pass over Italy on

track 58. S063 oeone observations are alio scheduled for

Monday, And a possibility for the crew day off U TV 81, which
la of courss the crew choice television, Mission day 3 3,

which ia next Tueaday, la scheduled to be the first comet
observations with the solar telescope equipment. Also
scheduled for that day is a run of M092 on the Pilot, Bill
Pogue and an Earth Resources pass that will require an early
wakeup tine. That's a predawn geotheraal pass, as well as

the one that la scheduled for the crew day off. And that

one will take place over the Western United States and

Central America. There are, of course, Skylab instruments that

are capable of seeing in the dark, essentially. And that's
the purpose of that pass. They'll be using their thermal
sensor on the mu 1 1 1 s pec t r a 1 scanner and possibly the

infrared spectrometer. S063 oeone and comet observations
are scheduled for Tuesday. And so is an atmospheric observation
by the S201 comet camera. Also scheduled TV 77-2 for

Tuesday's activities. Mission day 34 which Is next Wednesday,
M092, again will be performed on Sience Pilot Ed Gibson and
a second run of M509 , that's the astronaut maneuvering unit.
S019 comet observation and, of course, continuing solar
activity which is scheduled for all of the days, as is the

S233 twice daily comet observations. Today's activities
are primarily a major EREP activity this afternoon after
Earth resources pass and on Karth limb observation, scheduled
for later today. This morning the preparation of M509 astro-
naut maneuvering unit, a comet photography with S019 today;

that's also scheduled this morning with the commander doing
the operations, and extended activity on ATM. Also
scheduled for this afternoon is a run of M092 on Science
Pilot - I'm sorry, on Pilot Bill Pogue . This is Skylab
Control, we're now 37-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition
of signal. It'a 51 minutes and 25 seconds after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 27 minutes
and 47 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the Coldstone tracking
antenna. This pass through Goldstone should last a little
less than 5 minutes. This time spacecraft communicator,
Bob Crippen has taken over from Dick Truly and he'll be

giving up the call.
CC Good morning, Skylab. AOS Goldstone

4-1/2 minutes. . — »
"'

\

CDR Good nomine, Red Men. I

CC Good morning. How's everything up in

the Sky?
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„
'

.
Doing fine. Just fi-iished looking atKohoutek. it's getting longer and stronger.

7
C
<\ Very good. Been going outside to seeM in the aorntng. Haven't been able to do it with thenaked eye yet

,

,
CDR N °. Bill's been able to see it unaidedfor lose tt«e. And i saw it a couple of tines out of thecommand module and haven't seen it since until last nightend this siorning. And you can see it again
cc Very good .

Jf
M

, Houston. You got a nonent, Bill?
p LT Stand by 1 , Crip .

cc Okay . No rush .

CC
. ,.,

Skylab, Houston. We're I .inula from«OS. We 11 •••you again over the Vanguard in about
7 .imues at 14,50

, 14 : 50 . We'll be doing a data voicerecorder dump. And Bill, all I was wanting to do was toeke sure that you'd gotten the pen and inks that were calleup this »orning for this upcoming pass, which just said inthe first - or in the two JOP 24' 9 you have coming up thatwe wanted airror auto raster* for 55 and do an opflon B.¥lT That's written in there, Crip,
CC Very good,
p LT i gee it.
CC Okay.

l^l Thank you for reminding me.
SPT Houston , SPT

.

CC About to go over the hill. Go.
S>FT Cet you (Garble)

Uter
CC You're unreadable. Have to catch you

* n d J
A °

a
Skvlab Control at 14 hours 34 minutes

JI » ?k \ G
D

reenwlch «ea " Skylab space stationis now south of Baja, California. 15 minutes to our nextacquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking ship. Duringthis last pass, Commander Jerry Carr, who performed the

illi/", t* I
C ° net

,
Phot °8«-apt'y. the morning run of thatindicated that he could see the co.net quite cleorly andit was brighter thin ^ef ore , and also longer. Thathas been the reportj Here on Earth, it's a little bit moredifficult now l0 observe the comet. It's coming up closer

th?/
° 9

K
r

A°
tw

;

U « ht
,

and 38 a r«^t, twilight brighteninghet is brightening of the atmosphere i s interfering withthe viewing of the comet. It is still visible about 2 hour,before sunrise every morning throughout the United StatesAlso, here in Mission Control a clock with bright letters-'-'""'has been lit up for the eastern test range at Cape Kennedy
.
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That s a pad test being performed on the Skylab rescue
'

vehicle, which is now being prepared for use in the eventsomething should go wrong later in the mission. Easterntest range clock is for pad test today at Cape Kennedy.
14 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. This isSkylab Control at 36 minutes after the hour.

END OF CAPE
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Greenwich mean t ime .

S

^e • re^ 'tl " " hou" « minutes
of signal through the tracking?

e « conds *ro« acquisition
through Vanguard s 1

"
n

lp/ a"8" ard
- The pass

Spacecraft communicator s Bob'?'?
11 mlnu tes.

for air-to-ground at Vanguard
Crippen

'
And live now

you fo" about 11 ainu^nd^ToeT ,

rd
' We h * ve

recorder dump here.
and we H >e doing « data/voice

Roger, Crip

.

CDR
CC

guys have now been
gratulations

.

CDR
learned how to coun t^ ^ U'L^l^^ ^ fl " ally

CDR iv
U

!on
etraln

f
d thi3 -ornlng.

CC S g?^ y '
you re trainable.

I leave the console though
8 ° C '° d ° U «veryti»e

,

N ° W naybe y° u *ll teach U9
, Crip

anything.
'° t9

°
f Uck 0n that. I can't teach ayself

that Pe'te and his guys^we'nf"honl
* P

' 't'*
hard t0 belie ve

^ kind of got the^Hling we're T "J*
d " y because

CC Well J u
J
.
St

« ettln « started,
point of view. When J

'

8 J

f

11 on your
and soae odd days, well tLt ?! ,

Pl ann 1 n 8 t0 sta y 80
look at it. '

that
" th at's the best view t 0

5" 1 Bueia so.

^ Houston, SPT.

T
G °. SPT.

Cc
Morning, Crip.

SPT J?
od ra orning, Edward,

thing which
1 did no mention"",

8
/;,

1 '16 XUV "° nll " r °««
a very prominent bright po ^ th<U th"« <«
•39 radii. Or more p c "al l v ll

" ar ° Und 241 <,e « rep *

appears as an e nh ,nc emen t i n\ h I it
g \ * r OU " d 378

' 11
to the vertice <si c) "f a" couM «r ° !

^

'

1

C

netWOrk clo «"
pretty much filled n a Lan'?,!! 'T^' A " d U "as
running east west yesterday of t it \

chann^ which was
running north south froa tho si, S

jarger filament channel
it »ore to it about „"„ w get o Lli il'V" " lk *

later on. But it may be «nLf!« 1 ln thc conference
on today. 7 6 8oniet «ing we want to keep an eye
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cc Okay, appreciate that rundown on it, Ed.
SPT You know, Crip, something's missing from

your life until you've tried to biocide the inside of a
t rash airlock. '

CC That's lots of fun, huh?
SFT This place is superclean.
cc

_ Very good. Everybody's a good housckeepei
SPT The CDR's made plans for the SPT to go

EVA to the trash airlock to straighten up the 02 tank.
cc That'd be kind of a tight squeeze, I

believe .

cc You think you could curl up and - -
SPT (Garble) strong arm of the ejector ought

to do i t .

CC If could curl up enough to climb in there
cc That's at least got to be more fun than

the WMC though when you (garble) at it.
SPT Had a little of that, too, Crip.
Cc Yes

. 1 can - I can sympathize with that
one .

CDR Ed is captain of the head today.
cc Congratulations, captain of the head.
cc That's good training.
SPT 1 told the CDR 1 wanted to get ahead and

have a little authority, so he put me in the head and gave
me a little authority.

CC Very little.
cc Tried to get ahead in this world.

,

CC Skylab, Houston; we're i minute from LOS

.

15 \\
>0U agaIn in ^ minutes over Tananarive at 15: H,

SPT Roger, Crip. We'll see you then.
CC Roge r

, doger

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 15 hours 1 minute and
38 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now over the South Atlnntic and has passed out of range of
the tracking ship Vanguard. During this last pass we had
some conversation between Science Pilot Ed Gibson who was
talking about cleaning the trash airlock with biocide. He
said the space station was extremely clean, and of course,
as we know from previous studies it is, in fact, about as'
clean as a surgical operating room. And also Bob Cripptn,
the spacecraft communicator, told the crew that they had
now passed the record set by the first Skylab team of Pete
Conrad, Joseph Kerwin and Paul Veitz. That record was 29 days
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49 minutes and 49 seconds, and the crew did pass that record
at 8:51:12 central standard time this morning. This is
Skylab Control 12 minutes to our next acquisition of signal.
It's now 2 minutes and 27 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 13 minutes and '

27 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
just south of the Cape of Good Hope about to b* acquired through
voice relay station at Tananarive on the island of Madagasgar.
The pass through Tananarive should last about 10-1/2 minutes.
The Spacecraft Communicator is still Bob Crlppen. This is
Skylab Control, we're live now for air-to-ground at Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Tananarive for
9 tni nutes .

CDR TV 47 is complete, Crip.
CC Very good.
CC CDR, Houston. Are you busy now, Jer, or

could 1 give you something that we need to change on this
upcoming housekeeping in the command module today?

CDR No
,

go ahead .

CC Okay, I can tell you what it is, might
give you time to pull out the CSM Systems Checklist to note it.
This is going to be a change for today only, and it's not a

permanent change to the checklist. Do you have that CSM Systems
Checklist handy?

CDR It's up in the command module, but I'll
takenotes.

CC Okay. On page 4-3 of the Systems Checklist
we would like you for today only on the suits to not do the
suit htat exchanger primary glycol valve to FLOW 1 minute
and then back to BYPASS. We're just going to leave It where
it Is. And the reasoning behind this Is you might recall
that it leaked back on Al's flight, and In test at the rescue
vehicle at the Cape It has leaked also. And since it's not
leaking now we decided to - think that we'd be better rff
not cycling it or at least it's going to minimize the probability
of inducing a leak. And we're considering making this a
permanent change, but we haven't done that yet.

CDR Okay, that's page 4-3. It's the suit heat exchanger
primary flow test for 1 minute.

CC That's affirmative. We do net wnnt to do
that one.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll have you again in Hawaii in 36 minutes at 5 - oh, it's
about 16:00. And I guess you'll be out looking at the comet
at that time. 1'a being told that we're misprouncing the name
of it, that it's not Kohoutek, but Kohoutek.

PAt) Skylab Control at 15 hours 25 minute*
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now over the
Indian Ocean and la out of range of the Tananarive tracking
voice relay station. At the present time we're approximately
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35 minutes from our next acquisition of signal and that will
be at Hawaii. During this last pass the crew was told that
they should not be cycling the suit heat exchanger glycol loop
valve. That glycol loop valve which is in the command module
is cycled once a week and has been during this mission but
a careful look at the rescue vehicle down at Cape Kennedy and
also at the previous Skylab command module indicates that the
valve itself is responsible for a very alight glycol leak.
That leak was spotted by the last Skylab crew and had to be
wiped up a number of times during the flight. They think now
that the valve itself may be irritated by that cycling. The
cycling is normally to keep the valve operating properly to
keep it from sticking in a position, but they feel that In
order to keep it from leaking they'd rather not be cycling it
week as they have been doing. It won't be used, of course,
until the crew returns. The leak wasn't a problem on the
previous mission although it was a bit messy, and glycol is
not something we like to see leaking from the coolant loop.
So that valve cycling will not be done weekly as it has been
so far during the mission. This is Skylab Control. 33 minute
to our next acquisition of signal. It is now 26 minutes and
26 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 58-1/2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're presently about 55 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the tracking antenna in Hawaii.

Hawaii tracking station has reported to us that they had some

problem with a power loss in their reel house. They can't

position their antenna for S-band reception. So there will

be no crew voice expected on this pass. The down link is

probably going to be inhibited for the entire pass. It is

possible to use the VHF - that's the circuit used for private
conversation through the command module. But flight director
has asked that not be done. They should - the crew should be

able to hear instructions, however, from CAP COMM Bob Crippen.
We're going live now for conversation with Bob Crippen talking

to the crew and thc-y will not be responding probably for the

entire pass. Network informs us that they've cleared up

the problem in Hawaii so we may get some conversation after all.

CC Skylab, Houston. We ' re AOS over Hawaii

for 6 minutes and see you're going back to solar inertial.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are AOS over Hawaii

for about 4 minutes, I think.
SPT We got you, Crip. Maneuver looks good from

here.
CC Very good.
CC Ed, while you're there, there's % snail

discrepency on the bottom of your S019 naneuver pad and your
details as to when to do a N'u update. And the 16:18 time is

Z

probably th< best one to start with.
SPT Copy, Crip. 16:18.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're I minute from LOS.

We'll see you again at Vanguard in 22 minutes at 16:28 and

that one's scheduled for Dr. Lenoir to talk to you, Ed.

SPT Okay Crip. Look forward to it.

p AO Skylab Control at 16 hours 8 minutes and

18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab Space station now in

the north Pacific is out of range of the tracking antenna at

Hawaii. We're 20 minutes from acquisition through the Vanguard
tracking ship. This time this morning, S019 operations should
be underway. That's comet photography by Commander Carr. S019,

of course, is an instrument used for other purposes than comets.

But it's one of the dozen Instruments will be used to focus on

the comet Kohoutek during the mission. This is Skylab Control.
It's now 8 minutes 50 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAP
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PAO Sky lab Control at 16 hours 2 7 minutes
and AO seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station
la now about 53 seconds from acquisition of signal through
the tracking ship at Vanguard. That Vanguard tracking ship
pass should last approximately 10 minutes. We'll bring the
line up live for air-to-ground. Spacecraft communicator
is Bob Crippen.

MCC Skylah, Houston with the ATM pass here
through the Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello, Bill. Go ahead.
HCC Okay, Ed. This morning we've got the

Quiet Sun revisited here and that's dedicated to that well
known biographer of solar inactivity, what's his name.

MCC Okay, Ed. A couple of quick items here
on today's plan. The first thing to point out is, you do
have two orbits with significant amounts of observing time.
This is in response to your request at the conference a couple
of days ago, that your observing tine be saved up and be
given to you in blocks. You've already had part of it. The
other reasoning behind it was that we were really unable to
schedule in some of the inputs that you had to the planning
conference, in particular studying the east limb. We thought
we'd give you significant time here, that if you chose, you
could put together a program of your own in that area. So that

SFT Okay.
MCC - - that's available for you. The JOP 24, which

is really 82 Bravo's synoptic type JOP here Is Just coming up on about
a day and a - day and a half two day centers. JOP 26 we
repeat on the west limb. We chose the west limb teally
because we thought we knew what to expect there. And on the
east limb with some of the activity that's behind it we weren't
totally sure what to expect on that.

SPT Okay. I'll just answer your question on
that one later, but go ahead.

MCC Okay. I've got one extra here on that
and it concerns the 82B's operation on those BB 10s. Today
we're doing an exposure normal sequence of three for the first
82B, and then we're doing a single 2-1/2 second exposure for
the second sequence In there. And a reminder as to the most
accurate way of timing that is to use the 82B OPS timer. And -

SPT Okay. I got that.
MCC Okay. And be sure to turn it off. You

might remind Jerry about that in case there's no ERF.P, because
he will bo doing those similar things during his, in the no
EREP alternates.

SPT Okay.
MCC Similarly, we have a four-limb coallgn In

the no EREP alternate. We'll pick that up tomorrow or the next day,
If In the likely event that EREP does fly.
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SPT Okay.
MCC That '8 about It for the day. We've got

the quiet Sun and that's what motivated our choice of selected
shopping list 1 teas . The NOAA people tell me that they
greatly appreciate your comments, both on the white light
coronograph and the XUV HON, and it definitely is a significant
input to their forecasting. Tomorrow, filament 37 starts its
limb passage, which you will finish the following day. Similarly
2 days from now active regions 93 and 98 will begin limb passage.
So those ideps a.-e in our mind here for future planning. And
right now, why Hon't 1 turn it back over to you and you tell
me what you see and what you think we ought to be doing?

SPT Okay. First of all in the corona, the
bright narrow streamers which were at the edge of the streamer
activity at around 8 and 10 have decreased in intensity significantly
and they're otill there. The one at 10 appears to have moved up a

little more towards the north, so there is some changes going on in
the corona in that area. I did not see any real evidence
though of a blowoff of a filament or any kind of a transient
when 1 looked at it. In the XUV monitor, we have a bright
area on the limb which we would expect of around 240
to 270. And it's exceptionally bright, even considering
looking at a double limb and limb brightening. It still looks
significantly bright. So I think we've got something just
around the corner. Third point is the bright point, which
has come up over the past - one day and which I'm taking
some observations on right now. It appears at around 241 degrees
at .39 radii, or right now, what I'm looking at is a

roll of minus 5393 up/down of plus and 311 in a (garble) rate of
minus a 182. It appears as a enhancement in the ch r oraosph e r lc
network in H-alpha and - very (garble) localized when looking at
it in the XUV monitor. However, the whole area appears rather
broad. And looking at it with the 55 in oxygen 6. So
I would think that this ought to be something we ought to
be following also today. I loo'".s like - I wouldn't say call
it a F.FR (sic). I'm not quite too sure what label to pu ' on it as
yet. But it is in the instrument In the chromes ph eric network
and a significant bright point, which has grown in 24 hours
in the XUV. So as far as making any recommendations, 1

guess, I would look for a J0F 17A, step 1, building block 11,
followed by step 4, building block 36A on that bright point
sometime today. Right now I'm doing a little shopping list
item on it, getting a mirror auto raster and an exposure
short wavelength (?) (static) normal 828 on it. And a patrol short
for 56. Second thing Is that 1 was going to ask about J0P 26 and
why wc were working over in that part of the limb we were in, opposed
to, say, working at the left limb at rolls of 0000, 0600, 1200, aid
1800 to study the activity which is slipping (?) around the corner.
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Now If you want to be able to predict what you're going to see,
then perhaps the east limb or the west limb is the safest.

MCC v Okay. That was our feeling here, that we
were going after quiet limb. And we thought that we could
more reliably get it on the west limb.

SPT Okay. There's also a filament, which
1 took a few observations on this morning <»•- around 236 degrees
solar north. That's on your prominence. And there's another
segment south of that location and I cannot see whether they're
joined in the H-alpha, yet.

MCC Okay. Thank you. Got that.
SPT Okay. That's the only things that I

see from here. I think the bright point's king of interesting
because it has cone up and it appears enhanced on the network.

MCC Okay. Fine. We have seen a 1 ttle bit
of that. And we were tentatively calling it an emerging flux
region. But 1 think from your vantage point, you've got
a lot more visibility into that than we do in real tine.

SPT It may very well be. But I didn't
want to put that label on it until I saw some more manifestations
of a flux region. Something magnetically is happening there, but
not sure we're going to see sun spots in the dipole up here.

MCC Okay. Sounds - Sounds real fine. Let
me answer a question you asked yesterday. Regarding the
roll for 82 Alfa on a building block 1, the question was
why we were running at the minus 5400 roll rather than the
zero roll? And the answer was related to the JOP 26s we
were doing, we were studying the south polar regions. We
wanted to get an 82A spectrum where the dispersion was clear
in the polar region for supporting that JOP.

SPT Oh, okay. I understand that.
MCC Okay and that's not an everyday occurance.

That's that time only. Call your attention to ths fact
there's a - the solar update pad which talked about the eruptive
prominence on the limb, etc. At the tail end of it, there
are a few schedule changes. Just want to remind you that
they're down there - that's sort of a hidden trap that you
might forget. Got a few words here from 5 5.

SPT I think we're past that time. Those were
at 14:30 pass

.

MCC Oh. Sorry about that. You're right.
I'd forgotten we're ,\ little bit later in the day here. A couple
of words here for 55. Let's see - first, we've got 1 minute
till LOS and the next station is Tananarive In 16 minutos. And
some words from 55. They want you to know that they do see
spicules and they find them very Interesting. The crew day
off on Monday, I've got George Wlthbroe coming in to talk
to you about the details of what 55 sees there and also what
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And

their plans are for the active Sun when it rounds the limbthe following day, the active sun being defined as 87/92also, at some point in the next 2, 3, 4 days, what I'd liketo do is at the tailend of one of these, just give you areal quickie outline and looksee into the ATM experiment'scomet plan based on how we understand the pointing test wentand what each individual experiment intends to do and hopesto get. Does that sound okay to you?

END OF TAPE
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1 MCC - - find them very interesting. The crew <

day off on Monday, I've got George Withroe coming in to talk
to you about the det&ils of what 55 sees there, and also what
their plans are for the active Sun when Cc rounds the len
the following day. This Active Su t being defined at 3792 .

And also, at some point in the next 2, 3, 4 days, what I'd
like to do Is, at the tail end of one of these, Just give
you a real quickie outline and look see into the ATM experiments
comet plan based on well - how well we understand the pointing
test went and wt.at each Individual experiment intends to do
and hopes to get. Does that sound okay to you?

SP1 Yeah, that sounds very good, Bill, I'd like
to hear that. And also, if we could get sent up on a tele-
printer the coiset magnitude versus time that we've experienced
so tar, I'd like to plop that out here, versus the expected
data, Just to get a feel for hov it's coming along.

HCC Okay, fine, we'll do that for you.
CDR Very good. I'll give you words on

the comet probably the next pass. I had a chance to look
at it this pass night site.

MCC 0k ay, fine. We ' 1? talk to you tomorrow.
PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 39 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now out
of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. 14-1/2 minutes to
our next acquisition of signal, that will be at Tananarive.
Conversation was with Bill Lenoir, who's conducting the ATM
briefings and conferences with the crew, wnile Ed Gibson
the Science Pilot was responding indicating he will be giving
us some information later on the comet Kohoutek, Kohou tk
observations and that he - he did make some observation of
the comet himself. We suspect if he hasn't done so already
the Science Pilot may be able to able to make a determination
of the brightness of the comet. It's now become very diificult
fcr ground base observers to determine its magnitude. The
comet rises about 2 hours before the Sun, but by the time
good observations are possible it rises only very slight
amount above the horizon. By the time a good observation
Is possible, twilight is interfering with it, and of course,
the Earth's atmosphere makes it almost impossible to get a
good accurate determination of magnitude. Here In the Kohoutek
Control Room scientists report that they haven't had any
measurements of magnitude for the last couple of days because
of the twilight problem. Indications the crew have made
over the last few days or two days, would indicate that it
.'.as gotten a great deal brighter, perhaps on the order of
a magnitude brighter than it had been a week ago. Last
readings we had would - would indicate that about a magnitude
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of Just a little bit higher than 3, about 3.2, 3.3, would
be the present reading on the comet. That would indicate
that it's about 10 to 12 times as bright as the dimmest
stars in the heavens and still a long way from its brightest
crown. Teams that have been studing magnitude indicate that
they still expect it to reach about 100 tines its current

'

brightness. Two weeks from today, of course, the comet will
pass the Sun at its closest point about 13.4 million miles
above the surface. It will be at its brightest when it's
nearest the Sun but it will continue to be quite bright in
the period after perihelion which is December 28th for a

period of several weeks after that as t.t moves away from
the Sun again, and during which time it'll also be moving
a little bit closer to the Earth. 12 ninutes to our nexi
acquisition. This is Skylab Control at 41 minutes and
38 seconds after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at .16 hours 52 sinutes
and 49 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now over the southern part of Africa. About 50 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the voice relay station
at Tananarive from the Madagascar Republic. We'll bring the
line up live now for air-lo-ground through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through Tananarive
for about 2-1/2 minutes.

CC And for the CDR, Jer, if you get a - gel
a minute we'd appreciate hearing that the .S019 operations
on Kohoutek came off ckay . .

CDR Yes they did, Crip; no hitches.
CC Okeydoke, very good. I don't know if you

beard. We had a sort of -, scratchy pass the last timi over
Tananarive, and I was informed that we've been pronouncing
the comet's name incorrectly. That where as I ' vi- been calling
it Kohou tek, it's actually Kohou tek.

CDR Roge r .

CDR Can't win them all, Crip.
CC Roger that. fLIGHT -ells me that ^oer.

along with the Gypsy Moose.
CDR Right; at least you knew how to pronounce

diapause.
CC I only did that after Ed said It.
CC We're 1 minute from LOS and we'll see

you again over Hawaii in about 39 minutes, at 17:36, 17:36.
We'll be doing a data voice recorder d u d p there.

CDR I never should have let you brief me before
I left. Crip.
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" ' pao .
Skylab Control at 17 hours 34 minutes

and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station

now crossing the North Pacific northwest of Hawaii. There

about 50 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Hawaiian

I3l.v.ids tracking station. Pass through Hawaii will last about

9-1/2 minutes. The spacecraft communicator ," Bob Crippen.

We're live now for air-to-ground through Hawaii.

Cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii doing a

data/voice recorder dump. We've got you for about 10 minutes.

SPT Hello, Crip, Let me talk to you about

comet Kohou tek .

CC Talk to me , Edward

.

SP7 Okay. The night side before last, 1

got a chance to look at it, while the folks were working on

S019. And it certainly is growing fast from what I saw

yesterday. The tail appears to be abc.ut 4 degrees in arc

lenyth and visible with the binoculars. The length to width

ratio is estimated to be around 20 . That puts the width

at -something like 1/5 of a degree. The full width is acheiyed

arourd aay, three widths back (garble) of 3/5 of a degree. And

fron there on it's pretty uniform and very straight. It itarts

to - -

CC Hey , Ed .

SPT - - (garble) intensity.

CC Ed, I'm having a hard time hearing

you. Either you're little far from the mike or something.
'

cc Didn't mean for you to stop talking, though.

SPT Okay, Crip. I'll talk to you again on

another pass. I've got to get the ATM going.

CC Okay. Fine.
CC And you're coming through loud and clear now.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll have you again in about 23 minutes over Vanguard

at' 18:0/. And maybe, Bill, you can tell us how the Faulklin (?)

current photograph turned at that time.

PLT Okay .

f A0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 46 minutes

and 38 seconds Greenwich taean time. Skylab space station

has now passed south of Hawaii and out of range of the tracking

antenna there. 20 minutes of loss of signal now before our

next acquisition at the Vanguard tracking ship. Beginning

of this pass, Science Pilot Ed Gibson talking about comet

19 7 3 F, the comet Kohoutek . That discussion was relatively

brief and Science Pilot Gibson said he would go on in a little

more detail a little bit later. Hj was beginning his operations

on the ATM solar instruments. His indications are, I'm sure the

crev has surprised some people hera on the ground. T\o people

in the Kohoutek control room, back room of Mission Control,
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said that they had not been able to get good readings from
ground based observed - observations of the comet. It's
very difficult now to determine its brightness, but
Science Pilot Gibson said that it was much brighter today
than when he saw it yesterday. Yesterday, Bill Pogue, the
Pilot of the Skylab Mission said that he found it to be
much brighter than it had been the previous day. So, apparently
the comet is growing substantial in brightness and in length.
Yesterday, Bill Pogue said that he estimated its length
at 2 to 3 degrees, apparently using the binoculars for
that estimate. Today, Science Pilot Ed Gibson says that
it's about 4 degrees long. 4 degrees would correspond to
about 7-1/2 million miles in length. That's, of course, the
visible length through the binoculars. It would be a good deal
longer than that if more detailed observations were possible
with telescopes or with cameras. Of course, on the S233
experiment, using the Nikon 35-mi llime ter camera, it will
be possible to determine the length with a little bit more
precision and also the brightness with some - somewhat more preti
We may get a question up to the crew today, to ask then
to estimate the magnitude of the comet. They can do that
by using their binoculars. The technique is to defocus
the binoculars, that is to put them out of focus on a star
of known magnitude and then compare that to the brightness
of the comet. That's, of course, a technique that's used
by ground obs - ground observers, as well. But, the ground
observers do have the interference of the atmosphere to
contend with. Science Pilot Gibson also said that the
length of the comet being 7-1/2 million miles was about
20 times as long as it was wide. And that would be that
mean that the estimated width of the comet is about 400,000
miles. That's nearly a half a million miles across, with
the widest point coming more than a million miles behind
the forward end of the comet. Comet at this time Is about
50 million miles from the Sun. It will reach its closest
point 13.4 million nlles two weeks from today. Currently,
its speed is estimated at about 130 miles per hour. That's
very fast, but not fast enough to be noticed In observing
It from Earth. We should get more indication on the comet
later in the day. And we'll certainly be paying attention
for that. This afternoon the Skylab crew will be performing
an Earth resources pass, the thirteenth of this mission. That
pass will - The crewmen will be turned on northwest of
Vientiane over Thailand at 23:52:50 Greenwich mean time. The
first site for observation is an Ir.donesian storm front.
Thunder storms located over the Island of Borneo. Also
scheduled for observations with the infrared spectrometer,
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that's a scanning device on an - a device that's used for
a very small points and can be pointed by one of the
crew members. Also, scheduled for the use - with the S191
is uniform sites around .Al-tce Springs . They're attempting
to gat her data ei ther on large lakes, barron fields, or
rock outcrops, trying to get some data on a uniform area
to determine exactly what sort of rssponse that will get in

the instrument. That, of course, will aid them in detecting
similar areas in other parts of the Earth, and in determining
what the characteristics or signatures of those areas are.
Also, a broken hill area in mid -Au s t r a 1 i a or possibly
Canberra will be located with the S191 infrared spectrometer.
Operator for the infrared spectrometer today, or the man
who points it by using a view finder tracking system telescope,
is Commander Jerry Carr. The 193, aulti - microwave radiometer
and altimeter will be in use, as well, over the water areas
around Borneo, and they will be using the altimeter portion of
that instrument for looking at the Java Slope. That's an
area where the water surface, itself, is depressed. It's
depressed due to a subsurface depression that is very -

very deep under the water off the coast of Java. That
subsurface depression caused by the volcanic uplift of

those islands, can be detected in a surface depression. Also,
scheduled are S190A camera activity. That's, of course, the 6-band
mu 1 1 i s pe c t r a 1 photographic facility. A series of six cameras
will be used over Borneo, the water areas around there.
part of Java, and all the way to the Australia Coast. It'll also
be used over Aus - Alice Springs, Australia in the center of
the continent and the southeastern portion of Australia including
Canberra. The mu 1 1 i s p e c t r a 1 scanner 192 will be used over
Borneo and also over the Alice Springs area. Pass ends at
24:15:40 Greenwich mean time in the waters between Australia
and New Zealand. This is Skylab Control. We're a little
less than 15 minutes from acquisition of signal at Vanguard.
It's now 52 minutes and 20 seconds after the hour.

LSD OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 18 hours 6 minutes and
10 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
5 4 seconds from acquisition of signal through the tracking
ship Vanguard. Pass through Vanguard should last about
9-1/2 minutes. Skylab spacecraft communicator is Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard, 9-1/2 minutes.
CC CDR, Houston. You got a chance to chat

this pass or have 1 caught you right in the middle of your
exercises?'-' 1.:

CDR I'm right in the middle right now. What
do you need ?

CC Oh, there a couple of items and questions and
so forth I wanted to go over with you. Why don't you - we'll
pick them up later.

CDR Go ahead. I'm taking a short rest period.
CC Okay. Yesterday, on 153, you stated that

the comet was not centered in the field of view and you said
it was about 0.6 or 0.7 from the center. Can you tell us
whether you were talking about in - as a percentage of the
total field of view or were you talking about degrees?

CDR No, I was using the sane sort of pointing
reference as we did from the Sun. That is, the center nf

the viewing area is zero and you got to radius out. It was about
6/10ths of a radius out.

CC Okay. Copied. 6/10ths of a radius.
CC Okay and Jer, one other item wo have is

that - you may have seen the checklist changes we sent up in the
command module about Isolating the RCS PSM B valve, and we're
going to ask you to end up closing that thing. We'd like you
to do it over a ground pass at your convenience. : And you do
have that CM-7 scheduled which you can do at just about any
time. And if you want to delay that" till, when we have another
ground station pass, that will be fine and ve can pick it up
all up at once

.

CDR Okay. I'd say sometime in the next 1/2 to

3/4 of an hour' d be fine.
CC Okay. I - to tell you what we got coming

up on passes - we have Ascension at 18:23, and that's about 13
minutes away end unfortunately we don't have another pass 19:44.
That's back around over Vanguard again. But there's no hurry.
If you want to pick up the CM-7 and pick up this valve later,
that '11 be fine

.

CDR Okay. I've already done the first part of
CM-7. I'll pick up the last part of It and this valve deal on
the V ah guard pass.

CC Okay. That'll be fine. And -

CDR That is unless the boys object to leaving that
the secondary loop so lung.
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CC There's no objection to that.

CDR Very good.
CC One other item if, on the upcoming 92

run that we've got today. We have switched you over to

check out a different leg band. I believe you've been

running on the Alfa November band and - but we're seeing

the same clipping that we've seen on the Charlie Juliett.

But the Charlie Juliett bands have a wi - a higher range and we

want you to go back to using those. And that's going to be

applicable from now on - on all your 92 runs.
CDR Okay . Charlie Juliett.
CC I'll leave you alone for a while and you

can go back to working up a sweat.
CDR Okay. I'm looking out the wardroom

window and I see some big ice islands out there, Jim. It's

kind of strange. The clouds stay away from the ice islands.
There're stratus clouds right up to the edge of the island

and then clear over the island.
CC That's Interesting. (Laughter) I'll

let - some of the Earth resouccs kind of guys wonder about

that. Assume it has something to do with being so cold.

CDR Mus t be

.

SPT Houston, SPT with the COMM check.

CC Loud and clear, SPT.
SPT Okay. You can hear me now. Is that correct?

CC That's correct. I didn't mean to make

you go away mad awhile ago.
SPT No, you didn't do that. 1 just didn't

nearly have the time to start it over again before I got a ATM

pass going here and I got a period of (garble). Instruments are

taking it by theaselves right now.

CC Tell us about Kohoutek.
SPT When I was - the problem - the problem

that I'm having is to use the headset and to get it at the

right distance. Apparently, what I had before. It was too

Close and you swore 1 had it too far and now I've gut then

measured 1/2 film width from the lower lip and I hope that

works.
, ,

CC Right. Nothing like precision.
SPT Okay. Now I tell you about comet Kohoutek,

I got a chance to look at it the night before last. The

orbit night before that, and in looking at it through the

binoculars, I saw the round - the tail of around 4 degrees.
Yesterday, I had estimated to be around 3 degrees. And I did thi

by just comparing the field of view the binoculars with somet

I could see inside and, you know, measuring distances and

angles and so forth, it cane off at around 4 degrees. I'd esti-
mate a length to width ratio of arcund 24. That'll give you
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observers, of course, the major problem is the atmospheric
conditions, as the atmosphere Is more or less cloudy or
polluted, it's more and more difficult or less difficult
to detect the length of the comet. The longest report
given by ground observers is al ou t 1 3 , 000 , 000 miles for length.
Although it's expected that some comet material may be found ba
50 to 100 or possibly as far back as 200,000,000 miles beh'nd
it. Photography lias been taken by the Skylab crew to sense
materials that are located as far back as 200,000,000 miles.
But it's expected that they should be able to see something'
back at leas t 100 ,000 ,000 miles behind it. 5 minutes to
acquisition of signal of signal at Ascension.'/ The Ascension
pass normally would not take place on this revolution. Hut
despite the very low elevation, they've decided to bring it
up since it is the last pass for another hour and a half and
otherwise, they would have a Vanguard - the Vanguard pass
t.iking a long period of tine between our observations .

This is Skylab Control . We'll leave the line up for the
minute Interval between new and the Ascension pass * :id

we'll notify you J'.-st before that begins.

KM) OF T A I' F.
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PAO Sky lab Control at 22 minutes and '.9 seconds
after 18 Greenwich nean time. We're now about a minute
from acquisition of signal at Ascension. The pass will
last about 3-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft communicator, Bob Crippen.

CC Sky lab, Houston; we're AOS Ascension
1-1/2 minutes.

CC PLT
, Houston. You got a moment to talk,

Bill, about the upcoming ERKP (garble) this afternoon?
PLT Go ahead

, Crip.
CC Okay, first item is we . do want you :o .

go to - to take the ERF. P COOLANT VALVE to FLOW prior to
- In your prep. And I guess your procedures call for that
and everything, but since we've been switching it back and
forth on you we didn't know whether you realized vhat ve
wanted. But we do want to go to FLOW at the beginning. And
then at the end of the thing we'll go back - go back to bypass.

PLT Has the cooling system settled down now?
CC Negative. It's - it's - we're still

investigating possibilities of what we might be having to
do about it, but for today's OPS- -

PLT Okay, it'.s duly noted. Anything else?
CC Okay, one other item regarding tna: -

1 guess we kind of like appreciate it if somebody might
sort of watcti that LELTA-P light on panrl 203 during the
- this long LOS ve got coning up lure. We'd be in teres ted
to know if tlu thing does go down. One other item is we
call out for you to do a 19 2 alignment check in your C&D
prop. And we would like you to go ahead and do the aligr.neit
check but we don't want you to fool around with the focus
either on the visible or the thermal channels. You can
ahead and try to peak it with your - with your mike, trie
X - X and Y for visible, and X and Z for thermal. And if
we find out later tiiey are peak satisfactory, well, we'll
go ahead and schedule a complete alignment.

P LT Okay, I'll try my best on those things.
CC Okay, the thing about it is is that focus,

ot course, has been so sensitive we don't want to take a
chance on messing it up. One other item is the - if you're
got your C&D pads handy, I'd like to make a couple of
corrections. And we are 1 minute from LOS. Next AOS Is
over Vanguard again in an hour and 18 minutes.

PLT Okay, keep t a lk i n g .

CC Okay, if you' v.- t it handy , we - -

IM.'f 1 got i t .

CC Okay, we would like to delete tuc period
following 22:37:00 and add start tine maneuver at 23:42. In
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other words, we just didn't put In the - the fine maneuver.

PLT I don't see it on my pad, but go ahead

.ind give me anything else you have.
CC Okay .

PLT Just that other written down.

CC Okay, basically all we were doing was to

put in - we would like to indicate the fine maneuver times

on both yours and Jerry's pad at 23:42. And one other item,

if you see the DELTA-P light come on while we're LOS, we

would like you to secure the ATM monitors. We do not want to

leave them on with the pump down.
PLT Okay ,

Crip, I got that one

.

CC And, Bill, where I was referring previously
on that fine maneuver, it g-es under your operations remarks

undtr the OPS remarks

.

PLT Okay , I found it.

CC Okay, you might also tell Jer to note it

on his pad. Actually Ed's going to be taking care of it so

it's really no sweat for you

.

PLT Okay, now ve asked to have it, though. Tha
PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 29 minutes

and 17 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is about to cross the Coast of Africa. It's passed out of

range of the tracking antenna on the island of Ascension.
And hour and 15 minutes will pass before we have another
acquisition. Thai will be again at the tracking ship Vanguard.
This is Skylab Control at 29-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 > Skyiab Control at 19 hours 43

f
tCr

^ 0visUlon t h u "n g .;.i P there. Pass through

^.rd lliiiruit'.pproxl.nlly 11 minutes and the space-

ct .ft «..unic.tor i-
sk^ b

^;P;»;
n! A0S vangu . rd u minutes.

And wo '11 be doing a data/voice reorder dump here Jer if

- whenever you work your way up into th- command modulo ve

can Ret this one switched.
CDR Okay , I'm on my way -

C0 R Okav, Crip, go ahead.

Okay, Jer, what we want you to do is

take the service nodule RCS PS>: propellent B to close and
taice me seivx.. c ~~~~~~ - .

v^nfv the talkback as barberpole.verify trie
understand. PSM Bravo to exose and

CDR

g et a barberpole. ^ ^ g you ,

rationale here, 1 think we told you about it before, but the

da t. "vol both of the trim burns indicate that either he

p ar or secondary fuel propellatu va ves oM u. i

lliV - is still leaking through th* valves. In order to

k eep quad B secure from leaks In any of the other quae

.! and to preclude the nes - necessity for -real

[\le c i'cal action, we rocou.nd chang ing the g ass i

that configuration like we've dene now to keep the PSM B valve

closed Did you get a chance to look at those checklist

changes regarding this new configuration that we sent up

this morning?
CDR That's affirmative.
cr Okay, we unfortunately have made i minor

error in one of then, on the SWS d.i«t checklist that we would

Ike to - o correct. And we can either - we could pick hat

III little" bit later, but what we had done was we had left

out PSM on one of the, right at the last. We had said service

Module KCS P ro P ellant B open talkback gray and «h. J
«

Lnt was .ervice module RCS PSM propel ent B open t.lkb.ck

gray. And I'll get that when you've got the checklist

latCr
CDR Okay, I've got it In my band here and I

„„..v.. t .„„ ----- -;.i.s-;,i5:'.:: is-.::*

the last line on that one

.

CDR All riRhi, l got it.

rc Okay, that makes all of our onboard check

lists except the CSM ayst*m» checklist contingency procedure
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for CEM soft i.ndocklng and reclocklng compatible with our
new change. And we are - Just elected not to put it in
there aince it would - if we knew we were going to have to go
In and do that soft undocking thins, we could be avare of it.
And we'll do it real time.

CDR Okay, good enough.
cc Very good; that handles It for us. Thank

you .

CUR Okay, Crip, I'll RO ahead and get a
stack on a primary loop now.

CC Very good

.

CDR fi y the way, Crip, I've done and undone
this overboard vent valve with the cryogenics system so many
times that I've kind of forgotten what the configuration
ought to be. Where do we stand right now?

cc We're checking on it for you, Jer.
CDR Okay

.

cc Jer, we're under the Jmpiession that
we should be vesting into the vehicle now. and that that
should have been the situation for about the past week.

CDR The polychoke i* out, the cryo vent valve
is In, and the inner connect hose that connects the cryo
vent u the hatch dump has been completely removed.

CC Okay, that's - that's the configuration
that we thought you were in and that's the one we want
you to remain i p .

CDR Okay, good. I noticed the cryro tanks
and the search tank this morning were both -rlthln 1'jst a
few pounds of each other.

cc Okay, that coincides with what we 'ri-
se e t ng down here.

cc And one other itom, Jer, unrelated to
that Is that we told you last night that we would remind
you today or. your original Flight Plan that wo am t you
up yesterday we called out for a leg blood pressure en
- on Bill this afternoon, and ve wanted that scrubbed.

Roger, we reaeobered that.
CC Very good.
CC And, CDR, Houston. Jer, if it's nnvenien

we ve got Ascension coming up in about S minutes and J'd
like to give you a short briefli.g on something that we'w
been seeing with CMC 2 that •- that you ought to be avare of.
if Ascension's '.he convenient place to talk about It.

CDR Okay, we'll be ready and waiting.
CC Okeydoke.
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CC Sky lab ,
Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll have you again In 3 minutes over Ascension at 19:58,
19:58, and we'll talk about the CMC. 2 thing there.

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 56 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has passed out of
range of the tracking antenna aboard the ship Vanguard. Our
next acquisition is Just a minute and 45 seconds away at
Ascension at which time spacecraft communicator Bob Crippen
will talk to the crew about the second of three control
moment gyros. Give them a little explanation and some details
on the performance of that gyroscope which is used to provide
some of the stability for the space station and help it to
maintain attitude control. We'll keep the line up live now
for the pass through Ascension. The pass should last about
10 -1/2 minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Ascension, and
we have you for about 11 minutes.

CDR Roger.
CC Okay, and Jer, If you've got some time

and if the other guys are available they might - might want
to listen to this little briefing I got on CMG 2.

PLT Jerry's listening, and we're standing by.
CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Okay, I certainly don't want to say anything

that's alarming, but we're - premission said we're going to
try to keep you advised of everything we were saying on the
ground here. And that's what I'm going co try to do now to
tell you something that we been seeing on CMG number 2. Normally
bearing 2 is about - has a temperature about 4 degrees lower
than bearing 1 on a CMG. And we have seen on four different
occasions this Delta temperature decrease by a small amount.
And accompanying that we've also seen an increase in wheel
current vhich is indicative of some increase in friction
somewhere. Now, nothing we've seen her.! is - is an alarming
increase, but we did sec on CMG number I, about 21 days prior
t i> its failure, a signature very similar to this, only of
much greater magnitude. Consequently we're doing some advaiuo
planning here on the ground regarding what we would do if
we did lose another CMC. And w t hope to uplink you sosio -

some details of what this planning consists of probably by
t onio r r ow .

CDR Okay, Crip. I got a little - my preliminary
from you I guess, about a week ago and that was interesting
to read. I also made a tew comments to the data priority
folks, Phil Shaffer namely yesterday on tape, and I'll expect
he'll be getting them today somctlne.

CC Okay, fine. Can you elaborate on that just
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a little bit more, Jer, as to what you were talking about?
CF>R Why don't you wait and let Phil fill you

In on It?
CC Okay , fine .

EN'I) OF TAPE
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CDH One question I have is, in the event
w<! do end tip going Into the wide dead band mode, assuming
no other RCS U3age in the occasional trimburn, what sort

of a time period have we got available to us on the wide
di'.jb-band mode?

CC Well, actually we're referring to a

couple of things here. And I'm not specifically which wide
dead-band you're referring to right now Jer, so, maybe I'd
prefer to wait until we get this message up to you tomorrow
which will go into details on all of these.

CDR Okay. Those arc some of the details *

that we're going to be interested in. And that is what sort
of endurance do we have in the different types of modes
that we could go into.

CC Okay. Apparently, you were made aware
of this problem at some earlier datf. And I was not aware
that you had been told about it. It sounds like you're
aware of the situation.

CDR Yeah. We heard about the CMC problems,
oh gosh, It's been 2 weeks ago, I think, is when it was first
mentioned. And. oh, 5 or 7 days ago, or so, a little
preliminary message came up indicating the three major
theories as to what the problems might be and what some of

the courses of action might possibly be. But it was emphasized
that that was strictly a preliminary and that there was more
steudy going on.

CC Okay. One small amount of Information
in addition to what you got before. Subsequent resccrch
following that last message you got, I guess, was wf'v

e

been seeing these little glitches on the bottom part of the
heater duty cycle, In other words, at the colder temperature
and so we're looking at maybe doing some kind of managing
of that to keep it from getting down on the colder side.

SPT Crip, have they been able to dig back
into the data on the - on all the CMGs and find out whether
these things have actually occurred at other times other
th;in just before CMG 1 went out, or at this particular
time for CMG 21

CC. In our data .search it is - we have not
found out any more cases of this th.in what we've reported.

COR Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. Ontj other additional

information Is we hive developed what we call a quaao
inert ial patch to be loaded in the ATHDC , which reduces the
cost per rev around to about 100 to 150-pound seconds, each
rev. Also we're working on something similar to that for
the command module, which would reduce the RCS coat down to
about a third of what it is now,
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CUR Crip, what 's our useful number ol pound

seconds remaining?
CC We have 26,000 pound seconds total. We've

saved 6000 pound seconds as a rescue dead - - a redline and th

leaves ua 20,000 pound seconds available.
COR Thank you .

CC Okay. And as I said, we're goitiR to

be ii p 1 inking a message to you, hopefully, maybe by tomorrow,
it'll probably be about the same t lire we would be loading
this APCS quazl inertial patch. And that will go into a

lot more detail as to, you know, fuel usage in both (garble) w

RCS or with the APCS.
SPT Okay. That sounds like a little over

a week, Crip. I hope we can come up with some other methods.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Guam In 35 minutes. That's
at 20:42, 20:42.

CDR Okay, Crip. We'll see you then.
CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 9 minutes

and 19 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
now crossing northwest Africa is out of range of the tracking
antenna on the island of Ascension. 32 minutes and 40

seconds to our next acquisition at Guam. During this last

pass, Bob Crippen was talking to the crew about the status
of working on the control of moment gyroscope number 2. No

additional problems have occurred with that lately, but the

ground controllers felt that it was about time the crew was

informal more fully on the status of the work being dime, in t

event something should happen t <> the control moment gyro. Ver

concern, actually, at this time about the possibility Hint It

will go out of action, but despite that, since it's very

important and, in fact, essential to complete the mission, a

number of preparations hive been made to work without the

second control moment gyro. Current indication is that they

would be able to go about 8 days on thrufiter attitude control
system gas. That is to say in the backup nitrogen gas that's

available on the space station itself. After that 8-dav

period they would use the reaction control system of

the command module, so that gives them a very large pad f>>r

return to Earth. But, of course, they're trying to imrcase
that now. And believe that by putting a patch i n t o th. <<>siput

that is a new set of Inst ruitinns into the computer <<<> H><-

command module, ihey may be able t< make it a little mnr<'

efficient In terms of maintaining attitude for the rutin
space station. Status Keport was very brief and e

s

h en t t a 1 I y ,

merely, pointed out that the slight variation about 1 per rent

drop in wheel speed that has been observed a number <>f limes
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on the second control moment gyro sterns to be associated
with the lower end of the heater cycle. As the temperatures
drop to about 60 degrees ,

just before the heaters come on,

IIhti' appears to be, what some people believe, to be a

cooling off of the lubricant . And that in turn causes the

wheel to slow down. Of course, a* the wheel slows down

,

the electrical energy used to power it, increases and that's
•ibout the total extent of the variation. It's been very
very small, generally less than a 1 percent reduction in wliei 1

speed and a corresponding increase in current. No changes
have taken place in that in the last few days and there has

been no additional cause for concern. This was, of course,
just the status report on that situation there. Early
this evening, the Skylab crew will be making a pass over
southeast Asia, Indonesia and Australia. That's a Earth
resources pass. Instruments will be turned on over Thialand,
but, in fact, they won't begin actual data taking until they reach
an area just off the coast of Vietnam, before passing over the

Island of Borneo. When they have crossed Borneo, one of the main
targets for that area is a severe t.iunde rs to rm front over the isla
which will be observed using the infrared spectrometer. Although
the S190A camera set, and also the 19 1 radiometer will be

in use at the same time. That area is being studied, primarily,
for Dr. David Pit's, whose a Johnson Space Center Scientific

concerned with thunderstorm development, and particularly
interested in storm growth ^nd prediction of future storms.
A number of other experiments also scheduled for that run
Including a photographic and mu 1 t import r a 1 scanner data to

be gathered for semiautomatic land-use mapping on the;

Alice Springs, Australia area. Alice Springs an heartland of

Australia la to be studied for a number of purposes, including
a later study of the potential use of geologic data, data
on lsnd-use napping, agriculture and forestry in the

area. That '3 a wide scale study which also includes the

area around Ca rubral. Pass ends approximately 23 minutes
after It begins. It begins at 23:52 Greenwich mean time
and ends at 24:15. It covers a 6500 mile track along the
descending track 13 from Just north of Borneo to the waters
between New Zealand and Australia. Another problem of

concern that the crew will be working at a little more
closely on Sunday in the occasional variation in the

flow of the ATM control »nd display panel loop. That coolant
loop Ins dropped to zero flu - zero flow on - -

KNU OK TAt'F.
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P AO Other p r o b Jems of concern that th

will he working at a little more- closely on Sunday is the
occasional var
display panel
flow on sever

a

either a f law
nation or air

the flow of the ATM control and
oop. That coolant loop has dropped to zero - ze

occasions and it's believed that there nay be
n the pump itself or possibly could be con t ami -

n the lines. That's being looked at now and
our troubleshooting procedure's being prepared for the crew.
They're expected to make some sort of a troubleshooting run
on Sunday. Main reasons for concern on that is that should
the control and display panel loop shut down completely for
extended periods, it would cause temperatures of the control
panel to increase beyond the desired level. At the present
time, the guideline is 105 degrees for temperature. To offset
that possibility of increasing temperatures, the TV monitors
that are used for pointing the solar telescopes and also for
gathering certain types of data would have to be shut down
for approximately two-thirds of an average revolution. That's
part of a set of instructions that'll probably be sent up to
the crew shortly. And one other reason for concern, there Is

that the Earth resources tape recorders would be limited to
24-minute passes and there would have to be a 10-hour cool
down as the control and display panel coolant loop were to
fail completely. This expected at this time, there's a back-
up pump still available. That if it is pump C on the verge
of failure, that pump B might still be able to be brought on
lino without problems. However, they haven't really come to
a final determination on that and the troubleshooting procedure
will be underway again for the next 24 hours. This is Sky lab
Control. 27 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. I t ' ^

now 15 minutes and 16 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 20 hours 41 minutes and

15 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds from

acquisition of signal at Guam. That pass through Guam will

last approximately 10 minutes. The spacecraft communicator

Js still Bob Crippen. Flight Director on duty is Don Puddy.

We'll keep the line up live now for air-to-ground through Guam.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii, 9-1/2 minutes.

Correction - AOS Guam.
CC Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over the Vanguard in about 31 minutes

ar 21:22, 21:22. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump

tlierc .

CDR Rog , Cr ip .

PAO Skylab Control u t 20 hours 53 minutes

Gnenwirh mean tirae. Skylab apace fetation has passed out >f

range of the tracking antenna at Guam. Our next acquisition

is about 27 minutes away. Over the Vanguard station during

the last pass, spacecraft communicator Bob Crippen told the

crew that they'd J ike them to shut down one of the valves that

feeds the reaction control system of the service module. I'd

like to give you an explanation at this time of the problem

there. During that last Vanguard pass, Bob Crippen asked the

crew to shut down the valve that feeds propellant to the four

reac'J.on control system quads or sets of engines on the service

module. The valve links the propellant storage aodule, which

supplies additional fuel to any or all of the four quads, to the

main fuel lines. The problem, however is located elsewhevre in the

system. The isolation valve which is used to shut off the

fuel tanks specifically for quad B frota the fuel line that

feed* the quad B engines has shown some signs of leakage. The

leak is however, relatively unimportant because it is

between the fuel storage tank and tic fuel line itself. The

line itself, on the ether hand, is isolated on its opposite

end by a separate valve that keeps fuel from flowing out

of the line and into the combustion chamber - or, if the engine

Js shut down du< - that valve prevents fuel froa flowing out

of V-t* line and intu space. Problem is other end where the

fuel tank connects with the line. Because the fuel tank and

fuel line are not Isolated from each other because of the

leaking isolation valve, fuel frou the propellant storage

module or PSM, may flow not only to the engines, but also

back into the fuel tank. With the valve open, should - If

a leak should occur in any of the sets of engines, fuel Bight

flow fron the quad B tank into the aain line that'e fed by

the propellant storage module, the backup fuel tanks, and thus

might reach other engines and go - or possibly go overboard.

So the problea is nt't - not one that's uerioui but in the
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event that one of the quads should begin leaking, fuel would
flow from this - this one isolation valve would allow it
to flow hack into the general system, and thus go out into
one of the other engines, and couldn't be isolated. So for
that reason the PSK valve has been closed off. The leaking
isolation valve doesn't present any problems at this time
and it will not cause any loss of fuel whatsoever. It would
require a Ices of - of valve at the engine and - and of
things for fuel to go overboard. During the previous Skylab
mission, the valves downstream, that is to say the valve at
the engines t/ere found to leak on two quads. At that time
an isolation valve upatreaa, that is near the fuel source,
was closed to prevent fuel from moving into the lines that
(ed the leaking quads. The isolation valve closed to prevent
fuel from reaching the lines during the last mission,
corresponds to the isolation valve that's now been found to
have an imperfect closure on this mission. As 1 wo - like
to repeat that, the isolation valve itself only allows fuel
to flow from the tanks into the fuel lines, it does not allow it
to flow overboard or to leak inside the engines themselves.
So, it's relatively a small problem but in order to keep that
fuel from going overboard in the event a leak should occur
in any of the engines , they have shut down the PSH or propellant
storage module valve. During our last pass we also got some
information over Ascension about the command module - about
the control aoment gyro number 2, checked with some of the
personnel her.*, and have discovered the total amount of fuel
now available in the even - in the event that command module -

control aoment gyro number 2 should f * i 1 . 19 relatively, high and
'lonaldercett to be safe for an extended period, present expectations
*rr3 that should that control moment gvro fall, we would have
Sufficient TACS , thruster attitude control systems gas or
r.itrogen gi? , to last at least 8 days, possibly longer. And
we'd also have enough reaction control system fuel available
to last at least 8 days, and possibly should this patch lltat 's
being worked up by th* Massachusetts Institute of Technology
be completed, that night give an extension of up to 28 days
of RCS attitude control. So, it's conceivable that even with the
loss of another control moment gyro should that patch be effectively
completed it might be possible to continue a mission for
up to 36 days. That of course would limit to a large degree
the types of aaneuvers that could be performed that some
calculations have already been begun on maneuvering without
a control aoment gyro. tt indicates that for example, an
Earth rcsourcf* paas night require as much maneuvering fuel
v* An eiUUe day's - day's solar enertial attitude control.
But that - those figures are certainly encouraging, that - we
have at lea«t enough for 16 days of attitude control and
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possibly .noufch for up to 36 days of attitude control without

the second control moment gyro. Again, to repeat that,

problem haa not gotten any worse In the last several
^

days, they did get a status report on It however, earlier

today. This is Skylab Control 22 minutes and 45 seconds

from acquisition of signal at the Vanguard tracking ship.

This is Skylab Control at 58 minutes and 15 seconds after

the hour .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control At 21 hours
19 minutes Greenwich mean time. Space station Is coming
into acquisition at Vanguard . On this the beginning of
Che 3,094 rev. We'll stand by for the al r-to-ground

.

SPT Hello, Crip, SPT.
cc Your really on the ball Ed. We've got

you for about 11 minutes through Vanguard doing a data/voice
recorder dump. What can we do you for?

SPT Okay, in the ATM schedule at 11 minutes
remaining we have a 55 MIRROR AUTO RASTER detector all
mechanical ref with no grating position.

cc Looks like you've caught us again.
cc Okay, Ed it's mechanical 102 or optical

all balls

.

SPT Thank you

.

cc Skylab, Houston. You guys might have
noticed the woodpecker pecking. We've got your flight plans
on board for tomorrow. One item of note of course, we've
got you running 509 tomorrow, and we had set up a couple
of pads today that actually carry over until tomorrow.
We are assuming that you e^ys are holding on to those.

,

SPT Yeah, we got them Crip. We're eoine
to hang onto them.

CC Thank you

.

CC SPT, Houston. For your information
only we noticed a surge over on the limb at 25/1.0. If
you get some serving time you night be interested to take
a look at it.

SPT
,

Yeah, I'd like to Crip. They want me
to - at least the pad says to run this thing below 400 K I'wondering how mandatory that is as to whether that's to give
me leeway or whether that's the observation they really want.

,

SPT Crip, say the position of that surze
again

, please

.

CC
,

0k «y Ed, you ,<ot a GO on pointing at
it and it s at 25/1.0. If you elect to go ahead and look
at it 82A would like an 80 second exposure short wave length
and 55 would just continue to run like they are.

SPT Thank y ou .

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again over Ascension in 7-1/2 minutes
at 21:39, 21 :39 .

PA0 w e had relatively limited communication
with th« crew on this pass. Principally because the
commander and the pilot were involved in a medical run
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The science pilot wai at the ATM console viewing the Sun.

We expect to have a change-of -ahi f t briefing with the off-
going Flight Director, Donal Puddy and with William Snoddy,

who ia the Skylab Kohoutek Project Manager participating.
That briefing will ttke place at approximately 4:45 p.m.

central standard time in the news center briefing room in

building number 1. We expect to reacquire the space
station in about 5 minutes on what's call a low elevation
pass through Ascension, and then carry it on through to the

Canary Islands and Madrid. So we'll keep the line up for

another 4 or so minutes waiting for the Skylab space station
to be reacquired. Standing by at 21 hours 34 minutes
Greenwich mean time.

KNU TO TAPE
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and we'have you for "ouf lO^nut ' " A°» th ""« h C"»'

sur Ke
SP

It w*« ,k ,
CriPt U Was a ver y looking

strf!: h J

Wa
\ about a " a" »inute or so above the Umb and verystraight up, I got a fair AUTO RASTER work on it and

*

82A got one exposure however it was not 80 secondsabout - more like a half of that because of the end of 400 K

long the exposure was."
"°" y " 1 und""« i

.
ho"

ll
T About 40 seconds rather than 80.t( Copy.

££
T I cut it off at 400 K.

. .

Skylab, Houston we're 1 uinute from I n<:

see you Sunday .

SPT
CDR
CC

" o -»...«» .1 .1 o a ll u oe wit
guys have a good tine and we'll

You too troops. Enjoy the day off.
S a y o n a r a .

. «.;», ...
. .•...jsy::; psr^r^--

" Siw'cii,!:;:"
nutes Gr"» 1 "' »«.

END OF TAPE
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19 Bl !.. r < J * 18 SkyUb c °ntroi at 22 hour-,

«\»\f JL
G ' eenWich B" n time. W.'re about a minute and

At ^i. AL lll
;^«i;ition through the Guam tracking site,

for ai Witt rl " 18 collect ^ely involved in preparations
rrl,f k " OUrCeS Pa8a

'
identified as EREP pass 15 over

fir
C

^ nU 'a

?
er l3

«
-ccordin, to the schedule. We'll stand byfor the air-to-ground through Guam. Expect to have acquisition

; s;.x r

:;.
th^ •< — - :b

c

J»i"
ltlon

7 minutes S i 1 vn r r !
^ 1

'

/

h 1
"
u

1

8

Hou8ton through Guam for

Ro 8 er . »ruce go.

un'rh-t «

° kay
'
BU1 due 10 the energy shortage

.

N

i Vo llSl "5? Pa8S thl " CVenin
8 on panel fo6

; ; ^ ^
y-i e%^r^l^[: ê ^L^^rd e

f

^:r :

. ^s P

i

:nd
u

-:nLr:ff
l

a ^r: t\
h

: ?r ln

co.«„d turn off the heaters in the front en'd of ?he ^ DA ,

^-"Ues c 1 ockwJsTaJ' dV y nt '2.
d

IJ 'dT t J^S^ J

'

now, U will be fine"' ^ COnVenl *"«- If it's convenient

n,„ , i

0ka >' and the " dj the step 2 and 7 onpage 2-15 of the Systems - SWS Systems Checklist. EREP

the
P

ERE?.
reVerSe Chat f ° ll0W

° n ChG fo ^owing P age ""owing

A, f /

CC
,

Roger, out. And we're dumping yourdata/voice tape recorder at the present tine.

vn ,
j

Skylab, this is Houston just to keenyou up to date on the latest situation with Jhe A - A1M
?

-r
f^r a:rn::-ook-— ii:-™-on a procedure down here that involve, a partial "dicing
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dly8
he

oie?
P WhlCh WC h ° Pe t0 HaVe UP t0 V0 " ln a ""P^ of

SPT Okay, Bruce thank you. I looked at the

is
,

i.i;::.
o,b1

'
- d u lo ° tea

cc Okay , thank you Ed.

. ,
CC

,

SPT, this Is Houston in ihe ATM schedule.ad for today we neglected to indicate that the clo"oat last pass should have been a powerdown for EREP . . . That
' wasour fau It, we do - we would like to get the panel powereddown prior to the E RE P pass, over .

1 u
•

th.nl- you .

1,11 be <, °'" 8 th" l " ' <"
CC Roga.r

f thank you .

LOS npvr
iy V 1 **. this is Houston 1-1/2 minutes to

Cr!ek
n

:r2"3i!°o
n

u"
ntaCt ^ ? th ""« h Honeysuckle

,„ '.

PA°
, , .

We're Jn between station passes, that is

fSoi^'r
1" b.t«,«n Guan and Honeysuckle track n liteExpect to reacquire again in about 4 minutes. The aefn n ea finder that we'll have a ch ange -o f - sh i f t briefing"/

central standard time, with Don r-.ddy the

tlm. 1. involved in preparation fo'r the Ea „ s ,

"
vhlch 1. scheduled to begin 23 hour,. 52 .inures "d50 seconds Creenwlch nean time or rouehlv i„ T„ S ,

Sclndl'rVo'y ' •—?»»•«•* " »'««• McCandle...

END OF TAPE
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Hon.yJSckl.. Cree* fo^^U^
.

l

\
H™*^ •

through

Next station con t a c t ^il ^6 '

1 /5
1

9

/' H ° U8ton
»

1 »inute to LOS.
at 23:02. Oat.

1/2 Blnutes through the Vanguard

•it. i;

o
C-n.ry I . 1 ands^Jfu ^nut'e^t 3^° '

1 °" '

range of the Honey.uJjJe 'Jr.^,'" ^^Vr B ° Ved ° ut
here indicating t a w w v ^ W * VC lost
« minutes thrJugh he Cana v Z^' " " a PProxi n>a t e i y
33 .-,3 Creen'ich nean Jhu ll^ h

"11*™'
KND OF TAPE
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PA0 This 1h Sky lab Control at 22 hours
46 ninutea 25 second* Greenwich mean time. A minute plus
over the time for the projected change -o f -sh 1 f t briefing
with notice to the news media representees that the
Flight Director, Don Puddy is now en route to the news
center in Building number 1. And he'll have with him
Terry Watson who is the Guidance Officer who will be
prepared to answer any questions on the CMC should they
arise. Expecting to have the change -o f -sh i f t briefing
momentarily. At 22 hours 47 minutes Greenwich mean time
this is Skylab Contol.

tNJ OF TAPE
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29 . 7 ,
'

ThU 18 s ^yl«b Control at 23 hours

then „e n go live fro. there on, on the balance of thl.

I.l.nS
C

.. d „.d,.a fon^jn^^/vrthTs^^v^r'

here/"
1 c" 8 ec It for you Bruce. I', up

by 5 "gree.. Over.
>U1 2 «»"«" l.Cvt..

10 second, if they „,?*".
vat'e'h

1
."

6 d ° ine "
cc Okay.
!" 0k »>'. t.ke a look at that .

„ looks Perfect Bin. Thank you.

approaches the coast 1711^-1" "" °' "*

view. "can you aee t 1 e 'clu "
a •

' 'aL^ *°V « ,0d

England. y bOUt tAe southern quarter of

l? T
I

l

t rau8t be about midnight.

££
T That's affirm.

V-n. ahor.y. ^ IVrUn'.T.iit "'to lh .
PLT

of cloud cover now.
We ' re St3tLin

8 to P tcl< up quite a bit

" Roger, we copy.

contact in 27 W?
1 \lnute tiU LOS here next stationntact^in 27-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon. At 00:00 Zulu.
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^"Siv^: ««f 0 s:
t]

:t
a pa9s r win fai1 ° ut ° f

i any or cne stations, the ground stations. We will Kav*
0 !! r

E
f
r t\r-ourc«. p... identified a. E RE P pass e

50 ?;
nbe

V?' That be «i"« at 23 hours 52 tt i e
'

50 seconds Greenwich mean time. Roughly 16 minutes from

a ota^ tr l3St ab ° Ut 23 ni "^es. And we'll have
/ V of approximately 6500 miles. At 23 hours35 minutes Greenwich Be an time this is Sky lab Control

END OK TAPE
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PAO Thia la Skyl»b Control at 23 hours 59

minutes Greenwich mean tiae. We're about a alnute and a half
from acquisition through the Carnarvon tracking station. We

expect =r thia tine that the crew is in its Earth resources
pars , identified as EREP pass number 15 over track 13, which
takes it over Southeast Asia, across Australia, for a total
of about 6500 miles. We'll keep the line up for the air-
to-ground which we expect momentarily.

CDR I'll be able to get for you.
CDR To isolate cells side by side.
PLT Okay, I'm going - okay 190 MODE, STANDBY,

MEDIUM, INTERVAL, and ?RAH't 08, INTERVAL 20. RADIOMETER to

STANDBY. 93 yellow light Is - -

CDR One of the cells
PLT ON.
CDR Even has an overshooting top.

PLT ALTIMETER ON at 50 - on the (garble).
Two seconds slow on the MODE to AUTO on the 190.

CDR Oh, here's - just a couple of real classic
calls, Just all out by thenselves for the world to see. I

thought I'd missed my chance to got a good thunderstorm.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, with you through

Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek for 13-1/2 minutes. Out.
CDR Roger , Bruce

.

CDR Okay, got a good t h r unde r s t o rn here, with
a nice little overshooting top on it, taking data. Right now
going for the anvil, taking data. A dual cell. All right
gone for clear water and data. Termination.

SPT Ie it very clear down there?
CDR It Is now. Gotta to go for Alice Springs

now. ^4.9. And set that camera to 12 - 325th - et. Left
6 for Alice. Made it over the north Australian coast I

believe. Got clouds.
PLT Standing by for 0220. Man, that's unusual

right there in that area, too.
CDR Yeah, maybe I'm a little bit too quick to

call that Australia.
PLT STANDBY .

PLT MARK. STANdBY. Fast 08, and INTERVAL
to 10.

PLT ALTIMETER UNLOCK light, turning It off
for 15 seconds

.

CDR Okay, we're interested in range land and
rock ou t copp 1 ngs

.

PLT Ought to be a lot of them.
CDR Fortunately, all theie is now is a lot of

clouds.
PLT Okay, 193 is back ONand I do have a
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READY light. Standing by 04:30. And It - going to turn
back to STANDBY. Now I got th« ALTIMETER UNLOCK blinking
now . On ay Bark 04 : 30

,

MARK. And tha ALTIMETER to STANDBY

.

END OY TAPK
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V2 nln \*
i<H CST

« 30:00 ,04 GMT

04 !30 - - " I<B on <8«rbU) now. On *y » ar k
PL T

Be .olkln* up the
h'e L '^st^ ?fI" l ° 8TA!SD""

COR „, .

fiore. Not cither; we're t» rutn/
« "P. Break up. Sc

" Cl ° Ud
' »• b.ginnU ^"bre"^'

-bout central Au.tr.H. Just nort of !i\ "J Au,trali * down tobroken to overcast. it' u h !
° f Alic « s Pr*n*s, it wa.

breaking up. -. Now we're ! k

f
Cir '«* *«*

now it 'a broken low deck ! * W * r * h««ded for -

CDR 190 H0DE to AUTO.

J" 06:20, stand by -

Ed.
MARK

-
19 2 MODE to READY. ETC te AUTO,

any ^ rlght>
J
« range 1 and and not finding

either, no it's aU wlnd st
'

U • probably range land. Or <

;r .. .„.,. ,

;:;;>.*
J; tr ...

U/.20 my nark -
w fcd

»
tTC

, to STANDBY. And

«
T

"f?
1-, ETC t0 STANDBY

.

"Hht ,h,„, DatJ _

rl » ht
.

'h«r.'. .o„ g00d outcropp,^,

Alice Springs area we re c le J r
' '

«i.

° k
" y Cl ° uda ov ' r the

broken I would s*v *„t
clear

>
oh, a scattered to

At this Boraen rl k ;n
°"

5°V h» *«« low curious.
into an overcast condit 1 ahead * nd ve're comi nRvery close to the '£ O \ es't \ <

' be look^ *

scattered or b token * to ove r cas t V""* N° W Ve hav «
visible. Lookll18 f vT^: n v%T\;:;?.

i

j»i:
—

clouds^.tarti.g to thin ourS^
th,re d ° vou « the

PLT
Jl'o

8
<
t

,
1Ve

'
SOlld overcast.

CDR n7 K
We 8° cc

< 190 MODE, AUTO again
to be seen. ^ th«" la ""1. or no ground* a Cai 1 ab le
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PLT okay.

nf tr f
D
J .

AU right, Vm now 15 degrees to the leftof track and I've got a little patch of ground. However ItU not vegetated, it is dry and sandy looking.
?l T S tandlna by for 09: 5 3.
CC

t

Skylab, this is Houston with the overcastyou can scrub the S190 ETC and the DAC operation, on 191 f"the balance of the pass, over.
?lT

I,
hank you Bruc « !

. that's a very good call.
» , i \ „

Okay, Bruce I'r going to take - I'» KO in«

live°her up'

Canberrd if 1 don,t have "/luck there. wMT
a good

C

p lan.
R° g

'

that '

S tht alterfl4Ce sounds like

END OF TAPE
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un . ie
Okay, the clouds break, they're broken

i:.«
1

!!n:X".
o

:.!?.:ii:
>

«„
f

r

DB the coast »"- •*»"••

on? Ca'n you see it*
0^' "'"^ ° f th<U br" k Canberra

„'
'

CDR
•

1 h *ven't located Canberra yet. But I

«oin2 Vor'
V68etatlon »» »"ieh i« what I'm aup^aed^o L

CC okay
. ,

CDR
.

Might be the eucalyptus groves areinterested In HHU6, I think It is.
groves are

C C Okay.

» n A .

1 dldn,t understand you, Ed, but at 11-45

i*tx,z^ c^^rr th
-

,:ic - - » :

J
1
? And

» l'« going to go ahead
Which I'» going to go for.

^ L
* --with JOP 10.

v .r
LT And

-
11: ^5 callout to NO GO. No - no FTCNegative on the ETC, Ed, I'm sure - -

CDR All right - -

l[J ~ ' you heard that call .

data on dark vegetation" Vrta^ °° *
' '

V0 "'

-

d

£
L
I Standing by for 12 minutes - -

lYt MARK
. 191 REFERENCE to 2.

5?
* Go t a farmland area now.

l And 194 MODE to MANUAL

.

CDR Data on fartaland.

breaks^ the c louds ^h" re" ' ^ " JU" ^ ln th <"

opportunities.
Y * ah

' °
kay

'

We ' Ve ab ° Ut run 0ut of

PLT Okay, the sol.ir interial aanevucr issuppose to start here - in about 30 seconds.

SHUTTFR QPFPn co^**' B1U We d ° W3nt t0 « e < the

Jhi".r
R

th
s

""b
o

: t

" 9

f?-
to the SLow position

- before ^
I

1

:
1 Okay, it's going to SLOW now.

p,
And 1^1 AUTO CAL of course.

10 seconds.
YCS

* ^ 9tand by ln ab ° Ut 5 s ^°" d * -

CDR Okay.
PLT Jer.
CD * Ready.
PLT Stand by on ny nark.
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COR !?
ARK

' VT S AUTO CAL

.

yo u verify S190 ,. ln MODE STANDBY

,

CC
Bill?

PLT
CC

contact in 3? ml
PLT
CC
PLT

KKADY on the VTS^m
CDR
CC
CDR

good pict
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PAO

That i 8 affirmative.
°*«y, 46 seconds till ific v

it

.

over New zeaia»^

*'» going to take a coJnl. f°°
d "

Stand by £ or 15 to
U,le of Pictures.

°**Y, I'm taking picture,,

2J-y
ready u 8h f S f f'

ures ~

J
h «.\lpine f.uct.

holding over New Zealand
Sta ~ Wlth the »P«ce statnn"•eking site. And wUh 7 °' ran « e °< the Hon y

"

END OF TAPE
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PA0 ThU is Skylab Control at 50 minutes
Greenwich mean time. About a minute away from acquisition
through Bermuda. Tht crew at this time should be finishing
their poat-EREP closeout. Th.y have just completed Earth
resources pass number 15 over track 13 which w,is over thesoutheast Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. A half minuteaway f roa acquisition, we'll stund by.

( ,
C
?yo .

Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
tor 7-1/2 minutes . Out

.

SPT Skylab.

?
C Go ahead, but w<j're getting a loudsqueal in the background Ed.

ft

SP
T Okay, Bruce. You got a NuZ update

at 00:24. Do you want the one that's called for at the beninnlof the next daylight cycle?. g 1

CC Stand by, please,
„ PT

C
? A J

(Garble) Skylab, this is Houston for
y L

> l understand that you gave us a NuZ update at 00-24
is that the statement? 1

SPT That 'a affirm.
. .

CC
, J

0ka >'. «e didn't see it called ou asbeing required anywhere here. But that eliminates the needfor the one at 01 :24

.

T ,
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 30 seconds

to LOb. Next station contact 3-1/2 minutes throughMadrid Out .

*

PA0 We had limited conversation with thecrew through the Bermuda tracking station. Due in part I'msure to the fact that they had completed their post-EREP

thl .IJf/f"
l

!
" id8t

° f thelr dlnner
-

0ne »ore thingthe schedule - 2 more things on the schedule tonight. Thescience pilot will spend some additional time appjoxl.a ely
a
o
™* A™ console

- And then later in the eveningat about 9:00 p.m. central time pilot will do some additionalKonoutek conet photography. We're just about 2 minutes fromreacquiring through Madrid. So it's our intention to leave

Madrid"
6

" P "

We ' U
"
tand by f ° r the air - to -8round through

, 0
C
f/T Skylab, this is Houston through Madridtor 8-1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorder dump. Out.

. w CC
Irt

Skylab, this i.s Houston a minute andhalf to LOS. Next station contact in 2f-l/2 minutes
;:'

J8h
J
arna

ni°^
at

u°
1:36, PLT phone cal1 Carnarvon andHoneysuckle, 01:36 through 01:52, start out on left antennaand switch to right. Over.

PLT Roger, Bruce. Thank you very much, left
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then right

.

Roger, out.

tl»e i. skyl.b JinJr^' " " lnUCe8 Q<**™^ Be ,n

EM> OF TAPE
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TIME i 19«34 CST, 30i01»34 GMT
12/H/73

PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 1 hour,
34 alnutas Grssnwich atari cine. About a alnuta away from
acqulaition through Carnarvon. Wu'll stand by for the
a I r- to- ground .

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle. And PLT prlvato coma, antenna left, switching
to right. We* re with you for Juat 'about 16 oinutes, cut.

CC Skylab, this is Houston for the SPT.
We just aav the last segment of ATM video going to VTR if
you're finished with the recorder we'll take it and rewind
preparatory to dumping, over.

SPT Roger, Bruce it's all on there, go ahead.
It's yours thank you.

CC Okay, we've got it and we have 2 minutes
to LOS, next station contact in 32 minutes through
Corpus Christi, Merritt Island and Berauda. The evening status
report at Merritt Island at 02:23. Corpus Christi la AOS
at 02 s 21 , out .

PAO At 1 hour, .52 finutes, 17 seconds Greenwich
mean time. This Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Chr

PA0 This Is SkyUb Control at 2 hours 20
minutes Creenwich mean tine. The apace station la approach-
ing the continental U.S. That la to say, the tracking sites
of the continental U.S. Texas will be the flrat site to
acquire and then MILA. Evening status port - evening status
report is upcoming, and we'll stand by for conversation with
the crew.

. .

C<
j

Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
hrlatl, Marritt Island and Bermuda for 14 minutes. And
8 re

rno*
dy f ° r the evenln « «tatus report whenever you are.

, . \
D
.r '

,

0kav Bruce. Here it cones. Sleep: CDR.
7.5, 7/heayy half/light; SPT, 8.0, 7/heavy, 1/lightj PLT , 88/heavy. Volume: CDR, 1600; SPT, 1500; PLT, 1900. Water

{J;
r"1^ 8 '; ,S?

R
'

7 3841 SPT
' 2717 J 8823. Body mass:

6.226, 6.231. Exercise: CDR, method Alfa, minus 01 minutes;SPT, no change; PLT, no change. Medications: none. Clothingdiscarded: CDR, none; SPT , one pair of shorts; PLT nonePlus one tuna spread, one biscuit; PLT
, plus 4 salt, zerodeviations and zero water (garble)

w. n^~A . u ,

Break
«
break. Break, break. Negative.We picked up with plus one tuna spread and P l u8 one biscuits,

on tne fo!S5 ' ^ ^ $? "'* W ° Uld y ° U 8tart ° Ver •

CDR
,

OVty, CDR, 16.5, 16.5 salt, plus onebutter cookies zero water; SPT, 4.0 aalt, plus one tuna spread,Plus one buscuits, and 2 ounces of water; PLT, plus 4 saltszero deviations, zero water. Flight Plan deviations: none!Shopping list accomplishments: none. Inoperable equipment:

uiJ U transporter 3 combination has jammed again. The transportwas okay on DAC number 2. We will troubleshoot and try to findthe cause. Unscheduled stowage: none.
CC Okay. We copy. Did you get the M151

coverage of ETC prep with DAC 4 and another mag. Over.
CDR Okay. That's coming. 16-millimeter film-ETC prep done with DAC 9, trannporter 05; supplies, CharlieIndia 93 , 63, Michael Tango 06; 140-foot DAC, ERE P 15

Charlie Lima 09, 42; M509 prep, (M151) Charlie India 71
42, Charlie India, 82; Nikon status: 01, Charlie X-ray'36 22-
02, no change; 03, no change; 04, no change; 05, Bravo Hotel

*

04, 59. 70-millimeter; Charlie X-ray 17, 077. ETC and

8929, 8923, 2466, 9787. Drawer A: Alf. 1, 02, no change;Alfa 2, 05. Charlie India 93, 63, Hike Tango 06; Alfa 3, 06no change; Alfa 4, 03, Charlie India 71, 42, Charlie India 82;UAL u/, no change.
cc Okay, we got all that, and the frame count
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for Nikon 5, l a that aftur your last 233 this evening?
CI} k That 'a affirmative

.

CC okay.
SPT Would you like an ATM frame count?
CC Fi re when ready, Ed.

03168
SPT 09 • 099 74 , 03140, 00112 , 00828

, 04790,

cc Okay. And if you would, please, Ed, ATM
CiU coolant loop pumpa are all OFF. Just pump Charlie is
ON, panel 203.

SPT Rog. That's done already.
CC And we're reconfiguring the MDA heaters

back Oh following your EREP pass. And I guess that takes
care of the evening status report.

END OK TAPE
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TIME: 20 : 28 CST, 30:02 :28 GMT
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'
And we've got some eveni ng quea t Ions , ifyou all are of a nood.

!J;
T Go «h«ad Bruce, if the price is right.

V' 0k * y '
off th « t0 P» this orning - lastnight we sent you up for use this morning two general messagesconcerning the M509 prep foi today and to.orrov. Have youhung onto these? if not we can send up duplicates.

lookin'gVt it
1 g0t U in By 1Utle warB hand right now

CC Ok - Okay, beautiful. It CDK's the sanewe will save paper and not send it up again.
p LT Yea , it la

.

cniQ .,

CC
, ,

AU r l«ht. For the CDR , when you did theS019* ops today, did you look for the comet in the telescopeviewfinder of the S019? Over. v

Bruce
CDR

'
* 11 tho8e co"* nt8 on tape,

, .

CC
.

Okay, the thing that we're concerned aboutla whether it appeared with the head on the intersection ofhorizontal reticle line with the left vertical line if that'son tape, we'll buy it.

a h«ur
C
?™ u °t

ay
'
Bluce the he^ of the conet was atabou 530, out about I think it was - I think i said 3/10 of

a radius out and the tail was almost radially out for a .mutewas streaming at 530 and it looked to *e like it probablvwas out of the field of the view, the very end of it. f wouldsuggest pointing to put the head of the comet in the upperleft quadrant and that should get the whole thing - spike and

. .

CC Okay, our intent had been to put the headof the comet over towards the 9 o'clock position with the

whlch
8
?ro! til / T ai «ht u » or "raight down. I' n noc sure

wir!\i ?h
thV dr

f
win 8 here ve'U take your cogent andwork on the pointing.

. f
Dn °Kay, it was close to being straightdown but not very good as far as getting out to 9 o'clock.

tn {

Roger, and for you and Bill with referenceto the sunrise problems that you've been having with S233 opsyou 11 notice that we've been having you take the first
Ph °

m t°r ^ d
;

rect
J°»

of comet but about a minute beforecometr se. ke've also started giving you the anticipatedtime of comet rise to the nearest second and would likeyou to bepin the second frame that is the frame that's focusedon intinity for the comet at comet rise tine. One of thepurposes of the third frame is to determine how the sky isbrightening prior to sunrise. However we want to complete itbefore actual sunrise or before the sky gets significantly
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VJtl.il
0 * 2 * CST

«
30 =02:28 GMT

or when Jou a^t^.^l/^^^r^Sli'I.
1""" 1 ' b ' 1 « h '«

give y OU any pr 4^ t he
«*

un
°
[ s J
-^ J

tod.y. pa3s

The sunrise came a f teethe 'nnai
0^ ^ 233 P3S8 WenC Wel1 "

were in good shape. "
h^ ™

g^Trt^ ^you can see it in the a(ro ! !
bright enough so that

Photo early is Probably a'prL^ /'H^r " th&t flrst
getting something, too! * 8 °° d

>hoto an <> you're probably

cdr
okay> might y fine -

3 or 4 seconds late ^"o™ J\ ^Vuln^l ' ^ ^ ^
to watch the comet and start 1

W ° nder do * ou want us

CDR Okay. 8 '

Plan "or to Borrow, ^Jl^l™^llo^/uY llV
'

'
'

5uri?£SS: This 13 ""essitated by changing the Maneuver
0kay

<
Brucfc that's noted,

can you estate f or^ °

t
™ J""

1100 deali "« wl ^ »509
,

to do the M509 prep toLl wi tt h fl ^ tUaUy
type situation/ We ! v ^ " *

C^V?"' ' od ?* run tomorrow
able to better schedule rh t

this fi 8 ure to be
work out? Did ge? Jrok^ uo'blVT ^ h ° W U SCP0> t0

cc
Kei DroKen U P by handover th«>re?

cc slVllt' lu]
6

!

S "°USCon h °w do you read?
CC Skvi^' It ? k

" OU8ton h «w do you read?
you read?

Skylab, Skylab this is Houston, how do

END OK TAPE
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PAO We've lost signal through the Madrid
tracking site. It was at that site where the evening
medical conference took place. We will next acquire
the space station in 26 minutes. At 2 hours 49 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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!

2 1 : 14 CST 30:03:14 GMT
12/14/73

PAO This Is Skylab Control at 3 hours
14 minutes Greenwich mean time. About a minute away from
acquisition at Carnarvon, which might possibly be the las t

site of the night. We'll stand by for communication with
the crew through the tracking aite at Carnarvon.

cc Skylab this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 5 minutes and Honeysuckle Creek a little later for
1 minute . Ove r

.

PI-T Uh - rog, Bruce, the PLT here.
CC Okay, Bill. Due to the problems we

had with Bermuda and the land lines, we missed two items
here. One is on M509 prep, which you did today for the
operation tomorrow, we'd like to get an estimate of the tire
that was required to do this from you, so that we can better
schedule future runs. And in connection with the run
tomorrow if you'd Indicate whether you think this is the
way to go or not . Over.

C (" And we're send J ng an N A V update
up to the ATM DC. We don't think there's anybody on the
DAS .

f'l.T Okay,
t(: And while your thinking about that one

on 509 for the SPT, in the evening status report we got a
frame count 070 frames in the ETC. and we were expecting to
heai about 35 frames used. Can you confirm that it was
70, and if so do you know where the other frames went?

PI-T Stand by.
P'- T While we're getting that squared away,

our best estimate is for the subject for Jerry's prep this
morning fit 30 minutes wis ri«ht. However, I was - 1 should
run serial to him because see ny activities takes place
afterwards and I was a little bit late getting to the ATM
panel because I had to wait until he got through. Now
15 minutes is enough for the observer I think. But it
had to be after the subject has dene his prep.

Okay, beautiful comments. Those are
the sort of words we like to hear and we'll scheduled it
that way in the future.

^ c And this is ot.r last paB9 of the evening.
Ve suggest that you set your alarm clocks for 12:00 Zulu
for wakeup. Closest site is 12:05 at Golds tone, but we're
afraid if you wait until then to get up, the SPT may be
a little precKod for the KTC operation early in the morning.
Ove r

.

,>LT Okay, 1 copy that. And Bruce, I was
(liking to the medic and missed my comet. If you can get
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Time : 21 : 14 CST
12/14/73

30:03:14 GMT

mo some other times
whore a 1 our In thori

tli I i
..|>» Uu.,
in Ha- dat.i lake wi
compromise an y t h I n g

I'Ki'Knr time

I'll get that about oh, 22:20 , a
Kxcuse ne 04 : 20.

»ey, Bf 1 \ l,. t 's just scrd, the r„
we ..re g.-tilng enough dal.i so It...
h the comet ops won't seriously

And we'll just put you over the
Over.

cpi' ?!
cay

'
And stand'by'for that ETC comment.

070 ;
Ihar

-
count should be 40 Bruce, 040 not

,

CC 0ka y. th«mk you very much Bi - Ed. And

coll e

S
ir ;

vp
;
lnVm ,

here U '

s * oln 8 to be broken incouple of chunks, but I'll give it a whirl here.PLT Go ahead

.

C
^ A ,

Thc House passed and sent to the Senate

d vlLhf*
l8l - tlcn,^ could put the nation on year-roundday ight saving time by the second week In January. Theb ll would require clocks to be set ahaad one hour on theourth Sunday after it's signed into law. Year-round

J'r'eiMent
S

'to^
8
?
^ °' '

"
" " eas "- 8 requested by the

'
1

f"
l ° * el P s * vt> A fc„ hours h,fore the arrival

of ci.,U and Western diplomats in the Saudi Arabian « J t, .indicated that King - Kin, ratnnl might be w i 1 U n g t
o

"

consider a limited resumption of oil deliveries This w„..l,l

'

,

t0
f

U"" V" tW ° t0 thr ° C billl °" new barrels of oil?A total of 14? tracts of continental shelf seabottom will beoffered for lease by the Department of Interior despUeenv ronmentalist objections. We got 38 seconds to LOS We're

1 minute and a half pass. That'll be the last pes* of theovening. President Nixon lit thc povercd-down nation.]

m asu ,d by the number of lights on a tree. The spirit ofChristmas s m-asu,,,! by the love t h ,, i end, of us has nh U hear Before he pushed the bo.ton that .,
,

the President call,,) auction to u,,, ,,,„,,„ frUl(1 , ,

*

j

1— 1 »" <«< y. !•::. ;began releasing political detainee* , „d.-,y . „ d <ly a f e r

to the House today a bill to permit the government to use
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aluminum Instead of copper In making pennies. The authoritywas requested because of the high price of copper. The USannounced today that seismic signals, presumably frorelet vcly large Soviet underground nuclear explos i on , wererecorded in the early morning. Also today, the VS. G Ssaid that It had determined a moderately a rong ear hauakeabout 100 miles southwest of Adak Al - Island? a! ska Theagency said there were no reports of damage, alttlugh thequake was felt on Adak. U.S. District Judge John J S ci-aid today that he may rule Monday on wha er e te

P v e r?o° r

85 t]
]\

Vhi ^ H— k*Pt secret Ly bplaveu for a grend jury. Stock p.iccs jumped today is

oil r.nb,r
fi n. T,ir Dow Jones average of 30 Industrial,rose 15.22 to 8 I S . ft 2 . The w i del >- wa t ched index had ] o.s

*

;,. |

P °' nU ln
'J*

Previous 3 days. Skyl,b news todaycentered on your KRKP P .lSS and corr.t- t observations. In

of
,0

sernnV
,n

!

Rht
\

° "ouslon Acros s e ^ »« ""disputed possessiono second place in the World Hockey Association, WestD vision when they visit Minnesota's Fighting Saints Oneinal word which will be of particular interest to he SPTconcerns a review of The Quiet Sun which appeared inSc ence Magazine. Donald E . Billings of the University ofColorado, says the technique you used in discussing nePhotosphere and chromosphere makes the book an excel t

END OF TAPE
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-Time: 21:22 CST, 30:03:22 GMT
12/14/73

CC
* Skyl.b, this is Hou.ton, you still

Be?
Loud and clear, Bruce.

: SPT
CC

, .

okfl y» we »»ad a little keyhole and I

copr arLcS of :tt
on * on coverage are ° £f here

-
^

rno
8 38 y ° U waQted to copy?

J;J:

R We 9ul « did we got the whole thing.
0ka y- ver y 8ood. We'll talk to you overHoneysuckle and see you in the morning.

on Ed's
R

book vn M/r" 31 ^ ^ g0t ever y thin 8 but reviewson td s book, you'll have to do that again.
,

CC Okay, once more with Hal here, we'regetting into the noise here. I'll do it once more lidgusto over Honeysuckle.
00 Skylab, this is Houston, with vou thrHoneysuckle Creek for a minute and 27 seconds. Fin's paLof the evening, first call in the morning as 1 mentionedbefore will be Goldstono at 12:05 recommend you set your

toii^ztiivt
with glowinR ^iv. H i s

nn^'iT
2! ^7TT,~ WaB reviewed i" Science Magazine byDonald E. Billings of the University of Colorado, and hesays the technique that you used in'discuss ing the Jho^sphcreand chromosphere makes the book an excellent supple^en toprevious compilations on the Sun. ~

PP
'

t0

SPT Thank you Bruce.
If you' 11 like w

ing for wakeup or something?
SPT I'* being Jerked enouch „nU

play it every morning for wak

hank you Bruce

.

f you'll like we could record that and

Time to say good night, Dick.
The Skylab crew has been olv.n * onn A

night for this their 29th iission daj We Save £e Vitlio nsurgeon's report on the status of the crew'. Ha th. Ana • n
m?s°sLn hJT* Hordl " 8k^ H < "th. 1/3 point of themission has been reached in good health" and that's tho end

j;;;^ fl

Cr- b « awakened at approximately 6 a.m.

day that is fairly busy with an inventory of food, cometPhotography, medical experiment, in which the science pilot18 the subject and the observer is the pilot, an M509astronaut maneuvering unit exercise involving the commander
Iln.if *r ™ l a

?
d thC Pil0t aS the ^server, a liberalamount of ATM solar obncrving; all in all a busy day for

« sion day 30, the 349th day of the year 1973. At 3 he
31 minutes Greenwich mean time, this 1. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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of Skvtl h«A
Skylab Control at 04:34 GMT. The crewof Sky lab had a call over the Bermuda station. We had Icaution and warning syston li ght showlng herTin ther :;,::;:'.:!:.:;•;,

:

::::;s~;ir--;-;,;;,;p;:rt:.r:::;';::;:;'i:i:

There s no reply required. Out.
'

intently on the^STS
t

panel^
er

*o
W
probl en^up^here

63 " 6

V
^

but we
C

Ju ,t wanted Sorry to bother you,

That wUl h* a n r

This / S SkyUb Control at 04:36 GMT.fnat will be all for tonight. Signing off.

KNf) OF TAPE
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C <\ CDR, this is Houston. If you're preparedhere while we're working the problem we can copy the ve istatus report from you. Over. *

7 n
C' D
,* WW v.°

kay
*
BrUCe here U co »*o- CDR for sleep:

1)1'
6/he

^
v
y; /»I»ht; SPT, 7.0, 5/heavy, 2/light; PLT , 6.5,6/heavy, half light. Volume: CDR, 2100; SPT 1600- PLT2300. Water gun: CDR, 7400; SPT, 2758; PLT, 8862 ' Bodv

•
6

•
2 35

' 6-2 36, 6.240. Ksercise: CDR, Method Alfaminus 3 minutes, Method Charlie, add a new position to thestandard, his position Echo 2 minutes, 10 repetitions. We'lladd that on to the standard format for the CDR
; SPT, no change-PLT, no change. CDR, Stand by. *

wa<; Hnno , a
-° r thC SPT

' "° Alfa ~ n° Method Alfawas done today. Let's see, medication: CDR , none; SPTnone; PLT Afrin drops last evening and 3 times today.Clothing disposed of: CDR, 1 pair of shorts, 1 T-shirt
1 pair of socks; SPT, none: PLT, none. Food log: CDR 's 5salt. Are you still with mo Houston?

'

CC
,

Ye3
. b"t hold for a second please.

°Z u ,

0kay
'
Jerr y 8° ahead, we just wentthrough handover. 1 got 8.5 salt.

A , ,

CDR
, „ n

0kay
- Plus 1 a PPl«? drink, plus 1 cherrydrink plus 2.0 water- SPT , zero saU, u-r,, deviations, zero watPLT. 2.0 salt, 2 coffees, 1 butter cookies. Z( . ro rehydrationwater. Okay, Flight Plan Deviation: S063 deletionShopping List items: none. Inoperable equipment: DAC number

i is Jammed up. and when I get that permanent general message 08*e 11 see what we can do with it. We (garble) that we
have blown the fuse yet. We don't want to mess with ituntil we got what we need. And unscheduled stowage is none.CC Okay, we're still with you.

CDR Okay, Photo Log: 1 6-tn i 1 1 imc t e rs :Transporter 05 M509 which is 151 plus ops: Charlie india
i^i ;» /5

aeL ?
R0 6t and the next one 19 11509 °P»f Charlie

! A
CharUe India 85. I eight advise that whenremoved DAC 01 we replaced it with DAC 09 for the domeposition. Nikon 01. Charlie X-ray 36, 22, 02 India Romeo

i«. Rravo Vic tor 44 was removed and was stowed InFoxtrot 17. Number 3, Charlie India, 110, 60. Number

KotlYll
Rfh

° ° 8
'

l
?" Nu "ber 5 Brav ° Hotp

' ° 5 ' 00
' Bravo

chill* m 0 ^' 1 fln<1 Sl "Wf' H ln the ^ ar *>l«) ^g. E R K P : no

WhIIIv'oi ft?5 I'"'
ChArile X ' rj y l7

' »0S. ETC is BravoWhisky 03, 042. Drawer A Configuration, Alfa 1, 02

I?r* ?
nR

S*
Alf<1

I*
° 5

'
Char,il

* 93
« 12. Mike Tango 06:

Jiita ; I* "^ Ch
f?

ge
; i

lfa *' ° 3
'

no cha "* e
'
DAC 07, CharlieIndia 2, 40, Charlie India 185. That's It.
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CC Okay. We copy all chat, Jer . One thinR
that comes to mind is you were asked to make a note of the

percent remaining on the supplies pool at the completion
of M151 ops for 509 to separate M151 from 509. Do you have

that figure on hand? .

CDR Okay. It's on the decal . We did not

put it in the log. Stand by. We can get it.
Okay. We'd appreciate for management

Thank you

.

One minute to LOS. Next station contact
in 5-1/2 minutes through Madrid at 03:35. This will be a

normal station pass.
SPT Hey Bruce. Let me real quickly give you

the ATM frame
CC

•

SPT
0 307 2 .

CC
CDR

was 52.
CC

CC
purposes

CC

Okay .

09 7 14

Fire when ready , Ed

.

02957, 00108, 00803, 04626,

Okay, we've got those. Thank you.
Okay Bruce. At the end of 1 5 1 , the frame

Rofcc-r. Thank you, Jer.

l.N'D OF TAPK
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rr Skylab, Houston. Good mornin*. We're

„
tX

. Up
:

at ill have about 6 minutes left In this
at Vanguard. We ati.ii nave «

,
t early this morn-

pass and I'm "akin* you up about 10 minutes eariy

PIT Good noming, Dick.

rr
' Hi , Bill . Good taornin? .

r ; Skylab, Houston. We still have about

K.oinp m have an hour s LOS so we a
second.

i:-::; t ;:v;:r:rha:,
n^^rC d .i.

1;,^ y
hc ^ —

J' Corking perfectly okay. We hope to do a short

luio.in, procedure with Ed on the ATM con.o e u

nrior to his first ATM pass at the Goldstone AOS at

Vo r fy hat the DAS does work and we do request that no

DASworkbe done prior to that tine V. .tl have boo 2

minutes here and if Ed's available I would ike

one question about the activities last evening.

\ PT Okav. Dick. Go ahead.

rc Okay, Ed. Last nipht Bruce asked you

about one of the switches as to whether or not you'd ever

J w It. I'd like to ask you about another one, and m

ri n P to the DAS POWER switch that's on the - and that

the transcripts and you never reported It but v mtrt

this question lust to clear up our minds abou it.

c PT Yes. Dick; that was cycled. I believe It

v«* OFK at the very befcinrln* and 1 Parted the entry and™.l «
that it was off and then turned it - turned it on. 1 -Ion t r* ca

r ecvclinp, it r apidly,
k

hovevcr.
ct8tftnd ^ ^ ^ ^ rt

a nd voV, pi.i it on, and the switch I'm referring to is the

n£ S POWER switch down there on the bottom ri*ht next to t..e

eniry
s^

y9>
that's affirmative, Dick.

Wr Okay. Ed. if you'll be on the console

at the time when your detail pass, which is 12 : 39 that s
(

lust about AOS Goldstone, I'll give you a call there and 111

IT, the troubleshooting procedure for you there. c about

30 seconds from LOS here. One item that 1 mifcht tell you
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about. About an hour .iro we had a M-3 flare In active re-
gion 00 which is the largest flare that we've observed on
the Sun since you launched, and so things look like they're
picking up

.

SPT Very pood. Thank you, Dick. v

^c Rop.e r . And Sky lab , if you're Ustenlnc
like to correct one thin* I said. The procedure we're not
we're Koine to use is really not a troubleshooting on the
t>AS. It's roIiik to be lust a 1 1 1 1 1 1- demonstration that you
do have adequate DAS control. Out.

KNT) OF TAPE
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PAO llkylab Control at 12 liuurs * mlnntvH
and 38 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station Is

now off the coast of the northern part ot the United States
and we're about 50 seconds fros* acquisition of signal through
the tracking antenna In Goldstone. The pass through the United
States station should last approximately 16 minutes. We'll
bring the line up live now as spacecraft communicator is Dick
Truly,

CC Skylab, Houston. A good morning to you.
We're stateside for 15 minutes.

CDR Good morning, Dick.
CC Good morning

.

CC And Skylab, Hou.ton. For the SPT, your
day starts off with a real hustle this morning. You got a

solar inertial LTC ops coming up in just a few minutes over
Paraguay. You have a pad in the teleprinter for it and later
on this morning, when you guys get the pads out of the teleprint
1 have a few comments to make about them.

CDR Okay, Dick. He's up and hustling.
CC Roger, Jerry and - However, that particular

pad has no corrections at all to it. So no problem there.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're going to be handing

over from Goldstone to Texas very shortly and we're going to be
dumping the data/voice recorder ar Texas.

CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. For your information,

since we've come AOS here this pass at Goldstone, we are -

have observed a - another glitch on the CMG number 2 that's
very similar in all its indications to the previous ones we've
seen. The situation looks fairly stable to us at this tine, Th
momentum dump is over and no problems with tnat - (garble) contr
Hut I just thought we'd advise you of what's going on.

Ci)K Okay, Dick. Thank you. You dropped out
just as you were starting the message and we just heard the
last part of it.

CC Okay. 1 guess I got caught in the hand-
over, Jerry. What 1 said was is since we've lie en AOS here
at Goldstone and we did not see it - the previous site before
I called you for wakeup at Guasa , we've been observing another
glitch on CMC-2 which is similar ir. all its indications with
regard to wheel speed, current, ant1 bearing leaps, to the
previous glitches. The situation looks stable now. Your -

completed your momentum dunp and you're back in solar inertial.
No problems with attitude control, but just thought we'd keep
you advised. And we still got about 3 minutes here .before LOS.

CDR Okay. Thanks a lot, Dick.
CC Yes , sir .
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< <: Sky lab, HuuHton. We're 1 minute from LOS.
I In* Nliual Ion on CMG h t 1 I I r e ma i r» h the same. It looks Hinhlo.
Wo *

I I - I'll give you .1 call at Vanguard at 12:31. Ami on the
subject of. the CMGs , there is one of tin- messages that we
n p I Inked during the evening is a permanent general message.
It discusses some of our philosophy in operating guidelines
with regard to potential CMG failures.

COR Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 22 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now over Central
America and has passed beyond the range of the Merritt Island
tracking antenna. 8 minutes and 20 seconds to acquisition
of signal at Vanguard. Skylab crewmen Carr, Gibson, and Pogue
began their at Goldstone. Gibson started ttie day by
stowing the M133 sleep monitor experiment. He was being
monitored last night with a special fitted cap to detect awl
record data on the quantity and quality of his sleep. This
morning during the next few minutes, we'll be passing over
Paraguay and there'll be a solar inertial pass with the
Earth terrain camera to gather oblique photography along
track 20/21. That photography is used for topographic mapping
which will be provided to Paraguay to cover areas that are
relatively unmapped at this tine. Data take begins about
'i : 30 a.m. this morning. That's about 7 minutes from now.
Other items on today's Flight Plan include Kohoutek photography,
solar studies with the ATM equipment, television of Carr flying
the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit, medical experiments,
airglow photography and an ambient food inventory. Bill Pogue
is scheduled to record the comet Kohoutek this morning at
7:36 a . sr. . central standard time with the 3 5 -mi 1 1 i me t e r Nikon
camera. And again at 6:29 p . r, . , the comet will be photographed
again by Pogue at 9:05 a.m. with the S063 ultraviolet camera.
That latter photography will require a maneuver of the Skylab
space station by Jerry Carr and that's the only scheduled
maneuver today. Carr will be pilot of the M5Q9 maneuvering
unit with Pogue assisting and Gibson will record the action
on the video tape recorder for a later TV dump to ground
stations. About 20 minutes of television are scheduled for
the crew. This will be the first time that this crew has
flown the backpack maneuvering unit. The unit was flown
several times by previous crews in the spacious orbital work-
shop interior. ATM studies will include more synoptic obser-
vations of the Sun to investigate the evolution of the quiet
and active features of tiie solar surface. A new emerging
bright point on the Sun, observed yesterday by Ed Gibson and
mentioned several tines in the air-to-ground, will be observed
under the joint observing program 17 along with some
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observation of prominences and filament* as they crossed thesolar disks yesterday. Ed Gibson Indicated he could seesome signs of brightening on the eastern limb. Those are believedto be associated with active region 84, vhlch should be coming
, )™ ^e

eW aometloe tod ay. Other ATM data will fee gatheredunder JOP 23. That'. Joint - Joint observing program 25. In-terrelated active region complexes - filament, filaaeat channels,prominences, and other solar features larger than 5 arc minutesacross. Coronal rays, cavities, condensations, and streamerswill be studied under JOP 26 on the Hob of the Sun. ATM datatake today s five sessions at the ccnsole will be about 4 hoursand 0 minutes. Handheld photos will be taken today of the

oT^L'anTn 5o
f

,M
e UP ° £ S ° Uth Aaerlca

-
They' are scheduledor 9 42 and 11:20 this morning. Carr and Cibson are scheduledto take an inventory of the remaining food items to verify thetotal amount of food available aboard Skylab. Inventoryexercise will take about 4 hours of crew time in today's FlightPlan Also scheduled is optional handheld photo targets todayinclude upwelling water and plankton blooms off the vest coastof South America at 3:58 p.m. Patterns in wheat production

in Australia, at 5:27 p.m. and insect and disease infestationin the Eucalyptus Forrest on the southwest Australian coastat 5:29 p.m. Gibson will be the subject of the M092'93 lowerbody negative pressure and vectorcardiogram medical experimentwith Pogue trie observer. S06 3 ultraviolet airglow horizon
Photography will be performed there around 6 p.m. by Gibson
in the study of thermal balance of che Earth's atmosphere

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - thermal balance of the Earth's
atmosphere. The S09 - S009 nuclear emulsion experiment will
be deployed by Gerald Carr before retiring for the day. The
nuclear emulsion strips will be placed by a thin section of
the multiple docking adapter wall to allow the high energy
particles which have passed through the wall to pass through
the emulsion stacks and leave records. The exposed emulsion
will be returned to Earth where measurements of variations
in thickness and direction of the tracks will he traced through
the strips. The energy in charge of the cosmic rays can be
determined by this method. Skylab crewmen are scheduled to
retire at 10:00 p.m. and F.d Gibson will be the duty man for
the sleep period in the event that it is necessary to call them
In the night. During this last pass over Vanguard, spacecraft
communicator Dick Truly informed the crew that there were
some slight variations noticed again on the currents and speeds
and temperature and, of course, lower end of the temperature
scale on control moment gyro number 2. This is to repeat some-
thing that's happened frequently over a long period of time
and it's not considered to be any sort of a real problem but
they have bsen keeping their eye on it. The current moved up
slightly about 200th to 300th of an amp and wheel speed dropped
about 1/2 percent from about 8912, which is a standard area
of operating to about 8670, and that's the way it stands at
the loss of signal at Merritt island. This happened again at
the lower end of the heater cycle on the bearings. Hearing
temperatures around 60 degrees on both bearings. One slight
difference between this and previous times is that both
bearings are now at the lower end of their cycle. Previously
there's been about a 2 degree difference between them. It's'
not considered to be any problem. Loss in wheel speed was
le3s than a percent and in the vacinity of about 1/2 of a
percent and that again repeats something that's happened
frequently over the last several weeks. A pad has been
sent up to the crew however to discuss the plans for loss of
another control moment gyro should that happen and present
indications are that there should be sufficient attitude
control nitrogen gas and control fuel in the reaction control
system the command module to maintain attitude for a period
of about 16 days, possibly to be extended to about 36 days i:
plan to institude a new mode of operation in the control-
in the command module computers can be brought on line in the
next couple of days. So that's an indication that we still
have an extended period of time shoulu that second control
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wo can take a look at it while we have AOS a„ t t

"

rr
" kj y- Die,., I' n ready to copy,

on to Ed Jerry Uc ntll 'V' 1
"

And you ca « P* ss this

permanent general ^?V, pU " k8d a Portion of

t,,., t

8

p„ 0 ';i„™vr u ? ni'^r '°ri;
h th

%
ctics -

•:"»••.». ,h., ... ^;L"L r

t

r
,

g :

s

n
f

CDR okay,

norm". One of th/*".""
f ° r " J-ry .his

Wc did - It i„ cf
start time and that is not a mistake.

mnmL, J happened to turn out that way due to

c

S
i->r

ar
!

° l U
'

lf y ° u h '^P en tJ out thatsack .md possibly think something was wrong.
Okay, thank you.
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CC Yea, sir. And, Jervy, If you've got the

ATM schedule pad, 1 have one pen and ink correction to it an

than I'll be through for - on the pads this morning.

CDR Okay, that'll take a second.

CC Okay .

CDR Ed, will be right with you with the

schedule .

CC Okay .

END OF TAPE
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Si' I

Hclu-du If p. id.

Ok ay
,

Hi ck
, go ai.ead wt ih the

. 11t) ,

Okay. In the daylight cycle that s t ,i rts
1<>:5/ down t .. M.,- time of 13 minutes roaatning in JOP 17Alia stop 2. We d like you to jot In there 15 arc secondsmd this i.s the oif-pomtlng require! to take you from thebright spot to get the background spectra. Over.
,

S
f
T

,

oka y. Dick, I got that. That's prettymuch the way I've been doing if in the shopping list. Thank

CC Okay, and Ed , i f you're through with
the ETC and got another second, I did have a question foryou .

^

SPT Go ahead.
CC Okay, you did a - you wore the M133 gearlast evening and the - our requirements for the mission on

the HI 33 are a total of 9 performances, and you've accomplishedabout
"> of the* so tar. There i a some talk and some desire

on some people's part to get more than 9 per f o rirnces
aa t t e r of fact, nany as 18. And about the onlything that really hears on -'nether we do this

your desires. If - if you care to do more, we can^e rlainlyschedule tnem in. If you care not to, the requirement is 9and we 11 stick with that. So you might think about that andlet us know .

SPT Yeah, okay, Dick. That thing really isno problem at all. It's 5 minutes before, 5 minutes aftersleep and the guys get good data. I don't see any reasonwhy not to continue on.

p i

CC
,

0ka y. w * 'II - wtf'il take that into consideratetd and you nay be seeing more of the 133 'a other than whatwas originally planned.
SPT Roger. That was the intent when 1 sentdown to those folks and asked what was required in order to K etthem a little better data or more of it, it's a very small impactandldontminddoingit.
CC Okay, real fine. Thank you.

_ ,

CC Sky lab, Houston: we're I minute iron i.OS .f.oldstone comes up .-, t 13:43. and we're going to dump thedata/voice recorder when we get to Ooldstone. 1*11 renindyou again there.

,

CC And, COR
. Houston; as we go over tin- li i 1]you ve got the pleasure ot being assigned the fir.st :iuZ

update of me morning. Just a reminder there, it comes up
at 1 3 : 00 . Out .
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 41 ninutes
(irounwlch mean time. Skylab space station now across the
Soutl: Atlantic, has passed out ot range of the tracking
ship Vanguard. Out next acquisition is more than an hour
away at the Goldstono antenna in C a I i f o r n i a . Du r in g this
last pass the crew was asked to bring up the ATM control and
display panel coolant loop. That has now btun activated and
seems to be working fine. Flow is up around 240, 245 which
is the proper range for it, and there doesn't seen to be any
problem with it. That, of course, has ceased to flow a
couple of titrt'3, and there are preparations underway to do
a checkout of It, to do a troubleshooting run on the control
and display paiu-1 coolant, loop that keeps the television
monitors from overheating the control panel and causing it
to be too hot to touch. This is Skylab Control. It's now
'»

1 Minutes and ) seconds after trio hour.

END OF i APE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 13 hours 42 minutes
(. ree ii w i c ft mean time. Sky lab space station is now just to the
west of Oregon, off the coast. About 50 seconds from acqui-
sition of sign.il through the tracking antenna Goldstone. This
pass through Goldstone will be a relatively brief one with
Goldstone and Texas both in line about 11 Canutes. At the
present time here in Mission Control, there is some discussion
going on about the possibility of cancelling the comet maneuver
lor this morning depending on the kind of data they get on
that control mommt gyro. They prefer not to put any additional
stress on it. We're coming live now for air-to-ground, 20
seconds away for an 11-rainute pass over the Un.ted States.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're stateside for
II mi nut es .

SI' t (Jood morning;, <) 1 1 k .

CC (.'ooti morning.
CC And Sky lab, Houston. He advised mir

initial look at the CM<; is that it looks much raore healthy
than it did the last time we saw it. We are going to look
at it for a few minutes here. In the event we continue to
be worried about it, we will scrub the S063 Kohoutek maneuver
and ops. And in that event, I had some Flight Plan change for
you. But there's no sense reading then up to you unless we make
that decision and I'll get back to you as soon as we know.

SPT Okay Dick. Thank you. One thing ve could
use a little extra time for is the checklist changes which
have been mounting up, and right now 1 can't see Jerry behind
all the paper on the wall.

CC Okay.
CO Sky lab, Houston. We've decided not to

do the S0ft3 maneuver and tne Kohoutek S063 comet ops coming
up. So I have some Flight Plan changes I'd 1 i V . to get up'
there primarily for the Fl.T . Over. And Bill, thrr< ;ir<

.
etianRcs to your details pad and also th> Flight V I ai, i i -.<•

! i .

Fl.i Civc me about JO seconds, si art MlMiij',
I'll be ready to copy.

CC Okay
, It i ! 1 . 1 sure will.

PLT I'm ready now, Dick. Go
CC Okay. Let's take the Flight Plan f.rst,

Bill, which is overview at a time oi around 14:30 or so in
yo-ir column, I want to change the S063 CPR-1 to an APR-I.
We're going to do a atmosphere ops on S063. Down below chat

,

where it says S0G3 COP at a tine of about li:20, delete that.
Below that, where it says S063, CS - correction - CST-2,
delete that. Okay. We're going to - now during that period,
that we just made those two deletions, we're going to nake a -

put in an ATM pad. So 1 want you to Jot in there ATM and
your own station tine there, is 15:13 Zulu. Okay. Fur the r nor •

,
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down below ch.t at about 16 : 40, where it 8ayg S (H 3 Ai'R-2 I

PLT Houston, Skylab.
Houston, Sky lab .

Roger, PLT. Go ahead.

,.v„i . °,
kay,

c
Dr °PP*d out just about the- tineexplaining tb, 15:20. S,y again all after 15:20 on

PLT

Pi/r

>• o u wit i'

CI)K coin

1 i

CC
,

Okay. That was a simple out- i i„delete the S063-K maneuver at l5 -20 Thif "k \

And - -

« o°!:i- : co'Li":
u very reai

TPR i

PI
'-..,, u

AU ri K ht - Instead of S063 PR - ppe _

« ------ ^-^s.x.::?;*??."-"-

^ Ro g .

£'' T Go wl t'> detail changes.

« >* ,„":„:;; : «. : in-;,™" ;™ pt- ?-vn t!,cr
< »•»••

AOP c-

ULit >-e an alter SOul and replace it with

IS-i /aL , ,

Ro « L' r
- 1 d.. ;,u S06J 15:05. Make it

r'r
t,at 16:15 e,Ur * wiU rt>^ S06 3 AOP /^d)tL Roger .

'
-
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on your details pad. I'd like to change that tine of 16:15
to a time 16:09 so you'll be getting off ATM a little bit before
the day 1 i ght pe r lod 'a over to start the S063 on station at 16:09.

PLT Roger. 16 :09 .

CC Okay. We're about 50 seconds froa LOS,
Vanguard comes up at 14:07. And vhwn we get to Vanguard, Bill,
I have a mission note here to tell you what we'd Ilk* you to do
on thai day 11 glu cycle on ATM.

FIT Roger.
CC Thank you very much.

KNll OF T A I' K
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H
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Skylab Control at 1) hours 55 minute*
«.i»-«i.w led ml.in u«, r . Skylab apaca station now «aut h of

I;!!: J°
.* uul

° ,";«• th * «»ckln, antenna .« Corpus

Dick Truly read up some checklist changes to the crow. Afterlooking at control momenum gyro mbtr i - details on

rh!;":i
ri
\

U UaS decided ^ Pli «ht Director Phil Shaffer
t at wo should not go with a «B ,«v4r for the comet operat ion*which arc about an hour away, but instead take conservativeand P«veni stress being given to that CMC. Control

" ' « yro working property. It again had one of { s

ind it
'

WhCel 8peed dfo^ ed h * 1/2 a percentV Ks now returning to normal. At the very end ,.f

ll / a
K* ,

8t' UinR that are typical of the wheel«peed, bun has not completely returned to normal stable
•

|t J

1
' * U

!

tlC Mt bC' ,OV ' * ^ * Percentbelow IU standard running speed, and bearing temperaturenumber 2 is still at the low end of the scale, so for that
reason it was decided to take the conservative cour.s,, cancelthe n.uu-uvor to r a comet operations and also (garble) cancel
a momentum durap inhibit, which would stress the control

* yr "' 0V™ thou * h ve «"y "lightly, perhaps enough togive *ome problems. No one really knows whether that would
r ^ ? t

UUy bUt rather than take tl,e cha«" they did dec deto cancel the comet operations. In place of S06 3 comet

;
4y

p
this v«-u be dom 8 an aim pa8S withPilot Bi 1 Pogue at the console and also an S063 atmosphericobservation They're be two of them now today, rather fh"

o«! h°""V ?
te U bU °'U' this mo r n * n 8 and there'll also beone by the science pilot later in the day. So the conservativecourse has been chosen by Phil Shaffer and that c.Wt sand maneuver has been passed ov, r for todav. The when 1 speeddoes however seem to be coming hack to normal and bear in/temperatures are expected to start warming up when the i/at.rstome on very shortly. This is Skylab Control '*-U2 minuteto acquisition at Vanguard. It's now 57 minutes and iu s.-onct-

a i t e r t lie hour ,

i .

VA° Skylab Control at U hours 5 minutes a ndH seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is nowlust about to cone in range of signal of the tracking shipVanguard. A pass through Vanguard should last about 11 minutes
Fii'T^n

communicator continues to be Dick Truly and theFt i Kht bi roc tot , Phi 1 Sha f

through Vanguard.
:

' re live now for air-to-ground
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fAO Hank Harl«fleld has now sal down at thu
console »o he may be cowing up tor thy air-to-ground heri*.

CC Skylab, Houston. Good morning iron the
bronsfc team. We ' re through Vanguard for 11 minutes.

<'MR Good nornlng, Hank.
''C Sky lab, Houston. Just give you a few

Koic words on the CMti problem we had thU morning. The
problems we've always Hvcn is during »aneuv«r« it low hearing
temps, Now tun (;m(i had gotten back to a normal reading* all
excopt the bearing ir-mpa were* at ill slightly in the region vher
we could have a p rob lorn and we thought the smartest thing to di-
was Juhi to cancel the maneuver cause we were in ilur regior of
possibility of bearing stress.

^
1>R Okay. Thank you, Hank. Glad to know that.

S P T Hank, does momentum dump effect it the
same way aa a maneuver?

CC Say again, Ed.
&W Do momentum dumps, since they are maneuvers

fall In the same category or are they slow enough?
c<- Roger. The dumps fall in the category of

maneuvers but we think this one may have started during

cc And, for the PIT . On the pass coming up,
no need to acknowledge, the - we sent you up a little pad
that tills you what we want you to do during the AT M pass
wo jtiHt read up to you Flight Plan change.

cc A,ltl
» also for the Pl.T, Your XQ^3 pad lor

the AOP is on board,
PI'T Okay, Hank, thank you.
cc And, Bill, that's S06 3 SOP pad li-is some

Information you'll need for that prep too.
PLT Okay. 1 better go get it then. Thank you.
cc SPT, Houston. I've got one small change

tor your details we could get out of the way now if it's
convenient .

SPT Be about I minute, Hank.
SPT Okay, Hank, sorry to keep you waiting.

Please go ahead.
cc Oh, no big rush on It, Ed. In your details

down at 16:00, which is quite a ways away jet, it « a I ! s for
a NuZ update and since we're not doing a maneuver we w.,i>t u>
rrub that.

Ok.iy , will do . Thank yaw .

Skylab, Houston. We ' re go in
will be Tananarive in 15 minutes.

KN1) OF TAPE
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„„,, . .

SkyUb Control at 14 hourt 18 minutesand M seconds Greenwich *ean t |«. SkyUb space stationl.a* p„„d out or ran*, of , h . tr.gkln/.hlp Vanguard Se ' re

JkJii. ! T'! ™w fro. acquisition at Tananarive. This taSkytab Control at 18 .Inures an d 50 second* after the hour.
.

SkyUb Control at U hours 31 minutesand 40 seconds Greenwich mean tl.e. We re now 55 seeon"
ir

* c
7
uUl ;;»n*»f «Un.l at Tananarive. The pan l hr««A„.riv« will last about 9 .Inula.. The spacecraft "J!

cEairl" tevU? * PIUlU 0lrect^ ™ duty now U

for about 9 mi nu t es .

Ub
'

H °U8ton! we '

l « throu^ Tananarive

fftr ,

CC
, , .

Skylab, Houston; we dropped out there for

« , . ,

I,UUS
1

Wt r * back wlth We Hot another
5 minutes left at Tananarive,

«t,r,?L , ,
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PAO Skylab Control at 1$ hour* 15 minute*
And 19 second* Croonwlch mean cine. Skylab space station is
now north of lUwail about to cone In acquisition of signal
at the tracking antenna there. We're 50 seconds away. Space-
craft communicator is Hank liartsfield. The pass will last
about 6 minute 8.

CC One quick thing, Ed, this is for the PLT.
Then I'll let Dill talk to you. We're not going to do the
momentum dump inhibit for his ops coming up here shortly.
The rates will he under the maximum for S063 so you can press
on. But we won't be doing the dump - the dump inhibit.

SPT Roger. It'll be easy then. Also, you
algiu tell the S061 people I don't have an illuminated reticle.
I've changed the battery again. I don't know if I went from
a - 1 had originally installed one on day 328 . Anyway, I

don't have a light and I've tried both filaments,
MCC Copied. Okay, - okay Ed. Beginning here

on the ATM conference for today, today's plan we scheduled a

JOP 1 7 A at your request and the main reason we did that was
to give you a recommended 82A and B exposures. We really
intend for that to be essentially observing time tor you. Should
you decide that that emerging flux region is worth doing, press
on as you see fit. If you decide that it's not worth doing,
do anything else if something else looks more important to you.
It's really totally your option as to what you do with that
time in the orbit. The - ve have -

SPT Okay, Bill. Yeah, let ne say I sure- appreci;
the opportunity to work in that mode and thanks for the - thanks
(garble). I think we're going (garble) that region. And as
of last night, I have not had a chance to work the ATM pane!
this morning. But as of last night, that region Wiis -til!

fairly bright in XUV and I could see the chromosphe r i < r.i twork
breaking around about 3 to 4 cells. So it looked as though
something was happening but I guess the NOAA people art saying
there is no aunspot, I could not see any last night either,
I would appreciate some words from them as to whether they
feel this tiling's going to become a good active region or
relatively small like my ops.

CC They really don't know, to tell you the
truth on that. They have not assigned it an active region
number for fear of applying the kiss of death to it there.
They're carrying it as an emerging flux region and they're going
to wait and see if it stays around or not, Right now, they
don't have a good guess. Part of our thinking that went into
this is we found that on SL-III, the good bright point Beta that
we got, we got our very best data when Owen was doing it on
his own. We didn't do nearly so well when we tried t<> schedule
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it because Invariabily they wouldn't pan out to be *« well
a« we had houed. So on chi« r««P«ct, really, you'll be
giving us our beat crack at gettln?, ««oJ data here.

,

SP1V
r

Yeah, I think we do have a real advantaaeup her* being able to look at the XUV monitor and compareU with the picture all the time. because when bright pointsappear, especially like that one, they really stand out.
. r

C
.

0kay
' Good * A,ld J ust finishing up theplan here tor today. The JOP 26 and at the 25 Alphas .theaaxlraster really i» the real JOP 2b where we're taking theopportunity to extend the 55 rasters over that new activeregion - active area there - out to where the 52 occultingUisk leaves off so we can get continuous coverage there Iwanted to mention that because the uaxlrasters might nut havebeen evident as to what we were doing there. Similarly aswe explained, we'll be doing a tour-1 i»b coalj*n with zeroroll - a different roll, trying to get at what's going on.On the Sun as we see it this morning, we've got 2 moderatelynew regions. We're calling active region 99, the one that'sright on the west limb, 270, bearing at about 0,9^. it has

a spot that we can see so far but not really anv activity
Active region 00, a (garble) number if I ever heard one , is at
260, right on the limb, one point right on the distance. ithas no spots but it's had a fair amount of activity. Quitea few surges and brightening, thing of this nature. It'spossible this Bight be the old active region 84. But ri>:ht
now, SOAA does not believe that's the case. What we have
seen is that the things that occur in active region 00 00
seems to act as the source and 99 seems to act as the syncSo that the things that are surged or blown out oi 00 manyof then, splash back in the area of 99. To that extent thereought to be quite a few coronal loops evident between the
two. We definitely do feel that they are connected and talkina
J
0

,

onc another. Double zero is in the same location as S'-55
V*t re not too sure what the status of P-55 is Su most of the*work we schedule on it today involves what if's in case it'snot there. On the orbit that. Bill is doing now, we're recom-
ou-nding 11, 12 and 13 on P-55. in the event he finds P-55
car, t he found, we recommend the next 3 shopping 1 i H t itt. ns u,order - 21, 3 and 4 on the active region 00 essentially inthe same area. And we're 50 seconds here from LOs . Next isVanguard in 23 minutes. Let me give you a chance to suuee,ein some words in here. Over.

, .

S !'y
!

Okay. Thank you, Bill tor that rundown.Looks like wo got something coning around the corner. It'snot quite the (garble) longitude I guess yet, but the (garble)longitude,
1 guess is there and they both look pretty good

I noticed a lot ot surging out there yesterday and did get some
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shopping list items down on the surging. And J have recorded
the methods that I've been using to make those observat Ions
and I'd Ilk© feedback as to whether thou* metnode are the
ways in which they feel they're going to get the optimum data.
That is, shopping list items are invented In there but some*
tinea bookkeeping might be a little bit hard. But I think
i operated the experiment in the optimum mode,

HCC Okay. We talk - we talked about that
this morning, Ed. And our feeling is that the shopping list
items are up there for your guidance. Anytime you feel you
can get more out of the experiments in any other mode, you're
really the boss up there. We need to take advantage of you
being there and your real-tiae decisions. So to that extent,
we stand behind you 100 percent,

SPT Okay and reco^n * ing the film limitations
on each experiment and also what'$ been a little different
here la the 32B with the desire to use their - their ceils a

little more freely but still useful. So that had to be - I've
always tried to get that and I think they've got good back-
grounds spectrara on some of these also. And I'd liku some
feedback on that. Today, they recommended a background spectra
that was 15 arc seconds distance from where we take the other
observations. And I'm wondering whether that 15 arc seconds
is an eyeball number or whether they really want just 15 arc
seconds. I found yesterday, I had to move out sor.ewhere around
30 or so to get the spectra count down to where it was close
to /isnbient .

MCC Okay. My feeling there is that it
io Just an eyeball figure. Do what you need to do. But we'll
get back with you on that. And we'll talk to you tomorrow, Ed.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 24 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now 21 ainutes from acquisition
at Vanguard. During this pass over Hawaii, there was a daily
ATH conference with Bill Lenoir to Science Pilot Ed Gibson
about operations of the solar telescopes and about present
conditions on the Sun. This is Skylab Control at 24 minutes
and 17 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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of the Chathaa UUn4«. I'd *ay about on th» order of maybe
30 or SO nlU«,

We copy , Bill.
CC Sky lab, Houston. Vw're 1 ainute frua

LOS. Next contact at Tananarive at 09. That's about J. 5
alnutoa from now

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 15 hour* 5S minute* .-.nil
J6 second* CreenwLl, «eaa tiae. SkyUb space station out of
range of Vanguard. About 14 ainutoa before we have
acquisition at Tananarive. During chi» la*t Pass, soae
dlscusolon with Bill Pogue, who'll be operating the S063
cater a for ataospherlc operations photographing the air-glow
He was originally scheduled writer this morning for comet opera-
tion* with S063, but the aaneuver for the coast was cancelled
because of a variation in the rate of the second control moment
gyro. That control aoaent gyro had a glitch that's very
siaiiar to previous anomalies. That change about
1/2 percent reduction in the speed of the wheel. And a
slight increase in the current that corresponds to that rate
reduction. This again, occurring at the lower teape raturu cycle
tor the bearing. And it'll take several hours for that bearing tcomeback up to temperatures where that doesn't happen. Theydid not want to stress the bearing and to pu r stress t.u theneccnJ control moment gyro. So for that reason, they , „, j ithe m&neuver which would increase the stress on the attitudecontrol systea. And they are also not going to do an
inhibit momentum Jump, which is a (garble) of putting
stress on the control systea. But for SQ6J air-glow opera-
tion, today, it is not necessary to do that momentum dunp inhibitThe attitude control is within the approved limits for S063
atmospheric operations. This will be one ot two S063
atmospheric ops scheduled for today. The other one is later
and Science Pilot Ed Gibson is scheduled to do that. During
this last pass, Bill Pogue indicated that the SO',} batteries
are nor giving proper power to the reticle and he was having
trouble viewing with it. But he did suggest a technique he'd
be able to use to gather data on the airgiow that he thought
would be satisfactory. The corollary officer here in Mission
Control agreed with that. Said it looked like it would be
quite good to his. Also, a report, briefly, on the good
view of the Falkland current by Science Pilot Ed Gibson.
And he also reported an island wake running about 130 miles
in length off the South American Coast. Bill Pogue said that
he and Jerry Carr, both, saw a northeast - 30 to' SO miles
northeast to the Chatham Islands, a noticeable color difference
that a believed, due to upwelling of water from beneath theocean. We're about 11-1/2 minutes from acquisition of signal
This is Skylab Control at 58 minutes after the hour

END OF TAPE
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PA»> Skyiab Control at lb lii'urs H ulnules and
i> Heeondi* Grtftiiwich mean tine, Wu " ro oaw about 55 swcutids
f rum acquisition of signal through Uie voice rulay station
it Tananarive In the Malagasy Republic. This pa<*« through
Tananarive should last a little lent, than b minutes. I have
thu line up livu for air-to-ground during the paaa ,

CC Skyiab, Houston. Vo'r* through lananarive
w« have about 4 miuutes left.

CC Skyiab, Houston. We ' re about J winute
from LOS Hawaii at 52 and that's 38 minute* f run now.

PAO Skyiab Control at 16 hours 16 ninutes
Greenwich mean time. Skyiab space station is now passed
beyond the range of the Tananarive antenna, 36 minute to
our next acquisition of signal at Hawaii. This is skyiab
Control at 16 minutes after the hour.

PAO Skyiab Control at 16 hours S 1 minutes
15 eiaconda Greenwich nean time. We're 55 seconds iron Hawaii
and vc now have heard an AOS call nun* in Mission Control.
The Hawaii pass will last about 10 minutes and we're live
for a i r- to- ground

.

CC Skyiab, Houston. Through Hawaii for
10 a i n u 1 e s .

PCT Rug, Hank. And, I've just finished
3 5-wi 1 1 i rae te r magazine Bravo Victor 44 and I'd like to load
another one for Ed's operation this afternoon. Would you
give me a new magazine?

CC Okay, we'il get ii lor ycu,
PLT 3 S -millimeter

.

CC PLT, Houston, We're planning to use
1R film for that pass this afternoon and we'il be sending
you up a pad a little later to tell you how to set up for it,

Pl.T Okay, Hank, And, ilso the timer didn't
work. J' in going to - I had tu take them all manually. 1 will
check out and see if the other timer works and get it ready
for Kd . We ju;u put a new timer in that - a new battery in
the timer.

CC Roge r ; we copy , And, tlw only tiling we
eon Id tell you ab out the batteries and I 'n sure you've already
done it, is to maybe look tor corrosion down In t f<< contacts
or on the batteries themselves.

Pl.T Houston, Skyiab, Pl.T.

CC Co ahead.
PLT BV44 stowed and kept 37 and Nikon 2 is

now e ra p t y

.
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PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 22 minutes
and 47 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now west of Chili about to be acquired through the Vanguard
tracking ship. The pass through Vanguard should last approximatel
9 minutes. The spacecraft communicator is Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
A minutes. And as a reminder we're dumping the recorder here.

SPT Hello, Hank, how's the CMC looking?
CC Okay, it's still looking good to us, Ed.
CDR Good to hear, thank you.
CC CDR, Houston; we're about 3 minutes from LOS

now. Would it be convenient now for yon to run up to the
command module and get that switch for is?

CDK Okay, Hank, I'm on my way.
CDR Okay, Hank, I'm in the command mod it I c .

CC Okay, on panel 2 ihcrc, .Jerry, what wo want
Is the service module RCS quad propellent Bravo to open and
verify the primary -secondary propellent talkbacks are gray.

CDR Okay, that's done and they're both gray.
CC Okay, thank you a lot, Jer.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're about to go LOS

now. We got a long LOS coming up. We'll see you again at
Vanguard in an hour and 28 minutes at 19:01.

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 3* minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now over the South
Atlantic h.is passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard.
It'll be almost an hour and a half before they come hack in
range of signal; it'll again be at Vanguard tracking ship.
The last pass they did open the quad B propellent valves.
That step was taken to help allow pressure in the - in the
propellent lines which are expected - that pressure Is expected
to build vip during tlw coming days as the Beta angle »r the
Sun angle changes on the space station. Beta angle Is increasing
at this time which means that t he space station will be in
the Sun for longer periods of time. That will caase a Increased
heating of the propellent and would cause it to fill an
accumulator along the line. As it turns out that accumulator
is probably capable of compensating entirely for the increased
volume of propellent. But in the - as a special precaution
to make sure that the accumulator itself does not have any
problems the valve lias been open so that the propellent can
flow back into the tanks. All of - this problem began, of
c>urse, when a slight leak in the isolation valve which
isolates the lines from the tanks themselves began t» - began
!n crop up. That didn't cause Any leakage overboard or any
loss of propellent, but it did cause some concern that i

!"
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one of tin- downstream lines wen to fall on any of the quads
we might have some- flov occurring out - outside the space
station. So to prevent that from happening the PSMs , or
propellent storage modules, were isolated themselves, they
were shutoff, that prevents fuel from flowing from one quad
into any of the other quads. So the stuff today taken just
to allow that pressure to bleed off into the main tank, rather
than to build up and to fill the accumulator in the line.
No problem, of course, for that, but that's an additional
safety precaution taken by Mission Control. This is Skylab
Control almost an hour and 25 minutes now to the next acquisitio
of signal. It's 35 minutes and 45 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 19 hours Greenwich mean
time. We re now about 57 seconds from acquisition of signalthrough the Vanguard tracking ship. The pass through Vanguardshould last approximately 10-1/2 minutes. The spacecraft
communicator is Hank Hartsfield and we'll come up live now
for air-to-ground through Vanguard.

cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
10-1/2 minutes.

CUR Koger , Hank

.

(:c Ami PLT
> while you're eating hero, tot

a cou,>lc- of things I'll run by you. In regard to tin- ti«, rthing, the only suggestion we got is get a new battery out
of >509 and try them - try it in either timer and we suggest
that you - if you do that, get a chance to do it, to verifyyour timer select switch is off before installing the batteriesand also remember to turn it off afterwards so we don't run
i t down .

PLT
,

Roger, and I'll try it in an empty camera toojust to raase sure the thing's functioning properly.
CC Okay and we've done some checking hereand^it should operate normally on a - an empty camera. Idon't think you have to have a magazine on there
PLT Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. On the TV there on panel

130, we need to get the XUV slit white light display.
SPT Thank you, Hank.
CC Thank you , sir.
CC „ t ,

SPT
>
when vou get a break at the condole then,give no a call and I got your film load for you for your S063ops thi u evening,

SPT 0k »y Hank. Go ahead. Ready to copy.
, .

CC Okay. They used up the film we had up theretoday as you know, and so we want you to load IRK and that's in
F - 36 and P ut th *t in Nikon 02, which is empty now. A goodtime^to do that might be at the end of your PT at 23 - approximately

S/ T Okay. Thank you, Hank.
0C E<1

. that operation does require 'hattimer so if you don't get that checked out, you or BUS, one
you Ml probably have to run in .-aanual like he did.

SPT Koger Hank. I've been through that oncealready.
CC_ Skylab, Houston . We're about 1 minute
LOS . see

dump the voice and data recorder there
at Ascension at 15 and we pla

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 12 minutes and
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26 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has

passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Wt-'ru about

2 minutes from acquisition of 'signal at Ascension. During
this last pass, the conversation was rather United. Here
in Mission Control, the environmental officer is discussing
with the Flight Director a possibility of posponing the
inspection of the control and display panel coolant loop for
the ATM instruments. That coolant loop has occasionally
shown some drop in pressure and occasionally had stopped -

a complete stop in the flow of coolant through the loop which
is used to keep touch temperatures low on the ATM panel and
also to keep the K RE P tape recorder - Earth resources tape-

recorders cool. Right now, they're considering possible
problems with doing any sort of inspection and they'd like
to postpone that possibly up to a day to consider ways of

performing a more effective inspection and repair job on it

if that proves to be feasable. The ATM control and display-
panel is not essential to the mission although it is important
in use - using the television monitors for the ATM instruments
that's primarily necessary for some pointing control. At the

present time, it looks as if we'll do a troubleshooting proce-
dure mainly involving removal of the filters and also then
possibly cleaning the filters and perhaps replacing them or
on the other hand, using a liquid gas separator to clean thera -

clean the line completely if there is contamination in it.
We're approaching acquisition of 3ignal now at Ascension. The
pass through Ascension will last about 10-1/2 ainutes. We'll
bring the line up live for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston through Ascension for

10 minutes.
SPT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead .

SPT Say Hank, I'm looking at a beautiful surge
in H-alfa. There's three - two large segments to it and it's
moving off pretty fast. I was able to get suae mirror line
scans truncated down to line 13 on It and that's about all before
we got below 400 -K.

CC Roger. We copy.
.SPT Looks like it's moving about 1 arc a

minute for - in 2 minutes or so which I think is whistling
r i ght a 1 ong .

CC Roger. We copied Kd , We ; i s t got the
report in from N 0 A A

.

SPT Okay. We got a little mirror auto raster data
on it and 1 hub pec; the next orbit we ought to go Sun center
and see what's happening there.

CC SPT, on next pass - I guess it'd actually
l.e the CDR, we'd like to start right off with ;» building
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" oronal tr.uisU-nt, you might run that pr.> K r;nn. Art.]

the original Flight (' 1 d
if you don ' t , we'd like
schedule .

SPT 0'*ay, Hank. Thank you. Sure was a lot
of material moving off there in a hurry,

CC And Skylab, we're 1 minute from LOS. We'll
see you Guam at 59. That's 35 minu:es from now.

SPT Okay, Hank. This was not the usual surcewhich we've seen out there before which usually appears as
just a spike moving up and then gradually fading away. Here
there was two large pieces of material which was evidentH-aHa maybe about a third of an arc minute or so across. Justmoving out completely with no material underneath reaching up
to them. Looks as though it was Just two large pieces of
material just blowing right off.

CC pied. Sounds inlerestin
SPT 1 think we got something good coming

t lie corner.

KND OK TAPE
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PAt> Skylab Control ..t 19 hours 26 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab spnce station la now crossing
the coast of Africa, out of range of the Ascension Island
tracking station. 33 minutes for our next acquisition of
signal at Guam. During this last pass Science Pilot Ed Gibson
who's been at work at the control panel for the solar telescope,
indicated that he had observed a surge of material from the
Sun's eastern limb or the right edge of the solar disk. That
surge was described as being two large pieces of material
leaving the solar surface and moving out into space. According
to his indication the speed is about 1 arc minute per 2 minutes
which would indicate a speed of in the neighborhood of 800,000
miles per hour. An extremely large amount of material from
his discription. He said two large pieces of material and
he said it sure was a lot of material moving out in a hurry.
And, he indicated it was not just a spike as many surges are
but in fact a large mass of material which actually moved
away from the surface rather than merely going out and then
returning to the surface. Same Information was reported by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration just
a few monents ago. Their observatories, of course, are active
at the present time. Gibson suggested for the next pass we
might want to use Sun centered mode, which would of course be
suitable for the white light coronagraph that looks at the
outer atmosphere of the Sun. And, the indication is that
Commander Carr, who will be working at the solar telescopes at that
time, may be doing some white light coronagraph work if there
is an indication of transient events in the outer solar
atmosphere. Generally, when a flare or a surge of this type
occurs, throwing material out through the atmosphere of the
Sun, it's frequently the case that najor transients occur
or large scale changes in the magnetic field and material
around the solar astonosphere out to several 100,000 miles
can be observed on the white light coronagraph. That, of
course, will give the crew an excellent opportunity to get some
additional data. Ed Gibson said that he did have an opportunity
to do some scanning of that area so, undoubtedly the *oi*r
scientists will he quite pleased with the Information they
got on that surge that Just occurred now on the edge if the
Sun. As Gibson pointed out a number of active regions now
returning to view, moving around the eastern limb of the Sun.
Those active regions which have been out of sight now for a
couple of weeks are expected to be coming back into view in
the next few days. One of them, active region 84, is now on
the edge of the Sun, and active region 87, which was a prodacer
of major flares in the last mission, the last part of the mis-
sion, may be coming back into view in the next couple of days.
This is Skylab Control. Half an hour to our next acquisition
of signal at Guam. It's now 29 minutes after the hour.

t-N!) OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 19 hours 58 minutes and

15 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now

just 53 seconds from acquisition of signal at Guam. The pass

through Guam will last about 9 minutes. Spacecraft communicator

is Hank Hartsfield, and the flight director a- the present

time is Charles Lewis. On the screen here at Mission Control

we have a roummichog minnow in an astronaut naneuvering unit.

That's the symbol for the flight team of Charles Lewis, and

of course, as you know the crew will be using the astronaut

maneuvering unit this afternoon. We're live now for

air-to-ground at Guam.
CC Skylab, Houston; through Guam for 8-1/2

minutes .

SPT Houston, v*. have an announceme;

CC Go ahead .

SPX We are pleased to announce the birth of

our first moth. The attending physicians, Carr, Gibson, and

Pogue , described the status of the babies as alive, moving,

but somewhat hairy. Their weights aie zero, and their masses

are very snail. The first day - first one w tt s born on day

348, some tine in the middle of the afternoon. The physicians

were caught off guard and didn't have boiled water or news-

papers on hand. At this time there are five babies crawling

over their potential brother. The cover is not being removed

since they are all of the wild breed. The physicians have

delivered successfully several times but not being suitably

adapted to moth mothering are ill-prepared to feed the little

fellows. Houston; request advice.
CC I think Bob Is looking for an answer, now.

CC Ed, I'm not sure how I'a going to break

this to you, but we really don't have any plans to - to feed

them .

SPX Don't we even have any old spider food

left over? , ,

Cc At this point we're not sure whetrier you
^

owe us cigars or we owe you cigars .

P1,T And. Hank, a ntw battery in the

remot.' timer has fixed the pioblen on S063 as far as the remote

t liner is concerned .

CC Roger, Bill. Thank you, that's good news.

PU Yeah, a footnote to that ; it's sort of hard

to understand because both of thosf timers were off and we just

- well 1 put a new battery in one quite some time ago, but

we put a new battery in the second timer only about 3 days

ago .
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cc Y (Jn would chink it would last a little
longer than that. if the switch is In OFF at the completion of
each run, I can't Imagine what's running thorn down.

PLI" The position of both of them was in OFF,
because 1 pulled them both out new, you know, when 1 configured
for the first time and then I got the second one out to trouble-
short; both of then were in OFF. And I was wondering if
they have any advice as to whether or not to remove the
batteries after each use.

CC That might be a good suggestion, Bill. Let
us talk about that one a bit.

PLT Or it may have just been a fluke.
SPT Hey, Hank, we show no evidence of the

transient in the VLC . Vv did get the building block 32,
however, and looking at it agtin in your H-alpha 1 out there we
do see some surging still pressing on the limb, but nothing
like we saw at the present - at the last orbit. So we're
going to go ahead and Jerry's going to press on with what's
called lor in the - on the pad. And if there's t / me left
over we'll give you another quickie building block at the

CC Okay , we copy , Ed

.

cc Skylab, Houston; for your information,
the quality of the TVA 7 yesterday was very good, and the
quality also of the voice and ATM TV prior to and after
the TV t< 7 was good .

SPT Thank you , Hank .

cc Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you .it Vanguard at 36, and we plan to dump the
recorder there.

PAC) Skylab Control at 20 hours 9 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now about half an hour from
acquisition of signal at Vanguard. Well, that was a surprise
announce merit from Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Skylab crew now
proud parents of five gypsy moth eggs that have hatched. The
gypsy moths were not expected to hatch this early in the mission
That's exactly what the principle investigator who proposed
tliis experiment had hoped for. The gypsy moths normally would
r err. in in a - stage - egg stage for many months, up to f> months
and some people believe up to 9 months. The eggs were the wild
ones; 500 of i hem aboard, 500 laboratory reared eggs. The wild
eggs were laved in late August and some hat thing had been
hoped for perhaps as early as January, this is about a month
earlier than that. More eggs were expected to hatch perhaps
in February but perhaps not until after the Skylab crew
had returned. So, the possibility of taking eggs into space
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is a technique for raising large numbers of moths for a

purpose of ster 1 ! zation and for the eventual elimination
of a very serious insect pest now appears to be much more
feasible than it had been thought. So, that's certainly
) piece of good news, and we should be able to get some
more information on that later in the day. Five gypsy moth
eggs have hatched aboard the Skylab space station out of
a total of a thousand and that's a breakthrough for the
Skylab crew. 28 minutes to our next acquisition of signal,
this is Skylab Control at 10-1/2 minutes after the hour.

end ok tape
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 «\ours 38 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're coming up on acquisition of signal
at the Vanguard tracking ship. The pass will last about
11 minutes and we're live for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're through Vanguard
for 11 minutes. And we'll be dumping the recorder.

CDR Roger, Hank. Wa had - got a ATM
coolant low delta-P light. And the pump started moaning
and lasted for about 2 minutes and then everything went back
to norma 1

.

CC Roge r . We copy

.

CDR Actually, Hank, the sequence of events
was: The pump started moaning first, and I heard it. I

checked it, and then came back and checked the light. And
the light came on, oh I suppose, about 20 seconds after it
started moaning. Then the frequency of the pump noise, or
the loudness of the pump noise went way down. And then it
all came back up after 2 minutes.

CC Rog- We copy, Jcr. Thank you.
CC PLT, Houston. Our telemetry seems to indicate

that the right legband is reading quite a bit high. So when
you go to breaking it down, we would appreciate you taking a
look there at the insulation and see if you can find the problem
with it

.

PLT Will you say again on that, Hank?
CC Roger. It looks to us down here like

the reading from the right legband is a little higher - 8
good bit higher than it should be. So, when you are closing
out the experiment today, we'd appreciate you taking a look
and see if you Cdii see any problem with it.

PIT Okay. And that's on the right Island.
Thank you

.

CC And we're about a minute from LOS. We'll
see you at Ascension at 56.

PAO Skylab Control it's now 20 hours 50 minutes
Greenwich me.in tine. The Skylab space station has passed out
of range of th* tracking antenna at Ascension. We're about
5-W2 minutes from our next acquisition thertf. We'll have
the pass then, from Ascension going all the way through
Canary Island and Madrid. This is Skylab Control. It's
now 'SO minutes and 26 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPF
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PAO This is Sky lab Control ,u 2 0 hours
54 minutes Greenwich wan time. About 59 seconds away I row
,ic(]uisition a Ascension. Standing by for the air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Ascension,
Canary, Madrid ior 14 minutes.

CDR Roger , Hank

.

CC And, CDR, Houston. A little while back
Bill Kug ii'Sted that we might remove the battery from the
Nikon timer after every use to insure there isn't some tiling

in tlu-re that's dragging the b.'itteries down. I guess we

think that's a pretty good idea, so if you want to do that
we'd appreciate it and you might tape the battery to the time
every time when you get through with it, just keep up with it

CDR Okay, fine, Hank. We'll do it.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS
We'll see you at Guam at 3? and for the SPT , the S063 pad for

the pass coming up is on board and that's got your data in

the re tor your prep .

SPT Thank you, Hank.
PAO Well this was a very quiet trip over the

West Coast of Africa, the Me d i t e r r ane an , a nd on into eastern
Europe, principally because the science pilot was d r> i n g a

nedical experiment and he was being observed by the pilot
while t he commander was at the Apollo telescope mount viewing
the Sun. At 21 hours 11 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this
is Skylab Control.
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PAO Skylab Control here in Houston, Texas at
21 hours 35 minutes Greenwich mean time. About 50 seconds
away t rom acquisition of the space station through the Guam
tracking site . Standing by for the air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Guam for 7 min-
utes 1

CDR Roger, Hank, anc do 1 have a family call
tonight ?

CC
suck 1 2 00:52 .

Roger, you sure do, at Carnarvon/Hone y -

CDR Roger, 00:52.
CC And you should start on left antenna and

switch to the right,
CDR Okay.
CC PLT, Houston. If it's convenient, did you

find anything wrong with that right legband?
PLT Negative, Hank, I aid not. I looked at

it and I put it on tape, but 1 saw no problem with it. And eve
thing else appeared to be nominal.

CC Okay, we copy.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS, Honeysuckle at 50.
PAO And we've lost all meaningful data through

the Guam tracking site. We'll reacquire at - in about 4-1/2
minutes through the Honeysuckle site on a very low elevation
pass. So, we'll Just keep the line up for about 4 more min-
tues for that very short pass through Honeysuckle. At 21 hours
46 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control. And
we're standing by.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours 47 min-
utes Greenwich mean time with an announcement that we're an-
ticipating at this particular time a 4:30 p.m. central standard
time change-of-shift briefing with flight Director, Charles
Lewis, that's the off-going Flight Director, Charles Lewis.
Appearing with him will be Dr. Dennis Morrison, who is the -

who is one of the Gypsy Moth experimenters. Again, the
change-of-shift briefing will take place in Building number 1

news center, number 135, 4:30 p.m. central standard time.
We're standing by for reacqu is i t i on in about 2 minutes through
Honeysuckle

.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Honeysuckle for
2-1/2 minutes. And we noticed that the - we've got both ex-
periment 1 and experiment 2 recorders running and we'd like
to 'get you to stop the experiment recorder 2 at panel 542.

PLT Okay, that was done per checklist, M509

.

Do you still want it off?''
CC That's affirm. We're looking at page 7-5

there step 6. It says experiment 1 to record. Which page
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did you find that - putting both of them on?

, .

CD *
, ,

Stand b V. Ha »k, maybe I did that by mis-take. Okay, it's juat supposed to be one, you're right,

me ' C
,

C
,

'
Skylab, Houston, we're about 1 minute fromLOS. We 11 see you at Vanguard at 17.

p AO The Skylab space station has moved outof range of Honeysuckle. Next acquisition will be in about
23 m nutes. A very short pass through Vanguard, incidentallythe last pass of the day through Vanguard. At 21 hours
ij IMnutes Greenwich mean time, this 4 s Skylab Control

KM) OF TAPE
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1>A0 This is Skylab Control at 16 hours,
oli correction, 22 hours 16 minutes Greenwich mean time.
.•?pace station is approximately half minute away from
acquisition at Vanguard. This time according to the
flight plan the crew should be engaged in the M509
astronaut maneuvering unit exercise with Jerry Carr flyingmat little old bird, and the pilot, Bill Pogue observing
•Science Pilot is in his PT and PH which means physical
training and personal hygiene exercise. Standing by in
11 seconds for the air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 6-1/2 minutes. Out.

Cc Skylab, this is Houston one minute tillLOS. Next station contact in 13-1/2 minutes through the
Canary Islands at 22:37. Out.

PA0 Tne voice of the spacecraft commander
tnat you - spacecraft communicator that you just heard was
that of Bruce McCandless. Who is a member of the silver
team. That is the team under Neil Hutchinson. They are
now on duty, having replaced the team headed by Ch.irles
Lewis. Who at this time is either in the news
about to enter the news center on his
briefing which is scheduled for
We'll take the line down, and transcribe any - any other
air-to-«round that comes up through the Canary station -
the Canary tracking station. We'll be in acquisition
through Canary in about 11 minutes. So, at 22 hours
24 minutes Greenwich mean time, standing by
of shift briefing this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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p AO This is Sky Lab Control at 23 hours
23 minutes Orecnwich mean tint-. About a minute away from
acquisition at the Honeysuckle tracking station. The crew
is still in the M509 exercise and the science pilot is PTing
and PHing, which means physical training and personal
hygiening. We'll stand by for the air-to-ground.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-
suckle for 8 minutes. Out.

" CC Skylab, this is Houston. We've got about
fi-1/? minutes left in this pass. If you're tied up, we don't
want to interrupt, but if somebody could get over to the squawk
box before the end of the pass, we'd appreciate a status
report on how 509 is going and we notice the VTR is not
running and the TV switch is in ATM 1 instead of PORTAKI.K.
Out .

i>li Roger, Itrure. ' re running a little
late im this I Irsl run and We have a question ahum priority
scheduling. We're jus;- wondering if you wanted to s.ruh
anything? Looks like we're running into the S06J. Can old,,.,
terminate this early or we're going to run into SOf, j time.

CC this is Houston. In assessing our
options here, the position that we're working around to is
deleting SO(> 3 it" required and then eating back into this
discretionary maneuvers. However, to assist us, 1 wonder
if you could give us some status of what you've completed so
far, we can get a better hack on things, like the maneuvers
you've done. Ove r

.

PLT Just doing some preliminary checkouts.
Justundocked.

cc Oh, roger, thank you, Bill.
PLT Starting single axis cal now.
CC Ro ge r

.

Skylab, this is Houston. A minute and
mil LOS . at ion contact in 3? min

Bermuda at the tine of 00:08. Struh SO*. 3A op and we rcc-
onnend that the S l»T pick up the I' f.'J

' h K 2 Si which In s.-hedu'.
for approximate ly OU : 30 to give you a little wore llezibllrt
And we'll be talking to you at Bermuda. Over.

l
' L

'

r Thank you very much, liru<e. Sounds lUe
a goo d w ay logo.

(:C And - And for the SPT, if you can do it,
our preference on the TV coverage is to be sure and get the'
HHMU operations. We're not too concerned about the cal
maneuver coverage on the TV. Over.

PAO The report from the spacecraft is that
about an hour and 15 laintues behind in its
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control at 6 minutes
54 seconds Greenwich mean time. Space station is approxi-
raently 3/4 - 3/4 of a minute away from acquisition at
Bermuda. And when we acquire at Bermuda we expect to
pass up sone new instructions to the crew in connection
with the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit experiment,
which in effect will reduce some of the exercises and
permit them hopefully to get back onto the time line
About 15 seconds away from acquiring and we'll stand by
for the call from CAP COMM, Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
for the PLT . Ove r .

PLT Go , Bruce .

CC Roger, if you've got your Maneuvering Unit
Experiment Checklist out on page 8-1, we got a little
tir-e line, wonder if you could tell us where you are. And
we got some changes to it to economize on tine a little.
Over ,

PLT Stand by Just 1 .

CC And for the CDR we've slipped your
family phone call this evening to Merritt Island at.

01:40 Zulu, and we'll call you again later on this so
you don't miss it. Out.

PLT It's real nice of you Bruce, and where we
are, we're on the baseline rate gyro, ri$>ht now. Headed for
position 2 right now.

CC Okay, Bill what we want to do then
is we want to delete the discretionary maneuvers and you -

if you've already changed the battery out, that's fine.
Delete HHMU checkout and cal delete HHMU transfer
and do about 5 minutes of HHMU frame work after you
finish up the baseline rite gyro. And our objective is
to be completely stowed by 01:00 Zulu. So we would like
you to be docked and starting stowage by 00:15. Over.

PLT Okay, we'll have to move pretty fast
then. Thank you very much.

CC Roger , out

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute till
LOS. Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Madrid,
at 00 : 19 . Out

.

PAO The opinions are pretty general here in
the control center that one of the reasons for the slip
in the M509 astronaut man - maneuvering experiment is the
fact that this is the first time that this new crew has
undertaken to do this task. They're roughly an hour
behind in their time line, as far as the M509 run is concerned.
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In order to make up the lost time there has been some deletion
of .11509 run - run Activities. Those previously were mentioned
on the air-to-ground. Reference was made to H1IMU , which of
course means handheld maneuvering u - unit. We expect to
reacquire the crew in about 2 minutes through the tracking
station at Madrid. So we'll keep the line up for the
communication with the crew. The commander is set for a
family conversation tonight at about 1 hour 40 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Oh, roughly about about an hour and
10 minutes from now when the space station comes around
the next time over MILA, Merritt Island station in Flordia.
Standing by for communication with Skylab IV.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
for 8 ninutes. Out.

CDR Houston , CDR .

CC Go ahead , Jer .

CDR Okay, we're finished with 509. Toll
the ?,uys in Denver, they've got a great simulator. It
flies just like the simulator.

^
c Okay, we'll do that. Thank you.

CDf? Essentially Rruce we made a mistake or
two, had to replow some ground which is expected I think on
the first run through,

cc Okay, we copy. Is there anything we
can do to help out or you think that having been through it
once you got it .

CDR Oh, yeah. I think we've got it now.
It's - this is just the old learning curve again. 1 did
not get to do any HHMU work because we need to get started
stowing. But the bird flies real well and I think it
well be a real pleasure to work on from now on, and we'll
pet the kinks worked out of the procedures.

CC Okay, we copy, then that basically vou got
the transfers on all 3 node baselines and the cals and
we'll work cn the future operations.

CDR That's affirmative. We'll put a
full debriefing on tape.

CC Roger . Out.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston a minute and

20 seconds to LOS. Next station contact in 26 minutes
through Carnarvon at 00:52. And as I mentioned earlier
we've slipped the CDR phone call to Merritt Island at 01-40
Out .

CI) ^ K°g, we copy that Bruce. Thank you.
CC Anrf if you're all still listening we also

slipped the med conference f ro,i Bermuda at 03:21 to Madrid
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at 03:34 In order to get better site coverage. The problem
there was Bermuda and the eveninp status report at Corpus
Chrlsti were conflicting with each other. Out.

CDR Houston, CDP. .

CC Go ahead, we've got about 2 seconds.
cnR Okay, we could r.ot find a bracelet

today for the wrist checklist, we had to jury-ri?
one. would you check and see if you can find out from
B e .i n - o v:hc re he m i pht have put it?

CC Will do that

.

^ It was not in the protective helnet kit.
1 A0 Loss of signal at Madrid. Next

acquisition is 24 ninutes throuch Carnarvon. At 28 ninutes
39 seconds into the new day that is day 350 in the year
1973. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 51 minutes, 43
seconds Greenwich mean time. The space station is approaching
the Carnarvon tracking site in Australia, and we expect the
crew is nearly finished with the stowage of the M509 astronaut
maneuvering unit equipment and should be about ready, if the.y'r
not doing so now, to start their evening ne a 1. Following that
there will be an hour or so of Apollo telescope mount viewing
by the science pilot, and rhcn off to bed. About 12 seconds
from acquisition, standing by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle for 15 minutes. Out. And we'll be duaping
your data/voice tape recorder here at Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One ainuti; to
LOS. Next station contact in 32 ninutcs through Corpus Christ*
at 01 : 39. Out.

PAO And the space station has moved out of
range of Honeysuckle cn this the 3110th revolution. reacquire
at - In about 30 minutes through the tracking station at Merrit
Island, Florida. At 1 hour and 9 ninutes Greenwich nean titr.e,
this is Sky 1 ab Con t rol .
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 1 hour 38 minutes
Greenwich mean time. About a minute away from acquisition at -
through the MI LA - Me r i I 1 1 Island, Florida tracking site.
We'll stand by for communications with the crew of Skylab IV
through the Florida site.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 14 minutes. Out.

cc For the CDR, coming up on his private
comm here at Merritt Island, antenna sequence will be right
to left and then left after the handover to Bermuda. Out.

CDR Thank you Bruce.
CDR Hello Houston. Skylab loud and clear.
cc You're coming through on S-band, Jer.
CDR Skylab -

cc Skylab, this is Houston. We just heard
you through the handover there. Go ahead.

cc Skylab, Skylab. This is Houston. Were
you calling? Over.

cc Skylab, Skylab. This is Houston. Radio
check. Over.

cc Skylab, Skylaj, Skylab. This Is Houston
in the blind. Wr believe yiu're out of configuration on
the comm. Nothing pressing, we'll pick you up again - we
still have you for 6 minutes through Bermuda if you're reading
us. And we'll pick you up at Madrid at 01:58.

CC Hello Skylab. This is Houston on S-band.
How do you read?

^
SPT Hello Bruce. How do you read? 1, 2, 3,

cc Okay. Loud and clear Ed. The ground was
out of configuration. Had a button not punched in on the conscl
They're hooking you onto GOSS 1. Were you calling during
the handover? Over.

S?T Yeah, that's affirm, Bruce. On the displays
BUS 1 on the ATM, we're not able to get the displays. I

understand there's a circuit breaker we can cycle In order to
pot those back. Do you have the procedure available down
the re?

CC Stand by.
cc SPT, Houston. The breaker you want to

cycle is down there in the console power distribution. It's
the MAIN 1NVKRTKR I I.ca breaker. Over.

sp T MAIN l.CA 1. Thank you.
CC Roger.
cc SPT, Houston. Did that solve your problem?
SPT No it did not, Bruce. I took the four

displays 2 off, and cycled the breaker and left it out
for about 5 seconds, pushed it back in, die* not get displays
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on BUS 1. Tried it the second tine, with all eight switches
OFF on the console power distribution and displays OFF,
cycled the breaker out for about 5 seconds, back in, and
still did not. have displays on US 1.

CC Okay. Let us work on it. We got about
a minute and a half to LOS. Next station contact in 5-1/2
minutes through Madrid at 01:57.

SPT Okay. Talk to you then. Thank you, Bruce
CC Is the inverter A - 1 AC circuit breaker

in? Over.
CC The one right below it -

SPT That's affirm, Bruce. All circuit
breakers on console power distribution are in.

CC Okay. Thank you.
CC Okay, we're working on that one, Ed, and

at Madrid when we cone up it'll be a data/voice tape recorder
dump. We'll talk to you there. Out.

PAO We'll reacquire through Madrid tracking
site in 3 minutes. And we'll keep the line up for the
air-to-ground there.

END OF TAPK
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cc Skylab, this Is Houston through Madrid.
Data/voice tape recorder dump. For the SPT, we'd like to
know the position of your lighting numeric and lighting integrval
switches please. Over.

SPT They are both off, Bruce.
CC Okay. We want them in fixed, please. Arui -
SPT Okay, they're in FIXED.
CC Okay. And now you can go ahead and cycle

the breaker again and see if you get lights. And we under-
stand your original complaint that you were getting no res-
ponse to any of the four displays which is - that's the bunch vUh
DAS, ORB phase, power system and all that. Over.

SPT That's affirm, Eruce. And apparently
havinr those two switches in fixed did the Job because now
we have it in Bus 1. Thank you.

CC Roge r , out .

SPT Bruce, you could probably give me a couplesentences explanation of why it works when the switches in FIXED.
cc Okay, with those two switches in OFF, thepower to the numeric and the integrval lighting busses is justnon-existent there. That is, the experiment - the BUS 1 posi-

tion of the console power distribution switches is wired up
to those two numeric integral busse* which in turn wired up
to the - the arm of the lighting nunerlc and lighting integr-
als switches and in the FIXED position. Vhy, it's j ust a
straight shot into the regulator output.

CDR Okay, thank you.
CC And SPT, this is Houston. We show the

XIV MON power switch off at present time. We'd like to get
it back on.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead , COR

.

CDR Bruce, we have j DAC - DAC number 1 down
here that a jammed up. It's the canera itself that's jammed
and we haven t blown the fuse yet. I got a hunch that the
malf - the procedures that they sent me up in general message
008 miv>ht apply here. I wonder if you would please tele-

00fi'

Uer U * UP * nCUher COpy of P erm a* e nt general message

cc Okay, we can certainly do that. We'll alsn
look into the applicability.

SPT Houston, the XUV MONITOR switch is In theON position and so is HON I and MON 2, and I'm not getting
a display there.

, J
CC Okay, we're calking on the lower righthand - corner of the C&I) panel. XUV .MON power switch to on

Is that correct. And MON 1 and MON 2?
SPT That's affirm. All In the TV block lower tap
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of the lower - of the upper panel, right across - above the tnonl
tor. XUV MON power switch is right next to the XUV MON doors.

CC .
. Roger . .

'

PI'T Ed, would you give me a frame?
CC SPT, this is Houston. We'd like you to

cycle XUV MON power switch OFF then back ON. And same with
MON 1 and MON 2 switches.

SPT That's accomplished.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 30 seconds to

LOS. Next station contact in 26 minutes through Carnarvon
at 02:31. During this LOS period, ve want you to hold your
configuration on the XUV MON, the TV MON switches even if
it means sacrificing part of a pass. Over.

SPT Roger, Houston. Will do.
CC Roge r , out .

PAO At 2 hours 6 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAFE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 30

minutes Greenwich mean time. We'll acquire the space station
in about 40 seconds through Carnarvon. Standing by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 6 minutes for the SPT. Over.

SPT Go ahead, Houston.
CC Okay, Ed. I think we've got a story

pieced together here for you, but before we start into it

the whole rationale hinges on one iten. When we were trying
to get the lighting back, did you cycle the H-alpha switch
on the console power distribution? That's K-alpha switch 1

of 8 . Over

.

SPT H-ALPHA POWER, yes, ON - that one, then
I put OFF and then back ON again.

CC Okay. Here's the situation. Last mission
ve had a fairly hard short on TV bus 2 and even tnough an

0 Tneter check is shown it to be at least on the surface okay,
ve don't want to power that up. Consequently we taped the

SYNC GENERATOR switch in the center OFF position. Now, throueh
a - a very Interesting chain of c i r c uns t a nc e , the power to

the SYNC GENERATOR switch comes fron the H-alpha bus, and

the H-alpha bus power is derived through the H-alpha switch

on console power distribution from the C&D buses. And when
you turn the H-alpha switch OFF, nothing happens. When you
turn the H-alpha switch back ON, the SYNC GENERATOR switch

is cunningly rigged to a series of pulsars. Therefore, you

pulse both TV buses 1 and 2 to the OFF position since the

SYNC GENERATOR switch is in center OFF. So to recover from
this position what you need to do Is via DAS command - DAS

10131, that's 10131 DAS TV BUS 1 back on, and you should be

back in commission. You'll might want to make a mental note

that cycling that H-alpha switch to OFF anil then back to ON

does this to you. Over.
SPT Okay, Bruce. I understand what you're

savin*. That switch has been cycled previously, however,
without - without that effect. That - that does surprise me

that we have run into that now rather than previously. I'll

go ahead and give it a go, though. 10131.
CC Roger .

SPT How's the XUV M O N look to you down there?
CC Okay. We see TV bus I up now and It

looks - looks good to us.
SPT Okay. In the process, however, Bruce, I

can manage to pick up a computer reject. The first time 1

made th&t entry what waa fed back to me was a 11131, and I

cleared it and then put in a 10131 and it still has got a

computer reject for me.
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CC
the second t l ino , too?

SPT

Understand you got a computer reject

Not the second tine. The second tine

it went' in all right. But right now I'm still having the com-

puter reject looking at me and a 52040 one will not clear it.

CC Okay, we copy.

spT 52040 gives me 5 and four 7's.

cc Understand 52040 gives you what?

SPT 57777.
CC Okay we copy.

Okav. We *ot 1 minute to LOS. N'ext station

t „»^^u m • 1/2 minutes through Honeysuckle Creek. No command

capability at Honeysuckle. It's a short pass. We'll see youc on t

c a p a

there
CC

with you

And actually we ?,ot a little more then tli.i

through Carnarvon. It's a keyhole and we'll be

cc
* SPT, this is Houston. Do you still read

Ovc r .

Sl'T

rupt failure

Sure do. Bruce. Go ahead.
Okay. On telemetry we're showing an inter-

something we're goin?

have to look at here, but we'd like you to stay off the

DAS until we get it psyched out.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Will do.

CC Roger; thank you.

SPT And Bruce, would you please recite the

conditions under which you cannot turn the H-Alpha 1 or

H-Alpha 2 POWER switches OFF?

cc Okay. We're not talking about the H-alpha

1 and 2 P0WF.R switches. We're talking ebout the H-alpha

power switch under console power distribution, that second

switch in from the left in the mroup of eight over there,

and that's the one which whore we turn it off and then back on,

causes the problem although I understand In the pant H you re

very very swift and you go from BUS 1 to BUS 2 you y.vt by

without causing that glitch. But we don't want you to operate

that except under under our direction.

SPT Bruce, that i s a - » swJicn which I did

not throw. I misunderstood your previous question.! thought

you meant the power switch down under TV, wh ch I dH not

* Rar
^CC* See you over Honeysuckle. We're going

down .

KND OF TAPF
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CC Skylab, this is Houston through
Honeysuckle Creek for 1 minute and 30 seconds, 29-1/2 minutes
until next station contact Corpus Chrlsti at 03:14 with
the evening status report. Break, break for the SPT.

Looking into things further here on the TV bus situation
did you cycle either the main C&D 1 circuit breaker, that's
the leftmost one in the upper row of circuit breakers, or
the C& D experiment 1 circuit breaker; that's the third one
in from the left in the bottom row. Over.

SPT That's negative Bruce. And also in

response to yoir previous question about cycling II- alpha.
I did not cycle the K-alpha switch under console power
distribution. I cycled H- alpha 2 on and off or off and
the on again.

CC Roger, we copied that. I couldn't respond
to you there because we were going down in the noise pretty
fast, but we got that transmission.

PAO The discussion during the l«;>t p.i»s

over the Honeysuckle and Carnarvon sites has to do with
the digital address system which is a pari of the Apollo
telescope mount system. Relating further to a series of
switch positioning^ to - in order to activate certain i> t

the ATM displays. The problem as such, although it's a

minor one, has not yet been solved. Apparently the
consensus here is that it is related to proper switch
posit'.onings. And what the flight controllers are do in)'

at t*his particular time now that we are out cf control -

with the - or out of acquisition with the space station
is that they are replaying the previous pass and attempting
to sort out the exact series of switch poa i t ion i n gs , and
to come up with a fix for the scier. re pilot when wo next
acquire him in approximately 24 ir, i n u t e s . We expect to
have a solution to the digital address system problem
within 20 or so minutes during acquisition thru ugh the
Texas si If . At 2 hoiTH 4V minutes Greenwich mean lime
t h i s is Sk y 1 ab Con t rol .

KNI) Of TAPK
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. VAO Hi Is is Skyl<.u> Control about 10 seconds
before acquiring through Texas. This particular tine, the

crow is attempting to reconstruct this switch-throw? ng sequent'

We'll stand by for the air-to-ground.
CC Skyirib, this is Houston through Chorpus

Chrisii , Merritt Island, and Berraada for 16-1/2 minutes
for the CDR, over.

I'M Be. right here, Bruce.
CC Roger, postpone the evening status report

please. Cancel the c-.e d conference and we'd like to talk to

the Sl'T. Over.
SPT Go ahe ad , Bruce

.

CC Okay, Ed, we'd like you to start back
when you reported you were having difficulty getting the -

the lighting on the ATM DC panel and try to walk us through
in sequence, every switch, circuit breaker operation that
you performed. Over.

CDR He's on his way up there, Bruce.
CC Ro Re r, thank you. And for the CDR, just

13 bring you up to date on the situation as we see it right
now through a combination of events which we're still trying
to conpletely nail down, but we think we have a pretty good
handle on it. You all are locked out cf the computer from
the DAS, that is, nothing that you're putting into the DAS
is getting Into the computer because it thinks that there is

an inordinate amount of DAS activ/ty and, therefore, it's lock
ing the DAS out. Over.

Sl'T Ro ge r , B r uce . we h ave something we can do

about it?
CC We'ie working on that. We've not a couple

of theories going around down here. And the first thing that
need to do to make sure that we head off In the pr* pt: r direc-
tion is to make sute that we understand the exact sequence of

events that got us into this situation.
CDR Okay.
Sl'T Okay, Bruce, let's go back to where I

requested that we - where I stated ve wanted to ft«t the

d i sp 1 ays on the BUS 1

.

CC Okay, we're with you.
Sl'T Say again, Bruce.
CC Co ahead, we're with you.
Si'T Okay, as best I recall, I asVed you for

the circuit breakers to cycle or the circuit breaker. And
you then came back with the INVERTER LCA number i. At that

point, 1 cyrled it and we got no results. I turned off the -

okay, that" 8 one point where I did cycle the H- alpha. I
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t mn.'.l nil the -

i i and - -

CC
Now , okav

.

SPT
under display, a i
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llr.Mi ill nil. the tour ill«|'lnys

W.i i t , wait, wait, k 1 ow 1 y - s

ml . V . lr.l

aly, now.

r swi tches

okay, that'.- th

Ami you turned
SI'T

CC
SPT

Hold - hold on, I took the fo

d cycled - put those to off.

Okay, that's - -

- ci rcui l bn'jVcr again .

Wait a minuti . wa - wait, wa - wa - wa -

four displays which is like DAS OR K pliant-

.

turn i-d the four of them to OFF.

That's correct.
Okay , then you did -

SPT Okav, tii en is when I turned off the

itches under console power distribution. Then cycled

the circuit breaker at that point.
cc Okay, and the circuit breaker that you

cycled still is INVERTER LC A 1.

cpx That's affirm.

Cc Okay, you're - you're making - okay,

you're making sense, keep going.
SPT Okay, and then we came back with - you

folks came back with the instructions to put the ir.tegrnl

and .(garble) to FIXED. Okay, at that point, I did put

integral aid (garble) to FIXED, cycled the circuit breaker

and we've got MON 1 and MuN 2 back and XUV MON.

u; Wait, okay, wait a minute - wait a minute.

The circuit breaker that you cycled again is the INVI'RIDR

LC A 1 breaker. Ri ght ?

si . T (hat's nffirrr, Bruce. Tha t s the on I y

circuit breaker 1 have cycled.
C c Okay, and without any further action,

you' .'P go t MON I and MON 2 ?

SPT Thai's .ifflrp..
(

Cc Wc had the DAS on IV BUS I, dldn t -
-

SPT Oh, excuse re, I'm sorry. Excuse re,

1 left out the 10131.
c( . Okay, now, you've told us that - or at

thif, stage of the gam we've got the four display switches

oil and we've got the right console power distribution switches

otf. When did they go back on?

HPT Okav, the four displays remained off,

.in -J the eight console power distributions came back on after 1
had

cycled the circuit breaker and had no - no results.

cc Okay, when did you get the four display*

c i rcui t I. roake r?. on ?

v.j.j-
i dot.' I ri'CAil that exactly, Bruce, U
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CC CDR, this is Houston. If you're prepared
here while we're working the problem we can copy the evening
status report from you . Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce here it cones. CDR for sleep:
7.0, 6/heavy, 1/light; SPT , 7.0, 5/heavy, 2/lieht; PLT , 6.5,
6/heavy, half 1 i >> h t . Volume: CDR, 2100; SPT, 1600; PLv,
2 300. Water gun: CDR, 7400; SPT, 1758; PI.T , 8862. Body
mass: CDR , 6.304, 6.303 , 6.301; SPT, 6.367, 6 . 366. 6,368;
PLT, 6.235, 6.236, 6.240. Exercise: CDR, Method Alfa
minus 3 minutes, Method Charlie, ado a new position to the
standard, his position Echo 2 rainutts, 10 repetitions. We'll
add that on to the standard format for t n e CDR; SPT. no change:
PLT, no chance. CDF, Stand by.

CDR For the SPT, no Alfa - no Method Alfa
was done today. Let's see, nedication: CDR, none; SPT,
none; PLT, Afrin drops last evening and 3 tines today.
Clothing disposed of: CDR, 1 pair of shorts, 1 T-shirt,
1 pair of socks; SPT, none: PLT, none. Food log: CDR, 8.5
salt. Are you still with roe Houston?

CC Yes, but hold for a second please.
CC Okay, Jerry go ahead, we just went

through handover. 1 got 8.5 salt.
CDR Okay. Pius 1 apple drink, plus 1 cherry

drink, plus 2.0 water; SPT, zero salt, zero deviations, zero wat
PLT, 2.0 salt, 2 coffees, 1 butter cookies, zero rehydration
water. Okay, Flight Pl.^n Deviation: S063 deletion.
Shopping List items: none. I ii operable equipment: DAC nunber
1 is Jammed up, and when I get that permanent general message 08
We'll see what wo can do with it. Ve (garble) that we
have blown the fuse yet. We don't want to ness with it

until we get what we need. And unscheduled stowage is .ione.

CC Okay, we're still with you.
CDR Okay, Photo Log: 1

6

-m i 11 ine t e r s

:

Transporter, 05, M509 which is 151 plus ops- Charlie India
93, 12, Michael Tango 06, and the next one is M509 ops; Charlie
India 72, 40, Charlie India 85. I might advise thai when
removed DAC 01 we replaced it with DAC 09 for the done
position. Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 36, 22, 02 India Romeo
1 < , 41 . Rravo Victor 44 was removed and wa9 stowed in

Fox-- rot 3?. Nunber 3, Charlie India, 110, 60. Number
4- Bravo Echo 08, 18. Number 5 Bravo Hotel 05,00, roll liravo
Hotel 04 was removed and stowed in the (garble) bag. EREP : no
change. 7 0 -n 1 1 lne t e r : Charlie X-ray 17, 105, ETC i* Rravo
Whisky 03. 042. Drawer A Configuration; Aifa 1, 02,
no changf Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 93, 12, Mike Tango 06:
Alfa 3, 06. no change; A 1 f » 4, 03, no change; DAC 07, Charlie
India 2, 40, Charlie Inula 185. That's it.
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CC Okay. We copy all that, Jar. One thing
that comes to mind Is you were asked to make a note of the
percent remaining on the supplies pool at the completion
of M151 ops for 509 to separate M151 from 509. Do you have
thfct f ipure on hand?

CDR Okay. It's on the decal.
put it in thp. lo* . Stand by. We can get it.

CC Okay. We'd appreciate for management
purposes. Thank you.

CC One minute to LOS. Next station contact
in 5-W? minutes through Madrid at 03 : 35. This will be a

normal station paos.
SPT Hey Bruce. Let me real quickly give you

the ATM frame count.
CC Okay.
SPT 09714,

0 307 2 .

We did not

Fire when ready, Ed.
02957, 00108, 00803, 04626,

CC
CDR

was 52.

Ckay, we've got those. Thank you.
Okay Bruce. At the. end of 151, the frame

Thank yau, Jer.

KST) OF TAPK
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Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
forb-1/2 minutes. Next station contact after Madrid is
Tananarive in 2 2- 1 / 2 n i n u te s . Th a

t

1

1 1 be the last pass ot
the evening. In case you want us foir anything, the one after
that is Honeysuckle Creek it 04:2:. We see the S055 high
voltage switches ON. We'd like to get all seven of them
OFF. And we'd also like you to do a standard ATM VC powerdown
for unattended configuration on the C&D panel, including
ATM C60 pump Charlie OFF at the completion of panel powerdown
Ove r.

¥Ll We copy that, Bruce. Thank you.
cc Vou got the S055 and the powerdown?
PLT It works .

cc Okay, and as the mission goes on here
this evening, we're going to be executing ground commands
to try to clear up the situation and square things away. Vf
anticipate you all going to bed about on schedule here, and
we'll call you it we need anything, but the status right ,iov-
is that it seems like you're locked out of the computer
with the DAS. Over.

PI- T Undersco'nd Bruce. Thank you.
cc Okay. I'm going to turn you over tor the

medical conference now and you got a little over 5 minutes
remaining. We'll talk to you at Tananarive.

HAU We've had loss of signal through the
Madrid station. And we'll be back up talking to the crew at
Honeysuckle in about 36 minutes. At 3 hours 45 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END 0? TAl'E
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P AO This ia Sky 1 ab Control at 3 hours 57 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. And we're approaching the station at

Tananarive which earlier was down and out of the loop but is

now up. We were able to bring the station back up, and we

will have air-to-ground tor -

CC (Garble) 21 and I've got the evening

(] ur slions to i you.
CDR Co ahead, Bruce.
CDR Roger Ho us t on , go ahead.

CC Stand by

.

CC And CDR, for your information, our plan

of attack la forming up here over Honeysuckle. We are going

to t y to establish the ground interface with the ATM DC tc

verify that we have access to it or can gain access to i l

,

and we'll - consequently we'll be commanding there. And

there's no real need for you all to stay up. We'll give you

a full update on the situation in the morning. Over.

CDR Okay Bruce. That'll be fine.

CC Okay. The f i r« t ite.u that has to do with

the gypsy moths. It's really not a question. The control

group personnel of the Department of Agriculture and Research
Labs at Beltsville, Maryland have reported no hatchings as of

yesterday. There is normally a statistical set of early

worms or larva approximately equal to 1 percent during the

6 month diapaise. Additional hatching in the next few days

of your onboard moths will be highly significant and has

already created much interest down here. With respect to

the M509 checklist bracelet called out on page 7-2 of the

checklist. Our records down here shew at the end of

Che SL-Iil mission, it was located in W-744. W-744 along

with the pressure suit bracelet. You might want to get that

in sync with your checklist, and when you run across some-

thing like thi3 as you do i .i the prep yesterday, if you

give us a yell, and give us a little more lead- tine to get

rolling on finding the thing. On the dump tapes covering

the period of the S19 ?. alignment check, prior to yesterday's

K RE P pass, we didn't find any alignnent check report. Can

you - probably on tape would be the way to do it - give us

the final left and right meter readings for the visible align-

ment, and the rate meter, and the X and 7. mi c h r omo t. e r settings

lor the thermal. Over.
PI.t Okay Krucc. I lid that and I followed

the checklist and it said if there was no change since the

last tir-H- not t.i do anything, and I didn't. It was the ssae

on visible and thermal.
r c Okay. We copy. No ennage. beautiful.

And - '

•

1'I.T And I'll put it on tape next time.
;
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CC Okay. And the name of the star that you
Inquired about in the tail of the cone t earlier today is /

Sigma Libre, or Sigma of the constcl la Ion Libra. It's
magnitude is about 3 lo 3,5. An ; did you all work S2 33 in
this evening? Over.

SPT That's ;i I r i vmn t i ve , Bruce. We got it.
CC Very good i.d , thank you.
I'l.'i Vou y, o t the evening news?
CC Yeah, we've got the news right here. I

understand that the Irame count that you read down on the
Nikon doesn't reflect the S2.3 3 ops. Okay. President Nixon
signed into law today a bill that will temporarily place the
L'.S. on daylight savings tine, starting January 6. I t r< i n k that's
for a period of about 2 years. He said the action could save
the equivalent of 150,000 barrels of oil per day. Kgypt said
today i hat the Mideast peaee conference scheduled lo begin
on Tuesday in Geneva has been delayed foi 3 days. ihe repoit
came after Secretary of State Kissinger talked for six hours
in Damascus with a grim-faced President Katez Assad of Syria,
lie then flew to Amman for a meeting with King Hussein of Jordan.
Pretesting truckers kept titer r rigs off the road again today
after threatening to extend a vi o 1 on ce- ma vk c d shutdown until
Monday to make their complaints heard by Washington and
consort is. The protesting drivers ,

' aosl tf them independents
who own their own trucks, are. angry over higher diesel fuel
prices and low speed limits brouy.in on by the energy crisis.
Secretary oi Labor Peter J. Brennan says his department is

studying the possibility oi a nationwide U day work week
becausi of the energy situation. About 30 Communist troops
ambushed and killed an unarmed American officer and wounded
four other U.S. soldiers today as their helicopters landed
to search for the remains of a CI 12 miles south of Saigon.
Vice President Gerald R. Ford and President Nixon's principal
economic ..advisors me t a t the White House with Senate and House
Republicans to discuss proposals in the economic f I e I d t h a

t

the administration will unveil next year. Trans World Airlines
may be back in operation in tine to vote Tuesday ti> accept n

contract agreement reached by negotiators. The airline has
been grounded sin.-e November << by strikes. J. Paul GtLty, in
was founu alive toda'i, five months after disappearing 1 rem
Rome, Italy. His mother said that his release cost $2.7 billion -

$2.7 million in ransom. The 17-year-old grandson of American
oil billionaire. J. I'aul lietty wp.s in good health despite a

missing ear. in Sk / 1 ah news, the wire services have your stories
about the gypsy not h tjtgs. And Kd , the stories quoted your
birth announcement in '

l: u 1 1 . Also mentioned was the CMG glitch
and the cancelled comei. photopraphy. Sports: the Hiacii Dolphins
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defeated the Detroit Lions 3/. to 17. The Pittsburg Stealers

took the San Francisco 49era 37 to U. On the colleg,

basketball front. UCl.A beat North Carolina State by a sco.c

,,, B ,', l0 bb, and that's 10 for this evening. Over.

CI)R Okay Hruce. Thanks a lot. And ihosr

bracelets are not in W-7<W«.

cc okay . Thanks a lot, Je r

.

(i)K Yeah, we looKtd there right alter we

l, lt) U.«i in the protective kit and it wasn't in either p

(( . Okay. I Kiiest the bad news is that s

,,11 the K "0.1 news for tonight. Lei us work on it.

n ,K Okav. We did okay with a rubber baad

Loday.' We can K,t along that way if you can't find it.

c okay. We copy. We' I I woik on ii .

Wo'vi- had Ions of signal through lananar

in.rnllon to pot the c . ew to bed here. Waken,/ Is

hours 5 minutes C.re«*"""-h
6 :UU a.m. torno r r

mean time, this is Sky lab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Tills is Sky i ab Control at U hours 19 min-
utes Greenwich me &n time. .We've just received the raisin -

mission surgeon's report on the crew health, and I'd like
to pisa chat on. And I quote, "The crew remains in good
health. A dec on oh est - a decongestant was utilized by the
pilot to alleviate mild symptoms of stuffiness in the ear."
And that is signed .lorry Kotdinsky, Dr. Jerry Mordlnsky,
for'. Dr. Hawkins. We '

1 1 stand by during this pass over
Carnarvon In the event that there is any air-to-ground with
the ctt-w.

•'AO Wi' ' vf passed out cf . range at Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition is (ioldstone in 2 6 minutes. We'll shut
down for the night. A hours 25 minutes Greenwich moan time,
this Is Sky lab Control.

END OF TAl'K
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C-C Sky lab , Houston. Good nornin? , We're
at Vanguard .-. We still have about 6 fllnutes left in this
pass and I'n waking you up <>bout 10 minutes early this morn-
ing .

I'ET Hood morning, Dick.
™ HI, Bill. Good oornlnc.
( c Skylab, Houston. We still have about

} BlioiU'j left in this paws. I thought I'd Rive you a quick
sumnatior. of vhcre we art- on the OAS, and 1 need to ask Ed
one im'Uion prior to flOing LOS here; so we can - you're
rainy to haw an hour's LOS so we'd like to think about ft
prior t.t getting to Ooldstone. I'll tell you why in a second
f ssem 1 al i y , we have reeanbled the BIT in the DAS which allow;
us to command from the ground through our normal primary
DAS pa**, md we have commanded several items during the
night aad it's working perfectly okay. We hope to do a short
trouhi

.
shoot ing procedure vith Ed on the ATM console just

prior to his lirst ATM pass at the Goldstone AOS at 12:59
to verify that the DAS does work and we do request that no
PAS werk he done prior to that tire. Ve still have about 2
minutes here and if Ed's available I would like to ask h i m
one question about the activities last evening.

SPT Okay, Dick. Go ahead.
t:c Okay, Ed. Last nifht Bruce asked you

about one of the switches as to whether or not you'd ever
threw it. I'd like to ask you about another one, and 1 '«referring u i.\e DAS POWER switch that's on the - and that
one is or. tne lover portion of the console just to the ri S htof the .DAS entry keys itself. And the question is, at any
tine duijng the procedure did you ever cycle this switch
and if you did was It cycled rapidly? I did go through all
tie transcripts and you never reported it but we n. . d to -ask
this question lust to clear up our rainds -about U.

SPT Yes, Dick; that was cycled. I believe U
was OFF at tin- ve r v beginning and I started the er.trv and not t

that it was off and then turned it - turned i t on . I don't re
recycling it rapidly, however,

CC Okay. Understand it was OFF at the start
and you put it on, and the switch I'm referring to is the
DAS POWER switch down there on the bottom right next to the
entry keys.

SPT That's affirmative, Dick.
cc Okay. Ed, if you'll be on the console

at the tine when your detail pass, which is 12:59, that's
lust about AOS r.oldatone, I'll give you a call there and I'll
have the troubleshooting procedure for you there. We ' re abou

t

30 seconds fron LOS here. One iter-, that I might tell you
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about. About an hour ,i>>0 we had a M-3 flare In active re-
Rlon 00 which is the largest flare that we've observed o n
the Sun since you launched, and so things look like they're
picking up. :

'

. .
.

.

.

S? T Very pood. Thank you, Dick.
(C Rop.er. And Skylab. If you're listnnlnp

like to correct one thin', I said. The procedure we're not
we're K«'lnc to use is really not a t r oub 1 eshoo t inp; on the
MAS. It's p,oin R to he Just a llttli demonstration that vou
do have adequate DAS control. Out.

KNt) OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 58 minutea
and 34 seconds Greenwich nean tine. We're now about 55

seconds from acquisition of the Goidstone tracking antenna.
Pass through Goidstone and Texas should last about 13 minutea
During the night the flight controllers have been working
on the computer system that controls the giant space station'
at 1 1 tude , Late last night the keyboard that's used by the
astronauts to give instructions to the computer shut down
automatically when an improper signal was received. Backup
control was maintained overnight by the ground, but the
reason for the shutdown of the DAS, or digital address ays*
tern, is not yet well understood, Crew is going to be attempt
in* here at Goidstone to reactivate the digital address sys~
tern, which is the keyboard used to control the comriter bv
the crewmen, and we'll get an idea of whether or not that's
working again. ThlB is Skylab Control. We're alive now Tor
alrtto*- ground at Goidstone. Dick Truly Is the the spacecraft
comnunica tor

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS stateside
for 13 minutes, and Ed, If you're around the ATM C&D we can
go ahead and get on with this DAS demo.

SPT Standing by, Dick. Go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed. Let ne explain to you what

we're going to do very quickly and then we'll step right
through it. What we're going to have you do is enter three
comnands using the PAS, the first two will be a function and
data conn and to enter the TAL for your first maneuver 'today
and then assuming those work okay we'rs going to have you
enter the command that vou were entering yesterday when we
had the problem. That's 10131. Now, what I'd like to do
is read the numbers to you and have - and like to give you
a GO prior to a - after entering the number and prior to

hitting the ENTER and then a GO for the next one. And the
first one Is 52030.

SPT Okay. How's that look?
CC Roger, Ed . Looks good to us. You ' ra GO

to FNTE1 that

.

SPT ENTER, cleared.
CC Okay. How about a 5002 7.

SPT Th.it ' s keyed .

CC Ok.iy, Ed. You're CO to ENTER that. Look
good to us .

SPT ENTER, cleared.
CC Okay. The next one Is '.he switch selucto

conmand you entered yesterday. 10131.
SPT That 's keyed .

CC Roger. You're clear to enter th.it.
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SPT FNTFR and cleared.
CC Okay, Ed. Looki like we've got a wonting

DAS, to you're GO today for normal op» and using the DAS. Be

advised we've « have done and are going to continue to do a whole
lot of. thinking about exactly how we sot into this particular
situation, but there's nothing that makes us believe now that

the DAS Is not working okay. I night add that the - one of

the prime contenders for setting the bit that caused this Is

Che "cycling of the DAS power switch, and whether or not that

was the thing that caused it or not. It was certainly Inad-
vertent If It was. We thought It'd be a good idea that you
might review that note in •» it's In the ATM MALS book on
page 1-4 at the top of the page, So each you just night take
a look at that some tint; when you have a chance,

SPT Okay, Dick. We sure will. I'll. get it

out. If it was entered, it certainly was an inadvertent ac-

tuation. When 1 entered the 10131 I got nothing and that

threw the switch on and, that made chat entry and (garble)

subsequent to that everything Is as I discussed It with Bruce
last niRht. And it's not a tie t eor o logl ca 1 thing or I haven't
(garble) at ali to cycle that switch rapidly. However, if you -

you know yourself you can't recall every snail thing that you've
done hours before unless you make a special note of it. So I

can't guarantee it didn't happen, but it certainly is not t lie

standard mode of operation.
CC Okay. No problem there and we ju.st figured

that - that one particular note Is one of a million you -

that are ferried In the flight data file somewhere so this might

not be a - you know, might be a good time to review it. A
couple other things for you, Ed. The reminder you got the

first NuZ update this morning. It's listed on your ATM sche~
dule pad. And we see the ATM CAD coolant loop up.

SPT That's affirmative, Dick. There was some
question in my mind last night as to whether you wanted us

to put that on the unattended ops, powerdown and powerup
again cue card. Bruce implied that it was supposed to be

on there but we haven't received anything, to that effect yet.

CC Well, that's not entirely truu, we don't
think. We're still going to take a look at that filter that
we've been holding off putting it on a checklist change
until we think we understand better thi- situation in the
hardware in the loop. Ve have been considering putting it

on one of the pads probably your detail pad, to turn it off
the end of the day and and turn it on in the nomine until
we do make that checklist change. And also one other quick
question. Could you let us know approximately how long ago

you turned the C&i) loop on?
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SPT At about 15 Minutes ago, Dick. And the -

punp low DELTA-rP light came up » or went off rathei slowly.
I would estimate around 15 seconds or so which ia the con-
trast of photo through the b I - through the bisectors for
Hous ton (? ) .

CC Okay.
CC Roger, Ed. Wo copy that - your report on

the light. The reason we we re Inte res ted . The flow does look
a little bit low pn the loop this aornln* but we'll keep a look
i.l It for you.

SPT Okay, Dick. Thank you. What time wtt the
flare again which you mentioned earlier this norning?

CC Was UtOO Zulu, I believe.
SPT Thank you

.

CC Ed, ATM corrects me . The time on the flare
was 11:08. I was pretty close, though.

SPT (Garble) ahead of it

.

CC Roger . SPT , Houston. Wonder if I could
ask you one raore question concerning the operation on the
DAS yesterday,

SPT Sure can, Dick. Go ahead.
CC Okay. Here it is. During the tine when

you were entering or attempting to enter the 10131 and you
got back the 11 or whatever it was, the incorrect DAS entry.
At any time in that period did you enter a DAS code that started
with a 5? Over. We know that you entered one after that,
but in that sequence anywhere did you enter one that started
with a 5?

SPT That's negative, Dick,
CC Okay. Thank you.
CC Sky lab, Houston. One request. On the

ATM C&D loop the pressure Is still, not come up, or the flew
Is still not cone up to its normal - ri^ht - We still have about
2-1/2 minutes here. What we'd like to request if you have a
chance Is to turn pump Charlie ATM C&D coolant loop pump Charlie
off. an.l pump Bravo on, and we'll have a chance to look at that
between now and the upcoming pass at Vanguard and see If ve
have the same flow conditions In the loop.

SPT Okay, Dick. You got the:*. Just as I went
to turn punp Charlie off we got the low DF.I.TA-P light as be-
fore I turned the pump off. And It seemed lo go and Just as 1

turned the pump off. I'n not sure whether it was the switch
actuation or just a light coming up above the pressure for the
llfrht to come back on or for the liyht to go off, and start
pump Bravo on and pump low DELTA-P went out within about 12
seconds.

CC Okay, Ed. Thank you very much, and before
we >-,o LOS here I'd like to advise you that we cot- figured
I'Cr.s 5 and 6 for operation on the secondary amp hour integrator.
We are goiny to - and the reason for this is the difference
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In status between the secondary and primary anp hour imv>tu«t»r!i,

We intend to stay In thlt configuration until the secondary
integrators reach 100 percent or the next BRET past. »

SPT Okay. Thank you. I rbink on your previous
question about th* 5 50,000 entry 1 can be pretty ceitalr. about
thit one. (Garble) standard (garble) happened which think (garble)
to I look at the numbers after I key In before I enter, and

there's no reason I'd evn hit a 5. Sp, (garble) reasons I'm
sure that that didn't happen.

CC Roger, Ed. We didn't think it did but
we're lust - there's so few things that could cause ihlb.
We're trying to cover all the bets and nake sure we uniK'rstand
thlv la - so we don't have a DAS problem we don't know about,
We're about 25 seconds fro* LOS. Vanguard comes up at 1 3 : 2 'J

,

FND OK TAPK
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\ SkyUb Control at 13 hours 13 minute
Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station U now p 1IRl.d ou t
of rand* o' the continental U.S.. Our next acquisition is

r 10 minutes away at Vangua rd . Pur 1 nr this pans Science Pilot
Ed Gibson waa given a series of instructions to put into the
digital addreso system and thereby tn*truct the computer,
Those instructions wwnt into the computer successfully and
appeared - that would appear to inform the ground that thedigital address system that's used by the crew to instruct
the computer is working properly nov. Late last night thekt-ybo.rd that U used, the OAS, shut down automatically when an
improper signal was received by the computer itself. Backup

M°^
r

! ^"d 7
al

'?
t

';

1 "- d <l"rin R the overnight by the P rour,d a„dhat seemed to Inform ground people here that the computerItself was not at. fault but only the d {« i t a 1 add ress sys t em

.

Digital address system is ar, important part of the computersystem. It allows the- crew to do a couple of thirds. One ofthem is to begin maneuvers - maneuvers would have to be begunby ihr ground It the digit jladdreis system had failed completelyAlso, the digital address system allows the crew the full use of'the computer. Without It they would be conpletcly dependant
on ground use of the computers. That use of the computer nightbe essential for example in the event that a caution and war 1 ,P light were to go off. Because one light may inform the crev ofsevera d ferent problems in the space station without rhedigital address system they couldn't determine which was theproblem and would have to wait for ground control to determine

lut^y,
conpu er may have responded last nl*ht to either a

1 C
, ;;

nd 0 f
* Power - power switch, or It could havebeen handling of a 1 i r h t switch that happens to be on onoth.rpart of the control panel. At this time it's v.ry difficult

to determine whether either of those thing* happened or perli.ins

i? V.**** n\l '

iT
l

' nStn,Ctl0n W" « lvtn ttle computer. S.le.x,Pilot M Gibson did indicate that he mav have cycled the powerswitch. Tthat can at certain tines in the sequence of eventsactivate the computer's BIT that says you're getting a wron?
instruction. Ground is not certain which of those things may
ha ye taken place, but they are aware that sometines cycling ofswitches that are not related to the computer directly mav
have some eftect on the computer's operation. However, thisnorninp. when they did attempt to brin* it back up. it cameup successfully after the ground had used its backup controlovcrniRht. That seems to have soUed that problem prettvwell. They 11 be using the digital address systerr the

'

computer instruction system today as they would normally.
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Today's activities include scheduled medical and solar
experiments as well as continuing photography of the Comet
Kohoutek. The la r ge s t so 1« r f la re of the current Sky 1 ah
flight occurred early this morning at 11:08 Greenwich mean
time, just about 2 hours ago. That was an M-3 flare reported
by the ground. Occurred, of course, while

' the c rev vu» still
asleep. That does indicate they warn having an Increase in
solar activity aM ln, just before the comet makes its closest
pass to the Sun. At the end of this pass, the ATM control
and display panel's coolant loop which has been giving some
irregularity In flow, indicated a low flow In the range ofabout 170 to 200 pounds per hour. Standard flow for that
coolant loop Is about 245/250 pounds per hour. Took about
15 seconds to warn up according to Ed Gibson, who was handling
It. When the ground saw that the coolant flow remained below'
its normal level, they asked that the pumps be switched todetermine whether or not pump C »Iph t be at fault, ruher
than the coolant 1 oop l t se 1 f . Th e tnd i ca t i on Is that , that'scorrect, pump C was - punp B was then turned on, pump C turnedOKI and immediately the low pressure or low flow light went
<*( and the flow came up to its normal level. That help* theground a urcu deal in determining where the problem mav be
It could in fact be a punp problem at this time rather than"merely a problem in the line. That of course is still going
to be studied for some tine and troubleshooting procedures
have been worked out for looking a little more closely at
the coolant loop. That coolant loop serves primarily to keep
trte touch temperatures of the control panel below 105 degreesH also is used for cooling off the Karth resources taperecorders. This is Skylab Control. We're now 5-1/2 minutestrom acquisition of signal at Vanguard. It's 17-1/2 minutesafter the hour.

.

PA0 Skylab Coturol at 11 hours 22 minutes
and seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition of si K nal through the tracking ship Vanguard.Pass through Vanguard should laM about 11 minutes and we're

now for
Dick Truly.

-to-ground. Spacecraft Coraraunle

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Vanguard tor
11 minutes, and we're gonna dump the data /voice recorder here
a t Vanf.ua rd .

STT Houston, SPT.
(:(: Go ahead, Ed.
SPT s *y. n lck, active region 00 certainly put

out something. We can see it inminencing XUV monitor ws'well
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as white liftht coronagraph. In the XUV monitor we can see
that region without the use of the INTEGRATE switch. Certainly
U a brilliance thing on the disk r.ow. And, the white light
coronagraph show* the streamer which is superimposed upon a
•nailer one which was there yesterday, a very thin narrow one.
Now superlnposed on that one is a fairly thick one at the base
running out In that sane position right above active region
00 and it runs out pretty much straight for a radii or so
and then starts to bend up slight towards the north. Exceptionally'
strong streamer and a very pronounced change. I do not see any
sign of a transient as - short- term transient so I did not
go into any kind of s operation associated with that but 1
think we ought to monitor periodically eai:h orbit or ho at
least with a building block 12 or so is certainly in order.

CC Koner, Ed. We tertainly concur with that
and I think that's a good idea.

SPT Then you've got the white light eoronawj iph
and XUV »onitor information on VTR. Any time you want it.
go ahead and take It .

CC Okay, thank you fur getting It for us.
And, I need to talk briefly with both the PLT and '.he C!>R,
sometime this pass.

CDR Co ahead, Dick. Ve're up.
CC Okay, Jeiry. For you, I've got a - first

of all on the recommendation you made on DAC 01. What we'd prefer
that you do Is to perform page 5-1 in the Photo Ops Book sometimes
rather than permanent general message 008, however, if you
do want a copy of 008, we'll be certainly happy to send that
one r I ght up .

CDR Okay, I think Us still an active message
and wi' threw It away.

cc "kay. We'll send you one up toilay. Coupl«-
of more things for you Jerry. I've got one correction lor
your riijjht - your side of the Flight Plan. Over.

CDR Okay.
("C Okay. The time of 24:00, Jerry, where it

says MS09 Delta. That's a charge, we'd like to change that
to an M 509 Echo, which is a top off due to the pressure remaining
in the PSS nodels yesterday.

CDR Okay. Good enough, Pick.
CC Okav, Jerry, let me mention one more thine-

to you. Today and you're gonna be getting a permanent general
message on this in a day or so, but I thought I'd let vou know
here on voice for now. On your Flight Plan about 20:45 today,
you have the first of a series of documentary photos that are'
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referenced la Photo Ops Book, section 9 . We have been thinking
about thin and we believe that rather than have you methodically
go through every single sequence and camera location and so

forth in that, that we can meet our objectives in this » in

theae documentary photos by Just having you review the proper
scene, in your cane today DP-18 prior to taking any shots a 'id

then Just at 24 frames per second take some general photography
of unstayed activities of the reference to see - in other
words we don't want you to Just have' to go by row through
every one of those sequences, we think it'll take too long and
you can get the same thing by just net tin? us sone photography.

CDR Okay, Dick. Understand.

KNf) OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston; on* more request on that
active region 00. DurlnR your observing tine during this
daylight cycle we'd appreciate' it If you could do a building
block 17 for nr. , And 1 have one note here for Bill Pogue

,

and then I'll be all through.
SPT

block 17.
CC
CC

S055 htfh

Okay, Dick; understand now, building

Roper .

'

SPT, Houston* looks like to us that
voltage 1 is off and request it on.

<x Thank you

.

CC Skyittb, Houston? for the PLT . Yesterday
on tho S063 airglow ops that you did yesterday mornlne in
a hurry-up fashion when we had the problem with the CMC,
we've chocked the voice dump tapes and we haven't found any
vol - anv conments relative to SO 63. We're were wondering
if you did record anything, and if you didn't to be sure and
voice nark the exposures for the S063 ops that are coning
up here this wornlng. And for Jerry, to - this evening
you'll be receiving another status on the « the permanent
general rnofisap.es, Jerry, and so you might go through your
onboard Flight Plan and take a look at all of thosi that
are valid and you ni^ht not have a copy of and
more than happy to send any others up you need.

COR Okay , Hick ; thanks .

CC Yes .sir.
PLT Dick, it's PLT here. You an

I did not voice anything. I wan having numerous
with various and sundry pieces of the hardware.

'II hi

correct

,

difflcul t Lcs
And I Just

prior to exposureflat didn't have time to get the headset on
tine. I was also trying to troubleshoot it as I was taking
the exposures.

CC Okay, Bill; no problem. If you'll get
it this morning, we sure appreciate It.

PLT Do my best

.

CC Okay, and Skylab, we're going over the
hill. I'll give you a call at Tananarive at 13:50.

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 35 minutes
Croenvieh mean time. Skylab space station now over the
South Atlantic has passed out of range of the tracking ship
Vanguard. V'e ' re about W. -1/2 minutes from acq- !ii lion at
Tananarive. During this last pass the Science Pilot Kd Gibson
had gone to the AT M panel and is working on the sol.u ins t rumen
He indicated that active region 0 to 0 has become much brighter
and is, in fact, the brightest th.ai? on the disk. He did
indicate he had seen some streamers but no transients. However
the AIM officer here in Mission Cor.trol says that using the
telescopes unattended last night with Groind Control, they
do believe that they got some of the c^roial transient that
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followed lhat »a)or flare, an M-3 flare that started this
nornlnn at 1U08. So, Ed Cibaon will now be following up
the coronal transient, by getting add i t iona i d.,ta on that
Ho did indicate he's put about 5 Minutes on the video taperecorder. That will be. with the white lipht corona R raphlo Hhiiw out any of the transient in the outer atmosphere.
,lu 11 • *«v, however, he sav nothing in the
outer atmosphere. Active re, Ion 00 is just below the equatoron the Sun near the en-tern 1 i nb of the disk. Thai is tosay at the left of the disk, and it's certainly a sign thaiwe J have increasing activity on the Sun during the nextcouple of weeks at the very sane tips that the co«et Kohoutek
is approaching the disk. 13-1/2 alnutes vo acquisition
or signal, and 36-1/2 minutos after the hour. This Is SkyUbControl. '

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13 hour* 49 ainutes
Greenwich nsan tine. We're now less than a nlnute froa
Acquisition ot signal ft Tananarive. The voice relay station
there will be in contact for about 8 ulnutes. Bring the line
up live now for air-to-ground, Handover beginning here In
Mission Controls Charles Lewis's flight tear* coming on and
Phil Shaffer's going off duty, A DA.8 problem that concerned
the Phil Shaffer crew during the overnight has now apparently
been solved. Whatever had gon« wrong has now been set right.
And the sane instruction that set off the problen last night
apparently has l>een executed properly this morning. So,
everything seers to be working fine on the digit - digital
address ayetea for the ATM computer syste«. We're alive
now for air*to-stround through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston* through Tananarive for
7 ainucei , And, Ed, when you get a chance I've got one
snail update to your AT - ATM ops this pass.

SPT Go ahead , Dick

.

CC Roger, Ed, when you get to the building
block 17, if your experiment roil is not approximately 10800,
we'd like you to omit the last 82 Alfa exposure. Over.

SPT Okay, Dick, 1 was going to ask you about
that one. We did not refer to a JOP when we specified the
17. And It does sake a difference with 82. I have not
taken an 82A exposure as yet, the 20 - second one. We did get
one at the beginning of the orbit which I figured would
hold until I could set with you folks on it. Do they want
one? I'm presently now at minus 5400 in order to give
52 the best view of the corona. If I go to 10800 I g«
to (garble) putting that on to the pile up. Now I could go to
10800 if we can follow into roll during - 10800 will probably be
pretty good. I can do a roll right now, as a natter of fact,
while I got a couple of experiments between nodes. Question
beins> then, do they want another 20 - second exposure at the ver
beginning of this period, and then one at the end of the
orbit? Or, we're pretty much coming up at the end r i y; h t

now, so I would assune they only want one.
CC Roger, Hd . Our r e c onme n d a t 1 on would

be go ahead and roll to 10&00 and take the exposure.
CC That's retake the 20 - second exposure that

you took earlier.
CC And, SPT, Houston. That was a bad call

I made on the 20-second exposure. The - It's a 40-second
exposure on 82 Alfa.

SPT Okay, we had a change to our JOP summary
sheets, which chantstf wa3 40 to 20.
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CC Stand by.
CC SPT, Houiton. For thta exposure, at Icxst,

we'd like a 40-second exposure. And we'll check the checklist
change and make sure on that.

SP'f Okay . Dick.
CC Thank you , « Ir
CC Skylab, Houston: for your information

AIM coolant loop seems to be running real splffy on the

new pump. So we're goli.g to leave it like this and just
watch 1 1 f o r a while

.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're about a minute from
LOS at Tananarive. Hawaii comes up at 14:?<t.

PAO Skylab Control «*t 13 hours 5? minutes
Greenwich wean tlwe, We've had a loss of signal at Tananarive
just before that final call from Spacecraft Communicator
DUk Truly. Our next acquisition o i signal is 36 minutes
awav at Hawaii. This is Skylab Control at 57-1/2 minutes
after the hour

.

PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 32 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. We're coning up on acquisition of

signal h'. Hawaii and we'll bring the line up for a pass lasting
ibont 6 minutes. -

MCC Good morning, Skylab, Welcome to the active
Sun. And we'll be enabling momentum dump here, and then I'm
ready to talk to Ed about ATM.

SPT Good morning, Bill. We're ready; go ahead.
MOC Okay, let me just give you a couple of

quickies here on today's plan. I think you can look at it

and figuro out what we're doing here with the (garble) wave JOP
a couple of active region 00 pointings. The synoptic 82B
work on the latitude variation chroao spheric emission.
And the important thing here Is to note the change to building
block 35, which is a change for S054. Just to cover yourself,
I'd recomnend you do that in pencil If you haven't already
done It, in case after the Christinas repairs we need to change
that. And a question here regarding JOP 8, building block
17, on page S-25 - S-20 ~ S - 2 6 on the JOT summary sheets.
Noticed this morning you had indicated you had a pen-and-ink
to change the 82 Alfa exposure from 40 to 20 seconds . And
we shi'V it still at 40 and that's where we want to Veep It.

SPT Okay, Bill, I ' tr. not up at the panel right
now, unfortunately. Jerry's in there taking a Kohoutek photo,
la that the first seep which Is referenced on 8 Alfa, or is

that 8 (garble)?
MCC Negative, it's the actual number that appear

in the building block itself; on BB-17 for the 82A exposures.
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Should be 40 seconds. And we think may - -

SPT Okay.
MCC We think may - -

SPT There was one side of the JOP 8 summary
sheet I have *tQ remaining, and on the other side I got a change
to 20. And I'm trying to go back now f.->r the paper work
to find that change.

MCC Okay, it's probably not worth (garble)
the details here. We've got another 3-1/2 minutes. Perhaps
when we changed building block 8, we got that confused
somehow and wound up in JOP 8. It's the only thing I can
think of.

SPT Well, I'll look Into it a little bit

further, but go ahead.
MCC Okay, obviously the Sun Is getting more

active. The active region 00 is a new area. It's about
5 degrees southeast of the old 93. It's growing and it's

apparently unstable. From our vantage point we cannot see

it very well. Any observations that you have during the

day we'd greatly appreciate you passing then cn to us. This
is in the area, incidently, where all of the SL-III inner-
connections from one region to the other were seen, and the

loop structures. So we suspect we'll have considerable
amount of loops in here fron this area and over into bright en-
ings around it. The - one problen here is that the region
is almost as bright as a flare, so it's difficult to see

when you do have a flare. The flare* that we had not - last

night were accompanied by a radio burst on the order of 20

to 30 solar fluction of delta. Active region 99 is stable,
and that is, incidently, the old active region 91. And

P-59 Is the old filiment 37 coming back to jtive you an

idea of how long that'll be along. And while I'm talking
about active region 00 and flares here, let re pass on

some words from 82 Alt' a on their flare operations. They've
looked again at some flare data, in particular a 15 June
flare on Skylab-H, and they found that their *0-second oxposur
short wavelength showed rapidly Charging spectra. At the

peak of the flare minus 1 minute, only the very br'.phtcst

or the highest temperature lines showed up, in particular
Iron 24. They found the other lines were coninp In at a wa -

a time after the peak. And whs,t they would like tu change
the words to you is that If you catch a flare near the

peak but not necessarily the rise, If you catch It near the

peak they do vtnt to continue into the flare fall In order
to watch these other lines coning in as the aattrifil cools
off. They're still very interested In the rise, oainly
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here Is alnost certainly" non^al lit t£
Cri *« erln * mechani am

do want to go Into flar* f-Vi * 6 polnt ls ^ey

END OF TAPE
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cc - - material cools of f . They're still
'

very interested in the rise, mainly for the spacial and temporalvariations here of the very hottest lines, which really is a
misnomer, since the triggering mechanism here is almost
certainly nonthermal. But, the point is, they do want to go
into flare fall, if you catch it even right at the peak, as
opposed to forgetting about it. Over.

SPT Okay. I understand that distinction
then from the X-rays, which are concerned primarlv with the
initial burst and then the other locks like more of a relaxation
than process. So, they want us - still want to observe itbecause there is that type delta. I'll have to try and put
some reminders to that effect on a cue card of Son machine.
,

CC Okay, Ed. And, we're 30 seconds from LOS
here. Vanguard is next In 22 minutes, and go ahead with anything
else you have .

SPT Yeah. The - Sirce the nome of the pane , Ithink, for the next week or two, is to get Sun, good flares, oneproblem that cane up before when we were working on this isthe PMEC. That thing is exceptionally sensitive, as you'know.
to the South Atlantic anomaly, so that leaves us in the dilenna
If we leave It powered up a] 1 the time, we've got the flare alarmgoin* off in our ears. If we turn it off. then you tend toforget to turn it back on when you're out cf the anonaly.
Then you don t get the warning, so we're kinda caught in themiddle here, and we're trying to figure a way out of it. 1
think getting an aluminum count would be helpful.

CC 0ka y- Ed
- We "ill be working on that andwe appreciate the problem and we're thinking about it ourselvesAnd let's see, we're over the hill. George Withbroe will betalking to you tomorrow about S055.

SPT Thank you , Bill.

lfl

rA°
( „ t

Skylab' Control at H hours .'.0 minutes and
18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has nowpassed out of the range of the tracking antenna on the Hawaiian
Islands. ve re 21 minutes from acquisition at Vanguard. Burin*this pass Bill Lenoir was tilMng with Science Pilot YA Gibson
about the ATM solar observations and indicated that Dure are
a number of changes goln* t > be taking place ;,s a rest,]; „f
data gathered on previous missions. One thing to he looked at
is interconnections between one solar flare act - region indanother active region. That's something identified during
the last Skylab mission. And, also, an Interest now on the
postflare activities, chat's been Increased by looking at
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some of the Skylab data from the first mission, which showed

rapid changes in spectra immediately following a flare. So,

that would indicate that although before the Skylab activity
began, we looked primarly for the rise period of a flare to

gather data on thermal and distance changes in the .flare's

growth, we're now interested, too, in looking at it after

the flares occur to see what's happening in the various spectra.
20 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. It's now

41-1/2 minutes after the hour. This Is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control at 15:00 hours Greenwich

mean time. We're now about 56 seconds from acquisition of

signal through the tracking -ship Vanguard. The Vanguard pass
should last a little more than 10 minutes. At the present time
the spacecraft communicator is Hank HartsfJeld, and we're live

for air-to- ground at Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston. Through Vanguard for

10 minutes.
SPT Ccod morning, Hank.
CC Good morning. And, as a reminder *.o you,

we'll be dumping the recorder here at this site. And, also,
for whoever' s free, in order to complete the closeout for

unattended, we need to get the H-alpha 1 interlock switch to

normal.
SPT Okay, Hank, it's to normal. And, also

at the conclusion of the last orbit, I left the pointing on
Sun center, so that you could look at the corona as the

emphasis was placed on that, rather than gotn* to the position
specif i ed in the pad .

CC Okiy, we copy, Ed. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. \ minute to LOS. We'll

see you at Tananarive at 26.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 12 minutes and

28 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab apace station Is now

ir. the South Atlantic anomaly, out of range of the Vanguard
tracking ship. 13 minutes from acquisition of signal at

Tananarive. In this last pass, the Skylab crew was informed
to make sure that everything was set up for unattended operations
of the solar instruments. The next pass of daylight will be

handled unattended, thnt is to say, by the ground, rather
than by a member of the crew. At this time some preprations
for S201 photography with the far ultraviolet c 1 ec t r i nog raph lc

camera are under way, and also Commander Jerry Carr is In the

process of getting hooked up for his lower body negative
pressure run. Today's activities include seven sessions on the

solar Instruments and also the operation of several experiments
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to collect and photograph - collect data and photograph the

cmet Kohoutek. Commander Carr Is the subject and Pogue the

observer in M092/M093 operations this morning. They began -

are scheduled to begin about 8:57 and they'll run through

about 10:42. Infrared photographs will be taken of each

crew member during the day. Gibson will be the first subject

at about 1:30 this afternoon, followed by Pogue. Commander

Carr will be photographed about 5:30 P.M.. The photographs

of course, are taken in minimum clothing, with the purpose

being to gather data on temperature of the crew member's bodies,

which will give some indication of blood flow. Commander
Carr will - and the other two crew members will also be

photographed about 2:8:10 - 2:18 p.m. this afternoon.
Stereo photography with all three crew members necessary to do

the photo work. They use two Nikon cameras that are held about

36 inches apart. Each crew member takinR a picture at the

same time of the third. In the continuing study of the

comet Kohoutek, S233 photographic sessions are scheduled

twice again today at 8:28 a.m., this morning and again this

eveninp at 7:21 P.M.. During the morning, with Gibson

maneuvering Skylab, Bill Pogue will operate the S201 electroni-
graphic camera to take Kohoutek photographies in the far

ultraviolet range. Two sessions are planned with S019, ultra-

violet solar astronomy experiment, to study stellar absorption

spectra through the comet's tail. At 3:51 Gibson will perform

the maneuver while Carr operates the experiment and at the second

session is scheduled for 8:31 with Pogue maneuvering and

Carr, again, operating the experiment. Operations of S063
ultraviolet airglow horizon photography will begin about

7:53 a.m. Those should be completed by Gibson about 8:4fi,

this morning. The ATM work today includes one session by

Commander Carr, four by Science Pilot Ed Gibson, who is, of cours

the senior scientist on Skylab, and two by Pilot Bill Pogue .

Total data take time is about 5 hours and 17 minutes today.

And, as we reported earlier in the day and M-3 flare was

spotted this morning at 11:08 by ground stations, just before

the crew was awakened. The crew has tinned the equipment on

and some data has been gathered on unattended operations of

the solar instruments earlier this morning. Handheld photo

options for today include the Maria Teresa Rerl, about

50 feet below the surface of the South Pacific, west of

New Zealand. A great number of mountain peaks beneath the

sea and shoals remain undiscovered, and the surface effect may

allow Skylab to detect these features, which are a potential

hazard to ocean travel. Another target will be the coastal
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and near coastal regions of the northern territory of
Australia. The Galapagos Islands, 600 nautical miles off
the coast of Ecuador, are another handheld photo target option
for today. Earlier this morning Skylab crew attempted to
activate the digital address system and to command the
computer aboard Skylab. That computer has been now commanded
successfully, using the DAS. The digital address system was
not working properly last night. The problem believed to be
a improper instruction sensed by the computer. That improper
instruction may have been due to a hardware flaw or it may have
been due to some cycling of power switches. At this time
it's still not been determined. Backup control was maintained
during the overnight by the ground, using a secondary command
system; however, the primary system did not operate as the
crew went to bed last night. This morning a set of instructions
were put into the computer. They were received properly after
Ed Gibson entered them and they have been executed. So, that
would Indicate the computer now can be commanded by the ground -

by the crew or the ground, which means it's back in it's
normal operating mode with no problems. Some addition research
will be done on that during the next couple of daysto determine
exactly what the problen might have been that caused the
digital address system to lock the crew out last night.
Also, this morning, we had another brief interruption in the
operation of the coolant loop for the ATM control and display
panel. That interruption, only for a very short period of
time, the flow did not come up to normal levels with
pump C. Pump B was activated and it did begin operating
immediately at the proper flow level. That would indicate
that perhaps some contamination may have been blocking pump C;
however, the continuing problen of brief interruptions is not
believed to be associated only with pump C. because punp B
has shown fluctuations during Its periods of operation in the
past. Addltlcnal t r o ub 1 ah oo t 1 n g procedures are still being
discussed for that work. This is Skylab Control at 7 minutes
to our next acquisition of signal. 18-1/2 minutes after the
hour .

END OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 24 minutes
and 45 seconds Greenwich mean time. 'We're now 55 seconds
frot. acquisition of signal at Tananarive. We'll bring the
line up live for acquisition at Tananarive, , Hank Hartsfield
is the spacecraft communicator.

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for
5-1 12 minutes .

SPT Roger, Hank. I got S201 set up and I'm
up here doing some JOP summary sheet changes, and while I'm
at the panel I'm wondering If any folks would want a shopping
list item (?) (garble) any of your observations.

CC Okay. We'll check it out, and did you
find out anything on that 40-second change there?

SPT No, I did not, Hank. Let me describe
to you the wav we have it right now. On 8 Alfa, the build-
ing block 17 on that side, that's S25, it's got a 20-second
exposure fcr ?2k. On the reverse side of that JOP summary
sheet, or 8 - corresponding to 8 Bravo, building block 17 ha3
remained AO. If you'd like me to go back and - -

CC Okay. On - -

SPT (Garble.) a

CC On the bulldinp. block 17 there on JOP
8 Alfa , that one should remain 40.

SPT Okay. You want all building block 17

at, to be 40. Is that affirm?
CC Tha t ' s a f f i r ma t i ve

.

SPT Okay. The change which prompted that
was either number 1, number 2, or nunber 3 on page 331' or
34 or 35 respectively.

CC Okay. We'll check those. I'm looklnp. at
change 1 now, which made a have Change to building block 8 and
and dropped 3 Alfa

SPT Okay. Why don't you give that to me,
Hank, Just to make sure we've got this straight.

CC Okay. On - on JOP 3 Alfa, building block*
8 md 9, ve changed the 82 Alfa 40-second exposures to 20.
And that occurred in three places in each building block.

SPT Okay . We have that .

CC Would you like for use to «cnd those
three changes up again, Ed, so you can Just make s u r ^ we got
them r i y.h t ?

SPT I think that 'J be the best thin? to do.
CC Okay. Ve ' 1 I work that out. We'll put

It together then and ship you up those changes again so
we'll know we're straight.

SPT Sounds like one too many changes got in.
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CC And Ed, If you have time we could -

we'd like a shopping list 1, item number 1.

SPT Okay. Coming up.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS . We'll see you at Hawaii at 09 and that's about
3 7 minutes from now.

I'AO Skylab Control at 15 hours 36 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Tananarive reports loss of signal.
33 minutes to our next acquisition at Hawaii. Few
final Instructions there given to the crew on operation of

the ATM. Some modifications have been made in the procedure
list for that and they did uplink those. Hank Hartsfield,
the spacecraft communicator during that last pass. This is

Skylab Control, We're a little over a half an hour from
Hawaii. It's now 36 minutes and 22 seconds after the hour.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Gkylab Control at 16 hours 8 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal at Hawaii. Pass through Hawaii will
last a little less than 10 minutes. Spacecraft communicator:
right now is Hank Hartsf leld .

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii or 10
minutes.

C C SPT, Houston. We've gone back and looked
.it tin- I OP summary sheet changes and the only one that
changes expcsuru time is change- number 1, and we've gut that
In the (garble) now, and we'll bo uplinklng that to you here.
If we don't get it up In Hawaii we'll try to get it up to
you .it Vanguard, and then that way you can verify your
changes. Skylab, Houston. We can hear you downlinking but
we can't read you' you're very weak. We're trying to
straighten out the situation now.

CT Hawaii C0MM TECH, Houston COMM TECH, net
lvoicecheck.

CT Houston COMM TECH, Hawaii, I read you
loud and clear .

CT Houston COMM TECH, Hawaii COMM TECH net 1.
CT Houston - Hawaii COMM TECH, Houston COMM

TECH net 1

.

CT Houston COMM TECH , this is Hawaii COMM TECH.
CT Read you loud and clear.
CI Roger. You're the same.
CC Skylab, Houston. How do you read?
CDR Read you loud and clear, Hank, (garble).
CC Okay. Read you loud and clear now, Jer.
C»R Okay. We Just finished M092 and the right -

the riRht leg indication meter faked out high again right
after we got started. I sugpesi we change leg bands before
the next M092 run.

CC Roger; we copy that, Jer, and we'll
probably do that.

CC Skylab, Houston. For your Info wo will
he commanding the inhibit momentum dump sometime during this
pass.

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead .

SPT Hank, looking at the white lipht corona-
graph display we got more streamers out there on the 1 1 r.b . one
at 230. 240, 270. and 290. The one at 230 is (he one most likel
resulting fan the flare that was not there yesterday. It has
faded out a fair amount from what it wan this morning. It's not
much of a material at this (?) date. But the central portion
Is still fairly strong.
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CC RoRcr .
." We copy . : '

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you at Vanguard at 40 and we plan to dump
the voice and data recorder there and for the CDR , we'll give
you some more words on that leg band , the situation on the
med status pad either tonight cr tonor row .

CDR Okay. Thank you. Hank.
PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 20 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We're now out of range of the tracking
antenna on the Hawaiian Islands. 20 minutes to acquisition
at Vanguard. Skylab crew was awakened this morning by a
new and violent Sun. The solar region 00 has given four
flares during the overnight period, tThe last being an M-d the lalargest flare so far on this mission. While ground controllers
were operating the space station solar telescopes that M-3 flareerupted on the Sun's eastern edge. Solar flare's the Urst
indication that the Sun's more active side is once again
rotating into view after 2 weeks of relative quiet. Active
region 00 is still not come into full view on the disk and is
expected to be a very large and active one, and it is at present
an unstable region. Solar activity may be substantial during
the next several days as a number of unstable regions move acrossthe disk. Today Commander Gerald Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue will-
be ualnv two of Skylab's special cameras to photograph the
growing comet Xc-houtek. It's speeding toward the Sun at
more than 140,000 miles an hour now and constantly accelerating.Only 12 days remain before Kohoutek whirls around the Sun, which
is still 45 million miles distant. At its closest approach
it il be about 13-1/2 million miles away. Earlier this
morning ^ t he Skylab astronauts regained control of the spare-
station's main computer, t'.ie computer used for attitude con-
trol. The typewriter keyboard that's used for instructing
the computer had been automatically shut down by an improper
signal last night. Ground control was maintained, however
and the keyboard is now working perfectly again. Ourine thislast pass had an indication from the crew that the leg band
used in the lower body negative pressure device runs apparently
is again ac - inaccurate today and for that reason there mav be achangeout scheduled for that. They'll get Instructions tonUht
on a teleprinter pad. This is Skylab Control. 18-1/2
minutes to acquisition at Vanguard. It's now 22 minutes
after the hour.

END OF TAPE.
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PAO Sky lab Control at 16 hours 39 minutes and

20 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're presently about
54 seconds from acquisition of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. The pass through Vanguard will last a little
more than 9 minutes, and the spacecraft communicator is Hank
Hartsf ield

.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Vanf.uard for
8-1/2 minutes.

SPT Rog. Hello, Hank. We got sor.p lighter
surgery • surging, right in the region that we're working now.
The 82B slit was (garble) nothing on the X-ray intensity, above
around 400 or so for the PMEC or 10450 (?)

CC Roger. Ve copy, Ed.

CC SPT, Houston. I have a snail addition to

your Flight Plan, whenever you get a break there to copy.
SPT Go ahead , Hank .

CC Okay, Ed. Last night you read us - there
were some temperatures read up that were taken on the gyro six
pack and they were a little bit over our limits, and what we'd
like to do today in your open housekeeping that you have about
18:00 is have you to repeat those measurements so we can determi
if we want to take any further action and the procedures to do
that with are found on page 16-3 of the Swiss Systems Checklist.

CC What we're gonna do is use the digital
thermeter there to verify the reading that we - you got

yesterday evening.
SPT Okay, Hank. I copy.
CC Thank you , Ed .

SPT Hank, are we In the South Atlantic anomaly?
CC That's affirmative.
SPT Thought I had one .

SPT Hank, the difficulty with the readings on
those rate gyro six packs. 1 have - those crystal th e r more t e r s

,

you can read them with a wide range of interpretation. I chose
read them the way of coming down from the top and working from
the upper colors on down and disregarding what is below that.
If you want to work from the other direction you come up with
higher readings. I'll go ahead and put the digital thermometer
on it and see which way is correct. I know last time I did
it, it wan determined that coming down from the top was the

best way to do it.

CC Okay. Wc would like to get It verified,
according to that procedure, with the digital thermometer and
if it - they are really up there, we suspect we may have to go
in and do the procedure where we pit the grease in aruur.d the
transistors there, and we're about 30 "second* - seconds from
LOS . We'll be seeing -
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at Hawaii at 50, and that's about an hour from now.
PAO Sky lab Control at 16:50 Greenwich mean

time. We're now out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship,
an hour away from acquisition at Hawaii. During this last
pass Science Pilot Ed Gibson asked if the spaceship had
moved into the South Atlantic anomaly, and he was told that
it was and he was a little disappointed at that news. He said,
"I thought I had one". When the space station moves into
the South Atlantic anonaly, which is an area where the
magnetic field of the Earth is distorted and the Van Allen
Belt and radiation go further down into the Earth's atmosphere,
in fact below the level of the Skylab space station, the
flare alarm3 on the ATM console are activated. Higher intensit
of radiation in that particular belt of the Earth, which covers
the area from the Cape of Good Hope to nost of South America,
the southern part of South America, the depression there with
higher radiation levels a u t on a t i c a 1 ly kicks off that flare
alert. A little earlier this morning Science Pilot Ed Gibson
said he hates to leave the flare alarms disenabled so that
he'll miss a flare he's afraid on another pass. But he asked
if they couldn't work up a new net hod of getting a flare alert
that was a little bit less likely t) react on the South Atlanti
anomaly. Nearly an hour before acquisition of signal at
Hawaii, It is now 51-1/2 minutes after the hour and this is
Sky 1 ab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky I ab Control at 17 hours 47 minutes and
40 seconds Greenwich QC' tin t i nc . We're now just about to
com- within range of the tracking antenna on Hawaii. We'll
bring the line up live for ;ii r-tn-ground through Hawaii. The
pass should last between 3 and 5 ninutcs.

CC Skyiab, Houston; through Hawaii for 3-1/:'
minutes.

^ t- An u , S P T . Houston; the maneuver t i me you
got loaded for the next maneuver looks good.

SPT Th an k you , Houston.
CC Skyiab, Hcutton; we're 1 minutes from LOS.

We'll see you at Vanguard at at 15, and we're scheduled to
dump the data/voice recorder there. That's about 25 minutes
tron now.

PAO Skyiab Control at 17 hours 54 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skyiab has passed out of range of the
Hawaiian tracking antenna. Our next acquisition is 24 minutes
away at Vanguard. Present t i rne the maneuver for comet observations
is underway and looks like it's working very well. That was
instructed into the computer earlier today through the DAS
that had not been working properly last night. That indicates
that the digital address system on the spacecraft is working
properly. And we have a good maneuver, no thruster attitude
control system gas used so far. Also the instructions for
the next maneuver today, also lor the observation of the
comet, have been put into the digital address system a n<i
apparently the computer has accepted those properly. So that
would indicate a couple of things. One is that we've got a good
caneuver underway, and also that our computer problem which
had been due t a a faulty signal sent by the computer last
night, perhaps three sequencial instructions all accepted
by the computer at the same time that caused the digital
address system to shut down last night, but apparently that's
working perfectly todtiy. It had been tested earlier this
morning and appeared to work properly. 23 minutes from
acquisition of signal at Vanguard. 55 minutes after the hour,
this is Skyiab Cont rol

.

PA" Skyiab ontroi at 18 hour* 17 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Sk> 1 ah sp-ce station is now Just w.st
Of the Coast of Chile, about 50 seconds from -icq u i <, i t i. n of
signi) through the Vanguard tracking whip. The (l,r<u, V u
Vanguard will last a PP r ox i m.i te 1 y 10-1/2 minutes. H.<- s p « - , ., I .

communicator in Hank Hartsfield.
Ct Skvlah, Houston; throuK'n V an y u ;i r d I o •

10-1/2 minutes.
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PLT Hello, Hank; PLT here. Could you toll
me what time my COMM - VHF COMM is scheduled today.'

CC Roger, Bill. 00:58 at Bermuda - MI1.A and
Bermuda, and it's right to left.

Pl.l Ihank y<-u.

CC Skylab, Houston. Is someone f n-f to po up
in - at punel 20 3 for us?

SPT Go ahead, Hank, I'll get it.

CC Okay, Ed. What we want to do is check
out ATM C&D coolant p ump Cha r 1 i e . And what we'd like to get
you to do is turn Bravo OFF and bring Charlie ON, and lif.ten
for ay strange noises and watch the low depth B light for
us. It's just for a second there if you woald.

SPT Okay, Hank. Let me go listen to the pump
as it is now and then I 1 1 do the switch.

PAO Skylab Control. A pump switch has been
made and it's coining up to pressure on pump Jnow.

SPT Okay, Hank, the switch is made. The
LOV; DELTA-P light stayed on for about 3 seconds, and it sounds
prttty much exactly the s.in.e fas the pump Bravo. Both arc
(garble).

CC Ro>".'r. And I guess wi. want to leave it

that way, Ed, and watch it. So, you can go back to whatever
you were doing.

CC What we planned to do is, if it runs okay,
is about a rev from now we'll go ahead and go b » c I . to pump
bravo. But we just wanted to run a check on Charlie. It

seems to b e doi ng ok ay now .

END Of TAPE
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SPT Hank, how much longer do you have on

this pass? Okay. I can give you those rate gyro temperatures.
I know some folks down there are Interested. First In - I'll
read you X, Y, and Z for 5, the crystal first, the digital
second. 96, 93.7, 94, 92.4, 94. 94.6. Do the same for rate
gyro 6. 95, 93.5, 91 , 90.5, 96, 97.5. And there ' s a lot open
to Interpretation on those rate gyro crystal kilometers,

,

if you read from the top down you can get reasonable answers.
If you read from the bottom up you'll come out maybe up to

10 degrees higher. •

CC Roger: we copy, Ed. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS. We'll see you at Ascension at 32.
PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 29 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now out of

range of the tracking ship Vanguard, but we're only about
2-1/2 minutes from Ascension Island tracking station. During
this last pass the environmental general instrumentation
and life support systems engineer here in Mission Control
asked that the ATM coolant loop used for the control and
display panel be switched from pump B, where it was working
about very well, to pump C to determine whether or not pur.p C

itself might be still at fault or still clogged. That switch
was made and pressure came up satisfactorily to about 243
pounds per hour. That's approximately the nominal operating
range for that pump. However, there was a slight increse
in current at the time. That hasn't yet been explained and
there's no - no knowledge at this time whether it's a subject
for concern. The attitude maneuver required for photography
of the comet Kohoutek this morning, that photography completed
just a short while ago by Pilot Pogue and the maneuver now
has been completed and it was executed perfectly. There were
no problems with maneuver at all and no use of nitrogen pas

from the thruster attitude control system. The control
moment gyro number 2, which had a small anomaly yesterday
morning, one of the more significant of the small anomalies
however, has not given up any additional problems although
we have gone through the lower end of the heater cycle again.
It's now at the upper end of that cycle. It reaches tlx- low

point ,i bo ut once every 12 hours. This time - this time there
was no change In wheel speed or currents, so apparently it's

operating very well today. Nj estimate on whether that's a

problem that's likely to get more serious or not. It is con-
ceivable, however, that later on that may become a problem
with the second control moment gyro attitude control gyroscope.
The present time the crew should be eating their lunch. Later
In the day they have more comet operations scheduled and a

V
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for the A™ »olar intruments. Thisis Skylab Control We're live now coming up on the island
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S
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3
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!

nR Statl ° n
-

PaSS thr-8h A.cen.io ilast about 9-1/2 minutes.

9-l/2
C

ninutes.
Sk y lab

«
Houston through Ascension for

f . ?
C Skylab, Houston. For your informationthere s a message we just sent up regarding S082B operationsfor the rest of the day, for whoever', got the next ATM P aS

.
Pl.T Ro oc r HanU .Roger, Hank

from 1. 0 S

CC
„ ,,,

Skylab, Houston. We're about 40 seconds
• We 11 see you at Guam at 18 and that's about 37
l ron

p,/r Rog, Hank.
'

.

S"
T

0k -^. (lot a question on t he 82t(number I. It says to shorten it by one-fourth. If w, '

r
'•

taking series of three exposures, which one would th.vike us to knock off? That one-fourth is a little uncertainin hi y mind .

C
P _> .

WHat We rncan here ls we wan t the exposure

stTc ili°Vitn i,
y
f

3 fT Ch
-

WeU> thlS
"

thiS film
" th

P

Isspecial film is four times as sensitive as the regular film.
l\l

° h
«
oka >'- 1 got you. Thank you.

\ Skylab Control at 18 hours 42-1/2 minute
VklToll* Tit'"!™-

Th
% Sk >- lab «P-ce station is now c o

„

e ,

iCa ° Ut
(

oC ran * e of the tracking antenna on
'

Ascension Island. 25 minutes to our next acuqisition >t

oop Is still operating properly with pump C; rate of flow263 Pounds per hour which is only sliehtlv i!„! rthat of pump B and Is nominal for tLV Ho I
" dd Uonal

in flow rat,- observed on pump B during the several hours

C was turned on originally at the beginning of the da/ her-was a reduction in its pressure to about 1? 5 pounds per ou-hich is a - an anomaly, and a t that time we did shift tpump B at which time it came up to 250 pounds per hour me-diately. Earlier the crew did indicate they heard some whineand also that the flow rate indicated a low pressure rperiod of about 15 seconds. Light remained In. "his isSkylab Control. It's now 43 minutes and 41 seconds after the

END OF TAP
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r ™V Skylab Control at 19 hours 17 minutesGreenwich mean time. We're now just about In acquit ono signal at Guam. He'll bring the line up liveair-to-ground through Guam lasting about 6-1/2 minutes
n C

Skylab, Houston through Guam for 6 minutes
data ecorder there." "

' " d ^ C ° dunp the volce

CDR Roger.

. ,!
A0 V ,.

s kylab Control at 19 hours 25 minutesand 35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space sta?

::%:TA f 2\v r

r*
e of the tracking a

'
ten- ^and we re half an hour from our next acquisition Skvlahcrew very busy today will be taking a day off Lr Andtoday's activities include a number of pLtog^aphs 0 ?\hecomet Kohoutek now traveling at more th'an lll% 0 - 1 Isper hour towards the Sun. It's now at a diu.nr. n f \

45,000 000 miles from the solar surface! ^o.^ P ^ will
tL I

dlr/;°\i° i4y
'

A1S ° sched "^<* today is an M092? M0«run concluded this morning on Commander Gerald Carr, a u -t6
!!? r°

t0S
°

f tht
" 311 three crew members, and alsosome a tion.1 co«et photography with the S019 later in the

„

C

,
rCW

t*
bctn re P° rtJ "8 regularly on its hand-held photography. Reports yesterday indicated thev hac<

:
e

,

the
r?

ikiand current ^ ai- *
Of islands along the coast of South Ancrlr a c
is not limited to hi*h]v so ph i

s

t I a t

e

Tltd * r

P"
*

,

Ph °' °* r a ph

y

cameras that click off frame" ^ut^U^"^^
Phoco,raphy aboard Skylab as that nonlinear compute c dMan to aim the camera and trip the shutte-

called

phoco„,ph y be„a„ „ „„. aRO wh , n Joh „ ci e"r J""'35-aiiUimeter camera aboard the Mercury spacecraft Frieand shot pictures of the Earth alonr. Its ,„ c
'

tl.._ti», cabin „,„„„„. Thc handheld c.«f. cont.nu.Vto

n d s h i p VII
ou?h

as an important tool in space exploration throughhe Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions. The tool was passedto Skylab in the handheld P h o t o g

r

h ;>hy tasks that daily havegone u P by teleprinter to the space station. Durin, thismission a visual operation, book v.,s given to the crev- anextensive book, after a series of ?n ion- I
crev, an

»k , , , , .

trus 01 ' u lectures by expert's in

crew. Amoung the Karth f c<
- '

'

turi-s sought through handheldphotography from Skylab are large weather systems pollution
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in the atmosphere and in the ocean, oceanic volcanic activity
ocean currents and agricultural details such as vegetation

'

and crop patterns, as well as crop killing droughts in
arid parts of the world. In the first 20 days of this Skylab
flight, almost 150 designated Earth sites or crew selected
targets of opportunity have been captured on color film by
Hasselblad and Nikon cameras. Enthusiasm for the handheld
photography by the Skylab crew is typified in the resent
comment by Science Pilot Ed Gibson, talking to the onboard
tape recorder. "I'm very encouraged by the visual observations *

he said. "You actually get better at it and vou learn what
subtleties you're leaking for. I'm not at all concerned <->bouthaving a particular picture called out over a K ain to improve "

said Gibson. While aininp, a camera at a geological fault
zone in New Zealand, Skylab Comma nd e r Jerry Carr commented
I'll be darned if I can sue the fault lines that are shown

on the map." Carr's failure to see the feature perhaps
points out a limitation of human vision which is cancelled
out by the resolution provided by lenses and film. While
searching for the fault line In New Zealand, however, Carr
detected a possible crossfault in the land structure below
wnich was suggested by the lining up of a river and lake.
Crew observations and photography may yield still other
surprises in the next two months. ..-Weather conditions, both
foul and fair have been photographed during the current Skylabflight, including the effects of terrain features upon loca'
weather. The crew has also photographed: the conditions caused
by the clash of cold air and warm Gulf Stream water. And
additional data was gathered on a large cold water spot In
the warm Gulf Stream. Astronauts have also photographed
turbulent squavl lines accompanying fast moving fronts. Instanc
of how man can damage his fragile home planet have also been
recorded on film by the Skylab astronauts. The ugly blotches
of oil spills in the oceans, the crew specifically photographed
a very large oil spill off the coast of Argentina several'
days ago. Dirty effluent pouring down rivers into the seas
and smoke belched from thousands of smoke stacks, automobile
exhausts, and large ground flares - fires, are ail subjects
the Skylab crew has recorded. Perhaps nan's failure to preserve
the environment will be corrected by such stsrtl in?, visual
evidence. The crews photography of croplands and agricultural
areas around the world too nay aid in better planning of landuse and irrigation to foster the highest return of food
stuffs from the soil. This is another essential step tohelp man better understand how to manage the resources of his
Planet. The value of space photography is a research tool pern.
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has come of age In Skylab, with the automated camera and

scanners and the Earth resources experiment package, complimented
by the smaller handheld cameras, guided by the Intuition

and curiosity of man. With the new knowledge gained by

Skylab, man will benefit now and be better prepared than

ever when scientists make regular trips into orbit aboard

the Space Shuttle. This is Skylab Control. We're 24 minutes
from our next acquisition of signal. It's now 31 minutes
after the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 54 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now west of the

coast of Chile is about 54 seconds from acquisition of signal

through the tracking ship Vanguard. This pass through Van-

guard will last a little more than 11 minutes. Flight Director'

still Charles Lewis and the spacecraft communicator is Hank

Hartsf ield .

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for 7

minutes.
CDR Roger , Hank

.

CC Correction on that time, Jer. Should be

about 11 minutes on this pass.
CDR Okay

.

CC CDR , Houston. He'd like to get on TV

XUV si it , white light display .

CDR Okay. I'm off the limb now and going baik

Sun center. Do you still want it?

CC That 's aff irnativtt. We'd 1 ike it in wh i te

1 i ght , Jer .

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. If you get a break at the

panel, or one of the other fellows, we'd like to get the ATM

C&D coolant pumps switched over again. We'd like to get PUMP

C OFF and back to Pi MP Bravo.
CDR Okav. I'll get to it in a minute.

CC We watched that PUMP C rev(?) at the statioi

we could see it and it looks as steady as a rock.

CDR Okay, Hank. You want PUMP Bravo ON and

Charlie OFF. Is that affirmative?
CC Roger, Jer. Get Charlie OFF and then

bring Bravo ON.
CDR Okay. That's complete, Hank.

CC Okay. Thank you, and we're ajoul 1 minute

from LOS . We'll see you at Ascension at 09, and that's about

3 minutes i rem now.
CDR Okay.
I> A ) Skylab Control at 20 hours 7 minutes (irr.n-

wich mean time. Skylab s,>.u:t- station Is passed beyond the

ranee of tracking antenna at Vanguard. Our next acquisition

at Asrension is less than 2 minutes away. During this last

pass we went back again from PUMP C on the AIM control and

displav panel coolant loop to PUMP B. After one revolution a'.

PUMP - with PUMP C on line we saw .-.o variation at all in the fl

at the station coverage we had. PIMP C was flowing very well a

about 243 to 245 pounds per hour, that's a nooinai rate, in fac

little bit higher then we've seen in the past on PIMP C. We've

now gone hack to PUMP B and the flow came up immediately to
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Its nominal rate, about 248. Both of the pumps seem to be
operating very well on the ATM control and display panel cool-
ant loop. We've seen no variation in that flow since we turned
it on this morning and we had a low flow indication on PUMP C.
At that time we went to PUMP B and we ' v; been going back and
forth most of the day just trying to see exactly how the system
operates under various conditions. So far the environmental
genera 1 Inst rument a t ion and life support systems engineer, or th
KG I L as he's known here, has been taking all the information
in but hasn't been telling us much more about the system. We
still are a bit stumped as to why it's clogging up, but
apparent lv there does seem to be some sort of a con tarn -

contamination in the system and no doubt there will be some
sort "of a system derived the next couple of days to clean that
contamination out. Number of things including the use of
s liquid gas separator have been suggested already. It's
possible the filter nay be removed and liquid gas separator
used as a means of cleaning the control and display panel
coolant loop that's been showing some variation in flow and occa
sionally has stopped flowing altogether for very very short
periods of time. We're live nou for air-to-ground at Asrun-
stion. We'll bring the lino up.

CC S V. y 1 a b , Houston We're through As.-ensio
for 7-1/2 minutes.

CDR Okay , Hank . We got a flutter j;

00 and we

'

re working on it.
CC Roger: wi> copy.
CDR Hank, would any of tli e observer s like us

t 0 cont i n u e past A00-K? That's the , XUV , for 82 ( ?) A / 8 2 B .

CC We'll chock. S kylab, Houston. We'd 1 i k

f o r you t o continue until 2 minutes r ema i n i n g

.

CDR Okay, Hank. Ha nk, we plan to c in off
eve r y t h i n g except 55 at 2 minutes r emaining . Is th at the
Int unt?

CC That's affirm at i ve . Skylab , Ho u s t o n , v <:

about 1 minute from LOS and we'll pick up the Canaries In ,»bout
1 m I nut e and a hn 1 f

.

COR Okay. Hank. And could you give me t»lks(?)
thinking about. We're going to be doing on th< next orhtt? Do
you want a look .it the corona?

CC Oka v. We're thinking about that now.

KM) OF TAPF.
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u °v „ Skylab, Houston. We're back wifh' vnnthrough Canary /Madrid for 9 minutes 7

go atter it, of course. In answer to the CDR h»question about the XUV slit white Ugh dii^av I„5 ^

the stop ;

display position to keep that mirror off

r n .„,
<

l
T>R

f /
Roger, Hank. I realized that after a

what it was you meant and I remember that.

last pass we no 1 1 ,pH^ * ^ ° ne °
ther thlnR

"
Durin * thisiast pass we noticed tuat tnere was a very small error in

:s: is 3^-—r .:::-,K-»
«;«!.. i« t o Ki;

8,r
-

H *" k
-
» «"i •>....« d«r.«K.„. B d

th.t „y h.». ».„ .j., lntroeuced Ihe
r

EIu'"!^'™',;."cu * Roger

.

from LOS We'll .

Skyl * b
'
Houston.' We're about 1 minute

Minutes £roi no

8" " Gu" » •
and ^at's ^out

rr..«ff°i.
Skylab Control at 20 hours 29 minutes

o ll or
a

h
n 1 ffle

«
Sk * l - b SP«- station is now passe outof range of the tracking antenna at Madrid, after a lor,,, n ,through Ascension, Canary Islands and Madrid. 24 i /our next acquisition of signal. That will be at Guam During

darkn lit" cT J
r

St bef ° re tHe SpaCe statio " "ent In
*

darkness Commander Jerry Carr reported that they had a f are

Sun. Carr said that he would continue observation, if the
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ground wanted him to. They did instruct him to continue
observations below 400,000 feet or 400-K . Normally observations

d^f;
Cr

?J
n^ ed

'I
'°°» 000 feet because they become increasinglydifficult through the Earth's atmosphere and data is relative! les<valuable, however, with the flare activity going on, a special'effort was made to gather data all the way down to darknessThey terminated on most of the instruments about 2 minutes

'

oefore they went into the darkness, and did get some throughthe Earth s atmosphere. ATM control and display panel coolantloop is still operating fine, Pump 3 now engaged
Interesting side note. Crew weights are down remarkablvlittle from their prelaunch levels, despite an hour of vorvvigorous exercise every day. At present Jerry Carr is onlv

iL°
Un

5!I tti IV t V* W\S 0n th * no «*"K of launch a month.ago. His weight, based on the body mass measurements madeyesterday aboard the space station is 149 pounds, just 3/4of a pound less than 1 month ago today. Surprisingly Carr is
j

little heavier now than he was a four week - than L wasfour weeks ago, which was just a few days after launch.Science Pilot Ed Gibson is down about 4 pounds since launchA weight loss of about 2-1/2 percent, which puts him at 153"
pounds. Gibson's exercise program has been the most vigorous• tr*r

0X
ln

an
U

Skyl * h
-

EaCh day He bl «ycle 9 a " equivalent ofabout 50 miles across level ground. Pilot Bill Pogue thelightest of the 3 astronauts at 145 pounds has lost thesane amount as Gibson, 4 pounds, but most of his loss cameduring the first few days i n space, when Pogue suffered frommotion sicKness. Since chat bout of queasiness Pogue'.sweight has been remarkably stable. He lost a little morethan 3 pounds during the first few days and just ounces inthe - weeks since. Skylab mission now in its second monthis a little more than a third over. The crew passed theduration record of the Pete Conrad crew 28 days 49 minutes and*9 seconds on Friday morning. Their health continue to beexcellent as they extend their flight beyond what had been
a new world record, less than 6 months ago. Three big eventscoming up during the next 2 weeks. An annular eclipse in whichall but the outer rir. of the Sun is obsoured will be observed
in part during 6 seperate orbits of the Skvlab space stationThe event on December 21 - 24. j ust one day before Chrl^n,,,'
is to be seen best from locations in South Arrerica theAtlantic Ocean, and northwest Africa, but it will be seen
in part over most of the United States, particularly the
Sout.i and the Eastern portions of the U.S., just at'davnOn Christmas d.,y a special space walk to photograph the comet
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Kohoutek is being planned. That vill take place just 3 days
before the comet passes the Sun at a distance of about
13 million miles. Today the comet, still increasing in speed
is traveling more than 140,000 miles per hour. Its distance
from the Sun about 45 million miles, it's still about 107 million
miles from Earth and moving away just about as fast as we're
chnsing it. December 28th is comet perihelion, its closest
pass to the Sun at 13.4 million miles. On December 29th there
will be another space walk planned for the Skylab crew. That spac
walk is planned to gather photography on the comet after its
close pass to the Sun to determine what changes have taken
place in it, as it's increased in brightness and in temceraturc-
by the strength of the Sun. Sun, of course, has been
extremely active today region 00 whxch is just rotating into
view on the left edge of the Sun's disk on what's called the
eastern limb has given several flares today including a major
M-3 flare, the largest of the mission, just before the crew
awAkened this morning. Several flares earlier in the morning
from that same active region, still not fully in view on the
solar disk. This is Skylab Control. We're almost 20 minutes
away from ouv acquisition at Guam. It's 33 minutes and 15 seconds
a f t c r the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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J' AO
, / A ° Skylab Control at 20 hours 52 minutesand - seconds Greenwich mean tiae. Skylab space stationis now about 54 second,, fro. acquisition of signal throughthe tracking antenna on Guaa. The pass through Gu,v»wiilast a little less than 10 .inutos. And at the pLen-time we have the very beginning! of thf handover taking placehere- in Mission Control rh^i„,. t_..,. _ ... . ^/ au, . „ . . „ '

~-° <-"" nanaover taking piere- in KiMion Control. Charles Lewis, who will be goingoff duty at U will be available for a change oi shif?
g

1 in nr r V P
:.

ra
."

Central ^a.dard in the Building
n," , r

g We re COmin 8 ,J P live nClW for air-to-groundiMough Guam
. Spacecraft communicator continues to beHanK Hartsficlii.

1/2 Minutes.
Sk y lab -

Houston; we're through Guam for

for vour SOIQ
SPT<

" oust ^; I have -a correction or updat

he Z 1 h.r^lIT T d 3l ^' If y°» rt a chancetne .,u we had a Uu£ change which causes us to have toupdate a little bit.
S" 0ka >'' H « nk

; I h«ve it. Go ahead.

the S»0?1 ^ °kjy
*

Und<?r t!,e fin ° """ver there afterthe 5*021, leading out to the right there, the tirstentry s.,ould be 5106 3, instead of 51005. And the rate that

«3 Jnus 'SjV ninUS dCKreCa
-

ThC Y sh°^ 5 °.and minus .56 degrees; and Z, 50076 plus .62 degrees.
T Okay, Hank, understand for the fine-jneuvcr 5202 1; (garble) 5106 3, 51070, and 50076. FoTaminus .51 degree*, a *Uus .56 degrees and plus .02.

7 That's correct, £d.
SI ' T Thank you, Hank,

from H,'s We'll
Sk
^ ab

.
Hou.ton; we're about 3 minute

„ [

A3
\

Wc 11 be tofcin* up on Vanguard r, i 1} and wepian wo dump the recorder there.

33 ^roL. r, ,

*^yl«b Control at 2 1 hours 3 minutes and33 seconds Greenwich mean tine. -kylab space station i<now casing out of range of the tracking antenna at
30 mmutes to our next acquisition

; that P *„ 8 wi 1 J ,1t

Intuit J U SKyl<tb C °ntro1 at 3 «d -conds

FCNU OK TAPF
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 21 hours 32
minutes Greenwich mean time. Space station approaching theacquis - the Vanguard tracking site for acqu is i t ion . Expe c

t

to have communication in about 3/4 of a minute. We'll
stand by for the air-to-ground.

CC
J c

Skylab, Houston. We're with you through
VanRuard for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger, Hank. I got several items foryou .

CC Go ahead

.

CDR
,

0n s019 Hank, two questions. Number one- Ipresume we're still focusing on tube number 2 for cassette
'

number 2 and it was not in the pad anywhere. I would like
to caution the people writing the pads to be sure and put
that stuff in there because if we don't keep our check andbalance systems going somebody's going to mess up.

Ji£_
Roger; we copy, ar.d good point.

-DR Okay. Also, in the S019 pad it savs
it would liKe to have the target, either Betelgeuse orKohoutekshou d say and. They'd like to have them at 9 o'clock onthe left hand reticle. Well, that doesn't tell ne enough.How far out from the center do they want it? And then/ Hankthe other question is for the documentary photos. I assumewe re going to use a 10-millimeter lens unless otherwise
specified in the procedures. Is that correct?

CC We'll check it. And CDR, you're - in answer
m

que9tlon
' ^ ou re rl * ht - It'. 22 for cassette number

L ?! T V r>
"
t0/ efi P ^ at 0n the P«d. You're right, we shoulddo that and regards to the pointing, if you look into the reticlethere thera s a vertical line off to the left of the center line*nd that a where we want - where that crosses the horizontal lineis where we want it - the pointing to be.

CDR Okay; copy.

,
CC And •« a reminder, CDR , we'd like for you tovoice record the rotation and tilt settings there on the

'

reference star so we can compare fcr our pointing
CDR ViU do it , Hank.
pC Correction on that, Jer. If you couldget those to u* real-time, it really would help us out andbuild our pads .

cl
l

R Okay. I '11 give it a try.
CC

,
Skylab, Houeton. We're I minute from

LOS, We'll see you at Canaries at 53.

J
DR Hank, did you fcet By que 8tlon on the lenntor the documentary photos?

* , ,™
, n ,,,, ve're Just getting that now, j« r ,and the 10-millimeter leu* is okay.
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CDR Okay , thank you.
PAO Loss of si - signal through Vanguard.

Next acquisition In about 10 minutes through the Canaries.
At 21 hours U2 minutes Greenwich trean time, this is Skylab
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control here in Houston, Texas at
21 hours 52 minutes Greenwich mean time. About a minute
away from acquisition at the Canary site. Stand by for the
communication with the crew through Canaries.

cc Skylab, Houston; we're through Canary
and Madrid for 13-1/2 minutes .

SPT Roger Hank, let me mention a - one
anomaly we have on the X-ray image scope which I've noticed
over about the past day or so. The lower 40 percent of the
scan you do not see on the scope. Some times it's present and
sometimes it's not. And for the past two orbits it's not been

Understand the lower 40 percent of the scan

the X-ray image scope

see it?

present .

CC
you can't

SPT
the S054 on their

CC

That' a affirm. On
X-ray spec.

Roger, we copy

.

cc SPT let me verify, was that a intermittent?
SPT Say again Hank.
cc Roger, let ne verify. Was that a

intermittent condition or does it do that all the time?
sp R It'll be like that for several orbitJ.

It was okay this morning when I first looked at It, and Just
recently on the past two orbits it's been missing, it
occurred once before and I neglected to mention It to you.

CC Okay , we copy .

SPT It's in bus 1 or bus 2. For the
X-ray spect under console power distribution. And Hank, looks
like the Sun did It to us again just has I was powering down
with around 6 minutes to go. I believe we're close to the South
Atlantic anomaly. The PMF.C count was up, but the BERYLLIUM
APERTURK pumped up to three.

CC Soger, wp copy.
, wv'vr Just checked and we <! >, ii.ivc a

clas - M In

srr
scheduling

CC
cooper ,i t c- ,

CC
we'll be dumping

CC
we'll see you at
from now.

SPT
SPT

flare wh i ch Je r r

CC

>nress and ed by rw*t •?p o r t e

Hank , y«>u guys got to
the rp .

If old m an S o i would just
lot of good things done.

Houston, is there -

d r id .

i ob

Wei ! .

could get a

And, Skylab,
e r o c o r <i e r her
Skylab, HouS t oi. ,

Honeysuckle at 41, that'

So long Honk.
Hey Hank , vha t was t h

y (garble) managed to get

1 ninute from LOS

,

about 3 4 minutes

Si«e of the
port Ion o{ 1

Our preliminary figure* show it's
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Charlie 1.

SPT Thank you. And his other one was a M
some thin?,?

cf' Rofter, class-M btif we don't have It any
further than that at this point Kd .

SPT Thanks Hank

.

[,
',,) Space station has moved out of ranee of

iht- Mulri.l tracking .site. lixpert to reacquire in 32 nines
nn tlie other si.lt- of tde World. At 22 hours 8 mintuus
Creenvlrh raean time this is Skyl.ib Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO
in / mis is iky lab Control at 22 hours10 minutes Greenwich mean time, vich a reninder t

'

newsnen that there will be a c han R e -o f -s h i f t -il f i nj a

t

PM It nt *
° n chan 8 e -°f-*fcift will be the off-goin,PliRht Director, Charles Lewis. At 22 hours, 10 minutes

29 seconds Greenwich E ean tirce, this is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at at 22 hours,
51 minutes Greenwich mean tine. During the last press con-
ference we acquired via by the tape machine about
3-1/2 minutes of air-to-ground, while the space station was
traveling through the area of the Honeysuckle, 'Australia
tracking site. Before we play that for you, we'd like to

remind you that the team on - on duty at this tine is the

polkadot team, under Flight Director Donald R. Puddy. The
spacecraft communicator is identified as Lieutenant Commander
Robert L. Crippen of the United States Navy. We're about
ready now to play the 3-1/2 minutes of air-to-ground.

CC Good afternoon Skylah, we're AOS over
Honeysuckle for 8 minutes and I understand congratulations
are in order that you guvs became parents while we were off.

CDR That's right. You left at the wrong
t ime , C r i p .

CC Oh, I happen to be around - here in the

MOCR when you called It down.
CDR Oh, that's right I remember.
PLT L'e owe it all to you, Crip. It really -

couldn't have done it without your good work.
CC. I'm sure of that. Did you manage to

see diapause?
PLT Perhaps (tome thing resembling that, Crip,

ve certainly saw lots of isttle - of the little fellows
crawling around and we haven't had a chance to look at them
too closely the past 6 hours or so but I think there might
be a couple of more there.

CC Roger .

PLT We're thinking of a couple of suitable
names, Crip. What's your middle name?

C C Harry.
CC For your information in case you haven't

heard the woodpecker, all your Flight Plans should be
on board .

PLT Roger, we've been looking at then.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Co , CUR.
CDR nk.iy, on that £019 run that we just

finished. I did not have time to do any rejuiinting without
affecting the exposures themselves so all 1 c .» n tell you la

that the comet, rather than being fit 9 o'clock on the

vertical crosshair to the left was halfway between
that left-hand crosshair an 1 the center cross hair at

9 o 'clock

.

CC Okay, copy that, thank you Jer.
CDR Well, I figured moving - trying to repoint
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would only endanger the exposure because there was just very

little time In fact, the maneuver only had about 30 seconds t

settle out before it was tine for the first exposure, we

reallv cut it tight .

CC Okay, copy that. CDR , Houston. Jet-

cm you toll us where Betelgeuse showed up in it?

CDR Quite frankly I wasn't even sure I could

find Betelgeuse. There were no really bright stars in the

field of view and the two that were brightest of the bunch

I couldn't really figure out in the star field. Can you tell

ne what the field of view is of the S019?

CC Seven degrees total field of view.

CDR Well in the star field I saw out there,

there were two brighter stars, one brighter star was out at

3 o'clock at about 0.9 radius, the other one was down at

7 o'clock right at the intersection of the lower horizontal

crosshair and the left vertical crosshair.
CC

' 11

Copy. Sky lab, Houston we're 1 minute

23:25.
you againfron LOS

at 2 3:25.
PAO We'll see Sky lab ove

.ind
f>7 seconds. And now at 22 hours, 56

mean tine, this Is Skylab Control.

Bernuda about 37 minutes

Bermuda in 28 minut
seconds Greenwich

FN [> OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control here in Houston, Texas
at 23 hours 24 minutes Greenwich mean time. About a minute
away from acquisition through Bermuda and then on up through
the Canaries and Madrid. On this the 3124 revolution cf Hie
space station. Standing by for air-to-ground.

Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through BermudaCC
for 6 mlnut

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. we'll see you again at Canary at 23:33, 23:33, and
that's about 2 minutes away.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS through Canary.
We have you fir about 11 minutes.

CDR Say again, Crip.
cc Just calling AOS. We've got you for

about 11 minutes now.
CDR Okay.
cc CDR, Houston. You got a - got a

moment to chat or are you still pretty tied up?
CDR No , go ahead .

CC Okay, in regaid to you being pretty
close on tine a while ago for the maneuver and only having
about 30 seconds to settle out. And looking back over what
we were doing with the attitude hold maneuvers it sounds like
maybe something got a little bit dropped perhaps down here on theground. The problem was that ve have not been allowing the -
any tine subsequent through the tiire that we've given you for
attitude hold selection to enter the command for the maneu-
ver. And consequently, we show down here on the ground to-
day that the maneuver must 've taken about a minute to get
in because it was about a minute behind. And oavbe it wight
have been close to a minute and a half because we normally allow
2 minutes settling time on the end.

CC And Just to clarify how you are entering
the maneuver commands, is It safe to assume that what vou're
doing is selecting attitude hold and then entering the
coarse maneuver and then entering fine maneuver?

CDR That's negative, Trip. What we do is
we enter the coarse maneuver and leave the laut enter - hold
the last enter until maneuver tine. Then at that time, we hit
attitude CMC attitude hold and then 1 second later, we hit the
final enter. That gets the coarse started then we I rimed lately
dial in the fine and that usually takes About 3/4 of a min-
ute to a minute.

f
c Okay, well that's - that's the quickest

way that just save a you from having to put in those four,
but our problem has been not allowing you that - that minute
to put in the fine command. So, we'll - we'll factor that
Into our planning here and make sure that that'* taken care
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of in the future.
CDR Okay, good enough, cause boy we really

cut it short on that last one..
CC Skylab, Houston, we're getting ready for

a handover here to the ?!adrid. And we'll be doing a data/
voice recorder dump through Madrid.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again over Honeysuckle in 37 minutes at
00:20. 00:20.

*'AO Very q u i e » pass this time. At 23 hours
45 mi nines, this is Skylab Control.

FMD OK '1 A i' V.
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 49 seconds
before acquisition through the Carnarvon, Australia site.
We're 3 minutes into the new day, that is day 351 of the
year 1973, standing by for acquisition and c onmun i ca t i cn witn
the crew.

CC Skylab Houston AOS at Honeysuckle - or
Carnarvon, rather, for 15 minutes.

S
^
T Hello Crip, T' Vt> got an ea9y 0ne f or you

CC The last easy one I had f roc you Ed was
about diapause and you aren't not going to do that to re again
are you?

S?T I'm wouldn't do that, this one's really
easy. Tomorrow, I've been looking at the schedule ar.d with
the Sun looking the way it Is right now, what I'd like to do
is during the ATM conference and sciance conference tj be
in flare wait at the ATM. And then I'm goint? to have the
Housekeeping 7, Jerry'3 taking care of tonight. So I'd like
to take that period in there where I have Housekeeping 7 JPT
and off duty, and fit in one ATM with essentially a flare wait,
if the flare probability warrants it.

CC Okay, Ed we copy all '.hat.
CC And SPT, Houston, Ed well actually all

of you, we're sen - petting ready to send you up a new nessa^
on maneuver monitoring and sonetine this evening I would
appreciate if you got tine, we might talk about it brieflv.

PLT Okay, Crip what brings It on? Is it a
chanse of the system or are we getting snarter again.

CC Well, perhaps a little of both. We have
a software patch here that we are standing by to load after
we go over the procedure with you. And basically it Just
takes iway the time crlticality of getrin.? into a problsn
and that you don't actually go TACS ONLY anymore during the
maneuver

.

PLT I'll talk to you no re about when we get
a dance, Crip, I've got lots of question.

CC Rofi.
CC Skylab, Houston Ed for your Information,

that P.iniMiver monitor message ip on board In the teleprinter
now so at your conven i onr t- , you can take a look at it and do
you have time for one more question, please, sir,

SPT Certainly Crip, go ahead .

CC Okay, in reviewing what vent on yesterdav
evening in rcganl to the DAS problem that yo« had, then' was
one question we wore not sure that we understood as to h< v
the answet went and that is in the cycling of switches do
you recall cycling the power switch down by the DAS ke/board
the power BUS 1, OFF BUS 2 switch?
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S

T
T

T

Yeah, Crip, I think 1 Answered th.it probablyas best as I ever could yesterday in saying tbt when I firstmade a DAS entry, there was no - nothing was reflected in
the keyboard; I noticed that the DAS w.is off and I paf.it on and
I don t recall flicking it .hrouflh BUS 1 or BUS 2. I -
I said yesterday it's not out of the realm of possibility tohappen but it's Improbably because there was no reason forno to do It and I don't usually operate t.iar w*y .

C(
;

Okay, were uncH*r or t h e
'

t r a ns c r i p t sher,- whether that was the switch we we r « t a 1 k i n , ,,t oh t h„ V oo;.M l:Lu t;
it and to th. b,st of vour kBewNf( w , nl t^

SPr That 's affirm. Crip.
Cc Okeydoke, thank you Kd ,

SPT The - It locked me out twice there andon the third time in 1 was able to get 1 in f?c* was it
10131, I think and that's when I hit the enter." *

*

CC Ro p, .

-

. „ ,u
SP

! T „
Hey

'
Cri P- to farther clarify that request

to do\ to' r
'

P3SS ^ the af ternoon, \-hat I'd like

Xi;,:; {.
ut

: P

Uve tne opci * n of taki- —
.

^
CC Okeydoke .

fri „
"

«. .,i .
Sk y lab .

Houston we're about 30 secondsfrom LOS We 11 have you a^in over stateside at MI LA atUU:57, that s about 32 minutes awav and for the PIT BIMwe've got your phone call set up for that time
Pl-T Usua? 57?
C(: That 's affl ruutve .

Pi T Okay
. thank yon

.

'Mm- Tm « ^ t
•

A
' 25 mir " tes 55 second* Greenwich ne.intime, this is bkylah Control.

r.N'i) OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Conttol at 56 - 56 minutes
22 second! Greenwich mean timo . Space station in approximately
3/4 of a minute away froa acquisition through the MILA, Merritt
lsU.nd tracking station in Florida. And at this time the
crew is scheduled to be event ir - to be eating its evening
meal. Later tonight there will be an S019 experiment which
w?.ll requi-e some Skylab space station maneuvering. s

'

cc MILA for about 12 ainutes.
PA0 And we'll standby for the air-to-f round

.

SPT Houston, Skylib.
CC Go, Edward.
CC Skylab, Houston, go ahead.
CC Skylab, Houston, how do you read?
CC Skylab, Houston, how do you read?
cc Skylab, Houston, how do you read?
SPT Hello Crip, got you loud and clear.
cc Okay, we had a - some kind of a line

problem there I guess . We have got you th rough Be rmud a for
ibout 7 more minutes.

SPT Anything down there on the ground in the
way of a f Inro?

CC Checkinp .

SPT Crip, iet ne describe it to you.
CC Do so .

SPT Okay, fit around 29 - 25 minutes remaining,
that was around 00:29 or 00:30 Bill observed a plate breaking
in XliV in H-«lpha. P>!EC w/is rising and going through 570.
Beryllium aperture went to 3. Wo started 54 MOH64 56 in auto
short, 82A in short time mode gave a 15 second exposure.
55 went to the mirror line scan with the detectors to override.
Ue took (garble) over to the flare t^>ok around I think
.1.5 seconds, put the (gaiM.;) on the flare, started 82A and B ina flare mode. PMF.C went t : lust a little above 700 and
started to fail. Ve waited fcr a I i t r. 1 e while and then I

shut down 82B. V/e gave it a coupK: or one series of short
times 1/4, wave length short times I/'-, -:hen we got ,i second
peak. Second peak, damn, you c tin Id see exceeded 740, the
image intensity count was jp tu around 120, and the her ry ilium
aperture stepped up to 2 alone and vert to 3. We restarted
56 and the auto short 54, we continued to run. 55 was in the
mirror line scan, and we restarted each of these. And we
rontinued in that mode to t h e end of the orbit.

CC Okay, we copy. You guys are really get tine
them today.

SPT But ii looks as tnough you certainly got
a full rise on the - the second one. The first one we hit it
on the way up, but we went with the plate brightening and a PMEC
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of below the thresiioia, but wo got then-.

CC Very good, thanks for the good run a own

on It .

SPT Crip, let ne give you a couple of other

thlnps- Frame remaining for 82A ire now at 63, 82B 674. You

may want to be do Inn some thinking about how we handle the

next orbit.
CO Copy.
CDR Houston, COR.
CC flu , CHR.
COR Hey on t h i s HFS work I'm dolnp , ,as I

understand It there'll be no recharges tonight. Just, a top-

off on the 1 as t one .

CC Okay Jcr ,
you're supposed to be topping o

2 , 3 , and 4 .

CDR Our 2 and 3 need a rech.uce not a topoff.

I'm gettinp the impression Crip, that we should have r cctiarRC

then last night

.

CC No , stand by on that .Je r .

CD T
< Okay .

SPT Ho'iSton, SPT.
CC SPT, let jne clarify Jerry's question.

CDR are you still there?
SPT He's listen in p. ahead .

CC Okay ,
the - 1 guess maybe the confusion

is that we're trying to refer you to the right place in the

checklist. We do want to po ahead and fill the bottles up

and the pressure is down to about 700. And if you use your

recharge procedure it has you use all of the nitrogen tank

and the source pressure is down t <> - to 2 loads to f i 1 1 l he

bottles up. So we want you to use the topoff procedure

which only uses the 2 nitrogen tanks which allows you to go

ahead and fill the thinp.s up. And the correct procedure is

the -is the topoff procedure.
CDR Okay Crip, I understand. A. little note t

explanation would have been kind of nice In the details

about that.
CC I concur. V,'e ' re about 30 seconds iron

LOS. anl we're «oing to have you a^ain over Madrid at 01:14

and that's about 4 minutes and if it's okav I'll catch you

t he re , Fd .

SIT Ok iy, tiiat's fine.

CC And wo do have ne d - c on f e r e nc e .s.ttinp. up

.it - at Madrid .

KSn CK TAP!-:
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PA0 We'll have the nedical conference dis-

cussion with the doctors at the pass upcoming, that's the

?u" Id pass. And we expect to reacquire the space station

in abouf 2-1 '2 minutes. We'll keep the line up, »lthou R k

„e .xpect to have very little air-to-ground commutation

initially. Standing by for the pass through Madrid
_

rA0 Skylab has moved out of ranpe of the

tracking station at Madrid. We'll acquire i t again ^roujrh
.

Carnarvon - no, correction, through Honey.uck le in 24 minutes

.

At 1 hour 23 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is skylab

Cone r o 1 .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Tliis Is Sky lab Control at 1 hour 31

minutes Greenwich mean tine. We'll acquire the space station
In about 15 more minutes. In the meantime a status report.
The three Skylab experiments within the next 24 hours call
for finite Instrument pointing using the gyroscopes on board
the giant space station. Objective, of course, is to obtain
maximum scientific results. Later tonight, the station will
ho oriented into a position for comet Kohoutek observation
using ultraviolet stellar astronomy cameras. " Tomorrow an
ultraviolet airflow photo study will be made of the comet.
This experiment also requires a station maneuvering -a stati
maneuver, and fine tuning, so to speak. And an Earth resourc
pass I .) on schedule also tomorrow, and It too, calls for
instrument pointing. Status report on CMC 2, the gyroscope,
which recently had been beset with signature anomalies, has
performed well today. it has shown little indication of

faltering, but nevertheless Is being watched closely by the
flight controllers here at the space center. And there's no
active consideration at this time for a splashdown eir! ier
than February the 4th, 19 - correction, earlier than February
the 8th, 1974. That's February 8, 1974, the planned end-of-
mission Jay. Oh, we're about 14 minutes away from reacquirin
at - and incidentally we will reacquire through the Carnarvon
tracking station. At 1 hour 33 minutes, Greenwich mean tine,
this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 1 hour 46

minutes Greenwich mean tine. Coming up on Carnarvon and

the evening status report. Stand by for communications

with the crew through Carnarvon. ^
cc Ekylab. Houston. We're AOS Carnarvon,

9 minutes.
.

SPT Roper , C r i ? .
. .

cc Rok , and wo ' re stand inp by tor the

eveninp status report here if Jtr's fsot it ready

cr)Ti Okay. Here it cones. Sleep

5 0/ heavy: SPT.fi, 6/heavy, 2/lip.ht; PLT , 7.45, 7/heavy5.u/neavy. ari,
, /

; n « n . pit 1 fiOO .

half li.ht. Voluno: CDP.'lOOO" SPT, 1250: PLT. 1*00 Water

m . CDF. 7462: SPT. 285 1: PLT. 89 -4 . Body mass: CDR. 6 . 3 2 3.

6 314 6. 314: SPT, 6.369. 6.368 . 6.37 3 ; PLT, 6.227. 6.231,

5 2 3 3! Fxcrcise: CDR, method Alfa, tainua 4 tainutft*; SPT,

no chanpe PLT. no change. Medication: CDR, none SPT, none:

PLT Air In sprav, once this morning, once this evening.

Clothing discardedi CDR. none r SPT , one pair of shortr.;

PLT none. Flight Plan deviations: we got no Hub volume

on the SPT. There was not enough tine allocated. He told

then sone tine ago that we needed 30 minutes per sran todo

that, and they gave us 30 minutes for two people, so we ve

got that to go. I missed S233, that was right during the

medical conference. And our plan is to recover -- at 2 33

photo when we do the S019 maneuver for Kohoatek. 1
e 11 take

the S'33 photo out of window 2. DP18 was not dene today,

the tine allowed was not sufficient. All the tine was used

in lust setting up and there was no tine left for any photos.

We'll try to pick some up later this .even In* if possible.

Shopping list accomplishments: rehoved the CDR toot restraint

in the vardroon down around to the table pedestal-, and the

situation is much improved. And when we pet any free time,

we'r, coin, to take them up from the PLT and the SPT spot.

Inoperable equipment: same as last night. Ve have not -ad

Line to troubleshoot DAG 01. Unscheduled s t owa p.t ' nn n e .

Food lot: CDR, 6.0 salt, plus one black coffee, * nus wo

fees with su,ar.s. plus 1.5 water: SPT, zero sal-, plus

PLT, 1.5 salt, plus one coffe-
ard candy, zero va\.vi . • ^ » , - • ^ - •

minus 1.0 vater. Okav. the photo log: 16-mliAln*.e

^e: DAC 01, Charlie X-ray 36, 16: 02. India Roneo U 16

03, Charlie India 111, 12; 04, Brave Echo 08 4 h 0 5. Bra.o

Hotel 05. 04. 70-nillimeter, Charlie X-ray 17, nil ETC and

KRFP, no chanpe. Drawer A: Alfa i, no change: A. fa * .
no

chanee: Alfa 3. 06, Charlie India 126. full. Char:ie nd.a

125: Alfa 4, no change : DAC , no chanpe. And that s it, t.rip.

cc Okevdoke. Very Rood . I'd say we got

all that down. We got a few questions that we're going to -
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I have an item for Kd , up
KoiiiK to want CO get In. Firs

running the ATM p#nel. that we did want to change some ex-

posures for 8 2 B . It he's got tine, to copy now, and if he

doesn't. I'll get him before this p^s is out.

Si>T Oo ahead Crip.
rr.

Okay. On this - this pass you 1 ve *ol

"pnin? in the JOP 2*. wc want those 82B exposures dunned

5 minutes to 1 minute and IS seconds. There's ore in

24 minute - correction - 21 n i n u t c r craa i n i

n

y time and

at 12 minute r e a a i n i n y time.

S PT Okay, Crip. I in the post flare. If

people want roe to move out of post flare, I'd like to know.

I'm at building block 8, poatflare.
CC We're checking on it.

Okay, while we're looking into that, Jer,

l" ram
the
one

CC
could I talk to you a little bit about S019?

CDR
CC

have the pad
CDR
CC

Is to delete the sta

a»k you - to fet you

to do n point I np che
CDR
CC

I'm noinj; to Rive yo

center up on.

CC
28.5. Tilt of 22

.

Tilt 20 . A

.

CDR
22 . S . Spica ,

Roper Crip
Okay. What

dy for this next
I'll ave

e'd like you to do -do you

step - upcoming S019 operatio

in 30 seconds. Go ahead.

Okav . Uhot we're *oinp t > ask you to do

r field 2 37. and instead ve're Rolnp to

to point \t a couple of reference stars

ck on ttie thlnp.
OKav. You say' can<e! field 217, .huh?.

That *s af f i rmat ive . And Jf you ran copy,

u those reference BUrs we want you to

Oka ahead .

is Aldebaran.
econd star is Spica

.

y. 1 copied.

tile
CC
CDR

Aldeb aran
rotation 164.7, and tilt 20.

Th.it Spica was 1 64 . 1 .

Okay .

Rot at ion 16 4.1.

rotation 23.5,

we 'd like you to do is record

tars are centered, and then

real tirie the next chance we

priority, so if you run behind.

do the comet photography. And

a little bit is about the positioning
talked f.bout befor. whether they

vertical line. Well, the problem

Is are vou awarrt v t tne 2-def-ree i.ffset that occurs when you're

running with the prism in as we're doin>- with the comet operations?

CpR I've hoard of it.

CC Okay. Wh

the tilt and rotation when th

we'd like vou to read those d

hive. Also, t he comet ha s p r

we want you to s>o a he.id and d

one Item we'd like to talk a

of the eomet. You know we

wanted it on the left-hand

That's about all,

END OK TAPE
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re"
',' ve h"" i 'hat 'a about all.

it „ positioned ovar there a< wl-d

™ R Okay, Crip, IMI do it.

licaj'li^e.
° kaV

'
thaC '

8 ° n f ho left-hand ver-

CC Also, one ice
initiate th,t maneuver } nin.to 1 \ n

ant! * rt *'» d

Kohont-k pointing. And I
• n J J

B ° l ° "
L
U

' 1 he
Vo'r, «ho,.t 30 seconds f roin LOS \- ?

r l**' ' "

you .uain,n .bout 2 Blnute , at Honfvsw^ l » ?L ? -

V6you again in about 2 nirtutP* «r h«„- .
* Wi 10 nave

he has t'-n«
pKa y. and one question for the SPT if"t <>a."> tint' to ansupr ( n * <* .

11, ,
7' v^uiin ror the Sf'T 1

rinr.r^^
° r U now U

'
vh * n the S 05C X-raytruncates the rasu-r, does the Sun l-,ape

we do,/-! „,,, eno^h^;.,
1

^
0

;::,;^;:
1

;/;^
1 n-.«<™

Have" to Jli >-

' tn
.°

t ^ ;

is dces the -'^rVsi^i'i ch
r

qir tion
tic!ii axis?

sm-nK tiu- Sun down l n the ver-

Cr/ Pt '"li tato a lo "J;;

,n W€ get «°™thi„, »o' on here af> air!>

about" minute f ro* L^' ™
! ?,

* P P " CC 1 3 C e ic
' «'re

02:30, th. "s In 2^ J ? \ *
U "* y ° U *** Ln Cver Texas at

leave wi y , " 1 I
'

Cr
?
n nov

- ° ne q«.U 0 n I can
y ° U aS We *° Pver "ill la, did you - do you
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recall when - did you perforin a reservoir check after the
F.VA and prior to day 28? And if so, do you remember what
was the status of the reservoirs? And the reason we're
asking the question is we're concerned because SUS 1 van
full prior to the EVA and on day 28, the reservoir check SUS 1

reservoir was reported to be 30 percent full. In other
words, there's H and a pound - 8-1/2 pounds of vater that
ve can't account for.

PIT Okay, this is the PLT . I made the chocks
before the EVA, and 1 also made one /, f t v r tho F.VA, and before
when it was wade the other day. And both times, it appeared
to me that within the constraints of bubbles and (garble), that
tha reservoir was full. Let us net our signals together and give
you a better - a nore intelligent report.

CC Okay, Bill, we'd appreciate that - and -

at your convenience. We're goiiiR over the hill now.
CDR Still there, Crip?
CC Ov er the hill.
i'AO And we have received the mission surgeon's

report on the state of health of tlie crew of Skvlab IV. I'll
quote, "Crew health is p.ood overall. The pilot used a de-
creased anour.t of d eronges tan t today to nairttain the clearing
of the ear fullness." And that's tne end of the medical
report on this the 31sr mission day of Skylab IV. At 2 hours
4 Binutcs Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

F.ND OF TAPF
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PA0 Skylab Control here at 2 hours 30 minutes

Creenwlch »ean time, approaching the tracking station or tracking

site at Corpus Chrlstl. Texas. And we expect to acquire in

about half a minute, we'll stand by.
,

'

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through Texas

and we've got you for 16-1/2 minutes.
R pT Crip, while we got the maneuver going

here why don't 1 tell you what we finished up on the last

pans .

CC P r ess on .

SPT Okay, et the beplnnlr.jj of the Daas we got

a shopping list item 1 to take a look at the corona. And

that was initiated before 400K. And then we went to the

limb roll the tangent - slit tangent to the limb and put

the oxygen 6 maximized In the oxygen 6 and got around

27 000 and started the experiment in the po s t f 1 a r e mod e ,

that's 56 AUTO, SHORT and 82A SHORT 20 seconds for 10 - every

'10 minutes and 82B SHORT (garblf) tlie quarter, 55'HRROR

AUTO RASTER and 54 In the MOS256. When we got your call, we

went and did JOP 6, building block 1. And i got that ail

done In tine. In looking at the WLC at the beginning o! the

orbit I could see - I could not see any structure in the

corona Immediately above the region where the flare occurred.

And looking at It again here at the end of the orbit I think

I could see a small streamer conin? out. It's kind of a subtle

difference, so they have to depend upon the film to tell it.

What size flare did that cone out to be, did it Just get a

little above a C? '

C C Okay, the report that we're getting is

that NOAA - that It was a C3, and It could be higher.

spT Okay, that's what It looked like roughly

around here. C2 or so, 1 guessed that with the PMF.C . And let

me make one small correction to what information I Rave you

previously. And that is on th. first PMF.C rise it just got up

lo but did not exceed the threshold for a flare. Thai is 672

we saw one reading around 6"0 but did not tri»per i hf flare

alarm. The second one however did go above 7 36, it was to-

other number I quoted was 740.

CC Oka v Ed , vt- ry good .

CC And Ed, if it 'a convenient now or in one

of our subsequent passes we would appreciate a readout on

the - on your frames remaining couriers.

S p?
>

Oka/ Crip, here it comes. 09308. 02598,

00058. 00668. 04121, and 02701. Those flare modes sure chew

1 t up . ,

cc Okay, we got that Ed. And Ed while we re

talking here during the" maneuver , don't want to distract anything
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from that, but if yo i have an opportunity to review that

. „"uv.t monitoring pad that ve sent up earlier, w* probahly

M.ould discus* U. And I think we need to have a .IUcu»»lon

prior to - to dolnr. tin- prg S r*« load that we're cona i <l« r I ny.

doln* later tonight whll«- you «uy« were asleep.

S p T Okay Crip, l'» Just looking at it now and

It'll' take »g a Utile while to go throu«h it. How many paisos

vet do ui have this evening? .

y

cc oh, we got several »Pre passes, no big rough

rush, I didn't want to keep yo» up Ute.
rc gd, for your Information, we got another

9 minutes on this stateside pasa. Then we're going to have

^

vou through Madrid and that's a 7-minute pass. And then w e ve

got yo« once more through Honeysuckle a little bit later, and

that's a very short pass through Honeysuckle.

SPT Okay Crip, we'll try to get you at Madrid.

CC Okay

,

CC And Skylab, Houston, if we could get you

to go ahead and turn pump B on ATM C&I) coolant loop off for

tht> night, we would appreciate it.

SPT We &Ot it .

SPT Hey Crip, entering a maneuver of uro
deprees is V Ind of tricky .

rr yeah well it's kind ot a neat way to «i:t

the outer gimbal drive logic and still *et to where you're

^"^SPT You folks are getting smarter and smarter

all the time.
CC

over there at - all over
CDH

about right?
CC

Yeah, those guys are thinking all the time

over.
Say Crip, does a nuZ of minus 1.8 sound

That looks - that sounds good.

CDR Thank you.

END OF TAPF.
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CDR Okay Crip, I looked through It, do we
have much time left In this pass.

cc
• • •

We've got about 3-1/2 minutes, Ed, we
can certainly start talking here if you'd like.

SPT Okay.
cc How would you like to work or would you

like for me to sort of just verbally repeat what - what we've
done there and what our thinking was or do you want to ask
some questions on It or what?

SPT 1 hink it's spelled out pretty clearly
Crip. Let me Just ask a couple questions. Why do we not
change the maneuver time In going back to SI?

CC *t was considered there wasn't any real
reason tor you to go to it, Just weans you're probably going
to get back there a little later, but then 's no - u« u ,illy
no b i k hurry on going back to SI.

SrT Okay, the margin of 6 minutes for the
maneuver time if you're trying to get through an ATT II OLD maneuver
/IV whore d the nuraber com. from, how much pad is in it and
just how d they arviv-d at it rather than say just using the
number which you would cone up with by right oft the event timer

CC Okay, we were trying to keep it a fairly
Simple procedure for you to apply and the 6 minutes cane
up out of knowing that you would have diverged from your desired
altitude by at least 20 degrees prior to getting this TAGS
only CAIU10N and WARNING to come on. And they - that was
just figured up as a low enough rate to cover the 20 degrees
plus in 6 minutes so that we wouldn't get ve ,-y many TACS
mibs .

SPT Okay.
CC And it's recognized that we're sacrificing

data take time during that period.'
SPT Well It ' s better than none at all which

in the situation we're in before with the ATT HOLD maneuvers.
Th<U was our •

SPT is more of a universal procodu
then. it looks pretty g

i

cc That's affirm. And I guess the main
thing I wanted you to understand is that the fact t Ir a t this
patch, really all it dots is Just actually keep you from
giving to a TAt.S only condition for - with the exceptions
of solar inertial experiment poi.uing where that - the likeli-hood ol that is very rare or very low probability of it,
But you go - everything else will, it'll still ring the bell
and 1 1 - that does it based on t.ie same parameters.

,

SrT Okay, I think that says that first 3 times
at least you got to really keep an eye on it and
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we have to make »uro that our TAGS only indication works.

CC That's affirmative. Our initial look inn

at it what we would like you to do la to continue monitoring

j us l 1 Ike we've done right nov, at least lo see how It's

going lor awhile an -i we'ie considering the possibility of

actually taking you off the panel a little bit later if every-

thing looks like it's working all right. But what we would

ask ynu to do is (garble) monitoring It (garble) still go

ahead and to let it go until the CAUTION and WARN I N i* then

occurred and then take the action we designated.

Si>X Okay, that sounds reasonable. While

monitoring most ot these maneuvers, I've been able la follow

the outer gimbal and gee most of then you folk* have done

an excel lant Job in coming up with the right maneuver time

and tines to do the maneuver because we've hardly ever gone

anywhere near the stop and want to say «3 got an inner Rlmbal

up near the stops but not an outer gimbal. I think It s

been working real well.
CC Okay, we're about to go over the hill

here, we'll see you again at Madrid at - In at. out minutes

at 02 : 52 , 02 : 52 .

SPl Okay, Crip have them patch it up.

CC Ok ay .

CC Sky lab, Houston we're AOS Madrid for

6-1/2 minutes.
1'l.T Okay, Clip Pl.T here, 1 have a little

report on this size 1 reservoir.
CC We'd appreciate it, Bill go ahead.

PLT Okay on my checks, of course you know that'

the one that's hard to see, not enly do you have to sort of

check it with the mirror bur. half the tank is not visible.

And I was interpreting that full decal as pointing to the

seam in the tank there which was - should correspond to full,

well by looking at the AIM coolant reservoir tank here, I

have now determined that what 1 was in terp r e t iny as full was

actually 50 percent. Now when I first did this cheek, I

don't know some week or so after activation or whenever It

was, I guess it was before that I was seeing It at about

probably •'•
'> percent maybe even 40 and kid's report is corn-it.

I would say that he's correct within - he s.iya 10 percent

I'd say 10 percent full to <HJ percent full. So wh.it we ' re

looking at is probably a lot ol -no more or change in no more

than 1(J pe rcent .

CC Okay, fine, that's - we understand it

Sl'T Actually how we pulled it off, Crip was

1 w.is able to glitch my head up there in the corner and
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someone Is attributed that to seeding a smaller pointed hesd

which turned out be an attribute Sor once.

C C So comment. I can appreciate how

haul that thing Is to raad after tried to do It a few

t Utes a t the Cape .

CC For the SPT or the PLT, I've got a

qucelion I'd like to ask you about IICM
SPT Go , Crip

.

j^C Okay, one of the things we'd been

pondering -'is on Day J<W about A days ago, we noticed that

the temperature on the II.CA decreased to about 29. degree*

where It'* previously been reading about V) degree* and then

alter the little bit that we wen-; th rough last nlxht with

the DA* and circling- throwing circuit breaker* around we

noticed that it came bark up to the 39 degrees. and we were

wondering it poss -

i.SD OF TAPE
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CC » with the DAS And circling - going
circuit breakers around. We noticed that it came back up to
the 39 degree* and we were wonder Inn tf possibly you night
have been opetatlng on BUS 2 — At BUS 2 during .» durin* that
period.

SPT That's affirm, Crip. We Just never got
around to try to aort it out. Wasn't until we. asked the
other night that we tried to work the problem.

CC Okay , F.d , that makes. «. eases fihe

KGIL'a wind to know why hip temperature is what he antici-
pated. And did - did it * it cleared up last night when you
cycled up that circuit breaker that you did act have to turn
of i switches?

SPT Crip, I don't quite understand the
question.

CC No, wh.it. i was aaylnp is, that If you lose
AC 1, that all you have to do is just cycle the breaker inn you
did not have to turn the power switches off to do that.

SPT Yeah, 'that was a misunderstand Inp on
my part. I part Lilly heard what - I guess It was Diok had
told Jerry. And apparently all you have t«> do Is to make sure
you got fixed on integral and numeric.

CC Rop, okay, very good. We're 1. 'Minute
from LOS . We'll see you ap,a i n a t Tanana r i ve In »ho»t 1? min-
utes and that's at 01:15 and for - Just as a reminder, we've
got the VTR to dump it so it's* not available to you .

PA) At 2 hours 59 minutes Greenwich mean
time, tills is Skylati Control.

K.ND OK TAPE
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I'AO Thin Is Skylab Control at 1 hour* 1 4 »ln-»

..ten Greenwich wean tlmo. Skylab space station la coming Into

range a t Tanana r 1 ve , of f the V.anl CoahI of Africa. Should

have acquisition shortly and comunuat Ion with th« crew.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Tananarive. We have

you for about 5 minutes

.

CDR Roger , Crip. I've got the $019 results for

you.
CC Ready to copy.
CUR Okay, on Aldebaran, the rotation I've

finally not It » got It set over at that left-hand vertical

reticle line, and on the horizontal center vertical ra • reticle

line, the rotation was 27.7 and the tilt was 22.8. For Splca,

I got 166.9 and 18.4. And for Koh - Kohautek, lets see, It

was rotation of 204.8 and a tilt of 21.8.

CC Okay, I'm sorry, Jer, that's - those are

R ood, we can take them from there. I mislead you a while ago

when we - when you're getting reference stars like that you can

go ahead and get those in the (tenter since you're actually not

doing any photography of them. I t ' s when you're dolnp the KoliouU'

photography that you want it lined up on the left side, but that -

tha : ' s still good . Thank you .

CDR Yeah, they ought to be able to do a

little subtraction and work that out real well.

CC Yeah, that - that's no problem at all.

And I think perhaps you heard me talking ;o Ed about this

patch that we're getting ready to uplink you guys tonight. And

our intent is to - go ahead and do that tonight while you're aslee

use a site coverage and to go ahead and implement it while you're

asleep and there should be no problem involved, but per chance

you wake up in the middle of the night with a computer switchover

you know - that might be suspect.
CDR Okay.
CC Everybody assures me that that won t hap-

pen, though.
CDR Promises, promises.
CC Roger. And, Jer, also I'd like you to mike

a - a rhanpe on vour Summary Flight Plan, it's a snail error

that wr made . That's comlnp up lor tomorrow.
CDR Okay, stand by.

'

CDR Co ahead .

C(; Okay, we lost you there for a minute. The

chance was down at the bottom - toward the bottom around 00:53,

we call out a detail 00:^3 for Bill and that actually should

be under your column. So if you could make that note on yours,

and also inform the PLT about It, we'd be in good shape.

CDR Okay, the detail I have at 00:53 is EREP
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C&n 1 and 2 on.
CC That affirm. It - It's okay or, your

details, It had Just been left off on your summary: ll had

been noted under Bill's column Instead of yours. I might
lose you here, we're supposed co have you for 1 more minute.
Honeysuckle will be at 03:38, 03:38 in about 19 minutes.

PAD Loss of «i*nal through Tananarive. Re-

acquire in about 17 minutes. At 3 hours 20 minutes Greenwich
mean tine, this Is Skylab Control.

ENfl OV 1 APE
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l>AO This U Kkylal. <;ontn«l a I » hour* I /

minutes /.ulu time. Spatu Ht.Hlon I u abnui-n half an limir -

about a nlRulu away from acquisition through lloneysuek » 4- .

For a rather low elevation pans, translated that means

we'll have them for a rather short period of t Ime . S land in*

by for the call from CAP COMH to the crew,

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Honeysuckle for a

whole minute and a half.
CDR Man, don't vasts It talking.

CC You're RoRer that. I * a lust Rolng to

go ahead and tell you nighty ni*ht here and tomorrow since

it's your day off we're goinR u let you sleep in a little

bit. And we'll plan on waking you up at Vanguard. We have a

pass at 14:18, so that's the one we'll Rive you call at. Is

ttisv satisfactory?
CDR Yeah, that sounds grand.
CC I'm sure Ed would like to get a little

extra sleep. 1 was going to read the news to you If you

guys didn't have anything for rae here.
SPT Only one question Crip.

CC Go .

SPT How'd the Oilers do?

CC Came close.
SPT Go ahead and read .H ,

CC 27-24 Cine innat i .

SPT Sounds like a good game, they oust have

put up a good battle.
CC Roger that. One Item in news, Jerry, I'm

told they oissed you at the Cub Pack 795 pancake breakfast

Saturday

.

CDR Son of a gun I didn't have my chef's hat

on .

CC Rog, I hear you were pretty good at that.

CC I guess the Skylab news centered about

yesterday's gypsy moth eggs hatching and going through

diapause and all that gnod stuff. Quick rundown on scores

while w.-'re going l,OS . And tor vmir information if you need

us. Goldstone's next pass is at 04:07, and we arc golnv to hi'

doing a data/v>f<'i' r.rordrr dump, that's about 21 jnitiiitis

away. As I go ov.r i lie hill: Dallas Cowboys 30 - !. t .
I.ouls

Cardinals, 3; LA Rams 30 - Cleveland Browns 17; Redskins 38 -

Eagles 20: Oakland Raiders 21 - Broncos 17: Falcons 14 -

Saints 10; Buffalo Bills 34 - Jets 14: Kansas City 33 over

San niego 6. O.J. broke Jim Brown's record 2001 yards.

PAD That was a fr:ooi; night to the crew of

Skylab IV on this the 31st mission day. At 3 nours 41 minute

Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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PAD Skylab Control at 1A hour* 17 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station U now 55 seconds

from acquisition of signal through the tracking ship Vanpuard

Pass through Vanpuard will last app rox l«a t o ly 10-1/2 minutes.

Thla time the FlUht Director Is Charles Lewis and the space-

craft communicator Hank Ha r t « f le Id . Expec t the crew will be

up by this time. We'll be havinp. a callup at thU station.
This Is Skylab Control. We're live now at VanRuard.

CC Skylab, Houston. Good mornlna to you.

C[> p. Good nornlnp, Hank.

CC Pretty raornlnp down here. We got about

10 minutes left with you through Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're I minute from LOS

V'e'll aee you at Tananarive at 4 2, and If we don't see you

there, In regard to the ATM C&D loop ppverup for the ATM pass

we'd like, If you would, to delay that to Hawaii so we can

watch the pump code up.
CDR Okay, Hank. We '

1

L do it.

PAO Skylab Control at U hours 29 minutes
Greenwich mean tine, Skylab space station is paused out of

ranpe Of the tracking antenna on the ahip Vanguard. Our

next acquisition is 13 minutes away at Tananarive. This is

Skylab Control at 29 minutes and 15 seconds after the hour.

KNO OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at K hours 41 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds

from acquisition of signal at Tananarive. Pass through
Tananarive will last 8-1/2 minutes and the spacecraft commu-

nicator is Hank Hartsfield.
CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for

5-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you at Hawaii at 26 about 36-1/2 minutes
from now

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We may have dropped out

there. We're going LOS now and ve'll see you at Hawaii at 26.

PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 51 minutes 53

seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is passed

out of range of the Tananarive tracking antenna. Our next

acquisition is 34-1/2 minutes away at Hawaii. Today the

Skylab crew has some off duty tine available to them. So

officially the crew day off although in spite of that they

will be doing some work on the solar instruments and also

an Farth resources pass later In the day. Crew slept this

morning until after 8 o'clock central standard time. Thst s

2 hours later then usual. Scheduled activities between the

short off duty periods available today will include some

Kohoutek photography, ATM solar studies, a science conference,

a late evening Earth resources pass over the Atlantic and

Furope, handheld photography and optional TV, the subject of

that to be determined by the crew. Carr and Pogue will be

doinp the Kohoutek and handheld photography with Gibson the

only operator on the solar instrument panel. Solar instru-

ment panel includes two sessions at the console primarily

concerned with Joint observing program 6. Gibson will be

making scattered observations of recent active areas on the

Sun. Yesterday there were a total of six flares reported

from active region 00, which is Just coming into view. Today's

Farth resources pass will begin off the United States and

Canadian east coast on track 58 at 7:58 p.m. and run for 20

minutes of data take time. That covers a total of approxi-

mately 5700 miles. Altimeter data of the water surface over

the Atlantic to determine sea state will be taken to evaluate

in detail the performance, of the S193 r ad lome t e r / s c 1 1

1

1 1 omc t c r

as a - as a device for detectlnp. changes in the ocean surface.

Earth resources data will also be taken of clouds over the

Bay of Biscay off the French coast with the S192 mu 1 1

i

s pec t r a 1

scanner to determine relationships between outgoing terrestrial

radiation and various me teor 1 o g ica 1 phenomena. The Farth

resources pass will end as Skylab joes over Italy and the

Mediterranean. In the predawn hours over Italy the F,arth

resources sensors S191 Infrared, S192 mul t iapec t r a 1 ,
and the
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S193 microwave sensors will take data of known geothermal

areas. The main purpose will be to interpret nighttime
S192 infrared imagery for identifying hot water and steam

associated thermal areas in the Tusan-Apenni ne region of

Italy. Handheld photo targets scheduled today are concerned

with ocean currents. Photos will be taken of current eddies

off the west coast of Peru and off southwest Africa and

current boundaries in the south Tasraan Sea in the Pacific

Ocean. Crew Js scheduled to retire at 10 o'clock this evening,

but the sleep period tonight will be only 6 hou rs . They * 1 1 be up

4 a.m. tomorrow for an early Karth resources pas3 over the

western U.S. Crew have been making regular reports on their

handheld photo opportunities including numerous fires seen

in South America, snow cover on various areas, fault lines,

pollution problems, and also a major oil slick off of the coast
of Argentina. Yesterday Pilot Bill Pogue reported seeing

approximately 500 - approximately 50 to 100 small icebergs.

The area identified, and he did photograph then with his

Hasselblad camera, was 40 degrees west longitude and about

48 degrees south latitude, approximately 700 miles to the

east of the Falkland Islands. He said that he had never

seen so many icebergs all in a - all together in such a snail

place, and this is of course very near the southern limits

of the Skylab orbit. Por.ue also reported on see in p. sone

very interesting geology in Angola in Africa. Part of south-
west Africa he identified sand dunes and several massive
thunderstorms. He said that it was a combination of three

items of interest: the geology, the sand dune surfaces, which

are being studied by a number of Investigators, and also the

thunderstorms in the same area. That photography was taken over

parts of southwest Africa. This is Skylab Control. We're

half an hour from our next acquisition of sipnal at Hawaii.
It's now 56 minutes and 24 seconds after the hour.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO ' Skylab Control et 15 hours 25-1/2 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. We're now within range of the tracking
antenna at Hawaii. We'll bring the line up live for a pass
lasting 9 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for
9-1/2 minutes

.

CC And SPT, Houston. We're standing by
any time to get pump B on, on the ATM C&D coolant loop.

Okay, Hank. I'll have to wait until 233
Jerry is at the MDA with it all dark and his dark adapted.

Okay . We copy

.

Okay, Hank. You want to pump Charlie on

SPT
is done

.

CC
SPT

now?
CC
SPT

Pump Bravo.
Okay . Pump Bt avo

.

CC SPT, Houston. Pump Bravo looks real
good to us and we've got about 3 minutes left on this pass
and If It's possible, we'd sure like to see the NuZ update
so we can get some calculations ready by Vanguard.

SPT
CC
CC

You've got it, Hank.
Okay . Thank you, Ed

.

And PLT , Houston. If it'
I

' got a couple of items for you on the S063 y

PLT

conven lent,
t coning up

.

the pad you got
the tilt. Down

to 23.1.

Okay , Hank .

CC Okay. Bill. In regard
the message 3224 Alfa, we made an error in

there, it reads 24.6 and It should read 23.
PLT Roger. Change tilt of 24.6
CC Okay. We fjot one other thine for you on

the S063 your running here about 16:49. After you complete
the data take, if It's feasible or convenient to you, we'd
like for you to center, the comet nucleus In the canrra FOV
field of view and record the tilt and rotation for us. And
the reason we want this is we're trying to Just Ret another
data point on this AMS pointing accuracy.

PLT Rog. After the data take, center the
comet nucleus and record rotation and tilt angle.

CC Okay, and that does It for that, Bill.
Thank you very much and we're about 45 seconds from LOS. We
will see you at Vanguard at 56 and we plan to dump the recorder
there.

PLT Thank you. Hank.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 36 minutes and

26 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
out of range of the tracking antenr.a in Hawaii. 20 minutes
from Vanguard. Last pass, there was some discussion about



between Pilot Bill Pogue and spacecraft communicator Hank

Hartsfleld about the use of the S063. It's scheduled for
? comet operations this morning. Normally, that's used for

photographing the Earth's atmosphere . Scheduled operations

are to take place ri*ht around 11 o'clock central
standard time, about 17:00 Greenvich mean time. And the

Pilot was instructed to also at the conclusion or during

the run, to center the conet in the fi^ld of view to determine how

accurate their pointing has been with the articulated mirror
system. That articulated mirror system allows them to look

around the side of the vehicle and it has been used on a

number of instruments. The purpose of the test is to determine
exactly how - how good the pointing accuracy has been so far.

19 minutes to Vanguard. 37-1/2 minutes after the hour. This

is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 55 minutes and
50 second* Greenwich itan tine. Sky lab space station la nov
within range of the tracking antenna on the ahlp Vanguard.
We're live for air-to-ground at Vanguard for about 9-1/2 minutes.

CC Sky lab , Houston. We're through Vanguard
for 9-1/2 minutes and CDR, If It's convenient, we'd like to
talk with you checklist things In here .

SPT Hank, are you ready for the TV downlink?
CDR Roger, Hank. Go ahead, and Ed wants to

know If you're ready for a TV downlink?
CC Okay , we 're checking

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're ready for the TV
downlink and CDR, like to talk to you a little bit first about
permanent general messages. The other day we noticed you'd
called down that you had one missing. Now, how we're working
that down here is In the back of the Flight Plan. We've
Inserted extra pages and each time we get a permanent general
message we're pasting It in there, and we've been sending up
two copies for you. One to do that with and the other one to
put around in the vehicle wherever you thought It would be
appropriate to u>« It beat.

CDR Okay, Hank. Essentially, what we're doing,
is the ones that are valid are stuck up on the freezer chiller
doors, where everybody can see them easily and when they're not
valid anymore, we're tossing them out. And, we made the assumption
that 008 was not valid after it was used once.

CC Okay, you might if you like try what we're
doing, like putting then in the Flight Plan that way and at
least you hsve permanent record and we've - r* 1 1 1 try to keep
you advised on which ones are still current and tell you when
to throw then away. Now, we sent up a message last night regarding
which ones of the permanent general messages were still valid,
and there's a couple of things I need to talk to you about on
that. We've indicated that permanent general message number
4 Delta is valid and that 4 Charlie isn't anymore. Well that's
not fully true. In 4 Delta, we're telling you that we're
considering deleting the crew monitoring requirement on the
maneuvers, and 4 Charlie, which we Indicated wasn't valid, has
the monitoring procedures in there, so what we'd like you to
do is to hang on to 4 Charlie until we make our final decision
in regard to crew monitoring.

CDR Okay, 4 Delta is stuck right over 4 Charlie,
which is over Bravo, which is over Alfa.

CC Okay, you're in good shape there. And,
the other thing is when we prepared that message we gave you a
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permanent general message 13 as being valid and as you probablynoticed we uplink.d a 13 Alfa l.at night, which will replacethat one .

CDR Roger. We got it posted.
CC

r ,

And
•

a couple of days ago we sent up aaeaa.ge for the SPT, in regard to the C&D filter inspection,end we'd like to get hi. to throw that away. It was Just Iprocedure we wanted him to consider, but we've got anotherone that's in review now, which we think is a little morecomprehensive and will do a better job of it
SPT okay, Hank.
CC And that message, Ed, was 3041 Alfa." - Roger. I got it tucked away. Thank you.

.

CC
. ,

Okay, one other thing, Jerry, in regardto what happened yesterday on the limb volume measurementswe weren t trying to cheat you out of any time there. We
'

thought you were only doing the left leg and left arm. We

llTtll * Chr^ iS
i

Ch *? ge Vhich W" " UPP°»^ to indicate that,and the - and it changed the index to the checklist, where it

admit that that wasn't very clear and the intent was to only dothe left arm and leg, which would only take 15 minutes per crew-
ri

n \* nd
.

VC
l?/

he P roce" of try^g to correct that. Weshould have in addition have deleted - had you delete the rightleg and arm columns in your card where you post it there

word ca
D

me up at?
^

'
^ W" th8t '

u °
k
f
y '

Let ° e look that "P- Easentiallyall I did was change the index there, which really isn't veryclear and it's our fault, and we're going to try to straighten

n a* K
e"° n Ve g0t lnt ° thl8 agaln ~ the rea «>" Sotin the bind there was that we thought you were only doing oneleg and arm, which would have taken -the shorter time

. ,,,
C
?
R

,
0k *y- you're right, Hank. I find itdutifuly noted in the index, but not in the text of the limbvolume measurements.

CC Yeah, and that's not very clear, Jer, andwe re the first to admit it, that we should have in additionas i say, had you delete the column so there'd be no doubt
'

about it. And that was change number 2 to that checklist and
It was on message number 1437 Alfa.

CDR Okay, I'll tell you. Don't bother with

HULI?" !" P
?i

W
u
rk " P h6re

-
We ' 11 J u8t «° through right now andcancel out ,11 the right arm, right leg columns and we'll lit
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> the change 2 stand where It is.
CC Okay, we copy.
CC And COR and SPT, we'd like to apologize for

the scheduling conflict we had this morning in regard to 233
and ATM at the same time.- We did get your note and we'll try
to see that doesn't happen again.

CDR Okay , the comet is getting closer and
closer to one of the struts out there that supports the ATM

,

I wouldn't be surprised in the next day or two if we don't
f ind ourselves occulted again.

CC Okay. You can keep us posted on that
Jer, if you would.

CDR Will do

.

SPT Hank, you got a moment for me to tell you
what I see in the monitors?

CC Go ahead , Ed .

SPT Okay, the corona has got a very sharply
well defined helnan (?) streamer, which is except ionaly well
defined and very distinct running ovt at around 10 o'clock,
maybe a little less than that, looks like it's above, or at
the same latitude as active region 99, rather than 00. From
there on down to the south or around, oh, about 8:30 or so is
Just a uniform series of relatively small streamers with a lot of•material filled in between them. 1 don't see anything
pronounced over 00. And over on the west limb, we have a
streamer which is pretty much the same angle all the way out,
that is the sides of it are Just linear, or straight, it's
not a helmar (?) streamer. That's over at around, oh, 3:30 or
so. XUV monitor shows pretty much what we'd expect, 00 being
the brightest, 99 showing up and then the other active region
over there on the east limb - or, I'm sorry, on the west limb.
No surprises there.

CC Roger. We are copy, Ed, and thank you and
our next contact will be at the Hawaii at 17:04 and that's
58 minutes from now.

END OF TAPF
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PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 6 minutes and
45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
passed out of range of the tracking antenna on Vanguard ship.
Our next acquisition is Just about an hour away at Hawaii.
During this last pass Science Pilot Ed Gibson gave a brief
report on helmet streamer that he had noticed in active re-
gion 99 area on the solar disk. That's part of a number of
reports given by the Science Pilot. Later in the day there
is a conference scheduled for all rhe major scientific areas.
That science conference will be participated in by all three
crew members and begins a little after 19:00 Greenwich mean
time, about 3 hours from now. This is Skylab Control at
7 minutes and 25 seconds after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 3 minuter, and
8 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
within range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. We're live
there for air-to-ground a little less then 7 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. We' re through Hawaii
for 6 Ginutes , and we need to uplink you sone new momentum
bias if we could have the DAS for a second.

SPT You have It, Hank .

CC CDR, Houston. Are you involved in your PT
such' that you can't answer a couple questions?

CDR No, go ahead. There's no way I can get
involved in PT with no movement, no light.

CC Okay. What we would like to do is ask you
first, how long does it take you to switch the 233 stuff from
one window to the other in the STS? We need that for flight
plannini; purposes.

CDR It'll probably take a half hour to get
tlie - got it all rigged. And then after that each time it'll
only about about 10 or 15 minutes.

CC Okay. So like if it's In window 3 now
and we wanted you to move it to 2 we should allow yrm about
30 minutes for the new setup. Is that correct?

CDR Yes, that's right, because wo'l' have to
do some cardboard cutting and taping and things I i k o that in
order i<> get something sot up in window 2.

CC I sop. Or - in order to avoid the ATM con-
flict with the 233 you had a, S233 schedule for 23:07
to 19 was the window, wo'd like you to move that back, if you wou
to 21:34 to 46 is the now window, and that'll av "d that
con f 1 i c t

.

CDR Okay. 21:34. Is that the first exposure?
CC We'll be getting you a new pad up, .lor

,

to give you the exact figure to support that time.
CDR Okay. Good enough.
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CC And Jer, I don't know whether you've been

advised or not, we'd like to give you a brief rundown on

what tomorrow looks like and see how It suits you. What we
^

have scheduled tomorrow morning is a geothermal EREP with - it 8

early get up. in fact it starts at 10:00, will be your wakeup

time in order to do It. And we Just sort of got ourselves in

a box. We have to wait until it gets dark on the CONUS

and then we have two opportunities. One's tomorrow and

one's today - 2 days later, and it's an even earlier wakeup,

and we're trying to keep it within 2 hours of the normal

getup, and - and in the same day, tomorrow evening, we've

got 201 op scheduled and because of that - and ve can't get

you to bed before your regular time, which makes it a pretty

long day. However, the following day we've scheduled you to

sleep later to try to make some of this up.

CDR Okay. Let me get this straight. That

means tomorrow morning we'll be getting up 2 hours earlier

and staying up until normal bed tine, next day we'll be able

to sleep In?
>

CC Roger. Th e next morning we'll give you

one extra hour's sleep which would cean that would be a 9

hour sleep period, and we could ~ ve did talk DOT into moving

the rocket launch up for the 201 tomorrow night. We're going

to try that again. And - and we're again running out of^

windows on that thing. We're sort of caught in the - we're

losing our opportunities now, Jer, and it - it kind of

hampers the schedule a little that - we're wondering it was okay

to you to go ahead and do this.
CDR Okay. And we'll just have you owe us one.

CC All rigbty, and we're about 30 seconds from

LOS. We'll be coming up on Vanguard at 35 and I believe we've

git an ATM conference there for F.d.

CDR Roger.
PLT And just a quick note, Hank. The - if wh.it

saw in the tield of view of the comet, it's relatively centered

for this S0fr3 I just performed. Also, 1 only had 5 seconds

between the time I finished my nominal exposure and the time

thi> maneuver started back, and on top of that there was light

on the mirror when I did look in there, so 1 wasn't able to

perform that last action. I did use the tilt you pre-

scribed.
CC Roger. We copy, Bill.

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 32 minuteft

Greenwich mean time. Skylab Is now out oT range of the

tracking antenna on Hawaii. Our next acquisition, 22 minutes

and AO seconds away, is at Vanguard. The very end of this

pass Pilot Bill Poruc mentioned that the S063 operations,
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which is comet photography using the camera normally used
for photographing airglow in the ultraviolet range, was com-
pleted Just a few seconds before the maneuver returned to

solar inertial. The spacecraft had been maneuvered earlier ^

today to allow that cornet photography to take place, and he

did not have very much time for locating the comet specifically
in the center of fi^ld of view, so he followed the instructions
from the ground on locating it rather then using visual ob-
servations to do so. 22 minutes to our next acquisition of
signal. This is Skylab Control at 12 minutes 52 seconds
after thehour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO r Skylab Control at 17 hours 33 minutes
and 50 seconds Greenwich mean tine . Skylab space station Is

now Just west of the coast of Chile, about to come in acqui-
sition of signal through Vanguard . Spacecraft communicator is Hank
Hartsfield and the Flight Director on duty now is Charles
Lewis

.

CC Skylab, Houston we're through Vanguard for
10 minutes and as a reminder, we're in the NuZ update window
and I'll be turning over for ATM conference.

MCC Skylab, Houston. How do you read?
SPT Houston, read you loud and clear. How

(garble)

?

MCC Okay. Read you loud and clear. Apparently
missed the AOS call. We got about 9 minutes le't and as a

reminder, we're in the NuZ window and George i-> standing by
for the ATM

.

SPT Okay. You got the NuZ update around 5

minutes ago and George, go ahead. Good to talk with you.
MCC Good morning, Ed. Do you read me okay?

You read me okay, Ed?
PLT Go ahead , Bill.
SPT Loud and clear. Go ahead, George.
MCC Okay. The topics for discussion this

morning are first of all, suggestions you might have for the
planning meeting today. Then, some discussion on the JOP ID
spicule results, use of observing time, and then some discussion on
coronal loops. So first of all, do you have any suggestions
for the planning committee today?

SPT Weil, depending upon how active region 00
looks for the remainder of the day, I would say that's something
we ought to concentrate on fairly heavily and see if we still can't
a good flare rise out of it. That's what I'm shooting for right
now and you may want to devote some time to that tomorrow as
well as Just some normal patrol activity on thac as well as

the corona above it.
MCC Okay. Very good. Okay. I'll get Into the

JOP ID spicules. First of all, you recall that these are the
observations that you quoted that the limb was building block
28 option B, where you get series Of mini RASTER about a

minute apart tine. The data looked excellent and, in fact,
contains some suprises. It appears that we can distinguish the
tops of some spicules. Ve can in fact see them appear and
disappear from one minute to the noxt . And the big s uprise
is in the data that you took at thd North Pole. We see four
jets of material sticking out fron the limb. You apparently
could see one of these Jets in H-aifa according to the dump
tape. The jets of material are about 10 arc seconds wide,
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shoot up about 30 to 40 arc seconds above the limb, and have
a lifetime of about 10 uinutes. In Lyman-Alpha , their

peak brightness is 5 10 or - 5/10 percent of the disk intensity.
And we were really amazed to see such dynamic phenomena cause
it was in the polar region and it was right in the middle of

a coronal hole. And - -

SPT I certainly -

CC Go ahead .

SPT I certainly ..It that way too, George, when
I saw it. I did see some other lower lying activity, but I

only pointed out the most prominent and I didn't want to get over
enthused about talking about activity at the North Pole. At

least someone come up and take me home.
MCC (Laughter) Yeah, in fact, we've been talking to

Neil Sheeley about it and apparently they see these features in 304.

And he said, looking at the coronal at the Poles, in coronal
holes is a good place to see these things. So we'll probably
try to do it again sometime in a few days or when the Sun quiets
down a zai n .

SPT Okay

.

MCC Okay, fine. Next topic is the observing
time. You've asked a number ques t ions about it. The first of all, you

appear to be making excellent use of the observing time and getting
excellent data. 82B and 55 are particularly happy with the

results thus far. And as far as we're concerned, modifying the

shopping list items to cake what you judge is the best type of

data on a given phenomena (sic) is fine with us. In fact.ve Ret

sore of our best data this way. And in the future, we'll try

to work in as much observing time as we can, since as you know, it's

the best way we can get targets of opportunity like the F R you got the

other day . Over

.

S FT Okay. Thanks vary much, George. I'd

appreciate any straightforward feedback you have on what we're
doing. I'd like to -ake the optimal use of the se i n s t r unen t

s

and any kind of information you can give me, pro or con, I

appreciate.
yCC Yeah. Okay. One specific on that is we've found

that these mini -RASTER that you've been running both in shopping list

in the option 28, on building block 28 or option B on building
block 28, are very nice because the - they give us something
v e didn't get before cause the mirror a u t o raster's got
a nice field of view with 5-minute time resolution. The mirror
line scan gives us a good time resolution but has only one dimen-
sion. So these mini-rasters you've been running, just like you
ran some series on the limb, are really a nice compromise. You
get good time resolution and some spatial information.

SPT Okay. Very good. Let me point out that
You did get a flare rise on the mirror line scan at the very
end of this last orbit. Mother Nature did it to us again and put
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off a flare right around U minutes remaining.
MCC Very good. Oh, speaking of another topic

is, which I've got put on a list of the topics, is H-alpha film
We have an abundance of film. We have plenty of it. So when
you ?,ei flares, or you get active regions, you can usually
kick it up to two frames a minute and in fact, we'll send you
a general message on this tonight or tomorrow.

r

SPT ........... :
: v. Okay. Are we in the South Atlantic anomaly''

MCC Yes.
SPT Okay. Thank you

.

MCC Okay. Now, I'll get on to the coronal
loops. We're becoming more and more fascinated with these
phenomena and we appear to see three separate classes of loops.
First of all are the prominence type loops which have strong
emission and low temperature lines like Lyman lines, carbon 2,
carbon 3. Then a second class are the medium temperature loops
which are usually the prettiest loops, giving beautiful arch
structures and these have the strongest emission in oxygen VI
and neon VII. And then, finally, are the high temperature
loops which you see In X-ray pictures and high temperature KV (?
lines like silicone XII and iron XVI. And one thing we'd dearlv
love to see are some spectra of these features when vou on
the linb. And JOP 2C step 5, is a - oh, shopping list 26 can
be used to get these - and the best technique we've seem to
come up with is to go to the neon VII line at detector 3 - go
about 20 or 30 arc seconds above the limb and then try rolling
back and forth Sun center to see if you can pick up a loop. And
then when you get one, zeron - zero in on it and get R^e spectr

SI>T Okay. That sounds like a good idea. That
one tine ago or so, I think I

actually able to see the basis of a start of a loop in H-alpha.
And I - I believe Pilot (?) came up and said yes, you did see
some loops there. So that may be another way in which I could
help locate it.

MCC Yeah. In fact, we find that both tin low
temperature loops and the medium temperature loops may - you us-
ually can see Lyman alpha In both of them, which means that you
may be able to see them in H-alpha. Surely the low temperature
ones you can.

SPT Okay. How was that neon VII i65 line for -
a very hot one on the flares and subflares?

^ cc 1 don't think we have any data in neon VII
on that. The -

SPT I think you >;ot some yesterday.
Mcc Okay. I haven't seen yesterday's data yet.
SPT Okay .

Mcc Oh, another line you ml K ht try is the option
5629 line, which we can give you a iressage on that if you want.
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MCC It has somewhat higher signal than neon VII.

SPT Okay. The reason I asked about - hold on -

go ahead, George. Let me fix something here. Go ahead.

MCC Okay. Oh, another reason we're interested

in thv loops, just -night mention Is, when 87 was on east limb

We had n nice set l. i aast west loops and found we got a subflare

in the e.T?tcrn foot of one loop, then the entire loop brightened

up to get a (garble) brightening in the western fool of the

loop. Then the whole loop faded and we got another subflare

back in eastern - end of loop. Which almost appears like we

have material bouncing back and forth in the loop causing flares on

either side of the loop.
SPT The reason I asked about neon VII is I was

thinking if we could get some good loops above the limb before

we move out, I might try rolling so that we have the bottom part

of your mirror auto raster above the limb and put it so we

have one neon VII on one of the detectors. Maybe your green

position, 772. And if we did get a flare at that tine, then of

course, you would be getting flare data with neon VII.

MCC That's (garble) an excellent .suggest ion.

Yeah, we'd be happy to see yo u try that.
SPT Okay .

MCC Oh, another thing on the loops is the fact,

since we do seen to see changes in loop structure before and

after flares, and - that getting occasional snapshots of ri't'ions

like double 0 to see the preflare loops, it'd be very nice

to have .

Spy Okay. Let me tsk you one o the r th i n« o

f

immediate interest, and that Is, have you been able to detect

in oxygen VI, the rise time of intensity near relative to the

X-ray? I've been noticing here that if monitor (garble) de-

activate (?) (garble) 30,000. Detector juot tripped off and

we're just up to 50,000. I've got it over right now and I'm

wondering how much of a good procedure this could ho. Ripht

now, my PMEC is (garble) South Atlantic anomaly (garble) 1 have

(garbl e) .

MCC Right. We're going LOS now. V.e 11 st-e

vou at Ascension at 50.

MCC Yeah, we'll try - we'll look at thi- data, Ed.
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SPT (Static) (garble) South Atlantic anomaly
(garble) (static)

CC Okay, we're going LOS now, we'll see
you at Ascension at 50.

MCC Yeah , we' 11 try it - we'll look at the
da ta , Ed.

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 45 minutes and
20 seconds Greenwich mean tirae. Skylab space station is passed
out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisitio
is 5 minutes away at Ascension. During this pass over Vanguard,
we had a discussion between coinves t igator on the Harvard
College Observatory experiment, Dr. George Withbroe, talking
to Science Pilot Ed Gibson about a number of things, including
spicules on the surface of the Sun. Dr. Withbroe pointed out
that jets can be ae:n traveling up from 10 to 40 arc seconds
above the limb, near the north pole. The reason for particular
interest in that is that the north pole is notoriously quiet
as a region on the Sun, as opposed to the Equator, where most
of the major active regions occur. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
indicated that the - that he had not gone into great detail
discussing activity he saw at the north pole. He said he
was afraid someone would come up and take him back down.
There are some new things coming out of the ATM research, of
course, and have been for quite a while. This apparently anothe
new development based on some of the research from the Skylab
mission. This is Skylab Control. We're about 4 minutes from
acquisition of signal at Ascensi on. We'll keep the line up.
The Ascension pass is about a 7-1/2 minute one and this was
just the first of several science conferences to be held today
on the crew day off. They're of course scheduled for
showers later in the day and continuing their comet photography;
they did complete photography this morning and they will do a -

Commander Carr will be completing S233 photography this
afternoon. That's of course, the twice-daily photography
done to keep exact measurements of the brightness and size
of the comet. Science Pilot Ed Gibson also said thiit he had
spotted another flare at the end of the last orbit. The same
thing that happened to him yesterday about this time, just
as they were going into the darkness period of the orbit they
observed part of a flare. They have been getting some very
good activity starting up now on the Sun. The solar activity
still not nearly at its peak but several active regions are
beginning to move back onto the disk that faces the Earth.
Prominent one right now is region 00, which is located on the
southeast - In the southeast quadrant, having just
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come on the eastern limb of the disk. That's to the lower

left of the disk as it's viewed from Earth. Little earlier

that - the later operations of S233 were moved up, originally

they were scheduled for a little after 23:00 Greenwich mean

tine, they've now been moved to 21:34 to 21:46 Greenwich mean

time. That's the second operations of comet photography

for today. And, the S063 comet photography using
ultraviolet airglow cameras was completed successfully a short

time ago by Bill Pogue. This is Skylab Control. We're coming

up on acquisition of signal about 2 minutes away at Ascension.

We'll keep the line live now for air-to-ground.
CC Skylab, Houston . We ' re through Ascension

for 6-1/2 minutes and we'll be dumping the tape recorder here.

CDR Okay, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We uplinked a message

last night regarding attitude control with one CMG and what

it really is, is a map. How to step through the checklist -

G&C checklist to bring up the CSH to control the cluster. And

we are presently also working on a long teleprinter message
which would essentially be all of it on one piece of paper

and we're wondering if the map is sufficient or should we

continue to work on the big long teleprinter message that does

the whole thing?
PLT The map is sufficient, Hank.

CC Okay. We thank you for that. One other
thing, we've got the TV-120 scheduled tomorrow at - that's the

mor.h - gypsy moth TV and the moth people are concerned that

the larvae may not live that long and request that it you

do some optional TV today that you might include at least

2 minutes of TV on the moth. And if you can't include the noth

on the TV today, we would still like for you to get a couple

of 35-millimeter pictures and moth people are still warning
to do the moth TV tomorrow, whichever way it goes t id.iy.

SPT Okay, Hank. We'll try to do ihtit. In

order to make a little better viewing. Can we take the

two vials out of the plastic? We've got - the top has got a

couple of pieces of tape there.
CC We ' 1 1 chuck

.

CC SPT, Houston. Is the bag that they're

in, is that sealed up?
SPT Hank, right now it's not, because we had

to, in order to loosen those tops we found we could not do that

safely without taking the bag open. So right now tliosc things

have a little strip of tape which runs over the top, but still

allows some air to get in, along the top of each bottle. And,
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I think that's probably the best way for viewing it also is

we took it out of that plastic. It's in the plastic right

now, with the top sealed, but we did have to go in there

once in order to loosen up the top.
CC We don't see any problem then, Ed, and

since it's already open to go ahead and get them out so you

can get a better look

.

SPT Okay.
CC (Garble) Houston. While we've got you

here, we have your phone call set up for Canary and Madrid
at 2 2:49.

SPT 2 2:49. Thanks very much. Which antenna
do we start with?

CC Okay. Start on the right and you' 11 be

s w i t c h i n g t o 1 e f t

.

SPT Thank you.
CC And, I got a couple of quickies here for

you. We're thinking of scheduling the PSS recharges
and top off a little more diff - a little differently,
to be a little core flexible. What we'd like to do is

schedule it in two segraents, in other words we'd schedule
you 5 minutes to go install it in the recharge station and

start the ptessurization and then a little later we would
schedule another 5 minutes to terminate. We wouldn't do

that all time; sometimes we'd schedule all of it together,
how do you feel about breaking it up like this?

CDR Hank, I think it'll just use a lot of

extra paper. The routine I did last night seemed to be

reasonable. That is 1 just charged them and left them on

the^e and came by every 5 or 10 or 15 minutes and looked at

thes to see how they were doing.
CC Okay. So, we'll stick to the plan we're

using right new then. And, we're about 40 seconds from LOS.

We'll be seeing you again at Guam at 18:34 and I think Story
will be standing by there for more of your science confeiem.

CD K Okay, Hank. We'll see you then.
CDR We'll be ready for Story, Story.
CC Correction on that. It'll be Bob Parker
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 58 minutes an

lb seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
passed beyond the range of the tracking antenna on Ascension
As it's going over the African coast, still about 35-1/2 m i

n

away from it's next acquisition at Guam. In this last pass

Science Pilot Ed Gibson was asked if he miylit take some tele
vision photos of the gypsy moths that have hatched and he
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indicated he did have an interest in doing that and there
was some discussion about how that might be performed. :

Scientists here on the ground were a little concerned that the

gypsy moths might die before they were photographed. Of course
no provision has been made to feed them. There are approximately
1000 eggs on the space station and those were in sealed vials

for merely an experiment to determine whether or not they'll
hatch. There is no requirement to return theia to Earth. This
is Sky lab Control 59 minutes and 20 seconds after the

hour and about half an hour from our next acquisition.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 18 hours 33 minutes
and 15 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station
is now Just 54 seconds from acquisition of signal at the

Guam tracking antenna. Pass through Guam will last about 6

minutes. Present time Flight Director is still Charles
Lewis and the spacecraft communicator is Hank Hartsfield.

MCC Skylab, Houston. Over.
SPT Hello, Bill. Co ahead.
MCC (Garble) your friendly science man down

here. And Skylab, if you' re ready I'll go ahead with your
general and corollary science briefing.

SPT Oh, it's Bob Parker. Yes.
MCC Okay.
SPT I'm sorry, Bob, go ahead.
MCC Yes. Let me start out with a little bit

of operational stuff. Today as you probably noticed If you
read the message we're adding Kohoutek to the science con-
ference, and Bill Snoddy, who's a fellow from Marshall who's
been sort of coordinating all the ATM and corollary Kohoutek
programs, will be talking to you later on In about an hour
or 2 about the Kohoutek program. So I won't be discussing that
very much today. Over.

SPT Okay, Bob. Sounds good to us,

SPT (Garble) talking to him.
MCC Okay. On -let me start out with some

comments on M509. We've checked around down here, and We've
discovered that those checklist bracelets were Inadvertently
returned after Skylab III. And since we can't resupply them to
ve are assuming that - for starters anyway, that the lash up
you worked out the other day for tne shirtsleeve mode was
satisfactory. In the meanwhile, before the suited mode we're
going to be working to see if we can put up something a little
bit better for you. Over. Okay; as far as data's concerned
It all looks good and seems to correlate very well to simulator
so things on that 509 run seen fairly veil. The 48 people
are very interested in your plate removal from the dining
room table and they are interested in how it's going and have
you started to do - to remove the second two plates. Over.

PLT No, Bob, we haven':. We'll get around to

that probably sometine today. And to go back on the cuff
checklist, this is the PLT, I just fixed a rubber band on it

with - one of the checklists with tape, and I just can't set
all bent all out of Joint on it. It's sort of simple to work
around. Don't worry about it.

MCC Okay .
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PLT lf you come up with a better idea, fine.
Mc Okay. And we'll probably find vou some-

thing a little bit better for you for the suited run. At least
We'll take a look and see what you're doing and see if it'll
work out in the suit fcr you. The 48 people as I was saying
about that plate removal, will be interested of course in
any sort of 516-type coverage of the removal of the other
plates. Over.

PLT Well, we'll probably do that today so
what do they want? They just want verbal comments or docu-
men t a t ion ?

MCC Photo documentation will be of interest
to them, also.

PLT (garble) give us a transporter number and
DAC and so forth.

CC Okay. We'll - we'll have it sent up to
you. As you're well aware the Sun's getting more active.
That of course means there - the auroral activity can be
expected to increase, and we also have in work for vou a pad
for handheld S063 photographs of any aurora you might happen to
see and 1 fiuess I just handed it uo as a reminder that it
might be more worthwhile to start looking for those in the
next few days. Over.

SPT
.

Okay, Bob. That's a good idea. As a
matter of fact. I saw sore good aurorae about two nights ago
up over the Great Lakes. I was up overlooking the - trying
to see it I could see the hometown of Buffalo and there was
bfautlful aurora up north.

CC Ver >
- good. Yes, it happens that we're

over the - fat part of the world at nighttime right now so
it works out pretty well. Let me give vou a look ahead at
the week ahead. In the first place we're starting out
on the 18 Deltas for Kohoutek on day 34, and we delaved fromday 33 as we originally told you day 34 so we ran get Alfa
Scoc (?) in the field at the same time which we'll try to
use for pointing alignment. On mission day 39 we have both
the solar eclipse, you may remember, and the comet and we'll
be looking for those things both on that dav. Mission <iav 38
as you probably recall, is the end of the corollary Kohoutek
observing. In the meanwhile, S183 with the carousel problems
they've been having, will observe tomorrow on day J 3 but
will not observe on day 36 but we hope to have the carousel
1-1 problen resolved and to get back in observations with
1-1, which, as you nay recall, is the more sensitive film, in
the postper ihalion period. But we're still working on that
Understand that Hank's talked to you already today about the
rocket observations with 201 scheduled for tomorrow night so
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I won't talk about that. The passes this ifttrnoon and to-

morrow morning early if you're not aware are geotherraal passes

for ERF. I' , and the Earth Itself will be dark. One last comment
before T go off. Day off right now, if you haven't heard,
we're planning for mission day 4x. Your next day off will be

.

the dav after EVA. Seemed to work out best. Over.
CDR Okay, Bob. And on the S183 we'll try to

on 1-1 if have any more plates get stuck out we'll do

a better job of getting the serial number, or the plate number
MCC Okay. Well, we're working on a raal for

that to send up to you right now.
CDR Okay

.

MC You guys have any questions? Anything
you'd like to send down?

CDR No , I gue«s not Bob. ,

MC • Okay. Talk to you in a week. I'm just

about to go over the hill anyway. See you then.

CDR Okay. We'll see you.
MCC Thanks a lot.
CC Skvlab , as we go over the hill our next

contact will be the Vanguard in at. And at that point we will

have Story's story.
PAO Skvlab Control at 18 hours 41 minutes and

13 jor^nds Greenwich mean titr.e. Skvlab space station is now

passed out of range of the tracking antenna on the island of

Guam. Our next acquisition of signal will be 12 minutes after
th; hour, or about 20 minutes from now, at Vanguard. During
this last pass Bob Parker, the Skvlab Program scientist, con-
ducted a brief conference on coroiiary and general science
with the crew. Later in the day of course, we will also have
a conference on Kohot-tek with Bill Snoddy, who is the project
scientist for Skylab's operations on the coret. Story M u s -

grave is nnv come into Mission Control and h* 's preparing tor

annt'-er sclt-nf o conference on medical area to cone up shortly.
Rob t'arker indicated that the checklist bracelets for in

509 vhlcii weren't found by the crew a few days ago when they

ci i d llicir astronaut maneuvering unit run, have n<>w been
discovered to have been returned by the last Sky lab crew by

error, and for that reason this crew will have to make arrange
nents as as they did this tine taping artificial checklists

on their arms and doing the sane thing essentially for the.

suited runs. M509 astronaut maneuvering unit was used by

Jerrv Carr last week and the run was not quite completed.

The checklist bracelets were not found at that time and it

was not known wlpre they'd been located. It now has been
determined they > e in-dve r ten t ly returned by the last crew.
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N'exl day off for the crew Bob Parker Indicated will not beuntil mission day 41, which Is after the FVA On December 26'the day after their Christmas EVA. This Is Skylab Control
It s now 19 minutes to our next acquisition of sipnal. 42minutes and 50 seconds after the hour.

I- V U Or T APE .
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PAO Sky lab Control at 19 hours 11 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station Is now to the

west of Chill over the South Pacific about 53 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the Vanguard tracking ship.

The pass through Vanguard will last about 11 minutes. Space-

craft communicator is Hank Hartsfield, but Dr. Story Musgrave,

astronaut interested in medical program is going to be here

for brief conference with t: - astronauts at this pass. We're

live now for air-to-ground at Van guard,
MCC Skylab AOS through the Vanguard for 11

ninutes and it's time for Story's story.
CDR Go ahead with your story.
MCC Okay, starting out with M133 that wc didn't

get to last week. As you know Jerry has been seeing the OGI

with greater frequency than he did on the ground. Ed, you've

been seeing it about the same. To start with Bill was seeing

it slightly less frequently in flight than on the ground and

that's about all of it In terms of data. Now, we do have a quest

for Bill on his last run. He only got about one or two corrects

on the lower levels and got four correct at level 14 and we did

get his comments on channel A, but we wonder if he could tell

us anything more about his last run?
PLT Well. I'll tell you. It's difficult.

I can't see it. At the low levels I think its a matter of

sensitivity threshold in my inner ear or whatever it is that

gives me that and as we go up into the higher levels 1'n

convlced that one of rey adaptations over years of flying to

high accelerations has be - is for me to block the input of

rotational rates or at least attempt to do it. (Static)
individual thing that's caused me to not see it, because I

can feel I'm rotating and I can hear the motor turning and

I Mac do not get the illusion. All 1 get is some vertical
notions sometime in that bar.

MCC Okay. Bill. Fine. As far as the MS

goes, after the initial adaptation period of course, you all

became virtually immune to motion sickness. You were the

first crew however to advance to 30 rpm and collating here

with SL-III, the crewmen who have the highest resistance on the

ground, appear to have less resistance to lero-g type of

vestibular stimulation in terms of producing motion sickness

and the like and that collates pretty good with our SL-lll

f indings

.

SPT Story, is that true? Relative to us.

1 was 30 on the ground and I'm 30 up here «nd I haven't had

any problems.
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MCC Yeah, we're thinking though Ed, that you

and tor Induced the resistance down here in other words it

wasn't inborn, tliat you induced that by using the chair and the

swiiriTitiiM'. pool and that sort of thin*.
SPT Yeah, that's true.
MCC Yeah, that is a point in the data that wo

got to to look at, but we're separating it out in terms of

natural-type resistance, but of course, Bill may have attained
his through years in the airplanes. It's hard to say.

SPT All right, thank you, Story. —

-

MCC In terras of --
CDR Story, I'm not convinced that this is all

notion sickness either. I think a lot of the head fullness
and nil that's got a whole lot to do with It and 1 don't think

that's motion at all.
SPT 1 think a lot could be digestive track

all the way down

.

CDR I think we're ove remphas i ng this notion
sickness a heck of a lot. I think we've got the blinders on and

we bettor look around a little bit more and look for some

other tde.i-5, because a guy with the i n s e n s 1 t i v i t y to motion tli.it

Bill's Rot. to have problems, I think there's something else

involved hero. People better start looking around i little

taore and get off this not ion sickness kick.
PLT I'll support that 100 percent. I think

it's - this is not meant to be critical, but I think the

experimental design is aiming entirely in the wrong direction,
that they got horse blinders on and they got themselves pre-

programmed and they've just closed their minds to some rather

obvious avenues of approach. 1 don't - 1 Just disagree with

the discipline that's involved in this experiment design.
MCC You're thinking that there may be sone other

inpuf s toward sensing notions, such as the cardiovascular
system and the like?

PLT I think that they ought - I do not know

Story, I don't know that much about it, but 1 think they have
preprogrammed themselves and all of their previous in ve» t i ea t I on

has been In this one area and has had limited degrees of sue -

very good success, I guess. In treating motion sickness, but

they got a new arena here a completely new ball game and dun
it, they're going to have stop - open their minds again and

start looklnv. ag.nn. It 'a Just • they can not adapt their
previous Investigation lo this problem.

::cC I think they probably are trying to look

at all those Inputs, Bill.
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. CDR I think the relocation of the fluids in

your body, apparently there are some people I would guess
that are a whole lot more sensitive to that than others. And,
I would be inclined to chink' that's got a lot to do with this
sickness up here.

Yeah, we tend to agree with that also.
One other t h i n * , ,

Story. I think we're
lot of good crew time here doing this motion

MCC
PLT

really wasting
si-nsit i v i t y ,

MCC Okay. We got
:

your input on that.
MCC Moving on to M 171, if you don't have any-

thing more on the M131, and we've pot a lot of good data on
there, you've probably plotted some of that yourself. Alt
of you are at least up to the pre flight baseline rang*'* in
terns of efficiency and physical fitness. Ed is starting
to Improve beyond the physical condition that he had pre flight.
The vital capacity data is excellent. We're seeing a decrease
of about 3 to 5 percent in vital capacity and some good
explanations for that are that you have a little more fluid
and blood in the chest. If you had say IhO or 200 cc of
blood in the chest I - this would not allow you to fill the
chest with air. That'

no I s

're seeing.
SPT
PLT

MCC

good explanation for the decrease

V^S^jliLs^.loti.ca,K Thank you
, J5.tory .

Yeah, 3 to 5 percent is almost in the

Yeah, it is in the noise and so - it may
be in the resolution of the experiment, but 160 to 200 cc
mere fluid in the chest could explain it.

MCC Now, we like the (garble) PT very much
on Jer and Ed, especially when you approach your max i nun
02 flow, we'd like to get some on Bill some time. Ami also
something we missed on S1.-I1I and it does require a little bit
logistics and that is some mark 1 - type nctahollr studies.
Now you have to get that off the upper deck up there , ami also
there's a certain limited range of exercise you cm do with
that thing. When you've got a mouthpiece and a hose during
the exercise, but this would be useful stuff to know how much
work you do using the nark t.

SPT Story, let me ask you a little bit about
that . The mark I as well Clark's treadmill to me are ways
of keeping your muscle tone up as opposed to getting any real
workload or cardiovascular system workout. And, it really
Is Just about how fast you want to do those exercises and it
really Is ~ Just varies from day-co-dav and t 'a wondering what
you cart learn from that?

PI.T Hey. Story.
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MCC Go aheao .

pj T I'd like to add something on that. What

I'd like to say is that I'm fully prepared to do anything you

want to as lon K as you give us sufficient time. Sow, you

renenbcr in setting up this stuff it may require aore tint

than actually doing it, so anytime - if you're prepared to

maybe give us 3 hours that's asking an awful lot, but that

nay be what it takes. I'll do anything you ask. It's just

that when you say, "Well, it only takes 15 ninutes (static)

take an hour and' a half just to do the set up to get the rig

all prepared. So, we'll cooperate any way we can here, but

you're going to have to cooperate with us and give us plenty

of time for setup and tear down.

MCC Okay. We'll do 'It..

MCC And', Kd , you got a pood point there, as

far as the Mark I and other things go 1 . ..e that. You're not

involving enough muscles to approach anywhere near maximum

(Karblo) But - •

STT Okay.
- - f-ven using snail muscle groups,

particularly in isometrics and tha: type of thing. You Can get

the heart rate and blood pressure up to levels ainilar to a

third level of M171. That's a different mechanisr; . of course.

SPT I would think the cardiovascular conditioning

wo get doing those exercises is negligible, it's really Just

muscle tone.
MCC That ' s t rue .

MCC Moving on - -

r ] , f It still feels good to do then.

McC Okay. Moving on to the medical DTOs ,
the

Pis and nr. Thornton and - they're very thankful for what you've

K otten then and I think w«> ' re really trying to get at some of

the mechanisms - the physiological mechanisms causing some of

these fluid shifts and the like that we're seeing here. During

the early part of the mission, the first 3 to 5 days, we saw

a shift of fluid about 2 liters out of each crewnan, out of

the legs,
Spt 2 liters. Story? That's quite a bit.

MCC Yuah, up saw about 2 liters, and the

other very Interesting thing in terms of mea stir tnpfi t s ,
we didn't

see much change in the arms or the necks. But we did see a very

significant decrease in the cheat circumference and the waist,

and what we're thinking Is that you increased in height between
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an inch and 2 inches. And, that that's what caused these

decreases in the chest and the abdominal 8 irt *;
a

, .

lM T But, Story, we did do an M487 height

measurement and those didn't change .
(static)

EN!) OF TAPK
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MCC Moving on? .

. CDR Sure feels Rood to do then.
MCC Okay, moving on to the medical DT0« , the

FIs and Dr. Thornton, and they are very thankful for what
you've gotten them. And I think we're really trying to get

at ssr,c of the nechanisns, the physiological mechanisms causing
some of these fluid shifts and the like that we're seeing here.
During the early part of the mission, the first 3 to 5 days,
we saw a shift of fluid about 2 liters out of each crewman
out of the legs .

SPT 2 liters, Story? That's quite a bit.
MCC Yeah, we saw about 2 liters. And the other

very interesting things in terms of measurements, we didn't
see much change in the arms or the necks , but we did see a very
significant decrease in the chest circunfernce and the waist.
And what we're thinking is that you increased in height between
an inch and 2 inches, and that's what caused these decreases
in the chest and the abdominal girth.

PLT But Story, we did those M487 height

measurements, and those didn't change. Or did they? Have
you correlated them?

MCC Yes. and the data I have down here shows;

that the range of increase in height was from 3/4 to l-3/'« Inches.

PLT We're walking tall, huh?
MOC That's right, and there's good reason for

that in that the disk, the intervertebral (?) disks, without any

gravity forcing them together, that they can take up a lot

more water and expand it also. And not having to use the anti-
gravity muscles of the back, those things tend to compress
these disks also. So there is good rationale for thinking
that you would grow in height, and w« think you have.

SPT Let's hope we can keep It when we get hack
to 1 g.

MCC Okay. And I've got 30 seconds to LOS here.
Hank's got a couple of things for you, and we'll be picking
up BHl J.enolr over Ascension with the handheld.

SPT Thanks v e t y much. Story, appreciate H .

Mi C SPT, Houston. N < i A A lust report."} that

promhienre 49 is out to 2/10 of a radii (Mc) now and ft'*

feeding back on Itself. And if you like, we'd like to do Nhuj.

plnn list item 1 at Sun center.
SPT I ' m on my way

.

PAO Sky lab Control at 19 hours 23 minutes and

45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Snylab space station has passed

out of the tracking antenna's range at Vanguard. Our next

acquisition is about a minute and 40 seconds away at Ascent ion.

Dr. Story Musgrave Just completed conducting the medical conferenc
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with the members of the crew, and there were a number of things
indicated by the crew. One of the things pointed out was

that Commander and Pilot both consider something other than
motion sickness is involved with the early sickness that the

cniw experienced, that Bill Pogue specifically experienced.
That comment from both Commander and Pilot was responded
to by Dr. Bill Thornton, sitting back here in Mission Control
with thumbs up, and he said" Am en" to that. Also Stcry
Musgrave pointed out that a shift in fluid amounting to about
2 liters from each crew member's lower body had been experienced
early in the mission and also that the crew member increased in

height from about 3/4ths to about 1-3/Aths inches due to the
expansion in the disks between the sol - the pads bitwean the
solar (sic) disks. That - correction, the pad* between the spinal
disks. Solar activity also repotted right at the end of that
pass by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
They indicated that filament 49, which is in the lower right-
hand cdRe of the Sun on the western limb, has novt'd out to about
2/10 of a solar radius, that's a distance of about 30.000
miles, and is now returning on its own to the solar disk.
That's a point for their observation if they pet to the ATM .

Tlicre'rc just about 10 minutes left in their daytime pass, only
a few minutes left until they reach the ^00, 000-foot level

at which solar data is lost to some degree. We're coming up

on acquisition. We'll bring the line up for Bill Lenoir.
MCC - - Houston with the visual observations

conference. Ove r .

SPT Hello, Bill, we're waiting for you. Go
ahead .

MCC Okay, good. As you may re member , wy had the
team meeting last Friday, and we got a lot of good information
out of that and I'll try to pass you some of it now. We will
be sending you an update frequently. Ami I'm not sure i /.icily

what I mean. We'll probably .itat t in about 2 days section hy

section In the book so that we don't overwhelm you to begin wit i i

to some of the important facts that cane out <i f the team meeting.
The mofit prevalent teeling was one that we're really a s t <\ n i sh v<i

by t Iu> amount of good work, and the - espeda! I y the p.ood obser-
vations ihat we're getting. The detail, things such a > the cMcrs
textures, things of this nature, we're very happy with that.
And we'll be doing more things trying to get deeper into that

actually. The things that we're asking for frequently n<~>v

you'll see, in the next few days, we'll be emphasising observation
and not doing so many photographs, especially of areas that
we have photographs of. We'll be trying to concentrate on
observations to detect the time changes that we can hopefully sec
and maybe remember from the last time that we looked at it. M.ike
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complete observations, as complete as you can, factual obser=
vations. By that I mean what you see, and then follow that
with your interpretation as to what you think It means. One
other thing we will be doing when the Sun ongle gets us back
over the continental US is we're going to try to pick up a site
about which we know considerably and have this as sort of
a test case to test certain things to have you look for
that wo fuel are difficult to find, and see how we do on this.
And let me break here a minute and let you get soae thoughts
in before 1 go meandering on here.

SPT On that latter point, Bill, 1 think we
need to know precisely what we're looking for and have the
tine to f,et lined up for it. It's kind of tough to do this
efficiently (garble) 10 minute3 of preparation. 1 think you
need maybe 15, 20 or so in order to get your maps out and
know exactly what you're coming up on and have everything
reviewed in your mind because, moving at 4 miles a second, you
don't get too tauch time to look at it.

MCC Right . We under - -

CDR And Bill, another problem that comes
to mind, too, is the fact that every time we're passing over the
U.S. in daylight we're usually on an EREP pass. So we're not
getting much opportunity to look out the window.

MCC That may be true, and we'll ha v.- to
pick a different area. We do Intend to write as detailed a

pad several days beforehand a* we can explaining ex.ntJy
what we're looking for, giving you tine to digest It and i-vcn
talk with us about it before we go and do it. The - ve ' re

at the period now where the Sun angle is creeping south at
the .', unrise terminator and north at the sunset tcrninator, s<>

that we're moving toward ascending tracks in the north and
in several weeks here w e will actually have the Sun i ii the United
States. One suggestion that I rcconrend especially on target
of opportunity type sites, by that I mean things like the weather
phenonenon, many of the ocean phenomenon and things that we just
cannot schedule is to reread those sections in the book when
you get a chance Just to emphasise some of the points that are
harder to come by. We've gotten a lot of good Information
en, p o n e detailed descriptions o t '„ h i n g n of this nature, but
frequently we'll have procedures that are 7, 8, and 9 steps
long. And some of the liter ones involve comparisons. 1

think it would be beneficial o go back and reread them. 1

don't want to take time now to get specific thete, but when you
get a chance I would strongly recommend doirtR that. Son* ot the
things that we're moving towards now, in geology now for instance
In New Zealand, v'^'Il be scheduling area 107 New Zealand again.
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And we will be stressing observations. - What we wouli! like
to do is to Ret many detailed observations and your detailed
description of the fault as you see It, what the fault looks
like, trying to see the fault zone Itself, and also .my cross
fault - the geology bands, as you nentloned once in Sew Zealand.
So ve will be emphasising observations, not photographs. The
description that you gjve us on the volcanoeo.in particular
Sakurazina and the Galapagos Islands were excellent. And
the volcanologist at the team meetings were just beside thcmsclvr
with good words about the good work that you are doing.

SPT Bill, I'm sorry we missed our opportunity
to sre the Galapagos last night. Ic was probably a real good
opportunity, but it just got upstaged by the flare.

^CC Roger. We understand that. Actually
at dark we're not too sure what you see, we're more interested
in If you see anything on the first tine around on that. We'll
be repeating that so don't let that get you worried here. We've
got so much stuff here that ve expect to miss a little bit hero
and there. On the vegetation, we're going t5 again emphasiz.:
observations. We will be repeating areas such as the pampa
more frequently than 1 indicated last week. We'll be looking
for things on the order cf 5, 10, and 20 day variations. Again
mainly on observations, not photographs so that when you sec
something like that try to make a mental note of it and hang
on to it. I realize that's more difficult than it sounds,
but we will be looking at the data and trying to get it
how much of these types of variations so we will be
able to determine from an observations* point of vie**. OV.n

,

and then an area that we have dont a let of work and
intend to do a lot more work, the Falkland Current .iron.
Acaln. we want to emphasize observations and in particular
change?-, that you detect from orbit to orbit, day to day,
colors, textures, shape, things of this nature. One important
point here is that in the southern hemisphere the current
situation ir the makeup is not very well iincierstood at all.
And we want to try to concentrate here and also the area
east of New Zealand where you have seer interesting features.
And try to understand this very well and do as complete a

job as we can. We will also be up linking at some time vithin
the nexi week or so a new site which represents an Antarctic,
a circun Antarctic current region to look for. It's actually
south of your track ail the time t»at perhaps you will
be able to see something from wherd you are. On the Falkland
Current we'll be asking for things such as can you detect the
edge of the current by subtle color differentiations and suriace
texture differences? Can you distinguish that from the plankton
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upwellings and things of this nature. On the subject of plankton
whenever you have IR film that is available we strongly would
like IR film of plankton. And this will show up very clearly
if indeed it is plankton as a pink on the Infrared. We've
i-.ot another 3 minutes here uitil LOS, and I've got about 30 ninules
worth of things to talk about here, but let me give you a chance
hire to break In again. Over.

SI'T Bill, we'll try and put some questions on
l lie recorder. Why don't you ro ahead and civc us the information.

Mt.C Okay. Getting to the area of t ln> .i iinosphcrt ,

(hi cloud streaks and the Vcn Karnan eddies, sites 06 and 09.
we would be most interested in those over land. At this point
wo feel that we've got good water coverage on those. We ' re

most interested in those over land and in particular on the
cloud streaks. How they might feed into c umu 1 o n i mb u s systems,
towering cu and to what extent thi3 represents moisture feeding
into the towering cells. Same thing with Von Karran eddies. We
have frequently have seen them over the water. We're most in-
terested in whether or not we can find them over land and :o
what extent. Again we'll be - -

SPT We've seen a lot o t" cloud streaks over
South America in the northern area iround Brazil, but that was
about 2 weeks ago and it's dark, there now.

MCC Right. I remember those and we're most in-
terested

r.NI) or TAPK
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. MCC (Garble) the cloud at recti. How they alght
feed Into cumulunimbus systems. Towering cu and to what extent . :

this represents moisture feeding into the towering cells. The
sane thing Von Karma n eddies. We have frequently seen them over *

the water. We're tost interested in whether or not we can find
them over land and to what extent. Again -

SPT We've seen a lot of cloud streets over
South America in the northern area around Brazil, but that was
about two weeks ago and it's dark there now.

MCC Right. And 1 remember , those and we're
most interested when you see those again try to relate them
any cumulus that you see in the vicinity.

SPT Okay .

MCC And we'll be getting up with more details on
that. In the African area which i& beginning to become available
now in the ascending part of the orbit, the Mali area and
Okovanggo Swamp in Botswanan, have many things in common, in

particular it is felt that Botswana probably represents a later
staze in development of an area much like Mali is now. What
we're interested in doing, of course, is looking at the two
areas, comparing them, and contrasting them, seeing If invited

Mall is progressing toward the Okovanggo Swamp type phenomenon
and features and to what extent we can see fhere they have com-
mon features and where they do wt. So we'll be getting more
information up to you on that. Again, across the board wind is

a very inportant parameter. You've done very good work on that
so far, given the observability of it from 3pace with smoke plumes
and things of this nature. V'e do want to emphasiie that it is

very important and to continue with that. We have 56 seconds
now till LOS. Canaries are next in a minute and a half and
Bill Snoddy will be talking Kohoutek to you there. Also,
while I'm talking Africa, you'll note that we will beginning
to - we are beginning to move up into the area where we will be
seeing the dunes. Let me throw one last point in there. You
might like to look for is hi Slno which is a warm current that
annually comes down the west coast of South America. It*3 a

great fish killer, and we would be interested in noting any
effects of that that you can see from space. So as you come over
the west coast of South America every now and then you may just
look out. Again, we're primarily Interested in observation,
nkay. I guess that's about all I'm going to try to squeeze In

here and I'll talk to you next week, and any comments you have
send them down. We do copy them and we try to respond. Over.

SPT Bill, you gotten lots of good ideas here. I'm
wondeving if you could send a little checklist up on teleprinter
like the El Nino .

MCC Okay. We sure will. We'll be sending these
up two or three at a time here over the next sever?! days.
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PAO Skylab Con t r o 1 . We ' ve gone loss of signal
but we're lust about to be reacquired .

' B'.ll Snoddy 1h now
plugging in .it the console next to the flight director and is
ready for the Kohoutek briefing.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're through Canary,
Madrid for 7 minutes. And for Info we've got the S063 pad on
hoard and a (garble) for the S054, and Bill Snoddy's ready to
go with the Kohoute '.; briefing.

MCC Good a f t e r noon
, gen 1 1 enen . Want to bring

you up to date on the status of the comet as seen from the
ground and also if we have tine consent a little bit on the
observing progran you're carrying out up there. First of all
we sent you up the visual magnitudes the other day These arc
based on a vide scatter in visual observations. We did (garble
to then. And the (garble), you'll notice, all slightly
below the bottom curve if you've got it out - that you got in
your package up there. Smithsonian says that these visual
observations correspond to photographic magnitude pretty well
in agreement with your bottom curve and they're standing bv th

prediction of a maximum magnitude of around minus A. The scat-
ter in visual observations points out the importance of the
S 2 33 observations you ' re

.

making . Ve hope they will have a good
continuous record of the growth and brightness./ Also, I might
point out that both tails of the comet arc- there. You can't
see them because they both lie in a pl^.ne that's along you're
lint; of sight. And therefore the white tall is masking the
blue ga«i tail. With the filters you have on board ,"'

t hough ,

the sensors 'are picking up the different tails. Also, I might
point out that the comet is rapidly becoming unobservable from
the ground, in fact we just about lost it here. As you can
probably guess there continues to be watch for its scientific
and public interest in che co.net. This makes us all the more
interested in any kind of observations you might make on it.
Tn addition to the tail length information and so forth beln*
given us which is great, you might also be on the lookout for
any changes in - in notifiable structure that might exist, any
variations in brightness, there's some predictons that the
nucleus will becone increasingly bright relative to the Coma
and so you might he on the lookout for a bright spot in the
Coma. Also be on the alert for any temporal changes in bright-
ness or structure. It '3 always possible the thing could split
flare become maybe a 1000 times brighter In a matter of a dav
or^two. if you were to detect any changes like this occurring
we'd probably would want to to try to change our observing pro-
gram to get better data on that sort of thing.
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SPT Okay, Bill, We'll try co dj that.
MCC Okay. Great. Also, I might mention

that there's bee i some rather interest lng observations made.
For the first time our radio emission was detected * r on
cornels, and in fact the molecule methyl cyan a wide was detected.
This Is a rather exotic molecule and is nor? indicative of
tin; kind of stuff that exists in intersttllir space. And
this makes the whle operation that much tor> interesting;. Ajso
OH was detected for the first tine In any o\ our missions since
183 and that was (ga rb 1 a) you ' re looking foi Oil in the spatial
and temporal distribution. Ve now know it's there and so we
hope we're setting good data over the. instruments there.
H-alpha was also detected t»r the first tine in a comet. We
hope this means that there's a goodLyman- alpha emission which
Is needed you know for our J0P IS pointing. Let me wind up by
saying that we appreciate the ;oori work you've been. doing with
our sync, tic observations. You know I believe that y'all did
some measurements In white light as we passed the orbital plane
on about mission day 24. Ground based stations are pretty well
wiped out by fu'.l moon plus the twilight. We're hoping that
your observations wLll she up some debris in the plane. The
occulatation you did on PI Scorpio last night was the first tin
such an occulatation has bee done in L'V and it was the. only
chance we have on Skylab so we ' re real glad that went off okay.
We're going to be starting Our JOP 18s on mission day 34 . This
day was particularly picked bee a vt s u An t a r e s will also be in t he-

field of view and this will give us a 'chance to do some photo
checks on our pointing procedures. ...Messages will be sent up to
you tonight discussing exactly what we do want to do and Bill
I.enoir will be talking, with you about this some more tomorrow.
Are there any questions you have on wli.it - on the comet?

SPT Bill, you irentioned one particular molecule
before OH. What was the first one you mentioned?

. MCC Methyl cyanamiue. That's a - thft - it's
CH30N is the formula for it and it's the first time 1 guess
you might say that a parent molecule has been observed and
it's more exotic than - it's more complicated than a lot of

people had thought you would find in a comet. So this is a vtr
interesting development.

SPT Any speculation ti.en on this source of
Kohoutek?

MCC I 'n sorry. Say again?
SPT Any speculation then on the source or

origin of Kohoutek?
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MCC There - haven't heard too much yet. It's

stlll'klnd of early,' but . It makes it look like that perhaps the

thing was formed further out in the solar system, I would Imagine,

then some theories would have it. Perhaps out on the outer fringes

instead of having been formed in the - inner part of the

solar system and somehow moved out into that area. This would

appear to me to indicate that the comet was perhaps formed out

.there.
SPT Okay. Thank you

.

CDR Bill, you may have heard me say a little

earlier today that it doesn't look like we have many more days

of observation of Kohoutck left out of the (garble) window

number 3. We have a (garble) that's beginning to move into

occul tat I on .
.

vi
( ;c Rog. It's - ti-ere's a possibility the orbital

path of the comet is going to perhaps bring its (garble) to th.it

point and then back into the view again. So it mav

not continue in the direction t h a t i t ' s go in g . Bur we

appreciate your inputs as it develops.
COR Okay. 1 hope you're right,
vj

( q We've got our fingers crossed..

PLT Bill, a question on T025 equipment .

MCC Okay.
p IT You know we had problems on the first KVA.

Do we plan to use that on the EVA next week ,
and if so I

need some maintenance suggestions on how to make that exposure

setting knob, how to fix that thing so it'll work outside?

MCC Yes. We're working on that. We do expect

to use that and vou can believe it's being worked very thoroughly

down here. It looks like there should be no problem we hope.

Pl.T Thank you .

rr
' Skylab, Houston. One quickie here. A while

ago 1 told you the S063 pad, I should have said Sn2V) pad .
Thai's

for the CDR coming up here shortly.

CUR Okay

.

cc We're about 20 seconds t rom l.OS . We 11 see

you at Cuam at 09, and we plan to dunp the recorder there.

SPT Okay, Hank. And I got the S054 ma I and I'll

put something on tape on It next few minutes. Also what pronin-

tMH-e - va'i - that vou said that blew off the location?

(;( . Roger. It was 49, I think it should have

been around 110.
,, A0 Skylab Control at 19 hours 4<. minutes and

46 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab spare station is now

passing south of Italy and out of range of the tracking antenna

at Madrid. That concludes our science conferences today. Bill

Snoddy of the Marshal Space Flight Center, who is the probjert

scientist on Skylab Is - -

F.NI1 OK TAPK
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P*° ' ' tracking antenna at Madrid. Thatconclude* our science conferences today. Bill Snoddy of the

?Iv
r

Jl; J HuTJ i8ht Ce
?
tef Wh ° 1S the Pr °J eCt Scientist onSkylab a Kohoutek operations was doing that briefing

nlnutes away from our next acquisition of oignal atGuam. Just previous to this briefing, Bill Lenoir spokewith the crew on handheld photography and indicated that inhe future, emphasis will be placed on observations morethan photography. That is of course, an important part ofthe visual observations program. Meeting was held Friday

t^ sfcCri "'""OA
11

!
0rl « inall y we ™ ^e instructors forthe Skylab crew. 20 hours of lectures given to the crewon various observations from space. That meeting onFriday, indicated that they were quite satisfied with the

InT^h
An\ Vit

t
the e * ce11^ discussion of volcanoesand other things that had been reported by the crew AU.S. test site is being designed for use of the crew intesting their visual acuity to determine what can be seenand what cannot be seen from space and that test site hasnot yet been entirely decided upon . But there will bo afinal decision made on that and exact details of whatshould be observed in that area. At that tine, detailedpads will be sent up to the crew in advance. Also a -

Bill Lenoir Indicated that the visual observations 'staffare interested in doin R some more work on the volcanoesIncluding those In Galapagos after some very excellent

B
P

nf°^an^ !^
ke
V!;?

re al9 ° 31 Sakur" ln " in Japan.Bil Lenoir « so indicated a stron;; request for infraredphotography of plankton blooms when that's availableSkylab crew has no Infrared film available spec i fical >
y '

forvisual observations. However, they are permitted to use

!!!! "!h !' J
1 !" 3fter Medical Photography ha, beentaken. .They have, I believe, done that in the pa.at andthey will probably attempt to make some infrared photos ofplankton during the next few days. Also, some additionalstudies of the African area of Mali and also In BoisvamSome scientists now have the view that the Okovanggo Swamp

in Botswana, may be due to - may be a later stage of thesame Kind of conditions that are new affecting Mali Thecrew was also asked to look for a fish killing current on theves coast of South America. Bill Snoddy talked about themaximum magnitude of the comet Koheutck. It's still expected
to be about minus 4 - that's the prediction that scientistshave with stuck with now for a good many months. Althoughthe comet originally appeared to bt running a little bitbelow that scale it did brighten very substantially In thelast few days , It's now .bout 43,000 ,000 miles from th-Sun and becoming increasingly bright. The minus 4 magnitude
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would make It several times - approximately 25 times as
bright as llalley's Comet on its last passage. Also Bill
Snoddy pointed out something discovered many days ago by
radio astronomy that is that methyl cyanide is - has been
detected In the comet. That's a complex molecule consisting
of carbon, nl t ro K en hydrogen .". First time any molecule
that complex has ever been discovered in a comet and also
the first time any radio emission has ever been detected
from a comet. Last night, the Skylab crew photographed the
comet and when it was occulting a star by the name of Pi
Scorpio in the constellation of Sco r p i us , t h a t occultation
was the first time that a star light has ever been blocked
out and photographed as the comet passed through it and
should give some indications in addition of the absorption
spectra - that is to say the pattern of comet has In
absorbing light energy from a star. Bill Snoddy was asked
about what the indication of more complex molecule nay mean.
The molecule is associated with inner galactic space rather"
than inner solar system spaces. So he said that it may
perhaps indicate that the comet was formed further out at
a greater distance from the Sun than previously been
suspected. That, of course, is mere speculation at this
time. Not much chance has been had to look at thorough data
on the comet. Of course, "it has not yet.'reached Its maximum
magnitude and its maximum opportunity for ga t h e r t n f> d a t a .

Skylab data, for the most part is being retained on the" space
station in film and will be returned later in the mission.
That, of course, means that most of the conet studies will
not be substantially benefited until after February 8th when
the crew is due to return. Bi'l Snoddy also indicated that
although It appears now that the comet is moving into a
point - to point in the window of the space station where It
can't been seen, the relation of the comet to the Karth
may be modified in the next few days in such a wav that it
will return back to better viewing' position for the crew. It
of course, moving along its orbit toward the Sun, it'll
reach the Sun just 11 days from today. About a dist.ince of
13.5 million miles above the surface and that will its point
of perihelion. The crew will be photographing It on a space
walk on the 25th and are expected to photograph it again on
the <>9th on a second space walk. Skylab crew tonight' will
run an Karth resources survey across the north Atlantic and
Kurope that will mix t he more traditional investigations of
sea state and ocean weather with a survey of known sources n t
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off France's west coast, All the space station's remote
sensors will be directed toward geothermal energy sources
in Italy, as Skylab makes a night time transient down the

Italian peninsula. None of the photographic Earth resources
survey instruments will be used in today's pass. Only
electronic scanners will be In use . The sea state studies
across the north Atlantic during tie night are major Interest
to Joseph ". McGooghan (?) of the NASA Wallops stations in

V l rg i n i a . McGoohan is especially concerned with evaluating
the S193 performance as it scans a variety of sea states
and wave conditions . Just before crossing the French coast
of St. Nazaire, Skylab' s remote sensing Instruments will
scan weather systems and weather producing cloud formations
in the Bay of Biscay. These weather investigations are for

Dr. Villevietlle of the Bureau of Space Weather Studies in

Paris. That's the bureau d'Etudes .Meteorologic Spattales.
As Skylab crosses the French coast, the sensors will gather
data on geologic alignments and structural characteristics
such as faults and (garble) in the region of southern
France leading up to the Alpn. The return data will go to

Jacques Guillemot of the Institute of Petroleum of France
for integration into data from other sources. Weather
systems, characteristic of the French alpine region will be

scanned by the space station's sensors for Dr. Vlllevieillo
who also was interested in the Ray of Biscay weather
conditions. Snow covered in northern Italy and its

relationship to (garble) and other sources of geothermal
energy is a task site for today's Earth resources survey.
Two Principal Investigators will receive data from this
region. They are Professor Roberto Cass fn la of Geol.ib in

Milan and Dr. Rodechtel of the University of Munich Institute
for General and Related Geology and Minerology. Or. Bodechte
is concerned with geologic mapping of the Tuscan Apennire
region of Italy and Professor Cissinis with volcanic
activity in his homeland. As Skylab 's groundtrack briefly
parallels the western Italian coastline, data will bo

gathered on the ci reflation and transport of sedimi-;nl and
the behavior of outflow from rivers and streams emptying
into Tyrrhenian Sea near the Island of Fib a. These data
will go to Attilio Moretti of the Geological Survey of Italy
in Rose . Tapping Mother Natu - Mother Nature's' boiler deep
below the surface for an energy source Is by no means a new

i ri e a , Skylab will pass over geothermal field of Ledernal -

Laril'.rello, Italy, southwest of Florence that has been
exploited for the past 60 years. Skylab 's remote sensors
will record surface temperature differentials as a means
of calibrating the data for locating geothermal energy
resources in other parts of the world. The Larderello
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geothermal field seems to be completely in harmony w .
t h the

surrounding countryside and Its people, for example the

field's wells, pipelines and power plants share the land

with the vineyards and orchards, and farms. A similar

situation of coexistence with the surroundings is the

only active geothermal field in the United States. The

Geysers, in northern California, which tap dry steam to

produce one kilowatt hour for 20 pounds of steam, before

development of The Geysers power production, the area was

wilderness, much of which was devoted to deer foraging by

hunting clubs. After development the same wilderness use

is maintained with the addition of grazing lands for

cattle. This is Skylab Control we're 1
5 - i / 2 minutes from

our next acquisition of signal, at 54 minutes after the

hour.

END OK TAPE
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PA „ Skylab Control > t 20 hours 8 minutes and

40 seconds Greenwich moan tine. We're now coming within range

of tt xr, eking antenna on Guam. We'll bring the line up live

for air-to-ground at Guam. The pass will have Sp.icecr.it t

Communicator Hank Har' afield back on the console.

cc Sky lab, Houston. We're over Ciara toi

o-l/2 minutes and we'll bo dumping the recorder hero.

(;c PLT, Houston. Are you free to answer

a qiit-s t ion ? .

Pl.t Yes Sir , go .

,

cc Okay. We were wondering how you ti teel

about operating as the observer on MO - M50Q with a hot Bike

instead of PTT, so we could hear the thrustef sound through-

nut It would help the PI to analyze the film ho has and

his data a little better if he knew ex.Ktlv when the thrust ef.

;MT Sounds like an excellent suggestion. 1

f., ou ,.i,i ,,f »t, but I didn't wa.u to do it because the checklist

di.ln't/all U
'

r
; , y , veil, with the ear P lu,s, the only

prrhler vou M have to worry about is the noise feeding back

you know' into the mike the,, and bathe r lax you but you

I feel for that running - while you were PTT. Do you think it

would bother you! .

pLT i think I can turn the volume down a little

blt
"

cc Okay, then we will gel you a change up

to do'lt that way, then, if it's okay with you.
,

PLT Yeah, I think that's a good idea. Han* ,

T have one for you.
C C 0 o a h e a d .

P
-

LT S06 3 is still sot -»nd I'n not quest ion In

it but I just thought I'd ner.tlon.lt. Since it was.* day

r.ff and vou're trying to rare it easier, I would - if we re

poin,. ro' remove that in the norr.inv, I «ould rather do it

today. If we got more observations tomorrow, tine, leave 11

the uav, it is.
oka y m

TM1 take a. quick look.

(
» c what we have scheduled right now, Bill,

is a si.u 2 for in the Morning and leaving the AM> there

for an MS) prep that's right behind it-

PIT Okay. It'd bo all right with me to do that

todav to relax the tine' line in the morning since apparently

that's going to be fairly tight.

C c PLT , Houston. Are you just going to Uo
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the *3 .tow or ar, you going to try to do tne I R 3 nr ep a \

**f„,, I'll do both, if it's okay with you. Now.

not trying to tell you how to do it, but, I'm »„si say ng

hat .ince'you'd already .entioned It s going to be sort of

crowded tomorrow, I - we're going to have you know ,

time here and It isn't all that much now, but it aoes

sort of" Problem if you're really againat the tirre line problem.

Okay. We'll see if 1 can get an ~

Whenever it 's convenientPLT
^

we'd like to get the MpVrOI.L to INHIBIi at the AIM.

PI. f That 's In work .

SPT Hank, I show on the time line hero that

I wa/ going to be working the flar<- wait and I was going to

,0 Sun center and take a look at the proninenre -nd see whath,

l,,r, was any effect of that blowing of Is ere * hing

folks want to carry on unattended or what j, your
that you
plans ?

CL I'll check it.

Cc And, while we're checking that PLT, if

vou're goinr to do a s t ov followed by the prep, we'll do an

S06 3 stow 2 and a 183 prep 3. if you're just going to uow

Ifll^be a stow 3. ^ & ^ ^ , ^ & m
prt'

P
cc And , PLT , ore other thing you might, if

you got a little free tiae ,

station was left in the align position, so if you ge

wouldn't mind vou removing the 192 cover «nd checking the

position of that align switch, it should be in off
P

pit Okav, Hank. Thank you. I'll do it and

I thought I did that, but I'll check it again.

SPT, Houston. Ve have nothing pla

unattended, vou can continue vour flare wait, if you H'".
.

srT okay. I'm Sun center right now, do they -

do they like a standard, I can go ahead and give then that.

That 's for S052 .

Ct; Okay , we ' 1 1 chec k .
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SPT
CC

32 : 20 :G8 GMT

Oka
Okay , Honk

.

Sky 1 ab , Houston

We'll take the standard.

We're 1

31 minutes f

(garble) tn.il

LOS. We'll see you at Vanguard at 50 and that's about
ov ,

'

Okay, Hank, and ny response to the S054
tape, which you're Just dumping right v.ow .

tliey want they can pick it up.

CC If you got sen' quick words, go ahead.

SPT I just show the positioning of- we're

playing out where the thing is positioned. Essentially it's

bottom 4 0 percent or so is - is not there, It looks a* though

the whole image is just shifted up to the top of the d it pi ay.

CC Roger: we copy .

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 20 uiniitri

Greenwich re.in tine. Skylah space station is now out of

acquisition at Guam. Our next aequislilon 29 csinutc-s away

will be at Vanguard. This is Skylab Control at 21 minutes
i\ i ter t lie hour .

K\D OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 20 hours 48 minutes
Greenwich mean time. 50 seconds avay from acquisition through
Vanguard on this the last pass that Vanguard will be up for
today. Starting the 3137th revolution. Kind of a light day
for the crew today, they - day off, it says here. We'll stand
by for sir-tC'cround .

:

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
9 minutes.

SPT Houston , SPT

.

CC Go ahead .

SPT Ye ah, Hank, at the conclusion of the
standard, I took a look at the corona and could not see a

real, significant change, although it certainly was some out
there on the west 1 inb . The one large streamer which I

reported this morning having fairly sharply defined edges -

maybe a 10-degree or so across was fairly diffusely defined
and it looked a little bit stronger, but I 'could not see any
lines of running across the, say, tangential, or a n y 1 1) i r. s>

reflecting a transient as we talked about it. But there vas
some changes. I'll try to get another shopping list iieu 1

inat the end of this orbit.
CC Roger; we copy.
CC Skylab, Houston for theCDR. For

infernal ion MMP showed TACS usage if we inhibit the nomentum
dump for this S - 233 so we will not Inhibit. fhe dump will
be in progress, however, we still would like you to take the
pictures.

CL'R Roger, Hank. I Just got out of the
shower. Whattimelsthat?

CC 1 think it's about ^5 minutes fronnrv.
Let ne make real sure hare. It comes at 21:34, Jer, that's
about 50 minutes.

CDR Okay, I'll be ready.
CC Make that 40 minutes

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about U 5 seconds
from LOS. We'll see you at Canaries at 10, and that's about
11 minutes from now.

PAO We've had loss of signal through Vanguard.
Next acquisit/on is at the Canary Island tracking station
in 10 minutes. At 20 hours 59 ninutes 55 seconds Zulu time
this is Skylab Control.

USD OY TAPE
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PAO This l« Skyiab Control *t 21 hours,
9 nlnuttts Greenwich aean tins. Space station Is approaching
th« Canary Island tracking site and we'll stand by for
communication to crew,

CC Sky lab , Houston through Canary and Madrid
for 14 » Inures.

CC PLT , Houston Just for Info, you really -

you really balled us out there on that Plight Plan by getting
that stow and prep done for us, we had co fudge a little
of that time that you got rid of there and - for CiD trouble*
shooting when we got in a squeeze.

Pl.T Rog, 63 is stowed in 163 (garble) position.
CC Good work., thar.k you.
PLT Hank, PLT here .

CC Go ahead

.

PLT So ve keep each other honest, 183 prep
3's complete with the exception of the installation of the
carrousel in the DAC . Of course I didn't have any Information
on that .

CC Roger, Bill that's scheduled for In the
morning.

PLT Piautiful, thank you.
CC SVylab, Houston we're 1 minute to LOS,

we'll see you at Honeysuckle at 58 with a data recorder
dump. Thet's 35 ninutes from now.

CDR Hank, you better quickly slip me the data
o.t the Kohoutek S2 33 event; I don't have the pad.

CC Okay, the pad should be on board there,
Jer .

CDR Well, it must have got lost or something.
Give me a rise tine real quick.

CC That was one we shipped up about a hour
ago, Jer, it should have been on board along with that S 0 5 4

rial .

CDR Well, the fact la I Jon't have it, have
you got a tir.e you can give me real quick.

CC Tine of ,-ise, 21:39:17.
CDR 21:39:17, how about the first break.
CC 21:43.
PAO Now the Skylab space station has moved

out of range of Madrid, we'll i txt acquire the space
station In half an hoar through the Honeysuckle, Australia
tracking site. We have scheduled & change-of-shift briefing
at 4:15 p.m. central standard time in Building 1, the news
center room 135. The off-going Flight Director Charles Lewis
will participate as will Doctor Gecrf.e G. Armstrong Jr. who
is off-going Flight Surgeon arid Doctor Gerald L. Hornick who is
the principal coordinating scientist on the M131 Human Vestibular
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expe r iment . Once again that c hange -o f ~»h t f t briefing la

scheduled for 4:15 i»,a. concr&l standard time in Butlilln

room 135. At 21 hours, 26-1/2 ninutea Greenwich mean ti

this la Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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I'AO This Is Skylab Control at 21 hours 57

minutes Greenwich mean tim*. Tim spaee station Is coming

Into range of Honeysuckle tracking site on the east coat of

Aunt rn 1 la . And we expect to acquire it In about a half a

minute on this, the 3 , I 17th revolution.
CC Skylab, Houston, through Honeysuckle

for 7 minutes.
CC PLT, Houston. Did you ever have a chance

to look at the 192 ALIGN switch?
PLT That's affirmative, Hank, and it was

In VISIBLE. I checked It but I guess It - It looks like

It's in OFF

.

CC Roger, and you put it back to OFF,

PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay, thank you, sir.

My error.
No problem.
And, Skylab; Houston for the CDR . Do

vou recall about what tine you started the M509 5 Alfa.'

PLT
CC
CC

CDR
CC
CDR

Bravo when an hou
CC
CDR

t t 1 n p of ninus

10 minutes a so, Hank.
Ok ay , thank yon , sir.
I've got my tlncr set

,

has expired.
Roger, we copy.
Houston , CDR. I * ve gt

correction 7.5 c-ast at

going to do

t a slider map
17 5858. Is that

That looks good to

correct for ascending node?
CC We'll check it

CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Okay , thanks .

CC And, CDR, we're watching the 02 buildup.

It looks like you'll be able to stop It a little early, say

about 22:15, at the conclusion of the 45 minutes rather than

the full hour. And also, for a note, we'd like to make a lit

change. At the conclusion of the 5 Bravo, we would like you

to put the switches back to COMMAND rather than as called

out in the checklist.
CDR Will do.
CC Skylab, Hois ton, we're about 1 minute

from 1.0 S . For Information the - we sent up a pad, it should

he on board now entitled "any photos". It concerns taking

photos of the removal of the wardroom plate that you asked

about earlier. And we'll see you at Canaries at 4 9. And

as a reminder for SPT, that's his phone call.
SV T Okay. Thanks, Hank.
I>AO We've had loss of signal with the space

station through Honeysuckle . Ve ' 1 1 next see them at the
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Canary leUnd tracking site in about 41 minutes. We're

still advertising a 4:15 p.m. central standard time change

of shift briefing. There la at this tlae .i change ot

flight controllers underway. We anticipate that the f li Rht

director, Charles Lewis, will be heading for Building 1

very shortly. He'll be assisted in this afternoons Press

Conference by Dr. Ceroge G. Armstrong, Jr. who is the off-

going Plight Surgeon, and Dr. Gerald I . Hoalck who Is one

of the principal imvostlfcators ior one of the medical

experiments Identified has the M131. At 22 hours 8 minutes

Greenwich ttan time, this Is Skylab Control.

FS1) OF TAPE
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)>A<) i It i h I h Nkylab Contrnl .it ? ) hours,
1 nlnulKi (!r eenw I cli nean t lm> . During the : rlmm-v-ii f •*>• I ft

brtofdiKi w« acquired app rox 1 mat e 1 y 3 minutes of .'communication
with the crew aa they passed through Hie area of the

Canard island and Madrid tracking station. We have a new
team of flight controllers on at this tine, they're identified
as the pink polkadot tean under Flight Director Donald Puddy
and the spacecraft communicator is Bob Crlppln. We'll plav
the air-to-ground which we transcribed for you at thia time.

CC Good afternoon Skylab, you're AOS through
Canary for 12 minutes. You guys enjoying your day off.

CUR We're Just having a ball, Crip.
CC Sounds like it, showering and all those

good things, right?
CDR Yeah nan, we take one of those every -

onc<; a week, whether we need it or not.
CC Well I'n glad to hear you're running a

clem ship up there.
CDR Th.^t ' s r i Rht .

CDR How's .ill the trims on mhr down there,
they all got their eyes open.

CC Wide awake, wide awake. This detail is

easy for us, It's that summary that we kind of - kind of

diaii a little some'. Ira es.
CDR Verv Good .

CC It's a beautiful day here in Houston town.
Pretty nice to get out and see the daylight a little bit.

CDR Cood show, weather nice I mean temperature
nice .

CC Oh yeah, it's running like In the 60s,
nice and comfortable.

CDk Oh, that's gre.U.
CC Of course all parte of the country can't

really say that, some of our gentlemen here from headquarters
have been reporting they got like- 10 Inches of snow (n

Washington D. C. ami Mill comine down.
CDR Snn-0 f -a-Run . D ( <t they rome down to Hotifci

t n )'.e t wa i m .

CC Well I think tin-re 's some rurreully I r y i n g

to get down heir and others trying to get back and t lie-

question Is whether the transportation is goliiR to be able
to get then through the weather or not. 1 believe both
sides are ready for the exchange.

CDR I was Just looking at my slider nap,
looks like we'll be flying over there about 8 o'clock tonight.

CC Yeah, looks pretty close. Might even - mi

even get us a good chance to go out and see you come by.
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I had an occasion to be out flying around about a week agoand saw you pass over. Even in AB , I couldn't catch you.
. . ltt

Crip, ( was talking about Washington, Itlooks like we'll miss Houston by quit* a distance.- ' v » distance.
CC

rl . ,
Yoah

' y° u
'
rf! riRht. I Just picked up nyMder oere and (garble) lay that wouldn't work. i' M afraid

it * going to be clouded up around Washington so 1 don't belie
t ne y 1 1 be ab 1 «s to see you .

.

CD * Crip, I terminated the 02 fill in about
50 minutes rather than an hour and looks like our personalpressure is a 1 It t le over 3 .9 .

'

CC Okay, we concur on that pressure. FGILs.iys you get an atta boy for that Jer.
j™* I'H take all of those I can got." Skylib, Houston we're about 30 seconds

J5?28
'

'

* "
° Ver Clrn * rvori ln 27 minutes at 2 3:2 8,

>,.« .1?°, . \.t
That conpletea the air-to-ground that wehad acquired while we had the press conference V'e '

1 1reacquire again in 20 minutes and at 23 hours, 7 mlnui.sGreenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAP

F
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 23 hours 26
minutes Greenwich mean tine. Spare station la approaching
the Carnarvon tracking site at this tine. And we expect to
have communication with the crev in about 3/4 of a minute.
Meanwhile we ' 11 stand by for coniur. i ca t i on .

SPT Hank, are you ready for the TV downlink?
M"C Crip is but we 1 rv no t quite ready .

SPT Okay, and would you like me to interrupt
the extended standard going on the WLC in order to give vou
some corona?

C<
J

We'll check on that for you Ed,
CC Ed

• while I
' b trying to gel an answer on

question you got a moment for some info on a prominencet h .i t

59 ?

Okay Crip, 1*11 go ahead and take

SPT Co ahead Cr ip .

,

cc 1 don't whether you've noticed it or not but
they re telling us that 59 coming over the - the limb there now
i* » is fairly - fairly large and we can - we can break the
extended standard to (jet the TV. T'll cell you when we're
ready for the TV though. And what we would like you to do
in this observing time if you would point at 59 and suggested
shopping list items are 11, 12, 1), and 31. And after vou
finish up the ops we're going to request that you go ahead
and leave it pointed at prominence 59 for unattended operations
tonight

.

SPT
at it. Thank you

cc Okay, also we have - we're reviewing
a message rittht now that is going to be coming up for close-
out on H-alpha basically to allow us to - to go ahead and
take H-alpha photographs unattended.

SPT Okay.
CC Okay Ed, we're ready for the TV now.
SPT Okay, coming with the XU m - monitor

first.
cc SPT, Houston, Fd we'll be upl Inking

that message for you shortly and ic's only applicable for
the close-out for this evening. We're going to get ready
to hand over to Honeysuckle and I 'n probably going to drop
out shortly, I'll give you a call when the handover is
comp 1 et e

.

SPT Okay Crip.
cc Skylab, Houston, we've completed the

handover, talking to you through Honeysuckle for 5 more
minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS, next station contact is over liermuda in 36 minutes at
00:17. At 00:17 we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dunp.
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And for your Information you're go for the EREP pass this
evening , And at your convenience we can kind of talk a little
bit about what the weather Is, although It's going to be kind
of dd rk down t he re .

CDR Go ahead Bob, we're all ears,
CC We're going ovi r the hill h«re , we can

talk to you over stateside.
CDR Okay,
PAO Los a of signal through Honeysuckle , next

acquisition Bermuda in 32 minutes, At 23 hours 43 minutes
Greenwich moan time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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tl,,U :t at

Ready to copy

on panel 206, we w ou^ 1 i k e *U7 t J ?h
° ^'T * n ERt,> P««

REG-ADJUST BUS * ,

X
?

rk tht
' P osl ^on of the

<"•» ^ it around ^^A^L^
pre K RKP power down ^^-^^ > ^ 7 1 5 ~ 7 ««

c
,.

1 P ,J k c 1 l -> SWb system checklist.
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« s - « e!
*Lisi.

,
!y i:,ii\::ii

,

.:;
l

.^
rk

i':;« ».

p«,e 2-16 SWS system checklist post KREP power up.

» n A RK G» ADJUS T BUS 2 to the nark 1 wade before.
and RhG-AimiM *

TUal -

a aU of lt Bill. think you very ouch.

HI S«
e

Crip would you a«k the (garble)

l„ the b.ikruon If they'd UVe to leav, the reference-

switch to mechanical, (garble)

CC Uc ' re checking that.

J pT I plan to leave the grading at mech.iuic.il

r.f*rnce 10*. ^ ^ ^ , d ^ yQu io d t . lu go ahead

,nd set it up Uke chat and the* you can switch back

io optical so it will be in good .hape Ut co.orrow.

SPT Oh. okay, vill do.

Spt That prominence Crip, certainly is a

beiuliful one, it's very extensive and I think we U have no

;; : : t
> 'LMUii «*« »™u. .

i..k.d

,„ ll'i we. ..r. P ro.oimc.d . . v. ,y !«».• helm

"rr."c^ vlll. «n exceptionally d,« S « ;;"><>»•">« «»'

u .. y .„ ... .m. «.«;M
:>u

h
«.»i: »\?t\1& - «r«

cin/i. fro. »..vn. L„a t n«c lh«» .hi.J,

>-

hiEV-esi thing that's come around In years.

SPT And 1 spent all d«y waiting for 00 to

show rae yo<ir stuff but nothing happened.
show rat yo ^ that's the way things usually ro.

sf T We nanaged so far in the past couple of

diys 'to aet three flares just going into the backside.
da>S

lc Good timing. We'll try o «or« and

we can

how

„. sc „.. du ,e n
t:i

»'»«'
8Av,

i

.
k
.:;.

,
;.ir r.u ......

,t some good mirror line sc?n data on one il.tr,

e this morning.
,

. ei„lM | ri^es then
C(; very good and you" v.' got several r 1 m. h nun

sounils like.
, ,v

sl>, I think the one we got yesterday v.i*

!!.... still Uke to get one .1 little b.l ear 1m- r though.
a son

Ro ge
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cc Skylab, Houston we're about 30 second*

fro* LOS , we'll see you again In about 4 olnute. over Madrid at

00 : 31 , 00 i 31.

KSD OK TAPE
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PAO And we've had loss of signal thxough

the tracking station at M I LA and Bernuda . We ' 1 1 pick lha«

up again at 3 minutes at Madrid. Standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through

Madrid for 7*1/2 linutri,
CC SPT , Houston. Ed, you got a moment to

answer a quest Ion, please, sir?
SPT Be glad to, Crip. Co ahead.

CC Rog, we noticed' thai you still got your

TV MONS on and the ROLL is not set as for unattended tonight.

Are you planning on trying to get in some additional
observations before you comae nee maneuver?

SPT Oh, no, I hadn't, Crip. I had not .just

turned MONITORS off. And as far as the roll, when I v.v»

requested to leave the pointing where I had it, I had no* -

I thought that included the roll. I'll go ahead and

roll it to what we have here on the pad, if that's what they

prefer,'
CC Rog, that's what - -

SPT (garble)
CC - - That'* what they'd like, Binus 540Q,

CC Skylab, Houston. We're l minute from

I.OS . We'll see you again at Carnarvon at 26 minutes at 01-Q4,

01 '.04 .

PAO We've had loss Ot signal through Madrid,

We'll reacquire again in 24 ninutes. At 19 ainute*, Greenwich

mean time into the new dav, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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I'AO Tills Is Sky I. ib Cni.trol at 1 hour,
2 ml mi tea Greenwich we.in time. And the spare .station Im
coming up on Acquisition through Carnarvon and then onto
Honeysue. kl c . The crew .it this time Is about ready to start
Its preparation for Karth resources pass number 16, along
track 58. The actual data take of that particular pass
won't transpire until about 8:00 central standard time,
however there Is some preparation required before the data
take starts. And that will start over the east coast of the
U.S. continue out into the North Atlantic over western Europe
and on the peninsula of Italy. And we're standing by for the
air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Carnarvon for
10 minutes and we will need the DAS so that we can get in
the NAV update. As soon as we get through with it, we'll
give It back to you so you can get started on your maneuver
prep.

SPT Okay, Crip, you have it.
CC Thank you, sir.
CC Skylab, Houston we've completed the

NAV update and tie DAS belongs to you gentlemen again.
SPT Thank you Crip.
CC SPT, Houston looks like we caught you

with one Ed, when we sent you back to do that roll, we
show it's still enabled and we need you to inhibit it,
please .

SPT Crip, 1 have configured the H-alpha and
56 the way requested on that pad . Would you rather 1 do that
after the Z-LV.

CC No that shouldn't make any difference
Ed, you can have It configured now and you did copy about -

Well, never mind. G&S says you Just turned it off, you Inhibited
the roll.

SPT And Crip, 1 worked a little today on
trying to get the TV using the Mosoup lens set up for
coverage of your favorite topic and I found that the use
of that closcup lens at least on our monitor Mill does not
give a very - make a closcup enough vU-w of the little fellows
inside the tubes, so I'm not sure that you're going tn get
th.iL much out of It. It'* a close up lens but It's really not
meant for something at anal).

CC Okay, we copy and understood. Did you
take any at all - any of the TV, ticn?

SPT No I was working on trying to get the
optimum distance for focus and it's - requires a little
more Juryrigglng in order to get a steady picture and I got
part way through It and I have not taken any pictures yet.
1 see I've got It lined up for tomorrow.
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CC Okay. I'd th.it sounds rooiI , at vour

convenience, when you can get It.

SPT Okay, has anyone tried down then- to sot-

what they can do with the closeup lens? I mean actually looked
at the - what they get out ind see what the resolution actually
is .

CC Good point, we ' 1 1 check

.

SPT The monitor that we have is not that good

as you know, the resolution is not as high as you'd like so if

someone could come up with a recommended distance in order to

get the correct focus, certainly the depth of field is not

very large and if someone could look at the analagous sit nation
we ' r>' facing and recommend the distance and settings tliat might
give you a better picture.

CC Sounds like an excellent idea, we'll see

if we can round something up like that, see if we can find

some hatched moth eggs to - to go look at.

SPT You ought to have some around, Crip, Just

look around in a few doors at home, there's got to be something.
CC I'm sure wc can either do that or find a

good substitute.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute fror. LOS,

we'll have you again in about a minute and a half through
Honeysuckle

.

SPT Roger, Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston AOS through Honeysuckle.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS,

we'll have you again over Texas in 30 minutes at 01:48,
01:48 see you in the maneuver and it's looking good.

SPT Thank you Houston, talk to you then.

CC Roge r

.

[•/() We've had loss of signal through the

Honeysuckle tracking site. Back again In 27 minutes. At

1 hour 20 minutes Greenwich noun time, this in Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control *t 1 hour 46

minutes Greenwich mean time. A minuta and a half away from

acquisition through the Texas tracking station. At this

time the crew should be very deeply involved in preparation

for Earth resources survey number 16. That's the pass that

the data take will start over the east coast of the U.S.

and head up through the north Atlantic cross wastarn Europe

and come into Italy. And it basically is an invea t i ga t ion

of geothermal energy and of sea states. We're about 45 seconds

away from acquiring the space station we'll stand by for the

air-rto-ground .

CDR - Bravo 8 is 1; Bravo 9 is 58; Charlie 2,

44; Charlie 3, 88; Charlie 4, 71; Charlie 5, 83: Charlie 6,

47; Charlie 7 is 52 - make that 51; and Delta 2 is reading 86;

Delta 3 is 84; Delta 4 is 80 - is 72; Delta 5 is (garble);

Delta 6 is down to 57 now; and Delta 7 is 10 on monitor Delta

6.
CC Skylab, Houston copying you on VOX through

16 - 15-1/2 minutes

.

Okay. Just finished a monitoring check.

Hello Crip, I got some questions for you.

Go Ed .

Okay, in the first maneuver the Y, shouldn't

that been a plus (garble) I think the entry is the same but I

think the dus - the degrees - was - should have been plus

4.36. And secondly - -

PLT Acapulco la over to the left.

SPT - - the maneuver we're going to do after

this one coming up that's the last fine maneuver before the SI.

Is that one for - -

PLT Kill the lights - -

SPY - - (garble) considerations or for

experiment 11?

CC That's for going back to the offset

attitude to get the principal axis tangent to the gravity

vectors .

SPT
PLT
PLT

here and t

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

Texas for about
CDR
SPT
CC
SPT

Okay, thank you.
Ed, do you mind if we kill the lights?

Well there's Acapulco at night. Cotne

look at this. See that little bay down there?

Uh-huh

.

Beaut 1 f ul .

Mex Ico City's - -

Mexico City - -

- - coming up next.
There It is. Gosh, really great, huh?

Holy cow.
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PLT Look at the visibility.
CDR Looks as If Mexico City looks like a big

five-pointed star, doesn't it.
PLT There's Guadalajara up and to the left.
CDR Yep.
CC Sounds like you guys are getting a pretty

view .

CDR Yeah.
PLT Yeah, gosh, tremendous.
CDR Mexico City's lights are laid out in such

a way or the city's 1/iid out in such a way that it looks like
a five-pointed star

.

PLT So we can even see some beacon flashing
down there, maybe it's a search light.

CC For the SPT , Ed did I understand your
question on the first Y fine maneuver, the 50644, that Is

supposed to be plus 4.20 degrees,
SPT - - there's a (garble)
CDR Say again

.

SPT No, no, nothing; I'll tell you later.•PLT You see that bright spot down there is

Acapulco, that very bright spot?
CDR Yeah.
PLT Illuminated church steeple.
CDR Huh.
} LT Let's look, and see where we're coming

there.
CDK Okay, S192 DOOR is OPEN, the READY light

Is out ot the DOOR CLOSE llp.ht is out, waiting for a READY
light.

CDR READY light's ON, MODE's Roing to CHECK.
S190 HEATER SWITCH OFF light Is OFF. 17 window pushes and

the over temp both push to test okay. Okay let's do the
preoperatlon configuration. TAPE RECORDER Is ON, READY light
is ON, 92, POWER'S ON, READY ' s out; MODE, CHECK, DOOR, OPEN. 91

13 ON, the COOLER Is ON and the DOOR is OPEN. 90 is OFF, the

READY is out and stand by, and the DOOR Is OPEN because we're
rubbernecking through It. At 93R stand by, READY out;
SCATTF.ROMETER OFF, READY Out. ALTIMETER, OFF , READY, out.

94, ON - excuse me ON, READY, off.
PLT Okay, come quick you can see the whole

Texas coast from Brownsville to Houston, Beaumont, Port Arthur,
and Lake Char 1 es

.

CDR Holy cow.
PLT . Look and there's Brownsville and the big

one on the coast you can see Galveston Bay outlined by the

darkness .
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CDR
PLT

see Fort Worth. I

CDR
CC
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

here ERF.P - -

PLT
CDR
PLT

a tremendous vlev.
better. The whole

PLT
CDR
PLT

There's quite a few
fire, though

.

CDR
by - RADIOMETER i

with an EREP, START

Yep.
San Antonio, Austin. Let's see if we can

can't quite crane ay neck far enough.
Okay.
Told you it was pretty weather out there.
Sure is.
Sure is.
(garble)
Trying to see the Done.
Okay, I'm 45 seconds fron my first action

New Orleans

.

- - START 's at 58 :15 .

See New Orleans down there. Gosh what
This is just like the one over Europe only

gulf coast looks clear as a bell.
Yeah . .

'
.

. .

Tell you the (garble) on the water?
Yeah, that's what he's talking about,
of them over there, I don't see any on

Okay, on my mark it'll be 5 '» : 1 5 . Stand
going OFF. Next mark will be at 58:15

END OF TAPE
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CC
over Penaacol*.

Looks like you're going to pass just about

in cl LLT a n .v, I
eah

'
Wft haVG the whole F1 °rida peninsulain site all the way down to the K. : ys. Miami's lit up, lookat - you can see Miami Beach, Tampa, St. Pete

CDR Oh, Boy.

£J;
T Y ou can see the whole thing.

t
V Nov u '

s J" fi t down there around theeverglades is the only place that there's no lights.
P

!r

T
r

Tallahassee. That's right . Petisacolawhere I first learned to fly. (Garble) the\hole easternseaboard, too much.

tnfra
C
?
R

,
.

* el1 thev got snow in Washington so It'sgotta be cloudy up there.
PLT Coming up - Atlanta.
CREW (Garble)

J*

17 Ypan
- Well that main route there goesall the way u,i to Atlanta see.

CDR Tallahasse to Atlanta?
PIT Yeah.

.
i

CDR 01d Tal - you can see the - you can seethe interstate highway all the way down the center of FloridaPLT That 's r ight .

pP?
Right down the middle of it like a backbone.

rns l I*
3 thc Cape

'
you can aee the Cape plain

V* L"1 lean,
PLT Orlando.

p
D
J

Merritt Island, the whole smear

up fairly well.
C ° C ° a ***** 9CCn

" U '»

. ?
PT

, , ,
Sounds like you guys are getting all thegood looking and I ROt to watch this darn CiD panel.

clear
PLT (Garble) left the East coast now i, still

CDR Yeah.

™£w
ir k

,

at thls just " actIon zer *
That s gotta be Savannah -

PLT Yeah.

£?* Just straight down, Charleston coming up.
' l-

' That 's r ight .

Ill Cape Hittcras c «"'t be far behind.

P,? <;
ot t0

,

be Coljrabus and Augusta. (Garble)
rt f rhi. r., .

Say 11 * 100 bad can't make a pictureof this. This is very good demographic data, it's lust toobad you can't record it. What we need is an IR (Garble) L fitook at the exquisite detail down there. T J. rig^t ^ w tS the
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camera you could really do a proper Job. 'Hey, you can sen
Lake - golly you can see all the way to Lake Michigan. ' Chicago.
Starting to pick up a few clouds now

.

CDR Oh , yeah

.

PI T Walt a minute, is Washington clouded over,
looks to me like -

,

.

CDR Let's see we're Just going over - is that
Wilmington?

PLT (garble)
CDR (garble) left, that's New Bern, North

Carolina down there at Cherry Point.
PLT Yeah .

PLT If you got over here a minute you can set-

all the way to Lake Michigan. Move over where I am. You
can see Chicago.

PLT Okay, now we're starting to pick up
cloud cover. Okay 1 - Washington has got to be right down
here .

CDR Yeah there's Norfolk down there, look at
that -

CDR Longley. Norfolk.
CDR The whole area.
PLT Now thin is Washington right over hero

isn't It?
CDR Yeah, Washington, Baltimore.
PLT Ba 1 t IPore , r ight .

CDR Hey tell your Baltlnore folks -

PLT Washington -

CDR Washington folks they can go hone, the
clouds have cleared.

PLT Looks pretty clear, some clouds but (garble).
CDR Okay, I've got an KRKP Start to do here.

I'm gonna need some light (garble).
PLT Yeah, I don't know.
CDR I'll see if I can do without lifhts.
CDR Stand by for ERFP start.
CDR MARK. F.RFP start at 58:21.
PLT See the Delaware Peninsula.
CDR ALTIMETER is ON, I got behind. ALTIMETER

went on at 31. the ERFP started at 21,

PLT Ah we're (Garble) Jer let's stop it.
PLT Okay, lights coming on.
CC Can you guys verify for us that we did

get tne flow, the valves, ERF.P valves to flow, please.
PLT Verify that Ed.
CDR Did not Ret there

.

CC Put it there for us we'd appreciate it.
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rr>R It's there now .

'

CDR Okay, next mark will be 02, 01, 45.

I've an altimeter UHLOCK light but I still got a READY

light Okay, it lust blinked, went out and now it's back on.

Now it's out.
Jerry ,

you can delay your 183 alfa

»t.mdby
R
to 02:01 : 55.^^. ^ ^ ^ . ^ l

lost at the beginning

.

CC That ' s fine.

cnR Okay we're passing 01:45 on my mark it. 11

b , 01:55. Stand by
ALT I MKT FR to STANDBY. FRKP stop.

Clnnp.lnF the altineter range to 63, MODK to 2

F.NH OF TAPF
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CDR - - 5. Stand by -

CDK * MARK, ALTIMETER, to STANDBY, EREP STOPChanging the ALTIMETER RANGE to 63, MODE to 2, RADIOMETER
Is going to STANDBY.

CC We enjoyed the - the ride over the
clear coast there with you guys.

CDR I tell you we did too. I'm sorry I
let it get to the C&D panel. I was late. But it was worth

cc No sweat, no problem at all.
.

CDR 1 don't believe I have ever seen it
that clear before and the opportunity to see if from uphere is just fantastic.

PL1
,

lt is. and it's tan - it's just so seldom,
of course you're in Z-LV only in an EREP pass, that you canlook out the big picture window. Boy that was tretn -

I Ju -
the whole southeast quarter - a little bit more - -

H>R Yeah .

It vas cleat.
CDR Ic looks like a spider web with water

droplets on it.
1*1- T Uh-huh.
CDR Doesn't it?
SPT Say, Crip could you see every major

artery running all over the whole eastern side of the country.
CC Yeah, it must have cleared up considerably

up tnere from where they were having that snow, and consiJir
'

you guys filled a visual ops VTO.
C

D

R Ve ry goo d

.

.

PLT Yeah, it looked like the clouds started
just to the south of the D.C. area, and right over D.C.,
it looks like nay have been a solid over if you wore
looking from the city, but from up here It looked 1 1 W«
had about 6/10. You know integrated over a 100 - <>00-cnlle
area.

cc R°g, and we're about 30 seconds from
LOS. We'll pick you up again at Madrid in about 5 minutes,
02:08. And we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dunp there.

,.
SPT Sa y. Crip, it really was ashamed thnt

we did not have a camera out with Bone high speed film
because demographic study could really benefit by a pass
like that one.

C C Ro g

.

N'T Boy, that - -

CDR Thi* would have been a good opportunity
for a camera with that super sensitive film that - -

PLT Yeah.
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CDR Some of that we're taking pictures at
n i gh t

.

P,- T It's - it's Just a rare opportunity when
you get clear a.ea that that.

CDR Yeah.
P1'T You get the country clear.
CDR. Don't' you think the people - the

population - -

Yeah, but the demographers would go
right out of their gourds looking at that.

CDR And those folks studying the met ropol it.in
a r<i a

.

PLT Yeah.
CDR Where - -

PI.T The areas all - -

CUR All the HH101 sites. Miami is one of
tho sites.

S''<T H was an oblique but it was still
ouch belter data than you - -

C[)R Yeah, Mexico City's one of the sites
and we're looking right down at that. I couldn't get over
how much Mexico City looks like a star. Did you - -

P1.T Yeah.
CDR See thit?
PET Yeah.
PA0 Keeping the line up. The Atlantic

Ocean expect to reacquire in about 3 minutes through Madrid.
PLT ~ - 1 think it'd bs worth a whole roll

of film. But I imagine it's all allocated.
CC iiuys we're back with you through M.drid

for 7 minutes. Doing a data/voice recorder dump.
CIJK Rog, Crip. On my nark it'll he 09:00.

Stand by -

'' I)R MARK. S CATTE ROME TE R is yoiny to STANDBY.
EREP, START in 55 seconds. Bill, I'm going to need a VTS
AUTO CAE nt 10:06.

P' T 0ka> , gi ve i t to you.
^ DR That would be 6 seconds alter AU10 START

- EREP START.
I'LT

it to you.
CDR Okay.
CDR On my xaark it'll be 02:10 and a-ro seconds.

S t an d by -

COR MARK. EREP, START.
Pl'T Standing by for CAL.
i-»R Stand by -

I'll be looking at the VTS, I'll giv
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CDR/PLT HARK.
CDR AUTO CAI. . \ On my mark it'll be 10:12 -

;

CDR MARK. 19 4 MO DP. , to MANUAL. On my mark'
it'll be 10:20. Stand by -

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER, ON.

CC Coming up over the coast, don't
expect you're going to be able -

CDR Yeah, it looks pretty black down there.
PLT Did you notice; how he fogged that

window up that - guard up (Chuckle) were you looking?
CDR No, I didn't notice that. Window

protector, hull?

PLT Yeah

.

CDR Oh, yeah, there's a few lights down
there. Are we over northern France, now?

CC That's affiras.
CDR Okay, we can see England over to the

left. I tell you that country's really lit up.

1'LT Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah, you can see all
the way from lands end to London. Son of a Run.

CDR Okay, at 12:30, the RADIOMETER is

going to STANDBY.
PLT (Garble) for 14:40.
CDR On ny mark it'll be 12:30. Stand by -

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY. Looking
for an S191 READY light.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
CDR

reference
CDR

METERS ON . Th
PLT

Crip?
CC

northern Italy
PLT
CDR
PLT

Looking for S191 READY light.
MARK S 19 1 ready on at 45 going to

6. My mark It'll be 1258. Stand by -

MARK. It's SCATTEROMETER is ON, RADIO-
There's a large city below us, slightly left.

Strait of Gibraltar, are ve over Gibral

No you should be coming up Just about

Okay. An I off on that one.
Okay mark 192 mode to ready in 56

r . „ nn „. _ '

v
0ka y stand bv for 14:40. That sameriver mouth I thought was the Straits the other nightSo we were

CDR
on the coastline

PLT
CDR

maybe the Riviera
PLT
PLT

Again 2, 3

Oh, that's Barcelona down there

Yeah.
're coning right over what looks like

CC
see you again at Carnarvon 02
31 minutes away

CDR
CDR
PLT

Cote d'Azur.
Stand bv for 1440.
MARK. Okay (garble) high on

5, we're up to 5 again.
Okay, we're about 30 seconds from LOS,

02:45, that's about

high.

y, Crip we'll see you
went ripht over Monaco

CC
bit better than

CDR
overcast.
It's over a large cit
looking to sec what it

(Garble) 4, 5, OFF. Or. HIGH 3 -
Sounds like a - the weather was a littl

were thinking it was going to be.
Well there a light - there's a light

can see the lights through the clouds I thin
in northern Italy now, I was just
~ igh r see.

High 5

,

(garble) on high
HALT

, Ligh is
PLT

on high 4

T«, m /Cl\ u
We '

V ° h,1<i l0SS °* si *nal tarough Madrid,ierninating what apparently was a fairly successful Farthpass. A descriptive one if no less siace a lot
ea prior to the start of the- EREP pass v 4 » rfelatlvclear affording the Skylab IV crew with an excellent view.And they reciprocated by telling us Ka r t h 1 i ng s how wonderfulit a to look down from space. In 27 minutes we'll re.,, quiat hours ia mnutos Greenwich mean time, th.- is Skylab

surv
t he 5f

ely

END OF TAPE
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PAO Th is is Skylab Control at 2 hours 44
minutes Greenwich mean time. Less than a minute away from
acquisition through Carnarvon, and we expect that will be a

rather short pass, low elevation pass so to speak. So we may
not get very much communication with the crew on that pass.
Next station coming up after Carnarvon is Honeysuckle. .

According to the Flight P ) an the crew at this time is in its
post-Earth resources pass preparation. Standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Carnarvon. We have
you for about 2-1/2 mirutcs.

l'l.T Roger Crip, I'm doing a teleprinter
p a p ».• r ch an gc<> u t right now.

CC Okay, we copy that. Thank you Hill.
CI) P. And Crip there was a surprisingly large

.mount of tape left over, it kind of bothered me some. Charlie
8 was reading 15 percent, and I guess it took about 3 seconds
lor the tape to run off at fast forward. That surprised ice in
light of the fact that in the remarks or my pad they indicated
that we might not have enough for the second ERKP, START. I

can confirm we had TAPE MOTION, though, throughout the pass.
CC Okay, we copy that. '
CC E R E P people would like lo thank you for

that beautiful pass and description you gave us when you
went - went around. And for your information tomorrow morning
on a downward pass through California and back into Mexico
the weather should be just about they it looked tonight. And
it should be nice and clear for you.

PI. T Say, very good. lhank you Crip.
SPT Say Crip, that was an awe-inspiring site-,

jhere was certainly an awful lot of major highways, you could
see all across the whole eastern United States. And lots of,
of course the large towns and all the small towns at
intersections, and even some of the smaller ones just along
the roads all showed up. It was a beautiful site.

CC Certainly sounded like it. And for us
poor guys that got to sit down on the giound it's kind of
enjoyable to at least sort of seen like we're going with you.

SPT I guess our only regret is that we didn't
have any iilm on board or at least loaded in cameras and refdy
to go. Like wt could have brought back sore good pictures
for you.

PI.T One minor correction what I called out
Lake Michigan and Chicago is actually is Lake Lrie ind Detroit.

CC Okay, we certain ly wouldn't want to
confuse those. Thank you Bill. iley regarding your comments
about being able to take pictures we've been thinking about
that and we - would you like us lo do a little work to see
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like that for tomorrow rooming
certainly would Crip. I think

if we could set something u

SI»T Ye.-.fi, w
that would really be useful

Okay, we're going LOS and we're Roing
up at Honeysuckle in about 6 minutes.

1 think a lot of useful information
ut of pictures like that.

Space station has moved out of range at
Consequently we've los- <he capability to

maintain any more communication. >. •
J
1 1 take the line down

at 2 hours 49 minutes Greenwich mean time and come back up
in about 5 minutes.

pick yo
SPT
c ome

PAO
Cam ar von .

cou 1
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PA0 This Is Sky lab Control at 2 hours 53minutes Greenwich mean time. 3/4 of a minute away to '

acquisition through Honeysuckle. The crew apparently had
a Rood Earth resources pass, the one just finished. And
certainly was impressed by the view that it had over -he U S onthe earlier pass as attested by their repeated conversations'
about that. We'll standby for air-to- ground with Skylab-IV.

,

CC Skylab. Houston through Honeysuckle andwe have you for about 1-1/2 minutes.
PT* T Crip, a couple of things. Would you sendus up a teleprinter test message, it was getting awful

faint there and 1 changed that roll. And also if you aregoing to send us up too I guess, has the general message comeup on the CMG troubleshooting yet?
cc I don't believe we've upllnked that -

yet, let me standby J.
CC Yeah, that hasn't gone yet, we're preparedto do that shortly though. And we need, Bill, for vou to go^degrees cou - clockwise, 5 degrees clockwise on REG ADJUST

r,T Roger , 5 clockwise

.

P1 - T How's that look to you Crip?
CC We're checking it and we'll be unable toget a test messagt, out this is too short a pass hen- we'lltry to get it oyer stateside. We're about to go LOS , we'll haveyou aga n at Goldstone at 03:24, that's about 28 minutes awav.And we 11 be standing by for the evening status report there'
S"

,

0kav
.

r- h *nk you Crip. And we do hearthe woodpecker working right now and also the visual ops ,ad
3332, would you read some of that please, that's awfulfaint .

" Okay, visual ops, we'll send it *gain.
•> P * Thank you.
?A0 Skylab Juat skirted the edg<> of the twodown under tracking stations as attested by the f ac t t-.it thevwere both short passes. We'll reacquire in about 27 r.inutes.'

At 2 hours 57 minutes Greenwich moan time this { » SkylabControl. '

END OF T \ F
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 3 hours,
14 minutes Greenwich mean time. Under the heading of
incidental information passed on December 17th, also known
as Skylab-IV experiment status as of mission day 31 let us
pass this information on to you Long before the Sky lab- IV
crew was launched to make the final visit to the space station,
Earthbound planners attempted to compile a timetable of ideal
experiments, total hours to be aimed for at mission end. The
numbers as we said are ideal in that they assume everything
aboard Skylab that is those human and mechanical things are
going to work out all right. A running tally of how many
man hours have been spent on each experiment is kept by the
Flight Activities Officer here at Mission Control Center and
these running totals are computed against a planned mission
end total. And as of Mission day 31 which was yesterday,
the medical experiments had logged 157 hours and 26 minutes
of time toward an expected A 3 7 hours and 54 minutes total.
The Apollo telescope man hours were 160 hours and 24 minutes
toward a planned 516 hours, 12 minutes total. In the Earth
resources survey category 4 hours and 48 minutes of collecting
data have been - have been accumulated compared to 18 hours
expected by end of mission. Of the 50 Earth resources surveys
that have been planned, 15 have been run or scheduled. Surveys
canceled because of weather are counted in the 15. In the
so-called corollary category of experiments, that is a sort of
catch all of experiments that are not medical nor solar physics
nor Earth resources, 58 hours and 28 minutes have been spent
toward a planned 309 hours, 41 minute total. Corollary
experiments used in observing the Comet Kohoutek have logged
32 hours and 39 minutes toward a planned total of 142 hours
and 4 minutes. And of the 14 hours, 48 minutes plan for
running student experiments, those experiments selected
from proposals from high school science students across the
country, 2 hours and 50 minutes have been logged. The tally
is also kept of non- expe r I men t crew man hours, for exanple
2 1 hours and 36 minutes were planned for sub-system detail
test objectives - really engineering tests of equipment aboard
tii2 space station. Out of that amount 14 hours and 41 minutes
have been spent so far. Another catchall category of
activities that are neither experiments nor test objectives
are lumped together in what is called Operational nan hours.
These include such things as suit drying, handhold photos,
TV equipment transfer, and sleep and meals. The crew has
spent 1654 hours and 9 minutes toward a man hour total of
4 375 , that's 4 3 75 hours of operational activities. The
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Information just passed to you was compiled earlier today
by Robert T. White, a member of the JSC Public Affairs
Office. At 3 hours 18 minutes Greenwich mean time, this
is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, here at 3 hours 23
minutes Greenwich mean time. Space station is approaching
the west coast of Mexico on a pass that'll take it into a
northeastern direction over the continental United States.
As a matter of fact, it will fly nearly over Phoenix,
Arizona, this time. About 25 seconds before we acquire
the space station. Stand by for the call from the Spacecraft
Communicator.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS stateside
17 minutes. Standing by for y«. r evening status report.

SPT Okay, Crip Jerry '1 1 be with you in a
moment. I repointed the AIM so they would be looking at
the prominence. We apparently last time we rolled about
Sun center rather than about the prominence , when we put that
roll in. And so they've got 55 MIRROR AUTO RASTER ought to
cover it real well. The prominence is big, so darned big
though, I'm not sure it'll fit the whole darned thing in
the MIRROR AUTO RASTER but it's pretty much centered on
the prominence.

CC Okay, we got that thank you very much.
SPT Crip, I wish we could send you down

some H-alpha to take a look at it, I'm not sure whether
your displays are good enough but the si - the size of it
has got beautiful structure in it. The southern feet of
it, foot of it has got a lot of vertical threads in it,
Just numerous ones, I'm sure we could lay the 82B slit right
along those threads although the slit would be vertical.
The northern portion is very dense right close to the foot,
which is a little bit smaller up north. Sure is mammoth
and it's beautiful.

CC Sounds like it. If you got a pencil
handy I can give you a recommendation for film for sho -

shooting in tomorrow's E RE P pass.
SPT We're ready to copy, Crip, go ahead.
CC Okay, we recommend that you rewind the

I Rl 4 , presently in Nikon 02, leaving in a sufficient amount of
tail for rethreading and then load Bravo Victor 43 which is
in F30 of the vault in Nikon 02. And recommend the 65-
millimeter lens, you got a full roll of 46 frames, and it's
all available to you to shoot as you see fit.

SPT Okay, Crip, I understand rewind what
we have on Nikon 02 which is IR14, and put in Bravo Victor 43
which Is in F30 , 5 5- ml 1 1 i me t e r , 46 frames. Thank you.

CC Rog, and I got a couple more notes
while I'm standing by for Jer, if he's not ready to come with
i t y e t .

CDR Okay, I'm ready now.
CC Okay, then we've got a new visual ops
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pad on board in the teleprinter and if you could - -

CC Skylab, Houston, we're dropping out
momentarily due to handover and when Jer's ready we're
standing by for the evening stat now . •

CC We would like a reading on what the
teleprinter messages look like. Skylab, Houston, you
copy my last? Skylab, Houston, how do you read?

CDR Hello, Houston, how do you read
Skylab now?

CC Okay, looks like we're back together
again. And we're ready for the evening stat if you are.
And we got a couple of teleprinter messages up there. We'd
appreciate it if somebody takes a look at it.

CDR Houston, Skylab how do you read?
CC How do you read Jer?
CDR Crip, read you loud and clear, how ir.c ?

CC Same. We're standing by for the evening
status report. And we got a coupJe of new teleprinter
messages we'd appreciate if somebody'd check the quality.

CDR Okay, they look fine. Okay, CDR, on sleep:
8.5, 8.5/heavy; SPT, 8.0, 7/heavy, 1/light; PL T , 9.0, 8.5/
heavy, half/light. Volume: CDR, 1350; 1700; 2000, that's
CDR, SPT, and PL T , in that order. Water gun: CDR, 7<»89;
SPT, 2 9 28 ; PL T , 896 3. Body mass: CDR, 6.307

, 6.306, 6.309;
SPT, 6.36 3 , 6.369, 6.369 ; PLT, 6.228, 6.225 , 6.228. Exercise:
CDR, Method Alfa, minus 2 minutes. SPT, no change. PLT,
no change. Medications and clothing: CDR, no medication,
one pair of socks. SPT, no medication, one pair of socks.
PLT, Afrin three times today, one pair of trousers, two
T-shirts, two shorts, three pair of socks. Food log: CDR,
5.5 salt, xe ro deviations, plus two water. SPT, 1.5 salt,
rero deviations, zero water. PLT, 8.5 salt, zero deviations,
zero water. Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list
accomplishments: Delta Papa, U Bravo, Delta Papa, 18.
Inoperable equipment: disposition DAC 01 Is okay for
all nodes except time, in the time mode it jaws up. Unscheduled
stowage: none. And if we get time later this evening wo
hope to do - to take up one of the other foot restraints at the
food table and ve'll get it on TV. Photo log: 1 6-mi 1 1 i rae t e r ;

Delta Papa, 14, Bravo, Charlie India, 126, 96, Charlie
India, 125. Delta Papa, 18, Charlie India, 1 2 '>

, 67,
Charlie India, 125. Okay, on the Nikons we'll give you a
count on 01 when we get to it. 02 is no change, 03, no change,
04, Is Bro - Bravo Echo, 08, 22, 05 is 3ravo Hotel, 05, 12.
70-mil llmeter is Charlie X-ray, 17, 120. ETC, no change,
EREP, no change. Alfa 1 in drawer configuration, Alfa 1 no
change, Alfa 2, no change, Alfa 3, 05, Charlie India, 126,
67, Charlie India 125, Alfa 4, no change, back no change.
An d we owe yo u a fount on Nikon 01.

END OK TAPE
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CC Okay, very good, Jer. I've got one
other item here for the SPT regarding that TV of iay favorite
subject

.

SPT Go ahead, Crip. I know you can't keep
away from it.

CC Roge r that. Our recommendation on the
TV right now is that you try getting 4-1/2 to 5 inches away
from it, and then take the zoom lens and go zooming in
from 50 towards 150, until you get the best picture. And
try it with that.

SPT Okay, Crip. Understand 4-1/2 to 5 inche
away and zoom in at between 50 and 150.

cc That's affirm. Start it at 50 and just
start zooming up to 150 and stop wherever it - it seems
like the best to you. And be advised, of course, the
(garble) is fairly critical on this one. It's about a
half an inch

.

SPT Rog, Crip, that's what I understand.
Okay. I'll give it a go. Thank you.

CDk And, Crip, Nikon 01 is Charlie X-ray
36 with 16 f r arnes

.

cc Okay, and we're getting ready to hand
over to med conference here in about 1 minute. And Jerry
Ilordinsky is standing by to talk to you. I'll have another
pass at Madrid at 03:45, we'll be doing a data/voice re-
coraer dump and I'll have a couple of items for you there.

CDR Okay

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Madrid. Got you for about 9 minutes and we're doing a data/
voice recorder dump. Got a few items I need to run over
with you, if you got time.

PLT I'll talk to you, Crip, they're tied op
removing leg pedestals.

CC Removing pedestals. Very good. One
item we're going to need to get today is an ATM film counter
reading. Also - and I was talking to Ed a while ago, and
giving him that procedure for the TV, I forgot to tell him
that he needs to set focus at infinity.

PLT Okay, copied that.
CC And Jer's concern a while ago regarding

the E RE P tape, it came out just about like we were expecting
it. So it - al - everything was hunky-dory there.

PLT Roger.
CC And, I might as well tell you now- I'm

sure you saw it on your Flight Plan. We'll be waking you up
10:00 in the morning, coming up over Texas.

p LT Okay, I'm going to run up and got the
frame count for you.
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CC Okeydoke, I'll wait till you get there.
PLT Okay, frame count, 9070, 2326, 55659,

3984, 2637.
CC Okay, appreciated that. And you had a

question the other night, I believe regarding your operations
on S063 during the air-glow, and you were wondering If we
centered the air-glow what - whether you should center it such
that the entire field of view is in the sight, as if you were
seeing a full field of view or the - whether it should be
truncated. And the way you were doing it was correct. It
should be centered, and it will be cut off because the line
of sight of your viewing device Is off-set from that of
the AMS.

PLT Okay, I think I was - I think I under-
stand that and I'll continue doing It the same way, Crip.
Th ank yo u

.

CC Okay, I didn't say that very good, but
the camera does get its - the entire horizon and It's just
your viewing device there has It off-set.

PLT Okay, that explains - that answers the
question. I didn't ask it very well either. But I see what
you're talking about.

CC Ok=iy, and one other item, we talked a
few nights ago about U looked like you were getting a little
bit warm, and prior to the EREP, the airlock module 60
degree wall heaters and the MDA 70 degree wall heaters were
commanded off for power reasons. And we're going to command
the AM 60 degree wail heaters back on and leave the MDA
70 degree wall heaters off to improve the thermal environ-
ment in the workshop. And we're wondering if you had ever
installed the portable fan, if so, did you notice any
difference in the OWS temp?

PLT Yeah, Jer installed it up by the -

dome hatch pointed down toward the aft compartment and ue
couldn't notice any difference on the reading, but we noticed
a subjective difference - at least I thought it made a - a
little bit of difference, - a considerable difference, in
fact.

CC Okay, understand you had it blowing Into
the workshop?

PLT That's affirm.
CC Okay, the way that we've been using that

before was to blow it such that it was blowing air on the
heat exchanger itself.

PLT Maybe I've got it wrong, let me go take
a look at it.

CC (garble).
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FLT It's pointed It down, Crip.
CC Okay , i t ' 8 en 1 1 re ly up to you guys what

ever way you're coaf o r t ab 1 e . The way we had used it previous-
ly though, was to orient it such that it was blowing up
over the heat exchangers.

PLT Okay, strange though, but it sure
did seem to make a lot of difference the way it was.

cc Well, that may be more comfortable, I

don't know if we've tried it like that before.
PLT The woodpecker's working away.
cc R°8 » and we just sent up that nice long

message on the C&D coolant lu - loop procedure you're going
to have to run tomorrow.

' PLT Okay.
cc While ycu guys are there, I've got - got

a few news items I could just read over while you're working,
if you would like. We've got you for about 4 more minutes.

CDR Sure would, Crip, go ahead.
CC Okay, one item perhaps of interest:

Dr. Charles Greeley Abbot, a pioneer - pioneering astronomer
who believed the energy source of the future to be the Sun
died today, and he was 101 years old. Abbot was associated
with the Smithsonian Institution for over - -

END OF TAPE
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CC Perhaps of interest Dr. Charles Greeley
Abbot, a pioneer - pioneering astronomer who believed the
energy source of the future to be the Sun died today. And
he was 101 years old. Abbot was associated vich the Smithson
Institute for over three-quarters of a century, joining the
staff in 1895. In 1928 he became secretary, or chief
executive officer. The eastern United States shivered
Monday as the big - first big storm of the season struck
an area from northern Georgia to the tip of Maine, delaying
commuters and snarling traffic everywhere. The New York
and American Stock Exchanges - Exchanges delayed opening for
an hour as traders and clerical personnel struggled through
the snow, sleet and freezing rain to reach the Wall Street
area. Six inches of snow covered the nation's Capital,
slowed traffic to a crawl, and resulted in hundreds of minor
auto accidents and causing the closing of most schools. I

understand that was up to 10 inches on my last report. It

sninds like maybe some of it cleared off from what you
reported earlier on your - on your pass. Israel and Egypt
mav agree quickly to separate their armies on the Suez front,
but an overall Middle East settlement may be harder to get
than the Vietnam truce. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
flew to Portugal from Israel, where he won acceptance of
agenda priorities for the Arab-Israeli peace conference
scheduled to begin Friday in Geneva. And I believe that
sort of hits the highlights of the items that we were given
here .

FIT Okay, thank you Crip, what about Monday
night football?

CC Nobody's told me yet, and I haven't had
a chance to find out.

PLT What do you do during those LOS periods?
CC Review 6 pages of messages worth of

studying how to repair coolant loops. '

CC I understand the Liberty Bowl is going
on tonight and North Carolina State is ahead of Kansas 7 to
nothing. And I don't believe we had a pro game going tonight

PLT Thank you Crip.
CC Can you give ub the status If the VTR

,

are you going to be shooting any taore TV, or Is that about
coni'lt'tcd?

SPT No, we're going to use It a little bit
more here Crip. We got one (garble) out and we're going to
get the other one out. But firs*. I had my - I had to get
my back to the camera 86 we cut it off.

CC Okay, very good. We're a minute from
LOS, and we'll leave you guys alone for the rest of the night
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CC We forgot one item and we need to secure

the ATM C&D coolant loop, so if we could get somebody to go up

to panel 203 and turn it off pump Bravo, ve would appreciate it.

CDR Okay, Crip and ve 've got both floor plates

up, we're going to hit the sack now and we didn't get any

photos of it we got it on television instead.

CC Okay, good work. V .appreciate it. Sorry

to have to give you a call again. .

CDR No sweat

.

PI,T Turned Bravos off

CC Roger, gentlemen, I'll say nighty-night

once snore .

P A0 This is Skylab Control at - this is

Skvlab Control at 4 hours 17 ninutes Greenwich mean time.

I can't read the clock. Just - at the Just concluded

Tananarive pass we had a few words from the crew to the

ground, let's roll -

FND 0 F TAPE
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PAO - - 9 GMT. We have the Mission surgeon's

daily report on crew health. Skylab mission day 32, December

7, 197 - December 17, 1973. Crew health remains good. Today

should be the last day of decongestant use by the pilot.

Symptoms were gone but the decongestant was taken prophylac-
tically today as per instructions from the ground. A minimal

rash was noted on the pilot's back and evaluation is con-

tinuing. Signed by Dr. Jerry Hordinaky, Crew Surgeon.

This is Skylab Control at 5 hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean

time.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 9 hours 57
"J""'"

38 aecond. Greenwich .1... ^i^?^ J k /l,,,™..
now in acquisition o £^ ljn.l . I Gold, tone tr. «

hei
». have . p... '"^J^" HoTtcoll over the U.S. The

.

15 .inut... And the vake "P '
s Muanrave.

spacecraft cotununic. tor^.t ^hl.^t ^ ^ you

•«•»••"••'" U - 1/2
Skyl.b";e're about 8 .mute, to LOS.

W. a "oo rot your eajy EKEP ^^^ tTlt [IV

;:u"i« «"•»• «3 3o-Lrte
n
JoL So i f ..««.. ...u

copy so.e things down
,

aJP»|«^« JU. " .. about 10 second,

a „d you can start ta.kln,.^

S
T

5::?! "an:; 206, REG A>J«T, bu, 2, rotate

clockwise 10 degrees .

PIT Go t 1 1 . ,

^
l

0kay . And for Ed. On his maneuver pad,

. hin . e the SI MODE GMT to 12:15:00.
t,r 12-15:00. Got It Story.

Rich That's *oinK back to SI. In the

^neuvers to the SI attitude, The changes will be: X, no chan B e;

V. .in- 0.0,0, Z, ^^'^ chanpct Y , nl nus 0.040; and

Z ,
ninus 0.010.

Ihftt
. srlR

'

ht . And this 1, to .old a

zcr0 "nentu. point going back to SI And o n you r p ho t o,ra p hy for

And we'd like vou to also check up there, be sure that you

d0 have the EREF P ad in the te le P r in te
r^ t ^

lot the'- all the EREP p ads tLt we have, last ni g ht. St,nd

by '

spT how's that REG adjustment look to you, Story?

rr Oka v .

And one last thin*, Bill

.

^
T

On'your handheld photography out the EREP

window for metropolitan areas, aperture to max, that s F2.

^^t'Y^^oP^; evening.

cc Stand by 1.
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CC And that's all I've got for you

.

PLT Okay, Story.
CC And, Ed, If you're up In the STS , we'd

like you to back off 5 degrees on reg adjust, bus 2. That's
rotate counterclockwise 5 degrees.

PLT Okay, Story. How does that look?
CC We ' re looking

.

CC We ' re GO , looks good

.

PLT Anything else?
CC No. That's it. We'll leave you alone

now .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. Next
station will be Goldstone in about an hour and a half. And
we'll need someone to turn on ATM C&D coolant loop pump
Bravo, prior to bringing up that ATM coolant loop. There's
nothing in your checklist that tells you to do that.

SPT Okay, Story, we've got it.
CC Thanks , Ed

.

END OF TAPF.
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SPT Okay, Story. We got it

.

CC Thanks, Ed.
PAO Skylab Control at 10 hours 13 minutes

50 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has
passed out of range of the U.S. tracking antennas. Our
next acquisition's an hour and 19 minutes away at Goldstone.
Spacecraft will make a very low-elevation pass within the
range of the Vanguard antennas . However , it's been determined
that that's not necessary to bring then up. It's very low
elevation below the normal minimum level. Skylab crewmen
Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue are up 2 hours
early this morning at 4 a.m. central standard time to do
an early Earth resources pass down across California and western
Mexico gathering geothermal data on possible areas for
developments as sources of power generation. The data take
on this Earth resources pass along track 63 will begin at
5:31 a.m. for 21 minutes of duration, covering a dictance
of approximately 6000 miles. Other data to be taker, on the
Earth resources pass will include altimeter data over water
and a check of the accuracy of spacecraft attitude and pointing
for the principal investigators plus some evaluation of sensor
performance. S193 microwave radiometer sc a 1 1 e r ome t e r / a 1 1 ime t e

r

will be used to send signals to the Goldytone tracking antenna
to verify the pointing accuracy. ATM aolar studies, Kohoutek
photography, gypsy moth television, control and display panel
coolant loop troubleshooting and one medical experiment are
scheduled during the day. Another attempt to photograph the
changes in the upper levels of Earth's atmosphere as it is
pierced by a rocket will be made by the Skylab crew this
evening at around 8:42 p

.

n . as they pass over the Pacific
Ocean. The S201 far ultraviolet e 1 e c t r ono gr

a

P h 1 c camera
carried up by the crew will be used. The rocket is scheduled
to be launched from Vandenburg Air Force Base in California.
Carr and Pogue will spend several hours today troubleshooting
the solar instrument control and display panel coolant loop
problem. They plan to remove a filter, inspect the filter
for contamination. And If contamination is found, the water -
the water/sas separation device that's normally used in the
EVA suit coolant loop, will ha used to remove Contamination
from the coolant. Solar activity today will consider of the
study of solar - a solar prominence on the northeast limb of the
Sun, under Joint observing program number 4. Alsr> to be studied
will be an active region in the eastern hemisphere of the Sun
under JOP 25A. Gibson looked at this area bricflv vestorday.
A JOP 10 exercise is also scheduled today. This will be to
verify the accumulation of dust particles near the lunar 11-
bration point to be observed and to determine the density and
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dimensions of the accumulation region. ATM data take today

during seven console sessions will be 5 hours and 10 minutes.

At midday, the crew will record some television of the gypsy
moths. Pogue will be the subject in the afternoon of the

M092/M171 lower body negative pressure and metabolic activity
medical experiment. Handheld photo options for today, Include
the western end of the Sossus Vlei dry riverbed in Southwest Africa
where disrupted dunes can be seen in the Namib Desert and the

northern end of the Namib dunes just south of the Kuiseb

River which enters the Atlantic Ocean at Walvis Bay. Other
handheld photo optional targets are the Atacaraa Fault in the

Circum Pacific fault zone in the northern part of Chile

along with v\e t r opo 1 i t an development patterns in the desert city of

Anto - Antof^gasta, Chile. The S163 ultraviolet panorama
camera will be used to photograph Kohoutek today and also

to photograph and measure the ultraviolet brightness of

star fields. Crew will retire at 10 o'clock this evening
and be permitted to sleep an extra hour Wednesday morning.

This is Skylab Control. And hour f.nd a quarter before our

next acquisition of signal at approximately 5:30 central

standard tine. It's now 17 minutes and 52 seconds after

the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 11 hours 31 minutes.
We're coming up now on Goldstone with the beginning of an
Earth resources pass. We'll bring the line up In case the
crew have already begun their Earth resources activities and
should be on live.

PLT Kill those lights for awhile, if you want
to Jer .

CDR There's nothing to see, we're out over
the water.

PLT Stand by on my mark it'll be 33 minutes.
19 3 ALTIMETER going ON. Stand by.

PLT MARK. ALTIMETER ON. I have an ALTIMETER
unlock light. Stand by, I'll watch it.

PLT ALTIMETER unlock light is OUT. Blinking
now. Staying OUT. Good.

CC Bill, we're reading you loud and clear
and got you stateside 14 minutes.

PLT Good , S tory

.

PLT Standing by for 33:46.
PLT Okay, READY light came on at 45, REFERENCE

6. Stand by for 34 it, Inutes even.
PLT ' MARK. SCAT to STANDBY

.

CC And, your vehicle is looking good fron
down here.

PLT Thank you, Story.
SPT Story, would you clarify that that setting

was a 1.2, I believe you said wide open this morning and 1

copied 2.0,
CC That's F2 and shutter speed \fl25.
SPT Okay. Thank you.
CDR Okay, 1 minute to go on the Nadir step.
PLT Standing by for 35:18.
PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. Stand by.
PLT MARK. 35:24 RADIOMETER to STANDBY at

35 : 30 .

PLT MARK. RADIOMETER ON and standing by for
35:39. /92 MODE to READY. Stand by.

PLT MARK. 192 MODE to READY. Tape motion
green light, good.

PLT ALTIMETER (garble) okay.
CDR MARK at 36, we've started the Nadir step.
CDR Tracking through zero.
CDR Okay, MARK, it's minus 5, Roing to plus 5.
CDR MARK. Plus 5.
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CDR v MARK. Minus 5.

SPT Okay, Story, it looks good wide open again
and we're getting some good data ;

CC Okay. '

CDR MARK. Plus 5. Nadir.
CDR MARK . Minus 5

.

PLT Standing by for 37:10.
CDR MARK . Plus 5.

CDR Nadir .

PLT Stand by

.

PLT MARK. RAD to STANDBY.
CDR MARK. Minus 5.

PLT Okay, 16. SCAT, ON; RAD, ON.
CDR MARK. Plus 5.

CDR Nadir.
CDR MARK. Minus 5.

CDR MARK. Plus 5.

CDR Nadir
CDR MARK . Minus 5

.

CDR MARK. Plus 5.

SPT San Francisco sure is impressive.
CDR Nadir.
PL.T Getting some good pictures?
SPT Sure »n.
CDR (Garble) minus five.
SPT - - got some good coverage for then).

SPT Got every major artery and every 3inall town
alonji it.

PLT Great. Too bad we didn't have a camera
last nl sht .

CDR MARK. Plus 5. Yeah, boy, I'll say.
PLT Man that's tremendous - that was just a

tr emendous view.
CDR Nadir.
CDR MARK. Minus 5.

PLT And, these things are looking cood here.
CDR MARK. Plus 5.

CDR Yeah, lots of lights down there.
CDR MARK. Minus 5.

CDR MARK. Plus 5.

CDR Nadir.
CDR MARK. Minus 5.

CDR MARK. Plus 5.

CDR MARK. Minus 5.

PLT Standing by for 39:44.
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CDR MARK. Plus 5.
CDR Nadir
PLT MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK.
CDR MARK. Minus S.
PLT Check the tape motion .

PLT Okay.
CDR MARK . Plus 5 . v"

PLT Stand by on my nark

.

CDR Nadir
PLT MARK. (garble) DOWNLINK to OFF.
CDR MARK . Minus 5 .

CDR MARK . Plus 5 .

CDR Nadir
CDR MARK . Minus 5 .

CDR MARK . Plus 5 .

CDR Nadir
PLT And, Story, I'd like to confirm one thi
CDR MARK. Minus 5 .

PLT I turned the ALTIMETER to STANDBY at 35
and I 'm no t turning it on again til 4 4:32 - -

CDR MARK. Plus 5.
CDR Nadir
CC We '11 pet you an answer.
CDR MARK . Minus 5.
PLT - - makes sae suspicious.
CC 44 : 32 is verified , Bill .

SPT Must of picked up a little sunlicht.
PLT S t and by for 42:12.
CDR MARK . Minus 5.
CDR MARK. Plus 5.
PLT S t and by.
FLT MARK . 192 MOD F. to READY. ALTIMETER -

CDR Nadir

.

PLT - - 5. RANGE 65.
CDR MARK . Minus 5

.

CC 44 : 32 is verified on the ALTIMTFR. Bill
CDR Plus 5

PLT Roger.
CDR Nad ir .

PLT Thank you
, Story.

CDR MARK. Minus 5.
CDR MARK. Plus 5.
PLT EverythinR's looking good.
CDR Nadir .
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, PLT
'

Tap* recorder's (garble)
CDR '''' MAIK Minna *

CDR ma sir di ... c

CDR
SPT
SPT Sunrise, Story.
CDR ™ A l\K • . r X U 8 J .

CC Say again.
CDR

«* d
^ll

'

n -iSPT sunrise. Completion of photos
cc Thank you.
CDR .iakk. Minus 5.
CDR MARK . PI us 5

.

PLT Coming up on 44,
CDR Nad 1 r

.

CDR MARK . Minus 5

.

PLT S t and b

y

PLT nA iv n , iy l nuut, to aTANDBY.
CDR MARK. Plus 5

.

: PLT - _
( garb 1 e

)

CDR
CDR HARK . .iinus J ,

PLT Stand by. 44:18 on my mark.
PLT MARK. SCAT to STANDBY at - -
CDR M A B If B1 „. e

PLT - - 20 .

PLT MARK. RAD to STANDBY.
PLT 26.

"

CDR Nadir

.

PLT MAPK. RAD, OFF.

END OF TAPE
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PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT

Show it READY LIGHT
CDR
PLT

nov
, good

.

CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
SPT
PLT

looks like.
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT

VTS AUTO CAL
CDR
CC

On my mark.
MARK. SCAT to STANDBY at 20.
Mark plus 5.
MARK, RAD to STANDBY.
B6 .

Nadir

.

MARK. RAD OFF

.

Mark minus 5 .

S tand by

.

MARK. ALTIMETER ON . READY light ON green.
Hark plus 5 .

ALTIMETER UNLOCK (garble) at U,

Nadir.
ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is blinking. It's quit

MARK. Minus 5

Still have a READY light.
Mark pi us 5 .

Nadir

.

MARK . Minus 5

.

The old altimeter's hanging in there it

Mark plus 5 .

Nadir
Hark minus 5.
Mark plus 5

.

Nad 1 r .

Ma rk minus 5

That's the end of the swath.
On my mark 46:10 it'll be REF 2 on 191.
Stand by.
MARK . REF 2 .

And Jer, in about 1 minute I'll do the
I'll give you a call.

All right.
Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. About

10 minutes to Vanguard. Be dumping the data/voice there
We'd like a verification that you did go to E REP coolant
valve to flow

PLT
CC

enter the maneuve
at it over thla station.

SPT Okay.
PLT And I've got an ALTIMETER INLOCK now

That's affirm. We did. Story.
Okay. And we'd like you to go ahead and

time back to SI, so we can take a look
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but I still have a ready light.
PLT Okay, Jer. I naad - I'll gat It.

CDR All right. I'll gat It.

PLT Stand by. 47:20 is 15 aaconds.
PLT Okay. 5 seconda. Stand by.

PLT MARK. VTS AUTO CAL

.

CDR You have it .

PLT ' Thank you.
PLT (Garble) 15.
PLT Okay. I still have - oh,
PLT No. it Just want out. The READY light

went out at 26. On the altimeter, turned it off. I go

to standby in 50 seconds anyway. Now I'll go ahead and get

a 1 ittle b it more .

CC You've got a good maneuver tine, Skylab.

See you In about 10 minutes.
PLT Okay, Story.
PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 48 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station still working through
the end of that Earth resources paaa. It's now running out
of the range of the tracking antenna at Texas. Our next acquisitio
is about 9--1/2 minutes away .»t Vanguard. This is Skylab Control
at 48 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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!"I (Static) country here, isn't it?

that mountain down tllre' - " ^ ' tllln ln the * f

yea.

C?
R ™"

u
look » l^e an old volcano.

Got you for 10 ninutes" JS^uIrd".^*^"? V °1 and Clea <'

here.
vanguard and be dumping the data/voice

p

PT Roger, Story.

.-«. «... i...:;':!^.;":::,;:: "i:r^:
e —

llk.d!"s„ rr.ndscoTreluy ul.r."^" I"" '*?/•»"•«

:::'.;!•.:.•:.!:: :i::£r..2-j.:.'s-.
«y. rhe (g . rtl ., erep 8uya . ui s:

,

t :

,

b:":ii.
,

;:"»:i
,

?f
the

C, ««„. Ok.y. Ed. fd be thrlU.d Just to i ook „
pfl Story. I know tn . t feellne.

Come here. Thl s I, Jio t " t SI r

' h * ! "" lf!ht <"»>«• here, Jer.

there.
look at that straight line throu

.•-».£»«. . — !:
"'"

- —
. to„„ mr^:" " •-'«•" -

Ply
oh

- yeah . Major city.

looks live /- I "K?°i
n8 t0 takG

^ piCtUr « » f th.t because

cS!
Slater map (?) drift off, EdiPT (Garh 1 *• 1

that looks like a - maybe
Slate
(Garb le)

saw u°
R Biggie. Headed down that was last time I

PLT : .

'

4
'
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PLT H «y. J«r. this ioolca like that citv th*vwant us to get a picture of some time back
'

CDR Bvaiilia? No,

j _
PL
/ ' ; No

»
no

-
N °t Brarilia. You see that riverdown there - that funny pattern that you -

Ver

PL
J (Garble) river down there.

S u e s 9 ,

LCt '

S That '
8 the Rio Parana

< ? >. I

0h
;

no
- We 'r e too far south.

Aires Th-r
WC re

,

ccn,in 8 out on Montevideo and Buenos

Hill'* J
y ° U t0 ° k 8 P Icture of was the northernPanpas. Jo U can see Montevideo up ahead. Coming up onswanpland there at the left.

P

K
CD

?, ,

Lots of agriculture In herf. It's allbery well Uyed out. They got a lot of water, good r ve s

- of thoa

^

8

; h ^ 6
?
aybUrn ° r LlvIn « ston " one"of those. Be the reservoir for Montevideo

CDR Here

.

PLT Okay, thank you.
CDR See right over there?
PLT Oh yeah .

CDR Right out -

PLT Yeah,

there"*
That currc «f to the north, Patterns down

PLT Okay. That was number 127.CDR Look out there

.

PLT There 's 4 and -

Okay'
0 "16 herC t3ke 9 ° me nore -

CDR Over to the left

.

?l - T Oh, yeah.
CDR See the dark blue?

Okay. Perhaps If you (garble)
1 L

1

(garble)

III Today's straight 52, l sn 'r It?
CDR Right .

two c^uds.
(Garble) Right down there between those

PLT Yeah.

Photograph.
Probably going to be difficult to S ,t the

PLT Okay.

whetheTl should s t oT \ t

(

Sown ' I J l
0^^ ^ '

1 kaow
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PL
J .

Begin with 06.

IVi ^ " 1 recorded that the photograph it 0t>.

n f Ail.ln ' t

G1Ve
I"

6 * hand
'

1 wlsh 1 had better senseof direction when I see this atuff.
.

C
^ '

Skylab, we're 30 seconds to LOS. It'sabout 20 minutes to Tananarive. Your solar activity pad isin the teleprinter. We upllnked two of them today.
PLT Roger, Story.

' I" , / ,

Okay, Story. Thank you very much. We'reall absorbed in looking at plankton blooming would you believestill way out this far. We're able to follow at a good (garble)We went over a very good bloom at around 12:06:30.
CDR A whole lot of It out here new
cc Okay , Ed .

Ye P- Now wait a minute now.
CDR They're swirling.
PLT They're up In the (garble).
CDR Sureare.
PLT That looks like a fairly large swirlpattern there. (garble) .

4

PA0 Skylab Control at 12 hours 8 minutes Creen-w cc mean tine. Skylab space station is now passed bevond rangeof the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition Is about
16 minutes away. That will b U Tananarive where we'll have abouta 5-minute pass. The Earth resources pass this morning,apparentlu went off very well. A predavn pass for the mostpart over the west coast, primarily looting for geothermal actlviand also for some weather. This Is Skyxab Centre. It's now
9 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 24 minutes
and 28 seconds Greenwich ne an tine. Skylab space station
Is now coming within range of the tracking antenna at

Tananarive. The pass will last about 5 minutes and the
spacecraft c omtnun 1 c a to r is still S to ry Musgrave .

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive 5 minutes.
CC Skylab, we're a couple of minutes from

LOS. About 45 minutes to Goldstone at 13:12.
P AO Skylab control at 12 hours 30 minutes and

48 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab snace station is

now out of range at Tananarive. 42 minutes to our next
acquisition of signal at Goldstone tracking antenna at
Goldstone, California. Earth resources pass, this morning,
was completed successfully. The purpose of that pass was
primarily geothertnal energy research. Before most Americans
crawled out of their beds, the astronauts, Jerry Carr, Ed
Gibson, and Bill Pogue, were gathering data to aid scientists
in relieving the Nation's energy shortage. The Skylab crew
pointed the space station's electronic scanners at sites alcng
a 6000-mile path from the Pacific Ocean more than a thousand
miles west of the Oregon Coast to Equador. The Earth survey,
which included much of California and western Mexico, recorde
the characteristics of well-known geo thermal regions where
the Earth's inner heat comes near the surface as superheated
water or steam. Skylab 's electronic scanners have already
observed hundreds, of thousands of square miles in the United
States, gathering data on slight temperature variations at the
surface By observing known geothertnal areas this morning, Skyl
research may make it possible to spot the best locations for v

unlimited sources of energy. The Earth's inner heat is

already used to generate electrical power in northern Callforn
and in several foreign countries, including Iceland, Italy.
Thanks to Skylab's predawn Earth survey, that natural energy
source may some day be available to far more Americans. This
is Skylab control 40-1/2 minutes before our next acquisition
of signal. It's 32 minutes and 18 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 12 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station Is now west of the

,

<

California coast and just about to be acquired through the
Goldstone tracking antenna. This pass through Goldstone wi 1

i

last about 4 minutes and the spacecraft conaunicator still on
duty is Story Husgrave. Present time we're beginning our
handover procedure here with Charles Lewis's Flight Team
coming on. We're live now for air-to-ground at Goldstone.

CC Skylab, AOS Goldstone, 4 minutes.
CC Ed, you a t the ATM?
CDR That's negative, Story. He's down in the

lower area here, right now.
PL T PL T

' s up here.
CC Okay, Bill, if you'll float on <-ver to

panel 206, REG adjust BUS 2, counterclockwise 15 degrees,
for post - ZREP jdjust .

PLT That ' s comp lete .

CC Thank you.
CDR Story, I got some data on the E RE P C&D

c oo 1 an t f i 1 t e rs .

CC Go

.

CDR Okay, I followed the procedures up through
step Delta and have looked at it for debris or microbial growth
and I don't see any discoloration or slime or anything like
that indicating microbial growth. I did fine some debris in

there, it looks like little pieces of - well, it looks like
human - little pieces of human skin. I took one of the larger
pieces and put it on the end of ny finger and let it dry and
then rubbed it with my thumb and it immediately disappeared
into sort of a dry power or just klnda smeared over ny finger.
And, what it really looks like is little bits of lubricant
that have gathered together and become sort of a little plate
of lubricant about - and it looks white like a little piece of
skin and when you put it on the end of your finger and let it

dry and then smear it with your thumb, it Just kinda disappears
right into your skin.

CC Okay .

CDR Alrigh:, what 1 found was of less than
a millimeter size. I found five pieces. Of 1-millimeter size.
I found six pieces and I found four pieces of the 2-millimeter
size. And, I would say, considering the surface area of that
filter and the number ot pieces I found, I'd say we probably
got a negligible amount of contamination.

CC Okay

.

CDR So, my question to you is shall we consider
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the filter clean or do you want to do a flush?
CC Jer, we'd like to stand by on that one,

til Vanguard, that's about 18 minutes from now. We're
30 se cop da from LOS. Be dumping the data/voice at Vanguard,

CDR Okay. I've reassembled the filter back
on in case you want us to bring it back i>r something like
that, and I'll stand by.

CC Thanks .

CDR Story, 1 might also add that there was
an awful lot of air in or - some sort of - an awful lit i>t" gas
tn the liquid when 1 disconnected both QDs , I got a lot of
bubbles and foam, at the QD, and when I took the filter barrel
otf, there was a lot of bubbles in the water in the barrel.

CC Cot It, Jer.
CDR And there are many tiny bubbles entrained

along the long folds in the filter.
f AO Skylab Control at 13 hours 18 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab is now out of range of Coldstone
and about 16-1/2 minutes away from Vanguard. During this
pass Story Musgrave was talking with Commander Carr about the
Earth resources and ATM control and display panel coolant loop.
That loop has now been partially disassembled, the filter
removed from it. No microbial growth was discovered in It
but, was discovered on the part of the Commander, who's been
doing the ATM inspection, that some pieces of material, which
look a little like human skin at first, but turn into a powder
and disappear when rubbed. Were found on the system. There
were a total of 15 pieces found, most of them very small pieces.
And, Commander Carr indicated he didn't think that was very nuch
in the way of contaminant. He did say however, that he saw
lots of bubbles and foam in the system, an indication that
there is a good deal of air in the system. So, right, now,
rather than making a quick decision, the environmental officer
here is talking over the possibility of whdt steps might bo
taken with the system and whether or not those small pieces
of material might have been the cause, suspicion right now
is that they are not. 15 minutes away from our next acquisition
of signal. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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.
* A0

J
Skylab Control at 13 hours 33 minutesand 37 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now juat 55 secondsfrom acquisition of signal at the Vanguard trackin R ship.The pass through Vanguard will last about 11 minutes. EGILapparently now made the decision and passed along to the Flight

the ATM rfcn i

'5*
?
CalinR dlscove^ on the filter ofthe ATM C&D loop and also to eliminate the gas . We're livenow for air-to-ground .

^
C Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for 10minutes. Be dumping the data/voice here.

*n hpr?* 1 1 u > .

R °?Cr '
St0r y and ue got an ATM pass togo here. What about the C&D coolant loop?

C
? Okay. He think there may be even morecontamination than just what your seeing there and also we'requite surprised at having the gas bubbles in there. So wewould like you to press on with the procedure and do the

- cr^i.t"
y
?y/

eSC
I
ibed 3nd " YOU feel

>
here's probably nomicrobial uildup there. So you need not go through the 1MSS

ii:rtriLiL
&:* a wlcroMai sa- ie

- ™> d «"
??

R 0ka *- -» u9t save the whole filter.Now the next question is, hew about ATM? Are we going tobe ending up in a one monitor for 15 minutes mode?

,,
CC

, .
'

That's affirmative, Jerry. You'll haveto live with those constrains. ave

CDR Okay.

Touch'tLperature? ^ that ""^aint based on?

^ C That's touch temperature Ed
S"

, '

0ka >' 1 had it on for around 5 minutesor so here in the beginning to get the first buildingMock underway and I haven't detected any r i 8 e i„ temperature

III v [J ^ ° N f ° r thl8 J ° P
* that doingAnd may be longer than a cumulative of 15. And I'm wonderingwhether we can lest use the touch temperature we experience

lighting.

1 1 sound s good , Ed

.

Thank you

.

And Just a reminder.

SPT Okay can do without that easily
.

Anu K ° •
t'-erc s no hurry. I've cot snnnphotography pad for you for the gypsy moths" Any 1 w

°

you got a moment to copy.
cc CDR

, Houston

.

CDR Go ahead.
CC Jer

»
you've got a family comm over Ascension
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18-42 I will be reminding you prior to that pass. And after

you get done taking a sample out, Bill will take up the flush

on that CiO loop.
CDR Okay.
SPT Go ahead with the photography information,

St0ry
cc Okay. Ed, since we didn't get any TV 81

on that on mission day 32, so we're requesting a 35-rai Jl ime te

r

photo. Locate the gypsy noth vials within 1 foot of a

liMit net a high-Intensity light. Nikon 03, CI film, 55-mil-

llneter lens, use E-2 adapter, f/2, and I over 160 seconds.

SPT Okay, Story. I'll give you what I copied

on just a little bit. 1 foot of a light, not a h i gh - in t e

n

a 1 1

y

lisht 55-millimeter, E-2 - which I'm not quite too sure with

(garble) to f - setting, of f/2, 1/10 of a second, Nikon 03,

and CI film. And I'll find you a location of the E-2 adaptor

SPT Okay. That's Nikon 02, CI film on the

F-2 adapter, l/160th o' a second.
CC Yeah, Nikon 03.

CDR Houston, CDR .

CC Go ahead , Jer .

COR Roger. Do you want to use a new filter

now after we flush or do you want to reuse the old filter and

have me take samples out of it?

cc That' 11 be a new filter, Jer per the

procedure.
CDR Okay

.

Cc Jer, In reference to the new filter, your

question, that refers to the very end of the procedure, ri R ht?

CDR That's affirmative, Story.

C C Okav. We just didn't want you to trouble

to put a new one in at this point, prior to Bill's doing the

flush. ...
|

CDR No, I jvist wanted to make sure, e s t r> i i s n

that we'weren't going to try to use this filter over again

and I was just going to take samples from It.

cc Okay. And Bill will stow it in stop /.

SPT Okay, Storv. I got a couple of things

for you. I guess some questions about the Z-LV maneuver pad

we Just had.
CC Okay .Go.
spT Okav. Under the last fine maneuver, there

was a 52021 omitted and' I'm wondering whether thac was omitted

off the oriRinal pad or we had teleprinter problem. And the

maneuver in SI. I got a consistent Y-dot of minus 0.026,

plus or minus say 0.002. That's in contrast to the 0.04 we

were given. And thirdly, a question you asked me a long time
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ago about vials. We got 4 centimeters from the bottom, filling
three vials from the ED63. That's with most of the plant gowth
removed

.

CC Okay. We got that, Ed and we'd like
two photos of the gypsy moths and the F.-2 adapter's located
In F^523.

SPT Two photos and F - 5 2 3 . Thank you.
CC And we're going LOS here. See you over

Tananrlve In 20 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 45 minutes

and '*0 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has now passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard.
13 minutes to our next acquisition at Tananarive. During
this last pass, Commander Carr was given instructions to

hook up the liquid gas separator to a - the ATM control
and display panel coclant loop. The purpose of that is

to do a more thorough filtering of the line, also to eliminate
the gas bubbles that were pointed out In the line by
Commander Carr. There was not any expectation that we find
s:as in there althouph to that was considered a possibility. So t h

liquid gas separator is now is use. The filter that's normally
In the line that was taken out and inspected by Commander Carr,
can eliminate particles up in the range of 10 to 20 microns
or about approximately 0.03 of a millimeter. But the
liquid gas separator can pick up particles about one-fifth that
size, extremely tiny particles in the 2 - to 3-micron range.
While the liquid gas separator is in operation on the ATM
control and display panel coolant loop is disengaged, the
touch temperatures of the control and display panel for the
solar instruments may reach undesirable levels. That was the
discussion going on with Ed Gibson who's working at the solar
instruments now. He said that he used the TV for about S minutes
and hadn't noticed any increase in touch temperature. The
primary effect of shutting off that control and display
panel coclant loop Is to warn up the panel itself. The de-
sired level is set at 105 degrees for touch temperature. To
maintain that temperature, it's necessary to run the TV
monitors only about 15 minutes on each revolution. However,
Ed Gibson will be running them on until he notices undesirable
temperatures at which time he'll shut them down. That should
give us sane new information too. At the same time, about what
range we night expect for use of those TV cameras. Present
expectation would be that for the 10 5 -degree level, which is a

very - still a very cool temperature, it would be necessary
to run the TV monitors only one-third of each revolution and only
1 monitor for a 15-minute period. That would limit, the
ability of the crew to observe the Sun and also limit their
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ability to point the Instruments .At the same time, of course, thesecond effect of the ATM control and display panel coolant
loop is to cool the Earth resources tape recorders. That
Earth resources pass has already been completed this morningsuccessfully with the coolant loop on. Cooling loop was
shut down after the Earth resources pa - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - " point the instruments. At the same
tine, of courae, the second affect of the ATM control and
display panel coolant loop la to cool the Earth resources
'.ape recorders. That Farth resources pass is already completedthis norning successfully with the coolant loo* on. The
coolant loop was shut down after the Earth resources pass
for the inspection. It's expected to take several hours for
the cleanout to be completed, using a liquid gas separator.
OnJy about an hour of crew tine is required, but it'll be one
ot several passes through the liquid gas separator to attempt toclean it thoroughly. There is sufficient liquid in the
coolant system. The accumulator' s about 45 percent full sothere is not a shortage of liquid that's causing the gas!But gas has, apparently, gotten into the solution, mainly
water, that's run through the coolant loop. 10 minutes toour next acquisition of signal. Just about 4V minutes after
the hour. This is Sky I ab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control at 13 hours 58 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station Is now about

seconds from acquisition of signal through Tananarive
on the Island of Madagascar. This pass through Tananarive
will last a little U«ss than 10 minutes. We have a handovergoing on her. In Mission Control. Story Musgrave, the
present spacecraft communicator, Is In <he process of handingover to Hank Hartsfield, who'll probably pick up on this
pass, and Charles Lewis Is now taking over as Flight Director
for Milton Windier. We're coming up on signal from TananariveAnd we 11 bring the line up live for air-to-ground.

cc Skylab, Houston. We've got you for
8-1/2 minutes through Tananarive. Good morning.

CDR Good mori!ing, Hank.
SPT Hank, I wonder If you could g*t the ATMpeople to clarify something for me, please?
CC Wil co.
SPT Okay. I'm right now, doing JOP 4A, step 4building block 11. And it says omit 82A. And on the sheet

that I have, 82A was never in that building block. And
I m wondering whether we've missed a change, or whether
there's an error on the pad?

tc I'll check it.
SPT Okay. And let me tell you what the coronalooks like. The ray, which Is right above the prominence

I a working on, the I a r gt p romi nen ce at B59, is more extensive
at the base now. It still looks like a helmet streamer at
the base. It's a very strong streamer, h i gh- i n t e n s i t

y

streamer structure all the way out. But it's broader at thebase and appears to have a secondary streamer, relatively
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snail yet, but Just a little bit to the south of It, Instead
of south of the axis of the major one. The east linb - No,
the west limb, excuse me , Is - doesn't have very much structure
at all except for one fairly promlnant streamer at around
2 o'clock, but relatively low brightness.

CC We copy, Ed. And that was a pad error.
SPT Okay. Thank you, Hank. XUV monitor

shows that the three active regions we're concerned about, show
up real well. 00, 01, and also 02 now is showing up as
a distinct brightening in the XUV HON . The rest of the disk »hows
the other active regions wich relatively low intensity.
It looks as though we've got something good coming around the
corner here.

CC Well, we certainly hope so. And in regard
to your question regarding the Z-LV maneuver, the Y (garble)
question there, we got that out of the simulator at Marshall.
But that's all wc can teM you at this point. We're going
to take a look at it. And the mission of the 5 2 021 was
a pad error. 1

"

SPT Oh, okay. Thank you, Hank. I'd like to
check those Just to make sure we got a teleprinter that's
not beeping out blocks,

CC Roger. That's a good thing to do.
CC Skylab, Houston. This is nainly for the

PLT but It concerns all of you. Based on the S019 pointing
verification we did on mission day 31, we believe that there's
a 1-1/2 degree bias in the AMS tilt. And we're correcting the
pads for this bias. And this evening in the 183, we plan to
do a pointing check in the SI attitude to verify this. This
check will rule out any possibility that maneuver error is
causing the problem. And we've Included two reference spars
on the Pl.T's S183 pad for today to satisfy this pointing
verification. And there should be, approximately, 6 minutes
of night left for the Pl.T after the 183 data take to do this
pointing ver, and we'd appreciate you getting that in. And
we are about 45 seconds from LOS. We'll see you at Hawaii
at 4!.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Hank. I'm working on the
prominence right now, and we've got an awful lot of good bright
thread structure to work on. It looks like a very useful thing
to be doing right now and the monitor shows it up real well.

CC Roger. We copy, Kd.
I>AU Skylab Control at 14 hours y minutes; and

40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
over the Indian Ocean and is out of range of Tananarive. 33 min-
utes and 48 seconds before our next acquisition at Hawaii.
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At the present tlae, Science Pilot Ed Gibson la at the ATM
console working on solar experiment* and Indicating that he's
seen a one very Interesting things on the surfare of the Sun.
He'll be working there a good part of the day. A total of
about 5 hours of ATM activity data takings expected today.
This Is Skylab Control at 10 minutes and 15 seconds after
the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control at 14 hours 40 Minutes and
41 seconds Greenwich mean else. Skylab spac« station 1> over
the North Pacific 2 alnutss before we're suppose to have
acquisition at Hawaii. We have had soma early signal indications
there, so we're bringing the line up for a pass through Hawaii,
which stay last about 10 minutes.

CC Sky lab , Houston. We're through Hawaii for
9 minutes and for the PI.T, when you get a break there in your
checks, we would like to verify that on panel 23 5, that's up
where the reservoir is, that the coolant - reservoir pressure
valve is open

.

PI.T Slant! by.
CC No rush on that, Bill. Get it whenever

you can and for the SPT. Bill Lenoir standing by for the ATM
conference.

SPT Okay , Bi 1 1 . Ready
,

go ahead

.

MCC Okay, let rae hit you first here with a

couple of solar thoughts. P59, as I'm sure you have observed

,

is quite a beauty here on the east lltib. We show it about
a i4-degree arc and we're showing Doppler activity on the
north and south extremes. It's moderately quiet in between.
There appears to be some hint of a connection between P59 and
F60, and if that is indeed the fact, then It extends to about
a 70-degree arc, which is quite a long one. Active region 00
has calmed down and appears to be fading somewhat. It has two
snail Inbedded filiments in it. We're - there is some activity
on and off. Active region 02 Is new and young, we feel* It's
in the general area of the old 87/92, the big performer on the
last rev, and one Intriguing thought here is the possibility
of a flare or something originating In active region 02 setting
off a chain reaction all up and down the entire prominence 59.
So, that's something that you might keep in mind while you're
looking at the Sun here today. Today's plan obviously - -

SPT That has been in mind.
MCC Say again.
SPT That has been in mind. Thinking

back on 1946 (garble). That's very much in mind. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. Today's plan obviously emphasizes

P59 and active region 00. We're getting some double duty out
of our JOP 10. That 'a serves as both the JOP 10 and the first
step in the JOP 26. The so-called JOP 25 Alfa's again are
performing a JOP 26 duty for us. Our preliminary thoughts on
tomorrow are again to study prominence 59, active region 00,
and the area of 87/92 returning and these were put together
Incidentally before 02 was known about and we also have a 2 two-re
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ba using that to do the delta pointing teat that we * let ae
get back at In a minute hare, for the reat of that orbit, then
we'll sit for the night t Ime . The following day pass will
take the 82 and 55 data after having Maneuvered the comet
to the center, then we will do the maneuver back. Now the
pointing teat, what we would like to do, la we will pass you a
pad that will maneuver Alpha Sco to the 6 o'clock position,
a lot like Mercury was. We will have you put the overlay
on in such a fashion that we think the roll ambiguity should
be taken out. You can maneuver up/down and we'll give you the
nunbera for that. About 30 arc minutes octal, rather that's
0.30 of a degree octal and you should travel parallel
to your up/down lines. If you do not then we ask that you rotate
the grid until you think it'll work. Do the maneuver back
and again see if you're pa r a 1 1 e 1 . Repe a t that until you do
get parallel, then take a crosstrack lef t / right . and verify
that that's parallel. We will take all those numbers from
you, in particular we hope that will get rid of the roll
ambiguity, we think it should also get rid of sorte of the
overshoot, so that, hopefully, we'll be able to by Just by
rolling that grid, be able to accurately point. This is very
important to 82, obvioualy they need to point very precisely
at the nucleus. They are willing to give up their data take
tine on the following orbit. The second orbit if necessary
in order to fine tune this pointing, in order to assure good
data later. We'll be honing up these precedures today.
Bob Crippen will be running it in SLS this afternoon, we -

hopefully we'll get it up to you tonight before you go to bed
so that you can look at it and I'll be able to discuss it
with you again tomorrow morning before you do it.

MCC Okay, Hank's got a message for you here,
and then let me get some thoughts from you.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are seeing that the
N2 re* pressure is dropping and it's effecting the mo] sieve (garble
cycle, we'd like to verify that the 150 psi reg A is open and
B is off and if that is not the case, or if that is the can-,
we would like to swap regs. Go to reg B on and reg oft - A off.

PLT It was off; it's on now.
CC Okay, Ed, go ahead.
;i^ c Okay, Kd , you can go ahead. We're 1 minute

from I. OS . Vanguard Is next in 2 2 minutes.
SPT Okay, I would like to have a -

at least an hour or so of time to look over that pad and Ret the
information Incorporating into the sheet before I really have to
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• tart it

.

MCC Ok«y , we'll try to give you that either
tonight or In the aornlng.

SPT Okay, I hope It doesn't come up too late
tonight. W« were up klnda late last night and I'd like to

get a good night's sleep.
MCC Roger. I certainly do appreciate that and

we're going great guns here with a little bit of computer
problems turning It out. One parting thought here that I'm
sure you're already doing, pass on to Rill and Jer ry . Any 1 1 me
S054 is not operating or whenever they have finished their
operations in a building block, they wouJd be quite happy
to be put into the flare wait configuration of Rhopplnf? list
31 .

SPT Okay. I'll try to remember that and do it.
The unattended pointing for this orbit. What did 5f really
want to look at? They give ne a roll of minus a thousand
and I'm not really sure (static)

MCC Okay, Ed, you're over tho hill. We'll
get back to you through Vanguard. I believe they're looking
at Che area over by 00.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky l«b Control at 14 hour* 53 minute*
Greenwich netn time. Skylab apse* station has passed out
of tange of Hawaii. During this pats, Science Pilot Ed

Gibson was given a briefing by Bill Lenoir on the ATM opera-
tions. That's a regular occurrence here in Mission Control,
with discussion of what's being done on the Sun, what changes
are taking place, and some Interchange between Science Pilot
Gibson, who's in charge of the scientific experiments aboard
the space station, and Bill Lenoir here on the ground. 20 minutes
to acquisition of signal at Vanguard. 53 minutes and 22

seconds after the hour, this is Skylah Control,
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 12 minutes

and 14 seconds Greewnich mean time. The Skylab space station
Is now over the Pacific, Just to the west of the Coast of

Chile, about to be acquired through the tracking ship Vanguard.
Pass through Vanguard ulll last about 10 minutes and the
spacecraft communicator is Hank Hnrtsfieid.

CC Skylab, Houston, We're through Vanp.ua id

for 10 mlnut es
CC And, Skylab, for your info, we'll be

dumping the recorder here.
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 think for the PLT ,

we had a lot of noise on the loop when you reported about
the valves. 1 guess, we'd like to know what the position
of the 150 psi N2 regs valves were, and then which one you
tu r ned on?

PLT riank. They both were off and I turned
A back on

.

CC Okay. We copy. Thank you.
CC And, PLT. I cssurce that on Panel 235,

that the ATM coolant reservoir pressure valve was open.
Is that correct?'

PLT That Is correct, Hank. And I closed It,

per your instructions.
CC I need - We didn't want tt closed. We

just wanted to verify that it was open right there it at the

res ervo i r

.

PLT Okay. J. closed it. I'll open it up

apain

.

CC That'll help us when we try - when you get
; o the part where we're running the pumps and trying to get the
gas out of the system.

PLT Rog.
CC Got a general note here you - all of

you might be interested in. Soyuz 13 spacecraft was launched
at 11:55 Zulu, this morning. The commander Is Piotr Klimuk
and the Flight Engineer is Valentin Lebedev. Both crewmen
are in fine shape and all systems are working well. The
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purpose of the flight Is to explore near Earth apace, with
astrophys ical studies of stars and study the Earth surfaces.
The flight will «lso peralt evaluation to be made. And
they're maintaining contact with radio and TV with the crew
now

.

CDR Roger, Hank. We wish then smooth sailing.
3PT Say, Hank. I think we dropped out at the

end of the last orbit. Clarify the pointing of 55, that
is pointed with the mirror line scan going across the brightest
point of the active region. And also extending off the limb.
The brightest point in H-alpha, anyway.

END OF TAPE
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CC ; Roger. That Is correct, Ed, and we did
that on purpose. We* ve noticed In some of our data that
on a minor line scan, or alternate lines, occasionally it

shifts over 2-1/2 arc seconds. And we were Just trying
to get some data on that and take a look at it

.

SPT ' Oh, okay. Thank you, Dick. There - there' re
just some good data on the brightest point in that our active
region also.

CC And SPT, Houston, we're just got a

report in there at 14:47 2, That's about 30 minutes a go.
There's some activity In active region 00. There was a

dark filament beginning to form in the leader.
SPT Okay. Thank you, Dick. Going to be

an interesting next couple of orbits. While I was setting
up thu pointing, 1 took a look at the filament in the promi-
nence for possible inner connections. And the filament, I

believe at 60, extends almost all the way up the - where it
turns and goes out to the prominence - a distance of around
1 arc minute. I could not see a prominence but I - or a fila-
ment, but 1 can see a filament channel. So maybe there is
a connection there,

CC Roger. Wo copy, Ed.
CC SkyJab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you at Hawaii at 20, 58 ainutea from now.
VAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 23 m.'nutes

Greenwich trean time. Skylab space station has passed out
of range at the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition
is about 57 minutes away at Hawaii. This Is Skylab Control
at 23 minutes and 26 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 19 minutes and

20 seconds. We're coming up on acquisition of signal now at

Hawaii. Skylab spacecraft communicator is Hank Hartsfield

and the Flight Director at the current time is Charles Lewis

We're alive now for air-to-ground at Hawaii.

CC Sky lab , Houston. We're through Hawaii for

7-1/2 minutes.
, nn

SPT Ror; Hello, Houston. At 16:00 even, we

got a caution tone . The indication on the ATM alert, rate

signaled up on rate gyro number 2 in the y axis. Was calling

up the readout. 1 and 2 were - within 0 of plus or minus

002. 3 was 0 plus or minus .005, beneath fluctuation that

were 2 of the 066620, Indicating a wide failure. The - 0 (?)

3 were put back In control of the (garble) management enable

that were checked, and so far it looks okay.

CC Roger ; we copy

.

Cc SPT, Houston. Could it have been possible

that someone bumped the six pack about the time this happen, d?

Ve know you discovered that those things are very sensitive

to being bumped

.

SPT Hank, I don't believe so. No one was up

there at the t ime

.

PLT
for v o u

.

'

CC

Okay , we copy.
Houston, PLT. 1 have some 183 information

140 . 2

PLT
16.9, on

CC
Canopus

.

PLT
PLT

still In progress,
CC

now .

Canopus 225.3,

16 . for

w ly

.

Go ahead , F.d .

1 mean Bill.
The rotation and tilt or

regular rotation is 140.2, tilt 01.

Roger; we copy. 225.3 /

nd 01.8 for regular.
That's affirm.
ATM CiD loop t r oub 1 e shoot Inn is

but I'm moving along sort of a 1 -

Okay, Bill, and we sec the loop running

on the first 15 minute run?

PLT Negative. I'm on the second 15 minute

run and Jerry's up there now. I had to skedaddle because

you can't have any light up there while he's photographing

the corse t .

CC Okay, and I might point out that the

get the 2-hour run going on the - with your timer, th.it one

be okav. But when you start the second one, which will be

down around 17:45 or thereabouts, whenever your timer goes

off. you needen't to bother to set the timer for the second

when you
will
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lonR run, as the Flight Plan calls out for, because we're Just
going to let It run until Jerry tears the set up down later
In the day.

PLT Okay, thank you.

FND OF TAPE
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CC ,
v - - 45 or there abouts whenever your timer

goes off. You needn't to bother to set the timer for the second
long run as the Flight Plan calls out for. Because we're :

Just going to let it run until Jerry tears the setup down
later in the day. .

.

PL T Okay. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're I minute from

LOS. We'll see you at Vanguard at 52 and we're scheduled
to dump the recorder there.

CC And Sky 1 ab , for info, about an hour
ago, at 15:30, we had a subfaint flare out of 00. It peaked
about a minute later and no X-ray.

CDF. Thank you, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 29 minutes

and 13 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has passed out of range of the tracking antenna on the
Hawaiian Islands and we're a little more than 22 minutes
until acquisition at Vanguard. During this pass, Science
Pilot Ed Gibson informed the ground that he got a caution
alert at 16:00 Greenwich mean tine, about a half an hour
ago. The caution and alert Indicated an intcgr.il test
failure rate In rate gyro in the Y-axis. That's a malfunction tha
may be due to a number of things. The rate gyro is some-
thing that's used to measure the drift of the space station.
And information from the nine rategyro scopes are used to
determine what changes are necessary to make - necessary
to be made in attitude and then they - that through the computer
instructs the movement of the control moment gyros. The rate
gyroscopes, six of them were replaced on the last mission
after we had a number of variations in the performances of
some of the original nine. The crew was asked that they
possibly bumped into that six-pack which is located in the
multiple docking adapter section of the space station. Their
reply to that by Science Pilot Gibson was no, that no one was in
that area of the space station at the time. However, according
to the guidance officer here in Mission Control all six of
the rate gyroscopes located in the HDA showed some larger
than the normal integrals which would indicate that whatever
variation is affecting the Y-axls gyro that caused that in-
tegral test failure may also be affecting all six of the
rate gyroscopes in that six-pack that was Installed in
the HDA. The others of course arc located else whore.
No immediate problem with that. The one gyroscope which
was giving the Inaccurate reading and causing the integral
test failure was taken cff-Hne by Kd Gibson using the computer
on the space station. The remaining two are sufficient operate
it, and that in fact Is a normal means of operation. One of theo
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is eliminated from consideration and the other rw« n —^^^^^
is performing very well at this time. No changes at all

10 or
6

?? h
° n VheCl 8peed ° r lts ^"ent over tL ast

nn v / rsenwiCft neap time, an hour ago in active region00. No X-rays reported fron that area by the satellitf.

END OF TAPE
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PAO v 'The subflare has been observed at

15:30 Greewnich mean tine, an hour ago, in active region 00.
No X-rays reported from that area by the satellites In orbit
about the Earth. And at this time, the ATM control and dis-
play panel coolant loop is being filtered on a second run of

15 minutes through the liquid gas separator. Bill Pogue
i9 monitoring that. Later In the day that'll be run for two

hours through the liquid gas separators, a series of cleansing
procedures to eliminate some contamination that was discovered
in there earlier this morning. Very very slight amount of

contamination, but also a considerable amount of gas located in

the coolant loop, so that water filled coolant loop is now being
purified by using a device which is normally used with EVA
equipment, a liquid gas separator for reducing the
particles down to a level of about 2 microns. 19 minutes to our
next acquisition of signal and 33 minutes after the hour. This
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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V"
'p'aO Skylab Control at 16 hours 50 «i™<;* 8

and 52 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now *PP r
°*f

u "rat the Vanguard tracking -hip, where «e have a

is-.;

1

?::: H:*i
k
.^ti°.t

l

i;:.:
tt

i:::; ffi " - -
?i lavco^^".^^ ^v-pes
o that'v.s observed. We have AOS at Vanguard, and

we'll Rive you some more discussion after the pass.

rc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

10-1/2 minutes. And we'll be dumping the recorder here.
10 W^minut

skylab, Houston. No need to acknowledge.

Pnr Info the launch tonight has been scrubbed. So S201

will Ee scrubbed. We're gonna get you to bed an hour early. And

la^er on today, we'll give you a few small Flight Plan changes

to accomodate that.
rns Very good, Hank.

rc And CDR , If you can answer while you re

PT'n there, to help us get tomorrow's Flight Plan
-J""'

w had originally scheduled you to get up an hour late. How

vouli you feel about getting up on time and hav ng a r
™.x«Z morning with one addition and that wou 1- b. .Inc.

the Sun is active, ve vouldn t - If Ed is willing,

like to get in an ATM pass.

SPT Good idea for me, Hank.
*

DR Yeah. I think that's okay, Hank. We 11

probably all want to go to bed early tonight.
pr0

cc Roger. Our plan is to get you to bed

an hour earlier than nor.al tonight. And up on time tomorrow

nornl
JpR I think that would probably work out

flnC '

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS . Ascension at 07

.

F.sn OF TAPE
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the facta that he can see at this time. All of the t«

gyros did show a variation in rate for a very brief period

of time. So that problem has been very eas ly "lved.. A his ,

time, the ATM control and display panel coolant loop is s ill

being checked out by the cr ew . Ear 1 ie r th is morning an in-

spection was done of the coolant loop and that inspection

showed that there was some very - there were some very

small pieces of material in the coolant loop and that ™^"ial
apparently it seems to be like a lub r leant . That was he way

tt was d.Lribed by Jerry Carr this morning. The ^icant
apparently accumulates in patches of from approximately less

than a millimeter to - up to about a little larger than 2

millimeters in site. Pieces that he described as looking a
.

Tittle like human skin, but when it dries out, it powders and can be

rubbed into the skin and disappear. So that wasn't - "J"*
SC£"\

like much contaminant to Jerry Carr but EGIL here n Hiss on

Control suggested that it could be a lot - indication oi a

. in the lines so they did do the 1 i qu i d ga s sepa r at on .

Two 15-minute runs, essentially completed a this

will then connect it once more for an additional run r u h

the liquid/gas separator. Each one, of course getting a little

bit finer cleaning out and eliminating more and more of the

,1s that was also discovered in the line. That last run will

be allowed to go cn until Commander Jerry Carr is ready to

put the svstom back together again and get it running. During

that period, pressure does come up somewhat and we run it
tmrtaA

hrough the liquid/gas separator and then it's shut down and started

up . It has run through two 13-minute periods already and
_

there will be one long period left to be - let to be scheduled.

At this time, there is some flow in it. So that Indicates the

second 15-minute run is well underway apparently and Bill rogue

has been monitoring that run of the liquid/gas separator to

clean out the air - -

F.N D OF TAPF
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PAO ;.; \,v.,"- - the gas separator and then it shut
down and started up. It has run through two 15 minute periods
already and there will be one long period left to be scheduled.
At this time there is some flow in it, so it indicates that
second 15-minute run is still underway apparently, and Bill
Pogue has been monitoring that run of the liquid gas separator
to clean out the air bubbles and the small amount of lubricant-
like con tamin an te that was discovered in the line. The line
uses water, primarily, with some additives in it. Coming up on
acquisition of signal now. Hank Hartsfield is the spacecraft
communicator. This pass through Ascension Island will last
approximately 6 minutes and 4 0 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houstor. Through Ascension for
6-1/2 minutes .

SPT Rog; Hank.
CC PLT, Houston. On your upcoming ATM pass

at 17:55, we have scheduled a NuZ update and we would like
to leave the star tracker tracking all of that daylight cycle,
if It - through about 18:45, so that we can get some Z-axis
drift data.

PLT Okay. I'll leave it tracking through 18:45.
CC That's affirmative. We appreciate it and

don't worry about if you do forget it, we'll remind you at
Ascension to close her up.

PLT Thank you very murh.
PLT (Garble) how that coolant loop 1

s looking.
CC Flow rates a lictle low, but It's not

totally unexpected. That filter's a little finer than the
regular C&D filter and looks okay right now.

PLT Rog.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll sec you at Vanguard at 18:29, that's an hour and 15 tain -

an hour and 16 minutes from now.
PLT Roger. An hour and 16.

P AO Skylab Control at 17 hours 15 minutes
Greenwich mean tine, Skylab space station has passed out of
range of Ascension and we're beginning a revolution that's going
to t .ike about an hour and 15 minutes to get us to Vanguard.
During this last pass, continuing with the ATM coolant loop
cleanout, using the liquid gas separator that's normally
used with space walk equipment. As they pointed out, the flow
is rather low on the liquid gas seperator. That's mainly due to
the fact that it has a filter that filteis to the 2-to-3
micron size, where the regular filter used in the line itself
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is of the 10-to-20 nicron size. In other words it accepts

particles of approximately 5 to 10 times as large. -That flow

is reduced by that, but on the other hand the flow has been

coming up steadily which would indicate that it is being

cleaned out by the liquid gas separate". It's gone up about

10 to 15 pounds during the last 20 or 30 minutes. So that

process is continuing and then it will be cleaned out during

a 3 stage operation. 15 minute - Two 15 minute periods and

then a fonger period, 2 hours or more, when the f inal f il r at ion

is done. That should eliminate the gas from it and also the

suspended particulate natter. About and hour and a

before we have another acquisition of signal. This is Skylab

Control at 16 minutes and 12 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPF
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0 skylab Control at 18 hours 20 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skyl.b space station now 55 seconds

will last a little more than 11 minutes.

CDR Houston, Skylab. How do you read.

cc Roger. Reading you loud and clear now.

We've got about 10 minutes through Vanguard .

CDR Okay. I'm about ready to start that

water dump . .

cc Okay. Let her rip .

C DR Okay . It's open

.

rr We copy.

cc CDR , Houston. Are you free to copy ar.

update for the Flight Plan this evening?

rns Roger. Go ahead.
rr Okay. As we said earlier this applies

to everybody. We want you to all go to bed at 03:00 this

evening And to get your Flight Plan up to date, since we're

not Put Ing 201 in, at 23:51 on your Flight Plan, where we

^date on your details at 03:38. We'd like to delete that,

we're gonna give that to the SPT.

C £ R Okay. Good enough, Hank.

cc And I do have a couple of changes

for the SPT. I'll try to get those to him when he's free -

through with this TV 120 a little later in the day.

SPT Good enough . ....
cr And, for info for the PLT, there'll be

no change for his Flight Plan, other than going to sleep

at 03:00. „ ,

rrjR He copied that, Han*.

cc Old he Just turn the coolant pump Ot t l

PL T That ' s af f 1 rm.

cc Okay. Had us worried there for a minute.

We saw it drop to zero.

PLT Okay. B's coming on shortly.

T hi«t switched to tape recorder coolant on.
I just swltcne

j ^ mg wm bp the >

run until, 1 g«es., Jerry tears It down later In the evening.
tUn

cc ' And for your info, the last run, the

flow rate, slowly moved up. We're not sure exactly why Until
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SPT Flushing is one of Bill's fortes.

CC (Laughter) Roger.
CC Skylab , Houston . We noticed that there ' ve

been about nine sequences on S054 run off, since we saw you last.

Does anvone have any comments on that?
< PLT . Yeah. I'll have to fess up . I was set up at

high 56. Excuse me, 64. And I thought I was doing a 256

and my Sun centered JOP . So I did it.

CC Roger. We copy

.

PLT (Garble) lighting is a bit off, by the way.

I heard some talk about it earlier and it sort of makes the

panel difficult to read, at least for me. Is it okay If

I turn that back on?
CC That's Roger, Bill. We've got the loop up r i gh

now. and so you can use the panel normally.
PLT ' Okay. I wasn't sure if it was givinp, us

enough cooling use. But from what you said earlier, 1 guess

it's functioning fairly well.
CC Roger. It looks real good.

CC And for info, Skylab, there's a message

we just sent up on - new message on 82B film schedule.

CDR Hank, my phone call's at 42, is that rignt?

And which antenna?
CC We're checking that antenna right now.

CC Roger, Jer. That's 18:42 at Ascension.

And it is right to lef t

.

CDR Okny. Thanks.
CC And, SPT, if you're free to comnent, we'd

like to know if the message we sent up in regard to TV-120

helped you stt it up?

END OF TAPE
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cc - - TV 120 helped you aet it up.

SPT Ha k, you mean TV 120?

CC That's affirmative.
SPT Okay, that's Justing (?) work right now, Hank

and I'll have to do it in bits and 3natcheo throughout tne :

d ,i v here.
c r Okay. Well, wo sent up the message, you know,

in regard to the close-up lense and we're just wondering if

that was satisfactory and helped v jU out oVsy

.

SPT Okay. I got a verbal information on

the close-up lens early this morning. Is there something on

the teleprinter now?
CC Okay. The message was within J33H Alia

and it was entitled, "General Message: TV 120."

SPT Yeah. Okay. I got that Hank. I see that.

I 'ip just working on step 1 right now and I got the other stuff

verbally this morning. And I see exactly what was given (garble)

works okay and (garble).
CC Okay. We're gcing over the hill, now.

We'll see you at Ascension in about 2 minutes.

PA 0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 40 minutes and

25 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is over

the South Atlantic out of range of Vanguard and just about a

minute and 45 seconds from acquisition at Ascension. During

this pass, Jerry Carr credited Bill Pogue's work in cleaning
^

out the cooling system by saying that flushing is one of Bill s

fortes. The ATM control and display panel coolant line which

is filled with water and some additives, is still being cleaned

and showing prelaunch flow rates there at the beginning of

that pass. However, those levels, about 290 to 295 pounds

per hour are about in a neighborhood of 20 percent higher

than the standard maximum flow rate as of a few days »go,

indicate that the system is getting substantially cleaned out

bv the process there be - that Is now being followed. However,

during this pass, we brought on another part of the system, tht

Earth resources tape recorder part of the tyiten, and we did

get some variations and are still Retting sone variatationa

in the flow rate. Mostly at a very high level; however, at

present, its flow rate is running at.ut 10 percent above the

standard. It has been varying during the last few minutes

from about 5 to 15 percent above It standard Baxlmura flow rate

as of a few days ago. So that looks like the problem may be

solved here but the system is - do«a seem to be getting cleaned

out by the liquid gas separator. We're about 30 second* froo

acquisition of signal at bring We'll brbring the line up

live for air-to-ground there. The pass will last approximately

10-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston through Ascension for

10 minutes and -
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, And SPT, Houston. There's no need to

acJLd.a, but if you get a chance to copy the u|jd.t o

your Flight Plan this pass, just give me a call,

it's okay. I'll catch you later.

cc Skylab, Houston.
- pi t Go , Hank. ,

!c Is the CDR trying to make his private call.

The COMM TECH reports we're not getting anything down.

Pl T Stand by .
J «.„,,!?

CDR Houston, this is Skylab. How d o you re ad

?

CC Roger. Loud and clear. Go ahead Jer.

CD R Okay. I'm not getting them on VHF at all

and I'm properly configured.
, cc . 0 - -

CDR Both antennas -

Okay. We're checking. fne COMM

just reported to ne that we were having a problem. We weren t

getting anything do.^fro- ^^^^ How do you read.

CC -I'm reading you loud and clear.

CC PLT. Houston. We've got all the dat

need on the star tracker. You're clear to close the shutter

now. We thank you.

SP T SkSy^Hank. Go ahead with the checklist

for the Flight »«.
0£"J- ! The . we cancel led the CDR's

NuZ update and we'd like for y ou t o p ick th at up if you want

to put that on your details. It's 0229 to 0239.

SPT Okay, Hank. I got it

.

And on the ATM pass you have at 01:37 it

vz^r^-^i^^^^Z :::: ir

sent vou covers the complete pass.
cp T Okay, Hank. Tnank you.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fron

LOS. We'll see you at Guan at 26 and we're scheduled to

dunp the data recorder there.

CDR Roger, Hank.

END OF TAPS
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PA0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 53 minutes and ,

14 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station Is over

the coast of Africa and out of range of the tracking antenna

at Ascension. 33 minutes to our next acquisition of signal

at Guam. During this pass, flow rate seems to have stablired

pretty much on the ATM control and display panel coolant loop.

That water filled loop Is running right now about 270 pounds

of flow That's quite a bit higher than we had as the standard

flow rate since the beginning of the Skylab activity on the

first mission. Before launch the flow rate was about 300

pounds per hour, but since launch, it's been averaging right

around 250 pounds per hour. Today It's up to 270, after being

run through the liquid/gas separator. It's expected that

that might rise again as it had on the previous configuration

of the loop and the loop is of course now being used to cool

the ATM panel as it normally would do. Expect that that nay

mean a good results on that coolant loop which had fluctuated

some since the beginning of this Skylab mission. This is ,

Skylab Control. 32 minutes to our acquisition at Guam. It s

now 54 minutes and 24 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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fv : pAO Sky lab Control at 19 hours 25 minutes and

33 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station Is now

54 seconds from acquisition at Guam. The pass there will last

a little more than .10 minutes. At the present time, the

spacecraft communicator is Hank Hartsfield, and Flight Director

Charles Lewis is still on duty here in Mission Control. We're

live now at - for air-to-ground at Guam.
CC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 10 minutes

and as a ;>:r Inder, we're dumping the recorder here.

CDR Roger, Hank . We ' re on ATM coolant pump

Charlie right now . At about 33, pump Bravo started setting up

a real whine. And 1 got curious. I thought I'd try to see

what pump Charlie would do in the same situation. Shifted

pumps, and it's running nice and quiet, Would you like to go

back to B and see what happens?
CC Stand by, and we'll talk about it a little

bit, Jer
' CDR Okay. 1 did not have a DELTA-P light.

1 o t of noise.
Roger. We copied.
CDR, Houston. We'd like to go back and

o - pump Bravo again. And also on the C&D panel, we*
"

get the H-ALPHA 190 INTERLOCK switched to NORMAL.
Okay. Okay. It's back and kind of

oisy .

CC
us 33. It was be twe
that correct?

CDR
ago. 7 minut es ago

.

rry, could you verify the time you gave
- on our Vanguard site last rev. Is

I t was about 5

stand .

CC
d .

CDR
CC

ow . How does
CDR

Hut it's -

just a hifihe

CC
CC
LOS .

now .

CDR
PAO

Okay. I didr.'t copy correct. 23 . I'nder-

said 33

.

I probably
CDR, Houst

t s nund

?

It's still pretty noisy.
t'3 on undulating or anythi
noise level than Charlie.
Roger. We copy.
Skylab, Houston. We're

We'll see you at Canaries at 2 / ,

Correction, ra.iKc that 50 minutes
Roper .

Skylab Control at 19 no

Pump looks real stable

pretty loud
like that.

a b o u t

about
seconds
minutes

rs 37 minutes and

23 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

passed out of range of the antenna at Guam. Our next accui-

sit ion of signal would be expected at Vanguard, 28 minutes away,
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but CAP COMM indicated that we'll be moving on to Canary Islands

which is still 50 minutes away. Here in this last pass, got

a report on the operations of the ATM cool - coolant loop for

the control and display panel. Commander Carr Indicated that

about 5 minutes before the pass began, about. 19:23 Greenwich
me.-m tine, the pump B which was on line, Bravo which was on

line, in the ATM loop, which is now being filtered, began to

whine and he switched to pump C. Readings on Pump C indicated

it was flowing well - not so well as Pump B. The flow on

pump C was about 280 pounds per hour. 'That's well above the

normal operating flow level, which means that the system seems

to be performing better now than it has since it was launched.
When he pump - Pump B was brought back on line during this

pass and Bravo performed even better than C had. Pump B now

putting out about 295 pounds of - flowing about 295 pounds

through the line every hour. That 295 pounds translates to

something over 35 gallons an hour of flow. No indication

here as to whether that noise is anything to worry about.

It does not appear to be. The flow in the line seems to be

excellent, much better than it has been since the space station
was launched. About 15 to 20 percent higher flow rates than

have been experienced since the pre launch period. Also the

Guidance Officer reported to Flight Director Charles Lewis

during this period right before the last pass that after re-

viewing carefully the computer data from historical tapes,

he is now going to revise his Judgement that a crew member
might have bumped a six pack of rate gyros . The rate gyroscopes
earlier today gave an indication of an integral test failure
which shows that two of the rate gyroscopes did not agree
sufficiently with each other; and that caused a crew alert at

16:00 Greenwich mean tine today. At that time, he reported
that it looked to hira as if it was probable that a crew member
may have bumped the six packs since he thought he saw some varia-
tion in the rates of all the gyroscopes in the multiple docking
adapter. Those rates varying from the rates put out by the

original rate gyroscopes which are outside the space station.

However, now after looking over that data, he says that it

turns out that only one rate gyro actually put out an irregular
rate and that was rate gyro Y-3, which is the trird rate gyro
in the Y-axis and that was the cause for the caution aiert at

16 : 00, when Science Pilot Ed Gibson went - -

F.ND OK TAPK
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1' AO - - which Is the third rate xyro on

the Y-axIs anil that wns i lu« cause for thc> caution ami alert

at 16:00. When Science l'ilot Ed (Jibson went back up to look

at that Integral test failure, to determine what the problem

was, he found that the rates had all settled down and once

again were in agreement with each other. So he switched

rate gyro Y-3 back on line. We heard no further problens

at all on that rate gyroscope. However , a review of that

indicates that there was an unexplained variation in the

performance of that gyroscope which is used to measure the

drift of the space station away from its attitude. It is

not, however, related in any way to the command - control

moment gyros, which are large - much larger gyroscopes

primarily used for attitude control. The rate gyros merely

measure the drift and that feeds informaticn to the computer,

which is then used to command the control moment gyros, which

modify the attitude. So the rate gyros are a completely
different area did - One of the rate gyros, one of nine

existing ones put out an irregular rate for a short period

of time, about 16:00 Greenwich mean time, or shortly before.

That problem has gone away and there is no explanation for

it yet. But it appears now that previous belief which was

that the six pack, night have been bumped accidentally, in

the period right before the alarm, has not been verified

after a review of the computer tapes. This is Skylab Control

24 minutes and 42 seconds to our next acquisition, i f we

pick up Vanguard. 45 minutes away at Canary Island, and

we'll see if we can't get you better instructions on that.

It's now 41 minutes and 43 seconds after the hour.

CVD OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 44 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Came back up to give you a report on
the Vanguard pass. That pass which was approximately
22 minutes away. It has been cancelled to give the crew of
the Vanguard tracking ship a rest. They have had a great
rcany passes over the last period of time over a good many
hours since early this morning and they are being let go for
the final pass of the day and give a chance for the Vanguard
crew to get a little bit of rest. So that Vanguard pass has
been cancelled. Our next acquisition is now 32 minutes and
25 seconds away. Correction, that 's 42 minutes and 20 seconds
away at Canary Islands. This is Skylab Control at 44-1/2 minutes
a f t e r t he hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hour 25 minutes
and 43 seconds Greenwich mean time. ; Skylab space station
is now 50 seconds from acquistion at Canary Island. The
pass through Canary Island and Madrid tracking station will
last approximately 15 minutes. We'll bring the line up live
for air-to-ground through Canary Island and Madrid. The
Flight Director is still Charles Lewis although Don Puddy
has come into Mission Control center and spacecraft communi-
cator is Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Canary and Madrid
for 13-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger , Hank .

CDR Houston, CDR. Do you want the MIRROR in

line 25 or line 10?
CC We'll check it.
CC Like to get that on a line 25

.

CDR Okay, and you want - I guess according
to the pad you want it left in MIRROR LINE SCAN rather than
STOP?

CC That's affirmative.
CC Skylab, Houston, we'll be handing over

to Madrid in a minute or 2. And we'll be dumping the data
recorder.

CC CDR, Houston, we'd like to get a MECHANICAL
REFERENCE at 0102 .

CC CDR, Houston, to clarify that last call
since we're In MECHANICAL REFERENCE, we want that rather
than the pads all zip there. We need 0102.

CDR Say, again, I was recording, Hank.
CC Okay, on the pad for closeout there,

we give you a grading of all zips and because we've got
MECHANICAL REFERENCE that should be 0102 .

CDR Okay .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you at Guam at 21:06, and that's 27 minutes.

CC And CDR , Houston, no need to acknowledge
but when you get back to the C&D loop troubleshooting, we'd
like to get a check on the reservior there - level.

CDR Roger .

CC We're Just curious if all this flushing
took any out of the reservior.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 41 minutes and
20 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
over eastern Europe and has gone out of range of the tracking
antenna at Madrid. Our next acquisition is 25 minutes away
at Guam. During this last pass at the very end of the pass,
Spacecraft Communicator Hank Hartsfield, asked Commander
Gerald Carr If he had an opportunity to take a look at the
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;v reservlor level on t>io ATM Control and Display panel coolant
loop. That check is to determine whether or not the reservlor
level, which is about 4 5 percent full, has gone down now

that the gas has been separated out of the coolant loop
fluid. That fluid Is primarily water with some addativies.

' Present time pump B flowing in the coolant loop, we're having
the highest levels that have ever been seen since the

Skylab space station was launched, a flow which indicate the

system Is extremely clean now. And that certainly seems to
' - be a very very good sign for the performance of that loop

which is essentially keeping touch temperatures down on the

solar instruments panel. Touch temperatures are all owed to

go to 105 degrees, but without the coolant loop the temperatures
would rise above that level unless the TV monitors were
left off for a part of each pass. So, the fact now that

it's running nearly 300 pounds per hour pressure, which is

an indication of better than 35 gallons of coolant flowing
through the line each hour, is certainly a good sign. That's
the highest level, as I said, since prelaunch moa .ui r c me n t

s

• were made. Prelaunch it was .f lowing at approximately .the .

same level it's flowing at now. After launch It dropped
immediately to about 250 pounds per hour, and it 'had run - at

it's peak had run at the 250 pounds per hour lev el. Recently,
we've had a number of fluctuations during which the
flow rate had dropped to zero a number of times and also a

two varying points between 0 and 250 for periods up to

several minutes . Present time it is f 1 owing smoo th 1 y at

300 without variation - fluctuation on pump B. And it Is

expected that pump B and pump C are both operating well
enough now to be kept on line. A little bit of whining
earlier when the pur.p was operating but that doesn't appear
to be a malfunction of any kind. The flow looks too
good for that, at least that's the expectation right now
from the Environmental General Instrumentation and Life
Support Systems Engineer here at Mission Control. Tomorrow
Skylab crew will, be making their first - taking their first

look at the comet Kohoutek through the Skylab ' * solar
instruments, at Instruction of JOS' 13H Is set fcr tomorrow
at - during the period from approximately 16:00 to about

8 - a 'little after 8 - -

KNI) OF TAPE
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PA0 _ _ instruments at - instruction cf

JOP 18D is set for tomorrow at during the period from approxi-

mately 16:00 to about little after 18:00 Greenwich mean tine,

tomorrow morning . That's between about 10 and 12 Houston

time in the morning. JOP 18D, which will use several of the

instruments to point at the comet Kohoutek will be the first

_

time those instruments have ever been pointed in that direction

and it had been delayed a couple of times. First because the

comet had not proven as bright as scientists had expected and

it was f.-lt the data wouldn't be quite up to standards and then

it was delayed again from yesterday to today to gain an additional

opportunity to gather data on the absorption spectra of a
'

.

star One problem that was indicated with that maneuver a small

one which has pretty much been cleared up is the 3 small bursts

of thruster attitude control system gas were expected in the run.

Thev are however, during the pointing test and the solar orticer

here in Mission Control said that that shouldn't pose any

problem at all, they'll take that in to account in their cal-

culations of the pointing. So that JOP 18D, the first comet

observations with solar instruments is scheduled for tomorrow

morning. This is Skylab Control 21-1/2 minutes to acquisition

at Guam, it is now 45 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE"
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 5 minutes

and 45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is now approaching acquisition of signal through the

tracking antenna on fluam. ? Spacecraft communicator is

still Hank Hartsfield, however Don Puddy h&s now taken

Charles Lewis* place as flight director. The pass through

Guam will last approximately minutes and we'll bring the

line up live now for air-to-ground there.

cc Skylab, Houston through Guam for

3 minutes. :

'

, , ,

cc CDR, Houston, how did the reservior look

when you've got the chance to look at it there?

CDR Say ,
again Hank.

cc Roger, wondering if you had a chance to

look at the ATM C&D coolant reservior - with the level of the

fluid .
'

"
t

CDR I'm just on ny way up there.

cc Skvlab, Houston, we're about 1 minute from,

LOS. We'll see you a t' Hone vsuc kl e at 16 and CDR we'll check

on that reservior then and we also got one other task on

the condesatc system.
PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 11 minutes

and ^1 seconds Greenwich wan time. The Skylab Space station

has now passed out of range at Guam. We're about 4 minutes

from acquisition at Honeysuckle. At this time we re still Ret-

ting good reading on the flower rate from the ATM coolant loop

which is in the process of completing a cleaning. Liquid

gas separator was attached to that for several runs beginning

earlier this morning. Commander Carr indicated early in

his inspection of the filter taken out of that coolant loop,

that it contained number of snail pieces mostly in

1 millimeter, 2 millimeter size, that were apparently

produced by lubricant which had coagulated in the loop. He

didn't think that there was much concern about it, but the EG1L

said the numbers of snail pieces located on the filters night

indicate a lot more of the material flowing in the line. Perhaf

particles too small to be taught by the filter that's

nr.rmallv used in that line. So liquid gas separator, which is

capable' of reducing and removing particles thai ire about

1/5 the size of those that pass through the filter, was

attached to the line and several runs have been made with

that with a very - what appears so far t> be very good

results. We're about 2 minutes and 50 seconds from

acquisition at Honeysuckle where we'll have a 5 minute pass.

We'll leave the line up for air-to-ground there.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston through Honeysuckle for
5 minutes .

CDR Roger, Hank. On that ATM reservoir, it's
got the black bladder pushed all the way down to the full end
now where It says dump

.

CC Okay, Jar, would you say once again for
our benefit?

CDR' Roger . I said it's the - in the ATM
C&D coolant reservoir, the black bladder has been pushed all
the way to the dump, or full end.

CC Roger , we copy.
CDR The bubbles up in the liquid are about

the size of birdshot, about the size of - oh, size 6 birdshot.
CC Roger, you can still see bubbles in there

huh?
CDR That's affirmative. Ah, there's not a

lot of bubbles I'd say the average distance between bubbles
is about oh, three quarters of an inch, not too dense.

CC CDR, Houston. I wonder if we could get
you to do one task for us on the hold - condensate holding
tank. We would like to re-establish our Delta P, so we can
keep the water removal system going on heat exchanger, and
to do that what we need to do is reconnect the condensate
holding tank, inlet hose to the condensate inlet QD for
probably just a couple of minutes is all it'll take to re-
establish a Delta P. And then we'll disconnect it and let
the dump continue.

CDR Okay, so far the bladder's moved, I guess
about 16 to 17 inches. I'll tell vou when I've completed
it.

CC Skylab, Houston, we see some VTR activity.
Anyone care to comment?

CDR The bossnan is h»rd at work.
CC Okay, we - ve were seeing the video

switch In ATM monitor.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS. We - we will see you again at Canaries at 05 and
that's about U U minutes from now. And in regard to re-
establishing that Delta P, Jer, I guess you'll have to monitor
it vourseif on the gauge and then disconnect the hose when
it's at re-establish.

CDR Say, again, Hank. I vas down at the
condensate tank and couldn't hear you?

CC Okay , we're going over the hill now , Jer.
And - and I guess EG I L says it'll be okay to leave It hooked
up till we get to Canaries

.

CDR Okay, I Just yanked it off, I'll go put
it back on again.
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PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours 22 minutes
and 36 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is
now going over the hill at the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia
tracking antenna. • Our next acquicition is 42 minutes away
at Canary Island. During this last pass, discovered the
- here in Mission Control that the switch for the - for the
video tape recorder was in the wrong position and Ed Gibson
was asked to switch that. He did switch to the portable
position at the very end of that run. He had been attempting
to photograph the gypsy moths, which hatched a few days ago.
Tomorrow there'll be ATM activities that include photography
of the comet Kohoutek. And later this afternoon there will
be a briefing that's presently scheduled for 4:30 Houston
time, that will include George Withbroe of the Harvard College
Observatory, one of the experimenters who will gather data
with S055 on the comet tomorrow, and also who has some inter-
esting things to report on discoveries of the Sun, based on
that S055 data. There may be other participants in that and
we'll give you an update on that later. It's presently
scheduled for 4:30 p.m. central standard time. This is

Skylab Control 41 minutes to our next acquisition o! signal.
It's now 24 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 22 hours
4 minutes Greenwich mean time. With a reminder to the press
that at 4:30 p.m. today central time we'll have a press
briefing envolvlng Dr. George Withbroe. That press briefing
will be in building number 1 , room 135.' Dr. Withbroe is
associated with the Apollo telescope mount activities.
Space station is about a half sec - half a minute away from
acquisition through the Canary Island tracking site. And
we'll stand by for the call up from Spacecraft Communicator,
Bob Cr ippen .

'

CC Good afternoon, Sky lab . Cr ippen team
with you through Canary for 1 2 minutes.

CDR Crip, strange it should be to you, 1

was just going to announce that we finally have the moths
on TV .

CC I think we night have a small problem
there. (Chuckle) The last tine we showed that the TV switch
up there was in mon 1 and not TV.

CDR 1 vent through the whole thing all over
again Crip. I think we just completed the whole tape.

CC Okay. Understand you got it. Have we
seen any new moths?

SPT Yeah, I think I saw 1 possibly 2 new .

fellows crawling around there today. They only last about
a day or two so the ones that are crawling are usually
fairly recent.

CDR You guys better start thinking up some
names, Crip.

cc 1 riot good at naming things like that,
I thought you guys were. All these are in the wild ones,
none in the tame yet.

SPT Yep, all wild ones.
SPT There's got to be a moral there somewhere.
CDR Crip, how does our Delta P look across

that condensate holding tank?
CC Checking it .

CDR How does the Delta P look across the
condensate holding tank?

CC I ». 's coning up we want to leave it
connected. We'll tell you later when to disconnect it if
we d o s o .

CDR Okay.
SPT Hey, Crip. Any thought on the singling

up in our YX's on rate gyro number 2?
CC We're still looking at that one Ed.

No answers as yet. And I wonder if we could find out how
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far we got .ilonR on the C and D coolant procedure?
Spt Okay, Crip. Jerry's been holding up at

step J, because of the other thinRs we got going on here.

If you want him to press or we'll ro ah«ad .

CC Uh - at your convenience you can press
;

on with i r not to interfere with your exper inenta 1 activities

here .

SPT Okay. We'll do it.

END CK TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, probably for Bill it

night be more convenient, v Wc show experiment 1 tape recorder

running, and we'd appreciate it if you can turn it off at

your convenience.
PLI Th« run for S183 is through.

CC St iid by, sounds like we goc a problem
', then.

CC That's one for vou guys, you're right.

CDR Crip, the bladder in the holding tank

has moved about 2/3 of the distance, about a littic over 2

feet .

CC Copy , t

h

n t . Thank you J e r .

CDR Vou ready to shift to pump Charlie?
CC Jer, when you've complete it and got it

all hooked up as scheduled for switching to the pump, wc'ic

ready for it. And we're GO, 1 guess, to - to leave i t ON

t oni gh t .

CDR Okay, well step J said to swit'-li to

punp Charlie. Do you want no to wait until I get il ill

taken apart aid set up right?
CC I 'n sorry, I tnought you've already go' ten

to that - that r. tep. Stand by 1.

CC We're 30 seconds from LOS. We'll see

you again at Carnarvon at 22:^5. Jet, you are GO to continue

with the step J of turn In* the punp Charlie ON. You're GO

all the way through the procedure.
CDR Okay.
PAO Space station has moved out of range

of Madrid. The tracking site that had it last. We'll rc.icquir

Again in approximately 26 minutes through the Carnarvon
station. In meantime, a reminder again that there is a

scheduled press breifinp. at 4:30 p.n. centr/il stand - central

standard tine in roon 135 of building number 1, Involving

Dr. George Withbroe who is associated with the ATM t-xpcrl men t s .

At 22 hours 19 minutes Greenwich mean time, this 1 h Skylab

Control.

END OF TATE
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}, A0 This is Skylab Control at 23 hnuis,
2 minutes Greenwich mem time.

. During the press conference
just, concluded Che space station was in contact witli Carnarvon
and with Honeysuckle, the tracking stations in Australia,
we arquired approximately ) and a quarter minutes of tape
recorded inform.- 'ion as the station passed through those
two tracking sites and we'll play that back at this tine.

cc Skylab, Houston AOS through Carnarvon,
we have you for 1 /< minutes .

CDR (garble) Charlie coming on Crip.
tc Roger. Jer, we assume that you've Just

completed housekeeping 8 1 X- ray , then.
CDR That's r J. ght t tie new filter's in and I'm

goiig to move on now to step - siep L.

Roger. Skylab, Houston we're getting
ready to commence a data/voice recorder dump.

c<- For the CDR, Jer, you got a moment!
CDR Fo r you or ve

, Crip.
cc Oh, you're so generous. One little item

on this liquid gas separator that the procedure calls for
you to stow a little bit later on, ve think it night be a

i <).

i ue a to put
lily it.
COR

red tap e that one or some

Okay, sure will.
CC Tlmnk you sir.
C(; Skylab, Houston if w, got somebody in the

vicinity we would like to verify that experiment 1 recorder
is ofi and we'll go ahead and dump it here throufh Hon ey a u. k 1 e

,

Rog
, it's Off (.rip you can take it.

Thank you sir, we got a - got that
1 problem on that one so we can't really tell

ol it is hero on the ground..
cr Skylab, Houston we're about a minute from

LOS. we'll have you again at MJLA in about 35 minutes, nt
23: I J, 2 3 : 3 3 and Jer if you can we would appreciate if you'd

- 8 lha| th(> KRKJ , valvc i8 ln BYPASS.
That's verified Crip and we've completed

t ha t t rouh 1 cshnp ting.
Outstanding. Usually we can tell by

< in f I ow on the thing but you're getting so much
flow in it now, we're not use to looking at tin
like ^b<) pom ds iiit houi right now.

Hey , Unit 'h good.
Did g on d work today.
There's 81111 lots of bubbles in that

PLT

o t ion i

lat the statu

ri f v

<:i)k

t lie p » oeedu re

n umbt r.s .

CDR
eservoir though.

Yeah bu must h a v got most ol l hem out

.
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lUK Wl.cn 1 popped Hi nl filt" off the first

Kmc K. look ;il it H.cr«- was an awful lot of roam .-•mi

bubbles. But looks like It wouldn't happen that way this timi.

- CC 1 - Very good.'.

C!)R Okay, you about ready for roe to start

securin g the comitns.i te durap tank.

tc ' Whenever you think the thing's empty you

can go ahead with that and you can just piess on leaving it

connected to the condensate Link.
,

C dr Okay, I'll take my little, you 11 pardon

the expression, stud finder and find out where it is.

PA0 That completed the air-to-ground at

Honeysuckle. At 2 6 minutes more we'll reacquire again

through the Merritt Island tracking station in Florida.

2 3 hours, 6 Dintitca Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is SVtylab Control at 23 hours 31

minutes Greenwich mean tine. About three quarters o£ a minute

away from acquistion through M 1 1. A . Standing by for air-to-

ground^
skylab, Houston, we're AOS through Mi LA.

We have you for about 11 minutes.

COR Roger , Crip .

cc Rog, and does the SPT have a moment to

chat?
SPT

Crip?

Can you hold it up for about 5 minutes,

Yes sir .

riT Hey, Crip, Jer and I'd like to pass on

a R ood 'word to the people that wrote that procedure for that

ATM C&D coolant pump troubleshooting.
cc Okav, thank you. I guess it sounded like

it worked all okay and looks like we got lots of good

pressure. I guess you guys went through it without any -

,mv biv probltn.
cc Skvlab, Houston, sorry we dropped out

there tor a minute, we're back with you. Regard In* that

C.&D procedure it sounded like it really worked out fine

today, and kind of good to get a good loop and maybe we

can quit bugging you about that thing. I know HanV did -

did an awful lot of work on getting it put together for you

and I'll pass on your words to him.

PIT Yeah, I know an awfui lot of work was put

in on th.it because that - it flows very nicely and with

some of that water system hardware we have to use is not

labeled and everything. And (garble), it was worded in such a

wav that we had no problems. I made - I got slowed down

once but that was ny fault and it was not the fault of the

procedures. They were well written.

cc Very good. Thank you for the good words.

And you guys are - certainly deserving of congratulations in

carry InR them out so well.
SPT Say. Crip, c,»n I talk about two Al 1

relay' items before we start talking the maneuver*?

CC Yes s i r , p re s8 on Ed

.

spT Okay, when in observation the large

streamer above the prominence Is getting a little bit. larger

at the base towards the cell, looks as though there s either

new structure moving up there or the old one la just - is

growing but (garble) and Is asymmetrical if it is growing on

(garble) something else moving up. And tlm n »econd on the 5

they quoted a number of mirror positions to do GRATING ALTO

RASTERS here and I think they all assumed that we «^ted at

grading 32 and in - or mirror position, 32 in the left rignt
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rather than 33 which we're now operating. So 1 went ahead and

figured we were working on 33 which we actually are and in 10

ar second intervals, which I think was the intent o their

procedures And I'd like to see whether that is really what

they're after and also there nay be some mod - modifications -

to t he next orbit? ',
, , ,

'

cc Okay, Ed, you - you're absolutely right

on that. We should have been using 33 and what you've done

is correct.
SPT Okay, thank you Bob.

CC My tern yet?

SpT I f we can answer the question about the

next orbit which also Rives mirror positions <lthou Bh that's

not quite as straight forward as this one and 1 n wondering

whether they assuned 32 or 13 <n those positions?

cc Okay. We ll check on those.

CDR Your tern Crip

.

cc Thank vou sir. Also relating to the

next orbit. Last night wt'sent Vou up a - a jnp chanp.e for

huILdinp, block 39. and we built this schedule assuming

that is 'was not incorpated yet. Can you toll us one Way or

t he other ?
, ,

SPT l have incorpored everything I vc cone up -

but let me take a look at this one specifically. Hold on?

cc Okay, It's JOP 5 building block 39.

S PT No, that has been Incorporated but I can

run It the old way getting then - GRATING AUTO SCAN, that'll

Pjve a mirror position rather than a MIRROR AUTO RASTER.

cc Well, I've Rot some Info for you to go ahead

and run it with the MIRROR AUTO RASTER if - if you want to

Jot it down.
S pT Okay, give ne 10 seconds and then give ne

the information, please.
SPT Go ahead , Cr ip .

cc Okay. Want detectors OFF, and ORATING

.it 01:02, (garble) .

SPT Okay.
cc Also, in the subsequent orbit you are

scheduled for sone TV downlink and what we're plannlny on dolm-.

Is rewind in? the VTR to the fi minute blank segn.'t.t th.^t we

not when you were trying to do that P - picture of ny fav.-riU'

subject, and we'll allow that B minutes in there, so don t

go over 8 at IcihI ,

S ,, T I'm not about to try that - the moth

dialogue again. What happened mere Crip, was I had it Ml
setup and 1 went whlstllnR down there and Rot delayed doing

the nodical experiment, and figured I still had it setup
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meantime, -Jerry ran .i.n ATM p.iss, and had to th< VTR a

there we were again .

cc Rot;, and so what we saw is we had an

8 minute blank sclent on it. Then you went ahead and -

did the noths. and what we're going to do is rewind to

that blank segment.

END OF TAPE
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out (Garble)
, i „

,

You're unreadable we've got bad comm. C< l

back with you. that £d , We . we . ve

—r« :^
,

.:
i

t::' l ::i

blank 8 minute*.
£ine> that ,

a good rocedure .

. t V^riclne on is was that there was some discussion

%:\ ™-or. wavx™
" U5

^ c 0 kav, very good, l'» looking forward to

9cel„^h e Picture, °^l e
°[

t^r:;°ls oa.ed .Uer ».».

Cr
You're «0 S w..,t to «. Ed w« 1 r« look 1 »*

j ,1.1,, n(lu (.nd It would appear that roaybe
a

yL
s

w"nt
d

:r: tra re
d

b"o^ our .7r .i« n .i. so lf

vou enn go back to AUTO , we would appreciate it .

CC Okay -

CDR Houston , CDR

rr Go CDR.
, ^ , ...

;
C
nR Hey. 1'n between a rock and a hard spot

t'v* tot S019 set up in the minus Z SAL and now I ve

rt^o vacu til this condensate holding tank. » ho...

will reach, is the vacuum utilization syste* on the plus Z

SAL still usable?
on thftt . Let u8 trtke a look

at that ,
Just a second

.

SkyUb, we're about 4S neconds from

. , „ „ 1 1, „, tl , r Madrid in ^ minutes and that s

U>S. we'll sec you a*aln ov «»<ir
so lutlon w<*

at 23:33 - correction at 23:47, And Jer tne n y

sec |« that you're B oin R to have to pull S019 out < f

the SAL* and then do the dump.

CDR I was afraid of that.

rr SorrV about that .U
'

Wc 'u reacquire the space station in

„ lnulr ,„ toe u,::.:t :rr.:;:;v;u.r.r-. lJ .. «.-n

the line u,.
. skyl . t , „„u,c„r, we're AOS through Madrid.

have you for about 8 minutes.
_„_,«.„, 1111)"

cc
y

pLT , Houston, you got a moment Bill?

PL t Yeah ,
go Crip

.
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CC Hog, we're noting down here that the
lfft/right actuator tfinperature for the ATM canister is
Increasing. And It's still About 3 degrees below our limit,
but you're goln? to ha v.- sunrise before we see you ap,,iin. Ami
we'd just like you to make sure when sunrise does CO and the
can is supposed to unlock that you moke sure that it does not
freeze up in left/right. If it does to ro ahead and use your
procedure of going to solar inert 1 a 1 thrro.

PLT Okay, thank you very nuch

.

CC Rog, there was also a question Ed put to
us rep.ardinft the mirror positions for your upcoming orbit.
And we'd like you to just go ahead and use then as the pads.
You've got three of them down there, use the last two.

PLT Kog, use the last two nirror positions.
SPT That's r he way I marked It, Crip.
CC Okay, thank you Ed. And ve 're about

30 seconds from LOS, we'll see you again at Carnarvon at
2 5 minutes, 2 3:47, 2 3:47 - I can't toll tine 00:20, 00:20.

PAO Space station moved out cf range of Madrid,
Next acquisition Carnarvon. At 23 hours bh ninutes Greenwich
n e a n time, this Is Sky lab Control.

FND fiK TATE
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PA0 Thl» Is Sky lab Control at 29 minutes
Greenwich mean time, in the new day of the year that would
bo 3 - day 3 5 3. We're about 40 seconds away from acquisition
-••.t Honey Buckle. On this pass which wa - which is the 3,153rd
pass of - or - revolution of the space station. Standing by
for the call from spacecraft comnu n

i

ca to r to the crew of
Sky i ab- I V.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS through Honeysuckle
tor 5 minutes, somebody took away Carnarvon when 1 wasn't
looking.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
I-OS. Next station contact is over Texas in 32 minutes,
that's at 01:07, 01:07. And at your convenience ve can
start taking the evening status report somewhere around
there.

SFT Okay, Jerk - Okay, Jerry is applying to
it right now, Crip.

CC You better watch out, skipper is goin^
to get hold of you.

SPT I'll have to tren - clean out the trash
ai r lock agai n .

cc Put you in charge of t h e head onto more.
PA0 Loss of signal t.nrough Honeysuckle. A

quiet pass, principally because according to the Flight Plan
the - the crew is involved in a leisurely dinner at this
time, at the Skylab round table. We'll reacquire in about
a half an hour. At 3/ minutes Greenwich mean time, this is
Sky 1 ab Cont to!

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 1 hour

5 minutes Greenwich mean time. About a minute 20 seconds y

away from acquisition at Texas. And we're receiving data

in here so we'll stand by for communication, the air-to-

ground with the crew.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through

Texas, and we've got you for about 14-1/2 minutes. And

when ever it's convenient for Jer, we're ready for the

evening status report .

CT>P. Okay, how about tomorrow?
CC That's convenient for me. I don't

think some people down here would agree with us though.

CC I've never have been able to write that

fast when you give it.
CnR Okav, here it goes. Sleep: CDR, 4.0,

4.0/heavy: SPT . 4.8, 4 . 6 /h e a v y , . 8 / 1 i gh t ; PLT , 4.0, 4.0/heavy.

Volune: CDR . 1550; SPT , 1100; PLT, 1500. Water gun readings:

CDR. 7513; SPT, 29 59: PLT, 9039. Body mass: CDR, 6.313,

6. IIS, 6.315; SPT, 6.367, 6.370, 6.368; PLT, 6.2 37, 6.2 36,

6.236. Exercise: Deltas, CDR, Method Alfa, minus
12 minutes, minus 2,000 wa t t -ra i nu t e s ; SPT, Method A was not

done- PLT, no change. CDR , let's see all three crewmen no -

no drugs. CDR, for discatded clothing is a pair of socks;

SPT, none: PLT, 1 T-shirt, 1 pair of shorts, 1 shirt, 1 pair

of socks. The Food log: CDR, 6.5 salt, plus 1 coffee with

sugar, plus 1 grape drink, minus .5 water; SPT, plus

10.0 salt, plus 1 tea, minus 2.0 water; PLT, 8.0 salt, plus

2 coffee, plus 1 grape drink, minus 1.0 salt. No Plight

Plan deviations. No Shopping list accomplishments. No

Inoperable equip nent. Nope - no hold that transporter 03 Is

jammed. Transporter 03 is Jammed, and we'll try t o got

some troubleshooting done on that, haven't gotten to it yet.

Unscheduled stowage: none. Stand by for the Photo. Okay,

Photo: 16-mi 1 1 Imet er : M487, Housekeeping 60 Echo. Charlie

India 72. 00, Charlie India 85. Ve used transporter 07

In lion of 03 which was Jamnrd, and percentage of film

used was 40 percent. Okay. Nikon.
CC Jer, why don't we hold up for Just a

minute through handover, and I'll get you after.

CC Okay, Jer, we're back with you now

through MI LA , you can go on.
CDR Okay, Nikon 01, no change; 02, Bravo

Victor 43, 22: 03, Charlie India 111, 15; 04, no change:

05, Bravo Hotel 05, 17. 70 i 1 line t c r : Charlie X-ray

17, 131. ETC , no change. ERF.P, no change. Drawer A:

Alfa 1, no change; Alfa 2, no change; Alfa 3, no change;
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Alfa 4, 03, Charlie India 7 1 ,
' 4 2 ,

' Char 1 ie India 82, jammed;
back 07. Charlie india 72, 00, Charlie India 85, used up.
rhat's it.

CC Okay, sounds good. Sounds like you
managed to get some shots in of that early EREP pass that
you Bade this morning. Coe item on wakeup in th* nor n in p. .

.let , we haven't got a convenient station pass for that.
And vhat recommend is you stt tin." timers, and we'll give
you a call at 12:29 over Gold stone.

CDR Okay, Crip, we'll do it.
CC Okay, ,ilso for F.d on h i s upcoci in e ATM

pa when he's dunping the - putting the TV on. V>'e have
the VTR reposition for that.

CC One item regarding, his tomorrow morning's
activities that - we've got Bill scheduled to do a documentary
phe'j ef you, Jerry, In the BM'in. For your information we'll
send up a photo pad tonight so that will be available to you.

CDR But Crip . I 'a not at my best th.it early
in the morning.

CC I don't know. That fuzzy face you've got
there has got t) look gJod in the mornings.

CC Ve were just enjoying some TV that you
downlinked to us the other day when you were driving around
in the 509 machine.

CDR Oh yeah, that's really a lot of fun.
CC Looks like it. Another question we got

couple of days, day before yesterday and the day before that
we've had you doing ptereo photos, that's mission day 31 and
32. But we haven't been able to find the fiMMD readings
associated with those, and wonder if you've managed to write
then down some - sone place. And if so would you please
voice record then once more please.

CDR I suspect the problem ia wc didn't do
a BMMD at that moment. 1 guess we belter go cheer the
checklist .

CC Okay, 1 think it does call out ju
to do one in association with the stereo photos.

CDR Okay, well ve blew it.
CC Okeydoke. Could I ask you A question

regarding your 509 run since we're talking about it? Could
you tell us which seat position you used?

CDR Roger. I didn't even pay that nuch
attention to it what over is called out In the checklist is
what we used. Dill said It, let me go check.

END OF TAPE
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CDR

34:01 :13 GUT

(Garble) that
; u on •• * '

is called out the checklist, Is what

let me go check

jch attention to It whatever

we used. Bill said it,

CUR

CUR
I neede d it.

slosh or slop

We used Bravo, Crip.

L{ . Okay, used Bravo. Did you perchance use

any Hosite on the seat and if so I'll take a P*« e
-

'

' Negative we didn't. 1 dldn t t eel liKe

It felt very solid to me and 1 didn't feel any

31 aU
Okay t

the reason I'm asking the question

is that in review^ the data, it looks like there it was a CO

.ffset and we were ust trying to see if we could explain it

l W bit. Awhile ago when you were going through your

Jhu o report for us, we did not see any-MlSl film taken up

:!;;;; ;:,: .^»i«d i» yo ur M0 9 2 r«n ^ ay .
c . n y 0U d.n.,

that lor us please
CDK

none taken

.

We're checking on r /. check 1 is t ,
there was.

CDR

1 1 bit

Okey doke

.

Chalk up two for us .

Okay, we Knt that one. On - might talk a

U,out visual ops, I don't know if. you noticed but

_ v, been calling out on - when we've been sending up the

special Vis ops pad (or you to do obs e r va t i o n pn ma r i 1

y

or southing of that nature and what we're gong to n th<

future is to note that on your detail pad, if it s really only

observations we want and there's no other Information r« I red.

^.'-/^^^^
? T-^^
o»or ow"!t sav. he's got a pad and we have de 1 e t e d thai

:

one.

cnK Crip, you cut out then, you must ve aad a

little drop out. you better try that one again
, |llliloVL. r

. Okav, I'm sorry, we - we had a handover.

U call's out on the SHI's details tonorr»w. A21 »...«. held

wh.ro it says observe only and then it says p ad and h
i

rt.
(

wis really no additional information to go with h..t so wc re

not planning on sanding a pad up in as s oc i n t i on w i t h x t.
_

. .. .
,

COR Okay, we'll delete that. The p.,d that
C

C C Rog, okav. Also in relation to the evening

stilus report, it would appear that sometimes when you talk

! ut th/owin away clothes that you're -Iking about -

-

you ve

ma ybe been holding the. on hand fcr a a.ys to -e th em as

rags or something and really in the report what the PI 8 * n

tere.ted in getting is when you take them off and not nece-sariiy

when you throw then away. So in the future in the evening status
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report if you would relate to i>8 th« clothes that arc K»oved

for the day. Not planned to be put back on, I guess.
for ll

^ R

day- »*

Yeahi but Bill doea w ,;a r his for 4 days.
;

,

cc Sounds like a personal problem.

rns okay , wo' 11 do that.

PP Very good. One other item for I think

we promised Ed. we were' going to have an 18D p ad up t on i gh

t

so that you guys could go over that, and we've tried our

s but'unfortunately we haven't been able to --eed
Bill Lenoir is over in the SI.* ri ght now r unn i n gw i t

,
t h -

is the latest pad but we aren't going to have tl.t r y
,

before you guys rutin; for this evening hd ,
»H w.l giyi yni

, pretty good rundown c. 1 wl.-.i the thing - what we're planning

n
P
oU for tomorrow verbally .hi. »orning ^^^^^

ih-ifimln if y«u would like or bchl we can do otheiw se is

)usl to «Vave the pads onbnaid tonight wh i I e you're asleep so you

cm\ look at then in the morning, fri-
slM Let's go ahead and run over it again, Crip.
'
cc Okav. basically we ' re gonna ha ve the

JOP 18D pad like we'd always planned so you can fill it in

on your checklist. And you're going to go ahead and do

» v maneuver out so that you're - if the conet cones up .n

"bout the 6 o'clock of your field of view and you 11 go ahead

ind do the 52 photographs. Okay, following that in this pad

it's going to refer vo u to a specif test which is on it -

a different pad. A JOY 181) pointing p.*d. And in it we re

olnF to ask you to go through a series o I maneuve rs wh i eh

Allows us to determine i, the problem has been assoo ated

^
r the pioblem w* got on : he Jnh t tine w a. assoc.

,
n te d With

oil and I believe that in .fairly sell cxpla
1 ly ) us t man eu vi-

and raak ing sure thatit. wh;it we* re asking, you^

it back «ind forth al a si..,,.....

j-ues along that axis. And we are Riving you M'eci u
that ve determined f « on your last pointing lest, a specilic

ro ,l offset that ...
okiv< cr;p jn<| wu worfc tha , Rtr hl

otf the pad, wc don't need a JOP summary sheet or any other

pnper associated wlth^lt^ ^^.^ Qff lhtf paJ lhal

can do this And when you ge t l o

,.nd o) that you go ahead and go back to the JOP 1 80

s ,
' Pi^ up'the repositioning for doing 1 ilC »™ ^

portions of it. Now the maneuvering cn t h. s s oc c i a, test

will rrobably carry you around through one whole pass,

hop, that you're going to be able to complete it on that one

•,„d then get into the 82 h on the next tine that you ge t

comet rise. Hut if you don't we do want to do the pointing
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Sl'T

to the point of overriding the 82B ^uff.

Okay and to what is the magnitude of the

thai we'll be working with. .V u* ol .

cc Think you night have n>e there. We g %

Wrc tor you shortly. We're going to go lu S in

30 second! and we're going to have you agai n »v r

J
?n-5 Binutc. But that', going to b, your m*d I

»

at 01:25. Honeysuckle lollows at 02:11. 02. 1
anu

.
l( , , n<1 LlJ ik to you a tittle bit more about it .

ahead and V
Cj inUed ;|boul a ,ow,t

rls , lll.r. and that would i -p 1 y that it ...id which

wonder how mirh of the orbii is not usable.
_

. rc Okay, we' re y.oiny. to go """" ""

mi »i ronut rise you'll get fc« I and then we'll tome

I'll talk to you later.

CC Yes sir.

END OF TAPE
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I' AO We've had loss of siRnal through
We 11 reacquire again in about 38 ainutea. At 1 houminutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control

fcND OK lAI'E
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PXO - - (garble). The report of phystcan -

the attending physican on the health of the crew, and I'll

read that to you. The crew health is good. The pilot's

rash is subsiding tinder directive care. Observation over

the r.fxt few days will help us differentiate among the

possible specific ideologies . And that is the end of the v

report, it was signed by Dr. erald Hordinsky. 10 seconds

until we acquire the spacecraft at the Honeysuckle tracking

station. '

'

CC Skylab, Houston, I've got you for 30 seconds

to tell you we're going to get you stateside, at 02:41 over

Texas, that's about 30 minutes away.
CDR Roger, how does the condensate Delta P

look?
'

CC We show it at. 41, it's dropped off what -

slightly from what we thought initially.
CDR Okay. That procedure's all complete

CC Very good , thank you . And for Ed's

information, and Terry's there's going to be a star and It's

plus 1.2 and i can talk to hin some more over stateside.

PAO It was a short pass through the Honeysuckle

tracking site. We'll acquire then again in 27 minutes. At

2 hours 13 minutes Greenwich ciean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This Is Skylab Control at 2 hours

41 ninutes Greenwich mean tine. Coming up on Texas and

r,olS "one on this pans acroaa the states. About C second

away from acquiring the space station for probably the last

tonight in an much as it is a plan to put the crew to

bed a hour early, since they were awaken at 4 a.m. central

standard time this morning, to do an F.REP pass.

p A 9 We're f, t and lag by.

rc
v

Skylab, Houston we're AOS through

Gold.tone and we have you for abou tf 10 ^ e

w^;
i' S

'

Skylab, we see that we've got all of. our VTR info on re

going co take and rewind it for dump, so it's not available

f o r y ou r use .

cpt Roger, Crip.
rr* And also if it's convenient for somebody,

we would appreciate it if they could give us a frane remaining

county the ATM C^to^ht.^^^
0005V 0616,

°
3809

'copy
6

that Ed. And if the CDR Is available

I would like to .k one little question about put ting things

down on flight p»<ms.
Cor Co ahead,

cc Ror, Jer and looking at the flight plans
^

chat you had today, it's obviouu to me how I would have Probably,

erded'up missing chat 151 that you had scheduled
^ ^ _ ^ f 'down

it sort of followed the split in the page plus it s put down

in the very bottom. We were trying to think of ways that we

„ ght of made that clearer to you. One of them of course is to

t up before the item or the experiment that is to be
.

-

photc raphed, which we will try to do in the future. The
.
other

item we were considering doing, and we were wondering uhcthir

it was worthwhile or nor. was putting it in details. Do you -

would something like that help or just make your details

l0nRP
CDR No Crip, I think this was sort of an

isolated case. I think probably the way we're doing it is

o k

a
"

I think probably the most helpful thing would be for me

to have the CAP COKM say don't forget.

cc Okay, we'll ce-tainly try t <i do that in,

t.ic f

^£
re> ve TA '

That . s hov you kept us. from messing up

noZ updates and missing those all the tir.e, and this might be

.nether good way. ^ ^ ^ of tho>e

l«ttle items as we go through the flight plan In the uture.

And hat's abouL all the Items 1 had, exercise ne
.
had this

evening The DEI.TA-P is looking good on the condensate tan*
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ii'ii-uu
1 '-"" »« r„i:.

h
.";«.

r

i« - «-« « » -
through at your convenience.

rnw Okay, 1 think we're all ready.
™*

oi'y everybody down here in the MOCR

enjoys tryin, to hear «, trying co read the evenln,. new,

al3 °-
rmi Do you use sound effects like Bruce does?

£c So/l don't - I'm not a, good as Bruce

CDR
cc °fc»y

That's af f irmative
Okiv verv Rood. I'll press on and try

to Kive so... pev" then' «» ».v* -liced ujr.»h.

ji.;!:::::';,'!,!;"-}: r^r^
..s'ir. « •«:»» r ";i:' J :i:::.

t" u

„as »«U1»8 on l«
1
« «s

<J« physical .» t h r opolos i *<:

that U the report^ 1
<^ / "

.^tersan noted
niM-un ... «. vht «* d

d J 'sL-vhat older than the

M^i™. i« v >r J, 1,?,"* »„th r opo > „« 1 s
t

Richard

Cut, chiel .»«,» adviser *»»»»;"''''"
,

:ll"w Veonesd.v ». Id k tin, » «»
" - »

ration!,*. Simon has said he expe.:t s a =«^ ; ^
to be cade this week And speaK n f, < f •

r, ^
ihe-c:

l

Ea,^ :--rl- - V; o :i';

!^r;s :^e.,r., s
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4, Maryland 5, North Carolina State 6, and Indiana 7.

AP poll has UCLA nunber 1, Maryland number 2, Norte Dame
North Carolina 4, North Carolina Staue 5, Marquette 6,
and Indiana number 7.* The Wolfpack of North Carolina Sta
beat Kansas in the Liberty Bowl last night by a Store of
31 to 18. And the Reno Turf Club haft picked -

END OF TAPE
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rc North Carolina State, 5, Marque t te 6

,

cc
. r 7 Th« wolf o*ck of North Carolina htate

ir:;: r^irS i'.:T:r-:!l:';;/:s.:"^;:;»
:
;'

are both rated at 4 to 1. And also too y
lu nchea

ve ,l...d th. ><">«•
,. t the . to u„ rk ... up

starting «y news report tonlftnt. i

3 ° f

J pT
lne9

' W.ll. that's show bU.

cSr II!" you guys in the MOCR better be

careful you're go ln

%
to ^poil M« ^ that yet .

SPT say, Crip. You gonna read the news,

cr Thank you .

r C You're kind of like the (garble).
.

r
C
r SPT. Houston, I'- assuming Ed that you ve

,H "-.r. questions that I c.n ^ y-u^that^
JOP 130 you got t omo rrow. Still trying iw

the
Yeah, Crip. The question which I had

wa* hoi -uch tl-e do ve have of co»non viewing tine verse,

che tine that It's U-ble)^
^ i _ ^ ^

all that question. ^ know o , w , a , fractlon

of the orbit will we'bTable !o see the co.et and what period

of will we not bj^bl.^oT ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^
answer fairly

£d ue , vc got you for about another

up there a little while

.
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CC Okay, I 'n sorry I dropped out. We're
1 atnute from LOS and we 1

rs going to say good night to you
here. Madrid if you need to call us is going to be at
03:02. That's only about 5-1/2 minutes away. The times
thai the thin? is available Is almost the whole day light
a ld« . And it's for example, it' d on the first time it's
going to be from 15:39 to 16:34 and 17:12 to 18:07 on the
second rev.

SPT Okay, Crip, thanks very much.
CC okevdoke, I think it'll be pretty

clear once you got a chance to take the pad and go through..
It tomorrow morning. And w have allotted the hour that
you ' ve reques t od , take down and put it on your JOP sheet,

SPT Okay, ] see thit in the flight plan,
thanks very much for that, Bake it got a lot smoother f'n
sure, What tin** ii the first maneuver?

CC Maneuver tint* is going to be &o at hole
at 15:51. And that's* that's first estimate on this thlnp
that don't— well It's probably our - about our six estinat
but that is still eing looked at in the SLS right now, but
it should be okay

.

SPT Okay, I guess that's your first and
final Uarb le)

CC That's affirmative. Ya'll need to
maneuver out ti> it once and then we'll corse back later.
Go i nt! over the hill.

PAO The Spacecraft Communicator gave thv
crew a good night for this day. iiowever, v<> 1 re about
3 minutes away from Madrid. And we'll keep the line ur>

for the pass throuRh Madrid. There's a r<al good ponsi-
bilitv that we'll have some au>re communication.

KND OP TAPE
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CC
CDR
CC
CDR
?AO

(Hi.8ic).
Good night , Cr lp.

Nighty-night guys.

Okay, ve * U name the next »oth Irene.

And with the playing ever so softly "
PAO And witli me piayuiR »v«i .v ».

lr.no OoodnUhi. Goodnight Iron*. I'll See You Jo .y »r*^*

'he ground, tonight, sentimentally tucked the ™ «««

Into bed. on thU the Jlrd day oi the nU"ion. V. 1»
-

we'll conclude the b ro.idc as l i n* at this tine. At ' ™»*«

12 ilnutes 56 svconda Greenwich aean time, this is SVylab

Control.

END OK TAPF
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P A0 Skylab Control at 12 hours 28 minutes

and 47 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab crew is about

to be awakened at the Goldstone tracking antenna. We're

50 seconds now from acquisition of signal there. The pass

through Goldstone will last a little less than 5 minutes.

Flight Director at this time is Milton Windier, and the CAP

COMM Is Carl Kenize. We're going live now for air-to-ground ..,

at Goldstone in California.
CC Skylab, this is Houston wishing you a

very good morning on the morning of mission day 34.

CDR Good morning, Houston.
CC Skylab, this is Houston talking to you

through Goldstone at the moment. We have about i minute to

LOS. And we'll see you at Vanguard in about 18 minutes at

12:52.
PAO SKylab Control at 12 hours 35 Tiinutts

and 36 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is out of range of the Goldstone tracking antenna. We're

16-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition of signal which will

be at Vanguard. This is Skylab Control 35 minutes and 50 seconds

after the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 51 minutes and
12 seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now about 5.5 seconds
from acquisition of signal through Vanguard tracking station,
where we'll have . 10t1/2 minute pass , Spacec raf t communicator
at this time Is Karl Henlte. Expect a change of shift briefing
this morning, sometime after 8 o ' c lock . The re will be a Flight
Managment Team meeting first and

PAO We'ra live, now at Vanguard.
CC Skylab, This is Hous ton . Th rough Vanguard

for the next 10 minutes. Be advised that we will be turning
on the primary coolant loop in the next few minutes and you
can expect the caution and warning light.

CDR Ready. Karl.
CC And, I've been asked to remind the pilot

about the documentary photo DP13 thl3 morning of the BHHD

.

The photo pad is on board for that and also on the film threat!
pad, that's message 3 4 06 A, we should have included the follow in
note, and I'll repeat this later if you want it, but before
you thread, transport 07, pull out 6 feet cf film from CI74
and cut it off.

PLT Thank you very much. 1 was getting ready
to do that.

CC Great.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahe a J , Ed .

SPT Because P59 has erupted and is no longer
very close to the disk, there's very few remannts of it left.
Do they want me to press on with the JOP 26, as I am right now
which is based on looking at P59?

CC Stand by on that one.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to send up

a nav update and need the DAS for a couple of minutes.
SPT You 've go t it .

CC Ed, this is Houston. They say that we 'J

like to go ahead with JOP 26 but, following that we're not
interested In JOP 25, we'd like to have you gu ahead with the
shopping list according to your best judgment.

SPT Okay, thank you.
CC On active region 00, they say.
SPT That's where I'd be headed it, thank you.
CC Ed, This is Houston. We'd like to have

the high voltage on, on the X-REA. Thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We have LOS in

1 minute. The primary coolant loop is looking in good shape
and we hope you enjoy the slight additional cooling you might
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get. And, we'll be seeing you over Tananarive In about

1 3 minutes , that 's at 13:15.
SPT Roger

.

PAO Sky lab Control at 13 hours 2 minutes and

37 seconds, We're now LOS at Vanguard. Our next acquisition Is

12-1/2 minutes away. Skylab crewmen Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson

and Bill Pogue begin their 34th day In orbit today. And, they'll

be taking their first look « t Kohoutek this morning wl ;h the

solar instruments on the Apollo telescope mount. The crew

will be observing the comet against a galactic background
and obtaining baseline data for calibration purposes during
two orbits today. Ed Gibson and Gerald Carr are scheduled to

be working at the console. The ATM instruments to be used

for viewing the comet and recording data will be the S052 ,
white

light coronagraph, S055, ultraviolet scanning po 1 y ch r oma t o

r

spec troheliometer and S082, ultraviolet s pec t r ohe 1 log r aph

and the S056, X-ray event ultraviolet telescope. During the

tirst orbit of Kohoutek observation this morning the S052,

white light coronagraph will obtain polarization and morphological
variation of the coma and tall of the comet. The data

will provide density structure for the comet and the

determination of the comet's tail's mass. The S052 equipment has

the advantage of being in the visible range, that is to say

from approximately 4000 to 7000 angstroms. It's a solar

coronagraph, there are similar instruments on Earth-based at

Earth-based observatory but, because this one operates outside

the Earth's atnosphere, it provides much higher contrast
photography as the conet moves in closer to the Sun. The

a traos - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - at Earth-based observatories , but

because this one operates outside the Earth's atmosphere it

provides much higher contrast photography as the comet moves
in closer to the Sun. The atmosphere obscures most observations
of the comet by Earth instruments and, of course, the corona-
graph is one of the most affected by it. The S056 X-ray

event , ultraviolet telescope, will be used to observe X-ray
fluorescence and radiation in the 2- to 33-angstrom range
excited by by solar X-ray activities. The S056 observations
will be unique and exploratory in nature. The X-ray instrument
will make the first observation of a comet by an X-ray
telescope. About a 27 minute photographic exposure will
te taken of the comet. Also during the first orbit of

Kohoutek viewing the ATM precise pointing checks will be made

by the crew, pointing - by pointing the ATM instruments at

a star, in this case Alpha Scorpius, which is better known as

Antares. The crew will try to move this star to different
positions in the field of view on the TV display grid. A

similar activity was participated in by the crew using the

planet Mercury as a pointing object. On the second orbit
of the Kohoutek observation the experiments S082B and S055
will be pointed at the comet. S053 data, which is transmitted
to the ground, will provide information on the hydrogen
emission simultaneously on hydrogen Lyman-a 1 pha , beta and

gamma, and the Lyman continuum which will give data on the

radiance of the hydrogen halo of the comet. Lyman-alpha
radiation is emmitted by hydrogen in the far ultraviolet
range at about 1200 and - at 1216 angstroms. It was first
observed in the solar spectrum by rocket-borne spectrographs.
Far ultraviolet radiation, of course, cannot reach the

Earth's surface because it is scattered by the atmosphere.
Also on the second Kohoutek obsto - observations the S082B
ultraviolet spec trohe 1 tograph will be used to obtain data.
The data obtained by S082B will be analyzed to deternine
metallic diatomic and polyatomic emission lines which are

recorded and thus provide some unique data on the chemical,

composition of the comet. S082B film, a special load w*h made
for comet observations which is much more sensitive to

light than that usually used for observing the Sun. Part

of the reason for postponing observations until today was

to allow that film to come into a position on - in the film
pack. There are approximately 400 frames available for viewing.
The S082B spec troresolution will allow analysis of line

profiles to determine temperature and pressure of the comet.

The spacial resolution will allow analysis for effects of

solar radiation and solar wind and the ionization and decay rates
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of the observed constituents. S082B has the "V** 1*}*^"^'
of oetng able to obtain high-resolution 'Petrography in he

ultraviolet region of particular interest to comet scientists.

C nirK^ute^s approaching the Sun fro™ a - fro. a d stance

of about of 100 - from a distance of about 37 mi 1

1

ion
'

I 's about 106 million miles from the Earth, «n In an orbi

nat makes it approximately stationary in regard to. the Earth.

1M oresent rate of speed in relation to the Sun Is 1S7.UUU

» e .ou . For Earth observers it appears to be In

rne constellation Scorpius and will pass inside the orbit o

Mercury tomorrow, December 20th, to become the Sun', nearest

neighbor. Kohoutek is scheduled to pass pe r ihe 1 on orbits

closest approach to the Sun, at 4:24 am. c en tr a 1 a and a r

d

i,e on December 28th. At that time the come t
lo cl y

will

hP more than 250,000 miles per hour, and it s distance trom

the Sun u" a little over 13 million miles The come s

closest approach to Earth will be J anua ry 15 9 4. It wi 11

ilion «ilea from the Sun, and have a rate of speed

of about 118,000 miles as it's slowed by the Sun's gravity

wni e U' a trying to move away. Caution should be observed

while viewing the comet near the Sun in the morning twilight

skv between now and December 28th and in the evening sky

from the surface of the Earth where the atmosphere in er eres

t n ially with readings of exact light. Prap.r.
t

on -

also photos today will be made with the u It ra v i

o

\e t 3 t ella

r

a trUomv or S019 camera. That's scheduled for :4 8
p.m.

Preparations for tomorrow's M509 ma neuve r ing e x < r c I ae w 1

1

he made by Carr and Pogue this morning. ^
To so *c

the batteries for the maneuvering unit. Pogue vui ao » w

necks" of !he S063 ultraviolet airglow horizon photograph,

equipment, and the T02 5 3 5 -mi 1 1 I me t e r Nikon camera -
-

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - solar astronomy or S019 camera. That's
scheduled for 5:48 p.m. Preparations for tomorrow's M509
maneuvering unit exercise will be made by Carr and Pogue
this morning. They'll be charging the batteries for the
maneuvering unit. Pogue will do aone checks of the S063
ultrovlolet alrglow horizon photography equipment and the
T025 : 35«-mll limeter Nikon camera to have it ready for the
Kohoutek photography scheduled 'luring the spacewalk on
Christmas Day. During the the think - Thanksgiving Day
spacewalk, the crewmen were unable to continue operation of
the knob on the camera that sets the exposure time. It

started free wheeling and they were unable, to chanRe the settings
after 5 frames were taken. So the experiment was brought
back inside Skylab without completing the plcnned number of

exposures. All three crewmen will be manning the solar
console today for acquiring data on the Sun. There are
eiRht sessions scheduled at the ATM with a little over 5 hours
of data take. The crew will be looking at s o 1 % r prominence
using JOP 4 on the northeast limb of the Sun. Solar scientist
had hoped that it would develop into something big, but during
the night it began erruptlng but not with the spectacular
results that had been expected. Synoptic observations of
the Sun will be continued and an active region will be
observed as it moves across the Sun. Today, Ed Gibson will
be the subject for M092/M171 lower body negative pressure
metabolic activity medical experiment. Carr will be the
observer. Handheld photo targets for today include two this
morning at 08:50 a.m. by Bill Pogue. He's scheduled to shoot
the Narabid Desert dunes in Southwest Africa and the Okovango
swamps in Northern Botswana. The Okovango swamp that has
pointed out a few days ago in a briefing to the crew is

believed to be a possible end result that may occur as veil
in Mali which is now suffering from drought. At 5:45, Ed

Gibson is scheduled to shoot handheld photos of insecting
infestation near Peruth, Australia. An optional handheld
photo target for today is metropolitan development
patterns in l.apoz, Bolivia. Today the astronauts will be
pointing their Skylab solar telescope at the conet Kohoutek. That
will be the first time that's been done on this mission. And
of course the first manned observations from space of the
comet using such large instruments. There are four instruments
altogether observing the comet as it moves at a speed of

157,000 miles an hour. Morning observation of the comet will
provide scientist in mission Control with their first electronic
look at Kohoutek from Skylab. The comet has been extensivley
recorded already by Skylab cameras with the film scheduled
to be returned by the crew in early February. But today
some data is going to be transmitted direct to ground stations
and relayed here to Mission Control. In addition to scanning
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"

the ultraviolet radiation produced by the large cloud of

hydrogen around the comet's snail nucleus, the astronauts
wil) transmit their first television pictures to reveal details

of Kohoutek's size, shape, density and light intensity. That

is, of course, in addition to the photography and uses two

of the solar instruments. Earth observers have had

very poor view of the comet as it's blotted out by nornlng

twilight and it's become virtually impossible to gather useful dat

except for the radio astronomy instruments, now from the surface

of the Farth. Skylab's expected to provide an immense bonus
of information on the comet, which is already the most

intensively studied in history. We're about 'A minutes and

50 seconds from acquisition at Tananarive. We'll leave the

line up now for air-to-ground there. The pass through Tananarive
will last about 10-1/2 minutes. Flight Director is Milton
Windier. But we've now begun a process of a handover to

Charles Lewis who's coming on duty. And Carl Her.ize is the

spacecraft c on nun i c a t o r . Hilton Windier will be available
foi a change-of -shift briefing following a Flight Management
Team Meeting which begins shortly after 8 o'clock this morning.
We'll see if we can get a more definite time on that. He

said he'd like to do it immediately thereafter, miRht be in

a range of 8:30 to 9:00 a.m. central standard tine this

morning. Still a few hours away. This is Skylab Control
and we're about 2 minutes from Tananarive. We'll leave the

line up live for air-to-ground there.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, this Is Houston through
Tananarive for the next 9 minutes.

CDR Roger , Carl.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We have

2 minutes to LOS. Reception is pretty poor. We'll see you

over Hawaii at 14:00, about 34 minutes from now.

KND OF TAPE
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CC We'll have you at 14;0Q, about 34 minutes
from now .

CC Houston, this is Skylab. 1 minute to LOS

,

see you over Hawaii at 14:00.
CDR Thank you, Carl.
PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 26 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is out of range
now of the antenna at Tananarive. Our next acquisition Is

about 31-1/2 minutes away at Hawaii on the hour. This morning
at Vanguard the primary coolant loop was brought on line. That's
the airlock module cclant loop, and one of the main systems
one also that had been leaking. The primary coolant loon was
brought on line to help keep temperatures down in the orbital
workshop. There are some readings now - sensors indicating
78 to 79 degrees in there, at least in part, a result of the
high Beta angle, that is to say, the large amount of time the
Skylab space station has been spending in the Sun. So we've
got double cooling now to keep Jt a little cooler in there. Next
acquisition is 34 minutes away. This Is Skylab Control at
26 minutes and 45 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAFF
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PA0 Skylab Control at 13 hours 59 minutes

and 38 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

is just about to come within range of the tracking antenna

at Hawaii. The pass through Hawaii will 1 as t about 7
-

1 / 2

_

nlnutes. The changeover has just been concluded here. The

Flight Director now on duty Is Charles Lewis, and the space-

craft communicator is Hank Hartsfleld. Milton Windier sa d

he'll be available approximately 8:30 for a change of shift

briefing In the Building 1 briefing room. We're live now

for air-to-ground at Hawaii.
CC Skylab, Houston; through Hawaii tor

7-1/2 minutes. Good morning from the Bronze team.

CBR Good morning, good morning.

CC CDR ,
Houston.

CDR Roger ,
go ahead .

cc Jer, something we should have got up

earlier and we - we let It slip here; on your next ATM pass

we would like for you to align the electronic crosshairs

to the comet overlay.
CDR Okay, Hank, I'll line It to the .enter

of the occulting disk.
SPI Hank, ihe wav we plan align those is to

put the overlay on the occulting disk and center that r, s best

we can and then use the crosshairs at the very center

to mark (garble) overlay. But the objective is to put it on

at the center of the occulting disk which you can do by using

the overlay.
CC Okay, we copy that, Ed.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're still discussing

that pointing alignment down here on the electronic crosshairs.

And I think you said it right, but just let's verify here

After you center the overlay on the S052 field of view then

we align the crosshairs, electronic crosshairs, on the dot

which is right in the center.
CDR Yeah , that ' s r lght

.

cc Skvlab, Houston; we're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you at Vanguard in 22 minutes. And

advise that the JOP 18 maneuver pad calls for a Nu-Z update

I think, starting at a window of about 14:08. We won t need

that now since we got one earlier today.

CDR Roger.

PA0 Skvlab Control at 14 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has passed out

of range of the tracking antenna on the Hawaiian Islands.

Our next acquisition is 20 minutes away at Vanguard. mis

la Skylab Control at 9 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 26 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now about 3*1/2 minutes from
acquisition at Vanguard. The Flight Management Team meeting
Is not yet completed, here in the Mission Control building.
But, we expect it to be over shortly. Flight Director Milton
Windier has indicated he'd like, as soon as possible, to complete
that change-of-shl f t briefing in the building 1 briefing room.
So, we're going to hold the Vanguard pass recorded for replay
after the press conference. We don't have an exact time, he
indicated he'd try and get over there shortly after 8:30, so
we'll hang on to the Vanguard pass until that change -o f -sh i f

t

briefing is able to get started in building 1. We expect
that that should be able to begin between 8:30 and 8:45.
This is Skylab Control. It's now 26-1/2 minutes after the
hou r .

END OF TAPF
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PAO Sky lab Control ac 14 hours 45 minutes
Greenwich nean time. Hilton Windier It still here In the

building - In the building 30, Mission Control Center. He

has not yet left for building 1, so we're going to begin
playing back that Vanguard pass. We expect the change of

shift is going to be delayed until 9 o'clock central standard tine
that's IS Rlnules fron now. Here is the Vanguard pass Just
cone 1 uded .

CC Skylab, Houston. With the ATM conference.
Over.

SPT Morning, Bill, go ahead.
MCC Okay. Let me hit you real quick here with

a couple of solar topics and then I'll get into JOP 18-D discussion
if you'd like. Okay, on the Sun, you've already seen that

T59 lifted off last night, the remaining snail portion of it

ve feel may not actually be the old S37, but it's probably
old S39, which is why it's still there. Double 0 has increased
its activity, three flares last evening. C-l a sub normal and a

1 normal. So big words required there. If you're having
difficulty locating the neutral line, you've got a lot of

company and wc anticipate possibly, increased activity for the

next 24 to 48 hours out of that. If you're looking at the

H-alpha, there's a potential new bypolar region coming out

right belov 03, we don't know what to make of that Just yet.
Toward (garble) - -

SPT 03?

MCC Yeah; right below 02, NO A A sees a little
bitty bypolar - bypole coming out there. And, the plan for

today had concentrated almost exclusively on P59 , which is

no longer around. NOAA doesn't really know whether it's
liable to reform or not. In all likely hood we will be

replanning the ATM passes, after the comet maneuver, charging
the emphasis fron P59 to active region 00, and you might Just
file that in the back of your mind for thinking about here.
We've got 7 minutes left on this pass. Let me see what
questions you've got and then I'll talk 18 delta with you.

SPT Okay, Just a couple of comments. Last
night, which I didn't - I believe we didn't mention a 1 r - 1 o- g r ound
ve did see the - the stroaner out there above P 5 9 becone a little
broader at the base rxpecially towards the south and I'm wondering
whether that was the initial part of that branching off. I think
going to active region 10 is a good plan. I had trouble, as

you }ust pointed out, finding the neutral line. But I chased it
all around, I ended up with an isolated fold up here toward
the north and I'd like some better words from you if I cou.'d
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later on, once we start worklnR It. Over on 18 delta, I got - I

got a couple of questions lined up here and unless you got something

specific why don't you let ne ask them?

HCC Okay, why don't you ask your questions

and then I've almost got a walk through here of pointing

out Important things I've picked up on the SLS and other

thoughts. So go ahead with yours.
SPT Okay. Step 21. It says star STDN data

only, do not use star tracker for naneuverlng, and yet we

have all the information. I - That information there

is only to you - You Just cannot find anything at all In the

52 field of view. That was the reason it was put In there

and I was still using that in that Instance and I'm wondering

why It was put in there to not use it for maneuvering.

HCC Okay, the problem there is, that even if

you don't see anything, you can't use it. The comet is moving

at 8 arc - 8 arc minutes per hour and the star tracker gimbal

angles are only valii at one given tine that is toward the beginning

of the first orbit and really we'd have to provide you with

a matrics of gimbal angles updated every 5 minutes in order

for that to be useful information. If you do the JOP as

printed now, with those star tracker angles, the maneuver

you made would point you to where the comet was probably an

hour and a half ago, by the time you get around to doing that.

We'll use your inner and outer gimbal angle numbers to compute

after the fact where the various maneuvers had you, but we

don't feel at this time that we can use the star to point us.

We should get that fixed up for next tine, but for now, we

just can't do it. And the C's the C metric probably should not

have been sent.
S PT Okay; very good. I understand now. On

step 25. It says to - Before each 82B exposure meaneuvvr to

place comet in the 52 field of view and repeat step 18 to place

82B at comet - comet. The question there Is, do you mean

before each exposure - That means after the SHORT exposure, wait

for exposure of 20 minutes, we repoint before the LONG WAVKLENGTH

exposure of 20 - of 7 minutes and if so, what do we do with 56 which

has got an exposure of 27 minutes?
yjee That's affirmative. You do repoint at

the end of the 20-second SHORT prior to the initiation of the

7 - 20-minute SHORT prior to 7-minute LONG. You leave

56 open, you will not be off very long and there - they've

j,ot that long in t e r g r a t i on and don't feel that that will

effect them adversely that much. This again is due to the

8 arc minute per hour motion. We did not have enough time
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for Che computer to coapute the motion compensation the JOP
was set up for In step 25. Again, we promise that for future
18 deltas, but this one we Just couldn't make it. This Is

our work around that repolnts us. Over.
SPT Okay. It also says to repolnt and take

additional exposure in 82B WAV EL ENTH LONG. By repoint, do

you mean again to the comet nucleus and also where is the

axis of the nucleus - I'm sorry, the axis of the comet
relative to the slit, what's the angles?

MCC Okay, yes we do mean to repolnt again.
You should find that the comet tail will be streaming off
to your right. The motion is to your left and the Sun would
be toward the left. So, that if you had the maneuver that

put the slit slightly to the left of the nucleus, coiiet

motion would carry the nucleus through the slit eventually.
So, that that's the direction and the attitude. Over,

SPT So, when we initially point at the nucleus
Ideally then what we're going to see is the nucleus and then

the (garble) tail, if we wait long enough.
MCC That's right and the SHORT WAVELENGTH 82B

of course, is looking at Lyman alfa, which is like a 2 degree
target so there's no real criticality on the pointing there.
The LONG WAVELENGTH is looking prlmarly at the OH and CN

radicals, with like a 2 arc minute nucleus, so that those
are the ones for which the pointing Is very critical. And,

that's why ve have to play the game to peak up before each
LONG exposure. Over.

SPT Okay. Very good. 1 understand.
MCC Okay. I'm not going to get any where near

through my list here Incidentally, I'll be standing by here
In the MOCR, if you've got any questions of rae , I'll be

standing by through your JOP 18D. The 55 GRATINC we have
initially given you both OPTICAL and MECH REF numbers, because
you will be starting with it probably in OPTICAL REF. We never
change the grating so that - just leave it in wherever it

is. OPTICAL or MF.CH REF. A reminder here from KSCD,
in step 10, we do not do the momentum bias, but you do do the

rest of step 10, the ACT SUN SENSOR reconfiguration. When
ycu first acquire you should find the comet at about 6 o'clock
about mid way in your overlay field of view. The first thing
you do is p. maneuver - let me break here, we've k o t 1 minute
til LOS. Tananarive Is next in 16 minutes. And, it's not
very long, we may miss it, after that is Hawaii - -

END OF TAPE
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HCC - - let'i just leave it in wherever

it is, optical or MKCH ref. A reminder here from ASCO l«< step

10; we do not do the momentum bias but you do do the rest

of atep 10, the ACQ SUN SENSOR reconfigurations. When you

first acquire you should find the comet at about 6 o'clock

about midway in your overlay field of view. The first thing

you do is a maneuver - let me break here. We've got I minute

to LOS. Tananarive is next in 16 minutes. And it's not

very long; we nay aiss it. After that is Hawaii in 58 minutes

from i.-jw. Okay, so you make a slight maneuver to put the

head over to the left and gut as much of the tail into

the 52 field of view as you can. There's no hurry here.

The ASAP for starting BB30 just indicates that we don't have

a time to put there. Whenever you're ready, go ahead and

start. We will be - you'll be putting the overlay on with

our best guess as to the bias, 56:50, which is plus 250.

One thing is watch out, we now have a 90-degree roll-in which

makes it easy to confuse the X- and Y«axes if you're thinking

of zero roll. And also in the simulator, especially, you

need to pay a lot of attention to the paralax problem to

repoint your head at the same position. Antares should be

in there, and it's a 1.2 magnitude star. And it looks like

we're Just about LOS. We can talk to you next.

PAO Skylab Control, that concludes the Vanguard
pass. We're coming up on acquisition of signal now at Tananarive
where we have <; minutes. Immediately after this, Milton Windier,
who'i now enrouie to Building 1, will be available for our

chance of shift briefing there. That'll be about U cr 5 minutes
from now

.

MCC Okay, Ed, we're back with you here through
Tananarive. We may not last very long. Hawaii will be the

last pass prior to maneuver initiate. That's 40 minutes
from now, and it'll be about a 9-minute pass. Let ne fiive

you opportunity for questions. Over.
SPT Bill, I'm still working through the

pointing test. I don't see anything that - any major questions,
we've Just taken a little time to go through it all.

HCC Okay, lot ne Just hit a couple of more
high points here and then I'll finish off at Hawaii. On the

pointing test pad, steps 2 and 3, we've got three places where
there is five - oh, like five symbols. We apologize for that,

that should have been a line where you could write. And it's

goinfc to be hard to write over those, but l don't want you to

think that that's a number that we're giving you. Those

should be your place to write. On the pointing test take

as long as necessary, even if it takes the entire second orbit.
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S FT 8111, let's go back to procedures (garble).

(Inaudible) You can turn out (garble) on the axli If you

want a straight Y-axis or X-axis maneuver. Is that affirm?
MCC That's affirmative. What we *ay is

approximate and then Just make your maneuver. If you're right

on the axis, great; If not you're Just looking that you

parallel the proper axes.
S FT Okay, and those maneuvers are the desired

X and Y should have negative (garble). Is that affirm?

MCC That's affirmative. We've written down

XB itself, and XM then is X-P minus X-B.

SPT Okay; very good. I'll see It written
above (garble).

SPT Okay, It (garble) taking a long, time to

go through all this.
MCC Okay, I certainly understand. We're sorry

we didn't get it to you last night. On the overshoot measure
when we get that number, if you downlink that to us, we'll
try to get word up to you as to what to do about it if any-

thing. And looks like we're going over the hill here. We'll

see you In Hawaii in 17 minutes.
SPT Looks like the only thing you can do with

it is try to figure out what percentage it is. That is,

going back from octals to decimals, figure a percent, put that

into our HP35 and then we've got to take it, convert everything
back toward the decimal and octal again to make it work.

MCC That's one thing. There's a lot o! thought

here, though, that it nay not be a percentage, it may he

a constant overshoot which will be real easy to handle while
still in octal.

SPT You put aunit - a 0.01-degrer maneuver
in it would overshoot?

MCC Well, that's the one thing we're not sure

of, that's why we're making the 2 20- o c t a 1 - un i t maneuvers,

and then later the 30- unit to see if the overshoot is the

same,
SPT Un de r s t and

.

END OF TAPE
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tkQ Skylab Control »t IS hour* 1 minute

and 40 .econd. Greenwich .e*n tint. The SkyUb .p.ce

.t.don ha. now passed beyond the antenna at v «'

35 mlnutee to our next acquisition at Haw. 11. Chang.-of-

shlft with Plight Director Milton Windier, who's gone off

duty the last hour, will be beginning shortly In the

Bulldlnl 1 briefing roo., Flight Director Milton Windier
1

f

'
h U .t th! Pre.ent tl»e. Chuck Lewi. U on duty

here in Mi.. Ion Control a. Flight Director, Bi I Uno r

conducted the Uat two passe, with dt.cus.lon of the ATM

lnsrru»ent. and JOP 18-D, which is the observation of

III colli Kohoutek scheduled for today. The regu ar Spacecraft

co««unlcator, at this time, Is Hank llartsfleld. A

reminder, that Building 1 briefing on change -o f -sh 1 f

t

should be gin shortly

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control st 15 hours 35 minutes

and 42 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station U
now 55 seconds froa acquisition of signal at Hawaii. The pass

through Hawaii will last about 9-1/2 ainutet.
PAO Spacecraft communicator at the present

time is Carl - Is Hank - Hank Hartsflold.
CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 9-1/2

minutes. And if someone is available I'd like to get a

REG BUS ADJUST - get ready for the JOP 18.

SPT Go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay, on REG BUS 1 we'd like to go 20

degrees counterclockwise, and on RFC BUS 2, 25 degrees comter-
c lockwi se

.

SPT How's that look, Hank?
CC Okay, we'll take a look at it. And for

information, we'll be dumping the recorder this site. And

Ed, Bill is standing by for a little mote discussion on tha

JOP 18.
SPT Go ahead , Bill.
MCC Okay, let oe give you a couple of goodies

here before we get into it. The station passes pertinent to

the JOP 18, we will have Vanguard at 16:08, 16:08. Shortly
after you have begun the maneuver we will have Ascension at 16:24.

Then there is a big gap until Vanguard again at 17:45, when
we're almost through with the whole JOP 18D. i give you those
so that you can plan ahead any comments that you've got to

us. The Ascension at 16:24 is a 4-minute pass, and that's
probably your only opportunity to pass to us any overshoot
information you've got. Depending on whar it is, we may or

nay not be able to work it out in real tine. If it's a

fixed overshoot, I'm sure you can figure out what to do and

we can quickly tell you in real tine. If it's a scaled over-
shoot, obviously the smaller maneuvers will give us the smaller
errors and we'll have to try to work out something here as

quickly as we can to tell you hov to Recount for that. I

gave you one bit of misleading in formal ion before. The st.ir

tracker data that you have is valid as best .is we can compute
at 17:20. That's right at the beginning of the second rev.

That r.eans If ail else rails and we n«ver see the comet we

can still do the 52 ops in the first rev; we can do the pointing
test on the Ant ares for t h < rest of the first rev; and at

17:20 we can use the startracker to point to where it thinks
the comet is and proceed with out exposures Just based on a

- assuming that got us there. Hopefully, we will see the comet.
The TV we asked for is, if convenient, the whole world here
would like to look over your shoulder a little bit, and, hopefully
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we'll have something interesting to look at. So that whenever
that fits In, but don't let It in t • r f e re . The time we thought
was maybe while you're doing tne pointing test, Just aoving
It around then it won't be In your way adding time or anything
of that nature.

SPT How much tine do we have on the VTR?
MCC Stand by, we'll get that number for you.

And one thought here, when you are peaking the 55 detector,
the b©3t word 1 can get is to expect about 10 times the
background, and that's a very rough idea. You'll get a hint

on the background when you run the - the MAK during >.he 52

data take, because that ought to be out in the middle of

nowhere. And what you should expect when you're on the comet
with the grating is about 10 times the background; that's very
rough. And you can decide on your own how much time to budget
to that step 19, but don't get hung up there forever. And we

can just press on from there with the - assuming t h a t our
maneuver was right and we can take a look at the startracker.
Okay, let's see, what - What other question, comments have
you come up with during the interim? Over.

SPT Nothing additional, Bill; I'm just going
through it again.

MCC Okay, I'll be sitting here. If there's
anyway I can help you out, Just let ae know.

SPT Ok ay, Bill; appreciate your help.
MCC Okay, and you've got about 23 minutes on the

VTR you can use. You don't have to us< it all.

SPT Okay, does that mean we have tocut It off
after 23, or do you want us to run it to the end? The reason I'm
asking is if we turn it on do we have to know a specific tine to

turn it off? Or can we just leave her running as long as we got.

something up there?
MCC Okay, that's affirmative. There's 7 mlnut

already on it. You can turn it on and let it ran to end of

tape. So you've $ol about 23 minutes in there.

SPT Thank you.
MCC Okay, and what that will do, incidentally,

is th.it will force us to forego the subsequent ATM solar TV

that we've got up to 23 minutes available. Whatever you don't
use on the comet, we will use on ATM later on the Sun.

SPT Okay, I understand, Bill. Thank you.

CC And, SPT , Houston; that RKG ADJUST looks

g ood to us .

SPT Thank you, Hank.

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay, and Ed, Houston again here. On the
maneuver you can expect some TACS firings. I got 7 nibs
•luring the pointing test In Che SIS last night and that appears
to be about what we would anticipate that you should expect.
It does not Interfer with the pointing teat except that you
can »ec the Jumps and the blips while you're doing the
maneuver .

SPT How about during the period of ATT HOLD
out there, pointing at the comet?

CC Okay, right now we're not estimating any
but, these are only rough estimates and that shouldn't effect
the very long integration tines that we've got.

SPT Question again, on 56. Should I Just
leave that shutter open as long as we're doing the 828 exposures?

CC Roger; that's affirmative. Leave it open
as long as long as you've got in there for 828, and let's see
I believe they're asking for 27 minutes. Is that right?

SPT That's r lght . They ' 11 give us considerably
long»r than that 11 keep maneuvering around for 82B .

CC Roger, Ed, Why don't you leave 56 open
as long aj you ran In there and we'll get more than 27, if
we can.

SPT Okay.
CC And, Skylab. We're about 40 seconds from

LOS. We'll see you at Vanguard at 08, 22 minutes from now.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 46 minutes and

46 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab spare station is now
out of range at Hawaii. Our next acquisition is 21 minutes
away at Vanguard. During this pass, again, astronaut Bill
Lenoir, who Is a member of ont of the backup crews of the
Skylab missions and a former professor at Masschuse t t es
Institute of Technology was talking with Skylab crew, with
Ed Gibson particularly about the observations of the comet
Kohoutek today. Dr. Lenoir has been conducting the ATM
conferences over a period of several weeks now, and he is
giving extensive information to the crew today about the
observations on Joint observation program number 18, which
will be the first observation of the coiact Kohoutek. Hank
Hartsfield gave the LOS call there and he is the on-duty
spacecraft communicator. 20-1/2 minutes to acquisition at
Vanguard. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 7 minutes and
14 seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now 35 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the tracking ship Vanguard,
The pass through Vanguard will last approximately 7-1/2 to
9-1/2 minutes and the spacecraft communicator Is Hank Hartsfleld,
BUI Lenoir Is still here In Mission Control. He may be talking
again to the crew here on the JOP 18D comet photography with
solar Instruments that's scheduled to begin In a short while.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
7-1/2 minutes.

CC SPT, Houston. We need to uplink some
momentum biases, if we could have the DAS?

SPT Okay, Hank. Go ahead. We've made the
maneuver and unable to see the comet so far. We checked to make
sure we had put In the fine maneuver by putting it in again
here at SOLAR INERTIAL. Ve acill don't see it, but we're
gonna go back to original reference, SOLAR INERTIAL and look
again.

CC We copy

.

CC SPT, Houston. Did you see Antares?
SPT Negative, Hank.
CC Roger| we copy.
CC And, SPT, the DAS Is yours.
SPT Before we Initialize or edit the strap down,

Hank, we ended up with final of PX, Y, and Z of 3.0, 342.1
and 351.5 (static) 6. 351.5 and 0.6.

CC Roge r ; we c opy

.

SPT Okay, Okay, Hank, we found It it's right down
at the very bottom edge of the tube, Just about off.

CC Goodshow. Wecopy.
CC Was what you found, the comet or Antares?
SPT Hank, we can't tell. We've got a - it

looks like a star, but we've not got sufficient resolution on
it yet and it's right now at the very edge of the tube and
now gone off. We're gonna make a maneuver now in order to
Ret a look at It.

CC Okay t we copy

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you at Ascension at 25, that's about 10 minutes.

SPT Hank, It looks pretty much like a star.
Ve can not see any tail on it, so we'll Just keep looking.

CC Roger: Bill advises that if it is a

bright point it would probably be Antares and the comet being
more defused would - wouldn't appear the sane.
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PAO Skylab Control At 16 hours 17 wlnutes

Creenwich mean time. The Skylab space station has gone

beyond range of the tracking ship VanRaurd. 7-1/2 minutes

to acquisition at Ascension. The Ascension pass is a

3*1/2 minute one, very low elevation pass and It will be the

last before the Skylab crew goes out of site of the ground

stations for quite a long period of time. They are in the

process now of working at the ATM console Ed Clbson and

Jerry Carr, are both there, preparing for JOP 18. Designers

of the Apollo Telescope Mount and it's array of astronomical

instruments and cameras did not foresee that someday the big

eight-sided obssrvatory would be called upon to observe and photo

graph what Is forecast to be a spectacular comet. Scheduled

in today's Flight Plan Is the first ATM viewing of the

comet Kohoutek, during this mission. The so-called JOP 18,

one of many Joint observing programs established for the

solar instruments. The solar astronomy Instruments In the

ATM will be pointed toward the comet many times in the next

several weeks. As Kohoutek makes it's awlnp past the Sun

on December 28th and continues out towards the far reaches

of the solar system. Among the scientific investigations

under way as the ATM la diverted periodically from It's

study of our nearest star Is t he study giving the structure

END OF TAPE
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PAO The solar astronomy ins t ruuen ts in the ATM
will be pointed toward the comet many times in the next

several weeks as Kohoutek mikes its awing past the Sun on
December 28 and continues out towards the far reaches
of the solar system. Anoung the scientific investigations
underway as the ATM is diverted periodically from its study
of our nearest star is a study to determine thf: structure
and composition of Kohoutek, its coma and tftil, plus an

analysis of how comets change and evolve during their brief
moment of glory when they're visible to EartHings. The
Smithsonian Institution Center for Short-lived phencnena
in Cambridge Massachusetts still predicts that Kohoutefc will
roach a maximum brightness or magnitude of minus * , instead
of a minus 9 magnitude predicted many months ago. The predicted
magnitude would make the comet as bright as the planet Venus
basking in reflected sunlight. The comet will be somewhat
diffused while Venus appears as a bright point of light like
a star. The comet's expected to reach its peak brightness
when it's very near the- Sun and extremely difficult for

groundlings to see. From that point as it appears in the
evening sky during January it's expected to grow in size
for a period of time, but it is expected alto to get somewhat
dimmer. With a magnitude of a minus 4 the comet will be
approximately 25 times as bright as Halley's Comet was on
its last passage. Each of the solar Instruments will
view the cornet to gather data of varying kinds. For example,
the S052 white light coronagraph will examine the changes
in the coma and tail and also measure effects of the solar
wind upon the comet. The S055 ultraviolet 9canr.ir.g

polychromater spec t r ohe 1 iome t e r , on the other hand, will
scan and record the ultraviolet spectra emitted by Kohoutek.
Similar data .inc* perhaps - perhaps indicating ionised
helium and oxygen will be gathered In the extrer.c ultraviolet
spectrum by S082 , the extreme ultraviolet spe c t r ohe 1 i o g r a ph

.

Such light is not visible from Earth's surface as the very
short wavelengths of extreme ultr*violet are scattered and
absorbed in the upper reaches of the atmosphere. One of

the solar instruments wMch records X-radiation, the S056
extreme ultraviolet and X-ray telescope will collect data
on Sun -gene r a t ed X-r&ys absorbed by thn comet's tail to

aid in determining its total mass density. An extrenely
long exposure, 27 minutes, will be used to photograph the
X-ray absorption far fainter, of course, than that - th.ui

the X-rays normally seen on the Sun. Kohoutek today will
appear to be quite near the star Antares *ad the constellation
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Scorpio. Antares will serve a dual purpose, that is a
calibration point of known brightness, and as a distinct
point of light to be rased in a check - in checkout and training
period to help the crew maneuver the space station to point
the large telescopes at the comet Kohoutek. Durirg this last
pass Ed Gibson indicated that they had located a point of
li£ht. They were unsure whether it was the star Antares,
also known as Alpha Scorpius, or whether it was the comet Kohoutek.
Ground advised them that it's very likely that that is Antareo.
We're about 3-1/2 minutes from acquisition of signal at
Ascension whert we have a very brief pass, the final one
before the operation is well underway on the comet. We'll
keep the line up live now for air-to-ground at Ascension
even though that is still about 3 minutes away.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston through Ascension for

about 4 minutes here, Ed. And I've got some advice for you

if your situation has not changed. Over.
SPT Go ahead , Bill

.

MCC Okay, 1 assume you can Antares, but not

the comet, is that true?
SPT That's affirm. We're out at about

110 octal in plus X

.

MCC Okay. The adivce is to go ahead and

proceed with the 52 data take if you have not already done
that. Proceed from that into the pointing test on Antares
and complete that taking as much time as required. On the

second daylight pass, start with the Antares, about where it

is now, compute a maneuver to center Antares, perform that

maneuver, then do the step 19, 55 search, but don't wait too

long because the - don't dally too long at it because that

pointing will be off. Then perform step 21, 22, and 23,

after returning the mirror to slit center and that is the

full star tracker maneuver calculation and maneuver. That

is valid at 17:20. If you do it after that that is still

all right. That should give us some good 82B first exposure
on the Lyma-alfa cloud. So, since we cannot see it we'll

do the 52 data take where we are, we can perform the pointing
test with no problem. We will use the star tracker to center
the comet where we think it is at 17:20 and we will go ahead
and proceed with the building block 30 as indicated, except
between 82B exposures we will not make the maneuver out

and back to recenter it, since we don't know where it is. Over.
SPT Okay, Bill. I understand. We'll press on.

MCC Okay. Good enough. Good luck.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you at Vanguard at 17:45, with data recorder dump
and that's an hour and 18 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 30 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station is now out

of range of the tracking antenna at Ascension, just about to

cross the coast of Africa. Our next acquisition is not for

an hour and 15 minutes. During this period the Skylab crew
will be occupied with JOP 18, the first observations of the

comet Kohoutek, using the solar instruments. This is Skylab

Control. Our next acquisition is at 45 minutes after 17:00

Greenwich mean time.

FND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 44 minutes
and 43 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now just about
53 seconds from acquisition of signal at Vanguard after an
hour and a quarter of time, in which the apace station was
out of range of all of the tracking antennas around the
world. This pass through the Vanguard tracking ship should
last approximately 11 minutes. Spacecraft communicator at
the present time Is Hank Hartsfield. Bill Lenoir is still
in Mission Control to talk to the crew about operations on
comet Kohoutek.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
10-1/2 minutes. And we'll be dumping the recorder.

CDR Roger, Hank. We're still trying to get
our alingnment - our roll alignment squared away. We're down
to our last whack now, I think. We've got the taget up
high. We're going to shift it down to the bottom and I think
we'll finally have her aligned. At least within the accuracies
that are acceptable.

CC Okay , Jer . We copy

.

CC Rather than acceptable, 1 should say,
attainable

.

CDR Looks like we can't position it in roll
much more accurately than about 50 arc minutes.

CC Roger. Ve copy.
PLT Hank, I was just voice recording when

we came up there. 1 hope I didn't get the tail end of it.
PLT Hank. PLT here. I just put some stuff

on tape, which may be of interest to the people concerned
with ATM C&D coolant loop. It had to do with the sound that
we reported yesterday.

CC Okay .Bill. We copy

.

CC And we haven't started the dump yrt.
So that should be okay.

PLT Beautiful. What 1 did, I took a bunch
of 90und-level readings around with the pump running and
with the pump off.

CC Hey, that ought to be Interesting to
look at

.

PLT It's sure frustrating, because that pump
sure makes you perk up your ears when you hear it. But boy,
I tell you (chuckle) if you'll pardon the expression, the
difference is in the noise level.

CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to suggest
that after you get the canister positioned to do the roll thing,
if you'll take MFC ROLL to INHIBIT, it mijzht make the canister
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a little bit more stable during the maneuver.
MCC Sky lab , Houston. I've got another

thought for you here, when you've got just about a half a
minute to copy.

SPT Go ahead , Bill .

MCC Okay. Don't know If you caught our call
about inhibiting the ROLL KNABLE , that's one thought. It
appears that at best you'll finish the pointing test here
with maybe 10 minutes or so left in the day orbit. Go ahead, If
you've got any time left at all, and take the 82B SHORT
WAVELENGTH exposure with whatever time remains. And the -

Forget the star tracker pointing, because sorae cf the stars
have sets. The gas cloud we're looking at Lyaan-alpha is
like 2 degrees apart. So Just do the maneuver that appears
to center Antares in the center of the field of view. And
then we're almost certain to be plenty close enough for 82B

.

Go into BB-30 and take data for the remaining part of the
comet rise time. Over.

PLT Okay. You vant us to pick up on step 8,
then? That's about where we are in the test here and then
8, 9. and 10?

MCC Go ah ad and finish the pointing test.
Don't let what I said hurry you through there. Do all of
that until you're happy with it. In the event you finiBh with
some time remaining, then go ahead and take as nuch 82B tine
as vou have left after centering Antares. Don't do the
star tracker stuff, because stars have set. But if the
pointing test requires the remainder of the orbit, eo ahead
and use it.

SPT Okay, Bill. How about us centering our
position, which is 10, OCTAL to the left of Antares. which
is about where the conet would be.

MCC That's fine, but it's not necessary, if
that's any ejttra trouble, But that would be fine.

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're going LOS in

1 minute. We'll see you at Ascension at 59; 3-1/2 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 57 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station has passed out
of the range of the Vanguard tracking ship. We're about a
minute and 50 seconds from acquisition of signal at Ascension.
At this time there are about 27 minutes altogether on the
video tape recorder. 20 minutes of that are expected to be
photography of the comet and also of the star. Antares, which
is being used as a pointing target by the Skylab crew.
Astronauts - -

END OF TAPE
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p . n _ _ this time there about 27 minutes

all together on the video tape recorder. 20 minutes of that

Ire expected to be photography of the comet and also of the

/s ar Andres which is being used as a pointing targe by the

Skvlab crew. Astronaut Gibson and Gerald Carr are at the

l:!eL have indicated that they have been ab e to see

their targets but they have not given much discussion. They

of course, occupied in the very detailed work ^ iied

oint the instrument and to gather the required data. Right

nnw thev are in a daylight period when the Sun is also

« hi n! visible of course, on the solar instruments

li'ich .rc nol PoinliS fir the first time at the comet Kohoutek.

M keep the line up live now. We're about a minute from

acquisition at Ascension. The pass through As c.n. n i

U

last 10-1/2 minutes, and the spacecraft communicator on duty

is Hank Hartsfield. ^^ HouSton . through Ascension for

10-1/2 m.nutes.
HoyiBtoni for info. Since the

Prominence 59 lifted off last night and we h.d th«. P».«. of

observing time on that this afternoon, we re going to ha e

to change your ATM schedule. We're going to ship up a page

of ^schedule that will replace the one you got .And we 11

cover the 18:50 rev and the 20:40 r.v. The - and we 11 get

"e re .to I it up to you at Guam. But that'll at least coyer
me rest t / < cf Dasses . It calls out looking at

r^ac
E

ve
n

i n°T! ll i ch \T lo c a te d at 220 3, and the

Ilaro probability is 100. That info will also be on the pad.

SPT Okay, thank you, Hank.
u„<n

Cc And, Sky lab, that message is on board, we 11

slew it out now. And it will not have a trailer.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're about n frora

LOS. Sur next s t a t i on" c on t a c t is Guam at O in - 2 * in u t es .

c PT Okay, Hank, what's the possibility of

staying at this attitude any longer or electrical and other

considerations that say we have to go back ,,t 18.1M
cc Roger. Our momentum analysts won t -mow

it, Kd. We'll - we'll - we can't stay any longer than the

niRht Plan calls for.

Ill Skylab Control at 18 hours 10 minutes

and 23 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab s P ace s t a 1 1 on
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in „ m after the Skylab crew had turned in for the night.
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PAO Sky lab Control at 18 hours 42 minutes and

18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now ^
passing over the southern part of Japan. It's just about to

be acquired through the tracking antenna at Guam. We re

about 48 seconds from acquisition of signal there.. The pass

through Guam will last about 9-1/2 ninutes . Flight Director

on du?y now is Charles Lewis and Hank Har ts f 1 eld remains as

the spacecraft communicator. -

cc Skylab, Houston through Guan. tor

9-1/2 minutes.
SPT Roger, Hank

.

cc Skylab, Houston. Would it be convenient

to read down the risults of the pointing test. We've got

another 18-D comi-.g up here in 2 days and we d sure like-

to have that data to cr.uk into the loop if J t s c on ven lent .

c PT Tell you, Hank, its gonna take a little while

for me to go back and get organUed and to put it in jndersun . U-

matter. Aad t think it's best done on - on tape. And the problem

hero being I got an ATM pass and the M09 2 coming right up

.Uer it, so what 1 might do is move the M09 2 run back a

little. We didn't have a real organized format for doing

that, which is on. of the problems of that stuff coming up

late So, we had to make up our own little sheets of paper

here and keep track of where were going to and from in

maneuvers and so forth and It's going to ta*e me a little

while to pull ail that - all those words in an understandable va>

so that you folks can really use it.

cc Okay. Ed. Don't - Don't change the

flight schedule. Just whenever it* convenient to get It

on tape, but sometime today if you'd let us know when you

do have it on and then we can look for it.

SPT Okay, Hank. What we essentially came

up with Is a roll cf 5 700 appeared to be about the best we

could actually come up with. That gave us about an error el

maybe plus or minus 1 In Y when we made the large X maneuver.

TnT large X maneuver, always tended to over shoot. A per < <• t\ tag**

of'overLl wan not always a constant which was *»r,r,slng

to us. Sn I'll put It on tape and see

oge r ; we copy

.

And

ATM si'lu'dulr is tapping out o

Okay, I gut the one for this
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nass right here. Thank you.
P "

'pf one of the problems during that whole

test, Hank, was that the roll on the grid which was re,u j red

did not Been to be a constant. It seeded to be the end of
^

lit round and we found that 5700 appeared to be in about the -

a Rood compromise. I'll give you the data and you night be

able to see what we mean. You also have all of the maneuvers

which were put in down there, I know, and on tapes so you 11 be

able to follow it and do that also.

CC Okay, thank you.

S ,, T l think what we'll probably be doing in

the future is to maneuver whatever we want to look at, whether

it's i star or the comet onto the X-axis and then just make a

straight X maneuver and we've get to figure out what percentage

to put in there or what bias to put in there in terms of the

lenSt
CC That sounds good, Ed. And, that - that is

what we're working towards.

«5P X I'm wondering why we were so far oil

initially on it. We - We just nanaged to see the thing In the

bottom of the display by putting our - you had to put you

head right up against the panel and look down past where the

metal ring around the TV was in order to actually see where -

actually see the comet - or I'm sorry, the star.

cc The preliralary information we had. U. was

that Antares would be pretty close to the edge at the end of

the maneuver.
^ ^ ^ ^ _ f(jr u

at about the sane position we saw Mercury last night and it

was ranch further down. ,„„„, ..i,.,,,

cc What we did was target for the «.o»M vhtri

Mercury was and that would have put Antares much closer to the

° dRt '

sl> T My understanding was that the comet head

would' have been a little bit to the left of the star.

12

^cC
1 UnUS

'

Okay, and if the conet had been - It maneuver

ended proper Iv and - and the concl was at the same place of

Mercury. Antares would have been tn the right and down

H\ Okay. 1 didn't expect it to be that far

down.
r t We d i dn t e i t h t r .
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rr And, Kd, yesterday you commented thai the

mmeuver from the ERE1' to the SI had different Y-rates than
maneuver monitoring, and you -

s: 5:«"£«i «s ™.i.d « u .. d y»» n.*.. ». ^
error j„

lh . .. ... «
!ir;»M«:

or
w ..

u
, • , ro j rh , r o G were - that error would narrow H

:ii„:
Bd

si
l

.r5""! ...!....».. *«. .....

... J,., an .,.n ,u.. l.n I. « • „„„„.,„,.,„ nyone

like to get the VACUUM FORCE VALVE on

o. th». —»^
oki>. 0 „ pa „ tl 316 thcre the .oa - che

VACUUM SOURCE. During .he procedure yes t e r d«y ve left

^."rier^r-'^^hr^d-.r.^.n-r,^..:.,
will destroy our delta-P. ^.^ ^ carc q{ ^ Thank
pot

1

SPT Okay

y ° U '

CC And. by the way. We'd like to *t v, you

* c „ k^v'c" for all the eobd work on that <.&D

next shift and it looks like that system la tight ba< k
up

r n where it was a loss now.tD Wh
^VR Th ,nk you. Hank. We w,r, very pleased

with the procedures too. We handed out an At a boy last

nlftht, for the condition of those procedures.

cc Thank you very much.

END OK TAPE
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CDR Yeah, thank you, Hank. We were very

pleased with the procedures too. We handed out an atta boy

last night for the condition of those procedures.

CC Thank you very much.

CC And while we're passing "atta boys" we'll

give one to Ed. We took a look at the T - TV 120 on the

Gypsy moths, and it worked out real well, both the video and

the voice. And will you tell us what to look for. The larva

on the cotton was distinctly visible. Which we think it was pretty

good for something that small. So I'm conveying my^thanks

from all the moth people and the TV people. And we're

about 40 seconds from LOS. We'll see you again at Ascension

at 19:40. And that's about 47 minutes from now.

SPX I wish we could give you a nice clear picture

of the come t

.

CC So do we.

SPT Hank, the corona has changed considerably

from this morning in that there is a relatively large streamer

which was only briefly able to see this morning at around

10:30 right adjacent to the fairly strong one which was at

say 09:30 or so. So that area of the corona looks as though

the streamers are a little wider and stronger.

CC Roger. We copy, Kd . And as we go over the

hill here you may get a nominal H-cage at about 19:00.

CC It could be some minutes after that «

t

maybe as late as 19:30, we're not sure. There's a possibility.

PA0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 54 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is out of range

at Guam, 36 minutes to our next acquisition . During this

pass there's some discussion of the pointing operations

trying to detect the star Antares in the white Hy.ht corona-

graph view Been on the television camera. That TV has approx-

imately 20 minutes on it, a little more than 20 minutes, 21 minutes

cf television of the Kohoutck and Antares observations

today. That J0P 18-D. first operations on the comet with solar

instruments has not been completed. We're in the eating period

for the crew. Also ATM observations are Just beginning now for

Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Meanwhile Pilot Bill Pogue Is in

his exercise period. This afternoon the Science Pilot will

be the subject right after he completes this run of solar

observations in which he mentioned he had seen an observable

streamer. After that he'll have his M092/M171 nedical runs,

both metabolic activity and the lower body negative pressure

runs. And that will conclude the major experiments although

there is also an S019 comet operations scheduled for late
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this afternoon with Pilot Bill Pogue. Most of the morning has

been occupied with this joint observation program on the comet
Kohoutek using four of Skylab's solar instruments. 35 minutes
to our next acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control at

56 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 10 minutes

and U seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now 30 mi.ni.-tes from our next acquisition of signal. The Vanguar

tracking ship has been taken down. We are not going to be

using the antenna there. The crew has been given the last

pass off. This would have been, normally, the last

pass over the Vanguard for today. The crew has been given

that last pass off. So, 30 minutes to our next acquisition.
That will be at the Ascension Island tracking antenna. There's

an announcement on the change-of-sh i f t briefing on experiment

S228, Dr. Buford Price of the University of California at

Berkeley will be conducting a briefing at 2 o'clock in the

building 1 briefing room here at Johnson Space Center on the

results of the experiment on cosmic particles striking Skylab

from outer space, from the space beyond Uranus. That

experiment £228, trans-Uranic cosmic rays, the results based

on the two previous Skylab flights will be discussed by Dr.

Price in the Building 1 briefing room at 2 o'clock. That's

Jusi a little loss than an hour f rozn now. This is Skylab
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 39 minutes and

20 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now about 50 seconds from acquisition of signal through
the Ascension Island tracking antenna. This pass will be

through Ascension Island, Canary Island, and Madrid, and will
last approximately 17 minutes. We'll bring the line up live
now tor air-to-ground. The spacecraft communicator is

Hank Hartsf ield.
CC Skylab. Houston; we're through Ascension,

Canary, and Madrid for 16 minutes.
CC And, Skylab, for info, we'll be dumping

the recorder at Canaries about 4 or 5 minutes from now.
SPT Hank, I believe you were trying to tell

me something when we went over the hill.
CC Okay, we were trying to tell you that there

was a good possibility of having a nominal H-cage while we
were LOS, and it looks like you did.

SPT Ye ah , I didn't quite understand what you
were telling ne and we got the - the cage apparently because we
had a gimbal hung up on the stop; outer gimbal number 2. And
I couldn't see what was happening there at the very beginning.
We started to drift off attitude in the solar pointing, and
that was the first I noticed it. And we switched out of

EXPERIMENT POINTING with the experiment doors all closed. And
then I started looking at the rates and attitude and HT looked
good and saw the gimbal was hung up. And what I did do was
try to get it off the stop by putting a maneuver command in

ot zero attitude, which apparently probably would have been
easier just cycling in and out of ATT HOLD CMG to SOLAR
1SERTIAL or STANDBY to SOLAR INERTIAL. But we never got a

TACS - TACS holding caution warning and was not a maneuver,
so that one didn't occur to me. That result was we ended up

in Y about 5 degrees attitude off for a little while and then

I went to ATT HOLD and SOLAR INERT I AL after the Zero H-cagc I'm
sorry, the nominal H cage, I got back.

CC Ok .tv, we copy. And sorry I didn't pet

that call to you sooner, but we had taken some ol our real

time data that we had obtained and run - run it with the MMiJ

and we'd just gotten the results there at about LOS and we

tried to get it up to you.
SPT Okay. That non.inal H-cage came first before

I made any commands into the ccuputer.
CC Roger; we copy. And we've got a - a circuit

breaker we'd like to check.
CC Okay, delay that, we're okay now. We had

a problem with the transmitter at an earlier site, but the
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INCO said it's okay now. We do you have a comment from biomed

In retard to the M092/M171 that's coming up. We would like,

for you to use legband Alfa X-ray on the right leg for the

M092. And this applies to all crewmen from now on. And-

also we'll Rive you a reminder that you do have M151 scheduled

wi th that today .
. , „

cc Skylab, Houston; we had a handover there.

Did you copy my last in regard to the K09 2?

SFT Negative, Hank. Say again, please.'

cc Okay, for the M<>9 2 coining up this afternoor

ve would like for you to use legband Alfa X-ray on the right

let; And we'd like to use this for all crewmen from now on.

And also a reminder for todays run, we have M151 scheduled.

S PT Alfa X-ray, and 15 1. Thank you.

CC CDR, Houston.

CDR Go ahead.

cc Okay, in regard to the ned conference today,

on your details we'd like to nove that to 01:58 at Texas because

of the trouble we had with Tananarive.

cc SPT. Houston. *e noticed detector - is oil.

Did it kick off due to activity - solar activity or is there a

problem with it? Okay, we see it now. CDR, Houston. Do you have

a minute to that about S213 1

CDR Rosier; go ahead.

Cc Okay, we were looking at the dunp tape

from yesterday and we noticed you had a problem again wi ih •

the camera and it got us to scratching our heads her.-. And

we took a look at it and when you got the shutter setting

into - into B and using the remote cable, we noticed that

at least on the one we got down here, the little Iock on the

remote cable is kind of loose. And that if it is not — «

to the lock position when you press the

will indeed pop right back out

CD
mayb

- the shutter thing
ain and let the shu

Cl ° S

°CDR Yeah, after playing aiound we kind ot thought

that might be the problem. And also we're holding the

camera in place with a bunch of rubber bands and u, i

n
js

.

And

1 think when we put it on we might have shifted the little shutter

speed knob just a tad. And I think we got it whipped now, it s

just a matter of being careful when you get these rubber bands

° M
'

cc Okay, good show. That - that shuttei control

the..- is very sensitive, if it's net right in the det-iu she won t

do what's she's supposed to do.

C[)R Yeah, that's right, we found it out the hard v

END OK TAl'E
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CDR Houston, Sky lab.
. •

—

'
rr Go ahead

.

C1)R Roger, Hank. You remember about 2 weeks

ngn when we were talking about the c lunke t
y -c 1 unk noise down

In the command module?
CC ..

Yes .

CC It's not back , is it.'

CUR Yeah, it's back. You might have the

people check their data and see if, just as you and I were

'.talking about, the Nikon camera for S233 it came back again.

It wasn't as severe. You couldn't feel it as much as

you could just hear it. And I wonder if the guys down there saw

it on their data,
cc Okav. We'll take a look.

CDR Apparently, they saw it last time,

and confirmed that it was there. It's still with us.

cc Okay. Is it still ROing on now, or

just happen-- ',•„„,.
CDR oh, nc . It only lasts about a ninuti

or so or m a vbe less. ,

cc
' okay. And that was about 2 minutes ago.

C DK That's affirmative.

CI)R i' n down in the command module d o i n k

checklist changes. And I've apparently spent enough tine

here for one cycle to hit us.
_

CDP 1*11 tell you what it sounds like. It

you've ever beer, in an earthquake before, and if you'v,

heard the sounds that go with an earthquake, tha s what thi

sounds like, except you don't get the feel at all

cc Roger. We copy. I've never had the

duMous pleasure of being in an earthquake, however.

CDR You've got to live in California ror

a little while, Hank.
cc The only one they had while I was out

there. I happened to be airborne at the time.

A nR i looked over systems in the command

module. I can't see a thing. There's no i n .1 ic at i ons 0

f

,, nv problem. And it definitely feels like it s outside thi

shell of the command modulo. As 1 remember
,

I

suspect that the maybe ;.is down

CC Koger . We c

CC Skyiab , Hous

a keyhole. We mav net reacquire

see you at C.u

CC Skyiab. Houston. We're Out of V.yhoH

With only 30 seconds left, we'll see you at Cu
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PAO Sky lab Control at 19 hours 57 minutes

and 17 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

over eastern Europe has passed out of range of the tracking

antenna at Madrid. Our next acquisition is 24 minutes away

at Guam. During this last pass the crew reported, again,

hearing in the conaand module a c lunkety-c lunk . Not much

more description than that. Commander Carr, I believe it

was, said that, sounds a little like it does in an earthquake,

although he couldn't feel any movement. That c lunke ty-c lunk

has been reported before. And this time there's a live

tele-etrv on it. No doubt all cf the systems operators here

will be taking a closer look to see if they can figure out

why it makes the strange noise. Has been quite some time

since it has been reported, but it's apparently, heard best

in the command module. Also, at this time we're noticing a

very slight rise in currents on control moment gyro number

2, as it again is dowr near the lower end of it's - bearing

temperature cycle. The temperatures have risen slightly on

bearing temperature number 2. And wheel speed rpm has dropped

very, very slightly, less than half a degree; right now,

approximately in the range of 20 r pm-r ed uc t ion from its

normal 8912 rmp's. Some anomaly in the behavior of that

control riomant gyro and some variation over a period of tine.

There was additional variation noticed last night, although

it was a very very slight one, involving an increase of about

20 railliaaperes of current or approximately a 2-percent increase

in trie current output of CMG number 2. That does not appear

to have been what has been called a failure signature, at

least in the earlier case. This one has not yet been fully

evaluated. But the earlier one was reported to be very very

slight. In fact did not carry enough interest for the

guidance officer last night to have him even put that in his

log. So there was a very ver- slight variation, however,

reported by other log keepers here in Mission Control. And

that. - Apparently now we're eoing through a stage very similar

to that one. This one may be more of a failure signature.

But again, these ire often repeated things that have now

happened more than half a dozen times over the last week or two.

And thev don't cause any immediate concern. However, they

are being watched very cue fully. This is Skylab Control

it's Just about 20:00 hours Greenwich mean tine. We're

22 ainut0 3 from our next, acquisition of signal.

END OF TAPK
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PAO Sky lab Control at 20 hours 34 minutes and
45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

currently in acquisition of signal at Honeysuckle. V e have
recording of the Guam pass, and we'll play that back for you in

a short while. I'd like to give ycu a brief report on the
control moment gyro which now appears to be settling down
again repeating its pattern of many days now. ' The (garble) or
slight anomaly in the operation of conlrol moment gyro number
2 occurring almost exactly as previous flucututions have.
With the bearing number 2 temperatures near the lower end of
their cycle at about 59 degrees.' The the current used
to spin the wheel increased about 2 percent, apparently to

overcome the slight reduction in wheel' speed which amounts to
about a fraction of a percent below its usual 8900 revolutions
per minute. At that time temperature also increased in this
particular anomaly that has been seen before a number of times.
A very slight increase in the temperature bearing number 2

amounting to approximately a degree and a half, that
apparently now has stopped and the currents have started
coming back on to their normal level from a level of about 2

percent high. The clunkity -clunk heard in the relatively quiet
command module, by Commander Carr about half an hour ago
ray be associated with the fluctuation ir. control moment gyro
number 2. A quick look at the first report of the strange
noise about 3 weeks ago, shows that the temperature of

control moment gyro number 2's second bearing wan at the 60
degree mark at that time. There has been no further evaluation
made of that yet, but there may conceivally be some
association between the low temperatures on control moment
gyro number 2's second bearing, and the clunkity-clunk reported
by Commander Carr on the command module. That noise still
not identified could conceivably be associated with the brief
period of uneven ess in the gyroscope wheel spin. The noise
might well be masked by the shirring cf rate gyroscopes in the
multiple docking adapter, and by the collection of fans and pumps
in the main workshop areas. There is a fairly high noise level
in the orbital workshop area while the command module is believed
to be relatively quiet. The next few days should allow the
Guidance Officer to ask the crew to determine whether or net
the hiccup of the control moment tyro is perhaps related to the
noise heard today by Commander Carr. Earlier today the crew
recorder od their pointing exercise using the star Antares,
on the television video tape recorder. The comet Kohoutek was
reported as not visible on the TV monitor by the crew. They
said that they attempted to see it and it was in the field of
view but it was not seen by the crew. It'd expected that however,
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that the photography may well show that comet and of course

the photography will not be returned until the end of the

mission, A number of Instruments were used but the video

tape recorder did not apparently shov; the comet on the screen,

although it was properly arranged for that. The comet was
,

within the field of view, however, did not appear. At present

time thruster attitude control system gas stands at 26,000
pound-seconds, that's an extended supply even if the control

moment gyro which again fluctuated for - once again at - over

a period of now 3 weeks, it has had a number of these small

fluctuations, even if that should fail it's expected

that at least 8 days of attitude control would be provided by

the thruster attitude control system with the co - command
module's reaction control system engines providing a backup

to that. That would at least offer another additional week
beyond that in the event that the control moment gyro should

at some future time become worse. Presently the currents
have come back down now to a relatively nominal level and the

temperatures are once a train dropping as they should be on

hearing number 2. The heaters will come on on that bearing
within the next couple of hours. Everything is operating
properly now, apparently and the control moment gyro is

settled' down again. We'll bring up the line now with, the

pass from Guam and from Honeysuckle which has now been
com? 1 e t fd

.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Guam for

7 minutes .

1

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about -5 seconds
from LOS. We'll see you at Honeysuckle at 33.

CDR See you Hank

.

SPT Thi s is SPT .

CC Goahead.
SPT Hank, I put the pointing test Information

on tape, you may want to dump that and get a look at it if you're
In a hu r r y .

CC Okay, thank you, Ed.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Honeysuckle for

4 minutes.
CC Skylab. Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you at Canaries at 21.

PAO Skylab Control at 39 minutes and 50

seconds after the hour. That concludes the recorded passes

at Guam and Honeysuckle, completed just a minute or two ago.

And our next acquisition is now 41 mintues away, that will
be at Canary Islands. This is Skylab Control at 40 minutes
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hours

2 0 Greenwich .... Ab cu , .^1.... «.„ fro-

^r^^:^r~": y
t!n"V:.3-. u v .. » f

-to-ground, and

c,u ions we have.

if - see what kind of communi-

Skylab, Houston through Canary and Madrid

Hank .

that there was
2 1:16, and two

CC
LOS now . We'll

35 minutes Greenwich r,ea

S°kyTab, "Houston for info. 1 1 w as re P o
.
..

subfaint flair out of active region 00 at

.axitna, one at 21:20 and one at 21:2b.

And Skylab we're about 1 minute from

see you at Carnarvon at 02 at 28 nin-tej.

We've had loss of signal through M * d ' d
.

the space station in 26 minutes. At 21 hours

t is this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 22:00 hours

Greenwich mean time. Space station is about a *
^

*
a™ y

from acquisition at Carnarvon. And the call-up ».

the crew will be made by Robert Crippen, who Is the space-

raf communicator just coming on duty as a part of Flight

Director Don Puddy's crimson crew. Standing by for com-

munication with Skylab IV.

cc Good afternoon, Skylab. We re AOS

through Carnarvon for 14-1/2 minutes

.

CD R Hi ,
Crip ,

good to hear you

.

cc Good to hear you gents. Sounds like

you've had a busy day.
CDR Yes ,

indeed .

cc All of our pretty weather in Houston

finally went away. One of our Texas blue northers just

came in and it's cold outside.
CDR That kind of weather change reall.. gets

vour attention, doesn't it?
j , »

_

y
cc Roger that, especially when everybody »

out doing their late Christmas shopping.

PLi Crip, PLT , here. Could you tell r.e what

time the DHF call is today?
cc Stand by 1, and I'll get that to you

.

_

cc Bill, before I get your phone call inior

nation to you, we show that 54 is not in the proper mode

and it should be MOS 256. And regarding your phone call

tonight, that's set up for 00:24

PLT
and JOP
on 56, 54

CC
fau] t .

PI.T

Roger, and on the 54, I have 22:01 Zulu

Alfa step 6 doing block 10 omit 82A Bravo. Information

lM1 _ but not on 54, 56 and 55, but not on 54. We were told

to do'the Alfa option unless there was a note to the con-

Crary>
You're - you're correct and that - that's

We should have had option B there.

I'n going to 256 now

.

CC Thank you, sir.

rc CDR. Houston. You got a moment to talk,

Jer ?

CDR G ° ahead, Cri?.

rr R 0 g. Just to let you know we had been

looking at CMC. 2 down here, and that the bearing terperatures

at the DELTA between them has decreased down to the point

where thev were pretty close to being equal. Which is a

indicative of a problem, but that seems to have gone away

and thev spread back out to 2 degrees right now. Ve ve been

concerned about it, but it looks like it's in good shape

and no sweat for the urconing maneuver.

CDR Okay , thanks

.
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SPT
Inimum?

CC
roxinately 2 hour

SPT
aneuvcrinR wo did

Crip, at what time was the DELTA i ts

Stand by 1 and I'll Ret it - Ed, it was a

aRo, about 20:21, somewhere in there.
Okay, thank you. I was wondering if. the

this morning had anything to do with it.

CC We - we feel that it was probably that

o mewhat induced by that, and -

CC And, Ed, it's not clear to us right he -

that's a thernai effect or due to loadingnow, as to whether
Lite bearings.

SPT
CC

is repetitive with
the lower portion o

e rs . And they have
to what we've

SPT
ly you mentioned yo

on about n little h

Roper, Crip, thank you.
And, this little quirk of the CMG tenp

what we've seen before in that we are in

f the temperature duty cycle of the heat-
they have not cone on that's sinilar

previously.
Okay, thank you, Crip. One nifcht prcvio

u mii;ht try to put that - that (garble)
ipjior value.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Crip, are those heaters ground corom.nul-

''^^"cc There - they're not comraandab le .

did look at possibly putting that at somewhat higher value.

But it was involved - involved with cycling them a lot of

relays and we could have gotten ourselves in problems if

one of those relays did not - not cycle properly.

CDR Roger.

cc so as a result of that we've selected

that's 'not the course of action we want to take.

cc Skylab, a little bit late. Sorry about

it but we were doing a data vo i c e / r e co r de r dump through

this last portion. I - Honey - suckle and we're about

1 minute from LOS. We're going to see you over M1LA in

36 ninutes at 22:51, 22:51. And Skylab Houston your flight

plansareonboard.
CDR Thank you.

CDR Arc you through with the tape recorders

Crip?
ct That's affirmative, they re yours.

CDR Okay.
pIT Okay, Crip Pl.T here. I assure tuat

54 also wants the 256 on this second performance of builcinp

block 10 , JOP (ga rble)

•

PLT Isthataffirn.
CC Che ck i ng i t .

cc That's affirmative, we do want it Bill.

P(,T Thank you.

pAj The maneuver referred to in the air-

to-ground communication through Honeysuckle is an a*, tilude

change o! the space station in connection with the SO \ ')

ultraviolet stellar astronomy experiment. And th»-

exper .ner.t - involves the comet Kohoutek this lime. Cuming

about an hour. At 22 hours 18 minutes Greenwich roan

time this is Skylab Control.

EM) OK TAPE
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PA 0 This Is Sky lab Control at 22 hours 51

minutes Greenwich nean time. The space station is about a

minute from acquistion at Bermdua apparently. Stand by for

the air-to-ground.
,

cd r Hey, Crip, pump Charlie is getting quite

noisy. I'd like to try pump Bravo with your concurrence

.. down there

?

CC Copy that. Stand by 1, Jer.

CDR Okay.
CDR Also, Crip if pump - pump Bravo is as bad

as pump Charlie I think we should give some consideration

to securing the pumps at night.
CC Okay, from a flow standpoint, pump Bravo

is - is better than Charlie. Charlie's still putting out a

good flow right now.
CC Jer, would you elaborate on us - on that

a lit - for us a little bit? We - everything we're looking

at shows that everything's honky-dory, looks much better

than we've ever seen it before. Jer, would you elaborate a

little bit on that pump noisiness? Looking at data down

here the situation seems much improved and better than we've

ever seen it before.
CDR It's just that the pumps make a lot of

noise, just a minute I'll put it on ICOM PTP and put a mike

next to it and you can hear it.

CC Good

.

CDR Stand by just a second, I got to get my

cord a little longer.
CC Okay, Jer. Af» - is thac thing bothering

you at night trying to sleep?
SPT That's affirm, Crip, it is a little bit

noisy .

CC Okay .

S?T Another thing, Crip, the real - worry

about that thing is touch temperature on the panel, the other

day I had that one tube on for about half an hour, got to

talking with ground on It, and I could hardly tell the difference

between the one tube I had on and the one I had off. So,

I think for the - we're really way over conservative in

- in thermal problem there.
CC Rog, are you talking about when you had

the pump off?
SPT That's affirm Crip. The other day when

thev were doing the work on it, I had to have the - one

monitor on until I could tell any real significant temperature

change. And over a half an hour I could just barely tell

the difference .
,

CC That's a - th.it's a good data point.
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Thank you for it .

^ ^ ^
ell . Think Bill" took •one measurements earlier

today with A87 gear, let glv. you a listen to the rate

gyros while we're at it.

CC Okay.

CDR That enough.

cc we couldn't hear it.

r DR 1 think the problem is Crip, it & not a

localized source of noise, so with the .ike you really can t

pick it up to well. ^G.rbl.)^-^
hear the punp?

Do you say you did hear the pump?
c P t Do you say you ui." — r- r-

cc No, I haven't heard it yet, have you

t,i.d
s

puttin, it by
^;h

P«»Pj
tt#d the punp8 too , x gue ss it

just won't get through.^ ^ ^ ^ frequency range on

U
"COR

19
* ^ ^ a

N 0 :

W
it's

9

:

?

fairly high frequency, let ne

heard then then when they going.

Cdr They sound Just like the command module

8lyC
°CC

PUnP
' Okay Do you think they sound normal

and it's just the fact that they're so loud that they've

bothering you, is that the problem?

CDR Thev sound like the glycol pump in the

conmand module is all l' can tell you. I haven't heard normal

ATM coolant pu.ps, •PP"™'*?'
there ,„ n0 chug , lng or anything

associated with it like what had prior to - prior to

doing that CD pro..d»r.»
h>tig

l.nn't tiU af?er we did the flush and got it running ***ln

that they got this loud. ^
_ ^ ^ x un<Jer9tJsnd u thc

reason that you want to' turn the™ off at night 1- just so that

won't bother you while you're trying to "I"? 7

CDR Yeah, that's right. The workshop is

really * very quiet place *nd now all of a sudden it s
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getting noisy

.

CC Okay, we - we copy that.

CDR Okay . ,

cc Get it working right and it comes ba -

around to bite you.
m< „.,,.. f rnm ins

cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll pick you up over Madrid in about 4 minutes at 03 -

correction 23:04, 23:04.
CDR Okay .

cc And Jer, we're working on the - the punv

problem here, just to make sure we got a consensus.

CDR Roger

.

PA0 Space station is over the Atlantic Ocean

at the present time. We'll reacquire in about 2-1/2 minutes

And we'll keep the line up for the ^acquisition at - through

Madrid .

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS over Madrid,

And Jer, vou've got a GO to switch to pump Bravo on the
t

ATM CM) coolant loop. He will appreciate it i
f J™

« oul
J

? ive us a idea of what the DELTA and sound is, if any. U)R

,

Houston, did you copy my last regarding pump Bravo?

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through

Madrid for 5-1/2 minutes. How do you read?

C r)R Loud and clear, Crip.

cr OkcydoV.e, we had a little line problem

there'for a while. Regarding Jerry's previous request, he s

oot a 00 to turn off pump Bravo which we'd appreciate if

you could tell us what the difference if any in the sound

is. And also, maybe, if you could give u8 ' comparative a

comparative ana - a difference between this pump and a SUS

pump when it's running. They're t:.e same Kind of pump.

PLT Okay, Crip, we'll do it.

CDR Okay, Crip, we're on pump Bravo right

now and it's considerably quieter than pump Charlie. And I

threw on SUS pump 1 to listen to what it sounded 1

it's as loud as punp Charlie was, however, it s o«
frequency than Chalrie is. Charlie seems to be running qui.

3 bil
c£

1 * her
" Okay, and understand punp Bravo is both

quieter and of a lower frequency?
CDR No, pump Bravo is th*» same frequency as

pump Charlie, except the - you know, it's not as loud -

CC Very good .

Cdr - md the SUS pump runs in a lower

frequency, but it's every bit »3 loud as pun.p Charlie.

cc ' Okay, copy that. Do you - what would

von think about the loudness of Bravo to run during the

.le.pjj.riod?
WeU( ut u r^ fof ^ whlU, ind

how it does. Sounds like a good idea right now.

cc Okay. Sounds like a winner fron here.

Cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute fron

t. OS. Carnarvon in 26 minutes at 2 3:37, 2 3 : 37.

rA0 The pump referred to in the *(t -to-

ground on the last pass is a part of the c oM« n l *S' '

_

This Particular pump has the nane Charlie. As >o<> n.arJ. .

turned Charlie off md substituted pump Bravo whU,. vis

not quite as noisy. Flight controllers here on the erwun-.

Monitoring the systems could find nothing wrong In ihv sys-

tems that relate to the coolant loop, ether nun tho .act

that the pu«p itself is performing with a great dea of

gusto. That would be pump Charlie that was performing wi

a great deal of gusto. It has now been retired mor.entari
y

and pump Bravo, the more quiet of the two, is working in it
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plan- in the • coolant loop system. Uu ' ri' 2? minnti-s ,-iw.iy

frnn n r >\ u i S i t 1 o n .i>;.iln. An<1 at 23 hours 1 4 minuns (.rrni-

wicti nean time. thi-J is Skylfih Control.

END OF TAP

E
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 23 hours
35 minutes Greenwich mean time. One minute away from
acquiring the space station through the Carnarvon site.

Tomorrow we'll have some television coming down fron the

space station. And at that time the science pilot will show
and describe some of the equipment used by Skylab in the

Kohoutek comet investigation. We expect he'll tell how

the cameras and other instruments work. And probably give

us some kind of an idea why it i3 so valuable to take
comet data from space. Three seconds to acquisition, we'll
stand by.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through
Carnarvon, have you for 15 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Crip. Old pump Bravo worked
all the kinks out, now it's every bit as loud -s pump Charlie
was .

CC Uh-huh ,
Okay. So 1 guess -

CDR It took a little while to get lathered
up .

CC Okay, so I guess your druthers are

your previous statement. You would like to be able to turn
it off in the evening. Is that correct?

CDR Yeah, if we can.
CC Okay.
CC We'll -

CC Okay, you are go for turning it off
in the evening and turn it on in the morning. And we'll
get a change up tonight for your pre and post sleep cue
cards to reflect that.

CDR Okay, thank you Crip.
PLT (Garble)
CC Bill, I can htar you very faintly in

the background. Are you calling?
PLT Roger. Do you have an antenna suggestion?
CC That's affirm. If you're speaking for

your phone call tonight it's right to left.
PLT All right, thank you very much.
CC Okeydoke.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you at Texas in about 31 minutes, that's
00 1 2 3 . And for the PLT, Bill your phone call well be shortly
after that, at about 00:24.

PLT Roger, Crip. Thank you.
CC Rog, tnd antenna again is start off on

r i ght and go to 1« f t

.

PLT Rog.
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PA0 Next space station acquisition through

Texas in 29 minutes. Tomorrow's television tour is scheduled

lo start, that is a TV tour of the Skylab equipment «hlch_
well be used in comet investigation. That tour is -choduled

to start at 3 minutes after 10, central standard time. The

°om It Uself tomorrow will be about 35 million b Us from

the Sun traveling now at about 168 thousand miles ^ hour

.

I t
«
s 54 minutes after the hour. At 23 hours 54 minutes

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 " Skylab Control at 21 minutes Greenwich

, a*v nf vear 354, 11 more to go before 1973

ground through Texas station.
we ' re AOS through Tex*.

C
? .k„,.V 13-1/2 minutes. Skylab, Houston,

and we've got you about 13 1/^
^

'
f b t

we -
r , AOS hrough MI LA at this tine. We have you

13 minutes,
SPT Hello, Crip.

cc Howdy, howdy.
,

S Skylab, Houston, we've got a little

dinner music we can roll for the background if you re -

y ou' ^interested in
^
avin^it

;> ^ ^ & ^ ^
.^you'll «ake usWgry, .o^h.jd.

^ ^^ plan>

you're supposed to be eating.
' c 7T What's Jerry doing?

cc He's supposed to be exercising you

tell ... (Laughter) I can't see up there very we
1

.

tell me.
that's what he's doing. I d

running a tad late because it's kind of tough to exercise

if you can't move. ^.^ called 1-0Bls teric. .

SP T Hey, Crip, we're waiting for the »usic,

^ ahead.
so aQ ^ we , re _ fl nttle technica i

difficulty. We'll M^ri
S

ht
i

b..K
u

Vi
;;/

o..
ii ^ ^

rr Ves. (Laughter) C.n't g.t you out of

b.d .".r«l... l« «!• •«•«»« IWe 8" 411
"
l!iM l °

U
'

CC (Music.)

cc Bye now.

SPT ^'crip, that', beautiful Thank you.

II Thought you'd appreciate that. And by

the wav" wo are doing a data vol ce / r e CO rde r du* P here in

case anybody's looking at it.

C

SL Hey^C rip, you know, if you played any-

thing like that on every pass, you guy. wouldn't even have

work.
,

cc Okeydoke.

« Afraid' I'll put you to sleep with .u.ic like

thU .
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CC (Music .

)

, ;(; Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again at Madrid.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

fron l.OS now. We'll see you again over Madrid in 4-1/2 rin-

utes and that's going to be at 00:42.

S PX We'll be listening for you, Crip. Thanks

for the rusic.
CC (Music)

END OF TAPE
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CC (Music) .

CC Back with you once nore through Madridfor/ minutes. (Music).
rC for the PLT

, Bill, any chance you got
tine to^run over panel 207 with us to determine exactly
what we've not inhibited on the Caution and Warning panel
pi ease . (Music) .

P, T Give ae about 2 ninutes.
CC Okeydoke . (Music)

.

.

P
^
T Sieve A, PPC02 and gas low. OWS gas

interchange. Condensate tank DELTA P. Sieve B, PPC02 Sieve
B flow is at - still enabled.

PLT He had just counted them again, there's
a total of 5. What've you got?

CC 1 concur, got 5 and I can verify then
that the primary coolant tenp low and high are both enabled.

p LT That 's affirmative.
cc Okay, real good. Thanks Bill, we

apprec iate it.

CC (Music).
r,C Sky lab. Houston, wc ; re 1 minute from I. OSNext station contact is Carnarvon in 28 minutes - correctionHoneysuckle in 40 minutes, at 01:29, 01:29. (Music).
rLT Ro S. Crip, thanks for the music.

, .

CC Ro £. *'« being accused of using it as baasking you a question and turning it off and when you givene the riRht answer turning it bat k on again. Just want tomake sure •• -

PLT Well way work.

.

CC (Laughter), just want to n.ike sure I

heard you answer though. (Music).
PA0 That interlude of lovely mus«.c th.it is"inner music to eat by, or music to eat dinner bv , was

follows- How High The Moon, Moonlight In Vermont, Bv The
Light of the Silverly Moon, Stairway to the Stars, a portion
of Myonlivht Becomes You, interrupted by a I r - t o

-

9 r on mi
commentary

.
And finally an old Eddie Cantor favorite

Making Woopie. And I'm not so sure about the rt.-s - the -
that last one. The Mo - the music as I said came <i..irtcsy
of the Network Controller here &t Mission Control. We're
25 minutes from reacquiring again. And at 51 minutes *0
seconds Greenwich mean tin?, this is Skylab Control.

KNU OK TAPK
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PAO And this is Skylab Control at 1 hour

27 minutes Zulu time. 48 second? away from acquisition on

what will be a rather short pass through the Honeysuckle

tracking site. Standing by for the a i r- to-j>round .

Cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS for 1 whole

minute. Your next station contact is over Texas at 01:58,

and that's soing to be your med conference. SPT ,
for your

information, we're taking control of the VTR for handling

the clump that's full right now. And I need to tell you some-

thing about your tine mode exposure on 52.

SPT Go ahead , Cr i r

.

CC Okay, we didn't specify
ith the FAST SCAN MODE.

sane as we did in JOP 18.

but tha

be done
SPT

stand .

CC
PAO

in 27 minutes. And a t

this is Skylab Control,

UndeOkay,

Rog .

Next space station acquisition at Texas

at 1 hour 30 minutes Greenwich rein time

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control here at 1 hour 57 «Inut.s

Greenwich mean ti*e. Co.in. up
••^•"•iA.'SjSr/iJr-tol

cc Skylab, Houston, we're with you for

.ho^-1/2 ...... ^».i
h
I!::

g
5L?:

r

u«; .b,«rv«l.. S ...

cancelled for today

.

IS JJKVhSr would you like an ATM frane

COUn

f?T ^^0^.^52,000,0 , 0-589.

03 <S
^

tiC>
stand by we're breaking up slightly.

re Okay. I need you to start again at 82B.

cr SPT, Houston, how do you read?

SFT Yeah, 1 got you loud - loud and clear

Crip/ 1 just had to change headsets all around again.• CC Okay, sorry.

SP T 82B is 589, 3579, 2279.

CC Okay, thank you very much.

Fd, while I'm talking to you here, 1 ve

got one of the evening questions, 1 night as well try to get

out of the road

.

cot Go ahead, Crip.
l
Fl

0kay> t he OSM»\ better know as the On

Moth Person has viewed video of the TV 120. And he
<<r. Soth Person h.s vleied video of the TV 120. And he

iu;«:«..":r.h... the ...» »»»»»•• "*

::.i
l

::
,

:::i
,

:.i:
,

rhs ;s:
:-«-.:!

f ° r U
gp X Yes , I did Crip.

CC Okav, very good. Thank you. M ,.
cpr frip I'n not sure at all wKat the field

tLrirro^'^^'iT^ :;

00 th
cc

TV
' Copy that. We got a keyhole of about

, v.*,' I'll talk to you On the other
20 seconds coming up here. I 11 taiK to y»

9lde,
CC Okay, we're b.ick with you on the other

4J # > L« uhn i. We've - we're 1 minute from I.OS .

side of the keyhole. We ve
J* « 9 Thf, t -(, about

We'll »ee vou aRtln over Madrid at UZU*.
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6 minutes -way, and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder

dump there.
crlp.'for the ATM folks on unattend

SPT
. L t up around 100 arch seconds

1 think they may have to P" 1 "^ up a
reeion 00.

to pet themselves onto the center of active
'

cc Copy that .

END OF TAPE
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CC (Music).
( (

- Skylab, Houston, we're AOS throuyh Madrid..

We have you for about 3-1/2 minutes. And Ed, we need you

to reset the c on f i Rur n t ion on S034 for ua ,
please air?

CC (Music) .

C C Skylab, correction, 1 was looking at. the

clock, we have you for 7-1/2 more minutes. (Music).

_C SPT, Houston, have you got to time to

correct the configuration of S054 for us, please sir?

(Music). Oh, I -correction, I'm not fast enough. I

understand you have correc ted it for ui. (Music)

.

SPT Didn't want to interrupt the good music,

Crip.
CC Oh, Just trying to get you guys in the -

in the spirit of things. (Music).
CC CDR, Houston, Jerry you got a moment?

(Music)

.

CDR Yes sir, go ahead.
CC Okay, you night have noticed we have got

you scheduled - well we got Bill scheduled to do the house-

keeping 60 Dog tomorrow. We're changing over to water tank

4, and we show that the current was getting a little bit

low And if you want to change that over tonight, well you got

a GO to do so. And since we recently put - raise the iodine

level in tank 4 up to 6 parts per million, there's - it's

not necessary for you to go through that check unless you

want to.
Okay, fine, thank you Crip.
(Music). Also another item. We got

jled in the morning for the DP 3 , and in the evening

both of those associated with - with eating chow

CDR
CC

you schedu
for a DP4 ,

and - and cleaning up afterwards. And I guess normally,

that should be done with - with all three people, and it

really doesn't work out just setting up DP 3 as we currently

have it. We were wondering if you would think you've got time,

just move your DP 3 to the evening meal, when we've got you

all three eating pretty close together and pick up the DP3

and together

.

CDR
better .

CC.

And if you agre
your way.

Do you think that might workout? (Music)

Yeah, I think that might workout a little

Okay, why don't you take a look at it.

to that well that's fine and dandy do it

Okay .

CC (Music). And Jer , we'd appreciate any

words you might have on how you would like to handle the

documentary photos in the future? (Music). That is primarily
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whether you would like big blocks of tine altogether or. Jest
segments to pick them up as you go?

CDR Well, one thing Is for sure we - we do
need tine to send them up. We found In almost every case
that It takes more time to send It >ip than It does to take
the photos. And 1 would also appreciate it whenever possible
that we keep those things out of ti.e PSA time.

CC (Music). Okay, copy, you wo uld like to
keep ilium out of the PSA. And that you do need a d eq ua t e t i me
to set them up.

CDR Yeah, that's right. Particularly stuff
up in the MDA, because you know there's no high power sources
of electricity up there anymore. And we have to run a big
extension cord In from the dome of the workshop.

CC (Music). Okay, copy that. (Music),
.lev, do I interpret it correctly? You're saying because of the
setup constraints that you would perfer to have it in large
blocks like hour to 2 hours, to pick up several scenes to -

within thit item?
CDR Yeah, I think I - we'd like to give that

a try and see how that works.
CC (Music). Okay, we copy that. And for

your information, tomorrow morning when you're getting ready
to do your ATM C&D work, you can go back to using pump Charlie.
And we are going to be uplinking you a - a change, as I

mentioned earlier, for your cue Cards regarding that.
CDR Okay, pump Charlie'.
CC We'll give you a reminder of that In the

mo r n in v. . (Mu s i c) .

CDR Good, I was just trying to think how I

was going to remember it.

CC The only way to remember that is to

remember it . (Music) .

SPT Remember to remind us will you, Crip?
CC I'll remember to remind Carl to remind you.

(Music).
CDR What was it you were going to remind us

of, I forgot?
CC I was going to remember to remind me.

(Mus ic) .

CC Jer, a ite» of interest tor you. All that
work you've been doing helping find out where the AMS i9

pointed is then helpinR pointing verification with the 133
yesterday, plus the pointing test with the AMS and the Kohoutek
attitude indicates we've got a 1.2 degree tilt bias. And
future pads will reflect that. We're about 30 seconds from
LOS. We're going to see you over Tananarive, 1 guess, at
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02:41. And that's about 11-1/2 minutes away
CDR Roger, see you then.
CC (Music) .

PAO At 2 hours 28 minutes f."

time, chis Is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 40 min-
utes Greenwich mean time. Coming up on Tananarive and while
we wait for the air-to-ground through the - communication
through the Tananarive, let us read you the mission surgeon's
daily report on the health of the crew. "The crew health
status is good. The pilot's back rash continues to subside.
The mood of the crew is very satisfactory. In that regard
listening to music f*om the ground in their non-critical
time frames really is quite entertaining and helps them to
somewhat share In the spirit of the season down here on the
pround." Those words of wisdom from Dr. Gerald Hordlnskv.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through
Tananarive for about 7-1/2 minutes .

CDR Roger .

CC Jer, while you're there, question from
509 PI. Since you didn't get any HHMU tine on the first
run, how do you feel about taking 5 to 10 minutes of
familiarisation time after Bill finishes his run, if tine
permits?

CDR Very good, 1 think it's a good idea.
CC Okeydoke.
CC (Music)
CC Skylab. Houston, we're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you again over Honeysuckle in 19 minutes
at 03:06, 03:06.

CDR Okay, Crip, we'll see you then.
CC Roger.
CC (Music)
PAO And we've lost signal at Tananarive.

(Static) Lost signal at Tananarive. Rack in - back In a

few monents let's see here - Now the extranious information has
been - has been eliminated. We'll be back in approximately 16 oin
utes through Honeysuckle. At 2 hours 49 minutes Greenwich
meantime, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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„. n This ia Skylab Control at 3 hours 4

.inucc. Greenwich mean tine Space station 15 a PP r o a , 1,
1
n *

the Honeysuckle tracking site. The crew at present

tile is essentially through with their days activ l««

h v lrift post-sleep tasks at this time with one small amount

of comet pnotography still remaining to be done - or being

done. We're 8 seconds away from ac quia i t ion ,
and *

c 1
1

^
, tan d by for the communication with the crew of s^ l

*J r
^'

c
° Skylab, Houston, we're with you through

Unni'v^urkli' for 2 minutes. ' .Ho " iy
Skylab, Houston, we're 30 seconds fron

LOS. V.oldstone in 27 minutes at 03:34 and we'll be standing

by for the evening status report there.

CREW Roger , Cr lp .

CC Bye-bye.
PA0 Something new has been added to the

Skylab routine tonight. Earlier we had
«J

th

the dinner and now as the crew is in touch with some of

\t - certain of the tr a c:»ct ..t a
j

.lotu
J

ey a r e receiving

;:ounr^
Un
Toni^-rmulirh

a

ap;en S to b e'app r o p r i

;

t . 1,y enough,

Christmas music. Evening status report coming up in 23

minutes. At 3 hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean tire, this

i s Sky lab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PA 0 This Is Sky 1 lib Control at 3 hours 32

minutes. A minute away from acquisition through Goldstone.

Evening status report coming up. Standing by. '

C C Sky lab , Houston we're AOS through

Goldstone across the States. We'vt got you for 11 minutes.

And we are staning by for the evening status report at

Jerry's convenience.
<;p T Hey Crip, woulc you a3k biomed whether

he's getting some good S133 data r-Rht now?

CC We ' 1 1 1 ook a t 1 1 .

CDR Okay, Crip her* it comes. Sleep: CDR,

8.0, 7.5/heavy. half/light; SPT. b.7, 8.3/heavy, .4/ligat;

PIT P.O. 7/heavy, 1/light. Volume: CDR, 900.: SPT, 1150;

PLT
*

1 300. Water gun: CDR, 7 56 5; SPT, 302 5; PLT, 9144.

Body mass: CDR, 6.304, 6.303, 6.304; SPT, 6.354, 6.354,

6 35 2! PLT , 6, 2 48 , 6.248, 6.24ft. Kxercies: CDR. Method

Alfa, minus 2 minutes. SPT, no change. PLT, no change.

Medications: CDR , none. SPT, one pro F last night. PLT,

Tinactin as directed. Clothing: CDR, one pair of shorts,

one pair of socks. SPT, none. PLT, one T-shirt, one pair

of shorts. FliRht Plan deviation.; none. Shopping list:

none. Inoperable equipment disposition: DAC number 01 is

been rechecked and cleared and it seems to be oka;/ in al, rac

except the time mode, and we have noted that on the camera

with a piece of tape and put it into use. Transporter 03

was reported as jammed last night. We found the film was

broken. We trimmed the film and started it up again, re-

thr«aded it and are using the sane takeup reel. It has

accepted the film and we don't know how much it will take,

but there's 40 percent left on there. We thought we'd

give it a whirl. Unscheduled stowage: none. Food log:

CDR, zero salt, zero deviations, plus 1.5 water. SPT, 4.0

salt, zero deviations, plus 8 ounces of water. PLT %

zero salt, plus one butter cookies, minus 2 rehyrdation

water. Getting back CDR, deviations, change that zero to

a minus one coffee with sugar. And stand by for the film

l0P
*

cC SPT, Houston. Ed for your information,

we do not see good data on the 133 at this time.

Spt Okay, Crip how's it look now?

cc Stand by. Veil, Ed, we show that you're

in r.'m sleep, right now.
_

SPT But I'm talking to you Crip. ThanK you.

Cc You don't talk in your sleep, do you Fd?

SPT Nor to you Crip. I don't think I do.

I had a problem in the test position. I could only *ei

the test lightr. when I went to - when I actually grounded
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myaelf on some bare metals. So, 1 had i couple little

alternatives here and 1 wasn't sure which w«s the right one.

Thank you

.

CC Okay

.

CDR Ready for the Film Log, Crip?

CC Yea sir, shoot.
CDR Okay. 1 6 -m i 1 1 i me t e r : Delta Papa 13,

Charlie India 126, 54, Charlie India 125; M151, M092/71,

Charlie India 73, 80, Charlie India 56; Delta Papa 21,

Charlie India 126, 40, Charlie India 125. Nikon zer -

CC Jer, I'm sorry, we dropped out part way

through that report on a handover . Let me see where we

got through. Okay, ue got all the 1 6-mi. 1 1 ime t e r stuff, we

need the Nikons, please. Skylab ,
Houston, how do you read?

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Ileus how Jo you
cc Skylab

,

lloua on
,

how do you read through
Tl'Xi q ?

cc Skyl ab , Hous o n ,
h on (]

o

you read through
Texas ?

CC Skyl ab

,

Hous how do you read through
Texas ?

CC Skylab, Hous on , how do you read ?

CC Skylab, Hous o n
,
appare nly ve have a

downlink problem, and we're going to go LOS. I'll have you
a fca in over Bermuda in about 3 minutes, and we will pick up
the rest of the report there.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through
Bermuda. We had you for 5 minutes. How do you read?

CDR Read you loud and clear - clear. How
do you read me now?

CC Okay, very good. I'm sorry, we lost
our downlink apparently back over the States earlier. And
we copied all of your report except when you got down to
the. Nlkons. And we didn't get any of the Nikons from there
on .

CUR Okay, here it comes. Nikon 01, no
chance; 02, Bravo Victor 43, 18; 03 no change; 04 no change;
05, Bra;o Hotel 05, 23 70-millimeter: Charlie X-ray 171,
correction Charlie X-ray 17, 139. KTC , no change. EREP, no
chance, Alfa 1, 02, Charlie India 73, 96, Charlie India 56;
Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 93, 12, Right Tango 06; Alfa 3,
06, Charlie India 126, 40, Charlie India 125; Alfa 4, 03,
Charlie India. 71,41, Charlie India 82; Back 07, Charlie. India
full, Charlie India 72. And that's it Crip.

CC Okay, very good. I've managed to ge

t

what few evening questions out of the road that I've had a

little bit earlier. I've got one Item that - for Bill. If
he's got his flight plan for tomorrow handy we need to make
onealteration.

CDR Okay, go ahead. He's got It.
CC Okay on your retails at 01:20 )hi> hand-

held 170-3. The laser that's been scrubbed. The nam1

problem that we've had tonight; it's kind of cold and snowy,
and sleeting. So they scrubbed trie laser out for tomorrow.
You can also note that on your sunmary where it has the
handheld designated down there around 01:30.

PI-T So noted .

CDR Crip, I don't know how kosher it was
to - to try to go ahead and thread transporter 03. 3ut ic
already had film in the take up real, but it took it. 1
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wonder If you would have the photo guys to think -About

that And it that's a bad deal wc can go ahead and pull

it hack out analn, but it took the thread real well. And

the question now Is, do they think -U will go ahead and

finish up, or do you think it will Jam up again?

CC We'll check that for you Jer.

C.C Jer, it seems that we've been having

problens with transporter 03 throughout the mission and

what we would like to do is just to retire that one. And

we'll give you inf-rmation in your filn thread pad tomorrow

raorning that will tell you what to do to replace it.

CDR. Okay.
C q Jer, we've got one small problem. we -

on transporter 02 we got 2 different numbers for the cassette

remaining on different parts of the report. Could you

verify for us what is remaining on 02?

cc We're about 30 seconds fro* LOS here.

So, we can then get it over Madrid, correction over Canary.

And that's at 03:56 in about 5 minutes from now.

END OF TAPE
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cc sky lab , Houstoi. , we're AOS through

Canary
CD R°

r 8 " 1/2
"'"Re::;. Crip. On transport, r 2 let's

try a whole brand new number, 79 on both of thum.

cc Okeydoke . We got that

.

CDR Okay .
,

cc i believe that more or less cleans up

the items for the night. You guys are interested, 1 can

run through a few news items for you.

PDR Yeah ,
go ahead .

cc okay, Melvin R . Laird resigned today

as President Nixon's chief domestic counselor and called on

the House to decide by March 15 whether It will impeach the

President Laird predicted that an impeachment resolution

would fall but said the matter should be resolved promptly

because the continuing controversy over Wa t e r g ate and othe

r

issues is hurting America's foreign and domestic policies.

Ho call d on hi. former colleagues in the House to accept

their constitutional responsibil - responsibilities and.

vote on the issue. The Soviet Union reported that its

loll* 13 spaceship completed 18 orbits of the Earth and

'he rookie cosmonauts aboard feel fine. The progress report

ended a 24-hour silence on the new spaceship since it was

reported successfully launched Tuesday in a flight that

coincides with the space trip of the U.S. SV.ylab 3 astro-

nauts It was the first time Soviet and American spacemen

were In orbit at the sane tine. The Soviet »l8»lon

described as a checkup of systems on board the redesigned

Soyuz spaceship which is to be used In a Joint Soviet-

African space venture. An estimated 250,000 people huddled

in mporary shelters in Connecticut early today after be
>
ng

driven from frigid homes in the aitermath o a severe winter

storm officials said. And I understand a few people are

huddling from frigid weather here outside although U s

nice <nd warm in the MOCR . The Houston Rotary Club an-

nounced for nominations for the Vince Lombard! - Outstanding

SoUe.l.te Lineman Award. They are : Bill Wyman of Texas,

RandAradisher of Ohio State, Lucious Se man a 0. ahoma ,

and John Hicks of Ohio State. (Music) I'a informed

"•a 68 degrees warm in the MOCR. And for the outstanding

news item of the night: Deep down in his basement in a

sute of suspended animation, Edward Ben Elson nas 10 bushel

basket, full of little people, he says. They are only one

inch tall, but they weight what normal people weigh K^on

savs hey were delivered Monday by a 10-foot-taU visitor wh

ndea his spaceship on Else's 1 ivn and made 10 trips tc
>

th

basement carrying the baskets. All told, Elson say. there
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PAO Skylab Conlrol at 12 hours 8 Minutes
and 53 seconds Greenwich mean rime. Skylab space station
is now coning within range of the tracking antenna on the
ship Vanguard. The pass through Vanguard will last about
10 minutes. The spacecraft communicator on duty right now
Is Carl Heniee. Flight Director now Is Hilton Windier. We're
coming up live on air-to-ground at Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston with a wakeup
call.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston wishing you a
good morning on mission day 35.

Pl-f Roger, Carl. Good morning.
CC Good mornling. Thursday morning down

here. Let's see we must be on the 20th of December and It's
a very chilly Thursday morning. We're having our first good
freeze.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We have LOS
in 1 minutes. We'll Bee you over Tananarive in about. 15 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 19 minutes
22 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station over the
South Atlantic has passed out of range of the Vanguard tracking
ship. Our next acquisition is 14 minutes away at Tananarive.
This is Skylab Control at 19-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 32 minutes
and 32 seconds Creenwlch n«an tine. Skylab space station
Is now about to be acquired through Tananarive. The space-
craft communicator Is still Carl Henize and this Is the
second call of the morning.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Tanana-
rive for the next 9 minutes.

CDR Roger, Carl.
CC And I have a reminder here. I'n sure

you've remember it already to turn on pump Charlie and the
cooling loop,

CDR Thank you, Carl.
PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 43 minutes

and 44 seconds Greenwich Mean time. Skylab space station
Is now out of acquisition at Tananarive, our next acqui-
sltlon is 34-1/2 minutes away at Hawaii. This is Skylsb
Control at 44 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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cc Hawaii for 6 minutes.
SPT Morning Carl.
cc Good morning. How are things going up

there today?
SPT Oh, we're just getting rid of postsleep

activities; measuring ourselves up, finding out how nuch
we 1

re g row i ng

.

cc Right, and sounds like we got a new
business growing people taller up there.

SPT That's what It's turning out to be; we
Just keep on eating and growing.

cc Maybe you found the fountain of youth,
do you think?

SPT We only got 85 days to test it.
uh, huh.

p A0 Skylab Control at - -
SPT Hey, Carl, one of the - one of the longest

mission ever been flown and the paradoxical thing la, we don't
have tine to do all the good things we think we should.

cc Yeah, life's frustrating that way. Isn't

CDR Houston, DR.
CC Say igain.
CDR Carl, this is the CDR. Would you give me

tine for the next opportunity to set S009

?

cc Okay. Stand by on that.
cc Jerry, the time for that next S019 set

is 14 :54 :2 5.

cc
(

It sounds as though we have LOS. We'll see
you - we'll see you over Vanguard in about 15 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control at 13 hours 25 minutes
and 40 seconds. That pass began about 2 minutes before
our clock showed we should get acquisition as the space
station was to the north of Hawaii. Spacecraft commun I

c

a i

o

r
Carl Henize gave then the call at 13:18 Greenwich nean time
and we now have gone out of range of signal there. Our next
acquisition is 20 nlnutes away at Vanguard. This is Skylab
Control at 26 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 45 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station la now west of
Chile about 54 seconds from acquisition of signal at Vanguard,
where we'll have a 10 nlnutes pass. Here at Mission Control a
handover Is In progress with Flight Director Hilt Windier going
off duty and Flight Director Phil Shaffer coming on duty*.
Change of shift today will be at the usual time In the after-
noon, between 4 and 5 o'clock. This is Skylab Control. We're
live now for air-to-ground at Vanguard.

CC Skylab. Houston (echo).
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Vanguard

for the next 10 minutes. (echo)
CDR Roger, Carl. (echo) We got an echo.
CC Hey, this is a beautiful effect we got going.
CDR Carl, I did not get that (garble) time (echo).

You cut out Just about halfway through it. (echo)
CC Righto. 1 have two possible times for

you, if you'd like to Jot them down. (echo)
CDR Go ahead. (echo)
CC The first one conflicts with your photo-

graphy of the comet, but it is 14 hours 54 minutes 25 seconds.
A second possibility is 18 hours 0 minutes 46 minutes. (Echo)

CDR Okay, Carl. Copy 14, 54, 25; 18, 0, 4 6

.

(Echo) Carl, are you ready for the TV downlink? (Echo)
CC Roger We're ready. (Echo)
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We have LOS in

1 minute. We'll see you at Tananarive in about 18 minutes
from now, and a reminder, Jerry, that we have M151 today to-
gether with the M092/171 operations.

CDR Roger. Thank you, Carl.
CC Sure thing. So long.
PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 56 minutes

and 14 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space st.it Ion is
passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. 14
minutes from acquisition of signal at Tananarive. Present
time a handover is in progress here at Mission Control with
Phil Shaffer coming on duty as Flight Director and Milton Windier
going off. Our change of shift briefing will be held after
the Phil Shaffer shift is completed at about 4 o'clock this
afternoon. That's the standard time. Variation yesterday was
necessary because the normal afternoon change of shift could
not be held. So there will be a change of shift briefing
but not until this afternoon, approximately 4 to 5 p.m.
central standard time, about 9 or 10 hours from now. We're
in the process of also having a change in our spacecraft
communicator with Dick Truly about to take over from Carl
Henl2e. This is Skylab Control at 57 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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v *° Skylab Control at 14 houra 9 nlnutes 33seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space atation is nowover the southern part of Africa, just about to be acquired
lu'<?"&

Tananarive. we ' re 50 eeconds from acquisition there.
Yhil Shaffer has taken over now as Fl i gh t Di r ec t o r with DickTruly as the spacecraft communicator. Pass through Tananarivewill last 6 minutes, and then we'll have a long LOS period
until we're at Hawaii. This is Skylab Control, We're livenow at Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello from the purple
gang. We got you 4 minutes at Tananarive.

SPT Good morning, Dick.
CC Good morning. You may not believe thisbut they suddenly let the purple gang on the day shift forthe first time this mission.

Ver y Glad to have you with us.The daytime, at least.
cc You're not half as glad as we are, andyou better keep a good watch on us today because they - we haven'thad a lot of practice this mission on this shift.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're a couple of min-utes from LOS Tananarive. Just t n case we happen to loseyou early the next atation contact is Hawaii, that comes up

3
f ^u??; f

nd that '

9 where the ATM conference is scheduledwith Bill Lenoir and we also intend to dump the data/voicerecorder at Hawaii. Out.
CDR Roger.

^
C

,

And
. Jerry; incidentally, that first SQ09set t me they gave you at 14:54 awhile ago. In case youhaven t already caught it, the conflict there is that turns

out to be in the middle of your S233 comet photos and that'swhy that that one a probably going to be impossible and sohe one to shoot for is the one at 18:00, and I'll remind youlateraboutthat. 7

CDR Ckay, Dick. Thanks.
cc Roger. And good morning.
CDR Good morning. How are you?
CC Pretty good. It's cold down here thismorning. Below freezing in Houston.
CDR Got your furnace running?
.

CC No
»
ve ' re not allowed to do that anymoredown her,. Got to bundle up. It's below freezing in Houston thismorning.

CDR
on insulation.

I'll bet the lumbe yards are having a
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PA0 Skylab Control at 14 hours 19 minute*
and 22 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skyi^b space station is
now out of range of Tananarive. Our next acquisition at
33 alnutes and 40 seconds away at Hawaii. This is Skylab
Control. It's now 19-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at Ik hour* 52 minute*

Greenwich mean time. We' re coming into acquisition ot signal

through Hawaii. Spacecraft cowunicaior U Dick Truly, and

the pass will last approximately 10 minutes.
MCC Good morning, Skylab, Houiton, with the

ATM conference and we'll be dumping the data/voice recorder

he re . Ove r

.

Spy Bill, perhaps you ought to not do that.

Bill's right In the middle of a S019 and using the recorder

all the way through. Unless you want (garble) that data.

MCC Okay. We'll hold that. And getting In

here to the ATM conference, on an XUV HON downlink one
down last night, we noticed a bright region that was totally

unexpected to us over behind the east limb at about 10 to 15

(garble). Old active region 87 Is In that region, although It

would appear that the brightness Is behind there, As you

probably recall, 87 died or decayed on the last disk passage

on the last rotation. We're not sure what to make of It,

although it may be a very interesting region and we're won-

dering what you see of It and also want to tip you off to

keep your eye on it and do whatever looks right today with

respect to that. Over.
SPT Okay, Bill. Let me aak you, what is the

location of active region 2? I'm not up in the ATM but 1 (gar-

ble) on the other side of the filament (garble) which is the

(garble) of 00.
CC Okay. Roger, Ed. 1 can just barely hear

you on that, but active region 2 is on the disk now. We can

see it on our H-alpha, and it looks like It's at about 0.9

radius at about 260 and we're talking about a IS tab brightness

that's well behind that, actually beyond the limb.

SPT Okay And looking at the picture, it's

tough to tell whether that is not really Just an extension of active

region 2. 1 can not discern the two separate bright enlngs.

Now if I go on up and integrate for a short period of time I

may be able to do that. I an not looking for the (garble).

On the TV downlink, which I Just sent down, I Rave you some fairly

short integrations (garble).
MCC Okay. We didn't have those in yet. We

were looking at last night's and there was a definite break

between the 02 brightening and this brightening behind the

limb. And another question you might look at when you get

up there is whether this is connected with any coronal fea-

tures. Okay. Couple more words here on active region 00.

Since our update this morning we've had two more subfaint

very small and they're in the very bright region south of

the leader. NOAA guesses that possibly within 24 hours this

thing may Just do something spectacular for us on the order

of an M- 3 or M-4, and again that's a guess, and maybe it's
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wishful thinking nore than a guess. However, if it were to
occur what they would gueas la that it would start in the
same place as these two and three *ub

f ainta that we've had
and spread along the neutral line to the east. Possible
sequence of events would be a handful of C-i's and C-2's
increasing the activity in that region and then boom into the
big one. The long X-ray, from 8 to 20 angstroms, have increased
from about 150 to 240 since yesterday. EUV at 284 angstroms
Is down slightly. A similar case in SL III apparently preceded
some activity, although it's kind of hard to make that com-
parison here. The neutral line again is real difficult to
trace. Thought I night Just advise you that the way NCAA
draws it, you've got a big leader spot and a spot behind the
leader spot. The spot behind the leader spot they're saying
is opposite polarity and that there is a little protut - prc-
truslon of that following polarity that Juts up to grab
that following spot. There's a very bright kernal that is
south of the leader spot and a little bit to the east. That's
the area that the activity ha» been going on in and you night
keep your eye on that today with the observations on 00.
They're guessing als -

SPT (Garble) shopping list - shopping list Items
at the completion of orbit, but we got some spectra or mirror
auto raster in that region. (garble).

Mcc Okay. Sounds good. And N0AA Is saying
that the entire region there Is - looks to them like a beta
gaama configuration, Indicating mixed polarities and very tight
gradient. Okay. We've got another 5 minutes here.
Today's plan, the 82B filler you Just did really filled
the JOP 24 square, we're trying to get a 82 Alfa picture about
every other orbit for the activity in 00, and obviously we're
concentrating on 00. Note that there's one new change and
we'll be getting up an official note to you on S055. Mech
REF 104 is now the same as optical reference, all bails.
It's at the change from 102. In the future It's 104 and that's
based on some engineering studies that they had done here.

,

SPT Okay. That seems to make a little sense. When
1 ve used a 102 for some reason I have not gotten the Intensities
that I should have (garble)

MCC Okay. Good. And there's not too much
that we expect to be coming around the east, limb with the
possible exception of this brightening that we noticed. So
there's not much to warn you about there. Wonder what you
might suggest that we take a look at tomorrow.

SPT First let me ask you, the neutral line
In 00 runs primarily east/west, that's primary east neutral
line, before It makes a couple wifferdllls and goes north and
south. Is that correct?
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MCC That's affirmative. It ' « primarily
cast/west through there, and like you say, a couple north/
south vlfferdills to go up and impose some bright region.

SPT Okay. Let me tall you what I see first.
In looking at the corona, I have not seen anything above
the active region 02, or in that latitude. We do have still
a streamer, although greatly reduced in size and in intensity
where we've had the one for the past 3 or 4 days at around 28,
290. Over on the vest 1 1 nb we do have a fairly prominent streamer,
which has been there for a period of time and it just, In general
Just changed in intensity but not location. H looks like
a good Helmet streamer and extends our a fair ways. Most of
the coronal structure is over on that side right now in terns of
overall intensity. We do have another faint streamer up around
oh, 310, 320 or so. And that's about it in the corona. Apparently
on the east limb anyway.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Moat of thi> coronal structure's on that
side right now In terns of overall Intensity. Me do have
another faint streamer up around, Oh, 310, 320 or so. And
that's about it. The corona apparently, on the east anyway,
most of the material rotated out of th» disk perhaps where we
cannot see it. Speculating there. XUV , in looking at the
active regions, I've been trying to look for interconnections.
And the only (garble) I can see of itis the active region 1.
at the trailing edge there's some plage running both north and
south, indicating, perhaps there could be something going up to
99 and something coming down to 00. Again, it's Just a
hint in th8 bright plage which leads off in that direction.
I tnlnk active regions 3 and 4 are interesting because they're
so relatively small and close together. it might be something
that we can, at least, keep an eye on, but not necessarily
do any extensive observations. Active region 150 is the one
we ought to watch for flares. And I'd like to spend as much
time sitting on that as possible. If not FLARE WAIT
but doing observing programs on it. If we really are
serlius about getting the rise time of - the rise of a
flare, then I think we ought to stay on that region as much as
possible. Over there on the limb of PM, it's kind of
Interesting where we. have a prominence and a filament, one
Joining the other, rotating onto the disk is - Maybe we can
(garble) observations there at least a couple mirror auto rasters
and maybe some spectra would be (garble) Just inside the limb
and Just off the limb, where the prominence and filament is
located, maybe some comparison spectra rotated off of that
locat ion .

MCC Okay, Fd . I got that. And that sounds
good. A couple of words here on flare observation. The
54 people tell me that a few days ago on the flare work that
you did, you did a-* well as you possibly could have. And
they want to congratulate you on that. Let me break in here.
1 minute to LOS. And Vanguard is next at 15:25. And back
to the flares, both 82 and 54 feel that observing time is
required where you can dedicate you time for looking for
Rood brightenirgs and flare rise opportunities. That they
Just cannot get things like that on a scheduled basis. So
we certainly depend on you and we'll try and give you as much
time as possible to do that. I have some comments here from
S O 5 4 . On two occasions, long enough aRo that I'm sure you
don't remember the details, there was a very slight brightening
once when you were on panel and once just after Jerry had
gotten there. In both cases, you did not put 54 into the
FLARE MODE for operations. And that's easy to understand
here, looking at the situation that you had. What 54 wants
to emphasize is that, don't hesitate even Cor small questionable
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events. If you've got any doubr. at all, go on it. They would
rather spend some film on a false alarm than miss the real
thing. And the day after Christmas Is your next crev day off.
Al Krteger will be talking to you about 34 ops, how they faired
In the EVA and what they want to do on flares. Over.

SPT Okay. Glad to hear that (garble) Sitting
and waiting and perhaps (garble) (static)

MCC Okay. Break, break, Ed. You're over
the hill. We'll see you att he next atop.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 4 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're out of range now of the tracking
antenna now at Hawaii and 20 Blnutes from acquisition at
Vanguard. This Is Skylab Control at 4 minutes 22 seconds
after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 23 ninutes
and 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition through Vanguard. Pass will last 8 minutes
to 9-1/2 minutes, and the spacecraft coaauni c a to v right now
is Dick Truly. During the last pass over Hawaii we had a

morning solar conference with Bill Lenoir.
CC Hello, Skylab. We're at Vanguard for

8 minutes and we are going to dump the data recorder here.
CDR Got you, Dick.
CC Roger.
CC PLT , Houston. We'vt still got a couple

of minutes. Are you at the point in the pass where you could
listen to ne for about 30 seconds?

PLT Go, Dick.
CC Roger, Bill. On the subject of HK60

Delta, I'm not sure whether or not you guys - you got that
out of the way last evening or not. It's on your summary
Flight Plan today, listed at about 18:45. What I wanted to
mention to you Is, is that there's a little remark about HK60
Delta at the bottom of your details pad that night be easy to
miss since It ian't listed up higher in the chronological
events In the details pad, and it looks like a little trap
to ne . So if you haven't already done the 60 Delta today,
when you get ready to do it you might be sure and read th*t
remark

.

PLT Yeah. I did see it. But thanks for t he-

re minder. It was way down there at the bottom.
CC Okay. Fine.
CC And Skylab, We're 1 minute from LOS. We'll

see you all the way around again at Vanguard at a time of 17:03.
And we plan or. dumping the data recorder when we get back
around there. So see you in an hour and a half.

END OF TAPE
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into different portion* of the space station. Ysstsrday on
the M09? run , the lower body negat I ve pressure d«vU« run , on
the science pilot. The science pilot did cut short the
run « fen minutes before it was to have been concluded, He
did feel some sensations during the minus 40 and Minus 50
levels, which sre the saxinua levels for lower body negative
pressure, But It's now believed that that's only a very
slight variation. It nay In fact have been due to the higher
temperatuns or could have been due to lack of sleep or Improper
eating habits. It's not considered to give any concern. However
the M092 run will be pertorred again before the (.pace walk.
So we should have additional data on that. Science pilot
has previously had one - on one occasion had trouble completing
the run, but he has completed It successfully in the period
since then. At lOiOO a.m. there will be a video tape playback
of gypsy ooth to 1 e vi slon , 120 , that will be narrated by
Dr. Dennis Morrison who's the cogneaance scientist for the
gypsy notr experiment. That TV was recorded a couple of
days ago by Ed Gibson aboard the space station. Thi» time
every - all the systems seem to be operating properly. No
variations observed so far In the wheel speed on CXG number 2,
although we're once again moving to the low range temperature
now in bearing 2 of about 60 degrees. That's the cycle that
normally runs about once every 12 hours. And temperatures
vary from about 80 to 6 - to a lltt.\e below 60 at which point
the heaters come back on. We're now at the lower end of the
range where those fluctuations have occurred in the past.
However, no - no observable changes have taken place yet in
the - in wheel speed or amperage. This is Skylab Control,
an hour and 25 minutes to our next acquisition. I'll repect, at
10 o'clock cntral standard tint about 2 3 minutes from now
that video tape playback will have the narration live on the
release line. This la Skylab Control at 38 minutes after
the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 17 hours 1 minute
and 30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now 55 seconds from acquisition at the Vanguard tracking
antenna. A Mission Control announcement has just been put

up on one of the large Eidophors that the Christmas tree is

now up and decoration will begin in 3 hours. This is Skylab
Control and we're live now for air-to-ground at Vanguard.

The pass will last approximately 10-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, hello at the Vanguard

for 10 minut es .

• SPT Hello, Dick.
CC Hello, there, Edward. And also we're

dumping the data/voice recorder here at the Vanguard.
CC PLT , Houston. We appreciate you getting

your NuZ update. We do see that the stir tracker still shows

a star present indicates the shutter's still open.

We're about 2 minutes from LOS. Ascension comes up at 17:16.

PLT Thank you, Dick. It's closed now.

CC Roger

.

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 13 minutes

and 52 seconds Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station
is passed out of rsn^e of the Vanguard tracking ship. Our next
acquisition Is about 2 minutes away at Ascension. At the

present time, the Skylab crew, Jerry Carr, the commander is

at work on the bicycle ergomi'ter, putting out a full 200 watts
of energy and bicycling about 69 revolutions per minute. He's
completed his H092/M171 run. We didn't *et data on most
cf that run. But that has been completed apparently. And

he's moved on to his physical training. And at this time,

Science Pilot Gibson, who is observing the M092 run this

mornlnR should be in his personal hygiene eating period and

ready to take over the ATM run the next pais. S019 operation
should be underway, too. Some photography of young star
fields by Pilot Bill Pogue. Later in the day there's an

M509 run with Pilot Bill Pogue acting as test pilot. We'll
come up line now, for a i r -t 0- gv'ound at Ascension.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're at Ascension
for the next 7 minutes. And a reminder for Bill, this ATM

pass that, you're on now is going to get cut short a little

bit. Your on station time for S019 is 17:27 Zulu.

PLT Thank you very much. Appreciate your

reminder

.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 seconds

from LOS Ascension. It'll be a while before we see you at

Guam. That time la 18:00. And, Jerrv, if you - a reminder
for you. If you want to set your portable timer so as to

catch that next S009, that time again la 18s00 and 46 seconds.

And that's Just about the time we'll be having AOS at Guam.

See you then

.
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CDR Okay . Thanks, Dick.
CC Yes , sir .

PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 27 minutes
and 5 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now passed out of range of the tracking antenna at the
Ascension Islands. Our next acquisition is 33 minutes away
at Guam. During this last pass, Commander Carr completed
his bicycling and is, perhaps, now doing the remainder of
hi9 physical exercise period. He does normally use a number
of other exercise devices during the day as part of a regular
pattern. Currently, the control raonent gyro, apparently, is

operating about as it normally has. It has reached the

lower end of its cycle. And there have been no observable
changes in its current, or its revolution speed. So apparently
CMC-2 nay be able to ?et through this period without any varia-
tions. Yesterday, during the early afternoon there was a

very slight variation in its operation. But It is typical
of those that have been occurring now for about a month. 32 minutes
to acquisition at Guan, and 28 miitutes after the hour, this
is Skyl ab Cont r o 1 .

F.ND OF TAPF
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PAO Sky lab Control at 17 hours 59-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now about

to be acquired through the Guan tracking antenna. The pass

through Guam will last about 9 minutes. Spacecraft communicator

is Dick Truly and the Flight Director on duty now is Phil Shaffer.

CC Skylab, Houston; we've AOS Guam for

9 minutes.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead, Jerry.
CDR Roger . Sweet Sue is set .

CC Hey, thank you, sir.

PLT This is the PLT . Are y'all still trying

to take the recorder?
CC PLT, Houston. You were real broken and

I didn't copy you. Say again, please, sir.

PLT Just wondering if you were trying to

take the recorder. It keeps blinking on and off.

CC Okay , stand by .

CC Bill, you got a erratic light indication

because we redesignated recorders}. You are recording though,

so you can press on as you like.
PLT Thank you .

CC Roger.
CC Skylao, Houston; we're about a minute and

20 seconds from LOS here. Next station contact is Ascension

at a tine of 18:56, or 57. For the CDR and SPT, we

see TV-77 is coming up in a little while. And, Ed, whatever

you did with regard to the head - wearing a headset or holding

the nike close when you did the gypsy moth TV yesterday

worked real good. So we'd suggest that continuing that so

continue to get good Voice for this TV-77. I'll see you

at Ascension.
, ,

SPT Okay. Thank you, Dick. I been looking

into what you like on that and it may take a little bit longer

to get that whole total Job done. We'll start working on

1 t t hough . , .

CC Okay Do what you think 's best ,md tot

us know when - when you're through and we'll reschedule

if we need to

.

SPT Thank you .

p A 0 SkvUb Control at 18 hours 10 ninutes

and 17 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab ap.i e station

is now out of range of Guam. We're 46 minutes fro^ our next

acquisition at Ascension. Present time on bearing number L

temperature on the second control moment gyro is very near
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the minimum point on its Journey to about 57 degrees when
the heaters will come back on and start Warming it up again.
There have been no variations in either current or in wheel
speed which indicate it looks like it's going to get through
this low end of the cycle without any sort of a fluctuation.
It has fluctuated a number of times over the last month,
but the last time was yesterday afternoon, again very
much simular to those that had happened earlier. And no
significant differences have been observed. However, it
does appear that during this pass it's not going to reach
that - that stage. At least that's the way it looks right
now as the temperature is a little less - just a little
over 58 degrees. 45 minutes to our next acquisition of
signal. 11 minutes and 15 seconds after the hour, this
is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 55 minutes and
45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab is now within
54 seconds of acquisition at Ascension .' The pass through
Ascension will began a series of passes as we have overlapping
station coverage from Ascension, Canary Island, and Madrid.
The spacecraft communicator on duty here in Mission Control
is Richard Truly. And the total length of these passes will
be approximately 14-1/2 minutes. This is Skylab Control.
We're live now at Ascension.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Ascension,
Canary and Madrid for 15 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston; we've handed over to
Canary Islands. We still got you here for 9 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're going to have a

little keyhole right here toward the end of the Madrid pass.
Should pick you up for about a minute after that. Just in
case wp don't, the ne;;t station is Guam at 19:38. And we're
going to dump the data/voice recorder at Guam.

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 14 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab sp.ice station over Eastern
Europe is out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid
after a pass through Ascension, Canary Islando and Madrid.
Our next acquisition is 23-1/2 minutes away at Guam. The
present tine Skylab crew should be involved in TV-77. There's
no time yet bo en put on the video tape recorder. That televisi
of crew activities is one of the main activities for this
afternoon. M509 operation should be starting in the next
hour or so. That astronaut maneuvering t>>st flight will be
made by Pilot Bill Pogue. Observing at that tine will be
Commander Carr and in the meantime Scinece Pilot Ed Gibson
will be doing his exercises and personal hygiene. Very quirt
day today aboard the space station. This morning medical
run M092/M171 completed. And everything seems to be moving
along very smoothly. Astronauts Carr, Gibson, and Poguc arc
ccnpleting their 5th week in space today with a variety of
research projects in progress. During the morning Commander
Carr particlpatid in two medical tests, the lower body negative
pressure run and also the metabolic activity experiment. These
are to measure the effects of giavity free environment on
the human body. While Carr was monitored by Science Chief
Ed Gibson. Bill Pogue observed an active Sun which could
provide the astronauts with a significant series of erruptions
later today according to forecasters from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. This afternoon Pogue will
be flyiriR the astronaut maneuvering unit, that's the nitrogen
powered backpack that may be used by space shuttle technicians
to repair orbiting satellites and complete construction work
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in the 1980's. All of Skylab's systems are functioning well

"day! The large attitude control gyroscope that is show ng

oJarea - some slight irregularities in be av or .em.1 ,

times in the past month has been working perfectly s nee

yesterday when it had its last little variation. This is

Sky ab Control, it's 15 minutes and 45 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAP h"
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 19 hours 36 ninnies

and 42 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now 54 seconds from acquisition cf signal through Guam. Pass

there will last 7 minutes and 20 seconds. Bring the line up

live now for Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly.
CC Sky lab , Houston. AOS Guam for 6-1/2

minutes. And Skylab, we're going to be dumping the data/voice
recorder here at Guam.

COR • Roger , Di i k .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS

Guam. We're going to drop out just about 6 or 7 minutes.
I'll call you at Honeysuckle at 19:52.

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 45 ninutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now passing
out of range of the tracking antenna at Guam. And we're
about 6 minutes now from acquisition of signal at Honeysuckle.
During this pass data here at Mission Control indicates
that everything's still functioning smoothly. The control and

display panel coolant loop that was cleaned out by the crew

several days ago is still operating very well and flow rates

are still much higher then they have been since the space
station was launched. Crew has indicated that both pumps

B and C do create quite a bit of noise but that's about the

level of noise that's expected from those pumps. It's sini-

1 i r to the pump level noise level from the suit umbilical
system coolant loop, which has similar pumps. We're getting
an unusually long station pass at Guan, Our lines ar<- si ill

up there but we don't expect any more conversation. Today

Commander Gerald Carr completed his M092/MI71 run in n

period where we had no telemetry. The run was ready to be-

gin at a Vanguard pass and then u± had loss of signal at in

hours and JO minutes before our next acquisition. During
that time brth M092 and M171 were run and completed. We have

no data at all so we can't report on the Success or the - any

problems might have occurred in the runs. Yesterday Science
Pilot Ed Gibson perforned the M09.2, that '3 the lower body
negative pressure run, and he did not complete his run at

the lowest levels of pressure, at minus 50. He terminated
with 7-1/2 minutes remaining, about half-way through the

run. When his blood pressure got down to the high 60*4, he

did indicate some feeling of mild stomach awareness at the

mlnus-40 level but said that he didn't feel too bad so they

vent on to the minus-50 level, at which point the blood
pressure became too low and they did terminate the run of

lower body negative pressure device. Science pi 1ft reported
on the taped communications to Mission Control that he - the
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symptoas he had were a little sweating along the back of the

head and a slight amount of dizziness, some tingling in the »

h«i\ds which accompanied the reading of low blood pressure,

but the only thing he could attribute It to, he said, was

the amount of sleep he's been getting lately. He was up

working, of course, late the previous night and he said it

did seem that he'd gotten almost 8 hours of sleep, but that

he thought his sleep at night hain't been quite as good as

it might be and also he indicated that heat in the workshop

might have been a factor. Temperatures were about 80 yes-

terday in the orbital workshop area of the space station,

partly as a result of the longer periods in the Sun, and

partly as a result of the number of attitude maneuvers that

had been performed. Those attitude maneuvers reorient the

vehicle in such a way that the Sun shines more directly on

certain aveas of the workshop and other parts of the space

station rnd they do raise the temperature slightly. Yester-

day both coolant loops were brought back on line. Those are

airlocl' module coolant loops that provide an air conditioning

system for the space station. The primary loop has been shut

down since the space walk since it was not really required, but

row both of them are operating to put out a little extra

cooling. Temperatures now range ipward to about 78 or 79

degrees at the maximum levels in the space station. We'll

no doubt get a report if any difficulty was experienced to-

day on the commander runs. The science pilot failure to conple

the M192 lower body negative presture run gives the doctors

very little concern. It's something that has happened pre-

viously on the science pilot and he has completed it suc-

cessfully on the following runs, and they did indicate

that the metabolic activity, the experiment associated with

it - correction, the vectorcardiogram experiment associated

with it, was completed successfully with no signs of any

illness or discomfort. Science pilot also yesterdtv did some

photography of an area of insect Infestation and some changes

In agricultural coloration that were due to - The attempt

was made theat - near Perth, Australia, and it did indi-

cate that he was able to identify some color differences in

agricultural areas there. He mentioned that he could not

be certain, c-f course, of the cause of the color differences

but did recognize discoloration along the edges of certain

fields which wire a lighter green, almost a yellow, and soneti

almost an orange on a couple of plots near Perth. Austra-

lia. This Is P-irt of a study of - attempting to determinf

whether or not the astronauts can detect various things from

space by using their eyes alone. He did have binoculars

of course to assist hin in the observation of the agricultural
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areas Just outside of Perth, Australia. He gave an ex-

tensive report on the channel B tape recordings earlier

day. We're about a minute now from acquisition of signa

at Honeysuckle. We'll bring the line up live for air-to

ground there. The pass at Honeysuckle's a short one,

about - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - Australia. This is part of a study

of attempting to determine whether or not astronauts can

detect various things from space by using their eyes along.

He did have binoculars of course to assist him in the observation

of the agricultural areas just outside of Perth, Australia.

He gave an extensive report on the channel B tape recordings

earlier today. We're about a minute now from acquisition

of signal at Honeysuckle. We'll bring the line up live for

air-to-ground there. The pass at Honeysuckle is a short one

about 3 minutes long. And spacecraft communicator now is

Dick Truly. Flight Director is still Phil Shaffer, who will

be going off duty shortly after 4 o'clock today.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Honeysuckle

for 3 minutes .

cc And, Skylab, Houston. Looks like wo may

have a flare starting up in active region - most probably in

active region 00.
Spt Rog. I was thinking it was 01, but we 11

take a look. I see the stuff goin* up.

CC Okay, Bill. We're not sure, but it does

look like one mav be starting up.

PLT Yeah, I think it's 01, but we'll - we 11

make sure before we start.
CC Okay.
CC And, Skylab, Houston. For the CD R or SPT,

during the period cf tine that we thought you'd be doing TV-77

we have not seen any recording done on the VTR.

p j„T Stand by, Dick. They've been working it.

CC Okay.
PLT The reason 1 haven't started on the flan;,

Dick, is I haven't got a Beryllian aperature shut down. But

we're - 54 and 56 in FLARE MODE now.

CC Roger.
CDR Dick, we've got about 2 minutes of VTR,

then this flare thing started.
CC Okay , Jer

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS. I'll call you at Canary at 20:38.

CC And, Skylab, Houston. If you do go ba>k

to TV-77, we'd like you to verify the position on the select -

the TV position on the selector switch.
PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 55-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has now paaftcd out

of range of Honeysuckle. Our next acquisition is 42 minutes

away at Canary Islands. During this last pasa ground advised

spacecraft communicator, Dick Truly, that there may be an active
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region double zero flare beginning, giving some Indications
here on the ground that flare activity may be beginning. That
was predicted earlier in the day and the solar forecaster
advised us at that time that it's quite possible that we might
get a series of flares including one perhaps in the mid range
of the M sized flare, or medium flare. That would make the
flare as large as any that has been seen so far in the Skylab
oisslon. This mission - During the previous mission we did have
a very large flare, much larger than the H class flare. So Pilot
Bill Pogue answered that he was busy watching that. He thoupht
personally that it was in the 01 active region, but that hasn't
been determined yet. We did apparently have the TV on during
part of that, and we may get some data on that a little bit
later. The active region 00 and 01 are very n e a " to each
other, in the lower left-hand quadrant of the Sun or just a

little ways from the center. Active - Activity on the Sun
is up very substantially during the last few days as the active
side of the Sun rotates into view. AO minutes to our next
acquisition at Canary Island and >7 minutes after the hour.
This is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 20 hours 36 minutes
and 40 seconds Greenwich mean tine. We're now 55 seconds
from acquisition of. signal through the Canary Island tracking
station. Pass through Canary Island and Madrid will last
approximately 15 minutes and we'll bring the line up live
for air-to-ground now. Spacecraft Communicator is Dick Truly,
and at the present time hare in Mission Control the Christmas
tree which was put up earlier today is being decorated.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Canary and Madrid
for 14 minutes .

SPT Hello , Dick .

CC Hello, there.
SPT Hey, we've been working on TV-77, and

we're Just knocking off now. I'm afraid it's going to take
a number of sessions more in order to do that thing right.
We Just got the introductory go in;;, which is a general
overall discussion of it. And tomorrow I think we're going
to be looking at the ATM panel, and discussing tnstniDients the
following day in the airlock. And the next day after that
talking about all the other instruments that are not covered
in the first two. That's the only way we can see tj do this
thing right Is to take a little time out and work each scene.

CC Okay, Ed. The way these next few days
look it's probably going to be a little while before we can
schedule some more time. Ap r ox ina t e 1 y how nany more sessions
of what duration do you think would satisfactorily do it?

SPT About three to four more sessions.
CC Okay. What's that, a half hour to 45

minutes apiece. Is that what you're thinking?
SPT Yes. About - At least 43. It takes you

a good 15 minutes to a half an hour sometimes Just to get it

all lined up and figure out what you're going to do.
CC Sure. Understand. Okay. Thank you.

We'll do that

.

SPT Thank you, Dick. Dick, what wo sent down
for the beginning was Just a general overall dincussion along
with some needs which we'll have to get all spliced together.
You got more time than the discussion goes, so feel free to
cut it up any way they choose,

CC Okay. When It gets down here I'm sure
they'll take a look at it. I'm assuming that - that Jerry
and Bill are getting started in the M509 preps, and have you
got any words to say about the flare?

SPT Yes. Bill wfcs there At the time when
you cane up. Looked like a ver> - a subflare and the H-alpha,
only moved slightly. We did not see very much rise in the
PMKC . Image intensity count went up, oh, 15, 20, maybe a

little over that for a very short period of time. And we got
54 going in the mode. And wo looked and decided it was on
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Its way down al
CC
CC

.six or eight pa
about that, but
Go Ids tone at 02

:

SFT
CC
SPT
CC

on .

CC
LOS at Madr Id .

and we're going
PAO

We'll reacquire
hour s 52 minute;
Control

.

ready. ... •

Roi;(;r , Kd . Thank you.
And, SPT, Houston. For about the last

ssc-s I've be on meaning to remind von, sorry
your phone call's set up this evening it
51, if you want to plan on that.

Yes. Sure will. Thank you, Dick.
Okay.
02 : 51 .

Okay. Now we'll remind you again later

Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
Next station contact is Honeysuckle at 23:25,
to dump the data/voice recorder there.

We've had loss of signal througn Madrid,
again in 32 n * n u 1 1 s at Honeysuckle. At 20
23 seconds Zulu time, this is Skylab

.ND OF TAPE
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PAO Twenty-one hours 24 minutes Greenwich

me an time. ;-....-.<.
PAO Fifty seconds away from acquiring the

space station through Honeysuckle in far off Australia.

According to the schedule at this particular time for

today's Flight Plan, the - two of the astronauts, Jerry Carr

and Bill 1'ogue , should be involved in the M509 astronaut
maneuvering unit exercise. That is the activation checkout

and eventual operation of that unit that they strap on their

back and traverse through the interior of. the spacecraft. And

while they're doing that the science pilot should be doing

some personal hygiene. One second away from acquiring; we'll

standby.
CC Sky lab, Houston; AOS Honeysuckle lor

8 minutes.
CC And, Sky lab; forgot to remind you. We're

going to be dumping the dsta/voici1 recorder here at Honeysuckle
And sometime this pass one of the 509 people , i f you have a

chance, might give us word as hov you're coming along in the

p-^eps and so forth.
CC Skylab, Houston, we still have about 3

minutes here ai Honeysuckle. Looking at the CMC girabal angles
it looks to us like it's possible that you may experience a

CMC reset in between Honeysuckle and the next pass, Bermuda.

Just so you won't be surprised and r.o action required by you,

we thought we'd let you know.
CDR Thank you , I): ck .

CC Roper.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're J minute to t.O S

Honeysuckle. Bermuda comes up at 22:09. See you there.

CDR So long , Dick

.

PAO Skylab has moved out Of range of the.

Honeysuckle tricking station. We'll next acquire in 34

minutes at Bermuda. A reminder that we will have a change-

of-shift briefing at approximately 5 p.m. central standard

time, with the off-goin^ Flight Director Phil Shaffer
appearing. And along with him will be Luther Powell, who is

a member of the Marshall Spate Flight Center Skylab Office.

That briefing will be in Building number 1, room 135, tentative

set for 5 p.m., today central time. At 21 hours 3j minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

l::d of tape
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PAO Sky lab Control at 2 2 hours 10 niiuiu-s
Greenwich mean time. 50 seconds away from acquisition
through Bermuda. In the process here at the control center
of changing Flight Controllers with the evening shift corainp.

on. That will be headed by Flight Director Don I'uddy.

CC Sky I ab , Houston, Bermuda for 8 minutes.
Sl'T He 1 lo Dick.
CC Hello there.
CC And SPT, Houston, the 509 guys nay be

on the other loop and real busy, but sometime during this
pass if you could give an idea how they're coming in their
run or prep we'd appreciate it.

SPT Okay, Bill's been playing in the workshop
down here for quite a little while, let me get him where 1

can ask h in he re .

CC Okay, I can near you'll having a shoot
out in the back ground.

SPT Right gyro baseline maneuver.
SPT Hello Dick, they're in the right gyro

baseline naneuver.
CC Roger, all I copied was the right gyro.
SPT Baseline naneuver.
CC Okay. i hank you.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute to 1.0 S .

Madrid cones up at 22:20.

t N D OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston, AOS Canary and Madrid
for 8 minutes

.

CC
tomorrow's flight plans are on board.

SPT Thank you Dick.
CC Roger

.

CC And also Ed, you might pass on to Jerry -

is a portion of tomorrow morning vhere it - it discusses
some time for him to take a look .it the EVA Checklist changes
that are going to be coming up tonight. And on this details
pad there's an entry fo' a - an EVA conference scheduled
at the tail end of that :-ame time. And Rusty will be here
to discuss with Jerry anything he wants to talk about in -

in that section of the changes.
SPT

Thank you.
Okay, Dick I'll talk to hin about ic.

Carnarvon comes
PAO

we 're 1 minute LOS .

Okay.
Sky 1 ab , Houston,

at 22:54.
We've set no records for oratory on

this pass which started at Bemuda, continued on through
Madrid. Principally because the two crewmen were doing an
M509, astronaut maneuvering unit experiment. And the pilot,
the Science Pilot, Ed Gibson was at the Apollo telescope
nount engaged in solar observation. A reminder that at
5:00 p.m. central time Phil Shaffer, the flight director
who is going off duty will neet the press in the change-of-
shift briefing. Also meeting the press at that tine is
Luther Powell, who is a representative from the Marshall
Space Flight Center, Skylab Office. That change-o f - sh i f

t

briefing is 5:00 p.m. central standard tine Building 1,
room 135. Twenty-two minutes f ron reacquiring at Carnarvon.
At that time, we'll have a new crew of flight controllers
on headed by Don Puddy. They're identified as the crimson or
also known as the polka dot team. The Spacecraft Conmnnicntor
will be Robert Crippen. Twenty-two hours 31 minutes Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO And this is Skylab Control at 22 hours

52 minutes Greenwich mean time, with the new crew on - on

station here. The new crew of flight controllers, who just

added a new member to their team. They're now know as the

crimson polka dot gypny moth tean. Their signature is on -

can be seen on the huge 10 foot by 20 foot hidafore [?] screen

here where we show spacecraft track and - and tracking

station locations and position of the space station. We're

about 17 seconds away from acquisition through the Canarvon,

Australia station. We'll expect a callup from the space

craft communicator Bob Crippen to the crew shortly.

CC Good afternoon Skylab, crimson team with

you for 15 minutes through Canarvon.
SPT Hello Crip, looks like we have a small

flare going. 1 got the X-ray run - experiments running

in their FLARE mode. I gave 82A one exposure and I'm waiting

for 672 before I get 82A or B going. I can get them going

right now if they'd like.
CC C - Copy that, we're checking it.

CC Ed, are you planning on putting 55 in

MLS?
SPT I was not in a GRATING POSITION so it

says go to REF and that's what I'm doing.

CC Looks like you've warmed up the Sun a

little.
CC Ed, our information is that this is a

subnormal less than a C5 and started about 22:48, and peaked

at 22:5?.. Correction on that Ed.

SPT Okay Crip, I must have gotten that close

to the peak, I'll cease the operations and go back to the

norm.
SPT Say Crip, would you have the 55 people

look at the information on their GRATING POSITION, I've gone

to GRATING POSITION of 00000 twice now. And when gone over

to a MIRROR MODE I've looked up and found myself in a

GRATING POSITION of 80.

CC Copy, you've gone to a GRATING of 0 and

then when you've gone to a MIRROR MODE it jumped to 80, is

that correct?
SPT That's right, not i ror.e d i .i t v 1 y upon goinp

to the MIRROR MODE but after I'd be working and I look up

and find out I'm at 80. And I confirn it's at 80 because

as soon as I change the GRATING REFERENCE it goes to GRATING

MODE - GRATING POSITION it goes up from 80, 90, 100 and so

forth. It not just a problem with the COUNTER or the read-

out.
CC We're reading 34 right now, what do you

got .

SPT I ' m reading 194

.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Would you like to have me go through
re f on ce mo re ?

CC S tand by Ed.

CC Okay, Ed, why don't you try going back
to reference once more. And for your infornation we're
pretty convinced that the 34 we're reading here is

correct.
SPT Okay, Crip. That seems logical to ne.

We got some stables getting into the counter here.
CC Okay, flare r.ight - might have caused

that. Why don't you go to mechanical reference first.
CC Ed, when you get back to mechanical

ret, recommend you go ahead and step to 104 and we'll vise -

go ahead and continue to use mechanical reference.
CC Okay, and we're taking the VTR and

we'll give it back to you later for the ATM TV.

SPT Okay, Crip, by step to 104, you meant
I can still run it up using the grating. Grating scan
mode .

CC That's fan (sic) - all we want
you to do is to just - go up to 10-. and use that - that as

your re f e ren ce

.

SPT Okay.
CC Ed, recommendation, if you're a little

bit behind because of t h a flare is to go ahead and get
your EB 4 and if you - then if you have time you can go

back and pick up the 32

.

SPT Okay, I get the 1 minute of continuous
in for 52. I had to truncate the - the patrol short 56.

CC Okay , copy

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again over Texas in 32 ninutcs, at

23:41,23:41.
SPT Say, Crip, in the snail flare we have no

I just pave 82 A an exposure short with about 15 seconds
ex - exposure tine. Would they like to have that to tal'c

the place of their 20-second exposure they have here. 1

have the roll at minus 5400 however.
CC Afraid I'll never get an answer to

you, Ed. Over the hill. We agr^e, we agree, yes.
PA0 We're now 10 minutes beyond the tine

when we advertised the changc-of-shift briefing involving
Phil Shaffer, and our apologies to the press for the delay.
The delay was induced by the fact that the purple
team which is the team that Shaffer heads, has been
reviewing and approving the teleprinter messages on EVA 7

that are to go up to the crew this evening. This is a

task of some considerable doing, time consuming at least.
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It appears now that the purple team is about finisned,

as a matter of fact, they are releasing some of the team

members, and we would expect that Mr. Shaffer will be in

the news center within the next 10 to 15 minutes. So,

the 5 o'clock press conference has been slipped to either

5-15 5:20, 5:25 or 5:30 take your choice. We'll next

acquiiiiiire the space station at - in about 28 minutes th

the Texas, Corpus Christi, Texas tracking site. The crew

is still involved in the M509 astronaut maneuvering

experiment. And Science Pilot Gibson was at the ATM

console. 23 hours 12 minutes Greenwich mean time, this

i s Sky 1 ab Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 3 hours
17 minutes Greenwich moan time. Mr. Shaffer is leaving
the control center at this time heading for the news
center over in Building number 1 in ord^r to meet the
gentlemen and ladies of the press over there at the change-
of-shlt't briefing. We expect him over there momentarily.
At 23 hours 18 minutes Greenwich nean tine, this is Skylab
Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 23 hours 39

minutes Greenwich mean time. The apace station is approaching
acquisition through Texas. We should have air-to-ground in

about 40 seconds. At this time the crew should have com-
pleted its M509 run, put the Buck Rodgers type maneuvering
unit away, and should be involved some presleep activities
and personal hygiene. Standing by.

PL t Crip, are you reading mechanical re f

104 down there

?

CC That's affirmative.
PLT Okay. Just as 1 went from 103 to 104,

8 popped up, so I'm now reading 184.
CC Copy .

CC Skylab, Houston. Wonder if Jer or Bill
could give us the status of the 509 run so we can know whether
to dump the recorders? We show the recorders still - still
in mot ion

.

CDR Stand by Crip.
CC Okeydoke .

SPT Okay Crip. They're all done. Jer's
just finishing up on the HHMU , so we - you can take the

recorders.
CC Fine and dandy. Thank you, Ed.

CC And SPT, Houston. Ed, for your Information,
we're feverishly working to get the JOP 18D pad up to you
this evening, so that you'll have a chance to go over it.

We won't run you through the mill that you went through
last tine with it. And it should be up shortly.

SPT Okay Crip. Appreciate that. Are there
any extras thrown in there, or is it a straight 18?

CC It's a straight 18D. We put in a few

thoughts about if per chance the thing is not visible again.
V.'e can talk about that later.

SPT Okay. Thank you.
CC Ed, we saw that you cycled the GRATISG

again. Can you give us your latest reading, please?
SPT Crip, it's now reading 285. I advanced

it 21 from the last position and I did not get any changes
at that pctnt, any anomalies, so I assume by that 0021.

CC Oka-/. We're showing 125 fight now.

CC Correction, at - You're In 021 op - optical
and that's riRht ,

SPT Got to go through three different
whipperdills to get from 285 to 021, but I think we're right.

PLT Crip
(
come on up here and be our book-

keeper.
CC I can't do It down here, but I'd sure

like to come up there and try.
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rr Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

fron, S We'll have you again over M.idrid in 5 ninutes

,..t, We'll be doing a data/voice iccw.u,.

add two RO's on that, that cones up with 285

h forT no
P

, U s °th t an extra 80 on

U"; Ei:i.
on

5;.
b

t':°i:::» :u:"ini .
^i. of

I had not noticed it before today, however.

rr of the sinister force.

P1 T crip, we need you up here. Cone on up.

qq I'm ready .

pLT Wish we had a way to do it.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab, Houston, AOS through Madrid

We ha^o vou for 7- 1/ ^inuies .
doin g a data/voi ce recorder

dunp -

r Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS.
C

We.U see you ".in over Carnarvon ,.27 minutes,

at 00-3 3, 00:3 3, see you there.

C0R So long, Crip.

" Los^of" signal through Mad r i d r c ac,u

:

in ab oi? 2U ninutes. At 8 minutes Greenwich ncan une,

this is Skylab Cont rol

.
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 31 »^ te
;>

period of »"lvil
d b tor the caU iron Spacecraft

^"r^^iU "r Bob ?,!,,.« co Che crev co.in* up

shortly .
.

rc (Music)
Skylab, Houston, we're with through

Canarvon for 5 minutes

.

rnR Roger Cripper..

ell Hey Bob, I've decided that we'll cancel

rr Okav Jer , that's f ine

.

:
C
nR Bob', also tell the M509 guys that we re

going to be late with our debriefings but we'll get tnern

done before we go to bed .

PC Okav Jer .

^ Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS,

we'll have you again over Honeysuckle in about 7 minutes at

00:45, 00:45.
rnR Roeer Crip.LUK

We're a nere 6 r.inutes away from reacquiring

the space station. As a matter of fact we're stil getting

neaningful C-band data down from the station even though
^

is: is.;..i-.i
u

:.°.J.^; i^^^**-^
involved, we'll just keep the line up.

END OF TAPE
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Mrr Oklahoma State University presents

hol iday .'..tin., to skyi.b-iii
;.«.;;-

J. ^"ch
c»;; a .

State University Sing.r. (Mu.ic^
^ ^ ^ ^ £or a uC

30 no" seconds through Honeysuckl e We « 11 see you again

at Texas in 29 minutes, 01:14. (Music)

CDR Roger Crip.
(Music)

p t t Thank the Cowboy Singers .

Rog, you're welcome, Bill. And our

OU Flight Director is proud to present
UL

? l T Brightens up ir.y whole day.

PA0 Well^lhe space station has moved out^^'^^ -----
-v :

i
:V.

heir - at their dinner session, at least that «.where

'e should be according to the Flight Plan We 11

reacquire them in 24 minutes over Texas. At 50 minutes

h mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END 01" TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, at 1 hour 13

minutes 50 seconds Zulu time. About a minute away from

acquisition of the space station through Texas on what
appears to be a track that will take the station directly
over Houston, Texas, and Mission Control Center here.

Standing by for conversation with the crew.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're back with you,

have you for about 6 nore minutes through Bermuda. See you're
in the maneuver. Skylab for your information, you're

going to have about 3 minutes at the end of this maneuver
for settling out, about a minute extra over what we

nor™ all v give you. So you should have plenty of time to

get nice and stable.
CDR Roger, Crip. Looks like the weather's

clear over Chicago.
CC Rog, it's clear over Houston, too.

You guys came alnost directly overhead, I think a few of

the wives went out, took a look at you come over.
CDR Yeah, you were so close to the

terminator it - it was still too much Sun glare up here for

us to see Houston though.
CC Rog , well it has to work that way for

us to be able to see you.
CDR Right.
CC Skylab, Houston, we've got the VTR

dumped and rewound, and it's available for your use. Jer,
I believe you're scheduled for sone TV downlink on the ATM
next pass

.

CDR Okay, thanks.
CC And, Skylab, Houston, Jer if you're

around ATM D - C&L» there, we are enabling dump.
CDR Say again, Crip.
CC Rog, just calling you to tell you that

we were going to be enabling dump in case you saw your flag

f lip .

CDR Okay .

END OF TAPE
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CC
LOS . We
at 01:36
there .

SPT

Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
11 see you again over Madrid In about 5 minutes,

And e'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump

We hav <

Roger , Crip.
(Music)
Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through

you for 6-1/2 r.inutes. (Music)
Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

re going to see you again over Tananarive in 17
59, 01 :59. (Music)

Roge r .

(Music)
PAO At 1 hour 43 minutes Greenwich mean

time, this is Skylab Control.

CC
Madrid

.

CC
LOS . W
minutes, at 01

CDR

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control here at 1 hour 57 minutes
Greenwich mean time, coming up on Tananarive. The doctor
has his daily medical report, and I'll read it. No
significant health problems exists. The pilot's rash
continues to subside and further comments about it were
made only - will be made only if there is undue persistence
or a new reoccurrence. And that is signed Dr. Jerry
Hordinsky. Approximately 10 seconds until we acquire the
spacecraft through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Tananarive,
have you for 6 minutes.

(Music)
CDR Hey Crip, that last maneuver kind of

skimmed the gimbal stuff, didn't it?
CC We aren't privy to looking at

the ginbals stops, so I guess from right now it didn't -

didn't see the maneuver. Did - lay on them for awhile.
CDR No, not for long, it just kind of

skimmed by and we had about 62 ptrcent HT, and one rt the g im
angles got up to about 90-92 percent.

(Musi c)

CC Rog. Do you recall whether that was
inner or outer, J e r on - and which CMC?

(Music)
CDR Number 3 inner.
CC Okay, copy. Normally, the lnners aren't

really - really any problem, it's the outers that can
some tine get us into problems.

(Music)
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 mi nute from

LOS. We'll see you at Honeysuckle in about 20 minutes at
02:2 2 , 02 :22 .

(Music)
CDR So long, Crip.
CC Bye-bve.

(Music)
SPT So long, Crip. You don't have any good

words for p.e on the pointing techniques for looking at
the comet?

( Mu s i c )

C C Okay, we hope to have that up about
stateside. And that's going to be oh, like •'«/ minutes away,
and it'll be while you're having your - your fatily comm.
And after you take a look at it, we'll talk about it.

SPT Thank you.
PAO At 2 hours i* ninutei Greenwich ciean,

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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™\ tl „. ^pa^a^on^'way soutToVA^raU a .

ome communication through Honeysuckle for a ruther - r. her

short period of time. In about 20 or so seconds we should

have a call up from Houston .o the crew,
have a cai

sky 1 ab , Hous ton , we're AOS through

Honeysuckle, and we've got you for a vhole -^""^J ^ast'

SPT There ought to be some songs that last

only .minute and a half. ^ ^ chat there
'

probab ly is,

but 1 figured I'd foul it up if I tried to squeeze it in

that tlRht a tine. Weil, I got a nii.ute left now. And

Gotdstone is 02:51, that's about 28 minutes away. And for

Edward, we've got his phone call s«t up for there.

c PT Verv good Crip, which antenna?

rr Start off on right and go to left. And

ve ho?, also, as I raid before, d,r ing Go Idst one to be up-

ir.
1^^.^ i:n

e

dis C u 99 i

* Ut
SPT

bit
" Okay, very good. Must have about

30 seconds Crip, could you hum i little?

CC Hum . ,

cc Ought to sin* the Eyes of Texas, with

all these Oklahoma types around.

PX rt The Goldstone tracking station U next ,

next in about 25 minute,. At 2 hour 25 minutes Greenwich

nean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 49

minutes Greenwich mean time. The space station will be

crossing the west coast of the United States In t

Die Ro area, and then heading on in a nor theastly direct ion

over" such Cities has Salt Lake City, on toward Cleveland, and

the North Atlantic. We 11 acquire the at at ion

in about 18 seconds or so. Most of the crews utie. . thi

a

time are behind then,. There is one short period of Apollo

telescope snount -

Cc - isinute .

!e!^re you still at the ATM panel?

C DR Yeah. Just powering it down.

cc okay, we - if it's convenient we would like

to run a little test on that 55 GRATING problem that Ed was

telling us about earlier where the thing was jumping in counts

by 8

°c DR Okay, give re a second to finish what I'm

doing and 1*11 be with you. Okay, go ahead.

rr okay, and we are going to be taking the

VTR to du*p it. Now let me tell you a little bit before we

get started what we're planning on doing. What we're - we re

going to be asking vou tc switch the mode selector on 55

between various positions that I'll read to you, and ask you

to monitor the GRATING POSITIONS to see if you can see an

ncretnent. And what we're trying to do is to test ou we

got a noisy relay in the panel that „ ght be caus hi

80 count. And if you're ready, we'd like you to first place

55 mode switch to GRATING AUTO SCAN.

Okay, that's done and I'm still reading
CDR

104 .

CC
please

Okay, now just cycle the switch to STOP

on i tor and see if th.it changes.

CDR No change.

ct okay, go back to GRATING AUTO SCAN.

CDR Okay , no change

.

C( . 0*ay, now we'd like you to go to MIRROR

AUTO RASTER.
CDR No change.

CC
AUTO SCAN

CDR No change.

CC

r< o cnan y e .

Okay, now you want to go back to GRATING

Okay, did you see any jurajs at all during

your operations this past rev?

CDR Negative, I was watching for them and

didn't «e« a thing.
cC Okay, I guess that's - that concludes the
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frame ^ount for tonight^ ^ ^
^ ^

rr Copy that.

^ And just to k.-ep us updated we vou.d

appreciate any future reports by any three of you guys if

„e do see the thing jump again.

I---:.st:;-:^.
1

:.-..;:"": i. <

::
-

To
.

r
-

oely

to do the next time up. And wha we p ^
could g0 ahead and do a 92 w th ... th ^ ^ inslrunented
instead of doing a Wl vt u

requiring you to just
PT session where wo «o. 1 d on ly be

J J ce lhal ,

s

r!
r

a

b
i°r:« op:;: n

r

Iin
n

-

d

of thln
6

g we need - need your opinion

0n lt '

cdK j us t what ill of thi- exercise do you

want?
cc Al i we're interested in is getting the

ergometer run.
shouldn .

t be flny pro blen.

Okay, lnd that would be for - for all

throe of you on thi. next series of runs coding u P starting

day after tomorrow.
C

C

°

C

R
Hi]', i- you're GO on that we'll -

we'll

so "hedule it.
^ ^ up(jflte I'll have to

ge t for you next ti*e.
c ^ thinR

CC AndJer, for your in f or»a Hon and for hd

when he gets off hi* phone call, the JOP 18D pad i. in the

cleprlnter. ^ ^^ { ^ fl 8lar now , <!o you suppose
CDR

that', the right on*J lho niddle wf a dump, we

, lfln v nt It And Jcr ve show that 52" 9 TV is

V^lSlnX nelrV-l off .Id".!.- AIRLOCK door CLOSED.

CDR
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C C Okay, and that nuZ will not be any good,

so if you haven't gone to Ab TO don't do so.

CDR Okay , I won't.
Co CDR, Houston, we have told the appropriate

"p cop If' and that nu7. update will not be necessary tonight.

You can .just forget it.

CDR Thanks ,
Crip.

CC Skylab, Houston, for your info the VTR is

all cleaned off and rewound.
PLT Roger Crip.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're going drop out here

shortly and we'll pick you up and about a minute and a half

ove r Be rmuda.

EM) OF TAPt
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CC Sky lab , Houston, AOS Bermuda for 5 minutes.
(Music)

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute f r on

LOS. Sec you at Madrid in 6 minutes at 03:13, and we'll be

standing by for the evening status report there, Jer , if you've
had a chance to put it together.

(Music)
CDR Hey, crimson team, thanks for the

Chris tmas card

.

CC Your welcome. How's the level up there
Jer? I can't really judge it fron down here, whether it's

too loud, or too soft, or what.
CDR It's Just about right Crip. Over

Tananarive it was kind of weak yesterday evening, and that
was the only weak one.

CC Okay, fine and dandy. If your ready
with the evening status report, I'll go ahead and kill the

music for a little while so we can copy it real good.
CDR Okay .

END OP TAPE
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(Music)
' COR Okay .

'

.

'

(Music)
CDR Okay . S3 eep : CDR . 7.0, 6.5 heavy ,

0.5 light; SPT, 8.2, 5.2 heavy, 3 light; PLT, 7.0, 6.5 heavy,

half light. Volume: CDR, 1850; SPT, 2000: PLT, 1850.

Water gun: CDR. 7587; SPT, 3101: PLT, 9232. Body mass:

CDR. 6.'320, 6.317, 6.317; SPT, 6.364, 6.36 1, 6 . 362 : PLT,

6.250, 6.253, 6.250. Exercise: \"o change for any of us.

Medications: CDR, none; SPT, none; PLT, Tinactin as

directed. Clothing: CDR, one T-shirt; SPT, one pair of

shorts, one pair of socks, one T-shirt; PLT, one shirt.

Food logs CDR, zero salt, minus one coffee with sugar,

plus 1.5 water; SPT, 1.5 salt, zero deviations, zero vater:

PLT. zero salt, zero deviations, zero water. Flight Plan

deviationsr no documentary photos today. And no leg volume

taken on the SPT. Shopping list accomplishments: none.
Inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled stowage: none.

Camera log: M151 (M092/171), Charlie India 74, 82, Charlie
India 72. M509 ops, Charlie India 73, 00, Charlie India

56. M509 ops, Charlie India 71, 00, Mike Tango 07. Nikon

0) , no change; 02, no change; 03, Charlie India 111. 20;

04, Bravo Echo 0B, 27; 05, Bravo Hofl 05, 26; 70-nillimeter,

no change. ETC, no change. ERE? , no change. Drawer A:

Alfa 1. 02, Charlie India 73, 00, Charlie India 56; Alfa 2.

no change: Alfa 3, no change; Alfa 4, 08, Charlie India 71,

00, Mike Tango 07. Back 07, Charlie India 74, 82, Charlie
I nd i a 7 2. And that's it.

CC Very good. You really rattled all
that stuff off. Got a couple of questions for you If I

could ask them, please?
CDR Okay

,
go aheac

.

CC Okay, got one here from corollary. Wants

to know if for future operations cf TV 36 Brivo, a handheld

in conjunction with M509, we would like to utilize the

observer as the cameraman in addition to his duties as a

comment a tor . This arrangement would eliminate the problem
associated with scheduling a 13 three crewmen at on re far

M509 runs, and possible to permit additional TV coverage.

Do you think this mode of operation would be accept able t <>

y ou ?

CDR Yeah. I think so. 1 don't think the

gyrations or - of - you know of a magnitude where you'd hav<

to werrv about safety or anything.
CC Okay, good. Ve'll - we'll plan on that

in the future then. Question fron the EG I L , of a total 42

OWS lights, approximately how many are left on when you go

to sleep? And the reason we're asking this question is to

try to figure out ways to maybe cool the vehicle off a littl
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CDR Okav, we leave - we leave zer) lights

on in the MDA . We leave lights 3 and 4 ,
which are forward

compartment lights in the workshop. And we leave one

light in the waste management compartment, and that s it.

cc Okay, sounds like you got it darkened

down pretty good. We'd like to know also if you noticed

any temperature change in the OWS since we turned on the

primary coolant loop, and we - I guess we did that about

vaster day morning? .,,
CDR That's affirmative Crip. I think it s

Hone down a couple of degrees.
cc Okav. And are you still using the

portable fan up in the - by the done. And if so have you

got it oriented now to blow over the he?t exchangers?

CDR That's affirmative.

C C Okay, real good. And do you happen to

have your Flight Plan handy for tomorrow?

CDR Yeah, let me f at it

.

CDR Okay , go ahe ad .

Cc Okay, we hav»> a little scheduling

conflict on Bill tomorrow ncrning. We got him doing the

S009 set at the same tine ve had him doing S233. Sc, if

we could we'd like you to do the S009 set in the siorning,

and I can give you the - the times.

CDR Okay , go ahead

.

C c Rog, the on station tine of 12:36, set

time is 12:38;*9. (Garble) plus 1, and periods 100. And

additional item if Bill is lis - listening, we ought to

change that S 2 33 cn - on station tine to 12:38 Ve - we

have him up there just exactly the time the - the data U
suppose to start.

CRR Okay, 1 think he's up doing the 233

rieht now. You want him up at vhat time?

C C 12:38. I'll - I'll try to get hln

later or - or do you think you'll be able to catch him.

C0R Yeah, I'll get. him. I'll put it or, hi

schedule for tonorrov.
cC Okay, fine. We're about «5 seconds -

PLT All right. Crip.

cc you got it. We're about 45 seconds Jr

LOS. We got a Tananarive pas*, in 11-1/2 minutes at 03:33.

And if F.d can manage to get it in, that would probably be

the last good place we're going u have thia evening to

talk about that 18D

.

SPX Okay, Crip. I ve just been taking a

look at it. Most of it seems fairly straightforward

until we get down in the steps 2>, 24, 25 and so forth.
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CC . Okay . .

'

'
'

PLT Hey , Crip. We're up in the command
module looking up north ond there's a an awful lot of light
up there. I'd nay there's going to be lots of little kids
happy around Christmas time. The old guys really working
away up there. ..Judging from the anrunt of light he's got

lots of help,
CC Vory good .

CC Can you clarify for us Jer on M151,
apparently the percentage you used was less than we had
anticipated. Ve anticipated 23, I believe you reported 3.

CDR No, Crip, there's 82 percent regaining
on the roll, and we started with a full one.

CC Okay, that's good, we misunderstood.
PAO Skylab's out of range with Madrid.

We'll reacquires at Tananarive in "• minutes, At 3 hours
24 minutes Greenwich mean time, tAis is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thlt Is Skylab Control at 3 hours
32 minute* Greenwich mean time, with extraneous assistance
from some of the flight controllers. Expect to acquire the

space station at about a half minute from now through
Tananarive, standing by.

CC Skylab , Houston , does that static
sound as pretty to you guys as it does to me?

PLT Crip, have you been talking to us all

a long her e ?

CC No, no, I've been waiting hopefully
until the static died down a little bit. And I've got

you for about 5 minutes through Tananarive now.

SPT Crip, let me ask you why in looking at

the pad here 1 do not see anything about your counting for

overshoot. I see we're putting the roll at 5700 but no correction
for overshoot

.

CC Ed, I based that on - on your comments the

other day. The way you talked about doing it as you would
go ahead and do that yourself. Because we're assuming that

you are going to compensate as you briefed at doing it. I

think you said you would multiply the value by like 0.97.
SPT Yeah, but 1 haven't come up with that

0.9X whatever it is yet, and I was hoping the ground would
look at it and come up with a good number. I'll go ahead
and use that because that's probably is what I figured
Is just a rough eyeball mean. But, it was Just that -

a rough eyebal 1

.

CC I tell you what, we'll take a lot better
look at It tonight. But that number looks good to us - 0.97,
and we^ll comfirm it with you tomorrow morning. A couple of

items I did want to cover on that, but before I get into it

I need to ask Jer, a couple of questions about on Nikon OS.
He reported 3 frames tonight and we think that 9 total should
have been used. That's with the 233 ops. While he's
checking into that Ed, and for all of the guys we're planning
on loading a patch tonight which basically Just reduces the rate
at which we drive tha CMG gimbals during a GG dunp. And
this is just part of - of an Idea to take some of the load

off of them. And we're going to load this patch tonight,
and but we're not going to implement it until we're insured
that some of our ground machine simulators that duplicate
you also are loaded ready to take this. But we wanted you to
know that we were going to be doing some computer work tonight.

SPT Okay, is that just for GG dumps or

is that for all maneuvers?
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CC GG dumps only.
SPT Okay, so If we're ever monitoring you

we just - Just - - -

' CC " No - -

SPT - - acceleration of the rate. I really don't
think that you'd end up noticing much difference on this at
all Ed. '

' "
'

•

'

'

SPT No, 1 don't think so either.
CC Okay, while - Maybe Jer is trying to find

that Nikon 05

.

CC Okay, we dropped out there briefly, while
I * ra waiting on Jer for the Nikon 05 frame answer. Ed, I did
want - -

CDR Okay, I reported 26 and that's the right
number. That's nine more than last night.

CC Okay, that's two against the F AO

.

CDR Okay, and did you get the straight and skinny
on the Ml 3 1 today ?

CC Rog, we - that was also a problem in our
interpretation down here.

CDR Okay.
CC Two for you today, two against us. On -

for Ed regarding the 18D as I said we'll try to verify that
number for multiplication on overshoot. And Ed to clarify
that a little bit more. You said that you would like to place
it on the X-axis and then move up from there. We have ended
up putting it out in about the third quadrant for optimum
positioning for 52. So 1 guess we're gc ing to leave that up
to your technique on how you'd do the maneuvering and put it
on the X and move it up. But, we'll get you a good number on
overshoot. Did want to point out - -

SPT Okay, I'll try to - I'll try to put it on the
X-axis, And I think the overshoot is different in those two
directions. But seeing as - that's the only one I really work -

worked pretty veil was moving up and down the X-axis. And I

prefer to stay there because that's the only territory we
really know

.

CC Okay, we're about 30 seconds from LOS.
Next station contact is Honeysuckle, 03:58 that's only about
2 minutes before your bedtime. And unless you want it

1*11 - we can Just not call you there.
SPT Okay, let's - let's not do that Crip. Is

there any stars visible - is Antares still around?
CC No, and ny information is there should be

no stars visible. For your information the other day Antares
was about 1.2 and we were estimating the center of '.he
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nucleus on the comet at three. And there should be a Delta

of about - bo that It should be around two for this pass

tomorrow. Do you understand about we Rave you a maneuver

If you can - step 18, if you can't see it that you can

go ahead and just book that In.

S?T Treat it like a JOP 13?

CC Basically yes. And then we - -

SPT Use the star .

CC Rog. And use the sta: tracker and we

gave the star tracker information - it's only good for one

GMT and it you don't get it in at that time you need to

go ahead and do the motion comp for ever how late you are.

And we talk about that there.
SPT Okay, I'll take another look at that.

I see it here but I have not thought about it in great

detail. 1*11 talk some more about it tomorrow.
CC Okay. Bill Lenoir will be glad to run

over it with you in the morning.
SPT Thanks very much Crip for all your hard

work on- -

END OF TAPE
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{;c
_ We'll be Kleii to run over It with you

In the morning.
SJ.J- Thank* very much ,

Crip, for Ml your

hard work on It. Sure appreciate It. I Ju«t hope we - -

.: CC ' I " "

SP1> - - get you some good data.

cc Okay, I'm sure you are, and It's - I'm

not doing very much. There's a lot of guys down here at

ASCO that's about to pull out all of his hair for it.

SPT Yes, I guess there's a whole pile of

troups down there working hard on this one. Hope the data cones

through.
PLT Crip, a (garble) report on the comet.

Tonight it looked a heck of a lot brighter than it did last night.

At least, Just to the eyeball.
,

cc Okay. Here we're looking at last night s

report on 05, and we see 23 is the frame count last night.

PLT We had 17 logged for last night.

cc Okay. Must have been our error, then.

cc Night guys. Merry Christmas. Happy

perihelion.
SPT (Garble)

PA0 Next station acquisition is in 14 minutes.

Chances are we will have no con - no conversation with the

crew at that time. At least that's what the Spacecraft

Communicator Crippen indicated a moment ago. We're 3 hours

44 minutes Into the new day. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 11 hours

50 Klnutes Greenwich mean time, Skylab has Just cone within
range of the Tananarive station. CAP COMM Bill Thornton
will put in a call to the crew at this station. We'll stand
by for that call

.

CC Skylab, Houston. Good morning.
CC Skylab, Houston. Good morning. We'll

be LOS here in about a minute at Tananarive.
PLT Okay , Houston.
CC And, Skylab, we need you to change out

the teleprinter paper this morning so that we can get up pads
over Hawaii. And we want you to check that you have onboard
two each of general message 17.

PLT Okay. I'll take care of that right now.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Tananarive has

had a loss of signal. Next station will be Hawaii in 3-i rainutes.

At 12 hours G-eer.wich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Greenwich mean time
the Hawaii station.

CDR
CC
CC

we have here.
CC

messages at this time
you've received them over Vanguard

CDR
CDP

general message 1

CC

Thie is Skylab Control at 12 hours 33 minutes

Skylab la approaching acquisition through

Okay. Bill.
Skylab, Hounton, standing by.

Hawaii for 12 minutes.
Roger, good morning, Bill.

Good morning, and that's A minutes AOS

And Skylab, we're sending up some teleprinter

And if you could give us tho word that

We ' 11 do it , Bil 1.

And Bill , we did get th* two copies cf

have you again at

the tape recorder
CDR
PAO

e . Wo ' 1

1

dump i ng

Thank you.
Skylab, we'll be LOS in 1 minul

Vanguard at 13:02. Also we'll b<

at Vanguard.
Roger.
This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of the Hawaii station right now. The next station

will bo the tracking ship Vanguard in 21-1/2 minutes. At 12 hours

40 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAP E
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours

1 minute Greenwich mean time. Skylab coning up within

range of the tracking ship Vanguard now*
CC Skylab, Houston; AOS for 9 minutes at

Vanguard. We'll be dumping the tape recorder here.

SPT Good morning, Bill.
CC And, SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead.
CC On the JOP 18-D overshoot compensation

the ground calculates that 0.95 vice 0.97 as calculated
onboard. That's for both axis.

SPT Thank you very much, Bill.

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go, SPT.
SPT Bill, can I make a request that when we

have on the pad to turn the 56 HIGH VOLTAGE POWER OFF that

the following pass that we use the displays we have another
request to turn them back on.

CC Wilco, Ed.
SPT Thank y ou

.

CC We copy that. SPT, Houston.

SPT Go ahead.
CC Could we have the DAS for a short period

SPT Certainly, Bill; go ahead.
CC And, Ed, could you confirm that the

teleprinter messages got up after the paper changeout
all right?

SPT Yes they did, Bill; they look good.
CC Thank you.
CC SPT, the DAS is all yours now.

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, we'll be going LOS here in about

a minute. We'll have you again at 13:26. I'll bet it

isn't as cold up there this mornin/ as it is down here.
P1.T What's the temperature down there, Bill?
CC Oh, it's not really that cold, but it

feels that way. It's in ihe 20's this morning. The east

got a good dowsing of snow which you may have seen.
PLT That's pretty cold for Houston.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal. Tananarive vill pick up Skylab in 13 minutes.
Skylab Science Pilot Ed Gibson will put his experience in

pointing the battery of solar telescopes to use this morning
as he once again searches for the comet Kohoutek now Just
30 million miles from the Sun. Although the comet was
Invisible on Skylab's television monitor, designed to assist
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the astronauts in their solar studies, -/hen Gibson hunted
for it yesterday he could not find it on that monitor. However
B
l J

Ml88lon Control have expressed confidence thatthe visible light telescope recorded good photographs. Thetelevision monitor is inferior to the camera in showingdetailed or faint features. The star Ant. re. with a magnitudeof 1.2 could be seen clearly on the television pictures
transmitted to Mission Control. During this morning study
of the comet more extensive photographs are scheduled thanyesterday a run or Wednesdays run rather. Pour instrumentswill be used today, the white light coronagraph, S052, theultraviolet scanning po 1 y c rome t e r s pe c t r oh e 1 i one t e r , S055the X-ray telescope, S056, and the extreme ultravioletspectrograph, S082B. The project which will permit Bill Poeueto observe and assist in the complex work at the control panelincludes two orbits from 09:49 a.m. to 12:55 p.m. centralstandard time. The white 11, ht instrument will take 30photographs of the comet invisible light adding to scientificdata on kohoutek'a density, brightness, and shape. Continuingphotographs will make it possible to define the comet's lifehistory in far greater detail that ever before. Using

?h ! ?,V
1y* Vi0lCt

?
canner

-
vhi <= h records electronic signalschat will be returned to scientists in Mission Control beforethe next planned comet observations, Gibson, will gather

th^Jf^VV'T' filen,enCs composing the comet and revealthe effects of aolar radiation on them. With a special loadof high sensiti-e film, the XUV spectrograph will takeseven photographs in the extremely short wavelengths ofultraviolet - - p

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - coaet and rev«al the effects of solar
radiation on then. With a special load of high sensitive film,
the XUV spectrograph will take seven photographs in the extremely
short wavelengths of ul traviole t I ight . The photography in
extreme ultraviolet can not be duplicated frow the Earth's
surface. Such short wavelengths are scattered and absorbed
in the outer atmosphere. Only space vehicles can obtain
photographs of the invisible light emissions which can reveal
detail* of the comet 'a chemical makeup. Although X-ray photo-
graphy was planned for Wednesday's joint observing program
on the comet, the crew did not complete the single long
exposure. Today, they will open the lens for as long as
possible - more than half an hour in an attempt to detect
X-radiation and its effect on the very thin matter that
composes the comet. This observation, too, is Impossible
from the Earth's surface which is protected from X-rays by
the particles of the upper atmosphere. Although the comet
Kohoutek is a subject of growing interest, activity on the
face of the Sun could prove the real highlight of today's
scientific research. The Sun's active side has now rotated
into full view of the Earth and changes occurring today have
raised hopes that a major flare is about to erupt. Tremendous
increases in temperature and radiation have been seen in
active region double zero, now near the center of the solar disk.
The heightened activity on the near side of the Sun has more
than doubled the velocity of the solar wind from 700,000 to
1.7 million miles an hour. The high speed particles flowing
out from the Sun in great waves have already produced visible
effects on Earth. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admlni-
tration has alerted power companies in the far north and the
military communications personnel to expect a geomagnetic
storm with communication blackouts and possible power inter-
ruptions. The solar wind storm should produce a visual display
known as the northern lights or turoia borealls. While the
particles continue to strick the outer reaches of the F.arth's
atmosphere. Active region double zero, an area estimated at
75,000 miles across, nearly 10 tines as wide as the Earth,
also has a number of 9unspots associated with It. One ot" the
spots Is cooler and darker than the Intense atmosphere of the
active region and Is by itself as large as the- planet Earth.
Data provided by satellites Indicates that the region's x-ray
output has nore than doubled since it came into view on the
Sun's eastern edge. Normally, higher radl.it Ion counts are
received when an active region is viewed edge on as it reaches
the Sun's limb. If the unstable and unusually formed region
does erupt, It could produce the most spectacular flare seen
in the 7 months Skylab has been in orbit. Skylab now 7-1/2
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minutes away from acquisition at Tananarive. At 13 hour*
19 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

PAO This Is Skylab Control at 13 hour i 25
Mlnutoa Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming within range
now of the Tananarive station.

CC Good morning, Skylab. We're at Tananarive
for i ninuttt.

SPT Homing, Dick and purple t*am.
CC Good sorning, sir.
PAO This is Skylab Control. The CAP COHM

now Is astronaut Dick Truly. Flight Director, Phil Shaffer.
CC Now, SPT, Houston. The cold weather

down here this morning has done In Dr. Lenoir. He has a

slight case of the flu and we're going to have a simulated
Dr. Lenoir at the next pass In a form of 0v«n Carriott. So
I'm sure you'll enjoy visiting with Owen here this morning.
That comes up at Hawaii next pass at 14:10 Zulu.

SPT Very good. Look forward to talking with
Owen. He hasn't had too much experience with the area, but
I imagine he can get up a (garble),

CC Well, he's trying hard this morning. He's
hustling around here.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're I minute from
LOS Tananarive. Hawaii cones up at 14:10 and Owen will be
talking to you thera on ATM conference and I'll see you after
that pass at Vanguard at 14:41.

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger. See you around there.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has passed

out of range of Tananarive's antenna. The next station will be
Hawaii in 35 minutes. At the Hawaii station there'll be an ATM
science conference with scientist astronaut Dr. Owen Carriott of the
second Skylab crew. We'll come back up just prior to acqui-
sition at Hawaii. At 13 hours 35 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Skylab Control at 14 hours
9 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is nearlng acquisition
throuRh Haw a i i

.

SPT Good morning , Owen

.

Mcc Hello, there, Ed. How are you this
mo rn ing?

SPT Ve ry good .

MCC Fine. Coming through loud and clear
a little bit early, here. I'll just (garble) right up and gel
all the information that I've selected sent along quick.

SPT Very good. Go ahead.
MCC First. On Kohoutek - or Kohoutek, Bob

McClee and Dick Monroe tell ne that you shouldn't be surprised
if you don't see the comet on your display. The brightness
is just not all it might be, and so they really think it's unlikely
that you will be able to see it on your TV monitor. And, of
course, if you don't see it, after that first maneuver , then
go ahead and - can't use your overlay, but go ahead and use
the can numbers to maite your second maneuver for S055 and
82 observations. Over.

SPT Say, Owen. What I thought I might do
is try to move it down and give it (garble) 070 and (garble) octal.
I thought I might try to move it over to a position a little
further out so I could see it. And if 1 don't see it, I'll
Just (garble) command and pick up from there.

MCC Okay, Ed. And - We copy that. It Just does
look like with the present brightness observed from the ground
that you will not have sufficient brightness to see it on
the screen even if you do have it positioned properly.

SPT Oh, okay. Fine. Thank you.
MCC let me talk about ATM now for a little bit

I think it's the last orbit for the day, you'll find you've
got some observations on prominence 61, 61. which was supposed
to be nice and stable off the east limb. It now turns out that
prominence 61 has disappeared. You won't be able to see it
there, at least we don't believe. And the back room will be
thinking about alternatives for observations in that period
and should have some r ec omme nd a t i on for you a little
later in the day before it's time to be looking at P-61.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. I'll next talk a little bit about

the Sun. As you can probably tell better than we, active
region 0C is the blggv for the day. Should be just about at
central Meridian, and maybe you have the neutral limb pinned down
but I'll give you a couple of comments about it. Joe Hyman
was telling me that they were able to count up to 40 small
Son spots in that active region today. It has been growing.
There has been increase in a plage brightness. Within the
last 24 hours there has been as many as eight snail flares with
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one of the up to a Charlie 8. So active region 00 Is clearly
r.he tost Important, And I think you already dc have aboard
the message which Increased its flare probability for the

X class up to 20 percent. So it's the only one of that sort
of a probability for today. Now one word that night be of some
help to you. Either all, ot almost all of these small flares
have been occurring right to the east of the double spots
which lead the plage. There is a double spot right at the
west edge * leading edge of the plage and the spots * or the
small flares have been occurring just to the east of those double
leaders there. I guess they - You can see that Ed?

SPT I was looking at that this morning.
And that, clearly Is a maximum in oxygen 6. It's up around
about 40,000 or so when I happened to look at It. I think it's
slightly east, and slightly north.

MOC Okay. That sounds like a pretty high
count in oxygen 6 to ne . So it must really be brightening.
And you're finding thie b r igh tness , as I understand it, Just
to the east of those leading spots?

SPT That's right. Pretty much where it was
Just specified, only slightly north.

MCC Okay. Well that sounds fine. Looks
like you've already identified that and that's uhere NOAA thinks
it will continue to be most probable for the future flare activity.
Next, let me just mention building block 15, which is now
finally been rescheduled and l believe it's going to be the

first time it has been scheduled on the flight or on your
mission here, Ed. And this is Information mostly for Jerry,
because building block 15 will come along on Jerry's turn

at the panel. And we looked back at some of the film - or

some of the photographs from our mission and have been Able
to identify the Earth's horizon coming into view. So that's
provided us with the timing that's required for building block
15. So you'll notice sometimes on your pad, which are a

little unusual and which may not fit exactly with the visual
;eporta that you made the other day. And so the intent of
running building block 15 here for S052 is to start it when
the time remaining clock reads 11 seconds. In other words,
0 plus 11 seconds remaining. And to stop it at 0 plus 10.

That'll Rive a 1-second manual exposure. And this is

essentially baaed on the film re - recordings that 1 brought
back from SL-III. So, Jerry should be alerted to that.
And if there's any question about, why, perhaps this will
straighten out the logic behind it. Over.

SPT Were you able to make a correlation
between the time remaining and the Beta angle. Because I've
been watching it on the white light coronograph this morning
and I found that the Beta angle has come down here. (Garble)
back off maybe 30 seconds or 58 before we start to see a

significant blooming in the white light display. (garble).
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MCC Ed, apparently the answer Is at this
point we have made no correlation, but we'll continue
to think about that and if there is a possibility, why, we'll
have to get it up to you lattr. But, at least at the «o*ent

,

why, that check's not been complete.
SPT Okay. I think there a relatively

significant (garble) on Beta angle (garble) look at that.
If you'd like Jerry to watch the TV display at the sail time,
before we initiate the exposure (garble)' we don't try tt.

^CC Okay. I didn't quite hear you on that
one, Ed. Understood you thought it night be Beta angli
dependent. But, at leaat for today, those tines I gavi you , and it
should be on the pad of 11 seconds on, 10 seconds off, should
be used . Over

.

SPT Okay. (Garble) (Garble) sunlight fro» the
Ear th ' s atmosphere

.

Mc;c Okay. And incidental ly , It's a little
off the subject, but it's related subject, but not on the ATM
observations, we definitely can see some scattering In the
upper atmosphere from our handheld photography, iookire at
the sunrise/sunsets. So these are the sorts of things Larry
Dunkleman provided us with a picture of before we left. You
probably remember them, a little white/blue transitions in
the top of the atmosphere and those will of course correlate
with the stuff that's coming down with the - hope we see on
the S052 photographs. Over,

SPT Okay.
NCC Okay. One other item on the comet.

Vou'll notice there are two orbits, of course, Just ahead
of you here for Kohoutek maneuvering. And the first
one does not have any VTR operations for the comet in it
because Jerry will be doing a TV 78. Now if we should be
vronp and there should have been any visual signature on
your television monitor of the comet during the S052 portion,
we'd like, if all possible, to at least get a short segment switched
over to the ATM, Just switch over to it - -

END OP TAPE
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HCC Over (?)

.

SPT Okay

,

MCC Okay, one other Item on the cow* t . You'll

notice there • re two orbits, of course, Just nhead of you

here for Kohoutek maneuvering, and the first one does not have

anc VTR operation* for the comet in it because Jorry will

be doinR a TV 78. Now if we ihould be wrong and there ehould've

been any visual signature on your television monitor of the

comet during the SOS 2 portion, we'd like if at ail possible

to at least get a short segment switched over to the ATM, Just

switch over to which ever monitor you've sot so that we can

get a little bit of the comet video on the tape during that

first orbit even though it's not called for in your Flight

Plan, if you can do than, Over.
SpT Okay, we'll make a mental note of that.

CC And the:* one last item which may be of

interest. We've had a report of considerable magnetic dis-

turbance here in the Earth's environment for about the last

24 hours. The magnetic activity has really Increased substantially,
which suggests that there might very well ba a good opportunity for

getting handheld photography of the aurora. Mow your dark

portion of the orbit comes at northern latitudes. Your southern
latitudes are of course ir. daylight. And the only opportunity
then would be somewhere near the northern auroral zone. Looking
at the phase of your erbit, your best opportunity for photography
will be somewhere near bedtlne because the Earth's magnetic
pole as you know is Just off towards Greenland, and you'll need

to wait until you're near Greenland which occurs in the evening,

or in our Houston evening near your bedtime. So if you get

a chance to be looking out your STS windows were the ones that

I found was the best. Your STS windows near the time you're

passing up Canadian or Greenland areas, wh> .
you should have a

good chance to get some aurora tonight. Over.

SPT Okay. We looked tit it last night as we

were going over the Great Lakes, and we saw a good 10 minutes

or so worth of good aurora activity. And we put something

on tape to describe it and asked S063 to give us sore

exposure tine spell and so forth because we had not received
that as yet.

CC Oh, very good. So you already caught

it and you knov just those tines. And that's the right spot.

I'll double check to make sure you get those tines set up

And we got some good photography on our color interior film.

I'll nake sure - doublecheck to make sure you got exposure
times for boch 2485 patch black and white as veil as your

color interior. Well, we're down to about 30 or 40 seconds before
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S" 0^«y- the corona for today, the sliahtwhich i« - the gtr.awr which is above - well i 'a at 03

seems

^
ka >'' w * c ^py that. Thank vou, Ed.

to vo, again
1UCk t0 y ° U f * 11 ^*' Glad to talk

PA0 Thls 18 Skylab Control u.u.n k.„ iof signal. Vanguard will pick up Skyla n 20 iwil S",this Hawaii pass Dr. Owen Garriott who vis tL '

D ??
rin *

Ed Gibson concerning Kohoutek photography today Also J?moperations. Active region 00 on the s t ! / M

active, and all of the solar phjs ctstT a re l\I ft** , "I ly
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PAO This U Skylab Control at 14 houra 40
minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab coning up on acquisition
through the Vanguurd tracking ship.

CC Skylab, Houston; hallo at the Vanguard
for 8-1/2 Rlnutea

.

COR Hel If , Dick .

CC Hello there and good morning to you. We're
going to be dumping the data/voice recorder here.

PIT Dick, PUT here. I got a couple of questions.
CC Roger, Bill; go ahead.
PIT Roger. Reference to that MDA checklist, and

the first question has to do with page 1-1. Have then verify the
first step there; I Biased step number 1. Just check that *»nd wake
sure they want that done the way it's written. And also on
page 10-1 step 7, I'd like a verification on that.

CC Okay, the first page was 1-1 step 1. Is

thai correct? And the second one was 10-1 sttp 7. s that
right ?

PIT That's a f f i rmati ve .

CC Okay , Bill ; str.nd by .

CC PLT, Houston. On the second part ot your
question on page 10-1 step 7, the answer is affirmative. We
do want that one done as as it's printed. There is - We're
wondering why you're asking the question, there is one note.
There is a teleprinter change to this checklist, that change 2

that went up last night that In assuming you got in which
is the VTR prep for M518 operation. That does add a step A

Just prior to that step 7.

PLT Roger. And I guess the question there had to
do with channel Bravo. Did you want channel Bravo or channel
Al f a?

CC Roger, Bill. We do want channel Bravo
and tha' is for telemetry purposes. And Bravo is correct.

PLT Okay, thank you very much.
CC Aid on step 1 - I mean piipr l-l step I,

we're still looking i. t that one.
PLT It sort of - I think it means down there,

I - instead of up.
CC Cou.'d - PLT, Houston. In either case we

certainly want It closed. And we are checking the panel
configuration now.

PLT I'm sorry. Iwas almost positive, but
I wanted to ask anyway.

CC Nope, good question; no problem.
CC And, Skylab, Houfton. On the - On the ATM

request H -alpha, two frames per minute. We don't see it running.
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PLT You're right, it wasn't.

CO Thank you , sir.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're about IS seconds

fro» LOS . Hawaii cones up at 15 1 51 . I'll see you there.

PLT Roger , Dick.
PA 0 This la Skylab Control. Skylab has passed

out of range of the Vanguard tracking ship. The next station

will be Hawaii in 1 hour. At 14 hours 50 ainutes Greenwich

siean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OY TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control at 15 hour* 49
ninutes Greenwich aean tine. Hawaii is nbour to acquit*
Skylab .

^

c <' Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for
3 »lnt*t»u. We're looking at the bird. Everything looks
pretty shipshape to us and this is the first tine that I ve
talked to you since you were scheduled to put all tb© infer*
nation or take a look at the JOP 18 pad. I've got my JOP 18
sunnary sheets put together per the pad so if there're any
questions we'll be sore than happy to entertain then. Other-
wise , I'm standing by

.

SPT Okay, Dick. Thank yov. Looking at the
display, 1 can see a very faii.t object at 070 in X and 130 in

CC Roger, Ed,
SPT Okay, Dick. it shows up on both displays.

So I think we are getting a look at it. But it's right at
the very edge of the display. So we'll have to be careful in
the maneuvering so we don't lose it.

cc Okay, Ed. We're taking a quick look
down here to see if it could be another object.. But Rorct
on that.

SPT let oie correct that position. it's
plus 130 in Y and plus 100 in X,

CC Okay.
cc Skylab, Houaiop, We're 1 minute to LOS

Hawaii. Vanguard cones up at 16:19 and for the CDR, Jerry,
sometime in these next couple passes prior to you doing the
CM HK7, l need to have a word with you. I'll - We can talk about
it either at Vanguard or Ascension after that.

CDR Okay, Dick. Later, the better and con-
cerning your message 3647, we already - I miens we anticipated
you a little bit. There's a request on tape, time tagged 13:00 2
this ncrning,

cc Thank you, Jer. We'll look it up.
PA0 This is Skylab Contiol, Hawaii has

loss of signal. Vanguard will acquire Skylab in 2 5 minutes.
At 15 hours 54 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab
Control.

PA0 This is Skylab Control at 15 hours 57
minutes. Hawaii had a delayed loss of signal. The'e was
a few seconds of conversation after the normal loss of signal
of tine. We've got about 15 suconOp in tape. V<? ' 1 1 play
t h a t now

.

SPT Dick, the object does disappear when we
go to the CAMERA node in 52. So we are locking at sonething
external.
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CC Roger, Ed. Thank you.
CC And as we go over the hill, tlose units

you gave us, Ed, make us think chat that probably is the
comet you're looking at. A very small point in error would b
sould go along with those numbers.

PAO This is Skylab Control. That's the end
of the tape. Skylab is 20-1/2 minutes away from acquisition
through the Vanguard. At 15 hours 58 minutes, this is
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky 1 ab Control at 16 hours
18 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on
acquisition through the Vanguard now.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Vanguard for 11 ninut
SPT Okay, Dick, we've maneuvered into the

center using my scale factor correction and starting out
at about 124 on the X axis. We're now just finishing up
the U minute exposure and we're going to start info the - the
longer one on 82B, and we're looking for it on 55. So far
noluck.

CC Roger, Ed.
CC And, SPT, Houston. For your in format ion

,

you are just getting ready to pass through the South Atlantic
anomaly so you may see sone sperious counts due to that.

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger.
SPT Dick, as I read the pad the 82B would like

to make this exposure 12 minutes more as long as possible.
Is that af f i rm?

CC St and by

.

CC SPT, Houston. The purpose - Stand by .

please.
CC SPT, Houston. The original intent of

the way we built the pad was - was 3 exposures, one 4 minutes,
one 12 minutes, and one as ion?, as possible. Now we've taken
another thought about the matter and we would like the second
exposure - we'd like a total of two exposures, the second one
being as long as possible. Over.

SPT Okay, Dick; very good. The second one
will be an 18-minute exposure.

CC Okay, good. Thank you.
SPT Dick, we could not see anything in the

H- alpha display which was no surprise. But we did get
a TACS firing and it showed up very clearly in the white light
coronagraph, just a short flash.

CC Roger.
CC And, Skylab, Houston; again for the CUT..

Not pushing you, Jerry, we still have 3 minutes loft here
at Vanguard, and then 1 have another opportunity to talk to
you at Ascension coming up, oh, 6 or 7 minutes from now, and
that's about a 10-ralnute pass.

CDR Okay, Dick, we can do it now. 1 tried to
do TV78-1, and I'm afraid this is the wrong pass to be doing
it on. We ought to be doing it on the next pass which crosses
the confluence of the Falkland In the South Equatorial current
I got a few shota down around the Straits of Magellan and the
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Falkland Islands. And I put a little bit of narriation with
them. 1 think now and for the next few minutes I'm going to
do a little classroom work essentially with charts and show
with some drawings what we're doing. And then about 18:00 Z,
during the noon meal, I think we're going to have a lot
better pass in that area, and I'll take some more TV out
the window.

cc Roger, Jerry. There's one problem there
that we d - which is - we think is more important. That
18:00 is about the time that we had set up for Rusty to get
on the phone with you and discuss the EVA checklist changes.
We will take a look at the geometry of the passes though and
see if there was a problem there. But we would prefer to
get chat EVA checklist discussion out of the way.

CDR We were much too far 30uth and east to
get any good pictures of the blooming that goes with the
current

.

CC Okay, we still have a couple of minutes
here. Can I talk to you about a couple of paperwork changes?

CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay, first of all, Jer, on the - this

upcoming HK CM? that you're going to do ho re In a little while.
There are two checklist changes, depending on whether you
use the cue card or the Systems Checklist, but you ought to be sureThey came up last night very short, deleted a couple of lines.
Systems checklist change 006, and the cue card change 002.
Prior to doing the CM 7 today y'all have those changes in.
There is one thing we want you to do first thing prior to
doing HK CM7 up there. That's panel 382 SUIT HEAT EXCHANGER
PRIMARY GLYCOL valve to FLOW, and then leave it there.

CDR Okay, understand. You want the SUIT HFAT
EXCHANGER PRIMARY GLYCOL to FLOW?

CC That's right, SUIT HEAT EXCHANGER PRIMARY
GLYCOL valve to FLOW. We're about 45 seconds from LOS. I'll
give you a call at Ascension about 4 minutes. The second
thinR I have for you, Jerry, is on your summary Flight Plan
today, at a time of about 20:15 Zulu, there's an M509 Delta
and Bravo scheduled. We'd like to change the Delta to An
Echo. The reason is is that a topoff in its piesent con-
figuration is more efficent than a charge. So that ought to
road M509 Echo and Bravo. One more thing for vou. Yi.ur
phone for planning purposes is set up this evening at Carnarvon
at 2 3:48.

CDR Okay, 23:48 at Carnarvon.
cc Roger. And H509 Echo and Bravo.
CDR Right, 1 got that and I got the checklist
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changes done this morning.
CC Outstanding; thank you nuch. See you guys

at As censlon .

PAO This is Skylab Control. The Vanguard

has loss of signal. Ascension will pick up Skylab in about

2-1/2 minutes. We'll keep the line up for the Ascension pass.

Skylab Commander Jerry Carr reporting during the Vanguard

pass that the attempts to record the Falkland current on

the video tape recorder on board he does not think were too

successful this time Skylab being too far south and east.

The next opportunity would be on the next revolution. However,

that is the time scheduled for the conference between the

crew and astronaut Rusty Schweickart to discuss changes to the

extravehicular activity planned for Christmas day. Skylab

about a minute and a half away now from Ascension. We'll

stand by

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO The next opportunity would be on the

next revolution. However, that is the time scheduled for

the conference between the crew and Astronaut, Rusty Sctiweickart

.

to discuss changes to the extravehicular activity planned
for Christmas day. Skylab about a minute and a half away
now from Ascension. We'll stand by.

CC Hello, Skylab. We've got you at Ascension
for 10 minutes.

CC And we're gonna be dumping - -

CREW (Garble)
CC Hello there. And be advised we're going

to be dumping the data/voice recorder here at Ascension.
CC Skylab, Houston. I've got one comment

here for the CDR and also one for the PLT. There's no response
required. Jerry on the - on your discussion about the EVA deal
with Rusty that's scheduled on you details at the next Ascension
pass at a time of 18:10 Zulu. What really, Rusty wanted
to discuss with you was not the checklist changes themselves
but the twe messages that we sent up last night entitled
54 technique and 54 geometry, which have to do with positioning
the filter wheel in S054 during the EVA. So be sure prior
to then to at least have smoked over those two changes and
so you can get on with that discussion. Also, for Bill.

Later on, Bill, you have a HK8 Alfa scheduled this after
noon, which is fixing up some urine bags. And we realize
there's not enough time there to do all 24 bags. You
are going to be scheduled for some time again tomorrow
to finish that job. So don't worry about it If we've cheated
you on a little time there.

SPT Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead.
SPT Okay, Dick. I can give you the star

tracker angles. We're not using them, of course, for the

calculation, but at 16:10 star 1, we've had an outer of minus
626 and and inner of plus 54 5. At 16:38 number 2 was
outer of plus 1631 and an Inner of minus 180. And that's
after we had made one correction for (garble) for star for

c ommon notion.
CC Okay, Ed. Thanks for the data.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fron

LOS Ascension. I'll give you a call at Guam at 17:19.
SPT So long, Dick.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. As you ro over the

hill, we see you've loaded the maneuver time for going out

of the maneuver. Remember that you may have lone more motion
maneuver compensations to do at the comet rise again. So,
don't forget that. You might ought to reset the maneuver time
to zero, rather than - -

CDR All right, Dick. Thank you.

CC Roger.
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. Skylab is out
of range of the Ascension station. The next statioii will
be Guam in 35 minutes. At 16 hours 43 minutes Greenwich ne
time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 17 hours 17

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition

through Guam.
, , ,

.„
'

CC Skylab, Houston. Guam for 6-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Dick. Dick, is there any possibility

you getting the VTR rewound back about say, 10 minutes or so

on dump?
CC Roger. We were Just talking about that,

Jerry. Stand by just a second.
CD r Okay. We've run the VTR to the end. Wc

got 9 minutes of the JOP 18 and I guess if there was only

13 minutes on there, you only got 4 of mine.

CC Okay. Stand by 1.

CC CDR, Houston. Before we make a decision

on the VTR, say again your estimate of how many minutes of JOP 18

Delta you have put on it already.
CDR 9 minutes.
CC Okay. That's what 1 copied. Thank you

much.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're happy with the

TV we've gotten on JOP 18 Delta so far. We're gonna delay

dumping the VTR until we get n M r stateside coverage, so we'd

like to scrub the TV - the ATM TV that's scheduled about now

and also the one at 19:00. We're satisfied with what we

get and we'll dump the VTR in a systematic manner over the

States and get back with it after it's dumped.

CDR Roger, Dick.

CC And, Skylab, Houston. We do not see M518

running. If Bill, if you have a chance, if you could give us

the status to how far you got in that setup there.

PL T Rog, Dick. It's been all ready to go

for, oh, I gucos over a couple hours and I'm waiting for the

vacuum to get down.
CC. Okay, Bill. Co u 1 d we - c ou 1 d we g e t a

readout from you on the vacuum, if you get a chance?

PLT Okay. I'll go up there right now. It was

getting close a moment ago. So I'll run up there and >>ive

it to you.
CC Okay. Real fine.

P!,T It's reading 0.6 torr, Dick.

CC That's 0.f> torr. Is that right?

PLT That's affirm. I'm waiting for 0
,

"> .

CC Okay. Okay, Bill. Thank you very much

and we suggest you do wait until you get that like you say.

Incidentally , I failed to get up an answer to you while ago

on the circuit breaker but you - you caught that correctly.

Those circuit breakers are closed In the position that's
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away from the nomenclature, so if you - if you were in 1-G
and did a backbend and looked at them straight toward the
nomenclature that would be down and not up.

PLT Yeah, that was okay. I caught that one.
I was pretty sure that they - but I just wanted make certain
in the other prep. In the operational prep, it caught that -

CC Rog. You were - -

PLT - - (garble)
cc That's right. You were correct.
PLT Okay and I'm going straight for the

checklist on this vacuum and everything. SoI'll give you
a report later on on tape on when I started it and so forth.

cc Okay. Real fine. Thank you, sir.
PLT I thought that gage was broken there for

a while. It took so long for it to start down, I was just
about read; to give you a call. It finally started down.
It's been over a couple of hours since I had everything ready-
to go

.

Roger. Understand.
cc Roger. And we're about a minute from LOS.

Next station contact is Ascension at 18:10. Rusty will be
standing by there. And for the SPT, we want to nake sure
that we get the maneuvers started back to solar inertial
right on tine. We're very close to dump commence at that time.

PAO This Is Skylab Control. Guam has loss
of signal. The Vanguard tracking ship has been released
fron the network for the next two revolutions and will not be
up on this pass. So the next station will be Ascension
Island in 4 3 minutes. Solar scientists here in Mission Control
and elsewhere, still anticipate that an extremely active
repion in the southeast quadrant of the Sun, near the center,
will develop into a major flare. The area of activity is
approximately 200 arc seconds across or about 1/10 the
Sun's diameter. That's roughly 100,000 Karth miles. This
afternoon, beginning at 2 p.m. central standard time, Skylab
Cocnander Jerry Carr will man the Apollo telescope nouni'
console for three data taking sessions. He will spend about
1-1/2 houi s total on the console between 2 and 8 p.rt. tnd
he viU be looking at the spectra of the active region and
be :n the lookout for any fluctuations in the activity in
thai region. The crew has been Instructed to j-o into h * «h
ratt <lata take If something of consequence is seen. But It
it Mi>8i(5os, they'll go back to the routine data take node.
Solar * ; ' ent is t s arc extremely interested in the crew trying
to .catch the rise of a flare if possible. They are in
hoprs of adding more data to what they know about what causes
Mares to erupt. Active region 00, which is the
identification of the region of activity, it's now approaching
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the halfvay mark as It crosses the Sun from east to west.

It will take about 7 days for that active region to reach

the western limb of the solar disc. The activity now tha

END OF TAPE
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PAO The activity now being produced by that
region has already had noticeable effects here on Earth.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has allerted
power companies in the far north and communications organizations
to expect a geomagnetic storm with accompanying communications
blackouts and the possibility of erruptions of electrical power.
The crew did observe increased activity in the visual display
known as the northern lights or aurora borealis last night
Just prior to retiring. And flight controllers have asked
them to take black and white and color photographs of the
phenomenon this evening when they are north of Greenland. The
increased activity of the northern lights is caused by particles
from the solar windstorm striking the Earth's atmosphere.
Skylab 40 minutes away now from acquisition through Ascension.
At 17 hours 30 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Con t r ol

.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 9 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about to begin a long pass
acquisition at Ascension Island and through Canaries with
overlapping coverage through Madrid. During this pass, astronaut
Rusty Schweickart will have a conference with the crew concerning
the Christmas Day extravehicular activity.

MCC Skylab, Houston here through Ascension
Canaries and Madrid for the next 18 minutes.

CDR Roger.
MCC And, Jerry, if you got time to listen here

during your eat period, I've got a lot of words for you.
CDR Roger. Go ahead, Rusty.
ttCC Okay. I guess I'm going to assume. Jerry,

that you've had a chance to look at in particular the two
messages regarding S054 called geometry and technique, which
do the basic explaining, and I'll be talking basically around
those messages with showing material,

CDR Okay, Rusty, I've got them In fiont of me
and I got a note tablet open and ready to copy.

MCC Okay, have you had a chance to read theft,
Jerry, and if you have do you have my questions before we
start down here?

CDR Yes, I hive, Rusty. The only question 1

might have is in the area of paragraph number 3 there under
geometry. These five parallel surfaces I assume, are the surfaces
are parallel to the filter wheel?

MCC That's affirmative.
CDR Okay, and these distances are the distances

down from the shutter plate.
MCC Thai's also correct. The shutter plate

is the surface you see when you look in there and those distances
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are all measured from that surface.
,

CDR Okay. Are you reading me okay? I ve

got a headset on. I'm kind of off in a
.

'

8
MCC Yes , 1 can read you a little bit weak

,

but I do read you, Jer.

Cdr Okav, go ahead.

MCC Okay, before I get in with this we'd like

to CLOSE the H- ALP HA V DOOR. We see the temp's coning up

so I guess Bill nay still be up there or Ed, and if they can

take care of that.
SPT Got it.

MCC Okay, Jerry - Okay, Jevry, let me say

a word here about the present condition of the filter wheel

as best we understand it. We have positive indication that

at left position 5 on the way to position 6, and after that

it never arrived in position 6 on our telemetry. =>o ve think

that it is somewhere between position 5 and 6, but as I 11

explain in a minute there are really two condit ions that

can be present. In other words, wh.n you look in there, >ou

m ay see filter 5 almost in position. You may see "Her o

almost in positoin or anywhere in between No * ^ U *

procedure which you may or may not have had a chance to look

aTyet, we have one branch point, that is, mere are two basic

failure modes. One is a mechanical Jam, or a relay failure

but Just think of it as a mechanicnl Jam. And in that case

you have to manually rotate the filter wheel using the screwdriver

technique. The other option - -

CDR What that docs, Rusty, then is destroy

each one as you go through it until you get three.

MCC That's affirmative, but since we will not

be using anything other than 3 from here on out in any

case it doesn't make any difference. All it does is leave

aTew bervlliuo chips .round, and we take care of that by pu ting

the shutter override mechanism on the magazine that s going in.

til Okav[ the other failure possibility there

19 that we have a 5-volt ground line that nay hjve opened up.

In that case we would get the same telemetry indi cjtion ,

however, any time we have power to the f 11 ter wheel that is

,

if the selector is in any position 1 through 6, the wheel will

on » y rotate. And.o when you look at ^^l™^^'*
you'll see that when you first get out there you 11 be looking

Jovn inside, we'll go to filter 1 just to get power on the

filter wheel. If It starts to rotate then we ve got the 5 volt

return problem and then your task ifl sluply to shut off the

Tower when filter 3 gets in the ri^ht position. That is you li
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be Riving Bill a GCA when to go to STORAGE with the switch.

CUR Okay, I copy that. Where are these EVA

procedures coding up? I've got, so far, geometry and technique

but no procedures. ^ ^ night ve sent up quite a

long message which had the EVA prep and post and - excuse ne,

nd in the'middle of that are the EVA procedures themselves.

If it will help, I can give you a message number on there.

CDR Okay

.

MCC okay, it's 3t>U7 is the message number.

rr>R Okay, understand that.

HCC Okay, if I can quite coughing here, the

next item I got for you is sort of a good news/bad news ob

.

The good news being that the task that we're as, ng you to

do here on 54 is a piece of cake. The bad news is that it s

a pie cc of cake the'second time you do it. The first time -

The trick in this thing is to be able t° *™
^t'li rr or and

lookln? at when you look down in there with that airT ° r
*

* nC

flashlight combination. And in order to help you do that

ve sent up that geometry message. What I'd like you to do

^th tLt if you can find the time, and we're going to try to

U up o'thYt you will is, take a pen and pencil or rather

r encil and paper and actually draw what we ve descr be the r
e .

and T think in drawing or trying to draw that - this scale

that'll probably illuminate any questions in your

mind, and you can come down with them and we can give you

the answers

.

END OF TAPE
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MCC - - when you do it. The first time - The

trick in this thing is to be able to know what you're looking

at when you look down in there with that mirror and there's

a flashlight combination. And in order to help you do that,

we sent up that geometry taessage. What I'd like you to do

with that if vou can find the tine, and we're going to

try to open it up so that you will, is take a pen and pencil, or

rather a pencil and paper and actually draw what we've de-

scribed there. And I think in drawing or trying to draw

chat scale, that'll probably illuminate any questions in

your mind and you can come down with them and we'll try to

give vou the answers.
CDR Yeah. I kind of had decided that was

what I was going to have to do, if I was really going to

picture it. I've read your geometry about three times 'and I

discover something new each tine I read it. I think it's

going to take a drawing. I think you're right.

M CC Yeah. There's a lot - That's high

information density in those two ae s s a ge a . Okay ,
just

n comment here. The checklist change including the EVA

procedure was addressed to the PIT. And - So Bill may have

that. Okay, another thing that will help you, Jerry, 1

think, is to look - to lock at one of the old 54 magazines

and that'll also give you a good idea when you slide back to

your little protector plate, there, that'll give you an idea

of the X-rav aperture and what it looks like, That's not quite

elipthical like the plate that it goes against, but it's pretty

nearly the right shape. 0 -

CDR Yeah. That's tht race- track shaped one.

Right?
vjcC Yeah. If you slide back that protector

that's spring-loaded there, it's got a couple of little

bars across it. But it's basically elithical. And that's

what mates with the elipse there in the 'hutter plate. Vle'rf

going to drop out here in about 3 or I* seconds, for about a

half a minute. And we'll be back with you.

CDR Okay.
vjCC Okay, Skylah. We should be back wita

you at this time through Canaries.
CDR Loud and clear

.

MCC Okay

.

CDR I've got that EVA procedures in hand now.

MCC Okay. Fine. If you'll look back there in

the - in the big asterisked box, you'll see the EVA procedure

and we've got the *4 malfunction procedure there as steps 1

through 12. And step - The end of step 2, you'll see that

branch point. And you and Bill can just coordinate that.

It's just him putting power on the wheel to if it rotates

while you're looking In with the nirror.
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MCC Okay . Let ne say a - a word here about
scheduling during the EVA. We've got the T025/SO20 and

S 20 1 operation first. We get them out of the way and

then we go to normal filter - rather a normal film remove

and replace, including the new 54 magazine, which, as you're

going to notice in going through the prep procedures we have

you put the shutter override butterfly on it - the shutter over-

ride mechanism. And following the film remove replace, then we

go into the 54 malfunction procedure. Now the reason we have

it in that order, and that means you're just going to take

out the magazine you .just finished putting in - in the film

remove replace. But there are two reasons for that. One

is that we want to put the lowest priority item - which we

consider the 54 filter fix, last in the EVA, in case for some

reason we have to terminate early. And secondly, when you put

the new magazine in with the shutter override mechanism on it,

it automatically opens up the shutter blades on the shutter
plate there. And they will stay open even after you pull the

magazine out. That gives you access to the filter wheel.
CDR Okay. Understand.
MCC Okay, now. If for some strange reason,

Jerry, the shutter blader are closed when you look in there,

what I want you to do then is to look at the shutter over-
ride mechanism when you're Installing it on the magazine
pre EVA. And you'll see there are two little buttons that

stick out at the 10 o'clock and - rather the 11 o'clock and

1 o'clock position to the eiipse - to the opening. Those
two little buttons press on two buttons that are located
on the shutter plate. So in case the shutters are closed,
ail you've got to do is take the screwdriver vertically and

just push down on those two silver buttons and the shutters
will swing open and stay open. We don't expect you'll have

to do that.
CDR Okay. I think I understand. I'll get

a hold of the - one of the cameras and look at it.

MCC Okav. And when you look in the schematic
book it also shows that to you.

CDR Okay.
MCC Okay. When you do look in with the mirror,

the filter wheel description - I cid not go into too much
detail on that. I want to cover Just a couple of things here

with you on it. Paragraph 5 in geometry describes what you're

going' to see when you look in there. And 1 want you to realize

that the worse case condition is vhc-n you have a filter
centered. And now you want to stick the screw driver through
the next filter to the left. That is not to the one that's
centered. But you want to stick :t into the next one so

you can pry i' ' n t o position.
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MCC 'And the worst case of course, for seeing
the next filter is when the present filter is centered. If

the present filter has moved at all to the right, then the

next filter is going to be'more accessible. And so we want
to emphasize that what you need to do when you go in there

is 3tick the screwdriver into the next filter to the left from

the one that you're going to see most of wh - you look in.

Did 1 make that - Did I confuse you on tha. ^ie?

CDR Negative. I understand that.

MCC Okay. Now, the filter wheel itself, there

are no really good drawing on board which show it to you. The

elongated octagon that I mentioned there is the shape of

the filter pretty closely. And where the filters come
closest together, that is toward the inboard section of the

pie, the filter wheel, the web is only about 3/8 Inches thick.

Of course, as you move toward the rin of the filter wheel
that web increases in thickness and as you get toward the

outter portion of the filter wheel, there is a lightening
hole about 3/4 of an inch in diameter which is a hole drilled
right through the filter - the aluminum portion of the filter
wheel. So when you look in there you may see chat round

hole toward the outboard edge of the filter wheel.
CDR Okay. Understand.
MCC Okay. We've got another handover coning

up . Stand by just 1

.

MCC Okay. We're back with you again, here.

Jerry, the other thing to help out in our knowledge of what

we have on the present film that's out there for 54, we would
like a description of what you set when you first look in

there so if you can sort of mentally jot that down. We'll
know whether the web is in the middle or whether it's almost

in - fully on the filter or whatever you see there. And

then as you rotate the filter around, we'd like you to count

how many half - if you can do this. Count how many you

rotated' In order to get to filter 3. And that will assist

us in knowing where we were for the present magazine.
CDR Okay.
MCC Okay. Just a reminder that we keep talking

about filter 3. Filter 3 really is a nonfilter. That is,

it's a hole a filter wheel the same shape as the filters.
But there really is nothing thcro . And I just want to

make sure that you recognize it and you'll see that as it

comes into position.
CDR Okay. Understand that,
MCC Okay. And the last item I've got here Ib

that - and I mentioned that also in the techniques. But

you'll find out as you pry the filter wheel around, using
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the screwdriver, the re Is a crowbar that — when you move t tie

screw driver the handle as far to the left as you can, thereby
prying the filter wheel to the right, you will move the filter
wheel slightly past the center position . That is you will
nove the filter, through which you've got the screwdriver,
past the center by probably 10 degrees of rotation on the
filter wheel. So that when you are ready to move filter
3 into position, if you can tell ahead of time that, that's
the one that's coning up, you'll probably want to go a little
bit less than full throw. Now in case you go full throw
thereby getting it over center, you're going to have to
rotate your right wrist. You're doing this with your right
hand and you're going to rotate your right wrist counter-
clockwise 180 degrees, that is, thumbs down, grab the screw-
driver and then move the - pry it on the right side to move
the filter wheel back. I point that out because you can't
hold the screwdriver naturally, because your gloves prevent
you from pryin« to the right.

CDR Okay

.

MCC All right. Now that's all I had planned
on here. We've got another minute before LOS. Our next
contact is going to be Guan in about 27 minutes. That's
at 18:54. And at this point I'd like to ask you to go ahead
with any questions. And if you come up with any between now
ar.J the next couple of days after smoking this stuff over,
feel free to pass it down ind we'll draw up a list and give
you some answers.

CDR Okay, Rusty. 1 think 1 have the general
picture here. And I think it'll prob - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC - - because your gloves prevent you
from prying to the right.

CD R Okay.
MCC All right, now that's all I had planned

on here. We got another minute before LOS. Our next contact
is going to be Guam in about 27 minutes. That's at 18:54.
And at this point I'd like to ask you to go ahead with any
questions, and if you come up with any between now and the
next couple of days after smoking this stuff over, feel
free to pass it down and we'll dri.w up a list and give you
some answe rs

.

CDR Okay, Rusty, I think I have a general
picture here , and Ithink it'll probably crystalize a little
more once I get busy and do a drawing and think about it
some more. And I nay have some more definite questions
for you later. Right now I think I have about what I need
in order to get started and to get to thinking about it.

MCC Okay, Jerry; fine. We'll be standing
by for anything like that. I'd like to remind you you got
a thing on your detail pad coming up here which is state
vector update for the CMC coming up' at Guam. And we're going
to want you to go to POO (garble) and ACCEPT there to pick up
the state vector.

CDR Okay, what tine is Guar, again?
MCC 18:54.
CDR Okay, good enough.
clJ R Thank you kindly, Rusty, appreciate all

your work.
^ cc Okay, feel free to fire the questions

a t us .

CDR Sure will .

MCC Jer, as we go over the hill here, we'd
like to know if you do want us to schedule any more time to
look at this stuff or for another Q&A session, Just let us
know.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss
of signal. Guar, will acquire Skylab in 25 minutes. Throughout
this pass that began at Ascension Island, Skylab crew commander
Jerry Carr has been consulting with astronaut Rusty Schveikart
on the - some of the Christmas day EVA activities, primarily
the S054 experiment, the X-ray s p ec t r og r aph ic telescope. There
is a - believed to be a filter mi t> al i g t men t in that instrument
and the activity they were discussing concerns procedures for
lining up the proper filter. At .8 hours 29 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 53
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about to be acquired
through the Guam station.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Guam, 9-1/2 minutes.
You got a crimson CAP COMM on with the purple gang.

CDR How .

CC Hidi, hidi. Bill, do you have tine to
cover a fev notes for your upcoming AIK pass?

PLT Okay. Give rae about 30 seconds.
CC Okey doke

.

SPT Say, Crip, all the hard work of those folks
down on the ground I think paid off. We certainly got pretty
close to it if not right on top of it. We could not see it

in 55 but if it has any appreciable halo and light naif at all,
I'm sure he could (garble).

CC Very good. Ed, can you verify for us
that you did do - perform step 36 where you reenable a bunch of
stuff by the DAS - the star tracker.

SPT Stand by

.

CDR You cot POO and ACCEPT, Crip.
CC Copied POO and ACCEPT. Thank you.
CD P. Your color combinations down there

makes ne think of my lunch combination up here. Raspberry
crispy bars and spaghetti.

CC Ugh*.

CDR No, Crip. That 36, 1 did not get - I'll
get it right now. Reason being, as soon as I got back
1 got distracted by noticing we want to - right into a

the gradient Delta as soon as I get the SI switch or

immediately thereafter. And I was still thinking about that
one. I'll go ahead and get 36 righ: now.

CC Okeydoke. Very good, Ed. Would like a

comment from you, Ed, or all the total group about two people f

JOP 18D for the future ones. Do you still think we require to

two people to be scheduled? Jer, we're not showing that you're
in ACCEPT. Would you reverify that for us, please?

CDR You're right. I'm sorry.
CC Okay. We got it. Thank you.

Pl.T Crip, you know, 1 think - I think we do,
primarily for the areas of where wt make the maneuver out and
perhaps maneuver back all the rest. No real problem. If wc ov

have to use the star tracker and m;,kc some of the calculations
based on 55, hopefully we have somtone here in the check and
balance. I don't think for the total duration of it though
the guy is require.

CC Okay. We have not been scheduling some-
body there - two people there on the maneuver back. Previously
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<- PT No, I don't think that's required, Crip,

for the maneuver back, don't you think. Perhaps the ""J^"
out and getting on the comet, I had hoped we would nave two guys.

Bi 1 certainly was helpful today. After that, during

tne long exposures, I don't think ve need two people, certainly,
the Jong exp ^ ^ chink a scheduling for here would

be to assign things like housekeeping, stuff that are absolutely

non m "meal that when the - the guy that's right - riding

shotgun on this thing sees that he's got a few minutes to

spare, he can wish off and do it.

cc Okav, Jer. We copy.

T Xnd \ crip, PLT's ready to copy any notes

have on the coming up *i i-i ^ «.>-> •

rr okay. First thing, before you ri-l the

doors ..'pen. we'd like to get the grating off of 574 Hove

it -.bout 10 or 20 steps at least. So - It happens that

i^tor 1 is pretty sens i t i ve t o Lyman-al.ph. on the un w i ch

the coming up ATM pass.
Okay. First thi

we' d like to pet the gr*

or 20 steps at least. S

is pretty sensitive to L>«i«.. ~ - r -

is the configuration we used for the comet. We'll probably

be getting a J OP 18 changeup to reflect that to have the

grating moved.
PLT Okay.
rnp It's done Crip.

C C Okay. Very good and like to remind you

Bill, you did have a VTR downlink scheduled - or VIR for TV

on the ATM schedule this time. But we've cancelled that due

to the fact we've already got enough TV.

pLT Okay. That's scratched.

rf Okeydoke. And for Jerry, you can go

ahead back to BLOCK and powerdown the CMC And for Bil again,

active region 00 is - locks like it'* developing up p.ctty

; o od. It's got a new polarity field no r the as t o f a s t ronj

leader spot and this makes , very coapl.x c n . .
w

_

^-i-^ti :: C onda::i:ikr;: s^i^,;;:;"hd
'

Vt h a rUbon. And we would like, Bill .
if ^rin^your

observing time if vou could to perform a shopping list .6

on I »c bright points during this upcoming day 1 Ight eye c. And

1 can go back over those flare locations for you a little

bit slower if you'd like.
»i T Yeah, hit the ribbon again.
'

c Okav. We expect it to be 30 arc seconds

east of the leader spot' in the ribbon northeast to southwest.

We expect secondary peaks north and east of that ribbon.

PLT Okay, that - let's see, the ribbon that

runs northeast, to southwest.
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That's affirmative. And that ribb

I've got it; thank you.
Okeydoke. Hope you get one.

Thank you.

CC
PL T

CC
PLT

END OF TAPE
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PLT
CC

for us that
please?

CDR
FLOW but you know
go-

- - and that ribbon - -

We've got it. Thank you.
Okeydoke. Hope you get one.

Th ank you.
And, CDR, Houston. Jer, will you verify

put the SUIT HEAT EXCHANGER valve to FLOW,

it

That's affirmative, Crio. I put it

rides right back to where it wants to

bit forCC Would you clarify that a little

us, Jer? How far does it ride back?
CDR It seems to be self modulating and it

goes back to about 30 percent of the distance from - between
FLOW and BYPASS.

CC Okay, we copy that.
CC Jer, one item on that making that valve

ride back. If you would check panel 2, the SUIT circuit
HEAT EXCHANGER switch to make sure that it's off.

CDR BYPASS, that's the problen.Okay, it w

CC Okeydoke.
CC And after you - after you turned this

off would you reset the valve to FLOW, please?
Okay , we 1 re in FLOW.
Very good.
Okeydoke. We're 1 minute from LOS. Next

tact is going to be over Canary in 51 minutes

CDR
CC
CC

station c

at 19:54.
CC And, Jer, you've got a GO to power down

the CMG anytime you're ready.
CDR Caught me in the act.

SPT Hey, Crip, one more data flight on the

maneuver during ETC. When ve got back the - and when we

just first came up now I looked at the difference between the

location of H-alpha and in SI. And it looks as though when we

back there were about 0.3 degrees up and to the right, say

45 degrees from the location nominally in SI. That was
error that we encountered during the maneuver.

Was that before activating the SUN SENSOR?
That's affiri:, Crip.
Okay , copy

.

SPT And it looked like the ACQ Sun sensor had done
its thing, and our rates were zero.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of

range of the Guam station now. The Ascension Island station

probably
CC
SPT
CC

all
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will pick up the space station in 49-1/2 minutes. During

this pass the CAP COMM. Astronaut Bob Crippen, passed up some

additional information from the solar scientists here in the

Mission Control Center. They see increasing indications

of the possibility of a flare. And pointing information

and monitoring information was given to Pilot Bill Pogue ,

who will be manning the Apollo telescope mount console

starting about now. We'll come back up just prior to

Ascension acquisition in 48-1/2 minutes. At 19 hoars

5 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thi 8 is Sky lab Control at 19 hours
53 minutes Greenwich mean tine, Skylab approaching acqui-
sition through the Canary Island station with overlapping
coverage through Madrid. And one of the viewers in the

viewing room now is Santa Claus
,
sitting on row 1 of the

viewing room

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Canary. We have you for 14-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger , Bill.
CC Rog. For the PLT

,
Bill, we notice that

518 is heating up. Could you give us the GMT of when yov:

started that, please?
PLT 19 :00 .

CC Thank you, sir.
PLT Just on the hour,
CC Very good

.

CC And for the SPT. Ed, if you've got a

moment, I'd like to ask you about the comments that you made
as we were going over the hill there about apparently being off
a little bit in attitude, observing it in H-alpha.If you're
crowded getting ready to go into 131, we can get that later.

SPT I can give it to you now, Crip. We're
just working our way though 131. I - I'll wake up Jerry
and get in the chair when we get done here. When - Just when
we finished up before we went - hi: the SI switch, that's
(garble) before the gradiant Delta started and before we hit

the SI switch when we were still In CMC ATTHOLD that we came
back. The Sun - 1 drew a little picture of where it was >

relative to the crosshairs. Essentially it was in the upper
right hand quadrant In the display. It was not quite touching
the horizontal crosshairs and it intercepted the verticale
cross haris about half way between the - center and the top.
That was the first (garble). When we came back around after
the dump and before we went to experiment B, the acquisition
Sun sensor, as far as I could tell, updated the strap-down,
I didn't see any rate or any attitude errors when I looked at

it. My afterthought was - at a different (?) into position
and I don't have the (garble) dowr. here with me. But ny
conclusion was it was about 0.3 degrees down and to the left
of my previous position, which is about 45 degrees essentially,
or as 1 stated earlier, the error was at 0.3 degrees up and
to the right.

CC Okay. One thing you're saying there is

confusing ne a little bit. I undtrstand that you observed it

there when you're - the node was ftill CMG ATT HOLD, in

which case the Sun sensors haven't come into play yet, because
you haven't gone back to solar incrtial. Is that correct?

SPT That's my initial observation. That's
correct. And then after I hit SI, right after that it went
into the dunp. And I had hoped to observe it that time to

see where it would come in. But the dump started right away
so we had n o opportunity and I hat. to wait for the next orbit.
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CC Okay. Got that one straight. So it

looks like you had about 0.3 of a degree error maneuvering

back to solar Inertial and you did not Save a chance to observe

It, take it out after you hit the SI, because you venu to a

dump right immediately.
SPT That's affirmative, Crip.

cc Okay. Appreciate it. I just looked back

Into the viewing room over my left shoulder there and I see

a Jolly little man with a red suit and a white beard.

Spx Yeah. We saw him working last night, Crip.

Cc Yeah. You were talking about all those

lights. Goodness, gracious what have they done to our boards?
I'll tell you. He really had help.

Yeah. He does good work. Like you guys.

You're turning into a Santa Claus, yourself,

SPT
CC
CDR

Crip .

Oh , yeah

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 nlnute from

LOS. Next station contact is over Honeysuckle in 33 minutes.

Th.it 's at 20:42, 20:42. And for your Information, tli£ Flight

Plans are all on board.
CDR Thank you, Crl?. Talk to you later.

CC Roger.
PA0 This Is Skylab Control. Skylab out of

range of the Madrid station now. Next acquisition at Honeysuckle

Australia in 34-1/2 minutes. Skylab crew continuing to keep

a close watch on the Sun's active region 0 0. The

magnetic fields in the vicinity of this region are becoming

more complex, according to solar observers. National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration has noted a large intrusion,

some 30 arc seconds northeast of the leading sun spot in the

region. This intrusion is about 14,000 miles across and is

surrounded by the leading polarity in the ronton. Normally a

series of small flares crrupts in an area of this nature, but

no evidence of these small flares has been seen so far. This

leads solar scientists to conclude that, maybe an Indication

of a possible flare buildup with the probability of a larg«-

flare in the making. Skylab now, some 33 minute* awav from

next acquisition through Honeysuckle. At 20 hours 10 minutes

Greenwich no an time, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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CDR Crip, on the nuZ update would you check theouter and inner ginbal angle or do I just use the sane valves?
„ .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Honeysuckle.
We have you for 8 minutes.

cc Okay. We'll look at it.

,

CC 0'*ay, j err> we're showing you off Sun centerwould you CLOSE the 52 DOOR.
CDR You're right. Sorry.
SPT Hey. Crip. One more JOP 18-D item.
CC Okay.

J
SPT 1 wondering if, in the future you could

put down at the very end the time in which vou'd have dunp
commence. You called it pretty close this last tine and had
1 know where we stood, I might have, done things a little
differently

.

cc We'll try to do that

.

CC Tr y a bigger negative number on the
outer glmbal, Jer. We can't help you much better than
that on the star tracking thing. Try minus 1200, sonewhere
in that area.

CDR Okav.
CDR Still no dice.
CC We'll get you another nuZ

, time, Jer
It looks like the window's closed now.

CDR Okay.
CC Jer, if you can, we'd Hkc to roahead and put the 54 and run shopping list 31 on it
CDR Wilco.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fromLOS. We 11 see you again over Bermuda in about 37 minutes.

That at 21:26, 21:26.
CDR Roger.
CC And, Jer, we'll give you a new nuZ

tine over the states.
CDR Okay.

i_

PA ° Skylab Control} Greenwich mean time
20 hours 50 minutes, with loss of signal through Honevsucklc
tracking station. Next acquisition in 35 minutes will boBermuda. On this pass through Hone vsuc kle , Science PilotGibson discussing with the ground the next JOP 18, joint
observations program 18, which is orienting the ATM cameras
to aim at the comet Kohoutek. JOP 18 is scheduled for
Sunday and Monday again for the crew of Skylab IV. Next
acquisition in 34 minute* 35 seconds. At Greenwich mean
time 20 hours 51 minutes, thin is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control: Greenwich mean time
21 hours 24 minutes. Acquisition coming through Bermuda
tracking station in approximately 1 ninute. We'll hold the
line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen for the Bermuda pass, which
should last about 6 minutes 45 ;econds .

cc Skylab, Houston; AOS Bermuda. We have
you for 6-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger.
CC CDR

. Houston. Regarding your getting the
startracker locked OFF another nu-Z update. When you go on
console again with another sunrise the star should be
available. And our recommendation for the outer glmbal is
around a minus 1000: about minus 1015 specifically.

CDR okay
, I'll give it a try.

CC AncJ that is an guestitnate. For the Sf'T
Ed, you got a moment to talk here or vould it be better towait for upcoming Ca na r y / Ma d r 1 d pass about 6 minutes away?

SPT Go ahead Crip. Now ' s good.
cc Okay. A couple of items I wanted to run

over with you, in regard to that 3/10 you estimated vou were
off atter getting back to what should be solar tnertial
before initializing the strap dowr.s and jo forth, If you'll
look at the pad or if you still have it handy. We normallv
only give a course maneuver in going back to solar inertia!
so we don't try to get back real accurately because we know*
as soon as we go to so - select solar inertial node and getthe sun sensors in, that they're going to go ahead and takeout any error. Now we haven't confirmed It but it's a - 3/10and error could be considered nornal for that.

SPT Oh, yeah, you're perfectly right Crip, itcertainly could. I guess the question in whither that 3/10,when you re figuring out the angle, turns out to be in the
right ball park for where we should have been.

cc Okay, and I think we can take a look at
the data on that and try to compare it. One other item, beenneanlnR to try to talk to you was going to get to It 1 a «< t
night and didn't quite get around to it. The other dav afterthe first 18D, when you got into the reset routine?

SPT Yeah.
CC Okay, we've been looking at that dat. tn dtrying to puzzle out exactly wh«t happened. And I don't <

if - 1 q sure it's a couple of da/s old and not too fre*
your memory, but if you could go through the sequence of
operations that you preformed thee, we would appreciate it.

sp
y Yeah, okay as beet 1 can recall Crip,Hank said something when we went over the hill which I did
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, L !
d

'
And 1 WaS gratia* Sun center and allof a sudden I aaw it moving off of Sun center. And apparen Ive had not gone into reset at that point. We did not have a

^mbal 2 and
8

h"
Started t0 <rift *** -nd I saw the outer

low 1 1 w« not"
UP agalnSt 3 St ° p -

And 0ur H « — relatively'
uS^; t j * j

n0t ~ We are not saturated well not factuated
18tlVeiy

What I did was to put in a 6-minute maneuver time and a zeroangle maneuver. But what I should have done was gone to ATT FOLDand go to do it. I did it in S T f - r -HOLD

You-/ -« 7 wi.,lL was pompon. rousaid some words about having selected ATT-HOLD in solarIn,rtia Did you do that after the reset routine commenced?
' eatl

. U's a little vavi b«rlr aok las I can recall, Crlpp, what I ran into Jhere w "afJer \t
Hill noTaoI Tl °r

r
'

rateS W"« Checkl " «i We've,,still not going back towards Suncenter. And as I recall I

CC Okay. And that - -

i „ ?
C

v.

0kay
'
that 's - that's what the lata s«id

guess one item, we got ebout 30 soconds t I l l t 0«? a«\ -

to pick you up over Madrid and I ^„ ve cin Jal\ i in I*
* 0t "*

bit mere there if you like and that'., al 21:3? n \bn,
here

1

IhM " " * ""'/voic*- recorder 5"^
there. While we're going over thi» hi\\ ,k„„»w ,

'

if you're going into'* re^Tr'ouUnV k
"

'

a ^ n— ily
obv ous it's pi obablv best to Just go aheac nd L \ doU •thing.. In f.tt we'll go ahead and Meure the - 'ngo out of experiment pointing for you even after it *etsout passed about 1.2 degrees.

w
SPT

.
Yeah, it looked obvious to me (hitbecause we had not gotten the cage taUback. And ! tL'gh
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we were just drifting off attitude the same way we have without
going into a reset routine. What I didn't realize is we're going
to ATT-HOLD mode as such with SI, and that's different

CC Okay, it - it actually would not go into
It until it - until you got out to about 5.2 degrees, just
be - the place where that's actlvltated.

SPT Okay, that was what I was - had known that
number and I though it drifted off kind of far. And I thought
all I had to do was get that other glmbal lined up and go
back in business.

cc Okeydoke, we'll talk to you a little bit
later here at Madr Id.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're back with you
through Canary. And there was a mistake in there, I didn't
think we had Canary, we do and we'll be doing a data/voice
recorder dump in about 3 minutes over Madrid. And Ed
appreciate the words, I think we're still puzzling as to why
you did not after the reset routine - why the thing didn't
return to attitude. And we'll - we'll Just have to think about
it a little bit more.

sp T If I'd put a bias in SI whould it not K r>

back to that biased attitude Or would it reset routine null
the biases.

CC Well it would go,
no - it would go to the bias attitude, but you said you put
In zeroes,

SPT Yeah, that's true but let'
that maneuver In when we were off attitude.

CC That - that wouldn't have made any difference.

soon as you selecto

see I had put

f.nd OF TAPE
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SPT Yeah, that'8 true. But let'a ate, I

had - put that maneuver in when we were off attitude.
CC That - That wouldn't have made any

difference.
SPT Okay, then I'm puzzled too.
CC Welcome to the club. I'll let you get

on to your exercise, which is more than I can say that I've
been doing.

SPT I'd say that by getting your exercises
on JOP 18D, it looked real good shape.

CC Well, you can - That's - All the grand
and glorious applause goes to ASCO for working so hard on it.
He and the ATOM guys.

SPT Suve worked smooth and I - I think
ve probably got some data and I hope it'll be along the
line that we're really interested in. Good spectra
of the come t

.

CC Hope so

.

SPT Hey, Crip, let me ask you about that
particular instance ve ran into though, where HG was
relatively low. We Just had a outer gimbal on a STOP.
Could that be cleared by say, going to STANDBY and back into
SI?

CC That would activate the - tha outer
gimbal to have logic and - bu - would probably clear it up.
Yes, sir.

CC That would jui>t initiate a maneuver
for whatever your maneuver time is - back to SI and - and
It would be in the maneuver logic for - for the duration of
the maneuver tine. And the first minute thereof it would
activate the outer gimbal (garble) logic, which should get the
gimbals out of the problem, which is the reason the thing
was drifting off attitude.

SPT Wouldn't that be a better solution,
then, rather than going to the RESET, which uses T A C S

.

CC Let's get back to you on that one, Ed.
SPT Okay, Crip. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again over Carnarvon in 26 minutes.
That's at 22:10 and in case I've i;ivtn up the mike by that
time, I'd like to wish you a Merry Christmas from the
crimson team even though the "purple gang's" flight
director is looking at me. I didn't get to do that last
night. Also, your secretary, Sylvia, sends greetings.
Happy perihelion.

PLT Merry Christmas to you, Crip. Thanks for
all your good words.

CC Bye-bye.
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COR Thank you, Crip. We'll see you.
CC Take care ,

guyw .

CC Skylab, Control. Greenwich mean time,
21 hours, 4 6 minutes, loss of signal through Madrid. Next
acquisition in 24 ninutes, 15 seconds: will be Carnarvon
tracking station. Discussions with Science Pilot Ed Gibson
and CAP COMM Bob Crippen concerning the slight attitude
error following th<- JOP 18 maneuver two days ago. This was
not reference to today's maneuver. Science Pilot Gibaon
performing his daily 90-minute exercise. The noise in the
background - he was at conversation with CAP COMM Crippen
with the bicycle ergotneter; Apparently Science Pilot Gibson
riding the bicycle for his exercise today. Commander Carr is

at the ATM while Pilot Bill Pogue ia performing various
housekeeping functions aboard the Skylab space station.
Next acquisition in 23 minutes, 25 seconds, will be

Carnarvon. At Greenwich mean time 21 hours, 47 minutes.
This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time
22 hours 4 minutes. Flight Director Phil Shaffer will
have full day c hang e -o f - sh i f t news briefing in the Building
1 newsroom in the Johnson Space Center at 4:30. Pt.il Shaffe
Flight Directer, will hold a news briefing at 1 - Building
1 ar. 4:30- Next acquisition will be Carnarvon in 6 minutes
at Greenwich mean ci-e 22 hours 4 minutes. This is Skylab
Control .

END OF TAPE
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" Skylab, Control. .Greenwich nean tine,22 hours, 9 minutes. Acquisition coming through the

chlLT
0
" \

rackin
* Statl °" in 50 seconds. Presently acnangeover in progress here at the Mission Control Center

,?
Ut A3 ° for a change-of-shif t briefing. We'll hold

Kartsneld
P thlS Car " arv °" P ass "

CAP COMH is Hank

.

CC
.

Skylab, Houston. Hellc from the

okay "f. ti.e.
COt the " uZ '» < h ° «P^'.-

CC °kay, thank you, Jerry.

los.
c
j.. u se « rnr- w°' rc 20— js "»
" R Roger. See yon thrn, Hank.

22 hours 27 nlnu .M Sky
|

llb Control. Greenwich mean tine

A length v L lZ* ', h "Vl Sl8nal thr0 'JRh Honeysuckle.
And thl ' q PaSS throu * h Carnarvon and Honeysuckle.

J"tr f ^
w " e^ s the close of their 36th day Ux orbi

fcrtd of Tape
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PA0 Skylab Control Greenwich nean tine 22hours 57 minutes. Acquisition coming through the H 1 LA track-

pas s

3tati ° n 50 seconds
-

We ' U hold the line up for this

, ,?
C

,

Skylab, Houston through HILA and Bermudafor 11 minutes. And for irfo, we'll be dumping the recorder
a t Bermuda .

CDR Roger.
CDR Houston, CDR. Could you give re the

tine again on my private conn and the antennas?
CC

„, , c
Roger. Stand by 1. Okay.'jer, it's atCarnarvon at 23:48, left to right.

C
^
R Okay, Carnarvon, 23:48, left to right.

C
,

C
, ,,

And Skylab, we're about 1 minute from
LOS. We 11 see you at Madrid at 15.

CDR Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control Greenwich nean tine 23hours 12 minutes with loss cf signal through Bermuda trackingstation. Next acquisition in 2 n>inutei 55 seconds uill beMadrid. During this pass, the spacecraft Skylab was maneu-vered to take yet another look at Comet Kohoutek. This timeusing the S053 instrument in conjunction with the T0.5 eauio-nent as veil as the S019 articulated mirror systen which

is placed through the anti-selar scientific airlock. Space-craft reraov - removed - maneuvered 90 degress on it's X-axisto point the camera at the approaching comet. S063 is'scheduled to be used 19 separate fc frees in efforts to catchthe fleeting comet as it approach the Sun. The spacecraftwill be maneuvered back to the solar lnertial mode in an-proximately 28 minutes from now. We'll hold the tine upivo for this pass through Madrid. CAP COMM is Hank Harts-

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , Houston, through Madrid for
7 mintues

.

PLT All r ight , Hank .

'

CC (Garble)
CC CDR, Houston, for info. We're uplinking

to you a - as ATM pad that will cover the last ATM pass today.
We'd like to change it because P61 is partially lifted
off and that was the area of interest for that pass. And
also, AR00 is really looking like it might be ready to spit
something out.

CDR Okay, Hank, it looked like it wanted to
try whil^ I was watching It. We had a couple of bright
spots ocillate a little bit, light and dark. But nothing hap-
pened .

SPT Hi Hank, corning up on this next orbit up
I'll probably have a little bit of tine and I night be on up
there. And if they'd like ne to carry out any Building Blocks
I'll be giad to do it or just observing or flare wait.

CC Okay , we copy

.

CC SPT, if you've willing, we'd like to
get a shopping list item number 1 on Sun center, and then
sone flare waits.

SPT Okay, Hank, sounds good. I'll have to
clean up after the S063 work put the (garble) away and then
I'll be right up there.

CC Okay, and ve won't be able to get that
new schedule pad up for the 01:19 pass until Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you Carnarvon at 48 and another reminder
that's the CDR's private phone call. And, Skylab, for Info,
as you go over the hill there, the maneuver looks real good
t o u ft .

PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean tine 23
hours 23 minutes . Loss of signal through Madrid. Next
acquisition in 24 minutes 35 seconds w i 1 J be Carnarvon.
CAP COM 1

* , Hank Ilartsfield, advisir.R t hi- crcv tii.it the maneu-
ver returning to solar Inertial attitude following ;

mtn-
graphy of the comet Kohoutek with the SO 63 Instrument, th -

the maneuver looked good. Vehicle should be back in solar
inertial Attitude in - at Greenwich mean tint 23 hours 24 t*ln

utics , Approximately 320 frames r> f film of the SO 63 camera
a r s ache <iu led to be exposed At the comet Kohoutek, now on
17 - 19 different Attempts throughout the mission. Next
acquisition in 23 minutes 50 seconds through Carnarvon, At
Greenwich mean time 23 hours 24 n:nute$, this is Skylab Con-
trol.

END OF TAPE
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' I'AO
...

Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean time, :

23 hours, 46 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon
*" 1- minute, 30 seconds. /The crew will be shortly be havingtheir evening meal today, mission day 36. They have thehigh-density tood bars on schedule for today. The food
bars, each providing approximately 300 calories each.
Multi- flavored bars are eaten in addition to several -
one or more Items of the rc gu 1 ar Sky 1 ab menu. The crew'snew pad for the ATM for the last run of the
day is - will be passed up to the crew ahortly advisinethen to change their onboard ATM pad to concentrate onregion zero zero, a region which ground scientists here
at the mission control hope will produce a major activity.Commander Carr is scheduled to spend the last hour of his •

day at the ATM this evening. We ' 1 4 hold the line up for
this Carnarvon pass for Hank - Cor.nander Harts - CAP COMM isA s t i oii.tu'. Hank Hartsfield.

t) Bl
" Skylab, Houston, through Carnarvon for

CUR Rog. Hank.

bacfc
PlT (Garble) about 35 degrees out, moving

c
^ R'^gt' r , wo copy .

. ,
CC

L ,

Skylab, for info, your AIM schedulepad for the last pass of the day should be on board now.SPT Thank you, Hank.
CC

^ Skylab, Houston.; We're 1 minute to LOS.See you in ,i couple minutes Honeysuckle at 59.

u
PA°

PB
Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine.

23 hours 58 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon.Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 55 seconds. Ge -
G&N ofticer reports to Flight Director Chuck lewis that the

n . / ret " r " ed <° so1 ^ inerti.l attitude followingthe S06 3 Comet kohcutek photography. He reports cver-thtr,.looks good. We'll hold the line u P for this Honey,,,, . } cp.iss. CAP COMM is H.mic H.irtsfield.

H;nd of l.i ?l>
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, h " u ' *
Skylab, Houston." We're back with youthrough Honeysuckle for 3-1/2 minute*.

,
, -

tnq
C
i, n Skylab, Houston. - We're 1 minute from

record:: thVre"! ^ " ™" " 31 — Pin."he
t h<! re .

Sl>T So long, Hank.
I'AO

on-m i? .
• u ,

Sk y lab . Cf>"trol. Greenwich ne .in time

u«iu si ?n 1

°" ° f SlgnSl thrOU ^ h "onoy.ucklo. Nextacquisition in 27 minutes 30 seconds will be the Texis

h. I- r l,. Skylab space station now in orbit 2 22 days sinceaunch fro- Cape Kennedy on May Uth. One of the n ato be passed U p to the crew tomorrow on the d.ilv ex"ufePackage on the teleprinter will be reference to phojogr phy

fol owi
S PUOt ° f thC aUr ° ra

'
Whlcb h * described

P >

tollowing a pass over the Great Lakes last night Sc'enr <c -on the ground after reviewing the dumped channeB tlZreport that Science Pilot Gibson said he sp a -

[

n
*

.aurora north of Chicago. Very beautiful .,i ?
refer to it between Ch^ ago^V^foun" 1 ^Vo^che aurora as a whitish green in coior ^ d

He de r bed

^ ^t
S

^;erlJ
e

d :^ "n ^ .

C ^ i J
"

1

* '

Photograph th.s aurora between mission dly 36 d !
'

the next 5 days though mission day 41. The crew i^ J/suggested to take at least 10 photos per day 0u t u^oi this structural transition se c t i on ' ( S T:S? " ^ w ? ( ^
lens. v The crew in their final hours of their 3fJlh , ! ?1

hojrs and 19 minutes of scientific data eatherirs of th>

p?e^f ."tP '

i rt^i
^"""^^lenc* Pilot

e

Ed
a

Cibfcon
t

arc
SPaC ° Craf 1

Presently in thHr evening me a 1 . Commando r Carr w'll SPC nH

Js cTdul^t"
A™ ^ f"«.»""ng. Science Pilot nIs scheduled to perform the S073 experiment once ae-ir ,i hCommander Carr. to. take one more picture t on

i

Z w i h the

. I-
P w ° UL th ° Window command module usin,

1 5-m i 1 1 t me t e r ca.nera takir twi ce a day phc t .>g r.iphfonu-i Kohoutek through the conmand nodu 1 c wi n.jowacquisition in 24 minutes will be through the Texas
"

r"r,\
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. |>AO lt Sky lab, Control. Greenwich mean lime,

00:30 ninules with acquisition coming through the Ml LA ,

-'

Texas tracking stations in 50 seconds, :<( We'll hold the lln

open for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CC - Skylab, Houston through Texan and Ml LA

and Bermuda for 16-1/2 minutes and we'll be dumping the

recorder here at Texas.

Si'T Hello, Hank. Looks like we almost - 1

thought we had one there for a moment. We got a ourselves
good point brightening i^ the XUV monitor in H - H-alpha
and we initiated the X-ray experiment in 82A and 82B. But

it was just a sub - s ub f 1 a i e . We got the oxygen 6 intensi

it went from around 20,000 up to 58. But.it was all over

in a matter of minutes and no visual X-rays on it.

CC Roger. We copy.

SI'T Th.it happen ec - at 2 3 after the hour.

C(. Koge t . We < ( py .

SPT And, Hank, by initiating the experinen
/from that as called out for in shopping list item 10, 82A
the 20-second exposure and 82B with the WAVELENGTH, SHORT

( garb le ) qua" te r.

C C We c opy .

CC SPT, Houston. On your shopping list

page 8, there on your scoreca'd, put a fourth one in; we']

award you one hit, one run , no errors.

SI' 'I Thank you, Hank. Maybe that'll take <

of tlie two ernrs we had a couple weeks ago. I think .55 >

si,nv tf.il good data on the flare - well,' it was a suMlin
from the rise time on that. We were sitting rij'.ht; on t he

briel.l |..u nt tlirre - did K o.

C< Okav, i- ve rybuJy hi' ens in he re.ii happ.

SPT Well, it was kind of a tinv one. lit

Hank; not the real one we're locking for. Ve'rc Mill
up a surfboard waiting for the big wave

.
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. ' We'll see you at Madrid at 53.

SPT

END OF TAPE

Roger.
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pA0 • Skylab Control, 48 minutes after the hour

.

LOS of signal through Bermuda, next acquisition through the •

Madrid tracking station in 3 minutes 35 seconds Science Pilot
Ed Gibson reporting we thought we had one this time, activity'
on the Sun. The crew and the ground had been hoping, apparently
with little success, that active region 00 in the southeast
quadrant of the solar disk near the Sun's center might develop
into a major flare activity today. However, Science Pilot Gibson
reporting that apparently was - whatever occurred was over
in a matter of minutes and discribod it as possibly a sub-
flare . However the instruments, the Apollo telescope instruments
did record the brief ac t i v i t y . Sc i e n 1 1 s t s here at the Mission
Control center had hoped this area might produce major activity
today. This area is approximately 200 arc-seconds across or
about 1/10 of the Sun's diameter, which translates roughlv
into 100,000 Earth miles. A new pad for ATM operations, for
the final Sun pass this evening at which time Commander
Jerry Carr will be at the ATM console, has been passed to
the crew. This was done during the previous Carnarvon/Hunevsuck

1

pass. New instructions on the cperation of the ATH console'
for possibly capturing this activity in the center of the
Sun. Next acquisition in 2 minutes through Madrid, we'll hold
the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Madrid for
6-1/2 minutes. And Skylab Houston for info, we've come to
decision on the managing the hearing heater CMC - for CMC 2.
For the reminder of the mission, we will command the heaters
ON to keep the bearing temperature above 68 degrees. ; All
our problems seem to have occurred when the bearing temperatures
are low, down around 60 degrees or so. So from no. on through
the remaining of the mission, we will be ground commanding
the healers ON in order to get the bearings temps up on ^
CMC 2.

SPT Sounds like a good idea, Honk hope i t work?

CC Skylab
we'll s-.'i' v o u ,i t Tananarive at 16.

P AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean line
1 hour 1 minute . Lose of signal through Madrid, next
acquisition in 14 minutes 35 seconds will be the Tananarive :

acquisition station. CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield advising the
crew of Skylab IV that the ground will now take ovar command
of the control moment gyro heaters. It is felt that the
temperature is a major contributing cause to the frequenct
hiccups or anomalies recorded In the CMGs during the past
week or more in order to avoid any further problems and
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hopefully keep the CMfis out of stress mode. The groundwill now ramne the henrfn« heaters.- F.GIL officer reportsthat the heaters wore turned f f during this Madrid passand the plan is to turn the heater*, off when the temperaturegets to approximately 80 degrees, then turn the. bad off (sic)when they get at 70 or below. Nornal operating range of theheaters of 60 to 80 degrees. It I., felt by ground control

rLrlr ^ rt* t'
B * y S ° 1VG the Anom^ th.t has occured In .the CMGs. The heaters were turned off on the Madrid pass

rlr J
ananarlve nation, we'll have another look at the'CMGs. There was no problem this evening with the CMGS butthis attempt to correct the previous problems was Intitlatedduring the Madrid pass . So hereafcer the ground will controlthe .eaters of the control acnent gyros, turning then off whenthe temperatures get to 80 degrees and turning them back onagain when the temperature of the bearings read close to

70 degrees. Next acquisition will be in 12 minutes
*S seconds through Tananarive. At Greenwich r.can tiro
. hour 23 minutes, this is Skvlab Control.
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^ A° Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine,
1 hour, 15 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tnnanarivc,
.i

ri-minure pass in approximately 45 seconds. We'll leave
tin line up for CAP COMM Hank llnrlsfleld.

cc Sky lab, Houston through Tanansrlvt' for
5 minutes.

COR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CI)R Hey, Hank, it Just occurred to me when I

was talking to Rusty this afternoon - Rusty .aentioned that -

He was talking in terms of Bill being inside handling
the C&D panel. As I understand it, this next EVA is - is
Bill being EV-1, I'll be EV-2, and Ed's EV- ). Would you
check and make sure everybody's thinking the same way down
thi; re ?

cc Okay, we'll do it, Jerry. And we're
about a - a minute from LOS now. We'll sec you again at
Honeysuckle at 39.

CDR Okay .

1>A0 Skylab Control. G-eenwich mean tine,
1 hour, 22 minutes. Brief pass through Tananarive. Comman-
der C.-neral Carr discussing with CAP COMM Hank H.irtsM.ld• the- assignments for the upcoming Christmas d.iy j.VA, vl, i < I.

will have the crow potting nut three separate sclent I fie
inst runen ts to record Comet Kohoutik'.s passage, the SO 20,

"

T0 25, and the S201 experiments as well as replacing !iln'
in the ATM cameras, and also retrieval of the SI 49 particle
collection experiment, which the crew put out deployed at '

the rim of the ATM during the Th a nks- g i vi n g extta vehicular
activity. Christmas day EVA scheduled for 5-1/2 hours wit!
Pilot Bill Poguc being designated EVA-1, Commander Gerald
Carr being EVA-2. Commander Carr will do most of the activities
outside the vehicle with Pilot Pogue serving from the KAS -

;

the EVA position in the - outride the airlock. i:''A- 3 will
be Science Pilot E<i Gibson's assignment. He will operate
within the workshop at the ATM console monitoring operations
and attitude of the vehicle as well as supervising the
checklist for his two crew members outside the vehicle.
Next acquisition in 15 minutes through the Honeysuckle
tracking station. At Greenwich mean time, 1 hour, 2 i minute*
this is Skylah Contrul,

Kt.d ol Tape
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^ PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich aean time 1 hour

38 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle tracking
station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this brief
pass through Honeysuckle, approximately 90 seconds in duration.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're through Honeysuckle.
Ue got c. short pass, we about a irlnute from LOS. And we will ;

see you again at Goldstone at 08 and we plan to dump the

recorder there. -

SPT Houston , SPT.
CC Go ahead.
SPT Say active region 00, still looks like an

(garble)
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 1 hour

,

A i minutes, loss of single through Honeysuckle. Next
acquisition in 24 minutes 35 seconds will be Goldstone tracking
station. As the Skylab Space Station left the range of the 0

Honeysuckle Antenna, Science Pilot Gibson reported to the
•- ground some activity concerning active rep.icn 00, the activity .

scientists here on the p round were hopeful will produce some

cm
J
o r f I a . e activity today. The message was very garbled.

The ATM officer did not was no', able to determine exactly
wh.it Science Pilot Gibson did report. We will pick up the ; ,

spacecraft in 23 minutes 55 seconds through Goldstone. At

^ Greenwich mean time 1 hour 44 minutes, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
,

This is Sky lab Control. Greenwich pean
tine, 2 hours, 6 m i nu tes

.

" Ac q ui a i t i on coiring through Hunt -

Goldstone tracking station in 50 seconds . Ground controllers
will take a close look on this pass through Goldstone of the
control moment gyro systems. The ground took control of the
command system for turning the heaters on and off it the CMGs
on the pass through Mad t id. This was about an hour and
10 minutes ago. As Go Ids; tone acquires, the K G 1 1, and G&N
officer will be locking closely at the system's data of the
current - CMGs . We 1

1 1 hold the line up for this stateside
pass through Goldstone, T e x a s , M 1 1. A and Bermuda. CAP COM M
is Hank li a r t s f i e 1 d .

t;<- Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for
10-1/2 minutes.

Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 ninuto
right back with you again in about aI.OS.

t e at Bermuda
CDK quick frame

CC Go ahead.
CI)R Okay. 55:"i. IV- 7, 2 3 , 553 , 3;55, 1881.
GC Ok .«y , wo copy .

c r- Skylab, Houston. We're back with you
through Be r nut a for 5 minutes.

CDR Roger.
ct Skylab, Houston. We need a couple of

items on the ATM cloeeout. V.'e need 10 get the exposure to
2 56 and pic tut e rates to single.

CI)R Okay. I thought sun- you'd wart it all
set up f o flare mode.

C(
- Skylab, Houston. We ' r.> 1 minute I rom

LOS. We'll see you at Madrid i; t 30 and we'll be Standing
by t'u the evening status rep u i

.

COR Roger.

J. NO OF lAi'K
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CC Skylab, Houston throu*h Madrid for 9 - <

minutes

.

CDR Roger, Hank. Got a problem developing.
S233 and S073 both need the remote ahulter release. And

v I have two choices. We can - three choices, we can cancel
S233 , we can delay it until the next opportunity which is about
an hour and three quarters from now, or I can try to take .s

them timed and not move the camera by pushing the but ton

.

And while they're thinking about that, I'll give you the
evening status report. ; < ,

CC Okay, go ahead.
CDR Okay, Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6 heavy, 1 light:

SPT, 7.C, 5 heavy, 2 light; PLT , 6.0, 5 heavy, 1 light.
Volume: CDR, 2000; SPT, 1100; PLT , 2300. CDR , 7620 , SPT,

V 3146, PLT, 9256. Body mass : CDR, 6.316, 6.314, 6.316; SPT,
6.347 , 6.350 , 6.349; PLT, 6.2 52 , 6.253 , 6.254. Exercise: CDR ,

method Alfa, minus 2 minutes; SPT, no change; PLT , no
exercise today. Medication: CDR, none; SPT, none; PLT,
Tinactin as directed. Clothing: CDR, one pair shorts, one
pair socks; SPT, none; PLT, one shirt. Food log: CDR, 2.5
salt, plus one apple drink, plus two coffees with sugar, all -

let's see; SPT, zero salt, plus one tea, plus 24 ounces cf wato
PLT, zero salt, plus one cherry drink, zero water. The Flight
plan deviations: none. Shopping list accompl i shuen t s : none .

- Inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled stowage: nnone .

Photo log: no DAC usage today. Nikon, camera 01, no change;
02, Bravo Victor 43, and we'll give you a frame count later
in the evening after iho experiment's finished; 03, no change;
04, Bravo Echo 08, 33: 05, Bravo Hotel 05, and we'll give '

you a frame count after 2 33 . 7 0-millimeter , we'll give you
a frame count later. ETC, no change. EREP , no change . Drawer
no change. • Did you get all that, Hank?

CC Roger, we copied that, Jer .

CDR Dk.iy.

CC And, Skylab, since we're shut down
on the ATM now, you've clean to go ahe»d and cut the pump ?

Charlie off on the ATM C&D loop.
CDR Okay.
CC And CDR, I guess we're going to have to

go along with your suggestion to handhold the S 2 3 3 and us -

do the best you can.
CDR Okay, we've got a lashed d own pretty

tight. What I'm going tc do Is put the shutter Speed knob
on T for timed, and do the exposures by squeezing the camera.
And I think I can do a fairly steady j ob . v-

CC Okay.
CC And, CDR, while you're up theri? in the

MDA, the M518 experiment checklist, at the bottom of 11-3 note
that you put the bulkheat vent valve into VEST position for

37 :02 :26 GMT
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the nlRht. If you haven't already done that, that's good tine

to do It .

CDR Okay, thank*, Hank. The bulkheat vent valve T

to the VENT position.
CC That!s affirmative.
CC CDR. in reference to the S233, It's a

choose to use a V position, Just a little reminder there, when

you press the button it will open the shutter then you'll have

to turn the speed knob to release t.ie shutter.

CDR Okay, turn the speed knob to release the

shut ter

.

CC Right. You prcbably remembered that.

You know if you punch the button dcwn It holds the shutter open

until you turn the little - speed knob a little bit >nd that

re leches it to c lose .

CDR Okay, thanks. I had forgotten it frankly.

CC Sky lab, Houston, we're 1 minute (row

LOS. And we'll see you again at Tananarive at 49.

f Skylab Control Greenwich nean tine 2

hours 40 minutes. Loss of slfsnal through Madrid. Next

Acquisition will be Tananarive in 9 minutes 10 seconds.
; Cona.mdcr Jcrald Carr RivlnR the evening status report.

Report tr.g on suppl tnents to the crew's diet for the day. Report

on the nunber cf frar.es of f i In sh< t , as well as the change

In the clothing the crew has r.ade for today. Discussion

concerning the S233. the Kohou t ek -3 S -n i 11 i we t e r camera belnp

used t hrouRh the c or»»2nd iaodule window, and the S073. Com-

pandor C*rr reported that each of the cameras needed shutter

release cable for use , and he would either have to delay or cancel

one . The decision was to use the S233 without the release

cable. Skylab work station, launched May 14 from Cape

Kmnody, will shortly be in its 3200 revolution of the Earth,

tilt's In about 2 hours from now. Since launch, the spac*

station will have araassed a total of 7 l , 4 2 5 , 000 n 1 1 es t r a v.- 1
*

inu around the Firth during the past 222 days. Skylab IV

crew -

END OK TAPE
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'' A° Hurln K Hit- p a(*c 222 d - days, the
Sky t IV i-rtw launched from Cape Kennedy on November l 6 1 1.

.

will al.ortly he in tlifir Slfith revolutlcn of the Earth,
having traveled 11.484,000 miles in their 37 - 36 days in
sp*ui- Next acquisition will be In 7 minutes, 20 seconds
tnrouKh Tananarive. At Greenwich mean tine, 2 hours. 42 nlnut"c«Hiis is Skylab Control. *

KND 0 ¥ TAPE
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P A 0 Skyl.il> ('ma nil, ' Croenwlch moan l I mo,

2 hours, 48 BlnuteB. Acq u I s I l I «n conlnR through 'r.in.in.ir I vo

. tracking station in 45 seconds. . We'll hold the Line up »or

CAP COMM Hank Hartsfleld on this, , the last pass thiough t ho
j

Tananarive station for the day for the crew of Skylab IV.

C( Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for

7 Bill u If*. *

|

tC . Skylab, Houston. As a reminder that you re

in tlio mi'/, update window if you hadn't already got It.

SIM' Roger, Hank.
CUR Night

,
gang.

SPT Houston, SPT.

CO Go ahead.
SPT Hey, Hank, what do the NOAA people in the

backroom think about the likelihood of a - a f lare

In the immediate future out of 00?
CC okay, I'll check with them.

SPT Thank you.

SPT • Over the past couple of orbits which I've

been watching it there- (static) bright point. One immediately

to the east of the - the sunspot, and one a little bit furthci• ^ - further east and south and both of those have been .Uternately

br lxl. toning and waning and the one I got was the one closest

to the sunspot and the other one we came around the orhii

this last tine when 1 was up there was relatively bright.

We did not catoli a t right point rise on It, however.

Writ n ve go l Into above 400 K, It'll all be one brightening.

C c Roger, we copy that, Kd, and we're

cheeking on the flaru probability and I Imagine it's still

the sar.e 'Hi 2, but we're checking.
SPT Okay. Thank you, Hank. I may be up hen

lust looking over the - from my shoulder up there and If

they've got no objection, 1 might do a flare wait.

CC We don't have any objection to that

(or sure and while we got you here, we might say a tew

words about the moths. The moth people are very enthusiastic

about the results so far and they're anxiously awaiting the

results 01 the observations for the next few weeks, whether

t he re ' re any new ha t ch 1 ngs . Have you seen any new ones

today?
SPT No, I have not, Hank. 1 giant ed at it

this morning, but not too much. I'll go take a look at it

sometime bo I ore 1 go to bed tonight.
CC Okay, and we got some more information

you mle.ht be interested in. We have now found out that

there's a 6-week Delta between the laying of the wild ryy.f,• will eh were about the first of September and the tame cgy.s , . :y
;
\;:-:r<::.>v

which were about the 1 5 th of October and so therolore, ; he

tame hatchings that we now would be - if - if we had them
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now, would be very early. * And also, the statistical 1 percent
early hatchers usually are strung out over a long period of
lime like several days and you previously reported five
hatchings in 1 day, which Is rather unusual.

SIT It was over a period of 2 days - 2 or
3 days, I think, Hank. I'll have to go back and look at the

•.••..•.'••'•.•.-.••t.:-
i .*'ccord , but 1 noticed a couple ot them and in the following
day wo had 5.

tC Ok.ty, and we've also answering your
lonimenli in regard to what you sa:d were partial hatchings
ur - or probable hatchings.

SIT Yeah, Hank, the only way I can tell that
Is thai you got one oi the eggs which ha* got

. a shell on
U, which looks partially open and the egg list'ir Is nucti
larger than the - ihe surrounding onos , yet there still
appears To be a nucleus or something inside of it. Jhat's
tin? only way I can describe a partial hatching. I s aw that
tlitro are a number of those, more than I saw of the little >"

fellows crawling around so I knew that not all of them were
these eggs - were shelled more than usual.

CC Okay, when did you see those in relation•to the tirst 5 you saw and before you answer, we're about
30 seconds t ton LOS and Honeysuckle will be at 15.

SPT Hank, that's - It was sometime after 1

: saw those crawling around, but you can only see those partial -

hatchings unless you really look close and know what you're
:

looking tor and it wasn't until I saw those very sea 1 1 ones
that - t ne hatching itself, which I really got on the
magnilying glass. Of course, one way to tell also is when
they start clumping together and, again, I think (garble)
Clumping together (garble) hatching - -

Okay, we're going l.OS and the next station
is your Med conference.

SPT Thank you, Hank.
I'AO Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean nm,

3 ho ui s , loss uf signal through Tananarive. Next acquisition
in 14 minutes and 15 seconds will be Honeysuckle tracking

:
station during wli i c h time a 6-minute pass will bo the
evening surgeon's discussion with the crew. This evening
Dr.

. J*rry Hord insky ,
•• Skylab- IV prime Flight Crew Surgeon

will talk with 'he crew on the Honeysuckle pass. Science
ITlot Gibson reporting minor activity at the 00 active
region on the Sun, reporting that he observid activity further
east of the center saying it's alternately bright and waning
in this area. ; He will continue to look a', this during this
simsitle pass. Further discussion concerning the moth egg
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•'AO tie will continue to look at thU during
this sunslde psr*. Further discussions concerning the moth
egg experiment, gypsy moth. CAP COMM. Hank Hartsfleld
advising the crew thu principal Investigators on the
ground are very happy with the results so far. Thu crew
reported earlier that 5 of the gypsy moths have hatched
aboard the spacecraft. This occurred 6 days ago or. mission
day 30. The gypsy moths, a very distructive pest in the
forests of the northeast ot United States. Gypsy moths have
defoliated approximately 1-1/2 to 2 million acres of forests
annually in the northeast and this infestation is spreading
south and west. It U hoped a understanding of the hatching
process aboard the spacecraft will aid ground scientists in
further studies towards possible elimination of this Eatthi bund
pest, the gypsy moth. Next acquist ion in 11 minutes, a
evening medlccl report with Dr. Gerald Hordlnsky. At
GrtM'nvit'h mean time 3 hours and 'i minutes, t h 1 s 1 s Sk y 1 ah
Control,

LSD OF lAI'K
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, hrtl Ji° 1A i

Skylab Control; Greenwich otan time

,hJ Sn
inute.. Scheduled medical conf.r.nce throughthe Hon* y.uckU pas., b«gi,min8 In 45 s.conds. This is

a 6 >tnut« 23 •cond pass. We ' 1 1 hold the lin. up in theevent Dr. Hordinsky is finished early. May be cl ih, spacecraft before the pass ls concluded. We'll ho dthe line up for this Honeysuckle pass.
, k

PA°
,

Skylab Control Greenwich n«an time

ir.uktnt! station, a pass devoted to the evening medicalreport^ th Skylab Flight Surg.on Gerald Hordi xtacquisition win bo through Hawaii ln 12 nlnul^ ^ ^c«.w bring, to a close their 16i». day in space. A day of

iVn Z\ *
n ° r

?
ta °" thC Sun

«
6 houra and 16 minutes o!6 operat ons of the Apollo telescope mount. Mo cphotography of Comet Kohoutck. The crew now four daysaway from their planned FVA on Christmas Day to add to the

on f til f
irstIune » ts outside the spacecraft to recordon film i he approach of the comet. Today, a day of

.3 hours of total science aboard the Skylab-lV space- stationThe space station now in Us 2 22r.d day ir orbit. A,
btati ° n

Greenwich mean time 3 hours and 25 minutes, this isSkylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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' PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nem time 3

hours 15 minutes . Acquisit ion coming through Haw* 1 1 i r.u It i nj»

station In SO minutes. This will bt <i 7 minute 20 «ucond
pass. Wt'U hold the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield,

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 7 -

nlnuies.
CDR Roger, Hank. I got the data on the photo

log for you

.

CC Okay, go ahead.
CUR Okay, - let's see, It was 04, wasn't It

that 1 owed you one on, or was It 03?
CC That was 02 and 05.
CDR Okay, here we go. 02 haa got 8 frames was

left on it. And 05 has got 38, and you'll have to correct :

la^t. night's report. We reported 05 as having * I think it was
27, and the righ - the right number was 32 for last night on
05, and 38 tonight. And the 7 0-m i 1 1 i me t e r , no change -

no frame used today.
CC Okay, vu copy . And do you - also, we

don't recall hearing the number o : bigs completed on house-
keeping 8A by the PLT.

CDR He did all 24,

CC Roger , we copy

.

CDR Okay, and one correction for the evening
status report on ned icat ion . Put the PLT down for one chloral
hydrate tonight. And if Dr. Hordinaky or Dr. Burchard are still
around there, you might notify them of, that. I forgot to
mention it when we had a medical conference.

CC Okav, will do.
CC Skylab, Houston, you nleht be interested

to know that today is the fifth anniversary of the Lunar
Program. It was five years ago today that Apollo 8 launched
to ro to the Moon, and one year ago today, Apollo 17 crew
arrived back in Houston following the last flight to the Moon.

CDR Roger, Hank, that's interesting. Mnda
coincidental that they both happened on the same- d a •

.

CC And also, Jerry, we did sonr i lnjiHn? nn
the FVA assignments, and you're absolutely cor n i t .

CDR Okay, that's l relief. I u.ii air.iid

somebody down t he r e was working in a different dl rci i l«nt

than us.
SPT Hey , Hank, active region 00 1 ook « r 1 at i ve 1 y

quiet for right now. The two bright areas were Immediately
to the east of the leader spot have subsided substantially.
And the - there's two other areas a little bit further east
of that and which appear a little bit brighter now. But I'd
still be betting on the bigger onei coming out of the areas
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rijtht adjacent to the leader spot where the field gradients are |

probably the higheet,
CC Roger, we copy.
CC CDR, Houston, when you take a look at

vour Flight Plan this evening, you'll probably notice we've

got that sane conflict in the aornlng between S 2 3 3 and §073.

And we're looking at It to see If there's anything we can do.

I f we d - if we are not able to work something out, we'll

probably have to use your saae little trick again.
CDR Roger, Hank. How cone they're scheduling

corrollaries during the PSA tine?
CC Okay, Jer, I guess the problem there is

we got hit with the monentun management. You know, the

inhibits and work In* only with 2 MCfia - 2 CMCs In order to

di-t all the maneuver » in, we kind of had to spread things ;

Out. We tried to Rive you back all the PSA that » that *

that was missinp, there. We'ru about 40 seconds from I.OS.

We'll be cowing up at Coldstone at 4 7 ar>d we can about it

a little more there .

CDR Okay.
PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean tine 3

hours 44 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition in 2 minutes 10 seconds will be the Coldstone
tracking station. CAP COMM Hank Hartsfiled calling the

crew's attention to today, December 21, five years ago today,

the launch of Apollo 8 with Frank Borman, Bill Anders, and

Janes Lovell, on the first lunar flight 'In the Apollo
series. And a year ago today, tht Apollo 17 crew returned
to Houston from the Pacific after a successful flight after
splashing down in the Pacific following a very successful?
mission, The last lunar Apollo flight, Apollo 1 7 . Commande

r

Carr replied that's interesting and coincedental that both
events, the launch of the first. lunar nission and the

return of the last lunar crew to Houston falling. on t)ic same '

day . Vt xt acqu t s ' t i on will be In 1 minute 10 second* lit r<nn",lr

• Ooldstone . We'll hold t he line up for this » t a i e h i «l < on x s ,

the 1 »st stateside pass -for the crew t o r i >' h t . "1 he I r : * I e e i»

period bentnnlnp In about lVminuics. We'll held tin line

up for CAP COMM Hank Harts Me Id.

r.ND OF TAPF.
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M. Kkylah, MoiiNion wi*'r<> ilirmifh fJo I d t one-

for 6-1/2 mlnuua and ,
tor, in looking at ll'f * 11 ght I' ' arv ^

here c^icti of you havi< ah hour and a half of PSA l l mi? except
for Hi* TLX in aborted about 3 minute* and his is a little
bit broken up by the exper iment . We got a Kohoutek maneuver
at 16:12 there roughly and wc havt to have at least one rev
without a momentum dump prior to that in order to have our
momentum state right, so we got backed up on the SQ73.
However, I also want to point out that that really wasn't
one of those things that we did send up as a guideline
that we would put in the post-sleep.

CDR Yes on t hose guidelines , I think a

broken up PSA is really not worth much. The purpose o£

those things as far aa I'm concerned is to give you « chance
to get your motor running in the r.ornlng, get your sv 1 f

squared away and be get ready to to work and do a good
day's work. And the PSA after dirner is the time to start
slowing your motor down so you can ro to bed: and get a good
n I ght ' s s 1 ecp . And wc if we keep getting those tilings

;

hacked, up wl t h a 1 1 sorts of little ; picayune- Jobs, you ' r t-

not Sotng to have a efficient crew up hero. I've talked
about this on tape several tines and now we're on
air-to-ground tal»inR about it.

CC Roger, wo copy. Okay, Jer, we were in

error there and so we're going to. delete the SO 7 3 ops in

the morning in order to stick by our guidelines and try
to prevent it f r o r. happening in the future.

CDR Okay, Hank thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from

LOS , we'll see you again at Bermuda in about 5 minutes.
CDR Roger.
SPT Goodnight , Hank

.

CC Go ahead .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean lirw.

3 hours 55 minutes. Loss of..atonal through t hi- Go 1 d * i ope,

trackingst.iti o n a s t he ..s par ucr»f t crosses over t Itt

Great Lake*. Ni-*i icqufslt Ion will be through hiTKii'l* In

1 nintite and '.5 j>ei-onds. Comlhi.-y officer reporting l»
Flight Director Chuck Levin that the siheduled launch Irtmorr

of t.he rocket fron, Vandcnherp, Air Force- Ba-.e tor the
upper atmosphere studies by the crew has a^ain been canceled
This will noro ttisn likely call for a r eeva lu t ion of tiie

lat ;er part of tomorrow's Flight Plan. Discussion new

goirg on to revise the Saturday Flight Plan. The latter
part of the plan to let the crew *,o back to their normal
sleep period which begins at Greer.wich mean time 4 hours.
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'

Tito flight Plan had called for them to end their Greenwich man
time, r

> li<Mir« or 11 p.m. toaor row . We ' 1 1 hold the line up for
thiH Hernutl.t puss which should bc> th« final c onnu n 1 cut I on with
the'rrow f«>r loni«hl. We'll hold thu line up for t.Al' 'JM

II.ink lt.tr t s I le Id ,

KSU OF TAJ'K
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CC 1 "-.* Skylab, Houston. We're through Bermuda
for 6-1/2 minutes and this is the last site for the evening.
I have some news if you want to listen to it. "

.

• CDR Fine , Hank .
;

' Go ahead and by the way, I'm
going to be hopefully taking some pictures of the aurora
tonight so that photo report - you might tell the camera
folks not to bank on there being 8 frames left on It in the
morning r- on Nikon 02.

CC Okay, will do. Here's a few words of
news . The Associated Press Just announced their top 10 news
stories of the - of the year, and Skylab made it in there - in
the top 10. The number 1, of course, was Watergate. The
first Araa-Israeii peace conference in the 25-year existence
of the Jewish state opened today in the Palace of Nations
with the chief antagonists, Israel and Egypt, at opposite
sides of a seven-table circle. The historic conference
opened 40 minutes late. United Nations Secretary, General
Kurt Waldheim presided at the ceremonial opening session and
told the delegations there was no need to remind them "of
the concern of the international community for the success
of our deliberations. "There's a gentleman by the name of
Robert I.. May, who wrote Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer in
1939. And he has a big 9-foot-high statue of Rudolph on his
front lawn with a red light bulb in his nose. Well, according
to - because of the energy crisis, he's turned out Rudolph's
light. He says, "I think Rudolph would go along with my
decision. He's always been a pretty well-behaved fellow and
has tried to do the right thing." Here's another good one.
A homeowner opened his door Thursday and found his outdoor
Christmas lights dismantled, neatly wrapped in ribbon And
left undamaged on his stoop, the police reported. Attached
was a note reading, ."Energy crisis, energy crisis. rah, rah,
rah, Fnergy crisis, energy crisis, sis, boors, bah: We shall
vim We shall fighti We shall get your Chrlstp.as llthi ,"

The note was signed "Power protectors .
" Russln '* l.iti-st

manned space flight i * being used to test a self-supporting
ecological system to feed cosmonauts on Interplanetary space
missions, .1 Soviet newspaper said today. The z o a l is a kind
of self-sustaining farm on board i-. paceships shuttling to and
from Mars or Venus . The labor newspaper Trud - Trud Trud -

sone thlnp - said the experiment on Soyuz 13, which carried
two men into Earth orbit last Tuesday, was c S 1 2 e d Oasis I

and involved growing and "harvesting" raic ro-c

r

t *n I

s

ns . The
paper'9 science writer said that the experiment was among
the first steps in preparing for i ong-dist ance space flight.
"The most important goal is to supply normal conditions of
life to numbers of the crew - their need for *ir, food and
water." Official reports on Soyu^ 1 3 have net disclosed hi>w

lonp it and its crew will be aloft. Latest reports indicated
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no problems on board. Well, our state legislature here in ww;.^

Texas has finished a 3-1/2 day special session and on Thursday
' '

; night they passed a bill allowing the state highway commissioner

to lower speed limits to deal with fuel shortages or to

prevent the loss of federal highway funds. 'The bill was
.

slj-ncd by the Governor this morning . A special session in

the neighboring State of Louisiana and their legislature

last month resulted in establishment of a state "energy

czar" with the power to alter private contracts in a more -

in a move designed to insure that the state retains an

adequate share of its resources .It also approved sharp

Increases in state taxes on oil and gas taken from state

land.
CC The Senate and House today passed an 11

percent Social Security increase Friday. And they sent the

measure to President Nixon. Its sponsors said they were con-

fident Nixon would sign it, al'.hough he was reportedly unhappy
with some aspects of the legislation.

CC And inflation is still with us. The worst

since the Korean War. The Labor Department said consumer

prices in November rose eight-tenths of \ percent, seasonably

ad lusted, patching October's rise. Two-thirds of the increase

came in food and fuel prices. All is not gone though .. Hones iv

k paid an elderly widow $i,000 for Car i straas . Mary Eastwood

v,T4 chopping 6 months ago when she tripped over a paper

bap.. She picked it up and discovered it was stuffed with

$4,000. She turned it over to the police, who attempted to

find the owner but the money was never claimed. On Tuesday
police gave the money back to Mrs. Eastwood - an early
Christmas present.

re Well, old G rover Cleveland showed up in :A

Salvation Army kettle again this year. Last December, a

grateful but perplexed Captain William Crabson - Salvation
Amy, I assume - found a SI, 000 bill, which bears the

President's picture in the donation kettle in front v! a

local bank. Crabson said he had no idea who the donor could
have been. Thursday, Crabson found another SI, 000 bill in

the pot. Well, that's about it fcr the evening. We'll say

pood nteht t<> you and see you in the nornlnp,

.

SPT Hank, would you read the on- win the

cheer in it again?
CC Ok.iv, a fellow opened his door and he

found all his Christmas - -

Sl'T No, no, no. 1 was only kidding. Thanks

f or t he news , Hank

.

CUR Good night, Hank.
CC Good ni «ht .

COR Good night, ail you bronze guys.

_v CC Bronze team says good night .
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Si>T fiond night, bronre team.

pA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time,

U hours, 5 minutes . A goodnight to the crew of Skylab IV

from Commander - I mean, CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield and the

flight control team headed by Charles Lewis, the bronze

team, the evening news read to the crew. Their day 36 ending

on this stateside pass. Hext acquisition will be tomorrow

morning, December 22nd with a wake-up scheduled at 6 a.m.

central standard time. Flight Planners here looking at

tomorrow's Flight Plan with the announcement a little while

ago that the scheduled launch of the rocket from Vandenberg

for up - upper atmosphere studies has been again canceled.

This will call for a revision to Saturday's Flight Plan,

which called for a late sleep period for the crew tororriw

beginning at 11 p.m. Central standard tine, however, Might

Director Lewis is now looking at tomorrow's Flight Plan with

possible changing around of this late sleep period for

tomorrow. At Greenwich mean time 4 hours, 6 minutes, tiis

is Sky lab Cunt rol .

END OK T A

P

Y.
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1 PA0 Skylab Control Greenwich mean time ft hours

15 minutes. The crew began their sleep period through the..

Bermuda pass . We have the daily surgeon's report from

Dr. Ed Burchard the Skylab Flight Crew Surgeon. Is as .V

follows: "The crew remains in good health; the pilot skipped

his exercise today to go to bed early to get a good night's

sleep." Dr. Burchard also reported that last night pilot

Bill Pogue, elected to take a sleeping pill, chloral hydrate.

He took one - one chloral hydiate last night, because he had

reported the night before he had only had 6 hour's sleep. Nex

acquisition will be wake-up time. The public affairs

console will be reactivated at 6 a.m., Saturday, December 2.2.

At Greenwich mean time ft hours 16 minutes, this c (includes
,

reports from Skylab Control Center, at Greenwich munn lime

4 hours 16 minutes.

LSD OK TAP K
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'

1 Good morning, this is Skylab Control at

11 hours 50 minutes Greenwich mean time.: Skylab is approaching

acquisition through the Hawaii station. CAP COKM Bill Thorn-

ton plans to put in a wakeup call at Hawaii. The Flight

Director on this shift is Milton Windier. We'll stand by

for the wakeup call.
P A0 This is Skylab Control. The CAP COMM

and the Flight Director Just concluded a conference with

the compassinate results that they decided to let the crew

sleep until the Vanguard acquisition in 25 minutes. So the
;

wakeup call will not go up in Hawaii. Skylab will loose

signal at Hawaii in about 10 seconds. We'll come back up

at Vanguard for wakeup there in 25 minutas. At 11 hours

54 minutes Greenwich ciean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 12 hours 18

minutes Greenwich mean time. Sky lab co»ing up on acquisition

through the tracking ship Vanguard. CAP COMM Bill Thornton"'

will be putting in a wakeup call at this station.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS for 9 minutes,

Vanguard. Good morning.
CDR Good morning, William.
CC And, Skylab, we have some moderately ex-

tensive changes in the Flight Plan whenever it's convenient

for you to copy them.
CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay. The first one, at - Okay, that

first one at about 12:45 on the Flight Plan. Eliminate the S073

op 1. Also the DET 12:40 and in place of the DET 13:49 add

housekeeping. Also, at the pre-sleep activity, Just past

14:00, for the PLT add housekeaping , and the handheld photo-

graphy stays in.
CDR Okay. That's done.
CC Moving on down the Flight Plan, for - again,

for the P'-T, at 2 3:30, change housekeeping 8 Alpha to housekeeping

12 Alfa and 14 Charlie.
CDR Okay. 12 Alfa, 14 Charlie.

CC All right. For the CDR, at 24:45, pad

M509- 2C prep. This is with the M151 photography and refer

to general message 3742 baker doing this and this will bt

fol lowed by eating.
CDR Roger. Copied.
CC All rlgU . Going over to the PLT at

01, this pre-sleep activity snd M509-2C prep and this will

be reference general message 3741 Echo. This is to be

acconpl Ished after the CDR has completed his 500 prep.

CDR Okay. We got it, Bill.

CC All right. Moving on down to the SPT at

03:00, delete S201 operations and for the PLT, delete S201

manevuer. Also for the CDR, eliminate S201 operations.

CDR Roger. We got it

.

CC For the CDR, at 03:45, add housekeeping

3-. And for the SPT, at 03:45, delete - correction on that -

For the PLT at 03:45, delete S201-K maneuver.
CDR Roger. We have it.

CC And all of you are scheduled to sl-iep now

at 04 :00 .

CDR Roger. 04 :00

.

CC And the PLT can now eat at approximately

02:00 or prior to that.
CDR Roge r

.

CC Going through the details on the CDR, the





! i
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CC This is 0408 medical conference to 0324
at Canary. Moving on to the SPT details. At 02:53 delete
S201 ops assist.

_

-

CDR Roger. •

CC On the PLT details at 12:40 delete the

line NTC S073 camera install. At 12:50 delete S073 ops 1 ,:

pad, also delete at 13:49 the NTC remove and stow S073 camera
and leave in installed S063 COP camera and reference S063 COP
pad 3724.

CDR Roger, Bill.
CC At 02:31 delete S201 maneuver pad. At

03:36 delete S201 maneuver pad. At 03:55 delete the NuZ update,
that's the 03:55 to 04 : 1 0 . Tha t

' s it and we're going LOS.

We'll have you again at 12:43.
PAO This is Skylab Control. The Vanguard has

loss of signal. During that pass CAP C0MM Bill Thornton read r

up a number of flight plan changes. Revision D of the cat

comp th.it will he available In the news center shortly, reflects
all of the changes and will be an accurate cal comp for today's
Flight Plan. Next station to acquire Skylab, Is Tananarive,
12-1/2 minutes. At 12 hours 30 minutes Greenwich mean tine this
is Skylab Control.

PAQ This is Skylab Control at 12 hours 42 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition at

Tananarive now. .
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS for 7 minutes.
SPT Good morning, Bill. What did active

region 00 do last night, when we were asleep? >

CC Ed, 3752 pad Is up and has a description
of what occured during the evening. That's the solar activity
pad.

SPT Thank you , Bill.
CC Did you get all the mors ages at the 1 .IN 1

riiimtc, that I sent up before?
CDR Roger. We c o p i o <l 1 1 1 e m a 1 J , Bill. f hank

you.
u: How's your Ih riflimns decoration * »w lug up

there today?
cd;< Well, we still yul to trio our tree , but

we got It built now
CC I'm afraid to ask you what you usc<!

CDR We'll have "shew and tell" Inter.
CC Copy.
CPR We can't find the mistletoe, Bill.
CC Hey, you better not find it, under the

ci r cunist ances .

CDR Bill, we grew a 4-foot tree out of the

K D 6 3 agar.
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cc Hey, be sure you keep che gypsy motha

out of the tree you're growing. ' " "« '

CDR it does have that »o<:hy quality to it.
'

cc Skylab, we'll be LOS in a minute. We'll

have you again at Hawaii at 13:27.

CDR Thanks a lot. Bill. (Garble).

END OF TAPE
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SPT
SPT

this morning?
CC
SPT
CC
PAO

loss of signal
At 12 hours 52 mi

Control.
V AO

ninutes Greenwi ch

Skyl Ab .

CC
CC

the tape recorder

(Garble)
Hey, Bill, what color shirt are you wearing

What team you working with?
This is the maroon team on, Ed.

Hello, maroon team.
Maroon says "Hi."
This is Skylab Control. Tananarive has 0

The next station is Hawaii in 35 minutes,
tes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab

This is Skylab Control at 13 hours 26

e an time. Hawaii is about to acquire

9 minutes.
We ' 1 1 be dumping

if I

hoi i d ay s

PLT

talk!
there

Skylab, Houston. AOS for
Skylab, 1 minute to LOS.

the next pass at Vanguard at 13:57. And

5 to you fellows again, why, have happy

CD R

yo gave me some
over Ch r i s tmas

.

PAO

Same to you , Bill.
So long, Bill. Same to you.?
Merry Christmas, Bill, and enjoy yo

Thank you and you may not realize it but

pretty good presents to play with down here
Sure appreci ate i t

.

This is Skylab Control . Hawai i has loss

of signal. Those presents that CAP COMM Bill Thornton re- ;

ferred to - he received from the crew was a reference to

some of the medical data - data from some of the medical

experiments that Dr. hornton will be evaluating over the

holidays. He finds it of interest. Today, with corn t Kohouti-k

28,000,000 riles from the Sun, Skylab astronauts will use
:

an ultraviolet camera designed for photographing the upper

atnosphere to record details of the comet's composition.

Skylab Science Pilot Ed Gibson will make a series of four

photographs during the morning while Pilot Bill Poguo keeps

a careful watch as the space station's attitude is changed

to point the instrument at Kohoutek. The comet, seen by-

Gibson on Skylab's TV monitor yesterday, is a very faint point,

is now moving toward the Sun at more than 180,000 miles poi
,

hour. It will loop the Sun passing Just 13,000,000 nil's

above its surface < " December 28th. The International
Astronomical Union's working group on Kohoutek, has designated,

today as a worldwide comet observation day . The IAU has

noted that useful observation should be made with airborne

or space instruments. - Because of the comet's nearness to the

Sun, virtually no observations are now being made from the

Earth's surface. The comet becomes visible only about 30
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minutes before sunrise and the bright dawn sky makes viewing

extremely limited. In addition to Skylab'a ultraviolet photo-

graphy the crew will also take 35- mi 1 1 ime te r black and white

photographs as they have been doing regularly since early

in the mission. A specially equipped C135 aircraft from the

Atomic Energy Commission's Losilamose Scientific Laboratory,
,

will carry its extensive collection of cameras and astronomical

instruments to a high altitude in an attempt to gather data

on the molecules and atoms that make up the large cloud of

material composing Kohoutek. Although ground based obser-

vations will continue to be difficult until early January ,

the 120-foot haystack radio telescope just west of Boston,

Massachusetts will search for water vapor in the comet. Methyl

cyanide, the most complex molecule ever detected in a conet,

was reported earlier as a result of radio as t ronomy .
Two

other forms of space observation are planned for the coming

weeks as Kohoutek cones very near the Sun, an orbiting solar

observatory, OS0-7, one of NASA's sun observing satellites,

will attempt to gather data on the small visiter rron the

outer solar system. In January, a series of five small

rockets will be launched from tho White Sands missile range

to carry instruments above Earth's atmoshpere for a clear

look at Kohoutek. Though the comet was not as bright in

early Decenher as soue scientists had expected, Bill Pogue

told Mission Control Thursday night, that is looked a heck

of a lot brighter than it did last night. Pogue s report

was confirmed yesterday when Gibson saw the comet on Skylab s

telpvision monitor. Gibson had been unable to see Kohoutek

on the television 2 days earlier. 'A Astronomers continue

to predict a maximum brightness equal to Venus next to the

Sun and Moon, the brightest light in the heavens, with a

total magnitude of minus 4, the comet would be nearly ^ :>

tines as bright as Halleys on its last circuit through the

solar system.: : While maximum brightness will be reached next

week as the comet slips past the Sun, Earth viewers will

see Kohoutek best in January. Ground based observations

nay begin as early as January 2nd with peak opportunities

expected from January 5th to 10th during the hour and a half

after the Sun sets. Tomorrow's scientific research wil also

place, heavy emphasis on solar observations. Active region

double zero, near the center or thi Sun's disc, could sti.l

produce rcdlun sized fla;ea. It continues to pioduce con-

tinuous X-radiation and radio wavet, a sign of its Intensity.

END OK TAPE
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PAO - - this on solar observations. Active
region 00 near the center of the Sun's disk could still produce
medium sized flares. It continues to produce continuous'
x-radiation and radiol vaves, a sign of its intensity. The
widely scattered Sun spots associated with the active region
have changed forms substantially over the past several days.
A the number of smaller spots have combined to form a giant leade
at the forward edge of the active area. ! The circular leader spot
more than 25,000 miles across, is the largest ever seen by
Skylab solar instrumen ts .

" Sol ar scientists ar/. preparing for
another unusual opportunity Monday morning. ;| The space station
will see portions of a solar eclipse ?a the ir.oon cuts across
the Sun's surface during five o rb i t s . Be f o n>. the crew awakens,
the solar instruments will be operated from the ground on
two orbits. During several hours of the morning, the Skylab
astronauts will point the telescopes to gather data on three
additional orbits. The partial eclipse is of special benefit
to scientists. The Moon provides a sharp dividing line that
jids investigators in making out the exact details of very
snail features that normally would be beyond the resolution
of their telescopes. From Earth, the eclipse will be viewed
best along the equator in South America over the Atlantic .mil

a small part of northwest Africa. It will appear as an ;innular
eclipse with the outer ecge of the Sun remaining in view
as the Moon passes directly between the Earth and Sun. The
Sun is now nearer to Earth than it is during much of the year
and appears larger than usual, while the Moon is farther away
and looks smaller. As a result, the Moon fails to block out
the entire solar disk, leaving an annulus or washerlike disk
of light in view of the maximum eclipse. . Most of the United
States, with the exception of the northern and western extremes,
will see the Moon cover part of the Sun Just at Sunrise on Hon-
day morning. In Miami, the best U.S. observing area, the eclipse
will last nearly 2 hours. Skylab is 13 minutes away iron
ncqolfltion through the tracking ship Vanguard. At 33 hours
44 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

l'AO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours
r
>(> minutes Greenwich moan time. Sky 1 nh iifinrlnp, acpii fl i t 1 on
through the tracking ship Vanguard. More in the Mission Control
Center, the purple te.-im of flight controllers 1h rrli/vlng I la-

ma room team. The new flight director is I'hll Sti;il Iit. Ihe

CAP COMM is Astronaut Hank Hartsfield.
CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

8 minutes. Good morning from the purple team for the guest
CAP COMM from the bronze team.

CDR v Good morning, good morning. It's kind
of a short night for you, wasn't it Hank?

CC It sure was.
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CC And Skylab,
dumping the recorder here. ' :

for a reminder, we'll be

CDR
CC
CDR

. CC
H- alpha 1 door open,

get the

Roger. You catching cold? s
You' re right . •

Merry Christmas .
•

And, SPT, Houston. We'd like
please.

;

SPT
,
Morning, Hank. .

CC
. Good morning.

, , s
*-

SPT Say, when I got up here chis morning, we
ended up with a - uh - up/down reading of 2531, I believe it was
or 2532. I'm (garble) that the wedges had to be zeroed, which
I went ahead and did, and I'm wondering whether the operations
last night caused that. That's the unattended ops . I don't re-
call seeing that - the wedges in that position when we left the
panel.

cc Okay. We're checking it out, Ed.
SPT Thank you.
CC SPT, Houston. About 2 hours ago, we

commanded the center from the ground and apparently it has
drifted. And you did the proper thing by recentering.

SPT Okay. Thank you.
SPT We were pointed Sun center at (garble)

H-alpha. but the reading was off.
CC We copy .

;
'

'

SPT Andi Hank. Also for the past about day and
ray spec image of the CRT has been workinghalf or so our

properly. That is in the full scan all the way down.
cc Roger. That's good news.
cc Skylab , Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS, we'll see you again at Hawaii 59 minutes from now.
CC And Hawaii is at 15:05.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal. The next station will be Havail in 57-1/2
ninutes. At 14 hours 7 minutes Greenwich mean time, this
Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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l'AO This Is Skylab Control at 15 hours 4 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab Is moving in range of the Hawaii

>.'«*'.
: station now. - -

'" ,» . . s

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 6-1/2
minutes. -

CDR Rog, Hank . '» 1

CC Skylab, Houston. , Got a general question
for all of you. If you would like to have a traditional
turkey dinner on Christmas, we have a plan that will accom-
plish it. What it would require would be, do housekeeping 60

K

on mission day 39 instead of mission day 42 and follow
a rearranged daily menu schedule which we've prepared for
mission day 40 to 44. Your preference.

CUR Hank , h ink we'll just take the r.enu as
it comes.

CC - : 0k ay . We copy , Jer, and while I've got you
here, last night, we shipped up some messages regarding CSM
take over. Have you had a chance to look at those and do
you have any comments on them?

CDR I've looked at them briefly. Haven't
really gotten into them in depth. I hope to get to that
sometime today and Ed and I are both going to walk through
it since he'll be Inside while Bill and 1 arc outside. We'll Y
walk through the entire procedure per the EVA take over.

CC Okay. That sounds real good, Jerry, and I

• got a note here from Rusty. He says, "With regards to who
does what during EVA, Jerry, you're exactly right. EV-1 is
1M.T, KV-2 is CDR and EV- 3 , SPT. I have subjected myself to V

40 lashes and added five VSs to my book. Sorry for the confusion
CDR Okay. Tell Rusty, his apology is accepted.
CC He said, "Thank you."
CDR Also, I was suggesting yesterday that w c

might possibly need some time assigned to it to study some .

: of this stuff for the S054 and I think this walk through that
Ed and I need to do, should have some time allowed. So maybe
the guys working up tomorrow's F light Plan ought to figure in
some time.

CC Okay . , What we have set up for tomorrow,
Jer, in taking a look at it is around 21:00, we've got about an
hour set up for you to go through the checklist changes and
review them for the EVA and along about the last part of th.it

period, we have some site covered through MILA/bermuda and wt
can have Rusty standing by to answer any questions.

CDR Okay. I think that'll be just fine and
^d and 1*11 try to get through the walk through then too. v

CC CDR, Houston. The way that Flight Plan
look:- row is, you're the only one available at that time. The
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SPT will be finishing up hi« JOP 18 Delta along about that
,\ tine.

^ . PLT "i
'- He's listening, Hank. He was just going

i down to the experiment compartment. v.

CC Okay. What I said there was that at the . ^
;

we have set up for the checklist change, the SPT is

finishing up the JOP 18-D. And so Jerry will be the only one
available at that tine. ' -,

.„.-;.-

CDR Okay, Hank. . We'll try to get along with-
out it. If Ed and I can get that walk? through done between

r-.'v/ .

. now and then , well it ' 11 be fine. If not , I' 11 holler for
relief.

,

CC 1
' Okay . , .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

.

•
. . We ' 1 1 see you a t Vanguard at 36. We p lan to duup the recorder

there and that's about 25 ninutes from now.
SPT Thanks, Hank. So long.
PAO At 15 hours 12 minutes Greenwich nean tine,

this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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pA 0 This is Skylab Control at 15 hours

34 minutes Greenwich mean tine. The tracking ship Vanguard

is about to acquire Skylab. • * ' ,
' "V*

cc . skylab, Houston. Through Vanguard for

9-1/2 minutes and as a reminder, we're dumping the recorder

here. .«

CDR Roger. ; , - ' j.-.

cc , CDR, Houston. We took, a look at your

TV70 and had them play it back for ue , this morning, and

like to give you a pat on the back. It was outstanding. You

could really see the currents real we)l in there and the whole

thing was well put together. •

CDR i'ank, I'm sorry. I was too far away from

the VOX and none of us heard what you said. -

C( . Okay, we took at look at TV78 and 1 h.ul

them pl.iy-.it back fox me this morning, and it was an outstanding

piece of work. You put that together real well. The comments [?]

and everything sticking together real nicely. And you could

see the currents plainly in the television.

C[, R Yeah, Hank, what really makes me sick,

is that very next pass, at noon. We were up there right by

Montevideo and we could look out and see the confluence and

. i considered that to be the most important part. And, dog-

gone it, we missed it, and I really felt bad about that.

CD r I would suggest if possible, that we take

a - make another try at 78 and try to get a picture of that

confluence and add it to that particular little program,

because I think it would really round it out very nicely.

cc Okay, we'll take a look at that, Jerry.

cc Skylab, Houston. . We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again at Ascension at 51, and that's about

6-1/2 minutes. '

'

j. A0 This is Skylab Control. The Vanguard has

loss of signal. Ascension will pick up Skylab in 4-1/? minuto*.

We'll keep the line up monitor into the Ascension pass.

cc Skylafc, Houston. Through Ascension for

7 minutes.
CDR Rog; Hank.

cc Skylab, Houstor.. We're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you again at Guam at 16:35, that's

3/ minutes from now. And as you go over the hill there every-

thing lools real good to us on the bird. Looks like you re

all set for the maneuver.
CDR Rog; Hank. We're ready to go.

pA0 This is Skylab Control. The Ascension station

has loss of signal. The next station is Guam in 35-1/2 minutes.



And about 10 minutes or so Pilot Bill Pogue will maneuver , ^

to an attitude where the S063 ultraviolet camera will be

able to photograph comet Kohoutek. That camera through the

antisolar scientific airlock . We ' 11 come back up just prior

to Guam acquisition. At 16 hours Greenwich mean time, this

is Skylab Control.
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PAO This is Skylab Control al 16 hours 34

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition
through the Guam station. ' ^, '

CC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 5-1/2
minutes .

'

PLT Rog, Hank. Got about 4 minutes left in k

CC Roger. We copy. -

CC CDR," Houston . You free to listen now?
CDR ' Stand by just a minute. I'll be right back.

- CC Okay. Nothing urgent.
PI.T Okay. He's listening.
CC Okay Jerry. Just to let you know what

'we're doing with the Flight Plan for Christmas Eve. We

haJ to do a little shoving around but we think we iitted in

your TV 81 and get plenty of time for your pre-prep too.

What we have scheduled now is an hour of TV 81 at 14:50 Zulu
in the morning. It'll be a VTR only, with no stations during
that tine and it's the only place we could fit it in there. r ;

So if you want to bt thinking about that.
CDR Okay, Hank. That's fine. Around 14:50,

you say, and 1 had heard that there might be a possibility of

•direct downlink later on in the afternoon. I don't know how
compatible that is with your training |?| but we're amenable, to

that, too. 1 mean compatible with your schedule.
CC Okay. I don't think that's going to work

out, Jcr. We've got a pretty tight schedule with all the K V A >

pre-prep from most of the afternoon until about lunch time on.

CDR That's kind of what we thought too when we
,

sent down our suggestion yesterday morning. But I had heard V

tl»at they were lookirg into the possibility of that late
v',.;.;. afternoon or evening and we are amenable to it if the schedu : e

• can be moved. Hut we'll take whatever you can do.

CC Okay. We did the best we could, Jerry.
We just couldn't work it out.

CDR Okay. Fine. Thank you, Hank.
CC Skvlab, Houston. We're 1 minute from I.OS .

The next s iteisAscension at 26 ami that's kh mi nut es f rom

now .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of ran?e at the Guam station now. And the maneuver to the

comet photography attitude has b.>en completed without the

use ot any thrust or attitude control gas . Next s t a t i on is

Ascension. TV 81, which was the subject of conversation be-

tween Skylab Commander Jerry Cur and CAP COMM Hank Hartsf ield ,

is crew option to le vi s i on . The - tuey were discussing the

television the crew plans for Chris Lisas tve. Thai will be
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put on the onboard video tape recorder. The crew's Christmas

program about 8:50 a.m. central standard time on December 24th

will be dumped later that afternoon over one of the stateside

passes. Jerry Carr also reported the crew was amenable co

some live television later that day if it could be worked
out. However, the flight planners here on the ground have

been unable to schedule a time for that. A Christmas Eve will

l.u .i busy lime for the crew with preparations for the Christ-.-.

m;is day extravehicular activity. Ascension will acquire
1 Sky 1 ah r In 42-1/2 minutes. At 16 hours 43 minutes Greenwich

mean time, this is Sky lab Control. '
5

' >
y

s
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p A0 This is Skylab Control at 17 hours 25

minutes Greenwich mean time . V Skylab coining into acquisition

now at the Ascension Island stAtion. This pass will carry '

through Canary Islands and the Madrid station.
CC Skylab, Houston through Ascension/Canary/

Madrid for 18-1/2 minutes.
CDR Houston , CDR .

-
, ,

CC Go ahead .
>

CDR Got a quite peak at the comet on that

last night pass and really is long and bright. I didn't

have time to do much more than just glance at it. I'd like

to take a look at it again. Can you give me the next comet

rise time?
CC Okay. I'll see if I can get that.

CDR Okay. In fact, Hank, why don't you go ahead

and give us the right times for the next three or four night passe

CC Okay. Will do.

CC SPT, Houston. We've called out the M151 on

both the Flight Plan in your details. Is that going to be
;

sufficient?
SPT (Laughter) Yeah, Hank. I think we're

going to get it this time. I tested the camera, and we're ;

all lined up and Just te] 1 Rudy to hang in there.

CC Okay. We'll do and the Info for your -

I have info for your phone call if you want to copy that down.

SPT Okay. Sure enough. Thank you, Hank. Go

ahead.
CC Okay. It's tonight at 03:01 and - Stand by

1. Okay. It's at Golds tone and right to left.
SPT Okay. 03:01 Goldstone, right to left. And

Hank, you sound like you got a real cold. I could recommend

you to a good doctor.
CC I think I need one. Okay. 1 have those

next comet rise times if somebody wants to copy them down.

CDR Yeah , go ahead .

CC Okay. 18:17, 19:50, 21:23, and 22:56.

CDR Okay. 18:17, 19:50, 21:23, and 2 2:56.

CC That's correct and, SPT. whenever vku Ret

the S063 stow complete, Bill is standing by to talk ATM.

SPT Oh, okay. Very good. I'll go up into

the HDA right now. Hold on.
SPT Hello, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, Ed. Good morning. A little bit of

solar update here as you've already seen active region

double zero Is quieting down a bit. The - I guess we have

to say the flare possibility is less today than yesterday or

we would expect less energetic flares today, I should say.
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However, the neutral line Is still pretty kinked and predomi -

nately eastwest and this is expected to straighten up . And

,

of course, associated with this there will be sorse flaring
activity. That's about all I can add new to double zero. ^
There's apparently a new bypole coning up just east of 04 _ v; :

'

you might want to just take a look at that and see if it looks
reasonable to you. Our emphasis for the day, still emphasizes
active region double zero and we are still looking for a flare
type activity there. During your operations today, you'll? ^

notice that essentially what you have is observing time for
your three consecutive orbits later on. .The main feeling here
is that this is the best way that the flare interested experi-
ments get their best flare data being 54, 56," 823 and so on.
During the operations there, both 54 and 56 have rsquested
that when convenient, during each orbit, try to gee 54 - - ;

M CC High voltage 7, off please.
NCC Oh, okay. Ed, high voltage 7 off, please
SPT Bill's got It.
MCC Okay. 54 asks for 2 56-seccr,i sequence

once per orbit whenever it's convenient, and you plan to be still
that long anyway. At about that sane tine, 56 would like a
PATROL NORMAL and they'll take as nanv as thev can get, pre-
ferably PATROL NORMAL once and then PATROL SHORT as frequently as
possible as is mentioned. 82B - -

SPT (garble) You've had one PATROL NORMAL per
orbit and then as many PATROL SHORT. That's what I understand;
is that correct?

MCC Right. That's correct.? And 82B's main
emphasis is on fluctuaing bright points as you would detect
on the XUV MON and possibly on H-alpha and again, you should
be familiar with that so I won't go into any greater depth :

on that. We're hoping you have good - -

S?T You could. On that particular item I carried
out a shopping list item the other day which tocr. 2-1/ 2 -second
exposures: I made 4 minute on it. Was that a reasonable approach
or would thry prefer another way to go a t it. . . ,

•

MCC Thin 1* the shopping list 7?
SPT I think it was - the new shopping list items.
^ cc Okay. I think whai - Okay, Ed, we Just had

a handover -

PA0 We're having a handover to the Canary Island
station. We should have good communications apair, within the
next f ew second s .

MCC Okay, Ed . Sorry about that. Vc- Just had
a handover here. The preferred item is shopping list 7 which
Involves SHORT WAVELENGTH exposure TIMES a quarter. And that's
82B's main interest on the fluctuating bright points - And for
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that matter, I'll get to later on flare type activities . f Do x'-.^or.

you have any more questions on that?
SPT ' J v Yes , I do. In order to get a time history

there, it means you got to take a fair number of then. I ;

was trying to conserve film and that's why I gave just the
2-1/2-second exposure knowing they had the very sens. :ive
film in there. What do they presume - How n-any times would they
like the building block - or shopping list 7 repeated In order
to get any time history?

MCC Okay. Well, 82B - we'll be passing you
up a message later on today or early tomorrow about film here.
Let me get into that now. They don't want any more FLARE
MODES which means even If you get them flared today, they
preferred not to go into FLARE MODE. You might just put a

piece of tape or something there to remind you of that. What
they are budgeting is some 30 to 40 times a quarter exposures
either on the flare or on fluctuating bright points which
they feel are very similar to flares In a much smaller scale.
We will be uplinking that later but that's sort of the total
budget between now and - well, actually, the next couple of
weeks - about 2 more weeks until the comet observations are
ever. Thfy have - -

.

f:nd of tapf
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. MCC Let ae get into that now. They don't
want -,ny more FLARE MODE, which means even if you get a flare
today, they prefer not to go into FLARE MODE. You might Just
put a piece of tape or something there to remind you of that.
What they are budgeting is some 30 to 40 times a quarter : '

exposures either on the flare or on fluctuating bright points,
which they feel are very similar to flares in a much smaller
scale. We will be upl inking that ater, but that's sort of
the total budget between now and - well actually, the next
couple of weeks. About 2 more weeks until the comet observations
are over. They have gotten fairly deeply into the 101
film. As a matter of fact, about half of it has been expanded
already. So they would like, over the next few weeks, to
hold it to 30 to 40 3 feet - 3 exposure sequences to observe
the flare and the preflare b r i gh t e n in gs . I t seems to me that
you may have a good idea here for shortening some of thesu
up. Let me get a better answer from them and get it back
to you later.

SPT Okay.
MCC And while I'm on that, 82 A wants to save

two frames per day for synoptics. Should you go into a flare node
on that try to stop it at 4 if you catch it todav, or 2 if
you catch it tomorrow. And 1 understand the problems vith trying
to catch that at those numbers.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. On the flare detecting now, the

best information that we can get for you to confirm t he PMKC
with is still the X-REA BERYLLIUM APERTURE. Any ti.-.& the
aperture goes to 3, we feel that you're lookinR *c a real
C type flare, anytime it goes to 2, you're IdoklfiR at a

real M type flare. And this has been reconfirmed. AT least
into the C level on the C-5 that they observed the other day

.

Th* general feeling is that the aluminum is not good at 'all
as a flare indicator. For one thing, you're up in the longer
wavelengths and you gcta smaller delta in the activity in
a flare from - out of a f la re . There ' s a siRnificant amount of
scatter and Just not a very good flare Indicator at all. Have
you found that - We've been putting the FLARE THRF.SHHOLD at C*5
have you been getting a - an ordinate amount of false alarms here
or is this the tolerable levjl.

SPT Well, Bill, I've been working it, really,
at all different levels, depending upon where we are relative to
the anoraally. If we're in the anomally, 1 turn it way up, If
we're, not, I turn it down to, usually around 512. Anil every once
in a while the film bulk vip (garble) and catch my attention. Rut
I find the way to really get a flare, like we're looking for today
is to monitor the JUV monitor and surprisingly enough H-alpha.
And the two bright point rises I've seen so far both cime up
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together. So I find ravself keeping my eyes glued on the

scope. And occasionally looking at the PMF.C and if I have

any reason to believe we got any X-ray activity at all,

checking the BERYLLIUM APERTURE .

'

MCC Okay, Ed. That sounds real good.
;
Some

words from S054. They've been real happy on your flare

searching ope r a t ion . They want to pass up the word not to

get discouraged with false a la rns . They ' re quite happy

to take those, because by getting those, that means that when

one comes along, they're going to get the real McCoy. So

they're very happy with the way you've been operating that.

On 55, we've noticed on the transcript that several times

vou've mentioned the Oxygen VI count of on the order of 40 and

50.000. S055 has not found any of these in their rasters, so

we assume this happens when you're .looking around peaking up.

If you get a chance, when you see an> of these, take a spectrum

of it. And we've got a handover coming up here. And let's see,

on S052 on the - -

SPT Bill.
CC Yes?
SPT Okay . One for example, yesterday, when

we did Ret the bright points, there at the peak we were up

to around 58. And i':.i Sure if you go back and look at that

data it should certainly indicate that. We were in a MIRROR LINE

SCAN and I stopped it once the thing was (garble) and the most

intense point of a brightening. And we were out to 58 at that

point. I did get a detector, tripping off when I was looking at

that, point previously also, although it could not confirm what

the count ts,
MCC Okay. That's good. They - Normally, tiny' re

a day or so behind. So I'm sure they just have not looked at

that one yet.
MCC Okay. The one wc did 'bright point rise-

that thev did yesterday, 1 made gone conncnu about not being

happy about it because it wan small and 1 realize that small

flares are an gdod as large ones if they truly are Mures.
But what I Observes is that their bright point*, which are... very

Isolated and that there's no propagation alon>- thelr.neutr.il

line on rivets on cither side and 1 think that probably is

whit we're really looking for. The bright points may act

as a trigger, but the real release of the energy, In my

nind, would be when you propagate along the neutral line and

vou involve a fruch condensed a rea . So that';) really what I'm

'looking for. And that'j why I was a little discourage when it

did not propagate.
MCC Okay. Understand. And let's see. Flight

aavs he need* about 90 seconds here real quiek. Let's give

it to him and then I'll come back at t lie end,

SPT .
Okav .

,..
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MCC Okay. Skylab, Houston. On panel 203

we'd like to check the MOL SIEVE A TIMER In PRIMARY. We

don't see the bed cycling and like to make sure the

switch is in the right position.
PLX Rog. It's in PRIMARY.

CC Okay. We copy.

MC C Okay, Ed, and while they're calking

here let ne just get you with a couple of quickies.

SPT Bill.
MCC Yes?
SPT Let me give them the information they

needed. The nitrogen was off it's coming back on. (Garble)

MCC Okay.
SPT Go ahead .

SPT Go ahead, Bill.

MCC Okay. On S052 on the comet ops, 1 8D

apparently the way the JOP - the building block 30 is written, it'

easy to confuse. What is desired there, and we'll try to clarify

it on the pad, is the STANDARD sequence followed by three

SINGLF. exposures, followed by a FAST SCAN until the BB truncation

point. And the FAST SCAN is required for picture averaging,

especially on the dinner comets. And the FAST SCAN has been

deleted. And we Just - -

SPT Yeah . That - Sure that's most confusing.

The wav 1 saw it was - The way I read it was to use the FAST

SCAN for the three l-second exposures . Which I did not quite

understand why so many were Involved in their experiment logic.

MCC Okay.
SPT I did misread that

.

m
c .C That's what we thought it was and about

half of the people misunderstood that. On the JOP 7, BB 15,

veaordav the SINGLE 1-second exposure was not gotten. I

think we' got something link an 11-second exposure. That s

Ju«t a reminder that that's .1 off/on kind of a thing. And

we will he send in* up a change on 55 per 18D ops to tia*e

"lure that we don't have Lyman alpha on detector 1 while we re

on the Sun. And let me turn it over to you here.

M r:c Okay. I have to take that ba< k .
Ue re

over the hill here, F.d . The S201 pad Is not on ho.ir.l. we'll

get it up at Guam in 25 minutes.

LND OF TAPE
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PAO i This is Skylab Control. 1 Madrid has loss
of signals Guam will pick up Skylab in 25 minutes. During
much of this long pass through Ascension, Canaries, and
Madrid, Science Pilot Ed Gibson has been discussing solar
science and Apollo telescope mount operation with Scientist
Astronaut Bill Lenoir. Lenoir reporting that the solar experts
on the ground continue to expect some flare activity in

active region 00 today, but that they anticipate that it will
be - be any flares seen today will be leas energetic than
yesterday. Skylab Commander Jevry Carr also reporting during
this pass that he did get a quick peek at the comet Kohoutek
during the last night pass. He described it as long and bright.
He wants to continue looking at it over the next several
night passes and we passed up the next 4 comet rise times.
Skylab now, 23 minutes away from acquisition at Cuam. At

17 hours 47 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this s Skylab Control.
PAO This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich me.in time. Guam is about to acquire the space station.
CC Skylab, Mount on . Through Guam f or 9-1/2

minutes, and we'll be d uup i ng the recorder hnre.
SPT Roger, Hank. In setting up the ETC , I had

to put the END OF FILM light and also, the other day when we
were putting that seal, we could never locate the seal. It

was never in the' location specified, so we still have that
chattering seal . It poses no problem to up. as long as it

doesn't in any way degrade the data. !

CC Roger; we copy.
CC CDR, Houston. Last night - and we were -

revising of Flight Plan, we scrubbed that late 201 maneuver
for tonight. We scrubbed out the pad, not r e a 1 i ?. i ng chat the -

both 201 pads were on the same pad. And, so, we Just uplinked
you a new pad to cover the 201 ops and it's on board now.

CDR Roger, Hank.
CC And, SPT. The FN D OF FILM light you have.

Is that on the DAC or the ETC?
SPT That's on the ETC, Hank. The DAC working

for M0 5 1 is all set and accomplished.
CC Okay, we copy.
SPT The last time I used that spare m;i# in

the ETC, Hank , 1 did not get a END OF FILM 1 I k»i t . The first
time I've - seen get the film light since I've been working on II,

CC Ed, would you say again. 1 didn't
understand you.

SPT Okay, the last time which I used a spare
mag with this film in it, I did not get an END OF FILM light
a t t he conclusion of those operation n . This is the first
tine I've seen the END OF FILM light.
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CC Okay. You do have the magazine Installed
now, is that correct?

SPT That's affirm, Hank. It's all set to go
and I'm just checking it out, and got to get the f i lta ligh t . v

CC Let us think about that one a bit.
CO SPT, Houston. When you cycled the film

after advanced couple of frames, did you see both of those
knobs turning?

SPT No, I did not , Hank. Would you like me
to cycle one more and verify that?

CC Ihnt's affirmative.

END OF TAPE
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' - , • • CC .- And Ed, if that supply knob doesn't turn,
that's going to be an indication that the film is broken.

SPT Say again, Hank. ' »

'

CC Roger. If the supply knob doesn 1

t turn,
that's .in indication that the film is broken.

Si'T Okay.
SI' I Hank, both the supply and the takeup turns

with a s i r (> 1 c nndc ,

(..(. Okay. I guess we suspect that the camera'
working nil r i gh t and we just have a faulty light.

Sl*7 Okay, Hank. Then I'll press or. with the
operations as planned and check the camera - check tho film
wht-n I take it out.

CC Okay . Wo c on cu r

.

SPT , And I'll keep an eye on the supply (garble
also during the operation.

CC Okay. That sounds like a real Rood plan,
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again at C anarys at II and that's 51 minutes
f rom now

.

SPT So long, Houston.
PAC This is Skylab Control. Skylab haft passed

out of range of Guam' s antennas - while over South America on
this revolution. Science Pilot EJ Gibson will operate the
harth terrain camera for photographs over the country of

I a r aguay . At 18 hours 21 minuter Greenwich mean time, this
is Skylab Con t r o 1

.

END OF TAPE
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- ' PAO Thia Is Skylab Control at 19 hours 9

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coning up within range
now of the tracking station at Canary Islands with overlapping y
coverage through the Madrid station.

CC Sky 1 ab , Houston through Canary/Madr id for
13-1/2 minutes and for the SPT, did the END OF FILM light ^
stayed on during the ops or did it go off?

SPT Okay, Hank. During th»; total ops in the
AUTO MODE the light stayed on. The film appeared to advance
normally at the end when I went to the SINGLE MODE to shoot
three frames. As soon as I shot the first on, the END OF
FILM light went out and the frames advance advance normally.
We used a total count of 35.

CC Okay . We copy. Thank you, Ed.

CC Okay, Ed , and we've did a little head scratchi
on this feel for the ETC mag and Owen used one of the fir-Ids
on the spare mag and it should be two more fields. And we
think they're in the 35- n i 1 lineter flash bag in drawer G of the
film vault. They're individually bagged with instruction
decals and the bag is about Gh, 2 inches by 4 Inches - a littio
flat plastic bag with a little seal in there about the size of

a dirsie or a penny..'
SPT Okay. I got - that was seal looks like -

could you say again - the bag it's in as far as being in
drawer G, that's where we keep all the Nikons and from day- 1 ,

wc never ran into any extra supplies In that drawer

.

CC Okay. We think it's in t h e 3 5- mi I 1 i me t e

r

f 1 ash bag..
SPT Okay. I'll go on up and take a look. Thank

you, Hank.
SPT Oh, Hank. I finally located In the seal.

It was the flash bag but the ilash bag was in a different driver.
It never occurred to me to look in the flash bag. I'm glad
you finally mentioned it that particular item and we turned it

up.
CC Okay. Which drawer was it in?
SIT it was In drawer H, Hank.
CC Roger, copy. Drawer It, Did you leave it

there, Ed?
CC That's right, Hank. That's where the flash

l»# is now. We get Nikons up in G , and there's just no way
0. putting anything else in thete.

CC Okay . We copy

.

CC Sky 1 ab , Hour t on . We ' re 1 minute from t.OS.
We'll sec you ipain in Honeysuckle at 59 and we'll dump the
recorder there* And for the SPT, did you go ahead and put ih*
seal in? If not, we will schedule it sow later diitci
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PAO ' This la Skylab Control at 19 hours

58 minutes Greenwich mean time. - Skylab coming within range

of the Honeysuckle station now. Vr . ., r

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

7 minutes. And as a reminder, we're dumping the recorder

here.
CDR Roger, Hank. And I took a look at the

comet, and 1'ra disappointed. S3 (sic) now, we're loosing

all but about 30 percent of it, I think. 1 linage the tail of

that comet is probably 6 or 7 or maybe 8 degrees long. And I

think you can only see about 2 or 3 degrees of it. And that'i

occulted behind that strut out there. So we're really missini

a lot of data by not being able to see that full comet.

CC Roger. We copy, Jer.

CC Which part of it can you see, Jerr, the

head or the tall?
CDR You can see the first 30 percent, the

head plus abo\it 30 percent of the tail.

CC PL T , Houston. You had a question

earlier regarding the M50<* in reference to the goggles in

th*- bump hat. We've studied that and we say it's okay

to do away with the goggles, but we would like to see you

retain the bump hat for safety reasons.

PIT Sounds gcod, Hank. I'll try it next

time.
CC Skylab, Houston. We re 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you through a short pass at Bermuda at 45.

SPT Okay, Hank. Just looking at the XUV

monitor and can see the' 2 briRht spots just to the east of

active regions 3 and U, which apparently is supposed to

a now bipolar group (?) breaking out. They're very faint,

but they were visible this morning and still are visible.

CC Roger. We copy

.

Sp-r The streaner over in the east limb at

about 300, is still fairly sharply peaked, a little broader

at the base, and over at the west limb, the Btreaner iuelf

is brccnln? a little more dense, especially to ihc south.

Other than that it looks pretty much unchanged.

CC Roger. We copy. And for info, your

Flight Plans for tomorrow are on board.

CC Make that two of th*-n.

CDR Thank you , Hark.

PAO Thl* is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. The next station contact in 42-1/2 minutes.

That's very low elevation at Bermuda. We may or may not get

acquisition there. If we do not, ttw next station would be

Canaries. At 20 hours 7 minutes Greenwich mean time, this i«

Skylab Control.

I.ND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich near, tine 20

hour. 44 minutes. Wc will have acquisition through Bermuda .

in 33 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this pass. CAP

C0MM
H

HQnk H3rt3fi
liylab, Houston. WrMlth you through

'

Bermuda for 3 minutes.
SPT - Hello , Hank,

cc H eU d there and for the CDR, vo did a little,

checking and it'* possible he «i*ht be abl* to see the comet .

° Ut
^D^"

1
' Okay, Hank. We ' U try a look out there

and we are changing our right lagbands ^'r^nt -
X-ray »ust have an open or sonethinp in it because thfi rlght-

L«S leg volume 98l er June fade, out to th* top of the aeter

and we tot it back down to sero now by changing thf deadbar.ds -

or changing the legbands.
CC Soeer. We copy.
c PT Hank ,1 didn't tell you the f u :» story

about" the ccion. when 1 talked to you last There e «

vhich is banning snore proainent ov« on th« v H is t

around 3:30. If. a diffused one - pretty ftuch like th*

one at 2:30 and maybe, associated vitb active region 97.

CC Okay. We copy, td

.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 nlnui* from Los

.

We'll see you at Canarys at 59.

rA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mown tise

20 hours 49 minutes. A brief pass through Canary. Sext ac -

a brief pass through Bermuda. Next acquisition wUl » c

Canary in 35 seconds. We'll hold th« liw "P ««t this pan.

Canary through Madrid.
>,.„..„>,

£c Skylab, Houston. W« r* with t>.ico, fth

Canary and Madrid for 12 oinutes.

Jc SPT, Houston. When you 8«t a avaont there

After vou've closed out the panal between pasac* ,
could you

u Tew words on the condition of the ETC .«»« y*» nov.d?
6

SPT Yeah. Honk. I could not tail any real

*i*nlficant difference other that, Just a
< ^^l'

1

abrasions on it. If. looked In reasonable 4h«p. .
Th- . w*«

a snail nie ce of tap* on th* btck side of the ^ul.i t »H in

S e on It, for . P «r*. I ku..«. I 'n A* I bli* vnt-ih.i

thit prevented J-cpUl* a«*Un« U or not. w.'iJ »» next ti«

we put it in the HTC

.

CC Okay. Vi- cop/. Thank you.

cc Although the Viking* b«at thr Re-HUns 2/

tn 20 and thev'll plsy the winner of th* Cov'Joya-RaM gas*.

CDk S*5. i>»««* Ksnk .
That *««t have been

A good one to watch.
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, CC It got pretty wild toward the end. It was

sort of bock and forth all the way through.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS

.

Wu'll see you at Carnarvon at 29. That's about 20 - 30

minutes 'from iu>w .
>

SPT Roger. -•

*

p A 0 Skylab Control. Greenwich near, tine 21

hours 3 minutes Loss" of signal through Madrid. A pass through

Canary and Madrid tracking stations. ;
Next acquisition in :

25 minutes and IS seconds will be Carnarvon, as the Skylab

crew continues their 37t.h day in orbit, 2 2 2 days in the life

of the Skylab soace station. Pilot Bill Pogue performing the

MO 9 2 lower body neeat ive pressure device with neasorenent s
^

being rsade cn the limb blow flow - linb blood flow, A
^

measurement which began early in the mission. Science Pilot

Fd fiibson at the Apollo telescope mount control and display

pat.el. Bill Pogue will take up his exercise period in about

20 minutes. A 90-minute period where he will either ride the

bicycle crgometir or perform exercise on several - several of

theonboard exercise devices. Next acquisition will be in v

2U minutes 10 seconds through Carnarvon. At Greenwich mean

time 21 hours '. minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

21 hours 27 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon

in a hm-k to back pass Carnarvon, Honeysuckle in 1 minute.

We'll hold the line open for CAP COMM Hank H a r t s f i e 1 d ,
a

CAP CO MM with a hoarse throat todav.

(>C Sky lab, Houston . through Carnarvon

,in<l Honeysuckle for 1'. minute
SPT Hollo,
CC Hello there .

««|. p 1 wa« looking .> t the comet at this

Sun up. And command nodule window 1 is a much better

to go I was able to see the tail quite far back. ihe

coma has gotten a lot higher in intensity and much larger

than I've seen it about a week ago when 1 looked at it in

detail. 1 only was able to see one tail however. .Strickly

a pas tail driving a dust tail go 1 ng s t ra i ght back. Fairly

wide, the coma itself has become quite a bit larger and the

tail just picks up that size and goes straight back. I

think command module window 1 is the one to follow it f '

h<re on out .

CC Okay, we copy. Do you think you

do S 2 i 3 out of that window?
SPT I think so Hank.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll be handing over now the bronze team; we'll see

you 'at MIL A at H. The purple gang wants you to know that

they've enjoved the day very much. It's been a super .lay.

SPT Wei 1 , thank you Hank . We've enjoyed

it toe. enjov the holidays for all you folks.

CC
' Will, do.

j. A 0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

21 hours 44 minutes. Loss of si gna 1 through Carnarvon,

'Honeysuckle tracking stations. N«xt acquisition in

32 minutes and 20 seconds will be the trucking - tracking

at the Merrttt Island, Cape Kennedy facility. The chnn«e-

of-shifr is scheduled i.ow for 4:30 at building I news room,

with off going Flight Director, Phil Shaffei. Phil Shaffer

will hold a change-of-shift news briefing at building 1

news room at the Johnson Space Cer.ter, at 4:30 central

standard time. Next acquisition in 31 minutes and 50 seconds

vill be the Ml LA tracking station. At Greenwich mean time

2 1 hours 44 minutes, this is Skylab Cont ro) .

KND OF TAPK
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PAO Sky lab Control; Greenwich mean time
22 hours 20 minutes, we have recorded a few norents of
discussion with the crew of Skylab IV during Mr. Shaffer's
change-of -sh i f t statement. We'll play that recorded message
and pick up the a i r - 1 o-p r ound through the M 1 1. A , Bermuda
tracking .stations live.

('<' Skylab, Houston Hello at M I LA and Bermuda
for 11-1/2 minutes from the bronze team.

PLT Hello bronze team.
CC It only sounds like the purple team but

the CAP COMMs are switching around today so I'll be with you
for the rest of the day with Chuck Lewis and rhe guys.

P I.T Very good Dick .

CC Sounds like you guys are having a very nice
day

,
today

.

PIT Yeah, we're enjoying it, it's ?. good dav,
thank you.

CC Looks good from down here. And Skylab,
Houston we're going to be handing over to Berauda shortly
hero and when wo do we're going to dump the data/voice
recorder.

CDR House on , CDR

.

CC Go ahead .

CI)'< Hey, Dick we're doing instrumented
exercise today rather than M171, the assumption we're making
is that we still have to set up the MA in the sane manner as
we do for 171 except we'll onit the vital capacity. Is that
that the way you guys know about it?

CC Let us make a quick check, Jerry; stand by.
CUR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston in answer to your question,

.what we're looking for in the instrumented exercises is for
you to wear the VCC only and we see no requirecent for you
to use the MA at all, over.

CDR Okay, did they tell us that sonetime or are
we suppose to know that?

CC Well I'm not sure let us see l! we can
; resear-:h and square it away Jerry hut for this afternoon
VCG is plenty good enouph for us.

CDR Well he's already got the- MA on, we si-t the
whole tiling up ami did it th.it war", last tine we did instrumented
exercise, they wanted the MA, so ve assumed they wante-i it again
this time. '

CC Okay , we'll research it, Jerry and get it

squared away for sure and get you and us together.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about 30 seconds from
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IOS M.idrid comes up at 00:32. We had * couple of P«blena

on t»." dump of the data/voice recorder and we're going to

redunj U at Mad r i d
.

^^ ^ ^ Control , Greenwich ne.n time

22 hours 28 minutes. Loss of signal th r ough t he s t a t e s i jle

J,;,, next acquisition in 2 minute* AS seconds will e

d tracking station. Discussion with Commander Gerald Carr

conce ning the exercise procedures, he referred to the act

hu crew was instrumented to do the HA the metabolic

inllvzer during the activity - exercise activity. ihe

crew advised them they had thought he would be doing the

VCC, the vectorcardiogram measurement during this pai t icui a r ...

p^:/of the exercise period. Periodically throughout the

Sl.sion the crew is asked to instrument ^emselve. d«r ng

physical training exercise period at times with the

i . c ».lv»r and other times with th. VCG -
J.

r.ec, J.

their vit.il siv.ns during the exercise period. Next acqu i*l lion

will be in I minute and 50 seconds through Madrid, we 11 hold

the line up i <> r CAP COMM Dick Truly.

END OK TAPE
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CC , Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Madrid for

; . 8 minutes . And a reminder again, we're going to be dumping
the data/voice recorder here again.

PLT Dick, I think Jer's right In the middle
of 201.

CC Roger, Bill, wu'Il make sure that we

redesignate recorders or some thing . And I'll check on that
before he gets started. Hang on

.

PLT He's already running.
CC Skylab, Houston. The experiment 2 re-

corder is running; we'll recover Jerry's voice off that
and go ahead and get our dumping oat of the way.

PLT Okay.
CC And, Bill, 1 have a sort of a lame explana-

tion for this PT thing I thought 1 I'd mention to you. 1
1 n

not sure Jerry can listen, but here's what the deal was.

The other evening, about 3 or 4 days ago, there was an even-
ing question that discussed the future plana Or instrumented
PT and it was mentioned in there that we were pondering going
ahead and scheduling seme instrumented PTs only requirement
being a VCG and blood pressures to be taken. And I think
rereading the way that was stated, I think we - we read a little
bit too much into that. And we should have been a little•more specific on tho pad today, and we will be in the future.
But, in essence , the requirement is when we schedule an
instrumented PT , that we'd like the VCG and the blood pressures,,
if it turns out that the MA ia already set up after an M71
run, we certainly don't haw any objections to you using it.

So we'll try to do a little better on the pads and to make it

a little bit more specific to you.
PLT No sweat. The thing was that we didn -

we - ve didn't know for sure there. It took a 1 < t t le while
•'.to set it up and we almost got us in a bind on time tor

finishing the ergoneter, and starting 201.
CC Yeah, we - we looked at the fli«ht plans

- and saw the little trap we built for you there. i

PLT I set the work rate up 25 watts and we nade
i i. .

CC Good show.
CC Skylab, Houston, ve 1 vo got about a minute

and a half left here . If - we noticed that both experiment
• recorders have stopped. If you have it any voice comments

you'd like to put on the - on t apt between here and end of tuis

pass, we'd like you to start one cf the experiment 2 recorders
and then stop it after LOS. And Skylab, Houston, the dump
is completed now, so you're in got d shape . The - we ' re 1

minute fron LOS, Carnarvon comes ».p at 23:05.
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CDR Okay, Dick, thank you.

CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean - 2 hours

liO minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid. Next acquisi-

tion in 24 minutes and 15 seconds will be Carnarvon. CAP

COMM. Dick Truly, commenting to th«j crew it looks like tt'fi

been a good day. Science Pilot Ed Gibson replying said we've

been enjoying it, it's a great day. This has been seconded

by Flight Director, Phil Shaffer, who reported earlier that

it's the best day so far as far as flight planning activies.

The crew maintaining the flight plan schedule. Next activity

next acquisition will be at Carnarvon at 23 minutes 40 sec-

onds. At Greenwich me*n time 22 hours and 41 minutes, this

is Skylab Cent rol .

F.N V> OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwi ch mean t irae

23 hours 3 mi n u te t< . Acq ui a 1 t i on coining through Carnarvon
in 50 seconds. We'll hold the li iv> up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

CC Sky lab, Houston Carnarvon for 10 minutes.
SPT Hello, Dick.
CC Hollo '.here.

CC SPT, Houston we still got about 7 minutes
left here at Honeysuckle, when you get a chance I'd like to
talk to you for about 45 seconds or a mirute please sir.

SPT Sure enough, Dick, go ahead.
CDR Kd on the subject of 2 33 and where best

to - which wiidow to best look out to sec the. framed comet,
in looking at the Flight Plans and on the previous
est i arte that y'all gave us about like half an hour to set
up the caneras between windows, we've elected to not schedule
in that time prior to supporting S233 - S233 operations day
after tomorrow. So we did ger the comment about changing the
windows but we - unless it's a much simpler Job than the
30 minutes, we're going to stick to what we have on the
Flight Plans until day after tomorrow and by that tine we'll
havi it scheduled in the-e and we can change it.

SPT Jiey, Dick I've already changed it, it's
over there in CM window 1 and I've got one exposure off this
past orbit but I haven't lined up in time to Ret
two off, I'll get two off this next orbit however. It's much
easier going into the command module when you can mount
on the window mirror as opposed to having to cut up
cardboard and go through what we had to for the SCS windows.
So it's already t lie re and all set to go.

CC We 1 1 you might very well suspect t ha t that
what I was hoping you were going to say and we sure do
appreciate it , thank you much.

SPT Thank you. Dick.
CC Skyiab, Houston we're abou • to p o I. OS .

Carnarvon in about 15 seconds we're going to drop out less
than a minute and and I'll give you a call when we're locked -

up good and sound at Honeysuckle.
SPT Okav , Dick; so long.
PAO Skyiab Control, Greenwich mean time

23 hours 15 min tes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon. Next
acquisition w i 1 .1 be through the Honeysuckle tracking station.
G&N officer reporting to Flight Director Chuck Lewis that the
ground has commanded the CM(i bearing heaters back on. A
procedure instituted late yesterday, taking over ground
control of t lie heaters in the control moment -

C C ,
- - Honeysuckle for the next 4 minutes and

Kd I can't find any mention in my air-to-ground notes i.ere
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if you've been reminded aboul the family conn this evening

so if it's a double reminder sorry about that but It's set i.p

at Co Id* tone at 03:01, it's the same pass as Jerry will use

for Che even Inn matus report,
55PT Thank you Dick 1 not it.

CC Ro?..

CC Sky lab , Houston 1 minute to LOS ,
givu

you a call at Texas at 2 3:49 .

PAO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich mean time

23 hours, 20 mi nu tec .
-< Loss of signal through Honeysuckle

tracking station, next acquisition in 27 minutes and 50 seconds

we be at the Texas tracking station. C&N officer reporting

to Flight Director Chuck Levis during this Carnarvon/

Honeysuckle pass that the ground has commanded on the heaters -

the 'bearing heaters in the control moment gyros. This is

a procedure instituted late yesterday to relieve the Stress

on the control mocent gyros, control moment gyro nunbtr 2

which has been exhibiting various anomalies in the last

several weeks, since the 5th of December. This procedure

whereby the heaters will turned off when the control

mom?rt gyros bearing temperatures reach clcse to 30 decrees

and then' turned back on when the temperature's lowered la

close to 70 degrees. This procedure hopefully will relieve

the stress on the CHCs. Next acquisition in 26 minutes

and 4$ seconds through Texas. At Greenwich rean time

2 3 hours, 2 1 minutes, this is Sky lab Control.

ENO OF U!'E
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich mean time,

21 hours 47 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Texas

tracking station for a Texas/Bermuda pass in 45 seconds.

We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM. Dick Truly.
CC Sky lab , Houston, AOS stateside for

1 6-i/2 rolnut es .

SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Hi there. Von might be Interested to

know that this afternoon at - that Oakland beat Pittsburgh

33 to U, in a playoff. And they're going to next week play

the winner of tomorrow's game between the Miami Dolphins and

the Cincinnati Bengals.
SPT That must have been a real barn burner.

I understand the Vikings did pret ty well .

CC Yes, they did.
Spl" Dick, I sure do wish that TV downlink

was a tvo-wav street.
CC (Chuckle) I bet you do. You really are

going to want it that way on New Years Day.

SPT On the dark side we can play the - all

the good bowl - all the good ballgames on the ATM TV.

CC Roger

.

CC If we'd only give you tine to look at it.

CDR Roger, we have a solar flare on the

50 vard line.
CC (Chuckle) Ro f

» .

CC Skylab, Houston, anotlitr comment on the ~

in the football scene. Local tear does good, Kr i end.swood

beat Hooks H i gh School Texas 28 to 15 this afternoon. They

won the State Championship in class AA .

SPT Hey, give then our congratulations,
sounds like a good Job.

CC Roger, a v! all the folks around here

that live out in that area arc really tickled pink today.

SPT Well, they got a right to be, very

proud .

CC Then SPT. Houston, since you're close to

ti>f phoni'- After t h i s d ay 1 1 gh i c y c 1 t y ou and Bill arc-

going to be doing this - the limb volune measurements. Just

a reminder that was the deal tne other day where Jerry was

going to correct your checklist to reflect that we wanted

just left arm and left leg and the torso meas u r enen t s . We

did not need the right ones. And since we didn't send up a

checklist change, and this would be the first time after that

that you're doing it, just though I would remind you about tha

SPT Okay thank you for the reminder, Dick.
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CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston , we're going to be

handing over 'ron MI LA to Bermuda here in about a minute

or so. And we're going to dump thvi data/voice recorder at

Bemud a .

SPT Okay, Dick.
CC Skylab, Housto.., we're having a little

problem In being able to command t>> TRANSMITTER Charlie .

We'd like somebody to check a circuit; breaker for us if

you could on panel 200, under instrumentation system
transmitter Charlie. And report tne status of it. If the

circuit breaker is closed we'd like you to Cycle it open
and re close it again.

SPT In work.
CC Ro'cr. And if it's Open Ed Just close

i t and let us know .

SPT Roger, Dick it was open, it's closed now.

CC CC Thank you

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we still have about

3 minutes left here at Bermuda. For Jerry, Jerry the otner
day we sent up a general message to you that was numbered
3443, which was - had to do vith scheduling constraints. It

listed a whole series of times. We would appreciate it if you

have the time by sometime tomorrow tor you to put your - any
comments you have about the specifics of that nessage
on dump tape and let us know - Just let us know after you've
done that so we can find it quickly and be able to respond
to that. If you feel like that you don ' t - the three of

you don't have the tine between now and then to sit down

and discuss that in some detail, we'll be happy to try

and schedule some time for you.
CDR Well, now that we got PSA freed up

tonight v* ought to have time to talk it over a little bit.
We'll try to get an answer out tonight.

CC Okay, good. I think we'd - we'll all

profit if you'd just look down that list and correct any

numbers you see fit, put it on the dump tape, and

let us know .

CUR Okay .

CO And of course any other * any other

comments that you have, too, they're welcone.
CDR Vi 1 co

.

CC Skylab , Houston, 1 minute to LOS

.

Madrid comes up at 00:09, that's b Biinutes from now. *

CDR Roger.
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PA0 Skylab Control, 6 minutes after the hour.

Loss of signal through Bermuda. N.xt acquisition will be

Madrid in 2 minutes 20 seconds on the stateside pass. After

receiving the latest ball scores, profeasion.il football, hd

Clbson remarked, it's too bad that they don t have two - two

way television. Whereby they can watch the Rose -Bowl

Karnes and the professional fooiDali tf.imes on television. The

crew also asked to look over general message sent up two days

ago concerning scheduling constraints on various experiments

the ground had worked out very detailed tine line on schedules

of experiments. How long it takes the crew members to pertorm

the various functions aboard the spacecraft The crew has

be-n asked to review these tines and see if they fit with

their estimate of the time required. And the crew has been

asked to put their comments on the tape recorder, which vill

be then dumped to the ground on succeeding passes. Next

acquisition through Madrid in 1 minute 20 seconds. V>e 11

hold the line up for CAP CO MM , Dick Truly.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston.^ Hollo at Madrid for
7 minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS .

Honeysuckle come* up at OOi56.
PA0 Skylab Control, 18 ninutes afttr the

hour, with loss of signal through Madrid tracking Ration.
Next acquisition in 37 minutes will be Carnarvon tracking
Station. As the - As the crew of Skylab IV, in the final
hours of their 38th day in orbit, gathering additional data
on the Sun, Comet Kohoutek, and man himself, on this the
fpurth mission of the Skylab Program. Next acquisition will
be in 3 6 minutes 30 seconds throuRh Honeysuckle tr.nkiiiR
station. At Greenwich mean tine, 19 minutes after the hour
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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, pao Skylab Control, 54 sjinutes after the

hour. Acquisition coining in 50 seconds through the Honeysuckle

"-tracking station as the crew concludes their 38th day in the

flight of Skylab IV. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM

Dick Truly.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS here at

Honeysuckle Just in tlmu to tell you that we're 1 minute

from LOS at Honeysuckle . Goldstonu comes up at 01:25.

SPT Roger, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control, 58 minutes after the

hour. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Next acquisition

in 26 minutes 25 seconds through the Ooldstone tracking

station. The 3 7th day in orbit for the ctew of Skylab IV,

Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, ami Bill Pogue. Their evening meal

this evening for Commander Carr consists of prime ribs of

beef, tomatoes, ambrosia, coffee with sugar and biscuit.

Science Pilot Gibson has on his menu this evening filet of

mlgnon, peas, lemonade, and vanilla wafers. Pilot Bill

Pogue has, as the commander, prime ribs of beef, macaroni,

shrimp, tea, and ice Cream. The Skylab crew tonight will

begin their rest period at 10:00 p.m. central stay - central

standard tine, 3 hours from nnw . Next acquisition ^111 be

in 25 minutes and 20 seconds through Golds tone At Greenwich

mean time 59 minutes after the hour, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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,S|'T Okay, Dick thank you. 1 fli't a que at h»'»

Inr you - for AStO. When we see a number a 10th of ;\ ilej'iee,

In il.at a truncated number to a 100th of a deKrec or I* It

rounded off?
CC Stand by, I'm not sure we'll be able to

get an answer to you hero but if not, I'll call you at Madrid.
SPT Okay, Di ck , t he reason for asking is chat

you send up final attitude to expect to a hundredth of

a degree, sometimes we're off by a tenth and I'm wondering
whether that's because of truncation or whether it's actual
e r ro r . .

CC Okay.

END OK TAPS
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PAD Skylab Control, Greenwich aean ttwo
1 hour 4) minutes, loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 3 ainuteB, 20 seconds will be the Madrid
tracking station. As Skylab space station now in its
3,212 revolution since launch from Cape Kennedy on May 14th.
CAP COMM. Hank llartsfield, discussing with the crew some
problems encountered the last time the space station was
pointed for us« of JOP 18. Joint observation program 18D
wh i eh i h aiming the Apol 1 o tel e scope mount ins t rumen t s a t t he
vast approaching comet Kohoutek. which is ' approaching the "Sun
at spied of 180,000 miles per hour. JOP 18D is again
scheduled for tomorrow afternoon. As is another flight
oi the M509 , the Buck Rogers style maneuvering unit, which
will be flown by Commander, Gerald Carr tomorrow in the
dome area of the workshop. This li the experiment of
Air Force Major Ed Whitsett, 0 f the Johnson Space Center,
with colnvest igator being Astronaut Bruce McCandless, We'll
hold t he line up for this pass through Madrid. Pass to
last approximately 9 minutes. We'll hold the line up for
CAP COMM. Dick Truly

.

CC Skylab Houston, AOS Madrid for the next
9 minutes. And SPT, Houston, 'I think I have an answer to
your question about the - the attitude numbers.

SPT Ok*y, Dick go ahead.
ct; Roger. It turns out that on the JOP 18

Delia pads that we ,,end you. We send you attitude numbers
listed as final attitude that you should expect, that are
listed as XF, YF and CF to the nearest 100th of a d.greo.
In the cabu of the atom DC , the computer calculates these
attitudes as accurately as it can which Is somewhere in the
neighborhood of a couple of hundredths of a degree. However
it rounds off and displays to you to the nearest tenth.
Does that answer your question?

SPT Yes, it does Dick. U rounds oil rather
than truncates a 100 digets. Sow in that case if you look «t
the numbers I read down for the iinal attitudes, then I don't
think we're really at the attitudes that we had initially
requested. Were you able to check all the DAS entries also?

'•C Well, we don't have immediate answer
for you Kd, but it's certain - certainly something to think
about. At any rate the Atom DC does its calculations as
accurately as it can. And when ASCO calculates his attitudes
he bends them up to you to his besc accuracy, but the
displays are to the nearest tenth and it's rounded off.

•srr Okay, thank you Dick. I'm just trying to •

in my own mind trying to figure out where the discrepancy
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arose. I guess we were t il a tenth or «i> it new can be
explained by round off. And the (Garble) latitudes we
achieved verjus which you sent up.

,

CC
.

Well, we certainly haven't given up
thinking about it, but as of now w* just don't have a real
stralgnt answer for you. But wt'll get one and you'll hear
just as soon »h we have li.

SI>T Okay, thanks v<9 ry much. Thanks toMevo and all his troops for working hard on it.
CC Okay.
t( And Skylab, Hou - Houston, I forgot

to warn you we're dumping the data/voice recorder here at
Mad r I d

.

sl'» At tt,-nt ion Skylab .

CC Co a ho ad,
1 VicV. do you have a comet rise time for

I guess"'"
1 rlNt'' 0 "KM l ° b ° At>0,,t annther

°
r 5 Dinutot

CC st and by .

_
cc Skylab, Houston, 1 minute till 1,0$

Tananarive comes up at 02:07. And we'r*; checking on therise time. I hope- we can get 'It before LOS, we'll try.
CC

L
SPT

. Houston. The conei rise is estimated

ror t-Ji
"^ UUU

:
Prl ° r t0 fi »» rise

-
K*'re Pokingfor GMT now. if we don't get it though you should be able

to use the time regaining Clock and - and get a good hack onthat .

SPT Okay, a Minute and a half before. Thankyou.
CC Yes , sir.
''Au Skylab Control, Greenwich man time

I hour V. n.nutes, We've had loss of signal thrmj,.!. thi-Hernudo tracking station. N.-xt acquisition Jn iO mlnui.-s
will b< the Tananarive voice relay station. Discussions
corMorninj. the cone t r 1 s e time. Science pilot Gibson
scheduled to us, the S2 3 3 , 3 5- * i 1 1 1 no

t

v r camera out the
command nodule window, to t ak e phc t o g r aph s of the comet
Kohoutek. The 233 experiment is scheduled twice a day
once in the morning and once In the evening to enpture'thr
approaching, cor-et on film. Nexc acquisition in 9 ninutes

seconds will be Tananarive. At Greenwich mean lice
1 hour 57 ninutes, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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• PAO Sky l«b Control Greenwich mean time
2 hour*, 6 minute* Acquislt Ion coming throuRh the Tananarive
voice relay station in 50 seconds. We'll hold the line up

for CAP COMM Dick Truly .

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Tananarive for

the nt'xt ? minutes and we think we missed a nuZ upd a t

e

the last "*chi>dul«d oppor t un l ty . One Is available now,
Ed If you cah Ret It for us anytime In about the next
5 ininutcj, .

:
.

.

Pt.T Rop,, we copied that Dick, thank you.
CC Okay , Bill thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston 1 minute to LOS, Tananarive,

Honeysuckle cornea up at 02:33 nee you there.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

2 hour*, 17 minutes. We've had loss of signal through
Tananarive, '»xt acquisition in 14 minutes 55 seconds will
be the Honeysuckle tracking station in Australia. Very
quiet pass through Madrid, Utile conversation with the

crew. As they complete the remalninR 2 hours of their
scheduled day, Day 37 in the mission of Skylab IV. Today
raises the grand total of manned occupancy of the 100 ton

space station to 119 days, 28 days on the first mission with
Connander Pete Conrad, Science Pilot Joseph Kerwin, Pilot -

Paul Welti, 59 days with Commandi r Al Bean, Dr. Owen Garriott,
and Pilot Jac-k Louisa, That total should be 12* days rather
than 119. Next acquisition will be in 1) minutes and 45 seconds
through Honeysuckle, at Greenwich mean tine 2 hours and
18 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PA0 SkyUb Control Creenwlch mean tine

2 hour! 11 ulnutes. Acquisition coming through the

Hnnevoucklc tracking station in Australia In 50 seconds,

while SMtnce Pilot Kd Gibson is spending the final portion

of his oviuUnn *t the Apollo telta.ope «ount . The cr;j

generally preparing for their preal^ep activities scheduled

hIcop period st.irtin* at 04:00 Greenwich mean tine. 10 p.m.

central standard time. A collective total of 20 hours of

science today aboard the space station. We'll hold the line

up for this pass through Honeysuckle, CAP COMM is

Hank Hart sf ield .

CC Skylab, Houston AOS Honeysuckle for

5 minut es . And »

C C And Skylab. Houston co the SPT on the

ATX panel, we'd like to «et DETECTOR 3 on.

CC Thank you much, we're 1 minute from LOS,

Hawaii comes up at 0 2 : 5 . .„..,...
SPT Dick, I'm reading 80 for my GRATING

position now, apparently we got another trfcnsient in here

ue has bumped it up from zero.
c q Okay, we show a zero on TM un the ground

for your information, Ed. Thank you for letting us know

t houRh . . , .i
ji A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

2 hours 40 minutes. Loss of signal through the Honeysuckle

tracking station, next acquisition In 13 minutes will be

Haw il I In a few moments from now Science Pilot - not

Science Pilot, one of the crew members will have the opportunity

to again add to the crew's visual observation program by

taking photographs in the South Pacific area, north of

New Zealand in attempts to learn a little more about the

ocean - oceans of this area. To possibly locate and study

recycling weight patterns of the ccean. Scientists say it

appears that weight patterns recycle regularly and long-term

conditions possibly can be predicted from only afew observations.

A knowledge of such weight patterr.s would be useful In locating

fishing areas. Today's target of opportunity, handheld site

number 3-' A-6 is one oi the more than 100 target sites

around the world the crew has beer, asked to visually describe

as well an photograph on their orbits around the Earth. Next

acquisition in 11 minutes 30 seconds will be Hawaii. At

Creenwich near, tire 2 hours and 4; minutes, this is Skylab

Control.

F.WD OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control, Crsenwich ««an time

2 hours S2 minutes. Acquisition cowing through the Hawaii

tracking station In JO seconds. CAP COMM U astronaut Dick

Truly. We'll hold the lln* up Cor this Hawaii pass.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii for 7 minute*.

PAO Skylab Control* Greenwich mean time

3 hour* 1 ml num. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next

acquisition will be Goldscone. We'll hold the line up for

this M*tc»id»» pasB. last statestd* pas* for this evening.

C C Skylab, Houston, We're AOS Gpldstone

for 9 minutes, How do you read?
COR Loud and clear, Dick.

CC Roger, Jer. We're standing by for the

evening status report and we did have a little co»» problem

there down at Hawaii. I'm trying to check now and pake sure that

Ed's fanily conference is set up. This is the site for it.

CDR Rop.e r . I'll check

.

CC Okay, and I '» standing by for the evening

t,ta tin report ,
_ , ,

Cdr Okay, Kd'» in the comnand module.

CC Good show

.

CDR You caught ua trimming our Christmas

tree. , .

CC Key, we've got a pretty one down here,

also.
CDR Can't bfr as pretty as our <s .

CC WcJ.l , tie people who trimmed it wore a

lot pre l He
CDR AM ri^ht, let's have the evening status

report. Enough of thai talk.
,

CDR Just get 'us all lathered up here. Sleeps

CDR 6.5, 6.5 heavy; SPT , 6.8, 6.8 heavy: PLT , 9.5, 9 heavy,

half Upht. Volume: CDR , 1200; SPT. 1 750; PLT, 2000. Water

punt Cf)R, 764 7; SPT , 3175; PLT, 935 7 . Body raass : COR. 6.317,

6.319. 6.315; SPT, 6.366. 6.356, 6.355; PLT, 6.258, 6.258.

6.259. Kxcn-ise: COR , method Alfa: minus 2 minutes. SPT,

no Alfa done tod.iv. PLT , Alfa: nlnus 5 minutes. Foxtrot:

plus nlnutfs. dedications: CDK . none; SPT, one Dalnano;

PLT. Tinactin as directed. Clcthing: CDR, one pair of socks.

SPT one pair of shorts, on.' pair of socks and a shirt. PLT,

one shirt and 1 shorts. Pood log: CDR, zero nail, minus

two coffees with su,;ar. plus 1.5 water. SPT, 11.5 salt, plu«

one >',rape drink, plus one number 2 mineral supplement,

phospho rus - -

KND OP TAP V.
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CDR _ ~ coffee with sugar, plus 1.5 water: SP i

11.5 salt, plus one grape drink, plus one number 2 mineral
supplement phosphorus which was taken by mistake, rehydration
water, zero: PLT

, no salt, plus one butter cookie, no water
Flight I'lan deviation: none . Shopping list accomplishments-
none Inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled stowage: nonePhoto's next.

CC ok..y.
CI)K Okay. Photo log: < 16-mil 1 ine t er , 151

KTC prep, CharJie India 75, 82, Charlie India 73. M151
M509 prep, Charlie India 75, 68, Charlie Ind la 73 . Kikons • 01Charlie X-ray 36, 1 5 : 02 Bravo Victor 43, 03; 03 no change I

04 Bravo, Echo, 08, 38; 05 Bravo Hotel 05, 43; 70 millimeter
Charlie X-ray 17, 152. KTC , Bravo Whiskey 03. 035 ERF.P
no charge. Drawer A: Alfa 1, 02, Charlie India 75 ,

68-'

Charlie India 73; Alfa 2 no change; Alfa 3 no change:
Alfa 4. 08, no supply reel: takeup is Charlie India 74-
hack no change. That's It.

CC Okay, Jerry thank you very nuch , we trillhave about 4 ninutes left in this pass and I
' n standing by.When we get to Bermuda in a few minutes we are goin* to drop

out between Goldstone and Bermuda. I've got a pass there Ican read you puys some news if you're anenable to that
Following that we'll have a pass that'll be the *,ed confers-,-
and then the final pass of the evening so between thin Bermudapass and the last one of the evenine I can read you the news

C[) * Okay
, turn 'en loose

.

CC
,

Wel1 I figured I'd wait until this next
pass to - for - Fd got off the phone.

(:I)R All ri R ht , thftt *H be
CC Okay, y'all c*n go back t-> tree trining.
CC Skylab, Houston we're aiiout 45 seconds'

from LOS
. Bermuda comes up about 5 lainutes fron now, I'll

give you a call there.

F.ND OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Bermuda for
about 6 minutes. We do have a keyhole in this pass , about —
a minute and a half into the pass.

SPT Okay Dick, let me give that ATM frame count.
CC Okav. Go ahead.
SPT 3761, 1007, 13j51, 304 1, 1635.
CC Okay. I got that and for Jerry, we'd

like to reconfirm cue of items out of evening status report
If lie '

1 1 plance at it again. It's out of the photo area.
What we'd like to confirm is what is the takeup on transporter
08?

CC Skylab, Houston. We'll be g o i :i y into
a keyhole here In just a couple of seconds for about a
minute. I'll Kivc you a call out of keyhole.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're out of keyhole.
Still have about 3 minutes left at Bermuda.

PLT Roger. That is Charlie India 71, instead
of 74, on transporter 08.

CC Okay, Bill. Thank you very much. Would
you guys like to hear a couple minutes of r.ews before we
go LOS here?•PLT Sure would.

cc Okay. A bitter and divided Congress
adjourned for the winter holiday today after failing to pass
emergency energy legislation. Prtsident Nixon expressed
regret that no bill was passed, but said voluntary conservation
and other administration efforts should be effective. The
Pentagon has grounded all Air National Guard and Air Reserve
training flights as a result of a Federal Energy Office
order, diverting one and a half million barrels of military
Jet fuel to civilian airlines. Milltarv forces said the
standown went into effect Friday night and will last in-
definitely. Four bombs exploded in London Saturday, injuring
five persons. The blasts were the latest in a wave of
explosions blamed on Irish guerrillas. Stormy, wintery weather
cleared out of eastern half of the nation today, but hazardous
?nd clogged road conditions in many areas kept holiday travel
difficult, slow, and uncertain. Forecast for Christmas Day
calls for generally milder weather around the nation, but
some communities were still digging out from storms which
struck earlier in the week. The Middle Kast Peace Conference
concluded Its opening phase with an agreement to have Uracil
and Egyptian military commander* yegtn talks to separate
their armies on the Suck front. The differences cropped up
between the United States and Russia over participation of
the super powers along with Kgypt, Israel and the United
Nations. We've got about 30 seco.id* before LOS here at Bermuda.
We do have a pass following the n<ixi one, which 1 can read
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you the rest of the news. The next pass Is scheduled to -

AOS at Canary at 03:24 and that's the med conference. So -

t'l! pive you a call at Tananarive.
CUR Roger Dick. See you then

.

CC Okay.
I' AO Sky lab Control, Greenwich nean time,

3 hours 2 1 minutes. Loss of signa.; through Bermuda, Next
acquisition in 2 minutes and 10 seconds will be Canary,
during which tine Flight Surgeon Dr. Eduard Burchard will
conduct the evening medical status review with the crew
of SkyLab IV. The crew presently in their preslfep activit
for the day. The three astronauts, much like the people
at home are performing such things as turning the lights
down, turning the speaker intercom assembly to low position
stowing away any loose objects aboard the workshop, enablin
the Apollo telescope mount conf ipurat ion for unmanned opera
during their sleep period, and jeanerally getting thing s in
order for retiring for the night. This, their 37th day in
orbit. The next pass through Canary, approximately 8 mi nut
in duration, will be devoted to thii medical conference with
Dr. Eduard Burchard, the Skylab flight crew surgeon. We'll
have a report of that conference at the close of the pass.
Next communication with the crew is scheduled for the
Tananarive tracking station. This pass will come in
approximately 22 minutes. We'll bring the line back up at
that time. At Greenwich mean time 3 hours 23 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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I'AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
1 hours, 36 minutes. We had a brief conversation at t he-

tail end of the Canary pass at the close of the medical
conference, we'll replay that tape now.

Cf - - 03:46 and I'll call you there.
SIT Okay, Dick, thank you talk to you

then .

,' CC Okay. '

PAO That concludes the conversation throu
Canary. Next acquisition in 8 minutes 55 seconds will be
the Tananarive tracking station where CAP COMM Dick Truly
Indicated to the crew that he'll finish reading the
evening news as the crew prepares for their final activit

in their pre-sleep activities aboard the works
Flight Director Chuck Lewis that the heaters

were commanded on again. The control moment gyro heaters
In the bearings to take the load off the CMGs to - as

Flight Controllers described - relieve the stress on the
Nex t acqu i s i t ion will be through Tananarive in 8 minutes
Greenwich mean time 3 hours, 37 minutes, this is Skylab C

of day

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
3 hours 44 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
tracking station in 50 seconds. This possibly the last—
communication with the crew for the night. We'll leave
the line up for CAP COMM, Dick Truly

.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Tananarive
for about 2 o r 3 minutes.

CC And Skylab, Houston, a couple of notes
for you here. First of all we don't have any data here
at Tananarive, but when we last saw you at Canary the
ATM coolant loop was still on. If it's bugging you with
the noise, you're certainly welcoir. e , your option to turn
the pump off this evening and leave It off. Or you can
leave It on as you will. Also, for Ed. There is going
to be a checklist change to the JGP Summary Sheets, it
will effect JOP 18 Delta. It does two things, it adds
a note and an option to the 52 experiment. The note has
to do with, and it's caused by detector 1 sensit ivity
when the pointing at the Sun, and it appears in several
places in the JOP. Also the option, the additional option in
52 is one that wi.1 ! allow to get background starfieH data
and help us with our post flight evaluation. The checklist
change looks quite long. However the only portion of it
that needs to be made in the morning is JOP 18D, and I
don't think you'll have any problems getting in there in
good order .

spr Okay, Dick I understand the intent of
both of those. I don't think they'll be any problem.

CC Okay, we only have about 30 seconds
left prior to LOS here at Tananarive. So - so we'll be
giving you in the call - a call in the morning so you
guys f>et « good night sleep.

CD * Okay, Dick thinks. And that shutting
down t lu- coolant loop is on Bill 'is presleep checklist.
So he'll catch that before he goes to bed.

CC Okay. Well I Just wanted to make the
point to you that it's your option. You're welcome to do
it or not a* you desire.

CDR Okay thanks. We'll see you.
CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

3 hours 51 minutes. CAP COMM Dick Truly bidding good
night to the crew, through the Tananarive tracking station wake-
up call scheduled for 6 a.m. central standard time tomorrow.
Crew advised thai they - at their option if they'd like to
turn off the ATM coolant loop. The crew had reported the
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pump In the coolant loop was very noisy and it disturbed
their sleep. Bill Pogue will take care of this turning
the coolant loop off during hi3 presleep check activities
which include disenabling the flare alarm on the
ATM, turning down the lights in the multiple docking,
adapter and the workshop. And generally configuring the
vehicle for sleep node for the crew. At Greenwich mean
Lime 3 hours 52 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO ; ; Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
U hours, 15 minutes. We have the dally surgeon's report
which Is as follows: "The crew remains in excellent physical,
and mental health. The pilot was well rested after last
night's lonn sleep and this probably contributed to his good
performance today." It's signed by Dr. Eduard I). Burchard
for Dr. W. R. Hawkins, Director of Medical Operations here
at the Johnson Space Center. In the evening status report
Commander Carr had reported that Pilot Pogue had 9 hours of
sleep last night. He had taken a sleeping pill. At
Hreenvich mean time 4 hours and 16 minutes the Public Affairs
Console will close for today and reopen it 6 a.m. December 23rd.
At Greenwich mean time 4 hours and 16 minutes, this is

S k. y 1 ah Control.

KNFi OF T A P Y.
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"
. PA0 Good morning. This is Skylab Control at

1 1 hours 58 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about 50

seconds away from acquisition at Tananarive. Wakeup is

planned at this station.
rn Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive.

Wo want to wish you a merry Christmas from the silver team

hen- ami we're back - glad to be back working with you.

We'll talk to you through Hawaii in 42 minutes at 12:U Zulu. ..

°Ut
'

(:[)R Morning, Bruce. Merry Christmas, to all

o I the Silvers.'
CC. Roger; thank yoj.

PAn This is Skylab Control. Tananarive has

toss of signal. The crew beginning their 38th day in orbit

with some verv nice Christmas music, but also beginning it

witli some blood letting, one of the days that blood samples

arc taken on each ot the crewmen. That being done now imme-

diately after wakeup. Hawaii is the next station in 3 4

minutes. At 12 hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is

Skylab Control.

KN [) OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 12 hours
43 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about to be
acquired through the Hawaii station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Through Hawaii
for 8 minutes. Over.

CDR Roger; Bruce.
CC Okay, Jer. Couple of items for y'all.

I guess first, the bad news. During the evening, we've had
a major telemetry malfunction, and the net result of it is
that we've lost most of our insight into the airlock module
power distribution system. But we do have valid data for
monitoring the power generation system. Right now,' looks like
we've at least teiaporarly lost the low level multiplexis
associated with the airlock module and we've got some noise
and low readings on the airlock module high level multiplexis.
We've also lost some of our insight into the coolant loops and
life support system. But so far, we still have enough valid da
that we can keep pretty much aware of what's going on. By
ground command -fe'vc switched to secondary instrumentation
units with no success. The only onboard monitoring that
you have lost at the present time is the PCG battery half
hour indicators. And, the reason that you've lost these is
that we are powering down the multiplex and telemetry systems
during periods of LOS. And, when we power then down, that
takes down the power supply for the primary and secondary
half hour indicators. And, if you need to get them back, why
you probably recall the procedure we used in t r ai n ing . And

,

later on we'll have a list of parameters that we'd like you
to read out on board for comparison with the readings that
we have down here, just so we can verify your onboard read-
outs are still good . Ove r

.

CDR Okay, thanks, truce.
CC Okay. Couple of minor ones , for you

Jerry. On your detail pad at time 00:09, we'd like to add
S019 PR-3, or at S019 PR-3. We want to add canister 002 and
22 . Ovor. '

CDR Okay, hit that again, Bruce. I was busy
f u!«b i inf. for ray papers .

CC Okay. On vour detail for today. At time
00:0'J, iud S019 PR-3, prep 3 that is. Canister 002 and 22,
presumably referring to the fogus >;ear wheel. Over.

CDR Okay, I copy.
CC That goes righi: alonj> with your S019-K pad,

which you have i n d i p en d en t ly , probably still in the teleprinter
For the SPT and the PLT. I have a couple of changes, also.
Ove r

.

PLT PLT. Give me about 10 seconds, Bruce.
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C(. Okay.
I'M PLT. Ready to copy

.

CC Okay , Bill. The on- s tat ion time for
your S019 Kohoutek maneuver, should be 00: - this is on your
detail pad, should be 00:39 instead of 00:41. And, that's it.

PLT Got it.
. CDR Okay, and Ed's ready to copy his.
CC Okay, Ed. On your detail pad at 17:50.

Delete the 17:50 nu update 17:50 to 1.8:10. The on-stat ion
time for your S201 Kohoutek pad, should be 1 4 : 56 , i n s t e ad of
14:58. And, the on-station tine for JOP 18 Delta, should
be 18:35 instead of 18:37. Those are all on your details.

CDR Okay. H \, got them. Thanks.
CC And, on > jr JOP 18 pad. There is an

error in item 31, if you can dig that out, please.
CDR Can we get that a little bit later, Bruce?
CC Sure can. Tell you what, if F.d wants to

just write it down. It's fairly simple and we can check back
with him also. In the course maneuver, iteis 31, the course
maneuver, the 7. entry, that is Zulu, should be 5000'. (plus 4.0
degrees). Over.

CDR Okay. 50004 plus 4.

CC '..Roger.'
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute til

LOS. Next station contact in 22 minutes, through the
Vanguard in port at 13:14. Out. •

CDR Say again the good news Bruce.
CC The good news is the Vanguard's in port.
CDR That's what we figured.

END OF TAPE
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PAO , This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has loss
of signal. The next station is the tracking ship Vanp.ua rd
in 20 minutes. During the Hawaii pass CAP COMM Bruce McCand-
less informed the? crew that there has been a te lent try mal-
function in the airlock module and that the ground is unable
to monitor most of the power distribution system. We also
lost insight into some of the coolant loops. They report a
low level multiplexer appears to have been lost and some
problem with one of the high level multiplexers. ,.' However,
at loss of signal the cognizant flight controllers informed
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson that during this Hawaii P?S s
all of the high level telemetry appeared normal, and that
function appeared to have been regained during Hawaii. The
low level information is still out, however. Experts here
on the ground both in Houston and in Huntsville will study :

this situation, try to gain a better understanding, and will
continue to take a look at these telemetry systers at each
station. To repeat, at Hawaii loss of signal it appeared
that some of the telemetry functions that had been lost were
back to normal. The ground will check regularly with the
crew for onboard readouts on some cf the systems that con-
trollers here are unable to monitor now. Skylab, 18 minutes
away from Vanguard acquisition. At 12 hours 55 ninnies
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAP K
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PAO This Is Sky!, ab Cont rol at 1 3 hours v

12 minutes Greenwich mean time. A Skylab coning within range
of the antennas aboard the Vanguard tracking ship now. We'll
stand by for that pass.

CC Sky 1 ab , this is Houston; through the

Vanguard in port for 8 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder
.. dump. Out. :

PLT (Garble) PLT on the ATM. Is there any
way the back room can verify my grating condition on the

55? I think I got an 80 Delta here; I'm set up for 108, and
I was wondering what they were reading.

CC We show 28 on your grating position, Bill.
PLT Thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. The solar activity

update Is on board now in your teleprinter. And for the CDR

,

if you could we'd like you to take a second and verify two
switches for us up in the STS on panel 204 . They are the
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM PROGRAMMER and ELECTRONIC switches
and they should be in the COMMAND position . Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce, bo'.h the INSTRUMENTATION - -

• - St and by . .
'

CC Roger, that's panel 204 , INSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEM PROGRAMMER switch, and the ELECTRONIC switch.

CDR Yeah ,
they've both in COMMAND.•CC And right next to it the CONVERTERS rotatory

switch, is that also in COMMAND?
CDR That's affirmative.
CC That's what we were afraid you were going

to say, Jerry. Thank you for checking.
CC Skylab, this is Houston ; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact In 58 minutes through Hawaii at 14:2 1.

Ou t

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has loss
of signal. There'll be a long period without acquisition
now. The next station will be Hawaii in 57 nlnutes. Pilot
Bill Pogue has started today's Apollo telescope mount work.
The first order of the day for the crew is blood sanplcs in

a medical experiment to help doctors here on Earth understand
roll played by gravity in maintaining man's vit.il life fluid.
Previous space flights found that the number of red blood cells
in the astronauts' blood stream decreased as a result of the
changed environment. To the doctors this seemed to indicate
that fewer ceils were needed to carry oxygen. Two changes
in the environment seemed likely candidates for the reduced
red blood count, which was accompanied by a lower quantity of
blood plasma as well. Many physicians believe that the pure
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oxygen atmosphere of the Apollo and Gemini spacecraft night
have produced a change. Other physicians believe that the
absence of gravity let the body relax so much that less
oxygen was required to nourish the muscles.; Sky lab' s mixed

. atmosphere, about 70 percent oxygen and 30 percent nitrogen,
gives scientists a new environment to compare. The much longer
Skylab missions also allow scientists to monitor changes
over many weeks. Todays blood sample is the fourth of seven
planned during this flight, which may last longer than all
six of the Apollo Moon landing flights combined. After
drawing the blood Gibson determines the amount of hemoglobin
in each sample, then separates plasma and blood cells in a
centrifuge so they can be frozen and stored for return
to Earth. Scientists on the ground will carefully analyze the
samples when the crew splashes down in February. Later
today, Ed Gibson will float into the lower body negative pressure
device to test another part of his physical condition. This
device produces a very slight vacuum around the lower half
of the body, simulating the effects of gravity for a man
standing on Earth. For more than 5 weeks Gibson and his
colleagues have been floating about the orbiting laboratory
giving their heart and other muscles an extended vacation.
Despite an exercise program that surpasses even the most
energetic schedule by previous astronauts, a slight reduction•in the hearts ability to pump blood occurs when gravity isn't
available to give it a workout. Inside the waist - high vacuun
chamber Gibson will experience about the same sensation as
lie would standing up on Earth. He has some time to adjust
as the vacuum pressure is slowly increased from zero to
about minus 1 pound per square inch. When the vacuum is at
a maximum he will feel as if his head were at sea level and
his lower body at 2000 feet altitude. A mission controls
biomedical officer said this morning, the differences in
pressure though very slight, tend to reduce the amount of
blood flowing out of the astronaut's legs. He added fluid
increases the leg size slightly, returning some of the bodily
fluids that had been transferred from the legs when the stress
of gravity was removed. During his last test in. this device,
Gibson began perspiring and his blood pressure dropped below
prescribed levels when the greatest stress was produced by
the vacuum chamber. Doctors have seen such symptoms before
bur often they are associated with improper sleep, exercise,
or eating habits. When Gibson was tested Wednesday, the
80-degree temperature in the laboratory may have teen the
problem that forced Jerry Carr to stop the experiment with
several minutes to go. In addition to the standard equipment,
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PA0 ~ vlth about 1 minutes required to empty
the blood accumulated over the 2 mlnutea periods and much
less for the smaller amount accumulated in 20 secondo. As
an added part of the test Gibson will make rapid contractions
of his leg muscles to assist the blood returning from the
leg. Telemetry indications show that the blood spurts through
the veins much more rapidly as a result of the second long
tensing of the leg muscles . Today 's research focusing on the
heart and blood system of men in space may help doctors to
understand the role of certain kinds of stress provided by
gravity and exercise on Earth in maintaining healthy systems.
Such studies which require that physicians be able to change
the conditions during their tests could not be performed on
Earth where gravity is always present and masks many changes.
Here, too, space gives us a better look at ourselves. Sky-
lab now 51 minutes away from acquisition at Hawaii. At 13
hours 30 minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

PA0 This is Skylab Control at 14 hours 20
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition
now through Hawaii

.

CC Good morning, Skylab. We're AOS Hawaii
with - for 7 minutes, and good r.oming from the purple gang.

CDR Good morning , Dick

.

Hello to all the purple gang.
Go °d morning and a merry Christmas season

Thank you, Dick. Merry Christmas to

CC
to you .

CDR
everyone down there.

CC Thank you .

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Flight Director
on the oncoming shift now is Phill Shaffer, and CAP COMH astronaut
Dick l rul y .

CC Skylab, Houston. We guess there mist be
some Christmas elves on board because our little telemetry
problem that we were telling you about earlier, at least for
this moment, has gone away. We got good TM on all the para-
meters that we expected to here at Hawaii. If there's
anything that the crew did on board in between the last sta-
tion and this one that might possibly have any bearing on
the - the telemetry o r ins t r unen t a t i on systess, we'd appreciate
knowing about it, but at any rate, for now everything looks
good.

CDR °^ay, Dick. That's good news, but all we
did was eat breakfast. 1 don't know if that helped the tele-
metry any

CC
that one

.

SPT

Well, maybe it did. We'll think about

I drew a little blood out <f these guys,
Dick. Maybe - Maybe that scared the sytem in shaping
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CC ' * Ed, you were so far down in the mud that
time that I didn't - I couldn't read you. ^

SPT Dick, you're probably well of. That's
okay.

CC (Laughter) Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston . We ' re 1 minute from LOS
Hawaii. We'll see you down at the Vanguard at 14:53 and we're
going to dump the date/vcice recorder at the Vanguard.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has loss
of signal. The tracking ship Vanguard will acquire Skylab
in 23-1/2 minutes. And, as reported to the crew during the
Hawaii pass, the telemetry problem in the airlock module has
disappeared . The ground is now receiving good telemetry
signals from that section of the Skylab space station. CAP
COMM Dick Truly attributed to Christmas Elves, and at the
moment that's as good an explanation as any. At 14 hours
29 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Thls 18 Skylab Control at 14 hours 51 minutesGreenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition throughthe Vanguard tracking ship.
cc Skylab, Houston; Vanguard for .10 minutes.And a while ago I told you a story, I said we were coin*

to dump the data/voice recorder here. It turns out that that-plan was changed and I wasn't aware of it due to the telemetryproblems we had earlier. So, we - there is no data/voicerecorder dump here at Vanguard. I'm standing by for 10 minutes.CDR Roger, Dick.
CC

| Skylab, Houston; for the friendly SPT.we see that you ve loaded good numbers into the ATM DC forthe upcoming maneuver. Bird looks good, so you're GO
for the maneuver. We still have about 3 minutes left here
at Vanguard; I'm standing by.

5PT Thank you , Dick .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute to LOS.Ascension comes up at IS : 08 . ^ ,

'

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skvlab is out
ot rf.nge of tne Vanguard now. Ascension will pick u P the
spac- station in about 4-1/2 minutes. We'll keep the Une upand monitor through the Ascension pass.

CC Skylab, Houston; Ascension for 7 minutes.'
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 ninute from LO^'-ex: station contact is Guam at 15:53. That's a verv slow"pass and just in the event we have any problems picking youup there at Guam, the following station contact is again hereat Ascension, and that time is 16:43.
PA ° This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out c '

range of the Ascension station. The next station is Guam
*

in 37-1/2 minutes. If we're success ful in acquiring there itwill be a very short, pass, a very low elevation. Otherwise
the next station would be Ascension again, a complete revolutionfrom now, in 1 hour and 2 7 minutes." We'll come back ui lustprior to Guam and see if we are able to lock onto the antennasat that time. At 15 hours 15 minutes Greenwich nean time
this is Skylab Control. " '

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Sky lab Control at 15 hours 51
minutes. Skylab Is abcut 45 seconds away from possible acqui-
sition at Guam, just skinning the acquisition ring at that
station. Be a very short pass. We'll stand by.

cc Skylab, Houston. \ AOS Guam for 2-1/2 min-
.:. U t eS . , .

SPT Hello, Dick.
CC Hi, Ed.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're going LOS here

at Guam. Next station site is Ascension at 16:43, and we're
going to dump the data/voice recorder at Ascension. «

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss
of signal. The next station will be Ascension Island in 45
minutes. Skylab Commander Jerry Carr shortly will begin the
M509 astronaut maneuvering unit expe rinen t . Car r will be the
pilot on the maneuvering unit during this morning's trial runs.
Bill Pogue will be the observer. During this period the
Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, will be at the Apollo telescope
mount console, and he will also be preparing for the JOP 18
run which begins after lunch for comet pho tography . About 3
hours set aside in the Flight Plan this morning for the
maneuvering unit exercises. At 15 hours 58 minutes Greenwich
cean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE .
.
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PAO ;
This :.s Skylab Control at 16 hours 42

minutes Greenwich mean time. The Ascension Island station

is about to acquire Skylab.
CC Sky lab , Houston. We're AOS Ascension for

11 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. For the SPT, we believe

we need the star tracker shutter closed, and also, Ed , I had

three or four notes that I wanted to talk to you on the JOP 18

Delta information after you've filled it in. If you have a

chance to discuss it here at Ascension, that's fine with me.

Otherewise it's also okay to wait until the next Guam pass.

That'll be time enough.
SFT Okay, Dick. Could you just hold it up for

a few minutes and I'll be right with you.

CC Okay . No hurry at all. I understand
,

we're here for about 9 minutes. SPT, Houston. We're about -

the GNS is about to launch some biass for the upcoming JOP 18

Delta. We nerd for you to give us the DAS for a few minutes.

Ove r .
'

'

'•

SPT Surely, Dick. It's all yoirr,.

CC Okay. I'll let you know when we're through

CC SPT, Houston. Another comeln for you.

We noticed some - some pretty high counts in detector 3 and

the Pis in the background request «i spectral scan in that

region .

SPT Rog , Di ck . That ' s what I'm getting lined

up to do. I got soino counts up around 40,000. I was just

going to get back to that same location. I think we've got

a fluctuating bright light. I was just trying op the line

to the location and then give her the GRATING AUTO SCAN on a

zero AUTO RASTER.
CC Goo d show .

CC And Skylab, Houston, for the PL T . I'm

not sure where you guys are 509 2 Charlie preps and operations,

but if you've got a couple of minutes 1 had one not o here I'd

like to talk to you about tomorrow's Flight Plan.

CC SPT, Houston. The DAS is yours.

SPT Okay, Dtek. Thank you. I believe the

region we're looking at is region 05, which is right adjacent

to 0 304, and it's much far the brightest thinp, in H- alpha,

and pretty much even with the active region 00 in XIV, maybe

it's even a little bit brighter. Appears as. though the bright

points in this area are fluctuating quite a bit, like it's go:

GRATING AUTO SCAN when we had a density of almost 30,000. A

little bit before that I was up to 40. That was that 16:40 if

they want to dig it back. We had about a 40,000 count

there.
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' CC Okay, Ed. Thank you.
SPT And why don't you go ahead and give the '

i n f or na t ion 18 Delta if you would, please, Dick.
CC Okay . Before I start, Kd , have you -

have you entered all the information into your JOF summary
sheet yet?

SPT Negative, Dick. I'm just up through the
building block 30's. I have not work - put in any returns on
SI information yet. I'm still working on putting the building
block information in an understandable format.

CC Okay. Okay; let me - I pot three notes
for you here, F.d. Let me go through them kind of slcwly and -

and I think we can get It okiiy. Bruce earlier read up an
error in the JOP 18 Delta maneuver in the pa>I. And It —

occuirs - At the time you didn't have the jiece of paper and
I JuRt wanted to remind you of it again. It is to be entered
in JOP 18 Delta in step 31. So it's In t be JOP 18 Delta pad
to fill in the blanks under step 31, the - it was the Z-axis
maneuver was incorrect. The correct numbers - the DAS con-
mand is 5 three bBalls 4, and the amount of angle was plus U . 0
degrees. And I Just wanted to make sure that you got that be-
cause earlier they said you didn't have the piece of paper.

SPT Okay, Dick. I understand that step 31,
the Z-axis maneuver, should be a 50004, which is 4 degrees.

CC Okay. Second note 1 had was, and you
and I talked about this last evening before you went to bed,
but we do want to make sure that that checklist change
number \U to the JOP sunmary sheets that cane up while vou
were asleep last evening gets put in prior - or at lea;it that
portion for 18 Delta gets put in prior to the run today. I'm
sure you're aware of that. One nore note, if you'll look at
the pad, the f i 1 1 - in- t h c- b 1 an ks pad at step 27, 27, you'll
notice there that for the information for that building
block 30, where It gives you some information as to how 1 1?

point Into the tail at a C equals 0, T equals 0.5, that 0.5 is -

we didn't put in there an octal. We probably should have.
That's T of 62. Also, I have bobc infornation here from the
back room concerning the orientation of the tail. Assuming
that the conn's head appears - Assuming perfect pointing on
the comet's head appears as we expect that It will, the tail
will be off to the right and at an nn^ie of about 12 degrees
above the horizontal as you look at it on the monitor.

SPT Okay; thank you, Dick. You have - th<>»e
maneuvers have put the coma at the location, specified nnd -

not any other feature. That is you haven't trJed to center it
a little bit back in the tail or anything. And we're really
talking about the coba all the time, are we not?
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CC That's affirmative, Ed. That's correct.
SPT Thank you.
CC Thank you , sir. Those are the only

comments that I had on JOP 1.8 Delta. We're about 30 seconds

f i om LOS here at Ascension. Guam comes up at 17:27.

SPT Okay , Dick . Talk to you then.
.'; CC . Roger.
SPT Dick, if the people in the back room, the

NOAA folks, have any updated Inform ltlon on 05, the magnetic,
/activity and what else (?) they expect out of it, I'd appreciate

it. It looks like it might be the better performer today.

CC Okay, Ed. We'll do some l.oking at that

while you're gone and when we have some more information or

whatever Information we do have we'll pass it up to you.
SPT Thank you

.

EM) OF TAPE
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PLT Thank you.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Ascension has

loss of signal. Sky lab's next acquisition will be through the
Guam station in 33 minutes . Jerry Carr and Bill Pogue still
involved with the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit. Perparing
that unit for a test flight, shortly. And, the Science
Pilot Ed Gibson at the console of the Apollo Telescope Mount,
scanning the Sun. The majority of today's ATM operations,
beginning about noon 1 o'clock will be devoted to the comet
Kohoutek. Two complete cycles of viewing and photographing
Kohoutek, from comet rise to comet -jet will be performed by
Gibson at the ATM console, this afternoon. The comet rise is
about A minutes before sunrise and sets about 4 minutes before
sunset, as seen from Skylab as it orbits the Earth. On the
back-to-back comet passes, about 51 minutes of dats will be
taken on each pass by the ATM ins

t

r uraents . Look ing at the
nucleus of the comet will be the S052, whice light coronagraph.
The S055, ultraviolet scanning polyc rone t er jpectrohelionetet,
The S05f> , extreme ultraviolet and X-ray telescope and Lite

S062B , chromospheric extreme ultraviolet spectrograph. A snail
maneuver of Skylab will also be performed to enable the ATM
Instruments to take their first lock at the spectra of the
comet's tail. The tail, being somtvhat dimmer than the comet
itself, will probably not be visible on the ATM television
monitor, but it is expected to be bright enough for data to
be taken by the instruments aimed at the comet. During the
comet viewing by Science Pilot Gibson, Commander Jerry Carr
will hold an EVA conference with astronaut Rusty Schweickart.
They'll go over the checklist for the extravehicular activity
on Christmas Day. This conference is scheduled to take place
at 03:24 p.m., central standard tine. Pilot Bill Pogue will
assist Gibson on s o ta f • of the Kohoutek viewing exercises.
Pogue is also scheduled to perform the student experiment,
which studies capalliary action. The aim of this experiment
Is to determine if zero gravity environment enducca changes
in the characteristics of capallia/y and wicking action from the
familiar Earth gravity characteristics. Pogue will photogr.iph
t»e experiment as he performs it. This Is atudont experiment
number 72. The student experimenter is Roger C. Johnston,
of Ramsey High School in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Skylab,
now 29 minutes away f ron acquisition at Guam. At lf> hours
58 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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, fc / A0 Thla 18 Skylab Control at 17 hours }26 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab Is coming withinrange of the Guam station now.

cpt u
k
?J

ab
'

H ° U9t0n; hell ° at Guan 10 minutes.

1Sr) .

Hell0
»
Dlck

« 8°t a couple of questions on

cc Okay, go ahead, Ed.

,

SPT _ '

The building block 30 which is to berun from 20:49 I do not know when the effective stop timeon that Is. What is the A00K time?
cc Okay, - -

.

SP *
, ,

Als0 ' Also the Pointing which is to bedone on the last building block where we moved to 0.5 for thetall how was that pointing accomplished? What the scale there'
. tlJ

0ka y' Ed
. °n the second one that 0.5 was

'

t' a °62 ?
^"tinned earlier. That's 0.5 degrees, andit s 62 in octal, and that was the reason that I - . 1u , tn c.ue you couldn't see the tail that was the reason that

I had mentioned to you the business about we think that itshould be extending to the right and ab - at about a 12 degree

monitor
^ Whereevcr that spears to you on your

, >

SP
J ,

So
«
we 'H take the point that we arriveat at that time then thus put in a maneuver of 0.5 to the right

Stand by just a second on that.
*

L
u

SPT
- Houston; again on the second item

I guess what we intended by that was that vcu get tie head'

lr I""' ^k'
1^ tbCn Mther ^ lo^inj «t the t il

?act hat If"! T esUnatlon basp

d

or our prJdictirn of hefa that it 3 going to the right and slightly above thehorizontal moving out the center line of the tiil dlcn.„
of half a degree or 62 in octal.

distance

SPT 0ka y. what this implies then is thaionce we maneuver up to the comet we th*n take and before thefollowing pass we maneuver back out to wh.-re w, think we canse« it^and then try that all over again.
Thal '

9 cot reft, Ed. That - That was th,-
CC

idea.
SPT

t h i

Okay, is that true b«forc each one of theobservation periods? Yesterday it was not done that way
, . , ,

Roger. I think our intention was thatU wou d be only necessary just for this one pointing wherewe re instead of pointing at the confl of the comet, we're

Venll to you?
CPrtaln P ° lnt OUt of th * »oc. that make

.

S
^
T Yes it does. 1 just wanted to clarifyhow we re going to do it. And partly you'd like us to have
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a go at It visually, and if we (garble) get it visually
then we'll get the maneuver right back into where we were
and make it maneuver to the right.

CC Roger; ve concur with that. And let us
get back to you on the first question. Hang on,

SPT Thank you.
CC SPT, Houston; let me get back to you and

clarify what your question was . I assume it was on the building
block 30 that's scheduled as step 26 that is to be begun at

20:49. And say your question about that again, please sir,
SPT Yes, Dick, I wanted to know how long we

should carry that building block out.
CC Okay, stand by.
CC SPT, Houston. On answer to that question

what we'd suggest that you do, if you notice - if you get the
two 82 Bravo exposures that'll put you out to a time of around
24 - 21:K. And i f you do get to that point and those
exposures are not complete, we would like you to truncate
at 2 1:14, which provides you 5 minutes to get setup for
the next building block which is step 27. Over.

SPT Okay, understand. We take it from 20:49
to 2 0:1* and then that givos us approximately 5 minutes to
get setup for the next one. Okay, thank you, Dick.

CC That's right, 20:49 to 21:14.
SPT I copy.
CC And, Skylab, Houston. For your information,

preparation for the JOP 18 Delta that's coming up, we have
configured the EPCS from EXPERIMENT POINT L N G into SOLAR
INERTIAL node.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.
Canary cones up at 18:28.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out
of range of the Guam station. Next acquisition will be through
the Canary Island st jt lor. in 49 minutes. At 17 hours 38 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 26
minutes Greenwich mean time. The Canary Island station is
about to acquire Skylab and will bd overlapping coverage
through Madrid.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through Canary and
Madrid for 14 minutes. And Skylab, Houston, for the SPT.
Owen Is standing by here for the ATM conference.. It was"
originally scheduled when we handed over to Madrid but it'd
a pretty long pass, it's 13 minutes, so whenever you get
prepared to talk to him he's standing by and y'all can go
ahead and get with it, maybe have i few extra minutes to talk.

SPT Okay, Owen. Wny don't you go ahead.
MCC Okay, Ed. How do you read. All right?
SPT Yes, Bob, Clearo. Glad to have you

with us . Go ahead .

MGC Okay. There's only a few Items on my
list here so I suspect we can finish before we get to the
end of Madrid here. First item, I think you asked the other
day for a little bit more information about the magnetic
configuration on active region 05. The configuration is
really fairly complex, and although I do have a sheet here
which describes in some detail just how the neutral line runs Irather hesitate to try to either r<«ad or describe it to vou
unless you had a picture of the display right in front of
you, and also I suspect your H-alpaa looks a little different
then ours.vhlch is some 7 or 8 hours old at this point So
unless there's more detail required I'd suggest I'd just stop
with the general comment, that we believe, as you've described
the active region 05 Is becoming more 1 n t e r o a t 1 n g . It is gettingmore probable from a standpoint of flare productivity and ifwe were to find the regions most likely to flare it's Just
the one you would - of picked anywiy, I think, where the bright
plage lie* just to the northeast of the peros, - principal spot
The plage corridor runs frota the northwest down in more
or less straight line toward the southeast, and I think
that's the region where you found the brightest intensity in
ultraviolet and where I'm aure you would have picked the flare
probability to be the highest. Now that's an adequate des-
cription. I think it's be better for me not to go into muchmore detail. Over,

SPT
, that's good enough, Owen. I was Justbusy here getting aonethlng going on JOP UD. Go ahead.

Okay; fine. Are you up at the ATM panel
now, Ed?

SPT Yes, I am, Owen

.

. ,,
fl

?
C

,

Okay, Active region 00, «<t you know, isdeclining although our - although Our NOAA prognos t icators
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do suggest that in the southern parts of 00 there may stillbe some complexity and some possibility of growth in thesouthern part of 00, but it has been declining over what
it s been showing for the last couple of days . Now I've got
;
wo ot,,er wo

^
ds for - °™ for Bill Pogue and one for JerryCarr Are they still tied up on 509 or are they where theycould hear me ?

'

,

SPT They're tied up on 509 . I think theycan hear you, though, but they're kind of busy
"CC

, /^y. WeH. let me go ahead. I'll makethose very brief and possibly Dick could relay them at anotherpass, particularly the one for Jerry, in case they missit. But Bill Pogue had asked when to truncate building

you B £11 r
nn1^ "I

1
.
8D

" °
h

«
30rry

'
1 '".t

R
wa.you Bill - you, Ed who had asked about that, and the Intentwas to truncate the building block 35 minutes before the

X
;

bu ^ing block so that that'd give you an extra 5 nin-
X»\ J?

* 8e
u,

SCt UP f ° r Che next building block. Istnat clear enough

?

S * T 5 minutes between the two building blocksis what you had said. is that correct?

„„, r .i?
C
? h , <

Rl8
!

lt
•

That viU be thG standard routineput U on the otherwise. The 5 minutes isIntended to separate the two building blocks
SPT Okay.

, .

MC
J • .

Notf the next lten
> is really for Jerrva though I think you ought to know about it, as well. Ind thiss the one I'll leave with Dick 1, : case Jerry would like tohave it read up a little later. Eut the first cycle for o-norrow morning on tomorrow's schedule is f or j e/r y, and t >8going to be devoted to eclipse observations by S052. Thetine of sunrise is 13:52 Zulu, which will occur jus shortlyafter you ,11 get up in the mornir.g. And at the time tharyou get to the panel for the first of this pass, in other

oil ,t
s " nri8 *. ATM sunrise, the Moon will already partiallyoccult the Sun when you look at it on the 52 display. Now ,

*

S052 desires to initiate their FAST SCAN before the line

/ , I*, !m ?
Un reache » kilometers. It wants tocatch It while the Moon is still behind the S052 disk.

tL^\r ,5\*°f
n
* l ° ll8C thG lime at vhlch the obsrrva-

wM?\ f™\* nd the thin « t0 not * 19 lh *t this timewill be before 400 kilometers is reached. And so it'll benportant to go ahead and start the S052 operations at the timelUted on the pad, even though it's not up to 400 kilonet* r «The are going to complement the unattended operations hatwill have leen completed during the two preceding cycles be-fore you get u P for breakfast. A,d they'll permlt J n accurate
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;: dctermlnat io.i of the coronagraph 'a vignetting function and

the scattered light. So that'll be accomplished for the two

unattended ops and then this one pass that Jerry will catch

first thing In the the morning. Is that reasonably st raight-
. . forward, Ed? -

SPT I think so , Owen . Looks like we'll have

to take a look at the pads when they come up we'll ask

(garble) at required.
MCC Okay. That'll be fine and I'll leave

this note here with the - with Dick so that he could remind

Jerry ot it again. If - and when he's through with 509 we'd

like to have any other information. That's about all we have

from the ground, Ed. If you have any other description of 0 -

active rettion 05 or any other quescion9 for us, why, let us

know .

SPT Nothing in detail right now, Owen, ether

than we got up (garble) count of about AO some odd thousand,

though, in and oxygen 6 at that (garble) I did do a grating

on the (garble) CRATING AUTO SCAN. (static and norblt)
MCC Okay, Ed. Understand it was that you've

beer, reading 40,000 on oxygen 6, and that one was - was one

other note I might have mentioned to you. 55 is particularly
pleased with the spectra that you've been getting for then

ever the course of the last couple of days. They have confirmed

those high counts. On several occasions on oxygen 6 over 32,000.

1 note here on one day magnesium 10 in one case was a factor

of 200 above the quiet disk flux. So they're very enthused

about the sort of spectra that you've been getting. I want

to thank you for that and appreciate any more you can get them.

Over.
SPT Okay, (garble), Owen. Hope that it'll come

up with A Sun that looked a little bit like yours.
MCC Well, it's looking that way right now.

Ed. 1 think you're going to have a good spread of variability
there all the way from very quiet right up to noitf active

regions, and of course you got all the other eclipse and K o

-

houtok, (garble), so you're in good shape, it looks to us.

F.N'D OK T A ? F.
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CC ^ ^ - - magnesium VI over 32 ,000 . I note here
on one day, Magnesium X, in one case was a factor of 200

above the quiet disk flux, so they are very enthused about
the sort of spectra that you've been getting. Want to thank
you for that and appreciate anymore you can get them. Over.

SPT Okay ,
(garble) come up with a Sun

that looked a little bit like yours.
HCC Well, it's looking that way right now,

Ed. I think you* re going to have a good spread of variability
there, all the way from very quiet right up to some active
regions and of course, you got all the other eclipse and

Kohoutek so you're in good shape it looks to us.

SPT We got lots of interesting things to keep
us busy, that's for sure. Might be able to go into things in

nore detail right now at another time, Owen, but right now

1 80 is kinda got my preoccupied.
MCC Okay, you know one thing that I've been

mentioning in a couple of places, recently, is about the

precision of the pointing, Ed. You might see If you can

confirm that but for several of the pointing exercises, like at

the limb and so on . We'll want to move by just 1 arc second
at a time. And, the way 1 was doing it was to actually look

at the display and then make the very smallest motion that I

could preceive on the H-alpha display. And, frequently that

would show up as just 1 arc second decrement in the FSS

reading. Can you confirm or relay the same thing I've been
saying. That it really does appear to be stable to that 1 arc

second and we can see the motion of 1 arc second on the disk.
SPT Oh, yeah. You can see the motion of the

1 arc second on the disk. You can tell when you've twecped

it and obtained no change in the fine sun sensor. And then

you could do even something less than 1 arc second - -

MCC Oka - -

SPT - -(garble)
HCC Okay, fine, Ed. Thank you. And, we need

to turn the CMG bearing heaters off. If you would clear the

DAS please, and let us get the command in.

SPT Okay. You've got it. Tell me when it's

f ree .

HCC Okay. We'll let you know.

HCC Hello, Kd. It looks like you've reloaded
apftln. We were wanting - Stand by. let it go.

MCC Ed, the ')AS is yours.
SPT Thank, you.
CC SPT, Houston. Ve're looking over your

shoulder. The AIM officer notices that at the moment we have
the number loaded for OPTICAL RFFF.RENCE and we're in MKCHAN ICAL
REFERENCE and we just want to make sure there tn step 1, thht i
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was - that we had MECHANICAL REFERENCE of 0678 OPTICAL

REFERENCE to 057,. Ov.r. ^ ^ ^ second8 t

LOS Gu« cones at 19:08 and SPT ,
Houston. Just to retake

that same call again. We'd like to make aure you reche k

step !! that MECHANICAL and OPTICAL REFERENCE are loaded

COrreC
^ T

y
' (Garble) I'll get ,hen,

CC
jlil'le Sky lab Control. Madrid has loss

M 18 Luis *2 »i»«t'. Greenwich nean tl... tbi. is SkyUb

Control.

END OF TAPE
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6 »inut*e. Greenwich lell ""'^IV? 1 " 19 h ° urs
a 3-1/2 .inute pass at Jhe'cu^ ^ to start

3-1/2 minute,.
"Vl-*. Houston; hello at Guam for

" R Hello, Dick.

C
-
R

H1
»

there. Hov'd the 509 »o'
on tine. " Went r—

1
well, we just about finished

CDR
Great, Jerry,

with the HHMU and no'broken bo^' "° Und C ° b"« ™"
That's the good news.

CC Thank you.

CC
T

oL
a

y.
y ° U nentl0ned Rot it early.

from LOS. I'll « ive^o^! ' "n '

ab ° Ut 30
now at Honeysuckle

b0Ut 5 ° r 6 Unites from

74 in
S" ° 1Ck

'
We ended ^ dt Pi" 106 m X, and

you at'Honeysuckle ^ '

PlU8 106 and pluS 7 I'" -11

mount officer here in the r „ I V ,

Apollo tdesoopc
appears that Science Pilot Fd nv re P°"» that it

Kchoutek with the ATH M l
° n h" ac0^«--d t he ccnet

pass crew Commanded J^e Jrv C^rr" ^ "
1 h 1 * Gua »

astronaut naneuverln ^ / ^^^./^

«R R^^
b> Houiton

!
Honeysuckle for 5 minutes.

to do" the CMC heated, "so
S

we"<; M

k

e "h

e

"as" 'V 7?f ?" 1 "

*

let yo^know when you can have it back
' 1 11

another 8 minutes. °
kay

'

D1Ck
"

1 WOn ' 1 be n «<"ng it for about
CC Okay.
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cc SPT, Houston; we notice S052 is nor running
at t lie momont. . > .;.<..

;
.;.:.-.

CC And, SPT, Houston; the DAS is yours.
PLT Roger , Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston; for the CDR. I got a

couple of things to mention to you if you're not busy and
can listen, otherwise it can wait.

CDR Go ahead, Dick.
CC Okay, Jer, first thing, we talked about

this last night, but you know on your instrumented PT today, the
VCC and the blood pressure data is what we request on that.
And the MA data is strictly your option and not a requirement.
Then- are two messages on board for you that you night look at.
One of them is troubleshooting procedure on the lep,bands
for when you do your M092 this afternoon. You ought to get
a look at that message and accomplish it during that M092.
And finally t.,cre - there's a checklist change for trie EVA
checklist in which we have upllr.ked a table of d.i:.a to
accomplish T025 during the EVA. And you might glance at
that prior to the scheduled EVA i on f e rente with Rusty a
little bit later today.

Cl,p Okay, Dirk, and the schedule criteria
that we talked about last night, I put on tape at 05:00.

CC Okay, Jerry, thank you very much.
CC We ' re about 30 seconds from LOS. I'll

give you a call at Canary at 20:06. And we're going to be
dumping the data/voice recorder at Canary.

CDR Roger.
CC And, Skylab, Houston; one of tomorrow'

s

Flight Plans is on board and in the teleprinter now.
CDR Okay

, Dick; thank you . In the wh i t e
light coronagraph TV display, when the second t lme we
looked at It we had a fairly large shadow which was - looked
like a very large acuhing disc, both the - the pylon for
the disc and the aculting disc itself moved a littlr bit
off to the left. We're still able to see the 'cone t, however.
I imagine it must be our attitude and something naybe light
coming from the Earth's a'mosphera.

CC Roger, Ed; copy.
PAO Honeysuckle has loss of signal. The

next station will be Canary Islands in 42 minutes. At
19 hours 23 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END Of TAPE
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PA ° Thi. is Skylab Control at 20 hours 4
'

'
i;

1" Greenwich mean ti„s. Skylab 1. .bout to begin a pass

M^rlS
6 at ISl *" d

* t-tl0n * nd Carrit> th" u«h

MaHri 5
C
fnf ,

Skylab, Houaton. We're AOS Canary andMadrid for 13 minutes. We see the DAS is clear. We aredoing some commanding here.
SPT Okay, Dick.

cf
C

| v i,

1,11 let you kri0W when we're through. Fdc^™; dr^- sl
^" 8ot to — "

«

ond8?
SPT Hey

«
can 1 use th * VTR for around 30 sec-

" That's affirmative, Ed. Go ahead.
f

1 dldn '

c (?) K^t all that very straight-forwardly on this past data take period. The only t vnoticed was that on the WLC monitor, when we turned it Y Q TV
.

we got a fairly pronounced shadow on the occulting disk.' On'the monitor, however, when we had the comet out ct the edee

«y
v
",:;;i:

very visibi- but - did ^
.. .."«h. t .„ on t

" a

Io„^ r ,

Tha -- lt H«" a»> » "

•
bl> 1

,
A ver y brief h:rt of it. Since you toldme was to the right, I was kind of biased. I'll look a

1 thlt J! ?
eXt

,
tlne

-
1 tMnk 1 8aW 80 »er.hing going offin that direction, but not very ckar.

, w , , ,

R°«er. Understand. Well, I was - we're

o rv I l
{ WOnderir

f
if ™ ' I'« •»« we should continueto try to keep you updated where we think - what orientationthe tail ought to be in.

orientation

.

CC
,

Skylab, Houston. We certainly dor'thave any immediate explanation of :he shadow that you see on

nn
C P° 8slbillt y i« that it might be oblique sunlightpossibly bouncing off the occulting disk in 52. We'd like

t^n'V 3 partlcular look at it this next data take and

BU? hi
COur

^\
later on th^ evening at that last pass thatBill has, and keep us updated on it.m S"

,

1 0kav
» Dick. Will do. You've got on the

"\i.
,

:;:2:„?
,c,u" of the Earth by ai »°

*

,

CC
'

, ,

°kay; good. W,, ' li probably wait until
y get a good look Jt that before we get back to you and see

r
if we can psych out what it is.

SPT Dick, (garble).
ct' Go ahead.
S
^

r Dick, just a couple points. One is,the information which was sent up ,n 55 for the crushing of
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the Jor summary sheet. I got them all down here. Cot about -

on the sheet. Then I noticed that the neck (?) ref lor Lyman -

a 1 ph .i I think Is the wrong number. Should be 678 rather than

676. I don't think that'll be a problem because we usually

set it early in the gane and won't depend upon these references

for setting that position. The other is, it would be

possible when we do a JOP 18 to try to keep the period of about

a half an hour or so before the maneuver starts relatively clea

because 1 was unable to do my discussion with Owen any justice
this morning and - because I already had my mind all keyed up

on getting the maneuver going here and the nominal HK.

CC Roger, Ed. Roger, Ed. We copy, and we

certainly recognize that about this - that this morning. I

think the little problem we were having - having at the same

tine with the bearing temps and commands was also aggravated a

little bit, but we'll try to do better^nd make sure you have

that half hour completely free.

SPT No problem. I just - was started > ju

know and had worked up lots of good information, however, and

wasn't able to give full attention.
CC Roger; understand.
SPT Also, Dick, during this last data

take period we saw what we thought was a star out ;u position o

minus 50 in X, of minus 111 in Y. It was not tin- art i tact

that we've seen on the scope before, which is - we were

able to also see, but this one also moved when we made the

compensation maneuver.
CC Roger, Ed. Copy.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. Carnarvon cones up at 20:46, I'll Rive you a call

down there. And Skylab, Houston. As we go over the hill, T

forgot to let you know we got all our commanding done and

the DAS is yours. We're all set.
SPT Thank you very r.iuch , Dick.

CC Okay. See you around Australia soph'-

where.
PA0 This is Sky 1 ah Con t roi . Madrid has loss

of signal. Th( next station to acquire Sky 1 .ib will.be Car-

narvon. Aust ral i a , in 26 minutes. At 20 hours 1 'J minutes
CreenwLch nean time, this is Skylab Control.
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
20 hours 45 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon
tracking station In 50 minutes. 50 seconds as Skylab space
station Is completing JOP 18, Joint observation program
18D, aiming the apollo telescope mount instruments at comet
Kohoutek . We'll hold the iline up for this Carnarvon pass.
CAP COMM is Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle for 14 minutes.

CC SPT, Houston. We see 82 Bravo running in -

with long w/.velength. What we'd like to do is terminate this
exposure and start one with a shore wavelength.

SPT Roger; Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston. For Jerry or Bill. Not

sure how far you guys got through the M509 post procedure,
but we notice that the duct fans that are not on and you might
want to get the thermal control system reactivated. That
procedure is page 14-4 of the EVA check - I mean the maneuvering
experiments checklist.

CDR Thaik you .

CC Roger .

PLT And, Dick. Just a quick word of explanation.
I had to terminate early and Jerry had to do my work and actually
I've already commented that the 509 runs are really taking all the
time that's scheduled and just a little bit more and I had to quit
early and run up (garble) the head on the maneuver. But, anyway
that's our comments are on tape.

CC Okay, Bill . Thank you.
CC And, incidentally, we have received the

comments you made on the Flight Plan, from last evening
Jerry and, we're in the process of distributing them and absorbing
them and we'll be getting back to you on that when we are all
pulled together

CC SPT, Houston. We checked on that reported
s-ar that you saw. Actually that was the planet Mercury and
for your information, the magnituce presently is a minus .5,
if you'd like to compare that to the comet's brightness, if
you get another opportunity or can remember.

SPT Okay.
CC And , SPT , Houston . We need the DAS so

we can command the heaters again.
SPT ..

•

'.' You have it .

CC Thank you.
SPT Dick, I'd like to make a suggci.ion for

the formatting of our JOP summary sheet here

.

CC Go ahead .

SPT I'd like to l..bel these building block 30 »s
Alfa, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, and so on and heve them refered to that
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way in the pad
. We got so darn many of i!,cm hero, that we're

working with that it's very easy to get yourself looking at
the wrong one, which is the trap I fell into a little while
a tto .

cc Okay, Ed. We'll do that.
SPT Thank you.
cc SPT, Houston. The DAS is yours. •

SPT Thank you .

cc Sky lab , Houston. For the PIT or the CDR.
We want to get the - both of the experiment 1 and 2 recorders
off as soon as you're through usinp then for ED4], or we're
going to get too much on them and vlll not be able to support
the medical run that's coming up l.-.ter.

CDR Okay, Dick.
CC Thank you, sir.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

from LOS. M I LA comes up at 21:33 and Jerry, that's where
we're set up to - for Rusty to come in and have a little
conversation with you about the EVA. Haven't seen him yet,
but he called me a while ago and said he'd be here, so we'll
be standing by there at Mll.A, 2 1:33.

CDR Okay , thank vou .

CC Yes , sir

.

PA0 Skylab Control Greenwich mean tine
21 hours 1 minute. Loss of s i gna 1 th rough Honeysuckle. '

Next acquisition in 32 minutes through the M I LA tracking
station. Skylab space ftation currently in an attitude -

attitude to capture comet Kohoutek with the ATM instruments.
Two 5/. minute passes today gathering datr on the conet. One
from 19:11 GMT to 20:05 Greenwich nean time and presently
the spacecraft is gathering data and will until :2I :38 Green-
wich mean time. This is the second maneuver for the (space-
craft today for taking photographs of. comet Kohoutek. Another
maneuver will be made later today, when more comet Kohoutek
photography is t.iken with the ultr^stollar astronony experiment
S019 later this evening. Commander Gerald Ca r r will begin the
camera set up just ifter 6 p.m., this evening, by installing
the 6 inch reflecting telescope and moveable mirror in the
scientific airlock that looks towards Eartb. With the aid
or the movable mirror and a maneuver of the Skylab vcrl'shop
by Pilot BiilPogue at 6:39 central standard time, the
telescope will be pointed at Kohoutek as the, comet approaches
its rendezvous with the Sun. Kohoutek cornet is now 25,000,000
miles from the Sun and scheduled to make its closest approach
of 3,240,000 miles early on the morning of December 28.
Kohoutek now has an orbital velocity of 195,000 miles per hour
in relation to the Sun. Carr will, begin taking photographs of
the comet at 7:05 central standari time. This is the eighth
photo session of the comet with tie ultraviolet stellar:
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astronomy ciaera. Science Pilot Kd Gibson is scheduled to

take more photos of the comet Kohoutek at 8:51 p.m., this

evening . with the 3 *>-mi 1 1 imeter Nikon canera. This continuing

documentation of - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO
? . - - at 8:51 p.n. this evening with the ;

35-willimeter Nikon camera. Thia continuing documentation
of the comet with the 35-ra i 1 1 i me t er camera will give scientist
back on Earth a true reading of the intensification of the
comet as it fpproaches the Sun. It is alnost impossible
to gut accurate readings on the magnitude of the c one t from
Karth because of fluctuations in the atmosphere. This will
be the 51st time the crew has photographed the comet with the
35-millimeter camera, the S233 experiment, through the command
module window. Pilot Pogue is scheduled for a late evening
session at. the ATM console at 7:40 p.m., for a synoptic
observations of the Sun. More information on the evolution
of the coronal layers of quiet and active regions will be
obtained by these ATM instruments. The spacecraft will
be maneuvered back to solar inert ial attitude at the close
oi the comet observations with the ATM in approximately
34 minutes from now. The vehicle should be returned totally
to. solar inertia! attitude at Gree.wlch mean time 22 hours
12 minutes. Next acquisition in 28 minutes and 30 seconds.
At Greenwich mean time 21 hours 4 sinutes, this Is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAi'K
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^ PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

21 hours 31 minutes . Acquisition coming through the MU.A

tracking atatlon in 2 minutes. During this pass Rusty

Schweieckart , backup member of the Skylab IV crew, will talk

KVA activity with Commander Gerald Can. There'll be a change-

of-shif t briefing in the Building 1 newsroom at 4:30 with

off-going Flight Director Phil Shaffer in addition to Dr.

Richard H. Munro, co-investigator for the S052 experiment.

He will discuss tomorrow's annular eclipse of the Sun. .Acquisition

in 1 minute and we'll hold the line up for this pass for

Rusty Schwetckart discussions with Commander Carr concerning

the Christmas Day EVA

.

MCC Okay Skylab, this Is Houston through

MILA and Bermuda for the next 1 1 minutes and I got a little

call for F.d there.
SPT Go ahead Rusty.
XCC Yeah Ed we just noticed that we gave you

.i conflict here coming out of the 18 Delta, you've got a

nominal cage scheduled at 2 ? : 1 2 that's 12 minutes into your

MO 9 2 run. And we suggest that either Bill or Jerry pick that

up i t you.
SPT Okay, thank you.

MCC okay , and ther. ve're stand Ing by for any

questions on the EVA updates or anything else you've got.

CDR i") k a y Rustv, I've done ny drawing. I'm

0 goir.g'to bring it back and put it on an exhibit down at the

Nassau Bay Bank when I get back it's so beautiful.

MCC I t would be compet It ive

.

(• d ;\ (Laughter) 1 think I understand the

whole situation. 1 can picture this aperture about U inches

deep with multilayers of circuit boardu and shields and all

that good stuff. The part of thr web that you can see in

the back of the aperture toward - toward the. axis of the

filter wheel that vou can see dowr. through the aperture. Is

that part of the straight edges of the little elongated

oc t a gon you're talking about?
MCC That's affirmative, Jer. The point of

closest approach of the filters, that is there. - th.it

,bout \ third of the wav out alon* the radius of the fllt.-r

wheel. That's where those elonga'.ed octagons cone closest

together. And that's ahout a distance cf t h r<- e -e i gh t s of

an inch. And of course iron that point out it gt.es in a pie

shape thing: that is it broadens ..s you go toward the edge

of the filter wheel and i i
' a >-,o t a 1 i gh t e n in g hole between the,

outboard sides of t he filter wheel - the filters.

CDR Okav, I think I've got the picture then

Rusty. It's Just a matter of bei-.-.g able to .see and all that

\ guess. . .
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MCC Okay, how about the procedures themselves,
any question there on your - on your branches, the two
branches depending upon whether the wheel rotates with power
on or not?

CDR Well I thought that Ed asked a pretty
good question, And that was, what do we do if it - if it
docs turn, besides nothing. Has that strictly bee one a ;

ground problem then? .

MCC No, the branch in your p r J e d u r e If
you' vi' got p«f,e 2.2-31 updated, if the wheel rotates when
you put power on ii there you go down to step 7. That is
If you come with i yes out of step 2 you proceed to step 7

»nd you ^ivt' Ed a CCA m brin,> filter 3 in and froi* th.it

point on you never cone out of storage again. That is
we will leave it. for ever after in filter position 3.

CDR Okay , I see .

MCC The only difference being is you don't
have to rotate it manually then, you just have i o let Ed
know exactly what moment to go to - to storage on it.

CDR Okay, now fast is this filter vh eel
cio v in k ?

MCC Well it takes about 3 or 4 seconds to
get from one filter position to the next. So if it - if
it gets into reset 1 which we're t. eking you to do>, :hen it
should take something on the order of 6 seconds to get over
to filter position 3 when you put power on the wheel. So
we've asked for Ed to go on to - to put power on by ?oing
to position 1 for 5 seconds and then back to storage and
fron that point you'll just have to tell hin to jive
another half a second or son c thing' like that and vatch it.

CDR .Okay, I see it's a -it's a pretty
slow mover. I hid no feel for how fast that wheel was
moving.

MCC Yeah, in fact though the wheel'- when
you first look in therewith a mirror. Jerry, you've
going to have a little unc e r t <i i n t v whether you're really
seeing the filter wheel or exactly what you've. seeing.
As soon as you've moved it either manually or electrically'
it'll be obvious tc you that you really are looking at the
filter wheel.

CDR Okay. Well I don't .set; any further
problem then Rusty. 1 think. I understand the pribiem and
the next step is t o

' 15 e t out there and see it in real life
and see what we can do about.

•MCC Okay. I don't think you're g^ing to have
any trouble, it's just a matter of poking the screvdriver
down there and pushing it around.
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COR ; How much force did you find you had to
put on that screwdriver?

MCC When you've got the driver in place
Jerry, and you put it over against the 10 o'clock - 9 or 10
o'clock position In the ellipse? and then you starting pushing
to left on th»: handle the blade of the screwdriver will bend
probably 10 decrees or so. So I would guess you put on the
order of 8 to 10 pounds side force on that screwdriver . And
you can definitely feel the wheel drag when it starts moving.

COR I see, okay. Okay, I see you got us
pinning open 8 2A door, too.

CC That's correct, and the ot - the other
change is that we're bringing 149 in, but not putting it back
out again, that is we're jjst do Ins it one way this tine.

COR I see , okay

.

F. N D OK TAPE
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t u
CDR

n
' " * 0ka *- That's about, all the question

* nav», Rusty. You got any other wordo of wlsdoa?
'HCC

,
I <Jon't think ao, Jerry. The tap*

on tho screwdriver can help you out in positioning it, ifyoustlck the screwdriver down into the bottom of the tape
you 11 notice from the dimenisions that the tip of the screw-
driver win then be below the aetal protector - that is the
lip *f the screwdriver will be between the protective plate
an. the filter wheel. So, you can almost go down at 12 o'clockwith the screwdriver til the bottoa of the tape and then lay
the_ screwdriver In at an angle, so taat it angles to the back
left corner and then just punch straight down until you nothrough the filter wheel. *

; .

CDR Okay, and then when you're through thefilter wheel you're at the top of the tape.
MCC correct. You can go in too far,Jerry, in the sense that - well, l«t me put it thic way.

Don t go in much past the top of the tape or your lever linegets short and you can also scrape the screwdriver on alittle shield down below the filter wheel. Y 0U won't hurtanything, but it may just h.mg up the screwdriver a bi'
C°R I see . Okay

.

MCC And Ed
.

w«'d like to have you off the»AS for a couple of minutes while we load some momentum biases.
* Pl Okay Rusty. You got it.
CD * 0k *>" Rusty, well that's about all l' v *got then .

MCC Okay, we'll be monitorin K during vourprep tomorrow also, in case you come up with any questionsbetween now and then.

.

<

?
DR

1 a
'

Qk *y- w e »i8>'t possibly ask you aboutthe rigging of the screwdriver or the penlight routine there.But it loo*s pretty straightforward just reading it. We'llsee what happens when we try to dj it.

.

MCC Okay. Fine. Also, we wonder whether
there are any questions about the CSM takeover there, f or
the CM^ fail situation .

CDR So. Ed and I haven't had a chance to gothrough that yet.
* C<

T u
Okay. We'll fet and by for any questions

you might have on that also.
CDR Okay. And whv's going to be on duty

tomorrow for EVA? The duty CAP COMM.
MCC Well, tomorrow it'll be - Dick will stil '

be on. But then, on Christmas Da •
, it will be Story.

Okay. Good enough, Rusty. Thanks a lot.MCC You're welcome.
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MCC Jerry, Just a point of Information. We're

having you tape the screwdriver close to the tether end cf

that mirror so that when you're holding it in your left hand

to look down In there, you don't have a cylindrical object

in your hand. You've got something that's sort of flgure-

e I ght shaped , and It's much easier to hold it.

CDR. Roger.
MCC Okay, Skylab, w<j've got I minute left

here and we're going to have Madrid In about 4 minutes at

21:48 and SPT , the DAS U yours.
SPT Thank you

.

CDR We'll see you tomorrow, Rusty.
MCC Roger-o

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time, 21

hours 45 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition In 2 minutes and 55 seconds will be Madrid tracking
station. This » tateaide pass Rus ty Schwe i ckar t , backup member
of the Skylab IV crew discussing with Commander Gerald Carr
activities surrounding the EVA for Christmas Day. Where one
of the projects on line for the EVA crew of Commander Gerald
Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue Is an attempt to fix the filter
wheel on the S054 experiment. ATM experiment S054, apparently
a filter han been stuck In the camera since mission day 11 on

November 26. A long series of teleprinter messages were passed
up to the crew 2 days ago describing the work to be done, and
Conpiander Carr commented he'd nade a drawing based on the

information passed up. He aald I've - He was quite proud of

his drawing. He may put It on display at the Nassau City Bank
when he gets back from his mission. Commander Carr has ex-

tensive background in engineering. He received a BS in

Mechanical Engineering from the University of Southern Californi
A BS In Aeronautical Engineering from the U.S. Naval Postgraduat
School, as well as a Master of Science in Aeronautical Englneeri
from Princeton. Next acquisition will be 1 minute through
Madrid. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Madrid for 7 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston I have 4 quest ton for the
SPT, something we can not verify on telomentry Ed and we'd
like to make sure. On the last building block you - when you
were scheduled there van a little short 5 second exposure
right at the t«tl end you were scheduled to do on S082B, we'd
Jq*t like to know whether or not yau accomplished that because
I f you didn't we' 11 have to take that in consideration the
next past , over ,

SPT No I did not Lick and I'll do it right
now

.

CC SPT, Houston fctand by on that just
1 second please . Okay, SPT, Houston that's perfectly okay
with us now If you'll Just get that out of the way we'd
appreciate It.

SPT Okay, Dick you not it. One of the problems
with doing th»t is you're usually trying to squeeze as much exposure
time as you can and then as soon as you get the last exposure In
you're concerned about getting back to attitude, 1 think maybe
we ought to see if raaybu couldn't put that particular thing in
somewhere else, maybe somewhere else as wc sove it back.

CC Okay, why don't you let us chink about
that one F.d and maybe we can find a better place to slip it
in .there .

SPT Okay, also your question about the
relative brightness of Mercury ana the comet. In the maneuvering
I have both out at about the same radius and they look
rairiy comparable to me. I could- not distinguish one as
being much brighter than the other.

CC Okay , thank you

.

SPT Also as 1 was maneuvering the comet
back in to put the split on looking at the tail, I lost
sight of the comet at around 70 and 70, that's plus 70 In axis
70 and Y.

CC Houston, Roger.
SPT And Dick one last thing, when I was

down - we ha.i the comet down at the bottom of the display
befu.-e we moved In again. There was an exceptionally bright
source at the position of 140 in X and minus 60 in i. It was
snail but exceptionally bright.'

CC Roger, F.d thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about 1 minute

from LOi', next station contact Is Carnarvon, it comes up at
22:21. A couple of reminders as vo go over the hill. We - Kd
you've got a power down front unattended that's listed in the pad
there and also a reminder to get Jerry or Bill to make up.
for our mistake there that conflict in the nominal H-cage
and the last few steps of that procedure

.
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PAO Skylab Control Creenwlch mean tin«

21 hours 57 ninut oa . > Loss of signal through Madrid tracklnn
station. Next acquisition in 21 - 23 minutes 35 seconds
through Carnarvon. A change -o f -ah i f t brief lug in the

Building 1 news room at the Johnson Space Center is scheduled
for U : 30 with off-going Flight Director Phil Shaffer, in

addition to Dr . Richard H. Munro , co- i nvcH t i ga t o r f or the

S052 who will discuis the annular eollpn© tororrow, the

.lninial eclipse of. the Sun. That's Phil Shaffer And
Dr . Munro i 1 <* : 30 In the Building I news room. Noxi

.acquisition in 22 minutes and 55 beconds through Carnarvon.
At Greenwich mean tine 21 hours 58 minutes, this la

Skvl ab Com rol .

BSD OF TAPE
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PAO Sky Ub Control Greenwich moan time 22
hours 20 minutes. We will have acquisition through Carnarvon/
Honeysuckle in approximately 50 seconds . Change-of -ah i f

t

briefing still scheduled for 4:30 with Flight Director Phil
Shaffer and Dr. Richard Munro. We'll hold the line up for
CAP COHH Hank Hartsfield.

cc Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle for 15-1/2 minuted and we'll be dumping the
recorder here at Carnarvon

.

CDR Roger Hank, you sound a little better
today.

cc .Yeah, I think I'm over the worst part of
it , Jer .

CDR Did you take your Dristan this morning?
CC What was that again?
CDR 1 said did you taku your Dristan rhis

morning?
CC Oh, had a little Actifed, that's almost

as good .

CC Skylab, Houston, for the CDR or PLT which
ever one can break loose at your tar li eat convenience we'd
like to get 256 in a single S054 , make it S056.

PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time 22 hours
29 minutes. Flight Director Phil Shaffer en route to Building
1 newsroom for the change-o f -shi f t briefing. We'll - during
this dropout between Carnarvon and Honeysuckle we'll pull
the line down and record the Honeysuckle pass and play that
at the close of the c hange -o f - sh 1 f t briefing. Greenwich mean
time 22 hours 29 minutes with slightly more than a minute,
remaining, 2 minutes remaining in the Carnarvon pass.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS,
we'll see you again at Texas at 07.

PAO Skylab Control Creonwi-.h mean time 22 hours
3? minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle, next
acquisition in 30 minutes 10 seconds will be Texas tracking
station. We'll have the change-or" -shi f t briefing with
Flight Director Phil Shaffer and Dr. Richard Munro In
Building I newsroom. Greenwich mean time 22 hours 37 minutes
this Is Skylab Control.

END OF" TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
23 hours 5 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Texas
tracking station in approximately 2 minutes . Pi lot Bill Poguewill be sitting down for his evening weal in about 30 minutes,
a weal which consists of pork loin, asparagus, peas, pears
shrimp, oran K e drink and tea. Each of the crew members have
the option on this mission to uake their personal selection
for Christmas Day. The medics have advisee the crew th*y canchange their menu around for Christmas Day. Christmas Day
they were scheduled to have meal 3 which does not include
the traditional turkey and gravy, however Commander Carr hasbeen - indicated that he can eat rrenu 4 that day which has turkand gravy, Science Pilot Gibson can have his menu number 5
nni Bill Pogue can have standard ir.enu number 6 which all
include turkey and gravy. In addition Coramandei Carr has
on his menu for that day mashed potatoes

, green beans, peasorange drink. Science Pilot Gibson has potato soup,
asparagus, pineapple-grapefruit drink, while Bill Pogue hat
green beans, peaches and oranae d r ink < Anot he r traditional
Christmas item will be fruitcake. Fruitcake is - went up
with the launch of Skylab I and although it's not on their
nenu the crew has been told they have that option to take
it out of the pantry and have it for Christmas Day. So
traditional turkey and gravy dinner for the crew is available
to the three astronauts is they so desire. Next acquisition
in 35 seconds through Texas tracking station. We'll hold theline up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsficld.
- .r

0
,,, ,

Skylab, Houscon through Texas and Bermudator 15-1/2 nlnutes.
CDR Roger.

,,
CC

L
CDR

. Houston just for info we have onesnail change to your S019 pad and anytime that's convenient
In the next hour or so for you to copy it I can read it up.

CDR Okay, I'll give you a call Hank.
rLT Hank, PI.T her.-, do you have a call set

up for p.i' t )day?
'• c Stand by 1 .

CC Thai's affirmative. It's Canaries at
02 : -.0 left to right.

»''•* Thank you.
!>A ° Skylab Control Greenwich mean time

23 hours, 25 minutes. Next acquisition will be Madrid in
1 minute and 25 seconds. Science Pilot Ed Gibson performing
his 90-minute exercise for the day using either of the
several exercise devices on board', the bicycle orgometer or
the tension ropes, or the treadmill. Pilot Bill Pogue having
his evening meal, starting that i.; about 5 minutes with
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Commander Carr completing *i I ** exercise period and Reltinn
re.-icJy to perform the SOI 9 experiment . A c r] u i s i t ion throng
Madrid on this the start of revolution 3223 for the Skylab
apace station now in orbit 223 day*. We'll hold the line up

for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfleld.
CC " - Madr id for 8 minutes .

KND OF TAPE
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CC - - 8 ninutea. \

CC Sky lab , Houston , wa're 1 minute from LOS

,

we'll teo you again at Carnarvon ac 01, about 29 ainutes.
CDR Okay Hank, if we got time you can Klip

me that S019 change.
CC Okay Jer, the last exposure at 01:23

should be 90 seconds on widened instead of 120.
CDR Okay, 90 seconds on widened.
CC Roger, that's it, thank you.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 2

3

hours 34 minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid, next
acquisition in 27 ainutes and 25 toconds will be Carnarvon
In Australia, Carnarvon tracking station. An update to
Commander Gerald Carr concerning operation of the ultraviolet
btellar astronomy experiment S019. This Is to be used thin
evening for photography of the Conet Kohoutek with Pilot
Bill Pogue maneuvering the vehicle - rolling the vehicle to
an attitude to peimit the camera to capture the fleeting conet
The camera will be put through thi sclen - antlscient If ic sola
antlsolar scientific airlock. The solar scientific airlock
has been blocked since early in the mission with the placement
of the parasol and then again with the twin boom solar shield.
Photography of the comet is scheduled for about 6:00 o'clock
this evening central standard time. Next acqusition in 26
minutes and 10 seconds through Carnarvon. At Greenvich mean
tine 23 hours 35 minutes this is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control, 1 minute after the hour
Acquisition coning through Carnarvon In 50 seconds. We'llhold the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CC
,

' Skylab, Houston we ' r<? with you through
Honeysuckle for 4 minutes and we'ro in the nuZ window now
If it « convenient for one of you to get the update we'd
like to take a look at it to check our tine maneuver?

PLT Okay, Hank I'll be right with you.
PLT O^ay, Hank you got it

.

cc Thank you Bill and we -

IV* Take a lpok at this. That looks compatibl
,

Roger, looks rual good to us and we do
have a change to your fine aneuver. We'll try to gel it
up to you at Honeysuckle and that'll be a real short pass onlyabout a Binute long. But it may be long snough for us to do 1and it 11 be coming up here in about 6-1/2 minutes.

PLT Okay, I'll be ready to copy.
_

t

PA0 Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
V minutes^af ter the hour. Loss of signal through Carnarvon.Next acquisition in 2 minutes 30 seconds will be Honey Buck 1 *
tracking station in Australia. W, '

1 1 hold the line up forthis Honeysuckle pass.

fkd ok tape
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PAO Skylab, Houston with a pad change for the

PLT.
l'LT Go, Hank.
CC Okay, I'll read them In order: X,

t 1 me maneuver should be 51063 rainu:* .51 degrees for monitoring.
Y should he 502 15 and that's plus 1.57 degraes. Z » 5022 3

plus 1.4 7 degrees .

l'1/l' Hoyvr. Quirk readbnek. It's 5. 1063 -

that is 5106 3, 502 35 . 5022 3.

CC Okay, good readback, Rill and we'll
hi'c you at Texas at U I and we plan to dump the recorder
there.

PI.T Okay , thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean tine

14 minutes after the hour. Next acquisition in 27 minutes
30 seconds through the Texas tracking station. As Skylab
space station la the latter half of its 3,225th revolution.
Science Pilot Ed Cibson completing his personal exe rc 1 se per lod

tor today a 90 ir.inute block of time allotted each crew
Rfuber on each day for exercise using the bicycle erg one tor

for one of t h i. exercise devices onboard the spacecraft.
Science Pilct Gibson should be sitting down to hi? evening
meal in about 5 minute!, from r.ow. Fo 1 loved by Commander Cat r

who is scheduled to eat at Greenwich mean tine 2 hours.
Pilot l'ogue is scheduled to maneuver the spacecraft, roll

the veh/.cle on Its X axis turning the antisolar scientific
airlock window in the direction of the approaching
Comet Kohoutek. Commander Carr will operate the S019 cameras
through the airlock window in attempt to photograph the
approaching cooet. Next acquisition in 26 minutes through
Texas at Greenwich mean time 16 minutes after the hour.
This is Skylab Control.

KNO OV TAPE
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Skylab Control, 41 minutes after the '

hour. Acquln on coming through Texas tracking station In50 seconds, we'll hold the line up for CAP COM? Hank Sart^fleld.
Ser-udl f„ r u i

sk y lab «
Houston through Texas and

tele at" III".
UUeS " U b * dU"pln* the ^^rder

rlgh/now.
R °* er Hank

'
1 think Jerr y' 8 "

^
DR Hank, we're going to - I' B u 9in8 the

j;;
r

;.n
v

r

t0
?
ebrief H509 and v * 11 be

*
I« ^ for

•

r

1 «T«in.,t. tht debriefing and can you set me upwith another recorder for SOI 9 ? y

CC L^'VV*' 11 « ot rl « ht bac "* to you Jer.Skylab, Houston, we're In the pnr.^s n f""•ndi„ K :he recorder, we have r e de s i gn a t e £ 0 r y lu nd y
°
uan 70 Ahead and record his you desire.

ana you

C£)R Thank you Hank .

chat water rate?
Hanl'

, "'^ y ° U HaV<? the " tflk * * look ««

CC Wiicc.

C ° 0k '" ei1 '. K look. - It look, okay to

^ T Okay, thank you Hank.

in the results of .ut^^^l "T^"' y ° U ni « bt be '"'erc.iedin cne results of the pro football playoffs todav Mlmf

; ' :
»J

he Cowboys will play the V ikin R s nex, Sundayand Mtant will play the Oakland Raiders.

...J .So",*., one, ..^Tlp!"" '
""PU ""»«*

^ T You pot a pool going Hank?

here and we'll h, f ?
0Rer< V<> had 1 1 1

1

1 1 < bltt V «nc down

-t^h a couple. " Sund3y
«

& ° ^
Have a bag of popcorn for us.

-J?*
Have a Coors for me Hank.

^p T
Roger, we'll tap a cool one for you.

I
1
'

1
1 11 take a little of both,

we'n ,

SV-y lnb
>
Houston, we're 1 minute froa LOSwe 11 see you again at Madrid at C3. *

SPT Okay Hank.
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PA0 Skylab Control, 59 minute i after thehour. Loss of signal through the stateside through theBermuda tracking station, next acquistion through Madrid in
i minutes 35 seconds. During this stateside pass the G&Nofficer advised Flight Director Chuck Lewis the CHGtr -
CMC heater* have been turned on. thi« occurs twice duringeaeh revolution, a m , V e to take th. workload off the controlmoment gyro bearings and the ground controls be on and off 0 fthe heaters. Also Pilot Pogue requested the ground to look
at their re - V rate after the vehicle returned to solartnirllal following the last maneuver for photography ofComet Kohoutek. The GLX officer looked at the rates on the -
on the data from the spacecraft and he reported to the
flight director everything l 0 ok 8 g oo d . Fo 1 1 uw i n g the
intormation to the crew on the aiu-rnoon ball games PilotBi.l Pogue responded when Flight - CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield
aa d they d be. off next Sunday watching the ball games hesaiu nave a bag oi popcorn for me. Coramandsr Carr saidhave a Coors for me and Science Pilot Cibscn chined in bysaying I 11 take a little of both. Next acquisition In 2minutes through Madrid as the Skylab- IV crew in their finalhours of their 38th day in orbit. A day in which collectivelythey re gathering nore than 24 hours of science data, mainlvof the Comet Kohoutek as well as information on operation

'

ot a maneuvering unit, Buck Rogers style maneuvering unitinside the workshop. Commander Carr was the test pilot in
a flight of this device today. Princiial investigator of
this M509 is Major Ed Whitsctt assigned to the Johnson SparcCenter, co- invest igator is astronaut Bruce McCandless. Atthis time in the Flight Plan Commander Carr operating the
S019 instrument out the scientific - ant, solar Scientific
airlock. Pilot Pogue maneuvering the vehidt for this lati-st
photographic operation on Comvt Kohoutek usln^. the S019
instrument. Acquistion coming through Madrid in 50 seconds
we'll hold the Une up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsf ield.

KN[) OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston through Madrid for
8-1/2 minutes.

PLT HI, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about 1 minute

fron LOS , Tananarive's coming uy at 25.
PLT Rog, Hank.
P AO Skylab Control, Greenwi ch mean time

1 hour 13 ninutes . Loss of signal through Madrid, next
acquisition in 11 minutes and 35 seconds will be through the
Tananarive tracking station. When the Skylab crew of
Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson and Bill Poyue awake Christmas morning
thev will discover flight controllers have not forgotten them
on this holiday. A first for spacn a 25 inch long Christmas
card will await the crew at the onboard teleprinter. The
Christmas card addressed to Jerry, Edward and Bill starts
off with Here comes Santa Claus, here comes Santa Claus and
Is followed by caricatures of the Sun, the Comet Kohoutek,
the Skylab space station. They run the length of the
2 foot greeting and following up at the end of the message
is a smiling Santa Claus riding a sleigh loaded with gifts
and goodies for the crew. The card and its figures are n>3de
of letters ai.d numbers spaced apart to illustrate the
Christmas sconce. The message ends with a note followed that
this beautifully - this beautiful, technically illustrated
Christmas card comes to you with th ^ greetings and best wishes
of your friendly bronze team, cap&ined by Flight Director
Chuck Lewis. The bronze team is presently on duty here at
the Mission Control center. This 2 foot long message will
be teleprinted up to the crew as they sleep on Christmas Eve
and when they wake in the morning they'll have this on the
teleprinter. Next acquisition in 9 minutes 40 second* through
Tananarive. At Greenwich mean tite 1 hour 15 minutes, this
is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO , Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 1

hour 23 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
voice relay station in 50 seconds. This is a 8 mlnu'.e pass -

8 minutes and 45 seconds. We'll hold the line up fcr CAF
COMM Hank Hartsf ield .

CDR CDR.
CC CDR, Houston. Were you calling?
CDR Rogar Hank. How many exposures are there

in an S019 film canister?
CC There should be 150 in the canister.
CDR Okay. Well, in about frame number 58,

we have a problem. It will not move into the slide retract
position, and I'm afraid we've got ourselves a jammed up
canister now. The blow by blow description is on tape.
(Garble) on the tape If Karl would respond and let me know
if there's anything more we can do.

CC Okay Jer

.

CC CDR, Houston. You did say that you cannot
get it to slide retracted, is that correct?

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Okay. I think we had something similar

to tills happen on the List mission. And the thing Is probably
Jammed up for good there. I guess you can go ahead with a

normal stow ,md we'll have to put that one away.
CDR Okay. That 's too bad

.

CC In the meantime though, we're going to
take a look at if there is anything we can do.

CDR Okay.
CC Tho other canister should have about

100 frames on it, so 1 don't think we're hurting as bad as
we c ou 1 d be .

CDR That's good news.
CC Skylab - Skylab, Houston. I think we're

about to lose you here. We'll see you at Honeysuckle at 50.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 1

hour 31 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive. Our
next acquisition will be in 18 minutes through Honeysuckle.
On this pass Commander Jerry Carr was advising, the ground
the magazine In the S019 experiment, currently beln^ used for
photography of Comet Kohoutek, is apparently Jammed at frame
number 58. There's more th.in 100 francs in this film carrousel
that's used In the S019 experiment. This i8 the third vehicle
maneuver today for operation of Comet Kohoutek photography*
Our next acquisition will be thrtigh Honeysuckle in 17 minutes
and 40 seconds. At Greenwich mean tine 1 hour 32 minute*,
this ia Sky lab Control.

KND OP TAPE
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48 »(!!!.. a 4
Skylab Control Greenwich mean time 1 hour

5 minutes.
Skylab, Houston, through Honeysuckle for

S? T HI Hank.
CC

.. ops .„ ^ —

a - In the partial eclipse tomorrow with rh* v„'„
« e

^
tin 8

t0
!

8et 2 °" U -a^tendr^n "you °
, s " ^inthe morning vould'nt complete that sequence And what we're

the JriJr "V™ " 8
' ' ' < yCU * 5052 0PS ASAP onthe orbi so you'll be starting below 400 K. And with this

,« h\ * <*
l\ Catch the Mo °* behind the di, c we'r. hop ^

clAllllTZ '-notion for the corona

CDR 0ka >' Hank, IM look over the D »H n „A3lS ° *?' a briefing from Ed before I start/
^

0Jtay
. good show

.

Planning to dump the recorder there.
PI ' T Ro 8 H «nk, would v 0u hit me aoaln u « , i.the antenna on the VHP?

a R«m with

PLT J?
8" BU1

-
it,s left to right.

1 Ul Thank you,
And that's at Canaries at 02:40.

' LL Thanks a lot .

PAO
55°mlnur, 0 v

1 * b
4
C On t r oi

, Greenwich mean time 1

TcV
" .n^r^nf.^-s^^^^-^jjrbTH^r-"-

the flight plan on his menu this evening is por k loin L t * t0•alad, green beane, orange drink and ice cream Villi 1°
ate earlier in the evening and Germander Gerald d rl l hoJT

2-1/2 hours to prepare. The crew places the food U.JI
*
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in the various compartments in the food tray and flips the
heater switches. In the case of Commander Carr's evening
meal the filet takes 2-1/2 hours to warmup, whereas the
potato soup is scheduled for 1-1/2 hours of warning as is the
asparagus. /Next acquisition will be Hawaii, I'll delay that,
the next acquisition will be Goldstone in 21 minutes according
to the AOS clock here it the Mission Control Center. At
Greenwich mean time 1 hours 57 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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2 hcu»°i7 ninutes. "jj S. J
° ?! '^ Gr e«w

1

ch "«„ time
stateside pa88 ap ox f^°

U8h Gold « to^ for a
Acquisition in 45 seconds ^ n^ !' d " ratl °"-
CAP COMH Hank HartsHeld

n0ld tHe Une °P en for

* .i„£. and w..„ ^^^"r^rrl^rdTr till"
0™

Roger, Hank.

to chat with -you' aboi!
d

.o"thi
1

^ y
n
U

"
Bl

?
Ute T

' d 1 lk<<
we've been looking at it here and

'° m ° rroW S '"ght Plan,
satisfied with the w.» t 00k! J.'!"' " " 0t tCO
You're the one that' t <

8 ln
u
re 8ard S to JOP U.

handover right ^ J Jj
d

Q J» ^ < Ji„g and we doing a
you've got a very short ea n!hI! t

V tt,ere and also
wondering how it would work III if .^T" And We wcre
whole pass there . nH 1,

* Ut tak * the
of aig h

p

tti n i

h

: h
r

: n

a

hV c

h

j
d

r t

ri
r :

he 30 to 35

your chow.
is set during the JOP 18 to

this is the first i had a chanceft do that and I'll be right

Hank,
i c h e d u J e .

SPT
to look at th
back with you

CC
PLT
CC °kay,

in our FVA preps we don'

t

Okav and CDR Houston,
listening Hank,
we' re - ve noticed too that we'vehave thea ordered together and wha

'^''cDr"
6 "'^ U Sh ° l)ld bp *"ni. "

PrePS
1 think

pump us
DR

u P a new H i gh ^ P J a ^
'U Wh >" don 't you ju.st

best thing t0 do Jer!
th6t '

a
^ rcbabl y ««in* to be the

CD S Okay.

»i«fv.
T

,„ ^rrur '««•»"«'•»

K:r:^»^-: in
«\«

i:
-

?:
i:«s:-5.

fc

::«v:-.is: j^-
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your chow in the middle of that.

T

S
|7 ,

Ye8
» that's crispy bar day tonorrow

so I think I could do that real easily. What is ED-41»
Oh, I got it, maybe I'll knock that one out tonight. One
of the problems is Hank, today I was really pushing it at JOP 18.right from the beginning to the end . I still have vet to dothe food transfers and clean out the old JOP 18 Sunnary -

and rn\ry Sheet
*

S
° that '

s a real lon * ~ real

lt
VG R6t startin « " « little bit more : cf it tonightand take your recommendation for tomorrow.

.

CC
.

Okay, I understand it, then you wantko ar.eaa and do it like I surest that you run that wholedayl i Rht cycle
SPT Tha t ' s right Ha:ik .

CC ok *y .
wc ' 11 do it tha t way then.

r i
C

,. ri
.

, ,

SPT
< »"uston we're goinj- to R o aheaddelete Lb-41 so don't worry about it tonight or tomorrow

SPT
you just let
go t a chance

CC
PL T

want to copy
CC
i'LT

CC
CC
I' LT
CC

Hank it's a I ready set up here, why 'don't
' and take .\ few laps around it when I

Okay.
Hank, I have an ATM frame count if you

Okay, Bill we're ready to copy.
3060, 933, 540, 2756, 1523.
Roper, wee opy.
PIT, Houston do you have the 82A frames?
7, sorry about that.
»>koy, we copy.
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CC Sky lab Houston . We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again at Bermuda at 31 in 4-1/2 minutes.

CC Sky 1 ab , Houston through Bermuda for 5
minutes. And for Info if the recorder for recording ED41 -

if you do decide to do that - won't be available from 02:40
to 02:50. We've got to dump it at Canary.

CC Skylab Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you at Canaries at AO. And a remir.d»r to PLT,
that's his private Comm.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 2
hours 37 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition will be Canary tracking station in 3 minutes and
seconds. This stateside pass, very little conversation with
the crew. CAP COMK Hank Hartsf ield discussing possible
changes in the flight plan for tomorrow for Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. Changing his times around where he can spend
more time at the ATM performing J0P 14 and J0P 18 since he
the astronaut that received most r.f the training on J0P 14.
There will be another JOP 18, maneuvering the spacecraft for
additional photography with the ATM instruments, of the
Comet Kohoutek tomorrow prior to the Christmas Day rendezvous
the crew has with the comet, where the three instruments -

scientific instruments will be placed outside the vehicle
by the crew members, Commander Pogue - 1 nean Commander Carr
and Pilot Pogue, placing the S201, S230, and the T025
experiment outside the vehicle. Have acquisition through
Canary in 1 minute and !5 seconds. We'll hold the line
open for this Canary pass.

END OF TAPE
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(;<: Skylab, Houston , we're through Canary
r.ir 8- J /2 minutes .

.

(;c Skylab, Houston , we're coming up on aminute to LOS and we'll see you again at Tananarive at 01.
And for the CDR one quick question. Did the film hatch
close prior to your canister stow, did you have any problem
with that on S019?

CDR No, the film h;>tch works normally. I
even tried cycling the hatch in hopes that it might clear
something up but it didn't do any good. >

CC Okay, thank yov. Jcr.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich nean tine 2 hours

50 minutes. Loss of signal through Canary, next acquistion
In 10 minutes 25 seconds will be Tananarive voice relay
station. On this pass a brief discussion with the commander
concerning the S019. About 2 hours ago Commander Carr reported
that the S019 had jammed in frame 58. He told the ground
that he'd put a description of the problem on the voice dump
tape. (J&N reported to Flight Director Chuck Lewis on this
pass through Canary that the prounti had again commanded the
control moment gyr*> heaters back or.. A procedure being performed
at least twite every revolution of the Earth to prevent any
possible problems - any additional problems with control
moment p.yro number 2. Next acquistion in 9 minutes and 25
seconds through Tananarive. At Crcenwich mean time 2 hours
5 2 minutes this is Skylab Control.

LSD OF TAPF.
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time•»« wreenwicn mean time
3 hours. Acquisition coming through the Tananarive voice
relay station in 25 seconds . We ' 1 1 hold the line up forCAP COMM Hank Hartsfield as Skylab begins Its 3227th
revolution. 224 days for the Skylab space station now inorbit, we 11 hold the line up for Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive
h minutes . .

•

,

cc Skylab, Houston as a reminder we ' re Inthe nuZ update window.

,

CC Sp T, Houston wii're in the nuZ updatewindow.
SPT Thank you , Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about 1 minutefrom LOS, we 11 see you at Honeysuckle at 25 and that's thesite for the evening status report.

.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean tine

3 hours 10 minutes. Loss of signal through the Tananarive
tracking station. Next acquisition in 15 minutes will boHoneysuckle at which time the crew will bo scheduled to relayto the ground their daily status report concerning amount of'eleep, medication, if taken, the film used for today. Then
on the subsequent Hawaii pass Dr. Jerry Hordlnsky, the SkylabFlight Crew Surgeon will talk with the crew at the close ofwhich public affairs will give a summary of that conversation.Next acquisition in 14 minutes and 25 seconds through
Honeysuckle. At Greenwich mean tlae 3 hours and 10 minutesthis is Skylab Control.

END OF TAP
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PAO Sky lab Control , Greenwich mean tine 3

hours 24 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle
tracking station in SO seconds for the evening status report.
We'll leave the line open for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield on
this a 9-minut e pass through Honeysuckle.

CC Sky lab , Houston through Honeysuckle for
9-1/2 minutes. And we're standing by for the evening status
report.'- .

CDR Be with you in a second, Hank.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We saw the C&W . Looked

like CMC SAT. We've fired a couple of mibs and it looks
like everything's okay.

CDR Okay. Ed was just checking on them for
me .

CDR Okay Hank. You got your recorder on?
CC Ready to take it .

CDR Okay. Sleep: CDR , 5.5, 5 heavy, half
ligntr SPT, 7.8, 7.8 heavy; PLT

, 6.5, 6 heavy, 0.5 light.
Volume: CDR, 1600; SPT, 1550: PLT, 2250. Drinking water
gun: V- CDR, 7699: SPT, 3188; PLT, 9422. Body mass: CDR,
6.303, 6.307, 6.306; SPT, 6.360, 6.361. 6.356; PLT, 6.242,
6.239, 6.240. Exercise: CDR, method Alfa: minus 5 minutes,
minus 1000 wa 1

1

-a inu t c 3 . SPT, method Alfa only was done. PLT
,

no change. Medications: CDR, none; SPT, none, PLT, Tinactln
as directed. Clothing: CDR, one pair of shorts, one shirt,
one pair of trousers; SPT, none: PLT, one shirt, Food log:
CDR, salt, 11.5, deviations, minus one strawberry drink, minus
one tea, rehydration water, plus one. SPT, 4.0 salt, zero
deviation, plus 16.0 water. PLT, 4.0 salt, zero deviations,
zero water. Okay, the photo log: 1 6 -ei 1 1 1 1 me t e r

, documentary
photos* Christmas activities, Charlie India 126, 24, Charlie
India 125. Delta Papa-1 , Charlie ,'ndia 126, 10, Charlie India
125. M151 (M509) Charlie India 77, 92, Charlie India 71.
M509 ops, Charlie India 77, 65, Charlie India 71. M509 ops,
Charlie India 74, 12, Charlie India 72. ED72, Charlie India
77, 60, Charlie India 71. Sikons 1 and 2, no change: 3,
Charlie India 111, 25: 4, no change: 5, Bravo Hotel 05, 48.
A footnote on number 5 is frame count for yesterday should
be 44 vies 43. 70-millimeter: Charlie X-ray 17, 160. ETC,
no change. EREP , no change. Alfa 1 - In the drawer config-
uration: Alfa 1, 02, Charlie India 75, 68, Charlie India
73. film broken* Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 9'J, 1?, Mike Tango
06: Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 126, 10, Charlie India 125;
Alfa 4, 08, Charlie India 77, 60, Charlie India 71. Footnote
on transporter 8. The Charlie India 76 leader was lost during
the loading or before loading, we're not sure which, and
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Charlie India 77 was used from Foxtrot 7. In the back of

draper A 07, Charlie India 74, 12, Charlie India 72. Okay,
Flight Plan deviat ions : none . Shopping list accomplishments:
none. Inoperable equipment: transporter 02, film broken at
68 percent remaining. Bill has some comments on tape. We
very much - We feel pretty strongly that we probably should
not be testing the cameras in the time mode, because that's
how transporter 03 got broken filn. Now transporter 02 is

broken and there was one earlier that was broken that way.
Unscheduled stowage: none

.

CC Okay. We copy, Jerry, and got a couple
of quick questions. One for you and one for Bill. For you
first, in reference to your M509 run back on mission day 35.
We apparently have lost on tape your description of your
handheld maneuvering unit ops. We'd like to get you, if you
would, to record what you can remember some time in your
spars time,

CDR Okay. Is that the day that I did it

following Bill's path?
CC That's affirmative.
CC And for the PLT , we're unable to find

on the tape the reference to the E201 film transport. Number
1 being replaced by number 2 back on mission day 37. Could
you verify that that's been done?

PLT That's affirn&tive. That's was replaced.
Since It was on the pad, I didn't report it.

CC Okay . Thank you Bll i .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Gr««nwich aean tine
iV^^J hours, 44 minutes. Coning up at the Hawaii tracking station

for the evening medical report with Plight Surgeon
Dr. Gerald Hordinsky. This is a 9 minute pass through Hawaii,
acquisition coming in 20 seconds. We'll hold the line up in
the event the medical conference is short. We'll catch the
tail in of possible conversations with the crew. On the
previous pass the crew's attention was called to some items
stowed in the command module for t.ie crew. Apparently
something to do with the holidays coming up in 2 days.
Science Pilot Gibson told CAPP COKM Hank Hartsfield that they
noticed a momentum change in the spacecraft was because all
three guys were clamoring up into the command module to see
what was stowed in lockers Rl and R13 . We'll hold the line
up for possible conversation here through the Hawaii trackinestation .

*

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for
6-1/2 minutes. This is the last pass of the evening, I thought
if you wanted to I'd give you a little run down on the news.

SPT Yeah, hit us vith a little news, current
events and all that sort of thing.

Okay, pardon the expression but the
gulf between Israel and the Arabs remains just as wide as on
the eve of the October war, but at the end the first - of the

ItlViJ'lt"
°* ""tings Egypt appears pleased that the confereestackled the problem of troop pullbacks, and Israel appeared

happy that the conference agreed to reach decisions by concensus
rather than majority voting. And Israel and Jordon independently
will start negotiating - negotiations next month on disengaging
forces along the full length of their confrontation line. TheJordanians and Israelis face each other along borders and
cease fire lines stretching about 250 miles from the
Sea of Galilee to the Gulf of Aqaba . Meanwhi le , US Secretary
of State, Henry Kissinger has returned to Washington from theGeneva peace conference with considerable optimism that theantagonists will reach agreement on the separation of their
armies along the Suez canal. Also in the Middle East- the
price of a barrel of crude oil has sky rocketed. Persian
Gulf oil producers advised that thev have raised the price oftheir oil from S5.ll to 11.65 per barrel effective January
first. At the Swiss border Sunday huge traffic jams formed atmany points on the French side, apparently because Swiss cuatams-guards enforced a requirement Lha: foreign-registered cars
have their gasoline tanks at leas: two-thirds full wher. thev
enter Switzerland. Congress went hone last night, they

'

adjourned until mid-Januaty. But they didn't pass the emergency
energy legislation, and so the emphasis has been put on
voluntary fuel saving measures during the next month.
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The^president expressed regret at the inaction but said |, e

IL 1 < ^ WG 86t ° n Wlth the J° b even without havingthe legislation. The President today blended relaxation wi?h
p

review of Kissinger's Middle East peace minions at tiePresident s Camp David retreat. Prices were higher this yearand lights were lower, but the Christmas spirit has shonethrough as America put in the final touches for the Holidayseason Large crowds were at the nation's shopping centersyesterday. The weather has been moderately gooS over Ihe

lour or ChtilV
Sh ° Ppln * d * v r *mains ^fore the magic

,

r
°Jh1

C * TiS
l
maS GVe arrives.. .In Nottingham, England?

-Irs. Shirley Turner will not eat Christmas turkey this year.She can t because her jaws are cemented together. She had

t°
helP Sh6d S ° me ° f her 217 Pounds.And there s a gigantic brush fire in Argentina. It hasravaged hundreds of square miles of. land southeast -

southwest of Buenos Aires and has caused power failures of

Mre°, ^nuTTr ^ C a
" * < a 1

• ? * r e f i gh t e r s said thefire s 30-mile front was approaching the border of La Panpaand Buenos Aires provinces
, about 450 niles frop the can ittlHev you -ighr look for that one here next sul « ab, e'opp^ uiliv.

' L 1 Yeah
, we 'we. seen i i .

r ,^
C
K< ,

X
' ve already give you the football scorescm the big games taking place next Sunday. Last night theArrows won over Los Angeles 8 to 3 but the Rockets werebeaten by (garble). 1 believe it was.

l]:
T Thank y° u Hank, that's a good rundown.

,
And one last comment Skylab. we'd nw

;; ln
y
;;;; n

d

;
scird ?^ and detau. that 11

w? t \ tit A St?
e
f
rUer

' r
e re sen:ing a whoie new up'to vou

V' u .ff
lRht Pl3n WG think in a ,Ut1 ^ better shape than itwas. We'll say good night to vou now, get a good nUht's resind we 11 see you in the morning.

PLT Ro 8. Rood night Hank and thanks forthe tip, we now have 1 present unter our tree.
CC Hey that's > eat.

us , J;
7

; ",
ank 3re the ta P e recorder-, free tous to use now. (garble) the tape recorders.

Cc That's af f irmat ive

.

SPT Thank you .

, t,

CC
i

Ed
'
we arc ?.oing to dump your voice recorder-t Bermuda at 04,08 but if you run the experiment recorder

p U r r:\i
h

:
voicv off of that if ih "'» vhat

CDR Okay, Ka.nk thank you.
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PAO Sky lab Control at Greenwich mean time

4 hours 3 minutes . A goodnight froi:, the crew of Skylab IV

following the evening news read up to the crew by CAP COM!!

Hank Hartsfield. .Pilot Bill Pcgue reporting they have now
one present under th^lr tree. The tree they made on board.
Apparently the crew is - has not opened their package
retrieved from the lockers in the conmand module. The crew <:

will have a lengthy Christmas card greeting when they
wake on Christmas morning courtesy of the bronze team.

A 25 inch long Christmas card designed by letters and
numbers of the teleprinter illustrating a - the Sun,

the Comet Kohoutek, space station Skylab, shuttle,
Santa CI a us and a sleigh full cf goodies and presents for

the crew. This was put together by the bronze team here at the
mission control ccm.er under the direction of Flight Director
Charles Lewis. We'll hold this Hue up in the event the
crew t

J
. oes have further conversation before loss of signal

through Bermuda on this stateside pass as Skylab begins
its 3,228 revolution since launch cf the space station from
Cape Kennedy on May 14. We'll hold the line up for this the

reuainer of this stateside pass.

END QY TAPK
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39:04:05 GMT

PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 4 .

.

hours 12 minutes. We have the evening medical report from
Dr. Hordirsky, which is as follows: The crew remains in good
health. On-going evaluation of the crew shows no medical
problems that would interfere with the up-coming EVAs. v>

Signed, Dr. Gerald Hordinsky for Dr. W. R. Hawkins, Director
of Medical Operations of the Life Sciences Director at the
Johnson Space Center. Day 38 concludec for Skylab-IV crew
through the Goldstone tracking station approximately 10 minutes
ago, Monday, another day of comet observations, ATM work,
and preparations for the EVA scheduled for Christmas Day. The
Public Affairs Console will close at this time. We'll reopen
at 6:00 a.m. central standard time at Christmas Eve, December
24th. At Greenwich mean time, 4 hours and 14 minutes, this
Is Skylab Control.: '

.

'

END OF TAPE
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PAO Good morning. This is Skylab Control at

11 hours 59 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab coning up

on acquisition through the Hawaii tracking station. The

wakeup call with go up there. The plan is to play up sone

more music of the season for the Initial wakeup call. We'll

stand by for that,
CC (Music: "The Twelve Days of Christmas")
CC Good norning, Skylab. Merry Christmas

Eve to you all from us down here in Mission Control. Over.

PLT Good morr,<ng, Bruce.
CDR Good morning, Bruce.
CC And we're coming to you through Hawaii

here with about 2-1/2 minutes left here in the pass. Next

station contact is 24 minutes away at the Vanguard at 12:31

with a data/voice tc?pe recorder dunp.
CC 1 minute to LOS. We'll talk to youover

the Vanguard. And just for our own information, did the music
get up to you all right this morning?

CDR Yeah, it sure did, Bruce. It picked up

right about in the middle of the song.
CC All right, we noticed that down here.

PAO This is Skylab Control- Hawaii has loss

of signal. The next station is the Vanguard tracking ship

in 20-1/2 minutes. At 12 hours 9 minutes Greenwich mean time,

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Time: 06:29 CST
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39 : 1 2 : 29 GMT

Thia is Skylab Control at 12 hours 29

minutes Greenwich mean tine.

Skylab.
Skylab,

Vanguard is about to acquit

this is Houston through the Van-

guard for 9 minutes. We've cancelled our data/voice tape

border dump here. We w.uld . however, like to to Ret one of

you to command the experiment i tape recorder to stop

please from either the two control panels down in the work-

shop area itself. I think that's 542 and 617. Over.

PLT (Garble) , Bnu e .

fC Okay. If you would, do you recall notic-

ing last night when you *hut off experiment 2 whether the -

the experiment 1 recorder light was on or not? I think
the experimen^ ^ ha3 the irter mittent tape mctlon
that that *

1 iph t on .

SPT Bruce,

that, doesn't even come on

whether it's on or of f

.

CC Okay,

tlon must have been.
CC Skyla

LOS. Next station contact in 16 minute

at 12:55. Out

.

PA0 This is Skylab Control,

loss of signal. Tananarive will be the nex

Unites. Very shortly the crew will be using the Apollo tele-

scope mount instruments to photograph an eel pso of the Sun

This'll be an annular eclipse, net a full eclipse. Rim light

portion of the Sun will still be visible. Crew plans to

video tape record their Christmas program this morning That

tape wiU be dumped later this afternoon while Skylab J* over

the United States. Solar studies, medical experiment, c .me

t

studies, planned today. Good deal of this afternoon

devoted to preparations for tomorrow^

vity, which is planned for cornet^ 1

film in the solar cameras.

the experiment 1 was recorder Ugh;
up here so we never know for sure

That'3 what, we figured the situa-

, this is Houston. 1 minute to

through Tananarive

The Vanguard has
station in 14

will be

extra vehicular acti-

study and to change out the

At 12 hours 43 minutes Greenwich

mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA 0 This Is Skylab Control at 12 hours 54

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisi-

tion through Tananarive now.
cc Skylab, this 1b Houston. 20 seconds to

LOS at Tananarive. Next station contact in 38 minutes through

Hawaii at 13:37, that's next station in 38 minutes, Hawaii

at 13:37. This is Houston. Out.

p A 0 This is Skylab Control. Tananarive has

loss of signal. Next station is Hawaii in 36 minutes. A

huge swamp that might some day become a rich fartainR area

will pass beneath the Skylab space station while the crew

finishes breakfast today. The swamp, which covers much of

the northern Botswana in South Africa, will be the first of

a half dozen subjects the Skylab crew may photograph on this

day before Christmas. Handheld photographs are a significant

bonus of this third Skylab mission. Although less than 4

hours have been allotted for visual observations and photo-

graphy from the space station's windows, the Skylab astro-

nauts have already snapped more then 20C photos that focus

on subjects of special interest to scientists in many fields.

When the crew returns in February it will bring back photo-

graphs of huge islands of Ice floating in the cold waters of

the South Atlantic, tremendous oil spills that scar the

ocean's surface near the coast of South Anerlca, smoke plumes

that rise from burning fields, clouds molded by mountains

and islands or erased by cold spots in the warm current of

the Gulf Stream. Altough the rolls of 3 5 -m i 1 1 ine

t

e r and

70-nlll imeter won't be in the photo lab for many weeks the

crew comments already fill a book in the Mission Control

Center. As they take pictures of more than a hundred sub-

jects of special interest, th.= astronauts record their re-

marks on tape which is automatically transmitted to the

Mission Control Center in Houston. These comments, relayeo to

the many scientists who spent weeks preparing the crew for

their visual observations, help earthbound researchers to

guide the astronauts Into new areas for exploration. Today's

optional photo assignments begin with the Okavango Swamp that

may some day provide southern Africa with a rich agricultural

harvest. Few minutes later the astronauts may focus on a geo-

logical wonderland in Ethiopia, where the Asian and African

continents seea to be pulling apart, tearing the Earth asunder

and leaving volcanoes and great valleys that stretch a Ion?

Africa's east coast. A few hours and sore 50,000 miles later

the space station will once again be over Africa. This tine

the astronauts may lend their eyes and cameras to record the

soil ero3ion problem along the Niger River. Erosion patterns

should reveal the nature of changes that effect the food
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production In the drought stricken region of north.. ^J^'
The hilly plalna .long the river may be mapped to dl8t

*"f"*!
h

.

the eroded hill tops from the rich bottom lands .a potential

lln^lresoJce that may ^ d
%<

1^<* r

thT ^ P

. \«« fr.. SUvlab Less then a minute later, as the space

cation crosse the Sahara Desert, the crew nay photograph and™ «t reat circular rock formations, some as large as
B

s c I tnat break through the desert sand dunes

. lB known about the distribution of the rock which

un 1 s Sahara Desert. Like many of the S y

J

.

photograph assignments, the Saharan bedrocc Is an area so

demote that It is virtually unexplored. For astronauts a-

M orbiting space station, the Sahara «d Ok.v.ng,

Swamp, the uncharted valleys of the Ethiopian plateau^ ar*.

nil uril ou".. tne'skylab crew and the sc 1 er

;

t I . t . vhc
,

w i 1

1

flv aboard the Space Shuttle in the 1980's are the ultimate

Hunan explorers. The crew will receive a 1 engthy message

v sone of their handheld photographic p er f o r man c es

/To'ntins out areas for special emphasis in t e coa
jj

week s .

Huring the night, te 1 ev i s l on p let „re. r. tur n.d r m Sky Ub .

.,.. f vltv brought amazement to trie on-duty ingni <-" ,,v '

?he g ant telescopes used for observing the Sun and, in recent

,

8
gathering data on comet Kohoutek focused on a new

UnS bestial feature. While the *"«»P«;«" d "
was running and the 100-ton space station was moving back

into the proper orientation to view the Sun, a huge object

wUh toeing black clouds crossed in f ront of the t , ,. e0 P e

used to view the Sun's outer atmosphere. The Earth itself,

in an unexpected closeup view, appeared on the te ev son

screens in the Mission Control center. The surpr P^oto-

graphv was duly noted by the solar scientists and even ^e

EarV Resources Officer, who refused to count t he c o i n c 1 do n t a 1

screens in the Mission Control center. The surp i«- v -
Traphv was duly noted by the solar scientists and even .he

Earth' Resources Officer, who refused to coun

photography as a legitimate resources survey. lod *

when Skvlab's veteran astronauts are watching a partial

ec ipse of the Sun and focusing instruments on the comet

Kohoutek. they are remember ing the Earth w t ^
only minutes; work that lays the groundwork for a wild

free from crisis. Skylab now 30 m 1 nu t es aw a y f ton rt aw. I

station. At 13 hours 7 minutes Greenwich mean time, this

Skylab Cont rol .

LSD OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylsb Control at 13 hours 36 minutes

Greenwich mean tl.e. Skyl.b i. .ppro.chln* acquisition tn rough

Hawaii. Here in Mission Control Center the purple flight

con? oi tea. is preparing to go on duty. Flight Diiector will

be Phil Shaffer. The CAP COMM astronaut Dick Truly

C J Skylab, this Is Houston, through Hawaii

CDR
for you

CC
cdr

Okay. lire away, Jer.

Okay. The first one, Bruce, Is we re

thinking on this TV-81 of uslne two television sets. That is,

one hooked up at TV1S number 555 and the other one at 642, and

w a Ration. We don't think it hurts anyth t. rj»

then both at the seme time, but our question Is, as we shift

trll one to the other, is there any poss lb i I i t y tha t we 11

^^amer^ -—
lnput nation a.d^t shou Id e ss e nt I all

j
..

J

-
^

1 npu t
^
fr„ the ^

downstreaa station and put the upstream station

the question Is, will that cause the recorder to cu
H
cc That's negative, Jerry. The recorde^

run unpreturbed. All you're doing is cutting into the video

line upstream. Over.
,

r n R Okay. Good enough on that one. And,

ill

the

other one is on, this morning, on JOP 12 Delta. Yesterd^. ,

therl wis on several occasions, nention nade about starting

S052 early and all that sort of thing and not a word is on

the pad, this morning, about it. I'd like to confirm tha

you Li *. to start S052 early on JOP 12 Delta. An
.

I d

like to know how early, you want ne to do it at sav 2 minutes

eaCly
CC Okav, Jerrv. On the solar activity pad

the SAP we've got the note for you that says. "P
1

n0 te

iTrly start of ops at 13:52, for eclipse coverage. And that s

the time we'd like you to start S052. Over
_

CDR Okav. Understand. That was a iitwe

, n m * a little bit vague. I think I'd rather seen sone note

in" "e booy of the schedule, right there at 13:52. notin* that

this is an early start .

cc Okav. We concur. Go ahead.
^

cc While we're talking to you, Jerry. We ve

got the tine for your phone call set up. if you can copy.

CDR Okay. Go ahead.

cc Okay. 03:34 Zulu on day 359 through
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Canary, left antenna, shifting to right. Over.
CDR Okay. 03:34, left shifting to right.
CC And, additionally, we show that the

experiment 1 tape recorder is still operating. If you turned
It cff, or tried turning It off from down below, as I think Bi
over Vanguard last time, is there any possibility you could
have started it from up on panel 2C4 and in that case you'll
have to turn it off from up there. Over.

CDR Okay. We'll turn it off from up here.
Last time he tried at 6:17.

CC Rog; we copy.
CC Thank you Jerry. We see your recorder ts

stopped now.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute til

LOS. Next station contact in 23 minutes through the Vanguard,
in port, at H:09, Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has loss
of signal. Vanguard will be the next station to acquire
Skylab in 21-1/2 minutes. At 13 hours 47 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

FS'D OF TAPE
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PAO
minutes fireenvlch mean time,
the Vangua rd .

CC
We ' r

This la Skylab Control at 14 hours 8

Skylab nesrlng acquisition

to you .

CDR
CC

nornino!

Skylab, Houston. A merry Christmas Eve
Vanguard for 8 nir.utes .

Hello, Richard. Merry Chrlstma:i to you.
Thank you, sir. How y'all doing this

CDR
CC

the INCO about

We're all bright eyed and bushy tailed.
Hey, Jerry; I've got a helpful hint from

TV 81 and the management of the - of the change
in camera input stations. What he suggests is, is that Inmedi-
ately after you twitch camera Inputs to the recorder, he
suggests that you pause about 20 seconds prior to commencing
talking again and * h i s

1

1 1 allow tine to get the video and
the voice all synced up and
any of It. Over.

CDR
CC
CDR

little video ta

does work that 1

the VTR quit on
down below.

In shape so we won't lose

Okay. Thank them.
Roger .

1 think what we'll do is we'll waste a

too, just to check it out to make sure it
Seems to me back weeks ago we did have

when we did something with the switches

CC
lab, I forgot to warn you, but
recorder her

CDR
SPT

vou and the
CC

go ahead.
SPT

Okay. Probably good thinking.

at the Vanguard
Roger.
Morning, Dick, and n<

Team. Got a question
Roger . Merry Christr

And Sky-
ta/voicc

r p 1 e

rry Christ ras
for you .

as to you , Ed , and

Okay On the ,JOP 18B pad , all the
wav through we talked about Lyman - alpha as bi-lng 5 7 ^ or 676, a

yet the difference between mechanical and optical is 104.
Shouldn't that really be 6 78 for mechanlc.il reference?

CC Stand by just a second on that, Ed. I'll
get i ,' f h t back to you.

SPT Thank you.
CC SPT , Houston. I think I'd like to beg

off. We did recognize the question from yesterday. We do
think the numbers are correct, and Bill Lenoir is getting
prepared to discuss this particular point with you at the ATM

'm afraid I'm not very preparednference this mor
to d 1 s

appreciate it.
SPT

Thank you, Dick

it so If I c a u t off nswer till t hen I 'd

Okay; very good. I'll wait for Bill.
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CC Okay .
'

,

'r skylib, Houston. We're about a mlnuute

and a half fro. LOS. You're get t 1

n

?
re ady to go the long

way around, Vanguard to Vanguard. I'll call you back here

at a Ume of 15:47 . and Jerry, one more note on the checkout

o h J. Whatever - remember, whatever checkout that you

do prior to the Initial starting of your TV 81, you can -

„tnd the recorder so that you don't lose any jape Natu al-

W if you do some checkout in the middle we'll chop that

as appropriate. So I'll give you a call at the Vanguard

31 15
cdr" Okay. Thank you, Dick. We - let's sec,

rewind It at a 1/4 time interval, right? The faciei,

1/4?
cc That's affirm, Jerry.

CDR Okay. And by the way, looking at the

white light coronagraph we got ourselves an extra - extra

di8k
CC

there>
R og . Can you describe it any more as we

R0 over the Hill? We still have about 30 seconds.
8

CDR Yes. It looks like it's about an inch

In diameter and I'll bet it's the Moon.

CC How about thatH I bet it is. We cer-

tainly hope it la .

CDR Mc too.

pA0 This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal. We'll go a full revolution now without

acquisition of Skylab. Next station will be Vanguard a ?,ain

in 1 hour and 27 minutes. During this pass Jerry Carr was

discussing the solar eclipse that's now t jk ng p 1 ace At

14 hours 20 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Sk>lab Con

trol .

END OF TAPE



PA° This la Sky lab Control at 15 hours 32
minutes Greenwich neon time. Three briefings are scheduled
this morning in the brieflnR room at the Johnson Space Center
News Center. The first, at 10 a.m. central standard time,
about 30 minutes from now, will be on the Falkland Currents.
The briefer will be Dr. Dick Wllmarth of the Earth Resources
ProRram and then at 10:30, a briefing on tomorrow's extra-
vehicular activity. Briefers there are Astronaut Rusty
Schwelckart and Bob Kaln of the EVA procedure section. The
Christmas Day EVA briefing will be followed by a briefing on
the conet Kohoutek. The briefer there, Dr. William Snoddy,
a Kohoutek project scientist. That's three briefings begin-
ning at 10 a.m. central standard time. All three of these
briefings will be televised. Skylab now is 12-1/2 minutes
away from acquisition through Vanguard. At 15 hours 33
minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skyl.t»> Con'.rol at 15 hours 45
minutes Greenwich mean time. Sky lab Is about to be acquired
through the Vanguard tracking ship.

CC Skylab, Houston. Merry Christmas at the
Vanguard for 11 minutes, and we'd like you to stay off the
DAS here a little bit. We'd 1 1 k -i to uplink nonentum b.<as
commands and conmand the heaters, aid we'll let you know
when we're through with it.

CDK Okay; we will.
CC And Jerry, if Ec's available, we're

xoing to have another lor.g LOS here between Vanguard and
Guam, and I needed to talk to him about this upcoming ATM pass
and then one, couple cf short things on the JO? 18 Delta.

CDR Okay. Go ahead. He's right here at the
panel .

CC Okay. F.d , firs- of all on the AIM sche-
dule pad that's this one coming up at 15:52, and also the
following one, rhcre's a - that note in the right hand col-
umn aSout JOP 14 set-up times is pretty much con - succeeded
in confusing us. Just make sure then 's no confusion on your
part. The i ime<? we would like you to operate by are the
times listed on the pad. For i n s t a a r e , the ?h minutes re-
maining does include a couple minutes early operation. So
just go by the pa<i and you'll be okay.

SPT You said go by the pad but that does in-
clude the ea:ly operations. Is that affirm?

CC That's affirm. If you'll use the tines
in the pad that does include the early operation so you'll -

you'll Ret what we war. t.

SPT Okay. Very good. I just finished up
step 2, and maybe you want to take and look it over.

CC Okay. Also, Ed, I have a couple of c o m -

r.erts on the j*OP 18D pad. I've succeeded in filling in my
bhnks like I'm sure you already have this morning. There's
a coutle of things that are not on there I thought I'd mention
to you. First of all, the orientation of the comet this morning
in you f i e 1 d of view will be such that the tail again yaes to
the right is you view and it'll be oriented about 19 degrees
above the horizon. The second thing that we wanted to let
you know is, is that wc compensated in today's pad for the point-
ing error, the error that we've seen In the last two pads has been
consistent in generally the sane direction and magnitude. We have
compensated for that this morning, so we have more hopes that it'll
appear right at the pointing that ve have on the pad and so If
you'll let us know how it turns out we'd appreciate it.
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SPT Sure will.
CC Okay, great. That's all I had. I'm

standing by for 8-1/2 minutes. We'll let you know when we're
through with t h« DAS. Skylab, Houston. The L A f> is yours.

SPT Roger.
CDR Hey, Dick. We're all through y'. th the

VTR now if you want it.

CC Roger, Jerry. Thank you very much.
CDK It'll probably need a little bit oi editing

to take some ot th.; rough spots out but in general it flows
pretty much the way we ht,d in raind.

CC Okay, Jei. We're looking forward to
looking at it and we'll - we will edit it if - if required
and we sure appreciate it. Hey, incidentally, Jer, just for
yo'jr information, due to the way the orbits are running to-
day we're not going to s t a - 1 dunging that for - till about
22:00 till we start getting our stateside passes, but we
haven't forgotten it.

CDR Ckay. If you leave it up here we nay
just add sone thing to it if we think of it.

CC OVty. Good show. INCO tells us that
you still havt 14 minutes left on the tape, Jerry, so if
anything else cones up between now and 2 2:00 feel free.

CDR Okay

.

CC Hey incidentally, Jerry, ATM has requested
a Christmas present on some of those 14 minutes that you put a
little coLinen". TV on there.

CDR We'll give him a short burst of it, Dirk.
CC Okay.
CDR AT.' jui.t get a little short burst of a WLC

with another occulting disk added.
CC (>Kay , good. Thank you.
CDR Hey, Dick. Did you get any TV downlink

on that la^t ATM pass?
CC That's affirm, Jerrv. We did.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

from LOS. Your next station contact a: Guam at 16:44, and
Bill Lenoir has returned to trie land of the living and he'll
be talking ATM conference with Ed there at Guam. We're also
going to dump the data tape recorder and be advised, here in
Houston today we really are dream in: for a white Christmas
because it's raining outside.

CDR Is is c o 2 d e n o u ;» h to s;iov tonight?
CC Vel ,, we wish, but it's not. It maybe

coJd enough to snow somewhere but not in Hourton.
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PAO ThU is Skylab Control. The Vanguard-

has loss of signal. Next acquisition will be through Gua* in

46-1/2 »lnutes. We'll turn thi* releas* line over to the

Newt Center now for use during the series ot three briefings.

The firm one on the Falkland current* will begin isomentarUy

Any passes ever tracking stations duflng the course of the

briefings will be taped for playback. At 15 hours 58 oinutes

Greenwich »ean tl»e , this is SkyUo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 16 hours
8 nlnu'ett . The briefing on the Falkland Current, with Or,
Dick UiUtrth, had been cancelled. The first briefing of
the nooning will begin at 10:30 a.m. That will be the
briefing on tomorrow's extravehicular activity with
Astronaut Rusty Schwe Icka r t , and Bob Kain of the EVA Procedures
Section. That briefing will, begin at 10:30 a.m. central
standard tine and will be followed by a briefing on covet
Kohoutek by Dr. William Snoddy, the Kohoutek project scientist.
At 16 hours 8 siinutes Greenwich bo an tine, this is Skylab
Cont ro 1

,

FSD OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control at 17 hour* 30

minutes Greenwich n«in tine. During the briefings Skylab
has been In acquisition at the Guam tracking station and is

presently completing a pass at the Vanguard tracking ship.

During the Guam pass the Apollo telescope mount conference
between the crev and astronaut Bill Lenoir took place, and

early In the Vanguard acquisition a Christmas message iron
Dr. James Fletcher, the NASA Admin i it r a tor , and Dr. George
Low, the Deputy Adnin 1st ratftr , was read up to the crew.
We'll start the tape with the Guam pass and take that up

through Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston, with the ATM conference,

and we'll be turning off the CMu" heaters here so we need the

DAS for a whi le . Over

,

CDR You've got the DAS, Bill, and hello. Go

ahead .

MCC Good nornlng. Let ne Just give you a

couple of quick insights to the net r future here. Coming
up on mission days 42 through 46. t nd today's mission day 39,

the ATM planning is fairly comet luavy. Mission days 40

through 46, that's tomorrow through 46, ATM operations on

the Sun itself are fairly light, anlnly synoptic. There will
not be much other than that. Tomorrow we will not ha\ * an

ATM conference. You have one synovtlc pass late in the day.
The following day, Wednesday, Wednesday for us, 1 guess that's
mission day 41 for you, Al Cregor will talk to about the

status of S054 and where they want to be going on from here
based on the results from tomorrow's EVA. One thought for

your next JOP 14 pass coming up he.e, need to pass on to you

that the fact that the 2 minutes that you're asked to allow
for uncertainties in there, have already been figured into the

start tines. So if you add in another two then we'll Just - everybody';*
putting his 2 minutes in. If you operate on the tines, then that

will be takan care of. Over.
SPT Okay. Understand.
MCC Okay. And the DAS is back to being used

again. On the Sun you're looking at we wonder if you see any

coronal connections between active regions 00 and 05.

SPT I have not this morning, Bill, but I've

not had much time to really look a; it, however. I will in the

second dormant (?) I'll get a shot at it.

MCC Okay; good. If you see any we'd sure
be anxious to k.iew about it. Also, one other thing is one our
K-alpha photos here. We can see r. e old path that P-59, which
would now be F-59, used to take. You might just look at that

if you're interested in seeing if _t's going to re-form or
trying to follow it. One word fro.i - -
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SPT What locat Ion, Bill?
MCC Oh, it** the long «trean«r that begins

at the northern edge of fiUmtmC 60, sort of wanders, oh,
looks like northeast up through some of the filament disks
that are left and then arcs back through north to east ending
on one bit of filament material up around, oh, it looks like
about 015 on the bearing at about 0.7. You can see the
channel In there on H-alpha, or at leaat we can on the ground,

SPT Okay, I will. Thank you.
*cc Okay. And 55 wants co thank you for the

spectrum of the very hot spot in 05. They wanted you to know
that all of the coronal lines that they see are very hot
there, confirming what you had reported, and want to thank
you for the good work. While we're talking 55, let ne try
to explain the grating and the references here. As I under-
stand it, and this is another thing that If you talk to six
different people you'll get seven different answers, the main
problem is only In mechanical reference and really, then, it's
only an extended mechanical reference. In optical reference
there's no problems. You keep getting « definite reset every
tine around. There's an elliptical can that rotates in there
and this introduces certain uncertainties, I should say, - -

SPT Could you give ao that first part again
about the uncertainties? One and not the other (?).

^ c<- Yes. Optical reference, there's no
problem, It's extended mechanical reference. There's an
elliptical cam that rotates during the grating drive that in-
troduces uncertainties in exactly where it is. And these
apparently are cyclical over an 8-tcan period, so when you've
been off the optical and scanned around eight times you've
gotten about back to where you started. However, you're not
10Q percent sure. What the 104 nur.ber is, *s that vhon you
would have been at optical 0000 for the polycroru- Ic r , In
order to wake sure that this essentially plus or ninus 2

grating position uncertainty introduced by the elliptical ram,
to raake sure this uncertainty doesn't take the lines <>n

detectors 4 and 7, which are near the edge, and push then
off, which has happened, we bias ti by an extrs 2 to eov« tht-m
more toward the center so that we'.e better able to handle
the plus or minus 2, However, in general, you would add
102 to the optical number to get the corresponding mechanical.
The 104 number is just a bias appl.ed by us to the all balls
optical setting in order la nake sure we don't lose two lines.
Did that help any?

SPT Yes, I think 1 understand the situation
and the status of the problem, and it also tells me we ought u
use optical wherever we can.
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MCC That's right, It's mainly on the comet
when we're off, and, (hat one day when w« did so much oin'ritlons
off tht limb and we had it mechanical for quite a few cycles.
This is, I believe, where we started seeing the problem.

SPT Okay.
HCC Okay. One comment here from 52 on the

minor control for the comet. Prior to taking your fast -

youi three 1-second exposures in FAST SCAN Just after having
looked at it, try c o remember to flip to the camera position.
Yesterday apparently you did not, and as you know the mirror
will automatically flick the camera at the completion of the

first regular exposure. So unfortunately all three 1-second
exposures were at the back of the airror. So big problem,
We did get the full FAST SCAN sequence after that, but if

possible Just try to remember to go back to camera.
SPT Oh, all right. I thought that after you com-

pleted one it would go, and I thought - I realized that
at the time I probably should have given it one more realising
that , but - * Okay

.

MCC Yes. What it is is not really the com-
pletion Or rather your OFF, it's t ;i e normal timing out of

the first exposure. The same thins that turns the OFF.RATE
1 ight on .

SPT Okay, Thank you.
MCC Okay. And one other word here from 52.

They've been seeint? some PFS changes here during comet ob-
servations. They believe it's because they're a little bit

close to the Sun and we're setting scattered sunlieht in on the

PFS. i mention this to you only i:i the event that the

PES should interpret that as the 5-arc-minute signal, or 20-

arc-rsecond signal, I should say, and shut down the operation.
You would not see an OPERATE light come on at the completion
of the first sequence, and there will be no data taking. We

really expect you to do nothing about that, and we - -

ENU OF TAPE
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CC
it on,

Rotter. Thank you very ouch. We'll pass

cc Skylab, Houston. The DAS is yours,
SPT Thank you

.

/ f ,?
PT Dick, we had a hangup in active node 1

in filter number 3 on 56. Apparently it's the first one we've
experienced with this camera,

CC Okay. Copy.

,

PLr A n d Dick, wo just paused over that area
that a on fire down here in Argentina. Looks like it's stillburning

.

cc Roger .Bill.
.

PLT N * xt pass, if we have a chance, w<? ought
to be able to get a real good picture of that.

CC
t

Okay. i'b looking at the nap and I guess
you caught ae kind of short. I'm wasn't faniliar with it andoavbe the weather will be good and you can «et a picture, we'll
take a look.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 30 seconds from LOSCanary comes up at 17; 44,.

m,w«S
C

*
" " Merry Christnas at Canary Islands andMadrid for 12-1/ 2 nintuos,

PA0
v ^

* h *s U SkyUb Control. We're ;-p Uve nowthrough the Canary Islands.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston. We show S082 Bravo In
Hub pointing. We think it ahould &o to white light.

SPT Thank you , Dick.
CC Roger.
CC SPT, Houston. J guess w*'re going to have

to auk you to say goodby forever to JOP 14 and «o ahead and
atari your lamination here for the pad a littl« bit early.
We want t r. get started with getting our acquisition Sun sensor
updates la preparation for the 18 Delta.

CC SPT, houston. I'm not real sure I got
up last tine. We're going to ask you to start reconfiguring
JOP 14 so we ran start doin - getting our acquisition Sun sensor
updates in preparation for 18 Delta coming up.

SPT I got you, Dick, but 1 was wondering what
the ACQ Sun sensor's going to do wh«n I I'm looking at an occulted
Sun

,

cc SPT, Houston. You get a Christmas gotcha
for that, I think.

SPT Ckay. You want to press on with the 18 or
not. Our strapdown way not be in good shape.

C? Stand by 1.
cc SPT, Houston. One thiin; we do need from you

is find Sun sensor DOOR to CLOSE. We do think you're doing the
right thing In going ahead in preparation tor this 18 Delta
maneuver cotuing up. We're not sure what the effect of the
acquisition Sun sensor's golni; to be on attitude pointing to the
Comet. So you might expect some r.lnor errors there.

PLT Rog. We I copy chat, Dick.
CC Thank you .Bill.
CC And Skylab, Houston.

We're about to go in a keyhole here in Madrid. I'll give
you a call coming out of it, and we'll have about another
minute of A IS following the keyhole.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 30 seconds from
LOS. Guam comes up at 18:23. I'll give you a call there.

CDR Thank you, Dick,
CC Roxer. And all your entries In preparation

for 18 Delta look real good to us aj you go over the hill.
So we'll see you at Guam. Have fun.

CPR Will do. Thank* , Dick. Sec vou then.
CC Than - -

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Madrid has lost,
of signal. The next station will be Guara i r. 24 minutes.
18 Delta to which the CA? COMM. Dick Truly, referred, is the
comet observations through the ATM cameras. Preparations
are in good shape for that observation. During three revo-
lutions of the Earth this morning cameras and instruments
on Skylab monitored the annular eclipse of the Sun by the
Moon. A - And a portion of the eclipse was recoroed on the
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videotape recorder by the crew. Thi¥ — t h i « tape will be
dumped this afternoon along with tho crew's Christmas prc-
grau. Jerry Carr and Bill Pogue have perforated an M092
lower body negative pressure medical experiment thin morning
In conjunction with the limb blood flow exercise, with Carr
as the subject. The comet Kohoutek documentation today will
be performed on two successive revolutions beginning at liili
pn central standard time. F.d Gibson will be on the AIM
console operating the instruments tl at will be taking the
data. A film calibration of the SO!. 2 and S05A instruments
has been performed by the crow. Several exposures w«re ta*de

on the film, which will be developed by ground laboratory
technicians postflight before processing the comet photo-
graphy which will be taken today. This is a safely precaution
to allow technicians to make adjustments in the film pro-
cessing if necessary. The film has been in space for some
tine and there's a tendency for it to become slightly fogged
due to radiation the film receives in space, even though It

is shielded in tha film storage bint taost of the time. During
this first revolution of comet viewing the S0$2B eh romos pht r I c

X-ray ultraviolet spectrograph will be operating to check the
possibility cf the comet being surrounded by a hydrogen
l.ynan-alpha cloud. This type of clcud has been detected
on previous comets by instruments in rockets launched above
th« Earth's atmosphere. Tho S082B will be taking data for
25 minutes. Also taking data during the 25 minute period
on this first co&et observation today will be thfi $052 white
light coronagraph, which will be observing the coma and tail
of the conet.. The S055 ultraviolet scanning poly crorae t er

spe c t r ohc 1 1 onr t e r and the S056 dual X-ray telescope will also
be taking comet data.

F.St) OF TAPE
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PAO - - scanning rc lychronater spe c t rohel i one t e r and

the S056, dual X-ray telescope, will also be taking comet
data. Remaining 21 minutes of dat^ take on this revolution
will have all 4 of the instruments pointed directly at the

comet nucleus. On the second revolution for comet viewing
the A instruments will again be pointed at the nucleus of

the comet for some 4 5 minutes of d..ta f.akc. Sky lab now
20 minutes away from acquisition a*. Cuan. At 18 hours
2 minutes Greenwich nean time, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Extensive X-ray

and ultraviolet photography and se .sing of comet Kohoutek is

being accomplished by the Skylab astronauts early this after-
noon. Data is being recorded from both the nucleus and tail
of the comet, which is believed to have started its journey
toward the Sun some 2,000,000 years ago. Later this afternoon
Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson , and Bill Pogue will spend several hours
preparing for tomorrow's extravehicular activity. Carr and

Pogue will go outside the space station on Christmas Day for

about 5 and one half hours, to change film in the solar cameras
and to operate special instruments that will study the comet,•a few days before it loops by the Sun.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 21

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up now on

acquisition through Guac.
CC Merry Christmas, Skylab. We're at Guam

for 7 minutes and Ed, when >«.> u get to a convenient point we'd
like to have the DAS just for a raiaute to command the heaters.
And, we'll give it right back to you. No hurry.

PLT Stand by on that, just about 30 seconds,
if you would Dick. We're - -

Test -

- - fgr.rble)
That's fine, Bill. You let ua know when

CC
CDR
CC

it's convenient.
PLT
PLT
CC

when we're through.
PLT
SPT

Okay .

Okay ,

Okay ,

Dick ,
yo j have it.

thank yoj nuch , we'll lot you know

Roger.
Say . Dick

,

if the star Is not visible
all when - at bright tint. There's two options, one is

the (garble) building block, even though can't It, /.nr.

the other is to try to raake u correction u&ing the star tracker
and then move out about 100 or so iO that we could see it at

52 to get the data on it.

CC Let me make sire I understand you, Ed.

You - understand you can net Ave tne comet, is Chat correct?
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SPT Well, It's not rise time yet, not till 30.

But if 30 comes around and we can not see it, then we've got -

two options. Either to try to take data even though we can't

see it, be assured that we're getting any data. Or we can

try to maneuver so that we can have little better assurance

using the star tracker. If we use Lhe star tracker, then

we'd have to - (garble) to center cf the WLC field cf view,

theoretically. What we'd do then is to back out another hundre

CC Y(;s. Okay. Stand by just a second.

Cc Ed, I gu ss we think the best approach

would be to use the star tracker method that's airciuy - you

know that's listed in there - in the checklist if you don't

see it, we certainly would recommend doing that in an attempt

to fet it.
SPT Okay, Dick. That first buildinp block 30,

which we'd do, is to try to get the star in the 52 or the

comet in the 52 field of view and that would be underneath

the occulting disk if we did it correctly with the star tracker

So I reconnend going out on the st.r tracker and then Just

backing off a hundred say up or down.

CC Ed, we concur with that. That's a good

approach

.

SPT Thank you.

CC And, Skylab, Houston, the DAS is yours.

CC Skyla-b, Houston. We're 30 seconds from

LOS. Honeysuckle con.es up about 5 minutes from now. I'll

call you there

.

SPT Dick, should we be seeing a star about

half of our field of view in the WLC, to 5 degrees up and to

the right?
CC St and by . 1

1
' a - - -

SPT Is that Mercury again?
CC We'll "heck it Ed, if 1 can't get an

answer here before LOS , I'll have one at Honeysuckle AOS.

SPT If it is, I think we got ouHeJves a

comet and we can also Just begin t o see the tail.

CC Okay , stand by

.

PAD This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss of

signal. Honeysuckle will pick up Skylab in about 3-1/2 minutes

We'll keep the line open. Monitor through Honey a u«.k 1 o . That'

be a U minutes pass.
CC Skylab, Houston. Honeysuckle f >r -i minute

SPT Okay, Dick. We maneuver what w« believed

to be the comet. It had a slight indication of a tail sloping

to the right and slightly upward. And, we also, had . 1 believe-

Mercury, in the upper right hand qjadrant cf the ft< Id of view
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CC Okay, we concur with that Ed, and we
feel sure that you were looking at the comet.

SPT Very good, thank you, Dick.
SPT We made one naneuver and that was to put

it down there on the X-axis at about 130 out and we're now
or. the first building block 30.

CC Okay

.

SPT Started right t 33.
CC Okay.
SPT Dick, 1 have a question for 56. They are

down for a 13 ninute exposure. Would they really like a 25
minute one?

CC Hang on.
CC SPT, affirmative. They would.
SPT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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at Cansry Islands in 42-1/2 ,.„.,, ,. „ " acquisition
Or..»vich t lme

, thi, is sLub Con^r"
h ° UrS " " lnUt ' S

.na „s rli ,„ the n:;r
,

r ) f?;j
,

^i;.:^
,

^-L c

-c;;j ;?ir
d>

r^r^i^r' uc '

d llke das '»

next 12 ninute, and we'd like to do some commanding. So If -when it's convenient, Ed, we'd like the DAS
n ° in *' b0 lf

Hello, Dick. You've got it .

if Jer'ry is ciose by°^ ,I^/^^ »uch
;

Jnc I dent . L 1 y .

i.-.. rf, ... 7
'.

u iJ Ke to - I have a mission nrf« ho.,,that I*J 1 ike to read
rep .

CDR Go ahead .

CC

• »<ivc a Mission note he
to him concerning the upcoming T025

sii"v ??
d

n.rvvri^r^T-ri d ln F5lo - j

;

-

"°

-r>:.r;; - -« E -
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cc Sky lab , Houston. The DAS is yours and

Jerry, one more note. There was a question the other day on

batteries for the gyro stabilize binoculars. We believe there

are six batteries in S-908 and three more batteries in W-719.

Over . . . , , ,

CDR Okay, thanks. We'll take a look.

cc okay and I'm assuming Jerry copied the

business about changing out in Nikon 02.

PLT He got it.
(

c ^ Okay. As long as I'm talking, I can t

stand to stop. One question for Ed. When it's convenient

for you we'd appreciate an estimate of the comet brightness

as compared to Mercury which is still of magnitude of minus 0.5.

Also would appreciate any estimate of the coma size and tail

length. You're about the only observer with a good viewing

these days since the comet is in such close proximity to the

Sun>
SPT Okav, Ed. In terms of Mercury, it's still

not quite as bright as Mercury. Yesterday, I thought it was

approximately the sm. I'm not sure why, but today it Just

a-pears a little bit fainter than that. Although I m sure

it has not decreased in brightness. A lot has to do with where

it is in the displav. You know, I did have it fairly far

out from the radius. The Mercury was (garble) in a little

bit I can give you a better estimate of that when I can

look at it out the window with soir.e binoculars whenever 1 can

«et a (garble) side free. Hold or. and I'll see if I can

estimate what sort of a tail that I can see in the WLC

.

CC Okay. Ed. Thank you.

cc And incidentally, Ed, one another thing -

we are interested in how it appears in S052 as well as

visually. So that information docs help us.

CDR Houston , CDR

.

CC Co ahead, Jer.

CDR Key Dick. I don't think we were really

overwhelmed with response on the problem that cane u<> on the

last EVA with the shutter speed krob on the long eye rellet

for TO 2 5 . We haven't heard whether anybody agrees or disagrees

with us that our problem is thermal and Lhere really hasn t

been a whole hock of a lot done to change the situation and

so we're not really too - feeling too terribly confident that

that thing is going to work tomorrow for very long.

cc Well, 1 tell -ou what Jerry. ihal a a

good point. That'll jog us to t».k about it down here some store

and we'll get back u? to you this afternoon later, 1
imagine.

CDR Okav.
SPT Say Dick, I hive to say t v at looking at a
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with the 52, might be pretty hard for us to see It go beyond .

anything say past 0.5 to 0.8. That's about the maximum I can
see the tail. I think we've just got a lot of background noise
in the tube relative to that type of faint feature that we're
looking at. We can turn the brightness and the contrast up,
you get a lot of light noise which shows up and you can't see
the comet unless you have things up and at that level. So I

think we've got a good tool, perhaps, for pointing knowing where
the nucleus is. But for actually something that's real de-
tailed for the comet, I'm afraid we're going to have to do that
with binoculars out the window.

CC Okay, Ed. Thank you much.
SPT One other poin~ just to - which made me

feel (garble) that we were really looking at the right object,
that is I looked at the drift rate or the motion before we
had made any compensation maneuvers while we're still doing
that first building block 30. That at 18:32, 1 had a Y of
minus 3 - -

MCC With negative 3 decimal 6, frequency 2534.
That label seems a bit high.

SPT - - my estimati and that's just about the
drift rate that we're puttina in t.ie Y-axis. And the X-axis,
it was too far offscale to make any kind of estimate.

CC Roger, Ed . Copy

.

FND OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS

.

I'll give you a call at Carnarvon at 20:02.
CC And all the Flight Plans for tomorrow

are on board.
CDR Can we t.ike our choice?
CDR Tell Phil we're going to draw straws.
CC Phil says you cm take your choice on

St. Pa t r i ck

'

a Day .

CDR Thanks a lot.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss

of signal. Next acquisition at Carnarvon in 26 ninutes. At
19 hours 36 ninutes Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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- p AO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
20 hours 1 minute. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon
tracking station in 50 second s . We ' 11 hold the line up for
CAP COMM Dick Truly on this the 3237th revolution of the
Skylab space station.

cc Skylab, Housto.i. Merry Christmas at
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle for 14-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger. Happy .Unukkah.
CC Rojer . Incidentally we have been getting

a lot of Merry Christmas wishes for you guys and there's a
couple more Christmas cards coming up on the teleprinter
this site.

CDR Beautiful. Thank you.
CC Roger .

CDR We really do appreciate getting then,
Dick .

CC Roger, J rr. Fun to let you have them.
And CDR, Houston. I think I have a few words in explanation
on this T025 problem y'all had on the first EVA.

CDR Okay . Go ahef.d .

cc Okay. First cf all we have done some
thermal tests over at Marshall anc they hau convinced us that
the problem was not a thermal problem with the camera. We
did send up a general message to I ill which he accomplished for
us on day 34 which was like 5 dayt ago. And based on his
report of - that was general messrge 34 or 35, which was a
camera MAL . Based on his report from that we concluded that
there wasn't anything wrong with the hardware. We did change
Nlkons today. You're going to use Nikon 02 tomorrow whereas
you've used 01 the ot.ier tine, so as far as we're concerned
we don't expect any problems tomorrow as long as you assemble
the thing per the prep procedures and the (garble) - 1 near,
the long eye relief viewfinder is on there firmlv So we're -
we * re happy about it .

CDR Okay. Let's hope it works.
CC Roger , That .

CC CDR, Houston. Just an update for you.
For your planning on the VTR . You still have about 8 minutes
remaining so you can make your pUns accordingly, and the
Christmas cuds 1 mentioned a minute a^o are on board.

CDR Roger.
CC SPT, Houston. When it's convenient to

you we'd liVe to command the heat. rs OFF. We'd like the DAS.
S5>T 1 1 ' 3 yours , D:c k .

CC Thank you.
cc

_
Skylab, Kousttn. The OAS is yours.

^ Thank y ou .

SPT Hello, Dick. Let oe tell yon hew the
pointing went on this last buildi.g block 30.
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:

:

cc " > Go ahead .

SPT Okay. We maneuvered out in order to pet

fllrMltS Ii'f i°
tt0m °" tha "splay that's at about X(garble) (garble). I have been making all of the compensationnaneuvers including the one at 2000, which is the tMr3 "

whichI had to nake Moved out to put it at 130 and 1 got the sane(garble) that I used to nove it up to zero. I came out with i,exactly at 30. However, it was ac a Y of about pLH o plus 5IS sorry minus 4, minus 5. So I put a factor in there of 5in order to move it in (garble) nucleus again right in th centerI m «ot sure that should have come risht out even. That is ishould have cone right out on the X axis because I JusTgo 'd adoing a compensation. Correction. You have sone of it on th,

(llr^A
i8

v
where 1C we nt out at 1:30 and then also to (garble)

l^i;!
1

(J."^"."*
MCrCUry ^ b ° th - «J in your

Blirfc „ ,

Break, break. Skylab, Houston. Thank vounuch Ed We're going over the hill here at Honeysuckle We'relooking rorvard to that VTR . Bermuda cones up at 20-52
SPT Okay. So long.
CC See you , Ed .

END OF TAPE
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PAO
20 ho^a 17 minute* ^H? Co

f

nt *° 1
' Greenwich nean ti.e

here
on the bott which i arT ?

C3riC * ture of * church
out with asterisk n4 lllV ' ^ 8pclled
lot of folks vou „Pv..r h ,

following message. "A
year afte vear " , I "'J

"°
'V? the C ° ntro1 CenCcr

you up for TV sets r i ^ * Telemetry bit. or color
and e!e ry „ ] hV we

' '^ c
'

e^-
J
«

• without . glitch,
family in dock, wish you . Me v , ! T " " WUh Che
Mission Control network Mr? I

Christmas from all of us in
eelenetry. COHH '

C
Supervisees, Tracking Network

visor, Support li'Vcll l[ Hoi ? t

C 1

C

j!" ' * Cd " J 1 n
* '

to the crew." '
!f^ln e J p r ,^ eTne la " "*

? nfrom the Marshall Space Flh „ ' second one,
"Wishing the crew a

P
.M«r J ?5 L ?SmI: ""J" " foll °^-

your stockings be full of 1*a ru
hf ' 8tmas froci Alabama. y av

wishes our o^biUn 4 n ° M^-
v

'^V!"" ' * "^•viUc"
N*v Vear," Pron the people ,c the Mar«hl "V? h * PPy
Center. Next acquisition (n ,

'^rshall Space Flight
Coldstone. At C e Iv h B "

. "-i" " 3 ° SeC0l,ds throu,
is Skylab Control

tlm<
' '° hour » 20 "Inutes, this

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
20 hours 50 minutes. Acquisition coining in 50 seconds throughBermuda for 9-minute pass. We'll hold the line up for TAPCOMM Dick Truly. V

CC Skylab, Houston. Merry Christmas atBermuda for the next 10 ninutes.
CD?. Roger, Dick.
cc Hello again.
CC S?T

» Houston. We're still about 5 or 6ninutes avay from the upcoming maneuver tine. We -jure wouldlike to cycle the bearing heaters so, if you'll stav'ofrtheDAS real quickly, we'll do tnat an' give it right back to you .SPT Okay, Dick. Give ne a call when you'rethrough. / i c

CC Okay.
SPT

<
the °AS is yours. Thank you much

.

sp
^ Thank you, Dick.

.

S
f
7

, _
Dick

» J ust at the close of this last nightcycle before I got started on the ATM. Took another look out atthe cor.et and 1 d say that the tail that I was able to see wasabout 6 or 7 degrees long, but I t..ink the reason there isthat it comes up and riaes tail first and it's tough to c BOtso you ve got a fair anount of scattered sunlight already in'your field or view, so that you really don't see it against adark background. However, knowing where to look. I think <ri P htbe ,ble to do a little better Job next tine. Once the r!ead
a up 4t s so darn close to the Sun, you've already got a

of" thl lI^T
6
?

lght
'

•

Y °'J
' re n ° C 8ettlnS a real tr " s estimateof t.ie length of tne tali. However, the coma certainly is

a hec* o: a lot brighter. It's very, intenselv bright atthe center and the shape is net completely spherical it's

""[J
°? * hemisphere with a slight cone on the back end, whichgradual yapers into the tail itself. And I see only evidenceof one tail so far, that's the dust tail.
CC

, ,

Ck *y- Ed. Tha ,k you'very much. Wherewere you looking out? Out the CM-1?
.

SPT
. ,

That's correct, Dick. Out CM-1, that's areal gooa view there.
R**er, I vt*h I could see it from there.

SPT I v ish you alt could .

,
CDR He >"' Pick, how does the 02 makeup look fornow? y lUT

CC Hang on.
CC

,
CDR

. Houston. We're satisfied with 02
rr.aK.eup now and we car. secure - secure it

CDR cv.ay.

10S
C
5'M „„,

Skylab, Houston. We're About 1 ninute fronLOS. 1 11 give you a holler at Ma. rid at 21:05 and incidental^
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on transporter 07, which has Charlie India film in it, it's

about 12 percent remaining. Tomorrow morning we re going to

have to reload that so we'll have a full mag for the EVA, so

vou're welcome to use that 12 percent on transporter 07. if

you like

.

CDR Okay, thanks, Dick.

CC >
' Roger

.

PA0 • Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

21 hours 2 minutes. We've had loss of signal through Bermuda.

Next acquisition will be Madrid in 1 minute and 29 seconds.

Again a Merry Christnas from CAP COMM Dick Truly, to tne

crew as the spacecraft went within range of the Bermida tracking

station. Other Christmas messages scheduled to go up this

evening, to the crew, is one from the young ladies that run

the teleprinters in the backroom here. It's an illustration

shoving three Christnas stockings with the names Jerry, Kd
,

and Bill illustrated on th« message. And, the r.ess ape ead

"Holiday cheers from vour ground support teleprinters," by

name Connie, Sandra, Lucille, Shirley, Dorothy, Virginia.

Dottle, Elsie, Janet, and Donna. This is one more of several

r.es sages - Christnas messages go in.* to the crew today via the

teleprinter on board the spacecraft. On the next stateside

pass it is scheduled, the crew will dump 10 minutes of onboard

television recorded earlier today. This will be done at the

beginning at 4:23 central standard time, as Skylab is witnin

range of the Texas tracking station. Another 5-minute segment

will be dumped at 5:58 central standard time, on the following

revolution of the spacecraft through the States. We expect

acquisition through Madrid, we'll hold the line up for

CAP COMM Dick Truly.
cc Skylab, Houston Merry Christnas at Madrid

f cr 8 rainut es .

CC Ho-ho-ho.

F.S'D OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control , Greenwich mean time
20 hours 50 minutes. Acquisition coining in 50 seconds through -

Bermuda for 9-minute pass. We'll hold the line up for CAP
COMM Dick Truly

.

CC Skylab, Houston. Merry Christmas at
Bermuda for the next 10 minutes.

CDR Roger , Dick.
CC Hello again.
CC SPT, Houston. We're still about 3 or 6

minutes away from the upcor.iig raani_uvtfr tine. We sure would
like to cycle the bearing heaters so, if you'll stay off the
DAS real quickly, we'll do that anci give it right back t > you.

SPT Okay, Dick. Give ne a call when you're
through

.

CC Okay

.

CC SPT, the DAS is yours. Thank you much.
SPT Thank you . Dick .

SPT Dick, just at the close of this last night
Cycle before I got started on the ATM. Took another look out at
the comet and I'd say that the tail that I was able to :-ee was
about 6 or 7 degrees long, but I t:. ink the reason there is
that it cones up and rises tail first and it's tough to spot,
so you've got a fair amount cf scaztered suniipht already in
your field of view, so that you really don't see it against a

dark background. However, knowing where to look, I think, might
be able to do a little better job next tine.

; Once the head
is up, it's so darn close to the Sun, you've already got a

lot of scattered light. You're no: getting a real true estimate
of the length of the tail. However, the coma certainly is
a heck of a lot brighter. It's very, intensely bright at
the center and the shape is not completely spherical, it's
more of a hemisphere with a slight cone on the back end, which
gradually tapers into the tail itself. And I see only evidence
of one tail so far, '.'"at 's the dus: tail.

CC Okay, Ed. Tha.ik you very much. Where
were you looking out? Out the CM-1?

SPT That's correct, Dick. Out CM-1, that's a

real good view there.
CC Roger. I wish 1 could see it from there.
SPT I wish you all could .

CDR Hey, Dick, how does the 02 r.akeup look for
now ?

CC Hang on .

CC CDR, Houston. We're satisfied with 02
r.akeup now and we can secure - secure it.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, We're about 1 ninuta fron

LOS. I'll give you a holler at Ma-rid at 21:05 and incidentally
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on transporter 07, which has Charlie India film in It, It's
about 12 percent remaining. Tomorrow morning we're going to
have to reload that so we'll have a full mag for the EVA, so
you're welcome to use that 12 percent on transporter 07. if
you like.

CDR Okay, thanks, J i c k

.

CC Ro ge r .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
21 hours 2 minutes. We've had loss of signal through Bermuda.
Next acquisition will be Madrid in 1 minute and 29 seconds.
Again, a Merry Christmas f CAP COMM Dick Truly, to the

.

crew as the spacecraft wen< '-ithin range of the Bernuda tracking
station. Other Christinas messages scheduled to go up this
evening, to the crew, is one from the young ladies that run
the teleprinters ia the backroom here. It's an illustration
showing three Christmas stockings with the names Jerry, Ed,
and Bill illustrated on the message. And, the message road
"Holiday cheers from your ground support teleprinters," by
name Connie, Sandra, Lucille, Shirley, Dorothy, Virginia,
Dottie, Elsie, Janet, and Donna. This is cne noro of several
messages - Christmas messages g o i n 3 to the crew today via the
teleprinter on board the spacecraft. On the next stateside
pass, it is scheduled, the crew will dump 10 minutes of onboard
television recorded earlier today. This will be done at the
beginning at 4:23 central standard time, as Skylab is within
range of the Texas tracking station. Another 5-minute segment
will be dumped at 5:58 central standard tine, on the following
revolution of the spacecraft through the States. Ve expect
acquisition through Madrid, we'll hold the line up for
CAP COMM Dick Truly.

cc Skylab, Houston Merry Christmas at Madrid
for 8 minutes.

CC Ho-ho-ho .

END OF TAPE
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CC Ho, ho, ho.

SPT Got some pretty good presents today, Dick.

It looks like we got ourselves some good data on the eclipse and

also some good comet data. Things are coming along pretty

well. T hope tomorrow is (garble).
. ,

cc Roger, that. It sure sounds like it s=

been going good on all that, sure glad.

SP T Again ASCO and all thosa groups down

there'have been working hard because these 18 Deltas are getting

better and better. .

cc Roger. Well they're listening and tney

appreciate your words. Incidentally, a Christnas card from

the purple gang is coining up on the teleprinter now.

S PT Very good. I could tell by the sound

of the teleprinter they had to be good.

cc The purple woodpecker working again.

pLT Dick, I got a quick question on the

S020 prep.
CC Roge r . Go ahead.

P t T Rog. Under S020 prep it says entaln the

following and one of the items is the S020 EVA exposure

protocol decal M as in Metro. Now there was an exposure

decal on the cue card which I thought was the one we were

going to install. Would you check and see if tne one tnat

was taped, scotch taped to the S02) cue card is in fact the

corrector, e to use.
CC Okav Bill, hang on.

CC PLT, Houston. One thing that will help

--s give vou a straight answer, would you look on that., that

decal that was taped to the cue caro and tell us if frane

1 is 60 uinutes?
PLT That's affirmative.
C C Okay Bill, that is the one we want to use.

PLT Thank you sir.

CC Roger.
CC SPT Houston. like to hav? the DAS

to issue a contnand.

SPT Go ahead.
t

CC Ckav. And I'll let you know wnon we re

through. Incidentally. 1 realize you're nonitormg tne

r.aneuver but be sure net to forget the power down lor unattende

° p8
'

spv Roger, Dick. Will do. Thanks for the

reminder.
CC Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. DAS is yours, tnank you.

SPT Right , Dick.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 ninute. to LOS.
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„ ,. o t . q „„(? we're going to dump the
Carnarvon comes up at 21. ja ana »

"'" der
Si,?:J"

T

."«l. G,....l.h ...« tin.

Chris.... «... th.
««J- - "<

KrU C Bri*. Merlin. Chuck, Bill. Ken, George, and ah

« f the purple gang." Along with his nes.aj. s

°an ^lustration again s p el led out
^
.it h 1 e 1 1

ers an s ,
bo

. .

fc

r'.-n^p In^^and nrrrefnde^rn cf the sleighed

'\e mesial lavs. "Merrv Christmas fron the purple pang.

e o Gibson advising the ground that they have p er,) of

relents on board, good data on the eclipse ear ier to-

day and ether good data fror. the cor.et. .he spacccra t

currently naneuver.ng into another add - change in atti ude

e ii. the ATM cameras at the approaching Cone t Kohoute*

and as part of JOF 18D. Joint observation program !). Science

Mlot Gibson commenting the grcund saying the 18D naneu-

,r. getting better and better, and when that ended.

CAP COMM Trulv advised the crew that there was another me.

-

^g/ccing up on the teleprinter And he says -e rple

and 5 seconds through Carnarvon. At Greenwich nean time

21 hours 16 minutes, this is Skylab Contro..

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean Lime 21

hours 36 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon

tracking station in 50 seconds ... We ' 1 1 hold the line up for

CAP COMM Dick Truly .

cc Skylab, Houston, Merry Christnas at

Carnarvon and Honeysuckle tor 15 minutes.
,

cc And also Skylah, here - dovr. here we re

going to take the VTR and rewind i -. so - in preparation for

dumping it so from here on out we >ot it.

Spt Okay Dick, it' J yours.

CC And one more t.iing I forgot ve are dumping

the data/voice recorder here at Carnarvon.
SPT Okay.
C C Skylab, Houston, request S052 TV ort.

SFT You got i t

.

CC Thank you much.
cpx Say Dick, maybe I really didr.'t make it

clfc-ir when we started out there but ve ended up jus:^ about

where you folks told us we were going to be. I t'r.ink we're

about a hundred and you predicted for a hundred and ten and

50 and we go t 5 A .

CC Roger, sounded real good.

Spt Yeah, I'm really impressed with the way

the ground has been able to cor.e up with solutions for this.

I think we've been doing maneuvers with extreme accuracy much

better than I expect we'd be doing, and also we've doing on

two CMGs. We're doing it with a - probably a frequency much

greater than 1 thought we'd ever be able to be dcing on two

CY.r,s and actually a little higher frequency than ve ever had

anticipated using three CMGs. So people down there are really

getting smart and my appreciation to them.

CC Thank you much for the kind words Ed, we

have been a whole lot of people of working down here to make

the maneuvers good. Today's maneuver ve were a 11; tie

worried about because of your gotcha on the occulted Sun

and what effect that would have, cut we - in the end I don t

think I ever got back to you but ve eventually decided that

that would have very little effect. So we do think that

the better pointing today was due to the corrections they

made overnight. .

SPT Roger. I want to be Sure hov last tna.

would bu updated there. And I think we called it a little

bit close there, but there's - you don't get many tim-s when

you get a partial eclipse and alsc a good opportunity to look

the comet. So we had to take wna; it was, I thir.s It all

worked out pretty well.
CC Yeah, I think you got the or.e chance of t r.
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Ce " tU
SPT Now If you can get that FAO to schedule

that again next week.
, , ^ .

S p T While I'm standing here, would 52 like a

little tweak to get themselves really Sun centered?

CC Stand by .
, ,

cc SPT, Houston, negative, they re already

operating in unattended ops and they're satisfied way they are,

chank you anyway .

SPT Okay .

SPT it takes almost as long to erase a JOP

18 Summary Sheets, that's six of them as it does to fill them

ln
"

cc Well I guess that's something I didn't

think of, I've been making copies of mine each morning and

filling in my pads and then just throwing them away. 1
torgot

had to erase. We -

cc Skylab, Houston, — 1
»

LOS , Texas cones up ??-3 - correction 2 2 : 2 A . And in
lexas tunes « >-

«.=<-«•

tween these two sites the purple gang is going to hand

to the bronze team so ish you guys a very,

Merry Christmas, have a nice EVA tomorrow and we'll see you

the next day, „»v,,
CDR Thanks a lot Dick, and all you guys on the

purple gang have a nice holiday.
cc Roger, thanks much, we sure will.

sp _ Appreciate vou Rood Christmas cards and

all the greetings, enjoy the holidays, good working with you,

and we'll see you again.
CC Okay.

p ^0 Skvlab Control, Greenwich mean time 11

hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle, next

acquisition in 28 minutes 35 seconds will be the Texas tracks

station, 10-minute pass during which the onboard television

will be relayed to the ground. Television of the crew ..day.

Christmas Eve Day which will be - come down during the T«aj

p S ,s. The crew thanked the grounc for the numerous Christmas

messages passed up on the teleprinter. The me 8 s a ge ye
t

to

be received bv the crew is the 2 loot long illustration

Christmas Card from the bronze tetm which will go up later

this evening. Next acquistion in 27 minutes th rough Texas .

at Greenwich mean time 21 hours 5 1> minutes this Is Skvisd

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
22 hours, 22 minutes. Acquisition coming through the
Texas tracking station in 1 minute and 10 seconds. On this
pass we'll have the TV from the spacecraft put on the recorder
earlier today. The wives and families of Commander Gerald Carr
and Pilot Bill Pogue in building 1 news room to watch this
television on this Christmas Eve. We'll hold the line
up for this stateside pass, we'll play the IV and the voice
accompanying the TV we'll record air-to-ground and play the
air-to-ground at the conclusion on the television. We'll
hold the line up for this TV \> ass.

CC Skylab, Houston the bronze team is with you
through Texas fcr 15 minutes.

PLT . Hi, Hank.
CDR Merry Christmas bronze team.
CC Merry Christmas to you, how's it going

today?
SPT Been a real good day, Hank, we got a

good look at our personal eclipse and we got a good JOP 18D
done, did all with 2 CMGs . I think it's been working out
real well

.

CC Sounds good. PLT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead .

CC Okay, this is really for everybody but
especially for you since you do the preps, we don't want
X151 on the suit donning for EVA 2 so when you get down to
that place in the checklist which is on page 1.2-4 the DAC
prep, omit that.

SPT Okay, understand , we'll omit the DAC for
the prep for EVA

.

CC Roger, no no - no M 1 5 1 on the suit donning.
That's the part we want to omit.

PLT Okay, I got that, Hank. No M151
onthesultdonning.

CC That's right Bill, thank you.
CDR (garble) used up all his film and allocation -

what is deep within us and at the. sane time words from the outside
crowd in on us. Words cone and g.i and return again and
others never leave us. Words tha- come from the future
like death, love, hope and peace shove us intotomorrov.
Words of the past from ancient poets conjure up i n a « e 9 like
wonderful councilor, mighty God, prince of peace, spirit
of wisdom and understanding. Now we would like to add a fiw of
our words from the outside, from iSkylab III. (Garble).
You know our Earth seems large t > us as we look down on it, yot
those men who have flown Apollo tj the Moon say it's small. And a
we see it there are vast areas of desolation and great masses of * a
with man crowded only into the more (garble) hospitable tones of
man
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the Earth. Yet the men from Apollo perceive the Earth as a

tiny blue island in the vast sea of space. Well either way

vou look at It, the observation is humbling because the

tenuousness of our existence is emphasised by the need for man

to set into harmony with his environment and with his tellow

nan. Among Christmas - anon* Christians the Christmas season

serves to heighten our awareness of others and the brotnerhood

of man. And whether we're Christians or Jews or Mohammedans

or Buddists or Con f u c la ni s t s or atheists and no matter what the

season is or isn't, I think we all agree that one of man s

principal goals for the future should be to learn to live in

peace and harmony with one another. So to that end I wish

'or all the world a most fruitful and peaceful day. And

'or all our friends and my wife JoAnn and our family Jennifer,

Jamie, Jeffrey, John, and Jessica and Joshua, I send my love and

.ay wish for a joyous Christmas.
SPT I too, would like to give you some ot

my impressions which I acquired (tic) over the last 40 days.

In a sense they're similar to what Jerry said but in another

sense I think quite a bit different. I think they re relatively

simple but for me fairly strong. I think they involve two

Christmas gifts which are very important ones. Those or under-

standing and of co-operation. As we look down at the Fartn below.
-~ -•- look at the countries, and

as we have over the past 40 days we loo* a: the

the homelands of all the people a.-ound the world

END OF TAPE
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SPT - which are very important ones. Those
of understanding and of co-operation. As we look down at the
Earth below, as we have over the past 40 days, we look at the
countries and the homelands of all the people around the

world. One thing you don't see iirj any dividing lines. In

some countries, you see a lot of water between them, but
Just siir.ply water. Sometimes, you see lines, but they're
only lines on a map. So the countries and the people really
have no natural barriers. Now also to r.e , the world's become
quite a bit smaller. We circle it 15 tines a day. And at
the same time, we look out at the world of comets, stars,
planets, the Sun, the whole world which we've just started to
explore, and our own Earth scens quite snail. So in no way
could we (static) for any croup of people cr any country (static).
Let's face it, we're really all i r. this together. We have lots
of problems (static) now, but they're common problems, problems
of pollution, energy. Just to name a few. But ve also have
others, we have challenges, common challenges, the world
of space exploration, of medical research, scientific research,
again Just to name a few. I hink if we all - the people in
the world could take a step back & n d look at the world as we've
been privileged to do over the pas. t i0 days, we'll find that
it looks smaller, and that what wt must do is understand one
another and co-operate. I think those would probably be the
best Christmas gifts we could ever give to one 'another. And I'd
like to wish Merry Christmas to all the people out there and
especially my family, my wife, Julie, John, Janet, Julie, and
Jo. Merry Chlrstmas, and we'll see you next Christmas, for sure.

PLT And Merry Christmas from the pilot of
Sky lab III. I va.u interested in Kerry's opening comments re-
garding words and the way words influence our lives. Word is
a - a word, a spoken word is esset.tialiy a concept th.it

supposedly exists in the mind of t. n individual. Sometimes
we nay suspect it's a meaningless recitation of something the
individual has heard before. Tak<; for instance, the phrase,
"Christmas is for children." I've often wanted to question
people when they say that, because I don't know what they mean
bv children because a child supposedly ceases to exist once
the person becomes an adult. I think really what they mean
is there are children of all ages and people who share certain
common - basic - sort of fundamental attitudes toward life.
A simple joy and wonder in living and the basic appreciation
of the relationships that exist between individuals is some-
thing that's very valuable. And that i; is certainly important
to pause and reflect upon the relationships that exist. Now
the attitudes that we have - the kindnesses that we express
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toward others need to be exercised. 1 know that we spend

a considerable portion of each day exercising our b^ies

we're quite concerned about physical atrophy. Any educator

can tell you that, of course, there - one should be concerned

mental stagnation as well. Ve should not only exercise

our bodies, but we should exercise our minds. Ana I think

that in addition to that, we need :a exercise certain oc«
noble virtues that the individual, the human is capable or

expressing and extending toward ouers. And tnat is exercisin

the virtues of the spirit, benevolence, kindness, brotner-

hood, sisterhood, at -

F. N D OF TAPE
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plT . - capible of expressing and extending

toward others, and that is exercising the virtues of the

°p"
, benevolence, kindness, brotherhood sisterhood.

That is basic kindnesses between people, and that we

need to exercise these too, for ve vil 1 -peri .
nee .o«

sort of spirital oblivion too. Ar.i it s v. th this dea

nind I - 1 would like to focus on because * thin* it s

this season of the year, that we sort of pause, reflect anc

k ves we to can extend to other people Kindnesses,

^nd we can extend to then brotherhood, consideration, yes

and eve love because I think it was during this perxod or

tine approximately 2000 years ago, that the theme was peace

Earth and good will toward nen, ar.i this expressed ne

ItTtuil or the hyan singers, but they were reflecting upon

these (garble) kingdom (garble).

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 22

hours 52 minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid, next

acquisition will be Carnarvon In 25 minutes and 20 seconds,

at that tine we'll play the approximately 3 minutes of

recorded conversation through the stateside. Stateside
pass consisting mostly of the TV recorded earlier showing

a Christmas tree made by the crew on board placed in front

of the food lockers in the workshop in the - in the dome

area. The tree apparently made of the food cans used by the

crew. The - the food cans are stowed in lockers - inside the

lockers - the cans are stowed inside a wh a 1 eb one - 1 ike

device made of aluminum and the aluminum branches on the

iree are the used food can stowage racks. Next acquisition
will be Carnarvon in 2U ninutes, v-i'll take the line down for

a chAnge-of-shif t briefing with Phil Shaffer, we'll come back
up at Carnarvon in 24 minutes. Greenwich mean time 22 hours
and 53 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

23 hours, 16 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon

In 45 seconda. We'll hold the line up for this pass and

Uv the recorded at.tesid, pass after this Carnarvon pass

.

We'll play the stateside pass firs: and then pick up the

Carnarvon pass in progress.
cC Skylab, Houston bronze team with you

through Texas for 15 minutes.
PLT Hi, Hank.

SPT Merry Christmas bronze tean.

cc Merry Christras.) to you, how's it going

t0day
SPT Been a real good day, Hank «e got a good

look at a partial eclipse and we got a good JOP 18D done; did

i? all with two CMGs. I think it'j been working out real well

CC Sounds good.

CC PLT. Houston.
PLT Go ahead .

cc Okav, this ia really for everybody but

essentially for you since you do the preps. We don't want

M151 on the suit donning for EVA 2 so when you get down to

that place in the checklist which is on page 1.2 — that -

DAC prep, omit that.
SPT Okay, understand, we'll omit the DAC for

the prep for EVA.
, ,.

cc Roger, no - no M151 on the suit donning

that's the part we want to omit.

p LT Okay, I got that Hank no M151 on the

suit donning.
cc That's riKht bill, thank you.

SPT (Garble) uue up all hi9 film and allo-

cation on ETC preps?
cc Skylab, Houston for info, you many get

a nominal H-cage here, we're watching the gimbals and it's

getting pretty close .

CC SPT, Houston few more words on the

M151 in answer to vour question the data that we had

prefliaht will better batch the n> xt two EVAs so we want to

preserve the film that we have an., concentrate on those two

EVAs for better correlation with the ground data.

SPT Okav, Hank, ti.anks for the expLmUion,

cc Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute iron LOS,

we'll set you at Madrid at 43.

PLT So long, Hank,

cc Skylab, Houston through Madrid for

7-1/2 minutes

.
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SPT Hello, Hank. Hank I'd like to make a

request that we move the 133 ops tonight to tomorrow night

take the 133 cable out of the SIA and the preps which we old

today and that'll get us. i out of configuration, also it 11. save,

us a little bit of time tomorrow morning on the PSA.

get going

.

CC
SPT

then at the bott<
CC

and we'll see yo

minut es from now

.

CDR
CC

5 minutes, the r e

s

last stateside pas
CDR
PLT

write it
SPT, Houston we concur that.

Okay, thank you Hank. I'll

of the Flight Plan . I - I - -

Skylab, H uston we're 1 minute froa LOS

at Carnarvon at 17 and that's about 27-1/2

Roger, Hank, see you then.

Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for

t of' your TV-81 as it was .iumped over your

and we enjoyed it.

Oka
Rog't

Hank, this is PLT ,
I

' 1.2-5 In

process of dolns- the S054 tool pre?.
Okay, we copy.
And I have a question for the EVA troops.

Go ahead .

On page 1.2-2 the comra - the .-cram connecter

never connected up here to 225, I thought that

had missed it on the last EVA, I ended up with it not

so we got it at the end but I was very careful this

CC
PLT
CC
PLT

the EV-3 Is

connect— - 0 - - -
,

time and there isn't a step in there to connect ip here coram

and power umbilical to 225 connecter. That's the power and

comn umbilical that's pulled out tne bag below the ATM.

cc Okay, let us look at that a minute, Bi^i

••-'re discussing it now. ^ ^ ^ ^
CDR

finishing

CDR

Hank, this is CDR, Ed and I

page 1 of the cue cards.
Okay, we co -

That's page 1,1-1.

Co We copy. Iky ! ab we're approach 1

11 see you again at HoncvsuckU at 29.

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean t

Loss o! 9l } nal throuch Ciirnar

inut.es wil. he through Honey?

hr> previous r.ateiide shovi

crew, the - n. w p tinited on th<

23 minutes.
PAO

23 hours
next acquisition
tracking station,
television from th

that the Christmas tree was r.ade . n tact ot the can retainers

more like a rib cage iron the storage of tue food *ock«rs.

There are three separate sUes of can retainers looking much

like a rib cage into which food are stowed. The three



sizes - there's on p. size for 12 cans, 12 large cans, one size
for 21 small cans and there's one size for freezer cans, that
holds 10 cans. The can retainers are in turn stowed inside an
overcan in the food lockers which a'e then retained inside the
canister restraint assembly. Thn colored objects on the tree
apparently from the food p ac ka glng / each crow member have
different colored food packaging on boarc, red, white and blue
There is also a quantity of red t a e on board the spacecraft,
so the Christmas tree made of items on board the spacecraft by
the craw in the last several days using excess of food can
retainers-

END OF TAPE
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PAO : - - a quarry of red tape on board the

spacecraft so the Christmas tree made of items on board

the spacecraft by the crew in the last several days using

excess food can retainers. Excess, when the crew uses the

good up the can - the retainers are either placed in the

racks back in the stowage lockers or placed in the - in the

trash a i r lock

.

p A0 The crew does have colored tape in addition

to the red white and blue packaging on board. They have

green tape, red, and silver, and g.ay tape. So a first in
,

space a onboard space Christmas tree for the crew of

Skylab IV. Next acquistion in about 2 minutes through

Honeysuckle, we'll hold the line u? for this Honeysuckle

pass.
CC Skylab, Houston, we got you for about a

minute through Honeysuckle. And in answer to the PLT's

question about hooking up the CCU there. That is done

tomorrow, and it's on page 1.2-14 of the checkliat. If you

hook it up tonight it will put power on the thing and we

don't want to do that.
PLT Roger Hank, thank you.

CC And it's - and it's not hooked into

217 Bill, it's hooked into 225.

PLT Oh yeah, I thought that's what it said.

CC And Skylab, Houston, as we're going over

the hill here wc need a MPC inhibit.
CC We'll see you at Texas at 59, and that's

about 28 minutes from now.
CDR Roger Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean tine 23

hours 31 ninutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle, next

acqusi-.ion in 27 ninutes 25 seconds will be Goldatone, Texas

tracking station. On this stateside pass we'll have the

final few ninutes o£ the TV81 fror the crew their Christmas

Eve - F-e special TV. Commander Bill Pogue - Cortroandor

Gerald Carr and Science ?i)ot Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill

Pogue going through their i.VA preparations for tomorrow,

Several hours this evening spent - will be spent going ovi-r

the equipnent to be. used for tomorrow's EVA as well as rcviewin

procedures for tie crew. The Christmas EVA to - primarily

targeting at Comet Kohoutek and reloading the ATM cameras.

Next acquistion in 26 minutes 20 taconds, at Greenwich nean

tire ?3 hours 32 minutes this is S.<ylob Control.

END OK TaPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 23
hours 56 minutes. We will have acquisition through state-
side pasa beginning at Texas in about 2 minutes. The remalnd
of the onboard television for Christmas Eve is scheduled
to be dumped through the Texas trfcking station. We'll hold
the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield on this stateside
pass .

CC Skylab, Houstcn, through Texas and
Bermuda for 16 minutes and we'll be dumping the recorder here
at Texas .

CDR Roger Hank.
CC Skylab, Houstcn, for info we had a

optional HH170 scheduled tonight tut we've got a lazy laser
and It's not lasing so you can forget about it.

CDR Okay, thank ycu.
CC Skylab, Houston, we would like to be the

fir3t to wish you Merry Christnab since you're operating on
GMT, the old clock .lust rolled over to Christmas.

CDR How about that

.

SPT Thank you Hank, and Aevvy Christmas to
ail you folks.

CDR Hank, we have a special greeting for the
Skylab Program Director Bill Schneider, if you're ready to
copy.

CC He's listening.
CDR Okay, we'd like to wish Bill a very happy

birthday or maybe we should say a merry birthday and a

happy Christmas.
CC He's grinning from ear to ear now and

he appreciates it very such.
CDR Ro ger

.

CDR I hope he haa many more years as succosfu
as this cr.e.

SPT I wished he could be up here for a little
while to er.joy a little of the fruits cf his labor.

CDR Hey Hank, you got a little thunder storm
action down your way?

CC 1 think the Aitivity is a little bit
east of us now, v?e had some come th rough earlier In the
day .

CD?. We see real r.p - rip ?norters going on
out there. 1 ku«ss it's out to t;e east of you all right.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Hank, in a'.tour. the last 1 minute we think

maybe there was something vented or something dumped or some-
thing like that around the spacecraft because right here Just
past thrt terminator ve were suddev ly enveloped in a cloud of
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million little fire flies and it's really beautiful. We're Just

wondering if one of the systems somewhere along the line just

belched or burped

.

CC Roger, we'll check.
SPX Must have been something impulsive Hank,

because the first r.ine we saw it they were really whistling by,

coming from the aft end and then t^ey slowed up, I guess it's

lust the slower ones coming by now.

CC And Skylab for info, all three of your

families are in the viewing room now watching the play back

of TV81 .

Very good.
Very good, Merry Christmas to them all.

CDR
S FT

Even the little guy.
PLT
CDR
CC
CDR
CC

use ?

CDR
food cans.

CC
CDR

trea is clear as a

PLT
hometown of Buffalo

And Merry Christmas to the Pogues.
I bet they sure are jealous of that tree.

How did you make that tree, Jer?
Say again Hank,
How did you make that tree, what did you

Ve made it out of herring bones out ci" the

That was a real neat tree.
Th.tnk you, hey the entire area - Sew England

bell. New York City you just can't lose.

Not just New York City Hank, but the old

wide open

.

END OF TAPE
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cc And Skylah, Houston, I'm just informed

that there's some Christmas cards in your mail boxes
^

SPT Say again, Hank, you dropped out in the

niddle of the sentence?
.

cc Roger, I chink there's a Christmas card

in your mail box .

SP - That's right Hi nk.
_

CDR J heard the woodpecker a minute a go it

that's it?
.

PLJ Are you reading us H a nn.

CC That's affirmative-
t ...

t

PLT okav, on to tha point in the checklist

where I ought to be stowing a DAC in the airlock nodule

.

You mentioned something about using transporter 7 and

shooting up the film. Were you planning on us stowing that

in the morning? . thriJ .,i

cc what we're going to do Bill, is tnread

up a new magazine on that transporter and ve were just -

wanted vou to shoot up that film.

PLT Okay.
cc But that'll bt done in the tnorninp.

That info will be on your thread pad tonight.

PLT Okay.
S?T Key, Hank, for the past few nights when

we've been going over the Great Lakes and look up north, and

there's an awful lot of lieht up there. So 1 figure the

old guy is really been working hard and he's got lots of

help So maybe my kids have got tome hope but they better Keep

in line at least for another day.

cc I think they're getting the message.

CDR Merrv Christians to all the Carr family.

cc CDR and SPT, Houston, could you *ive us

a progress report on your prep?
i ninoV

SPT Yeah, Hank, I'm Just finishing up doing

a rather meticulous job greasing up all the zippers and the

0-rings I'm Just about done with that now, and 1 11 press

on for the - ought to move fairly quickly from here

.

CDR Okay, and I just got finished sampling

the fungus that's among us.

C C We copv . (Laughter).
rnR Hank, 1 found a couple of tiny colonics

of fungus that wc hadn't got before - the mildew. I sampled

those, and they're in vile nunber 15 Echo. And we've got it

Ptored ambient in the wardroom fo. 7 days.

CC Roger, we copy, 15 Echo.

CD R Right. And tie location's on tape.

Oh, by the way Hank, the suit I *o t it off of was the Wettz

suit .

CC Roger, copy.
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CDR Tell B.J. he was dirter than most.

CC Okay, I will do. (Laughter).

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOS. We'll

see vou at Madrid at. 20.
,

SPT Okay, Hank. No real concern over the

fungus on the suits. We got the moths working on it. They're

cleaning up great.
PA0 Skylab - - Skylab Control, Greenwich

mean tir.e 16 minutes after the hov.r. A very lengthy state-

side pass, and a very long line of discussions with the ground

from the crew, possibly the most conversation had in the last

several weeks with the crew of Skylab IV. A happy birthday

and a Merrv Christmas from the crew to William C. Schneider,

Director of the Skylab Program, who turned a half a century

old todav. The Mission Control Center had a - had observed

his birthday earlier this afternoon with a cake in his honor.

And the crew wished hin a Happy Birthday. The crew reported

seeing suddenly vehicle was enveloped in millons of little

fire flies. They questioned whether some (garble) nay have

occurred during this stateside pass. Flight Director Charles

Lewis checking with his EG I L , and the G&N officers here at

the Control Center. Each reporting they see nothing in the

telemetry which indicates ventine of any sort. The KG I

L

officer however, however reporting it could that there was an

ice buildup on one of the vents which suddenly let go from

aft apt end. The radiators for the refrigeration system is

on the aft end of the vehicle and has possible ice buildup

fron here. This area nay have broken loose causing the

millions of fire flies described by Science Pilot Ed GIbsOP.

The crew explained how they built the Christmas tree on board,

made of the herring bone cans as cescribed by Science PI -

Gerald Carr. All the crew menbera wishing; their families here

at the Control Center a hap - a Merry Christmas as they passed

over the state. The GMT clock here at the Mission Control

center is now saying December 2 5 1 \\ has arrived. 18 minutes

after the hcur , December 25, at Greenwich mean time. Passed up

on this pa*s through the states w.is the 25 (garble) card. A

Christmas greeting from the team zi flight directors, flight

controllers here at the Mission Control Center. Bronze team

headed by Plight Director Charles Lewis. Christmas card dvslgne

by Crystal Lynn Hartman, age 26, a technical illus.tr.uov

with NASA, here at the Johnson Spice Center. Miss Hartnan

also had a hand in the original dosign of the crew patch for

Skylab IV, as well as assisting Science Pilot Ed Gibson

in the - his book The Quiet Sun. Next acquisition in 1?

seconds will be Madrid. We'll hold the line up for this pass.
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CC Skylab , Houston through Madrid for 9

minutes .

CDR Hello Hank .

CC Go ahe ad .

CDR And I'd like to thank you and all the
bronze team for the beautiful Christmas card. Got some
good thoughts in there and it's very well done. Thank Criaty
Hartman, too, for working it, appreciate it, Merry Christmas
to you all,

CC Thank you Jer, and she's listening.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're back with you nov

we broke lock there for a couple of minutes.
PLT Rog, Hank, PLT , I am on 1.2-7 and finished

ny activities for today on the EVA prep.
CC Roger, we copy Bill, good work.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 45 seconds

fron LOS, we'll see you at Tananarive at 42.'

PAO Skyiab Control, 21 - 29 minutes after
the hour Greenwich mean timeclock now recording December 25th
in Greenwich, England. At Mission Control Center it's still
Christmas Eve. As the spacecraft crosses over the African
coast, spacecraft now in its 3240ti revolution of the Earth.
The crew acknowledged receipt of tae special Christmas card
sent up on the teleprinter through the stateside pass.
Science Pilot Gibson thanking the ground fcr the lenembrancc
and calling special attention to the d e s i g n e » of the Card
Crystal Lynn Hartman a technical illustrator here at the
Johnson Space Center who designed the card for the bronze
team under the leadership of Charles Lewis, Flight Director.
Still no exact word what caused tha millions of fireflies
described by Science Pilot Gibson on the previous stateside
pass. Theory here at the Mission Control Center is it's
probably the Ice buildup on one of the vent lines at the aft
end of the vehicle, more than likely the refrigeration system
radiator at that spot in the vehicle had ice buildup and the
ice Just fell off the vehicle causing the fire flies. Next
acquistion will be through Tananarive in 10 minutes and 40
seconds. At Greenwich mean time 21 minutes after the hour
this is Skvlab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 40

minutes after the hour. Acquisition coming through Tananarive

at - in about 1 minute 35 seconds. On the previous television

dump through stateside, the ATM from JOP 18 the television.

The ATM science officer here at the Mission operations

control room advises us that the planet Mercury viewed on the

picture would be at 3 o'clock on the picture, and Comet

Kohoutek was approximately 7:30 - 3 o'clock on the picture.

Earlier the crew was advised that they had some handheld

photography tonight pf the laser beam out of Green Belt,

Maryland, however, the laser beam vill not be turned on tonight

So that photographic opportunity was scrubbed. Earlier on the

previous across the States, the crew had the opportunity to

take photographs of - of volcanoes in Nicaragua area. Three

separate vo - volcanoes which have also been the target of

the EKEP cameras on previous KREP passes down through Central

America. Those volcanoes were the Pacaya volcano, the

Acatenan«o and the Sar.tiaquito volcanoes in Nicaragua. Next

acquisition through Tananarive voice relay station in 40

seconds. We'll hold the line up far CA? COMM Hank Hartsfield.

CC Sk/lab, Houston, through Tananarive for

7-1/2 minutes.
CDR Roger , Hank

.

CC Sky lab, Houston, we may drop out a little

earlv here at Tananarive. We'll see you again at Honeys acklc

at 01:06.
CDR Rog, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, 49 minutes after the

hour. Loss of signal through Tananarive tracking ttation

as Skylab's space station on its Christmas Eve flight around

the world, on revolution 3,240. The crew completing their

pre-EVA preparations for tomorrow. They will retire tonight

at 10 p.m. central standard time. Next acquisition in 15

minutes and 50 seconds will be Honeysuckle. At Greenwich

mean time 50 minutes after the hour, this is Skylab Control.

END OF I APE
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cirvlah rontrol. Greenwlcn mean time

CAP COMM Hank Ha r t b f ie Id .^ ^ ^^ & ^ ^ ^ ^ done last

^ ighC
SPT Negative.

S T ?ir;o
W
CD

C

R°Su. also I have .
conr.enc.

on F.D72 on tape.
tf<j

, fg about ^ 0 seconds
CC y

' ! ,1 r.ildstane at 3? and that's
fron LOS , we'll see you again at Goldstone

about 26 minutes

.

PLT Ail right .

c PT Okay Hank .

cc Skvlab, did you squeal

.

J" ^l^Yt^'no-. «„ getting *

you got three of uen in l.e re .
*o

^ / thon
EDA I done la*t night a, I v»«, 1

s et up ^
„« .switched recorder* .round anu * could *

ihowlng sc
record lights or at ^ ! c

"
5 and net get it recorded

rathe r than go t tou« t . , r

;
. fee an

1 lust skipped it, I ii » e s'» u

easy enough tnir.g to^plck "P-^^
£d ve>11 gpt back wllh

you at Goldstor.e. CrtenwUh ne , n ti,e

1 hourl2 Minutes loss of jljn.l thr-ujh^eysuckle.

next acquisition in 2* - ^ 30
hcrc „ ?he Control

?°.it:;°.:i ,x;.v.:\;/ci r» P p.» — -
»i...d. we'll play t hat

^
c a 1 ^ n ,v .

^ ^ ^^ H^ ysuck)(J for

2 ^nutes . .

C

cf "£ou.t,« did you «„ the VT« ?

S ThSr^n^ludc . the H.ney*. J 1. PJ-

.

this is Sky lab Control .

END OF TAPE
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hoar \\ „i„. . T ?
b Contro1

.
Greenwich mean cime 1hour 33 minutes. Acquisition through Coldstone in 50 secondswe'll hold the line up for CAP COKM Hank Hartsfieid

'

QL Skyiab, Houston, for info we'll becommanding the detectors off in S055
Pf T n . . „

J!!:

T Ro * Hank, PLT, how do you readr

p, T
I,B reading y«u loud and clear Bill.

sP.cr „.„, which l^^^lld^VX*door. However I have a grey talkback, I can get the SC^N SPFfTliRht to go out by closing the door and then opening it

CC °kay
, we copy Bill

.

J
P
^
T And that occurred in gratine 3 scan Imoved it around to (garble) z , r o and shut it down.

^ » , 1

CI)R
' Houston, are you and the SPT aboutthrough with your EVA prep?

C

Htt.e dinner right now and talking over Command Module

llltt rh!
S

"

A
°2

Ve ' re g ° ing C ° be 'hlnkin* * Uttle bit moreabout the procedures tomorrow after we get done here.

Ha ,. a „:
° kay

'
thank ycu * nd one other question.Have you disconnected the VTR power cable?

checK st and is that function that should have been ^formed?lean, you disconnected It.

, ,

0k <">'. I guess it's on the checklist rhi«evening v f thought naybe you night have been clearing henatches for tomorrow. cnehatches for tomorrow

why there won't be any video downiini
ItL .I.

hey
j ;

th^' 3
.

been don * Hank. And that's

CC

is.;:pr;^/^— ^.^rEavr-"*
,,. ». .

, ?*
ay 8111

•
we S°t a small problem here

*:t
s

down
Utcle bit of dati on the vtr - *

ir
T Stand by

. 1 think I can take care of it

v
And 8111

»
33 * caution note there after

k
?L1 Thanks for th^ reminder. You shouldhave power now. BU '°
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CC Okay, it looks good and we'll clean It

up nnd let you know we're through with It.
SPT Say Hank, Is there any VTR tine available

tomorrow at any tine?
CC We ' 11 check .

CC Roger Ed, it should be available tomorrow.
We ought to get it cleaned otf ton.ght.

SPT Okay, thank you very much Hank.
PLT Hank, I have the ATM frame count if you

want to c >py

.

CC Stand by 1 Bill.
CC Okay, Bill you can go ahead with the

frame count.
PI.T Roger, 1991; 8 29 1 and it failed to decrement

on the last exposure. 5 2 7 2 219 .12 3 3.

CC PLT, Houston, in regard to the scanning
SPECT light what we think happened here is wo were running
unattended OPS and it is possible that If you cane up and
selected a node different frors wha: we had commanded and then
went in parallel that it could cau-ie the instrunent to do
funny things there - causes it perhaps the detector tripped off
and gave you the alert light '.here.

PLT Okay, hov do you avoid that when you
come up fror. unattended? I vent tarough Ihe little unattended
operations power up iron unattented (static)

SPT - - clear out the node.
PLT I ' t a no big deal, I think you can get it

squared away and tell us later,
SPT I think i: mignt be the same command that

ve have on the JO? sumrary sheets clear off the grating advance
by the third switch, 40134 or something like that.

EN'D OF TAPF.
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CC Sky lab , Houston, through Bermuda for

5-1/2 minutes

.

CC PLT , Houston. Did you run your last

pass a rev early?
PLT It sure looks that way, Hank.

CC Okay, it just had us confused here for a

little bit. And I think - I about got my head straight what

happened here, on that cue card pcwerup from unattended is

built for powered up after unattended operations. And not

during unattended operations which we were doing. The flare

prep for unattended brings you up if we are running unattended.

Now the difference is if on - i f - if you do this takeover

there, you've got to enter a DAS conmand to - to stop S055 and

get it configured properly. And 1 think that maybe what

caused the problem you had there with the alert light.

PLT Veah, that's a (garble) on me, because I'm

just a flat hour off, that's what I'm - that's what was wrong.

Spy (Garble), we're not getting ahead of the

t line 1 ine , Hank ?

PLT Usually arrives to close there or. tine,

Hank, I'm just looking at the ninutea. Express ny apology

to the guys in the backroom for screwing up their observations.

CC That's no problem Bill. And we're talking

about now what we want to do here on the next rev. Skylab,

Houston, we're going into keyhole, be in about a minute and

back out again .

CC PLT, Houston, we're back with you again.

And - and we were wonderinp if you would nind running builuing

block 1 over again, on the next rev. And with the only change

being emitting the 82A ops looks like we're about out of

f ilm on that one

.

PLT I'd be delighted to do that Hank. Again,

tell then I'n sorry about that.
CC So problem, Jcn't worry about it.

CC And SPT, Houston, I guess we don't want

vou to bother with the ED41 this evening. If you do you'll

h*ve to do - undo some of the EVA preps you've done. And we ' rt.

trying to understand this recorder thing a little bit, if you

turn on the recorders u? at panel 204 like it calls for there,

when vou take that switch up to the ZPN/EKG, enable, that

disables the recorder light down in the workshop. And I don't

know whether those were the ones you were referring to or not,

that vou couldn't get on.

SPT Yeah, that's it Hank, I guess I just never

understood that thing, and I was trying to rush through it,

and I really didn't have time to psych it out. Knowing

that now, it's no problem. I cou.d turn then on from down here

but I should not expect a light. Is that correct? That is I

could turn them on fron the OWS panel but not expect a light.
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CC That's affirmative.
SPT - - them . Go ahead.
CC You're absolutely correct with that

Ed , that's true.
SPT Okay. Tell old Cathy I'll got her soire

data in another couple of days o r a o

.

CC Okay, we'll schedule It. And we're about
20 seconds from LOS. We'll see you at Canaries at 57, with
a recorder dump.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 1

hour 53 ninutes. With loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 3 ninutes and 30 seconds through Canary Island
tracking station. As Skylab beain* it 3,241st revolution
cf the Earth since launch from Capu Kennedy, on May 14th.
Crew of Skylab IV concluding their 39th day in orbit. A day o

performing more photography of K oh out ok - Comet Kohoutek
which tomorrow will receive the attention cf the cr<"( as t he y
ro outside the vehicle to instill three .separate instruments
to record data on the comet. The cameras will be put out
during a scheduled 5-1/2 hours extravehicular activity,
with Commander Gerald Carr, and Bill Pogue exiting the
spacecraft, vhii<2 Scien - Science pilot Ed Gibson remains
inside monitoring the extravehicular work of his two fellow
astronauts. His position will be at the Mul - at the MDA
Apollo telescope mount control and display panel, monitoring
the systems and supervising the checklist as the crew goes
through their work outside the vehicle. Next acquisition in
2 minutes through Canary. We'll hold the line up until this

FSD OF TA?F
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cc Skylab, Houston we're through the Canary
Islands for 8 minutes and for the PLT, just to make clear what
1 said a while ago, we would like for you to I said building
block 1, bur. we would like for you to do every th i n* t ha t

*

s

on that pass except the 82A ops.
PLT Rog, understand Hank .

cc And for the SPT, there's one more funny
with those recorders, if you turn them on down there in the
workshop, you got to tun. them off down there and likewise
if you turn them on in the STS , that's where you have to
turn them off,

SPT Okay , Hank , thank you.
CC PLT, Houston since you got the nuZ update

on the last rev, we won't .ieed this tev coming up.
PLT Roger, Hank.
Cc And we're about a minute from LOS,

Tananarive at 17.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

2 hours, 7 minutes. Loss of signal through overlapping
acquisition of the Madrid -ind Canary tracking stations."
Next acquisition Tananarive voice relay station in
9 minutes and 25 seconds. The crew about completed their
evening oeal at this time. Today is one of the 28 days
during the mission, the crew has the high density food bas
on their r.enu. For the evening meal the crew had pork loinwith dressing, mash potatoes and cne of the chocolate bar
high density items aboard the spacecraft. Next acquisition
in 8 minutes and 50 seconds through Tananarive. At Greejw^ch
mean tine 2 hours, 8 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

2 hour., 16 minute.. Acquisition coding through the

Tananarive voice relay station in 35 aecond*. We 11 hold

the line open for CAP COMM Hank Ha/tsfield.

cc Skylab, Houston through iananarive

6 min
CDR

S
' Roger, Hank I just finiihed taking the

233 photos and Kohoutek is not looking like our old pretty

graceful-looking blue-white comet anymore. U a getting so

close to the Sun now that the tail la fanning out it s very

short , I think, I can't see the tost of the tail just because

It" so light. But what I can see behind the comet now, the - the

tua! nucleus is getting quite l., R e and bright «d the t.

all we can see is a fan behind it. And we re beginning to see

some reds and some yellows in it.

CC Roger , we copy

.

CDR Lec me change ay terminology Hank, this

nucleus isn't getting any bigger, the coma is getting bigger.

CC Roger , we copy .

cc Incidentally CDR. that's the last S233

we'll be doing until post perihelion.
CDR Roger, Hank. ,».,.„
cc Skvlab, Houston for into, we ve boon

pouring over our data back here in regard to your comment about

the fireflies. And we can't find anything wrong, we don i

see anything on the momentum, ve don't see anything in the

command module or in the workshop. The only thing that we

could find that could possibly be related is hat about min-

utes approximately before your ca.l of the -el be - »ol a eve

bed cycled and Of course you know that vents the new bed to tne.

outside and it's just possible t.tw-.re could have been something

from that vou saw.

CDR That might have been it, Hank because it

was coming from that direction and it was very small particles

and some of them stayed right wit, us. See o the slower ones

ended up just following alone witn us and I think we were just -

it was coincidental we were just at the right *ind of Sun

situation at the terminator there where ve could really see

C
*

cc Skylab, Houst >n we're about 1 minute from

LOS, we'll see you at Honeysuckle '2 ar.d we'll be standing

bv for the evening status report there.

SPT Okay, Hank. Hank I get a question aoout

the - Hank you still with us!

CC Roger . „; , ,

'

SPT On page 2-2, 2.2-5 on the EVA Checklist

talking about the S020 exposures, are those supposed to be
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.

above 400K and alao the one for 6C minutes we could never
get In one day aide. How do they propose to plan - how do we

propose to carry that one off?
CC Okay , I'M try to 3et an answer for you

at Honeysuckle

.

SPT Thank you

.

PAO Slcylab Control, Greenwich mean time 2 hours
25 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive, next
acquisition in 16 minutes and 10 teconds will be the

Honeysuckle tracking station in Australia. Christmas messages
continue to go up to the crew. The most recent one is from
the Mission Evaluation room and Gl/nn S. Lunney who Is in

addition to being head of the ApolloSoyuz test project here
at the Johnson Space Center is alto manager of the Apollo
Spacecraft Program Office at the Johnson Space Center. The
message reads: "To the three crevmembors of Skylab IV, you
guys are aolng a great job up there and giving Santa a run
for his money. So here is a Chrittnas wish for you from the

MER and Lunnet. Merry Christmas, Happy New Year and all

that kind of Jive from all of us here in Building 45.

Building 45 is right next door to the Mission Control Center
here at the Johnson Space Center. Another message being
prepared for relay up tonight to Skylab-lV crew, specifically
Pilot Bill Pogue is a message iron his family. One iron his
18-year-old daughter , a simple "Jingle bells, jingle bells,
fa-la-fa-la, fa -la. We opened all you Christmas presents
ha, ha, ha.'' Signed Lana Pogue, ]8-year-old daughter of

Pilot Bill Pogue. Another message signed by Mrs. William Pogue,
Tom 16-year-old son of the Pilot tmd 2 0 -• y <; a r - o 1 d son Bill
and again Lana Po ( ue reads as tol.lous. To Bill (Wilbur),
we wish you a Merry Christr-as, we wish you a Merry Christmas,
we wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year." And at

the bottom is a little caricature saying "Go Cowboys."
Apparently Pilot Pogue is a fan of the Cowboys. Next
acquisition will be through the Honeysuckle tracking station
ir. 13 minutes and 55 seconds. At Greenwich mean time
2 hours and 23 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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hours 41 minutes. Coming up over the Honeysuckle tracing

o 1 50 seconds. During the Tananarive pass Commander

Cur counting on the Comet Kohoutck he was advised

that this will be the last tirre that the 23 expo
r

t

rhe canera used through the command module window, will t>e

used "ntl! post perihelion of the comet. This will cone ai -

at - in early January. The next .ch.duUd opportunity tor

us. c the S233 canera, through th« command module window

is January 7th. We'll hold the lir.e up for this Honeysuckle

Pass "hi. pass will be devoted to the evening statu, report

b"c;»».nder
P
Carr. CAP COXH is still Hank H«tj.fleld

'
cc Skylab, Houston, tnrough Honeysuckle

for 9-1/2 minutes. ^ ^ yQu wUh the

evening status report .

CC Ready ro copy .

PLT , no change. Stand by. Okav ,
correction on the SP,

exercise it's minus Alfa and all the vest is standard. Oka,

relation: CDR , none; SPT, none; PLT, Tinactin as directed

Cl o thin 1° CDS , one pair of socks, SPT, one pair ot socks and

sho rJ. and a T-shirt; PLT, none - correction PLT, one shirr.

'p., deviations: none. Shopping list: none.

Inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled atcwa 6 e: none

Food lot,: CDR, salt 9.0, Aviations, on - plus
J" J»- J J*

one strawberry drink, rely -.ntlon water, plus 1 .
SPT

.
salt

change the plus one grape to plus one cher ry dr in
•

0ka> P to

log: 16-nillineter, we haven't d.ne it yet bu t
we r t

go ng

shoot up at transporter nunb,r 7 that's in the back that s Char

India 74, 12, Charlie India 72, «. 're goin R to bur ih t P

so that'll be reading 00 when ve'/e finished, and Jt 11 b<

under docur.ent.ry photos, Chriatnaa activity. S i *e ns .. Ch a r .

X-rav 36, IS; 2. Bravo Kcho 04, 41; 3, Charlie India ill, 30,

J raoEch 08, 38: 5,, Bravo Hotel OS, 52. The 70-n i 1 U rre t «

r

; Charlie X-rav 17, frar.e count Is 157. ETC no change ERiP

no change. Drawer A configuration: Al , tnrough no change ,

™e back 67 Charlie India 74, 00. Charlie India 72. And tnat ,

it Hank.
CC Okay, Jer we got it .

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

END OF TAPE
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PIT Hank, PLT here, would you aok the ATM
people If they'd still like the VTK in 3 minutes?

CC Will do

.

CC Veah, we'd like to get that BilJ. and alter
we get that dumped we can - we'll let you know.

PLT But you would like to go ahead and do
It

,
okay .

CC Skylab, Houston, we've had our funny
occur again with all our multiplex system there, we'd like to

get someone up to panel 200 in the STS and under instrumentation
system, that's on the bottom row right, open the TRANSDUCER
group 1 plus 5 VOLTS circuit breaker. What we're going to

do is leave that open for about a alnuu and see - and then
close it again and pee if that'll cure our problem. And if

it doasn't cure the problem at least it'll give some insight
into, we think it will, what's happening.

PLT Oka;- hank, I copy 25 volt3, I think you
said 5 volts, is that correct?

CC That's affirmative, 3 volts, plus 5 volts.
PLT Okay, I'll go do that one.
PLT TRANSDUCER group 1 plus 5 volts, circuit

breakers open.
CC Okay, thank you Bill, and if you'il stand

by ve'll want you to close it here in a ninute.
PLT Okay, I'll i,o over there and vait, I can't

usit the 131 box I have it configured for the FVA right now.
CC Okay, PLT, you can go Ahead and close the

circuit breaker again.
PLT Rog, that's complete. Oh, yes, this work*

all right.
CC And Skylab, Houston, in regard to VTR,

I guess we night as well leave that hooked up tonight and get

it in the morning, we want to dun? the ATM stuff and we aivo
want to redur.p TV81 to -ake sure ve got it. We're about 40

seconds from LOS, the next site is Hawaii at 02 .'ind that's
your ned conference.

PLT Okay Hank, and there's no reason to power
down that VTR, it was using that sane power cord or outlet
that the 513 was using - a 512.

CC Okay , we copy .

P AO Skylab Control, Creenvich mean tine 2

hours 52 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle the last

pass for the crew through Honeysuckle f^r this evening in their
wake period, Next acquisition will be 9 minutes and 20 seconds
through Hawaii, this will bo their evening medical report with
the Flight Surgeon Doctor Gerald "lordinsky. Next acquisition in

9 usinutcs at Greenwich r.ean tine 2 hours 52 ninut«s tr»is is

Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich mean time

3 hours 12 minutes , We'll have acquisition through the

Goldstone, California tracking station in 1 minute. During
the Honeysuckle pass, Pilot Bill Pogue was asked to throw
a circuit breaker- open a circuit breaker in panel 200 and

the structural transition section of the workshop. The
ground had received some degraded data during the

Honeysuckle pass and an attempt was (garble) to switch some

circuit breakers in an attempt to see if -clear that data up.

The switch was thrown however at the clcse of the Honeysuckle
pass, the data was still degraded, the ground is still looking
at this problem. However, the data dfd cone in it's Just

not a.s clear as it should be and further attempts to clear
this data recption up will be mace through the stateside pass.
Acquisition ...rough Goldstone, the last pass for the evening
for the crew of Skylab IV, Chrlstr-.as Eve. We'll hold the

line up for CAP COMM Hank HartafUld.
CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

7 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Hank we've been sitting here
waiting wondering when you've got sone newa for us.

CC Okay, 1 got a little news for you, I got

a couple or" other items on the - first if you don't mind

on the ATM panel, we'd like to gefc the H-alpha 1 to two frames
per minute. And S056 high voltage beryllium and alurainun off.

CC And Skylab, Houston I wonder if ve

could get someone to support one little bit more of troubleshooting
on that multiplexer problem we got at panel 200?

FI.T Yeah, stand bv Hank I'll go right up.

CC While you're going up there, SPT for you
got an answer to your S020 question. We' - We're only
Interested in day to - total daylight time so you d . 't have

to worry about the 400 K and in t . e exposures we want

accumulated time so you can start an exposure and tnen Just count
the daylight time and when you go into darkness, of course

that time doesn't count then pick it up the next sunrise and

if EV 3 would we'd have him call out the expo-ure fi t .i r t

and stop times and the sunrise anj sunset so we con get the

exact figure on the total exposvr^.
SPT Okay, Hank thanks very much. I'll be

EV 3, I was wondering whether they had to do anything in the way
of closing the shutter but I gues^i there's no way to do that
unless you advance one of the piaes. So that n a k e s it clear.
Thank you.

PLT Okay, Hank ?!.': standing by to help you
on the multiplexer.
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CC Okay, Bill last time we opened that

group 1 plus 5 volt this time we' like to open group 2 plus 5 volt.
PIT Okay, group 2 plus 5 volts open . J

CC Okay, thank you Bill.
CC Okay, Bill if you 1 re still there we 'd like

to get group I plus 5 open, now that 1

11 get both of them
open.

PLT Group I plus 5 open again?
CC That's affirmative, group 1 and group 2

now will be open, plus 5 volts.
PLT That's the present configuration, just

did it.
CC And for SPT Houston, Just a few more words,

Ed you're absolutely correct. (Garble' close the shutter, go

into the S position, Just move the slide out of the focal
plane there and for our purposes, we'll Just leave it at

frarte and let the Earth do the occulting for us and Just keep track
ef the tine,

SPT Okay, Hank, that's - that's very good, I'll
do the bookkeeping tomorrow and let you know how we're coming
alori. Thank you.

CC Okay, PLT you can close both breakers now
And that'll do it for now, thank you very nuch

.

PLT Okay, Hank they're going closed.
CDR Key Hank we ctn't stand the suspense anymore.

We're going to open up our Christnas present now.
CC Okay, you really want to do that, Huh.

Skylab, Houston we're about I minute from LOS, we'll see you

at Bernuda at 25 and for info, we got the wrong message in

the pool and sent up a message on the 5A for cast 4033 and

that wasn't the final version and we're uplinking 4033 alfa
right behind it so you can disregard the first.

SPT Okay , Hank will do .

PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time 3 hours
2 l minutes. Loss of signal through the Goidstone tracking
station. Next acquisition in 3 m:nutes and 40 seconds will be

Bermuda. Another atter.pt to clear up the data problem aboard
the spacecraft. The ground is still receiving partlaily
degraded data fron sono systems. Pilot P o * u e went bark to the

STS panel nunber 200 to switch sone circuit breakers in an
attempt to clear up the problem associated with the multiplexer
system. Multiplexer is a device for sharing of a circuit by
two cr nore coincident (garble). The signals nay be separated
by tine division, frequency division, or phase division. This
problem first was noticed at the honeysuckle pass. Attempts
to throw circuit breakers on panei 200 were made through
Honeysuckle again and again through the Goidstone station.
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. • „ rv,,.rW luuli on the second attempt here
I.UL officer reports to Chunk Uw * on ^ tQ at the

through the States - no Joy. They w *
a

through the Bermuda pa*s ^•^"J^VS for the night
a olution before th. crew p th. pul f^,, &nd 20 MCOnUi

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, Houston, through Bermuda for
8 minutes. Got a few words of news, If you'd like to hoar It,

SPT Hank we opened up the lit tlo
p.tckage we found under the tree. And all I could say t*
never have one when two will do. Nevti have one - n«vtt
have two, (Laughter) Let Jerry lull yov. (Laughter)

CC X don' t know - but you - you « maybe
you better start over. (Laughter).

COR No, V4 got two Chrltttnai trees, Hank.
We'll put our new one on the downlink for you, on the VTR.

CC Okay, good Show.
SPT You'll have to tell Bruce that chore

won't be any more roots in here to run the 509.
CC Ail right, I'll pass* that on.
SPT Sure would likts to hear sone news if

you're ready Hank

.

CC Okay, I'll shoot a little to you here.
Shepherds watched their flocks by night and the armed Israeli
troops patrolled the hills around iethloheir. tonight as
Christmas cane to the town where Jnsus was born. Jewish
security forces kept watch over hilltop - the hilltop town
in case of Arab guerilla sabotage as Chriatmae began with a

midnight cass in the grotto where tradition says the manger
of Jesus was located on that first Christmas, Here in the
U.S.A., a 5-year backlog of Christmas gifts awaits an Air
Force Colonel Vernon Ligon tooorrow. The presents, clustered
around the family tree date back to 1968, the time when
his plane was shot down over Hanoi. "There will be quite
a few gifts for all the family," he said. We have a

Syear backlog. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger spent
some time with President Nixon today reporting on the open ins;

of the Mideast talks. He said he and Nixon had a full
discussion on the Middle East, and that he'll oeet the
President avain on Christmas Day. Meanwhile, the first
fanily are back in Washington. They returned this taorning
from Camp David. The President will spend a quiet Christaaa
Day with family and friends after exchanging Rlfta in the
morning. Nixon is expected to spend at least part ot the
day working in his office. The 750,000 residents of the
District of Columbia now have limited hone rules. The
President signed legislation to that effect today. The
District now will elect city officials', however, Congress
still retains control of the spencing budget. And there's
more bad news on the oil front, Kvwalt's oil ministtt warned
that the Persian Gulf nations that only yesterday doubled
their posted per barrel oil pricei

,
nay hil.e then, again in

the spring. "The decision taken in Tehran on Sunday covers
only the first quarter of 1974, s«.id Abdul Atiki, the Kuwait oil
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rinUter. The Nonfood, North Dakota, City Council has

given it. resident* an unusual Christmas present - free

electricity. Every consumer in the town received a $25 dollar

credit on bills due January Ut. If the bill come, to .ore

than S25 dollart, the consumer pay* the difference. The

city auditor estimated that the total deduction would be

approximately. 7000 dollars in aav'age to the cowjnitr
residents. In Taliuhashee, Florida, they bi - did a big

pot bust down there. The state and federal co - pol ce

confiscated more than 25 ton* of tarijuana. Officials said

it was the largest seizure of its Kind in this country.

Police placed a 20-ml 1 1 ion-doll ar value on the seized pot,

and arrested 13 persons in connection with the raid. And

there's very little sports news today. But the edds showed up

in the paper the Mi - Miami Dolphins are rated favorite* to

„!„ the
P
American Football Conference over Oakland. And they're

saying Dallas and Minnesota are a tossup. And thai s about

U
"

S px Okay, Hank, thank you very much.

cc Unless you have anything further for us

we're going to let you go for the evening here a little

early; that's appropriate. I want you to leave out your

cookies and milk for Santa Claus now and no getting up and

peeping during the night, or he won't come. We 11 say good

night to vou and Merry Christmas and we'll talk to you tomorrow.

spT * Merry Christmas to you Hank, and the

whole team down there. Thank you very much for - for sticking

with us today. And we'll see you tomorrow.

CD r Good night Frank - Hank, and give our

regards to Fran, and Judy and Keelic.

CC Okay, will do. Thank you Jerry. And as a

reminder to you, you have a private conn coning up here at

Canaries at 34. And it's left to right.

CDR Okay.

p Al) Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine i

hours 33 minutes. Loss ot signal through Bermuda. The crew

was given an early good night froa CAP COKM Hank hartsfleld.

They reported that they - they found - they opened tneir

packages earlv tonight, Christmas Eve and found another

Christmas tree aboard. They said they'll add that to their

ether one and pur it on the covnl-.nk - TV downlink to - for

tomorrow. The Christmas tree they found aboard was 3 by 3 feet

3 feet across and 3 feet high. A tree made of Beta cloth,

flameproof, fireproof Bet* cloth, green in color trimmed

with gold and silver ornaments. The tree was ma - made by the

Crew Systems Division here at the Johnson Space Center and

secretly packed aboard the command nodule before launch, on

November 16th. The cr - the crew was also advised there s
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another package on board. Personal gifts for the crew,
however, apparently they did not open that particular
package before retiring tor the niyht. .

END OF T^E
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PA0 T he crew is scheduled for wake up call

tomorrow morning 6:00 a... Chrlstnis wrnlng, Decembe r 2 5

for a full day of operations aboard the spacecraft Including

an extravehicular activity to gather data on the celestial

visitor comet Kohoutek. EVA is scheduled for - to last 5-1/2

ho.-r. with Commander Gerald Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue exiting

the spacecraft vhlle Science filot Ed Gibson remains at the

ATM control and display panel in the MULTIPLE DOCKING ADATPER

monitoring and assisting his 2 crew mates a* they deploy

three seperate scientific instruments to record data on the

Kohoutek comet as well a, retrieving ATM film

ATM film for the solar telescope cameras aboard SKyiah as

veil as retrieving the SK9, partical collection experiment

which the crew deployed on the firH EVA on mission day 7

on November 22, Thanksgiving Day. They will also make certain

repairs, pin open one of the ATM aperture do, rs *s well as

work on the S052 filter which became stuck several weeks

a K o. The crew will attempt to dislodge the filter and once

again make the camera fully operational. Wake up tomorrow is

at 6:00 a.m. central davlight time. As the Skylab space

station enters its 225th day of operation tomorrow and tne

crew of Skylab IV begins its sOth lay in orbit. *'e are waiting

the report from Dr. Cerald Hordlnasy, Skylab Flight Crew

Surgeon. Upon receipt o£ that report we'll close the Public

Affairs consols down. At Greenwich mean time 3 hours and 3/

minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OK r APE
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PA0 SkyUb Control, Greenwich *vux\ tiwe

\ hou a '.5 .inute*. We have the nodical report fro.

^e3t pTexer system aboard the Skyl.b ,
*l*ilar problem

e ad yes^'da^y aorning reappeared here this evening as

He spacecraft crowed over Honey a ucU e about h our ag o

Two atteapts were made to switch circuit brea.es bovev^r

Uhl* failed to allelate and reaove the noisy data

Irlllzt This is Causing no major concern to flighr controller*

at 6 ,.m. central standard time, ChrUmas Day.

END 0? TAPE
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PAO Merry Christmas. This is Skylab Control
at 11 hours 47 minutes Greenwich mean tl»e. SkyUb in acqui-
sition at the Vanguard t r ackln* sh i p , and CAP COMM Bruce
McCandless thinks he probably will put a wakeup call in to

the crew at this station, We'll monitor and

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the Van-

guard off station off the coast of Argentina this ©ornlng; to

support your EVA , wishing you all a very Kerry Christmas for

real this time, Since although we've been wishing you • Berry
ChrUlmaa for a couple of days, today's the day, Over.

CDR Good morninp, B;uce. Merry Christmas, to

you .

CC And we pot a couple of little message*
should be showing up in your teleprinter. I fiuess they're
there rlttht now for you. No rush,

CDR Thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, I minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 15-1/2 oinutes through Tanana-
rive at 12:11. Out.

IAO This Is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal. The next station t* Tananarive In 1.4 minutes.
Crew up and shortly will bepln preparations for their Christ-

inas Day EVA. At il hours 57 minutes Greenwich nean tine,

this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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1AO This Is Skylab Control at 12 hours 10
• lrtuti-s Greenwich nit an time. Tananarive is acquiring the
space station. We'll stand by now.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarlv
for 4-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, ihih it Houston. 1 minute to
IOS. Next station contact In 37-^1/2 ninut.-'ti through Hawaii
at 12 s J4 , Out

.

PAO This ia Skylab Control. Skylab out of
range now of tht- Tananarive stitior. Hawaii will be the
next acquisition in 37 ntnu^ee. At 12 hours 17 elnutes Green
vich mean tine, this is S'/ylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 12 hours 53
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab moving up into range
of the Hawaii station antennas now.

CC Skylab, '.his is Houston through Hawaii
for 10 minutes. There'll b»j a data/voice tape recorder
dump at the Vanguard, your next site. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 22-1/2 minutes through the
Vanguard at sea at 13:25 with a data/voice tape recorder
dump .Out.

CDR Rog
,

by , Bruce .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss
of signal. Next acquisition will be the Vanguard tracking
ship in 20^1/2 minutes. At 13 hours 4 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours 25
minutes Greenwich mean time. The tracking ship Vanguard is

about to acquire Skylab.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through the Van-

guard for 10-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder
dump . Out

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. V e got a little
over 2 minutes to LOS, and we're in the Vangua rd - to -Vangua rd
cycle here so we have about an hour and a half until the next
site, so if you have any questions to ask us about, CMC P OWE ft

UP or anything of that sort, this would be a good time to do i

And for the SPT, we Just want to rerind you that you're
changing stars in the star tracker update today. You'r<?
using a new star, Acamar. Over.

SPT Thank you, Bruce.
CC We see you were successful In using Canopu

this time but later on today it won't be available.
CC Skylab, this i9 Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 1 hour and 29 minutes through
the Vanguard at 15:03. Out. And nat.rry Christmas to all.
and to all a good night.

CDR See you, Bruce.
CC And looking at :.MC and workshop data as

you * o over the hill, everything's looking good. Out.
CDR Roge r .

CC And for the SPT, the Conopus <u n r tracker
update was satisfactory. You dcn't have to repeat it now.

SPT Okay, Bruce.
CC Hope xi out .

PAO This la Skylab Control. Vanguard has
loss oaignal. We'll go one complete revolution of the
F.arth now prior to th« next a cqu is 1 ; ion , which will also be
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at Vanguard, in 1 hour 27 minutes. Here in the Mission Con-

trol Center Flight Control team handover is taking place.

The Maroon Team Flight Director Milton Windier is coming

duty. The CAP COMM will be astronaut Story Musgrave. Pre-

parations - Crew preparations for the extravehicular acti-

vity scheduled to start in about 2*. minutes, 8 am central

standard time. Between now and then Skylab Commander Jerry

Carr will powerup the command and service module for use

on a standby basis during the EVA.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - activity scheduled to start in
about 24 minutes at 8 a.m. central standard time. Between
now and then, Skylab Commander Jerry Carr will power up the
command *nd service module for use on a standby basis during
the LVA. A tiny sphare of material streaking toward the
Sun at more than 200,000 miles per hour will capture the
undivided attention of the Skylab astronauts for at least
a portion of their 5-1/2-hour space walk for today. The
chunk at the heart of the comet Kohoutek, a visitor believed
to have started it's journey several trillion niies from
the Sun, is now closer to the Sun's intense heat than any
object in the solar system, less than 20,000,000 riles.
And although the comet's core is a hunk of ordinary substances,
only about 25 miles in diameter, the tremendous energy cf
the Sun has already generated a bright cloud cf gases more
than 500,000 miles across and streaming outward fcr some 15
million miles. The appearance of the bright dust and g asses
blown from the nucleus has changed rapidly during the past
few days. Science Pilot Ed Gibson estimated Sunday that
Kohoutek was as bright as Mercury, with a magnitude of minus
0.5 and a tail that was generally long and straight. But,
last night on Christmas Eve the Skylab Commander. Jerry
Carr, told the Mission Control that Kohoutek's color and
shape hrjfi undergone great changes. Kohoutek is nc: looking
like our old pretty graceful blue-white comet anymore , Carr said,
after recording the comet's brightness and shape with the
35-nill imeter camera. It's getting so close to the Sun now
that the tail is fanning out. It's very short. Carr told
flight controllers in Houston that the comet's head was very
large and bright but the tail had fanned out and changed
from blue-white to multicolored. We're beginning to see
icrae reds and yellows in it, he advised acientists. Deopite
the growing brightness expected to peak on December 28th as
the comet loops Just 13 million miles from the S'jn's surface,
earthbound observers will miss the comet's most excitlnw
moments. Only from an orbit far above Earth's 1 i gh t - s c a t t e r 1

n

v

atmosphere can men watch, photograph and study the oonet as
it is scared and remolded by the tremendous enerry of thr
Sun. Working outside the Skylab space station, Jerry Carr
and Bill rogue will take more than 50 photographs jf the
comet, which, could change unexpectedly as it av<- « s around
the solar inferno, Scientists admit they know very Uttto
about the nature of comets and predictions are ssie very
cautiously. So far, however, the conet Kohoutek appears to
have grown in brightness with a pattern much like that of
Are nd-Roland , a comet that appeared in 1 95 7. While Kohoutek
may become as bright as Venus In the next few days, it will
dim very rapidly, Only space cameras will capture the maximum
brightness as it slips by the Sun. Earthlings viil S.iva to
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wait until about January 5th to view a dimmer, but still quite

visible, Kohoutek. Whether the comet will survice the close

brush with the Sun is by no means certain. The Sun's energy may

strip the nucleus to nothing, blowing it away into space.

Such was the fate of the Comet Ensor in 1906 and the Comet

Westphal in 1913. Still other comets have increased tremendously

in brightness, becoming visible in daylight as they neared the

Sun. The quick passage by the Sun may produce unusual shapes,

knots or circles or streamers, in Kohoutek's tail. By using

Skylab*s special comet camera, S201, and a 35 -mi 1 1 i me t e r camera

designed to record very tiny anounts of matter in the vacuum

around the orbiting space station, this third team of astro-

nauts to work aboard the laboratory thi3 year may give

scientists another key to unlocking the secrets of a very com-

plex univers. Skylab now 1 hour 21 minutes from acquisition

at Vanguard. At 13 hours 41 minutes Greenwich mean time,

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 15 hours
2 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is back at the Vanguard
after one full revolution of no contact. Crew should be about

midway through their EVA preparations. EVA scheduled to start
at 10 a.m. central standard time. We'll monitor through the

Vanguard pass and see how the EVA preparations are moving along.
CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanugard for

10 minutes .

CDR Hello, Story.
CC Merry Christmas, Jer.
CDR Thank you. Hey, Story, we got a question

for you. Housekeeping 90A, I presume that's to be done before
and after tne EVA. Is that affirmative?

CC S tand by 1

.

CC Jer, can you confirm that that's house-
keeping 90 Alfa. Ve show that as EREP powerdown, you don't
need to do that today.

CDR How come that came up in a general message
for housekeeping?

CDR Story, the problem is, we got a generai
-ess.ue AO 36 that Just, as far as we can see, was nonsense.
The only reason we could see for doing an EREP housekeeping
90A, the EREP powerdown, is just a power conservation thing,
while we 're EVA.

CC Yeah. Jer, that message is for general
scheduling during the mission that some of those housekeeping
things may appear in the t re and post sleep periods. But,
they're not to be done in ever pre and post sleep period.

CDR Okay, thank you.
CC And, while 1 got you. How'd the work in

the command module with CMC work and all go?

CDR So problem at all. How does it look to

you folks?
CC Jer, it all looks good down here. Ve

:an*t see that B MAG nunber 1 POWER Is OK. And, of

course, your T20, so that w t> can't look at Tephem. Ve would like

i verification that you did a updata Tephem.
CDR B MAG POWER is ON and 1 verify the Tephem

*r,d it checked out okay.
CC Okay, good. That's probably instrumentation

i.ow wo 're going to be bringing down the primary loop here and tin-

^ringing on two punps and you alt will get a caution and warning
Also we'll be turning the MPA WALL HEATERS OFF.

CDR Story, I Just looked out the wardroom window
ind we're right along the Falkland current. And, it's very
percullar looking today. There's a lot of red in it, a brownish
red. Wonder if the** folks down here ever get anything like the
red tides?
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CC Thanks , Jer

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and

about 4 minutes to Ascension. Be dumping the data/voice
there .

CDR Roger, Story. And, we're Jumping in our

suits right now

.

CC Okay , thanks , Jer.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has had

loss of signal. Ascension vill pick up Skylab in less than

2 minutes. We'll continue to monitor. Jerry Carr reporting
just before Ascension loss of signal that they were gutting
into their pressure suits. EVA officer is assessing the

tine line now. We'll cone back with a report on how the

crew is moving along in these preparations as soon as he gives

a report to the Flight Director.

END 0? TAPE
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PAO Skylab AOS ascension for 10 minutes to

be dumped by the data/voice here.
PAO This is Skylab Control, the EVA officer

estimates hatch opening now for L0:30 a.m. central standard
t iae .

SPT Jer or Bill I know you're getting in

your suits but I got a question for you some tine in about
the next 8 minutes

.

CDR Go ahead

.

SPT VJe ' re looking ar inhibiting a momentum
dump here and we're thinking you'll probably depressurize the
hatch somewhere around 16:30, that's about an hour and
15 minutes fror. now and if you're estimating about an hour
and 15, too, I will not inhibit the momentum dump at this
tine, I'll let it get a dump In. If you think you'll get
Out ouch before that I will go ahead and Inhibit the momentum
now .

CDR No, that's okay. Go ahead and - and
don't inhibit it this time. 1 think it'll take us probably
an hou r and 15

.

SPT Okay Jer

.

SPT Skylab, we're 1 minute to LOS in about
35 minutes to Guam. SPT Houston.

SPT Go ahead Story.
CC Ed, when you get a chance you might Just

check on the EVA checklist 1.2-11 that those switches on
panel 203 are in the right configuration. There's some
conflict with that and the housekeeping 98 that Jer might
have performed. That's lust those panel 203 switches.
And Just make then like the checklist says on 1.2-11. That's
panel 203.

SPT Okay Story, I'll do it now.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Ascension has

loss of signal. The next station will be Guam in

33 and 1/2 minutes. The best estimate now is that today's
extravehicular activity will begin at 10:30 a.m. central
standard tine. About an hour - just a few minutes over
an hour from now. At that time Skylab will be just * few
ninutes away from acquisition at the Vanguard tracking ship.
We'll get a better update on the preparation time line at

Guam in about 33 minutes. At 15 hours 28 minutes Greenwich
mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 16 hours Greenwich

mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition through the Guam

stati on .

CC Skylab. AOS Guam 9 minutes.

SPT Okay.
PLT Yes, I think ve're - there we go.

CDR Okay.
PLT How do you read, Ed?

cc And Houston's reading you loud and clear, Jer.

CDR Okay.
PLT Okav. Let's press on with this stuff. Hel-

met's on and then go PRESSURE SELECT to BOTH. I'll watch you.

CDR Here you go.

PL? Just a second. (Garble).

CDR 1 can't see the alignment.
PLT Yes. Just a second.

CDR I'll tell you what. You put ny he Ire

t

on . I'll put yours on

.

PLT Okay.
CDR Right between min<; and I'll lock it.

PLT Okay.
CDR Okay?
PL? Now take it to that hole way over there.

CDR Got it.

PLT Gee. Look, r'll pet it (garble). I can t

see the alignment mark either.

C nR First, prop the (garble) front of the SEVA.

PLT Okay. Take that. Take this (garble)

Okav, we're in business and your -

CDR ' Might they ourIu to put ny SUIT PRESSURE to

FLOW?
PI T Yes , I will, st and by

.

CDR Okay.
PLT (Garble)
CDR I believe it should be BOTH.

PLT Yen. Stand by.

CDR Okay?
PLj Okay. 1'H ;>ui v.mr (garble) on down here.

You're slightly off fllisnnent. Doen it bother you?

CDR No .

PLT Okay.
CDR Put your foot back In therv. Okay?

PLT Cot a good snap on the helmet, Jer.

CDR Okay.
PLT It's in good shape. Okay.

CDR Okay.
PLT (Garble) on my threat.

CDR Okay . Co ,'ihcad .

CC Ed , Hons t on .

CDR Okay. I mink you got a good one.
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PLT Okay. That's it. I'm going - -

CDR It's a whole lot easier when you have the

SEVA off.
PLT Sur e i s .

CDR Okay. Jutt a minute. Hold still. There
we go . There.

PLT Okay. All right. Stand by 1.

PLT All right. PRESSURE SELECT to BOTH , we've
^ot. Verify 02 FLOW; we have.

CDR Verified.
PLT REG 1 LOW FLOW light, OFF.
CDR Mine ' s out .

PLT All right. LOW VENT FLOW light, OFF.
CDR It's out

.

PLT Lower SEVA protective visor.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. About

30 minutes to the Vanguard ,

CDR Roger.
PLT And PCU checkout .

CC And, Bill, your heart rate output is a

little erratic. You might try pushing through the suit under
the sensors if you Ret a chance.

PLT Okay. I'll push on them right now. How's
that? 0 k a y ?

CC We'll take another look at then over the

Vanguard. It's no probler. . And, Ed, no need to a (knowledge,
on your S020 ope and your TO 25 ops use the exposure sequences
that are in the EVA Checklist. Disregard those that are In

the Cue Cards for both those, and I'll give you another reminder
over the Vanguard.

PLT No. No t e. cuff gage in- Can >ou read no, J

CDR Yes, I can. You're a little weak, but

Okay .

PLT Okay. Cuff gauge in (garble) Minus 0.15 ps

(garble) MAX . Nominal plus or minus 0.04, psl (garble).
REG 1, LOW FLOW, and LOW VFNT FLOW light, nad 5-seconds delay
Okay. PRESSURE SELECT to REG 2, then we will get a tone, REG 1

LOW FLOW and possible a LOW VENT FLOW . Okay? PRESSURE SELECT
i .

CDR Okay. Mine's in 2.

PLT REG 1 of LOW FLOW. There's REG 1 LOW FLOW.
CDR t Rot mine.
PLT No LOW VENT FLOW, yet.
CC And your heart rate looks good, Bill.

PLT Thank you.
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pA0 \hii Skylab Control. Guam ha8 loss

of signal. The Vanjtuatd <>i U P^k up Skylab 29 minutes from

now £rev Commanded Je>ry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue goin

through wait checks as wc lost contact at Guam. We ^pect

hit the extravehicular activity will start abou he tine

we get Vanguard acquisition. Perhaps a minute o 2 earlier

ThisEVA's scheduled to last 5 hours ana 30 minutes. As the

crew operates three special instruments to record comet

Kohoutek information, and then changes out film in five of the

solar cameras, retrieves the mi c r ome t eo r i t e particle collection

experiment, pins open one of the faulty doors on a so ar

experiment and then Jerry Carr will attempt to fix the S054

filter door, the filter door for the X-ray spectrograph^

s ope which is hung up between filters, it is bel eved no.

He'll trv to move that around to an open position. At .6 hours

l\ I nu^es Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 0 - at 16 hours
38 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about a minute and
1/2 auay from acquisition through Vanguard. The crew has
j>one to the waste operated microphone mode of communications,
and could be talking as we come into acquisition so we'll
come up a little early. Astronaut Rusty Schweickart has

joined Story Musgrave at the Cap Co mm console. We'll stand
by for first communications at Vanguard and see whether the

EVA has started yet .

CDR
PLT

Okay, I'm looking at your pressure too, Bill.
And it's good , and I'm gonna - got an SOP

FLOW and SUS 1 is open again. SOP is out.
You want me to do the same thing, right?
Okay , fire away

.

All right?
No, I don't think you need to. Let me see,

can see your (garble) it's probably can. 1 think

CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

I don't think
you gonna be on the wrong side of

P AO The hatch is net open yet.
CDR Okay, this is SUS 202 supply that's «onna

come Off. Here it goes now. I got good pressure, got an

SOP FLOW light. Going back to open. And it's opened and

locked

.

CC Skylab we're reading you loud and clear
through the Vanguard for 10 minutes.

CDR Okay, let ne do his first. Bill, can
vou move to your right? We're jamned up. Move forward.
All right If you'll just do furerate - a (garble) toward me.

That grain looks real good. All right.
PLT Let me look at my rings here. That's good.
CDR All right. Now let ne check your PCW plugs.

All right the three are lock. Your water plug is in good.
All right now the thing left to look at is wrists. Okav, my

r i ght wrist is good

.

PLT My wrists ire g o o d

.

CDR Okay .

PLT i.e e take » look at tho fgarbl e)

CDR All right.
CC Kd , Housto;;.
CDR Okay, looks tood.
SPT Go ahead .

CC Ed, on the S020 ops and the T025 op use
the exposure sequences that are In the EVA Checklist as

opposed to the Cue Cards. Don't use the Cue Cards.
CDR Okay, F.d , Ail of the neck rings, wrist rings

have been c hecked and the PCU valves are all checked And locked ,

CDR Okay .

CDR Okay, Say Again the pressure.
CCR 3.6 Okay.
CDR Okay .

CDR Okay ,
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CDR Roger . Now I got that, we got lier.

CDR Notice what the bias is now Ed it's

'slightly biased before you start. Yea, just kind of mentally
record that bias.

In work

.

I should hold at 375. Jer, how did you

Loud and c J ea r .

Okay .

Airlock module pre
03.8
It's in here right now. We'll ju*t wait

coning down now.

PLT
PLT

read?
CDR
PLT
PAO
CDR
PLT

and see how gocd .

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

right.
PLT Do we still have (garble) Nothing.

Yeah , it's still dropping .

CDR Oh yeah, (garble) be able to do it on a cor.

cable there. There - You should have a conn cable rooted fron,

bell
ave t

That's qu.te clear.
What?
Did you say it's heavy?
Oh yeah, it's - it's prett.-' - pretty solid.
I got the wrong light - o\, yeah you're

ch over to a conn box to VOX. That's part of the clues
sent up. Look at the drawing in there that shows the clues and

I think it'll show you where your Mike key is and what it hooks
up to. (Garble) we're about 2.75. It's a good garbage collector
doesn ' t i t?

PLT Yeah .

CC Sky lab, we're hearing you discuss the

comn managenent and we think you should have a CCU (garble)

hooked up to 102 and then he can hit the transmit part, of that

PCU to talk to us .

CDR Ri2ht. That's what I thought. He's

checking that now .

PLT

PAO
CDR
PLT
CDR

That 's in work ,
Story .

Okay, if you need a page number 1.2-3.

Airlock pressure 2.3 now.
Okay .

Actually it - it sort of (garble)
I'd say what - 75 to 80 percent oi it's

PLT Yeah , a t 1 ea s t .

CDR It's about a 1/8 inch (garble) ail the

way around the outer edge of the screen if it's still clear.
And one little hole on - about half way - that's about a

quarter of an inch in diameter.
PLT Yeah, i t

' a start in?, to shrink away now.

I N!> OK TAPK
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PLT I've 1.7 now.
SPT Pressure now about a pound and a half.

CDR How's the old coolanol system looking,

Houston?
CC It's lor.; . g good , Jer.

CDR I sure *>•. Vc see how we could appreciate
this water cooling. I'd hate to be going out gas cooled.

CC Roger that. Skylab, we're 30 sec-

onds to LOS and about 6 minutes to Ascension.
CDR Roger. See you then.
SPT Houston, how do you read EY-3?

CC Ed , tha t ' s good

.

SPT Thank you, Story.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard's had

loss of signal. Ascension will acquire Skylab in 5 minutes.

We'll keep thi: line up, continue to nonitor i r. to the Ascen-

sion pass. At loss of signal we're showing 1 pound per square

inch pressure in the airlock. The S020 X-ray ultraviolet earner

will be used for the first time during this extravehicular
activity. S020 originally was to be operated through the

solar airlock, but the necessity of deploying the Sun shield

through that airlock has prevented operation Of the experiment

thus far in Skylab. Pilot Bill Pcgue is scheduled to mount

the S020 camera on the far side of the Apollo telescope mount

truss in the fixed airlock shroud area. The ca.uera will be

aimed at the Sun and several exposures are planned for varying
times of from 1 hour to 1 minute. As many of these exposures
will be made by Pogue as possible during the course of the EVA.

Purpose of the S020 experiment is to record on photographic
film the detailed energy spectrum of X-ray and ultraviolet
radiation from normal and explosive areas In the solar atmos-

phere. The principal investigator for SO 20 is Dr. Richard

Tousey of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory ir. Wnshir.gton.

D.C. Skylab about 3 minutes away now from Ascension.
CDR Okay . Let ' s go

.

PLT (Garble) Ed . three.
SPT Yes.
PLT Unlock. Standby. Open.
CC Okay, copv that, Skylab, and we're AOS

through Ascension, Canary in Madrid here for about 1
'< minutes.

SPT That doiv.y, Bill?
PLT Ed , aid you read?
SPT No, you're going to have to talk louder,

Bill.
PLT Okay. Go turn the VOX up. We fought this

problem last tine.
CDR Okay. Now hold it open while he's engaged
PAO Hatch open tine was 16:35 Greenwich mean

time, 10:55 a.m. centra 1
, standard time.
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CDR
PLT
CDR

3.65.
PLT
CDR

NORM. Do you
CDR
PLT
SPT
PLT
CDR

volune, okay

.

SPT
CDR

Okay. EV- 1 j

Now do you read mc , Ed I?]?
Okay. EV-2 is complete and I'm reading

EV- 1 is reading 35.
EV-1 going to EVA NORM now. EV-2 to EVA

nt verified? 3.6.
EV-2 is reading 3.65, right now.
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 4, 3, 2 , 1. - -

(Garble)
(Garble) now.
1 . 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 . Normal

bounds good.
Okay. Good. Thanks, Ed.

CC Ed, you up in the co
If so we got a couple circuit breakers for you to check.

CDR Yes, he is. Go ahead. He's listening.
cc Okay. For Ed that's on panel 8. The

left of the coramander's couch. In the upper lefthand corner
of panel 8, STS, AC - 1 , that circuit breaker ought to be closed.
If it's not, go ahead and close It. The next one is also on
panel 8. That's STS systems MAIN A, that's right to the left
of the floodlight switch.

SPT (Garble)
CDR Stand by, Story. Let him get the first

one first. Story.
CC Okay

.

CDR Start all over, Story. And read - give him
enough tine in between there. He's going to zip it.

cc On panel 8. STS, AC-1. Check if that
circuit breaker's in. If It's net in, push it in. That's
on the vipper leftmost corner of panel 8.

CDR Okay. It's in.
CC Okay. The one other to check is STS

SYSTEMS MAIN A. That's on the third row just to the left
the floodlight switches. STS S Y ST KM MAIN A.

of

CDR
Right .

CDR
CC

you in the conn and
CDR

1 okay, Story?
CC

got no spin - spin
at it.

CDR

's checking that. The first

Okay. Both circuit breakers were in.
Thank you. And that's all we've got fo

ve still got the indication that we'
or on B MAG MAG- 1 , but we're looking

Okay .
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CC
not planning any
to the backup

.

CDR
CD R

the hatch, we saw
don't see any now

PL T

(garble) I don't
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

It works . Okay

.

CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT

40 : 16 : 49 GMT

And no need to acknowledge, but we're
troubleshooting on that. That's a backup

Okay.
Okay. This is the EV-2. When we opened

a lot of contamination move out, but I

Bill, do you see any?
1 just did see a few (garble) around

I don't think I see more than three particles.
Okay .

That ' s (garble)

.

(Garble) Just a minute, Bill.
Okay.
All right. (Garble)

.

Okay. EV-1, is that the foot restraints?
Stand by. 9 feet

.

There's 10 coning up. See it.
Yep.
--what that 7 is over there?
That's the number of your umbilical.
Yes.

END OF TAPE
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PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

- - what that 7 is over there.
That's the number of your umbilical.
Yeah.
Okay. My umbilical is connected and

EV-1 has got 3.6 and all lights ire out.
CDR Okay. KV-2 is 3.67 and all lights are

out .

cr,R All right, let me get 20 first and then
read that stuff again.

PLT Down by your left leg.
CDR Okay .

CDR Okay, I have 20 in my hand, Ed. Now read
me the other words again.

CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT
SPT
CDR
CDR
CDR

Okav , it's in OPEN

.

murder.
CDR
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR

r.e turn it over.
PLT
CDR

All right, that's in work.
Tell me when, I'll give you the 15 seconds.
It's in VENT .

Okay . S tand by

.

MARK. 15 seconds

.

Continue on, Ed.
Okay, standby.
That's verified. Okay. That's in work,
In work. That little bitty knob is

Okay, it's uncovered.
In wor k .

I will, when I get It.
Okay, Just a sec. Tether that.
There's a ha n die underneath for you. Let

There you go.
Okay.
Okay. He's got It tethered to hin. Nov,

what's next, again?
PLT Hand me that (garble) I want that on the

ether arm. That didn't work, Ed. Okay, I'm going to have to
take it off. Now, I got it into position. Yeah, just a second.
I'm tightening it down. Okay, I can take the tether off now.
I got it tightened on truss, I don't want to loose this tether
(garble)

CDH Okay, what's next?
PLT It's in work .

rr>R Boy, that thlnp. really reflects the iij-ht
doesn 'tit, Bill?

PLT Sure does , that's for sure.
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PLT Okay, Ed . I may have to make an adjust-
ment on the clamp, that's on the truss. I tried to get it
as smooth as I could. (Garble). Okay, now just -I'm gonna
have to come out of my foot restraints for that. That rotates
in just a couple of minutes. Just hold on.

CDR There you go

.

PLT All right get it to center. That ought to ,

do it . (Garble)
CC Ed , Houston .

SPT Go ahead .

CC Ed, we're hearing your S020 pointing comments
and you got about 5 rinutes of day remaining here. You'll be
managing the exposures on that and when we come over stations,
we'd li'te to keep up with you on the exposures, maybe we can help
you out some there.

SPT I'm getting quite a bit of interference
You might Just do it again. Okay, Story. We'll try and - sure
and try and keep you posted where we go . I notice that the highest
priority exposure is the 60 ninute one. And, I assume that
that's the one you wanted to start first so, I have the event
timer set up in here. And, I just plan to get the event timer
count down at 60 or count down from 60 and cut it off whenever
we have to go into darkness and pick it up again whenever we
cone Into light. And, I plan to use the 40K tine, which we have
on the event timer is the cage for that. And, I wonder if that's
satisfactory to those folks? Like, right now, I 3how we have
exactly 4 minutes

SPT MARK, remaining in day.
CC Ed, that sounds like a good way to go on

S020.
PLT (Garble) doggone. It's like flying

and not moving -

SPT Okay.
CDR I'm going to have to test it once more.
CC And, Ed, in case you need to reconfigure

the primary coolant loop for any reason when you're LOS. We're
presently operating on INVERTER nunber 2 and PL'MP D and C,

Bravo and Charlie.
SPT INVERTER 2 and Bravo, Charlie. Thank you.
CC Yes, sir.
PLT Boy, I barely have the - I don't quite

have enough freedom of travel in that ball joint to get the
thing exactly centered.

CDR Ed. What's my next experiment to get
re* dy ? 25 ?

CC Skylab, we're 40 seconds to LOS. We'll
see you over at Guam, in about 27 minutes, at 17:30, be
dumping the data /voice there.

SPT Okay, Story.
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PLT Okay, Just about got her. It's an aw

lot of twange In this thing.
CDR Sure is. It's really twanging.

PLT Just about got it. That (garble) is

what I had a bit ago there .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. Skylab now
out of range of the Madrid station. Guam will acquire in
24-1/2 minute*. As we had loss of signal, Jerry Carr and
Bill Pogue were adjusting and pointing the S020 experiment.
It sounded as if they were about to get that experiment
lined up with the Sun. The next order of business after
installing S020 is installing the T025 experiment, which will
gather information on the comet Kohoutek. This experiment
originally was to be used to photograph the amount of light
scattered by particles from thruster firings and waste dumps
and was to have been mounted in the solar scientific airlock,
has been modified for use during the EVA to photograph Kohoutek
During the EVA on November 22nd, the crew had a problem with
the knob that makes the exposure settings, and after 5 expo-
sures, the experiment was discontinued. That has been modi-
fied. During today's EVA, Bill Pogue will install T025 on
the Apollo telescope mount truss in the fixed airlock shroud
area and he will attempt to nake is many exposures of the
comet Kohoutek as possible. Some 40 exposures are scheduled
during the course of this EVA. The camera will be set on
stop 2 during all exposures. And exposure times will
vary from 80 seconds to 1/1000 of a second. A series
of 16 filters are to be used. Each one exposing a different
wave-length. And Bill Pogue will make the filter changes as
called for in the exposure table. This experiment is essential
a 35-nlllineter camera with the series of filters. We're
21-1/2 minutes into this EVA now. The Flight Surgeon reports
that as tha EVA started, the Commander's heart rate was in
the 80's, the Pilot's heart rate in the 60's. The highest that
he has seen so far is a peak. Jerry Carr has gone up to 120
at times. And Bill Pogue has gone up to 10ft. We're 21 minutes
away from Guam acquisition. At 17 hours 17 minutes Greenvlch
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO This Is Skylab Control at 17 hours lf>
.

• minutes CreenwJ ch mean time. We're 41-1/2 minutes Into the
cxt rn vehicular activity. Skylab la about to be acquired
through the Guam station .

PLT Co i 1 the umbilical around you.
CDR All right.
PLT (Garble one 36 0 clockwise.
CDR Al 1 right

.

PLT (Garble) keep on turning clockwise.
.

'

' CDR ' Okay .

PLT There you go. (Garble).
CDR Let's put it down under my feet.
PLT Okay. Okay. Now - - Don't jerk on it

yet.
CDR Okay

.

PLT There you go. Now you're clear. And
I ' ci going back. 31 feet (garble).

CC Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear
through Guam for 7 minutes.•PLT (Garble).

SPT Reg Story. We've got the S020 and T025
out, not completely aligned and Jer's working his way down
to the VC, and Bill trying to get the S020 and T025 taken care
of on the next stateside, and Jer's going to be working down
there at the VC when we get (garble).

CC Okay . Thanks , Ed

.

CDR Okay. I'm in the VC foot restraints.
CDR Okay, It'll be done in a second.
PLT Okay, one thing we didn't do with the DAC

was set it.

CDR Oh , that ' s right

.

CDR Bill, can you swing oy (garble) shoe so it

will (garble) ne.
PLT Justasecond.
CDR Okay. Got it.
Pl.T (Garble). No, It's only the one si' t ting.

1 warn you this is not documentary.
CDR Are you citing in there, Ed?
CDR Oh. I see. I was going tawny, If you're

going to e;it in there don't let us know, nkay? Oh, you dirty,
re tton -

1'LT F-ll and 7 - I) .

CDR Boy, tiie re's sure lots rl light in this
working area. The center work station.

PLT Stand by. Cot the thing set right,
CDR Yes, it is, but it's not aligned. It's

off about 6 inches.
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rnR Okay. 1 think I'll do that. I'm going

to turn the POWER PRI and SEC ON. Okay. Alright. Roll is

en3bl
D̂R Okay. It's in work.

p , T Okay. It's aligned now.
.

Roll it in. This one rolls nice and

sure heavy; aren t

^JJ^ ^ re\bout a n
j

ru je from LOS

here and about 7 minutes to Honeysuckle at 17:52, and Ed.

did you get a CMG REStT?^
affirmative, Story. I'm shoving

it 9 on the alert code. We got a CMC light.

cc Okay . Thanks

.

CDR Are we bumpir.g TACS?

rr 22 mibs so f ar?

CD R I'd like to see that sometime. I 11

have to^keep my eye P" 1^'^ lgd t0 belleve we ought to

inspect that from tine to time here.
P

CC That's affirm. No problem.

l\l (Garble) I'll get (garble) on the S020

o r^rMol I cuess I can get (garble)
as soon« ( g arb 1 e ) . ^I^u

^_ ^ ^ ^ Ughts are out and

I'n reading about 3.6.^ ^_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ and ,

got 3.6 (garble).
^ ^ ConCrol . Cuain has !oss

trills ^Honeysuckle! about 5 ninutes. This EVA appears

to be going very well

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This EVA appears to be going very well.
22 mibn, or minimum impulse burns, of the thruster attitude
control fuel used so far during the momentum dump on the
CMGs, control moment gyros. Each mib equals about 5 pound -
.seconds of gas . The backup Skylab Commander, Astronaut
Vance Brand, is in the control center during this EVA. We're
coming up on 55 minutes of EVA time so far.

CDR 1 (garble) rubbernecking looking at all
the - all down the workshop and see where the wing's torn
oft and wire bundles hanging out there.

PLT Beautiful - beautiful, now if I just don't
screw it up. Tight because I don't to bu - I got her boresighted
right on now. Just a second, I've got to tighten it down.

CC This i'- Skylab, reading you loud and clear
gh Honeysuckle for a couple of minutes.

Roger .

(Garble) Okay I'm gonna leave it that wav

.

we'll be in business. Jer, I know I have'.
Jer, we're looking ahead for you here,
an interface problem between putting the

We're thinking naybe you'll brint; S054
want it left out in the Sun for too long.

Okay. We're not for sure there is an
Looks lik«; it night go by.

cc Okay, we just
S054 out in the Sun for too long.

CDR Okay . Well -

PLT Yea!
PLT Yeah, I got her right on almost dead center

Oh gosh. Just say close to dead center. Oh, gosh. I just -
Just a second. Try and look at it. It's highest slightlv
toward 51 XXI, and it's dead on and in Y. And that's, I'd
say, about a half of one graduation which is, I think, is one
(garble) it'* well - veil inside the - I'm real pleased with it

Skylab, a minute from LOS. 25 minutes
a t 18 : 19

.

Stand by, I'll give you a mark. 0 N* F . It's

CDR
FLT

If I don't touch it
CC

Understand there is
S054 down past T025
out early. We den'

CDR
interf ace prob lem .

didn't want the exposed

CC
to the Vanguard

PLT
on storage now

.

SPT
we're >\ o n n a be
the event

Story, when you get a mark out of Bill
rting the 60 minute exposure and I'll get

liner going simultaneously.
Yes sir.
A r e y o u r e a d y ?

Ready .

MARK. 1 and I'm gonna reject 20 (?)
to stop the rctation.

No, that's okay, it's got an hour.
Oh, we're in good shape on the attitude

PLT
CDR
PLT

u . Y o vi better
CDR
PLT

the alignment
CDR
PLT

(Garble)
That's cor rec t .
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PAO - - The camera, that's aboard Skylab now,
would originally the backup camera for far UV camera carried on

Che Apollo XVI mission, to the Moon. When John Young and
Charles Duke placed a similar camera on a tripod in the
shadow of the lunar module to photograph the Earth's upper
atmosphere, geocorona, solar wind, galectic clusters and ether
hydrogen enriched astronomical subjects. This canera will be

searching for hydrogen in the comet. The Skylab crewmen have
also used the camera several times to photograph the comet
through the antisolar scientific airlock in Skylab. And,
S201 is scheduled to be used on future space walks in Skylab
to photograph comet Kohoutek. Principal Investigator for
S201 is Dr. Thornton Page, who is here at the Johnson Space
Center. EVA tine so far out 1 hour 6 minutes. Skylab is

18 minutes away from Vanguard. Number of NASA management
officials are in the Mission Control Center during this EVA.
Willian Schneider, the Skylab Program Director of NASA
headquarters. Kenneth Klelnknecht, the Skylab Program Manager
here at Johnson Space Center and Lee 3 e 1 e v , the Skylab Program
Manager at the Marshall Space Flight Center are all here.
Dale Meyers, the Associate Administrator for Manned Space
Flight, NASA Headquarters, is here. Astronaut Donald K.

Sla/ton and JSC's Deputy Director, Sigurd SJoberg. The
Director, Dr. Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., was in the Control
Center a short time ago. At 18 hours 2 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 17

minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab approaching acquisition
through the Vanguard tracking ship. Flight Surgeon reports that
the heart rates over the past couple of stations, Jerry Carr's
heart rate has been running from 88 to 92, Bill Pogue's from
78 to 83.

CDR I feel like I'm up in the crow's nest of

an old sailing ship.
PUT I've got your (garble).
CC Skylab. AOS through the Vanguard for 6 mln-

<;DR Roger, Story. loud and clear.
SPT Hoy, Story. We've got 15 minutes re-

maining on the S020. 60-ainute exposure, and we're wording
right now on frame number 12 for 25.

CC Okay. We copy that, and that 60-minute
exposure on S020 is a high enough priority. I - We would
like you to finish that up the next stateside pass.

SPT Rog. We understand that, Story. Thank
you .

PLT We're trying to. I'm ready. Got it.
Stand by.

PLT HARK. Closed.
CDR Okay.
PLT Charlie 3.
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CDR Okay. We're coning up
South America it looks like.

PLT Charlie 3, we have it.
Chilean coast.

PLT MARK.
CDR Cot it.
PLT Okay.

Okay. Coins to close now
CDR What *

PLT We've

the coast o f

I'm standing by (garble) Got it. .

All right. Charlie 4, we have,
next .

go t it.

CDR
ouCi r (garble)

CDR

CDR (Garble)
PLT Now all I've got to do Is put the shutter

speed knob (garble) Okay (Garble) Stand by. Now once - I

got a good position here for changing that filter (garble)
CC Okay, Jer. Like to be looking at it tr.yself.

I can see the whole southern end of the
can't quite raake (garble)

Story, I'll tell you. It's really clear.
I can even see the little town of (garble) without using the
b inocu 1 a rs .

CC Okay.
CDR (Garble) The northern halt" of the (garble)

is very clear.
PLT Okay, that was Bravo, was it, Ed?
CDR There's some hashed up looking brown Just

to the east of where the northern part of the fault zone drops
into the ocean. It's kind of busted up in there. It '3 one -

Well, no, there three rivers or canyons that are almost per-
pendicular to It.
cross (garble)

PLT
N'o, Standby wait
(garble)

CDR

It looks rather strange. I suspect they're

Bravo I is installed. All right. (Garble)
minute. Okay, I'm in time, I'm ready to go

END OF TAPE
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PLT MARK.
PLT MARK. I'm ready .

CDR Got It?
PLT What do you have? What's next?
CC Skylab, we're about a minute from LOS.

About 15 ninutes to Canaries at 18:38. Be dumping the data/
voice at Canary, and for Ed. You may get a CAUTION SECON -

DAIY TEMP LOW
,
why you can punch it out and ignore it.

PLT And, Story, you may tell the people there
thi., bootn is very, very steady. I don't see any oscillations
at all. They were concerned about it.

SPT Okay, Story, understand. And what about
if we get a RESET sonewhere along here during one of these
long SQ20 exposures. Is there anything we can do to terminate
that exposure and pick it up again later?

PLT Bravo 2. Stand by. And I'm standing by.
CC Ed, we are not expecting a CMC RESET.

If you do, just stop the experinrnt and stop the clock and
pick It up after you're stable again.

PLT Well all I know Is to * o to STORAGE, but.

you told ne • -

CDR Story, to stop the experiment, though,
we do not have to advance to a new plate.

CC Yes. Ycu want to go to STORAGE to stop
the experiment

.

SPT Okay.
PLT Okay.
PAO This Is Skylab Control. Skylab Out of

Vanguard's range now. The next station if Canary Islands in
5 1-1/2 rainvites. Operations with the S020 and T07.5 cameras'
going well. After the - all of the T025 exposures have been
taken, Che S201 experiment will replace T025 on the AIM truss.
Visibility apparently very good according to description by
Skylab Commander Jerry Carr. The weather is clear. Coning over
South America he pave a brief description of the (garble) Fault,
a geological fault in that area. Thlx extravehicular activity
has been going on now 1 hour 33 rainui<»«. Planned for 5-1/2 hour«.
At 18 hours 28 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Contr

END OF TAPE
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0 This is Sky lab Control at 18 hours

statl
p"f you just stow it on that handrail, just

tnside^the hatch. ^ ^ ^ cU. ar throu?ll

Canaries and Madrid for 14 minutes.

CDR Roger.
c„ Okay, Story, T025 ops are complete.

The only - think we got all the good exposures that they were

IftPr On frame number 28 thou Bh, they requested a 1/16,
after

- °? ' ! 1/15 but that's the only thin?, the camera

ll^llloT I oeihve'that's probably what they wanted

initially also. ^ ^

on the first S020 exposure.
rr Okay , conf i.tmco .

p , T Hey, Story, what's our groundtrack over

Furop^ Yeah, looks like Spain. Southern France,

,,nd Switzerland from down here.

PLT Okay, thank you.

rDR How nuch nore night time? Yeah.

cr We're showing 7 minutes from down here.

U '> ^ inUtC9 ° 0rC Si.^Lf. not have Bill distracted so

ihut he can't close that shutter. Maybe you ought to lust

wai. Thought he .aid he had to go to STORAGE.

P ,T That's sM right, we ro off alt itude.

CDR Oh. ok.iv. Story, again, I vr h^-n ''

the ATM c lock here which is a .0 day time. I* that an.,.,1

accuracy for then? ^ , . and yuu do not have to go to

S10RA«E on that experiment, you can just l.t it point by

itself during the night .

;:;i
R >- » «. «•«*« .»

S020
,,m U ,„eh.»,) ok.y, vc copy Slaty. Nobody

changed Story's story.
rr Mare t han once .

rL Variety is the spice of life. .story.
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CC That's affirm.
CDR He's just taking T025 off of the strut.

PLT No, that was taped on, Story. And - -

CDR No, that's, Ed, you're talking to (garble).
PLT I don't think I can. I - I'm -

CDR Ed, just let him stick it in there and

tether to the nearest handrail and I'll take care of it when
I get back. Right. Just - Just tether it near by Bill. Don't

Ko thrashing around in there.
PLT I will not.
CDR Okay it's about time; we're getting close

to sunset , Bill. Okay .

PLT I think what Jerry's talking about is we

got to go to STORAGE.
CDR Yeah, and Bill Is - you know half way in

the locker right now.
PLT Yeah I'm - -

PLT Okay, I'm standing by to go to STORAGE.
CDR Lot's just wait and rest. Yes, you're

doing a very good Job.
PLT * It' 3 oark! Till you get the lights on.

That's affirm. To the aft compartment. Real good pointing.
I'm proud of that. Boy that was hard to get. He can tell

r,e cause it's not all I gotta to do is to twist this knob

from 1 back to Fd .

PLT Got it, STORAGE.
SPT Story, I assure wo have 7 minutes 59

seconds remaining on the 60 -minute exposure?
CC Okay. Ed.

PLT Well, okay, would you read it once again
reset the handrail and all that stuff. All right. Yeah, let's

just get on with the transfer* now.
CDR Well, don't you have to roll for 201?

END OF TAPE
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CDR
CDR

doesn't. Well, see
still got T025 to g
might as well get on with
work station.

CC
ver right now.

CDR
We still owe S020

SPT

Though don't you have to roll for 201?
Well, your maneuver pad ought to. Oh it
you can't do it this pass because we've

I mean TO - S020. There's nothing we can do.
the transfer. At least at the center

Skylab, you can press

Hey there,
about 7-1/2 :

Yes, Story,

on with the maneu-

uxposures to go on S020 and also

why do we want to do that?
inutes, or 8 minutes,
we have quite a few

CC Ed , we 'd

, and we '

.

ve not done a nominal H-gage
like you to follow the maneuver
1 get 201 and then we'll pick

want a nominal H-cage

on this - this pass
up S020 later.

SPT Okay
though at this time?

cc That affirm. Per the pad, Ed.
SPT Okay. That should to be done 10 minutes

ahead of time and the ATTITUDE HOLD should be done from a
timer remaining at night of minus 7 minutes so that says ve
have to wait till 17 minutes remaining at night to execute the
nominal H-cage. Is that what you are planning on?

CC Yes . That'll be fine , Ed

.

SPT Okay. At 17 minutes remaining we'll
start the maneuver pad. Okay.

PLT That's complete. It's complete. That
work. Aahh . Just a minute. I picked up thework,

wrong

in

the last knob ; right? 1
'

Push

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS . About
30 minutes to Carnarvon at .19:21.

CDR Roger, Story.
PLT You - You do u

trying to get 54 out of here.
CDR Okay. You got to - you got to.

the button down and you take the handle and rotate it to
unlatch. Rotate the handle. Okay. There you g >

.

PA0 T hts is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss
of signal. Carnarvon will be the next station in 27-1/2
minutes. This EVA now 1 hour 58 minutes old. ,» t 18 hours
53 minutes Greenwich aeAn time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Skylab Control at 19 hours 19 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab is coming up on acquis i t ion a
t ,.

Carnarvon, followed by coverage of Honeysuckle Creek. The

extravehicular activity now 2 hours 24 minutes old.

S PX Houston, Snylab.

cc Skylab, we've got you through Carnarvon

for 4 minutes
SPT

nominal H-cage
Okay, Story. Let me tell you about our

At 17 minutes ago In night, we entered a

52023 fa"(?rnominal H-cage. Around 1 minute later, we got a

warn ng for cluster high rate. We were greater than 0 3 decrees

per second in that and increasing. We got out to around 40

degrees. And they're not slowing down 1 too. a coup e of

actions. One tc TACS ATT HOLD for a srort while to bring

our H down, one to stand by, entered a 20-minute maneuver time,

went back to SI. And that's what we're returning to now. 1

show we're 16 degrees out and coning back at 0.033 degrees

'cc
0 "'-

Thanks, Ed. We're locking at it.

SPT And we've also got ACS MALF indicating a - -

CDR Take It away, Bill.

SPT _ - CMC SAT a couple of times during that

maneuve r .

CC Okay .

S?T On the EVA. we're pressing on with the

ATM film retrieval. And 1 imaeine when we set back to SI

here, ve can take up the S020 operations until we get squared

awav for that maneuver apain.

CC Okay , F.d .

CDR Okav, Ed. The new H-alpha is in. I ve

got a white flag. It's" locked well. The lock button has been

pujhed. And I'm closing the door.

SPT Okay. (Garble)
That's in and I've got a white fla* on

CDR
the doc r .

PL? Good work

CDR
CDR
CDR

roll Is inhibited
CDR
CDR
CC

to Honeysuckle.
SPT

Okay. ROLL ENABLK. Okay. Stand by.

Rolling to the right

.

Okay. We're aligned with Sun ond and

Okay. PRIMARY, SECONDARY, INHIBIT.

I'm real e!. ear.
Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and i

Don't forget your visor, Bill.

PLT I g»t It . Thank you

.

SPT Okay, Story. We're picking up on 2-2 or

2.221 on the checkout on one - panel 130.
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cc Okay. We're with you, Kd

.

SPT Okay .

SPT Good show

.

CDR Ed, the solar image is starting to come in

on SO20.
CC We're back with you through Honeysuckle,

for 8 mlnur.es, Skylab .

'

SPT Roster .

CDR (Garble).
PLT Okay . Stand by

.

PLT (Garble)
PLT I've got infinity at f - 1 6 .

PLT Looks like we're almost there, Ed. S020 *s

almost thinner (?)
CC Bill, Hous t on

.

PLT Go .

CC Bill, how is the alignment on S020, when

you went into stowage on it at the end of the last day site

pass ?

It was precisely as I had pointed earlier,PLT
with the very slight bias of the large circle, out toward the

minus X .

CC Okay .

PLT And it looks like it 'a almost where it

was now . And Ed's telling me we 1 re still just a little bit out

PLT This is almost where it was. Just looks

real c lose

,

PLT Okay. I'll buy that. I'll wait for your

mark.
CDR Okay. I'll Just go on out there now.

CDR Okay . St and by

.

END OF TAPF.
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PLT Okay. I'll Just move It out there now.

Okay.^Stand by - ^
0Ray . ^^x^la^U^i-XX^^

the southeast c oast p f .Ay^lX&HjLi.
?C Tha t's affirm.

PLT okay. Tasmania down there, 1 think. New

Z..l.nd
R

C.n't be faraway. ^ ^ ^ ^ I_£o L_
to turn around here in TuWer necjL^.ir_a..alt^le__bJj.
_^-—ij. yes . iTs a Kr_ejU-X-^*»€—for-*-* .

CDR "EorT't get to do this o£tcn enough .
_Holv,

cow. What a view. , cr>?n——

—

TT — Skvlab, we understood you started bUiU

„.!„ .ni^ntil we ge
t'

re grouped on your APCS we'd like you

to proceed on with the Sun end film replacement.

CDR Okay. Will do her. Any guesses as to vh)

that happened, Story? Bill, do you suppose New Zealand *

under those clouds right there? Jw„, fHrt n rieht
pLT I've lost my sense of direction runt

alon^in here.
_ ^ ^.^ ^ clofie

bit

Australia it's right u P there. Uttle
plT Yes. It use to be a head of us a ivtrie

It does look like there's an awful lot cloud cover up

e , though . .

CDR Vea. Oh, I *ee it. There it is.

PLT Yes. 1 got it.

rDR Hello s?w^^l4aa..^eauUjEjLL-uuM»jUJ^^

PLT ~rr?,-rt"lT. It's an awful pretty place..

cc ~kylab, we're a minute from LOS, and about

35 minutes from Bermuda at 20:09. Our best giess is now

er "ha we have seen the problem building «P •""/^% X

now we think the maneuver was Probably go nj - rljh and

we didn't tuff It out long enough, but we re still working it.

CDR Okay . . , .

^

SPT Okav. Storv. Wc got pretty far out in -

in X and a pretty high rato, larger than I'd expect for a

nonfnll H-ciU "certainly in the attitude d ev ia t i on And

Al of of the camera* thu I checked out real well that h

n„..h.<-II.. Ur ^we're «ovin
?

on. the -end.^

on that discussion of the attitude.
..

j <- tl(i t-d

rDR Cosh. All the mountains are all >iouded

over
CDR

p , T Yes. Cloud lining some valley In there?

CDR
PLT Very picturesque.
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PLT Oh, wait a minute now. This is not a

regular EVA DAC . This is not (garble). That's correct..
Okay, you nee. I'm going to Vi-tv; to take it off slowly.
I've got it all set (garble)

PAO This is Skylab Control. HoneysuckJe has
loss of signal. Skylab will be acquired by Bermuda station in
34 minutes. The crew has bypassed experiment S201 temporarily
due to the situation that Ed Gibson was describing, They
have proceeded to go ahead with tl.e film changeout on the
Apollo telescope aour.t and vill continue that activity in
addition to finishint up the 5020 photography. It's anti-
cipated that 201 activity will be rescheduled for the next
revolution. And the ground will talk, to the crew over Ber-
muda about the situation described by the Science Pilot Ed
Gibson, who reported it at - when he went to a nominal H-cage

,

which is the procedure for resetting the control moment gyros.
He get a cluster hich rate warning, and the space station moved
out of attitude up to 40 degrees when he stopped it with the
TACS . The Skylab was moving back into solar inertial attitude
as we acquired at Carnarvon. The expects in the Control
Center are looking a: the situation. Now a preliminary
outlook from the Guidance and Control Officer is that the con-
trol monent gyro9 may have had a great deal of momentum stored
in And that this was a norm - nominal, or no trial maneuver
for insetting with as auch momentum as was stored there. He
thinks that it's possible the space station could have gone
out a e far as 60 decrees and then started coraing back into
normal and at the end of the maneuver may have been stopped
too soon. However, that's a preliminary look and the ground
will calk to the crev about it over Bermuda. S201 will be
rescheduled and will be accomplished during this extravehi-
cular activity. In the meantime the crew is Jumping ahead
and replacing tht- film in the solar telescope c.imeras. Sky-
lab now 31-1/2 roinu'.es way from Bermuda. At IV hours 38

minutes Greenwich mean tine, this is SV.ylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A 0 Sky lab Control Greenwich r>ean t line 20 hours

8 ninute , 3 hjurs and 13 minutes Into the EVA here on

Christmas Day. We'll have acquisition through Bermuda

in 45 seconds. CAP COMH IS Dr. Story Musgrave .

CDR Hey Bill, there's Puerto Rico out there

I believe. Towards the - the end of the solar panei.

CDR (Garb I € )

pA0 Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear

through Bermuda for 7 minutes.
C D r Roger, Story. We can see Puerto Rico and

all the Virgin Island's. That's affirm.

PLT Okay.
CUR Frame 3. Story, you know what I feel like?

CC No , but go ahead

.

CDR Do you re member the -did you ever see

the Cinerama picture of the guy that was the wing walker

on - on the top of the biplane flying through the canyon?

Cc I can understand the wing walking but

where are you finding the oanyor?
CDR Well, there ain't any canyons up here but

man, drop vour handkerchief Story and I'll pick It up with

ny teeth. 'Yeah. I did. Yaw hoo. Man, I'm standing up

here lookinR at Htspaniola, Puerto Rico, all the Virgin Islands.

S p-j Okay Story, we finished up the ATM film work.

We just checked out the Sun end 82A and it works good. So

problems we've finished up the 60 second or the 60 minute

30 minute exposures so far on S020 and we're gonna pick up the

8 minute exposure on this side here. Thtn we've got the 15

cinute and the remainder to so.

CC Okay, that's (garble).

S pj And Story, I've been doing a little thinking

if we accumulated a lot of H and X probably we could build up

to some pretty high rate: but coming up unexpected like that

I - not having the time to sit down and calculate anything

I think I had no other alternative. What does it look like

down there?
CC That's exactly right Ed. We think you did

just the right thing there. We do think the system was working

right and we did expect it to have a large excursion in that

CMG reset due to the build-up in X and we're a little slow

dewn here not getting it up to you that that might happen.

Spt Okay, you want to give it a ro the next

time around 17 minutes remaining we'll hit another nominal

H-cage and this tine I'll just run around and push out

(garble) lights and keep an eye on it all.

CC Now we're working that and we need the DAS

now to change some biases on X Ed

.

PLT Okay, it's yours.
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COR I'm sure enjoying it, I'll tell you.
Okay . Okay

.

PLT Golly. What's all that?
PLT I don't know. What did you do Jer?
CDR I don't know. Did it cone from me?
Pl.T It's radiacing out from what appears

to be the center of the ATM- business end.
CDR I think - I think it's coming from me.

No, It's a bunch of pieces of something that looks like rubber
or - or maybe my Uose is scraping it off the side of the
(garble) Thut's what It is.

PLT Mine sure did £0 out every which direction.
CC Ed, Houston.
PLT Okay.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Ed, the DAS is yours again and the next

nightside pass here I'll go ahead and perform the nominal H cage
at the right time. You can delay the ATT HOLD CMC, until It's
settled out.

SPT Okay, thank you Scory.
PLT Anyway EV-1 got - has 3.6 and no lights.
CDR Okay, EV-2 got 3.67 and no lights. Okay,

let me get to the (garble) station first.
CC And, Ed the maneuver pad you got on board is

good. You'll need to reload the maneuver time at 10 minutes.
SPT Roger Story, was just getting to it.

Thenk you .

CDR Okay Bill you can send the boon out.
PLT Stand by. It'll take me Just a second

here. I was doing a little rubbernecking of my own.
CDR Okay.
PLT Okay . Stand by.
CDR That's good. Stop. Stop. Pl.T Did it go

too far.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. We'll

see you over Madrid in about U minutes. Be dumping the data/
voice there. Maneuver time looks good. And Jer you might
want to get a little more water cooling as opposed to air
cooling.

CDR Okay. Am I look. - looking a little warm.
I feel quite comfortable

CC
just like to see yi

okay?
CDR

attached.
PLT
CDR
PLT

get out here
PAO

Yes sir, we're sure you're con fort able wo
a cooling a little more with water if that'

a

Sure. Be glad to. Okay, Bill it's

Ready to (garble)
Yep .

Okny. Okay, I'm gonna stop the boom and

Skylab Control Greenwich mean tine 20 hours
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18 minuter. 3 hours and 23 minutes Into the ChrUtnas Day

EVA. As the crew crossed northern South America. Describing

a view of the Caribbean. Commander Carr likening himself to

a pilot riding on top of a plane through the Grand Canyor

.

Science Pilot Gibson reporting that the ATM film work has

been completed. The S020 30 minute exposure has been completed

and now they're workitiR on the next series of exposures,

on the S020 camera. Follows a 15 minute an 8 minute, a 5

minute, and 5 - 1 to 5 minute exposures are yet to be

accomplished with the S020 camera. Next acquisition will

be through Madrid tracking station in 1 minute and 25 seconds.

Ve'll hold the line open for CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave.

END OF TAPE
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pLT okay. I'll see you at the ^garble).

tht ,u

C

RS Madrid for 9 Minutes. Be d».¥ t»« the data/voice

hera
"ni Okay. Why don't I (?) Hold on.

Okay. Jerry, Just have to wait just a

DinUl
CDR

er<i
' Okay. Yes.

SpT And lock (garble)

And lock.
Jer , Hous ton

.

5S.f«l"th. .t.». c£ the 82A d... »<

CDR
CC
CDR
CC

h .ve you pinned It?
^ af £ u^.t i v. . It was open and almost

co^ly u P on the r t. -J.
n I fo«J U - I ginned

lt open and fixed th. 1« ch.^S o 1-
^

pinned it

.hut with the Sun end -rked the re pri or to pres
,
ln

f

on
^ ^^^:^^>^ "

1. il™ ,nd

*he 201
r

O P s done priory ^J^ ack for the V r and

stav there. Okay, (t"".).^ ^ a shQt p£ t , l8 , Jer .

•

Inu Okay. Tell me when you're ready.

™T J»t. 1,B ready
'

C ° U
'

id y °U 6 gr

light flashing? Look around and (garble) .

rno Yef I can .

J" Ptautiful- Okay; scar: the transfer.

f nR Or. the way .^ Han, It'* hard to always button down.

up in the field of view. That ought :o do it.

m o5a y : Okay. Hold off iu-t. ..cond.-

I've got to put this pack back (?) a ways. 5-»ln»te operation

"^'CDR
6 " 6

' Bov. it sure is. (Laughter)

->it Ok/iv. ?-d . Prer* on.
V

' we're- still shovln* Just ab ° ut

2 B.u. t « ;.cc. ... ">« <•»"•>

1 iUtAl
bit

- Pk.y. we'll •»« 1' a** 1"' U 1

it.
pLT I doubt that

.
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rnR Okay. BM1, as I RO by, I'd like you to

look e over vcrv cloaely. I don't know where all those

J.rlicie. and things came fro.. I think we ought to look *e

° Vt' r

llY
1

' Okay. I will do. I think you're right,

i ,hink It's the paint, because 1. noticed when I

i I » IrJ.y of (K.rbl.) P..cu«l.r« ... of

the
Well, It looked a whole lot like pieces

o£ - of a clear adhesive of sone kind, or epexy, or putty com-

pound.

rnR And' I didn't think it was from me, but

everv tlr., I moved it would - it would float out. See any-

No, you look pretty Rood. 1 mean t don't

Very strange. Front door, (Laughter)

Boy. Ed, I don't know how you could say

thing
PLT

see any
COP.

COR
that. It's graceful as a gazelle. (Lighter)

SPT Where Is it? Here it ib.

r[)R Oh. go .way, Ed, and quit nagging. N

nat , I'm doin, the best 1 can on what 1 got to work

With,
cc We'll set hin off your back a second

h< re , Jer.
cnR (Laughter) Okay.

F.d , Houston .

£ DR td, hi wants to talk to you. Go ahead ,

^ t0ry "

c E d on the next nan-uver we're expect lng

at excuMior somewhere arom.d 35 to -'.0 degrees, a:,d you'll

1 h o et the - the cluster hi R h rate caution warning

IZ ve ]M vant you to protect that 60-degree number. So

we're expecting out around uO .

srT
H

Okav, Storv. I don't understand your

phrase 'protect ^^^™^ m all tfe know you did the

• ,m„«h the last tin* but just hold off until you get

If , d h » degrees or so, approaching ^ degrees.
°

SPT Oh, okay. 1 see. Very good. Will do,

Stt>rV
PIT K rf, Jer'a inside and I'a (garble) the

(garble) stuff tor vj.t e ve r
^

t

^
i s.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^

ninutt'S to Carnarvon at 20:54.

rDR Okav. Ed, if you are - it you -•;,;»-
will, read r.e the procedures on putting away 102 5 and 1 11 get

t ha f out c f our way .
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CDR Next to 32 3 .

Skylah Control. Greenwich mean tine 20hoard JO minutes. Skylab IV crew in 3 hours and 35 glnutesInto today s EVA ac t t v i t 1 es . P i 1 o t Pogue and Conmander GeraldCarr still discussing the floating particles in their workare*. The crew expressed the theory It's particles beingscraped of the exterior of the vehicle and not emanating fromthe pressure suits themselves. This i s the second EVA forPilot Pogue. He and Science Pilot Gibson performed the EVAon ThanKBgiving Day. This is the first EVA for CorianderGerald Carr. If this EVA is concluded nominally, Science
Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue will again exit thevehicle on Decenber 29 to conclude the comet Kohoutek acti-vities That's 4 days from now. Next acquisition in 23 min-utes through the Carnarvon tracking station. At Greenwich
mean time 20 hours 31 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

end of tape
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PAO Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean time
20 lioura 51 minutes. Three hours and 56 minutes in today's
extravehicular activities for Commander Gerald Carr and Pilot
Bill Pogue. We'll hold the line up for this Carnarvon pais,
a 10 minute pass. Acquisition in 2 minutes and 25 seconds.
CA? COMM Dr. Story Musgrave.

PAO Skylab space station should be maneuvering
lor the S201 photography of comet Kohoutek. Following this
activity, the craw will continue the S020 exercise, and then
go on to the S054 filter repair project.

CDR See the cloud shinning - Sun shining into
the c loud .

CDR Yeah, there's a star. I think Kohoutek 's
right near that. Boy, sure pupped out of there.

P I.T Sure did,
CDR As I remember from taking ray last Kohoutek

pictures, it was near that btar.
p LT The bright one, that's Just rising?
CDR Yeah.
CC Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear

through Carnarvon/Honeysuckle 15 minutes.
CDR Roger.
CDR Bill and I are Just standing here trying

to see if we can see Kohoutek rise.
CDR It ought to be up by now.
PLT Yeah, I think the lights up here in the FAS

have (garble) there.
SPT Okay, Story. I entered the maneuver but

we did not go to ATT HOLD CMC. We tried it in SI and I real
quickly went back to SI and the rates are steilllng OUT and
as soon as we get back to SI we'll be going there again.

CC Copy Ed.
PLT That airglow undergoes some beautiful

color chaniics.
CDR Yeah.
CDR I sure can't *ei> Kohoutek.
PLT Yeah . I didn't.
CDR Better get your visor down.
PLT (Garble) .

CDR Got 201 properly shaded.
PLT Yeah. No, no, it's not for the maneuver.
CDR Turn it anymore?
CC Ed , Houston .

PLT Ho - now long we have to go for the
mane u ve r , Ed ?

SPT Go ahead .

CC Ed, verify you nt:ver went to ATT HOLD CMG .
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SPT That's verified.
CC Okay .

CDR Hey, look at - at all that crud coming out.
PLT Yeah

.

CDR Everywhere I go it seems to be flying.
The re ' 3 mo re

.

PLT Like there's nothing abrading on your
suit or anything else, the only thing I didn't look at was
the soles of your shoes. Watch the cable there.

CDR There went another piece.
SPT Yeah, they're clean.
CDR Another big piece just floated down

in the - -

PLT Looks 1 ike ic e

.

CDR What?
PLT Looks like ice. .

CDR Ice?
PLT Yeah.
CDR Oh, it's coning from the AI.SA.

PLT Yeah. I don't know I couldn't get

any to corse out of a'.ne. I couldn't get any pressure coming
from inside the spacecraft.

CDR True. It's kind of yellow ice, though.
PLT Yeah, it is.

CDR Could ir. be a - wonder if it could be water
leakage fron - well no.

END OF TAP r.
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CDR You know, It could be LCG water. But

it would have to be leaking right at the ALSA.
PLT (Garble) , look at that huge hunk there .

SPT Story, we 1 'e getting bach there pretty
slow. How about If 1 chonp.e the maneuver time and go stand
by and then SI aRain?

CC Stand by one , Ed

.

PLT It's a nice terminator.
CDR Yep

.

CDR For Austrialia?
CDR Ytp .

CC Ed, from here, we don't think there's
any way to speed the maneuver up.

SPT Thank you, Story.
CC Jer, Houston.
CDR Go ahead

.

CC Jer, part of that - those ice flakes
problem were - down here, we're looking at an 02 inler. temp-
erature of about 35 degrees on you. And you're probably
just condensing sor.e water out of the system. Any excess
LSU that you have out, you possibly could res tow.

CDR Okay, it's all in the FAS with us now.
Ok.cy. Yeah, it's out, it' 3 pointing--.

PLT Just wanted to see if we got it pointing b * c k

in the FAS to protect us. Got 15 degrees right. We're - we're
well off with 15 degrees, but -

CDR Yeah, that's what it is, it's ice.
CDR I'm surpised it's not whiter, though,

it's acre yell ow.
CC Okay, Ed, it's looking good fron down

here .

SPT Thank you, Story.
CDR Don't sweat it, F.d.

PLT Yeah, we shouldn't have been distracted
talking about the 201 .

CDR But it was over the Virgin Islands. We
ought to probably coine up over someplace like Del Rio or

something like that?
CDR Bill, while we're waiting h*-re, why don't

you just ease on out, and take a look around?
PLT Sounds like a xood move. Let tie make

sure I'm on the right - Okay.
SPT Okay.
CC Jer, we don't see any probltn down here

but could you give us a feel /or the gas the - your inlet

ga 3 t empe rature?
CDR Oh, it's quite - quite comfortable as

best I can rell. And I can feel it clear to my seat. Nice
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and cool in the LCG la yood and cool. What seeras to be the

problem?
CC We're Just reading with your comments on

the - the ice flakes and we're reading 35 degrees on you;

inlet 02 tewperature. Has it changed any in the last hour or

two that vou know of?

CI) p I don't think so. I haven't noticed It.

CC Okay.
CDR i' m trying to stow some of this hose ba<.k

in the umbilical or In the sphere (?) I've got 40 feet pulled

out, so I'll put a few feet ba.:k in. That's been done.

PLj You're going to have to wait to do all

this. Ed, cause 1 - I have it in position. 1 have it aii,.ed

backin the FAS . I'm waiting for the shadow to come into

the FAS . Okay? Now - 1 haven't done it, but I want to keep

them closed here until I get ready to use them.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Okay.
PLT Okay.
CDR Okay

.

CDR All right I can get 0316, right? Well, I'm
right here. I can ger them. Okay, lighting at a AM at DA,
right? Okay. ATM" a off, DA ' s off.

C.C Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, about
32 minutes to Texas as 21:41.

CDR Man, an I throwing out the ice crystals now.
PLT Are we waiting tor night or are we going

to do tiiis in the daytime? Okav, I was Just wondering how -

I ' m going t o do the come t

.

PLT Yeah

.

PAD Sky 1 ab , Control. Greenwich mean time
21 hours 11 minutes. Loss of sicnal through the Carnarvon/
Honeysuckle tracking station. Next acquisition will be in

29 ninutes and 20 seconds through the " s tracking station.
EVA now U hour3 and 16 minutes. The u. ., er tor S 2 0 J still
under wav with Science Pilot E.i Gibson p'. crrring the activities
associate! with the maneuver inside the multiple docking
adapter at the Apollo telescope and contrcl and display
panel. Additional discussions by Commander Carr and Pilot
?f jue concerning the ice flakes floating around the - Commander
Carr's pressure suit. Ai-SA, which is the Apollo life support;...
assembly, which consists of the pre33ure suit, the secondary
oxygen pack, the LSU, the Life S u pport Umbilical, the 60-foot
loni? uwbllical which provides air and water coolant for the ,

suit. The discussions vitli tne extra-ve - extravehicular
activity officer here at' the control center indications are
that this is water freezing condensation from the suit valve
freezing and b e i n g d i s 1 od ged at the vent valve. Commander Carr
war. advised to put part of the umbilical back inside the
airlock module. He estimated he had 4 0 ~ f o o t out of the 60- foot
Ion? umbilical line. Next acquisition will be in 27 minutas
and if) seconds through Texas tracking station. At Greenwich
mean tire 21 hours and 13 minutes, this is 5>ky 1 ab Cont rol .

EN'S) OF TAPE
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. PAO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich mean time 21
hours 39 minutes. ^ Acquisi ion coming through Texas in 1

minute 35 seconds. EVA now 4 hour* and 44 minutes in duration
i'VA office still fistlmating completion at the 5-1/2 hours
mark, in about 45 - 50 minutes from now. We'll hold the
line up for tills pass through stateside Texas and Bermuda
P&sses, approximately 15 minutes in duration. CAP COMM Dr.
Story Mus g r ave .

PLT (garble) what nave you got that hinges
out into the command module? 1 fixed onto that, there 'a the
command to pet. Their the - back on the service module really

SPT T don't know I'll have to look

.

CDR Might a - I see
seo a blade. the (garble) antenna,
look Irs at?

J'LT No.
PLT Two little go 1.1

module? Little hemispheres
hemispheres, r 1 r h t heri by

little antenna and I

s that want you're

Sky lab ,

for 1. minutes.
PLT MASK
CDR Okay

we can not see the comet
here.

PLT Okay
do you read ?

CC Yeah

tilings on the command
nat black area - black

o rews. Okay, ready to ^ o

.

e ad lug you loud and clear, sta

LrGHT flashing .

we're on our third S201 exposure,
tnere's just too much light up

we did the point! >g Story

're here Bill.
PLT Okay, we h ot over to the attitude and we

could still see the Sun, so I sort of directed Kd until we
got shadow on the area here where the 201 is located. We
gut shnduw and we tweaked the maneuver so that the Sur. wan
occulted by the ATM sclar panel. And then 1 sti>od at the
S 2 0 1 siting and wo looked ami looked for the .conct , there's
no was- we're going to see it. So then I centered the stand-
off eve sires there or siting mechanisms r.o that It war }u«:i

off of tangent, see With the ATM 3 alar panels at the closest
point to the Sun. and of course no Sen in the f laid of v i ev .

And also I hid to move it to get - get. it Oiit of FAS to
et the

her
spi

' s as good
PLT

rlou:i reflections,
iiis swift expos u re or
a v e fairly pure expos
omet 'Should be. No w

Bill, we t h i

I d Id n ' t

r not . 1

s u re but
w e c a n '

t

thai
s you possiblv could hav

Oh Mod cause we hav
xposure here in sequence

know the FAS. structure
ut the way ills
sort of a rough guess
see stars here either,
's excellent, we think
o done on the comet

.

e just fin is tied the
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S,' T Story, we ended up with a depth of minus
19 degrees 1 u X as opposed to the 15. We did a little tweaking
once we got out to minus 19 and found that to be optimum.

CC Okay Ed.
CDR I sort of feel 1 lkr Mgpen, I'm earring

around my own contamination with me, I i 1 1 1 e particles flying
all over the place.

PLT It does doesn't It?
CDR •

•

'

' Ha ha. :

SPT Story, when we finished this exposure we're
going to be moving back to solar inert ial and then we're
going to stow 201, Jerry's going to get lined up for the S05 . .

And on the next stateside we'll also pickup on the S020
exposures.

CC Okay, Ed, that's great.
PlT If you'll give ne a little warning when

that sequences times out I'll be prepared to move the 201 so
it's pointed back at the FAS.

PLr
t

Okay, the (garble)? Okay - Okay, turn iL
awav. you're in good shape. Jerry i.s power off?

SPT Got your power off Jerry?
CDR Pcver is off.
PLT Okay, all right .

P 1 - 1 Back it won't take me but a second to
taki tha off, and I'll just hand it back to you Jerry.

CDR
_

Okay, our trouble is that I've been robbing
umbilicals, I've taken tuo unbiHcals for the tools I've got
new. They're not unbilicals, they're tethers.

PLT
. Tethers . '

' ,

CDR All right.
PLT Okay, you can start maneuver and I've get

the 201 protectors down.
CDR Okay .

PLT 201 's going back in the airlock now.
CDR Just a minut e Bill .

PLT Okay .

FN!) OF TAPE
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CDR If you hold that for a second T'li try

to get this cover back again.
PI.T , ' Okay .

CDR I did such a good .lob at tethering it

I may not be able to get it otf.
CDR I don't believe this.

PLT What's the natter?
CDR These (garble) - screws are ju.st

9 one thing - terrible.
Oh, yeah. You know if you net two diagonal

opposite ones you'll be In business.
CDR (Garble) .

CDR Okay. Now Ld tell me again where this

201 noes?
CDR 313 . hull?

CC Bill, if you gov 2 screws in on that

S201 and they"re on a diagonal that'll sufiice for now.

CDR Oka", v.e got then.
PLT Okay.
CDR Okay. Bill hf.nd it in. I'm going to put

it back on 3 IS - 3 90.

PI.T Okay.
CDR That's no re out of the way.

PLT Ami we. cot utility power connector to

to yet too. But you go ahead and tether it first (yarble)

pove r connec t o r .

PLT While you're do inn that I'll, get the other

s : r e v .

CDR 1 don ' t t ii ink i t
' s wor th f ool i rig wi t h ,

Bill.-'
PLT I'n sure ve got a good enoug Ii

. < ga r b 1 *r ) . Th

no doubt in my mind on that. >

PLT Ah, the (garble) popped up -.»>> a in. let

r,e get those or they'll break oft.
PLT Can you push toward ae on H?
CDR Sure mh.
PLT Okay. Now okay, just - another second,

ckav, it's locked now. Fix sone up pretty (garbli ).

S'hw get this utility 'cable hero.
CDR Okay, it's bark there.
PLT Okay

.

CDR Okay, I've >:rt «iv Z tools, I'm ready to

head out. Okay. That's done. That's done. Okay.

PLT Okay, is the (garble) (girbl. )

CDR ' Yeah.
PLT All r ittht .

' CDR ' Okay .

PLT Man, he's movin;* fast today.

CDR Y-s , I n e e d .
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CUR Okay. I'd In poflltlon,

l>l,T : Stan'J by 1, I'm sorting one tfu« i»Ai: here.

C DR. Okay, 3 . C' 7 a nd no I 1 K h t .

CC Skylab, v»; ' re J m'r.utr from 1.03 ,
*> minuter,

to Madrid at 2 1 : 59.

CDR Ro<ter . Ok*.y ,
power switches are *oins

ON. Roll F.NABlc- . I '
) ,. go \ 0 the right. Okay, 1 guess 1 got

to *o left,' It stopped . Thf. t 's vh.it I'm saying I hid to «o

right because apparently 1 g >
'. to a roll STf'V.

CDR Yeah, I vms thinking I could continue

going to the rifcht to Ret to it but I can't. Okay,

PAO Skylab, GontroJ, Greenwich mean tine 21

hours V/ minutes. Loss of signal th'-ough Bermuda. Next

acquisition in 2 minjtcs 'vlll he Madrid tracking station.

Nov the crew .low 5 hours anl 2 minutes into today's scheduled

5 hour and 30 minute FA' A . Flight Director Milt Windier

Ir.iicatln?, - based on EVA officers report that the crew

is now getting, readv to do the work on the S054 f i 1 f. e r . The

filter is first problem developed on the filter on mission

day 11, oa November 26th. The cv«w has a detailed procedure

to work out .*nd - in an effort \o tree the stuck filter in the

camera. This Is the operation the crew be t I eves '-tie crew will •

be - the crew will be getting into shortly. Following that the

crew is yilve i « 20 ninute period for cJoseout. St, with 5 ;••

ninuies and 3 minutes - 5 hours and i minutes int;> the I.VA ,

it's estimated now the FA' A will run longer than the 3

hours and 30 minutes originally planned.

END OF TAPF
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P A0 - Based on the crew discciptlon, the prin -

principal investigator, Dr. Thornton Pase ,
is very happy

with the crew's di script ion of the operation of the S201

camera. Although the crew did not visibly see Comet KohouteV,
" the camera does have a 20 degree field of view and est luates

here on the ground as the - the crew aimed the camera directly

the area the comet should be 1 o c a t od , We ' 1 1 hold the line

up for CAP COMM Dr. Story Mus grave. .

CnR 0 k a v , the - the ahutter plates are not

open. That's r i ^ht . Yup.
.

CC Sky 1 ab , we copied that. We're - You ve

£ot you through Madrid for 7 mir.u'ts.

p>D R Okay, tell him the shutter plates are not

open on S 0 5 A

.

CC Got that .

CPP No - the - the blades are closed.

CC Jer, Houston.
CDR Go ahead

.

CDR Go ahead ,
Story.

CC Take your screwdriver there and press

down on those buttons - they're, quarter-inch dimeter buttons•at about as vou view of about 11 and 1 o'clock. And the

shutter plates ou*ht to open when you pus.h down on them -

either one or bet h.

CDR Okav.
SPT Storv, after Jerry removed the canera

we not a decrement by 1 fraru-s on the r e tr> a in iny. for SOS'..

We're now reading 59 9 J.

CC 0 - Okay. Ed. And we think that's

normal.
SPT Roger

.

CC And could you verify that you <?? have

the butterfly on that new S05<. canera?
.

CDR Ye aii , ha does .

SPT That's verified. Jer and 1 both pu*. it

on last nW h t .

v;.'.:- CC So - Okay ,

PI,T Where do 1 look?

CDR Oka/, .1 ?ct the shutter o 1 ade open now . >

CC Okay, Joe.

CC And iis v.- see a CMG reset cor.lnR up here.

SPT Okay, thank you, Story.

PI.T And I can verity the butterfly's on.

SC. (Garble)
COR Ok v , Jusl let r.r position myself again

there.
CDR 0 < a / . there appears to be u - I hi-e the

: v s t i vet - 'itl\*.r filter down there and I tan ste the i.ightnin>;

hole in the web .»ext to it. So thert-'s .» - thsr.i fs a
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silver filter down there cove ring.

CC Okay, Jer. That's probably ccnf irnition

that you're between a couple of filters and probably 5 and 6.

CDR Yeah, 1 can see a - on the riy'Uhand

side, I can see about half of th* lightning holes and the

filter is not completely in place. Yeah.

cc Okay, Jer. Ve suggest you press on to

try to work that arour.d. We've only get about a minute and

-',0 ' seconds to l.OS to discuss that vicn you.

CDR Do you want to work it manually or <
( t

you want to try the electrical check first?

CDR All right . Go ahead

.

CDR Yes .
. , , .

C C Yeah, follow the procedura. electric*

check first.
CDK Okay. I see nothing noving.

CC Okay, now go nanually.

Cor Okav. No, the filter ail (',') does not

rotate, Kd . Yeah. Okay.
. ...

cc And, Sky 1 ah, we're a minute iron LUb .

And about 25 minutes to Carnarvon st 22:33.

CpR Okav, Story. It's apparently a definite

n^hanical jam. Kd is reading me the gcoiretry .isd tl.e

techniques and then we'll r«'t going.

CC Okav . f ine . Jer .

CDR We're Just joins; to tike otr time on it.

Okav , Kd .

CDR Yeah , 1 cin see that

.

FAJ Skv! ab Cont rol . Greenwich re an .1 ine

,

22 iiovrs, 7 minutes. F.V A now 5 hours and W cir.-tes since

the ciow'operud the hatch of the airlock no. !u 1 e .
Command e r

Gerald Carr at the top - Sun end of the ATM wording on the

filler of the S054 camera, describing what he sees .
Apparently

it's a mechanical Jan - Jar.. The way he described it, the

ground estimates that the filters are stucn -T setween

filter number 5 and 6. He will now go thrci*>. the checklist

of procedures passed up to hin on - 4 day* Detailed

description also a geometry sequence from wl.icti he drew

a sketch of the procedures fror. which Science ? : i o t Fd Gibson

is following the work from inside the MDA with the sVeteh of

the filters. Next acquisition in 24 minutes and 25 seconds

through Carnarvon as the Sky lab I V ' crew contir.-.es the F.VA

,

now 5 minutes and 14 - 5 hours and U minutes old. hstimates

on the ground here at least another 5 minutes to go in the

activities before natch closlnp,. Acquisition in 24 minutes.

At Greenwich mean tine 22 hours and 9 minutes, tnis is

Sky 1 ab Control.

KND OF TAPF.
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P A0 Skylab Control. r, r e e ihi i ch ir.ean i i mi- ,

22 hours and 31 minutes. Acquisition coming through

Carnarvon in 1 minute ani 30 seconds. EVA clock now showing

5 hours, 36 minutes wi'.h still posfcibly another 4 5 minutes

of activities remaining for the crew. On the last pass,

Commander Carr was beii:mir\R work on the S054 filtei at the

center work station of the ATM. Attempt to prepare the stuck

filter which ban been inoperative since, mission day 11, or.

November 26th. EVA now 5 hours 3 7 ninutes long. We'll hold

the line open for CAP CCMM Dr. St cry Musgrave.

CDR Houston , CDR

.

CC Go ahead , CDR

.

CDR Oct bad news, Story. While I was in

there maneuvering the screwdriver down to start moving the

filter the shutter blades closed on me and they're deformed,

now and they won't open.
CC Copy, Jer

.

PLT ' You mean you want to g u back to 3? Wait a

minute now. I though ve only got 8-1/2 - 7-1// minute*',

Okav. Tell me when. Okay.
CC Jer, what techniques have you used to

trvta get the shutters open?
Cp p. Well, I tried pushing on the buttons

again, but it won't budge. I pushed both buttons and then

I reached in with the tip of the screwdriver and gently

tried to eet ahold of the web and move it to the side and

it wouldn't Bovc It's jammed solid. The shutter blade

looks like it's pretty flinsy nat2ri.il. It flexes quite a

bit when I t ouch it.

CC Copy.
.

CC And, Jer, you night trv putting the t r e 6 n

meg in with - with the butterfly on it of course and sea what

that does.
CDR Veil, the • thing is the - the shutter - -

the shutter blade Itself is ber.t. It's deformed. And 1 don't

think it's go in* to open If it's supposed to st.iv in one

PlarL
CDR Relati/e to the plane of t h e ntui I S e r p I a I v ,

Story, I would say that the nhutie.f blide is now hci.l downward

about 15 dtnees.
CC OVay, .ier. We've got nothing t> lost! Uv-tM

by 'ncinr the .shutter open. New ve plann to a:<pl v that

experiment witn the shatter onen all the tii-.e.

CDR C*av. I'll give it a bloody go. l.hich

wav should I push It? Fhould I push ic to the right or to ,,.

' the left?
HCC CD!-. , Houston !.ef«J. Looking at the

shutter bla'.e in the closet' position, taere should be a rib -

a aised rib on the stutter blade and the question is: does
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that co«, dawn the rlght-h-nJ of the ,li P .» *» you look at it

pr ch.^l.ft-h.nd eUet^
coai^ rishi dQwn BitJdU of lti

Ru,Cy
;cc Okay, then you should be able ca *ee the

,d*e of the shutter bl.de. U that correct?
l,,Re

CDR That's right. I can told the shutter

Mad,Tack, Rusty, and that would (garble) the. aperture, but

you would still ^
A^ you^ yu^K. that you cannot

undor'^ny c lr cu«.t anc. ^ush^i tideway. ^ ^
f0ld

\cc" 0 kav, we've *ot a unit dovu here. We We

Ust set the shutter blade tU sane way and stand bv .
We r,

and ihout ^ minutes to Honeysuc k 1 e
. 2 2 : 45 .

5?J oi: y ; CDR. we just bent th, shutter blade

'perjure if you do that. So just <o aheal and bend it

down and up against the side.

S.O'^'"^ tH.,-r. M-bU) on t. f

Boy ,CDR B ov, if I had a pair of long-nosed P U< «

cc
CDR
J!£ CDR^! did you have a*y opportunity to try

,ind B;!e the wheel .Mil?
trieJ t0 „ well . n0 , it was on

the first thins. Rusty.
rr Ok a y , t i ti e -

. ,tx
r .. „. <, r,,rhh-) I went in with the

CDR I went i 1 (garble) I

helov the plane of the shutter P 1 " 1 ')
rni Yes, that 3 afiirmallvi. ;

>.? Okav. perhaps you could turn th. screv-

<„v. over ,no use the ...n.W ... shove u - v
;

.l
.
ro«'v. ...

tU tether on that end. That probably -on . « Bu.
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you can Just push it - ^

CDR Y«ah.
MCC - - to the aide as far as you can, Jcr ,

thatV as good aa we can hope for and then i .suggest just

going ahead with the rotation of the wheal.
CDR Okay. I'll kt'i-p fldilllnp with it a lit lie

bit here' and try to get .is much of that shutter out of the

field of view m I c/in.

MCC Okay, if you are inclined, you wight want

to try a finger.

END OF TAP*.
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CDR That's a good Idea, 1 think \'ll try.

I'm going to find out

.

CDR If you hear an ouch Bill, you ml ght have

to come out and extract me from this aperture.
PLT Yeah, I'll paste you up good t >>o

.

CDR (laughter) ,
yeah , bring some grey tape.

We'll, no * no way of getting the right hand In there. Now,

if 1 had Rusty Schwe Icka r t ' s ar» I could reach that.

CC CDR, you nay be able to rotate the

canister to a more favorable location to try it.

CDR Okay

.

PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich »ean time 22

hours 43 minutes. Loss of aipal through Carnarvon a -»

Commander Carr describing a problem he had - ha* cronw.d up

in tryln? to free the S054 filter. He said the shutter blade

va* stuck and became doomed and would not open. He's now

Hien told to try to bend the shutter blade back into a - «o

the camera would have a free - free open aperture. Pilot

Ponue commenting following Rusty Schwelckart describing some

of the procedures he commented, "you fellows are really on

top of it." Here at the Mission Control renter a group of

manayement personnel including Kenneth S. Klelnknccht, Skylab

Program Manager, here at the Johnson Space Center, Wllliaa

Schneider, Director of the Sk;'lab Program, from NASA Head-

quarters, Deke Slayton as well as the backup pilot Rusty

Schweickart as well as backup Commander for Skylab IV Vance

Brand. Everybody crowded arountV the flight director's console

with a nock up of the S054 camera with filter wheel, trying to

workout a troubleshooting procedure for Commander Carr. Ve ' 1 1

hold the line up for this pass through Honeysuckle. The plot

board here at Mission Control renter now becoming a Christmas

color, red and green. Tie plot tra.k showing red, and the board

.ill green. We'll hold the line up for this Honeysuckle pass with

CAP CO MM s Rusty Schweickart and Dr. Story Musgrave.
CDR Okav, what I'm doin* now so far is J 've

centered that fll'.er.
Spr Yeah, but it'u got a hole in it.

CC J err, we're showing filter 5 down here

nou k*-ep on going uut 11 you get t>,> 3.

CDR Okav, Story, 5 is now centered. 1 wondered

if there might be anything gamed by trying to move to 3

elec t r 1 c a I 1 v .

CC CDR, if you move in that direction you go

back to the Jam. That is it'll go from the pn-s.nt position

towards 6 again. We prefer manually smoothing it on around

to .3. '

'

'

'

'

'

-
i

CDR Okay . Sow let's - 1 got 5 c entered up now

it's got a hole in it. But see if I can get - get us back to
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nurobu r 4 ,

CC
CC
SPT
CC

again, we'll n e e <J

Ed , Hon 8 ton .

Ed , Houston .

Go ahead
, Story,

Ed, our Momentum Is building up in X
nominal H-ca>te here. Ano you ' 1 1 probab ly

get excursion down to 40 to 45 decrees.
SPT
CC
PIT
CC

ove r Texas in ab
voice there.

COR
CC
PIT
CC
CDR
CC

hand rtf^r corner
t rnugh position

PLT
PAO

hours 48 minutes

r i ght now ?Okay, would you like
Yea air.
Okay , what about - -

Skylab, we're 10 seconds to LOS
30 »inut e» a t 2 3 : I 5

.

Se« you
Be dumping the data/

Oka Do you see enouRh filter position?
We're 1 ook ing .

I'm ready to go to storage.
Still 5 GI1R .

Okay .

You have to so way back into that left-
angling the screw driver in order to get it

That's storage effort.
.

We
. rnaneuvnr nov? '..

Skylab Control, Greenwich tnean time 22
t.oas ct signal through Honeysuckle. Next

acquisition in 26 minutes 50 seconds will be Texas tracking
station. Commander Carr continuing with the troubleshooting
procedures tor the S054 Al^ camera, at the center work station
The EVA now 5 hours 53 ainutes in duration to this point,
It will will - has already run pass the 5 hour and 30 ainutes
originally scheduled, still about another 30 minutes to go
fn activities at the S054 and the closeout procedures. The
F.VA on Thanksgiving Day was 6 hours and 33 minutes in duration
with - on mission day 7. 6 hours and 33 minutes was duplicate
on SL-III mission. Seventh F.VA in the Skylab program, 3 on
SI.-II, snd 3 on SL-III . The first: - seventh FVA on Thansk/.avi
Day and this makes the rtth EVA for Skylab mission. Nf:xt
acquisition in 25 minutes and 35 seconds t h r ough Texas . At
Greenwich mean 22 hours 50 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

f.S'n OF TAPE
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P A0 Sk.yl.th Control, Greenwich Pifan time 23 hour

and 10 minutes. Acquisition In 5 minutes through Iix-jh trarkii)

Htatlon. change-of-shlft brell Ing in the Building I Nvwh

Room will occur with Milt W i rid 1 e r Flight Director, Or . Story

Musktavu Ctpsule Communicator, and Bill Bates K V A officer.

This will - change-of -shlf t briefing will take place 15

minutes after close of hatch. Discussions here at the Mission

Control Center concerning, the EVA, Flight Director Milt VUdlex
taking the position that If the crew was - was unable to

remedy the S054 filter he'll advise the crew to cone back on

In. We'll look at the procedures, ve have another EVA In -

days. We'll take another look at pos s ib 1 e t r oub 1 e shoo t In*

for that filter problem on the S054 camera. They're also

looklnR very closely at the - the pa r ame t e r s he r e at the

Mission Control Center on the inlet and out le t t e wpe ra ture

s

of Coanmder Carr'» suit. His inlet temperature - oxygen

inlet temperature is 30 degrees below that of Pilot Pc-Rue's.

Pilot Pogue is 62 decrees lnltt temperature, Connanrter Carr

Is 3: decrees. The inlet temperature - outlet t e mpe r a t u r e on

Pilot Pole's umbilical system is 73 degrees, while Commander

Cur's is 61 decrees. FlWht Director Windier hopes to tind

out what Is causing this problem and If the filter is not

corrected as the crew corns over stateside pass, Windier
.

taken

the position more than likely they'll be advised to tome on

back in and will look at other, irocedutea and ether tools on

board the spacecraft in attempt to correct tnat situation flil

the next F.VA. The feeling here at the Mission Control Center

is not to rip off the - the filter that'* covering the camera

tcr fear that the beryllium cover filter might break up and

J ust float around and de*radate the possible pictures the

camera could get. If they did rip the berylliura filter oli

it might fracture and float around in pieces Inside me caaera

at that - Acquisition coming up in 2 minutes through Texas.

FVA now 6 hours and 18 minutes long. The previous F.V A on this

mission was 6 hours and 33 minutes in duration on Mission Day

7 on ThanksniVng Day. The previous F.VA Skylah reccrJ va- *

hours and 31 minutes established by the Sky lab 111 crw.
Durir,- the repa-.r o : the ,-vto 6 - 6 pa. k durin.- the SWl.ib Ml
mission. W.-'H hold the line up for CAT COMM.Dr. Si.-rv

. Musgrave for this stateside pas*. T»u- F.VA n»w hours, .it..;. •
*

minutes in duration.
CrjR I ?-ee sone ground runlny u |» . l)<> y<"J

recognize it Bill?
PLT
CDR Oh. —

,

C C Skylab, AOS stateside for 17 winute

CDR Hello Story, what filter do you see

I
* n (garble) Jc r , I .can't see anythirw
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CDR filter I sea is very very sMny, iilve

ahiny. An;l I'm hoping that's filter nunl-er 4.

CC It ahould be and we show you betue«n

filters now.
CDR Okay. I V going to try to net to 3 now,

C&R (Static) You pot problem* you better talk

to hln.
SH On il cane we not out to around 30 dej?,ro*s

waiting for the TAGS ta kill off tbe rates, U did, vaUinfi

for the LMG s to take o*r«r - stand by.

g}>X Wilting for the CMUs <o take over and

they started to and then we got a (j?arble) for automat le

nominal 11 cage. We sot out to AO Borne odd decrees and

with some 30 hljfh rite, *nd a '<ut that tine 1 took it qv;v ,

The TACF had tiled to fire an- started bringing us ba<;k to

corract the (garble) attitude error. I put in - .-ell firat o I

»11 I cut Off tne TACS which were firing and they wer^ real?.}

belching out, 1 think ve mifcht have nad sotnu power dowi. ther?

Then I went to stand by, loaded in 24 minutes and started

the maneuver back and ve had to fire- sow T.'CS of course

to set fioinn. We Rot close to bain* back t a i r ly quickly

because the TACS h.->d already turned us around in mareuvera

KOt a high rate coi»inn back. At around 5 minute* our

loaded KAiioi/Ver tine around 5 ninuies when we were 4 degreas

out md Juft creeping back. Our setting was buildup any •

as much gravity itraclng as possible or keep the gravity

gradient down ati v.uch as possible. So we're sett lnu here

saturated now in Y . Would you like to try piic more nomlnaV .

H cave?
CC Crpy that Ed, and let us take a look

at it for awhile.
Sf>T Okay, I also show an innerjtimbal CM0

nunber i (garble) full scale low. I've not seen trial ucur
problem before and I'm not sure whether it's an anomaly with

the meter or a real. one.
CC Okay F.d , r.nd we're showing filter 3 down

here Jtt,
CDR Okay. I see a blaok hole oown there.

CC That's what yen ou^ht to see.

CDR You happy with that?..

C C Y e s s i r .

CDR I 'a ecstatic! Wheel
CDR And I think I've >;ot most all thul

shuttej blade out ot the wav so it won't be too much vignetti

by that anvway

.

CC Okav .

CDR Okav Wilhelir, let's have the film.
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PLT It worked.
COR Hot dog. Ut'a jt*t everybody In close to

the CO *o Ed won't have ho many profelaiM.
CC Not « bad Idea .

Pl.T On It * 3 way .

CDR Okay, Bill's sendtnjt down the flls now.

UNO OF T A !'

K
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cur We're over the U.S., Story?

CC Go ahead .

CDR Are we over the U.S?

pi. j Say when, Jer.

CC Yes, sir. Over Mexico.

CDR Good show. That's fine, Bill.

CDR Take it back, Bill ,

Pl.T Okay . RETRACT.

CDk Okay, Ed, before I do anything else, -an I

before I nut the film in, am I supposed to do. anything el*e?

CDR All right . I'll freeze - I'll freeze

until you catch up . '

,. , .

CO Ed, we show you close to SI now. v> t- «i

like another nominal CAGE.
CDR (Laughter) Sots of ruck, Ed.

SPT Okay, Story. Coming up now.

CDR Shall 1 hold on t Ight ?

CC And keep the CMC s inhibited, Ed.

PLT Hear that Ed?

S p T Would you clarify that, Story? We're in

*ear CAGED right now. By inhibited, you want we to
„
go

into the DAS?
I think they're having a little drop-ourSPT

problem.
CDR We now have filter 3 centered up. Bill or E

CDR Okay, that 'a f he way it's supposed t
>

be ,
yeah .

CC
now, Ed

SPT

And for Ed, we - like what we're s.einy

Okay, Stary. Your call on keep tl<« L M<>S

inhibited, 1 did not understand. You want me to go into the

DAS, inhibit CMG control?
CC Stand by one,

SPX And also, when go in* through the MALE here

for 54, T now have a setting of filter in storage. Is that tht

I believe the final configuration?
CC Tha t

' s affirm, Ed

.

SPT Okay, then is Jer cleared to put the

came ra back in?
CC That's affirn.
S?T okav .Okay, we got TACs 1, 3, and 5

firing at 1 second intervals here.

CC Copy.
SPT Okay, the green flags says latched over.

White and black button is up and the alignment's stripes are

lined up. The film is in. It started - would you like us

to cycle through a 54 checkout, which involves the single

exposures 16 or picture rate of SINGLE and exposure rates of

16 and watch It decrement 6

.

CC Tha t ' s a f f i r m , Ed .
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SPT Okay.
CDR Stand back.
CDR Okay, 1'nb'ick. Walt just a nlnuto. Let

ne close the door first. Okay. Door la CLQSFP.
CC Ed , cont lnu« on with the a nonlna 1 H CAGE

after It sectloi dovn, we'll Rive you a GO for CM'-' control.
C D R No . No , I can 1

t see out that way , I

ourIu to be able to »>»>.« hook* sparklies though.

FND OF TAPE
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CDR How it any more exposures you ' ve *oi to do

Bill?
j'l.T Several I don't know , I have •—
CC J e r , Houston

.

CUR Co ahead .

Cc After you get the S054 Installed we've

Rot two other EVAs to collect, S020 data, so we don't want

you to send any tine on that, just complete the EVA for the

check 1 is t and rap up SO 20

.

COR Okay. the 54.' I hope so you tested it

didn't you? ^eah, as best as I can tell I'm complete.

SPT Story, the S054 is Installed and from the

instdo here we've checked It out and it looks good

.

CC And it looks good down here.

SPT Okay, what do you want to do with our

momentum conf iRurat ion. We're mill in cage. And v« got

1 reasonable rate RoinR in X .03.

CC Stand by 1, Ed. Ed, you tan go oack to

[MG control at this t{»e,
RPT Okay.
PLT Okay, Jer, I'll (tet pictures ot you coning

bavk ,

CBR Okas- ,

PLT In tact I think I'll Just take a p.ood (Rarbl

( k a r t> 1 e ) r i k h t h e r a .

CDR Okay, you ready l> run?

PLT Yeah, just a second.
CDR Okay. At; soon as the Sun comes up let's

net one ci ycu,
PLT (Garble)
PLj Man, it's hard to push that button, I -

I can't be 1 ieve hov - -

Cr.R You Ready?
PLT Ready.
CDR Okay, here I come.

PLT Did you see the * r e i- n 1 1 *h t flashing rirst?

CnR No, I don't. 1 think it's on the sidi-

of the csru-ra where - -

PLT Now I got it.

CDR Now I see it.

PLT Core on.

CDR Okay .

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and .five

ninutes : > Madrid.
CDR Roger .

CDR Oka v. Give me the camera Bill.

PLT Okay .

CDR You can hook that to ny ri>?ht - rinht
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thether ring right there. Just put it through the MUl D ring.

0k ' y,
pA0 Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean tlpe 23

hour* 33 »tntues. KVA attll In progress, EVA clock now

showing 6 hours 38 minutss, surpassing the first EVA already.

Already by 5 ainutes. tirst EVA on Thank. giving Daywa. 6

houva and 33 '.inute* in duration. And the cr«w still haa

some tine yet to brina back some acre equipment and *a*«

clo«eout. The work on the S054 filter successful according

to Coamander Carr. He was able to pull back the - pull back

and get the filter 3 in position, And he was very exciud

as he did thla. Science Pilot Gibson reporting attitude

problems. The vehicle was - had a problem in the \ attitude

saturated in the Y attitude he had to go to CMC control,

there waa extensive TACS firings - present estimate close to

600 TACS firings during this prior to and during the stateside

pass. Next acquisition will be Madrid in I minutes. The

eh.n R.ov«r presently in progress here at the Mission Control

center. Offline Flight Director Milt Windier, the on-

coming tea™ of - headed by Chuck Levis - Fllsht Director

Chuck Lewis

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Trying to get there without losing the

tools..
PIT Yeah, that thaf's 4 sharp (garble)

that screwdriver

.

CDR It U. I worried a little bit about

poking mynelf with It. Now ju*t a wlnute while I disconnect
this tether from me now, and attach It somewhere In the

spacecraft .

Pl.T Yeah, there's no .sense in getting In

any hurry. I neai., we're underst and lng

.

CC Skylab, we're reading you loud And clear
through Madrid for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger, Story, We're picking things up

and coning In now. We get the camera In we're working on

S020. And we have T - S 2 0 1 to go, plus a couple ot tires.

SPT Story, just to let you know where we

stand on SO20, we got a bO m Inut e exposure , a 30 minute »

a 13 and 40 rather than 15 because of that nonlnal H CAGE
we had to put In. And a 7-1/2 minute rather than the

8 olnuto, so we don't have their priority 5 and 6 item done

,

but «« got the first 4,

CC Okay , copy , Ed .

CC And J or, prior to repressing the airlock
we'd like you to remove your PCU deflectors and examine the

PCUs for any i ce format Ion

,

CDR Will do.
CC And Also verify the composite connector's

hard mated to the PCU .

CDR Oka.. All right Bill I'm ready for your

next little present .

PLT Okay, let's see, I'll Just give you the

PS 3 here .

CDR Okay , I got it.

PLT (Garble)
CDR Okay, I haven't done tiat bu* I will.

AH right it's a point. Just a second now. AU. right I got

the VS tree in and latched, let me go up here and do. what I

can with S020. Okay , hit bc with the words again, Ed

,

CDR Okay, that's in work. Okay. Back in -

that valve is closed. Now work on the boresighter. Oh, that

little bitty knob again.
CDR l'n afraid the boresighter Is going to

have to' stay open. Yeah. That little knob, I just can't get

a hold of it to lift it up out of the notch ami close the

boresighter. Okay, what's next Ed? No, it's the VS so far.

Okay .

PLT Didn't work.
CDR Okay, the VA - C tree is in plac.ft.nd
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locked. Right. 201's in. 20 is in, yes.
CDR Bill
PLT 2 30 or whatever it was .

CDR The 201 (garbie) I guess perpendicular.
CUR Yeah, T025 is in and latched down.

Yeah, tethers we're short of.
PLT VAS area are you taUir^ about or is it

the - -

CDR Where was it F.d?

PLT Hey, it was a i<oo<l point because here
it is. Here's Don man's cover.

CDR Yeah

.

PLT Okay

.

CDR All right we sure will. Lightning
flashes.

PLT Yeah. Oh, no, no, that's from the

close line. Get that out.
PLT Nc , it locks pretty clean out here.

1 haven't forget this one (Rarble) . - - get to the hatch
Btfote we set back in, I think we have a little umbilical,

cr does that come up in that full umbilical?
CDR Yean, let's «et some of this umbilical

out of the way. We got a whole bundle of it out.

PLT Okay, now see this is fine htre.

CDR Okay.
PLT Take yours. Let me unhook it.

CC, Skylab, we're a ninuf to LOS, J '> iai'iutc

to Tananarive at 23:59.
CDR Okay.
PLT Gather all the lines clown here- Yeu <:,tn

-start shoving yours back there in the aft airlock.
CDR Right.
CDR Slow and easy. That a v*v. Okay , s i 1 I

li-tS Kef. yours in now.
PLT Okay.
CDR Slow and easy.
PIT Let me get down out of the way.

CDR f,ot a t-r eat bit-, metabolic l^A' 1

j .

'

t<> *tt>v i;mb i 1 lea ! * , That's right Bill, do a l8'J t c t'<

Very pood.
PLT Okay , I'm looking at Ail of tlx Ik,?.. .

flick through okay (static)
PAO Skvlab Control , Greenwich n« i- 1

< - *

hour* ^6 nimues . Cunnander Gerald Cur and Pilot »
t .

"' v,

in the proceaa c f reentering the airlock ciodulo, i :

eou ! uraetit ,
getting ready to complete the F.VA. fh<- <' \ <

nc showing 6 hours and 51 rain - minutes and still ,.r'. -

The longest Skylab EVA to dat * , Previous teficrd t» n
;

j r nrt<
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33 mlntues, established by this crew of Skylab IV on Thanksgiving
Day. GStN officers reports usage of over 610 mibs during
this return to maneuver following the use of the S201

camera, and reorienting the vehicle following this lengthy
EVA. 611 mibs approximately 3,000 pound-seconds of TACS

propellant used, nore than 10 percent of the remaining
propellant on board the spacecraft. As of yesterday
approximately 26,000 pound-seconds of propellant aboard.
Change-of-shif t briefing with Flight Director Milt Windier,

Dr. Story Musgrave, CAP COMM., and William Bates, EVA officer,
scheduled for Hou - Houston building 1 news roon at hatch
closing plus 15 minutes. It's possible when we have
acquisition at Tananarive the crew will be back in the space-
craft and the hatch clos - closed. This is acquisition in

.ibout 12 minutes. The crew reporting in S020 they were unable

to complete steps nunber 5 and 6 in the exposure protocol,
however, the crew was able to get the other exposures.
So approximately 60 percent of the experiment protocol

completed during this EVA for the SO20 camera. The crew

entering the spacecraft as we loss signal ''through Madrid.
Next acquisition will be the Tananarive voice relay station
in 11 minutes and 20 seconds. At Greenwich nean tine 23 hours
and '.8 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 23

hours 51 minutes . Re-evaluation currently underway here at

the mission operations control room concerning the use of

mibs, minimum impulse burns, use of TACS. ' G&N officer now
reports it's possible that the - that number of TACS , 611 -

611 mibs were not actually fired. The ground data shows that

the nibs were fired, however Science Pilot Gibson had reported
he had Inhibited the TACS firings. So with computor inhibit

the TACS would not fire but they could register firing however
they were inhibited not to fire. So it - G&N office reports
to the flight director that it will take a couple of hours

to reconstruct the data. So it's likely that the 611 mibs

registered on the ground were not actual firings but Just

Impulses but the TACS thrusters did not fire. Acquisition
coming in 6 minutes and 45 seconds through iananarive. At

Greenwich mean tine 23 hours 53 minutes this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean tiir.c,
23 hours, 57 minutes. Acquisition coming through the
Tananarive voice relay station in 1 minute and 50 seconds.
The crew should be in the spacecraft at this time when they
cone across Tananarive. They were entering the airlock
module when they - when we lost contact at Madrid. EVA
clock still counting, showing 7 hours and 3 minutes. We'll
have acquisition in 1 minute and 20 seconds. ? We'll hold the
line up for CAP COMM Dr. Story Muszrave.

CDR Be it ever so humble there's no pla
like home

.

CC Skylab, we're reading you loud and clear
through Tananarive for 4 minutes.

CDR Ros?er. We just opened the OWS hatch.
CDR Hone sweet ho r.e.

"~

CDR -j^<S_, slc< Ana alter you clinb out of
your suits, Jer, we'd lT£>"**y o u to leave the PCU connected
to the LSl's and leave the LSUs connected to their respective
panels in the airlock. Maybe after dinner we'll run throt<eh
a little bit of troubleshootinK locking for a water leak.

CDR Ck ay, v< sure got ice on my
connector, my composite connector.

CC CVay. thanks, Jer. And also on - on
Bill, we did lose his ECG the last part of the EVA when he
takes his suit off .\n<i ill he <night be - might take a look
athisOBSsensors.

CDR Ckay.
PLT Okay, Story. Okay, Bill I

'

m down.
PLT Allrighty. Ala mode. Excuse ne.
PLT I 'n watch in a it

.

CDR You get to watch it when it grabs you.
PLT The great big nagnet in there. Okay, do

I look clear now, Ed?
CREW JiAJU-
COR » Christmas tree conlni:_.ui\ on y^yr

,

leil »~

PLT T~c ah , I
' n going to say "H i "

fay r. u~—4-L
r?

«"-»

'nsf tfnlr.q fflrgyrt
d ,.

~"

PLT Okay, is ray ur.bilicaA clear?
CDR
CDR Oka
CDR Okay. PRESSURE SELECT OFF and doff one

glove .

PLT Okay.
CDR Mine's off.
PLT Mine is oft now.
CC Skylab, we're 4 couple of minutes to LOS

about 20 minutes to Honeysuckle at 00:23.
CC And we «t>t a feeling for how hungry you

are. If you have any trouble finding that fruitcaVe, in
i\2 locker behind the film vault, it's wrapped in foil and
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also stored In clear plastic. Maybe that'll help you find
it .

CDR Okay. Thank you, Story. I'm looking
forward to that.

CC So am I

.

CDR Better kill the umbilical power, Bi - Ed.
CDR ieah, we're all through. We got our

helmets and gloves off now.
CDR Okay

.

PAO Skylab Control. 7 minutes after the
hour. Change ov>r here in Mission Control Roon. Maroon
team turning over reins of the control center to t light
Director Chuck Lewis head of the bronze team. Milt Windier
telling his flight controllers we had - was pretty wild at
times today, but you all did a pretty good job and saying
why don't you all take the rest of Christmas day off.
Re-eval - Re- evaluation still being made of the TACS firings
during the maneuvers at the close of the EVA. Ground data
shows 600 - 611 mibs being fired, well over 300Q pound /sec onds
of TACS propellant. However, G&N officer feels that since the
computer had inhibited the TACS system, these firings nay not
have occurred. We'll know after several hours review of it -

the ground data. The crew back in the spacecraft. EVA clock
showing - stopped counting at Greenwich - at 7 hours elapsed
time. The crew has not indicated at what time they actually
closed the hatch because it occurred between Madrid and
Tananarive. With acquisition at Tananarive they were in the
spacecraft taking off their helmets and gloves. Later on
during evening status report it is felt we'll get a better
handle on the exact hatch-: losing tine. Flight Surgeon,
Dr. John Zieglschraid reporting to Flight Director Milt
Windier that after 172 minutes of monitoring of the two
ere wr,embers outside the spacecraft the pilot average vvi
715 btus per - while the commander. Commander Gerald Carr,
had 1000 btus. Actually the comman - the coianander does
sore work moving outside the spacecraft. The pilot,
Poruo worked from the EVA hatch area. Commander Carr working
from the center work station at the ATM as well a a the rim -

the Sun end of the ATM. Change of shift briefing with
Flight Direct Milt Windier. CAP C0MM Dr. fctory Musgrave and
the EMU officer Bill Bates, external mobility unit, the F.VA

officer at 6:30 in Building 1 Newsroom at the Johnson
Space Center. Next acquisition in 12 minutes and 50 seconds
through Honeysuckle at Greenwich mean time 10 minutes after
eight - the hour. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean time
1? minutes after the hour. Flight Director Milt Windier in
route to the Building 1 Newsroom along with Dr. Story Musgrave
and Bill Bates, EMU EVA officer. On the last pass through
Tananarive the crew was given the location in the lockers to
find the fruitcake onboard the spacecraft. This will supple-
ment their neal for this evening. The crew had the option of
changing around their menus for today in order that the - they
might have turkey and gravy on Christmas Day. However, they
chose not to do this and they are on menu 3, which although
pot a Christmas meal, is a - a more than average diet,
much better than the food bar supplement diets the crew had
yesterday. For Command Gerald Carr today, he'll be having
pork loin, tomatoes, shrimp, strawberries, coffee with sugar,
and ice cream. Science Pilot Gibson has on his menu prime
rib. green beans, roll, pears, and orange drink. Filot
Poguo has filet nignon, mashed potatoes, asparagus, orange
drink, and vanilla wafer. The EVA clock here at mission control
center, still reading 7 hours. A refined time will come later
when the crew has a chance t a t.ilk to the ground and go over
the EVA - the actual hatch closing time. Today's EVA of
7 hours plus the 6 hour and 33 minute EVA previously recorded
gives the crew a unofficial total of 13 hours and 33 minutes.
In two EVAs they've logged move time outside the spacecraft
than the Skylab III crew, which had a total of about 12 hours
and 45 minutes in 3 EVAs. Skylab III crew of 12 hours and
45 minutes in 3 EVAs and the Skylab II crew on the first
mission accumulating 5 hours and 34 minutes in 2 EVAs and
1 standup EVA. Next acquisition at Honeysuckle. We'll hold
the line up for this Honeysuckle pais.

CC Skylab. Houston. We're with you for
1 minute through Honeysuckle and it calls out in your check-
list there to record on the recorder the PCU number. We'd
like an addition which LS'J was connected which PCI'.

CDR Okay, Hank. LSU 7, PCU 10. LSI' 12,
PCU 13.

CC Roger. We copy. Thank you.
CDR And my PCU number 13 was the one that was

throwing the ice and inside here now there's sure enough
a lot of water around the composite.

CC Roger. Ve copy,
CC Skylab, Houston, we're going LOS. See you

flt Goldstone at 52.
PAO Skylab Control. 25 minuted after the

hour. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Next Acquisition
in 25 minutes And 30 seconds will be Goldstone tracking sta-
tion. We'll take the line down now for change of shift
briefing At the Building 1 newsroom with Flight Director
Mill Windier.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - contact through the Goldstone t racking

station. We'll play the Initial acquisition and then play

catch-up as we pass over the States on this stateside pass.

C C Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone for

1 1 minutes

.

CDR Roger , Hank .

CC Did you find your fruitcake?

CDR No, we haven't got to that yet. V-'e just

jot out of our snow suits and we're kind of doing what we have

to do before we can sit down and eat.

CC Skylab, Houston, we've got gimbal on the

stars and we're slowly losing attitude. We may get a reset. Anc

Jerry, you can disregard our earlier call about the PC'J LSU .

You can go ahead and disconnect it per checklist.

CDR Roger , Hank

.

C c Skylab, Houston, Just to sort of fill

vou in on what we're looking at down here. We're - we've

got a list of things that we're proposinr. to delete here

this evening, to nake your even - evening here a little nore re-

laxed since the ?.\ K took a little longer than we had antici-

pated. And also, later on in the evening when you get down

to the taking the - taking the CSM back down to the quiescent

set again, we have a couple. of things we want you to do

there in the power down over a station site so we can look

at it. For one thing looking at the computer while it's in

POO and also looking at the BMAG problem we had.

CDR Okay, Hank. *<e got the fruit c a', e

lockerout.
CC Skylab. Houston, we re about JO seconds

from LOS. Be a dropout for about a minute and back

'•ith vou through Bermuda.
SPX Okay, thank you, Hank. I would appreciate

it sometime tonight or maybe tomorrow to find out ihe situation

we have there on the TAGS usage ?nd the (garble) that we

were getting,
CC Roger , we 're - wp -

SPT (Garble)
CC Okay, we have some net toe, ha. We re

trying to got all the data back. It will be a while til

we'tift It *H back In and - «n,J. look at it. We re - we re

curious ourselves as lo exactly what happened.

SPX 1 think the ground roll which w,in

given a vav to gat 50 degrees out of attitude before we

do something. I think that number perhaps Is high as I think

we might have taken action somewhere around )0 or so, we'll

have a cooling off without burning nuch gas.

CC That's a good point. We'll ceri-iirtly
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re-evaluate our rules.
CC Skylab

,

5 minutes.
CC Skylab

,

at U .

CDR Roger,
PAO

b - we're through Berrruda for

Housto 1 mln ite to LOS . Madr id

Hank . :

;

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 1

hour 10 minutes. Loss of s i Rnal " through Bermuda. Next
acquisition will be Madrid in 3 minutes. The crew advised
some of their routine housekeeping chores may be deleted this
evening since their EVA ran 90 minutes longer than planned.
CAP COMM Hank Haitsfield telling the crew that some items
will be deleted in order that they get their dinner ,md get
to bed on tine this evening. Conn and or Carr did report find-
ing the fruit cake in the locker. This will be their sole
Christmas gourmet item for the day. They chose not to change
their menu around as the Flight Surgeons indicated earlier.
They could have the opportunity to switch menus and have
turkey dinner today. They, however, chose to stick to their
menu - standard menu number 3 which calls for pork and
dressing and filet r.ignon . Next acquisition will be Madrid
in 2 minutes. We'll hold the line up for this Madrid pass
with CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston through Madrid for 8

mlnUt
CDR Hank, on your message about disconnecting

the LSU and PCUs I was back behind the film vault at the

time. You said it was okay to go ahead an: follow the

checklist didn ' t you?

C C That's affirmative Jf-r.

CDR Okay .

CC CDR, Houston, I din; t nnw - hew you re -

what you're doing I guess you've gc-t::-; : e < d y t o ea
t

o ,
:

i
f

you

haven't already but you think we ought f;,o go aneaJ and get

our proposed deletions out of the way so we know what we re

working through this evening?
, ,

,

CD r Yeah, I guess that'll be okay. .All ot

our dinners were frozen Hank, so they're thawing r i gh t
now .

We've all had a little snack and now we're just kind of aessing

around getting things done while we're waiting for our t ood

to thaw .

CC Okay, well you could -

CDR We're getting multiple 'nibs new.

cc Roger, we're getting that reset we thoupht

we were going to get earlier. And -

CDR Okay

.

cc The kind of thing we re locking at

here is f <•> r you deleting the SU9 stow, that will save you

30 minutes. And on the T025 Just through the camera stow

onlv and put the film in the fllo vault. And also we - this

applies trt both you and the PLT will delete the housekeeping

2A 2B 2C, and 11A, that'll save us 9one acre about i. >

minuted. We'll delete the AT M pass for the SPT and we'll also

delete his M133 we'll do that later. Oh correction on that,

.. P „„ a t to do that t-nleht. if he's willing. On t»e PLT
,
*c

•.„uld like to delete the filter stow from th* SO20. And we re

going to have to put It - that lust saves us haying to

put it rieht back In on the next EVA since we 13 be using

that. And also when you get to the part where you stow t :i*

PSI1 at vour option - PCUs at your option you can |u*t

then to the floor rather than trying to put b*ck

in the containers, if that «*Ye.* things a little easier on •

fust he sure all the c* P s are replaced according to the < hock-

U!,t '

SPT Hank, that "113 i « m> problem and I think

on the ATM maVbe if w« can Ju*t pick them up a b i

,1
J
Id 1 ng b o ck

1JOP 0 that would do It, I think that synoptic data is fairly

important.
okay, Fd , If you can work that in that'll

be fine. Just a reminder you'll have to reconfigure the panel
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according to the EVA checklist.
SPT Okay, 1 won't be doing that right now it

might be another orbit or so before we get this place squared
away, but I will pick it up before we get into the bed - into
bed tonight.

CDR Okay Hank, let's see if I got it all now.
We're going to delete housckcepinp, 2A, B, and C and 1 1 A , the
149 stow, the T025 stow except for the camera which we'll
put away, the S020 filter stow, and PCU stow except we'll cap
then of f .

CC Skylab, how do you read?
CDR Read you loud and clear now, I guess you

dropped out, did you Co;>y what I had?
CC Roger , and you read it back correct and

the only other thin* we have ,1s when you get to the part whers
we are powering down the CSM to quiescent we do have a couple
of things we'd like to do over STDN and I guess it's
best to talk those through when you get to them. And - and
basically it's when we get down to step 2 there on page 6-23
in the powerdown, we would like to run a little check on the
BMAGs, and we'd also like to pet a couple of ninutes looking
at the computer while it's in (garble) to lock at some paraneters
there on PU - that are not on the P20 down list.

CDR Okav Hank, let's think about that, I'll
probably get to that in another hour or so, maybe right after
dinner but let's spend one of these passes Just work in? at it.

CC Okay, Just give us a call when you get
tc that and over what aite and we'll work it out.

CDR Ok.iy Hank. And Hank, 1 don't know if I

made it clear out ther<; on S05 4 what I originally saw when I

looked in there. But it appears that that first camera full
of film that we had w a -) taken through 1 guess three-quarters
of filter 5, and the other 25 percent of it was o:c ulted. I'd
say looking In the aperture there three-quarters of filter
5 v a - w a H shoving.

CC Rcsfr, ve copy.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead

.

CDR I Just, disconnected the composite on J'CU

number 13, and I got whole bill of water in the face. The -

it's yellow water out of the l.CGs out of that system. And the
electrical connection there is completely soaked in water, I

think we better leave it open tonlpht and let it dry out.
CC Roger, ve copy, and I pue»« we'll leave it

that v a v f •« r the tine being, we'll think about it. W e ' r e about
30 seconds from LOS, we'll see you again at Tananarive at 34,
and that's about 11 minutes.
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CDR Okay

.

PAO Sky 1 ab Control, Greenwich mean tine 1 :

hour and 23 minutes . Loss of signal through Madrid. The
crew advised of deletion of four seperate housekeeping tasks
tonight to give the crew a little more time after this lengthy
F.VA. EVA officer 9till standing by the unofficial time of 7

hours. The exact hatch closing time will not be kncwn for

several hour? while ground controllers review dump data. The

crew has not been asked to confirm the time. The ground is •

confident that 7 hours will hold up at this tine. Discussion
concerning the equipment used during the EVA which produced
ice flakes around Coinraander Gerald Cirr's spacesui t . Caused
apparently by a leak, a loose fitting in the O-seal of the

umbilical. The ground will evaluate the use of this equipment
and make a thorough study of the results before the EVA scheduled
for Saturday. C&N officer reports an additional 26 nibs,
Dinimim inpulse burns were made with the TACs thruster attitude
control system. During this last pass this vas expected is

the refined attitude of the orbit was ssade usfnp C"Gs and TACs
following the 7-hour EVA. Still no word on the total usare
of r.ibs during the EVA, however ground data indicates 611 Or

nore than 3000 po und / s e c ond s of TACs may have been used during
the EVA. However the computer had inhibited the TACs from
firing but the corcputor also said you should tire, but

Science Pilot Gibson said he had Inhibited the TACs. So

therefore until the data is reviewed it will not be know
whether 611 nibs were actually i i red . Kohoutck -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - had Inhibited the TACS. So therefore
until data reviewed it will not be know whether the 611 mlbs
were actually f i r e d . Kohou t e k Pis here at the Johnson Space
Center are very happy with the EVA. Dr. J. Mayo Greenberg,
Principal Investigator for T^25 K, the T02> instrument to
record the Comet Kohoutek said he's very happy with what they've
got, referring to the crew's activities getting the photographic
data with the T025. Dr. Thornton Paige, Principal Investi-
gator for the S201 experiment , said that it was unfortunate
that they were not able to get all of the data, otherwise
everything went beautiful. He says he hope we can do the
same thing on the 29th. He said that it's too bad we - the
crew did not see the cop.et, however, he's confident that the
way the vehicle and the canera was pointed it certain Iv should
have the comet and images on the TO - the S 20 1 canera. Next
acquistlon 6 minutes and -.0 seconds t h r o u e h the Tananarive
voice relay station. At Greenwich r.ean tire 1 hour 27 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean time,

1 hour, 32 minutes. We will have acquisition through the

Tananarive tracking station for the last time of the night

for Christmas day for the crew. Skylab is in its 3255th

revolution of the Earth since launch from Cape Kennedy on

May 14th. The crew of Skylab IV, Gerald Carr, Science

Pilot Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue now in their 40th day ii

space. Establishing a Skylab record today, spending 7 hours
outside their orbiting space station in the longest weightless
work session in the Skylab p r og r am . S c I en t i s t s at the

Johnson Space Center happy with the apparent success of

aiming the instruments, T025 and S201, at the comet Kohoutek
today, although problems did crop up during the r ".'*, a minor
leak in a space suit and problems with maintain i attitude,

flight controllers are happy with the overall success of the

7 hour F.VA today. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Hank
Hartsfield on this Tananarive pass.

CC Skylab Houston through Tananarive
7 minutes .

S PT Hey, Hank, (garble)
CC Roger, Ed. You are - have Honeysuckle

at 36 - 03 : 36

.

SPT Okay, what about Jerry and Bill?

CC Okay, Bill at 02:31 in Goldstone, CDR Is

at 03:56, Hawaii. All of them right to left.

S?T Ok.vy, Kank, I copied for Bill - Okay,

I copied for Bill, 02:31, for Jerry, 03:56 and for myself,
03:36. '

'

'

CC . That's correct, and Ed, while I've got

you, there is one error in the checklist for the power up the

ATM panel. On page 3.1-9 on the white light coronagraph,
S052. after you bring the main power to stand by, you'll
want to zo then to ON because you're going to operate.

SPT r Okay, very good. I think Bill's got

that .

'

CC And, Skylab, also might point our to you

that we - we're stowing the S020 with the EVA bracket on it

so the in F597 so the - the lid will be partially open there sc

you probably should exercise a little caution in moving
around that area and not bang it.

SPT (Garble)
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

fror LOS. Vo. '

1 I see you at Honeysuckle U 59 and we're

scheduled to dump the recorder there. That's about 17 minutes

f r or. now .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time,

1 hour, 4? minutes. Loss of signal through the Tananarive
voice relay station. Next acquisition will .be Honeysuckle
tracking station in 15 minutes, 30 seconds. At Greenwich
mean ti ie, 1 hour, 43 minutes, this is Skylab Cortrol.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylal. Control, Greenwich nean tine 1

hour 57 minutes. Acquisition coninp through the Australian
tracking Honeysuckle, as Skvlt.S crosses the South Pacific.
Acquisition in 40 seconds. We ' i 1 hold the line up for
CAP COMM Hank Hart.if ield .

cc Skylab. Houston, throuph HonevsucUe for
> 1/2 minutes and we'll be dumping the recorder.

cc Skylab, Houston, could you give us an
idea where you arc- now in the post ! : V A

?

Pl -T Okay, the CUR is putting the suits
back together now. The PIT is in the CTA drain, page 3.1-11

cc Okay, I guess Bill, we don't see the
ventilation back up again, and it could be since we pot
into that 90 Alfa this nomine we nay ha - we got acrethinr
out of configuration. Ve mipht oupht to verify the steps
in 90 Bravo would inspect sor-.e of the circuit breakers
there. And step 7 and 8 in specific that pcf. our fans
and everything going aeain.

Okay , Hank, tli.mk yoi:.
cc Step 6 and 8, correction on that on

tanks 2-16 under SwS systems.
SPT Hank, I

1

p just about ready to stow thr>
film in the co r, ma nd module.

cc Okay. and we're about 30 seconds fror
LOS. We'll see you in Hawaii at 19.

PA0 Skvlah Control, Greenwich nean r. i
- e 2

hours 9 ninutcs. Loss of sipnal throuph Hon e vsuck 1 e , as
the crew is in nidst of the post EVA activities, hanpln*
their snowsuits, as Compandor Carr descrihed then, hanpinr
their spacesuits - snowsuits up to dry. Preparing
generally puttinp things away prior to settlinr down for
a well dioerved hot neal before retiring for the evenir.o.
Althouph thev're not eatinp a traditional turkev and privy
Christnas Day feast todav, they will have the tradJtion.il'
delicacy of fruitcake for dessert for tonight; the
fruitcake left over fror the first Srivlad mission, Skvla>.
II, and stowed away in the food lockers. Thr crou v,r, advise
where it was stowed, and thev conf Irrcd on the last pass that
Commander Carr said he did find th- foo * frultc^e and
they will have it on their dinner table tonirht. Not
acquisition through Hawaii in 8 minutes. At C reenvieh
nean tire 2 hours and 10 minute*, this is Skylab Control.

KND OK TAPF
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control , Greenwich mean time 2

hours 17 minutes. A 9 minute and AO second pass through the

Hawaii tracking station. CAP COKM is Hank Hartsfield. As

the crew is in the midst of completing their post-EVA activi-
ty prior to settling down for a well deserved hot meal for

the day. 17 e * 1 1 hold the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield.
CC Sky lab , Houston through Hawaii 9-1/2

minutes. PLT , Houston. When you get a break this evening,
we'd certainly appreciate If you could get us a reading on

the (garble) reservoir.
PLT Alright, Hank , I'll give you one before I

po to bed .

CC Okay ,
appreciate if, Bill, any time.

SPT Houston , SPT

.

CC Go ahead.
SPT Hank, I've sot a question about the stowage

for the ATM film. Right now, I have ny H-alpha and 54 in the

command module. And also the 56. I know there was some
concern earlier about getting it out of the command module
when we first got up here. Now, the instructions are to show it

there. (Garble) And reorganize the stow ace before we come back.
Would you check to make sure that's really wheie they want
all that film?

CC Okay, understand you have H-alpha 54 and

56 in the command module? And we'll check it out.
SPT Thank you, Har.k, it's exf.-tly as printed

on page 3.2-2 of the F V A cue cards post .

CC ' Okay .

SPT And also, S052 is goinc down to F551.
CC Okay , we copy

.

CC PLT, Houston. You - your next 'site's your
private comm and you nay acquire a little early. It's sched-
uled for 30, but if you're ready, you m 1 gh t - m 1 gh t get VHF
picked up about a minute before that.

PLT Okay, Hank, thi.r.k you very much.
CC And CDR, Houston. Do you Ihir.K you might

be into that CS'l pewerdown on the next CONUS?
CDR Say ajtaln , Hank .

CC Roger, we're about a nlmiic from LOS. We'll
be seen.? you it Go Id stone at 30. And that's scheduled for

the evening status report and right after i:i.u ve got a

8 minute pass at Bermuda and we were wondc ring if - if that ••

that site we could run throur.h the CSM power down?
CDR Well, there'll be no status report. I h -

I'm no where ready to give that. I'll £0 on up there at

Bermuda though and we can do the CSM together.
CC Okay, whenever it's convenient. If -
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if you've not ready, evening status, that's no big deal.
We could do it at Goldstone for that matter if you want to
do the powerdown there. Are - are you eating now?

CDR No, huh-uh, I'm doing (garble). What's the
next pas d now, Hank? The next station.

CC Okay, we have Goldstone coming up right
now in about another couple of minutes. And then t.nere's
Bermuda after that.

CDR And will Go Ids t one be - -

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 2

hours 29 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition will be Goldstone in 1 minute 40 seconds. We'll
hold the line up for this stateside pass.

END Or TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston, through Gold stone for
7 minutes. And you're ripht Jer, I forpot about PLT's private
comm. we'll have to wait until Bermuda and that'll be coninp
up at 42.

CDR Okay, fine, Hank, I'll meet you there at
42 .

CC Hey, Jerry, the corn tech says he's havinp
trouble raisinp Bill. He is up in the corn.ind nodule, isn't
He ?

CDR - Yeah, he's up there Hank. lie's probablv
trying to figure out the reconfipuration.

CC Okav. They pot it poinr nov , Jerrv.
CC f.kylab. Houston, we're 1 ninute to ],OS .

We'll be corine up on Berruda at 42. And for the SPT, the
stowage as outlined in your checklist there is corroc' for
the f i in.

SPT Okay, Hani-, thank you.
PAO Skylah Control, Creonwich rein tire 2

hours 39 ninutes. We've loss of s i r- n r 1 t h r oueh Coldstone. Vex
acquisition in 1 minute and 50 seconds will hr Her-ud.i
tracking station. Skvlab space station currently in an
orbit of 244 by 21'f. nautical nilcs.

CC Skylab. Houston, through I crnuln for
7 rinutes.

PLT Hank, this is the FI.T. 1 just checked
the SUS 1 reservior and I would think for all practical
purposes it is enpty.

CC Roper, we copy. And CPF , we're standing
by, as soon as you pet in the corrand nodule Rive us a call.

CDR Ck ay , I ' n there.
CC Okav, Jerry, first thin? we'd like for

you to do is p.ive us POO we car, po ahead and be looking
at those francs on T20.

CDR Okay

.

CC And the next thinp we'd like for you to
do is up in the tunnel there's enable caution and warninr
10 Alfa

.

CDR Roper , 10 Alfa

.

CC And while you're down that way. over on
panel ?29, we'd like to verifv that the H'S rroup 2 MAP; A
"is CI. OS KD.

CDR l'ey. Hank, say our proMrn ivJ'ap ! is in
warn-up.

CC Roger , copy, in - in warn-up.
CDR \o it was nice and warr, but it wasn't

doingmuch.
CC Could von turn it on for us an.! we'll jur.t
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cake a look?
C D R Okay.
CC CDR, Houston, Chat's all we need then.

You can po ahead and do a norral powerdown.
CDR Roper, Hank . I'm glad that's all the

p r ob 1 en was.
C C So a re we . Sky 1 ab ,

Houston, has
housekeeping 90 Bravo been acconplished step 6 and 6? We
sclll don't see Che heat exchanper fans and evorythinr
coin;!.

PLT It's in work rip.ht no-.', Hank.
CC Okay, thank you Bill. CDR, Houston,

I guess when you eet through with that povcrdovn we'd want
to p,o back and inhibit 10 Alfa apain.

CPR Okay, Rood enoueh.
Pl.T Hank, what fans and everything are you

referring to?
CC The OVS heat exchanger fans, Rill.
PLT . Okav

.

CC Skvlab, Houston, if it's convenient for

an answer nov. In rep ard to the PC'J that von - you were
wearinr Jerrv that was leakinr so brH. I wonder if on the
first FVA who ever was vp.irin p that , did t'-ev notice anv
unusual .mount of water or ice or anything around that
connector?

CDR Hank. I was the puv who broke those
CDU - the PCVs down at the end of that KVA and I don't
renerber seeinr anv water around the" at all.

CC Ok av . we c onv . An d we ' r e ah ou t 1

ninute fror. LOS . Next sit.' is Canaries at 51, and that's
scheduled for the r.ed conference.

COR Rocer.
PLT Hank, are vo« still tiicre?

CC Roper, we cop v.

PLT Check the f,ms nov, they should be
runninc. I've reconfigured.

CC Okay, looks Rood.
PLT Thank yon.
PAO Skylah Control, 0 r ( e nw i c !v ne a n tire

: hours 49 rintues. The crow will shortly be in the nidst
of their Christnas Dav meal. Corrandtr Carr having por'<

loin, tor.atoes and shrimp ami stra-a erries. Scienir Pilot
Gibson havinp prire ribs of beef, preen beans, no,its and
rolls, while Pilot Popwe has filet r. ijtnon, rashpd potatoes,
asparapus and oranpe drink. They will top this off with
sone extra fruitcake left behind by previous crews. Althou
the Skylah- IV crev had the option of eat i rip turkey and pr.iv

today, they chorfe to stick with todav's tarty nenu o<"
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pork loin, filet or princ ribs. Cuo of the reasons
festive and nore traditional Christras neal was not aboard
for today or for that natter Thank.srivin.it is the fact the
food for Skylah and each crev r.erhcr - over all ere--' ronu
choices were nade nore than 1 > months apo, in October 1972.
And the food for the three Skylal. nissions was loaded ahnar
the workshop of February of this year, 10 nonths aro, lone
before it was ever decided that Skylah astronauts would be
orbitinr the Farth on Christras Pav . V.'e

'
1 1 hold the lino M

for this Canary pass.

FND OF T A V V.
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PAO This Canary pass is being devoted to the
med - the daily reed - c on f e r enc e with Dr. Gerald Hordinsky
presently discussing the medical status of the crew. We'll
have a summary of that discussion as soon as we can. We'll
put it on the line. We'll hold this line up in the event
the crew does come back up and talk with CAP COMM Hank
Hartsf ield .

'

; - CC '

7-1/2 minutes.
CDR
CDR
CC

to make a note on a

panel the next time you go up?

Skylab, Houston, we're back with you for

Okay Hank .

We're just sitting down to eat now.
Okay, I wonder i f

.
I could get one of you

couple of switches we need on the ATM

CDR
CC

on and on the S054
CDR

now .

Okay , go ahead .

Okay, on TV we need the XUV MON power to
we need the IMAGE DISSECTOR to ENABLE.
Okay, Ed whistled up there to do it right

CC
it wasn '

need it

I don't V. n

CC
CDR

intercoms

that urgent
he would

ill, he could h«

I just didn't
ed it when - if

he's eo in?, to cic

n any event we v

a v again Hank, v

ve waited, we didn't -

want to lo- we would
he did this last pass,

i t o r no t .

ould need it tonight .

l- were talking on
i n d missed y o

CC
CC
cc

from I. OS, the n

minutes and as

SPT
PAO

hours 6 minutes
acquisition in

tracking static:
3256 revolution
mean tine 3 hou

Nothing important.
How was that fruitcake?
Ski ah, Houston, we're about 1 minute

:xl site is Honeysuckle at j 6 in about 29
i reminder that's the SPT's private comm.

Roger, copy.
Sklyab control, Greenwich mean time 3

Loss of signal through Ascension, next
19 minutes and 20 seconds will be Carnarvon
\. As Skylab space station begins its

Next acquisition in 28 minutes at Greenwich
s and 7 minutes this I r» Skylab control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, C, re phw 1 ch nc.m t i~e 3

hours 3 5 minutes. Acquisition coring through the Carnarvon
tracking station in 4 5 seconds. This will be the last pass
through the Honeysuckle tracking station for the crcv todav.
We'll leave the line up for CAP COJV Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylah, Houston, throuph H onev s u c V. 1 o

7-1/2 rinutes

.

CDR roper, HanVr, and when's the first pass
after 04:00?

rc :;opcr, it'll be Golds tone at OA: OR.
CDR Okay. I'll try and have an eventnp status

for you by then.
CC Sky lab. Houston, for whoever ' s free. Ke'd

like to pet a nu?. update nov

.

CDR Okav. Bill's on his v,v: .

CC ri.T, you rirl't try outer pirbnl rinur, 250
and inner pinbal rlr.us 580.

PL" Okay. I think I pot it on plnns 87, you
nirht check and see if I cot the r i p h t star.

CC Okay, it looks Rood h»re, Bill

.

FLT (Garb 1 e) ft.. .

CC That looks f.ooc.

FLT Ckay

.

CC Sky lab, Houston, we're about 20 seconds
fron LOS. ihe next site is Hawaii at 56, and that's the
CDR ' s private call.

CDR ' Kop , Hank

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean ti~e 3

hours 4 5 ninutes. Loss of sirnal throuph Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition 11 rinutes 25 seconds will be Hawaii tvnekirp-
station. r.veninp n e d 1 c a 1 status report reads as follows:
"Heart rate and work rate durinp today's KVA were very
noninal. The corrander and pilot felt verv corfort.idle durinp
KVA. Sore residual but nininal tenderness was noted in

the f infers after don ninp the p loves. The pilot will take
a decongestant to pieclude any earhlocV." Sipned bv

Dr. Gerald HordlnsVv for Dr. W. R. liavVins, director of

nedical operations of the life science - life science diroitor
at the Johnson Space Center. Skylab space station now in its

32 56 th revolution in a orbit by 244 bv 22'' nautical nilrs. If

Skylab IV runs the entire 84 day nlssiers . fiis cortnc PiUl.iv

morninr at 8:35 ccr.tral standard tire, t >a t will, he the hnlfwav
mark in the P 4 d a v rission, that will be d a v 42 lor the crew.
At 8:35 a.r.. central standard tire Friday will be the halfway
point in the 84 day mission. Next accuisi*. ion in 9 ninutes
and 33 seconds throuph Hawaii. At Crcenwtch r.enn tire 3 hours
*7 rinutes, this is Skvlab Control.

KM) OF TAPF
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich nean tine

3 hours 55 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii

tracking station in 15 secern Is . Crew concluding their

post-sleep activity as far as scheduled retirement for the

day at Greenwich nean time * o'clock. However -

CC CDR, Houston. You're coming down on

S-band also.
CC And Skylab, we're with you through

Hawaii for 8-1/2 minutes.
SPT Rog , Hank

.

CC SPT, Houston. I c looks like it's going !;

to be a little late to try to got it in an ATM pass, so fix us

us up for unattended at night. If you could give us minus 5400

on the experiment roil, we'll be all set. v

SPT Hey , Hank , 1'n going to be up here - tor

about anothev 30 - «0 minutes or so finishing up that EVA and

ought to be coming into the Sunlight again. There's no reasur.

whv I can't get myself a block 1 now on 71 Bravo 2.

CC Okay. It's your choice , Ed

.

PST Thank you, Harsk.

Sp-r It'w going t J be good .for a change' to be

taking some SOS 4 data row you're really getting something good.

CC Hev. that's right.

CC Skylz-.b, Houston. We're about 6 seconds

free LOS. S<je you at Gcldsnne at 09 with a recorder dump.

PLT Ok.-y. Hank.
PAO Skylab Cortrol. Greenwich mean time

U hours 6 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next

acquisition through Gcldstone tracking station in 2 minutes

35 seconds. Inadvertently, the Commander Jerry. Carr's private

family conversation, the first few seconds of it, care down

on the air-to-eround loop. This was - came down on the S-b and .

Inadvertentlv, he apparently flipped the wrong switch in t hv'

command module as hi- was holding his private conversation.

It was one-sided. Next acquis! tier, will bfi through.. Golds t one i .•

We'll hold the line up for CAP COIIM Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skvlab. Houston. We're t h rough Go 1 ds t one

for about 8 minutes and we'll be standinj; by for evening

status. So whenever you're ready, CDR.

CUR Okav, stand by. Hank.

CDR Oka;. Hank. You got your pencil ready?

F.Sn OF TAPE
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CC
CDR

. llpht ; SPT, 7 . 5

.

half llr.ht. Vol
Water p,un : CDR,
CDR, 6.290, 6.289

Go ahead.
Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, half

7.3 heavv, 0.2 lirht; PI. T, 7.5, 7 heavy,
me: CIJP , 1 750; SPT, 2200; PI.T , 100".

7786; SPT, 3347; PI.T, 9568. Body nass;

, 6.289; SPT, 6.350, 6.3*9 , 6.35 2 ; PI.T,

251, 6.251, 6.254 Kxercise: none for anybody.
Mediations. CDR, chloral hydrate last nifht, Sudafed tonirht;
SPT, none; PLT, Tinactin as directed and Oranade (?) tonirht.
Clothlnp: CDR, one T-shirt; SPT, one pair of shorts: PI.T,

none. Food lop: CDR, salt 3.0, deviations, n.inus two

coffee with supar, ninus ! enon puddlnr and plus fruitcake,
rehydration vater plus 1.5; SPT, zero salt, zero deviations,
zero vater; PLT - PIT, salt 1.5, plus one fruitcake and

rehyrdatlon vatrr zero. Fllrht Plan deviations: none.
Shopping list: none. Inoperable equiprent: none.

Unscheduled stowape: none. Okay, hero's the photo lop:

16-tni llineter , docurentary photos LVA, Charlie India

78, 60, Charlie India 7« . Nikons - we have a TC25 v P owe

vou a readinr on that. And we'll five that to you tororrov.

70-ni 11 lneter , Charlie X-ray 171. 75, !:TC , none. n'.FP ,

no chanr.e. Drawer A: Alfa t
v

> r o - Alfa 1 throurh ;lfa 4.

no chanre. In the back 07. Charlie India 7ft, 6<\ Charlie
India 74, all the rest of the Nikon*;, no chanre-

CC
CC

were
CDR

bap, , huh
CC

t find all tr

rittht in the Rare PPK
Oh. we

Roper, we copy Jcr.
CDF, lions tor, I understand that you
Christras r, oodles. The - the presents

vi t ii t ho Chr 1 p t -&* tree,
rc supposed to open the whole

> 1 1 , 1'n exactly sure how they ere
the

bren 1'iroe
stowed. The little Christmas tree was in th

in the sipper bar attachment, it should have
snail , resents in there with it.

CDR Okav, I think I knot- what you mean then

\ o founu a bar with a zipper bar or, the side, but ve did

not open the blr bar,. Vr Just opened t<o Kipper bar.

CC Well, we understand that's whore the

prrsonn supposed to be in the zipper bar.
CDR No, the *.<pprr bar only had the tree

in It, that's about all there wan roor for In that little

2ipper bar- We'll ro conduct a search thoueb.
cr Okav, wlat you're loolinr for l« about

sav dine size.
CDR

easy, he doesn
we're ahmt 3u

Plr»e size?
Little tiny thine?. And CIS savs ro

want his mertcnturt ntpsed un arain. 'nd

econds fror. l.OS . V'c could say pood niriit
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to you here or if you want a little news, Bernuda will be
conir.R up in about 4 minutes.

CDR V.'ant you pive us sore news at F3 or mid a.
CC
PAO

ft hours 15 minute?
tracking station,
tlirouch Bermuda.

Oka
Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean tire
Loss of sien&l throurh Coldstone

Next ac<iuistlon will be in 3 minutes
Apparently, Science r i 1 o t F d Gibson d i

not have his Christmas Day fruitcake. Pilot Porue and
Commander Carr, however, did. In the evoninp statu r. ronort
the only deviations to the food rcunu was the fact that
Comnander Carr reported that he and Pilot Pot
the fruitcake to their menu. And no nention in

did add
the Science

pilot renu report of liavinr added the fruitcake to the menu.
Also a se.irch currently underway aboard Skylah. A search
for three nissinc Christnas presents, the crew apparently
did not find ther when they opened the pack are containing
the tree vesterdav. These packares described bv the
CAP COM!: Hank Hartsfield as dine sixe, were in the sate
pocket of the APK, the astronaut preference kit, aboard
the cornand nodule. The crow is now apparently searching
for these three rissinp Christnas presents floatins sorevher
In Skylah. Next acquisition in 1 minute 40 seconds. l.'e '

1 1

hold the lin.-> up for the Perruda pass. CAP C^'"< Hani-
liartsfield promised the crew the read up the dailv news
durinp the Bemud a pans.

F.NP OF T A P F
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CC
Bermuea for 10 mi nut

CDR

>kylab, Houston, we' back with you through

CDR

CDR
as la i

other
SPT

puzzltJ the othe
•• one present to

vizzled w h > you said

r night

Hank, there really is a Santa Claus.
Hey , did you find him?
Yeah, that lascsl left us some: goodies.

CC How about that.
CDR All gaily wrapped with Christmas paper

and ribbon and the whole bit.
CC Yeah, I wm « little

when you c ft i 1 f.d down and said you hadn't
put under the tree.. And thin I was so p

only one.
Yeah, ve didn't even see this ether one

right back in the pouch and didn't pop cut when
ne did, and we didn't look .In it for anymore.

We really don't think it was here before
Hank, someone must have put it there.

_

CC Maybe it was a ni d n i gh t sk u 1 k e r

CDR Hey Hank, that Nikon is 02, and the film
in it is Bravo, Echo, 04. and there's 2 frames left.

CC Roger, we copy. Are you ready for a run
down on the news?

C P R Ju> h » t_H a ah » J\<i$ , .AS-} 1 .JW .
VJ f * fl-ifiX i ? lu # d—

with ny present and your au t ho r i * ed__t o KFvTlier one^ bug .

CC * Okay, '

1 ' 11 tate you up "on that.
CDR No more, just ,1 .

CC Okay , "tod's y President Nixon spent part

of Christnas Dav working in h i j office. He talked by telephone
with Secretary of State Henry Kissinger on possible future
moves in the fate of the continued Arab embargo on oil

shipments to the US. The first family exchanged Christmas
gifts in the morning and had turV'Jy dinner in late
afternoon. They had the sane schedule 1 did. Pope Paul VI

exorted Ren to follow the infant Christ as their saviour
Tuesday and then gave his traditional Chrlsts** blessing in

12 languages. Television carried his annual message across
western Europe. An estimated 30,000 Romans and tourists
crowded Into St. Peters square to hear it in person. Two of

the Skylab astronauts made a Christmas Day space walk and

focused cameras at the colorful Kohoutek comet in a quest for

knowledge of creation. Astronaut Gerald 5'. Carr and William R.

Pop.ue worked outside Skylab while Edward G. Gibson Slaved
inside to relay Instructions and control the spare station.
During the record setting 7 hour space walk the astronauts
aimed special cameras at Kohoutek, changed film In Skylab'a
telescopes and fixed the stuck filter In one <>* the cameras,
Personnel at Mission Control were ex t remely pleased with the

results of the days Activities . Government weather fen reported
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Tuesday that astronomical conditions would generate unusually high
tides on Earth on January 8, and February 7. If the feared Atlantic
storms combine with these conditions extreme flooding mifcht

strike low-lying areas along the east coast. On those two

days the moon not only will be full thus causing high tides,
but also will be closest to the Earth. Also the Moon and Sun
will be in a relatively rare alignment. Whipping winds continue
to spread the biggest brush fire in Argentine memory. The

blaze has destroyed nore than 1000 niles of rich pampas
grass lands in the last 10 days . Hundreds of cattle and

wild animals have perished but only One human death reported
so far, a rancher suffocated by smoke. Some fire fighters
said only a thundr. ot crn or change in wind direction could
control the fire. Back at home General Motors has quietly
conceded that the wank el rotary engine, will net be

available under a Chevrolet hood in September but should be

ready for 1975 models. General Motors has invested close to

100,000,000 on researching patent rights. As Isralii troops
stood guard some 4,000 pilgrims and tourists celebrated the birch
of Christ with song and prayer Chrlstaas Day in Bethlehem.
(garble) where Jesus was bcrn. Millions of Christians
throughout the World gathered at religious services to pray
for peace and good will in a world racked with conflict. The
Arab states promised to increase the flow of oil by 10 percent
in January to Japan, Frv.tce, Britian, and Belgium. But they

said the United States and the Netherlands have remained too
frlendlv to Israel so their announced reductions in oil

shipments still stand. The gasoline shortage allowed must

service station operaters to eat turkey at home instead of

pumping gas for Christras. Many motorists decided today it

w a <? better to stay hone themselves rather than risk runninc
out of gas. Auto traffic was light and Some motorists .

found themselves stranded on the highways andtrafflc accidents \

seemed to be fewer than usml for a ho 1 i day . X'.* na t 's about
f

a 1 j^jJlf n e.ws-1 .h&ve.Jtifi.x*-—4- ^nr-*rr~-*~rtrrr-vvr ~-fi ewpoin t you

guys did a real great Job there today.
CDR Thanks a lot Ha^iV, we appreciate it.

PLT Hey Hank, how about passim* the word alone
to Helen that I got ; ne present and t appreciate it very much.

CC Okay, I'll do that Bill.
SPT Say Hank, the sarse for me and (garble)

goes double.
CC £la: .

SPT -lioy JHLynk , ju> hu gs ire a u t ho r 1 z ed t hou g h .

CC Okay , "i" copy .
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CC FAO Is bugging me to tell you I've started
the count down on ny rocket. They really slipped one up on
me last night. This Is the last shift for the bronze team
thig year guys. It's sure been fun working with you this
week, and we'll say Happy New Year to you and see you In

CDR Thanks a lot Hank, and all you guys on
the bronze team, we appreciate all your hard work.

SPT Good working with you. So long.
PLT And have a good tine off or vacation or

whatever your going to call it.
CC Thank you. Hey if you want to I guess

you can take tomorrow off.
CDR We'll have our answering service up

tomorrow.
CDR Ed's goini? to go fishing for a flare

>onorrow.
CC I sure hope lie gets one.
PLT Yeah, we do to, he's a lot easier to live

with.
CC We're About 30 seconds fron LOS, good

ni pht to you

.

SPT Good night Hank.
PLT Good night Hank.
CDR Good night Hank.
PAO Sky lab Control -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time,

ft hours, 29 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda,

with a goodnight call from CAP COMM Hank Har 1 8 f i e Id
. -

The crev found their Chrlst-.s gifts from their wives CAP COMM

H.rcsfleld was advised to call the f ami 1 ^ 1

be
three wives for their three crew members. Tomorrow will be

a day off for the crew of Skylab IV. They'll sleep in

la r 5,ke-up time, 8 a.m. Central Standard Time
,
tomorrow

i'ecembe, 26th! Wednesday. 3 hours of observation,

tomorrow for the crev, And generally, a day off for

Skvlab crew members on tomorrow, their 4 st ay in

orbit. Public Afflrs Console will close at thia tir,e

°nd reoren at 3 a.n. central standard time, Wednesday,

December 26th. At Greenwich mean time 4 hours and

30 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

F.SD OF TAPE
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PAG Good morninp,. This is Sky lab Control at
14 hours 3 minutes Greenwich r.e an tine. Skylab is over the
Pacific. The decision has been made to delay the wake-up
call for another 30 minutes. That call will be put in at
the Ascension Island station. Acquisition there 30 minutes
from now. Sky lab astronauts will observe a quieter Sun and
discuss t!ie 1 r scientific ventures and photoj;ra|)h several
features on the Earth's surface as they take some tine to

relax after a rccord-brenkinp.7 hour 1 minute spaccvUk
Christna.'i Day. After the crewnenbers awaken, eat breakfast,
and prenare for the dav, live scientists' on the ground will
brief then on recent developments on t h e investigations t h e

y

are conducting aboard the space station. Dr. Rober Parker
the a s t ronone r s t ronau t , who is Skylab program scientist,
will discuss t're general scientific aspects of the mission,
and will review several of the nisci'llaneous or corollary
experiments underway. Dr. Story Mussrave a phys 1 c i an -a s t r on an

t

and one of Skylab 's spacecraft's communicators will review the red
experiments vita cue crew. Dr. William Lenoir, another
scientist- astronaut will brinp the crov up to date on visual
observations. '..'ith their planned 84-d«y nission nearly half
over, the crew has photopraphed a sin* described more than 20 Q

features on Ear ch . Dr . Al Krle^er. an Invest Ip.ator on tie
X-rav spoct rorraphic telescope, S* 0 "i ^ , which was repaired by
the crew during that spacewalk yesterdav, will discuss Skylab 'a

solar 1 n v e 9 1 i r a ;- i o n s . After a period of noderste activity
on the Sun, nest of the remaining active, rep ions are due to
pass out of view by the end of the week. Active region 05
produced a verv snail flare durina the tifp.ht, but no violent
erruptlons seer, likely. Some survtes visible as the region
i> asses around the edp.e of the solar disk nay occur fron 05 and
from 00, which produced several nediun-sl?o flares durlnp the
P33t 2 weeks. The onlv prominent feature -still remafnlnp on the
sur 'ire " *" the Sun that faces fl.irt h is n plant sunn pot. .

That spot, associated with active region 00 is morn? than
20,000 nlles across, larse enouph to contain scvrril planets
beside* the Earth. forte t Kohoulek, due to loop the Sun at

a Hi '»t a nee of 13 million miles Friday morn In p will be discussed
bv William S noddy, Kohoutck project, manager for Skylab, who's
from the Marshall Space Flirht Center in Huntsvi IU . Alabara.
The Skvlab a s t r -mi >* u t s riav make visual observation* of a

half dozen separate subjects on k * r t h . At 8 :
'« 5 a.m. cer tral

standard time, the v' 11 pass over the fonpo Rivr, Citv of
Msancanl, Zalto. a city which imh f orncrly known as Stanleyville
i ft one of 20 be i rip observed as part of a study of metropolitan
development patterns. Less than 2 rtlnutes later antf some
500 miles to the northeast, the space station will cross One
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of the largest swamps i n the world, the Kl Sudd Swamp In
Sudan Is the source of masses of floating weeds called sudd
In Arabic, that obstruct navigation and cause flooding along
the Uhito Nile River. The astronauts' handheld photographs
should help define vegetation patterns and floating masses
in the swamp, which covers tens of thousands of square miles
in the extrene southern portion of Sudan. At 10:21 a.m. with the
science conference underway, the crew will have another chance toobserve the sand dunes north of Lake Chad. Usinp a Hasselblad
70-mi 1 1 ine ter camera, thev nay photograph the region shortly
before sunset. The late afternoon liehtlnp nay provide a
better view of certain topographical features in the droupht-
stricken country. The astronauts are atdinp in the search'
f or new water sources. Their observations are recorded on
Skylab tape recorders and transmitted to scientists enpaged
in active research on the ground, allowing rapid application
and evaluation of their findings. Pilot Bill Pogue has some
tire set aside to photopraph volcanic activity on the Galapagos
Islands in the Pacific Ocean, 700 niles west of the
coast of Ecuador. These islands, hone of the Plant sea
turtles provide a unique laboratory for studies of biologv,
geology and the weather. The Falkland current and swirl inp
ocean patterns off southwest Africa nay also be observed
later today. In an addition to visual observations and hand-
held photography. Science Pilot Ed Gibson will install tie
large Earth terrain camera in the space station's airlock.
The canera will take a series of oblique photographs across
Pirieuay. These photographs will help to fill out a set of
pictures to be used in making detailed topographic maps of
the South American nation's more remote area*. The Flipht
Director on duty now is Milton Windier, the CAP CO!! is Dr.
Story "'isprive. Skylab now 23 minutes away from acquisition at
Ascension and the first call of the day. At 14 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean tine, this is S Jv 1 abCon t

r
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PAO > Sky 1 ab Control 1 4 hour >i 32 minutes
Greenwich nean time. Skylab Is neariii? acquisition at
the Ascens ten nation . : The first ci:l of the day will go
'jp here. Vh'h stand by for that.

CC Good mornlne, Skylab

.

Got you tnrjiif, h
Ascension for 9 niinutcs .

PL7 Good morn in p .

CC Good morning.
CC Skylab, we're a n i vi u t e from LOS and

about ".7 in inutes to Guan at 15:19.
V'LT Rop. Storv.
PAO This is Skylab Control Ascension has

loss of signal , Next acquisition will be throuph Guan in
35-1/2 mir.u es. Ac 1 <* hours A', minutes Greenwich mean tine,
tliis is Scyhb Control,

END 0? TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 15 hours 18 ;

trinutes Greenwich mean tine. The Guam station is about to

acquire Skylab.
CC Gkylab, AOS th roup.h Guam for 7 minutes.

CC Bill, Houston . .
<

.

PLT Go ,
Story .

CC Bill, 1 got an upd*ce to your film thread

pad when you're ready to copy.
PLT (Garble)
CC Okay. Download the BH05, from Nikon 05,

and stow It in F-510. That's a J bag.

PLT Roper. Download BH05 , that's Bravo Hotel. 05,

and put it in 510, and that's - Okay, in the J bag.

CC Yes, and that's from Nikon 05.

PLT Rocer . Nikon 05 .

CC And I got a couple of small chores here

for anyone that's free.
,. ,

PLT I'n ready to copy from here, Story, Ve re

sort of setting up and getting around. I'm eating. Go ahead

and talk, Story. I'll copy it down

.

CC Okay. 1 get just this one. Ve can delay the

others. Transfer urine trays numbers 9 and 10 from the re-

turn container, that's 5-519 , to thfc wardroom 2 freezer, W7 5 6.

And the reason for that is we're preconditioning those heat

svnes prior to putting them In the urine freczeis.

PLX Okay. That 'a transfer urine containers

numbers 9 and 10 from S-519 to the wardraom 2 freezer, W-756.

CC Yes, sir; and that's it and in ca9e toda; you

try tu get caurht up on anv of the things that we delayed

from yesterday, things like housekeeping 2A , 2B
,
ZC.^and ilA,

we're going to scheduled those for tomorrow. So don t do

those today

.

PLT Quay, Story.
CC And while I got you, one other change

here. We don't have a Vanguard pass taday. Ve will not have

Vanguard until we let you know. So we'll be delaying the

mod qrlence conference until some tine later. So we von t

have that Vaneuard pass at 15:5*. Ve'll pick up the other

science conferences as scheduled.
PLT Rop.tr: understand. You'll let us know

whon the mod science conference's toning up.

CC Yes sir.
(

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. Ve don t

e.<pect to see you at the Vanguard at 15:56. We'll see you

over Ascension .it 16:10 for the Kohoutek conference, and w»

are running unattended ops on the ATM. Ve do see toneone at

the panel up there.
COR Rogtr. Understand Story.
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PAO This is Sky lab Control. fiuam has loss

signal. The next station will be Ascension Island In 44

minutes. Science conference will start at Ascension. At

15 hours 26 minutes Greenwich Bean tine, this is Skylab

Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 16 hours 9
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching acquisition
through Ascenalon, Canary, and Madrid. The science confer-
ence will start at this station.

CC Skylab, we got you through Ascmsion
here for 8 minutes, and here's Bill Snoddy on Kohoutek. :

MCC Good morning, fellows. Want to try to
bring you guys up to date on things In terns of the comet
and in terms of the observing program, some of the philosophy
we have there. First of all I just might say the - all the
comet Pis are Just simply delighted with the way the opera-
tion's been going. As far as the status of the comet is
concerned, you're the only people getting much data right
now so I can't really report to you very much In terms of
new information since you're the only guys getting it, almost.
As yoj know, the comet is in a dynamic period as it approaches
perihelion. The tail should be fanning out. As a matter of
fact, Jerry, I believe the day before yesterday you reported
that you were observing this." During the next several days
the tail will be trying to in effect move around in front
of the coaet , This will take quite a few days ir. fact for
'.his to occur. The tail actually more or less reforms so
that It is in front of the comet. The gas tail does this
much faster then the dust tall does. So you may - in the
photographs that you take, ve may see the blue gas tail out
in front of the comet and the dust tail' still lagging behind
it. As a matter of fact, there's a period of time around
the 1st of January when the dust tail will probably be both
in front of and still from our point of view appear to be
behind the comet as well, so this Is a rather dynamic period.
As we go through perihelion then we will of course be In the
period where we hava the maximum excitation of the molecules
and the free atoms so the metal lines, if they show vip

s

shou'd show up at this time, have only been observed in two
other comets and never in the UV so we're quite anxious and
hopeful that on 82B, 55, and so on we'll get some of t •>•::. e

metal lines. Especially 82B. And this is also the time
when the comet might split, If it's going to, and this wili
be quite interesting because this will expose the inter'o-
sui faces of the comet and - and we'd like to s<»e what kind
of spectrographs data ve get there so we're hoping to get
data at regular Intervals, so if the comet does split we'll
have that data a u t ona t i ca 1 1 v . 1 ' m not sure how quickly we
would know from the time it split until it would be observed,
so If we just take data every day that we can and then if
this does occur we'll hopefully have that data. There's a
meeting up at Smithsonian this morning, Professor Kohoutek wil
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there . They ' ra going to be mee t i ng with some of the scien-
tists who look at the data that's been gathered ao far and
they are going to let us know the outcome of that. In fact,
Kohoutek himself will be here the day after tomorrow and
he'll be able to brins ue up to date on the speculation and
things that are occurring and we'll naturally pass on to you
any interesting developments that we got out of r.his. 1

don't believe you - okay. I don't believe you'll be able to '

see the cocet out oi any of your windows, I'm afraid, because
of obstructions an4 so forth until maybe around January the -

8th. But you'll get a good view at that t lino because, the
comet will be quite near Venus and Jupirer. As a publication
of one of the highly concerned groups about this comet
comine, (garble) the comet will be 3een to consort brazenly
in the darkness with Venus and Jupiter so you'll have a good
view of that. Then, let's see. On ATM, this is of course
their prime per - their prine period of operations. Tomorrow
evening the comet cores Into the field cf view of S052 and
while it's in a Sun center position and so they'll start
operating unattended tomorrow evening and operate continually
for 2U orbits as the - first the nucleus passes throuph th.- field of

view and then as the tail comes through it behind it. They'll
be looking at the 'i y r. amies between the Sun and the comet,
especially the inttr actions vith the tail. On the morning
of mission day 4 2. will be at a period of a minimum elongation
when the comet will be within the field of view of 82A, which :

will be observing it in the for UV and looking for
things such as helium and so that'll be a very important
period. That's the only time 82A will be abia to get data
on the comet. Also S2B and 55 will be observing not the nucleus
but the coma at that rime. After you've gone to bed at - tomorrow
evening - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC - and so, that'll be a very Important
period. That's the only time 82A will be able to get data
on the comet. Also, 82B and 55 will be observing not the nuc

1

but the coma at that time. After you 'va gone to bed at -

tomorrow evening, we'll pass through perihelion. That ' d
be about 10:30 GMT, where the conet of course will be given a

thermal kick and we'll be wanting to set- the results of that
kick during the EVA on mission day 44, and - with T025 and"
201. Compare that results with the results that we got
yestoruay, which by the way the Pi's arc Just delighted with
the way things seem to have gone. And, if later in the day,
there - as tine allows we hope '.hat perhaps' we can schedule
an observation wf th 82B and S055, to try to catch the coret
as near perihelion as possible. Since perihelion 'occurs after
the Bin i nun elongation, our chances of looking at the conet
near perihelion are better after perihelion than thtv were
before perihelion. The corollary airlock instruments will sta
observing again around the 1st of January and it'll be a
different mode of operation now, the comet's on the other
side so, we'll have the situation where the Sun sets first,
and then the nucleus and then the tail. This will m.v.e t-itng
perhaps not quite as hectic. You won't, alwavs be worrying
about the Sun coming up and messing up the 1 a s t e x po s o r e .

Ve' 11. have the Sun out of the way before you start .looking at
the conet ..md then we'll also ^et a good fix on the tail and
we expect to start trying to nr.ke some of our observations
on the tail. We haven't really been doinf- that too much,
up until now, but we'll be making observations after t he
head of the conet sets. Interest in the comet is still quite
high, in fact, you can even get a Kohoutek T-shirt, if you
want too. (Garble) Smithsonian reported to me this morning,
(laughter) - Smithsonian reported this morning that the most
popular question they get from the public in their dHCusshms
is - one o f the most popular questions is in connection with
the comet is "What are the a a t r on a u t s d o i n g

,

" so you fellows
are certainly in a central role here. That's about - I guess
the report I have. I give you guys a chance to talk.

SPT Thanks, Bill, for the update . I tried to
look for it this morning, but 1 could not see it, and I was
wondering whether it had moved behind the solar panel tr not.
Or. whether it's .lust because of the light scutfirin^ that
ve lust can't dark adapt enough in order to see it. it n
.that - it has noved behind tue panel, I'm wonder ina, whetier
lnytine we make a maneuver you can tell us at what point durin
maneuver we m i gh t h a ve a ch a m. e to see, we'd certainly like
to make some visual observations and give you sore real-tine :

information if at all possible. And, secondly, as far as
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uslrm the ATM. We'd like to makt sure that we don't niss any
opportunities up here, in order to get that done. So, you
lust tell us what time cousin observations .ire best
performed and let us try and work out what can be done.

MCC Great. We really appreciate that attitude.
Yeah, I'm afraid that it is behind the panel now, and that's
the icason that I don't believe you'll have a really good
view of it until around January the 8th or so, but we're
reworking that right now, to see if there's any possibility

.

at any time that we can set a Rood view of It and, if we
Can cone up with anything, during any of the maneuvers, or 5 f

i anything of that sort, we'll certainly pass it on to you.
SPT Okay, and I - apparently we're t: o i n g to

be hearing no re about which type of JOPs, JOP 18 Alfa, Bravo,
Charlie or so forth, we're poing to be doinz over the next
lew days. It would be interesting to get a summary of that
and start thinking a little bit ahead.

*' c c; Okay, we'll sure do that. Bill Lenoir will
be talking about these things to yoi;

, dally, too as well,
but we'll get th a: to you.

cc And, Sky lan, we're 30 seconds t lv I.OS . About• 2 minutes to Canaries ,ind Bill Lenoir with the v i r. u a 1 ops.
And, when we come up over Canaries, I'll need someone at the
STS for some switch throwing.

S
^
T Okay, Story. Thanks very much, Bill.

Thank you (garble). ..
'

PA0 ihis is Sky 1 ah Control. Short dropout
between Ascension and Canaries. Should have acquisition
through Canaries in about 20 seconds, The briefer from the
-round, on Kohoutek conference, was Will Ian Snnddv, the
Kohoutek project manager :jr Skvlab, Iron the Mirshall Space
Flight Center, in HunLsv-ille, Alaban.i. Sclent in -Ast ronaut
Bill ler.oir will be next with - -

cc AOS Canar i.'s/Madr/d for 10 minutes . And ,

s o r e o r. e up i r. the STS?
.
CDR On our way.
CC Okay.
CC And, while you're on your way up ther »

.

What we're f»ceinc is on 1-ninute cycles. 5 seconds before the
even minute, we're seeing a decrease in the ATM C&D coolant
f low

PLT 0 k a v , Story. I'm up here

.

CC Okay, Bill. Panel 203, ATM COOLANT PUMP
C , OFF: and then.D, ON. .

PLT That's complete.
CC 0 k a v , nd did you hear any noise or any

.
Chat,** in the noise when you did that?
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Pl.T Negative .

CC Okay, here's Bill with visual ops.
MCC HI guys.
SPT Good morning, Bill.
MCC Okay, let me Just start off here with a

couple of quickies about the Falkland current area. Want to

emphasize what we said last tine and that Is that the obser-
vations you're giving us are very good data, It's new Infor-
mation. The ground experts here are presently analyzing all

of the words and details that you have passed down to see what
we ought to do next. We don't vet have a good total answer
to your question, yesterday, on the red coloration that you
saw. We'll include that with the regular analysis and you
will certainly be among the first to pet our answers. A word -

SPT Tell t h em we didn't see it as heavily today,
there's still sort of a tint of it.

MCC Okav. (Jood . I hope you voice record your
total observations on that, because those are really excellent
descriptions you're giving us. The TV show you gave us was
excellent. We're sorry as you are that the tape ran out
when it did. We'll be trying again. It looks •ight now,
like we're going to be getting a Z-l.V ERF.P pass on vour "exi
d a v off, Sew Year's Dav. That primarily 1 s f 0 r t h e African
drought area up ever the inland delta in .Mai}, and Niger
And, we will be go inc. earlv, into Z-LV and we will be taking
the full complement of F.SKP inst runents .ever the Falkland ;

current area. Hopefully, with TV on the VTS. So, that's
something I wanted you to be aware if , to know that that was
coming . Shortly after. that, like a week or so , we ' 1 1 be
loosing Sun in that area, as the precesion of the beta angle
causes your Sun line - Sur. se t /Sunrise to move further up
in the. ascending part cf your orbit. We will bo returning
in Sun, to that area, late in the mission. In general, any
consents that you have on southern henlspherlc currtnt , in

particular the c i r c urn- An t a r t i c current, are more than welcome
and almost certainly fill a void where very little la known
at this time. And, here again, we will be losing Sun in

that area and not picking it up again until late in the

mission, and by that 1 mean late January. Some general
t hough t s . The low Sun .ingles in a s c end i n g t r a c k s , I ha ve

lust mentioned, we have apparently lest most ol our opportunity
for tne Okavango Swamp until later in the nission. Not so
much by Sun angle, but because that your parses over that
now occur early in the morning prior to your getting up.
So we'll be concentrating on looking at the inland delta
region now, up by Niger and Ma 1 1 . Com i n ft back to the

Okavango swamp later in the mission, when we can catch
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It on descending track. The comparisons and contrasts that
you should be thinking about now, and again, we'll get you
a better pad on this later, would concern the vegetation, water,
and things that you can see, that are Apparently different
or would matter when you will be looking at the swamp later.
One very good thlnR that Ed has been doing that we'd like
to encourage everyone to do is to estimate distances, compared
to how you see the distance between a fixed landmark,
between two points on the ground. I know this doesn't work
out over ocean, butitcertainly works in when you can see
the - see land. We also want to s.iy that the scheduling that
we pass up, both the scheduling and the op 1 1 ona 1 s , are really
totally your option. We don'r. object strongly when you miss
a scheduled any more than when you miss an optional or anything.
We're getting far no re than we had in our best nonents
hoped tor, as far as your targets of opportunity. Sc, when
you miss an opportunity of tnis nature, don't feel bad, we're
getrinp an awful lot and realize that it's like ta/.ing a

drink out of a fire hoae here. The - -

END OF TAPE
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M(X - - (garble) So when you mfss .in

opportunity of this nature, don't feel bad. We're gutting

an awful Jot, and realize that It's lUe taking a drink out

of a fire hose here . The f tin situation la that we have
^

plenty of film. So don't heBltne to shoot up film. We'ru

givinx you lots of observitlons, only mainly to cone en t

r

a t e on th<

verbal description rather than the film. And I've got Bob

Parker here looking over ay shoulder saying it's corollaries

U*e. So I've got nbou^ 14 seconds here if you've got any

: «ue« t ionn .

S?T No real questions, bill. Just a comment.

The va-it couple of days, we've not been able to pick up as

Baay or;,-nals as we'd like. But, that's not because of

lack of interest, but becaite we have been running pretty

hard. So keep the* coming up. And don't slow down on that

score

.

CC Okay - -

P5.T Or.e point, Bill. On the Okavango Sw.imp ,

Chat thing's going
'

to have to be taken early in the morning

local time. Because everytiae I look it th.it it's cloud covered

when we get over to about the middle <f the day or late ait -

*jCC Okav, Bill. We copied that on the down-

link before. And again, Ed. Don't f < * 1 ba^i about missing

then. We'll pass you up a pal on Elmtna ;i little later. And

here ' e Parker

,

MCC Good »orning, getillenen. Let me start

off and talk about SC20. I've got sbout 3 minutes here,

so 1 niv be a little bit rushed. The Pis arc ex t rem ly

pleased to have their science data. Particularly -It's
soi t of a classic case : of 'overcoming 'he loss of a so la

.
SA!

.
On

top of that, they're extremely pleased to let you know that

it looks like they got the rise .portion of <* small flare

yesterday during their observation, So it's sort of a

super bonus on top of everything else. They would be

interested in voiv letting them know some t t me how easy the

pointing of S020 was ar.'J a 1 s c- vS e t h e r SC20 was -hadrd

when yeu made the maneuver ti <: *de S 101 . This night ''-'^

implications for extra viewing lime on,.t e o t he r f.VAs, . f,201

wants to answer one of your questions about the exposure

when you had sunlight flooding in the wardroom windov. The

answer to that Is that the calcium f.turide window for

half 'of the exposures is e s s en t i a 1 ly f 1 1 1 e r b 1 ind .
So

for this reason, to get as long a solar comet viewing time as

possible, they have been tuning, sor.etines a couple of

minutes In the sunlight portion of the orbit. Thr other

day. you were forced to terminate one «I the targets, T-l*

.as you remember the number, early f.o get on to the next

tar'k-.-t. That, Indeed, is the wav we need to have you opente.

A lesson to be learned, which the PI intends to follow from

now on, is to allow more time for. til ting rotation changes.
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So we're trying to - constantly down here to work in such things

An d to straighten ourselves out . 1 know you know about ^

S019, the problems we had the other day. I'll Just pass

up to you from Carl that, presently, ho doesn't hold out

much hope for s t r a 1 gh : en 1 n g out that magazine. ihe

experience here or. the ground seems to be that once one jams

it's Jammed essentially for Rood. So we'll be usi:.g only

the otner magazine for the rest of the mission. As far

as the week ahead, let me point out that ad you well know,

we're primarily concentrating on Kohoutek for the next week

or so. We don't really have too much in the Flight Plan

except for a few corollaries sprinkled here and there and

medical runs and ATM both from the Sun and Kohou t ek .
A-.d

that's really just about the total substance of the week

ahead. There was a T020 which we were planning to run on

Mission Day is. However, that han a possible conflict with

JOP "8 Delta in that we've got extra crew motion going on that

we're trying to avoid. So it looks llke.T020 will be flipped

ter.pcrarily, because of this conflict on that day. Nov,

Bill mentioned thes F.REP pa si? over the Falkland Current and

the Mali drought area on your next day eft. That'll Indeed

be the next ERF.P puss we're looklne at. And the firs', one is

the F.REP window be r i ns open in * up for January. I. have about

30 seconds here, if you have any c otnme n t a down . Over.

SPT On SC2D at whs: point - which exiiosur.

was th? t flare? And also would they vnnt loneer exposures

next time in addition - along with the ores they got this

tire, t- r do they want 'to finish up the 5-nlnute one ?

MCC OV.jy. We'll talk to tter. and fcel an

answer for you. Thank you, Fd .

vJC And we're 20 seconds f r om LOS . About

25 minutes to Guam at 1 0 : 5 U . Re dumping t he a t a vo i ce

there.'"-.".'''.

SPT Okay, Let me reemphanize the point I

made before about being ah] t- to see Kohouiek during the

maneuver. If there is any tire during; the maneuver where

ve can get a look «t St, we sure would appreciate having
that t lie and infortsation.

MCC Oka v . We ' re sure t o lot > a t t ha t . I

nieht just let you kntw that we aren't > a t i c i p a t in g a«.y

lar»;e maneuvers ex.ettt for sore 18 Delt.w towardr the end

of the month in an out 4 or 5 daw from now, Other t h i -,

that, of course we won't be going to F.REP or rolling, for

the corollaries

.

PAO This is Skvlab' Control . Skylab Is one

of range a t Mad r id now . Ne x t t a t i on i s Guam i n 25 ninutes.

During this pass t T r ou*>h Ae c ne f i on . Canarli = , and Madrid

acquisition the crew has had a fcienee conference with
William Snoddy .on the Comet KohouteV , vi th Bill Lenoir on

,
.
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PAO Thin Is Skytao Control at 16 hour* 5i
•lnutca Greenwich. »<jan t i me . S ky 1 »b 1 « approaching acquW
a 1 t 1 on at Guast .

CC Skylib, AOS through Guam for 9 alnutes,
and Jer, when you Ket up to the (IDA we got aon« switch
throvlr.x In the STS.

CC Skylab, AOS through Guam Coi 8 ainutes,
and Jer, let me know yhen you're up in the Ml) A

.

CDR Roger, Story. Will do.
CDR Houston, CDR. Go ahead,
CC Okay. Up in the STS, Jer

P

CDR Affirmative

.

CC Okav . This ' 11 be on my mark . I vi 1 be
turning on par-el 203 ATM COOLANT PUMP B, OFF, and at 30
second* later I'll give you a aavk on that. We'll turn it
back on a * a 1 n

.

CDR Okay. That's pump - pump Bravo. Ri*ht?
CC Yes. Now, I'm looking a t the display. Wait

tor my mark. I will be turning it OFF on B>y nark and then
about 30 seconds later back OS on ay sr.ark. Okav - -

CDR Okav.
CC Stand by.
CC MARK. Bravo* OFF. Any t ipe wlll.be tine

here for OFF on Br*vo.
CDR Say again, Story'.
CC Did you *;e? th.'t coolant pump OFF?

It not, stand by and I'll give you another nark.
CDR Okay .

CC Okay. Right now'il be fine. That's
panel ^J3 ATM COOLANT PIMP Bravo OFF now,

CDR Okay. It's off.
CC We're seeing it.
CC Okav. in about 5 seconds I'll give you

i nark forgetting it back on.
CC MARK. Back on.
CDR Okav, It's on,
CC Okay. Thanks. And I *ct two other cir-

cuit breakers for you to check. It's on panel 200 and it's
tru- lover ripiht-hand corner of panel 200. CONTROL PROGRaMMKR
CO MMAND and CONTROL ELECTRONICS COMMAND. Cr.t-ck that tLt-y're
both CLOSED

.

CDR Thac's a f f 1 mat i ve . They're bcti CLOSEL.
CC Thanks. That's all I roc fit you now.
CDR Okav. The COOLANT PUMP look okav on

B ? . •

•

'

CC U looks pood. We're just checking this -

this little drop in flow that occurs on 1 -minute cycles just
5 seconds before the minute.
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CPr It doe* on B and C, huh?

cc Yes sir. Have you noticed - can you

htar any sound up there, *ny cycling once a minute?

CDR No. I'll listen for it, but I ha»en t

heard any ye t . Ac t ua 11 y i
t

' s kind of hard when >ou're in

the MDA to hear it because you got the rate gyros right

behind you and they're kind of noisy, top.

CC Roger.
C C Sky lab, we're a atinut* from LOS . See

you over Canaries in about 53 minutes at 17:54. And the

nedical science conference has been rescheduled for Canaries

at 19 : 34 .

CDR Ro»er , Story.
p A 0 This is Skylab Control. Guain haa loss

of aUnal. Canary Island station will acquire Skylab In

49-1/2 minutes. At 17 hours 5 minutes Greenwich mean time,

this Is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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''A0 Thi« U Skylab Control at 17 hour* 14
minutes Greenwich mean tine. The network controller reports
that the Vanguard tracking ship appears to be able to sup-
port this pass. We're about 30 seconds away from acquisition
at the Van - Vanguard. We'll stand by there,

cc Skylab, the Vanguard's back with us.
We got you AOS for 8 ninutes.

CDR Roger
, Story.

SPT Houston , SPT.
CC Go ahead

,

spT Story , I got the ETC working. There's
a - we don't ever get the fila light; all teens to be working
very well. Ve • re suppose to be taking some pictures of Paraguay
but we go' an aw'ul lot of clouds. If you want ne to continue
and press on or - (garble) just a few isolated spots that (garble
c loud cover ?

*

cc press on. It's a h i gh p r i or i t v pas s
for you. Get what you can

.

SPT Okay . And the other info mat ion on the
Ei'C checkout is on tape

CC Okay. And ve 're about a oinute frois LOS.
about 12 minutes to Canary; 17:54.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. The Vanguard
has loss of signal. Ihe Canary Island station will acquire
the space station in 11 minutes. Flight Direct or Milton
Windier would like to update a statement he made yesterday
during the change of shift news conference concerning the
S05h experiment. During the news conference he indicated
that the filter wheel, which was moved to an OPEN position
by Jerry Carr yesterday had been stuck. h> indicated that
It appeared that the filer wheel had been stuck In an inter-
mediate position and that the data that had been taken *lnce
between the time the wheel stuck and - and Carr fixed it probably
would no: be very useful. He has just received the report
from the Apollo telescope mount experts in the back rcoa
which reports that the filter wheel was a pp r ox 1 na t e 1 y ?5
percent of the FILTER through the filter 5 position prior [n
being moved to filter 3, and as a result the following state-
ment can be nade relative to the SQ5- data taken between the
time it becane stuck and the time it was fixed. "On flares,
since the FILTER 5 was primarily designed for tidies, this

'

data ,is excellent. Active regions, the data is somewhat de-
graded but still valid, synoptic data, significantly degraded
and will require extensive analysis." SkyLihuov 8-1/2 min-
utes away iron acquisition at the Canary Island station.
At 17 hours <.6 ninutes Greenwich r.ean t'ioe, this is Skylab
Con t r o 1 .

'

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylat. Control at 1? hour* 53
jilnutes Greenwich Bean time. Skylab approaching acquisition
at the Canary Islands. This pass will carry through MadrU
station,

CC Skylab, AOS Canaries, Madrid 14 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story. Would you check and tee how

much time is left on the VTR?
CC Okay.
CC it's clean, Jer, About 30 » Inu t e s .

COR .Okay. We never did get that TV picturo
of the Chriatna* present ve got from the guvs on the ground.

CC Okav .

CDR That'll only take about 3 minutes or navbe
even less, And, I'm taking some VTR now off the MONITOR I.

CC Okay

.

PLT Story . PLT, here .

CC Go ahead , Bill .

PLT ROKer. I have a t a s k at 1 8 : 1 5 . S t a nd by 1.
PLT (Garble) timing check and my question is,

mark at tine of opening and what does opening mean? Is that
when this :

w
. !n$ starts motoring and making noises?

CC That's a:firr. , Bill.
PLT Thank you .

CC At J 8 ; 2 5 : 26 is a nominal
. t ine

' for that.
PLT Okay, thank you very much.
cc Bill, If you got a couple of ninut«t here,

I got lent questions pertaining to the EVA, If you're busy
ve can get them some otner time.

PLT I just finished my workout. Fire aw.iv .

cc And, COR, could you verity thai H-atpha is
in AUTO?

CDR T hat's verified.
CC Okay. Bill, did you find it necesnary to

dry the suits - are you drying the suits?
PLT Jerry started that la*t night. We went

aheal and (garble) dry then anyvav.
CC Okay, and the DAC film you got ye^terdav,

did you do the DAC documentary?
PLT Yes. That's what I was trying to do. I

did 24 frsies a second and I tried to get Jer on his transfers.
It was - che reason I didn't shoot it all up, is it was extreme]
difficult to hold tht- button down In a suit, and I could have
used the mount, but I didn't think I'd get near as good a
pictures of the transfer.

cc Ckav. no you think we need to reschedule
that for Saturday ' s EVA, Or the final EVA?

PI - T Yes. I ::iink we ouKht to get so«e more of
the other two «uys and - on one of their EVAs. I don't think I
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got enough really to satisfy the requirement.
CC Okay. And, did you ever get the cover »

the bore*ight cover on S020 closed?
PLT Ye*. That wan after we got back inside.
CC Oksy. And, did you find an electrode off

on your ope r a t ion a I b ioins t r umen t a t ion system?
P1.T I found one, where the sponge was awfully

c.-uddy and it sort of crushed it up -and that was YC . I don't
know If that was the one that wan causing the problem or not.

CC Okay, thanki. That's ail I got for you
now ,

PIT Rog .

CUR Houston , CDR .

CC Co a h e a 1 , Jer .

CDR HeyStorv. My hat's off to Rusty and

whoever the >juys were that worked with them on those S054 procedurs
Boy, If they hadn't been written so well, I'd never have been able,

to figure out what was goin* on out thero.
CC Oka v , Jer . Good , we'll pass it on.
CC And, while I got you, what configuration

did you leave the T025 in? Did you do a noriral stow on it?

CDR No, we Just put the camera awav last night.
CC Okay, If you get \ chance today, we'd like

a no r ma 1 s t ow on i t .

CDR Yeah. We'll go ahead and get the rest of

It put away, shortly.
CC And, per your request, v«? did send up & one

ATM , some optional passe* there. They are optional. If you
are ^oIiir to run then, let us know, so we won't be runninv
our unattended ops. And, that ought to be, In the teleprinter
now.

CDR Will do.
CC Jet , Hots t on .

CDR Go a tie ad ,

CC Jer, we still don't show H-alpha operating.
Is the EVA AUTO DOOR switch in STORAGE.

CDR Nc , it's ENABLED.
CC And, did you ?,et an ENABLED prior Co sunrise?
CDR Nega t ive . I didn't.
CC Okay . that 'sit.
CC And future ret Jer, If you get that switch

enabled alter sunrise, you need to give H-alpha a start,
cause it doesn't get t ne d a : .n streak (?).

CDR Yeah. I
<
knew that, darn it, and I forgot

it.
CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. About
35 vlnutes to Honeysuckle at 18:42.

SPT Roxer.
PAO This Ib Skylab Control. Skylab has «oved

out of ranste of the Madrid s t * t it n . Nex t acquisition will
be to Honeysuckle Creek in 33 nhuti-s,, At 18 hours 9 minutes
Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This Is Skylib Control at 18 hourf 41 »ln-
utes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about to be acquired at

the Honeysuckle station now.
CC Sky 1 \\> , AOS through Honeysuckle (or

8 minutes. And if you're not using the AIM, we shall use

it.
SPT Story

.

CC Go ahead.
SPT Story. Go ahead. What I'd like t^> do is

pick up the two after the two that I have scheduled.
CC Okay. Ve. did send up ati optiona. pad for

you. We'll go ahead and run i t u ia 1 1 ended at this pats,
SPT Okav. Thank you, Story, Then I can use

those - the pad you have for this one for the first one
if ter ny u./ scheduled?

CC Th a t ' s a f f i r m

.

SPT Thank you

.

CC Skylab, we're 30 seconds to LOS, about

35 minutes to Bermuda at 19 : ;6 .

CDR Sav a*a Ln , Story

.

CC That's the LOS call, see you at Bermuda
in about 35 minutes .

CDR Rose r

.

r AO This is S'<vlab Control. Honeysuckle has
loss of signal. The next station is Bermuda In 35 minutes.
Todav is a partial crew day oft. Scheduled activities are

spaced between periods of crew off-duty time. Each ciewman
ha^ been alotted tine to take a shower. This afternoon,
Skylab Commander, Jerry Carr is scheduled to do some photo
docunen t a t i ons of the shower bein* used by Science Pilot

Ed Gibson. So specific tines have been scheduled for televisic
todav. But ti>e crew nay do some TV of their own choosing
during their off-duty periods. Jerry Carr Indicated a short ti

afco that they mi^ht put a little bit of television on the

video tape recorder, which will be dunped later in the day.
Science Pilot Ed Gibson has used the Earth terrain car.ua
this morning for some more photographs of Paraguay in South
America. That data will be used by map makers. He did report
clouds in the area, but he was requested to f?o ahead and

photograph what he could. This afternoon, Skylab Pilot,
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Rill PCK..C will be taking handheld photographs ©f the Kernando

c <er* volcln c activity In the G*la P a R o B l.Un<U. Tl..i.».

bein a major eoll.pi. In the calder. and five erruptlons in th

pas? 5 y ri. And the caldera ! constantly changing.

?;«uo his been requested to describe any change. In the for.

of the caldera and in the size and shape ot any new lava

flows. In addition, he Is to describe cloud patterns over
^

the islands and the location relative to the caldera. S it y 1 a b

•P-W2 minutes awav from acquisition at Bermuda, At 18 hour*

54 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is SkyUb Control at 19 hour* 25

minutes ilruenwich wean tine, Skylab coming up on acquisition
through Bermuda.

CC Skylab, AOS through Bermuda, 7 ninuit-s.

CC Skylab, we're a p'.nute fro» 10S and about

2 mlhuti'D to Canaries, Madrid where I'll b« giving you tho

red science conference.
CC Sky lab, AOS Canaries, Madrid, \2 siinuus.

And when you're ready I 'a ready with the »ed science confer*
is nee .

CDR Go ahead, Story. Ve'ra listening.
CC Okay. And as usual Story's got a differ-

ent Btory. 1 got Just a couple add-ons. Could you say some*-

thing about what you consider to be the validity of this
center of-aa-iS measurement*. In other words, how accurate do

you think you're getting those? Give us a feel to that.

Are you having any difficulties getting that data?
SPT No, we can *e t It all right, Story. I

would say at the outside plus or minus a half a .centimeter,
maybe a quarter or so. I guess a'>out the best you

could expect out t f that . We don't really have a long enough
distance over which to - to pull the otner crewmen to actu-
ally see very slight rotation, and I think that's what's your

1 init In* factor.
CC Okay. I got a lot of smiles down here

on that one. I guess people are very happy that you can get

it in that clohf .

SPT Acain, that's just an eyeball estimate.
1 guess we get that by seeing how much we moved it - the

string around your waist and still get a noticeable reflec-
tion.

CC Okay . And on trie leg blood flow meas-
urements the data looks good. In general we've had a slight
iiu u>ase In the blood flow, two crewmen, up; that 'a CDR and SPT,
and the PLTs down a little bit, but It looks like right now

you're moving back toward the baseline.
SPT That's good to hear. Story. Thank you.

CC And the most important pait of those
venous obstructs and venous outflow type experiments is prob-
ably thi venous compliance data that we're seeing, and of

course we're collating tr.at it with the data. you're gelling
from the lower body negative pressure*'/ And the very important
thing seen in your flight and on SL-Ill was the change in venou
compliance. That is, how much does the - how much do the veins
and other spaces in the legs - how much fluid or blood can
they hold wltn a given distending pressure, and inflight versus
preflight we're seeing changes like three pi four times as much
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SPX Okav, St»»ry. In one senao tint aight be

good but In terms of the LBNP it puts 4 »uch greater stress

nn us.
CC Y«* 8ir, and what we'rti looking at, those

change* correlate pretty well with orthostatic (garble).

Now what, we're soeing the la^t - the lu--it run in that, it

looks like wt may have gone adaptation ta your lower total

bUoil volume now. And wt ' re seeing those Curves ten** to shift

down a little bit, which shows some kind of adaptation.

SPf Weil, that's* good to hear. What'* the

prophecy vhon you get baok to one g?

CC Oh, I think you got us - you got us pretty

veil ft t unpad on that on* right now.

SPT Okay

.

CC And this' is really Interesting data be-

cause one of the best simulations we've got of tho physiology

that wo see in spa^e flight i-s bed rest, and ail of those

studies 'do not show sifnif leant changes in - in the r.raount

rf blood >r fluid that's pooled In the legs in response to »oi«t>

farm of delta pressure like this.
SPT Would you titart that last sentence over

Story? You dropped out right In the middle of It.

CC Okay. All the bed rest studies we h»v«

and outer studies, hyperdynamic studies, have not shown tre-

mendous changes In the venous conpliance or t n « amount of

fluid which Is pooled In the logs in response to something

like a venous cup or lower body negative pressure, so this Is -

this is really a new iJndlng, and appears to be peculiar to

space flight as opposed to other s lraul.it ions .

SPX Very good. We'll do lots of head scratching

and see if thete's any way we can Improve our conditions when we

ge t back into one g

.

CC Okay. It appear* that exercise in it-

s»H is not enough to change this pooling et fluid and blood

and that some other stress or - like lower body negative pres-

sure, which has been shown to be protective in bed rest

stud i lis, mav be the only way to do Jt.

SPT How mtirh tine would it take per dny.?

CC It's really not - not pertinent here be-

Cause the studies on the ground have taker, oh, between 3

and 5 hour s .

CPT Yep. You're right. Okay.

CC M093, the vectorcardiogram*, which of

course you're enable to see in flight, bu< there on the M092.

and 'on the M171 what we're seeing in your flight is very para-

llel to previous caissions at this stage. We $.>e nothing un-

expected. We. see no significant a rhy thnUs . The only things
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we've seen in fli»hi co»pare*l to prefllRht are ;.i ^""•Jf*^
the QRS, ohich »eana a kironger ventricular contr-et Ion 4v mj
the Ml? , *nd alio an increase In the PR interval, which it the

Utorval between atrial and venttlcuUr contraction, but nothing

really signif leant there,
5P? Ok*.y, Thank you.

cc on the Mm. again the data is pretty

nuch the same as I reported to ycu on the nedieal conference

2-2 week* ago. You do have an Increase In total sl«ep

tine over the la»t 2 weeks. The total aleep now is aver-

aR in K about, oh. 6 hours and 58 ntnuiei, and total rest abcut

7 hours and 18 minutes, and ag.itn you have in increase of - -

FNf) 0«-'
i A P P.
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SPT Okay. Thank you.
CC On the Ml 33 , again, the data is pretty

bu di the same as I reported to you in the nodical Conference
2 weeks ago. You do have an Increase in total sleep time
over the last 2 weeks , Your total sleep, now, is averaging
about 6 hour* and 58 minutes and total rest about 7 hour*
and 18 minutes. And again, you have an increased amount
of tine in stages j and acage 4.

SPT That sleeping hurt u«.
CC Y e j sir. And one <> t her point Dr . Froa

t

would like to mention is he would like to get two runs at
the end of the mission. So you're the best one to judxe how
the electrolyte is going, but he would lUe a two-run toward
the end of the mission

.

SPT Okav. We'll make sure lie get a one.
CC The M151 data, they appreciate the tines

you given to them. At the- end of the second run inflight,
you have better efficiency, better tin* than the best pre*
flight tine. And also vou'rts still Improving on that.

SPT We're t ry ing .

CC That 'h the 92/M171.
SPT Okay

.

CC
.
As. far as. the. exercise.' go,.you know that

you're getting a lot more exe rc lse thar. the previous two flights
both on your ergojneter and on the other devices. As far as
the erRometer goes, you're running, say on the average M"
watts - watt minutes per kilogram pe r c r ewmar. . The CDR's
running about 74, SPT about 100, and I' LT about 69 for an
average cf 82. SI- 1 I I ave raged 64 and SL-ll averaged 31.
We'd like you to discuss your teel lng$ about the quantity
of exercise you're getting. Do you feel a fatigue from it, and
how does any fatigue that you do teel iron ihii exercise relate
to the amount that you were getting prefllght?

COR Story, we're not feeling any fatigue at all.
I think we all feel like we're getting adequate exercise and
probably wouldn't mind taklni* more if we could. But it's
a natter of line.

SPT And, Story, the reason we're doing this,
of course, is I I try and stay in reasonable condition for
the extra lone flight. Wo knew we've got an Awful lot of
other t r«ing a to be doing up here and of course it's how you
divide your energy and your time. If we're - If. anyone feels
we're pushing to much on the exercise, let them 'speak out,
and we'll think about it again. But again, the reason we're doing
in not in any way a personal finish *t all. It's strictly to try
and keep ourselves in good shape f'jr the long duration flight.

cc Okay, that's really why I raised the question
here. Up until your mission in the amount of exercise you're
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doing, we always thought the aore you did, you're better. Now

wts're uartlnx to raise t he que a t ion what la an optical amount

<! exercise and we wanted your inputs on this,

SPT Well, right now, none of us are complaining
of any auscir* soreness or any fatigue or anything llk» that

from the exercise. Most of us find the exercise Is a good

cobweb clearer. It makes us feel a lot better when we're
finished

.

CC And, understand, yqu don't have a lot of

fatiaue even afcer a hard workout.
SPT Veil, lamed la t ely after work, yes. But.

It's not one of these things where you can hardly wait to

ge t to bed that night

.

CC Okay. And you think, raaybe it's increasing
your alertness of performance during the day.

SPT I think so, very definitely. I think the

greme-at factor In fatigue is what kind of sleep you get

during the nltfht and not how hard you worked during the day,

I think if you can get yourself a couple of hours before you

go to bed to sleep to let the motor slow down and get yourself
a good night's sleep and then you're ready to roar into it

the following nlgnt .

CC So, in general ,
you like the amount of

exercise that you're proposed to run from here on?
SPT Yeah. That's a f f I r«a t I ve , S t o r y . 1

think t lie bigger problem as far as fatigue is concerned Is

mental activity and busy work tixat keeps you up t
! gh t and aov ing

until late into the evenln/. That'* t h e so r t o f t h I ng we i I k

e

to get 'rid of and try to have an unwinding time. But I

relax very well at the ATM panel.
CC Okay. And hew would you feel about a

temporary reduc tiun In the amount of exercise?
SPT We would not be for that.
CC Oka v . We wer<? thinking about it just as

a means of gathering somy other data points here.

ST! Well, we'll go along wi*;h It for a wM ! e ,

but I don't think we .should let anybody cap that concrete.
Story, if wt' were go in* to do that, i would propose Unit,

essentially, we work out as hard as ve always do, on a

particular feature but maybe not do that each night. That Is

like 1 would wor'.: the bike every ether day and do the other
exercises on alternate days, as opposed to decreasing the

exercise that you do on both. I think you rea 1 1 y ne&d a hard
workout when you do i t .

CC Okay. Well, we vt.rv real interested in

'getting your inputs on that. We've been thinking it ovtr down
here and I've got aboxit. 20 seconds here to LOS . Enjoyed
talking with you. We'll pick you up over Carnarvon in about

25 minutes at 20:11.
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cnR , story. 1'vi- Rot "ni- for you t <> i».i--s -n

the medical people and that is urine sanpUny, situation.

1 X ot an uneasy feeling about urine sample ba*s,^so^l took

;,n inventory last night and I put
but it appears t

left . And that'
CC

no t re lated . Wa
hook on your PCU

cdr'
CC

Bill ' 3 >\i

CDR
CC

fa

tape at 05:00 Zulu

that we've only Kot 87 sample bas>s

5 running us about J 6 days short.

Okay, thanks a lot,. Jer. And another ite

vour l.SU still connected, the restraint

when you cane In yesterday?
Th.it'.-? a f f I rma t i ve .

Okay. And while we (to over the hill hire

ily conversation coming up at MIL A at 2 2 : 36 .

22:16.' Thank you, Story.
Yes. sir.

P AO
of s i p. n a 1 .

nedica

This is Skylab Control. Madrid has loss

Carnarvon will acquire Skylab in 24 minutes,

science conference being held during the Canaries

Madrid pass, with CAP COMM Seer;-' .Musgrave ,
who is a medical

doctor. Considerable discussion on exercise. The ere.-

feels that the amount they have been doing is benet icial .

Would be willing to reduce it temporarily to get some note

data points but would not like

amount. At 19 hours 4/ minuteo

i s Sky 1 ah Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control a t 20 hours 10

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is coming up on a pass

at Carnarvon and Honeysuckle.
CO Skylab, AOS Carnarvon, Honeysuckle 15

minutes.
Ci)R RoRcr , Story.
CC And for F.d , active region 05 has -produced

several Niir^'H and type 3 radial burst in the last 3 hours.

CC (Garble) Houston.
SPT Go ahead , Story.
CC Ed, did you get that M509-F7A started

this morning?
SPT That's affirmative. It's running now.

CC Okay. Do you think it's too noisy to

let it run during your sleep period?
SPT No, it's not making - not making any

noise at ail.
CC Okay. And a question on the urine bass.

We're vonderinR if that count o 7 that you gave us, if th rt t

included 20 bags that were transferred at about mission day 20

in two utility bags from command module A-6 into D-4 26?

SPT That's affirmative, Story. We've already

used those half sample bags up.
CC Okay. Thanks; and you'll be please to

know that here in the M0CR we're enjoying some fruit cakes

'"roraMrs.Carr.
CDR Hey , that ' s grea t

.

CC That's in honor of the people that hat

to work on Christmas.
CDR Very good. You guys deserve a little bit

of confie - consideration there. You all did a great job, 1

think.
CC Thank you: and I'm about to work on my

third piece .

CDR Hey, Story. ^ friendly MovaRe book,

looking up urine sample bacs. it says in Delta 4 2 6 there's

a 150 of them. In Hotel H23, there's 48 of them. And then

our old nemesis Echo 699 Charlie there's a 114 of then, and I

wonder if maybe the people who stowed urinn sample bags got

fooled by that like we did and don't know that that's the

trash airlock, although I don't understand why sample bags

ever went down the trash airlock.
CC Copy , ler .

CDR On pa*e 1-1 of the Stowage Checklist,

CC Thanks , Jer .

C(; Skylab, we're about -0 seconds f ron i.OS ,

about 30 minutes to M I LA at 20:58, and we're learning somethloK
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about the stowage hook down here. E-69 - E-699 and that 0

there means that 114 bags had urine ir then and those samples
were brought hone.

CDR You finally broke the code, huh?

CC Yes, we broke that one . We'll pr obab ly
work on a few others later.

CDR Got a new code for you. W-799.
CC We'll work it.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
20 hours 28 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition in 30 minutes 25 seconds will be tlu: MI LA

tracking station. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich nean time

20 hours 57 minu t e s . Ac qui s i t i on coming in 50 seconds through

the MI LA tracking station. Temperatures aboard Skylab a

comfortable 72 in the sleep conpar tment , 75 in the wardroom

area. Skylab space station currently in a 244 - by 226-nau-

tical mile orbit traveling at a speed of 25,087 feet per

second. We'll hold the line up for this MI1.A pass .

CC Skylab. AOS stateside 13 minutes.

SPT Hello , Story .

CC Hello, F.d.

S?T Hey. I've been looking at the 1 inb where

active region 05 is in" the H-a 1 ph a . Looks as though.we can

see sone naterial rising up above the linb. I wouldn't want

to sav it's at t ha base of a loop structure, but it does have

that general configuration. It extends maybe, oh, 15, 20

, rc seconds off the limb. Beth running to the south there

is a fairly large H-alpha signature and then a wider one but no!

quite as extensive going off to the north. When I sone

: observing tine on the following orbits i think I'll be loosing

for the structure in the corona, loop structure using

neon or another line suggested by 55.

cc Copy, F.d. And we need the OAS here.

SPT Say again

.

CC We need the DAS hire.

SPX Oh, okay, StorV. You've v; c> t it.

CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Go ahead , Story.

CC Bill, when you pet to the M560 ops sche-

duled around now, it's non tire critical, but you'll need to -

to- get power to the e x pc r lncn t you ' 1 I need to go through >.0A

F.xpprinent Checklist 9-8.

pLT Rog . An d I'll he looking up the VTR

with that other rig so I'll b- sure and turn the power off be-

fore I hook it up.
CC Okay. And I 11 remind you prior io your

pass, but on your family conn the antenna Vh right for a minute

or 2 and then left the rest of the pa<?s.

PLT Okay. Thank you, Story.

C C Skvlab, we're a minute from I.OS ind

about 4 nlnute* t5 Madrid. And Fd ,
you'll be having your

ATM conference with Dr. Krieper .it that time.

SPT Thank you, Story.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

2 1 hour* 13 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next

Acquisition in 2 ainutca 35 seconds will be Madrid.

END OK TAPF
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cc Skylab, we're AOS through Madrid for 8 minutes
and the ATM conference with Dr. Krieger.

sp T hello, Milt good to talk with you.
Go ahead .

Mcc Hi, Ed. First thing I'd like to do is thank
you guys for the Christmas - that you Rave to S054 and invite
you all up to Cambridge for lobster, after the mission.

SPT We'll take you u,i on it .

MCC Good enough. The - one of the first thing
I wanted to discuss was the scientific implications of the
54 repair. The first point is that the fact that we're now
in filter 3. This means, that from now - from here en in,
wc will be getting good data on the active regions, large
scale structures, the bright points, the holes - and - every-
thing., essentially. We'll be able to use the shorter
exposures for the active regions and we'll be able to use
the grating in. The grating works tcr any compact bright
source, not only for fla-res. Also, it's now our only roans
of getting spectral in: ornat ion , so, in addition to using it
for both flare weight nnd for all flares, as it's on today's
pad. We'll start to use it extensively for non flare
observation. Watch the pad for this kind of tiling and some
remanent changes 'to building blocks, like building block 1,
may come up on a general message.

SPT Okay, we understand that, relative to the
grating and you're also saying that the exposure range will
probably be dropping down, so we'll probably be doinR a lot
more 64<§ rather than 256s.

MCC That 's right .

SPT Okay . Very good

.

v' cc Okay, the next thing is the shutter
override. The shutter over rl - the way the shutter over-
ride works is that right after each exposure, the next frame
is raoved into position, so it's being exposed in between
exposures. When we're i tt the high node c r the single r*ode

,

that means that every frame gets a 0.3 of a second exposure plus
whatever the time of that exposure is supposed to ho. Nov

,

In the low mode, however, where there's a 12 eerond intrrv.il
between exposures, we wind up takir> a sequence of 1.' second
exposures. At least until we get to the 4 and sr. on, in
other words we take 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 16, 28, 76, 263, and
;o ovi. The results Js, that what we'll be doing is we want
to start using the low node 12 second exposures to obtain
tine resolutions - to obtain time resolution data on rapid
changes in the core of active regions and also oh things like
coronal bright points durine in the BB 18 data, from JOP 11, of
laMt mission. We saw some events taking place, but where we
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think that that high time resolution data can maybe buy

us a lot. We'll be doing that tomorrow, so Just wanted to

warn you that you'll see it on the pad even before the general \

r.essajte cones up - -
'

SPT Okay, I'm ;\ I a d you explained that. Looks
like a good opportunity to get tine resolution and the

explanation will help, because if we were going to study

high time resolution with low, node, I think we all would have
wondered.

MCC Yeah, okay, well. Now you know how it works.
One thing 1 wanted to mention, the procedure should be I guess
to use the 12.8 minute position on the 54 timer. Now if the

building block Js lone, enough we'd like a re-initiate.
So, when the ready light comes on on the 54 timer, hit the STQT
switch to clear the logic just in case the mode hasn't quite
timed out, and then hit the START switch again.

SPT Oka/ . we * 1 1 do that .

MCC Okay, now the - the next topic 1 wanted
to discuss it was the shutter override what - it was the fact thai

the shutter override allows long exposure, because of the fart t he

shutter is always open. Now the idea here is that by taking
long exposures, we're hoping lo gel <l*ta all the wav out

with good r.ic rodens i t one t er o! bcth density, all the way

out to 1-1/2 solar radii where we can get into the 52 field
of view. The point is that X-ray intensity varies in filter

3 goes as - about T to the T cubed NE squared, whereas the

white linht coronagraph goes like N sub K linearly with no

dependence on temperature. Therefore, you compare the data
frcn the two experiments and that gives you N F. and - ano i E

independently.
SPT That's very good. Did you say you can get

out to 1-1/2 of th.it if we point off as far as we can?
MCC Well - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC - men ts and that. Rives you NF. and -

and TE Independently.
SPT That's very good . And you say can you get

up to 1-1/2 and that If we point off as far as we can?
MCC Well, what we're going to do is we're

going to put a log -we're going to put a node called 5 4

long X into things like the NRL mini limb scan and maybe a

few other building blocks. The procedure is as follows.
What you do is you configure 54 for M, STORAGE, OUT, SINGLE,' 1 .

MSOS 1. Then you hit the START switch. This takes four
exposures and advances the film to a fifth frame. Then at

the end of the building block, you hit the START switch again
and it ta - and it bounces off another three for three blank
franes. So what we'll see when we look at the film is three
blank frames, then a long ex - 50-minute exposure, a -» 5 -

ratnute exposure of something else, ant' then another three - then
another three blank frames.

SPT Okay. 1 understand that. would it be of

an advantage to you to take some relatively long, like 5, 10,
15 minutes, if we pointed as far off as possible, and at above
an active region where we can expect and could see a btr earner?

MCC As a matter of fact, that's and t her One
cf the nodes we're think ins; very seriously of is to put a

15-minute exposure into building block 5 and try tuat when
there's a region at the limb.

SPT Okay. If - it' you send that Information up
on the general message send also some Information along
on what could be done in the shopping list along tn at, since it

doesn't use very much film. We'll try and get someof that for
you .

MCC Right. That's exactly the - that's
exactly the kind of thing we were going to do. 1 do have
one question that I'd like you to sort of think about. The
question is, how to remember to hit the second START command
at the end of the chip. I see two alternatives. If it were
before the mission I'd strongly recommend rewriting all the
building blocks the way it wa« done for - for the SINGLE F R A

M

f.

mode. However. that'R a little tedion*. Th« alternative
might he a reminder on the pad,

SPT Yes. I like your second alternative and
I'll think about some other ways we might be able u> do

here. But for the line being let '3 stick with the second
alternative.

CC Ed, we're 10 seonds from LOS. See you
ever Carnarvon in About 25 minutes at 21:49, be dumping the
data/voice there, and you can continue.
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SPT Okay, one thing Al , I think you
owe a awful lot of thanks lo Rusty Schweickart because all
of the work he put into it. And also being right there
on the spot with the right equipment yesterday, that
^ally made it all work. We appreciate his efforts
and I think everybody should.

MCC Absolutely, and I agree with you
100 perc en t .

SPT Go ahead. Do vou have anything el.so
Al ?

-
• ,

'
.

'

'

'

MCC Yeah, the planning committee noticed
your comments about the desire to shorten your response
time to changes in solar conditions.

FAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
21 hours 21* minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid. The
pass devoted to ATM discussions with Dr. Al Krieger,
co-principal investigator for the S056 experiment. Yesterdav
Conrander Carr repaired the filter on the S054 which
had been stuck since mission day 11. The scientist here
at Mission Control Center are very happy that now S054 can
proceed with gathering good data of the' Sun . Earlier
Science Pilot Gidson reported seeing sone activity in
active region 5, reporting he saw material rising above
the surface of the Sun, and fairly large H-alpha particles.
Next acquisition will be in 2 "J minutes and 40 seconds through
Carnarvon as the crew continues their day of rest, day off
for the Skylab IV crew. For the rest of today the crew
will be relaxing or doing very little work. All three
crew members, Gerald Carr, F.d Gibson, Bill Pogue hive tire
allot ed for taking a shower, and several off duty period*
fcr reading, listening to music, or taking a nap is so
desired. Today's work activities have included ,it i e a s t

one session at the ATM console for each crew member
studying the quite Sun. Handheld photos of a vole.(no
Galapagos Islands and map making photos of Paraguay with
the Farth terrain camera were taken also today by the crew.
Seven separate opportunities to take handheld photos out
the wardroom window were scheduled for the crew today. The
crew in scheduled to retire «t about 10:00 p.m. this evening.
Wake up to begin their 42nd day in space is scheduled for
6:00 a.m. central standard time on Thursday. Next acquisition
in 22 minutes and 20 seconds through Carnarvon. At
Greenwich mean time 21 hours 27 minutes , this in Sky 1 ah
Control,

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylah Control, Greenwich mean time 21

hours 48 minutes. Acquisition coning through Carnarvon in

50 seconds. CAP COMM is Dr. Story Musgrave.

cc Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for 9 minutes

be clumping the data/voice here.
CDR .

Houston, CDR. >:.,-::

: cC Go ahead, Jer.
>. CDR Any plans yet for PCU number 13 or the

umbilical that it was hooked too?

CC
W799 is

CDR
CC

Stand by 1. And while we're workinj; lhat,

Okay, that ' d kind of what we had in mind.

Jer, on tomorrow's Flight Plan, you'll be

re-servicing the SUS and getting out sone spare equipment.

We're not going to use PCU nur.ber 13 Or its LSU, and no

more r. rouble shocting on that.

CDR Ro *e r , Story

.

CDR Story, also I - t just put away T025

completely and I'm r.uw beginning to have Second .'.noughts.

I'm wondering if we don't have any other airlock activities

with T025 before the next EVA , 1 think I just wasted a lot

of tine.
CC Okay , we ' 11 get you an -uswor

.

SPT Houston , SPT.

CC Go ahead , Ed .

Sp-j Story in looking at the white light

coronagraph ,
you seo a large streamer which Is evolved over

the past dav or 6o, or a couple days we've not had to nuch

chance to follow recently. But, it's right above active

region 05, it's at around 4 o'clock or So, We have a very faint

streamer at 2 o'clock, one at 3, and then over there. on the

eaft limb, we have an exceptionally large one which is rretty

nuch at 9 o'clock, very broad at the base and just tapping

as we go on further out. The one at 4 o'clock looks as though

it'* multiple streamers superimposed. On the XUV monitor

we see the normal XUV brightening associated with t»>c active

regions on the west linb which we understand. But thorn is

also a slight brightening over on the cast limb at about

260 or 250. And there's also a couple of bright points on

the disk which one is at around 200 radius of .2 and another

one at around 160 radius of .3.

C f; Okay, copy, Ed. And we'd like t o update

your TACS thrust (garble) here.
SPT That's understandable after yesterday.

CC Ard let r-ic - -

SPT Story are they putting the - -

SPT Soy again .

CC Co Ed, we'll be using the DAS for that.
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xvi spT • Okay, I was hoping that: the folks wort;

vovking on trying to figure out where we ran Into the ^,

h,gh usage yesterday. And how we can avoid that on subsequent

Or in sub - or ,

L - - now ro

It*

CC

CDR
CC

did on T025 w,

CDR
CC

SO 7 3 tomorrow
CDR

going to use
CC
CC

in sub - or in subsequent CMC. resets?
Okay, we've been working tha

Jc-r , Houston .

Go ahead .

Jer foi; i,i vi.ij -er - verify that the st

bark sida of i."':e 1025 cue card?

Tha t. ' s a £ I i c .vi t : ve .
,

Okav, and we'll be using T025 for the

think you did the right thing.

Okay, just wanted to make sure we were

the SAL . .

Yes sir, we 're going ta tomorrow.

Sky lab, we're 30 seconds to LOS, 2 nir

to Honey su

CC
Hontysuckl

:kle
back with you through

t h r otj Rh
except iona 1 1 y larvv

t this tine. Multiple
and 3 o 'clock on the;

streamers on the

asked the ground tf an

sive TACS firings has been

the "is'iinn Control Center,

Sky lab ,

minutes.
Skvlah, we're 30 seconds to LOS. About

a halTan hour to Texas. And ve will have handed over to the

purple gang, Phil. Dick and company.
PA0 Skvlah Control. Greenwich mean time 22

hours U ninutes. Loss cf 9i K nal through Honeysuckle tracking

station. Next acquisition in 31 ninutes will

Texas. Science Pilot Gibson reporting

activity on the oast 1 1 nb of t u- Sun a

tt reapers being reported at 4 o'clock

east linb as well as on the - multiple

west linb. Science Pilot Gibson
assessment of yesterday's ex

ccnpleted. Fresently, here

the refined figure is U ,UV> pound - seconds of TACS was used

yesterday during the nancuvers for Kohoutek. Observations

with the S- S020 and S 201 canrcas. TACS rerainlna aboard

the Skvlab at presently la 21.318 pound -seconds of pr.jpi-ll*n

There were 53 full-on firings yesterday at 1 - one (garble)

at Greenwich ru-an time 23:U. A full-on fir - firing, is a

full second of thruster firing of the TAGS thrusters

requires about 7 or 8 nib fi rings to rr

A mib firing is equlvalant to approxirr

of TACS firing. With 53 full -on firings at one t

full-on firings at another on separate occasions
.

Hute 1 I

be a change-of -shi f t briefing in the Building 1
newsroom,

Johnson Space Center, with offgoin, F 1 I g h t D i r o c. t v t Milt

Windier. No earlier than 5 p.m. today. MUt Windier will

hold a change-of-shlf t briefing in R u i 1 d I n r I news----

ear', ier than 5 p.m. today Greenwlc'

7 ninutes, this Is Skylab Control.

ful l-o

]y 120 ni 11 is

and 20

ran t irne 22 ho>.

F.N0 OF TAPF.
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

22 hours 39 minutes. We had a early callup on this pass.

We'll play that recording and play catchup with the pass

in progress.
CC Skylab, Houston, the purple gang's back

with you. We're stateside for several minutes.
SPT HoviJy, purple people.
CC Hello there.
SPT Good to have you with us. Are you

ready for the TV down-link?
CC We're ready. And 1 have a note for you,

Ed, on the Sun. NOAA has reported a group of type three

radio bursts beginning at 22:05 Zulu. That was about 25

minutes ago, and they had another recent report at 22:24.

And wanted to - for you to be aware of this, so you could

look at the W - the white 1 i gh t c o r on a gr a ph TV and take -

see if any coronal effects and if so, take data for S052 at

your discretion.
SPT Okay, we just Rave a STANDARD MODE and

I'll take a look and give then the TV downlink also.
CC Okay

.

CDR Why, it's the lavender over the hill
nob .

CC Yes, sir, back with you. Incident! ally,

vhen you guys were down at Honeysuckle, you made a couple
of calls to us that we did net receive due to a line problen,
so if there's anything Important , we're listening.

SPT What I was remarking was that when I had

t:\ought that vah the bases of perhaps coronal loops or loops

out of the activation 05 aust have been a series of snail
surges, because it's changed quite a bit from the last

orbit, and during thia past one. And I've spent sonc time-

out there looking at it try to get sor.e tine resold inn on it.

When I vss coning back to Sun Center to see t he effect on the

corona, and I didn't know anything about the radio burst.

CC Okay, Ed, copy. Thank you < And ?nc

reminder here, for the PLT , family coram is coning up when we

get AOS at M I L A . and that's about a minute and a half from new.

Mart on the right antenna fnr about a nintite and then go to

left .

CDR Ho's up in the conmaml nodule now.

C C 0 k a y . Jerry, thank you,

SPT Compar ititf what I see on the Vt.C with what -

a picture 1 !nst tof>k 2 hours av.o , I don't, see any real char. k< .

at all, right now, Dick, hut I'll keep looking.
CC Okay, Ed, thank you very much and just

keep an eye.
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SPT Dick, would you ask the S052 people if

they would like to get a shopping list item 24 to card with

any type 3 bursts which they can call up real tine?

cc Stand by. SPT, Houston. In talking to

the S052 folks, thev said a'f f i rma t i v . They vouldlike a -

a shopping list 24 under those circumstances, and we'll keep

a close eye for type 3 bursts and keep you informed.
.

SPT " Thank you, Dick. •

CC Roger

.

C c And SPT, Houston, just for your informa-

tion, we've pot a line up and continuous cop out to Boulder,

so w.' should have real quick response to you in the ivent wo

need i •. .

SPT Very ?,uod , thank you, Dick.

CC Roger .

cc Skylab. Houston, we're about 15 seconds

fron LOS . I'll give you a call in Madrid 4-1/2 mint.tes from nov

See you there. ,11
p A r» Skylab Control, Greenwich noan time it

hours 49 minutes. During this stateside pass. Science Pilot

Gibson was asked to concent r«-e the ATM instruments on the

west limb of the Sun, where he had earlier report. t-d several

prominent streamers exploding through the Sun's corona.

Dr. Robert MacQueen. Principal InvestlRatrr of tae S052, Dr.

Mac'Oui'en has a high altitude ohservator in Boulder, Colorado

confirms throueh ground observations that metric radio surge*

are occuring on the west limb vt the Sun. These streamers

are surges of high energy electron* traveling at one third

the speed of light, vhich puncture and plow through the corona.

These radio bursts can penetrate t ie Earth's Atsiospherc .
And

Solar Scientists are interested In recording the corona as

those surges occur, observe the effects of the surges on the

i-orona, and also watch the reconstruction cf the mrona at

after the surge exits throueh the corons. During t.h* past

24 hours, Solar scientists here at the Johnson Space unter
report a t eal of eight flares on the Sun in active region*.

00 0*. and 99. Today's activity wa.< noted by Science Pilot

Gibson approxin.itelv 1 hour ago during the Madrid pa**, when

he reported to the ground that he noted excep' lonallv large

streamer* on t h-i west limb - multiple streamers r.n ttu- vest

limb at 4:00 ani at 3:00. N«>AA has reported act iv« imlio

artivitv on the Sun since that time. And Scien- <• i'.Sot r,\h„uii

has- been asked to aim the ATM instruments specif i- .illy on

that area, specif icallv the So52 vhltelighl c t> r on a v i a ph

experiment, We'll hold th»^ line up for this pass through

Madrid. CAP COMM Is astronaut Dick Truly.

IP

FND OF TAPE
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rc Skvlab, Houston, Madrid for 7 minutes.

S PT Roger, hello Dick. On the next ATM

pass I would plan to pick up what they originally sent up

for 1846, if that's fine with them.

cc Let me check Ed, stand by.

cc SPT, Houston. The answer to your questio

iff irrna* ' ve . We would like you to use that cycle of

infornaclon we sent up for 1846, and if you'd like

to change that tine the time will be 23:25 in place of

18:46.
S P7 Thanks very r.uch Die*.

Okay .

Skvlab, Houston,
CC
cc

Madrid .

minute iron

LOS Madrid. Tananarive cone'

SPT So lone.

CC So long.
PAO sk >' 3 ab

23 hours 1 minute
acquisition in 15

Tananarive voice

up at 23:17. see you there.

J l c r.

i c n n e a3 1 , Green
loss of signal through Madrid. Next

cinutes and 10 seconds will be the

relay station. ATM scientists continue

to look with interest at the corona of the Sun on the we

west linb which exhibited numerous
reported as high thrc eh

ar.ers. The

rcy radio burst surges plowing

'the corona. Scientists here are Interested In observing

this activity and also to observe as the ccrona re - has

reconstructed. Principal Investigator, Robert MacQueen of

the High Altitude Observatory Boulder Colorado, Principal

Investigator of the S052 , is the PI nost interested in this

activity. The high radir> bursts cf high energy electrons

are the type that do penetrate the Earth's atmosphere

.

Conformation of these surges and radio bursts did coce fron

the rfigh Altitude Observatory at Boulder, as ground stations

recorded chese radio - this hi:;!! activity of radio bursts.

We'll bring the line back up it - in 13 ninutes and 40 seconds

through Tananarive. At Greenwich itean tine 23 hours and

3 cinutes this is Skvlab Control.

END OY TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 23

hours 8 minutes. Ch an ge -o f - sh i f t briefing viuh Flight

Director Milt Windier is now scheduled for 5:30 p.m. central
5:30 p.m. central standard time in Building

e Johnson Space Center for a change-of-shift
briefing with offgoing Flight Director Milt Windier. Next

acquisition in 8 minutes through Tananarive. At Greenwich

mean time 23 hours 8 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END CF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time 23
hours 16 minutes . Acquisition through the Tananarive voice
relay station In 50 seconds. Pilot Pogue in his A hour
block of off-duty tine, either reading, listening to music,
throwing darts or possibly even sleeping. Science Pilot
Gibson performing his daily exercise period while Commander
Gerald Carr should be concluding his weekly hot shower
aboard the workshop. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM
Dick Truly.

GC Skylab, Houston, Tananarive for 5 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 23

hours 22 ainutes. Loss of signal t '-rough Tananarive. NVxt
acquisition in 16 minutes and 45 ids through Honeysuckle.
Greenwich mean time 23 hours 23 m ii.„ . e s , th i s is Skylab
Control.

KND OF TAPE '
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control, 4 minutes after the hour. v.

Acquisition coming through Goldstone in 3 minutes 55 seconds.

We have 1 minute and 40 seconds recorded during the change-of-
shift briefing with Milt Wi nd le r . We * 1 1 play that recording
now and then go live into the Goldstone pass.

CC Skylab, ouston, we're AOS Honeysuckle.
We're very - we're just about a minute fron 1.0 S , very short

pass. Goldstone comes up at 8 minutes after the hour.
SPT Roger.
CC And SPT, Houston, on S054 ,

request a grat-

ing OU t . ..
' '

SPT Okay, Dick. Can that be moved to the

middle of a load or will I have to wait for the one to time

O Ut ?,:
CC We'd like you to finish the mode, F.d . And

then do it.
SPT Tha;.k you

.

CC '
: Roger . .

.'SPT Say, Dick there was a fair amount of bright-
ening in H-alpha in the region at 00, northeast of the loader

spot. Nothing of any major significance shoved up in XUV

monitor (garble) cleared up rather brightly by H-alpha.

CC ' Okay, Kd , thanks for the input.

PAD Skylab Control, 6 minutes after the hour . :

Acquisition coming through Goldstone tracking station for a

stateside pass lasting about 19, 20 minutes. We'll bring
the line up for CAP C0MM Dick Truly for this stateside pass.

CC Skylab , Houston. Hello, stateside f or

11 r.inutes .

CDR Hi , Dick

.

CC Hello, Jerry, how' re you all doing?
CDR Doing fine, thrnks.
CC Hoy, .Jerry, I got two or three mission

notes here and the sooner I - I get them out of the way this
evening, the sooner 1 can stop buggfng you and a couple are
for you. You get a minute?

CDR Sure, go ahead.
CC Okay, first one Is reference a ques - refer-

ence - a question you asked earlier on the M509 battery low
voltage. We do not think that the battery has been damaged
and - but we are still looking at the data, but we don't want
you to start charging it <mtil we schedule it on the Flight
Plan. So we'll - keep looking at the data and keep you
advised.

CDR Okay. Are t ho* . Nikon batteries?
CC Stand by. Well, I'll tell you what, Jerry.

While we're getting the answer to that one, 1 got a couple more
This really is for most anybody. We haven't seen the TV sole
to-- switch in the portable position today. However, that's -
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It's quite likely it went there while you were LOS . And
early you said you were going to take some extra TV of
the Christmas tree - have you already done that? We're
gonna be dumping that here in about 2 or 3 hours?

CDR
•

No, I haven't done it yet. We'll get on
the stick and get it dene.

cc Okay, fine, we'd appreciate it. And
here's one more that has to do with some 02 management.
First of all, let me explain what the situation is and then
ask any questions. Presently, we're engaged in M509-F7A
to reduce the N2 content of the cluster atmosphere. This'll
either require use of (garble) valves which are controlled
by 5 PSA pressure switch for termination of this procedure
during the sleep period. In other - in other words, it's
liVely it" we continue this procedure that we '

1 1 au t ona t i c.i 1 1 yinput 02 to the atmosphere when the pressure goes down to
5 psi. A couple of days ago vou added 02 to the cluster
atmosphere and what we were wondering is do vou think the
noise produced by this addition of 02 would interfer with
sleep if - j.f the 02 were automatically added. We're kind
o? in a bind as to decide whether to inhibit this procedure'''
during bedtime or not.

CDR That's pretty noisy, Dick. What other
options do we have? With thvt oxygen bloving up there
in the M D A ,

when you're in there, you can hardlv hear vour-
, sel f t h ink . .

'
.

'.
CC Okay, stand by just a second, Jcr. Jer,

we fefinitely do not have to - to leave this procedure in
work during sleep poriod, so probably the best thing to do -
would just be inhibit it and we can still do atmosphere
management under those circumstances. No problem.

CDR Okay, vou nean you want to inhibit this
F 7 A ?

cc Jf.rry, what it'll- involve is before you go
tJ bed this evening, we'll - we'll have you do one *t,. pwhich is - close the dump valve for us and then reopen it
in the morning. So later on this evening, I'll give you a
call when we want you to do that, so it's not a big deal.
Incidentally, on the answer to your question on the 50 ,J

batteries is that they are nightcap batteries.
CDR Okay, that's good - that makes us feel be; ti

Because they're pretty hard id hurt.
.

CC
f

Ht> y. incidentally, Jerry, one thing that
i naven't researched completely because I haven't read
through all the air-to-ground notes when - when we're gone,
but the other day they - we sent up that ness^enn selected
housekeeping. And what that was intended to be was an
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answer to your question about flight scheduling about all theindividual selected hi - housekeeping items that appear ronvarious times. Are you squared away and - and understand
what was intended by that message.

Yeah, Dick. It's just when we got it
! just in another kind of mental node.

"

A nd
•e thought we were supposed to do it then

0k^. no problem. I - j could hav<? ta^some tine to - before I asked you to read through thething but I just hadn't done that yet. Thank vou vemuch Jer. That's all T had for you.

END OF TAPE

that that
V CDR
we were - we we
when it hit us .

vhol
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CDR Okay. Dick.

Ed SL-vr t

dld
,

have a C0 "Ple of questions for

SPT So, go ahead now Dick.
CC Okay. The question has to do with thesleep experiment Ed. First of all about 5 or 6 davs agoon mission day 35, you used a sleep - new sleep cap Andhe question is this the only - i s this only tSe second c

,

0that you've used during the mission. Over
p

vhcn they're broken I^
1

'

5 M « ht Dlck
'

The>"" — comfortable
CC 0ka >' and ne "t question. What ,

sure vM.i -
' :'" U11V

' - * ceil vnu I'm netch one ot uose electrodes is the ground R • ,
f

;

around mvself again,: s^thing I get good test 1 h:-nd if
: keep it on tor about - have the cap on for ,bo, >

15 r.iautes or so then it seen, t v,rk properly . So Jno tn.t convinced what it is yc

t

. buc affirmative
i

"

gets zood data. '
'

CC okay

.

^ T Hank
, are you st il J there?

:.
Th * r

- affirm, go ahead .

-— S^r (--i:ni
1

^ r^ h

n.

the^heater on the M560. but I didn't get the P art about'

-idd|
CC

n,- v a
Houslon

-
w * R»t caught in the...iddle ot a handover from station to station. I p ..

t "Lr.essage about cranking up the heat on the M560
'

S , ,

cc S tand by .

^ T 1 d™'t have a 13 step listed.
tc Okay

, stand bv .
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CC ?LT, Houston.
PLT Go.
CC Yeah, there is a step 13, but It cane

up to you on one of the changes to the c he c k 1 i s t . And we'
be sure to figure which one that was a-id reuplink it. And
ne read it to you real fast. It says, at any tiire during
soak period, rotate cartridge TEMP switch to each position
and voice record temps if possible. Over.

PLT Okay, now read the first phrase first,
again.

CC Okay . At any time during soak peri od .

PLT Okay.
CC Okay, got i t . And we'll figure out

which - which numbered check ] i 1 1 change that is. There
are only two that are made ro this book, we'll ficure out
which one that is and reuplink it to you.

PLT Thank you, Dick. •

CC Yes, sir.
CC And we're about 10 seconds f r o m LOS.

We'll just have a short dropout here, and then I'll call
you at Bermuda

,

CC Sky 1 ah , Houston, we're at Bernu.ia for
4-1/2 minutes, and I got a quick question for the SPT.

CPR Go ahead, he's listening.
S'f'T Okay, it seens like we get to do plent

of talkine this evening about checklist changes. Our <;pi<?
the ATM backroom were watching you doing that building bio
3^ and 35. And we up linked a check 1 i s t 'change t o the JOP
Sunnary Sheets that changed that building block for S056 &
2 days ago. And we susplcioned that - that it is not ente
in your books yet. It was checklist change 15 to the JOP
Sunnary Sheets, and if yen don't have it we'll be glad t5
reuplink that one also.

SPT Dick, was tnat the sane one with 18Z
changes? I looked at it gleaned all that went with JOP 18
And mavbe I was wronn, I had not planned on doina that,
had not got around to rcaking those because I thought thev <

all JOP IS . I had plan to do that sonetine tonight.
CC Well, I tell you it was i n t e r soe r sed

with a bunch that were JOP 18. But no, t h i <J particular
one had to do with JOP 21.

Yeah, I understand but it wasn't
interspersed with the lrt. Okay -

CC Well -

fipT Let me get it in there. I'll go ahead
and rake that change right now.

CC Okay , no p rob 1 en . Well, I mean it was
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uplinked at the same time as the 18. It was not on tho

same message, but as long as you're nware of it. Il you

have trouble finding it just let us know, we'll give you

another copy.....
S PT Okay , but was not with the same message

that - perhaps I have not seen it yet. Hold on, let's - let

r.e look around a little.
CC Okay, fine no problem.

F.ST) OF TAPE
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C C - - If you have trouble finding it just

let us know we'll give you another copy. —
SPT Okay, for the (stot ic) and we have plenty

(static) let - let me look around a little.

CC Okay, fine no problen.

CUR Were the (garble) nunber 15?

CC Yes .

SPT Okay, we've located it.

CC Okay, good. Thank you.

PLT Ami this is P LT . Will you say again,

I know the creature on the switch is supposed to rotate a .id
.

checkdewn .

CC it's the cartridge ttnp switch. Bill.

PLT Thank you .

CC And for the SPT, ve need a MPC inhibit.

That's a M - MPC roll inhibit, Ed,

SPT You got it.

CC Okay, thank you sir.

C C Sky lab, Houston , We're about : 5. seconds

to L - to 1.0S. Madrid corr.es up b r.inutes from now. And we're

going to dump the data/voice recorder £ t Madrid, see you

then.
p A 0 Skylab Control, -7minutes after tue

hour. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next acquisition

in 2 r.inutes 35 s e c on d s t h rough Madrid tr.ickir.? station.

On this - the crev days off - the crew's day off. the crew

should be in preparation for their evening ncal tonight.

And thev're scheduled to end their day at 10 ? . r.
,

v e n t r a 1

standard tine. Tcnorrow is a day -of ..ncdical activity priitdril

More than 7-1/2 hours at the ATM console. Today's penu is

part of the high density fruit bar, crew eating one or rati e

of the high donsitv fruitbars t ak en up i n t h .• c or r> and mod u 1 . i

addition to one or r.ore regular irons of the S'.ylah r.nu.

Fruitbars com in various flavors, chocolate chip bar, (rispy

bar, (garble) bar. Each bar has three d i f 1 1 rent flavors, so

thev have a selection of nine different types of fruit bars.

e.ic-h bar as npp r ox r.a t e 1 v 300 calories. We'll leave the line

for this Madrid pass. CAP COMM being Dick lruly.

CC Skylab, Houston, ve're AOS Madrid for

S - 9 minutes. And we're dumping the data/voice recorder

here.
CC And Skylab. Houston, for yours - for

your infomation no response required but we ' r c ,*.. p 1 i nk i n g

another cepv o: that MDA experirent checklist change to
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PL! Thank von, Dirk.

SPT Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead , I d

.

SPT Yeah, will you f Iks be throupli with

the recorder pretty soon.
CC Stand by. SPT, Houston. We're soiii)?

to be dumping for less than another minute. I'll let
.

ynu

know when we're through.
SPT Okay, thanks very much.

CC Okay

.

SPT Looks like we got it. Thank you.

CC That ' s affirm the dump' s over.

Cc Skylab ,
Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS

.

Tananarive cones up at 00:50. See you there.

PAO Skylab . ontrol, 40 minutes after the

hour. We've loss the signal through Madrid. Next acquisition

in 9 ninutes and 55 seconds will be Tananarive voice relay

station. Little coram through this Madrid pass as the crew-

nears the end o' .heir day off. The 41st day in orbit since

launch from Cape Kennedy on November 16th, Skylab space

station. Now in its 227th day in orbit. It was launched for

the three nan visit on May 14th. At Greenwich mean tine

40 ninutes after the hour. Next acquisition in 9 ninutes

15 seconds, this is Skylab Cortrol.

END OK TAPE .
.
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PA0 Skvlab Control, 47 nlnuies after the

hour Acquisition coning through the Tananarive ™ icc

relav Nation in approximately 2 minutes 10 second.. Ue 11

keep' the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.
keCP

Skylab. Houston, at Tananarive lor 6

r' lnUt
J

S

?T Rog, hello, Dick. Hey, we're t».rm, R h

with the VTR If you'd like to have it.

r « Okay, F d . Than* you.
L

cc Skvlab. Houston, we're liable to R o LOS

here in Tananarive about an> ti-.e. Honeysuckle cones up ,t

° 1:16
SPT Thank you, Dick, talk to you th,n.

rr " Ok iv , F.d .
,

p a0 Skvlab Control, 59 cinutes a;ter tne

^ai t. S e 1 nour. Next acquisition in 15 ninutc. through

Honeysuckle, this is Skvlab Control.
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PAO Sky] ib Control, Greenwich mean time 1

hour 1 '* minutes. Acquisition coning through Honeysuckle. .

As Science- Pilot Ed Gibson's at the ATM console,' he will be
asked to look at active region double zero - 00 . NOAA has
reported a large surge of mater i 1 leaving ac t i :•*> region >

double zero and he will be asked to aim the S 0 5 2 instruments
at this area of the Sun. •

•

•

CC Sky lab, Houston, AOS Honeysuckle for 6 Vv

ninutes . And SPT, Houston. We've got a report t' r o in NOAA that
sone surge material has been seen rising f ron active region
00 , when you j?.et an opportunity we reconmend you go Sun
center and take a look in S052

.

SPT Okay, Dick, I sure vill. I've been
lookinp. at the region right above 5, which is right next to
00. And I think I can faintly see some material ; in the corona
and was g r i n g to take a look at that . I did look Sun center
lust a few noments ago and did not see anything however,
1 will -- I will go back .

C C Okay.
• f r D.ck, at the tine you called, I n.id just ,

give:-. r)5 three MIRROR, AUTO RASTERS truncated d own t u 1 i no
20, er\d I was pointing slightlv off the linb. So it there
anything moving out, I ' n sure thev would have seen it , would
show : t . I did f.ce a very faintly something in H-alpha and
I was just about to explore it at the tine you called.
So, new going at - going back there after I get finished '

with the STANDARD, MODE In 52.
CC Okay., Ed thank you. '

SPT Key, Dick again, I can not notice anything
any change at all in the corona, compared with what I've seen
a couple of hours ago. or the pictures that I took around
3. or U hours ago..

CC Okay, Ed, thanks a iyvay f o r 1 o< I ng .

V.'e ' re about 30 seconds f rots LOS. I'll give you a ,* a \ 1 a t
r

Hawaii at 01:37, see you then. -

SPT So long .Dick.
PAO Skylah Control, Greenwich ni-an t lit' 1

hour 25 ninutes. Loss o: signal through llontystirHc . Next,
acquisition 11 minutes and IS seconds will be llawai i ! r;ir kinj;
station. As Skvlan space station on the tail end of
revolution 3,2 69, Mr the J>kvlab spare station. At Greenwich
rean tine 1 hour 26 rr.intues. this Is Skvlab Control.
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 1 hour

36 minutes. Acquisition coning through Hawaii. We'll keep

the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

cc Skylib, Houston, AOS Hawaii for 7 minutes.

CC SPT. Houston. We observe you, but you're

pointed off the Sun and you're in optical reference.

SPX Thanks Dick, 1 under 9 tand

.

CC Roger

.

cc .\nd Skylab. Houston, in this next t'ate-

aide pass, when we're in receiving range of - receiving facil-

ity up at the McDonnell Douglas (garbl*) plant at St. Louis,

we'd like to net some nore data and we're still trying to

troubleshoct this telenetry probler. th,t we'vf hc«n having and

if one of - if onveniert with one of you g»,s at about

01-53 I'm going t -sk somebody to go up to panel 200 and

oull a couple of circuit breakers and wait a couple, <
:
nlnutpn

and then push then b-irk in for llS . If it turns out nut to b.

convenient, we can pttk it up at anctatr stateside pa

.

SPT Roge r , Di ck .

spr Dick, we gor a prettv surgf going here right

above" act lv,. region 05 and \
> r, trying t, pick 11 up with

the 55 truncate ir down to line 10 and ottrol short. (garble)

C C Roger, F.d .

cc And SPT. Houston. Adam requests you turn

the high vol rage off on tie SOS 5, we think you got a false

grating position indication. And. Skylab, we re about 30

seconds fror. LOS. We're going t -> drop out Just in a couple

of ntnutcs and I'll call you at Coldstone.

RPT Dick, could you explain that one? We re

r.isst'n* «one pretty good data here. I went back ont> the Sun

and picked up the (garble).
,

CC Okay, stand by. Roger. Fd ,
you re ok.-iv

lust as is.

FNU OF TAP Y.
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for
CC

7 minutes.:
PLT

Skylab, Houston

Skylab

hello at Goldstone

a n o 1 1 1 e r

cell you what:

Hous ton ,

Go ahead
PLT Rog, I got stand by at the STS

CC OKay, Bill it'll be abou
2-L/2 minutes before Ve want them. But let

the circuit breakers are now. They are transducer group 2

plus 24 volts, and minus 24 volts. They're on the bottom
row kind of to the right on panel 200, and I'll let you

know when we want - want them open. And about 2 minutes
later we'd like to have trmm closed.

PLT RoRer

.

CC PLT, Houston, we're ready :'or tnosc
two circuit breakers open. I'M read them again, transducer
proup 2 plus 24 volts and group 2 minus 2'* volts, open.

Rog, got both of riiem open now.
Okay, thank you,
Skylab, Houston, we're about 45 seconds

e're going to dropout about 3 or 4 minutes, and

u at Bermuda. And Bill, about 1 minute from now
lost voice with vou, but we'd like those two circ

breakers closed, and then you Can forget them. We want them

closed about a time of 01:55, And thank you very much.

PLT Okay , wi 1 1 do .

CC Thank you. Bill
Sky lab , Houston
Houston, SPT.
f!o ahead, Ed.
Dick, I'd like the food people

legality of me giving ny fruitcake to Bill

PLT
CC
CC

from LOS .

I'll cal 1

we m a v h a

v

CC
SPT
CC
SPT

nto the

AOS Bermuda for inut e

check

J 9

CC
copy - copy.

Bill didn't, 1 mean Ed , 1 didn't qui ti-

lt had to do with food and fruitcake, hut that*

about ali i got .

I 'p. not too hot on
Bill if 1 give 'aim

food people think

bigger .ill t U e tic

'ou were kind of

Yeah , I got f<

And t figure
my f rultcake , a

• f it.
0 k a y ,

Thank
Ed vo '

1 1

Dick.

PLT
some ATM

k 1 o

}

givtrt

uitcake up here vftic

i making good f r i em!
I 1 'n vond e r i ng wh n. t

go t back w i th you

.

His eyes are <•.< t t i n

a piece of

could giv
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the fruitcake I've eaten over the last couple of day. You'd
probably gain 15 pounds.

CC Skylab, Houston, ve're about 30 seconds
from LOS, Canary Island comes up at 02:08. And we're going
to dump the data/voice recorder there.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
2 hours 5 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda, next
acquisition in 1 minute and 40 seconds through Canary tracking
fetation. An attempt by ground controllers to troubleshoot
troublesone transducers that are - have been for the past several
days adding noise to some of the data being received here
at the Mission Control Center. The test though as the space-
craft wan in the vicinity of St. houin, Missouri, the McDonnell
Douglas Plant. Two transducers were switched off in an attempt
to track down where trie trouble night exist in the electrical
systen aboard the spacecraft. These two - the noisy ri a t

a

is effecting 90 parameters here at the Johnson Spare Center,
of data received from the vehicle. These systems includes
the airlock electrical power systerr., the thermal life support
system, as well as the c omnun i c a t 1 on system aboard th* space-
craft. This Is not considered a tnaier problen at this t 1 r,e

.

The only - the parameters being affected range fror slight v. ;
-.-

to severely noisy, and apprnxiuately onlv \0 percent of the 90
are in the severely nclsy category. Howtver. ground controllers
.ire able to extract from the data the < t parameters. These
test will continue, tl.is is the m- ore. ,ne a test has been
run. Today the switches were thrown on group 2 transducer
panel 200 in the strurtua] transition section oT the oirlork
module. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM, Die*- Truly .

•>:r> OF TAPF
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Cjnarv for
8 minutes. And SPT, Houston, you arc GO lo jtlve the P LT
your slice of fruitcake if it isn't too late. The b ioneci
officer would suggest that h e d?] etc two salts, however, that's
a preference i t en and not mandatory.

PLT Ro^er, I'll delete two salts.
CC Okay. Bill, thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're a minute f run

LOS at Canary Islands. We have a very low elevation pass
scheduled at Tananarive at 02; 11. Justin the event we
miss that one. I'll call you at. Honeysuckle at 02:52. and
that's the station for the evening status report.

SPT Okay, Dick, talk to you later.
CC Okvy . see you thert .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
2 hours IS minutes. Loss of signal through Canary. Next
acquisition throuph Tananarive, however, a low elevation
pas*, We possibly nay not ha"r contact through Tananarive.
In that event, next acquisition in 33 ninutes and 50 seconds
will be the Honeysuckle t r ac.k i nR s t a t i on . The attecipt
through the saatesi Jc pass t >y track down a noisy elect vical
problem causing distorted data cominp, to the «round from
approximately 90 parameter? aboard the spacecraft, parameters
covering such areas as the airlock nodule power syster;, the
thermal live ve.it support systems, is well as the c nnnii n i a t i on ?

systF.M. Some of the data beinfc received here at the
Johnson Spuce Center range iron slight Iv noisy to severely
noisy. However, ground controllers - do not lm>l this Is
any problem. They're able to sort out the data ami arrive
at the proper parameters of these various systems, Today's
test could be iikered to a - ;i house where the lights are
din, and you ft to the circuit box And turn or>*> < irruft
breaker off at a tire. And when you turn one circuit
breaker off and your lights come back up aj?air, y.'.u know
that the problem is in that particularly circuit brc.tfecr .

That's the purpose of today ' <* test to determine where in
the system thi« problem exists. And finding when the problem
is they'll track it. down to isolate it to a certain
individual syster-. Tie FXH. officer here it the iM,r:,>n
Space Center, on dutv now, Charles Hhfus, did say this
f «t nc-t a s 1 >-n 1 f lc an t pi'nMm. Alrhouph rwie Hi : r<l .<f the
parameters affected are • due fall into this never* Iv n<-. f

•!*•

category . He said this would - vou could liken D-is
problem to static on a radio , .ir wntehini- TV whe-i lioncunc
turns on an electric appliance in a house, Ilk.' a rix-
master ar electric shaver, or possibly drtvir.p dowr tin-

road in youi car nnA your - your nago start* lumping
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around, it doesn't sit properly on a given number or figure.

They'll continue to troubleshoot this noise problem in the

data. This is the second time this has been attempted,

previous attempt was last night with - with no - with no

luck. The first problem developed several days ago, when

this problem did crop up and just mysteriously went aw.iy

a R aln. One - one more continual number of transient

glitches, rhey will continue to assess the problem. Tonight'*

test was as Che spacecraft passed witnilt range -of the

McDonnell bouRlas facility in St. Louis, Missouri .
McDonnell

Douglas being responsible for the airlock nodule. Greenwich

mean tine 2 hours 21 minutes. Next acquisition in. 9 minutes

through Tananarive. This is Sky lab Control.

KNI> OK TATE
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>A
° Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tint- 2 hours

30 minutes. We'll bring the line up for this bri,f Tanana-rive pass if in fact, we do have contact with the Sh !Vcrew. Low elavation of 3.3 degrees. We'll hold the ineup for a short time to see if we do get contact.

u<st , . / Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Tananarive forJust a couple of minutes. '
1

' CDR
. Check.

(u ,.

And Skylab. in case we have a early L0< .

the re or ,

Honp y» u ^le at 02:^3. And I'll be standing bythere for trie evening status report. X

CI)R Okay , Dick .

!'
A ° Skylab Control, (.reenwich nean time 2 hours
^ leS

n
N ° cont 'lct trough Tananarive with Skylab , plce°B,

iq
0n

.

ll
f P a8s - ^ P«ss for Tananarive fo o-n ght. as Kvlah starts its 3270th revolution of the rNext acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 16 r.inut,s. AtGreenwich nean time 2 hours 3* rinutes. this is Sk 7 .,b Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control, Oreo nw I c li moan tint'

2 hours 51 minutes. Acquis! t ion conlnp, through the Monevsy ck I e ,

Australia tracking, station In U9 seconds as the Sky lab IV

crow nears the end of their ;lst day in orbit. A clay off

for the three crew aeabers, however, Science Pilot Ed Gibson

took advantage of his day off and spent much of his free

tine at the Apollo telescope mount control and display panel

viewing some frequent radio buries and surges tiuM"Rh the

Sun's corona. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly

for this Honeysuckle pass.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Honeysuckle

for 8-1/2 minutes. Standing by for evening status report.

COR Sure enough.
CDR Okay. Dick. Sleep: CDR. 8.5, all heavy;

SPT 8.0. 8 heavv: PLT . 7.5. all heavy. Volune: CI'K, »00:

SPT* 3 *S 50 r PLT , 2 200. Water gun: CDR,. 78*9: SPT, 3 3 70; PLT,

9597. Body nass j CDX, 6.312. 6.311, 6.312; SPT, 6.3i8. 6.349,

6.3*6: PLT , 6. 244, 6.2*6, 6.245 . Exercise: CDR, no Alfa

today: SPt! no change; PLT, no change .. .Med icat ions : CDR, none:

correction, Sudafed last night. Han* on just a minute.

CC Ckay .

CDR Yeah, I reported that last nivtht, so none

tonight. Clothing discarded today: one pair o: socks, one

pair of shorts. SPT , no medications; one pair of socks, one

pair of shorts, one T-shirt. PLT, Tlnactin as directed: one

pair of shorts, one shirt, one pair of socks. Food lop: CDR.

5,5 salt, zero deviations, zero rehy - correct ion. 1.5 re-

hydration vattr. SPT. 1.5 salt, t<;ro deviations, no * ;u t r .

PLT, 6.5 salt, plu* fruit cake, and «ro rehydration vat.r.

Let's see, Flight Plan deviations: the S I* I
' 8 UK 7 1 and t h<- IK;*/

have been delayed. We'll get then later this evening. Shc.pt-!:)>

list ac >mpl tshnent s : none. Inoperable equipment: none.

Unscheduled Movacc: none.
CC Okay.
CDR Okay, the photo log: 1 6-m I 1 1 f mete r : J-US;-4

Alfa: Charlie India 93, 00, Mike Tango 06. Nikons: I, Charlie

X-ray 36. 03( all the rest of the*, no change. 70-nf 1 1 tmc t e r

:

Charlie X-rav 52, 001. KTC is Bravo VhiskfV 03, 043. EREP

:

no change. Drawer A: Alfa 1. no chariot Alfa 2, 05, Charlie

India 93, 00, .".ike Tango 06: and ill the rest, no "hinge.

CC Okay.

EMI) OF I APE
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CC 1 CDR, Houston. One question on the evening
status report, you reported a deviation for yourself today
in water of 1-1/2 ounces. Was that a plus or minus?

CDR That 's a plus .

CC Okay, Jerry, thank ycu much. We'd just
ahead and put the - our dump calves closing to
r the evening on the environmental control svs-

1 ike somebody to wh i

bed he
terns.

panel 831 water dump
you did that.

SPT
CC
SPT
CC
CDR

beautiful countrv,
CC
CDR

into the head
v.Uve Lo CLOSE. And let us k n ow when

It'll be dene in less than a mi nut*. Die
Okay .

MARK , it's done

.

MARK . th ink you .

Dick, you'd like Australia, it sure is

What was that a

You'd like Ausf alia it's aut i

CC
CC

I'll give you A

news here that I

CDR
CC

get some

hu>; s t h

CDR
PLT
CC
PLT
SPT

Boy, I'll bet. I'd love n see it.
Sky lab, Houston, we're about a minut

11 at Hawaii at 03:13 and I
'

an road up there if you like
Great , Dick

.

Incidentally, on the sublect of all thos
you guys authorized yesterday for the Christmas

them all

.

I didn' thor i z

huh?

CAP COMMs have col ler t

Very good .

What do you mean
Well, (laughter)
That van your own id
The only ones I authorize are th

can Rive to each other.
CC
PLT

your buddies b a >:

CC
PAO

2 minutes. Loss
Honeysuckle In Australia.
30 seconds through Hawaii

N'a. wasn't that kind.
The trouble with TDV

, you can'
hone .

Hah *

k y 1 ah Cont r o 1

,

3 h O MtHGreenwich mean
signal through the traeM-vg s t

Next acquisition in 10 similes
The conversation ccnu'tming

authorized and unauthorized hugs by the CAP C0MM«t referred to
crew;s comments last night - Christmas night when thev
finally found the gifts presented to the crew by thvir wives
place? in the command module prior to launch. The crew found
the Rifts and authorized the CAP COMM on duty last hi*hl to
give each wife a hug for them, with the exception of Science
Pilot Gibson, who did net auth - «p.ke such authorization
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with the CAP COMM. The evening status report given b
Commander Carr showing that Commander Carr last night
8-1/2 hours sleep, Science Pilot Gibson, 8 hours and
Postvje, 7.5 hours sleep, a narked inproveraent in relat
the eerlier part of the flight. Next acquisition in
utes and 20 seconds. At Greenwich mean tine 3 hours
utes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPF
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PAOt/w Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

hours 12 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaii

racking station in 50 seconds. Final Hawaii pass for the

ullht, for the crew of Skylab IV, with CAP COMM. Dick Truly.

We'll leave the line up.

PLT 1 5 7 1 3 . 56 7 8, 1 9 5 , 52 7 , 7 7 7 7, 581 0.

cc Okav, Bill I copied that. And in

return if you guys are listening I'll bj glad to read you

sore news

.

PLT (Garble)
cc Okay. Two Soviet cosmonauts returned

s-ifelv to Earth today after an eight-day flight. The third

longest in Russian space history the Tass news agency said.

Flight Commander, Klinuk and Engineer Lebed - Lebeduv. two

31 year old space rookies floated to Earth on the parachute

in their Sovuz 13 craft on the plains of. Central Asia,

Tass said. 'The fiitht was a warmup for the Soviet American

Joint space flight in 1975. Since the Soviet Manned Space

oroeran began in 1961. it has bee: exceeded in duration

onlv bv the U dav flUht of Soyuz 11 Ln 1971. And the

70 - 17 day flight of Soyuz 9 in 19 70. So you guys

we're now back down to 3 men in space. Israeli and Egyptian

arnv officers met far 90 ninutes Wednesday in Geneva,

Switzerland, to negotiate troop withdrawals from territory

captured in the October Middle East war. Negotiations were

previously conducted in a tent between Cairo and Suez on

the cease-^lve line, but have been snagged for a montn. The

talks were transferred to Geneva after the opening of the

Middle E-<t peace conference last week. Traffic tatalities

over the Christmas holiday weekend ran below advance estimates

of the National Safety Council. Counts showed 520 deaths

on the nation's roads between 6 p.m. Friday to midnight Tuesda

Tie Council's previous estimate was 550 to 650. Bad weather

which kept motorists eff the road, the economy, as well as

the en< ray crisis nay have helped to reduce fatalities.

Dollar-a-gallon gasoline bocane a reality for « few driver,

on Christmas Dav. At one service station In Chicago, you

could bv S5 worth of gasoline if you were also willing to

purchase a S3 trinket. At a few other stations not or is ts

frustrated in their search for service stations that

open on Christmas Day were forced to pay 9^.9 cents a gallon.

That'* the highest price at present - present punos d
register. President Nixon, reportedly heartined by a shut

in Arab oil policy, said Wednesday he was working to na*e

certain we won't have to ration gasoline tais winttr.

President Nixon secretly boarded a commercial airliner
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Wednesday evening and flew to California for a pos t -U.r I s l mas

vl 1 wS.t.. House snhl Nixon's trip to l.o-. An,. U-s

abo a United Air Lines Jet was opt sei r ct - ^
reasons. Mrs. Nixon and a party of about 20 aids ml S i

s/rv^e agents accompanied the President. Nixon 1
Ue al

recent presidents, has made his past trips aboard Air >orce

\ eta d War en, the assistant White House press secretary

'he decided •„ a co^crci.l flight this tine to set an

p for the African public during the energy cr S
-

For he second tlae the wife of Canada 's Prke Minis-r

p iprre . Trudeau ?avo birth on Christmas day to a bo> .
..rs.

j u wife of the 55 year old Prime Minlfter. and the

ie in good health at an Ottawa hospital. Their first

son Justin was born two years a*o on Christmas day Here

are 5 otne suggestions for savin, en e r *y s ubmi ed b
.

istc n

.

to radio station around the country: Sleep vitn a
;

r

^
n
f

0
° -\ st. Bernard dog, en j oy c and 1 e 1 1 gh t o r we ar *„ ,

j,r

and beards. You guys sure ought t qualify .o. a d
^

me except for F.d . A1 the New Year approaches, tat count r,

Urv^t calendar maker, Brown and Billow, in s. t .
Pau I

S^cta, rc P oruv. Pinup calendars have ,in of Ron, own

the drain. Sales are way. way dow, *
rt^^ , 0rv

endangered spec J,
^

J^ ^ dor. t spe ll some wo^ds

dictionaries The National Council of Teach.rs of English

sav ha he five deak die - dictionaries most widely used

in schools and offices in the United States disagree on no

loss UianVie spelling tt 2,^00 words. So that's It for

this evening.
ci,r I hank you, Dick.

r.ND OF TATF,
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r( «;Vylnl'. Hons tin, «<'ro 1 nlnntf ' m-

1 ( S . f.oldstonc corns up .it I) 1 : 1"> •

1'l.T koror, Dicl-..

T'.ofer, and ('urine this next sialosiui'

pass, wuen wo handover to - veil I tnV.u it hack. . T M.u'tPi!
. ;

to say -'hen we h.imlovcr to 1 cr-uda that'll bo the red
.

;

conference However, T sec now, tuere's a pap between

those two stations. So the next one '
s.. r.irc a c Go Ids t one .

See you there.
CD p» Okay, t) i c '<

.

l\n Skvlab Control, (irotnwiclt r.san M^c
1 hours 23 ninntet. l oss of sipr.al through llava i I .

' e >.

t

acquisition throuph (ioldstone In 1 minute 40 seconds. (n

this the last stateside pass for tonipht, for Skylab-lV crew

Vefore ret irinr at ID p.r.. central f tondard tire. Tomorrow,

dav 42 for the crew of SV.ylab-IV, berlnfi at the reptilar tire

of f- n.r.. central srmriard tire. Ve 1

1 1 ha v Pilot
.
I- i 3 1

I'op.uo per f orr In*- the "1 (") 2 f.\ 1 7 1 r-n In r . r
;

rc r n i nr . a nd

Scienc Pilot (Uhscn for 'ominp rb«> snrc rciiicii e*.peri*;n» .«

later that afternoon. Approximately 7 .:,our-i and. 10.nl nut "S

of rnnned operations < 1 the AT' vl M be pe r < orr ed t <vo r row ,

in addition to a ImH of dozen or nore ofnoi Mnl • ios for

'andhold pliotorr.^pliv and visual oh ervatinns of - )\ '
"•

crew of various targets of opportunity c r the vorld,

including t ie Humboldt Current off I'eru, other ocean cur.-pr.tr

around the world, islands and -such, Including rtrnin

photorraphv of Africa, Includinf. ' h r inland delta o' the

Mcer River as well as soil erosion in. the Mall and NlpT
lire - area. We'll hold the line up l.ere tor CAT CWIH Dick
• ruly on the final stateside pass tor rai»sien dav 4].

CC Skylab, Houston, Golds-tone frt 4

nimttes.
pj-t Di<: , one quick question on nv detail?"

for tomorrow. 1'l.T . It's sort of vapnc In ry Mnd as to
f

whether cr no' they want nc t« do the jr 1 on the moM-M^I *

process inp? It's listed SM and - onl% listed it once. And

didn't know If t'<V wanted re to do t;«e V.l All thrr f

them - with a typographical error and thrv wart ne to

tornina t e V 0

?

CV ( kav . hill, s t and h «-

CC I'lT, i:ouston. The intent of that vn».

to ret voti to tvrrlnate Hjff. which is mnr.Jnr now. ;,n.l

surt up 5M. Is thAt clear!
PIT it is now, thank you very Much .

T

thoupht that's what It rcant but 1 wasr.'t Sure.

CC Y cab, that rifbt .
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rc SkylnU. HotiKon, we're 30 secon.'a fror

ICS. rornudn cores u ? at 03:33 and you'll be talkinp to

the doctor there. And Adar wants ne to five you a A p us

on your ATM closoout this evrntnp. I'c's satslfled vlt.. It

all. Thank you nuch

.

<;P1 "i uank you .
'

pu . fkvlab Control, (rtrnuich r..i-an t i r e J

hours 3 2 rintucs. loss of sipnal fr.rrurh (dropout) a«

Fkvlab space- station crosf.es over t»u Cre.it La.es. Acq. Utmn
will be - /cquisition will be i'erruda in 2 minutes ant! 1 5

secrr.ds. However, the Bernurfa pass is dcvnr.J to t.o rycr.lnr

r.edical «tatus report, report. TonipM Dr. Eduarr* F.irca.ir-1 -

I

: «t«,arj orchard, Flipht Sumcon - Skvlah Flip!.' cr*w s.ircccn

will be talV.lnr to the crew toniHt nrn„ri, (.he ler-udn

paqs . Ve'll hold the herru.M Unr no in the ev.nl t la t fie

crew completes the discussions with 1> r . F.urchard early.

i:sn of tapf
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PAO Sky lab Control Greenwich cean time 3 hours
ttl minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda - Bermuda pass

with Dr. Eduard Burchard discusalnR with the crew their
physical status. We'll have a summary of that report very
shortly, we'll read on the air. Next acquisition in 4 min-
utes and 30 seconds will be the Ascension tracking station.;''.

Greenwich mean tine 3 hours 4 7 minutes, this 13 Skvlab Con-

trol .

END OF TAI

E
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean tine
3 hours 51 minutes. Acquisition coming through Ascension
in 40 secondd . The crew will be bid good night here at

'

the close of the Ascension pass by CAP COMM Dick Truly, as
Skylab IV space station is njv in its 3,271st revolution.
The close of a day for the crew of Skylab-IV, their .',1st
day in orbit - in orb i t .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Canary for
10-1/2 minutes,

CDR Roger, Dick.
cc Rog, Jerry. And Bill if you still got

your detail pad for tomorrow handy I've got one change to
it - one addition to it.

PLT Stand by Just a second.
CC Okay

.

PLT Okay, Dick, go.
CC Okay, on the - on the Flight Plan there's

an entry in your column, that savs S073 PR-1 . Whar I'd like
to do is at a tine of 13:50 on your details have you jot
down a little note there that savs when vou get ready to
io S07 3 prep 1, you need to look at the SPT's SO 7 3 pad
lor the cartera in - and set-up information. That pad is not
on board yet, but he has the operate pad and the prep Informati
is op that -his pad.

PI.T Okay, I got that Plok.
cc Okay, Bill, thank you very much. And

incidentally, you asked the question the other day ' oh the
dunp tapes that 1 ' d like to answer by saying, that it's perfect
okay to use the wet wipes in the head that you asked
about .

P~T Thank you

.

CC Roger .

COR Houston , CDR

.

CC Go ahead , Jer .

CDK Dick, I ' n lockii? at some new Mi sites
here and one th.-y point out is HH124 Alfa. Pikelot Island.
I get the ir.pression that it's a very snail island. And
there's an awful lot of saall islands in the Carolines.
I wonder if we could have the folks down there teleprinter
us up a little picture of the shape of the island and the
reef. And it - I think it will help us find it.

CC Okay, Jerry, wh - let us spend some
tine seeing if ve can fix up some kind of. aid that'll
le t you f Ind one

.

CDR • Okay
, great. Maybe make the island

ourof I ' s , and the R - reefs out of R's cr something like
that .
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CC I'm sorry Jer, you v* re rut out . Say

tli at las t question again.
CDR Roger, I said maybe they could do

something like make the- island out I ' *'
, and the reefs out

of R's or something like t h f .
t .

CC Okay , we'll try.

CC Skylab. Houston, we're 1 minute to

LOS for the last pass of the evening here at Ascension.
We'll give you a call tomoriow morning at 12:00 Zulu through
the Vanguard. The next station pass in tne morning Is a

little over an hour after that — that one, so it might be a

real good idea this evening if you set your portable timers as

a backup to the wake-up call. You guys have a very good

night's sleep and we'll see you in the morning.
CDR Okay, Dick, Rood nieht.
CC Goodnight.
SPT Thank you Dick, good night
CC Good night Ed.

PLT Good night , Dick

.

CC Good night, Willi an.

SPT (Garble) all you purples.
CC Roger, good ninht to you. See you later

PA!> Skyl ab Conr r ol , Greenwich mean time 4

hours 2 minutes Dav's end for Skylab- IV cane tonight

at 10:02 as the spacecraft lo&t acquisition wi t h Ascension.
The end of the day, mission .day M , ended for the crew
following a leisurely day resting up frois their busy
Christmas day of spacecrat: repairs and picture takinp, of

the Comet Kohoutek. The crew will awake tomorrow, Thursday,
December 27th, at 6 a.m. central standard t*.me , to a busy

.lav, nost of which will be devoted to Banned observations
cf the Sun. Nearly, 1/3 uf the 23 science collecting hours
scheduled for tomorrow are to be devoted to the Sun. Pilot

Bill Pogue and Science Pilot Ed Gibson are again subjects
of a pair of medical experiments, designed to assess the

cardiovascular heart and circulatory systeas of the
astronauts, as well as measure their ability to perform
fixed workloads on a bicycle etgoneter. The crew also

has the opportunity tomorrow to take photos out the wardroom
window of more than a half cf dozen ground targets, including
drought anas in Mali, 'O'cean 'covrent s throughout the world

and the Afar triangle, in east Africa, to aid in better
understanding continental drift processes. The crew had a

relaxing dav . The crew health status is excelient according
to Dr. Gerald liordlnsky. The Public Affairs console will clos
at this time and re-open tomorrow Decesber 2/th at a a.m. cent
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ii
PA°

t ,
Good morning, this is Skylab Control atU hour. 57 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Crew wake-uj odlyscheduled at the Vanguard tr.ckin* ship. skyl.b abo J? secondsaway f rom acquisition there.

3nA
" Skylab, this is Houston calling you this mo mineand a.. in, you to rise and shine. We're talkin R to you throughVanguard, and we'll be with you tor the next 9 minutes.

tl,r0U *' h

C0R Roger
, Houston . Good morninp. .

Good morning.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. CAP COMM thismorning is Astronaut Carl Denize . Flight Director Neil Hutchinson.

,. .,, Skylab, this is Houston, 1 .minute to 1 OS*c 11 see you in about 1 hour over Hawaii at 13:05.?LT RoRer , Carl.
PLT Or is that Bill?
CC This is Carl, how are you Join??

Great, how are you this mornin R ?

j i

"

ni
Just R'-'tting a picture of a new lcebera

I ve seen. BIr ice island about 20 miles.
ctDir*

cher .

CC Great, sounds like a R ood view from up

cf v . ,

™ ls is Skylab Control. Vanfjuar-J has lossot signal. Next acquisition at Hawaii in 57 minutes. Crew'sawa.ee. setting squared away for the dav's activity 7 hour*

"dav
hd
ietaLtr

ll
° ^J*"*^ — «'

'
* ' - t i v i t y scheduledtoday. Metabolic, activity and lover body ne^uivt pressureruns scheduled for both Bill P OXUJ And E J Gib\ on It12 hours

9 routes Greenwich „,n tine, this is S ky 1 ab Con t r o 1 .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours 4
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition
now at the Hawaii station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston for the next
7 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Carl, and I'm ready to open the
waste management compartment vent valve again.

CC Okay, let's hold up on that one, and one
of the bits of information I want to send up to you Is
please do not open the WATER DUMP VALVE. This Is the one
on panel 831 you're referring to

?

CDR Yes, that's affirmative.
CC Right. We'd like not to open Chat, and

also if you get a chance today, well, this is connected with
Che performance of thy 509 which is going to be post - and
T020 which is going to be postponed at least a wteV, and also
if you get a chance today, you can perform the M509-K7B to
set you back up for a normal waste management water - water
management dump operation.

CAR Okay. Then I assume all pressure's okay
and our - our partial pressure of oxygen is where they want
It and all that.

CC That's affirmative.
CDR Very good. It all took care of itseif

ove might , huh ?

cc Righi. The message I get here is that
we have a normal atmosphere and we don't want any special
enrich - enrichments since the M509 and the T020 will be post
poned for some time.

CDR Okay. Good er.ough.
CC And while I'm talkinR to you, got a coupi

more messages. To the CDR, it says here, that in reference
to your urine sai-.ple bag inventory the ot.il of 37 bags In
locket H-823 is not consistent vita our expected numbers and
would you please verity all four sample bag rack locations in
side of that locker.

CDR Carl, there are indeed four racks In
there. One is full, two are emptv, and one has six in It.

CC Okay. Thank you very much. And Jeiry,
while we still have a good contact with you, we have some
wheeling and dealing to do with you on your next day off;
that's New Year's Dav. And in the good words of Neil Hut eh in
son down here he save, "so, it's a good leadoff for you In the
(garble)". That New Year's Day is the next planned crew day
off. Mission Control is also going to cry to keep our own
workloads lifcht, although our vigilance in systems monitoring
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will continue unabated, . That's the good news. The bad news :

so far as your 're. concerned is that there is a very good
African EREP pass that we would like to pick up that day,
and unfortunately it cuts into that 2 hours extra sleet,
period we generally give you in the morning. We'd very much
like to get the pass and we'd like to trade sleeping tine
with you and either give it to you in the evening of your
day off or in the evening of - or in the evening before your
day off. So we'd like your opinion on that and if it gets
shifted into the evening before your day off a couple of
that science needs to get moved into the day oft then.

CDR (Garble) he is a tough work (garble),
I'll tell you.

CC Nell - Neil says that - Neil says
to chew on that for a while and let us know later if you like.

CDR Okay. Maybe he could throw in a couple
of fruit cakes and hars slice, too, cr something.

CC He says he'll see what he can arrange.
How about a little eggnog?

CDR How about a lot of eftgnog?
CC Roger. And guys, we've got 1 u'nute to

LOS. See you ovei Vaneuard at 13:36 and we will be dumping
the recorders over Vanguard.

CDR One question for you while you're goiny
over the hill, Carl, is what will be the possibility of
slipping the data off until tne next day?

CC Okay. We'll chew on chat one down here.
CDR Okay.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of Hawaii. The next station will be Vanguard in
23 minutes. At 13 hours 13 minutes Greenwich mean time, this
is Skylab Con t rol .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 13 hours
35 minutes Greenwich mean ti.-ne . Skylab approaching acquisitionthrough the Vanguard tracking ship. And a new flight controllerteam will be taking over shortly here in the Control Centerwith Milton Windier as Flight Director, and asfonaut Story
Mus grave as the CAP CO.MM

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; standing by
tor the next 10 minutes.

CDR Roger, Carl. And on this proposal foradjusting the day off, I think our first choice would be toslip the day off 1 day to January 2 . And our second
choice, if ve have to bit* the bullet, would be to get the
2 hours extra time the night before.

CC Oh .™ R The leasoning here is, Carl, that one of
tne nicer aspects of the day off is the opportunity to sleep
in an extra 2 hours. And when you get the extra 2' hours
tacked on to the end of a Jaj, you're not as likely to ?o

two hours early
CC Righto, Jerry. I guess that's fairJv

strong feeling here that
evident to us down here.
we would like to keep January the 1st as the d .1 v off Thit'
that's partly due to not wanting to reJ.» K gU schedules too much'and also to a problem ci distributing - distributing the
holiday loan and manpower management the right wav down here
We - we will chew it over and let you know.

CDR Ok.»y .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We have 1 rainu'e
to LOS. And we'll see you at 13:52 over Ascension.

,
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Ihe Vanguard

has loss of signal. Ascension Island will pick up Skvlab
in 5 minutes. If tne overnight observations on Cone t ' Kohout ekare borne out in the light of day, the- rays terious visitor
may prove even more perplexing than scientists had expectedJu*t ,-,rter the crew went to bed last night, experts In theControl Center began conducting comet studies with several
oi the large telescopes usually used to observe the Sun Thesolar instruments will also be in use today, as the crew pointstheir, at the comet. Only one of the solar instruments P i V esscientists on the ground immediate data for analvsis that's'the ultraviolet a pec t r ohe 1 i one t e r (S055). It measures li-h-wavelengths too short to pass through the Earth's atmospherewhich scatters and absorbs the radiation. The invisible
light must be measured by Instruments in space. Unlike B0 .s' tfthe solar telescopes, the ultraviolet s P e c t rohe 1 i one t e r measuresradiation with photoelectric eyes rather then film. Ir^ns^l-ing
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its findings electronically to ground stations around the
world. The first measurements from the electronic sensors,
which were eet to detect reflected radiation in several
wavelengths , ha<i scientists puzzled during the night , Although
most of then want to wait until additional data can be analysed
today, preliminary findings threatened to upset their most
basic assumption . Because the Sun radiatoe one particular
type of invisible light, called Lyman-alj.ha , far note brightly
than any other, scientists had expected to see that lig^t
reflected very brightly from Kohoutek. Lyman-aipha radiation
which was unknown until rockets pierced through the obscuring
atmosphere, is a byproduct of an energy change taking pi,ice

in hydrogen ato^s. But the first Skylab readi.^s
,

conilnj: in

a f to r the astronauts had turned control of the instruments
back to the ground last night, seened to show several other
lightwaves in equal strength. The earliest data, measuring
radiation generated by changes in solar magnesiun, helium,
and hydrogen atoms, was based tn reflections from the outer
fringes of the Comet Kol:outek. Scientists argued that the un-
explained balance might mean t^at background irregularities
were still too strong to allow valid data from the comet. While
the Harvard College Observatory instrument scanned the conn 's•fringe, a photographic Instrument began the fiist of nearly
2 dozen picture sequences to be Completed as Kohoutek
swoops past the Sv.n. The white light corcnagraph (S052 ) was
designed to observe the thin solar atmosphere out to a distance of
2-1/2 mill lor miles , but Kohoutek will be within its field of
view for a da;,' and a half as it alides behind the Sun. During
the comet's closest approach to the Gun at about 4:24 a.m. 1

central standard time tomorrow, the comet will be poms 13.4
million mil«e behind the Sun, but from the Earth <t will appear
to pass within a degree, as near as 1 million miles from the
solar disk. The Corona graph, which uses a small circular plate
to block out the bright Sun 1 r a « artificial eclipse, has a

television monitov used sever kL '. isies to hunt for the comet
while it was st.Ul far from the Sun. Although the tclevi^iuti
does not show the entire area photographed by the cor on? graph 's

camera, I x should give scientists some idea o f [lie come t 'a shape
and brightness aa iz moves close to the Sun . Three live tele-
vision transmissions are planned this .afternoon a t 2 : 1 7 - -

OF TAPE
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PAO - - will appear to pass within a decree,
?s near as 1 million miles f i on the solar disk, A corona-
Rraph, which uses a small circular plate to block out the
bright Sun In an artificial eclipse, has a television monitor
used r.everal times to hunt for the comet while it waj still
far from the Sun, Although the television does not show the
entire area photographed by the coronagraph's camera, it

should give scientists some idea of the cornet'^ shape and
br ( Rhtness as it moves close to the Sun. Three live television
transraieslons are planned this afternoon ci 2:17, 3:49, ant*

5:27 p.ra, central standard time. Pulled by the trenendojs
force of the Sun's gravitational field, the r.ocet Kohoutek
will reach a speed of a quarter of a million miles ari hour
as It streaks by the Sun Friday morning. Within a week,
slowed in its escape by the Sun's gravity, the spend will
drop by a third, to less than 170,000 miles an hour. Although
today's Flight Plan calls for the solar instruments to gather
data over a total of 7-1/2 hours, the comet will not be the
only subject o: interest. In add i i i on to pointing Skylab's
other solar instruments at Kohoutek, a task that requires
full-time guidance by the space station's trained observers,
the crew will watch for surges of material being elected from•the Sun's west linb. A dark explosion of cool material,
originating from a tiny hot spot associated with active region
0C , shot outward more than 40,000 miles at about 3:00 a.m.
central standard time this morning. This surge was reported
by the io.'.ar observatory at Carnarvon, Australia, came from
a point very near the huge sunspot chat developed on the Sun's
surface during the pasl week. Ascension has ac - -

CC (Garble) AOS Ascension 7 minutes.
' CDR ' koger .

'

CDR That you, Story?
CC Yes, sir. Good novning, Jer.
CDR Cool uorrlne to you.
CC Sky lab , we're a minute from LOS about

37. nir.utes from Guam at 14:35.
CDR Roiut, Story.
PAO This is Sky lab Control. Ascension has

loss of signal. Next acquisition will be through Guam in
15 minutes, At 14 hours Greenwich r.ean tine, this, i.i Sky lab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO

SkyUb, AOS Gu«« for 5 »inut«».
J" Aomin*

, Story.
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.

PA
? „

This Skylab Control at U hour.
56 minute, Greenwich mean time. At 9 «.«. central standardUp... aSout 4 -inute. from now, a briefin* on the cometby Dr. Lubo. Kohoutek, the di.ooverer of the comet, will
,l

g
? ?^ n

?
t0n D,C

'
Th;it brl e f l"* «ay be heard inhe bu ldln R 1 Olefin* room at the Johnson Space Center

! u I
0

' •m'^ 1

*? iU tlmo °" the "l^ae line.'

J l,i
e a

r
aU^ l\ in real tlne U briefing room

In bu Id m 1 The briefing will be replayed ever the releasedu
;

l
;« i

h * lon
* L0S P trl - d

. " be heard livein the briefing room In building 1. Skylab now about 16-1/2minutes away from Vanguard acquisition. At 14 hours 57 Bl ,.,Greenwich mean time, this l 8 skylab Centre .

minutes

END OK TAPE
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PA0
„ Thla i« Skylab Control at 15 hours 12«lnutM Greenwich ...„ llM . Skylab cop| QnthroviKh the tracking ship VanRuard.

H 11

, inm".
Skylab. AOS through the Vanguard for 11

CDR Rogtr, Story.
cc Ed, Houston.
SP1 Go ahead .

.... ?
C ... Ed, fron down here we showed you missed

this one?
b " l l J »n block. Could you hit U a Uck In

!!
T Sa >' a « al " Ust •entence, please.

hlnrw? r„. * k
C ° Uld

* ou 8et 48 an S0S * *" this buildingblock? Irom down here we shoved you nlssed it on the last one.
»' * Okay,

. "
,

Skylab, we're a minute from l.OS , andaooui 2 mlnutet; to Ascension.
Roger, Story, We'll see you.

it , ,

ThU U Skylab Control. Vanguard hasloss of signal Ascension vill acquire Skylab in about I»inute and a half, and that pass will also carry through

J; ;:
Ma rlJ

\ We *

11 -onltoring'thro^h thosestations. About a minute away from Ascension now.

rles,
C

Ld Madrid f or"

J

1^^" ^ ^
25 nlnutes to Can at^/wi ' ty F ° S

"

Ab °"<

Thln^yl can tell ^ IL t^?J>% c
«

t^ ,% -Jj-.for that to an hour and 15 Instead of an hour and 45^ Copy
, and thanks , Jei .

out nf .

Thl «*» SkylaV Control. Skylah Is moved
GuL L « .

^ antCnnas at Madrid. Next acquisition atCuan In 25 minutes. At 15 hours 46 nlnutes Greenwich mea-Cine, this Is Skylab Control.
^'
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PAO Tlit» is Skylab Control at 16 hour* 10

minutes Greenwich mean tine. Guam is about to acquire Sky
lab.

CC Skylab, AOS through Guam for 10 minutes.

SPT Roger.
CC And here's Bill with the ATM conference,

Ed.
SPT Okay. I'm ready.
MCC Okay. Ed. 1 Just got actually a couple

of things for you here this morning. Cook update on the Sun,

which you have probably noticed already, the - the 00 is

very nearly on the - on the Hob. The brightest portion of

It is the northeast plage, that's northeast of ths big spot.

When it surges it tends to surge in a no r thwes t e rn 1 y direction.
The next brightest is the aou the as t p lage , wh ich surges
southwest. That was the good news. The bad news is that

the most interesting longitude that you have to look forward

to in return on the east limb, is now transiting the west 1 issb

.

la other words there isn't anything on the back side. So It's

going to be a long, dry, quiet Sun for us here. To - Tomorrow
we have three early solar ATM passes fol towed by three later

18 Char 1 le maneuvers for tha comet . Tomorrow will be about

the best chance of actually feeing something on S055 since

this Is nearest perihelion. let rse pause here and see what

inputs you've got for planning, in particular for the three

early ATM orbits based on what you're looking at now

.

SPT Okay . From what I (garble) see over -

(garble) yesterday and 1 took a quick look this morning, was

a surging on the limb. I tried to get a little of that

yesterday. Was 55 and some - some of 56, although 1 did not

see much change in brightness associated with the surging.

I think we ought to go after that and (garble) or get ready for

a flare. But also looking at the events on the limb, start

off each orbit with some Sun centered operations or operations
or oaybe finish up each orbit that way. And then go on out

there and looks (garble) activity. Most likely surges.
MCC Okay. Sounds good. I'll mfake those in-

puts for you this afternoon.
SPT When I was able to - what I did yester-

day vms to roll so that the Sun wan tangent to the horizontal
cross hair and that, no <?ouht, maybe, oh, four or five steps or

so, and that. Just done (sic) de t r unca t e d a 1 r r o t auto raster
so that they - it's like - oh, maybe 10 mirror line scans If

you all stacked on top of each other, or one-fifth of a mirror
auto ranter with one r ay after another. And 1 gave, them a

little facial revolution, anti-revolution. I thought that would
be a good wiy to cover the 3urges,
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a/. , , / Okay. Looking at the XUV noraltor- theactive region which wo dUcussed on the w,st nib
'

pretty much know what's happening there ?L rJ *
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Okay. We won't

the siiuati.n right now?
L "° W and garble)

Say that again, now"
3 "" V " 1 dldn,t -<erstan<3 that.

workmen the 56 nulr IW'rS*,
fllB Ch * nt?ed and

••ach orbit for {Art % trylng thcm a 256 exposure
,,(,-,„„ ,

tr <K a ^ble) purposes. Now that we have a littlr

.h" TTln"T'i:i. eict "' e
-

s ° »« " »" b« k «•
SPT

-vciy aoali. ,,,,, poll .. t , tl|, thl< „,,,„,^ [or
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for the tracking when we were doing the 82A In building
block TO, first one was a little bit ragged, but I r.hink

the second one came out with a mean minus 2 arc seconds from
what would be the optic. The second one 1 think came out
very well, and 1 anticipate the third one along here will also.

MCC Okay, Ed. Thank you for the comments on
that. A reminder here from Owen who's interested in getting
extension data from 55 at the sunrise terminator to configure
properly at sunBet, which 1 believe you've been doing, but
Owen would like a reminder thare

.

END OF TAPK
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,
SPT (Garble) relatively small. The (garble)

for the tracking when we're -doing the 82A In building block
30, the first one was a little bit ragged, but 1 think the
hecond one came out with a mean deviation of plus or
minus 2 arc seconds from what would be the optimum. The
second one, I think, came out pretty well and I anticipate
the third one along here will also.

*CC
,

01t ay. Ed- Thank you for the comments
on that. A reminder here, from Owen who Is Interested Ingetting extinction data from 55 at the sunrise terminator
to configure properly at sunset, which I believe you have

.been, doing, but Owen would like a reminder there. And let
«e ask you a question on the upcoming JOP 18, Charlies and
Deltas which we'll be getting back to tomorrow and succeedingdays. On the motion compensation, we've been saying dosuch and such a maneuver every ~ so many minutes. Would
you like a table of times at which to do this, much like
18 Alfa so that you caan check these off and bookkeep themor do you want to Just go the way it is?

'

f
PT

J
'

' For 18 Delta, it worked out. seeminR aswe on y did it every 20 minutes and I made up ,y own table and thetine in which l maneuvered to it and the tine in which I started
and that a something you cannot estimate from the groundwell enough betore hand. I think I can carry that one out
by myself (garble). And for A, 1 think you're doing It the right

little bit about It. Why don't you let me do that and try andget back with them sometime later today.

L
MCC

t

0ka >- Sure will. 1*8 C is much like D,So there probably won't bo any change, but If you want us tochange it, you can get back with us. One other thing here
on the 18 Charlies for tomorrow, several experiments will
be taking very long exposures. There's an open question
here on the drift stability and whether or not repolntine
will be necessary In order to stay on top of the comet eventhouph we make motion compensation. In the - On the ACQ SUNSENSOR updated strapdown there's a fear that the drift
h*re may be wiping us out. We'll be studying that hopefully
yetting an answer tonight. And I'm mentioning this lust towarn you that if the pad has you during ex posy r es / maneuve r t„acquire thr conet in 52's field of view and then repoint to <ent,r itnot to be surprised. Leave all appropriate shutters -openmaneuver up. take a quick look at it and maneuver bark. Wehope tjat won t be necessary, but there is a chance It l R ju .

S 1
'

1 see
- Okay. I would anticipate that mieht benecessary, from looking at what we did with Delta. Howeverhere we have - we still have ACQUISTION SUN' SENSOR updat Ing ' (garble) ."

{ ' L
t

Right. On the Alfas. N'ow tomorrow on theCharlies, you won't have that. That's why v.- mentioned it.
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that<
MCC 0k *y« You be <t«' believe wa're lookin* at

pTI Thank you very much, Bill,

signal Y> v I
18 SWYl ',b Control. Guam has loss of

in 29 rim
Van * u "<* tr.ckin R ship is the next acquisitionin 29 minutes. During this pass, the daily AdoU* tl, 1noun, conference va, conducted b.;^ !L °

o

slyTJ'coi.'rot. ^ BlnUtCS C "«»* lch ^« thl. is
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PAO u.u is Skylab Control at 16 hours
50 ainute* Greenwich mean time. Skylab coning up on acquisition
through the truckir.g ship Vanguard. The comet briefing
with Dr. lubos Kohoutck that wat> held thio doming at NASA
headquarters, will be played back on this release line at
Madrid loss of signal on this revol ut ion . That playback should
start about 11:25 an. central standard time. '

CC Skylab, AOS hrough the Vanguard 9 minutes.
CDR Roger, ouston.
SPT Story, on these exposures I could give tlu-m

(garble) longer than 10 nlnutes on the seccnd set if they'd
like it to be closer to 20.

CC Okay, Ed, will get wirh you.
CC Ed, could you tell us what experiment

you're referring to?
SPT 82A, 82B.
CC Okay. .

CC to , that's a pood call; 20 minutes will
be fine right down to 400 K.

SPT T'.iank you, Story.
CC And we're going LOS here. Sec you over

Canaries In about 10 minutes. Be dumping the. data/voice
the re

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of
range of the Vanguard tracking ship. Next acquis It ion Canary
Inlands in about 9-1/2 minutes. At 17 hours 1 minute Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 This is Skylab Control at 17 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich wean tine. Skylab about to begin a pas? start l.ig
at trie Canary Islands and carrying through the Madrid station.
The playback of the Kohoutek briefing from Washington this
morning will began at Madrid loss of signal.

- c Skylab, OS Canaries and Madrid for 14
ninute*. Be dumping the data/voice here at Canarii-s. And. Id ,

Houston.
SPT Go.
CC Ed, we'd like you to turn the star tracker

power oil. We may have an encodsr failure or. the outer ginbal
indicator.

CC And, we'll be inhibiting NuZ updates from
the ground.

CC Thanks .

CC And for the next NuZ update coming up
at 19:37 with Bill, we'll catch him over a ground station
for that .

:

.

SPT Ok.iy
, Story .
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CC Okay.
Th « DAS la yours, Ed.SPT Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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U
CDR

,
u looked Ilka nearly 24 minutes or soon those last two exposure*.

JJ;
Okay, it nakes everybody very happy, Ed.

~ C We're about 40 seconds tc LOS . See youover Honeysuckle in 35 minutes at 18:00.

nmhi!!" ... .v
° kay St ° ry

'
and WOUld y° u » ay theproblem with the star tracker?

. -

CC
J

I t looks like we've got an encoder problem

.

In otner words the output from the outer glnbal angle that'sgoin* back into the feedback loop may not be correct, and ve

tsiVwIm;\ <

lt dr
,

lvlnR itseif up aKainst the At

it then
PUUlnx the P° wtr back on and taking a look at

SPT Okay , thank you .

.
J

PAl)
,

Thl9 Skylab Control. Madrid has lossof signal. Next acquisition is Honey sue k 1 e In 33-1/2 minuteshowever the playback of this morning's comet briefing fromNASA Headquarters will be in progress at that tine. We'll tapethe Honeysuckle pass and play that back at the conclusion
of the cornel briefing. We have the tape of this morning'sbriefing with Dr. Lubos Kohoutek, discoverer of the cometwe 11 play that for you now.

'

FND OF TAPE
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PA0 - the coritst briefing. Replay *>f the
comet briefing at NASA headquarters this morning. During
that replay SkyUb did »ake a pa«i over the Honeyuuckls cta-
tlon. We have a single and 45 deconde of tape from that paso
We'll play that now.

cc Skylab, AOS Honeysuckle for 7 minute*, and
Jer, we'll need the DAS for duap inhibit.

C° R Okay. You got it Story.
CC : .Okay .

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go Jer .

CDR Roger. Tiie special S054 procedures that
are list-id here for 18:05 2, Js that to start at exactly 18:05
Z cr is that just the four asterisk 54*s that are In the
build 1 ng block?

CC Stand by 1

.

C°R I'm a little confused aft to whether 18:05
I is just designating that particular ATM pass or whether It's
a precise tire.

cc Jer
. you can .starr. .any tine. It's 18;05

now and you re correct - general pess^c A J 36 Alfa applies to
this pass. Jer, that general message applies to where the
asterisks are on your ATM schedule pad.

CDR Okay. Thank you.
C(V And we're a minute from LOS

.

'

. Bernuda in
about 4 0 minutes at 18:^5.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. That completes
the playback of the Honeysuckle pass. Skylab now 1 A - 1 / 2
minutes away from acquisition through Canary Island station.
At 18 hours 36 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab
Cont rol .

PA0 This is Skylab Control u IS hours 49
minutes. Skylab is about to begin a pass* tha'. starts at
Canary Islands tracking station and extends through the
Madrid stat i on .

cc Skylab, AOS through Canaries. Madrid f.nv
12 minutes.

cnR Roger, Story. This is CDR. I'm still
not convinced thai S054 is setting what they wanted. When
you add up four 13-:r.inute passes of this special operation,
that cones to 52 minutes, which is one whole pass, and there
isn't tine ro do two >H0S 256's or whatever those are. And
so it seen6 to me that we're still not reallv where we want
to be .

cc Jer, we show you're running it light
right now and I think that's one on ne . I didn't - didn't
understand your question so good (sic) the last pass. Now
what we wanted was all MSOL 64 ' s .
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CDR Okay. Well, I'm sorry. You didn't get it
this time. You got two 256 's and then about two and a half
64 's .

CC Yes sir. I think that's one on me. I d idn

'

understand your question and didn't get up to you in time.
CC Jer, since we '11 be running these about

three more revs today, wanted to make it - make it sure that
you did understand them now. And that's at one MSOL 6A does tak
13 minutes, or as it states on there, about 12.8.

CDR Yes, that's right. So it's going to
take 52 minutes, and in other words the whole pass to do all
four that they want.

CC Yes sir, and the whole pass is four of
those and none of those M30S 2 56's.

COR Okay. I'll make note on all the rest
of the ATM pads so that nobody else does that.

CC Yes sir.
CC Skylab, we're a ninute to LOS . See you

over Carnarvon in 19:29, about 27 minutes.
CDR Roger. Story.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Madrid hts loss

of signal. Next acquisition is through Carnarvon, Australia,
in 26 minur.es. At 2 p.m. central standard tine in the
brJefing room of Building 1 at the Johnson Space Center, an
authority on the S052 white light eoronagraph will be
available for discussions of that instrument's use in
connection with observing Comet Kohoutok. He will also
describe the real-tire television from that instrument, which
is expected to be transmitted at 2:1? p.m. Central standard
time. The activities in the briefing room will not be
carried on this release line. We will be in a livt pass
over the States fit that time, and those activities will not
be on the release line in rtal tine. At 19 hours 4 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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,
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rr
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Houston, CDR.

H K
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* J"' J'"
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CDR Okay, I'm got half of my PT done and
housekeeping 60 Foxtrot is complete.

CC Beautiful.
CC Sky lab, we're a minute from LOS; about

35 minutes to MILA at 20:17. Jerry, Houston.
CDR Go ahead.
CC Jer, at the moment the only additional

thing we got for you is an M074 CAL plus a wardroom small
mass measuring device using zero masses and the one 500 gram
mass you have

.

CDR Okay, zero p. ass and a 500 gram.
CC That's affirm, Jer. And at present we've

- have had an encoder failure on the outer gimbal of the
star tracker and we had no way of knowing what the outer
gimbal is

.

CC Which at present precludes locking on
to a star so we're working that problem.

CDR That there sounds like a Job for the
command module G&N

.

CC Could be . could be .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has
moved out of range of the Honeysuckle station. Mil. A, Merritt
Island, Florida station will be the next acquisiton in 33
minutes. V e do expect television real-tine downlink at
acquisition there. One of the S052 white lieht coronograph
authorities will be in the building 1 briefing room at JSC
to describe the television b e 1 n r seen. Guidance and navigation
control officer believes that the startracker may be lost
because of the outer gimbal problem. However he wants to study
situation and see if procedures can be worked out to still
salvage the startracker. At 19 hours 45 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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12 ."ute..
Skylab, AOS through NILA and B.rmuda

CD * Roger.

abl/,
L
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: t fM
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" c °py. Bin.

£
C

..
Bill, Houston.

JJ-
Go

- Story. Break,

off f 0r us?
B111

'
COuld y° u the S055 high voltages

linb
PLT

! 8e e ra to ^Vcl'^ U t t it™ m*' " ^ 8 '
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cc Okay.

£,
C
T . Houston .PLT Go.
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f
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-
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. „
PA

? '

' sk y lab Control, Greenwich mean time 2 1

32Sl.t revolution. Carnarvon bv ! ,-mi „ u ?7 " " s

...pE. «h. d.t./v^'ne'r*
05 C" n * rV °n f ° C 10 •""»« -

PLT Rog Story.

your"ulldi„g block
An

30
B111, 1 3 lltlle UP<Jate
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'
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.< ;.
p
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l
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.'-^

y

-- <- -«
' 1 A h s o .
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'
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CC
for 4 minutes.

CC
4 minutes left

PLT

Skylab , back with you through Honeysuckle

we see the VTR running. You gotSkylab
,

it.
Rog , thank vou.
Sky 1 ab , we're a minute to LOS, about

30 ninutes to Texas at 21:49.
PLT Rog . Story

.

CC And Bill, when we get to Texas you got
a TV downlink. And Jer, you got 2 minutes of WLC if conve-
nient. We'd be very interested in seeing the comet on the
WLC if you could get it for us. And also when we get there
some kind of commentary as to the position of the comet that
with respect to the pylon.

PLT Rog, will do. It's very visible. I

don't know if it's been reported. It's very bright and in

the right position at least according to this chart. So

I'm pretty confident that it is the comet that we're seeing.
CC Okay, well we're real anxious to see it

down here. So lets put some prior ty on the WLC TV downlink
over Texas, and I'll remind you on the AOS call.

PLT Okay, thank you very much.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

21 hours 21 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle,
next acquisition in 27 minute? will be the Texas tracking
station. Pilot Bill Pogue asked to used the White Light
Covonagraph instrument on the ATM to - in attempt to photo-
graph and pass to the ground TV pic t ires of the Comet Kohouick.
He said it's - he's very confident what he is seeing Is the
comet. He said it's very bright and very visible. Half wiy
point in time for SUylab IV mission will occure 8:35 a.m.
central standard time tomorrow, Ftiday, December 28th. At
that time Skylab will be over the South Atlantic Ocean between
the Vanguard tracking and the Ascension Island tracking
station. The crew of Skylab IV since their launch on
November 16th will have made 607 trips around the world and
traveled some 17,600 - 17,000,650 miles through spare. Their
home in space, the orbital workshop, was launched on Mjv 14th
of this year. It will have made 3,292 revolutions around
the Earth, and will have traveled 95,760,000 miles. Skylab
workshop has been flying in space for more than 228 days
at this time. If during that period it had been on a flight
path toward the Sun and traveling It's present orbital speed,
Skylab would have - be about 5,000,000 miles on the other
side of the Sun, which would provide an excellent view of
Comet Kohoutek. Next acquisition will be Texas In 25 minutes
25 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 21 hours 23 minutes, t h 1 ft

is Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 21
hours 4 8 minutes. Acquisition through Texas . Change-o f -

shift in progress here at the Mission Control Center. Milt
Windier 's flight team turning over the reins of the Mission
Control Center to Phil Shaffer.

CC Skylab, AOS stateside for 16 minutes.
PLT Rog Story , I'll set up the WLC . And

Story, could you tell me when you're getting the TV downlink
I'll try to describe it. It won't take long, and I think
it'll be rather obvious as soon as you see it.

CC Okay, unfortunately Bill it's real time
to the site only. It'll be a while before we get it back
here to Houston.

PIT Okay, I'll go ahead and put it on tape.
CC Bill, we're getting good quality TV at

the site, and you can go ahead and give us your comments
real tire if you like.

PLT Rog, Story. Okay, because of the
other instruments that are observing we're roll minus 5400.
So the pylon is on the, of course on the left on that screen.
The comet is in the upper right view on the screen moving
over to the - from lower right to upper left. But course
maintaining a trace above the Sun. as it were, if the left were
down and right were up as you view the ATM monitor. And I've
noticed novement during the two orbits since I've been
here. It's slightly perceptable. Nov there's no tail
visible, although there is a trace that appears to be ont. I

think It's merely a snear on the vidicon. However I'll let
somebody else take a look at that and see if they can sort
it out and tell whether It's noise vi actually a short tail.
There's no trouble identiflng It, it's quite bright. It appears
on the screen as a very small object about 1-1/2 millimeters
in diameter. And I can't say much more about it than that.
That we're very pleased that we're able to pick it up on the
WLC .

CC Okay , thanks .

CDR Looks like you got pretty cle*r weather
down there story,

CC Maybe we do, I've been - been in this
windowless building so Ion?, I couldn't tell you Jer.

CDR (Laughter) Ah, looks like a pretty
strong wind out of the north blowing, a lot of smoke blowing
south.

CC The team coming on says it is a beautiful
day

.

CC And Bill, ve don't want to interrupt your
ATM ops here, we Just were interested in how your grating
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select went this pass.
PLT F1 «e

, no hitches at all , in fact I gotan extra one in at 2665, the one that I missed on last one.
cc Understand you did the 0162 on I042's?PLT That's affirmative, and right now in a2665 detectors 1, 2, 3, and 4.
cc Beautiful Bill.

'.
PLT

, ,

And Story, if you still read, I think we'going to lose the comet on our monitor in probablv anotherhour and a half.
cc Why is that Bill?

,
r .

?
J;l h1

lt J ust - U '

s moving pretty fasc, andit s within about a quarter of an inch of the edge of tht-scope, the CRT. So at the rate it's nov.'n K , probably anotherhour and a half it'll be out of the field of ,'iew ,, l"^tof our monitoring i ns t rune n t ... But of course i''li still h,.
in the field of view of the instruments. "

'

CC
,

Okay, understand, thanks, and you sot 11minutes left on the VTR. S

PLT R5*.
CC And Bill, when you're done with the TVdownlink, you might pick up with the WLC continuous modeagain.

T 'uj^.u • .,° kay ', 1 t,,ink you P^obab.ly had enough and

n til £ lAl
PT
f
° *

ly 11 ^ ahlC l ° d6teCt 90Bie ""on.m the first of the sequence to the last, the vhing is r e4 ii,novinR ,
* dU >

cc Okay, we can't wait.

t ,

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS , about
5 minutes to Madrid at 22:10, be dumping the data/voice there.
.

PA0
J r

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 22hours and 6 nlnutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda, nextacquistion will be Madrid in 3 minutes and 35 seconds. o fl t

i

here on the ground showing that Science Pilot Gibson still
'

operating the bicycle ergoneter has part of the M171 testHe a scheduled to complete that second part of a - of the'meditest at about 22:15, in about 9 minutes from now. Pilot BillPogue at the ATM 0 n this stateside pass describing the view hehad of trie comet through the TV monitor of the white lightcoronagraph Remarking how fast it was traveling across thescreen, and by the next rev it should be totally out of thepicture of the TV nonitor on board the spacecraft. TV picture

this will be relayed to Houston lat^ tonight and releasedtomorrow Next acquisition will be Madrid in 2 minutes 35seconds, CAP COMH is Dr. Story Musgravc

.

END OP TAPE
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CC Skylab, AOS Madrid for 7 minutes, dumping
the data/voice here.

PLT Rt'g .

"

CC Sr-.yla> , ie' re a minute from LOS, 30 minutes
to Carnarvon 22:4 7. .

PAO Sl'.y.ab Control, Greenwich mean tine 22

hours 18 minutes. Next 'acquisition in 29 minutes 25 seconds
will be Carnarvon a low-olevation pass for about 2 minutes
and 30 seconds in duration. Skylab now in its 3,282nd
revolution of the Earth since launch on November 16th.
Spacecraft traveling at a speed of 25,158 feet per second in

an orbit of 2 4 4.6 by 226.9 nautical miles. Next acquisition
in 28 minutes and 50 seconds. \l Greenwich mean time 22

hours 18 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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. . .

PA0
/ Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

22 hours 46 minutes. Half-minute (sic) pass through Carnarvoncoming up in 50 seconds . CAP COMM is Dick Truly.
CC

,
Skylab, Houston, hello from the purplegang. Short pass at Carnarvon for 2-1/2 minutes.

CDR Hello, purple gang

.

" Hi Jer - Hov y ' a 1 1 doing today?
CDR Real well , thanks.
C
^

"ell
, it's been a beautiful day downhere in Houton today. Clear as a bell.

,r
CD *

_
*eah

»
we Just "ew over the Gulf about

15 - oh I guess 30 minutes a go and it looked real nice
Bo >' ^ really has been pretty." R Got a pretty Rood wind going?

CC No it's a nice little breeze, but it's

"sterc^'
bl ° Virig

-

IC
'

S kind
° f blowln

'
3 llttie "O"

.
CDR 1 noticed all the smoke over on the GulfCoast area was all blowing pretty straight to the south.
CC Roge r .

...
CC

,, ,

Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute toLOS V,e re going to drop out about 6 or 7 minutes and I'llcall you at Honeysuckle.
CDR Roger.
PA0

cn
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

22 hours 50 minutes. We had loss of signal through CarnarvonNex acquisition will be through Honeysuckle in 6 ninuteT.Tha will be a brief 90- se cond p,ss. We'll plav the - we'llhold the line up for the Honey.ucklc pass and at the Moseof the Honeysuckle pass Milt Windier is now - will hold thechange-of-shlft briefing in Building 1 newsroom. Flight
'

Director, MUt Windier presently enroute to Building 1 new*-

J
C

,

Skylab, Houston, hello it Honeysuckle

co^u/H 23:26":
Pa88

' ^'^ 1 "'"^ tt0 * L° S he "-' «o"««o
PLT Roger Dick. We're about to lose thecomet off our white light coronagraph presentation here. Geta nice fat coma behind it.
CC Roger.

J
PT 000(1 afternoon, Dick and purple gang

cot
" ell °- ^iendly SPT, how *re you doing today?

.y
l Vorv R°od. Dick, I'm wondering if youcould get some information fur me please.

CC Sure go ahead.
SPT l

'

A 1J fce to find out when we will be able
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to see the comet visually through one of the windows. We
get a close look at it here - a very short look I should
say at the white light coronagraph and we're obocured bythe solar panels right now. it looks as though all theinteresting things are about to happen and we're blocked
by solar panels. 1 wondering if - if you can tell us whenwe 11 get solar inertial we'll be able to see it. And if
it turns out to be a pretty long tine from now, whetherthere s a way we can make a slight attitude maneuver so thatwe can see it.

" Okay, let \n> talk about that one, F.dand I 11 get back to you when we get up to the States.'
SPT Thank yoi. Dick.
CC Okay

.

,„ U
FA0

co
Skyiab Control, Greenwich mean tine

° Ur\ ni
"Vl

S
:

1085
° f &i * nal throu 8»> Honeysuckle.Science lilot Ld Gibson asking CAP COMM. Dick Truly whenthe crew might be ab X e to see the comet through one ofthe windows. He's asking if they would be able to make

a s light maneuver - attitude r.aneuver to see it. Pick 'Trulyadvised they'll look It ever and let then know as thev
corce over the States on this pass. We'll take the linedown at this tir.e for the change-ox -sh 1 f t briefing with
..lit Uindler. Next acquisition will be 26 ainutes and
50 seconds through the Goldstone tracking station. At

Control^
Wean tine " h° Ur8 59 rainute8

'
chl9 ls Skylab

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
23 hours 24 minu t es . Acqu i s i t i on coining through Goldstone.
Daring the last pass through Honeysuckle the G&N officer
advised Flight Director, Phil Shaffer that he was turning
the CMG heaters back on to control the CMGs. This or.
and off procedure with the CMG heaters has been going
on since mission day 36. CAP COMM is Dick Truly on this
stateside pass, approximately 15 - 17 minutes in duration.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS stateside for
1 6 minutes.

CDR Hello, Richard you ready for some
down 1 ink ?

CC Stand by about 30 seconds, I'll let
yo u know .

CDR Okay.
cc And 1 have a note that I need to >-<=:

up here to Bill Pogue if he's available prior to bin
starting this S073.

PLT Go ahead and talk., Dick. I' r, fixing it up
cc Okay, Bill on your details pad we sort

of sent up a bad couple of lines there telling you what to
do in regard to the S073 stow following :his ops. Vhv don't
you just ignore that it - it tells you to look at soce - a
certain number of lines on the cue card. What we war.t you
to do is - or, all that's required is a camera and filter s
And then tomorrow morning Jerry will do a camera and filter
installation and we'll have that on his ops pad. So after
the S073, just stow the camera and the filter and ignore
that remark on your pad that's 0024.

PLT Roger.
cc Okay. And we're readv for a TV dcvr.link.
CDR Okay .

cc And Jerry, for your information this
is not real time to us here in Houston. It's going :c
take us a little while to see this.

CDR Okay, it's almost gone.
CC Okay .

CDR Dick, the comet's right at the edge of
the screen,

cc Okay, Jerry. Thank you.
SPT The cona is very bright Dick. But it

is very hard to see the tail just end because of background
noise and the v id icon.

CC Ro ge r

.

SPT You can :ell its general orientation,
but no detail.
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CC
f UJ

Roger. We're really Itching to *et

""toof " h6re 10 Houston
.

80 ™ c« look at

I <. nrUh.Kl w
1 thln

'f
TV that 8111 * 0t VOUIs probably the best you're going to get. ^. ..

3V .

;

;;

.

cc Roger .

- wh-r^?
R

, .

Yeah
"

d ° es anvb ody have any idea whether
2".: v£\i::\:\?.; - ^ «.i"i;r,

cc Stand by 1.

is th^f ... », k
Skylab

'
Houston, all we can say now

'ir
* 1%

6 receivJn 8 8ouJ downlink TV at the

fr
8

::.::
really " n,t answer

«• - ^—
f

"

th
S"

f ;4l , '

-Right now it's right at the very edge

Maybe U s moved slightly but. it's very hard to tell becau,the taintness of the detail.
bccausi

cc Roger.

: LQ ,

CC
M ,V <

/ Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute toLUS
• Madrid cones up at 23:47.

END OF TAPE
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f
A0

-

L
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 23 hours43 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda. Nextacquisition in 3 minutes and 15 seconds will be MadridScience Pilot Gibson again re - describing the comet Kohoutekas viewed through the onboard TV monitor. Here at MissionControl Center Flight Dire - Director Phil Shaffer and his

ThTn*V U
y
Pl

?
fl

i
8ht controllers 8°ing «ver flight planning.The next mission day for - next day off for the crew ofSkylab IV is mission day 49, 1 week from today. It wasoriginally scheduled fo- mission day 47, however, it's nowbeen moved up to missi, . Jay 49. Next acquisition in willbe in 2 minutes. CAP C:l: is Dick Truly. We'll hold theline up for this Madrid pass.

J;
J;

Skylab
, Houston

, Madrid for 9 minutes.
C Skylab

, Houston. Curiosity question onour part, with regard to the status, we see EVA C&D reservoirpressure up some. I'm wondering if you're doing, or havecommenced HK83 Victor? .

CDR That's affirmative, Dick.
CC Okay, Jer, thank you.

T ,, c
CC

T
Skylab, Houston, we're 45 seconds fromLOS

. Tananarive at 00 : 08

.

.

PA° Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 23hours >6 minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid. Nextacquisition in 10 minutes and 40 seconds will be Tananarivetracking station. This is Skylab Control.

END CF TAPE
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PA0 At Greenwich mean time day 362, the clocks
here at Mission Control Center now moving to December 28.
Acquisition through Tananarive in 35 seconds, CAP COMM is
Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston, Tananarive for 9 minutes.
cc SPT, Houston, if you got a second to

listen prior to getting ready for this upcoming ATM pass.
SPT Sure do, Dick, go ahead.
CC Okay, there's a nuZ update that's scheduled

at 01:50 to 02:00 on the ATM schedule pad for a later - I
guess it's the next daylight cycle for you. We'd like you
to delay that nuZ update until we get AOS Honeysuckle which
is going to be at a tine of about 02:10. After we get AOS

:
Honeysuckle we would like you to try to get a star tracker
lockon while we're looking at our data just for drill, and
see if we can watch you do that.

SPT 0ka >'
.

you vant ne to follow nominal procedures ?

cc Yeah, we will have to power up the star tracker
prior to doing that, but we might as well wait'M do dat (sic) -
wait to do that until we get AOS Honeysuckle also.

S pT Okay Dick, I'll wait for your call.
^ C Okay, one mere thing for you Ed. W e

checked on the comet visibility and it turns out that it's
not going to become visible from underneath that ATM wing untilJanuary 8 which is a long tins away. We have however, had some -
a couple of more glitches on the CMG number 2, one of them
occurred during the EVA and another one occurred today during
the solar inertial steady state period. The only difference
being is this one that occurred today occurred in the upper -half
of the region of temperatures in which we're controlling that
that bearing. So there's not anybody down here that's real
anxious to do any extra maneuvers of any kind. And since we
don't have a specific reauirement for the visual ops or the
233 during this period doing the maneuver to take a look at
that comet seems pretty far out.

SPT Dick, I take it the answer is no. (Laughter)
Lut we agree with you.

CC Well, as a matter of fact, Phil and I have
been debating about this for quite a while. But yeah, if lookslike that's undoubtedly the smartest thin? to do.

S?T Dick, what is the grating position you're
reading down there on the ground?

CC We don't have any da'.a he;re Ed, Tananarive
is S -band voice only.

SPT Okay, I'm reading 2897 up here, and I'm
wondering whether that was the last value, which was used orwhether that *s an incorrect value?
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CC 2897 is the last value of the grating we

sav Ed, so that sounds right.
SPT Thank you.
CC And Skylab, Houston, we're 2 minutes from

LOS Just in case we drop out early here, Honeysuckle cones
up at 00:33.

PAO Skylab Control, 17 minutes after the hour,
with loss of signal through Tananarive, ..Next acquisition
will be Honeysuckle in 16 minutes. Tomorrow the crew has the
opportunity on 2 separate occasions, one is at 6:56 a.m.
central standard time and again at 8:33 central standard time
to observe and again photograph the unusual color variations
in the Falkland Current in the South Atlantic off of the
coast of Argentina. The crew earlier had described a red-
brown color in the current which scientists on the ground
describe as probably due to plankton blooms. These plankton
blooms are one cause of the so-called red tide?. Buc the
bloom of the color described by the crew and the fact that it

is visible to the crew 270 .niles high is a most unusual
occurrence according to scientists at the Johnson Space Center,
Scientists indicate this to be a very significant observation
and it is important that more data be obtained by the crew on
the color and its distribution ,ilong the width and length
of the current. The crew, time permitting, is being asked i omv
to describe as well as again photograph this phenomena. Next
acquisition will be in 14 minutes and 40 seconds through
Honeysuckle. At Greenwich mean time 18 minutes after the
hour t h A s is Skylab Control

.

e:jd OF Ti.?F.
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V PA° Skylab Control, 32 minutes *f r» r m,« v.

s^t :i
ei

1r5S°"
ln8

;
hrough H»-y-«".. i^ r:!;r t k ;:

r '

station in 50 seconds. CAP COM is Dick Truly.
8

CC CDR
1 ^' H0USt0 "- Honeysuckle for 5 minutes.

...M.d talk «.
li8t «"-8 >»«-. If you „.„ to „.

,

CC 0ka >' . Jerry, we've racked n,.r .

try.ng to get ahold of the crew to try to get a hint I! rwhere they might be All . , , *
8 as t0

si.-- =,:•::>;'; -
:

; !""»:-;:.•::•„':::..

;:S
r:;i:i-:i<?:i7t;

;-«-"">-""'"--™-

the ild.
Eureka, there's 0 „ e ,„« rack 0 , thl._ , _

« - U that a s et of^T? "VtS" ^ " «"«

te.r
C

th
8

,t .„ = j" '

p I r
'
" ' ° f »•

!!" Thank vpu very much . Dick.
<- L Roper.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, 52 minutes after the
hour. Hawaii pass coming up 6 minutes and 50 seconds in
duration. CAP COMM is Dick Truly.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Hawaii for 7 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick. The sample bag count now

is 106 counting todays. That's four full racks and 6 loose
ones. Got any more of chose good ideas?

cc No but we're still thinking. Just so
I don't have to ask you again, cause the question will
probably come up. Where are the four full racks and six
loose one stowed now?

CDR Okay. The - there's three full racks in
D-426. And I got six loose ones and one full rack down in
82 3 in the WMC .

cc Okay, Jerry let us continue to think
about it. And I assusie you ransacked through D-426 and
that's what you found.

CDR Yeah, I did. I claved the cardboard
off the walls, and got all the way to metal.

cc (Chuckle) Okay, thank you.
CDR, Houston. The count you just p,ave

us makes us 20 short which sound suspiciously like the box
of 20 that you counted - you carried up with you in A-6.
Would you verify once again that you have or have not

'

used that particular box this mission, maybe that's it.
CDR That was in two utility bags. And

those were all half samples and we have all ready used
t ho s e up .

cc Okay, Jerry. Thank you much.
cc CDR, Houston. Let me ask you one

more question about your experiences as you've taken out
these new boxes of - of urine sample bags. As it turned
out that the - chat the - that the number of urine sample
bags in the cardboard containers has - has it turned out
that they were 25 sample bags or 24? You could tell real
easy because they should - if thfre were 24 and they came
out in even sets of three, if there were 25 when you got
to the end you would have one extra that vou'd have to
combine with the next box. Over.

CDR Yeah, I've - I've counted all the
ones that we've got and there's 25 in each rack. There's
12 on one side, 13 on the other.

CC Okay, thank you.
CC Yeah, Jerry. That last question wasn't

to bug you. But if it turned out that they have been
mispacced and only had 24 in each of those instead of 25
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it would have turned out that that was also a total of 20That -we thought maybe that's whore the discrepancy wasbut we'll continue to think .

p cy was
•

CDR Okay.

Int.

CC
, , ,

'

Skylab, Houston we're 30 seconds tillLOS We re going to drop out a couple of minutes. I'llcall you at Goldstone

.

1 o^?„ v v
Sk y lab Control, Greenwich mean time

throueh Gold r

3C^ Sltion ^ * »i«ute and 10 seconds
r

* "*\ 9t0ne
-

r,lscussion w^h Commander Gerald Carrconcerning apparently some missing urine bags,
"

ebags. These are u.ed for collection of uri e s p ,
"

th liZivr^' tw
,°

separate nedi- 1 / 7I

^^^^^
Culgoora, Australia, radio telescope, These - thesT radio

END OF TAPE
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, J
C Skylab, Houston. We're 30 seconds to LOSGoldstone. Bermuda in 4 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 1 hour
12 minutes. We ve had loss of signal through Go Ids tone . v Nextacquisition in 3 minutes will be the Bermuda tracking station
as Skylab begins its 3284th revolution, currently in anorbit 244 by 226 nautical miles. At apogee, the spacecraftpasses over the Great Australian Bight in the south ofAustralia in the Indian Ocean. And the perigee at 226 milesthe spacecraft is in the North Atlantic east of NewfoundlandAcquisition in 2 minutes through Bermuda. CAP COMM is DickTruly, as the Skylab-IV crew nears the conclusion of 42ndday in orbit. The crew should be presently in their eveningneal One more hour of ATM activity for Science Pilot Gibsontonight Earlier on the last pass, the crew was advised that

t?n
y
Snn ^ dl

°
SA 0T

u
s °uthwest °f the Sun, approximately

20,000 miles off the limb of the Sun.': Scientists interested
in this area. This follows last night's activity of numerous

c;p
8

coMM
9

D;:rT rui y :

chls area
-

we,u hoid the » n « -
CC Skylab, Houston. Bermuda for 6 minutes
CDR

t
. ,

He >- D^k, are there any calls scheduled'
for tonignt?

CC
.

Yes, Jerry, and that's yours and it's at
a tine or 03:09 at Ascension, and I'm sorry about that Ithought you had been advised of that earlier this morning.
I set It up for you yesterday afternoon.™R Okay. 03:09, and what about the antenna?

it s left to right, Jerry. I'll remind you jur.t before thatpass..'
" R Okay. Left to right. Than* you.
CC Okay .

SPT Houston , SPT .

cc Go ahead , Ed .

.

SP
J

Sa >'' Dick, I'm wondering whether you folkshave been doing any thinking down there about the control
mode for the next EVA, or the things that wr can do . ocircunvent sor.e of the difficulties we had last tire
Needless to say, that last EVA was rather taxing.

XCC Oh-h-h.
CC

,
Wov

- Roger, Ed. Let me get back toyou We re about 15 seconds from LOS . And Canary is comin*up in about 3 or 4 minutes. Let ne get back to vou thereSPT (Garble) , Dick .

WA
"

'

,
Incidentally Ed, that last transmission, you.sere way down in the mud. 1 barely could read you. However

I did copy it and I'll get back to you at Canarv.

END OF TAPE
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' P JO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 1 hourand 22 minutes Loss of signal through Bermuda, next acquisition

"a ion
SGCO

?
dS ^ thr °Ugh the Cana ^ trackingstation. The crew evening meal today will consist of thehigh energy food bars on this the 42nd day in orbit. In additionto the food bars the crew eats 1 or more items on theconventional Skylab menu. For instance tonight the* pilot and

a n with the food bars, 300-calorie food bars. The sciencePilot also is having chicken and gravy with his eitherchocolate chip bar, crispy bar or flake bar.' These bars worelaunched in the command module to extend the life of th, foodsupply aboard the Skylab space station. Acquisition n 1second through Canary.

7 m *?n ra a r/J kyla ^' H 0 u 3 c 0 " • « * ' r e AOS Canarv for about
7 minu es and Ed if you'll give me about another minute orso I 11 get up to you here, and I have some words on thecontrol modes for the EVA

.

S
.

?T
' Okay

, thanks very much . If we can secwords on that today or early tomorrow then Bill and leasit down and talk a little bit about it and make sure weunders tand

s one

all

Cr ?
ka
;\

ha
C* ° n and

.

1
' 11 be ri « ht with vou.°~ Skylab, Houston.

CDR Go ahead Dick.

e

C
? n

.' Jerry, let me describe a little - first '

of all let me preface this by saying that we have no chosena control mode. w fc are srill i rt nHn„ , ..
osena control mode, w t are still' 1. se r t ""'Jthought real quickly I nl g hc Just r

*

n dowT^he d ^ e n "mo Ls • „we have and are still looking at and some of the - 0 .

u
?"

In I!! I r
a ^ bel '

? th ° LRht ab0,it and searched. Ther Uan awful lot of work going on now, and a decision l'„ ,111 bp reached Probably early tomorrow I guess, and it - atleast as soon as it is reached you'll be brought ud t n cnJJ
.j

thif i
So through these items he re "and Jo u c n

?

t"an idea of what we (sic)looklng at. * 8

S

r
?
r
T Sounds Dick - sounds good Dick, please do

rru
0ka >'- flrs t Me that we've looked a' is aCSM control during H-cages and a CMO control durin R o-»er >i~e,jhere s a coupe of complications with this one. First cf allits procedurally complicated which invites errors and confusion,when things don't go exactly as we had thought of. which "e.**to happen in cases like this. And also it - it makes FV-?Hdo a hecjc of a lot of shuttling between the CSM and ATV si thatone at he moment is not in much favor. Second one we've looLda is strictly of - naturally Is TACS only. This one - the"disadvantage ~ disadvantages here are is it Is extremely
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expensive in TAGS and furthermore, the deadband in TACS
only is simply too vide to accomplish good data takes on the
Kohoutek experiment. The third choice Is CSM only, here
the deadband is marginal but it is acceptable and I guess
if that's the only thing we had at the moment we probablv would
use it. However, it introduces contamination problems that
we'd just as soon not have . And it - it also would require
some shuttling in between the CSM and ATM DC, I mean the ATM
control panel. A fourth item that is a mixture that we're
looking at and frankly right now it's beginning to look like itmight have some merit, but we have some more work to do, and
that is to have a control mode that would be CMG controlled
during data takes and then when we're not taking data go to
TACS only in between tines with a continual H-cage in progress
which will reduce the TACS cost by allow - allowing the CMGs
to help - help hold us in inertial mode there. And then
reserving the CSM only control as a backup. At the moment
this looks most favorable, and we're continuing to look at U
To bring you up to speed it turns out that most of our problemsoccurred not so much when you were in the FAS area, but when
you were either out on the Sun end or the center work
station. Furthermore, the systen response that we have seen
as we have dug out the data and looked at it when we built up
a high X-raooentum, is very similar to what we saw In the earlvstages of Pete's mission, as a matter of fact even before
Pete got there when we were operating in the EG 1 L specialattitude. So this is making us go back to that data and gothrough it carefully to make sure that we've learned allwe can and ve are doing that - we have been doing that and we
are continuing to do that. So, to review the one that looks
most favorable at the moment but we have not chosen as of now
is one that is CMG controlled during data takes and then a TACSonly mode in between using a continuous H-cage and reserving
the CSM only control for some contingency backup con t ro 1
mode Over ,

S?T okav Dick, that last one does sound pretty
good also. And we will not be out at the center work station
or the Sun end, so we'll be doing most of our work in the
PAS, so that might lighten the load hera a little bit. For thelast EVA where we do have to go out to the Sun end, I'm wonder-
ing if anybody has thought about the - the torque which we'veinduced on the vehicle and how that depended upon our bodyattitude out there. Apparently it must be from the ventlr.g fromthe PCU. And if we could figure out when we're building it up
in a given direction and take the time to reverse it, we mightbe - actually be able to put ourselves in a good posture about
X by Just rotating - rotating our bodies.
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CC Tell you what Ed, I forgot to tell you,
we have done a good bit of thinking about that, there is amessage I think that's coming up tonight about some of thatWe are going to remove the deflectors for this upcoming EVA
I forgot to mention that. So there are some hardware things
and some body orientation and experiment - orientation things
we ve been thinking about. So, we are chasing all thosethings and they are being pursued. We are about 20 secondsfrom LOS here at Canary, Tananarive comes up at 01:46.
rt

SPT Thank very much for the good updateDickOne question remains in my mind is that when ve had a - somenominal H-cages were performed, right after that cage we got
a - went right into a automatic nominal H-cage. And I waswondering what brought that on, and I think that - one or twoinstances when that happened is when we had a high TACS usar.eCC R 0 g Ed, W2 think that was brought on bv the'gimbals beinR on the stops at that time and that
on that series of cages. 1 'n about to lose
and

.I_
11 plck you up at " at Tananarive.

Thank

wh at brought
here at Canary

SPT
PAO

34 minutes Loss
Sky

you .

Lab Control, Green 'ich tin 1 hour
. ,

signal through Canary, next acquisition
in 11 minutes and 45 seconds will be Tananarive voice relav

ylab Control

.

station. This is

ENP OF TAPE
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PA0
„ Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 1 hour5

T : :; ;!; p "Y 111 ac^ lsltl- trough the Tananar" e

Is Dick iJuly
" nation Jn 45 seconds

. CAP COMM

rc c^J
3?' Houston

-
A0S Tananarive for 3 minutes.

' Skylab, Houston, two things here thispass. One is I thought I'd take another hack at giving youan answer again to the question you asked about the AUTO

> .aid at the last, but let mo say it again, possiblv in a
.

different way it turn* out Ed, that we - we felt ike atV start of that series of events, that we were in a pos tion
"

he zT^Tll^^y ^ VaS
.
S ° hi8h that after the first'res :

*fr.
?*. nother one and that happened three times In a row. Andafter three times that automatically put us into TACS onlv «was really a situation where - - whire^ the input condition'

[ ""J
- al

;

h^^ didn't reall,e that at the time was goingto^nd up with us In TACS only, ,lmost - no matter what we
*

„ J
P
T , ,

0ka >'« thc flr8t tine that occurred, - chat

tha^we\ur
"'^ aut0»"^*"y or - or I shouid sly

AnTwh*/? \JJ '

W£ 8 ° C 8 ° me Pretty Mj?h rates out of i .

ttL in 1 h^T
80

J? r ASD
!
Y ^ PUt & "— able maneuver

"

tine in, hit the SI switch, and I think we got back there a«H

«^«r«:
Pendln8

/ er
r

TACS
*

H—
. - were ou b

JS«,?5 I V!'
S
° X 3t thC tlme

-
1 asked Mother weshould continue to do that if we got that far out. - And therep.y was to wait till we got to around 50, which I 6i d . And

^J
leV

?
that 5 Where ve ?e*Hy "n into a - a high TACSutilization. And I'm wondering if we run Into thatsituation again, whether we might not be best off doin* amaneuver similar to what I did the first time.

.

CC
A

Skylab, Houston, I think we're going t Jhave an early LOS here at Tananarive, which is prSb.Mv goodfor me because it'll g ive Be some time to give you a ,-raight
t™

V

*\llt
thJ\r e3ti °*' VC ab- C 45 seconds f r

r

:;
RhL

f
„ nation contact is Honeysuckle at 02:29. An d whenk K

,

6t t0 Honeysuckle, we'd kind of like to have the statu'of where you are in the PCU check that you were doing. w '

rt,
c

; r y-? terr te
;

in step 6 « vhich had d ° *«> *noise and bubbles in the ICG. *

f
,

P" Dlck
.
we're just now getting ready to do

on t£at
^ '

Ve ' n RWe y ° U 3 P^-readlng

CC Okay, just give us a blow by blow account

you'verrbv'
0

- mu^^ ^ y ° U underst ** d " BUI. Thank
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SPT Dick, you want to work the star tracker
in that location or subsequent pass?

CC It will be at the Honeysuckle, Ed. We'll
be prepared to watch it when we get there. And I'll - I'll
give you a go when we pet there.

SPT Thank you Dick

.

CC Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 1

hours 52 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive. Next
acquisition in 16 minutes 35 seconds through the Honeysuckle
tracking station. On the Canary and - pass Science Pilot
Gibson questioning the ground on what procedures, what modes
for EVA - what nodes of attitude control will be utilized
for the EVA during the Christmas Day EVA . An excessive amount
of TAGS propellant, thruster attitude control svstems
propellant was used a tot.il of A , 4 3 4 impluse pound-seconds
of fuel were used, .educing the onboard propellant tot.il now
to 21,000 pound-seconds. However, flight controllers fee! thflt
the amount remaining is sufficient to perform the two
remaining EVAs

, one on Saturday, then one near the end of
the mission. - - 6,000 pound -seconds reserve is planned
after the EVAs and maneuver* for EREP passes. CAP C0MM
Dick Truly reviewing with Science Pilot Gibson the modes
of being considered here on the ground, one using the command
and service module, one using TACS only, which CAP C0MM
Truly advised the crew that this is an extremely expensive
mode, using TACS only. And one which is under serious
consideration, viiich has the moat merit is the dual control
mode using the CMGs and TACS only, with the CSM serving as
a back up. Some of the problems which contributed to the
excessive use was the momentum t-xerted by the env during the
KVA, specifically, when the crew was at the Sun end of the
ATM. Guidance and navigation officers here at the Flight
Control Center Indicate that the buildup In momentum wai very
quick when the crew was at the Sur. end - when Contender Carr
was at the Sun end working on film retrevlal and r e p I a ener. t

,

as well ft* working on one of the asnurc doors, and removal
of the 5K9 particle collection device. Excessive momentum
by the crew was also builtup at the center work staUon.
A contributing factor also v«4 the PCU deflectors oti the
pressure suits. CAP COM Truly telling Science Pilot Gibson that
these deflectors will not be used on the next EVA . No - no
exact assessment has been made by the G&N officer a* to the
amount of buildup of rao - momentum by c t w movement. But
Dick Truly reported to the < rew that similar momentum build-
ups were experienced during EVA of the Skylab II crew when
Commander Pete Conrad and Science Pilot Joe Kerwln were out
extending the - the solar wing on the orbital workshop.
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Next acquisition in 12 minutes and 55 seconds through
Honeysuckle. At Greenwich mean time 1 hour and 56 min
this i6 Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
7. hours 8 ra in u t e s . Acqu is i t ion coining through Honeysuckle,
Australia tracking station in 30 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Honeysuckle
for the next 9 minutes. And we're rrrady to - for the nuZ
update attempt, Ed

.

SPT Okay, Dick. Power going on now.
CC Okay

.

CC SPT, Houston, ought to clarify what I

Just said. We actually have nuZ up-lates through the ATMDC
inhibited now. We do not want to actually remove that
Inhibit. But we do want you to attempt the procedures of
getting a lock on thetn. 1 think you understand that. Also
when you get a chance Ed, could you tell me what the frames
remaining on S082 Bravo is?

SPT That's 5 2 4.

CC Okay, thank you very much.
SPT Okay, Dick I powered it up and went to

manual. I got the Indication of a star. I'm still in
manual but my ginbal readings arc plus. all balls for the
outer and minus 0011 for the inner.

SPT Would you like me garble?
CC Okay, stand by just a second Ed.

SPT Dick, another piece of data on S055
GRATING readout. At the end of last orbit I Jumped up to
our reading of 80 even though I knew 1 was in zero. So 1

ran this one the first MIRROR AUTO raster by just adding
80 onto It. As soon as I started the grating auto lean I

got only the first or two digits counting. I gave it a

trusty rap on the panel and it brought the other digits
Into count. And apparently from where we ended up I

think we - I think that must have done it. In other words
I think I was Retting an accurate reading after I hit the
panel and the three other digits started couting.

CC Roger. ATOM says he appreciates that
and sounds like you've got a more positive malfunction
procedure than we're working on.

SPT It's pos i t Ht .

CC Roges And Ed the star tracker pad calls
for inner gimbal of 63i. We incidentally - we are reading
the same gimbal any lea that you reported Just then.

SPT Okay, I'll go ahead and try to work
it manually.

CC Okay.
CC And SPT. Houston, I got a note for you

on 82 Bravo.
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the Hawaii tracking station.; The Hawaii pass vill be
devoted to the evening status report. With Commander Carr
giving the food Intake, water consumption, film usage for
today's activities. Next acquisition in 9 minutes and
55 seconds, at Greenwich mean time 2 hours and 19 minutes
this is Skylab Control.

KM) OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 2 hours
28 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaii tracking
station In 50 seconds. The evening status report scheduled
to be passed down by Commander Gerald Carr to CAP COMM Hank
Hartsfield during this 9 minute and 25 second pass.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for the
next 9 minutes. We're taking the VTR here so we can rewind
it and dump it at the upcoming stateside pass. And I'm
standing by for the evening status report.

SPT Jerry will be r 1 ght with you , Dick.
CC Ok?y , Ed .

CDR Okay Dick, the new PCU/LSU combination
passed with flying colors .

CC Okay. Good. Thank you much.
CDR Everything's nice and dry. The bubbles

worked out of the I.CG room quickly and everything seems to
be in good shape.

CC Good .

CDR Okav . Evening status report. Sleep: CDR,
7.0. 6 heavy, 1 ll*ht: SPT , 7.0. 7 heavy; PLT , 7. J, 7.5 heavy.
Volume: CDR, 2000: SPT, 950: PLT, 1850. Water gun: CDR, 7851:
SPT, 3385: PLT, 9658. Body mass: CDR, 6.316, 6.315, 6.317;
SPT, 6.379, 6.378, 6.352: PLT, 6.248, 6.250. 6.247. Exercise:
CDR, Alfa: minus 2 minutes. I'd like to change my standard
to 28 minutes, rather than the present 30, and then I'll quit
calling you minus 2 minutes every night.

CC Okay.
CDR SPT, exercise Alfa only; PLT, no change.

CDR on medication: none; SPT, none; PLT, Tlnactan as directed.
Clothing: CDR, a T-shirt; SPT, trousers, Jacket and shorts;
PLT, none. Food log: CDR, salt, 6.5, plus one cherry drink,
minus 1.0 rehydration water; SPT, salt, 10.0, plus one tea,
no hydration water; PLT, plus 6.0 salt, plu9 one coffee, minus
2.0 water. Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list
Accomplishments: CDR did A wardroomSMMD Calibration with
zero and 500 weights. Also CDR. did ,in aroma test, and partial
taste test, The results of both of these shopping list items,
all three of them actually, the SMMD.cal, the aroma test, and
the t sstfi test are on tape at about 00:00 Zulu. Inoperable
equipment: none. Unscheduled atowage - slov.igo item location:
one food canister and thftt's overage and S052 film were trans-
ferred from 551 to 552. Urine trays number 9 and 10 wen;
transferred from 756 to 551. And so that leaves - frecter
553 empty at the moment, and freer cr 756 has one fro ton
food canister In It, which will piobably be f?one In the noxt
three days. Photo log i* next.

CC Okay.
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CDR Okay. 1 6-ml 1 I im > te r ; Delta Papa 9, Charlie
India 126, 05. Charlie India 125; Delta Papa 19, Charlie 127,
h

r
>, Charlie India 93: Nikon: 1, Charlie X-ray 26, 01: 2,

Bravo Victor 48, 32 ; 3, 4, and 5, no change. 70-ra i 1 1 i me t e r :

Charlie X-rav 52, 020. ETC; no change, EREP, no change.
Drawer A: Alia 1, no change: Alfa 3, 4, and bacr., no change.
Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 127. 65, Charlie India 93.

CC Okay. I got all of that Jer. Anything
else?

CDR No, that's It, except I'm wondering what
happened here with VP9. That shouldn't be shown as a no
change. I'll look that one up and correct that Drawer A

configuration.
CC Okay. Let ne confirm one thlr.s, Jerry.

That you were talked to about earlier this morning, so we
can decide whether we need to schedule It or no:. Ve know
that you closed the water dump valve on panel 831 this
morning. Did you get a chance to perform M509-S7 Bravo today?

CDR Yes I did. I did that this ncrning about
10:00 and I should have put that on the shopplnc list for
unscheduled vorV .

CC Okay. So it's done. Very good. Also, if
the SPf hart a moment to listen, I need to - I have a short
note here for hln.

SPT Co ahead Dick.
CC Ed, two days ago, on mission day A

1

, day
360, you - during an ETC prep, you recorded a aessage on
Inspection of ETC magazine and can era interface, and I went
in the back rocc just a minute ago and listened to it and it'iJ

a beautiful recording. I think there's i bicycle in the
backgr .• ^nd , but it really was garbled. Ve did pick up sone
incrspersed consents on it and I've got a couple of questions -

specific questions on it. First of all, pleas* confirm or
not that there vjs no contamination either on th« pluy or the
jack .

SPT That's correct Dick. I've looked it over
pretty thoroughly and 1 could not find any cnntaKin.ition,
not only on the plugs, which they said I'd fin<i, uc r,t> alt
of them.

CC Okay. Also, you mentioned «» t h 1 r.
>; .ihoiit

a problem you had with the tolerance on the vacuum and
that was Just about completely unreadable. Do you recall
what that was? Could you help us out there?

SPT Yeah. 1 was speculating. We had put the
new seal on and I Btlll had that buzzing noise, and I was
womiorlng what it was. What I - what I triM to * was nove
the seal up a littl* bit. But it didn't leave at the very top
of the shart, and then put il on so It * s buttoned hard up.

END OF TAPE
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SPT And I was wondering what it was. What _

what I tried to do was to move the seal up a little bit,
but it's - just leave at the very top of the shaft and then
put it on so it would buck hard up against, the opposing surface,
and that seemed to make no difference at all either. I was
considering putting washers underneath it but now, I elected
nut to because- the time was running short and it teally
didn't pull anything down at a 1 1 . We can tolerate it, it's
not real problem on our side. But it is - anyway to break
the data then we'll go ahead and troubleshoot it some nore.

Okay, thank you very much. I don't have
a-.iy other specific questions on that piece of tape. If you
can remember anything else that you think was on there and
we might ought to have, you might put it on the voice record
anytime you like. Just turned out that the background noisr
on that particular se gmen t . j us t - just about completed viped
you out. I've still got about 2 minutes left here at
Hawaii, so I'm standing by.

SPT The only other thing I put on there Dick,
was the clock time. I can pick that up give it to them
any time they like. If they need it now or we can pick
it up at the next ETC usitge.

fC Ed » that's one of the things we did already
i ,, Thank you verySo ,

much

.

I guess we have it all now.

CC And SPT, Houston, we noticed you're off the

SPT Ro* . Dick, I'm just ROing to let it run
around here again until we get close to 1100 and I'll move
on the disk and pick up the optical signals.

cc Okay. Skylab, Houston, we're about a
minute from LOS. Goldstone comes up in about 3 minutes.
I have some news that I can read you there, or I can - we
still have some other passes later on, if you'd like to wait.

CDR I think we'll be ready for it then. And
I got the change for you, in drawer A configuration, AJ f a 3,
should read 06 CharJie India 126, 05 Charlie India 125.

cc Okay, thanks for the update, Jcr.
rA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich rean tim«- 2

hours U 0 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition in 1 minute through the Goldstone tracking station,
as Skylab-IV crew concludes - near the conclusion of their
42nd day in orbit. Cnrr reporting on :he checkout of the
PCi', the power conditioning unit of the pressure suit assembly
which is worn outside during an KVA. . The PCU provides oxygen
and water from the spacecraft systen into the EVA suits that

members wear outside, He was passed up a series of
the ere
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checklists to go over to verify the Integrity of the PCU used
during the previous Christmas Day EVA . Preparations for the
KVA scheduled for Saturday, which calls for Science Pilot •

Ed Gibson and Contaander Gerald Carr to jxit the vehicle and
continue Comet Kohoutek photography, while Pilot Bill Pogue
serving as EVA crew member nucber 3 remains in the MDA,
multiple docking adapter monitoring and - the activities of
the two EVA crew members, and supervising attitude control
of tho vehicle. We'll hold the line up for this stateside
pass.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, though Goldstone for

6 minutes. And I Uve some news if you'd like it.

opt Very eood. Go ahead Die*,

cr Okay. An artificial Earth satellite,

Oreol 2. was launched in the Soviet Union on Wednesday as a

part of a French-Soviet program of exploration and pe eful

III, of out - outer space, Tass reported Thursday. The

satellite is for "research of the physical phenomena in

the Farth's upper atmosphere at high altitudes and for

s udvtng the nature of polar 1 i gh t e .
" Af t e r a string or

air mshes, Aeroflot, the Soviet Union's giant

airline, and the largest in the world, has openly recognised

it's safety problem. Aeroflot, a state mon opol y ,
f 1 ew

82 nilllon passengers last year. For c

o

Bp.ri.on An rica s

United Air Linea, the second largest in che world Me^
30 'Mon passengers in 19 72 r

and had one accident. South

reinforcements and armc red vehlc les 1 -e noved

into the lower Mekong Delta to protect t he r ice h .rve t,

^

field reports said Thursday. The governent dispatched the

p fi after a Christmas Day ambush in the De It- by the

Viet Cong inflicted about 30 percent casualties on a

500-aan battalion. "It is a struggle «nt
J

0*"!
rice crop," one source said. Israel' . chief c staff has

llii that agreement on disengagement of Israeli and Egypt is.»

fo-ces tlung the Suez front cannot come before mid-January

or February Israeli negotiators at the military disengage-

ment talks he was quoted to telling troops, have been ordered

to e l y with ''preparatory details" pending the outcone

or the December 31 election. The Swiss horse cava ry hss

completed the switchover fro. hay 1 0 d i ese 1 ,
U th

e

end of Switzerland'* mounted comoat force. This month the

last of 3,000 soldiers of three cavalry regiments comp eted

raining on American-built Mill armored personnel carriers.

ill Changeover did not come easy for the
«
J» J^joon..

Picture post cards showing their fare - farewell review

w«re selling by the hundreds at newstands. ^u,iye

Mlionae Howard Hughes was indicted by a fedral grand

"ry on Thursday in connection with hi*
"i"*" j»'

West Airlines. He is now reported to be in the Bahamas.

Mughes was charged with wire fraud, conspiracy, stock

manipulation and Other charges in his 1969 trover
of the regional airline. It w,s the

J*".^* te
criminal chsrgea had been brought ago nst him. '"P";
numerous invest igstion. of his Mnancial empire. Vice

President Getsld *. Ford ran ahead of Deaocrats .senator

EdwArd Kennedy sod Ssnstor Henry Jackson in a recent poll
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including potential 1976 presidential canidates, the Harris

Survey reports. Federal Energy Chief William I. S imon ,
:.;>.:•..,,...;.»

announced today establishment of a stand-by system for

gasoline rationing, but he still believes its actual use

can be avoided. Simon said he has ordered the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing to begin printing a three-month supply

cf gasoline ration coupons, Just in case they're needed.

He said a rationing system would not be ready for operation
until March the first, and the trends in gasoline supply
and demand over the next six weeks would determine whether
rationing is really naet'ed. He said the system being developed
now looks toward a basic - a basic ration avering - averaging
about. 32 to 35 gallons per month, per licensed driver with

coupons to be distributed to each licensed driver above

18 years of age. The annual retail cost of a market basket

of U.S. produced food rose $14 in November, even though
prices declined at the farm leve 1

, Agriculture Department
figures showed today. Unless there is a sharp setback in

trade in December, the United States should finish 1973 with

Its first trade surplus in three years. The November surplus

Of exports over imports totaled $85.7 million, which put

the over-all surplus for the first 11 months of the year 9t

$65. 9 million .

CC We're about ! minute from LOS. Your

next station is Bermuda at 02:52, which is the med conference.
Ed, you cet an A jlus again this evening en closing out the

ATM, and we'd like a frame count.
SPT Though you would newr ask. 15170,

5526. 1 88. 5 2 3, 7203 , 51 77.

CC Okay, Ed thank ycu very much. The pa99

after Bermuda is a Canary pass, and I'll be calling you

there at 03:03.
PA0 SVylab Control, Greenwich mean time

2 hours 49 minutes, with loss of signal through Goldstone.
Next acquisition in 2 minutes and 55 seconds will he the

Bermuda tracking station on the final stateside pass for the

crew tonight. The Bermuda pass will be 9 minutcf and

23 seconds in duration. The crci settling down pre-sleep

activities. Science Pilot Ed Gibson for the second night

in a row getting a A plus from the ATM science room for the

placement of the ATM C & D panel Into an unnanncd mode of

operation, preparing far the 8 hour period vith which the

ground wiil control the ATM instruments while the crew sleeps."
Tooorvow morning 8:35 central standard t lme the _c I_rw w j 1 1 _- yj.1

reach the half w<rf" flCTnt 1JT t he^ s^JTdul ci'j&A -day jbLsaT©*,--*

The space b t a tTorT wl i 1 "be over the "South Atlantic Ocean at
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this lime, at 8:35 central ptandard time. At that point
the space station - tha craw will have made 607 tripn
around the Earth logging 17,650,000 miles In space since
their launch from Cape Kennedy on November 16. The space
station however will have logged 3,292 revolutions of the
Earth or 95,760,000 miles since the launch from Capa Ktnnedy
on May 14. Ground control has continued to review data '

from the Christmas Day F.VA in preparation for upcoming
Saturday EVA, devoted exclusively to Comet Kohoutek
photography, Ground control is looking at new nodes of
vehicle attitude control as well as EVA procedures to minimi
the raonentum buildup, which was experienced during the
Christinas fray F.VA, whicn caused the most excessive
use of TACS in the Skylab program, a' total of 4434 pound-
seconds or nearly 15 percent of the available supply on
board the vehicle. Acquisition coning in Bermuda in
25 seconds. We'll hold the line up for this Bermuda pass.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PIT Houston
, Sky lab , PI.T .

CC Roger, go ahead.
Pl-T Ro g , a question about the housekeeping

10 Alfa that was scheduled after all this SUS work and it is
essentially the cycling of the SUS loop 1 pumps, that I - or
have already performed in the process of doing the - the reliabilty
check or the confidence check on the SUS 1 loop. And what I'm
asking is, Joes - was that intended to be a part of the
confidence check, or do yon want me to do that again, repeat
that test in fact.

CC Okav, hang on just a second Bill.
CC Bill, what you've already done is okay,

we do not need to repeat housekeeping 10 Alfa.
PLT Thank you very much, that's all complete,

everything looks fine, the - I'll get you some temp readings
on 561 before! go to bed.

CC Okay Bill, thank you very much. Sounds
like y 'all did good work on that for us tonight.

Plw That S'JS loop, that took an awful lot of tint-,
but i think we're pretty happy with tht results.

CC Good show .

COR Houston , CDR

.

CC Go ahead Jer.
CDR We've had a pin failure at J 3 of television

input station b^l. Had a pin break off and come floating
out. So, I don't know if there's anything we can do about
that particular input station but we'll be powering up our
camera frors the one up in the forward compartment.

CC Okay, thank you for letting us know.
CDR Do you know if we have any spare J

connectors c r a n v t h i n g ?

CC Well, as t recall we can swap the input
stations around but not individual connecters. But we'll
certainly check it out and let you know .

: CDR
.

: Okay . .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 2 minutes
to LOS Canary. We're going to have a very short br»-ak and
I'll Rive you a call at Ascension. And Jerrv a runl-.ider tor
you, this upconir.s Ascension pass Is your family conn and
the antenna is left to right. And Incidentally we've gone
back to our original schedule on crew day off, it's going' to-'
be day - 9 , which Is Januavy 1,

PI.T Rog, day 49, January 3, copy that, and
Jer's up there. You did sav left to right.

CC That affirm.
PLT Thank you very much Dick.
CC Sky I ab

, Houston, Ascension for 9 minutes. ; :
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. PLT Rog , Dick

.

cc And Skylab, Houston, we've been upl Inking
on VHF and so far have heard no response.

PLT ". Stand by , I'll check .

Okay Bill, thank you .

PLT Dick, Jer says they're read i~g him but
they're cuttln g In and out ,

CC Okay, thank you, ue ' 1 1 see if we can work
on It .

Pl.T And Dick, I got out of sync there on
that 561 where I'm working that SUS loop, and got the heater
on light, so I '11 give you a tenp as late as I can , I'm not
sure I'm go ing to hit the soak period or not.

CC Okay Bill, copy.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 3 hour

and 19 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension as Skylab
space station entering its 3285th revolution. Here at the
Johnson Space Center Mission Control room. Ground controllers
are continuing to review data from. the Christmas Day EVA which
reuslted in the most excessive use cf attitude propellant in
the Skylab progran. A total of ~*34 pound -second s , more than
IS percent of the remaining propellant supply was used.
Controllers are looking at various modes of providing attitude
control for the scheduled Saturday EVA, one devoted exclusivel
to Comet Kohoutek photography. One of 4 plans under study
is a nultlcontrol mode using CMG oly - only during data takes,
TACS only during non data take periods and utilizing the CSM
as a backup, although this mode requires additional work
on the part of Pilot Bill Pogue who will be tbe inside nan on
tnis EVA. Ground Controllers are confident the - this mode
will keep TACS usage to a ninlraun. Another step beinp taken
to minimize attitude problems is - 19 the rcnoval of ;

'a defl'.-ct
cover on the power conditioning unit through -hich oxygen and
water flow from spacecraft systems to the pressure suit
worn by the EVA astronauts. The PCU normally vents gas and wa
through numerous ports in the unit. This exhaist is directed
to the rear from the front vent ports by a deflector which
covers the front of the PCU. This deflector Is to diminish
potential contamination of ATM and other scientific, instrument
optics. This deflected PCV exhaust directed in a - one direct
to the rear Df the t\'A astronaut apparently caused moment -

additional moraentun to the vehicle . .. Coupled vith - coupled
with the excessive mom - movement at the center work station
which is 18 feet from the center line of the spue station
and the Sun end which is 25 feet from the center line of the
vehicle. This momentum bui ldup which fed into the- CMGs , tht-
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ran i.p the u.'.fte of TACS. In addition EVA procedures will be
ran »P me u »*«

t.ffo< t crew movements may hnve on

!"^! a

°

a deli,, cf the power condition. n« unit

, s reduce the thrust of the PCU vents by at least

percent according to FllRht Controllers. Normally the FCU

n 'a 3 pound, of water/gas per hour, when deflectors are
vents o.j pou

directed to the rear c-jusinR 0.05
US

nd thrust P er u Renov.l of the deflectors should cause

minimal 'vertinrthrou^h outlets in the front and 2 in the rear,

reducing the thrust to .0 -

END OF TAPE
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PAO per hour. Removal of the deflectors should

Ciuse mimlnual venting through outlets in the front and two

in the rear, reducing the thrust to ,0'8 pounds per hour.

K V A crewmen will manipulate their bodies during EVA to

eliminate contamination to optics of the ATM and other
instruments without the use of the deflector. Contributing
to the momentuia buildup during '.he EVA was also the fact

that Commaner Carr speni more tine at the ATM Sun end and
ATM center work station, moving around, performing various
repairs. For instance, the S054 filter repair and other chores
- spending more time at these two stations during F.VA than
an - other previous mission. Although the mo - the crew
movement was not as exessive during this EVA as it was on
Sky lab II with Commander Pete Conrad and Science Pilot Joseph
Kerwin, fr - freeing the stuck, sa - solar wing. The fact that

Conrad and - and Kerwin were or. the vehicle not away from the

vehicle, as was the case with Commander Carr at the enu of

the ATM. Tomorrow, Friday, is the halfway point in the mission
for the 4 crew members, at 8:35 a.m. central standard time.

They'll reach the halfway point in the 84-day mission, they'll
have completed tomorrow rooming at 6:35, 60 7 trips around
the world. While the crew sleeps in the norning, 4:2h a.m.
central standard time, Comet Koh'jutek will reach the

perihelion. The comet will arrive at the : loses t point to

the Sun,'' and be given a good thermal kick as it nears its

closest apprna-h. At that time the speed of the comet will
be 251,000 miles per hour, and will be 13,240,000 miles
from the Sun, and 103,900,000 miles from the Ear th . Ccmet '

s

closest approach to the Earth will cone January 15th of next
year, January 15, 1974. At that time the comet will be

74,940,000 miles from the Earth traveling at a speed of

118,000 miles per hour and at that point, on January 15th,
will be 59,970,000 miles f ron the Sun. Next acquisition in

15 minutes through the Carnarvon tracking station. CAP C0MM
Dick Truly will sign off with the crew tonight through the

Guam tracking station in a p p r c x ima t e 1 y 31 minutes from now.
At Greenwich nean time 3 hours f.nd 26 minutes, this Is

S k v 1 a b Control.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich nem t iae 3
hours 40 minutes. The daily medical report reads as follows
the crew enters the second half of the mission in good health.
Crew performance was very good today, signed Dr. Gerald
Hordinsky, for Dr. W.R. Hawkins, Director of Medical OperationsLife Sciences Director at the Johnson Space Center. Tomorrow
the crew has a busy day. Another pair of medical experimentswith Commander Carr being the subject of the M092/M171 run,
lower mod - lower body negative pressure device. A block of
3 ..ours of time spent preparing for the Saturday EVA for
Comet Kohoutek, JOP 18C, joint observations program 18C for
Comet Kohoutek tomorrow evening, as well as 4 hours and
3i minutes manned operation of the Apollo telescope mount.
Carnarvon pass of 8 minutes. Acquisition in 20 seconds, we'll
hold the line up for CAP CCMM Dick Truly.
„

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle. And we got you for about 9 minutes.

CDR Roger, Dick. Hey Dick, hew much longer
you guys are going to be on tonight ?

CC Oh, oh, we're - wer're going to be around
nere till about midnight. We - your last pass of the evening
is the next which is Guam.

CDR Okay, I'm working up a little special
message for you and Phil. It'll be going on tape prohably
in the next 15 or 20 minutes.

CC Oh ray goodness
,

okay, we'll certainly be
looking for it.

CC Skylab, Housron, we're about 30 seconds
from LOS at Honeysuckle. I'll give you a holler at Guam for
the last pa 8 8 of the evening at 0 3:5 7.

CDR Roge r , Dick .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 1 hours
52 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon, with acquisition
in 4 minutes and 35 seconds through Guam. Come t ' Kohoutek ' sperihelion to the Sun will be at about 4:24 a.m. central
standard time, about 10 - 10:24 Greenwich mean time, while
crew Is still asleep. The comet will be given a good thermal
Kick by the Sun at that point and the speed of the comet willbe 25i,000 miles per hour. Since perihelion occurred after
tne minimum elongation, chancej of capturing on film aboai

d

Skylab of the comet near perihelion are better - actually
after perihelion in the next few days. Actually the bestviewing of the comet near par - perihelion was -arlier today
by b. instruments. Ar.d the crew did report viewing vhe
perihelion - i mean the coma Kohoutek on the TV monitors
aboard the spacecraft. This is recorded on video tape andw-11 be relayed to the ground here at th* Johnson Space Center

toniRht and line callups are set for 35:15 at Texanand 6:45 over Gcldstone thio morning. The TV lines will bT
'
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called up for 1 hour for Texas between 5:15 Greenwich nean

tine and 6:15 Greenwich mean ti.e, and between 6:45

Greenwich mean ti.e and 7:45 Greenwich "" n
.J

1" ^^...d
Goldstone. The pictures of the comet will be later released

over he public release lino here at the Johnson Space Center

Vt about 8:30 a. n. central standard time tomorrow. - - Comet

h makes ito closest approach to the Sun tomorrow for

t he - on it's spectacular trip through the heavens. The

cov.re- of Comet Kohoutek will be here at the Johnson Space

venter ^omoi row afternoon. His schedule calls for him to be

it the Missions Operation Control Room and t*lk to the crew

Sir Sg a s^eside pass tomorrow This wil l b. .. out p .

..

, en[ral standard tine tomorrow. Guam pass should be the

o ication. with the crew today o- their no ay

in orbit We'll hold the line up for this Guam pass for

Dick Truly. CAP COMM here at the Mission Control Center.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky 1 ab , Houston, Guam for 6 minutes.
CDR . Roger, Dick.
CC Skylab, llouaton, incidentally this evening

at 10:24 Zulu, the comet is going to pass perihelion. It'

a

going to be going at a sr^ed of. 251,400 miles per hour and
the distance from the Sun at that t irae is 13,240,000 miles.
So you guys have a happy perihelion this evelng. We're 1

minute front LOS. Your wakeup station is Hawaii and it's about
20 minutes after 12:00 Zulu, so you might be sure and set
your alarm clocks. So everybody pet a good night si - sleep
and say good night Dick.

MCC Good night , Dick.
CDR Good night , Dick

.

SPT Coot night , Dick

.

PI.T Good ni ght , Dick .

CC Good night.
CDR Stop giggling, Dick.
CC Everybody in here is. We get that vay

this late at night.
CDR You ' re as bad a s Cr i p pen

.

CC (Laughter). Net only that he's on the hack
i jv and he's worse.

{'AO Skylah Control , Greenwich mean time 4

hours 8 minutes. A gocd night to the Skylab-lV crew closing
out day 42 in the mission of Skylab IV, halfway point being
reached tomorrow morning at 3:35 for an 84-day mission.
Skylab Control Center public affairs console will close at

this time and re-open, Friday novning December 28, at 6 a.m. .

central standard tine . At Greenwich nean time 4 hours and
8 clnutcs , this is Skylab Control.

KSD OF TAPL
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 19 minutes

and 46 seconds Greenwich mean time. 'Skylab space station
is now just about to come within range of the Hawaiian Island
tracking antenna. The crew should be up at this time and

be preparing for their daily activities. T; >re was no

opportunity to call them at 6 o'clock for normal wakeup tine.

Today's activities include a ATM work as the comet Kohoutek
has now passed the Sun at Its closest point. And also a

medical experiment on Commander Carr schedule for this morning,
M092, M171 which is lover body negative pressure and metabolic
activity experiments. This afternoon they'll be preparing
for tomorrow's space walk, that will take about 2-1/2 hours
out of the afternoo-.i. We're about a minute from acquisition
at Hawaii. We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground.
The spacecraft communicator is Robert Crippen, and the flight
director on duty now is Don Tuddy.

CC (Music)
CC Good mcrning, Skylab. Crippen and Don

Puddy witn the crimson crew back with you.
CDR Good morning, Crip.
CC How are you ge.it s doing today?
CDR Well, as soon as we get our marbles gathe rt

up we'll let you know.
CC Okeydoke, I saw that Truly's corent getting

you to set your alarm clocks workeu and you were up and about.
CDR Yeah, could old GNS tell what tine we got

,". «P? :

' '

'

CC Well, I imagine if he goes back and look

at his data he can, but he - can tell me when you cone over
the hill if you're awake .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.
See you again over the Vanguard in 25 minutes, at 12:53. We'l
be doing a data voice recorder dump there. And old SOL's been
= o quiet we aren't even sending you a SAP update; nothing to

upda te you on

.

SPT Roger , Cr ip

.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 31 minutes and

4 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has now

passed out of ran»e of the Hawaiian Islands tracking antenna.
We're 21 minutes and 4 5 seconds from ojr next acquisition of

sipnal and that will be at Vanguard. Although Bob Crippen pla

up a bit of music for the crew and did say hello to them, they
were awake as we came into acquisition of signal at Hawaii. 7

were awaken this raorning by r.heir alarc>. Next acquisition
2 i - 1 / 2 minutes away. This Is Skylab Control at 31-1/2 minutes
after che hour.

END OF TAPE
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. AO Sky 1 ab Control at 1 2 hours 52 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now 16 seconds f r on acquisition
of signal at the Vmguard tracking ship. The pass through
Vanguard will last approximately 10 minutes. The spacecraft
communicator is Bob Crippen.

CC : Skyiab, ?us t on . AOS Vanguard for 10 minutes.
And we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump here.

PLT Rogtr, Crip.
CC And, PLT, if you've got. a moment I'd like

to give you a little more reminder for this houskeeping 70
Yankee, you've got coming up today.

PLT Fire (.way , Crip. I
' it listening.

CC Okay. If you remember we've got that
little probluo with CbRM 5 such that the relay that stuck
closed in the AIM C&D makes that any comnand you aend to any other
CPRM go to that one. So be sure and check your BATTERY and CHARGER
STATUS lights. If they go out after you've done any commanding,
of things back on to other CBRMs, you need to turn tho CBRM 5

CHARGER OFF.
PLT
CC

we need to make
go to OFF . And
reminder on that one

Okay, Crip. I got it. Thank you very much.
Also, when we conclude those operations today,

ure that the power system CBRM SELECT does
e'll - We'll make a note to give you a

PLT
PLT
CC

Okay
I

' ve

time to jot down

little bit later today.

those duly noted, Crip.

Good morning, Ed. You got
Okeydoke
SP T , Hous t on .

note for me ?

Go ahe ad , Bob .

CC Okay. On that M09 2 run today that you're
running on Jer, because his legs are getting nice ar. J thin,
ve need to change leg bands. It appears that they've dropped
down below the 13 inches and we want to go to Charlie Sierra n
with a backup of Charlie Tango.

tin

SPT
med

Is that the same ir. for cation we ' came '

itaff'spad?
That's if firm. We just wanted to rem

CC
I guess

.

.SPT

Okay. Thar
Okeydoke.

k you, Crip.
And that will be now on

use the same leg bands again
CC '

CC
LOS. We ' 11 see
at 13:08, 1 3:08.'

We'll have to fatten him

(Laughter) Rog.
Skyiab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
ou agair in 6-1/2 minutes over Ascens
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SPT So long, Crip.
CC Bye , by e .

PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 13 hours 3-1/2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Went out of range of the tracking
ship Vanguard in about 4-1/? minutes from acquisition at

Ascension, where we will have a 7-minute pass. Astronauts
Jerry Carr, Ed Oibson, and Bill Pogue are keeping track of

the comet Kohcutek today as it begins moving away from the

Sun. The comet passed just 13 million miles from the Sun's
surface at about 4:24 this morning, central standard time.
Skylab solar telescopes vill photograph the comet changes
today as it begins to dim after reaching a peak a few hours
ago. Skylab crew with € weeks of experience in opace now
passes the mid-point in the planned 84 day mission this
morning at 8:35 a.m. If everything continues to go well, the
astronauts will splash into the Pacific Ocean at dawn on southwest
of San Diego on February 8th, Later today, the crew will
prepare for another spacewalk, the second ot the week. Tomorrow's
work outside the space station will provide additional pictures
of Kohoutek's corset. The distinguished astronomer will be

here this afternoon. He's scheduled to have a conference, a live
TV and live air- to-ground at approximately 21:09 Greenwich
mean time tirae today, that's 3:09 central standard time this
afternoon. Th 1 s Is Skylab Control. We'll keep the line up

live now for air-to-ground through Ascension. We're si ill

now about 3 < r. u t e s from acquisition there.

END OF TAPF
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CC Sky lab , Houston. We're AOS Ascension. We
have you for 6 minutes.

CDR Rofcu r , Crip. Would you send up another
copy of 4340 Bravo - thu 6--day forecast. Days 48 and 49 and -

well, 48 and 49 got kind of garbled.
CC Will do, Jer. You got a moment to note

a couple Items for me please, sir?
CDR Sure. Go ahead.
CC Okay. Because we gor. that M561 started a

little bit late yesterday, we want to delete the M518 terminate
that you've scheduled at 00:40 today and that's in your details
and on your summary also.

CDR Okay . I'll do it.
CC And EGTL's been doing some looking ahead

at our Beta angle and worrying a little bit about temperatures,
knowing that It is probably going to get warm with Increasing
Seta. In fact, right now we're looking like it's going to go

up around 80 degrees again. And we werf: ponderirg some things
we might be able to do and one of the items that was under
consideration - can you give us an idea of how many lights
you normally have on during the dav ?

CDR Oh, we usually turn just about everything

CC Okay. Specifically I'm asking about the
OWS and you're saying just about all of them are on.

CDR Yeah and we get along with half or less
probably.

CC Okay. That's - we'll talk about it a little
bit more but that'll probably help the heating problem when
the Beta starts getting up higher.

CDR Okay.
CC That's all I had for right now. Thank you.
CDR Okay. I've got one for you for the camera

folks and that is that Bill and I question the wisdon of
loading Nikon 01 for EVA. N'ow we've had trouble with that -

on the first l.VA with that nscal md Nikon 02 worked beaut I-

fully last time. I'm for sticking with a going system in-

stead of going back to the one that gave us trouble.
CC So noted: we'li look intoit.
CC And CDR, Houston. I guess one other item

I should let you know what we're doing regarding the star tracker
problem. For N u Z updates, we'll be doing it from the ground
usitiR the outer ginbal backup command. So that'll be taken
care of from here and I guess the prediction is that we can
handle it fairly accurately. Probably down on the order of
three -tenths of a degree.

CDR Roger .

CC We periodically may be using S019 to check
it but for the most part, we'll be doing it all on the ground.
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CDR Okay.
CC Sky 1 ab , Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS

.

Next station contact Is Vanguard again In about an hour and
16 minutes. And that's at 14:30, 14:30. We have got you a

new copy of the 6-day forecast on board and you'll probably have
a new teas by the time we see you over Vanguard again. >

CDR Roger, Bob. You guys have a good day.
CC Same to you, gents. , See you manana.
SPT Crip, I've got a ques t Ion .

CC Try to get It answered , give It to me riyht
now . We'll get you ait answer next time.

SPT Okay. It's day 49 - we're not doing a

JOP 181). Is that because the comet Is fading?
CC We're still checking on that.
SPT Okay. Thank you.
CC We have to take those latter davs on that

forecast with a little grain of salt.
PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 16 minutes and

30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
about tc cross the coast of Africa. We've passed out of range
of the tracking antenna on Ascension. Our next acquisition
a little less than 36 minutes now, will be at Vanguard. There's
a correction - there's a pass through Guam. It's about 36 min-
utes away. That Guam pass has been cancelled because o f low
elevation. Our acquisition at Vanguard will be an hour and
14 minutes from now. Skylab crew is riow just about to pass the
midway point in their mission. Six weeks under their belts
all ready and having traveled more than 1/ million miles in
orbit, they'll pass that midpoint at about 8:3 5 this morning.
That'a based on the scheduled 84-day mission, end February 8th.
This Is Skylab Control. Our next acquisition, an hour and 13

minutes away. It's now 17-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 14 hours 29 minutes
and 25 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now just 53 seconds from acquisition at the Vanguard
tracking ship where we'll have about an 11 minute pass
Flight Director Milton Windier has now come on duty replacing
Don Puddy and Dr. Story Musgrave is the spacecraft communicator
replacing Robert Crippen. We'll keep the line up live now
for Story Musgrave.

cc Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for
11 minutes.

CC Ed , Houston .

SPT Good morning, Story; go ahead.
cc Morning, Ed. We're showing high volt

detector 6 and 7 on. We'd just like 1 through 4, please.
CC Thank you .

SPT Houston, SPT

.

CC Go ahead , Ed .

SPT Story, your teleprinter message' for theJOP 18C beginning at 23:12, the last half of that came out
garble. Looks as though it was displaced a half a line all
the way down. Wonder if you could reset that portion of <t
the part tnat begins with the fine maneuver, steps 13 on "ail
the way to the end of that pass.

CC Copy , Ed .
..':

SPT Also, Story, we show a little conflict
here. Apparently we are to begin a M092/171 run cn the CDR
i,nd yet I'm still up here at the ATM. Could you clarify what
the scheduling is there, please?

CC Ed, on your Summary Flight Plan it - it
looks like a big jump there but r aa 1 1

y
' i t

1

s ' only about n' 5-ninu
a.ffference.

SPT I show utes remaining in day hereWhat tine are we to begin * h e M 0 9 2 ?

'

,
, ^

CC
T ,

Ed
'

we shew you 1 eav in g i he ATM at abot.t
l-»:*0. It s not a whole daylight pans.

SPT C<kay, Story, I hope they can avoid that
kind or operation in the future b e c u s c Ut . ' r P paying an awful
lot of overhead just to get up here and work it/ And wh < 1

e

we got everything up and runnin R it seems like a shame to leav
the panel

,

CC 0ur °^ly other choice, Kd , was not to scheany - any ATM at this period at all. We're trying to get allw e can.
SPT Thank you, Story.
CC Skylab, you just passed the halfway mark

in your mission. You've been 607 orbits and about ' 18 mi 1 1 1 on
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CDR Roger; thank you, Story.
CDR Hey, Bill wants to know what the mileage

allowance la up here.
CC You guys owe us money.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Story.
CC Ed, I'd like to get a verification on

that teleprinter page you need up again. It's Rood down
to the point of 23:15, the fine maneuver.

SPT That's right, ic'9 down to line - or step 13
which is outlined. The last part which is really legible is

'

the part that says, "fine maneuver 51060 and 50100." The para-
graph before it starts off, if 5 arc seconds discriminator closes,
and so forth. After that it says, "continued after header" and
even the continued after header Is misplaced, and "all the
way there to the end of the orbit" is - needs to be sent up
over again.

CC Oka./, and the next orbit's okay?
SPT That's correct; that looks good.

Okay, got it.
CDR Story, it looks like a transmission problem.

It looks like the - it's the same problem ve had on the 6-day
forecast that L asked then; to resend up this morning. Looks'
like it's been shifted over left to about a third of a column
and up about 2 or 3 lines. ,

CC Okay, Jer , and w.'re going LOS here. See
you over Ascension in a minute.

p A0 Skylab Control at 42 minutes and 45 seconds
after the hour. We've gone out of range of the tracking antenna
at Vanguard. Our next acquisition is only 45 seconds away and
that will be at Ascension where we'll have a pass lasting
about 10-1/2 minutes. Skylab crow passed the halfway point
In the planned 84 day mission this morning at 8 : 3 5 :

'« b Greenwich -
that's central standard tire a , r. . That's based on a February
8th splashdown at 9:10 central standard time in the rao rn i .1 r .

'

That splashdown's planned for off of San Diego and, of course,
depends on successful completion of experiment, medical experiment
and other things necessary to keep the entire 84 dav mission
underway. Earlier this morning the conet also passed its
midway point in this journey. It passed the closest ippmach
to the Sun early this morning and it's on lis way awav frt,a
the Sun at chis point. Story Musgrave is now back at the
console for a pass over Ascension.

ESD OF TAPE
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PAO - - Skylab
in a planned 84-day mission thl
central standard time a.m. jTha
splashdown at 9:10 cent ral 'a t and ard time In the morning.
That splashdown's planned for San Diego and of course, depends
on successful completion of experiments - medical experiments
and other (Mngs necessary to keep the entire 8 4 -day mission
underway .^arjvthis morning, the comet also passed its
midway p<STnt in"*Tt"8*

~-t<n)rnf y .

T i r f
' " *~~*-*-*—'li"f * approach

to the Sun early this morning and then it's on its way away
from the Sun at this point. Story Musgrave is now back at
the console for a pass over Ascension.

CC Skylab, we're back with you throup.h Ascen-
sion for 10 minutes ,

CC Bill, Houston .

CDR Go ahead, Story. He's listening.
CC Okay. On initiating housekeeping 70-Z,

their looking at the condition of the battery PCC-*>. He won't
find a 100 percent state of charge. The (garble) integrator's
a little bit behind but press on with it.

PLT Roe-r

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. About
35 minutes to Guam at 15:28 - be dumping the data/voico there.

P AO Skylab Control at 14 hours 55 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now over northwest
Africa, is out of range of the tracking antenna on Ascension.
Our next acquisition is 33 minutes away at Guam. At 10 o'clock
this morning, central standard time, that's about an hour arid

5 minute3 from now, we'll have a briefing on comet photography
using the ATM and with a replay of the television of the conet
Kohoutek. That'll be in the building 1 briefing room at 10a.m.
this morning. This is Skylab Control. It's now 55 minutes
and 28 seconds after the hour.

r.ND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 15 hour j 27 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal at the Guam tracking antenna. Space-
Craft communicator on duly in Mission Control is Storv Mus-
p.tAve. And we'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground
through Guam lasting approximately 10 minutes.

CC Skylab, AOS thro-igh Guaa for 10 minutes.
Be dumping the data/voice here.

CC Bill , Houston

.

' PIT ' Roger. ::
'

CC Bill
, we'd like a BAT VOLT

. readout on
CBRMs 10 and 18, and the verification that vou did get the
test started on PC G6

.

PLT Stand by. T have not started PCG 6.
CC Okay, Bill. We'd like to slit that test

on PCG 6 one rev. We'll let you know.
r"LT Roger.
PL T BAT 10 is reading 28.
CC Okay.
PLT And I

1

tt. not getting a reading on BAT 18
CC Okay

.

P1 - T &ut 1 have showing in the discharge 9 AMPS
CC Okay, Bill.

,

PLT
\ _ Okay, I Jur.t got a BAT VOLT talkback

barberpole on 10.
CC Copy .

^ T And I'» going to step 6 on page 2-20 Bravo.
CC Tha t ' s good , Bill.
CC Bill, Houston

.

PLT Hello.
CC Ve still >jot that crosstalk in tn.- CBRM

SELECT switch. We'd like you to SELECT 5 and go CHARGER OFF.
rlT Roger, just getting read\ to do that. . Tlianlr'you.

t

CC And
« Bill, we'd like you to SELECT 18 andMvc us a VOLTAGE readout.

p
^* 1 uon't have a VOLTAGE readout on 18 on

CC Ok a v , Bill.
PLT 1 don't have a TEMP readout either. Both

of those parameters are full scale lov,
CC Copy

, Bil 1 , And we don't - still don't
have an answer tor why m that.

CC Skylab, wo'ie a minute from L03, and about
JO minutes to the Vanguard at 16:07. :

PA0
,

Skylab Control at 15 hours i9 minutesGreenwich nean t i ,„ , . Skylab S pac, Stl tln n ha, parsed out

iJ lW< °!
the trackl "R antenna on Guam. Our n ex t a cq u i s 1 1 1 o n

In, f, " !
iW 'iy

-
ThlS 18 Skylah Control at 39 minutesand 13 seconds after the hour. u. have a change of - ^ have
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a press conference on the ATM Kohoutek television mat's
been played back this morning. There'll be an analysis made
of that by Dr. Ernest Hildner of the High Altitude Observatory
in Boulder, Colorado. That's scheduled for 10 o'clock, about
21 minutes from now in the building 1 briefing room, This
is Skylab Control at 39-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 50 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab »pace station la now out ol range

of any tracking antenna, and we're 18-1/2 »inutos from our next

acquisition. However, we did record about 4-1/2 minutes of

air-to-ground from Vanguard, Canary Island, and Madrid, and

we'll play chtt back for you at thig tJme.

CC Skylab, we've got you through the Vanguard.,

fct )0 olnutas.
SPT Hello , Houston .

PLT Right, Story. 1 have a little information

on 18 now. Do vou read the (garble) volt reader? The voH
reading and the tenpernure reading suddenly return^. Just about

be torn sunrise I got down to 29 and 11 amps on the

battery 13. And then suddenly at sunrise it went to discharge

of 1 anps and now it's reading just about 30 volts.

CC Thanks, ill. And that is a conoon relay

that goes to both to BAT 10 and vol ta

.

PLT And it's reading about 30.5, 30.5 volts

on BAT 18.
CC And Bill, that relay does not power the

tal!~r.ack. The talkbaek should be valid.

PLT Okay, then I'll press on with this.

CC OV-.ay , and we'd like >ou to start PCG

6 at about 16:33.
PLT Okay, that's what I've got my tluer set

for.
CC Great

.

CC Bill, we're really keeping you busy here.

We'd like the GRATING OUT on S054. We're showing It IN down

htre.
PLT Thank you, Story.
PLT Story . PLT.

CC Go ahead , Bil 1 .

PLx I'm going te put tbe fuil atory on the

debriefing ta<:e on ATM debriefing, but it seems 1 have a little

problem with the llnb pointing feature on 82B. I iinally

ended up using :he fine Sun «n?or to gat to 40 arc seconds

off tWe Hub Sec a use when 1 went to llnb pointing lemur*

! couldn't ger a stable indication on 82B monitor 3 reaMn-,.

So I'n doing It that way, but they nay start thinking a:>out

that now. It was unstable, it was - it would not do the lirab

scan feature and hold steady en a particular off set. It kept

.tumping around as much as 5 to 10 arc seconds.

CC Copy , Bill

.

PIT And I tried 1 i nib scan and llnb pointing.

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, we're a ra i rai l e to LOS, 10 minutes

to Canaries.'
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PLT I'm here, Story.
CC Skylab, AOS Canurfes and Madrid for 14 minutes.
CC Sky lab , we'll be dumping the data/voice

here ,it Madrid. ' v*'."'.

CC Bill, Houston.
Pl.T Go, Story .

CC Bill, we're expecting you on - t o ge t a t a 1 kback
on lei this next night pass. You've got a CO for PCG 6. And
10 is completed ws '.1 i be c omra an d I n t the REG on here.

' FIT ' Okay. ' '
.

PL ' And I' a Just going to be standing by here
so I'll be in the STS f you or one of them make any further
C OOCfTl t .

CC Ckay . And I've go t a little update to
your PLT details here at 18:10.

PLT Go.
CC Okay, at lo:lU that's housekeeping 70 Yankee.
PLT Roper

.

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead , Ed

.

SPT Story, I Just wanted to report that we ?pt
a pretty good photo and observation on that fire down In Argentina
The smoke plune itself carries almost all the way across the
east side of South Ar.erica and comes out ri^ht about MAR all Plata.
Pretty consistent streaks, (garble) relatively large area to the'"
right. I was really surprised by tie light of the (garble).

CC Copy , Ed.
CC Skylab, we're a ninute from LOS. See you

owr Guam in 17:08. It's about half an hour till your AT>!
conference. And Bill we see you rotated the pot on PCC 6,
You probably put it where you had it before. Don't need
to do the fine adjust after sunset.

Yea!., thank you, Story. I Just got a little
ahead of ayself

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 55 ninutes and
30 seconds. That concludes the passes over Vanguard, Canary
Islands, and Madrid. Dtvring the very end t! that pass Ei Gibson
was reporting that he had photoxraphed an arc:-, larg.> burning
area in Argentina and said that the light was extremely bright
and he was quite surprised by that. That area whero Ciert i*
an extensive fire had been reported in the' Las*, few days. He
said that he had ti-kk>n sore phot< graphs this raoming of chst
during this last pas*. 12-1/2 ninutts to our next acquisition
of signal at Guais, At 56 minutes after the hours this is
Skylab Control

.

EN* OF TAf-E
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PAD Skylab Control at 17 hours 7 ainute* and

JS second* Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station U now

53 seconds from acquisition at Guam. Tho spacecraft connuni-
cator is Story Husgrave . We 1 11 have & 'ATM conference hei e

i\t the Guam pass. We'll leave the line up live now for the

^TM conference with the crew from Mission Control.
MCC Good morning. Skylab, Houston with the

ATM conference. Over.
SPT Morn in* , ill. Go ahead.
HCC Okay. First thins I've got for you her*

this nornlng is to get a hunting license for thr- three of you,

regarding the operations of ATM. The things that ve wpuid like

to suggest here is - one, is that you continue waking inputs u»

our pluming as you have been doirg through me to the extent
that you can you record or over a

i

r- to- ground , mention what-
ever it is you're thinking or what you bee as you observe the

various displays you have. And then the real part Of it here
is that you've got license to change vhatever you want to on
the ATM schedule, unless we have indicated, please do not in-

terrupt or do no' change, something of that nature, like ve

have done on some of tho JOP 12 's where we 6ay do not interrupt

for f lares. Other than that , anytime that you, who by that

ti»e should know what the AIM schedule for the day is about
what we had intended to do both from tho f>AP and from talking
with *a , anytime in your opinion there's something note in-

teresting on the Sun to look at, whatever it is, be a better
target for what wj had selected - an emerging flux region,
a prominence, a. bright point, or whatever, go ahead and do It.

Tell us about it afterwards and we would encourage you to seek

help in getting from us to the extent that ve can help you out

And this is Ju*t trying to take advantage of the fact that by

the tine you start in the morning, r.ne plan that you're looking
at' was based on a S-or. front that it's now 2^ hour* old by the

end of the day, the finding was on the front about 36 hours
old and we'd like to take advantage of. you being up thire
looking at the Sun right now. How about any thoughts you'vi

got on this? Over.
SPT Veil Bill. we. appreciate t..at very much,

1 thin* well probably not plan to exercise that option vary
frequently but I think the few times that we do, 1 hope we get

much hetter data fron it. I know you are really at a disadvant
at trying to plan 24 hours in advance fron the Ea r t h ' a ( g a r t> 1 «-

)

large surge activity on the left linb, like we've }us»t

seen or active region start to really come alive or a large
prominence appear on the litib, like we saw before, and you try
to catch it a day later and sometimes you've missed a better
observation. We certainly Appreciate. the option there and
we'll try to make good use of it,
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CC Okay. Good. We want to encourage you
to whenever you feel that this is the case, to go off and do
It, We're with you 100 percent. The experimenters feel that
they get their best data when you're off doing things In real
t I me . Look 1 ike the Interesting thing to do. Okay. We don't
have too much going on ATM solaiwise here over the next few
days. The plan tor tomorrow has a late pass with a prime
target of an 18 Delta - a backup to that of the synopt ic solar
orbit depending on the EVA length and things such as that.
So that there's not toomuch happening there. We will not have
a conference tomorrow being an EVA day that's full. We're
still trying to get one scheduled for Sunday. Right now, it

looks like we're trying to get 8 pounds into a 5 pound bag,
but I'm hopeful thac we'll pull some time out somewhere here so
that we can have one Sunday. That's about the time frame when
we'd be ready to start talking SOS'* changes. We're on a clock
here about 10 seconds from LOS. Honeysuckle is 5 minutes
from now and apparently we'll be able to talk here some-
what over the hill. Go ahead with any comrents you have.

SPT Plans on the 18 Delta after the EVA, I

hope that we can finish the FVA up in tine enough to get i r.

and get a good lock at the Delta Information because it's -

that takes a fair amount if planning thinking on our part,
in order Cc pull it off, an A we will need that time. Secondly, I

In .looking at the Sun, I do not see (garble) anything significant
coming around the corner except for that one plage which was
mentioned in the corona. And the area right above 00, it seems
to have a very enhanced streamer. The rest of the range pretty much
unchanged (Garble) also and a little bit of more (garble) work
because it requires (garble) some of the details which are called
out there. I'm (garble) so far, though, by the way 18 Delta's haa
cone on and 19 A (garble)

CC Okay. Break, bre,ik , Ed. You're disappearing
in the static here. We'll talk to you on Sunday and the - of

course, the regular rout) here with the CAP COMH is always*

available .

SPT Thank you, Bill.
PA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 11 minutes and

45 seconds Greenwich r.ean tire. Skylab space station is now
passed out of range at the antenna at Guam. We're about 3-1/2
minutes from aquisition at Honeysuckle, Australia. During
this (ass , Bill I. Lenoir, a scientist - astronaut, conducted the
daily science conference on solar ,us t ronony . One of the
things he pointed out to the crew was that - the ground is

now expecting the crew to play a much larger roil in determining
solar experiment operations, the reasoning being that the
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crew has Immediate data on solar activity while the ground
is somewhat behind as they plan 24 houra or more in advance
of a day's activity. And aionfr, that line, Science Pilot Ed
Gibson indicated at the end of the pass that he had seen a

relatively little activity on the Sun but an enhanced streamer
had been observed above active region 00, which is now passing
on the right edge of the Sun. Active region 00 is the most
active area on the Sun during the past couple weeks. Produced
several M« class or nedlum sized flares and also it generated
a * u n s p o t that's the largest that's been seen on the solar
disk this year, approximately 20,000 miles across and that
aunspot is expected to stay there for quite some tine. Sunspot
did produce a surge of material off the solar disk a couple
of nights ago. We're about 2 minutes from acquisition of
Signal now. Tomorrow, after the space walk, there may be tine
to do 13EI which is joint observing program that's scheduled
for the purpose of observing the comet Kohoutek. That will
depend on the length and success of t lie space walk tomorrow
which is for the purpose of photographing the comet itself.
We're about 1 minute and 50 seconds from acquisition. We'll
bring the line up now for Story Musgrave the spacecraft com-
municator.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - by naterlal off the solar disk a

couple of night* ago. We're about 2 minutes frota acquisition
of signal now. Tomorrow after the spaccvalk there'll may be

time to do a 18D which is a Joint observing program that Is

scheduled for the purpose of observing the comet Kohoutek.
That will depend on the length and success of the spacewalk
tomorrow, which is for the purpose of photographing the comet
itself. We're about 1 minute 50 seconds from acquisition.
We'll bring the line up now for Story Musgrave , the spacecraft
comraunica tor

.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through
Honeysuckle for 5 minutes.

PLT Rog, Story. And I've got a barber pole
on BAT 18 at. 17:14 and 1 reconfigured according to step b.

CC Okay. Looks good, hill.
CC And the redo - ••

PUT It brings up a q u e s - -

PLT A question was 1 8 : 10 7 0 Yankee , if I'm
roadlng the procedures correctly, we have completed 70 Yankee.

CC That's affirm. Bill. We're Just pressing
on with 70 zebra right now.

PLT Rog. Understand.
CC And the redo on that ATM schedule pa.

I

didn't come out so good the first time is on board now.
PLT Rog. I'm Just looking at it.
SPT Roger, Story. Thank you. I took a look

at it and all looks Rood. Thank you very much.
CC Okay, Kd .

PLT By the way, Story. I've got one more
glitch on that relay that's sticking on BAT 18. It vee
about - I was just at ter I reconfigured, according to step 6 ,

I went back to check BAT 18 again, and didn't get anything
on volts and temperature and changed - switch - flltched the
switch to 1-12 to 13-18 again and It came back.

CC Copy, Bill.
Pl.T I don't think the switching had anything to

do with it. It had Just a little tine delay before I got it.

CC Okay. We've seen that in the past.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS about

<b minutes ;o Canaries at 18:06.
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 24 minutes and

40 seconds Greenwich mean line. Skylab space station is now-

over north island of New Zealand. Our next acquisition is
ibout 42 minutes away at Canary Islands. Late this afternoon,
Skylab astronauts will run the Joint solar observing programs
designated 18C. That program is primarily intended to examine
the X-ray structure of the comet Kohoutek. : Spice JOP 18C
is set for 1 hour beginning at 23:30 Greenwich mean time.
The experiment will be repeated 15 minutes later and again
at 2:30 Greenwich mean time 1 at e in - late in the evening.
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Astronauts Carr and Gibson will be operators for the three
sessions. The JOP 18C experiments are performed with the
space station Instruments oriented toward the Sun, No
maneuvers are required for today's study. Fine pointing
for the experiment

:
is done using the S052 white light coronagr*!

The instruments to be used in today's experiment will be the
S054 x-ray spec t rog r aph I <j telescope, which produces high-
resolution photographic recordi of soft x-ray sources. Also,
used will be the S056 x-ray telescope and the S055 ultravloUt
scanner. The SQ55 , unlike the other ATM instruments record
readings on magnetic tape and the data is sent to the ground
by telemetry. The instrument contains ultraviolet sensors
covering 7 wavelengths simultaneously gathering data
over all 7 invisible bands of ultraviolet light. The S056
instrument records data in the form of x-ray filter grams
in 5 wavelengths. We're now <*Q minutes from our pext acquisi-
tion of signal at Canary Island and 26 minutes and 20 seconds
after the hour, this is Sky 1 ab Con t r ol

.

R«[> OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 5 minute* and

40 seconds Greenwich mean Hoc The skylab •pace Btation

U now 55 second* from acquisition ot signal at Canary Island.

This pa«», an overlapping one through Canary Island and Madrid,

will last approximately 14 minutes. The spacecraft communicator

is Story MuHgrave and the flight director on duty in Mission

Control U Milton Windier. He'll be going off shift about

4 o'clock this afternoon and there will be a change of shift

sometime after that. At that tine the Skylab crew will be

^

engaged In EVA preparations for tomorrow's apace walk. We re.

alive nov for »i r - to- g round at Canary Island and Madrid.

C C Skylab, AOS through Canaries and Madrid

for 13 minutes. Be dumping the data/voice over Madrid at

i8il
CC And. Bill, we're showing 32.8 volt down

here on BAT 6. We'd like an onboard confirmation.

pLT Well, I'm reading a little over 3i, but

V s going to use your number and I'll go ahead and terminate.

CC Stand by on that,

CC We'd like to use your nunber, Mil.

PLT Okay, I'm just standing by here waiting

icx it to get to ji and I'll tell you.

CC That's just what we want.

pt X Inclden t al ly , that . bat tery ' b hanging in

like a mule. I set it at 15 anps discharge and it increased

to 17, I set it back to 15 once then I let it go. It's now

still shoving 16 discharge amps.

CDR Houston, CDR. How do you read on the

special audio hookup?
CC That's loud and clear, Jer.

CDR Okay, looks like we got a good system.

CC Okay

.

C C Bill, while I got you there end not too

busy, I'd like to discuss shading of" the Sun with the ATM

solar arrays like you did last time. Of course, thi« tine

ue'll be rolling bevond where we did last time and will be

shading the Sun on the trailing edge of the solar array. And

we need to - we're a little more critical this time because

the comet's elosvt to the Sun. t.*6 we want to shad.- all ot

the Sun but just barely shade it so that we don't cover up the

k
- Daet as veil. We're wandering, you did so well last tine and

you had a nood perspective and all that on the problcts, 1

wondered hew much procedures did - you'd need or like in this

area.
PLT The only thing that really bothers me, wtiat

I was doin* 1 was .just sort of guessing and Ed vaa putting the
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maneuver* in. All I would like to know Is the confotra.it ion

that all we need to do is make vary s»all adjustments In

rule. And also your re commando t ion on the incremental changes
that we should make. In other words, a av»ri of ninlmum or

maximum incremental change we should wake to follow eyeball
instructions from the EVA crewnan directing us

.

CC . , . Okay . :
.

'

..

PLT That way we'll have s , you know, we'll
feel like we're snaking intelligent approach to the problem.

SPT Story, I can give you a few more words
on that.

CC Co, Fd , you'll be doir.fi it.

SPT Okay, last time we vent out an extra
2 degree* sbove what was recommended , and then we tweaked
about there. We went out i n in c r em er t * c i one , ve went o*jt

two itore additional degree* and ended up tweaking back incre-
ments of one two degrees. So the net results is that we

ended up two degrees further out than was called for, and
I think we ought, to use that as a starting point, and if Bill
can show ne exactly where he put the 201 on the truck, then
I t h ink ve ' ve got at least a logical starting point.

CC You did understand that we will be using
the other side of the 'ray. We'll be rolling beyond where
we were and you'll be catching the conet on the trailing
edge of the array this time.'

SPT Okay, - yeah, I haven't had a - I didn't
hear you because we hed all those speakers off here. Okay,
well, I guess we'll have to - to start on the first whack
afresh. What you gave us last tire, 1 thought, was a reasonabl
approach to the probler, and we got there in a reasonable length
of time. And I don't see any real problcra with it.

CDR Yeah , Story, I th.'t' you ought to .jus-t

go ahead and - and use the same format you shipped up to

us last tine. That was easy to understand and easy to use.

CC Okay, 1 will do that, Jer. The only
real difference here is, of course, being on tlu- ctner side of

the array. And also, that this is more critical. The comet
la closer to the Svin. We need to cover up the whole Sun

but just barely.
SPT Well, I think that's pretty much what

we did last tine too. We had the Sun .Ju st tangent to the

leading e u »• .

CC Yeah, beautiful. Ve - -

PL T (Garble) 1-degree i nc r erne n t s a r e suall
enough , Story?
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CC Stand by 1.

jjPT I think that can ho figured put rather

easily by knowing the distance between the the array and

201. And the distance out from the comet.

CDR Kay not be a bad Idea to ro for halt degree

increments , Story .

CC Okay. I will - we'll work that one over

and net an answer to you. We're settling down on the control

node of - of IMG tor the data takes, CMC control for the d&ta

takes. And for the nondata takes lACs only in CMC; inhibited.

And with tht! CSM only as a backup.
CDR Roger

.

CC Bill, I ' *v g^t a changt to your handling

of caeeras here which will allow you to use Nikon 02 in the.

EVA.
PLT All right brand by, I'll copy.

PLT Okay , Story. Co.

CC Yeah, this change is because you know the

cameras better than we do and you think Nikon 02 <s a better

camera. During the S071 stow download Bravo Victor •» 3 froa

Nikon 02, and load Bravo Echo J5 i or the To:5 prep. And leave

a 'leader on 3r«>vo Vf.ctor h8 for future use.

PLT Rower, understand. During 5073 stow

download Bravo Vlctir 48 on a Nikon 02, leaving a leader for

reuse in the future, load Bravo Echo 05 for T025 prtp.

CC Yes , sir , that 'sit.
PLT And I'm sure they've already seen tha'.

I've discontinued the (garble) discharge on PCG 6.

CC Yes .sir.
PLT As long as I've got you here, night fts veil

give you the numbers. 1 wer t down to 13 volts, at which tine

I was reading iC.5 arsps. After I turned th* battery c

i

i 1

had a roading of 35.5 volts and zero anps , Of course.

CC Cot it .

PLT I'U be waiting for the next sunrise to

continue the procedure. That's step 3 on page 2-22.

CC You can do that right now if you'd like, Bill,

PLT Beautiful; thank you,

CC And, Bill, no r.eed to a c k now 1 e il ge . We're

putting 18 back oi\ ; the light will «o out.

PLT Please ft and by .

PLT Story, that was at 17:14 when I got the.

talkback barber pole, at which tine the reading was about 28

volts and 11 anps discharge. And, vi course, that went to. about

1 arap discharge alter 1 - alter I reconfigured lor pround tututc
* ground activation of the regulator. And right now I'm reading
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J 4 VOltS. :.

CC Okay, Bill, we'd like the first

of gitp'-i pcrforptd also
PLT Stand by.

END OF TAPE
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PLT I thought you were still t« Iking About
CHRN. Roger. I was Jut. t Interrupt ed there . I'll get on
with that .

PI.T Story , correct If I ' n wrong, but that
completes 70 Yankee and 70 Zulu with the exception of reenabllng
the caution and warning on PCC 6 battery low,

CC That's conoct, Bill, and getting the
STATUS LIGHTS OFF.

PLT I'll get that as soon as we get above
50 percent .

CC And Skylab, we're going LOS here. See
you over Carnarvon In about ?8 ninutes at 18:46.

PLT Roger
, Story .

p AO Skylab Control at 18 hours 20 ninutes,
and 39 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now over eastern Kurope. We're 26 minutes away from our
acquisition at Carnarvon Australia. This morning Science Pilot
Ed Gibson reported that he had spoted and photographed Argentina
brush Hrus in the pampas. Those are reported to have destroyed
more than 1000 square miles of the very valuable brash land
in that area. Argentina, of course, in the Southern Hemisphere,
is now experiencing .its summer. Al so schedu 1 ed today is obser-
vation, visual observations of the Falkland Currant, where
a red-brown color has been described by the astronauts probably
due to a plankton bloon. These blooos are one cause of the
so-c4lled red tides. But a bloon of the color described in
the size visible to the Skylab crew U - has been mentioned as
an unusual occurrance. The Skylab crew was asked to observe it
again today and to give some additional stent ton on the tapes for
the staff here in Mission Control. We're now 25 minutes front
our next acquisition of signal and 21 minutes and 42 seconds
after the hour. This is Skylab Control.

p A0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 45 m/nutes and
47 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station, now about
to cross Java, is coining within i ange of the Carnarvon, Australia
tracking station. The pass will besin about 45 seconds from
now vith spacecraft c otnraun i c a t o i Story Musgrave , This pass
through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle is an extended one lasting
about 15 minutes .

CC Skylab, AOS Carnarvon and Honeysuckle
14 minutes.

CDR Roger, St cry.
SPT Rog. Hello Story. How is a clear to you

this transmission?
CC That was about 5 by 4, Ed.
SPT Thank yov .

CC I t was 5 by 5 then.
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I ' ve got the 9e -T et .

n a noninterference basis of course

I 've got a rather lengthy ch.inR*

SPT Okay,

CC J*',

with your present ATM ops, ..-„,..
to the JOP 18C pad that's there at 23:12. So we ve Rot so»e

time to get that up to you. And It'u a result of a SWS run

we lust finished. Ve got that S WS just about 2 hours ahead

of you guys.
CDR
CC

23:12 .

CDR
CC

your ATM run here
CDR

Change tha
CC
CDR
CC

that, expect comet at

CDR
CC

of that p

maneuver

.

COR
CC

which is minus
CDR

minus 0.32,

What was the time c-n that again, Story?

That 'd the 18C starting on the orbit of

Okay ,
go a he a a .

Okay, and don't- don't let me Interrupt

Co ahead and turn me off when you n*«4to>
Okay .

Okay, ops at 3 : 1 5 , the fine maneuver,

to 50315 which Is 2. OS degrees.
And 506 64 , 4 . J 6 degrees .

Okay, 50315 f^r 2.C5, and 506fe A for 4.36.

That's correct. And a couple of Hoes boiov

that'll be minus 110, »lnus 40.

y, minus 110, minus 040.

Okay. And skip ahead down toward the end

to beyond the nucleus In step 10 to that fine

ree know when you have It.

Okay

.

Ofccay , that fine maneuver should be 51110,

0.72 degrees, and 51040 for minus 0.32 degree* .

Okav, 51110 for minus 0.72 and 510 4.) for

That ' s correct

.

ESD OF TAPE
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cc - which is minus 0.72 degrees and 51040

or minus 0 .32 degrees. ^ . , 1A , n
CDR Okay. 51110 for minus 0.72 and 51040

for minus 0.32.
CC That ' s correct.
C C Then stepping on to page 6 of the ATM

schedule pad and that's at - -

fDR Okay, I'll have to cut you off for now wh i 1

get going on this building block.
cc okay. Let me know when you got sone more

time .
'

-

CDR Houston, CDR. How do you read?

CC Loud and clear, Jer.

CPR Okav. We got a couple more minutes now.

CC Okay. Page 6, the ATM schedule pad op-

posite 0057 .

CL'K Okay .

cc Instead of a perform reverse of maneuver

raade at 2 3:15 Z. Just say perforn maneuver to reacquire the

ccr.e t in the WLC .

CDR Okay.
CC And ooving on dow.i to the end of that

section to that,, find maneuver there and let ne know when

you have it .

CDR Okav. Co ahead.

C C Okav. Chance that 51060 minus 0.4,

change that nancvuer there to 5110 for minus 0.72 degrees and

51040 for minus 0.32 degrees.
CDR Okay. 51110 and 51040 for minus 0.72 and

minus 0.32.
CC That's correct and just got one more

maneuver change frr you here.
CC Okay.
cc That's on page 8 down at the end of that

section, just prior to 39 ninutes remaining, and it's a fine

tnanevuer of 51060 for minus 0.48 degrees. Let ne know when

you've found that.
CDR I've cot it ,

C c Okay and that chance is to 51110 for

minus 0.72 degrees and a 51040 foi ninus 0.32 degree.
CDR Okay. 51110 for minus 0.72 and 5104O

for pinus 0.32.
CC That's correct. I'm sorrry to trouble

you but we want to get (garble) outputs up to your mission.

CDR No iwcat.

cc Skyl.th, we're a minute to LOS . In about

35 nlnutes to M I LA At 19 : 34 .
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 19 hours 1 minute and
34 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
crossing the south Island of New Zealand . 32-1 /2 minutes
from acquisition at Merritt Island, Florida. At the present
time here in Mission Control, the Earth resources officer is
requested that some additional investigation be done in lookir.
at a cyclonic storm that's located about a 1000 miles to the
east of Madagascar - the island of Madagascar in the Indian
Ocean. That cyclonic storm - very much like a hurricane in
the western hemisphere, covers several hundred miles across
in the Indian Ocean and it's a very distinct storm that's
been photographed by sa t e 1 1 i t e s . No doubt the Skylab crew
will be taking a look at it in the next few days. At the
present tine, workers going ahead for tomorrow's space-walk,
expected to take about 3-1/2 hours. It'll begin at 11:30
tomorrow morning, central standard tine or 17:30 Greenwich
mean tine. And here in Mission Control, F.VA procedures are
beins conpleted and there will be a review of those with the
crew later this afternoon. Kxpecting at about 3:09 central
lite

,
that Lubos Kohotitek, the discoverer of the comet named

for him last March, will be here in Mission Control to talk
with the crew with television being provided from the space
station. This is Skylab Control. It's now 3 minutes and
seconds after the hour and we're about a half an hour from

our next acquisition.

KSD OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 33 minutes -

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now passing
over Columbia about 53 seconds from acquisition of signal
through the Merritt Island tracking antenna in Florida. This
pass through Merritt Island will last about 6 minutes and
25 seconds. It'll be followed immediately by a Bermuda pass
Riving a total time of about. 11 minutes. We'll bring the
line up live now for air-to-ground. Story Musgrave is the
spacecraft communicator.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through MI LA and Bermuda
for 11 minutes.

SPT hello, Story.
CC Go ahead .

SPT Story, back on 359 a message was sent up,
* 0 : 5 1 Alfa about TV 7 7 plans. We looked it over and if you got
something you 's like, I think we could probably do it in the
tlr.e constraints laved out. And anytime you want to schedule
it in the next couple of days will be just fine with us.

CC Okay, Ed, is that TV 77?
SPT That's affirn.
CC Okay, and Jerry, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

CC Jer, we're seeine a surge at active recion
00. And if you could give us a STANDARD on S052 would be
f Ine .

CDS. Coming up.
CC Skylab, we're a ninute from LOS. See

you over Madrid in 3 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 46 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station Is now over the
Vorth Atlantic. It has passed out of range of the tracking
antenna on Bermuda, and we're about 2 minutes and 40 seconds
from acquisition at Madrid. Skylab Science Pilot Ed Gibson
made use of the tine-tested repair technique to solve a problem
with the timer on board Skylab space station. Th<> timer
yesterday failed to count properly and Skylab Science Pilot
Gibson gave it rap that seemed to clear up the problem, This
is Skylab Control. We're about 2 minutes from acquisition
at Madrid. And spacecraft communicator on duty rltfht how
is Story Musgrave, the Flight Director is Milton Windier.
Lubos Kohoutek is expected to be arriving in Misaion Control
probably in the next half hour and he'll be here for a direct
discussion with the crew. That's expected to be shortly
after 3 o'clock central standard time today. We'll leave
the air-to-ground line live now for conversation between
the crew and Story Musgrave.
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CC Sky 1 ab , got you through Madrid for 8 minutes.
CDR Roger , Story

.

CC Jer , let ae know when you got a minute
to talk.

, CDR . . Okay.
CC Jer, we'd like the S054 GRATING in OUT

for the unattended ops.
CDR Say again. Story.
CC We'd like the S054 GRATING OUT for un-

a t tend e d ops.
CDR Okay .

CDR Okay, Story, go ahead.
CC Jer, v:th the Beta anele increasing and

the workshop picking up a little more heat, we'd like to
know what the condition of the twin pole sail was that you
observed on your Christmas EVA. And, if possible, is there
any kind of adjustment we could do to it to provide more
shade?

CDR Well, Scory. it's still wrinkled up in
the back. 1 uon't know what sort of an adjustment you could
make on it without putting a stiffener bar or sonethine across
the back, and that way you could widen it out. But I Just
wondered how brittle that material is. I would almost be
.ifraid to fool with it for fear of breakina it or cracking it
and then losing everything.

CC Okay, but otherwise it looked like it
was aligned pretty straight and you didn't see any obvious
adjustment that could be made or i.mprovenent to it?

CDR No, the only obvious one would be to
stretch it out, get the accordian folds out of the end of it.
I shouldn't hive said back, I neant the end that faces us.
You know the two straps don't really have enough separation
in them to completely spread the sail, and you got accordion
fold along there on the near edge. And if you'll put a stiffener
pole in there you can probably straighten i: out. But I would
first want to know from somebody that there's no danger of
cracking the material and losing it.

CC Okay , thanks , Jer .

CDR Story, Bill suggested a little notation
here on the coloring of that sail. It's got to the point now
where it's sort of a light brown or beige color; lt'd got
a lot of darkening.

CC Taking on a tan, huh?
CDR That's affirmative.

KND OF TAPK
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CC - - taking on a tan , huh ? - •
•

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. About

25 minutes to Carnarvon at 20:21. Be dumping the data/voice
there.

SPT Story, I have a question .about the 19 Charlie
that's corainp, up. On the first one, they say to terminate with 2
minutes time remaining and on the second one, with 6 minutes time
remaining. I had a reason for that difference the re . Ac t ua 1 ly

,would like to run these things down as far as we possibly could,'
but I was wondering which one was really the correct one.

CC I'm afraid you're going to have to say
that apain. You're too far down the mud for me to under-
stand it. We got about 20 seconds hero.

SPT Story, it's on the 18 Charlies which we're
going to do later today. The first one has un running «t down
to 2 minutes time remaining. The second one, 'we truncate at'
6 minutes tine remaining. Which one Is correct? We would
like to run it as far as possible.

CC Okay. Got it.
cc We'll get that to you at Carnarvon.
PA° Skylab Control at 19 hours 58 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now over eastern
Europe. We've passed out of range of the tracking antenna at
Madrid. 24 minutes to our next acquisition at Carnarvon. During
this last pass, Commander Carr was asked about the status of
the twin pole sail which was used to provide Sun shielding
for the Skylab space station. Right now, there's no problem
with temperatures are very comfortable inside the workshop at
about 75 degrees. However, the Beta angle which gives exact
tire on the amount of time the Skylab space station will spend
in the Sun Is expected to be going up shortly and bv mid-January,
the Skylab space station will be in sunlight for virtually
all of Us orbit. And during that time, it's expect, d tempera-
tures should rise about 10 degrees in the Skylab space station.
And so for that reason, the ground Is taking a look ir what
things might be done to keep it a little; bit cooler. Tvln pole
sail was reported to still be wrinkled up in the back by Commander
Corr and he said It's also darkened in color. This in Skylab
Co.itrol. It's now 59 minutes after the hour. We're 23 minutes
from our next acquisition.

END OK TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 20:21 Greenwich
?

mean time. 50 seconds from acquisition at tracking station
station Carnarvon, Australia, revolution 2,295 for the space
station Skylab. Standing by for AOS Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through Carnarvon/ *

Honeysuckle for 15 minutes. Be dumping the data/voice here
at Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, about
35 minutes to stateside at 21:08. At chat time your conference
with Dr. Kohoutek will be coming up. And your "flight plans
for tomorrow are onboard.

PAO This is Skvlab Control. Loss of signal
through Hontysucklu Creek, Australia tracking station, 29 minutes
to acquisition at Texas for a stateside pass. Briefly passing
through the control room en route to the Kohoutek experiment
Staff Support Room was Dr. Lubos Kohoutek, a visitor today
to Mission Control, escorted by mission scientist Dr. Robert
Parker. Later on during this upcoming stateside pass it is
likely that Dr. Kohoutek will have a brief exchange with the
Skylab crev. We'll return in 29 minutes for stateside. At
20:39 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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mc,n
PA0 This (a Skylab Control, 21:07 Croenvic

time. Dr. Lubos Kohoutek standing by here In Mission Controlplugged into the Flight Director's console preparing to have
a conversation with the crew of Skylab IV. All three of thecrewmen s wives are present in the viewing room behindMission Control here. And we're getting the first fragmentsof the TV picture from the space station. Dr. Kohoutektoday is accompanied by Dr. Sdeneka Sekanina of the SmithsonianAs rophysical observatory. He's a fellow astronomer andwill serve also as his interpreter where needed. Dr. RobertParker, the mission scientist is also with Dr. Kohoutek here inthe control room

.

w ,

CC Skylab, we're AOS stateside for about
1h minutes and be picking up M I L A in about 1 minute for areal-time TV with your conference with Dr. Kohoutek and letus know when you're ready to go.

CDR Roger, Story we're ready to go now.

K .

CC
. t

0ka y ln about a minute from now also we'llbe hand n K oyer to MI LA so you nay break up for about 15 secondsOUt She S all vmircbut she's all vours
CDR Okay
MCC' lCC

,
Good afternoon Skylab, we have a sp-cialscience conference scheduled today as you know, to celebratethe perihelion passage of Kohoutek and we have here in theMOCR to cayj on the usual Kohoutek Science Conference withyou today (standing In for the other Kohoutek Pis, we have

~
Dr Lubos tfohoutek, the discoverer of the comet and he w 0 ,,ldlike to ask you a few questions when you're ready. Over.

J\
DR Roger, Houston we're ready to go.

CI)R Good afternoon Dr. Kohoutek.
KOHOUTEK Good afternoon. I 'a very glad to havr anopportunity to following the cor.et 1 9 7 3 K '

s viewing It's

"f
1 critical day during its perihelion passage and fromtae place where most research of that comet Is concentrated.Especially it is a great pleasure for me to greet you

..r Gibson, Mr. Cur and Mr. Pogue as the first human beingsstudy ng a comet from outer space. Your mission isindeed very important for astronomy. I have the following
questions, you observed the comet visually last Sundav andMonday, you compared it in brightness with Mercury andsuggested thdt there were colored features in the cona. Dovou have anything no re to say on thost observations?
^ .

CDR
^' ot m^h to add to that sir becausehavc " ot ««n »uch of the comet visually since those la«tobservations The one time in which I was the one who observethi color, I have not seen the comet tlnce. Tbe next time I

'yIhIvtII
° n

,K
hC 8052 "*ht corc.agraph.

KOHOUTrk Oh »s and how about a tail, for example?
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t:i)l< The tall we have found as It cones more
forshortened(?) to us became much wider and let me p, lve you the

-figures that are relative to the display we have on the ATM.
I would say that the coma, the bright coma was approximately
3/16, 1/8 to 3/16 of an inch in diameter. And I would say that
the tail that we could see, however forshortened extended
only about one-quarter Inch away f r on the coma and
spread like a fan to approximately 3/8 of an inch at its
outermost end

.

KOHOUTEK Have you glimpsed the comet since Monday,
I mean visually. .....

CDR _Jifl^£ax.»_jrfe„h^Y-^_n_o t ._
—~~~~~~~~

KOHOUTEK 1 saw a transnitted" picture of the
comet, you got with the coronagraph yesterday. There's a sudden
indication of the tall on the copies available down here,
I wonder how much of the tail were you able to see up there?

CDR Dr. Gibson made that observation and took
a polaroid picture that we have up here w.'th us, and I'll let him
speak to t ha t .

SPT Dr. Kohoutek, it looked to us that the
t .i 1 1 fanned out as .J^rry said and it was *>iout 20 d e it»es as
far as the fan f ron the axis. And we were able tu see it back
to a distance of around 3 times the size of the coma. After
that It was lost in the noise of the white lighc display.

KOHOUTEK. How is the brightness changing fnira day
to day, you are the onlv people who see cM.s cor.et at present
and therefore your Information is very valuable.

SPT Well, unfortunately we are not able to see
it by eye, we can only tell by what we see on the white li«ht
coronsgraph display. That display has indicated that the
brightness c ti ;;i„iy i.\ Increasing. The dlaplay itself has a
the filtering function which allj.vs the - allows you to see the
corona much better so t ut its a factor of a hundred t'rMH edge
of the occulting disk all the way out to the edge of the display.
So we were only able tc see it at the very beginning very close
to the edv.e of the display. Now we can see It pretty much
right up next to the - fairlv close to fie occulting diak,
so I'm sure we're at least up to .1 factor of 10 from that
when we first saw it and perhaps greater than th.«t.

KOHOUTEK Yes, calculations suKgest that the comet
may have a sort of sunward spike around the Sew Year day.
Could you watch tor this phenomenon?

SPT We certainly will, we'll be watching
for the sunw.ird spike and also for two tails and fot perhaps
for a break of which If that happens we'll be looking for it.
Why don't I hand it over to Bill Pogue and let him discus*
the brightness also.
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PLT Wh en we first started making — When wo
first started making visual observations of the comet, (garble)
first week in December. It was not visible up until that time,
or even find in visually by using first binoc - -

KS I) OF TAPE
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PLT Me first started making visual observations

of the comet first week in December. It was not visible up until

that time. We were able to find it manually by using first

binoculars until - in order to get the location proper because

the observation manually by eyeball is some what awkward because

of the windows we have to use in and - and the angles at which

we have to look. We also not only have awkward angles inside

the spacecraft looking out, but we also have intervening
structures, large solar panels. And although it nay sound like

vp.'re hedging some part of your question, but we're givin? you

honest answers, because sometimes its just hard to see it, and

ve do have problems with intervening structure. And this is

soing to also compromise our ability to see some of the nore

potentially dramatic ever.:s that are going to occur in the next

f ev days as it's still behind sjtne of this intervening strucfiro.

About the first week in December we picked it up visually, and it

became brighter and brighter. I was able to see it visually and

point it out to the other crewmen. And we started monitoring it

objectively from day to day. And then it didn't seem to change for

about 10 days and then there was a very dramatic increase in the

brightening - the decrease in magnitude or increase in 'Tightening.

And - it waii appearing to grow quite dramatically the last few

days that we were watching it. 1 estimated the length of the

tail one day 2 degrees and about a day and a half later Dr. Gibson

estimated it about 4 degrees, so it was growing verv rapidly and

then of course we lost it behind the structure. We'll be making

every effort to reacquire it visually and of course as soon as

we're able to see it, we will resume photographic data taking.

SPY Dr. Kohoutek, we have a question we would

like to ask you.
SPt Well, first let us say that we're very

appreciative of - of you coning down and talking with us.

And I think everybody interested in the coxet is very

appreciative ol your early discovery of the const, so that

we could marshal our forces, which we are putting to bear

or. the problem, and get very organized and go about it in a

verv svstenat.'c way. I think we'll learn an awful lot now

because you we-e able to pick it up so eat!y. I have a couple

of questions. And that is what have you seen in it so far In

terns c( the chemical compos t i ion , and what would that indicate

to vou, as far as its origin? And also, what is U1 eccentricity

and how does that reflect on its origin?
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, CC The answer will be c oming right up to
yOU, Ed.

SPT We though we'd gone LOS, Story. ;

'

KOHOUTF.K Yes, it is very probably a new comet, and
the d e t e r mi na t i on of the orbit the exact - exact determination
of the orbit is very important. Because if it is a new
comet, it could release sone information about - not only about
comets, but abovit the origin of the solar system, and it's
very important.

KOHOUTF.K Oh yes, to - back to you question about the
compos i t i or. . Of course all observation about composition
are very valuable, but especially observations nade during
perihelion passage are very important. Because as I said
already you are the only people who can see the comet now.

SPT V hen you were able to see it and you
were looking at sone of the visible emissions were you
able to detect any molecules?

KOHOUTF.K One question. Ground based observation of
the H-alpha mission was reported some time ago. Have you
ever detected the comets H-alpha emission?

SPT No we've not. V.
T e have certainly tried

to see it. We've looked for it with both H-alpha displays, which
Of course is geared for a much higher solar emission. And
we've also looked for it our extreme ultraviolet monitor. And
we have not been able to detect it so far at - at it's
brightest point. That Is what we le working on thi* after-
noon, and we Maybe able to see it.

KOHOUTFK Yes. thank you very much for a most,

interesting talk. Let me congratilate you up - upon
accomplishment you achieved so far, and wish you the best
of success in your further observations and flawlcsa splash
down in February. Thank you very nuch.

CDR F)r . Kohoutek, on behalf of the S -

Skylab 111 crew. I'd like to tell you that we're honored
to have this opportunity to speak to you sir. And we'll
do our best to get the best data we possibly can. Good day
sir.

CC Skylab, CA!" COMM's back with you for
2 more minutes. We've handed over t o Bermuda and tnero In

no more live TV.
CDR Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky 1 ab , we're a minute from LOS, 5 minutes
to Madrid .

CDR Roger, Story.
PAO This Is Sky lab Control, loss of signal

through Eertnuda , 3 minutes across the Atlantic to tracking
station Madrid. Fairlv lengthly conversation including live
television from space station Skylab as they discussed comet
observations with the discoverer of cornet 197 3F, know otherwise
ci s Cotnet Kohoutek, with the discoverer

.
of said comet,

Professor Lubos Kohoutek. We're estimating the appearance of
Dr. Kohoutek in the Houston news center at about 4:14 for a

press conference. Back to Skylab, Commander Jerry Carr and
Science Pilot Ed Gibson will take part tomorrow in a 3 hour
EVA. The EVA is scheduled to begin at 17:30 Greenwich mean
time. About 10 ainutes into the EVA , Carr and Gibson will
begin setting up the S020, X-ray ultraviolet camera. The
camera will be mounted on the AIM strut near the hatch. The
X-ray ultraviolet camera is designed to photograph invisible
extremely short wavelength, not visible through Earth's dense
atmosphere. Extra thin metal shutters - filters are used to
remove near ultraviolet and visible light. The S020 records
the information on film strips, 10 of these strips are fitted
into each film canister. Twenty minutes into the EVA, the
S 0 2 0 should be set up and the crew will begin set up for the
T025, coronagraph contamination instrunent. The camera Is
designed to measure the particular contamination of the Earth's
atmosphere surrounding the workshop, and the local distribution
of particles in the - or gobal distribution of particles in

the Earth's atmosphere. The T025 will be attached to a boon
assembly which in term is mounted to an ATM strut. The camera
is the 35-millimeter Nikon with motor drive and a 55-millimeter
f/12 normal focaJ. lens. At 18:11 Greenwich mean time. We're
about 41 minutes into the EVA, the T02 5 , ar.d SO20 instruments
will be turned on Over Carnarvon. That will be sunrise time
for the orbiting laboratory, one of two sunrises and three
sunsets. The team of Carr and Gibson will see from outside the
space home on this EVA. An hour and a half after the start of
the EVA, Bill Pogue, the EVA monitor or inside man will keep
check on a 50 degree roll maneuver for f. he Skylab. This tnaneuv
is necessary for the S201, far ultraviolet camera. This
device similar to the one carried to the Moon by Apollo 16,
electronically implifies light and then records this greatly
intensified imagery on film. An hour and? minutes after the
S 2 0 1 maneuver, the space station will be returned to its normal
attitude pointing towards tre Sun. A little over 3-1/2 hours
after the hatch opens, the crew will begin their closeout
activitv. Should be acquisition here at Madrid, we're standing
by.
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CC Skylab, AOS, tladrid 7 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story. We're hustling on with the

EVA pre-prep now.
CC Okay, Jer , and now you might check with

Bill and see if he did get the caution and warning on PCG

6 enable?
, CDR Roger, he hadn't but he will now.
CC Okay, and all those bat test came out just

fine. There's no big surprises and EG I L passes on many .

thanks to Bill for a good job on that.
CD1 Okay.
CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Go

, Story.
CC Rill, couui you verify on panel 225, the

cabin pressure regs are both open?
PLT That's affirmative .

CC Skylab, we're a ninute from LOS, about. 30

minutes to Carnarvon, at 22:02. CHR, Houston.
PLT He's listening, Story, go.

CC Okay, on the matchup between PCU and LSI,
just a reminder to keep 16 to 16 and 10 to 7. That's PCU 10

and LSU 7, and keep the other two 16s together.
PLT Roger, wc have that. And note on configuration

the 02/N2 solenoid valve is selected to off. However, I

think that was done because of the enrichment problem.;
CC Thanks Bill, and that where we wanted it

In off.
PLT Hey, Story, I know you're going over

the hill, but do plan for us to use the 16-ni 1 1 ime te r EVA
t omor row

?

CC That's affirm.
PLT Thank you .

PAO This is Skylab Control loss of signal
through Madrid tracking station. Next station in 26 minutes
will be Carnarvon, Australia. Final Carnarvon pass for

several hours until the orbit precesses westward halfway
descending node back through Carnarvon. The next '3 or & .

passes will be through Honeysuckle, but missing Carnarvon
altogether. We'll return at that tine for Carnarvon and

after & brief gap Honevsuckie. Space station Skvlab now in

the early part of its 3,296 Earth revolution. At 21:37
Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control

F.SD OY TAPE
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p A() This Is Skylab Control, 50 seconds to

acquis I t Ion fit Carnarvon, Australia, t racking station. A

j, ap „f .ihout 7 minutes between Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

for which the circuit will be left up live. And we're

estimating about l, : 1 5 for the press conference, Jn the

Ruilding 1 news center, with Dr. Lubos Kohoutek. AOS at

Carnarvon in about 15 seconds.
CC Skylab, AOS, through Carnarvon for 4 nunut

Thank you , Story

.

And for F.d , he can take a second JOP 18

right on down to 2 minutes of r.\me remaining.
Okay, St o ry , i

1
• »k you. I saw that the

first one had 2 irtnutes the secoi, ' .ne j , and the last one

1
' CC Yes sir, that's ?. good call on the second

one. The reason for U on the thirj one is to get back to

SI and I'll let Jerry get the pad.

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, we're a minute

10 Honevsuckle.
p Ab This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

iron Carnarvon, Australia. The other Australian station

at the opposite end of that sub continent
spacecraft horizon in 5 minutes. Honeysu

Charl ie ,

SPT

to LOS , 7

ill come over the

ckle Creek and

it' said in quarters wi 1 1 old the line u?

minutes away. At 22:08 standing by

Control .

CC Skylab , Houston
from the purple gang. We're - got

a minute from LOS. Texas comes up

going to dump the data recorder the

Sky lab

hello at Honeysuckle Creek
very short pass here about
02:43. And we're

v i t b

CDR
CC
SPT
CC
SPT
an answer
CC
SPT

t he Sun *nd ve

on KVA , vhat d

XY would ve $c

CC
qu v s t I on I'm s

onswe r . I >',o t

SPT
come up vith

Hello, Richard.
Hello , Jer .

Hello, Dick and purple gang.

Hel Ed .

o n d c r you could co

a i q u i c V q u e s

e up
ion .

- 1 at

Hey, nick, T

for me . I'll give you a real q

Okay.
As we're looking out minus

have our heads along ralnus-Y ,
like we might

Irertioti c r how many degrees. clockwise, in

? the comet tomorrow during tut KVA?

Okay, Ed. that - if I can figure out th

jre somebody else could figure Out the

it and we'll get you an answer.
Okay, thank you. We're just tryingto

real sh - real quick way to nanc sure we're

looking
lo

the ri*ht place, bee we won '
t have Ion?, to
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CC Okay, and as we go over the hill Kd,
incidentally, I'm going to spend some time this evening
putting together some technical information that we've
learned on the comet this evening. And that'll be comtnp
up to you before you go to bed tonight.

SPT Hey, that'll be most useful, thanks very
much, Dick.

CC Okay . : : ' .-..>::,:,.

PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal
through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking station.
Next station in 27 minutes will be the Texas station at
Corpus Christi. However, as soon as Dr. Lubos Kohoutek
and his party arrive from the training building from the tour
crew training building, in the Houston newsroom, there will
be a press conference with the astronomer for whom the
comet is named. Any Skylab air-to-ground over the States
during that press conference will be recorded for delayed

playback. At 2 2:16 Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control .

-

END OF TA?F.
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This is Skylab Control, 23:02 Greenwich
» "-'nute and 40 seconds away from acquisition

PAO
mean time about
at Madrid. We're estimating a change- of-shi f t briefing withthe otf-going Flight Director Milt Windier in abou' a hall-hour or about 5:30 central t i r.e . Meanwhile we have some
6-1/2 minutes of air-to-ground tape recorded over this
statewide pass that took place during the Professor Kohoutekpress conference. We'll play back that tape and play catchupthrougn the upcoming Madrid pass. Let's roll the tape.

.

CC
t

Skylan, Houston. Hello stateside for
Is minutes, vp'r.. dunplng the data/voice recorder here. AndMM, Houston, when you get a second 1 have an answer to vour

ion about the comet location tonorrcw.
Go ahead Dick

.

0t Okay. If a person should stand looking
towards plus 7. , right at the Sun, with his head. toward ninusV tne C ° met wil1 be clocked 80 or aopr.xiuately 85 degreesclockwise iron the top of the Sun as that guv looked at itAnd another piece of information for you is during the EVA
' " elongation is changing quite rapidly, but during thetonorrov the elongation will be somewhere in the orde-

-1/2 degrees if you'd like to

SPT

>:va

at the diarnet
estimate

S un .

n d elongation

ing about sol

much .

the distance by

85 degrees out

would actually be

o ! t h

Ckay, thanks
6-1/2 degrees

Or something 1 ike.
I'm gonna peer out of a few more win

panel shading, the Sun, and just

S V T

for you.
CC

i n g it then
Dick , got one other a t i v e 1 y simple qu

Ok
SPT

the - about
CC

minus 5 » degree
t i ne except about

SPT

Ed go ahead,
irection are we pla ni ng on rolling

he Sun?

Whi ch
in order to get the solar panel occult.,,,;

Stand by. SPT, Houston, the X-rotatlon
which is the same direction as we went
3 or 3-1/2 tines as far.

, .
vt' r >' «ood, then I'll nake sens.,

thank you very much, Dick.
SPT

a 1 c

One last one Dick, and I'll leave you
little while.

Rog.
When'c try private comra set up for?
Well as a matter of fact, let ne tell

02:19, at Canary and Ascension, Ed.
Thank you very much, Dick.
Koger.
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.

C(: An,J Skylab, Houston, we still got about
o minutes in this pass. No big hurry here but we'd apprec
a status on how you guys are doing on the EVA pre-prepc

We're just about all complete Dick.
C
^

Good show
. everything going good I hope?

Yeah, it went very quickly today, Bill'sstill got to get the digital thermometer out and get itAnd I m trying to get the check 1 i s t ," a 1 1 the update putthe checklist. .

F

CC
:

Okay, good Jerry, thank you.
P
,

l ' T Sa >' Dick, about that digital therr.oneterould it hurt to put a lit tip n f thr,t ..
'

s t owe d

.

~" i"
11

'- a j. i i l 1 1- u.io oi cnat tnerraal grease
the back?

[ chink that'll give us a little more
ng and also make it a lilt

Stand by, let us think about that on
Dick I got a question on the cha

tern.

Ok ay
, go ah rati .

Okay, it says EVA 3 (MIA 3,

CD K

the very last
CC Okay, stand by and let rue get a - itfront of me before vou ask it
CC
CDR

cover) .

CC .Ye ah , I'm look i ng a t it.
C

t

DR
.

Should that be EVA 4.1 thought we werenot bringing in any of that stuff on 3?
CC Jerry, the answer to that question isnegative. We've changed, orginally you are right howeverbut we ve changed this item. We do intend to bring in the \v

metcriod cover on EVA 3 and that change is made to the balanceof general workload between the EVA. So we do war r 'o bMn,it in tomorrow. :

.
:

" V '
K

n
CD «

_
Well I just carefully deleted all that stuff

and 16 1
UP ah ° VL'' (ild,: ' 1 l

>
on P-'^es 2.3-15, lfc . 1?,

C C Okay, hang on Jerry, let me make s.i.:e.
ll K Us the area between two lines it siys

N " U'' d0 not nark through the lo] lowing U (
. n (1 s tnt.

y wil ,

not b, done on EVA 3 but will be done on the last EVA. "

And then it says " Do no' perform I) L 2 4 ops, .92 30 roliecior

r'lnch^^h^
28

:,
SaiI S™VU '

"trieval." That's up about
3 inehts above the one we v.- re just talking about,

. ,

Y
^

,h
'

Jt ' rr >' I."'" looking at it when youb.i;d it anu we're having a discussion here as to the - really
!

S
.

t
;'
) how be * 1 to '"plain it to you. We think the checklist

^ right. W , 11 Just lalk ,il)0llt it a litt]e Mi
Ret Rusty on the phone here, shortly, -thor here at Madridiml itral « htf " out in y„ut and our mind.
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CDF. Okay.
cc Sky lab, Houston, we're about a minute from

LOS here at stateside. Madrid comes up at 23:04 and Jerrywe're gelling .in answer together for you and we'll have it
Piobably, at AOS Madrid.

CDR Okay, Dick.
CC And SPT

. Houston, in answer to your question
about r.he digital thermometer, it is okay to use the thernal
grease.''. ...

S?T Thank you , Dick.
CC Skylah, Houston we're AOS Madrid for about

9
,

nlnUtes and 1,11 8ive you Rusty - Jerry if you'ie lisrening
I 11 give you Rusty for a minute or so and I'll let hin exnlai
this discrepancy.

END OF TAPE
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5cJ J?'
8 1 »»"nin|( Dick, Ro ahead.

UP ,.1 th. r . „ d ji^;.?;;-.":.;!?'"
1

°? the «

JJ!;
Wh * c color is It Rusty?

the whole FAS. '
3 tht cloth that Li ri0 s

specially deployed then" '

U" SO * ethi »* th.,t „„

anted to bring i t
"
ho^e "

I o ^a'L iT" " " A " d

-boutTdozen or ,„ !^^ ^
:jF^

"

' What '* "

SPT O^.-iv^v^r! J

V0/ na P s and rest velero.

c(li
-- covers the hinge 1 iin-

very good.

p»»^l CIOS(. ^v^n.'^^.r on out - d

•' CC »<">'< >« anybody Co-,, it „„
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SPT
CDR

be in die airlock
MCC
CC
SPT
CDR
PIT
PAO

of the tape and v e

of
.
the Madrid pass

PAO

Not all the way

.

f>on ' t worry about a thing Rusty. I'll
odule. :

It's not me tnat's worried.
Everybody say good by to Rusty.
Good night. Rusty.
Good night

, Rusty.
Good night, Rusty.
Skylab Oontroi , that completes playback '

re caught up Live for the regaining ir.inut

This is Skylab Control, loss of signal
tnrough the Madrid station. Eleven minutes to voice
relay station at Tananarive. Change -o f -sh i f t b r ie f in js with
Flight Director, Milt Windier will be approximately no
earlier than about 5:30 p.n. central time in the Houston
newsroom. Returning in 11 minutes for Tananarive this
Is Skylab Control at 23:14 Greenwich mean tine.

7.SD OF TAPE
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I'At) Ih is Is Sky 1 ab C<

in i i mi- ,

r
j() mtiiihIs to ;ic<pi 1 h I I 1 on

i.in.ulvi'. As sji.icf .station Sky lab
rlcm co ist Into the Indian Ocean,

ntrol, 23:24 f.reenwich
at VD I r o relay nation

acquisition

PLT
CDR

ar lv

CC
criR

Skylab, Houston, AOS Tananarive for 7

Roper .

Houston, CDR .

Go ahead, Jerry.
Hey, while I'm picking at your pad, I

I think they got themight as wcJ pick at details 2350,
tray numbers all reversed.

CC Okay, let me pull that one out, hang on.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Flight Director

Milt Windier, who's now handed over to the purple team,
headed up by Phil Shaffer is now en route to the Houston
newsroom. And we'll pick up vi'.ii the c h a n e e - o 1 - s h i f t

LOS here a t Tananarive.
Houston , SPT

.

Skylab, Houston, say a r a i n ?

Yeah, Dick, I wanted to give some inforn

b r i e f i n

SPT
CC
SPT

to the F light
CC
SPT

my PT back to

P 1 a n n ; r s .

ahead, r.d .

the next 10 days, I'll be cult
k e to try it for 10 days and
o ride the bike on every other
, and the Thornton device

Okay, o
Okay, for

1 hour . I 'd 1

i

<s
, Just plan t

then work the weights
n?.te days.

Okay, Ed, got that. Thank you r.uch .

Skylab, Houston, th - we're about to
the hill at Tananarive. Honeysuckle cones up at
And Jerry, I'n not going to have a straight answer
here on that details pad. on the trays.

PAO This is Skylab Control, the coramunicat
technician out at Tananarive voice relay stai Ion hat rcpor
loss of signal. Next station in IS minutes will be
Honeysuckle . That pass likely will be taped f< r rielaved
playback, in as much as the chan gc- o f -sh I f t brUfin? with
Flight Director .Milt Windier .should Ht irt nowentariiy in

the Houston newsroom. At 2 3 : 3 <t Greenwich mean tine, this
is SViyUh Control ,

alter
CC
CC

you

K'JD OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylnb Control, 2 3:49 Greenwich
mean time. Acouisif ion of space station Sky lab in 50 '

seconds through Honeysuckle (.reek. Australia tracking station
as Sky lab .sails through tlx: open sea - or over the open sea
lu'ivirii Australia and New Y.v a 1 r.u d , nidwnv through revolution
J,J?'J/. -

CC jKyl ab , Houston, AOS Money suck 1 e for 4

CC \ And CDR, Houston , 1 have an answer tor you
on the urii'i; t rays .. . / '". i:

'" :

'
' '

-
:

C I) K ahe;'j; Dick. .

CC ^ofjcr, eagle eye t us is your day to cat
us. You're absolutely correct. Ihe loertiens are reversed
on your details pad. And yon prooably already done it, but ,

if ycu hnven' t , h e r e ' a wh a t we'd like to have t h i s afternoon.
We'd like to novo cravs 9 anc 10 from F 5 5 1 , where you put
then last night, to H810 in the head. And we would like to
novo trays 7 and 8 from H810 in tht head t o S3 5 1 . 0*ay? ,

• CDR Okay, that's all been done and I ' r. shoving-
i tie location o t 7 and Sin 5 5 1 , o f the unscheduled transfers.

CC Okay, Jerry, thanks - -

CDR - - stowage location.
CC Roger, Jerry. Thar.-, you very much.
CC And CDR, Houston.
COR Roge r . go ahc ni .

CC Roger, Jvrry, I - I wai.ttd : :> say thjs to
you when - on our first AuS pass hcru this evening, but
tilings have been kind of hect ic around here, cvt'ti for: this
place on a detail shift. And we've heir, snowed with paper.
Late last evening, just as Phil and 1 wort leaving, wo did
get that tape that you put on cued up and we listened to i t

.

We art working on it. You asked so it. p. good di rect questions
and we're g o i n y. to give yon some good direi't ansvers . Soae
oi them possibly later this evening, I'm not sure. We are
working on a 'over ail summary for you. What we intend to do
is get that pulled together and Bob Parker and company '-Are

working on that during the night tonight. What we plan on
doing is for the general summary we - we hope to get it in
a - in a form where we can uplink it to you so you can have
something to - to kind of soak !•» and understand. And. then',

probably I'll i 1 and 1 have two more detail sh i t t f- . oik? tonight
and one the next niglt. And probably later on toner row right
or racre likely the next evening, we ran sit down tniii talk alio

i t fir a w>i lie.
CDR Okay . that ' <l be great, Dick. Thanks a iot.
CC

. Roge i .

SIT Okay. Dick, i
' ra wo r k i n g uv a; on i H( . I pick

up the comet at minus 1.0 and a minus 20. I. ' a exceptionally
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bright now in the (.(inn. The. tail appears to have fanned out
to aroui'd 20 degrees half angle or 4 0 degrees a cress. It's
up - the tail is up in ny display and I think I can ft e

e

some slight evidence of a tail or some - some emission at
the end of the display anyway. It's going oif to the right
which I belief's the sunward direction, but it's very
taint and I'm going to try and get a butter look at it,
and maybe %e t a picture of it.

CC Roger, that sounds like a - a fun display
to he looking at right now. And we ' re about '30 seconds
frcn LOS. La - Hawaii comes up at 00:12.

SPT Would you like any on the VTK, or is that
for subsequent parses?

CC Roger, Kd, we got about 5 ninmor. on the
VTR you can have. And we would like to have it.

SPT Okay.
CC And Kd , about 5 minutes is about all we

have, so you night - -

SP't - - keep it down - keep it down to
around 1 or so,

CC Yeah, okay, that's what I was going to suggest
One or two here, and then If .,ome thing c«es up iattr you'd
like to put on again before- we ' rt dumping it, have at it.
We' 11 let you know when we have to take it to start our
dump eye If

.

SPT Okay, I think Just a couple of quick looks
at it now and then night show you more than one long one.

CC Okay , concur.
PA0 This is Skvlab Control, loss ol signal

through Honeysuckle . 20 - as you were 1< minurcs to Hawaii.
Science Pilot Kd Gibson in the nldft of running AIM joint
ob.servation program number 18 Charlie. Said that hv had
a fairly g <«<i view of the Conic t Kohoutek on the ATM television
monitor. That the comet's tail was continuing to fan out
appreciably. And he asknd if any time were available „,\

the video '.ap«i recorder on board the spare Htation and he
was given a go to record abot.it 3 minutes of video tape, the
white light corona graph, which likely will he dumped over
the upcoming stateside pa«s. A brief pass over liawili,
coming up in 13 minutes, low-el ev.it ion anflle ,ti to the
southeast 'mi'Uun from the Hawaii station. Only 3 degrees
above the ;Liwrtif horizon. We'll return at that tlwf. And
at ^3:58 t.roenvi ch mean time, this is Sky Iflb Control.

KNiJ OK TAP
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r A! > Thi s is Sky 1 ab Control. Loss of signal
at Hawaii a minute and 40 seconds to reacquisit ion through
Go Ids tone, in the series of stations across the United States.
Standing by live for the upcoming stateside pass.

cv- Skylab, Houston, AOS stateside for y-1/2
minutes.

SPT Houston , SIS .

CC Go ahe ad .

SPT Okay, D i c k let me describe the Polariod
which L did get up and which shows it a little bit better than
I was able to ve I w it by eye. Relative to my display
there is the one tall going up which has fanned out quite a
bit, and that is around 12 octal units or ma-be a tenth of a
degree or so that I could see it here. I also seen a spike
which is moving aimest in the opposite direction. It's
inclined if you want to take up as 12 o'clock, at naybe down
to around 5 o'clock. It's a very faint spike but I believe
it is discernible There is also - t hi. t spike is around twice
as long as the other one. maybe 2/10 or so of a degree but it
is much fainter. The coma is not spherical it also has.
a very tiny dp Ike going off at say 3 ' 0 clock, a verv small
dot, but i have seen it by eye and it does show up verv
faintly on the photograph.

cc Rptf - Roger, Ed I copied all of that.
SPT I have looked for it in H-alpha as veil

as XUV monitor and with no success.
CC Okay.

F.ND Or TAPE
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}> AO Th t s is Sky 1 ab Con t r o 1 , If; ainutes past
ml dn i glil Greenwich mean time. 50 seconds away from the

rather brief pass at the southeastern most edge of the Hawaii
t r.ickir.g stn'ion horizon. We'll stay up during the brief
gap after Hawaii LOS and Coldstone acquisition of signal.
30 seconds now until Hawaii picks up space station Skylab and
we're standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Hawaii for 3

minutes.
CC SPT, Houston, we notice' that there's about

a minute or so of something on the V T R and the switch was
in PORTABLE, when we last saw it and it's still in TRIABLE.
And we assume that you switched ever to ATM to put the conet on

the VTR.
SPT No I didn't Dick.
CC Okay, you r.ight. take that under consideration

next time you have a good vievf of it - do that again, we still
have ) or i minutes left. And for Jerry, th( rc'f in the
teleprinter, a onetime in the last couple or three hours is

a permanent general message 01 f
> Alfa that replaces number 1^

which has to do with r V A / < .' M G sail. And Jerry foi your details
pad that we uplinked a while ago for tomorrow, there's a

mistake on it that has to do with that number. At the time
of 13:50 on your tomorrow's details, you should change IM019
to 0i9 Alfa. One more thing on that, during the next halt
an hour to an hour oi so, Rusty 's is going to be in to answer
ar.y questions you have on that particular general message and
also there's one in the work that's on the way about maneuver
monitoring (or tomorrow. Incidentally, we have chosen
that hybrid type control mode that we talked about last
evening but Rusty'll be in to fill you in on all the details
about that here shortly.

CDK Okay. Dick, we'll go out and check on our
mailbox.

CC Okay. And Skylab. we're 1 nlnute from LOS,
Goldstone cornea up at about < ninutoa from now, I'll call you
there.

C I) R Dick, do we have a evening status report
time, 1 don't see It in ny details.

CC Well as a matter of finer, we're going to have
guest evening status reporter !•'» the form of a i'l.T, tnis

evening. It Is scbiduled in his details because of your 1 <u <

ATM run. It's scheduled at Goldstone at 03:37 and then the
later part of that stateside past, we're going tn handover to

the doctor foi the last pass of the ev«ning for the tacd conference.
CDR Good whow.
CC Roger.
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

fron LOS. Bermuda comes up about 4 minutes from now, and

I'll call you there. .

CC Skylab, Houston, Bermuda for 3 minutes.

SJ'T Rogjr, Dick.
S p T Diet, I 'n lookinn at the next pad for

the next pass coming up on 18C, and I think the building

block 30, they want me to perform is building block 30

Bravo, rather than 30 Charlie. It's called out at 4 1 minutes.

CC And Roper. We'll check that ono-Ed.

And one thins for you we'd like to close the H-alph* 1

door. And we'd - on S056 we'd like a start and then a stop

to close the shutter. Over.
SPT Thank you, Dick.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

fron LOS. Canary cor.ts up at 00:41. Ke Just uplinked page

1 of a page - of a 3-page message into the teleprinter so

leave it in the teleprinter, and we'll uplink the - ne - the

second and third pa*es of it at AOS Canary. Thar message is

the maneuver monitor message and Rusty will be standing by

at Canary, Jerry to discuss briefly that message and the

permanent general message 19 Alfa.
SPT Okay, Dick.
I>,\0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through Bermuda. Two and a half minutes until i eacqu is i t ion

through Canary Islands overlapping Madrid. We'll stand by

live as space station Skylab crosses the north Atlantic -md

cornea into view of the antennas at the two European stations.
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Canirv for
9 minutes and SPT, Houston, I've got an answer for you on

18 Char 1 ie . :

SPT Okay, Dick go ahead.
CC Okay as you have discovered, we got clever

with the letters because in the JOP Sunnary Sheets there are

only 2 building block 30's - Alfa and Bravo and during the

day where we're going to do a total of four of ther., the second
the :hird one and the fourth one got named Charlie and Delta.
Both of those two, one of which is in your upcoir.ing davlight eye
and the othe: one is in Jerry '3 daylight cycle later on in the d

or step 17 In position Bravo, so both of those should really
be a Bravo .

SPT Okay, I thought that's what it was but

I wanted to make sure. V e had changed the JOP Sur.mary

Sheet for the night. V.'e want to m3ke sure nothing got - escaped
us . Thank you , Dick

.

CC Yes, a good question, el ad it cane up.
MCC Okay, CDR, Rusty here.
CDR Go ahead , Rus ty .

MCC Okay, I'd like to talk with you and Bill
regarding nessage 4 * 3 3 , that's the EVA/CMG fail ressage.
That's permanent gereral message 19 Alfa which replaces 19,

you got it there?
CDR Suredo.
MCC Okay, if you've had a chance : 5 smoke it

over, you'll note that there are very few changes between
this and what we gave you for the last EVA. 1 want to call
your attention to the fact that because of the star tracker
fails, when you activate" the CSM tomorrow morning, you'll
have to do CSM optics P 5 1 , F$ - just F51 father than the
star tracker .

CDR Roger.
MCC Okay, and we got that in the note there in

the first part of it. Also we should have with the timing
we've get in the Flight Plan some Station coverage about that

tine. And If you want to check with US, we can probably
update your clock - your CMC clock and TKM if you want us to

do that and it looka like the timing Is good. That's your choir
and we'll stand by on your call, otherwise you can Just
follow what you did the ether day.

CDR Okay, very good, I'll probably need aa

much time as 1 can get to find the star?.
MCC Okay, going down into the body af it there.

For Bill, who'* goina to be monitoring during the EVA, of

courff wo don't expect any problems with the CMC* however
if we do have a problem, you'll have aet up the CSM in

P20 there and you'll note thut the difference* here, that
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we're specifying all three registers of NOUN 78. If you

eo to step 2 there where we talk about the cluster roll for

the 201 camera shading, you'll notice that we've called out

VERB 25, NOUN 78 and specified all three. I want to

call your attention to the fact that R2 has a discontinuity

in it at 180 degrees. If - If you go on down to the caution

note, you'll notice that if R2 is greater, if - in the tweaking

maneuvers, if R2 is greater than 180 degrees, that you need

to tweak over there. We need to make sure that we change

R3 to 358.93, that is it's 180-degree change in R-3. Depending

on which side of 180 R2 is. Now that sounds pretty confusing,

I'd like you to look over that caution note and if you have

any questions come down to us again with it.

CDR Okay, I think 1 understand that, Rusty.

CC Okay, the consequence there if we do not

change R3 there as we go through 180 on the R2 is that the

CSM will try to yaw that big moose 180 degrees in orbit there.

That's that Amicron definition.
CDR Right, I kind of had a hunch that's what

was tied up in there and 1 was wondering why the shift in

numbers, but your explanation pretty veil answers the question.

<-CC Okay. Fine if you grab the APS control mess

A 3 4 then - stand by just 1. Okay the total message Is up t he r

in the teleprinter, if you haven't already ripped it out. And

while you - -

CDR Okay, we're going to go get it now.

MCC Okay, T'll tell you what, I'll |ust go

ahead and tell you what we're doing here. What we're doing

tomorrow, is during all of the fine point ln« either for
^

alignment of the telescopes or the data take periods we're

running in CMC. control either in SI or ATT HOLD, for

the 201 maneuver. How.ver, wh « n we're not taking data, that

is through the night passes, we are inhibiting CMO control

which turns it over to the TACS and then we're calling a

nominal H-cage. Now what that does is put - put us in TATS

control but the CMGs track nominal H all the time. This way we

ke p our momentum state t a a very nice condition, Juhi before

the data take we turn it back over to the CM0.8 which gives

us a nice 'fin* pointing and aiso a control momentum.

CDR Roger, understand.
vice Okay, if you've got the message, what I'd

like to do is - you'll notice down there where ve say, when

ready for tweat maneuver.
CDR Roger.
;icc Okay, you'll hive bein goiry through a

night pass there which means you'll be in TACS control,
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CMfis inhibited and when you're ready for the tweat maneuver
we p.o ahead and put in the 201 naneuver, still In TACS
control . That is - -

EN!) OF T A P

K
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MCC - - and when you're ready for Che tweak
maneuver, we go ahead and put in the 201 maneuver still in

TACS control. That is it says when ready for 201 maneuver,
we just go ahead and put in a maneuver time and maneuver
under TACS control. That means that you can be any where
within the 3, 2, 2 deadband when you command the 201
maneuver. Since the maneuver is from your present attitude
that means when you arrive at the 201 attitude you may be

3, 2, 2 off of where we plan to be . But you guys can take care
of that during the tweak. So, in other words we're saying,
that maneuver to the 201 attitude may leave you up to 3

decrees off in roll.
CCX. Okay, understand.
MJC Okay, going on to the second page of the

message. I want to make sure that - to let Ed know here that
we considered going to the half degree increments or less by
allowing you to tweak, using a fine maneuver rather than
coarse. However, in looking at 2-1/2 degrees or something
like that, that's 250/100 cf a degree which you got to convert
to octal. So, we figure i degree grandularity is Rood f.-nough.

since the elongation cf the comet should be about 6 degrees.
SPT v e ,ih, ] agree with you Rusty. I didn't

realise: the elongation was moving out that fast.
MCC Okay, fine and chat saves you converting

all kinds of things to octal for the tweak maneuvers.
Okay, down another few steps Jerry, where it says when 20 -

S201 data take complete to point the camera away from the
Sun and then we're going - we cycle the ACS MODE switch to
ATT HOLD CMG.

CDR Okay, we found it.
MCC Okay, fine. Now, the reason that we're

cycling the switch there is in case there's any 3 in a 1 1 attitude
error. It centers the deadband right where you are and - and
then you go ahead and inhibit CMG control and the TACS
maneuver back to the solar interi.il attitude is nice and smooth.
What we want to make sure of is th.u you don't yet confused
there. You are at that time calling ATT HOLD CMG, even though
you are about to inhibit CMC control. And that's no problem.
Vou will be actually in TACS control but we do want you to

cycle the switch as listed.
CDR Okay, und <? t a t and .

MCC Okay, on the last page of the message
we have a caution note in the attitude monitor scheme. Let's
see we Are going LOS here and we're picking up Tananarive
in about 11 minutes in case we go over the hill while I'm
talking. Okay, during the monitor scheme, that caution note
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should applv before tha DAS entries. That Is if we are in the

attitude and we have J problem that you have to take over

with TACS, we want you to - Bill should let Ed know as

socn as possible to repoint 201. to keep the Sun from

blindint? It.
CDR Good point , Rust y

.

MCC Okay, that's about all we got.

PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of sipnai

through Canary Island station and Madrid. Nine minutes to

voice relav station at Tananarive for the final time this

evening. We'll return at that time, And at 52 minutes

past, midnight Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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t>A0 This Is Skylab Control, 01:01 Greenwich

mean time . And 50 seconds away from acquisition through

voice relay station at Tananarive. Final Tananarive pass

tonight, and Rusty Schwekkart is standing by to continue

the discussion with the Skylab-IV crew op tomorrow s attitude

control management during the extra vehicular activity

number three. Twenty seconds to AOS Tananarive.

cc Skylab, Houscon, we're AOS Tananarive

for 5 minutes. Rusty has one more small point he'd like to ma

to you on the conversation that you were having. So, I'll . tur

it over to h i n .

,
>>rX Okay, Jerry you there?

MCC Hello, Skylab, Houston.

MCC Okav, Skylab, Houston, in the blind

In ens" you're reading us. What wt ' re talking about is the

caution note there for S201 In case we run into an attitude

problem during monitoring. Our suggestion, rather than

lust point it .away from the Sun, is to *o power of nnd

point it avav. That will save the remaining frames In

that sequence. Then after you get bark in attltu.lu ve ll

do power on and reset to Initiate the next sequence.

See you tomorrow.
rA0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

If Indeed we over had acquisition through, voice relay

station at Tananarive. All calls from the control room

here were in the blind with no response through the station.

Apparently the people out at Tananarive were having trouble

locking up the antenna on the space station Skylab. So

that pass was a d»ad loss, 15. minute* to Honeysuckle, at

which time we shall return. 01:10 Greenwich mean time,

Skylab Cont rol.

END OF TAPE
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, PAO - Th.s il Skylab Control, 01:25 Greenwich

meat time. Aoqui ?'.tion through Honeysuckle, In 4 7 seconds.

Halfway tatough revolution 3293. This pass over Honeysuckle

is almost directly over head the station - of the station,

87 degrees and coincidental ly over Hawaii. This upcoming

pass at the same elevation angle, Just 3 degrees away from

straight up. Fourteen seconds co acquisition, Honeysuckle

standing by.
CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Honeysuckle,

, for 0 minutes,
SPT Hello, Dick.

CC He 1 lo the re

.

CC And CDR, Houston, we had a problem In

acquiring tho spacecraft at Tananarive. We never did ge t

a good acquisition until just about LOS tine. .Rusty made

one other minor point on general message 4434 in the blind,

and !'n not .it all sure that you heard him at all, did you?

CDR Negative, we didn't Dick.

CC Okay, do - sometime this evening, new

if you got it out. But sons t i ne when you got that massage

"in front of you, I can nike that same point. Rusty has left,

but I think 1 understand it.

COR > Okay ,
go ahe ad

.

CC .Okay, ?rry down there toward the right
: toward tne tail end of the message. Oh, 1 guess m;.ybe 15 or

20 lines from the bottom where it talks about if the gimbals
' approach their stops, and - and/or the attitude exceeds half y,

a degree in any axis and lists some DAS ccmuands. And then „>

there is a caution note about S2 01 right below that.

PLT Dick, you dropped out there would you

say again. All after "if gimbals approach the J r stops."

CC Okay, 1 was just trying to get you to

look at that - that part of the message it's toward the

call end, it's little some little DAS commands. And I

vant make to a make note about that caution note cor corning 20

1

PLT Houston. Skylab .

CC Skylab, Houston, how do you read,

p i, V ; Kog, you dropped out there Dick. ; Say a^iin

.til aftei "if gimbals approach their stops."
CG

' Roger.
CC I want you -to b? locking at that caution

note conre rn ing 201 , that's vh a t 1 wtnt to make a po in t
: :

,v,
V: ;:

about. '

.
'- PLf ' Okay, I'm looking at it.

, CC Okay, the caution note when we upward
it just said point the instrument away from the Sun to prevent
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damage. After we relinked the message Ju»t here in the last

hour we got some additional Information . And what wc would,
also like for you to do is turn the power off - turn the

power off S201 at the time that happened. And then t'ollowln

the point where the Sun could damage, he said, "and power ha

CC Just to make that clear I want the reset
.

and the power on after you've accomplished the repolnting.
. CLT Rog , understand. Do JT«««t and then

go turn the power back
CC

and then afte
that order.

PLT
then reset.

Roger, it's power off uhe.i it happens
you repoint it power on and then reset,

Roger, after repoint ing power on and

in

tight, Bill. Thank you r.uch

.

And SFT, Houston, one configuration o
grating auto scan and no interlock.

Yeah. Di c < , you also had included in

were supposed to try to find it with trie

At least that's what I was lead to be 1 l eve by t he ?

you want no not to attempt that I'll just press
rating - grating scan, no INTERLOCK.

{ Okay, Kd. ;
I guess that was a premature

-> ' t realize exactly where you we re . Wt
;
would :

to continue so lust ignore my last call.
And Dick, 1 erased the line. I j,>t

want tc confirm now after rcpointing, power on and reset

or is it reset and then power on?
CC It's power on and then reset Bill.

Okay, I got it right. Thank you.

Roger, thank you.
Dick , would the S056 people 1

possible or the one specified.
. S tand by .

<

SPT, Houston, we'd like it 20 minute

SO 5 5 we desire
SPT

step wh ere
mirror

on with the
Cf

'

c? i 1 . We d l

'"like for you
PLT

PLT

SPT
exposure

long

s p e c i t led.
SI'T

o c

SPT
rasio ally

Thank you.
Rog.
Dick, and I look', d for i: on S055.

a two or a three flicker up, but w

go back and find it. 1 thtnk the drift, has got us,

and I'm not sure we really were right on the nucleus with

the 5S although we did see a couple two's and tnree's.

Hut I say we can never go tack and relocate them. I

suggest we try just a little bit, longer and then
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go on with the GRATING AUTO SCAN no Interlocks.

C C SPT , Houston, we agree with that. We

don't want you to try too much longer, and then go ahead

and press on. We're about 30 seconds from LOS, Hawaii '

comas up at 01 :46.

PA0 This is Skylub Control, loss of signal

'through Honeysuckle, 9 minutes and 25 seconds until,,

^acquisition through tracking station Hawaii. We 1 return

at that time and .it 01:36 Greenwich mean time, bkylab Control.

KNU OF TAPK
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PAO This Is Sky) ab Contro. , 1:44 fireenw i ch T;"V^iv ;

;

. mean time am! 50 seconds away froa acquisition through
;^

Hawaii. Pass directly overhead, the Hawaii tracklnp. station
-^v^^^v; ' ? on the island of Koonla (sic) Kauai, 87.8 decrees elevation

angle, 0.2 degrees way from absolute vertical over that station.
! And we have almost continious coverage from Hawaii across ^

the States through Canary and Ascension for about the ne x t
•

25 minutes or so - for the next almost 50 minutes with
brief dropouts between stations. '

CC - - for about 10 minutes and we're going
- to take control of the VTR here to start our dump cycle.

SPT Okay, Dick. 1 think it might be a little
more interesting this time in looking at the pictures we took
two more this past time and moved them right on to the very
edge of the f i o 1 d of view around minus 140 in X. And it took

; pictures of both scopes. And it does shew a definite but still
very faint light from the coma going off to about 5 o'clock in

u our direction. I can see it out to around 0.4 degrees. I believe
that's probably the solar direction but I'm not - I know - that's

;
the general direction but I wouldn't want to say it's quite an<i•exactly solar. The other tall Is more diffuse, perhaps a little^brighter, but it doesn't extend q;lte as far, at least not in ;

our ability to visualize it or see it. There still is that very
•i^iri small asymmetry cf the coma going off to around 3 o'clock. Ic's

very faint but still noticable, It's Just ;he coma being oh about
say 3 or 4/100 of a degree and the other asymmetries being 1/6
or 1 /8 o f that . .

cc Roger, £d . It sounds real interesting and
>:>'••''. v' we're looking forward to taking a look at it for our jel ves .

And PLT, Houston I've got two or three - a couple of mission
notes this evening I'd like to start working off so I can get v

,
my work done here and a couple of them for you. r^.,,^v .v..v

;

;

.

PLT - Co ahead Dick.
CC Okay,' tomorrow morning, you've got the first

ATM pass so you're likely to be the one that activates , ;
'^-.-v^" }

>:,^:^.:;' ::v,
v! ,

ATM/CM) loop and we'd like to turn on pump Charlie v u

r

punp Bravo in the nornlng.
Pl.T Rog, understand punp Char lit-.

CC Reg, and thai '11 - we think th.-a will l-t

our normal proreduic :"rom now on. I have .in»th»-.- '( " <- s l 1 o n

that's really kind of for anybody .-,nd sort of dealer's choice.
You reported last night that TV input statloi had the tin

;^^'-^^:v;,;
ll

:. o'-;':''; come out of it. We've not two choices, and It's kind of up
to you. We do have a spare that vc can swap out for that,
on that failed down there in experiment corapai ' ment . If

- : ; you'd like for us to do that we'll schedule it, it's
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= HK-dO MIKE, if you'd rather Just go ahead and it's not too ; => ,^v
?i

much trouble to use either the forwara, one <n the forward
compartment or the one in the dome that's okay with us too ,<

- so let us know .
'

PLT Hey, Dick would you put that on the

shopptnR list?
CC PI.T, Houston 1 guess - we've had a little

conversation down here and I guess we prefer - its no problem
for us to schedule it it's about a 20 minute task and , »

we'll - si if it's okay with you we'll just block out the time <;;'

;n one of those upcominp days and put it on somebody's flight pi

rather than go through the trouble of the checklist change
to change the shopping list. In any event -

PLT Roger, Dick.
CC Okay, good. Also when F.d ccta off the

;

ATM sometime this evening Ed, we haven't heard much on the

gypsy moths and if you get a chance sometime before the

evening's up, you might fill us in on what - what moth friends
aredoing.

SPT Not too much action in the moth world
right now, Dick. I'll ?,o out now and take a look but I'vu.

been looking for the past, two niphts - two or three niv.his

and even the moth carcasses if you will are pretty hard ta
find except for one or two of them. I'll keep looking though
and give you a little further discussion tonight. ^^^^^^^^

:

'

CC Okay good, thank you much.
SPT Dick, I have a question for you. .

CC Go ahead .

SPT On the next pad for the next JOP 18C that
Jerry will be running at 02:33, they say perform reverse -

maneuver made at is that supposed to be crossed out as

it was in mine and go ahead and reacquire it the same way we

did this orbi t?

CC That's afilrmative SPT, you're right.
SPT Thank you, Dirk.

FND OF TAPE
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PLT Just passed over the Hawaiian Islands,

Dick, and I got a picture of the entire string with the ,

exception of Kauai . They ' re reasonably good. Had some

cloud cover.
Cc Roger, Bill. Thank you much, and SP1

,
^v <:

Houston, we're wondering if you were able to see cycle - :

daylight c'de to daylight cycle changcu in the comet?

SPT Dick, that's very hard for me to estimate,

because of the faintness of all the f cat u res . <
- The only thing

I can say is that maybe it's my photography and the fact

that I moved the comet out a little bit further so that
s -

the magnetic (?) function was not quite as strong for the two.

But 1 was able to see the sunward spike a little more plainly.

I believe it'* probably my positioning at.d photography though,

Any changes 1 think would be down in the noise level of

my ability to sec It.

CC Okay. Copy. Thank you much. We're

about a minute from LOS. We're going to drop out just a

couple of minutes, and I'll call you at Goldstone.

CC Skylab, Houston. Goldttone for 6-i/2

minutes.
711 Roger. li.-llo Dick. One thing I did

forget to mention is that - and again it's just, a vt- ry

subjective look at it, and that's tin- brightness of thf
. r :

vcbBG appears ••• to hi' .about the same brightness as I t »w In

Mercury the other .lay. Ivrlu.ps a little hrighter.
CC OKiy. Think you.

, CC And CDR, Houston. A reminder for you

on the HKCM-7. " We see the OWS heat exchanger is off, and

the secondary glycol loop still running. Just be sure prior

tot going to bed this evening that you finish squaring away

. that procedure.
CDR Good point, D<ck. .Thanks.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. One minute to LOS.

Bermuda in 5 trinutes. I'll call you theie.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're - -
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CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Bermuda for
,

about 8 minutes and two things here • Bill I have an explanation

I believe for your prob . e ji earlier today about unlocking on >

the 82B ard then since there's very 'few opportunltias this

evening to get the three oi ynu when you're not doing an ATM

or something this evening. I've got a little bit of news.

PLT Go ahead, 1 think we can listen.

CC 1 Okay Bill on the deal with S082B and the ;

limb pointing when you lost lock at about 16:00 Zulu this

morning. We looked bark at the data and the loss of lock

occurred when you were about AO arc seconds off the limb.

Turns out the pointirg reference system's limb pointing modi-

outer limit is 45 arc seconds and it will not hold at that

point, betvetr AO an<? 45 arc seconds, the system is pretty ,

aar-inal and may break lock if the XUV slit is not -.•absolutely-.-,

parallel with the limb so ve think ;hat's probably what caused

you to break lock and it wasn't any hardware problem or

anything li*e that.
PIT Okay, I accept that I was out thiTi- original ly

but I went back to the limb too and tried to gee out there

and step it out, and 1 couldn't do that either. So I did^

recognize there were problems of limitation there. ^ can '

t

recall the exact chain of events, but I did go back toward,

the Hob ising the white light, and then
.
sh i i t ing back to

limb pointing, but [ wouldn't manually -.top.

CC Okay, well, I tell you whar. if we learn

anything different than the explanation that I just to id you

we'll get back to you and we still got about 6 minutes here if

you guys - we have some short news here, I can read up
;

to you.
CREW (garble)
«,pi --on the sane problem Bill had. 1

reported on tape about the operation maybe two days av,c.

And I did have some problem • when -,I was only around ] 0 o » r

15 arc seconds oil' the lixb at.d it did ha v.- a little

instability in it, that is it was jumping nrouril, plus or

minus 3, 4 , 5 arc seconds ,
- exact details have b e en re po r t »• J

on tape,
CC OV ay, well, perhans we have been a little hast

in this. At any rate, we'll t ak t anc t h c r q u i i- k - another

look at the data and get back with you.

PLT Okay, Dick. Hit us with the news.

CC Okay, the dollar improved on most Kuropean

money market? Friday for the second straight day. "The price

of gold also rose. Dealers ittributed the advance of the v

American currency Co a widespread belief that the United
States would suffer less than Europe from oil price hikja.
U. S . Steel and Aimco Steel announced on Friday that tney
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were Imposing higher pi Ices on certain heavy steel products. -

V.U. S. Steel said In November the products involved are used
In the manufacture of everything from bobby pins to '

railroad tracks. Israeli and Egyptian officers negotiated
.

tht problem of troop pullbarks around the Suez Canal appeared
to make progress in their talks here F r i d ay . Then they broke-
off their sessions to arfiiit national elections in Israel on -

Monday. The United Nations, which is chairing the talks,
sounded guardedly op t i mi s t i c , s ay i n g in a communique:
"Consensus was reached on some principles <' of disengagement i

"

-Justice Department official' pondered on Friday a way to
serve a summons on Howard Hughes, a recluse billionaire
indicted on conspir uy and stork manipulation charges.
Hughes has been living on the upper two floors of the -

l

can't pronounce it - Hotel In Free-port, Bahamas, vhe-e he
arrived from London a week am last , Thursday. The Air Force
plans to tost fire ...unarmed M inuteman in t e r cor t inen t a 1 ;

ballistic ni idles - missies over the United States territory ;

•

for the first tine in r .. r 1 y 1W5 the Pentagon announced.
The

! our M i n u l e ma t\ II 1 a uoh i n g l r on. Malstrom Air Forte Base
in Montana will cotry th. missiles sou i hv<- s t v.i rd across
Montana, Idaho and Oregon' t «w.ird> -inpae.tr in the Patiiic Ocean
8,000 miles away. I (1 lso read that the Air Kpn«- said tint
they would n.-t - not t;,Ve part in this u-st program without
specific cor gross i cna! a[,piovai, Finally, asked how it 1 e I t

to talk with tUa astronauts. Dr. Kohouu-k said this afternoon:
"It was unbe I i evab le i or r.e * t o discuss with -astronauts who :

were so far away. It was my tirst time', to talk with people
In outer space." Dr. f.ohoutek sMd the last time he and his -

he saw his comet was with binoculars in November.' He said
he will be at an observatory, near Santiago, Chile in early
January for a study of the comet during its p r i me v i ew i ng

'

period on Earth. We still got about 3 n i r, u t e s he .-p a t Bermuda
and I'm standing by.

S P T Kogc r , it w is a real pleasure for us t o
talk with him today. Dick. We enjoy sd it.

could yoi* t el 1 me did yiui;
'-'to the offsets alter the last IS Chat lie?

Sl'T Sure did, we hit tin Si" switcl; went
ack .

Okay, thank you, sir. We're about a minute
I rom LOS, and Can a rv comes up 2 minutes-' from' now, Ed that's youV
famiiy cotam site, and the --antenna is It ft to rl^lil , the right
Shouldn't be required exi'ipt tor t h e 1 as t con p le 6 f miniites.

SPT Thank you.
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CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Canaries for 6-1/2
minutes.

'

CDR Roger, Dick.
> CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 20 second3 to

LOS. We're goir>j< to dropout just for 20 or 30 seconds.
And then I'll give you a call when we're locked up with
Ascension.

CC Skylab, Houston, ve got you at Ascension
for 6 minutes .

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead, Houston.
CC Hey, Jerry, we think we're in a funny

situtation here, and we still got about 3-1/2 minutes prior
to LOS. And I'm talking about the maneuver that - for
pointing that yoi * re going to have to make in order to
accomplish this next ATM JOP 18 Charlie. What we be 1 i eve

<
has happened is F.d , hit trie SI switch after his last pass,
which took the bird from Y.PC and pointed at the comet and
moved it back to solar Intciial. This - and we shouldn't
have done this, we shouldn't have removed the SI offsets,• and we should have stayed in FPC . This problem now Is we
don't readily have a maneuver because - to take /ou to
point at the comet beca use K d ' s final attitude there was
his original maneuver, plus the necessary comet nction
compensations that he made. Very shortly here, I will have
I think soae numbers that thou Id take you and - and point
you back . But I think you ' re probably going to need some
assistance from Ed there to make sure you find it.

CDR Okay. I guess if I don't see the comet on
your maneuver I'll have to sort of set up a square search?

CC Roger, ably assisted by the SPT. (Laughter)
CDR Rog.
CC CDR, Houston. I do have what's our best

^uess at the maneuver. And if you'd like to copy this down
I'll read them to you, X, Y and Z, and the first number

•;.„( will be a octal number and then the decimal equivalent.
CDR Okay, yo .

v w .
CC Stfnd by. Okay, Jerry, here's the maneuver.

And we think that this maneuver will put the comet square
;

in the center of the occult i r. p disk and then you'll have v

.
to get Ed to help you move It out so you can find It. Okay,
here we go, X-ray, 50221, 1.454 decrees. Yankee 50405,
4.05 degrees. Zulu, 5 plus 4 balls, 0.7. Over.

CDR Okay, that's a fine nwneuver. S0221.. -

50405. 50000.
CC '• That's affirm Jerry, it was a good read back

so try that one. And again that will put the comet in the ; ;
H
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center. And then you'll have to offset from there to
get it fiora behind the occulting disk.

CDR ..'
.
Okay , that shouldn't be any great problem.

CC And Skylab, Houston, we're going LOS, "-

Ascension. Carnarvon comes up at 03:01.
" PAO This is Skylab Control, 02 : 36 Greenwich

mean time. Next station in 25 raintues will be Carnarvon
followed by Honeysuckle . Two overlapping on - Australian
stations, and following that a skin by Guam only a degree
and a half above the horizon, too low to be called up at
that station. And then the final Hawaii pass, 24 minutes
until reacquisi t ion at Carnarvon. This is Skylab Conticl
at 02:36.

END OF TAPE
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.
PAO This Is Skylab Control; 03:00 Greenwich

mean tlae. Carnarvon, Honeysuckle, Australia tracking
8tationa upcoming in 50 seconds. Overlapping coverage
lasting about 9-1/2 minutes, and we're standing by.

CC - Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Carnarvon,
and Heneysuckle for 8-1/2 minutes.

CDR ' Roger, Dick. We finally got it located
I'n getting ready to move it into the center.

CC Okay
, Jerry. And SPT, Houston for your

information the there's a general message that wa put together •

about the comet, that's in the t e 1 e p r i n t e r . We Just uplinked
it, that has in It the spectral line i that have been reported
todate. That vou asked Dr. Kohautek about this a f te rnoon .

And he did not have that, information right at his finger "

tips, b u * it is listed on the message.
SPT "Okay, thank you very much Dick. I

appreciate getting that information. : Key, I ' m sorry 1 was :

on private coram at the time when the discussion cane up
or. how to maneuver back here. The way I did the previous
orbit was to use the sane maneuver, and the thing had only
moved around 20 units in octal and it would probably move
around 20 oi so .igair. And that was well within the range
of our ability to pick it up, because it started out pretty
far out. And even if it did move in a little bit close you
know which direction it is and we can very easily have made an
maneuver back out. •. i think that's a convenient way to do
it in the future, unless you want to sit at this offset.
I thought there was a disadvantage of setting at that offset
any lon««r than you had to so that's why I got rid of It.

CC Okay, we don't think it makes a whole
lot of difference. As matter of fact, I'm not sure that we
realized that you had gone back to ST in between the ljst -

two, and in any case the 18 Charlies are over, so it's . ^

kind of academic now.
SPT Ycur right.
CC Skylab, Houston, we ' re going LOS

,

Honeysuckle. Hawaii comes up at 03:25.
CC And CDR

,
Houston, as we're goinv over

the hll 1 .

>-A0 This is Skylab Control, loss of signal
through Honeysuckle. Thirteen nlnut;: to acquisition at
Hawaii for the final time this evening. The flight path
of space station Skylab does barely peak over the southeast .

horizon from tracking station Guam. But only a degree and
half above the horizon, therefore the station wilJ. not be >

called up for this pass. Hawaii in 13 minutes, and we'll
return at that time at 03:12 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 03:24 Greenwich
mean tin*, 50 seconds to acquisition Hawaii. Final Havaii
pass tonlRht for space station Skylab. And this stateside'
pass coalng up will be the final pass of the evenln* wi:h
the evening status report scheduled at Goldstone, and the
medical conference with the crew physician over Bermuda will
be the final conversation of the night. We are getting data
from space station arid Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly
should be calling the crew momentarily.

cc Skylah, Houston, we're AOS Hawaii for about,
<* minutes, And Bill It might be a goud idea if we - if you
could Ret prepared to> go ahead and hi.irt p.lvin^ ru- t lie first
part oi - start glvinp me the evening status report for t 'i i h
evening, if you are prepared t<> do that. That ral/fu ge i U»
put of a bind at Goldstone in ca*e we have any questions
about it prior to the med conference.

PLT <"'*ay . I'm ready to start, then. Sleep:
CDR, 6.5 excellent, 6.5, for the SPT , (garble)

; PLT, 6.5
excellent.

Rog , and FIT, Houston, request you speak
up you're very very weak.

PLT Koj? , disregard the previous comments.
cc fxay, w>iy don't you start over that one

was very loud and clear, that was good.
PLT n^y. Sleep: CDR

, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5 light,
SPT, 7.5, 6.5 heavy, 1.0 light; PLT, 7.5, 7.5 heavy. How are you
reading me?

cc Roger, reeding, yc-u clear, but still you
got a little bit woak towards, -the- end , but I - I'm reading
"you, go ahead. v '

PIT OVay, Urine: CDR, a 50 : S PT , 1 8 SO : PLT I
100'."

Water gun: CDR, 7 8 91: SPT
,

J51«J; PLT. 974 1.
CC Okay.
PLT Body uass: CDR , 6.320 , 6.320, 6.320: SPT

6.363 , 6.369, 6.369; PLT . 6.2 58, 6.2 58 , 6.2 56. Fx-rclse:
CDR, no change: SPT, no Alfa done today; PLT, no change.
Medication; CDR, none, and clothing, shorts and socks.
SPT, none.- PLT, tinactin ,is directed and one shirt. Flight
Plan deviation: none, Shopping 1 1st accompl ishtnent : PLT,
aroma and taste test on the tape, CDR , completed the tiste test.
Inoperable equipment: none :. Unschedu led stowage; urine travs
7. and 8 stowed in F551, that's Foxtrot 551.

CC Okay.
PLT Let's see, Food log: COR, salt zero,

.deviations, minus coffee with sugar, minus tea. rehydration
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CC Okay.
fit If we still have enough time, I have the

flln loft ready. Film log, okay, and the DAC , no 16-millimeter
used today. 35-millimeter Nikon, 1 la Charlia X-ray 37, 66
la the count. Nikon 2, Bravo Echo 05, with a count of 43.
Nikon 3, 4, 5 no change . 7C-ai 1 1 lae te r ; Charlie X-ray 52,
a new load, the count la 040 . ETC , no change; EREP, no change.
And Drawer A configuration, no change.

CC Roger, Bill, and why don't we stop right
there. We're about 15 seconds from LOS. I'll give you a
call at Goidstone at 03:37, and if there's anything else
you can complete it there. As I go over the hill, Jerry,
it's okay with us if you ahead and close the 82 Bravo shutter,
we've accomplished the - the objective of that short final
8 2 Bravo exposure .

CDR Okay, I'll terminate .

CC Okav.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

through Hawaii. And in as much as it's only 5 minutes to
acquisition Goidstone, why don't we Just listen to some more
scratchiness as the space station goes over the horizon at
Hawaii. Goidstone and resumption of the evening status
report in 5 minutes. At 03:32 and standing by. Skylab
Cont rol .

END OF TAP
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PAO Skylab Control, data beginning to tone in
now from trucking station (iolUstone, and the final pass
across the States this evening before the crew of Skylah IV
goes to bed.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS, Goldstone I'll
have you for 7 or 8 minutes prior to the handing over to
the Bermuda for the medical conference. And Bill I need
one item of information to complete the evening status report
Bravo, Victor 48 was downloaded today and we need to know *

how itan frames wurj remaining it that time.
P'T Okay, nick I wrote It on the little tape

tab, I'll get that and g i ve i t to you Liter. I'll have to
d Ig 1 t out of t he f i lm vau 1 l .

CC Okay, we would appreciate that and I need
an ATM frame count from one of the guys that's the end of
what I need for this evening.

PL T Okay, while we'rr squaring out, I've not
acoupleforyou.

CC Okay, go ahead.
P1<T Subject to SQ20 In particular, the film

magazine that's desired for tomorrow's activity. I , in the
absence of any other Instructions, I would have loaded the
same mag we had in it the other day, I think it's mag 3 and
my question is that correct and the thing that motivates it
is that the protocal has been changed and it appears as
though one may hi- able to go through the entire, one en t i -e
mag out there if we lucked out tomorrow. In a difference
vein the instuctions. special instructions for maneuver
monitoring and the attitude rate <nonltorinp tomorrow, is
the first two, there is the first two, the ginhol limits
you know If the y.imhals approach the limit, and mv question
is does this merely applies to the outer gimbal or does it
apply to inner and outer gimbal limits?

CC Okay, Bill, let me - let's talk about that
one a second, hang on.

SPT Hey Kd
, you ready for the frame count?

CC Roger, go ahead.
SPT Okay, 14993, 54 33, 185 , 510, 6 58 3 . 50 35.
CC Okay , thank you .

CC And Pl.T, Houston in answer to your two
questions, first of all in S020 film magazine, magazine number
3 is okay. Secondly on the maneuvering - maneuver monitoring,
the gimbal limits as described - the monitoring of the gimbal
limits as described In that message do apply to both the outer
pimbal and the inner gimbal.

SPT Okay, Dick, thanks we copy that. V.' e '
1 1

pick up on S 0 2 0 then on frame number 5
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CC Okay.
Pl.T • Ror, 'Hid Dick the Rravo, Vic tor 4H was

down 1 oad e>l a t a f ramo c ount o f ?6 .

CC Thank you , BUI.
IM,T Do you think - does that fill all t hi' squares?
CC I'm sorry, say a^ain. Rill.
PLT Is that till all the squares?
CC Yes sir, that fills all the squares for

the evening status report, sure appreciate It.
PI.T Roc., thank you for the info.
CC And Skylab, Houston again you fcuys got i

A plus on the ATM closeout we're very satisfied with it and
we Just upllnked a picture nap into the teleprinter of the
S JO 1 field of view. The position of the comet and the Sun
with respect to a couple of sections ATM panel that Bill and
Fd might like to take a look at now.

PIT Okay, that'll be very useful, thank you
very much, appreciate it.

SPT Yeah, that have turned out to bo extremely
useful in the past

,

CC And Skylab, Houston we're close to handover,
where you'll be getting the medical conference, the wake up site
in the morning is Vanguard at 12:09, so if you'd like to wakti-

up exactly on tine you might set your alarm clocks.
SPT. Thank you Dick, so long.
CC Rof er , r.oodnl?ht .

CC Skylab, Houston it does turn out that I've
got about 45 seconds more here at Texas prior to the handing
over to Bermuda for the med con f e r enc e . F ina 1 reminder since
this is the last time I'll be seeing you this evenlnc and won't:
get to talk to you again probably, be sure and get the ATM coolant
loop turned off prior to going to bed and in the morning
purap Charlie. See you in the morninp and have a nice EVA,
we'll - I guess we'll be seeing you tomorrow af.ernoon .

SPT Thank you very much Dick, who's >> o t n g to
be on for the EVA?

CC Story, and Rusty' 11 be hen- also.
. SPT Okay, very good talk to you tomorrow after-

noon . . .

CL Cre.it .

KM> OF TAPK
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PAO This is Skylab Control loss of signal
through the Texas station. About 7 seconds to acquisition at

Bermuda where the crt-w physician, Dr. Jerry Kordlnsky will
be conducting the medical conference with Skylab-lV crew.
A summary of that conference will be forthcoming. Had r

the final jir-ground communications with the crew of
Skyl&b for today. We'll return as soon as po«fible
with the summary of the medical conference. A'; 03:46,
this is Sky 1.lb Control.
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' A0 Thli la SkyUb Control, 04 : U Greenwich

mean time. have the crew surgeon - crew physician's
status report after the medicnl conference which is a st^dy
in brevity ol one sentence. Which reads as follows: "Thecrew is radically cleared for tomorrow's EVA." Signing
off until 6 a.m. cten - central standard time, Saturday.
This is Skylab at 04:15 CUT.

y
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PA0 Skylab Control at. 12 hours 8 «lnuO* and

44 second, Greenwich mean time. Skylab space .talion U
It- ?J ^cond. from .coul.ition of a ignal t »»ra»jj Jh. VjM-J.4
tracking ship. We'll have the wakeup call. Flight yirtCtPr

on iu v now 1. P.n Fuddy and the .p.^-c ra f t c.wun cj tor

U Bob Cripp.n. Thl, will be the wakeup

rrew todav Or. this day, wc have a space walk Panned. V* I*

Uve now fo, a 1 r - 1 o - „ r ound at Vanguard. The pass will lot

approximately 9-1/2 minutes.
^ ^ fay^ 0<>p Hl^ t)

, cc fiood morning, gents. That ought to put you

in the mood for an EVA. We're with you for 6 pore minute*

through the Vanguard, doing a da t a / vo i ce r eco rd e r
dump .

cnR Morning, Crip. ^othina like a little

Christmas music to start the day off right.
.

cc R0g . Sorry we were fettii.g that a little

bit late here. We're slow but we pet there eventually.M
PUT Morning, Crip. Thanks for tha good «u.le.

re Yeah, yeah. 1 hope it »et* you up aylngi**.

Really, we played that for our benefit down here to wake us

up after all night.
HouBl0n . 1 mil|lll e to LOS. V* ' U

StiC vou in 7-1/2 minutes over Ascension and th« l
'

s * l Ul2t ',
b 1 y

?k0 Skvlab Control at 12 hours 20 nlnotet and

- seconds Gr^nwich mean tine. Skylab space »t«<lon l»

^ne out of range of the trackin* ship Vanguard. Our next

acquisition, currently scheduled to be Ascension, s about

6 Minutes away. This morning, crew was awakened with Thi.se Dog

Night's "Joy to the World," and Just at the end of ch* pass,

environmental control officer here in Mission Contro Indi-

cated that the average temperature in space station right

now is - in the orbital workshop area, where the crew li v **;

is degrees. There is some concern that t en P e r a t ure a v J
1

1

ise bv mid-January when the Sun angle is a little bit d f ~

rent and long periods in the Sun mav brin, the. tenp.r. u e

p to about 10 degrees higher than its present level Space-

craft communicator Bob Crimen and Don Pud
J

now com p c t

n

an overnight shift that began about mid. tght. This is SKylat

ronlr ol at 21 minutes and 18 seconds Greenwich mean time.

the
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it a rev? Have you got some (garble) times that we couM
just slip in there in case we do get back in and want
to run it off? '

CC Nope, no, it would occur too late.
CC We're going to be getting lots of comet .

observations though in the upconinft days. We got lots of '
^

JOP 18n's scheduled. . - ,

S PT Infurlunately our friend is coing to start
to faJo out,

CC Yeah, we ' r-i . we ' re -ont < r ned about that
also. We're 1 einute f torn LOS n u w . And w ' 1 ! set- you • i g a i n
•.over . the Vanguard' at .13 :i 7 . That 's about ai; hour and 17 minutes
tway. One 1 i 1 1 le reminder Is, I t hink ir.a vbe tliey ' ve a 1 r c-ady
ncntiined it to you, Ed . On your- ED 4 1 they Jo. want to make
sure that - that you turn that off and d i s conne t 1 t after
the AM run is conploted so it won't interfere with the data
later on - well, if we're in the EVA.

SPT Okay, Crip; sure will. Thank vou . So loaf.
CC Okeydoke .

CC One ittira that we put on that JOP ]8D, by
the way, .Ed, is that nominal cage rif.ht at the beginning because
that insures us that we'll have ;\ good momentum profile for
the JOP 18D no matter what occurs during the EVA.

SPT Understand, Crip.
CC Thank you

.

PA<> Skyiab Control A t I ? hou r s 1 1 wi nu t i and
2H seconds Oruenwjch mean time. S ky 1 nb sp.ir e station Is now
about to cross the coast of Africa . Our nr-xt sctjutiiit Ion «f
sipnal is an hour and a quarter awav at Vanguard. This morning
th<« crew awaken about 1 0 mi nu t es a i i e r 6 w i t n the song, ".Joy
To The World." iiob Crippen the spacecraft cotrmuni <& t or on
duty now. They'll be preparing this morning for their space
walk. The spacewaik is scheduled to begin at 1 '/: 30 Greenwich
mean tine and conclude about 21:00 Greenwich mean time today.
Most of the remainder of the afternoon is scheduled for post
FVA cleanup. Final arrangements r-efcre the )0P ISn they'll
have r. short period of physical exercise for the- Pi lot who
fs going to be the monitor for today's experiment srhtd-iied
late this if '.crnoan and then <a 1 1 three of i he crew members
will he eating between b and 7 tonight. And in I lowing that
th«> Stienic Pilot is scheduled to conduct JOP 18D, that's
Joint Observing Program for the corpi Kjhoutek. That 'a scheduled
to tike pla.-c Just before th* crew retires this evening between
ft and & o'clock. The crew retires tonight again at 10 o'clock
as they have on previous days. This is Skylah Control, and
hour and a quarter lo our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard.
It's now 33 • min.titeri after the hour.

r.STi OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 46 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station Is now coming
within acquisition of signal of the tracking ship Vanguard,

['ass through Vanguard will last about 11 minutes . We're in

the process of having a handover, here in Mission Control.
With Flight Director Don Puddy turning things over to Milton

Windier and spacecraft communicator Bob Crippen is preparing
now to hand over to the onconinp communicator. We're live

now for air-to-ground at Vanguard, an 11 minute pass.
:

p AO Story Mus grave has now sat down as

spacecraft communicator . So, he should be giving a Callup

her.' .

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

11 minutes.
.

. y

CDR Kello, Story.
CC Good morning.
CC Jer , Houst on

.

CDR Go ahead .

CC We'd llkfc ACCEPT cn the updata switch.

Get your state vector updated.
CDR Okay, l'n on my way to the command module

now .

CC Jer, 1 t y 0 u c n n get turned around in tht

middle of your float there, we see you're not powered up. in

the CMC yrr. so, wo can wait on that.
PLT He'« tn his way, Story.
CDR Okay. Story, j-.ot POO and ACCEPT'.

CC Okay , Jer

.

CC Sky lab , we ' re 20 seconds t 1 1 LOS and about

2 minutes to Aircnsion. It's at 1 :00. We «nt your clock
sinced, your vector in, you can go back to block and press on

with your T S*' update,
CDR Roger.
CC Jer. I guess, all that's left for you is

a P 5 1 , during the next night pass.
CAR Tha t

' s r 1 ght .

V\Ci Skylab Control at 13. hours 58 minutes and

45 seconds Crorriwlch mean tine. Skyl/ib space mat ion lias

passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next

acquisition is a minute and 45 second* away at Ascension,
The pass through Ascension will last almost 11 minute and

hand over Is now virtually complete, here in Mission Control,
Flight Di ret tor Don Puddy. ROlng otf duty and Milton Windier

now sitting at the flight director's console, Story Musgravc
has been the spacecraft communicator during this last pass

after replacing Bob Crippen. Astronauts were up at b a.m.,
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this morning, ready to begin preparation for the crew's
second spacewalk in 5 days. Scientist Gibson and Sky lab
Commander Carr will begin their work outside the space station
this morning, about 11:30 a.m. central standard time. The
3-1/2 hour excursion will allow the astronauts to photograph
the comet Kohoutek with a pair of special car.eras they'll take
outside. The comet is now beginning to decline in brightness
after passing near the Sun, Friday morning, and it should
become visible to earthbound observers late next week after
it has moved a little further from the brilliant sunlight
that inhibits our view. We're coning up live now on air-to-ground
from Ascension. V/e'll bring the line up for Story Mus grave.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , AOS through Ascension for 11 minutes.
We'll be dumping the data/voice here.

CC . And we need the DAS - DAS to give you a
Nui update and your new JOP 18D pad is on board

.

CDR Rog. We got it, Story. Thank you.
CC And Jer, we think we set you bringing your

clock up. Your clock is synced.
CDR Just checking your work. That's all.
CC Okay.
CDR I'll give you guys an A+ for that.
CC Okay.
cc Sky lab , we're a minute and a half to LOS

for about 35 minutes to Guam a t 14:4 4.
PAD Sky lab Control at 14 hours 12 minutes Green-

wich ciean time. Skylab space station is now over northwest
Africa out of ranRe of the tracking antenna on Ascension
Island. Our next acquisition is about 32 minutes away. That
will be at Guam. This is Skylab Control at 12 minutes and
15 seconds after the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 14 hours 44 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Sky lab space station is now crossing
the southern part of Japan, about 52 seconds from acquisition
of signal through the Guam tracking antenna. The pass through
Guam will last a little less than 10 minute*, and the spacecraft
communicator is Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, AOS through Guam for 7 minutes.
CC - And, Skylab, we'll be bringing up a second

pump in the primary loop. You got Bravo on now. We're bringing
on Charlie and you're going to get a caution and warning.

COR ",f.ory, what's a good NuZ to use on this
NOUN 78?

CC Minus 1.07, Jer

.

CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, I'm not sure I got up to you the

first time, but we're bringing on a second pump in the primary
loop. You'll be getting a caution and warning, Just punch
it off. You'll be in Bravo and Charlie.

Pl.T Roger
,
Story .

CC Skylab, your CMC's looking good.
CDR Roger, Story. The stars there on 51 were

12 and 14.
CC Okay

, got them

.

CC Skylab, we're about 40 seconds to LOS ; about
an half an hour to the Vanguard at 15:24. Primary coolant
loop is looking good. We're all done now with the VTR recording
and at your convenience you can power that down and remove
the cable running through the airlock.

Pl.T Okay, thank you, Story.
PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 56 minutes and

30 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now
out of ranfte of the Guam tracking antenna as preparations
for today's spacewalk are new underway. 27 minutes and i 0 seconds
to our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard. This is Skylab
Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO • Sky lab Control at IS hours 23 minutes
and 26 seconds Greenwich mean t line . Q- Sky] ab space station •

Is now west of Chile, ,il.out to be aquii.id through the
Vanguard tracking ship. We're 4 9 seconds, now, from acquigitio
of signal at Vanguard. The pass will be about 11 minutes. We'
bring up the line live now for air-to-ground throufih Vanguard.

'

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for
lOjnlnutes.

SPT Hello, Story.
CC Hello, Ed.
CC Ed, Houston.
S ? V Go ahead, Story.
CC Ed, the - your ATM JOP 18fl, at the end

of ths day, 1 k based on hatch closure at about 21:00, so we
did put considerable pad in the KVA prep, and If you do get
ahead, you got a GO for early hatch open, up to an hour. If
you get more than an hour ahead, I will ha\. to think about
t h a i. .

sr ~ Okay, thank you, 'Story.: I already reviewed
tie pad find I got to put it in the JOP summary sheet, so I

really won't need too much time once we get back in pretty
much, just enough tirae to get out of the suit and get squared
away and get chat nominal H cage done.

CC Okay , and while I got you , one other
thins. When you're operating S201 out there, ihi-re'n a
possibility that you may get a ^ioabal op the stop and a reset,
sonsething like that. It you go off attitude at - during SiOl
ops, turn the power off, point the instrument away from this
Sun. After you've gotten stable and back In attitude* repoint
the Instrueent, put the power on and hit reset » Th/,t '

1 1 m>t
you another sequence going.

SPT Okay, Story. t mire will. What ,-if«et
can they tolerate? 1 forget t fint particular figure. I knew
it's in the EVA checklist, !,<.vi; vt". That's an*le fr^ the
Sun, before the> start hoc in f 1 r.s t r uitien l damage.

CC 1 ' li get von an answer on that.
SPT I hank you.
CO An ..! , the s n:,wt?r to that in 15 d;-v ri'i-H .

CC Skyiab, uc'ru a minute til I . si'mxh
6 minute* t J> «M.„sinn, Ami n.« need to a c kn ow 1 1> <i y,

<
,

''!,
i

; t

like clarify v.mii r'"'Vl«u>- '
4
u est ion. If the S 2 0 1 nis t rumut

see* the Sun at .ill, theto is a possibility of danaKi . \<
e * t the Inst ruT-itT. - ,..»ntid at luast 15 degrees aw rt y frur the
Sun, it is protect*.;-. . So you want to go at least that far
away, for protection, and the mora the better.
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SPT Roger, I understand, Story. We'll be as

conservative as possible.
CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 36 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Sky lap space station is now over Brazil,
out of ranxe of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. Our nixt
acquisition is about 5 minutes away at Ascension. This is

Skylab Control at 36 minutes and 13 seconds after the hour.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 40 minutes and

30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
just 55 seconds from acquisition of signal through the
Ascension tracking antenna. This pass will be an overlapping
one through Ascension, Canary Island, and Madrid. The total

length of the pass is expected to be approximately 17 minutes.
We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground. Story
Musgrave i 3 the spacecraft r onrunicator , and the onduty Flight
Director now is Milton Windier.

CC Skylab, AOS through Ascension for 2 minutes.
Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and a minute

fro
CC
Canaries .

CDR
CC

RcKcr, Story.
Skylab, AOS, Canaries and Madrid fo

dumping t h

the STS cr MO

A

Rog , Story
Okay, Bill

12 minutes. Re
ar."bodv up near

PLT
CC

on the ATM panel
PLT
CC
PLT
CC

of discussion he
PLT
CC

the prinary or secondary loop
They're iookinv. real good now

2 , Bravo and Cha r 1 i

ta /voice at Madrid at 15:50. Is

I'm up here.
We'd like a MPC roll INHIBIT

Ro p .

And somewhere along - -

Anything else?
Just have a few things about 2 or 3 minutes
prior to the EVA
Fire away.
Okay, in case

When you ' re ready .

any problems with
which we're not anticipating.
Primary loop we're running on
Secondary loop 19 also

inverter 2 and that's punp Bravo. Same as last KVA

.

ENT) OF I APF
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CC And durine the S201 TACS naneuvers, you can
expect oscillations about the rates that we put In your
monitor pad and about Y and Z, naybe plus or minus about 0.003
in X. They'll be small in Y and Z . So there will be oscil-
lations about those - those rates.

Pl.T Roger.
; CC - And also during the S 20 1 , we're showing
that you nay get some gimbals aapproaching the stops or on
the stops during the data take. Particularly, that'll be
the outer gimbal in CMG number 2 and that's due to of course,
our gravity gradients, the ATM being out there at 50 degrees
roll. So expect possibly having 'o do a nominal H cagf during,
that dat.i take is per your pad.

n.T Roger. You s.. M nosl 1 1 k e 1 y occur during
thi- 201 data take.

CC Yeah, and that'll b« the Outer gimbal of
CMG nunbtr 2

.

Pl.T Okay .
' I'll be watching it.

CC During our last F.VA, ve used nior. t <> r the"
TACS in going back to a dendband a t t 1 tuue i n going to TACS
onlv when the vehicle was ovit of the TACS deadband attitude.
And we're not expecting to get out of attitude, due to the
monitering techniques you got And all that. If you do find
yourself out of attitude, what we want to do is go to sore
attitude hold, cither CMG or TACS, and do a control maneuver
b->ck to attitude. And also, we can reduce momentum problem
by Keeping the CDR and the SPT in the FAS as often as we can.

CDR Roger , Storv.
Pl.T Rog . Understand .

CC And that's it for now.
CDR Oka\. Would you hit the secondary (loopr?)

configuration again, St ry? I'm not (garb It) writ v tail down.
CC Secondnry [nvirt'-r 2 and I'umn Rr/ivo,

CC And BUI. lid you understand that • that.

S201 shading pa<l that we sent ip to you all t igh r. ?

Pl.T Yi>ah. Ed and I looked h t it. Me - I drew
the picture the way I looked at. it and we had understand the
previous verba! description. But this was - sort of nailed
It down. It v,n very helpful.

CC Okay a no the important thing here, a.s I « a i.

also yesterday was to just barely shade the Sun. The cn net's
a lot closer to the Sun this tine than it was when yru
did it.

PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, vt'rc a nlnute to LOS. Ah oi l 2 5 ti i

utes to Guar* <it I '> : 2 3 and Pl.T, Houston.
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PLT . Go ahead , Story

.

cc Bill, we don't think, you're this far ahead
but on your APCS control pad here, the reconfiguration you
do just prior to lock compartment depress, we don't want you
to do that until we complete the momentum dump this nightside
pass, and that'll be completed about 16:35.

PLT Okay
. I know what you're talking about. I -

won't - I don't think I'll be there anyway yet.
CC ' Okay.
PA0 Sfcylab Control at 15 hours 59 minutes Green-

wich mean t i me . S ky 1 ah span; s t a t ion now over e a s t c r n Eu r o pe
vis out oi -range o £ I i,e I rat k i n >• n n l < nn,i at Madrid. We're

2 - I / 2 mi nut es ,iv ;i y fron ; ,icqu(9l tion at (Juan. ICvc r y t «i i ii x
H-i-ms to be roIiir .along smoothly this morning for p r o p .. r a t i oris
for today's spar., wa Ik.- a 3-1/2 hom walk, to he ft i n a t 11 : 30
central standard time. During this last pass, Story Musi- rave
Informed tin- crew that there would he some possibility of
one of the control moment gyros coming up against the stop,
that is, not being able to completely control attitude 'during
.the S201 comet can era photography and steps are - have been

... taken... now t> maneuver back to attitude either with TAGS or the
control moment ewos if that should happen. That's something
that was discovered in the simulation. It's no news to people
In Mission Control. They just informed the Crew that that
was something to be watching for durinv. the pass and that
has been faetor-sd into the amount ef TACS uSace txpected todav
Commander Jtrry Carr and Science Pilot Ed Gibson will be
participants in codas 's 3-hour EVA. The spare w a ]V ; s scheduled
to begin at 17:30 Greenwich mean tine. About I7:4i), Carr and
Gibson will begin setting up S020, the X-ny 'ultraviolet camera.
The camera will be mounted on the ATM Mrut near the hat >h .

The X-mv ultraviolet camera's designed t) photograph inviaibli
extremely short wavelengths that can't be seen through t hf<
Karth's dense atmosphere. Its target today Is t he Sun . Or

i

'

ginialiy, the camera was designed for use in the scientific
airlock that fa/es the Sun. Hr-w.-vci, that sclent! fir Airlock,
at the beginning of the first mission, w.t* occupied bv a
parasol to block out the Sun's rays that were ovtrheating the
sid. which had lost the meteoroid shield. When S020 wan not
made available for use in t noses previous missions because
the scientific airlock on the solar side of the vehicle Was
In use, plan? were laved for taking it outside on space walks
this mission. It's* the first time that's been done . It was"
done on Christmas Day to photograph the Sun. Again It will
pb.otop.raph the Sun todAy. The X-r.^y ultrnvlolet contra, R020,
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has extra thin metal filters that are used to block out near
f ••

.

ultraviolet invisible light. S020 records its informati t

or. film strips. Ten of these strips are fitted into each
film canister, About 20 minutes into the space walk, the
S020 should be set up and the crew will be - begin setting
up for the T025 coronagraph contamination instrument. That
camera was originally designed ':o measure the particulate
contamination of the atmosphere surrounding the Skylab work-
shop, and it also is used to measure the distribution of
particles in Earth's a tmos ph er e . T02 5 will be attached to
a boon assembly which in turn is mounted to an ATM strut,
that is one of the struts that supports the solar instruments.
Camera is a 3 5 -ra i 1 1 ime t e r Nikon camera with motor drivp
and a 5 5 -m i 1 1 i ne t e r F-1.2 lens. At about 18:11 Greenwich
nean time, or about 41 minutes into the EVA, the T 0 2 5 and
S020 Instruments will be turned on over Carnarvon. • That will
be sunrise time for the orbiting laboratory, one of the two
sunrises and three sunsets, the team of Carr and Gibson will
sc:e fron outside their space hone on the extravehicular
activity. An hour and a half after the - -

FND OF TAPF
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PA0 ' J'-i&t will be sunrise time for the orbltinp
laboratory. One cf !.!>•» two sunrises and three sunsets the
team of Carr and •? 1 b to i vill see from outside their space -

hone on the e x t r avcS .v ,• u J a r activity. An hour and a half After
.the start of the spa ?cva lk , . B i 1 1 Pogue.'the monitor for the
extravechicular activity, the man who stays Inside, will be
keeping check on the roll maneuver that's used on the Sky lab
This maneuver is necessary for S201, the (garble) ultraviolet
clectrot.igraphic camera , a device similar to the one carried
to the Moon on Apollo 16. In fact, this particular canera
is the backup model for Apollo 16. The camera electronically
amplifies light and then records the greatly intensified
lr.agery on filn. . An hour and 7 minutes after the S^Oi
maneuver the space station will be returned to its normal
attitude pointing towards the Sun. A little over 3-1/2 hours
after the hatch is opened the crew will bepan the closeout
activities and expected to be back in by about 3 o'clock
this aiternoon central standard ti-o. cr about 21:00 Greenwich
mean tine. The 3-1/2 hour EVA is the second In 5 days f> r the
SKvlab crew. The on? on Christmas day, of course, was a record
retting 7-notir FVA with Commander Carr and Bill Pogue working
outside the space station. This Is Skylab Control. We're 20
minutes from our next acquisition ef signal at Guam. It's now
3 minutes and 28 seconds after the hour,

PA1 Pkylab Control at 16 hour* 22 minutes
and 29 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab 6fnc«t station Is
now about to cone within range, of the signal through Guam.
The pass through Guam will last about 7 minutes, and the
-spacecraft communicator still is St.uv Musgtave. We're coming
up live now, we'll bring the line up.

cc Sky lab, AOS through tJuam 7 minutes and
we 11 be using the DAS here*

CDR Roger. Story, we ' r*> nearly , *u It cd .

C c Skylab, the DAS is yours.
CDR Story, we mav have grown an inch and a

half but our suits haven't,
cc Okay, Jer, that's a confirmation of what

we saw on the anthropometric data.
cc And most of mat growth from the middle

on up to the shoulde i «?
CDR That's sure where it feois iike, St or v.
CC Okay.
^ c And we're a minute from 1,05.' About 6 ntmtte 1

to Honeysuckle at 16:33. Be dumping the data voice thtsr>.
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PAO Skylab control at 16 hours 31 minutes
and 19 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has passed out of range of the Guam tracking antenna. About
3-/12 ninutes remain before it'll be reacquired through
Honeysuckle. The pass through Honeysuckle is a fairly brief
one, about a 4-minute pass and we'll keep; the line up live

.

We're still 3-1/2 minutes away fron acquisition there;

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, got you through Honeysuckle for
3 minutes. Dumping the data/voice here.

CC And, we need the DAS, Skylab.
PLT Got It, Storv.
CC DAS is yours'.
FLT Go ahead, Story.
CC DAS i9 yours.
PLT Okay , thank you .

cc Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. About
25 ninutes to the- Vanguard at 17:04.

PAO Skylab Cortrol at 16 hours 40 minutes and
25 seconds Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station Is
now out of range of Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking
antenna. Our next acquisition is 42 minutes avay . This
tine the Skylab crew should be very near complete with the is

EVA preparations. ' They'll be about to go outside in the next
40 minutes. So, we'll expect when we come back into 'acquis it
of signal at 17:30, we'll have the crev ready to go outside.
This is Skylab Control. We'ro 4 2 minutes from our next
acquisition. It's now 40 minutes and 57 seconds after the ^

END OF TAPE
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" Sky lab Control at 17 hours 3 minutes and

46 seconds Greenwich mean t ine . Sky lab space station is now

'passing lust off the coast of Chile and we're about 50

scrolls from acquisition ./vf? siRn.il • at Vanguard. ; Vanguard

is below the normal elevation minir.ium for reception of signal. /;;;-

However, we're goinp, to brinp. them up for about a 3-ninute

pass here.
SPT Watch your feet, J e r .

'

SPT K-y, Bill.
SPT Yeah.
CDR Okay. I pot it. Bill. Okav , Bill. Why

don't you just move on bac>. to the M:>A ami we'll be .ill set.

SPT Okay. Are you clear?

SPT Okay, Jer?
CDR Okay. We'll btu: - yeah, ju.L 1ft re j.ist

jsct cleared of your umbilical. Okav. it locks clean as a

hound '.s t o c- 1 h .

C C Sky lab. we're rcariirp, you loul and clear

through the Vanguard for 2-1/2 minutes.
CUR No, Ed. We're not stuffing it in the sphert

We're putting it in the af: lot k here.

S?T Yeah, veil I just thought I'd get a little

extra on the wav cause you d^n't need all that today.

CDR All r Uht . Okay

.

S pi A little more wording room for us.

CDR Okay.
CC And Bill, we need the DAS here.
CDR Stand by, Bill. I'm not even in yet . -

-

CDR Okay.: I'll just wrap this - T guess I'M
just havi' to pull it in and clear with you In the ait.

SPT You're 2 o i n r. to have t! Core over it.

CDR Yeah. .» 1 right. let ru- fcf t myseli headed

in here. Got ti> release the -•atrh firs'.
SPT (Garble) Y*ah.
CDR Okay. The release h.indl" 1 4 ro • h' unloik

position. Die hat.h handle is OP1N. Done.

CDR Okt/. I t ' in w !.> r c .

SPT Just, lock the it ear Jowl 'o >our l<:t.

CDR Okav.
T Yeah . R I p. h t .

COK Okf.v. All ri^ht. Release handle's unlocked

Okav. That's done. All ripht. It's closed.

CC Skvlab. we're a ni^ute from LOS.

CDR Locked
CC About 15 minutes to Canarys. The DAS is

vours,
CDR Straighten this bac<. then towards your -

the ripht . RiRht?
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• ' CDR •: Okay . . , ,
;

"

' • • > ,

SPT Be looking over my shoulder, now watch
the 201 right here. That's back by your shield (garble).

CDR I can see it, Ed.
SPT - Okay. You got the DAC and - here, I'll

lay d own flat here. Okay. We're in . Nope, no .
•"

SPT That's on the other side, Bill. Just take
your time, Bill and make sure you don't miss a step.

CDR Okay. The cap is off and anchored, Bill.
So you're in good shape. •

.

CDR Looks good on the hatch.
. PAO • Skylab Control at 17 hours 9 minutes and ,

28 seconds Greenwich mean time. .Skylab space station is

now passed out of range of the antenna on the ship Vanviii.ud
after a low elevation pass there. The crew moving alony
very well towards hatch opening time. We expect they raav be -

: opened by the time we get our - sometime during the next '•

pass.: We're only about 13 minutes fron the next iacquiuiticn '

of signal. But they were moving a Ion* t ova r d s d e p r e s s u r i z a t i on
cf the space. station airlock module and they should be ready
for hatch opening in te next 15 to 20 minutes. We '

1 1 be back'
••••in /aboii t ,12-1/2 minutes when we have acquisition at Canary

I s 1 and s . We ' 1 1 have a pass through Canary Islands and Madrid .

at that tine. That should include hatch opening as they :
'

have not concluded that at acquisition. This is Skvlab ^ ^

Control at 10 minutes i 5 seconds Greenwich mean time.
PAO Skvlab Control at 17 hours 20 minutes and.

50 seconds Greenwich rean tine. We're now coming up on
acquisition of signal through Canary Islands. This pass .

-

should begin a little early and we'd expect it's poing to
last about 13 minutes. The crew at the loss of signal at
the Vanguard was in the final stages c f preparations for
their space walk. We expect some tine in the next few minutes,
they should be going Out. We'll bring the lire up live now
for air-to-ground through Canary Island and Madrid.

CDR 3-1/2.
SPT Yeah. We'll give it a little bit longer

h e i- * .

PAO Pressur i zat ion i s undtrway now.
SPT Okay. We get about 80 ptrcer.t iron that

coveted with ico so far. Up pretty last .frons that first ,

half a drop of ps i . I t looks Hkc 60 percent or so tM that
thing was covered.

CC Skylab, reading you loud and clear.
Canaries and Madrid, 1 U ninnies

.

CDR Roger, Story.
PLT Rog, Story. How do you read ?LT?
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CC Reading everybody loud and clear.
CDR Great.
SPT That's going down pretty slow. We got a

fair amount of ice on t Vie re r- - < . Got an annul us on the ?

outside.; Maybe 10 percent o J radius or so is still open. .

SPT 0.75 and holding for FV-1 . Pretty solid
chuck of ice too .

CDR Sure is.

SPT Hey , there you go. .That string's a good,
Idea you have on there. Should've done more of that, Jer

.

CDR Yeah. You put a couple pieces of string
under there and let the ice collect on It. 1 think just pull
that string up and the ice pops off and you've - off and running
again.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Well, just chop it off with the w r i L
:

- 'r;i

tether.
I'AO I'rt'ssurc now at 1,5 psl.
PAO EVA officer informed us it's the same ^

rate as Inst tine on the EVA,
' SPT (Carble) ' '

-

-

PAO Atmosphere now at 20 percent of its
full level.

, SPT Think I'll Lake the screen off.
SPT 6 5 .

SPT Ev-1 , 3.75 . 3 . 78 - It's close to 8.
CDR EV-2's 3.92.
PAO Crewnenbe r's giving their suit pressuri za-

t i o n level.
SPT .03?
CDR Yeah, that's about 0.3 rip.ht now. •

SPT Okay.
SPT Okay . , r,o ahead .

SPT— !TPT Locked . ki aht . (Garble) e<> in >: nPf.N .

SPT Coin? clockwise.
CDR Org's are retra'.ked .

SPT Okay. That thing works. Let me novc
hack a little bit, Jer.

CDR Okay.
SPT So I can pull 1 that retainer in and the

hatch

.

CDR Okay .

SPT There it is. The great outdoors again.
CDR RichL. f

SPT It's In work. t

SPT Okay. That's in there .
j

SPf Okay. Okay. We're ijoin i: i<> have to - -
j

3.85. Co inp to ABSOLUTE.
CDR Okay. I w.n r, : 3.93, bifcr<; v \: ,. rtni .

Now I ' n 1 o (i k in?, at 3.68.
SPT 3 . 6 evt n , i r EV-1 .

SPT V K-.lh .

SPT Ver i t" i «_-d for F.V-1 .

CDR V <- r i I i t d 2 .

SPT *>k iv . Normal for KV - ! .

SPT 0.6 and no 1 i .;hl s for F.V-1 .

CDR Ok.iv. IV-2's it K.VA NORMA! . i've «o t

3.7 ami no 1 i t s .

PAO Suit pressiiru,ition i » all rip.ht.
PAO Match opemd at 29 : 3'< .

SPT Y v a h . V e can pet that once v e r e t out
t lu>r.» and st abi 1 iz»
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SPT Roger. Will do. ...
, CDR . Okay. That's complete. ,

<-V;y

SPT Okay (garble) foot restraints. ' Go ahead.
CDR Your right foot's not in, Ed.
SPT Yeah. I'm getting it.
CDR There you go. -

*
. - -

>

CDR Gonna fix your umbilical at 9 feet, Ed.
SPT Okay. 1

,

CDR okay.
SPT FV-1 ic 3.6 and no lights.
CDR EV-2, 37 and no lights. -

SPT All right press on.
CDR Okay.
SPT Now.
CDR Okay.

; CDR Bill, we don't have any lights out here
and the switches are on. The breakers are probably OPEN.

SPT Hey
i

1 can see the co ce l.
Vo

I n"'"-

—

It's right out - there. See it? -

SPT Okay. I can see the tail behind.
CDR Holy Cow, yes! — —.—

SPT .

_
And , r~S5E -~~Yurn the lights off, Bill.

CDR Oh, yeah. Beautiful.
CDR You sure can.
CC '. Sky lab, we 're enjoyine your consents.

We're 30 seconds from l.OS h'-re and ;ihouii 28 minutes to
Carnarvon at I H : 0 3 . All your svsiers are good.

CDR Okay.
SPT Okay. Wc Cm sue the tail, which i s

ant isolar , but I c a n n oT" rrev t hr spike-, "vti l~c ir~s~h"dw"e ?1 up

CDR Okay. It's just goinp into the airflow
now . ^ .,— ^. ..

„

. SPT Just going into the airflow.
' CDR -very~vr-Jg"r"bTo"a"(I"Va 1 i . not vt:ry long,

as well as I can see.
SPT No. We were not too well dark adapted

tiit-re, Jer . We'll have to make : a note of that next time.
CDR Yeah.
Sl'T Okay. Th.it tail I can - I was locking

at 5 degrees or so, when I fir^t spotted it.

SPT Okay. It's into the airglow now. I

suspect that's the reason you couldn't see it the other dav,
because it was always in the airglow.

CDR * Yeah .

SPT We've got a bitter elongation now.
1 suspect we ought to see that out tin-

window. I looked at that ves - Looked for it yest i- rdav out
window 3 .i n d couldn't si-t it.
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SPT . Okay. Let's press on . Turn the lights
;

on . -
_

<
'- s .\ : ^ t j- ;v 1 '

PAO Skylab Control with 17 hours 37 minutes '

•• .'

and 20 seconds Greenwich mean time, i We're now about > j
^

8 minutes into the spacevalk , as Skylab crew, Ed Gibson v.f.' .

and .Jerry Carr are opening the hatch ,u 17:29:34 as the r

nark made here in Mission Cont ro 1 . *\Tha t ' s 29 minutes and
34 seconds after the hour, just 26 seconds ahead of , the .?.>•• «

;,

.>v
: --r-^-i-i

time line. And as they we re first stepping outside there,
lust a couple of minutes before we lost signal over Madrid,

' Ed Gibson saying, "There's the comet. ' They saw the conet
and had a good view of it just, as the space station was moving '

into darkness . * They now have about 33 minutes of night time. ^

And, apparently, the Earth's blocking the Sun, just enough
to allow them to get a clear view of the comet with a relatively
short tail that's very distinct and easy for them to
see. And they said at the end that it was moving down into y

"

the airglov, of course , that 1

s the upper atmosphere airglov
tnat you can see from space as you move around the Earth.
20 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. By that time,
the Skylab spacevalk should be well underway. This tine
Carr will be unstowing the X-ray ultraviolet s p e c t r o g r a ph i c

camera and verify the mounting bracket Is open. He'll vent
the vacuum valve shutter for about 1.5 seconds. An ' then ::-

after checking the film advance know, and opening the shutter,
and uncovering the - uncovering the boresight, he'll pass
the instrument on to Ed Gibson. ; Ed will tether the camera
and mount it on the far side of the ATM trust, s After clamping
the camera on the truss, Gibson will move - remove the tether
and adjust t lie focus using the boresight. Exposures being
taken with the combination X-ray and u 1 t r a v i o 1 e t spe c t r o s> r a ph i c

camera are to be made for 45 minutes , followed by a 5 minute -

exposure, then exposures of 30 minutes, 15 minutes, 8 minutes
and 5 exposures running from 5 minutes down to 1 minute.
Camera's film record extremely short wave lengths from the
Sun. The camera admitts this e 1 e c t r ona gne t i c radiation
through a narrow slit and uses two metal filters. One of
berryr Ilium - -

FND OF TAPE
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" PA0 - - s electromagnetic radiation through
a narrow slit, and uses two metal filters, one of beryllium
and the other a combination of indium and boron to filter *

out unwanted wave 1 engh t s . Sp ec i f i ca 1 ly , of course, it filters
'

out the visible and near ultraviolet wave lengths . f The filn
for the camera is carried inside a cylindrical canister which
rotates for each ,ie:> exposure . When we get acquisition of
signal the next time we should be hearing the crew working
on T025. About 20 minutes into the spacewalk they're expected
to began operations on that contamination instrument. S020.
which is being used to photograph the Sun at the very beginning
of the spacewalk today, is the instrument 'that was originally
planned for use Inside the space station through the solar
scientific air lock .-•'= That was not possible, however, when the
scientific airlock had to be used to erect a parasol to
protect the workshop from the Sun.' And, of course, that
area is now covered by both the parasol and the twin (garble) •

sail that was installed in an earlier mission. Those Sun
protective devices also block out the view frois the solar
scientific airlock, and for that reason they're taking the
SO20 instrument outside today on a spacewalk. The second
rime the instrument's been used to photograph tho Sun: it
was also used on the spacewalk Christmas Day. That makes this
of course, the second EVA in the last 5 days. Purpose, of
course, mainly is to photograph the comet Kohoutek, which is
now not within range of easy view from the antisolar scientific
airlock. For that reason they're taking the comet camera
and also the T025 outside today to do some photography of
Kohoutek. The comet now is approximately just a little over
.14 million miles from the Sun. -It moving in a looping course
around the Sun, and still traveling at nearly a quarter of
a million miles an hour, although It has slowed down something
since perihelion which was yesterday at 4:24 a.m. central
standard time. 22 nlnutes to our next acquisition 'of signal,
41 minutes and 13 seconds after the hour. This is Skvlab
Cont r o 1 .

f
' A0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 48 minutes

:
and 35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
Is now over Asia, about 14-1/2 minutes from our next 'acquis it ion

.

Hatch opening tine has been corrected here in Mission Con t r o 1 ,

«e ' hought we'd give you an announcement to that effect. Th<-y"ve
revised it by 17 seconds.

;, : Corrected time of hatch opc-ring
Is now 17:29:17 Greerwich mean time. 29 minutes and 17 seconds
nfter the hour. That's revised 17 seconds earlier than' we
had before. During the 3-1/2 hour spacewalk planned today
their attitude control system is going to be under TAGS only
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all of the time.; However,

moment gyros win
„ u _, ,.,..,<, an-r^walk. when control

tlio i* out ro 1

takes .

ilff.r. (to. tte Christ*., .p.c.w.lk, when contr

iude control was to go to both restrain the -tresses

the control moment gyros and also P'«"" a" y "
'!o3"

the total amount of nitrogen gas that might be used today

The total amount used on December 25 during a -hour space

nound-seconds, a very substantial amount of
space-

walk was 4434 pound -seconds , a ve ry substant ial amount of

Che remaining supply of nitrogen R as The P""" 1™ for

today is about 2000 pound-second s about ha f h ^
used on Che last spacewalk . A guidance of t icer has ten.

to add, however, that the 2000 pound-second estimate if--
involves * great deal of guesswork because very many changes

C oroues_are*adaed to the
^
veh i c le

^
dur

J-
^spacew.lk ^nd^ t

very" difficult to predict those in advance . ^
However ,

very
-•• tv good bet. And it may be that

-ell conducted there may be even

During the data takes," especially the

201 the control moment gyro system, the two Ca-
used for - better our attitude control. Thry do provide

nntrol and don't give Impulse burflvS as

So to correct again, the hatch opening

t's now 17:29:17; 29 minutes and 17 secon

t-o . .This is Skylnl. Cont r

s i gna 1 .

seconds looks like a pretty

if the crew activity
TACS gas used today,

one

bit finer att itude c

the TAC system does .

time was ri-v i si'd . 1

after ttietio

will be
little

ds

12 inute u r next
-1/2 71

acquis
inot e s

i t i on

K. N Pi OF TAPK
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PA0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 1 minute and

' 15 seconds. We're about a minute and 55 seconds from acquis
; tion, but the crew has been coming up a little early, as the

speak throagh their space suit microphones We 11 bring the

1 ine up live now, they're about 32 minutes into the space

walk, at this tine .
"

'

rDR two different thunder storms down there.

Okay, that's on there, and we're coming up with a - ,

coming up with a walk. -

cc Sky lab, we're reading you loud and clear

Carnarvon and Honeysuckle for 14 ninutes.

CDR Roger, Story. Okay, that's locked.

SPT Go ahead, Bill. Read on.

SPT That 's af f ira.

C[)R Okay, it's already stowed and attached

to the tenporary restraining hook. -

SPT Okay, just stand by.

Let rae get back in the foot restraints,

there it Is in safety tethered,

CDR
here .

V e r v g o o d .

? LT (Garble) getting it up for one now.

Just a minute here , Bill.

Got to make sure I understand the
CDR
CDR ,::v.'.

orientation here.
PLT That looks pretty good.

PLT Yeah. Okay, get a tether put awav.

We'll be all set to go.
SPT How auch nore nighttime, Bill?

CDR Okay.
CDR A tether fc-r that, Kd?

SP7 I'll toll you what . Tr.ere 's no way tj

do it, J e r

.

CDR Okay.

5 ?T You can't tether it. That's a fool - i

a drawback in this thing. You got to put the only tether

at tach point in that you have

.

C riR but you put it in the other way.

SPT I tried it the other way.

SPT ; Okay. Alfa 1 positioned, and let ne ch

some thin* . Sometimes Alfa's not always in the Alfa bag. Y

that's Alfa
CDR Okay, go ahead.
S PT Okay. What about 201? Can we get out

that - pet :hat out and plenty of plus-X?
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' COR Yeah '

SPT Oh, okay.

CDR
COR

Ed -

That 's r ight

.

Ill Hey^what we do? Let's get S020 up

head over mere. ^ _ ^ ^ could hold
rnB I'h-huh. Veil i <-l.uiu -' - "

1 1 k e
'

1

„„.«"* . loaf of bread under »» «r», you k„ov
.

Ycu ou,

Ju5t .l.d 8 o --«
a

«»-,
h
««;-;

11 rlIht . „..u ,lv, it

gO it-

1

CD * ne^gec out of the restraints nere and

in approximately the right position.

)R My that blue is a pretty blue.
CDR
SPT (Garble) .Bill.

A* Okay, and we need all of our (garble)
l

s ;j (Garble) you don't have the slide (garble)

°;,
?

T We're coding up over tip of Australia

and headed for Siw Zealand. We'll be ever N,« Zealand In

10
"^liR"' Okay. I

' » just lacking t the thunder

do y

c
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SPT
the horizon now
coning up.

r.DR

SPT
; r i >>.h! now

Story, there's a star right above

Just about where the Sun's going to be

^d^reer^No; about
•

e ;r'tt s
" "bout'the ssrce intensity

di ™ cr
" could it be Mercury?

^':V-
:

'V;f we're working on the answer to that,CDR
CC

Skvlah

.

SI'T

there now

' '

I think it's only about 5 decrees up o:

•s only 1 finger above the airglcw.

Okay , there's the Sun

Okay, let's start working on S02 2.

(Garble) •«

I think I need to get ny head up nere .

All rit.ht.

Hov ' S th.it?

.
— i'i':\eU you what, l'n going to try t

,i R ht it in coarsely, without the - without using their

sighter. j'JSt of

SPT
CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT

CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT

in tht

darn t h i n g

SPT

Okay (garble)
(Garble)
I roc you by the knee ,

here .

Okay. Jer, now let ne go backdown tier*-.
:

,

The trouble is, though .
you *ot T02S r« B hi

1 can't get ray head over far enough to see

Ear' to hit U-7 •
I <? oirS! 13 have t0

SPT See 0-7 that - -

J™ that knob you've - happened to be

-hutterln, t»-o ^M^-^^
a lluU .

S?T Tighten it up again.

Go t i t t i ght . , ,„a J n

SPY New let ne - let go of ny legs .gain.

CDR

PLT
.mgl e on g i mba

Rack up ' n hen-. ^ „ V

Story, are you looking at the cuter global

v * a h we are, Bill -
;

Yeah. I Just care out of nominal H-c.«ge.

V.ND OF TAPE
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PLX Should I do another nominal H-cage, Story?

CC. ,
Stand by 1 . > .

'

.

CC - Stand by 1 on that cage, Bill.

C D ^ Easy with your h e a u ,
' F. d . . •

>. - </,,"- - •

'

, ' •
'

PI.T ' I am standing by. .<<<' -
' ^ K

CDR Just don't rear back to admire your work.

You're liable to knock the -anera off T025. M
. SPT Okay. Thank you. , - - f

:>

CC ,
We don't think we need the cage right now,

h . 1 1 .

1

PLT Beautiful. Thank you.
,

-

CC Hey, while I've got you, I've got a comment

on when to start that S201 maneuver.
PLT Go ahead, Story. I'm ready to copy.

CC Okay. Don't start it prior to 25 ninutes

of night remaining on your next nightside pas s . ;
Tha t

' 1

1

save us a few TACS by not exposing the vehicle to gravi ty
,

„
:^:,-ij^\:,:-:.;\z

gradients any longer than we need to. <

PLY Roger. (Carole) state the (garble) positive,

• you wa.it to start after 25--
SPT It is ne , I've got her centered I think

• pretty veil but the trouble is, I'm afraid I'm going to do just

what Bill said.
CDR Yeah, you are. I would i't fool with it, Ed

SPT Yeah, I think you're r ight.

PI.T Did you (garble)
CC That's correct, Bill.

CDR Ro g . I could see It c lear back here.

SPT Okay. Tnat damps out when it does. ;j v;k

SPT Okay. I guess the words are, you want the

larger, faint c irele inside the square.
CDR Right.
SPT Well, that It is.

OR Good show.
S FT And when it stab 1 izes out , I'll give you a

number . Unf o rt unately, every tine we get the exposure going,

we're going to have ourselves a transient for a wh i 1 e .
-.

CDR That's right.
SPT Okay, Bill. Gu ahead with the S020 . We

got It now

.

PLT All right.
SPT That 's right .

CDR That 's good , Ed

.

SPT Yeah, okay. Would you get the timer set

and five me a start? I'll go from STORAGE to FRAME 5.

SPT Okay. Standing by for your mark. y
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SPT Okay, there we are. On 5 . • ..•

SPX Okay, now let me - hold un. Let me give you

the nu Tib era when It damps out here.

CDR Go ahead .

SPT Yeah.
Yeah , on the next night pass right afterCDR

sunae t

.

CDR
t o r e73embe

SPT
CDR

On a daylight pass . Okay. Okay. I'll try

Okay. I'll *',ive you a number, .Jer.

You might go back to ingress there, Bill

\ just write a note that says did you do the temperature

measurement? Okay.
S PT Okay, cn the vertical, now bottom is on

,1,, ninus 2. And the top is on plus 4. That's a large disk.

And in left/r ight we're nt Just .ibnut - Just about centered.

Looks like ) and ^

.

CDR Here cones New Zealand.

S pf } ,, n d 1, so we're centered pretty vull

lef t /right an.) only s 1 i v.h 1. 1 y -off i .i vertical.

cc Skyl.tb, we're:. 30 Scaind;! to LOS. About

3 8 oinufi to Bt-rruda at 18:52. All your systems are looking

KOOd .

SPT Thank you . Story.

CDR Thank you, Story.

CC And Bill, those gimSal angles you're looking

at. whenever you enaMe CMC, control, until the attitude

becones stable, vou'll probably see some diversions Ilka that.
. pt.T Okay. Thank you > lot f or the in f o run t i on .

SPT Okav, what am I Shifting up against in the

back. We'll watch it. Don't forget the I)

A

C here? 1 don't

want bump into anything.
rr>R That 'a lust the boom. You re okay.

r

'

I>R You want your feet over here, Ed , or where?

$t'f Yeah. I want them haik. 1 do w;mt to be

knowing where I'm going.
f.nR Okay . i got I l •

COR Let me st efir you In.

<PT Yeah

.

f 0 R Hang on .)u*t a minute, BUI. We're busy

adjusting F.d'a position hero.
i:0R (kay. Now if ytu roll left, Ed, you've

got It. made .
.

SPT (garble) T025. Looks like I've got to

rot«l« this right here.
Ct»R Yeah, You're in good shape. Ail right?

SPT ( ga i M e

)

H)R How ' s th si t ?

SP T Wei i , I 'vo got to put my * to go to my left

to gftt wy head (garble).
SPT (garble)
CDR (garble) 1 ' ne 25 . Bill.
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, pA() Skylab Control at 1H hours 19 minutes and

18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

over the south island of New Zealand, having passed into

daylight over Australia during this last air-to-ground

through Carnarvan and Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. At the

present time, Skylab crew at work on both S0>0 and i025

completing the final hookups of those instruments. After

tWe S020 setup is completed and the T025 has been hooked

up, the camera - both cameras will be used in operations

perhaps during this daylight pass. The - Bill Pogue working

inside of the Skylab space station was apparently in the

process of turning control over to the control moment gyros

for a data take and he did get some Indications of rate

variations which would be expecttd when that control is

handed over from the TAGS system to the attitude control

svstem using the gyroscopes. Camera T025, which is the

second one to be used after the two - after the S020 wa-

svl up. is being used toward this F.VA to record the poM-
perlhfilon changes in the conet Kohoutck. Jerry Carr un-

bowed the camera and handed it to F.d Gibson who was in the

process of clamping it to the ATM truss further forward than

the $020 rosi. ; on during this last pass. Carr also unstoved

16 filt-rs to b6 used on the camera. Has a 35-mi 1 liroter

Nikon camera ,
equipped with u 1 t raviol e t lens and an occulting

device. the filters - each one allowing a different vave-

lenv'h band, to pass through Fo r today ' s photography, filte

covering the range fron ultraviolet through visible light

all the wav up through the red visible light will be used.

Film will be exposed for various duration periods through

each filter by remote control. Gibson will operate the

remote control device for the assembly, changing shutter

speeds aft-r each shot and changing filteri.au.er e.«'^

second or third shot. Filters, then** 1 v..« ,
are arranged

in gr^ps nf four and a strip which fits in front of "".

lens and behind the occulting device. Like photographers

on Farth. Gibson will have to wait about 10 seconds after

filter changes to allow physical vibrations within the

instrument to damp out. 20 exposures are planned for •
u-

exp«rinent« starting at 18:10 Greenwich moan ti»*, appr >xlna

they do appear to have been running a little bit behind that

sohedul e - -

F N P OF 1APE
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PAO v ; - - the filters, each one allowing a

differenc wavelength band to pass through. For todays photo-
graphy filters covering the range from ultraviolet through
visible light all the way up through the red visible light
will be used. Film will be exposed for various duration
periods through each filter by remote .control . Gibson will
operate the remote control device for the assembly, changing
shutter speeds .t t t e r each shot and changing filters after
each second or third sh o t . F I 1 1 e r s themselves are arranged
in groups of four in a strip which fits in front of the lens
and behind the occulting device. Like photographers on Earth,
Gibson will have to wait about 10 seconds after filter changes
to allow physical vibrations within thev ins t rumen t to damp
out. 20 exposures are planned for the experiment starting
at 18:10 Greenwich mean time approximately. They do appear
to be running. a little bit behind that schedule. These-
ihese phocographs will record the occulted Sun, its corona
and the comet Kohoutek as well. Later in the day we'll be
using S201, the comet camera that wan carried up by the crew
on this mission. That will require 'the solar panels to be
used as an occulting device, and a maneuver is being planned
for that S201 operation. Instructions given up in this
last pass to Bill Fogue wore not t <> begin that until at least
25 minutes of nighttime were remaining. ''That. Is lo say
w.iit until night tine was well underway t o save some t h r us t e r

mltmie control systeti gas before beginning a maneuver on
S201. We'll give vou a little more report on S201 a bit
later. Right now the crew seens to be moving a 1 on « well on
their time line, although they did appear to be Just a little
bit behind time on doing the operations of T025 which will
be completed during th 1 9 d a y 1 1 gh t c y c 1 e . This is Skvlab
Control. Our next acquisition ia Just about a half an hour
awav. It's now 22. minutes and 4 2 seconds after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 18 hows 50 minutes
and 20 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now about a minute and 54 seconds from acquisition through
Bermuda. The pass through hermuda will last a pp r o x In a t « 1

y

10 minutes. The spacecraft communicator still on duty here
in Mission Control Is Story Mu h g r ave , C r ew should be about
art hour and 20 minutes into their EVA at. this point. And
we'll expert that they'll be working on the final steps
of T025 and S020 operations during this pa*s .

5PT Okay, it's Set there, let's pee. if it's
oscillating at all.

CDR No , it's - -

SPT Looks pretty qu i et . Okay , let's go .
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SIM Okay, it 's dnnu.
CDR All r iyhl .

CDR Okay, how's So20 d-'inc'.'

(UK Okay. I * -n r a d y .

CDR Okay . Al 1 r i K lu .

SPT Okay, just ,i m.'nuti' lie re.
c<: Sky lab, we're reading you loud and clear

Tli rough Bermuda f o r 10 n I n u t o s .

CDR Roper , St"ry.
SPT I Rutsii on where they made this - Just

let me come back. down there, I jus? want to look at 'sontthin
hero. No , oka v

,

I see what thev did. Ck.r; , one quarter

,

SPT (garble) petting good spectral infor-
ju a t i o n and good tine resolution t oo and spacial. These suys
are sharp

.

CDR Kere we go, n t and by . OPEN and CLOSE.
Wha t ' s nc x t ?

CDR flood show .

SFT I tell you, that's poi to be tone good
infcrnation r ( >» h t there.

CDK Hov much mor«» n i Rht 1 1 Pie we got. or d a v t i

CDK AIL ri*ht l«t ne per inside, hold a hand
TO 2 5 And then I

'

1 1 ?.*• t soir,.. r.ov i es .

SPT ^tnnd by. Jet's pet the filtir out „f he
CDR Al I r ir.ht .

SPT Okay.
CC Bill, !iou£i >n

PLT Go ahead
, Story.

CC Bill, ve pot a couple ot RKG adjusts for
you on panel 206

CDR ( p a r b 1 e ) now

.

CDR Oops You (garb le)
SPT fsarble)
CDR Or was that you just drifting?
PLT <">kay. Story, say it a^aln, please.
CC Got a couple RKG adjust*, for von. Kntat

I'iMinUrclockwise rotate clockwise 20 decree* both fil'S 1 and
Bl> S 2 .

PI.1 Cloekwis-.- 20 do*rr»s, butt: RKG AU TTST
HI'S- 1 »nd RllS 2.

CO Th.it '?i <ifffrr. , it cftrry little .nn
loui on the .» I r lock module bv do inn t r. \ t

SPT Okay, Jer, maybe you can reeouni. (garble
and *et those flit era while I'm VorV. ing on - -

CDR Sure cull.
SPT Okay .
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SPT ' You Ruin* to make it?
CDR I'd bitter be able to, I'n the guy that

put then In there.
SPT I wa<s thinking that. (Laughter)
P!,T Yeah, wi- ' re coming right along, Storv.

We .just finished T025 and we have about 5 minutes to go on r

t ho '« 5 - m i n u t e exposure on S O 2 0 .

CC Beaut i f u 1 , Bill.
SPT Okay.
CC And the KEG adjust looks good , Bill.
PIT Thank yon.
SPT That a 1 ij'nncni. st I 11 looks good at the

end or* .it. . .
.

CDR Good .

5iPT Story, I did me a good .alUnncnt all the
vav through t ha T023 operation. Yeah, we had ourselves a good
orange disk right In the fentar.

CC
. Copy , Ed

SPT ' Hey . I'd still • 1 ikt» . to- get this thin?
nailed down a little her>>.

SPT Yeah. T don't think lint '11 work though.
SPT Okay, lot me just take her off.
COR Okay

.

SPT Got a - the locks out here h<v> got - (gaole)
turns <ind I

'
.i> working on it.

SPT How long are you going to be with us, Story?
CC Oh, at t!il«i point hero, another b minutes.
SPT okay, how much time do We have left, Bill?
S F'T Oh. okay.
CC But the LOS is only U nlnut.es,
SPT Okay, we were t. h ink i ng we M likt- to ; .-• t

n no ther good look <-* t that comet .

CDR Good .

SPT Was thm th< ir next priority?
ri>R What I'n goint* to do 1st hook up ay chest

t i t he- r he re f i r s t .

CDH Okay.
COlt ukav, Bill, what are the day settings here?

M - It was f / 1 I Vasm 'tit?
SPT You've got yourself a apot in the < h v ckl inl

t !if-ro - cilloul. You got something through a ! i t t H* bit -«<r«",

H ill.

KND OF TAPE
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, SPT (Garble)
CDR F - It was f/11, wasn't it?

- SPT If (?) - You got yourself a spot in the
checklist there. Call out - (garble) here, Bill? .

CC Bill, Houston.
'< Pl.T (Garble)

, Story .

CC Bill, if you could , we'd like for you to
load the 20-minute maneuver tine, here, so we can take a look
at it here or over Madrid, prior to mane u ve r I n g . We still
want you to hold off on that maneuver until 25 minutes of
night remaining.

Pl.T Roger, will do.
SPT Okay, Jer. I've got the T025 waiting

(oi you litre.

COR Al 1 rl ?ht.
CDR I Just can't seen to get organized here,

to get a good (garble).
PLT How's th.it look, Story?
SPT See if you can get it next time around.

Or (laughter).
CC Good u.ii.mver tine, Bill.
SPT Give mo - give me opera - the EV upe rat ions

some where .

SPT That was for EV-2, EVA-2.
CDR Okay, Ed. Would you hand me in that

monstrosity? ,

SPT
,

.
Okay.

'

CDR Think it'll swing it around the other end
first, it night be a little easier for both of us. .

SPT Okay

.

CDR All r ight .

SPT (Garble) let nc get prepared tj (?) grab this.
CDR I 'vf got it, Ed .

SPT Okav, let me got my tether off it.

COR (Garble)
SPT Okay .

CDR (Garble) okay, and I'm ready with - *
SI'T Do thev have any 1-minute exposures in

there, toward the end of their priority?
CC That's on page 2 . 4 - 1 i , S ky 1 at> .

SPT Okay .

CDR Okay , we're at storage. Now, 1 think
they've tot some short ones there, we can pick. up.

SVT All right, let's do It that vav k

CDR Okav

.
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pLT der, why don't you turn on the A lights,

there?
CDR All right. Right now I'm a little busy,

but I'll Ret to It in a second.
SPT Okay, can I help you.
CDR Not th.it I know of.

SPT »h ,
you took the weight tether?

CI»K Yu.ih.

SPT llh-hiih.

CDK Yeah . I had It on my chest, ori finally —
SPT Yeah.
CDR 1 got the other one on the D AC , now.

SPT Tell you what. If you'd like this weight >

tether, I probably will not be needing it. I can use the wrist

tether on 201 .

CDR All right, fine. Why don't you give it

10 me . : ,

CC Sky 1 ah , 30 seconds to LOS. 4 ninutes to

Madrid, be dumping the data /voice there.
PLT Rog , S to rv .

SPT However, this is an extra one which I

had, which was not the one that was passed out on us. - -

CDR Yeah, the one - the one that was on it I

put on the DAC. .

SPT Okay

.

CDR So we woul dn ' l louse it.

SPT Ah! Try i t fn\n I n )u re .

CDR (I visitor)
SPT I'll core out of the chute.
CDR Saw, that's all right. I can get it. Swing

it -ualn.
CDR I g« t it.

SPT Ok \y .

CDR How rr-uch time we got, Bill, before sunset?
SPT Okay .

CC The 5-minure exposure on S020, night be

good . Sky I ab .

p],T Well, Story, the (garble) calculation (static)

iov vol taw (?) (stillr)
PAd Skylah Control at 19 hours 3 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Sky lab ?pacc station is now over the

r^orth Atlantic, out of ranj-o of the t rack i ng ant enna nt

Bermuda. We're about 2 minutes fron aequisil ion of sigrtal

,U Madrid.' During this pass over Bermuda the - Ed Gibsson w«'<
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completing the lun on T025. That's contamination i n s t r u cu- n i

\ ' It's being used to photograph the solar corona. It has -»n

occulting disk, which blocks out the center of thr Sun and

- Science Pilot Ed Gibson indicated he had a good clear v 1 eu

of the Sun through his viewer on that instrunent and it was

a verv nice photography. We expect of the c orona of the Sun

.

which' should also show the comet Kohoutek in the field of

view. That photography involved using 16 filters and gave

data on several wavelengths fron the ultraviolet all the

way through the visible light. Those individual wavelengths

then can he recomposed into color photographs or can be used

for scKr.tific analysis T025 took 40 picture., earl er we said

~> o j UI; th.it was an error in reading the checklist. It said

total of 40 pictures taken today en T025, that's t hi- contam-

ination instrunent, normally used to determine the amount of

naierlal in the atmosphere around the space station. At this

time, we're about to go into darkness and the crew said they d

be looking again far the conei and we'll keep the line "P

live now for air-to-ground through Madrid. Pass lasting about

9 minutes. , . *

•
srr I don't want u go out th-re and look,

'Bill. I'm trying to get dark ;.dapted .

CDR ' ' ' I •can .'.ok . .;:-..

C DR No, it ' i not centered any more.

cc
>

SVylab, we're reading vou loud and clear

through Madrid for sVinutes. Be dunping the data/voice

;;, /here.':.;
p; t Roeer , Story.

SPT Ok.iv . thank yo>; .

rc Skvlab. if you're Interested in taking

son? pictures of the ccnet with the DAC ,
the best setting

you is just to open it wide up.

Okay. 1 was going to try *. and 1 250

inning, and then close her up -open her all

Tha t * s a good idea

.

fikay . cause it's fairly bright at first,

dins down . I thouRlt I'd Open It flirthcr,

r . Edward. c«uld you ysnknc down Into

c.t

Ah .
'

'

Next to you. If we can wc- d go t og« t ftc f ?.

Uh - where the heck are you?

(Laughter) I'm on your
.

r I ghi shoulder .

(Garble), Jcr .

Higher?
' How 'a that ?

I've been trying t o ge t d a rk ad a p c ed ,

e get
SPT

and for
t he wa v u

CC
SPT

and then
fUR

t ho h o 1 v ,

SPT
COR
SPT
COR
SPT

CDR
CDR
SFT
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CDR '
: How ' s that?- * .

SPT Well , I've been trying to get dark adapted
here

CDR Okay .

SPT And you 're a pretty big shiny bright body.
CDR Sorry about that

.

SPT There you are. No you're not. That you -

coning?
CDR Yeah.
SPT Okay. Give me the time remaining, would

you ple-^e, B i 1 1 ?

CDR Hey, there's - there's a spike.
SPT It sure is. There's a spike running - going -

ve s , it's snir g straight towards the Sun and you can sec- It fannfn
* f f a little hit to the - relative to the horizon. And it looks
1 i V. e It's -

CDR E d , If you can hold me and keep r,c frnn drift!
I'll try to t it.

SPT All right.
SPT Okay. We've got the sunward spike and

i he tall I h f e r i n t• d out again around 20 degrees. Very good. And
that sunward spike was very evident Jjst at the beginning
it's starting to fade out now . And it locks as though there's
a very faint a nount of material which is lust rotated all the
wav f r on the t ail around to the spike. The spike Is not 180 out
f r on the tail. It's more 1 ike 16 0.

CC Can you say something about color, Ed?
SPT Yeah, It's - appears primal I ly yellow.
CDK Yes, yellow and c r a n g o , Just like a flare.
SPT Prinarily ye How .

CDR Okay. I got t:>e footage of It. I hope tt
wo r k ed out. I look the first part, at an i -stop of « and then
C t OS e d her and then opened It up. I tell you, Story, when
you Ret yoursc J

c dark adapted and the conet Is far enough
above t no horizon to where you really have got a Mark dfirk-
ground « dark background, then you Can see that spike quite
well. And It protrudes - It shows up to be almost t!te s,mf
distance out as the tail. But then there's a very small diffuse
anount of material which goes around about 160 degrees wher«i
it finally Joint up w f th the tall.

CC Copy .

PLT Story, you Cftn sec It from S3.
S CDR Okay, Ed. I'll go in and yet. some lights
on now

.
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SPT Okay. Then we'll not 201 .ill sst l.ere.

I'll tell you. That certainly is a beautiful sight.
CC Bill, Houston .

I'LT Go Story. ''

;

CC Bill, you probably won't have another day-
side pass for S020, but the 5-mInute exposure is your second
priority on that . You do have that update, don't you?

Pl.T ' That's affirmative. And sorry about that,
but I didn't have 5 minutes of good daylight between the
teimination of the 45 minutes and going below 400K, and sir.<:e

that's a high energy short wavelength job I ' n decided not to

try the 5-r. inut e .

CC Yes, sir and if you do get another day 1 i ch t

pass, just a reminder, if ycu get to nighttlne and you do
have one still running, you can go to storage and ?itk up
when you get back in day.

Pl.T Okay. Thank you. I just had to reach out
there rind grab the knob and turn it to the stop and I was
hoping 1 was - pretty sure I was in the right direction when
I d id . It's 1.8.

CDR Very good. Okay. So what we gov. Story,
on the movies of the eo.net, If they can be seen , was some
footage at < and 1 / 2 5 1 h and 1.8 at 1 / 2 5 t h .

CC Get it.
SPT I tell you Story. That 's one of tuc ftcre

beautiful creations, I 'vo ever seen. It's very graceful.
Too bad it doesn't last longer on our visual line here,

Cf)R I'll bet \ t 'a going to be pretty vhen it cop.

lnti> view In the dswn cr in the dusk. Story, when do you
folks down there get to see it?

CC Oh. about another week or 80,
SPT Very good .

CDR Kd , there's a silver of Moon out there. Whv
don '

t, I see if I can't get a picture of you looking at the
.". >on and baying, (Laughter)

SPT (Hoooovl ingl)
CC Sky lab, we 'ro a nlnute Iron LOS. About

..'5 minutes to Carnarvon at 19:38. All your systems arv look in ft

good including the A PCS .

SPT That ' s a swi tih .

CDR Thank you, itcry.
CC But wo are stnviding by for the maneuver.
CDR/SPT (Laughter) Ro g . Und o r s t a nd

.

SPT I think he meant something by t hi. t .
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cc He did .

CDR/SPT (Laughter)

S PT Yes , we will.

C D R Yes.
. j;pf Just a moment .

, . .

.

CDR How much tine wo got left in night? Cot

tint- ^P
R

thu c ',zo °-
okayt KlJ If T can regain control of the

c.-ra now. and ''""^J^
f^ t roJ at 19

'

hour9 u ninu.es and

U seconds Greenwich n,an tine. Skylab space
J"'*

0
"

J""
over eastern Europe, has passed out of r.nge o

tracking antenna. Skylab crew moving along with a H.tle

bit of levity there at the end of that p as s . S p a i er r a i,
,

.

conmunicator Story Musgrave reminding then that we r. st.nd-

inR hv for a maneuver. That maneuver is not to begin for

another 5 minutes but there was a little reminder that the>

have to be making that maneuver for t he S 20 1 oh s e r va

-

M\s to taVe place in the next daylight cycle. During

t'his niehtMneV-*, the crew will ho wo rki ng on re cover y

e' the S230 collector. That's Jerry Cur's Job to ret-.evo

V,e ^ 2 30
™

R neto. PheMc particle collector. Fx ? e
r

me,
t

nea ,u

r

"ne flux and precipitins n., , n U f * ph v r i c ions and particles

which are trapped in the Earth's upper *^Xni \so
the use of a foil collection technique. Carr will tlso

retrieve samples fr«>n the tra-sunnli cosmic ray deter ur.

This experiment which is designed to record the relative

abundance of nuclei with an atomic number greater than 26

n,ciel that .re heavier than Jmn. The detector s are pas ic

sheets that are penetrated by particle,, lie pi as t C P r t.v ide*

a record of streak, f.iat are nuch like the cracks lef lrt

a cloud chamocr. These heavy cosmic ray. wh i ch e cm f r

beyond the planet Uranus. *re recorded a« p..rt of S 2 28. one

o, the expv irenti to be retrieved by Corr-in-lor Carr. These

retr wal activities will t ,ke place during the nightt.*.-

period and maneuver fcr F201 whi.h will he done under t :
.St e

r

attitude control systems only, will be comp 1 « t ed d
u

ing

» nighttlre pa.s and when we cone back i ., 1 0 acquisition

of Signal we'll be coning back toward the daylight period

0 orit. And during the daylight p, r 1 od wo I h ave

observation* with the S201. BUI rogue !• conduct n« lhe

r , we'r« now approximately 1 hour and 4/ ninule.

if* .p.icew«U toJay. Pog- will roll , - 1 50 . „ r ,e,

to allow S201 ..^ be aimed at the com-t and also o u*. the

. I.r panel, to shield the Sun Iron tt.e vi,w of he 201.

«20i is a verv sensitive instrument and should It t>o nt

!u,..rtlv »t the Sun. it would hum out the photo caihoft?

Jh/fl used to record light. Carr wl 1 1 a*Mn W l he Jt«ck

„„„ a<, he - as he unatows the extreme ultraviolet electronic

Slier",. Car, will have to be exercised by both Carr «nd

c!baonI .0 that the camera doesn't point within IS degrees

Of the Sun - -

KND OF t APE
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pA0 -
• - - possible to use the solar panels to

ftshield the Sun from thi view of the S201 . S201 's a very
'

sensitive instrument and should it point directly at the' ''"

Sun it would burn out the photocarhode that's used to record
light. Car r vill again be the stockmsn as he unstows the
extreme ultraviolet electronic camera, - Care will ha«e to w

'

be exercised by both Carr and Gibson so that the canem
doesn't point within 15 degrees of the Sun Pointing at
the Sun would burn the photocathodc; which is the Imaging device.
The S201 will also be nounteu on the same ATM truss <js the ' -
other instruments and will be fo:used or aligned by Ed Gibson.
30 minutes must be allowed from the tine the 201 is unstowed
before power can be turned on. This allows gasses to vent ; V
o:f. Of course, they're In the gravl ty-f roe environnent
?f space so the; should gas - -.he ga?ses Thould vent off
rathei quickly. The probiea vhie .night occur if power ^

!

-

were turned on earlier results from the electric corona
which would develop as :he high voltage fron the photocatode
tube ionizes the gas in the surioundin? n tnosphe re inside
the instrument . 33 photographs are planned for the S 2 0

1

chat's three sequences of 11 photos each . The cauer.i uses
an eli-i t ronic sequencer to position one of two filters j n ^

the Optical path. That spectrually limits the data and
photocathode which intensifies the optical image collected
by a 6-inch spherical mirror that exposes the 3

5

-n II

1

i me t e

r

.,filn. Each photo sequence lasts about 205 seconds. I r
attempt to prevent disturbances fron gas vent ing fron the
space suits dffloctors used on the last walk, this last v

-

spacewalk, will not be worn by - l*n sorry - that were used
on the December 25tii spacewalk, v|ll not be worn today by
Carr and Gibson. The two nan space tean will therefore h«'">
to be very careful that venting passes don't cint inlnat

c

any of the optical t'onponcnts 0 i the three 1 iuj L runeriH
being used today. Principal investigator for the S201 which
will record extreme u 1 t r .» v i o 1 it , o r far u 1 < r a v i o 1 « t t v ,
fron the coret is Dr. Thorr.ton Page of the Nnval R «• s r a i <• h
Labor storv. He's employed here at the Johnson Spate Center.
Camera will record data from thi hydrogen I.vman-a 1 pha 1 ln fc

and extreme ulatrviolrt lines of Oxvgen in the con-.. :
' s er-ma .

Principal investigator for T0 2 5, the Co r ona g r a ph i c c inn- r

a

that was used during this last pass, U Dr. J. Mayo (irvenburg
of the Dudley Observotorv i rt Alhrny. New York. And Principal
Investigator for SO20. the X-tiy telescope. In Dr. Richard
Toysey who is also fron the Niv.l Rese-irch Laboratory, hovevtr .

he's from Washington D. C. According to the report we got
'

fron Bill Pogue, the S 0 20 ope r n t l on t. , only one of tio«-e v«»

IRS
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completed, the highest priority one, '* 5 minute exposure.
There are nine other exposures that may ho completed, however '

that wvll require ordinary daylight pass . s? During this next
pass vp ' 1 1 'nave a maneuver underway and because the maneuver
will block the sunlight from the S201 it'll also block
th« runlight from S020 . So \t won't be possible to run the
SO20 on this, next daylight pass . However , If there Is a
succeeding daylight pass and the spacewalk is still in progress,
the remaining nine exposures on S020 nay be taken. The highest
ptiority one was completed, however, as was the work on the
TG25. They completed that sequence of photos over Bermuda.
Crew also reported that they could see the tail very clearly
on the Come t Kohout ek . An earlier report was that it was
approximately 5 degrees in length which would indicate a
length of approximately 8 to 9 million miles. And they indicated
that this time they were able to see a spike which is ? tail headed
in the opposite direction that points more or less direct Iv
towards the Sun. And they indicated too that they could
see material that seened to be rotating around from the tail
to the ^pike. The color was described as yellow and possiblv
a little bit of orange. And the spike was - it was indicated
too that the spike was almost as large as the tall. Both
of the - the tail was indicated to be a little fanned out
in an earlier discussion from the crew. Today's photography
takes advantage of the fact that during a spacewalk these
instruments can be pointed more accurately at the Sun without
major maneuvers. Normally the S201 would be used through
tne antisolar scientific airlock. This is Skylab Control.
It's now 17 minutes and 20 seconds to our next acquisition .

of signal, 21 minutes and 14 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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Skvlab Control at 19 hours 36 minutes and
PAO y

Skvlab space station is now
33 seconds (ireenvich »ean time Sk

\\\

\

on through the
about a minute and 50 sec d from "l" 1^ thr0ugh
Carnarvon Au.tr. a^^f^ , ^ Tn"xtLded'o.e ,

lasting
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle w ^ Uye nou as

Sun would project above^he panel^ ^ ^ ^
you through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle for 15 minute. .

V
CDR Roger, Story.

6 degrees nov?
cc That 's af f irn.

SPT Thank you

.

cc And, Ed, while

CDR f Garble)
If you're watching the rates there,
If you're waicmiiK '

,, vc btln watching it build up very very slowly fron about

CC "^getting TACS firings now. I think
PLT
starting to -mpan^down. ^ ^^ ^

it's join, now. Story. ^ ^ ^ - BlUi and still

* 0Cld '

p ,- All right, thank you. ^ , .

rc' while you all are out there and

a Jot, I'd Ilk. - got see o-stions concerning the comet.

SP-, Okay, go ahead, S t o ry . .

>

rr We'd ^ lke a « aln the Cail ° r
I Ana

respect to the Sun, and is the tail Btraight or bent. And.

are there two
The only . let's talk first

Ab0 „t the .unw.rd .pike. That ^^[l^ ^ 3

"and
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going, as I look at it, sunward tail is that - the sunward bike

is around 5 decrees. 5:30, I'm sorry. 5 or 5:30, we then go

up to about 12 o'clock and that's the axis of the primary tall

which spreads out around 20 degrees on either side. I cannot

see Any evidence of a second well distinct tail. There is a

sunward spike, the tail would be 20 degrees spread and then there

is a diffuse material - very diffuse between the spike and running

from 5 or 5:30 all the way up to the the tail - the primary tail

itself. Colors, primarily yellow. I cannot see a second tall.

1 know what they're looking for, the difference between the gas

and the dust. But, 1 cannot distinguish it. We'll take another
look this next time.

CC Okay. - -

SPT We don't have very long to look 3 c it, Story,

and what you've got to do is get dark adapted and then (jet

bright in here behing the FAS and let tha FAS occult the airglow.

And, you've then got yourself around 30 seconds or so to set

a gOOd lOOk at it. v .'''/'v'/--.

CC " Okay, later on today, when you get back
inside and settle down, I will have both you and Jer, draw

a picture of the comet and we'll get that on TV at a later

date .

SPT Sounds like a very good way to do it,

Story.
CC So, I - -

SPT 'Like to get - -:.:.,.....-/.;.:.

CC Next time she comes up, both of you get

a mental image of it and think about putting that on paper.
SPT Okay , we certainly will

.

. CDR '..Will do.
PI.T And, depending on the attitude. I saw

it on the last pass. I may be able to see It next time, I'd

like recommendation on setting, I have the Hnsselblad up here
in the MDA . If they think it would be of any value to set

a frame with that, We're normally in the SI attitude, we can't
see it out the MDA windows .

CC That's good, Bill. Ve ' 1 1 get s one-

exposure settings up to you

.

PLT Okay. Looks like the maneuver is settling
down fairly well here.

SPT Okay

.

SPT Okay, we've got it pointed off towards
the plus X direction.

CDR Here comes the Sun

.
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SPT Okay, let's hear the procedures there,
Bill

CC Bill, stand by on the CMCs until we
R 1 ve you a go .

PLT ' W i 1 C O .
'

SPT Okay, you're going to have to do sone
mo re maneuvering

,

Bill.
SPT Okay, we have - we're looking at too much

Sun . We're - -

CC Okay, Rill. You're go for CMC control
a n (1 the tweak naneuvers .

CDR Okay, he's on his way.
CUR Okay, Bill, put in an additional 2 degrees.
SPT The axis you've been maneuvering about, yes
CC hill, let it settle out a little inore .

CDR Okay .

off.
PLT Rog , Story. I'ci waiting, - I'm holding

SPT Yeah, that's ok ay, if that's what you
mean . M e a n shade it ?

SPT No. Not at this no me n t . No , 1 1- 1
1

s not
play v i t h t h a t .

CC Bill, you're 20 for CMC control and then
wa 1

1

a little whil e to settle down betore the tveak maneuver.
PLT Okay.
CDR Wonder how long this cue card has been

ou t lie re ?

CDR Story, there's a cue card out here In the
FAS called (garble) between EV-1 and EV-2. Whv don't you -

ask then if they'd like us to bring it in wltn us when we .

cor.c in on our las t EVA?
CC Copy; Jer.
CDR !t's obviously been out for soir.e 'line.

I t
" s all brown looking. •'

CC The words we're getting, is it's glued <

in P lace , Jer

.

CDR Oh, Okay,
CDR Bet we can get it up.
SPT Tell me when you're going to pake that

maneuver, because we're still looking at that Sun.
SPT Okay.

END OK TAPE
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CC CMC8 are still taking the attitude error out.
SPT Hold on, let me - let me take a look. Jer

.

CDR Roger, Story.
SPT I had visioned that tail's got to come up,

which to me is a right-hand rotation pointed towards X rather
,

than the ?lus-X.
CDR That's what it says to me, yeah

.

CC Bill, you're GO t'cr the tweak maneuvers.
PLT Okay.
SPT Plus two .

CDR I think plus will do it.
SPT Try a pi us 2 .

CC Bill, your zero minute maneuve r time's
confirmed. ,

.

PLT Staid by for an INNER on the tweak maneuver,
Story.

CC Okay.
SPT Okay.
CDR (garble)
SPT Veil, just a minute, let me tell you. ;

CDR Yeah, ve guessed right; it's moving.
CDR I don't thing we guessed enough, but

we guessed the right direction.
SPT That's what I thought , yeah

.

SPT I ' d put in a 5 next time. .•

SPT I don't think we went anywhere near enough.
CDR Okay, you through, Bill?
CDR You better put in 5 degrees.
SPT Well, get spring loaded for 5 and whon It

damps out GO.
CDR Yeah, it's hardly moved at all.
SPT It's enough that I can now shield when 1

move way down here , Jer , I can at least Occult the Sun with
the solar panel which I could not do before. . So we're coing
in the right direction but we got quite a ways to go.

CDR Yeah, yeah.
CDR I c. .i see that . I 'm sight in g through ,i

v ire bundle here, it moved down a couple of ties.
SPT Okay, give her 5, Bill.
PLT I just put another one in, Story, a '. 5 degrees

this tine.
CC Okay.
SPT That's doing a iittle better Job.
CDR Yeah, it's moving. It's still not going

to be enough. Kope . Looks like it needs mother 5. .
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SPT Well, let's Just take a look hero, .Ipriv.
Hold on.

CDR It hasn't moved halfway from where it started.
SPT Well, I - I don't know, Jer, I moved my

head from pier two feet along here and it looks like we got
about another foot to go.

PLT Front

.

CDR Okay.
SPT I think we ' re go 1 n g to he pretty - pretty

close on tMs one, Jer. *

SPT How 're you doing in - get in some wire
bundies?

CDR Yeah, we're going to need no re

.

SP T How about - How about another 2, what do
you guess, 'Jer?"

CDR I'd say three or four.
SPT All right make it three.
CDR We novel down about three wire h'ind 1 e units,

looks like we sot about two to go.
SPT I started with my head rifcht down hero, Jer.

It moved precisely up to here which is like three feet arid It

looks 1 ike we got another fo<u to ?,o .
•

PI. T Maneuver's at plus-X another two degrees,
Story.

SPT Two degrees?'
CDR Should have been three.
SPT Okay .

C °R Stand by. Let's just see what it does.
SPT You also get a little reflection, off the -

stuts for the solar array.
CDR Yeah', a little bit.
SPT Tell us when we're there. Tell you what let's

put in another two.
CDR

... At least. That only moved us ho out hal fwa vs .

SPT I was getting ready to bet you 'Sorte. butter
cookies, I'm glad I didn't.

CDR (I.auRhter)
SPT Glad we worked this oriental Jon out .a

night, I'd hate to be tryin? to do all that at tills point In
the game. Let's see now, the camera is going to actually be
a little bit below this.

CDR Yeah.
SPT So I think we're doing it, are we up and down':

- - are, Jer.
SPT Think we can probably go back o r. >• ? ,

CC Sky lab, we're about 4 0 seconds from LOS
and about 30 ninutes to Texas a t 20:24.

CDR I can't tell, I'm not in position - -

CC Your momentum's looking good. > ;
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rnR - - Now where I can see.

S„ Okay, :ell you what, you get down there

and take a look.
CDR

Bill", i' got sone Hasselblad settings for you.
CC
PLT Good go

CC
PLT Copy

Wide open, and the speed at 1/30.

CDR ,
nay be back one or - let's see.

lust seo what It does.
J

sp T Story, one thing ve do have a scissors

which* is in the field of view. So you will *et a scissors

wMch is in the field of view although it won't take out

very *.uch of the picture.
CC Copy, F. d .

rnR 1 think one ought to do it. Bill.
;

SFT Tell us when that's in and stable and w

set her up .
. . , . _

CDR Okav, I don't see any cornet. l n

holding the Sun rUht at the tan^ency of the panel, and

you don't see anything.
SPT Yeah, just black.

SPT Veil that Sun coning through the

crack in the panel Is not helping.

CDR Yeah

.

SPT There's too much light structure here,

the clouds down there are very reflective.

PA0 Skvlab Control at 19 hours 55 r. mutes

and 15 seconds Greenwich nean tine. Skylab space station

now passing fouth of New Zealand is out of -

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 19 hours 55 minutesand 15 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space stationnow passing south of New Zealand, is out of ranee of theHoneysuckle C re ek
, Aus t r a 1 i a tracking antenna. Our nextacquisition a little less than 29 minutes away will be atTexas During this last pass Cibson gave a more thoroughdescription of the comet and Pogue says that he m £ y see and
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"
e WaS given instruction

1*™*?- m
Hasselblad camera wide open and was given anexposure me for that photo. Gibson and the other crew

that ll\ I oK
tenPt t0 ^ CtCh the C3ciet,s -PPearance andthat will be shown on television perhaps later todav. TW

duL?no
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^

nR
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arran « eme "ts to schedule that TV for
"

i., "'J V C0Ur9e> dGpend 0n When th « spacewalkis completed. Right now, they're about 2-1/2 hoursinto it and it looks like it's working about right. Therewere sone problems in the little tweak maneuvers that werebeing made during this last pass. -: A reriea of 4 of them
2 degree.

5 degrees, 2 degrees, 3 degrees ,'
' t r ying to adjusthe position of the solar panels to block the Sun from tne

Sun I - ^ I ^ P ro
i
c «. th « 2 °1 fron the b r i gh t 1 i gh t o f theSun a, It photographs the Comet Kohoutek. Those tweakmaneuvers were about completed and that of course uses alittle bit of TAGS gas and will depend on how welisucceed in blocking out the Sun's rays with the solar panelson the amount of TAGS gas used t od.y ., Every thing s L,be moving well The thruster attitude control sys t em propul

s

being used is the main way of maneuvering, but the nmoment gyro, underway for the data take of S20! s e
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t ?\°;her instruments during the daylight periods,ihis is Skylab Control. Today's FA'A began at 17:29: 7 t
•
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n^ ahe

M °
f tlne lln «-' A« 29 minutes and 7seconds after 11 a.m. central standard time, this morningthe hatch was opened and the first thing that the crewmentioned when they got outside was the Comet Kohoutekwhich they saw as they were going into darkness over EuropeTwen y-six ninutes and 40 seconds to our next acquisitionor signa. 57 minutes and 39 seconds after the hour thisis Skylab Control.
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Skvlab Control, at 20 hours 22 minutesGreenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now a little

TolLl J? ?!
nT S from acquisition of signal through theCorpus Christi, Texas, station. Where it will b*gin a U S
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and Bermuda pass that will last approximately 15-1/2 minutes.
At the present time we've Just gotten the Information from
the guidance officer, they've recalculated the total amount
of thruster attitude control system gas used on the Christmas
Day extravehicular activity. Previous estimate has been
about 4400 pound -seconds , after a recalculation they now

believed that they used about 3150 pound -se c ond s . Tha t ' s

a rather substantial reduction in the total amount ofTACS
use estimated. The change is due to the fact that
temperature fluctuates in nitrogen gas bottles. And

normally it's determined after a 10-day settle down period.
However after a 3-day review of that they determined
that the actual use is about 1300 pound-seconds less than
they had previously estimated. So far today about 900 pound-
seconds of TACS were used in the maneuver just completed
during this last nighttime pass for S201 operations. And
the control moment gyros are now conducting attitude control
for a little bit finer pointing of the S201. At the present
time - this morning there 2200 - 2 2,592 pound-seconds of

TACS remaining the red line for the mission is 6,000. That
leaves approx 1 .us t e 1 y 16,000 pound -second s fox the remainder
of the mission, another 6 weeks to go. This Is Sky 1 ib

Control, weMl bring the line up live nov for a i r- 1 o-pround
over the United States.

SPT Okay, I got to turn power back on here
too. Does the pointing look good?

SPT Okay, I got the -

CDR Looks good.
SPT Okay, you want to move out of the

. way J e r ?

CDR Yeah , I'm we 1 1 out of the way .

' SPT Okay .

SPT Okay, Bill, I'll give you a mar V here.
Note the attitude - I just saw the thing blink. li's
kicking up where it was before. Let's wait until this
sequence, whatever it is settles out.

CDR Well, you can Just hit restart. It'll
start ever, Do that.

SPT All right .

CC Skylnb, reading you loud and cle.sr

stateside 15 minutes.
SPT Okay, now it starts.
CDR Okay.
CDR Roger, Story - -

SPT Out .

CDR We had a problem with attitude. V

*

got started with our first 201 exposure, and the attitude:
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starting drifting off, so wo had to terminate and
^

get back on the attitude again. And we're just starting

a new exposure.
cc T understand this is a second sequence

Jer .

CDR Yeah, it'ro starting a new sequence

now
CC Copy.
CDR Hoy, we're going up over - tne Yucatan

Peninsula is coming up.

SPT Story would you tell ne what the exposur

protocol is here or, what I would like to know is whether

we got a few good ones off on the first one before we start e

drifting out

.

SPT Take a few short duration ones t l r s

t

I

PI.T Yeah, that's right Ed.

CC That ' s at'firrs, Ed .

SPT Okay, 1 think we got a few good onus

off of this - we - However, when you do this Story you

got about 2 seconds of Jitter in here while you'n- Millntf

the reset switch, and then it calms th<wn .

XDR Okay, the a t t i t ihU- \s ho 1 d i u g steady and

the shadow's very good. It's only about a half inch '.'rorq ll

aperture the - the in the end of the canister.

SPT Very good

.

CC Okay, did you have to go power off

and K^t the instrument off the Sun?
SPT Say , a«ain Story.
PLT Negative Story, we had both outer

cinbals on the stop. 1 had to do a nominal H-CACF and rcao

: attitude. .

cpr The drift was taking us Story, so

that we got r.ore occuhatlon of t he Sun by the so 1 a r .pane 1 .

So we had no worry there. Vs did turn the instrument o f

l

before we finished the first sequence and pointed it

toward plus-X.
,

'
'

t
,

'

'

SPT I think wo'rr p.ectii.* a ,'ood one this

tire though Story.
CC Ami about how far into '.he 3 - m I »

•
t e

sequence wore you when yoa had l a do that E?

SFT
' Veil, we started drilling out probably

around, what about 30 - 40 seconds, maybs a minute or so.

CDR About a minute I would say.

SPT 'Okay, then I imagine somewhere around

2 r.inutes is when we hit restart - -

CDR Probably hit the power off. 2-1/2 .

SPT Do you think we can get something if

wo try for a fourth sequence? Is there any film in. there

under those conditions, Story?

END OF TAPE
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SPT Bill, we started drifting out probably

arcuid - what about 30 - 40 seconds, maybe a minute or so?

CD R For a minute, I would say.

SPT Okay, and then I imagine somewhere .-.round

2 minutes is when we -

PLT 2-1/2.
SPT Probably hit the POWER OFF.

SPT Do you think we can get something if we

try for a fourth sequence. Is there any film in there,

under those conditions, Story?
COR Bill, these are 3-3 minute or 6 mlnuce

sequences we're doing?
CD R That's 3 mi nu s .

CDP. 3 minutes and 24 seconds or so.

CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Go, Story.
CC We'd like 10 degrees clockwise on RKG BUS 2

PLT Roger.
How's the attUjde errors looking, Bill?SPT

CDR Looks £ i e a t up here, Ed.

CD R I've got the best angle here to tell you

what they are. It hasn't moved a fraction of an inch.

SPT Okay , very good.
CDR Shadow's very very stable across the corner

of the. camera.
SPT Ok ay , I ' 1 1 give you one on my mark and I'm

going to see if I can start this thing with a little more

stability.
CDR Okay, we're coming out juet over the southl-

and of the Yucatan Peninsula - sout^ii side of it.

SPT Okay, I'll give y >'.-< -ark. Stand by.

SPT MARK. Okay , that was a little beltrr that

tine. Story, I'd say we got pretty c.ood pointing on t h i i .

We can see exactly where the Sun' is' relative to the solar

panel. So I think we know where we want it. We've go
i

the

Sun just - '..r the solar panel Just slightly - jusi Mn^ont a

slightly inside the field of view. Essentially, we do have

a scissors arm which is In there, but it's only in t no. top

portion and does not obscure very much of the total field

of view.
CC Okay, copv , Ed. And we'd just like the th:

normal sequences on S20 1 .

SPT Okay, Story, we'll do.

CC And Bill, for your return to SI, we'd like

to see the 20 minute maneuver time in there.
PLT 1 just finished it.

SPT The problem is we probaly had t ati s buildir
up in that first one.
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CDR Hey, we're over Miami. Looking right down
on the Florida keys and Miami - the whole southern end of

Florida.
CC Maneuver time's confirmed, Bill.
SPT : Boy! I'll say, look at that.
PLT Roger.
CDR Story, for the Karth observation guys. 1

saw no indication!-, of the Yucatan current. The area there is

quite clear and neither in Sun glint nor in area of plankton
blooding was there any indications of the Yucatan current.

SPT Boy, look at those cloud (garble) going
across Florida, east to west all the way from the southern
tip all the way to tht - all the way up to the about the

(static).
CDR
SPT

thing?
CDR

moved.
SPT
CDR
SPT

of the seqi

CDR
Pamlico Soi

How much daylight have we got left. Bill?
Okay, how we doing in terms of tine on tin

Ok av ,
lude's very good, shadow ha

Should I see anything upon completion?
I don't think so , F.d

.

- (garble) white flashes at the beginning
U e did.

Lockout, Cape Fear,
Station Cherry Point,

afe direction , or Kd , T

'

Capo
Okai n a Marine Corps

Bill, you'd better point 201 in a

sorry.
Yeah..- Will do. Let's turn the power o!t.
All right, lft me got down out of here and -

Power's OFF. Let's put it over lie re to minus
Okay, it's pointed. do ahead. Sure an glad we've

photos with this one. This one's going to'' give you
information. Sens i t i. ve i ns t rumen t . .1 he re's a good

halo there. I'll go see it. Yes sir. Okay?
(Garble) Houston.
Go ahead, Story.
Could you verity that you got the S?30 clip?
That's negative, Story..' The S 2 3 0 clip was

the only thing we can think is that the clip
n knocked off on the last KVA while we - by an
me thing. And we never saw it. But we can
clip was there up until just about the last
that, because we've seen it out the - oh, 'go 11

SPT
PLT
SPT

or plus
got thes
sone good
hydrogen

CC
SPT

About
CDR

tiissin
must have g

unhi Ileal o

verify that t n e

KVA - up before
I can't remember wh I oh nur.be r window It is, but one c

SIS windows you can - we can see the clip. But apparently on
the last EVA, one of the urabilicals must have brushed it oft.

CC Copy.
PLT And we'll be able to tell, Story, because I

took the contamination photographs of the S230 out the MDA -

STS window.
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5

C

LT S:?«.
Bi
ciI"fir.t- F.VA and after the fir.t EVA.

So lie should be able to pin it down pretty well. We're done.

FND OF TAPE
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£Q . Copy, Rill .

pLX Before the first EVA and after the first

KVA. So we should be able to pin it down pretty well for .Ion.

SPT you got the power cord d i sconnec ted Jer?

SPT Thu power off and the cord disconnected?

CDR Stand by . it's In work

.

SPT Okay. .

CDR Okay, power Is off and the cord's disconnected.

SPT Very good.
.

Okay. 1 tell you what, why don't you take the
- i. .... _ n ~ A ami i rftrl ;1U A V

SPT Okay. i teu you wna i , *"» i 1 "

instrument and I'll try to get the power cord squared aw,,;

rtkav, Bill we got a fire sensor lightfor you
CDR

on in he re

.

SPT Yeah we - that's - nominal, Je

CDR Okay .
. ,

spT If you get ahold of It I'll take oy

wrist r ether off.
CDR 1 got It .

.

,

SPT Okay, has that been on for awhiie. i don t

think it has

.

CDR Yeah I think It cane on In the last half

h0UI
"'sPT Let let r.e Ret the cable our of the clip.

CAR Okay, there's no rush on that cable, it s

going to take y.e a minute to Ret over hrrc
SPj Going to take a look again at that part

where we pulled the covering .<>f f up there.

SV j Story, the p.i't. which we pulled .oft above

tiu- hinge line on the airlock hatch, wan part of that helU-vi-d

to be criminally in the Sun .

C C That's affirm, part of it In the Sun and

part of It in the shade.
CDR Okav - -

.

S PX Well, the whole thing has a pre tt/'Unl lorn

color. We did that at night Story, but I could see where I
t

w a

«

we're not in solar inertia] now but It looks. by projection that

it's goin K to be prettv close, and even the tip ot it was in t hi

Sun. You /-now what we ought to get, this would be a beautiful

or. e r i .'ht here.
.

C C Fd , tnree Inches out of that 50 incites

was supposed tj be in the Sun.
SPT 1 inches? Tell vou what I. can,see -it

now, I can see the gr.iduat ion where that - where the - sunl i ght.

is and there's a nl scalcul at ion there sonu-w h e r e ,
S t > r y ,

because,

that was not in th>- Sun, probably missed it by about an inch.

rQ Okav, we're 40 seconds to LOS, 5 r. : n u t e s

to Madrid, will be dumping the data/voice there.
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SPT Okav .

Ct)R S»w S020.
SPT Story, there Is another place right above

ther^ It's between Fand where the hatch lorks art- snapped:-.

Into." That has ftot about 3 Inches worth of Sun, three inches

not Sun. ""And it 'a nut Severing underiicab ii. I thin* it

we had a pair of scissors, we could very easily snip
f|*>

n *

a distance of around r, inches and briny you back the kind <» f

sample you want. And underneath it Is more insulation so it

doesn't look to be thermal problem.

PA0 Skvlab Control. Loss of sUnal through

Bermuda, two ninutes away from requisition through the

tracking station at Madrid. Spain. EVA still underway, }
hours

tnd 12 minutes into it. The crew reported that t he s pac es t » t i on

wandered off somewhat of the nominal attitude for the

experiment and they're *oln S to start a new exposure sequence

on tnat particular camera. A nlnute and 40 until reaoqu is i t i on

at vadrid, however since the crew is on voice actuated mode

cr V
,,y it is llkelv that vt vill hear thea talking anonu

thenselves before the clock counts down to zero on the acquisition

clock, Standing by for Madrid.

1. ND OV TAPK
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CDR , Okay, Bill must have the breakers pulled
again.

SPT Bill would you put the breakers In so we
tan turn the lights on please.

CREW Wait a minute. All right .

SPT All right. Let's - Okay, that's got it.
Hello, Story.

CDR Bill, r o ad trie thermonecer instructions
If there are any.

CC Go ahead .

SPT Okay Story. We did not have S20 pointed
at the Sun during this last sequence because we moved it out
of the way for working 201, do they want a temperature
neasurement now at the end even though we're going into dark
or would they prefer to wait till the next orbit.

CC S tand by 1 .

CDR Yeah, I know that Bill but we Just didn't
have tine. This is a noninterference thing, I suspect
we're going to not end up doing it.

SPT Well we could give some es - iO exposures
the next orbit and get that done and be all set Chen.

CC Ed, yovi can go ahead and g f> t the temperature
on the S020 right now.

SPT Thank you

.

CDR Okay, Sior, are you going to want to leaver
out to do sone more S020 exposures? .

CC No, no more exposures on that and leave that
thermal cover. If we do anything on that at all we'll do
that the next EVA.

CDR Okay.
SPT ' Okay. :

:

CDR Okay , he 's got it .

SPT Okay, Story 1 think we're going to be wrapping
it up pretty soon and maybe get some more S020s the next tine
aroune,

CDR That's it Ed. Turn on. '

SPT Turn what on?
CDR The temperature.
SPT No you don't hold it on, you put. the thing on 1

and then put 1 t up

.

CDR Okay

.

SPT Okay, I've got it. I've got it on there Bill
why don't you just tell me how long 30 seconds is -

CDR 30 seconds, I'll tell you wh en it's up.
SPT Hold on I'm real (garble) with this thin>>.

I'm going to have to go at it again.
CC Bill, Houston .

'

PLT Go Story. :

CC Bill after getting back to SI and prior to
enabling CMG control, we'd like a nominal H-cage that's Just a
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CDR Is It on, Ed. ...
cc . - 5202 3. That's after getting b«icK to

;

SI and prior to your CMG control enable.

p j j Roger, nominal H-coge after Rttting back

to SI but before reenabllng CMCs .

,

CDR, About 5 4 seconds Ed .

CC Yes sir.

CPR Okay, Ed 30 seconds.

SPT All right. Wanna read this thing before it

changes. 89, it was 102 when I first pulled it oft Of then- .

Unfortunately I can't read it and put it on there at the sane

tine. Let re try it all. Okay 104 and Story I cannot, »t s

because of the difficulty of working this thing hold it on hero

a' the same tine I get the reading. So as soon as I take It oft

it starts decreasing in temperature and it was decreasing in

well - a couple of degrees per s jcond , and 1 got it around 2

seconds after I took it off and I was reading 104.

C C Ed, that'll be just fine on that.

SPT Okay .

cc And understand the EVA is about complete

and you're about to enter the airlock.

CDR That's rU.ht, we're ROlng to stow S0J0

now, wo just ftnUhed the tenpcrature »ea sureneni s
.

And soon

as we get S020 in we'll be finished.

CC Okay .

CDR Got it .

Do you (garble)?:.

gp T i tell you Story you kind of hate to go

You kind of get to enjoy your work. I'll say

thin* though all the training we ve ten and all the facilltie

through that, has really helped make you feel very at hone

out here. Pretty familiar with what you're doing.

CC yes sir, we're about 30 seconds 10 LOS.

see vou in about 20 minutes at Carnarvon at 21:18.
"

SPT Okay. All the folks at. Marshall and at

Johnson have done a great Job on this EVA.

CC And Skylab all your systems aro.loodm
good .

SPT Thank you, Story.

pi j Thank you Story and I got 5 pictures

of the'eonet with the Hasselblad, right on down into tho

a 1 r g 1 ov .

CC Groat Bill.

SpT Okay, we'll check around here see wliat e

WC
*°PAO This in Skvlab Control . .

Loss of si«n.il

through Bermuda, as you were through Madrid. Space station
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Skyl«b coninx down over the Agean Sea. Atset of revolul Ion 3,310
for the apace station In orbit utnee last M.»y . S ky 1 ab IV
crew at this time preparing to 8tow equipment and r.loso
out today's EVA which at this point Is now 3 hours, 23 minutes
lonR, And my next AOS at Carnarvon in about 25 minutes should
be buttoned up and back inside. A vestige of male chauvinism
dangling from the celling above the PliRht Director's console
here in Mission Control. A big wad of klsseltoe. 5 tolnutes
to Carnarvon. At 20:53 Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

YMD OF TAPE
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PAO This la Sky lab Cont rol , 21:16 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition i-n a minute and a half at Carnarvon
and lapping over to Honeysuckle. (Bleep) dropout betvuen
Carnarvon ami Honeysuckle . We're estimating a c h a n g e o f -

shift briefing at about ):4S central tine with Flight Director
Milt Windier and Dr. Thornton Page who is the principal
investigator for the S201 experiment in the Houston news-
rooa. We'll stand by for Carnarvon and Honeysuckle, the two
Australian stations here and find out whether the crew has
indeed completed the FVA which shows ? hours and 4 8 minutes
on the clock now.

CC Sky 1 ab , we see you're repress urized,
we've got you through Carnarvon for 5 minutes.

SPT Roger
, Story we're climbin* out of the

suits now .

CC Okay .

:

'

CC Skyiab , we ' re a tninut a to LOS and about 7

to Honeysuckle, is anyone available to go to the STS?
PLT 'Give us about 3 minutes.
CC Okay, 'I'll catch you over Honeysuckle

,

CDR Oka v, Story go ahead.
CC We're going ICS here we'll catch you

at Honeysuckle.
CDR How long?
CC 7 minutes .

CDR Okay

.

PAO This is Skyiab Control. Space station
Skyiab now in a gap between Carnarvon, loss cf signal and
Honeysuckle acquisition of slpnal. Sone 3-1/2 minutes remain!
until the tracking station at Honeysuckls Creek, Australia
picks vip t lie Skyiab. Very gross estinare of TAdS usa^e during
this EVA is around 3800 pound-second. This like the e.-irlter

Christraas Day, KVA TACS u*aee will be refined and revised over
the next several days as the data's examined and analyzed but
at any rate the highball estimate is 3800 pounds compared
t j a 4400 pound early estimate of the Christmas Day KVA,
which later was revised downward to 3300 pound - s ec end s

.

As of t his morning prior to the start of the EVA, that's
sone 22,592 pound-seconds of nitrogen gas were renalnine in
the thruster attitude control system. A minute and SO
r-eccr.ds now until predicted acquisition at Honeysuckle,
midway through revolution 3310.

CC Skyiab, AOS Honeysuckle far '3 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story I'm in the MP A

.

CC Okay, we'd like a reg adjust. Buth
on BUS 1 end BUS 2, rotate counterclockwise 25 degrees each.

CDR Okay , that's complete.
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CC And, Chen we'd like experiment polntluR
APCS fiOi)K.

CDR It's already there. You want another oru- .'

CC Nope, that'll be fine and -

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay, we're going LOS hen1
. We'll see you

over Texas about half an he ur at 21:59.
CUR (Static)
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal from

Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking station. At acquisition
Carnarvon at Greenwich mean time 21:18, the telemetry on the
ground showed that the airlock module had been rep ressur lzed
and the FVA ended. In a 1 1 1 1 ke 1 1 hood , the hatch had boon
closed several minutes prior to AOS at Carnarvon and t h

n

pressure brought uj> to 5 pounds per square inch . Some t i no
during loss of signal at Madrid and AOS Carnarvon. We x t

station in 26 minutes is Texas. Change-of -sh i f t brief Inp,
estimated to start at quarter of U In the Houston news-
room with the off-going. Flight Director, Milt Windier ;md
the S 20 1 Principal Investigator, Dr. Thornton Page. Skylah
air-to-ground conversation taking place during this change

-

of-shtft briefing will be recorded for delayed playback at the
conclusion of the press conference , At 21:34 Greenwich nean
tine returning at the tnd of the c hange -o f -sh i f t briefing,
this is Skylah Control.

KN D OK TAPF
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PAO Thfa U Sky lab Control at 21:41 C.reenvlch

nean tine. Flight Director, Milt Windier has been delayed

In leaving the control center, handing over now to Fhtl

Shaffer and his purple tean of.-flight tontrollers. The team

is purple not the flight controllers. Dr. Thornton Page ,

the S201 Principal Investigator Is now In the Houston
newsroom ready to discuss today's activities with his

experiment during the F.VA. And wo '
1 \ follow with the

Flight Director, Milt Wlndl«-r when he. breaks and conen to

tlit- newsroom. All a i r - t o-g r ound (rua Skylab vUV.be delayed
on tape for playback after the two briefings. Skylab Control
at 21:44.

END OF TAPE-
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HXO This is Sky Ub Control at 23 » 37 Greenwich ...

mean time. 5 minutes away from acquisition at Tananarive,
during the stateside pass and the Madrid pass that took place

during the change -o f -sh I f t briefing and the S201 briefing,
the crew reported that the elapsed time of EVA was 3 hours

and 2« minutes until rep r

e

hh ur i z i n g the airlock module,
Also the spacecraft communicator Story Husgrave passed up

instructions to the crow on doing closeups of sketches of

the Comet Kohoutek, this will be downlinked hopefully at

Goldstone at 5:35 central standard time this afternoon,
assuming that a line can be called up from Goldstone. Ke

have no confirmation yet from network that they've secured
a line. Some 8 minutes and 50 seconds of air-to-ground
tape were accumulated during the two briefings which we'll
play back at this tint and then play catchup across Tananarive.
Roll the tape.

CC Sky lab , AOS stateside for 16 minutes

.

PLT Roger , Story.
CC And Bill did you ever Inhibit the TAGS

switches.
PLT Negative I did not

.

CC Okay, we're just looking at the ATMDC
firings and wanted to be sure that that's a correct tally,

PLT Okay, when I got baik to attitude .liter

Ingress, I got back to solar Inertia], T did the nominal
H-cage, wait thf 5 minutes and put it. back to CMC AIT,

excuse ne, CMG control, I stopped right there.
CC Okay , nowhere during the EVA did you

inhibit TACS switches, though?
PLT That's affirmative, I did not.
CC Okay. And have you got the elapsed time

on the EVA, what time did we close the hatch.
PLT I've got it written down up there Story.

3:28 was the total elapsed tine.
CC Okay

.

CC Is everybody eating now.
PLT PLT, and the CD R are eating right now but

the SPT is up in the ATM panel, I think.
fC . Okay .

'

SPT Yeah, I'm up here looking at 18. What's u\

Story you need some work up here.
CC Since you're looking at 18, I've pot a

change for you.
SPT . .

' S t and by .

CC And Bill we need the experiment recorder's
of f .

PLT Okay, stand by .
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SPT Okay, Story go ahead.

cc Okay, that'a the final attitude to expect

let me know when you've got that and all we're going to do

is reverse the sign here, we'll have it go the other way.

SPT Roger, copy.
rc Okay, XF, plus 2.29 deques, Y F , plus 7.28

degrees and ZF, plus .21 degrees.
SPT Plus 2.29, plu» 7.28 and plus - plus .21.

CC Yes sir and now we're real interested In

getting sone TV down here of your sketches of the cond, You

suppose you and Jer could have sopr 4*inch sketches by -

for real-time TV at around 23t35, that's about * hour and

a half f ron now

.

SPT Yeah, I think we could do tnat Story, we d

have to delav sone of the post EVA however.

CC Okay, you've got an extra you'll have to

delay that but you've got an extra block of time in there

vn your summary on your flight plan between post EVA and eating.

S p-f Okay, I'm wondering ilASCO could give

me a reading of - when we did the JOP 18C's yesterday with the

ROLL of minus 4tf0 when wo looked at our display, what

direction was the Sun, relative to, say, straight up? In

other words, how party degrees fro* zero being straight -up on our

display as it was the Sun?

CC Okay, try to get you an answer there.

SPT Thank you .

CC And F.d on tnat TV of your sketches of the cower

about 'a 4-inch sketch is the optlnura. In the TV ops Book

on passe 84 it'll give you a setup for closeup pictures that laitrht,

save vou some tine in terns of setting up the lighting, canera

nosition settings, that sort of thing. That's pa** 84.

SPT Thank you .

CC °ne other thing Ed, did you see any -

rsn 0 F TAPE
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CC - - that might save you uorae tine In terns of But-
ting up lighting camera position settings - that sort of thing,
that' a page 84

.

S FT Thank you.
CC 0 n e other thing, Kii. DI<1 you see any on the

S230 - any scratches or - or defamation of the collector foil?
CDR That's negative, Storv. We didn't see any

at all.
CC Okay .

CDK I specifically looked for that. Didn't notice
any .

CC Thank you. Kd , in answer to your question.
The Sun was lbO degree* clockwise - about « maV e it d 1 decrees
right of up.

SPT Just a minuet-. It was 60\legrees » f>3 dfRret'S
from the straight up?

CC Story - Stoiv's 'changing again. Make it
163 degrees to the right.

SPT Okay, that's pretty much what 1 thought it
would be. 1 hank you.

CDR And Story, did you ever find out what that
star was or planet that we saw earlier. W« ' re guessing that
n a y b e it was Mercury.

CC Stand by oiu

.

CDR This was the star or planet that we pointed
out that was preceding the Sun during Sunrise. Y.d estimated
15 degrees lead md I e s t 1 m a t e abou t 5.

CC Wr hail a discussion. We 6 1 1 1 1 don't have an
answer yet.

CC Skylab, we're about 30 seconds Iron i.OS .

5 minutes to Madrid at 2 2:20. He dumping the data/voice .»

(

Madrid. Bill, your phone call's at Ascensional 05:20. It's
h left to right and we'll remind yon the pass be I ore.

SPT Th.ink you.
CC And tor now, Mercury's our best guess.
PI.T Al 1 ri^ht, thank you

.

CC Skylab, Houston, hello from the purple gang.
We got you at Madrid for 8-1/2 minutes. And we're going
to be dumping the JaLi/volce recorder here.

SPi Hello, Dick and purple gang.
CC Hello, Kd. Sounds like y'all had a lot of

fun tod ay .

SPT Yeah, we sure did, Dick. It's the most tnjoy-
abJc part oi being up here 1 think. I wish we had an EVA every
other day.

CC Koger. Phil says the ground couldn't stand
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CD R Just think, we could have an KVA every
other day, and then in-between, we could have EVA props and
post .

CC There you go. That - that'd make the
schedules good . Hey , : I not a piece of technical informal ion
for you that I guess the CDR' s (to inf. to win » littlft l>et on
this. Mercury is rising about 4 to *> degrees before the Sun.

CUR Okay, thank you.
CC Roger.
CDR Thal'll cott you a can o( butter cookies,

Ed.
CC Skylab, Houston, tfe're 1 minute fron LOS

Madrid. Tananarive at 22:43. See you there.
CDR Roger, Dick. Where did you want to get thU

IV thing? Is that going to be over Goldstone or Texas or
M I L A ?

CC Roge r , It's 2 3 : 35 , Je r ry , at Goldst one

.

• CDR
. Roger.

CC And Jerry, I'll reaind you again the last
pass before then and update you.

CDR Okay, I think our - Our picture is big enough 1

so that we're not going to need a clos-e-up lens for the TV.
1 think we can just do it wltn the normal lens.

CC Okay
CC Skylab, Houston, hello at Tananarive for

7 minutes.
Si' i kog . hello, Di < k .

CDk Ready to power down the command nodule any
t Irae now. Do you folks want to watch it tor awhile, or is
it okay to get started?

CC Han* on. CDR, Houston, it's pe r ! <> c t ly «k ay
with us for you to go ahead and secure it.

CDR Okay

.

CC Roger.
PAO Sky 1 ah Control. That completes play-bae.k of

the tape. We're new live over Tananarive.
CC Skylah, Houston, it's possible

an early LOS here at Tananarive. We should h.iv

minutes or longer, but if we don' I . Honeysuckle
2 3:0 7.

PAO This i i Si:yla6 Con t r o 1 . Vo i c e

Tananarive sink-; slcvlv in the west (garble). As space st at i

,

Sky lab goes over the horizon. Next station in 16 minutes will
be Honeysuckle Creek. Over the Tan an a r ! ve st t i on , t h e < r ew
is given a CO to power down the. command module. '..The network 5

control lt> r reports that the line from Goldstone for real time
television is confirmed and leasod for that lire period Martin?
at 5:)5 tor show an,1 tell of sketches mado by the crew of the

we may have
' you for 2-1/2
come s up at

station
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appearance of the comet as they see It from their vantage

point. We'll return in 15 minutes for the Honeysuckle pass

on revolution 3311. Total EVA elapse time again was 3 hours

28 minutes from depressuritation to r e p r ess ur i z a t ion
.

At

2 2 : S 1 - 2 2:52 GMT, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 23:06 Greenwich

in real tine. That will be starting at about 5:35 central

a ad time. Acquisition at Honeysuckle, any second now.

cc Skylab, Houston, hello at Honeysuckle

for 2-1/2 rainutes.

CDR Hello ,
Dick.

cc Hi Jcr. And if Bill is - has a moment

I have a - something I'd like to talk to him about.

CDR Okay, he's listening.

rr I don't know how well you guys have looked

at 'onorrow's flight plan or not. But we're - had to shorten up

on PT?or at leas? on\he sundry schedule, we had to
J

or .n up

on PT for both the CDR and PLT tomorrow because of conflicts

! t the JO? 18 Delta data take. And what we'd Ike to open

up that conflict both for tomorrow if we can and any o her

tine by allowing somebody to run on the treadmill during that

data take. We have a feeling that that will not upse the

veMde so rauch that ruins the 18 Delta djta. An Bi you

have a PT period that's scheduled on our fligh- plan at 23.45.

IV not sure exactly how you're doing on your tine line, but

what we were going to *ugge f t is - is that - i s t h at i you

could schedule - if it's convenient for you to do the treadni 1

per ion of that durlne one of our AOS periods with the exception

of Tananarive. We'd like to look at the vehicle response with

vou rutins on the treadmill. And our suggestion for a time is

Canary at 23:5H. However as I say any of these passes that we

live data, it might help us out and 1 think iA the end it'd help

vou Buys out too,
cl)R Yeah. Bill says that he can do that.

Okav, one more piece of information for
v" v' ^ ' - . . _ -i . i e ..». i - U I « r

I K )i ( « •

vou there. The LOS at Coldstone is 23:45 which 1« right at

the start of your PT . I don't know if you're going t* be a

or not but cither one of those places will be Just fine lor
ahead

and we only need to see you a couple of minutes. We >

close to LOS here at Honeysuckle, Goldstone comes up a 3.35.

and that's where we plan to be set u P to copy the T\ of the

drawings of the conet. ... . .„j
CDR Okav, Dick we'll be ready to go. And

anther iter, * the tr.ought Just crossed us a few
"^J**

We're wondering how Fred Haiee is doing. We haven t heard »uch

about him in some time And wonder If you mlgnt give us a status
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report .

CC Well ,

I '11 -
in a word I can tell you he's doing

able find out that a little later
great. But I'll
this evening.

CDR Okay, thank you, Just whenever you

net a little slower pace.
qq Rog, he's getting neaner and meaner

everyday
CDR Good he's being hinself , then.

Roc.
And Sky lab, Houston, as we go ov.t the

it to got the VTR plugged In properly
i of backup for thitf live downlink
have a chance before then.;'
Roger .

Thank you

.

- - Honeysuckle, 22 minutes to Goldstone
the Mojave Desert. Inquiry about the

fellow Astronaut Fred Haise was made by

Skvlab IV crew. Haise had a crackup in an airplane - modified

BT1.# near Galveston's Scholes Field several weeks igo. And

was burned In getting out of the wreckage and has had to have

considerable amount of skin grafting and burn repairs done.

CAP COMM. Dick Truly said he'a doing fine, getting meaner and

meaner everyday. But he ' il get additional information to pass

up to the crew later on this evening. Back in 21 tainutes for

Goldstone. At 23:14 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

hill. You m i g li

an we have some
at Goldstone if

CDR
CC
PAO

tracking stat ion
condition

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control , 2 3 : 34 Greenvi ch
mean time, a minute and - a minute and 10 seconds or so away
from acquisition Goldstone and should he getting a television
downlink through Goldstone as the space station comes over the
southwestern horizon. Almost directly over the Goldstone >

station 82 degrees maximum elevation. A pass lasting about
9 ninutrs and 43 seconds. Standing by for AOS, Goldstone.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Goldstone
for about 11 minutes and we're looking at TV.

CDR Roger, Dick we got the VTR coining on now.
CC Roger, Jerry very good.
CC Who's that guy standing beside you two

guys with the big white suit on ?

CDR That's Frosty the Snowman.
CC Roger.
CDR Okay, as you can see things aren't very

tidy right now as we are finishing up our K V A and getting
the pott done and Bill' 11 bo down in Just a minute as soon
as hi> gets finished getting tie VTR on. But what we did
is we took a - a piece of the JOP summary sheet, the coronA
(garble) and we've done sortie sketching on it and I guess it's
about - What 11 deep, it'? a double 8 by 10, i'm going
turn the mike over to Kd now and we'll firo up the close up
camera and get ever there and start showing you what we saw.

CC Okay, Jerry gr eat.
SPT Okay, FHck , how does it look to you down

there.
CC It's a good pictLre Ed and we see it' re

centered on your right hand level drawing and we can see it.
SPT Okay, the one on the right is the way

we've been seeing it primarily for the past 4 or 5 days when
we've been looking at it In the white light coronagraph.
Except for yesterday in which wo could see a few more features.
When we went out today, we got a much better picture of it
and that's the one we have on the left.

CC Okay.
SPT Jerry will move that over now.
SPT Okay, what we're showing you here are

primarily three features. First the nucleus or the coma
rather which is the bright region surrounding the nucleus.
The tail which again is the amplification of the one which ve
previously saw and Is the brightest feature other than the roraa.
And It fan* out and «galn abotu a half angle lure ol 2 0 degrees
or so maybe 15 degrees.

CC Roger.
SPT Il

'

s vpr y bright elo«r to t l lt > cumn Itself.
1'rlmarlly a yellow one Appeared maybe a little gold, Jerry
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claims that it tends towards orange even in one location . So

that's the primary tail which la coming off which we like to

think of behind it or away from the Sun although in this in-

stance it's not completely. The feature which we picked up

on the *'hite light coronagraph display last night, is a sunward
spike. Going primarily towards the Sun and we can sec it out

about as far as we can see the other tail; it's a little fainter
but it's very sharp. We also see just some very - hint of light

features over here, Yesterday we said that there was a small,
a very small series of spikes or single spike if you will over
here. To day when we looked at it, it appeared to be just
a series of uniform but very straight streamers or feathers.
In looking at the geometry we felt this is primarily towards
sun center, this is as we see it now, the direction in which
the comet is moving from right to left and up a little bit.
Showing that the tail is not completely oriented away from
the Sun. It still is got a little catching up to do. It

(garble) swing around essentially as it went by the Sun. So
this represents that little lag that we saw and this 160 degrees
or so which we quoted outside and ASCO verified today that we're
really looking at about 16 3 was the direction to the Sun and
that just about corresponds with what we estimated. There
is that definite lag between diagonal between the spike towards
the Sun and the tall at the other side. Now we did not
see any double tail. That's one picture wc didn't -

K N D OK TAPE
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SPT - just about corresponds with what we estima-
tcd - we estimated. There Is a definite line between - angle
between the - slight towards the Sun and the tail at the other
slsc. ; Now we did not see any double tail. That's one picture we
did look for. We saw only what we would Interpret as a dust
tall, because of Its yellow - relatively yellow appearance.
There is a little bright - very bright white light down in
lie re which Jerry thinks that h e maybe saw a little blue in
there also. That's hard to say, but predominantly it's - it's
a yo 1 1 ow cast to it.

CC Ed, let mc ask you - Ed, let me ask you
a couple of questions while you're looking at the picture
there. First of all, what Is - what's your estimation of the
angular distance that you were able to see the tail in the
sunward spike and also one that I have. I 'n not sure I under-
stood you. In the material to the - on the rifcht hand quadrant of
your picture, is that material appear to be in rays or Is it
uniformly distributed between the sunward spike - yes. there.

SPT That's fairly uniformly distributed. But
Lecause It's so faint, wo cannot see any fine detail in it. It
ray very well be a series of very small rays o r ! o a t he r s , if you
will - or strearcrs - v ( ry small'. Rut because It'** so very faint,
your eve can just distinguish that somctHnc'a there, but you can't
see the !tt*lls. As far as the siee, we've estimated - and
'.his a s n is a very rou^h estimate, 4 t .

>' 5 d e ft r e v s . An d
this, of course, is greatly dependent upon how dark adapted you
are or just essentially how faint the f o a t u r e t ha t you can see
really io. We know that this tall certainly Roes out quite a
bit beyond what we've drawn here. When I was dark adapted and
looked at it the first time, was probably the bef. t view I had
of it, 1 saw It quite extensively, as I've pictured it here.
The second time, I was net very veil dark adapted and could not
shield ray eyes from the bright airglow and 1 only saw something;
like this with Just a very hint of a spike. So a lot is very
much dependent on the dark adaptation you have when you see
it. I'm certain that the Instruments we had Out there with us
today, thouRh, nave a verv revealing picture when we briny,
it back.

''"C Roger, F,d . Let no j*»k vou another question
here, It looks like you've shown a sort of a nocking down
effect, but - Just behind the com - coma as it goes out inly
the tail. Is - Is that - and on the r 1 j?, h t hand view, 1 - I

can't see that. Is - is that artist '
;j license, or did it

actually appear to neck down a little bit?
COR I t ii irk that's Just artist's license, Dick.

We got' the sketch In there and we probably should have shown It.
Let me reiterate here thftt what you see on this side over
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here, the small one is what you see at first glance. And
then after your eyes began to accommodate to the light find

you begin to pick up the details, then you begin to pick up
this faint part ot the tail back here and then you begin to
pick up this and then very last, but not least, you begin to
get this little sort of a cloud area over here. But this is ,

certainly what you see first. And this is - like Ed was
saying - this is like what we're used to seeing. But when
you really got a chance to look at it, then you can really see
that spike and the faint part of the tail here. The source
of our measurement here of 4 to 5 degrees with me holding my
index finger in my glove out and it - it covered, 1 think about
from here down to here on the comet. And so we figure it's about
4 to 5 degrees.

CC Okay, thank you, Jer. Let me see if there
are any other questions here and then if you've got anything else
you'd like to add, go ahead.

CDR The next thing if., is this coma here looks
pretty much the same size - naybe slightly larger now than
Mercury, and it's nice and sort of a - a white. And I - I

claim a kind of a blue-white, but it's ^oaA and white. But
it's - this tail moving out behind it really start* turning
yellow and it does it very quickly.

CC Roger .

PLT Dick, a sort of a quantitative gauge is t.iat

during the last orbit when I took the hat, 1 could are the spike
down into the airglow. And then through the nucleus of. the coma,
and actually going into the airglow. I lost it shortly after
that, but that must be a pretty bright spike tt> be able to see it

in the background of the airglow.
CC Roger, Bill, understand.
CDR And, Dick, we've got a little bad news to

go along with the good news. And thnt is that the - the
(static) with us is Jammed and doesn't look like we got a

single frame.
CC Oh no .

CDR Yeah, it looks like the - the plug 1 s pis lied
the sprocket holder to oleces . You got anything eh,c, Dick?

CC We're about 30 Seconds to LOS, and we'll -

I'll tell you what. Durir.e the LOS period, I'll poll ihr
folks and see if we have any oilier questions. But it Is
certainly a fascinating discussion and we got real good TV
picture. We sur»> appreciate it from you guys.

CDR okay, and I guess vou got the dame thing
on the VTR for reference, If you want to look at it again.

CC Okay. And we're just going to drop out
for a minute and A half or 2 minutes, and I'll call you
Bermuda ,
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CDR Okay, we're going to kill the VI R now.

<;C Okay, .1 e r .

CC Sky lab , Houston, we're AOS Bermuda for

5 minutes. And I have one question that we're Interested in.

You mentioned the color in the tail very close to the coma.
Was there any noticeable color in the sunward spike?

PLT Dick, we don't believe so. Not the first
appearance, it was primarily white. We could not see any
veil ov cast or blue.

CC Okay. I have an evening question here that
has to do with EVA, as long as it's fresh on your mind, I

thought I vould get it out of the way from., it's fron corollary,
and it has to do with the S020 orientation during the second
daylight pass of the S201 ops. The - the question is, how
was S020 oriented referenced to S201 during the 201 ops.'

And what portion, if any, of the S020 canister was sunlit
during the S201 ops? Over.

PLT It was sunlit. Essentially what w,t< done
was to point It away from the Sun in the up direction. By
up. I mean the - well, I'll have !) give you some roferenre
to the canister which I could do In a few moments. Hut it

was pointed about 20 degrees off Sun tenter.
CC Okay , and so the Sun- -

END OF TAPE
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cc : Okay, and so .-un - so then whatever

Sunlite , whatever that angle c^v'J - would just cauj.e that

portion of the canister to be S.>:;ii:o, is that right.

CD r That's afiiri- :>r l-we- • But remember there s

a lot of backlight from the Etm and the spacecraft, so

'.is far as we could see the canister - the S020 canister^

was fullv lite on all sides. But it was from it's - it's

regularlv pointed position which from solav inertial we

]ust pitched it up about 15 or 20 degrees, so that it was

look iny at black sky

.

CC Okay, and one other question on the

sane subject. We'd like to have any comments on any

differences in the SO20 alignment beiwttns KVA' s 2 and 3 if

you recall them. Incidentally the reason that these questions

have been generated is, is that the t er.ipn r a ture that you

reported was a little bit higher than we. had expected and

we just wanted to - to make sure that that was due to Sunlight

possiblv rather than sore kind of hardware problem.

CDR Pick, I don't think we pointed it any

differently between the two. I did not get to sec the

pointing on the t.VA-2, I did see it on tVA-3. Rut in

both rases this large circle was inside the square and 1

remember Bill saying on KVA- 2 that it was slightly out in

X and right on in Y . And with S-pointing it was slirhtly

out in bcth, but In both cases well within the square. And

in both cases the canister was out in full sunlight for the

whole tire,
CC Okay, thank you very much appreciate

that. Next time somebody fcoes up toward the STS so* lion

we want you to do a good bit of the preps, hut one - one

portion of them that we couldn't verify that would make

us feel warmer. If you could cor, f i rm snnctlae i» on

panel 200 the 02 /N2 GAS FILL PRIMARY and S KCONOARY circuit

f them we'd like to confirm that they'rebreakers, two
closed.

CDR okay. 02 /S2 FILL, FRIMAf.Y and SECONDARY

C<; That ' s right .

CDR Okay, Bill's on the treadmill now. Is

this the pass that you wanted.
cc Yep. We're looking at our data now.

CD k okay. here's some things on the treadmill,

Dick. I think the walking and the toe lifts will probably

be no problem. Rut 1 can guarantee that the springs are

going to do it to you, hocaunr when we do springs in here

on the treadmill tt makes the condensate holdlny tanV
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w ( yy\v on Its shoiknoun t s .

. ,, C( . , Roger. -

CDR . But, when you're ready, let us know ami

U ,M1 have Bill do a ome s p r i n g s , so you can see what sort of

naRiittudes we've talking about.
,

cc R 0f, er ,
Sky lab. We're about 30 seconds

iron ins here at Bermuda. We're going to drop out for just

about 5 minutes, and I'll give you a call at 2 3 : 5 8 a
t
Canary

and maybe we can get our data there.

CDk That's okay, Bill's been walking so far about

-minutes.
CC Okay .fine.
S ,, T Tne answer to the S020 question is mat it was

pointed 20 degrees off Sun-center so that the side filled top

or what you normally call top when it was pu - was to be put

in the (garble) was rereiving Sunlight.

CC Okay , Ed , thank you.

p ,\0 Sky lab Control. Loss of signal at

Bermuda. 3 minutes to ^acquisition through the Madrid

And Cjnary Island European stations. Pilot Bill Hogue walking

on the treadmill aboard the space station as part of his even-

ing physical training. Eft as a secondary fallout, the people

on the ground will gc t an inkling <i what such activity is

physical training and particularly the treadmill exercise has

on' the vehicle attitude disturbance? to the vehicle attitude

and how it night a: feet the AIM joint observation program 181).

Stability o ? the space station during observations requiring

absolutely stable attitude. The ttletneniry of vehicle

attitude and rates of roll pitch and yaw being watched

closely during the tine that Pogue is valking on the tread-

mill to nowhere. Acquisition in a minute and .'.0 through

Canary. Standing by 2 3:56, 5-kylab Control.

I NIi OF ) APt
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, <. Sky 1 ah , Poust on wc'rf AOS Canary t o r

f,-l/? minutes ami we're 1 o t I 1 n r our tl a t a !
* »

t
u ;>

now. nwl I'll tell ynu when we've Rot it ('"<i-l . • ,

Cf)K Ho kc r , here's the way we'd like to „io

It. Bill's still walking now, when vou get your walking

data, would you r i vc him a nark, and he'll give you 1 ninnto

of *ne rlsci and then you Rive' him another nark and he'll

Hive you 1 ninute of springs.
CC That sounds like a Rood approach. I'll

l.'L you know when we can tell vou to start.
'

a)R Okay.
CC Okay we got good data now, Jerry, so

I'n as s'jtti i n;; we're lookine at the walk In? data and I'll
.

Rive you a mark when we're satis c ied with it.

r\)% Okay, you Mt the heir,.

CC Okay, Sky lab Rill you're s>o to do sorte

t e rises.
Cf)R lice, Dick you ouRht to Rive h i m a 1 - t 1 1 e

.Jack Lal.ane ex.-rcise music or sonethinp, to v<* wirh it.

CC I imu'SS T could hum.

CUR Is the w.rld ready to hear you 1m r, .

CC I don '

t Eh i nk so .

CC I'l.T . Houston we're srtWfied will. th.M.

Kh'-w us none spr : nRs .

re Skylah, Houston while Rill is lining

hit springs we ?w a coup In of other tiling-. One is we'd

like to know what the CI)K and PPI) - Sf'T have been doin*
durinR thi'i sane period. And also if possible Bill after
vou Re t tlirouRh with the springs we were wondering i t you
r o u 1 d lust slop for 1 n i n u t e and !tt us look it \ u s I some
still datJ.

SP'f Ve'vo both been relatively quiet Dick, we

not been novinR arouru!. J Ruegs moved frtm the filr vault ove

to the SIA. over by the Minus-?. SAL. Jerry's been working on

the suit. Roth arc relatively quiet.
CC Okay.
S?T Okay , !'. i i 1 qu i e t now .

CC Okay real fine, let us look at to '

s

for about a ninute and w.' '
1 1 be satisfied. Skylah, "oust on

ve really appreciate U and vou Rii'/s onn ro back I •• 'loin*

.•is vou jiitM.-i' now. Wo have our data »ncJ as soon as we've
looked at it onouj-h to let vou know how it cane out, I'll dt

t! At .

SI'T Okay. Dick thank you.
CC Kor« r .

(c Skylah, HouFt 'n we're a ninute t i on LOS

lanars, Tananarive at 00:18.
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y. v0 This is Skvlah Control. Loss of signal

'through the Canary Island and Madrid stations. 9 minutes to.,..;,,;;

voice relay station at Tananarive . ; P i : ot Rill P o g u e on

the treadmill, first did walking exercises, and then toe rises

and so-called springs, bounding up and down on the treadmill.

Ml of this was watched in real time on the telenetrv display

here in the control center that shows a e o n t i nu o us ^ P 1 o t of

the three axes of the spare station X, Y, and Z. The

plot points diverged away from normal or nominal lineb

moderately for both the walking and toe rises but widened
: ;

out considerably for the springs. As Pogue bounded u? and

down on tie treadmill, when he stopped moving and stood s t 1 i,.
;,

en the treadmill, the other two crewmen also ren.iitin? V.ill,

the plot t.-nded to follow a more or less straight lire ak ne the

i-i'iil r.il axis 'of each <• f the- three coOord ina to. axes
.
«*| the

;;p.iee station. Again this was an exercise to de tf nine
h!»w much if anv the crew physical traininn activity ..tr.-cts-

, »,,. spa. e station attitude for experiments that reomn' accurate

ncir.tirig with n«» perturbations . '.such : as the ATM joint observation

Orogran 18D. 1 H D is the Kohoutek observation us i lift trie solar

telescopes and the Aoollo telesoepe mount. 7 minutes to

the voice relay stulon Tananarive for the final Tananarive

pass for several hours. At 10 minutes passed midnight

Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

r.y.n ok iapf
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,, Ar) This is Skylab Control. .
00:17 Greenwich

tiino. . Voice relay stnti

spacecraft hopefully in a

Tananarive should

AO seconds and we'

by "

L( Skylab, Houston Tananarive for 6 minutes.

CDK Roger, Dick.

cc : Skylab, Houston we have about a minute

and a half left at Tananarive, just in case we get a early

I.0S, Honeysuckle comes up at 00:43 and we're going to dump

the data/voice recorder at Honeysuckle.
, . .. .

CDR Roger, Dick and the MDA locker nur.be r i i
.

...

,

is rea'lly too full to be putting the neteroid shield in. 1
\e

stowed it in M141 and I'll put it on the evening status report

on a stowage shift.
CC Thank you Jerry. .-.>

CDR And this SKVA sail sample looks as Rood as

the day it was put out there.
. ,. ct

- - . Great. •

PA() This is Skylab Control. LOS through

Tananarive voice relay station. :.
"

'

will b t - Honevsuckle Croek, Australia and wi- II

Lhill t ine. It's now 2 <J ninuti-s pahl ra 1 di. ->.» i
.

tine, this is Skylab Control.

t a t i o

1 1 r." 1 1 m at
eh

K N I > OF IAPK
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PAO This is Skylab Control. ' 41 minutes past

midnight GMT. Acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia

In about 48 seconds. Evening me il scheduled for the coriander

and the science pilot. Pilot Bill Fogue should still be m
the physical training period and then follow up with a -

after building up an appetite, he'll follow up with his

evening me a 1

.

CC Skylab, Houston Honeysuckle for 9 minutes.

CC SPT, Houston during the time today that

we had the command module platform up we got a good look at -

a good determination of what nuZ is, and it has changed enough

to cause us ' to have to change the as singed maneuver and '. :ie

final attitude you should expect on your J OP 18 Delia pad.

So sometime when you - shortly here when you can get that 1 8

Delta pad and it's convenient prior to the 18 Delta coning
up, I'd like ro read you the numbers.

.

S?T Okay, Dick do we have a pass in about

another 20 minutes?
CC Yeah as a matter of fact 17 minutes fror.

now we have a pass at Hawaii and that'll be plenty enough

tine.
SPT Okay, let's got it then, thank you Dick.

CC Kigh t .

'

CC Skylab, Houston we're 45 seconds from LOS,

Hawaii cones up at 01:03.
P AO This is Skylab Control. Loss o f s i gn a 1

through Honeysuckle. 9 minutes until acquisition again
through Hawaii. Phil Shaffer and the duty team of flight

controllers, the purple team, goinp, over toitf rrow's Flight

Plan. The draft teleprinter loads that are stored in the

syst era are being reviewed on the TV monitors- before beir.y put

In thr so-called pool for uplinMng during the nl>:hl to the sp

station to be ready for the crew to use t omo r r ov . I'urx t ij..t Inn

spel 1 in? , techn i cal accuracy is all nulled over and charred
ns necessary on these draft • teleprinter loads. V,V ' i I return

in 8 minutes for Hawaii. At 00:53, 00:54 now, CM! , this is

Skylab Con t ro 1

.

' MCC That' s - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control. 01:01 Greenwich
nean t J.ne . 50 seconds away from acquisition at tracking
station Hawaii, brief gap from Hawaii loss of signal until

"

Goldstone picks up space station Skylab. We'll stay up for
Hawaii stateside and Furopean station passes all the way
tluoueh Ascension loss of signal . A total pass with brief
dropouts of about 48 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston AOS, Hawaii for 9 ninutes.
SPT Kogor, Hick. Yeah, Dick I'm standing by

to copy the chr.ngos on the tine maneuver.
CC Okay, here thev are. I'll read you the

new nit ibers , X 302 2 2, and that '
s» ' 1 .46 decrees plua , excuse

ne plus 1.46. Y 51106 minus', point 66 decrees, Z 50 112 plus
0 . 74 degre. s . Nov I'll r.'inl y.m the i i» r r e c t f f n n 1 ;. t r i t u d o

that you should expect Kd . X p 1 u s 3 . 4 6 , Y plus 6.31, 1 plus
0.73, over .

•

SPT Ok,iy, Dick the I i n e na n e u v e r s /. , 50222, Y,
5 1 1 06 7. , 50 1 1 2 and I'd cxnect a plus 3.46. plus 6.31, plus 03.71
and they Correspond to 1.40, minus 0.6 6 an i a n 1 u s 0.74.

CC Roger, one correction Ed, the X nur.be r

corresponds to 1.46 not 1.40. Cine otlitr minor change that's
happened and I can explain it to you. Just after the EVA
we loaded new biases and did an H-cage and ttip momentum has
been tracking since then lust like it should have so that's
going to. allow us to delete the nominal cage, it's listed
there in your procedure in step 5 , over.

SPT okay, that'd t n e one on 1J6, very good,
t hank you .

CC That's correct thank you much.
CC Sfcylnb, Houston we're about .45 seconds

fror LOS , fioldst jne cones up about 3 ninutes f rori nnw, I'll
?ive you a holler there.

CDR Ro >\i r , Dick.
CC Roger, and inc idtnt il 1 y ,i note no answer

required for the CDR and Pl.T , in gotnr through the dump tape,
the corollary folks noticed that you reported n <!r-nt in one
of the specimens for M161 correction '^M preps 'he 'o»h»T
«1 a y . They .ipprtci.itt' your taking a lock and would like tor
you to continue to inspect those before each op.

CDR We ' 11 do it.
CC Roger .

V\n OF TAPF.
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: Skylab , Houston , 1 don't think I rv<

you an AOS call here at Goldstonc about a minute or

We still have about 4 minutes left in this pass.

P L T Roger, Dick.

t;C Skylab, Houston, we re 30 seconds 1

I OS Goldbtonc. We're Roing to have about a 5-minute

t and I'll call you .it Be rnujiin •

Skylab, Houston, UtrrauJ.i for H ninu

( L Skylab. Houston, 1 minute to l.OS.

.i : (j 1 : J > . Out.
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Skylab, Houston, we have a nice long

^between Canaf/ 1.1 an ds and Ascension for 16 .Inute..

^r^erryVl was going to ask you way
CC firehose two R.is filled circuit breakers

'•'"cDK
1 ° Sid?

Ve^h. th,t'3 right, they -ore closed.

« to''^;".!";;.-. lid I" chapter 1

Sh.,rr,r/Tr": y'S^r,^. -hen „.
send ,

, ,
. on t jie book, but I

' i"

CC
i

'"V11
' 'V . iny on a coupb- of th irlR;i

. KoitiM to «ft hacV to you i
- Ki„,u'nut sow time tomorrow,

nd then - th.n we're R? ,n K ^ bl .k out some

,venin« several passes in a row and tak /

cdk •

oka y-

fC Sl'T, Houston.

*° ^covered another thin, that
CC V hP obvious to vou in the JOP 18 Delta procedure

nay or may not be obw is tracker's

sho^ to ,ou
'

r/v* i:-"- a

Kd.^Lot ,e wait 3o' seconds and then - so I won't drop out.

° n
- On, Houston, throu,h As, en sion !h«

l,AS or.tr U-s in step >*. b^°^ ^ w , in , l h , -s .-...»,!..».

i! ^it^r'^-kH,: chan*, u, toyou,o M,

lh,,Sl
" "^Okny, DlrV. We'll do it. Than, you.

CC Thank you.
( 0 r you. On

^"[enr^t^'fhl.r. ^ mU> op,'.mdv e don't see 5 .. 3 running

ytl
ri)R' 1'™ headed up that way now.

ov , v jcrrv. Thank you.

H SJyl.'.b, Houston, 30 second, Iron L0 S .

Carnarvon at 0-.1H
Crtiirol _ ,,ossofsi nn l

lhr h Ascension Island. 2 0 .Innt.-. «o Carnarvon, Austria.

K nly continuous covera,,' I r o. Hawaii all the wny across
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the States. Canary and Ascension for better than 4

Very little conversation, but plenty of coverage,

return in 24 minutes for Carnarvon and Honeysuckle.

01:53 GMT, this is S'nylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Itils is Sky lab Control. Acquisition
in '>0 seconds at Carnarvon, Australia with overlapping
coverage to the Honeysuckle Creek Australia station for a

total of about 9 minutes. Standing by for acquisition
Carnarvon. .

.

.,•.....>-

CC ' :
Skylab. Houston AOS Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

for 8-1/2 minutes and PI.T, Houston if you've got a moment
any time during this pass, I've got a couple of evening
questions I'd like to ask you.

PLT Fire away, Dick.
CC Okay, the first one has to do with the

lire warning light that was reported during the EVA today. It

turns out that we got an indication of a fire from one of the

subunits but not both, as should have been the case and also
we did not get an indication of a warning indication. The

question is which fire light was i; that came on and did you
get a warning and or a klaxon w i t h it.

PI.T Okay, Dick it was one of the aft airlock
warning lights and those - b o t h C! these are inhibited as t he-

part of the pri'-KVA Checklist for the PLT. So i did net set

any klaxon or warning, siren, rather.
CC Okay, Bill let no ask you another one

on a dif it-rent subject and if FOIL has any more back
on that fire light I'll get back to you shortly here. This
one is on the M5 J 8 ops . We're interested in having an
approximate tine that it takes t lie chamber to get down to

vacuum, specifically is it taking more than 10 minutes to

get it to vacuum, we need to know for our scheduling
pun osos .

.PLT About U b ninuto? at least, and maybe a

hour and ;i half, I don't to up and watch it but it's well
over 10 minutes and after the first time I sort of just
checked it every time I wen t by and it does take a ctms ulcrahl
length of time to get down to this pressure that's specified,
in the ch. <kl 1st

.

CC Okay, Hill thank you very much.
PI.T That's tin - t h .i t

1

s the reason we end up

being late on those things.
CC Yeah, I understand.
PLT And by the way Dick, I do appreciate

the calls and the detail -J to do steps such and such through
such and Such find no nore and that sort of thing. That is

very h e 1 p : u 1

.

CC Okay . Hill th.mk you we'll - we're jutst

trying to get just as much data as we can so we can sort
of impiove the eitlclency ot these details and Flight Plans
and so t c t t h

.
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PL1 And since that is sort of indefinite - that

pressure thing, I'll try to make a special effort tonight

wh,n Jer cranks this up if he can't watch it, I 11 try to

go by there and check and just see when we get down

to that pressure .
. „ , . . . .

CC Okay, we would appreciate that but it &

even this information helps us a lot because it's obviously

taking a whole lot more than we were thinking.

PLT Yeah, I thoupht it was broken, I mean I

thought there was something wrong I kept checking it the

first time through and then I finally just left it alone and

went by there after oh, it was - it was over an hour and lo

,ind behold it was down there. -

CC Roge r . . . .
,

CD r 1 don't know if it's outgassing Iron inside

Cr
CC

31
' Say again Bill. SPT, Houston absolutely

no hurry on this but when you get a moment I'd like to tell

vou something it'll take about a minute or so concerning t lie

cessages coming up in the teleprinter now.

CDR Okay, Dick he's pretty busy right new.

CC No hurry at all.

. CDR '

.

'

.

Okay . v
'

•

cc Skylab, Houston 30 seconds from LOS,

Hawaii comer, up at 02:41 and we're going to dump the dafa/vo

recorder at Hawaii and also I'll be standing by for the

evening status report.
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PV> This is Skylab Control, 02:40 Greenwich

: m , in t Lme, 50 seconds from acquisition at Hawaii
.

Durine

the Hawaii pass the evening status report from the crew of

Skvlab IV is scheduled. There will be about a 5 minute

dropout, after Hawaii, loss of signal until the stateside
"
d.i-s hclns -Tin- final station at stateside pass Bermuda ,

will be turned over to t!.e cr,w physician for the medical

conr t.ronoo. And in all likelihood the Ascension pass

following will he the final conversation of the evening

with the Sky lab i V crew.

CC - -For fi minutes.
>" c r, * Houston, CDR , ready for the

even inR status .

CC Yes sir. sure - sure am Jerry, «o anead

CDR Okav, I
!

iu going to Rive you everything

but the photo lec rioht'now, we're still sorting that ore

out.'
.. cc . okay .

CUR Okav, Sleep: CDR , /.0, 6.5 heavy,

0 5 li.ht: SPT. 7.0. 6.0 heavy, 1 light; PLT , 7.0, 6.0 hc-av

lYlisht. ' Volume: CDR. 1900; 2050; 1950. Water gun

readings- 7918: 3 f 3 3 : 9 7 5 7.. Body mass: CDR, 6.316,

6 32' 6 31^: SPT, 6.35 1. 6.36 1, 6.35 4 ; PLT. 6.2 33,

6
Vl 39" 6 HZ Fxorrise: CDR, none: SPT, none; PLT, no

Charge to standard. dedication: None : None ;
and Tinaclin

.-is direct-ad. Clothing: None: SPT. was s.mrts and socs:

1M.T shorts and socks. Food loy: CDP. 3.5 salt. pI-k

on- • una spread minus 1 c o f f e e w i t h B n r ,
minus 1

lemon-

ade, rehydration water 1 - plus 1.0: SPT. salt 1
.',

,
/.er j

deviations, zero vattr; Pl.T . ;«ro silt, zero ,'eviations,

zero water. Flight plan d-vlaticn. none. ^.ppin*
}

'
*

'
'

r.one. Inoperable equipment : Transporter OR and 02 i,a<e

both broken film. Ve used our last Mike Tanpo takeup

reel on transporter 08. And we have no empty transporters

SPT One mo re .

CDR S t and by

.

CC Okay.

c noy
OV.av, we have one norc .JiUc Tan«o.

We usodour next tn last on 08, we have one more left.

Vnschoduled stowage: Airlock module ni e t e o r o I d .shield,

samples t j Ml 1 vice .Ml 4 3 . .

CC Ok ay .

CDR And v.- '
1 1 have i few amplify, ny. rtnar<

on t.ie photo pad t> - or the photo Jo B or that report.

CC />Kay .
.Jerry.

COK ''tkay, Diek . We K"t time for a phf r o
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rr
' Sure do Jerry, we're about a ninute

away fron LOS. And Ho - Goldstone comes un 5 minutes fron

n ° W>
COR

0 '"
Okay, 16-ni 1 1 I-eter Transporter 02.

We haH n breakage on that and that was Char e n
d

a />.

68. Charlie India 73. Which means ve go t
no fi 1

t .

Transporter 08, M151 F.VA prep and pos t, Ch a r 1 ic In d a //

R o 09. Nikon 01. no change; 2 B,r a vo tc ho 05
,

0

U 4. a„5 5 no change. 7 0 - « i 1 1 1 ne t e r Charlie X-ray 32.

rr OV.iV, thank you sir.

CDR All'rijtht. I'll Rive you the remarks

••Hon we ?et over the next - station.
, , K , _ -r11

cc Okay. I'll be standing by for ther •> t

AOS, and I'll give you a call.
rr 0 k a v . , . . .

.

Cop. Is Bill on next - or his cah at the n

statio " ?

iet -

s see ; Bill's call cones up not at

the next station, but at' Ascension at 0*:20. And I'll

remind hin there

.

END OF TAPF.
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T i Ml.: 20 : 50 CST , 4 5:02: 50 CMT

\ y //.'>/ ii

,.( Sky I .it. , H'.t.M <

5 nliiuu-f and, Jerry, standing
evening stains rep<

CDR s t a n d

CDR Okay, let me go over it carefully.

Transporter 08 was used this corning for M151, EVA prep

. We had film breakage on that before we even got

started, so Charlie India 171 which was a t.keup reol was

s owed and replaced with Kike Tango 09 and we ve got a 1. of

the M 1 5 1 EVA pvep impose.! on that. Transporter 0., f 1
1
n

start thinking about sooe other reels to use lor mju?
I

«s" «~*. - -
r;

r

"i
v".: ;:: i.

p
i°

*

"
*

with transporters and I wonder if tae i. in ioxr.

„ „ j » r „ »,i see if we can 1 i n <i the
f

to think n out again and t r> . ..co ii
, long

different procedure. Hut there s be.-n
. ^ •

u ^. i i

J
rash C! t;,e :eed (y...rble> just t^rin?. he e

, p r r
.

t i on s ri R

out p' the filr. :.n«l I can asswe that all three o. us art

i tl iri,. fi
to the procedures that were sent up -ere

the special procedures initiating camera usage and it just

due .n'. see, to ^ and we will rethink

that one.
CDR Okay.

S PT Houston, SHT.

rr Go ahead , Ed.

^;; T on step 33 here they specify a roll, I assume

ent roll of oii.us 5400.

That ' s af f i rrn Fd

.

CC
e X p e

SP i
: h a n k you.

r( . Skyiab, Houston we're about a minute I ro

you up at Mll-A. 4 minutes from now. And

hand over from MII.A to Bermuda during thnLO S , w e ' i 1 pick
we' 1 I

that'll be the rr.ed conference.

f SVviah, Houston we're AOS MILA and ifflud

for about 10 cr>i

to hand you ovc

and about 4 minutes from now

e rnuda and the Doctor.

EM) UK TAPE
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01 L

ess af,c

SPT, Houston,
v SI'l Go ahead, Dick.

C(: Ed, we've seen canister pressure a little bit
higher thnn normal. It's - that's not too abnormal for a post
F.VA situation, but we think the better part of valor on thc>
S056 X~ RE A HIGH VOLTAGE POWER ALUMINUM and BERYLM I'M switches
to 0 Y V would be a good idea.

SI>T You got then?
" Okay, av.d we're about to have a Keyhold here

at MIL A and I 11 give you a call when we're out of Keyhole.
SPT okay .

CC Skylah, Houston, we're out cf keyhole here
And Sl'T, Houston, one other short note fir vou if you've potabout 10 .seconds to listen.

SPT Veah, it's kind Of quiet tire
KO ahead.

(

'

C Okay, awhile ago, uv uplinked , _ . „the teleprinter. The name of it tn its -called K erural muasa.-t
Ai.l note. What It is - it's a lon>; series of proposed thingsthat you and 81 I j Ler.oir are goln* to get to talk about tomorrowon the ATM conference that aay or nay not depend on yourdiscussion end up as checklist changes on S054 in the J0I>
sumrnary shin. There are t*o things 1 want to mention to you now.Number one, you might tare a lock at these prior to the AT*conference, that night help you out, and number two, whateveryou do, do not put then in the J0F summary sheets until aregular JOP summary shee'. checklist change show* up.

SI' T 0k ''y. very gort-J , Dick. I'll take a look
a t t hem t on t gh t . Thank you.

Cc
,

Okay, real fine, Ed. And we're about 30seconds from handover and for the Red conference. The nextRation is Ascension at 03:20 and that'* the PLT * ph.ne a UAnd t fiat s antennas lr ft lo right.
rA0 ™*« ** Sky lab Control. of fllgnal as

it wire as the circuit is handed over t <» the < rew physfr.in
l»r. lerry Hordinsky for the evening medical status report - <, rtrudita conference with the crew. The phyntcih wilt take there ma I n dor of the Hermuda pass nbo-a the nc/t 4-1/2 taintm-a
And CAP C0MN will K e i > h >- circuit ark for A*.-vn»ln- in
13 minutes at wh U I, t i rau , we shall return. At 03:0'., ', r ein-whlch mean tin,, this is Skviab Con' rot.

KM) OK TAP I
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PAO TMs is Sky 1 ab Control, 03:18 Greenwich
m«an time. Ascension Isl&nd station foi tlie final time

tonight coming up in about 50 seconds. Pilot Kill Pcguc at

this station is scheduled to have a phone call to his family
on a separate VHF downlink. Spacecraft Commui, i cat or

Dick Truly has some other business with the other two crewmen.
An d we ' 1 1 s t an d by lor the Ascension pass

.

CC Skylab, Houston AOS Ascension for

'j-l/2 minutes and like an ATM frame count, when somebody can

g 1 vi it to me please .

CDR Okay, 14940. 5407, 1 83, 500, 5440, 494H.

CC Okay, Jerry and if you and Ed, I'm sorry -

I've «ot several thin i 9 I wanted to talk to you guys about,
sorry Bill Is on his phone call but 1 thought I'd - 1 thought
I would cover then for you hear at Ascension and we could save
the Carnarvon pass later on for the news.

SFT Okay, sounds good go ahead.
CDK Yeah . we ' re aval lab le

.

CC Okay, hang on Just 1 second I think there
are some ATM close out things that we want to read up to you
and then I'll get to this other stuff.

CC Okay, Phll't. going to get ne that list so

I'll go ahead. One thing before - before we go to bed this
evening we'd like for you to hook up the VTR again, ve
need to be dumping that so we can get the TV dump that's on
there. And Jerry.

CDR Okay, we'll string our cable.
CC Okay, that's gnat. Jerry let rse get to

you and Yd a little bit on thr conversation that you read
down to Phil and me , there"'* Just one specific question that
I win ted to answer tonight and then 1 wanted tu toll you a

little bit about what we were going to talk about tomorrow
night and sort of what that plan was. Virst of all and the

question I wanted to address here this evening was a cotnent
that you made concerning your willingness to talk about mission
planning and so forth on a private comm. Wo think that there 'a

absolutely nothing that requires private conn and as a natter
of fact l'n delighted that you chose Phil and ise to talk to

>ou about this stuff because it's kind of fun to work on. As
ti matter of fact 1 think exactly the opposite la true and
Phil agree* with me, 1 think when either something happens
that where so no ml a take or something is Caused, causes a problem
in the flight plan or when you thi.nk that we've mailt- sotae kind
of bonne r on one of the pads or gene v ally in flight planning 1

think the place to talk about that la on the air-to-ground.
Kven the vol cr record sort of puts a barrier between your
immediate problems and the right people to solve it. We thlr.k.
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So that's something you night take into consideration. Jhe ;

reason for that is that just the mechanics ot getting the

voice transcripts transcribed involves some time delay and

also naturallv there's a few mistakes built i^ and one thing

that we certainly miss is emphasis that you get from Just

talking to each other. So and arother problem there is the

time involved in setting the transcrips t rans cribbed
,

18

usually the people that get the job of answering your

question is usually a different team than the quest - than

that one that cither caused the problem or knows tho .straight

.-insuer. So vc in nummary, no private com requited and we il

talk about the whole thing tomorrow night. Now what u « arc-

planning on doing in a combination of a status message and

also several air-to-ground stations is we're planning on

putting together if we can a status of accomplish rents and

so forth as of the mid point of the mission. We're aiso. going

to look especially hard at areas where we think possibly that

you can help uf or look for ways on orbit that in particular

areas that vou may not he aware of where it will help us in

scheduling ir, - and finally try to point Out to you there

are some special areas that give up particular fits because

_

of the constraints in the flight planning and 1 think there s

two or three of those that are worth pointing out to you in

a little bit of detail, I think it'll help you understand

our problems a littV bit better. So after this shift is

over I'hil and Ploddle Bak«r our KAO and 1 ate going to

sit down for awhile and try to drci'ir which of these things

are worth putting in a nt-ssng.' and which ure worth talking

about and for your planning purposes we've biorked off a *ft

of passes toacrrow evening between starting about 02:15 and

going to 02:45 or 3 o'cioik to talk about all this junk and

if that isn't sufficient we'll schedule whatever time is

necessary

.

CDR Okay, that sounds fine Dick.

CA, Okay, while Phil is getting together the

other stuff with the AT - as a renter of fact he's got it

right here. Here's a couple of things on the AIM wo d like

to make sure that you van close out for us.

CDR Okay ,
go ahead.

CC Okay, $056 aluminum door close, ! m

sorrj , I'm lorty, S0S6 airlock door close, H-alpha TVs

and monitors secured, S055 optical reference *n<1 mirror

line scan, and turn off th i CM) loop.

SI»T Say, Di:k 1 have never gotten the chance to go

on up there and put It into the unattended configuration after

the med conference and 1 had planned to do that, that's

why it waa in the - that configuration.
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Okay,
1

we won't worry about It then. -
Why

t when we no LOS and - There's a couple

tiling I'd HVv. to talk ,ind we «t 1 1 1 y.ot abi

,, minut. s Wo - used a bunch of .TACK today durJnp. the l.VA and

what 1 thought I'd do was explain ft to you K uys when Rill

e. ts Vlf the phone II you would expUin it to hit, then it

you hav. anv qu.-siions ,u Carnarvon can talk about men.

But what we' think we did was in the in one oi the nes^es
that ve passed up mainly for Bill to use - we looked at

the data and the problcn occurred during the tweak nani-uv. rs

and also during L05 , the attitude built up to the numbers

that are about like this whose minus 3 degrees in X plus

7 ,!i R reis in Y and plus 10 degrees in Z so when Bill

inhibited CMC control, we were way outside t'.e TACS deadband

which result in about (garble) full on to the t h r u s t e r
s

^ and

ended up spending - well the total expenditure for the day

was about 3«mi0 pounds -seconds . What we should have told you

to do was if you exceeded the half of degree air limit by a

bunch we should have had you reselect attitude hold ' MC at

that paint to recent cr the deadbonds before Inhibiting CMf,

,„ntr ol an.) then niW a maneuver b i.-V t ttm nominal attitude

So in essence when Bill did notice that the outside of the

number of half t decree -

END OF TAPE
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CC - - nominal attitude. So in essence when

Bill did notice that he was outside of the dead - outside of

the nur.be r of half a degree, he was way outside of it <

he did exactly what the message Bald he should have done

and it lust cost us a bunch of TACS .

COR Roger, understand that and we'll pass it

on to hin.
CC Okay. One more note and we got about

a ninute and a half and then I'll call you at Carnarvon and

this one is just something that Phil and I thought you might

be interested in ami it ha? to do with the affect of the loss

of the Star tracker. It turns out that we can update nuZ

during your sleep periods, when you're all very still to

an accuracy of about 0.2 to 0.3 degrees because the momentum

dumps begin to take nuZ corrected down to about that level,

however during the day, the Z-axis drift degrades such that

when we're doing the SAL work in solar inert ial we will add

a reference star and the difference between our prediction

of rotuion and your observed angle will allow us to update

nuZ and will also allow you to update tho rotation. Obviously

the Stir tracker worked for JOP IB Delta and JOP 13 can be

done and essentially there':? nothing nore that we can do now

CO update Gamma RR as ve have hren before. The impact of these

things real briefly on the science is as follows: The JOP 13

we can't point S055, the J OP IP Delta doesn't really natter

because as long as you can see the comet. The effect on the

ERKP vc think is fairly insignificant we think that the effect

of corollary is fairly insignificant because aa lon& *s ve can

get you a reference star and finally on the general AIM ops,

the main problem Ja a post flight one of reconstructing Carina

RR, so that kind of Sums it up as to what effect the star

tracker loss has on a mission.
f[iR Okas', thanks a lot and that's nond to

know and wr can try to think up, do whatever we c,n to help

the situation.
SPT Dick, have they looked i n U< how the

AIM side of the house is trylrie to use visual feature* on the

solar Surface to get some sort of a roll alignment from

fine to t itne .

CC Kd , let me get back to you with that one

on Carnarvon .

SPT Thank you.
PAO This is Sky lab Control, loa* of signal

through Ascension Island for the final time tonight.

Space station Skylab on the first leg of the 3,3Uth revolution,

will be acquired" in 20 ninu'.os at the Carnarvon, Australia

station which should be the final pass of the evening. 03! 31

Greenwich mean time, thin is SkyJab Control.

i;nd or tapk
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P AO This is Skylfb Control 03:51 Greenwich
mean time, 50 seconds away from acquisition at Carnarvon
Australia. While we're waiting for AOS, we have the crew
physician's daily report on crew health, which reads as
follows. The EVA was successfully completed without any
medical problems. There are no significant medical problems
at this tine. Ranking more as persistent nuisances ar •

such phenomena as skin dryness, rare head fullness sensations
and every third day, high density meals that subjectively
make one feel slightly hurgry, although containing adequate
nutrients by objective tabulation. Th.it's the end of the
summary by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky, the Skylab-IV crew surgeon.
Standing by f o acquisition at Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Carnarvon for
11 minuteu and believe it or not I don't have any mission
notes to read up to you except for the news. Unless you
have some

.

CDR Press on with the news.
CC Okay. Travelers with New Year's travel

plans will probably find themselves involved in the great
gasoline hunt. One survey showed at least 75 percent ot
the service stations in most areas plan to close both
Saturday and Tuesday for the holidays. Some stations have
Closed already because th.y have run out of gas. Here's
.in interesting one, down in Nogalcs, Arizona, the U.S.
Border Patrol set up electronic devices along the Mexican
border to scan for illegal entries. The equipment jn
designed to emit a beeping sound when persons cross certain
areas. But the unit was silent Wedne s day n 1

gh t . Not one
peep. Turned out an Investigation dtsclo - disclosed that
it was stolen. General Motor* says its indefinite layoff
of 3S.000 workers should result in a total production cot
of 530,000 passenger cars by next fall. The layoffs and
production cuts are hitting plants which turr. out the larger
gas- gu^^ ling cars. Output of the nation's largest auto maker
is expected to be from 8 to 12 percent below this year's
level. President Nixon signed a bill today naming the U.S.
Courthouse and Federal Building now under construction Jn
New Orleans for the late Representative Hale Boggs. The
Israeli team quarters In the Olympic Village In Munich,
Germany, scene of a Palestinian attack that cost the lives
of 11 Israeli athletes, has been purchased by the games'
organizer as a memorial miest house. The tvo-atory building
will be donated to the Max Planck Institute for use as a
roemori.il residence and meeting house for foreign scientists
and lielegntlons. The National Safety Council's estimate of
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t< <- I w<- 1 • n 'i IU an d 'WO i-trsiMiii who m.-iv In- killed il i) I I n )• i h \

l<;/-h.Mir .
Nt-w Yuar'fi holiday w «•« V en d , taken I in .ntnit Ihr

«iiMO 1 liii> sliurinxi'. l)u r i n g I .ih l ytrr's ih rue-day In* I i day
weekend, <'«J8 persons died on the nation's roads. An aval -

an avalanche tumbled down a III Lie- used ski slope in Park
City West, Utah, today, killing one ski ins t rue tor and
slightly injuring another. Scene of the avalanche was a

back portion of the resort and not one of the regular runs.
It had been snowing heavily out there for four days. In
Tel Aviv, Premier Go Ida Me i r ' a Labor Party campaigner', for
Monday's crucial election on the issues of security against
the Arab enemy and peace in the Middle East. Opinion poll

s

showed her party which has dominated Israeli politics for
years, was running only a fraction ahead of the newly united
right-wing opposition. President Sixcn signed into law a

S375 million measure designed to encourage the formation of
health maintenance' organizations or group he a 1th plans. The
bill requires employers of 25 or more persons to offer tin:

option of such health plans in addition to private insurance
in negotiating health benefits with tnplovros. Hci o

' s a

few football scores, for bowl games today. The Sun Howl,
Missouri 3 4 , Auburn 17. Here in Houston at the H 1 ue h onn e t

Bowl, the University of Houston -W , Tul.ine 7. At the tast/
West shrine game, East 35, West 7. And at th< Gator Bowl
in the th, rid quarter Texas Tech 21, Tennessee J 3.

SPT Sounds like t h i University of Houston
did It to then.

CC They really did Kd. Hey Kd , Phil says
minus tonight on closing out the ATM. We
roll to inhibit.

I plan to get that tomerr

you get an
need the MP C

SPT
Dick .

CC
it ton i ght

.

COR
tn J k h t cheek i

is the way y

o

CC
CC

(Chuckle) Okay, ell

morn I ng ,

' d appreciate

Dick, r
- have t h

e

need it.

Good sho
Wo like

e got power to the VTR no
check it quickly and see

KSt) OK T A ( i.
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C;C Skylab, Houston when you check that
MPC also ve need to get ATM C&D loop off.

CC Skylab, Houston one final note. When we
did the test awhile ago with Bill walking and then doing the

lumps and also the toe lifts on the treadmill, we concluded -

well first of all there was a dramatic difference between
doing nothing and doing anything, that was really the biggest
difference of all , However we do feellike since we do have
five J OP 18 Deltas scheduled toncrrow, wc- do feel like that if

you, if Jerry, you ind Bill would like to during the
Open housekeeping that's next to the JOF' 18 Delta data takes,
if voii want to utilize that for the treadmill exercise as
long as you do cither the walking or the toe lifts but not
the Jumps we think that's okay with us and i: you have a

choici' there do the walkinj,
CDR Okay, what do you think about Mark 1, why

don't we run a little test on that one of these tines

CC Jerry we believe we've already seen data
on 1 1 : a t and wc think it's worse than the walking and the
toe lifts that wo were talking about a minute bro.

CDR 0 k a '

• , that's hard to believe r c ,i 1 1 y ,

because it's sort of an isometric. All you're doing is pulling
a rope around a pulley,

CC Will, 1 tell you what, maybe your supcestiun
of tskinx another look .it it is a good one and we'll - we'll thin
about that one.

CDR Okay .

CC Incident ally we're about to v.o to LOS and
I haven't checked the wakiup tine for in the r.orninj; 80 maybe
you should set your clocks Jut-t in case it's net real close
to 12 o'clock but I'll give you a call as early - as close to
12 r a possible.

CDR Okay, Dick thank you.
CDR Goodnight Dick.
PLT Goodnight , Dick .

IAO This is Skylab Control. Sps« e station
now in acquisition by the Guam station, however judging from
the Carnarvon conversation the crew and Spacecraft communicator
Dick Truly will have no further conversation tonight. There
were the usual goodnight Dick consents from the crew, therefore
we'll shut down the circuit until 6 a.m. central standard
time Sunday norning at 0<i;07 Greenwich mean tine, Skylab
Control,

END OF TAPE
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t,.,! Skvlab Control .it 13 hours 2 nlnutes

,n.i 52"seconds Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station
'

s now 52 seconds fro. acquisition of si ;na 1 a t the Unju
;

rd

nck :„. ship. The pass through Vanguard will be the first

one of irnin ? . The crew was expected to have awaken at

"
• o c-tral standard tine this morning at 1 2 :00 Greenwich

el e. But at that tine they were out of ran** of .In

h ! v,rc pa. sin* over the South Atlantic. The present, lino

Kl'uht Director is Donald Puddy and the spacecratt conmun I r.i

,s B° b Cr 'W n
- ,1n Tnr of the World" bv «h.

rl<5 i C

top <lf world trrTTT—
^ v _ %

f

Cood mor nin» , f r i p

.

•1riM,n
£- very ftond . The inr-n was dedicated to you

from vour daut;h t .. r , Jer.

turn on !»»"* .ilurlnun beryUiun hi Kh voUi*e bo>..

PI 7 ] hank you

.

C C (Music)
vc The CD*. Jer, is this a convenient lim*

to taU to von a little bit about the hiph temperatures I

told" vou the other dav vcu might be able to expert?

C fr 0 hotter do it next pass , .
I ' a. -ab.ou.t

readv tn ?ct even with Erf on the Ml 10 ler«. .

re. Ok.iy . have at It,

rv , r own antler Car r indl'M 1 l«R he ' «. fc«».ln* r •'

rel , ,-;th f.| f.-r M> Mood ,.,n,.l In., t h i n-wnii ,

rf . !•[,!, Howif <>n . IUII, w<- - "?•'«••! ?l..i-t..-

?H2A ^pi. S «.i-s in build In* ! lork 1A. t*k<» M •»
S '-00 .

.tnrf w.-M liU- v,,u t repeat .ho., it anytir.r y-m r -nvnu,M
•UirtMsh this stateside pa-is at a loll of j.*rn it

*
... ' 'h

pleas*;.
«H r n V a v ,

sorry about t n n t .

nti.'we cot' plerttv of tine to K*'

t

>, 'lin
;,li uoy. Crip, the deed is <ljnf. flow raufh

,re «> »-
oL

oh ^ Jet_^ w(j .roi about A minute 1<:M. :;rr

•for.' wi. co I.OS: probably be worthwhile to savo it. 1

imt soinft to *ivc' vou an' idea of what kind ot t enper a t -ire

„

,-ould expect a:vi what turning oft lights would do ,W
And atch thtt ciM.er next pa, 8 or a

.It 1-Uer in the <<;<y. no bl R '«sh on it. I assured tue S PI

>urvived the - the operation?
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1 CDR
be all right . v

CC
b.»t the ,„ t p, ss ; .And"?".;. ;:""!"

'W, to erab th.it i„a t ~ .. _

Oh, he's sniffling a little bit but ha'l

Okeydoke. What night be worthwhile and
>/.nd If hp's onf f 4 _ n t_ ii-

.
to Rrab that pad and I can - would likecouple of steps on it with hlB .

Crip, can you hold off? I 'm in the mid(Ue

minute
to run ove

SPT
of no.

mother pass
,lft , r ^fto do^' 1'^° l '" ^ h^

listen to them. ThW'l bout ^ ? r ° babl >' Just
to K o LOS in about seconds And M 1 " ' '^'^ *° in *
I» 3 minutes. <rou rei l s . »

866 y ° U C Ascension
about then.

really don t need the pad, I Ca n tell you
™ R Okay, Crip.
^

' See you there.

END OF TAPE
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i>A() Skyiab Control at 13 hours 15 minutes
and 8 seconds Greenwich nc-an time. Skyiab space station Is
now o\er the South Atlantic. It's passed out of range c.f the

..Vanguard tracking ship, and we're about 1 minute and 55 sec-
onds from our no x t acquisition at Ascension. Pass over
Ascension will last about 10-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft com-
municator Is Bob Crippe-n. This morning th<a crew awakened
nn their own at about 6 a.m. by means of an aiarn. They
were not awakened by the ground until just now. Of course
they had been awake for about an hour at that time. .Song
used to alert them to the fact chat ground has contact wi th
them was a song by the Carpenters, "On Top of The- World,"
and that's of course exactly when; the Skyiab < rew is. J.ook-
lug down on creation. And Jerry Carr said that he was too

..bus>y to talk to the ground.- "He said "I ' m ahout ready to get
even with Kd on 110"." That's the medical experiment which U-
yolves drawing blood and processing it, and Kd Gibson aamples
the other two crew numbers and then Jerry Carr get s '••chance'
to get his revenge. 1 minute to acouis i t ion of Signal at
Ascension. This is Skyiab Control.'

cc Skyiab, Houston. We're AOS at Ascension
for 10-1/2 minutes. And Kd , it's kind of your conven-
ience iitin-, I was going to dlscuas, these items on 18D before
y^u started entering then in your pad so you'd understand t:ien;
I m Koinr to see you again at Guam at about 14 - 14:01, 14:02
.ind I can discuss thorn with you tiiere. But if it's really
inconvenient or I can just talk to them and you Can kind oflisten herp.

SPT A 1 1

now,

/

CC Okay. Skyiab, Houston. We are doing adata/voice recorder dump through Ascension here.
SI'T Okav, Crip. Go ahead.
nC Okav, F.d. First thing is that on (.tens

*" " on 3Ce P 12 Wt' hjve you R« to a roll of minus 1900. And
tr.en before you ever take- any data on step 17 we have you

.

*nliiK to minus 6900, and that was done down her-.- because < <
'

Calculations of - c! tin- maneuver that ASCO r^uired due
to the- cunlng involved in the - in the canis;er at different
roll positions. And we knew where it was a^' ninus l'<-)0 and
wt didn't '.at the other, so just didn't - vanted you to
understand thaY tnat was done purposely.

J
1'!, (,k ' 4 >". Crip. I - I ^ess 1 can set nv> the

over ladle to the ladder positon initially. Is that correct?
CC Rog. It should be set up with -with a

minus 1900 for tile Initial values f hat we gave you on
step 14, or - and wicii 300 bias. That's minus 1600. -Hey
if you Just go down the - the steps like we've Rot them

r ight , Cr ip

.

re ge t t Ing t he pad
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written I don't believe it' 11 bother you at all. All I'm

J'

1

'

n!' 8 th * 1 lf *° through it, it appears as an ex E ra

fa „, r*l
C

<

re
?
U

y
WaSn,t re^™<'. and the reason v.sfor our ground calculations. .

, t
.

Okay. What 1 was thinking, though, is
I put the overlay at tilt so it's minus 6900 and I - IId have no problem. Okay. Go ahead.hhou

. .

CC Do "''- do that until after von have- out

lit" ^nl^ly ' ^ Stt'

P 12
'

Wherc y ° U r011 »«n«. 1900,

you on ste^ n w'
en n y ° u acq,llre t,lc conet (?) - a " d "

in 'it', nn rf S n, - ntloneJ we're supposed to be

'the ,

overlay of minus 70-X plus 70-Y, that assumesthe oyerl.iv is set at a roll of ninus 1600. Following ,n 1tyou'll go ahead and roll th , canlslt. r flpain tQ J^"?/ J/"*
1

now jnsulon of nJnus 6,00 and then change your overlayand then do your repointiny. X '

,.„, /m,,, >

° kny
-

1 Rl,t you
'

Cri P- The only r,ason
I m a little hesitant u.erc is that overlay position it <ustakes a whale of a lot of time £J Bet (r h ,k.!J \ _^ St

Sibil

CC

me tJ get it back there as pos~
I can use both mnn<fnr.i

ay, tine. Actually that - thatj , , ,
•

i '>e . rt ( i ua l i v thai - that over lavis just so you know wh,re it cor.es out right to It
T '* y

*iil
lf
tA*

n0
ih?°i?5

L ° e
"f

UP bL' lnR P«tincni to - to your
'

data ta<o. The otner - the other item was on - in sten ? <, Lon 54 wo had you do a little bit different chang f "w ^— --v mange t

. V , : " We hat ' you do a 54 long. You've

t?!
1

';,;
,

,0"; BU1 ] - enoir,s «oln B to talk to y
'
Ul

J
81" ln the Jay about perhaps making that

vn
?e
rnJ

n
* ^ n

,

Ch
" 3 Permanent chanee in a bunch ofvour JOPs, and the only item I wanted to do is Jus^c-M «to you S0 y OU C01jld remepsbtir Lh0 procedu si ' w

3

d ;give you the procecdure here.
aidn

P on,ra?
T

r.ess. R o?
^ ^ SL>rU

" P °" C * °" 1 "«

CC
'

,

Okay, on the general message w.- sentnight, which is - was only meant to be a Si—

-

talking about . Yes

.

: sri

, T ' l " " lli »i""ssionAIM conference today, that is what they're
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CC Understand you want to delay the d i • -

tuxhlon on 54, but you can - you can still go ahead and do
;

fi

that 54 long exposure for us in this building block. Is

that correct?
SPT Yep , Sure can. We'll deliver what they -

what they wanted to go along here, but I'm just going to have

to delay that discussion.
CC Copy that. The other item was on step 26.

We have worded 1L such that what we're after is the point to

a particular place in the tail. Since we didn't think the

tail was going to be very visible on your monitor, we oppose (?)

at a place the neeale (?) is at an offset position in the

maneuver, and I just wanted r. o call that to your attention to

make sure you understood that. And of course, when you get

to that offset position, since the offset position itself is

behind the disk, you will not be able to see the nucleus.
STT Okay ,

Crip . (garble)
CC Okay. Very good. That was all I had.

"'11 have turned over this position probably the time you get

bacK. to - to call. Was setting in with the Silver Team today,
but I'll - I'll be around in case there are any problems on

it. That'll be before you initiate it.
SPT Okay. Thank you very much.
CC Okay. Thank you . We still got about

3-1/2 minutes here, and if CDFl's available I can discuss
those temperature itens that I was mentioning earlier.

F.ND OF TAPF.
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'.hos e

here

i

S
^
T

* Okay, Crip. You got it

.

.... ,

CC
,

0k *y' ve *y That was all I had"have turned over this position probably by the time voujet b,c to Carl whose sitting in with the s i 1 ve r t e am obut 11 be around i „ c,,s P there ,r, any problems on it andit 11 be before you Initiate it.

.

S ' T 0 k a v , thank you very much
, t/ ,™ , ,

th™ k We still got about3-1/2 minutes here and if CDR \s available, I can discusstemperature items that 1 w 3 s mentioning earlier.U)K Okay . go ahead .

CC
t

, , .. . ,
Ro *' >»er. We, in discussing it down

,
m( talking about means of lowering the temperaturethe prlne one s apparently the light, ard it ve can either

Uss just turn it over to you and I was «oing t o t rv to » I VPyou an idea of what the predicted tomps we
? 1 Ve

what effect turning - turning off lights were and let vou.ake the decisis on that. On mission day 56, which is dy° ,u 10
»

Wt ' anticipate about a 71
and or. mission day bU
temperature. R I gh t. now i , s , ln , about ?5 ln tl|p work

temperatures I m giving you are for the
11 >'°" tur " Of£ about 50 percent of the OWS 1 i, f r.Ing your wak, period, w, pr «. dlcl [hat will dlcre,^ t'ere approximately A day - 4 degrees in about 5 to fyou turn off 50 perr.nt of the lights aheday 64, correction, yeah

that max tenperature down

and

vt- r atfo t e rope r a tii re .ticlpate about an 83-deg r .'e averse
P f t hes

shop.

t e r» p e r

days .

for t h

about

had tha
could t

CUR

79-dejsrec
Agaon. chat was just one otwe could bring it down another degree

rn on the secondary RS loop.
'

u , ,

Okay, well I tell you on thsituation, why don't you put.it on the pad as apower down for high Beta and or powe r down thSomething like that and we'll go ahead and \ udown early as far as the lights
' i • I ""on ' l tn ink - w<

just a remind

'
1 1

of tin

and
.ten we
that i we

p r e ;> e tl f

f r <;n you
you ought
shop .

CC

ft art going w i t It half your'i'ighi

light :';,/

reminder to
1 i Rh t i o r

xt.rr powering
are concerned and ,;et Ourselves
need any special caMups

t ha t tha
S in

Oka
you go r ight now with
on mission day S6, yo
he a 7 1 -degree averae.
wicht be a little

11, ess
, the prob 1 en is if

'<lf your lights, you're going toc.ivt
going to drop wh.it is now 'i-nine n,

rav.«/ down to around 68 or so. or 67, which
bit chilly. So, you night want to hold up
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on t hat --and get them a Her tliat per iod so we can cor reel t t. r

tlio max Bi>ta condition.
CDR Yeah, that's what I mean.
CC Okay.
CDR Send us a note on the pad then and

we'll start doing that .

<'C Okav, that's fine. Oka v, we'll - that'll
m i <i i m 1 z o t he de I t a excursion he tween tho»,o two and we'll .send
you a remind er of. that so that you can turn it off abo-it - start
turnlnp, of f about 5 or ft days, prior to that max. And, - - :

CDR Sounds f»ood .

CC Okay, very «ood . We're about 15 seconds
from LOS. Next station .contact is over Guam in 34 minutes and
we'll say good morning here.

CDR Rotfcr .

SPT So lonp , f r ip

.

CC Bye , bye .

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 28 minutes and
<? seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
across the coast of Africa. 33 minutes from now our next
acquisition signal at Guam . Fo r lengthy periods both this
morning and this afternoon Skylab chief 'scientist Ed Gibson
will point t lie space station solar telescope at the comet
Kohoutek. The comet now abou t 1

;
> , 000 , 000 miles from the Sun

in following'.! looping course that will bring it within
75,000,000 mi!cs ct the Ra r t h by n i d -J anua r v . The present
time it's a little ovei 100,000,000 milcti from tlic plarxt ,

...After .yesterday's 3-1/2 -hour spaoewalk, the crew ".?»• c t one <J

'

the comet and .shewed their drawing to/srlcnt Ists In the
mission control center by wav in television. All together
a dozen. scientific instrument s 'have been used hv the" ast r»naet a
in tlieir attempt to expand man's knowledge "of the tinv visitor
believed to have come from 5,000,000,000,000 miles out In space.
Medical experiments today include blood sampling from all three'
crew members, done this norninp,, and thai will be processed a
little later in the. day and also a test of Pilot Bill Poeue's
cardiovascular system, that's M092 experiment and M09 3 , which
is vectorcardiogram. Also J number of passes -on the ATM,
the total time at the solar instruments today will be about
6 and a half hours. Also scheduled for operation, tnday is
SOT), one cf trie star-looking experiments and a number of
handheld photo assignments, .sever.il of them officially scheduled
in the .Flight Plan. Those ph o t o as s i gnne n t s include major
Geological areas of North America. .Skylab crew h a ,1 t s next
day o ' f scheduled tor Thursday. They'd previsouly had
a day scheduted a little earlier, but they decided to delay
that. They have an early En r th resources pass on New Year's
Day, they'll be getting up a t 5 a.m. according to the present
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SkyUb Control .u M hours 1 minute Creenwichronn Un>c
. SkyUb space station is about 55 seconds f ron

..acquis It Ion of signal at the Guam tracking antenna, where wee Mlhave-
.

,, 9-r,lnute pass at tThis time change of shift is taking,,|au
' I'CTf.ln Mission Control with Don Puddv, the flight

.liri-LU.r, Roinp. oft duty, ,nd Neil Hutchinson about to coreon. ilw spacecraft communicator Bob Crippen is handing overnow to the oncoming communicator, Carl Henize. Dr. Henizevi U b,- makinp a callup hero in about 30 seconds and we M 1bring U... line u P for air-to-ground.
.

CC
,

Skylab, this is Ho-iston; standing bv for
t Me n>'x t 4 minutes. •

(

;

DR Koger, and Rood morning, Carl.
(X

.

Go°d "ornlng, .looks: like you got a lot ofInn vitli the comet today.
rnR A f f i rm.it i ve .

PA0
. ,. ,

Skylab Control ,u I '« hours U B,inuto S and
. » s,,onds (.reenwioh mean Unr. Skyl.,b sp.-.c- station h,,

^"..rNft^li"!
0l /* n ** ° f

'
hG tracking antenna ,t Guam. We're

111 J0 nin,lU' s 1 r * n our next acquisition Of signal
..m,v.ird. This is Skylab Control at 12 minutes after the. hour.

s:.*:d op tapk
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Sky lab Control at 14 hours 40 minutes
.Greenwich mean time. 'We're now 56 seconds from acquisition
of signal through the VanRiiard tracking ship. Pass through

Vanguard will last about 11 inInu:e R and then we'll bring the
line up live for Carl Henize, the spacecraft communicator.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Van-
guard for the next 11 minutes.

CDR Rop.er , Houston.
SPT Houston, SM.
CC (Garble)
SPT Carl, we've got a white talkback on 82B.

Otherwise the experiment i ;* ope rating nominally. I'm going
ahead with the exposures. Maybe you want to take a look at

C<
T

Okay. Ve copy. And, Jerrv, we'd like
to send up a reminder on the S 1 9 prep to use canister
number 3 and to reset the focus or. tooth (?) 1

CDR Okay, Carl .

CC Ed
, .concerning your 82R glitch, we'd like

to have you turn on the white light display for the Xt'V SLIT
and see what you see on the monitor there. The indication
we get down here Is that that, door might be half open, half
closed .

SPT Carl, 1 see a completely blank white
screen except for on the left, where there i 3 a dark bar
of a 1/4 inch, and then about another 1/2 inch, where

It goes off the screen. of a lighter ftrav. If I Weri . to Jethat I was looking at the edge of the door, I'd say we've cot
a 1 no s t t he f u 1 1 f i p 1 d t f v < e w

.

. ,

CC Roger, Ed. It's not as though you said
it was mostly blank thit.aakes us think that it

:

s nos f
1 y -

mostly closed. Would you repeat that again?
SPT

^ Okay. Should I be able to see the pro-tlducial ra a r k. s without the sunlit background?
CC That's a gjod question. We're not sure.

'

Sl '

r Okay. I see a display which is aboft
all white except on the left, about 1 inch in from the loft,
is blaok. The rirst pair, coning from right to le't is i

very dark bar c: 1/4 inch and then a lighter bar cont I n u i n gof f t he screen . .

.

CC ok «y . •
Thanks. I think that • « clear

Kd
,

ve rc going to try to cycle that door from down her..
.. .

.3VT .. Okr.v .

CC K,i
•

v<i weren't able to recycle th.t door
-since you were working with the DAS. We'd like to try it atAscension if you'll give us the DAS at AOS.

iiPT Okay. Sorry , Carl .
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(:( ' That's, oohh, that's righto. And wo -

have a little over 1 minute to LOS. We'll see you over
Ascension ,u 1'.; - oop: back up on th.it . : 14:58 Is Ascension.

p A0 Skylal. Control at 14 hours 53 minutes
and 6 seconds Greenwich mean t i me . S ky 1 ab space station is
passed out of range of the tracking antenna on the ship
Vanguard. It's presently over the coast of Brazil and <

approximately .4 minutes and 55 seconds from acquisition of
signal at Ascension. This pass through Ascension is one of
fiist. of three overlapping passes; Ascension, Canary Islands,
and Madrid. The total .length of those passes should be
iboui K, minutes. Today the crew got up this morning on
tueir uwn before we had acquisition of signal, and wo- -J id
not talk to them until after 7 o'clock central standard time
this morning, at which time they were plaved "On Top of The
World," by the C.~, rp,i, 1 1 rs . Jerry Carr was about ready to get
his revenue during that pass on Ed Gibson, who had already con
plot. ..-d his blood sampling. Gibson is .conplct inj- the fifth
blood sarapl lr.v v { the mission. All three crew memberl had
their blood samplnl this morning and that test will be com-
pleted later tod*y when necessary procedures are completed
for storing and returning that to Earth . T-Crew is also
advised that temperatures are going to be i nc re a s i n g there,
51 - 71 degrees are - will be the estiu.ud t en pe r a t u r e on
the 10th ot January, and then the temperature will start
rising. It could reach a peak of S3 degrees on the 18th •

of January. However, the crew has been advised if they'll
reduce t he i r 1 i gh t i n g by about. 50 percent they can cool
temperatures down by about 4 or 5 degrees. So thev will be
starting to reduce their temperatures by turning ''off lights
after December 10, or after January 10, and will attempt to
bring that maxinun level down t o ab ou t 7 9 d e g r e e s to keep
from overheating

. Crew members have indicated they've had
problems with drv skin due to the very low humidity on the
Skylab space station, and high temperature t en.l a t o accen t

that
. Today there are two major maneuvers scheduled fr.r

J01' 18D, t hat '*» the joint observing p r og r am f o r obse r v 1 n c
t fie comet Kohoutek, which is now approximately 50 million
miles from the Sun. The estimated 1ACS use for today is
about 9 mibs, or npproximtely . "> oound-seconds of TACS . A
very, very small amour- 10 use for each of the Joint dbserv-
Jn« proerans

. Approximately five estimated f or des a t ura t ing
r ho attitude control system gyroscopes. That's- to reset
them so t hoy

.

can .con t r ol- at t i tud.e properly during the rest
of the time. So only about 45 pound -seconds expected tor'
use today compare with a lather extensive use over the last
two space walks. Currently the temperature on Skylab is
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ahoui 75 degrees. And we uon'.i have any problem, withomperature until about »i-J -J.n-i.r y when the S un a on

o
0

.,:^:,":;
1

:" i:
ache

:

i,s
v* in™ icvei °- AboCf; :;„„«..

U n

'1t Ascenaion.
:.. Present time the Flight Director

r \
th

' :?" a"V he spacecraft connunicator is Dr..Url » e ni". We ll bring the l lm up live now for air-to-ground through Ascension, Canary Island, and Madrid apass lasting approximately 15 minuies.

END OK TAPE
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U miles through ^llsl on
'

ano' £ nTr

™ 1
:

S
/<

T Roger, Car!.* Let me make one more cor„-

s
p

:;;;;:°i e ;::
£uvcr and the das ir yours

-
rake ™

s"r ;i:
y

;. t

i

i;.
tt
"

know w 1 - u,rt-

rt:
.p

Th.ink you.

.

SPr
,

Carl, could you please tell n<- u.v ,.nyou're through with the DAS ? We'have a r « sM| !,„o„ver coming up here very shortly. * 1
'

CC Okay
. We will,

CC
<;p T

We do have the door open now.
,

0h
>
okay. Very good. Yes wan indication up here. w. got a /ray.

ct Great .

SPT (garble)
CC Say again
SPT
CC enabled - We tried the otl

gain .

t'work.d.
l" nabled

~
WC trit ' d U" ° tht" r Kd.

CC Oh .

Spr That \s good.

,

CC I'll take that back, F<! t'e .-n-,1, 1,. iPriory and turned U on ,nd it worked.' , t

'

wa^ \ he^' one

arpea'rILe, Carl. ^ ^'^ 11,5,11 dlhpUv
"<» <

^ CC
"V

Okay. That's good infornatloh tor f « r „ r .

on It .hould Zl\lV^\l\l^
ROLL is inhibited?

C0Uld W doublpch «fc the ,,C

CC
loc:t at inrroved s t a b i J if;

guess we *d 1 i k t , have fi.it

H»R ( . ,
". "'if indication down hcr (! is lh,,.

'

'^Z
Could you doub!, check thnr it', on-

vou closed or reset ilViolX ll.™?**' »»»««

Thanks'a lot.
° kaV

"
" h » u

< Pr-ble*.

We'll'L you over c^Z '?t

'

,

"
°
" 9

' ° " "
1 '»"• » «« •
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PAO Skyl.ib Control at 15 hours 14 minut.-s
and 35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab spaoe st.it ion
is now about to pass out of range of the tracking antenna
at Madrid. Our next acquisition in 24-1/2 minutes away at
Guam. This is Skylab Control at 14 minutes and 48 seconds
after the hour.

KNH OF TAPE
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as pronounced its the tall, I think the angle between the
tail and the spike remains about the same. The uli itself
is, I think, larger than I was able to toe it yesterday,
although I was looking at It through binoculars tonight, or
in this last day pass. It's exceptionally bright nucleus
and it is almost orange in appearance now; yellow and very
orange, a little bit more so than I think as I eav it yesterday.

MCC Okay
, Ed , thanks for the observa t tons he ro

.

And information, the DAS is your8 now. Let Re divert here
for a minute, a couplo of thought* on the S054. We'll be
hopefully discussing the procedure changes tomorrow If you're
re.wiy, It not we'll lust do it the following dav. We're more
.Interested In doing U right than doing it fast. So i f you're
not ready tomorrow, j U st let us know again. We ' re hoping that
you tl >;i-t a chance to talk it over a little bit with Jerry
and Bill. And we can talk about it and see what changes, if
any, we need to do. One thing I'd lik* you to think about is
the MODE switch on 54 that wo don't want to touch. You might
give son* thought, to- hew we might go about tafing that. We'vetalked about tapinv It; we've talked about getting an AllenWench and removing the knob lt»elf. Ve didn't like thnt for
fear that it would be very easy to click it one position and
then we re really back in trouble again. You might fcive some
thought to what sating, if any, we might want to do to that
twitch .

sp * Bill, we not that thing taped down on eithersate and there s no w,v.' you can move that switch unless youdeliberately take the tape off which none of us will do Ithink it's adequately safed.

^ C
.

Okay, good. I had a feeling. you guvs hadprobably already solved that problem. VY were Just worrying
about it needlessly down here. And obviously fram now on
S054 cares taore about the roll than tney used to. The message
that we sent up was intended to, the tail end of it, be a
cue card if you desired, to aliment sone i

n

i o r ma t I on in the
' Jxperinent Retereme Book where we never te«Uv worriedabout the film axis and the grating axis. That's for information.

Ke. 11 worry about scheduling rolls and things, but I thought
d want to know how things are oriented with

everybody e 1 se . And in
aspect to

days a r o
,

response to a question you asked
ng synoptic-type observations when you'redoing orbit -long obs on the Sun of your own choo? ing

,

" S054does pr.'ter the MS0S6m as opposed to the previous 256
now, on a onco-an-orbi t basis or whatever fits in. And that'sabout all I have for today. We'll be here ready to talk to youtomorrow, And you can talk as much as you want'now for a
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minute and a half. Honeysuckle la next In 8 mlnutus, Over.
SPT Okay, and thank you very much, Bill. 1

- I think I'd better get cracked down on a few things here
or I'm feointu to be further behind. Thank you very ouch, and
I'll try and look at that 54 stuff for tomorrow.

MCC Okay, no problem. And we'll talk to you
tomorrow

.

FND OF TAPE
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Skylab Control «i 13 hours <i8~l/a minutes
,r*onvU», mean time. Skylab ap*«e atation aow passing oyfcr
New Ru even is out of ran** of the tracking antenna on Guam,
°? I.J «t»utaa from acquisition at honeysuckle. PresentU»e Ed Gibson in in the midst of his operations Jointobserving program 180. Gibson U t h« operator for 4-1/2
hour Joint observing program this morning. Thla particular"P"'««". JOF 180 U aiaed at investigating several aapJct*of the comet Kohoutek, including it* structure temperature,
and composition of it* head and ail, »nd also the Infractionof the tail and th. solar wind. Today's observe - oh.ervationa

,

made two days after the comet parsed closest to the Sun, devote*five revoUuione of the orbiting space station to the study of thecomet. The comet has now moved about one and a half million

o!-cemheU
r

28*Ii ^'Si ^ *"* than P"""""". which wasDecember 28 at 4:24 a.*, central standard time, when thecomet pa^ed just thirteen and a quarter million miles f V om

?
e

*s ?<\°f *1* Sur" A
' P" 8*^. th « comet speed has

?5;
W
5nV

l

5?
X fr

2
B Perih « li ^« It's estimated ro be about225,000 nibs per hour, approximately 25,000 miles »» hour

slower than it wad at perihelion. Currently KohouUk U aboutone hu.uircd million mHo* from the Earth. Four ins t r „ment -s nrvbetng used by Gibson today. The S082B, extreme ultravioletspectrograph, thi 9 device records spectra in 2 invisiblewavelength* on film. Optica for lhe instrument consist solelyof a shite light telescope and the spectrograph. Gibson willbe able to see what the instrument is recording through the useof the integrated TV monitor. This particular ca-.ra ha.high resolution a*d, although normally used for solar observationsis equaily suited to look at the comet. Principal Inves t l* . tortor S082B is Dr Richard Tousey of the Naval Research L^o oryin Washington D.C.. The S056, X-ray telescope, which record/
e
?
tf

I! ,L 8
V«

rt vavelen 8ths on 35-millimeter film, is anotherof the JOP 18D instruments. Principal invest 1 ?ato i for thl-experiment la James H Miliigan, of the Marshall Space FlightCenter. Another X-ray instrument, u,e S 0 5 x-ray spec I rograph i

c

tejoacoi-a, will also be used. This eanera records high rpsu 1 u I ii>nimages of X-rays. Yesterday .,-1 three astronauts s „ w the c«n-clearly as Gibaon and Skylab Commander Jerry Carr completed ..'

*

J-l/2 hour spacevalk <.o photograph the speeding body. Althoughthe comet & aolid center is estimated to be only about .'5 wllo*across r.he dust and gases blowing away hy the energy radiatingtnm the Sun produce a huge atmosphere of glowing material.Gibson said yesterday that he could see both a broad tailstreaming behind the comet and a thin spike pointing di recti

v

at trie Sun. Solar physicists estimated the total leusuh of
'

the. spike and tall at about rt million miles. That's 9 timesthe apparent width of the Sun. Earthbound observers will have
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to wait until late this v«ek to see th« comet, which shouldbo vis U ju.t after sunset in the southwes ern sky ?i

J

whit. light coronagraph U also used for today'* obser-vation, th.t'a the fourth of the four in.ir,.«.„ s ol JOP 18DThat « used to record the total visible llgat froi h .
"

lit !
U ° nV f the ins ^u m «n t8 which h i followc- thTco^et«ince U .arte close to the Sun. Gibson will follow na «e.being recorded by this device on his TV »oni tor on the ATMconsole. That', 0 f course been broadcast tl groin* SefoJ'eand that *ay again happen. There io t l«e a7t aside forrecording white light coronagraph U. ery today on the TVnonitor. We're approximately 1 minute from acquisition ofnilgai at Honeysuckle. We • U keep the line open now forspacecraft comaunicato r Carl Henlze.

°

suckle'for 2 .Inut..?^
1 *'

'
^ " thr ° Ugh

CDR Roger, Carl.
SPT Houston

, SPT

.

?p T
Sav again.

, .

T
,

Carl, I've get a request for the folkswho are planning the 18Ds.
loU8

£
c Okay, go ahead.

oj initial location II I^ ^ ^|£ \

U -I
!

coronagraph display. Turn, out ve ha ablack. bar which runs across the display, and the comet th( ,nomine was positioned underneath that blick bar I thin!

SPT Thank you, Carl.
CC Sure thing .

Creonw
A
ch nean llP , ^c',^ J

0ntro1 at " hours 57-1/2 ninutos

END OF TAPF
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. „ Skylab Control at 16 hours 18 „i nut ,.

yo., could bov. it a ut i. !, ; ..
Uo holp "

r think If n""L ;
" d

,
«H. to locate U.

- nlnutee of 50001 in V.
y UyUl ln x iin,J «vor,

aM^to see the conet ^ th0u , h U ^Z^^l^ ^
wh.r."«u were trying ^i^S^ou^J
^.T'" £

he " Uhen 1 1 «<** d «nd th in , ' f /^
and brought It out from underneath it.

"aneuver

ninut e5
And Fri

»
C0l,lii Me hav * the DAS f 0 r a

SPT Sure can.

readouts down here- ^[^Til^llJl I
*

S ,°* 2
! ".0t " P ° r ''' 1

* " « on
Hke target the in GH VO^T^K Hn'sO^ ""^

VOLTAGE^ 1 was on. The" *v i'?

'

h '„J ^V, 1'* 1 s <>55 li l CM

have running and sor.evhere we null have \ ua Lit It-,i^. positive i had thftt ruBnlng aroundi ^iitii »in U r::
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cc 0 * Okay, we understand that. And the
OAS is yours a«aln. Skylab, we have 1 minute to LOS. We'll
see you over the Canaries .it 16:39,

PA0 SkyUb Control at 16 hours 27-1/2 ainutes
Greenwich mean line. Skylab apace station new over the cen-
tral part of Brazil la out of ran«e of the Vanguard tracking
ship. Our next acquisition Is INI/2 nlnu(et aviy n Canary
Island. Present time there appears to be sone *ll«ht dif-
ficulty of operations of the S082B Instrument, and we'll bo
dolns some review of the data on that. Most vi that data is
recorded and will be dumped at a tracking star.ion. It will
take a while to get it back in to Mission Control so it can
be looked over and we can determine what the problem Is with
the H2B solar instrunent. That's one of the instruments u -
beins used today on the observations of the comet Kohoutek,
This U Skylab Control it 28 minutes and 13 second? after
the hour .

'

F.SD 0 Y TAPE.
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PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 38 minutes
Greenwich mean t line ... Sky lab apace station now over the North
Atlantic is about to be acquired through the Canary Island
tracking antenn.i, P«n through Canary Island then Madrid
an overlapping pass, will last about 15 minutes. We'll bring
the line up live now for Carl Henize, the Spacecraft Com-
municator. Fl Ight Director on duty now is Neil Hucchlnaqn.

cc Sky lab, Houston is with you for the next
13 minutes through the Canaries a;\d Madrid.

COR Houston , CDR .

CC Go ahuad , CDR.
CDR Karl, yesterday evening In a chat vlr.h

Truly, they discussed the posslblity - no, I guess ic was
yesterday mornint, anyway. Some tine yesterday with either
Crippen or rr.ily, we talked about SuZ updates and what we
were going to do in order to keep our NuZ squared away. One
of the things tha^ were KOinR to be done vera to take'a looK
at some reference ^tari of the minus Sun, the antlsolar airlock.
I noticed today we have three S019 outbreak pads «nd no men-
tion made cf reference stars in these pads. It wouM seera
to me a good Idea that naybe we should consider taking
a look a\. a reference star, cr is our NuZ In good enough
shape that we don't need ti> tod.-jy.

CC Roger. Jerry, and the »vrvl we have down
here is that we are able to keep track of NuZ as long as
they're very careful about it. We are able to keep track of
Nu?, to the required accuracy for S19. We also have a compli-
cation is that we are confined to using the 003 canister
now, which doesn't havt' a reticle.

CDR That's right. We forgot, about that. Is
there anything we -can do about swapping reticle or the lights?
or anything from 3 to - 2 to 3?

CC There's two possiblitles here. If the
system Just wanted a NuZ update we could always put the 002
canist er on and simply use that eyepiece . As for - for the
use of SI9, though, theri is some poss lb 1 i t y , i f we wanted to
put a bright star over there on the left cross, but the ques-
tion is. do you fc-ei without a reticle you know where that
position is fairly well now just by sighting in there with-
out a re t ic 1 e ?

CDR We probably, do, but what's the poss ibi ley
of swapping reticles?

CC It was. - was that - The problem is swapping
abattery there. That's something that could be looked tn r d
Yes . . / :

CDR Okay .
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f

cc Jerry, the people down here feel quiteconfident that wc can hanR on to our NuZ corrections fairly
carefully as long aa we keep a close eye. A - After a night'smomentum stabilization we know what WuZ is, then we integrateangles through the day and we fe,sl that a* long as we
keep doing this carefully that we're fairly confident.™R Okay j fine . Carl .

,.
C
;

C
, \ ,

incidentally, Jerry, concerning the filmthread pad, the pad we sent iM > to you is siaplv a status
report. Ve do realize that you've got number 2 and number 8not functioning and they're not required today . and one ofour problems is we need a couple of new reels, takeup
reels, for those and we're going to have to un - unreel some
of the Skylab II fil, t0 get the r., and that's something thatwe expect to get done tomorrow.

CDR Roger. Copy.
CC

rr ,

Ed, concerning the 82B problem with itcutting off, we ve been chewin R (?) on that and the onlv thin*that we can possibly see to cause that is - Is the possibility
that you ve got the event timer running, in which case aboutonce every hour it'll au t o«,t t i ea 1 1 y turn 82B off. Is it
possible that the event liner is running?

SV>T Yes
-

1 had it running at that t ine andthat may have happened. I had it tined for something else
CC Okay. Fine. That might solve thatproblem. Was the SLIT ENABLED?
SPT Affirm.
CC Roger. 0*ay. Ed, we'd be pleased tohave yov f.o to - to INHIBIT on the SLIT.
SPl Okay. I don't have it running now, Carl.

I ve got it set up for the first exposure next orbit, so we're
okay .

CC Okay : fine .

CC
,

Skylab, Houston. V.'e have 1 minute to
LOS. 11 see you over Honeysuckle at 17:26.

PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 54 minutesGreenwich uean time. Skylab space station now over eastern
Europe has passed ouc of -range of the tracking antenna at
Madrid. Our next acquisition is 32 minutes and 40 seconds
away at Honeysuckle. This is Skylab Control at 5* minutes
alter the hour

.

FND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylit, Control at 17 hours 25 mlnuun
an.l 40 beconds Greenwich mean lime. Skylab space station
is now over northern Australia, about 52 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the Honeysuckle Creek,
Australia tracking station. Just outside Canberra. This passshould last approximately 8 minutes through Honeysuckle.
Spacecraft communicator U Karl Henlze.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through
Honeysuckle for about 7 minutes. And, we'd like to have
the DAS for about 30 seconds,

S p T ROR . You xot it , Kar 1 .

CC Thank you .

SPT Could you - could you please go 'over'
a X aln what was the situation with the 82B door this morninii?

CC Stand by.
*

CDil (Garble) ^0-second exposure on Die last
tl.-ld. I cm it in then-, if I do it before the )0-s<<cftnri
exposure ...

CC Sayaijatn, please,
CDR Skip It, it '.-i too I. it

CC The DAS is yours

.

S p T Thank you . Karl

.

CC Okay, Karl, what 1 was trylnR to Rer to you
on was the last star field in S019 here. I didn't Uve enough
tine to nit 2 70 and then a 'iO and then a 90. I could have t-istabout Rotten a 90 in. if I'd skipped the 2 - the 30-second on*

.

But, I went ahead and played it straight, since I rtally didn't
Rive any time to think about it.

CC Okay, that's fair enough, Jerry.
CC And, we didn't respond there because wemissed the fir-t few words. We had sone sort of site drop-

out there,
CDR Okay

.

CC But , I tii ink you did good.
CDR I Ruess for that ,90-sccond exposure

we got about seconds o !"
i t .

CC .Great, t h n n k you.
CC Fil, Conicmlnn the S082 B duoi -i.' What

we can see down here, it indicates that on.youi f I r < t AT"
operation, this morning, that waa back on rev h&0

. when you
or the computer closed that door it didn't close ail the way
And. in that st,.'c it would refuse to answer the open command
when you tJicked It on for the 80 - -

M, 'C Mot or had t ined out.
CC - - because the motor had timed out.

And, that seen* to be the origin ot raost of our problems.
SPT Okay

, I did cycle it though. I went to
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c1ok«J and did got ,» whir.. t„n u .

CC . , .
vKflioif) 11 open again

out in that B()
i tnl £V VhCn th3t -tor"!.

-J.
n 1. to fir.t of . J l^lJr i

°?
l

ly
-!r 'V' 11 '""ling

that cyclo. '
innil>lt it and go back through

Jui^*
1 r *»«»ber that, now. Thank v«.

^ain.^At Ua8l Qn lui^to^^ U d »«n't happen

proT VUh
*' ^>H5-

says that T033, t ha t »i,

B l

^
1

'
, ,

X havt
* nessase here that

because of weather ^ h™ dh *** has been scV^d
PL
CDR
cc

"wu» i on ,

CDR J! r ?
h*^' CilR -

Thanks, Karl,
Houston

, CDR .

Jj-ttjl. in thl. c,w: '
a r s V?0ther *«

the battery, because -
P r3b"SiJ s

"
, !

P" b -°lv I- d n flnit.ijnway, I turned on the swY^ ^ Cly
'

b" u "ful -
*

for about
3 seeonda and tune J? *

nd 1 >>0C ln * ^'tlcleIt'* probably our battery ' * 1 "* ° Ul '
Se

• " look. l, k

°

And. we have LOS in ^I,^^ for that inflation.
Bermuda at 18:09. About , h!w w

be stt i"^ you over
CDR Roser

h ° Ur ,r0B

-seconds Greenwich nel k a

? h ° UrS 35 — andche sout., island of n,v Zea ^J*
1^ station i, ov . r

handheld 170. T 0 5 e I ,
" ;

ancelled todav. ^
be.r.s that are se „ from hTco 1 ^ J"""" £ ° use ^*
Cre.ob.lt, Maryland. J«t SorU o?'S >T * FU * ht C '"ter In
observation by the Skvlab „ °

r
V,s,,lnRlon

' D -C. for
h"°" an ^tlficial navi,,tional dov

eXPr ted '° e¥t »«ally
and ha, ot.er possible ap M

° * PaC * ^"^1,./
of Riving evidence of changes n r\

inciudlri * the possibility
observation, the obs e r v. t io n o \ ,

1'°, * 1 m ° 3 phe r * • ^at T05 3

"

or today It Wa3 , chedu e%
n

^ 1

J
«« has b een cancelled

- H tie
:
ess than i hours fron no\l -J? ?

Wch * ean "ne,
3 , inures to our next acquis Tion of M

8 Skylab Co "t rol

.

»inutos and 46 seconds afre! the hour
' r ' OV 36

END OF TAPE
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Skvlab Control at i 8 hours 9 nin
23 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space static,
coming within range of the tracking antenna on Bermuda. This
pass through Bermuda will last about 8-1/2 ninutes, and there''
will then be a brief interruption before we're picked up at -

:V Canary Island and Madrid. We'll leave the line up live now
tor a i r- to-p, round through Bermuda , last inp 8 -inutes. Karl
lionise the spacecraft communicator, Veil Hutchinson "the* fli;.rt
lili'rctnr on duly,

fX Sky 1.ib, this is Houston through Bermuda
'lor 7 mJ nu t e s .

SPT Roy-f r , Houston .

cc -Ifrry, Houston. We're sending up our
humble apologies concerning that film thread pad. We've lust
been discovering what you were conplainine about, the fa:-

~

that we. had nunbcr.s for the ukeus reel on the 02 and the OS
transporter. We've got updated on that, and we relize that
the 02 transporter has no takeup reel as we understand it.
The 08 transporter has MT09 after you repaired both of then
Thank you.

CDR Rosiur, Karl.
CC So nc how or another we - -

CDR >"e ar«! concerned about future Instances
of tnis. We're wondering If the photo guys feel there's nnv
other possible chants we can nake procedurally that mi,.,u
help insure that we tear lefts of this f 1 1 n

.

CC Nfp.fit Ive, We discover, d vtio r d.< t i 1 v ,\

explanation ot t n i s in last n 1 *h t
' s t .. pes , and We don '

i un.hr.ihow it happened. We're sorry.
CDR Okay.
t:>R The procedures 1 was talking about, Karl

are the procedures for threading. I'n Vundcring If th.v want
co modify the thread procedures in any way to help us.

cc Okay, thanks for the sust^es t i on , and we ' nthink about that.
CDR Okay.
cc 1'u i.Md th:-,t tliere In ton rem And t ink in"

goiOR on already. And w.- think that that filn is rather
brittle after belnp in orbit for so lonp., ar i that v.-* r ,. thinki
tbout what mlp,ht be done.

Cl)R R'M-er. Another thfn« t, , Karl, wh i J •• •.<- ,

r«talking film, and that's in the i oc uine 11 1 a r v rh't« vr. Toil- '

pad was a little hit h;u..y in some area*, as : wh„ ,
r",

t t- »•.,"•

tin- subject and who ought to be the observer. J ih*>- k It Vo ,, >

,j

|, « h«"lpf«l to us anyway if the down thi-re wn,i.i r v*
**

' i-

specify who's to be th, Hub |«'t:t and who'u , h« oh <. • t r .
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• Ok .i v , wc- cn\.y .

( (: l>l , io cloning 'i(> Iron the Mil' 18 -
Kd, In floHln?, up on the IOP IHI) wo noticed t h at t lie - t he
S082B door ia not completely closed again , but this Is some-
thing that we'll handle from down here. And we have 1 minute
to 5,0S . And we'll be seeing you - we'll be seeing von over
the Canaries at 18:20. i; couple of minutes.

SPT Okay, Karl. I'm wondering if then someone
could explain to me a little bit about what the pointing was
this morning. Apparently it was to look at the plasma tail
and that, as I can tell from what 1 saw up here, you were
thinking was not anywhere near the dust tall. *

That's an interesting comment, and we '11
check up on that.

p A0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 18 ninutes and
52 seconds Greenwich nean time. Skylab space st,Ui.)n has
passed out of range at Bermuda. We're about 1 miruit.> and
40 seconds from acquisition at Canary Island. There will be
a pass through Canary Island and Mulrid with. -a brief Interruption
between then. And the t a t a 1 t en g t h o f the two passes should
be about 10 minutes. We'll bring the line up live now f r. r

air-to-ground. Carl Henlze at the spacecraft commun i t n r * s
console.

cc Skylab, Hou3ton; standing by for -i minutes.
We're talking through Canary and Madrid. And when we rea'h
Madr id

, .

that *s about 18:21. we'll bo dumping the tapes. And
Kd

,
your - your surmise concerning the plasma tail was correct.

18r)

Were almlng 0ut lh(' re 10 & et the P^sna tail today on that

SPT Okay, I'd be kind of interested in knowing
how the people on the ground know where the plasma tall is.

CC I guess there's a question. Do you have
any visual indication?

SPT N'pt on the plasma tail I certalnlv -Jon't.
CC Rl<*ht .

SPT not putting that tail
the slit or the tenter of the display. And I'm won «> <> r I up h«.v
they know at what an* I «.• the plasma tail is r»min R of! j rr , h t h«
nuc 1 eus .

cc Roe.er, we're - wo ' re trVin>; t <> >i th" r.ii
on that.

SPT He v. Karl, 1 can givo you lore drift
information. Over : Su- last nightside at 16:55 tin- position
on the overlay af t i r I had done the roll on both the canister
and the overlay, was a minus 123 and a plus 26. A: 17:32,
over the nightside with no drift compensation It ended up at

i
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minus 117 and plus 36. So that's over 36 minutes It went
plus 4 and plus 10. Previous estimate during AO minutes
Rave me plus 4 and plus 10 also. So that's consistent but
it's not consistent with the drift we are putting in. During
this last part of the maneuver where 1 could actually monitor
when 55 was not operating, let me give you some more coordinates.
This is where drift compensations were made. 17:46, minus 64,
plus 60; 17:54, minus 63, plus 63; 18:02, minus 62, plus 65;'
18:07, minus 62, plus 66; 18:09, minus 62, plus 66. So you see,
our drift compensation didn't hold it in there.

CC Okay
, Ed, thanks a lot .

EN I) OF TAPE
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SPT - minus 62, plus 65; 18:07, minus 62, plus
66: 18:09, minus 62, plus 66. (Garble) good compensation (?)•
then hold it in there .

rc Okay, Kd. Thanks a lot. EH, we're anxious
to get the ATM closed out. so we that can start the dump.

SPT Karl, can you explain that little momen-
tary glitch there after T had (garble) strapped on and
gone to SI? We went off attitude and are coming back now.

(:c Stand by . Kd , we saw that , too , and we
don't have a good explanation at t he moment.

SPT Thank you. Hey, Karl, would the S055
people like me to assunc the mechanical - condition (?) on dif-
ference between mechanical and optical on(?) 104? So I reallv
ought to be setting it up on mechanical 114?

CC Ed, the - the data we get back on that
is that we'd like to have you on 102 mechanical.

SPT Okay. May pad is telling no thev want
(garble) MLS set up on optical reference cf 0010, and I can't
K et any optical reference pulse right now and the onlv way
I can - if I have to work it off mechanical. Do thev' wantMill that delta of 10 in there above the optical
KKF which would mike It 11." then, «r do they want 102?

cc Stand by. Ed, the word we get down here
is we don t understand tie delta of 10 instead of delti of 2
and for clarification we do want mechanical setting lOi at the
present time.

1

SPT <"<•»>*• I'll give you 104. As you look
on the pad, Mcp 33 says power down unit tended roll. 055
MuS. grating 0010, and that's what I was speaking of
as far as the delta above RKF : 0010.

CC Okay, and we're going to be LOS In about
20 seconds and we'll see you over Carnarvon at 18:55.

PA0 Skylab Control at 18 hour* 31 mjnutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab spare station has passed out of
ranee of Madrid. Our next acquisition is 31 nlntite.« and
30 seconds away. Present tine, during this last couple of
passes, maneuver - Kohoutek maneuver completing 18[) observa-
tions is under Way and seems to be working well, And the
S082B, which had given some problems earlier today, again has
a door ti.it '.< hung up that's not closing proper lv. That's r

t

„
t> be looked at during thl* next 30 minutes or so
!U>nc decision made * ? to what will be done on pre - on futur
nighttime passes, .space station having moved into nighttime
now for About 33-minute period. S082B earlier Also had a
little problem with the timer, which was left enabled, that is
to say left on but not set. It automatically recycled to
99 minutes and shut itself off a couple of t l«*ea earlier this
morning when Ed Gibson v,u working at the ATM ?«nr-l. He v «*
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told to inhibit the timer which, of course, takes,
it off line and keeps It from shutting off the equipment.
That was a rather minor problem but that was solved earlier.
And the door hangup which did occur once this morning was
solved by recycling the engine - the motor that's uned to
close It. It's closed and opened successfully earlier today.
Right now it's open rather then being closed. This normally
is tlic proceedure to protect it from contamination durinp.
the nighttime part of the orbit. This is Skylab Control.
2 2-1/2 ninut.es to our n;xt acquisition at Carnarvon. It's
now 32 minutes and 35 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 18 hours 54 minutes ,md
13 seconds Greenwich mean tine . Sky lab space station Is now

: loming within range of the Carnarvon, Australia tracking
antenna, where we'll have a 50 second - from now, we'll have
n pass. That pass will last about 10 minutes and 40 seconds.
We're live now for air-to-ground at Carnarvon and Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab. • This is Houston, through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle for the next 15 minutes. '

CDK Hell o , Karl .

CC Hi. How are thlnRS , up there? <

CI)R Oh , pretty Rood . Little peaceful.
.

' CC " .'. ' Groat.
CC F.d, if you've got a spare mlnuio, vhllc

you're eatinp there. We'd like to make a snail change in
your detail plan and that's starting the 18D maneuver, we
have it 21:58 in vour detail plan. We'd like to change that
to 2 2:01.

SPT Okay. 22:01 it is. Thank you.
CC Righto.

r

CC F.d, we're still trying to find out the
theorv of why we pointed so far ahead of the comet. I think
that's what happened to us this morning, and we'll tell you
more about the detiils of tit at when we can run down Teller
who's the expert who decided to go ahead that far. I take
it we were completely off the visiblf. tail. Is that true?

SPT Th« t
' 3 t rue .

CC How many Of the - how many degrees would
you estimate?

SPT Stand by

.

SPT Well, let's just say at that last one,
we were at a position of minus 60 or so in X and minus 7 -

er plus 70 in Y. The tail was running straight up - if you
have an overlay there. I think you Can picture it. The tail
was running straight up and down and I had a roll minus 1 fi 00
for the overlay, that i * minus 1600 was right at the top, so
we were out in front of it and, well, to the left of it, if
you're looking at it coming at you.

CC Okay, thank you.
SPT I see we have a similar thing lined up

for this afternoon. Maybe we can pet it straightened out
before then, just what people really want and If nothing else
you might be able to work it by eyeball and give then a

better job than what we were dnlrtv, this morning.
CC Roger. Flight's keen on (»ettiug it

solved before the next one, So we'll do our bent.
SPT Oka;,, and 1 hope they're working on that

drift also, because if you're - want to look i< t a nucleus,
which I think wc can do, If we get (airly close to it, we're
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not going to cone out with very good long time exposures, with
the drifts that we're working with.

; CC • Right, I'm (garble) discussion of that
problem right now. And, we'll be coming up with something
improved, ptetty soon, 1 hope . <

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. We'll

see you over Texas, 19:41, 30 minutes from now.
SPT Rog, Karl. So long.
CC So long.
PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 11 minutes and

41 seconds. We've now lost signal at Honeysuckle Creek. Our
next acquisition half an hour away will be at Texas. Every-
thing seems to be moving along fairly smoothly now on today's
activities, which focus primarily on the comet Kohoutek. That
was described earlier this morning during a conference with
Bill Lenoir on the ATM experiments. The ATM is being used
now while the comet is within close range of the Sun. Will
continue lo be used that way l'or the next several days. Later
on, of course, the corollary experiment, which are used out
of the scientific airlock will be brought Into play a >: a 1 n .

This is Skylab Control at 12 minutes and 20 seconds after the
hour .

LSD OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 41 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now about
to be acquired in the next 53 seconds through the tracking
antenna at Corpus Christi, Texas. This pass, which will run
'through Corpus Christi, Merrltt Island, Florida, and Bermuda,
is an extended one lasting approximately 15 minutes. Bring
the line up live now for air-to-ground and Karl Kenize , the
spacecraft communicator.

CC Skylab, Houston, standing by ove r the
U.S.A. for about the next 14 Minutes.

SPT Hello, Karl. I'd like to ask a question
if I c o u 1 d

.

CC Go ahead

.

SPT Houston, SPT. Do you read?
CC Go ahead, SPT. We're listening.
SPT Okay. It's - Were the 82 folks trying

to put the slit in wi, <
». we have visually sighted as the

dust tatl?
CC We don't - Kd , we haven't got the com-

plete confirmation from the guy who decided where to point,
hut 1t was beginning to look as though we did want to point
s ope where in your visible dust tail.

SPT Okay. I think it'd be possible f'U us

to position the comet out on the very edge of the field of

view. We can then tell t h <• d i r o < t i o n of the tail in that maneuver
4o that the tail is or the nucleus is a certain distance
from the Sun and (garble) along that same radial line. So all
we really need to know, though, is what distance they want
it from the nucleus in terms of octal unitu. That would be useful.

CC Would you repeat the last couple of sen-
tences? It didn't cotne through clearly.

SPT Okay. In order for us to point to the
(garble) position of the tail, we could do that visually bv

moving the nucleus out to the very edge of the field of view
where the (garble) is not very f-tron* for the white light
coronapraph. We can then Bee the tail, at le.ist in the direction
it '

->i going. The next step would be to find out how far they
want the slit from the nucleus in terms of octal units, say
100 units Or 50 or whatever it takes, then we just move the
nucleus in towards the (enter with the tail v( count' going
throutth the center, along that sane radial line. F think we
could do that pretty much by Just sighting oft the display.

CC 0 - Okay. We'll kick that one around,
and it depend* on finding out. for sure whether or not we vne
off or not on our pointing li\ia morning

.

SPT Okay. Thank you.
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- CC : v And could you doublecheck - clear us up
please on the problem tills morning with the initial pointing
cm the comet being on the black line. > One - One of our *

problems on the next path - we're going to want to take data
with the conet just about on the black lin«. 1 understand
that you can still see the conet. Is that correct?

SPT Yes, that's correct, Karl. There's no
problem today when we were operating with 52 in that position.
Hue r] uos t i on i <lo have

. though , is i t 1 ooks as though we 're
still operating relatively close to the Sun center whore
they've been Celling (garble) rather strong. ' Would l he v

nr>t want to be further out , or are they trying to get the
details of the tail which would be further out?

OC Kd , we can confirm t het the reason we're
k coping the nucleus in close there is because we ' re In-

• • r tail there tnat'll be up near the edge[crested In 1 1'

:>f the field.
SPT

i g e a <: t \

black I i t

the Corel
black line?

SPT
r.c

cc
S2B dorr and a plan
to open the 8 2 B and
the pnwcr and leave
one of
« t u c V

all

Thank you .

one last question about that - mat
;'s sone controversy down here. Hoes
t appear fainter when It's on the

on you Is go in
t h e r e .

SPT
well,

Yes it Jces, Karl.
0 k a v . Thanks.
F.d , we've got sore infornation on the
of attack tor it. We'd - we're planning
the Xl'V nonitnr doors and then disable
then open from now on. We'ro afraid that

dor, rs is sticking and we don't want it to get
of In the halfway powit Ion, and the main Impact

hi

K to be the loss of the READY /OP K RATI'. I I y h t up

Okay. Will we lose the OPKP.ATF. light as
the RKAf) Y I lent?

It'll just be the READY light thai you'll
1 o s

Okay. Thank you.
These are the outer doors, of course

to hit the DOOR OPEN switch to got the Inner

Okay. It'll just be like 82A, and like
t her experiment 3, it's getting to be the n

Af f irmat Ive .

Skylfl 1
, Houston. Ve have 1 minute t .... :.

over Madrid at about minutes.
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cc Skylb. Houston; we have 1 minute to LOS.>e 11 pick you up over l^Jrid in about 4 minutes.
p A0 Sk/i^b Control at 19 hours 57 minutes

f.rcenw ch mean time, ^.yi.h space station in now over the.or th Atlantic out of r.v.yr c<: the tracking antenna at Bermuda.About 2-1/2 minutes to acquisition through Madrid. The
pass over Madrid will last Just a little less than 8 Minutes.Skylab crew today are spending a good part of their tinephotographing the conet Kohoutek using the ATM instruments
our of Skylab's solar instruments being pointed during JOP 18D,that s the Joint observing program, for focusing on the conetvh en n s a short distance away from the Sun. That includesstudying the X-r a y r *nge , the white light ranse, or visiblelight area, and also in the ultraviolet. A few - next fewdays we'll have a number of passes to observe the conet.Earlier today the crew reported that the tail appears to bemowing a little bit longer . V That 's about what the groundwould expect as its appearence now seems to be verv similarto that of Arend-Roland

, which was a conet in 1 9 5 7', that'sbeen used as a model for predicting the peak brightness of this

so^r* ( ,?;
end

;;

ROlan^ MJ* thC COm^ Voho^^' Provided an anti-solar tavl and a solar directed spike, a thin tail r-oJrted -
that appear* to bo pointed directly to the Sun. Wc'r, about
a minute and a half froa acquisition at Madrid . W e '

1 ] brln*the line up live for air-to-ground there .

, -J

C
_ •

Skylab, Houston; Ptandlnp by over Madridfor the next 7 ainutjs.

.

CC
. ,

Ed
•

one further effect of our openingthose aoors and turning off the power means that vou won'thave a - your talkback on the UV MONITOR DOOR; it'll staywhite from now on.
SPT Roger, Karl .

SPT\ ,
Karl, 1 just got another good look at thecomet and it s pretty Huch as we had looked at it before Thesunward spike la greatly diminished in intensity relative.
*»...;. una m ih nea in intensity relative

he following tail and almost nearly aligned and raavbe
tip bit nore than yesterday with a - (garble) i« p.ettng the aane axis only still slightly out. The colororange, a very bright oran R e, « yellowish oranv-e. And

t hat

' i " >tuimisn ornntp , And
ot see any cf the material which we noticed yeuordavbetween the spike find the following tall.

e
cc Okay, did 1 understand that' the colorof the spike was orange?

. ,

SP1
,

1 hrtte t0 8"<«8 on that., lit was Justbarely visible right now even with a pair of glasses. Thecoma itself i 8 very bright, and 1 hate to give you a color
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nal 1 V inte" ste "

Pointed at the Sun, or can'you teM vary IVlJ " ' directl *

answer the next couple of passes. * d gEC ar

-V t"e that S ho ll ld
R

ie
h

spenr:th^v.^e
lnR

B u :
y °" C ° SpCnd

Peopled us gave the'est Irate^of ^whit^we^f
fPP-rently the

that there va, part of the ^ " he be!!! B !°
l

which we've sent down'^he^ ^ *

'l* '
C
?

r ° na » rlph > lc'—
-«o or so, where ,L 'o , 'd s I! ^'"j n * ybe lw °

-t least It did on our dl. Jlij u ^ JeJj Jni i^lr^u"!"^ 1

V

"

«r.iph it with the Polarlod t
> n Jl a * ,

1 *' ! > P h '-to-

down there - been able t
**ondc r 1

n

*
1
' y ° U had d0ni ' <

^ tv .ovn ;p::'bu
E

^..en?u^;e
9

;

l

^: c ;.^-
- —

—

when we v*re doi n « an beHevo u^s?
8 C °UMe ° f —

got any data down here!^
' U Che<* l ° 9CP wh*^er vc

We'll see you over
CC We 'vc got 1 ralnute to i,os .
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Carnarvon coming up about 20:34.
PA0

-
••' Skylab Cont rol at 20 hours 8 minutes and

46 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
over Eastern Europe, has passed out of range of the tracking
antenna at Madrid. 25 minutes and 10 seconds to our next
acquisition at Carnarvon, Aust ral ia . Al though most of today's
activities include a medical experiment on Pilot Bill Pogue
using the M092 lower body negative pressure device, and a
series of observations of the comet Konoutek on five revolutions
about the Earth, observations which used the solar instruments.
At 17:00 Greenwich mean time Commander Jerry Carr was the
operator for the S019, ultraviolet stellar astronomy experiment.
The experiment will be 'un two later times also; at 21:32 for
a 28-minute period, and again at 22:56 for 56 minutes. This
experiment aims at gathering data from so-called early stars,
which are anoung the youngest and hottest of all the stars.
These stars are radient large quantities of ultraviolet energy,
and the S019 will record these short wavelengths from the upper
visible range to the - which is faintly - faintly violet to
the far ultraviolet wavelengths at the lower end of the spectrur
These ultraviolet wavelengths do not, for the most part, penetra
the atmosphere of the Earth. The experiment observations
will provide a survey of a significant fraction of the- Milkv
Way, the galaxy we call heme. The S019 - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO
' lengths at the lower Pn H nf tl

C ° 6 far "^"violet wave- .

wave-lengths do not for th\ aost TV*™- ult ™violet
of the Earth. The ««eri! ? Penetrate the atmosphereme experiment observations ul l 1 _ „ < ,

r

survey of a significant fraction of the Silky Jav" rh"

*

galaxy we call home The SOlQ k
nil *y "ay, the

on this mission to photoLfnh f" USed SlX tlmes bef °'*
Photograph the comet^ho^ f\ y ^h^w C °

'

back by the third crew, in d It L !
the data b ""«ht

two missions, will yield an Hill \ V* fr °m the P«vious
More than 16 perc n the ^ " ^Y' the Milk y V^
will be recorded In the near a^d ^ "w' Y *alax >" s Pl-«e
survey will enable principal intAi*

U
,

Ura
^
lolet ra »*e- This

the scientist as t r on^iT v^o ' !
Dr

*
Karl Hen i^

(

Control as the spacecraft comlT WOrkln
* here ^ Mission

scientists to st^dy tL L °tral ' ^ hlS tean ° f "

stars, or stars that are on h J
rg * distrib ^Ion of voung

obtained by o own star Over sY^ ^ the middle al "* d V
by these young stars which a e anvwTr^f

° f ^ radlata
billion years old is in I. w Y ?" frcm 1 Dllli^ to a
grow older, thev cool oY andY" Y' "
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shortwave lengths an n '

f s V tHe '"visible
Our. own star, the Sun isYYY ViSlble lon «w «ve 1 enR ths .

principally n the WsibL a Y Y^ ° ld and ™«"«ea
of the S019 space photos over Far th^based

°

n
'

The advantage,
capturing the 80 percent oh Y observations is i n
>oung stars, vhic a h 5 atiSIShP ?,Y" dlsta-<
added aspect of this ..oe l„ t J Y Y bl ° Cks out A "

of additional double star Is L!Vl Y P ° Ssible "iscoverv
Earth based star fieldYY f °

d pulsars b y examining
'

li«ht stars, Y/oUeTs a ^ Ye^^Y? 8 ^ V ' Sible

Jjkjn by the S019. Any coiYcYc be w^ ' I *J
Pi™

light stars seen on Earth an d the ultravYY v *sible
seen In the S019 instrument would JmpY a JoY^Yconsisting of an older and a vn„Y Y double star system
vith one of the s t a r s r Co 1 v 1 1YYu t h

' ' Y" d ° Uble 8v « te »-
Mts the characteristics of Ysars Y ° ther 8fnerally
which should show up brlgh U n the s£ , Y™ ° lder Star
also be a suspect for ! Y ° 19 Pho t0 8 r a pi, s would
for the data f ro £ this e ,*Y -X-ten., Scientists loo>
Previous Earth based"' hoY r ? \ ^

'
^

W " h

understanding of the dynamicsY cha o "t

L

8;;';?'''
-

-ic\.r ?:; ^ro? s;iL ^yyy ltelf
Th. optical system c o'n s 1 s t\Y

\
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and secondary mirrors, which act to f o 1 d the light
.

p;i t h ,

enabling the: Instrument' to be more compact. The ,irt i cul.it in^-

front surface mirror allows 15 degrees of tilt and 360 degrees

of rotation, either clockwise or counterclockwise. Exposure

times of between 30 and 270 seconds are required for the

photography, depending on the brightness of the star field.

S019 observations of the stars are occupying three periods

during today's activity. This is Skylab Control. ,21 minutes

to our next' acquisition of signal. It's now just a little bit

more, than 1 3 minutes after the hour.
.

'
-

END OF TAP E
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P ')° Th,s is Skylab Control. 20 : 33 fircenvH.h

Z^Tlln 3322T
Ul ° n

" «P«r.in 8 in S^secom s

^
Ktvo ution 3324 for s pa « e station Skylab. Carnarv.-n wifh
(

;

V
;;

a

:;
ln

« ;"e »R' »"to Honeysuckle Creek. Ac „ l e r«',
v r n !

C

r
PS ni

'

nUtC' S b6tWeen t,u
' CW ° st ^ions. 's nby lor our Carnarvon and Honeysuckle =

tanning

c.,n,".n for .h. n."^^;,^.' "
_

' """'^ th'»*

it tl o

cc
„ y ,« ... uiiiA°s,ii

ch
::

k
< ^- « »>.

so „aiucd t0 H:*; •;;.«
h °-""« 103 ••» ~ck..i«.i.

u :j*S
t

t;v.
,

;£
,

i,-.r£:
0ur readou

'
d " i' n

CDR Very Rood.

1 uu Conf>°'' -»t the mo men t .
,
We d likenr;rt r , tes fnil , , bv M lhIa In , rnln /-,;

1

-
W( .'.;;

ih.injtc a fv.ry 10 nin„i, fi „ n<i y ilV , rv 4 nim.t.-.
S

;;

T
' yo-i. >\,rl

.'

, V, Ki«i>t. and I - trust you know wt, r 1 1, •, ris. If yo,. want to know I'll toll vou .

^

^ 1 P^t it. Thank you.

-nd turLd the FO^R^f" ^ ^ ° P^ Cd ^
CDR Okay. (garble)

-ytMn" XUV MON
. J«t SjL/IIITb. '

d ° n '

1 V0U "
We're reading you loud and clear. Ed.

vo„ „ . r w ^ yl<lb
« H^'^on.

1 ninute to I.OS . PIcV>ou up nvrr Honeysuckle in 6 minute*,
r-ni «<>,;. r.
F

' A °
, ,

Skvl.,b Control. J.„ s « of si.n.,1 ,t f, r -

" t , " ,,in '' h / f °r .s r..i.:.. .st. ,t Inn SkyJ.iU to ,.„„,. „',„,:,
•'t Honeysuckle. v< r

'
'"' '!•'•' r

'

( ''
,

S'yl.ih, Houm on t li r on;. I, Itoiuvsii- ir i i iiho next 1-1/2 minutes. ^
;

' r

CDU Knr 1 .

w ,
Sky lab, Houston. 30 fronds to LOS ,

\l , „S
UP

°
Vt ' r T " X '1S ln nbo,Jt

-
h «'f h0^. V willte ilunpiiiR tapes Over Texas. 111



PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control. Loss of signal '

through Honeysuckle Creek . Tracking station Texas coming up
in 27 minutes. 10-1/2 minute pass over Texas inasmuch as
the space station will go almost directly over that station
in Corpus Christi. 8 6.8 degrees elevation anple . We * 1

1

return in 26 minutes. This is Skylab Control at 20:49 Green-
wich mean t line .

KNP OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 21:15 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition in 50 seconds at Texas followed .

by Merritt Island Launch Area and Bermuda tracking stations.
During the dropout between Bermuda and the Madrid station
a period of about 5 minutes, we'll leave the circuit open.
15 seconds to AOS Texas.'

CC Skylab, Houston; over Texas for the next
15 minutes. And we'd like to have the DAS if possible, please.

CDR You have it.
CC And, Ed, we found an explanation to that

excursion we had at the end of the JOP 181) this morning.
SPT Okay, Karl, what was it?
CC Seems as though the outer gimbal drive

logic called for outer gimbal drive to reposition Itself
in an orbit more optimum position and this gave us something
of Jn attitude excursion, but that was more or less a normal
.operation. .'..„..

SPT ^ - .. .. All right, as soon as I hit the SI switch
it cut this outer gimbal logic back on.

CC What 1

d you say again? We had a background
squea 1 .

'

'

SPT Karl, I was just remarking that when 1

hit the SI switch that's when we activated the outer gimbal
drive logic foraninute.

CC Okay, fine.
CC Ed, we weren't exactly sure when that

glitch would have taken place, but it would have taken place
sonetime within - within 60 seconds of when you hit the solar
inertial switch.

SPT Yeah, that's exactly why I noticed it,
Karl. Right after I hit the SI switch I started checking
things and that ' s when I noticed it.

CC Okay.
SF T Hello, Houston.
CC Go ahead, Houston listening.
CC Skylab, Houston.
SPT We're right here copying the com, Just

sayinc hello,
CC Righto. -
CC Ed, we've got a note on the door problem.

We're worried about - we're worried about the XUV monitor
having thermal problems. And we're going to close the door
from down here for the course of the JOP 18D.

SPT Karl, you cut out on that. Would you
repeat the whole thing, please ?

CC Roger. Concerning our door problea on the
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xuvXUV monitor we're concerned with thermal problems on it

CC Okay. , ,

interested 1 1„ Q ,
'

Kar1
'

the wea t h" folks ntght be

cells (garble) left and overshooting d'","86
three - two towards the east which diS „oJ.

'

lower.

rnj f.'"
gl3d We ' re ri * ht whe re we are

CC !/
A

i'r!
dn,t

1
l^ ,,S

* et awa V virh that,
would KLICHT, he say s « s "ha pp^ „L J c

'

Jj."
"

- Sc.eboi y^ P/^:;r«^:
s

nu
f

: b
r

ers
h
t - '«">

r " K Co ahead .

Okay
, here cones the readharV f ( „„

" R 0k *y> that's 5031 1 , 2.01 .

^ That *3 correct .

th.- last Ha-., lh ,u t

'
0"

f°'
nt 0 f c 1^ r i f i ca 1

1 on on

JOT 181) nonito
your pilot details and that

t 22:01 not n 2 1:58.
END OF TAPE
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r .

CC
1 . t

~ " and lust, one point of clarification

lt) Pad, that's the maneuver end.
'

'

,,
CC

, ,
And, for Bill rogue. I need to make asmall change in your pilot details. And that is that we ibegin the J0P.18D monitor time at 22:01, not at 21:58

1

PLT Roger.

Inc " fll
Skylab, Houston, we have 1 minute toWe 11 see you in - m Madrid in about 5 minutes,

c, , i ,

This is Skylab Control. Space station

p

Cr ° S

H
^ over the r.orth Atlantic and the gap be-tween Bermuda tracking station and acquisition through the

sta cJide",
* Stati

?
n

-
The ^ound track earlier in this

Jerrv rtrr
P
;;?,

C

;
n
;

° St
?
ireCtl * 0ver Houston. CommanderJcr ry Car caLled down on the radio flying right over youand wanted to say hello. Later on in that pass, thev ...rented on some extremely high cumulonimbus or thunder storesWith could be seen at extremely high altitude over theHonda panhandle which was somewhat to the south of their.round crack. 2-1/2 ninutes now away from reacquisit onthrough tracking station Madrid ,nd stand.,,,, b^

ulhlllon

6 minutes
Skylab, Houston, through Madrid for the

Skylab, Houston, through Madrid for the
CC
6 minutes.
CC Fid, we've got -

SPT
: Roger, K -> »-

1

rc - Ri K h: .

JOP mn if „ .

" RiKh:
"

Ve ' ve 8°t * P*d change on theJOP 1HD, if you've got a pencil handy. ,

,
SPT

.
No, I don't Karl, could vou hold

° n
/»-^.

1CW
,

n
i
nUteS

'
P^ase? Jerry's de - Jerry's debrWinV-and Ball's tied up with S019, and I'll be with you in a mi,

CC Okay.
SPT Kkay, Car 1 . .;o ahead.

And sfep 18-
Roger. First of all, the J 0 P ] 8 D p.m. pad.

SPT .. okay . '

'

'

CC
,

~ Af Stop 1H. We - in order t « y , . .

that position, 1.25 decrees out in the antisolar dirw.lwe would like tl.es, values of X and Y. Ko r X. min,,, , <>0
-'

minus 100, tor Y. minus 101.
'

S

T

Minus 100 and minus 153. Thank y,u .CC Roger. And step number 28.
SPT i'.o ahead.

,
'

CC
, { ,

In order to get in this case 5 arc nir.-uits out in the antisolar direction, we would like this
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position. X, minus 4, Y, minus 7.
S
^
T Thank you, Karl,

"visually"to hit
i£

<
?° U ne6d t0 nake 8ll 8 ht adjustments

yo^e^e^ome'tfdTsr^
10^ ^ """^ "»'tion.

t
v

h f" ,
. ,

0kav
» thanks very much. Did you confirm

tHe Jly or""-
had « transformation wrong somewhere along

'
We goofed this morning and your visual

;::i;;;::
ons were indeed correct that - — the ;;:;;

vou , • \U ri * ht «
Karl "hat about the drifts? Wer>ou able to conarn that those would be the proper one,?

differs frnr- n J* * ha * en ' t understood why your driftli fers from ours but we've accepted your drift and *iven -
that to you for this for this next .JOP IS.

,,

SPT Okay, thank you, Karl. I'll try andcueck it again if possible.

, . , ,

CC
'

,

We al so - we also have one nore update•ha s the - the JOP 18 a. n . pad. And that's at step where

Cut
•

cut Did you say the a.m. pad'
^ :

™e JOP 18D a.m. pad, step 7.
* a.n. ? Is that tomorrow's?

on rh \ a ,
R ° ger

' >'° U ~ vour ".I'm sorry, vou wereon the p.m. pad and the Z rate, step 7
SPT Okay. "

'

cc Is plus .006.

^ T P1 «s 006 for Z. Thank you.
I f

That " that's it, thank you.

rnrr» ri
Kd

,*
We ' re n0t " we *r? not sure that another" " g0t /' P

K?
n thC p '=- pad

'
and und.-r step

<:5, could you double check that? ^ inocr

END OF TAPE
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CC - - that .

SPT Is that the drift, Karl?

ie
cc

'
Right, lines 14 and 15, we changed thedrift - we ve changed the drift every 10 minutes in X andevery 4 minutes in Y.

SPT Got it.
CC And chat's imperically adjusted to suitwhat you gave us this morning.

^
sp T Thank you.

.-:< cc '

pick you
PAO

i ii ail k yuu, .

And we've got 30 seconds to LOS and we'llover Tananarive in about 10 minutes.
r " v

,

This is Skylab Control. Loss of signalthrough tracking station Madrid. Next station upcoming willbe the voice relay station at Tananarive on the island of
tT,ore Properly the Malagasy Republic. That's11 Plni!tes fro ™ » ow

.
at 21:46, this is Skylab Control.

; ™° Ihis is Skylab Control at 21:59 Greenwich-m,an time. S P ,cc station Skylat. coming up in 50 secondsai-ross the voice relay station at Tananarive. Standing :

by now for resumption of., conversation between SpacecraftCommunicator Karl Her, ize and the crew of Skylab IV.

, ^
C Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for

« to 5 minutes, we'll drop out early because of the antennaproblems at Tananarive probably.
srT Ror.r.r, Karl.

.

CC Skylab, Houston we expect LOS eoraetirae
.in the next 1 to 3 minutes we'll see you over - -

?A0 Th^ is Skylab Control. The voicr relaystation at Tananarive on the island of Madagascar is havingtechnical difficulties with the antenna at that station.
I he re were several dropouts of the d ownl i nk b e two en spacestation Skylab and Tananarive. Next station in 15 minutes.will be Ilontysuokli Creek, Australia, we'll return v thattime. And at 2 2 ; 0 7 Greenwich mean tin.-, this is S^yl.,r, Control.

K N l> CF TAJ'S
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•
PA0 This is Sky lab Control, 22 : 22 Greenwich

mean time. Acquisition through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia
in about 50 seconds. Midway through Skylab space station's
3325th Earth orbit. Change-of -shi f t briefing with the Flight
Director - off^going Flight Director Neil Hutchinson, and
Spacecrait Communicator Dr. Karl Henize, who also is
the principal investigator on the S019 experiment will take
place at about 5:00 p .n. in the Houston newsroom. Dr.
Henize will be able to discuss at length the Kohoutek Comet
observations. The visual observations as well as some of
the data gathering that the various Kohoutek instruments
have been doing. We should be in acquisition at Honevsuckle
Creek a: this time.

CC Skylab, Houston, hello from the purple
gang, we're back with you at Honeysuckle for 2 minutes.

CDR Hello purples, welcome aboard.
CC Thank you sir, we're glad to be here.

I bet you re wonderine where our little message I promised
you fron Phil and me is, huh?

CDR I've been looking all day for r.y Ann
Landers column, and I never got it.

CC Well, I tell you what Jerry, r 1 y;h t now
it is - the message is approved and it's seating here, we're
looking at it on the tubes. We are taking a computer check-
point richt iu>w, so wo are unable to uplink it - unable to
get It into the teleprinter load table and can't uplink it here
at Honeysuckle. But as soon as ve get AOS 9 1 a t a 1 d e , i t

'

1 I
be coring up in the teleprinter.

: And then about 02:10 this
evening for about three passes in a row we've blocked off to -
to calk about it, so that ought to give all three of vou
guys some time to read it over once or twice.

CDH Okay, that sounds f ine Dick.
cc And Skylab, Houston, we'd like the DAS,

please.
SPT You got it Dick.
CC Okay, we're going to command the heaters

real quick, I'll let you know when we're going. We're about
30 Mconds from LOS >nd Goldstone cones up at 2 2:52.

Skylab, Houston, we're through commanding,".CC
the DAS

S P T Thank you
PAO Skylab Control, rather brief pa-is

through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Goldstone in 25 minute
The change-of -shi ft briefing with Flight Director Neil
Hutchinson and Dr. Karl Henize will start at about 5:00 p.m.
central time. Air-to-ground communications with Skvlab

'

space station taking place during thoao - that briefing will
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be taped for a delaye-J playback at
briefing. 24 minutes to Goldsrone,
Litne this is Skylab Control.

conclusion of the
22:27 Greenwich mean

KND OF TAPE
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TIME: 16:52 CST , 45:22:52 GMT

12/30/73

PA0 This is Skylab Control, 22:52 Greenwich

nean t ime . Go Id s tone tracking station is now in acquisition

with the space station Skylab . However - because of conflict

with the scheduled change-of -sh if t briefing at 5 o'clock with

Flight Director Neil Hutchinson and Dr. Karl Henize, this

stateside pass and the succeeding Bermuda - or as you were

Madrid and Canary Island passes will be taped for delayed

olavback after the briefing is over. 22:53 Greenwich mean

tine, returning after the c hange - o f -sh i f t briefing, this is

Skylab Control.

K S D OF TAP

F
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 23:50 Greenwich

mean time . Acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek in about 8 minutes.

We have approximately 1-1/2 minutes of accumulated compressed

tape recorded during the change -of - sh i ft breifing across the

r>cent stateside pass, Canary and Madrid, and voice relay

station at Tananarive. We'll listen to that tape now and join

the Honeysuckle Creek station live.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS stateside for

the next 11 ninutes, and we're up - going to uplink two copies

of the general message 1 was talking about while ago starting

here at the states. One J ten fcr you guys is when you read

then we have deleted the page headers for the - the thing is

i* or 5 pages long, but we have taken the page - page headers

out just so it'll be a little easier to read.

SPT Okay Dick, thank you.

CC And one other note you might be interested

in knowing final score the Vikings 24, the Cowboys 10, and

in the third quarter the Dolphins 17, the Raiders 3.

SPT Thank you Dick.

SPX Sa y Die k, the numbers you save bp this

time to put on the overlay look pretty good. And I think

we're actually getting sone good data on the tail now. One

thing i would request though . and that is when you give

the initial pointing try to place the comet somewhere outside

of a radius o * 110 on the octal. I had to make a maneuver

of arcund 80 degrees along Y in order to actually see the

conet. 1 saw it come in and then it disappeared soruwhere

around a hundred out and t had to maneuver it back out again in

order to get a pickup on it.

r
: C Okav Ed, we got the input and we'll certainly

try to do tnat,
SPT Thanks Dick

,

S pT Dick, I got. a question on S052 . They seem

to truncate at 6, 1 presume that tha^'a 6 minutes time remaining

in the orbit.
CC Standby.
CC SPT, Houston, negative. The Intention

thtre was on the S052 1 exposure - we want to take 1 exposure

and wc want to truncate at 6 minutes into the building block.

SPT Okay Dick. L assume that for tracking

the location of this that they really wanted to follow it

all t he way . Thank you

.

CC Okay.
CC SPT, Houston, request since 82A is not

participating In this JOP 18 Delta, we suggest that we close

the 82A door and also on your next » on the remaining 18 Delta,

your next sunset prep, don't open it during that prep. Over.
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' %I Ro « er °ick, good point, thank you.
„r _u' , ..

Dlck
»
and here's a pretty pood shadowof the occulting disc in the 52 display. It's a little Tisol*fron center, however. And the edges of the shadow which"™very pronounced are in X plus 118 minus 150 and Y plus lo!and minus 150, that's ln the octal readout." °kay Ed, thank you.

C
,

Skylab, Houston, we're about a minute fromto drop out in Just a couple of minutes andBermuda .
"

.

.
•

LOS, we're goin;
I'll call you a

;

s on the way.
SPT

sage is on bo

Roger Dick.
Skylab, Houston, 30 seconds f r orLOS, Madrid comes up at 23:'6, co r re'e t ion

*

2 3 : 15 .

„ a
S ' T

.

Ro 8 er Pick. Say Dick, you can see a orsttv
I' %

Un8^ the white Kght coronagraph di.play. if" ^'vc
^"s of

a

Jt ' ^ Vonde?1 »« wh" h" they'o coup?: o?

affirm
'd appr.

F.<? , and wp go t some
c i a t e it,

CC That'
bit of tine on the VTR, w

c n „„ ,

°kay
'
Would thev llke anything on film 1

Some 1 second exposures or longer?
mm.

, ,

F1 ther 1 or 2 seconds Ed, and thev wouldW incidentally the next pass 1 s Canary, we'll du*p Ihe datalecorder there, not Madrid. P '
ine aata

™ K ,,ow ""»ch time you got Dick?
«*' rv

I"
31 * cin * over t,,e Mil, Jerry.

. „
"

. .

Uk * v
«

1 owe you some co-net connents I

:;;\^;,r;:^*
u foc— - j 1,11 «'••

" 0k *y. I'll bo stand tng by, good .

,

Snylah, Houston, we're AOS Canarv for «minutes we're going to dump the data/voice r.corSer andJerry.^ n standln * for you comments.
'

Kort Dick, how do you read now.
Loud and clear .ler . go ahead .

OV,^'^' !,

het,r,J what -ounded like a handoverUkay, „n the cone t today or just a f, v «i n utca
t appears tt» me that we can now

,, , ,
11 .ifl we could vesterdfly. Whm

I referring to now is, do you renumber the little Ju ck too^picture of the comet we showed von wl.h - - 1 ?
U C

. . i
Ook

CDR
CC
CDR

going on there.
Ago , It - to the una tded

maybe 5 times as much

CDR
by U

you with
Yes s 1 r , 1 sure do

.

Okay, using that as

very stubby tail?

tines now and say okay t ha t ' wh a [^ou "c" an
"
sec

"
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now, quick, look. And then as your eyes begin accommodate more
more you can see more and more of the tail. And the coma
rather than being a big bright dor like - like was in our
sketch yesterday, I see it as a brighter dot but smaller and
with more of the tail billowing out behind it. And with
binoculars you can very definitely see the sunward spike,
and It's pointed ri[>ht directly at the. Sun, and it's also

.

quite orange. And I could not see this - the sunward spike
with the unaided eye, only with binoculars, and with binoculars
the tail just about doubled in length from what I could see
quick look. And it's - the tail is essentially yellow and
orange, there's not much white left, and the cona is more of

a white-yellow,
CC How about the material 'that you saw

yesrprday between the tail and the sunward spike, can yon s r < 1 1

detect that in the binocs.
CUR That's affirnative. I can see a brightenin

on that .ne 3ide but not on the other side.
PLT And Dick, real quick PLT. Do you have the

recorders?
CC Jerry, one question concerning your estimnt

as i to 5 times as much tail as you'd described yesterday.
You gave the estimate yesterday as I recall -

VY.D OK TAPE
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side.
U1R

~ °" that one sld *. b,,t not on the other

recorders?
DUk

'
real

^ uick .
PL ?- Do you have the

ttnate'as 4 to 5 i Jel'll f

'

i0 " conce ™inR your es-
*°y. You g.ve th^Iu t

" ^ " >ou described yester-

conveying to t h , ? '] ,

™
J e

D

^^ " o - Wha t Ie . what
CO Y

.

lcle
.

stubby thing we were looking at.
CPR

'

on 1 about a degree or l^."
1 8U6SS lhar"' s Probably

Ok.tv, good.CDR '
KUUC1 -

CC \

' 3 Vith a l^ck look,

question there and I w !in r*«.
1'°? '

1
" cka >' 1 J us ^ - v e had a

here that - that , tVos S.f ^
g »i»slon note

another chance t o see i T- '

? i

1 ab ° Ut a ~ in c^ got
01 it. I wonder I u d T S°" handheld photogj.phv
Jot ic down.

could read that up to you and \ v \ yoi/

££
R R«'A«iy to. copy.

last fr.ire in N ik>1n 02 "a
'

1 h™ V* ^ " ch,,nce
- can use theWd lHe you to .p ^ri:^ U Bravo Victor 22.

twet
^ you to u«e the vis S

' r° BrJV0 V1 <- f

•nd 10 seconds
1C " 9 M ' 2 * f,d **Posi,ro

Okay
, Die

, w «
' ve already

hr-

frame. Bill U8 ed a 300-ra i 1 1 i rorH * e a 1 "**d that i ast
that ia.t fr. BC on t h e on e ' ^ > !'t n ' °V l ^ " and uspd
with this new fii n and t

°
J«« J

^"e So ve win i oad , t

socond please.
, Rl>l or ' ^ c7pt e^ V ° U S

;

and ^ Just <
to you. Hang on.

piece 0f f**"a t Ion to five™ R Ok Ay.

*r.vo" ctor 22 the Uc.u ?o„
-
J" t

jf l
"
J J ,

° ' ^fornation that

^ Copy,
,

!,!! r ;!
,

J

VaUU 18 31.

R<>R«r.

23134.
"yl-h. Houston,

1 .inute to I.O.S. T(lnon .

CDR
CC
CC

nuti-a. ' """ ' we-rc AOS Tananarive (or

"oRor, Dick.
See you thi-r
Skylah, Hoy,,!,, we're AOS Tanan.,r
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: S 8

( ( - Aiul
, Skyl.il. , Houston, I love some informa-

tion here for you on the momentum state I'd like to pass up.
It appears tliat we've been firing more TAGS than we anticipated
very recently and the Z-axis momentum is higher than we ex-
pected. There Is some potential of an auto reset occurring
and it it should happen while we're I.OS or - or AOS either,"

prefer that you do not take any action, just let it happen.
Ovur

SPT Dick,
sentences a?ai n , please.
couldn' l

CC Okay , I'm sorry, We 1

r

r\-orv TAGS and the Z-axis momentum is highe
there's some likelihood that we may >>*'t an

happen , we need it.
Okay .

ould you give me those last two
was coming through the airlock and

o , just let it

SPT

using a little
than expected and

auto reset and if

(X
Miami and
the final

SPT
CC
CD R

score, please.
CC

wan 2 4 for the
b o t h game s . 1

boys is

CDR

And Sfcylafc, Houston, 'looks like it'll be
lesota in the Super Bowl, Miami 2 7, Oakland 10,

Thank you Di

Ho ge r

.

hey, Dick, s

Oka

ay again the V t k i n g s / Cowb oy

I read it up wrong I think. It
Vikings and 10 for the Cowboys, same score

sorry, 20 - 27 to 10 Vikings over the Cow
games.

CC
like to ns a

k

your details pad
CDR
CC

ferry. It

might jot down Ih
when we - that

same score b o t V>

Roge r

.

CDR , Houston. If you go t a se con«l , I
' J

a change to the med conference time th-it's on

Ok .1 y ,

i 11'.- 1 tie (illy

Dick.
Okay, we're going to slip it one site,

sently schedule*! for fiuara, at 03.23, and y
AOS tines for the opt. con ft- re nc

t;ol(l!,toiu', AOS I* 02:09, .md
that one, you're goirg to he nt the tall en

of a AiM pass. We've scheduled it to end just about it AOS
so we'll give you 5 raimttes or whatever it takes to get
squared away prior to talking. Hut a t anv rate, the AOS
at Go Ids tone is 02:0 - 09. Following that is an Ascension
pass at 02:36, and a Carnarvon pass at 03:0y. And whenever
you and Phil and I - yo i guys and Phil and I get through
shooting the bull, we'll pict. up the next pass to get the
evening status report. It's presently scheduled on your

at Ascension 02:36, but it* kind of flexible, so
e t a I la
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we'll just kind of - kind of play Chat one by ear. I'm not
sure whether anybody reminded you or not about the family
comm. but it's set up for you this evening at Go Ids tone at
03:48.

CI)R Okay, 03:48 on the family com and give
mi; that red con fo rente again.

CC Okay , Guam at 0 3:2 3.
C»K Okay.
' C Afld we've still got about 3 minutes here.

I m s : and i ng by .

CC Sky lab, Houston, in case we have an early
LOS, Honeysuckle comes up at 23:5V. We show still a miruto
and a half here. So I'll sec you at Honeysuckle.

CDR ko K e r .

CC Skylab, Houston, hello at Honeysuckle for
'i - 1/2 minutes .

C1)R Hello, Dick, we're doing our show biz
right now , docutr.cn i a ry pho tos .

cc Okay
,

: e r , have at it.
SPT Houston

, SPT.
CC g«. , K<!.

SI>T Ti'U me 5052 folks that the ready light
has mysteriously reappeared again.

CC Okay , f will.

,

SPT
.
Dick, that CMC reset looks eminent

what s it look lixe down there?
CC Stand by. Kd, (;*S Thinks now that

the gimbal angles are looting okav, we'll probably vet a
couple of desat firings, but wo do not expect an auto reset
in the immediate future.

SI' T Okay, very ( ood. I was looking at HC and
that has been climbing all th.- way along here. Thank you.

c<i Roger, well the notion tun is off nominal
but the gimbal angles are looking in good shape.

SPT Good to hear, thank you.
cc SPT, Houston. We notice you're in mirror

nuto raster which Is okay with us. We would like to remind
you t.» got us none - a couple of g r a t i ng sc aus before 00: If,.

,

SPT Okny . DUk, I'm afraid I shouldn't have
•s.nd anything. My ready light ilfls d i „ np ,, t. „ r ,. d fiRfli(4i nn WLC

11 A* mysteriously, I presume?
S.P"»' That ' s right .

(

;

c Okay
, I'll tell them t hat alsc

ct Hkylat, Houston, 1 minute to I.Ofi. Hawaii
a i 00 :!*), and we're gotti,: to dump the data/voice lecorder
a t llawai i .

fc.NU OF TAPE
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I'AO This is Skylab Control. That competes -

completes playback of the stateside, Canary, Madrid and
Tananarive delayed tapes and the Honeysuckle, Australia
pass. 8 minutes and 50 seconds to acquisition at Hawaii
at which time we shall return. At 10 minutes past midnight
Greenwich mean time, day of year 365, in Greenwich time that
Is, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPF.
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8:18 CST
'

46 :00:18 GMT

the next 45 minutes, v " a
'

f

1 be Up llve ^out
Ascension LOS in 48 minute* frl

COntinuous coverage until
AOS, Hawaii.

minutes from now. Standing by f 0r

10 ninutes we « re soin^ tfh
heU ° 3t HaWali f"

7 Bfn
".

s .

SkyUb> Hou"™. h«Mo at Cclds, onc for

l—t^aker Mck.
Ht ll0

•

hcM °- Y ° U Van
<

to h^ « ",1

J!!L
Yt' s

• J^rry y.n ahead .

up here 11 vh,n vou'r^' °?
6 ^ th * *

'
R 8 * lr U hr k - r

«

'
flr<> yo" spi-akln* hero or back

'cc
Hawaii .

CDR
CC

from down here i

I need to warn i

channel.
CDR
MCC
CDR

Back at Hawaii.

.

Roper, I guess another heartbrcaker
V

,

n / arn about it , but the guy
- ia listening to the voice record

Ri *ht .

Sorry about that

.

S.n Andre,, F,uU and VIil^T^T ^ W<" H *« ^
^

C 0kfl y. sorry,

yesterday abou, t o. t InV the,!TIZl%r 'V" conv"»'"»n
kind of vehicle motion t they diUi 7"°t

• eeIn " vh * 1

the mark ! ,lnd | cl^ mi,i ,

ty 1 ed
•
^erry you mentioned

8111 is .otnin, up 'on'h t LrloS^ Hrl i
'

b * f ° rt
'

1 n<>""
have an AOS at Canary a' 00-52 and

U
* Conve"*«t v«

Period if Bill would'l e ; " .17.
dUll " R ^ ion * A0S

Rita to look K riRht.
R e U9 * Bark 1 wp 'd

CDR
I '11 do it Dick.
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CC Great.
CDR 52 you say.
CC That's right 00:52 and I'll Rive you

warning there and that pass is - it's a Canary, Ascension
pass so it's a pretty Long one shouldn't be any problem.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston 1 minute to LOS, Bermuda

at 00: A3.
CDR Roeer, Dick

.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, Bermuda for 7 minutes.
SPT Rog, hello Dick.
CC Hi there Ed. Hey Ed, can I ask you a

question chat has to do with ops on the ATM C&D panel?
SPT Sure can, go ahead.
cc Okay, our ILCA temp indicates that main

inverter ILCA number 1 has shut itself off and we're wonderinj
if you ve had the switch to BUS 2 to continue ATM C&D panel
operations lately.

SPT No I haven't Bill - Dick. Yesterdav, or
maybe it was early this morning,' I did have to cycle that
breaker in order to get the displays back however. I think
it was first thing this morning after Bill operated.

Cc Okay, 1 guess we'll have to look at our
data a little nore . That was the next part of the call that
in the event that you were on BUS 2 I was going to retiind
you that you can't cycle a breaker but (com dropout)

SPT Yeah I'd sure that we must have it up and
running now because I got all the displays on BUS 1 and thev'r
all working.

cc Okay. Thank you.
sp T Thank you . Dick.
p LT Dick , n.T here

.

CC Go Ed.
PI

T

*°8. 1 J»st had a good check on tho comet
here in the connand module window, a very good look throu E hthe Mnocuhrs and I can confirm Fd'a suggestion ye-Uordav
after really watching it closelv today. In fact, there was
Almost a hint that the forward spike actually almost fans back
into the sort of (garble) fuzzy area that he's getting
lnbetween the two tails. But the angle he drew is correct
and the length of the tail and so forth, you get a sort of
a suggestion of almost a complete ellipse of the tall rather
than a vide fanning It down out at the extremity. ] followed'
the comet all the way down into the alrglow. The airglow cons
of 3 distinct layers as you're looking here, and a sort of
a lover cloudy layer and 2 upper layers that are rather
distinct to people that have studied it. And I followed the
comet right down into about tvo-third* of the way through the
lowest level before I lost site of it in the binoculars.

CC O^AY BUI, appreciate that. Incidentally
we appreciate you guys giving us these verbal descriptions,
It a amazing the amount we've learned and enjoyed by listening
to them, we'd appreciate it as long as you have a good view
of it visually to just keep it up.

•SPT 1 hope there's a good piece of it left
over when you folks finally get to see it. I really is
beau i i/ul .
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TC I'm sure it will be, we're looking forwanl
to It. " -

PLT And Jer got 3 pictures of it, one 3 second
exposure and two 5 seconds exposures on that new film wag
you gave us a few minutes ago . And he'll pick up the 2 second
exposures next tine.

CC Roger.
Pi.T And I'll be ill ready to go on the na r k

1 when we cone over Ascension and Canary.
fX Okay good. " ;

PLT And Just - I'll be over in the exerciser,
no you Just give me the instructions what you want be to do
and don't expect an a c know 1 od gme n t . .

CC Okay.
C C S P T ,

Houston, we're about U 5 seconds i ron
LOS. We saw a indication of a C&W and also a conputer
i eject . When you got time we'd appreciate your letting
us know what happened

.

SPT Okay, C&W was the SAT, CMG SAT. I think
we've - we've gotten that a couple of tines d u r i e the day
hrre throughout as you told us to ought to expect occasionally.
And reject, I'm not sure why wc got that, they call it the

SPT activity light. I can clear it with a 5240 and press
down .

CC Okay Ed, thank you. Ve're going over the
hill, and I'll give you guys a call at Canary at 00:52.

CC Sky 1 ah, Houston, ve 're AOS Canary for 9

minutes. Bill, what I'm goiny ttf ask you to do when we get
our drtta all locked up good here is to Just be still' for a

few minutes until it's obvious that we have some sort of a base-
line and then do mark I's until 1 tell you to quit and - for like
a minute and we'll get back with you at the *nd of the results,
so stand by pleas t

.

CDR Okay, he heard you.
CC Okay.

FNi) OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston , we have our d - data .

now, If everybody will be still here for Just a few seconds,
we can get a good baseline and then I'll set the PDLT loose on a

nark 1.

CC PLT, Houston, we've got enough data here
now . you can go ahead with the mark 1. . . <

CC - Sky lab, Houston, for your Information,
no response required . We ' re go Jug to command open the H2
Bravo ind XUV doors. And we'll leave It with the power OFF
and the doors open. You will have a - a white indication on
t he talk back , but the doors will be open.

CC PLT, Houston, we're satisfied with the
dati wc have now. You can go ahead find Ho the rest of
PT protocol as yon like. Thank you very much.

Cf)R Roper , DicV .

CC And PLT, Houston, we don't need an answer
right now, but when you get a chance you night let us know
which of the mark 1 A through E exercises you were doing during
that period.

Pl.T

ard you poll
in one mo t ion

CC
the info. V

e

what you were
CC

the XL'V doors

i t

Dick, those were
and then push it \

conbin.it ion Alfa
p ab o ur head all

Okay, th.mk vou very much. Appreciate
figured that was the case find tha'. was probablv
doing. Thank you

.

Skvlab, Houston , for vour information,
arc ail squared away now. Mo response, required.

We still have about 3-1/2 ninutes left here at Canary.
CC

LOS .

I'D

Sky 1 ab , Houston . vi

We're goinp. to drop out in Jus;
five vou a call .it Ascension.

f>kylftb, Houston,

're about a minute' from
few seconds and then

CC AOS Asccrts (on for t tain-
u t e s .

CC, Sky lab, Houston, we're about a mlnu<<.' from
LOS at Ascension. Carnnrvon cor.es up fit 01:35.

PA 1 ) This is Sky lab Control. Loss ->f % ittn»l
after a lengthy combination of tracking station parses .si art -

t n g back in Hawaii across the Stiles, Canary, and Ase cnsl or
lasting about 4 8 ir. motes. Another series of phyntoal training
ten s Using the exerciser with the - the Pilot Bill Pogue
using the exerciser while the people in .Mission Con! rol ob-
served changes In the attitude on a real time plot. Attitude?
of the spacecraft tended to vary In very small amounrn as the
exercise begin, compared to when all three crcvc.en were -

remained still . Next (nation upcoming will be Carnarvon in
26 minute*. Carnarvon *«nd Honeysuckle together. We'll re-
turn at that time. It is now 01 : 1 0 C t « enw 1 c h m- a u line, Sr.vltb
Control

.

»:nd OF TPAF.
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PAO This is "ky lab Control, 01:35 Greenwich
mean f.iuie .

• Ac qu is i t ion at Carnarvon in 50 seconds overlapping
coverage with Honeysuckle Creek. Standing by for resumption
of air-to-ground with the crew c i Sky lab A . »: , ;

CC Sky lab , Houston Honeysuckle for 8 minutes. •

CDR Roger , Dick .

CC Sky 1 ab , Houston in about 30 seconds or
so It's possible we may have a k wliole that lasts up to a

minute, I'll give you a call when we're out of keyhole.
CDR Roger

.

CC Sky lab , Houston we're out of keyhole,
we si ill have about 6 minutes left hef« at Honeysuckle, I 'r.

standing by.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 4 f> seconds from

LOS , Hawaii comes up at 01:57, I'll call you there .

.

' CDR . .

. Roger .

PAO This is Skylab Control in LOS Honeysuckle
Creek, Australia. Final pass over Honeysuckle Creek for probably
the next six or eight hours. Final Hawaii pass coming up in 11
lainutos at which t ir.<e we shall return and at 01:45 Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

FND OF TAPE
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PAO r!/f5-.s,v..M'Thi8 Is Skylab Control, 1:56 Greenwich
mean time. We're 50 seconds away fron the finhl pass of
the evening over the Hawaii tracking station and standing
by .

r C Skylab, Houston AOS, Hawaii for 9 ninutes.
CDR

. Roger , Dick .

<M1R Houston, CDR Rive r.e a call when you're
ready for your downlink.

CC Okay, we're ready now Jerry. ,

Okay, I've got ATM 1 up right now
limb looking at the prominence and I ' 11 give you

then I'll shift you over to ATM on 2

and I'm on the
about 2 minutes of that,
and do some XUV

.

CC Okay.
Skylab, Houston we're abou^ a minute
Golds tone comes up in about 4 minutes

and .Terry we, the Goldstone pass is the first pass we have
that's set aside for the ops conference and I'm sure at
the start of it, you'll probably be busy with ATM si -

and we do have a good biy of additional inioritiat ion or
.amplifying infornation to g i ve you. So after we get AOS
Goldstone, as soon as you guys are parked around the
speaker box and are ready to listen Just give me a holler.

/I'll see you then .

CDR Okay, Dick we'll see you then.

END OK TAPE

from LOS at Hawa i i , Go
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. PAO This is Skvlab Control. LOS Hawaii and
! ess than 2 minute* to acquisition again at Goldstone.
Operations Conference between the crew and Spacecraft
Communicator Dick Truly scheduled to start over this stateside
pass and continue on Ascension and the following Carnarvon
pass If need be. A five page summary of accomplishments
at the mid-point of the mission has been uplinked on the
teleprinter to the space station. And these five pages of
comments ana status statements will be the focal point of
this discussion. One minute away from acquisition of
Gc Ids tone .

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Goldstone for
the next 6 ninutes. Ready to talk when you are, no hurry.

SPT Okay, Dick go ahead.
CC Okay, y'fall must have been awful

swift on getting squared away on the ATM there but let me
get started here

.

CDR Stand by, Dick, I'm not back from the
AIM yet

.

CC Oh, okay, fine. I'm ready to talk whenever
you get a chance Jerry so no hurry.

CDR Hey Dick would you have them check the

g, r a t i n p. for me?.. '

CC Okay Jerry. We're showing 113, Jerry.
CDR Yeah, that's mechanical, they want

000 optical don't they. -

1

CC That's affirm.
CDR In other words he wants 0010 my pad says 10.
CC The pad's correct Jerry 0 - 10, 0010.
CDR ' Okay now another question is the difference

difference now between optional and mechanical 102, 10 3, or 104?
CC Stand by. CDR, Houston the difference

ve bei ieve is 102 .

CDR I vis afraid of that .

*

CC And Skylab, Houston we're about a minute
from LOS, Goldstone. Bermuda comes up in 5 minutes I'll call
you there.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston hello at Bermuda for

10 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Dick if you'd like to start off
with a frame count then we can go ahead.

CC Go ahead.
CDR . 14830, 5344, 179, 483, 6067 and 4833.
CC Okay, I got that Jerry anything else

before we get started...-
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CDR No that's It, I've f;ot things powered

down here and ready to go.
•''

CC Okay, I'll tell you what, we have - I

guess you've had time to take a look at the message wc sent

up there and what - what I suggest that we do I got some

preamble remarks and then I'd like to give you some amplifying

Information and most of it comes right at the start so I

guess 1*11 do a little talking here to start with. First

of all, you addressed your questions personally to Phil and

me and we appreciate that and Phil is here and plugged in

and If I get in trouble In explaining something he Can

certainly help me. However, we'd liUe to make the point that

had you addressed them to another team, Flight Director

and CAP COMM the answer probably would come up worded a little

differently but the essence I'm sure would have been just

the same. One other thing that I'd like to point out is

I'd like you to be assured that the message we sent up there

vaa - also speaks for all the teams and Dr. Craft and Deke

are lere listening to us so I'd like you to be sure that this -

even though Phil and I made up the response, It 's one that

represents the whole ground tean here. A second big point

to make is that we've tried not to be very subtle, so we

tried to answer your direct questions directly so if you've -

found any areas in our response chat seemed confusing, that's •

probably our poor English so bring up any questions and we'll

talk them out. Thirdly before I vet started I got a bunch

of supporting data here and times and so forth to answer any

questions, so if we go through here and something is unclear,

you want to talk about it some more, let's do that. The

major point that we'd like to make comes right here in thi-.se

first couple or three paragraphs which lists the accomplishment
and specifically goes down through the paragraph, the second

paragraph below those listed accomplishments that starts off

saying " our pre launch plans for SL-IV and et cetera".

Since the accomplishments listed at the first appear somewhat

low compared to the "pre-niasion plan", we think there's two

very important points that need to be made about this plan

and I'll be very honest with you, they have not been completely

discovered until the last couple of days, when we took the

trouble to get a bunch of numbers out and I think you'll

be Interested in them. First of all, t he r

e

1 ve been a who 1

e

number of changes between the pre - the "pre ni3sion plan" and

the real world SL-IV mission and I'd like to tick some of

them off for you. After the plan was made we instituted and

intensified Kohoutek program. Our TV requirements are ouch

heavier, it's turning out in the mission than they were

listed in the plan . - -

F.NI1 OF TAPE
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CC
>

'
> Afttr the plan was made, we Instituted an

intensified Kohoutak program. Our TV requirements are much
heavier, it'a turning out, in the mlsalon than they were
listed in the plan. Only in - in a couple of places in
the premisaion plan did we allow the crew a 30-»ir,ute tad tad
review for each 18 Delta run which was simply a mistake. There
were no science demos scheduled, there were no handheld photos
observations. There was no ATM conference scheduled each
day. The effect of these things is kind of hard to pick out.
It may or may not make any difference in the total hours
planned, but it's quite obvious that the premiesion plan is -
is a poor one to go to any level of detail to compare how
far you guys are here at the midpoint . The second question
that i d like to address, it has to do with a premission
plan, is an mivtr directly to one of your questions that
I d Jike to quote your question back - back :o you. You
told us the other night, "we'd all kind of hope before the
mission and everybody had the message that we did not plan
to operate at SL-III pace." I'd like to answer cha' one
directly, and that is that everybody did r.ot have thar. word.
Exactly where the communication broke down or the misunder-
standing broke down, I'm net sure, and we're certainly - feel
now that it's not important .- But we took the trouble' but -
but since we did base this premisaion plan somewhat on our
estimate of the SL-III uiesion, I think it's necessary that
we tell you some facts about SL-III and - IV miasions, and Ithink these numbers - although they're - these numbers in
discussion will be interesting Co you. Specifically, we
pulled out days 15 through 30 for the SL-III mission and
we pulled out days 15 through 30 for your mission. Now,
your PT, you re getting an hour and a half per man versus anhour per man that those guys were getting. And it turns
out when you add up the hours committed to science plus the PT
each day for all three guys on tw - on two crews, '.ht-y're
almost identical and I'm talking about days that are science day
not odd days like days off or EVA preps or anything like thisThose numbers turn out to be almost identical during that
period of time. Furthermore, there's another signif - signi-
ficant difference that has only Just now dawned on us as to
the way the missions were accomplished during those - that
2-week period which was a critical one. During Al's mission
it s - we*re essentially were scheduling Flight Plans and
increasing the workload on those guy* as they asked for it
Because we remembered the latter part of SL-III mission, we
- we plan to up your workload to 28 hours after about 2
weeks. And a - so essentially, we were scheduling Al for a
workload that h ft was accomplishing and than increasing it as
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"he aHked for It. For you, we were asking for 28 hours and

due io lost events or being late here and there, we wcr«
getting a little bit less than vhr.t *;e were asking for. But,

the two missions essentially, the - the total that were get-

ting from each of you was - turned out to be al»ost exactly the

same. This - the summary of this is that uslrg a great deal
of hindsight, it's apparent to us that our thinking was
biased by the late SL-III results and the scheduling during
this time was too ambitious. At that time, which was about

10 day 8 or so ago, maybe 2 weeks, we've been scheduling
you for 24 hours of science per day, that does not include
PT - and incidentally the numbers that we took out of the

two missions were based on the sa.ne kind of tally. We didn't
use different ground rules. And since the last 2 weeks,
you've stayed completely up with our Flight Plans, or ahead
of us, and as far as we're concerned, these last 2 weeks
have been just going 6moolh as glass, with regard to getting
done what we scheduJed and we think it's a lot smarter flight
planning . That 's all I have to say here on this first part.
I co have some other things we can talk about as we go through
the details. t thought at this point, guvs, we still have
about 2-1/2 minutes at Bermuda, I thought I would turn it

back over to you and see if that portion of the - of the

conversation you asked us about is clear now.

CDR Okay, Dick. Thanks a lot, it makes no

feel a little bit better. I understand now why wc went off
at such a fire house pace there. I really thought I'd made it

plain to people that we did not intend to operate at that
kind of pace, because for a mission that was goln*> to be a

extra 28 or so days longer, it seemed to me we had t >

go for endurance not for max performance right at the - in the

bep.innine. I think one other area that you did not mention
that was not preplanned or not in the mission plan and that

was all these medical tasks that we had, the limb volunes, the -

the girth measurements, and til that stuff, we;.- and the tacial
photographs, the stereo pho t o graphs ,. t he IR pholographs , all

that stuff we received little or no training and had never
seen the stuff before. So - that really turns into a time

user. I might also, add, too, that we very definitely felt

the pressure come off about 10 days ago, when you guys shifted
gears down there. And I'll tell you, it was a very welcome
event. -

.; < <

fC Well, I tell you what, Jerry . There ' s .in

interesting thine, there, we - even though we started asking -

we started scheduling a few hours less. We're getting the

same output as we were before and that was the point I

was trying to make, which was a difference between you and
Al's crew. That was essentially what we were the way wc
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wore handling that mission those first fow weeks Ann

paragraphs say that, and as you RU ys feel l',., \t

t L f • v ,

««tting us more science per unit tint- I mini,"

CDR Okay, Dick,

from fr*!ckin> \, ^'l*
Skylab Control. Loss of signal

END OF TAPK
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<;f; Skylab, Houston, through Ascension for
11 minutes, yon guys still there?

(:r,R Roger Dick, lot me run bank a couole of
things at you real quick that we've- hmt a chance to talk
about and then we'll pickup the pa.:e again.

CC Go aheail.
CDR Okay, number 1 I wanted to let you know that

since wo felt the pressure conn off about 10 days a pa. We
feel like we're doing a more efficient Job up here, we feel
like we're making loss mistakes per nan hour than we urre
when we - or under the yun earlier. And I think thet *s an
inpor tant point. Another ching in your - in your (garble)
you talked about KRE«» prep time biting you pr-itty badly and
wft're kind of surprise*! about that and I'll talk about - to
/ou a little about that later on. Or.e thing - two things
pref light that - that came into mind was this hour and a
half exorcise thin?, that was recommended hy the SL III crew,
and I still think It's a darn good idea. Another thing pre-
launch that wo lct:t and 1 ' m verv vrry sorry we lost It and
that w„s the day '. day off. When we lost that day M f we had
no way, we had no slack left to catch up and the whuU: mess
started snuwhalling an us and as you <m« see It took urt nearly
2 weeks to got back up on the step. And so let's go ahead.

c
l
c •••• n ^-»y » t li e next thing that I was going to -

veil first ct all Jerry, these next few paragraphs I'd like to
wake Just sone very brief points, but the po / n t s a r e mad e in the
message I think. The ne- t one..down there, which you mentioned
was the PT and quite frankly Phil and I talked about the
hour and half verses an lour and we really don't think it's our
business to debate that point, we think that's between you and
your feeling of what you need and your medical advice. We
did want to make the point though about the unbroken PI and what
that does to j.i. Picture 11 you will build i ng a ?l ight Plan
starting with nothing in it with the requirement of giving
a guy his - let hin eat a meal at a reasonable hour then adding
on at least 1 hour and t hen add ing en a no t h e r hou r a n d 4 5 mi mi i <_•«,

and then trying to conflict that hour 'and 5 minutes against
all the list of things, and mainly velilclc stability and
ergomet n corf llcts and It Jusi t«ir,,s out that that Is real ly
hurting us, It - we have talked about tnis several tiroes
before, I know you guys have been bugged about it because we've
asked you 6 or 7 times and I'm sure yau ' ve wondered l f we were
never getting the word. But the simple reason that we've kept
asking you is because it's given us so much trouble.

CDK
• Okay, Dick, let me Cut in on this one. Pictu

if you will a guys who's just had a big breakfast and has to
get on a bicycle and. dump 5000 or 6000 watts and he's got to
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do It in » in ) i v. time and then he's ; not no time to clean up
a f t erwards . So you cart sec we're in the same kind of box
In- re . However Dirk, I tlilnk v.' cm j;lve you relief In
(he I't area, and we'll ^et back to you on that.
- CC

: Okay, the reason we brought it up wa » you
asked. us what our problems were and that's one of them.

CUR Right.
CC And frankly I've - I know - I know just

of whet you speak about tilt- PT . We did want to mention
though that on the surface it may look like paying the extra 15
or 20 minutes for personal hygiene after PT is - is a bad
thi nR 'for us but there are - there are believe ce there are
days when we'd glad to pay that extra 15 minutes in order to
get some opportunity - some corollary opportunity or something
that just happond to pop up ar a pa r t i cu 1 a r t i rae . Secondly the
the next .paragraph talks about free lime and you specifically
asked about that. I'd like to assure, you that nobody down here
has any argument at all with living you the free tine you think
the crew needs to Ret vour he ids t oy, ether, get prepared for
the day that you're pelting ready to work or the next 'day.
t would like to point out to you though which we did in a
message that there, are opportunities for specific events that
are correlated.- pointing events that ore correlated vlth
the corollaries or ATM or sumi'tliinc th.i' occur in pre and post
sleep. And if we could - if mere were times, and I'm net
talking about every night, but it there were tines that we •

could stick a specific one in there, for instance at 8:30
at night ct. half an hour or 45 ninutcg. duration, and pay you
hack at another time of day, dure are very d e f in i t <s 1 y a r e some
advantages to the science gain for that. And -

COR
. Yeah, we car. appreciate that too Dick , and

I think the reason vh y we started hollering is thfrre was
just .'getting to be too much of that, alnost every night , we
v i- r .• running almost until bedtime.

CC
, Okay, we 1 1 , a ft a 1 n you asked us what some
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^ COR - - the reason why we started hollering :

is that there was Just getting to be too much of that. Almost
every night we were running almost till bedtiae.

CC Okay, well again you asked us what some
of our Flight Plan prohleas are and that has been one of thorn.
So we thought, you know, we'd

,
jive you the opportunity to

consider that again. But I wa.it to reiterate that we have - we
do not have any argument with the amount of fr«e time that
you feel like the crew needfc, that's your business and your
call .

CDR Okay.
CC I guess that's about all we had to cover

about these flight planning problems so far. We did want to
bring up however, what we're looking at. at the future,
which we've listed there and I'll just tick them off real
quick and give you a couple of thoughts on then. Starting
at 59, when you guys are going to be spending, you guys
will have been In space longer than anybody else, obviously
the medical experiments are going to become more important
and we're going to schedule the •• change the scheduling
requirements on the major medical, so you'll - you'll be
seeing more major medicals and you'll, that's something you
expect. W« also have a, excuse me I've got to find myself
n the message. Okay, the EREP work that's coming up as

Kohoutek work declines is something that is going to cause
us to have some oddball days and in order to get them
accomplished and to push to get as much done in that area,
it's quite obvious that the only people we have to push on
is you. So there are going to be some early wakeups and some
late stayupa, I might mention one thing that I think is goinR
to help, most of this EREP business though is cn the sixth
of January, we're going to be changing the nation is going
to continue to daylight savings time and so the early EREPs
which are most of the problera are not going to be quite so
much problem by one hour there. The one to get the Japanese
or the opportunity over Jap*: late at night in that one occasion
but. that only happens ones I think will be worse naturally.

CDR Okay, we got no quarrel whatsoever with
early or late ERFPS , we're acquainted with the problems there
and we've been ready from day 1 to play that game.

CC Okay, another place chat we think has been
somewhat inefficient Just by the - by the nature of the way
we've had to do the Kohoutek observations is the fact that
we've been shuttling - shuttling experiments in and out of
the scientific airlock like crazy and we think Just by the
nature of that, that that'll become a little more efficient
and so toward - toward the tail end here, that will improve
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somewhat. There'* one little paragraph In there that

mentions M509 and T020 being delayed, I don't think mere a

anything else to be said there. One thing that I wanted to

mention to yoa that's not in the message, however - however

we did just uplink a very short message about it is the

scientific demos. Basically as a pre mission guideline,

we were - wc arc constrained now to the SPT being the only

crewman that we're allowed to schedule for the science demos.

We have taken a look at each one of them and have uplinkeil a

recommendation to you to change that slightly in lettir.g the

SPT «ive way to the CDR, PLT In some of those if you guys

think that's a reasonable thing to do. This Is not a -

Cdr Ve concur with that Dick, a hundred per

cent . >

, .

CC Okay, I guess you've already looked at

that message then and we'll just take that as a GO to do it

in case we get the opportunity.
CDR RiRht

.

C C ,1 toll you what Jerry if you don t have

any more questions, we got about 2 minutes left here, l|d

like to summarize real quickly, and I - then I think we're

satisfied if you are

.

CDR Okay, got a couple of items to pass

on to you, too. Maybe ve can get that the next pass.

So go ahead Dick .
, , ,

C C Okay, we've done a good bit of thinking

about this lately and we'vo tried to answer the questions

straight and when you get. anymore we'd like to hear them.

I think it's important to know - for you to know that we...

realize that these last couple of weeks, the work flow that

we've been putting on you is a level that you've very obvio-i

have handled with no problems, you're ahead of us and that s

the way we want you to stay. The best demonstration of this

to us is that vou've been just about completely on time for

all the time critical events and as you mentioned before the

mistakes are way, way down. Ve naturally would like to

continue to 3 et more (garble) per invested hour as we go and

that depends on you letting us know as the little prep tints

and so forth can be shortened if you see fit. Anytime you

see a consistent gap in the flight planning that provides

you a little extra time, believe me it will help us to know

about it and we can do a little better job too. Along this

line again when we go to talking about flight planning like

1 mentioned to you yesterday, we think it's a lot better to

talk about it on the air-to-ground than on lue voice dump.

CDR Okay, we'll sure do It that way from
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CC Right and at the time and at least on
the day It's bothering you so you'll be calking tot he

team that did it to you and you Ruys can have it out. I

tell you what, we're very close to LOS, about 15 seconds
I'll give you a call at Carnarvon at 03:09 and maybe we can
get your quick comments there , "Jerry and then pick up the
evening status report.

CDR Okay, Dick.
CC Okay, see you th ere.
CDR Okeydoke.
PAO Sky 1 ab Control. LOS Ascension 21 minute

to Cunarvon. little bit of soul bearing taking place there
between flight control team in Mission Control and the
cnw of Skylab IV sorting out the complicated business of

planning the daily flight activities for the maximum g.iin

in scientific return. And this likely will 'Cont in tie 'during
part of tht .upcoming Carnarvon p.ii« in 20 minutes. Medical
Conference between the crew and the .crew physican is

scheduled at Guam in about i U d. inutes, Guam being the next
station after Carnarvon. We'll return in 20 minutes for
Carnarvon. And at 2

:

h * Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

Fn'D OF TAPE
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>'AO This is Skyl.it. Control, 03:08 Greenwich
H«J" tlio. Acquisition at Carnarvon in 50 seconds. And
probably the windup of the flight planning opeiatiuns
tonlen-ncc that began hack over tin Slates .and through the
As certs ion at at ion. After Carnarvon is scheduled the medical
conference with .th« crew surgeon, Dr. Jerry Hordinaky at
the Guam station. Following that, the. stateside, pass, one
or more of the crewmen have family calls scheduled on VHF
Circuit. And it'll be about bedtime for the crew of Skylab
IV at the final station over the States, at the end of this
revolution. .

CC Skylab, Houston, we'ra AOS Carnarvon
for 10 minutes. And CDR, Houston, this originally was the
site for the evening status report, but we'd like- to open it
up to you tor/any commen t a , aor e q ue

s

i i ons , or whatever you'd
like about our previous conversation. I've been told by
several people that 1 kind of hogged the mike there , so I '

d

like to hand it to you fov a while.
CDR Okay, mike, it's my turn. Okay, first

of all, 1 want to Just Just phi losophlze Just for a second
here and then give you some .-recommendations litre, Of course ,

it's been my feeling that wo really do up here need to work
at tht fastest and most efficient pace. It looks to me now
like we're approaching ii t rom t he r I gh t 4 i re c t ion . I think
our .problem at - the ..beginning was we started too high. And
what ve need t o do is juft ramp- up to it until we get to the
best level and then us ai n t a i n t ha t . And like I say, I think
we're headed in the right direction now. Also, I think, as
I mentioned in ray little note to you that a guy needs time -

some quiet tine, to just unwind if we're going to keep him
healthy and alert up here. And if you keep him healthy and
alert, you're going to keep nitn efficient and that's going
to help. I want to also mention that there's tvo tonics that
really do a lot for us up here for our norale, One ol then
is Just look - having time to look out the window and seeinp,
things that you recognize and haven't time to think about it,
write something down about It, or. record something nbout fr.
And the other big norale booster that we have tip hf re Is our
CAP COMMs , Dick.-- I want you to pass the word to .ill the rest
of the CAP COM

M

a that we're g

r

v a t
1 y ap p r u c i a t i ve of the

attitude you guys take and your cheery words and your occasional
bits ot" music and all that really help make Our day. And we
want to Just tell you to keep up the good work. You're doing
a heck or a great Job. Also, I just wanted to say hi to i'hil.
Phil and 1 promised each other before this mission that we
were going to talk straight whenever possible, and I'm sure
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happy to seo we're 'doing It. And I thin* it'* no J u»t

bene fit the whole mission. Now let's talk about what I think

vg can probably do. Number one, I think we can give you

relief in the PT area, I think we can give you relief in the

aajor medical area, and your preps, and definitely in KRKP

pi ops. In the corollaries, I think we can help out by proposing
a shopping list which we'll gel to you. In housekeeping, I

think we can probably change our mode of operation in house-
keeping and save you a little work down there, and in PSA,

I think al«0, I think we can do Bone nodi 1 1 CO t Ions in t hat

.

I'd like to promise you now that we will have definite pro*

posals down to you within about .2h hours on how these thingB

can b© done , but I think we belter think * bout the* a little

bi t and f l rra then up them up real veil for you. But 1

think we can give you relief in all those araaa. Now as 1

see it now, the only snail area that we have a couple of

pi obi ems in right now la the photo equi pmen t . Thi 8 \ i il

m

'breaking thing la about to drive Bill up the wall and I'm

right along with him. It's a real pain to have to have film

breaking on you all the time. Number two, now minor Irritant

to us IS the tape recorders I think 1 gave you sort of a

facetious little insight on it about 2-1/2 hours n g.> when I

told you about how we have more than once lost the recorder while
we're in the middle of a seance with it, If there's any way

that 1NCO cm tell that a recorder's in use, how about asking

him to jig the CAP COMM who in turn can pass the word to the

guy using the recorder that he better get off of it pretty

quick or you're not going to get dump. And I think maybe

Chat would help that situation quite a bit. Okay, Dick, that's

all I have and I'm ready with the evening status report unless
you have any other rejoinders.

CC Okay, stand by just a second, Jer

.

CC C D F< , Houston, what .e were talking about
were the voice recorder dumps. Our problem here usually is

that we need to make some decision as to whether to start the

dump in the first minute of the thltn. and oil the top o; my

head, I c.in't think of a quick way oth-;r than the way we're

doing it ot trying to remember to remind you at the start. But

we'll think about that some more. We sure appreciate your
good words, and I certainly: concur with - with the 2- hours
to think about each of these spe c i f i c p ro - proposals, so it

you don't say - have anything else right here, we've. got

5 minutes, and I'm roady to copy your numbers. Jerry b e f -

before - let . me say one thing, that Dr. Kraft and Jnke h.ive

been here and listened to all these passes and they're very happy
with tlie way you're doing business, and I think - and they
think w.;'ve made about a million dollars t on i y.h t . And with
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ll>.ii, I'll hIiui u|> end let you ivail pit- t ho ' vvuit i up. i. t.it.wi

1 1- p 1 1 r i .

(I'K Okay , we'll put that n-Jlllou do) Ur* in

tlu- bnnk and «av« It for Shuttle. Kvening s t a t ur ri'pn r t

.

Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, half light, SPT, 7.0, heavy -

7 heavy, PUT - -

LSI) OF TAPE
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C f)R - - Sleep: CDR . 7.0, 6.5 heavy, and

half light; SPT, 7.0, 7.0 heavy; PLT, 8.C, 8.0 heavy. Voluwe:

1700 1200, 1830. Water gun: 9804, 1594, 7949. Body *a**i

CUR , 6.320, b. 319 . 6 . 327 ; SPT, 6.360, 6 . 169 , 6 . 357 ; PL'f
,
6.248.

6,246 , 6.244. Exercise, ail three crewmen no change. Medication:

CDR none: SPT none- PLT, Tinactin as directed. ClothlngJ CDR,

none- SPT , shorts, socks and a T-shirt; PLT, none. Food log:

CDR, xero salt , deviations, plus 1 grape drink, plus 1 catsup,

plug 1 leaonade, aid, plus 1 tea, rehydration water, *ero; SPT, sal

9,0, deviation*, plus 1 tea, wate r devla tions • PIT, «alt, 0.5

food deviations, plus tuna and plus coffee, water deviations,

nnne. Okay the H Ixht Plan deviations, none. Shopping list

accowpl Ishwents , none . 1 nop? r ab 1 e equipment disposition, the

rlianpoout of the TVIS-642 ha* been complete per thu - the

pid. Unschudule stowage, nor*. And the photo log is next.

CC Okay, go ahead. You still got 3«inute8,

Jt>r

'^CDR Okay . I can slow down then. lb Millimeter,

DeltA, Papa 5, Alfa, Bravo, and Charlie, 6 and 7, Charlie

India 78, 46, Charlie India 74, Delta, Papa 14 Alfa, Charlie

India 126, 00, Charlie India 125. and I think there was only

about or 5 seconds of- film left In it instead of 5 percent
,

so I

put Delta, PAPA 14 Alfa on the. next transporter which was

05. Charlie India 127, 63, Charlie India 93, Delta Papa 10,

Charlie India, 127, 60. Charlie India 93. The Ntkons number

1, Charlie X-ray, 37, 44; 2, Bravo Victor 22, 41; Nikons 3. 4,

and 5 no change. 70-rai 11 line te r , Charlie X-ray 52, 086. KTC

no change . EREP no change . Drawer A configuration: Alfa 1,

02, Charlie India 75, 68, no takeup; Alfa 2, 05, Charlie Indii 127

60, Charlie India, 93; Alfa 3. 06, no supply, 00, Charlie India,

26' Alfa 4, 08, Charlie India 77. 15, Mike Tango, 09; BACK, 07.

Charlie India, 78, 46, Charlie India 74 *

CC Okay Jerry, got that, and anything elsn .

CDR No, that about covers it.

CC Okay Jerry, we're about a ninute from LOS,

the next station is Guam at 03:2 3 and that's « medconf * renee ,

you'll be talking to the doe there and the next station after

that Jerry Is your phone call it's Go Id s tone at 03:48 and It s

left antenna, 03:48.
CDR Okay . 13 :4H , left.

CC Jtrrv, we have about 30 seconds here, 1 have

owe note on the takeup reels that I've been meaning to read up

to you. We know of two 400-foct takeup reels that are available

«t this time, they're Mike Tango. 04, and Mike Tango 08 ,
the

first one's in India 2, and the second one is in P524. Also

we're working on a method of obtaining three more by stripping
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$ono old Ilia that's bud now becaune ul I lu' radiation till *%w
SL M reel* and we've been working on n procedure tlwti we r

hope will help fix that up. So I'll talk to you cuyi si at e* i de ,

next pass lit the doctors.
CDR Okay, that's real Rood, thank you Dick.

CC Roger.
PA*> This la Skyl*b Control. Lo«a of signal

through Carnarvon, 2 minutes to reac<ju 1 b i t ion at Gua» and

the medical conference between Snylab IV crev ami Dr. Jerry
(lordlnbky the crew physician. We'll return for the Goidstone
pass In 27 »lnutes. And as soon «» It's av«llible the iunji«ry

of the raedle.il con ~ medical conference. Ihi* stateside pas#

likely will be the final conversation with the crew tonight
before bedtime ending In about 45 minutes at Bermuda UOr,

.

At 03:21 Greenwich mean tine returning in 21 minutes, this U
Sky] ah Com rol .

END 0 F TAPK
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control, 0 3:47 Greenwich

mean time. 40 seconds away from acquisition Golds tone < for ....

the final stateside
'

past of the evening. Go Ids tone , Texas

,

MI LA, Bermuda for about the next 18 minutes and the final

goodnight call should be made during the last few minutes of

the stateside pass, outset of revolution 3,329.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS stateside, I

understand Jarry puone call is doing okay and for one of you

other guys I got two c> r three notes and then the news.

SPT Go aheud Dick.
CC Okay, one thing Is the teleprinter paper

Is ;i little low, we have enough In there for the scheduled
uplinks this evening but in case the next team has some th inp

that we don't appreciate right now that might have to get

up to you during the evening, we'd sure appreciate it before

you go to bed If you have the tine to change the roll for us.

PLT We'll do it.

CC Okay, wo also notice ATM CM) loops still

on, also Just a reminder there before you go to bed, be sure

to get it off.. -
.

PLT .. .'
. Okay. '

-

CC And the last thing, we've been talking

about the tape recorder dumps, this is something that i'vu

been in a million discussion.'* with from before SL-1I, we've

got a proposal, it's completely procedural that we think that

might help to - to help insure that we don't steal the taye

recorder from you when you don't know about ll If - and I

thought I'd might bounce it off of you and y'all can talk

with Jerry and if it sounds good to you we'll start doing Jt,

?LT 0kav, Rick very good, let's hear if..

CC Okay, it turns. out the first command
the INCO sends to start the dump cycle is a slop - tape

recorder stop conmand and the tirst indication that he ha->

that that tape recorder's running is that when he stops the

command the recorder doesn't stop. Another - now one of the

features of the system is that normally we get data down here

before we get a good lockup and a go for voice. So generally

by the time that we get AOS and I can give you a call to tell

you that we're going to dump the data/voice recorder, in most

instances, the INCO will already know whether or not the

recorder is running or not. In any event what I—
what we propose to do is in every instance give you the call

that we're going to dump the data/voice recorder if in fact

we see that - and if it's not running we're just going

to go ahead and dump it and leave it at that. However if

we - 1 f he issues the stop command, we see the recorder's

"running, we're going to ask you for - we're going to tell you
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that we need the recorder there so we can keep up with our
dump schedule. And the only way that - th«n what we're going
to have to depend on la one of the other guys hitting the callswitch on the box Inf ornlng the person who's making the
voice recording that we're going to dump and then Informing theground. In other words, we're going to start treating it
Just like the DAS, ovar.

, u
SI* T

,
Yeah, I think that'll work real well, itnight delay your dump oi a couple of occasions a few times andwe re going to raake sure that the other two guys who are not

?\^V l

v

r
"T? * oin » t0 have t° t>« responsive at the t Ime . But

I th nk that 11 work out real well. It'll certainly save everybody
I think a long tlae - a good bit of time in the long run.

, . . ,

LT
t ,

Cal1 switch is a good idea because groundwill know what's gain* on too.
CC Y ea h -

'

;,
S
r
T

,
Dick, yeah I think that's a good idea,

I thin* that will work real well.
cc

,
Okay. I guess the only thing that w.; need youto appreciate Is Is that in aost cases we wait, we have

a full dunp that takes nost of the state - most of < the site
P*cs. So we need sone kind of an answer like in the first -
/ery early in the pa^s and furthermore with very few exceptions
'.he answer we need is we can have it because if we don't get
to dump the record, r at a given site, what's going to happen
s not Just an inconvenience. We're going to end up possiblylosing sone data, we're going to need it because we'regoing to lose data at a succeeding pass for you know someother kind of data ve re golng t0 put Qn that record but

I think you'll appreciate that.

.
v. .

° kay '
1 think one of th « Problems hasbeen is that the thing starts dumping and then the guys goon, and he night take an extra 4 or 5 minutes going onbefore he re.li.e. that the record light has gone out, so even

tUl
0X

!u
C ° tak<? U

*
at leaSC Ve '

11 have a Procedure her,with the other two guys, we'll make sure that the third oneknows that it s being dumped and we won't lose so much time.
,

PLT
,

lf the caH cones up like that we'll knowyou re aware that soneone'j recording right?
CC 1 'a not sure I understand that one, I'm

going to make the call anyway, however very early it's going
to be apparent to me that you're on the recorder and ifnecessary, I n going to r.ake the second call. At anv rate
we re not going to dump until we get a response.

PLT °kay, that will work.
CC °kay, I guess the toughest part now i a
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for »e to «ut five CAP COHMS to u-ideratand thlH liut.l think
! can hack t It a t off, certainly take a hack at It.

SPT Very good, thanks Dick.
PI.T Tha..ka a lot .

CC Okay, toll you what, I have aoou' news he
that 'a all I have except for the news, ve 'r» going to have
a little short break here between the handing over between
Goidstone ant' Texas ' or MI LA, I 'a not sure which. Whe i we

get locked up - go for voice there I'll give you a call and
then I'll have some news if you ftuys would like to hear It.

PLT Yes, I would
SPT Yeah, sure do. Appreciate It Dick.
PIT Dick are you still there?
CC S ky lab , Houston I think we're locked up

good, we got about 11 minutes hero how do you read?
PIT I read you 5-square, Dick, go with the

news .

CC All rlghty here we go. Britain tomorrow
begins working a three-day week as part of an austerity
pronran designed to save electricity. Power ia in short
aupply because of a coal miners' slowdown and the Arab oil
cutback. Press estimates say that about 15 million of the
country's 25 million stronp work force will feel t h « pinch
directly of the economic crisis. Concern over the -

£ND OF TAPE
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' Arab oil cutback. Press estimate* sayabout 15 Billion of the country's 25 million-strong work
force will ieei the pinch directly of tl.c economic crisis.Concern over the potential for disastrous nu, Uai power plantaccidents is unw.urar.tcd accord - avoiding to the chairmanof the Atomic Energy Commi 8 s t on . In £ television interview
Dr. Dixy l.ee Ray said that the nuclear power plant Industry'
is more rigidly controlled than any other kind of industry
in this country. In Alaska, the energy crisis Is proving
to be a boom for thr dog mushing bus! - bus.ness. Dog sled-der Joe Redington says that up until now Alaska's trails -
trails were used sostly for snow machines. Now there's
lots of people using dogs on them too, he reports. "Dogs arecooing back ill over the Yukon and everywhere they hadpractically disappeared." With 100 do )8 of his own, Redinttonsays he would "chuck his truck" in , minute and use dog .lids
it Alaska were to run out of gas. The heatles, famous -
biggett rock gr - music group of the 1960s night get to K eiherfor one more album. At least .John Luinon, has altered hislong- held opposition to a reunion of the group and says that itis PCSSible. "it's not like it's in the offing Pr anything,"he said, but I just think anything is poss ib le now .

"

Reunion rumors about the group have pt-rsisted since theybroke up in 1970. President Nixon prepared to hold a series ofconferences on foreign a f f ai r$ a f f ai rs in San Clcm.nte,
California, with Secretary ot State Menrv Kissinj-er. I

'

think we're going to handover here, so I'll let the hand-
over go by and then pick u P . Skylab, Houston, AOS throughBermuda. We still have 9 minutes and I'll Just continuehere. On the trip out to talk to President Nixon, f o 1 1 ow i r ePres - ih.. President's example . Kissinger and two aidesboarded a regularly scheduled corar.rcial airliner in Washine-gon today, for the flight to California. Klss'rgcr is ex-pected to hold a series of meeting* with the President duringthe better part of a wee*. U.S. District Judp.e John J . Siricawas named Man of the Year" today by te - Time Magazine fornib worn in trying to- get to the b 0 t t o m 0 f t he Wa t e r g a t

e

aftali. ilm e said: "One judee stutbornly and doggedly
Pursuing the truth in his courtroom regardless of its oolitic!nplications forced Watergate into the light of investi-tive day. Tine be R an choos i n g its Man of the Year in 1927And mat's it for this evening. ,

SPT Thank you, Dick

.

cc Roge r .

, />

CC
'

Skylab
, Houston, we' re about 30 secondsto LOb Wakeup call in the nor.ing is about 11:55 at Hawaiiabout

5 minutes early and we'll give you a call at LOS there."
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'
Dlck ^ all the purple

CREW (Garble)
" Roger, good night.

J" Co °d night . Dick- nn ,

da appreciate ,11 *™!°U
nl « hl you and Phil, 1

it. Thank you very Lc h
° t0°' Jerry

' >
^'•1 ».J 8 ..„d a bo

DA ft .

tonight .„., bo '„
c™ c,,i" "<* >»•«

cr.v „ rt„. „„ d gro^ i".
i

„:
p

K:;™i:»'"

tl« Monday, this is S kJJ "con J!ro5
CCPl " !
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CC (Music: "Come Back My Love")
CC Skylab, this ib Houston, and we wish you

a very good morning. Crip has been so busy all night working
for you that he asked me to wake you up while he would have a little
nap at his console. So it's time to get up gentlemen and to "

enjoy the voice of my favorite singer, Brigette Bardot. She
sings "Come Back My Love" while all the people of France wish
you a very very happy new year.

CC (Music)
CC Vanguard at 12:20.
CDR Roger. Good morning, Crip.
CC Good morning."/,'.''.':.:,.'.

PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 5 7 ninutes
and 18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
has now passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii
after an early wakeup call to the crew at 11:52:37 this morning.
Our next acquisition is 23 minutes away. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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and n
Sk y lab Control «t 12 hours 19 minutes

now 2?f rS°
nd ' Greenwlch »e *n tl... Skylab space Station is

you'd Pl.y th.t ;j"inj"mi.* " lt lf

.ccLu. Vou llk.d t ho t
, huh> w.'ll ... lf „. c ,„

H.th.r.d up our «.rbl.. .no Uf! h .

eIth"' of us h.d

«... t.I.prln.., »0 S

A
i:: ?

Crlr
' •">"" *>" -P • ^ lei.

th.r.^Btll?
Wl11 d "- "

aVl " 8 * 1It,lc »» Pn'bl.n,

pf T 5° Py y ° U *
OE n ° pads last night?

You copied correctly.

£c
° kay

'
tKat g0t ° Ur *'tention.

i» vour woodpecker ta^In/^ in now. Is anything -

CC °^y, we're checking. '
'

.cod to the IMCO h.rc°fiJ;
U

I t

1

C;;
r

JIi
1

f;;
fi ;

V
?
ryth

;
n « »ookln R

taking . look at it for you, Bui. * ' '* flH

rl.K^J * ,

BI11, °" Pan<?1 200 0" the Bldtile of .Sorl«ht-hand 8 ldc there, you've Rot one t e 1 e p r 1 n t e r c 5 r c u

U

Okay,

about
P

15 seconds.
IMl ^ tUrnln

* Lhe «^«««nd switch off for
cc Copy.
PLT Okay, Cri P ,

try at 10 seconds again.
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cc I t '8 in work . .

.

CC
, Bill, would you try slewing some of the .

paper out for us, please?
CC Bill, would you try slewing some of thepaper out for us, please.
PLT I'm sorry, Crip, yes I did.
PLT It's already been done.
CC Okay.

.

CC
, .

1 wonder while I'm pondering this problemhere with the teleprinter if Ed or somebody has got time tocopy down this first ATM pass.
Okay, the woodpecker is working now.

, f
T Stand by just a minute on that

, Crip , I'llbe right with you.
CC Well, okay, we may have it solved here.
PLT Some old stuff is coming through, Crip,

i noticed I had a piece of what looks like a JOP 18 Delta herebut it just picked up in the middle here and so forth, thar's
'

when I came up here a minute apo. I came u P early this morningand there was nothing but blank paper. And after I told youabout the problem I cane up here and there was a piece of amessage in there which I assume you couldn't have sent from the time
1 to d you about the problem until I got up here. And now some morestuff is coming out but I don't think it's your test message.

CC Okay, we had a JOP 18D handv and we wereJust using that, Bill.
PLT Okay.
CC Okay. And we had sent a portion of amessage up there between the time you reported it to us andbefore you got up there and that was an 180 also.

th*fTIfi,ll ai u
0kay

'
a
u
d Crlp

'
WC d ° hnv ° the A™ schedulethat s 4 6:11 Al . We got that last night.

,

CC
,

Okay. 1 guess we probably need to understandwhat you ve got on board then. Can you give us an idea what
the ast thin* you got on the teleprinter was. Have any way
of identifying that?

, t

SPT
J ,

0ka V Crip, we've got a -'.6:33 Charlie, a46:36 and a 46;37,
CC
CDR

and details.
CC
PLT

Okay , we copy that . 33 3 - -

And we all each of us have got our summaries

Rog .

rr
Crip, 46:14 Bravo 1 Is Coming through good.
Okay, that's what we're loading now.

I guess we've got It working again,
CC

and we'll have the INCObusy here trying to get the rest
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the pads up to you.
CC Bill, can you give us an Idea of what changed

or what might have corrected the problem?
PLT Okay Crip, what happened was the paper roll

was put in upside down, and I wasn't sure we were getting it

(garble) or not. It looked like we did not on all those messages
that came in last night except - for the exceptions of the ones
that they've told you about. So the paper roll was inserted upside
down, I'm sure that was the problem.

CC Okay

.

PLT 66:14 Bravo 1 came through loud and clear.
CC Okay. We're with you and we're sending.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS. We're going to see you again in 4 minutes over
Ascension. That's at 12:34.

ESD OF TAPE
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CDR Roger ,
Crip

.

CC We even have some music for you then.
CDR Neato,
PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 32 minutes

Greenwich mean time. ; Skylab space station is now over the
South Atlantic and is out of range of the tracking shir
Vanguard. Only about 2 minutes before our acquisition at
Ascension where we'll have a pass lasting a little less than
10 minutes. Problem early this morning with the teleprinter
pad. Last night, the teleprinter vas working fine but it - when
reached paperlow level and the paper had to be replaced,
it was Inserted upside down . And as a result, teleprinter
messages that were to have been sent up during the evening,
were not sent up and they're a little bit behind although
there' j no problem. They have managed now to get up the
solar observations pad and they'll be sending up film thread
and pads for the comet observations this morning during this
next pass. That should get them well up to date so they
won't have any problem in keeping the crew informed. They
do have onboard already, a number of pads that were sent up
earlier in the evening before the film - before the. paper
low light was observed on the ground. So the paper was in-
serted upside down. It's now been put in properly and it's
working fine. Teleprinter messages going up as planned and
that's a big relief to some people in Mission Control. We're
a little concerned about the operation of that teleprinter
for a moment there. 55 seconds to acquisition of signal.
Bob Crippen, the spacecraft communicator. This pass will
last about 10 minutes.

CC (Music:) Skylab, this is Houston and we
wish you a very good morning. Crip has been so busy all
night working for you that he asked me to wake you up while
he would have a little nap at his console. So it's time to

get up gentlemen and to enjoy the voice of my favorite singer.
Brigette Bardot. She sings "Come Back My Love," while all the
people of France, wish you a very, very happy New Year.

CC (Music)
CDR Thank you. Crip. Do you read?
CC Say again.
CDR I said, "What a pleasant way to wake up." V

to reciprocate in kind to the people of France.
CC Rog. Understand. That's kind of tough

after 4 6 days.
CDR You better believe it.

CC You guvs got a little song you want tj sing
back?

CDR Not over the loop.
CC Great .
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„„„
CC

.
1 And * ood news, for Edward. Since we haven'tgot a »ed status pad up there for hi., I think pro£ab\y thesignificant thing we ought to tell hi» is that he gets to taket™ pota.siu. P ill 9 thl8 norning . Itm sure tha ±%rilSe%l**°

me the'good news.
CrlP> ^ ^ ° ff JuSC y ° U Were

told «p . ^ : T
shouldn't (laughter), you shouldn't have

*e to tall ; w
1 T 'f

111 " 8 V ° U th « » 0od newfl «*' that youget to take two potassium pills today.
'

J" Trv that again, Crip.

Jp_
That's what I thought.

Cc
"hy 311 the c Uhtness all of a sudden, Crip?

h)B ij f .

If the CDR '

S Rot an ear open , I car. tell

CDR Rog
. Copf ed

.

CDR Roger. Understand, Crip.

END OF TAPE
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CDR - - right next to the New Year's Eve r

celebration , la that right?
CC No, I'm sorry, got you over - I got my

sj ' days all mixed up, sitting down here doing Flight Plans.
\ Day 48 ia day after tomorrow.

CDR Roger: Copy.
CC One item in addition to that , we're

currently planning on having a live press conference on
your day off, setting up a little TV and setting up some
questions from the press for you.

CDR Roger. (Garble), Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. Just so I didn't

confuse the issue. The way we'll be handling that press
conference is that whoever has the pleasure of sitting on
CAP COMM that day will be reading them up - read inp the
questions to you.

CDR Roger . Understand.
CC Skylab , Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS . We'll see you again at Guam in 37 minutes at 13:20.
For your information we should now have on board both J0P18D• pads for today and the film thread pad .

CDR Roger ,
Crip.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 4 S minutes and
14 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station Is now
crossing the coast of Africa. It's 35 minutes before we'll
have our next acquisition of communication. That will be
at Guam. Skylab astronauts got up Just before 6 a.m. central
standard time, this morning, with the music you Just heard
replayed a few minutes ago. They'll be spending .i lon$t day
today studying the very quiet surface of the Sun, the speeding
comet Kohoutek, stars that are far out in space, the' Earth's
upper atmosphere and their own physical condition after
6-1/2 weeks in space. While the rest of the world
prepare? for a night of celebration, the astronauts Jerry Carr,
Fd Gibson and Bill Pogue will be at work until they float into
bed about 10 p.m. They'll be up tomorrow an hour earlier
than usual to scan the F.arth with Skylab's caneras and Earth
scanners. This morning, Ed Gibson will be pointing Skylab
solar telescopes at the comet Kohoutek, which is being studied
Intensively by the crew as it follows a looping course around
the Sun. During the afternoon Gibson will have his cardiovascular
system checked under the watchful eye of Bill Pogue. Also
scheduled today is S183, which is an observation of distant
stars and galaxies and S063, observations of ozone In the
upper atmosphere. This is Skylab Control. It's now 46-1/2
minuted after the hour.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 13 hours 19 minutes and

14 seconds. We have acquisition of signal at Guam for about

7 minutes .

C C Skylab. Houston. ' AOS Guam, 6-1/2 minutes.

COR Roger , : i o .

C C All rUi. ;
, sounds like a woodpecker is

really pecking.
CDR ( G j r b i e *. j0 seconds, now.

CC R 0 g . f i , does this - I know you're getting

ready to go to work there. But, is it convenient to talk to

you a little bit about a couple of items on your 18D?

SPT Yeah, I'm Just filling in the summary

sheet now. Go ahead.
CC Okay . I think it's obvious , but it you

notice from your summary sheet, we showed you eating In the

one night period there, and we don't see anything wrong with

you leaving the panel and going back and having chow when

you're off in the attitude, pointing at Kohoutek and I -

assuming that you concur with that.

SPT Yeah, that's no problem, Crip.

CC Okay, very good. Also, call your attention

to a note at the end of' that pad. where you've only got 2 min-

utes between end of maneuver tine and dump, so it's kind of

skosh on getting you strapped down for initalizcd and select

(garble) and so forth.
Spt So, the absolute time I can add 2 minutes

on the maneuver time and add that on to the time on which the

maneuver began and get the tine in which the dump's gonna

start. That's the thing that would be most useful to me,

Crip, so that I - could reallv have a pood gouge, to make sure

I know when I got to hit that SI switch.

CC Okav , the way we calculate it Is, we take

your time it says at hold, to go at hold, add your maneuver

time on to that, and - and add go ahead - and add 2 minutes and

be the time dump starts.
SPT Okay, that'll be at 19:19. then. Thank

you , C r 1 p .

CC That's correct. And, while I've got you

here, W . Might mention your phone call, set up this evening

at 23:16.
SpT Very good, thank you. 23:16.

CC And, Ed, also regarding that dump commence

at - if It's getting tight on the tine it has to start and

you're attitude error hasn't gone all the way - exactly to

zero, it's okfiy to go ahead and initalUe the strap down,

with a small amount of error in there.

Spt Okay, Crip. That's what I was thinking
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In the back of ay mind. Will do.
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up there. We're about 45 seconds from LOS . Next station
contact is over Vanguard in 31 minutes, at 13:58 and we'll
be scheduling another data/voice recorder dump there .

CDR Roger,
CC By the way , Happy New Year.
CDR Happy N'2w Year, to you, Crip, and all

the crimson t roups .

CC Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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rr»„„!^ Skylab c°ntrol at 13 hours 28 minutes

of tZ*<

?

0T1k 't*'-*^!** «Pace station is now passed outof range of the tracking antenna on Guam. 29-1/2 minutPs t n

lol C^oo^'w^H
1

?

10
" r Va^uard

- Spacecraft e. . r

'°

over I Jfi;
Wl8hln 8 the c"w a Happy New Year as they passover a » zone that happens to be in 1974 all ready Skvlah

.n interesting probl e„ to t ho se S'l " llulV.VlL^"

replacing offgoing Flight Dlrfctor Do.Wui iy
Hutchinso "

for U minutes. *' H ° U8t ° n throu 8 h ""guard
SPT Morning, Karl.

«--».:•:: m, ^"n^^r^;

CC Yes, press on.

now, h"ll wreck TV
7^'

'
" ^ dU " P tapC recorde " 'i^t

Cc I understand

,

" ow nuch v™ have we got? A full roll'Pre8S ahead and we do have a full roll'

throu^with the recorded ^ ^ " ""l'-
" Okay. Thank you.

SPT 0k 'l'- you. Karl. That .u.t have
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CDR
PLT
CC
PLT

switched to BUS
CC
PLT

been a very snail update. Experiment roll was changed only by
2 a rc -minutes

.

CC Okay.
CC Sky lab , we note that you have a fire

sensor kicked out up there.
Roger. We're checking it out. <

It was the one pointed at the trash airlock.
Say again.
Rog, Houston. Looks like the spurious alarm,
on the 619 sensor and it's gone away. ;

Okay. Thank you.
Okay, and Just for confirmation, I'm going

to switch back to BUS 1 momentarily and then back to BUS 2.
So you'll probably see the alarm reinitiated.

CC Okay, Bill . Thank you. We got 1 minute
to LOS.

PLT Back on BUS 1 and nothing's happening. I

get a - I have an idea that it maybe a good idea to go down
and look in the plenum area. That thing is pointed to trash
airlock. I don't know how XUV could get to that metal but
it's a thought .

CC Okay. We have about 20 seconds to LOS.
We'll see you at Ascension in about 3 minutes. And at Ascen-
sion, we would like to dump the rate - tape recorder if we

. can. .. .
v 1

SPT Roger, Karl. Jerry's all through with it.
Thank you.

CC Okay.
PLT Roger. And ground, that's 619-1. The previous

pointing I gave you was incorrect.
CC We read that .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now off the coast
of Brazil, has passed out of range of the tracking ship
Vanguard. We're about a minute and a half to our next
acquisition at Ascension. We'll have a long pass through
Ascension, Canary Island, and Mad r id . It'll last approximately
18 minutes. During this last pass, while Commander Carr was
doing some television out the window of the Falkland Current
of the coast of Argentina, Bill Pogue was checking out a fire
sensor caution warning that was going off inside the workshop.
It went off in midpass, the crew has checked it out. Bill
Pogue said that originally that it was one pointing at the trash
airlock, but apparently at the very end of the pass seemed
to be correcting that statement. He said that he changed
over to a second electrical circuit and the caution and
warning went off. He then went back to the original electrical
circuit, again there was no caution and warning, but, he is
making a checkout of the fire sensor to determine vhe the r
there's any problem. We're coning up on acquisition of signal.
We'll bring the line up live, now

.

CC Skylab, Houston, with you over
Ascension, for the next 8 minutes.

p LT Roger, Karl. . Ke have no more indication
there's no indication of any problem at all. We'll Veep
looking

.

CC Thank you verv nuch for the news.
CC (Garble)
Pl-T I guess it's the sensor that's pointed over

towards the metabolic analizer, and there's nothing in that area
looks like there's any problem.

CC Okay, and the people down here r.ote that
we are in the South Atlantic Anomoly, which night have some-
thing to do with the problem.

CDR Okay, we thou eh t maybe it was just Bill
pedaling too ha rd .

CC (Laughter)
PLT I stopped pedaling mighty fast, I'll toll

you that.
-CC '

.
Yep.

CC And we will be dumping tape recorders,
unless you have a conflict up there.

CDR Roger; Karl. So conflict.
CC Thank you.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead , CDR .

CDR Okay, on the tail end of this tape i

was recording is the fire alarm, if you're interested in
listening to it. You can hear the CDR become completely
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END OF TAPE
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CC This will inhibit the 82B door.
SPT Okay. ' I guess what we first do is turn

the DOOR on with a 40005. CLOSE the door and get a barberpole
and then a 400 36 , cut the motor off. >

CC That's correct . And be sure this is
performed after 40-K so that computer signal does not CLOSE
the 82B DOOR.

SPT And you gave me a time of 13:48. What
is that in reference to?

CC This is just at the- end of your current
ATM pass - that's - the pass you're in right now is the 13:48
pass .

'

SPT Okay.
CC And just a reminder, of course, the 82

B

door and the XUV MONITOR DOOR are operating together and that's
the reason we want you to wait until after the 40-K.

SPT Okay, Karl. Will do.
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. We'll

pick you up over Guam at 14:55.
PA0 Skylab Control at 14 hours 31 rainutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now over the
Mediterranean, Just south of Italy and out of range of the
tracking antenna at Madrid. 24-1/2 minutes remaining before
we'll have acquisition again in Guam. During this last pass,
problem with the fire sensor war. apparently solved. There
was no indication that the fire sensor was anything but a

spurious signal, although the crew indicated they were a

little bit upset by it and it certainly was a change in the tone
of Bill Pogue's voice during the Vanguard pass when that signal
went off. Gerald Carr was kidding the ground that they thought
navbp Bill had been pedaling too fast. The general area of
the - in which the sensor was pointed, originally reported
as the trash airlock, was, in fact, the metabolic analyser, whic
is associated with the bicytle. However, apparent 1\ there
is no indication or any overheating in that area or any - any
high temperatures and alto - Gerald Carr who had been
photographing the Falkland Current off the coast of Argentina,
said that he had some difficulty seeing the Fa lk 1 and- Eq u i t or i a 1

confluence, where two currents go together. But he did attempt
to photograph it. rie said it was much weaker than he'd seen it
previous days, and he said there will be a good opportunity
for people that listen to that tape and hear the change in
his voice as the fire sensor goes off. This Is Skylab Control.
23 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. It's now 32
minutes and 26 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 54 minutes and
,35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station just off
the coast of China Is about to be acquired through the track-
ing antenna on Guam. The pass over Guam will last about
9-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft communicator, right now, is Karl
Henize. Here in Mission Control, the Flight Director is
getting a report on tomorrow's Earth resources pass
which is expected to cover from the southern part of South
America across the Atlantic Ocean to North Africa. We'll
bring the line up live for air-to-ground over Guam.

CC Skylab . This is Houston, through Guam
for 9 minutes.

PLT Rog; Karl.
SPT Hello, Karl. I have a question for vou

on the JOP 18D pad, step 27.
CC Okay

, go ahead

.

SPT 52 option A, truncated 13. Yesterday I

made the assumption that 13 meant whether that time was after
the building block began. And, now I interpret that's the
only way it can be. Yesterday, I think I was wrong. Yesterd
the truncate was for GMT, would you tell me explicitly what
that 13 is. It must be after the building block began, but
I'd like to make sure

.

CC Okay. Stand by.
CC Ed , the S05 2 t r unc a t e means stop at 13

minutes after you've started it, which was the beginning of
this data take.

SPT Okay, and that's the format that will
always be in from now on, I assume.

CC Okay.
SPT Thank you.
CC How else do I control my volume, on the

one I'm punched up on?
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. We'll

see you over Vanguard at 15:35, about 30 minutes.
SPT Roger, Karl. So long.

. CC So long.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 5 minutes and

50 seconds Greenwich mean time. We've now gone out of range
of the tracking antenna on Guam. Our next acquisition is half
an hour away at Vanguard. The very end of that pass spacecr,if
communicator Karl Henize, by accident, punching up on the
air-to-ground loop rather than talking on to one of the people
here in Mission Control about his - some problems with his
volume. This is Skylab Control. It's now 6 minutes and
13 seconds after the hour

.

END 0? TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 34 minutes and
52 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
just off the coast of Chile, about to be acquired through the
ship Vanguard. We're now 50 seconds from acquisition there.
We will have about an 8-1/2 minute pass. Spacecraft communi-
cator i 3 Karl Henize, scientist-astronaut who's also one of
the principle investigators on Skylab astronomical experiment.
Flight Director on duty here in Mission Control now is Neil
Hutchinson. We're live now for air-to-ground through the
Vanguard tracking ship.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for the
next 8 ninutes.

CDR Roger, Karl. And for scheduling purposes
on the JOP 18 Deltas tomorrow, if your detail folks haven't got
too far along, I think - Ed and I think that he can probably
drop the maneuver monitor out ot' JCF l8D as we 11. That'll
pick up about 3/4 of a mail hour.

CC Excellent. Thank you for that news.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead . J

CDR Okay .1 f.e

up tomorrow and pursuant to our
think that you could probably d

one hour instead of 1-1/2 hours
CC Excel lent .

CC Skylab , Hou
see you over the Canarys at 15:55.

CDR Roger .

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 45 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station over Brazil has
passed out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. 10-1/2
minutes to our next acquisition at Canary Islands. At the
present tine, here in Mission Control, a review is being
made of weather conditions for tomorrow's Earth resources
pass, which will begin off the southern coast of Chile and
cross the very tip of South America. It will also cover the
area of the Falkland Current along the coast cf Argentina
and will continue across the Atlantic Ocean, t ? cross a

good part of North Africa. That Earth resources pass will require
the crew to get up early tomorrow norning. . At the present,
the Flight Plan calls them to get up at 4:45 a.r. . central
standard time. That's an hour and a quarter earlier than
usual. That's being considered right now and there may be
some changes made to that; but it looks like an hour and a

quarter before their usual wakcup time. If the Earth
resources pass goes as planned tomorrow, that will begin a -

, pattern of early wakeups , correction being made for daylight

r ry .

we also have an F RE P coming
discussion last ni eht I

op the EREP prep down to

Thank you again.
ton. 1 minute to LOS . We'll
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savings time, which begins about a week from now. That means

that for the next several days, the crew will be waking up

or have a standard wakeup time of 5 a.m. centeral standard

time rather than the 6 a.m. time they've been waking up so

far. On January 2nd, just a couple days from now, we 11 have

a crew day off, and the crew will be allowed to sleep then two

hours later than normal, which will then be 7 o'clock in the

morning. That January 2nd, there will also be a crew press

conference, the the midmission press conference, on the crew

day off, and newsmen who are seltcting press questions will

be meeting today at 1 p.m. in building 1 in the briefing room.

Again, that's newsmen selecting questions for the press con-

ference to be held on January 2, should be in the building

1 briefing room today at 1 p.m. Those newsmen wishing to make

to the press conference should either call Howard Benedict of

the Associated Press at area code 713-333-3535; that's Howard

Benedict of AP at 333-3535 in the Houston area; or they may

call the News Center here at Johnson Space Center to make

inputs to the press conference on January 2. Newsmen will

be selecting those press questions today at 1 p.m. central

standard tine. Again, the early wakeups will begin tomorrow

for the Earth resources pass, particularly, which will cover

the South American tip and an area of the Falkland Current off

the coast of South America in the Atlantic Ocean and then will

cross the Atlantic and cover areas of north Africa at the

end of the pass, a very extended pass from the tip of South

America to the northern part of north Africa. 8 minutes to

our next acquisition of signal at Canary I s 1 and s . ..4 7 - 1 / 2

minutes after the hour. This is Skylab Control.

END OF. TAPE
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Skvlab Control at 15 hours 54-1/2 tainutea

cr.„^h .... ..... w.b.;
::r r^r^^Toti,

That's the revised time and th P lnt0 e£fect in

;iiii//
,l
i?;."

,
ri

n

«i
,.U"i«"r"« -

through Ca.ar, I .^"^^outcon . stanai„ R by over Canaries

interfere with 183 recording.

[
l

c

T
And

8

! Ed, If wo could get the DAS for

abo ,t

s

30 — "^^^r^l'^o^nave it.
.

cc Thank you.
The DAS is yours, Ed . .

irLT^rU have a gracing
CC
SPT
CC

of 67 8 on S055
SPT Okay , Kar l .

. T

h

„ ..

/nT Karl that v?s not an oversight. The>

it
'

rr Okav, Ed, vp understand

.

CC
Terry if vou can listen for a nonent,

' ,ot a consent on scheduling l^the

r r Okav. The first point of logic »» that

i.rorpc on day 47. That's tor.orrov ,
and da>

we have early EREPs on day -
of j lc ls that

/.
B
vl;.:M°n.

l

%«».e - h.
:
. ^

Stl?'"" -norrov, a cc up le of t hen n a r^ . ^
there. It s,ens logical "

"on t'.rou^
1

Module that
effective tor.orrov, and work o n t "ugh e

way for the next week. And, for the
bp

of course, and this voul noj, .>t

°hou r , r 1 v\o i n g to
at 11:00 GMT and end at 03:00 (.Ml . } llou

' •

bed and getting up.
rr You have any - -

,. . , « .

Cdr That's oka.- with us, 1 don't see that it
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PAO Skyl.b Control at 15 hours 54-1/2

Creech «« ««• Sk,l.b ;mc. .«.tl.n ^ «• "./""J h

str.::.. j... «
>
"• r. r «:."

P « »»«...

through Canary ""•^J^'^t,,,. Standlns by over C„.rl..

., j ,„ r the next - for the next 13 minutes. Ve will

;:
d

^:J
r

.

1

. d»;ii5 .:"rd„. oVer b«« .... „.,

in'erfern with 183 recording.

£
T

HI] Ed^if we could get the DAS for

about 30 seconds, we'd like to have it.
,

SPT Roger, Karl. You have it.

C C Thank you .

C C The DAS is yours, Ed.

c PT Thank you.; Karl.
« n „„

CC Ed , we'd like to have a grating position

of 678 on S055.
cp- ' Okay , Karl . "

. , _.

SP T Karl, that was not an oversight. They

rP*Uv had not gotten that much time at 77. Because it^took a

[it o get ,«ne«ver at tine remaining at 25 squarec away

and , Ike sure we were in the rieht point or (garble) close to

11
'

rr Okav, Ed, vc understand.

CC Jer'rv, if you can listen for a nonent,

' sot a consent on scheduling in the future.
*

CDR Go ahead, Karl. We're listen ng.

Okav. The first point of logic is that

. 'rw frfPs on day 47. That's tonor row ,
and day

t Tlanu v n January. Second point of logic is that

davl ^ savings tine is starting down he re 1 n th e
good o Id

vc A . on the 6th of January. And, we do p 1 an at b o th o

and vou will so on daylight savings tine Since m have

^cUve^norrow/and work o. ^rough the s.h^u e^that

H:00 GMT and end at 03:00 UMT . 1 hour early goln K to

bed and get t ing up

.

CC
CI)R That's okay

. no yji i i i "6 « v •

rr You have anv - -

^ -- • < j t h us , I don't see that
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makes -?ny difference.

!i;i:b^
h
;
B
o

k
u.ro

u

n: i fnrro S
.

w..u

see next over H.K;^
and ^.cond. Greenwich .a,

;

ti« .
S^t.spa,-u.cn

is now over eastern Europe and 33 minutes f

Honeysuck i e

acquisition of
'"J"™*""™; ^ r J^l.e informed the

Creeks During E

^ early Earth resources passes on January
crew that because of early *** c

declde d that it would
I and January 3, R round/°"" a^vlieht saving tiroe a little
be desirable to nove intc,

that ^J*' J lng on day
earlier than January so th e ere w w111^8 ^ L

light savings tine
J
1""?*

will get th em up at 11 o'clock
they 'li start a schedule that will 8« v

o'clock Green-
Greenwich nean ti.. an they 1 • \^ present
wich nean time. That e an hour ear

central standard
schedule and of course that * e * n *

bourse 6 a a. central
time through January 6 and then » ^Earth resources pass
daylight time fro* then on. Tomo E* r

t

that is scheduled to go from the southern W
was

to North Africa anMoclu ea lUand^r^^
televised earlier today, or rec o confluence of

tomorrow and crew news,™
Building 1, briefing room,

that will
-",5°uL o P i an " int! that should call

Anyone who would ike to put an i P
John son Space

Howard Benedict at the AP at « 3

"J*
r ^ n3

Center News Center, here J":!
1 "; c tral standard

etrUer Chan it has beerj f or «o.t o t he . ... n.
^^ -

Icr-r-ulin o? slg^i
nln

rt's now 1Z-1/Z minutes after

the hour .

i.ND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 42-1/2 minutes

Greenwich meantime. Skylab space station is now over northern

part of Australia, about 52 seconds from acquisition through

Honeysuckle. The pass through Honeysuckle Creek will last

about 8 minutes. The spacecraft communicator is Karl Henize

and the Flight Director on duty now is Neil Hutchinson.

MC C Skylab, Houston with the ATM conference

for 8* minutes and we need the DAS here for a couple of seconds.

SPT Good morning, Bill. The DAS Is yours.

Go ahead . . .

MCC Okay , Ed . Got a couple quick things tor

you before we talk S054, if you're ready for that. The -

SPT Go ahead .

\;cc Okay. The sun that you're looking at,

obvlouslv is quiet Sun and will be for qui te awli i 1 e . Our

forecast' for the next 7 days reflects t.i.at, where wo will

be doing sone conet ops - synoptic ops and quiet Sun operations.

Starting day after tomorrow, for 3 consecutive days. we

will take two 82 Bravo limb exposures essentially an entire

orbit Ion?., taking advantange of the fast 101 film that they

have before that is gone. And other than that, wili be Just

nornal quiet sun operations and the DAS is yours again now.

A word from S0S5 on comet operations and observations here.

To date, they have seen only
.

l.yrann-a 1 ph a . They find It on the

cider of 3 to 10 tines lower than they expected, Indicating

that it is not optically thick. They see no Indication of

any other lines - that means no counts at all. They do have

slightly increased detector noise to the increased healing

being 5 to 10 degrees off the Sun. So tht message there Is

they see only Lyman-alpha, not very much of that and when

they do see that, that's the entire 5-minute by 5-ninute field.

And let's see - that concludes what 1 had other than S054 ,

so let nc turn It to you for a minute here. Over.

SPT Okay. First, back on 55, were they able

to see In the mirror auto rasters that the sour ce was pre t
t y much

isolated so that they felt we wore really lonViiiy at the

nucleus from one time to another?
v. f:C Negative. My understanding U that when

they see the comet, it's in the entire field of view. Th..t's

5 arc minutes by 5 arc minutes and they have to compare 118

Helta with another one in order t » fee that they do have an

increase as the comet was get tlnR hotter.
SPT Okav. In all of the pointing, which t ve

been doing, I've been getting a feeling that the uncertainty

in the pointing towards the nucleus is something like two to tnree

units In octal. So I would not be suprlsed if some of the

times they're really looking at the coma and not the nucleus.
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MCC Okay, and we may never know till the mission's
over and we get to look at the film.

SPT Yeah. The white light coronagraph display
is - will get you close te it but we can't do any real fine
tuning.

MCC Understand.
SPT Okay. Let me t-lk ab out 54.1 read over

them all and we're all think that they're good ideas as far
as the: intent and we're willing to give them all a go. But
there are some things which we ought to think out a little
bit more though and that is first of all, the use of the timor
and a lot of that depends upon what is the accuracy required
in these exposures. If we could use the event timer, we could
get a very good - a high degree of accuracy of course. But a good
part cf the tine that 's t ied up with 82 A or B . If we end up using
either the egg tiner or the wristwatch, writing down the numbers,
then the uncertainty, the accuracy goes way down like a
17-ninute exposure could come up to be 18, 19 or 16. I think
that's the biggest thing. And the second one, is how do we
make all these building block 30 changes? Ve have to figure
a streamlined way of dolne that or there's going to be a
lot cf crew time misused there. The thinp about the fzrating
axis - I think I need a little further explanation on Just what
we really need to be doing in that pointing and 1 understood
what came up in the way of a photograph or in the wav of a
pliture, but I'm not quite clear that we need even a picture
rather, than just a double headed arrow indicating the direction
of the grating axis. And also. I noticed that most of the
exposures specify at least 17 minutes and I'm wondering whether
something on the order of 10 minutes if we happen to have a
shot it it - say In a shopping list item like I did this
corning whether it might not be useful to eive it to them. 1
did not this oorning but I certainly could have.

MCC Okay. Ed. Thanks for your comments. Let
rae answei a few of them here. On the timer, we realize the
potential problems there. Rl R ht now, I don't have a good
answer for whether 16 to 18, 19 minutes is good enough. I
guess 1 had thought we would probably operate that similar to
the way v e would operate the 56 lone exposures when 82 Alfa
or Sr/ivo were using the event tiner. The technique I used
in training was to write down the start tint- based in orb

.phase lining since I found I kept referring to that tine to
see how 1 wa* doing and then to compute the time that 1 needed
to stop it. Write that down and found that I w«< referrlne
to that orb phase timing often enough that I didn't miss the
Off tines very much. That's one thought to think about. Our
thoughts on actually implement I n*. t he changes In the building
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block, we tried to construct the little things that are in-

side the stars for you to cut out, to be three lines long

feeling that this was the rif.ht length that you could cut ^
out, take your tape and tape it over on top of the JOP shee

t

itself and then wind up with a consistency much like the

corona tape for writing on and erasing

thought we would send up for a given building block, for in-
" «- ^ c i t An ~ „ , n ? un uniiid send

f t er the fact,

would send up for a given building block/ for

stance, It might appear on four or five JOP pages, v

up four or five of these little cutouts for you to paste on each

page and it would take more tine to begin with but once the

changes were implemented, then wo felt we would be done with

it forever . Over.
, ,, o .

SPT Okav. My thought on that one is we re

running low on tape up here.' We only had two rolls to begin

with. T think it'd be useful if you could make tnat so that

as small as possible and we could cross out the remainder of

is not covered up and so we Could use the tallest amount

possible. In other words, make it so that one -

f the tape will cover the total thing which we

t's a small point, but It's going to get to us.

Okav . Under st and . We ' 11 be working on

up . Would you like

and send it up for

what
of tape as
the width
tape up .

MCC
that today to fee how ve can pretty t

us to prepare another preliminary xes
- into final form and send

you
i t

to talk about or Just to put

Over .

SPT As far as the content o

here I think we all agree with it. I don'

to go through another whole long series like that. However

you want, you can send u P a trial - in other vcrds, Just

one buildinR block, a couple of sanples. and

on off and do a 100 or whatever is required

talk about that

.

MCC Okay, Ed. We'll do that and we

10 seconds from LOS here. Berauda Is next in 3*,. minutes. Over.

S PX Okay. Thank you. Bill. I've gut a corona -

a conet back in the display here and I'm goinr to get bark to

vork . Thank you.
v»rC Good enough. We'll talk to you tomorrow

and it'll be tomorrow at about 24:00 is the only tine we can

work in. See you then.
SPT Thanks Bill. So long.

what's being done
think you need

for
- before you go

id then v.) can

about

ENO OP TAP

F
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fC - - okay, understand. We'll be working

on that today to see how we can pretty these up. Would you

like us to prepare another preliminary message and send it

up for you to talk about, or just to put it into final form

and send it up? Over. .

, . , . .

SPT As far as thn content of what s being

done here, I think we all agree with it. I don't think you

through another whole long series like that. How-

ant you can send up a trial, in other words,

uilding block, a couple sanples . And ,
before

and do the 100 or whatever is required and then

we can talk about that .

vlcc Okay, Ed. We'll do that and we re about

10 seconds from LO

Over.
SPT

need to go
eve r , if you
just for one
you go on

here. Bermuda is next in 36 minutes.

I gotOkay, thank you, Bill

e't'back in the display here and I got to get bac

work. Thank you

.

HCC Good enough. We'll talk to you tomorrow

and it'll be tomorrow at about 24:00 is the only time we can

work in . See you then

.

SPT Thanks, Bill. So long.

PA 0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 2-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean time. During this last pass over Honeysuckle

scientist astronaut Bill Lenoir was here in Mission Control

to discuss the ATM operations, the solar i ns t
r ume n t s w i t h th

science pilot of the Skvlab Mission, Ed Gibson. Bill Lenoir

comes in regularly once every Jay for a scionee conference

on the ATM instruments and that was - included today a dis-

cussion of a number of thinv« that have bee

mind* on the ground and on members of the c

thin?!* mentioned was the performance of the

which is one Skylab device that elves immediate data on the

eround. Information is transmitted by S055 electronically.

It's recorded and then transmitted later by telemet-'

ground and then brought back into Mission Control,

so far on the data from S055 arc that the comet is

only in the Lvman-alpha range, which indicates mAt me
cnlv thing visible is one particular energy Shift inking pla

in hydrogen atoms. And. that level was well below what wai

expected in terns of the brightness of the I.vm.in- A 1 ph a shift

Also increased heating due to the detectors being pointed

away from the Sun, seems to have given a 1

the Instrument. Several days ago when the first data

coming in on the comet, some of the icicntlst. hete In

Control thought that there might be indications °f. other

mat-rial* being reflected from

n occupying the
rew. One of the

S055 instrument

Indicat ions
show Ing

noise

comet ' s sur f a

M 1 s s 1 o

But ,
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turns out, that was just a higher noise level that's apparently
associated with the higher temperature of the instrument and
the detectors. Gibson says that it could well be that the
data being gathered is in fact data on the coma of the comet,
that is to say the large could of gases that surround the
head of the comet, rather than the nucleus, the small object
that in fact produces all the gases in the tail. The nucleus
itself is only about 25 miles across. The ground team is
unable really to determine what they're looking at all over -

;
the observation shows an area that's 5 arc minutes on a
side, and that's a very large area, about 130,000 miles
on each side square view and that's part of the raster of
the instrument; and apparently there are no sharp indications
of differences which would indicate that perhaps they're
looking at a larger surface than nerely the nucleus,
the Skvlab crew is spending a good pa ' of today
looking at the comet. They're also - have been watchin? the
ground. Last night Commander Gerald Carr took sono time
to look at Baja California in the Los Angeles Basin area.
Commander said on the tape message returned to the ground
early this morning that during the evening he looked at the
Los Angeles Basin because that area Is home for him. He was
trying to see the San Andreas Fault at the same time. He
Said. "Quite frankly I was like a dog in a butcher shop. I

didn't know which way t r> turn". And, the pilot was with him.
They had both the Kassclblad and the 300-millimeter telephoto
lens for the Nikon. They took some pictures with both.
They - I believe they saw the San Andreas Fault very
very plainly, had no doublt about where it was. And he said,
however he could like to take a couple of more looks at it
to make sure that he wasn't m 1 s t a k i n g a no t he r fault in that
area. But, he said he wasn't able to see nearly as much in
the Baja California region. They took a number of pictures'
Of Los Anpeles and Orange Country area with the Hasselblad
camera, t he 70-m i 1 1 Ine t e r came r a . And, also tney took some
oV the northern end of Baja Ca 1 1 f o r n i a . Us 1 n g a 300-»i 1 1 i m<- 1 o r
lens they should get some very detailed pictures of the Los
Anpelcs area, The Nikon was used on the Los Angles Basin
for a couple ef shots. And thuy have on. previous days taken
pictures of a number of crher areas, but, one other thin?
they look yesterday, was of the Grand Canyon area. They took
two pictures of the Grand Canyon. They attempted to find Phoenix
but didn't have any luck there. They did say they saw the
Meteor Crater, They photographed a couple of nights ago,
the area around Mia«l. using that sane 300-ftU 1 ime t e r len s

,

which gives very excellent plcturts of using telephoto lenses
that Rives -a very good cld»e-up of cities.'', However, that of
course doesn't compare in resolution quality with the high
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quality Earth resources camera that are carried on Skylab.
Earth resources passes begin again tomorrow with an early
morning Earth resources pass over the southern tip of South
America, the Atlantic Ocean, and North Africa. 30 minutes
to our next acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control
with 57 minutes and 15 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 17 hours 26 minutes a :ui

25 seconds Greenwich mean time. Sky 1 ab space station is now
just off the north coast of South America. About 50 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the Bermuda tracking antenna.
The pass through Bermuda will last about 7 minutes. It's a /

rather low- el e va t i on pass so we may have some problem with
commim i ca t i on s there. Spacecraft communicator is Karl denize.

CC Sky 1 ab . Houston standing by for the next
6 minutes and we would like to dump tapes at this station.

CC Sky 1 ab , Houston. We have 1 minute to LOS

.

Wc pick you up over the Canaries in a minute and a halt from
now .

I'AO Skylab Control at 17 hours 35 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now out o

f

range of the Bermuda tracking antenna but about 30 seconds
?rr>n acouisitton of signal through Canary Island. This
pass through Canary Island also goes through Madrid, an

overlapping pass lasting approximately 11 minutes. We'll
leave the line up live for air-to-ground and Karl Ken ire.

CC Skylab, Houston standing by for 11 nJnutes

,

CC Skylab, Houston standing by for 11 minutes
and we'd like to have the DAS as soon as possible.

CDR You've sot it , Karl,
SPT Hey, Karl. 1 inadvertently just started an

en t r y i v

r

ge t t i n g you guys had the DAS. Are you still working
with it ?

CC Yes , ye s we a r e , Ed . Hang on a mom on t if

you c n n .

ST! Okay. Better give it a 5240.
CC Go ahead and finish your Job, l.d.

(X Ld , we'rt standing by for you to iinish
your work up there and then we'll pet In again.

SPT Okay. I'm done. Karl. Thank you.

CC Okay. We'll lake it over Again.
CC The DAS Is yours , Ed .

SPT Thank you

.

CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. We'll
sec you at Carnarvon at 18:12.

Si'T Talk to you ther, Karl.
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 47 ninnies and

ft I seconds Greenwich re.m t i ttu- . Skylab space station is now
over eastern Europe out of range c f the tracking fltitcnnti at
Madrid. It'.} now 2'» minutes to our next acquisition at

Carnarvon. Lirllor today, the Mission Control Flight Manage-
ment t '.> aa meeting, indicated that no we revision again had
hi«-n made to the thruster attitude control system measurements
ot total gas usage. Sparewalk on Christmas day, now rated at
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3869 pound-seconds, 3869 pound-seconds of TACS gas used on
Christmas day. And on the second space walk, on December 29
3602 pound-secords is U;e revised figure. That's slightly

'

revised downwards since the last measuiement and that will
of course, continue to be measured as temperature and pressurestabilize in the thruster attitude control system nitrogen
tanks. Yesterday, a total of 352 pound-seconds were used.
That was substantially above the estimated 45 pound-seconds
due to a miscalculation in the maneuver requ' red. A t t h e
current time, the remaining amour t of TACS gas Is something
in the neighborhood of 18,642 r o un d-s e con d s . Tha t does, ofcourse, vary from day to day depending on temperature an*pressure considerations. The red light for the mission is
6,000 pound-seconds so that letves something over 12,000
pound-seconds of gas remaining for future maneuvers. 2 3minutes to our next acquisition of signal. lhis is Skvlab
Control at *9 minutes and 9 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 11 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 56 seconds

fron acquisition of signal through the Carnarvon, Australia

tracking antenna. This pass through Carnarvon and also

Honeysuckle, with a brief interruption between the two, should

last a tctal Of approximately 15 minutes . We ' 1 1 bring the

line up live now for air-to-ground and Karl Henize, the

spacecraft communicator.
CC Skylab, Houston . Standing by over

Carnarvon for the next 1 5 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to have the

DAS, if possible, please. >

>

SPT Roger , Karl. You have it.

CC Roger .

CC The DAS is your a , F,d .

SPT Thank you , Karl.
CC Ed, we've noted a little conflict in

/our detail Flight Plan there and we'd like to point out to

you that item at 19:13 is non - t i me -c r i t 1 c a 1 . And that we

certainlv don't want to cut into your JOP 18 maneuver. You

can put that off til 19:17, 19:18. something like that.

Whatever you need.
SFT Roger, Karl. I've been trying to take

A whack at it already and as soon as 1 get a recorder I'll

be coir. r on it.

CC Right .

CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. We'll

see you over Mil. A at 19:00 and we will be wanting to dump

voir, e tapes at that location.
I/,-) Skylab Control at 18 hours 28 minutes and

46 seconds Greenwich nean tine. 30-1/2 minutes to our next

acquisition of Pignal at Merritt Island, Florida. Very quiet

pass over the Australian continent .durinR this last 15-mlnute

period. Skvlab crew moving along smoothly today. A wide

variety of activities on their Flight Plan, including. M09

2

lower body negative pressure run on Science Pilot F.d Gibson, who

this morning occupied at the solar instrument panel. Dr.

Gibson a solar physicist, who is the author of "The Quiet Sun."

Due to solar disk which is virtually free of major storm

confers at this time. Later he used the same solai Instruments

point at the comet Kohoutck and gather additional photography

and data on the comet. During the remainder of the day there're

also atmospheric operations scheduled for 3063 on observation

of the ozone layer in the upper atmosphere. And, also a -

approximately at this time we have a - should have Just about

completed the SI 83 operations. That's looking at distant

star fields in the ultraviolet light band. That was Pilot

Bill Poguc's duty today. Half n hour to our next acquisition

of signal. This is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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' A0 SkyJab Control at 18 hours 58-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skyiab space station is now about tocross Central America. Our acquisition is 50 seconds away
.it Merritt Island, Florida, near Kennedy Space Center. The
11 .1 <J «3 fhrl.nnli Un ri-4»»T-l.-j..i«

i-i.uiA.ua, near Kennedy space Center.
pass through Merritt Island and Bermuda Is going to be afairly lengthy one, lasting about 14-1/2 minutes. FlightDirector on duty here, in Mission Conrml * a v»n u..»-ki_-
About midway through
t oday i s K ,ir 1 Htni/e

*-"6«-»>^ u
i a a :> «. i n g aooui 11-1// minutes. FlightDirector on duty hero in Mission Control is Neil Hutchinson

About -midway through his shift and his spacecraft communicator'today is K.irl Ht-nire.

Skyiab, Houston through MI LA for the nex
Wc will be dumping the recorders here and we'd

Skyiab, Houston through MI LA for the next
\l oinut.es. We will be dumping the recorders here and we'd
like to get the DAS for about 30 seconds before you start theraaniuver, Ed.

SPT Okay, Karl . You have it.
CC

. Thank you

.

,
,

,SIM
,

Karl, could you tell me how much t Irae vrehad Available on the VTR at the last site? I did soa* recording
on it, and it ran ou: before I got finished and I vondfred houmuch I actually got accomplished. .

CC We'll figure that one- up, Ed.
CC .also, dumping the voice recorders and the

And you had 15minutes of recording on the VTR.
VTR on this pass

.

SPT Thank you.
cc The DAS is yours

.

SPT
.

Thank you, Karl. And I'm running the 82Bexposure down a little b« t further past 30 minutes. I assurethat that is what they would wan t

.

CC Okay.

^-t k ,S
C

. « .

iike to remind y°" th ^t the timeline israther tight at the end of this JOP 18 and that the drop deadtime or starting the maneuver is 19:10. We need to he in solarJnertial on all stabilized by 19:19 if we're going to do th*ooaentum dump this evening.
.SPl okay. If i terminate it at 19:0/ here, Icould get that maneuver goir* a little quicker. Woul.l that be

CC We're in no rush, Ed. Thnt Was Juki a re-minder and we d rather do it on the tirellne.
S,' T Okay, Will do it.
SPT Karl, could you please tell no when the VTRwill he ready for u»r again?

Okay, Ed. We will.
Sf' T

,
1 kind. of wondered. I'a asking J( you could

TV we re going to do tc day

.

cc Okay . 1 under -
CC Skyiab, Houston. We ' 11 get to you with that
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number pretty soon.. You sent us down more than wo i> x n v c t e it ,

>nd we've got to do a little figuring before we're sure - how '

long It'll take to dump .

SPT Thanks , Karl

.

CC Ed , are you 1 re e for a couple minutes to -
I

a comment on J CI' 1 6 D?
SI'T Go ahead. I'll be workin* along here but -

terminating and getting the maneuver going; but go ahead.
cc (; o - go ahead, Ed. We'd rathe.- not bother

you right now.
CC SkyUb, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. See

you over Madrid In 4 mimn.es.
PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours H nlnutes

Greenwich r.ean time. Skyl.ib space station is over the North
Atlantic. It's passed out of range of tin tracking antenna
at Bermuda and we'rt about 3 rainut.ee f rom acqui si t ion o f

signal at Madrid. Beginning of this' pass over tiie Central
American area, when we just cant in range c f station at Madrid -

or at Merritt Island in Florida, the indication was that the
bicycle crgomHtr was in use. That would probably be Commander
Jerr> Carr doing hia physical training - his exerrtse period.
About .in hour and a half set aside each day for exercising
each of the three crew member*. However, if that's the cn*«-, it
way fntt-jfire with the data take on trie comet Kohoutek.
Normally, those things art - cannot be done at the same tine.
There was no instruction, however, given to Commander Carr not
to use r.hc bicycle during that data take on the conet with the
solfr instruments. Also we observe, that the television video
tape recorder was tilled to ihc brim - 30 minutes of TV - on i
video tape recorder. That was nore than had been planned and
as a result, it nay inhibit sotne later. usa c f it. Apparently
Ed Gibson planning or. making, extensive use of the video 'ape
recottier today. He does have some on television 77, whicit is
extravehicular activity - crev activities inside, scheduled -

preparations scheduled for this afternoon. Sornally, we'd
exp-.'< « only that he would put on some white light c o r oiu> g r Apt)
television of th< comet and perhaps of the Sun, uwing both I lu-

white light i oronanraph and the XUV monitor. However, he uVws
appear to he doing some TV of the rrev and crew anivlt lc t min-,
dh well. Ihat'fi go'ng to take most of thu day, probably, t <- Bt.t
dumped. .\o it may Interfere with the use 01 the TV ;j litt'e
b i t 1 a t e r .

KM) OF TAP

L
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re " Ure dCVl -' l ° teSt h^ reaction to

in, n 1h ? k
P«"nt,-d by gravity, will be

«,,.„,, .

the line up liv»- now tvi Karl lu-ni/e, the-

:;;;;:
is

'
• JtllrR ,„ sp , cecraft ;!nniinicator

7 nlnSL.
Skylab

'
HoUPl -. you for the next

like evcr> thing is go< ng to be squatad away.
p * Ver y good. Thank you,' Karl.

.':,«,„ f „ r tl, t
.

T
c

h

b

,

.

,
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d
n

G
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ib

;
t " «-h.m».

??« .... s...,^ ::^ ur: irsis."—
'* w,th yo-

iP«in
S

nI ,1. . ,

Yef" 1 dId
*

Karl
- 1 °prn*d the doorsJgain on the way back and go- it (or then.

CC Groat , thanks a lot.

,

CC
. M .

Kd
-

ki y°" fiot a moment , let ' h - let*
R rt back and check n P or. tho - on th, 8>8 entry. VaTlU n ,
I mean the JOP 18. '

L 1
> • r(,rilon f

C
? f

This nornirtR we noticed thaL you misfierf* couple of st ,p fl in th , tfhcctli9t at st( .

p 10> 7Jc
U

f7Jlt

££
T You mean the 0002?

50002-E (parblo)

cp 10.
You mean

CC No. The commands are 520H-E and

tin,.
SP
Tk Jf '« °^',y '

J
,

R,M fiS Lhat «"u«t be the firstlie. That . a surprise. Ii] ,et it next tine. Thank y ou .

DP M .ii > . ,

°kny
-

,h?il cou:d P" 11 «• "Jck out U f the

iZr lHV " 3 C ° Ui,1<> 01
° ,nCr "Litton. happen to

SPT

25 »l nut . tl„, r^alnlng „„,, anJ lh<,„ „, cki
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C
^ All rinht , thank you.

Lt We'll scratch our heads down hurt? forhl1
'

10 bvv Why WP can 1 ™»v «P with the right numbers.

10S L v „
Sk>l.ib. Houston. We have \ ninute to1-OS. See you over Carnarvon In about 30 afnetes.

plen8^ Skylab. We'd like to per the TVs off

7h ,„!!", r . t

Sk y ljh Control at 1* hours 25 ainutes and2b seconds Crc.nw.ch .ean tiae. Skylab sp.ee station over
al in T "

S PaSEt ' d ° Ul °
f rdPlRe ° f thc ^"kin, antennaat Madrid. Our next acquisition 2.-1/2 minutes awav is ntt..rn..rvon. Dur.ng th.s last pass Ed Gibson Successfullybrought the space station bark to its solar ir.crtfal attitudeafter an extended period of ti« during which ;> was ? oi n \ vi

1 7,000,000 niUs away t rom the Sun, and it's »cvin R c lost -
to Earth now after a lon« period at rouehtly the L !? Ifron Earth. , t hove,ed around lOh.000 000- I ! ,

'

Jnow moved withir 1r,ri r,rt " •• warr..
100,000,000 b , Ub „f t

-

h , £arth an<r; f ; 0 f, rs

F"rth°
1

:; l n
0
!"

U '

1

!
7'irh ClOS,>S

' «N
d

roach to t»h.irth .,« a distance of about 75,000,000 nile S . Cur-entlvthe speed or the con, t is about 200.000 miles an hour Th « •

.

about 20 ,-erceni slower than it was last Friday who it hUs closest approach to the Sun and had a speed o about

sa d he tclt better than ever. Science Pilot Ed Cibson's
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Sun, should be veil acquainted with the view hi- sees in the
solar telescopes. Later, of course, he used the solar instru-
ments to photograph and electronically scan the comet
Kohoutek. During the next couple of weeks the comet will
become visible in the early evening just after sunset to
observers h.<re on Karth. Meanwhile, of course, the Skylah
astronauts will be the main source of . i n f nrn.'t. t i on . Tomorrow
is another comet day, so named by the International As t ronomic a I
Union. They've named a couple- of days during thl« period. the
28 and 29 were both I n t e rnn t lonal or worlfwlie comet days,
when tlir scientists all over the world to nnl.e every attempt
to ubs.'ivr iht comet. The comet of course now can bo
observed best only by the orbiting space ttnUon and KateUilt
and also hiph a 1 t i t udc- a i r c i a f t . rlovever , the next few days,
probably as early as Jnnuaiy 2, sotio sc t vn t i 'f. t H h e 1 1 »• ve , i t

'

may be possible to sue the conct in the vt-ry e »r ly pi-r i ml
aft» r sunset. It may be blorked out by twlll K ht , depending
on the brightness of the comet and the atmospheric conditions
in individual areas. Probably the best obse rvii g per I od
should begin about J an u.iry 5. Yesterday Coairaurde r Can
-.Indicated thai i he come t had a c t ua 1 1 y become a good deal
brighter a r 1 1- r his eyes had adapted to the dark. He said
he could see a Rood deal nore of it than he had seen in the
past, and apparent ly - that tail is still renainiilfl very bright.
The comet has staved within very close rang* of the Sun now
for the last several ..days ..and that, naturally, increases the
total amount of energy thu rad'ates Rases away from the
small nucleus, ..Yesterday's recordings on chanr.rl B, the
dump tapes on - fror. the Skylab cr,v indicate that they've been
very busy again with their visual observations - visual ob - -

KSD OK TAPE
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:
&ona photographs of that area and elso Indicated that t he
utar dunes alcnn that region were aligned for the raost part
in .i north and south direction. Hn said to the north end v
east of the arc which did cover about a 700-mile span everything
was hazy and he suspected that it vas dust and that to the
west of the arc in was extremely clear. He said it should be
very clear on the phc togr aph ; 0 1 he r period of visual obsp.rvalion
again by the Commander at 1 4 : A 5 Creenwich mean tine yesterday
about 8:45 along the Inland area of the Gulf of San Mat las, and
the Bahia Blanca between Montevideo and Puerto Deseando . He was
watching for the Falkland Current again. That was Something he phot
graphed this morninr, with the TV cane r a . He said , "I found
another patrh of red." Tills is. what sometimes is wh a t i s

'

i a 1 1 od
the red tide. An! he estimated the area to cover about 15 or
20 miles in width and about ?5 to 4 0 mil- s in length. He

tli.n the plankton bloom or tin; red was well within the
plankton bloom or the green area thai characterizes the current.
And lift never - saw the- red adjacent to the blue of the ocean. It &'<Vemt'
to be absorbed inside the Rfjen plankton area. He said the idea
of the red tide thing seems to be that It's a p lank t on b loom o

r

decayed plankton, the brighter plannton surrounding It a very
brilliant green. He also did not have a camera handy he said
but he probably should have t,ik.;n 8 picture of the flre-blackoned
area of the pampas in Argentina. That's an area over more than
one hundred thousand - hundred thousands of acres oi land have
been burned off during a gigantic brush fire. But he said
at the same time he noticed along that consul area near •

Buenos Aires between Bahia Blanca and Buenos Airtss that
wheat area that ha'd looked at before has had some changes.
)ie looked over the wheat patterns with the binoculars and he
Said, "I believe I see more light y.reen fields and the ovit.iH
gtnetui color from Just a quick look in the tan and
brown and very dork green occasionally but when you look a
Httie more closely with the binoculars I - fee II. tan ..see noro .

light green eoninp, in, which indicates they ' v«! got a crop started
or Retting starred down there. "H« said," I noticed at thin
time a scattering of nice brilliant f;ree;i fields net the very
dark green indicating older vegetation. This is newe r f re she

r

vegetation. And then also scattered: about I could see some ar^as
where there is so much lighter green where it 's Just .brand new
vegetation coning In. Sp it appears to me that in the Bahia blanca
to Buenos Aires area near the coast where the whea C-gr0Wing
area is, it looks like they're starting a new crop. This of
course again is a test of the ability of. the c re wrnembe rs t o
observe from space using binoculars, handheld cameras and just
unaided eyes various features on the ground. They have observed
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 49 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now 53 seconds
fron acquisition cf signal through the Carnarvon, Australia
tracking antenna. Pass through Carnarvon will last 9 minutes,
and then we'll have a couple of minutes of loss of signal
before we're picked up at Honeysuckle. We'll bring the line up .

live now for air-to-ground.
CC Skylab, Houston. With you through Carnarvon

for the next - for the next 9 minutes.
SPT Hello, Houston.
CC Hello, Skylab. We're with you through

Carnarvon for another 8 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. Concerning your question

on the VTR availability.it looks like it's not going to be avail-
able to you before 23:00, And at that tine, wo ought to have aSout
20 minutes' worth available to you.

SPT Okay, Karl. I'll have to finish up some
of that tomorrow then. Thank you.

CC Righto.
CC Kd , could you tell us - finish up what?
SPT Say again, Karl.
CC You talked about finishing up . What was it

you're referring to?
SPT TV 77.
CC Ed, you've got us puzzled down here. The

TV 7 7 today was a prep and we weren't expecting any TV 77. ,

Could you give us further clarification?
SPT Yeah, Karl. When we discussed it last

tine, as far as performing TV 77, it was ny understanding
that we were going to break in a few segments. One was at the
ATM and one down - one was down by the scientific airlock.
You really can't set up both of then simultaneously then do
then both simultaneously the next day. You've got to do them
in segments like that. I have Just finished up the AIM portion
today, although I think I lost the last third to a half of it

when the recorder ran out. So I'll have to either try to pick
that small part up again tomorrow and then pick up the roisainder
dump on the scientific airlock.

CC Okay. We understand you were doing TV / 7

during the J OP 1 8 today then.
SPT Yeah, during 1 long exposure.
CC Righto.
CC Skylab, Houston. Thinking mo re about

TV 77, we're glad to see that you're getting a h f . a d of us
down here and for your - for your information, we will have an
hour for two crewmen operating tomorrow on TV 77. We'll check
over what you've got done for us already and let you know

'MM
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where you should cut In tomorrow. ;•'

SPT Okay, Kari. Thank you. I'd appreciate
knowing where in the discussion of trie X - Lhe ATM instruments
I left off and I could pick that up real quif.k and then prnss
on with the work at tha SA1. (?).

cc Right. We'll let you know.
cc Sky lab , Houston. We're going to have a

1-minute dropout between Carnarvon ar.d Honeysuckle. See you
in about a minute. .

PA0 Sky lab Control at 59 ninutes and 52 seconds
after the hour

. We have a brief dropout as space station Is
oassinp south of the Australian Continent .' Acquisition at
Honeysuckle is only about 45 seconds away, where we'll have just
a little less than 4 -m inu t e -1 on g pa s s . S pa c e c r a f t communicator
Kail Henize. During this last past,, Ed Gibson, who put on
video tape recorder - extended part of TV 77, which is a
interior crew activities description, said that he'd aoved
along well on that but has ran out of tape in the middle of it.
There was a suprise to the ground. Mission Control personnel
didn't expect that work to go underway until sometime t.nnorrow .

Flight Director says it looks like it the end of the crew
being behind schedule.

,

cc Skylab, Houston. We have - we have to-
getherness for the next 4 minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston. We have 30 second* to
LOS. We'll pick you up over Texas at 20:32.

SPT So long, Karl .

CC v Adios.
?A° Skylab Control at 20 hours 5 iri.votel and

18 seconds Greenwich r.ean tine. Skylab space station has
passed out of range of Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking
antenna. 27-1/2 minutes before we have acquisition at Texas.
During this last pass over Honeysuckle and Carnarvon, Auttralta,
we did have sone discussion of the TV 77. That's internal
activities of the crew. Ed Gibson did photograph - did some
photography of himself with the TV - video tape recorder while
the - while he was working on the comet Kohoutek pho t og r aph > . Do

i

two things at ence, he said that there was a long exposure on
JOP 18D - that's a joint observing program using the' solar
instruments to photograph the cornet Kohoutek. And during thit

,he hooked up the video tape recorder and did some work on TV 77
which was scheduled for tomorrow. And the ground - a little
surprised and also a little elated that the crew seems to be
able to do a lot more than they had put into thefFlieht Plan today
So they moved along well but unfortunately, thev ran out of
video tape recorder available time. Thev had 30 minutes on
the video tape recorder and they're now in the process cf
dumping that tape at stations over the United States. They



dumped a very small portion of that at Merritt Island, Florida
on our lax - last pass . An additional amount will be dumped
now at Texas-Merr 1 t t Island pass upcoming. 26 minutes and
20 seconds to our next acquisition of signal at Texas . 6
minutes and 4 j seconds after the hour. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Skylab Control. 20:32 Greenwich

mean time. And, 40 seconds away from acquisition through

the Tex** tracking station and continued dump of video tape

recorder from space station Skylab.

C C Skylab, Houston with you for the next

16 minutes over the USA.
CDR Roger , Karl.
CC Skylab, Houston. Wa have 40 seconds to

LOS. We'll see von over Madrid in about b minutes.

PAO 'This Is Skylab Control. Skylab space

station over the North Atlantic in a communications gap

between Bermuda and AOS Madrid in about 2-1/2 minutes

,

Standing by for r eacqu i s i t ion through Madrid. This particular

orbit does not take in Madrid and Canary. Next revolution hits

both stations as well as Tananarive. 2 minute klaxon *olng

off here. 2 minutes to Madrid.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, over Madrid for

the next 6 ninutes.
CC Skyla'i, Houston. We're going to open

the XUV monitor door here and inhibit power.

CDR Okay , Karl . Go ahead .

CC Just noting that we were intending to

close the XUV monitor door and inhibit the power. Pardon

me, we're going to open that door and inhibit the power.

Ct Okay .

CC Skylab, Kouaton. Wa have 1 mlnuta to

LOS. Wa'll ••• you ov«r Tintnarlva at 21:17

.

CDR Rogar , Karl .

PAO This 1a Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Madrid. 14 minutes to. voice relav station at ; ; ;

Tananarive. 21:02 Greenwich - mean time, Skylab Control .

End of Tape
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21:17 Greenwich
mean tine. ' Voice relay station at Tananarive will pick up
space station Skylab in about 20 seconds assuming all i he
equipment is working properly at that station. It's been
rather marginal the past several days with technical problems.
Being such a remote station, it's rather difficult to got
spare parts out to it . v.'....;.'. ..

CC Sky 1 3b , Houston through Tananarive for
k mi nu t es .

CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to note that

your description of the comet this morning has got our comet
experts all excised. There's obviously been quite a change
in its structure, which more or less confirms what we expect.

CC We had a dropout there in the keyhole and
I was saying that the change in structure this morning h a

«.i

got people very excited, and if you could possibly find time
today to record what you saw in terras of a drawing for future
reference, we'd very much appreciate it. The sketch you sent
down ,i couple of days ago was highly useful.

SPT Okay, Karl.
SPT Say Karl, we'd like a clarification on your

statement. Did you state the change which you folks think
we have recorded and (garble)

PAO This is Skylab Control. Voice relay station
Tananarive locking up on the space station momentarily and then
dropping it for a rather scratchy bit of conversation between
spacecraft communicator Karl Henize and the crew. Skylab.
17 minutes to the next station which is Honeysuckle Creek,
Australia. At 21:23 GMT, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Skylab Control at 21:3') Cn-en-w ch nenn t me
.

Acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia

Firth orM? u
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nt,on ls trough its 3339th
'

h
„
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' " estlnating a change of shift briefing

J ;' J"?
0 R

*
1 [)lrecto '- Hutchinson at no earHerthen 5.-J0 p.m. central time , ; Members of Milt Winder'sMaroon Tear, are beginning to drift into the Control Room
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LntU h " ndov" Stor y Musgrave will be the new

\ ,,,
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f u , ,

Sk y lab
. is Houston through Ca -

- through Honeysuckle for about 1-1/2 tinutes. We're now
' comn-anding the DAS.

SPT Roger.

t

CC
,

An<l Ed
.
you were asking quest ions abouttne com description. You sent one down thL » ^n, tha

";;
c :

d

,f
s

t i ^ j;
h -id

K
han

*r
j ^^i^tiv. We wj u ;

at

t.x?ecc it to even if you haven ' t seen i . and any sketches

the
1

e wl!
'

Woul
;

, .-os
i

u- f «» for future reier.ncV ^ fthere were any tine for sending it down on a TV it wouldbe very- very good. The DAS is yours, Skylab.
i>} T Roger, Karl .

, .
"

u
Als °. any visual estimates relative toJupiter would be most useful. The people down her. are

\vn 8ht 11 Wil1 be
'

And ve have 15 secondsto l.OS Ue 11 see you over Goldstone at 22:09. Silver
s leaving you and wishing you a Happv New Year

rc
* ™ ank y° u

> Karl- "appy Sew Year to you.^ Thanks a lot.

>c / A° „
Skylab Control. LOS at Honevsuckle Crei-k

; J

-mutes tc oldstone tracking station and another state!side pass overlapping, with a brief gap. that is across*the Madrid and Canary stations. We'lVreturn in' 2,1 ut IsAt 21:44, this is Skylab Control.
ninutts.

END OF TAPF.
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(

PAO This is Skylab Cont rol , 22 : 08 Greenwich
mean time. Stateside pass coming up, fioldstone tracking
station in California should ecqulre the spacecraft, space
station Skylab in 40 seconds and we're standing by.

CC Skylab, AOS stateside for 16 minutes,
CDR Hello Story, happy New Year.
CC Yes sir, same to you and hope it's a good

one. .
.

- '

SPT Happy New Year Story.
CC He 1 lo Ed, same to you.
SPT Thank you, I guess all you folks are

unlucky; you ended up celebrating with us tonight.
CC Oh, there's no better place to be than

right here.
PI.T You sound like you really believe that

Story .

CC Hey, I just caught a lot of frowns fron
saying that. .-

"

SPT I bet you there were five teams fighting
to get In the door.

CC In fact if I'm not around next pass you'll
know what happened to me.

CC Well, I got you an answer to your VTR
question. We're unable to dump the VTR at Goldstone like
we planned to, you'll have a total of 15 minutes and Jerry'll
need five of those for your JO? 18D.

CDR Roger.
CDR Looks like a beautiful day in southern

California

.

CC It's almost always a beautiful day in
southern California.

CDR You said it Story. I Just can barely ..

see my hometown of Santa Ana. .

CDR A lot of snow on the Rockies; I bet the ro ' s
some good skiing.

CC 1 p.uess you're a better Judge of that
than us Jer

.

CC Jer, before you get away from the ATM
panel I've got an add on to step 14 of your JOP 18D p.m. pad.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and about
5 minutes to Madrid be dumping the data/voice t.iere. And
as soon as I pick you up over Madrid if you're still at the
ATM I'd like to pass up a couple of changes to your JOP 18D
pad.

CDR Hello Houston, Skylab.
CC Yes sir.

i'o you
CDR v Okay, I've been answering all your calls

have that change for me?
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CO Skylab, AOS Madrid for 8 minutes. Be

dumping the data/voice hate.
SPT Hollo, Story. Jerry's recording right

now .

CC Okay . Press on.

SPT Hey, Story. There Is a planet very close

to the tall of comet Kohoutek . Either a planet or a star.

Looks something - looks more like a planet. Could you Iden-

tify that for us and tell us how far back It Is In angular

degrees?
CC Okay.
SPT Thank you. Houston, CDR I'm ready

to copy those changes.
Cc Okay, Jer. and we'll dump the data/voice

here. That's JOP 181), p.m., start on Step 7, change to the

fine maneuver .

CDR Ready to copy .

CC X, 50072 for plus .58 degrees: Y, 50101

for plus .65 degrees; Z, 51057 for minus .47 degrees.
CDR Okay. I copy 50072 for plus .58, 50101

for pluo .65, 51057 for minus .47.

CC Correct. And here comes the final atti-

tude to expect. X, 6.58: Y, 9.70; Z, 359.60.

CDR Okay. Copy 6.58, 9 . 70, 359.60.

CC Okay, and our monitoring vehicle rates

a maneuver to the AH attitude is as follows: X, plus .013;

Y
,
plus .021; Z , minus .001.

CDR Okay. I copy no change to X and Y and

Z is minus .001

.

CC That would have been a better way for

ne to read it. And right after Step 14 add 5 minutes VTR

available for comet TV at your convenience.
CDR Okay. Thank you, Story. I got It.

CDR Story, we're guC9slns: that bright pi.in ft

behind the comet is Jupiter, but we'd like to get confirma-

tion on that

.

CC We're still working that, Jer. And .

I

guess you and Ed weie worried about running out of tape.

There's a roll and a half of tape in the data c«rd kit that's

in W744. This is left over f ron the last two nissions. That

W 7 4 4 .

CDR We've used that, too.

CC Okay .

CDR We're big on tape up here. I guess

unwrapping all those Christmas presents is waht really used

it up .

CC Okay.
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PA0 ThU la Skylab Control, 22:50 Greenwich
mean tine. Voice r«l«y station at Tananarive will acquire
space station Skylab In approximately 45 seconds. And we're
/standing by.

CC Skylab, AOS Tananarive 6 minutes .

cc Skylab, we're 2 minutes to LOS , t he next
one will be Honeysuckle at 23:16, and Ed you family coma Is

'Coning up then, it's antenna right.
SPT Thank you Story.
cc And Kd , also on your TV 77, the last words

wo copied on a dump through Bermuda was that you were talking
about the one camera that has a narrow silt 1 arc minute long
and divides up the UV . You were probably talking about 82B
then . .

.

SPT Yeah chat's right, looks as though I got
cut off In the middle of the thing, I'll have them pick it up
somewhere around there.

CC Okay, and you got - if you're going to pic
about now, you got 10 minutes left, we got 15 In total, we'll
need 5 for I he J OP 18.

SPT Thank you

.

PA0 Skylab Control, LOS at Tananarive, U
minutes to next station, Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. At
23:02 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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...'increased amount of yet undispersed duM produced dui Ing
tlie recent closest Approach to the Sun. The f « i u t I v n t he » 1 n y,

'

reported on the right hind side as shown in the sketch in

the Hurt ion of the fan between the plume and the up Ike. The
spike will fade while the plume will remain bright and proving
in length over the next few days an the comet takes on the
appearance it wiV I have when it becomes visible to ground
observers shortly after sunset in early January. The typical
velocity of the dust particles perpendicular to the plane
of the comet's orbit is that of the thermal velocity of the
gas evaporated from the nucleus, roughly 1 kilometer per
second. The velocity relative to the nucleus In the orbital
plane can be as much as an order of ma g n i t u d e 1 a r g e r d u e to
solar radiation and Corlolls force. The yel lovlsh color o(
the plune is due to sunlight scattered by the dubt particles.
The 'aim blue Btreaks reported are streamers In the gas
plasma tail excited by sunlight." That concludes Dr. Keller's
analysis of the crew's sketch which was downlinked on tele-
vision several nights ago. At 23:27 Greenwich mean time,
signing off until after the press conference, this is Sky 1 ah

: Control.
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where the comet cone a out again?
cc Get you an answer, Jor

.

CDR What I mean lis - I guess I'd like to
truncate a little bit early and see when* It cones out . I
answered my own question, Story. I look at the pad a HttU

.

nor« here and I've got 4 minutes to do that.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, a minute from LOS , and about 5minutes to Bermuda.
C!>K Roger. .

,
J

CC Skylab, back with you tnrough Herauda for
b.Blnutfs. Your maneuver time looks good , j er ,™R Houston, CDR.

CC Go ahead , Jer

.

CDR Okav, you see we've got ourselves in aU»reset.
CC We're looking at it.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and about

3 minutes to Canaries. We've got nothing more tor you on
the APCS ri^ht now. We'll have some answers over Canaries and
your clocks have been updated, you can roset them t > 001

CDR Roper.
cc That's the day count set, Jer.
CDR Copy.
PA0 This i* Skylab Control. All the tape

was played back and we rejoin the live conversation over
Hvimud.t Just prior to LOS. And it's now January 1 aboard
Sk-lab. A minute and 10 seconds away from reacquisi t ion th;o Ui .

Canary Islands, and we'll naml by.
cc Skylab, AOS Canary 8 minutes.

rvn OF TAP

K
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SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go aheaq.

good S^. „ow.
0k " y

'

St0ry
'

Thi,<ks
' ^ e attitude loSk

in SI
CC

Fd w.»<r,
S{r< We ' ro

*» ulte certain that you'r

!" Okay. Thank you, Story.

end of tape
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VA0 This Is Sky lab Control, 30 mlnutus past
idnlght Greenwich Bean tin*. And theoretically we'll have
acquisition through i'iice relay station Tananarive in 40 second*.
It * only 3 degree* above Che huri*on fro« Tananarive to the
spacecraft. Let's wait and see here as to whether indeed
the station will pick up the voice downlink froo Skylab. '

We're standing by 20 seconds froo predicted acquisition.
cc Skylab, we're AOS through Tananarive tor

about a ninute and the next station's Honeysuckle in 20 min-
utes at 00:53.

tl)R St?e you than, Storv?
CC I'll be hero.

J?*
lhti y you chained to the console tonight?

,^ No, the console's chained to mo. You guys
aren t con t e np 1 a 1 1 ng any local flying tonight are you?

CDR We thought we'd stay in tonight.
SPT Every hour and a half, Story, we get a

2 ninute show.
CC

today

.

f
' A0 This is Skylab Control. LOS Tananarive

lor the final time this evening, for the next several hours
at any rate. 16 minutes to Honeysuckle Creek. Comnander
Jerry Carr commenced that every hour and a half we get a
2 minute show, probably referring to the ccmet as ilie space-
craft crew sees the sunset to the vest cf then in their orbit
Returning In 15 minutes for Honeysuckle. This is Skylab
Control at 37 minutes past midnight, Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE

We ' re only ge t t i ng on* every 2 4 hours
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j- AO This Is Skylab Control. 52 minutes pant

midnight, Greenwich mean tine. 50 seconds frou. acquisition
at Honeysuckle. Final Honeysuckle Creek pass of the evening.
Next revolution we start picking up Carnarvon, Aus t r a 1 1 a . The
upcoming pass over Hawaii will be the final Hawaii pass for

several revolutions. We're standing by for AOS Honeysuckle
In about 20 seconds.

CC Skylab, AOS Honeysuckle for 8 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and about

minutes to Hawaii at 01:13.
, CUR .

... goge r . .

PA0 Skylab Control. LOS Honeysuckle. 11

minutes to Hawaii. At 01:02 Greenwich mean time, Skylab
Cont r ol

.

KM) OF TAP K
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 01:13 Greenwich
mean t irne . Acqui si t ion in 50 seconds through Hawaii tracking
station.

CD R .

s
Roge r Story

.

SPI Hello Story, could you tell mo what are
tlif future plans for SO 6 3 (garble) in a window?

CC Okay Kd.
<-C Kd , you got an ozone pass tomorrow morning-

at 1 1:00 the same as you're running this evening. And uc >;o

hack to S07j about U> • 5 tomorrow. i

SPT (/kay, thank you Story. I was unable to
copy all the information you gave on the two planets we were
close to. Would you happen to have any input?

C C Okay, the best we got Is that Venus Is
about, oh 15 degrees east .lorthcast of the - the comet nucleus
and it's a magnitude of .n'nus U.2. And Jupiter was about
18 to 20 degrees oast northeast of the comet and its magnitude
is sinus 1 . S .

SPT Okay, thank you Story.
C C J e r , if y o m got a couple of minutes 1 got

evening questions on your latest viewing cf the comet.
SPT Co ahead,
CC Is the spike centered on the nucleus or

is it slit off to the side of tie nucleus?
KPT My on it* ell rig right now that the spike' is

so faint that it's just barfly disrernible and yon really hive
get dark adaoted, and 1 don ' i think we can answer n question
like that with .my degree il certainty flt all. It's stiM at
the nucleus but it's not comple'e'y detacher} as for - It's
still coming out of the coma. But whether It's slit off to
one side. or not Is Just too faint to tell.

CC Ol-.ay, I guess that answers my next question
which Is hov much brighter is the spike than the d It fuse
brightness on the right, side of th-i coma.

SPT Okay, t h ,\ >. d if f use' b r 1 ght nesa on the right
side 1 have not been able to see again. Hold on Mil - Bill
Stays he's talking to you.

SPT Okay , 81 1 1 - 811 1 apparently on one viewing
was able to look away from the comet itself, the nucleus of the
coraa and see that diffuse material and feels that it's
appro* tma tely about the snmo intensity as the spike itself.

CC Okay, and one last one. Are both sides of
the rtpike equally sharp or is It diffuse on one edge. And 1

guess since you're not seeing it that clearly that one mfty he a
Iwtrd oni! to atiswir,

Sf'T Okay, Bill has the imprcsflloti that the
Npiko la really diffuse Just almost leans all the way around,
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' It'j just a sorit's of sharp - relatively sharp on one- side .

•md then becomes diffuse and the material then Js diffuse
all the way around to the - the dust tail.

1'1'T It reminds you of being on a dolphin.
SPT Being on a dolphin I guess is the word

that Bill comes up with but it's very very faint. We're goin>>
to continue trying to get really dark adapted and then look
at it but you don't have long it (static)

CC Okay, that's it.
SPT One thing we certainly have noticed

though, that the tail appears much longer. The tail has
swung around so that we're getting more of a perpendicular
.ingle on it then - relative to its axis that we were before.
But it certainly Is beautiful as the tail gets longer.

CC Okay . , s

SPT Why don't you ask the TV folks if they
think that there be any possIbilVy of getting handhold TV
out the window and actually see something of that magnitude.
1 suspect the answer might be no but it'd be worth asking l In-

quest I on .

t

CC Ed, we've pursued that possibility earlier
and the answers we got were that it was next to impossible but
we'll take another look at it.

SPT. Okay thank yo'i Story, It's ashamed that
you tolks down there can't get to see It. I hate to hog it
all, it's certainly a beautiful site.

CC That's correct, it would be real nice if
we could do that.

cc And we're 30 seconds from LOS, and 3 minutes
t o Co 1 ds tone a t 01 : 2 5

.

PA0 This is Skyl ab Cont rol , l.OS Hawaii, 2 minutes
to acquisition at Goldstone and the series n f s t a t .-s i «1e t r ack t ng
stations. We'll stay up all the way across the States through
Canary and Ascension with short breaks between ihf ntntions,
Meanwhile t hi flight controllers hcrt in Mi nil ton Control a r*>
sending out to a local pizza house for several p i f f.na to hum h
on while conducting the business of Skylab. standing by for
AOS Goldstone In a minute and 15 seconds, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, AOS Go ldstone 5 minutes. ,

SPT Rog, Story. Story, I got a comment
for you on ray 1 hour PT.

CC Okay. Go, Ed.
SPT Okay. When I recently dropped back to

1 hour I-H was my -, (garble) 1 made the assumption that if
I cut my PT into about a factor of - by a factor of 2 or so,
especially what happened what I was doing before every other
day, I'd work on the bike, and every other day I'd work
the other exercises, that usually the onboard equipment
and procedures we'd be able to monitor any significant change-
that took place. I'm told that this was not true and that
therefore I think I better stick with the hour and a half. How-
ever, Jerry will be coming down to you pretty soon with some
guidelines on PT as well as a whole host of other things, and
I think that'll open up the flight planning quite a bit for
you, so me going back to an hour and a half I don't think
would - is going to cause a real problem there, and also, I'd
like to stress that if there's any significant data that would
be lost by me having an hour and a half rather than an hour a
day for - for a given day, (garble) (garble) give tne an hour
and I'll either drop some of the PT for that particular dav or
find a way of squeezing it In. So I'm Just recommending that
1 get an hour and a half. I'd like to see that where possible,
but it's not a hard and fast rule.

cc Okay, Kd. Well, thanks very much for
thinking about getting us some more data. We did kick that
around as soon as you came down with it, and looking at you know
the various tolerances cn the experiments, and the subtleties
of the experiments and all, we weren't really sure that you
would be getting something new for us so we didn't want you
to press on with that iv. mind if indeed we couldn't get some
new da t a

.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Story.
CC Skylab, we're 0 minute to I.OS . 5 minutes

to Bermuda, be dumping the dfita/voice there.
PA0 Skylab Control. Loss of signal Goldstonc.

Space station's skimming along the U. S. /Canadian border above
the reaches tf the Texas station. Will be acquired at Ber-
muda and MII.A in about 3 minutes or so. Standing by for
remainder of the stateside pass. Canaries and Ascension.

cc Skylab, we're back with you through
Bermuda for 10 minutes. Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and
about 7 minutes to Ascension at 01:52.

END OF TAPE
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2 1

Skylab, AOS Ascension 10 minutes.
.
Sky lab , we're 30 seconds from LOS and

Tiinutes to Carnarvon at 02:25.
CDR
CC

tonight It's Alaba
CDR

match.
CC

1

Roger, Story.
And in the Sugar Bowl being played

a 7, Notre Dame 6.

I'll bet that one's going to be a w

Alabama's b.o
ot re

Yes sir, it sure

PAO Skylab Control. LOS through Ascensio
Island. 21 minutes to Carnarvon. Hungry flight controllers
in the Mission Control roora here are abandoning their con
solo as the pizza is brought in and placed on a table dow
front. They'll have about 20 minutes to wnlf down their
fore getting back to business. We'll return in 21 minute
for the Carnarvon pass. This is Skylab Control.

KND OK TAi'E
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l-AO This is Skylab Control, 02:24 Grocnwirh
mean time. Acquisition through Carnarvon in 50 seconds.
Space station Skylab midway through revolution 3342 . After
Carnarvon LOS there'll a dropout of about 6 minutes until AOS

Guam. V<e'll stay up for both of those. Standing by with
20 s econds to go

.

CC v Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for 9 min-

utes. Skylab, we sec 7-1/2 minutes left on the VTR. If

you're going to use it any more tonight you'll need to use it

prior to Goldstone at 03:05 when we start our nightly dump ol

the VTR

.

• J'LT Ro>'or, Story. 1 put the 3 minutes
on it already for the ATM.

CC Okay, Bill.
SPT Story, it doesn't look as though I'll hu

able to get to the conclusion <f the AIM. I'll have -o pi.-k i

up sunt' tine t onor row.
CC Okay, F.d.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS about

5 minutes to Guar: , and we'll be ready to copy the enlng
status report over Guan.

PAO Sky 1 ab Con t rol

here between Carnarvon and Guar,,

status report Is scheduled over Gu
conference will be next Ascension pass

mean tine.

We entered an LOS gap
ta in 3 minutes. Evening
this pass. Medical

at 03:32 Greenwich

LNI) OF TAPE
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cc rskylab, we got you through Guam for 7

minutes and we are ready when you are.,

CDR Okay Story here it comes. Sleep: CDK,

7 0, 6.0 heavy, 1.0 light; SPT, 6.5, 6.5 heavy; PLT
,

7.5,

7 5 heavy. Volumes: 1750; 1350; 1500. Water gun: CDR,

7 99 1 • 3711 • 986 5 . Body mass : CDR , 6.111, 6.314, 6.315:

SPT *6 349, 6.350, 6.354; PLT, 6.254, 6.258, 6.253. Exercise:

no change for anyone. Medications: none for anyone.

Clothing: CDR, shorts, socks, and T-shirt; SPT, none: PLT,

none Food log: CDR , zero salt, minus one lemonade, minus

coffee with sugar, plus 1.5 water; SPT, 11.5 salt, plus one

biscuit which was packed and labeled but not on the menu;

PIT salt - correction let's ro back SPT, no water, no extra

water- PLT , 5.0 salt, plus one biscuit, r.inus one grape drink,

rehydration water, zero. Flight Plan deviations: none.

Shopping list: none. Inoperable equipment: SPT, urine

collection bag rubber split at the separator inlet, he used

a new bag this mornin*. Unscheduled stowage: none. Okay

the film log: 1
6 -n i 1 1 i me t e r , 140 nag, Uniform Alfa 04, 80.

\A. Nikons: 1, Charlie X-ray 37, 10: 02 Bravo Victor 22,

27: 3, 4, and 5 no change. 7 0-m i 1 1 i ne t e r , Charlie X-ray 52,

115. ETC: no change. ERFP : no change Drawer A

configuration: no change. That'

CC Okay, thanks. And at the half time it

Dame 14 , Al abama 10

.

CDR Sounds like the Irish are up for this

one .

Looks like everybody is.

cc And .lor or Fd , on that urine ban split,

was thorc any loss of urine, and if so have you gi-t any

estin.ite how murh?
.

spT Y es , u was already included in (he urine

volune Story. And I estimated it to bo around 100.

CC Okay , 100 c c ' s .

SPT Right . . j .

CDr Story. I'm beginning to get worried abn«;t

urine collection bags too. just like 1 was sample bay;s . I'm

go! nr. to, one of these days when I get a few minutes' In
eotny to run an inventory, make sur* vc got enough to finish

the mission. A«
.

I understand U. ' re still running "bout

20 samples bars short. And 1 haven't heard any further words

°° U
cc Stand by 1 , I think we got an answer here.

rc Skylab, regarding urine collection bags,

I've got two locations if somebody could look in.

CDR Go ahead, I'm available.

CC Okay, D4 10, and H 8 2 3

.
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CDR Okay, I've already looked in H823.
there's two racks in there now. I've transferred one rack
down from 426, I'll go up and look at 410.

CC Okay, and we're getting a general message
up to you on possible places to look for the sanple bags,
and a plan of attack on that .

CDR Okay.
.

CDR Story, we got collection b.izs spread
out in about tliree lockers up there. I think I'll just go
ahead and make a regular inventory at my on speed rathi r

thrash around now looking for that stuff . And H823 is the
normal working location on both collection bags and sample
bags .

CC Okay. We're about 30 seconds to LOS,
about. 1 ft ninutcs to Go 1 d s t one , 03:05 .

I' AO This is Skylab Control. Loss ' of signal
from Guam tracking station, 15-1/2 minutes to acquisition at
Goldstone and the final stateside pass'. during the crew wake
period. Medical conference at Ascension on the r.ext revolution
and the final call to t he crew over Carnarvon next revolution.
At a few ninutcs past 10 o'clock central tine, we'll return
for Goldstone at - in 14 minutes. And at 02:50 GMI . Skylab
Cent rol

.

END OF TAPE
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]» A 0 Skylab Control 03:04 Greenwich nu>«in time.

Acquisition at (loldstone - as a matter of fact, it appears;

wo have- data already from the space - space station, so,

we'll stand by for Story Musgrave to make his call to the

CrtW
c.c Sky Lab , we got you stateside 17 minutes.

?hT Rog> story. I got the ATM frame count,

if you're ready to ropy.

CC Go, Bill.
PLT 14540 , 5250, 175 , 460 , 5814, 4737.

cc Got it, Bill, and Nikon 01, which has got

CX filn in it, we're going to be reloading for S063 tomor-

row. 10 f ranes isn * t enough , so maybe you 'd want to shoot up

those 10 frares if you get a chance sometime tonight, it s

your option .

PLT Rog, thank you, Story.

CDR Houston, CDR

.

CC Go i h e a d , .1 e r .

CDR Story, last night I promised some schedul-

ing proposals fion the crew up here. And if you got your

little recorder going, I've got them ready to read out.

CC Okay, go .in end, Jer.

CDR Okav, the first two, 1 think you already

have. Bill and I have indicated that ERF.P prep can be dropped

from 1.5 to 1 hour. And we've agreed today that no monitor

is need - needed for J0P 181), which is no big deal after
_

tomorrow 1 guess. And looks like we can probably get along both

the ground and sec how well we can - get along without a maneu-

ver monitor. Cn PT , we'll go along with the split, but it

looks to us like the only logical split is an follows: A

3'4 hour PT wh - along with a 1/4 hour PH and that would be

the ergoneter run because that's the one where we all really

work up the sweat. And then the second part of the TT could

\,v 3/4 of an hour End what we'll have to do is Just try to find

it way to get cleaned up after tii.1t. We usually don t work up

a, much of a sweat I i f t i ne the weight*, doing the tr-.dml! .

Okav, all r'm spying is it's okiy to split, let's not be pl.m-

fng'on splitting it all the time |um as a matter of roursc.

t think we all still prefer a full session If ve can get U.

But we'll lift the constraint that it'd have to be lh -,t -

Okav, on PSA post and pre- Sleep, we would propose that the morn-

ing' post-sleep be reduced frotn 1.5 down to 1 hour, but that

during that one hour that we be left completely alone so that

we can take care of our aorning toilet and weight ourselves

and get our breakfast eaten and be ready to go to work 1 hour

nfter vakeup. In the p.m., ve would recommend that the pre-

sleop be reduced from 2.5 down to 2 hours. We would

suggest that we have dinner around 23:00 Zulu, which is 18:00

CDT. We would figure on working from 7 o'clock CDT 19:00
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till 21:00. 'And then we would like to be l->ft conplctely
alone <i t 9:00 o'clock. We could leave the voice loops up .

if you want to and we could call you i.:'. >< need to t ,i I k to
you. But we would not - we would sus'f.ui! that we not he
bothered at all after 9:00 o'clock a sA t* - n /ou go ahead and
pull the plug at 10:00. i Okay, under t. >j-m, i-ke r.p i n g , we would
suggest that we go kind o f a modified 3.. - >Tj method. We
kind of like the idea of a separate messhgs listing the h<i use-
keeping that's due for this day. And we'll rep - we'll re-
port what was done at the evening status report. So a little
central message would be very good. if that really rubs people
the wrong way down there, then I guess we could go 'ahead and
put it in these summaries in the renarks. But I frankly would
rather see i t on a separate message . Okay, in the area of
na jcr medicals, M092 , 171, ve would propose reducing the tine
on that from 2:15 to 2 hours. M092 ,'93, we would propose
1.5 shifting down to 1 -1 - I bn% your pardon - 1 hour -

we end up with the mt'dlcal*' inp^ct ing us and the rest uf
the daily schedule down the line more than anything else.

CC Jer, we - we lost you in the handover '

there. Could you pick up 'fieri i n fromM')92, 9J?
CDR Okay, M092. 93, 1 : * 5 we would reduce to

1 houi* and 30 minutes. We'll try to get you more tine out
of the major medicals, but right now, I think we better go
with that. We have found that since It takes two guys to
run a major medical, if one guy gets hung up somewhere and
can't get there on time, the other guy has to sit and twiddle
his thumbs, and we lose tine and it ends up dominoing all the
w a v down -

CC Yeah, we're here.
CDR Okay, next item is film thread. The

PI.T would like to get tie film thread pad up the evening
before wherever possible. And if he .can't get the whole thing,
he'd Uke at least •

K n n of tapi:
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CDR - still with me?
CC Yes , we're here. :--..,.•-/.:::::

CDR Okay. Next item Is film thread. The
I'LT would like to get the film thread pad up the evening r;

before wherever possible, and if he can't get the whole thing
he'd like at least a partial, and he can get a letup on the
film thread. The shopping list, we would propose that you
put some of the corollaries on the shopping list, like :

T002 and some of the others that you can think of. We would
suggest that some documentary photos be put on the shopping
list and some science denos and anything else th3t you can
think of. I think we ought to boost up the shopping list.
When you sit and Icok at the shopping list we got up here, It

really doesn't l.ave too much on it. Okay. That - that's
ill our suggestions for now. welcome any comments you
might get on it, and if we can think of any other ways to
cut corners we'll keep feeding then to you.

CC That sounds good , Je r . Thanks

.

aC CC Skyiab, we're a minute from LOS, and
you're about 10 minutes to the nodical conference over Ascension
at 03:"*:. The score is now Notre Dame 21 to Alabaoa 17.

CDR Roger. What quarter are they in now?
Thi rd?

CC They're about a minute away frcn the
fourth quarter.

CDR Man, that sounds like a great game.
C C Yes . The lead' 8. changed hands five times.
PAO This is Skylr.i. Control. Loss of slcinl

through Bermuda. Ascension lslai\d station in 8 minutes.
However, that's the nedical conference. The next live pass
will be Carnarvon, also the iin.il pass of the evening, at -

in 3 8 rinutes. Crew physician Dr. ,'errv Hordinsky will be
talking with the crow during the upcoming Ascension pass,
and a summary of that conversation will forthcoming. At '01:24,
or 03:25, returning in 38 minutes for Carnarvon. This is

Skyiab Control.

KNf> OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skvlab Control, 04:01 Greenwich

mean time, acquisition at Carnarvon in 50 seconds for the
^

final pass of the evening. Crew surgeon Dr. Jerry Hording,
has issued the following medical status summary as follows.

"Excellent health continues. The anti-fungal solution;

utilized by the pilot has been discont inued. ; The crew enters

the New V>ar with a continuing optimistic outlook for

completing the remaining days of the planned 84-day mission.

"'Thai's the end of Dr. Hordinsky's summary, standing by for.

AOS Carnarvon

.

tx Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for 10

minutes, this will be our last pass for the night.'. The

score is now Notre Dame 24, Alabama 23 with about a minute

and half to go.
,

"
. <r...

SPT Story, you don't have to sign oft beiore

the - before the game's over.

CC We were expecting that.

cc Skylab, the final score in the Sugar

Bowl game was Notre Dane 24, Alabama 23, the lead changed

hands seven tines.
p 1. 1 Okav Story, thank you very r.uch .

SPT Sounds like the video tape of that game

is nandatory for our debriefing.
CC Yes sir.

. -.:. .'

C C Skylab, we're a couple of minutes iron

LOS, this will be our last call for the year.K you w.int

us the next station is Guam 04:16.

CDR Got you Stcry, good night.

CC Good night, happy New Year.

CDR Same to you, and what time will we hear

from the folks in the morni
.'.,:, C C Wake up will be at Hawaii at 11:06.

CDR ^ Okay, thank you.
4 ,

cc Set your timer for 11:00 if you like. ?

SPT Happy New Year Story.

CC Okav lid.

(Music)
r t

This is Sky lab Control . Loss of signai

,., t , UUBI1 „ M wakeup will be shortly alter 6:00., a. n. -

5:00 a.n. central tine tomorrow, early wakeup for an LKhP

pass, Earth resources experiment package pass. A recording,

that's probably older than most of the people in tne control

room was played up on the air-to-ground toward the end of the

Carnarvon pass. The Guy Lotnbnrdo recording of "Auld Lang

Syne." Signing off until 5:00 a.m. central time New Year's

Day, this is Skylab Control.

PAO
through C a

END OK TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 11 hours 5 minutes and
30 seconds Greenwich moan time. Skylab space station ia now
55 seconds from acquisition of signal at Hawaii on the first
pass of day 1. Skylab crew officially reached their new year
last night before going to bed but they'll be getting a New
Year's callup from Bob Crippen, the spacecraft communicator
this morning. The pass through Hawaii will last a little
less than 7 minutes and the line is live now for air-to-ground
there .

CC

down here.
CDR
CC

had been ha
CDR

around.
CC

A Ay off.
CC

We'll see

(Music: "Auld Lang Syne")
(Music; "Paralyzed" by the Stardust Cowboy)

. Happv New Year guys.
Happy New Year, Crip.
Boy what a wild party we've got going on

Sou nd s aw f u 1 .

It's lots of fun. I figured you guys

Oh, yeah. We've been up here ripsnorting

up on your earlyTerrible wav to wake

like the one better yesterday?
know. The one this norninp's got

en up too

Skylab, Houston. We're' 1 minute from LOS

.

you again over the Vanguard in 25 minutes at 11:37.
We'll be doing a data/voice recorder rt th a , f

CDR Roger . Play our song <<gain . Win you
Crip?

cc We'll save it for you for another good
time.'' :.'.'

CC Did yo
CDP I don '

a pretty catchy tune.
CC Got a good beat.
CDR Vtah, If you're a rhythm, and concussion

man.
CC I'm about to think you

long, .Icr ,

PA0 Skylab Control at 11 hours 14 minutes and
38 secotids Greenwich mean tire. Skylab spare station is now
south of Hawaii and out of range of the tracking antenna there.
22 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard.
Skylab crew up early this mo mint; pie par in? for Karth - an
early Earth resources pass. It will cover the southern tip
of South America and the Atlantic Ocean, all the way up across
north Africa. Crew was awakened this morning with Guy Lomburdo's
"Auld Layng Syne" followed by the legendary Stardust Cowboy with
"Paralyzed" and Bob Crippen on the New Year's Horn to which
Carr said it sounds like it's awful down here and it certainly
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did. This Is Skylab Control at 15 minutes

after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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P A0 Skylab Control at 11 hours 36 minutes and

7 seconds Greenwich xean time. Skylab space station is now

54 seconds from acquisition of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. Thi pass through Vanguard will last approxi-

mately 10 minutes and the spacecraft communicator is Bob

Cripper.. The craw is al) ready up and we'll bring the lino

up live now for a ir-t o-f.round .

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Vanguard, 10 minutes.

We'll le do in.* a data/voice recorder dump here.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Okay J er and 1 knew - got you in a little

bit of rush here but thero're a couple icens I need to - need

you to get for ne . I need you to got pump Charlie on the C&D

loop and I need you to add a couple of items to that CM) power-

down and 1 need a reg adjust. I oan give you those whenever

it's convep. i en t .

CT;R Okay. Bill's on his way.
FLT Slip the rag adjust to ne .

CC Okeydoke. If you've got your initial

position marked, we need ad|ast reg Bl'S 1, 43 degrees clock-

wise. BUS 2, •'< 0 degrees clockwise.
FLT Okay, cake a look at that.
CC Okay. We're taking a look at it and we

show that you've got the C&D pump on now. Bill, if it's

handv, on - have you got vour details, with you now?

PI.T '
' Affirmative.

• CC okay . At 14:30, we have you doing t ne powerup

after the EREP «- Housekeeping 90 Bravo. We need you to add

steps 3 and 4 to that and I want co add some to Jer's detail

to have him do some extra powc-rdown to catch those.

PI.T Got it.

CC Thank vou , sir.
CDR Jerry's listening.

'

CC Okay, fine. For his 11:40 coning up here,

housekeeping 90 Alpha, 1 need to add steps 5 and 6.

CDR Okay
CC With that, I'll get off. your back ?.nd let

you get set up for your maneuver that's upcoming.
CC And for your info, the reg adjust looks

good to us.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

See you again In 6-.1/2 minutes over Ascension at 11:5.*i and ve

can verify that your tile looks good for the maneuver.
?AO Skylab Control at 11 hours 48 minutes

Greenwich mean tiir.e. Skylab space station passed out or ringe

of the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquis i >. lor. is 4-1/2

minutes away at Ascension. This morning, the cr c:w was awakened
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a little after 5 o'clock central standard time, about 45

minutes ago at Hawaii with "Auld Lang Syne." They're now on

the new year to stay. The* won't be goir.? back into 19 7 3 anymore
although they did that a number of times during the last

24 hours. We'll keep the line up live now since we're only
4 minutes from our next acquisition and that pass at Ascen-
sion will bn a 7-1/2 minute pass.

p/,0 dkylab Con t r ol . We're now coming within
ranRi of the tracking antenna at Ascension where we'll have

a 7-1/2 minute pass. Bob Crirpen, the spacecraft communicator
and Flight Director is Don Puddy.

CC Skylab, Hcjston. AOS Ascension.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
Next atation contact is Guam In 37 minutes and that's at 12:37,
12:37.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 1 minute and
10 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space atation le now
about to cross the coast of Africa. 35 minutes to our next
acquisition of signal at Guam. This morning, the Skylab crew
awakened early at 5 a.m. central standard time or aboi.t 11
Greenwich mean time shortly after there and they're preparing
now for their early Earth rescourc.es pass that's scheduled
to begin on the next revolution around the Earth, They will
beginning as they cross over South America. Also scheduled
for today are operations of S063, an ozone operation to look
at the ozone In the uoper a t mos phe r e . Tha t ' s scheduled to take place
during the Earth resources pass. Science Pilot Ed Cibson will
be operating S063 at the same time that the Earth resources
control and display panel is being handled by Commander Carr
and the viewfinder tracking system for the S191 infrared
speot r one t cr is being handled by Bill Pogue . Commendet Carr
will undergo the M092 lower body negative pressure device
tun this morning and he'll be observed by Pilot Bill Pogue. That
will follow the Earth resources pass this morning. Skylab crew
has now officially started their change of time fcr central
daylight time. They did so because of another early Earth
resources pass that's scheduled for day after tomorrow. To-
morrow, the crew has a day off. The following day at

' least
as the present schedule calls for it, the crew is suppose to
get up at 9:20 Greenwich mean tine or 3:20 a.m. central standard
time. That early Earth resources pass is to take advantage
of lighting conditions that would not normally be available
during the regular crew day. Later in the afternoon today,
JOP \8B, comet observations with the solar instruments is
scheduled with Science Pilot Ed Gibson again conducting that
operation. And there's several runs of the M131 human vesti-
bular function experiment today. Actually, as in previous
days, about an hour and a half has been set aside for each
of the three crew members to exercise. This is Skylab Control.
It's 33 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. It' a now
3 minutes and 18 seconds after the hour.

END OP TAPE
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- PA0 Skylab Control at 12 hours 35-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station is now 55 seconds

from acquisition of signal through the Guam tracking antenna.

Pass at Guam will last about 6 minutes. The Spacecraft

Communicator is Bob Cr lppen .
•

, ,„ ,

C C Skylab, Houston. AOS Guam 5-1/2 minutes.

CDR Hello, Hello.
CC Howdy ,

howdy . You guys got time to hear

a little briefing or. what you golnfc to - as to the atate of

weather for this EREP pass?
CDR Sure. Go ahead

.

cc Rog. The tip of South America coming

across Chile and Argentina is going to be pretty cloudy.

And (garble) there is somewhat questionable. Right after

you clear the Atlantic coast, though, you pick up the Falk-

land Current in the clear, and then coming up the South At-

lantic there are actually three frontal systems which I would

like to after I gc through this, tell Bill where he might be

able to pick up several places to get that special 05. We've

only got listed at one. But you come across - correction. The

special 02. After you cross somewhat Just bjlov the equator

it's going to clear off pretty good and then you'll of

course cloudy up again when you come to the ITCZ. And the

whole northern portion of - the whole portion of north Africa

Is clear today .

CDR Roger. We Just took at look a r. that out

the wardroom window on the last pass. Looks nice. ^

CC Rog.
CC Bill, do you have ti^ae to copy down three

times I can give you that would give you a chance of catching

those frontal systems for that second special oz? We

copy. We copy a CAUTION and WARNING right now.

PI.T
' The ACS Malfunction Checklist out.

CC Copy . ACS mal f

.

PLT ..' CMG sa t .

CC Copy. And we're showing right now that

you executed the- - the second fine maneuver to go into actual

Z-LV attitude. The one that was supposed to be in - been done

at 13:06. n ,

p L T That's affirmative. I did that at 12:06.

CC Copy .
•

PLT Can I take that one out. Crip?

CC We're talking about it right now.

PLT Okay.
CC Bill, we suggest you go ahead wich the

5 minute tal, and put the reverse of the signs so that second

fine maneuver, IN.
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PLT Yes. First tape I hear you did say a

5 minute maneuver tlse.
CC That ' s correc t .

PLT Okay.
CC And 1 need to give you three DAS codes

going over the hill. 30015, 30103, 30141. That's heaters
OFF. Heaters OFF, CMG 2. You didn't get that you can

get it out of your book, systems - on your ATM Systems book.
PLT Okay.
CC See you at Vanguard, 13:14.
PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 43-1/2 minutes

Greeiwich mean time. This present pass ve had a brief CAUTION
warn - CAUTION signal to the crew on ACS. That's attitude
control system caution. That's primarily due apparently to an

executed maneuver by Bill Pogue . He executed a maneuver to

tru> Z-local vertical, which is of course is space station
to continue pointing directly at the Earth. That maneuver
was execute.1 an hour before it was planned at 12:06 instead
of 13:06. est a few ralbs of TACS, probably about 15

pound-seconds recorded here in Mission Control. It may
hav » been a lirtle more than that. And during that pass

^ the- bill Pogue was asked to Institute a change to put it

V back in the atticide prior to the Z-LV again, and then they'll
go bark to Z - 1 o a * L

1 « r t i c a 1 again at 13:06. That should preven
further desatui itior. firings on the control ma - control
moment gyros. TH-'^ *re changes that have to be nade in the

attitude gyros vhe.i • h*y reach a point wh ere they have no

longer enough momentum to keep the vehicle moving. This is

Skylab Control at I ^ hour* 44 minutes 42 seconds Greenwich
mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 13 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station la now just about,

to be acquired through the Vanguard tracking ship ?s the

Skylab crew begins their Earth resources pass. We'll bring

the line up live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through the Vanttuard .

We have you for 1 1 minutes

.

SPT Roger. Read you loud and clear, Crip.

Burn number 2 conic g up for S063

.

PLT There we go. Hey, Crip . I got a couple

of questions .

'

CC Go .

PLT Okay. We both - or all three of us copied

orally a - an instruction on CMGs-2 hack. But the numbers

you gave me were consistent for CMG-3 configuration.
CDR On my mark , it'll be 15:13. Stand by -

CDR MARK . 190 to AUTO .

PLT Anyway, Crip, I did at 3 - 30001, 30103,

and a 3C141. Like to verify that that was correct.
CC Was the first part 30015?
Pl.T Negative .

CC Understand you gave -

CDR Okay. The S - the S19 1 READY light came

on at 15:26. Right on tine, we're in REFERENCE 6.

CDR On ray mark, it'll be 17 a minute f r on now.

Go ahead ,
Crip.

CC Okay. We're Just going to sav verify that

you - the first comnand you loaded was 30001.
PLT That's affirm.
CC Okay. We'll go ahead and take care of the

CMC thing. First command was supposed to have turned all the

heaters off and then turn them back on for CMG-3 and that was

certainly not clear to yvh •.hen - when the info that 1 gave

you going over the hill.
PLT (Garble)
SPT Coining up on S063 frame nur.be r '« .

CDR Okay, on my *ark, it'll be 13:17:00. Stand by

CDR MARK . RADIOMETER , OFF

.

CC If somebody gets a chance, we'd appreciate

verifying that the coolant loop is in flow.
CDR That's verified.
CC Thank you

.

CDR On my mark , it'll be 17:30. S t,md by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER'S ON..
PLT Hack. Hack.

' S^T Frame number 5 for S06 3 coming up on number 6.

CDR Okay and -

• CDR MARK. At 20:06, SHUTTER SPEED to FAST on

190 . Coming up on 21 . .
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p LT (Garble) art you taking pictures of I wonder?

CDR Oh, let's see.; Could be the Falkland

Current . Actually , we're not doing anything yet.

Spt S063, frame number 6.

p jf Oh, I thought that you'd - that's Just the

shutter. Yeah, Falkland Current coming up next.

CDR Okay . We're coning up on 21. Stand by -

pLT : '" Hack .

CD R MARK at 13:21. ALT 1 METFR , STANDBY. Range

being changed to 92, MODE to 5. 21:20 is coming up next. On

my mark , it'll be 21 :20 . Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER ' 9 ON. 21:46 is the next

call. Okay . On my mark , at 21:46.

CDR MARK. 21:46. SHUTTER SPEED to SLOW.

SPT Stand by, frame number 7.

CDR 1 hope the confluence 1.1 clear today.

PLT Yeah.
CDR Ard lots of red splotches.

PL? Okay . Now I'm going to (garble) back to

start a narrative on the Falkland Current if I see It.

CDR Oh.
PLT And tell me when you've got a sequence

coming up and I'll stop talking. So -

C0R i» n good till 24 ; 34 and thei. I have to do a

little talking .

PLT Well, that's when I start - we start taking

data on the Falkland Current at that time.

CDR ' Oh .

PLT So just tell me that you ' vc got a hack or

something coming up .

CDR All right .
>

PLT Just say, "Coming up on a (garble)" or something.

I'll s top .
, , .

CDR I'll tell you , I'll lust tap you on the shoulder

.

PLT Okay. You may have to shake me (laughter).

C C Yeah, we can really almost hear you guys

if you just give a hack with one talklna with the other.

END OF TAPE
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COR What - are we swinging across to land-

fall now, or - -

PLT Not ye t

.

CDP We're still on the Pacific side, huh. -

Cc Negative. You're on the Atlantic side.

CDR Okay, We got about a minute to go.

Cc Dill, we showed chat you had a - one Falkla

Current sequence at 16:3m on your VTS and you got another one

coming up here at 24:17. You concur?
PL 7 16:34 and 24:17. .Affirmative.

3PT S06 3, franc 8.

CC Did you manage to get - -

CDR 30 seconds. Go ahead.

CC Bid you aanags to get in that first

Falkland? The one at 16:34?
PLT Negative. Negative. I did not.

CC Rog. -
PL'j Didn't even see chat first time there.

CDR Okay. Coming up on 24:34 pretty quick

here. We'll be goingco SHUTTER i> P E ED , FAST . Okay .
On ny

nark It'll be 13:24:34. Stand by - -

CDR MARK. SHUTTER SPEED going to FAST.

PLT And I don't see anything.
: CDR : Hack .

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY . RANGE co 88.

CC LOS 9n 1 minute. Ascension In 3.

CDR Roger. Dick - Crip. Okay . I
1 m coning

up on 25:10. 25:10 coming up. Stand by - -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER'S ON.

PLT Yeah, I don't see a thing.

SPT S06? , f rane 9 .

;DR Clouds or watei?
PLT Can't decide. Well, I got clouds and vat e

but I don't see any of the currents. Course tho optics ar«- so

\ CDR ' Yes .

SPT Hack .

CDR Okay, now at 2 6 : 0 i. I want t) t>top this.

PLT Okay. CAMERA ' s OFF. 26 :04 , 4 5 .up.
^

CC Bitter time :' o<- '.hat second special 02.

than 28:03 is about 28:05.
PLT 28:05. Okay

.

CDR Okay. We're coming up on 26:00. I'm

looking for S90 READY out

.

?A0 Sky 1 ab Control at 12 hours 26 minuses

Greenwich taean time. And loss of signal there at VanguarJ .

We're about to be acquired through As c ens i on . S ky 1 ab Earth

resources pass now In progress as they look at the Falkland
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Currant and keep theit eyes open for some storm fronts > hat
are across the Atlantic. There are three major storm ronts.
0n« of then an electrical storm Just north of the Vai iard

tracking 3 h i p . We'll leave the line up live now for dr-to-
ground with the crew,

SPT - eleven. S063 - -

PLT And I got so doggone much cirrus I don't
know whether I' ' 5 any useful data or not. Okay . Her* 'a some
good buildup It's the green ( garb 1 e ). Gad , It's bright.

CDR Yes. The light coming in around the window
looks bright

And a 28:2 3 here it special 05. 3 3:2 1 . ITZ
check.

Okay , g.u 'en both.
rr AOS with you. We got you for about 13 mlnut
SPT Okay. I'm going to Invert the order of 13

and .. , Ju s t to keep the procedure simple.
Okay, I'm look 1 ng for a thunderstorm.PLT
Starting out with a 2-second exposure and

2700 w a v e 1 e n g t h

Okay. The next mark's going to he 28:30.
T may have been oft' a little on that front.

Oo t lover i t be tore I ran our. of time, 1 think.

c -«

C
K
R Okay. On my mark it'll be 13:28:30.

*

an
CDR MARK . ALTIMETER is goinc to STANDBY,

RASGF set to . SCATTEROMFTFR to STANDBY

.

SPT It's 13 and 12, in that, order, cominn up
on 6 3.

CDR Coming up -

CDR MARK 2 8 50. The ALTIMETER'S ON.
SPT Hack .

SPT Hack .

PLT Okay. I never did sec the Falkland Current
on the VTS

PLT Stand by for 33:21. The rates still look
good ,

SPT - U , SJ63 . Stand by

.

SPT Hack.
CDR Okay. On my nark it's 32: 10. Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. RANGE to
8 0. On my mark it'll be 32 : 30 . S t and by -

CDR MAR 1'.
. Alt lneter ' s ON .

SPT Frame 15 coming up.
SPT Hack .

CDR Sounds, like a rare 'jungle bird down there.
F.d .

CC Ail that hacking I thought you had a
cough.
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CDR Yes. Nicotine hangover or something.
PLT Standing by . 33:21

.

SPT (Garble) .

PLT H*ng In there, Ed. You're doing a Rood Job.
PLT There nay be - -

SPT Left hanging.
CDR (Laughter) Okay.
CDR Wish 1 was qualified for S063.
SPT Okay. Con In* up on frame 16 another two

(garble) .

PLT Okay. I 'a into ay time, but 1 don't have
any th i ng . Might as veil turn the camera on so 1 can get a good
thunder buaper here.

S PT Ac tua 1 1 y it was Crip who was in on the
initial design (garble).

CDR Oh, is that right?
SPY That's right. That's (garble).
CC Thought you ' d love that .

PLT (Garble) seems to me to be pretty active.
CDR Okay. On my mark it'll be 34:28. Stand by
CDR MARK . SHUTTER SPEED , SLOW on the S 190 .

PLT There we go

.

PLT Okay - -

SPT Frame 16 .

PLT - - no2 I've got a thunderstorm. There
wo go. Hang in there.

' SPT Hack . '

.

•

PLT Okay, overshooting cloud tops in the clear
area , (garble) OFF

.

CDR Okay. On my mark it'll be 35:24. Stand by
CDR MARK. 192 MODE to READY.

.
' SPT Frame 17.
CDR Okay, we've picked up speed on tne tape reco

ALTIMETER UNLOCK light on and at - -

.; SPT • Hack .

CDR - - on my mark it'll be 33:51. I'm going
to be go in? to STANDBY anyway.

CDR MARK.

END OF TAPE
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CUR „ - the light on. And a hack . On my
mark It'll be 33:50. I'm going to be Rolng to STANDBY anyway.

CDR HARK. At 35 : 50 the ALTIMETER is STANDBY
,

RADIOMETER to STANDBY. 36:02 Is coming up.
CDR MARK. At 36:02. SCATTEROME T ER Is ON, and

the RADIOMETER is ON.
PLT A thunderstorm over land,
PLT We say be coming up on land here. Yes,

there. Land ho,
SPT Good ship wake down there.
CDR Okay , on my mark you '11 be 36 ;42 . Stand by

.

CDR MARK. 92 is MODE CHECK.
CDR Okay, I'm looking - there ve go it 36:54

we've got the S190 ready light Cut. And the MODE i 8 going to
STANDBY. FRAMES is going to 21.

PLT * No thunder sto rms over land.
CDR Nice clear day over Africa.
Pl.T Boy , it sure is.
CDR Let ' a see, we must be coming close to the

Niger River Delto area there.
PLT I've got the Niger - I had the Niger River

a moment ago.
CDR I think that's a - -

SPT 1 wonder if they would like an exposure of
this rather than the one 1-mlnute down the pike. Why don't
you jsk them, Crip.

CC Check i ng .

SPT I'n Just about losing Ii,
CDR Go ahead and take It. Ed.
CC Yeah, go ahead, Ed.
SPT Okay .

PLT I'n going to paint that lake, Arrowhead
lake. I've got nothing el so to do.

PLT My nadir swath starts at 40:4 3.

CT'R Okay, on my nark it's go in v. to be 38:23.
Stand by .

CDR MARK . 1.90 is going to mode AUTO . bill,
try to get the delta land that'? to the south and the west
slightly and the lake there. Pick up a couple of those other
lakes, those are our handholds. 3 ft : 3 7 coining up. Stand by.

CDR MARK. 192 mode to READY. Tape recorder's
picking up speed. All that delta land around tl ere they're
Interested in vegetation, and water color.

PLT . Yeah.
CDR And water content. Ft ar.o 19.
CDR Okay , I'n f looded with green lights here.

Everything is running properly.
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About one - -

Okay, we're coming up on 13:40:00.
Okay, 40:00 stand by. HARK. Shutter

PI.T I'm painting down the Niger River

.

PLT I'm going to push the data pushbutton.
PLT Okay, and a the Niger River Delta right,

pushing the data pushb ut t on . Now I'm going to go into the

range 1 and

.

CDR Frame . Turned off. (Garble) frame. Light
off.

' PLT
CDR
CDR

spoed to MEDIUM.
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
PI.T

PLT
PLT
SPT
PLT
SPT
CDR
PLT
CDR

are, the chains
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

On ray mark, 4 0: i 0

desert (garble) .

desert .

Next mark is at 40: 30 .

Okay, standing by for a

S tand by -

MARK. 19 2 mode to CHECK.
Okay, we're going to get some
Standby.
MARK . Camera ON

.

Frame 20 .

Okay .

Hack.
What kind of a thing are you doinp. Bill?
I'm doing a nadir swath on desert right now.
Okay. This is the area where all those dunes

Yeah.
--and star dunes.
Yeah .

I don't see any of them right here but

there's a lot of that outcropping and bedrock.
CDR

light to go out ft

PLT
SPT
CDR

The mode is STANDBY
8 and it ought

SPT
CC
CRKW
CDR

we ' re looking for

( garbl c

)

the SI 90 RKADY

at 5 2.

pad

Okay ,

1:50.
42:19 is out .

Frame 21.
Okay, the READY light went oul
FRAMES is going to - okay,

say 08 . .

Hack .

One on us , F.d - Jer .

Stand by

.

Okay, MARK. The trouble is when I see 8

by itself it makes ne wonder if It's 90 something and a number's
been dropped or what.

CC Roger. Understand that - -

CDR Okay , coming up on 4 2 : 50

.

PLT All right, now we've got - -

CDR See those there, there long strings, tne
chains.
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PLT No so much, but I'm starting to pick
then up

.

Boy
, this is a good view here,

' CDR Okay, on my mark, it's going to be 42:50.
Stand by

CDR MARK. REFERENCE is going to 2 on S19 1 .

PLT Oh, now I've got the dunes, man. ;

PLT That Is rough-looking country down there.
CDR I'd hate to get lost down there.
PLT Man. The low Sun angle here these pictures

ought to really show up the peology.
CDR (Garble) have the camera going though.
PLT No, no It's off. I'm just eyeballlng

r ight now

.

Uh-huh .

IMT And there 'a a lot of dune activity there.
CC You can shoot off some 190A single frames

like on thos e dunes

.

CDR Okay .

Pl.T Okay, we're going to give you a nadir here.
SPT Frame 22.
PLT Okav .

CDR Okay .

PLT You can start- you can squeeze off one
now , Jer . I ' n on n^dlr and ve're right ever al^t of dunes.

CDR All right. There's one.
SPT Hack . '

PLT Okay, let me look ahead here. That was
about it . Let me look on further ahead.

PLT No, we're conlnp up on the Med, 1 guess, or
the Red Sea . I don't know where we are.

CDR No, that's the Med. We're coming out over
Tunis.

CDR Okay, coming. up on 44:27.
CDR MARK It. 192 is to READY

.

CDR 44:34 and 191 to node AUTO. 1 was 1 second
late on that . 4 5 even is next. Stand by .

SPT ' Hack .

CDR On my mark it will be 4 5:00. Stand by.
CDR MARK . Shut t er s e ped s 1 ov

,

PLT 13:46.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
PLT
CDR

by -

CDR
is the next mark.

CDR
SPT
PUT
CDR
PI.T

CDK
P LT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PIT

• 7cu got 45 seconds, till.

On »y mark, It's Roing to be 45;34. Stand

;

HARK. 192 to STANDBY. Stand by - 45:44

Stand by -

ARK. VIS AUTO CAL.
*ack.
10 seconds to S 1 .

Okay. 1
(
i 0 READY's out. at 45:52.

St and by -

HARK. 194 to MANUAL at -

MARK .

45:5 7.

SI .

Okay .

; Think you
CC

14 : 12 . Be doing

y i n g Rood

* re building up .

LOS in about 30 second si.

data/voice recorder dump.:
ight - good day, Ue'll see

Gu are in 26 minutes,
Crimson
you in about

days on tie next (garble).

CDR
SPT

PLT
CC
PLT
CC

day's over.
CDR Coin

you going hone i n d going

Okay, Crip. Take it

So long ,
Crip.

Have a good day

.

Happy New Year.
Same to you guys.
En jo- the toets -

W i 1 : do. I'll be

easy

enjoy the feetsball games,

p o p e y e d b e I o r e the

PLT
SPT

CDR
PAO

- Going to stay up to. watch them or

bed?
Going to go out and celebrate New Year's.

Hey , hey .
,

'

1 didn't realize it was New Year s.

You guys didn't see your invite.

Who's had lime?
Skvlab Control at 13 hours 47 minutes and

_ seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

over the Mediterranean after completing a long Faith resources

pass covering it 9100-mile pass from the Pacific coast of Chile,

across the Atlantic Ocean and north Africa, to the Mediterranean

Sea. Prime ro .tures on the study Just completed were tin-

Falkland Current which Pilot Bill Pogue said ho was not able

to see in the viewfinder tracking system whlcn is used for

pointing the S 1 9 1 infrared spectrometer and also a number

of thunderstorms over the Atlantic 0 - Ocean. There were

three major storms once identified earlier this morning here
,

in Mission Control on the Earth resources officer, and the crew
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was Informed that they should point at the cloud tops as they
went over those storms which were interspersed among the <

Falkland Current area. And also, they did some data talcing
over the drought stricken Mali area, attempting to gather
data on the natural resources in that area on water resoMrces,
as Connander Carr pointed out, as they were passing ever. When
they croBS the Intertropical Convergence Zone, or the ITCZ as
Bill Pogue called it, he first said that it looks pretty in-
active but then said that I now have a thundcrstorn in that
area. The Intertropical Conversion Zone is an area where the
rotation of - provided by the Earth's aurfaco,' causes the
winds along the Equator to line up on different directions and
produces a constant cloud band in that area. And they got some
very good data on dune areas in the Sahara and Jaid that tow Sun
angle should enhance the geology of that area. Cloud studies
and weather fronts over the ocean should be of some interest
to the weather forecasting investigators of the Sky 1 ab m 1 ss ion

.

And the photographs of Mali and also Tunisia should gather
some information on the geology of those areas and potentially
some water resources in the Mali area which has been subject
to drought because of the southward movement cf the Sahara
Desert. Resources pass is out of the way. During the pass,
Science Pilot Ed Gibson was occupied wi t h S0(, 3. That ' s the'
ultraviolet airglow horizon photography. Today he was photo-
graphing the ozone layer to attempt to determine how »uch
ultraviolet rays are absorbed by that layer in the upper atraosphe
During the day, Science Pilot Gibson will keep an eye on Bill
Pogue during a series of medical tests just after lunch.
Gibson will point the space station's solar telescopes at the
comet Kohoutek later in the day. Comet Kohoutek is now moving
rapidly away from the Sun. It should become visible to
Earth-bound observers in the latter part of this week. It
will be in the southwestern sky just after sunset. Sone sharp
eyed observer is - I believe, it nay possible to see it tomorrow
evening. ^1-1/. minutes to our next acquisition of signal and
50-1/2 minutes after the hour. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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J' AO Sky 1 .ib Control at 14 hours 11 nlnuies
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds
from acquisition at Guam. Pass through Guam will last 10

tliiutcs, Present time a change of shift has taken place In

Mission Control and Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippen has
gone off duty now. New Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCand
less and the Flight Director on duty now Is Neil Hutchinson,
replacing Don F'uddy.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 10 minutes. The data/voice tape recorder dump, up.

CDR Hello. Bruce. Happy New Year.
CC Roger. The same to you, Jerry, and of

cou r se to Bill and Ed , t oo

.

SPT Happy New Year to you, Bruce.
CC SPT, this is Houston. Over.
SPT Hello, Bruce. Go ahead.
CC Yes. We've get what could be considered

an update to the film t b r e a d e r / t I 1 ra load pad. That is that

(garble) now that vou've finished, the S063 operations, we'd
to download cassette hi avo Victor 2 2 out of Nikon 2 and load
Bravo Victor 26 before the SO 7 3 op 1. Over.

SPT Okay. Downlor.d Nikon 2 and put In hr-ivo

26 . Thank you.
CC Rogv t . Out

.

PLT While we're talking about f i 1 ra loading,
Bruce. We were given ins t rue i ions t o loa 1 Charlie X-ray 38
in Nikon 1. The location was given at drawer F , and I think
that's - I got it out of drawer H, and I'm just wondering it

have a configuration problem here.
CC No problem, Bill. We understand ih.u

it should have been drawer Hotel all along. Over.
PL 1 Okay. And also, one other thing. I did

a Charlie Oscar 1-Alfa yesterday, as scheduled yesterday,
and t h a t ' s been completed, and then Ed had this morning the
moval of the atmospheric vol at lies concentrator, 'he AVC.
I did the Charlie Oscar 1-Alfa with the CO moni-
tor. What contuses no is that they may have meant or in-
tended for me to do the AVC because the AVC is installed in

bag which is narked CO monitor but there are two such .bags
and in one bag the atmospheric v o 1 a t i i e s c o n c e n t r a t o r a are
located and in the other bag. which Is identical , the CO raon

Question is, which one should I have done yesterday and/or
should I also install an AVC?

CC We wanted the CO monitor done yesterday,
Ed. You did it, and we think everything's is straight a o f

3

PLT What's the AVC stow then?
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CC Bill, our understanding this Is that
thai needs to be disconnected so ycu can do the H092 as Its
using the same vent system.

Pl/I' Okay. Well, no. The question Is, the
AVC was not Installed yesterday, and I did a CO monitor.
Carbon dloxl - Carbon monoxide monitor. And I guess we're
stowing something that was never put there. That's the
Instructions. There were no Instructions to install the
AVC monitor on the hose yesterday.

CC Okay, Bill. Looking at yesterday's
flight plan, a copy of which w« still happen to have in the
archives down here, the AVC should have been installed by
the SPT at 02:00 Zulu yesterday, and our ass u*p 1 1 on then Is
that it would have been running overnight and we'd go ahead
and take it out this morning before H092. Over.

FLT Okay. Then was I to do that with a 24-ho
time delay with your concurrence?

CC Well, why don't you let us 'take a squint
at it and we'll call you back later today and tell you what
to do . .

PLT Okay. Thank you.
CDR Houston , CDR.
CC Go ahead , CDR.
CDR Hey, Bruce. You d on ' t really want us

to download that Bravo Victor 22 dw you? Why don't wo Just
forget then. Pull them off the end and Just remove, the. roll
There 1

s only two francs I e f t . I don't think the risk of
downloading is worth trying to save two frames,

CC Okay. We concur with that, Jerry. Just
ko ahead and unloaa, or whatever, to wind It all back In
the cassette and then take her out.

CDR Okay. Good enough.
CC And we got a little over a minute to

LOS hose. Next station contact in 31 minutes through the
Vanguard -at 14:52, and Just a. consent. or two in passing as
long as we've get you here, Jerry. One is that we've got a

general message 4 737 up on searching for sample bags and
we'd Just like to ask you to hang on to that nessage until to
morrow because we won't get It into the flight plan until
top.orrow, or day & , and a question for you. Do you all
still want the maneuver .rates on the maneuver in JOP 18 pads
now that the maneuver monitoring task is no longer
required? Over.

CDR I think that's a good thing to have.
Ask there to continue putting those rates on.

CC We'll do It.
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p AO Skylab Control at 14 hours 23 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station Is now passed

ou- of range of the tracking antenna at Guam. Our next

acquisition is half an hour away at Vanguard. Some questions

this tine on the automatic vo - atmospheric volatile concen-

trator which is a device that's used to detect the concentration

of volatlies in the atmosphere of Skylab. A 24-hour test

being run to acquire that data. Bill Pogue had some problems

with it. That's bten solved. Now it's - the idea is just

to schedule it at a convenient time so it can be monitored

and removed 24 hours later. 28-1/2 minuMs to our next

acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 51 minute*
Greenwich mean tint. Skylab space station Is now just 55

itcondi from acquisition of signal at Vanguard. The pass
through Vanguard will last about 9-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft
communicator on duty here in Mission Control is Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Vanguard
for 9-1/2 minutes. For the SPT, if he has a second.

SPT Sure do, Bruce. Go ahead.
CC Okay. I've got two Items for you. If

you would, over on panel 206, we need to get the reg adjust
BUS 1 and 2 pots, that's both of them, turned to 25 decrees
counterclockwise . That 'a 25 degrees counterclockwise and then
I have a change to the - one of the exposure times on the
pad for your first S073 pass for today. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. You've got the adjust me nts
on the rcgs and stand by on that. I don't have that pad
with me. T.s It very ion*? 1 wonder, can 1 copy It down?

CC You can copy it. On frame 4, we want to
change the start time. from 17 : 1 3 - to 17:13 from 17:11 In

order to avoid having the target occulted by the Earth's
atmosphere . Over.

SPT Frame 4, change 17:11 to 17:13. Will do.
CC You got it . Thank you

.

CC And, Ed, we 3how that H-alpha 1 is not run-
ning automaclcally now. Apparently it missed getting the

doo r -open s i gna 1 . Over.
SPT Thank you, Bruce. It's going now.
CC Roger. Thank you

.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to LOS .

Next station contact in 11-1/2 minutes through the Canary
I s lands at 15:12. Out .

SPT So long, Houston.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours, 2 minutes, and

10 seconds Greenwich mean time, Skylab space station now
over Brazil, is out : of range of the tracking ship Vanguard.
9-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition at Canary Islands and
Madrid. Quiet morning on Skylab since they got up this morning
at 5 o'clock central standard tine, about 4 hours ago. They've
all ready completed an Earth resources pass that covered more
than 9000 miles including both the - South America, continent,
the Atlantic Ocean and part of north Africa. This Is Skylab
Control. It's now 2 mirutes and 45 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO • Sky 1 ab Control at 15 hours 11 minutes
Greenwich mean tint. Skylab apace station has now Just
crossed the Equator and we're about be acquired through
Canary Island tracking antenna. Pass through Canary Island
and Madrid Is an overlapping one lautlng about 15 minutes.
The Spacecraft Comwun i ca tor is Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
Island and Madrid for 14 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 35 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek with a data/voice tape recorder dump at 1 6 ; 0 1 Zulu.

Out .

SPT Bruce, could you at that tine tell me

how nuch tine is allotted for TV- 7 7 on the VTR today?
CC I can probably tell you at this time.

We have an even 30 minutes there, and I show right now that

3.4 have been used up on the display. But we'll - We'll
get that dumped and out of the way before you start so you'll
have a full 30.

SPT Okay. I nay want to get some of that

done before that TV-77 time comes up. 1 .lot a little time.

I think I can do It in the next couple ef hours.
CC Okay. And on the message th.it we sent

up giving you background information, the velocity is in

error. It should be 207,000, that's 207,000 instead of

16 3 ,000 . Over .

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 2 7 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station has now passed
out of range of the tracking antenna at Madridld as it crosses
eastern Europe. We're 33-1/2 minutes from* our next acqui-
sition at Honeysuckle. At the present time a total of 3 8 minimum
impulse burns of nitrogen gas have been used for the Earth
resources pass today. That's approximately 170 pound-seconds .

That's about 20 poun d- s e con ds more than were planned that

originally called for. About 30 nibs usage. Part of the

problem due to the fact that the maneuver to Z-local vertical
vas made a little bit early today. True Z-local vertical
for an Earth resources pass was scheduled to begin at 13:06
this morning. In fact, Pilot Bill Pogue by error put. it in

at 12:06. That vas corrected later, but a small amount of
that TACS was used at that time. We do expect a tew more
uses of TAS - TACS gas as the space station corrects its

attitude mom en turn over the next hour or so. This Is

Skylab Control; 32-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition. It's
now 28 minutes and 17 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control al 15 hours, 59 minutes, and

4 5 seconds. Sk>lab space station now over northern Australia,
is about to cone within ranRC of the Honeysuckle Creek tracking
antenna. The pass through Honeysuckle wil.'. last about 7*1 2

Blnutes and we'll bring the line up live now for a I r- to*gvound
there.

CC Skylab, this is Houston ihrougo Honeysuckle
Creek for 7 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump. And

for the SPT, we noticed that you have not put anything on the

VTR since we talked to you lust. Our plan is to take the

VTR over Honeysuckle next rev at 17:40. Do a rewind and then
durapit when you hit Mcrritt Ishind following so tbat you'll
have a clean VTR for your TV* 77. .

Over.

SPT Okav, Bruce. What 1 had hoped to do was to

finish up the ATM TV which 1 had done completely yesterday but

unfortunately ran out of tape about half way through it. I

know where 1 h.id run out of tape, and I hope to net that done
soB'.etiiue this next pass before the S073 ops. Probably be about
10 - maybe .at the nost 12 minutes or so on it. Would that be

sufficient for you folks to go ahead and dump it in the mode you
planned and then pick up tho stuff by the airlock this sftcrnopn?

CC Yes, indeed, Ed . As long as whatever it U
you're doing is finished by 17:40, we can rewind and get a

pretty good dump on it that way and have ii all cleaned wp ;

for you for 1V-77.
SPT Okay. Very cood, I sure will have it don*

by then.
CC And with respect to that, that transmission

! made as we wore going over the hill there, what we've got is

a difnrent velocity figure for the comet that you sight want
to reference in your narration, and the correct velocity i».

.107, )00 niles per hour - that's 207,000 uiles per hour. Ovi'r.

SPT 207. Rogo r

.

CC SPT, Houston. Minor r e v i s i on t o my i> r e v i o us

stitements on the VTR. We can dump about 7 minutes worth of

the VTR at Merritt Island next rev. So if you put 10 minutes
more onto the 3-1/2 that are currently on there for a total of

about 13-1/2, we can get it dumped back to about 6, and that'll
give ydu 2 4 minutes for use during your scheduled T V - 7 7 . Is

that satisfactory? Over.
SPT Yeah, that'll work out fine, Bruce. Can I

help you at all by putting it to rewind when I'm done?
CC Negative. Wc want to rewind b a <• k only far

enough to get us to the point that we think we can dump that

amount during the pass over Merritt Island. That is, we're
not going all the way back to the headend of the tape.
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SPT Okay , I see. Very good . Thank you.

C C And It is now 1 minute to LOS. Next station

contact ic in 38 minutes through Bermuda, and 44 minutes through

Canary Island at 16:51. Out.
PAO Sky lab Control at 16 hours, 9 minutes, and

10 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now

crossing New Zealand. Our next acquisition of signal is

42 minutes away at Canary Islands. Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue

are each scheduled today to operate the S073 Gegenschein/

zodiacal light experiment. Gibson will operate the device

this morning at 11 o'clock Central Standard Tine. Pogue will

be operating the F073 this a f t e rnoon a t 0 1 : 5 7 . Purpose of the

experiment is to measure the surface brightness from 5 types

of astronomical sources: the Gegenschein region - an area per-

pendicular to ind within the Sun's ecliptic - areas In the plane

of the cor.et Kohoutek's orbit two areas between the Earth

and Moon where particles are suspecteJ to be suspended in

the area between the gravitational pulls of the bodies, and

galactic regions including interstellar light In the Milky Way.

The surface brightness of these areas can provide scientists

with information on concentration of particles and their lo-

cation. In addition, the same experiment will be performed

at the terminator and with suillstht on the space station,

to determine the nature and extent of my contamination sur-

rounding Skylab. Equipment used for this experiment is

shared by the T027 contamination experiment. The T027 pho-

tometer will be used with three different film Magazines asigned

to the Gegenschein experiment. This morning's photography

will take two contamination pictures and a view cf the coma

cluster and another view of the Virgo cluster - clusters of

galaxies. For this morning's experiment the ultraviolet lens

is being used. 40 minutes to our next acquisition of signal.

10 minutes and 48 seconds after the hour. This is Skylab

Con t r ol

.

LND OF TAPE
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PAO : ; Sky 1 ab Ccntrol at 16 hours 50 minutes
and 18 seconds Greenwich mean time. Sky 1 ab space station's
over the North Atlantic about 54 seconds from acquisition
of signal at Canary Island. We have acquisition there and
we'll brinp, the line up live. Spacecraft Communicator is Bruce
McCand 1 ess

.

CC Sky 1 ab , this is Houston through Canary
Islands and Madrid for 12 minutes. Out.

CC CDR, this is Houston. Then you have a

moment free here I've got a cliance to the step 3 of t he
procedure for TV -118, which you're doing around 21:30 this
afternoon. Over.

CHR Houston , CDR .

CC Go ahead .

CHP. Okay. You dropped out, Bruce.
CC Okay, Jer. You're do inp T V - 1 1 8 , a

science demo, nn cloud formation this afternoon, and we have
a change to the procedure if you're in a position where I can
read it to vou or v t? can get with you later.

CDR No . Go ahead .

CC okav. On Step 3 it currently says, "Place
dispenser into waste processor ctianbcr 5 or b to remove remalnin
water from dispenser. Use vacuum only." We would like to

replace that step with one which reads "dry wipe the dis-
penser and shake with plunder depressed to expel water."
In other words, we 1 re Retting it out of the waste processor.
Over. Says we're never putting it in.

CDR Okay, Bruce. 1 got that. V'e got two
problemb, however. Number one, we do not have a Ml 33 elec-
trolyte dispenser available. The last one that was used
was thrown away, and 30 we'll have to try to do with some-
thing else, and I think Ed has passed down the word a couple
of times now that tefore we do science demonstrations we
need some time to set them up and make sure tlioy do work,
and dry run them before w c actually do them. And usually
trying to do them on the very - you know on that same dav
is a - is a little difficult. I'm wonder in* if they think
down there an hour is enough to i'ry run it, make sure
it works, and then ro ahead and do the TV on It. Seems to

me, Bruce, what they ought to do is the day before you're
going to do a rcience demo they ought to schedule some tine
for a science demo setup and Just make sure the whole thing
works and sets worked out properly before vou start putting
it e 1 tlier on film or TV .

CC Okay, Jer. TV-118 you got to add it in
here, fairly late in the game as a target of opportunity,
you might say, when we dropped out the maneuver mo'iitor >e«-
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quirement f)r JOP 18, and it is - it's as pretty much your c
whether you'd like to go ahead and do it for real or whether
you'd like to go the dry run route, but in today's Flight
Plan I can point out to you that you have an hour of free
housekeeping iur.-d \ ? r e I y following and contiguous with the
TV-118 block, and there's probably enough flexibility in
that setup to allow you to play it by ear however vou like.
Over.

CDH Okay. I think in this particular case
we might be able to work it, but the point here is, people
when they schedule science demos have got to give time and'
allow time for setup and dry run before we do them.

CC Okay. It we schedule any more we'll
aohere to that.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 3 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 27 minutes throuph Carnarvon
and for the SPT, we see that you put 10.1 minutes on the

'

,

for us ,

'1nri 1 assur' e you - you've completed so
we 11 go ahead at Honeysuckle.- and rewind and dump at MUA
as we announced previously.

CDR That *s f ine , Bruce .

p A') Skylab Control at 17 hours 4-1/2 minutesGreenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now out of
ranee of Madrid. Our next acquisition is 25-1/2 minutes
away. Here in Mission Control flight tean of Neil Hutchin-
son is now reviewing a permanent message on comet television
for the Skylab crow, l n response to a request from the
crew instructions are being sent up to allow then ta make
an attempt to put the comet photography - comet television
pictures on their video tape recorder. The data Mission
Control has produced indicates that the color television isprobably not adequate to view the corset out of the window
However, If they want to try instructions are being sent up
to allow thorn lo pet the b*st possible piiture, and the
ground indicates that they may try to enhance the inapt-
after it gets back to Earth if li turns out that It's pos-
sible to view it that way. So the crew may be making an
attempt t morrow to do some comet television. ,u- don't knew
vtuthor or not it's goIn R to work out but that's ,1 posslbllU
for the day off television by the crew. Tomorrow is the
Skylab crew's day off and they are scheduled to have a pressconference durin* the day tomorrow. This is Skvlab Control
our next acquisition is 24-1/2 minutes away. It is now
5 ninuteo and 46 seconds after the hour.

FNTi OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 17 hours 29 minutes.

We're live now for air-to-ground at Carnarvon, Australia.

CC Sky lab , this is Houston through Carnarvon

and Honeysuckle for about 14 minutes. Out.

CC Sky lab, this is Houston. About 3 minutes

until LOS here at Honeysuckle, and we show that Jerry should

be down - he's getting ready for lunch or eating. So with that,

I'll just read one off and see if we're in sync on the way

we're thinking down here with respect to scheduling and

planning of housekeeping. From what you said last night, we

think that the plan is to schedule only those housekeeping

tasks that require rreater than 30 minutes each to complete

and then leave some open housekeeping time In the Flight

Plan and give you a message each evening along with the

normal Flight Plan in the Crewmen's Details Pads that would

state only nonscheduled housekeeping that needs to be worked

In the next day. And then how you get it in is your option.

Is that agreeable with you all? Ove r

.

PLT Roger, Bruce. That's great.

CC Okay, and since you answered up there,

Bill, I've got a - a couple of changes to your S073 pad for

later on this afternoon if you have it handy, or I can hold

it for a couple cf hours. It's no rush.

PLT Give ne 30 seconds.
CC Okay

.

Sf>T Bruce, while you're waiting for Bill to

get his papers, the high density day transfer is scheduled

today, and I think you can go ahead. And from now on put that

on the shopping list thing too. And we'll take care of that

separately. We've got most of the high usage items havr now

been moved down into the wardroom and that's become quite a bit

sho rter task.
CC Okay. We copy. Thank you.

PLT Go ah ead , Bruce

.

CC Okay. Message 4726A, on frame 1, we want

to change the start time from 2 1:57 to 21:51. Frame 2,

change the start from 22:04 to 21:58 and in the remarks, change
the beginning of the J OP 1 8D maneuver from 22:17 to 22:06.

And the reason for changing these is that we had a change in th

maneuver time on JOP 18. We'd like to add a remark, "If

required, terminate frame 1 early, in order to start fratte

2 on time." Over. In that connection, of courae. Bill, frame

2 la intended to have the higher priority there, and we're abou

to go over the hill here,
PLT Okay, Bruce. I got It all. I'll check with

you next pass?
CC Yeah. Basically, it's moving everything
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up 6 minutes there.
PLT Rog.
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 45-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now crossing
the south island of New Zealand. Our next acquisition is
32 minutes away. Yesterday on the channel B tape that's been
recorded during the overnight period and transcribed here in
Mission Control, Pilot Bill Pogue said that all three crew
members saw the comet yesterday and that it was much longer -

the tail length was a great deal larger than in previous
observations. Scientists here in Mission Control believe
that may be due to the fact that the angle of view is a little
bit better now that the tail is swung out nore at right angles
to the Sun and that allows the crew a better view of it.
Although it's not entirely clear from the discussion with
the ground on l«ve air-to-ground yesterday, the crew indicated
that the tail length seemed to go out to a very bright planet
or star. That's believed to be Venus which is about 15 degrees
away from the comet's head. If that's the case, that would•mean the tail length might be now visible up to about
25,000,000 miles which would be unusually long - much longer
than had been reported in previous days. That is quite con-
ceivable. The tail length is expected to gn>w very substantially
as it skirts the Sun. At the present tine, the comet has
slowed down to about 200,000 niles in hour. It's about
95,000,000 miles from barth. It'll come about 20,000,000
miles closer in the next two weeks and this is just under
20,000,000 miles from the Sun; that's moved out about 7,000,000
miles in the last four days. May be attenpting to do some TV
of the comet tomorrow although we're not certain that we're
going to be able to see a very good view as they try to point
the color camera out the window. 30 ninutes to our next
acquisition of signal. This Is Skylab Control at >* 1 minutes
and 15 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 17 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now crossing

the Panama Canal Zone about to come within range of the

tracking antenna at Merritt Island, Florida. This pass

through Merritt Island and Bermuda will last approximately

11-1/2 minutes. We'll bring the line up live now for air-

to-ground. Spacecraft Communicator is Bruce McCandless and

theFlight Director on duty is Neil Hutchinson . Today the

change of shiCt briefing will be about an hour earlier then

usual because of the change of crew schedules to daylight

time. That adjustment should indicate a change of shift

time probably around 3:30 to 4:00. We'll get a better time

on that a little bit later. We'll brine the line up live

now for air-to-ground.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We're with

you through Merritt Island and Bermuda here for about

11-1/2 minutes. Couple of quick, ones for the CDR if he's

handy

.

CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay. The optional handheld 170 photo

scheduled for 19:58 should not even be attempted due to bad

weather in the target area, and with respect to the TV-118

science demo, at the end of Skylab III Owen Garriott stored

a few items for science demo use and we think that there is

an M133 electrolyte dispenser located in the SPT's sleep

compartment either in S900 or S908. Over.

CDR Okay. Thank you. We'll look.

CC And the - the original comment that 1

passed up about using the dry wipe and holding the - the

plunger down to shake the water out still stands.

However, before you put the little mosite on the end

of the electrolyte dispenser you ought to go ahead and pull

the plunger back so that, you get sone atmosphere within the

thing. Since during the operation the cloud will be formed

when the plunger comes back out after the compression, and

after you push it in to compress it you should allow a few

seconds in the compressed position to permit equilibrium to

take place prior to pulling the plunger back out for the

cloud formation. The back lighting is essential to see it,

and it is our intent that you do not exercise the TV option

today. That is, use DAC photography only if it - if it

looks like it's a Rood one to record and you think that the

demo is coining off as anticipated. We'd like to get your

comments on any motion of the cloud that is formed, i.e., 1 1>

from the walls. Comments regarding coalescence of the dropli

or the ability of the things to combine, and roughly an

estimate of the droplet lifetime. We don't think it'll be A
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problem but If holding it in position is a problem you might
be able to adapt the vice on the tool kit, too, in some manner
to hold it steady. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce .

CC Okay. Roger; out

.

CC CDR , thi 8 Is Houston. Over.
CDR Roger. Go ahead.
CC Okay. We don't want to bother Ed down

there in the chair for OGI, but in the course of dumping
the TV-77 segment that he recorded this morning, we have
good video but absolutely no audio on it. Over.

CDR Roger . He'll be delighted to hear that

.

CC Well, more significantly he goes right
from the OGI into the - the next segment of TV-77 and our
desire was that you racheck your configuration and - to
get the voice with the segment this afternoon. We'd hate
to have it all come down speechless.

CDR Okay

.

SPT Bruce, I had that rigged up so it would
go on both the VTR and on Channel A. Have you checked
Channel A?

CC Negative, Ed. We have not yet dumped
Channel A and we'll check for it there.

SPT Okay, Bruce. We figured it out. We
had a switch from the command module which was out of
configuration in that time period. So I'll have to take
another whack a t i t

.

CC Okay; we copy. Did you get on Channel A?
SPT That's negative.
CDR Bruce, what's the VTR plan look like for

tomorrow? Do you suppose you got about another 15 minutes
available?

CC We'll have to check that. We're about
a minute and a half to LOS hers at Bernuda. I'll talk to
you in 5 minutes or to somebody in 5 minutes through Madrid
at 18:33, if that's okay

.

CC SPT, this is Houston. We think we In-
terpret your wishes correctly here, and what we're goinf> to
do is give you the max TV tine available for TV-27, which
will be 27 minutes, and that'll involve scrubbing the -

the first 3 minutes of the work you did this morning without
voice and we'll try and set it up fcr you to - vo rerun rhat
sometime in the near future. Over,

SPT Bruce, do you mean TV-77?
CC Right. TV-77 you will have two 7-mlnutes

on the VTR available to you.
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SPT Okay. What time will that be available?
cc As soon as you're through with the M131.
SPT All right. Thank you.
p AO Skylab Control at 18 hours 30 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is over the North
Atlantic out of range of Bermuda tracking antenna, about
2-1/2 minutes to acquisition at Madrid. In this pass TV being
dumped, and we first discovered that there was no sound.
Although we could see Ed Gibson moving his lips on the TV
there was no sound coming down with it, and as a result of
that TV recorder will be reround so that he can put on a
new bit of television a tour of the interior of the vehicle
and crew activities, particularly involving the comet Ko-
houtek, which Gibson will be observing later today.
(Garble) about several minutes of tape had been run off
but Gibson will be repeating that activity again. This
is Skylab Control. We'll come up live now for air-to-ground
at Madrid where we have a pass lasting about 8 minutes.

FND OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , this Is Houston through Madrid
for 7-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. A minute and
40 seconds to LOS. Next station contact in 27 minutes
through Carnarvon at 19:06. And for the CDR , when he
has a minute free here after the dark photos, ve 'd appreciate
if he could verify for us that the C&D coolant loop flow
valve is back to bypass following completion of the EREP
run here and we were also curious to know whether you
found the IMSS - not the IMSS , the M133 dispenser that we
mentioned Owen had stowed. Out.

CDR Bruce, the flow's in bypass.
CC CDR. , this is Houston. Just a little bit

of background. The flow through the EREP C&D coolant loop
dropped off about 30 pounds an hour for the EREP pass when
you selected flow on it and did not come back up following
the pass and that's why we were suspicious that maybe the
valve wasn't in the bypass position. But thank you very
much for checking on it and we'll talk to you over Carnarvon.

PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 42 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now out of range
of Madrid as Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue are engaged in
M131, the human vestibular function experiment. 24 minutes
to our next acquisition of signal. 42 minutes after the
hour. This is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 5 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal through Carnarvon. Australia.
This r«ss through Carnarvon will last about 9 minutes and
50 seconds. Immediately after, we'll have about a minute
and a half LOS and then we'll be back at Honeysuckle for
about 4-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft communicator la still
Bruce McCandless and we'll come up live now for a i r - t o- v r on nd

.

CC Skvlab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 30 minutes through Corpus Christ!
.it 19:49. Out .

FAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 21 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station south of New Zea-
land is out of range of the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle
Cteek. 28 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at
lexas. This is Skylab Control. It's 22 minutes after the
hour .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This ih ?k/lab Control, 19:48 Greenwich

near. time. Acquisition i h tv, . &\ tracking stations Texas, Ml LA

,

Bermuda, Madrid, start.'ng \u about 40 seconds. Skylab space

station nearing the end cf r- volution number 3352.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus

Christi, Texas, and Bermuda for 16-1/2 minuts. Out.

CDR Houston, CDF.

.

CC Go ahead, COR.

CDR Okay, no luck finding that electrolyte

dispenser so what we're doing is we're taking the one that

Ed's got left with a little bit of electroyte left in it.

We're going to i ry to transfer that to some other conuincr

and use i t

.

SPT Houston , SP'I.

CC Co ahead , SPT.

SPT Will you be uplinking a teleprinter

message in the next 5 to 10 minutes? Make it 10 minutes?

CC Wou Irf you 1 i kc us t o?

SPT No . I won) d 1 i ke you no t t o. J have

just started this TV thing ngain for the third time

and our woodpecker started.
CC Okay. We will strangle the. woodpecker .

SPT Very good. Thank you.

CC Garrgh '.

CC Skylflb, this is Houston. Kor the

CDR. Our preference on this TV-118 is to scrub it for to-

day. We'd rather not Jeopardize any of the electrolyte

that we currently have available for >' I 3 3 . And 1 think if

when that one is empty you could hang on to it and let us

know, why we'll probably go ahead and try and work it back

in a later in the mission. Over.

CDR When's your next 133?

CC We're checking on that now. It'll be

3 days from now. Jerry, on day 50.

CDR Okay. Fine.

CDR Houston , CDR.

CC Go ahead, Jerry.

cur Okay. t think this demo uoiil<l have neen

a yo<u\ one - good candidate for the shopping list that we

suggested last night. We suggested that some of the science

demos be put on a shopping list so that we could kind of

get them set up in our leisure. If you've got any more like

that that are fairly simple but require gathering up used

equipment or something like that, you might put them on the

shopping list. I think vc could get to those with a lot loss

fuss and feathers. And with this spare time I've got now,
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what do you say I go ahead and do the urine sample bag
search, and if you can think of any other things that art-

hanging down there, let me know.
CC Thai sounds right great, Jerry. A urine

sample bag search would help us out a 1 c; t . And we'll be
scratching our heads here to see what else we can come up
with for you to fill in with.

CDK While I'm at it, I think I'm also
going to sample - going to inventory the urine collection
bags and make sure we have enough.

CC That's also great. You got us on the
run down here. Sky lab, this is Houston. Understand we
had a keying failure on my last transmission. We were
agreeing with you on the urine bags. I think thai's an

excellent thing to do to fill in the time, and you get us on
the run down here. But we'll look around for some other
items to fill in.

CDR Okay. If you can't find anything, then
I'll go to the shopping list and see what I can find there.

CC Sky lab, this is Houston. 1 minute o

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Madrid at
20:11, with a data/voice tape recorder dump at Madrid, if

it's convenient with you all. Out.

END OF TAPE
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r( Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid

r a in minutes and we're going to pullthe old dump the data/voice

Z "u o eri^t 2 tape reorders trie, fro, the ground here.

So rhal even though the little green light may go out, indi-

cating you don •
t have voice being recorded, ve wih be "tching

U on the experiment 2 recorder which we can then salvage the

voice from later on at our option. Out.

(•rip Roger, Bruce.

CC And is the PLT handy for a minute or is

hi- tied up getting ready for FT?
pit Sav Bruce .

cc yeah Mil. On this AVC, the atmospheric
;

volvo concentrator (?>. we'd like to put th-t in the " ^ " n « d » l *

this evening at 02:00 if either yourself or Ed could set nc v

h ng up and we'll get it out tomorrow morning at abou the

sane tine or actually, a little later, since you re getting

up later and we'll put it in the Flight Plan for tomorrow.

°Ver *

nT Okay, I'll do it at 02:00.
'

Right. Thank you. And when we were talking

eull about vour SO 73 pad. we talked on into an LOS. Did you

I all the ti.es and stuff on that satisfactorily?^ ^
the exposure start times were backed up 6 minutes and the

beginning of the JOP 1 8D maneuver Is going to add (?) holes

harked up about 11 minutes toward you. '

b '
J,;

P
stand bv Just a second, Bruce. Okay Bruce,

what I 'copied was change to «. -2:26 Alfa - or 4 7 : 2 6 Al f

j
for the S07 3. For frame 1, tine was changed to 21.5 - Iron

!:5 7 to 21:51 and we have ,no,;,r chime - time change ron

22:04 - 21:58. And the maneuver time was slipped from 22:17

10 22^ 6
' Rog. You've got it and we're giving t°P

priority to the .umber '2 frames so that if you ne.d to cut

off "i/first one early, do so in order to Mart fram, 2 on

tir, °'
l)|T oh) y4, ah . I've got that wrlttrn down too

and duly noted. Thank you.

S p T Houston, you can turn the teleprinter loose

lf you^d like. ^ y c-Ke an(J U, L thc

old woodpecker out and I think we've got a message ux L up

rc for you. You might or,,ck it when it' a convenient.

CC And for the SPT, since you answered up.

nayhr you have a second there. Tomorrow on your day off.

you'll he .chrdulod for TV 81 and we'll have a full 30 >i<"""

available on the VTR which you can use as you sec fit. Should
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you require additional TV 77 time after your day off, why we can

work that into the schedule but we'll have to work on that

as the next teams comes on to whip out the Summary Flight Plan.,

Over.
<;|i [• - Gee Bruce, I hope to be able to finish this

up within the next 45 minutes or so. How much time do

you show remaining on it?

CC I show 15.8 remaining.
SPT Th.it ought to do it, thank you.

CC Sky 1 ab , this is Ho us ton 1 minute to LOS

.

Next station contact in 39 minutes through Honeysuckle Creek

at 20:57. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signai

through Madrid tracking station. Next station contact will be
- Carnarvon.' Puliation (?) : anfcie at Tananarive this revolution is

below the normal ninimum for bringing that station on to the

line, only 1.4 degrees . Upcoming at 04:21 central daylight time

is another run of the joint observation program 1 80. Science

Pilot Ed Gibson will nan the Apollo telescope mount control
and display panel for just over 2 hours this afternoon as

five instruments record data from the comet Kohoutek. The
instruments arc being turned on as the space station

.

coat inu.'S i ts joint observation programs . The comet , descr ibi-d

by Pogtu- on the P, channel data/voice has a greatly elongated
tail now and is visible to the (row without special instiuments.
The conet is presently speeding back toward the solar

system' far reaches at about 200,000 miles per hour and is

just over 94 million miles from Earth and is about 19-1/2
million miles from the Sun. Instruments being used for this

joint observation piogram are the SO 2 - S082A, extreme
ultraviolet camera; S082B, extreme ultraviolet spectrograph;
S05'«, X-ray spectre-graphic telescope; S055 , ultraviolet
scanner; ,u\d the S056, X-ray telescope. Tw o exposures are

planned tor the S082A, extreme ultraviolet coronal camera.
This instrument is mounted behind the ATM sunshleld and

is protected by a door .hich is opened for exposures. The
extremely short wavelengths which the camera Is designed
to photograph are directed to the film by an optical grading
and mirrors. The camera uses 200 exposures of filmpatks loaded
with 3 5-ni 1 I i n.i- 1 e r short wavelength film. The S082B extreme
ultraviolet spec

t

tor raph i c camera will also be taking two
exposures. This instrument consists if the white light or
all color telescope and the s pe c t r og r aph . The un i t t

a

k e

s

one of f our removal) 1 o f i Ira strip canisters, each containing
101 inches of 35-r.illneter filn. An automatic shutter tiecli.mjsB

varies exposure times from Less than 1/10 of a second to

over 17 minutes. Today's exposure times are for 5 minutes and
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for 4 0 minutes. Other S'Mar .instruments being used in this .

experiment are the S054 X-ray spectrographs telescope,
which will take three exposures of the soft X-rays of the
comet. Come tar y scientists here in Mission Control don't
expect any X-ray oi emiss ions ' f rom the comet, but the S054
experiments will allow them to verify this . 7 0- rni 1 1 i rae t e r

film is used in this ' ins t rumen t
' and two 17-ninute and one 40-

minute exposures are planned. Each frame of the three planned
will include one X-ray and one visible light image. The S055
ultraviolet scanner ;ind the SO

5

b X-ray telescope complete
the instrument conpleiaent for today's JOP 18. The ultraviolet
scanner .doesn't record its" information on film. Rather the
data is converted to digital information and transmitted to

ground stations. Th i s scanner is able to record data in far
ultraviolet wa vol en g th s s inu 1 t aneo us 1 y . The S056 X-rav
telescope records extremely short wavelengths on 35-ni 1 1 imo i e

r

f i i i:: . Throe-; exposures - are.-, planned for this device, all ...of . t hew
through a 5 - to 20-an>- stroji aluminum filter. Two of the expos
are for 8 minutes and one is for 5 miiuitcf . These five ins t run
are all mounted on the Sun end of the Apollo telescope
mount canister and art' pxotected from the Sun's harmful
radiations by doors which open prior to each exposure. All
instruments are normally examining events from the Sun. An

• ATM -conference- while the space s t at ton is over the Canary
Island tracking site will occur about midway through the joint
observing program experiment. This will be at 23:25 Greenwich
mean tine . Next station , in 22- minutes, will be thi
Carnarvon, Australia tracking station. We shall return at
that tine, and a t 20 : 1 6 <; r e e nw i ch me an tine this is Skylnb
Control .

"

'

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control 20:47 Greenwich
mean tine acquisition through Carnarvon, very briefly. And
following that the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, station.
Flight Director, Neil Hutchinson now handing over to the
naroon team headed up by Milt Windier, who will be in

the Houston newsroom for a change of shift briefing at
3:15 central time. That's Flight Director, Neil Hutchinson,
change-of -shi f t briefing at 3 : 1 5 . S t a nd in g by for AOS,
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, we 1

1 1 pass
through Carnarvon for about a minute and a half. And a

quick one for the PLT, we have a phone call set up tor you
at 00:52 through Bermuda this evening on the left ancenna.
Ove r .

PLT Ro?cr, at 00:52, a left antenna.
CC Roger . Out .

PLT - Bruce, PLT on tne ATM. Would you ask
in the backroom I: we have any problens with our white light
displav on a slip.

CC Okny, I will. And I'll talk to you
over Honeysuckle, we're fading out here.

PI.T Rog .

PAO This is Skylab Control, LOS at Carnarvon
and 4 minutes until reacquisition through Honeysuckle Creek.
And we're standing by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckl
for about a ninur. e and a half. For the PLT, we saw you go
from white light to linb scan and back to white lieht. but
it looked okay to us. Are you having some problems with the
62 white light display.

PLT (Garble)
C C Say again please, Bill you didn't come

through very clearly.
PI.T Roger, when I select. a slit dlapKi/

I den't get anything. Let ne check it out agcln here.
CC . I'm not copying if your transferring.
PLT Ed Just asked ne j question

,

CC And we got about 45 seconds until LOS

.

Ni xt station contact in 29 minutes through Goldstore at
II :26.

CC Hey, Bill we're fading out here at :

Honeysuckle. It Is 2 8 minutes to Go Ids tone and we'll
have to talk to you there. We don't see anything significant
on the down 1 ink here.

PLT Okay, thank vou

.

CC Are you still having difficulties.
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PI.T Could be that I'm off the limb to far
to sec anything

.

CC Okay , we copy. We'll see you at
Goldstone.

PAO This Is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Twenty-six minutes
to Goldstone tracking station and a stateside pass. Chan ge-
of -shift briefing with the off-going Flight Director, Neil
Hutchinson scheduled to begin in about 15 minutes in the
Houston newsroom. Stateside pass will be taped for delayed
playback at the conclusion of the change-o f -sh i f t briefing.
This is Skylab Control at 21:00 Zulu.

END 3F TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control, 21:49 Greenwich
mean time. Space station now in acquisition at the Madrid
and Canary Island stations. However, during the change-of-sh i f t

briefing just completed, we accunulated about 5-1/2 minutes
of tape over the stateside pass, which we'll play back at this
tine and play catch-up - roll the tape.

CC Skylab, we've got you stateside for

16 ninutes,
Pi.T Rog , Story.'..'

CC Hello , Bill.
PLT Hey, Story, PLT on the ATM . I reported a

problem on the white light display earlier. I've pretty
well convinced nyself now it's because I'm too far off the

1 inb . .

'.
.

CC Yes si r , we concur with that , Bill.
CC Ed , Houston.
SPT He's listening. Go ahead.
CC We're wondering if he's done wit hour

TV 7 7 for our VTR management.
SPT Story, I just got to cover 23) and I'll

probably be just a few ninutes oneel get it going. How
nuch has shown last tine for VTR?

CC We got 15.8 ninutes now.
SPT 1 5 .8 left ?

CC No sir, I i u s t got the update . Since we
took .1 look at it, you got 4 minutes left now.

SPT Okay, that'll just be about t'liouch to

finish it up , Story. I ' ra vor'c i nr. c n It now .

CC Ed, you get 2 ninutes of Wl.C scdedulfd
for that later, but we can get that on a TV downlink. Go
ahead and use all - of those minutes to finish that up. '

SPT Story, I could probably do it in two.
It's g o i n e to be a real short blurb but I guess the folks
want it C aver ed .

CC Yes sir, wu ' d like to get it, so if you need
the 4 Lake it. if you don't use it, that'll give us no re

flexibility, but use it i f you need it.

SPT ' Thank you .

CC Bill, I don't. y.mi to interfere with, your
AIM ops, I do have sone updates to tlu JOP 18 Delta maneuver
pad. It's going to be run next orbit. If you can work it in
)>e re, I'll give- It to you lie re. If not, I'll take it up with
Ed over Madrid in about 15 minutes.

PLT Story , go ahead .

CC Understand you're ready to go?
PLT Ready to copy.
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8 minutes.
SPT

CMG at 22:06.
SPT

Okay, step 4 maneuver tine, 50010 for

Okay, step 4, 50010 for 8 minutes.
That's correct. Step 6, do your ATT HOLD

Okay, ATT HOLD at 22:06 and we're - command
51205. That's tor a plus 0.47 plus 0.37 and

22 : 06 . Roger. .•./„ ': /:".>

And the fine maneuver X, 50057 for plus
0.47 decrees; Y, 50045 for plus 0.37; Z 51205 for minus
1.33. \

CDR
•ire 50057, 5004 5

;. minus 1.33.
CC nk ay, a 11 correct and the final attitude

expected: X, rt.49; Y, 11.55, and I'm back with you after t hv .

handover, did you get Y ? .

Negative.
Did you Rtl X , 8.49?
That I did 8 .49 vn ahead . ^

Y , 11.55; 7. 356.73.
8.49, 11 .55, and 356 . 73 .

That's correct and the vehicle ra'.cs:
plus 0 . 0 ? 4 ; Z, minus 0-009.

Plus 0.017, plus 0.02 4, and a ninus 0.009.
Corri'C t , thanks .

Thank you ,
Story.

Sky lab, we're a minute from LOS and about
'!ad rid.

CC Skylab, we're back with you t ;. rou <h Mad r i d

tor 9 minutes.
SPT Houston . SPT .

CC Go ahead , F.d .

SPT Say, Story, move - riDVinK the maneuver tin
in on me I ere in Ml est? chances, I'm not noinp, t" be able to !>•»

23 1 cover aye in or. this before we Mart 180. I'll have t o g«- t

it on the next s i d e dump, either side' of the AIM conference, 1'

not sure which. Maybe you want to change your duir>[> ilio'.'

CC Okay, thanks Kd .

CC Skylab. we're a minute from LOS and about
12 minutes t > Tananarive at 2 2:08.

PAO This is Skylab' Control . Loss of signal
through t lie Madrid station, Tananarive voice relay station
coming up in 10 minutes. This is Skylab Control at 21:58
Greenwich mean t i .ie .

SPT
CC
SPT
CC
SPT
CC

plus 0.017; Y,

SPT
CC
SPT

F.SD 0 Y TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 22:07 Greenwich

mean tine. Voice relay station at Tananarive in 50 seconds.

And we're standing by

.

cc Skylab, we've f»ot you through Tananarive

for 7 minutes. .

• •• • '

. .

cc Ed, Houston. I got a couple of words

for you sometime in the next 2 or 3 minutes

.

SPT Go ahead Story, right norf is fine.

C C Okay, vou can put the WI.C TV on the

VTR. And if you want the VTR for your TV 77 at Hawaii at

22-54 we can rewind it and reconfigure it for you.

g p T Okay, that sounds real good, Story. 1 11

go .head and put - what about 2 minutes or so, or I

Less ve got 4 minutes left for WI.C . I'll just used what s
...

required though. There's really not a heck of a lot we can

see in that thing any more . . , ,

cc Okay, we'll be rewinding it. it wi.

the word that you put that in the V TR (?), b e r cw i nd i n g a i

Hawaii and then dumping at Goldstone and r ec or. r in *u r i n R i>

tor you, ... , . •
,

'

cc Skylab, we..drop out there awhile. .m. rt

X a'.nutes until LOS, 15 minutes until Hawaii.

cc Skylab, if I didn't get up LvU tir.e

ve ' re 15 minutes to Haw.i i i .
.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Tananarive voice relay station. And the n.-xt. stntio

to pfck up space station Skylab will be Honeysuckle Creek

in 15 minutes. At 2 2:18 Greenwich mean time, 15 minutes

to Honeysuckle, this is Skylab Control .

END CY TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control. 2 2:3 3 Greenwich

mean tine and 50 seconds until acquisition of space station

Skylab by the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia station. We re

standing, bv for acquisition.
cc Skylab, AOS Honeysuckle for 5 miv.ut.-. ? .

Spy Hello, Story.

CC Hello, Ed.
7 SPT Story or. this tine around, the come: is

so faint that 1 could not see it's initial location. Go ahead

and pl.iv the hunch and move it further out, and sure enough

it appeared. But 1 could only see it when it was at least

outside a radius of 120. And it was more easily seen il V-

was in motion which I had to do when I was making the

naner'er It won't be lone before we're going to be la a

tough'situation as far as finding it optically on the WLC

.

CC Conv, Ed. "
.

'

CX It's i - Disregard.
i 5 PT Story, I 'n picking up a ready light again

on ,2 I'm wondering if" people down there see anything diilerv

than what they've seen before. Wouldn't you know it, just

as I spoke the ready light went out.

Cr. 0 k a v , locks normal from here.
.

CC. Bill, Houston .

PIT Go ahead, Story.
cc Rill, we're working up the M09 2 / M09 3 d a : a

.

Now we assume von did i-.se did - 1 e g bands CS with the left

1< v
. band and a' AO with the right lep band and if you get

3 00 watt -minutes on the M09 3.

PLT
rizn

that's affirnative.
:

. That's e x a

1 thought vou were referring to something else

>: e r c i A n d that is on

CC Okay, we missed it on the tapes.

pYx Okay, I attempted to record, it, I'M p»

it tint' wiv. I made the attempt. But you a r e c n r r e
<

t :

Clwirlie Sierra, Alfa Quebec and 300 wa t t -n i mi t -s f«>r the 'M

C C. OV.iv, and the <<nly oLIier tiling v '' "eed

d r i i»ht l»-g j. I r t hs , wh 1 r.h - d i d
romp let it is

you write t hos
Y« s , t l> i<l • land by .

Pj,T They ' re hot i 12-3/^ .

c(; Okav, thanks. - And wo 're going M)S ho i c .ind

pick you up over Hawaii in 15 ftlnutcs at 22:54.

IM.T Oka v .

Skv'lab Control. Loss of signal at

Honevsuckle Creek, Australia. Space station Sky 1 ab p as s i n

g

ju-it'north of the northcren Island of New Zealand and is
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halfway around on revolution 3354. Hawaii in 13
at which time we shall return. This is Skylab C«
22:4 1 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - This is Sk/lab Control, 22:53 Greenwich

mean time. Tracking station Hawaii coming up In 50 seconds,

first pass this afternoon . And we're standing by for the

next 35 minutes or so as the space station crosses Hawaii

and the states and Mad r id /Cana r y combination of stations.

cc Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 7 minutes.

CC F.d , Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Story.

CC Ed, we don't show that you've put the

WLC on the VTR yet. And if you could early in this pass

get that on, we can do a rewind here at Hawaii for a dump

over stateside . ...

S?T Do it right now Story. Ill set the

inanuever.
cc Okay , thanks and if you get to the TV 7/

P.ive us a call later on before you do that so we can

reconfigure the VTR for you.
SPT Okay, I planned to get to It a. ter

conclusion of this first orbit of operation.

CC Okay, Just give us a call and ve 11

configure the VTR for you

.

SPT Thank you

.

SPT Okay, Story. I'm finished witn the VTR.

CC Thanks Ed .

CC Skylab, we're a minute fron LOS, 2 minutes

to Goldstone. Be dumping the data/voice at Goldstone.

SPT (Garble)
CC Skylab, AOS Goldstone for 9 sinutes, be

dumping the data/voice here

.

CC Here now Bill or Jer

.

CDR Go anead

.

CC we have absolutely no voice recording -

no channel A from 13:58 on to 16:54. And possibly after

reconfiguring from the CSM after EREP we did hear some comments

about-after TV 77 not seeing any voice on the VTR that you did

reconfigure some switch up there. We'd like to know if you know

about that - that switch and also like to tell you that we did

not have any voice from about 13:58 to 16:54, if tnere s

something you wanted to put on.

CDR (Garb le)

C C Skylab, if you answered my question on

the loss of voice recording fron 13:58 to 16:54. I

thought I heard some intercom cross talk, but I 'n not sure.

CDR Houston, Skylab, how do you read.

CC Loud and clear now Jer.

CDR Okay. Story, we think we know what the

problem was. It was a command module configuration problem.
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And we had already figured that we lost all that recording
and we're thinking about what needs to be re-recorded .

CC Okay, thanks.
CC Sky lab, vje're a minute from LOS, 4 minutes

to Bermuda.

KNU OF TAPF.
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cc Skylab, AOS through Bermuda, 5 minutes.

cc Ed , Houston

.

SPT Go ahead, Story.

f Ed, we R ot the VTR wound. You got

4 minutes on It for your TV 77 . and then you get to end th*

tape
'cp T Thanks very much Story.

qq Ed, if you got a minute I got a message

on 82H XUV nonitor doors ^^ there<s

"no thermal problem associated with the leaving the XUV monitor
-

,

no i«ei*u
Q ,„ __j yiiv mnn doors are presently

door open during maneuvers. 82B and XU son ao >

door talkback will be inoperative. ,.«„, * t r
- ro „

srT . Okay, will v OU be controlling it iron

the ground then during these maneuvers?
Y
rr So, we'll just let it stay open Ed.

SP T Okav. At the conclusion of the maneuver

i. .here anything ^
r«ane n t configuration aside

frnn 1811 also Ed.

SPT Okav, Story thank you.
- r Skv'lab, we're a minute from LOS. about

4 minutes to Canaries and the ATM conference with Bill Lenoir.

MCC Skylab, Houston, with the ATM

conference. Over.
, .

SPT Hello, Bill go ahead .

MCC Okay, before we get back to talking

a.ain' about 54. let ae just mention one thing. Since wo ' re

U nR so late today we have already planned t -sorrow s

o m" which being a crew day off there wasn't tnat much

, , „ a« hno as we're cn tne quiet Sun it. seems.

\°
0 1: ;K

a

t he t; P u;rth
s

atiou w 0U id h .;. w 0U id Pr *b.tiy

t ke the fern of a particular program or set of prolans

you would like to see run on the Sun, tnat would not

; , rilv be tied down to any particular feature that

would bo looking at as for Instance on the active re*lnn.

So anvtine vou've K ot sone thoughts regard n 2 programs

u
- V, 'to see run let ne know and we'll pass these on to

the planning committee. When we *et hack to th «

we'll keep track on a day to dav basis of e xac t 1 v v,i a t t h i
, g s

looMng like to you. And if you don't have anything else o

talk about here we'll get into 54 again for a minut.. Over.
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SP T Bill, I ' d just make a comment on your

last statement. It's a little difficult for me to specify

observing program without getting a feedback from Pis and

knowing what has been successful before and what has not.

So lean make suggestions but they're in much better viewpoint

to s.iv which ones are most constructive since (garble) lead ,v

tern item. One thin?, I was wondering about is limb or line -

profiles and whether there's particular features and particular

lines which are worthwhile running those profiles on and what

success they've had to date. And also on the 55 limb offset

or Unmodified limb stem, if you will which they use 1 arch

- trying to get 1 arch second r e s o 1 u t i on . And 1 m wondering

whether they've been able to decipher that data to see whether

it's wort hwh i 1 e ,

vjcc Okay, let me have them take a look at

thit 1 know they're interested in the line profiles,

because we almost scheduled some for you 1 believe it was

todav scheduled yesterday. And they were E oing to s ^-cUy

the lines and it was on the prominence P60 1 believe So 1

know they're interested in those and we will detinitely be

giving you that information on the SAP as far as shopping list

30 tvoe items go.
, , .

" " <
'

SPT That would be useful to have a list ol r
ve do* have a list of lines up here the line list it's called

the line list. But we don't have a - anything which -
1
el Is u«

which ones they feel are the best lines for specific fo.aurcs.

I ran probably take a (cubic) at it, but I'm sure after

analysing the data they can do much better.
, V\r C OWav, fine and we'll follow up on that for

vou
' We sent up a change 18 to the JOP sundry sheets which wa

two"?articular building blocks for S05* . the JOP 1 Bravo scot

up that change mainly because that made our - the schedule pad

net Quite so complicated. Gave you an opportunity : >
look at

till particular method. The BB 1 7 was a different scheme where

it looks to me like it was probably easier to pen and in* tn.t

in than it was to cut and paste, but we save you the option V

wondering how in.i, worked out and then maybe we ought to talk

iboul the others and we could get up a message tonight

nr tomorrow to finish litis whole thing. Over.

SP T okay Bill, I think they bom woi^d

out rtil well The pi oh lorn with ponniup. - penning and

inking" over is that many t ir.es you don 1

t h,ye the sh-
unless vou use the so.vo immediately ^ *"* "

* i ' «
"

i

the 54's and that T'n a Utile reluctint to do. So I d .just
for all o$
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as sion ycu go ahead and send up the - the whole pile of chose

things, and I guess you can put them - fair number of them

since they're all the same. Now, I'm talking about the second

ones now - the ones you had for building block 17.

K N D OK TAPF.
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SPT . ,
- - yeah, the whole pile of those things

and I guess you can put a fair number of them since they're
all the same. I'm talking about the second ones. They are
the ones you had for building block 17. You put those all on
one big page and, if necessary, we'll have to do a little
cutting and pasting, but I think It might bo. better than (garble
in nost cases.

CC Okay, then we'll send the rest of then up
for you with the appropriate cutouts repeated the appropriate
number of tines for however often that particular building
block appears. At the sane tine we'll send you shopping list
32 and shopping list 33, which are new entities for S054. Does
that sound reasonable to you then?

SPT Yeah, that's fine Bill. (;o ahead and we'll
just put those either on an additional sheet cr (garble)
sheet to be (garble) in.

CC Okay. And then after our talk ycsiorJiy I

M i 1.1 have some questions in ray mind as to what's the best
wav to handle this cue c.ird and whether a cue card is necessary
after having spoken with you. On the films fc-mat, you mentione
that you didn't think the picture was necessary but you
wanted some words, and I'm not totally sure here on exactly
what words to give you. Can you clarify?

SPT Well, maybe 1 need to understand the
picture a little bit better. To ne , what it was telling re is
what was dispersion afls relative to what we see in th* display.
And that, to ne , can be done with a double headed arrow as
easily as anything else. Maybe there's something Other there
that I'm not seeing.

CC Okay. Well, it was intended to show vou
two things. One was that trie film format Is oval shaped the
way it's shown. It's actually 48 arc -minutes by 9f> arc-mlnur.es
so that the format on the film itself is as depicted and the
grading dispersion axis is along that long axis, 1 t

' «i

apparently a transmission grading and the zero order falls
straight on as you would 3ee it with first order than on
eithpr side, second order outboard of those on either Hide,
And what I was hoping to do here was to give you a format of
the film so that you could look at this and see what the
long axis of the film was with respect to y >u monitor. And
the fact that the grading dispersed along that 1 >> n g axis If
that's not necessary, we can send up some words r somci.iing
else. Over.

SPT Bill, I guesa t'n still a little inclear
as to whether thut long axis on the film really allows you
to see Ticre Sun in that given axis or whether it's strictly
t he d i sper s i on .
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CC It's both . It ' j for dispersion and it also

incidentally allows you to see more Sun. The resolution out

from the center Is not nearly so good as it is in the middle

but, for instance, looking at coronal structures and things like

that, if vou displace the Sun off alor.g the long axis, then

you v!H t!f.t the other opposite limb on the film as well,

whereas If you put it crossaxis you would not. So that you

lib actually get more Sun on the long axis, as well an th»-

p,rHt inc dispersion in there when you have the gratiny; (g.-irblo).

nVSr
SPT Okay. 1 understand now. 1 think what you

could do, though, IB make it quite a bit smaller and we could

ju-it tape it right above one of trie monitors and that 11 do it

for us,
Cc Okay. The other thought was, the re - reset

of that, was the definition of the 54 Ion* exposure. In as many

detailed words describing what happened as we could Cone up

with, which would allow us then to abbreviate it the wa we

did with building block, should we send that up again, or

do you want a different form or nothing at all?

SPf i don't think it would hurt to send it

up again, just as a general nessage. Rut we don't need a - we

don't need to change the fornat or anything and we can all

read it. We nav want to change some words in there. We'll

all read It a^a'in to make sure we understand tt (garble) gut (?)

operating that way, it shouldn't be a problem from ther.r on out.

CC Okay, Ed , thanks. And I notice 5.OS ha

slipped upon isc. it's 5 seconds away. Let 'a see, Tananarive

is next in 14 minutes and !M be talking to y'all tomorrow

on ATM. and vis ops. See you then.

SPT Thanks very much Bill, so long.

PAO Sky lab Control, LOS, Madrid and the ATM

conference between Science Pilot Kd Gibson and Bill Lenoir.

Dr. Rill Lenoir. That'll (?) pass for several hours upcoming

with the Tananarive voice relay station in 11 minutes. Returning

at that time, This is Skylab Control at 21:36 Gr^snvich mean

1 1 me .

END OF TAPK
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PAO Tananarive voice relay station, final
pass coming up in 50 seconds

.

CC Skylab, AOS through Tananarive for
2 minutes.

CC Skylab, we're a minute fron LOS, see you
over Honeysuckle in 20 minutes, at 00 : 09 .

SPT Roper, Story. The VTR Is yours.
CC Okay, thanks Ed .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through Tananarive voice relay station. 15 minutes to
Honeysuckle Creek. We'll return at that time at 23:54
'•MI . Skylab Control.

i. N o OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control. 8 minutes after

midnight Greenwich nean t line . Honeysuck 1 e Creek, Australia
upcocin?, in 50 seconds. Standing by,

CC Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for

8 minutes. *
:

CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Go a lead . Story.
CC Stand hy 1, Bill .

CC Ed, ve're showing S055 in STOP and we think

it ought to be in MIRROR AUTO RASTER at this point.

S?T Right, Story tn an k you.

CC Okay and Bill, 1 Rot a message on shooting

up BEOti that's on Nikon 0« .

PI.T Okay go ahead .

CC Shoot up BEOS in NIKon 04, and vc ' 11 be

loading up NiKon 04 with BE 09 tomorrow.
P1,T Okay , t hank you .

CC And I pot a couple of nore things for

you while I have you. We did not get the tape measurement
at' tt'i EREP pass 18. Do you remember what that was?

PLT Stand by. 2.9 centimeters.
CC Okay and have you got any thoughts or

Comments on why we misled the Falkland Current through the

VTS this not ning? In other vo -

p|,T That's a goofup on ray part, I'n sitting
there locking at the wron? time, and I w«nt right by it.

CC Okay. We were Just wondering was It

worth while scheduling it on later VTSs.
PLT I thlnV*. so. 1 just couldn't see It today

in a VTS and I think we ought to take one more look at it

lust to nake sure that we can See it or not. You know I -

i t '
* very easy to see out the window, and 1 kept looking and

looking for It but 1 never saw the shading difference.
CC Okay those are Just the kind of

comments we'rr looking for. On EREP coolant loop, ninre

the KRKP coolant valve was put to Ft.OW this morning those

I -minute downward flow spikes that we've been seeing

now for several weeks disappeared and the loop flow (garble)

stabilised out at about 20 pounds per hour less than achieved
prior to this. Did you notice any change In the noise level

associated with the ATMCCM1 coolant loop today?
pi,T We haven't noticed but we haven't really

concentrated on it either. Sow I'll go up and take .1

look at the - listen to the pumps if you want. I know right

where the noise is generated.
CC Okay. And while you're doing that we're
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wondering would it be accessible (?) to leave the loop flowing
during the night. We feel the gas bubbles are probably less
likely to conglomerate in a loop that's flowing.

PLT Why don't we go ahead and try that tonight,
Story, with the pumps. It's the noise that's bothering vis,

I think it's worth a try for one night, Jerry says.
CC Okav, we'd like to try that for one night.
PI.T Okay, we'll go along with that. And I'll

go up there and take a listen at the bulk end where the
pump is located to sec if I can detect any difference from
memory at least.

CC Okav, fine. That's all I got for you now.
Thank-, .

PLT Story. I Just went up there and t • noise
is the sane pitch and everything but the Intensity isn't as

great. Doesn't seem as loud. It could be because we don't
- you know there's a lot of other extraneous noise, too. i

think we'll probably be able to tell tonight, you know.
It was because it seened unusually loud that were quested
to turn it off (garble) the evenings.

CC Copy , Bill .

PLT And going back to the Falkland Current,
I'm sure I missed the first go at the Falkland Current, but
I hit the second one. And it's based upon that that I think
that we ought to - to take another look for it because I

was scanning the entire a tea there looking for it. And I

got a very Rood look on the second one. And it was - I sav it

was the first opportunity that 1 missed due to error on
my pa r t .

CC okay, Bill. Skylab, we're a minute from
LOS and about 12 minutes to Hawaii at 00:30. Cotton Bowl
score was N'cbrask* 19, Texas 3.

CDR Roger. Thank you Story.
PAO This is Skylab Control, l.« *« of ^I^nnl

from Honeysuckle Creek, Australia as space station
Skylab goes over the iiorlhc.ist.ern horizon of that stati-m.
And in 10 minutes, we'll be a.quired again by tracking
station Hawaii. At 20 minutes* past midnight Greenwich nean
time, this is Skylab Control.

LSD OF TAPE
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FAO This Is Sky 1 ab Control. 29 minutes past

midnight Greenwich mean time, tracking station Hawaii coming
up in 50 seconds, followed by the station across the

continental United States . Canary and Ascension wi th gaps

in between, so they'll be up for about the next about , 50 minutes.
CC

' Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 9 minutes. Ed,

Houst on .

SPT Ho ahead Story.
CC Ed your APCS looks good from down here.

And a friendly reminder be sure to get the APCS mode

ATT HOLD to CMG prior to entering the last part of your course
maneuver.

SPT Roger, Story I sure will. What tine is

Me)?
CC That 's at 00 : 50 Ed .

SPT Thank you .

CDR Hoii.s t on , S ky 1 ab .

CC Go ahead .

COR Story I f.ot some good news and some
news which do you want first.
CC I think we alwavs like the bad news first

if i t ' s no re convenient we can take the good first.
CDR Okay, the urine sample bag inventory is

complete. I've searched through all the done lockers arid wc

only h?ve 91 sample bags. That means we're 23 short. Okay
and the good news ig that we have 75 urine collect ion.ba.^s

on hand and that just Meets the need.
CC Okay, thanks for all the nearching Jer.
CDR Story, kidding aside, we've checked everyone

of the dome lockers and ill the waste management compartment
lockers and let me give you a count here. In done locker

426, we have two racks up there and that makes 50 full sample
bae.$. Down In 821 we've got 2 racks <md one of then h.is got

19 full sample baRS ; the other one's get 22 half sample b»n«i .

And that's .lust about it, we've looked every pORsib.lt> place ve

could think of plus all the lockers that were listed on that

CC Okay, thanks Jer and I've got some good

news and some bad news for you.
CDR Okay, go ahead p.ive us the good news first.

CC Okay the good news is that USC is playing

in the Rose Bowl. The had news is they're getting beat Ohio
State 27 , USC 21 .

CDR What quarter is it?

CC Just starting the fourth quarter.
CDR Oh, there's 1< t a of time.

SP'f Play that music agiin Jer.
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CC And Ohio State's on the 2 yard line.

SPT Play it louder.
C,C Ok ay. '' Story ns usual isch arising his story,

they have scori'i] .

COR Son of a Run . I 'll play my sad music

iM i n .
'

'

'
'

'
'

'

'

'

'

(•q Kd your maneuver time looks pood.

SPT Thank you Story.
CC Skylah it's 35 to 21 now.

CDR Bad scene .

Skvlab, we're a minute from LOS, 3 minutes to

G o 1 d s t o n e .

f \'D OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, back with you through Colds tone

for 7 minutes, your maneuver looks good.for / >jnu
Thanfc st)ry _ for thr; 55 opllcal

ref a,ain this question of 102, 103. 104. I assume now

t's 102, but I'm vonderine - I B«»ess I've never gotten clear

n ny mind what the 104 was. Apparently there was an uncertain t

y

which they felt they had at one time, but - has that changed

or what is the status on that?

CC (Garble)

CC Ed. Houston.

SPj Go anead, Story.

cc Let me trv this on you. If you reset

the mechanical reference, you' want a step degrading (?) 104 to

be the sane position as. optical reference. .-OutB-d- of

the mechanical reference position the bias between those

two anywhere else is 102.

spT okay> vc il - I'll have to taU more

about' It when I get back down, but I'll do that from here

on out . Thank you .

cc Skylab, we're a minute from LUb

,

4 minutes to Bermuda.
cc Skylab, we've, got you through Bernini a

for 10 tilnuics.
,

rc And a reminder to Bill, he s got a

family conference this pass. And Ed, Houston.

S PT Go ahead, iUory.

cc Ed, did you get that safety exposure

on 82B to move the filn> one franc?

S PT That's affirm, Story.

CC Thank you.

cc Skylab, we're 30 seconds to i.0S and

2 minutes t 0 Cana ry

.

SPT Roger.

KXD OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, back with you through Canaries

for 5 minutes. ^ ju>t voni infi y ou

ini j the maroon tean mist be - mist have an awful lot of

»u 1 You guys were lucky enough to be able to spend

Nov Year's Eve with us and now hero you are New Year ,

Dry And nothing to do b,t go hone and relax and watch

S ood football *-«-
Yeah> wc . rc such a 9up er tean ve also

had U days during Thanksgiving. —
ha

SP/ They always give the hard work to th

har<1 est workers. U doesn't nakc you feel any better, hur. ,

St ° ry '

c I already said New Year's Eve how super

R l.d «J«r« to be her,^ ^ ^ ^ ^ CQntlnue J( , ry ',

,Unl,
\. rr Me didn't tell you that he left early.

'£
C

sivlib. «i'r. a ninuie to LOS . 2
minute.

, S(, Hnnniro t»ie data/voice at Ascension,
to Ascension. Be ^ . „ b , ck with you through

v.rtnsion for 8 minutes dunping the data/voice heto.
Ascension

skvlab. we're a minute and hall to

LOS "out 25 minutes to Carnarvon at 01:42. Anybody near

the $

Hl Jerry's on his way up there prett/

8 ° on,
cc okay, I'll catch him when he gets

there.
™ R

Jer I! Wll^l 206 REG ADJUST both BUS I

and BUS 2. rotate counterclockwise 20 degree* mh,
rllR Count* rr lockwise 20.

cc Yes sir, that'll do her.

And the final score in th* Ro-..- i."vl,

, )hio ,tat« 42. USC 21.^ ^ oBp€d then co ia i,

quarter.
That they did.rn a t i ney u j u .

pu) This is Skylab Control, loss
^

time.

FN0 OK TAPK
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control, 01:41 Cr.-.-nw I oh

mean time. 50 seconds away from acquisition at Carnarvon,
Australia as space station Skyiab takes a small slice out

of three tracking station circles here. Carnarvon, the

final Honeysuckle pass, and the first Guam p&ss . A dropout
of about 6 minutes between Honeysuckle LOS and Guam, we're
stand i r. g by.

CC Skyiab, AOS through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle
10 minutes.

CDR Rocer, Story. Story would you mention to

the guys in the back roon that we've got a new bright spot of

plague' and what looks like it night be a little spot in

the middle of it. I'll get over to Uln a little while and
check it. It's r. t 220 at aboit 0.2.

CC Thanks, Jer

.

CDR This is on K-alpha 2 and shows up nice
and bright on XUY. ,

CC Okay .

CC Skyiab, I've got some evening questions
on the conet for either Fd or Bill since Jerry's at the ATti

.

SPT Go ahead

.

CC Okay. These come from Dr. Keller, ce-PI
on the S082. Calculations of the comet's dust tail for today
show the till length u be about 4 to 5 degrees from the

cona and pointed in an antisolar direction. Could you
say something about the length of the dust tail that you
observed to compare the actual length to the therectical length?

SPT I'j! thinking 4 or 5 degrees is probably a

reasonable figure. 1 think It was a little larger than that

last niaht when I saw it - yesterday when 1 saw It. The
underestimation (?) uslrst the figures th.it you gave us for

the distance of Venus And Jupiter are worth looking at just
about a half or so of that length to what 1 saw it as previously
and that'd when you're really getting yourself dark adapted and
- but today t could probably always say it vent back «iaybe a

third or so of that so that night (garble) degree* or So.

CC Okay, how much Of the field of view of the
binoculars is filled?

SPT Probably Just about almost a lull Held,
maybo 3/4 of It or so. I never really have tried to make
that measurment, but it's just about } / 4 I'd say.

CC Okay we expect the gas (?) tail to be

fainter but lonscr than the dust tail. Dominantly blue in color
and on the leading edge, that's the east side of the dust tall k

Tails will be hardly s ep a r a t ed 8 i nc e the Earth is only
5 degrees above the comet's orbital plane. We'd like to know
if you could discern any blue streamers or kinks in this location
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SPT
'

(

s ». I know what they're looking for /
Story and I ve not been able to do that. Once you ge t
away fron the coma itself it is very faint, and trying to
distinguish whether you're seeing something of just a uniform
dust or whether you're seeing something which is a kink -
got a kink in it is really extremely difficult. The color
has changed though, significantly, fron what we reported as
orange a cou r le days ago through a yellow-orange yesterday
to almost a yellow-white tod.,y . I'm going to try - I've

'

been putting sone drawings together and naybe we'll give you
a^little more insight on that tomorrow when we get a little TV

CC Okay, thanks Ed. That's it, and you may
vant to do the atmospheric volute concentrate tonight.

,

SPr Okay, we got that go in* r i«l,t now.
What s the field of view of the teleo - binocalar*?

CC .-Stand by 1. And, Skylib, as per vou request
- request ve got the rilm tread pad on board tonight and I'll
be doing that In the future. Any tine during the evening status
•eport ve catch any differences between what we planned to
tcdav's activities and how it turned Out. ve aav have to
give you a real tine change to that pad.

SPT
J

n ' ;in
'

K y° u
>
S^ry. Hey, Story, there certainly

Is a good fire right immediately below us blowing opposite
our track .

rr

CC Thanks .

PJ-T Where are ve , Ed?
CC About the niddle cf Australia, ve think

d r w ti here.
CDR That's a good-sized fire. too.
CC

,
0ka y* we '15 ste if you can act .» - we can „, iyou a ground truth on that. We're a minute f r ..n i.OS , we'll seeyou over at Guam in about 5 ninutes at 01:57. and 1n t mil,

wr 11 be ready f -j r t
lie evening status report .it th«i tino

SPT Okay. Story. Thank you.
p T rhatwasngoodoce.

RND OF TAPF
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PA° Skylab Control, a minute and 50 secondsfrom acquisition at (;.,nm. Evening status report scheduledover this station. Standing by at a 01:56.
CC Skvlab, AOS, Guam for 8 mlnuu-s
sp T (Garble)

, Story.
PLT Story, you ftlll there?
CC Yes sir. .

P
J;

T Are y°" ready to copy the status report.
CC Sure are. Go.

'

PLT Sleep: COR, 6.5, 6.5 heavy: SPT, 6.0 v

Ll eiiXh n
l llRf,t; PLT

'
6 -°» 6 heavy. Urine : CDR , 1800.

'

SPT, 2100; PLT, 1750. Water gun: 8026; 3811; 9900. Body

p?t
S
\ J;!'

6 - 301
-

6 - 3 °2: SPT, 6.358 , 6.35 7, 6.364-
,23

V
6 ' 2

?
6

' 6.240. Exercise: CDR, exercise methodCharlie, Echo plus 5, these are deviations. Exercise methodFoxtrot; springs, front 100, toe rises, plus 50. SPT, noexercise. PLT, no change from standard. Medications' etcetera: CDR, none, none; SPT, none, one pair of socks;' PLTnone, one shirt
. Flight Plan deviations: none. Slopping'

list accomplishments: M172 CAI. , which is on tape, and urineba*s garble. Flight Plan deviations: that's supposed cliti -
include the AVc which was just activated about 5 minutes
ago; serial number 1002. Inoperable equipment: noneUnscheduled stowage: none. Food: CDR, salt packs 16deviations, minus one tea, minus one strawberry drink plus
1.5 water, rehydration; SPT, four salt packs, no rehydrationwater, no other deviation; PLT, plus two salts, zero onrehydrations. Stand by for the film log

CC okay.
PLT Okay. 16-ni 11 imeter : EREP, VIS , 120-

oT'ch^rU^ H< °!; ^ 61 PreCCnt re »«»n*n R : Transporter
05 Charlie India 127, 44 percent remaining; Charlie India 93that was used on documentary photo 11, Alfa and Delt ,. Okay

'

35-millineter: Nikon 1, Charlie X-ray 38, 31, Nikon 2, Br JV o

i ?
F

'

" nalnln R i 3
' ^ an '3 5 Ninons, no change. 70-milllneter: Charlie- X-ray 52, 1 20 ; ETC, no charge. Set TanPo(garble) EREP, 88 8!, 82 19, 9094, 9088, 26 3 1 99 5 3 D r ' we r Aconfiguration: Al no change, 82, Transporter 05 Chnrlie

India
1 2 7, 44; CharlU- India 93. A - Alfa 3 drawer. 06-

Transporter, Charlie India 79, 99 percent, new load; CharlieIndia 126, takeup: Position Alfa 4 and back, no change
(

;
C

'

0k -»y • Bill, Bill, you reported noexercise for the SPT. Did you mean to say no deviations?
PLT (Garble)
SPT N'°

, Story I had no exercise .

"
;

PL '

1 ' No exercise.
CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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\ CC v Skylab, we're a minute from I.OS and
7 nir.utes to Hawaii at 02:10.

CREW Roger, Story.
PA0 This is Skylab Control, LOS Guan,

Haw a i I in 6 ml nut es 02:04 Greenwich mean time. We'll
Hist stay up live for the gap across here to Hawaii and
the succeeding statejide pass.

CC ahead, Jer.
CDR Almost forgot my TV downlink. Do vou

want any? .

"
..

,
CDR Now I've centered on that new little

(garble) area, that's giving us a count of better than
10.000 in oxygen 6.

CC Okay, we'd like some of that Jer, andwhen you get down with that MIRROR AUTO RASTKR there we'd
like a C, RATING AUTO SCAN' of the same region. -

Cb * Okay. I
'

m looking at H-alpha 1 right
now, I'll shift over to XWV in a Utile bit. 1

CC J «-<", we'-j like also for S082A a
20 se-.ond exposure wave lenght short.

CDR Short 20.
CC '.hat's It .

CC A ^d we're 20 seconds to LOS here We'
see you over

. Colds tone In about 10 minutes at 02-21
CDR Roger.
CDR And we'll get the frame count fron youthere and then put you to bed there .

CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control, loss of signal atHawaii tracking site. Goldsrone in about 7 minutes a ,Wwe 11 stay up live and waiting for the Goldstone, MII.a'and Texas pass . .........

*

'

PA0 Skylab Control, about 15 seconds awavIron reacquisitlon at Goldstonf. The Bermuda pass on
this revolution will be used by the crew physician for
the medical conference. And as agreed to yesterday the
people in the Mission Control will keep to a mini mum i lie i r
contacts with the crew on the air-ground during f ho final
hour before sleep period begins.

CC Skylab, AOS stateside about 20 minutes
CDR Roge r , Story.
CDR Y »u ready for a frame count?
CC y t . s S i ri
CDR Okav. 14387, 5194, 172, 448. 5592

and 4 681. -
-

... .

KN'D OF TAPE
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CDR
both looking at th»

CC
LSU 7 .

CDR
CC

Bill,
He '

! 1

comet
Okay .

Roger.

Houston

.

be with you In a minute, they're
rifcht now. .

In the Orange Bowl, Penn State 16,

.Rill, I will - per your
to bed within an hour,
.coming up at Bermuda at 02
and handovers, vou'll have
02:40.

CDR oka
CC And th

12:55 at A.scansion and 13:
CDR
CC

handing over
CDR
CC

We ' 1

1

Okay,
exis .

Roper.
We're

fter I get one question answered from
quest here, we'll be putting you
03:00 your medical conference is

: 29 and except for a few dropouts
us stateside here for about - till

Story....'..''.'.'

akeups I can give you .ire about
28 at Guam, which would you like?
take the later one.
We'll be dropping out a minute here

PAO
currently underway between
and Skylnb IV crow through
for Ascension Island in 17
a 1 r - t o-Rround conversation
this i s Sky lab Control .

back with you through. Texas, Jer.
s Skylab Control. Med 1 c a 1 c on f e r nc i-

the crew physican Dr. .Jerry Hordlnsky
the Bermuda station. We'll be back
oinut«8 in case there is further

02:31, 02:32 Greenwich mean time.

F\'D OF TAPE
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PAD This is Sky 1 ah Control. During the
Bermuda pass the nedical conference was concluded betwoiMi
the crew and che crew phy 6 J can here on the ground. A few
seconds before Bermuda LOS and the line was hander* back to
Spacecraft Communicator Story Musgrave, we have some 40,
4^ seconds of the final portion of the Bermuda pass which
we'll play back at this time.

cc Skylab we koi you for a couple c> I minutes
here and Jerry, Houston.

CDK Co ah?ad Story.
CC You closed out the ATM panel yet .lei?
CDR I thiik so.
CC

.

Okay we got a couple of. things here, that's
the S056 airlock door to close and the S05S high voltages of!.

CDR Okay, those are done.
cc Panel looks good Jer, bill, Houston.
PL 1 Go ahead Story.
CC bill did you have ar.y rehvdrat abl e water

deviations today.
PLT ' Negative.
cc Okay, thaa'-s and it's goodnight Sky 1 ah .

the next station, we won't call you-will be Ascension at
'

02:19 abu;it 10 minutes from now.
CDK Hk ay , Story goodnight.
CC' Good n i v h : . ,.

:

S?r Story, he fit re you disappear, d i rl y 1 1 ti ever
find the (garble) blnomlars.

CC That ' s 7 decrees f-M .

.

.

„ S P T Thank you.
pA0 completes playback of the final few

seconds of the Bermuda pass After the medical conference w:,s
complete and the line case bark to Story Musgvave the 'Spacecraft
Communicator. And he signed off for the night , and as soon
as w» get the sunisary statement from the crew physican, we'll
do likewise. Wakeup tomorrow is at the Guam pas s a t 7 : 2 8 a.m.
central time. Returning shortly with the medic/sl stilus
sumrary. At 02:<*fc CMT , this is Skylah Control.

END OK TAPE
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,,A " ' h 1 s is Skylab Control, 03:17 Crec-jvl^h
mv.-.n llM with the Mission surgeon's dally report for missior.
d.iy 47. No health problems exist at this time. Th.- crow hasBade an early adjustment to daylight savings time to assist"with potential early wakeup F. R E I' passes In the upcoal n/ week .

'

lhat s the end of the stateuent by Dr. Jerry Ho r d i n s k y .^ S i Rn 1 nr'off until crew wakeup at 7:28 a.m. over Guara, Wednesday
norrliiR, th:.s is Skylab Control.

KND OF T
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PAO Sky lab Control at 12 hours 45 minute*

and 4 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

now within acquisition of Bip.nal a t the Ascention tracking

antenna. He expect the crew will be awak - awakened here

wlthi'.. the next 10 minutes. We'll leave the line up live

now for air-to-ground through the Ascension tracking antenna.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 56 minute 9

Greenwich mean time. Skylab crew is not awakened there at

the station at Ascension. Our next acquisition is 32-1/2

minutes away, about which time the crew should be up and

around. They're scheduled for presleep activities this morning

for the first hour or so, and they won't be doing any serious
work until the ATM pass which is scheduled to begin about

15:30. The ATM pass this morning will be Science Pilot Ed

Glbstn's. Commander after breakfast will be doing his physical

training and this morning Pilot Bill Pogue has most of the

morninp off. Preos conference scheduled today will begin

about 19:08 Greenwich mean time. The schedule for 17 minutes

of television, with perhaps a bit of an extension beyond that.

Ard immediately after that the crew will sit down to eat their

midday meal. In the afternoon Commander Carr has a bit of

off-duty time and also will be operating the S20i, that's

the comet camera, on •- to photograph the comet Kohoutwk.

So relatively lower activity today then most of the previous

days, but there are a number of experiments scheduled,

including S201 and also an S063 ozone, an S063 operation

scheduled for later in the day. And about - a cotal of about

three passes on the ATM today. This is Skylab Control, half

an hour before our next acquisition of signal . It's now
57-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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m~A fl
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a „
Skyl«b Control at 13 hours 27 minutes

is now 55 seconds from acquisition of signal through thV

-.«i..iS:.
1

^,
c

si:::
i

i ut
w

;;':,i::;"i/?r,::-

with about 3 1/2 n< n

S

^ lftb>
'i

1

!
13 Houston through GuamWlt "

*J?
ul 3-1/2 "inutes re n alnln P . Good morninp.. Over.UUA Good nornln?

, Bruce .

in orMt this nor.in^ ^ "^ llttle thIn
* J P

" R Very well rested at the nonent.cc Beautiful .

vn„ ,[
C

e a c
1 fePl llke 1 0u Rht to be able to readyou the Sunday unnies or something since this is tie dayoff, but it Isn't Sunday. y

™ R Read us Sunday's funnies".

3vake° a T „f
* ""^ ""'"n.-ly avowed - « e

P

c:„r;:.r
jt

° •< « v.^"
END OF TAPF.
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 14 hours 7-1/2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now of) the coast

of Chili, about to be acquired through the Vanguavd tracking
ship. This pass through Vanguard will last approximately
10-1/2 minutes and handover is in progress here in Mission

Control at this time. Today's press conference should begin

at 1:09:28 p.m. central standard time, 19:08:28 - uh -

19:09:28, at Mftrritt Island, and we'll p.ivt you details on

the press conference ti.ning at the end of the pass. We're
live now for ai r-to-ground at Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through the

Vanguard for 10 minutes. A quirk question for the CPR. We

left the ATM Cf.0 loop pumps on last night and we're vondering
whether the noise was bothersome to you or whether we can

continue to leave them on. Over.
CDR It was - It was nice and quiet last night,

Bruce .

CC Okay, that '3 ereai . Then subject to further

comment from you, we'll just plan on leaving it on for - f tot.

he re on out .

CDR Okay, unless they start howling again,

like they were, there's no reason why we can't.
CC Right. And, of course, if they dc start

how line, let us know.
: CD t
.

' Will do .

CC And, SPT, this ts Houston. We've sert

you up a small maneuver reminder pad, it should be in the

teleprinter at this tire. We'd like to emphas;ze in executinc
these u hold maneuvers like you've got for S063 coming up

here In about 13 minutes that It is necessary to select at t hold

control m o a e prior to d o i n the enter on: the. last entry for

: hi- coa r se maneuve r Ove r .

;
' SPT '

' Roger , Bruce..
CC Roger , Out .

CC Skylab, thi* is Houston. 1 minute til

LOS. N'ext station contact '.n 11 minutes through the Canary Islan

at 1 * : 2 9 , with a data/voice tape recrder dump. Out.
PAO Skviab Control at 1< hours 19 •< 1 / <! minutes

'.fireenwich mean line. Skviab space station now over Brazil
is out of ranp.e 'of the track in p. ship Vanguard. 1 9 minutes to

our next acquisition. In a short time the Skviab crew - Kd Gibsc

will be bep inning the maneuver for comet observation. He's

usine the SO 6 3 ultraviolet a i rglow horizon .'Camera . That pays

is scheduled to begin in about .10 minutes from now, after the

Skylab space station starts moving into the darkness period
of its orbit. And, that will take ' p 1 a c e-', J u s t at -.it'.twili g»,t

on the spare station. The maneuver is scheduled to bop.in at
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21 minutes after the hour, that's just about a minute fro«now. We 11 hear from then, I'm sure, as we get acquisition
about the success of that maneuver. Today's press conference

^5;
a
;i

C ° ?*
In at Herrlit Island P***- That begins

at 1.09:28 central standard time, about 10 minutes after 9Uh - 10 minutes after 1. And, there will be TV for the
./first 10 minutes over Herri t t Island then 3-1/2 minutes ofvoice only immediately following at Bermuda, and if it'srequired to complete the aeries of questions, an additional

8 minutes of voice only will be scheduled at Madrid withan Interruption of about •', minutes between those two periodsThe tines again
, Merrl'.t Island pass begins at 1-09-28

central standard time or 19:09:28 Greenwich mean time, and
"

ends at '1:20 p.m.. The Bermuda pass is from 1:20 to 1-23-26
p.m. central standard time and the Madrid pass is from 1-27-^4
to 1:35:19 p.n. -centrai standard time. I'll repeat thoseasaln. 1:09:23 p.m. central standard tne for the be ln ,of the Merrltt Island TV part of the pass. F.ndlne at 1 20

tVV\V^ nCn fro " 1:20 ^ 1:2 3 : 26 and then Madridat 1:2 7 : 2 4 to 1:35:19. That will give th t crew altogetherabout 10 minutes of television and 11 minutes of voiceonlv to answer a series of questions that have b.en submitted
e press. Tomorrow morning thft crew will be getting uplater than they did tjdav. Today the crew wa V e u

p
" w a

s

antral standard time. We were out of, ,
- " - u . ,

i v i i.i c . »e weru out oi

7 30 ve did have » acquisition and talkea to the crew there.The crew has ,ot had ,uch conversation this nornin S and theyhave not been interrupted by the around. That's par' of anew pDiicy to allow thea to „et more of their work accomplishedin less tine. They will not be interfered with durir. K thepresleep and post sleep per iods . Today's execute packagewhich includes teleprinter messages that went up to the crew h,-nUht. A message on visual ob s e r va t i or. s was included for all •

three o: the crewmembers. they'll be naklnz a pass duringthe next revolution around the Earth, just before ^ey ee tacquisition - j USL before they reach the coast of SouthArerjca. duririR which they'll be as.ed to look i s r evidence
f

e
.

lnlrlAl which i» * l-ir R o fish and plankton kill causedb> * he cntr y pf -warmer, lower salinity vati-r int. r h< Humbol'current. The effect on fish in t h .: t r r a - i< i <:•.,< hrs its
'

peak in Fet-ruary, so they'll be observing that .in-a durinpthe next txor.th to try and net sore information ..bout theChanges o. the uater and the salinity .,nd colors aim,, lhe

;;;;
el °

U " d
\rieS '. s^^'«« they've discovered they're'7 *° V l Serving fror spac ,.. The coic. r diff , renres arequite obvious to them. They'll no doubt be takin* somephotographs of that as well. So, they'll be watrhin P for a
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fish killing current off the coast of South America. The
pass will be - the visual observation opportunity will begin
.it 90 degrees west on this next revolution, which follow*
track 69. Tl.at'll begin at approx laat ely 1,000 mllcK >ff
the coast of Chile, and then will follow up to thn t at
t>f South America. That will allow them to watch th. .reas
of the two currents, one of which Is lower In salinity and
Warner and for that reason not comfortable for fish to live
in. Visual observations have been a major -

EN'l) OF TAPE
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PA0
w

" '
i Kht oft the coast of South Awerlca.Th. pass wil be - the visual observation opportunity willbeg n at 90 degrees west on this next revolution, whichfollows track 69. That'll begin approximately 1000 .liesoff the coast of Chile and then will fqllow up to the coastof South America. That will allow the. to watch the area oftwo currents, one of which is lower in salinity and warmerand for that reason not comfortable for fish to llv« inVisual observations have been a «ajor t - activity of theSkylab crew, although not scheduled to take up a *r«at dealof time in the Flight Plan. The Pilot that '.in this morn-ing s dump rape, which was prepared yesterdav, Ute yesterdavthis space station, said that he had photographed San Fran,

'

Cisco and the western United State, Includfn/saU !^ yto photograph snow cover in the west. That area, fairly wellcovered by snow, has been photographed now by the Skylabcrew with a series of pictures taken yesterday at approxi-
mate y 23,00 Greenwich mean tin.. And also the Pi!?! repor-ted mat took about 10 picture, of th« Australian range landsyesterday at - this was reported yesterdav although hi hadactually taken it early the night before fron the coast onin. and he said that that's lost of the tange land thatthe crew has been waiting to get during the mission, andearlier in the day he pointed out that - that he had takensore additional frames of snow cover over the U s T hta , cSkylab Control. Comet activities being a ma

, 0 r
'

ac t i v 1 1 v to-day as the crew takes the day off. A series of p ! 0be taxen with the S201 and the S063. The S201 is cf coursetrie conet camera the crew car, ied up with the, at ttia begin-ning of the n ssion. Son, off-duty tl« scheduled
'

dbut wor* schedule indicates that although they did get acouple of extra hours sleep this norning they will be busyand put In about a half day of work in today, with a nu-nber

T
° ««*vttle. scheduled including science conference, .illT\ press conference, just after - just before their lunchand also a number cf oth. r miner housekeeping activities

'

1? fl; n kV tlV ° ° ptlonal handheld photo opportunities

IM if » t'
re "- , * e t0da >'- Th '^ st, o»l'» k-fP then fairly

been doina about five to six every day and during ne »i 5s „„probably reaching around the 300 level now on total numberof franes taken of sights taken over the Karth. Abet 3ninutes :rom acquisition of signal at Canary Island. We'llWave the
1

n« up there for live for air-to-ground. Hand-over still in progress here in Mission Control as S e i 1

c a w
s

:: i:v ch« i- «<^IcCandltis the spacecraft communicator duty here „
s ion Control. We'll leave the line up live now for air

His-
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through Canary Island and Madrid. This pass will last

a total of about 14 minutes . We're live. It's about

2-1/2 minutes before we'll get acquisition at Canary Island.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary

and Madrid for 13-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tap« recorder

dump here at Canary. Out.
PLT Co ahead.'
CC (Jo ahead, Skylab.
Pl.T Roger. I'm Just looking t )i rough the

archives from yesterday and I had a stow of S073 (garble) at

Sierra Tango 1 which had me break down the T025 canister,
stow the AMS depressurize It and everything SAL. wasn't
used in between and then this morning I had a Charlie Oscar
Bupper - a Charlie Papa Romeo 3, which had me putting
it back in again. Just a comment, it would save us a lot of

time if they'd look ahead and see that the SAL is not

going 'to be used. Of course, it could be entirely possible
th*t they had other plans when they scheduled the previous. In any

event the Charlie Papa Romeo it says the AM - in and

pressurized 1 think. So how about checking that out.
It would save us a little time if they'd sort of look ahead and see

what the present configuration Is.

CC Okay, Bill. We'll do that, and that's

the sort of consents we really like to get back from you so

we can improve our efficiency down here. VI. T , this is
,

Houston Over.
Pl.T Co , Br ice .

CC Right. Having been temporarily lost in

our own archives here it took \ia a minute or so to track

all this down. I think that the problem yesterday must have
originated f r OB the fact that what we did was on your detail
pad. /a 24:00 ve called out, or amplified your remark for

SO/3 still 1 with the comment that it was supposed to be

lines 2 through 15, (AMS d e p r e s s u r i z ed ) , and digging up

the S073 Cue card S073 still 1. or S073 still linos 2 through
15 sicks up with disconnect and load control cable frois the

camera and basically takes the camera off puts the lens cap
'on, takes the adapter off, but it stops short of removing the

S07-63 AMS adapter and leaves the AMS in the SAI. and it

Waves it d e p r e s s u r i z c d . Over
PLT Stand by 1 . I'm putting equipment up.

CC (lev, don't let ne Interrupt. We not

all day today at your leisure to talk about this If ymj

like.

F\D OF TAPE
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PLT We get (he thing just a little bit
confused because the Sierra Tango I, which Is called out here
as the reference on the cue card, says AMS stowed.

CC Okay, Bill, I see what you're looking at,
and where ve were looking is actually the - okay, It's actually
up above the SO 7") stow 1, 2, 3 In the middle of a dashliue. If

you look up the lefthand column there a little more wo got
S073 stow 1,2, 3, 4 with the line drawn under It which, I guess,
In more properly part of the op 1.

PLT Okay, which column are you looking in?
CC Hey, we got 20 seconds to l.OS here with

the next station contact is in 27 minutes through Guam at

15:09. I'm looking in the lefthand column of the backside
of the cue card, and If you come down about an inch, inch and
a half from the top we start out with S073 stow 1234 underlined.
We were looking at the second through the fifteen lines under
that. But I think what happened Is that we've got our - our
headings mixed up here. Let us talk about it again some more
and maybe we can see you over Guam.

PIT Okay

.

FAO Sky 1 ah Control at 43 minutes and 38 seconds
after the hour. Skylab space station Is now over eastern
Europe. 25-1/2 minutes from acquisition a t Guam . During this
last pass some discussion of S073 instructions given to the
crew yesterday on removal and stowage of that piece of hardware,
and that discussion may be continued a little bit later. Apparentl
some misunderstanding between the instructions given to Rill
Pogueand those that were transmitted from the ground. 25 minutes
to our next acquisition of signal. 4 4 minutes after the hour,
this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 8 minutes Greenwich
mean tir.e. Skylab space station Is now coming within range
of the tracking antenna at Guam where we'll have a 3 -1/2 minute
pass. We'll bring the line up live for Bruce McCandless, the
spacecraft communicator.

CC Skylab, this is Houston throuch Guam for 3 minu
for the PI.T .

PLT Go , Bruce .

CC Yeah, Bill, not to beat a dead horse to death
here on this S073 thing, but the way the - the cue card is si-t

up the underlined heading which in our case reads S073 ST for
stow 1, 2, 3, and 4, applies to all of the stow options. And then
when you cone down below the - the healing set in the middle
of the column prefers to subparts of that, such as stow 1, 2,
and 3 and stow 4 separately. So the way that we had intended
the instructions on your detailed pad to be interpreted was under
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the T073 .tow 12 3, and 4, do lines 2 throu R h 15, and

«:
B

«;ns.!: °^ei:
ovinR AMS in th

* sm
*

and p—-^
,

PLT
' ,

Yeah, Bruce, I not to looking at It andT.re. with you. However, we have another probfen now
I m goin 8 to describe. Fir.t of all. there's been a gradualdegradation In the numeral, the Indicator on the r t npart of the S019 AMS .

n

cc Roger.
'

?
.
lJ

.
The - you'll recall all of the little -

d

a

it 'i; *:tv
ia

\

ca7ie oui ° f the ^ the

rJl ii * *
Vdnt t0 rep ° rt n0U 18

«
,fLer extending

S063 the 10 in the hundred drun, car-e lose. Now I noticedtwo days a ? o 'hat it looked like it popped a lit le bit hurit always nade a lot of noise so I didS? P a\- a
'
d\ | i

'

\l ru. Ir^V^ 1 80ttln8 rCady l ° Se " the " -^n
he J. T Crank WaS In the tenth and

Inl t u \ a
* n ° Vir, «' the

-
1 it was the tensand the hundred's drun are combined, and :hey cane lose andthey dor, t »ove anymore although the tranl: is turning Nowby rial and error I was able to get back to a pos I t on

Mgir"i"/
elraCt mlrrCr> that U my P"" n

< —
3 here over Soney^ k J^I^ I 1

1

|'J\ \
^ >™

a ressage on brush fires that you reported in Australia
'

yesterday and some options that you night be Interested in

»L y
V

l

I 'V**? 9 ° ne P lctures of them over Australiaabout an hour and a half from now.
PLT Sounds good , Bruce.

Soger; out.
CC And

' Just a last quick questionas ve ,o over the hill. With that problen witS thedid you ta,e the exposures that were scheduled for thispass, n r d i i that preclude you doing it?

ro , lt

?
.

l

:l i )

l precluded, I couldn't even get the firsto
.
lion. I was trying to get the first rotation when the

I allure occurred.

in 5 "nutc. ^ * '
See V ° U ° Ver Honeysuckle

F.Sl) or TAFE
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PA° Skylab Control at 15 hour* 13 minutes
and 33 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station isnow over New Guinea, out of range of the Guam tracking antenna
Pilot BUI Pogue just Informed us that he had no luck with
the S061 operation scheduled for this morning. Pogue was
scheduled to be uslnR the Nikon camera to take pictures of
the comet Kohoutek as part of the ultraviolet alrglow experi-
ment. In this morning's photography Pogue was - had planned totake five exposures using the 5 5-millimeter ultraviolet lensafter about 2-1/2 hours of off-duty Cine," Pogue will take
six more photographs - or scheduled to at 18:10 Greenwich mean
time, using the sane ins t rumen t ... Th Is afternoon Ed Gibson
will take more pictures of the come t a Uo us i ng the Nikon
Gibson will mount the camera in front o f t he f a ur sm a 11 windows,
in one of the four small windows of the structural transition
section, between the airlock module and multiple docking
area. Clbson will be taking 10 exposures. The Nikon will beused with various filters ranking from red through shorter
wavelengths. Including the ultraviolet. This continues the
Skylab program of observations of the comet which is now
expected to become visible at least from sane sites around
the world, in the next few days. About 3 minutes to Our
next acquisition of signal so we'll leave the line up live
for Honeysuckle pass. The pass through honeysuckle will lastabout 5 minutes and we're still about 3 minutes from acouisi-
t i o n there. n

CC
,

Skylab, this is Houston. Through Honey-suckle Creek ror A - 1 / 2 minute* . Over. •

"

PLT Roger , Bruce .

CC Okay, on this brush firo. It turns outthat you re about 30 seconds away from closest point ofapproach here. It can best be viewed th rou ph wind «w S.

3

closest point of approach is 15:19:08, and this will he at
night where you are. We'll send you up a t e 1 e p r i n t e r me s s a g

e

on other opportunities today. If you're out f.-r it it's
about 60 degrees off nadir. The fire is a brush fire it's
burning along a 5-miie front. It's located near Duhbo

.

D-u-b-b-o, Australia, at 148 east, 32 south. That's 148 east
3 2 south. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. We copy that. And. I did
pot a photo of that yesterday and put the Information on tane
It was put on early this morning, however, so that's why thevperhaps did not know ve got a photo, along with the description

cc Okay , thank you

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.Next station contact in 45 minutes through the Canary Islands
at ^ 16:07, and Just sort of hang loose on the AMS functions.
«e 11 get you some Information on that, shortly.
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PA°. „ ,

Skylab Control at 16 hours 6 minutes and
6 seconds Greenwich »e.n tine. Skylob space station is now

rtil I \l
r ° n

£
c
2
ui8ittcm of 8l «» al tl.rough Canary Island.This p.ss through Canary Island and Madrid will last about

McCandless ^ S P acecraft Communicator is Bruce

, . U
C' C

.

" Skylab, this is Houston through Canaryand Madrid for 13 minutes. We'll have a d.Ka/vok e tape
*

recorder coming up at Madrid at 16:13. Out.
CDR Houston, CDR.

Co ahead
, Jerry,™ R

, ,

Bruce
.

VC, 'J like to have you guy 3 cancelthis nanuuver renlndcr cue card change nunber 001. That's

our eMM! r

1 kn?V b °«<- U '

S Mnd ° f llk < re.Indln,

car no ?! h ? \VUh 3 soar - shlft «VPe -nu.l transmissioncar not to hit the starter without putting in the clutch.

staJ^M?
1
'?? T

nCe 8 ° lhU Bissl ™ *nd will probably

hlttt, r ;

APr n lcaBt once ac,rc
. ™< we all know

the
1 d0

?.'
tK nk a llttle P lece «f P«P« Muck tohe A.M C&D panel a «oing to deter us f ro» doing It again ifit s *oing to happen. Our problem here is we've get lolanlnotes and things on the ATM C&D now t!,ac something !"

,

is lust going to be overlooked anywav. Ve '

1 1 I„ „ ed toseeing it and we won't even notice it.
* 0

.

CC
,

" 0k,i y- We'll cancel it. It hashappened more than once, however.

J
DR How many tines and what's the effect.Bruce?

,
, r

Ck ^- We'll have to go b.ck and lookfor a complete count on It.

?
0R

,

Wel1
-

tbe fact of natter Is, Bruce weknow better then t „ oo it but it does happen and I don'tthink the paper s going to help keep us from doing
tL Ro<?e r . Ve concur.
PI" T Houston

, Skylab ; Pl.T .

cc Roger. Co ahead, Hill.

f^
T R °R. Bruce. I'd like for you t > checksor.ethine in the archives for ne . 2 davs ago , I think itwas I put sore stuff in the Multipurpose furnace, ?60-so„e t h ingor-the-other, and was told to stop short of turning the

"ethlnS

erdav in the Flight Plan, or t oday 7 - I t .mav be- in - artuallv
I didn't check with Fd, rnav be in his detail, to turn tha*sw tch on. I- n sort of concerned that I overlooked sol*-*
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CC FLT i thin Is Houston. No, you're oultucorr.c
.

Our P u„ right now is to schedule . Urtinl theoperation so Beti ne on day 50, which is day .f!" [olo reoV .

,
'

,
Okay, Then I have left the bulkh.a.lva ve in vent since getting down to the . P ,c e rf

cu^ence
8

"
g ,0 ^ ^ ^ « »«.t ion with yJu? co".

fr .JS sorry if U llilli 1 t' 1T^ll . "M.
rx?n

h

i.

l

:h:i
v

:/:: t
';;:.';;:™- - -—- - «z«.

the boald.
1 3frald !

'

d let —thing slip by

that "von ,

S ° lnd ° e4
>

but good to ask aboutmat. i ou m 1 Rht have caught us.

if yoS're not busy.
PI ' T, H0USt0 '^ A question

™* Go ahead, Bruce. He's listening.
.

v
'

.

Okay. We were just wondering if when

s ^nd by just a second .^ Rope r .

o f , ell,, „ ur^r^i^fc^^c'irur,^ 1

;:;
1

:^;
1

and look .t o. v.ln,. , j ust look th , vac „„„ ^J^ 1^In there and vac u un ed by feci. If „„ •
r .

"

: bvur; - - <•<«: A".

he way of cooling
readback on that

- region of high beta Ingle, and wTmay neeTaH w^aT ^
ri^/fn ,h °) Ay

r 1 StiU h3Ve the vacuiim clo,,nerriK.a In the area so it's no problem at all

, h ; f ;

c
,' 0kay

'
BU1

-
If y° u wouid, if you d0 have

he f lashl i^hr 11 '
t0 8 ° b3Ck 3nd take - look «Un

everv thin ItH r

and maybe with the vacuum cleaner to getever>thin R that ve possibly can out and we're a little c n

h aT or T l

h\T ?eTat^ e y ° U na
"V be «"counterinl as

d k n J"
b6ta anRlCS here Chls tlme and we sure

ul lot \h r ever y thin 8 running at peak efficiency.

, °L "
(I

3

?
tC C

k
L ° S her0< The next stati °" contactMil be in 28 minutes through Carnarvon at 16:47. Over.
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things
0
* R ° ger

'
BrU " u

*
and he '

8 wurki »» °n those

cc Okay. Thank you.
p A0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 21 ninutesGreenwich naan time. Skylab apace station is out of range

ot Madrid. Out next acquisition is 26-1/4 minutes ftoa nowThat H be at Carnarvon, Aus t ra 1 i a . S ky 1 ab moving along

« }?h
W
;.fT

!

.
ThlB Ust PaSS WC had « -"tile cL.ninp goingwlth RtU working on cleaning the heat exchanger.The purpose of that is to make sure the heat exchanger isworking at maximum efficiency. I t operates much like anair conditioner to keep the atmosphere aboard the Skvlab

as cool as po s s ib 1 e . Du r i n g the next few weeks the Skylabspace station will be in the Sun more often then It has been
:cr the ast period of time, and at high Sun angle with longperiods in the Sun will tend to heat the space station up.The long-range effect of that may be to raise the temperatureto the neighb - neighborhood of 80 degrees, and if the heatexchanger s working properly, and with some powerlne downof the ltghts, they expect they'll be able to reduce thetemperature In the space station to some degree. The ore-sent tine aboard the Skylab space station the temperatures
are ranging about 73 to 74 degrees, which i s q u i t e c on f o r

-

table and about as cool as they've been durtng the entire
mission. They hope they'll be able to hold it to 79 degrees.with that powerdown. Without the powerdown it would be
about 83 degrees. That period will reach Its naximum pointabout January 2 - about January 18. This is Skvlab ControlHe re now about 25 tlmitcs from acquisition of signal atCarnarvon. Ir s now 22-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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f
' A0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 46 minutes

23 seconds Greenwich nean time. Skylab space station about
to cross Fiji is coning within range of the tracking antenna
at Carnarvon, Australia. This pass through Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle will 1 as t appr ox Ima t e 1 y 14 minutes. And the
spacecraft communicator Is Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 13 minutes. Over.

Pl'T Roger, Bruce.
cc Okay, Bill, we're still co&i-.ating on

the subject of the AMS . We expect that by the tUe we get to
the States we'll have a posture on it and perhaps a request
for you to do some checkout for us. What we're looking at
is a way to check out the - the mirror system nnd then to operate
perhaps a slower and nore deliberate mode and still get some
data gathered with the system. Just for your information,
in looking at the counter breakdown down here, it turns out
that the hundreds and the tens digits are both carried on the
same fiberglass belt which has a series of sprocket holes
where teeth engage it in between tho dibits, and It's carried ov f
a drum with tension rollers and all this sort of stuff. And
the units and tenths of units digits are on Individual counter
drums of the type that you'd normally expect to see in a counter
like this . Over .

PLT Yeah. Bruce. I think I didn't know how itworked but 1 saw that the hundreds and the tens drum, the
number drum, was an integral unit . And, of course, what you're
proposing is an entirely feasible operation because that's
the way I got back to zero. I lust kepf routlnn until I
got zero in tne units digit and then I had 3 b poss ib i 1 i t ies
f>r getting it indexed for a retraction. So, that information
oii^ht to be of a little use anywav.

CC
(

Actually the tons and hund r. ds a r e not adrum it's a continuous belt. And maybe I'm MlHnr out of school
here, but it's possible that your belt broke or sopKhlre
like that is causing the problem, And , of course , vcah, trying
36 possibilities every time is sort of tedious. I suspect thatknowing chat the thing is out in the future, maybe we can just
keep track of the number of tines the - the unit drun goes
all the way around and delta from that if you take it
slowly, but we're working on some procedures here.

,

PLT Okay, now with that bit of information
I m afraid I might have some more unplesant news, I noticed
a distinct change in the hundreds and tens number presentation
about 2 days ago. r was changing rotation and it sort of
changed noises and I looked down and I thought 1 was deceiving
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?
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now is »uspect. '
dal * 1 saying right

but we'll just have ^..J*"^ 1 y ° U
'
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l

f

here '

s "o point
vere lined up properly u„W.. !?, ' UnU> and ^"ths
it probably wasn't any ! J,^ , ?J

1PP<>
?

l ° d
!
Rre" ° r

^ r. tract it all r Ight .JJh "l^ « f ' ^
.

y ° U W<?re able
Press on with what we've . ' '

*° 1 « ue8!' th-*t we'll just
a -i-utj here,

, ROL so^o' re^n fT<Ty^' ' ^ " "

Gutter i, stlll We need 1 1 I > I
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e

B? u^.
8et that «««in.t.d, pleas,.

consideration, but i^JheJ^Iv l'*
* Ur * y ° U

'

rP glvIn 8 l t

take a look at .hat , ' t J did"? \° in there and
drive^l thought they were drlw. ' ktl0tf U Wa3 a b^ t

""its and tenths of 2u» Tr e
"

r
'

' '
Th'

°"
!
ld

* r 1 n R lhat
' The

t^ere" a pr oble m w , ?^^ J
<«-

J J

ion a little further
the numeral on the belt and ,

'

r f
'

d

[

UB * rea beca—
8 Sr" a11 ano "n^ of radioactivity r 1 UB ' n° U8 and there's
as.er.bly from the tadia:!, e ' ^ * ?

that iS a s^ l « d
nurr.ber, have already cone of f on «„ ?

P .° 1,U ' And sinc * th,
poo?1- ,,ld b

*
v
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course I know it '« a it f f e r e '

. ?
? " T r«"^T that'

worked with the v,c uu „ - 3^^°" """Ix. b.„
I d o. You all think ""ver In/"- flb «»"

nee t h »

of '

over and
' U do what*

CC

CDR ^ R
\

Ch^ is "ouston. Over

Okay .

you

fC
Go ahead .

- CMC number 2 and
°

V **U itlilTLt M
°* *"^ W * ' re lo * k <"*

characteristic tr.it. The h^rf
an ° ther r "urrence of i ts—

.

And it Just .t.rtIJ
€

u J*;;:;
B

ci^rr™ u

J"
* r

:
jbout

,*Ko. so you might - might': be Mer, fl \ 6 ab ° Ut 5 "inutcs
ordinary. And we're conSiSV*

f 0

r

an >' t h 1 n « out of the
f°r this reason. ^ ° " ? canceling your next maneuver

ROg"' Br 'JCe
-

1 " the AMS doesn't wor
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we won't need the maneuver anyway.
CC That's a fact , However, I've got some

stuff for Bill if he's ready to copy on checking it out.•PIT Stand by Just a second, Bruce.
CDR Bruce, what co - -

Pl- T (Garble) I've got to reconfigure things h
CDR Bruce , wh i 1 e we're s t and i ng by I want to

talk a little bit more about this possibility of taking
it apart and trying to fix the belt drive or whatever it is
Jn there. Seems to me that If we put a vacuun deaner up
there we can suck up all the loose particlas immediately
and we can put the vacuum cleaner bag down the trash airlock
Immediately too and pretty much alleviate any problems there.
I find it hard to believe that there's any more radioactive
material on those numbers than there Is on the three watches
we have up here.

CC Okay, well look, we're going to have to
£et a radiation safety on the act in that. The real concern
vif course, is chat if you ingest any of this material, or
inhale it then it's with you for good. And - -

CDR Yeah ,

" that's right .

cC And we'll certainly e.-.ercise that, but we
do it right now. And for tho PLT, I've got some procedures
for Checking It out if you're there.

PLT Press on .

cc Okay, wo need for you to go through the
PAL repress procedure and all that, and remove the AMS
from the SAL. Then we'd like you to check the rotation of
the mirror by removing - after removing the AMS extend the
mirror and attempt to rotate the tilt and rotation settings
to the values that are on the pad for the next S063 operation.

i.ND OF TAPE
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l-nedialely, and we ^"out "thV"
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there's any
;

the three watches we nave up Here
""^^ than thCre Is

- can't do it r i x h t
" 'H/ ^ \'

[£ *
p

«» »i se that, bul
cedures for checking it 0ut if vou're theJV

8 ° l 8 ° ne Prr

J,
J.'

4 Press on .

SAL repress procedure^ a n tha^ !^ 7 '° *° thr °" Rtl lh *

fron the SAL Then m n i

remove the AMS
the nirrcr bv- r ; teV°

U lo
f

ch « k the rotation , f

nlrror and a t t e ^p t • o \ o r I U "?^ "
*
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'

ext " n <«
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"

.
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" yOUr c ° n "™<*- We'd
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nind on ft. You B Jcht also fnr« ,

° Up 0ur
as to hov veil vo „ ,

'
,

" opinio:, in your »l nd

«... i.j ,
concerned about fMr: 5 . .

,

At your leisure here you cm rJ
n with checking out the AMS b.H
reinstalling it until we *e e v <-

* minute to LOS. We'll t ,lk to y ou ovvr

out, period. aJ voir 1*?/
c ?™ern«.rt nhout CM«2 so th.it '
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Merrltt Island In 35 minutes, and the time at Merritt Island
will be 17 :34 . Over .

CDR Roper, Bruce, and one other question. v
Is it possible to retract the AHS with the rotation of 180?

CC That's af f i rmat ive . It is possible to

pull it in at 180

.

CDR Okay.
PIT How - how do we verify this?
CC Okay. One i - one iter. Is 28 .42 degrees

on the knob. One rotation of the knob equals 28.42 degrees
of change, and my thoughts on verifying it would be to give
you some object that you could sight out through the AMS
like a discone that would give you a fixed reference
and then you could delta off from that if you had to. Over.

PLT Sounds like a good Idea.
CDR Okay. I'll preri on with the checkout.
CC Okay. We'll see you over the States.
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 2 minutes

21 seconds Greenwich mean t:™e. Skylab space station is

now crossine the south an - south Island of New Zealand.
V'e're out of acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek. That ex-
tended pass of Australia brought a number of things to the
attention of the crew. First was the technique for the
manual operation of the articulated mirror systen. That's
the mirror system that's used for pointing a number of

Skylab's instruments, including the S019, which is a primary
Instrument to which - to which it's attached. It's being
u^oJ today with the S063, the ultraviolet atrglow Instrument.
It's the primary technique for using the scientific airlock
to point at star fields and also at the comet Kohoutek.
The AMS did not operate properly earlier this morning cn a

scheduled airglow photography activity, and Bill Pogue at

that tine during a comet maneuver, & maneuver to photograph
the comet Kohoutek, was not successful in operating the

Artie u led mirror system, the problem b e 1 n j> a problem with
the coarse controls for the mirror, that is to say to adjust
the mirror to its proper position coarsely. However, the
fine control does seem to be working fairly well. There
was a schedule to get additional comet photography at 18:10
Greenwich mean time, about an hour from now. Ilywevtr, lh,\i

maneuver h«* now been cancelled. The maneuver was sche-
duled to begin about 1 7 :

'» 5 . Fheto - Pogue did add, though,
when the ground told him that there was a means o * of
manually pointing the articulated mirror system without the
main controls without the course controls which now appear
not to be operating properly. Pogue indicated that he has
noticed some variation in the fine controls as well and
there may be some problem there. He said during the last
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couple of days he considers the pointing of - the fine point-
ing of the articulated mirror system to be suspect. Right
now the belt drive, which is used to drive the coarse con-
trol for the mirror system to point the mirror system, is
now apparently not operating properly Whether or not a
repair can be effected is not yet known. There's a snail
amount of radioactivity associated with that belt drive.
Radioactive material is used to provide luminous numbers on
the belt drive, and some of the luminous material has flaked
off f f the belt itself. The area is, however, sealed so
the crew's quite safe from it. However, to nake a repair
it cay be necessary to open the seal, and that would not be
approved without a thorough analysis of radiation danger
before any steps are taken in that area. At least at this
tire it seems improbable that the area will be opened, the
nain danger being that the flaked material would float in
space and night very well be inhaled by One of the crew-
nenbers, at which time would present a considerable danger.
Comr.ander Jerry Carr indicated he'd be interested in the
possibility of repairing it and possibly could vacuum the
area Out. However, there is a danger involved there and
the radioactive safety tear-: will have to i nves t i ga t «• the
problem before any suggestions can be made to the crew. At
the beginning of the Carnarvon pass over Australia we noticed
some variations on the monitors here in Mission Control in
the operation of control moment gyro number 2. Although the
control moment gyro has been operating quite well for an
extended period of time, we again have indications of a
siieht anomaly in its behavior. A temperature difference
which is normally maintained between the first and second
bearings on that control moment gyro was down sharply.
Normally the difference in temperature's about 2 to 3 de-
grees. During the beginning of this pass we noticed tem-
perature is virtually the same. Unlike previous problems,
or at least some of the early problems we had with the con-
trol moment gyro number 2, the temperature problem didn't -

the change in speed did not occur. At the low end
v< the temperature range the temperatures were reading about
75 degrees at AOS Carnarvon. However, both the temperatures
were about the same level. The speed had moved down about
haif of a percent to the range of 8870 to 8881. That's
below its normal speed of 8912 revolutions per minute. And
there was a slight current surge, a Surge t- f approximately
1 to 2 percent, for part of that time. That is very
typical of the problem that has been seen before on control
moment gyro number 2, a very slight anomaly with a very
slight increase in current, a slight reduction in wheel
speed - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - at the low end of the temperature
range, the temperatures were reading about 75 degrees at
AOS, Carnarvon. However, both the temperatures were about
the same level. The speed had moved down about half of a
percent to the range of 8870 to 8881, that's below its
normal speed of 8912 revolutions per minute. And, there
was a slight current surge. A surge of approximately i to
2 percent for part of that tine. That's very typical of
the problem that has been seen before on control moment
gyro number 2, a very slight anonaly, with a slight increase
in current, a slight reduction in wheel speed and a reduction
of the differences in temperatures between the two bearings.
Apparently that anomaly was produced by the momentum dump
that was required after the last S063 conet observations, that
was the one performed this morning. Which, as it turns out
gave us no data at all because of the problem with the
articulated mirror system. The heaters were turned off at
Honeysuckle, just before we went loss of signal, because the
temperature range was near its highest level. It could not
be allowed to go beyond that level without having high temp-
erature prob.lens, by the tine we encountered our next signal
upcoming at the Merritt Island station about 27 minutes from
now. So, that problem was associated with a momentum dump
that is to say the correction of the CMG performance .ifter
they had been required to hold attitude for the comet
operations. Momentum dump occurred after the S063 observation
scheduled earlier this morning, and the anomaly, a very
slight one, again was sufficient cause in addition of course
to the problem with the articulated mirror system for cancelling
the comet observation. That articulated mirror svstem will
undoubtedly be investigated very thoroughly during the
remainder of the day since it's an essential instrument for
comet observation using the scientific airlock during the
next several days. This is Skylab Control. It's now 27
minutes to our next acquisition of signal. 17 hours 7 minutes
50 seconds Greenwich mean tine.

FA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 33 minutesW seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now
ever Colombia, about to be acquired through the tracking
station at Merritt Island, Florida, This pass through Merritt
Island and Bermuda is an extended one. We're live new for
a i r»to-g round .

cc Skylab, this Is Houston. Through Merritt
Island and Bermuda for 11 minutes. Over.

RPT Roge r , Br uc e .

cc And, for your information, our monitoring
of CMC? 2 indicates that the situation Is improving. The currents
are down and things are looking a lot better on it, so I guess
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you can relax a little bit on that subUrr uin,

in your wrist watch you have about 4.2 nilltc'r „ ofmaterial, so you've got alnost a factor of 50 to" there.

Thanks for the data, Bruce

And

p? T
Ail ri 8 ht - *° ahead, Bill .PLT Okay.

1 * , ,

nk a>'- N'o problem removine and e»orvrh--n»

?
ka X- And, there's some ali R nner.t narksend

pf T J!?
8"' Ve ""Cur with that.

<<
« over ,„ ^ y

; cn ti 8 !

et

;;/%,/^i;' a ;:r';? °,- 5

halfway mark between tv 0 dibits ' °

.. «s. ..... .... I;.:-;;.:;-;;.
1

::: ,.;-;,,;:,;,;-

throu" a handover tS^e'Jo Bermuda "T^"' ?
e «<»»"<mere to Bermuda. I guess 1 nust ha««.

arks

cut
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out. When It's convenient we'd like someone to - on S056

experiment, turn the camera power switch to on and door

switch to closed. Over.
CDR You've go t 1 1 .

CC Okay, thank you. And, for the CDR. We've

?iot a few words with respect to the press conference, which

we have scheduled coning up as TV-27 here at about 19:08. Over.

CDR Okay, go ahead, Bruce.
CC The press conference TV picture will be

carried live here on the ground, through Merritt Island.

You'll have LOS on the video signal at about 19:20 Zulu, with

a momentary dropout in voice and then we'll pick up the voice

' immediately thereafter through Bermuda and carry voice through

Bermudi up til abour 23:26, and should the discussion and the

amount of tine you want, to put into it require, we have Madrid

available from 2 7:24 to 35:19 for voice only option to give

you an extra 7 or 8 minutes to talk about it. You'll be on

camera throughout the entire video part <> f the press conference

and Of course, we'll be releasing the audio live also. What

we would like you to do is tJ wear your Snoopy hats, all three

Of you, so that we get the best possible quality audio and if we

An have any problems down here on the ground why, I'll let

you know as they come up so we Can get it through. We - stand

by .

Y. N D OF TATK
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CC - - Correct my last. Even after we lose
you at Merritt Island we will be recording the video at '

the remote sites, I.e., Bemud* and Madrid. So although
you may no: be live on camera, you'll be on camera after
the fact so to speak. So we'd like to han* in there all
the way with the video as well as the audio. We're getting
a list of about 18 questions prepared by representatives
of the news media through their pool. I'll be reading them
«.p to you vPrbatlr. as rhey were furnished to me. And then
it win be up to you with the answers. Over

CDR Roger

.

CC Okay. I guess you probably get the pictur-icn that And that s about all we've have for rieht now althoughve have 5 minutes left In the pass, so we'll be standing bvdown here .

. ,

C
?J /e

Okay, Bruce, jubi one little side commentabout 30 or 4S seconds after you went over the hill on thelast pass after telling us about our CMC F r;blen , vou kn.w, thatwfis beginning to act up again, we R ot c caution lieht and
a Ai,S malf. And wc went up there and needless to sav. wewere spring loaded. Ve vent up there and checked bearing
temps and wheel speed and currents and all that. And evrrvthinrwas real good. If you want the data wo can give It to youotherwise just let it be - let it suffice that the data was all

Sr '' Tnc last indication we had was of a CM'tSAT Bruce, and it was u P around 50 percent when ve first gotUiere And we did not hear anyTACS fire, although it couldnave happened .

CC Okay, looking at our data here wo verify
that the cause of the light was CMC SAT. Ve showed 2 ralbsbavin* been fired in connection with It. And we appreciate
your taking the tine to record all the data. And we hope
that our intelligence didn't cause you to puap too much
adrenalin* through your systems going up th«re in response tothat but I think we've got all the data that wc need down heroon the ground to support our analysis. Ana it looks like it wasanother transient. We try not to alatrf. you unduly, but vefigured tft.t we ought to keep you posted when there Is somethingthat looks suspicious. Over.

«-«.nnK

CDR
, „

0h y««h. rao K ot no ccaplaint at all.
It wss a Rood fire drill for u« anyway.

cc Roger . On t .

SrT
,

Houston, this particular one aeemed
tr- come clo»e on the heels of the aaneuver vhich wo made
this morning, which (garble) aaneuver rate vas relatively
lar»e. We exchanged our maneuver times fren 20 t <->

10 in coming back. (Garble) the relationship there.
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f
C

J
Our suspicion riflht now, Ed, Is l hat itwas t.ie dunp maneuver after the maneuver tli.it led to this

incident
. But it's a little early for us to say for surewhither tnat s correct or not, but we'll be look in pat it. ' Over . .

.

.

qv it
SPT thank you. Bruce. (Garble) underst;

('C We 1 11 do it .

r

P
['
T Bruce, Jerry just brought up a point

I nay have rlsled you on my previous report on the A M S rot d :i,read I ii j' .

CC Go .

.. 11
P, ' T

,

Th * 1 desrcc ambiguity is reined to t >u>ah; lit;; to re-id the mmber on the belt and not t •> -
I wasn'tguar inteein B that you'll be within 1 degree when T did theproper number of turns like the OJ.65 turn. That'll put youin the nail park, and then when you try to make a fine „d1ussay the unit d 1 * i t is 3 and halfway between two of then so

l would be uncertain to within 1 degree.
" RoRrtr, Bill. We copy that. Thank you.

,

Cl
; ,

-0 seconds to !.0S . Next station contact
n . minutes through Madrid at 17:49. And if you all Areinterested in «oin R to such icnjttf., we could get a voice che-kfrom you all through your comm carriers in whatever c on f

1

K u r a t I or

S™J IT*
S
^«

U^ f ° r the preSS » nf«»»» when we passHoneysuckle at 18:33 to 18:38. Over.

thi-./Jo trv,
° kSy BfUCe

'

1 BUCSS th 'U WOuld h * a * wart

^ at your option.
PA0 Skyiab Control at 17 hour.s 4f> min«,i.^

.6 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skvl;,b spnee .station l,*sparsed out oi ran«e of Beraiudt. Our n-xt ,, ( r(ll isttlo<i .hoi'2-1/2 minutes .iw»y is at Madrid. During this }\ H i PWs
'

Itthe very beginning of this p ttss u i oa v. Cl| ss i f t !u> \ „» t ro 1moment pyro number 2 currents had cone back down and UoVcd
a good deal better. And that glitch that was obser ved

'

o v * rCarnarvon and Honeysuckle Australia appeared h«vr prettv nurlgone away. However, at the very on d of the Rermn'a -,,is,' thebearing tonperatures aaain had ™* verv close to each otherAt the oeR inning of the pass thev were about 2-1/2 degreesapart by the end of the pass, they were within a degreeof each other. So it looks like that CMC; anomaly is still

caution ana warning the crew got was due to the fact thatthe attitude was slightly off nominal because of the controlmoment gyros being saturated, which is to sav that thev
wei-e no longer capable of completely fulfilling the ftinr-tlon
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and a very brief firxne ?^,;Afi vas r e q u i r ed . Th a t was not
a problem however, it ha". i.:thin? to do essentially with
the problen of the anonaly. So it did give the crew a bit
of ,i start. They said they were spring loaded .•hen they
heard the ACS mal f unc t i on . They did go up and check that'
right away and CMG saturation seerosed to have been the reason.
TJint a a connon occurrence, and no cause for any a 1 a r m . H owe ve rthat - mat problen is still not quite completed , 8870 thecurrent speed at the very end of the pass over Bermuda and we'll
s-el snne additional data on that as we're coming up for another
.Mi R n.jl at Madrid. Temperature differences again around - right
now both temperatures hovering around the 71 degree nark
Th.-,t delta temperature is a d i f f e rente be t ween bearing 1 andbear inn I within a degree of each other which Is one «f t'.echaracteristic Signs, however the currents have cone down
which is an indication that the situation has at least improveditself. Ve 11 bring tlie line up live now for air-to-ground
tiirough Madrid. The Madrid pass will last about 8-1/2 minutesThe spacecraft communicator is Bruce McCandless.

END OF TAPE
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cc Sky lab , this la Houston; through Madridfor 8 minutes. Out .

CDR Roger, Bruce. We Just ran a check on the
zero position, and it appears to us that the mirror can be
retracted with the rotation anywhere from plus 5 degrees tominus 5 degrees, or something like that. And you can still
put the retainer bracket in as well, all lined up and everything.
So the message here is so far, I guess, that we can't even
tell you where zero zero rotation is within 5 degrees.

CC Okay, Jerry, we were just discussing that
down here right now. I think what we'll probably wind up
doing is giving you something to sight on and see if we can
resolve it. But let us kick that around a little more.

CDR Okay, tnat sounds like the smartest thing.
Ke nay need a reference star prior to every sighting.

CC Roger; out.
CC And

. Just for your information Skvlab, we
have a nominal regularly scheduled momentum dump commencing
In a bout 3 minutes he re.

CC PIT
, this is Houston; Just a little systems

data feedbacK. Followine your cleaning of the heat exchanger
veins we've noticed about a 30 to 40 percent - 30 to 40 cubic
root per minute increase in flow through the heat exchanger.
Before you started the vhole procedure we were getting about
130 to 140 cubic feet per minute. And then after vou did
both the cleaning operations we're reading 170 to 190. Over.

PLT Oki'.y, so If 1 - if we get hot the answer'
is to go clean those things.

cc Well, I don't know if you ought to be
spring loaded to do that. Let us look at things down here,
if you wind up getting uncomfortable and maybe that'll do It
Ove r .

PLT Okay.
cc Skylab. this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 26 minutes through Carnarvon at 18:22
with a data/voice tape recorder dump. See you over Carnarvon.

rA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 58-1/2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is over eastern
Europe out of range of Madrid. Our next acquisition is
approximately 24 minutes from now, that will be at Carnarvon
Australia. During this last pass the crew vac instructed that
there would be a scheduled momentum dump that's again on the
cdfurol nrnent gyros. That was to adjust them, to give them
wider range of attitude control Aver the next few minutes.
That will add sone stress to the control moment gyros which
at the end of this pass apparently are still in the middle
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cur^nrV^
that anonal y- Currents now have come up a bit -

L' -"i i J

1"
And the wheel speed still rernains below its normal UveT
that'^nvn J

° f the P3SS 3t Madrtd 11 was a < 8881,that * down of course, just a fraction of a percent , nd

i^tfirr:
*° nv rom th * — scrlous clme n ^ sP a estation was over Australia. And the temperature difference.08 cone back up to a little bit closer r „ w . °l I

n °?

.
seperate the two bearine t enn r- r i r <. r ,* c

ion« V, tin
ar,aly

.

Ct' rt 'linl
>' to Je" thelonper lastin R ones that w, ' v t seen on the Skylah »i s ..^

...
" ' --r^*.*..-, scperau- etie two bearine tonnethis t lrat

. That anomaly certainly seens\o LT
.„/ ,

la sttn R ones that v.-'ve seen on the Skylah

n Q7:

r \ ,t °/ 0l1

v
r

?
1 aCment 8 >' r0 nu "b ' r 2 occurred

ijf! ThM - rh ^ bCft>r,! U,e Ust s P-^walk on Decent
heJJ'in 5?i < r

laSC ,° ne reported by the guidance officerhere in Mission Control. And he savs the *«„,hm„„.

8th tSa • h ^ bCft>r,! U,e Ust *P-'«walk on December
hfJJ'in 5?i < r

laSC ,° ne reported by the guidance officerhere in Mission Control. And he says the conditions at thattime v re very sinilar to those seen now. Temperatureappro* iyately the level, around the 7/0 5 deVevMch r" akes th ™. qu^ti- a different condition ft fjlearly control moment gyre problem, which had te er r f
, 60 degrees Since that tine we've taken cental nanuallv of
T^ne iti re T CyClC

:
WhiCh ™ rmall V ran from 60 to 80 P

«nd nen turn d n' Su Sat ?
thC " PC " k Uvcl

t „ .

u
. ,

R,lt that temperature control hasnot solved the problem entirely and there is still , m-non.ly in the P .. r f e r * rtnr .. . One additional f 4c or rs

uh r'f
raance

,;
od «y «» frame temperatures on the equip^iwhich normally run quite a bit cooler than the b a

:

tUr !'' haVC b^ v «ry low due to the ^neuver hi,morning They were placed in a shaded area for an c „d««l

of the pass Bruce McCandless observing that wa'v seen I M i

The heat exchanger U used like an air conditioner to J cthe temperature* of the spate station as low as p^'blo Andyery substantial increasa in Us flow - about 25
'

"

increase ln the flow of the heat exch,n 8 er air f cl „ n|n ,
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was performed. That's a important fact because Skylab will
soon be faced with a little bit higher temperatures as it
faces longer periods in the Sun about mid-January. Comet
operations this afternoon for S2C1, which is the comet camera
that was carried up by the Skylab crew, do not appear likely
to take place. They do require the articulated nirror system
which is not performing properly. That articulated mirror
svsti'n nay or may not bo repaired. We're having that
analyzed here in Mission Control. An analysis, so far, has
shown that the radioactive material in there is substantially
larger in quantity and power than the radioactive material
in the crew members watch - watches, and for that reason seems
improbable, at . I.-a^t at this time that the seal container which
includes the numbers for maneuvering and pointing that articulated
m i r r o r system seems unlikely that that seal container will
be open. However, an analysis will be made of that and it
mav be possible to dev elope techniques for reducing the risk
to exposure to radioactivity. The exposure itself is not the
main problem, but rather t h e pos s i b i 1 i t y that some of it mav
be inhaled by one of the crew members. This is Skvl.ib Control .

END OF TAPE
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a „3 ,^
A ° - Skylab Control at 18 hours 21 minutesand 40 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station

Australia ' °?„" *^ 1 ° n ° f 8l « nal throu * h Carnarvon,
ninutp! snrl

through Carnarvon will last about 10.minutes and 20 seconds after a brief interruption we'll

JiTiIn^ -\? inUte lon * er P ass ^ Honeysuckle. We'll bring

Honey sCck?: lnl\
n
°: alr

:
to-8"«^ through Carnarvon and"Honeysuckle and a chance to look again at the control moment

far"
S

Xnd
e

: h^ 1**? ri
A
'™<* - «> minute anomaly so

we ii look and see what's happened since then.

for 10 minutes. 0u t

Skylab
'

''"'^ 1
-

8 H ° USton through Carnarvon

this poLt .

Control moment gyro looks nominal at

"
CC

'

,

And
-
ve'U be dumping your data/voicetape recorder here .

u
.

, r. -•
Bruce

<
COuld you hold off about 3 or

- "in os. I' n t.nishinR up T002 shopping list.

p, T
wc '

rt' holding. Thank you. Bill.
I''

1 0ka >-. Bruce . It's all yours.
("(3)', thank you very much , Bil 1 . We ' 11go anead and dump it. And, while we're talking to ou doyou na P pen to have at your tinker tips the time that yout^ C

ltl^^l s )

hiS " " «" «« ^"data

p!;
T Rocer

.
1 ' go get my book, Stand bv .cc Okay '

.

rr'

T Al1 ri ght, Bruce, that time was 14:55
p

f'kay, 14:55, thank you.

I ha d it reUl- in Z
VrittCn 0n the ""le container.

rr
container, not on the book.

^ 0h
' beautiful. Thank you, Bill.

.
,

,. ., '

Bruce, before we abandon completely theh.ndh.-ld r.ike !d tl1
, wh.u do you say we get an audio check onha too. and consider giving that a whirl, through the

w k S" 1°
U
\\ Prr S COnf«"«' if it just doesn't

",orK
•
w 11 quickly don our comr. caps.

quick to put it closer to the mouth or something like that
K „ '

Okay. we will, and I guess what we want

0 w h
a
,h
qu" tcr ch awav fron

" excuse " e - fro -

1 t,u Des t reception and ncise cane Jlling.
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CDR Okay.
CC Mighty fine.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 32 minutes through Corpus
Chrlsti, where we'll be coming up for the press confer once
1 1 v e . 0 v e r .

PT-T Rc.ger.
CC That's at 19:08:48 or there about s

.

PAO
. Skylab Control at 18 hours 39 minutes

Greenwich mean tlma. Skylab space station is out of range
of Honeysuckle as it passes south of New Zealand. Our next
acquisition is a half an hour away. At that time, we'll
have the beginning of that press conference with the crew.
The press conference is scheduled to have live TV provided
for the first 10 minutes, and then after that there will be
a continuation on voice only from Bermuda for about 3-1/2
minutes, a brief interruption, lasting about 4 minutes and
then another 7 or 8 minutes from Madrid, voice only. Inert?
will, however, be television provided later of that Bernuda
and Madrid pait of the pass. That's going to be downlinked
directly to those tracking stations and delivered here later,
.'.gain press conference begins about 30 minutes from now. During
this last pass another look at the control moment gyro
number 2 anomaly appears that has now gone away, at least to
a very large extent. The currents have come down to approxi-
mate range they normally operate in. Wheel speed has moved
back up to approximately 8900 1 evel and tht> bearing tenpera-
ture again shows a normal diffe rence of about 2 degrees, so
that anomaly does appear to have gone away efter lasting the
better part of a revolution, about an hour and a half on the
variation there. That 'a not an unusually long although it's
longer than many of them have been. And it hasn't 'caused any
additional concern here for the guidance officer although
it's one mere thing to put in the book. It's flr^t tire it's
happened in about a week. This is Skylab Control , 28 ninutes
to the live press conference with the Skylab crew, a nid-mission
press conference. It's now U0 minutes and 32 seconds after
t lie hou r .

KM) OF TAPE





The following quMtiona have bNn prepared for the SkylabMtronauts by

at the Johnson Sp.ce Cent*-. I M thwa ln ^^ requegUd ^ ^
1. For Cowander Carr: lou are peat the halfway point. What have been

the flight's main acooapliahmenta, and do you feel you'll go the full 84 days?

2. Fnr. Ml] fnfllfl ' W"*t does the crew hope to accomplish in the second

half of the mission?

3. Sif ftj GJ^op: While staring out the window, you've remarked about

visualising life on other worlds. Please elaborate. And have your feelings

been heightened by this flight?

Sfl& fan,£&Z'- You said you are keeping notes on your impressions

of the earth. What are some of these impressions?

5
- ZSZj&}J£g£ Y°U ^ the ground seea to *» ln disagreener.t on

who's responsible for some of the mistakes made. How do you "»el now?

6. Fox. $d Gibson j Has the comet Kohoutek lived up to your Expectations?

7. By the way, the newsmen covering your mission want to wish all three

of you a Happy New Year and continued good luck on the flight. And we'd like

to know if you regretted not having any wine or other spirits aboard to toast

the Nev Tear?

8. For Jerry Catt: Please explain why you think it's important that your

crew should have quiet tiae to yourselves?

9. Eor.flUl^gufl Early in the flight, you and Commander Carr discu93ed

hiding the fact that you had become ill. lou said you thought NASA managers,

under their breath, would want you to°do that. Why did you feel that way?



10 • Forld Qllyon i Some wrliw Skylab crivMn have reported brief

periods of irritttion with one another. Has there been any sign of this on

) your flight?

11. For all three crewmen: Aside from your families, what do you miss

ost about being away froa Earth?

</12 - fftr Hnwniltg.
,
fjgrx: Does the high use of TACS gas and the behavior

of CM3 gyroscope No. 2 give you any concern about completing the full mission?

13
' ^S^r.ierrjLQarr: You are behind the premission schedule on some

experiments. Will you be able to make any of them up? /// / '

%

J
«— n ,,( e <fU.~ «r

- ^
H. For each one of you: What impact has the flight had on your inner

self?
ci ^^' ^r/ ,/f^ t J ^ ~'tt><<,'s-7( <? *l jis^^£>—

15. ^BUX^^p-: Whet recommendations would you make to those who are

designing space stations for long duration future missions?

,
£or Ed Gibson: How a™ tM high density food bars working out? /X,. ,tl ,

y tj> - fie if^l<- cc^f <*i-^;*rS c^,., f /

17
• PiQJfPiV The earlier Skylab crews generally gave up their

days off in favor of more work. Why do you think it's important for this crew

to take those off days? /*t*-<^ - -V^ A*? <̂!'-_ si<^,'S , <^.£> c/><*

18- ^.QflW^dgrjCarr^, How would you like the people of the world to

think cf your mission—the lest Skylab mission? 3 '\ »- u<4
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a . / A
. - Sky lab Control at 19:07. We have liv>air-to-f-round and video fron the Merritt 'Island qmmWe're live now. Brief kevhole u .

station.

How d 0

CD
you read?

R ° 8er
"

V;6
'

re r" dln
* >°" »oud and clear.

Jerry. As vou're un^Sh e dlv tw r
* y° U

f

lo " d and <=lear,

live news conur.c T a till I" ?
S^ lab 1V

which have been prepared h
questions here

•" at s requested by the newsnen
. Ove r .

r tr

™ K 0k *y- Ve 're ready to ? c.

i n^"
ha "% be * n the ~ the a,conpH,hr,,nt of the- KV A '. I

ta.nly does enhance the Earta resources situation W
'

Rot a second load of f t 1- in f,r rh* \, ? " '
U v

our outside Kohout,k ob s .\ v a\ i ^ s
'

r t
'

? , ^ ^ c
"

.^ " !! *
-

nelion. I think those are really so , e of tJe i" n ^l.T"--s that w, had to look fo\„ard to/' ? / *

-he ch„n
fi es are very. , ry ,^ ^ 5 ^

<

t
"
we' U g ^ u lhinRS seem to be prettv stable Th . >vr Unit

•onably s t ib 1 e ,
and' only on^Vin .i wLl'c do^'hcv'in H

"

ny Indication t.at they -i,, t be re.lyVo g lS
*
'"^

iron nm .i ml T i iUI » u _ . . , . ' "

»,,. 4

[UnK that ch e fac-t that the problems u (*
• r .hav n« w.t, «,, r art .o few far bt. Cwcen k'ind G ? ^

• liifie feeling © t confidence. '

„„ t, s , , .
' ^

k;»y- ..Thank you very much. [•»),question Is addressed to Bill -,„,! t
• , ,

ni.xt

it s unreadable. fou're w a v down in the r,u<: .

»e novf Bruce?
Tc ' tln «- L 3. *. How do y UII
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CC
miki s o there

long axis
PI.T

V )kay
;/

h3C s ^tter.. Try holding theabout a 1/4 of an inch from yo.r lips andf the mike is parallel to your lips.

rr
Onay. How do you read now?

p/ t I,,
think thac '

s better. - Go ahead.

of coSrse. w5tS >e ^oUo T t0 C ° ntitlue the observations,
shortly risunln/t e n L e

e

d

C

o°b

Pe
' ^ ^ Wl11 b *

resources inrtrunent '
° b

"
°bservatIons «*th our E

corollary experl"" . nd edu "J" 80 nuab" ° f

-percent*, which w « hope to^ e
* ?V ^21* 1^ " Ud" 1

or trie major maintenance artivfnlc
k that some-

: p
fh «

cc
,., l? ,,„„ .^j?;; :»;

; .^'r•audio. • We'd like vou to KO ah**-l , wi I ,

?, tlu R tn OU> ,,

h.its if you would.
'

P i, le ^! '

, " d PU on cht-' ^"«PV
so n.ybe'yo,, can w i ? t! h i n

'

up
' H r st"

' " * dd—
' " Ed,

SuLt'on.
° kay

'
WMle h£ '

S Wlrt "* --'P yo» can give
CC

Window you've re^arked^n f°
r

,

" •
wh 1

1

« staring out th

worlds/ Plea^el^ ^ ^ur^V" "J"heightened bv this flight' 7\ml r
? ^ "1. 1 ^'

1

1

b ffin.

while we're waiting fof<f/.h^ J •
" 1

"l**'
h « r °

•quality video J„B„J ,
1 wt re Ratting excellent-

real tLc here ^ ^ -J^-^ »«In R you in

SPT
up wltli this <)i

would make a ] (

naid at the tir

1^ flrtj
-

an(1 t-o Uie folks who came
• pecnie ^[

Ual 7' thl « l * »«« I *— whirl,

<- was that it na.es you speculate

flnv differet t han ndt V 1 I' ? '

1 th,n
'" lhat thal «

*
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as you can, and look back at the Earth« • «.r „k.. you Buc„ 0=ro
t

c„ r. s

E

: i

t

0 i s

',

0"? ^V"" °""

You said you „cre ke *°?*I' y
h 'lnk V° U

' "• Back to J"".

desolate araa's ve'Ce een s^^/^^ ° Ver So »* " the"
Mr., nP inprcssinn. A , r n

* 80tten a Vt
" r *

tU-re's a lot of de.nl,
ntn ' lc ' n - d tne Christnas mess,,,e

about half.
oak; br t „; . ?o, just went d.-v„ hy

Cc" ::

k
'\y -

HoW do you road now?

CDR
CC
CDR

Must be in
Okay. You 're b."

'i i O systems

aware' cf all ch. desolate * ""T* t,Mt 1 ' Ve b<?co™

^^^i-^-r^- -~ : "- S"V rcall>

f« t that nan has 0 ' " f hT? ^ V" y sna!l
- the

really work in his n n n ,
'0?"^ " " nd

we're RO in K to have to s r o n our" .-J orr * '
lhat

fn tune with our environment! " t0 r * %U * «< '

J'"; Bill a«air, "{^.
nr?r

1
' y °" "

,

Wp
"« 1 ]

' »»<"

Brecon, on who '/re on^ 1^"'""" ' * ,n di8 "

CDR llo •« „
'<

SPT WnvYr
l
° 8 ° Cht>ck t>M speaker box.

< U -.tic„ and „ • H tZ,\lT4°^ —
f' N" il OF T A P

K
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h.Tt o st*y ln ^rl^l IVels W'J 'had^ ' ^
in his environment kind of makes me feel chat we're going tohave co^spur on our efforts to really get in tune with ourenvironment

.

«. »u; ...... v ou

CDR
SPT

going to go check his speaker box.SPT ,a , , ' " oyedice r oox .

.»< -i-ii pic* th„ t;\'lc
y
.v

eo aheid " ith tbe m" '»•»"'»

uv.d", co >. ou „ P .°i:r;.::?
k
s:.?

d
-
»" «» »-« *••>.«..

«»« ., d , ,„« vcr>. good observatiolls 0r : ^; ve
• nk

vhat vecall good spectra on It, If y„„ U1U . Es^cia^y
CC Break - break. Say aeain all a ff 0 ,spectra. You cut out durin s a handover hl„/

..i., t tf;«.ii !f n . . e.^ UI j -in'LtL'o tM:t rr

««.rUl. in the c o™ t e ?^ J „
'

k °
,^ *S i „ t

'

to" 1^
to jet s fairly lone tern observations of it „,i„ .'. „,"
It s lived up to „y expectations, also, in tim tf |,„ 1. '

appreciation of It. .fs a beautiful sunt.. , „ou Id "ho ?e"l" „ a d

NO. d"you read. Over!"' " ^ »P

8ruce
SPT

Hov H„ „
Ve

',
Ve

?
lua >' s r" d «" lo«d «"d clear,oiuce. how do you read us?

v
CC Okay. Do you have something mtr,» r , „on th.tjue.tion, Ed? Or shall we move on?

?

£!
1 No, let's press on.

Ufln . . , ,

0k ay, the newsmen covering your mission

:::: - :ii sis,:' is.-wT^r^i;:-,:-:.'.:-;,-:::-"-
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SIT Yes, wc did. 1 think ll would have been
a very nice tiling, if we'd had a little wine as we had
originally planned to toast in the New Year. And, wc regret
that we wore no t able to do that.

CC \ ,r And, Bill are you up in a speaking
configuration nov?

PLT Let's check. "How do you read?
CC Reading you loudly, a little bit of

crackling, bat why don't you go ahead and readdress the one
on you and the ground seen to be in disagreement on who's
responsible for some of the mistakes made and how do you
feel new? . Over.

PLT Okay, well you saw an example of the
crew mistake, just a moment ago, when I forgot to turn the
swircli on the cord, and 1 certainly have made my share. And I

wasn't aware of any (static) for at least w weeks. I'm perfer
willing to discuss and oun up to anything I've done wrong. In
fact I think that I have been fair on ny - part - more or less
more or less sparked by candor ,.nd 1 really admitted making so
fairlv big errirs. I'm merely human, and I was not in ,inv w-iv
blaraing the ground, except in sore remote way.

CC Okav. We copy. You're a little weak
but we've got it here. Back to Jerry, i f you would, please.
Please explain why you think it 's important that your crew
should have quiet time to yourselves? Over. And, by the
way we're down right now to live voice only, although the
video is going on tape. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. I think, that a r.row, cr
any man who has working long hours needs some period of tine
at the end of the day where he can be quiet and wind down
in order to $ e t a good night sleep. And you need a good
night sleep if you're going to he healthy and alert. And
you make less mistakes when you're healthy and alert, and you
ore much nore creative, 1 think, when you're healthy rsnd alert
And for all these reasons. I think it's just necessary that
a guy have an opportunity somct I no during the day. and 1

think the end of the day is the best time, to Just i t down
and relax and either read or write or listen to mu«ic or
just stare out the window, and gather you r thoughts., you'vo ko
to get your nind In order and com - get bark In peart- with
yourself really, in order to get yourself ready for tie
next day's activities.

CC Roger. Back to Bill. Early In the
flight vou and Commander Cnrr discussed hiding the fact that
you'd become ill. You said - or Jerry said, he thought that
NASA managers u n d o r their breath would want you to do
that. Why ci i d you feel t h a t way? Over.

PLT I think I was not available for that
dlsciuslon that you're talking about. At - at the time
the

' discuss ion took place I think that I was more less over
h id lnglna corner.

CHR Hruc. , I think 1 can answer that. 1 think
essentially, wc felt we didn't want to bonier the ground with
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it. We didn't want to worry the ground with it, we decided
the next morning that was a bum decision. However, we'd
already done it. It was to late to take it back, and so
that's the way it went . As far as I'm concerned that matters
finished .

cc Roger, on that . Back to Ed. Sorer
earlier Skylab crewmen have reported brief periods of
Irritation with one another. Has there been any sign of this
on you r flight? Over.

SPT v"
,

I don't think so, Bruce. 1 think
all three of us have boon pretty much up against the same thin?
and we re cooperating and trying to get the best out of the

'

mission and - and meeting those various obstacles that we'vecome up against. So, 1 think we've hung together prettv
well and I think we're all pretty proud of that fact.

CC Roger, we got about 52 seconds to LOS
here. Kext station contact in 4 and 1/2 minutes through
Madrid, at 19:27 Zulu. Let ae throw one more out as we
go over the hill, to you, for all three of you. Aside
from your families, what do you miss most about Ueinp avav .

* r on t he Earth? Over.
'

VLi 1 think to - good food and the ability
to eat any time you want to. I - l miss that more th.-n

'

anything.
SPT 1 tnink what I miss is going right na^k

to Jerry's point. The ability to recoup at the end of the
uay and to be able to analyze where you're going the next
day. And to be able to take a really a fresh creative
approach to things you're doing.

CDR I think essentially, that's what I
aiss the most too. I miss the opportunity to just sit down
and - and relax. And of course, with my family at home, well
I can cone home and just take it easy and be with them.' Imiss football and I miss a good cold can of beer while I'mwatching the game

.

cc Okay, we better break it off here for
about 3-1/2 minutes, we'll talk to vou as soon as we get
s i una 1 at Madr id . Out .

CDR Roger, we'll see you then.

FND OF TACK
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PA0 Skylab Control at 19 hours 24 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab apaca station is now ovar theNorth Atlantic. It has passed out of range of the tracking
antenna at Bermuda, and about 3 minutes from now we will'
have acquisition of signal at Madrid vhere the spa - pressconference with the space crew will be completed. About
8 minutes of communications are expected at Madrid. A
good deal of problem with the antennas on the pass at
Merritt Island and at Texas and some problem also at
Madrid. The communications officer here in Mission Control
says part of the problem was due to blockage. The antennaoriented - not a very good position for the - that last passSome blockage occurring as the space station was interferingwith the antenna transmission .> Part of the space station
cane in way of the antenna. We expect a little better

.

communications at Madrid where the rest of the press confer-ence will be conducted, we're still about 2 minutes from
there. At this time the questions are about two-thirds of
the way through. That indicates that if -things move along
as smoothly at Madrid we should have completion of the
eighteen questions submitted by members of the press.
We'll leave the line up live now for air-to-ground. We're
about 2 minutes from acquisition at Madrid.

^
cc Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid

for ,-1/2 minutes. We have a data/voice tape recorder dumphere and we 11 resume the press conference. Over. .

.

C° R Okay, Bruce. We're reading you loudand clear. °
.

" Roger, Jerry for you. Does the highuse of TACS gas and the behavior of CMG gyro scope number

0v2-
Ve an>

' COnCern abouC c °Bpl«ting tha full mission?

CDR 1 think 1 kind of answered that in
the first question. No, I don't think it does. We've -
we've only had one or two instances where we really used
up ncre TACS than we kind of figured we'd used I'd think
And I'm Just thankful that the other two crews, the first
two crews ahead of us were reasonably efficient with their
TACS^usaRe, so that they left us a ba« full. And I think
that's kind of the way the planners had things figuredanyway. That the precentage, you know the possibility -
the probability of losing a CMC. went up with every mission.
And I tnin* they were planning on saving as much TACS for
that contingency as possible. Ri«;ht now I still feel
pretty comfortable and we're being careful with our TACS
and we re not wasting it *nd 1 think by golly we're goinfc
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to make i t

.

CC • Okay , we're right there with you on
that one, another one. You're behind the preraisaion schedule
on some expe r iaien 1 8 . : Will you be able to make any of them
up ? Ove r .

CDR Wc hope so . 1 think wc got off to a

much too rapid a start at the beginning of the a is si on. We
ended up falling all over ourselves, I think about the first
10 or 15 days so that we were extremely Inefficient and
getting way way behind. I think the folks on the ground
got <:he message and took some of the pressure off relaxed
some of the - the pressure that was on us, and we immediately
showed and improvement in e f f ic i enc y . And I think if we
start at - at this level where ve'ra at now ind Just start
romping up we might be able to start picking up a few.

We'reat least hopeful that we can do that.
CC ' Roger ,

good. Next que; tiou addressed to

each of you Individually. What Impact has t'.ie flight had
on year inner self? Over.

PLT Well, I will answer first, 1 »o the PLT

.

1 thinl* it had really great Impact on 3ie . I feel much more
inclined toward humanistic feeling toward other people
other crewmen. 1 think the other two nen on this crew
were very solicitous toward rae when I had a bli of difficulty
there, And I regret that 1 was personally responsible for
probably somewhat of an einbarasament to then. In reflecting
on this I tried then to do a very good job. 1 proceeded then
to Bake errors, berate myself, and finally come to the scheme
of the realization that I'm h fallible himan being. That I

cannot operate at a 100 percent efficiency, that I ' t
> going

to make mistake*. But that I have to accept myself for what
1 am, in that I now have a new orientation as far as 1 'ra

personally concerned of almost a spiritual nature. In that

ay attitude toward life i9 goin«j to change, and toward my
fatally is going to change. I .hlnk that 1 see myself Is - In

a much mora realistic fashion. And when 1 see other people
1 try to see them as operating hutaan entitles and to put
nyaelf into the human situation instead of trying to operate
like a raachine. I tried to operate like a machine and 1

was a gross failure. Now I * ia trying to operate as a human
being within the limitations I possess.

SPT 1 think in terms of my own self I've
worked pretty hard and long for this mission. And it's been
to me very satisfying in terms of the contribution that 1

think this alsalon is oaki'ng, and that I'm making to it.

That's the name of the game is contribution. And that's what
I've bean working for and that's what we're doing right now,
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and '.hat's why we're working so hard. And to actually be
here and finally doing It that to me Is vo ry rewarding.
And I think that's going to fill a very large part In my
life and I'd just happy to be here and doing It.

CDR *"or my own part I feel somewhat the
same way that Bill does. Anri that lo that perple in our
line of work very technical type work are incline to :jcve
along with your blinders on. You - yoi begin to get -o
involved with the details of what your doing the details
of your life that I think that you forget to look around
you and see wbat's really going on outside. And I think
this mission is going to do me a lot of good in thit I
think it's going to increase my awa r >m\ e s s . My awareness of
what - what else is going on besides what I'm doing, And
I think that in itself is going tc be the - the major
affect cn my inner self

.

cc Okay, thank you crew of Skylab IV.
We've got little leBS than 2-1/2 minutes loft and four
questions remaining. For Bill, what recommendations wou 1 -i

you make to those who are designing space stations 'or long
duration future missions? Over.

PLT 1 think that they ought to get people
who have flown in on the very early design stages. That's
uy recommendation right there, otherwia. I would read, more
or less speak out a whole book.

CC Roger, that. And I guess we'll set a
lot of that out of the -

END OF TAPE
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CC
,

' ,
~ ~ (garble) would you make Co those

'

CC Ro«e r , that. I ajeas we '11 act a u,of that out of the po-t-nls.len debri.fings? Over to IVhow are the high density food b ., r s vorklnj out?
'

n . I '
1 llke t h e food bars they're prettyRood. Unfortunately we were not able to car v up r„,iconplenent of things to 8 o with then, on th" ,u i ula ^

ti
;

r:/ii.s
f

t r^.-"extra hungry tn.t day, but food bars are ,reat.
r , ,

-

0 *ay. back to Bill for ft quicV one

In favor of more work. Why do you think it's important f,rthis crew to t.iko those off days? Over.
P 1 f ° r

r»^rJl\'l *u ,

1 thlnk
-

a person needs to aore or lea<jrecreate themselves, to pause and refitct occasionally -Jerry's already eluded to that. I think that in ! 1 .1 7,ct creatively, to function creative"? yo £ ve\V ^ e

tC

and sort of involvVirMu'^ tJ.'^o m^f* ^ 8U 'Jall °"

,ee going on around you.
'

r
C ° _ Okay,. 40 seconds to LOS. Next station

;i^:rii:.jon;x:r
ld to thlnk of ^

p?
R * nd 1 «ot 20 seconds, to say that huh?

p' * m
' 8»>t 29 second* and counting.

F
;

r Good luck.
/'JR

J t,li "k I'd like p«0pl« trt th'nk of oi,r

houfcekt-oping, and tried to live a nor«al life in M-a-t- to*nov that t could be done. That aan e*n H ve
'

i

h

n

lx 9 uvln
*

up her^ < h» j«« J"

over „U) here a?^?j r S
5*"^ V? '\ '

' ?
throu Rh Carnarvon and ^^ c .£ t J

l
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PLT Okay, Bruce.
CDR Okay , Bruce .

SPT So long.
PA0 Sky lab Control

Greenwich mean time. Sky lab space
B.tlkan Peninsula is out of range of
•t Madrid. And that Cone 1 uiles 'today
which 1 8 questions were answered by
fortunately at Madrid we had sone mu
than we did over the United Stat
of signal is now 27 minutes away. v,

2 which had a slight anomaly earlier
properly. And this is Skylab Contro
seconds alter the hour.

it 19 hours 36 mi
Latlon now over
the tracking ant
*s press con fere
the Sky lab crew,
ch better commun
Our next acquis

• on t r o 1 mom en t y y
today is now pv
at 3 6 minute.)

nut es
the
e n n a

nee in
And

teat 1 on
i t I on
r.) numb
rformin
24

END OK TAPE
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PA 0 This is Skylab Control 20:42 Greenwich

mean tine. Acquisition through the Goldstone and Texas

stations upcoming lr. a few seconds for a fairly solid state-

side pass through all stations with no dropouts. And we'll

stav up through Madrid and Canaries.
CC Sky lab , this is Houston through Goldstone,

Mc-rritt Island - through Corpus Christi, Merritt Island, and

Bermuda for 16 minutes. We're corning up on the - the science

conference here, so 1*11 tuvn it over to Dr. Lenoir representing

ATM and Dr. Lenoir representing visual observations. Stand

by. Okay, before we get into the science conference, we would

like to plan on running S201 this afternoon, so we'd like to

get the S201 prep underway. And for the PLT , 1 have some

notts on the operation of the S201 - the ...iS counter when

you're in a convenient position to listen or talk for a minute.

PLT Did you want to do this before or after the

science conference?
CC Well, we wanted to talk to you before the

science conference. It looks to me like CDR has lots of -

lots of cff-duty tine between 21:00 up until the 201 ops, so

it could probably be accomplished after the conference.

PLT Okay, I 'n ready to copy now, I Jurt didn't

know whether you wanted to do that now or later.

CC Okay, in reference to your plus or minus

1 dearee ambiguity on the AMS . it turns out that the trainer

unit has a similar problem. You might check and see if

the behavior display here i s consistent with your situation.

The only time that the unit's digit is fully displayed by Itself

is when the system reads 00.0 degrees. Of course, that first

zero is on your belt which is not working properly. But,

anywav, right at zero It's supposed to read properly. At .my

ether position, a half digit or part of a digit above and part of

another digit below appear. For instance, if you see a 2 over a 1

the i is correct. And consequently, it seems that if you

always use the nun.ber on the bottom, you'll be correct whether

thi reading is increasing or decreasing. Over.

PLT Copy .

CC And when you were operating the AMb . or

on your next opportunity, you snould notice that the humlred -

tht hundreds digit And the teni digit have sprocket hole* between

the numbers. Could you or can you see ioraathing moving tike

a sprocket beneath the holer, and the - as the rest of the

counters are incrementing? Th i s do t e r mina t ion - or this observa-

tion will help us determine the mode of the failure, I.e.

broken belt broken sprocket; wheel or something else. Ovor.

PLT Check it next time, Bruce. I did not - I

can't give you a definitive answer.
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CDR Bruce, tNtre Is a broken sprocket toofloating around In there though. We saw that.
cc Okay, just one tooth?
CDR That 's all we saw.
CC °kay, stand by - stand by. And again forBill, did this half digit cellular mode appear just recently

co-incidental with the belt failure or has It been behaving
1 ike that all nission? 8

?
\
T

t

1 don't think it was as bad as it is rightnow. And I - I never did have the problem of resolving am-biguity t - before. Now I'm certain it wasn't as bad aa it isright now. Still there
, Bruce?

. ,

C
[\ Roger, stand by a second. Okay, and towind this up, you can go ahead and run the 201 prep as you

see fit probably starting around 21:00, would be good How-ever, what we want to do is run T01 ops exactly as it is
currently carried in the Flight Plan, and in this connection
we like to remind you to change the film transports so that
you use film transport unit nunber 3 with the 201 canister
And we'll ship you up a - a new operate pad before the run
cones up . Over

.

PLT Copy

.

.
CC Aruf y° u Wl'" starting to sry something,

I believe. *

'

. .

PLT
L

No
-

1 was Just going to conmunt that I -
know that the sprocket can bo seen with this belt pro-ble», because I could see the sprockets.

CC Okay, we'll turn it over to Bill with nclosing remark that we hear that the sprocket is made of plasticSo. it could easily have distorted.
PLT That's what it looked like.
MCC

J
Okay, I'm ready here with the ATM confer-

ence, and I assure I've got all three guys listening lodav. Ismat right?
SPT That's affira, Bill, go ahead.
MC(

; M 1 ,
0k *>'. l*t me Just get a little bit Intowhat we re doing here. We've got quiet Sun operations of

END OF TAPE
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SPT - - go ahead .

MCC Okay, let me Just get a little bit into what
we're doing here. We've got quiet Sun operations obviously to go
along with the quiet Sun we have . The types of operations that
you can expect are pretty much what you've been seeing, 55
is most interested in the JOP 1A JOP ID types of things , and we
will be scheduling these for tomorrow's passes. 82B is

prinarily interested in off the limb coronal type features
ej - especially so long as they've got their 101 film in

there. The - they've found that the 1A type of JOP is

not very well suited for the length of slit that we have .

That the slit is really to Ion?, and lets to much stray light
in, to effectively study the network. So that's the type of
thing you car. anticipate here on che quiet Sun. We've got
one scheduling problem that's been after us awhile here,
and we're not 100 percent sure how we want to go about
solving It right now. This concerns special procedures or
special operations as 1 term it. For 'example, 82B would
like to take some orbit long exposures off the limb bef.veen
now and Jauary 14th which is day of year 14 of course, when we
have CAl.ROC. It's during that time frame that they'll be using
up their 101 film. For the number of orbits we've been getting
It's not exactly compatible to give up two whole orbits to
8 2 B . We've been fiddling around trying to find the appropriate
building block that incorporates 82B and 55 and what everyone
else wants to do, we haven't been 100 percent successful at
that. We've toyed with the Idea of essentially just writing
a building block in the schedule pad, and we're also now
off on the tack of getting 82B to modify some existing
building blocks for use. I wanted to talk it over with .ill

three of you guy«, and see II you had any thoughts f"r what's the
easiest way for you suys to handle, in first case single
operations that we will never repeat. And in the second case
some special operations that we may repeat several times.
Over.

SPT Hold on, Bill.
SPT Okay, Bill the two questions you had there,

first one is those special op e ra t i on* you never repeat
again. If you can send those up with the normal ATM
schedule and make sure that they're to be carried Out after
the AIM science conference, the individual who's on for
performing that would have be - would have to be available
for the ATM science conference, »o in Case there's any
questions on It, you can ask theft and make sure he understands
the procedure*. Second one is tor those that you repent a
few times. If you could, th i?n send tip very much the name
format, but something which w<- could paste on the back on one
of the available JOP numn.irv sheet a or another one. Then we'll
just make another JOP sumtn.i r y aheet out of ir. ,
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MCC Okay, fire, I understand. And that
sounds pretty good. Let me ask vou a quick question here.
No pressure Intended here, bat it has something to do with
how we shut down after our next unattended pass as to
whether you intend to take the ATM optional pass at 21:32
or not Ed?

SPT Certainly do Bill

.

MCC Okay, good. I'll pass that on and
we'll know how to shut down then. Okay, on the JOP 7 for
S052, they're going to start bracketing what they think
nay be the right values, since they don't know exactly the
right value as - we got a handover, I'll be back with you
here In 20 seconds.

MCC Okay, Ed. I'm back with you and Jerry
and Bill. On the JOP 7s on the BBISs, you're going to
find exposure durations of 1. 2, and 3 seconds and the
start time will vary f ton 10 seconds dewn to about 5

seconds. This will let 52 pet various views of the
a triosphere at the v - between the 10 and the 5 seconds.
And the different exposure tines are needed to bracket
the large dynamic range of the light levels that t h »• y

'

seeing. So, 1 wanted to pass that on to you, so that
didn't surpii.se you. And one other thing here, apparently
there's been some more confusion on S055 and much ret

versus optical ref and 102 versus' 104. Let me Just give you the
real quick word and that Is that 102 is really the difference
between optical reference and mechanical reference. 104
is a compromise that's valid at optical reference all balls
or nech ref 104 only. All other places the DELTA is 102.
And basically, what's happening here Is that in mech ref we've
go an un-mechanical uncertainty of on the order of two counts.
On the all balls, polychrome ter setting, we have two lines
in detector 4 and detector 7, that are over near the edge
of the' detector pass band. And the plus minus 2 is enough
to push them out of the pass band. So we've made the compromise
of - since we want to be sure we get those two lino* of
Selecting 104 which pushes those two lines mere toward the
center at the expense of other not so important lines. Hut
that's the only time to use 104, use 102 on all the other*.
Decs that help c.Uri f y?

SPT Yeah, it does. It's really an uncertainty
and nor, a shift ,

",CC That's affirmative. We got the wrong
word up to you the first time around. It is not a shift
it's an uncertainty. And there's two lines we want to be
sure to hang onto, In the all balls pol ych r one t er

.

SPT Okay, that makes senKsc. Thanks very
much Bill.
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. MCC , Okay, And 1 guess due to the lack of time
here, I ought to hand over to myself on visual observations.
So, if you don't have anymore ATM comments, let me start
visual observations

.

SPT No, I don't Bill. Co aheed.
MCC Okay, the first thins? and - Is concerned

with status and emphasis update formats. We've sent you
two messages to give you a status of what has been done and
a future emphasis and - -

END )F TAPE
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Mrc _ _ and - Is concerned with status and

emphasis update format. We've sent you two messages to give

you a status of what has been done and a future enpAsis.

And I've got to admit, I'm not terribly happy with the format

that's taken. It cones out longer and mote cumbersome than

we thought. I guess the nature of my question is oae do yon

nakc use of the status part of it, and 2. do you have a

suggestion for a better method and better format to handle

thiS
'cDR

Ver
' Well. Bill, as best I could tell, the ideas

are getting across and I think it's kind Of nice to have the

status because I think up here you begin to
^
or ^ e ^r

us \
exactly how much coverage. For instance, things li*e the

Falkland current -n.l Southern Argentina. We r e b e g inn i n g to

R et the idea that we got a million pictures of It, bur. we

probably don't. And I think the status is a good thing

to have', it Just kind of refreshes your memory as to where

we stand. And right. off hand, I can't think of a - of a

better format. I don't - frankly don't think it V°°
terribly cumbersome. I think it', okay and what we re doing

is as these status message cone up. wc re s t icking then

on a special page in the visual ops handbook and y

^

re J us t

adding pages as we fill then up. It's Just li*e filling up

an SfcH gre<jn stanp book.
HC J Okay, we'll see what you can turn them

in for when you get hone then.

CDR Ri ght .

MCC Okav, one other thin? here - actually

several other things. Want to remind you all on the hard-

ware evaluation and technique evaluation to pay some atten-

tion to both of these. And in particular, 1 m thinking ot

binoculars and what sort of power la reasonable handheld

tvr0 statiblize ot cetera for f.iture programs, AS1P,

Shuttle, and so on. And we don't need to discus* that now,

but if vcu would put some thoughts on that on upe, we 11

bo parsing that on to thou*- programs. Over.
1

ct)R Roger, Bill, about 2 days ago, I had a

little comment about Unse* in one observation thing. Did

you get a chance to set that yet?
'

MC C Roger, that's my next point. 1
ve got

a couole - enc is I'm unablt to give you any change on th*

.ta?uV of t£e 135 millimeter lens. I have checked with the Nikon

people regarding your comment on the handheld 300, *nd

basically, it sourds to us Ilk* it's a good idea to go to

the 1/1000 of a m cond exposure and correspondingly opening

uo the (garble) sitting a* vou have done on several cases

tl the past. Nov as you get to the darker settings, obviously
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you can't do that because you run out of F stops. Then you
have to go to the 1/500 and in the very darks the l/250s.
N'ow the one question I've got here Is this effects the cue
card you have onboard and I guess I would like some words fron
you as to how you want us to change that - if at all - we're
1 minute frora LOS . We'll continue at Madrid 5 minutes from
now . Okay

, you - -

CDR Okay, Whv don't we just pencil a note onto
our cue card just saving that if you want to use the lOOOths,
you've got to stop it down one.

MCC Okay, that sounds fine. And we're planning
later to Ret up to you a pad regarding the Australian fire
area that you saw yesterday. *p. do want to cover that again
today. I don't have much specific information on it other than
apparently it was not very well understood or discovered until
you guys pointed it out. And vc'/c quite anxious to lollow
up on It.

Wasn't it northwest of Alice Sprlnps?
I'm not a hundred percent sure on that,

Jer. We've got the Honeysuckle people trying to get sone
more data for us on that. And that's what's holding up our
pad right now .

CDR Okay.
MCC minutes overV.' e ' 1 1 see you in a b o u

t

Madrid and we'll finish this and then handoft to the cornel.
CDR Roger . Bill.
PLT Okay, nil!, this is Bill. 1 also had aotne

comments on the type of gyro (garble) they should employ. That
was on HUH7 (garble) about 2 days ago.

Mt; C Okay, we've got about a 2 day lag here.
Apparently I just haven't seen that one yet.

PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Bermuda, AOS
coming up in 2 minutes again at Midrid and Canary Islands.
And we ' 1 1 s t ay up .

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Madrid
for 9 minutes, with a data/voice tape recorder dump. And
before I turn it back over to the science conference and
Dr. Snoddy, we'd like to get ?n open circuit voltage adjust
f iota one of you all up on j anr) 206. Over.

Si' r Give no about 10 seconds, Bruce.
CC Okay.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Okay, both the 1 and 2 POTS, 20 degrees

clockwise, if you would, please Ed.

S P T You go t i t .

C C Okay. And back over to the science
conference. Out.

MCC Okay, Jerry, and Bill and Ed, this Ie

Bill again with the vis ops continuation then I'll hand it

back to Bill Snoddy here. The NOAA 2 Infrared detector has
detected a - an upwheaiing area in the Pacific right up

next to the country of Parana. We're working up the details
on thu now, and we'll be asking you to tak« a look at that
in the next several days, probably about 3 or 4 days from
now. 1 just wanted you to be aware that we had seen that and
it was coning in the event that you are looking over that
area sometirct in tht next few days. Then next let turn
ta the third item on your agenda, and lei's talk about an
iicm ot your choice. l'ou always cones to these science .

conferences and wind up like getting a drink out of a fire
hupe here. If there's anything you'd like to talk about
here let's do that.

CDR Veil, t tell you the Falkland Current is

so Interesting that I'd sure like to take another wack at

thftt on TV. Let's keep an eye on it and see it it blonsows
out again and gets real clear ftnd pla<n. I'd like to try
f.hit again. Tt looks like it's sort of * it roust wax and
wane hec.iupe right now it's in its wane period.

MCC Okay, the visual oh»cr"nt Ion* people
certainly concur witri that, and why don't you iu>u keep u«*

p on ted when It looks as - loaks likr it's up rt hit let's g i v«

3 c r a i- k at it,
CDR Okay, did that last TV look any good .it

all, It was pretty faint?
MCC The last TV, 1 Just looked ill the tape

myself earlier, and it looks pretty gooc" . It was surprising,
we could see through the cloud* Bore than I thought we could,
but based on your description, obviously you were seeing a

lot more than we were.
CDR Okay, let's Just wait for one of thoae

good d«ys, when the con fl tie nee is really It-au'itul and plain.
MCC Okay, lei's do that. And 1 had a question

on that ERKP pass when we looked at the Falkland Current, on
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the observations, Apparently , Bill didn't see much and I'm
wondering whother this is because the VTS optics are different
and you don't ser colors that ouch, or Just if he hasn't
'.nought as to why he didn't see anything?' Maybe it fust
wasn't there.,'

P 1- T Yeah, Bill, for - tw - two things that were
against me. One is that there was quite a lot of cloud
'.over, so I'm not sure that it was even available to be
seen. The other is that the VIS f oc us i ng c apab i 1 1 t y is very
bad. We knew this of course before the flight. We can't ...:.<";..'

focus to the degree, when - when we zoom In.ve can't focus
to the degree I think that's required perhaps to see it.
And thoic two things I think were against us the other day.

XCC Okay, good thanks. That certainly helps
us out in planning. One last thought here before 1 turn it
to Bill Snoddy. On the Falkland Current area, you mentioned
a red tide like appearance, wanted to pass on to you based
on your last discussion with the red tit'e - the red being
Inside the greens, and never touching the blues. We're con -

concluding that there really is a red tide tf^pe of thing,
although tide is really the wrong wo rd , a 1 1 iiough i t i s the
popular word. It's a bunch of one-celled organisms. The
obvious manifestation ic bif fijh kills, she 11 f I sh po s i on 1 n g

.

and also there's a fair amount of airborne texins on thcsi'
ultro-organlsas on the surf ace that respur atery 1 rr.tt ions
In people living near tht coast -.iear ihcre. So, observat lonn
like that are most significant and do repeat them if you do
see them again. Over.

CDR Okay, we sure will. And one other question
have come to mind several times, and that is how 's the fishing''
along the Falkland Current? If all that good plankton is there
I would think it's probably excellent.

MCC To tell you the truth 1 don't know. I'd
h-Jve to find out for you, and I'll let you know. And - -

CDR Okay.
- - let me turn iv over to Bill Snoddy nowMCC

on Kohou

t

Hood afternoon, how are you.
minutes we ha ve reraa i n in g discuss ?• -

END OF TAPE
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MCC
Kohourek.

MCC

Let me turn it over to Bill Snoddy now

Good afternoon, how are you? Let's see

I want in the few minutes we have remaining discuss - let

you guys know a little bit about what's going on the comet

down here. And a little bit ibout how the observing program fits

In to things. Like to mention, we Jv*t learned this morning

that water has been detected on the comet, for the first

tire. This Is the first time water his ever been detected

this was using the haystack antenna - some guys from Coddard.

Other than the methyl cyanide which I told you about earlier,

this is the only other molecule they've detected in emission,

and as a matter of fact there's a little bit of mystery at,

to why they haven't detected other molecules, and why these

particular ones, especially the methyl cyanide. So there's a

littlt speculation abojt that going on. Also, Dr. Melsel at

Stoneybrook , is Just completed an analysis where he's been

looking at the - a lot of the so-called new comets, in the

complicated procedure where he looks at the way they brighten

up as they get nearer the Sun. And on the basis of his model

and his analysis, he's concluded that Kohoutek is the newest

of the new, he calls it, which 1 guess means that it could

he chat it is made out of material that has been least

disturbed by the Sun perhaps purest. So, this I thought was

an interesting observation I learned about this morning,

and thought I'd pass that onto you as well.

SPT That certainly is, thank you.

MCC Sure. Okay, also, Smithsonian reported

that they have received no observations or no - they have not

been notified of any success at any of the ground based

observatories , the solar observatories, to get data during

the perihelion time. 1 think there was cloud cover, and perhaps

there was a sensitivity problem too 1 don't know. So, they

pointed out that this makes your data all the more valuable and

unique. And they're very pleased that we have It. ' Apparently,

we would havf been wiped out otherwise. SC55, like to pass on

to you the fact that they're getting real good Lymaa-alfa data.

They're even getting Lyman-alpha data when the S052 is
: observing the nucleus., so this indicates, I guess a fairly-

sizable and intense Lyman-alpha cloud. This gives the S082B
people quite a bit of encouragement, they're getting good

data. And of course, the S052 guys are very pleased with the

way the perihelion operation ran and are most anxious to see

their data. I want to al.jo remind you Smithsonian asked me to ,

point out, that you know there in a time delay sometimes when
these perihelion affects on comets and so we could still expect
to see some flares or things of this sort occur. In fact

flares can occur at anytime, 1 suppose. So, you guys hav a
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'

' AY

chance to see the comet quite often, if you do see any of

these things, please let us know. We night want to change

our own program and we'd also especially like to alert the.-.-.-

ground-based guys that somet'iing seems to be happening. Tnere

a series of rockets scheduled to be launched, beginning January

4th, from the 4th to the 12th, there's four rockets. We're

trying to kind of set up our observing piogiam to kind of

complement theirs, and this will be done. Also, the

rocket people were quite interested in knowing the brightness o

the comet from the standpoint of being able to lra.:k cn it

real well. And so any information you can give on the bright-

ness is - is also appreciated, like comparing it with Jupiter,

for exsoFle, that sort of thing. On this brightness point,

let me mention one other real quick thing, the nuclear

condensation which is the tliinj, that you probably ire seeing

on S052 monitor which 1 understand you say the signal was

fairly weak yesterday, could be being masked by the coma

being more intense. So the overall, brightness of it might

be up, so any observation you can make about the overall

brightness and so on would be appreciated. I >-uess I better

turn it over.
CC We got 25 seconds to LOS. Next station

contact in 12-1/: minutes through Tananarive at 21:26. Out.

SPT Okay, the brightness by eye does not

appear to have dropped as much as I had seen it (garble)

WLC, but still that's a very subjective thing. And they

may have different gains and it's a very hard judgement

t o mak e .

HCc Okav, thanks by the way. You mentioned .

vesterdav vou had a sketch, we're veiy anxious to receive

that there's a lot of scien<e in those sketches. I' e rh ap s we -

' SPT 1 Okay .

MCC H you can Ret it down to us v.- '
d

appreciate it very much.
SPT Okay, I sure would like to do that some

tine today, right now I' c working on building block changes.

And I'll try and get to it.

MCC Great, great, that - -

PAO This if Sky 1 ah Control, 21:14 and loss

of signal through Madrid cracking station, 11 minutes to

voice realy stacion at Tananarive. Dr. Bill Lenoir discussing

the ATM science with the crew over the States. And nr. Willia

Snoddy discussing the Kohoutek observations during the just

completed Madrid pass. We'll return for Tananarive voice

relay in 11 minutes. This is Sky lab Control at 2 1:15.

KNO OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control, 21:25 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds away from acquisition at voice relay
station at Tananarive, and about 20 minuter away from change- v
of-shift briefing with Flight Director Neil Hutchinson and

Dr. William Snoddy, the Kohoutek observations coordinator.
This is at 3:45 p.m. central time in the Houston news room.
Standing by tor acquisition through Tananarive voice relay
station.

CC i - Tananarive for 9 minutes

.

CDR Hi, Story.
CC HI.
SPT Hello, Story.
CC Hello, Ed.
SPT Question about S063 ops coming up.

CC Go .

SPT We have - Okay, this Is ti) be out the
STS window number 2. We are to be changing filters in th--

course of making these exposures. In the past when we've?

t <-i 1 k - taken these type cf exposures without the fillers,
we've been able to mount the cane ra and get, I think a fairly
steady hold on the camera. If we're changing lilurj, though,
I «i«e no way right now of mount ins t'te camera and be in)? ah 1 e to

change the filters rapidly whi'-h is what they're after. If

we have something like 10 frames there and - like 8 minutes,
so it looks like they're going to have to be handheld, and
I'm wondering if the people realize It.

CC Thanks, we'll get with you.
CDR Housron, CDR.
CC Go , Jer .

CDR Hey, Story, on our housekeeping message
today, down at the bottom, It suggests that we use three
h/ghpowered utility cables. And - run them on down into the

MDA for vacuum cleaning. You know, we already have two

strung down there to run the VTR on now, and the M518 system
is running off the highpower utility area. It would seem
to be better tc go ahead and just disconnect the VTR and do

the work, but the thing is just he careful that we're not

doinp. it when either you're dunping o- rewinding or when we're
iloiriR something. But stringing ttiree more cables down
the - down the tunnel seems to me to be a pretty cumbersome
wav to no .

CC Ok. iv, I'll f.et wttli you, Jer.
CDR Okay, unless you folks insist, we'ro

goin?, to continue doing it the way we have and we'll just

try to be careful we don't interfer with any VTR ops. But

it looks like the only logical way to go.

CC Skylab, we dropped out for a minute there.
Be going LOS here in a minute and a half. Next station
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ls Honeysuckle in about 18 minute, '.t 21:50 And Jer
,

we

'-IS \?.
l

:\~Vul passes

through rel-y ^^'-or-^" beefing with Flight

s::::r t

r

uhii::„
c

:;i
8
or. Bm snod« y .1^.

r Is until 4:00 p.m. However |
that cha ,,

Green-
earlier, we'll advise as soon as possible. At 21. oreen

Ctch mean time, this is Sky lab Control .

END OF TAPE
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s'oadj. th. Ko„o Ut cR Science Coor, ^ICu .

at rhe conclusion of the press conference. At ^l.-*

Greenwich mean tine, Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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0 Thl8 is Skylab Control. 22:43 Gr-enwich

„ IVL ' Snace station Skylab now over the Canary Island

Madrid tracking ations overlapping coverage. However,
and Madrid tracking

f accuBulat ed air-to-ground

;
e

oi ;

V

; c g

h
k a H^V-cUe, Hawaii and the stateside

Tatrrrcoro^durlng the change-of-.hif t press conference

uhich we'll Play back now and catchup at Madrid.

CDR Story, would you send us up another

copy of percent general 2^1eas e . ^
C

C ?

R In"^ power sharing with that VTR

,*M e for the vacuum cleaner is fine. Just communicate with

« an! most of the tine we dump the VTR or handle it over

the United States passes.
CDR Okay, good enough Story.

^ .

CC And Jer, one other thing. Bi 1 mentioned

taking some TV of the - the Falkland Currents, hold otf and

we .ay schedule that. ^ ^ ^ ^ Bentloned lhat .

CC And for Ed, on your S063. Prior to

ch^nMne that we did understand that would be handhold.

W
" ' dlnund that the pad is a rather ..bijieu, one

considering the filters and all. and just start fror
1

and

get what you can. ^ glve\ hen the

best I can.

" Skyljb, we're a minute to LOS, 17 .minute

to Hawaii at 22:12. ^ ^ & ^ ^ pad >
;t

,

on board now . ,
,

rnR Roger, thank you.
.

r C Skylab. AOS through Hawaii for 3 minutes

CDR Roger Story, got a couple of other items

I'd like you send up.

CC Okay , po

.

Okay, TV OPS book change numbers 2 and J

CDR
please. . , ^

rr TV OPS change 2 and 3.
L

cc And Jer, on your operation of the AM^> on

. , n,,vK^ v,->,,'H like to mark the zero position

on°lhrroration
?gknV:^h T^ncU^or piece of tape or something

m; that, it'll give us a second point of referent for the

Z ero position. ^ ^ ^ ^ problenf,
„. enco.ntered,

I thin^
CDR okay . One ot tne prouxcut. w C

k we've already passed this word down, is that we're
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1

not even sure we know where zero Is plus or minus about 5

degrees. /)oes S201 have a wide enough field of view to

where that won't hurt : t too badly?
c; Stund by 1.

cc .

:

-Sky lab, we're a minute from LOS, and ;

abcut 4 minutes to Gol'clatone, be dumping the data/voice

there. Jei , we thirk you got the zero position within about

a degree, and yo i go t decrees field of view. We think

you' re okay

.

CDR \ Okay Story, pray for us.

CC Idoeverynight.
CDR ; We need all the help we can get babe.

CC Sky lab , AOS Go Ids tone for 9 minutes,

dumping the data/voice here.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead Story

.

CC Are you going to be operating the ATM

for th( r«st of this dayside pass or you ?oing to closf it

out fov unattended?
SPT I'll close it out.

CC Okay .

;,PX Onn thing I'd like to do though, Story,

is wh»n we finally do come back up SI in the day, I'd like to

a litr.le better reading - pointing for them on the promi-

nence and then I'll leave the panel.

CC V d , Houston.
SPT Go ahead Story.
cc Ed, we'd like the H- ALPHA NIGHT INTERLOCK

switch to NORMAL and there's a couple of S055 HIGH VOLTAGES

to pet OFF. Thank you. «

CC Sky 1 nb , we're a minute to LOS, 5 minutes

t f • Be r uiud a .

CC Sky 1 ab , AOS Bermuda 5 mlnutci.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from t.OS , '« minutes

to Canaries,
CDR Roger.
CDR Go ahead

.

CC Jer, on TV OPS change number 2 that

concerns TV 117 which won't - won't be running again ..and

the later part of it's on TV 105. And change number 4
.

which we're sending up rescinds. So we'll Just be sending

you up 3 and then another new number 4.
(

:^
CDR • Okay, we have number 4, there's no

problem there, you just missed 2 and 3.

CC Okay, you got 4 and we'll send 3 and

you don't need 2.

CDR Okay.
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r( . Skylab we're a ninute to LOS, see you

over Tananarive in about It minutes at 2 2 : 0 2
.

There 's a

visual ops pad we Juut .en: up, it concerns the Australia

fires and that'll be coming up at 22:32.
:

'

CDR Thank you Story.

PA0 This Id Skylab Control. We've got

caught u P with that playback right about 1.05 at Canaries
8

're 10 minutes away from acquisition for the final t:»c

this evening through voice relay station at Tananarive.

The Space Craft Communicator Story Musgrnve B ent ioned a pad

or teleprinter message regarding fires in Austral. a. The

Karth resources ground team planners are going to aid the

Skylab astronauts get another crack at photographing the

raging brush fire which they reported seeing yesterday in

III ralia. Right now the crew is scheduled to get handheld

photos of the fire during revolution 3369 at 5:32 p.m. cent

Vine during this pass which is on this upcoming revolution,

over Australia. During this pass the space s t a t io n w i 1
1

b .

east of the fire. It was originally repul ed as 5 . U
long but io,lav it was reported as being about 10 miles vU
and 1 to U tines that long. Pcgue reported getting a photo

ot it vemerdav with a Hasselblad 70- mi 1 1 1 mc t e r camera. 1h

fire is bi.rnfng in an ana northeast of the Marob.-e Ro.-g- u

mouniairs in New South Wales, and is in che low p 1 .»
i
n re, J-

ent ral

1 1 y ,
o l Dul>h<

We'll return in o hhuulco • » -• ^

Greenwich mean tU.e, this is Skyltb Control.

of the Darling River Basin J -
-•

We'll return in 8 minutes for Tananarive; and at ^.5,

KSt) OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control 23:01 Greenwich

mean time. Tananarive voice relay station in 50 aeconda and

we're standing by.
CC Skylab, AOS through Tananarive for i min-

utes.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Co ahead , Story

.

C C Ed, were you going to run any ATM this

next pass, or just do the pointing for us?

SPT I had planned on Just doing the pointing,

Story, and then trying to get lined up on a (garble) I have

yet to do .

. CC ' . Okay .

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 17

minutes to Honeysuckle at 22:36.
P\0 This is Skylab Control. Final loss of

signal from Tananarive voice relay station. 14 minutes until

tracking station Honeysuckle Creek and an attempt to observe

and photograph the brush fires in the - In New South Wales in

Australia. Vj'll return at that tine. And at 23:12 Greenwich

nean tine, this is Skylab Control.

ESD OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Skyleb Control. Acquisition In

about 50 seconds at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Greenwich

mean time now Is 23:25. And hopefully the crew of space

station Skylab will describe whether or not they are able

to set the brush fires in Australia as they attempt to make

photographs of then. We're standing by as we get acquisition

and data through Honeysuckle Creek, a pass that will be almost

directly overhead, 87.4 degree elevation angle at this

station, and c o i r.c identally over Hawaii, the next station.

CC Skylab, AOS Honeysuckle for 9 minutei .

We show you maneuvering back to SI, looks good.

CDR Roger, Story. Story, would you send uc

up another copy of permanent general message number 23 too,

please?'.'..

CC Okay , J e r .

CC Sky lab , we 1 re a minute and a hal f from

LOS. 10 minutes to Hawaii, be dumping the data/voice there.

And Ed, Houston.
CDR Go ahead, he's listening.
CC Okay, and his S063 orone prep which he'll

be doing about an hour from now, tell him don't install a Nikon

02 - that's the UV camera. Delay that until tomorrow morning

juot prior to the: ops. But it's okay to install a visible

SPX Okay, Story, I understand. And we 11

vry and pick up some extra photos with the Nikon 02 for the

conet whenever possible. Using the T025 filters that they sent

up .

CC -' Copy . .

.
'

PAO This is Skylab Control, 2 3:16 Greenwich

mean time. Space station Skylab out of range now of Honey-

suckle Creek, Australia. The closest approach the space

station made on this particular orbit to the brush tires in

New South Wales in Australia was about 250 nautical miles

to the southeast of the fires - location of the fires.

Absolutely no word from the crew on this paos whether or

not they were successful in photographing or observing the

fires. Space station now over the - over the island of New

Caledonia of the New Hebrides group. Coning up on Hawaii

tracking station in 8-1/2 minutes at which time, we'll be

back. At 23:37, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - Hawaii in 50 seconda , and we'll atay

up live for the next 50 minutes, across Hawaii, Goldst'one,

Bermuda, Canary, Ascenaio.i, until Ascension LOS in about

50 minutes. Standing by for Hawaii.
CC SJcylab, AOS Hawaii for 10 minutes , be

dumping the data/voice here.
CC And who's the expert on the Australian

brush fires tonight?
CDR We don't have one right now, Story. There

was quite a few clouds and we're not convinced that's the

area we were locking at last night. And so we're hoping maybe

get a little c lar i f icai ton on our neat pass over Australia.
CC Yeah, we - we think that's right. The one -

the pad we passed up to you Jer, those are known fires but we

don't think those are - are probably the ones you saw last

nivht, and the ones you saw last night are proDably unknown. And
you'll be passing over that - about that same area at about 01:10
your next rev a round .

CDR Okay, that's what we thought too. When we

looked at then last night, it was - it looked like it was in

that range area just northwest of Alice Springs, you know

Alice Springs has get soae pretty funny looking mountains around
them, pretty much tilted geology . And I was thinking that's the;

area where we had seen it last .Tight.

CC Yes sir, those are probably unknown.
CC And Jcr, in addition to some possible

photographs, if you could give us a better lat. and long., we'd
appreciate i t .

CDR Okay, Story, we sure will. We're coning
up on the Hawaiian Islands right now, a\-r. this is the first

tine we've had them with this few clouds .'.
:.i . a long time. We' 11

try t o get some good photo coverage.
CC Okay . ;

SPT Story, I'm looking for P68 on the limb

and I'll be darned if I can see i r In H-alpha 1. 1 see a .

relatively small prominence up around 300 on the limb, > u t

it's not a large one either, but it's the only thing 1 see in tha

whole area .

'

CC Okay, and I've - pertinent to that I've

got a change to -.ha ATM schedule pad, that's the orbit
starting at 00:49. ?68 has disappeared to us down here, tco.

SPT Okay, as I maneuver of J so that the only
thing left Is just the - (garble) conpletely off the limb. It

just shows up there's a very snail segment «f .it, would they
;

still like to look at it» It extends quite high but it's

extremely faint, maybe about three-quarters of an arc ninute
to a minute off the limb, maybe a half of - or a quarter
o f an arc minute wide

.
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cc Okay, Ed. And on the ATM schedule pad

tha orbit starting 00:49, we'd UKi you to change your JOP

48 pointing from pvominence 68 to prominence 61.

SPT 68 to 61, got it. And what would they

prefer here, be glad to put them anywhere they want to be?

CC They *d like 61

.

SPT Okay.
CC And also, on that schedule pad, for

unattended ops it saya to point at 68, leave that at -

bolntinx at 61 also.
Spy Okay. Okay, Story, I got it cont lugred

,

ao 55 ought to be just about centered on 61.

.

.. ' CC '

•

' Okay . .
.

SPT I'll power down the panel now, unless

there'* anything else you'd like me to do?

CC No, that '3 It. And just remind Bill

that when he powers down also to point *.t P61.

SPT . it's written in the schedule now, Story.

CC Thanks .
,

C C Skylab, we're a minute to LOS , 3 minutes

to Goldstone

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Skyiab Control. LOS Hawaii

about a minute away from acquisition again at Coldstone track-

ing station. Commander Jeiry Carr reported that clouds

In tPo eaatern portion of Australia obscured the fires that

had been reported in that aera and upllnked on the teleprinter

to the crew for observation and photography near the town

of Dubbo. Carr said that last night's observations he

believed were on ground track somewhat farther to the west

towards the - central Australia. He thought near Alice

Springs In tne northwest territory which is - Alice Springs

is in the Mcdonnell Range of mountains, highest of which

rises to.- about 4900 feel Above sea level. Standing by for

re acquisition at Goldstone

.

CC Skyiab, back with you through Goldst one

for 8 nlnutes . We'll be duraplng the VTR here.

Sky) ab , we're going LOS here. See youCC
over Be rnuda In 5

CC
for 8 minutes

.

CC
to Canaries

,

CC
and Ascension 16 minutes.

minut es .

Skyiab,

Sky 1 ab ,

Skyiab ,

back with you through Bermuda

we're a minute to LOS. 2 minutes

back with you through Canaries

KND OF TAPE
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CDR Houston, CD ft.

CC Go ahead, Jer.
CDR Roger, do I have a fanily call tonight?
CC ; Yes, sir, you do. Over Carnarvon and

It be 02:36. It's left for a minute or less and then
to right for the rest of the pass.

CDR Okay, 02:36, left to right and left only
for a nltiutft,

CC Tha

t

1

& It, Jer. You don't have your
summary Flight Plan for tomorrow, on you do you?

CDR Yes , I do
, go ahead.

CC Okay, 21:00 that ED31, put - put next
to it parenthesis photo - will be a photo for that prep.

CDR Okay

.

CC And one other thing yer.terday, when you
did the documentary photos, did you get a eleven - did you
get A, B, C, and D? Bill juBt reported the evening status
last night that you got 11 A and D. Did you get all four
ot those?

CDR No, it was A through D. Yeah, we got
t hem all.

CC Thank* . And got one other thing for
you.

: CDR Okay . :

CC Was the S201K pad easy to follow with
handle turns from one rotation setting to the next?

CDR Yeah, that wasn't too bad. And 1 indica-
ted on tape that I thought they could probably cut the tine
between runs down to as low as 2 minutes - 2 to 1 minutes,
I think 'J be an adequate amount of t ice

.

CC You say about 2 ninutes on t h a t ?

CDR Y?ah , 2 or 3 ninutes . I think - wel 1 ,

the whole accuracy depends on how well we know zero.
CC Okay, we're going to try to schedule

the sights so that the changes In rotation are soall. Have
you got any - any other c u

g

p e s t i on s

?

CDR No, I don't, Story. If nothing else
breaks on that, we' 11 be all right. But I - I should report
that the crank was still kind of hanging a little bit, and
so I guess I wouldn't be surprised in the near future to see
the rest of the numbers go over on their back too.

CC Okay, thanks. That's it.
CC And we may drop our. for a minute or so

handing over to Ascension.
CC S k % 1 a b , we're a minute from LOS. About

25 minutes to Carnarvon at 01:01. Ard we'll be ready for
the evening status report at Carnarvon.
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p A 0 This U Skylab Control. LOS AsceniUn.
2 4- 1/2 minutes to reacqu i si 1 Ion through Carnarvon and hope-

fully another attempt to sight the brush fires in Australia,

which Co»aan<»er Jerry Carr feels are more over to the went

near Alice Springs than ne&r the sight that was passed up to

the crew, i:. New South Wales ^ We will return at that time. At

37 ainutee pant midnight Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab

Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 01:00 Creenvlch
mean time. We're In acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia.
Scheduled at this pass will be evening status report and
hopefully crew sightings of the brush flr*« central
Australia. We're standing by for Space Craft Communicator
Story Musgrave to make hia call.

CC
, Skylab, AOS Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

8 alnuteg,
COR Roger Story, you ready for evening status?
CC Yes sir, we're ready.
CDR Okay. Sleep: CDR, 8.5, 8.0 heavy, .5

light t. SPT, 8.5, 7.0 heavy, 1.5 light
j PLT, 8.5, 8.5 heavy.

Volume: CUR, 2100: 2 2 50 ; 2 2 5 0 . Wa t er gun read ing : 8044
;

3841; 9927. Body Mass: CDR, 6.287, 6.286, 6.285; SPT , 6.350,
6.350. 6.350; PLT, 6.227, 6.227, 6.226. Exercise: CDR,
method Char 1 le : pos i t ion E.ho, change ny standard to 15 now,
15 repetitions, other than that no change. SPT, no change.
PLT, method Alfa: minus 4 minutes . Med icat ions : none ;

:

none; and none. Clothing : CDR , T-shirt, shorts, and sock6
;

SPT, T-shirt, shorts, and socks: PLT, shirt and shorts.
Food log; CDR, salt 8.5, plus 1 tea, plus 1 lemonade, plus
3,0 rehydration water; SPT, no salt, plus 1 tea, no water;
PLT, 7.0 salt, plus grape, no water. Okay Flight Plan
deviat Ions : S19Q prep was done at 20:00 Zulu . Shopping list
accomplishments: All housekeeping was done; PLT did T002-1
on stars 11 and 15, Inoperable equipment: The AMF , and you
have all the data on air-to-ground. Unscheduled stowage:
none . Photos are next .

CC Okay .

CDR Okay. No 1 6 -m i 1 1 irae t e r today; Nikon 01,
Charlie X-ray 38, 20: number 02, Bravo Victor 26, 31; number
3 and 5, no change: number 04, Bravo Echo 09, 01; 7 0 - m i llinete
Charlie X-ray 52, 141; ETC , no change. ERF.P set Tungn, no
change. Drawer A configuration: no change.

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, you're
15 minutes to Hawaii at 01:25 and that'll be your medconf e r e nee

CDR Roger Story.
Srr Story, could you please tell me how much

VTR tine is available?
CC 29 minutes .

SPT Thank you .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
through the Honeysuckle station. On this rev the ground
track or the - the ground track of space station Skylab is
too far from the tracking station at Guam for this - for
that station to be up on this revolution. It's elevation
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angle Is 1.6 degrees. Next station will be Hawaii at which
the medical conference la scheduled. Dr. Eduard Burchard
tonight running that Instead of Dr. Jerry Hordlneky. So
the next live pass will be the stateside starting at Goldstone
in 26 minutes. We'll return at that time; at 01:11 Greenwich
mean tine, Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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CC Bill , Houston .

PI.T Go, Story.
CC Bill, we ite a prominence lifting off

the taut limb, at 02:94 at 1 radius, and we'd Ilk* a shopping
list item number 1 Including S0S2?

PLT Shopping list Item 1. Rogar. Over on the
«ast limb.

CC And that's Sun cent e rad .

PLT Thank you.
CC And get that at the ond of the orbit, when

you've completed the building block you're In, Bill.
PLT Okay, you want that rather than the

atmospheric extinction?
CC That *s affirm .

PLT Thank you .

PAO Sky 1 ab Control, midway through the med
conference over Hawaii.

CC We're go ing LOS here, see you over
Goldstone in 7 alnutes.

... CDR Roger

.

PAO Midway through the medical conference
over Hawaii, the line was snatched away from the crew surgeon
to allow the Spacecraft Communicator to advise the crew of

a prominence lifting off the east limb of the Sun, so that
the crew could observe this phenomena with the ATM instruments.
I guess the surgeon will get equal time during one of these
passes over the States, one of the stations over the States
coning up in 6 minutes, with acquisition at Goldstone. And
we're standing by for AOS Goldstone In about 6 minutes.

CC Sky 1 ab , AOS Goldstone 5 minutes .

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Jer , Houston

.

CDR Go ahead .

CC we're working up a procedure Jor
getting some shopping list S063, the comet, those will be
handheld ops. We're thinking of sending up a 3 -day shopping
list including filters and exposures In order of priority. And
you can catch those as - as catch can. And in the evening
status report you can tell us how many frames you took. Now
that's what we're working toward now, the only other
possibility is our alternate pads, a complete pads for

each day...""..

CDR I think the sound of the shopping list
item sounds pretty good.

CC Okay , we 1 11 try it out

.

CDR I'm going to try to get a shot of it,
this nightslde coming up right now. And I'm going to use
what they sent up. I doubt If I'll be able to get then all in,
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"

but have them go ahead and eend up a hopping list, it »ounda

good .

SPT (Garble)
CC Okay , Ed .

PLT (Garble) frame count.
CC Okay, got 50 seocnda .

PLT Roger, 14232 , 5 1 21 , 170 , 5439 , and 4 585 .

CC Got It.

CC Skylab, we're going LOS here. We're 2

winutee to Texas.
CC Sky lab , we're back with you through Texas

and Bermuda for 13 minutes. We'll be dumping the data/voice
at Bermuda at 01:46.

CC Bill, Houston .

CC Skylab, Just handover to Bermuda for 10

minutes. And Bill, Houston,
PLT Go Story.
CC We'll be dumping the data/voice here. Bill

we need a frame count readout on 82B?
PLT Ail right, that's 445, and give me about 30

more seconds, on the recorder before you tak* it.

CC Okay, you got it.

PLT Okay, Story, through recording.
CC Oki'Y, Bill, and I've got two updates for your

detail plan tomorrow when you're ready?
PLT Okay , S to i y ,

ready to copy

.

CC Okay. At 13:40 TV 105, cross out DAC only.

That's - that's a practice only.
PLT You say cross out DAC only?
CC That's affirm.
PLT Okay ,

got it.

CC And the 23:39, make that S183 stow one.

PLT Roger, S183 Sierra Tango dash 1.

CC And - -

END OF TAPE
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CC - *». Make that SI d 3 stow one.

PUT Roger, S183 Sierra Tango dash 1.

CC Yeah, and change that 22:39 to 23:39.

PI.T Okay.
CC And your ATM closeout lookti good and

the ERfc'P C4D pad for tomorrow's up .

PLT Thank you.

CC And Jerry got all he wanted to get

to you when he interrupted used conference. If there's a iy- v

thing tore you want to talk over, we can get you so*e acre

time with him.
PLT No, I think we're fine, Story. Thank

you,
CC Okay, And we're planning to make this

our last pass for th*' evening. If you've got anything for

us, we can offer two wakeup tines, one is Tananarive at

about 08:57, the other one's Hawaii at 09:38. On the Flight

Plan, we show you ou^ht to set started about 09:20.

SPT Rogor, Story, we'll have something on

the VTR which you nay want to dump in about 1 hour or bo.

CC Say , again , Ed ... .:

CDR Ed says he ' * 1 havf something ou trie

VTR for you in about an hour.
CC Okay, you've got 2 6-1/2 minutes left.

And would you like ui to wake you up 20 ulnutes early or 40

minutes late? Make it 20 early or 20 late.

CDR Let's go for the 20 late. It looks like

it's going to be. a' fairly. 1 on g day, and we'll J uu t hustle.
CC Okay, it'll be Hawaii at 09:38.
CDR Okay, thank you.

CC Ed , Houston .

S FT Co ahead , Story.
CC Ed, if you take more than six SO 6 3 photos

of the comet tonight, we'll have a note on your pad tomorrow

which will tell you to load with another cassette. So Just

be aware that if you take more than six tonight.
SPT Okay, I had taken four Just no-', Story.

The two clear and Charlie 2, Charlie 4, but I'm not setting,

into the others. So I guess we're okay since it only totals
four..'

CC (ikfY, it's no problen to us. Ve sure

don't want to inhibit your taking pictures.
CC Skylab, we're a ninute from ICS. We're

putting you to bed htre. The next station, if youvant us,

is Ascension in 02:05. Jer, you've got a family ccna coming
up at Carnarvon at 02:36, and it's left for a minute and
then right.

CDR Roger, Story, thanks , Good night.
CC Night.
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PAO ThU is Skylab Control. Final call to

th« crew has been made ov*r Bermuda and In keeping wirh their

desire to be left alcne for the final hour before actual
bedtime. The medical conference over Hawaii was cut short
when a flare was reported. It apparently lifted off at

6;45 p.m. central and by 7:15 . it reached 6/10 of a solar radius

in distance away f l on the iuu . It's on the east limb, and one

that had not been observed heretofore in any detail by

the crow, The crew physican was easeutallly through with
his conference with the crew at that tine and no further
time was scheduled for Dr. Burchard to talk to the crew.

And here is his summary of the raed conference. "After the

dAy off. the crew is physically and mentally wel - very
well rested and prepared for tonorrow'a very early activities.
They tolerated the change from daylight savings time with

out any sleep disturbance." That's the end of tu; state-
ment by Dr. Eduard Burchard , sitting in for Dr. Jerry
Hordinsky ton i ght . At t e r Sunday's flight planning conference
on mission day 'tb , held be tveen Fl i gh t Director Phil Shaffer,
Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly, and the Skylab crev,
t>,inc»r changes are starling to emerge reflecting a further
understanding of the problems of planning 2* hour periods
for a crew. During the several days since the fliffit plan-
ning 'conference, tne crew and flight controllers hav*» con-
tinued to exchange ideas on scheduling probl < os . As a

result of these continued interchange!), the crew has agreed
to allow their physical training periods lo be 8) lit. Commander
Carr had been reluctant to allow spilt exercise periods to
be scheduled, explaining that the astronauts are. frequently''
hot and sweaty after completing the physical training and
expressing a desire that th«*y have tine to dean up prior
to moving along to other Jobt*. Ground controllers' had
wanted to split some physical training to facilitate other ex-
periments. In the nev compromise order, the crew agreed
to allow their physical training periods to split with the

exception of exorcise periods on the b i cy c 1 c e r gorat t . r , which
will r un 4 5 rain u tee with an additional • S ninu'es for set

and clean up. The ground team also agreed to schedule house-
keeping activities only If they require more than 30 minutes.
The crow felt that certain routine items could be accomplished
in the course of the day's activities, and t he hou f ek ee p i n

g

time coulc*. be re scheduled tor another "Iters such as solar obuorva
tion. ttcw time on certain medical exptrinents has been
reduced - /

£ND OF TAi'K
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pAO - » Item could bs rescheduled for another
item scch as »ol»r observation. Crew tiae on certain medical
experiment* has been reduced on the M171 metabolic analyzer
and the M092 lower body negative pressure devise, the
experiment time haa been reduced fron 2 hours and a quarter
to 2 hours. The M092 and H093 vec torcard logi.-ara experiment
has been reduced fro* 10 - 105 ulnutea to 90 minutes. Prep*
eratlon time lor Earth resources passes has also been reduced
30 Blnutes - reduced by 30 minutes. Perhaps the most
significant in terms of the crew's wishes are changes in the
reduction pre- and post sleep time. Presleeo tiae haa been
cut from 2-1/2 to 2 hours, and postsleep time haa been reduced
to an hour - from S'i hour and a half. The significant
aspect of this change is that ground controllers have agreed
not to interfere or call the crew during this period. The
crew has the option of calling the ground team during this
time but prefers that fer their wakeup and presleep period
they be left to t hems e Ives . Command e r Citrr has been a strong
proponent of free time for his crew, and this 2-1/2 hour
period each day should allow the crew to get their heads
together, as Dick Truely put it. For most of us the period
immediately after awakening can and often is a time of unclear
thoughts. Ground controllers are now going to allow the crew
some tiae to collect themselves prior to the busy days. The
overall feeling behind these changes is that the crew will be
able to get more experiments performed in the sane amount of
time by these schedule shu f f 1 1 n g s . By removing the housekeeping
items from the flight plan and fitting them Into the regular
day's task the crew feels that they will have more time for
shopping list items. Commander Carr has therefore asked that
the shopping list be expanded. A shopping list details extra
items In which - which have a low priority hut if times allows
will be performed. Most of thesie time changes haven't shown
up on the flight plan. However , this morning's wake-up was
silent, Indicating the ground team was beginning to follow
the new schedule changes. For Thursday morning's Karlh resources
survey on track 10, only the S190A mult ispectral c.imura will
be ust'd. The data take begins in southeastern Sudan/ about
600 miles from Khartoum. This test site covers an area east
of the Marra Mountains, and is in a high plain. Scientist
are Interested In crop inventories, forest inventories,' "and
a survey of insect and disease damage. United Nations food
and agriculture organization Is participating in ground truth
data from this bite. Almost 5000 miles later on the same track
the mult ispec t ral camera will be turned on again over a site In
Iran, which includes the capitol city of Teharan and the
southernmost end of the Caspian Sea. This is a hilly region
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with dry lake beds. Photography over this site will contribute
substantially to an agriculture, forestry, and range land
inventory of Iran. Data from this site may help scientists
In Iran develope the resources of the country's nonproductive
or inacc essab le lands. Pilot Bill Fcgue will maneuver the
space station into Z local vertical at 4:22 a.m. central
tine. Commander Carr will operate the camera starting at
4:39. Pogue will return the space laboratory to solar
inertlal at about 5:55 a.m. for the data take. The Sun,
will be at an oblique angle enhancing some of the images,
as it will be midraorning over Africa and late raorninR over the
Mideast. The weather is optimum for this pass with predicted
cloud coverage of zero to 3/10. Space station is now in
acquisition at Ascension Island, however the crew and space
craft communicator have signed off for the evening. There's
one family call coming up over Carnarvon. Signing off until
about 3:00 a.m. Thursday morning central time, this Is

Sky lab Control at 02:06.

END OF TAPE
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"* P *° Skylab Control at 9 hours 38 nlnutesGreenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 secondsfrom acquisition of signal through the Hawaiian Islands trackingantenna. The pass through Hawaii will last about 9-1/2 minutesAt he present time the flighr director on duty here in Mission"Control is Charles Lewis, and the spacecraft cowunicator
is Hank Hartsfield. We're live now for ai r- to-ground at Hawaii.™ (Music: Medley by Peter, Paul, and Mary)

B T
Skylab, Houston, good morning to you fromthe Bronze Team. We're about a minute fron LOS . Wc'M seeyou again at Vanguard at 10 after the hour, and we plan todump the recorder there. v

LDR Good norninp, Hank.
cc (Music)

rr _ n

P

t°, ,

Skylab Control at 9 hours 49 minutes 24 secondsGreenwich mean time. Skylab space station awakened bv a Petc-rPaul, and Mary medley is now south of the Hawaiian IslandsOur next acquisition is 20 minutes and 45 seconds from now'we 11 be at Vanguard. Early wakeup this morning is for an'

? I^° UrCes pa9s t0 be nade beginning in southeastern Sudan

tt°"L Ur
mi
nl M

r ° n Kh- t0^- TeSt "vers an Irll
"

Pof the lara (?) Mountains and is a high plain area. Scientistsare interested In crop inventories, forest inventories, and
"

'

a survey c £ insect or d i sease damage . United Nations Food

lit* !JJh
Ul

;

ur
*j °^«nt««tlon is participating in ground truthdata gathering for the site. Almost 5000 miles later onthe same track, the rau U I s pec t r al c amc r a will be turned on

a gal n ove r a site near • -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - crop inventories, forest inven-

tories and a survey of insect or disease damage. United

Nations Food and Agricultural Organization is participating

In ground-truth data gathering for the site. Almost 5000

miles later on the same track the nultispectral camera will

be turned on again over a site in Iran which includes the

capital city of Tehran and the southern most end of the

Caspian Sea. This is a hilly region with dry lakebeds.

Photography of this site will contribute substantially to

an agricultural, forestry, and ran»eland inventory of Iran.

Data from this area may help scientists In Iran develope

the resources of the country's nonproductive or inaccessible

lands. Pilot Bill Pogue will maneuver the space station into

Z-local vertial attitude at 10:22 Greenwich mean time.

That's less than about a half an hour from now. Commander

Jerrv Carr will operate the carera, only one of the Earth

resources instruments being used this morning. Pogue will

return the space laboratory to solar inertial at 11:55

Greenwich mean time completing the maneuver. For the data

take the Sun will be at an ob liqur ..angle enhancing some of

the images, and it will be mid aorning over Africa and late

morning over the mideast. The --e athe r ' s optimum for the

pass with 0 to 3/10ths cloud cover over the entire region.

This is Skylab Control 19 minutes and 11 seconds to out next

acquisition of signal. 51 minutes and 12 seconds after the

hour

.

PAO Skylab Control at 10 hours 9 minutes

22 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

about 54 seconds from acquisition of signal through the

Vanguard tracking ship. Pass wiJl last a little more than

9-1/2 minutes. The spacecraft communicator, Hank Ha r t s f i e Id

and the flight director ifl Charles Lewis.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

9-1/2 minutes and we'll be dumping the recorder her*.

CDR Rcge r , Hank

.

CC PLT , Houston. Sometime during this pass

I'd like to get a couple of wcr Is to you in regard to all

your TV coming up here. I hate to bug you this early but

the next pass Js Ascension and you'll be working on the

Zl-V maneuver and we won't see you again for over an hour and

you'll be into it.

PLT Go ahead, Hank.

CC Okay. Guess things got kind of confused

down here and I'm sure you're probably a little confused now

regarding the changes we sent up on the detail. t think we

finally got it sorted out. On the TV 105 what we'd like you

to do Is go ahead and do the first step - seven steps of that.
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and that's a voice description part of it. On TV 107

,

that's a practice only, and on TV 102, while we didn't say
it, we sent for you to do it, we do want you to do it but we
suggest that you night practice before you put it on the
VI R. Practice wasn't specified but there is sufficient
time in the schedule for you to do a little practice if you so
desire.

PLT Okay. That's TV 105, first seven steps,
and that's voice only - Let's see, is that crack TV 105, just
the voice?

CC That's affi ma t i ve . No c ame r a , no T V
on those first seven steps.

Pl-T Okay. And the TV 107 Is a practice, only.
TV 102 you suggest I practice before I do it.

CC Right. It's up to you. It's your option.
There is tine for you to practice if you want to do It.

P II Okay, Hank. Thank you.
CC Sky 1 ab , Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you at Ascension in 7-1/2 ninutes at 26.
SPT Thank you, Hank. Talk to you then.
PAO Skylab Control at 10 hours 21 minutes

35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab' space station now
over the South Atlantic has passed out cl range of the track-
ing ship Vanguard. 5 minutes from now we'll have our next
acquisition at Ascension. In keeping with the new plan for
reducing the total amount of crew time required for post
sleep attivites and presleep activities the ground Is not
interrupting post-sleep activities. The crew is allowed to
complete their morning activities Including breakfast with-
out any interruption from the ground, unless there Is an
abfolute requirement for it. We'll keep the line up now for
the Ascension pass and I'll give you the reminder about 4

minutes from now as we come closer to the station there.
tht pass over Ascension's a very low elevation, only 2 degrees
above the horizon at its maximum point. However, it's being
brought up because our next acqruisition after that is again
at Vanpuard about an hour and 25 minutes from now. We'll
keep the line up for Ascension 4 minutes away.

LSD OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. We're coning up live

on Ascension at this point.
CC ' Skylab, Houston; through Ascension for

4 minutes.-.'
PLT Rog , Hank, and we just went into the

Z-LV naneuver.
CC Roger, we copy.
CC PI.T, Houston. Looks like you're through

with the DAS for a little while. Could we have it to connand

heaters off on CHG 2!
PI.T You got it, Hank.
CC Thank you, sir.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 ninute from LOS.

We'll see you again at Vanguard at 11:47, and that's an hour

and 1 7 minutes f ron now

.

CDR Roger, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control at 32 minu:os and 43 seconds

after the hour. Skylab space station is now about to cross

the coast of Af/ica, has passed out of range cf the Ascension

Island tracking antenna. An hour and a quarter before our

next acquisition' at Vanguard. A little correction on this

morning's Earth resources pass. The total d*:a take time

12 nlnutes, and the total length of the data pass is 3400 miles.

Skylab astronauts up at 3:20 a.n. central standard time this

morning, will photograph the United Nations test site with

a matched set of six cameras. The site a hivH plain region in

western Sudan will be studyied in a test of techniques for

agricultural and forest inventories. The Skylab Earth photos

of Africa nay also reveal crop damage due to disease or insects,

A major problen in mi d r r <i e ve 1 op e d nations. Later in the

3400-mile- long survey the cameras will point at the forest

and farms cf Iran as part of a program to develop that nation's

natural resources. Our next acquisition wtH be at Vanguard

and Immediately ifter that we'll have a momln?, Earth resources

pass. This is Skylab Control at 33 minutes 45 seconds after

t tie hour .

KM) OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 11 hours 46 minutes

45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

about to be acquired through the Vanguard tracking ship

after a pass around the world, during which a 3400-miie

Earth resources pass was completed covering the area from

the Sudan to Iran. Present cine the solar forecasters and ,.

solar observatory team here had reported that a coronal

transient Is probably going to be visible on the Skylab

in this next pass the ATM console should be under opera on

during this pass coming up. The ATM is set or Pilot Bill

Pogue, and there has been a lift-off of prominence on the

Sun - Sun's disk during the last half hour. We re live now

for air-to-ground at Vanguard.
cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

11 minutes.
S PT Ror. Hello, Hank.

SPT Hank, we finished up the first set ot

S06 3.'"- Went real wall, and just about to pick u P on the

second set now.

C C Roge r . We copy ,
t.d

.

FA0 We're seeing another anomaly in the CMG

operation which we should get a report on after this pass

o v e r V a n g u a ? d .

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fron

LOS. Ascension coming' up at 01 about 3 minutes from now

and we plan to dump the recorder there.

SpT Roger, Hank. We got a good look at the

Falkland Current again and saw some vegetation over the

regional part of it. We got a good description of it on

t a P e
- ,

C C Okay . Real good , hd

.

Cur Hey, Hank. How much VTR have we g<t?

C C Have four corners available now, Je r .

cf)R n Just occurred to ne . ii the opportunity

present itself the next" pass ve may go over t heV-.ni e video

area, which should be about an hour and three quarters

from now. The angle is just right for the confluence of

those two currents, the Falkland and the South Equatorial,

and if the real bright staining is there it might be a good

whack - give ue a good whack at TV.

cc * Okay. We'll put that in the hepper and try

to have some words for you at Ascension, Je r

.

COR Ok ay

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 11 hours 59 minutes

and 35 seconds. Skylab space station is passed out of range

of Vanguard. We're now moving toward acquisition a minute

and a half from now at Ascension, where we'll have a
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10-1/2 minute pass. During this pass we observed another
anomaly in the behavior of control moment gyro number 2,
again very similar to previous anomalies. Increase of
current about 2 percent on the wheel , a reduction in the
wheel speed of about 1/2 percent, and bearing temperatures
converging. That is to say that two bearing temperatures
about equal at 69 degrees at the end of the Vanguard pass.
We're now getting acquisition at Ascension so we'll tirn
it back over for air-to-ground.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, back with you through

Ascension for 11 minutes, and we'll be dumping the recorder.,
Ascension ^ .

s063 ^ t ^ present tlne .

I don't know whether we need the time marks or not.

rr Okay , stand by 1 .
_

cc SPT, Houston, we'll redesignate the recorders

for you and you'll probably have the winking light after we

do that.
S p T Okav Hank, thanr. you.

cc And' you were right about the tine hacks.

We do need those.
CC P L T , Houston.

PLT Go , Hank .

cc Okay, a little word for you on your AT.,

nass vou've got here in' a few minutes. NO A A reports that

P61 has lifted off. It took off about 11:30. It was out at

.02 solar radius, and at 11:40 it was out about .06. What

we'd like for you to do is after you get cranked up there
^

take a look at' the WLC TV and see if there is a coronal transient

in'progress. .If you do see one. we'd UV.u for you to do a

JOP 3 Bravo. And if a transient is net in progress as you see

it we would reconmend that you do a shopping list iter, number 1

and then continue with the scheduled ops.
_

pLT Roger. I'll take a look, and if it s

looking good on the co r o n a g r a ph I do a JOP 8 Bravo If not

I do a shopping list 1 and press on with the scheduled ops,

C C *

P
That's right, Bill. And for the CDR

.
you

have a GO to get the Falkland Current if it looks good.

CDR Roger, Hank .
rt «.

cc Houston, we're about 30 seconds from LOS.

We'll «*ee you at Guam at 4S. And a couple of quickies for

the PLT if he Can listen. The TV setup for fV deoo. do«n t

call for you to put the stuff when you *et through uith K.

The fast demo equipment we'd like to put into done locker .02.

And also the photo setup is, the photo pad Is correct for the

hardware and not the science demos.

rk n Skylab Control at 12 hours 12 minutes ar>d

38 seconds Greenwich r.ean time. Skylab space station Is now

over Africa. Our next acquisition is 33 m i nu trs way a t

Guam During this U*t pair of passes th« Pkvtnb * row still

very busy with their morning activities. Pilot Bill Pogue

preparing for the ATX pass. That ATM pass may allow him to

gather soae data on solar prominence 51. It's a short ATM

pass, we only have about 20 minutes of daylight left. But

solar prominence did lift off the disk about 11:30 Greenwich

mean tine, and it wan observed by ground camens traveling
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at an estimated speed of 100 ,000 miles an hour away

the solar surface located on the Sun's western limb. However

although ground-based observatories can observe the prominence

as it moves off the solar disk. U can only be observed for a

very short distance. As it moves out it becomes fainter and

ground-based observatories are not capable of seeing it as

its light is lost in the scattering of the upper atmosphere

As a result the Skylab space station instrument, white light

coronagraph, which allows the transient event, the event which

is passing very quickly through the upper atmosphere of the

Sun to be ohotographed up to a distance of six times one solar

radius Six times the solar radius is a distance of approx-

iratelv 2-1/2 million miles. So Pilot Bill Pogue will attempt

„ ,ee that on his TV monitor. .If he does see some indication

o? some transient event he'll make a series of specia P»"oRraphs

to set data on It. The control moment gyroscope, another anonalv

has occurred today, or was a similar anomaly yesterday. And

ti, e one this morning seems to follow a general pattern. The

anomaly occurred over a range of temperatures from about 66

to 71 degrees. Current increase is approximatelv 2 percent.

The wheel speed decreasing approximately 1 12 pe r cen t
.

Th , »....,.

convergence of temperature is on the two bearings and the

increase in wheel current and the decrease- of wheel speed

s, traditional signature of what is believed to be an Indications

thit control moment gyroscope raay be doomed to eventually

fVll However, no one seems to have any Idea of how long

it will last or how long it nay be before we have any further

difficulties with it. Yesterday's anomaly was the first one

we'd had in about a week, so now we've had two in 2 days

.

The problem is still not well understood, but one step h*3 been

tak^n t* help remedy it. and that is to con t r o 1th ur *

wi'hin a smaller ranee not allowing it to drop to the lowest

level at which we saw most of the early anomalies. However

during the recent days nose of these anoaalies have occurred

at relatively high temperatures for the bearings on the second

control moment gyroscope. Observing changes In con t rol momen

t

gyroscope number 3 is not nearly so easy. The wheel speed nd or

is broken on CVM number 3. As a result we can't detect variations

in the speed of the wheel. One can. from time to time, see

some changes in the wheel currents and of course readings are

given on the bearing temperature* which from tine t<> tine
rrfi ,

.

do fluctuate but not as substantial apparently as they do on control

moment gyro number 2, so a failure nature on coni r<> ««n t

gyro number 3 is not nearly so easy to detect. Our next

acquisition Is about a half hour from now at Guam. t a now

^minute* and 13 seconds after the hour. During this upcoming
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pass Science Pilot Ed Gibson will have a couple of optional
handheld photography opportunities to photograph major fault
zones. The purpose of such photography is to describe a numbe
of sites around th« world. To observe and photograph them,
they used a Ha9sleblad canera. Today he has two opportunities
one is of the Caucasus Mountains in southwestern Russia west
of the Caspian Sea. The other is of the Anatolian Fault Zone
Turkey. This is Skylab Control. It's now 16 minutes and 50

seconds after the hour .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 12 hours 45 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now just across

Japan is about to be acquired through the tracking antenna

at Guam. Have about a 9-1/2 minute pass at Guam and a handovei

is now in progress here in Mission Control. Charles Lewis

is currently the /flight director. Bill Lenoir here is preparing

for an ATM conference. And a change of shift will bring

Neil Hutchinson on duty here in Mission Control as the flight

director and Bruce McCandless will be replacing Hank Hartsfield

as spacecraft communicator very shortly. We're live now for

air-to-ground through Guam.

cc ' Skylab, Houston; through Guam for 9-1/2

ninutes. And T have one quick thing for the PLT regarding

IV 102 before Bill gives the AIM word.

PLT Go ahead, Hank.

;

CC We went LOS and I was talking about that,

Bill. I'd sorrv to hit you with a couple of more things

here', but In regard to. the TV 102 there are several things

we'd like to do different ftoia what the demo calls out for.

First off it doesn't tell you where to. stow thes - the demo

'/equipment . When you get through, we'd like to put it in D- 402.

Seconalv. on steps 4 and 6, we'd like to delete those photograph

that are called out there, TV 102. And for the third thing

on 102 , in setup It calls for the K2 , K 3 adapter. We'd

like to use the E2 adapter per the photo pad and that's It.

PLT Kouer. Stow the stuff in D-402, delete

the steps 4 and b photos, and use the Echo 2 adapter instead

of Kilo 2 , Kilo> 3 .

CC That's it . And bill's standing by for

ATM conference. .

S V T Hello, Bill; go ahead.

\<CC Okay, Ed, not nuch to add on the Sun

todav, just the type 'of' thing that you' vo .'been, seeing the
' '

i,,«t few davs typified by active- region
.
12 .coming .up, getting

a little bit active and then it's on the decline now. That's

typical of the Sun that you're looking at now and what you

can expect over the next few days. We've got old active

region 96 on the limb but we don't expert too much out ot that.

So not really much is coming back until we get back to the

double zero region, in about 7 or 8 days. One chr.nge on the

plan that you probably have now, we had a JOH 18 Delta schedule,

tomorrow. That has been moved to the following day because

of the conflict with F.REl'. We will be conrentr.il irR on

synoptics and quiet Sun JOPfi, obviously for the next 5 to (> day.

in as much as we really don ' t have any other choice. And

let me pause now and take any Inputs that you've got for us
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here in Planning- Over.
Juat two

§

Bll , , one is 1 8D. We have

not Zl ,t y .t t.d.5.
,

-;
t

«-»-
f ; 1 i i ; ;

h
.; n

!" l

AB ri r„.:r

'

mav not see it and you may want to observe
^

observing program as are, °
s e^ g t

"
t o do' the work

certainly well enough without see ing ^
with the cor °" a?"^'

t^ k

L

; e rre sk J ng for errors (garble)

.i^ribir;^
1^ 1

.."^ - ..
r ::v

^r.^ §

1̂:^rrrri^ kTa:/on°tL°:/tivl / ^ - ----
the lack of activity now, and one of ^ , think

over a period of a couple days wnen w * a

on th , conS ol,
rflt ion with a high flare probability to e en

inportant thin, to get a Hare ' " do „ c .,

^^.Hl ^.'Ul^ilV «...«...« CO do ..a ooght to

""
"'ice Okay, Ed; thanks. That's a v,ry good

inpl,t"ano «... *«• The wo rds on
,„

touched on sonethtr.g that 1 «a» «»'»> ' "
, , t „ a ue

eo In the cookbook maneuver that v,ve been g x v , ng >

;; r :\. U neans that we will not be pointing my ve a th.

nucleus with 32B. so that will probably have a, eflut on

VC d °

s^
Te

' Okav, the - ve figured th,t by ,y, w B

-Id' Probably do

of 2 or 3 improvenent over v.nat u <-i » •

visual^sitlng.
thankg nunberSt and

v. Ml make use of those in our thinking. Got a couple of

answers for you that I probably should'.ve given you yesterday
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but ran out of time. On S054 with the new changes that

you have you'd asked me some questions on the timing. All

of the times that we give you on the » long exposures we

would like to be accurate to within plus/minus 1 minute.

So that the timing of 17 minutes isn't very critical as far

as to the nearest second. UPlus/minus 1 minut-3 is good enough.

SPT Okay,
r

MCC When we asked for 17 minutes we really do

want 17 minutes. If - The particular example you used was

if you only had 10 minutes available did we want that. The

answer is negative. The 17 minutes is almost exactly four

tines the 256 exposures and it forms another part of the pro-

gram 1 there, so that if we can't get 17 we probably ought to

be doing southing different.
SP T Okay, that answers the question. Glad

CO' know it.

MCC Okay, the third thing is, let me apologize.

Ke sent you up a nessage last night entitled S054 Long

Exposure Cue Card and didn't talk about long exposures. We

gave you the - smaller film and grating axis, in f ornat ion

but the rest of the message got dropped off, probably due

to !„y fault, some things that I said, although I haa'nt

intended then to be interpreted that wav, I «i-e ow i t

happened. Unless you tell us not to we'll «o ahead and

send that up igain unless you've kept the- old .one and just

want to hang on to that.
SPT I wish you would send it up again, please.
MCC Okay, good. We'll do that and that's

alreadv in work. Then I've got a couple
.
of words here

from S05 5. Awhile - -

SPT Bill.
MCC Yes?
SPT Before we move off 54, i

' m still w o r V. i n

g

in the - the JOP summary sheet change and l's about halfway
through so 1 think you ought to take that into account in

writing up the schedule, or at least writing up the pads.

Make sure that the in forma, ion for those long exposures
is still put in there until I'm able to get that completed.

MCC Okay, fine. We'll incorporate all of

those changes in our schedule sheet. And whenever you've got

it all done Just let us know.
SPT Okay .

MCC Okay, then on 55, oh, about a week.
10 davs ago, you found a hot spot for us, I've forgotten
the active tegion, and got us a spectrum on It. And 55 finds
that tli.it was a very interesting area. The Lyman continuum
has' a temperature of on the order of 12,000 to 13,000 degrees
Kelvin. And as you know generally the Lyman continuum you
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SPT The JOP Summary Sheet changes, I'm about halfway

through so 1 think you ought to take that into account in writ i ng

vl n the schedule, or writln, u P the pads, make sure that the

nfo Ltion for those Ion, exposures is still put in there so

ah\e to get that completed.
MCC Okay, fine. We'll incorporate -all
Mrr Okay, tine. , we > i ^' r

,

those" changes in our schedule sheet and whenever you ve got

it all done just let us know.
cot Okay .

CC Okay. Then on - on 55, oh, about a

,ee k , 10 days ago, you found a hot spot for us, I've ["gotten

rhp ac rive region, and got us a spectrum on it. 55 tinas

t that was a v rv interesting area. The Lyman continuum

i , per.tur, of on the order of 12 to 13.000 degrees

Kelvin and as you know generally the Lyman continuum

)1 reallv have' to stret'h to get u P to 10,000 degrees.

S PT That ' s right .

MCC So that was not a very hot area

quite dense. Density's on the order of 10 to the 2th.

,u had peaked it at 06 at about 30 to 40,000 counts
And
ii i< not to'allv r. nrougn iuumus «». ...—

.

----
- -

„ „

conclusions vet, but they found it very interesting

should yd ever find yourself looking at a similar

caked It at u o a <. J ~ " ~ ' , , , ,

ally through looking at this^and^don t totally

have ^11

situation^hey "re^most interested in no r

e

#

spec t r a

.

at ion they -re most im «: i » u u * _ r -_

SPT Okay. Did wo get much spectrum in that

SPT , Okav.' Verv good. That's what we tried

to do" on on those which' are - are changing rapidly is to give

then a truncated mirror auto raster to see where they arc

*' lthl
"«CC

S?eCl' rUn
'

okav. And another thought here. I've

,ot in nv possession rieht now, but 1 haven ' t worked it up

n o a chan B e notice, all of the words from 55

list 30 which Unas to look at for disk qu e
,
°isk and

prominence, corona, etcetera, and a potential new mode or

oneratinp. i'l' work that up Into a change and 11 .r,

Z c «P ^ you in hard copy in the next ^ or so

qpT Okav. Ono question arises on that and

when 1 did the l..t one' is do ve specify about a mj nu ,:c or so

between carh step? And I'm wondering £ you re a U
1 .

si. or

t

on tine, if then could we shorten that? I would think you d w,nt

^ .nor en it closer to line center where the l^lt^
greatest and keep the ones in the wings tairly long. I n

'wondorine IT they concur with that. *'''"„ >•
"

MCC Okav. We've got 1 minute to LOS Vanguard's

next acquisition in 30 minutes, and the change actually takes

you did.
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care of that and you can actually go clown to 10-second ln-

tegration time, but the recommendation is to operate it in

STOP instead of MLS . That allows you to get 240 samples

there for very good averaging. Although you don't get

the mirror line scan it doesn't matter because you're point-
.

ed at what you wanted to look at anyway.
SPT Okay. That's a good point. That '11

sure cut down the tine and be able to give them some line profiles

on specific points and perhaps maybe a larger number of ^

points, nore interesting points, rather than just those
,

randomly distributed along the line of (garble)

.

; >1CC Okay, right. And like I say, I'll be

petting that up to you soon, and apparently we're over the

hill here so I'll see you tomorrow.:
SPT Thank you. Bill. So long.

PAO Sky lab Control at 12 hours 56 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now out of range

of Guam is 29 minutes from acquisitifH of signal at Vanguard.

That was Bill Lenoir giving an ATM conference, discussing

tie sc-Ur instruments and solar observations with Science

Filet. F.d Gibson. One of the. things he reported was a very

interesting spectra reported on SOS 5. which was the only

solar instrument that gives i rnme d 1 a t e da t a to ground observers.

It'san electronic instrument which records this data on

tape which - that tape is then dumped' at ground stations and

transmitted ba~k to Mission Control, and we do have almost

virtually Imnediate: data and some t i me s actual real tine data

coning in on - in on the Sun. It said that the spectra
showed unusually high temperatures and high density in the

hot spots Ed : Gibson: manage to acquire with the solar instru-

ment . And the guidance problem, slight fluctuation again

On control moment gyro number 2, appears to have gone away

completely by the acquisition at Guar-. Speeds are back

about the normal level and temperature difference between

the two bearings is once again moved up to about ^degrees,
and ' cur ret' t s have come down to their nominal level.. They

did reach - r empe r a t u r e s b e c are equal at one point and speed

was reduced about 1/2 percent and currents moved up about

2 percent. That's typical of the signature of anomalies
that we ' ve seen a number o f times on tuls. control. moment

gyroscope, about a dozen times so far now. The last anomaly

of this sort occurred yesterday and befora that it'd been about

a week since we saw the last control moment gyroscope
number 2 anomaly. Otherwise everything seems to be working
fairly well. Earth resources pass is completed early this

jncrning. We should ^et a report on that a little bit later.

And the solar prominence was observed lif tlnp, off the disk about
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11-30 Pilot Bill Pogue was asked to keep his eyes open to

see what changes might have occurred in the upper atmosphere

of the Sun as a result of that lift-off, a mass of material

moving off of the Sun's western limb at a speed of about

100,000 miles an ho :r . 27 minutes to our next acquisition

of signal and 58 minutes after the hour. This is Skylab-

Control.

END OF TAPE
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- <?WlAb Control at 13 hours 24 minutes Greenwich

„„
P

t^e. Skylab ^e-;. ,^ -^-^la^^hr^r
to be acquired by the Vanguard tracking sh ip. i P

comp l e tod
Vanguard will last about 11 m -tes And he

n has

j!ren
1

:v«": nr-ry
t

»
l

the
Pl
flJ R nt

d

S

r

L

e

r«tor. S P a ce c r a f t_ ica t c r

5; now Bruce McCandless. We'll bring the line up live for -
lo -gro»nd through Vanguard. ^ ^ ^
at sea for 10-1/2 minutes. Over

rr>R Got you , Bruce.
C

C C And I've got a couple of quick ones for the

nd SPT whenever they're handy.
Houston, SPT, go ahead.

Okay Ed, the change that we have for you

our detail pad. And at 20:44 you're Rowing ATM ..

.OP 18D pad, we'd like to change that 20:44 to 20.31, hat s

20 3 to pu vou on station 5 .inutes prior to conmencin, the

concerns
pa

P
maneuver. Ove

rr And that's it tor you, tu .

C
:
C~ Would you please tell kc what tine ny

20:31, I copy
And that ' s

SPT
connvis tonight? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .

f we diR inl0

archives here. Standby on J^'^ bt, oked up threuRh Canary

Island at 2 3:35. And that ' 11 be on t he right antenna .
Over.

SP1 2 3 : 35, right . Thank you.

Cc : R°Per .
:" Out . :v

-

pi T Houston, PLT .

J-C Roger, Bill. I've got a couple of quick

ones here for you if you're ready

I? Okav, on vour S183 K pad, the S183 carousel

1 1 is in reality located in F-510 Bravo. That's Bravo as opposed

to Motel as it is shown in the pad. Over.

i;::^ «:> nn/u
u - Pl ... »

CC And in the basic Mi»ht Plan for Lod.y

carousel 1-1 o P s po-.lon of the cue card. That is do the f.ln
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scow by following the teleprinter change to your cue card
except for the one little paragraph in the re that says if 183
stow 1, 2, 3 schedule immediately and proceed to applicable
portion of stow option disregarding SAL press urization. And
we want to do that because we're leading S183 in and setup
except for the film overnight, we're going to run it again
tonorrow aornlng. Over.

PLT Bruce, I didn't have the cue card handy
but I think I understand what you're saying. They just want
to stow the carousel 1-1, put the plate in position and all
that sort of thing and leave the 183 on the AMS for use tomorrow.

CC Roger. That's correct. And - And - Okay,
and also on your 183 pad note that the second field is called
out for this morning uses plate 21 and will require you to
advancing several frames f ron 15 to get there. And if you have
any questions when you get the cue card out, go ahead and
give us a call, but 1 think that if you just remember the intent
is to stow the carousel without completely breaking the works
down, why we'll get there. We've got about 15 seconds to LOS.
Next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through Ascension at
13:42. And could you tell us whether TV input station 642
was used for the press conference yesterday ir not?

PLT That's affirmative. The one in the exper-
iment compartment; I'm sure that's 6:42.

CDR T hat's affirmative. That' s the one we used.
CC Roger. Thank you very much, see you over

Canaries - Ascension

.

PAO Sky lab Control at 13 hours 36-1/2 minutes
Greenwich nean time. Skylab space station is over Brazil about
5-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition at Ascension. This is
Skylab Control.

F.N D OF TAPE
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p ,o Skylab Control at 13 hours, 41-1/2 minutes.

i3 Bruce *cC * nd

1

" 8
"

sky j ab

f

lhl3 l3 Houston through Ascension.

Canarv and Madrid foe about H minutes. Out

CDR Houston, CDR.

rr Go ahead, J e r .
, ,

th
,
G r

°::^e r °;CA
U

wit h n 'we've B o t no lining whatsoever on

thC
, «ic or BIS 2 Ve've not our ready lights, our alert

wxv* !nd iw ^e/n^s, bu . *. th c—

•

01
""J"

1 ""
okay, tell you what, we'll work ™

J*'^
jllsl so that we don't R et out of sync he ,e voul. jou hold of

—j- - — nrr r: r..r:.:
0

:: :::vli >,

cycll«S those br.ak.rs: ,„d tHa. didn't help, so we re ending

by
"

r. r okav we're right with you." cVnin, Houston. I think yo.'re on i.ucrco..
"

You got about a 30 second dropout here.
C

, r.n,rv I'll ta'k to you then. And, we're sure

issK-A srj~
Canary . i f you don ' t mind

.

Okav , Bruce . , ,

CDR this is ao-..Bton, starting the trouble-CDR <^^- Br,J

rr CDR this is .irviBion, slbiv*..*
CC

...... u ; th v u on t..e ATM. The configuration we d

ou've pot light in* or not. Over.
° U V

iD 5 That's where 1 am and no lifting,
™T okay, we'll iroceod on to step 2. just for

.I ««« information, we're showing a little higher t ban nor
c own l n i o r wa i i on , - ^ > - "

. ^„ iiu inverter IX A down her

fiu post ed .

CDR 0kay '

K PX Houston. S FT .
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CC SPT, Houston, go ahead.

SPY Okay, I'd like to have you check on an -

item of that JOP 18 D coming up on step 18. The pointing command

given if we are not able to find it, we're supposed to position

the nucleui at the center and then move on out. The magnitude

of those do not agree with the position we're supposed to put

it in the tail. I show (garble) put it in 0.7 degrees out,

0.74 degrees out and we're supposed to be 0.25.

CC Okay, wo copy that Hd , and, Rive us a

minute to- Ret vorkinp. on 1 1 ( ga r b 1 e) . And , for the CDR again

up on the ATM panel, vo would like you to verify, but not

chantte the configuration that all 18 circuit breakers under

Console power distribution are in the IN position, over.

CDR That's verified.
CC 0 V. ay, thank you .

CDR Houston, CDR, is there any Sun-centered

data that you might like to have gathered while we ' r •.! s 1 t t i n f

here .

CC Stand by, we'll check.
TO CDR , this Is Houston. For your Sun-centered

tton, we'd like an S056 p.-itrol and 10 minutes of continuous

operation on S052, over.
CDR Okay, you. want patrol long on 56?

CC Roger, Jer, patrol long and 10 minutes in

the continuous node on 52.

CDR Okay. How about 55? I've got nlrrior auto

golnft now. you want to Just let it run?

CC Okay, Just leave it running like it is,

Jerry, and we'll update you.
CDR Okay.
CC CDR , Houston, over.

CDR Go ahead , Bruce .

CC Okay, we've got 2 minutes to LOS here.

Your next station is In 27 minutes, Cuan at 14:24. In the

Interim we recommend ATM C&D aal f procedure number 4, entitled,

Lops of Fixed Numeric Lighting on Panel 130, showing up on

page 1-14 of the AIM nalfs. If you want t> wait for us at

Ouam to run through it with you, you may, or If you en-

counter anv questions in your mind as you go through it, you

can hold o r f and we'll talk to it at Guan also. In the

meantime, however, on S05i. we'd like to get the X-ray image

switch to off, please, since, with the probable loss of r> w, r

got here, we've lost filament power to the tube down t he t o ,
and

when you complete the observation* of this pass go ahead and

power down for ATM operations next pass, over.
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Okay, Bruce, and I've got the sialf o

Okay, 1 minute to LOS and we'll see

Roger .

END Or TAPE

CDR
to thlc page.

CC
over Gaum.

CDR
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- - got the naif opened to this p

Okay, we're 1 minute, to LOS, and

Roger.
Well, Bruce, do you hn\ handy the 4 00K

We'll ge t It for you.
Thank you.
14 : 0 3, ''Jerry , 14:03 for
Thank you.
Skylab Control at 13 hours 59 minutes

4 00K.

CDR
C(

see you over Guam.
CDR
CDR

t i mo? «

CC
CDR
CC
CDR
PAO

• 45 seconds Greenwich Dean tine. Skylab space station has

passed out of range of Canary Island and Madrid. A difficulty
occurring at the beginning of this pass reported by Carr is

that the ATM panel lighting has failed, fai are in the

integral and numerical lighting from the ATM solai instrument
panel. That limits the amount of work that can be done at

the ATM panel. Hovever , some of the instruments were lelt

running during the remainder of this pass. Sun centered,

does tend to make it more difficult to do some pointing
operations. And also S054 , one of the X-ray instruments

cannot be operated without the power that's provided to

both the lights and to thai Instrument. So one instrument
is disabled because of the limning failure and Control,
to some extent, of the other instruments 13 limited. Our
next acquisition 23-1/2 minutes away. It's now on the hour,
Skylab Con t ro 1

.

PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 23 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station about to be

acquired through Guait t racking antenna for a 7-ralnute pass.
The spacecraft comr.unicator is Bruce M c landless, and the

flight director on duty Is Neil Hutchinson.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam

for 6 n.lnutes. Over.
COR Roger, Bruce; loud and clear.
CC Okay, loud and clear. Where are you in

(he main Over.
CDR Okay, Bruce, on page 1-14 did block number 1

and recovered the numeric lighting, and that leaves t ho

INTEGRAL switch off. So I threw the INTKGRAI. switch on til

that time and it all tell off again. So I decided the

problem was with the integral lighting, and 1 went over
to C&D mall number 2 on page 1-8 and began with that rascal
and ended up in - ended up in block number 11 thai says
BUS 2 integrated , or BUS 36 3 Delta shorted. And that scobs
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o be where we stand. I got numerics now but no integral

.

cc Okay , it sounds beautiful, Jerry. Let

us talk around down here a minute . y It sounds like you pretty

well got things isolated and we'll get right back to you.

CDR Bruce , also would 1 ike to know how t hey

would like to work the next ATM pass. Would they like to

try to pick up what we did not get on the last pass or Just

take a giant step past it and pick up the regular schedule

for this one?
, ,

C C Okay, Jorrv, we'll lust pick up the regular

schedule. And give us a little bit of tine to - to contemplate

the situation from last pass. And I expect we'll try and

work those things in either later today or tomorrow if we

need to.

CDR Okay

.

CC And what is your configuration at the time -

at the present tine on the panel? I mean du you have the

numeric lighting back , or are you sitting there at block
_

11 .

CDR No, I've got everything on BUS 1. I've

got numeric lighting back, and the integral Is off.

CC Okay, so you essentially went on from

block 11 to block 15 and you're in the tnalf 2 block 15

configuration?
CDR That's affirmative.

C C Okay, that sounds good to us. Thank you.

CC Sky lab, this is Houston; 1 nir.ute to l.OS.

Next station contact in 5-1/2 minutes through Honeysuckle

Crock at 14 : 36 . Out

.

PAO Skylab Control at 1' hours 32 minutes

Greenwich ^can tine. Skylab space station now over New Guinea

is out of range of the tracking antenna at Cuan. About 3-1/2

minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Honeysuckle.

During this pass Jerry Carr reviewed his procedures that

he'd gone through on malfunction. The lighting on the

ATM control and display panel have been A problem with both

integral and numeric lighting on the A'i M panel. Primary

loss of that instrument was the loss of pointing readouts

and also the loss of frame counts for the various pieces

of film, the pointing control, of course being very important.

Also there was no readout for the computer digital address

system, So f..at when something was punched In there wa* no way

,.f reading out to determine whether or not It had been

punched in properly. The pointing frame counts and DAS

readout of all now have, been repaired. Those are the noil

essential parts of the equipment. The numeric switches

and numeric lights are back on. Ihcy are working properly
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that means that during the next pass _the^""^^

^

1 1

thebe able to point properly at his targets without any difficulty

and' will-be able to read his digital address system for

computer operation. However, the integral re.ain. off.

Integral controls a number of things, one of which is th

ele^ra-flTorescent lighting that's used to - for identification

of various panel P""-^
Control> He , re now about 2 nln utes

from acquisition of signal. Here in Mission Con

t

vol I he

flUht earn is still trying to determine exactly what they ve

lolt with the integral. The lighting system is not nper.t ing

properly but no doubt the malfunction procedure will be

continued to attempt to bring that back on line ,s vel
.

ELctra

fluorescent lighting is not the - Is not the main P r <*lc»

(garble). Now he says that It appears that it won d affect •

backlighted panel switches that are again net nearly so irr- ant

as the integral lighting which provids pointing and also

frame counts on the instruments and the diRlial redout for

t he cor.pis to r . Tho s c - -

KM) OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control. We're now about 2 min-

utes fron acquisition of signal. Here in Mission Control

the flight team is still trying to determine exactly what

they've lost with the integral light systems not operating

properly but no doubt the malfunction procedure will be

conHnued to attempt to bring that back on line as well.

The Uictra-fluorescent lighting is not be - is not the main pro

blem (garble) said that appears i * would effect some

backlighted panel switches but, again, not nearly so

important a* the integral lighting which Provides -

ing and also frame counts on the instruments and digital

readout for the compute:. Those things are all

on line now after the malfunction procedure was <"»pleted.

between the Madrid pass and the fiuam pass during the last

half hour. We're about a minute from acquisition of signnl

Tt Honcvsucklc. We'll bring the line. u P live there for air-

t0 " Rr
£|I

nd
' Skvlab this is Houston through Honey-

suck 1 e Creek fo r 4 minutes, and for the CDR, we recommend

"at vou put some red tape on the lighting integral switch

Just as i caution against reactivating it. Over.

CDR Roger . It's in work.

cc And also, right now it does not look

like loss of the Integral lighting BUS will c omp r omi 9 e y ou

r

operation, but we're still chocking to make sure cnere re

not dome sneaky items powered from it, and if we come up

with .invihin* out of the ordinary why we'll send you up a

detaU listing of the items that you've lost. Over.

CDR Thank you. Bruce.

cc ptT, this is Houston. Over.

PLT Hello, Bruce.

cc Yes, I've got a quick little procedure

•hat vou might be interested in for S180 AMS mirror retrac-

tion should you lose your way in following the turns clock-

wise and counterclockwise. Over.

PliT Okav. Go ahead.

cc Okay. Set the tilt on the mirror to

zero ard then prime discone antenna number 1 by searching in

n

ctai
n

o
v,tv'Tv^!aire:

u8
;or^rs:t:"u e xi^jr...

en "numbed t^iefd^f number 2 since I.

^
tercloekwls. turns to go from number 1 jo number and the

i«r« rotation is only about dne-tentn of a clockvUv « r

disconc antenna number 1. Do you want me to read that again

or - what, we've get about 30 seconds to LOS. The next

station is Canary ftt 15:23 In 45 minutes.
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PLT Roger. . Set tilt 00 and find discone
number 1 with rotation . From number 1 go 3.5 counterclock-
wise, or it takes 3.5 counterclockwise to go from number 1

to number 2. When I'm sure I'm on number 1, one-tenth clockwi3
from discone number 1 for zero rotation.

CC Hey, you got a telephonic memory there.
Beautiful, Bill, and you may be - might want to write that
down on a piece of paper and tape it on the AMS or some-
thing, or would you like us to send you up a cue card?

PLT No, it wouldn't 't - wouldn't hurt just to
send up a teleprinter message on that . We'd Just tape it

rieht on the AMS

.

CC Okay. We'll send you a teleprinter
dec a 1 .

PLT Thank you, sir.
CC Roger; out. See you at Canary.
V,\0 Skylab Control at 14 hours 4 0 minutes

and 50 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station
is now ou: of r a n k e of the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia
tracking antenna. .42-1/2 to our next acquisition of signal.
Here in Mission Control as Bruce McCandless iaen timed during
this last pass they're still analyzing the integral problem
on the AT", panel lighting. That's the panel ''lighting for
solar instruments. It doesn't seem to have much impact now
but they're going to go through the circuits and make sure
there arc no hidden impacts from the loss of that one part
of the lighting system for the ATM panel. The numerical lightl
has been returned and Is operating properly. That does allow
them the rain things that they were concerned about which are
pointing of the solar instruments. This is detailed fine
pointing on the solar surface. Alee, a computer display
readout for the what Is called the DAS, the digital address
system, for the Skylab computer. That is working properly
ag.iin, snd also the frame counts on tne various instruments
tell how much film has been consumed. That agcln is also
working properlv. So the major problem with the ATM lighting
which ltad cut off has been solved. First analysis indicates
that the prcblen may have possibly been caused by a power
surp.e that was too brief to pop the circuit breaker. That
might have caused an adjustment in the solid state electro-
nics, and once the thing was switched off completely and
the malfunction procedure and then brought b.ick on line it

be Ran operating properly again. That's of course Just a first
look at It and no doubt during the next several hours we'll
get a more thorough analysis of the problem. Yesterday's
use cf nitrogen altitude control system gas va *

. re 1 a t 1 vely
low and only 55 pound seconds uaed yesterday. the remaining
gas at that time was something over 18,000 pound stconds of
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pa « of which 12 ,000 pounds may be used for experiments at
;,

tile of approximately 55 poun seconds a day Of cjur.j

that would last far beyond the end of the mission For this

morning's Earth resources pass only about 45 pound seconds

„cd, That indicates that for most of the activities

go ng on now, unless there are major problems with the at -

ESde con-.rol system, it looks as if the gas supply nay well

be mere then adequate. 40 minutes to our next acquisition

t.f signal and 43 minutes and 14 seconds after the hour.

This ?s Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE

mmm;'
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PA0 .
Skylab Control at 15 hours, 22 minutes

Creenwtch mean time.' Skylab space station now -e^the^o

Atlantic, is out of range of
.

th
*
/™

n

**" 8
x s i ands . . PaS s through

but we're about to be -cqu red at Ca nary
b1;i _

Canary lsland 3 and Madrid 1 * * ^
5 *

s

1 ^

*

Mc c and x es

s

.

ute the spacecraft co,.u 1""r^-^J,^ through c

"
ld for 12-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder

^ollJcVni now'.t Canary and for the SPT ,
ve have sone

information on JOP 18
Hou8totIi go ahea d .

r C Okay, on chat step 18 which you hm q« -

, . i i - ^^..vc « up want von to do trie lirsi

0.,, 0.6,
„J ,^

h

j "^"'blck / and
8
ao-.-

1

look s'as though

CD R Houa t on , CDR

.

rr Go ahead, CDR
.

, „,u„
Okav. 1 checked the •chetia t ic s ;

I t looks

, i . e nr f-n. y-'av imaae enable to be back on
like It's okay tor tfte X .

ay ^ a
«f n he s082B folks

.,.!«. so I turned It on
J *J £ lntlnRf tUal

^hat when I tried to po t> ll«b -a, o
1 . p poinllnR than

the mirror ? oe, un.ta « * "
iiB „ ln Umb

it is in linb scan It . 1 j 1
r on p

uaj?

??
,

^
,

ci;i t .

s

!uiM:
,

,;.riit;
B
«"rj-." °<

12 arc seconds on the H-ALPHA I.
.

rr Okav we copy that, Jerr>.

JJ R Bruce have i status report on carrousel 1-1,

S183 -

GC Okay, send the rest of the good ne*i there

Bil1 '

Roger . nad news U that the carrousel

would net *o it

;

v!.jj I «r*
;

<
[

J-
P«t n in. --J.' irl

plate out I have it. ^« Re
r „ clocked U and the thing

not lined up with the pat.h
J h^ C

c„, ol continue with nor-

ri'op^ron"^ a^er on the piece of the plate

that 1 do havt

.
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cc Okay, we copy that .

cr>R Houston, CDR .

. re Go ahead , CDR.

CDR Okay I might add on this S082B mirror

6iSplS
cr Okav we copy. And for the PLT

,
was the

VAVd i, ^ «"»« J-* "> u, <"-' t eo '"• 18 th,t

thP »»^" 1 ° n
' That .

s , ££irn ,tlv«. I knov, looked In

>>«l* wasn't lined up and 1 thought we 1 ».

ii.;
B ,"

P;uiaT
>

i."
t

;u?r l s
,
. t

i:--;:.
1

.j: .«

-

»««•"•• o^yTvot'say v!-cr. yo., st.rtod. t*. drill

holc v„ or «. |;«f s^ t . „„.„ , .,„,.„ t ,«. ,».

* 7 , Ha i, v I checked it. Saw that it was about iO degrees
lt in initia ly. I ch«**° ^ hatch at l2 o'clock, the drill nark
° ^oJ°n o'clock pu l ed U out as soon as I encountered

"li^ce! \o» lTot: or difficulty and when t did, part of the

plat e wa, protrudln^puU^it out. ^ ^ _

l " 1 C

jrj
0U" 1

* Yeah, 1 see th,t Bruce, thank yon

l
l

c
T

SPT. Houston, over. S ky 1 ab . t h 1 s 1 a

Houston, 1-1/2 ninutes to LOS next station conUcMn 2l *ln-

"
"Co i/'vi"tin «ct

' KOOd bit o! tl-o bcf.rr LI,.- »».««. »

""'^r " ° Vt
Ro»ar. all you've ,»« t. 4. 1. »"|

«

IVU:VoVMl U« STS -t.d<« when „„„ ».t .
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90-degree mU^n, and we .\ad set up to have a pad set up

for taking then
'

m
.'.» an optional basis, which I'd Just started

to do, however, V.fc'
v
*,jjve , we did not have any black and white

film, we used that tu \\ noinlnp:, we need a new roll, would you
like to (garble) there ? the other film has got the E-2 adapte
on it tor the TV which Bi.*, is doing.

CC And, CDk i this is Houston, we don't want
vou to use limb pointing or liwh scan on 82B until further
notice, just the white light, over.

i . f DR Okay Bruce, I'll put a piece of tape on

it with a notli.e,
CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours, 38 minutes,

Greenwich mean time. Skylab has passed out of range of the

tracking antennae at Madrid. Our next acquisition is 26 min-
utes avay at Carnarvon, Australia. : This is Skylab Control at

38 minutes after the hour. .: •
.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead Ed

.

SPT Rog , next time If you do change the

18, Jt would be, I think a lot simpler on everybody If you ,>

Just send up the steps which were changed.

cc .

* Okay, we can do that. Our thought was

that rather than just send up a - a step and have you cut

and paste or rather than Just send up a - a single page . And

of course a page to ua is - Is a segment that gets spliced

into yours without headers or anything like that, that it

would Just be simpler for us to rerun the whole thing. Over.

SPT Bruce, I copy It all off onto the JOP

Summary Sheet and now it Just means that 1 go through each

step make sure that there are no changes.
Cc Okay, we copy that. And then for your -

your reference, as far as I know down here the only changes

were in step 34 which is the last one, and in step 18. Over.

SPT Roger, I copy.

C C Skylab, this ie Houston; 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 5-1/2 minutes through Madrid at

20:21. Out.
CC Sky lab , this is Houston through Madrid

for 9 ainutes. ' Out. '

CC CDR, this is Houston. Over.

CDR Say again Bruce.
CC Roger, the Sun having set , we wonder if

we could get you to replace the paper in the teleprinter in

about 4 minutes right after LOS? You should have on board

at thac time the Flight Plan fot tomorrow and three sets of

details. Vou might take a check and if you're missing anything

due to paper low or run out, let us know over Tananarive.

And if you could replace the paper, w*s 'd appreciate it. Over.

CDR Okay, will do Bruce.
CC And I think Bill's probably tied up in

PT, but wonder if we could ask you to relay to him later with

respect to the AMS rotation problem. We gather from your

comments yesterday that Bill could see what appeared to be a

sprocket tooth floating around inside the rotation counter.

During the next operation which is S183 coming up here lbout

21:45, we'd like him to inspect the 100's and 10's belt. In

looking at it he'll notice the sprocket hole between the

nunbers and the question we have is is there a sprocket tooth

engaged in the hole and when you turn the rotation crank does

the sprocket turn beneath the belt or does it remain stationary

;.. Ove r .
'

...

CDR Okay, we'll check it.
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CC Roger.
rx Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 14 minutes through Tananarive

at 20:43. The VTR has been rewound and duuped ,
it la

completely clean and is yours for use with the conet later

on. And we would like to get that teleprinter roll change

after LOS here. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of sigr.al

through the Madrid station, Tananarive coning up in 12 nlnutea,

voice relay station at Tananarive . \ Flight Director Neil

Hutchinson estinates that he will be available for change-of-

shlfr briefing at 3:15 central time in the Houstot. newsroom.

Change-of-shift briefing with Flight Director Neil Hutchinson

estimated time of 3:15. We'll return in 12 minutes for

Tananarive, this is Skylab Control At 20:31 GMT.

END OF TAPE
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This is Skylab Control, 20:42 Greenwich

Meanwhile in the Mission Ope^^ n9
th^ a^ e _ 0 f - ah i f t

a8 it's known in 4C""^ S
, r i u chlnson handing

handover underway F 1

1

*^J^"
C

sp aC ec r af t Communicator will

hy -

cc Skylab, this ts Houston thrown

Tananarive for 7 .!»««.. .
c* «

;>

]

^

,

ln ;t

r

„u u cha „ 8ed „.Jt .

CC Roger , thank you lid .

• SPT, Houston did you get ail the

fl i,ht
C
pl.ns we sen/the bii one and then the three sets

of the^three ^ call8 '

eaht ve 9till had paper left and

everything that came out looked good.

r-r Ri oht , tnir.K you ." Skvlab. this is Houston. 2 ninutes
CC

, :„„ 1 little bit early though here at

to LOS, we may lose you a li.
alau tes through

Tananarive. Next .tat ion con t..t in 18 » ^ ^ ^
Honeysuckle Creek at 21.08. .

i 8 ue8S

keep on trucking. ^ Control . Lo sa of signal

the Houston newsroom with * light uirey

END OF TAPE
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, - ... -

• Thl. la Skylab Control. 21:06 Greenwich
PAO "

, ; /? ninute* :"er Honeysuckle,
„ A n time. A btUf M« ° f

,^ ' FoUowini that the line vill
comin* up in .bout 40 i.coad s

Pol lo
£
ln * «

e «timated

of minutes

.

„ T Hello Story.
SPT
CC Hi .

^ R 5 e^ on™read m ill Story, he ' . 1 1 . ten in* .

Sv aV on his TV 102. After the 10-hour
CC \ !wl r »« a centrifuge and photograph

th ''' he '
a !1,"t

oi;i , he copt... H, ..y. he «" '

— ^ p
,"w

,
.:°."i. «. ^-

CC af 21-35 that's about

•r- ri^r^/^i-ii^iht^^^-rc-n^^
•

of i until after tne * skvlab Control at
,

Director, Neil Hutchinson. This i« i>fc.yia"

21:10 Greenwich nean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 21:43 Greenwich

liL We're in acquisition at Goldstone and there s

mean 1 1 me .
We re in acq

nd 2 -l/2 minutes they
b

t :r; re
v

:r i - t0 R o d^on^rsarion' d.n. R th.
PI

...

cogence vMch w! ' 1 1 pl.y back at this time and be In

a catchup mode to ^llve^ ^ Golditonef . Texas 12 olnuCes

dumping the data/voice here.

cc Jer, Houston.

PLT He 1 u listening Story.

r r Well, naybc 1 can talk t0 yOU M1

va an oversight on our part, we didu't cell you on

tll /pad to do an ERF.P tape measurement, we wonder If you

diJ a^/
f "u^o^be right down. 2.5 centlneters.

CC 2.5. thank you. And who Is the export

on the Australian fires last night?

p1

T

We didn't see them Story.

£c 0V..,v, you did take a look the next rev

aft er we vent off <«
J*™* ^ & ^ ^

r . then It's not certain whother or not just became we

CC Okay.
,

^n-r Hello, Stcry how are you today.'

cc 1'in fine Ed, how are you?

Sp T Just barely able to see a conet. The

that inforn.tion. ^ ^ ^ trand Canyon

i„ the last couple ^ pointin?) pu , lt

a b i t . ;
'
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cc . Okay. And when you Rv«t a chance m»

hurry, look over there and see how your teleprinter

messages are coninfc out after the paper change.

CDR Think you Story, will do.

CDR They all look good Story. • •

CC Thanks .

CC - - through Bermuda.
CC • Skylab, back with you for 6 minutes

through Bermuda. -

SPT j Hello, Story could ycu tell us bow

audio came out on IV 81

.

CC Will do.

F.N l) OK TAPK
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to Canuy.
Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, 5 minutes

'

.

CC Skylab. AOS Canaries for 8 minutes. AndEd your audio on TV 81 was excellent. V Ano

l*
T Very good. Thank you Story.

PI ' T Story, Pl.T.
cc Go ahead, Bill.

EarMlr
T
n,,*oV/ V s ^tu 8 report on the AMS rotation indicatorEarlier question from ground was, does the sprocket Bear

rltlrl*
8 100 '

9 digUS *° Ve Vhen changerotation drive? Answer, negative . I just set up for S183and watched carefully below the belt that is sort o s , n «

^^"o^urll/"™ ^ " " ^ ^ -P-Wot"
CC Got l: Bill,

m.
PL

! 1ftM '

And of course that's only for the10 s and 100's digits. The oth«r two are working, heunits and the one-tenths

.

cc Roger.
p l'T Houston, PLT .

cc Go ahead
, Sill.

. .

?L
l

Question on science global kit. ThereC3
?

'° nC * inin « th * lt«. that are used for science

'l^id^alcohol!
" Bt ' l * ln

« * "'"I- I- ^at

understand your in t en s i on"
.'

* ^^ ^ 3 f" d*^. ^
'

-

»y compares.
1 JUSt g0t 3 few

*
uffaW8 here fr™

J J*

Got a ncre down here.

k ( J ,

If 1 vould "ave thought, carefully Iwould have worded that question differently. No, 1 needto clean sone surfaces with alcohol. I used some - I s r 0 lea swab out of the tape recorder cleaning kit this morning
to prepare a surface. But I ran across thJ.s vial and 1didn t - it didn't have a lable on it or anything. I wesjust wondering if I could use it. •

cc It's okav, Bill,

to Tananarive.
Skylab>

"

" * C ° L ° S
'

10 "'nutes

P
t° , „

:his 13 Skylab Control, loss of signal•hrough the Cinary Islands and Madrid tracking stationsNine mirutes until space station Skylab cones over voice

th;:^rs^y^:b
a

co;^^:
r^ve

•

Ai 22:09 Greenwich — »u«.

END OF TAPE
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/
'

PAO . ThiB Is Skylab Control, voice relay station
Tananarive. Hopefully we'll lock onto the space station
Skylab with its antenna in 40 seconds. And we're standing
by.

CC
, Skylab, AOS Tananarive for 5 minutes.

CDR
> Roger Story, and DD31 prep is complete,

it took an extra 30 minjtes.lt seems to be more the rule
than not with these ED experiments, suggest maybe we have the
planners add a little bit more time to the first runthrough
on some of these things, they seem to be real time eaters.

CC Okay , the FAO copies that Jer.
CC And we' re 2 minutes until LOS, 20 minutes

to Honeysuckle at 2 2:43.
CC And for Bill, no need to acknowledge, wc

know you're running S 1 8 3 . That colorless liquid silver nitrate
we are look-ins; for some alcohol for you.

? A0 This is Skylab Control; LOS for the final
tine this evening through voice relay station at Tananarive,
next station in 14 minutes will be Honeysuckle Creek, Australia.
.Immediately following their lunch period Friday Skylab Commander
Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue will operate the Earth resources
experiment package instruments for a survey covering parts
of Mexico, the Gulf Coast of the United States including the
Houston area ur> through New England and out into the North
Atlantic ending in the Bay of Biscay off the French port of
Bordeaux. Ground planners expect a minimum of thruster
propel lant to be used in the maneuver to bring the Skylab 's
Earth looking sensors into the right pos i t i on Present 1 y
eight ninimun impulse burns or about 37 pound seconds of gas
are estimated to be required. Jerry Carr will operate the
EREP control and display panel and Pogue will operate the
visual tracking system. The VTS is used to align the S 19

1

mult ispec tral scanner. All five of the Earth resources
instruments will be used for tomorrow's pass which will be
looking at mineral resources in Mexico, land classification
in Texas, geology and hydrology in Maine, anJ the upper
atmosphere over Nova Scotia. The sea surface in the North
Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico will also be scanned in-
efforts to see if weather, sea ti - ve?cher and sea foam
•densities and water surface conditions have direct relationship
with each other. 14 mandatory and 11 desirable test sites make
up tomorrow's EREP pass. One of the sites is a cloud view over
the continental United States and is 1 of 7 sites which remained
incomplete as a result of Bill Pogues's accidentally leaving
the S190A filters off for the first few EREF passes. A CI 30
aircr-ft will be making low altitude truth data over the North
Atlantic in support of Skylab's remote sensor data. Currently
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the groundtrack for tomorrow's EREP is completely socked in by

almost 100 percent cloud cover, however this is expected to

change by noon Friday in tine for the pass . Some of the

sites and investigators involved in tomorrow a EREP pass

include W

.

G . Hart of the U .S .' Department of Agriculture who,

i3 looking at inacct infestation and detection of it in the

lower Rio Grande Valley. Dr. C.L. Wiegand of the Department

of Agriculture -

END OF TAPE
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PAO W, G. Hart of the U. S. Department o

f

Agriculture who la looking at Insect lnfectation and a

detection of it In the lower Rio Grande Valley. Dr. C . L .

'

Weigand of the Department of Agriculture is looking at salin*
soil mapping in Hidalgo and Cameron Counties in Texas.
V. I. Myers of the Remote Sensing Institute of South Dakota State
University is looking at techniques for identfying physical
and thermal characteristics of plants and soil in test area
in Weslaco, Texas. Dr. Luis Del Castillo of the Geophysical
Fxploratlonal Institute of Mexico is looking at data to
determine the usefulness of Skylab data for detecting r.etals .

in an area around Durer.go , Mexico. Dr. R. K. Moore,
University of Kansas is looking at techniques development
for Spacecraft •- future generation spacecraft instruments.
And over the main test site, Dr. - Ernest G. Stoekler of
Maine State Highway Commission is looking at Skylab or will
look it Skylab data from S190A and B and S192 for detect lng - t

identifying of land surface features as they are related
to geology, hydrogologyand geography. We will return In
9 minutes for the Honeysuckle tracking station pass. And at
22:34 Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This 1 a Sky 1 ab Control , AOS upcoming

at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, tracking station in

50 seconds. Revolution 3383 at It'k midpoint about this

time, halfway around the world from where the space station
was launched last Hay . We ' re standing by for AOS Honeysuckle
Creek.

CC {iky 1 ab , AOS Honeysuckle for 9 minuter.
CC Sky 1 ab , we're a minute from LOS, 11 tinutes

to Hawaii at 23:03.
PAO This is Skylab Control, 22:53 Greenwich

mean time. Loss of signal from Honeysuckle Creek, Australia,
tracking station, Nine and a half minutes to reacqui s i t i on

at Hawaii. Back on the EVA on December 2 9th the ciew

reported that a protecLlve shield or clip had apparently
been knocked off by an umb i 1 i c a 1 , f r om the experiment S230
magnetospheric composition experiment. And the - souk erroneous
newspaper accounts in Europe were read by one of the

co-investigators, Dr. Johannes Geiss, of the University of

hern, Switzerland, who cabled to Astronaut Scientist,

Dr. Don Lind , his co-invest Igator in this country on that

experiment, inquiring as to whether only the clip was

missing or the whole experiment . .
Apparently the impression

was given of some of the stories that the experiment has been
knocked loose and was lost. Don Lind cabled back to Dr. Geiss
the following teletype, "On the December 29 EVA the crew reported
tba;. the protective shield for experiment S2 30 was missing. The

assumption is that it was inadvertently knocked off by an

umbilical cable during the closeout of the Decemter 25th
EVA. Pictures were taken of S2 30 on December 24th, so we

will be able to verify that the shield was in place at that

time. We asked the crew to inspect the collectors for

deformation and scratches. They reported that there were
none, so the collectors are in good shape. The only effect
of this mishap is that the shielded area of the collector,
which was to have been exposed starting December 29, actually
was exposed December 25. The exposure time will be change
by less than 10 percent. But since the geomagnetic activity
was very low when Skylab was near the auoral arc during
those four days, the number of collected particles will
net be changed at all. That means there is only a four
day increase in the exposure tine of the foil thaf. was
covered by the clip that was knocked loose. Rather like
a piece of Venetian blind metal stripping over the foil
portion of the cylindrical foil experiment. And the intent
was to remove it on the December 29 EVA and bring back the
experiment on the final EVA in early February. Six minutes
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to reacqui s i t Ion at cracking station Hawaii. At 22:56
Greenwich mean time, this is Sky 1 ab Control.

END 01' TAF F
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control; 23:02 Greenwich

nean 1 1«« . Ac qu Is 1 1 Ion through tracking station Hawaii in

50 seconds. And we'll stay up across the States and through

Canaries and Ascension for about the nexc 49 minutes. Skylab

Control b t and ing by.
. , n

CC skylab, AOS through Hawaii for 9 minutes

and we saw ;ou Just finish a tweak maneuver Ed and at your

convenience we need the DAS for 1 minimum bias.

S p T Okay, could you hold up a minute, Story,

I'm Just maneuvering out to get a look at the nucleus and move

it baok In.

CC Okay.
SPT Okay Story, the DAS Is yours.

CC Thanks Ed .

CC Bill. Houston .

PLT Go Story .

C C We're having a lictle trouble locating

some alcohol, If you tell us what you're trying to clean maybe

we can help you cut some.
, , ,

,

YIX Trvlng to clean the surface of the spider

cage per the procedures for one of those scientific demos
.

I

got it clean enough ! think with one of the cloth - tape

recorder cleaning cloths. I v.** thinking or maybe cleaning

the larger surface and I thought maybe since they had specific

alcohol in the procedure, they had an Idea of where there was

some .
, . , , , ,

cc Okay, thanks, we'll *.eep looking.

CC PAS Is yours Ed .

SPT Thank you .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS and A

minutes to Goldstonc,
cc Skylab, we're back with you through

Go Id st me t r- r 7 minutes.

f.s:t of tape
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CC Okay
, thanks Ed

.

over Bernuda in 4 .ilull^' LOS; see you

for 8 "inut...
Skylab> baCk WUh y ° U trough Berunuda

SPT Hous con , SPT .

CC fio ahead Ed .

SPT

°. ready U: the evening statu report

call.
0 "" °'" r

- " ni fM '* f'tln,, ready („ th. fanilv

it:/- «•"•« » p-
k-'- " e

ca^^„ b

:roo!^.^^
CC Okay, that'll be" fine"
CDR

END OF TAPE
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rr Skylab, we're back with you through.

Canaries and Ascension for 17 minute., be du.ping the data/voice

here
CDR Oka/, ready for evening status?

CC Sta-Jd by Just 1 .

cr)R Okay and we'll be coming down with all

but the photo log, we might have to catch that at Canary at

the next pass, did you say Canaries?

CC The mod conference is coming up at

Ascension at 23:44, the next one will be Carnarvon at 00:18.

CI)R Okay, we'll - we'll see if we can get U
in tl

CC Ok.ty ,
go ahead on the evening status.

CDR Okay, I'll be stopping once in awhile

to swing out and take a look at the rates.

cc Okay .

CDR Okav. Sleep: CDR, 4.0, 4.0 heavy;

SPT, 4.5, 3 heavy. 1.5 light, PLT . 5.0, 5 . 0 heavy
.

Vo lume

:

900 750, 1450. Water gun: 8106, 31 - 3 8 an 0033

Body ma.s is: 6.3?7. 6.325. 6.321; SPT, 6.356, 6.358. 6.157.

PLT . 6.2 2 7, 6.2 2 5. 6 . 2 30 .
, . . .

,

cc Okay, now we can watch the shop while

you're giving us the report now Jerry,
CPT7

CDR Okav. exercise: CDR, no change; SPT.

no Alfa- PLT. no change. Medication: CDR, Sudafed; SPT.

Dalmane! PLT, none. Those ar, one Sudafed and on,
,

Dal man, .

Okav, the clothing is: none, none and none. *

J

1 « h *
?

r
\* n

„ n
deviations: F.D31 took 30 minutes extra, no M 5 wan run on

«09*» / 171. Shopping list accomplishments: M47-1A. B and I ,

U locations ank it's on tape at 03:00. CDR taste test

Us * thru 6. taped at 16:00 Zulu; SPT. comp ete Alia,

Ron o, Tango on tape at 16 : 35 .- Housekeeping ,
a 1 1 the

^
housekeeping for today was - well It was 7 Delta thai s been

don an 3 Alfa will be done tonight. Inoperable equipnent:

SiSl carrousel 1-1. during the sinking operation when «u

pick your finger in the hole and line up the - tne - tlu

PIT Alignment mark.

cnR - - the alignment mark, the little E-clip

came out and allowed the spring to pop out and the E-clip is

broken we can not get the spring back in and we can not

flnS another E-clip of proper size, unscheduled st.«a« none.

Food log: salt park, 6.0, deviations, minus 1 eolfeo wita

sugar, rehydration water plus 1.5; for the SPT, zero, zero,

and zero- for the PLT, 1.5 salt, zero deviations and minus

1.0 rehydration water. And we'll have the photo log for you

in a few minutes.
C C Okay. Jerry, thanks.
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<:I)R Okay, ['vp got the photo lug now.
CC Go,
CDR Okay, 1 6 -m 1 1 1. i m« t e r , Uniform Alfa 4 is

the * S183 a* 85 percent ruaaining. 35-mi 1 1 i«eters

,

.N ikons 1, Charlie X-ray 39, 4,8; 2 Bravo Victor 27 , 3 7 ;

3 Charlie India 111, 58; 4, no change; 5, no -change . 70-rai 1 1 1 -
meter, Charlie X-ray 52, 150, ETC, no change. E R E P , set Tango
8918, 8256, 9132, 9125, 2668, 9992. Drawer A configuration: no
change .

CC Okay.
cc And Jcr, we won't be handing over for

the medical conference until this maneuver is complete so
wt- can follow it to completion.

Story, PUT

.

CC Go ahead Bill

.

P *-T Yeah, would you pass the word along to
Rudy Rusnlck that I'm sorry about that. We don't have anything
against thai fxperineni . That was Just a goof cn my part.

CC Okay . * u it. And Jerry when you ' re
.

.hwhe vicinity, we could get the frames remaining on the

CDR Okay, 139b2, 4977, 167, 4 30. 5252 and
4 506. ' -

CC Okay. And Jerry, I'd like to talk over
sorae checklist philosophy with you, we've got a lot of changes
here because we're flying with 82B and the XUV monitor door
is open all the time. And it would take an awful 'lot of
changes to get both the checklist and the cue cards updated
precisely. What we're thinking down here is ve probably
what we only ought to update your cue cards and only those
things where we have switch throwing as opposed to update
all the places where the talkbacks will he inconsistence
with your readings -

END OF TAPE '
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CC
, , ,

" " probably only ought to up date vourcue card, and only those things where we luv, 8 w t h L
.8 oppo.oU to updating all the places where the talkbacka

*

will be Inconsistent with your readings „ p there. And wef«l that you'.e well aware of the position of the doors andwith respect to all the "check 1 L t« and all we don't fill it

,

CDR Wo '

d P r ^fer not to, I think let's ao th»«.i..t route „ „„ lh .. . „„ ,„., „ ^ H^'^l
1-.. . .... „ ;;:,•!,'; xv^zi :: izi

£j?
R That sounds fine Story.

,

CC And how about for other part* of r l, .-.felon .side from 82B and XUV monitor, you th^k tL ' s agood philosophy to follow?
tn<Jt s a

, .

CDK
J

Veah, I do, I don't think we're like lv uget burned doing things like that. XUV MON - (conn, dropout
handing over. " ""^ " P there whlle ^ "re

b-r - - - i/:i.
4

.i.;
f
:;:: ^M*?,;

CC Yeah

.

to be"! time or .J^'^**^ nominal H-CACE
CDR

. ,

0ka y> a »«l «»o you want this nominal H-on time or just when the rates are damped ou heyare pretty low right now.
1

•
irie >V

^ Do it right now Jer.

- ..... ^r^^^rr^."" """•«"• •«<

CC That ' 1 1 be fine Jer.

CC Stand by 1 .

cor," get lh , CACul'n'rfr
1

''°
llOV ^ you're

CDR okay.
P,

;

T iious ton , PL".
Cf Go ahead Bill.

\ ion!'! ,

"
,

Ro * er
-

1 «li<> carrousel 1-1 ops which is
? r

.

frtlrl
y ^""Kthy procedure we're supposed to eothrough In taking the carrous,. 1 nff „,": P^ *" ^° 8 °

o. u,c. P ia tes 9uppose<1 to „ e puUed fr
r

n the
a

; a ;«;;^ 1

°"«
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before I took dia » before:! took the carrousel off. And then
afterwards I was supposed to go through a pt^ceduvc which
would, I think eject the plates. Now I have gone through the
procedure down past three "I'll read 3 or 4 steps here so
the people that are liit*nlng will know when I - what I'm
talking about. Howe r switch on, plate advance reset,
plates advance off, (after plate indicates 01, power
switch off. and Install blank door.) Well, 1 did not *c% a
plate pulled froa the carrousel and I'm not sure if was
supposed to h ive occurred prior to thia or when , in any event no
plate cane out, And that's what I wanted to report.

CC Okay Bill.
CC And Rudy says no problem on the M51 , we'll

schedule it later,
I can get It next time.

sp T Say Story , i think I agree wl th your
original call on doing the strap down initialization before this,
won't we have conparable to the TACS deadband when we flnallv
do lnitUlUi..g item strap down?

CC Stand by 1

,

CC Ed, that's, correct and i t '
;. 1 only be a

couple of degrees and it would take Care of itself on, e you
set into sunset and the acquisition Sun sensors take out
t ho e r r ors

.

Sl'T Thank you Story.
cc And Ed, sorry about the schedule on that

phone call, 1 did that nyself. 1 was working on three constraint
the Flight Plan, the constraints on Julie being hone and also
the site passes.

SPT That's all right Stcry, I was able to work
around it, Thank you.

CC Yeah, vc t r i t'd — we wan t ed t n keep vou at
the console throughout the maneuver if w«> could.

SPT Well, l got Jerry up here ami explained to
him where we were so we picked up and we didn't leave anything
on the console.

CC Yeah'.'

cc And we ' re
. ready for you to enable to CMGs,

we got about' 30 seconds? to LOS here, the next station is
Carnarvon in 27 minutes that'll be at 00:18. That'll be your
medical conference, and we plan to put you to bed over
Honeysuckle at 00:2 3.

CDS 1 think we're ready for the bed tonight.
cc Okay, it'll be the othe way around t hough

.

re going to be talking to you at Carnarvon at 00:18, themod conference will be 00:23.
SPr Story, it looks as though it night be all
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right after all because 1 lM the CMGs take out t he attitude
error before I Initialized the strap down here.

CC That's fine Kd.

CDR Hey Story, tell Dr. Hordinsky to brurih up
on his lullabies .

CC Okay, will do.

PAO This Is Skylab Control, loss of signal
through Honeysuckle Creek - I beg your pardon, through Ascension
island tracking station. The medical conference which had
been scheduled nt Ascension was delayed until Honeysuckle later
this revolution and the fin.il signoff will be at Carnarvon
Just prior to the medical con I orence. This dlgnoff at 6

o'clock or slightly thereat icr Is in keeping with thu crews
position of "don't call us, we'll call you for the hour prior
tO' bedtime and tho hour after arising in th. nor n I n g . We ' 1 1

return for that final conversation over Carnarvon In 24 minutes.
This is Skylab Control at 23:54 Greenwich mean time.

LSD OF TAPK
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.,xo This U Skylab Control, final call of

the evenly comln* up Carnarvon. Australia. Th« dat a circuits

a t that site ore down apparently. However, we w 11 have

alr-to-nround voice. At 23 minutes past knight CHI the

circuit will be handed over at Honeysuckle Creek for the

d«Wv«4 ..eJlcal conference. And the crov i«
'

«*P«^° d to

be put to bed here at Carnarvon, as far as Mission Control

is concerned. Wo' re standing by.
,„ , , „

cc Skylab. we're AOS Carnarvon/Honeysuckle

for 10 minutes. We'll be using the first 5 minutes and the

surReon the last five for the med conference,surgeon
nejr lh# S1S fpr a reR adjust?

pit Go ahead, Story.

CC Okav'Blll, rug adjust BUS 1 clockwise

5 degrees, BUS 2 counterclockwise 25 degrees. It's BUS 1 -

PLT it's complete. Tak* a look at it.

CC Okay, we don't have any data through

Carnarvon hire, we hope' to at Honeysuckle.

PI x Roger .

CC And Bill, there's a little deviation

to the fUn thread pad on Nikon 03 is loaded with CI 113

instead oi 112. We npecteH 111 to be depleted today.

Piy Okay, I've Rot two more pictures to

take. ! think you'll still have a little left in It though.

CC Okay. I will take care of that. The

photo pad will lo.d CI 112 during F031 tomorrow.

p£x That's fine, I'll take car* of It.

CC F.d , Houston .

Pl T Go ahead , he '3 1 is tenlnp,

.

CC Just like to verify the closeout of

the ATM that S05^ is at. 2 56, S055 is in tne stop node and

at reference.
cr Optical reference.
c PT Okay. Story S05^ is configured properly,

and for 55 they are in mechanical ref 104 where do they want

the switch, optical or ref. or mechanical.
Okay, they want optical reference on

Okay , we * 1 1 P.* t it.

Okay, ami while I *ot you. Have you

taken anv auroral photos recently?
^

S pf .

' no ve haven't Story. We hope to, we have

not had the cnru-i.i and the opportunity At the sane t i ne .

cc Okav, any colot photos of the comet with

CX or CI?

CC
that Ed

.

SPT
CC
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SPT - No we have not Story. We have taken

some with the hip.h speed black and white with T02S filters

for S'>6'). That's nil on tape.
,.< Okay and could you compare the brightness

of the comet with Jupiter. Juplters about minus 1.6. And

could you relate to tho brightness of the cpr.et to - to Juplte

cc And I guess we better wait for that.

Wo sot about IS seconds here to the medical conference.

We'll plan to put you to bed here after the medical conference

The next pass is 00:41 .

p A0 This is Skylab Control. The alr-to-

Kround circuit lias been handed over to the crew physician

for the medical conference here at Honeysuckle .
We ' 11

leave the circuit up for the remainder of the Honeysuckle

AOS. Just In case It's passed back. With a short medical

conference there's still an excess of 4 minutes until LOS

Honeysuckle. Next station would be Hawaii in 17 minutes,

but It's unlikely there will be any a i
r - t o- g r ound over

that utatlon. Stand in R by lust in case the surgeon gets

through with it's - his conference with the crew.

tsn or tape
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control. Loss oC uignal
from Honeysuckle Creek. The medical conference taking place
during that p«s». Hawaii In 11 ainutes. And aa soon as a
summary of the medical conference Is forthcoming from the
crew physician that will be read. And w«j aay or «ay not talk
to the crew over Hawaii. At 30 aJnutes past aidnifcht CMT ,

thin is Skylab Control

.

KND OF TAPE
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,

T>... i. BkyUb Control. 41 "i-tee^ &

pldnl
" C-nwlch ""^^^..^iijUiViri- ..11. th.

in about ^ .econds. »
i. Hawaii pass.

,

ground, we'll »tay "P^** 8^ g0l yoU through Hawaii

for Minute.. Ed. Houston . ^ y(>u thr0Ugh Hawa ii

for "and a half .In,
UJ. u

«*
iy
»-'^ r o 1 . 50 nlnutes

PAO Th
J
8

, riml no Joy in raising the

pa.i .tdnlght Greenwich mean ^Ynd apparently a

ew through Hawaii trac 8 ^ Coldstone. A few

Une prohletn. So «<. U try
before ihey flnal j y flgn

WO re questions tor t he crew to n
j Goldstone and

Iff. 3 .ln«t«. °
e r "on Hawaii and Cold.ton..

we'll Just stay op l

v̂l^
re

u e' ve ROt you stateside for

CC
1 Fd I've go three things for you.

U nl nutes and Ed. ^'j^ Sl0ry . us
S

CJ

T
Ed, a CO-;

;;
h-^J \;

D

; n , ln „ lt

wllh a *ero -* nc « v «1
1 1 l"yiu r/u P iherc Just put th,

t j'l t ch* t o
' OPT I C ^/t^'" -.thin, else needed.

SPT 0V
'!
y
:n„l [ « vou tell us how many franes

CC
. v./o U S063 cUt shopping list?

if any. you've taken of the ^ clear and these U
SPT

6
In „lth Nikon 02, those were

„akc it two with priority. All wit

recorded on tape.
, aoV ,

CC SS'we aood maneuver il« and

CC Ed "
"w on the relative brightness ot

could you pake a c o jmen t now on t

wlnus l-6 ,

the Jupiter and the ^ ^ icrn6 of br
j

8htne..?

could you relate to t ^ C0l>et nou is quit. .

blt <l\l~r than ^ - ^ „J e^! - e

^

3 „d sone other 36 no»rj -
thal up to you later.™-— nk you _ for night

thl . 5
C
Hl b . ^ las^irndwe can offer you

Vanguard at 11:04. sounds pretty gottd Story,

d0 you".ve any 1 a t e r^ ( «atlc)?
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ handover to

Ml!.A,

C

see you In about 30 seconds.
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Thi« Is Skylab Control, wc In a break
PA°

M nw U we have the crew iur»..HiN
here between statlor.a. ^ an" ni '^. lr reali8 a8 follows!
8 un».ry by Dr. Jerry H«'"™** " d

Ue colder had nasal
-The crew r.«Jn. *" J^^J ^ Sponge, t ant Ail

• tufftneu relieved qu
J"^ ye „ le rday bui lonUht.

d«on.traied a thorl 1 eep period e
( ^^ ^ yf ^

,U,p nhould co.p.n.. e fo that.
Hordlnsky> w- ,

rtf iljndl „ g

FSn OF TAPK
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; , cc Skylab, we're back with you through HIU

for 10 pinutes, ^ ^ t U)e Uflt th i njI8 y0 u S^e

Be . fJ;
, .ivi- you u. w.

;
.

;
-j ..n^J vj..;"-.

lh . nfJ thin, you
t

U ° H
f

y^ ^In" nav^any

ighl
s5?

bettftr
* If. sounding very much 1U. the old (.t.iic)

L0S C

^
CK>

no, not quite, we Just broke up. we're back

w,lh
JJ"" And Ed. on the SOS* . we need the night

interlock .witch to jor..!.^ ^ ^ ^ fhro||gh da ,

did you get my call on the S055 night interlock switch to

normal?
q £d ^ ^ ATH cloaeoul U oks Rood in

there and we'll see you in the morning at Vanguard. 11:0*.

8 ° 0d
cm'' Houston. Skylab.

rr Go ahead Jer.
. ^

ll K Yeah, we wen- wonder in* it you nave any

evenly news? ^ ^ ^ Mo8l of lhe nallonal

.nd international „aw. co.c.jtrat.- on the ene rg y . r U 1^ .
nd_

in Washington gasoline "aliens ^ und er governBent price
at a higher 'ate than any o t he r in duot r 8

2Q

Housfon to for. . ...t of «h. S.. U ».hj^
t _ ^

which opens Jauary 12 .
Thl t y •»« P P

t „ 6crve as
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. „ , , . „ n , „ i < vc W ith power crisis, shopping ,

«sr!i~s2 e&u^SHr-
loader ALabana A- 3 n h. Su

f lnal ranklng8 announced
from third p

t
f

first national championship

l^nd oil" Skylab, ,fc.f. *> IN. ««

for yo^tonl«ht.
„„„ story . th ,„ k3 a lot. Goodnight.

CC Goc4 ni ghl .

SPT Good niftht Story.

P1.T N'icht Story.

re Nlfcht 3i 11 .

cz Got anybody else up there?

p/t We ' 11 never tell .

I
1
'! Skylab Control; loss of signal through

,t K.rmuda the „,» n.de three request , .. r he «v» beto

Green-", tit... U.l. 1. Skyl-t. Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 3 minutes 23 seconds

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds

from acquisition through the Vanguard tracking ship. The pass

through Vanguard will last about 11 minutes, and we should have

some morning wakeup call here. ;. i

CC (Music)
CC And Sky lab , Houston, as we acquire your

spacecraft rising slowly out of the west at Vanguard the

Bronze fellows wish you a pleasant good morning.
CDR Good morning.
CC (Music)
CC Sky lab , Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS

.

We' 11 see you at Ascension at 18. And we' 11 plan to dump the

tec order there.
CDR Okay , Hank

.

CC (Music)
PAO Sky lab Control at 11 hours 15 minutes

45 seconds. Skylab space station has now passed out of range
• of the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition is a little

less than 2 minutes away at Ascension. The crew awakened by

a Chet Atkins medley this morning and spacecraft communicator

Hank Hartsfield. We'll keep the line up live now for the pass

through Ascension. The Ascension pass will last about 10-1/2

minutes. We're still about c minute and 4 0 seconds from acquisi-

tion there. Normally during the mornings the ground is very

quiet and does not interrupt the crew. That's part of the new

pollcv of not interrupting them during the postsleep period

to allow then to finish thei: activities a little bit faster

so th.tt they can get on with the day's work. They have reduced

the amount of time available for breakfast and other post-

Sleep activities. And they've also reduced the amount of time

in the evening for presleep activities. And to benefit

the crew, it will give them a Jittle bit more time to get those

things dene. They do not Interrupt them generally on the

air-to-ground. We're a minute from acquisition at Ascension.

We'll lc*vr the line up live now.

F.ND OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're back with you

through Ascension for 2-1/2 minutes. And we plan to dump

the recorder here.
PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston we need the recorder for

a dump .

PLT Okay Hank, they are not in use now.
CC Skylab, Houston, for info no response

required, we're through the dump and the recorder is yours.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again at Guam at 12:02, that's 35 minutes from

now. And at that point if it's convenient I'll have one little
item for each of you

.

CREWMAN (Garble)
CC Okay

.

PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 29 minutes
50 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space stat.'on is now
out of range of the tracking antenna at Ascension. Our next
acquisition Is 33 ninutes away at Guam.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 12 hours 1 minute and

cc PL? , Houston.

PLT Y^r'Bnf' Yesterdav evening, I guess
CC

f ' n sta ent you made that you didn't
we got a little confused on a ^

aterae
^ *

ldeo ve dutnped an(J

get to TV 105; but we're looking at v
.sunder-

it looks like you had part of it on there.

stand you?
t rem£inb€ r saying

- .k.: ^- ;--:;";,;;':,;; :!<;!;:
In the locker per Instruction, covered win

.„d .11 that good stuff.
So co„plctc lhe „„,

T .„M. .... ^ « _ ,„ BC . ».« -
schedule «n .., tod.v. Let . .«

J.
»

J*
- »>

,„ _

!';;:.:
,

:s.r
d

..Mi: K^^r./;^;.! , ...^
b ec„ prepared - « ' . .U t l.y .« r

J
^ —

/

do is play with it just a 1

|

l
|*

e
hc telt . vlsl0 n. 1

TV 102 today? The narrative part?

1*C ^t b
y»« video on that. BUI. »nj «

J.
U

Lr not "pUnnU"; do a n y t„.,. g on ,„.,.

;:;':.:".:.:;.:"«". ;;;:":.":*;; -
about the narrat i on .

I get back, and 1'- Join* to pu' «y remarks on tape in that

rC " pe
cc' Okay. That'll be fine. Bill.
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PLT How did that look on television? I was

not very confident about using that closeup lens on that

television.
CC It looked real good to us, Bill.

PLT 1 1 was in focus , huh?

CC That's affirmative. v

PLT Okay. Cood show

.

CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Roger . Go ahead.
CC Yes, Jer. In regard to the - your C&D

pad for the EREP coming up thit evening, we've got on there

at 17:38 to get the EREP BUS 1, S191 power ON and we omitted

that on your details. And If you'd like to, you night make

that entry. We chose the time 17:38 so that you could do it

right between your PT and eating and wouldn't have to interru

your eat period. The magic number is 18:03. It has to be

on by then .

CDR Okay. 17:38 Is EREP 1 and 191.

CC That's affirmative.
CC ' And I have one sm.il 1 correction to the

ATM pad for whoever 1

!, holding that right now.

CDR Stand by, Hank. Go ahead, Hank.

CC Okay. It's down In daylight and at

15:38 Zulu, the pans beginning there, it - in the SO 5 6 in

the building block 28 there, we've got - S frame L and it

should be 1. That probably would bo obvioui; to you there

when you got - looked at it.

CDR Okay. We have that, Hank.

CC We're about 30 seconds from I OS , Sky lab.

We'll see you again at Vanguard at 41 and we plan to dump

the recorder there.
CDR (Garble)
PA0 Sky lab Control at 12 hours 12 ninutcs

and 13 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab spare station

is now gone out of range of the Guam tracking antenn.i. Our

next acquisition is 30 minutes away at Vanguard. This is

SV.ylab Control at 12 minutes and 27 seconds after the hour.

END OK TAPE
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- PAO Skylab Control at 12 hour* 40 minutes
35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
off the coast of Chile is about to be acquired through
the Vanguard tracking ship. The pass through Vanguard will
last a little more than 11 minutes. Bring the line up live
now for air-to-ground at Vanguaid.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for 11
minutes. And we plan to dump the recorder here.

SPT Hank, would you ask the S054 people if
they want a time exposure here. From the pad that's what I

infer but I have not seen the change.
CC Oh - -

SPT If I did get the change, it did not
get incorporated somehow.

CC Okay , will do.
SPT That's building block IB.
cc SPT, Houbton; the change that we sent up

as - should have given you a 17-minute exposure there, in chip B.
for S054.

v

SPT Okay, Hank. Apparently there's a bookkeeping
problem then. Could they put up some time today a list, not
a redoal (sic), but Just a list of the changes of the building blocks
and JO? summary sheets that were changed. And I'll go through
them and make sure v e have them all.

CC Okay, that's 54 you want that. Is
that right , Fd'

SPT That's right, Hank. I am convinced ve
put them all in there, bur partly that's what got over-
looked, and I'd like to make sure that there's nothing else

, In that sit uation .
1

CC Okay , we ' 11 do It

.

<<C Skylab, Houston; we're about 30 seconds
i rem LOS. We'll see you at Ascension at 58, and that's abovii
6 alnutes.

PAO i.kylab Control at 12 hours 53 minutes
Crer»nwlch mean time. Skylab space station is now going out
of range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. Our next
acquisition is about 5-1/2 minutes away. That will be
at Ascension. After 7 weeks and 20 million miles in orbit
above the Earth, astronauts Jerry Can, Ed Gibson, and Bill
Pogue are in excellent health and working hard. Up at
5 a.m. central standard time, solar physicist Gibnon is studying
the Sun all this morning with a pair cf medical tests planned
for the afternoon. All three astronauts will conduct an
harth resources survey this afternoon along a 7100 mile path
that includes the cloud cover in eastern United States and
some unusual storm conditions over tht north Atlantic. A complex
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electronic tensor will survey the Atlantic Oceana surface in

an area where winds up to 70 miles per hour have been reported.

Later today Skylab Commander Jerry Carr will take photographs

of the ultraviolet radiation from the coaet Kohoutek. The

comet, now 28 million niles from the Sun, has already begun

to grow dimmer. But Earth-bound observers should be able to

see It in the southwestern sky Just after sunset during the

coming week. We're about 4-1/2 minutes from acquisition

at Ascension. The Ascension pass is the beginning of an

extended pass through Ascension, Canary Island, and Madrid

for a period of about 15 minutes . We ' 11 leave the line up

live for the air-to-ground there. ,

,

CC Good morning. Skylab, the crimson crew s

back with you. AOS through Ascension for 14-1/2 minutes.

CDR Good morning, Crip.

CC Good morning, gents.

CDR Houston, CDR.
' CC Go , CDR.

CDR Hey, Crip, this C&D coolant procedure that

the PLT has got , is that strictly - Is the purpose of that to

bleed air?
CC That's affirmative, Jer.

CDR I'm Just wondering, we're - we're violating

Carr's first law here and that's letting a good thing - leaving

a good thing alone. We got a good C&D loop that's running

nic-J and quiet, I wonder why we ought to mees with it.

CC Well, we've been seeing the flow drop con-

tinue to increase, Jer. And 1 guess that's - that's the reason.

It dropped down to 100 pounds per hour, considerably below what

it's supposed to be. That's - we've seen that twice and 1

guess we're Just trying to - to pet ahead of it before it actually

nets much worse.
CDR Okay, we didn't hear your first sentence,

you dropped Out, Crip.
CC Okay, 1 was saying that we have seen the

flow drop down to 100 pounds per hour twice now, which is more

than half of what it's - less than half of what it s supposed

to be, and we're Just trying to get a Jump on It and bleed it

out before it continues to get much worse.

CDR Okay, gcod. We'll go ahead and do it.

K.N D OF TAPE
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CC Well , we've been seeing the flew drop
continue to increase here, and I guess that's - that's the
reason. It's dropped down to 100 poundu per hour, considerably
below what it's supposed to be, that's - we've seen that
twice, and 1 guess we're Just trying to - to get ahead of it
before it actually gets much worse.

CDR Okay. We didn't hear your first sentence.
You dropped out, Crip

.

CC Okay. I was saying that we have seen
the flow drop down to 100 pounds per hour twice now which is
move than half of what it's - less than half of what it's
supposed to be and we're just trying to get a Jump on it and
bleed it out before it continues to get much worse.

CDR Okay . Good. We 1 11 go ahead and do it .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 30 secondei from
LOS. Next station contact is Guam in 27 minutes at 13:40,
13:40 and that's set up for the conference with Bill Lenoir.

CDR Thank you , Crip

.

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 14 minutes
33 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now
over the southern tip of Italy, is out of range of the
tracking antenna at Madrid. 25 minutes to acquisition at
Guam. This morning at 17:39:59 Greenwich mean time, or
11:39:59 central standard time, the Skylab astronauts, now
with just over 7 weeks in space, will pass the total time
accumulated by Pete Conrad, the conmander of the first Skylab
crew during his four space flights. Conrad's total timi- in
space is 1179 hours 38 minutes 36 seconds. That record which
includes two Gemini flights, V and XI, the Apcllo XII Moon
landing, and the first Skylab mission, made Conrad the world's
most experienced space traveler when he splashed in*o the
Pacific Ocean last June. Since then, the three astrornuts
ol the second Skylab mission have passed Conrad's total time
in space and no*-', today that record will be passed by Jerry
Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue. That will make Carr, Gibson,
and Pogue in positions 4, 5, and 6 in the total time in space
category. Agair., the record will be broken today at 17:39:59
Greenwich mean time or 11:39:59 central standard tire. Conrad's
record from Gemini V and XI, Apollo XII and the first Skylab
mission, is 1179 hours 38 minutes 36 seconds. This Is
Skylab Control at 16 minutes after the hour. 24 minutes to
our next acquisition.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 13 hours 39 minutes.

The present tine the Skylab space station is 55 seconds

rom acquisition of signal at Guam. - The pass ' h"«£ ^ua.

wll? last about 7 minutes. The spacecraft
"J"""

1 "'?**'

Bob Crtppen. He took over a short while ago from Hank Harts-

Meld; and the flight director on duty now
f^rhp ATM

CC Skylab, this is Houston with the ATM

conference .

cot (Garble) .

Ir Okay, Ed, I read you kind of garbled there.

The first thing for today is to discuss t oday a o per ati ons

which probably appear somewhat confusing. , bo if yo. ve got

the ATM schedule pad and sone JOP summary sheets, I 11 talk

to vou about it.

SPT (Garble ) .
,.

X CC Okay, Ed, apparently you're on intercom.
"

SPT Hello, Bill; how now?

urr Loud and clear.
CPT Verv good. Jerry is disconnecting the

VTR and I'm standing by' ready to go ahead with the "« u" '
° n

' ;
MCC Okay, good enough. And on the orbit that

vou 're about to do starting at 14:07 Zulu here, the jlan^

here - that the spicule job for S055. And they don t want
_

"pointing change'between the BB 28's. ^J'^ RAST ER
trvin* to set it up so that a few lines of their m in i - RAST tR

Ippear on the di.kand the rest are off the disk, and they ,

us epeatedly run these mini-RASTERS looking at the spicule

changes as they've done before. On the f o 1 1 ow i n g c rb 1

1

beginning at 15:38 Zulu is a conglomerate. The firs par

15 iralo, JOP 15 Bravo, building block 28, is part of a mini-

inb scan for 82B at the South Pole. And this has three parts

n three different orbits, which was really the only vav

they would fit. We had a tough tine trying to get our 8

unds into the 5-pound bag here tjd.y. so it ooks °o. ewhat

confusing. But operating it is fairly s t r al gh o w« 1

oiler than the fact that we no longer use the i.b po ni ng

for 82 so we'll lust be pointing off on a white light, as

s J The potentially confusing part is the next one,

'minules ?•«. Iniag / JOP 1 Delta, a bul Iding oe special.

Fssentiatly what we're doing here is we're pointing as In

step on 1 Delta, where you're going to use H-alpha to

polnV he slit along a prominent . pi cu e that you Can no .

Sse the slit white light display to get the proper °< { *'\

of 5 arc-seconds, so that the whole silt is off of the limb

and th near edge of the slit is 5 arc-seconds away rom he

limb and Operating then a* diplcted there, which i, to set

up 82E and 55 and to start each one. And each minute stop
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and restart for 15 minutes. The 15 minutes was chose- n under
the assumption that the spicule lifetime Is on the order
of 7 minutes, but you'll be there looking at it so that you
can use your onboard initiative here. If it runs longer than
15 minutes you've got a few minutes after this to keep going,
or if it looks like you're not getting much you can terminate
a little bit early on that. Do you have any questions on
that so far?

SPT No , I don't, Bill. 15 minutes is kind of
long because you'll probably pick one that's at its peak.
That's the easiest one to pick out, and you certainly can't
guess which one's growing and which one's decaying. So 15
minutes nay be a little long, but we'll hold in there as long
as there's something still remaining in the scope.

MCC Okay, good. And the main thing there Is
with the 101 film 82B can take meaningfu 1 1 -minute exposures
and try to get the spicule development and evolution here.
Then at 17:23 and also at 22:10, we've got 'some more 15 Bravo
BB 37 'a which are the remainder of the 82B :ni ni - 1 lmb scan
at the south pole. And a g;i in It's- it's pointing offset with
the fine Sun sensor and not with limb pointing. And that's
about the only funnies here In today's schedule. If you don't
have any more comments we can press on.

SPT No, I don't, Bill. That looks like a

reasonable thing to do, and we'll press on with it. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, we discussed your suggestion on

flare rise and planning for the active Sun yesterday for a

bit. Basically what we're doing is we're going to have a

meeting Monday morning which is mission day 53, where we will
plan Out how we are going to operate during two-week period
that the active regions are on the front of the Sun. This
will include what we 're going to do at east limb', passage,
west 11 tab passage, center of the disk, how we're gcing t<>

try to get after flares, flare rises, and so on. And the
first conference that we have after that meeting I'll pass
on to you everything that we've tilked about and hopefully
take back some thoughts from you, talk it again and then home
in on the - our plan of attack for that period.

SPT Okay, very good. I'd like to emphasize
again that after vorklng this last time around, I think the
only thine we were lacking was a long enough time just in the
flare wait mode. I think we had the equipment on board, especially
the XUV monitor, with the (garble) scope to pick up something
early, Ju^t to question whether the operator is going to be
free, and have his eyeball glued to that thing long enough
In order to finally wait for one and get it. So when the flare
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probability Is high I think we ought to go Into that mode '

"

«nd stay there. That's If we really vant to get a flare rise. 0

MCC Roger. And we'll be working on that. The
one fly - potential fly in the ointment here is how many
ATM orbits we actually get on a given day, as to whether we've

-got significant time to put Into that. We'll just have to
see how that goes .

SPT Okay. The people down there know the
priorities, so that's fine.

MCC Okay, we've got about a minute here 'til
LOS. Honeysuckle is next in 8 minutes from now, which i s
13:53. We have - right now we're working on the list of the
54 changes by page and building block, and we'll be t e 1 ep r i n t e r ing

.
that up to you shortly

.

T L
SPT Yeah, sorry for that confusion. I thotght

I had them all written in there and then I realized as I
was doing 6 this morning that there was not a change facing
me and I can't figure out what the problem was. Maybe (?)
that meticulously (?) went through them all. So I'm - I'd just
like to double check and make sure everything is covered.

MCC Right
, 1 almost suggested that yesterday

with this list that - you know, it's kind of hard to do all
that, but I decided not to, and I guess we should have.
So we'll get that up to you today. Let me - go ahead.

SPT Just some real quick things for the planning
people. In looking at the XUV monitor we see the one bright
active region which Is around oh, 120.; out, and then there's
two over on the west limb, one at - on the east limb, excuse
me, and they're out 250 and one at 280, just coming around the
corner. Other than that there's just a couple of bright points
here and there. I don't see any significant fillment channels.
South Pole has a very good coronal hole; North Pole only slightlyCorona shows a fairly pronounced streaner at 2 o'clock,' and then aseries of - well three small, relatively snaller ones over at 8:00
8:30, and 9:30.

MCC
.

Okay, Ed. Thank you for that infornation.
I 1 1 see that we t ake a look at that at planning , and we '

1 1
be talking to you t orao r row .

SPT Okay, one other point, I mention once on
the recorder, is, we have not yet seen any coronal transients
on the d i splay

,
and I'm wondering where - whi re the - what's

different, because apparently It has been seen on SL-IU and we're
}ust now picking them up for some reason. Either they're notthere, or we're not seeing them.

MCC Right
, and I've got that . 1 've been carrying
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that answer around with ne for 2 days, but I've run out
cf time. We'll talk about it tomorrow for sure.

SPT Thank you, Bill.

END OF TAPE
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SPT - - and then there's two over on the west

limb one at - front eaat limb - excuse me , and they're on

250 and one at 280, Just coning around the corner. Other

than that, there's Just a couple of bright points here and

there. I don't see any significant filanent channels (garble)

and very good coronal hold, North Pole only slightly. Corona

shows a fairly pronouv\ced streamer at 2 o'clock, and then a
.

series of about three small - relatively smaller ones over

at 8, 8:30, and 9:30.
CC Okay, Ed. Thank you for that information.

I'll see that that we take a look at that at planning, and

we'll be talking to you tomorrow.
SPT Okay, one other point I mentioned was on

the recorder Is we have not yet seen any coronal transient

on the display. And I'm wondering where the - where the -

what different because (garble) had been seen on the SL-III,

and wfire just now picking them up for some reason. Either
they're not there, or we're not seeing them.

MCC Right . And I've got that. I've been

carrying that answer around with me for 2 days, but I've

run out of time. We'll talk about tomorrow for sure.

SF'T Thank you, Bill.
CDR Yes, this is CDR. The VTR' s powered

up again .

MCC Copy.
PAO Skylab control at 13 hours 49 minutes.

Present time the Skylab station is passing over New Guinea;
it's out of range of the signal at Guam. Our next acquisition's
about 4 minutes away and we'll keeep the line up live for

that pass at Hon ey s u ck 1 y . It's a relatively low-elevation
pass. It'll only last about 2-1/2 minutes. During this

last pass, we had the daily ATM acience report on solar
astronomy. That report was given by Doctor William Lenoir.
4 minutes to acquisition of signal at Honeysuckly. We'll

keep the line up live for air-to-ground there.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact is Vanguard in 25 minutes. That's
14 :21 . 14:21.

::pT He 1 1 o , Crip. Talk to you then .

CC Okeydoke .

PAO Skylab control at 57 ninutes and
4 7 seconds after the hour. Present time Skylab space
station is out of range of the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle
Creek, Aust ral la . Our next acquisition Is 22-1/2 minutes
away. This morning the Skylab crew occupied with a variety
of things. Commander Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue both working
at a number of housekeeping activities, while Science Pilot
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Ed Gibson has been working at the ATM console and will spend
the rest of the morning studying the Sun. Sun a very quite
object at this point, expected to go into a more active period
And during the ATM conference a short while ago, Bill Lenoir
was telling the Commander that they're going to give some
consideration to his suggestion that they pay special
attention to gathering data on a flare rise. No Skylab
activity yet has gathered data from teh very beginning of a
rise although a number of them have caught the flare before
it reached its peak. Sc that's one thing that Ed Gibson
thinks is worth emphasizing. And it will be considered by
the team of solar scientiests who control the various
instruments on the ATM. Also this morning, Bill Pogue will
be doing the S183, that's scheduled to begin about an hour
from now. That observation of stellar field's been done a

number of times already in the mission and will be continued
today. Late this evening Commander Jerry Carr will be working
with SO 19 instrument to take photographs of the comet Kohoutek
Yesterday Science Pilot Ed Gibson informed the ground that
the comet Kohoutek has become a good deal dimmer in the last
few days. 2 or 3 days ago, he described it as being about
as bright as Jupiter, which is one of the brightest objects
in the night sky now, with an approximate magnitude of
minus 1.6. He says now, though, that 'Jupitet has become
a good deal dimmer - or that the comet has become a Rood
deal timmer than Jupiter. He says that they were comparable
I or 3 days age. Now it's quite a bit^ fainter. That's
good news and bad news, I guess. The crew expected that
sort of thing to happen, however, the indication that is
was as brglht as minus 1.6 a couple of days ago, shows that
it is a relatively bright object in the sky, or was at least
at that tine. It should become visible in the next few days
from the surface of the Earth as it moves further away from
the Sun. It's presently about 28 million miles from the
Sun's surface. And at that distance it should become visit lo
in the twilight sky after the Sunset. It should appear in
the southwest in the general vacinity of where the Sun itself
went down. Also scheduled for this afternoon is a run of the
MO

9

2 of lower body negative pressure test on Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. The observer for that run, which is scheudled to
begin shortly after 20:00 Greenwich r.ean time, about 6 hours
from now is Commander Carr. And there's an Earth resources
pass, 7100 mile-long pass beginning oft the Coast of
Mexico on the Pacific Ocean and crossing the Houston area,
and also crossing the Eastern United States which Is - remains
fairly well clouded in, .That pass will continue out over the
north Atlantic were several very important sites are expected
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to be gathered. These are areas where very high winds have
been encountered, approximately 70 mile an hour peak winds.
And data will be gathered with one of the electronic
instruments to show the relationship between weather conditions
cloud conditions, and sea surface . That study's one that

Willard Pierson of New York University will be of particular -

find a paticular interest. He's tried for quite some time ,

to find an area where that could be studied intensively.
In fact, on previous occasions, there has ben passes made y

specifically for gathering data of that Bort. However, no
opportunity has come along as good as this one for high winds
and sea surface conditions studies. 18 minutes and 46 seconds

to our next acquisition of signal. It's now 1 minute and
42 seconds after the hour, and this is Skylab Control.
END OF TAPE
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PAO : Skylab Control at 14 hours and 19 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now about
55 seconds from acquisition of signal through Vanguard. Slow
elevation pass by the Vanguard tracking ship will last about
6-1/2 minutes. The spacecraft communicator is Bob Crippen.

• CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through the Vanguard
for 6-1/2 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Crip. Wonder if you could give
me some information about a star near the corset. >

CC I'm sorry, Ed. Would you say again?
SPT Crip, how do you read me now?
CC Loud and clear. How me?
SPT A little bit broken. I'd like to pet

some information on a star very close to the conet. As you're
looking at the comet with the head - nucleus cn the left
tail going to the right, there is a star which is around
3 degrees back and 2 degrees down. It's the only relatively
bright one in the area. I wonder if you could tell me what
that one is and what its intensity is - what its brightness
is .

CC Okay . We'll check that. There - we got
a couple of planets, I believe in the vacinity of the comet
right ;\ow, Venus and Jupiter. It's not one of chose?

SPT No, Venus and Jupiter are quite a bit
further back. It would be useful to know what they're distance
is. It use to be somewhere around 13 and 18. I think that's
probably changed a little bit now. We see those quite
clearly , but it's not those.

CC Okay. We'll check that out for you.

And Skylab, we're about 30 seconds from LOS. Next station
contact Is over Canary in 13 minutes at 14:40, 14:40. We'll
be doing a data/voice recorder dump there and try to have that
I n f o r ma t i on by t hen , F. d .

SPT Thanks , Cr ip . Talk to you then

.

P AO Skylab Control at 14 hours 2 8 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is passed out of
range of the tracking ship Vanguard. 12 minutes to our next
acquisition at Canary Island. This is Skylab Control.

P AO Skylab Cor. t rol at 14 hours 3 9 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds
from acquisition at Canary Island. The pass through Canary
Island and Madrid will last about 15 minutes. The space-
craft comraun icatior is Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Canaries for 14

minutes. Doing a data/voice recorder dump. And, Ed, if you've
got a chance, 1 believe we can identify that star for you.

SPT Okay, Crip. Thank you. What is it?
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CC Okay . Fron your description, we believe
it's Dabih, which is a magnitude of plus 3.2. For other
comparisons, of course, Venus is about minus 4 and Jupiter
is minus 1.6.

SPT Okay, Crip. Copy. The comet looks
just about in terns of intensity like Dabih on terms of

brightness . It' s certainly a little bit larger, so it's -

but its totally intergrated light looks to be about the
same .

CC • Very good. Thank you.
SPT And also, do you know how far b-r\ck Venus

and Jupitir are now? They're a good - good yard sticks for
us to r, e , s u r e the tail length.

CC We'll get a check on that for you.
CC Ed, in answer to your question, Venus is

approximately 7 degrees back from the comet now.
SPT Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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C r Sky lab , Houston ; we're 1 minute front

LOS. Next station contact is Honeysuckle in 34 minutes, at

15-27. And, Ed, for your information, we have not been able

to'confirm the brightening that you mentioned out at 250

slant 1.0 by any ground station observatory. ,

SPT Crip, it's there bigger than Hie on the

XUV monitor display. It's relatively higher in the atmosphere

than the 1 at around 280, so I suspect it s just coning

around the limb.
cc Okay, right now wc- didn't predict anything

coining around until active region 97 on mission day 53,

about three days away, but we'll take a look at it.

SPT Okay.
PAO Sky lab Control at 14 hours 34 r.inu'.es

Greenwich mean time. Sky\ab space station over eastern

Furope has passed out of range of the tracking antenna at

Madrid. 32 minutes and 52 seconds to our next acquisition.-...

at Carnarvon - af Honeysuckle, Australia. During this last

pass the ground gave a report to Ed Gibson, who had inquired

about a star located a few degrees from the comet. ^ at

star is Dabih, D-a-b-i-h, with a magnitude of plus 3.2 and

a yellowish color. For comparison's sake the ground informed

Science Pilot Gibson that Venus has a magnitude of minus 4,

and Jupiter a magnitude of minus 1.6. Last night Gibson

reported that the comet had become considerably dimmer in

the last couple of days. Two or three days ago he indicated

that the comet's brightness was roughly the same as that

of Jupiter, at minus 1.6, which would have made it a relatively

bright object in the heaveas. However, he said that it had

about equaled Jupiter at that tine, it had become a good

^eal dimmer by last night and was much f ain t er .
Today he

says that it's now about as bright as Dabih, or one might

rather say, it's as dim as Dabih. The order of nagnitude

•» of pins 3.2 would indicate that it's now about 1/50 the

brightness of Jupiter. Jupiter is about 50 times as bright

th^comet Kohoutek today. And that ' indican-s that it s

com- down very substantially in Its brightness levels in the

last day or so. A big dlsapointnent , I'm sure, to some

Earth observers who were looking forward to getting a good

look at the comet. Looks like it might be a very dim object

now in the heavens bv the time Earth gets a good chance to

look at it in the next few days during the twill ght period.

Also Ed Gibson reporting something else that couldn't be

seen from Earth, and that's a limb brightening occuring in

the upper atmosphere of the Sun that may be lndictive of

a region coming around with some substantial activity. Ground

Hi
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reported no activity expected at this time, and also none

of the ground observatories were able to detect any brightening.

Of course, the extreme ultraviolet monitor, a TV monitor on
,

which Ed Gibson was making a video tape recording or tnar

upper atmospheric brightening, is capable of seeing in the

extreme ultraviolet, which is not visible for the most part

to ground-Hs^ observatories. Ground-based observatories

are cut off >>y the atmosphere from viewing ultraviolet light

which is absorbed and scattered by the upper atmosphere.

30 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. 56-1/; nir

after the hour, this is Skylab Control.

nutes

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, at 15 hour. 26 minutes

Gr ^h mean ji.. .Jjl.b space station^

Si\;r cr.ft -.unicator is^o^Crippen^ ^ Honey8uckle

for 8 minutes. ^ „ouston . If it's convenient

this site we'd like to switch pumps on the ATM C&D coolant

^ Thit Procedure we were in this morning looks like it

nou °5o- that she's rutins at full capacity, If. Juat as

"" iS
\l

S " "''Tvas afraid of that.

CD R You got Bravo.

rr Copy . c

rr Skvlab, Houston. Just as a matter of

. » v, , up ' r p <ieeine now - correction

•^"""""'Si K'."™ «»*«.:;.« J. co.p» rab i=

s:h
r

i!!«""-.. T ««. ;»
t

"
0
j"

t;.rcoi:"w:
,M -

::
r

;„irJi«».' «5 i"Si ....'« m. ».» ».~<

°" Bl
rll' Roger, Crip. Aad how v.s cht cooling

c. P«"; on the - on the 1 «h.%..p. before you did this

11X7
cr Okay, we'll see If « <=«» get you a

, . .h.r l»r The - I guess vhat we were afraid

showed that it was deteriorating , and we were worried

.bo«t
cK

ctin B -o^r^ «»/
vtj.^ 0 i

h

; 0i;r;..ny g . t to ,. u .

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute fron

LOS Sext station contact is over Bermuda in 36

2 . I , 16-11 And Jer, in answer to your question,

wh a t I a d - 5i 'was baslcllly correct. The reason that

we want" to go ahead and clean the air out was to prevent

Tny cavitation. The cooling capacity of the system v..

increased on the order of about 10 per cent, but that was

not the reason that we wanted to go ahead and do it_ Again

U was cavitation. If Ed is listening 1 can give him a
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little bit update on those planets* distance from the comet.

The corrected distance was about 8.9 degrees for Venus and

Jupiter's about 13.2 degrees.
SPT Okey , Crip. Thank you. I thought that

Venus looked a little bit further away than that. 8.9, that's

8 °° d

' CC Rog. And Venus is - well at about 24:00

Zulu is going to be about 7.7 degrees and Jupiter will be 12.3.

SPT Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours and 36 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is out of range

of Honeysuckle Creek. Our next acquisition is 34 minutes

away at Bermuda. During this pass, some additional discussion

of the comet Kohoutek and its relationship to the planets

Venus and Jup i t e r . Venus ,
approximately 9 degrees behind

the comet, but it will be a little bit closer later in the

day. And Jupiter about 13 degrees behind the comet. Crew

earlier informed us that Ed Gibson reported this morning that

Jupiter is now about 50 times as bright as the comet, with

the comet being equal in brightness to a star called Dabih,

which is located very near it. That st/ir has a magnitude

of plus 3.2. So that indicates that the comet is become

substantially dimmer in the last few days, about 1/50 of the

brightness that was seen on comets surface 3 or 4 days ago.

It's bad news for ground observers, but it certainly hasn't

affected the data gathered by the Skylab crew so far. Also

Ed Gibson reported during our pass about 45 minutes ago,

that there was definite sign of limb brightening in the upper

atmosphere that he could detect on his extreme ultraviolet
television monitor. And there is nothing yet been seen by

the ground, that's additional evidence of course, of tho

ability of the Skylab crew to detect things that could not

be seen here on Earth. That XUV brightening in the extreme

ultraviolet, of course, is absorbed in the upper atmosphere.

And for that reason, cannot be seen on the ground. And also

most of trie ground-based instruments do not have the capabllty

of detecting very slight changes in brightness very near the

Sun surface, that again made difficult by the fact that

light is scattered in the upper atmosphere, and it's difficult

to see great detail near the Sun surface. 33 minutes to our

next acquisition of signal and 38 minutes that after the hour.

This is Skylab Control

.

END CF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 10 ninutes

rreen h mean time. The Skylab space station is now about to

he acquired through the tracking antenna at Bermuda This

a
°! last 8 minutes. The Flight Director on duty

S

0 Pud y and the spacecraft communicator is Bob Crippen
is D^J

c

^ UQ y
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Bermuda for

6-1/2 ninutes. _ . ^ ^ ^ doe8 Qur yater dump

pressure look like? The bag (?) in here in the waste manage-

ment compartment U.dojt.^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

And that C&D loop now is up to 300 pounds an hour and if

Jilt's Ulna to be loud like it was before, you guy.'ve got

o go to - U Urn - turn that thin, off at nlgnt *° t0

ted I guess the question is that we've been batting l back

and"fort£ down here is - do you need another *82 to put that

on your sleep checklist?
CDR Negative

.

CC Okav . , , .

jcr, it looks like that meter a hanging

„„ •••^::r#.
,
e!U.

h,
K:.» »»«•« ~

of these meters <s worth a hoot.

CC LP p 1 «d .

cc Skvlab, Houston. We're 1 nlnute from

tOS We'll s*e vou .igain over Canary in 3 minutes .16 : 21

.

PAO
' Skvlab Control at 16 hours 19-1/2 minute

Greenwich near tine. Skylab space « t a t i on ov e r the Nor th
"

has passed out of range of Bermuda. We're about
1

'and £0 seconds from acquisition through Madrid.

?hl Canary 1 * land/Hadr Id pass will be a paas lasting

the br Utness of Jupiter, minus 1.5 "?*1 U

luhVt.il length of about 3 degrees or something in the

n ghbVrHood oA to 5,000,000 .11... Earlier today d

Gibson did indicate that the comet was now substantia ly

S «.I than Jopit.r. estimating It as ^ing approx ma .ly

1/50 of brightness of that planet. We re coming up 1 ivc

now for sir-to-ground. We'll bring the line up 11 e.
now £or 8

Skylflb> Houst01 i. Kc are AOS through

Madrid «. have V-^^^
tot ° 1

S'.
' r e about 15 seconds

from LOS and we'll s . f you again over Carnarvon
J«

jtnut*..

That's at 16:56 and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder

dump there .
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' V i ab Control «t 16 hours 31 nlnutes

PAO S*,iab ^ on ^"* Skv lab space station

and 44 seconds Greenw ch '^j. of thc tracking antenna

over eastern Europe, Is out o f ranf,e tMs
at Madrid. 24 minutes to our next ^ ;

u
recorder

pass, about 10 »^ " «J
e

7 ?

Ut
Tranent general message

of what we assume to be TV 7/.
J/ nlgnC on this tele-

was send up to the crev -du r
*er

"
J travehUular TV .

vision, which is generally
The permanent message

It can be altaost any crew act
. ^ h

*
s been extremely

indicates that the TV of comet ^ CC » e *

t

™
r3 and the ground

interesting both "
t
:5

1« t

r

l '

e^ r"l a y eten though television

ha , requested a

^ J

c

J n
" V

, e very other day. And they ve

of the sketches will on^/*/° lce of showing a closeup
been asked to continue he tico ^ tht ,. n be

^

view of the sketches "j » ""^
f"J t actual drawing of each

asked too to give •°" ,\ de ^"* °;
n he ground to keep a Utile

sketch. This allows the P e °P}* °" '
"

e

g
C o»e t Kohoutek and

better t rack
'

of
:

what happening the c ^^ ,

{

with it goes V5"r.« eli b/lntSUrete d to mean. Sky lab

any *H« eaCA * !% *th resources pass this morning
i:re w will be doing an Ea^. r

^^y. t hat Earth resources
beginning shortly after noon^oday^

Condltl0 n 9 and

pass has been th« k
J
d
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very substantial effect on the weather below the
J"™*""*

and that will be one of the main targets for today a activities.

ML a frontal activity, rain off the French coast -ar the

Bay of Biscay, will be a subject for today's observ ions

That'., a mandatory requirement that now appears likely to

J. obtained today. At the present time, th ere are « nd "

atories with one candidate site listed and eight desirable

All hat are expected to be obtained. The afternoon Earth

resources pass started as a very ambitious one. It has been

changed substantially to eliminate some test sites including

the Houston ar - -

END OF TAPE
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P AO - - point in the Sky lab groundtrack.
However, It stood - should have very substantial effect on
the weather below the groundtrack, and that will be one of
the main targets for todays activities. Also a frontal
activity, rain off the French coast near the Bay of Biscay,
will he a subject for todays observations. That's ,i mandatory
requirement that now appears likely to be obtained today.
The present time there are four mandatories with one candidate
site listed, and eight desirable sites that are expected to

be obtained. The afternoon Earth resources pass started as
a very ambitious one. It has been changed substantially to
eliminate some test sites, including the Houston area, and
to Include some new weather fronts and cloud patterns. A

number of sites in the Rio Grende Valley northeastward are
weathered in with heavy clouds covering some bitter cold.
Several mandatory sites are still to be performed by Jerry
Cirr, Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue today. The astronauts will
be pointing cameras and sensors at ground o ve r P 1 t t sb u r gh

,

Pennsylvania on a data take for sensor performance. Principal
Investigator Robert K. Moore of the University 6f Kansas
advises us that the purpose of that area Is to get additional
information for the development of future and permanent
spacecraft Instruments. Light weatlu-r bulletin In - discloses
that the Pittsburgh area is experiencing intermittent snow
shower* at thi9 time. Like much of the East Coast the
weather Is very clouded in but; it's expected that most of that
will be clearing off by the tine the pass Is made In the
afternoon over the East. AI90, this morning an ATM control
and display panel coolant loop procedure was performed to
clean that out. It again had accumulated a number of air
bubblis and was beginning to get a bit noisy. Main problem
with that was that It was having some flow drops. Normally
the flow rate on that is 2 50 pound* per hour to 300 pounds
per hour. On two occasions over the last several days the
flow had been seen to drop to 100 pounds per hour, repeating
a problem that had been seen earlier. At the earlier time ve had
a nunber of changes in the flow rate Including some full steps
of the flow of coolant, mainly water, through the ATM control
and display panel coolant loop. That alao cools the RREP
recorders. That problem has now been pretty much 'Cleared
up again. Using the liquid gas separator, Bill P o v u e this
taornlttg cleaned out the ATM coolant loop, and the flow rate is
now back up around the 300 level and appears to be

<
much

improved, However, the crew observed that it appears noifier
now than it was before. That was something seen earlier tod,
after the la*t cleanout was performed, it did become noisy.
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So, a TV la underway of the comet sketch of the - prepared
by the crew; Bill Pogue doing that TV at this time. Crew
earlier indicated that the comet had become substantially
dimmer than in the past few days. Also correction, denial
indicated by the report on the - from the Kohoutek staff
in Mission Control. Reports to the effect that a NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center team has detected water vapor radio
emission from Kohoutek are incorrect. As in any extensive
program to detect weak signals, occasionally a fluctuation
occurs that may or may not be real. However, Goddard Space
Flight Center has not detected this emission and has never
claimed such a discovery. The observations by Clark, Dunn,
and Jackson being made at Haystack Observalory In Massachusetts
will continue. It was mentioned earlier that they had believed
that there may have been water detected through their radio-
observations, radio astronomy observations, at Haystack.
That Is denied by Goddard. They say that a - occasional weak
do fluctuate and that fluctuation seemed to, at one time,
indicate perhaps the presence of water. But they do not
believe that water has been detected and has net been confirned
by Goddard. 17 minutes to our next acquisition of signal.
38-1/2 minutes after the hour, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 55 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 54 seconds
from acquisition of signal through Carnarvon, Australia.
The pass through Carnarvon will last 10-1/2 minutes. We'll
have a brief interruption, and then a 5-iainute pass through
Honeysuckle Creek. We'll bring the line up live for air-to-grou,sd f

.=

now. Bob Crippen is the spacecraft communicator.
CC • Skylab, Houston, AOS Carnarvon for 15-1/2 !

minutes. And we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump here.
CC We're 1 minute from LOS. Next station

contact is over Texas in 32 m i n u t e s ' a t . 1 4 , correction, 17:42,
17:42. And Ed, the listing that you requested earlier on the
S054 changes for the long exposure is on board along with a

checklist change for how to perform the long exposure.
SPT Thar k you, Crip.
PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 12 minutes 25

seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has passed
out of range of Honeysuckle Creek. Our next acquisition is

30 minutes away at Texas. This is Sky lab Control at 12 minutes
and 36 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 41 minutes

Greenish mean time. Skylab .pace 3ta
J

l °" ^^/^^Sh^

Bernuda! a lenghty pass lasting about 15 minutes with a

Si:
through the U.S. and Bermuda stations.through

skylab, Houston; we're AOS across the

states we have you for about 15 minutes.
states, we ^ ^ ^ ^ s havfi gQt fl 1Utle tlme

the boss, Deke, would like to talk to you f or a minu t«

.

PLT Go ahead , we've got the time.

SLAYTOS Okay, Jer, guys, good morning. lye

lilt veteran crew in the solar system. I

f about

h h took bin tour flights to accumulate .o if that doesn

make vou veterans nothing will. You're about 5/8 oT
^

the wav through the mission rough *nd dirty, and as far as

ie're Lncerncd down here you're doing an outstanding cb

all the wav. We're really happy with the way the mission a

,a n 1 think we've probably sand bagged you on a coup e

of occasions on schedule which you're aware of. A* far as

the future is concerned, Dick give you a pretty good rundown

on the constraints et cetera the other even ng vou dn i

that it doesn't go either way however.

!K"SS 11"'. « J«t n.nded over «. KILA. I Jus

ni'vi
o
n:»"4«^^;v».

ihr.r^M: t

t

....j... ~>v.

DR w.ll. Deke, th.nk. • lot.
"J

1"" 1 "

„..rl"\ro. you. And though tnln R . did get . lilt . ro„h

J„" the Ulnn.,*, v. feel pretty *oo no.. Kind 0

look, like ve've re.lly inoothed out. and 1 think tn.t wo

"°*'VJJ°o""° '"llT^Vol: you'v. been dotn, .....

..rk.^J". keep 1. up.^
# ^ ^ ^ ^

words, and it's nice to hear them.
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spT Thanks, Deke , we sure appreciate it. Good

^"'sSaYTO;
y ° U

"

Okay, I know you're bavin* a lot more fun

up there chan we are down here, s.i stay with it.

CC Roger, that.
, .

CDR Hey. Deke, we're going to be making a
.

pass over Houston. Do\ou want us to do a little duck - little

-UCk
HIV™* ^Hey^I'd appreciate that. I also need the

tine to take advantage it, however. I'll pass it on to sone

of ny friends if you give us the cue.

If*those ducks are warm, our 1R sensor will

f lnd then .

SLAYTON Roger ,
that .

. , r

SL AYTON I think they've got ice on their wings

down her. today. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ huh?

SLAYTON
5i5i«b, Houston. Jer and Bill, would

, Vi, be a convlnent place to - to give you an idea what the

weather is going to be on the upcoming EREP pass or do >ou

want to catch that a little bit - at a later site?

CD r No, this is fine, Crip.

^ c okav fine. We got a handover coning up

shortly. l'n going to wait until we get through it and then

I'll give you a quick rundown. Won't take but about * -mute.

Oke^doke. Slatting out the pass, Coming

over Mexico, it should be clear to scattered. And *»*ht

Ground Monterrey you're going to pick up a low ove
r

st d,

k

. ^,^4 »ii fhi ii n to. oh, approximately tnc
that's going to extend all the w up t o. o Pi

_

:j.
bw

;

d

h:-'y.r:£.ui:
l

ir .r.-n:r t h .» (

that' scattered to broken about 4 to 7/10 coverage and

all the v.v across New England. You've got a
JJ* »"«V?

lrn
cirri, target through there and It . hard or u. t co f

ris
00

iVr l
T

°U Jo^i
h

Ut»:-t
C

.i
r ". l

:«cS'llne 1. going to

I s Uts from about Ken tucky all the way u ? through the New

n s 8 . So «o.c of the stuff that'. - that you re

o « able to pick up On the ground in that part

of the country is going to have snow on it Across th .lorth

Atlantic it's vrettv much cloud covered all the way across

A eh is what they're after for some rough seas. Understand

U's not good fo/the Navy out there today. They've got .bout
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35 foot waves. And there's a front extending down across
the Bay of Biscay with some rain In it. And that's the

cyclone that it talks about in the - in your message that
we're trying to pick up . So in general even though the

weather is not clean and neat it is practical for the kind
of targets that we're trying to pick up. And it looks like

a good EREP pass.
CDR Okay, Bob; thanks. We'll do our best.
CC Skylab, Houston; we are 1 nlnute f r on

LOS. Next station contact is in about 4-1/2 minutes over
Madrid at 18:01, 18:01. And to c 1 a r 1 f y some t h i n g said earlier
in the weather briefing. The cyclone or - that we were
speaking of is not actually the one that is - has the front
through the Bay of Biscay. It's the cyclone that's located
about 20 degrees west. But the frontal systen is producing
sor.e rain that we wanted to cover with the RAD/ SCAT so and
we are taking data all the way through there.

CDR Thank you Crip.

KND OF TAPE
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Skvlab Control at 57-1/2 minutes after
PA0

. , _ !? (ffnA i a t the Bermuda tracking antenna.

S/€ "SiS S:.ns.:: K^ir-

°

f

^phed into the Pacific Ocean last June. .-The crev now In

now We're 1 minute from acquisition of signal at .Udrid

Xre we'll hav, an 8 minut* pass . Bob Crtppen i » the

communicator.
S ky 1 ab , Hou* t on . We're AOS Madrid for

7-1/2 minutes.
Hous t an . For your future planriins,

we have your phone call »et up this .v«nln* for 01:09.
rfC ha^_ yo H

Ro!!(. ri 0 X J r 9 . Thank you.

l\] Mo Crip, the TV 77 should be on the

VTR. I hope it U and the voic* W.ll be on the voice tin..

(Karb
Jj

>
We - we show 10 oinutea work on the VTR

rlght^nov.
aHouid fec Juet ftboul rlghl#

rr Roa. Thank you.

cc SPT, Houston. Ed. we're ehowin* the

for that?

#
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CC
CC

No, we do not. That's fine. That's got

cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS. Next station contact Is Carnarvon In 27 minutes

al 18:35, 1 8:35 . We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump

there
C D p.

Roger. Crip. And hey, by the way, 1 V-

sorr y ve missed the eggnog party. I hope everybody on the

Cr in'pon team behaved themselves.
. \, . .

cc Unfortunately (laughter). No, we all

had a good time. Sorry you couldn't be there with us.

CDA Very good .

cc Somehow, I didn't manage to stay awake

through the ball games after that though.

p A0 Skvlab Control at 18 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skvlab space Nation has passed out of

ran., of Madrid tracking antenna. Cur next acquisition.
. - - - r- -,»<» n « InttrsHa. 1 hi S IS

25-1/2 minutes away is at Carnarvon, Australia. ihls

Skylab Control at 9 minutes 19 seconds after .

the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control ) 8 Iiours 33 minutes and

44 second* Greenwich scan time. Sk/lao apace station is now

54 aeconda from acquisition of signal through the Carnarvon,
Australia tracking antenna. • - Th* p?fs through Carnarvon will

!

leat about 5-1/2 minutes, and then vt'll have an Interruption
we'll have a pass shortly thereafter- though at Honeysuckle.

CC » Sky lab , Houston , wt're AOS through Carnarvon
for 5-1/2 minutes. And we'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump hare .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 1 minute from

LOS. Next stitlon contact is Honeysuckle in 7 minutes. And

at that time if we could, we'd like somebody available at the

SIS panel to do a reg adjust for us.
' S.0 f . Roger, Crip.
CC Thank you sir.
b AO - Skylab Control at 18 hours 43 minutes

AS seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

out of range of the Carnarvon Australia tracking station. Our

next acquisition is 3 minutes away at Honeysuckle Creek. Here

in Mission Control the officer who is in charge of the solar
inst rumtnts has indicated that they would like to pasr, along
a question to the crew regarding the brightness of the Comet
Kohoutek. Earlier today Ed Gibson indicated that it was about

^fc as bright as a star located in the same area of the sky. That

star has a brightness of 3.2 magnitude, which is a relatively
dim star, not one of the dimmest, but only average brightness.

' The star Dabih, D-a-b-i-h, is of a yellowish color and that

indication of brightness would lead the ground to believe thit

the brightness now has been reduced by about 98 percent from its

brightness a few days ago. The last observation made on

grcund by amateur astronomer on the ground was of brightness
of approximately minus 1.5, which Is about the brightness of

Jupiter. So they may ask the queatlon for a very good reason

that a rocket launch is now being planned for later in the day.

And they would like to have an exact count of the brightness

to determine whether it would be worthwhile to nake such a

rocket launch. Brightness may not be sufficient to allow
a rocket to gather data on the comet. Comet observations are

scheduled for later in the day for the Skylab crew. Coramandei

Jerry Carr using the S019 ultraviolet instrument to gather
photography on the comet about 24:00 Greenwich mean time today.

We're coming up live now on air-to-grouod at Honeysuckle. Creek.

We have a pass lasting only about a minute and 30 seconds there

so we'll leav* the line up live now.
CC . Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Honeysuckle.

And got you for about a minute and a half.

#
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SPT . Standing by Che STS, Crip.
CC Okeydoke. On panel 20 7 we'd like to cake

battery charge low for 7 and 8 to INHIBIT. And the reason
for that i» that we have sent the command to INHIBIT the

discharge Unit on batteries 7 and 8. And it will go down below
the C&W limit because of the false reading that we're getting on

those.
" SPT Okay Crip, that's done. And would you send

up another copy of the 54 long exposure cue card change 02.

That one had around four or five different lines reproduced
two or three tines and it's awfully hard to read.

CC Okeydoke, we'll do that. And also I'd

like you to mark the place for the - on panel 206 the reg
adjust pots 1 and 2, and then move them 30 iJenreei clockwise,

CC And we're about 30 seconds from LOS. Next
btation contact is 19:17, 19:17.

SPT That's done, Crip.
CC Okay, and we're about to go over tut hill.

Ed, ran you tell us if you used binoculars cn making your
brightness estimate on the comet, comparing it with Dabih?

SPT No I did not, Crip. It's pretty - very
difficult Judgment to make.

CC Copy.
SPT One is a plank source and the other is

•i - a small - spread out over a small an-^le on that. They
are two different things, applus and oranges.

CC Copy that. Over the hill.
PA0 Sky 1 ab Control at 49 minutes 26 seconds

after the hour. That's loss of signal at Honeysuckle. The
question asked finally was phrased in such a way to determine
what accuracy might have been given to that. It was not
done with binoculars, it was done with the naked eye . The
estimate of the comet's magnitude is a very difficult thing
to do in any case. Normally the technique used by ground
observers Is to use binoculars on both objects and to defocus
on the star so that you - the area is spread out to give a

larger area and a comparable object to view. No additional
details are expected to be gathered at this time. However,
a further question could go up later in t.ie day. This is

Skylab Control, 26 minutes and 38 seconds to our next acquisition
of signal, that's 50 minutes after the hour.

LND OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 19 houra 14

minute* Graenvich mtan tine. Skylab now approaching the

coast of Mexico, across the Pacific Ocean for the beginning
of an Earth resources pass. This pass scheduled to last

approximately 25 minutes beginning at 19:18 Greenwich nean

time as the spacecraft approaches the coast of Mexico and

ending at 19:43 as Skylab enters Europe. The weather for

this Earth resources pass is expected to be generally good

particularly over the main areas of interest in Mexico,
the northeastern and north-central United States and out over

the Atlantic where one of the areas of principle interest
will be the weather itself. A low pressure area or cyclonic
storm, storm over the North Atlantic. We have about 2 minutes
before we acquire Skylab. The crew at that time will be

in the VOX MODE where their transmissions are coming directly
back to Earth without having to activate the microphones and

the spacecraft in the so-called Z-local vertical attitude
which points the cameras and other remote sensing instruments
at Earth,

SPT - - meters.
PLT It stares at 25 -

SPT :. Okay . -

"

CDR Okay, about 1 rainut e we're going to put

tne SCAT" EROMETER to STANDBY.
CDR Start the EREP - -

PLT Land ho .

CDR - - at 18 .

PLT Yes, I see it Jer, it's coming up

.

CDR Good enoi gh .

CC And we'n with you across the States
here. Got you about 12 minuses.

CDR Roge r ,
Crip.

PLT There we go

.

CDR One minute to EREP START

.

CDR Okay . On my mark ,
it's going to be

17:30. I he SCATT EROMETER is coming on to STANDBY

.

CDR Standby.
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY. EREP

START in a bout 2 5 seconds.
CDR On my mark it will be 18:00.
CDR Stand by.

. CDR MARK . EREP START

.

On uy mark it will

be 18:06
CDR MARK . Downl ink to position 1. On my

mark it will be 18:12 .
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MARK. 194 tc MANUAL. Okay, Ed, we're
gol ng to wan

C

ETC to VAN - to AUTO from you at 18:56.
Guadalajara.

rnn On my mark it will be 18:56. Stand by.
ri\o MARK . ETC MODE AUTO.
rno MARK at 19:03. 190 to AUTO.
CDR MARK at 19:09. * 192 MODE to READY

.

Got TAPE MOTION. High speed.
On. Here ceme the clouds
Looks like we're socked in. We get socked

In just before get to Monterrey.
CDR Okay. On my mark It will be 19:44.
CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. Downlink switch to POSITION 2.
PLT I recognize the area

.

PLT Solid cloud cover from Monterrey on.
CDK Son o f a gun

.

PLT Okay. 25:58 Is when I start my nadir
path .

CDR Okay. Orv my mark, It will be - we'll have
a S190 READY light out. It should be at 20:20.

CDR MARK. READY out at 21.
CDR MARK. ETC to STANDBY at 20:26.
CDR MARK. 20:32 M0 - 190 MODE to STANDBY .

Stand by

.

CDR MARK. At 38, 192 MODE to CHECK. 4 4,
S190 franes to 18 . Okay, looking for 56. - I'm going to
put the SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER Is ON. 'RADIOMETER
is ON . 21:06, I

' 11 want an AUTO CAL, Bill.
PLT Okay. At 21:06.
CDR Stand by.
CDR/ PLT MARK.
CDR AUTO CAL.
PLT AUTO CAL.
CDR Things got real busy there for a ninute.
CDR Let's see. 190 is In STANDBY. 192

is in CHECK. Go t francs of 18. SCATTEROMETER and
RADIOMETER are ON An AUTO CAL cooking

.

CDR Houston , CDR .

CC Go, CDR.
CDR You want to shift over to tape recorder

2, if we run this one dry? I meant to ask that. It was
in ny remarks , that tape recorder i was going to be
marginal .

CC There's no need to switch over, and
we shou Id n ' t r un out of tape until right near the end of
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"

the pass anyhow.
CDR Okay.
CC Y°u guys are flying this one *t a much

better altitude on this North Atlantic portion than AJ Is,
he's going to be about 500 feet in the 130 below you.

'

PLT
CDR
PLT

and i lap hi r

.

CC
CDR

23:40 is the n

Is that right?
T can't say as 1 really envy A J

.

(Laughter) Waves almost reach up th

Roner that.
Okay. At 2 3:00. We're looking for

END OF TAPE
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CDR
,
Houston, CDR.

CC Go CDR

.

; CDR You want to shift over to tape recorder
2 If we run this one dry? I meant to ask that; 1 t was in my
remarks that tape recorder \ was going to be marginal.

CC Jer. there's no need to switch over, and
: we shouldn't run out of tape until right near the end of the

pa a 8 anyhow,
CDR Okay.
CC You guys are flying this one at a much

better altitude on this North Atlantic portion than AJ is.
He's going to be about 500 feet in the 130 below you.

PLT Is that right?
CDR I can't say as I really envy AJ

.

PLT (Laughter) Waves almost reach up there and
slap him.

CC Roger tha t

.

CDR Okay, at 23:00 we're looking foi - 23:40
is the next mar k .

CDR I bet AJ is wearing his long handle
underware to o .

CC I certainly hope he is.
PLT A booby (?) suit .

CDR Okay, on my mark it will be 23:40.
PLT Always be -

CDR . Stand by .

CDR MARK. POLARIZATION going to 2. Looking
for a READY ON on S191.

CDR NARK, REAJY ON ac 46 Roing to REFERENCE 6.
PLT VTS, 00 standing by for 25:58.
CDR Okay, on ir.y mark it wi 1 i be 25:10.
CDR Stand by.
CD* MARK , 190 SHUTTER SPEED to SLOW. V

CDR On my mark it will be 25:23.
CDR Standby.
CDR MARK, S190 MODE AUTO.
CDR On my mark it will be 40 . We want FTC

to AUTO.
CDR MARK , ETC to AUTO .

CC Jer, can ve get somebody to verify TV
input station 133 is on .

SPT Yes , it', on . .

PLT Stand by.
SPT It's on the wafer switch is in TV.
FLT MARK, 25 : 53 DAC on VTS -

CDR S192 MODE going to READY . That was 3 seco
late. 26:16 is next. I got the problem, I'll get with you in a

minute .

CDR 26:16 POLARIZATION going to 4.
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S!J MAR K. «t 16 POLARIZATION <)

I can'? gee away iV!^* Pr °ble» *• th *< - Oh, shoot,

J^J
v««. me - let - -

P,T
'

' " ~ tled t0 chl s dang headset.
CD r ; J

h * t dc want me to do?

station. •

3 n0t conne cted up at the input .
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'

Dut the cabl" to the lcf» of the
CDR Okay.

Okay, you ought to have it now.
"Ot It.CC

CDR
position 7.

AU rl8ht at 27:30 you're" at downlink
CC Roger.

' (C^kuj'
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° bad f° r <"-» -""P-t)

J™ ":50 going t0
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«et sign.

r no MARK
- downlink position 9.

CDR 28 : 30 coning up .

«• next "td „u„ „ etc o sJLobT'
U,ht

'
28

CDR MARK, STANDBY.
CD

l
Okay 28:49 is next.

CDR Stand by.

EJJ?
MARK POLARIZATION 3.CDR

CDR
CDR

2S:54 DOWNLINK position to OFF
Cooing up on 29:10.rnx> v * ' ; j-w .

RAD 1 OMETER to STANDBY ^at f^""?*"" <° STANDBY
. MARK .

5. 29 :30 il thlnexl one.
Goln«". "NC L/R, POLARIZATION
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CDR
is ON .

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
CC
CDR unay , ii

was wronx with the downlink
CC Got -

END OF TAPE
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MARK, SCATTEROMETER is ON, RADIOMETER

That was at 29:30 - -

Stand by.
- - and 31 .

MARK, DAC OFF and NADIR. B-3 when - -
MARK at 29:44 and S190 MODE to STANDBY.
Hank, you still with us?
That's affirm; about A more minutes.
Okay, have you got the word on what
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-COR B-3 vhen I mark at 29:44 S190 MODE to

STANDHY. Kauk, you atlll with us?
r CC That 'a affirm, about 4 more minutes.

COR Okay, have you got the word on what was
wrong vith the downlink?

CC Copy,
CDR Okay, we didn't have the cable connected

at one end. I lost S192 MODE to READY . So, the S192 between
26 nnd 28:20 was not de - was not taken

.

CC Copy.
PLT (Garble)
CDR The wha t ?

PLT Gulf of Saint Lawrence think that's wha

CDR Any ice ?

PLT I'm looking

.

PLT Not sure 1 don't think ao . ON DAC
Rot a red light on DAC. That thing had plenty of film In i t

.

Okay, let me set this thJng up here at 00, that means I don't
need another necking. That's showing -

CDR Add the film?
PLT It's shoving about '0 percent on it, I'm

going to try something - that's strange, I get a green light
and everything, but it got a red - -

CDR Must have broken the film.
PLT - - end of film light. I'm going to take it

off, but wait a minute, I'm going to make it to the center before
I start have, I - Get Jerry down here, (laughter). Ah, poor guy.

CDR How's it riding with him, Crip?
PLT Good luck.
CC Yeah f I'm still with you , Just still checking

I don't know who's the co-pilot is Lindemann is on as mission
manager. We're 1 minute from LOS . Next station contact is over
Madrid In about 5 minutes, at 19:38.

CDR I don't know why we're getting end of
film light, there's nothing wrong with the film.

PLT Let, let me mark It and see if it'll film.
CDR Okay.
CDR Got leverage to get in

.

PLT I'll get it.
CDR I got some time here if I can - -

PLT Well, I just need to check mine - -

CDR All right.
PLT Up and down. Yeah, it works.
CC You got us on the nadir swath right m 33.

PLT That's affirmative.
CDR ' Ye/jh, I got a red light again.
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, \\ PLT Yeah .

CDR See how it advanced.
PLT ' Okay, we're in good shape. Let's see It goes

to - -

CDR It's advancing. Let's just go ahead - -

PLT - - <U.
CDR - - with It and assume it's good, and ignore

the red Light .

PLT We - we don't need to use It on this one
except on a, you know

,
just a post -

CDR Okay.
PLT - - post run tonight. And all I'm doing

now, I'm Just holding this t h i n r on 00. Coming up on a

t ermina tor now .

CDR Okay, I got a bun.h of data to take at
40, here.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Skyhb now out
of range of the antennas throuyh the continentlal United
Sta'.es pass continuing that Earth resources pass now ovov
the North Atlantic, out of radio contact. During the
continentlal U.S. pass, the crev remarked as to the fact that
one of the NASA Earth resources aircraft, the C130 flying
out of Ellington Air Force Base herein Houston would be
flying under their ground track gathering ground truth data.
The pilot of the aircraft is A.J. Roy, and the C130 will
be flying at an attitude of about 10,000 feet ever the North
Atlantic. We have about 2 minutes bofore we regain radio
contact with Skylab through Madrid. And that will mark the
conclusion of the Earth resources pasf . The. pass ends as
Skylab passes ou - over Europe for a tutal of about 25 minutes
of data gathering. The major interest on this Earth resources
pass over Mexico, the northeastern and the north central
United States, and over the North Atlantic. Fairly significant
area along the r.round track beginning at the Rio Grande Valley
and extending up over the southeastern United States was
weathered in. Sites in that area were dropped but five
raindatory sites on the pass were still to be performed by
Carr, Gibson, and Pogue. They were scheduled to be pointing their
cameras sensors at the ground over Pittsburgh for a data take
would be used in evaluating the perfovnance of sensors. And
weather over the Pittsburgh area was predicated to be Intermittent
in snow - snow showers, snow flurries. Two additional
Skylab tasks over the North Atlantic, both relating to the
ocean state. And when subjected to winds in the vincity o t

35 knots, the crew will be looking for models of white caps
and pea foam denoities in the data gathered over the North
Atlancic. We should be acquiring in about 15 seconds. We'll
stand by for resumption of radio communications with Skylab.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skyiab, Houston, we're with you again for

about 8-1/2 alnutes through Madrid.

SPT Roger, Crip.

PLT x
1 minute to go on the nadir swath.

CDR okay and my next mark is going to be IVrtu,

Zf:r0,
CDR

r °'
MARK . REFERENCE going to 2 on S191. And

AUTOCAL on 41 , Bill.
PLT Okay, standing by.

• CDR 41:00.

PLT
ath .

CDR

There's really not much to do on a nadir

Set that cyclone?

PLT Negative
CC
CDR
PLT Rog-

It was pretty much north of you

Okay. 20 seconds, Bill.

I think it's also pretty dark alon*

in there.
CDR 5 seconds.
PLT Rog . Standing by.

CDR St and by

.

CDR/ PLT MARK.
PLT AUTO CAL.

CDR Okay. The S191 almost READY light is out.

PLT • •• And Crip, I did get a red light on the DAC

footage here, but it appears to be bad cell, so I'm going to

have to -.roubleshoot 1

1

CC Copy.
PLT Okay , that's it for 19 1.

.. CPR Okay, I got another couple of things to dr.

here. Okay, you've got a minute and a quarter to the fine

aaneU
C n R

' Well, the ol-i ? * recorder huny in there.

The leader says we got about 25 per. ent left, it's still

running. :
.

:

<

,

CC Very good

.

CDR 10 second-. , it'll be *2 : 30. .St.irul by - -

CDR MARK. SCATTERMETKR , OFF - -

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER'S, oFF .
-. 4 2 : 4 0 ,

Stand by

CDR MARK. 194 to MANUAL.

CDR (Garble) for me sometines READY light to

COt?e
CDR

nOV" Okay, coning up on 4 3 : 4 0 ,
looking £->r S191

CDR MARK. At 39, the almost READY light cane

on On ray mark it'll be 4 6 ,

CDR MARK. E REP scop. That does il.

CDR Well, sorry about that downlinking the 192
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Yeah, sorry - sorry we got you messed up
right in the middle of it.

*
CDR Woll, doggone It, If I'd have checked it

out right, we wouldn't have had the problem.
CC Yeah, we had a data problem here iron

Goddard or we would have been able to catch it for you earlle

END OF TAPE
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, - w or wo would I) a v c been able to

catch It for you farllir.
C I) R Okay, Bravo 7 la reading 33 percent .

S192 DOOR going CLOSED. S190 going CLOSED.

PI T What are you reading outer glnbal number

3
*

Cr
cc Checking. We're going through a little

mental gymnastics to transfer it over to percent like you

g0t
^PLT Would: 't have bothered you, but ic looked

like the Y-rate's a little bit high. Oh, I guess it's in the ball

Park
*CC Okay, Bill, we concur it did look like

that Y-rate went up a little bit high, but it - everything looks

okay r ight now

.

PLT Thank you

.

cc Skylab, Houston we're I minute iron LOS

,

next station contact ia Tananarive in 15 ninutes at 20:01

and we are rewinding the VTR so it 's no: available fi>r your

use. We're planning on dumping it over the next CONUS pass.

CD P. Okay , wc copy .

PA0 An d that appears to be all the communications

we'll have tron Skylab over Madrid. And at the conclusion

of that Carth resources pass, a pass which would appear to

have been largely successful, with the exception of the

weather which we ' u expected in the southeastern V.-' ted States,

which resulted earlier in the day in the cancellation of

some targets. There was one minor problem during the pass

referred to and discussed by the crew and CAP COMM. The

crew had not connected the cable between the Earth resources
;

(

data downlink unit and the transmitter, we were therefore

not receiving for brief period of time the downline d a t a ......

This does not effect the p.rfornanc, of the F.RFP lnsi r u m o n t s

but It does allow the ground to monif- : that perfornance.

And In getting the canable - the cable connected - connected

up. The crew was about 2 minutes and 20 seconds 1 a t in

setting the S 1 9 2 nultlapectral scanner in operation.

However all Instruments did appear to be functioning normally
,

and bv and larg, would appear the mandatory sites were covered.

TVe guidance and control officer here at Mission Control.

during that pass was keeping a close eye on the momentum., •;. ...
• .......

• An indication of the gyro performance. He was queried a couph

of tines as to the momentum status by Flight Director I)o,i Puddy .,

and reported that the momentum was right on. Skylab is now

maneuvering back to the solar inertial attitude.- The normal

orbital attitude from the Z-local vertical attitude used in

•
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Earth resources passes. And we're about 11-1/2 mlnites now
V fro* regaining conttct with Skylab through the Tananarive

tracktn* statlcn. At 19 hours, 50 minutes Greenwich mean
tine, tnls is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Skylab.
Go.

PIT

film.
»«• and that light went out; it still moves

•-'re «o n, to < "'l' " BpIe A " d ° ne oi 'he things

to you later. ^ ''^ g6t ^entory and R ive

" 0ka y . thank you, sir.

the hill here , nH ^ C ° Py that ve
' " about to go over

1* Star"
Stati ° n C °ntaCt U »-eysuckle in

PLT Roger.
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PAO This is Skyiab Control, we're standing
by now to regain contact wlti; Skyiab through Honeysuckle
Creek, Au»tralia, about 50 seconds from now. And at the
conclusion of this revolution, revolution 3396 the c rev
will have an opportunity to obtain some additional handhold
photography of Earth . Skyiab Pilot, Bill Pogue will operate
the handheld camera during the latter portion of this pass -

of this revolution, while his crew partners are performing
the medical experiments M092 and M171. Pogue has three
optional sites and will take a series of Earth photos If
conditions are favorable. One site is off N'ew Zealand where
he will be pho tograpn ing ocean features. Another photo
candidate for the handheld photography is an area in Baja,
California where information to be used in a geology study
will be obtained. And finally there is a snowfall area of
interest in the high altitude Salt Verde watershed in centr.il
Arizona. And we now show that we have acquistlon of signal.
We'll stand by for the call from CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skyiab, Houston, we're AOS through
Honeysuckle. And we have you for a whole minute and a half.

CAR Okay, let's just talk about the important
stuff then

.

CC Okay , I'll be quiet .

CDR Roger. Crip, we got a problem with the
urine situation. We're finding it very difficult to dump
the urine bags down the trash airlock. For some reason
with as few as three bags in the urine disposal bag we still
get it partially Jammed. They seem to swell up and are very-
difficult to get out the '.rash airlock. We're considering
the possibility of dumping the bags everyday through the
urine dump system. We're wondering If there's any reason
why we shouldn't take that course of action.

CC We'll scratch our heads over that one
and try to give you an answer as soon as possible.

CDR I don ' t know why i t suddenly changed

.

Up until a week ago you could put 5 or 6 bags into a urine
disposal bag and put it out the trash airlock Just slick as a
whistle. Now, all of a sudden they're starting to swell up
and Jam.

CC You guys aren't drinking more are you?
We're about - going LOS here shortly. And Goldstone In
about 27 minutes at 20:24 .

CDR Roger.
CC And the answer to the reason the rates

jumped around awhile ago was outer gimbal drive logic.
CDR Okay , I'll tell Bill

.
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P *° This is Skylab Control, a very abortpass there over Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. An<J about
24 minutes before we regain contact at the .tart of anotherU.S. pass. Their major subject of conversation overHoneysuck e Cre.k was Jerry Carr's description of a problemthe crew is hazing disposing of urine bag!. Said that . ,earler In the mission they were able to load about 5 bags intothe disposal bag and trash airlock system would accopt «no problem. And he is now finding that with as f,w a's nree £ a gsin the system Is having trouble accepting it. And he'ssuggesting that perhaps they consider disposing of the bagsdaily to keep the number at a minimum that have to be fedinto the trash airlock at any given time. At 20 hours
JO minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control at 20 hours
52 minutes Greenwich mean Live., Skylab now approaching the
coaot of the United States coning in over Baja California.
And here in Mission Control we're in a midst of * shlfc
handover, Flight Director Milton Windier and his team of
flight controllers are currently being debriefed - or,

.debriefing. The Flight Control team headed by Don ?uddy.
The oncoming Spacecraft Communicator will be astronaut
Bruce McCandless. Flight Director Puddy plans to break (or
a change-of-shl f t press briefing at about 3:45 p.m. In the"
JSC News Center briefing room. During this stateside pas*
the major activity being performed by the crew will be the
nedical e xper ine n t s , M092/M171, the lower body negative
pressure and metabolic activity expe r Iroent s . Th is experUert
beinR performed by Commander Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Poguc.
And we have an acquisition with a call to the crew.

Pl-T Hi, Story.
cc Hi. And we're going to dump the data/

voice right now.
CDR Okay

.

CC And tor Bill, the next t i me you * r* near
the STS we'll get a REG ADJUST from you.

PLT.- Roger , i t' d be about 10 minutes . What
do you want?

cc Okay, we can catch you then it'll be a
REG ADJUST both pots, 30 degrees, counterclockwise.

' PLT • Roger. :
'

c<- That'f to the old mark.
PIT Rog , understand.
cc And Bill, you may be getting a -atitiuh

and warning due to some de sa t f 1 r I n gs . Wo don't think
it's any problem, the next dunp will take car* of that
none n t urn

.

Pl-T Rfucr, And while I'm vip here I'll y;a
ahead and do the REG ADJUST for you.

CC Thanks.
PLT Mif.ht take a look at that if vou have

tine.
C C We're looking.
cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, 2 minutes

to Bermuda.
PAO This is Skylab Control, we're out of radio

contact now with Skylab. And about 5 minutes - - And we
have regained through Bermuda. About i- minutes and 45
seconds of acquisition tine left here.

END OF TAPE
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Co M.Srid. Bill, Houit^' "V" ' """^ L0S
'

5 " Uute8
PLT Go ahead ftory.

STS !!m ,,u„ .
No hurry it all, next time you pas. bv the

1

J,"/
Uke 5 n0re d «8«-e«« counterclockwise on REG 2.

'

PAO
B a r mu H ^ , r j K .

VC had lo8s of al 8™l nov through
SkJ?^\£™ u

a
J
nU '° 8 fr0B contact „UhSkylab through the Madrid tracking station. One correctionto a previous annouc eaen t . Our current on duty CAP COMMastronaut Story Muograve

, not Bruce McC.ndlo,* M^cSSI?.^
Z\ once : h

CAP
K??

MM
,
P °! ltl0n dUVln

« the -briS lnj
'

But once the shift handover was computed, Musgrave took

duties at the preaent tine. During that relatively quietstateside pass about the only substantive d i sc us a i on\
h*

occurred was advice to the crew that ve did see a oae Jupn he aoaentum on t>.e Y-axis gyro. CAP COMM Bob CripLnadvised Jerry Carr at the tine that this had been expected

Uve^ t II r^"
n0WCatU " V »" Id back to th«

^ ' after the next nomentun d«,p. This buildup in nomentuau. expected as a result of the large aaneuver fro* theZ-iocal vertical attitude used for ERF. P passes back to thenormal solar inertial attitude usftd for bitU 1. t

«d c".„ for , alnliH'
K b" k " Ith >">" "-rid
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? „
Skylab Control at 21 hours,

34 minute. r,.nwlch .„„ tl»e. with Skylab now approaehtn*

ip
}

:ri;:
,

i:::.:r.:.:i::" 4a :rwsMsv::
l, »

p!! R
Skylab, AOS Tananarive 10 minutes.

£'
)R Roger, Story.

. , ,
Skylab, we're a minute to I.OS here and

^iivx:::' »' »•« —p.»s «;/
nd

T
PA

?
' We've h*d loss of signal now throuehTananarive and as we expected that was a very ouie n si

part in that medical experiment. And Pile B U o r>

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 22 hours

17 minute* Greenwich mean time. During our change-of -ah i f

t

briefing we had a very small amount of conversation with the

crew about 45 second* total. And we'll play that back for you

and then stand by to regain contact through Hawaii.

CC Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for

9 minutes and we'll be dumping the da*, a /voice here.

PLT Got you Story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, 10 minutes

to Haw a 1 i .

PAO In about 4 5 seconds Skylab should bo

within range of the tracking antennas at Hawaii. Flight Director

Milton Windier has completed the review of misslan status with

his oncoming team of flight controllers and the flight control

team settled in now for an evening of activities that includes

ATM observations aboard Skylab and an additional daca gathering

attempt with the S019 UV stellar astromony experiment on the

Comet Kohoutek. About 10 seconds now until acquisition of

signal.
CC Skylab, AOS Hawaii for 9 minutes Jerr>,

Houston.
CDR Go ahead Story

.

CC Jerry sometime in the next hour and a half

I 'J like to pass up three changes to your S019 K pad.

CDR Okay, go ahead I've go it out now.

CC Okav, in the first paragraph. That's the

f ield KOH, change your start time 00 :20 to 00 : 19 .

CDR Okay ,
go it.

CC And on the sarr.e line delete the 30 Uniform

exposure

.

CDR Okay .

CC In the next paragraph down, the start time

00:25, change that to 00 : 26 .

CDR Okay , 26 .

CC And the last one, the second line down

there . Change the 249 . 1 to 249 .9 .

CDR Okay, 7 turn clockwise from 249.9.

CC Thanks .

CC Skylab, we're a minute to I.OS , 3 minutes

to Goldstone.
Skylab is now out of range of the HawaiiPAO

but the space station will be bridging the gap between the

Hawaii tracking antenna and chose of Goldstone, California

in about another minute and a half so we'll leave the line up

for Goldstone acquisition .

CC Skylab, back with you through Goldstone

for 7 minutes.
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Rernuda

.

CDR

KND OF TAPE

We're a minute from LOS, 5 minutes to

Roger, Story.
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PAO Skylab's current orbit takes the space
station out of range of the Texas and MILA on this revolution
And we're out of acquisition at the present time, but about
2-1/2 minutes away from regaining contact through Bermuda.
During the pass over Goldstone the telemetry data Coming into
the Control Center showed that one of the crewmen was riding
the bicycle erogometer as nart of there physical training,
we of course don't know which one. But PT or physical
training is schedule in the flight Plan at about this time,
for Pilot Bill Pogue and also scheduled in for Science Pilot
Ed Gibson, so it's logical to assume that one of those two
crewmen is riding the bicycle erogometer. Flight Director
Milton Windier and his team of flight controllers are keeping
an eye on activities aboard Skyiab and also looking at
tomorrow's Plight Plan activities. Reviewing them and lookir.,
for any potential problems in scheduling or in activities
that the crew will be required to perform. We have about
1 minute 10 seconds before regaining contact throunh
Bermuda, we'll leave the lino up.

"
.

Skyiab, we're back with y„u throwyh
Bermuda tor 7 minutes

.

PLT Right Story .

.

? \I Story, what's the chances of Retting
about 10 minutes of VTR t I me this evening.

CC St and by , 1 .

cc We're in the process of dumping it now.Ue^can certainly get you 10 minutes. When would you like

v
PLT Probably i r, about 2 hours. I want to - Ihave to do this - the TV 107 I think it is, the fluid mechanic

in two different parts. I would like to get one of them donethis evening.
CC Bill, we'll need the next stateside

pass after this one to finish a dump. But about 00:20
it's about an hour and - hour and half from now, you canhave It.

p LT Tha

t

1

d be g reat .

CDR Houston , CDR.
CC c,o, Jer.
CDK Roger, Story. The sample that

the fungus off the LCG and put In the tr an sport
medium has been In the wardroom here for every binee F V

A

number 2. According to the pad I got I was going to
'

get the word to put ir back In the chiller. I finally
got tired of looking at Lt today and put it in the chillAnd there's a nice little growth of fuzzies in there. I
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tightened down the cap well and put it back In the chilUr
with the rest of the transport Media. And do you w.jnr adescription of it or anything?

Yes sir, we'd appreciate a description.
tUR Okay, it's a just a fu*zy - git avery fuzzy appearance. It looks like a aoU or a fungus.

It doesn t look like It's anything too wild. it has done
a good deal of growing in this agar or transport nedta. lwent back and checked the I.CCs again, and they look Just ihvsame. Thme has been no growth whatsoever on them. Butthese particular ones that I put In the little vial havedone a lot of growing at roon temperature.

CC okay.
CDR

* f they need anymore description, I'llget out a Bonifying glass and look at it a little »ore
;

CC Okay .

^ YoiJ *ot a couple minutes now Jer?
Yeah

, go ahead

.

„
CC

.

An evening question. Nov, there's seen*concern that the IV input station 6^ 2 failure nav have been

now whicT^ i 1°
th *\ v" " ated to it. And do you ro BeBblnow which pi n bioke on the TV IS 642?

CDS No I dun' t , S t c r y .

The pin cane out though, we had it in

Olay, that answers the next question.Do you suspect that tho pin failure n>ay have been due toth> Bating or deualtiR.

CDR
our hands

.

CC

CDR
CC

I 1 1> ink so.

.. .

And >^ould you tell us something iboutthe condition ot the canera cable, the J 3 plug.
CDR It's. St. real good shape.

n

C
^

ok «y. and how about plugging it- into
t he new st it ion

, does that connection jjo easily?™ K Yeah, we've had no trouble at all.
Okay, thanks that's it.

CDR okav.

3 Bin"., to Canarl,^ ^ l ° l° $

,

rA ° n,is Is Skylab Control
, ve ' it about toregain contact through Canaries - Canary Islands. A pass thawill continue on through the Ascension Island tiacrin aand on out across the- tip of South Africa and over the

!;;::- th !
b

;: 2

:;
co^ - — 1 - —

,

EM) OF TAPK
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'

CC Skylab, we're back with you through Canaries
for 8 minutes.

CD!* Roger, Story.
cc While you there what was the color of that

CDR It's a light gray.
cc Okay, and that's all for now on that.
cc Skylab, we're a minute from LOS about half

an hour to Carnarvon at 23:15.
PA0 Thi s is Skylab Control. We've had loss

of signal now through Ascension after a lengthy series of
almost continuous passes over the continental United States
down across the Canary Islands and finally out over the Atlantic,
sovithern Atlantic across \scension and Skylab heading "ow
across the - toward the southern coast of Africa. Dur •? that
lengthy series cf pa s s e s , Command e r Jerry Carr reporter hat
the sample that the crew had removed from the LCU

, liquid
cooling umbilical used in bringing cooling fluids to the space-
suits on - during EVAs that this sample had grown into what
he described a fuzzy gray nass of fungus apparently. And he
had placed the sample now in the cooler that, is scheduled to
be brought back for study. Also, Pilot Bill Pogue , asked
for permission to load i bit of television onto the" videotape
recorder, this Is TV-107 which he'd been scheduled to do a
dry run on tomorrow. Poruc is apparently attempting t» act
a bit ahead of the Flight Plan and work In a few more activities
and plans to put one part of that two yart science demonstration
on the videotape recorder tonight. It would be dunped
probably tonight, during one of the several stateside passes
that we 11 have. And brought back into Houston to be replayed
tomorrow morning alone with the TV 77, that we're also scheduled
to dump and bring in this evening to Houston. We have
25 minutes now before we regain contact with SkvJab through
the Carnarvon Australia tracking station. At 23 hour*
10 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab Conrr.ol.

END OF TAPE
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9tat .lt°<
V "~ " hours 34 "inutes the Skylab spacew t

"
u°

V a PP roachln « ^e southern coast of Austral^Ano we're about 1 minute away from reacquiring. The crew"is approaching the time for their evening meal. Ind alsoduring this period of time in the Flight Plan, Pilot ?

Kohoutek with the S019 UV astronomy experiment.

10 minutes.
Skylab, AOS Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Jer , Houston .

^
T G ° ahead Stor >', he's listening.

at Honeysuckle. We ' d'tike" ^see^hf
nlnUtCa

° f A ° S here
cniQi. ,

e Co 9ee the maneuver time for the

^nutes"
611^ Prl ° r t£> leaVi " 8 Ho " e ^"clke and it's 23

PI- T In work, Story.
*;
C And Ed

, Houston.
SPT Go ahead

, Story

.

aravitv A*r> n
V *' r ° mlssln S your last center ofgravity data on you. It was done on mission day 31 and theother two crewmen reported theirs on mission dav 32 and

vaT: n

w

0L i

ay
:

d u

v,
n r - you sot ^ ^ v 0 i-

d

thatwas on mission day 37. You might look in the lower rUht-
Us thaTs iL'll

ln r "'"""l Ex P eriment;
l

Ch
h

: c k-

you in ^ere
***** " ^ 8 ° £ that dat * *«

ll
T Yeah, I sure will Story.

ti Be ,

Skylab
'
Ve ' re lookin

* -t * good maneuver

^ T Hello Story, the number is 21.0.cc 2 1.0, thanks Ed

.

SPT Vou ' re welcome

.

n ».„",. l0 H„.«."r
1

;5:3r'"
a

" lnute to io
*

•,,,ou:

END CF TAPE
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. 1™*^ 17:56 "I, 50:23:56 GMT

57 minutes, Greenwich ^an" titV"Vl"^ at 23 hou"
within range of til trac tlnl V* \

Wlth Skylab now c °"ing
the line up and ava\ c£e "II ' ^J" HaWail

«
w « ' " bring'

Story Musgrave.
f th * crew fr0D

> CAP COMM

maneuver la looking ^ol^' ^ '
""""^ f ° r 10 ">We., your

j!£

T Thank you Story.

4 minutes to Go 1 d s t one!
'^ ' * " lnuta C ° L0S

•

out of^an^e of the JIwaM 1 1 a c li nTf * ' 1 n ° W Wth Skylab
on Goldstone in 2 minxes a \ to A ^i*™* 8 and up
over Haw.il, telenet™ 0 " k > T0 *A

that > aSS
maneuvering into the proper attitLf f

C" W was
astronomy experimentK „ e \ 5

h " S ° 19 UV Cellar
Toward the end of the Havall pass FU^ n* ^ C °Mt Koho"^
queried the G&S officer a „ I

!'
F11 8 h ' Director Milton Windl

the maneuver and received th^ P ,

eV
\rVthin * *** 8oin R with

good. This is Skylab c : t rS
?

I J^"
ev»vthin R looks

8 minutes Greenwich mean time.
or. rather zero hours

CDR R

S

i^
ab

'
A0S Goldstone 5 minutes.

Roger

to do'jUuple of .inutes^f ta^k^ here
? ^ en ° U8h °" the 5019

CC lu
thlUk *° Storv

» 8° «head.
"In. bag ejection pro b U*

V

\tTs,Lt\ ' ^ U W ° rUn * the
disposal bags, we don't t

'„!
asaum e you are using urine

^ft onboard! L lLl corrtcT ^ tra8h dl8»- al °a R s

;

h,t '\ r1^ Story,
constant during the eVectit^L^ T « a

]

rictl °" seem to be
Plaee^here it 'seems^^ °' 1§ therC °™ Particular

CC nJ*
U

k
S Con8tant throughout,

the urine disposal ba^ "thl 't
<

a' bTiTe .^J 1 "* ela * »Uh
those by themselves?

lng e J ect ed or arc you doln R

CC
R

ItlJ'Zl
t

.
rylng t0 d0 tho *« •Ion.

with any other t rash ejlct Ions? ^ " y ° ther P'°bl««

smoothly.
N
° thC tr * 8h ba * 8 *° out Just very very

Could
C

y 0u verify that^he T'lVt r^" 006 ° ther thln «-
during the S201 % r «J oi It.. u n ^"'fJ

f
'

, I""^ ' 3 W" Stalled
Mo. just after the^MS I unctJoJ '

' * COU ' le of "«y
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CDR That's affirmative. ' *

CC Okay, that's It Jer.
CDR Okay.
CC Sky lab we're a minute to LOS, 5 minutes

Be r muda

.

CDR Roge r

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
;

v
- - on thic revolution is passing just out

of range of the northern most coverage of the Texas and MI LA
tracking antennas. And we'll be reacquiring through Bermuda
in about 3 minute*. CAP COMM. Story Musgrave again discussing
with Jerry Carr the problem the crew had mentioned earlier
today in ejecting the urine disposal bags through the trash
airlock. In troubleshooting that problem CAP COMM was
inquiring as to whether there was any problem with other
disposal bags. Carr replied that none of the other trash
disposal bags were causing any problem going through the
airlock. And so far no one has coir.e up with any good
explanation as to why the urine disposal bags are not
ejecting as easily as the other bags through the trash
airlock. Two and a half ninute now until we reacquire at
Bermuda. We'll leave the line up.

CC Skylab, AOS through Bermuda for 10 minutes.
And Bill the laser people have got you in sight. They're tracki
you and the weather is good

.

PLT R og
, Story. We got a beautiful view

of the Great Lakes r^ion, Snow cover on the ground, all
cities lighted up, it's beautiful.

CC Okay.
PLT And 1' ve got the laser loud and clear.
CC Bi-aut i f u 1 .

!>, ' T Boy, it's the brightest I've ever seen it
It s great. And that's only one wattyou say?

CC That ' s al f i rm.
PLT Man it's rtally bright too.
PLT New York City is clear, almost nil the

way down to Washington. Vou can see the - all t h <• noun t a i ns
in relief here, Appalachians.

PLT Their track is just as steady as can
be .

cc Okay, we're giving them t call to see
if they want to reduce the power on it.

CC And Bill, the VTR is ready for you.
Okay, thank you. And their still

tracking u

CC
1/3 watts.

Bill, in about 15 seconds, they'll be

,>U Okay, I saw one flash <md then lout it
PLT 1'» seeing anything right now.
back now.
cc <>kay, that's the third watt.
PIT Ofciy, it's sort of flickering.
P,T You still can't mios It. it's bright
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to see. It's very distinguishable.
PLT Hey, we're coasting out up over Boston.

Boy, it is really beautiful.
PLT
PLT
PLT
CC
PLT

structure.

i ndu rial li.i/e

Okay, I just lost it.
Got it back.
Still tracking us.
Okay .

Story, just lost it behind spacecraft

Okay, Bill sounds like a good run.
Oh yeah, it's loud and clear. And that
looks like, well, it's about tin- clearest
Uidn ' t .fieem. like there was very n.ich

t on i gh t we'd like
That's r emovi- the
loop.

PLT
CC
PLT

going to be on wha
CC

stand by just 1.

CC
PLT
CC

way on your antenna.
PLT

i d i f you enn work it in
to perlt

u i d gas :

r.n general message 50'>f> there,
eparator from the ATM C and D

Okay . I'll
Thank you.
And v h at ' s

antenna?
Okay . that's

Tha t ' s

go get that right now.

the - see ny phone call Is

Carnarvon at 01:09 and

ft to right,

Bill, let's make that a right all the

minute

hill
will be As cons i on

.

vivid descript ion

Rogc r , copy

.

L1, Skylah, we're a minute till LOS,
to Ascension.

VM Sky lab space station is now over
from Bermuda. And the next station to acquire
Durin;-. that stateside pass Bill Pc>gue gave us
of the northeastern United Stales as seen from orbit, andalso described seeing the one watt green User with which
the Goddard Space Flight Outer was tracking Skylab. And whenthe power was reduced fron I watt to 1/3 watt. Pogue reportedthat he could still see the laser, bui that it appeared tobe flickering. That description also was accompanied bv
as we said, a Very vivid description of the northeastern

reported seeing New York City clearly and
landmarks, cities in that part of the UnitedMates. This is Skylab Control at zero hours 32 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Five minutes away from r eacq u i r i ng atthe Ascension tracking station.

United States
a number of otl

KNI) OF TAPF,
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I* AO This is Skylab Control at 1 lion r
l
> n 1 n u I e s

Greenwich mean time. Skylab now about mid-way through it's
3399th revolution, coming up on the tracking station at

Carnarvon, Australia. And the crew has about an hour and
15 minutes before their scheduled - 1 hour and 45 minutes
rather, before their rime scheduled to go to bed completing
this 50th day In orbit. We have about 25 seconds remaining
before we regain contact through Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, AOS Carnarvon for 9 minutes
CUR Roger.
CC And ii d , let no know when you're up at

the ATM.
SPT I

' a there now , Story.
CC Okay, I got a change to your schedule

pad there, starling on orbit at 01:19.
SPT Go' ahead.
CC Ok ly . This is in order to evaluate the

62B limb pointing reference system at 6 minutes time remaining
there, the VTR is Sun center. We'd like at least 30 seconds cf
XUV SLIT white light display. And in order to fully illuminate
the slit, I'd like to be at Sun center pointing.

SPT Okay. How long do t hey wan t ?

CC Oli, just about 30 seconds of thai.
SPT Okay.
SPT How about any time during the orbit I

have to be at Sun center? Will thai do?
CC Yes sir, it'll do.

CC .101' *.
, building block 1 will be a fine

time.
SPT Okay.
SPT Story, one additional word on thai, nnO

that is, when 1 was performing an exposure today using the
auxiliary timer, Panel 127, when it timed out, it caused
the. white light slit display to oscillate. And it was not
an ocsillation of a total picture, but rather, if you will,
wiggles running up and down, like a wave - a standing wave
running up and down the - or a traveling wave running up
the limb, as well as the fiducial marks. So that was some-
where in the electronics.

CC Thanks Kd.
SPT Story, for the N0AA people in the bark

room, I've been keeping track of active region. The one
which I mentioned this morning at around 250. It's Kttll
there. It appc.ns to be about the same intensity as the
one up at 280. It's a littlf further out on the limb. The one
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control in about a

minute we'll be regaining contact with Sky lab through
Ascension. And aboard the space station the crew should
at this time be completing their evening meal. And Bill
Pogue will soon begin if he hasn't already begun loading
a fresh load of tape aboard the EREP recorder. And
Comnander Jerry Carr according to the Flight Plan will
still have the duty of operating the S019 , UV astronomy
experiment, observing the Comet Kohoutek.

CC Skylab, back with you through Ascension
for 9 minutes.

CD R Roger, Story. And I didn't get to
tell you before you went over the hill last tine, we
found Kohoutek in the S019 right - right where it should
have been. It's - I think on the frame it's golns? to
show up a little bit to the left. I found it about 09:30
position, about 8/10 of t he way out, from the center
of the field of view.

CC Thanks , Jer .

CDR Looks like a Rube Goldberg pointing
method is worklnn.

CC Yes sir.
PLT Story, which ATM coolant pump would

youli kefir st?
CC How about Charlie tonight?
PLT You got it.
CC And Bill, we want to use pump

Charlie until we tell you otherwise. And if that's too
noisy to sleep with tonight, you can turn it down.

PL! Okay

.

CC And sometime along here, I've got about
five S183 questions concerning the carrousel for you, Bill.

PLT Fire away.
CC Okay, concerning ops yesterday, using

carrousel 11. Was carrousel 11 aligned to the zero position,
other words, nync ed prior to stowing and did the E-clip
break at this tine?

PLT Negative. We were in the process of
syncing it. You know you stop short of getting back to 01.
1 think it's on franc 29. And when we did that, I had
Jerry watching me every step of the way. And I pulled a

sort of a dirty trick, I - I said, Jerry I've been having
to use pliers to turn this thing and I want to see If it's
possible to turn with the fingers, would you try to turn
it with your fingers. He took it and turned it and as he
was turning it that clip popped out.

MCC Okay, copy, FLIGHT.
l'LT So it was in the process of syncing tl,

that the little clip came out that holds the spring in there.
And the procedure la that you turn it - if I renenber correctl
counterclockwise back to the- sync position.
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. Jt
CC

,
0ka >. B1 H. And was the film plateIndicating a zero or 29, when carrousel 11 was removed?

P
J-

T It was indicating 29, we went right
through that procedure very very very slowly and step bystep and Jerry was watching over my shoulders.

'

.

CC Roger. Do you recall the position ofthe carrousel alignment nark before you synced it?
. ,

P, - T Yes it was somewhere around the - Ithink around the 10 o'clock position. Jerry's busy rightnow,
1 can't confirn with hln. But I - I remember tharW
?nD° *

t0 bC aImost a f,jU tu™ the long way around,CDR That's affirmative, Bill. 10 o'clock
'

,

' Okay, Jerry confirms that. About
10 o clock - 10 o'clock and the long way around back to 12o clock.

afr CC okay.
-

.

f
LT

.

-
. ,

Just wiLh "hat when we were in the proco^doing when the little spring clip - retainer clip popped

CC Okay, and could you describe the pa r t I aPlate that came out nt the beginning of the ops? Va,
the material a plastic holder or a glass?

,i'
LT u "a* glass. 1 described i t or. tnpe.

But first, when I was installing it, I - I assume th.u's
what you're referring to.

cc That *a affirm.
?
Y[ Okay, it had a corner on i t . And the

11 ? ^\? ge
J
enRtha werp ab «^ 1 inch and then it made a

u I ) I
Jh8pe and ths lon « sides on the kite w.reabout 2 inchea.

™
m

Okay, did It have an emulsion on it?
PLT It did indeed.
CC And, do you remember the color and -

and was the bordar free of emulsion?
PL

y Th<? border was free of emulsion and
the emulsion was a beige or cream color.

CC nk - -

P
J;

T - - you had about oh, an eighth of
an inch, 2 to 3 millimeters of border.

, U
CC 0k -i y. excellent. What were the resultsof the spectrograph assembly inspection today?
P!' T Okay, it was all synced up, t had noproblems at all, everything worked Just fine.
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cc And was there W^te Inside the

spectragraph assembly? ,v.hsre was no plate
P1.T

That s neg "'
'V:. LY ,efore and after

[n the rc. I looked very very «
;

f
- ^c^aner there

lin .l there were no pieces. Had the

and everything. you've spoken about the torque

c„ „.c. Cou?u'you co-Pare —

'

,1 „ tS« »" J» !l
nou 22 , if 1 remember correctly

P

'h,c to turn , »»«» b *
>"' hl "* "T"

; was able to turn vim j ions you - you

in t „ e„ just prr the orgi n. I t-ctl ^ ^
„epre,s t„c P..t »

J
'»< st '5

a ; p 0Ssibl e to Jo that. I

your flnltcr. And that It • v
«I * d set the

„a, never able to turn U that "a, » carefully
'pin .tr.Uhtcner pll,,. «4 -« » .» . ir lt„. 1

^'ab.e t \urn thatlno^ync >t that ..h.db.«

^^that up until ve ^ ' 3ny nH ,M -r

'"''Vaer'r^c.rL.stanccs. Story, >
-

«
s wl'cn .»« .»ncln« It vUh the

PLT „„ „„ ;;.",« U - 1- v.» . .mouth opera, ion.

pliers, tne r •' w.is r.

It was - U was J"*t Jtl ,

; hanks . Those are great answers.
CC k^i» us work th's out a lot.

B111 .
p|It . 11 help -

0^Vope
U
U ,.,r k , out.

KND OF TAPE
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CC
next " about 23 mlnu^es'at ol'lt

' Sj??"^ 0 '° S
'
Car ""von

"11, the antenna is right. '
Chat 8 your family

IaI
Roger, "09.

tracking station, 2 1 ^i™ tes^y '
f r on

' ° f ^ A»"naion
*S mInu tes Greenwich mean t

ll°0 [ [

^
END OF TAPE
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iU 270 or 280 appears to be slightly rotating onto the limb.
'

C( - Okay Kd. Have you been putting soao .

AIM on the ViR Just tho last minute or two?

Sl'T That's affirm.

cc Okay . We just wanted to be sure Bill

wasn't putting some on down below with the video switch in

A1
si'T No , Bill's up there having his call

right' now, and I'm just getting a little ahead on tne VTR

work.'. '

C(; Yeah , f ine

.

rc Skvlab. We're a rninuLe to LOS. Five

Mnuti's to Guam. Bo ready for the evening status report at

Cuan. He dumping the data/voice there. And, Jer ve re

thinking that wiggle you saw nay be a closing of tho doors

at that tire.
CC Tho shutters.

<1)K Was that for Ed?

Cc Yeah, he was talking about withies that

he saw on the white lif.ht display.
CDR Roger.

KND 01' TAPE
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• Skylab's now gone out of range of the

Carnarvon Australia, tracking antenna- and we re coning

upon Guam for the first date this evening. Following that

Guam pass we miss Hawaii and then come down across the

continental United States in a pass that picks up every U.S

Gldstone, Texas, HILA, and Bermuda. During this

rCuau, we 1 !! get the evening status report from the

ere* And in he pass Just completed over Carnarvon he

c"w reported chat they had noticed some oscillation in the

by the shutter cyclylng, it's suppose to be a mechanic

vibration, and of no concern. Also Gibson reported again

. vin , active regions on the limb of the Sun at the

designated locations of 250, 280, and 270, which he sa:d

was about to xotate behind the Sun. About a half a -mule

now until we reacquire through Guam.
^n °

QC Skylab, back with you through Guam tor

9 minutes. Be dumping' the data/voice here.

c!,r Okay, ready to copy the status?

rr Yes sir ,
go. „ .

CDR Okay, Sleep: CDR. 8.5, 8.0 heavy 0.5

light; SPT, 10.0, '--.5 heavy, half light; PLT, 5.0, 2.0 heavy,

t n n **r» Volure- 2100; 2200; 2 500 . Wa t e r gun : 8 1 5 1

;

, ,r~S" ».i 7 »» = «»! 6.3,1. 6.306. 6 .308; SJT 6.386 ,

6. 17 7 . 6.3J9; PLT. 6.2 31. 6.213. 6 . 2 34 . ,.-.tx« r c i S «: COR,

no chinpe- SPT, no Foxtrot.

CUR , none'; SPT. none; PLT, cl. 1 oral hydrate last nJjU
Ualr.ane tonight before bed tine. ClotnIn K :

LDV shorts n..d

sock" Sri. socks; PLT, none. Food lo,: CUR. 5 ,n t

,,r„ deviations, plus 2 . * -a t e : ;
S PT 1 . - 1 , ,

I -

plus l tum. Kro water; PLT, h.O salt, / 1
o t. v i

ero watrr. Flight Plan Deviations: none. S opp n v 1
s .

M..rtcd T \ 101 prer. have so far invested ,0 b ,,ij.i in

U. All housekeeping Is accomplished today. ™r" ab
}*

.F.quirr.ent: none. Unsheduleo stowage: none. Stand by foi

' pho to lop.
CC Okav , Je r

.

rt)R Okav. the photo log: 16-r.i 1 1 i ne t e r .

M316-3. Charlie Indl., 77. 06, Mike Tango 09.
°f ^\

P^a
.

, Ch rlie. Charlie India 127, 41, Charlie Ind a i. S183

o P s. Vnifor. Alfa 04, 79. M151 FTC prep, Charlie India 79

8:. Charlie India K'.. EREF VTS . Charlie Lima 09. 40. Y.151.

K0»/ and 171. Charlie India 79, b8, Charlie India l.t>.

N ikons, 1, Charlie X-ray 39. 48; 2, no change; 3, Charlie

no Foxt rot . Medi cat ions

:
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India 112, 26; 4, no change; b, no change. 7 0-mi 1 1 i me t e r

,

Charlie X-ray 52, 155. ETC, Charlie Tango 11, 01 - 045.
E RE P set Tango, 8949 , 8287

, 9163, 9158, 2699 , 0023. Drawer
A configuration: Alfa 1, 04, Charlie India 80, 99, Mike
Tango 0 8; Alfa 2, 05, Charlie India 127, 41, Charlie India
93; Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 79, 68, Charlie India 126;
Alfa 4, 08, Charlie Ii.dia 77, 08, Mike Tango 09. Back 07,
Charlie India 78, 46, Charlie India 74.

CC Thank's Jer.

i!ND UK TAI'E
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CDR Houston, CDR.
cc Go, Jer.
CDR oka V. on this TV 104 that I'm doine
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lt '
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° *" e<
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;
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h ;;
e

-
and °< ^ her 800 die S , ; hL .ire.good tor a half hour apiece. And so tell the folks wh«.n th,.t„«.d_.u„. 1 ,» .... „ f «„„. ,„,„,. :x; y

CC ('opy
, Jer.

-inut" to CMdstone
S
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rn;,r'
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° ^ abnUl 1 *

CDR See you Story.

*.
;

15 .^i.-i itL^^^/st"^
Colds on. fo, continental United States pass. Durl« t „ a .
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beS!in " S 34 °° th evolution »' "rth ,„T
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«•
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V I'AO
, .

rliis is Skylab Control at 1 hour 48 minute

o

c

thrSn i rr, timc
-

sk
?
,ab ^ ««t«m C o a

1

1 r T U^-n^ " about to acquire through GoldstoneCalifornia. This will be a lengthy stateside pass and isscheduled to be vhe last communicating pass with the crewbefore they begin their sleep period.
. _

_ _ through Goldstone and Texas for 10 '

v^iii^iriroi.ir.
1-^ -m be ".«*»«•• '»....

CDR Roger Story,

i,

CC
,

And y'all ready for some news, or do youhave sone for no now? The last pass that we plan to tal/toyou will be after the r.ed conference. Tha t • s

?

Be r mud , a iS o 2 :0 4

ar rh n r, .

don 't you throw us the news,at that pass. Ed's working ATM and Bill's working on hisscience demo, and that'll probably be better timing" Ok*y. We'll do it then.

,, ,

And Jer. we can offer vou a wakeun which

,

C1
?* Yeah, why don't we ro for the late oneand we'll s?t our alarms. '

'

CC
,

,
Okay. Planned tine of wakeup is - we'llcall^you at 11:20. And the Flight Plan calls for a wakeup

CDR Roger.
CC

" Skylab. We're 30 seconds to handineover to the med conference We'll hp k a ri, . t

K

at 02-04 v„'n ,
'

" e LL be bac * with you at Bernudaat U/.U4. We 11 lose you at Bernuda at 02:07. And Fd 'r'athrough Bermuda we could check the ATM clo.eout.1f"' cou dwe wouldn't have to call you later.
L

.

C0
V
Ad

•

tha
PA°

,

The Sk yl«b crew is now in the midst of

-.inures " That's scheduled to last for
i,n„ ?, -

rCgain
" resu™ conversations on the open

'

n ab^'u ano^h "V"" ?
pa"" aft "quired «hrou R h Ber^ud,

" !

n
n 1,Cr

,°V «in«l«. And as usual we'll have a

r r,"inf>
"
neiHcal c ^f,ren,e :o follow shortly. And onrc.a nI:> K or resting conversations with the- c r,w „,. '

) ] l>t .

vi p a news ropor Story Nusgra /«• will t><reading up the news. Tin- pass ov
s during which we 'If. have
their sloop period scnedui CU vo oegin

standard tine, or about 1 hour from now

las n •
I « "^u: u

7hV 8S ovcr Bermuda is planned a., th

JrUr to thei'"^
H h

-"
Ve C ° nVcrsat lons the erethe crew.

PLT That's affirmative, Jerry.
' ?

C
e t

Skylab. We're back with y 0 u here throughn.rnuda for three minutes. We see Ed's closing out h A ^t*e 11 take a Iook at it bnforft f OS here.
SPT Story, the reason for the delay is I went
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zipping into the command module to get some S063 Kohoutek
photos.

CC Okay Ed. You all ready. for some news?
SPT Sure am. Go ahead .

'

CC Leo K . Thorsr.ess announced he will run

for U.S. Senate from South Dakota and said that his 6 years
Is North Vietnamese prison camp will make him a better
public leader because "I learned a lot more about America
what America is all about - -

END OF TAPE
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CC Leo K. Thorsness announced he will run
for the U.S. Senate from South Dakota and said his six years
In a North Vietnamese prison camp will make him a better
public leader because "I learned a lot more about America -

what America is all about - what she stands for." Thorsness,
41, a retired Air Force officer, said he will run in the
primary and seek the nomination for the seat now held by-

Senator George McGovern, the 1972 Democratic presidential
candidate. An icy blizzard rare in the San Francisco area
left thousands of unprepared lowland residents stranded,
shivering, shoveling out from under blankets of snow. Snow
choKcil usually sun-bathed mountain ridge roads. The white
stuff spooked horses on a sea level ranch. Startled drivers
in the Oakland hills were forced to abandon their autos.

SPT Story, would you like a frame count
before you press on?

CC Yes sir, and two things up there Ed,
the Xl'V MON inner door is still OPEN and MPSs is still ENABLE .

'

SPT Yeah, I still haven't finished it up.
13o68, 4831, 164, 406, 5066. 4 398.

CC Okay.
CC And we're a ninute from LOS here. We don't

plan to call you at the next station, but it is Carnarvon in
about 4 0 minutes at 02 : 4 7

.

CC Thanks for the f r ar.e count, Kd . The
panel looks good and sorry the news was so short.

PAO That should amount to the goodnight call
to the crew unless we hear fron them at their discretion
over Carnarvon In about 39 minutes. : Go to bed tir.e for iht
crew is approximately 4 2 , 4 3 minutes from now, at 9 j> . m

.

central standard tine. And they're scheduled to wa'ceup
tomorrow morning at 5:20 a.m. as Skylab passes over the
Guam tracking station. During that last pass over the
continental United States, Science Pilot F.d Gibson coraple'ed
AIM ope r a t I on s . CAP COMM Story Musgrave got up a couple of
items cf the evening news and the crew concluded their normal
medical conference. At 7 hours 9 minutes Greenwich no a n t im ,

this is Skylah Control, Horn; t on

.

I Mi OK '1APF.
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 2 hours

45 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching acquisition
through the tracking station at Carnarvon, Australia. We

dcn't expect to hear anything from the crew on this pass

having said good night to them previous ly . ^ However , this - this

is ,n optional site, the crew's option. If they have anything
further they wish to discuss with the ground before beginning
their sleep period, we may hear from then. So we will have
rhe line up. Tomorrow's activities include 6 hours of ATM
observations for the Skylab crewmen, as well as one of two

re-aining observations of the comet Kohoutek using the

ATM instruments. They are also scheduled to observe the

comet using the S063 ultraviolet airglow instrument ,
And

the major medical experiments M092, M171 the lower body
negative pressure and metabolic activity experiments are

scheduled to be performed with Commander Jerry Carr as the

subject. During today's activities Skylab's gyroscopes
behave well throughout major maneuvers for Barth resources

surveys. And the mission surgeon, Dr. Jerry Hordinsky, has

the following report on the crew condition. The report

reads, "The crew remains in good health. Shifting sleep

tine has resulted in two crewmembers utilizing sleep
medication." And that concludes the mission surgeon's daily
report prepared by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky. Makeup for the Skylab
crew is scheduled for 5:20 a.m. central standard time over the

tracking station at Guam tomorrow morning. At 2 hours 47 ninute
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

FIND OF TAPE
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rrian ,

P
°, Skylab Control .it U hours 20 minutesGreenwich mean time. We're now coming within range of thetracking antenna at Guam where the morning wakeup call I! Icome fr0B apacecraft communicator Hank Hartsfleld. FlightDirector on duty ia Charles Lewis and we're now live at Guam

Marty Robhins)
<MU8lC! Ro an ™* « by

.

CC
, ' '

Good morning, Skylab. We're about 1

T Good morning , Hank

.

CDR
°C (Music)
PAO

Gene Autry, eat your heart out.

V, a - .

SKylab Control at 11 hours 28 minutes
3; seconds ureenvich mean tine. Skylab space station is nowpassed out of range of the tracking antenna at Guam. Ournext acquisition is a little less than 30 minutes from now atVanguard Morning uakeup call was Marty Robbins' "Strawberry
Aurrv

" 'T' C ° Vhich Co-mandeJ Carr commented "r'eneAu ry eat your heart out." This morning's activity include -incudes a run on the M092/M171 medical o x P e r imen t s . That

Carr with Pilot Bill Pogue acting as observer. There's also agood deal of solar observation this morning and observation

and J;.M
n
'f-

K ° h0UC
?
k sch^uled to take place between 1lZand 16:15 this morning. Later in the day. most of their t u»is set aside for science demonstrations for ATM c Je a Aln

^
and or exercise. This is Skylab Control. Our next acquisition
the' Lour

aWay
'
13 29 mlnUteS and 38 S * C™ ds

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 57 minutes
Gieenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now Just off
the coast of Chile, about 52 seconds from acquisition through
the Vanguard tracking ship. The pass through Vanguard will
last a little more than 11 nlnutes. Spacecraft communicator
is Hank Hartsf ield

.

CC Sky lab , Houston. Through Vanguard for
11 minutes and we'll be dumping the recorder.

SPT Morning, Hank

.

CC Good morning.
CDR Hank, would you ask Lhem to check the

waste processor exhaust pressure, please?
CC Will do , Jer

.

CC CDR, Houston. Looks normal to us. We
see 0 . 007

.

CDR Okay, I'm going to open the urine dump
valve now, and we'll see what you see then.

CC Okay, we're watching.
CDR Okay, it's open.
CC Skylab, Houston. For info, right after

you started making z's last nl<?ht, we got the results of a
thermal study that was run at Marshall, that showed that the -
these long maneuvers that we've got out of solar inertial are
causing the skin of the vehicle to roa - reach the critical
point, which we may start to get some outgassing from the
Insulation, the old TDI (?) problem again. And, as a result
of that, we've had to shorten this JOP 18D today to one pass
rath e r than two* Now, the JOP 18 pad we sent up does reflect
that when Ed gets to doing it, and as a result I also - the
results of that I had - we've had to make a few Flight Plan
changes. They are very small, to take that into account.
And so whenever each of you is free I have - Just give me a
call and I'll give you your part of '.he Flight Plan corrections

SPT Okay, Hank, I'm ready now. Go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed. What it's (garb 3. e) to you,

yours is pretty simple. You will just stay on the console
and run an ATM pass in place ol the second JOP 18D pass. And
that causes a change in the schedule. If you have that handy
I can give you that very briefly on what you'll do for that
second pass.

SPT I don't have the ATM schedule. Hold on,
I'll go get it

.

SPT Okay, Hank, go ahead with the changes
to the ATM schedule .

CC Okay, Kd . In the pass that's scheduled
there at 18:04, right rrlor to that, the pad says there's
ground enable dump at 17:53. Change that to 16:15, for info, a:
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the - your pass will start at 16:15, Ln place of the Ji)P 18D, and

you'll also do the 18:04. Now, what we suggest you do 1b do the

shopping list 14 Alfa, as it's called for theri, on the first

rev and do a 14 Bravo on the second rev. And, - the 18:04 rev.

And the only change to the pad will be for the 14 Bravo, down

on S054, the grating should be in Instead of out.

CC SPT, Houston. 1 think I might have made

an error reading that up. We want you to do shopping list

14 and not - and delete any reference to that Bravo, except

we want to do one of thea with the grating out and one with

the grating in on the 16:15 and 18:04 rev.

SPT Okay, Hank. 1 copy. On the 18:04 rev

you want the shopping list 14, one with the. grating in and

one with the grating out.
SPT Hank, a3 I see in, that 18:04 pad is all

one pad, so it lookc like you want two shopping list N's done

on the same pass?
CC Negative, Ed. We want a shopping list 14

on both of the passes. In other words, we're adding, instead

of the second J0P 18D rev, we're adding in another ATM pass,

and It will be on state (?) 16:15, you'll be there, but I think

it starts really about 16:30, at sunrise.
3PT Okay, I'm with you. I was lookins on

the other end of it. Okay. I got it now, Hank. Somewhere
around 16:15, 16:30. Whenever it starts, we'll give you a

shopping list 14 and either grating in or grating out, in the

opposite the next orbit. Thank you.
CC That's right, Ed. Thank you very much.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you again at Ascension. Ascension at

12, and that's about 3 minutes.
SPT Hello, Hank. Got a question on the ATM

pad, step 14. They say if you don't find the comet reverse

all circuit ( ga rb 1 e ) ( s t a t ic ) biases and then sta-t from scntch.
CC Ed, we're about to go LOS. Lot us catch

that at Ascension. That's about 2 minutes from now.

SPT Thank you

.

EN'n OF TAPE
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SPT - - the next orbit. Thank you.
CC That ' right, Ed. Thank you very ouch.
CC Sky lab , Houston; we're about 1 minute

.

from LOS. We'll tee you again at Ascension - Ascension at

12, and that's about 3 minutes.
SPT Hello, Hank, got a question on the 18D

pad Btep 14 . They say if you don't find the comet reverse all

circuit (static) (garble) biases and start from scratch?
CC Ed, we're about to go LOS. Let us catch

. * that at Ascension, that's about 2 erinutes from now.
SPT Thank you

.

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich wean time. We're now out of range of the tracking
antenna at Vanguard. About to be acquired through Ascension
for the beginning of an overlapping pass lasting approximately
17-1/2 minutes through Ascension, Canary Island, and Madrid.
This time we're about 1 minute and 50 seconds from acquisition
at Ascension. During this last pass spacecraft communicator
Hank Hartsfleld informed the crew that we're going to shorten
the ATM JOP 18D operations. That's solar observation of the co-
met Kohoutek will be shortened to one revolution. The purpose for
that chortening is to prevent the 3kin of the vehicle to - from•heating up the insulation. It's been discovered that as we

do longer and longer observations of the comet with the solar
telescopes the naneuver required tends to heat up the skin of

the vehicle and It reaches a point abovo t'ae desired level.
Normally terapere tures had been predicted to go to 192 degrees,
but we've now dlecovered that this temperature problem, because

• <• of a hiRh Beta angle, that is to say a long period in which
the Sun Is a at peculiar angle to the space station, and also
due to the additional roll required to do observations of the

comet Kohoutek, the temperature woulc continue to go op to about
220 degrees. That's above the desired level for heating of

that insulation. For that reason we'll shorten the total period
of time for each observation v<th the ATM instruments of the comet
Kohoutek. Tiat's to prevent the outgassing of carbon monoxide
and TDI . Those gasses were considered to be a problem when the

space station was heated up after it lost a meteoriod shield
i .n-aed 1 a te i y following the launch of the Skyiah workshop. It

was discovered at that time, however, that no such outgassing
did occur and there was no danger to the crew from that earlier
period. But we're tcking caution to prevent that from occuring
again. We're coaing up on acquisition of signal now at Ascension.
We'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're back with you through
Ascension for 7-1/2 minutes. And if I understood your correc -
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question correctly, Ed, It was In reference to reverse all
first maneuvers. That's really - you don't really have to do
there. All you would have to do is hit solar lnertlal and
It'd take you back where you were. And the reason for the
comment on the Venus in there la that If you're properly
centered Venus will be out of the field of view, and that
was Just a •> Information remark.

SPT Okay, thank you, Hank.
CC And, Ed, you probably noticed we didn't

send you up a SAP update this morning, or solar activity update.
There real.'.y wtsn't that much going on . We decided we'd just
voice up what little change J.s going on. Active region 12
is 3lowly f.ecllning and active region 14 is stable, no activity
reported. And there's no optical features associated with
the XUV brightening at 250 at 1.

SPT Okay, thank you, Hank.
SPT Hopefully that pass is going to start getting

longeragain.
PLT Hank, you've got PLT on the ATM.
CC Go ahead .

PLT Question for the ATM the-e. On these
54s when they're going to - when we take time exposures,
are they going to take specified tine In the pid? I just
started a sjquer.ce here and I think I did it incorrectly.
But I - in order to do it as it Is on the pad, 1 think I

have to nsvc a time unless it's a specified canned time on
the JOP Summary 5heet implied. Would you check with them on
that?

CC Will do .

p LT It is a change on the JOP summiry sheet .

CC That's affirmative, Bill. I was - I think
with the last change we sent up there is - well, next to last, I

believe It's change 18, that changed that building block.
PLT Yes, but the duration of the exposure

Isn'c quite :lear from the length of the space in the summary
sheet. I just wondered if I was Just supposed r o sort of eyeball
that or they going to specify a time exposure duration in the
pad ?

p LT Okay, I Just been updated by Ed here, and
It's supposed to be 17 minutes.

CC That's affirmative, Bill. Should be MSOS-1
and 17 In the exposure.

PLT Thank you , Hank

.

cc Skylab, Houston; we're about 1 minute from
LOS. We'll only drop out for about 30, 40 seconds. Will be
right bacl. with you at Canarys . %





o >
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CC Sky 1 ah , Houston. W«'re ,\ ainute from LOS.
We'll see vou again at Guam at 56, 26-1/2 minutei from now.

PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 12 houra 3:. minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station Is nov out of range
of the t r a • : k 1 n & antenna at Madrid. Next acquisition Is 24
minutes and 22 seconds away. That will be at Guam. I'll
read for those c f you who may have missed it last night, the
dally report on crew health from the Mission Surgeon. "The
crew remains in good health.' Shifting sleep tines resulted
in two crew members utilizing sleep raedicat ion .""' That 'a signed
by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky. That's the Mission Surgeon's daily
report on crew health gi\en 1 1> us late last night. 24 minutes
to our next acquisition of s i p,na 1 . Thi s i : Skylab Control.

PAD Skylab Control at 12 hours 55 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now about to be
acquired through the Guam tracking antenna. We'r^ 52 seconds
from acquisition of signal, there as the handover Is beginning
here in Mission Control. The Guam pass will last about
9-1/2 minutes. This time, Flight Director Don Puddy is
sitting down at the console replacing Charles Lewis and
^spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippen has come on. He and
Hank Hartsfield, both here on duty and Bill Lenoir, the
ATM scientist is in the Mission Control cenier as we 1 1 for
possible ATM conference this morning with the crew.

MCC Skylab, Houston with the AIM conference.
SPT Good norning. Bill. Go ahead

.

MCC Okay. We've got a 9-1/2 miiute pass here
today. One lues'.ion for you on the Sun, I don'; have anything
to add. We lave not yet seen any evidence at - on the ground
on H-alpha o- anything other than the EUV f ror OSO . On the
region tfiat you mentioned coming over the limb at 02:50 bearing,
can you toll us what you see there?

SPT Bi.'l. I've not had a pass on the ATM panel
this morning, so I ''n. ':' tell you . As soon as I do get one,
I'll - however, I'll ti-'e a quick look for you.

MCC Okay, fine. Just pass it dovn whenever
you get there. Got some comments on today's activities. You
have the schciuh' sheet with you?

SPT I sure do, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. The first thinp. is on the shopping

list 14 which we have scheduled for the pr.r. s that begins at
1 8 : 0 & . Becausa of thermal constraints, we can only run the
JOP 181) for on 3 orbit. So we pick up the orbit previous to
18:04 as well. Rather than running Just shopping list 14 Alfa
on the 18:04 orbit, what we want to rur is the shopping
list 14 Alfa on the previous orbit and we'll pick up shopping
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MCC Okay . And now to answer your ques t i

on coronal transients fron several days ago. Basically

END OF TAPF.
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MCC • - if you can't find any break point

then it look* Hki you've picked up ano the .• orbl t for ob* x-

vation t i«e .
,

SYt Okay , I got It, Bill. Thank you.

MCC And, not* that J5 has a particular gating
specified ao, and that U MECH RBP, alnce you will ** off of

the • H«b. , . .

5PT Okay

•

MC c And, one last thing here on the JOP 26

later in the day . that Jerry doea. It'* just a confirmation

of what's in the schedule pad. 82B takes a long exposure

that spans four building ©lock* and one pointing change in

between. Don't worry about it, they've already taken that intc

account and they don't Rind the pointing change.

SPT Okay, I think Jerry understands.

MCC Okay, and now, to answer your question

on coronal transients from several days ago. Basically what

it looks like is that both Parkinson and Murphy hav* combined

to act against us. We've got several things that s goin*.

against us, this mission, the first and forercost of which

is that It is just not nearly as active as it was, say, for

S L- * 1 1 and that was what we compared vith. I've got a new
here, prepared by Jess Smith -ind Ernie Hlldner and Broussard

on actually quantifying the coronal transients from SL-Ill and

what we've done so far in SL-1V. And, the big conclusion is

that activity is much less Sl.-IV, than it was SL-IIX. And, as

a matter of fact, if you recall several - the last half /if* 1 *

and a cycle and a half ago, we had 87/92 up and then the f pi lowin

g

cycle we had 00 up, and that's been the wildest thing we ve

seen. We looked not too long ago at an H-alpha picture from

that longitude on SL- III and there were about six quite active

-egions that you could see and 00 or 87/92 would have fallen

pretty much in the middle of the complexity and activity there.

So, your Sun is much less active. And then the thing that

Parkinson and Murphy really grt us on is that most of the

coronal activity that we have had has fallen at night or

during your sleep cycle, really. So, our only conclusion U
ibout all we can do la to wish for better times abend here.

One note here's, if you recall, several weeks ago when prominence

59 lifted off, while you were asleep, we had scheduled big

observations that day, but it lifted off while you guy*
»
««™

asleep. We got a lot of unattended data on it fron S055. SO^ .

and 82 Alfa, shot considerable film; and 52 got several standard

sequences when it was out at 0.4, 0.5, and about 0.7 solar radii,

so that everybody's quite excited about that, even though it

would have been nice if you guys had been up. We could have

gotten a little more - a little more data as far as being

able to use the man up there changing nodes and so on .
So

about all we can conclude there is that we've Just been unlucky

and we have an inactive Sun and we just have to keep our eyes
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open.
, , . .

• SPT Okay, 8111. I hope we pick up something

when we got the active longitudes coning around the corner

again here.
M CC Okay, so do we. And, one note there Is

that many of the coronal transients that we have seen In SI.rU

and 111, we've picked up by .
accident aeva ral of which, as

Bob MacQueen told you earlier, were when crewmun were actually

it the panel looking at the displays and there would he a

coronal transient occuring, that Just if- not vidible on board.

SPT Okay, we got a pretty good monitor up

here and I think if they're - if they're barely visible, they

ought to show up here.
MCC Okay, good. Now, one more thing here,

on S054, we talked a bit yesterday about changing some building

blocks there again, and I concluded that we probably had ought not

change It. What we want to do la all of the sequences where

ve say grating out. M blank, 0F(?) 256 and what have you. S054

would like nore flexibility at being able to put the grating

in. Rather than send you a missive change that, in effect, has

you going through the building blocks lining out the zero or

the 0 and Taking a line, where we could say GRAT IN, GRAT OU I

,

what i woulc* recoamend is, let's Just trtat all of the S054

sequences where It says GRAT OUT. if the pad says nothing,

it's GRAT OUT; if we wa, 1 it IN, we'll say GRAT IN. On things

like today where we have a BB 28 that - the BB 28 Itself has

both GRATINGS OUT, we wanted one in one out, so we say GRAT

OUT, G RAT IN and we're hoping that's clear enough that we don't

need to take 30 minuses of your time with a charge. We've

got 50 seconds here til LOS. Vanguard is next in 31 minutes

at 13:36 and what are your thoughts on that, on 54?

SPT Yeah, I agree with you. I don't think we

need to go through more changes. I also recommend, though, that

if it. says OUT on the JOP Summary Sheet and you want to change

it again, just preface it by a change and let that make it harder

on the bookkeeping down there, but it would help us a little

up he re .

MCC Okay, fine. Understand you re saying that il

ve want to change it from OUT to IN, we Just say change GRAT to

IN.
SPT Yeah, or anything else which will catch

the guy's eye, so he can make sure - make sure that ho realize*

chat he is chai.ging it from the JOP Summary Sheet. Maybe that,

nakes it harder in terms of bookkeeping down there, in terras,

of changes that you come up with. I know we had some rough

ground roll on percentages and so forth but, under the circum-

stances, I don't lain' as long as they specify the change.

MCC Okay, fine, Ed. And, we're officially
LOS, here, so I'll stop talking and we'll aee you tomorrow.
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spr Thank you. Bill. So long.

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 6 minutes

Greenwich mean tlai. Skylab space station has passed out of

range of the tracking antenna at Guam, and that was the notning

solar Instrument tonference with Bill Lenoir talking to

Science Pilot Ed C.Vbson. They reviewed again the procedures

(or operating the ATM and, in the beginning of the pass, Bill

asked whether Ed Gibson had - could give him any additional

information on the lirb brightening that he saw yesterday,

an indication that an active region may be coning around t;ie

edge of the disk. And Gibson pointed out that he had not

yet been to the solar instrumtnta this morning. The first

paws this morning was conducted by Bill Pogue. But he will

give a report as soon as he's seen some evidence one way or

the other on that. Now in their eighth week in space Skylab

astronauts Carr, Gibson, and Pogue were up at 5 a.m. this

morning, to begin a long day of scientific research. In

addition to regular medical experiments and observations of

the ever changing Sun, the Skylab crew will sludy ch .ages in

the growth and development of bacteria and spores and of rice

plants. The Investigations were proposed by hlgl school

students to discover the effect of weightlessness on the

growth of livip.g things. This norning Chief Scientist Fd

Gibson will point Skyiab's solar instruments at the comet

Kohoutek, now much fainter than it was a few days ago. The

comet observations will be briefer than they have been during

recent days. Ground based engineers have shortened the time

during which Skyiab's telescopes can look at Kohoutek . because

they are concerned that the Sun's heat night effect the space

station's insulation. Long maneuvers might heat the insulation

to such a point that dangerous gasses would be given off. The

briefer observation period will Keep the Skylab atmosphere as

it is, purer than a hospital operating room. Morning activities

today include that work on ED^l, which is the bacteria pud spores

experiment. That's been going on now for the last two days. It

began on mission day 49 . It'll be concluded today - -

END OF TAPE
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I'AC - ». from this heat night affect the apace
station's Insulation. long maneuvers might heat the Insulation
to such a point that dangerous gases would be given off. The
briefer observation period will keep the Sky lab atmosphere as It
Is, purer than a hospital operating room. Morning activities
today Include the work on ED31 which is the bacteria in oporea
experiment, That's been going on for the last 2 days; It began
on mission day 49. It'll he concluded today. The expe r iren t al
materials are a series of petrl dishes with bacteria In spores
in thom, were kept chilled up to day 49 of the mission, two
days ago, then they were brought out. A certain number of the
samples are incubated while the remainder are left at room
temperature, and then they are photographed at the time they
are put into the petri dish and at 12-hour Intervals there-
after. That photography will be concluded today and the samp
will be returned to the chiller for the crew to bring berk to
Earth at the end of the mission in February. And also the
rice plant - rice seeds will be planted today in a container
with varying light conditions to determine what the etfect
of changes in light and the zero gravity environment are
on the growth of rice seeds. Rice seeds grow very, very
quickly, so the crew will be photographing them at regular
intervals over about, the next 12 days. 27 minutes to our
next acquisition of signal, 9-1/2 minutes after the hour,
this is Sky 1 ab Cont rol

.

PAO Skylab Cont'd at 13 hours 35 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now coming within range of the
tracking ship Vanguard. The acquisition of Vanguard 50 seconds
away. It's 7 minutes and 32 seconds for this acquisition
of signal, and the spacecraft communicator is Bob Crippen.

CC Good morning, Skylab. We're AOS at Vanguard
for H minutes.

I' LT Good morning, Crip.
CDR Hello, crimson buddies.
CC How you guys doing today?
CDR Oh, pretty good except we got a little

problem.
CC You really know how to start my day out

right. What is it?
CDR Right. Our urine dump doesn't dump.
CC That's the one you told me you wanted to

use last night

.

CDR Right. Our friendly bronze team says the
waste processer exhaust gas pressure is okay, but we're not
moving any fluids at all. We shifted over to the secondary
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to BUS 2 on the heater, and w» closed up the DUMP VALVE about
an hour ago, and shifted over to the other heater. And what
does the pressure look like now?

CC We'll check i( for you.
CC Okay, we're - we're showing It to be

0.00$.
CPU Okay, you don't hava any readings of

temperature or anything like that do you?
CC Unfortunately uo do not.
CDR Okay, I'm floinR to throw the handle over

to the dump position again and we'll see. what happens.
CC Okay

.

CDR V*av , it's in dump

.

CC Roger, Jer. Did you happen to verify
the circuit breakers on panel 614 ,

your DUMP HEATERS BUS 1

And 2?

CDR Okay, I'll go check that.
CDR They're CLOSED j we've got lights.
CC Okay

.

CC For the PL7 while we're waiting on Jer
to let us know what's happening with the urine dump, I do
have a couple of Flight Plan changes I'm going to have to
note to you, Bill, We don't have to get them in this site,
but we probably should by the next; so whenever it's convenient
wit!) you,

PLT Roger, Crip, I'll be with you in about
a minute.

CC Okay, no big rush, We have about 4-1/2
minutes left «t V an guard here.

PLT Crip, I have ay pad out now.
CC Okay, Bill, if you got your sunmary handy

let tie Just basically tell you in general terms what we're
going to do and then we can mark it up. 3ecaure the 18D was
shortened up for Ed today we can't do that 18^ ops that we've
got scheduled for you around 16:00 because we're goinp to
be maneuvering. So what we'd like to do is nove your H09

1

,

171 observer up to as soon as you finish the' film installation
on 183. And then at the end of that we want you to pick up
a housekeeping 60 Echo, the food transfer, that Jerry originally
had, and I'm going to take ic off of his later.

PLT Okay, if I have -» I read you correctly
then, after the S183 f il

a
' ins t a 1 1 a t ion , I pick up the M09 2.

171 observer on the CDR that stares at around, what. 15:45?
CC Yes, somewhere In that time. Whenever you

tini9h the installation you can - you can start it.
PLT Okay, and at the coopletion of K092-171-1

on the CDR I pick up a houakeeping 60 Echo.
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CC That's affirmative. And then later when

I talkto Jer I'm going to move that 183 ops later down in

his schedule. But that's basically all we had for you. Tnere

was one item 1 wanted to note for you on your upcoming S019

operation. We made a little error when we put the tilt in and

we put it in negative numbers. You need to subtract those

negative numbers from 360. I think it should be fairly obvious

to you. If you got that pad I can go ahead and give you the

correct numbers.
. . , , . ...

£ C if . if you don t have It real handy right

now, we're about 30 seconds from LOS. Next station contact

is Canary In 11-1/2 minutes at. 13:56.

PLx Okay, I got tilt minus 1.7 so 1 11 make

that 358 3 , and the ninur, 0.5 I'll make that 3955 .

CC 3595 ;
roger

.

PLT Exousc me , 359 5 .

CC Okay, that's - that's got it.

PA0 Skyiab Contral at 13:45 Greenwich irenn lira*.

Skylab space station over Brazil is out of range of the tracking

antenna on th* snip Vanguard. Our next acquisition is 10-1/2

minutes away. In the dump tape recorded here in Mission Control

and transcribed, Pilot Bill Pogue gave a description of that

comet Kohoutek the other day. The description was made on

day of year 4, that's yesterday In the afternoon. And Pogue

indicated that the comet was still fairly visible from the

Skylab space station. He didn't go into details about its

exact magnitude, but he did say that the tail length was

approximately 6 degrees - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 * » dump tope recorded here In
Mi»«ion Control and transcribed, Pilot Bill Pogun gave a
description of the comet Kohoutek the other day. The descrip-
tion was made on day of year 4, that's yesterday, in the after-noon and Pogua indicated that the comet was still fairlyvisible from the Skylab .pace station. He didn't ro intodetails about its exact magnitude, but he did say that the
tali length was approximately 6 degrees. That would Indicatethat the comet's tail appears to be about 9,000,000 miles Inlength. And, ai.o, Coa.ander Jerry Carr reported ao»e photo-
* T

f *l
V J \ ,

8ai" dump H * reported talcing a coupleof handheld Haseelblad photographs of the jet - of let streamcirrua. These are high flying clouds at the 35,000 foot levelor approximately that level, starting about 300 nautical siUs'southwest of Los Angeles and going to the east. He said that

end IVZi* dTifl**,
hV° k J USt ab0Ut °Ver the "orih.rnend of Baja California, just south of San Diego. And, itbegan to - the jet stream cirrus began to peter out over what

?!/p ?5,
l00k

K
d UltS El Pa8 ° atea

'
he 8ald

' « n «»-out overthe Pacific, the jet stream cirrus is very strong, ver y very
! * ',n w S ' reara c ^™* was one of the photograph opportunitieson handheld pho to , r «phy . but it was also studied yeste'dav Suringthe Earth reso-.rces pass pver Pennsylvania . It's an l.po'rtn.tphenomenon .tor weather investigations and it is one of the

li no rl ;
eS

?
a
5
C
5

P
I? J f"*' 0f the Earth r^ources experimentsbeing conducted by Skylab. This is Skylab Control It isnow 47-1/2 minutes after the hour.

PA
?, ,

'

Skylab Control at 13:55 Greenwich meantine. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds from acquisition
at Canary Island. The pass through Canary Island Is thebeginning of a pass through Canary Island and Madrid withoyerlepping coverage. Total length of the pass In about 15minutes. We'll bring the line up live now for a I r- t o-„ rounc'The spacecraft communicator is Robert Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Canary. We have you for about 12 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip, and my bag still runneth
over.

,

CC Okay, Jer. I guess, we don't want to
U-t tills set us behind on today's Flight Plan and our recom-mendation would be either to throw It over in the corner
someplace else while we - while we work on it or go aheadand put it out the trash airlock, your option. One item thatyou night try sometime today in a - in one of the open house-keeping periods that we have, is that we have the UCTA urineInlet hose adapter that we use to dump the UCTAs , that it's in

..
;.ocKer 82 3 , and you might try connecting that up to that dumpand open it up and see If you're getting anv flow at all
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through It .

COR Okay, we'll give thai, a try.
CC Ko g . And, our recommendation, I guess.,

would be, on this problem you've been having with the urine
bag* in the trash airlock, would be to go with two bags max
a t one t irae

.

CDR Okay, 1 don't know how long our urine
disposal bags are going to last at that rate.

CC Well, we ' re •> Roger We are - I think
they mentioned to you the other day that we're going to probably
go to 36-hour collection, or at least alternating 36-hour and
24-hour collection, so we hope that would extend the use of
those bags somewhat

.

CDR Okay

.

CC Jerry, do you have a moment, here to copy
down something on youi Summary Flight Plan7 Or would you
want to get it a little bit later, it's - no big rush on it.

CDR First of all , a question. This period of
time between 14*18 and 14:37 where I 'a not allowed to use the
ergometer. Can 1 use the MARK I or tbe treadmill?

CC Stand by I .

CC Okay, Jer, the answer to that is that
you're GO to use the MARK 1 and the treadmill. And, one
question we have right now, it's about doing the Jumping
exercise on the treadmill, and let we - let me check on that.

CDR Okay, I'll go ahead and get started on
the ergometer and will you - will ve be any AOS passes In
that period of time?

CC Stand by 1, Jer.
CC Nope, unfortunately we don't.
CDR Okay, I'll get my pad and pencil. We'll

do those updates now.
CC Oh, I'm 'sorry, Jer. Yes, we'll have sone

before - before then. I was thinking that you were talking
about getting (garble) during that period that you couldn't
use the ergometer. We can pet it after your exercise period.
No sweat. All I want to do - -

CDR Okay, what I was thinking was, during that
period when I couldn't exercise we could do the updates.

CC Oh , oka y

.

CC Also, sometime this pass, probably be
most convenient for Ed, if he can get a moment up there at

the ATM panel, I'm going to need to - to get a reg adjust for
the upcoming 18D pass.

SPT With you in a minute, Crip.
CC Okay, Ed, thank you.

END OY TAPE
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SPT Okay , Crip. What would you like?
CC Okay, Ed. On panel 206 there, what we

want to do la, If we've got the original positions Marked,
we want to take the REG ADJUST pota 1 and 2, 10 degrees
clockwise.

SPT You' ve got it.
CC Thank you , sir.
CC For the CDF.. Jer, regarding the exerclet,

at apparent, - you've got a moment to - to talk about that?
CDR Co ahead

, Crip.
CC Okay. You - the only restriction that

we've got or S019 opa la ergonteter only. One - in looking at
that one iten, we bring'to note la that you're scheduled
right up until 15:00 for exercise. And at 15:02:18, ?elta
data take commences. So we are affirming that your exercise
will be complete by 15:00.

CDR Yeah, It ought to b.-.

CC Okay.
SPT Hello, Crip. You atill there?
CC Yea, sir. Co ahead, Ed.
SPT Okay. Thought I'd Just tell you what

I'm working on daring the observing period. I managed to
find what looks to be a surge and it's around 240, just
a little bit south of the brightening In XUV monitor. It's
about 30 arc-seconds off the limb, about 60 ar- seconds in
linear diminsion that - tangent to the limb. Although it's
not completely a linear feature, that's roughly the magnitude
of it. I've been able to get some oxygen 6 intensitie of
around 200 in them (?). and I've got some spectra going on
82B both (garble) the hot point as well as completely away from
the whole region. That's what I'm - second part is what I'm
working on now for the background - spectra 55 against the
GRATING AUTO SCAN and some MIRROR AUTO RASTERS truncated down
to line 20. Trying to get some spectral and tine resolution on
it. So there probably is something coming arcund the corner
there at around 240, 250, and I'll keep an eye on this region
today.

CC Very good. I hope we've got bi»pu> activity
coming around for you. We're about 30 seconds from IOS.
Next station contact in 34 minutes over Honeysuckle «i c 14:44,
14:44.

SPT Okay, Crip. The feature itself doesn't
appear to be moving away, but it certainly is changing shape
over the last 30 minutes or so, and I do not see any connect-
ing links down to the chromosphere. It's pretty much free up
to around 25 - 30 arc-secor.d> above the limb.

cc Okay. Appreciaro that good description.
PA0 Skylab Control at 14:11 Greenwich mean
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tine. A little discussion there with Science Pilot Ed Gibson

reporting of additional details on that limb brightening
brightening in the upper atmosphere on the Sun's eastern limb.

That's on the side of tha Sun that's about to rotate into view,

and Science Pilot Gibson reporting that it certainly looks

like we're going to be seeing something coming around the

edge of the disk very shortly, this information was first

given to the ground yesterday. First Indications from Selene*

Pilot Gibson that some activity was about to occur on the

Sun's eastern linb, on the left edge of the disk as you view

it. That was a suprlse to ground teams, and it had not been

observed on ground - by ground observatories; and also it had

not been predicted by the solar predicting team from the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. So it's a

bit of an indication that Skylab'a viewing is proving to be

a useful technique f or i den t i f y lng active regions a little

bit in advance of the time that can be identified here on the

ground. 32 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. It's

now 12 minutes and 8 seconds after the hour; and this ia

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14 hours 43 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Sl.yiat space station i« now 55 seconds
from acquisition through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. This
pass, will last about 8 minulea at Honeysuckle. We'll bring
the line up live now for air- to-ground there.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Honeysuckle. We
have you for about 8 mir.uteB.

SPT Roger, Crip. Manuever's going pretty
well except the rates in Y are Jumping around quite a bit.
I been looking at the rate gyro outputs and number 3, or the
one out in the rack is oscillating between - anywhere between
14 and 400

.

CC Okay, we copy that.
CC Okay, F.a , in looking at it we also saw

the oscillations in Y-3. Although the - it seems to be damping
out now and your total attitude looks pretty good.

SPT Crip, would you expect those oscillations'
would come out to the correct mean value:? And are they updating
the strapdown correctly, or could that account for an error in
updating the strapdown?

CC Ed, apparently the mean va.1 ue looks like
it's pretty good because if the integral value of them was
building up sufficiently large to cause an error in your strap-
down you would get a discompare and It's not going to be anywhere
near that big.

SPT Okay, thank you, Crip. Do you have any
kind of an estimate of how much the errjr night be in terms
of hundreds of a degrees so if we tried to find th<- comet
I nigtit know which direction to move it?

1 - Okay, we' rf about a minute from LOS. Next
station contact is going to be Bermuda in 37 minutup at 15:28,
15:28. We'll be doing a data voice recorder dump there. Wc
may see a tenth of a degree error. I don't know if we can
give you a direction of it one way or the other.

SPT Okay, Crip, 1 guess it's mark one eyeball.
I'll see what I can do.

P'T Crip, one quick question on the documentary
photo 17, there's 1 percent required. And I Juit wondered If -
would you verify t'uat that is indeed 1 percent?

CC Checking.
CC Use what you need, Bill.
PAO Skylab Control at 53 F.inutes after the.

hour. Skylab space station is over New Zealand and we've
concluded that pass at Honeysuckle. 35 minutes tc our next
Acquisition, at Hermuda. During this last pass a bit of discussion
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from spacecraft Science Pilot Ed Gibson about a rate gyroscopeone of the thr*e rate gryoscopes in the Y-axis. These devices'are used for measuring the change in the attitude. They arenot attitude control devices but rather devices for recordingchange of attitude as they go into this JOP 18 maneuver. Therate gyroscope number 3 and one of the three gyroscopes inthat axis was oscillating quite a bit, and Gibson reoorted
that. Here in Hission Control, we have a monitor which showsthe oscillation as doing from about .02 to .04. That putsit, however, in the range of the other two instruments, andthat was the explanation that was given to Gibson, that theother two gyroscopes are at the outer extremes of thatoscillation so that there is no - expected to be no attitudeerror of any significance. The very end of the pass Bob Crippr,informed Gibson that he night see an attitude error of as
niuch as a tenth of a degree, but even that was uncertain
it would be that large. So there was acme oscillation inrate gyroscope number Y-3. The Y-3 gyroscope oscillated for
* bit. It appeared at the end of the pass though that itwas tending to stabilize. So it could have been forced inchar oscillation by a number of things including perhaps aslight bumping of it or a disturbance of the rate gyroscope.Again the rate gyroscopes are measuring devices for neasurin Rattitude change. They do keep track of the space station'sattitude as it maneuvers from one position to another. Theydo not however, control the attitude. They feed their Inputprimarily into the computer which then can adjust and determinethe exact attitude of the space station. 32 minutes 50 secondsto our next acqufsition of signal, and 55 oinutes after thehour. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 27 minutes,
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now 54 seconds
from acquisition of signal at Bermuda. A 7-minute pass will
have Bob Crippen talking to the Skylab crew. We'll leave the

line up live now for air-to-ground through Bermuda.
CC * Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Bermuda for

7 minutes, we'll be doing to data/voice recorder dump here.
CDR Roger, Crip, I've checked the gear and

line and that appears to be plugged, and I'm standing by to copy

the changes to the Flight Plan for today.
CC Okay, if you've got you're summery handy,

we want you to scratch your housekeeping 60 Echo. Bill is

going to pick that up later and as soon is he finishes with
the 183 film installation we want you to start your K092/171 run.

CDR Hey, Crip, do I have some kind of con-
straints between exercise In t h t run?

CC Believe so, I believe it's an hour, let

me check that. It's a 1-hour constraint and, we're assuming
that you're not going to ready till pretty close to 16:00 to

start that anyhow .

CDR Okay.
CC Okay, and wh . n you finish up the 92/171 run,

you can go ahead and eat at that time if you would, please.
Should be sonewhere a little after 18:00. And then wc want you
to pick up the 183 ops, which we originally were going to give
to Bill, and th<»t'9 going to be at about 18:48 is when you need
to put that down. And for Ed, on the panel, If you'd stay off
the DAS for a moment, we need to get some - the work with the

healers on the CMGs, and we'll tell you when you can have it

back.
CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Say, and Jer, if you got all that noted down

through, if ycu want to put it on your details also at 18:48, the

S183 ops and that you have a pad associated with 'not , 1

believe that, that covers all of It.

CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Okay. That's got it all, and we'll sli here

and consider whnt we can do about - about the dumps the - did
you, did you have the heater still on, or did you turn It off?

CDR No it's been on since early this morning.
CC Okay, very good. And, for Kd , the DAS Is his

and, Jer, did you, did you get anything dumped nt all this
morning, or was it blocked when you started?

CDR It was blocked when we started. The first
thing we tried to do was evacuate t*ie new bags, and they wouldn't
evacuate. I guess I could have told you when we talked earlier
that, that it wasn't gone, but I went ahead checked and It with the
UCTA collection bag adapter anyway to make sure,

CC Okay. Very good, w« appreciate the info.
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CC Sky 1 ab , Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
Next station contact In 2 minutes, Canary, 15:36, 15:36.

SPT Okay, Crip. I was able to find the coma
but it was fainter than faint. I had to move it out to just
about the very edge of the display, made a couple of maneuvers
to move it out in Y and X and they just blotched the
edge of the display and finally it appeared, and I believe I

was able to maneuver it in, but I had to maneuver it from a

position of 160 in so the scale factor may get to us a little
bit. But I think we came out a little better by doing that than
starting from where it initially was, which I set to be in the
right quadrant, anyway, but I could not have said how close it
was

.

CC Okay, and did I copy 160 ai» where you had
It on the display.

CDR That's where I finally maneuvered it into.
1 mover - maneuvered it over to the X-axis, at around minus 160.
I could not see it any closer than that.

CC Okay. Might give us a good hint as to where
to try totao r row.

CDR Okay, that's not where I really started,
Crip, uh.

CC Roger. I got- I got you.
PAO Skylab Control at 15:35 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab Space station is passed out of range at Bermuda,
but we're Just about to be acquired again through Canary Island.
Pass through Canary Island and Madrid, will last approximately
II minutes, and we'll bring line up live for air-to-ground
at those two stations.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're back with you through
Canary and we have you for about 11 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from l.OS.

Next station contact is Carnarvon in 26 minutes at 16:13, 16:13.
PAO Skyiab Control at 15:48 Greenwich mean

tiwc. Skylab space station is over eastern Europe. We've had
loss of signal at Madrid. Our next acquisition is 24-1/2 min-
utes away at Carnarvon. This is Skylab control at 48:10 after
t lie hour.

END OP TAPE
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; PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 16:11 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now about to be acquired
through the tracking antenna at Carnarvon, Aus t rail a . 1 he pass
through Carnarvon will last a little over 10 ninutes . There will
be an interruption of about a minute, and we'll have acquisition
»l Honeysuckle Creek for about 5 ninutes. The spacecraft
communicator is Bob Crippen and the Flight director on duty
is Don Puddy

.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through Carnarvon.
We have you for about 9 minutes. Sorry we lost the line a

while ago and didn't get to give you an LOS.
SPT Say, Crip, I'd like to acplify the discussion

we were having just when you went over the hill the last time
about where you were going to plane the comet in the field
of view of the WLC.

CC Okay.
SPT Might be better If you - Might be better

If you didn't place it right at the very edge because I cannot
see it unless it's moving. I think I could place it a little
bit Inside, a position I cannot see it, like yoi. did today.
I'll have to make a maneuver that moves it outward away from
the center, and it Just watch that that very saall ambulance
around the outside where I have a hope of 6eeing It. Wait
until it cones across and pick it up then.

CC Okay, Ed, I'm sorry I didn't - didn't quite
grasp what - what you wanted us to do then. Do you want is

to make it such that you have to do the maneuver ROing out?
Or do you want us to go ahead and try to place it on the edge?

SPT No, Crip, don't place it on the edge because
even if It's sitting there, I'll never find it. The only way
I can see it is if it's moving. It looks just like a moving
noise. It's a very - ao faint that it'll nev«r show up unless
it is moving. So if you position it roughly the sane way
you did today, then I can make a maneuver outward and I can
hopefully sec it move across in a radial direction, that very
small (garble) left on the outside.

CC Okay, we copy that. Thank you very mu* h

for the suggestion.
SPT Thank you. Crip, I'm not holding out too

much hope. I think 1 just really Just lucked out today.
CC Okay, actually ve didn't think that yim

would be able to get it today, so that's good vork

,

CC Skylab, Houston; we're going to have a

brief dropout here in about 1 ralnute between Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle. I'll call you when we're bAck on.

SPT Crip, I'm wondering it the folk* down there
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can tell me whether there's any stars with a determined (?)
magnitude greater than 2 In the 52 field of view, something that
might compete with the comet for visibility?

CC Talking today or tomorrow?
SP1 I gcess both. I like to make sure that

today I really was looking at the comet and tomorrow with
the - like to know what the situation will be.

CC Okeydoke.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're with you through

Honeysuckle for about 4 minutes. Ed, in answer to your question
We didn't even have any fifth magnitude or down to fifth
magnitude stars in the field of view, so we feel fairly
confident that you did get the comet if you saw anything.
Tomorrow we're going to have Venus in the field of view, but
no stars. So there shouldn't be any - any confusion.

SPT Hey, if Venus is in there, that's relatively
bright. Why don't you just give me a plate to put Venus, and
I think that'll position the comet then for us?

CC Sounds like a good idea. We'll - we'll work
that.

SPT Crip, I've gone through all the S054
changes and the only one I'm a little clear (sic) on is the exac
change that we had in building block 17 on .10P 8, both sides
of the summary sheet. And I'm wondering If you could just
read that up to me and I'll make sure we have it correct.

CC Will do

.

END OF TAPE
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CC 5th magnitude or down to 5th magnitude
. .

stars in the field of view, so we feel fairly confident that

you did get the come < if you saw anything. Tomorrow, we're

going to have Venus n the field of view, but no stars, so,

there shouldn't be a y - any confusion.
vn Say, if Venus is in there, that's relatively

brlKht, why don't you give me a plate to put Venus and, heck,

that'll loosen the comet then, won't it?

CC Sounds like a good idea, we'll - we'll

work that.
P1„T Crip, I've gone through S05'-> changes and

I the only one I'm a little clear on is the e act change that

we had in building block 17, on JOP 8, goth side9 of the

summary sheet, and I'm wondering if you could lust read that

ap to me and I'll make sure we have it correct.
CC Will do. And we're rewinding your VTH,

to dump it over on MILA, this upcoming State pass.
PLT Okay, Crip, I didn't put anything under

because it was so darn faint, I didn't think that it would

show up on the ground at all.
CC Okeydoke

.

PLT And also I was pretty rushed.
CC Copy.
CC If Ed, you've got that building block 17

handy, I can go ahead and read it to you now.

SPT Okay, Crip, go ahead.
CC Okay. What we want is an MS blank, L64, and

wc want that at 4 times: 0, 13, 26, and 29.

SPT I believe that last one should be 39,

shouldn't It, Crip?
CC Let me verify that. You're right. It was

written down wrong here. It's 3V.

SPT Okay, I've got it. Thanks very much, Crip.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS

,

next station contact at MILA, in 33 minutes at 16 - 17:00 on

the - the nose .

PAO Skylab control at 16:29 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station has passed out of range of the

Honeysuckle Creek antenna. Our next acquisition is at Merritt
Island, Florida, and that'll be 30 minutes away. Judicious
management of consumables for space station control by the

current skylab Crewmen and their predecessors very likely

will assure a full 84-day mission. A complete mission can

be executed if no new and unforecast abnormalities occur between
now and February 8, the scheduled splashdown day. When Jerald

Carr, Edward Gibson, and William Pogut reached the space station
for the first time, a total of 32,316 pound*seconds of nitrogen
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gas propellant remained ir the thruster attitude control system
out of an original tota 1 of about 84,000 pound-seconds. TACS

,

as it is called, is needed to assist in maintaining space sta-
tion attitude and for the various maneuvers required to conduct
many of Skylab's expe riments . Today , the station's gas bottles
show 17,990 pound-seconds of propellant. Slightly over 13,000
pound-seconds of fuel have been used during the 51 days Carr
and company have been orbiting Earth. The red-line or so-
called corae-horae line of TACS remaining is 6000 pound -seconds

Jhowever, certain variables would permit the crew to use
more gas from its existing supply and leave less remaining
for emergency use. Examples of contingencies are the proximiti
- proximity to the end of the mission and the time required

to launch a rescue vehicle. So what it boils down to is,
decision will have to be made by flight controllers after
assessing all the facts, if an attitude control failure should
occur between now and the 84-day end of mission. Cold nitro-
gen gas is the propellanf. used in the thruster system that
exists in the series of bottles located around the space sta-
tion. During two space walks, one on December 25 and another
on December 29, the space station consumed nearly 4000 pound-
seconds per day while maintaining attitude for the astronauts
working outside. More than half of the gas used so far during
the 50 days the Skylab mission has been under way was used during
those two space walks. By contrast, yesterday the crew used only
used 85 pound-seconds, even though a lengthy maneuver was called
for during a 7 100-mi le-long Earth resources survey. Although
the use of attitude control gas during this mission has been
given a great deal of attention, in fact, the craw's use so
far is very modest. With a usage rate of about 260 pound-
seconds per day, the final Skylab mission is setting an excel-
lent example for energy conservors on Earth. By Comparison,
the unmanned periods and the two previous missions averaged
a daily use of almost - almost 10 percent higher than the cur-
rent Skylab crew has been performing at. That's - of course,
Includes long unmanned periods and - when when no attitude con-
trol was required using the TACSgas, when attitude control was
entirely maintained by the control moment the gyroscopes, and,
despite that the total TACSuse per day over the first two
missions and the unmanned periods came to something in excess
of 260 pound-seconds, about 10 percent higher than that.
27 minutes and 12 seconds to our next acquisition. 32 min-
utes and 48 seconds after the hour, this is Skylab control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 16 hours 59 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now over the

PacUic just south of Central America. 5 seconds f ron

aca.'eition of signal through the Merrit Island, Florida

tracKin antenna." The pas, through Merritt Island and Bermuda

will last about 14 minutes and we'll leave the line live now

for air-to-ground there.
rc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at M I L A

.

We have you for about 14 minutes and in the latter portion of

this pass at Bermuda we're going to be doing a data/voice

recorder dump, and I'll tell you when that comes up. It 9
a

couple of minutes yet.
O v, on ,iV

cc Skylab, Houston. We're going to go ahead

and dump the data/voice recorder dump here.

c/ p L T Houston. We shov that you've still got

92 selected on the ESS. If you would select 171 for us please.

cc And, Skylab, Houston. For your infor-

mation, since we've got two recorders going you can - your

voice would still be recorded if you need to use it.
° p LX Okay, Crip. That switch was confirmed

in 171. It was not out of 171.

cc Okay, thank you. Our telemetry here

must have had a blip. .

spT okay, Crip, in reference to shopping list

item U, looking for polar plumes at the South Pole. I was

down there and spent quite a bit of time in magnesium X in

the neon line and could not locate anything except just noise,

There wL no dlscernable peaks anywhere - in plus or minus about

600 or 500 from the polar position, so I have gone ahead and

ra oved around to about 240, 2 ^3 or so, on the - on

- where the active region is coming around the corner and

got something relatively - a relative peak in the neon

H« and I'm doing a very similar observation to what wo were

eoing to do at the pole.
* K

cc Okay, Ed, we copy that. Thank you.

SPT (Garble), Crip. That surge of material

which I was looking at in the previous orbit is no
Jj"""

visible on the display. I gave them a building block 32 «*

the beginning of the orbit and I'll try for another one at the

end. 1 did not see any transients on the VLC

.

cc Okay, we copy that.

cc spT, Houston. Ed, when you get a monent

ATM at the back view - backroom would appreciate knowing ex-

actly what kind of observations you're running right now, so

it - for planning for the next orbit, sine* apparently the

South Pole's not going to be any good.

SPT Okay, Crip. I Just took the neon VII and

rolled - kept on rolling around the Sun until we got to *

reasonable pe.k - dlscernable peak, which cane on around
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80 counc. or .o «.« t.,.. ..t t. b. 1 « ... tb.,^

can ccpy the roll .. « 1 -
S
, 'l, ? « C»nd. »tf the lirt.

HT,", " - .«.*. .< «h. t ... .... ».

timeSt * nd
cp

y
r" Cor lif irf wavelength short, exposure,

c. „„.' i ,; ri . ,ut to sc.ins ,
I'm going to

17 ml
C?

t8S
' Okav, very good. We 1 re about a minute

from LOS and next station contract - contact ^
Madrid. 17:17. If you got any suggest ions for any way we .

be able to help you out on next orbit we will ap g

117' You could work on this region ri*hl above -

„.»nj
c

.,..ir.. v«
. thai , ound , m . .

rea.onabl idea ••"••^^
(he „„ „ elon88 t0 you guy . .,.,„.

cot Thonk you.

0 Skylab Control at 17:14 Greenwich mean

Skylab »,s passed out of range of the tracking antenna

at BtrmudV. 3 .lnut«« to our next acquisition at Madrid .

4 t».* line up live for the air-to-ground P««
! k ».!, ,! which will be a pass lasting Approximately

PAO
time.

Bt r tnuda .

END OF TAPE
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PAU r Sky lab Control; we're coming up on acquisition

of signal at Madrid now for an 8-minute pass.

CC ' Sky lab ,
Houston; we're AOS Madrid. We

have you for 8 minutes.
SPT Crip, you might ask them what kind of

contrast they expected in those two lines in the - for polar

plumes. 1 was able to get strictly noise and magnesium X running

from 10 to 25 in neon and from around 10 to 30 or so. And

whether I was moving or sitting still the noise apparently
looked Just about the same.

CC We'll check that for you, Ed. Ah a matter

of information we are designating that area that you're working

on now over there. 240 is active region 15, and we expjct

that we'll be able to see it from the ground here very shortly

since you been noting a little purging out of it.

SPT Okay, thank you.
SPT Crip, in looking *t the white light

coronagraph pictures relative to yesterday, 1 also see a -

just a hand streamer around 2 - 200 on up to 24). No real

definite well to find streamers. Just a enhanced region in

the corona extending out, oh, maybe, 2 solar radii or so.

Much more enhanced than it was yesterday. The other
streamer structure, the one at - oh, around 280, J very thin

qarrow one, remains the same, and the same for the one over

in (garble) 070.
CC Okay, Ed, we copy that. And I'm still

trying to get an answer to your previous question.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS;

next station contact is Carnarvon in 27 minutes, 17:50, 17;50.

And Ed, we're not goin? to be able to give you a quick answer

on the expected contrast on those two lines at the, - at that

polar region, and we'll try to give you an answer, maybe, by

next station.
PA0 Skylab control at 17:26 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station has passed out of range of the

tracking antennae at Madrid. 24-1/2 nlnutes until our next

acquisition at Carnarvon, An extended discussion has been

going on here at Mission Control concerning possible risks due

to overheating and long maneuver periods for JOP 18. A deter-

mination apparently has been made now to extend tomorrow's

JOP 18 to its normal full time on more than one orbit, two

consccu tivc orbits. I'll give you a little bit more detail

on that later in the day. This is Skylab control 24 minutes

to our next acquisition. It's 26-1/2 minutes after the hour.

KND OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 17:49 Greenwich mean
time. .The Skylab space station Is now 56 seconds from acqui-
sition of signal at Carnarvon, Australia. We'll bring up the

line for air-to-ground here. Don Puddy, the Flight Director,
and Spacecraft Communicator is Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're A05 at Carnarvon
for 9 Minutes.

CDR Rog , Cr ip

.

CC PLT. Houston. Bill, at your convenience,
I need to make one other nod to your Flight Plan for today.

PLT Stand by .

CC Rog. At about 24:00, you have a - an
S063 stow 2. CST 2. We need to change that to a CST 3 so we can
have the SAL evacuated tor the night.

PLT Roger. Make that Charlie, Sierra, Tango -3.

CC Rog. And also, if you've got your details
handy, at 18:38, we had an optional handheld 170-3, the laser,
and that has been scrubbed for weather. And If the other guys
are listening, you can pass that on to them. I would appreciate
it. That's because it's on everybody's details.

CDR Okay. We all three read it.

CC Thank you , sir.
CDR It sure was pietty last night.
CC Yeah. I was reading over your remarks.

It sounded like it really stood out.
CDR Toward the east quadrant there, just about,

was clear with snow cover and Moon - it was moonlit, and you
could see all the of course, all the cities lighted up and
you could also see the landscape.

CC Rog. We 11, I'm looking at a satellite
photo right now and it looks like it's kind of - kind of clouded
up just south of there. The clouds moved In from the south.

CDR Yeah, I figured it was sort of rare.
CC For the SPT. Ed, if you've got a moment,

1 can tell you the expected contrast between the two lines
that you asked earlier anc Rive you some information regarding
the upcoming pass that we'd - like for you to try.

SPT Cr i p , go ah ead

.

CC Okay. We would expect each of the linos
magnesium X and neon VII, to have a contrast with the back-
ground of about a factor of 2. And does that pretty much
answer your question?.

SPT Yes, it docs. However, I'm just thinking
it ever and I moved far off the polar region. It did drop
down maybe a factor of 2 or so. Hut it was far off the
polar region, and I'm wondering just what was the magnitude of -

width with the plumes. I always - 1 pictured this as relatively
small and certainly not covering the whole polar region
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un i for mly

.

CC Okay. We'll see if we 'an get an answer
to that. Also, if you're going to give us these XUV back-
ground exposures on this upcoming pass near that new active
region 15, 54 wculd like to get a long exposure with the

GRATING IN with the minimum of about 17 minutes. We would
like to get it as long as possible though.

SPT Okay. Understand. We'll do it.

CC Okay . Thank you , sir.
PLT Okay, Crip. PLT. How much time on the

VTR for use today ?

CC Checking it .

PLT The reason I'm asking is that - this (garble
mechanics experiment requires playing with a bubble of water,
you know, and you can't guarantee results the first time and
I'm afraid I'm going to soak up quite a few minutes of VTR
on It.

CC Okay, Bill. The other thing we've got

scheduled in addition to that, I guess on the TV is - we've
got a TV 68 that Ed is going to run which we've got alloted
hira for about 15 minutes for. And other than that, we've
got. it all cleaned off right now, so the rest should be avail-
able. .

'

'

'

PLT Okay. I'll try to make that as fast as
possible but I did want to forewarn you.

CC Okay. We understand. We're about 30

seconds from LOS and we'^e going to have you again over
Honeysuckle in about 2 minutes. If it's convenient at that
tiue, I would like to make a correction to that AHS retrack
cue card that we sent you up last night, at that station
contact if somebody could have it handy.

PLT We'll havt it available.
CC Thank you, sir. Oh, and also, if it's

convenient, I can talk to Jer there regarding the dump probe in

our plan on the urine dump problem.
PLT He's listening.
CC Okay. I'll get him over this contact so

don't I.OS in the middle of It.

PLT Oh, yeah. Okay.
PAO Skylab Control. We have loss of s.lgnal

at Carnarvon. We're now about 40 seconds from acquisition
at Honeysuckle, where we'll have a 4-minute pass. We'll
keep the line up live for air-to-ground through Honeysuckle
and Bob Crippen.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston. We're AOS through

Honeysuckle. We have you for about 3-1/2 minutes and if

somebody's got that AMS retract cue card handy, I can give

you this modification we have to make to it.

CDR Okay Crip, you got rae so excited I dropped

ray Crispy bar

.

CC Oh, are you getting to enjoy those today?

PLT Okay, have it right here in front of me.

CC Okay. This is in the latter portion of

the procedure to be used if - if you lose your place on the

rotation counter on step 3. We have said to turn the rotation

knob one-tenth of a turn clockwise, that should have been counter-

clockwise. I believe that Jer discovered that for us last night.

PLT Okay, that change is incorporated.
CC Okeydoke, Appreciate that and if Jer's

listening regarding the - the probe. We haven't really been

able to conie up with any reason why that it - it should be

stopped up. Could be that the heater's not working, although

we don't - don't think that's the case and what we would like

to do now is to leave :'. t alone and have you go ahead and use

the trash airlock to gi:t rid of the - the urine bags. Observing

the two bags maximum at one dump that we mentioned earlier.

And you - one - about the only thing that we could see that

was possibly different today was that we hadn't been trying

to dump urine 2 days in a row. And it may be that i f we
" let it set over night that it will sublimate off and - and

clear up when you try it in the morning. If that doesn't turn

out to be the case, we're going to go ahead and leave it as

is until day 53 when we'll schedule a probe changeout using

the - the one that cane off of the - the WMC - correction the

wardroom probe that you pulled out when you put in that modi-

fication for the LBNPD. So that one is available to - to change

out. Also - But we won't schedule that until day 53 unless sore

tipe does pop - crop up tomorrow we'll - we could flip it in.

CDR Okay, Crip. But one point we did not dump

any urine today or even try. The thing was plugged tip before w
ever tried to dump urine today.

CC Ror, yeah l was Just thinking about that

point and 1 guess normally, oven on the days after you do

dump you always try to evacuate your bags and normally that

has worked in the previous cases.
CDR Yeah, that 's right ,

CC Okay, fine. We're about - Are you still

having problems with the boric acid? We're about 30 seconds

from LOS and next station contact is Texas in about 29 minutes,

at 18:34. That is Is the boric acid not dissolving completely

and you reckon that might have had something to do with stopping

it up?
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CDR
1 wouldn't be surprised Crip. We've

reported several more Instances on tape.
cc Okay, fine. Have there been any recent

incidents of that that vou have noticed?
CDR (Garble)
cc We're - we're going over the h 1 1 i

.

CDR none. No we haven't had any
recently.

CC Okay , thank you .

PA0 Skylab control at 18:05 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now passing out of range
to the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle Creek. Our next
acquisition at Texas is 27 minutes and 27 seconds away. This
is Skylab Control at 6 minutes 6 seconds after the hour

END OF TAPE
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PA0 V Skylab Control at 18 hours, 32 minutes,

30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now

54 seconds from acquisition of signal at the Texas tracking

station, Corpus Christ! . This pass through Texas, Merritt

Island, and Bermuda will last approximately 17 minutes, and
7

we'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Texas for ,

16-1/2 minutes . - , ,

CC Skylab, Houston. Over the latter part of

this CONUS pass, we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump

over Bermuda, and I'll call you before we start it.

PLT Got a question on Mexico City.

CC Go ahead, Bill.

pLT We see a very large circular feature; I

guess it's up in the northeast part of the - or northeast action

of the town or northeast of town, and we were just wondering what

that was. It's green, looks like grass growing on it fairly

heavily and also has a concentric pattern to it.

cc Okay, we'll see if vc can get an answer.

f ° r 1

cdr We're wondering if It's an athletic field,

or polo or something like that .

cc Maybe H" they give me a little leave, I 11

go down there and find out for you.

PLT Sounds like a good way to go.

CD r You can take leave in late February.

cc That's about what, my other boss told me.

This is so much fun, though, it beats leave.

pLT You don't sound very convincing.

cc Skylab, we're talking to you through Bermuda

now. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump.

SPT Hello Crip, you still with us?

cC Yes sir, 1 wouldn't leave.

SPT Say Crip, found something kind of inter-

esting. .We been looking above the active region li and looks

like I found a spot in a loop structure. 1 n ma gn e s i .. m l u

I got a count of about 2 50 , I 'a 60 arc se con » o r ho „b o h.

limb and it appears fairly Isolde.! in the T. Y V / < U. n«l I
.

/

DOWN , ! can novo, I haven't dropped well below a hundred In

only 10 arc seconds or . I've net r,ally had t m- to -xplor-

it to see whether there actually is a loop. And 11 have to

maneuver around and find different points. But ii you look <
,

t

the XUV monitor, you can see the, what'* coming ove hi 1

appears to have too bri 5ht points to it. And m wondering 1

that's really the basis of a loop and also I might see something
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indicating that in H-alpha, although that's not for sure, but

there is certainly something up there whether it's a loop structure

I'm seeing edge on, or what, I'm not sure, but it's fairly

bright in magnesium 10

.

CC Okay Ed. Thank you for that good descrip-

t ion there .

CDR We're flying over Bethpage, New York, home

of the lunar module.
CC Roger to that. Does it look cold down

there?
CDR Sure does

.

CC Ed, if you have an opportunity, we

would appreciate getting a grating auto scan on 55 on that area

that you were talking about .

SPT Roger, Crip, we're trying to get a couple

of truncated mirror auto rasters. Get a look at the whole

area and I was just about to give then a grating auto scan.

CC Thank you sir.

CC Jer, I don't know whether you're getting

busy getting ready, for your 183 ops coming up. If you'd like

I can give you the time for your phone call setup this evening.
CDR Say again ,

Crip .

CC If - your phonecall set up this evening

for 02 :42 .

CDR Okay, 02 : 2 .

SPT Hey, Crip, I think when I spoke to you

before, 1 said, magnesium 10 when I really meant oxygen 6.

Those were counts of around 250 in oxygen 6 which makes it

look even a little more intense.
CC Okay , Ed . So no ted .

CC Sky'lab, Houston, we're 1 minute from 1.0S

next station contact is Madrid in 5 minutes at 18:55, 18:55.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. Next station contact is Madrid in 5 minutes at 18:55.
18:55.

PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 50 minutes

.

We're going over the hill at - at Bermuda. Our next acquisition
of signal, about 4 minutes away, will be at Madrid. This

is Skylab Control at 50 minutes 42 second'} after the hour.
PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 53 minutes

41 seconds Greenwith mean time. Skylab's space station is

over the North Atlantic about to be acquired through the
tracking antenna at Madrid. The pass through Madrid will
last about 7 minutes.

CC Skylab Houston, we are AOS at Madrid
fcr 6-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
Next station contact is Tananarive that's in about 17 minutes
a t 1 9 : 1 8 , 1 9 : 1 8 .

CDR Rog
,
Crip.

PAO Skylab Control, at 3 hours 40 minutes.
We've had loss of signal at Madrid. Chief scientists of

the Skylab space station and solar physicist Ed Gibson will
be planting a rice crop this afternoon. The rice the living
part of an experiment ED-61 designed by West Point Nebraska,
high school student will be watched and photographed over
a two week period. The investigation should answer some
puzzling questions. The investigator, Joel Wordekemper is

attempting to determine whether the rice seeds will send roots
and leaves in opposite directions without the guidance of

gravity. He'd also like to know if light alone will provide
enough information to allow the rice seeds to develop into
plants like those we see on Earth. The eight snail plants
are each given a different amount of light and that should
have varying effects on them. Earlier today Ed Gibson
observed the Comet Kohoutek which he reported almost too

faint for viewing on the television monitor for Skylab solar
telescopes. Although flight controllers had reduced today's
observation period by half to keep Skylab's insulation
from overheating. After a closer look at the calculations
Skylab astronauts will resume the longer observing sessions
tomorrow. The concern that space station insulating
material might produce dangerous gases v-as reviewed this

morning and tests on the materials showed that it

would remain stable and safe at temperatures far above those
encountered in the long maneuvers to observe the Comet
Kohoutek. That subject will be open to discussion at 'he
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change-o f -sh i f t briefing scheduled to take place sometime
after 3 this afternoon with off going Flight Director,
Don Puddy. Spacecraft Commander Gerald Carr earlier today
devoted one half hour to an experiment carried into space
on the recommendation of a 17 year old Rochester, New York
high school student . (sic : name is Robert L. Staehle more
than a year ago submitted the experiment which asked the questi
"What are the effects of weightlessness and radiation on the
survival growth rate and mutation of certain bacterial
forms?" The experiment will determine whether changes in
growth rate, coloring, morphology, and texture of micro-
organisms will occur when they develop in the closed ecological
environment of the spacecraft. Staehle wants to determine
if these changes are the effect of space environment or if
they would develop exactly as they do on Earth. To get
the answer the student experimenter has innoculated 9 agar
filled dac - dishes with spores of bacteria. These have
been warned in a small incubator, part of a - Inflight
medical support system. That medical support kit contains
an incubator for this purpose alone, this is experiment
ED-31. Photos periodically will be taken of the bacterial
spores developed in the incubator. Another half dozen
ap;ar filled dishes with species of bacterial spores also
were - these were also carried to the spuce station where
they have been developing at room temperatures in the Skylab
workshop over a 48 hour period. At predetermined times
during that 2 day period the crew observes and photographs
the ED-31. Jerry Carr on January 4th observed the bacteria
spore experiment which has been - began Thursday when the
samples were taken out of the chilled compartment. His
comments on the ED-31 experiment bacteria spores were as

follows. "I found the - I tound 10 (sic :tan) spots about the -

tan spots about 3 millimeters in diameter, they all looked
pretty much the same." Carr further said that the entire
agar area is covered with a rat - rather heavy dark gray
fuzz. The temperature Is 95 degrees Fahrenheit. There is

some condensation and some of the spots have grown on the

top of the dish, Carr further elaborated. Incubation time
of the bacteria is 48 hours at the end of the incubation
period the 15 agar filled dishes will be placed in a

food chiller co stop bacteria growth. The dishes will be
returned to the Earth when the crew splashes down now
scheduled for February 8th. It is presumptive to draw
conclusions on the results so far. Meaningful data will
be announced only after Bob Stall - Bob Staehle, tiie student
experimentev compares the growth of bacteria and bacterial
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spores cultured in weightlessness to a similar controlled

percent conducted under identical condition but alS °

„nd"r the influence of gravity on Earth. Our next

ac'uis^on is 10 minutes and 20 seconds away at Tananarive.

TV.is is Skylab Control at 8 minutes after the hour.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 19 hours 17

minute, Greenwich mean time . Skylab approaching the tracking

station at Tananarive, will be acquiring in about 45 seconds.

And at acquisition according to the Flight Plan, the crew

should either be involved in eating lunch in the case of

the science pilot and pilot, who are operating the S183,

'•ltraviolet panorama experiment in the case of Commander

Jerry Carr. And we should be getting the call to the crew

shortly from CAP COMM Bob Crippen.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Tananarive.

Understand we have a low signal strength and I may not be

able to hear you. It's only for about 2 minutes, next

station contact is Honeysuckle in 21 minutes, at 19:41, 19:41.

CDR Okay ,
Crip.

CC can heat you a little bit.

PA0 The Tananarive antenna was right down

on the deck, squinting across the horizon in an attempt to

pick up data and communications from the Skylab crew on that

very low evaluation pass, which counted for the short duration

and low signal strength that we received. And in about 17

minutes we'll be picking up Skylab again. And as the space

station comes within range of the tracking antennas at

Honeysuckle Creek, Aus t r a 1 i a . Ma j o r activities scheduled for

the crew this afternoon are Apollo telescope mount operations,

Commander Jerry Carr will be handling the ATM activities.

And Science Pilot Ed Gibson, Pilot Bill Pogue will be dividing

the science demonstrations and student experiment duties

this afternoon. At 19 hours 24 minutes Greenwich mean tine,

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control, we're about to

retain communications with Skylab through the Honeysuckle

Creek, Australia, tracking station. And we'll stand by for

that call from CAP COMM Bob Crippen. p

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through

Honeysuckle. Another one of these long passes. I got you

for a whole minute here. Next station contact is at Goldstone

in 28 minutes, at 20:10, 20:10. Detector 2 on 55 for ATM

panel .

PLT Thank you ,
Crip.

P1

T

Hey Crip, I asked yesterday about the

source'of alcohol in the spacecraft. Did you ever find out

anything about that?
cc I'll check it for you. I don't have a

ready answer. We'll get you over the states.

PLT Step Bravo of TV 107.

PAO This is Skylab Control, that'll be all

through Honeysuckle Crc^k, Australia, for this revolution.

Another of the low evaluation passes, and Skylab is about

25 minutes away from beinn picked up by the trackir.g antennas

at Goldstone, California, where an interesting side note they

had to get the snow plows out to get the support crew into

the tracking station. A short while ago the Operations

Control Officer here reported to the Flight Director that

the crew had made it and that Goldstone would be up to

support this pass. At 19 hours 45 minutes, this is Skylab

Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, at 20 hours
9 minutes. In Mission Control , at the present time we're
beginning a shift handover. And the oncoming Flight
Director will be relieving Flight Director Don Puddy is

Neil Hutchinson. And we're about 45 seconds from regaining
contact with Skylab through the Goldstone station. This
will be a U.S. pass; it'll take Skylab across the southwestern
Unites States and an ascending pass up over the north central
and out over the northeastern U.S. and Canada, before continuing
on across the Atlantic Ocean. We should be acquiring
signal in about 1 0 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through
Goldstone. We have you for about 11 minutes.

CDR Hello, Crip.
CC Hidi, hidi . I understand those guys

in Goldstone down there bracking for you are having kind of

a hard tine getting to their station. They had to plow
through about 50 miles of 1 foot snow, which is a little
bit unusual out there on the Mohave.

SPT I'll say there's - looks like there's
nothing but cloud coverage except for a few small spaces
over there by Mexico.

CC Yeah. Well, 1 understand they're due
for some more snow and may be spending even several more
days out there. All packed their lunches to go in. PLT ,

Houston, if you got a moment Bill, I think I've got an answer
for you on this alcohol question you had earlier for TV 107.

PLT Yeah, go ahead.
CC Rog . What we want you to use ue the

bioride wipes, you can use those that are located in 734.
You get them out of •'he IMSS or 707 , your choice.

PLT Okay .

PLT But one of the reasons asking is it cause -

calls for injecting a snail drop of alcohol on the slide. And
couldn't find any of the liquid form.

CC You're Just going to have to try squeezing
some out of the vlpes. I t ' s a - -

PLT Okay .

CC Cause that's zephiran not alcohol.
PLT Rog. And I assume ycu did mean a wet

wlpenotabiocide?
CC No, I meant a biccide.
PLT Thanks a lot Crip .

PLT My hands are going to be all dirty for
the TV .

CC I - I guess when I asked that sane
question down here, I used to think we had iodine in those and
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I'm being told that we've got zephiran in those . Do you - do
you know different than I do?

PLT Well, it's dirty brown looking stu.'f
whatever it is

.

CC That's iodine, we don't want to use
that . S tand by 1

.

PLT The regular wet wipe, the utensil wipes
they had ze phi ran in them.

CC Okay. The answer Is (laughter) - 1

think I'm ready to turn this question over to the next team.
But, no, we want you to use the wet wipe.

PLT Great .

cc 1 think it's fantastic. You wouldn't,
believe what we just vent through to conn up with that
answe r

.

cc Skylab, Houston, does the CDR have a
moment to talk about a modification on his Flight Plan?

CDR Roger, go ahead.
CC Rog, Jer, because we're get'lng a little

bit low on our allotment for film on EDT 31, we want you
to scrub out the opa that you've got today at 2 2:00 and also
the stow that's set up at about 01:10 or 15 or so. And we're
Just goin* to leave then in and let them incubate till around
rsi.Hsion day 53.

CDR Okay, scrub the ops, and stow todav, and
we'll do something on 53.

CC Rog.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Hello, BufJalo, looks cold down there.
. „

CC
t ,

Ro « »
vou 're UP over the - just passed

the Great Lakes area now, and I'm sure it's cold up thereProbably getting a little ice on thos* lakes.
SPT A lot of white stuff down there.

.

CC
T

Sav Ed
> while I've got you on the hornhere. I hate to tell you this but your 133 data last nightafter about 2 hours after you went to sleep it went invalid.

And I was wondering how your electrocheck went this morning?
SPT The electrocheck this morning was allright. Last night I had to touch some bare metal to get

a ground. But that's happened on other occasions.
cc Rog, well, when you retired it wassending down good data apparently, and then it went out

somewhere around OS-AO this morning.
SPT Jerry checked the first thing this

morning Crip, and it all looked real good. I didn't even
have to touch metal to get a ground.

cc Okay, thanks for the info.
SPT Whv don't you chock to see if that wasjust a temporary or whether it was out completely until when

I got up?
CC u VAa b *d f or the entire evening, after

it went out that one time.
SPT Since I've had problems with that onelittle sleepy cap, maybe I'll trade it in for another one.
CC Skylab, Houston, we got a kevhole coming

up h«;re at Bermuda. In case I lose you completely, next
station contact is over Madrid and that's about 7-1/2
minutes at 20:32. We'll be during data/voice recorder dumpthere also. K

J"

A0 That concludes the stateside pass.
Rkylab now at the beginning of the 3411th revolution. During
that pass over the continental United States. Commander
Jerry Carr was advised that due to a shortage of film for the
31 experiment, the bacteria and spores student exnerineni.
that he was to leave the bacteria and spores samples flowed
either in the incubator or in some cases in ambient
temperatures for 2 more days until mission day t - 53 Atwhich time - and he'll photograph the growth of the bacteriaand spores and then stow the containers in rhe chiller toretard any further growth until the experiment is ren.n^d toEarth. Also, Science Pilot Ed Gibson was queried on the
configuration for the M133 sleep aonitoring experiment.
Apparently, during the night while Gibson was wearing thesleep monitoring cap with - with the electrodes data was lost
- the data was coming In good when he first attached or put thcap on. And „nto a few hours of sl««p and then the data was
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lost for the remainer of the night. Gibson suggested that
th? next time he conducts the experiment, wears the sleep
monitoring cap that he might try another electrode tap.
2 minutes 45 seconds until we regain contact through the
Madrid tracking station. We'll leave the line up for that
pass .

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Madrid. We
have you for 8 minutes. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump here. And your Flight Plan should be on board.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky I ab , Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. Next station contact is Tananarive in about 11-1/2

minutes at 20:52, 20:52.
PAO Skylab's now out of range of the Madrid

tracking station and about 10 minutes away from regaining
contact through Tananarive. During the pass over Madrid and

among the activities being conducted by the crew were the

ED61 preparations. Science Pilot Ed Gibson is conducting
that student experiment observing the growth patterns of

plants in zero gravity. Student experiment submitted by

Joel Wordekemper of West Point, Nebraska. At 20 hours 43

minutes , this is Sky lab Control

.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control, we're awaiting acquisition
of Skylab through Tananarive In about a minute. And we're
in the midst of a shift handover at the present tine. The
oncoming CAP COMM. Spacecraft Communicator will be Astronaut
Bruce McCandless, replacing Bob Crippen at the CAP COHM
consoJe. And the oncoming Flight Director is Neil Hutchinson.
We don't yet have an estimated time for the change-of-shift
briefing. We'll pass that along as soon as it's available.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through Tananarive.
We should have you for oh - about 9 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, in cast; you didn't hear
ray last AOS call. We do have you through Tananarive, and
we've got you for about 6 minutes.

PLT Hello, Crip.
CC Hldy

,
hidy .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 1 ainute
from LOS. Next station contact in 17 minutes over Honeysuckle
that's at 21:17. Crimson team is going to say good evening and
I'll go ahead and turn the mike over to the silver tongued
orator of the silver team.

SPT So long, Crip.
CC Bye-bye.
CDR We'll see you Crip.
CC See them - see you in several days.

We're going to take a few days off here and go and see what's
happening in the world.

CDR Going to go have another eggnog party?
CC Going to pratice for one.
PAO Out of contact through Tananarive.

And the change- -of -ah i f t press briefing is tentatively
scheduled for 3:^5 p.m. at the earliest, will occur some-
where between 3:45 and 4:00 p.m. with Donald Puddy, Flight
Director and Dr. Thornton Page an astronomer with the Naval
Research Laboratories. We'll reacquire Skylab in 15 minutes.
At 21 hours 2 minutes Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab
Contro 1

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This la Skylab Control. Skylab will beconing over the horizon shortly and in view of the tracking
antenna at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. About 1 minute from
now, we expect to regain contact/And this will be the first
pass of the day for the flight control team headed by
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson with the CAP COMM on this
shift, Astronaut Bruce McCandless . This pass is scheduled to
last sone 6 minutes . We ' 11 stand by for the call to the crew.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through HoneysuckleCreek for 6 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS

.

Next station contact in 16 minutes through Hawaii at 21-39
Out .

'

PA0 This is Skylab Cont rol . We ' re out of
range now of Honeysuckle Creek and CAP COMM Bruce McCandless
drew relatively light duty on that first pass of his current
shift, as we had almost no conversation with the crew. Com-
mander Jerry Carr obviously engrossed in Apollo telescope
mount observations while Science Pilot Ed Gibson is conducting
the S063 experiment aimed at photographing in the visible and -
visible and ultraviolet spectra, the Earth's ozone layers and
twilight airglow. And Pilot Bill Pogue at the present time
is enjoying his physical training aboard Skylab and has some
time allocated for pernonal hygiene. We'll be reacquiring
Skylab in about 13 minutes on the first pass of the day through
the Hawaii tracking station. This is Skylab Control at 21 hours
26 minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control, we're standing

by to contact Skylab through Hawaii. At 21 hours 38 minutes.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 7-1/2 minutes. We ahow that you've put some more time

on the video tape recorder. And we're wondering if you're

though with it so we can go ahead with our plan to dump

over the States here . Over

.

SPT How much time is left on it Bruce?

CC 8. or 9.6 minutes is left available.

° VCr
CDR Bruce, we still got TV 68 to do. And

we'll try to make that fit 8 minutes, and so it won't be

ready for you for another hour or so.

CC Okay, undertan - understand TV 68. And

is that what vou've been putting on? Over.

CDR No, 107 has been going on it

.

CDR 107 is complete now.

CC Okay.
CDR Bubbles Pogue has done his thing.

CDR By the way Bruce, the urine dump line

seems to be drawing now. 1 Just made a check of it with

the UCTA Collector Bag Adapter, and it's got a pretty good

head of auction. But I'm going to let it go for awhile

longer .

CC Roger, we copy.

CC And for the CDR we show the S055 and

H-alpha 1 doora closed. We'd like to get them open please.

0Ver '

C c Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute till

LOS. Next station contact in 4 minutes through Goldstonc

at 21:49. Out.
?A0 This is Skylab Control. That appears

hi about all thrown Hawaii this revolution. And we'll

b* coming up in about 3 minutes on another stateside pass

at Go Ida ton©. Just clipping the top of the Texas circle of

cover Aft'-' «nd on Ktoii to Bermuda. During that pa 98 the

crew advised that thev were working on loading television

onto the video tape recorder. Thl* TV will be brought down

tonight and replaved tomorrow morning. TV 107 which ..a one

of the fluid mechanics experiments , and elicited the comment

from Jerry Carr that Bubbles Vo*ut vafl working on that

one, «nd also TV 68 which J <• » ; «» with plant gtowth in tero

gravity, this Is Skylab Control at 21 hours 47 minutes.

END 0Y TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control back again and

awaiting acquisition at Goldstone, California.
^

CC 'kyiab, thia is Houston through Goldstone...

for 7-1/2 minutes and I guess they're having a white New

Year down there at Goldstone.
C0R That's what we hear.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda

at 21
pAO* Flight Director Don Puddy and Dr. Thornton

Page, an Astronomer from the Naval Research Labs will

leaving shortly for the chan ge-o f -shi f t press briefing which

will be held in the JSC News Center briefing room. And we

estimate that that briefing vill begin in about 5 minutes.

We'll be reacquiring Skylab through the Bermuda tracking

station in 3-1/2 minutes. We'll leave the line up for that

paSS '

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda

for 6-1/2 minutes. For the CDR's information, our current

clan is to leave the urine dump probe heater on continuously

l\Vil further notice and until ve see how things are reacting.

Over .

CDR Roger.

cc Skylab, this is Houston for CDR.

CDR Go ahead , Bruce .

Cc Roger, looking at the VTR, we show that

VOJ have 2.7 minutes regaining on it. If you plan "go
aSead and finish it up to the full 30 minute. .

ve would 1 ke

to know this and in that event, we'd like to get your TV from

the ATM console. It's scheduled for the VTR for your pass

at 13 minutes of day remaining on the midnight pass. Down-

1 n£ed real time to' be recorded either at Carnarvon. 00
:

*

or Guam at 00:41. And in any event, we need to have the video

tape recorder given to us at Oui» at 00:41, so we can rewind

in prepare - preparation for dumps over the States to get it

cleaned off by tomorrow morning. Over.

cr,R Roger, Bruce. We're goin K to use it.

CC Okay. Then it will either be Carnarvon

or Guam for a TV downlink of the ATM data, and you've got

2.7 remaining on the VTR. tnc
CC Skylab, this U Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 3 minutes through the Canary Island*

at 22:09, starting off with the data/voice tape recorder dump.

°Ut
'

PA0 Th*a is Skylab Control. We're ready to

begin the ch.nge-of -ah 1 f t pra.a briefing at this time. We 11

switch io the JSC News Center briefing ro*m and record the

Canary l.Und pass for playback immediately following the

chang«-of-»hif t briefing.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, we've just
regained contact with Skylab through Honeysuckle Creek,
Australia. And during the ch ange - of -s h i f t briefing we'had
approximately 3 minutes of conversation with the crew
througn Canary Islands and Tananarive. We'll plav back thosrecorded conversations and then pick up with the live'
communications through Honeysuckle.

Skylab, this is Houston, through Canary
for 9-1/2 nlnutes. The data/voice recorder dump startingnow .

r K

CDR Houston, CDR, can you designate - anotherrecorder for us, please?
CC Stand by. If you can give us 2 minutesmore, we can finish with the regular one, otherwise we'll

give you another one.
CDR Take 2

.

cc Roger, thank you.
CC

,

Skylab, thit Is Houston. The data/voicetape recorder's yours. Out.
Thank you, Bruce.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

?*
Xt " tatlon contact in 14 minutes throvgh Tananarive

at 22: 32 . Out.
cc Skylab, this is Houston, through

Tananarive for 2 minutes. Out.
C
5 Skylab, this Is Houston, 1 minute to

1.0b. Next station contact in 19 minutes through HoneysuckleCreek At 22s54. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, through

Honeysuckle Creek for 8-1/2 minutes. And for the PLT wehave a change to your S063K nancuver pad. If you have aminute?
CC Skylab, this is Houston, for the PLTwe need to get this maneuver pad correction into you beforeLOS here at Honeysuckle In 6-1/2 minutes. Out.
VL1 Say, again, Bruce.U Roger, we have a change to your S063K*aneuv«r pad which we need to get up this site.

- I u rsde rst and.

.

lC °kay, the reason this Is being changed
is that the last dump maneuver on the last momentum dumpchanged nuZ from what we expected it to be. So, We're chanaithe fine maneuver. And the fine maneuver should now read-

I
'

ll
ou

:
50027< And thc decioal Muiv.iJI.

"«:1 0
'

n,lnufl i,95
« P lu » ' 2 3. Read back ove i .

7 R°R» understand. The fine maneuver hasbeen Changed. 52021 , 51034, 51 303, 50027 , decima X y%respectively minus 0.28, minus 1.95. plus 0.23.
CC R°R*r, you're rcadback is correct. And
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Oka" ?Jank you
8

Theu we'll go ahead and

take it and start, our dump a little early.

ctR okay-

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - brings us up to dace with the play-
back of taped conversations with the crew, and also with the
remainder of the Honeysuckle pass live. And we have about
11 minutes remaining before we regain contact through Hawaii.
At this time in the Flight Plan we have scheduled time for
the commander to eat his evening meal, Science Pilot Ed
Gibson has time allocated for physical training and personal
hygiene. And for Pilot Bill Pogue this tine is set aside
for operation of the S063, ultraviolet airglow horizon
photography equipment. This is Skylab Control at 23 hours
5 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPF
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PAO This is Sky 1 ab Control, we're standing
by now to acquire Skylab through the Hawaiian Island
tracking station, about 1 minute from now.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Hawaii
tor 10 minutes. Out

.

r'C Skylab, this is Houston, s5 seconds to
LOS. Next station contact in 3 minutes, through Goldstone
at 23:26. Out

.

p A0 This is Skylab Control, we've gone out
of ranne now at Hawaii and Just a little over 2 minutes
renuinin? before we pick the spacecraft up again at the
Goldstone tracking station. So we'll leave the lint up
for that continental U.S, pass, beginning at Goldstone.

cc Skylab, thie is Houston, through
Goldstone for 9 minutes. Out.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - Skylab ' s now out of rang* of Bermuda

.

And we'll Just barely miss th« area of coverage from
Carnary Islands and pick up again In about 6 minutes at
the Ascension Island tracking station. During that pass
the crev began the maneuver back to the solar Inert lal
attitude after having maneuvered Into an Attitude to allow
then to view the Coaet Kohoutek with the S063 instrument.
At 23 hours 48 minutes Greenwich mean tine this Is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 23 hours 52
minutes . „ We 're about to regain contact with Skylab through
Ascension Island. And we'll leave the line up for that
Ascension pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through
Ascension for 10-1/2 minutes . Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 24 minutes through Carnarvon
at 00:27, witn a data/voice tape recorder dump scheduled at
AOS . Out.

PAO That's all through Ascension anl we'll
be picking up Skylab through Carnarvon in about 22 minutes.
And we've Just crossed into the 52nd day as time is keot
here In Miasion Control. We're new on day 52, 00 hours and
5 minutes Greenwich mean time. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

FN D OF TAPE
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END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control standing by
now for acquisition of sched - signal through the tracking
station on Guam Island.

CC Sky lab , this Houston through Guam for
a little over 7 Jiinutes. Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 17 minutes through Goldstone,
at 01:05. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of
range of Guam now heading toward Goldstone, California,
where we'll be reacquiring in 15 minutes. The Skylab
astronauts will be among a small number of Americans who
won't be setting their clocks ahead for daylight savings
time. The time change for the crew occurred New Y<?nrs Day,
when they had to get up early for an Earth resources
survey. And not wanting to put them through the experience
twice flight planners have left the astronauts on an
1 hour earlier schedule, so tomorrow the rent of us will
be catching up. This is Skylab Control at zero hours
53 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control we've had

acquisition of signal at Goldstona. And we'll stand by for

a call from the CAP COMM Bruc* McCandlcss.
CC ' Skylab, this is Houston, through Goldatone

f cr 5-1/2 minutes . Out

.

CC And we'll be standing by for the

evening status report at 01:12 through Merritt Island. Out.
t CDR Houston, CF)R ,

you ready for a frame
count?

CC • Lay 1 c on us .

CDR Okay, 13314; 4655; 161; 387; 4870; and

4 2 7 5.

CC We got then Jerry, thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, I minute to

LOS, 1-1/2 minutes to AOS at Corpus Christi. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Corpus

Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 10-1/2 minutes.
Out . Make that 12-1/2 minutes . Out .

CC And we're ready for the evening status
report anytime you are. Over.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, now coming
to you through Merritt Island, standing by for the. evening
status report.

CC Okay, boy that handover complete. Now
we're coming co you through Merritt Island and ready for

the evening status report. Out.
SPT Exercise. COR , Alfa plus 4: SPT, no

change ; PLT , no change.
CC Break break, break break, break break.

Okay, hit again please.
SPT Hit wh a r again, Houston?

; CC Start over again, pleaae.
SPT What didn't you copy?
CC We didn't copy the beginning of your

report . SPT • - ..
.

•

SPT Did you have a drop cut?
CC We were getting you weak and all of a

sudden you started cosing up from the background and we'd

like you to start the evening status report, please.
SPT Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 5 heavy, 2 light; SPT,

7.7/7.0 heavy, 7 light: PLT, 8.0, 8.0 heavy. How do you
read ? " '

.

1

CC Loud and clear.
SPT ' Urine volume: 210, 305, 190. Drinking

water: 8178; 4115; 0139. Body mass: CDR, 6.308, 6.307,
' 6.315: SPT, 6.347, 6.346, 6.348; PLT, 6.218, 6.218, 6.221.
Exerciser CDR, Alfa plus one; STT, no change; PLT, no change
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Medications:: CDR
, none; SPT, none; PLT , Seconal. Garment

usage: CDR, none; SPT, none; PLT, one socks, one shirt, one
shorts. Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list •

accomplishments: SPT, S063 conet photographs, frames 3213
taken at 19:05, Inoperable Equipment: none. Un stowage -

Unscheduled S towage : none . CDR, salt packs 6.5, devs,
plus one strawberry, plus one tea, water deva , plus 1.5;
SPT, salt zero, deviations, plus tea, plus Apollo grape
drink, plus biscuits, plv.8 tuna, water dev., plus 4.0; PLT,
salt packs 6.0, deviations, plus tuna, and 12 water guns
clicks we used for the science deno . Stand by for the
pho to report.

END OF TAPE
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PLT " (garble) 16 millimeter, documentary
photo 70 (garble) Transporter 05. Charlie India 127, 34 per-
cent, Charlie India 93 . Nikona : Nikon 1, Charlie X-ray 39,
41; Nikon 2, Bravo Victor 27 17, number - Nikon 3, Charlie
India 112, 41 parcent; Nikon 4, Bravo Echo 09, 06, number 5
is empty, 70-ini 1 1 iae t er , Charlie X-ray 51, 001, that's the
new load. ETC no change, EREP no change, Drawer A configura-
tion, the only change ia in A2 . Tranaporter 05, Charlie
India 127, 34 percent, Charlie India 93.

cc Okay, I think we've got all that, Bill.
Thank you very much. And we're ready with the evening ques-
tions and then the news if we can squeeze then in here. Over

p LT Rog, go.
cc Okay, on the urine dumps - using the urine

dump system. What urine bag configuration has beer, used for
dumping the urine the day before the urine dump problem occurre
Are you - were you dumping one bag at a time, or dumping
three bags, simo, and is this the configuration you've been
using for dumping urine all along. Over.

CDR We've been going three bags simo ever
since the first day .

CC Okay, have you disposed of today's urine
bags and if so, how ?

CDR We haven't done it yet. I guess we'll
put them down the trash airlock.

cc Okay, you're go to use the urine dump
system if you desire .

CDR Okay, let's give it a try

.

cc Okay, great. For the SPT, the polar
plumes that you were looking for in shopping list item 14
are roughly 30 to 60 arc seconds wide and 2 :o 3 arc minutes
long as seen In XUV . They ' re probably best detected in
magnesium X with a contrast ratio - or magnesium 10 I guess
it Is - the contract ratio of about 2 to 1 against the corona.
They extend from the limb In a radial direction at a height
of 20 arc seconds. You might expect the count rate to go
for about 10 to 20 in a broader diffuse maximum as vou alt-w
across the plume. They may originate an bright XUv' points In
the polar holes or may be loops associated with polar filament
seen in pro j ec tion . In any case, they'll probably be difficult
to find. Ove r .

SPT Roger, Bruce.
CC For the CDR and the PLT. From the voice

transcripts, it's not clear that you're running the S183
DAC for 1 second after sunset before the first exposure and
for L second before sunrise following a last exposure. The
reason that we're doing this and have this In the procedure
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is due to the possibility of light leakage through or around

the DAC shutter to prevent the previously exposed frames
from becoming light struck or to prevent you from trying put

data on film that had been damaged previously by being exposed

to light . Over .

PLT Roger , Bruce , we have been doing that

with - Jer'a been doing it all the time. I think I have
slipped up a couple of times. One of the reasons 1 think that

does not appear on the tape is in - because sometimes we don't

turn the recorder on at a consistent time. I think I've been

a little bit remiss on that and I'll try to Jo a better job on

that. But I think that we've been getting chat most all the

time, I'll watch it very carefully in the future.
CC Say, we weren't trying to place the

finger at. anybody. It was Just for understanding here.
PLT No that's a good question.
CC On the S233 bracket for photography. Is

that still attached to the S3 window. We want to know be-

cause we're going to start up again on mission day 54.

PLT Bruce, all that is is a cludgily universal
mount installation. It's no big deal.

CC Is it still there?
FLT Negative .

CC Okay -

PLT It was in the way

.

CC Okay, thank you. (Sneeze) Bill, for you.

During your T002 run, or data derived from a standard devia-
tions achieved were, 38, 24, 10, and 16 arc seconds. And
these are considered to be excellent - in fact you're doing
exceptionally veil. We do have a couple of suggestions that

may make things a little easier for you and help out a bit

further. To prevent having to rush between tne sightings,
you can take fever points during the same interval especially
durinR zero bias. An/ to alleviate the awkwardness of having

co rotate your body * :; cake sightings, you may rotate the

instrument eyepiece Instead. Over. ».

PLT That's neat , I didn't know that.
CC Yeah, Instead of turning the world, turn

the eyepiece I guess. And for - again for you with respect

to TV 107. Were all the segments A, B, C, D, and E covered
today? We've not seen them all on TV, we're Just wondering
about this -

PLT Let's see, I forget exactly - I don't -

have the book right in front of me. I did not do the one tn

the slides because I didn't have tne zeppelin (?) squeezed
out. I did the TV on - I think it was - A, B, and D. Let ae

check the book, just a second.
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PAO This is SkyJab Control we've gone out

of .range now of the Bermuda tcacking station. And we're
,

about 7-1/2 minutes away fron acquiring at Ascension. Th*t

will be a low-elevation pass, relatively short duration of

about 5 minutes or so. During that time we will have the
,

private medical conference with the crew. And that will

be the last station pass where we're - we would expect to

have coBBunicat ions with the crew before they begin their

scheduled sleep period. Beginning at 8:15 cental standard
time we'll be - begin bringing in tho t'irSv load of television
from the onboard tape recorder. The crew Mas loaded
approximately 20 minutes of TV107 the fluid mechanic.!

demontration and approximately 8 or 9 minutes of television
of the plant growth exper imatit . And that TV is scheduled

to be brought into Houston beginning at 8:15 with another
segment coning in at 8:45 and the final segrent .scheduled

to be brought in beginning at 9:30. This is ?kylab Control

at 1 hour 27 minutes fireenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAQ , This is Skyiab Contrcl. We're coming up on
Aacci.sion, which will b« the station over which the dally
medical conference with the crew will be conducted. And
this if also scheduled to be the last station of the day
over which we h*ve routine communications with the Skyiab
crew, jj has bean the practice, the hour prior to beginning
th*lr sleep period, they will be left undisturbed with
routine commun i c a t i ons . The sleep period scheduled to begin
at 9:00 p.m. Houston time. At the conclusion of our last
Stateside pass through Bermuda, Jerry Carr advised thai the
most recent attempt to use the urine dump system had failed.
After dumping a small amount of urine through the orifice, it
again plugged up and there is no further explanation at this
point as to what the problem might be.

cc Skyiab , thi 9 is Houston. Over.
CDR Roger , Bruce.
CC Roger. Thank you. Hey, just a quick

one for Ed, wo were having cojo problems on the evening status
report. Thank him for bearing with us and repeating the report.
For the PLT , It looks like TV 107 Bravo is the item you were
talking about not completing wit!, the slide. U that ccrrctt?

PLT Thai's affirmative.'':! guess you didn't
read that. I gave it to you Just as you were going over the
hill.

CC And you got all the rest of it, right?
PLT Yes I did, Bruce, within the constraints

of my ability.
CC No, hey, we're Just - I'm just asking them

fast here. U.> got 35 seconos to LOS. For the CDR, did you
notice any unusual amount of air in the urine bags that you
tried to dump this raorn'.ng? Any contaminants and we're sending
you a teleprinter nessjge tonight of the alternate technique for
urine bag preparation you can use if the probe doesn't work
in the morning. And we're trying to work In a urine probe
changeout sometime tomorrow, probably during the period of
time blocked out for TV 107 A and B for the PLT and letting-'"'
him finish up TV 107 in the other part of that period. i) v .. r .

CDR Hey, Bruce, the urine systim dumped all
7000 milliliters in about 5 minutes. It Just brole loos.* ,,,1(1

let go.

CC Hey , that ' s good news

.

n.T We think so too.
CC You can relax now, Bill.
CDR Bruce, wc have a question on the heaters

now. Is there any possibility of damage at all by leaving
then on forever? .

CC No, leave them or. forever, or at least
until the end of the mission. And after 02:00 here, we won't
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b« calling you again. Slesp is at 03:00. If you want us,
put 10,000 DO NOT ENTER on the DAS. Over. .

'-OK Okay. Fine, Bruce. And how about
Runt toning to the guy who's got the duty in the morning that
(u i at I c) nornlng (static)

CC Didn' t copy

.

PAO Sky lab' a now out of range of the Ascension
tracking station. That'* the last scheduled comnun 1 c at ions
we'll be having with the crew tonight. They, as we said,
begin their sle*>p in a little over an hour, an hour and
20 Binutes at 9:00 p.m. And at the end of that pass Jerry
Carr reported that the urine system obstruction had apparently
Cleared and the system was working all right at the present
time. At 1 hour 41 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is
Sky I ab Con t rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours
3 minutes Greenwich mean time. We're coming up on the
Carnarvon tracking station. We don't expect any convert
satlon with the crew over this station. But we do have
about an hour lemalnlng before the crew begins their
sleep period. And we'll have the line up over Carnarvon
in case there Is any unfinished business that the crew
wishes to bring up -should they desire to initiate
conversation with the ground. We also have the mission
surgeon's dally report on crew health. The report reads
follows. Crew health is still good. The pilot will be
taking another sleeping medication tonight to insure
sleep stabilization. The concludes t\'e mission surgeon'*
dally report prepared by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky.

PAO This Is Skylab Cont rol . Skylab out
of range of Carnatvon, and no conversation with the crew
through Carnarvon. And we'll take the line down at this
point for the remainder of the night. Should wc receive
*ny communication from the crew we'll replay that, bring
the line back up and stand by fur any further live
conversation. Although as mentioned previously we don't
expect to hear from them for the remainder of the night.
This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 15 minutes Greenwich
meantime.

ENO OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control at li hours 14 minute*
Greenwich mean tine, Skylab space station it about to be
acquired through the tracking ship Vanguard. We're 52 sec*
onda from acquisition there where we'll have an 11 minute
pass, the first of several passes as space station novas up
towards the northeast across Ascension, Canary Island, and
Madrid's area of range. On duty here in Mission Control is
Plight Director Charles Lewis and the Spacecraft Connunican
tor is Hank Hartsf leld . This is the morning wakeup call to
the crew, although they are scheduled for a wakecp this
morning at H 1 00 Greenwich mean I: ime . We'll bring tha line
up live now for air»to»ground through Vanguard.

CC (Muslct Medley, Herb Alpert and the
Ti juanna Brass)

CC Skylab, Houston. Good morning to you.
CDR Good morning to the Bronze and the Brass.
CC Rog. Hey, you got us s eig(?) down

here just before you went LOS lasr. evening. You said something
about pass something to rhe - whoever relieved Bruce and we
listened to that thing over and over. We still haven't figured
it out . What did you tell him?

CDR Oh, wa mlssedthe news last night, Hank,
and wWe're wondering if we might have a little morning news.

CC Okay. How about I read It up to you at
Ascension? ts that all right? .

CDR That *d be great. .

CC Okay. We're about 40 seconds from LOS

.

We'll be coming up on Ascension at 28. That's about 3 min-
utes from now, and we aloo plan to dump the recorder there.

SPT Morning , Hank

.

CC Good morning.
PLT Morning , Hank

.

CC Morning , Bill

.

CC (Music)

END OP TAPE
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CC (Music)
PAO Skylab Control at 11 hour* 27 minutes

Greenwich nean time. Skylab space station la now going
over the hill at Vanguard. We're 1 minute and 23 seconds
from acquisition at Ascension. Morning wakeup, Tijuana Brass
medley, to which the crew replied the bronze and the brass.
The Bronze team came on duty here in Mission Control with
Flight Director Charles Lewis and Spacecraft Communicator Hank
Martsf leid . Mlartsf leld will be reading up the news at the
Ascension pass which Is now just a minute away, the crew indi-
cating that they didn't get enough of the news last night

.

They wanted to catch up with what's going on down here in
tlit world below them. We're now about 53 seconds from ac-
quisition at Ascension, This pass through Ascension Is one
of a series of passes. We'll be at Ascension, Canary Island,
and Madrid with acquisitions lasting for almost 19 minutes.
We'll leave the line up live now for air-to-ground through
the stations. There'll be breaks of about 30 to 40 seconds
between each pass.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're back with you
through Ascension for 10 minutes, and we'll be dumping a

recorder .

CDR Roge r .

CC Okay. I'll give you a little news it

you want to listen up. We all moved our clocks ahead here
a few hours back. At 02:00, It became 03:00. The switch to
daylight saving Is the first time the nation has gone all year
around daylight saving since World War II. It was proposed
by President Nixon and approved by Congress to help ease
the energy crisis. However, several of the states are
exempt. Congress said Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, Puerto
Rico, and most of Indiana are - are exempt. Arizona, parts
of Kentucky, and the moutain times on areas of Idaho and
Oregon were exempted by Secretary of Transportation Claude
S. Brinegar acting for President Nixon. Cows it seems are
unofficially exempt . "When a cow gets off schedule you don't
fool around with her. They don't like that," says Mrs. Hillard
0. Curham whose husband is a owner of a Tennessee dairy farm.
"Mr. Durham will milk by the Sun and not the clock." Up to
16 Inches of snow fell in parts of Southern California early
Saturday stranding hundreds of travelers ,

v< Hardes t hit was
the town sunnily called Palmdale, north of Los Angeles.
Some 200 motorists and five busloads of persons stranded
there Friday night were led toward Los Angeles by four snow
plows. More then 200 cars were pulled from the record snow
on California 14 in the Newhall, Lancaster area, and then
the other motorists abandoned their vehiclis and made way by
foot. Hundreds of other persons were trapped by mud slides
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unleashed by heavy rain on Topanga Canyon Boulevard, 40
•ilea from downtown Los Angeles. And In Boston, « truck
backed up to a stately apartment building on Coamonvea 1 th
Avenue recently and swished 3 tons of coal down a chute Into
the basement. Buildings on the treo-lined Street gave up their
coal furnaces years ago but the converted Victorian townhouje
has 18 places and its owner wants the tenants to have a way
to keep warn if the oil furnace runs dry. Similar fears of
the petroleum shortage have stirred up iong*lo§t business for
retail coal dealers, a trade that's been in nonstop decline
Since World War II. Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
says he thinks the Israeli cabinet now will be ready to make
a formal presentation In Geneva for the disengagement of Israeli
and Egyptian forces near the Sue* Canal. "I'm going home and I

do hope that the cabinet will be in a position to form something
concrete,". Day*n reported after a 4 -hour meeting Saturday
with Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger. It was their
second meeting at the State Department in 2 days. Kissinger
called the talks very constructive and very useful and said
he remains hopeful about the prospects for agreement in
Geneva between Egypt and Israel. The Secretary indicated
the differences between the U.S. and Israeli positions
have narrowed. Here's a little item from Michigan . William
E. Street, a smooth talker whose exploits have included
conning the Detroit Tigers into a tryout in 1971, got caught
trying to get a straight Job. Street was picked up Friday
while seeking a job at the Michigan Employment - Employment
Security Commission. Police officials said Street was a
fugitive from Southern - a southern Michigan prison at
Jackson. A spokesman said he escaped October 20 at - while
serving a 1 to 20 year sentence for an extortion attempt
against the wife of Tiger left fielder Willie Horton. In
the spring of 1971, Street showed up at the Tiger training
camp in Lakeland, Florida, posing as a pro football player,
Jerry Levlas . He was granted a tryout but when the real
Levias saw the wire story he quickly oalled the Tigers from
his Texas - Texas home and exposed Street. In 1972 Street
used a University of Michigan football heiraet earl - easily
recognizable with its distinct maize and blue-striped design
to help talk his way into the training camp of the North-
South College All Star football gams at Miami. That time
his lack of athletic talent quickly gave him away. Last fall
he was arrested at Detroit's Pord Hospital posing as a doc-
tor and his probation was revoked. Officials said he had
bean showing up at the state employement office nearly every
2 weeks since his escape, where unsuspecting aides were trying
to find him a job. And here's a story dateline New York. Fat me
don't fare well in landing higher-paying executive Jobs,
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CC . . and overindulgence. Wh*n Important

high paying jobs are at stake and candidate* are under close

acruting, the overweight are lees likely to be hired or piomoted

into them, he said. Half who i* 5'10" and weigh* 150 lbs, said

his agencies frequently are asked specifically for slim Job

candidates, but remembers only one company in 25 years that

wanted a plump executive. This company was a maker of

outsize apparel. So, it looks like for us as long as we

stay slim there's hope and if we get overuelght we find the

right apparel maker.
CDR I didn't realise the food folks are

doing us a favov .

PLT Thank you , Hank , that '» good news

.

CC You're quite welcome.
CDR Hank, while we're discussing the lighter

a ide , I 've got a favor to ask

.

CC Co ahead .

CDR Could you take the flight - the Skylab

overflight time at angles by my house over the next month

and this la overflight visible from Austin, for Bill?

CC Okay , Ove r f 1 1 gh t t lmes , ove r Aus t in

.

CDR Af f i rma t ive

.

CDR Thank you very much.
CC Okay , vil 1 do . <

CC Skylab, Houston. We didn't get to your

news last evening because we ruri (sic) Into this hour where we

agreed not to bother you. How do you feel about getting the

news during the presleep or postsleep period in this hour

when we 're not supposed to bug you?
SPT Well, actually 1 think, In the morning

during this hour when we're eatlnR is a good time anyway.

CC Okay, you'd prefer the news In the morn-

ing then?
SPT Sure, t hat 'd be fine.
CC Okay, why don't we plan on doln* it that

way , then?
SPT Real good

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We' 11 see you again at Guam at 12.

CDR So long; , Hank .

PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 4 7 minutes

43 seconds Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now

out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid. 25 minutes

to our next acquisition at Guam. Astronauts Jerry Carr, F.d

Gibson, and Bill Pogue today will spend about 24 hours collect-

ing scientific data that ranges from photography of the coinet

Kohoutek to a 7 100-mlle-long Earth resources survey. In
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addition to the final ATM observations of Kohoutek, Identified
as JOP 18D, that's achadulad for early thia evening, there will
5w ?^,* xp

*l
iu9nK * 0( 8063 •t»oepherlc oparatlona and also a

TV 107 a acheduled for today and tone TV 77, which la crew
activities. There are alau acheduled four - four to five oppor-tunities for handheld photography, two of which are formally
scheduled and threa of which are optional activities for the

SoS; J !
y E * rth r «» ource « P«». although identified as

21
•

l> ln f »ct the eighteenth resources pass of thecurrent aisaion. This is Skylab Control. It's now 49 minutesafter r.he hour ,

END OF TAPE
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j»A0 Skylab Control at 12 hours 11 alnutsa

Greenwich msan time. Skylab space station la now off the

coast of China, about to be acquired through the tracking

antenna at Guam. 50 second* to acqulaltlon of signal at

Guam. The pass through Guam will last about 10 minutes,

and the crew has been awakened - as of about now, Just about

an hour .
, „

'

CC Sky lab, Houston 5
through Guam for

9*1/2 minutes

.

CDR Howdy , Hank .

Cc Skylab, Houston. I only have two sm»ll

Flight Plan Items for you this morning: one for the CDR 1 a -

a comment to CDR's details, and the other a small change to

the PIT's photo pad, whenever it's convenient.

SpT Go ahead , Hank , we ' re listening.

cc Okay, for the CDR. At 19:30 he's doing

the S063 prep, and we failed to note In his details that h.-

will need the PLT's pad, ops pad, to do that. And that - H1.1t s

his numbers 52 24

.

SPT Okay, he's got that.

CC And for the PLT . Based on the - what we

got on the dump tape on our completion of part of TV 107,

when we made up the photo pad we thought he had it all to do

yet. So, to change that to •• to be correct, we need to make

it TV 107-B only. And he'll only need 2 percent for that. And

we'd like to use transporter 08, and It's in A-4

.

SPT Hold on a minute, Hank, please.

PLT Okny, Hank, let's see now, this Is on

message 5209 Alfa. That'll be TV 107 Bravo only, and how

much percent ?

CC Roger . 2 percent, Bill. And we want you

to use transporter A In A-4.

cc We copied last night that you had completed

TV 107-A. And so we need to just change this pad and take that

Into account . , . .

PLT That's affirmative} took mv Juki a while

to find it. I got it now. 2 percent required, and transporter

08 In Alfa 4

.

CC That's correct, Bill. Thank you.

cc And, PLT
,
Houston; we'd like h>r you to

hold up on the TV 105. You indicated that you vert' going to

take a few more pictures. Vr'd like for you to leave the

slat where it is and let »s take a look at our film budget

before you do that.
PLT Willco, Hank. That 's white on white or

clear on clear crystal and liquid. And boy, it's really hard
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to get that thing to show up in photograph*. But three moreight not be any better, eo I think your decision's a good
one .

CC Ok.ty , we copy that.
8PT Hank, I have a queation about TV 77 and

your permanent general message number 26 related to It. I
could do aome of that today, but I need to know by what tine
you would need it and also how much VTR tin:* would be available

.

cc Okay, we'll work that for you, Jerry.
SPT Thank you, Hank.
CDR Houaton, CDR. We found that TV data

on my pad .

Ty J
c

-
05t *y we copy . You talking about TV 1 -

CDR That's affirmative. That van Ed talking
to you a ninute ago, and I've got the 77 data on my pad.

CDR And, Hank, on TV 104, I'm not going to
be ready to do that today. I'd liki to - that's already on
our shopping list. I'd like you, the folks on the ground
Just to drop that and we'll get it as soon as we're ready.'
Little bit of information I wonder if you might teleprinter
up to Bft when it's convenient, and that la the diameter of
the wheel and the weight of the - of the CMC. Also the
speed, wheel speed.

CC Okay, we '11 do it

.

END OF TAPE
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' ' CC Skylab, Hous ton. * We're 1 minute from LOS

.

'<
• ' - > Vanguard will be coming up at 52:31 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control at 12:23 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station is now out of range of Guam. Our
next acquisition is 29 minutes away . In thi«j last pass Jerry
Car r indicaced that he'd like the infora - some information
on control moment gyroscopes, their size, weight, and speed.
He hopes to use this/ no doubt, in his TV 104 which is behavior
of a gyroscope in zero gravity. He also indicated that he'd
like the TV 104 to be postponed until the crew has a chance
to get at it. Astronauts Carr, Gibson, and Pogue will uake
a 7 100-mi le- long survey of the earth early this afternoon.
The crew will be photographing and gathering electronic data
on lest areas from the Pacific coast of Mexico to just west of
France. The Earth study will focus on Mexican agriculture
and land use planning, weather conditions over the Cheaspeake
Bay area along the Atlantic Coast, and the ocean surface
conditions beneath the space station. This evening Skylab
chief scientist Ed Gibson will make his final observations
of the comet Kohoutek through the large solar telescopes.
Although the comet is now too dim for Instruments designed
to study the Sun, a serien o f more sensitive devices will
continue to record the changes as Kohoutek moves further {sic]•out into space. This is Skylab Control. 28 minutes to the
next acquisition. It's now 24 minutes and 41 seconds after
the hour. Skylab Control at 12 hours 51 minutes Greenwich
mean time. The Skylab space station is now 55 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the Vanguard tracking ship.
This 9-1/Z-minute pass has a handover just about completed here
in Mission Control. Hank Hear ts fie Id, just completing his
tour, and spacecraft communicator will be replaced, as will
flight director Charles Lewis, who is now completing a
handover. We'll bring the line up live now for Vanguard pass
lasting about 9-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab Houston, through Vanguard for
9-1/2 minutes.

CDR Hello Hank.
i'LT Hi, Hank. What's the weather forecast for

our EREP track?
CC Okay, stand by one and I'll get the latest.
CC Skylab Houston, regard to the weather for

your ERKP today, it looks like down in the Mexico irea there -

it's 0 to 3/10 coverage, and pretty much scattered ni-ro»«
the Gulf. Once you roach the Continental US, though, going
along the East Coast there, it's almost totally overcast
until you reach Newfoundland. Newfoundland is scattered and then
you get ovorcast again across the North Atlantic. Of course,
some of the things we're interested in is - in the north
Atlantic. And all over to where the track ends around
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Spain, and you have A - to 7/10 there now. : We're due to get
another weather update here In a couple of hours and we can
update then. '

,

CDR Thank you Hank.
CC Houston, we're 30 seconds from LOS, Canarle

will be coming up at 12, and that's about 11 nlnutes from now.
We'll be handing over to the purple gang and we'll say so
long to you from the from the bronze boys for a couple of
days.

CDR So long, bronze boys. Have a good vacation.
SPT So long. Enjoy it

.

PA0 Sky lab Control at 13 hours 3 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station has passed out of
range of the tracking antenna on the ship Vanguard. Our next
acquisition is 9 -1/2 minutes away at Canary Island.
During this last pass Hank Hartsfield, completing his tour
of duty, was reading up the weather forecast for today's Earth
resources pass. Weather very excellent again over Mexican
sites, where land use planning and agricultural research are
under way. And also generally scat - it's partly cloudy over
the Gulf of Mexico; and over the East Coast of the United States
it varies from partly cloudy to overcast with heavy cloud
cover over the North Atlantic and then a break in the cloud
at - in the area of Newfoundland, where it's clear, and also brc
in the clouds off the coast of France, at the very end of the
Earth resources pass today.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
x

- pass Hank Hartsf ield, concluding his

tour of duty, was reading up the weather forecast for today's

Earth resources pass. The weather very excellent again

over Mexican sites, where land use planning and agri culat ur al

research are under way, and also generally a sketc - partly

cloudy over the Gulf of Mexico and over the East Coast of

the United States it varies from partly cloudy to overcast

with heavy cloud cover over the North Atlantic and then a

break in the cloud at - in the area of New Foundland, where

it's clear, and also a break in th he clouds off the coast of

France at the very end of the Earth resources pass today.

One of the primary activities of course is to study weather

conditions so that heavy cloud cover does not necessarily
prove to be a disadvantage for some of the 9tudies going on

today. Also, earlier today Gerald Carr asked for information
on the control moment gyroscope's size of the wheels, the

weight and speed of the CMC rotors, the spinning part of the

control moment gyroscope that provides attitude control,

and that information will be provided to the crew very shortly.
The CMG rotor weighs 63.5 kilograms, or 14 0 pounds. It runs

at about 9000 rpms, revolutions per minute, and Its 'diameter

is approximately z?ro - is approximately 559 millimeters, or

about a little over half a meter, 22 inches in diameter.
This is Skylab Control 8 minutes to our next acquisition.
It's now i* minutes and 40 seconds after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 13:11 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station has now Just crossed the equator,
and we're coming withlng range of the tracking antenna at

Canary Island. This pass through Canary Island will last

10 minutes. It'll be an overlapping pass, continuing through
Madrid for a total of approximately 15 minutes. Spare com-

municator now on duty here In Mission Control is Dick Truly,

having taken handover from Hank Hartsfleld, and the flight

director now replacing Charles Lewis is Phil Shaffer. We're

live for air-to-ground at Canary Island.
CC Skylab, Houston.' Hello from the Purple

Gang again. We got you at Canary Islands and Madrid for 13

minutes

.

CDR Hello, Phil, Richard, and gang.

CC How you guys doing this morning? Off to

a good start?
CDR Yes. So far, so good.
CC (Garble.)
SPT Just finished up our documentary photos,

Richard.
CC Very good. Good aorning, Ed. How* re you

doing ?
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SPT Pretty good. Thought we were going to
run Into a snag. Jerry did a lot of shaving. I didn't
have any whiskers.

CC Eve rybody ' 8 got a problem this morning.
CDR ; We solved it by covering me up with

shaving cream and Ed got the photos.
CC Go, Ed.
SPT Say, we'll try to get about 15 minutes

worth of TV 77 on the VTR for you before 23:00. Is that
about what you folks are thinking?

CC Stand by a second. SPT, wh 11 e the IN CO

'

checking that, your phone call today is set up later on, Just
for your p lann ing purposes , at 22:10 Zulu.

SPT Thank you, Dick

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 seconds
from LOS. Honeysuckle comes up at - at 14:01, and you can
put TV 77 on the VTR at your convenience. (Garble)

SPT Okay, Dick. Do you have any kind of a

total time allotment for that?
CC 15 minutes I believe it's listed in - in

the CDR'8 detail pad. I think that's it. I don't have any
other information yet. We'll - we can talk about that before
Honeysuckle, though and I'll get you a straight answer.

SPT Okay, Dick. 15 ought to do it for sure.
If it's any less then that, let tne know. Thank you.

CC Yes . CDR' s detail says 15 - VTR 15 min-

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 27 minutes
42 seconds Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station In

now over eastern Europe out of range of the tracking antenna
at Madrid. Our next acquisition ie at Honeysuckle 33 minutes
from now. During this last pass crew has indi - indicated
that they completed their documentary photos this morning
and that TV 77 will be put on the VTR by 23:00 Creenwich
mean time, according to the Science Pilot. That was checked
out with the technical communications officer here in Mission
Control and, since he has to keep track of the videotape
recorder performance and dump the tape at various ground
stations, it had to be approved by him. He did give an okay
for that and time is available for the VTR to be filled with
TV 77, which is crew activities. This is Skylab Control.
It's now 28-1/2 minutes after the hour.

END Of TAP F
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PA0 - 15 hours Greenwich mean time. The
Skylab space station is now within acquisition of signal at
Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Pass through Honeysuckle will
last about 7-1/2 minutes. The spacecraft communicator is

'

Dick Truly . v;
cc Skylab, Houston. AOS Honeysuckle for

6 mi nu tes .

cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds
from LOS. Canary Islands comes up at 14:52. See you then.

CDR Roger, Dick. And would you send us up

24°Alfa?
COPy ° f general rae88a 8 c * permanent general message

CC Sure will, Jerry.
PA0 Skylab Control at 14 hours 9-1/2 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is over iNew
Zealand out of range of the tracking antenna At Honeysuckle
Creek. Our next acquisition Is 42 minutes away at Canary
Island. During this last pass Jerry Carr asked the ground
to provide him with another copy of one of the permanent
general messages that are kept on file in the Sky] ab space
station. Like many of these messages they've been clipped up
and used on various instruments around the space station,
and perhaps one of them has been damaged and for that reason
will be replaced by a teleprinter. 41-1/2 minutes to our
next acquisition. 10 minutes and 12 seconds after the hour
tThis is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 14 hours 50 minutes

50 seconds Greenwich mean rime. Skylab space station <s

I™
8e

£
0
??f 5

r °m acquisition of signal through Canary

Ha I/a <?V u"
OVfcrl «PPin8 Pass through Canary island

' D? '
u ," !!i ^ 13 -mute.. The spacecraft L-unlc.toris Dick Tiuly. Bring the line up live now for air-to-groundthrough Canary Island and Madrid for the next 13 minutfs

•

Ma , ,
Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Canary and

antler
° ln

,

ute8
'

And ending up this pass a cop -another copy of the permanent general message 24 Alfa and
?

also some information you requested on the CMC wheel.
w,, v< T

C
£

' „ Skylab, Houston; we ' re AOS Canary andMadrid for about 9 minutes. Understand you called and Idldn t hear you here in Houston. Go ahead.

atu
S?T

L
Hello, Dick. I MAS telling you wo have th f >ATM on the VTR for this pass an d also TV 77.

cc Okay , thank you.

thor />
C

, ,

Skylab, Houston; for your information,here , on y about 3 minutes left on the VTR. We're goingto be dumping that at. our first opportunity, but that probiblvmeans that you probably should not use the VfR until your
>

next regularly scheduled time, which is an ATM pass atabout 28. It's the ATM d.,yli 8ht cycle, it s t ar t ,\ t 20 : 2 9 .

,
'

,

Okay, Dick, you said we should net useit until that time. Is that correct?
L

.

C
f ,

Veah, that's what we'd suggest. There'sonly about 3 minutes remaining to the end of tape now'CC Skylab, Houston; 45 seconds from LOS.Carnarvon comes up at 15:31. We're going to dump the data

llrt I 5°r?
er

.

at
?
arnarv *n

>
An <* Bill Lenoir will benere, and that's the scheduled ATH conference site.

SPT Thank you, Dick.
Roger. See you then.

tin, Th, *v , k
SkyUb Contro1 flt 15:04 Greenwich meantine. The Skylab space station Is out of range of Madrid.
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heated over the next two days. ;u All of the new apace products
will be returned to the Earth for scientific analysis when the
crew splashes into the Pacific on February 8th. Bill Pogue
reported an invention all his own this morning in a television
demonstration of the behavior of liquids in space. Pogue
became the first astronaut to drink water directly from an
open cup. Pogue's shallow space drinking cup holds water in by
surface tension, working as well as gravity-dependent glasses
do here on Earth. There's an Earth resources pass scheduled
for today. That Earth resources pass will cover an area
approximately 1700 miles long. It begans early in the after-
noon. The crew will be photographing and gathering electronic
data on test areas from the Pacific coast of Mexico to lust
west of France. The Earth study focuses on Mexican agriculture
and land use planning, weather conditions over the Chesapeake
Bay, ocean surface conditions in the North Atlantic. And
later in the day the final observations of the comet Kohoutok
to use the large space telescopes of the solar array will
be made by Ed Gibson. The comet's now becoming too dim to
be viewed with the solar instruments, and for that reason more
sensitive devices will be used through the scientific airlock
to photograph the comet. 24 minutes to our next acquisition
of signal. 6 minutes and 48 seconds after the hour, this
is Sky 1 ab Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ;
; Sky lab Control at 15:30 Greenwich mean

time. ' Skylab space station Is now about to be acquired .

through the tracking antenna at Carnarvon, Aus t r a 1 i a . Th 1

s

pasa through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle will be a very lengthy
one lasting 15-1/2 minutes. Space station now over Jc/u is
within acquisition .

MCC Sky lab , Houston with the ATM conference
for about 8-1/2 minutes.

SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. Let me just start off here with

some solar update words. I don't have too much here to
talk about this morning so we'll get into the solar update.
The prominence 72 is intermittently active, especially the
south part that's at about north 10, and even though we
don't admit to it, on the orbits that Jerry will be doing
later, our JOP 26, the .subject is prominence 72, altough we've
got pad pointing, aid I give you that Just for your information.
Prominence 74, which is down at around, oh, looks like about 240
on the limb, is intermittently active. It's officially
called an active prominence region, although there, again
there's not too much really going on there. To give you an
indication of how dull the Sun really is now, your siting
of active region 15 was recorded in the local press here
and reading it, it indicated that it was more then it has
really turned out to be. The next thing coming up is active
region 97, which was in a state of decline as it went over
the west lirab. We do not expect too much to happen there.
The next really significant things are coming back In '*

or 5 days when the active longitudes really begin to
come around. From the present time to the end of the nomi-
nal 84-day mission you have now approximately one more solar
rotation to go, so on the average we'll be looking at things
for the last time around here. And that's about all I 'vc
got to say this morning, here, on tin- Sun. Let me pass It

to you for sone comments and I'll then get Into a few other
Items.

ST'T Okay, That'w the one teanon I made i In-

continent about let's make sure we get the flare program worked
out because we only have one no -c crack at - lookB like the
Herman (?) longitude. I guess the whole longitude is Just
coraina around the corner. Maybe that's the one I'm associ-
ating with active region 15. I'm wondering what the 55
people had to sty about the relatively high intensities which
I got, which I managed to find up there in the corona about
60 arc-seconds out. I did get my GRATING AUTO SCAN a llttl*
over 1, perhaps closer to 2, as well as the MIRROR AUTO RASTERS.
I was wondering what they had seen there, whether it was lotps
or whether it was an Isolated location. We also saw surge
there (?) that day, so maybe it's not quite as dull as we might
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initially think, And thirdly, we'vt got JOP 18Ds and I'm
wondering how many more of these we'll be doing. The point-
ing will have to all be done either straight from off the strap
down or using the planet Venus. We won't be able to home
in on it as well as we have before because I - I don't think
I could see it today. I really wa3 lucky yesterday. And
lastly, before I forget it, I'd like to think all the (garble)
people in the back room who have been doing such an excellent
Job of giving us information every day on the pad as well
as the update, and also, some of those cheerful comments
they've been putting in there . We 've appreciated all/and
they're doing great work

.

MCC Okay, Ed. Thanks a lot for the comments.
Let me just take them in inverse order here. On the JOP 18
Delta, today is the last one. We will not be doing any
more. On the 55 results from yesterday, they don't at this
time know any more about it then you do in as much as the
data has not come out of the recording and transcription
system here, so they have not had a ti - chance to look
at it. That usually takes about 48 hours. And we are
met- ting today - this afternoon, as a matter of fact, to map
out our strategy for the active longitude passage from east
limb over to passage of central meridian, so that we're
looking ahead about 10, 10 days to 2 weeks. I'll report
to you tomorrow on what we mapped out as our final strategy
and what happens at the request that we put in because of
that to the science planning session tonight. So I should
have more to tell you on that tomorrow.

SPT Okay. I'm sure there'll be a time
period in there in which the flare probabilities are rela-
tively high, like that two - or three-day period which we went
through just a short while ago, and at that time I would think
it would be probable to spend a good part of our time in flare
wait and try to get some priority put on that relative to
other things so that we can stand a good chance of getting
a flare rise,

M(;c Okay. Thank you. and I'll certainly
put that input in today as the SPT Input to the plan-
ning here and I'm sure you'll have some help from some of
the other experiments. I've got a question for you on the
JOP Summary Sheets that came up yesterday on the 54 changes,
and the status of those changes, and in particular on JOP 1
Bravo. Not JOP 1 Bravo, building block 1 Bravo, JOP 6,
which is page 10-23. I don't know if you've got the JOP
sheets handy or not.

SPT I have it right in front of me. Go
ahead.
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, ,

SPT Okay. It's a MS blank, S-l, start be-
8
{nnlnj a start at the end for 17 minutes and let .

JO? ! lot r?m, that ^ ° nti 36 vel3L SS the one over o*
8
?\I

lltel */°nf US ed, and that Is, I never gotahold of the second change which ia set up, I believe it waschanged, number 18, which contained both of those. Al 0 fhe other ones, which were on the one long change I hadthose down very meticulously and I thought that there wasonly one piece of paper associated witn it and never*otthe other one until Just a short while ago. I t ht nkve'vo got It all straigh'now, though.
.

Okay, fip.e, and then you - saying

when I was .akin* all those corrections.

Che poised change ^lu^ Ti^To T^l^lll ""V
but it should definitely come up this afternoon. Let mlapologize f or the delay on that. And I have a ques ion Athe sane tl«e we talked about that, you men t i oned a 5 5 i i nt

°t ";n B

prZ a

t

,

< :
nd 1 """Pr.t.d tha't at tliTtU w h fthinking about it a« sosething in the shopping list and

o me H ?
y

.

n°; es ™* the downlink tape'are'conJus

i

to me: and , :u8t need you to tell me all over again -Ltyou were Hiding about.
"gain -nat

it's called I'd ^v?T'
THe

r"
18 !7,lnUirab "an I believe

-
PtogM,, v,ierc we irnve 1 arc-second at a

fcoth ,, ut «n -ore.
'

,

' 11 dl * ,hcm

ag^in l' t | llf , . , .

J
r.!

%

;
'° l,<

. "\ t,,U
«?

u rrniion it

At



cally thick in Lyman~aloha , which is almost contradictory.
By asking you to find it in H-alpha, if you could see it
it's almost certainly thick in Lyman Alfa, but what - -

END OF TAPE
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,
^ MCC v.. ....... - - confusing to me and I just need you

to tell me all over again what you vere talking about. v '

SPT Okay.? There is mini-limb scan, I believe
it's called. I'd have to pull it out and dig into it myself. :

Why don't we leave that as a subject till tomorrow and I'll
try to get you sonenoie definitive words on it . It's essen-
tially, the program where we move 1 arc second at a time.
And I believe we had something like that in both the shopping
list and in the JOP and I just about - I'll take then both
out and talk more about it tomorrow.

MCC Okay, good. Now that you've mentioned
it again, I think I know what you mean but let's bcth lo^k
at it - talk tomorrow then. And then I've got Just one last
point here which will probably work up as a shopping list
change if it sounds reasonable to you. 82B is interested in
looking at a weak prominence. Actually, what they're after
is they want to get the Lyman-alpha profile of a prominence.
So what they would like it to be is not optically thick in
Lyman-alpha which is aln.cst contradictory by asking you to '

find it in H-alpha; if you can see it, it's almost certainly
thick in Lyman-alpha. But what they're thinking of now is
to find a barely visible prominence in H-alpha, to point at
it and with the 101 flira, give them a SEQUENCE times a quarter -

We're having a handover here. Let tne give you a call on the
other side

.

MCC Okay, Ed. We're out on the other side.
If - at th» time you've got 101 film, they'd like the SEQUENCE
times a quarter and if we're back to the 104 film, then
Just a SEQUENCE NORMAL. And If that sounds reasonable r.o you,
we'll work it up with some words on a shopping list ar.d send
it up to you .

SPT Sure. That's good, Bill. I'm wondering
whether if you went to a prominence which you could see fairly
well and put the slit parallel to the fairly bright material
and then moved ao many arc seconds off to where you could not
see any material along your line of sight, whether that would
do It for them also?

MCC That's a good thought. Lot me mention
that to them. Another thought I had was to look along the
filament channel and what made it occur to me was when pomi-
r.ence-f ilament 59 blew off, you could - for the while 1 ! »b -

disk passage of that, you could see the filament channel ifhere
it was but you couldn't see any filament there. And likewise
when it got on the limb, you could not bee any prominence
material U,er»-. So that you night stand a good chance of
finding optically thin Lyman-alpha there where you actually
could not see anything in H-alpha. Let's work on that and
we'll send it up to you then.
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Yeah. That one, if it was optically thickor optically thin in Lymaa-alpha then you might have enough
Lytnan-alpha coming through from the background to obscurewhatever you're trying to see.

MCC Oh, yeah. I meant you'd have to wait tillit got over on the - on the limb as a prominence.
SPT Oh, I see. Okay. Very good
MCC okay, Ed, - - * *

SPT Okay, it looked -
Mcc That's all I had for today.
SPT Bill, you still with us?

, '

MC
,

C Yeah, I'm still here. That's all I hadfor today. You got anything else we need to talk about?
,

'
'

Not - noC Particularly. Let me justdescribe what I'm looking at in the XUV and WLC . In thewhite light coronagrapii, the structure's changed very littleexcept that the one streamer which we had at - about 9 o'clockis now pretty much subsided with a very thin one. I canbarely see that anymore now. We also have one which is overthere at 8 o cIock, above 15 - that appears quite a bit moreenhanced. One over at 2 o'clock is about the same. XUVmonitor - the only thing, of course, that show up are thefilament channel up there at the northeastern edge. We've got'

exceot
a

5or
V

?s
r

!h!°H
S

'U r °Ughly 6 « Ual intensifyexcept for. 15 which we're seeing on the li mb. So it appearsto be a little brighter. A good coronal hole in the southand I really don t see any other good many large size coronal

about ^
yWhere Glse

-
A cou P le of bri 8ht place but that's

0 >,
>iC

J
.

. c
0ka >'' fine

- We'll see that the backroomget's ahold of that for planning. Thank you.
SPT Thank you , Bill .

. ,

CC
.

Sky lab
,
Houston . The purple CAP COMM'sback with you. We've still got about 3 minutes left In thepass . Standing by

.

„. t

Sp T
. ,

Dlck
-

1 ^ink I owe you a couple of wordcon i'/ 77 tnat just came down.
SPT I looked at your - -
CC Okay, go ahead.

„,
SPT 1 looki '

1 a <= your general message 26 andthere were some good poir.ts raarie In that. So I went backthrough those sketches and updated them according to thosepoints. And on this TV 77 had gone through the full 9 yardsagain. I do not intend to do that every time but they didhave sone good ideas in there how to make it a little more

In'oneYi'g Z\\
^understandable. So all that's put together

, J

Hey
'

that 8<Junds re *l good, Ed and thatprobably will help it a bunch. Thank you much.
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During this pass, Bill Lenoir began I^tJ c"™r>rl "
"

solar instruments, pointing out to t cre£ he fa^tha"? „jux e clear to Ed Gibson that there's about on ao"re solar
rsoIar

n

ro?.?Jon
e

fro" £ ^l^^T^i^-

tape soL^'L" " "JM ?? ^,

our next acquisition of qion-i /t ,
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'

JI minutes to
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g
0nt ; 0 l!

minUt6S ^ " S6C ° nds
* " -
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PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 17 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station now over
Central America is about to be acquired through the tracking
antenna at Merritt Island, Florida. This pass through
Merrltt Island and Bermuda will last about 12 minutes.
We'll bring the line up live for air-to-ground here. Dick
Truly is the spacecraft communicator. The flight director
on duty is Phil Shaffer.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at MILA and
Bermuda for 12 minutes. And PLT

, Houston, when you're able
to, we'd like to have the DAS to do an outer gimbal backup.
PLT, Houston. Did you copy our request for the DAS?

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Bermuda for 9
minutes. How do you read?

PLT Read you 5 square. How do you
read Skylab?

• CC Read you loud and clear, Bill. We had
a little problem there with COMM through MILA. I'm reading you
okay now. We'd like to have the DAS if we could for a couple
of minutes and do an outer gimbal backup.

PI-T Rop . You go t it .

CC Thank you, sir. Skylab, Houston. The
DAS is yours. Thank you much.

.

'

_

PLT • Roger . .

"

CC Skylab, Houston. 1 had a few words here
that I'd like to visit with ju9t about anybody that could
talk to me here, if you have a time during one of these passes,
about some thermal conditioning of the spacecraft during the
nex t few days .

SPT Go ahead , Dick.
CC Okay, Ed. It turns out that in a few days

we're - we're going to be starting up turning on the interior
temperatures due to the Beta angle, and we think you cou -

you'll be money ahead if we can go ahead and start like to-
day in keeping some lights turned off in order to sort of
begin to cold soak (?) the vehicle, and we think this'll
probably buy you some degrees at the peak temperature when
we get to that. So what we suggest is is that you start today,
all three of you, in making sure that all the interior lights
that can be turned off and still allow you to do your work do
get turned off. In event that it gets so cold that you need
some warmth, we do not want you to turn off the OW's heat
exchangers. That would defeat our purpose, but use the
lights to turn them back on in order to, you know, get warm in
case the few extra clothes are not too convenient. I think
the end result will be that you'll be a lot more comfortable
when we get to the peak temperatures.
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SPT Okay, Dick. We'll go ahead and do that.
I'm sure there's lota of lights we could do without around
here, and why don't we Just go on through and see what the
bare minimum is

.

CC Okay. We - why don't you just do that
starting today, and also, I have a, while I'm talking to
you, I have a note for a pad that belongs to CDR and I'm not
sure where he is in his PT cycle, but it's a real simple
correction. You might pass it on to him or he might just
be listening. That is, it 's his VTS pad and there's a DAC maga-
zine listed on there that's Charlie Lim - Charlie Lima 10,
and it's listed as being located in Juliett 4, and that's
incorrect. It's located in Juliett 3 .

SPT Okay . He copies that . Thank ycu , Dick

.

CC Thank you .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds
from LOS. Madrid comes up about 4 minutes from now and
I'll call you then.

PLT Rog, Dick .

PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours 31 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is over the
North Atlantic. It's out of range of the station at Bermuda,
but our next acquisition is 2-1/2 minutes away at Madrid.
Madrid pase'll last a little over 8 minutes. And this -

during this la6t pass spacecraft communicator Dick Truly
informing the crew that they should begin turning down on
lights in the space station to reduce the temperatures.
The temperatures right now are very comfortable in the space
station; but during the next few days, as the Sun angle becomes
higher and the daylight periods become longer on the space
station, the total temperature is expected to go up substantially.
An earlier prediction indicated the maximum temperature could
reach a level as high as 83 degrees without turning out some
of the lights. So steps have been taken to reduce the
lighting and that will modify the temperature as the Sun angle
becomes greater. Present time the spacecraft has heated up
a little bit Just in the last day or so. It's presently - h.is

temperatures reading around 74 degrees, In the 73- to 74-degree
range, vith the highest reading inside 75. That's still very
comfortable, although yesterday it was about a degree or two
cooler then it is today. Then - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Present time the spacecraft has heated
up a little bit just in the last day or so. It's presently -

has temperatures reading around 7 4 degrees in the 73 and .....

74 degree range, with the highest reading inside 75. That's
still very comfortable although yesterday it was about a '.",<.'

degree or two cooler than it is today. Maximum period of

Sun angle is reached about January 18. So during the next
week and a half to 2 weeks we'll have higher temperatures
aboard the space station. That will be reduced somewhat by

keeping the lights turne^l down. One light system that will
not be turned down however, is the lights used to - for the

rice seeds that are being grown. Those were planted yesterday
as pai t of an experiment for West Point, Nebraska high school
student, Joel Wo r d okc amp e r . Of course that experiment, does
require a light for the rice seeds to grow and yart of the.
experiment is to determine what effect various light levels
will have on the rice seeds. We're 46 seconds from acquisition
of signal at Madrid. We'll bring the line up live for air-to-
ground there.

CC Skylab, Houston; Madrid for 8 minutes.
CDR Roger. <

,'

CC Skylab, Houston. 45 seconds to LOS.
Carnarvon comes up at 17:07 and we' re gonna dump the data
voice recorder at Carnarvon.

PAO Skylab Control at 16 hours, 42 minutes,
30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now
over eastern Europe out of range of the tracking antenna
at Madrid. 24 minutes till our next acquisition at Carnarvon,
Australia. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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; PAO Sky Lab Control at 17 hours 6 minutes
Greenwich aean time. Stcylab space station is now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal through the Carnarvon, Australia
tracking antenna. This pass through Carnarvon will last
about 9 minutes and 50 seconds, and we'll have about a 2-minute
loss of signal before we pick up at Honeysuckle Creek. We're
live now for air-to-ground at Carnarvon. '

CC Skylab, II ouston; Carnarvon for 10 minutes.
CUR Roger, Dick.
cc Skylab, Houston. First time it's handy

for somebody either litre at Honeysuckle or - correction, either
here at Carnarvon or at the upcoming Honeysuckle pass right
after this, I've got a REG ADJUST I'd like somebody to accomplish
for us prior to this ERF.P

.

CDR Go ahead, Dick.
CC Okay, first of all we're going to want

to return to our present settings after EREP, so what we'd
like you to do is mark the present position of - of the two
REG ADJUST pots . And then after you' ve done that , rotate
them clockwise about 22 - 20 degrees, and then after the
EREP, when we give you a holler to - we'll ask you - be asking
you to reset them. So it's 20 degrees clockwise on both of
them after marking them.

PLT Take a look at that, Dick.
CC Okay, sure will. Thank you, Bill.
CC Skylab, Houston; for the PL T . The - our

initial look at the REG ADJUST looks good. We will have to
take a look at it in sunlight, which is coming up in about
3 or 4 minutes. But prior to LOS Honeysuckle we should
have a good hack on it, but it looks good now. Appreciate it.
Also an update on the weather. It hasn't changed - our prediction
hasn't changed hardly at all (sic) since Hank talked to you
this morning, and that is mostly cloppered {?] conditions over
the East Coast. For your information, during your North Atlantic
overflight, thera is a large storm, one of the largest storms
that has occurred in the last several years, with wave heights
of up to 45 feet, in the North Atlantic, and so a good bit of
data there, the radiometer and altimeter will be on for
those purposes. But you will be seeing a lot of clouds
t oday .

CDR Roger, Dick. Does that storm show on your
satellite photo as a gre.it big swirl?

CC Jerry, we don't have a real recent satellite
photo of that area, so I can't really answer your question.

CDR Okay.
CC And , incl dentally , about 3 or 4 days ago
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some of the wave heights were - were reported at about
75 feet, so it's a real wing-dinger.™ R " ow

'

d y° u Hke to be out there in an LST.cc Not this sailor. ,

?LT Dlck
»

1 have reconfigured the downlink
*

a r An f ?
a\ SOOn te l^etry becomes available I would likea confirmation under the correct configuration.

CC °kay
, PLT, stand by.

Tn o a
"

•
Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute fromLOS at Carnarvon. Honeysuckle comes up in just a couple ofminutes from now. And, Bill, we'll have to wait until we

box luVtl'l ^ \%ri
Uy """nation on the downlinkbox. But we 11 - 1-1 be S ivin R you word as soon as we know.

rnp ..

Skylab, Houston; Honeysuckle for 5 minutesCUK " Roge r

.

'

CC
,

Skylab, Houston; the REG ADJUST looks

TotL
g

°r
^ d0n '

1 nCei
'

t0 C ° rreCt iC
- ^ one n Crecommen that - a couple of passes ago I was mentioningto Ed that we suggest you guys turn lights off so we canbegan to get the vehicle cooler in order to lower the peaktemperature during max Beta. After we've looked at U fora day or so and you guys have - believe you've sort of rearb^H

iu" ab°o

r

ut°-
3 W° rkii

;? ^ Vel
°
n like to kno^^just about now many lights, as an estimate, you've - havebeen able to do without as a Delta between say, before weasked you to turn them off and tomorrow

CDR Okay.
cc All rigbty.

FNI) OK TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS.
Texas comes up at 17:50.

p A0 Skylab Control at 17:23 Greenwich mean
time Skylab space station is out of range of Honeysuckle
Creek. Our next acquisition, at which time we should be
just about to begin the Earth resources pass , is going tobe 27 minutes from now at Texas Beginning at 12:51 p mcentral daylight time today, the Skylab astronauts wili cover7100 miles in 25 minutes while cameras and sensors collectdata along a track which carries Skylab northeastward over

^^ S
i
erV nited StaCes

-
Today's Earth resources survey'

r !/
h by th

f
cu^^t Skylab crew. In add it ion , three Earthmurrain camera solar inertial passes have been made and onelunar calibration has been performed. The 18th Earth resourcesp*ss begins at 12:51 p.m. central daylight time while thespace station is off the Pacific coast of Mexico just southof Acapulco. Jerry Carr and Bill Pogue will postpone lunchuntil after the Earth investigations are completed, with

Ed Gibson finishing his lunch just before the pass begins
Data will be acquired along a track that crosses Orizaba
and Veracruz, Mexico, the Gulf of Mexico, ..Tallahassee, Florid ,

Jm.
1

:^; ^°I
th Ca" lina

'
Norfolk," Virginia, and the stormy NorthA tlantic Ocean. The run terminates at the French border. Some '

or the primary objectives that we're hoping to accomplish onthis pass are to identifv areas in Mexico where irrigation isor should be used for a crop growth. Around Orizaba andVeracruz space gathered information will be used by Mexico'sgovernment in regional and highway planning objectives. Andonce again while we'rp ovp r t-hn « .. i > _ , .

ous

" —a*-"-* = -i-Kiiway planning objectives. Aonce again while we're over the North Atlantic we'll makenumber of altimeter measurements to assist in determiningwave dimensions and other sea characteristics, under variowind and weather conditions. Sea state condition includessurveys of white caps and foam densities, visibility permittingand semspr gathering data on the roughness of the AtlanticOcean. In this respect the North Atlantic is of consLlomh],interest now. Two days ;IRO the ocean experienced an unusii;. 1 I vIntense storm. The extra tropical cyclone as such . hut r I c.i nolike storm* are called when they're above the - above thecold waters of the far North Atlantic, surpassed in size
Intensity, and duration every .storm since 1959 in that areaSurface wind during the siori of the decade prodncd frequentgusts ud to 70 miles per hour. The average wave height -
waves were reported by Flight Director Don Puddy at Yesterday'schange-of-shift briefing to be 45 feet with individual wavesbetween 60 and 75 feet. Temperatures were extremely cold.An aircraft underflight was made at the same time to gather dataon that intense storm in the North Atlantic. Earth reso irees
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groundtrack along track 57 will again pass over areas with
considerable cloud cover and most cases limiting the survey
of ground sites; however, at the same time weather patterns
are extensive and a bonus occurs because one of the purposes
of the. Earth resources data gathering is to acquire global,
weather information. 4-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition
of signal at which time this Earth resources pass will begin
It's now 26 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 4 8 minutes

c

r

rve
0

rs
rC

r7;oT nil e

It

D

b

a
e

th
8i

b

nS ^^ ° f A"^'" The^ ey
' r 5 B / th beginning over the Pacific Ocean and
Jul? of Me^co 'sn °^ Cr0S8e8 8 ° UCh ~ 80uthe" Mexico, the

8

°

4
"

'
southeastern U.S., and the North Atlantic,lakes data with seven cameras and four electronic sensorsand ends off the coast of France. Coming up live toground now, and we'll leave the line up for conversationfrom the crew as they prepare for the Earth resources pass

A^antJc C^an:
35^ 11 ^ 'U" .ndMV""

CC
utes.

Skylab, Houston, stateside for 17

n ow .

PA0 The EPR

CDR And

EREP instruments are functioning

Central America now/"'
C °mln8 UP ° n the C ° aat of

CC And (garble)

.

PLT
192 MODE going to REA DY ?

^
sLn°d by'

" " C °nd8
-

5l^ 8
'

?LT MARK

.

5?J
How '

s the attitude look?

Good show.
H ° id <?) READY

-
TA?E M0TI0N ««« light.

CDR Houston, Skylab.
cc Go ahead.

^ R How's the attitude look?
cc Stand by .

t f
DR

,
Okay. I bumbled up the entry into Z- 1

V

I went - I p„t the fine maneuver - wenl to attitude hold CMf

«ro*i\J! " 1 WCnt t0 Z_LV
'
whlch should h*ve«roed things out, and then put the fine maneuver in again

about hi, f\r J* Jerr >'- St '™ d °y and let us think
:oo°d

Ut
, D oJ

S

d ::i.
a SOCO " d

-
And i»cldc„ t .u yi we are gettlng

CDK Okav . Good deal

.

STANDBY. '
Stand b ? f 'Jr 53^, ALT I MKT E R
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,^V,
C
^ T ,

And CDR
'
Houst °n • We 'r> happy with theact tude. Looks like - not sure how you got Into it ,it looks like it turned out okay. '

1

PLT ALTIMETER STANDBY.'
CI)R

' Okay."

Stand by. On my mark, 54 minutes. p

MARK. And SCAT and RAD, ON. 54:35 on
. PLT

ray mark

.

PLT
'

to MEDIUM
CDR

cloudfree
PLT
CDR

the 190.
MARK.

0.

Okay .

INTERVAL to 20, and SHUTTER SPEED

Data coming on on the first

(Garble) for 55 (garble)
It's going for a second c loud f re e a re a.On ny mark . St and by -

B . nini| :' D '

MARK
- Okay. SCATTEROMETER. STANDBY

r!ta°nd by -
R " ^ BY, waiting for 18 (garble) yaw (,).'

MARK. RADIOMETER, OFF. 24 ALTIMETER,
PLT

ON . St and by -

PLT
check. Stand by

MARK . ALTIMETER, ON.

58 minutes
CDR

553 (garble) node

,

Okay, Ed

,

MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK
ETC to STANDBY.

c , „ .

MARK on the s e con d c 1 oud f re e areaStarting on the third area. And got the end of ^'one.
the Alfa '•>

, ( aa
aS 3 quiCk c<,fflBcnt to th * ground,

I iirll rl I
8 %'ery " VaS almost ful1 ^ale low whenI f r took my measurements at T minus 10, and 1 rechcekedcouple ot txmes and later on it was well within

bit the

have so
CC
CDK
V I T

CDR
PLT

what a n a k

CDR
PLT

f las lie d today .

CDR
PLT
SPT

t he w.j te r you can s
building up a delta

sticky transducer thersi or something
Okay, Bill . Copy.
O' ay

. Locking for the Cht asapeakc.
How '

8 i i i„ 0 fe there , Jer?
Ve ry c loudy .

Dans;, that's a shatne. I wonder
weather?
Looks like we're coming In over land
That old ALTIMETER UNLOCK light hasiVt

How abou t that.
It likes the clouds , 1 guess .

Mississippi really must be putting out
«;e the mud plumes going far out. Must be
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ALTIMETER UNLOCK lH^VuVrV '
I Tl"nil' 1 V °" '

3y..T. ....„, UP ..
i
;b .„ t

,

rr.-.j 0ii/;i: iJc':.
co

;?;; D;;
d

^ r

1

• Roger

.

it back on. Be 15 and Al TTMptpd t , i„ ' * a 23, Tl ' rn

l..-.
1

^ni'fj.r'ii^Ki^j: skew-—
END OK TAPE
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DOWNLINK switch posit lor.

Let me check that.
PLT POLARIZATION to 5.

going to off. Waiting for lftOO even.
Altimeter continues to STANDBY Ed. ,

CDR Okay. Looks like the Chesapeake Bay mouth
is going to be a bummer.

PLT CROSS-TRACK CONTIGUOUS light. POLARIZATION,
5. DOWNLINK switch position to OFF. Looking good here.

PLT I will start at 0/40 S193 POLARIZATION to
4 and below that I want to check out a bunch of configuration.
And then starting that READY out S190 at 10 minutes MODE STANDBY,
I - following that I want to check a lot of configuration.
Cause wo had a lot of multiple (garble) out there and some
of Lhem were partial line. 18:31 ALT I METER ON.

CDR Hey Houston, this is VTS we're - I

(Garble) a patch of blue water hero but it's probably out
to sea a little ways.

PLT Standing by for Chesapeake. ETC , AUTO,
Ed .

CC
CDR
CC
CDR
PLT

CDR

data at all though.

look it today.

take
PLT
long to go
PLT

3fr , 192 MODE go in
PLT

hav

the
CC
CDR
CC
PLT
PLT

Things looks good

Roge r , Je r .

Better than
Roger.
10 seconds to ETC AUTO.
And the ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is still

The northeast was so clear 2 davs ago and

his tine of the year It doesn't

S190.

Yeah
to pot.

MARK. SHUTTER SPEED to SLOW
X to READY -

MARK. \3? MODE READY and I - stand by
a TAPE MOTION green light.
CDR Hey Richard. We got any troops flying
orth Atlantic this afternoon?

We'll ch e ck Jerry.
(Jot old A.J. out there on the last trip
Yeah .

In about 15 seconds Ed, ETC to STANDBY.
MARK. ETC STANDBY. Waiting for 3:10.

C&D parol. Oops! They all - I'm
going to hav
Just came ON.

PLT

Slop saying that. ALTIMETER, UNLOCK light

Do have a ready light.
PET I'll keep my mouth shut. That'a what

1'Jl do. Stay out of trouble that way. On my mark 1:10.
CDR Big blue sinker hole h*»re.
PIT MARK. 192 MODE to STANDBY. Standing

by for ninutu*.
CC And CDR Houston, in answer to your question

A.J. la out there again this morning there in the CI 30
station out of Halifax.
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CDR Roger.
: PLT : Lost my READY light on the ALTIMETER; going

to STANDBY. Got to go to STANDBY for 4 minutes anyway.
Guess I'll turn It back on at 50. Beck on. READY, ON. Standin
by at 4 minutes. My ALTIMETER, UNLOCK light came back ON
again. Stand by -

PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. RADIOMETER
to STANDBY. And waiting for OA: 12.

CDR Okay, the cloud cover is breaking up
to a scattered condition now. Got a lot of blue water.

PLT MARK. SCATTEROMETER and RAD both ON.
Okay Ed, at 04:20 ETC to AUTO. Stand by on my mark -

PLT MARK. ETC, AUTO. 04:35 ALTIMETER RANGE
73.

CDR Okay, cameras' s on. Nadir swath.
PLT RANGE 73 on the ALTIMETER. Okay now Ed,

Dick, I'd like to check some configuration following 740.
I'm going to read my steps . SI 9 3 ALTIMETER ON . SI 9 3

POLARIZATION 4. S191 RE F 2. At 9 minuter. VTS AUTO CAL, READY
out. S190 at 10 minutes. MODE STANDBY. Did that verify?

CC Tha t's affirm Bill.
PLT Okay, starting at 11 minutes even. I start

off my - and there's nothing between that MODE STANDBY 1

just gave you In 11 minutes. S193 ALTIMETER STANDBY RANGE 70.
CDR That's correct.
PLT Okay , t h ank you.
CDR Okay the clouds on this - or. this nadir

swath appear to bo lined up pretty much across our path or
at least either generally across or from 2 30 down to about
8 30.

PLT Getting a RAD /S CAT G1MBAL MALFUNCTION light
blink. It's out right now. One moment there's - there's
more moment artes - coaing on and staying on now it's out
again. That's the RAD/SCAT GIMBAL light. I think we're all
right I don't think that'o a big deal.

CDR Okay, now the cloud streaks are beginning
to line up with ouv* flight path.

PLT Still blinking.
SPT Dick, how much further down the road

is the center of the storm?
CC St and by .

PLT Another blink. Now it's out again.
CC Si' T Ho union , 1 don't think we have a

we 1 \- <lu 1 i ned venter It -* it spans almost the entire North
Atlantic and - but 1 can't real ly help you there. Wi-'re
.ibout 30 seconds from LOf . Madrid at 18:11.

SPT Thank you very mur.h nick.
PLT Standing by (or 726. RAD/ SCAT GIMIiAL

light continues to blink on - oh about 20-second center*.
Yeah, it's about 15-second centers. (Garble) 2 stand by -
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PLT HARK. SCAT to STANDBY. RAD to standby.
Stand by for RAD going to OFF at 34 - v.

PI-T MARK. RAD OFF. At 40 ALTIMETER is >oing 1

ON . Stand by -

1'I T MARK. ALTIMETER ON Si93 POLARIZATION - -

I' AO Sky 1 ah Control at 18 hours, 8 minutes,
Greenwich mean time. .. Skylab space station is now over thi>
North At lan t i c . Th a t Earth resources pass a 7100-mile pass Is
still in progress. During the pass Science Pilot Ed Gibson
indicated he could see Mississippi River plumed very obvious
and pronounced, going out well into the Gulf of Mexico.
Cloud cover over the eastern coast of course was expected where
cloud condition:? are being studied and some data being
.gathered with the viewfinder tracking system. That's the
pointing instrument that guides the S191 infrared spectrometer.
And the major storm conditions over the North Atlantic again,
where s.j state is being studied, the relationship between high
winds aid weather conditions, and changes in the ocean surface.
And as Dick Truly pointed out A..!. Roy is flying again out
over the Atlantic-
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PAO - - - Earth resources pass, a 7100-mile

pass is still in progress. During the pass, Science Pilot

Ed Gibson indicated that he could see Mississippi River plume

very obvious and pronounced, going out well into the Gulf ol

Mexico. Cloud cover over the eastern coast, of course, is

expected where cloud conditions are being studied and some

data being gathered with the viewfinder tracking system.

That's the pointing instrument that guides the S191 infrared

spectrometer and then major storm conditions over the north

Atlantic again where sea state is being studied. The relation-

ship between high winds and weather conditions and changes in

the ocean surface. And as Dick Truly pointed out, A. J. Roy

is flying again out over the Atlantic, gathering data with the -

w^h an aircraft to support the Skylab .ission. This is compari -

comparison data that can be gathered -t a much lower altitude

We're lust about a minute and a half before we'll get acquisition

again as the Earth resources pass is being concluded over the

north Atlantic, Just off the coast of France. We'll leave

the line up live now for air-to-ground through the Madrid

tracking antenna where we have a 7-1/2 minute pass.

PLT The ALTIMETER, ON. READY light ON. No

unlock light. There, it just blinked. That was at 11:20

with just a momentary blink.
CDR (garble)
PLT Waiting for 11 :40.

PLT
at 36. And there'
CONTIGUOUS.

CC Skylab, Houston. We've got you AOS again

here at Madrid for about 7 minutes, and Bill, while you

a break in here, we'd like to verify that the EREP BYPASS

1 mean the EREP COOLANT valve v-as put to FLOW. We didn t

it drop in ATM C&D loop.
PLT

had his w

We're ready, on 191.

The ALTIMETER UNLOCK light comes ON steady

191 READY ON at a. S193 MODE, CROSS TRACK

Vclv
see

noticed
to you.

That'B affirmative, Dick. And Jerry oven

arm little car right up there by the bulkhead and we

distinct change in pitch. I'll let hl"» d»sori«n» it

Okay .

PLT When he's got the time.

CDR Yeah, wc heard a definite pick up In the

noise level when it took the surge. Then it kind of settled

down - quitted back down to its noroal level.

CC Okay, Jerry. Thank you very much.

PIT And I Just put the ALTIMETER to STANDBY

because I' vt lost tsy READY light. Be comir.g back on with it

somen tartly.
PLT MARK. Back on. Got a good READY light.
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PLT on that - 10 - ibout 7 seconds, I got an

ALTIMETER UNLOCK light again but I still have a READY. 1

wonder if thermal heating has something to do with that thing

because it was working like a champ there in that first

sequence.
,

GDR I don' t know. Say, we were pretty close

to high noon when you started using it. Over a period of

time, as you get the radiant neat.
,

PLT Yeah, that could be it. Could be back

reflection.
CDR Yeah .

PLT Still have a READY light.

Cc And CD - CDR , Houston -

cc - - Just a reminder, we're coming up about

We do not see the maneuver time loaded

I was just coming

18:16 on the maneuver
In there yet.

CDR Okay.
CC Okay.
PLT ALTIMETER back ON. READY , ON. (Garble)

Gives me a Rood flash .ibout anywhere from 5 to

I reinitiated following a HALF cycle. Be 14 minutes even

to do it now.

se condf, a 1 tor

Waiting tor 14:35.
you about 30 to A 5

cycle it.
Ci)R

PLT
PLT

41.
PLT

Stand by -

PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

Stand by
PLT

E REP toward tli

CDR
CC

DA:> here (or j

CDR

Nice thi.
econds o:

about
good da

at 1 e a

the re

It guar a n

t

a

c

s

r y time you re

Yeah
UNLOCK light
MARK.

Stand by, 14:35. By -

ALTIMETER to STANDBY. Waiting fo

MARK
MARK.
- for 15 mil

MARK.
(Laughie r)

MA RK . 19 4,
We ' r

RAD to STANDBY. Waiting for 47.

RAD, ON. RAD, ON.

Okay .

18:16.
Right .

Ron.
10 minutes ev

MARK .

MODE MANUAL.
I minute from

i9 thai when you' re

he fine m a n

e

v

doing it?

Mne maneuver, rlgtit.

• n . Stand by -

Okay. That's 19 3 RAD STANDBY

.

minute, ve
Okay .

We ' re maneuve ring.
Jerry and if you'd let us have the

'd like to issue a heater command.

You've got it, Dick.
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- CC
. ' PL
reading 34

PLT Looks like a pretty clean run. 07 Is

'"el*
3

Heater's cooling off, Dick? The CMG?
. .

CC
. ;

Well
«
we're having to continually managethe heaters a couple of times a rev to keep them in ourdesired limits. But we've been oble to do that with thestation passes that we have.

CDR . Very good. :

CC And the DAS is yours.

the' maneuver t i mc fo^ SV n „!
' " g ° lng t0 " " goln

* to entor

,

PLT
,

92 J °o r going closed. And 190 doorcoming closed.

U1
CDI

\ oka y» Kd
- The SI maneuver time is loaded.All you have to do is punch the button.

Tn _ °$ Skylab, Houston. We're 45 seconds fromLOS. Carnarvon comes up - a real low pass at 18:49.
C-DR Roger.
PLT (Garble) SWITCH (garble).
C DH It's latched.
PLT Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control at 18 hours 20 minutesGreenwich .can tine. Skylab space station is now over theMed terranean and we've conpleted an Earth resources pa sthat covered the area from south of Acapulco, oros, theaoMf.heostern United States ,mm1 the north At 1 an t I c' Ocean

I "J!* V*
1

:^* 19 8CCond * lo »«t acquisitionof s gnal By that tine, the crew should have a chance tocomplete the E*rth resources procedures and close out everv-

nner
and

Th
B

!l
l

,

P0
|r,

a
!:

d JCrry Carr VlU bc ^n"dinner. ^Thts is Skylab Control. It's now 20 minutea and
32 seconds after the hour.

KN0 OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 18 hours 48 minutes.
We're now coming into acquisition of signal through Carnar-
von, Australia. We'll bring the ]ine up live for air-to-
ground there.

' CC < Skylab, Houston ; AOS Carnarvon for 3 min-
utes.

CDR Roger , Dick.
CC Skyl £b , Houston; couple of things for

you down here. Last night on the dump tape there was some
comment tlieru about a problem with the location of the
ED 61, 62, namely that the lights might cause some problems
sleeping. If it - if it did turn out last evening, or in
general, that this is the case it's okay with us to move
the experiment to nearby any other OWS lamp. If you decide
to do that you can use sticky back velcro out of the tool
kit to attach it, and - we'd like you to make a light
meter reading of the illumination per the student experiment
checklist that's on page 2-3. The reading says that it
should be a minimum of 30. However, we would like a reading
of 40 or 50 if it's desired, and if you do decide to move
it another place that you like better Just let ua know.

CDR Okay, Dick. We sure will.
SrT Dick, the readings you got last night '

at the specified location were between 5 and 20.
CC Umh. Okay, thank you, Ed. And I think

it's obvious to you, but this is one light of course that we
ddo want to leave on doing the next few days as we cool dovm
the vehi cle .

CDR I'll buy that

.

SPT Dick, we got a lot of lights powered down
here, powered off and put down to low Intensity.. You want to
watch what happens over the next 24 hours.

CC Okay. Great, Ed. We'll - we'll be
doirg that. We're about 50 seconds from LOS here at Carnarvon.
Honeysuckle comes up in just a few minutes, and we're going to
have a very short pass there alto. So I'll see you there.

Pt-T Okay, Dick, and tape 5.7 centimeters.
Figure configuration before tht pad change. Charlie, Delta,
Echo, Foxtrot, Bravo, and Alfa 1 through 6 respectively, and
of course those are all double letters.

CC Okay , Bill. Got it

.

PLT I'm going up now to reaft the button.
CC Okay .

CC Skylab, Houston, as we go over the hill,
nay have misunderstood what you said (garble.) PIT, but we
do not want you to reset the REG ADJUST pots yet. We'll
let you know when we do.
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that we wanted to get clarified so we'll make sure we're doing
them right. And finally, we got some discussions to talk
to you about about the - the way we're going to be handling urine
samples during the rest of the mission. And 1 was thinking
about the only chance we have is this upcoming stateside pass.
So if you could make yourself available about that time, we'd
sure appreciate it. And AOS time Goldstone .is 19:27.

,

CDR That'll be fine, Dick, if you want it now.
it s okay . We ' re eating lunch.

CC
,

Well, I'll tell you, I wish I had the time
now, but we're Just about to go over the hill in about 15 or
20 seconds and so I just can't really get into any of it.
So I'll give you a holler at Goldstone. .

CDR Okay , I'll be ready .

CC Okay

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 19:00 hours Greenwich
mean time. Skylab space station is passed Out of range of
Honeysuckle Creek. Our next acquisition is 26 minutes and
45 seconds from now at the Goldstone tracking antenna in
California. Phi] Shaffer again will be prepared for a change-
ot-shift bviefing about 4:30 p.m. central daylight tine today
in the Building 1 briefing room. That's 4:30 p.m. that's
charge-ox-shift time for Phil Shaffer. It's 6 mim.tes and
23 seconds to our next acquisition of signal and 39 seconds
after the hour , this is Skyl ab Con t rol

.

EN'D OF TAPE
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PAO v. , . This i8 Skylab Control at 19 hours

26 alnutes Greenwich mean tine. Sk>l«b approaching the

coast of Mexico and Baja, California. There will be an

acquisition through the Goldstone tracking station in about

45 seconds. It should be a relative quiet period aboard

Skylab, it's lunch time for Commander Jerry Carr and

Pilot Bill Pogue, and for Science Pilot Ed Gibron he has

time allocated for some routine housekeeping duties followed

by phys ical training
CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS stateside for

1 7 in inu t es .

CDR Rog , Dick CDR standing by.

CC Okay, what I wanted to do here was go

over several things and ask some question just mainly about

how things has been going and to clarify a couple of points.

First of all, we've taken a look at the last few days, since

we've had our oos corference about a week ago. And it looks

to us, appears to us like things have been going real well

although the final judge of that is you guys. The science

hours - this morning we took a look at for the last few days and

based on - based on the same kind of ground rules that 1

was talking to you last week when I told you we were scheduling

and accomplishing about 24 hours on - not including the day off

and also not including today since we don't know if any

shopping list items will be done yet. The average for the

u days in between there has been about 26 hours wh\ch is

obviously a - an improvement over what we were doing ;0 that

looks -

CDR Dick , break ,
you cut out there .

CC Oksy , I think we're having a handover

so let re nako sure we - Okay, 1 believe the handover is

complete now and jo I'll start up again. Essentially what

I did - we did wa» took a look at the lsst week and with

exception of the day off and also with exception of too.iy

sinrc we don't k.iow how it's going to come out, we've averaged

abott 26 hours of per day between you three guvs which has

been devoted directly to science so obviously that's about

a 2 hour increase. I was wondering how you guys had felt

abbut the last few days and then - and then since we've had

a couple of different teams con.e or. the sumraary -jhift, we've

had a little bit of confusion aft to a cou - a couple cf your

guidelines particularly in th« presleep area and I'a like to

ask vou about them.
CDR Okav . Dick vft've been feeling a whole

lot better there and we're not quite as rushed and we're

able to get things done t> whole lot better 1 think and fctill

in whatever spare time we can get, we can get the shopping
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list. I think this chopping list idfla is ft very good one.

It gives us in opportunity to get a few things done moie

at a leisurely pace and when the tine is available.
-,

' CC Okay, well we '
'. e going to sure try to.,

keep it up. Jerry, let me go over this pieslcep guidelines
that you read down, although 1 wasn't here thin evening, and

let me read it back to you and see if this is the way that

you intended it because there has been a little bit of con-

fusion in our scheduling here. As I understand it. first of

all you want an (.at time, and these tines are just at the central
daylight time, bui you want an eat time somewhere around
22:00 Zulu, and you want an absolutely free time for the houi ^;'

prior to bed time, which is like 02:00 to 03:00, which both
'

ot those sound good. And you desire a total presleep time,

which Includes that hour to eat of about 2-1/2 hours. Do I

have that r ight ?

CDR No, we told them on the ground that they

could cut that back to 2 hours if they wanted to. Presleep.
CC Okay, and that - and that includes the

oat period. Is that correct?
CDR It doesn't matter to us. However you

wan t t o wo rk i t .

CC Okay. I undcrst and . Okay , the key thing
really, is between the presleep and the post sleep time

that you gave us, which adds up to an excess of 3 hours. We're
assuming that that's time that's available in order to take

advantage of in scheduling science, and I just wanted to clarify
that because there has been an effort - there has been a desire
to increase our science time here from an average of something
like 24 hours a day to around 26 or something like that.

CDR Dick, the hour in the morning from the time
we get up until we start work, if we can leave that open and

not put any science in there, that's an hour presleep time and

that's all we need, or post sleep time. Then In the evening
if we are -essentially put to bed at 9 o'clock CDT, then

that's an hour free time there and we have no ncience or any-

thing to bother us in there, then wo have the time that L think
r

wi- need to kind of unwind and Ret ready for sleep, and the n-st •.'

of the tine you guys can do anything, with - as you ueslrc, .is

far as science is concerned.
CC Okay Jer, that answers the quest Ion. In-

cidently. I did notice also in looking back in the Flight Mans
that we never had to split PT this during week, which really wa.s

a little bit of a surprise to me, but it's a nice surprise. I'm

not sure that's going to keep on happening , but we hope it does.

But we certainly aren't going tc make a habit, obviously of

splitting it. I've got a couple of specifics here that I'd like

to mention to you. First of all it has to do with the film thread
pad. You requested that ue get it up to you the evening before,
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which la plenty okay with us. Me think we can get it to you

about one pass earlier in tiie evening than we normally vould

otherwise If during the evening status report you will read the

photo log firat. What this will allow us to do is to build a

film thread pad and have it in the pool here, assuming no

deviations and then as we get t.ne deviations at the start of

that pass, about half the time we figure we can crank there into

the pad and get a flln thread pad up to you at that same site

if that's okay with you. - •'•
'

CDR ' Yeah. That's fine Dick,
CC Okay . I roc one more subject to talk .,.

to you about and that's iirine samples. We've discovered

after doing all the additions and so forth that we're some-

where on the oritur of 23 bags short, and what we're intending

to do and I think this was mentioned to ;-ou very briefly

yesterday, but 1 wanted to talk to you some more about it today.

What we're intending to do is work up a plan where between here

and the end of the mission, we go to, something like a 3d hour

sampling period for the most of that time. This is going to

mean that you'll sample urine after you wakeup in the post

sleep one morning and then the following day you'll sample•it at the end of the day, probably during presleep. And

we're planning on starting this on tomorrow's Flight Plan.,

We're - Our guidelines just for your information as far as

scheduling is that that's about a 20 minute task, and it's

a serial task so we're going to allow tine in the the presleep

in addition to your free hour to accomplish that. On the

evenings where we do work somebody up, right up to 9 o'clock

local, in other words, if he had to do his urine sampling
after that time, we're trying to get it cleared with the

PI now to accomplish the urine sampling earlier, like right

before dinner, or just - it kind of depends on how that

particular Flight Plan comes out.
CDR Okay Dick. That sounds fine.

CC Okay. That's all i had Jerry. If you

didn't have any other coramen 1 8 about how things are going,

or anv suggestions for us to improve on It, that's all I have.

CDR Dick. One little thing that kind of rises

up and bites us every once in a while is maintaining correlation

between the details and the Flight Plan. Every once in a while

it seems like different teams do things just a little bit dif-

ferently and once In a while you'll find something in the Flight

Plan and not in the details and then when another team schdulc-s

It, it will be done the other way. We were wondering if maybe it

might not be a good Idea to put a little D, you know for Delta

after or alongside anv item in the Flight Plan where you've got

details that need to be consulted as well.

END OF TAPE
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^ R Okay. Dick, dun sounds fine.
... , . u

Okay. That's all I had, Jerry, If vou

or I «

aVG ^ °
thV < om»°^s -bout how things are goiJJor any suggestions for us to inprove on It. that's all 1 have.7, * D.ck, one little thing that kind

£ :-!: n: iifira-.,*-;., t:
when another .earn, schedules n it nil be done the o her

to put a little D. you know, for Delta after or alono

need to be consulted as well. Just sort of an extra little— ry jogger to „ake sure you go over and ch.d"o"r detail

,

--j
,

Teil y° u what
, -.lerry

, let us kick that
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The Bfl J 0 * items of conversation during that stat,-«ide pass concerned the mission status. CAP COmS Dick J v •observed to Commander Jerry Cur fin th-, r.«ii t
itvly

eriJi; k
" t0r MS <^Ws. Jerry - Jerry Curechoed the sentiments of the CAl> COMM. He said th
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activities with less rigid planning on the pan of the
ground and a selection of items that the crew can draw fron
lo fill in the open spaces. Carr did observe that one
difficulty they are continuing to have from time to time
is in correlating the Summary Flight Plan with the detail
puds, .Me suggested that in cases where a detailed pad must
he. .-consulted before carrying out a Flight Man activity,
that the Flight Plan be tagged In some way. He suggested
using a D to imply a Delta or a change, in the Flight Plan.
CAP COMM Truly said that we'd take a look at it on the
ground and see what we could do to correct that shortcoming.
We're now 3 minutes from reacquiring Skylab through Madrid.
We'll leave the line up foi that pass.

cc Sky 1 ah , Houston. We're AOS at Madrid
for 8 minutes, and we're going to dump the data/voice re-
corder here.

CDR Roger Dick. And been thinking a little
bit ibout what we were talking about, and you were asking
whether or not the eat period would be considered in the
presleep. And yeah, 1 guess what it boils down to is with
a 2-houi presleep period now , 1 hour of it will be for the
evening meal, which we'd like to have, you know, most
desirably right around 6 o ' c 1 o ek ( e n t r a 1 daylight time,
and the other hour would be that period from 0 until 10.

CC Okay Jerry, turn's the way we copied
It and we'll make sure you get. that much time.

CDR By the way Dick, we're cutting a pretty
good swath in our ho - shopping list. I'd suggest that you
continue to feed up interesting tilings for us to do. TV 103
and 10-',

, they gave us in the shopping list and then tried
to schedule them on us today and r asked them not to do that.
That we'd rather take those demos like that and have lots
of^time to fool with them and get them all set up, and then
we'll ask for TV tine when we're ready to do it.

cc Okay Jerry. Copy that and I agree with
you about the shopping list. That is a heck of a good way
to work and that's what Bono and those guys had found also.
You will notice- in the next few days, I'm sure as n result
of this conversation is some increase in your scheduled
time, so don't hesitate to holler if we overdo it. We tend
to do that s o met ices

.

CDR Okay Dick.

KND OF TAP

K
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•

CC
. Skylab, Houston, we're a minute from

LOS, Tananarive comes up at 20:09, 1*11 call you there.
CDR Roger .

.

PAO Skylab Is now 11 minutes from Tananarive,
we're out of range at Mad r id . J.a te r this afternoon, a little
more than 3 hours from now, the crew la scheduled to conduct
tlw last of the aolor ATM observations of the comet Koboutek
using the solor telescopes aboard Skylab in the exercise
designnta - designated JOP 13D. Anil for the - for the moment
the flight plan remains rclat ively easy going as far as the
crev schedule is concerned. Completing an eat period, and
Jerry Carr has S063 operations scheduled. But for Science
Pilot Ed Gibson this Is the physical training period. And
we have routine housekeeping activities lined up at the
present time for Pilot Bill Pogue. 19 hours 59 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at .10 hours 8minutes Greenwich mean tine, and we're standing by now toregain contact w*th Skylab over Tananarive.

^ Skylab, Houston, Tananarive for 9 minutes.
A

LL Skylab, Houston, we may have an earlvLUb here at Tananarive; Honeysuckle comes up at 20-35 I'llcall you there. Also CDR, what we're planning on doing ontoday's light Plan with regard to a jogger to lead you tothe details, we do not have a Delta sign and also we'reafraid If we use a D some of the Summtry Flight Plan may getcontu.s ng so what we're planning on doing is in column - inthe left-hand column next to each guy's role on the SummaryMight Plan. We re going to insert a dollar sign Instead ofan exclamation point in /.hat vertical line of exclamationpoints, the dollar sign will indicate to you to look on yourdetails pad for Information. '

™ R G °° d iden
'

thaL '

s like money in the bank.
cc Roger that.

?
C You a n d the flight director have th^same lousy sense of humor - humor Jerry.

CDR Great ninds track together.
Roger.

MCC Thank you si r .

.

PA0 Skylab 's gone over the hill a littleearly at Tananarive. And that last comment was from Flight

A rn , i\ J
Cap8uU

' "»"»nic«tor at this time'isAstronaut Dick Truly. And we're beginning to see a few ofthe team members for - for the on-coming team headed byFlight Director Neil Hutchinson filtering into the controlcenter. With a change-o f -sh i f t briefing tenyativcly scheduledfor about 4:30 p.m. today. This is Skylab Control „t 20 hour*
19 minutes Greenwich mean time.

r

END OF TAPE
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„ „
PA0

.

Thu is Skylab Control. Skylab coming upnow on the tracking station at Honeysuckle Creek / Aust rallaniiring this pass over Australia CAP COMH Dick Truly may benquiring of the progress on H556, an experiment scheduledto be conducted by Pilot Bill Pogue . This experiment

lull r a
!

,1

?!L
a

!?

PUle8 in th£ hiRfl te »Perature oven, heatingthen to about 465 degrees centigrade and allowing them to

l°°nlr a

n at
t

t

r
mpt t0 Brow more P^fect crystals using chnmical

of bv M M ,

transport ""hanism. the vapors being drivenoff by he high temperature. This is experiment has significant-in a vide range of industrial processes including medicineHid electronics. And we're about 10 seconds now fromacquisition of signal at Honeysuckle.
" Skylab, Houston, Honeysuckle for 5 minutes,

recorder
'

Roger Dick. The TV's on the video tape

P01TAMF v, \ w 0
^
iy

'

VG notlced the sw ^ch is still onPORTABLE You might Just make sure that you did switch itto TV prior to putting it on there.
CDR Ho, ho . ho.

the
Ah ha

' y° u owe n ° * sarsaparilla, me and

CDR Right, I'll do it again.

T^rn ?,

<

i^^ , V. ?
kay

'
8tand by J ust a second Jerry, aidINCO will rewind it for you and we'll save the tape.

n , n „ ™\ _
0ka >'' 1 8°ing to have to wait 10

s a^d^H
Want C ° gGt flnish^ with this extendedstandard so I can put some white light cornnagraph on anywayLC Okay Jer .

, f<
CC Sk ylah, Houston; the VTR is rewound andwaiting on you when you get to it Jer
CDR Okay, thanks.
CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOS; Hawaii

ve lost contact now with Skylab through

at 2 0:55.
CI)R See vou late" Okay'.
J> Al) We've lost c

Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. And dur inT tha t'pass ' th.corollary science officer here in the control Center reportedthat telenetry data showed the crew had begun the M556 vaporgrowth experiment. And we have about 14-1/2 or 13-1/3 minutesra.her before we regain contact through Hawaii. This isSkylab Control, 20 hours 41 minutes Greenwich mean time

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control. Now we 're bringing
up the lint at this time for contact with Slcylab through
Hawaii .

CC Sky lab , this is Houston through Hawaii for
6-1/2 minutes. And for the SPT, we have a minor mod to the ;

JOP 18 Delta pad, and we'd also like to take the. video tape '*

recorder .now to prepare for dump, we see ycu put 3.7-mlnute's
worth on it.

CDR You got It Bruce.
CC Roger, thank you

.

p LT SPT will be with you in a few minutes
Bruce, he's tied up.

cc Okny , no rush . We got about 2 and - 2
hours or so before we really need to get tc' it.

CC And Skvlab, Houston again. At your con-
venience we'd like you tj go ahead and return the REG BUS
COARSE adjust PTTs to their pre- E REP settings, It's about 20
degrees counterclockwise-. Over.

CDR Okay, that's in work now Bruce.
CC Roger , thank you.
CDR Bruce, the REFs are counter on S055. I

think wo - we've had an old complaint about that sometimes
incrementing just rand on.

CC Yeah, I think it increments in units of
80 .

CDR Well, it appears that it's not random
anymore, any time when you're in mirror auto raster, every
tine you go through the 20's column, you know, and it seems to
hit 23 more often than anything else. That's precisely when
tne counter updates 1.

CC Okay, so as it's going back and forth,
every time it passes through it - every time it passes through
the 20 \s column you add 80 to the CRATING position?

CDR No, only on the up count, and it's not
adding 80. This is the - this is the raster scan counter,
you know, and every time you do 1 full mirror auto raster it's
supposed to bump up 1 . But. in this particular case it bumps
up 1 every time you go through 20 - column 20 counting up.

CC Okay, we've got that Jerry. That sounds
like a new one to us. The previous one was on the GRAT I NO
position count and it was going up random amounts that were
multiples of 80 - 80 GRATING lines.

CDR Roger

.

CDR Okay .Bruce, Ed seems to think it has
something to do with when the - when it crosseu the limb of
the Sun it sends a signal.

CC Ukay, we'll tak.» that Input also. And we'vo
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got about 1 minute to LOS; next station contact la Goldstone
In 2 minutes at 21:03, and we'll be starting off with the
data/voice tape recorder dump.

CDR Roger

.

CC Say Jerry, on this scan count, you have
a little foot prop there, don't you that - how about the
optical - the GRATING optical reference flip flop, can you
correlate that going to barber pole let's say with adding 1

to the scan counter?
CDR Yeah, I'll start looking at that, I Just

thought about doing that.
CC Yeah, the zero order goody.
CC AOS Goldstone 9 minutes and 20 seconds,

data/voice tape recorder dump. Out.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this is Houaton, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact In 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda
at 21 : 16. Out. .

COR Roger, Bruce, and that random - this taster
scan counter update looks like it is - have something to do
with the talkbaek. It's probably KMI. 1 tried running it

back and forth across the Earth limb. And every time we
went from barber pole to gray, we got an increment.

CC Every time you went from barber pole to

gray you got an increment?
CDR That's affirmative.
CC :

:

' Okay .

P AO We've had less of signal now through
Coldstone and we'll be reacquiring in about 3-1/2 minutes.
The change-of-shi f t briefing is still scheduled for 4:30 cen-
tral standard time - central day! ight tine - correction - )n

the JSC News Center briefing room with Flight Director Phil
Shaffer. The flight director at the present time is N»il 1

Hutchinson, and our Spacecraft Co mmun i c a t o r is Astronaut
Bruce McCandlens. With a little less than 3 minutes remaining
before regaining contact through Bermuda, we'll leave the
lineup.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Fermudu
for 6 minutes, Out

.

C DR 35

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 4 minutes through the Canary Islands at
21:26. Out. >

.

PAO Skylab currently between Bermuda and
Canary Island tracking station. We'll be regaining contact
in about a minute and a half. A little later on this after-
noon, the crew is scheduled to conduct the final planned ob-
servation of the Comet Kohoutek using the ATM telescopes.
That operation to began a little after 23 hours Greenwich
mean titce, and last for about 3-1/2 hours. In order to bring the
instruments into play on the comet, the Skylab space station
will be required to maneuver about 15 to 20 degrees in each
axis. It'i. predicted that this will require about 55 pound-
seconds of propellant or about 13 mibs minimum lnpulte bursts
or burns in a 20-minute maneuver which will begin over
Ascension at about 23 hours 12 minutes Greenwich mean time.
Again, the change-of-slutt press briefing is scheduled to begin
at about 4:30 in the JSC News Center briefing room.

CC Skylab, this is Hout tor. , through the

Canary Islands for 8-1/2 minutes. Out.
SPT Houston, SPT, standing by to copy the

change in the JO? 1 8 pad.
CC Okay, Ed, it's in building block 30A and
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if you're looking at the - would you rather look
sage we sent up to you or the JOP 18D pad sheet. Over.

SPT Let's go with the pad sheet.
CC Okay, building block 30A under 8215. The

first exposure you should have in there it, a 5 second one
the second exposure's a 20 minute one, and the third exposure
is as long as possible. And on that third expocure, which
is as long as possible, we'd like to change wavelength fromlong to short. Over.

S?J Okay, I've got it long to short.
,

CC
' Koger

, and while we' rc talking to you
here, Ed, just like to remind you that your family phons call
is at Honeysuckle Creek at 22:10. Left antenna going to
ri ght . Over. b

^ T 22:10, left to right. Thank you, Bruce.
cc Roge r , out.
l

' A0 This is Skylab Control. Our change-of-
shlft press briefing is ready to begin. We'll transfer atthis tine to JSC News Centei biiefing room and tape recordany conversations with the crew through Canary Islands forreplay following the press briefing.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Cont ro 1 . Sky lab coming up

now on Tananarive and we've got about a minute of conversation
with the crew that we taped through the Canary Island pass

which we'll attempt to play back now before we get to that
,

acquisition at Tananarive.
CC ; Skyiab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 14 minutes through Tananarive
at 21:48. And for the CDR , or whomever 's interested, the

flight plans for tomorrow are in the woodpecker.
CDR Roger , Bruce , thanks

.

PAO That completes our tape playback and

we're standing by now for live conversation through Tananarive.
CC Skyiab, this is Houston through Tananarive

for 2-1/2 ainutes. Out

.

CC Skyiab, »-his is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 19 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 22:10 wth the SPT phone call. Out.

SPT Roger

.

PAO This in Skyiab Control. We're out of

contact through Tananarive and about 17 minutes avsy from
regaining contact through Carnarvon, Australia - or rather
through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. And that'll be our

last full Honeysuckle Creek pass. We pick uo the following
revolution through Carnarvon, Australia. As we enter that

period of tire where we have the maximum amount of coverage
' -om continental U.S. sites on the orbital groundtrack.
This i3 Skyiab Control at 21 hours 5"t minutes Greenwich mean
t i r v .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 22 hours' 9
winutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab cowing up on Honeysuckle
Creek, Australia. And the major activities scheduled In the
flight plan at this is ATM operations with Cor.oandcr Jerry
Carr at the ATM console, a.id Science Pilot Ed Gibson is
scheduled to be eating dinner shortly, and for M lot Bill
Pogue it's a combination of S063 operations and his physicalexercise period for the day . We should have the call to thecrew shortly from CAP COMM Bruce McCandiess, we'll stand bv

.
for that. ;

.

.<'...>
.

1

rr .

"
t

Sk y lab «
thIs is Houston throi-gh honeysuckle.Creek for 8-1/2 minutes. Out

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute tillLOS
f next station contact in 12 minutes through Hawaii at

2 2:31. Ou t

.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. That concludes
a relatively quite pass through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia
And we re coming up now on the evening meal for the crewSating in shifts with Ed Gibson Science Pilot getting dinnerfirst, while Jerry Carr is holding dovn the duties at theapollo telescope nount console observing the Sun. Gibson'*
nenu for today shows him eating turkey and gravy, pctato

~•soup, asparagus pineapple and grapefruit drink. For CommanderJerry Carr when he gets around to dinner a little latc-r on
this evening he's scheduled to have a meal consisting ofprime rib, potato salad, asparagus, tea and apricots', and forPilot Bill Pogue it's chicken and gravy, macaroni, preen bens,asparagus, tea and ice cream. And we have 8-1/2 minutes beforewe regain contact through Hawaii . This is Skylab Control at
- 1 hours 22 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This U-Skylab Cont ro I . We ' re bringing the

line up now for acquisition at Hawaii and that's scheduled

to occur in 54 seconds.
. ,, ..

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 9-1/2 Minutes. And we need the DAS for a minute to give

you a nuZ update. Over.
CREW Roger, Bruce.

C C And we've finished with the DAS. It's

all yours again

.

CDR Rogor .

CC Info for the CDR. We Just saw a sub-

normal flare in active region 12, Information only.

Cdr Right, we saw it too. We almost went on

it. It flared about 3 sinutes ago, Bruce.

CC Roger .

CC CDR, this is Houston. I've got a couple o t

words on what we discovered on your raster scan (garble)

prob lea . Over .

CDR Roger ,
go ahead

.

qC Okay, we've- decided to name this one

after you, Jerry under the ambiguous Carr mode of operation

on the - the ATM. It turns out that the system is functioning

as it should from the wiring diagram, and that if you are

near grating zero so that the tero water detector works. If

you're in a raster scan mode and if the instrument la scanning

onto and off of the disc of the Sun, then you will in fact

get an increment to your counter each time that you A. com-

plete a raster, and B. scan back onto the d'.sc of the Sun

going to the talkback gray on zero order urit. Because the

signals from the grating scan complete which Is tripped by

the zoro order detector and the signal (rom the raster scan

complete, which comes out of another set of logic are dioded

into that counter. Sou In the future in order to preclude

this jnbiguous mode of operation, all that you need do is

put the CRATING REFERENCE switch to MECHANICAL and that -

and not drive the grating and that won't change your gratin R

position counter, but that will interrupt the output o f t no

zero order detector and you'll be back to Just counting

rasters. Ovc r .
.

CDR Okay, Bruce, thank you. And tell the

boys in the back room that I'm deeply moved for the honor

they've bestowed on ne .

CC Okay, we'll do that. We. were sort of

surprised to - to report that you had indeed discovered a new

operating mode ourselves.
CC Sky lab, this is Houston, 1 minute to l.OS .

Next station contact in 3 minutes through Coldstone at 2 2:42.

Out
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I'AO This ia Skylib Control. We have Just a

brief dropout here. While the station - apace station is out
of range of Hawaii and before we pick up again at Goldstonc
about a minute and a half before that acquisition. We'll
leave the line up during the pasx over Hawaii. We advised
the crew, JeTry Carr in particular, who Is operating the Apollo
telescope mount instruments that a subnormal flare had been
observed In active region 12. Carr responded that the crew
had seen It also about 3 minutes earlier.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Goldatone
tor 7*1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 4 minutes through Bermuda at
22:53, leading off with tht- data/voice tape recorder dump,
Out .

PAO This is Skylab Cont rol . We ' 1 1 be back
up again In about 4 minutes when we reacquire Skylab through
Bermuda

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Th Is Is Sky lab Control! we're coming up
now on Bernuda for a 9-minute past. And In Million Control,
Plight Director Nell Hutchinson has been reviewing the fol-
lowing day's Plight Plan and 7-day forecast Flight Plan
activities with his flight controllers.

CC Skylab , this is Houston through Bernuda
for 8-1/2 ninutes with a dnta/voice tape recorder dump. Over.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; if you're busy
with the recorder we can let it slip until Canary or Ascension.

COR Af f lrmat ive , Bruce {.I'm debrle f lng ATM

.

CC Ro ger ; out

.

CDR Houston, CDR's finished with the recorders.
CC Okay, thank you, Jer.
CDR Houston, CDR, you can tell the guys in

the backroom that I've debriefed this on the tape, but es-
sentially, that subflare - happening right in the middle, I

guess 1 - I mapped out the right-hand side of one curve and
the left-hand side of another, so we probably don't have a

very good data match.
CC Okay, wo copy that: thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS; next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through Ascension
at 23:10. Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
and Ascension for 15-1/2 minutes and we'll be doing a data/
voice tape recorder dump now. Out.

CDR Roger , Bruce

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to
LOS; next station contact in 24 minutes through Carnarvon at
23:43. And for the SPT, we noticed the CANISTER ROLL has not
yet been INHIBITED, although you're at minus 6300. We'd like
to INHIBIT for added stability. Over.

CC Roger, thank you.
PAO Skylab passing over the horizon from

Ascension with the characteristic burst of noise. And as we
lost contact with the space station, the crew was in the process
of maneuvering to the desired attitude for the final scheduled
ATM observations of the Comet Kohoutek. This will be a rela-
tively large maneuver on the order of 15 to 20 degrees in each
axis, requiring about 20 minutes of maneuver time. And the
preliminary prediction is that the maneuver will lead to a use
of about 13 mibs of propellant attitude control propellant. They
should be In attitude when next we acquire through Carnarvon in

about 22 minutes. This is Skylab Control at 23 hours, 21 minutes
Greenwich mean time.

END OK TAPE
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PAO '

• This Is Skylab Control! 23 hours 43 minutes
Greenwich sein tlae with Skylab approaching acquisition through
Carnarvon, Australia. And when we next hear from the crew
they should largely have completed the maneuver for the final
series of Kohoutek observations with the Skylab ATM Instruments.
They should have acquisition in about 20 seconds.

> CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 9 minutes. Out.

CO And for the SPT, we need the DAS for a

minute to control the CMG bearing hea t era Over .

SPT You got It Bruce.
CC .: Roger .

CC And we're through witn the DAS set, back
t o you .

SI'T Roger .

SPT Houston , when you're looking at Venus
there's no mistaking it, it looks around 6 octal units and it's
exceptionally bright, had to turn down the intensity on the
scope Just so I could work with it.

CC Roger, we copy Ed, thank you.
CC And Ed , i f you'll pardon us looking over

your shoulder, we don't show S054 running for a long exposure.
Over .

SPT Right Bruce, thank you.
CC Roge r ; out .

CC 1-1/2 minutes to LOS here, next station
contact in 7 minutes through G*.\an at 2 3 : 58. And for the SPT,
If you like you can put up to aoout 18 minutes worth of - up
to about 8 minutes worth of comet/Venus TV on the VTR. Over.

SPT Okay, thank you Bruce, I'll probably do
that at the beginning of the next orbit when I reacquire.

PAO This is Skylab Control, we've had loss of
signal through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle. We'll be reacquiring
in 5 minutes at Guam. Watching the performance of the Skylab,
particularly the gyroscopes following the maneuver to the
attitude for JOP 18 observations of the comet, the (iNS officer
reports that the momentum - the gyro momentums look reasonable.
We've seen 8 mlbs so far, 6 have predicted based on ground
simulation runs of the maneuver. We had a prediction for a

total of 13 mibs as a result of this exercise. At 23 hours
54 minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson will be At the ATM console for something in excess
of 3 hours in this final ATM observation of the Coac t Kohou-
tek. Prior to loss of signal through Carnarvon and Honey-
suckle, Ed Gibson described Vonua which he said was unmistak-
able, very brJghi in the monitor. And we've given him a go
ahead to put some of that ATM video on the video tape recorde
giving us an opportunity to bring it down and look at it
tomorrow. Reacquiring through Guam- the first Guam pass of
this evening in about 15 seconds.

'

, .

tc Skyiab, this is Houston through Gaum for
5-1/2 minutes . Out

.

cc Sky lab , this is Houston , 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact In 7-1/2 minutes through Hawaii
at 00:11. Out.

PA0 Skyiab now out of range ct the antennas
at Gu.in and we're about 6 minutes 20 seconds away from re-
acquiring on what will be the last acquisition of the day at
Hawaii. That'll be a very lov- « 1 e vat ion pass - spacecraft
Just barely off the horizon, as seen from Hawaii. And a
relatively short period of contact. The ATM operations beingconducted right now by Kd Gibson on the last major activity
Fllgl.t Plan for the crew today. The crewmen will be allocate
an hour or two to complete prt-uloep activities. .They'll be
getting their sleep period at about 1 hours Greenwich neon
time. And we've just begun the 53rd day. We're now 5 ninute
53 seconds into day 53. This is Skyiab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, we're standing
by to regain contact through Hawaii at zero hours 10 olnutea
Greenwl ch mean t Ime

.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Hawaii
for 1 minute, next station contact In 11-1/2 minutes Goldstone
at 00 : 2 2 . Out

.

PAO This Is Skylab Control, we'll be coming
up on Goldstone, California In 6 minutes and we'll take the
line down for the intervening period. At 16 minutes 10 seconds
Greenwich mean time

.

PAO This Is Skylab Control, wo 're stand ing

by now for the call to the crew from CAP COMM Bruce McCandless
through the Goldstone tracking station at zero hours 21

minutes Creenwlch mean time.
CC Skylah, this Is Houston through Goldstone,

Corpus Chrlstl, Merrltt Island and Bermuda cooing up here.
And we've got you 5 minutes through Goldstone to start with,
and we'll be doing the data/voice tape recorder dump at

Merrltt Island. Out.
CC One minute till LOS, next station contact

In 2 minutes, Corpus Chrlstl. Out.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Me rrltt

Island and Bermuda for 11-1/2 minutes, data/voice tape recorder
dump if you're not busy. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 30 seconds till
LOS, next station contact in 9 minutes through Ascension at
00:49. Out .

PAO Skylab now moving out across the Atlantic
toward the Ascension Island tracking station out of range of
Bermuda. And we're about 8 minutes from acquiring at Ascension.
And the crew has setteled down into what is traditionally a

relatively quiet period aboard Skylab. Flight Commander
Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue having completed their evening
meal, or finishing it up at least and scheduled to h»gln
pre- sleep activities, and Ed Gibson completing the last major
scientific experiment of the day or activity, the Joint
observations program 18 of the comet Kohoutek, that's scheduled
to continue until about 2-1/2 hours Greenwich mean tine.
This is Skylab Control at zero hours 43 minutes Greenwich mean
t ime .

F.ND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at sero hours 49

minutes Greenwich mean time with the spacecraft coming up
on Ascension Island. And in Mission Control, Flight Director
Nell Hucchlnson has been reviewing future Flight Plan activities
vltr\ his team o f f 1 1 gh t con t ro 1 1 e rs while keeping an eye on this
evening's ATM observations of the Comet Kohoutek. CAP COMM
Bruce MeCanuless will be putting in a call to the crew in

about 30 seconds.
CC Skyiab. this is Houston through Ascension

for 5-1/2 minutes. Next station Carnarvon, we'll be standing
by to receive the evening status report. Out. And we need to
get the DAS here for a minute for a CMC bearing heater command.

SPT Roger, Bruce, you have it.
CC Thank you , Fd

.

CC And we're through with the DAS commands,
it's back to you, F.d.

SPT Roger .

CC And the VTR has been c loaned off, it's
all yours.

SPT Ro*c r .

CC SkyUh, this li Houston, 1 winute to.'

LOS. Next station contact in 25-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon
at 01:20, and wt> * 1 1 be standing by for the evening status
report at AOS Out ,

PAO Skylab's out of range of Ascension now
at zero hours 57 minutes, and we'll be acquiring through Carnarvon
- the last Carnarvon pass of the day. And 2 2-1/2 minutes
over Carnarvon, we'll be getting the daily crew status report,
and then a short while later, over the Guam tracking station,
we'll have the daily medical conference. Skylab Control,
57 hours 50 minutes - or correction - 57 minutes 50 seconds
Greenvtch mean tine.

END OF TAPi:
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control, Skylab coalng up
on Carnarvon the last acquisition of the evening through the
Carnarvon, Australia station. And wt're about 30 seconds
away from regaining contact. The crew at that tine will have
completed all ma Jor. scientific activities with the exception
of the ATM operations. Ei Clbson has the duty at the ATM
C&D console. And this time is allocated for Commander Jerry
Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue to begin preparations for sleep -
the pre-sleep activities. We expect to get the usual daily
status report fro» the crew over Carnarvon this pass.

cc / Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 10-1/2 minutes, we need the DAS right now to conflguie
the CMC bearing heaters, and we're standing by for the photo
log and then the evening status report. Over.

SPT Vou got the DAS

.

CC Roger , thank you

.

CI)R Ok.iy, on the photo log: 16 -ml 1 ] i me t e r ,Delta Papa 2 . Charlie India 127,18, Chai He India 93;
Delta Papa 11, Echo

, Foxtrot, and Gulf; and Delta Papa 12,
Charlie India 127, 00, Charlie India 93; Tango Victor 107*
Charlie India 79, 62 , Charlie India 126; ERF. P VTS

, Charlie
Lima 10, 50. Nikon I, Charlie X-ray 39, 35; 2, empty 3
Charlie India 112, 47; 04, no change, 05, empty. 70-nllilmeter
Charlie X-ray 51, 040. ETC Is Charlie Tango 11, 068 . EREP

'

set Tango, 9024, 8362, 9238, 9230, 2774, 0099. Drawer A:
'

Alfa 1, no change; Alfa 2, 05, no supply, take up Is Charlie
India 127; Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 79, 62, Charlie India
126( Alfa 4, 08, Charlie India 77, 07, Mike Tanfco 09. BACK
07, Charlie India 78, 44, Charlie India 74. That's it.

cc Okay, we got It, standing by for the
even in* status report. The DAS is yours.

CDR Okay, sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5
light; SPT, 6.8, all heavy; P1.T 7.5, all heavy . Vo lume : CDR
1750 - SPT, 1750 : PLT , 2100. Water guns: 8226 ; 4190; 02 38
Body mass: CDR, 6.316, 6.318, 6.318; SPT, 6.354 , 6.349, 6 ] 349
PLT, 6.214, 6.205, 6.214. Exercise: no change on all three

'

of us. Medication: none for any cf us. Clothing: CDR,
shorts and socks; SPT, trousers, siorts and socks; PLT, shirt.
Food log: CDR, salt zero, deviations, minus 1 lemonade,
rehydration water, plus 1.5; SPT, 4.0 salt, no deviations,
minus 1.0 water; PLT, zero, iero

f
zero. Okay, Flight Plan

deviations: the SPT did seven TV77, and tomo.;ov the CDR and
the PLT will swap EREP tasks, the PLT is the only member of
the crew that's been - that's had training on EREP cal with
the lunar field of view. Shopping list accomplishments:
PLT did T002-3 today, the data's on tape 02i40 to 03:00; SPT
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did Tango Victor 101, 1-hour prep, and he also got a

sweat sample, and he did S06 3 photo sequence. Inoperable i

equipment: Transporter 07, wu had an early-end-of-fllm !..
light, v« troubleahot It a little latjr, hand wound it and
cleared It, and it's operating okay now, we're going to put
It back into use; transporter 08, film broken with 7 percent
regaining. Unscheduled stowage: none. Housekeeping completed.

CC It Bounds "like you guys had a bang up
day there, you're really ripping through the shopping list
accomplishments and repair work. Got a couple of questions
for you here, and then we'll le; you go. Did the urine dump
line work satisfactorily this' morning, and we're you able to
evacuate the new urine bags through the dump line successfully
or did you have to use the backup procedure? Over.

CDR No, it worked like a gem.
CC Beaut i ful . For the SPT, was the comet

ev*-r as bright as. Venus, and if not can you estimate how
much fainter it was at its brightest. Over .

SPT No, It was never as bright as Venus by
a considerablf margin, but I'd have a tough time giving you
any kind of a quantitative assessment of that Brut' v.

CC Ok iv , and you put some conet sketches
on the TV today, we'll get those back into site here lau>r
on tonight. Do you think it 's wortlivhi le doing TV of comet
sketches later, say day a

i

t c r tomorrow or anything like that.
Over.

SPT I think a 2-day interval now is a little bit
close, I think maybe we ought to open it up to about a 4-day
or so and next 4 days from now I might give you a little
something, but there's really not too much changing other than
the tail length and other very small features.

CC Okay, we'll feed that into the mill, and
for the CDR again, on mission day 46 which is about a week
ago, you gave us a M*87 2 Charlie debriefing but when you got
to the comments on item number 5, habitability improvements,
you noted that you were going to go by that one for the time
being and come back to it later and we checked the voice
tapes and we can't find any place that you came back and we're
wondering If the next day or so you could take a minute
and put some words on that .subject on the tape recorder at
your convenience. Over.

CDR Okay Bruce, I better put that on my - -

END OF TAPE
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CC - - can't find any place that you cane

back and we're wondering if.thu next day or so, you could
take a minute and put aopj words on that subject on the tape
recorder at your convenience. Over.

CDR Okay Bruce.. I better put thai on ny
shoppiig Hat so I don't forget it again.

CC Roger. And since we're shifting the evening
news around to the morning the^e day* ,

why that about wraps
It up for thin site, unless you've got something for us.

Next site, which is Guam at 01:33 acquisition is your evening
medical conference and after that we'll talk to you for about
a minute and a half or so through Goldstone and then let you
knock it off for the evening a » 02:00.

CDR Okay Bruce, 1 don't think we have any-
thing. On that houiekeeping for 'today, I laic it was all

finished, it re ally isn't. I still owt you a squeezer bag
dump, which I'll do befoie bed'ure.

CC Okay. You talk about owing us a squeezer
bag dump, that reaJnds u»« ac*ut the old one about getting
change for a ra / b .

CDR What' s a Bib?
CC A mininum Impulse bid for your TAGS.
CDR 1 9 that right?
SPT Hey bruce, I might could give you a

couple of wo r dfi

.

CC Go ahead.
SPT J OP 18 , th i j 1 ooks 1 ike the last one

we're going to be working on, and from my side, working them
up here, it looks prttty successful. 1 think the J0P Summary
Sheets were put together in a very short period of time,
but an excellent job done on them. I've had no trouble working
my way tt rough them. I thought they were very carefully
thought out and well done. As far as maneuvering, I

thlrk the ASCOs and all the guys down there on the ground
coming up with maneuve.-s did a great job. We've done a

lot of manouvert. here on two CMGs , that I think we were
hesitant to do repetitively on thrte CMGs Just a couplt of
months ag< . So all in all, I think tht folks down there
did a great job and it looks like a pretty successful piogram.

CC Okay Ed, we'll certainly pass those
comracits on and I share your fetiings with you. We've gone
fron a situation where on three CMGs, we thought we could
just barely hack it, where we've done a beautiful job wj. th
you all doing it here on two CMGs and the assersment we're
getting from the back room is that we've given the comet
a very thorough looking over with all the ATM inst.Mments
and the consensus down here is that lt'a been a rip-ioaring
success due in no small part to your dedication to the tasks
involved, and getting on with the program there.
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v CC . CDR , Houston. Reference your remark about
the PLT, we show the PLT on S191 for the LUNAK CAL tomorrow, j

which takes place from about 00:30 down to 02:00. Over.
CC And also the EREP CAL at 12:00 Zulu.
CDR Let me reread what I've got. I didn't

see it that way.
CC We got about 10 seconds to LOS. Med

conference coming up at Guam at 01:33 in 2-1/2 minutes. We'll
talk to you for Just a minute at Goldstone before you sign
off for the ever ing

.

P AO This is Sky lab Control. That's all through
Carnarvon, Australia. Ed Gibson giving us an evaluation of
what he felt was a very successful program of comet observations,
using the ATM instruments. Gibson in the process now of
completing the last of those scheduled observations using the
Apcllo telescope mount equipment on Skylab. And wo have about
1 minute remaining before we regain contact with the crew
through Guam where they're scheduled to have their daily
private medical conference. As you heard CAP CO MM Bruce
McCandless advise them, we'll be talking to them briefly
through Goldstone when we accuirc there on this revolution.
And then clos? down the circuit for tonight and let the crev
begin preparations for their sleep period. We'll leave the
line up for the Guam acquisition. That's scheduled to occur
in about 40 seconds

.

END OF TAP F
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PA0 Skylab's now out of rarvse nf r..»« tw ». :

closing down the air-to-ground circuU llr til T bef ° re

minutes Greenwich n>ean time * * C ° ntr01 at 1 hour «
F,ND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 1 hours and 58
minutes Greenwich mean time.; We're standing by to regain
contact through Goldstone, California in what we expect will
be our last bit of conversation with the crew this evening
before they retire for the night. CAP COMM Bruce McCandless
will be calling them in about 30 seconds. Our flight director
on this shift is Neil Hutchinson.

CC Skylab , this is Houston through Goldstone, .

Corpus Christi, Mcrritt Island and Bermuda for 16 minutes, but
we'll just talk to you here for about a minute or so and then
let you have some peace and quiet. For the SPT, when you close
out from JOP 18 Delta here, we ' d like you to leave the
apparatus in solar inertial since we're short on daylight
sites, and we won't be doing it unattended, that is at the end
of step 35, stay In SI instead of going to experiment pointing.
There's no convenient wakeup site right on 11:00 Zulu, so we
recommend that you set your alarm clocks, we'll call you from
over Guam at 11:29. Over.

SPT Ro?er, understand Bruce. I'm sorry I

didn't quite understand the reason for not going to experiment
pointing.

cc We're not going to be doing any unattended
work this evening because we're short on ground sites and
daylight and there's a posaiblity that if we can't see It in
daytime if we have a failure in the wedge drive motors we
wind up with a horrendous situation. So we'd rather not do
it, Just leave it in SI. Over.

SPT Roger Bruce , will do, thank you

.

CC Okay, and if you need us after we sign off
here, 10,000 do not enter in the DAS, we'll give you a
call. And film thread pad is on board foi your use at your
discretion this evening. And a final iten, they'd like to
remind you that there will be no urine sampling tomorrow
morning, the next urine sample is tomorrow evening In accordance
with the Flight Plan and the new urine sample pad you have on
board . Over .

CDR Okay Bruce, thanks a lot, and you're right
on that lunar cal thing, I was not reading high enough on
the Flight Plan.

cc Okay, so if we're squared away on that
why we'll bid you a good night.

CDR Okay, good night Bruce.
p A0 We'll be in contact with Skylab for anothtrH minutes through Goldstone, Texas and MILA. We'll leave

the line up for the conclusion of this stateside pass
although we don't expect any further conversation with the
crew tonight.
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CC S056 airlock to close pltase before
you leave the panel. »

'

:

: PLT Roger .

'

r ..v
',

SPT Roger, Bruce, I haven't finished up the !

powering down for unattended.
CC Sorry about that, but this is our last contact

this evening

.

SPT Okay , will do

.

PAO Well that concludes our stateside pass
and it'll be the last contact we have with Skylab for the
night. The last telemetry data that we will be receiving
for another hour and 18 ninutes, we don't reacquire the
space station until it comes back around to Goldstone, almost
a complete revolution from now. Have the mission surgeon's
daily report on crew health prepared by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky.
The report reads as follows, "crew health remains good, the
crews mental and physical state is GO for more of the same
busy schedule they have been following since the turn of the
year." That completes the mission surgeon's daily report on
crew health for today. At 2 hours 17 minutes Greenwich mean
time on mission 53, this is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 11 hours 28 minutesGreenwich jean time. Skylab space station is now Juit southof Japan about to be acquired through the tracking antennaat Guam. Pass through Guam will last 10 minutes. The space-
?K* Jw°w

U
l?J

Cat0r °" dUty thiS Story Musgrave.The flight director is Milton Windier. The crew wil] bedoing a Earth resources calibration maneuver shortly afterthis pass, so this will be a very busy and fairly lengthydiscussion, probably including the morning news.
CC

Guam for 9 minutes
PLT

Good morning, Skylab, Got you through

Rog
, Story.

cc Morning , Bill

.

P ^T is the news there ?

.

CC It's there, but I 've got about three U.S

.

changes to get to Jer prior to starting the U.S. cal, so letme give those to him and then 1*11 press on with the newsPLT Stand by 1, Story.
• hi CC

. _ And no nee <* to acknowledge, but for Jer11 need
L
hls CDR dc t^l Pad and the only other pad I'llfor him is the EREP cal C&D pad.

He's getting them out now.
Okay. We sent plenty of them

need

1 ast

PLT
CC
night .

PLT
CC
PLT
CC

:50, EREP

PLT
CC

put down
PLT
CC

down 16:08.
PLT
CC

out on, that
down 12:56.

p LT Okay
CC okay

for you but those concer
now so they

CDR
CC

Okay
, Story . Go ahead

.

And this is on Jer's detail
Rog . He has it.
Understand you're ready for
That's affirmative.
Okay . CDR details

to you

me to read

.

plus
He has
Okay.

He has
Okay

on page 2

Detal 1 11:02 and 12 : 00
(garble).1 ON: S191 hou

that one

.

And at 15:58, cross out 15:58 ind put

t ha t one .

And on the ERF.P cal C<.D.
G and P (?) : 12:57

.

Cross
Cross that out and put

He has that one noted.
I 've Rot about three or four more

EREP 72, It's, oh, 5 hours fromwait, and if you're ready here's the news.
Fire away .

»„ . . ,
Israeli government is repotted preparingto withdraw its foreea 18 miles from the Suez Canal ifEgypt agrees to reduce its troops and arms on the last side ofthe waterway. Newspaper reports in Israel and the United St, es
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said this la a plan discussed by the Defense SecretaryMoshe Dayan, and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger during
ay<,

u u/ l8lt t0 Wa8hi"Rton last week. Dayan, before leav-ing Wahlngton, said he thought the Israeli cabinet could not

J" rlf,
1
?* P roP° 8al

t
to the Egyptians at the troop disengagementin tai< in Geneva, but there was no indication yet justwhen nis proposal would be made. Robbers who stole an 80-pound '

'

rlnluVl h

S
?i ""i IV yearS at ° P Boston '= Historic'Faneuil hall probably used a helicopter, police saidSaturday. Police and city officials said the missinp4-foot-long grasshopper, gilded with gold leaf is priceless.An expert said it will probably sell for hundreds of thou-sands of dollars. Superintendent of the old hall, located

ir> the Hay market Square area, discovered the grasshopper wasmissing when he went on the roof to raise the flag Friday
The last time he remembered noticing it was a month before
But several persons said they saw it on Christmas, police

lioL * V ?\
LUlS Echeverra <»ic) of Mexico has ordered the

of vll< I™* It
° rS f ° r DaVld Alfar ° s«^«e 2f (sic) the lastof Mexico s three great muralists, who died of Cancer Sunday.He was 77. The president ordered that the body lie ln statefor 24 hours at the Palace of Fine Arts in downtown MexicoCity. Burial will be at noon. That's on Tuesday. Snowy Alaskamay not yet rank as a winter vacation haven, but

Japanese ski enthusiasts are are discovering it by thecharter load. Winter visitors from Japan have doubled overthe past year and are now pouring in at the rate of 1,000skiers a month. Prince Charles, heir to the British is one,

lid ™„M a >Z"
h 8 h ° rSe dUrlng 3 POl ° match but remountedand continued the g, ae . The prince, who recently arrived in Sing-apore to join the frigate H.M.S. Jupiter, as comn off leer, feci -

1*11

\

n

lt
a

th
m
t\l V ^ SlnRap0re Pol ° C1 ^. Bing Cro.bv. hospital-ized with pleurisy is reported in good spirits as he watched

Lltl,lt*l uL t
an

!}

Ual P r °- am 8°l f tourny that he normallyhosts at Pebble Beach. Sheets of rain drenched southern
'

California Sunday as a wave of storm fronts lashed the coastand rer-idents battled snow and mud left bv earlier
storms. The National Weather Service said 5.29 inches of rainwere dumped over the area by late Sunday and the outlookwas for more of the same. Forecasts said more flooding andmudslides could be expected. And that's all I've got for youon news this morning, y

PLT Thank you, Story.

, ft
.

CC
, Skylab, we're a'minute from LOS, aboutJO minutes from the Vanguard at 12:09.

p LT Roger.
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PAO Skylab Control at 11:40 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is out of range of Guam, after

the morning - first morning message to the crew. One of the

primary things discussed, of course, is the Earth resources
calibration that's being made this morning. That pass is to

begin at 12 - 12:58, is when the pass itself begins, although
preparations will be under way right in the next 20 minutes.

And the morning news read up by Story Musgrave. 28 minutes

to our next acquisition of signal. This is Skylab Control.

FND OF TAPE
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•

We"l Win Ji.

Spf" craft Communicator is Story Musgrave.

you>
SPT Morning, Story. I have a question for

CC Go ahead , Ed.

r „nrfI
T

»i. r i

Story, in looking through the pads herenoted that I have a F. REP CAL maneuver, whfch is great but

to call yourlght then
1 was J us t going to - Just going

no onfoVlects I ml^r^ * UP/? speed right here and ifone objects, I might take a quick peek at the Sun.
^p.

The y 9fl y to have at it , Ed.

i f
Thank you. For the bookkeepers Cm,,

„ ^ Skylab, about 30 seconds to l in _i
to Canary. And we'll be dumping the datXice afcana^/

^"
there' iq * Inr ~f f

t0ry<
* "° te 0n that solflr actlvitiy update

d l ! i!.f, .

enhancement in XUV and it's a region which Idid a little work on last night at around 260.1. „ ,
1

"re*" an'd fT*" ,egi ° n COm1 "* c Lr
o d .r"

6 faIrly " rcl ^ively high intensity -

l'« r-n !
arc-secondr. off the limb last night, mdI ra taking another look now. " '

,1nd

Cc Okay, Ed.

v-v?- -»»i".:a:i';i.
,

i\:
,

. fc

,
:

,

.

/

: fc ;i:r':;

:»
h

; :i'£'£ V" ::
"

::;™;

"
:—

>
"«»M^::.:"s:

,

^r.^:r l ri::
i

:i.-::i,
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and photographic information on everything from oceanography
to land use planning. The focus of attention for today'ssurvey is the state of Florida. Using pictures and computertapes generated by the 24-minute pass, scientists willprepare er-.ological maps of Tampa Bay and the St. John's River-Cape Canaveral area of central Florida. The region's landuse, affected by rapid growth which includes the Disney World
complex, will also be analyzed and evaluated using data gatheredtoday The pass begins at 12:08 central daylight tine aidconcludes off the coast of France at 12:32. Yesterdav aspart of the visual observations program, Pilot Bill Poguereported on some photographs he'd taken out of the window
of areas of the United States. In elude d in his photographyyesterday were several fran.ee of each side of the RockyMountains and down into the Central Plains area/showingsnow cover over the United Stares. The Pilot indicated inchannel B tapes that were dumped and transcribed here inM ssion Control, that the Central Plains area and snow coverof the- mountains showed some very good relief and topography
ii ^ I'i Vi?° indi * ated Photography of northern

in C*nl*1
a

a

"' nn * sota area and took pictures of a plateau

Je'« i V t
5'" Lawrfnc * ^lta. Skylab Control.

,
" a 1

,

1

;

tl<
;

le9s than 7 ainutes from acquisition of signalIt s now 22 minutes and 30 seconds after the hour
8

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours 2 8 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station 1b off the coast

of northwest Africa about to be acquired through the Canary
Island tracking antenna there. Pass through Canary Island
and Madrid is an overlapping pass with a total duration of

about 15 minutes. Spacecraft communicator is Story Muegrave,
although new team is now coining into Mission Control. Phil

Shaffer about to take over from Milton Windier and Dick Truly

:i ow in Mission Control will take over shortly from Story

Musgrave. We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground
through Canary Island and Madrid, 15 minutes.

. CC Skylab , AOS Canaries and Madrid. Wil I be

dumping the data/voice here at Canaries. And we got you for

13 minutes

.

PLT Roger , Story .

CC And, Bill, if you get ahead on setting up

your BRKP there, I've got about three changes to get up to you
There'? no hurry, however; I can get them up in the next
2 or 3 hours, but if you get ahead and get some tine I'll

give them to you.
PLT Roge r.

PLT Okay, Story. I have my pad now.
CC Okay, Bill. PLT detail. At 00:22, you

can scratch everything on that line. 00:2 2, delete it ?\l .

PLT Okay. That's deleted.
CC And if you can dig up F. REP 22 C&D next.
PLT Okay . 1 have i t

.

CC And go to page 1, and go down to 11 min-
utes and 10 seconds.

PLT Got it.
CC Okay. Delete all that. Delete S 1 9 2 MODE

CHECK.
PLT Roger. I got that.
CC And then moving on down to what looks

like 14 minutes and 15 seconds, S192 MODE to READY, delete
that.

PLT Got it.

CC Okay. The next one 10 the E REP 22 VTS.

Jer'll be doing it.
PLT Yes, and that's one of hie pads?
CC That's one of his but you cm copy down

the chang< all right on that.
PLT Stand by just a minute. Go ah«?ad with

the change
,
Story .

CC Okay. And you'll probably need an extra
piece of paper. I don't thirk you'll have room to copy what
I have to say on the pad Itself.
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PLT Okay. Go ahead.

cc Okay. On EREP 22 VTS, that's 53:20, just

below operate narks. That's where you want to put this. Add:

11 minutes and 00 seconds, special 02.
... pLT .

' Got it .

CC Select three cloud, three water sites.

: PLT '

'

Okay . -
,

CC Track each site for 10 seconds through

nadir.
PLT Roger.
cc And then, just below the word primary

ar.d above special 01, put special 02.

PLT Go ahead.
CC Area 1100 to 1445

.

PLT Roger.
CC And that's cross-track angle right 00.

PLT Roger.
CC That's it for now. Thank you.

CC Ed » Ho us t on .

SPT Go ahead.
C C Ed, we're 6 minutes to LOS here and we'd

like to see the maneuver time before we go LCS.

SPT Okay .
,

.

"

cc Ed, your maneuver time s con II mi: a and

we've got all rhe EREP changes up to you.

SPT Thank you, Story.

COR This is 'he CDR at 12:39. Delta 6 at

time speed times E2 [?] which was 1233 was 43 percent. CDR

out.
CC Okay , Je r

.

Cdr Okay. This ia the CDR with the monitor

readings. Alfa 2 is 93, Alfa 3 Is 87, Alfa 4 Is 93, AJfa 5

is 98, Alfa 6 is 20, Alfa 7 nothing. Bravo 2 is 91, Bravo

3 is 82, Bravo 4 is 91, Bravo 5 is 9 1, Bravo 6 is 47, Bravo 7

is 33, Bravo 8 is 0 - correction, nake that 1; Bravo 9 is

58. Charlie 2 ie 100, Charlie 3 is 88, Charlie 4 Is 97,

Charlie 5 is 50 - correction, 46, Charlie 7 - Charlie 6 is

46, Charlie 7 is 48, Charlie 8 is 92. Delta 2, 86-, Delm
3, 85; Delta 4, 85; Delta 5 is 15, Delta 6 is 46, DeltA 7

is 10. Okay, the S192 switch is verified OFF. Ready. DOOR

OPEN. And the 192 DOOR is OPEN

.

Cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and about

26 minutes to Guam at 13:09.
CDR Roger, Story. 192 MODE to CHECK, S190

HEATER SWITCH OFF light is out. Panel 117 checkp are okay.

END OF TAPE
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CDR - 192 MODE to CHECK. S190 HEATER
SWITCH OFF light is out, panel 117 checks are okay.

PAO Skylab Control at 12:44 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is over eastern Europe out of

range of the Madrid tracking antenna. Our next acquisition
is a little more then 25 minutes away. During this time,

about 14 minutes from now, right after the spacecraft goes

into darkenss, they'll be doing an Earth resources instrument
calibration by pointing their instruments at the Moon, which

provides them with a constant light source. That activity
will take them back into the next daylight pass. We should

have acquisition during the calibration rur . Some of the

early discussion here with Jerry Carr was his preparations

for the EREP calibration. Pilot Bill Pogue is operating the

viewfinder tracking system for the S191 to calibrate that

instrument by pointing the instrument at the Moon. And the

Earth terrain camera's also being used for calibration, with
Science Pilct Ed Gibson operating that during the pass.

Later in the day they'll do an Earth resources pass that
will cross Hexico, the Gulf of Mexico, Florida, the Atlantic
Ccoast of the United States and coastal waters, and then
over the North Atlantic to Flor - to France. Today's pass,

altl-ough it's numbered pass number 22 is in fart the 19th

pass of the mis - of the mission so far. Three of the passes
were scheduled but not completed because of weather conditions
degraded before they could be run. In addition to the 19

Earth resources passes, including the one today, there have
been three solar inertial passes using the Earth terrain camera
only and, including today's Eart - EREP calibration, there are

two calibration runs pointing at the Moon. 23 minutes
4? seconds to our next acquisition of signal. It's 46 min-
utes after the hour and this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 7 minutes and

50 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab spare station
is now about to come within range of the tracking antenna
at Guam. We'll bring the line up live as this Earth resources
calibration is ceing completed.

going to the (garble) B

mark for 10 seconds on t tie

PLT (garble). I

PLT
(garble) Basin.

CC Skylab, Houston; Purple Gang's' with you
here at Guam for the next 4 minutes.

Hello, Richard.
MARK. 10 seconds on the const - coastal
Is the Moon pretty today?
Yes. Sice and full.
Okay. All right; now I nee -i to go 5 de-

as In I?).

CDR
PLT

PLT
PLT

grees down, which will make that a total of 6 degrees.
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SPT
off early, Bill

:' PLT
SPT
PLT

53:12 : 43 GMT

Looks like your little clock alarm we

se con d here.Yes. I' 11 get it just
No rush

.

Sure did. Okay. 10 seconds on 5 degree

down. Okay. Camera OFF. That was a good run. Okay. I'm

standing by co do - - No, it didn't go off early, either.

I'm due here in just about 2 minutes. I'm going in a

minute and a half. 13:12 I'm supposed to change.
SPT Right

.

PLT Okay . I'm putting my gloves on . Do

you have to take any more pictures right now?
SPT
PLT
SPT V.

PLT .

SPT
me t e r wo rk . Okay .

Standby.
SPT
SPT

The ext mark is 12:00.
SPT

Coming up on 06.

SPT

No more pictures for
Okay . Let' s - -

Press or. .

Get her now. Take my headset off.

S ca t t e r ome t e r work to do here and radio-
My next mark's at 11:30. 13:11:30

MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.
MARK. RAD I C METER, STANDBY. Okay.

Stand by -

MARK. SCATTEROMETER' s ON. Okay.

MARK. 191 REFERENCE to 2.

CC Skylab, Houston; 50 seconds to LOS.

Honeysuckle at 13:19. See you then.
Roger. Okay. Next mark is 13:06, theSPT

VTS A I) TO CAL
SPT

13:30, 13:30
SPT

AUiO CAL at 06. Mark is
Stand by

MARK.
Stand by.

MARK.
193 MODE going to XTWC[?]L/R
Is 13:48. S tand by.

SPT MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON

SPT Watch the time, Bill.

SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY
POLARIZATION Is 5 Next mark

RADIOMETER ON

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Stand by - >

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER , ON. RADIOMETER ON
CDR Watch the time, Bill .

?A0 Skylab Control at 13:14 Greenwich meantime. Skylab space station has passed out of range of thetracking antenna at Guam as we cross New Guinea. Our next
acquisition is a little less than 4 minutes away at Honeysuckle.During this pass, the Earth resources calibration photography
of the Moon is underway. Also the electronic scanner 191used on that calibration on the Moon surface, the Moon
providing constant light source that can be compared for
photographic developing and processing. These activity (sic)
on Earth resources - is a pass across southern Mexico and thesouthern part of Mexico. The focus will be on determining soiltypes and land uses in south Mexico to identify erosion or harm-ful use of the land there; and the goal of this project is to de-termine locations that might be suitable for land or forestreclamation projects, an important conservation effort beingmade by the Mexican government. We've about 3 minutes fromacquisition of signal at Honeysuckle, and wWe ' 1 1 keep the linelive there for a tr - to-ground . Pass at Hone y sue k 1 e •

1 1 lastabout 5 minutes. And at this time in Mission Control. Flioht

?s
r

D5 cr T ruly"
ty

*" ^ Shaffer and the Spacecraft Communicator

CC Skylab, Houston. Honeysuckle for 4-1/2n i n u t e 3 .

'

no„n
CD

v„ k
'

k .

R ° 8er
L*

Dlck
'

That one on the hor^on.Down. Yeah, there's another one down.
PLT

, Down . .

CDR Down, apparently .

for «.k. it
" l0r 3 bl" k

PLT Isn't that 71?
CDR No

• Bu * Is a special 1 and special 2 .Okay. One minute to ERF.P, START. All right . Okav. On mymark, it'll be 21:50. Stand by - '

CDR MARK. EREP, START. And 22:00 -

, READ?! ON at 15.
^° '

for

'*„„„!:!!* MARK
- READY ' s out ar 12. MODE is STANDBYSHUTTER SPEED, MEDIUM. Next mark is 22:40. Stand bv . And -

ort nv
CDR MARK. MODE to AUTO on S190. Looking f orREADY
, out at 2 2 : 55 .

C11IIT
™ R

n
MARK. The READY light went out at 50.SHUTTER SPEED to FAST. MODE which Is STANDBY first Nowifs SHUTTER SPEED is FAST.

CC okfl y. J«rry. We're 40 seconds from LOS.Canary comes up at 14:08. See you there.
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CDR Roger. See you then.
CDR Next mark's 23:20. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 190 to MODE AUTO . Looking for
a READY out at 23:35. MALFUNCTION light on number 3. Must
be out of films. READY light without a 30 T. Going to STANDBY.
EREP, STOP at 38 . By golly, we just barely had enough film.
S190 camera number 3, MALF light came on at the last exposure.

CDR Okay. Our friendly MONITOR Bravo number
7 is reading 33 percent. S192 door going to CLOSE now. Okay
I'm latching number 192 - or S190 window.

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 26 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now crossing
New Zealand, out of range of the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia
tracking antenna and 42 minutes from our next acquisition at
Canary Island. This :norning, the Skylab crew completing an
Earth resources calibration run, photographing and taking scanner
data on the Moon for comparison purposes in calibrating the
EREP film and electronic data that'll be gathered during the
pass today and four other passes so far completed. As they
indicated, they were running out of film at the very end of
that EREP calibration, and that film will be replaced for the
Earth resources pass to begin just after 12 o'clock central
daylight time today. One of the sites for today's activities

I is an environmental mapping in the Tampa Bay area of Florida,
Intense study being made there of a potential space photography
for making maps of the biological growth and changes in water
environment of a bay area, and also a similar study being
performed in the St. John's River-Cape Canaveral area of
Florida, on the other side of the coast. That study uses
both photography and mul t i spec t ral scanner electronic data,
either one of those things can be used, and they're interchang-
able to a large extent, one of them, of course, being elcctonic
and lending itself better to computer processing, while
the other is a more traditional photographic method, requires
visual interpretation. Four major studies of oceanography
are also scheduled for today . Intense study of the North
Atlantic. That's an area that's now been veil studied by
the Skylab missions with mul - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0
'

There Is a potential space photography for

r r>°Vi — -s: r : :r

U t ,
em

f

° f course, being electronic and lending"?!

^tnr ill "\ Con P leted - ^e study today includes four
°

e

r s

a ;s ::r?
^^tions, pr^my , tU die, : f

nf%hf * i
f ° an cha racteristics, the characteristicsof the sea's surface, under varying wind conditions ahe varying weather conditions. A study of Earth resourcesInform - Earth resources oceanography will be d e „-

- U2 liLr*
hV ° f unlve "^i«. around the United Stlte

"te^thi-o^/^rirsiynr^^^.^— 28—
^e.^Skylab space s i^^I r

°
Not

1

f

Madrid iVtn al T'T "
P3SS thr ° U « h Cana^ ^land anJMadrid is an overlapping pass lasting about 13 ninut P «, u» >

i ibring the line up live now f or Dick Truly, the spacecraftcommunicator. spacecraft

CC
Madrld^for 1 2 minu t .1^ '

.^ [
^

'

d% J

«
ve"

"

Plan and also a note for the CDR on ED 31.
'

r on<al
C
?
R Roger, Dick. Go ahead. The EREP taperemaining was 4.2 centimeters. 1

CDR Okay
, thank you .
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CC Okay , I go t a couple more .

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Okay, Ed. And Jerry, I got a couple more

for you here. On your ED31, when you get into the ED31 check-
list or at least the student project experiment checklist on
the ED31 stow section, page 5-9, it says - it says here to get
these cans out for - to use for the Petri dishes and discard
the contents. Turns out that the contents of the cans, there's
some boric acid tablets in there, and we do not want to throw
them away. So don't go verbatim by the checklist; be sure and
save the boric acid tablets.

CDR Okay.
cc Okay. And Jerry, as long as I'm talking

to you, we're putting together the final touches on tomorrow's
Flight Plan, and there's one item in the - in the morning, there
an opportunity to do a S019 Kohoutek maneuver. It turns out
to be the only opportunity of che day to get it in, and It's
going to involve the SPT doing a maneuver at about 11:48 Zulu,
which is going to take him approximately - so It's going to be
about a 15 - or 20-minute block and he's going to end up getting
some PSA after that for a total of about an hour and 15 min-
utes. The wake-up site (sic) is 5 minutes prior to 11:00 Zulu,
of the things that helps us here is the fact that there is no
urine sampling in the morning. So, if it's okay with you,
we're going to press on with this plan .

'

,

CDR Yeah, that sounds reasonable, Dick.
SPT Right with ro* Dick

.

cc Okay, great, we'll press on and put it all
together, and that's all the nott=, that I had for you here.
We've still got about 9 minutes, so I'm standing by.

CDR Okay
, Dick, and , on those Petri dish

containers, I saved the original one that they came in. I

couldn't see any good reason for throwing it away. So what
I'll do Is put then in that container and discard it.

cc Okay, and, while corollary's thinking
about that one, Jerry, one thing we'd like to confirm, and
that is, with the I'LT's, we'd like to make sure prior to this
next EREP pass, that the S190 filters got changed and we're
on his CAL - EREP CAL, VTS pad.

CDR That's affirmative, they got changed.
CC Okay real fine, thank you much.

END OF TAPE
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. . > ; CC CDR , Houston,' we've got about a minute
and a half before LOS. Carnarvon comes up at 14:48. Back
to the subject of ED31. Let me make sure I understood a -

what you'ie doing. It's okay with us when you stow an ED31
to put the petri dishes either in the boric acid cans, as
long as you don't throw the tablets away, or in the original
petri dish cans and then the 15 little petri dif-hes
in those containers will end up in the chiller. Let rae

confirm with you that that's what you intend to do.
CDR , That ' s affirmative.
CDR Okay. Thank you.
PAO Mission Control at 14 hours 22 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. The Sky lab space station is nut of
range of Madrid. Our next acquisition is 26 minutes and
12 seconds from now at Carnarvon, Australia. Skylab crew
began the morning with an Earth resources calibration maneuver.
That calibration performed right after 13:00 Greenwich mean '

time. As the instruments were pointed at the surface of the
moon which is - reflects a constant source of light used to
judge exact brightness characteristics of the film and
filter combinations on the cameras and also the ability to
resolve on the part of the other instruments of the Earth
resources package. Earth resources passis planned for today
begins at 17:08 Greenwich mean time. A little less than
3 hours from now. Begins in Southern Mexico, cresses
southern Mexico, the Gulf of Mexico, central Florida, the
Atlantic coastal waters and eventually crosses the Atlantic
to end in the Bay of Biscay, just off the French coast.
25 minutes till our next acquisition of signal. This is
Skylab Control at 22:40 after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14:47 Greenwich mean
time. We're now coming up on acquisition of signal at Car-

narvon, Australia. Carnarvon/Honeysuckle pass will last

about 15 minutes and the line is live now for air-to-ground.
MCC Skylab, Houston, with the ATM conference

and we ' ve got about 13-1/2 minutes. Over .

SPT Bill, go ahead.
MCC Okay . Let me hit you here first with

a couple of solar updates. We've got one note here on active
region 14. It has grown somewhat in the past few hours and has
developed a group of tiny spots. In addition there are

surges at about south 10, east 90, which suggest that the

returning active region 97 may be rotating over the limb and

may not be totally dead. And in addition, of interest there's
an apparent piece cf prominence that's about 10 degrees west
of north, which is at a very, very high latitude for a

piece of prominence, and it has besn confirmed by at least

two observatories. We've looked on previous days' H-alpha
and we can find nothing on the disk that would indicate what
that is. Perhaps later in the day on observing time you
might find it Interesting to go up there and see If it's

still there and if so do some work on it.

SPT You said 10 degrees west of north?
MCC Right, It's almost ac the North Pole,

Just a little bit to the right as it looks on our H-alpha
and on our neutral line drawings here.

SPT Okay. I'll go ahead and take a look at

it. And the other one, the surges you said were - were
a round 260 .

MCC Yes. About 2 55, 260 right on the limb.
SPT Okay. I was going to talk to you about

that later. For the past three times I've had observing time
I've been working on that area and there is some XIP' brighten-
ing, quite appreciable brightening, and I've been able to

find some fairly high counts, I think about an arc-minute
or so, off the limb, and something suggesting a loop struc-
ture, although I've not really had time to fully confirm that.
So it looks as though we've got, around the active region,
16 coming around the corner there. Probably be about a day

or so before you can see it

.

MCC Okay. Sounds good. We'll be interested
in studying that. On today's plan one of the things that's
evident, although I don't believe we've actually mentioned
it on this plan, although we've mentioned it before, where
82B, the PRS is .i0 GO, so that on all of our limb scan type
things we do our pointing, they prefer the white display to

H-alpha to put the slit on the limb, note the fine Sun sensor
reading, and then move out the appropriate number of arc-seconi
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On the pass that begins at 15:07, that you will be doing

shortly, the 17-alpha we're doing on the bright points, 55

has noticed in previous data that bright points are exhibit-

ing time changes that - well, from one total MAR to the

next they noticed significant changes. That's the reason
that we swapped to the BB-28 to get the mini-MARs in

and look at thera on a 1-minute time frarae. Following that - -

SPT Okay.
MCC Following that orbits of Jerry's, at

19:47 and, well, the two BB-28s , JOP 2C ,
step 6, BB-28. That

first one, although it doesn't appear so, is to get long

exposure for 82 Bravo over the active region. The second

set of that 2C, step 6, BB-28 is not realted to the first.

It is actually the first step of a quiet region minilimb
scan which we will finish tomorrow. And that's about the

only odd things about today's plan. Do you have any other

problems with it?
SPT No. That's pretty straight forward .

The way we've been workin* the S2B offset is exactly as you

just spelled out, using the white light display. The bright

points, I'm not sure whether the brightest is the best.

There is a fairly bright one around 200.3; however, there

are some fainter ones around close to Sun center also. I'm -

I'm not sure whether that might actually be a small dipole
and a little emerging flux, but I'll go over and take a look

at it, and I'm wondering what their classification is as far

as their bright point versus the small EFR. If we see any-

thing in H-alpha resembling an EFR, I would assume
that we - that we've ought to press on and find a bright
point with no manifestation in H-alpha. Maybe cyou can con-

firm that before it does come time to do that. The - -

MCC Okay. We'll look at that.
SPT Okay. Active region 16, or the next

one comes around the bend, is kind of interesting because it

does have some fairly high counts of oxygen VI up

around between 150 and 250 an arc-minute of so off the limb

that I'm able to step down towards the limb. We'll find i

maximum first of all in (?) roll up around that, then step

down for three or four steps on the mirror and then left/

right and find maximum to the left and to the right, which

would fly a - a limb structure. And I'm trying to get some

GRATING AUTO SCAN on those locations, and the observing time

I've been able to put in since yesterday. The 55 Information
which you sent up is very - going to be very useful. Got

a couple of questions on it. The last one says disk and

prominences, and I assume that means filaments and promi-

nences, filaments being on the disk, and secondly I'd
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like a few more words on the disk work to be done at ;ii

Lyman-alf a . You said the disk (garble) at 0.9, then only

for a few minutes. I'm wondering if you can amplify on

that a little bit. One thing we want to make sure is

we're very conservative with working with Lyman-alpha.
MCC Okay. Let us take a look at that and .•;

•

get some more words up to you. You're right, we want to i,

be conservative on that, and Dick has a few words here he
;

wants to mention to you, Ed.(?)
CC Sky lab , Houston, let ne Just break in

here a second. We're about to hand over from Carnarvon to

Honeysuckle and we're going to be dumping the data/voice
recorder at - at Honeysuckle, and I'll let you know when

we're through..'"....'.'."..'.".:.-.'....'

SPT Thank you , Dick

.

MCC Okay, Ed. Let's see, we just recently

sent up an 82B PRS HALF. You guys probably have not had a

chance to look at it yet. Is that right?
SPT That's right. I have not seen it yet.

Wait and - well, I'll look around here and - and then work

it a little bit.
MCC Okay. We'll talk about it tomorrow then.

You might all three look at it. Even though it's got your
name on it, it's not clear who (sic) we would schedule it

for yet. Okay, Ed. A couple of other thoughts here. The

JOP IF. that we were apparently talking about yesterday on

the micro-MAR, whatever we want to call it, on 55.

SPT Bill, you - you cut out after the discussion
on the 82B, apparently you got a handover. Would you pick vp

again there, please ?

\{CC Oh, okay. We'll talk about thn*- .onorrow,

You all three might want to look at that, so we can schedule

it for whoever's best timewise. On the 55 limb scan that

we were talking about yesterday I concluded that we were talk-

ing JOP 1 Echo, and 55 is definitely interested in that. As a

matter of fact we'll be trying to schedule that for tomorrow.
SPT Okay. Very good.

MCC And an an - -

END OF TAPE
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SPT Okay
, very good.

MCC •

r
.

And an answer from 55 also on the plun.es
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But the conclusionis to keep the plumes coming for them.
SPT Okay

, very good

.

HCC okay.

JJJ
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the north and the one that has 3 base maybe 240 is pretty much
radial and as you get further out you can see the two diverge
and if you look at the scope you see that the two of then:
almost - they don't cross but because they are at opposite
angles the one streamer If you look at it, the single streamer
that tends to neck down and then diverge again, which ia kind o
interesting until you realize what's happening. The XUV
monitor picture only take (garble) of course as the active
region 16. The - what else you see on the disk the other
active regions have remained about the same except for solar
rotation. Still have a good coronal hole at the south. Very
small negligible one at north with a filament channel coming
down from it on the east side and a couple of bright points
around which we could work with today but nothing else.
Co ahead. '

MCC Okay, Ed. Thank you and the answer on
the bright points is we do want to go for bright points and
not - and emerging flux region. Okay now on the flare
discussion that we had yesterday we've mapped out the planning
here which really represents the ATM request for the next
14 days or so through January 20 or day of year 20, mission
day 66 which involves an increase in the time that we have
teen getting. The main point here is that we will be picking
up the active regions on the limb. Mostly looking at the
corona as it coiaes over, picking them up on the limb and
following oh - following them over past central meridian
passage. Generally speaking most of the experiments feel
that they want to be shooting film at a fairly high rate to
get the flares, that waiting doing nothing will probably
miss the rise. The general feeling is that we will be
scheduling J0P 2C and things of this nature which will put
the experiments in a fairly high data-take mode when we feel
flare probability Is high. We do want to point out though
that the crewman, whichever of the three of you that's or does
have the discretion at any time he feels the activity wnrrmts
it and he feels that he has a better chance of getting the
flare rise, the preflare trigger ct cetera to Jump the
program that we have upltnked and go into JOT IB building
block 24. We will be processing some changes to building
block 24 so that experiments like SOS'i will be t.iklng dat.i
in the actual wait portion but this would let the crewman take
his attention and really apply it 100 percent to the XUV nun
H-Alfa and ai on.

SPT 1 .hlnk that's a good idea Bill.
MCC Okay and - ~

SPT That'll give then some good tine history.
MCC Say again, 1 cut you out.
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SPT That will give them some good tiae history
In case we don't happen to start the thing right at th« initial
point brightening. The - You know the first 10 or 15 seconds
of it they'll still have part of it.

MCC Okay, and to carry on here a bit, 1 will
be preparing a message that will show you our 14-day plan
here in as much detail as we know it over the next day or
so. Presently your next crew day off is 3 days from now on
Thursday. We will have a PI rep who will speak to you at that
tine. We'll try to schedule it with oil three of you. And
he will speak to you on the active Sun plans for all of
ATM and how we will be carrying out for the next week to
2 weeks. And let's see we're a minute from LOS. MILA is
next at 15:35 which is about 35 minutes froa now. We have
another 30 seconds I'll let you carry it on.

SPT Okay, one thing I would like to add we
concluded our JOP 18's yesterday and then 1 - I mentioned
briefly last night when Bruce was on, I thought the whole
program went pretty well. I thought it was quite successful
from looking at it up here, from two standpoints. One is
the observations which were carried out using the ATM JOP
summary sheets which I thought were in excellent condition.
They reflected awful lot of hard work in then on the part of
the people through all of the Pis down to Al Holt who finr.lly
put the whole thing together. And secondly, I think the ASCOs
and all of the other folks who worked out the maneuvers did
a great Job. We were doing maneuvers on two CMGs people
were a little hesitant to - to do with that kind of frequency
on three CMCs just a couple of raonth3 sgo. So overall 1 was pretty
happy with the program. 1 think we're coming back with some
gooddata.

KCC Okay good. Thanks for your words. I'll
see that they get passed on and we'll be talking to you
tomorrow,

SPT Thank you Bill. So long.

END OF MPF.
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have to made by Che doctors to approve the continuation up
to a maximum of 84 days. Sky lab crew earlier this morning,
made an Earth resources calibration maneuver. Later in the
day, they'll be making a regular Earth resources pass. It's
expected that about 55 pound-seconds will be used for the
Earth resources pass. A 6800-mile track from the coast of
Mexico to the coast of France. This is Skylab Control.
29 minutes to our next acquisition of signal . It's now
6 minutes and 27 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15:47 Greenwich mean

;
time. Skylab space station is now out of range of Bermuda,
about 2 -h minutes from acquisition at Madrid . During this . I

beginning of the pass over Merritt Island in Bermuda science
Pilot Ed Gibson indicated that he was having some trouble
at the ATM panel. Attitude drift had occured . Space station
moving Just very slightly from its pointing at the Sun and
he took action then to Instruct the attitude to hold position
to move back to solar inertial, that is to point the instruments
directly at the Sun center again, and the problem apparently
caused when one of the - the control moment gyroscopes
reached the end of its line of travel, hitting a gimbal stop,
and then step had to be taken to correct that allow the ginbal -

allow the CMC to move back off of the gimbal so it could have
free travel again and again maintain attitude control. That
problem was solved sa

c

i s f a c t o r 1 y with the attitude instruction
put in by Science Pilot Gibson. And no use of TACS gas was
reported by the guidance officer here In Mission Control.
Also an inlet cartridge for C02 was replaced today by Bill
Pogue , and the sensor now that reads the amount of carbon di-
oxide in the atmosphere is reading - off a scale low. There is

no - no reading of carbon dioxide at all in the atmosphere. So
Pogue is going to check that sensor to make sure that it's seated
properly so it's getting proper readings. It will give
the crew a caution and warning if it goes offscale low
to indicate that it is not performing at proper levels.
54 seconds from acquisition of signal at Madrid. We'll bring
the line up live for air-to-ground here, a pass of 8 - S min-
utes.

CC

END OF TAPK

Skylab, Houston, Madrid for 7 minutes.
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f™» fn* r
Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 secondsfrom LOS. Carnarvon comes up at 16:23, and we're going todump the data/voice recoder at Ca - at Carnarvon. \nd ?LT

,

Houston. We see on MOL SIEVE B the PPC0
2

reading on scale
now so whatever you did, looks like It worked.

from Mm STFVP a 7 I*
8 '/ t0

?
k 1"* * interchanged themfrom MOL SIEVE A to B. I couldn't do anything by taking

It out and putting it back in so I interchanged the unitsand they're both reading now.
cc Okay . Good

.

PAO
t Ime

l

°.
,
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cc Okay, Bill. Good question and we will
check it. Skylab, Houston, two things here. I wanted to
talk to SPT for a minute about the maneuver times and so
forth when you have a chance Ed, and also when somebody's
available we would like to do another reg adjust in pre-
paration for EREP 22 . ,

*

SPT Go ahead, Dick. I'm listening.
cc Okay, Ed. During the - that LOS

when you - when we got the gimbal on the stop and you made
that little maneuver for us we've - that generated some
discussion here and it turns out that there's a difference
between - on onboard notes which is in the ATM ma If proced-
ure and a - ATM DC program note here on t heground , and it
revolves around the constraint on maneuver times due to the
gimbal on the stop logic which is normally active during
the first minute and the final minute of a maneuver.
Real briefly, the onboard note which if you'd like to take
a look at when you get. a chance is in the ATM naif book,
page 4-U, says that a maneuver time of 1 minute should'not
be used, and our ground program note indicates that a ma-
neuver time of 2 minutes or less should not be uoed because
for a 2-minute maneuver tine that logic will be activated
during the first minute and the last minute of the maneuver
Ve think - we are trying to straighten out in our minds to
make sure we understand exactly what the two of them should
say and we will get them together, but until we have thought
it out properly we'd suggest the better of valor is to use
a minimum maneuver tine, if that cones up again, of 3 minutes

SPT Okay, Dick. I'll go ahead and do that
from now on out. I had talked about the first one, the
l-minuto maneuver time and 1 thought 2 was a clean time
to put it in. We were at a small attitude deviation and we
had plenty of H, where HT was down there around 20 percent
or so, 15, 20 percent. I'll wait until I hear from the -
you further, though, before I everuse 2 again.

^
C

,

Okay. Real fine. Zero's okay and J's
okay but le' s stay away from 1 or 2. We also see that 2
Is still lc.jd in there and the upcoming maneuver time
hadn t been loaded yet, and when somebody gets a chance I'd
like to get a reg adjusr done.

f^T 20 degrees clockwise?
cc Yes, the same as yesterday. We'd like

to mark the present position and rotate each of the pots
20 degrees clockwise.

END OF TAPE
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CDR 20 degrees clockwise?
CC Yeah, the same as yesterday, we'd like

to mark the present position and rotate each of the pots

2 0 degrees clockwise.
CC PLT, Houston, I've got an answer for you

on your E REP C&D pads. • \

PLT Okay Dick.
CC Okay. It turns out that both pads actually

are correct. The confubion factor comes is that (sic) if you

have the time and look closely at Fd' s ETC pad, there are some

multiple entries there at - at the same tiires, an J the entry

that you have only reads the first of those multiple entries

to jog him to go ahead and use his pad. So there's nothing

wrong with your pad to tell him to do it; however, he has to

use his complete pad for the thing to work properly. But

we have rechecked both of them. They look okay.
PL I Great , thank you.

CC Roger.
CDR How's the weather, Dick?
CC CDR , Houston, I'll tell you what - we were

just in - about to update me on the weather so I can give

it to you and we got a Honeysuckle pass just following this

one, and I'll get it up to you as coon as I'm smart about it.

CDR Oh, very well

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about a minute from

LOS. Honeysuckle comes up oh - we're Just gonna drop out

a few seconds before Honeysuckle. The weather again today

looks like you guys are gonna get a nice view of plenty
of clouds. The weather just - at the very first of the data

take will be broken, it will be 8 to 10 cloud coverage
over Mexico. It'll be broken again between Yucatan and
Florida and then go back to about 8 to 10 - 10/10 cloud cover
ever Florida. And the heavy weather will continue just about
all the way across the North Atlantic. The storm that we

talked about yesterday is still there. It probably will be

breaking up a little bit as you get to the last end of the

data take and approaching the European land mass.
CDR Roger, Dick. Okay. Thanks.
CC Roger.
SPT Sounds like real spectacular VTS viewing.
CC Yeah, I think so.

FLT Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead.
PLT Roger, Dick, and we got a couple of problems

here in my EREP prep. t got a FILM ADVANCE MALF light on

camera 3 and 5. This is a new load. The counter that Advanced
properly 28 or seneitonetry advanced and when I got the MALF
lights I followed the procedure on the cue card and did a single.
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Advanced that . Eve ry thin g advanced the proper number of frames.
I took the cameras 3 and 5 off and looked at the f lira. One of
them looked a little - a little bit wrinkled. That wes number
3. So I tried to straighten that out by using finger force and
I got that one to where it's operating pretty smoothly now. I

did another single and both of them advan - and marked the film
with the pen - marker pen. Both of then advanced and I still get
MALF lights and a separate, perhaps related problem, is the FMC
breaker is now popped again.

C C Say again the name of the breaker, please.
SPT The forward motion compensation, the KMC.
CC Okay Bill, let's think about that a second.

We've still got 3 minutes here at Honeysuckle.
CC Skylab Houston, we're 30 seconds from

LOS. Texas comes up at 17:09; and PLT, Houston, about all the
help wo can give you here is: number 1, we think we - you can
ignore the MALF lights if - if you think the film is advancing
properly as you said. We would like to try to reset the 190 -

correction the FMC circuit breaker by going 190A POWER to
OFF, then attempt to reset the circuit breaker, and then 190A
POWER back ON.

PLT Yeah, I'll do that real quick and tell you.
Okay, POWER OFF, breaker in, POWER ON, the breaker stayed in,
and hov about doing one single real quick and I'll let you
know if the - if the FMC pops.

CC Okay, GO.
PLT Good; it stayed in.
CC Great, see you at Texas.
PAO Skylab Control at 16:39:47 Greenwich

near. tine. The Skylab space station, now south of New Zealand,
has passed out of range of the ttacklng antenna at Honeysuckle
Creek. 30 minutes to our next acquisition at Texas. During
this last pass Bill Pogue, doing his Earth resources preparations,
preparing the equipment for the Earth resources pass to begin
about a half an hour from now. Said that he had some problem
with cameras 3 and 5 of the S190A mult ispectral photographic
facility. Tha cameras - two of the six cameras in that set of
photographing cquipmen t ,

ggave him a malfunction light. Apparently
some problem with the new film load that he just added to
the camera bank. The earlier film load ran out during the
lunar calibration this morning and another 425-framo roll
has been added to each of the six cameras of the 190A. He also
said that the forward motion compensation circuit breaker
had popped. That's a - forward motion compensation system is
a device that allows the cameras to compensate for the fact that
the space station is moving about 285 miles every minute.
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And without the forward motion compensation you loose some'
of the resolution, although only a very United amount ?

Resolution is reduced by about 10 percent without the
forward motion compensation operating. However, after resettingtne circuit breaker ani making sure that the cameras were

rrani"
8
*^ ?/

r

f

Perly
;

P ° 8UC t£Sted lc a * ain *y footing aframe, and the forvari motion compensation circuit breaker stavedin so that means that everything is working properly againAnd the film, which was reported as being a little bitwrinkled when he first tried it has been straightened outand seems to be going through the cetera as all six of themproperly. Truly informed the crew that weather's 00 today'sweather report Just finished early this morning, Indicatesthat weather conditions over the two land masses that wereO be surveyed today are not very good. 8- to 10/10 .loudcover virtually overcasts over (sic) both the sou hern part ofMexico and also over central Florida . That ' s a shift fyesterday 8 weather report, which indicated a central Florida

over til I rl
*"* <1,D

!
ndlcated orally good conditionsover the oouthern part of Mexico. However, a fa<rlv l areepercentage of the 14 task sites indicated for today's Earthresources pabs are weather and sec conditions. A primaryarea for study is the north Atlantic Oceanography Can -

oceanograpny of the ocean's surface and the relation betweenthe ocean and weather patterns above it, including precipitationand frontal areas off of the coast of France s« f!r
the pass is going to go on as scheduled' ^ven th^u 'i

r*" 0n

fhev'n
a

s rT 9UeS
- f ° ,jr of thera f" certain look likehey 11 be clouded over. They will take data over the sitesin southern Mexico and also over central Florid*, but now

It appears that weather conditions there are not goins tobe very satisfactory for good - good photography or goodelectronic scanning. There is, however, a fairly clear areaJust off the coast of Mexico where the - Colander Jerry Jarrwill be attesting to point the telescant - using the tele!

J"! ;/
11

:
9 ? olnt

;
as infrared spectrometer urwelllng areaof cold water coming up from the bottom of the ocean due

*° l
UXr

lV chan ** fi in th * ocean surface in thatarea That s one of several additional things not an officialEarth resources task, but an area that's certainly . *l considerablenterest to oc.anogr.phert
. For - the reason gco, oc eanographyand excellent to study son , e cloud tops and global

*

cloudiness, Skylab crew will continue on that Earth resourcespa*, covering a 6800-mile area from the Pacific Coa„t "J
2b minutes and 40 seconds till our next acquisition of
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signal at Texas. It's now A3 minutes 40 seconds after the:
hour and this is Skylab Control. .

.>

END OF TAPE
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PAO - Skylab Control at 17:07 Greenwich mean
tin*. Skylab space station la about a ulnuta and 30 seconds
from acquisition now at T*;:ar . An Earth ruourcti pass will
be beginning hera and we're coming up - -

PLT
conda .

CDR
moment now . I ' 1

PLT
CDR

190 mode to AUTO
CDR

ETC to AUTO, Ed.
CDR
PLT

. cc
CDR

line and Bill ju
AUTO CAL, and
that was reaa

CC
CDR

be done in time.
CC
PLT

being disregarded
CC
PLT
CDR

45 -degree pitch.
'PLT
PLT

Okay, I got a atart here In about 10 a e

-

hey' 11 be coning up to Texas anyYeah,
ask then

Okay , start
MARK.

at 7:45
EREP start.

at and by

.

And at 53 I want

Mark. 07:53, 190 mode AUTO, at 8 minutes

Houston, CDR how do you read?Hello
MARK .

Hello, CDR, loud and clear
Okay, we got a little question

st told me that at
11 be right in the
(garble) we don't

S t and by .

I coulJ do a VrS AUTO CAL now

the tlm
11:20 he went to VTS
middle of the special 0-2
want to do that, do we?

and i t ' d

Okay, Jer. Stand by.
We do have MALF lights 3 to 5, which are

Okay .

Stand by for 08 : 54 .

Coming up on the coast of Mexico. In the

CC
PLT
CDR
CC
it's a

CDR
PLT

savs (garble).
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

to be done unt il
data .

PLT

- - by - -

MARK.
Skylab , Hou3 ton
192 MODE READY

.

Go ahead .

Sky lab , Houston
good catch. We missed it

Okay .

ALTIMETER STANDBY

we 'd like an AUTO CAL

Mark when the MODE

AUTO CAL at 00,09:00.
And, stand by 10:50, now, okay.
Okay

, good show , Jer .

Okay, that means the AUTO CAL is not going
:26, so I'm going to miss 26 seconds of my

Okay . ,
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PLT Well I had a Una drawn there, I was won-
dering , if there's any inconsistency, but, It'll work out fine,
except for the 20 seconds of data,

CDR That's okay, there's plenty of tine, I

think.
PLT Getting a TAPE MOTION flicker.
CDR t'

1 Yeah, I got that this morning , too.
PLT Okay.
CDR Seems to he all right, though, it Just

moves we 1 1 . v.

CDR Okay, we're coming up on the coast of
Mexico on the Yucatan Peninsula. And along the coast I see
a lot of coastal blooding today, a lot of plankton blooms along
the coas t

.

PLT Standing oy for 10:15.
PLT ETC , STANDBY, shortly, Ed.
PLT MARK. And, we're going to SHUTTER SPEED

FAST, pausing momentarily at MEDIUM.
CDR Okay, the plankton blooming is along a

part of the coastline that curves to the south, and then curves
back up to the north. It's right, well there's a wide, there's
a peak on along the western side. Sort of a point o f lan i

and It 'a south of that point of land along that area. A
lot of coastal blooming. Now we're at the northern point of
Yucatan Peninsula, there's not nuch coastal blooming at all.

PLT Okay, at 11:30, ETC, STANDBY; it's about
1 5 seconds , Ed

,

• SPT , '

'

. RO - - ..

CDR Okay , the TRS

'

to be 191 light on and, be on new,
PLT It's not

.

CDR Okay, it
be finished.

PLT Okay , ready
to STANDBY on frame 32
now . Good shew

.

CDR Okav .

PLT 13:24
4 3 or 44

.

CDR
a data take

PLT
CDR
PLT
CC
PLT

means that, if

s camera is going on, needs
Bill. . "

•

'

s 11:26. This AUTO CAL ought to

18 to STANDBY 190 mode
still not on interval 20. It's on

is my next one. That was at about

1 got cloud-free area here. HavingOkay
,

2 5 de g r ees

.

(Garble)
And 10 degrees, taking data.
Dick, are you listening?
Yes , sir. >,

13:24, I turned the RADIOMETER OFF , this
've done everything correctly here, that will

be both SCATTEROMETER and RADIOMETER OFF, do we want that?
I thought we wanted one of those on for heating.
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ALTIMETER UNLOCK light, it

CC Stand by .

'
:

'
>

PLT « J. think the configuration is RADIOMETER
STANDBY *nd SCAT OFF. If I turn the RAD OFF, that'll ...n both
RAD and SCAT are OFF.

cc Roger, I understand.
cc PLT, Houston, the answer is, we do want

to get the RADIOMETER OFF . We need the RAD and the SCAT OFF
with altimeter ops and that is okay.

PLT Okay, stand by -

PLT MARK. RAD OFF. 13:30. -

P, ' T MARK. ALTIMETER ON. 13:53 is the next
one .

:''(

PLT I do ha
Just went out.

CC Okay.
PLT Okay, we're in good shape. READY light,

no , no UNLOCK . ,

8

CDR Second pointing. Taking data.
PLT Stand by for 13:53.
PLT MARK. 190 MODE to AUTO.
CDR That's the end of that one.
PLT And ETC at 14 minutes to AUTO, Ed I'm

sure you got that one. 91 REFERENCE to 6. I only have oneMALF flight to the, I only have a MALF LIGHT on camera 5 now

15O0 's"
P °Wer ° ff

'
that lasr

«
at that last sequence.

'

PLT MARK. SHUTTER SPEED MEDIUM.
CDR Hey, it went over the coast of Florida.
CC PLT, Houston, while we got a short break

here, I would like to advise you, wo have seen FILM ADVANCEMALF lights before on mags that had not been used previously
and so we don't think that's anything unusual.

PLT .Okay. I cycled the power off after t u e
last 190 sequence and put it back cn and then when I did my
sequence this time, it's In a sequence right now, I only have
a 5 light right now.

CC Okay.
PLT 19 2 MODE to, STANDBY at 15:20.
PLT MARK. Stand by. 192 POWER OFF , and waiting

for 16:30. 6

PLT 192 POWER OFF
, okay.

CDR Okay. Got the nadir swath going, the weatherover Florida is beautiful.
CDR I ahould say was beautiful. Starting to

pick up clouds now. Nice blue water.



PLT Okay, Ed, at 16:30, ETC, STANDBY.
PLT Still have an ALTIMETER, UNLOCK light '

but your READY light is remaining ON .
'

CDR Still scattered clouds.
SPT • HARK. ALTIMETER, STANDBY in MODE 5.

Stand by for 17 : 13 .

CDR Lots of cloud streaks between - —

PLT Stand by.
CDR - - 16 minutes and - - v

PLT MARK. 17:13, ALTIMETER, ON.
CDR - - 1 7 minutes.
PLT READY light , no UNLOCK light

.

CDR Scattered, to broken cumulus and cloud
streaks

.

CC Roger, Jerry, you can say hello to the
guys at Cherry Point and Beaufort, you're just passing them
the left there .

CDR Rog, hello, all you (garble)

FND OF TAPE
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CDR
' TLT

Stand by for 17:13.
CDR
PLT
CDR
PIT -.

PLT
CDR

streets.;
CC Roger, Jerry,

guys at Cherry Point and Beaufort
for the last pass

.

CDR Hog . Hello

.

Still scattered clouds, iv->

MARK ALTIMETER to STANDBY, in node 5.

Sot some cloud streets bet *« en - -

Stand by .

16 minutes and 17 mint tes .

MARK. 17:13, ALTIMETER , ON.
READY light. No UNLOCK li^ht.
Scattered to broken cumulus and cloud

Yo can say hello to the
You're Just passing them

1 1 you (garble) .

slew off to the left and look n t you but
ens .

PLT 17:45. SCAT to STANDBY .

CDR Okay. Broken overcast
PLT MARK. SCAT to STANDBY,

an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light and I still have
CDR

at least .

PLT
turn of f

.

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

Like to
the dick-

And I do have
READY light.

(garble) overcast. Looks like two layers

I've lost my READY light. I'm going to

Hey, one of your MALF lights went out

.

Yes . Number - number 3 went out .

Yeah , it got well.
Yes. You can cycle the power off between

sequences and give it another shot. That's what I did. Okay.
15 seconds, and ALTIMETER back ON. And the ALTIMETER UNLOCK
light is flashing, and it went out.

CDR
PLT

cloud cover?
CDR

t ake a - are you
PLT

Still a solid overcast.
What are we doing? Taking pictures

Okay . Let '

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

Yes . It's a nadir swsth.
taking data?

Yes, I am. .

All right. Let me Just - -

Take a look at the IMC if you want to.
Right .

Hurry up MC I'm (garble) on this thing.
Yep.
Beaut i f ul

.

Okay. The breaker's still on.
Still in. FMC breaker's still in.
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(:I)R Okay. Showing 800 counts on the - on
the K-5. •

' ' -.."v::.

.

PI'T ' Stand by for 19 :30.
(:DR Check my d r i f t . Okay . ( ga rb 1 e ) - -
PLT

.
MARK, S190 INTERVAL to 10. :

CDR And some cirrus above stratus.
PIT And at 4 5 I want SHUTTER SPEED, FAST

and ETC will go to STANDBY at 19:45 which is about 5 seconds
PLT MARK. SHUTTER SPEED, FAST. (Garble)

light stayed out. Stand by for 20:33. 1

CDR Low overcast with cirrus on top.
PLT Stand by .

CDR Okay. And we're beginning to break out.
PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY; RAD to

standby. 20:45. Standby.
_ ,

PLT MARK. SCAT ON, RADIOMETER ON, ALTIMETER,

"19o'

GL 41 22 CVen 1 should 8 et a readyout on the

,

CDR Yes. Let rae take a look here and see if
it s done any moving since the last time I looked at it. Okav
5 la advanced 10 frames. ' '

'

.

PLT Yes.
"

:

CDR It's advanced another one. It's d o i n *
f ine .

PI-T Good show .

CDR 1 don't know what's causing that MALF
light there.

PLT Oh
, that little sensor, if It doesn't

get on - I'd better watch what I'm doing here. 22 even
that 's (garble)

CDR Hey, I got an end of film light on the -
on the DAC. We're out of filn. There's no sense in letting
It grind .

,

PLT I'm getting an occasional flash of the
RAD/SCAT gimbal light

.

cc And Jerry, that doesn't surprise us.
We thought you might run out of film. No problem.

CDR Okay.
CC Lots of good cloud pictures.
CDR Yes

, I'll say . Lots of c louds . We're
now going into a broken to scattered condition.

PLT Stand by. And ETC to STANDBY, Ed.
CDR Cirrus over scattered Cu.
PI-T Stand by for 24:10.
CDR Well, after all the scrunching up wc

did on that label on the side of that cassette to try to
give ourselves lots of room. Now it's out of film and I "ve
got four lines left to write on.

. , ,

P */f
,

,

Well, the way it waa going you know it
looks like we're only using 2 or 3 percent (garble).

CDR
' Yeah. Clear as a bell now. Nary a cloudover the water

.
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CC I You might know . We're 1 minute from

LOS. Madrid comes up in 5. I'll call you then. <\ ^
CDR Weatheiman spaaks with forked tongue.

Oh, there ' a a cloud. Okay. That vindicated me.
, :

PLT (garble),
CDR Okay. Well I'm going to go off the

headsat. There's not much more here. There's no data being
taken. Back at the scattered cu

.

PLT RAD/SCAT gimbal light's flickering again.
Waiting for 24:10.

CDR Scattered going to broken on the cu, no

cirrus.
Y I.T Stand by for 24:10.
PLT MARK, SCAT to STANDBY.
PLT MARK. RAD to STANDBY. Waiting for 18.

CDR And that's the end of the swath.
PLT Standby.
PLT MARK. RAD is OFF and 24:30 ALTIMETER

will be coming ON. (static)
PAO Sky lab Cont rol at 17:25 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now over the North At-
lantic. Skylab crew working on that Earth resources pass
that will conclude over Madrid, where we have acquisition
about 3 minutes from now . The 6800-mile Earth resources
pass sennas to be going very smoothly. Jerry Carr working ,

at the telescopic sites, the viewfinder tracking system for

the S191 infrared spectrometer, siad that he had a good view
of some plankton blooming off the coast of Mexico, and

he give* soaewhat - some of the description. .That's not

the first that - pl&nkton that's been seen by the crew.
They've been observing tiat all over the world, particularly
along the coast of South America. The seaweed growths very
large and very distinct in color, have been a primary subject
of visual observations for the crew. Before yesterday Com-
mander Carr also noted something else that was new for this

mission. Said very substantial oil fires in northeastern
Algeria were reported on the recorded tapes that are dumped
and transcribed here in Mission Control. He said that he

saw two large oil fires, or what appeared to be oil fires,

in Algeria near a large petroleum pot - processing plant,
the runway next to it, and he s;aid it's the first time he's
seen that. They've been over it two or three times but had

not noticed the plant and the huge oil fires were spewing a

great deal of black smoke, and there were a couple of smaller
fires to the north and ft little bit to the east with consi-
derably less smoke. Carr indicated he could not see, however
any - any flame. Only the heavy black smoke from the - from
what appeared to be a petroleum processing plant in Algeria.
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'

And he's also been observing dune fields in that area. That

was the purpote of this visual observat ion . He was watching

patterns in sand dunes to determine what characteristics iitn..

the sand dune fields to certain arias and seem to prevent

them frora developing elsewhere. So he got a little side

benefit by seeing and photographing sorae oil fires in that

area/We'll bring the line up live now as we're coming back

Into acquisition of signal at Madrid for the completion of

this Earth resources pass.

FNI) OF TAPE
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PAO , - he was watching the patterns of sand
dunes to determine what characteristics licit the sand dune
fields to certain areas and seemed to prevent them from
developing elsewhere. So he got a little side benefit by
seeing and photographing some oil fires in that area. We'll
bring the line up live now as we're coming back into acqui-
sition of signal at Madrid for the completion of this Earth
resources pass.

PLT 28:05. Stand by -

PLT MARK. The 28:05 ALTIMETER, ON. 193 MODE
CROSS-TRACK CONTIGUOUS. Stand by for 30:05.

CC And Houston's back with you for 8 minutes.
PLT Roger, Dick. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is

ON. READY light is still ON. Okay. 1002. Lost my
READY light. Went OFF with the power. Coming back on at
17 (cough) .

PLT MARK . ALTIMETER, ON.
PLT MARK. Light carat on at 29, 29:29. They're

waiting for 30:05. Stand by -

PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY, RADIOMETER
to STANDBY . 30:15.

PLT MARK. REFERENCE 2 on 191. 30: 30. (Garble
RADIOMETER, ON. Stand by -

PLT MARK. RADIOMETER , ON . 31:15. I want
a VTS, (garble) CAL . .

CDR You got a fine maneuver coming in at 4 5

second s . . .

;

PLT VTS, AUTO CAL, okay. 194 MODE to MANUAL..
31:54 standing by . Stand by -

PLT MARK. 31:54 is RADIOMETER to STANDBY.
CDR Fine MANEUVER * s in .

PLT
:

, Rog. "
-

:

CC Okay and PLT, Houston. When you get a

second, I need to make a real quick comment to you.
PLT Go ahead , Dick

.

CC Okay. We Just discovered a pad error
which at 15:20, present, your pad - you turn the S192 power
to OFF and this means in your post cue card, you will not
be able to close the 192 DOOR. We also have a mission rule
that says if the power goes off for more than a minute, we
want to leave it off for a couple of hours. So when you get
into the post cue card, right there at the very top of it,
where it says, "192 DOOR, CLOSED," don't do that step in
a couple of hours or when we're sat is fled . We ' 11 remind you
of it and get you to go back and accomplish that.

PLT That's a very good call, Dick. 1 ques-
tioned that when I did it. I don't know if you remembered
but I sort of mad* a special int>natioa when I went lo 192
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I'OWKK , OFF but

CDR
CC

for

Okay. Thank you very much for the reminder.
Okay . Wo 1 1 , I'm glad we c.iught It in t imi> .

1 would ' ve sure done it.
And -

Okiy, ve're on our way to SI.
Okay, Jerry and we need the DAS hsre

a minute or so.
CDR Okay, Dick. You got it and let me tell

you about something we saw a little whllo ago Right after
sunrise, I was up looking out STS window number 3 and looking
off to the couth towards the South Pole, and I said to myself,
"Oh, gee whiz, look at those cirrus clouds over there." Then
I realized that those cirrus clouds were up above the airglow
and I don't know what they are but they're very, very in-
teresting looking phenomena. And I took - I got the Kasselblad
real quick and took some photos of it. But if anybody there
got any ideas what it might

PLT Stand by -

CC Okay . Thank you

.

PLT MARK . Okay . EREP
,

like a fairly (!ecer.{ run there.
CC And CDR , Houston,

of minutes here. Back to the FMC circu
found out prior to this pass. That was pulled open during
the CAL maneuver and it night save us chasing a hardware
problem. Do you recall whether or not you closed it after
the EREP CAL this morning. If you didn't, that might 've. been
why it wis open or did you close it and it Just popped again?

'd be interested to know.

STOP. Okay. Looks

We still have a couple
uit breaker that Bill

PLT Stand by just a minute
the - .

: CC ' Okay .

'

CDR Say again,
CC Yes

,
Jerry

.

that he was prepping i.p for tM
circuit breaker was open arc. y<,

maneuver prior to that and wexe

Jer's off in

Dick.
Awhile a go, Bill reported

s EREP pass. That the PMC
had opened it on the CAL
o close it after that. And we

were thinking perhaps if you miised closing it, that
might explain that and savi us chasing a potential hardware
problem.

CDR You know, Dick I think you're right. I

don't remember closing that breaker.I'll have to look at
my pad and see if it calls it out anywhere.

CC Well, I've - I all ready looked. It does say
down in the remarks to enable the FMC and it is in the
checklist but it would be an easy thing to miss and that '

s

probably - probably what happened .

PLT Okay. That takes a load off my mind
because I was afraid we were going to run into that (garble)
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problem we had about 4 or 5 weeks ago. You know, where we

had to twist the little screw and all that stuff.
t; cc Rog and we're 20 seconds to LOS, Carnar-

von comes *«p at 18:04. . . .

i CDR * Roger and we're all rt-ady headed toward
il; I started early. Fired a bundle of TACS .

5! CC Roger, Ter. We'd recommend leaving it

alone. We 're watching you.
PLT Bravo 7 is reading 3 - 21/2 . Approximately

(stat ic)
PAO Skylab Control at 17:36:35 Greenwich

mean time. The Skylab space station now over the Balkan
Peninsula, is out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid.
Earth vesource pass completed here well - before we lost

signal and final steps are beln?, taken there to close out

the Farth resources experiment package . During the pass,
Commander Carr indicating he saw coastal blooming and
plankton off the coast of Mexico. That's something that he

observed while watching through the viewfinder tracking
system of the infrared spectrometer. Carr also indicated
over Madrid, that he saw something that first appeared to

be cirrus clouds. But after a closer look, it turned out -

were above the airglow. That's very far up in the atmosphere a

no immediate indication what that might be but no doubt,
scientists in Mission Control will be taking a closer look at

the comments and trying to figure out exactly what that might
be. The Earth resources pass seemed to go very well today.
The - some discussion there at the end of the FMC circuit
breaker. That's the forward motion compensation for the

S198 cameras. That electronics provides for compensation
for the fact that the space station moves at about 4 miles
a second across the ground or a little over 17,000
miles an hour. The FMC break - -

END OF TAPE
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' PAO Skylab Control at 17:36:35 Greenwich
mean time. The Skylab space station now over the Balkan

i:.: ' Peninsula Is out of range of the cracking antenna at Madrid.
-

, Earth resources pass completed here awhile before we lost

signal and final steps being taken there to close out the

Farth resources experiment package. During the pass Commander
Carr indicating he saw coastal blooming and plankton off the

coast of Mexico. That's something that he observed while -

i , ' while watching through the viewfinder tracking systora of the

infrared spectrometer. Carr also indicated over Madvi : that he

saw something that first appeared to be cirrus clouds bur

after a closer look the - it turned out to where above the

airglow that's very far up in the atmosphere and no immediate
., indication what that might be but no doubt scientists i-i

Mission Control will be taking a closer look at the comments and

trying to figure out exactly what that might be. The Earth
resources pass seemed to go very well today the - some discussion
there at the end of the FMC circuit b r eake r . Th a t ' s the

forward motion compensation for the S190A caraevas. That
electronics provides for compensation for the fact that

the space station moves at about 4 miles a second across
the ground or a little over 170C0 miles an hour . The FMC

breaker had popped earlier but Dick Truly indicated that
perhaps the problem was that it had not been in fact enabled -

that the breaker had not been installed - had been - had been /;

pushed in or - or activated before the Earth resources pass (

;

was to be begun. However when it was noticed that that was

popped out during the preparations Bill Pogue did put the

FMC breaker back in and it worked properly. He also had

a malfunction light on two of the camera* of - of the S190A
but he checked those out earlier and they seemed to be

working properly. "here was no problem with film advance
or otherwise so it's believed that that malfunction light

just stayed on without indicating any actual malfunction.
Everything seemed to be going very well, in fact a little
surprise for the weathermen here Is that there were a number
of areas that were cleared out that he had not expected,
including the area over Florida . Apparently the crew

indicating that the weather looked pretty good until they

got up to the coast. So that - that came as a bit of a

surprise. The last weather forecast given here in Mission
Control Just a couple of hours ago indicated that weather
would be not very good for the Earth resources sites in

Florida or in southern Mexico, but both of those areas appear
to be at least fairly clear. 25 minutes to our next

acquisition of signal. 39 minutes after the hour. This

is Skylab Control

.

' END OF TAPE v '
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PAO Sky lab Control at 17:43 Greenwich mean
time.' Have an announcement . Dr . Horst Ktllar of the Max
Planck Institute wlK be available for a Kohoutek review
briefing at 1:00 central daylight time in the Building 1

briefing room, that's room 135. A^aln that's 1:00 in the
Building 1 briefing room. Dr. Horat Keller of the Max Planck
Institute will be available for a Kohoutek briefing. That's
about 17 minutes from now. This Is Skylsb Control.

CDR (Inaudible feedback)

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylib Control at 19 tO 3 Craanvlch mean
time. The Skyl*b space station is currently ovtr th« North
Atlantic. We have recordings that vera made during the paaa
over Honeyeuckle some time ego, during the prass conference
and we'll play back the recordings from there and then follow
up with the recordinga made over the United States and try
and play catchup after the Madrid paaa. One point of
Interest la a maneuver made earlier today for the Earth
resources pass unfortunately was not made correctly In the
return from Earth resources Z-local vertical to solar inertlal
position. An error was made in following instructions for
the maneuver to return to sol&i inertlal and the maneuver
was made almost an hour before It was scheduled. That error
cost almost 1000 pound-seconds today. We're going to
play back now for you the pass over Honeyauckle and the
United States.

CC Skylab Houston, Carnarvon for 3 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CDR Skylab Houston, we've still got a couple

of minutes here at Carnarvon I've got a note for either the
SPT ot the PLT on this afternoon's M092 run.

PLT Go ahead .

CC Okay , if you remember the problem we 've
been having about the legband Charlie Jullett and the fact
that when we've used it we've ended up off-scale on a couple
of occasions we've very cleverly changed a cal - a ground
cal program that we have here on the grou - on the ground
and this afternoon, rather than using the 3.3 as indicated
on the pad for an LVMS bridge cal number, we'd like you
to use 2.0 and this evening we'll have - we'll be sending
you up a general message that tells you to permanently change
that legband so that from here on out we'll use 2.0 for
that legband.

PLT Roger, copy that. And 2.0 is the cal
number for Charlie Jullett.

CC Okay , that's correct

.

PLT And 1.3 centimeters on the tape, ERE P tape.
CC 1.3 centimeters, okay 1 got that.
CDR Houston CDR.
CC Go Jer .

CDR Looking back over the pad and how I

managed to throw us into the SI mode so early, 1 think -I'm
not making any excuses but the pad itself has got - it looks
pretty much like a trap. I'll tell you what we ought to do.
I think in the future maybe when the - like In this case the
CDR - apparently I was not to do the SI mode, that was to be
an SPT Job later on. Why don't we either leave it off or
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make some iotj of r.urk abova the - the SI .ode. eaying, »
l hou

lllLZ? °ii

Wil b « d0n
f

by thc PLT ." °* -P«tthin» like* hat
°

Probably it won't ever happen again but Just to precludethat and make aure it doesn't that probably would be a sm.ntning to do.
CC

JJ
Okay Jerry, let us think about how wecan .void that trap In the future. We're about to go LOShare. I 11 call you at Honeysuckle in 6 minutes

CDR okay.

, ,?
C

/
Skylab Houston, we're AO - AOS statesidefor^l6 minute.. And we're dumping the data/voice recorder

PLT Roger Dick .

CC
,

Skylab Houston we've got a funnv aoino

«
r

.«.ihui
,

j:,':.:
p" k hi>

* bout u •»« »•« » >°°*

Ed's on his way.
' cc Okay.

sp T Go ahead Dick

.

C
?

°kay, two things Ed. One is we have anerror in - in powering down for unattended ops on yourschedule pad. We need S054 expo.ure ran - r«t>ge to 256

J? / J
0
," 6 v< noticed AGO o. dilation on H-ALPHA 2. We'dkind of like somebody to select H-ALPHA 2. If you could do

SookYnka
4 l00k " U US

* nd reP ° rt t0 U8 - h" "
SPT Okay , will do .

All righty
, thank you sir.

„ 0k «y» how does it look now Dick?

f What did you
5 ;"' H °U9t0n

'
l0 ° k * Stable

. . ?
P
J

ok *y
»

lc *« the same old problem we 'vchad with H-ALPHA 2, you've got to zoom in when it's Mrst
IZ'l'i

UP
:

App *5* ntl y the P°«« to it wa. interrupted
d,; f

n0t
* ure how th4t ^PP^ed. And th.n I came back

bit and wait until it stabilizes and then move back out.

:iJ
,

.:!.:
,

Sp
,
?s.:i

o

;:,
i

:.:
iih

' a"—<« <»• '-'•»«..:

T ,

SPT No problem Dick. Glad to do i t . : DickI've got a couple of things for you.
I'm sorry, Bay again.

, ,
I,ve * ot 4 cou P le of Points. I'd like tomention a few things to you.
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CC <«o aneaa .

SPT r Okay one 1* when we were doing the EREP

today we were coning up on the west coast of Central America.

1 could tae tone fairly larg« eddies a couple of hundred

miles or so in diameter. I could aee these same things

yesterday, which I attributed to the confluence of two current*,

and I think we ought to concentrate a little bit more on that

site, I was able to see a snail amount of blooming in the

circulation pattern so I think we have a good way of picking

it up. Secondly, our friend - friendly ED6163, Just as a

note and try to clarify something thir. thing has taken so

far today about 2-1/2 hours of my time which I managed

to rob from other things . You know, hustling through the

ETC prep and post and a whole host of other ways. What

I'm wondering is how the bookkeeping Is done on this stuff.

It Just occurred to ne the other day as we started reading

off numbers of tines spent on various things that we Just

put an awful lot of time in on things like this and perhaps

people have never really understood that. Charged particle

mobility for example which was a 1-hour experiment took me

more like 8 or 9 and ED6163 is turning out to be a time consuner

at least for the first go around on the photography. I'm

wondering when the people figure up the times whether they've

worked with the stuff that's been put into the Flight Plan

Initially or in the way it's actually been flowing which

we've probably given you very little Information on. I'm

convinced that we've probably put in a lot more than what

18 shown because guys are - we've been going now, well, pretty

much 14 hours a day or so working Just - and you know 2 hours

for eating and 8 hours for sleeping and working the rest of

the time and it's got to show up somewhere.
PLx Roger; Ed, concur on this particular one

we showed something Just looking at the Flight Plan - something

like a half an hour, so it's obviously - that that's a bad

misestimate and the best way we got to correct that Is you

guys letting us know. So keep it up.

SPT Okay, I ought to be able to steam along

a little faster on it but I had to figure out how to make the

whole darn thing work. The lighting arrangemc-.it .

for it is not

too easy to work. We also had to change film in the middle

of it and a couple of other small things that came up. The

second time around ought to be a little faster though.

END OF TAPE
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SPT The - the lighting irrangment (garble)
la not to easy to work. We also had to change tht film In
the middle of It and couple of other small things that came
up. Second time around ought to be a little faster, though.

CC Okay, copy. Incidentally, I've had a note
here talking about lighting that I meant to ask you about.
Turns out that since you guys started turning down the lights
yesterday, that ths temperature In the bird has gone down
oh, like somewhere in the order of * degree and a quarter,
a degree and a half, so It is doing u

,
some - some good.

Then I was wondering if you could make an estimate as to - well
first of all do you think you've achieved sone kind of average
lighting level now? And if you have what kind of estimate
can you make on the number of lights that are off now that
were on say 2 days ago?

SPT Okay, I give you - I think we've reached
a workable level, occ ass i on* 1 1 y we have to turn an additional
light on for a task, but we usually turn it off. I'd say
we're probably down to about half the number of lights on
and the ones that we have left on are down to the low
intensity . I 'm not sure of the difference between the wattage
of high and low intensity, but I think it's probably cut the
total wattage down considerably to a fraction of what It
was be fore

,

CC Okay, well we were shooting for Just
about half the number of lights that were normally used.
So sounds like it's going to work Just about the way we
planned. And we'll keep you advised. Thank you much.

SPT Thank you, Dick. Wh - by the way, what
is the difference betwen high and low Intensity? And what
factor is involved there in wattage?

CC I'll find out, hang on. SPT, Houston,
the high intensity is 12 watts and the low intensity Is 9 watts.

SPT Okay , thank you, Dick.
CC Okay. And - - CDR , Houston, on this

handheld 170 that's on your Flight Plan, coming up we're
boosting the laser up to 10 watts to try to get through
the cloud cover that's up there.

CDR Yeah, we were Just wondering If they were -

we were going to bs able to see them.
CC Rog, we are too. Skylab, Houston, next

time somebody gets an opportunity, we'd like to reset the
REG ADJUST pots to their pre-EREP 22 level?

PLT - - Dick, I'll get it in about 5 minutes.
CC Okay , fine.
CDR Looks like they didn't have enough watts

to do it , Dick

.
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CC Okay, Jerry sorry about that . .
Thanks

for trying, anyway.
CDR > Dick, have you figured what the total

TACS coat on that early maneuver was?
CC Stand by. We were talking about some

numbers Just a second ago, let me see If we understand them

now . Hang on.
CDR - Okay, I suspect it was costly, we fired

a lot of mlbs .

CC Understand, stand by, Jer. CDR, Houston,

our estimate right now is somewhere in the order of 965

pound-seconds, however, we will be running that - or taking

a closer look at it. And when we understand exactly what

it was, we'll certainly get back to you.
f

CDR Okay , thanks .

CC Say, incidentally, Jarry, talking about

this - we'v* come up with a suggestion about how to

make this maneuver pad a little more clwar. And so if you

have a chanca anytime today, and have that maneuver pad

in hand, 1 can tell you what we'd proposed to do and le». you

comment on it

.

CDR Okay, I'm ready now.

CC Okay, what we'd suggest doing is see the

dotted line Just prior to the statement that says, after

maneuver starts LOAD to SI maneuver. What we'd do is delete

that dotted line, since that's done by the crewman that does

the fine maneuver . However , following two lines below that,

following the - the maneuver time entry, and prior to the

SI MODE with a time entry, we'd put a dotted line there,

and if it belonged to a different crewman like it did today,

we would stick SPT in the middle of that dotted lino Just

like CDR is in the middle of a dotted line at the head of

the message.
CDR 1 think that would really do it Dick.

That sure would have saved nc today.

CC Okay, well that seems like the simplest

thing. And if you think that's good enough, we'll do that.

CDR Yeah, I think so - - (static)

CC And CDR, Houston. The conn got bad

there for Jus: a second. Am assuming you said okay.

CDR Yeah, I a^ree with you, that looks

like a good solution.
CC Okay , fine .

SPT Dick, I can go ahead and get those REG

ADJUSTS , if you like right now?
CC Okay

,
go ahead , we appreciate It.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're a minute from LOS

Madrid comes up at 19:05, 5 minutes from now, see you there.
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PLT If you have time, you night take a look

at the REC ADJUST.
CC Okay, Bill, nun will. Hey Just a

reminder, aa you guys are preparing for this M092 this

afternoon it la an M151 dealie.
PLT I have three marka in my Flight Plan.

CC (Laughter) We Just couldn't help but

bug you. And the REG ADJUST looks good. Thank you very

auch .

PLT Okay, and thanks for the reminder.
CC Roger .

PLT Got the portable timer set. -

CC Roger. Skylab, Houston, we're AOS

Madrid for 9 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Dick. And we've got the VTS

unpowered right now, while we're using the power for intensity
lights on this DP 2 3.

CC Okay, Jerry, thank you very much. And

incidentally, I've got a procedure here for getting the 192

door closed. If somebody could copy it down we'd like it

not to be done however, until we have LOS Madrid. And that'll
insure us we have about 2 hours an - which is the time we're
shoot ing f or

.

CDR Okay, go ahead.
CC Okay, it's real simple. EREP power BUS

1 to OS. Then S192 power ON, 192 door CLOSED, should get a

door CLOSED light, should come on 60 seconds. Then S192

power OFF. And BUS 1 power OFF. »\

CDR Okay, thanks.
CC Real fine, and it's okay to do that after

LOS Madrid. Thank you much.
CDR Good enough .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 45 seconds to

LOS. I'll give you a call at Tananarive at 19:27. And SPT,

Houston, sometime this afternoon when Ed - when it's your

best opportunity, and you got time to visit with us for 2

or 3 minutes. We'd like to talk to you a little bit more ah

to what's been holding you up today on the ED61. The reason

we're particularly interested , is as you know wo 1 re goln«

co have an ED61/2 ops scheduled for the next several days.

And if there's some way we can clean up the procedure or help

you out or schedule it for the right amount of tine, it'll

help us out to know that as soon as - so some time this after-

noon why don't you pick a time and give us some words on that.

SPT Okay , wi 1 1 do it Dick .

CC Okay, great.
PAO This is Skylab Control, at 19:19 Greenwich
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»«»n time. Tha SkyUb apace station la now out of range of

Madrid. That conclude tha recordings of paaaes made °ve ' "

about two-third, of tha globe. A. tha ground Indicated the

toatl amount of TACS uauage on tha Earth resourcea paas today,

965 pound-aeconde - -

END OF TAPE
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PX0 This is Skylab Control at 19 1 19 Greenwich

mean tlsje. The Skylab apace station It now out of range oT
^

Madrid, that conclude the recordlnga of passe* made over - about

tvo-thirda of the globe . As the ground indicated the total

amount of TACS uaage on the Earth reaourcaa pass today 965

pound-oeconds . That went well aver the eatimate which was

approximately 50 pound-seconds of gas. And the error was

due to a insertion of the aolar inertial mode request for the

space station to go back to its Sun pointing direction about

an hour before it was scheduled to. That required a very

rapid maneuver and the rapid maneuver did use the extra TACS

gas. The remaining supply of gas still well over the 16,000

mark, which leaves a substantial supply for remaining activities.

7 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Tananarive, it *

now 19 minutes 45 seconds after the hour, and this is Skylab

Con t ro 1

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. Skylab approaching
Tananarive at 19 hours 26 minutes Greenwich •an time. The
next major activity scheduled for the crew, the M09 2, M09

3

medical experiments with Science or Pilot Bill Pogue la the
subject on that, Science Pilot Ed Gibson is the observer, and
Commander Jerry Carr will have ths duty at the Apollo telescope
mount console observing the Sun.

CC Sky lab, Houston, hello at Tananarive for
8 minutes .

CC Sky lab ,
Houston, wt* should still have you

here for about 2 or 3 minutes but In case we have an early
LOS ,

Honey suck le comes up at 19:51.
PAO Sky lab Control. That's all through

Tananarive, the next station to acquire will be Honeysuckle
Creek, Australia, 16 minutes from now we'll have them through
Honeysuckle for about 5-1/2 minutes. This is Skylab Control
at 19 hours 36 minutes.

END OF TAFE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. We're about to
regain contact through Honeysuckle Creak, Australia about
1 minute from. We'll stand by for tha call fro* CAP COMM
Dick Truly.

CC Skylab Houston, Honeysuckle for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC CDR Houston, Just for your Information,

when you came AOS here at Honeysuckle it's apparent to us that
CMC number 2 is experiencing a number - another glitch like
It hns before. The indications to us are about the same.
Wheel speed's down a littli bit and we'll be - we'll let you
know when it's cleared up.

CDR Roger Dick

.

CC Okay.
CDR Hey Dick, what's the nature of the

glitch? Is it the temperature again?
CC Well there's 2 or 3 things that goes - goes

on Jerry, and all of them are indicated here. The wheel speed
is down presently at 8870, and it's about oh somewhere around
30 RPM low. The wheel amperage is up Just a hair. And the
temps - tell you the truth I'm looking in real tine and not
looking at a plot that GNS have, but In general, the temperature
has been a little bit slower to respond. But this one
doesn't look any different or worse than the other ones.

CDR Okay, thank you.
CC Skylab Houston, we're about 15 seconds

from LOS. Hawaii comes up at 20:13 and one other thing
Jerry is the two bearing temps now have Just about converged
in temperature and normally there - there's a spread between
the two temps of several degrees.

CDR Roger
, copy

.

CC Okay.
PAO This is Skylab Control . Skylab out of

range through Honeysuckle Creek, and you heard CAP COMM
Dick Truly advise the crew that telemetry indications
here on the ground show a return of the glitch as he put it

that we've seen in CMC number 2, control aontnt gyro number 2.
There are a series of indications, which taken together imply
an abnormal performance of that CMC. The wheel speed is
down about 30 RPM. It normally runs around 9000, we're looking
at it around 8900. It's down now to around 8870 RPM. The
wheel amperage is up Just a little bit and the temperatures
have been slower to respond to the heating and cooling cycles
so the main difference - tha main indication on the temperatures
pointed out by Flight Director Phil Shaffer is that the
difference that we've normally seen in the bearing temps
between the two gyroa has disappeared, The gyros are running
at essentially the same temperature whereas number 2 has
generally been about 2 to 3 degrees below its (garble), the - the
other gyroscope. This would indicate that bearing 2 is running
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« little warmer than n<>r«nl. Pick Truly advised c h n t tht-

problem thai wit are weeing Ik no more or leas uvvare than
wlmtlar glitches we've seen In the pant and we expect that
It will work Itself out and recover. We'll be reacquiring
Skylab through Hawaii. Thia will be a very low-elevation
pass. Correction - we will be picking up Hawaii at - in about
14 minutes, but that will be a very low-elevation pass of
about 3.3 degrees which is Just on the ragged edge of being
able to acquire a uaable signal. At 19 hours 59 minutes
this to Skylab Control Houston.

EN!) OF TAPP
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PAO This is Skylab Control . >• Skylab coming '' V ^;
up now on Hawaii and we do have an early acquisition ao we'll ]••£.'

bring the line up and 8* and by for the call to the crew.' ',
*

CC Skylab, Houston, Hawaii for 3-1/2 minutes.
SPT .

.-' Rog , hello Dick. 'Like to mention one
suall thing that came up during the M09 2 prep. >..« I - in order to -

CC Hey Ed , I can barely hear you. Go ahead.
SPT Dick, are you reading me now? ; . ;

CC .That's much better, go ahead.
SPT Let me get rid of this squeal.
CC Okay .

*

SPT Dick, for the M09 2 left leg Charlie Juliett,
try to get that down to 2 we had to go to full scale low
on the gain and the best we could get it down to was 2.3
rather than the 2.0 which you talked about before.

CC Okay Ed, copy .

CC Say Incidentally, guys we got about a

minute to LOS and about a 3 minute gap in between here and
Goldstone, so I'll give you a copy. Just the last few
minutes we were handed some photos that were token on SL III
of the aurora and I don't know right now whether or not this
was northern or southern latitudes. But these pictures are
extremely striking and they do appear very much like what
could be described as cirrus clouds and they do extend -

portions of them in these photographs do extend above the
airglow very visibly. Their color is extremely white just
like clouds against a real black sky, and of course the Earth's
horxzon in the airglow. So our best guess right now for lack
of anything else is what CDR saw awhile ago was probably the
aurora.

SPT Very good, thank you Dick. Hey I did have
a question on that pad which was sent up for photography (garble)
it said southern Hemisphere only. Yet in the past month or
so w«'ve seen quite a bit of it, especially up over by the
Great Lakes.

CC Okay, we'll check that one Ed. Out. We're
about to drop out over the hill here, I'll call you
Go 1 dn t one

.

SPT Thank you Dick.
PAO This is Skylab Control. That'll be all

through Hawaii. Although it wasn't passed up to the crew, the
GNS officer reported during that pass that CMG number 2 was
looking real good now. He said that the temperatures had
come back to normal, the RPM rate was normal and the current
was about normal. By way of background the first of the 3

control moment gyros on Skylab failed mission day 8 following
the EVA. We then had 10 intermittent problems or glitches as
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they've been referred to with CMC nunber 2 before mission
day 56 I believe it was - or day 356 rather and at that
time ve began controlling the CMC heater cycles annually,
which cut the number of glitches in half, we've had 5 since
that time. And in general the CMC glitches have occurred
following aajor maneuvers. We have about a minute and a half

'

before we regain contact through Goldstone. And during that
pass over Hawaii we also advised the crew that the strange
cirrus looking formation that they reported earlier today
seeing it floating above the horizon - airglow horizon, nay well
in fact have been the polar aurora. We have pictures of the
polar aurora taken on the previous Skylab mission and the
aurora as CAP COMM Dick Truly advised the crew does look
strikingly like some whispy cirrus formation but floating well
above the airglow layer. Those photographs by the way are
available in the JSC still photo office. We have about 45 seconds
now until acquisition, we'll stand by for that through Goldstone.

cc Skylab, Houston, hello stateside for 9-1/2
minutes.

SPT
CC
CC

Hello Dick.
Hel lo the re

.

CDR, Houston, we'd like to have the DAS
sp ASCO can do an outer gimbalhere a couple of minutes, and

backup command

.

CDR Go ahead.
cc Okay , thank you.
SPT Dick, looks like southern California has

got a real low moving in on them. Moving right acrjss them,
it s about half way over them. Got a very well defined
pattern.

CC Roger Ed, they've had a tremendous storm
out there oh, couple or three days ago as a matter of fact out inthe Mohave Desert, 1 was leading the paper last evening that
(garble) had 16 Inches of snow and that was generally true
all through up in the Kohave Desert up In Death Valley it
was snowing also and sticking on the ground.

SPT - -

here.
CC

snow out there
CC
SPT

Sure looks like it could do that from up

Rog, well it's dumped a lot of rain and
the west coast the last few days.

Skylab, Houston, the DAS is youis.
I don't see any' ove r shoo t ing cloud tops

Dick, but there certainly is a awfully lot of cumulus Justspattered uniformly throughout a very wide area all in the
pattern of a low.

CC Rog.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 30 seconds from



up in about 4 minutes.
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 5 - we are 7

at Bermuda AOS for about 5 minutes . There is a keyhole here
that's going to happen about a minute from now. And will
last about a minute. Couple of items for you, first of all
the CMG

, at that last LOS was looking back okay. So, looks
like that problem was temporary and not a problem anymore.
And an answer to the SPT about the photo pad for shooting'
the aurora. We put it on there for the southern one only
because we thought that was the only one you would be able
to see, however, the settings that are listed are good and
you re certainly welcome to use them anytime you see them
either north or south .

SPT Thank you.
CC Ro ger .

CDR Houston , CDR.
CC Go ahead, Jer.
CDR Roger , Dick , looks like we got a

scheduling problem here. You got Bill doing M093 and thee
Ed and I overlapped on PTPH which looks like somebody's not
going to use the ergometer.

cc Okay, let me see if we can unravel it
here, wait a second

.

CDR okay

.

Cc Skylab, Houston, we're about 20 seconds
from LOS. Canary comes up at 20:43. We're going to dump
the data/voica recorder at Canary.

CDR okay .

pA0 We're about to regain contact with
Skylab through Canaries - at Canary Island tracking station
on this extended pass over the continental United States
with just brief dropouts in communications between Hawaii
and Goldstone, and again between Goldstone and Merritt
Island. We have about a minute remaining before we reacquire
through the Canary Island tracking station.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Canary for
about 9 minutes. And an explanation of how we intended the
Flight Plan to work here was since Bill had had his PT earlier
in the day, we assumed that he would be off the M09 3

,

ergometcr portion of the run. And that both CDR and SPT
would use the last half of their PT period on their ergometcr
and we figured that would work out the way it was on the
summary Flight Plan.

CDR Okay, I guess the question is heating
restraints on the ergometer?

.
CC Well, again, I guess - 1 guess I have to

ask you guys how it turned out the way we scheduled i t . We -
it appeared to us that we had at least an hour after the
lunch period prior to anybody getting on it. Oh, I'm sorry
you said heat in g not eating. I' a sorry.
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CDR Yeah that's right heating constraints on

the* ergometer Itself. Bill's going to put 300 on, I'll put

on 5,000 and then how long la Ed going to have to wait

before he can put on 8 ,000? '

CC Okay , we talked about that Just a

second ago, Jerry, though. Let me - let us check it again

real quick and get back to you.

CDR Okay .
-

cc And Skylab, Houston, 1 forgot to remind

you at AOS here, but we are dumping the data/voice recorder

with you got another running. So any voice you put on will

be attained there. u
CDR Okay, good enough, 1 owe it an AIM de-

brief .

CC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CC CDR, Houston, we've rec'necked the,

ergoraeter constraints per the cue card and our - and our

heating constraints and it looks to us like we're perfectly

okay with - with the number of watt minutes that you and

Ed - The part that Bill's going to put there - put on there

is just about negligible and the 5,000 that you plan and

the 8,000 that Ed plans in that scheduled period is okay.

CDR Okay, great, thanks, Dick.

CC Roger.
CDR Dick, which recorder have you got

designated for recording up here? We're not getting any

green light

.

CC Stand by. Sky lab, Houston, the dump is

complete and INC0 thinks you should have a green light if

you're asking for voice record now. We're about 45 seconds

from LOS. Tananarive comes up at 21:03.
CDR Yeah, but what recorder did they have

designated , say , 2 or 3 minutes ago?
CC Jerry, at a couple - 3 minutes ago your

voice was going on a recorder number 1 which was not the

data/voice configured recorder, so you would not have seen a

light at that time. But it was - we were getting a voice.

CDR Okay, good, just wanted to make sure.

CC Roger

.

PAO That completes the pass through Canary
Islands. They'll be reacquiring at Tananarive in about 11

minutes. And in Mission Control at this time we're in a

midst of a shift handover. The oncoming team headed by

Flight Director Neil Hutchinson. Flight Director Phil

Shaffer will be breaking free at about 4:15 for change-of-

shift press briefing in the JSC News Center briefing room.

Again, our predicted time for the start of that change-of-

shift brieflnR Is 4:15 p.m. This is Skylab Control at

20 hours 53 minut es .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylsb. Ws ' re a minute away from
acquiring Skylsb through Tansnarivs. This will be the last
Tananarive pass of the day. Skylab currently on the 3440th
revolution. And our CAP COMM is astronaut Dick Truly, he'll
be going off shift shortly to be replaced by Astronaut Bruce
KcCandless at the CAP COMM console. Again our ch ange-o f - sh i f

t

briefing tentatively scheduled for 4:15 p.m. today.
cc Skylab, Houston, Tananarive for 5 minutes.
SPT Hello Dick (garble) this pass.
Cc Skylab, Houston; we're about a minute and

a half from LOS and case we have an early one, Honeysuckle comes
up at 21:27, see you there.

SPT Okay Dick , I'll talk ED61 to you at that
time. .. .

cc Okay, real fine Ed, thank you.
PA0 During that Tananarive pass Ed Gibson

noted that he would be talking to u> through Honeysuckle
Creek the next station we'll be acquiring about the ED61
experiment, plant growth, one of the student experiments.
A couple of days ago on mission day 51 Ed Gibson planted r iw
seeds in a specially designed container and it is scheduled .it
several points during the mission to photograph those seeds
and observe their growth. The object of the experiment is to
determine what effect If any gravity has on the normal
orientation of a plant with the roots going up and - or with
the roots going down and the stem growing up and how that -
how those growth patterns are effected by varying amounts
of light. We'll be acquiring at Honeysuckle Creek in 15-1/2
minutes at 21 hours 17 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Phil lt°aff u , ,
Thls U Skylab Control. Flight Director

lut Ac I S" left Mla8l0n Contro1 *»4 1* enrJute to

Vl<J<< V ?!\
t,r f ° r the change-of-shift briefing. Thatbriefing should be ready to begin in about 5 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 22 hours 4

minutes Greenwich aean time. Wt * re currently in contact
with Skylab through Goldatone, California. And we have
accumulated about 10 minutes 40 seconds of conversation
through the previous stations, Hawaii, and Honeysuckle
Creek, Aus t r al i a . We ' 1 1 replay the taped conversation,
bring you up to date and then continue on live.

CC Sky 1 ab , this is Houston , through
Honeysuckle Creek for 9 minutes. Over.

PLT Go ahead , Bruce

.

CC Yeah, Richard Truly told me th.it the

friendly SPT was going to have a few thousand words on ED61
for us over Honeysuckle here. But it's no big deal to us

if you want to come back later, why that's fine.
PLT He's right in the middle of exercise,

right now, Bruce. He'll get wif.h you later.
CC Sure, we'll catch hin later this evening,

Bill.
SPT Houston , SPT.
CC Go ahead, Fd.

SPT Okay, the discussion F.D61 , 62 originated
when 1 remarked that it took around 2 or 2-1/2 hours to get

the thing put together today. And the folks on the ground
was wondering what the holdups were. Most of them occurred
because of the first time through all the gear. And 1

don't think there's anything which I can't do the second
time around a heck of a lot quicker and probably pretty much
do it on schedule. But they're interested in finding out what
w,i9 the hangups 1 ran into so, I'll Just go through them.
They're very small but there's a fair of them. First, it took
a little while to figure out what the K2 , K3 adapter ring
assembly is, how it works, how it puts together, where you
find it and so forth? That wont be a problem the second time.
Putting the camera on the mount, it's set up for a slide, which
is only good with the electric Hassleblad turns out you can
unscrew the slide. The screw which holds the slide on, also
holds the camera on, but that took a little while to figure out.
The taping together of th< sides where the 61, 63 con - 62

containers really isn't feasible because you got t3 continually
rotate it, and to tape th«m together and you got to take the
tape off to rotate it. So, you're Just left fighting with
those eider, flopping around whenever you're working to make
the - Just - it's just cumbersome, slows you down a little bit.

CC 30 seconds to LOS.
SPT (Garble).
CC 30 seconds to LOS. Next station contact

in 11 minutes at Hawaii. Ed, go ahead.
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transporter 05, Charlie India 128, 79 percent; Charlie
India 127. A-3, no change; A~4, transporter 08, Charlie India
77, 07 percent; and the film broke MT09 was stewed. There's
no takeup reel on A-4 right now. In the BACK 07 Charlie
India 78, 29 percent. Charlie India 74.

CC Okay, we copy all that. Do you happen
to know when the film on transporter A-4 broke? Over.

PLT Yes, I was getting ready to photograph
the TV-107 yesterday, I had one - I had two jams and one of
them was finally diagnosed as a break and the other one
I was able to- to use a little tool and thread it through
and get li working again. But both of those ware yesterday
- oh in the middle of the day, whenever it was I was going
to photography IV- 10 7

.

CC Okay, we copy all that. Thank you,
Bill.

i'LT And those wore the two jams and they
were reported last night. They were both in attempting
TV-10 7 yesterday

.

CC Ro*fc r.

KPT Houston , SH , I'll pick up here as
quickly as possible.

CC Okay, wvj'.'3t about 4 minutes 1 1- f ; here
at Hawai I , Ed.

SPT Okay, next stumbling block is at the
windows where we were supposed to have viewed - there's eight
of them should all be clearly marked, unfortunately when you
use the marking pen, it doesn' ' stay in the metal so therefore
you ended up getting (garble) cutting out some (garble) burst,
which took a little while - -

END OF TAPE
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SPT if we get enough (garble) which took a little

while. Repositioning of the - actually the - let's go back

the handheld positioning of the camera mount adjacent to the

ight was not a ver - relatively easy thing to do until you got

the hang of it because you had the lift flopping around and

you had to get the light to just about the right value. I

found that rather than the eight inches which they suggested

I had to get down to around within 1 inch of high intensity

light. In order to get the intensity readout they specified

on the lijsht meter.
, , . ,

C C You say you went to 1 inch f

S?T That is correct, 1 inch.

cc okay , we ' 11 check on that . They may have

been talking about 8 inches from the film plane. That's -
where you usually get in a hangup with these extension tubes.

G ° Sn
SPT Step 8 on 2-6 of the (Garble) experiments

checklist. And the way I would interpret that is within 8

inches from the light.

CC Okay . Go ahead .

SPI Okay in the middle of that then we had a

film load because we - it takes 8 and there were only 4 left

on the (garble). And lastly Just normal breaking (garble) down

putting everything back in its place, K2 , K3, so forth and -

and the logging. A lot of it were just learning curve and

some cf it waa just first time - (garble) I think the next

time ought to be something on the order of half an hour

or 45 minutes .
, , . , , .

cc Okay , ve've got all that Ed , and we 11

just go ahead and schedule you for normal duration run next

tine and see how that works out.

SPT That '11 be fine .

cc Roger. Thank you for the details.

cc Skylab, thio is Houston. 1 minute till

LOS. Next station contact ir 2 minutes through Goldstone.^

And we'll have a data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS whir..

18 21
CC

8
Skylab this is Houston through Goldstone

for 7-1/2 minutes with the data/voice tape recorder dunn.

PLT phone call next site at Bermuda. AOS is 22:10. Out

cc Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute till

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes, through Bermuda at

22:10 with the PLT phone call. Out.
n

cc Skylab this is Houston through Bermuda

for 8-1/2 minutes. Out .
_

PA0 This is Skylab Control. That completes

our tape playback and we're currently up live through

B'-rnuda.
Skylab this is Houston, LOS next station

contact in 1 minute through Canary Island. Out.
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CC Skylab this la Houston through Canary
Islands and Ascension for a total of 16-1/2 minutes. Out.

' CC And sometime for Bill when he has a ;

minute I've got a minor correction to his water cal pad.
PLT Roger Bruce, ready to copy . -ts * :

CC Okay Bill, step 2 where we say obtain
DAC magazine Charlie Lima 10 change that to Charlie Lima 11 .

from J4 . And on the last page next to the bottom line where
it says stow ')AC magazine (garble) and J3 (garble) change that to
J4. Over.

.: PLT Have it .

CC Okeydoke . Thank you

.

CC Skylab this is Houston for the CDR we
have a change to S019 (garble) pad. Over.

CDR Stand by Bruce

.

CC Roger .

END OP TAPE
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,

PLT Okay Bruca , I have the pad and I'll copy
It. '

.

-

CC Okay Bill , S019K pad, what happened is
we calculated the point ing for prism out lnatead of prism
in. So we got to change all the - the rotation and tilt settings
here. Are you ready to go? The first one which is about the
third line down, change rotation from 251.6 to read 250.6..PLT 'Stand by 1, I had tha maneuver pad out.

CC I 'm sorry , I was - •

PLT Okay I'm sorry Bruce, would you start over
again, please?

CC Okay, about the third line into the pad,
change rotation from 751.6 to read 250.6. Over.

' PLT Roger, 250.6.
CC Tilt goes from 23.3 to read 21.3 and the

rotation XX goody becomes XX 0.6. Over.
PLT Roger, that makes the tilt 21.3 and the

XX 06 - 0.6.
CC Okay, then for star field 352 which is

the next one down, we change the rotation value from 148.7
to read 150.9, tilt goes from 24.2 to read 23.6, and the
number of turna changes from 3.6 to 3.5, rotation goody goes
from XX 8.7 to XX 0.9. Read back.

PLT ioger , the 148.7 changes to 150.9, and
the 24.2 changes to 23.6, the XX 0.9 and it's 3.5 turns.

CC Right, we showed you should have jacked
up the periods and run a new pad underneath that one, we're
sorry about it.

PLT Okay, we have the corrections now, thank
you .

"
•

CC Roger , thank you

.

CC Would you like us to ship you up a new
one at Carnarvon if we can get it put together here?

PLT Why don't you go ahead and do that Bruce,
if it's no trouble, if you don't, well, we have this.

CC Okay , we ' 11 give it a try.
CC And 1 minute to LOS, next station

contact in 27 minutes through Cananrvon at 23:02. Out.
PAO This is Sky lab Control , we ' 1 1 have a 2 5-

minute break here between Ascension and Carnarvon, Australia,
the next station to acquire Skylab. At 22 hours 38 minutes
this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control . We ' re coming up

now on Carnarvon, Australia. A pass that will take Skylab

across tha southern coaat of Australia, then on out over the

northeastern coast with coverage by both Carnarvon and

Honeysuckle Creek. We'll have acquisition in about 30 seconds.

CAP COMM is Bruce McCandless

.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle. Creek for 8-1/2 minutes . Out . .

CC And Skylab if you'd check the old wood-
pecker there your S019K pad has bean revised. ' ^ *a

'

SPT Thank you . f

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to «

LOS. Next station contact in 16 minutes through Hawaii at

23:26. Out.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab now out

of range of the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia station. 14

minutes away from regaining contact through Hawaii. And
•

.

this is the traditionally quiet period of day while the

crew is eating dinner. At least for 2 of the 3 crewman.
Meal today for Commander Jerry Carr is lobster, corn, and
shrimo, with coffee and ice cream. For Science Pilot Ed

Gibson his nenu shows lobster, pea soup, asparagus, orange ,

drink, bread and ice cream. And Bill Pogue is the only *

one who's varying from the norm of lobster for dinner. He's ><

having a filet with green beans and peaches and bread along
with - with his evening meal. And according to the Flight
Plan at this time Commander Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue

as well as Science Pilot Ed Gibson should either be eating
dinner or just finishing it up. The major scientific activity
remaining on the Flight Plan for this evening is the ATM

operations. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson has the duty at the

ATM console. This is Skylab Control at 23 hours 14 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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^; PAO v This is Skylab Control. Skylab about
to make its final pass of the day over the Hawaii tracking
station. How that'll be a 4-1/2 minute period of acquisition.
We'll stand by for the call from Cap Conm Bruca McCandless.

.

; CC Skylab this is Houston through Hawaii
for 4-1/2 minutes. Out.

cc
' Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute till

LOS . Next station contact in 8-1/2 minutes . Goldstone
at 23:38. Out.

PAO Skylab 's now out of range of the Hawaiian -
Hawaiian Island tracking station . „ During that pass over Hawaii
telemetry data showed the crew Jerry Carr in this case, beginning
the maneuver to the desired attitude for observations of the
comet Kohoutek using the S019 UV stellar astronomy experiment.
That - instrument looks through the scientific airlock.
As using an articulated mirror system. The maneuver will
require approximately 20 minutes and will involve a change
in attitude of about 80 degrees, mostly in roll. Skylab
now about 5 minutes away from Goldstone California. This
is Skylab Control 23 hours 33 minutes Greenwich mean time.

PAO This is Skylab Control . We ' re awaiting
acquisition of Skylab through the Goldstone tracking station
for a stateside pass that will take the space station across
the northern part of the United States down across the Great
Lakes and out over the Eastern seaboard. We'll be regaining
radio contact in about 45 seconds. f

cc
; Skylab this is Houston through Goldstone

for 4-1/2 minutes. Over.
cc Skylab this is Houston for the PLT

.

We have the film thread pad on board but we believe there
is an error in it, which goes along with the photo log. On
Nikon 03 we anticipated that you would have run out of
exposures on CI112 sometime today and the pad for this
morning instructed you to go ahead and reload with CI113 and the
frame count that you passed down indicates that you probably
did do this as you went from frame count last evening of 47
down to 07 and when you get a chance, at your convenience not to
interrupt you meal or anything like that, could you just
confirn for us that it was indeed CI113 in there and the
count is 07 . Over

.

PLT Stand by 1 .

cc No, don't interrupt.
PLT No, I was just getting ready to go up and

do the SI maneuvers. Stand by to do that and get the film
thread pad I'll go by the film vault on my way.

CC .

; Thank you. :
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PLT Houston, Skylab PLT. That's correct.
That is 113 and the filn number - fr»e nutiber la correct.

CC Okay, and if you could just make the
appropriate corrections to you film thread pad - I think
it's status only in the 35-mi llimeter section. We'd appreciate

PLT . Rog will do. Thank you very much.'
CC And you can disregard the remark which

says when 112 is deflated reload with 113 obviously.
CC One minute to LOS. Next station contact

in 2-1/2 minutes through Corpus Christi at 23:45 and we'll
have a data/voice tape recorder dump coming up Bermuda at
23:46. Out.

CC Skylab this is Houston through Corpus
Christi and Bermuda for - Stand by. Corpus Christi on for

, 1 minute

.

CC Skylab Houston here we go again . This
time through Merritt Islands for 10 minutes with the data/voice
tape recorder dump. Out.

CDR Houston , CDR I'm using the tape recorder
can you redesignate another one for me. Thi3 is for S019

.

CC Negative. But we'll delay the dump for
you .

CDR All right sir, thank you.
CC Keep on trucking

.

CC Skylab this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 9-1/2 minutes through Ascension
Island at 00:06. Out .

PA0 Skylab ' s now out of range of the Bermuda
tracking station on way - on route to Ascension. We'll be
picking up through Ascension in about 8 minutes. The guidance
and navigation officer reported that the maneuver into attitude
for the S019 observations of the comet Kohoutek was accomplished
without use of thruster attitude control system gas. And the
CMGs are - are looking normal at this time. The maneuver
required about 20 minutes to bring the space station into
the proper attitude. And of course it will be placed back
in the solar inertial attitude following the observations of
the comet . Goddard Space Flight Center which has been
compiling and coordinating comet observations reports that
siting3 from a T-38 jet aircraft flying at an altitude of
about 43 thousand feet over the past 3 nights show the comet
growing dimmer to the naked eye. On the 5th of January
the comet was clearly visible - easily visible with the
naked eye. On the 6th and 7th it was vijible but with some
difficulty to the naked eye. last night Science Pilot Ed
Gibson reported the comet was still visible but changing
very slowly. And he recommended tiiat astronaut observations



and reports on the comet be passed down every Ath day Instead
of every 2nd day because of the fact that the comet Is now
changing very slowly in Its appearance. This is Skylab '

Control at 23 hours 59 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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I lost about 2 minutes fiddling with it . And finally it got

desperate and decided to go the brute force way and got it

running again, so essentially what happened is I didn't get the

last widened exposure he wanted on the star field, but 1 did

get all the Kohoutek stuff .

CC Okay. Sounds like you took the right action

there and I'a not sure what we can do about it, but we'll cer-

tainly feed it into the mill and see if there's anything we can

come up with

.

CDR Okay, the whole blow by blow is on tape. I'm

beginning to think maybe 1 ought to get that other cassette

and try a little brute force on it.

CC Why don't you stand by on that and let us

think that one over.
CDR Yes, I'll wait until you folks talk about

it .
: '

"

CC We got about a 1 -minute keyhole here. I 11

call you on the other side.
CC Hey , 35 seconds to LOS at Ascension . Next

station contact in 23 minutes through Carnarvon at 00:36. Out.

PAO That's all the communications we'll have

through Ascension. During that Ascension pass, the GNS officer
reported that the crewwas maneuvering back to the solar lnertial

attitude from the attitude they were in to observe the comet,

and that the maneuver was going smoothly. He reported that,

from telemetry data received so far, shows that the attitude
control system utilized 1 mib , 1 minimum impulse burn in re-

turning to the desired att itude . Commander Jerry Carr reported
that he'd had some difficulty with the film canister for the

S019 , that it had appeared to jam. He used - used brute force

on It, as he put it, to get it cleared and found that it did

seem to clear the problem, and that the canister now appeared

to be working normally and doing what it should, perhaps still

a little bit sticky but apparently functioning as it should.

He said as a result of the problem and attempting to get it

cleared up, he used up about 2 minutes of the observation timt'

but was able to get all of the planned observations oi the

comet. He was not able to get one wide field exposure of a

star field which had been requested by the principal investigator.

The PI for the S019 experiment is Dr. Karl Henize of the

NASA Johnson Space Center. 21 minutes away from regaining
contact with Skylab, that'll be through Carnarvon, Australia.

And we've passed into the 54th day Greenwich mean time it's

now zero hours 16 minutes GMT.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab space
station coming up on Carnarvon, Australia. This will be our
next to the last pass over Carnarvon. One more low-elevation
pass on the next revolution. Skylab currently in the 3442nd
revolution of Earth. And we're about 40 seconds from regaining
Contact. '

'
' '.-..iv-;-.. :<':

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through
Carnarvon for 10-1/2 minutes. And we're going to pick up
the delayed data/voice tape recorder dump here with your
permission.'./.'.

CDR Okay, Bruce I think we're through with
it for now .

CC Roger, we'll let you know when we're
finished with the dump .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Guam
at 00:49. And the evening status report will be coming up

at Goldstone at 01:15. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Guam

for 10-1/2 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab , th 1 s i s Hous t on , 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 16-1/2 minutes through
Goldstone with the evening status report. And we'll be

standing by at 01:16 to copy. Over.
CDR Roger, Bruce . We 1 11 be ready.
CC Okeydoke .

PAO Skylab ' s now out of range of Guam

.

We'll be coming up on a U.S. pass in about 15 minutes.
During that pass over the United States, one of the

activities will be to site the S191 infrared spectrometer
used in Earth resources surveys on the Moon. And at the

sane time to collect data on the Moon from a backup unit,
being operated on Mount Capulin in northern New Mexico.
The data collected on the - on the two units will then be

compared to calibrate the flight unit. As we said about

15 minutes before we reacquire through Goldstone, California.
At 1 hour 2 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control.

END OF. TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 1 hour 15

minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab coaing up on Golds tone, Vv

California for a pass over the contintntal United States,

that will include the crew status report and also the daily /.

private medical conference. f'j

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through r

Goldstone, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 16 minutes. ^
Standing by for the evening status report. Over.

:
v

CDR Okay, Bruce. Slcmp: CDR, 7.0, 7 heavy;

SPT, 6.8, 6.0 heavy, 0.8 light; PLT', "7.0, 7.0 heavy.

Volumes: 3600; 1750; 2650. Water gun: 8235; 4236; 0274.

Exercise: CDR, no change; SPT, no Alfa; PLT, no change.

We'd like to make a change in the standard exercise for all

of us. Change method Foxtrot to read zero springs, and 400 toe

rises. Let me correct that. Reduce method Foxtrot to

zero springs and 400 toe rises. Some of us have walk and

run on there, that should stay on. But across the board

each one of us is going to stop doing springs, aad we're

all going to do 400 toe rises from now on. That includes

today. Medications: none for anyone. Clothing: CDR,

shirt and socks; SPT, none; PLT, none. Food log: salt for

the CDR, plus 3.5, minus one coffee with sugar, plus 2.0

rehydration water; SPT, 1.5 salt, plus two biscuits, plus

butter cookies, one butter cookies, plus one lemon pudding,
plus vanilla wafers, plus one grape drink, minus 20 CCs

for TV- 101, rehydration water zero; PLT, salt zero,

deviations zero, rehydretion zero. Photo log you've

already got. Flight Plan deviations: ED61/63, 2-1/2 hours.

Shopping list accomplishments: PLT, T002-1 star* 11 and 12,

it's on tape from 02:20 last night to 02:40. SSPT, S063

comet photo sequence, two times, also the SPT did put one half

hour in on TV- 101. The CDR, 1 hour on TV-103 preparation,
and you can go ahead and schedule me VTR time whenever you can.

And I'll go ahead and do that one. And the CDR did one sweat

sample today. Inoperable equipment: none. , Unscheduled stowag
none; a note to the medical people in the sweat sample area,

rather than using wipes if they want any more sweat samples

we would recommend the use of a wash cloth, rather than wipes.

: CDR, out .
,:''**•,.'

•

CC Okay, Jerry, we've got all of that, y
but we missed your body mass measurement readouts from

this morning. Over.
CDR Okay, the CDR: 6.301, 6.306, 6.302;

SPT, 6.365, 6.365, 6.365; PLT , 6.233 : 6.231, 6.236.
CC • Okay, we got those. A couple of quick

ones for you. Better set your alarm clocks for revelry ..

in the morning. We'll call you through th« Vanguard at isV^'
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11:25 Zulu. Your phone call for tomorrow, Jerry, is at
02:34 to 02:44 Zulu through the Vanguard. And we've got
one question here for Bill. On S063 airglow or would you
rather - - Disregard the question, we'll catch it on
post flight debriefing. And - - Okay, we're going to
go ahead and turn you over to the medics here, for the
medical conference . And this 1

1 1 be the last pass of the
evening observing your 02:00 sound through, so we'll bid
you a good night. And see you in the morning.
10,000 on the DAS if you want us and we're taking the VTR
for dump .

CDR Okay, Bruce, good night.
PAO This is Skylab Control. We've completed

that continental U.S. pass, 42 minutes and 30 aeconds
remaining before we regain contact with Skylab through
Carnarvon, Australia. The last part of the U.S. pass taken
up with the daily private medical conference. And we'll
have the mission surgeon's report on crew health shortly.
The GNS officer here in the control center reports that
the S019 observations of the Comet Kohoutek required a .

minimum use of thruster attitude control gas. One minimum
impulse burse of TACS propellant is all that was required
so far. And the crew has maneuvered back to the sol.ir
inertial attitude. We don't expect any further conversation
with the crew this evening. By the time we again have
contact through Carnarvon, we will have entered the period
one hour prior to bedtime, and we'll be observing silence
on the communications loops allowing the time - the crew to
have some time to thems e Ives . And time to complete preparations
for bedtime. The wakeup call to the crew will come
tomorrow morning through Vanguard at 11:25 Greenwich mean
tine, or 6:25 Houston time. The crew will be setting their
alarm clocks to wake up at 6 a.m. or 11 hours Greenwich
mean time. And the major activities on the Flight Plan for
tomorrow includes S019 observations of the comet, that again
is using the UV stellar astronomy equipment. They're
also scheduled to run another M092/M093 series, the lower
body negative pressure and vectorcardiogram medical .

experiments, designed to determine the effects of prolonged
weightlessness on the cardiovascular system. Science
Pilot Ed Gibson will be the subject for that test run with
Pilot Bill Pogue being the observer. And the crew will also
be conducting additional observations of the Sun using the
Apollo telescope mount instruments. We'll come up again
with the mission surgeon's report on crew health as soon
as that is available. At 1 hour 36 minutes Greenwich mean
time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours 15

minutes Greenwich mean time. We have the mission surgeon's
daily report on crew health. The report reads as follows:
Health statu* is excellent, recent crew/ground interchanges
have developed mutually satisfying improvements in
scheduling, and consequently resulted in an improved sense
of well-being and accomplishment . That conclude the
mission surgeon's daily report on crew health for mission
day 53. The report was prepared by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky.
We'll be reacquiring Skylab in about 20 seconds through
Carnarvon, Australia. We do not plar. to put in a call to
the crew through Carnarvon in observance of the quiet period
1 hour prior to the crew's beginning of their sleep period.
However, we will keep the line up in the event »:he crew has
any last-minute subjects they'd like to discust with the
g round

.

PAO This is Skylab Control, we're out of
range now at Carnarvon with no conversation with the crew.
We'll take the line down at this time, leaving it down throu
the night, until the wakeup call to the crew tomorrow
morning. That's scheduled to occur at 11:25 Greenwich mean
time, or 6:25 Houston time tomorrow morning. If we should
have any conversation with the crew in the interim tine
It will be recorded for subsequent playback. This is Skylab
Control at 2 lours 24 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 11 hours 24 minutes
35 seconds Greenwich mean tine. - Sky lab space station Is now
Just west of Chile about to be acquired through the tracking
antenna o.« the ship Vanguard. This pass through Vanguard will
last a little less than 11 minutes. The spacecraft communicator
is Story Musgrave. The crew was awakened by their alarm this
morning at 6:00 central daylight time or 11:00 Greenwich mean
time, and the ground has not interrupted them since we h<iv«

had no station pass since then. So this will be the first
callup of the morning from Story Musgrave.

CC Good morning, Skylab. We've got you through
the Vanguard for 10 minutes.

PLT (Garble)
, Story.

CC Good morning, Bill. And we've been shipping
up some pads to you with a teleprinter low indication. You might
check the last pad you got. The last one we sent to you was
5414 Alfa. That's an ERE P Z-LV maneuver pad.

PLT I didn't see any red on it.
CC Okay .

PLT (Garble) 5414 Alfa we have, and we ought to be
pretty good for the message you're sending up right now.

CC Okay Bill, if you haven't seen any red,
we'll ship up a solar - solar activity update pad and a 5-day
forecast . That's all we've got left for tonight.

PLT Okay, we ought to be fine for that and
then we'll check the paper out.

CC Okay, beaut iful .

CC And are you all ready for the news now,
or if you're not I've got Ascension coming up here in about
15 minutes.

PLT No , hit us with it

.

CC Okay. More than 3,000 government raforcments
backed by armored vehicles fled Phnom Penh's northwest defense
lines to counter a big rebel force slashing towards Phnom Penh
Field reports said thi insurgent attackers have abducted 4,000
'.'lllagcrs . Brian Faulkner quit a* leader of North Ireland's
Unionist party. His departure , following a vote against
him in the party's governing body, the ulster Unionist Council, was
a Clear setback to Britain's plans for peace between Protestants
and Roman Catholics. Faulkner kept his Job as Chief Executive
of the province's 7-day old administration. The FAA may recommend
sanctions against foreign airlines who refuse to tighten security
against terrorists. The discussion of sanctions including
possible denial of landing rights, grew out of last month's fire-
bombing and hilacklng atRome, Thirty-two persons, many of

then Americans, died in the incident. The U.S. Parole Board has
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ordered three of the five convicted Watergate burglars released
on parole effective March 7. The board freed Eugenio Armandez, :

Frank A. Sturgea, and Vlrgilio R. Gonzalez who have served more
than a year In prison and are confined at a federal prison camp
in Egland Air Force Base in Florida. The Federal Energy Office
is looking into rumors of oil stockpiling and fuel hoarding.
Officials say they are investigating possible petroleum stock-
piles by the oil industry and fuel hoarding by the nation's rail-
roads and trucking firms. They said there vas no evidence so
far of hoarding or excessive stockpiling. For only the 21st
time in more than 270 years rare astronomical conditions are
producing swelling tides along the coasts of the United States.
The tides, along with other weather factors, were causing
erosion in Newport Beach, California. But on the East Coast
the feared combination of tides, offshore storms and on shore
winds have not materialised. Pioneer movie producer Samuel
Goldwy was released from St. John's Hospital in Santa Monica in
satisfactory condition, a hospital spokesman said . Goldwyn

, 91,had been under observation at the hospital since December 22,
the nature of his ailment was not disclosed. But a hospital'
spokesman said Monday it was minor and primarily related to
age. He had suffered a stroke some years ago. President
Nixon has acknowleged receipt of 24 paper Christmas trees from
Viola Shand's first grade school In Jarratt, Virginia. The children
made the trees last month, decorated them with nonelectric
homemade ornamenta and called the display, even a first grader
can be ecology minded." They got a letter from Nixon thanking
then for their "Message of encouraging support." And that's
it for this morning.

PLT Thank you, Story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, 7 minutes

to Ascension. Finish sending up all ihe messages we have for
the moment, so at your convenience you can change out the paper
but there's no hurry.

'

PIT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control at 11:37 Greenwich mean time.

The Skylab space station is now over Brazil out of range of
the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition a little less
than 6 minutes from now will be at Ascension. This is Skylab
Control at 37 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 11:40 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab apace station is now coming within range of
the Canary Island tracking antenna where we'll have a pass
through Ascension , Canary Island and Madrid. The pass is
an extended one. It'll last approximately 16 minutes. Comet
Kohoutek still as interesting as ever to the world's scientists
will be photographed twice today by the Skylab crew. Even though
the comet is now reported to be only as bright as an average starastronomers hope the Skylab photographs will enable them to pierceKohoutek s mystery. While scientists on the ground begin watching
the fading comet, the space veterans on the Skylab space station,will be turning their eyes and Instruments toward the Earth. TheSkylab astronauts will make their 20th survey of Earth rcsourres
late this morning. The 6800 miles of photographic and
electronic data gathering, will include known sources of
gcothermal energy. The surface temperatures measured by
Skylab's instruments may aid scientists in detecting new
areas where the Earth's inner heat may be used to generate
electricity. Such geothermal energy already provides power inthe western United States and several foreign countries. TheEarth resources pass is scheduled to begin late this morning.
We 11 bring the line up live now for air-to-ground through
Ascension, Canary Island and Madrid and Spacecraft Communicator
is Story Musgrave.

„
CC Skylab, back with you through Ascension

for 3 minutes.
CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, we'll be dropping out Just for

30 seconds here while we hand over at Canaries and Madrid.
We plan to dump the data/voice at Canaries.

CDR Roger, Story.
cc Skylab, we're back with you through

Canaries and Madrid for 12 ni'.uitct,
ptT Roger, Story.
CC And w e got a computer down here. Could

you verify that no one's using the voice recorder?
plT That's affirmative, Story.
cc Okay, thanks.
f
' LT That is to say, no one is using it.
cc Understand.

- - Houst on .

^ D R Go ahead. Story.
cc For your information only, we've got a

computer problem down tivre. We've had no data throughout
Canaries and Madrid. And you've got PT scheduled here conin*up pretty soon an<« we'd like you to refrain from riding the
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ergo.eter during the S019 ops. That goes from about 12:15 to

CDR will do.

£p
And how's the maneuver going, Ed?

^
PT Looks pretty good so far.

CC
, Okay .

, n<;
" \ V Seeing we're a minute and a half fromLUS

• about 25 minutes to Guam at 12:24.
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• PAO - - Control at 12 hours 24 minutes Greenwich i

mean time. Skylab svace station is now 54 seconds from acquisi-
tion of signal at Guam. V.'e'll bring the line up live for the

pass through Guam, which should last about 7 minutes. Space-
craft communicator on duty is still Story Musgrave, although
handover has begun here in Mission Control with Dick Truly
and Flight Director Phil Shaffer coming on to replace
Milton Windier .

CC Skylab, we're AOS Guam for 6 minutes. And we

still have no data down here.
SPT Hello, Story. It's looking good from up

here.
CC Okay .

SPT Skylab , we ' re a minute to LOS . The next
station is Canaries in about 50 minutes at 13:23. Be dumping
the data/voice there.

PAO Skylab Control at 12:3- Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is out of range of Guam.
Honeysuckle will not be in acquisition for this upcoming pass.
They are supporting a separate mission. 51 minutes to our
next acquisition at Canary Island. At this time in Mission
Control, the computers are still down. And certain problems
are now going to have to be solved a long way around. In

fact, ground stations will be asked to give data on the
performance of various things on the space station that are
not monitored by the crew including the heater cycle for the
control moment gyroscope. That will allow ground control of
that gyroscope command. It's still a - possible from the
ground. However, if heaters are not available for assistance so

that - for that reason. The ground station personnel will have
to play a much more important role during the next hour or

so. No time yet on the exact repair time for the computers.
However they're now in maintenance after a problem that's
still not explained by the computer staff here in Mission
Control. 50 minutes and a half to our next acquisition of
signal. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13:23 Greenwich mean '

time. The Skylab apace station Is now about to come within

range of the Canary Island's tracking antenna . The pass

through Canary Islands and Madrid that'll last approximately
15 minutes. Computers are back up in Mission Control after
apparently an electronic problem that we now believe to have

been solved . Only one part of the computer system's still

down. Everything is ready to go. And Phil Shaffer's taking

over as Flight Director and Dick Truly now on duty as the

Spacecraft Communicator.
CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Canary and Madrid.

Hello from the purple gang . We ' ve got you for 13 minutes
and we've got our data back down here and we're bringing our

machines back up. How are you guys doing this morning?
CDR Morning, purple gang. We're doing great.

Welcome aboard

.

CC Thank you, sir. It's a very foggy morning
in Houston

.

CDR Maybe that's what got the computers.
They're all fogged up.

CC Could be. As a matter of fact, I heard

on the radio coming In that it was 11 degrees below zero in

Minneapolis this morning. So 1 hope you guys are toasty up

there. You can feel sorry for the folks up that way.
CDR Say, speaking of Minneapolis, Dick, you

know there's a great circular volcanic structure up in - up

in northeastern Canada that we discussed every once In a while
In our geology briefings that we got for the Apollo program.
And Bill and I have noticed on two occasions that out

near Minneapolis, there's also a green circular structure in

the ground that is extensuated by the snow cover right now.

I was wondering If the geologists might have a word Tor us

on that. So far, we haven't really located Minneapolis and

so we can't tell you whether it's east or west, but It's right

up in the Wisconsin/Minnesota area. It's about the sane size

as the one up In Canada.
CC Well, we'll certainly sic our purple

geologists on it and try to get you an answer.
CDR Well, he doesn't really have to turn

purple to get the answer.
CC Yes, but the only one we have is purple.

So we'll (jet hiu,
CDR Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. We still have about 6

minutes in this pass. Sometime when you get a minute, I'd

like to speak to you, please, sir.
SPT Morning, Dick. Now's a good time. Go

ahead .
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CC • Hi, Ed. Hey, if you'll whip out your
Summary Flight Plan for today, 1 wanted to give you a choice
here about moving something around and it might break up :

so - a little lore time for you to do eoraething that you'd rather

do, I don't know. If you'll look on your Summary down at

about 18:15 or 18:30, somewhere right in there, it has the

ED61 ops photo. And then if you'll look down lower at a

time of about 23:15, there's a block of open housekeeping.
What happened yesterday was when we built this Flight Plan,

and prior to the conversation with you In the afternoon about
the problems you were having with ED61, we moved that ED61

ops from the lower housekeeping block up to that block, where

It is now because we felt like in that upper block, there

would be a little more time. If - however, If you would
like to move It back down to 23:15 or so, It ml - it would free up

that other one right after your eat period there, and It

might give you a little more time to do something off the

shopping list or science demo practice or whatever you feel

like doing. Whichever place you decide to do it though,
let us know because succeeding days, we need to schedule It

pretty much on the 24-hour repeat timing.
SPT Okay , Dick . Let me tell you where we

stand on that. I've already whistled through ED61. I got that

done this morning. I'm pretty fast with ETCs still (?) also. What•I'm wondering is, what (garble) that opens up that time frame In there

and I see that the ATM was not running command that time.

I wonder if I could slip in an demand ATM pass somewhere
around there, right after ETC ops. Probably take me around
5-10 minutes to get that thing stowed and I've got crispy
bars which I can eat In 5 minutes. I've got an ED 61 that's
done, so It looks as though that opens up that whole time
frame

.

CC Okay. We - we're looking «t that ri?.ht

now. There is a scheduled handheld photo rlpht in there

but that ought to be easy for you to whip off and get In the

middle, I would guess,
SPT Okay. Now that we're starting to have a little

activity come around the corner, Dick, I'd like to see 1 f we

can concentrate as much tine as I could squeeze in here.

CC Roger, Ed. And while they're takinR a

look at - and making sure that that's okay with everybody to do

that extra ATM pass, I have a question for you guys about

the presleep activities that I was going to ask later but

since we're talking about ATM anyway. You notice on today's

Flight Plan end also the one we're working for tomorrow, the

evening meal - It - we end up that one guy eats ** everybody
gets plenty of time to eat the evening meal, at least on the
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Flight Plans, but one guy eata seperately than the other
two. And as long as we take advantage of the daylight cycles
down there for an ATM pass, probably this is going to be
true every night. And we kind of didn't w«nt to do this without
you know, talking about it in advance and making sure that
that was okay with you

.

SPT Dick, from my standpoint, Jerry may have
something to add on to it, but Dick, I don't object to doing'
that at all. I - (garble) time. Hold on. I'll get
rid of this squeal.

CC Okay . We 1 1 , unless I hear differently
from Jerry, then, that's the way we're planning then atiyway,
and that's the way you'll probably been seeing them.

SPT Dick, for now, that sounds good. We'll
get back with you if there's any change.

CC Okay . Great.
CC S FT , Houston. We think in that extra

AIM pass is a neat thing to do and we'll be - we would like
you to get that scheduled, or somebody get that scheduled
handheld photo for us that's there listed in the summary
around 18:00. And ATM folks will be thinking in this, Ed,
to see if they have any suggestions about what you might
do during the: daylight cycle.

SPT Okay, Dick. Thank you. V

CC Roger. And we're about 30 seconds fro>.> LOS.
Madrid - correction, Carnarvon comes up at 14:04.

PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 38 minutes
35 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is moved
out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid. Almost 26
minutes before our next acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia.
Computer problem this morning, still not completely understood.
It was a problem with the main computer that services virtually
all of the other computer functions here in Mission Control.
Similar problem had occurred previously some time go. But
this is the first time we've seen it during this mission and
that - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Crntrol at 13 hours 38 minutes

and 25 second. Greenwich mean time. Skylab space Ration

has moved out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid.

26 minutes before our next acqui.ition at Carnarvon,

Australia. The computer problem thi. morn ng
J-

"ill not

completely understood . It was a problem with the main

computer that aervices virtually all of the other computer

functions here in Mission Control. A similar problem had

occurred previously some time ago. but this is the first time

we've seen it during this miss ion . And , that problem now

appears to have been completely solved, only temporary

interruptions expected during the remainder of tae day on

some of the minor and secondary computers. Host probable

explanation is there was some sort of .

electronics interruption

"a might have set the equipment off and that caused a shut-

down of the computers for a period of time. From about 1 : 25

,

this morning, shortly after our Vanguard acqui.ition .bet .eenH . 25 and 11:35 to about 12:45 Greenwich mean time, there

were no computers to observe here in Mission Control. Ue

now have computers back and the data is being reviewed over

that period of time. No serious problems occurring because

of the loss of the computers, data is still being acquired

through the ground stations. 25 minutes to our next acquisi-

tion of signal. This is Skylab Control. About ? n n U tes

immediately after that we'll have a pass a Honeysuckle Creek,

astlng almost 8 minutes, for a total of about 15 minu es

.

The spacecraft communicator is Dick Truly, the Flight Director

Fhli
MCC

ffCr
Skylab, Houston. Long pass here through

Carnarvon and Honeysuckle, for 14 minutes. Over.

SPT (Garble.) - - tore it up.

MCC Okay, Ed. You came through very weak-

there On the solar update for todAy, we don't have too

o aoV The emerging flux regions that are popping out
^

7nd disappearing all over the Sun. it's real ^ today
0 "* 've

9t orv You've probably noticed on the plar for today ve vc

scheduled Jerry on some prominent observations with ^ruc-
tions to pick nis own. To us, it looks like there may no

0 e all that much to pick from. We thought naybe you might

have a better idea, having locked at It mere r ec en t 1 y

.

SPT Okay, the small bit of observing tine I

did manage to squeeze in this morning, I was looking at a

R nr above active region 16. and 1 didn't have
J

ch.nc,

to take a lap around the limb. I'll dc that though this next

° rbit
MCC Okav, fine. You might pass on whatever

thoughts you had to Jerry, if In the event he cannot find

a prominence, the schedule Just asks him to go on into the

shopping list itema. On today's plan the 17 alfa JOP that you
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the first time around, and we'll see how it goes

.

MCC Okay , fine . You alio might start on

soroe feature off the limb, Just to get the experience when

there really doesn't - there is no tine Halt.
SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. Let me hit you with a couple of

other things. For tomorrow's ATM conference, the schedulers

were unable to work you in, so rather than give it up,

it looks like Jerry will be scheduled for the ATM conference

somewhere along midday unless you would prefer that we

just skip it altogether.
SPT Nd. That's a good idea, let's go ahead

and - sounds like a good idea for Jerry, right now he's

strapped Into the (garble) and probably can't respond but that

sounds good .

'

MCC Okay, fine. And, on today's extra orbit

that we got, It turns out it's not all that much of an orbit

for vou. We will not be getting back to SI until 18 minutes

prior to 400 kilometers and that would be at 18:04. What we

suggest is that you operate shopping list Items and we're

particularly interested in active regio-.i H, from what you

said it sounds like you are also.
SPT Yeah, thet's affirrc, Bill. We'll ttlk

a little bit more about that in a minute.
MCC Okay. And (garble). They are willing - -

END OF TAPE
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SPT Dick, and one other thing on TV 101, right

now I've got the thing set up and pretty much ready to start

with some data, but I need to know omethlng about the DAC film

which Is available. I'm wondering if you could tell me what the

status is on that so I can pick as a on the shopping list

Item.
CC Okay, we'll work on that one. We're about

30 seconds from LOS. Bermuda comes up at 14:53, and Jerry, are

you close to the phone real quick here before LOS?
CDR Go ahead, Dick.
CC Okay, some time in the next day or so, we're

going to try to pick up a 192 alignment check. If, in fact,
this morning after you do the EREP mag that's scheduled, if

you are running a little bit ahead, if you did the EREP BUS 1

to S191 POWER ON about 10 minutes early we figured you might
could get in the 192 alignment check prior to EREP today and

we would not have to worry about scheduling. It - It is not

a requirment today, though, so if you're not running ahead, don't
sweat 1 1 .

CDR Okay Dick, I seriously doubt that I'll get
ahead on that EREP mag thinR since I haven't done that up here
before.

CC Okay, fine. We're certainly not planning
on getting it. We are planning on scheduling It, Just thought
we'd let you kr.ow . See you at Bermuda .

CDR So long

.

CC Okay .

PAO Skylab Control at 14:19 Creenwich mean
time. Skylab space station is now over New Zealand. That was
the morning ATM conference held at the beginning of the pass

over Carnarvon and Honeysuckle with Bill Lenoir scientist-astronaut
talking to Ed Gibson about the present conditions on the Sun,

and recent observations by the Science Pilot. And Dick Truly
conluding the pass there after Bill Lenoir had finished. 33 minutes
to our next acquisition of signal. Ths is Skylab Control at

14:20 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PX0 Skylab Control at 14:52 Crtanwlch mean

tima. The Skylab apace station la now over Venezuela, about

to be acquired through the tracking antenna at Bermuda. ^The

pass through Bermuda will last 10 mirutea. The Spacecraft

Communicator is Dick Truly.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Bermuda for

about 8 minutes. '

3PT Hello, Dick. The folks In the backroom

on ATM, I've been able to locate about six or seven different

bright points. I looked at - well, half a do«en of them,

and everv one of them had some small manifestation in H-alpha.

So I've chosen one which haa a relatively low manifestation

but it's relatively bright. Maybe it just the particular type

we have on our disk at the present time. But I was able to

see something in H-alph& with every one of them.

CC Okay, Ed. Thank you much.

C C PLT , Houston, I 'n not sure where you

are in your PT, but either here or at the following Madrid

pass, either one of them would be plenty soon enough, I ve

got a couple of corrections to a couple of your paas for the

upcoming EREP maneuver.
S PT Dick, he'll talk with you pretty soon

on the next pass

.

CC Okay . That ' 1 1 be fine

.

C C Skylab, Houston. We had a question a

while ago on TV 101 and some requests about the DAC film. With

the DAC film status as it is, we'd prefer not to use it for

TV 010 - 1 today. However, we do have about 25 minute? of -

essentially free time available or VTR. So what we'd rec-

commend doinR is is if you want to do TV 101 today, do it-
as you see fit using the VTR and let us know when you did it

so we can plan our VTR dumps this evening.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Dick. I'll try and

squeeze some of it in today If possible.
, CC Okay , fine .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 15 seconds to

LOS. Madrid at 15:06. See you there.

SPT So long , Dick

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 15:04 Greenwich mean

line. The Skylab space station over the North Atlantic, is

out of range of Bermuda. We're 2 minutes and 20 seconds

from our next acquisition at Madrid. Madrid pass will be an

8-1/2 minute one. Morning, the Skylab crew busy with ATM

observations and Kohoutek photography, using the S019 camera.

Now, during the next hour or so, they'll be doing an Earth

resources pass, that's on the next revolution around the

Earth. As they come across Central America, they'll begin the
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pass. , The pass lasts about 24 minutes. Total distance to
be covered by the pass Is 6800 miles. Primary sources for
information today are going to be a volcanos (sic) and a number
of special sites for Bill Pogue to point at in Guatemala.
That volcanic region is being studied as part of a geothermal
study to gather data on characteristics - surface charac-
teristics of geothermal areas. An answer to Jerry Carr's
question earlier this morning about a large crater-like area
reported to be in northern Minnesota or Wisconsin, haven't
been able to locate a geologist who knows the area well
enough, and there are visual observations teams specialising
in that area, so we should get some information later on it.
We're about a minute from acquisition at Madrid and we'll
leave the line up live.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , Houston. Maorid for 8 mlnutea .

CC v
CDR, Houston. In reference to your .

question, the other day, about ths circular area around
Minneapolis, we don't have an answer on that one. We're also
still looking at - Bill Lenoir and the handheld photography
troupe are working hard on that one and also the circular
area around Mexico City and we've also been looking at some
photography around the Plains of Nasca. But Lenoir did 1

tell me to tell you he was pretty sure the one around
Mlnnlapolls was a hundred thousand people huddled together
In that minus -1 1-degree weather to keep warm.

CDR I believe It. Hey that circular area
down In Mexico City looks like some sort of an atheletlc
field or something like that. It's circular, it's got a

lot of green grass, and we Just didn't recognize it as any
kind of an atheletlc field that we're familiar with.

CC Roger. One of the - That was one of the .

things that we're still looking. The National University
Soccer Field down there has the capacity of an excess of

100,000 people. And that very likely might be it.

CDR Okay. As I remember, it was near the

airport. I'll try to look for it next time I go over.
CC Okay. I kind of think that is what that

one is .

CC And, also , a reminder for Bill. I ' ve

got a couple of pad changes I need to get up, any time here in

Madrid. We've still got 5 minutes.
PLT Okay, Dick. Which one wou Id you want me to

'".do first?
CC Okay . VTS pad first

.

PLT Stand by . ;

CC Okay. And the next one, while you're
getting them out, is the maneuver pad for EREP 23.

PLT Okay . I have the VTS pad .

CC Okay, Bill. There's two things on that.
First of all, on the left side about four big blocks down where
it says special 02, that's a mistake. It should read special
04. And then right under that, the block where It says
special 01, we should have put a remark in that block that
says the DAC is not required for the special 01 nadi.- swath.
Over .

PLT Roger. Cot those changes

.

CC Okay. And the next one is a minor one to

the Z-LV maneuver 23 pad message 6414 Alfa.
PLT Okay . I have it . Go

,

CC Okay . Down there in the moni t or vehicle
rates, maneuver to Z-LV attitude, that bottom block. The -

We've got a sign error there. The Z-axls maneuver that's
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Hated there Is ». plus 0.001, should read minus 0.001. And

that 'alt.
PLT Okay. And that's duly noted and of course this

would confirm that is maneuvered for the Z-LV attitude, the rate.

CC That's correct. Thank you very much, Bill.

CC Skylab , Houston . We 're 1 minute Co LOS

.

Carnarvon comes up at 15:40. We're going to duap the data/

voice recorder at Carnarvon. And Just a reminder, we still

need a teleprinter paper changeout . We're not in trouble

here for any short messages. We might want to send up to you anoth

schedule at the moment, but we will be unable to uplink the

Flight Plans later. But that's about 3 - 3hours or so from now.

So there's no big hurry. See you at Carnarvon

.

SPT Thank you, Dick. We'll get it.

CC Okay . Thank you

.

PAO Skylab Control over eastern Europe. The

space station now out of range of the tracking antenna at

Madrid. And It's 15 minutes and 52 seconds after the hour.

Astronauts Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue will make

their 20th Earth Resources survey late this morning. The

24-nsinute observation, using Skylab's seven Earth cameras and

four electronic instruments, will focus on a very active volcanic

region in Central America, and on world-wide weacher

conditions. Four Cuatamalan volcanos will be studied in

detail with Skylab's infrared sensor. Bill Pogue will use

the telescopic site to point the electronic device at the

hot region. Characteristics of the volcano may help scientists

determine other areas where the Earth's inner heat is near

enough to the surface to be tapped for electrical generating

power. Such geothermal energy is already used to provide

electricity in northern California and in several foreign

countries including, Iceland, New Zealand and Italy. We're

23 minutes from our next acquisition of signal at Carnarvon,

Australia. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - internal energy from the Earth', central

heat that may eventually .upply .l.ctrical power to • ;»»b«
of areas around the world. Already g.oth.rm.l power doe. Pjjvide

energy In northern California and In eeveral 'oretjn "untrltt.

Earth resource, p... alio include, ocean current.
J» Jj« J»JJda

of Mexico, hydrobiological or ecological mapping of the Florida

Keys! storm fronts and cloud, in the North Atlantic and w.iith.r

conditions and cloud formation, over Prance. The total P*»».

a 24-minute pas. of a 6800-oile-long track from Central America

to France. 27 minutes and 20 second, to our next acquisition

of signal at which time we should be just beginning an Earth

resources pass. This is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 16:23:39 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is about a minute and a half

from acquisition through the Texas tracking tntanai. We 11

bring the line up live a little early because of the Earth

resources pass, which is expected to be underway very shortly

here. The .pace station making a pass from Central America
^

to France to study everything from geothermal energy to weather

conditions, to the ecology of the Florida Key.. We U bring

up the line live now for air-to-ground from the Texas,

Corpus Chri.ti station.
PLT 2606 is what I - (garble).

cc Skylab, Houston, we're with you for 15 minutes

9tate
CDR

e
Roger, Dick. On my monitor Charlie 3 is

reading about 5 percent high.

CDR Cor'rlction Dick, it*, right in. It's right in.

I was overlooking the altenuator limit..

qq (garble).
CDR Okay, reference to 6 on 191. Stand by. MARK.

SCATTEROMETER going to STANDBY at 26 even. The next one is

at 06. Stand by. MARK. ALTIMETER going to STANDBY

PIT Okay. (Garble) it in. (Garble) the volcano.

rnR 26:12 coming up. Downlink going to position

5. Okay. I move it (?) all th. way in. I think - went to position

5 at 13.
qq okay .

CDR Let us know a. .oon a. you can verify a

downlink. TV downlink

.

CC Okay, we'll let you know.

CDR Okay", next mark will be 26:54. Stand by.

MARK. S192 going to READY. (Garble.) Picking up(?).

PLT (Garble) .

CDR MARK. Service (garble) on 190.

CDR Okl^Ed] at 27:30 we've got an ETC to STANDBY

and then AUTO.
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CC
CDR
CDR

cables connected
CC
CDR
PLT

CDR, Houston. We verify good downlink.
Okay, thank you.
It always works better when you've got the

Rog .

MARK, 2 7 :30 up.
Camera off. Okay, I didn't get any of

the volcanos. I got some volcano craters. I don't know - I

had nothing to work from. 0k»y, 04, 29, 33. 35 left (?) zero.
CDR Okay, on tny mark it will be 29:10 when

the S190 light should go out. MARK . It went out right on
tine. MODE going to STANDBY. Frames going to 39. Next
mark's at 29:30. Stand by. S192 mode to CHECK. Your ETC ought
to be STANDBY , Ed.

Okay, I'm tracking ft clear area of water.
Next mark is at 30 even. 16:30:00.
Stand by. HARK. RADIOMETER is OFF

.

PLT
CDR
CDR

Next mark
CDR

is 30:11.
Stand by. MARK. The ALTIMETER is on.

We've got an altimeter UNLOCK light. At 17, 192 node goes
to READY. MARK. I did it at 20. 192 MODE to READY. 23, 90
to AUTO. That was 3 seconds late. 30:30. MARK. ETC to AUTO.
I got distracted watching the altimeter and got 3 seconds late
on a couple of those

.

CC Okay , Jer . No problem.
PLT IMC of f

.

CDR Should be within the tolerance.
PLT - - nadir swath.
CDR Okay, coning up on 30:50 downlink switch

will go to position. MARK. Going to position 7.
CDR Okay, ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is still on

but we still have a READY.
CDR (Gavble) up on 31:10. Stand by. MARK. Dow

to 8.

PLT
CDR

ETC to STANDBY.
PLT
CDR
PLT :

Okay, we're going right across them.
Coning up on 30:3 - 31:30, Ed. Stand by.

31:40. Stand by. MARK. 192 to STANDBY.
Bahama banks

.

Sounds like you've got some clear weather.
Yeah, it's fairly clear, Just a few clouds.

We're coming (gavble) escarpment now. I'm Just about in the sa
doing nadir ava'.h (garble). We're on the crosstrack here now,
?2:09. Okay, ve're into our nadir swath at 32:09. Kodak (?)

CDR Okay, the ALTIMETER UNLOCK light went out
a little while ago

.

END OF TAPE
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PLT
DAC.

CDR
out a little while

CDR
covered with do cum
mountains

.

or anything
CDR

you don 1
t h,

stuff.
CDR
CDR
CDR

SHUTTER SPEED going Co FAST.

- - went to our nadir swath at 32:09 (garble)

Okay, the ALTIMETER UNLOCK light went
• go.
Yeah, these volcanoee were to the northwest of

ocument a tion . Not a whole lot of a lot of
didn't see any of the plumes or lava flows

to loo

Okay.

That 1

s

at it

tral If

by.

it takes a while to locate

ing up on 33:25.

INTERVAL going up to 20

.

is at 33 :40.

5 .

Next nark
Stand by

.

MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY,
33:55 is next

.

Stand by.
MARK. ALTIMETER'S on.
Okay , Ed .

MARK. ETC POWER ON. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light

CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR

FLICKED .

PLT I just reajusted to nadir. It had drifted
to approximately 1 decree up-track.

CDR Next nark will be at 34 :30 where we want ETC
to AUTO .

CDR Stand bv

.

CDR MARK. 34:30. ETC to AUTO

.

CC Sky lab , Houston. This is a nice long
pass. We've still got you for about 6 minutes. Standing by.

CDR Hey , that's great.
CDR Is it dousing in yet , Bill?
PLT It's starting to cloud in now. It's

about 0.5. (garb le) cv
CDR . - , I never did hear a veal her forecast.

Was it forecast to be as cloudy today as It was yesterday?
CC No it wasn ' t . And I forgot to get it

up to you at Honeysuckle there. And I was considering giving
it to you In between some of these steps, but it just kind
of crowded. In general, it's a let less overcast than It
was, partic - as you - as Bill has already seen so far. He
is getting ready to go Into a 0.6 to 0.7 cloud cover though, across
the North Atlant ic

.

PLT Yeah. We're Into that already.
CC '

.
• " Yeah .

CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK light just came on.
CDR No, it's still got a READY light.
PLT Picking up some cirrus now.
PLT
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CDR Okay. The READY light on the ALTIMETER
Just want off. I 'm going ro STANDBY.

CDR -\ Okay. Going back to ON on the ALTIMETER.
Got a READY light

CDR Okay. And my next »ark will be at 37:15.
CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER'S OFF . RADIOMETER is

going to - ALTIMETER to STANDBY, and RADIOMETER is going to

3"* -27 coming up
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER is ON. RADIOMETER

Is ON . ALTIMETER Is going to RANGE 74

.

CC Roger. You got n,e , Jerry. Thought I was

to get to make a call to you on that altimeter switch.
CDR Yeah. :

CC Rats .

CDR Curies foiled again.
CDR RAD/SCAT GIMBAL lif,ht. Now it's out.

CDR RAD/SCAT GIMBAL light (garble) OFF.
PLT Well, I may have gotten that target.
PLT Lava flowing, it could hcve been flowing

down the side of that crater .

CDR Sure.
PLT So I may have gotten It after all.

I Just figured I was going for a bi"j crater. I think it vas

real close to the pointing they gave you.
PLT I did not see the gas plumes, nor the

(garble) vent, nor the triangular lava area.
CC Skylab, Houston. One minute to LOS.

Madrid in 5 minutes at 16:45.
CDR Roger , Dick

.

CDR Okay, looking for S190 READY out at

40:10.
CDR MARK. The READY went out at 40:14. MODE

to STANDBY . ETC to STANDBY , Ed

.

PLT Yeah. We're over a solid overcast, now.

CREW (Garble)
PLT Now we're breaking out.

' : CDR F.ven the reflections of the Sun around

the window there 1 o o k c o 1 d .

PLT You wouldn't like to go for a little
sk i nnyd i pp i ng down there?

CDR No. I don't think so.

PLT (Laughter)
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PAO . Skylab Control at 16:41 Greenwich mean .

time. The Skylab space station is now over the North Atlantic.
The Earth Resources pass is still In progress .It will
be concluded over our next tracking station, which will be
at Madrid. Earth Resources pass was underway during the
entire U.S. and Bermuda station contact. 'Beginning of the
pass our indications were that the EREP diagnostic downlink
unit, which is used to check the electronics on the Earth resources
instruments appeared to be working properly. And the data
being gathered here in the Mission Control looked like it

was an accurate reflection of the performance of the instru-
ments. It does not, of course, give information .-.bout the
ground sites but only about the electronics operation. Bill
Pogue indicated that he did not have much like getting the
volcanoes, specific areas that he'd been asked to point
for. Although later on, he said that he aey have gotten
a lava flow on one of the four volcanos that were infrared
spectrometer sites at the very beginning of r.he pass. He
Indicated that it was difficult to spot them with a very
limited amount of time as the space station passed overhead.
Central American study is one of a number of passes
being made to study geothermal energy in known areas where
heat near the surface is quite obvious as a part of a plan
to develop techniques for identifying areas where geothcrmal
energy might be available at or near the surface.

END OF TAPE
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PAO * - operation. till Pogue indicated
that ha didn't have much getting the volcano*, specific
area* that he'd been asked to point for, although later on
he aaid he may have gotten a^lava flov on one of the four vol-
cano* that were Infrared apectroaeter altae at the very
beginning of the paaa. He indicated it was difficult to spot
thea with a very Halted aaount of tine aa the apace station
passed overhead, Central Aaerlcan atudy ie one of a nuabur
of passe* being aade to atudy geotheraal energy In known
araa* where heat near the aurface ie quite obvious aa a part
of a plan to develope techniques for identifying areas where
geotheraal energy aight be available at in or near the
surface. Data from the known sites will be compared the
data froa unknown areas to see if there are any similarities
that night indicate potential sources. A minute and a half
to acquisition, but the crew may come up a little bit early
during the Earth resources pass so we'll bring the line up
live now

,

PLT Okay. I've got a maneuver coming up at
49. 'That's 4*1/2 minute* from now. Aud I've got, for who-
ever** monitoring this, I'm going to leave thi* thing on
on nadir swath . It's nvt costing a bit.

CC Sky lab , Houston. We're with you again
Madrid for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger

.

CDR (Garble) 191 REFERENCE is back to 6,
where It belongs ,

PLT - - it's okay, I aight (?) go over and
make that (?) maneuver.

CDR Got a little ahoad of myself with the
191 REFERENCE to 2, about 2 minutes early. Got the fix
where it belongs, so I'll get it back to 2 at the proper time.

CC Okay, Jer .

CDR Okay. I've got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.
Still got a READY. On my mark, it'll be 46:40.

CDR MARK. Now the REFERENCE can go to 2.
On my mark, it'll be 46:50. Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. My mark,
it'll 56 .

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY. On my
mark, It'll be 47:05. Stand by -

CDR MARK . RADIOMETER, ON . On my mark , It'll
be 48 :00 . Stand by -

CDR MARK . 194 MODE to MANUAL. 48:10, we're
going to have a VTS AUTO CAL . Stand by -

CDR MARK. AUTO CAL . Next , 49 , 16 :49 :00 .

GoinR to have a maneuver. Hey, Bill, 16 seconds to the maneuve
Right? Okay. On my mark, It'll be 16:49. Sta.id by -
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CDR MARK. 16 : 49 . 49 |06 on ay n«xt mark.

St * nd
CDR

"
MARK . RAD IOMITRR to STANDBY .

Lookln

g

for a 191 READY on at 50 1 50 . Good ahow . Okay. I've got

a faw ateps to do hero but thty'r* not very - Okay. Starting

to watch now for S191 READY on.

CDR HARK. Your READY, on waa at 50:50,

right on time. EREP , STOP at 56. Stand by -

CDR MARK. EREP, STOP. Puah three MARKS,

down-link switch to of f . TAPE RECORDER POWER ,
OFF. 92 DOOR,

CI.OSKD. 90 POWER, OFF. 93, RAD/ SCAT and ALTIMETER a - all thr

OF? . 194 POWER, OFF .
,

c q Skylab , Houston. Were 1 minute to LOS.

Carnarvon at 17 : 19 . See you there .

PLT Roger, Dick. We're going to go have a

bite to eat .
. . . , .

cc Real good. That looked like a real good

EREP past to ua.
PLT Thank you .

PAO Skylab Control at 15:53 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab sp.»ce station Is now out of range of the

tracking antenna at Madrid. 26 minutes to our next acquisi-

tion at Carnarvon. That Earth resources pass has been com-

pleted and apparently everything went very well that the -

pretty much as predicted weather condltlona. Clear views

of Guatemala and also the Florida area with cloud cover and

weather conditions being steady over the Atlantic and France.

Earth resources pass out of the way, the crew will take a

little time now to eat. This time, Science Pilot will be

putting away the Earth terrain camera and sitting down to

meal i need lately after that while the other two crew members

will go Immediately to eat their lunch. And then right after

lunch, they'll be back at the Earth resources instruments to

do an Earth limb pass in solar lnertlal, taking a look at

the Earth's atmosphere rather than the Earth's surface. The

Earth limb pass is scheduled to take place just after 18:00

Greenwich mean time, a little more than an hour from now

and right after the luncheon meal. And while they're doing

that, Science Pilot Ed Gibson will be taking a look for

the laser to be beamed up at them from the Goddard Space

Flight Center. The laser, with the total output power of

about a 1/3 of a watt, will be pointed at the space station

as it goes across the northeastern United States. That

handheld operation Is scheduled to take place right during

the Earth limb observations, right around 18:00 today. And

right after he's completed his T053, or laser observation,

he'll go to work on the ED61 student experiment. That



•xperlaant to determine th« growth patterns of rlc« seeds In
isro-gravlty and under varying light conditions. Experiment
was originally dsslftned by a high school atudant in West
Point, Nebraska, Joel Vordekenper. Skylab Control, 24
minutes to our next acquisition of signal. It's 55 minutes
23 seconds after rhe hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyl«b Control at 17U8 Greenwich mean

tin*. Ve'rt coaing live now at Carnarvon, Australia for

a 5-1/2 minute pass. Spacacraft Coaaunicator ia Dick Truly,

CC Skylab, Houston . Carnarvon for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger.
SPT Let ae tall you about a one thing kind of

intereiting we went over the by the Gulf of Fonaaca last pass.

CC Why don't you tell aa aoaething kind of

Interest lag?
SPT Yeah. Aa we were going over there, we could

see down a fairly large eddy around 60 alias or so in

diameter, circular right off the « If of Fonseca. And You could

aee blooming at the very edges of it and Just inaide the

blooming it looked aa though. there was a fairly dark, red line

which had the same appearance of the red type which we've seen ,»

elaewhere. I'a not aure that'a really what it waa but it had

that appearance. And it looka as though also that's where we

get the convergence of a equatorial current and * coun te rcur rent

which could be associated with that addy. So that western aide

of the Central America is looking interesting bjcauee we saw a

countercurrent up by - or a large eddy associated with that
same type of confluence of currents up there by Acapulco Just
the other day. Froa than, all the action's ovar on the east

side, (garble) aoaething on the waat aide too. V\

CC Okay, Ed. Thank you vary aucb. Inciden- '

tally, we appreciate soaebody turn - changing the teleprinter |
paper out. We ' re goin^ to send up a test aasaage and then ?

we'll be using that one later. Also Ed, thia aorning - re-
,

member the day we ginned up a little aeaaage to give you aoae

information about the coaet. It turna out that several more

ions and elements have been identified in aoae apectral analyals
and if you - 1 thought I'd read them up to you if you'd like,

| J

there's sbout five extra ones. ^ * / '
'

,
"

~.

SPT T Oh, okay. Very good, Dick. Co ahead. >

CC Okay. In addition to tha ones that ware
on the measage that we sent tha other day, the following have >:

been identified: carbon-hydrogen ion, carbon dioxide, carbon
'

monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, and Lyaan-alpha. ' Incidentally,'
a natter of inforaation - tha hydrogen cygaide and also the -

one of them that waa on tha previous lists, the aathyl cyanide,
have never previoualy been identified specifically in apectral
analysis of a previous comet. The beat thought is that they

probably were preaent but not detectable becauae of the equip-
ment and since we've dona ao much looking at Kohoutek, ve no-

ticed them in thia coaet.
SPT Yes , that 1 s interesting, Dick. I wouldn'

t

suspect to find those. I think the S08B data, when that comes
back, will coae up with a host of additional lines and perhaps
some more components. It's a very aenaltive lnatruaent.
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CC I think you're probably right. We're
about 1 minute from LOS. Honeysuckle coaes up in about 7
alnutes. And Ed, one aore thing that 1 vn going to get to you
sooner or later about. You know thia little portion of an
ATH pasft that you're going to get to do aft«r awhile, is
only about - oh, juac a very short tiae that you Bight get
a p««k at the Sun prior to doing that schedviled handheld at
a ciae on your details, an on-station tiae of 18 i 05. We
were Just thinking that you might consider if you do look
at the Sun and it ia not a whole lot going on, you could
stay at the wardroom window about another 3 minutes and pick
up two aore optional handheld sites. That, of course, depends
how the weather is up the re

.

. _
SPT

tJ
1 was looking at that, Dick. What 1 1 *e

ao I - would 1 be able to start the pad? 1 might be able
to get something going with S055 on something interesting
and just let her run.

*

cc That's going to be very -
SI>T - (garble) down here.

w
C
? a ni

~ U '* 8otng to be very close, sunrise isabout 18:04. So it's going to be a husele to really do much
of anything right there at the atart prior to that first
handheld. I'm sorry - I'm sorry. I said that wrong. you
get to solar inertial at 18:04. Sunriea will be much pre-
vious to that.

t

SPT Okay, Dick. I'll certainly try to pick
up these handhelds. 1 think they've got some real interesting
and useful ones there. And if I can get something useful
going on on solar observations also.

" " Okay, great. We'll see you at Honeysuckle.
SPT So long.
PA0 Sky lab Control at 17:27 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station ia passed out of range of Car-
narvon. Our next acquisition at Honeysvckle is about 3
minutes away. During this pass, Ed Gibson described on thewest «ide of Central America in the Pacific Ocean, an area
of plankton blooming. This is the second day - second time
in the last few days that plankton blooas have been spotted
in and around the Central American area. Yesterday was lustoff Mexico's east coast, 1 believe. And that indicates thatboth sides r.f Central America seem to have large blooaes ofPlankton, large areas of the sea covered by living organisms.
^/} 8 °*, Ed raentioned ^ reply - the description of soneadditional elements in the comet including hydrogen cyanideand hydrogen l.yman- alph a that the S082 instrument should
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Thl^.M.* l°f"l
V° ry l

?
teru8tln * dat. on tht tout composition.

riVht
it * subjact of considerable dibit!"right now because of the unusual char at t e r i • 1 1 c> ,. a „ ,u

UnS ui:;:'.
a
ii::.;;

ac
i:

ln8 an app4n,nt i« T. -

rvr "< :

s

"» ---- J-

x ind f
801

?
8 dU ° P the «"./votc« recorder at

~J,

,R Okay
. Go ahead.

- a i V Jerry
,
real quick, on the science demosthe mode we're in ia that when you guy. - you guyl ^e

''

practicing up on then in your own f*e* tiul, a£d let* knnuwhen to schedule them and that's fine with i." wl 5„" wnt
!. In5°?# " 'J"-"*

aren,t try1 " 8 t0 9 ^edule an> Jri'uce
f«!

8 V '7 ° £ th * d9MOB "q^i" a hunk of tine thj v

111* r 8
H

lt

'J
b8 tchedul « d

» " you'll let u. know! wi'U be
fi?i I ^ -t

;

Sacond thln 8 i«. the oth.r day when wetalked, we didn't really talk about tha craw ill off Our
daTa^.V

*nd Whtt We ' re Pl«»i»l on for yLr day offday after tomorrow, i. to achtdule about 10 hours totll «experi.ent work. But we'd like to emph.sU. to you hitthat s strictly at your discretion. If you'd like zero\ rany other number, if you'll let us know /wi' fj change crankthat into our planning.
cnange crank

CD
^ , ,

Okay. I think last day off was a lim«over scheduled and I'll be interested to see how "„ wo k itthis tine. But I think we all ready have more of a di V offand just, say, 2 free hours in the shower.
*

trv t o
C
o,,r n,. ,

Concur with that. Well, why don't we
rM„JV" t0gether and even d^ing the day off, if y OU
Hp a r r o f <

' ""^ " UCh »
f« l f "« tO knock Off .t yourdescretion any work it is, no problem.

In .n
D

r\ u ,

0kay< We ' rc aU interested in 8 ettin«
" \ he ^houtek work done because we realize that hescneduling problem* there and the same goes for ATM and

CC oka y • gre.it. We'll a«e you at Texas.

END OP TAPE
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J
^ to p inpoin t 1 t

, there V-
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£
0t When he waB P«*s-

it. They have not L . 1
"
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0^" 1

c
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PAO Skylab Control at 18:00 hours Greenwich
•en tla«. The Skyleb space station Is now about to come within
range of the tracking antenna at Corpus Chrlstl, Taxes. This
pass through Corpus Chrlstl, Merritt Island and Bernuda will
be a rather lengthy one with about 17 minutes of acquisition
of signal, Flight Director Is Phil Shaffer and the space
craft communicator is Dick Truly. Wa'll bring the line up
now live for air-to-ground through the U.S. and Bermuda
stat ions .

PLT (Garble) the pictures (garble)
CC Skylab, Houston. We're with you for

17 minutes,
CDR Roger , Dick.
CDR Back In the saddle again.
CC Roger. And we're dumping the deta/volce

recorder here at Texas. I'll let you know when we're through
there .

- '

..
.

.

CDR Okay. You going to redesignate another
one ?

CDR You know, we're In the record mode right

CC
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

Stand by Just a second.
Okay.
(Garble) OFF HIGH. (Garble)
Good .

Now (garble) backs too easy.
Yeah .

07 :04

.

0704 turn the DAC ON

.

This coming (garble) 18:13:49, I turn it off.
PL" 9 minutes on this thing.
CDR Okay. I'm looking for an

ON ac 02 :46 .

S191 READY light

CDR
CDR

going to 6

CC
durep her e .

though. So
CDR

About
MARK .

30 seconds from now.
READY light's on at .6. REFERENCE

Roger, Jerry. And we've decided not to
We won't have any problem making up that schedule
"'11 let you know when we are going to dump.

Okay .

'

CC SPT, Houston. No response required.
The laser is going to be at 10 watts up at Goddard, and the
folks up there say that they're looking up and see some holes
see some blue skies through the broken clouds.

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger

.

CDR Rots a ruck, eagle eye .

PLT Okay. (garble)
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PLT (Garble) high.
PLT Line I •« going to u«a next (garble) verify

at (garble) 0704. ,

PLT Stand by

,

PLT HARK. Pushing (girblo) it vaa 16 degrees
up. At the atart at 17i04. Letting carry through. Pushing
the DATA button.

PLT Okay . Stand by.
PLT 6, 7, 8. (Garble) DATA push button re-

acquiring.
PLT Okay, I got the picture ic 07:57, stand by.
PLT MARK. Okay. We got the came ching as

14 degrees up at atart.
PLT And 57:Ofc:40. DATA puah-button is being

he Id .

PLT (garble)
PLT Stand by .

PLT Trying to .sake a left/right correction
after this one

,

PLT ' 40. '

'
'

'

.

•

•

PLT HARK. Okay. 0, left/right. All
right we're back to the picture waiting for 50 to cone up

PLT Stand by

.

PLT MARK. Okay. It »a 11 degrees up.
Holding the DATA button

.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're going to take
the DAS hare and do an outer gimbal backup connand.

SPT Roger , Dick.
PLT 09:33.
PLT Stand by

.

PLT 09 : 33 and 09 :42 .

END OF TAPE
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PLT Stand by. Trying to »k« a left/right
correc clon after this one. '

; ,

PLT 40 MARK , Okay, teio left/right . *

All right, we're back to the picture, waiting for 50 to co»e
,

up . Stand by

.

PLT MARK. Okav, it's 11 degreee up. Holding
tha DATA but ton

.

CC vkylab, Houston. We're going to take

the DAS here through an outer global backup command.
SPT Roger, Dick.
PLT 0933.
PLT Stand by. 933 and 0942. Release DATA

button, reacquire. Stand by.
PLT MARK. Pushing DATA button - zero

degrees - excuse me, 08 decrees. 8 degrees up and we're
pressing down. Cable run to 1026.

PLT Left/right is holding in pretty good.
PLT 1026. Okay, release and going *o the

horizon again,
OOP. On ay nark It'll b« 10:35. Stand by

.

CDR S tand by .

PLT Stand by .

CDR MARK , S190 to SINGLE.
PLT We're at zero -

PLT MARK . 05 degrees up at 40. Okay I

start at 40 instead of 35. And, that's 6 degrees up now,

6 degrees at - apparently right on the border.
CC Skylab, Houston. The DAS Is yours.
SPT Roger

.

PLT (Garble)
CDR On my nark, it'll be llil3.
PLT Wai t lng for 11 : 19 .

CDR Stand by

.

CDR MARK. 192 MODE to READY. At 11:20, ny

no x t mark .

PLT Stand by for mark.
CDR MARK , 190 SINGLE
PLT Stand by .

PLT Stand by for 28 .

PLT MARK . 3 degrees up.
PLT (Garble) starts at 12:11. Got started at

11:28. .

CDR Okay, oy next mark will be at 12:11.

CDR 12:11 coming up. Stand by.
CDR MARK.
PLT - MARK.
SPT - - That's 190 MODE to SINGLE.
PLT Okav that 's 40

.

PLT .

; 12:35. -

CDR (Garble) 12 : 17

CDR MARK/19 2 to STANDBY

.

PLT Rate 12 : 35 .
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PLT MARK, and it's tero dtgrass up. 8 1 1 2 t 3 5

right up Co 8 1 1 3 »49 .

CDR Okay, it's a rta.\ good run. It look Ilka
on* tin* was off at 10.35. 11:19 v«i started at 10:40 with
tha 10 1 40 to 11:19. The upangla (garbla) was correct.

PLT Yeah, and I'm at 111 holding the DATA
button hare ready to 8:13:49.

PLT And DAC will go OPP at that time.
CDR Okay, I'll have a MODE SINGLE at that

time , a a well . On my mark it'll be 13:49.
PLT Stand by.
SPT Stand by

.

CDR/PLT MARK
SPT 190 MODE, SINGLE
PLT DAC OFF. Ready for next push button.

And we see (garble) degrees up. And, tero degrees (garble)
data over. Following interval, you can DAC only at beginning
and in the middle. Okay, ve want 15:16:55, standing by for it

.

3 degrees up zero left/right. DAC only. I don't guess they
want the DATA push button pushed. Oh, all right DAC only
(garble) .

PLT Okay, retarck 3 degrees up zero left/right.
DAC ON at 18:16:55, OFF at 17 and 5 seconds more 28 to 33, 20:28
to 20:33. Okay that's what you do there.

PLT Standing by for 16:55.
CC Skylab, Houston. Wa're 1 minute til LOS

Madrid comes up in 5 minutes. I'll call you there.
SPT Roger

.

CDR Okay, at 3 degrees up zero left/right
standing by for 55

.

PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK. Okay, DATA push button is being

held , DAC OFF 20 : 28

PAO Skylab Control at 18:18 Greenwi-:h nean .

time. The Skylab space station over the North Atlantic has
passed out of range of Berauda. We're 3-1/2 minutes from
acquisition at Madrid. At the present time the Skylab crew
at work had their second Earth resources actlvitly for the
day. This morning they made an Earth resources pass from
Central America to France to study geotharmal energy,
ecological balance of the Florida Keyes , and weather conditions
over the North Atlantic and France. At the prtsnnt time
they are engaged in an Earth resources pass to study the
Earth limb. This does not require a maneuver of the space
station. The space station remains in solar lnertial or
Sun pointing attitude. And, the Earth, limb observations will
be concluded in the next couple of minutas , This is - -

END OF TAPE
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we were and that's approximately 25 degrees counterclockwise
from wher « y° u a ^fe now on both pots . And I've got a quickquestion for the PLT and CDR when you get a chance guys.
. .

PLT
,

Okay. I've done the RfcG ADJUST. Take alook a t it and press on.
CC

, .

Okay, Bill. We're coming up in the nextseveral days and several instances where we'll probably bedoing some more back-to-back EREPs about this time of dayand it was convenient to us today to schedule your - you guys
1

eat period in between the two EREP maneuvers . But we didn'twant to do that if it was too cramped and so we wanted to askyou kind of how it went today

.

CDR That was no problem at all. There wasample tine to eat, Dick.
£C Tha'-s real good. If the timing works

il ril liA% '
We U P robabl y stic * ^ur eat periodin the middle there again, like we did today

CDR Very good.
<

r
C_ r,

Okay. And the REG ADJUST looks good tous and CDR, Houston. If you get a moment, I've got a minorcorrection to your detail pad.

•
CDR Okay . Go ahead .

CC Okay. We made - the tail end of this daygot kind of crowded end we made a mistake on the medicalconference. It should read, "Carnarvon at 23:54." insteadof where it Is. This will put it tonight prior to l*V
tl^r "nference whlch * something we usually try to avoidso that the surgeon can listen to the evening conference priorto talking to you guys. But tonight, it's Carnarvon, 23:54

a
n

"u^
SUr<? whether Stc,r y reminded you before I caneon du.y this morning but your phone call this evening isVanguard at 02:34. R

CDR Okay. Got them both. Thank you.
cc Okay. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Hoiston. 1 minute to LOS. Ta-nanarive at 18:44.

END OF TAPE
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ti»e Slcvl.h n
V 3b Contro1 at !8:43 Greenwich mean

?h! K P station is now coming within range ofthe tracking antenna at Tananarive. The voice relay from rh„

t'hr^^ananarw:.^
6 ^ UP ^ ^

minutes.
Skylab, Houston; hello at Tananarive for

rr*
* e }}° at Tananarive for 7 minutes.LC Hello

.

?
,\

T Hi Dick, PLT here. I have two snaila snail spot on plat number 2 and 5, they're about It* f\

CL Hang on Bill,

brush'and d o e . „ ' t wo I k "!

" * '
thf ° URh tryin

* the Camel halr

"
p
kay Bil1

'
han * on J"8t a second.

J n»
° kay

»
ti,ank you Bill .

centimeters.
Dick, the EREP tape remaining is «. 5

~j 4,5 centimeters, thank you.

Of thLing about t h Is ]
' ve^dT

°«
J nk\

f

\% f

* bit
the S190A clean procedure that's on ne back'o tho^r

' ° TEREP odds and ends cue card if yo c t \ t. "'J'We're getting close to LOS Tananarive; Honeysuckle J , S^H !

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. I understand I dropped
out tnere. What I was saying to Bill, was that we think it'sokay for you, Bill, to try the S190A clean procedure on
the back - third column on the bottom on the back of theEREP odds and ends cue card to get those little spots off
or try to . Over

.

CDR Roger , Dick

.

at 19 ^q 8
0ka y •

fine - We 're going LOS. Honeysuckle

PA°
,

Skylab Control. 18:52 Greenwich meantine. We re now out of range of
. Tananarive, and concluding

that pass over Tananarive for the first time today. 15-1/2minutes to our next acquisition at Honeysuckle. This isSkylab Control at 52 minutes 38 seconds after the hour.
PA0

,

Skylab Control at 19:07 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station is now coning within the ranee
of the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking antenna. Thepass through Honeysuckle Creek is a very brief one 2-1/2

therT
8

'

Wel11 brlng UP liVe n °V f ° r alr - tf, -R«"ound

?or
Skylab, Houston. Honeysuckle for 2 minutes.SPT Hello , Dick

.

CC Hi , Ed .

J?
C Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

to LOS. Goldstone comes up at 19:36.
PA0 Skylab Control at 19:14 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now over the North Island inNew Zealand and we're out of range of the tracking antenna
at Honeysuckle Creek. 22 minutes and 20 seconds to our
next acquisition. That'll be at Goldstone, in Mahova Desert
of California. By the time we get acquisition again the
Skylab crew should be beginning the M092 run on Science Pil otEd Gibson, with observer Pilot Bill Pogue. ATM pauses, theone that s underway and the one that's upcoming will both
be handled by Commander Jerry Carr. Sun relatively inactivetoday, but still a number of bright points another' minor
active region being observed by the crew. MO92/M093 run isthe lover body negative pressure run, and is also being donewith the limb blood flow test attempted to determine how
much ability the muscles have to aid in the pumping of bloodout of the lower body and back into the upper body, after
the crew has been in space for 54 days. This is Skylab
Control. It's now 15 minutes after the hour. We're 21
from our next acquisition.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 19 hours 35

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coining up on Goldstone,

California. And the crew at this time involved in ATM

operations/Commander Jerry Carr has the duty at the ATM

C&D console. Also, on the Flight Plan for this afternoon

is the medical experiment M092/M093 lower body negative

pressure and ve c t ro c a r di o g r am experiment. The crew is a*so

scheduled to utilize the S0<>3 equipment. The - airglov

horizon photo instruments. And they'll be looking at tne

Comet Kohoutek with that piece of equipment. We have about

10 seconds now until acquisition of signal.
Skylab, Houston, AOS stateside for lO

And we'd like to have the DAS, so GNS can update
CC

minutes.
the TACS pluse within the thrust level.

CDR
CC
CC
CDR
CC

f rora LOS . We ' n
I'll give you a

CDR
CC

5 minutes .

CDR
CC

Canary at 19:59
CDR
CC
PAO

Okay ,
you have i t

.

Thank you sir.
Skylab, Houston, the DAS is yours.

Roge r , th anks .

Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds
• just going to drop out a couple of minutes,

ca 1 1 at Be rmud a.

Koger , Dick .

Houston, we're AOS Bermuda forSkylab ,

Roger.
Skylab

,

Houston, 50 second!

see you then

.

from LOS.

Roge r ,

Okay .

This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of

range of Bermuda completing our statesdie pass for this

revolution. We'll be reacquiring through the Canary Island

tracking station, with overlapping coverage from Madrid in

about 4 minutes. The change-of -sh 1 f t press briefing is

scheduled for 4:15 this afternoon in the JSC News center

briefing room. That will be with Fl i gh t Di rc c t o r Phil

Shaffer.

END OF TAPE
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CC " Skylab, Houston. Canary for 9 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC .Skylab, Houston, we're a minute from

LOS. Tananarive comes up at 20:19, and a couple of tomorrow's
Flight Plana are in the teleprinter.

CDR Thank you , Hick.
PAO So little conversation with the crew,

Both on that stateside pass preceedlng and on this one
through Canary Island and Madrid. The ATM activities occupying
a major part of the crew's time at this time at least as

far as the commander, Jerry Carr, is concerned. And for

Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue , their next
major activity in the schedule is the M092/M093 lower body
negative pressure and vectorcard Igran medical experiments.
The next station will be Tananarive and we'll pick up there
in 10 minutes. This is Skylab Control at 20 hours 9 minutes
Greenwich mean time.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 20 hours
18 minutes and we're standing by now to regain conversation
with the Skylab crew through Tanarive. This will be our
last Tananarive pass of the day.

CC Skylab, Houston, hello at Tananarive
for 6 minutes.

PLT HI, Dick.
CC Hi there .

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute frort> I. OS
,

Tananarive. Honeysuckle comes up at 20:43 and we ' re yjt\\w,

to be dumpinR the data/voice recorder at Honeysuckle.
CDR Roger, Dick. And you got IR photos on

the shopping list, wonder if you ask the folks to give us a

camera to load the IR film in in the event we get to It?

CC Okay, we'll try to have tnat at Honeysuckle
for you .

PAO Skylab Control, we'll regain conversation
with Skylab in about 16 minutes. That completes the

Tananarive pass, the last of the day. And during that pass
the crew involved in ATM observations and the lower body
negative pressure medical tests. Ed Gibson serving as the
subject for the lower body negative pressure runs today.
And there's a variation on that medical test. The crow
is running what is Called the limb blood flow neasurement
on Gibson. This test is conducted by attaching a blood
pressure cup like that used in the doctor's office to

measure blood pressure. The cup Is attached to the left
thigh and is pumped up first to a pressure of 30-ml 1 1 ime te rs

and the circumference of the leg la measured. The test is

then reputed at 50-oi 1 1 imc t e r 8 Of pressure and another
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" 1UI L,,e neart and blood vessels tar,A „ j„ i

against gravity A* m -h^T?* ,
° when not w°rking

expansion and contraction assist 5A L f
Cg rausc1 *'

blood from the leg, pool d
°° d T" 18 10 ex ^ el

obtained in this manner \i r h lit 1 1
, * ""P" 1 "* results

tests on Gibson, th r L ^ "suits fron preflight
of the extent to wh i c "hi rZ toLV '

,

" addUlonal location
conditioned. This i S vL r ' ,

SySte,n h * S de ~

Greenwich mean tine.
Control at 20 hours 30 minutes

END OF TAPE
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PAO '< This Is Skylab Control at 20 hours 43
alnutes. The space station now approaching the southeastern
coast of Australia and we'll be picking the conversation up

shortly through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle

Creek for 9-1/2 minutes. We're standing by to dump the data/
voice tape recorder here, and I have some information on the
I R photos if you ' re ready to copy .

CDR Go ahead Bruce

.

CC Okay, Nikon 02, if you want to get ahead
on the IR photos shopping list items; down load Bravo Victor
28 from Nikon 02 noting the frame count before you remove it

and load I R 10. Over.
CDR Okay, down load Bravo Victor 08 and load

IR 10. '

CC That's Bravo Victor 28.

CDR Okay ,28.
CC Ro ge r . Ou t

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to I.OS ,

next station contact in 11 minutes through Hawaii at 21:03.
And we see the CMG number 2 outer gimbal near its stop, you
ttay get a reset, if so just let her go.

CDR Okay, looks like our attitude Just went
bananas right in :he middle. We're off 1.8 in X and .2 in 7..

CC Okay Jerry, would you load a 3 minute
naneuver time and reselect solar inertial please?

CDR Okay .

CC And it closed the doors on you as you've
probably noticed by now, we'll talk to you over Hawaii.

CC 1'ou have to gu to st.md by or ,U hold and
then reselect SI after loading the maneuver time.

PAO We've had loss of signal through Honeysuckle
Creek and Skylab coming up on Hawaii in about 9-1/2 minutes.
This is Skylab Control at 20 hours 54 minutes Greenwich mean
t i me .

END OK TAPE
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PXO This ia Skylab Control at 21 hours 3 -

minutes Greenwich aean tine, with Skylab cowing up on Hawaii.

And in Mission Control we've - are in the final stages of

completing a shift handover . Flight directov on duty now ia

Neil Hutchinson and the spacecraft communicator or CAP COMM

is astronaut Bruce McCandless. And we're still looking toward

a change-of-shif t briefing with offgoing Flight Director Phil

Shaffer at 4:15 p.m. in the JSC news center briefing room.

Acquisition of signal at Hawaii in about 30 seconds.

Cc Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii for

10 minutes. Out.
CC CDR, this is Hruston. Over.

CDR Roger
,
go ahead

.

CC Roger, as a result of that glitch on the

APCS, we see that you started the ATM pass over again here, which

is fine, but we would like to be sure he gets the last building

block 28 run on this pass. So we recommend that you truncate

what you're doing at about 19 minutes time remaining and pickup

on the last BB28 . Over

.

CDR Okay, what I did Bruce, was I stopped all

the clocks and when the door closed and I Just picked up the

count when I got back on and got the doors open - 1 picked up the

count again, and we're Just pressing on.

CC Okay , beautiful .

CDR 56 still have the shutter open and every-

thing, all I had to do was open the door. I think 82B probably

changed - changed one frame on me .

CC Roger, that's the word we're getting on

82B .

CDR Okay, so we got two halves instead of a

whole .

CC 82B waa the one that was concerning us,

Jerry, in that it started - with the 17 minutes over again, why,

you wouldn't have had enough tine to - to press on to the last

building block, and we do want to get that last BB28 run.

CDR Okay, it looks like 82B is going to get

about a 9-rai;iute exposure. Well looks like I can stretch that

to 11 .
t ,

CDR Bruce, do the guys in the back room sec

anything emerging in the way of maybe a new active region of

something up at about 280 at .8 or .9 radius?

CC We ' 11 check on t nat

.

CDR There'* a XUV bright spot thcrf, that was -

been there since this morning, and I saw son« H-alpha enhancement

thers a little while ago.
CC CDR, this is Houston. We have a bi-polar

region at that point, but is not drawing. It has not been
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CDR Okay .

next station cent ac t ^n'f '
,

^ * " 1\" ousto ": 1 minutes t„ LOS
,

Out.
100 contact in 3 minutes through Goldstono at 21:15.
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*
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PAO This Is Skylab Control, at 21 hours 31
minutes Greenwich mean time. We're currently in contact
with Skylab through the Bermuda cracking station. And we've
accumulated about 1-1/2 minutes of taped conversation through
the previous pass over Goldstone. We'll playback the tape
and then stand by for the remainder of the pass live.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, through Goldstone
for 7 minutes. And we're going to take the VTR here at
Goldstone only for a short dump. Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Bernuda at
21:27. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Bermuda
for 8 minutes. Out

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 2 minutes through the Canary
Islands at 21:36. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, with vou through
Canary Island and Ascension for 16 minuses. Out.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, 4 minutes to
LOS. Next station contact in 27 minutes through Carnarvon
at 22 : 19 . Out .

PA0 This is Skylab Control, that completes
alnost continuous coverage over the continental United States
with a break from Bermuda to Canary Islands and then again
overlapping coverage through Canary Islands and Ascension.
And relatively little conversation with the crew. The crew
apparently still busy with the ATM observations conducted
by Commander Jerry Carr. And the MO92/M093 run which is
tying up Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue. Tlioy'ri-
scheduled to complete those activities at about this* tine,
and then they have routine housekeeping chores scheduled
as well as some comet observations and photography wiifi the
S063. And by that time they'll be working their wav into
the evening meal period. We'll be r e ga in i n g c on t ac t in &bout
25 minutes. The next station to acquire will be Carnarvon,
Australia. This is Skylab Control at 21 hours 55 minutes,'
Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PA° This is Skylab Control. Skylab nowapproaching the southern coast of Australia. "We'll have
a low elevation pass through the Canarvon station with the

;

Carnarvon tracking antenna viewing spacecraft nearly on the
' *°.

T
i
ZOn

'

,

Th
f
C Vl11 be a rel «tlve short pass and we could

•!u? M I *

8i8
u
al 8Cren 8 th ther £

. The spacecraftwill then be picked up through Honeysuckle Creek, AustraliaWe 11 be acquiring signal in about 30 seconds.
'

;

f . ; " u !
kylab

»
thls 18 "o"8ton through Carnarvon -through Honeysuckle for 9 minutes. Out.

Trtc
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 ainute toLOS next station contact in 14 minutes through Hawaii at 22:42with a data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS. Out.
PA0 Thl s is Skylab Control, that completesour paas over Australia through Carnarvon and Honeysucklewith no conversation with the crew occurring. And as

CAP COMM Bruce McCandless advised them, we'll be acquiringover Hawaii in about 14 minutes. This is Skylab Control at22 hours 29 minutes Greenwich mean time.

th
"

c
This ls Skylab Control, we're bringingthe line up now for acquisition through Hawaii, this willbe the last Hawaii pass of the evening and we should be incontact here for about 6-1/2 minutes.

A f rt . »
C
L„ »

Skylab, this is Houston through HawaiiW for 8 minutes, starting off with the data/voice tape recorderdump if you're not using it , over .

P
\
T

' Roger, Bruce and I have the photo log
if you're ready to copy . .

cc Fire when ready, Williaa.
p LT 16-millimeter, -

„. .?
C

'

If you're reading, we're not copying afterthe tirst word 1 6-mil 1 ine t er .

*

PL
J

Roger, we got a bad squeal up here. Okav16-nillimeter, EREP CAL , Charlie Lima 11, 95 percent now
that was the EREP CAL that was done last evening. EREP 23 plusEarth limb CAL, Charlie Lima 11, 80 percent and that

P

was the stuff that was done today. 35-millimeter, Nikon 1,Charlie X-ray, 39, count is 13, Nikon 2, Bravo Vicor 28
count is 25; Nikon 3, Charlie India 113, count <s 23-

'

Nikon 4, Bravo Echo 09, count is 15, that anticipates
9 exposures on those S063 comet ops coming up- Nikon 5Bravo Hotel 06, the count is 04 and that anticipates

'

3 exposures on the S233 comet ops that's coming up.
70-millimeters

, Charlie X-ray 51, the count is 103. ETCBravo Whiskey 03, 134 . EREP set X-ray 0051, 2232 9775
'

9137,^0908, 9821. Drawer A configuration; Alfa l] no change;Alfa 2, no change; Alfa 3, no changej Alfa 4, transporter 08
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no supply, take up reel is now Charlie India 77;
back no change. "

t

cc Okay, thank you Bill, we've got all that
down here. ;

,'r
<<,.....''

-
'

:

p LT Thank you

.

CC Skylab, PLT this is Houston we've got
1 minute to LOS, next station contact in 5 minutes through
Goldstone at 22:54. And I've got a change to you
for next pass, the one beginning 23:44, which I c
now or wait till Goldstone.

PLT Give it now, Bruce.
CC Okay , on your JOP 2 Charlie, step 6,

building block 37, you'll find three 82B exposures over ther
) plus 20, 5 plus 00, and 17 plus 00. And we want to revers
the order of those three exposures in order to insure the
longer exposures will be taken on the type 101 film, over.

Rog, understand, take the 17 first, the

in the

ATM schedule
give you

PLT
and then the 1.20.

CC
PLT
PAO

You got it.
Thank you

.

And that's all through Hawaii, we'll
take the line down now and come back up again in about
4 minutes when we reacquire through Goldstone , Ca 1 i forni

a

This is Skylab Control at 22 hours 51 minutes Greenwich
mean t irae

.

END OF TAPE
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" PAO This is Skylab Control; we're presently -

awaiting the call to the crew through Goldstone, California
from CAP COMM Bruce McCandless. This is stateside pass will
take Skylab across the northern part of the United States and
out over the eastern seaboard crossing the Great Lakes . ' And
we'll have contact through Goldstone, we don't quite hit the
Texas area of coverage on this pass. We ' 11 pick up Texas next
revolution, and then on over to Merritt Island and then finally
out through the Berumuda tracking station

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone
for 5 minutes. For any crew memeber , when you get a moment, we
have the med conference coming up Carnarvon this rev at 23:54.
And last evening we wound up recording the med conference on /'

the airlock module tape recorder. To preclude that this evening,
we'd like someone to go up in the command nodule and check the
quiescent comm configuration per page 3-3 of the systems check
list for panels 9 , 10 and 6 . Over

.

CDR Okay Bruce .

CC Thank you, Jer.
cc Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS,

next station contact through Merritt Island In 3-1/2 minutes at
2 3:02 .

'

'
. . .

". CDR , Roger . \

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Bermuda for
10-1/2 minutes. Out

.

CC CDR, this is Houston . Over.
CDR Go ahead Bruce .

CC Okay, earlier today y'all asked for some
IR film so you could take the IR photos tonight, and we navt you
a cassette that you could load. Since then, however, it develops
that the situation is not quite that simple. From the way hill
read the photo pad - or the photo status report down this evening,
we gathered that you've not yet taken the BV28 film out of Nikon 02
for the IR load. The situation that cones up is th..t you've
got two S063 airglow runs tomorrow morning by the SPT. One of
these require the BV28 film, the other requires the infrared
film. Probably the simplest manipulative sequence would be to
go ahead and leave BV28 In Nikon 02 until after the first S063
run, then down load It, load the IR film and use the IR film (or
the second S063 run and go ahead and take your IR photos tomorrow
as they're scheduled in the Flight Plan. Over.

CC But before you answer, we can acomodate
either way, It's Just means that you have to - if you put the
IR film in tonight we'll run the S063 with IR first in the
morning and then you can down load the IR and put BV28 back [n,
And in all fairness, even if you leave it in tonight ,md take- it
out tomorrow, BV28 will eventually have to be reloaded anyw.iy to
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f iniah up the roll of film. Over .

CDR Roger Bruce, we didn't necessarily in t on

J

on doing the IR films tonight. I just mainly trying to find
out vhat cassette was next, not realizing that we were
scheduled for IR films tomorrow.

CC Okay, I gather from that you're saying
you'll sort of stick to the Flight Plan. The only difference
it makes to us is that we need to know in order ti> build the
S063 pads with the rignt times on them. Over.

CDR Okay, we will not do IR tonieht, and we'll
leave the film out of - out of the camera. We'll leave the
BV28 in.

CC Okay, thank you very much, and we're sorry
for all the confusion a t tenden t .

CC - - we got about 15 seconds i o LOS here,
next station contact in 7 minutes through Ascension at 23:20.
Out . •

.

PAO And that's all through Bermuda. And we'll
be reacquiring Skylab in 6 minutes through Ascension. In the
Flight Plan at this time, Jerry Carr Is scheduled to be eating
his evening meal. It's exercise time for Science Pilot Ed
Gibson, and Bill Pogue has the duty at the ATM c ouso 1 e . Th i

s

Is Skylab Control at 23 hours 15 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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t

* PA0
• This is Skylab Control. We're about

to regain contact with Sky lab space station through
Ascension. This will be our last pass through Ascension
Island today.

f We*ll have contact in about 45 seconds.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, through

Ascension for 9-1/2 minutes. Out. *

cc Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS.. Next station contact in 23-1/2 minutes through
Carnarvon at 23:53, with the evening medical conference.
Subsequent station contact now 37 minutes away through
Guam at 00:07. We'll talk to you over Guam. That'll be
a data/voice tape recorder dump at Carnarvon. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce. We about figured out
where all that stuff got recorded last night. Bill was on
channel A and I called PTT at the VTS station, and we
suspect that probably what was coming over channel B was
going right through his mike and right back down again.

cc Okay, (laughter), we copy that. So, in
other words the command nodule's in good shape and we Just
happen through the airwaves there.

CDR Yeah, I think - 1 think that's what
happened, they got recordeded because he had the recorder on
and was doing his VTS work on that EREP CAL last night.

cc Okay, we copy. Thank you.
PA0 Th *s is Skylab Control, that's all through

Ascension, the last pass over Ascension today. And as you
heard CAP COMM Bruce McCandless advise the crew we'll be
haying the medical conference during the Carnarvon pass.
We're scheduled to acquire at Carnarvon in 22 minutes. Our
next open loop conversation with the crew will be over Guam
In 37 minutes. Thruster attitude control gas usage todav
was quite low. The total for today so far is 61 pound-seconds.
And the estimated use for tomorrow is a pp rox ina t e 1 v 30
pound-seconds. All of that associated with the F.REP pass.
23 hours 52 minutes or rather 23 hours 32 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control. Now day 55, zero

hours 5 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Sky lab ie approaching

Guam, we completed the private uedical conf erence with the^
^ ^

crew through Carnarvon, and CAP COMM Bruce McCandless is standing

by to put in a call through Gram in about 30 seconds.

CC - Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for

10 minutes . Out. 5
, n

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minutes and 40

seconds till LOS, next station contact 17-1/2 minutes through

Goldstone at 00:33, and the film thread pad is on board. Over.

CDR Roger, thank you Bruce.

PA0 Skylab now out of range Guam. And just before

loss of signal we were able to determine from telemetry infor-

nation coming into the Control Center that the crew had begun

to maneuver to attitude for the S063 observations, photography

of the comet Kohoutek. Commander Jerry Carr has charge of that

experiment using the ultraviolet airglow horizon camera -

attached to the scientific airlock. The next station to-

acquire Skylab will be Goldstone, California for a U.S. pass

that will take Skylab in over the coast above the U.S. Canadian

border, down across the Pacific Northwest, and finally coming

out over the coast of Florida in the Atlantic Ocean. The

acquisition at Goldstone will be about 14 minutes from now.

This is Skylab Control at zero hours 18 minutes Greenwich mean

time

.

END OF TAPE
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; PAO ' This is Sky lab Control bringing up the
line now for another stateside pass. Sky lab about to come

^ within range of the tracking antennas at Goldstone, California
and we'll be hearing call from CAP COMM Bruce McCandless
within about 40 seconds. We also have the Mission surgeon's

. daily report on crew health. The report reads as follows:
"No medical problems exist at this time. The crew seemed
quite satisfied with today's activities ."

> The mission surgeon's
daily report was prepared by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone,
Corpus Christi and Merritt Island for 16 minutes, out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS,
next station contact in 43 minutes through Carnarvon at

01:32 and we'll be standing by to receive the evening status
report at AOS, Carnarvon, over.

CREW Copy

.

CC See you there.
PAO Skylab Control, that completes our

U.S. pass through Goldstone, Texas and MILA. During that
pass the - two of the three crewmen were eating dinner and
the third Commander Jevry Carr was handling the S063 experi-
ment , a first for him this mission. That experiment being used•to look at the Comet Kohoutek. We won't reacquire Skylab

« £ for 41 minutes as the space station comes around over
Australia, we'll be picking up conversation through the
Carnarvon tracking station at that time. Crew has a full
day scheduled again tomorrow of scientific activities - a

schedule in many respects similar to todays with ATM observa-
tions scheduled, a major Earth resources pass and the medical
experiment series M092 and M09 3 . The Earth resources pass
is scheduled to begin tomorrow morning at 15:43 Greenwich
nean tine or 10:43 central daylight time, as Skylab approaches
the western coast of Central America. The pass will continue
on over Central Arae-ica, across the Carbibean and into
the North Atlantic ending over France at 16:05 Greenwich
mean tine or 11:05 central daylight time . Araonf, the targets
of interest on tomorrow's Earth resources pass ii\

Central America, the data that the crew will be collecting
will be used by principal investigators looking at hot water,
steam and lava associated with Central Arae rican volcanos.
Information will also be of interest to principal investigators
attempting to develope techniques for predicting volcanic
eruptions in Central America. And in addition Central Anerican
data will be used by principal investigators doing mapping of

cultural and ecological changes in that area. Out over the
oceans, information will be used for sea surface state, evaluations
and principal investigators will be attempting to correlate
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sea surface state with weather conditions. At 38 minute
30 seconds now from reacquiring Skylab . At 0 hours
53 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO

; This is Sky lab Control at 1 hours 31 ninutes
Greenwich mean tin*. It's been about 41 minutes since vr
last had contact with Skylab and we're about to regain '

'

communications through Carnarvon, Australia. Over Carnarvon
we'll be getting a crew status report for today. We should
be in contact for about 7 minutes.

cc Skylab, this 1b Houston through Carnarvon
for 7 fflinutes, standing by to copy the evening status report,
go ahead. Over .

'
.

CDR Roger Bruce. Sleep: COR, 6.0, 6.0 heavy;
SPT, 6.5, 5.5 heavy, 1.0 light; PLT, 6.5, 6.0 heavy, half light.
Volumes: N / A for today. Drink water gun: 8288; 4248; 0293.
Body mass : CDR , 6. 315 , 6 . 313, 6 . 314 ; SPT, 6 .38 7 , 6 . 386 , 6. 38 7 •

PLT, 6.240, 6.240 , 6 . 24 1 . Exercise : No change for anyone.
'

Medications: None for anyone. Clothing : CDR, shorts; SPT,
shorts, shirt and socks; PLT, shirt. Food log: CDR, salt
zero, deviation plus one lemonade, plus one grape punch,
rehydration water plus 2.0; SPT, zero salt, plus 2 biscuits,
plus 1 tuna, plus 1 tea, plus lemon pudding, plus 1 vanilla
wafers, rehydration water 18 ounces plus; PLT, salt zero,
plus 1 tuna, plus 1 biscuit, plus 1 coffee, rehydration water
minus 1.0. Flight Plan dt vi at ions : No great deviations today
for tomorrow's Flight Plan. It's beginning to bring up a
little concern over the amount of ATM time that's being assigned
per day. We just this evening received a - an ATM overall
plan. We're looking at it, we would like to talk about that
tomorrow morning at the ATM conference with eye toward
increasing the ATM at least one more pass per day. Shopping
list accomplishments: T002-2, star 16 to near limb on tape
01:55 to 02:05; 2 - T002-2, star 50 to near limb is on tape
at 21:40. All housekeeping was done. S063 comet photo
sequence was done. Inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled
stowage: none. And Bruce, a change to the photo log. On
Nikon 04 , up the count from 15 to 16

.

CC Nikon 04 the count is 16. .We've got all
that. And we will be prepared to discuss the ATM scheduling
with you tomorrow. Understand that your concern is over
that you're not getting enough scheduled. Over.

CDR That's affirmative. We'd like - we'd
like to take a look at the possibility of scheduling at' least
one more pass per day. And I want to make sure th.it the
SPT is - got the lion's share of the assignment, and that
the CDR and PLT have - probably about one day is plenty.

CC Okay, have anything else in mind or
should we go ahead with the evening questions?

CDR No, that ought to do it, Bruce.
CC Okay, yesterday you gave us sore new

method Foxtrot exercises deleting springs and Increasing toe
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rises. We'd like the times associated with the increased

number oi toe rises. Over.
CDR The total Delta T will be the same for

the springs and toe rises, just convert it all to toe rises

over the same span of time.
r.c Okay, for Bill. On mission day 52, which

was 3 days ago, T002, you did not indicate what tilters were

used. If yo-i recall, could you tell us what they were? And

also we would for you to continue calling out marks when the

image is aligned? Over. '

.

PLT I did not use any filters, and copy on

the last remark.
CC Okay, another one for Bill, for 64 dollars.

Reference SC63 airglow ops on day 52, seems to be a popular

day, at 21:24, on this pass the rotation of the AMS mirror
was fixed and the airglow was acquired by tilting the mirror.
Here comes the question. Can you compare the ease of tracking
the airglow with this acquisition procedure with tracking
the airglow by changing mirror rotation while holding rhe

tilt fixed? Over.
PL f Yes, I can. I don't see that there is

any problem. There are two comments I would like to make -

within that respect. And that is I'm wondering if we may be

able to use that long eye relief on a Nikon, I'd - I'd like to

try it once. If they would give us a chance rather than the

site. The site has so much of the image truncated that since
- I was mislead there on a couple of exposures I think, and

I was not tracking the horizon at all. I was tracking the

edge of the field of view as it is truncated by the side of

the AMS canister. So, that is a suggestion I'd like for them

to rake under consideration.
CC Stand by a second, please. Okay, in

reference to your remarks about that, the airglow tracking
equipment was not planned to be used with the AMS and had it

been the site would have been better positioned. The camera
viewfinder can't be used for tracking because the airglow
would not be visible through the narrow ban f i 1 1 e r s . Ove r

.

PLT Okay, that's fine, that's a good answer.

And then I have one other comment I also made on tape, and

that is that you - you can actually lean down and see through

the AMS mirror and get a better view of the horizon than you
can looking through the sites. That's how I noticrd my error.

CC Okay, that's a good input. We got 45

seconds to LOS. Next station contact in 8 minutes through
Guam at 01:45. That'll be our last pass for the evening.
Does the airglow seem to rotate as fast and move across the
mirror as rapidly as it does with a rotating mirror method?
Ove r . •
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PAO i - " This Is Sky lab Control, we're coming up

now on the laxt scheduled pass of the day as far ah active

communication with the crew is concerned. This pass over

Guam is predicted to last about 6 minutes . And then following

the normal practice we'll allow the crew 1 hour or quiet. time

prior to their sleep period with no Interruptions with

communications from the ground. Acquisition at Guam will

come 1 n about 30 seconds.
CC Sky lab, this is Houston through Guam

for 6 minutes. Our last pass for the evening, we would

like to get an ATM frame count, if you could work that in

for us and also I've got a question here on the standard

exercise protocol, in that we're still a little bit unsure

about what it is you're doing with Method foxtrot, over.

CDR Bruce, I'll put it on tape again, it

depends on the guy, all we did was cancel out all springs

and now we' re all doing 4 00 lifts and all the rest of the

Poxtrot remains unchanged.
CC Okay, the question is brought up down

here is that it looks like then it's taking you 5 minutes

to do 400 and Ed, 20 minutes to do 400 and Bill, 2 minutes

to do 400 and apparently our bookkeeping has broken down.

CDR Okay, we'll give you some new numbers.

CC Okay, thank you very much,

SPX Houston, SPT with the frame count ,
are

you ready?
CC Go ahead .

SPT 12499, 4249, 155, 346, 4452, 04, 056.

CC Okay, that last one was 04056, rd?

SPT 4056 , that 's right.

CC Okay, we've got 2 minutes to LOS. Next

station contact is in 9-1/2 hours or there about through

Ascension, we'll call you at 11:00 Zulu for wakeup. And

a reminder the CDF phone call at the Vanguard at 02:3'. Zulu,

left antenna all the way, over.
CDR Okay, 02:34 left antenna.

CC Roge r ,
Goodnight .

SPX First one thing for the AIM folks boforo

we leave. Out at the white light coronagraph, there'tf n

streaner, very narrow which I'd not neen this morning,

which ia narrow and (garble) intense for a good distance out,

mayb.> 3 radii out. It's not a helmet type streamer, U a

narrow all the way and it appears sbout 300 or 290 on the

disc .

CC Okay, we copy that, thank you.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylah out of

ranee of Guam and that's the last station over which we
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PAO This is Sky lab Control and we're going

to bring the line up through this Goldstone, Texas, MI LA •

pass coming up in about a minute. As we mentioned previously

we don't expect any conversation with the crew, havinp. said

goodnight to them over Guam, however should they wish to

bring up any last minute topics for discussion ve w'll have

the line up .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
Chrlsti. Sorry to bother you, ? items we need reconfigured
before you hit the sack here. First is, we see detr-ctor 1

r>n S05S was left on at AT Y panel close out, and secondly it

appears that the VTR has not been completely reconfigured
per page 11-4 of the MDA checklist experiments since we've

got no power on it. Ove r .

PLT Yeah, yju're right Bruce.
CC Okay, thank y c u .

PLT On the VTR that Is.

CC And the old looking over your shoulder
team bids you goodnight, and I believe this is our last -

last evening shift of the nlssicm .

PLT Night Bruce .

CC Well at least for this stretch. Goodnight.
PLT I'll get that VTR. power in abo'it 10

minutes, If that's okay. Were yo\; going to use it right

CC Yeah, that's fine, wr Just wanted to

get it before you hit the sack.
PLT Okay, thank you.
PAO We've had loss of signal now through

M I L A , and that snould be the final goodniRht to the crew.

Bruce McCandless requesting a couple of last minute con-

figuration changes to the R054 , the video tape recorder.
And again wakeup is scheduled to occur tor.u rcw at (>:00 a.

central daylight time over the Ascension tracking station,

that will be 11:00 Greenwich mean time. This is Skylab
Control at 2 hours 26 minuted Greenwich moan time.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PA^ Skylab Control at 10:57 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station Is now coming - about to coma
within acquisition of signa) through Ascenp ion . We should
have the morning wakeup call from Story Kusgrave here at Ascension,
Canary Island and Madrid for the next 15 minutec.

cc Good morni'.-g, Skylab. Got you through
Ascension, Canaries, and Madrid for 14 minutes.

C D R Mo r n i n g , Story.
CC Good corning, Jer.
c ^ Skyinb, we're about a mii.ute from LOS.

And the next time we'll probably see you will be an hour and
6 minutes at the Vanguard at 12:20. Guam has a problem with
their S-band, and we may pick you up over Guam. If we do it
will be in about 26 minutes at 11:40.

SPT Morning, Story. Talk to you then.
CC Okay, and if you're ready for it at the

next staticn we'll have the news for you.
SPT Okay, very good. Thank you, Story.
PA

9,
Skylab Control at 11:16 Gret nwi ch mean

tine. Skylab space station has moved out of rangt of Madrid.
Our next acquisition is 24 minutes, away at Guam. Skylab crew
was awakened over Ascension a 11:00 Greenwich mean U.ne by
Story Musgrave, the spacecraft communicator. The Flight
Director on duty is Milton Windier. Today's activity includes
4 hours and 16 minutes on the solar instruments, the ATM panel.
It's the totctl data take time. There are seven optional hand-
held photography sites listed or. the crew's. Flight Flan. Also
a run of the M092/M093 with limb blood flow experiments, that's
vectorcardiogram and lower body negative pressure heart 'checks

,

the checks of the card iovas cul ai syster. They will be performec"
on Jerry Carr beginning about 16:35 this morning with Pilot
Bill Poyue acting as observer. So a number of other operetions
scheduled for today including an Earth resources psss aJo-c
track 28. The pass last? 22 minutes and covers a total or
6300 miles. Next acquisition is 22-1/2 minuteo away. This
is Skylab Control at 17:40 after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 11:39 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now 56 second) from acquisition
of signal at Guam. The pass through Guam may have some diffi-
culty again with S-band as Story Musgrave pointed out at the
end of the last pass. But we'll brlnR the line up for a pass
lasting about 7 minutiis here. We'll then have a brief intcrrup-
t ion be f o re w e 're acquired again at Honeysuckle. The line is

live now for air-to-ground at Guan,
CC Skylab, AOS through Guam for 5 minutes.
PLT Ror. Read you fine and square, Story,

stan ding by f or t lie news ,

CC Okay Bill, while I've got you, did you Ret
the S190 plat ens Chat's 2, 5, and 6 cleaned yesterday?

PLT That's affirmative. And everything looks
real Rood

CC Thank you

.

CC President Nixon marks his 61-st birthday today
ready to emerge from a period of introspective seclusion with
a frt>sh effort to hale the erosion of Watergate on his presidency,
senior aides said. Several aides acknowledged that the strains
of the past year have taken their toll on Nixon's physical vigor.
But they described hi:i as determined to lead the renewed come-
back campaign. They said part ot it includes giving cabinet
members more visible responsibilities, continuing presidential
stress on foreign affairs, and a White House reorganization
with Vice President Gerald R. Ford assuming a broad role in
congressional and domestic affairs. The possibility of a

U.S. -Cuban dialogue on the renewal of diplomatic relations
was under study at the State Department following reports of
Cuba's willingness to consider the subject under certain
: i renins tances . Cuba's ambassador to Mexico, Fernando Lopez
Muino, said his government Is "ready to discuss, not establish,"
relations with the United States if Washington is prepared to
end its support of the 9-year-old hemispheric embargo of the
Caribbean island. Jody Dietrich, age 6, was refused admittance
to a Miani Beach hospital 2 months ago because his parents
couldn't pay for the lifesaving heart surgery their son needed.
Jody underwent surgery Monday at St. Francis Hospital to repair
a faulty heart valve. And he is doing just fine today
with the operation a success, the hospital said. By the time
of the surgery, more than 4,000 had been donated to the youth,
including 2,000 from a "marijuana dealers association." None
of It will be needed however, two surgeons donated their skills
and the hospital is picking up the tab for Jody's care. New
Mexico State University regents have agreed to plan for a solar
heating and cooling system to be installed in the school's
proposed agriculture department building. Specifications
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Indicate the system, approved Monday, will require 80 percent
less energy than a conventional system of comparable capacity.
Large undersea oil fields have been discovered off Brazil's
northeast coast, the newspaper 0 Globo reported. The paper
said Brazil's state-run oil monopoly, Petrobras, was producing
1,000 barrels a day at the oil leld.Scientlsts who say they
know little more about whales than Captain Ahab knew about
Moby Dick plan to use space age electronics to find out how
the massive animals live. The marine scientists said they
hope to be able to study whales In their natural environment
for the first time. They hope to find out why some species
of whales. are threatened, and what can be done about it. The
scientists plan to attach sensing devices to whales and then
track their movements for up to a year. Eventually, they said,
the tracking would be done by satellites. A new volcanic island
in the Pacific, still too hot to step on, has been claimed
by Japan. The island is about 600 miles south of Tokyo, Is
about 5 times the size of a football field and has six active
volcanoes. Barksdalt Air Force Base near Shreveport has
suspended practice, bombing practice at the Matagorda Island, Texas
borbing rangewhile rare whooping cranes are nesting on the nearby
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge. Major Wood, Barksdale public infor-
mation officer, said Monday the suspension would remain in
effect until the cranes again leave the refuge on the Southeast
Texas coast. And thct's it for the morning.

SPT Thank you. Story.
?LT Do you have the recorders, Story?
CC Yeah, we're dumping the data/voice here,

Bill.
PLT Thank you .

CC
.

And we're a minute from LOS. The next
station is the Vanguard in about 35 minute'? at 12:?0.

PAO Skylab Control at 11:50 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now out. of range of Guam.
Our next acquisition is 31 minutes away. That will be at Vanguard.
The Honeysuckle pass has been canceled for thi* overflight,
so we'll have our next acquisition a little more than 30 minutes
away. That was the morning naws read up by Story Musk rave.
This is Skylab Control at 50 minutes 24 seconds after the
hour.

END OF TATE
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PAO Skylab Control ac 12 houri 20 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station now 55 seconds
from acquisition of signal at Vanguard. The pass through
Vanguard will last about &»-l/2 ninutea. W <a

* 1 1 bring the
line up live now for spacecraft comraunica tor Story Musgrave .

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for
7 minutes

.

PLT Roger
, Story.

CC Jerry, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

CC On a noninterference basis with your
ATM work, sometime in the next, half an hour or hour I'd like
to discuss what you'd like on updating your onboard master
anoma ly list.

CDR Okay. I'll have a couple of spare minuets
short ly

.

CC Okay , 1 e t me know

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. 14 minutes
to Canaries at 12:40.

CDR See you at Canaries, Story.
CC Okay, Jer.
PAO Skylab Control at 12:28 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now over Brazil, out of
ran^e of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. Our next acquisition
11 minutes and 44 seconds from now will be at Canary Island.
This is Skylab Control at 28:30 after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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. Skylab Control at 12 hours 39 RoutesGreenwich mean titae. The Skylab space station is now cor.ingwithin range of the tracking antenna at Canary Island. Thepass through Canary Islands and Madrid vlll last 14-1/2minutes We'll bring the line up livo ..ov . A handover is

earn
" Mission Control, with Milton Vindler'steam about to be - about to go off duty and SpacecraftCommunicator Story Musgrave about to be replaced. Ve'll brine

MedrlJ
UP f ° r alr "t0wd " Ca"^y Island and

*

Canarfes and Mad r id ,

'U 'm i nu t i I [

* *
b"*""' h

discussion there. '

St ° ry
*

And
'

8 ° ahead VUh

vou a^ltrl. h <r <

0V
:
&y

'.
Jer> We ' re thi "king we can saveyou a little bit of time incorporating changes to yourmaster anomaly list that's in your Flight Plan book by not

vou' ^rur 01" 3
;

1

!
6 th3t y ° U

'

re Very f ^^ar with and thatyou re working with every day, such as the TV input station
/° U

!
e
f
la
r d

'
Star tracker faiiur«. the fact you'rerunning „ lth 82B and XUV monitor doors open, we're feeling»aybe you don't want to have to incorporate those changesbut we re interested in your philosophy on, the other handmaybe you'd like a history of these anLalies and l\ J^tlike to know what you want on those .

c, °? R
,

No
'

1 thi "k we can do along - get alonefine without them. There's no real need to compile a b g^ "the^ff
Vh

', d0n,t We ^ f^ure on'doin* that.Leave the stuff that we're really tamilar with out

B of Jf a A k ° kay '
and let ™ Just run down, if yougot 30 seconds here a quick list of things and you can Riveme a yes or no on them. * K

(:dr AH r ight .

The Tv input station replacement.
L0R No, we don't need it.
cc Star tracker?
CDR Negative.

bags through the TAL^
dUU ^<>' "Ine disposal

that problem.
^"*ve. We're intimately familiar with

dump Seater on all
™
e \lVe) ^ ^

CDR Nega live ,

" Jhe ATM C&D coolant loop fluctuation?
Ll ' K Negative.

your pJA?
The PCU composite leak you had during

CDR Negative. That's kind of a one timer.
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,

CC
.

Yeah
- Okay. The S019 AMS rotation

indicator problem?
CDR Negative.
™ TUe S019 cassette number 3 that framed?U)R Go ahead And send that one up.
"

S
kdT And

'
Che Si83 c arousel problem?

„ Yeah, well let'a send that one up too.

Rn „
CC

. . ,
0ka >

r

' And
.

the S055, the delta, the
80 count delta tnat's on the indicator and the intermittentfirst and second digit problem?

CC It's - -

CDR (Garble) go ahead and send that one uptoo
CC

. J ,,,°
kay

' shanks. That gives us a generalphilosophy and we'll get those three to you. Thanks.
CDR Okay. Thank you, Story.

1ft ,

CC Skylab. We're a minute to LOS . About
30 minutes to Carnarvon at 13:23.

CDR Roger, Story.
PA° „, Skylab Control at 12:55 Greenwich meantime. The S\ :l :> space station now out of range of MadridOur nexracquisition is at Honeysuckle, that's 32-1/2 minutesaway. This morning Commander Jerry Carr is at work at theAIM console. He'll take the first couple of passes thefirst couple of daylight cycles on the ATM. And, atmosphericoperations are being planned by Science Pilot Ed Gibson who'sworking with the S063 airglow on ultraviolet airglow instru-

ment That camera operation Is scheduled to beein aboutl-:40 today, and he's doing a repair job on that. He's alsodoing operations photography of the rice seeds, this morning
to see now the growth is progressing with the seeds thatwere planted a few days ago. And, this morning Pilot BillmWV? W °! k WUh SO " e hous *lce ep ing activities and alsovill be doing his exercise period in the beginning. Earthresources pass scheduled to begin at 15:43 Greenwich mean
time and that crosses central America, Caribbean Sea, andthe Atlantic Ocean. 31 minutes 45 seconds to our next
acquisition, it's 56 minutes after the hour. This is Skylab
Cont rol ,

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13:27 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station Is now over northern Australia
about to be acquired through the tracking antenna at Honey-
suckle Creek. The pass through Honeysuckle Creek will last

8 minutes. We've had a handover In Mission Control. The

spacecraft communicator on duty now, Dick Truly. And the

Flight Director who's just cone on is Phil Shaffer. We'll
bring the line up live now for the Honeysuckle pass. Skylab
crew will begin Earth resources pass this morning at 15:43
Greenwich mean time. That's a couple of hours away.

CC Skylab, Houston. Good morning. And
hello from the Purple gang. We're at Honeysuckle for 8 minutes
and we're dumping the data/voice racorder here.

CDR
CC

mo r n ing ?

CDR

Good morning, Purple guys,
Jer. You guys having a good day this

Well, we're off and running.
CC I don't have a whole bundle of things to

tell you guys this morning, but Ed, when you jet through, when-
ever this morning, you get through trying that S063 MAL taping
those batteries and so forth, why don't you let us kr.ow how it

turned out. No hurry on our part to know.
SPT

working great.
CC
CC
Bermuda at

SPT
CC
PAO

Okay, Dick. That's all done and

LOS .

Good shov, Thank you.
Skylab, Houston. We're 45 seconds from

14:11. S ee you t hen

.

So long , Dick

.

See you, Ed.
Skylab Control at 13:37 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station now over the South Island of

New Zealand, is 34 minutes from its next acquisition of signal
at Bermuda. Very quiet morning. Dick Truly's Just cone on
duty saying his first good morning to the crew. Crew awakened
this morning at 6 o'clock over Ascension and have had a

relatively busy day already. They've started their experiments
work at 7 o'clock central daylight time at 12:00 Greenwich
mean time, about an hour and a half ago, with Jerry Carr wor<ln
at the solar instruments this morning and Science Pilot Ed

Gibson working with the S063 ultraviolet airglow instrument
doing some preparations with it an^ also checking on - out
a malfunction on the instrument. And shortly, he'll be «oin«
co work taking photos of the rice seeds growing in the Skylab
space station, an educational experiment suggested by a high'
school student in Nebraska. Pilot Bill Pogue has done some
houskeeplng and is now in his exercise period. At the time,
the Earth resources pass preparations will begin, 14:45 is the
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scheduled time for the beginning of the preparations. The
actual paas time, 15:43 to 16:05 Greenwich mean time today.
Along a 6300-mile track. That track includes sites in
Central America where the Skylab crew will be taking data onvolcanic and geo thermal sources . Tha t hot energy region may
provide data for gathering - for detecting other sites that'may be suitable for mining of geotuermal energy hy drilling
a very short distance down in the ground. It may be possibleto bring electricity out of the Earth's inner heat, providingeither steam or by a dry-steam method. That will be the
crew's 21st survey of the Earth's resources, includes
Central America, an area of Honduras to be mapped in detail
using Skylab data. And weather conditions over the North
Atlantic, again being studied today as part of a very thoroughstudy of oceanography and worldwide weather. In addition tothe Earth Resources Survey, the astronauts are making a
number of photographs of Earth phenomena with their small
handheld caneraa. Among the area selected for visual observa-
tion and photography today are sea ice in the gulf of St. Lawrencegeological features in Central America and the Colorado
Guadalope river basins in Texas. Also, today at approximately
2200 hours, the Skylab crew will be asked to try and observe
the T053. That's a Goddard laser experiment, to determine
whether or not lasers can be detected with ease at relativelylow power outputs and that is scheduled to be made laterth.s afternoon 51 minutes 30 seconds to our next acquisition
ot signal. It s 40 minutes after the hour/and this isSkylab Cont rol .

*

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14:10 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab apace station now Just off the coast of

South America is about to be acquired through the tracking
antenna at Bermuda. We're 50 seconds from acquisition there.
The spacecraft coanunlcator is Dick Truly and the Bermuda t>ass

will last about 8 ninutes.
SPT Hello

,
Houston, SPT .

CC Hello, SPT; go ahead.
SPT Dick, are you folks in the backroom ready

for the Ml 33 malfunction test?
CC Tell you what , Ed , stand by. Let me see

if we can get cranked up real quick here.
SPT Okay .

CC SPT, Houston; affirmative. We have data

now. Have you been - tell me where you are in the mal message
Are you down through step 3 yet?

SPT That's affirm. I'm waiting for step 4.

T have the ELECTRODE SELECT to OFF right now and I'm ready to

go to left DEG.
CC Okay, why don't you go to left DEG for

60 seconds and let us tell you what we see.
SPT You got 1 1 .

SPT MARK.
CC Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. We're continuing to look

at our data so Just leave it on there and I'll let you know
whrn to turn it off.

SPT Okay

.

CC SPT, Houston. Looks like we are gettimg
valid data on the ground in this configuration. So, we're -

looks like we have found the loose connection. When I under-

stand a little better later on today we'll try to get back
to yoi and tell you more about what we found. But you can
go ahead and secure the test - test. It looks like a success
to u3. There's no reason to continue these following steps he

SPT Okay, thank you, Dick. '.I'm not sure what*
be^n done. The configuration I have is that the cap is plugge
in but not on. And also I have gone through the M133 tape

chanReout. Maybe there was a loose connection that got pikked
upinthatprocess.

CC Okay, Ed; understand. And thanks for

getting ahead. We appreciate it.

SPT Thank you, Dick. We got the 63 mal and

63 ATR (garble) for the ED61 ops done. And I got a little
start on the exercise and also the 133 stuff Is done now. I'm

wondering if there's a way of squeezing in an extra ATM pass
sometime today with that extra - a little bit of Juggling.
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I know wo got some EREPs going so we're not Sun centered,
but we're aolar inertial a good part of the rime but l'r4 appreciate
doing what you could.

CC Well, why don't you let us look at it?
SPT Thank you

.

CC S k y 1 a b , Houston; we're about a minute
from LOS. Madrid comes up at 14:23. We're going to dump
the data/voice recorder at Madrid. And incidentally t h I p

Flight Plan today - this upcoming data/voice recorder dump
and also one that occurs, oh, a couple or 3 ho.:s from
now are absolutely mandatory for us to manage the tapes this
morning. So, we will be dumping there at Madrid. I'll give
you a call there.

SPT Okay, Dick, so long.
CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 14:20 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station moved out of range of the
tracking antenna at Bermuda. We're about a minute from
acquisition of station again at Canary Islands and Madrid.
This pass through Canary Islands and Madrid will last about
9-1/2 minutes. Science Pilot Ed Gibson indicated during that
last pass that he's moved well ahead of the Flight Plan
today. He's already about an hour in advance of where we'd
expect him to be at this lime, and so he's done about 150 percent
of the expected work already this morning. And he asked
if it'd be possible to work in a little extra solar observation
time, another ATM pass. This is something that Commander Carr
mentioned last night in his evening status report that the
crew would be pushing for more time to observe the Sun in
each working day. They have a little more than 4 hours
of total time for data taking todiy. And we're coning up
live now on Canary Island and Madrid,

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Madrid for
8-1/2 minutes. And, Ed, when you got a chance, I got a

couple of quick questions for you on the Ml 3 3 stuff we Just
did.

SPT Go ahead , Dick

.

CC Okay, first of all let's lalk about the
mal procedure. And in steps 2 and 3 when you were to verify
the - the cable connections that are listed there in the
message, if you still have it, did you Just look at them or
did you disconnect them and r '

» connect or did you Jiggle them
or -or exactly what did you do to verify those?

SPT Okay, I just made sure that each one of
them was firm, but I did not reconnect ther..-; take them off
and reconnect.
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CC 0 * m '

v

SPT However, there was one connection, the
one going Into tape recorder number 2, which I did disconnect
for the tape changeout . That's the only one I did disconnect
hoveve i ,

CC Okay, and the others you Just kind of
grabbed hold and Just aade sure they were firmly connected
and then let it go at that?

SPT Correc t .

CC Okay. Let no ask you a question on the
tape ciianxe procedure. In step 1 of the tape nessage it
says get a needle - we're trying to - the problem is we're
trying to keep up with the needles. And It saya either take
the needle that you previously used, or if it's not available
obtain a syringe with a needle from the microbiology kit
and we need to - to know which of those you did Just to
keep up with how many needles and where they are.

SPT Dick, that's a utility needle we've had
here. I think Owen left it far us. We've washed it out
and used water with it many times and we just left it around
for utilities. It was pretty clean because it had been
flushed many times with Just plain water and dried.

CC Okjy, that's great. We Just wanted to
know had you gotten another one out of the microbiology kit;
and apparently not. So we got the information we need.
Thank y q j mui'h, Ed.

SPT You're welcome, Dick. Dick, you may
be interested to know we got one more piece of life up hers
inside the wild moth Jar; only one new one that I can see.
That makes a total that I can count in here of five approx -

six .

cc Okay, great. It's really getting crowded
up there, huh? Hey, listen, Ed, I don't know whether Story
told you this morning, but your phone call this evening
is Ascension at 22:37, and I'll remind you again.

SPT Thank you

.

LND OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at U;55 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station la now Just about to come within
acquisition of signal at Carnarvon, Australia. This pass
through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle is a --virtually overlapping
a short intermission of about 35 seconds between the two passes
and will last a total of 16 minutes. Skylab crew now within an
hour of their Earth resources pass that they'll be making
during the remainder of this revolution as they begin over
lh»! Pacific Ocean to the south of Guatemala and Honduras.
Bringing the line up live now for Dick Truly, the spacecraft
communicator.

cc Skylab, Houston. Hello at Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle for 16 minutes.

CDR Roger, Dick. I'm ready to talk to you
about the Sun now.

cc Okay. We're ready to listen. Go ahead,
Jer .

CDR Okay. What I'll do is just describe the
XUV HON and the white light coronagraph and then H-alpha.

CC Okay .

CDR On the XUV HON, the active region 12
is pretty much gone. There's just a little bit of fuzz on
the west limb there. Active region U, 15 and 16, are about
the same, 16 has come around the limb a little bit more, there's
quite a little bit more bright area there. The little bi-
polar region that I mentioned yesterday that was enhanced
in H-alpha is got three spots in XUV right now. And they're a little
brighter than they were yesterday. There was one bright spot
yesterday that was below active region 14, about - Oh, I
guess about 0.3 of a radius below it. And it's there again
today and a little bit brighter. And that's essentially it.
The coronal holes at the caps are quite clear and we have
a filament channel that extends above the coronal hole at
the south pole almost up to active region 16. It actually
falls short of It, oh actually, more around active region IS.

CC Okay.
cc CDR, Houston. Do you see anything, or

did you see anything above the limb in the southeast region?
CDR I'll 8^t to that in a minute.

Okav. White light coronagraph: Between yesterday and
lod>y, the - this large wide streamer that Kd was talking
about yesterday, that had three spikes in it, it's now reduced
back down to two spikes again. It's a little narrower, it's
about the same width at the base, but's It's narrowed down
at the top. And then I remember, yesterday evening Ed
mentioned, I believe, to the ground that up at about 300 de-
grees, it looked like another spike, a long narrow spike.
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It was beginning to form. That's still there this morning.
And, to me, and on the picture I've got here that I took,
it looks like it's narrower at the base, at the occulting
disk than it la further out. It seems to be more like a
ray. Then In between this ray and a large streamer down
below, there seems to be a fu?.*y area beginning to extond out.
It looks like it wight turn into a streamer and that's at
about 270. Then over on the other side of the Sun on the
west limb, the wide streamer that extends from about 2 or
3 o'clock, la not any wider at the base or out at the end.
However, some of the material in the middle is kind of dropped
out, so what you've really got is a spike at about 2 o'clock,
and a spike at 3 o'clock. And then it begins to dim out a littl
bit in between, In the wide baM in between. And that's it
on the white light coronagraph . And than in H-alpha, active
region 14, now, is three sunspuis. You've got the one bright
one that was there yesterday, there's one out ahead of it
about 45 arc seconds to the vest and then to the east of it
about 50 arc seconds, there 1

! kind of a weak floppy-look in*
area that looks like it might solidify into a sunspot or
sonethlng. It shows up In the white light display of the
XUV silt. And - Let 1

s see, the bright spot that I nentioned,
that's below active region 14 that's at about 110.3. We
have H-alpha enhancement there and I got a oxygen VI count
of about 1000. Active region 15 doesn't look like much. It's
net very interesting and not very hot. The three XUV spots
I saw do have H-alpha enhancement They're not very - not very
hot, but it's better developed than it was yesterday. Prominenc
6-^ls clear *nd more pronounced than it was yesterday, but
it's about the same size. Active region 16 is a fairly simple
active region, it's not too hot. Oxygen VI maximum count I

could get was about 2000. It's one single sunspot. And then
btilow it, on that east li-nb about 20 degrees below it, there's
a little bit of surge activity, a couple of small areas where
surges are about two to three times the heighth of the spicules
in t hat area

.

CC Okay . Jerry . Copy

.

CC CDR, Houston. One question for you,
in addition to what you a9ked . On your XUV, did you see
any brightening at all above the southeast limb?

C °R Right over active region 16, there's a
Sood deal of brightening and the brightening docs extend a littl
bit further to the south and to the north. But it's not too
pronounced,

CC Okay, Jerry. Anything else?
CDR No. That's about it. The main XUV

brightening at the limb is right over active region 16.
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CC Okay, CDR . Sure appreciate ths real
good briefing and the guys will be using It to plan the res -

to take a look at the rest of the day and also this extra
ATM pass looks like we stay get. While you're thinking about
that, let me give you a note for a couple of your succeeding
daylight eye les , Jerry . And I don't think it's necessary for
you to be looking at the ATM schedule pad for this. But on
two of your daylight cycles that are Costing up later, at
the end of then there's a powerdown listed for a S063 Maneuver
later (or a S183 maneuver and ATM advises he would like
you to use the powerdown for ERF.P cue card when those show
up In the schedule pad,

CDR Will do It

.

CC Okay. A couple of more things. When
you and Bill have a chance, I've got tone EREP pass weather
for you. And also, I realize that SPT, right now, Is busy
on S063, but the - Possibly Just before LOS , hi; and Bill
Bight have time, but at least when he and the PLT have time
to talk to me for a minute, both looking at their Summary
Flight Plans, I think we have an easy way to give Ed an extra
ATM pass

.

CDR Okay, Dick. And we're ready to listen
to the weathe r

CC Okay. it's improvlnR - continuing to
improve. It's very much the same crack, as you know, that you
done the last couple of 3 days. And each day c he weather's
getting a little better.

END OF TAPE
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cc * * at the end of thes there's a power

«

down listed for S063 mareuvur and a later for an S183 maneuver
and ATM advises he'd like you to use the powerdown for EREP
cue card when those show up in the schedule pad.

CDR Will do It .

cc Okay, a couple tore things. When you
and Bill have a chance I've got some EREP pas? weather for
you. And, also 1 realize that SPT right noi *s busy on S063,
but the - possibly Just before LOS he and bill night have time
but at least when he and the PLT have tine to talk to we
for a nlnute, both looking at their Sumaary Flight Plana
I think we have an easy to get Ed an extra ATX pass.

CDR Okay, Dick. And, we're ready to listen
to the weather .

CC Okav. lt'$ Improving - contirulng to
Improve. It's very much the sane track as you know that
you've done the last couple of 3 days and each day the
weather's getting a little better. Looks like that prior to
crossing the Central American coast Is a bubble of just about
clear air and the first portion of the land mass there in
Central America will be somewhere around 2000 foot scattered.
It will get a little more cloudy on the eastern shores there
then as you cross up across Cuba and the Bahamas, that should
be very good, some - occasionally some scattered to broken
clouds. Then again, as vou cross the North Atlantic it's
going to vary that - that - there la a big low out to the
east of the Eurasian land mass there so it's going to vary
between some clear spots and also some fairly heavy cloud
cover but it won't cover quite the large areas that it has.
The coast of France as you cross It should be pretty clobbered
we t h i nk ,

CDR Roge r , copy .

CC Okay.
cc And, CDR, Houston. One Item on the ATM

powerdown on S055. We need to line scan please.
CDR Roger.
CC Thankyou.
C °R Dick. Confirm you want 528 on the grating

that doesn't add up to anything on the - on my chart up 'here
that looks right. It looks like it night be 518.

CC Stand by.
cc CDR, Houston. The backroom confirms

that 5 2 8 ' s the number that they desire.
CC CDR, Houston. I'm not sure that I got

caught in a handover there, but the backroom confirms that
5 2 8 is the number they desire.

CDR Okay. 528 mechanical ref.
CC Okay .
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CC 8kylab, Houston, It's tine for our
pro-BRKP reg adjust if anybody's -anybody's available to do
It for ua. What wa'd like thH morning is both reg adjust
pots 1 and 2, rotato about 20 degrees clockwiae, that's
20 degrees clockwise and for your information with the beta
going up and the daylight period* getting longer and longer
it turns out that we're not after this EREP we probably are
not goin<? to remove this adjustment and we'll go with it
and let it atay here until further notice.

PLT Okay. 1 just made it. Take a look at
it .

CC Okay.
CC Bill, we're about a minute and 15 seconds

before we get into junrlse and we really need to get there
before we can give you a really good hacks, but I'll let you
know. We still have about 2 minutes In the pas? so, go back
io what you're doing. That's fine.

PLT Okay.
CC And, PLT , Houston . If you've get your

summary flight plan there and have a minute I can explain to
you what the options are on - to get Ed this extra ATM pass
that involves both of you guys and then during the LOS or
sometimes you can talk to him and tell us which way you guys
would like to do it. Either way we get the ATM pass.

PLT Okay, press on.
CC Okay. The cleanest way to do it, if you'll

look at your column and also Ed's, down there about 18:30 you
notice he has an S063 AST-3 and then down at about 19:30 you
have an S063 cone t prep 3 prior to your comet ops. The cleanest
way to do it is just to swap those two. You would do the stow
and then eat and he would do the prep after his ATM pass which
we're going to stick in there right after his S063 A0T . Another
way that you might do it is you just shorten your oat period and
you pick up both the stow and the prep, if you would prefer to
Hither way you'd get the stow and if you'd like to also do the
prep, since you're going to do the ops that 'd be okay with us.
That would free up Ed for a good bit of time there tltat he
could do science deaos but really doesn't matter to ua , if you'd
just let us know which way you guys would like to handle It,
we'll give you the supporting information and - a little bit
later.

PLT Okay, why don't I go ahead and do both
of those, because I have chill for lunch and that's not going
to take rae long.

CC Okay - -

PLT Why don't I just do the S063 Alfa Sierra
Tango 3 and we'll just call it quits at that.

CC Okay. Suits us fine and we'll - we'll
give you any supporting information you need and wo ' 1 1
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look at the Flight Plan baaed on that. We're about to go
LOS here. I'll give you a call at Texas at 1 5 1 4 3 . See you
t he re .

SPT Thanks very much for working that out,
Dick. What tine would the ATM pass start?

CC It's at about 18:28 when you' 11 get there,
you'll arrive there right after your S063 AOP and we'll have
a plan for you when you get there .

p AO Sky lab Control at 15 : 13 Greenwich mean
mean time. Skylah space station Is now south of New Zealand
out of range of the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle Creek.
Our next acquisition is a little less than 30 minutes from
now at Texas. By the time we have acquisition of signal on
thU next pass we should be underway with the Earth resources
pass, that's scheduled to begin at 15:43 Greenwich wean time,
or 10:43 a.m. central daylight time and it will run Just
22 minutes until 16:05 Greenwich mean time, that's 11:05 CDT.
It's a 6300-mile-lon<< pass. BeRlns about 500 miles from the
coast of Nicaragua over the Pacific Ocean and it concludes
as the space station crosses the English Channel near the
northernmost point of the space - spacecraft's orbit, that's
at 16:05. Fourteen Earth resources study sites have been listed
fcr today's pass. They Include a mapping project in Honduras
a potential new source of electric power and a powerful weather
front over the North Atlantic. All these are subjects of spe-
cial interest for the Skylab crew today. Skylab astronauts
will be using the space station's electronic sensors and
six of the seven Earth reso - Earth observing cameras, the Earth
terrain camera is not going to be installed in the airlock
for today's observations. And, they'll be using the other
six cameras however in the 190A mul t lspec t r a 1 photographic
facility and all the electronic sensors to gather data
for more than a dozen research projects during the morning
pass. Hot steam and related geothermal energy sources In
Central America will be underneath the instruments todav,
With the new Information that's gathered by the spacecrew
on such geothermal sources, many areas may be Identified as
containing potential sources for electric - electric develop-
ment based on the Earth's inner heat. A NASA C130 will be
flying beneath the space station to gather additional infor-
mation about a huge weather front over the North Atlantic.
That stormy area has winds of more than 50 miles an hour and
swoops from northern Florida to Bermuda, in the mid-Atlantic
and north to Newfoundland. The center of it is clear and
the Skylab space station will have the opportunity of seeing
the front from a number of different angles. They'll pass
the front once and through a clear area in its center off
the east coast and then up again through the front as they
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go put towards England. 27-1/2 Minutes to our next
acquisition of signal . 15 »inut«s and 18 seconds a
hour . This is Skylab Control.

END Of TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 15:41 Greenwich mean
cine. We're now about a minute and a half fron acquisition
of signal through the tracking station at Texas. This pass
through Texas, Mcrritt Island, and Bermuda will last about
15 minutes. An Earth resources project Is about to be Kin.
The pass begins at 15:43, about 500 miles to the iouthwes t

of the coast of Central America, *'id it concludes over the
English channel. We'll bring the lint, up live now for
air-to-ground as the space station crosses along track 28.

We ' re in busi ness

.

MARK. 42 :30 EREF start.
Somewhere along the line EREP start switch

PLT
CDR
CDR

got left on.
Houston's with you Sky lab.
Roger

.

Coming up on 43:00.
MARK. ALT IHETER is ON at 43:02.
Okay, I got one of the three volcanoes.
- - back on

.

Next mark's at 43:37.
Standby.
MARK. 192 MODE to READY

.

Next one's at 43:4.3.

MARK.
Got a cloud - -

190 MODE to AUTO.
Track it down to 50 degrees then I'll

can get one of the ether ones. (garble) back on

CC
CDR
CDk
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

see if I

now

.

PLT
PLT

ones they are

.

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT

one was either 567
Cristobel because there were about three craters in a row 1 1> f t

to right.
CDR
CDR

45 :30. Sett lng up
4 9 :40 .

CDR

1'
yeah .

ge 1 1 i ng the I don 1

t know which

DAC off.
1 think 1 got - -

Next mark is 4 5 : 00 .

566 and 567

.

Standby.
MARK. S192 MODK to CHECK.
4 5 : 06 , s t and by .

MARK. 191 reference to 2.

Okay, I'm almost sure I got
or Saint Cristobel. I think

45: 30 next.
566 and the
it wjs San

Stand by - -

MARK. ALTIMETER goning to STANDBY at
MODE 5 for an S190 red out - ready out at
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CDR At 46, ALTIMETER la coning on.
COR MARK. 190 MODE to STANDBY . Frames

to 39 ; shutter speed, fast.
CDR Okay, we need a VTS AUTO CAI

, Bill,
at 46 s 16 . .

• •

PLT Okay

.

CC Jerry, really quickly right after this
AUTO CAL I'n going to need to talk to you about a real
quick pad change to save ua tone data hf>re.

CDR Okay.
CDR MARK. Co ahead.
PLT la that the AUTO CAL7
CDR Yeah.
PLT Okay. You nay be about 2 seconds late.
CC Okay, real quick, Jerry. And I'll help

you on this upcoming time at 48:06 to not get lost. Down
the pad right after 55 - correction, right before th«-

55:37 entry for S190, I want you to write In S190 shutter
speed to medium.

CDR Right before 55:37, huh?
CC That's correct.
CDR All right.
CC And, I've got one more fur you at 16:02.

That's just before the entry at 03:50, 192 MODK to READY.
I wart you to write in S190 shutter speed to slow.

CDR 16:02 right before what?
CC It's - it's at a time of 16:02:00 S190

shutter speed slow.
CDR Okay, 16:02:00 shutter spe«d, slow.

Meaning that the shutter speed medium is going to be at
30 - 55:37 on the money. Right?

CC That was a mistake, Jerry that I - It

was icy fault. The time for the shutter speed to medium is

5 7:00.
CDR 57:00, okay. Okay, we may have ourselves

a tape problem here, I'm not sure. 1 found the EREP sw.'tch
in start and I haven't got the slightest idea when it got there.
I don' t know how long the tape recorder had been running.
Charlie 8 is now reading 46 percent.

CC Okay, you're ccming up on 48:06.
CDR Okay. Stand by - -

CDR MARK it. MODK to SINGLE.
CDR Now 48:32 is the next ore.
CC Okay, Jerry; thank you viry much. That

was a real late catch on a pad error we found that's going
to save us some 190 data. Thank you.
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CDR Okay. Cooing up on 48:32. Stand by -

CDR MARK. S190 SINGLE again.
CDR All right now, watching for S191 READY

light to come on. Expected around 48:56 to 58.
CDR MARK. It came on at 57. Going to

referer.ee 6. Looking for 49:12. Stand by.
CDR MARK . ALTIMETER to STANDBY; range is 78.

49:37 is the next one. Stand by.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER ON at 37. '

CDR Stand by for 50:32 for special 02.
PLT Or 50:33 for special 02.
CC Roger, and PLT, Houston. One quick noce

on that one. The chances are It may be clouded over. If

it is we'd like you to take a uniform cloud area.
PLT Okay. I think we're going to be all right.

Oh, yeah, we're going to be okay, Dick.
PLT Okay, IMC ON (garble) here we go. D AC

on. IMC low. Okay, there's the pushbutton pushed.
PLT (Garble) minus )0 degrees release.
CDR Okay, I've got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK - the

READY light is still good.
CDR READY light's out now. Okay, I'm going

to go to STANDEY on the ALTIMETER. Now 15 seconds - ALTIMETER
is back on, READY UNLOCK is out and READY light's on.

PLT 52 :51 -

PLT MARK. DAC, OFF.
CDR Nex'. ;iark' s at 53:02 , stand by.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY; RADIOMETER

STANDBY. Next nark at 53:14. Stand by.
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON; RADIOMETER ON.

Mark at 53:26. Stand by

.

CDR MARK. S190 to AUTO.
PLT 53:41 cooing up. We have zero up , zero

lef t/rlght.
PLT (Garble) I'll Just give a data pushbutton

mark here.
PLT Fairly heavy cloud cover intermittent holes

breaking the clouds.
CDR Looks like strata cu

.

END OF TAPE
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SPT MARK. S190 to AUTO

.

PLT 53:41 coming up. We have ZERO UP and
ZERO LEFT/RIGHT. (Garble) give a data pushbutton mark here.
Okay (garble) .

PLT Fairly heavy cloud Intermittent holes
breaking the clouds. Looks like strata cu.

PLT Okay, getting some blue water now, at
54:17 and back over the clouds.

CDR Okay, next mark's going to be at 55:37.
37 coming up. Standby.

CDR MARK. Frame interval on S190 is going
up to 20. Charlie 8's reading 40 percent now. On my mark it'll
be lb : 57 :00 . Stand by .

SPT MARK. Shutter speed going to MEDIUM on
S190.

cc Okay, Jerry, thank you much for that one.
We're about to go LOS here in about 20 seconds. Madrid comes
up at 16:01. I'll call you there.

CDR Okay, we'll see you then, Dick.
CC Okay.
PLT Okay, 57:30 made a slight adjustraert. It

had drifted to 1 degree up, I put it back to zero degrees,
it's also gone from zero right to zero left. Not been a
change on that.

PA0 Skylab Control at 15:58 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station is out of range of Bermuda as
the pass continues over a storm center In the mid-Atlantic.
3 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Madrid where
we'll have another 8-mlnute pass. Today the space station
began its Earth resources pass Just south of the coast of
Central America over the Pacific Ocean . This is the 21st
full scale Earth resources survey of the current mission.
It will end as the space station crosses the English Channel
Just a few minutes from now. Ground track 28/29 crosses
parts of Nicaragua and Honduras, the Caribbean Fea. It passes
just north of Bermuda ov*>r the Atlantic Ocean and parallel
the east coast of the United Statas for a considerable portion
of its Journey. Although studies of central American volcanoes
hot springs, geisers, and lava flows began the pass, most of
today's work is concerned with the oceans and the atmosphere.
A large weather front associated with the low pressure area that'
visible on the TV screens now, began the pass - that - that
weather area is about 1000 miles from the Sew England Coast
It's being studied with space station instruments and is
being supported by a research C130 aircraft flying along the
groundtrack beneath Skylab. The C130 followed a course from
Langley Air Force Base outside Hampton, Virginia and will
land at Gander Air Force Base In Newfoundland with data
gathere. by its own collection of remo ce-sensing instruments.
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An Important role for the Skylab Earth resources
experiment package is to test the performance of the four elec-tronic scanners and seven cameras used on the space station
An evaluation of the instruments will allow planners to selectthe best equipment tor future applications of Earth resource,equipment in space. Both in satellites and manned vehicles

'

The last-minute update sent up by Dick Truly to the crewvas an update intended to correct some Information they puton he pad. They needed longer exposure times for photographsof the sea and cloud tops. A change had been made to the
Pad when the Earth terrain canera was cancelled and the S190Areplaced it but no change had been made to the shutter speed.CO

J
r * was sent "P to the crt« and gotten in fust intime. We're coming up live now

We'll bring the line up.
air-to-ground at Madrid.

CC
Madrid .

CDR
CDR

0202 .

CC
CDR

Skylab, Houston's with you for 8 minutes

Roger, Dick.
(Garble) F-2 the shutter speed is slow, it was

Okay. Thank you.

rnt
03:50 is the next mark. (garble) minutes,oot percent tape remaining. According to Charlie 8.

. ?
C

L
Roger, Jerry and considering we - we hada whole bundle of tape in the front end of this pass and ifthat meter is anywhere near right, we think we're okav forthis pass. We are going to be very interested in a quicktape measurement from you after this run though, so we'llknow whether or not we have to change out for tomorrowrnD Okay.
Okay. Here comes the tape

CDR
CDR

Stand by

,

CDR

it at 03:50.

MARK . S192 MODE to READY.- - - - . . Shiftinggears on the tape recorder. Boy old Charlie 8 really settlesdown and stops wagging around as soon
speed .

CC
CDR
CC
CDR

190 READY
21 RADIOMETER; ON.
5:06 i9 coming

you get to the high

CDR
coming up next .

CDR
CDR
CDR

Roger . Did you get the - -

(Garble) 5? MODE to MANt'AL .

Okay. (Laughter)
- - got that at 0 3

ut and ALTIMETER to STANDBY
S 190, we ' re going
xt . St and bv

.

Okay. We got a

RADIOMETER to STANDBY,
set that at STANDBY.

MARK .

Stand by.
MARK 1 t

.

EREP STOP
Beat you by a hal

RADIOMETER to STANDBY.

192 to STANDBY.
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CDR Beat you by a hair.
'

,

CC Roger. That one looked real good, Jerry.And Incidentally, that late - that change I read up to youin the middle there, just turned out that we had - we weresending 190 into the sunset at a shutter speed of fast andwe didn t want to do that. It was just an oversight andsorry we were late, but sure appreciate your catching It for

CDR Yeah. Glad we got it.
CDR 0k *y -Let ne give you a quick tapemeasurement here.
CC Okay.
CDR 1 can give you an estimate before I codown and get the (garble) tape.

,, ,

CC Okay. And we'd like to have the DAS.
Vve re going to cycle the heaters on the CMC.

CDR Okay. Bill's clear of the DAS

.

CC Okay.
CDR 7 ' 16 of an inch. let's see what thatturns out to be. That's my guess.
CDR Thanks Bill.

(Laughter) Yeah.
(Garble) .2 centimeters, Dick.
Okay, Jerry. Thank you very much.
1 was a 64 th of a - a 32nd of an inch off.

Eyes gone bad up there.

CDR
CC
CDR

Sorry about that
CC
CDR Yeah.

,

CDR That's was just the width of my penciltna t s not the eye

.

CC Ah-ha.

P n „.,^
R

w ,

The eye 18 stU1 8°od - (LauRhter)Pencil s a little sloppy, but the eye is good.
,.

CC
J

1 hav «" found just the opposite durlni?the mission My pencil work* great, but my eyes are goingbad. (Laughter) *

I1
CDR (Laughter) Okay. 1 think I owe you areading here. Bravo 7 is 35 percent.

,,
C « Okay. And we're 1 minute to 1.0S. Canat 1 b : 35 .

CDR
CC okay

lhl>
™

fu
And

'
Skylnb. I forgot to t,ll you, butui v uAS is yours.

C»K Okay.
CDR S 1 92 DOOR , CLOSED.
COR Yeah.
CDR Going off the hot raikco, Dick.

Okay. We'll see you the
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PAO Skylab Control at 16:10 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station Is now over the Balkan Peninsula
out of the range of the tracking antenna at Madrid, 25 min-
utes from our next acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia.
Earth Resources pass in progress during most of that last
pass. That Earth Resources pass, the 21st of the full-scale
pass of the mission, has now been completed. Skylab Control
is now 10-1/2 minutes after the hour. We're 24 minutes from
our next acquisition.

END OF TAPE
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And the°Skvl fl h ;
Skyl3
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> C°" tro1 at 16:50 Greenwich mean time.And the Skylab space station has now passed out of ranee ofHoneysuckle Creek. Our next acquisition is 2 7-1/ minutes
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PAO ^ Skylab Control at 17 hours 16 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station now 56 seconds
from acquisition at Texas. This pass through Texas, about
an 11-minute pass. It's followed by overlapping oasses at
Merritt Island and Bermuda for 17-1/2 minutes . Sky lab Control
we're live now for a ir-to^-ground over the U.S. and Bermuda
stations.

CC Skylab, Houston. Helio, stateside for
16-1/2 minutes. We're going to be dumping the data/voice
recorder here and also we missed our conn at Honeysuckle.
We had aline go down between Honeysuckle and back here.
So sorry, we didn't get to talk to you. We see that we're
on the way back to solar inertial.

SPT Hello, Dick. We heard you over Honeysuckle.
Just broken, however.

cc Okay. And, say, Ed. While you're close
there, we've got a little Flight Plan suggestion for later on
in the afternoon if you'd like to take advantage of it.

SPT Go ahead .

cc If you look at your Summary Flight Plan,
you'll notice that in talking about the period of time between
22:30 Zulu and about 24:45 Zulu, we don't understand in our
own minds why we didn't swap the column that's listed for
Jerry and the column that's listed for you there, which would
have provided you some more ATM tine. We think that was an
oversight on our part. And if you guys would like to swap
between you to let you Just continue that next ATM pass there, it'd
be okay with us,

SPT Let rae see if I've got enough butter
cookies to go down and trade hin. And I'll get back with you.

cc (Laughter) Okay. Either way you guys
would like to do it. It's just a suggestion. Just let us
know

.

SPT Thank you, Dick. Appreciate it.
cc Roger. And Jerry would pick up the 183K

maneuve r s

.

SPT Dick, Je.-ry and I will go ahead and make
that swap. Thank you for the suggestion,

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. In about a minute,

if you'd do a aplit-S (?) you could land at Ellington.
SPT How many C '« does this thing qualify

for Dick?
CC Not that many, for sure.
SPT It would have to be all on instruments,

Dick.
CC Roger.
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SPT Looks like Mississippi's getting some good
thunderstorm. Good line of them running east-west with a

couple overshooting cloud tops, not very pronounced, however.
CC Rog.
CC Sky lab , Houston. We'd like to have the

DAS for a couple of minutes. Command the outer gimbal back
up.

SPT Yo'j 've got it .

CC Okay.
SPT Dick, this is kind of a surprise to cie,

but of all the places in the whole northeast are relatively
clear, it's good old Buffalo, New York, not a cloud in sight over
t he c i ty .

CC Hey, I was just thinking. Back there
talking about hometowns. I was thinking, when you were talking
about thunderstorms, that probably was over mine and your 's is
clear.

SPT Dick, where is your hometown.
CC Fayette, Mississippi.
CC Skylab, Houston. The DAS is your's.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS. Madrid com"s up in 5 minutes. Call you there.
SPT So long, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control at 17:34 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now Just to the east of
Newfoundland, out of range of the tracking antenna at Bermuda.
Our next acquisition is about 3 minutes and AO seconds away
at Madrid. The planet Earth is getting a thorough going
over today, as the Skylab astronauts use their car&er&s and
electronic instruments to survey volcanoes in Central America
a storm in the north Atlantic and chemical changes that
produce an airglow in the upper regions of the atmosphere.
During a 630O«-mlle Earth resources survey, this morning,
astronauts, Jerry Carr and Bill Pogue aimed six of Skylab's
cameras and four sensors at sites from the Pacific coast of
Nicaragua to the English Channel. Studies of the data gathered
over Central America, made a lot of scientists predict volcanic
eruptions with far greater active - accuracy than is now
possible. Areas where the Earth's inner heat comes very close
to the surface will also be analyzed, A careful study of such
regions may give the world access to a new pow»>r source for
generating alectricity. A huf,e storm covering much of the
North Atlantic was scanned by Skylab's electronic instruments
today, as a C-130 aircraft flew close to the storm, which la
producing winds above 50 miles an hour. Skylab gathered
information on changes occurring on the surface of the ocean
and Information on the cloud movements overhead. Twice today,
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chief scientist, Ed Gibson has photographed chemical reactions
that cause a glow in the upper atmosphere and - that provides
a thin blanket of protection over the Earth. First operation
of that was early this morning. The second is Just about
to take place. (Garble) to our acquisition at Madrid. We'll
leave the line up live for air-to-ground. The. pass there will
last about 9 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston; hello at Madrid for

9 minutes. •

SPT Hello, Dick. We got a CMG SAT and there'
an outer glmbal that's getting a little close to a stop.

CC •

' Okay

.

CC SPT, Houston. We're watching it and
we think the gimbal angles are improving. Looks like the
situation's going to stop itself.

SPT Thank you

.

PAO Skylab space station returned to solar
inertial during the last pass over the U.S. and these are
some minor changes in the CMG due to that maneuver completion
after the Earth resources pass.

PAO Control moment gyroscopes still perform in

well with no anomaly seen in the last couple of days.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're a minute to LOS.

Tananarive at 18:02 .

SPT Roger , Dick.
PAO Skylab Control at 1?:48 Greenwich mean

tine. We're now cut of signal at Madrid. The space station
is crossing the northern coast of Africa. During that last
pass the crew indicated a little concern thct the CMG
saturation had come on which indicated that the CMGs were
going to have to be corrected. They were a little bit
close to one of the stops of the gimbals which would have
meant using a very small amount of TAC s gas to bring them
back into the center of the range. However, as the guidance
officer in Mission Control told Dick Truly, the Spacecraft
Communicator, there wasn't any problem. By the time they
had acquisition the CMGs were making their own corrections
to take the space station back into proper attitude after
that solf r inertial maneuver was completed over the United
States. The spacecraft now again pointing at the Sun and
the correction completed. No problems with the CM'Js visible
so far today, and none yesterday. No anomaly at all, perform
seems to be very much as expected with also very little
TACs gas being used so far. 12 minutes to our next acquisl t i

of signal. This is Skylab Control at 49-1/2 minutes after
the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyl*b Control at 18:00 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab apace station is now coming within range of
the tracking antenna at Tananarive. We'll bring up the line
for the pass through Tananarive lasting about 6 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, Tananarive for 6 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, we might have an early

LOS here at Tananarive, Honeysuckle at 18.25.
PAO Skylab Control at 18:08 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station has passed beyond the range of
the antenna at Tananarive. 16-1/2 minutes from our next
acquisition of signal at Honeysuckle. Everything continues
to move smoothly during the pass today. Skylab activities
proceeding as scheduled pretty much with additional ATM time
having already been added to the Flight Plan for today. It
was added at the request of the Science Pilot Ed Gibson who
completed some work this morning much more quickly than the
ground had expected him to be able to do. And that goes along
the lines that Commander Carr had suggested last r.ight that
they'd like to do more ATM passes everyday, more time at solar
observation, if that would be possible. And for this afternoon
or early evening. Science Pilot Ed Gibson will get yet another
turn at the ATH taking over a pass tnat was originally planned
for Commander Carr. 15-W2 minutes to our next acquisition
of signal, and 9 minutes and 15 seconds after the hour. This
is Skylab Contro 1 .

END OF TAPE
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PAO
time

i0 Skylab Control at 18:24 Greenwich mean
The Skylab space station is coming within range of

the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle. The pass through Honey-suckle is a very brief one at a relatively low elevation.
It should last only about 2 minutes, but we'll bring the line
up live for Dick Truly, the spacecraft communicator.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Honeysuckle.
Very short pass, less than a minute. Goldstone comes up
at 18:53. And for the SPT here's a real quick solar update
for you. Some small surges which began near 26/1 point onthe limb at about 15:48 Zulu were acoap - accompanied by weakcentioetric radio emission were probably associated withreturning active region 05. And that active region's nownumbered active region 17 . , ,

CDR Thank you. Dick. '

CC Roger. See you at Goldstone at 18:53.
PA° Skylab Control at 18:27 Greenwich meantime. The Skylab space station is now out of range of

Honeysuckle Creek. 25-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition
at Goldstone. This last pass Dick Truly read up a report
on solar activity, some small surges on the limb of the Sun
on the east limb or the left hand side of the Sun as you look
at it. Probably associated with an old active region seenduring the last active period several weeks ago. That'snow going to be renamed active region 17, that's expected torotate into view on the face of the disk in the next few days.Skylab Control, it's 28 minutes 15 seconds after the hour.

PA0 Skylab Control at 18:52 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now about to be acquired
through the tracking antenna at Goldstone in California Thispass through Goldstone, Texas, Merritt Island, and Bermuda will
last a very long time. It's going to be an 18-1/2 minute pass.We 11 bring the li e up live now for air-to-ground across theU.S. and Bermuda stations.

MCC Skylab, Houston with the ATM conference.
Over

.

CDR All right, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, Jerry. How » re you doing today?
CDR Just fine, thanks.
MCC Good. We got a couple of comments here

on the^Sun and a couple of things on today's observations andthen I 11 let you bring up what you want to bring up. The
activity on the east limb that you've noticed on the XUV monand so on is active regJon 05 returning. Right now, it. iswell I shouldn't say, right now, but earlier it was surginglightly. It has ceased, though we think it will probablyatart aga^ in a bit. And, that is now labeled active region
17.^ Earlier you had given us a very excellent descriptionof the Sun and Bob MacQueen will talk to you more about that
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tomorrow. But one of the areas that you've mentioned over
th,i .ast several days is u bright point or perhaps an emergingflux region that's up around 2 85 at 0.75 radii. That is nowactive region 18 and it has a small - a small Sun spot in itAnd, that s about all I've got to add today on the Sun for
you. For today's operations you notice that we've given you
a lot of op - ops time which obviously we're not trying toduck the issue here on the scheduling, it's a little uncer-tain as to what the Sun was going to provide for us. Wethought by doing that and giving you the appropriate itemsin the shopping list that you would probably do a betterjob planning than we would. And, let's see, the extra
time that Ed is doing right now, we'd like to say thanksfrom everybody here, the flight planners, the ATM b ackroome -smyself, and everybody. We think it's great the way the lastcouple of days you guys have done a little bit extra stuf-early and freed up sone observing time for us here. Onecomment that is not in the note that Ed had on the extra ops
It he takes that long 82B exposure off the limb. We believe
that is the last frame of the 101 film. Let's see, one othercomment here. I've got an answer to a question Ed gave uslast night on 54, regarding the consecutive BB1 and BB2
The actual BB2 is for S054. During the bull din g b 1 c ck 1they take a grating out 256 second sequence as part of theirregular synoptic program and ther with the recent changeduring the 1 Bravo portion, they take a 17 minute exposurewith the grating in for spectral information. They cancalibrate that 17 minute exposure much better if they have
a regular sequence 256 second sequence with the- grating in
So, in general they request that BB2 and an orbit very closeto but not necessarily the same orbic as the BB1 , and that's
the reason for the BB2 in there. It's not really anything
to do with S052. So, maybe you can pass that on to Ed.

CDR Okay, Ed's right here, listening.
MCC Okay, gocd. I sort of thought that was

the case. And, let's see, the only other thing I've got hereon my list to talk to you about was something you mentioned
last night, you wanted to talk about and that was the ATM
scheduling and the planning, so why don't I - oh - whoops
one thing here. On the ATM conference message for MD56

'

we have a typo here oh, in the words at the beginning
'

about 2/3rd down, we say near central meridian passage parenmission day 69 end paren, that's my lousy handwriting beinemisinterpreted, that's actually mission day 64. The onlyrtason I mention that is mission day 69 doesn't appear onour schedule and mission day 64 does. So, why don't I turnit to you and let you bring it up how you want to here.
J

ok *y> Bill. 1 guess I pretty much toldyou the story over the air-to-ground a liJle earlier today,
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about what the. Sun's looking like. Right now, Ed's off the
limb (garble) about there whort active region 17's about
ready to come over and we see some faint prominences and
he's doing a little work on that and concerning the ATM
scheduling. We were a bit alarmed last night when we saw
how little ATM Ed had today and how much I had and we didn't -
didn't seem to think it didn't appear to us that it was really
neces ary, like this one coming up could have very easily
been traded and of course we've done it now. And, considering
the fact this is our last whack at some of these hot longitude:
and the opportunity to get some - some flare rise, we're
certainly in favor of increasing the ATM titre if we can,
up at least one more rev. It looks like the average for the
next 10 days or so that you sent up look like 6 to 6-1/2
revs per day. And, ve kind of think it would be a whole lot
better if we could go for more like 7 or 7-1/2 revs and let's
face it, Ed is the guy who's most creative at the ATM because
this is his bag, and I think that Ed ought to have a minimum
o f 4 runs per day and Bill - -

END OF TAPE
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a problem of constraints that other things are requir -

require the SPT. I've Just Rotten a list of all the thlngn
for which the SPT Is prime and for those for which he is
required. And I'm going to look at that tonight. Make
some suggestions as to how we can change it if that looks
appropriate. Check it over with Vance and Don and see
if from their backup training they don't concur that the CDR
or the PLT i9 capable of doing certain things as well, and then
make these inputs into the flight planning group here. And
we'll keep you posted as to how that goes. But hopefully
we'll be able to relax some SPT constraints so that he can
get some more ATM time.

C °R That's a very good idea, Bill.
MCC Okay, and for right now I don't have too

much more to say about that. We'll be putting your inputs
in like I said along wich the ATM planners into the science
planning meeting tonight. And anytime that you have any
feelings that ATM is getting shortchanged or really any
other disicpline for that matter, please don't hesitate to
let us know. Your suggestion on the downlink obviously
gives the appropriate group a little more ammunition
and argument In trying to come up with the best schedule
for the day

.

CD* Okay, Bill, we don't mean to sell short
anybody like EREP or any of those other major medicals or
some of those, but anywhere that shuffling cau be done that
can put us in a little better position from the ATM stand-
point, I think we're all for it.

MCC Okay, fine, Jerry. And we'll keep vou
up. Tomorrow is Bob MacQueen and he has a total of about
15 minutes air-to-ground time on two different passes to
discuss the active Sun operations with all three of you.

CDR That's yreat; we look forward to talking
i.o him.

-CC Okay, fine. And I'll be talking back
with you again.

Okay, Jerry, sorry about that. We cut
off on a handover there. Bob MACQueen will be talking to you
tomorrow, and I'll be talking vis ops with you tomorrow.
And I'll be back with the regular ATM conference with you nil
on day after tomorrow then. And if you don't have anything
more to add I'll turn it back to Dick Truly here and see you
t omo r r ow

.

C °R Okay, Ed's got a real goody to pass on
here in Just a minute. As soon as he can get free.

MC C Fine, we'll be standing here waiting.
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SPT Hello, Bill.
MCC HI , go ahead .

SPT I've been working this region on the
southeast corner and looking at the plage which we have
coming around the corner. We have the first of all the
plage for active region 15 and then some coming around
the corner a little bit beyond that and a little bit lower.
Extending from that plage and in further south in the XUV monito
I can see a about a half of a loop, in other words a structure
which is - - and which is very discernable as a - well it just
appears as a loop. Usually in most all the timing XUV monitor
we see anything on the limb, it's a plage which extends all the
way out. I have never been able to identify anything in
the way of a loop structure and here it's readily apparent
and pretty much in that region in the work we're doing now
and I think on any other subsequent orbits though 1 can pin-
point - (static)

MCC Okay, Ed we just dropped out, we'll have
you again in a minute.

MCC Okay, Ed, we're back with you here we
had a dropout there and you were describing the XUV mon and
about a half of a loop and subsequent orbits. Go ahead.

CDR Yeah, he's going to try to (static)
work on it in subsequent orbits. It's - even I can see the loop
so it's there and it's a real interesting looking little feature
By the way, 311 - Ed wanted me to tell you that we have
345 frames of 82B left, so we got one more to sensitive.

?1CC Okay, I'm not sure what the story on
that is and there's an apparent miscount between the ground
and the air and we think you took the last one, but we can
get back with you. And on that SPT working the loop that
he sees, don't forget that we've already said to you much
earlier that anytime you see a situation that in your
estimation Justifies changing our plan, go ahead.

C DR Yeah, 1 think this is one of those cases and
he's going to do a little concentration on it.

MCC Fine, just let us know what you do a f t o

r

you do It then .

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston I'm back with you here,

Bill's still plugged in if you have any other questions for
us - for him. We have about 4-1/2 minutes left here at
Bermuda

.

CD R Roger, I don't think we have any more
questions, that about covers the waterfront for today. Or
should I say the solarfront?

CC Okay, Jerry thank you very much. Incidental
these last few days really have been going well. One thing
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that we've noticed quire obviously by the way you guys
getting ahead, that - that some of the f 1 i gh t -p 1 ann i n

g

that we're using are a little too big and -

END OF TAPE ~.
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cc
,

~ ~ we have ab^ut 4-1/2 minutes left here
at Bermuda

CDR Roger. I don't think we have any more
questions. That about covers the water front for today. Or
should I say the solar front.

cc Okay, Jerry. Thank you verv much.
Incidentally, these las: few days really have been going well.
One thing that we've noticed, quite obviously, but - by the
way you guys are getting ahead, that some of the flight planning
tines that we're using are a little too big. And so anytime youfeel line that we scheduled too much for a given item, and par-ticularly when that repeats 2 or 3 times, let us know so wecan chop that down a little bit and get even more efficient.

CDR Win do it .

CC Okay

.

CDR Today's M092/93 vent at about an hour
and 10 minutes. But we think it was aore of an exception
What have we got scheduled for that right now, do you know'

CC Stand by.
CC CDR, Houston. Our f 1 i gh t

- p 1 a nn i n g tines
for 92/93 is an hour and 30 minutes and when we include
the limb blood flow, we add 30 minutes to that for a total of
2 hours .

cc And today was the limb blood flow dav
so you ve got 2 hours for both you guys on the Flight Plan.

«n .„ SSo/o-. L
*i*ht. Let's see last week, as I remember,on an M092/93, or the week before last, we gave vou back

20 minutes on that. And I think if we have an -'the nextone s as good as this, we'll probably give vou back another
15 minutes at least.

'

CC Okay. Well, it's your call, "Jerrv.
Anytime on any of these, you think you find slop, let' us know
and we 11 crank it in

.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute

from LOS. Madrid comes up at 19:16.
PA0 Skylab Control at 19:12 Greenwich meantime. The Skylab space station has moved out of range of

Bermuda. We're about 3-1/2 minutes from acquisition atMadrid. And we'll have the Madr Id /Canary Island pass lastingabout 8-1/2 minutes. Bill Lenoir was giving the ATM
conference at the beginning of the U.S. pass. Jerry Carragain, repeating that - crow's observation that solar observi-tions should have as much time as possible while the active
longitudes are in view. The active side of the Sun now ro-tating back into view for the S'cylab crew in their last
pass at the active regions. By the time this pass
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of active regions is completed in the next 2 weeks, the

quiet Sun will return and the crew will not again have a

very good opportunity to observe active areas on the Sun's

face and flares and things of that sort. They also reminded
crew that they'd like more time - The crew also reminded

.

the ground they'd like more time for Ed Gibson to work at

the solar panel. To that Bill Lenoir replied that, Flight
Director Phil Shaffer, said that a flight - flight planning
error had clearly been made today. The evening pass had been
scheduled for Jerry Carr, however ,' there was no reason that

t he science pilot couldn't have done the pass equally for

that period of time. And that change was made earlier during
the day to give Gibson that final ATM pass tonight. So that

was an admitted error on the part of the flight director.
However, it has been corrected so Ed Gibson will get an

additional pass. He also added another pass earlier in the

day when he completed some of act - of his activity a little
more quickly than was expected. Gibson, the Skylab science
chief is also a solar physicist and is the author of The
Quiet Sun, which Is a NASA textbook which was used for

training of Skylab astronauts. The crew also indicated they

had one frame left of sensitive film on the S082B. That

was the film that was put in for comet observations particula
They'll have back - the less sensitive solar film that can
be used for observing the bright areas on the Sun. And
tomorrow a science conference on the ATM will feature an

S052 principal investigator, Robert MacQueen, that experiment
the white light coronagraph was used extensively for comet
observations is now back to its old Job of looking at the

outer atmosphere of the Sun. States for today's Earth
resources pass, which covered the North Atlantic Ocean where
a very substantial storm was in prograss indicated a maximum
wave heights of about 35 feet with winds from 45 to 55 knots.

That's up In the area of 60 miles an hour or more for the

maximum winds in that storm which covers several miles of

the Atlantic Ocean. We're about a minute from acquisition
now. We'll leave the line up live for air-to-ground there,

8-1/2 minute pass .

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Madrid fir 9 minute
CDR (Garble) I've about got TV 103 ready to

go. Is there enough VTR time available, today to do it?

CC S tand by , CDR

.

CC CDR, Houston. There's about 20 minutes
available to you on the VTR . And our estimate is that that

ought to be more than enough for TV 103. If you could get

through with it before about 23:00, that wouli help us out

in cleaning It off for tomorrow.
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CDR Okay , Dick

.

CC Thank you

.

SC (1 naudlble)
CC Go ahead .

SPT Dick, I missed something before. They
apparently named the new active region 17. Could you give
me the location of that, please?

CC Ed, it's at 26/1.0. It's on the limb at
26.0. •

.

'
'

'

'

SPT Thank you . ;

CC Roge r

.

SPT Houston , SPT

.

CC Yes, sir. Go ahead.
SPT Now, Dick. Let me describe a little

bit more what we were working this past orbit, and what I

see in t way of the XUV monitor. We were working over the
southeast limb. Ve got a building block - or shopping list
32,26 and 21 run concurrently, with a couple of 18s in there
of grating auto scans in different positions. But
what we saw on the XUV monitor was coming down from active
region 17, a - about a half of a loop and it extends down to
about 200 arc seconds below the region which has diversion
from the bright XV V plage, and it c in ally contacts with the
limb there, and I'd say it's radius is something on the ordei
of a quarter to a third of a sik.ir radii and it's very
discernible and I figure on subsequent orbits or one orbit
ct least. We could point to it and see if we can get some
82B spectra and some good spectva on 55. Then continue
taking some long exposures on the two X-ray instruments.

CC Okay Ed, copy. Let me see if our ATM
guys have any other suggestions for you, and not - we'll get
back to you.

SPT Okay, and we're reading 345 up here.
So far the film counter has been for all purposes up here
anyway, it's very accurate. If '-e do have 345 then wc got
one more 101 film, and we could make good use of it.

CC Roge r

.

CC And Adam agrees with you he thJnkt
you'recorrect.

SPT Is that on the frame count Dii^?

END OF TAPE
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SPT Is that on the frame count Dick?

CC Yeah, that's affirm, that answer was

on the frame count E. He thtnks your analysis of that Is

right

.

SPT rhank you

.

CC And SPT, Houston, we've polled the Pi's

also they agiey with your analysis of what you ought to do

In - In the short time future on that half loop and what you

talked about, so they don't have any further suggestions.

We're about a minute and 20 seconds from LOS. Tananarive
comes up at 19:36, see you there.

SPT Thanks very much Dick.
PAO Skylab Control at 19:25 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now over the northern part

of Africa. Ten minutes to our next acquisition at Tananarive.

This is Skylab Control at 25 minutes 35 seconds after the

hour .

PAO Thij is Skylab Control at 19 hours

35 minutes Greenwich in*; an tine. And about a minute away

from regaining contact through Tananarive. And at this tine

aboard Skylab two of the three crewmen are getting a late

lunch. Commander Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill POgue ere getting

lunch now. That was not scheduled earlier because of the

M092/M093 lower body negative pressure experiment with the

limb blood flow activity also. And the - th« two crewmen
completed that medical experiment before being scheduled
for - for their lunch. For Science Pilot, Ed Gibson, he

should be in the process of troubleshooting the M133 sleep

monitoring experiment and changing out the data tape for that

CC Skylab, Houston, we're at Tananarive for

7 minutes

.

CC CDP. ,
Houston, if you have a minute.

CDR Try it Dick.
CC Roger, Jerry. And before 1 star! we're

about a minute from LOS, Honeysuckle at 20:01. Yestvrday
there was a conversation about TV-101. And we told you to

use the V1R if you did It at all. And we noticed that the

VTR use didn't come off yesterday. We're considering
scheduling TV-101 for the SPT on day 57 which is a couple

of days fron now. But we didn't want to put it on there for

sure until we knew y'all were ready. And there was a little

confusion on our part as to whether or not you were ready

for that one or not

.

CDR Okay stand by Just a second.

CC Okay, and if we dropout there is no
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hurry on this> anytime this afternoon- if you'll Just let

us know
CDP Okay , Ed .

cnR Okay, Dick go ahead and schedule it for

day 57 .
, , , ,

C C Okay Jerry, thank you very much. Will

do.
PAO And that's all through Tananarive.

That'll be our last Tananarive pass of the day. And the

.iaxt station to acquire Sicylab, will be Honeysuckle Creek

Australia, in 14 minutes. This is Skylab Control at 19 hours

4 6 n inut e s

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control. The Sky lab

approaching Honeysuckle Creek, Australia coming In the

southeast tip of Australia. We'll have contact through the

Australia tracking station for about 9-1/2 minutes . The

change-of -shift press briefing this afternoon will again

occur about 4:15 and we'll update that time, a little later

on as the closer to the shift handover.
CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Honeysuckle

for 9 minutes.
PLT Hello , hello .

CC SPT, Houston when you got a chance we've
had a change in nuZ that's going to make us change some

numbers on the S063 Kohoutek maneuver pad message 5525. And

I'd like to update that pad when you've got an opportunity.
SPT Okay, Dick stand by a moment.
CC Okay. We've still got 7-1/2 minuteo here

Honeysuckle so no big hurry.
SPT Go ahead and give me the numbers now,

Dick .

CC Okay, Ed I'm talkine about the fine

maneuver which is about 5 or 6 lines down there and here

a-e the DAS entries: X should be 51050, Y should be 51230,
and Z should be 51034. The corresponding degrees for

each of those is X minus .4 degrees, Y minus 1.52 degrees,
and Z minus 0.28 degrees, over.

CC SPT, Houston voice check, lines dropped
out for Honeysuckle there momentarily, how do you read?

SPT Okay, Dick I road you loud and clear.
How me?

CC Loud and clear, did you get all '.hose

numbers before we dropped out?
SPT Yeah, they are 51050, 51230, 51034, and

minus 0.40, minus 1.52, minus 0.28.
CC Roger, Ed you got their., thank you much.
CC Skylab, Houston if any of you guys have

been looking ahead in your details and were planning on

picking up optional handheld photo at 22:17 Zulu which is

the laser, you can forget it because the weathers clobbered

In up at Go Id s t one ,

CDR Roger.
CC SPT, Houston when you get a second 1

got a nota here from a S054 folks.
SPT Go ahead , Dick

.

CC RoRer, Ed I guess I was use to you being

on the console, I really wanted the CDR
,
sorry about that.

Skylab, Houston we're a minute frota LOS, Hawaii comes up
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at 20:21 and CDR , Houston let me read you this note anyway.

At your option S054 would like to operate In the MSQL-64 mode

for maximum four repetition while pointed at the southeast

11 nb around active region 17.

CDR Okay, Dick. Ed and I are p,oin« :o swap

out on thl9 particular ATM pass rather than the next one.

Looks like this one is just about as convenient ^<^ the other.

CC Okay, you can swap out on both of them

if you like, your choice.
CDR Okay

.

SPT Dick is that HO - Sorry, is that MS064?

CC MSOL-64, Mike Sierra Oscar Lima.

PAO Skylab now out of range of Honeysuckle
Creek and about 10 minutes away from regaining contact through

the Hawaiian tracking station. During that pass the crew was

advised not to bother looking for the laser, a device being

evaluated by NASA's Goddard Spacecraft Center as a possible
aid to future space navigation. The weather on the ground

will not permit that laser to be used, heavy cloud cover.

Also, Jerry Carr advised the ground that he and Ed Gibson
were planning to swa:- the upcoming ATM pass. Carr earlier

had requested that both additional ATM or Apollo telescope
mount observation time be added and also that Science Pilot

Ed Gibson be given the lion'a share of those ATM passes in

order to implement that request, the crew is planning to

swap a pass where Carr had been scheduled to operate the

ATM instrument and instead they give that duty to Science Pilot

Ed Gibson. And as you heard CAP COMM Dick Truly told the

crew that if they desired, they could swap both passes with

Science Pilot Gibson taking both of the passes and Carr
handling the Flight Plan, duties that had instead been assigned

to Gibson. N'ow we didn't get a respona* from Carr to indicate

whether of not he did In fact plan to have Gibson take both

passes although we do assume that at least the upcoming ATM pal*

will be handled by Science Pilot Ed Gibson. This is

Skylab Control at 20 hours, 12 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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™° - This is Sky lab Control. We're bringingthe line up now for acquisition through Hawaii. This is thenex to the last Havaii pass of the day. And we'll be in

about
C

7

C t

?
r °? Rh ^Wal1 tracki "B nation for a total of

minutesV
Skylab, Houston. Aloha at Hawaii for 10

.
SPT Hello Dick. The old gixnbal on the stnngot to us again. Just after you went over the hi we ted

slln^^/lu*" 6^ C ° PUt in 3 3 » ln«« "aneuve^t ill

tnere nl^ ° t0
'

We ' re Ju8t comln * «>.ck in

cc Okay
, Ed .

waa 0ut *r ginbal 3 (garble) low.^ Okay

.

J PT
v .

And for the A™ tolks, the XUV monitornow shows that that one little thin bloop which I was aidingT
c : id

n°V ery diffuse, and I cannot identify it the saL wayas I could the previous orbit. So it's changed appreciablywithin one orbit. We did get some Sun center wor£ done In the
I IL I

8
I" !f

° rblt
'
**sentially building bloc' 2 wUha standard (garble) of 52 and 54 got the GRATING in of 256exposures.

1 was just going over the workup on it - „ 0 rk on itand sit up on it, looked as though I was ge ti „ OBe ,counts around 30 seconds off the li mb of a'rou d% 00 and we"

ZttllZ o?^t
C

UtSd
e

:.
8 ° ne GRAT1NR

*h" ^—

d

"
T

Okzy. Thank you for the update,

ue . r /;;. n .
Fortunately, Dick, It looks ss though

to ilvl It* V" baCk ° n the here just before ti me

"^r^^^^rk 806^"' 80 1 d ° n '

1 Chlnk Wet11 h-
" Roger, Ed, it's kind of a bad bre*k.

r . ,
Skylab, Houston. We're going 1,0 S .Goldatone in a couple of minutes. I'll Cfl ll y OU there!

„ •
Thls 18 Skylab Control. Durinp that Hav«Mpass, Ed Gioson advised the ground that outer J m ] b

"

c

c

WhLhV 8ft n8C
j
he 8top - and thu icads •« «u^«*ticreset, which in turn gives you a svoall attitude shift in thespace station. Now, that attitude shift had interrupted heATM observations. We don't at this point know exactly how » UC h

tl It "into !

8

J; f

br Gl
J
8 ° n 8ald that b * the tlne ^'5 Rotten

d*t* ll J/
itude there apparently was not time for additionaldata gathering on that ATM pass. The proble. of gimbals

1
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up against the stops is something chat arises from the fact
that we have only two CMGs in operation rather than three,
and it's further complicated by the particular Beta angle
that the space station is encountering at this time. The
space station's attitude with respect to the Sun. In most
cases the reset that occur3 when the gimbals come against
the stops are done at little or no cost, usually the attitude
maneuver is very small and does not reouire expenditure of
TACS gas, which appeared to be the case in this particular
instance, however, the timing was such that it did Interfere
with some of the ATM data collection. We have about 45
seconds remaining before we regain contact for a stateside
pass coming up over Goldstone now. This pass will miss the
Texa3 and M1LA stations. We'll have coverage through
Goldstone and Bermuda.

END OF TAPE
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C C Skylab, Houston AOS Goldstone for

7 minutes

.

CC Skylab, Houston one item on the AIM

configuration request the H-alpha 1 night interlock switch

to normal. We see it, thank you much.

CC Skylab, Houston yesterday you guys were

scheduled a housekeeping shopping list for Housekeeping 28 Echo

which is the rapid DELTA P and 5 sensor verification, we didn t

see any indication on the downlink TH that you ever got

that done although you might have sandwiched at a time we

were recoraing on subfrane 4, we'd like for you to confirm

that either you did or didn't get it done, yesterday because

if you didn't we'll put that back in the hopper.

SPT Rog, Dick that was done.

CC Okay, Ed thank you.

CC Skylab, Houston we're about a minute

from LOS, Goldstone. Bermuda is about 4 minutes away, I'll

call you there 20:44.
PAO This Is Skylab Control, we'll be back

up again in about 4 minutes when we regain contact through

the Bermuda tracking station.
PAO This is Skylab Control, we're waiting

now for call to the crew from CAP COMM Dick Truly through

the Bermuda tracking station. We'll be getting that in about

a minut e

.

CC Houston, Bermuda for 3 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston 1 minute to LOS, Canary

at 20:53.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston
, Canary and Ascension

for 15 minutes.
CC Skylab , Houston, we've got the flight

plans coming up here at Canary and Ascension. And for the
CDR there's en innovation in tomorrows flight plan that I'd
like to speak to you if you have a minute sometime during
this pass, 12 minutes remaining.

CDR This is a product of the innovative
purple team?

CC Yes , sir .

CDR Do I need to have it in my hand?
CC No I believe it's simple enough that

I c«n describe It to you.
CDR Okay, innovate away air.
CC Well, it turns out that only put - the

only thing that we listed in the flight plan was the time
critical items which Is a few science - things that are attached
to the epheiseris aNd so forth. And we decided to leave the
eating, PT, showers, and anything else that you wanted to do up
to you guys. So there's a great expansive - expanses of open
space there and we figured that you might like to decide
how to schedule that as well as we did.

Okay, very good. And why don't we do
that everyday

,

you just end us up a big shopping list.
CC That's exactly what I recommended.
CDR Do 1 hear the FAO mumbling a little bit

there .

CC The FAO has been mumbling and grousing
for the last 6 hour 8 . (Laughcer)

CDR Hey, Dick, TV-103 is on the recorder.
CC Okay Jerry, thank you.
CDR I hope.
CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute till LOS,

Honeysuckle at 2 1 ! 3 7 , see you there .

SPT Roger, Dick. So long.
CC 1 lied though, Crip will see you there.

I '11 see you in the morning

.

CDR H as t a manana .

SPT Hey, purple team thanks for working on
the flight plana so we^l today, appreciate it.

CC Yes sir, we really - these last few days
have really bee n going good. And you guys deserve a - a

day off, thay'v e really been some nice day. So we'll see
you tomorrow

.

CDR So long.
PAO That completes a fairly lengthly pans
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over the Continental United States. Down across the western
corner of Africa through Canary Islands and finally out ov.jr
the Atlantic through the Ascension tracking station. We
won't reacquire Skylab again for about 29 rulnutes, and
that will be through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. The
crew appeared to be in a light hearted mood during that
pass through Canary Islands and Ascension. Commander
Jerry Carr remarked that he had loaded TV-103 on the
video tape recorder, and then added I hope. ENCO here in
Mission Control was quick to confirm that 11.8 minutes had
in fact been loaded on the video tape recorder. TV-103
is one of the science derast rat i ons . This one is aimed at
showing fabrication of thin - thin filmed liquids or thin
liquid films rather and determining the lifetime of such
thin films in zero gravity. This principle could be of
freat value in manufacturing the thin chyrstals used in
integrated circuits. The modern day descendants of transitors
used in much of the electronics industry in such things as
television sets and miniture calculators and computers
themselves. Tomorrow is a day off for the crew. And to
begin that day off they'll sleep in for 2 hours. The CAP
COKM also reported to them that their day's activities would
be given to thea on a shopping list. Jerry Carr remarked
that that might be a good idea for ench day's activity.
That was a facetious remark on his part. And CAP COMM
Dick Truly con gr adula t ed the crew on a very fine perfor»*nce
*.he last few days observed that things have been going vaty
well, and told them thttt he felt they deserved a day off.

PA0 Th *« i» Skylab Control at 21 hour*
11 minutes Greenwich mean time. And we are holdir» h fairly
close to our plans for change-of-shl f t brUfih* at 4j1S thla
afternoon with Flight Director Phil Shafffcr. That brUfln.
will probably slip 5 minutes or so, but vt ixpict tl
will be f ilrly close to the 4:15 tine that we adverti**^
This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is
presently coming up on Honeysuckle Creek, we're about
10 seconds or 15 seconds away from acquisition and we had
no other station passes during the change -o f -sh i f t press
briefing. The spacecraft communicator on shift right now
is Astronaut Bob Crippin and Flight Director is Don Puddy.

CC Good afternoon Skylab, (garble) crew is
with you, AOS through honeysuckle for 8 minutes.

SPT Hey it's the voice of the (garble)
Hello, Crimson teaci.

CC Rog, we've been loafing for a couple of
days and thought we'd come back and work with you guys a
little bit .

PLT I was going to say, it's about time.
CC You're right. Truly waa telling me that

while you were loafing you guys have been tearing into it
lately.

CC Skylab, Houston we'll be doing a data/voice
recorder dump here.

CC Skylab, Houston we had a little keyhole
drop out there, we'll be doing a data/voice recorder durap
through Honeysuckle here.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS,

next station contact is Havaii in 13 minutes at 21:58 and
Ed, we'll be standing by to do that 82B- PRS test at that
station and in case you haven't got it handy that general
message was 53 - 58 op, I think.

S^T I have it Crip, I'll be standing by ready
to go.

CC Okeydoke.
PAO Thij is Skylab Control, that completes

the Honeysuckle Creek pass, the last of the day through
that Australian tracking station and we're 11-1/2 minutes
away from regaining contact through Hawaii. This is Skylab
Control at 21 hours ^ 7 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 21 hour* 57

minutts Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on the track-

ing station at Hawaii and here in Mission Control - Control,

Flight Director Don Paddy has largely completed the mission

status review with his team of flight controllers and settled

down to an evening of detailed flight planning and observing

operations aboard Skylab. The major activity for the remainder

of the day will be ATM operations using the Apollo telescope

mount instruments to observe the Sun. We'll have acquisition

through HavAii in about a half a minute.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for 9

ninutes

.

SPT Hello, Crip, we're sitting 40 arc-sccondB

off of the right limb and ready to go to limb scan.

CC Okay, Ed, copy, but you're very weak.

SPT Hey, Crip, how is this - little better?

CC No, that's still - still very low.

Understand you're ready to go -

SPT Stand by - stand by. Okay, Crip, how

do you read now?
CC Ah, that's good, Ed. And you ve got a

GO to select limb scan and also, if you're not planning on

using the VTR for a little while, we'd like to go ahead and

take it, and rewind it so we can do some dump over the upcoming

CON US pass

.

SPT Okay. I had sent the VTR on the previous

ATM pass. If r.hey would like mc to pick that up any time

soon, I'll let you folks r.anage it one way or the other.

It's fine with ae , go ahead. Okay, going to limb scan now.

Pointing now.
CC Copy.
SPT Went to lino scan now. 20 arc-seconds

above the limb. And I go to limb scan. MARK. Pointing, MARK.

Limb scan, MARK . Right on the limbi maybe 15 seconds here

at limb scan, (garble) now. Back to limb scan now. We're 20 in

side the limb - I'll give you 15 seconds of limb scan.

CC Rog, Ed. And we're still copying the thing,

it's being unstable.
SPT Right now from (garble) holding at -

CC Okay, that one's holding
SPT (Garble).
CC Rog, okay, copy that one. Holding.

SPT One \iab pointing nuw. That's going be-

tween 18 and 19 -

CC Yeah, that one looks pratty solid.

SPT ' if It aver gets (garble) -

CC Just saying that one looks pretty solil

heve.
SPT Okay, going to minus 40, go back to limb
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acan. We're at ninus 40. Going to limb pointing. Okay,

Crip, it looked unstable except for the Minus 20 and minus

40.
CC Rog , Ed, copy that. And I -

Spx It looked a little sore unstable in

limb pointing than it did in limb scan. Maybe it Jvst took

a littl* longer for the thing to diverge however.

CC Okay, we're about 45 seconds from LOS.

Next station contact is gc.ing to be Goldstone in 4 minutes.

And we'U - we do have your VTR and we'll probably give it

back to you right after Goldstone. I'll let you know there.

SPX Okay, would you like to see any more

of this test group or are you through with it7

C C You can go ahead and continue with the

minus 180. That is if you want to, 2d.

PA0 That was Ed Gibson, Science Pilot on

Skylab operating the S082B UV spectrograph one of the ATM

instruments. The spectrograph Is used to photograph line

spectra of small selected areas on the solar disc and across

tre liab. We'll be picking up Skylab again In about 2-1/2

minutes through Goldstone. We'll leave the line up for

that aco- .aition.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Goldstone

lor 5-1/2 minutes.
spT Roger, Crip. I've slawed from min »s 40 to

elite minus t<0 arc-seconds twice now and it goes up to min s

50 at the appropriate point and just hangs at minus 50

In limb scan. Would you like to watch, l'» sat up for another

° n6?
cC Okay, that's fine. Ed. That tells u*

what we need to know.

END OF TAPE
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cc SPT, Houston I guess chat really concludes

r »v,» and if we can conclude from that

. .!.» no, ".^"^'Sli Crip ... co .......

: ai'r e;r^r^ri„"t 8r^ l

-o:\^^r.j^r."
;

r
T
;c; 1^u^

8
as 1 understand the system, that

•rrv:: 1:j: n
l

t n
1::uU:%«ro^r.„:ror^e/^Ji^

on how far off the limb you are.
out Thank you Crip.

Cc And and it is a function of limb darkening

b39lC
cJ

ly
" Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS,

we'll see you again in 5 minutes over Bermuda.
we 11 see you ^ doesn ,

t look as lf „ e re

going to be able to squeeze in the Sun c en t e r work t or 52.

vou^d you like for me to put that - try to put that on the VTR

on a subsequent orbit? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ appreciate

it Eil .

Ill During that pass through Go ldstone the

INCO oi? here in the control center was dumping the video tape

ecorder. The c.ev had loaded up a than

12 minutes of TV-103 on the recorder. That 8 a s cie nc

e

demonstration demonstrating the ormat on fa h In .1 l-
f

f

^

_

Hi he 1 . - orVon the recorder a little move

r t :^nr:^rbr-^y^ -n/in^-embi^^ance

with Skyl.b. we'll l-
a^ H^ o: tfelre A0S Bermu da. we have

y0 u for 10 minutes. ^ ^ tQ you

guys .gain. ^ x gefi here that
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we don't require any VTR to be done on thia. I'd like to
give you the information although I have not gone through
a full standard cycle but I could give you the pointing
information on the WLC dole (?) Sun center pointing calibrations

CC We'll take it .

SPT Okay, to get the frame centered around
the occulting disk, I ended up with a fine Sun sensor read
out of up/down of minus 30 and left/right of minus 45. The
error needles that 1 was looking at - and up/down was plus 8,and in left/right I neglected to go times- 10 so I can't
give you that readout, all I know is that it was a full
scale right, it became full scale right when I was at a left/
right of minus 12. So I went an additional 15 arc seconds outafter the - after it hit 30 or a full scale right. I can dothat a K ain and pick up - pick it up vtth times 10 although I
think that information may do.

cc Okay, Ed thank you.

l
?I Thp question was also Just here of whether

we d be able to do this durin R the regular sunset and operationsand I don t see why not, it's just as easily done as the otherpointing. - -

END OF TAPE
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at Ion : no change

.

CC Okay, Bill we copy that, and we'll see
if we can get your film thread up fairly shortly. One item -
we've got a couple more minutes here. But I've got a

mod to Bake to your 183 pad and if you've got it handy
next pass over Ascension in about 7 minutes I can give
it to you there, Or, we can Ret it a little bit later
i f you *d like

.

PLT I think it's Jer's pass.
PLT I can take it

.

PLT Oh, you mean 183. Yea, okay, I'll take
it, right.

CC Okay, do you want it now or do you want
to wait a little while.

PLT If you've got it you can go now.
CC Okay, all it is on the first bill the kohoute

which is plate 25 we want to change the tilt. It should be
19 . 1 vice 24.3.

PLT Rog understand, make it 19.1 instead of
24.3.

CC Rog, that's correct, thank you very
ouch. And we're 1 minute from LOS and next station contact Is
6 minutes over Ascension at 22:37 and we'll be set It up for
Ed's phone call there.

PAO And Skylab no'; out of range through
the Bermuda tracking station coming up on Ascension as the
next station to contact the crew. We'll have acquisition
through Ascension In about 5-1/2 minutes. And us you heard
CAP COMM Bob Crippen advise Ed Gibson that will be the site
over whic he'll get his private phone conversation. Skylab now
in it's 3470 - 70 revolution of Earth. AT 22 hours 32 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. We're coming
up now on us - acquisition through Ascension Island. This
will be our last Ascension pass of today. And the major flight
plan activity aboard Skylab continues to be Apollo telescope
mount operations - observations of the Sun. The Sun nov
approaching a period of increased activity. As a number of
active regions are about to rotate around on to the visible
side of the Sun. And in consentience with the crew request
for additional ATM observation period, and for more of that
ATM tine to be assigned to S'.ience Pilot Ed Gibson. Gibson
and Carr swapped off-duties this evening, with Gibson taking
the duty at the ATM console and Carr handling the duties
that had been flight planned for Gibson. We have about 1

second to acquisition. We'll stand by for the call with
CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houaton, we're AOS Ascension.
We have you for 10 minutes, 10 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Jer, and if Bill Is available, on*, item

we need to - to get an update on is Bravo Victor 2S was off
loaded out of Nikon 02 today, 1 believe by Ed. And we need to
get a status on that one for our records down here, please.

PLT Roger, I'll have it for you In 1.
CC Okay, no hurry.
PLT Frames count (static).
PLT Frame count was 11.
CC Okay.
CC PLT, Houston. For your information, Bill,

we do have your film thread onboard. And it night be a good
idea If you have an opportunity to check It and make sure thatU case up okay,

PLT Okay, thank you.
CC Rog, it was - we had a little line hit -

while - during the process of uplink.
PLT Okay, (rip, Just for the record, there has

been no change on the Drawer A - the film prints they had last
night had a - some of the 100 digits were left off. I think 126,
127, and 128, but it was rather obvious what they - what was
intended .

CC Okay , copy that

.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
Next station contact in 23-1/2 minutes Carnarvon at 23:10. See
you there

.

CDR Okay, Crip.
PAO We've haii loss of signal through Ascension.

We'll be reacquiring Skylab in 22-1/2 minutes at the Carnarvon,
Australia tracking station. This is Skylab Control, 22 hours
48 ainutes Greenwich mean tine.

KND OF TAPE
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PAC Skylab Control at 23 hours, 9 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab In its 3,407 - 70th revolution

of Earth and we're about to regain contact through Car nar von

,

Australia. That will occur in about 4'; seconds.
CC Skylab, Houston wo're AOS Carnarvon for

10-1/2 minutes .

CDR Roger Hey Crip, I f,ot a little legal

question for you.
CC Well, you're not ask.'ng the right guy

for a legal question but I'll try to get a lawyer to

answer it for you, go ahead Jer.
CDR Oh, you're a good sea lawyer. If - If

we declare butter cookies to be legal tender up here and

if Ed buys 1 ATM pass from ne for 2 cans of butter cookies,

whose menu does It get counted against?
CC That's definitely too complicated fov

this sea lawyer. We can probaly charge ATM with the science

time just required to figure it out.
CDR Sec I knew you were a sea lawyer.

CC Saw, I have to credit that one to flight.

CC And CDR, Houston I guess our recommendation

would be to let them float on a free market and see what

their value comes out at, it let be established a little

free trade there. It's a sad day when ycu end up using
butter cookies for nonitary value though. You don't have

something better than that onboard.
CDR It's better than feca; bags.

CC Especially used ones.

SPT Houston, SPT.

CC Go Ed .

SPT Hey Crip earlier today I mentioned a

I could see a loop structure in the XUV monitor. On the

next pass it had pretty much become very diffuse and barely

discernable and now it's back again. And I'm at a position

which is a little bit away from it, I'll be working in pretty

soon. Although I don't have too much longer in this pass. The

thing came up, then became very diffuse, disappeared nearly and

now it's back again. So I'm going to try to get a look at it

now, I got about 10 or 12 minutes to do it.

CC And Ed if you can get around to it, we

would recommend grating auto scans on the loop structure.

And SPT, Houston also Ed if you can work It in we would

appreciate an 82A exposure of that loop structure, recommend
wave length short 40 second exposure.

SPT Thank you , Cr ip .

CC We're about 30 seconds from LOS, next

station contact In 4 minutes over Guam at 23:23 and we'll
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bo doing a data/vcice recorder dump there.
PAO Range now of the Carnarvon tracking

station. Now that was Ed Gibson at tt.e ATM console describing
the reappearance of a loop structure which he has observed
In the XUV monitor. Gibson reported that the loop structure
had been visible earlier in the day but had become diffuse
almost invisible, he said now it's back again and he will try

to get a look at it and collect some data on it during the

next 10 or 12 minutes. We also heard the discussion of what

miRht appear to be a bit of b 1 ack-marke teer ing in butter cookies
aboard Skylab. Commander Jerry Carr came on with a legal

question for CAP COMM Bob Crippin, Carr asked if butter cookies
are legal tender and if Science Pilot Ed Gibson buys 1 ATM

pass from him, Jerry Carr uliose menu are the cookies to be

charged against. After puzzling over that one for several
minutes the best answer that we could cone up with from
Mission Control is that the butter cookies should be allowed
to float on the open market and let the value be determined
on the market. Which I'm sure makes no one happy but that

is apparently the best answer we're goinR to be able to

come up with and as CAP COMM Bob Crippin noted he's not

much of a legal expert. We'll be acquiring again through
Guam, our first pass of the day through the Guam tracking
station. That will occur in about 1 minute and we'll leave
the line up.

CC Skylab, Houston AOS Guam, 9rl/2 minutes
and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump here.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston, if you nave a moment.
SPT Just a moment, pleaoe, Crip.
CC Okay, no - I no sweat . ,

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.
Next station contact is Goldstone in about 17 minutes at
23:50, 23:50. And Ed, what I was calling about was nothing
critical, though. No sweat, just forget about it.

SPT I Just had to close out the ATM and get
the maneuver started here, Crip. And I'll talk to you af,ain
over Goldstone .

CC Okay, no sweat, Just go ahead and press on
with your maneuver.

PAO This is Skylab Control. We've lost data
now through Guam. The next station to acquire will be Goldstone
in about 15 minutes. On one of the dump tapes that has come
back into Mission Control, Ed Gibson has given us a bit of
a run down on his observations of the ED61 student experiment
on plant growth in zero gravity. And although we don't have
all the details, the dump tape has not been fully transcribed
yet. Gibson did describe seeing some growth both out of the
top and bottom of some of the rice seeds. Others showed -

showed no growth at this point. And of course, the rice
seeds in the agar solutions are exposed to varying amounts
of light, so it is to be expected that you might see a dif-
ferent growth rate in some of them. And we will have additional
details on that as transcript is available. Tnis is Skylab Con-
trol at 23 hours 35 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Con t ro 1 . Wo 1 re about
to acquire Skylab through Goldstone, California for a state-
side pass that will take the space station down across the
United States beginning in the Pacific Northwest continuing
down below the Great Lakes and out over the coast of Georgia.
The last pass through Guam - at the end of that pass, the
GNS officer here in Mission Control reported that the crew
had begun to maneuver the apace station into the proper
attitude for the coaet observations using the S183 instru-
ment, the ultraviolet panararaa. This experiment is under
the direction of Dr. George Courtis, of the Labaraiory of
Space Astronomy at the National Center for Natl - National
Center for Re - Scientific Research in Marseille, Pr:r,ce,
We show acquisition of signal.

CC We're AOS through Coldstone. Got you
across CONUS for about 18 minutes.

SPT Roger. I an ready to listen to the
golden voice of the crimson cripper.

CC Well, it is - what I've got to tell
you - what I was going to tell you awhile ago is no longer
important, but I got something else to tell you. When you
were runni \g the 133 MAL earlier today, I guo^ss with Phil
that trert may be a break In the panel assembly to the
SI8 cable which was remade by moving the hardware around
during the tape change. And prior to doing the 133 run
tonight, we'd like you to change out that cable with the
spare one that's located in 913.

SPT Okay, Crip, I'll go ahead and do it.
What's kind of strange though is that that signal cut out
about 2 nin - 2 hours after I fell asleep. So aither - I

got Roaethtng that doesn't take very much mechanical str*as,
or I'm a pretty violent sleeper,

CC Youwantmeto comment on that? About
your violent sleep, Ed? No, you're absolutely correct that
It did stop about 2 hours aft*.'-. And I guess what we feel
la that perhaps there Is a - maybe a little break in the
cable such that it does - Just sort of Intermittent with -

that could be caused by mild movement.
SPT (Laughter) Mild movement, Crip?
CC How would you like me to phrase it Ed?

1>o you thrash in your sleep?
PLT Can't do much, Crip.
SPT Crip, I'd like to request a private comra

with you.
CC No thank you, Edward.
SPT Say Crip off that subject, I got an easy

one for you.
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CC Great, I need one.
SPT

t
wh «"i looking at rlco seeds In agar growina

In zero g, how do you tell the root from the stem?

T
CC

,

1 was ^ying to think of a good answer,
but I haven't got one. We'll look at it.

PLT Crip, I've got 'an easy one for you.
cc Go, I need another easy one.
PL

T , ,
0ur subject is T002 and a serious question.Filter 2.6 does that demean fUter 1 and 1.6 both? In otherwords, they both add up to 2.6 and I assume that's what itmeant. Would you check that?

CC Will do that for you.
SPT 0ne other thing, if you would, Crip.

We need two more names, we got two more little - little
furry fellows up here.

CC You got some more of those white and hairy
things running around?

SPT Wel1 they're kind of dark and hairy when
you look at them under the magnifying glass, they're really
kind of interesting little guys.

cc Copy, they're dark and halrv? We'll
try to think of some good names, for you Ed.

SPT 1 think we'll call them Harry and Harriet
CC You've determined their sex, of course?
SPT

m
Tell them apart, Crip, what you do

you scream, "Hey, Harry, here comes your wife," and th
that starts running - that's Harry.

CC You're getting better all the time
You take Henny Youngman's joke book up there with you?

What's the weather like down there

is

* one

PLT
Crip?

CC
all day

.

in, and I

no t

today,

Well, it's been sort of cloudy and varmis
But we're supposed to have had a cold front move
haven't heard the results of it, whether it got her
've been locked up in chis little building for most

of the afternoon. I don't know if you copied that, Bill
but I was - it wcs pretty warm today, somebody tella me it
AOt up to 80 and the cold front we're supposed to h.r,
in late this evening is goinij to drop it around 40
tonight, which

PLT
CC

correct on the filters
2.6.

CDR
CC
CC

Jer ?

c one
(-• g r c e s

kind of chilly for us Southern boys.
All right, thank you.
And for the PLT, Bill, your assumption was

The 1 and the 1.6 total up to the

Okay, Dick, he copies. Crip.
Either one. We both answer.
CDR, Houston, you got a moment to talk,
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CDR Sure, jo ahead.
CC Rog, I guess I'd not sure exactly what

references were made to it today, but there is no requirement

for a PREP tape changeout for the pass coning up tomorrow.

The mount we've got on is adequate for it.

CDR Oh, that's good to hear.

CDR Have the guys on the ground figured out

when that switch got thrown, how long it had been running?

cc Let me y.et a verification on that for you,

Jer

.

CDR Last time I remember throwing it was when

I did a film advance check at - right after loading the S190

film.
CC Okay, and that was when it - when it was

thrown and it's - 1 guess, we figured it was about 15 to 20

minutes .

CDR That's a goodly amount of tape.

END OF TAPE
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CC Yeah, this - you're right it did run off

quite a bit but we still have an adequate amount to do the

pass this way

.

CDR Great, thanks Crip.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go SPT
Spt Crip, as tomorrow has been scheduled we've

got a lot of good open time; which means that we can do soae of the

things which we'd like to do up here, and I'd like to do ATM.

What^l'm wondering is how many passes if I took the one

which I have started at around 14:30, and we've got it going

up through the maneuver, how many passes would that amount to?

That's up to the - I guess the ETC prep and we'll probably do

the maneuvers when we cut it off.
CC I'll check that for you Ed

SPT Thank you. And also I'd like to make

up some unattended ops planned if I don't take it a^d there's some

things they would like covered. That being the case and they may

want to send up an abbreviated schedule, ATM pad or just

attending over the loop* , either way is fine.

CC Okay, Ed we can answers to you for

those. And we had been planning on giving you some general

guidelines and I'll give you soae more details from that

on our next station contact. And we're about 30 seconds from

LOS now. And we'll have you again over Carnarvon in 40 minutes.

And that's at 00:48, 00:48 and also we will be standing by

to get the evening status report from Jer there.

SPT Okay, we'll be ready. Thank you Crip.

PAO That completes a very interesting

stateside pass, most of the conversation there coning from

Science Pilot Ed Gibson. At the start of the pass Gibson

and CAP COMM Bob Crippen discussed the M133 sleep monltoilng

experiment which had conked out in a previously used period.

After working the first few hours monitoring the sleep patterns

on Ed Gibson it then quit operating for the remainder of

the night and £d Gibson had been working with instrument

trying to determine what the problem might be. And based

on the troubleshooting that was done, the ground has come

up with an assessment that probably the problem is in the

cable, and they've suggested that the crew replace the existing

cable with a new one that is stowed onboard the Skylab

space station. Gibson also ashed how one tells on a rice

plant that i3 Just beginning to sprout from seed which sprou:

is stea and which sprout is root. That of course, is

pertinent for the ED61 plant growth experiment where one of

the objectives is to determine what influences the growth

of stem and roors in we i ghlessness . And it is going to be of
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interest to determine whether tout! grow up towards the

light source and sterna grow down when growing In zero gravity,

or whether the light along is enough to cauoe them to ^row in

the normal manner with roots downward and Jway from the light

and the stem upward toward the light. Earlier today on one

of the tape dumps, Gibson passed along some observations

of the growth of the rice - the rice seeds. These were planted

on day 51, 4 days ago in an agar solution in a number of

small compartment s in a specially designed box. Each

compartment has a variable amount of light filtering through

to it, and by comparing the growth rates and growth patterns

scientists hope to come up with some answers to the questions

as to how much influence gravity and light have on the growth

patterns of plants. This experiment by the way is one of

those proposed by a high school student. This one by a

high school student at West Point, Nebraska. Gibson observations

on the growth are as follows: He said that there is some

small change in compartment 1, seeds on the top and the

bottom and there are three seeds in each compartment ,
and the

seed near -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Art aa follows , ha aald thara ara soae
aaall changa In compartment 1. Saada on tha top and the
bottom and thara ara thraa aaada in aach coapartnant , and
eha aaad nearest tha top or naaraat tha light source ara
exhibiting aona growth out of aach and. Ha noted that tha
growth ia about one-tenth tha ai*e of tha aaad ltaelf and
tha a am* for tha growth at tha bottom. Down In coapartaent
2 ha noted that thara was nothing in that coapartnant.
In coapartnant 3 no growth, Coapartnant 4, aald it
waa doing nicaly one of tha seec a , thara vera two what
Gibson described aa curlicues coning out of the tip. A aaall
part of tha skin ha aald la pushed off like a flap. And in
compartment S he noted that one of *.hn saads has a split
in it. another haa a snail aaount of growth at the tip, and
also tha third s«ad has a aaall anount of growth at tha tip.
And compartment 6 ha noted there was a little growth
on tha tip of one of the secda but that the seeds in this
coapartnant were not doing as well as those in conpartaent
4. Coapartnant ?..no growth in two of the seeds - one of then
he said did have a snail anount of growth. But of courae as
you heard during that stateside pass Gibson came up with a
queatlon, how does one determine which or what the characteristics
of 6 ten and root are when they ara in the early stages of growth.
And we still haven't come up with an answer to that question.
Pilot Gibson alfeo reported that he needs two aore names for
some little hairy things as he put it that they know have
running around in the space station. These we presume are newly
hatched gypsy moths. And Gibson suggested that appropriate naaea
aight be Harry and Harriette. CAP COMM, Bob Crippen asked how
one identifies the sex of gypsy aotha. Gibson's suggestion
was that you scream here cones your wife and the one that
runs is Harry. We'll be reacquiring Skylab in 34 minutes.
We have a long break here with no station coverage until
the apace station comes back around to Carnarvon, Australia.
At zero hours 13 ninuteo Greenwich mean tine in day 56 this
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO A alnuca away now iron coalng within
range of the antenna At Carnarvon, Australia, Ws'11 bring
the line up for that pass, the first in about 35 alnutes.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Carnarvon,
We have you for about 9-1/2 alnutes.

CDR Roger, Crip you ready for evening
status .

CC Yes sir.
CDR Okay, Slcept CDR, 7.0, 6.5 heavy,

0.5 light; SPT, 6.7, 6.7 heavy; PIT 7.0, 6 heavy, 1 light.
Volume: 2400; 3850; 2700. Watei gum 8353; 42 77 ; 0389.
Body mass: CDR, 6.318. 6.315, 6.314; SPT, 6.349, 6.352,
6.348; PIT , 6.248, 6.246, 6.249. Exercise: CDR, SPT and
PLT, no change to the standard • froa the standard. Now
beginning tomorrow we are making a change to our standard.
Bruce pointed out last night that we didn't give you the
complete word so some of it is repeat and sone of It Is new.
So these are the following changes to our standard exercise
patterns. CDR, Method Foxtrot, we're dropping the springs
and the toe rises are now 15 ainutes, 400 repetitons; for the
SPT, Method Bravo, the position Bravo plus curls, 25 minutes
200 repltlons each, Method Foxtrot for the SPT, drop the
springs and the toe rises are now 15 ainutes, 400 repotlons;
for the PLT, Method Foxtrot, cancel out all the springs,
toe rises 10 minutes, 400 repetitions. Okay moving on,
Medication: CDR, Sudafed last night; SPT, none, PLT, Afrln
today at 18:00. Clothing: CDR, socks; SPT, trousers, shorts,
shirt and socks; PLT, shorts, shirt and socks. Food log:
CDR, salt zero, minus two coffee with sugar plus one black
coffee, minus one lemonade, rehydration water, plus 1.0;
SPT, 11.5 salt, plus a lemonade, plus two lemon puddings,
plus tuna, zero rehydration water; PLT, 4.0 salt, zero
deviation, zero water deviations, Flight Plan deviations:
all changes that were done were reported on air -to-ground

.

Okay, shopping list assignments: T002f3 filters 1/1, T002rl,
stars 11 and 12 and this data's on tape at 0 2 1 2 0 last night.
T002-1 stars 12 and 16 are on tape at 11(45 to 12:00, TV-104,
I reported earlier that on the VTR It was 103 but it's 104, it's
the gyroscope television that was done today. All housekeeping
was dons, more T002 , this tine it was -2 star 12 and Moon
far limb, that's on tape at 18:10, T002-2 star 11 and the Moon
far limb, filter 1.6 and that's on tape at 19:25. Inoperaable
equipnent i none. Schedule stowage: none. And that does it.

CC Okay, very good Jer . I've got a couple
of questions here, I would like to run by you. I think they -

yup, the first one Is - sor.eone Is going to have to stretch
your memory a little bit on ED72 which was scheduled oh, almost
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2 weeks ago on day 358. we did not copy In any of the voice

ranlcripJa that came down that the I lcape lary module. • ther

theater or the oil vaa dona and we're wondering If you can

help ua out on that to confirm whether or not it was
v

PLX Okay, that wan done and I put a complete

narrative on tape, I thought but apparently, it's gone through

the crack. It was the oil in the wicklng material, the

woven material and I have notes made because the 11 minute

film did not show any significant movement of the oil ot

up the wicklng material ao I had - made sketches at oh, at

about 2 hour intervale over a period of about 6 hours

until we had to move it for meal.. let's *ee that • about

all I can remember about it other than the fact that I did

report it and I do have the sketches in my notes.

cc Bill, we got the bit on the wickinR

naterlal which is the screen wicking assembly. But in addition

to that portions of the experiment include a capillary assea -

assembly, can't talk anymore, for water and then one for oil.

PLT Okay, those were not done.

cc Okay, I can assume then that the modules

for those are still available, Is that correct?

PLT That's affirmative.
Okay, thank you. Okay and if Ed s

available I have a message regarding his ATM pass If he

can copy.
SPT Sure can - -

END OF TAPE
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CC Copy.
SPT Sure can Crip, go ahead.

„ k .

CC
. , Okay, I'd spoken to you once before Juatat the end of a past. It 'a before we started that lastaaneuver and you probably didn't get it was going LOS.

But, if the loop itructure that you reported earlier is
etill evident 8*A would like to obaerve it and get a couple
of exposures on it during the building block 1A.

. „ |?
T

'
' C* l P. I'a atill trying to figure outwhat I a looking «t there. Sonetiaes the loop structure

ia preaent and aoaetiaes it'a r.ot in the XUV aonitor. I
Juat about had ayaelf talked out of helieving that there
really waa a loop and it was nothing but abeorptlon by a
proainencc (garble) lying underneaf. it. But then the factthat it cooes and goea and the fact that the aagnesiua X
intensity was up around 200 to 250 which la what you would
expect froa the loop atill has ae queationing. I 'n really notsure what the heck the darn thin* la , I will take another
look at It. If 82A would like to go along on a gaable
because I a not positive right now. I'll go ahead and givethen an exposure.

. ,

S"
, ft

.

*'u «lve then a long one ainute and ashort for 20 seconds If - which is their atandard if they

* V.vh«i* l f
?*' U take *«• A " d w *'re going to have

a keyhole here for about a ainute, end I'll call you whenwe re out of 1 t

,

. ,

CC
J ,

Skylab, Houston we're out of the key-hole and we're about 30 seconds from LOS. Next stationcontact la over Guaa in 4 minutes at 01t02, and we'll bedoing a data/voice recorder duap 'here.

,

PA
^ Th *t coapletes the Carnarvon pass, and

we re about 3-1/2 ainutes away iron Guaa, the next station
to acquire Skylab. During that pass over Carnarvon, science
pilot Ed Gibson, reported chat he was a little puzzled as
to the coronal loop that he'd reported earlier. He said
sometlaes the loop structure is present and sometimes it
goes away, and he »s not quite sure. what the darn thing is
aa he put it. He aaked whether we wanted hi» to take some
sightings collect soae data with the S082, X-ray ultraviolet
coronal spe c t rohe 1 1 og r aph . And was given an affirmative
requeated use the S082A and collect some data on the
feature. Also the crew corrected a previous announcement.
They said that the television that was loaded on the videotape recorder approx lnately 12 minu'.es worth was TV-104
not TV^103 aa previously reported. TV-104 ia a science
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demonstration as ia TV-103, Now 104 la to demonstrate tho
behavior of a gyroacope 1* aero gravity, and ahov the
precision stability, and relation to the SkyJab attitude
and pointing control eubaystem. And that to rtpeat It the
televlelon that the crew loaded on the video tape recorder.
We re bringing: that TV In tonight. We'll have It reasseabJed
and ready for replay at 8:30 Houston time tomorrow morning.
With 2 alnutea remaining until we regain contact through
Guam we'll leave the line up.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through Guam,
and we hav« you for about 8 minutes. We'll be doing the
data/voice recorder dump here. Ed, we configure ATM TV on the
VTR and we've assumed that you've completed that. if you
have, we'd like to take It and rewind it and dump it over
this upcoming CONUS past.

SPT Give me about another 40 seconds, Crip,
I'm almost through with it.

cc Okay, if you just let us know when you're
through. And, Ed, also for your information, in reviewing
the pointing test that you did earlier for us on 52, we'll
tenatively change one Sun center operation for day to the
null pointing beginning with mission day 57, be day after
tomorrow

.

SPT Okay.

,

cc You know, we ju.t started day 56 here.Its- since that was originally tha; was that this mission
was supposed to be, everything should be gravy from here
on, right?

SPT It'* getting better all the tine, Crip.
CC Rog.
SPT Crip, I'm through with the VTR..- _ 1
CC

,

Okay, we copy, Ed. And sometime when you /get a chance, I'd like to talk to you a little bir more 61
and 62.

SPT Sow's a good time, Crip, go ahead.
cc Okay, I'm being told that the root al-

ways emerges first, it's going to be colorless and will re-
main so, and will also began to develop root hairs. And itdoesn't say that they're white and hairy, but I assume they
are. Also, the stem emerges as an end-rolled leaf in a thin
membrane and will turn green in a few hours after it eiaerges.

SPT Okay, thank you, Crip. 1 guess what I'mlooking at then are the roots, around about - oh, about a
third of them or so have emerged. And I put it on tape this I

morning- ~**—

CC Okay, very good. We did have a question
regarding that a few days ago you guys had reported the light
that this thing was near on - 1 believe It's near light number
7 has been bothering you. And we'd like to know if - if u h abeen moved away from that particular light r.nd if so, where
and have you taken any light meter readings?

SPT Crip, no, we've decided it'a not really
a problem there and it's remained there. And we have taken
light meter readings and they were put on tape also. As Irecall, they were - at one end were 20, and the middle were
10, and 5 on the other end.
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tJ
CC

t
'

ok *y- w« got that. Could you roughly

?; i?;
te

, ?y
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control. Skylab coning
up now on a stateside pass, approaching acquisition through
Coldirone, California, Or at 1 hour 25 minutes Greenwich
ean time. And this pass through Goldstone will be devoted
to the private medical conference. Tomorrow the crew will
be conducting an Earth resources pass that will be gathering
data over Japan. The pass starts at 01:39 Greenwich mean
time and ends 26-1/2 minutes later at 02:05:30 Greenwich
mean time. The start point for the data take Is over Malaysia
and the data take ends just west of Japan. There will be
six mandatory sites and two desirable at least currently
scheduled, and EREP officers here are continuing to view the

weather and objectives of that EREP pass and the final details
will be worked out tonight on It. As a result of that late in

the day EREP pass the crew will be going to bed 1 hour late

tomorrow and consequently will be getting up 1 hour .'ate

on Friday. But, of course, that assumes that the EREP pass
is conducted. There Is some marginal weather in the area
and there is some possibility that the EREP pass tomorrow,
of course, could be cancelled due to weather. We have
acquisition of 9ignal now. We will be in contact for 14

minutes through Goldstone and Texaa,
CC Skylab, Houston. We have you for about

2 more minutes across the States here.
SPT Crip, as soon as we get the S233 done

here, I'll power up some displays and give you a frame count.
CC Okay. That will be fine. Thank you air.
SPT Are you ready, Crip?
CC We're ready, Sir.
SPT 12252, 4132, 151, 343, 4326, 3998.
CC Copy it. We are 30 seconds from LOS.

Next station contact is over the Vanguard in about 11 minutes.
That 's at 01:62.

CDR Hey Crip. On this S233, I night suggest
to them th/ maybe we wait a little longer after sunset to

take the 'onset pictures. I'm all through with the sequence
and th~ et's still out there clear and that first
one, thte.e's so much light from the Sun (static)

CC Okay, we've got that. Thank you, (static)
PAO Skylab Control. That completes Che

stateside pass through Goldstone and Texas. The majority
of that pass being taken up vlth the daily private medical
conference. We had about 2 minutes of conversation before
loss of signal. We will be acquiring Skylab again about

9 minutes from now through Ascension - rather through the

tracking ship Vanguard, and this will be our first Vanguard
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pass of the evening. Her* in Mission Control the electrical
systems engineer reported that charger battery regulator nodule
number 3 is showing a decrease In teaperature. That's
currently down to a minus 1, there'* no concern over thia
temperature, but If it does get down to minus 4 some action
will be taken. The heaters wiU be turned on to bring it
back up to a more acceptable teaperature region. Eight
minutes 45 seconds now until we regain contact with Skylab.
This is Skylab Control at 1 hour 43 minutes Greenwich mean
time .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is SkyUb Control, V «inute away

from acquisition at the - through the trackinR ship Vanguard,

located off the eastern coaet of South America, We 1 1 stand

by for the call from CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

cc Skylab, Houeton we're AOS at the

Vanguard, we have you for 8 mlnutee.
CDR Roger, Crip the comet ie etlll about

5 degrees long. It really - lt'a really hanginR in there.

It's not as bright ae it has been in the past, it s getting

a little dimmer, but it's every bit as long and once you

get dark adapted you can see it.

COR Have you folke been able to see it on

the ground yet? L4 . .

CC Well, we've had a little problem with

clouds around here lately. And times that we don't have

the clouds I was going to sneak out tonight to see if I

could look at it. We've had several people that have reported

observing it from the ground.
CDR You getting it right after sunset, or

about what time of the evening are they seeing it?

qq Yeah, about 1 hour after sunset is

about the best time to view it.

C C Jer, while I've got you here tomorrow

being your day off and you guys can sleep in. Right now

the first pass that we would plan on calling would be at

Bermuda at 13:28.
CDR Okay, that sounds sterling, have the

coffee ready.
CC Well, we'll see if we can work on it.

And if Ed is listening 1 can talk to him a little bit about

the ATM ops that he requested for tomorrow.

SPT Okay Crip, go ahead.

CC Rog Ed. In addition to the two revs

that we've currently got you scheduled for, there are five

more revs available at which we had scheduled unattended

operations. And you are welcome to any or all of those.

And we are not giving specific information on the schedule

pad for them we're still listening them as unattended ops

but if you want them there all yours, And we're putting

some Items on the SAAT shopping list things that you

might consider.
CDR Okay, Crip I would like to ta<e 3 fair

number of them and perhaps all depending on how the day works

our. I'll certainly let you know though tomorrow as we progr

so that the people can plan for what does happen. Could you
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tell me are they all essentially before the EREP?
CC v es sir, all of those that I spokr of

are before the EREP pass.
sp T Okay, Crip why don't you figure that

I 11 take them. And I'll - i'n Ut you know lf , have
duck out any of then, well I'll give you plenty of notice.

. ^
C Okay, and you have to take into account

that doesn t leave you very much tine for things like PT

,

or eating or showers or what have you.

. T

S" Yeah, that's right Crip, and that iswhy I have and look the schedule over a little bit more
tonight

.

CC Okay, vhy don't you ponder it over and
lust let them know in the morning what your druthers are
And the first one of that seven is the one that we got
noted on your summary plan, that's around 14:30 so -

SPT Okay , thank you

.

CC Okevdoke.
spT Crip, I had a littJa observing time

this orbit so I went over and looked for that elusive loopstructure. And found sone indications that Ne VII - thatve had something going on there. Had counts up around 20
or 30 or so. However, that was about 58 arc-seconds off
the limb. And brighter out on the region that I suspect thatthere was something. For Just up north from that about
2 arc - 2 or 3 arc-ninutes there were counts which were

?v .5 w hlgher than that ev «« although there was nothingthat I could see other than some plages extending up
from below. But I really didn't have tttne to research thearea very much but it looks as though there is something
up there. I can't be sure whether it's a loop structure
or a prominence which is Just occulting the coronal emission
from the active region behind it.

CC Okevdoke, very good, And we're
going to plan on spendlns the evening ops here una' -ended
kind of working on that particular area. Would you -

S pT Yeah, I say there are some pretty strong
emissions froin that region so you're going to find something
Interesting no ratter what your intent la.

^ C
J

Ver y good, and we appreciate you observa-
tions and bringing it to our attention.

SPT
,

Th « while light coronograph display, Crip
is pretty much as we discussed it all day long except

5™ f!
* f *.irly dlfu '* * tre *»>cr developing right around*ov veil, oaybe running from 260 on up to 300. It's lustvery defuse in the white light coronagrapy display.
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CC Copy

.

SPT Crip, for the medical folks, I did change
out the umbilical leading to the SIA and I also changed the
umbilical leading to the cap.

cc Okay, we copy that, thank you.
SPT The only thing left to chang»out is the

cap and the observer - with the sleeper.
CC You mean the 3ubject there, yes.
CC Your not hinting are you?
^ c We're about 1 minute from LOS, we're

going to go ahead and say good night here guys. If you need
us for any reason the next station contact is not - not
until Vanguard which <s at 03:03. And also in case you
happen to be up there we're going to be doing a data/voice
recorder dump at that site.

SPT Roger, good night Crip.
CDR Good night , Cr ip .

cc 1 sorry, if I - that vas Goldstone
I called at 03:03.

cc Good night guys, have a pleasant day
off.

SPT Same to vou Crip.
cc I'll go think about butter cookies and

what you can trade them for.

END OF TAPE
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nw," v! a
hlS is Sky lab Control. That completesthe Vanguard pass in which we said goodnight to the crew.And observing the normal oractice we will be giving them

1 hour of uninterrupted time to prepare for bed tonightwith no conversation on the loops. We will come up at thenext station which will be Goldstone, should the crew haveany last minute items they'd like to discuss before actuallyretiring at 10 p. B . Houston ti-e, about 1 hour from now or
'

! r
" Jm"? Clne

-
GlbSOn re P° rted that h e'd changed

c

h
,

UBb llca 9 ln/ he M1 33 sleep monitoring experiment
h. 1 <a i

S
,

t0 P ped P"for»ln R the last time it was used and

tn ttt\ a
e
?
Chan * ed the «»blllcal leading from the - leadingto the cap and also the unbilical leading to the speaker

*

Interphone assembly. We have a little over 1 hour before

r.IiiJl;
"ntact through Goldstone, California, at 2 hours,

2 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 3 hours,
2 minutes Greenwich mean time. It's been a little more
than an hour since we said goodnight to the crew.
We don't expect any conversation on this upcoming pass
through Goldatone and Texas, however we will bring the line
up for the start of that pass in case the crew has any last-
minute topics they'd like to discuss with us before they turn
in for the night. Also we have the mission surgeon's dally
report on crew health. The report reads as follows:
The crew is in excellent health and in a remarkably good
mood, looking forward to their day off activities. The Pilot
took a topical drug which promptly relieved a very mild nasal
congestion. The report was prepared by Dr. Eduard C. Burchard,
the mission surgeon. We'll leave the line up for the initial
part of this stateside pass and then if it appears there'll
be no conversation, we'll take the line down.

PAO This is Skylab Control, we've had loss
of signal and no effort on the part of the Skylab crew to
bring up any goodnight conversation, so we'll assume that
they're getting tucked In for bed and we*ll hear from then
tomorrow morning at 8 a.m. central daylight time. The crew
sleeping in 2 hours on cheir day off tomorrow. At 3 hours,
17 minutes Greenwich mean time, on day 56, this is Skylab Control,
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 13 hours 27 minutes

Greenvich mean time. Skylab space station is now just off

the coast of South America about to be acquired through the

Bermuda tracking antenna. Pass through Bermuda is a 7-min-

ute pass. It should be the first call of the morning from

the ground. The Skylab crew was scheduled to wake up this

morning at 8:00 on th^ir own. We'll brinj; the line up live

now for air-to-ground through Bermuda for the next 7 minutes.

The spacecraft communicator is Dick Truly.
CC Skylab, Houston; good morning to you.

You're at Goldstone for 6-1/2 minutes. Correction - Bermuda

for 6-1/2 uinutes.
CDR Good morning, Dick.
CC Good morning.
CC Skylab, Houston; 1 minute to LOS, Canary

comes up juet a couple of minutes from now at 13:37.

PAO - LOS here with Bermuda out of range.

Our next acquisition is Just about 20 seconds away at Canary

Island. The rest of this pass through Canary Island and

Madrid will last about 11-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston; C an a

r

yl Had i i d for

11-1/2 minutes .

CC Skylab, Houtton; we still have about

6 mir.utes here at Madrid, and any time you guys get the sleepy

out of your eyes and want to hear some news I have it. Also,

one note for the CDR. May be a little late to help you on this

Jerry, but I'd thought I'd tell you wh.-> t the real requirement

on the S2C1 ptep is prior to the ops. You notice we stuck it

in your Flight Plan there at 14:00. What we wantis to make sure

that the prep gets accomplished at least 30 minutes prior to the

time of the ops so that there'll be time for the expeiiment to

outgas and - and not hurt the dnta. So if that'll helj. you in

sticking it in yuur morning's activities, have at it.

CDR Okay, Dick. Thanks.
CC Ok ay .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're a minute from

LOS. Carnarvon comn up at 14:13. See you there.

CDR Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 48 minutes 30 seconds

after the hour. The Skylab space station is over eastern

Europe out of rangt of the tracking antenna at Madrid.

24-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Carnarvon,
Australia. This morning the crew apparently scheduled to

wake up at 13:00. We're not absolutely certain they were
up that early. As Dick Truly indicated, we had a reading
that the sleep monitor was in use at the vcrj beginning of
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the pass over Bermuda. That would be about at 13:30. How-ever, we're not sure whether that was Just a check beincrun on it or whether it was an actual data po5 ^ ?SctEd Gibson who is the only one to wear the sl^pmonitor, might still have been asleop. However t h.„ aaa -

get their morning news yet . They may g „ that abou'^futes away Most of the day off Jod.J !s "going to be" a rday off. There are several hours set asice io
%
r sciencee"" 8

' °' otf-duty time, and showers, and mo oTthe
! r a %

C

e\ : dr
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ed h
\

rela-tion, recre-tt.n and

Hrlu resou pass n'U ll^K^* ls an

^eenwich mean t^rof;;^
1

;.^ Z^^^lM^
n'xr^u^.o^t 3^^;-^ »-l,2 ^nutes to our

END OF TAPE
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now ,
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The trip would be Kissinger's
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highway funds If it had failed to reduce its speed limit
to 55. A bill signed by President Nixon on January 2 orders
the secretary of transportation to disapprove highway projects
in states that fail to cut their speed limits to 55 in order
to save fuel. Bing Crosby's doctors believe he has an abscess
and lesion in one lung that might be the result of pneumonia.
The 69-year-old singer has been hospitalized 11 days with
fever and chest pains. His condition was reported stable
and satisfactory Wednesday. Tissue samples were taken from
the lung lesion on Wednesday. Tests for cancer were negative,
A science teacher in Roanoke, Virginia, doesn't like the
return to Daylight Savings Time but has put it to good use.
Mrs. - Mrs. Leeta Sink had the students in her 8 a.m. science
class at James Madison Junior High School plot the course of
the moon as it went down and the Sun as it rose. "It was a
new experience for some of then," she said. "Some had never
seen it." Here's one about the Havy. Twelve sailors who
returned home aboard the aircraft carrier Hancock claim a
world's record in a previously nonexistent athletic event -

"relay team Jogging over water." The sailors spent 36 days,
or 4660 miles from the Indian Ocean to San Francisco Bay,
JoRging around the carrier's flight deck, night and day. They
estimated Tuesday that they circled the deck, or hanger deck
in bad weather, nearly 10,000 times. "We're definitely going
to apply to the Guinness Book of World Records for a listng,"'
said Lonnie Adrian, 25, of Earth, Texas. "No natter what time
of day or night it was, there was always another man on hand
besides the actual jogger so the chain was never broken."
Pennsylvania's daily ski report didn't come out Wednesday
because of a snowstorm. The State Commerce Department, which
furnishes the report on ski resort conditions, said the people
who compile it couldn't get enough - couldn't get through the
snow to work. In Buenos Aires, there was a cigarette shortage due
to labor problems. Witnesses said one man waited in a long
line, found his brand was out of stock, bit the vendor and
fled the scene. And, CDR, Houston; there's a Joke here that
Plight is going to make me read up to you that he thinks you'll
really appreciate. In Honolulu, U.S. District Judge Samuel
King provoked a mixture of laughter and booing with a pun from
the bench. King was presiding Wednesday over the selection
of a jury for a tax fraud trial when he was told by one
prospective Juror that she planned a vacation to tin- Island
of Maui during January. "Ah, here today, gone to Maui,"
King quipped as he excused her from Jury duty.

CDR Arrgh.
CC My comments exactly.
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to feeUng better. ^ DlCk
'

We h ° Pe
*
Ct8

CC Roger ; tna too .

j ,

CC
t

SPT
»
Houston

: for your Information. The

so it 1 T ??,
Che

,
M133 l00k6d r ° al

* 00d 311 loni.SO it looks fhaf ^r.«»„ '
**

...... iuui^cq real go
so It looks like that one's worked out

SPT Thank you, Dick
CC - -

o .

CC Skylnb, Houston; in ,ibout a minute we're

ro „ rl iirih°
Ver Carnarvon to Honeysuckle, and I 'tanot sure whether we're going to drop out or not. But I'llgive you a call when we're locked up good at Honeysuckle.

^ LT Okay, Dick.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, in about a minute we're
going to hand over from Carnarvon to Honeysuckle. And I'm
not sure whether we're going to drop out or not, but I'll
give you a call when we're locked up good at Honeysuckle.

CDR Okay , Dick .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're locked up at Honey-
suckle good now and 3-1/2 minutes left.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're a minute from LOS
MILA cones up at 15:00.

CDR Roger.
p A0 Skylab Control at 14:29 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now out of ranpe of Honeysuckle
Creek after a pass through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek.
We're now 31 minutes from our next acquisition of signal at
Merritt Island, Florida. At the present tine this morning the
Skylab crew should all be working at different things, a physical
training period for Commander Jerry Carr is scheduled to begin
about now. And we're .lust now into the daylight period with
a little over an hour of daylight on the space station during
this revolution. And Science Pilot F.d Gibson is at work at
the solar panels for observing the Sun. And at this tine Pilot
Bill Pogue has some off-duty tine coning, about 2-1/2 hours
before he has to beeln preparations for a maneuver to photograph
the comet Kohoutek. As soon as Ed Gibson gets off the ATM
console he'll go to his phyiscal training period, his exercise
period and then take a shower. And right after Jerry Carr
finishes his exercises this morning he'll be taking his shower.
That begins about 16:00 Greenwich mean tine, about an hour
and a half after he has thoroughly exercised. This is Skylab
Control, 30 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. 30 minutes
and 37 seconds after the hour.

EN|> OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 14:59 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now 56 seconds from acqui-

sition of signal at Merrltt Island, Florida. This pass through

Merritt Island and Bernuda will last approximately 14 minutes.

Spacecraft communicator is Dick Truly and the flight director

on duty is Phil Shaffer. This morning the average temperature

on the orbital workshop is 71 degrees. That's about the

same as yesterday, and it appears to have reached ita bottom
level. Powerdown was completed several days ago on space
station with the lights being turned down to keep the tempera-
tures low. They'll expect it to go up to about 79 degrees in

the next eight days, as the Sun angle is a very long one right

now. We're in the Sun a vast majority of the time, much more
then usual. We're coming up live now on Merritt Island.
We'll bring the line up for Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston; hello stateside for

13-1/2 minutes.
CC • Skylab, Houston; we're going to be dumping

the data/voice recorder here, and PL T , Houston, for your per-
sonal planning your phone call is scheduled this afternoon

23:12 at M I LA

.

CC Skylab, Houston; having a little comm
troubles this morning. I'm not sure exactly what portion of

my call went up or if all of it did. We're AOS stateside for
12-1/2 minutes. We're going to dump the data/voice recorder
here, and for the PLT, for you planning, your phor.e call at

MILA at 23:12 this afternoon.
PLT Roger.
CC - Houston; we're a minute from LOS.

Madrid comes up at 15:18. See you then.
CDR Roger, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control at 15:15 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now over the North Atlantic
out of range of Bermuda, about 2 minutes and 50 seconds to

our acquisition at Madrid. For those who don't care much
for shifting their circadian rhythms there's some good news
today for the end of the Skylab mission, scheduled now for
February 8. Normally on previous missions crew's body rhythms
have been changed a week in advance to allow them to adjust
to the early morning splashdown, which requires several hours
of preparation and normally enough that they had to get up the

previous afternoon. But this time the rhythm will be shifted
in two large jumps. On February 6 the crew will get up about
3 hours earlier then they had previously and then on Feb-
ruary 7 they'll get up another 4 or 5 hours earlier then that.
That's the predicted plan now for the end of the mission, with
the wakeup schedule on February 7 for their February 8 splosh-
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down. The wakeup then Is scheduled to take place about 2:00
Greenwich mean time; that's the evening of the 7th. Now
about a minute and 50 seconds from acquisition of signal at
Madrid. We'll leave the line up live for air-to-ground there.
Dick Truly's the spacecraft communicator. So far this morn-
ing one minimum impulse burst of thruster attitude control
sytem gas has been used. That was a 5 pounds per sq -

5 pound seconds of gas used to desaturate the control moment
gyroscope to allow It to continue maintaining the attitude
properly. And out in the Pacific Ocean there are relatively
high winds and waves that have been affecting the recovery
ship. 12-foot swells and 6-foot waves with 30-knot winds
reported yesterday, as the recovery ship is about 600 miles
from Hawaii. Recovery again is scheduled at the present time
to be February 8 provided the M«dical approval can be given
by the medical team, which is meeting today at the end of
the 50 - 56-day point in the mission. The crew will reach
the 8-week point tomorrow morning. They are about 3-1/2 days
from passing the total time in space of the second Skylab
crew, which would make this the longest mission on record.
That day again is 59-1/2 days is the record. The crew today
will be in their hour - they ore in their 56th day. They'll
complete day 56 tomorrow morning at - just after 8:00 central
daylight time. Correction; that's just after 9:00 of - They were
launched at 8:01:23 central standard time and they'll reach
they 56-day point tomorrow morning. We're now about 18 sec-
onds from acquisition at Madrid. We'll leave the line up.
The pass lasts about 8 minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston; Madrid for 6 minutes.
cc Skylab, Houston; we're a minute fro*s

LOS. Next station pass is Carnarvon about 26 minutes fror.
now at 15:51, and SIT, Houston; are you getting a normal image
on the XUV monitor? We're not showing anything down here.

SPT Yes, I am, Dick.
cc Okay. The indication - we had an indica-

tion on the inner door that looked funny but if you're getting
a normal image, appreciate that Information.

PA0 Skylab Control at 15:26 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station is over Eastern Europe. This
begins the descending track across the Asian continent.
24 minutes and 30 seconds to our next acquisition of signal

.

That will be through the Carnarvon, Australia tracking Antenna.
Skylab crew Jerry Carr , Ed Gibson, and Bill Poguo weie
awakened sometime after 8:00 this morning. They have th-.. day
off today, although they'll spend about 11 hours altogether
working on various science projects. Science Pilot f:d Gibsonspending two periods of flolar observmion at the ATM instru-
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He may take a little of his own free time to observe in addi-

tion to that. He's indicated over the last several days he

wants to spend more time observing the Sun as it's moving

to its final active period for the Skylab mission. About

another week and a half remaining before the Sun again turns

back to a quiet state as it - as its active longitudes move

out of view from the Earth. Also scheduled today is a series

of science conferences with coordinators, scientific experi-

ments here on the ground with some of the princiapl investi-

gators, including solar investigator on S052 Robert MacQueen

.

This evening an Earth resources pass is being made along

groundtrack 49 to gather data for geological, land use, and

mapping purposes In Malaysia, to study sea ice movement from

the Sea of (garble) to the ocean around Japan, and to measure

the temperature distribution of power station affluence into

the coastal waters of Japan. Pass begins at 8:39 p.m. central

daylight cine and ends at 9:09 p.m. centra] daylight time.

Commander Carr will be manning the viewfinding tracking system

and Bill Pogue at the control and display console for the

Earth resources experiment and Ed Gibson will be handling the

Earth terrain camera out of the scientific airlock. And an

S201 a ultraviolet e le c t r ono g r aph i c camera will be in use

today out of the scientific airlock to photograph the comet

Kohoutek. A maneuver for that purpose is being planned for a

very short period from now. Also today handheld optional

and scheduled Ea r th- f e a t ure photographic sites are snow

patterns in the U.S. Great Plains, wave action and lake

ice on Lake Ontario, sea ice In the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

fault zones and Insect crop disease infestation, and one

other target for observation only is the Goddard Space Flight

Center laser which will be emitting green ] i gh t at a total

of 10 watts today. That's a higher then usual watt output

for the laser is an attempt to penetrate heavy weather con-

ditions over the east coast. There are no medical experiments

scheduled today as is the normal practice for the crew day

off. Several hours have been set aside for r e e r e a t 1 on / re 1 ax-

ation and also time [or showers today and the regular hour

and a half of exercise period. A few minutes to our next

acquisition of signal, 21 minutes after the hour. This is

Sky 1 ab Con t rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 15:50 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station Is now Just about to cone
within acquisition of signal through the Carnarvon, Australia
tracking antenna. We have a 9-minute pass at Carnarvon
and then a couple of minutes of interruption before we're
picked up by Honeysuckle Creek. The spacecraft communicator
Is Dick Truly and we're live now at Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Carnarvon for 7-1/2
minutes.

CI)R Thank you, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston. You might want to

review your powerdown for unattended. We're about a few
minutes here from daylight and we're planning on doing some
unattended ops here. And also a comment for the CDR if
he's close.

CDR Roger; go ahead.
CC Jerry, we just had the pleasure in here

of watching your TV that you did on your gyroscope demonstration
and it was absolutely outstanding. And I'd like you to know
that right after you gave the little education about the
CMGs and so forth that Harry Clancy, our GNS turned around
and said, "By gosh, FLIGHT, I think I've got it."

it t

CDR Han * in there, Harry, I'm trying to get

CC N °. lt "as really - it really was out-
standing, Jerry. It was a good demo.

C
J?

R Thank you, Dick; appreciate the good words.
CC Ro ge r .

SPT Say, Dick, in talking with Crip last
night on today's planning for ATM , the words we cane up with
were that I was planning on working these ATM passes up to
the last one I had included on my schedule except for raavbe
one or two which I'll try to tell you about. And I haven't
mentioned anything, so I assume that the ground was thinking
I d be taking these ATM passes. I may be taking and ducking
out of one there towards the end and I'll try and figure
it out fairly soon here. But you - with their concurrence,
1 d like to press on with a couple of more orbits here.

CC Well, I'll tell you what, Ed, that's
absolutely okay with us. And we will beat Crip on the head
this evening because the word we had was that vou were going
to let us know which passes you wanted it. And since you
hadn't said anything so far this morning we weren't going
to really bug you about it. But why don't we just assume
you'll be taking the daylight passes until you toll us
different .

SPT Okay, thank you very much, Dick.
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CC Y»s , sir.
SPT (garble) a couple of things I've been

doing and looking at in the pass orbit or so.
CC Okay

, go ahead .

SPT Okay, first of all with the standard
pictures we've been taking the corona now appears to have
a - a streamer at around 290, fairly faint but not anywhere
near as diffuse as it was yesterday. It's getting a lot
more organized, little narrower, little - little more contrast
The ones which were 230, 240 or so, now there appears to
be Just one helmet streamer around 240, and a spike at 230.
That's the appearance it has; whether that's really - it's rea
or not, I can't judge. We have one at - still at 300. It
used to be a spike a couple of days ago, and now it's just
become rather diffuse and spread - and spreading out the
further you go. That is just a wedge shape with the plate
of the wedge closer to the limb. XUV monitor shows all
the active regions, of course, which we've spoken of plus a

lot of lirab brightening at. around 230 on up to 270, 'ind

a good active region there coming around the bend. That's
the area which I've been looking at. And we spoke of loops
yesterday. I think loops probably is the incorrect term,
they're more arches. We're not talking about circles, if
you will, resting on the limbs, more arches spreading from
one portion of the limb to the other with maybe about
oh, a fifth or so or sixth of a circle, if you will. Maybe
60 de - 60 degrees or so at the most. There are two arches
which are discernible in the XUV monitor and I Just spent
a very frustrating orbit Just trying to pin those down using
the 55 instrument. I was able to establish several peaks
in neon VII and a very diffuse one in magnesium X and a good
one in oxygen IV. However, they don't really coincide with
what I'm really able to see in the XUV monitor. 1 think 1

do have a reasonable peak, though to work with at around
244 degrees from solar north. So I'll be working them on
the next orbit. I've spent a lot of time this past one, Just
trying to map out what the situation is over there. I

still have to admit it's not straightforward at all. And
I'll try to get - get it a little better in hand on this next
orbit. And then try to get some good spectra on thi; real
interesting points.

MCC Okay, Ed. Thank you very much for keeping
us updated and please continue anytime you have a chance.

SPT Will do, Dick. Thank you.
CC Yes, sir.
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PL * Dick, PLT. I'd like for you to check
on something for me.

CC okay .

PLT Subject is TV-107 recorded some stuff
several days ago and I'm getting ready to tear down the
equipment here, and it just occurred to me I had not had
a comment on it. Mould you check and see that that all got
down and voice with it.

CC Okay , Bill . Hang on

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute
from LOS. Honeysuckle comes up in 4 minutes.

SPT Dick, I see I missed the TV downlink
on this past orbit. If there's anyway I can get that informa-
tion back to them, either VTR or TV downlink on subsequent
orbit, let me know

.

CC Okay. Why don't you let me get back
to you the best way to handle that?

SPT Thank you

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 16:01 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station is south of Australia out of
range of Carnarvon about 2 minutes and 50 seconds to acqui-
sition at Honeysuckle Creek. Dick Trulv was praising
Commander Carr on a very fine television of the operation
of gyroscopes in zero gravity. Spacecraft communicator
told the commander of the Skylab mission that television of
the control moment gyroscope was very instructive to Harry
Clancy, who is the guidance officer here in the Mission
Control and the man who is responsible for keeping track of
the control moment gyros and theif every behavior from
moment to moment. Science pilot also said that he'd like
to take the next couple cf passes at the solar Instruments
The ground was a little concerned that they would not have
control of tha instruments as the Skylab crew is just about
to go back into the daylight period of the orbit. The
science pilot did say earlier that he did want as many
passes as possible and It was not clear to the ground that
he was going to take the next couple of them. That means
that he's going to be postponing his exercise period and
shower at least for a little while a? he works at the ATM
He was - -

END OF TAPE
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scopes in zero gravity. Spacecraft communicator told thecommander of the. Skylab Mission that, television of thecontrol moment gyroscopes is very instructive to HarivClancy, who s the guidance officer here in Mission ControlAnd the man who's responsible for keeping tack of the controlmoment gyros and their every behavior 'from momen o E
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Science pilot also said that he'd like to take the nextcoup e of passes at the solar instruments. The ground wasa little concerned that they would not have contr ol thenstruments as the Skylab Crew's just about to go back intothe daylight period of the orbit. Science pilot did sayearlier, that he wanted as many passes as possible and Itwas not clear to the ground that he was going to take thenext couple of them. That means that he's going to bepos poning his exercise period and shower, It le'ast for a

It it\ <

6 W ° rkS 3t the ATM
-

He was scheduled to

I' r.i ^V'^ 3 *, 9^ 10
* n0W

'
He ma ? have ^ken someexercise before going back to the panel. There's more thanan hour of daylight remaining to them, about a hour ana

5 minutes in each daylight cycle today. And he'll be

^ " ,he
1

» 1» instruments. He gave a brief reporton what he could see, streamers and helmets and spikesvarious kinds of shapes of material in the upper atmosphereof the Sun, an area that can't be seen at all f rn» f k.

*\i
he brlRht iight ° f the .d " a s

r

r
nd

ea t"n or ^ T l'** V 8^" 1 "* arouncf the" " lef 6d
f
e of Che Su "'s disk. That limb-brightenin*

i.tl rl
y rGlr^ C ° mother active region about to move

"

into the face of the disk. There are a couple of activeegions now and they are of reasonable strength. And shouldgive them some interest during the next week or so as theyobserve the Sun in its last active phase for the Skviab
*

mission 55 seconds now, from acquisition of signal atHoneysuckle Creek. We'll bring the line up. The pass hereis a very brief one, about a minute and a half,

for a r*.i v, .

Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Honeysucklefor a real short pass, about a minute and a half. Texascomes up at 16:34 and SPT. Houston. When we get to Texas

the tT/^V^c thSre ri * ht 3fter the ***** AOS |

tnL r h

d °Wnll " k
•

50 38 s °°" ^ locked up good. I'l/let youknow there and we can pick up at that point. And PLT Houston
of j;:Tii°

XOUr que8tio " °" ™ 107, Ce've called «of the folks over at Marshall who have taken a look at all
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the downlink and ask then - However, it's goln? to be a
little while before we get an answer. So if it isn't
inconvenient to you, we'd appreciate it it you wouldn't
tear it down yet. And then after this - At least by the
Madrid pass, that follows this next state aide pass, we'll
get you an answer.

PLT Okay

.

C C Thank you .

CDR Houston , CDR .

CC Go .

CDR Hey, Dick. A little historical question.
Can you research and find out for us what day it was that
we lost CMG 1?

CC Sure thing.
CDR Say, Dick. I Just realized. We've got

a master anomaly list, we can get that information ourselves.
CC Well, as a matter of fact, I was looking

in the master MAL here and going to look it up for vou . We'llgetittoyou.
CDR Okay.
CC It was day 327, Jerry. We think. We're

checking that .

CDR Okay.
CC That's correct. 327.
PA0 Skylab Control at 16:06 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is out of range of Honey-
suckle Creek. 27 minutes to our next acquisition. In this
last pass, Bill Pogue's answer given back to him on the
question of (garble) the TV 107, that's still being evaluated over
at Marshall. The TV is - about 20 minutes of it has already
been seen here in Mission Control, with good sound. It's
television of a water drop and the behavior of a water drop
plus some other liquids in zero gravity. Very interesting
TV, but they want to make sure that everything was accomplished
that was required In that TV. And, also, Commander Carr asking
about when the first control moment gyroscope failed. It
failed on the 8th day of the mission, on day 327 of the vear.
Of last year, that was. And that failure occurred the dav
after the EVA. Launch was day 320 of the year on November
16, on day 327, the CMG failed, 1 day after the spoccwalk.
Primarily it's believed brought on by the stresses imposed
during the period following that extended spacewalk, a 6-1/2
hour EVA. Today, Mariner 10 observations of comet Kohoutek
began according to reports (ron the Kohoutek Center here in
Mission Control. Those observations will begin January 10,and will last at least for the next 19 days, using both tele-vision and the ultraviolet airglow spectrometer on Mariner 10
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Rocket launches are also planned. One has been scheduled for

January 11. And (garble) B launch has been scheduled for

January 13, to gather additional data on comet Kohoutek, which

is continuing to fade, although, it remains with sufficient
brightness to be seen with the naked eye. And could be seen

very well by those people who are wise enough to have pur-

chased telescopes in advance of the event. 25 ninutes and

25 seconds to our next acquisition of signal. This is Skylab

Control at 8 minutes and 45 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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p AO Skylab Control at 16:33 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now 56 seconds from acqui-
sition at the Corpus Christi, Texas, station. This pass
through Corpus Christi, Merritt Island, and Bermuda will last
approximately 17-1/2 minutes. We'll bring the line up live
now for air-to-ground at the U.S. and Bermuda Stations.
Spacecraft communictor is Dick Truly, the flight director is
Phil Shaffer . .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS at Texas state-
side for 6 - 16-1/2 minutes, and SPT, Houston, we're ready
for the TV down 1 ink .

SPT Okay, Dick. I'm working on the limb so
the best I'll be able to give you is the XUV MONITOR, but
I'll go ahead.

CC Okay.
p LT Dick, a quick question for the photo people.
CC Okay . Go ahead , Bill .

p LT I have this handheld of the tree infestation
up in New England and have IR film and I'd like a recommenda-
tion for the setting of the Nikon 300.

CC Okay.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go , Jer

.

CDR Roger. We're looking at that big circu-
lar green structure, Mexico City, again. I shouldn't say
structure. It's tnanmade , and it's kind of - it's got concentric
rings and they've got a few squares of tan in it and,
but for the most part It looks like green - green grass. It's
very, very large. I don't think It's an athlete field. I

think it's more like an agricultural experiment area or some-
thing.

CC Does It look like it's outside the main
city proper or In - inside of it?

CDR That's affirmative. It looks like it's
outside of the city

.

CC Okay. We'll continue our search.
CDR It's northeast of the airport and, oh,

it must be 10 miles outside the - the main part of the city,
and probably 10 or 15 from the airport.

CC Okay, Jer. Thanks for the additional in-
formation. We'll - We'll track her down yet.

CDR Looks like the duty cloud bank still
sitting over Houston.

CC Roger, that. It just won't leave us.
We've been hoping it'd get clear around here so everybody
could have a chance at looking for the comet after sunset,
but no joy for the last few days.
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.

JDFc Mississippi's really spewing out the mudand silt today.

t i

P"
J

Hev
«
Dick - ^ You can get those settings,

I m getting ready to take these pictures of Cape Cod as soonas I get this maneuver in.
CC

J
Okay. I got them ready right here Bill.You ready to listen?

PLT Go.

.

CC Okay. In general we'd like you to usethe settings for the CX film exterior on the still cameraexterior photo cue card. However, for this upcoming oppor-tunity here are the numbers; Sun angle is 20, F-stop is 4.5andi/500.

_, ,

PLT Okay. That's the word I wanted to hear.Thank you

.

CC
.

J
Yes sir - Incidentally, Bill, I also have

a couple of words on TV-107 when you get a chance this morn-ing. Might help if you have the TV ops book when we talk about itPLl Okay.

t«tcdi
C
«^ v

SPT
'
Houston

- On H-alpha 1 request NIGHTINTERLOCK to NORMAL when you get a chance.
SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Okay.
P
^
T And Dick, Cape Cod is under ciouds.

Couldn t get that photo. You night he/e the people checktheir window They called out the wrong STS window. Shouldhave been S-2 I think instead of S-4.

Tt_ ,

CC B y 8°sh we'll sure check it, Bill.
Thanks for trying, sorry about the weather.

PLT Try again next time.
. " u J iy

Sure
- Skylab, Houston; we're a minute

>.o LOS. Madrid cones up at 16:55.

. .

SPT
.

Talk t0 y° u then, Dick. On the XUV downlinkwhich I Just sent down, the best since integrations I've foundtor viewing it without a persistent image scope are around 2 - 2 to
4 seconds probably 3 is about the best. You can see just the bare

'

hint of an arc structure. You can not really discern that theintensity drops off as you go in, however. You can justbarely make it out. I can see it a little bit better on theXUV monitor with the persistent image scope, however; and Iwas able to get a peek in neon 7, this past orbit and get somespectral data on it.
CC Okay, Ed. Thank you.
SPT Dick, one thing they shouldn't be ledastray on - which 1 think got rnc on a couple of occasions is there'ssome little tick marks on the center of the XUV monitor, andthose tick marks will obscure part of a plage and tend to make
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Ir,^
at

K
y0

l! '"/r 1118 80Inethl "g that you're really not, that Isan arch when it's really In the mirror, and I had to move offthose tick marks (garble).

and (garble).
R° 8er

'
Ed

w

«
'.^ going over the hill

tlmp"
PA

!h« si/i k
Sky lab Control at 16:52 Greenwich meantime. The Skylab space station is now over the North Atlanticand our next acquisition of signal a little more then 3 »?n

a

t?oV
e

'n\
b

:

at \adrid - <««bi-)"i««d
r

:r
t

s«r
3

.: ng

An
qr M '/ at / 9 " Wh3t iS he seeln * outside Mexico City.

t** ^\ descrlptlon
« lve " b y the Commander indicated it

/ a
r ;"hr structure in the general vicinity of the air-

M H ? i
5' lleved the " ^ might be a large soccerfield in Mexico City. However, the description given to usjus now indicates it's about 10 or 15 miles from the air-

P
f t ?

th e northeast of the city and outside the urban areaof Mexico City He said that looking at the inside o? thestructure, which appears to be very circular, it has sn.erectangular areas inside with brownish and greenish colors

It* I ,
apP " arS to him that it night be an agricultural

'
N answer fro* the Earth resources staff here as touhat that might be. Another question still unanswered iswhat a large greenish area in northern Minnesota or possiblysouthern Canada or conceivably in northern Wisonsin. It was nowell de - defined by the crew several days ago. They did

x \Twv 3 larRe clrc " lar greenish area there. Itlooked like » crater to then. That time the Earth resourcespersonnel indicated there was only one large craterknown - known in the northern Minnesota area and that wassouth of International Falls about a nile across. They dono believe that', the one the crew was referring to lid we'vehad no further advisories as to what they might Save seen

L HVr";, 1" difficult for the crew to pinpoint it.They had trouble locating Minneapolis in relation to it, and

so
C

far
e

in th J' 'I?
E ' rth resources P«ple have been stymiedso far in their efforts to aid the crew in identifying thaiEarth surface feature. Visual oservations have been a veryimportant part of the Skylab mission so far with severalhundred pictures being taken already by the crew of a variety
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surface feature Vt «i! 1 k " en tlfying tha- Earth

CC t^cl' Houston
>
A0S Madrid for 6-1/2 minutes

about the Ti* narks on XUV Ao>! °»l
'
^

'

C ° Py y ° Ur

vou did a„ ally 80
s

do
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Say a.ain, please.
Skylab

'
H ° ,JSt0n

'
sor^ I hissed your call.

CC
R

?
1

2 0 ?°rh
8a

?»J?
U mlSSed thC SPT '

S comments?
LOS at the last site ab t h'/ "

C ° m\entS 33 ve v^e going
understood - COM? TECH tof/! ^ 8 °" ' °

XUV monit0^ I

and I did miss that
th" y ° U Called here at Jhi « « 1 1 e

you haTand hadn't go"^ H '^ Jas t 'one
'

'

" * " ^ ^
he did fi„.l ly 80 down

3

in til ^ i d
'^ t

' ' ^
CDR Okav.

„:.::•--•
" R He 'H be right with you.

a eo.nio „r i

And jGrr y- one comment for you. We have
City recently and they advise us that about 10 miles to the
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northeast of the city, and we did find on our - on a map ofMexico City a little dotted circular line that looks like
there is something out there although it isn't indicated
what it is here, he says rhat out there there is a large
lake-bed sort of a thing that is intermittently has more or
less some water in it and it's used for tour, boat tours and
that sort of thing. And it sounds like it might be just about
in the right spot. We can't say that's what you're looking at
but if you see any water in there that very likely may be it.

^
DR Well, the surprising thing is, Dick, that it'

a perfect circle and it's got zones in it of different colors
of green and some brown, and it looked more like grass thananything.

CC Okay. Well, we're continuing to think
about it but that was the best indi - suggestion that ve could
give you right now.

CDR Sounds like the right location though.
CC R 0 g.
PLT Okay, Dick, 1 have TV-107 out.
CC Okay, Bill. First of all they reviewed all

of it., and I got a couple of conments. First on pa^e A-15,
item B-ll, they never - they believe that you didn't do which
was - doing the sane thing with colored water that you had donewith alcohol, or i: you did do it somehow or another that
didn t get down. Also there was a pen and ink to this procedurethat added a -single step, which was item Kcho that should havebeen put in at the bottom of page A-16. Do vou have that in therThat also wasn t done.

PLT
,

That's affirmative. That was not done.
I couldn t develope the skills to do thai Echo at the tine. I'llwork with it and see if I can get it to do that.

CC Okay. 0n« more comment, on section Adown there around step, well when you do that business that'u
illustrated there on the page - bottom of page A-14 where
you put the little needles in the ball, thev had a suggestion -
You did follow the procedures very well that are listed In
the book. They did have a suggestion that might make that
show up better if you would ever care to do that again, and
that is pur the needles or wire, I think you were using, into
the ball of liquid and let it stay there until oscillations
are completely damped out and then very rapidly, simultaneously
remove the two pieces of wire from each side of the ball and
then continue to take TV of the ball so that we can look at
the oscillation, the types oscillations and so forth as they
get damped out. I would like to make the point to vou though
that 1 don't know what you guys are doing today, and you cancertainly do anything you want to do, but the TV for this
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science demo certainly comes beneath the priority of you guys u
it for your own, whateve- you guys would like to put on the VTR
today. So don't feel like we're asking you to do much extra
work today that you hadn't planr.cd on. It's strictly up to
you .

PLT Sure, understand, Dick. And also the last
item you mentioned doesn't work. I tried the wire Just to
point the wire in the bubble you can pull out and very little
happens at all. And they mentioned the thing going from a
pancake to an oblong ellipsoid, and you don't evan get
anything approaching that. All you get is the tiniest little
vibration.

CC Okay, Bill, thank you very much. We're
about - we're about 30 seconds from LOS. And Tananarive is
coming up at 17:19.

PLT Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control at 17:03 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now over the Mediteranean just
passinp out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid. About
15 minutes and 45 seconds to our next acquisition at Tananarive
This is Skylab Control at 3 minutes 10 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 17:17:52 Greenwich
mean time. The Skylab space station i3 now 55 seconds from
acquisition of signal through the Tananarive voice relay

station on the Island of Madagascar. The Mexican Consulate
has informed us that the area outside Mexico City appears to

be a Lake Dexcoco, which is altaost a dry lake bed. That

would account for the concentric rings, we believe. And

also, it may account for that fact that there appears to be
some vegetation in the bottom of the circular area identified
by the astronauts in their last pass over Mexico City, just

a short time ago. We'll bring the line up live now for Dick
Truly, who will, no doubt, be passing that information along
to the crew at this station at Tananarive. The line is live

now for a period of about 5 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Tananarive

for a scheduled 4-1/2 minutes. We might drop out a little

early this pass. If we do, Honeysuckle is at 17:42. And

a couple of notes for you guys. SPT, Houston. If you're
going to run the nexc ATM daylight cycle, I do have a note.

GPT Yeah, Dick.
CC SPT, Houston. We dropped out there for

just a second. The note that I had for you, if you're going
to run the next pass, is we would like for you to perform
a building block 2 for a midday synoptic. We'd like you
to omit 82 Alfa and perform a 55 MIRROR AUTO RASTF.R detectors
all grating zero.

SPT Okay, Dick. I sure will do that. I've
been giving theo a building block 32 at the beginning of

each one of these orbits so that you have some synoptics on it

but not tht standard mode. Also, I'll go ahead and take the

orbits on up to the E REP , which we'll be doing later this

evening. So just let those folks on the ground send up any
information they would - anything they'd like ne to do - go

ahead and carry it out. What I plan to do now is go on back
to that loop otructure and try to roll, get right to the exact
same position and then roll, to bive 82B a position off of

that loop in pretty much ot a quiet region, but in the exact
same distance from the a'jove tt.e limb and give then ,i back-
ground structure - or a background spectra. And thtrn also give
54 a fairly long exposure greater than 17 minutes. I'll roll
in a way which will g'.ve them good dispersion.

CC Okay, Ed. The only thing we see in

between here and EREV for you is those science conferences.
So, that sounds like a good plan to us. I thought I'd pass
up to you - 1 did hav* a mission note here for you that was
only to be read up in case you asked for something to do.
Why don't you let me Just tell you what their thoughts arc
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PAO Skylab Control at 17:40 Greenwich mean
time. We're now just about to be acquired through the
Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking station. This pass
through Honeysuckle is a very brief one, about a ninute and
a half of acquisition of signal, and we'll leave the line up
live now for air-to-ground through Honeysuckle.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Honeysuckle
for about a - another short pass for about a minute and a half.
Goldstone comes up at 18:10. Only thing I have here at this
pass is when we get to stateside next time we wanted to re-
peat the little procedure that we did several weeks ago with
you guys when we got in contact with our contractor facility
up in St. Louis. We wanted to pull a couple of circuit
breakers over about a 4- or 5-minute period and that will re-
quire if you guys can support it, either CDR or PLT, to
help me out for 4 or 5 minutes up around panel 200. We're
try - -

CDR Go, Dick.
cc Okay. We're still trying to chase down

our funnies in teleraetry subsystem.
PLT PLT on the panel STS.
CC Okay. We'ra not going to need you, Bill,

until we get up during the next stateside pasa , which is
when you're in contact with St. Louis. The time, inciden-
tally, on that ia 18:16.

PAO Skylab Control at 17:44 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station now over the South Island of
New Zealand. It's out of range of the tracking antenna at
Honeysuckle Creek. 26 minutes to our next acquisition at Cold-
stone. During this last pass Dick Truly giving the message
to Bill Pogue that they'd like to have him flip a couple of
switches at their - during their next pass over the United
States so that McDonnel Douglas in St. Louis cnn take a look
at the telemetry system. They've had very slight problems
with the telemetry, a number of noise interruptions and some
unreadable data at various times during the last couple of
weeks, and for that reason they'd like to do a more thorough
checkout of the systems, see if they can detect what is pro-
ducing the inaccuracies in the telemetry system. Hadn't
caused any serious problems, all the telemetry can be handled
very well even with the minor interruptions in the Uiuo,
but that is something they'd like to improve on if they can.
25 minutes to our next acquisition of signal, 45 minutes after
the hour. This is Skylab Control.

pAO Skylab Control at 18:09 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station a now 56 seconds from acqui-
sition of signal through the Goldstone tracking antenna. This
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pass through Goldstone, Texas, Merrltt Island, and Bermuda
is a very lengthy one. We should have acquisition over
approximately an 18-oinute period. WeWe'll bring the line up
live for Dick Truly the spacecraft conuauni cator

.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS stateside for
about 11 minutes, and I'll give you guys a call when we have
data from our - from up in St. Louis so we can get some help
up at panel 200. That's about 5 minutes away.

CDR Roger, Dick.
CC Also, Jerry, I have a question here on

flight planning. We've got a little idea that could help us
from tine to tine. Namely the first time it could help us
is in getting somebody at - possibly getting somebody a straight
instead of a split PT tomorrow but we're not sure it's okay
with you.

CDR Okay; go ahead.
CC Okay. The specific question is we - you

know, when ve run into some of these c rollary maneuvers -

corollary opportunities that require maneuver, we have been
pretty studiously avoiding giving - showing in the Flight
Plan that the maneuver for that be accomplished by the guy

who happens to be sitting on the ATM console at the same time.
If the - the guy that is sitting at the ATM console can work
the maneuver execution into his operations there avery now
and then that - that opens a good opportunity for us to take
advantage of something else, and we've got a situation that
Phil and I were just sitting here talking about on tomorrow's
Flight Plan and wanted to get your thoughts on it.

CDR Well, what do you aay we try it. We've
done it once or twice up here, just kind of ad-lib when
thtf opportunity presented itself, and let's try scheduling it.

CC Okay. We are not sure that for tomorrow
that thia is still going to work out because we're still
flight planning a little bit here, but at least we'll try a
hack at it. We figured it prob&bly would be okay but just
thought we better check.

CDR Yes. Thanks a lot, Dick. See you later,
CC Okay.
SPT I just want toko know if it's okay if it's

okay for the guy running the ATM to do it from (garble).
?LT (Garble) question (garble). Do they

want the Wratten filter on the 55-«il 1 ime t e r lens? It's iR
film.

PLT, Houston, we want the filter
on for the facial photos.

PLT For facial photos only.
CC Stand by , Bill

.
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PLT Dick, this IF coverage is snow cover, and
1 don't know what the purpose of the - the Wratten filter is
unless it's to narrow the band pass. So I - I Just wondered
if they wanted it for these snow cover photos.

CC Okay. We'll check.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're getting data in

St. Louis now, so if somebody can go to panel 200 for 4 or
5 minutes we'd appreciate it.

SPT Yes, Dick. Bill and I'll try and work it
We're both doing other things here but go ahead.

CC Okay. Panel 200, the bottom row of cir-
cuit breakers on the

. ri ght- hand side, TRANSDUCER GROUP 1

plus 24 volts, OPEN.
SPT Got it.
CC Okay. I'll give you another call in

2 minutes for another one. PLT, Houston; our photo expert
tells us that you ought to use that filter anytime that you'r
using IR film, so it's not just for the facial photos, it's
any t irae .

PLT Thank you.
CC Yes sir.

END OF TAPE
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CC PLT , Houston. Our photo experts tell
us that you ought to use that filter anytime that you're
using IR film. So it's not juBt for the facial photos, it's
anytime .

1

PLT Thank you

.

CC Yes, sir.
CDR Sure is a lot of snow down there.
CC You bet you.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're ready for the

next break on panel 200 now. What we'd like now is trans-
ducer group 1 minus 24 volts open. I'll call you again
in another 2 minutes to close them both.

CUR We got it.
CC Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston; sure appreciate your

help on that panel 200 breakers. And we're satisfied with
the data we got now. You can close them both and go back
to what you were doing.

SPT Okay, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're going to handover

in about 30 seconds to Bermuda. We might drop in - drop
out for a second here. I'll give you a call when we lockup.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're locked up at

Bermuda now, still got you for 6 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick. Right now we're having a

camera orgy.
CC Roger.
CDR It's the neatest day we've had in weeks.
CC Hey

,
good

.

PLT You think it's cold in Houston, you
ought to take a look at Hudson Bay.

CC I Just stoon - Just as soon stick with
Houston this - this month.

CC Just think how happy all those Minnesota
people arc going to be coming to the Super Bowl down here .»

t

this time of year.
CDR You think they'll go away happy?
CC Who knows?
CC Skylab, Houston; we're a minute from

LOS, Madrid comes up at 18:32, and we're going to dump the
data/voice recorder when we get to Madrid.

PA0 Skylab Control at 18:28 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now to the east of

Newfoundland out of range of the tracking antenna at Bermuda.
Our next acquisition's about 3-1/2 minutes away at Madrid.
The pass through Madrid and Canary Island will last approximate
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9 minutes. During this pass over the United States the

check on the telemetry system on the space station was

being made through McDonn6ll Douglas in St. Louis with

some assistance from the Skylab crew. The crew also indicated

they were having a wild time with photography taking a lot

of pictures of the snow cover of the North American Continent

and also making some observations of conditions up in the

Great Lakes area. That gives thea a good period of a good

deal of their daily photography was scheduled for this

pass over the United States including the snow cover of

the Great Plains which is going to be photographed in

infrared - infrared film. Some question about the use o.

the Wratteb filter for that photography. And '.he Wratten

filter was to be used - was not entirely clear to the pilot

that it ohould be used for the infrared photography and

that now has been completed over the Great Plains area. And

also there is a request for some photography of ice conditions

in the. area of the St. Lawrence Seaway and the Great Lakes

region for todays activity. We're about 2-1/2 minutes now

from acquisition of signal at Madrid. We'll leave the line

up for air-to-ground there.

C C Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Madrid for

9 minutes . u i i » * i „
SP T Hello, Dick. Looks like we have a little

activity over on the southwest limb, fairly good time rates

of change involved. Looks like a surge perhaps, with manifest-

ation in H-alpha. I spent the past orbit getting some spectral

information on what I thought vas a fairly bright knot,

in longitude 6 with a count of around a little over 200,

about 55 arc seconds off. And I got some 82B and 55 spectral

information on it. When I came back and looked at It after

I had gotten this information, 1 found out that the count

had gone down to 500 or so. So it was changing fairly

rapidly. And what I'm working on now is trying to get some

mirror auto rasters Just above the limb truncated to try

and get some look at that - whatever is happening there.

Apparently, had I realized it was changing that rapidly

initially I could have gotten a good orbit a worth of time

data on it. Bit, when you get some spectral information

on something which Is changing with time, that's probably

not the optimum.
cc Roger, Ed; copy. Thank you very much.

And incidentally when we came AOS here I forgot to warn you

we were worked up in the data/voice recorder here so, beware

of that .

SPT Thank you

.
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t-r. <hl recorder HI «"" " ' "» " « Tou
CC I sure will , Bill

.

PLT Dlck
- PLT . Would you give ne acall as soon as you get the recorder back to us p!

lt you didn't h
R° Rer

'
PLT> 1 SOt yox- r CaU and answeredx u

. iou tudn t near me, we sure wi]l

"
T

*°8 er
»

1 bet that is pretty.

Just with that one pass alone Just then
cc Roger,

of rk
?LT

.
Just out of curiosity would you ask «n»P

»-y, 3 400 niles to the northwest of Hudson Bav up there?
rUht'now.

° kay> PLT
'

WC ' li "".inly loot at'thlt

like, oh, if you Just took the center of the bi K ball

like the*, s a very nterntin« mountain range up [here
"... is it east, nor^st y

o°r

™" h— th. first

It>s northeast, I'm sorry
CC Okay.

EVD OP TAPE
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PLT Thank you, Dick,

ins
Q
r a „* t

Skylab, Houston. We're a minute fromLOS. Tananarive at 18:.S2. See you there.

TVie ™? ,
Skylab Control at 18:42 Greenwich mean tine

illLT* f I a
10 nlnutes awav »t Tananarive on the

J lot Ed Gibr
gaSCar

', 5
Urln8 thlS PaS8

'
thC Sk* lab "ience

limb
^Gib^n recorded a small surge on the southwest

east*!!^
;«Picion is that he really means the south-

lulh It '

3 3 C °Uple 0f davs a «° that ^ never made
Tnf° ^ n astronorner, because he kept fixing up southernand southwest. Sun's division of east and west iopposite of that used on most Earth maps. North 111 tothe upper part of the Sun, but the east, instead of being
ltd I / ^

8ide
'

33 U 19 ° n Earth na P 8 i« on the

the more active part of the disk toward the southeast, whichis to say, the lower left-hand side. Bill Pogue indicatinghe and Jerry Carr had gotten enough snow cover materia i thltvould keep the scientists busy for a year. They took anumber of photographs of the Western united State ! 'heOreat Plains area and some other areas of t h» it c * *

fj
d
^ u

5 ructures. One of the areas he indicated hephotographed, apparently, he things will ccme ewell is photography of the Grande Canyon. He also Isked-bout a mountain range he had .pot ted .e vera! hundred

orbit Skv^i'
° f northern «o.t Point in the Skylab

.ount,in range 300 or 400 2u S nlnhLt oJ d Hy
*M

and ,sked for some identification of that. Geography a

sec AiI L "of ?h
kln

?
CU

f ^ Wlnd0W 3nd ^ wha? they ^nsec as part of the visual observations program, both fiettii,
- bit of science in and also something that apparent]!maintains their interest very well 8-1/2 Binl.iThis ^ Skylab Control at 43^45^^ th"WurV " '^^^
tiao The k

Skylab Contro1 *t 18:51 Greenwich mean

Ibolt t ,

1
?
PaC

t
8tation 18 over Africa. We're

statio^ ^ UlrC 8U " 31 thr « u Rh the Tananarive voice/relay
u The^V a8S

;

hrou » h Tananarive will last about 10 min-utes. The spacecraft communicator is Dick Trulv and we'rTlive now for air-to-ground at Tananarive.

8-1/2 minutes.
Sk y lab ,

Houston. AOS Tananarive for
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CC Skylab, Houston. We have had a good

bit of conversation today about photog - out-the-windcw
photography with our film. There's one other reminder that
- that our photo folks wanted me to pass on to you and that

is, vhen you take - use our film and pick out exterior
photography, using it, you ought to use, rather than that

Infinity focus setting, you ought to use the little setting

that's with a red R. We're not sure whether the R is red

on the ring, or whether there's a little red line next to it

with an R next to it. But, at anyrates that one should be used

rather than an infinity for exterior focusing.
PLT Rog. Thank you, Dick.

CC Okay.
CC And we're about a minute and a half from

Tananarive LOS. Next station is Honeysuckle at 19:18. And

that's going to start the science conferences for today. I

thought I'd run down - down thorn real quick. Honeysuckle
and Hawaii will be Bob MacQueen talking about the ATM. Then

Goldstone is - We're going to have a guest Skylab SL-2 guy

here. Joe Kerwin is going to talk to you on the red conference.

And then following that, the next two passes, Bermuda and

Canary Islands, Bill Lenoir Is going to talk to you. Those

two and also, Joo Ellen had a couple of inputs on the

science detaos and not sure whether Joe's going to get a

word in there or not.
PLT Okay , Dick . Copy

.

CC Roger. See you there.
PAO - - Skylab Control at 19:02 Greenwich

mean time. The Skylab space station is now out of range at

Tananarive. Our next acquisition is 15 minutes away at

Honeysuckle. Spacecraft communicator, Dick Truly, informed
the crew of the science conferences upcoming. They Include

Joe Kerwin talking about the medical conference. That's the

Skylab II chief scientist. He'll be handling the medical
conferences this morning. Also, Bi.M Lenoir will be discussing
visual observations of the Earth. This 1* Skylab Control

it's nov 3 minutes and 12 seconds after the hour.

K N I) OF TAP E
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PX0 Skylab Control at 19:16 Greenwich item

time. Skylab space station U now south of Australia, just

about to be acquired through the Honeysuckle Creek antenna.

The pass through Honeysuckle will last about 6 minutes, and

this will be the beginning of the afternoon scierce conferences

with the crew. This is the first of several conferences to

take place over ch* next hour. We'll bring the line up live

now for air-to-grouM through honeysuckle f^r th«i next 6 ainutes.

cc Skylab, Houston. This Is th«s ATM conterence.

Good afternoon.
SPT Good afternoon, Bob. How ar<: you?

MCC Fine, you guys. Bete? we gv.t into some

ATM topics let ae aake an operational note. And that is that 82A

would like very much to see a wavelength short 20 secondex-

posure to record this activity on the east limb :hat you ve

been looking at, Kd . And that's pointed almost .mywhere with

a roll of zero. In addition, 82A wanted me to pass on that they

would be lnterestec in any exposures that you feel are warranted

by the activity in the upcoming days. Over.

SPT Okay. Very good, thank you, Bob. I 11

give them one right now, we're at roll to zero.

MCC Okay. I want to discuss three topics with

you this atternoon, if I may. First of all the planned activity

ops for the next 10 days or so as contained in the general

message that you've already received and made aome preliminary

comments on. Most importantly I'd like to talk to you about

some guidelines for use of the modified building block 24

that'll be coming up to you. ..-id finally something about

our air-to-ground Interaction ever this period of solar activity.

0VCl
SPT Okay, that sounds like a good plan, Bob.

Go ahead .

MCC Okay. With regard - the scheduled observation

program, I wanted to run down what some of the experiment goals

vera going to be over the next 7 to 14 days. First of all S052,

they feel that the placement of the quiet and active limbs is

pretty ideal for both the performance of JO? 9 and JOP 19 in

the Alfen wave study. The old west region, which Is now

the east limb structures are amoung the more interesting that

they have seen on the TV downlinks during the mission. Next

S054 wiU see very heavy operations with nearly 10 cycles of

hleh tine resolution studies when the active regions are near

central meridian passage, using BB-34's or -35'a. They also

desire none high tine resolutions when tne active regions are

on the limb, usin* BB-23. Their film philosophy with regard

to LB studies and particularly with regard to flares: it would

be better to shoot for flares and miss than never to have shot
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at all. The next experiment, 55, has some very interaating
new data. They're particularly now interested In ninl-MARs
on the active vegions, and they will schedule these on JOP 2
and other JOPs . They seek approximately 1 minute time re-
solutions. This is because they are not seeing the 300-second
oscillation in the upper chromosphere, so mini-MARa, they think
may be very important for studying heating theories on the
solar disk and in particular above active regions. Over.

SPT Okay. That's a good thing to be going
at. Are they interested in seeing transients of a sporadic
nature or organized wave motions?

MCC 1 think both, Ed, they particularly think
that the organized wave motions may be important with regards
heating theories. Over.

SPl' Okay. I hope they can see something alcng
that line. As you said, 1 don't think that I have been able
to identify them with the 300-second oscillations. 1 wonder
if they've been able to de - find anything else.

MCC Yes, I don't think they've seen anything oi-
ganized at all down to this time period that they can achieve
with ninl-MARs

.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. S056 will expend the majority of

their film on the dispassage of these active regions using
patrol short and patrol long. They do have plenty of film
for flare programs to be initiated. And finally, £2A
is planning a high time resolution sequence over a 36-hour
period. This will consist of alternate tingle exposures in
wavelength long and short each orbit. They will run unattended
operations so as to fill in that time resolution program.
Then in one orbit they will run 22 frames in varying time
intervals so as to get a nested sequence throughout that
cycle. That whole program will expend something like 54
frames, and as I said to you earlier, they'd like to see ex-
posures at your option when activity warrants. Over.

SPT Okay. We'll certainly keep that in mind,
Bob, and do they plan to schedule that for a specific day
at - say like right now, or are they going to wait for a
certain solar conditions to arise?

MCC E<* . that will be scheduled on a certain
day and I chink they want to wait until those activity or
the raain regions are n^ar CMP for optimal spacial resolution
and we're 35 seconds until LOS. Let me begin talking about
BB-24, if I may. The philosophy of BB-24 that has been dis-
cussed over the past several days is to be in operation when
the onset of a flare occurs. And the rationale is that we
want to get increased flexibility of BB-24 to increase the
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probability of catching flare rise. Now, there are two
changes that we are talking about in BB-24. One ia that
S055 desires a nini-MAR, option B. We'll uplink like that -

that change and 2, we desire that you don't hesitate to run
any or all the experiments at will, whenever the opportunity
arises in BB-24. This is in keeping with the good filo. And
I think we're about LOS here.

SPT Okay. Will we pick you up again on the
next pass?

MCC That's correct.
MCC Hawaii.
CC That's affirm, and that time --
MCC That'll be Hawaii in 15 minutes.
SPT Okay. One question for the 55 people.

Right now I've started the no E RE P alternative alternate, and
looking at the 55 maxi-RASTER, they want co be above active
region 17, the pointing coordinateo look as though I'll be
centered more above the equator than I will be below. I've
started with number 2, which is at ilnus 120 and minus 1130.
I wonder if they'll take a look at that and make sure that
that pointing is correct.

MCC We sure will take a look at that right
now

.

SPT Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control at 19:25 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now north of New Zealand,
just out of range of the tracking antenna of Honeysuckle Creek.
Our next acquisition Is 13-1/2 minutes away at Hawaii. During
the Honeysuckle pass we had Dr. Robert MacQueen , the principal
investigator on S052, that's the white light coronag raph .

'

Dr. MacQueen of the National Center for Atnospheric Research,
the High Altitude Observatory in Boulder, Colorado was dis-
cussing solar observations of the last few days, and plans
for the upcoming time, including some plans for building
block 24, which Is the solar flare observation attempt. The
crew has indicated their desire which corresponds with that of
scientists here on the ground to catch the earliest stages of a
flare rise. That has not yet been accomplished on a Skylab mission,
although some of the later stages of flare rises have been
observed by Skylab crews. And Gibson indicated that he Is
now doln? the work that would been an alternative to an Earth
resources pass tonight if the Earth resources had not been
acceptable. He's completing this as part of his off duty time
today, including a number of observations of the Sun. He has
now added at least a couple of passes of more than an hour of
solar observation. Our next acquisition 12 minutes and a half
away, we'll have Dr. MacQueen concluding his discussion of
the ATM activities. This is Skylab Control at 27 minutes
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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CREW - - take too long .

SPT What they specified plus I'll give them
two more to the south.

MCC . Okay. Very good. Let ne then, pick up
what we were beginning to get into on BB24 . And that is,
let ne reiterate the second point, which we've discussed
over the last few day9 . We desire that you not hesitate to
run. And that's the emphasis here, any or all the experi-
ments at will, whenever the opportunity arrives as in BB 2 4 .

And these modes that you run, hopefully, will not interrupt
with - interfere with your preflare observations. And I'm
going to return to that point in Just a minute. For example,
we could imagine you running several exposutes or sequence in
anticipation of a preflare in iny of the experiments. We
have read your comments of two days ago on the use of the monitors
and the possible conflict with the above operations that I'm
speaking of. And I hope that you'll comment further on this
interplay between observations of XUV bright points and the
like and the propoaed operations. Apparently - We do plan
operations, and of course now, BB24 we'd like to have more
operations completely at your discretion. On the active regions -

but you have the complete freedom to terminate, interrupt,
or otherwise change any of the scheduled ops, or the building
block 24 ops to go into monitor watch or flare wait, or what-
ever you think is necessary. And the main point here, I'd
like to sura up, Is that you should feel free to run the
experiments at will or not at all. To make you most comfortable
with watching the activity change or the XUV monitor. Over.

SPT Okay. I understand that Bob. And
thanks very much for that liberty. I think it's probably the
best way to increase or yive ourselves a little favorable
odds of getting a flare rise. Again, that's a difficult
thing to do unless you're really watching it all i, h e time.
And, unfortunately, you are a little hesitant to shift out
of a specified program in order to do that, because, you
know, most of the majority of the time you're not goin^ to
catch one. So you're going to have to go through that phase
several times before you end up with good data. But we'll
go ahead and practice that.

MCC Okay. That sounds real good, F.d . And
I think the point that I'd like very strongly to emphasize
to you is that the experiments do have film so that you shouldn't
hesitate to Jump into BB24 operations. And to space some
exposures out over the duration while you're vatching for
these changes in the hopes that you will be able to anticipate
the preflare. But we certainly don't want you to feel con-
strained to initiate BB-24 on any one kind of phenomenon.
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Certainly on an Impulsive point brightening you would

Jnltl.I. It.. But on any other indication you think may be

a precursor to the f;are the word is go.

cp T Very good, thank you.

ucc Okay, the last topic has to do with our

Uke to surest three things. First of all that you critic!.*

reely the scheduled o P s . Secondly that you

ust iscuased the scheduled ops. And three that yon «pt

to fill us in prior to hopefully 18:00 Zulu which is the

Planning meeting time with whatever verbal descrip ion to

?he Sun you think are appropriate. And c e r t a in 1 y I th ink

jerry's description of two days ago was a model of cj" 1^
and we'd be eager to hear such descriptions .t » y «
toward the goal of our changing targets and scheduled

operations. Over.
Qkay

§

we . n gQ ahead and do th . t .nd

nrobablv try to give you a little bit more in the way ot

S-scripUons. We assume that you have a lot of information

at your disposal down there and sometimes realise that maybe

Vou let it a little bit late. And secondly as far a* my

own interaction on this, I can do that if I am getting one

"two passes in the morning which will allow me to see where

we stand that particular day. It's rather hard unless I

do chat however. As a matter of fact, it's next to impossible

if I don't get t-> the panel.

MCC Rignt. Ana rnii u«=.n.<» - - '

to do it. It's not working out exactly right now, but hopefully

thev can do better. I think the sum of the whol., thing is

Fd we - Jerry and - Bill that whatever you feel is necessary

to modify the current on going observations. We want you

o feel free to go ahead and modify those in the hop

you'll Pick up interesting, teraperal changes and or preflare

observations/ And in sum, we are certainly ea.er to to see

the flexibility of the ATM utilized fully to *tudy he

active Sun. As you're all too well aware this is th. Inst time

around after more than a decade of this and « « > y
hope

the Sun cooperates and we want to wish you good luck on

catching some goodies. Over.
certainly

spT Thank you very much Bob. We 11 certainly

be doing our darndest up here to bring back some new and

interesting data on the active Sun. I think the way you

Ueci?!.* it and the way you've laid it out is going to give

II c ¥ a » «= * •

Right. And Phil tells me we 11 try
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ua the best opportunity to do that, we appreciate it.

MCC Very Rood. And that's all I have unless

you have anything for ua.

END OF TAPE
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SPT I was Just going to him Che best oppor-
tunity to do that, appreciate it.

MCC Very good, and that's all I have unless
you have anything for me.

CDR Roger Bob, thanks, for the hunting
license.

SPT Bob, no I have nothing further, thanks
very much I think you've laid it out pretty clearly.

MCC Okay, then I'll turn this back over to

Dick then.
CC Roger Skylab, we still have about a minute

and 40 seconds here and Joe Kerwin is plugged in here with
me. We will - I'll just give it co him. There will be a

brake in here between Hawaii and Goldstone but I'll Just
turn it over to Joe.

PLT Hi Joe.
SPT Hel lo Joe .

CC This is your friendly sky (garble) with
a little up date on the DTOs , you ready?

CDR Buenos dias, Jose.
CC Hello, hello, how are you?
CDR Pre t ty good .

CC Okay, hey, we wanted you to know a few

of the good things we're learning from some of those clumsy
old medical DTOs. And we're pretty excited about some of

the data that you're getting for us on the - the leg - the

leg blood flow and the muscle pump measurements. It seems
like this all is beginning to fit together in a picture with
the anthropometric measurments, the lower body negative
pressure Increases in leg circumference and so on. And it's

saying things to us like, initially on entering into zero g

there apparently is a tremendous egress of blood from the

lower extremities and apparently It's in the veins because
it's - It comes back so - so quickly when you either put a

cuff on the upper leg or going into lower body negative
pressure. And - but the really interesting thing is the -

is the trend in the data. Over a long period of time
vou guys, as yovi probably have noticed, are beginning to -

to flow less blood inty the lower leg under those condi-
tions so that there are adaptive changes taken place. We

don't know what those adapted changes are, we've got some
hypotheses but we're very very interested in the trend in

chat data. And I wanted to know whether you have noticed
subjectively any changes in your - in your reaction to LBNPD.
I think we're about, to go LOS and - for about 2 minutes and

you can answer that when we ccme AOS over Goldstone.
PAO Skylab Control at 19:47. We've gone out
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of range of Che cracking antenna at Hawaii. At the beginning
of that pass we had an early acquisition of signal, we'll
play back the tape fron that beginning right now.

CC Ed , we 're AOS here In Hawaii for 7

minutes and 30 bcrop^t . And the ground would like please.
Okay, on the - on the n^ri raster, it does look like the
pointing was a little far north on that and if you're in
progress, indeed the intent is over the activity on the
southwest. Okay, very good. Let me then pick up what we
were beginning to get into on BB24, and that is - let me
reiterate the second point which we've discussed over the
last few days. We desire that you not hesitate to run, and
ihat's the emphasis here, any or all the experiments at
will when every the opportunity arises in BB24. And these
modes that you run hopefully will not interfer -

PAO This is Skylab Control. That concludes
the tape there, and we're now live at Goldstone for the next
15 minutes.

MCC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone.
CDR Roger Joe. In answer to your question,

I guess subjectively I would say we just talked a little bit
about it now. I'd say subjectively if you could plot some-
thing like tolerance as the ordinate and time as the abscissa,
that you'd see that we can.<? up here at a given level and ue -

we sagged and we stayed fait.ly low until about, oh 30 days
or so and actually we reached the low point before that, we
wore started up and we reached a plateau a little after 30
days or so, and right now subjectively we all feel very good
in the LBNP.

MCC Okay, will I think that goes alonp with
the - with the blood flow measurements. And it's interesting
because what It's saying to us is that this may not be a

question of - of total blood volume at all but rather how
much of the blood volume is pooled in the legs, and that there
are adaptive changes going on either in the tissues or
actually in the veins of the legs that are tending to let you
pool less blood. And the time course of it is extremely
interesting.

CDR Well we certainly have noticed that it

moves around quickly because we tried a little something here
of doing a bunch of our toe rises and really working the calves
over and then .immediately measuring, and in almost every case
our calves were a half inch larger in dia - in circumference.

MCC Yeah, that makes a lot of sense. I'll just
briefly mention another effort that you guys did that - that
has been looked at, and that is the - the taste and aroma
measurements that you took. We think that data Is - is
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extremely interesting, although as you noticed that lt'a
not at all consistent. We're not surprised at that, there
arc too raanv unmeasureab le varahles. However from an
operational point of view it emphasises the Importance of
having condiments in the - in the - the space kitchens so
that the j?uys Can salt or sweeten the food to their own
taste, and this will be an input to the shuttle system.

CDR We certainly do agree with that.
CC Okay, and I'd like to mention one more

before I find out if you guys have any residual questions.
And that's the DTO that - that has not come up here that is
still under discussion but it has to do Ed with the ll?ht
flash observation -

END OF TAPE
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MCC Okay, I'd like to mention one more before
I find out if you guys have any residual questions. And that's
the DTO that has not come up here that it's still under
discussion but it has to do Ed with the light flash observations,
that you have beer reporting to us during the mission. The
implication that you saw the light flashes primarily during
the South Atlantic anomaly is interesting and rather surprising
to sone of our radiation experts because they postulated
that the light flashes were caused more or less exclusively
by cosmic radiation, which should be in a minumun there and
that the light flashes should be at a maximum when you're
ac maximum latitude. Therefore, we're thinking about asking
you on a - some kind of a shopping list basis or perhaps a
schedule to devote about 1/2 an orbit at some - it would
have to be an aporopriate orbit obviously. To observation of
light flashes and an attempt at a s era! q ua n t i t a t i on so that
we can find out whether they're occuring up in the horns or
down in the anomaly. And they're obviously might be some
problems you'd have doing that, one of them is, do you need
dark adaptation to do it. and it would take about 45 minutes
or perhaps a little bit longer to make one clean sweep through.
We'd like you to be thinking about that and telling us
whether you think it's feasible, over.

SPT Yeah, that will be a hard one, Joe because
many times you might go a week or so without ever remember
seeing one and then all of a sudden it will come on pretty
stronj?. The other correlation I did make U when we had a
lot of activity on the Sun, now maybe I just happened to be more
restless at that period of time but all the data is spelled
out there for you. And it was in - in that par - coup - instances
there are pretty well correlated with the activity.

^CC Yeah, and that says cosmic rays and the
other one say9 protons and we're just not sure which is which
and it will be interesting to find out. How much dark adaptation
do you think you are requiring before these things become
no 1 1 cab 1 e to you ?

SPT Probably about 5 to 1 0 minutes.
MCC Uuh-huh. Would yot ;w/e any objections

to trying it on - on a scheduled basis n we could clear out
th« time for you, sometime later on down - downstream?

SPT N'o , I'll be glad to try it. You know it's
one of the easier experiments in the world to go into the
sack and close your eyes and look at the light flashes.

Mcc A little boring I admit. Okay, that's
about all I had on the - on the list to talk about, do you
guys have any questions or any gripes or any suggestions about
the medical DTOs?
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CDR No Joe, not off hand, we'll let the other

guys get their licks In if the have any. Ona thing we've

got the food inventory up this morning and it become apparent

to us that you people down there don't have any idea what's

in overage. We just took a sample case, we looked at bread.

A best we could tell, the overage has got a bundle of bread

and there's only a requirment for 7 more in high density

diets from here on out. Sc 1 thought we'd better take a

food inventory, sometime today and get it down to you on

tape.
MCC Okay, we'll be waiting for it. I know

Jerry that we - we ratted a lot of bread away in one of

those lockers because we didn't like the darn stuff. So there's

probably a lot of that up there.
CDR Yeah, there's a bundle. We also got out

eves on the ham slices and the fruit cake too, we got a couple

oi proposals to make there, or maybe I should say propositions.

MCC Okay. We're 1 minute to LOS, if - if you

don't have anymore medical comments, I'll turn you back over

to the CAP COMM.
SPT Hey Joe.
MCC Yeah.
SPT You talking DTOs or the total picture?

MCC Total picture if you like F.d . I haven't

talked experiment because the experiment world is pretty dull

rieht now.
SPT I Just wonder what they learned about

cardiovascular conditioning or decond i t ioning

.

MCC Well of course Ed, you can tell subjectively

your - your M171 curves are darn near straight lines. You're

not really based on my rough look, exhibiting either conditioning

or deconditioning muscular skeletaUy and as far as c a r d i ova sc u 1 a r 1 y ,

you appear to be recovering somewhat and if in-flight performance

of I.BNP is a good gauge for the first post flight experience, I

think that looks quite encouraging.
SpT Okay, I personally have also been able to

correlate a fairly good performance in LBNP with amount of

fluid intake a day or so previous is also going along with

salt intake. Sow apparently that's not been correlated

quanitative with Jerry (static)
MCC Roger, Ed we're going over the hill.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 19*37 Graanvich mean
time. Skylab apace station now ovir Canada la out of range
of tha Goldstone tracking antanna but we're about 3 minutes
fro* our next acquisition at Bermuda . During this last pass
and at tha very end of the Hawaii pass Dr. Joseph Kerwin th*
•clence pilot of tha first Skylab crew discussed medical
experiments and detailed test objectives DTO's with the
Skylab Science pilot, Ed Gibson. Among other things Kerwln
said that - that it may not bu low volume - low blood volume
that had - causes the changes that have been noted in tha crews.
And tha crew indicated that they felt much better in the
lower body negative pressure device than thoy had during
the first 30 days whsre they thought they saw some reduction
on their performance. They think they're now improving and
seem to be very satisfied with their performances through
that teat of the cardiovascular system. And also Commander
Carr indicated that exercises with - using toe rises which
are one of the exercises developed by Science Pilot. Gibson
and used the treadnill developed by Bill Thotnton, a fellow
astronaut. Those toe rises aid in developing the calves
and can make s difference of an half inch In measurement
through the exercise program. And also Joe Kerwln adding
that taste testing which is one of the experiments being
tried out for the first time on this mission, Seems to
have indicated there is definitely a requirement for
condiments to be used in flavoring fcods on shuttle missions
in the future. And also some dicussion of light flashes
observed by the craw. Those were believed to be caused
by co8Blc rays that penetrate into the upper atmosphere and
cause a sensation of light in the eyes. It's believed that
those bhould not have occurred frequently in the so called
South Atlantic anomaly which is a magnetic depression in
the Earth's atmosphere. That would be less likely Kerwin
reported. However it may well be that that will require
some rethinking. Kerwln asked Gibson whether he would be
interested in doing the experiment. He said, It's a very
easy experiment to do since you can spend most of your time
lying down in the dark with your eyes closed. And at the
very end Science Pilot Gibson asked what about the experi-
ments. And Kerwln says that certainly seem to be showing a

straight line in your performance which means there
is no apparent degradation occurymg. Today there is a

thorough review of medical experiments going on here at the
John3on Space Center before approval will be given for
an extension of the mission beyond its present 56 day mark.
One minute to our next acquisition of signal at Bermuda.
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We'll ltivi the Una up now for a 7 minute pass there.
Spacecraft Communicator is Dick Truly, and the science
conferences should continue at this station.

MCC Skyleb, Houston, vith the vlauel obser-
vations conference, And we've got a 6-1/2 minute pass here,
In 2 minutas we'll have a 1 olnute keyhole, I'll be able
to copy you but you will not read me. So let's time It

and I'll let you talk for that nlnute. Over.
SPT Co ahead , Bill

.

MCC Okay, I'll just start off down the agenda
that you've got. The emphasis that we're following right now
is obviously concerned with the northern hemisphere and we're
emphasizing the northern part of the northern hemisphere,
the lakes and ice. Up at the north SO type sites In
particular our problem here is Sun angles. As you've probably
figured out ve're coming up on several days where the Sun
will never get to 20 degree Sun angle for you in the whole
24 hour period, We've got this one chance at about 10 days
total to take a look up here north before our lift portion
of the orbit shifts further south. We'll be concentrating
on the lakes, the ice In the lares, as well as the water cir-
culation. The snow in and around the lakas the Great Plains
and so on and wuather over the lakes, much like you have
been describing. Frequently ve will schedule them and we'll
send it up as one site. As^unlng of course that you are
going to be looking at it Ml. Ii ve ask you to look at

ice and you can't see the Ice for the clouds well then we've
got a nica HHC7 situation probably. Does that sound
reasonable?

CDR Affirmative Bill.
MCC Okay, another thought here. On the film

status, right now on our film budget we're very very fat on
film. We've got all sorts of film. We'd like more stereo
if you can give It, and ve're sending up a message on stereo.
Looks like we are coming up on our keyhole. Let me stop
talking and why don't you talk, and I'll let you know when
ve are on the other side.

CDR Okay, Bill. As far as film goes ve put

a big notch, good size notch In it today, we've really been
snapping off a lot of film. Bill got some coverage of Hudson
Bay, which I didn't expect to see. And there is a lot of

good, vhat looks like good thick ice up there. Jhv Gulf of

St. Lawrence there is a lot of ice beginning to form up

there. And I lust got finished taking a Haaselblad shot.
And I took a N'ikon 300 shot on the last rev and Bill took
some Hasselblads. So we are getting a lot of good - good ice.
Ed has done some work on cloud patterns over the lakes, and
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sob* of the lea squalls and all chat. Why don't I let him
calk a bi t about that

.

MCC Okay, Jarry. thac aounda real good.
That'a Just exactly what wo've f.ot In mind and what we're
after, Got a couple of answers for you here, which »

' ,\1

answer your questions with a question after I give you the

first part here. On the features that you've noticed in

Minnesota, I should say feature - singular. We're rot sure

what it is is the sun total of what I'm about to tell you.

There is a possibility of a large lake somewhere north of

the Minneapolia/St . Paul area. But we're not sure whether
that is what you're seeing. There is another interesting
possibility here, and that is that there is a structural
basin in Paleozoic rock that !

a about 40 to 50 miles across.
Minneapolis/St. Paul fits right in the middle of it.

However there is no known topographic expression of it. The

fact that you saw it in the snow may not be contradictory
to that and we're Just confused as to exactly what it is. If

and when you see it again give us all the details you can and

we'll work some more on it.
CDR Yes, 1 was watching for it on this

last rev when we went over the Minneapolis area. And I'll

be darned if I couldn't find it. It looks like the snow melt
has now gotten rid of it, but we did get a picture of it.

So we've got somethhing to show you when we get back if we

don ' t see It again.
MCC Okay, and very good. And In Mexico

City we think what you're seeing there is a large circular
dry lake bed about 2 miles in diameter. It's called Lake
Texcoco - -

END OP TAPE
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MCC Good. And In Mexico City, we think what

you're seeing there la a large circular dry lake bed, about

2 ntlet In diameter that's called Lake Texcoco and we got

this information from the Mexican Consulate here. It's about

12 miles northeast of the center of the city. In arriving
at this we also considered a huge soccer stadiua which is

saaller than chat lake bed, and we also considered a large

tufted volcanic ridge, which is a circle of dark volcanic
rock in the center of which is lighter rock. However, this -

the diameter of this is bigger than the diameter of Mexico
City itself. So we feel it's the first thing I mentioned
but not entirely sure that we can totally rule out the others

CDR What confuses us is the fact that it's

such a perfect circle and there are concentric rings it like

a bull 's-eye

.

MCC It still sounds like that dry lake bed

to us which shows up on maps at least very circular. We'll
look at some more and let you know if we change our mind.

A - an answer to Bill's comment earlier about seeing some-
thing up northeast of the Hudson Bay. We've looked our

maps over here and talked to some people and it looks to us

like it's some mountains on the northeast coast of Bathen
Island. Which Is nothing short of amazing because that's
65 to 73 degrees north that you're seeing, and I would
assume It's very very low Sun angle by the time you get up

there and very much In relief on the horizon, does that
sound right?

CDR Is that the circular volcanic structure
we were talklnR about?

MCC No, these are the mountains that Bill

thought he saw northeast of the - of the bay, Hudson Bay up

in Canada.
CDR Oh, I see.
PLT Yeah, well the west aide of the mountains

I think were catching the light and that was why I was able l

see them.
MCC Okay, sounds like you were looking very

very far to the north.
PLT I wa ,.

MCC Say again.
PLT Yeah, in fact it's was Just - just insid.

the terminator

,

MCC Okay, we're a minute to LOS here, and

Canaries is next in 3 minutes. On the Mexican upwelling,
what you saw there near the Gulf of Tehuantepec was the

sane upwelling that was detected on NOAA 2. You gave us

very very good description much better resolution than NOAA
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can get to. We thank you for chat. One consent here on
deserts, you gave ua a report, not very long ago, on some
firea and awoke out In the deaert near a factory in a

air field. It disappointed ua a bit that you didn't: mention
anything about the wind direction, we want to enphaalce in

the deserta in particular wind direction la inportant as

it is everywhere. And future emphaale over and above what
we're doing now in the north, we're going to pick up the

African rift and drought areas, we're going to do some
dla light work, and we'll be returning to southern
hemisphere currents and to the range land, And I want to

emphasize that on a lot of things we aak you to look for the

Information that you do not see the feature ia a positive
input, that's not a failure but that's positive information
for us to operate on. And looks like we're LOS now, so

we'll be seeing you later.
SPT Okay Bill, the wind was from the north

northeast on that fire.
MCC Okay, thanks very much.
PAO At 20:07 Greenwich mean time the Skyl^b

space station Is now over the North Atlantic. A minute and
a half to our next acquisition of signal at Canary Island.
During this pass over Bermuda Bill Lenoir, our fellow
astronauts and one of the scientist astronauts < aa giving
a report on visual observations. Emphasized tr t we'd like

to do as much as possible with the northern hemisphere lake
Ice and snow during the next few days. Although the Sun

anRle is now becoming bad, it's difficult to get photo-
graphy, they're going to take advantage of the photography
opportunity while they have it. Also indicated at the end

that th-sy'd like to keep track of the wind direction,
especially over desert areas when they do see plumes of

smoke and so forth they should give additional information
about atmospheric conditions in those areas. Crew did

report what they felt to be a major oil fire at a

processing plant near a processinx plant in Algeria, - -

6 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. The Canary
Island pass will last approximately 9 minutes, and we'll
bring the line up now for air-to-ground there.

MCC Okay guys , I'm back with you here tor

a few minutes and then I'll turn you over to Joe Allen, One

think I omitted from the future emphasis, we will be again
looking at metropolitan complexes and trying to finish that
one off in a reasonable fashion.

PLT Hey Bill.
MCC Yeah go ahead.
PLT I have an imput on rhe metropolitan

area. Boy this snow cover is the greatest thing since
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psanut butter for showing up city outlines and extensive

growth

.

HCC Okay great, that's good information,
we'll try to schedule it accordingly.

CDR Also Bill, getting back to that saoke,

I should tell you that the wind was light because the saoke

was billowing, it wasn't blowing out straight.
MCC Okay good, thanks a lot Jerry, chat's a

big help to us there

.

CDR Yeah, we'll try to keep the wind

information coming too.
MCC Okay good, that is very important to

almost all of the sites. On the not seeins of features, in

particular, what I was thinking of is the 33 Alfa, 34 Alfa

type things, the Yucatan eddies and turbulent wakes. It's

as useful to u» to know that we don't see thea as it is to

find cur. that they are there. And let ae close Just by

r,cr»t ionlng that with regard to oceans, we've received

letters and information from both Stevenson and Maul on

the performance that you've done, and both of thea were

very very complimentary to the work that you're doing, and

the one big point that both of them made was the type and

Quantity of in format iou that you're providing that is Just

not available In any other way. So, want to thank you for

all that and piss on those good words and unless you have

something let me turn you over to Joe Allen.
SPX No, I would like to add that I think ve

ought to loo*, on the western side of the Central America a

little bit more because as I'm pointed out to it since we

were able to eddies and I think we might be able to determine

something about the current patterns.
MCC Okay, sure will Ed, we'll be looking

back at it, but the Sun Is coning north now and we're going

to have to wait and catch it on descending tracks shortly.

Spx Yeah, that's probably an optimum time

to get anyway, as we can a lot in one full sweep.

MCC Good .

MCC Hello Skylab, this is Houston. Over.

CDR Hello Joe.
MCC Hello troups. I've been brought in as

a vsry highly paid, but probably not too clever representative

of the science demonstration community today. And if you

can shifr your thinking over to -

END OF TAPE
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McC • - highly paid, but probably not too claver
rapraaanaeiva of tha aclanca demonstration coanunlty today.
And If you can ahlft your thinking ovar to that I would Ilka
to talk about that a llttla bit.

CDR Wa'ra ahlftod go ahead.
MCC Okay, I'va got a Hat of about 15 ltena

In front of ma that hava to do with the aclaoca deaoa . Every
one of thea is elchar a congratulations on a demonstration
that's been well dona or voicing anticipations fovseelng the
ones coning up. Your getting fantastic - soae fantastic
results from thea and interest all over the country is -
to what's coming out of these denonsta rat ions . Jerry, I'll
speak to you first about your gyroscope experiment. I've
been studlng physica for a number of years aore than I'd
like to admit and I never did understand that until I saw
your demonstration yesterday. It was fantastic, Over.

CDR 1 tell you lero g makes a great frictionless
bearing.

MCC I wish that we would hava thought of it
earlier. Bill your fluid demonstration experiment - that's
been picked up on television around the country. And we're
getting calls from physicists on that, describing your -
and wanting to talk about your inverted plate of very weak
Jello that hemisphere part of the experiment that you did.
It was in general terrific. And by the way I'm not going
to going to go dovn this list item by item, but I Just want to
pass along congratulations from all the people. I do - I
do want to mention about three particular things and they're inturn here. I wane to talk about that liquid dynamics liquid
drop experiment. I want to discuss very briefly the TV-101
experiment, which Ed I think you have set up. It's the
floating zone experiment. And then finally a couple of real
quick words on human dynanics , so when your ready I'll start
in .

CDR Ok»y, go aheAd .

Mcc Okay, start with the liquid drop experiment

.

It as I say has worked out very well. Bill, if you're the man
on the « on that demo. The next time we'd like a few more
things from it as you choose it from your shopping Hat,
When you set it up we wonder if it would be possible to
put a scale in the television picture gone place so we can
get better dimensions from the TV picture. This nay be a
little much, but if you think it's possible to also put a
mirror mounted over at 90 degrees and canted at 45 degrees.
So we can get a side on view get - get that depth dimension
as we watch the deformation of the droplet it would be help-
ful. We'll leave that up to you as to whether it's possible
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or not. The - we're interested flret In -in seeing juet
•ore elaple vlbretlone of - of fluid glob either on a
tether or floating rhree - free. It seams that it doesn't
really matter It it'e on the tether or not If it's easier
to do that way. We like to watch It be disturbed and and
then 8111 if you could Just let it completely damp out
It'e oscillations before you disturb It again It would
be helpful to ua In measurelng the decay t lae , We're
interested both in the frequency of oscillation and the decay
time. You'd be interested to know that that is applicable
to all sorts of astrophysics calculations right down to
nuclearphyslcs calculations. Do that experiment with several
slae fluid globs If you could. You might also consider
injectlnR a saall air bubble with a syringe Into the fluid
glob. I'll unkey now and ask If you have any questions,

,

PLT Okay, one of them does have an air bubble
1 d have to look at It and show you. And 1 understand the -
got some comments and feedback and points from Dick Truly. 1
think I know what you want, and I'll try tc give it to you.

MCC Okay, Bill also in you science demo kit
Is a small ring of aluminum tublns that has a stem on the
end of It and holes drilled Into the Inside circumference
of It. So that when you blow into the stem it makes a
turblnlng effect at the center of thac tubing and we think
you can spin up your drop to a fairly highly rate of speed
Just by putting the tubing around then blowing Into it.
And we think they may - they'll certainly flatten out. They
may fission like a nucleus, or th*>y may go doughnut shape
on you. It would be very interesting to see that. Also
we'd like to see some more collations of drops. If you
could you can put then both on tethers and then blow one
into another perhaps. We'd like a large drop on a large
drop, a saall drop on a large drop. And then you can let
your imagination wander and maybe put soap in one, or an
air bubble in one, or even get out some of that immiscible
liquid vhich Is probably stowed back In your science demo
kit and do a water drop on immiscible liquid drop. Over.

PLT Roger understand. And the free drop
Is extremely difficult to work with, but 1*11 try harder.

MCC Okay, Bill. Erf comment on the TV-101
experiment the floating zone. John Carruthera is here
from Bell Lab and of course is quite Interested in that.
And he thinks you're pretty well squared away on - -

END OF TAPE
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. .

MCC — - a TV 101 experlmnt the floating sone ,Jonn Carruthers Is hero fro» Ball Laba and of course U quite
interaated In that and he think* you're pratty veil equated
away on what's to be done In general. We'ra particularly
Interested that you give us as good a background against which
TV's going to focua that wacchea that and we think you can
cell a lot about that background by Just looking into you
monitor , over

.

SPT Yeah, I've got that set up, Joe, we've
got a white background and I plan to use different colored flu
ao I think we'll be able to get some good visual quality out
of that.

Mcc Terlfic Ed, sounds good. Those things
are Just coning out - can hardly describe how clear they are
to you and anormous amount of interest in them. One last
comment on the human dynamics experiment which you might give
some thought to taken from your shopping list and Juat a
reminder, there's the experiment whero the two guys can
shove off simultaneously from opposite sides of the workshop
and meet in the center with zero impact parameter or with not
lero impact parameter if you want to demonstrate angular
momentum , over

.

SPT Yeah, that's a good fun thing to do Joe,
and I guess we'll Just have to start trying to do it a little
bi t more .

^
CC Wei l that's way down on the list, that's

Just for fun. We're about to run out of time here, if you
have any comments or questions and Bill Snoddy'a sitting
here in case you have some comet comment. You got 10 seconds.

SPT The only comment I would make Joe is that
we really not got into the science demonstrations as deeply
as I would have liked to up to now and I think we'll try to
catchup a little bit over the next few weeks.

MCC Veil they're good fun and we enjoying
watching them.

cc See you at Tananarive in 14 minutes.
S?T Okay, Dick.
Mcc Nice talking to you troupe.
?I-T Take it easy, Joe.
CDR So long, Joe.
PA0 Skylab Control at 20 hours 20 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab Station is now over northwest
Africa, about 13 ninutes before we acquire Tananarive. At
Tananrive we're not certain that we're going to get much
commentary there we have about 2-1/2 minutes of a pass but
it's a very low elevation pass and the station may not be able
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to acquire. During this last pass over Canary Island Bill
Lenoir concluding the conference on visual observation* and
then Joe Allnn one of the men dlscuasing the science deaonst rat lone
prepared by the crev. Phil Shaffer the offgolng Plight
Director indicates he'll be available for a ci.ange~of ~ ehift
briefing at 4:15 central daylight time in the building 1

briefing rooa, that's a little less than an hour from now.
Offgoing Flight Director Phil Shaffer in the building 1

briefing rooa for the change-of-ahif t today. Extensive
discussions of science during the past hour and that concludes
the science discussions for the day. We we did have Bill Snoddy
the Kohoutek Project Scientist here in case the crew wanted
to discuss the coaet which is continued - continues to fade but
it is a target of observation today for the crew as they use tho
S201 camera to photograph it. A little less than 12 minutes
to acquisition at Tananarive, this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This U Skylab Control at 20 hour*
32 minutes . Skylab coning up now on Tananarive, that an we
mentioned will be a low elevation pass and coamunicat ion la

likely to be rather marginal through Tananarive. The last
Tananarive pas* of the day. On the succeeding passes over
Canary Island and Ascension and prior to that over the
continenal United States, the crew was involved in discussing
the scientific accomplishments of the mission. The next major
activity on the Flight Plan Is an Earth resources pass which
begins over Malaysia and ends over Japan and that will be the
last item that the crew completes, this day. We have about
20 seconds to acquisition of signal, we'll stand by for the
call to the crew.

CC Skylab, Houston we're at Tananarive, this
is a short paas for a couple of ninutes. Honeysuckle coces
up at 2 0 1 5 A and I had a couple of notes for - with regard
to a question that Ed Gibson asked that Joe Ksrwin asked ne to
paas on from his med conference with you guys a few minutes
ago

.

SPT Okay, Dick very good go ahead.
CC Okay, real quick, Ed, you asked the question

that you thought we might have seen a correlation between the
water and salt intake on the day previous to the 92 runs,
Joe said that he's going to make sure that they take a look at
that and the 92 people will get you an answer back. He did
say that their Initial feeling on the data that they had
was that the correlation, that a better correlation was in the
way that the legs as the days go on have been handling the
blood flow due to their indication of circumference during the
LNBPO run. And so they're going to take a look at that and get
back to you on it. Also one other item, on - this really is

for the CDR and PLT on tomorrow's limb volume measurements
that you haven't seen yet because you haven't seen the Flight
Plan but they're on there. We've added an extra 15 minutes to
that thing so that ac least on a one time only basis, you can
get both laft and right arcs and legs. Ve're not sure at this
moment whether or not that's going to be a permanent change
from here on in, since we - the other day asked you to scratch
out that right column, but at any rate in the morning we would
like to ge t that .

SPT Okay, Dick.
CC Okay, we're about 15 seconds from LOS, so

I'll call y'all at Honeysuckle.
PLT I got a question you can work on.
CC Okay.
PLT I did a T002-2 to bitween Aldebaran and I

thought in the far limb of the Moon - in fact, there was a planet
Venus I can't go far enough to pick up Aldebaran. Would you get me
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another star to use for TOD 2-2?
CC Sure will .

PLT Yeah, I meant Saturn. I vat only off
a few thouaand light years, Dick.

CC Okay.
PAO That completes that relatively short low

elevation peas through Tananarive and we'll pick up Skylab
igaln in about 18 minutes. Abovit the only things discussed
during that pass was a follow up on a question thai Ed Gibson
had asked of Dr. Joe Kerwin during the medical conference
asking them to check Into the possibility of some correlation
between water and salt intake. Bill Pogue also advised that
he would need another star for the T002 exper - T020 experiment
rather or T002, we'll get it correct here in a moment. He said
that he was unable to locate Venus In the field of view and
suggested the ground come up with another star. The T002 is the
navigation siting experiment which has as it purpose to investigate
the effects of the space flight environment including the
long duration mission time on the ability of crewmen to take
manual space navigation measurements. Skylab Control at
20 hours, 38 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control At 20 hours 54
minutes Greenwich aaaa time. Thia !• a - a period off for
two of the three Skylab crewmen. Coaaander Jerry Cavr and
Science Pilot Ed Gibson have toae off duty time for the
next couple of hours and for Pilot Bill Pogue the period
has been set aside for physical exercise. Ve have about 2

or 3 seconds before we acquire through Honeysuckle Creek,
we'll stand by for the call.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Honeysuckle
for 8 ralntes .

CC PLT , Houston. I have an answer for you
on the T002 - 2

.

PLT Go Dick.
CC Roger Bill, It looks In like any case it

going to be pretty difficult because the Moon is so close
to slipping out of the field of view also. But looks like
star 16 Procyon would be a lot better choice if any will
work at all.

PLT Yes sir, it's all worked out, thank you.
CC Skylab, "

n i ii"' got about 3-1/2
minutes left here at Honeysuck le. I We' re going to be turning
over to the crimson team aftef^fliTs Fass, snd you guys have
been awarded a prestigious award, and if you - if you can
listen here -tffr a second I'd like to advise you of it.

f.PT Go ahead Dick.
CC Okay, first of all I'd like to say that

the reason you have been awarded this is because this last
set of execute shifts that the purple Rang has worked with
you every day has gone so great, we're going to be off for
a couple of days. It reads as follows, the fraternal order
of one arms paper hangers in recognition of your efforts
on SL IV, and particularly of the last weak, have elected
you collectively one arm paper hangers of the year and the -

I like to describe the award to you. It's a large picture
of a guy who's hanging paper on the side of the MDA , one
foot is working the ATM, he's doing a couple of corollaries
with the other foot, and he's saying to himself, "Let's see
do I give up sleeping ;nd eating to get this atuff done or
do I tell the purple flight to shove it? Mb purple flight
is pretty big, I wonder if I can out run hia? Oh well I'm
tired of the high density food anyway and these sleep
restraints sure ain't feather beds, so I guesa I'll go ahe*d
and work," And it'll be setting on your desk when you get
home

.

PLT Thanks a lot Dick, we'll look forward
to * to using it

.

SPT We're all deeply moved Dick.
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CC Rog, it really has been a good 7 days
though and we'll sea you when we get back.

PLT Thank you Dick.
SPT Thanks for all your help, so long.

Have a good time oX£r
CC Skylab , Houston; we're a minute Co LOS,

Hawaii cones up at 21:15.
PAO This is Skylab Control. That completes

the pass through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia and it also
completes the day's activity for the purple team headed by
Flight Director Phil Shaffer. And as you heard as that
team went off duty for a couple of days off, they awarded
the Skylab crew the one arm paper hangers award. We'll be
acquiring Skylab through Hawaii in about 10-1/2 minutes.
And we have a change-of-shi f t briefing scheduled at 4:15
in the JSC news center briefing room with off going Flight
Director Phil Shaffer. This is Skylab Control at 21 hours
5 minutes .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Flight Director
Phil Shaffer has left the control center en route to Building
1 for the change-of -shif c press briefing and we anticipate that
that briefing will begin quite close to the scheduled time
of 4:15. Again that will be in the JSC News Center briefing
room at about 4:15, the change-of rshi ft briefing with
Plight Director Phil Shaffer. And we're about 5-1/2 minutes
from regaining contact with Skylab through Hawaii following
that we'll have the stateside pass with Goldstone, Texas and
Bermuda and we'll be recording those passes for playback
following the change-o f -shi f t briefing. This is Skylab Control
21 hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 21 hours '

48 minutes Greenwich mean time. During the change-of -shi f

t

press briefing we accumulated about 5 minutes of conversation
with the crew through Goldstone and Texas. We just has loss
of signal through Bermuda, and we're about 5 - 5-1/2 ninutes
away from regaining contact through the Ascension Island
tracking station. We'll take this opportunity to replay
the recorded conversations that we've accumulated.

CC
Hawaii. We have you for 9 minutes.

Good afternoon Skylab, we're AOS through

PLT
CC
PLT
CC

were having some
say what kind.

PLT
PLT

Hi Crip
Hidy. You guys enjoying your day
Yeah, taking it easy.
Very good. The troop was telling me

kind of an orgy up there, didn't - didn

f f ?

It wasn't too specific.
It's a beautiful pass across the States

from oh upper Baja up to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. We
were really burning up the film.

cc R°g, I was listening to that pass also.
It - it sounded - sounded pretty neat lots of snow cover.

SPT Hello.
CC Pretty good sir, and yourself.
SPT ver y good

.

CC Heard you were taking advantage - taking
advantages of all those ATM passes.

SPT That '

f you
and/or surge

right . I was wondering
could ask the solar folks if any reports of the -

activity somewhere around the -

CC Okay, and we'll check that. And you've
got a case of the low voices again today,

SPT That's because I'm u9ing a head set
as opposed to a better raike . I'll go ahead and get the
other .

No, you're coming in perfect in perfect
right now,

SPT Yeah, I have to hold it right next

CC Oh, okay, understand.
CC It's - it's no big deal it's Just that

your down kind of faint.
CC Skylab, Houston we're about 30 seconds

from LOS, and we'll see you again at Goldstone at 21:2?
that's in about 3 minutes. And Ed to answer question,
we've about an hour ago picked up a small active prominence
in the area that you indicated.
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SPT Okay, thank you Crip. I've been watching
it. lnitionally it looked like a surge and (static)

oc Hold it - over the hill.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Goldstone.

We have you for 6 minutes. And Ed your description of the
prominence kind of got lost in the mud as we went over the
hill.

, ,

CDR He'll be with you Crip, it looks like
he s got something cooking right now.

CC Okay, no sweat. Thank you Jer

.

SPT Hello Crip

.

CC Hello Ed, if your still busy no sweat.
But you started to talk about the activity associated with
that prominence and we never did get it.

SPT Okay, when I first looked at it earlier
today it was relative small and looked like a surge, and I
think the air-to-ground discussion Indicated that. When I
came back to it it looked more like a prominence than a surge
and was not extending too high. I started working the region
little further north of that which centered the XUV monitor
brighting on the limb. And also It gave me an oxygen VI
count of around 100 or so when I put it off the limb. Thensaw that this was really changing form, and It went out ofthe view of 55. So I have since rolled and now are givineconsecutive MIRROR AUTO RASTERS to this region which coversthe active prominence and it also covers the region which hadthe relative intense brightening. I keep seeing some smallchanges occurlng in the prominence and the region around
H-alpha so perhaps we're getting some good type information
out 55 .

CC 0kfl y very good. And NOAA does concur with
your - that was not surging, but activity associated with theprominence

.

SPT Thank you.
cc

t

Skylab, Houcton, we're 1 minute from

21-37
11 806 y ° U agaln ln 5 fflInute8 through Bermuda at

SPT (Garble) Houston
CC Bye-b ye Ed

.

PA0 That brings us up to date with the
tape replay and we're away from acquisition through
Ascension. During the stateside pass also prior to
that through Hawaii CAP COMM. Bob Crippen and the crew
went over some of the things that have happen earlier todayAnd one of the highlights of that conversation was BillPogue's description of a beautiful pass that they had had
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across the United States. During which he had said he had.
been really burning up the film, getting a lot of pictures.
The pass began over upper Baja, California, and continued
on through the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Also Ed Gibson gave
some additional descriptions of increasing activity he's
observing on the Sun. Reporting what looked like a surge
or a prominence - -

CC (Garble) we're AOS Ascension for 10 minutes
and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump. Sorry, I

didn't give you any previous warning regarding that med
conference. CAP COMM was caught asleep,

CDR Little over sleeping there.
CC Rog, rog. It takes ne awhile to get

organized here .

CC About midnight I get organized.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skyl*b, Houtton for CDR and PLT, for the
upcoming EREP pass, I have several changes and notes that I'm
going - we're going to have to mulct to the pads. We've got
a couple of hours before those, they're really going to be
applicable and whenever it's convenient to you guys, we can
do it and it's going to involve the C&D, the VTS and also
1 minor comment to the CDR's details.

CDR Okay, Dick I'm ready to copy now.
CC Okeydoke. Do you - do you have your

VTS pad handy

.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Okay, one item we would like you to

add in the post remarks is before removal of the S190 mags,
we'd like you to voice record the frame counters.

CDR Okay, got it

.

CC Okay dlso Jer if you have your details
handy because we've moved up the start of the maneuver a little
bit, we've called out on your details at 00:11 for EREP maneuver
which is 5 minutes before the maneuver starts - is the time we
normally give you - We actually should be 00:06 now to
give you plenty of time on the panel.

CDR Okay, I change 11 to 06.
cc Okay, that's affirm and let's see 1 guess

the one item I'd like to call to your attention and I guess -
Is Bill handy there where he's listening also this is Just
a note of interest rather than anything you have to note down.

CDR Yeah, he's listening.
cc Okay. We have a note in the - at the beginn

of this C&D about leaving the tape recorder power off until
01:58 and the intent there is Just to save the tape that would
normally be used during prep in the tape recorder check-
out, and the S190 film advance, and also to save some tape
in the first S190 photo sequence over the Sumatra in
Malaysia, With the tape recorder power off when you hit the
EREP system switch to start it will net turn on the tape recordc
naturally. So that was just the way ve were going to do it
and it was a little bit different than we had in the past and
I Just wanted to call it to your attention.

PLT Veah, I caught that Crip but I appreciate
the comment

.

CC Okay, also we normally have you turning
on BUS power early to get things a little bit warmed up in
advance and we've been noting those in places like your details,
that's not required today so you will normally get your BUS
on by your CAD, correction your cut cards.

P^T Roger.
CC Okeydoke.
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CC And 1 've got a list of numb ~ ts changes
I need to make to your C&D pad If you have It handy Bill.

PLT Give me a few seconds her.:.

PLT Okay , I'm ready to copy .

CC Okeydoke . At 01 :50 : 50 , we have an S 19 0

ready out and we need to change that to frame 33. F^-33.
PLT From FR-17 to FR-33?
CC That ' a correct .

PLT Okay, I've got that.
CC Okay, now down below at. 02:02:40 we have

another S190 READY out that we want to delete.
PLT . Okay.
CC At the next line there where it says

ETC STANDBY of course, that still occurs at 02:40 so you
can just make a note of that.

PLT Okay, I've got that out in the left column.
CC Okeydoke. At the next line the S190 mode

STANDBY we want to delete that. And also the frame 09

and the SS slow.
PLT Roger.
CC Okay, and where we have that 03:53 right

below that S190 mode auto, we want to change that to S190 SS
Slow.

PLT You vion't want to go to MODE AUTO.
CC Nc we want to delete the change to MODE AUTO

i:o an SS slow,
PLT Roger.
CC Okay and that's the total list of changes we

have to that, I did have one for Edward where he has an ETC stow
we want to go ahead and leave that in to help us out tomorrow.
And we'll want to change it to an ETC load and if he's not
available I'll get that to him a little bit later. That's
in his Flight Plan.

PLT Okay, Crip go ahead he's listening.
CC Okay, Ed if you'll note right after ETC

ops about zero, a little after 02:00 ETC stow, we'll want to
change that to an ETC load.

PLT Is that a cassetta for him?
CC Rog , they want him to load 1R03 from

FS26 into the spare mag. And we want to put BW-03 Into drawer
27, K27. We're about 20 seconds from LOS, next station contact
Is going to be at Carnarvon at 22:27, 22:27 and that's about
23 minutes away.

PLT Roger.
CC Okay, if you do any voice recording you're

going to get a blinking light. We had to redesignate and
we're using recorder 1.

PLT Roger.

END OP TAPE
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pA0 This is Skylab Control. We've had loss

of signal now through Ascension, the next station to acquire

in 21 minutes will be Carnarvon, Australia. And during the

change-of-»hi£t briefing and the passes that occurred during

that'briefing, one fact slipped by us, and that was the daily

crew medical conference occurred over Bermuda and we have the

report from Flight Surgeon Dr. Jerry Hordinsky on the crew health

as of today, mission day 56. The reports reads as follows,

"Excellent health continues. The crews appetite remains
^

good and the surplus food they have found is just what they

needed for those days where their nominal menu has been

leaving them hungry." That concludes the Mission Surgeon s

daily report prepared by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky for mission

day 56. The major activity remaining on the Flight Plan

for the crew today on this their day off is an Earth resources

pass, it begins at 8:39 p.m. central daylight time or 1:39

Greenwich mean time over the western part of Malasia, and

concludes west of Japan after crossing over the South China

Sea, Taiwan, Kobe, Kyoto, and Nigata, Japan ending in

the North Pacific Ocean just beyond Ja - the Japanese Islands.

This is Skylab Control at 22 hours 7 minutes Greenwich

mean time, 19 minutes 50 seconds from reacquiring at

Ca rnar von

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control. Skylab now
approaching the southwestern corner of Australia and we'll
be acquiring signal there in about a minute. The crew at

this time 19 involved in a variety of activities, it's

still off duty time for Commander Jerry Carr . For Science Pilot
Ed Gibson, he should be at the ATM console, that activity
is scheduled in the Flight Plan for him. And for Pilot Bill Pogu

he should be involved in either his physical training,
completing that and beginning some housekeeping activities.
All three crtwmen are scheduled for an evening meal. And
the menu for each of them has as the main course for tonight
filet for Jerry Carr, pork loin for Ed Gibson and a pork loin
for Bill Pogue and all the trimmings in every case. And
we're about to acquire signal. Let's listen for the call from
CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Carnarvon,
have you for 9-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello Crip as you were going over the

hill, I copied you wanted me to take IR03 load that into the
spare mag and going to get It from F26, what did you want me
to do with the film which is in the spare mag right now?

CC Rog, Ed, we'd like for you to put Bravo
Whiskey 03 into F27.

SPT Will do, thank you.
CC Thank you Ed. And I don't believe I've

notified you guys In case you didn't hear the woodpecker your
Flight Plans are on board.

CDR Thank you Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS,

we'll see you again in 6 minutes over Guam and thet's at

21 - correction 22:42.
SPT Okay, Crip I wonder if you folks can get

the camera people to talk - give me a little Informjtion on
the polaroid film which we have available to us up here. Most
of it's worked real well but recently I sot ahold of soue
with some relatively low serial numbers and it's all but pretty
well fogged. Very low contrast and it's tough to use. The ones
I've been using had been a thousand - serial numbers 1010,
1020 in that range, I dug out a few which were 1005 and 1006,
and they were not too good. I'm wondering if they could give mo

the time at which various serial numbere came up here, that
would help me out.

CC Okay, and understand 1010 are okay, that's
1006 or so that are fogged.

SPT Yeah, it's about that maybe the ones
I've bean using are a little higher than 1010 maybe 1012. 13

14 - in th»re.
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CC Okay, we'll see if we can get some data
for you on that Ed

.

SPT Thank you.
FAO And that's all through Carnarvon. We'll

be regaining contact in about 4 minutes through Guam, the
first Guam pass of the evening. Ed Gibson reported that he
is having aorae problems wr.th the polaroid film that he has
been using. He said up until recently he had been using some
of the later serial numbers 1,010, 1,020 in that range and as
he got down to some of the lower numbers the 1005 and 1006
series he'd been noting that the polaroid film was pretty badly
fogged. He asked for some guidances to which serial numbers
might be the least likely to - to be fogged. With acquisiton
in 3-1/2 minutes at Guam, we'll leave the line up for that
period of time. This is Skylab Control at 22 hours 38 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Houston, SPT .

CC Ed, how Is It you always know that we're
in ground contact before I give you a call so well? We
got you for 7 minutes at Guam.

SPT I was Just wondering if they're ready
for the TV downlink.

CC ' Stand by 1 .

CC while I'm checking with that Ed, if -
if you happen ;o be looking at the active prominence that we
talked about at 2:40 during this observing time on this orbit
would recommend GRATING position on 53 of 2434 optical
reference. And we're waiting for the TV.

SPT 2434 and here comes the TV.
CC Thank you sir.
CDR Actually we have a little bird up here

who tells us - tells us he's a friend of the woodpecker's.
cc Ah so, those little birds are good at

doing things like that. I was Just thinking all my AOS,
LOS calls were really unnecessary.

CDR That's okay though, we like your voice.
cc Oh, that's the nicest thing anybody's

said to me all day

.

cc Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from
LOS, and we'll see you again in 17 minutes over the States
through Goldstone at 23:06. And for Bill, the latter part
of the States pass picking up at Ml LA is going to be set up
for hia phone call.

PLT Roger Crip.
cc Rog. and that'll be starting off on the

left antenna and switching to the right later.
PLT Thank you.
CDR And Crip, how's the weather for lasers?
CC Let me <"heck that for you.
cc And it's the same story again, she's

NO GO due to weather. So you can scrub that one.
SPT Okay, thanks.
PA0 Loss of signal now through Guam, and

this revolution we missed Hawaii, the next station to
acquire will be Goldstone, California at the start of a
U.S. pass that will begin In about 6 minutes. This is
Skylab Control at 22 hcurs 50 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OP TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
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LOS, we'll speak to you again in about a minute and a half over

Texas and shortly thereafter we'll be set up for Bill's phone

call and say again the antenna ' s « left to right. And also

we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump through MILA.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS through Texas

we have you for 11 uinutes , and we'll be doing a data/voice

recorder dump. And SPT , Houston Ed at your convenience I can

cry to answer your question on the polaroid film packs.

SPT Be with you in a minute Crip.
CC Okay, no rush.
CC Skylab, Houston we've finished the

data/voice recorder dump and we've also recon f igur ea , we're -

recorder 3 is back - data/voice recorder.
SPT Thank you Crip. Say Crip there was a

suggestion made previously that I could do some of the no

EREP alternates on the ATM . The one which they suggested

is 23:56 is the building block 1A and IB, ve Just got done

doing a 1A and 1-B with those tine exposures in there for 82A

and I'm wondering if they uould want that or perhaps the

duty no EREP alternate at 22:23.
CC Try to get a quick answer for you on

that .

SPT Okay. Also Crip if time permits, I was

goins; to put in the 82B operations which are called out on

the no EREP alternate at 23:56, however just those beginning
at 6:30 time remaining.

CC Okay, copy that Ed.

CC Ed, Skylab, we're about 1 minute from

LOS, and next station contact is over Ascension in 10 minutes
and that's at 23:34. Ed, we're a little bit confused about
the amount of time you've got available to do the ATM stuff

that you recommended or you suggested there. I don't think

that you're going to have an adequate amount of time to do that

stuff on the 22:23 rev. Also that JOP 7 BB-15 for 82D

exposure was to be coordinated with some ground stuff and so

we don't need that one.
SPT Okay, Crik - Clip, then what's your

recommendation - -

END OF TAPE
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CC
one .

SPT

Ground stuff and ao wt don't

ari Okav, Craig - Crip then what's your

recommendation, just do" the first part of the of that orbit.

CC * guess ad -1 ib .

SPT Okay.
PA0 This is Skylab Control, we're out of

range now of the Bermuda tracking station. About 7-1/2 minutes

away from regaining contact through Ascension, and t his

apain will be a low elevation pass through Ascension Ue

could have marginal communications at that site. Ed Gibson

attempting to get additional tine on the ATM console

squeezing even possible moment out of tne time line to

observe the Sun. And it appears that an additional pass

that he was trying to work in prior to the Earth resources

pass tonight will not be possible, or at least not in mil

duration. It just doesn't appear that there is going to

be time for him to conduct the ATM operations and also for

the crew to get the things they need done in order to be

maneuvering into the EREP attitude. That Earth resource,

pass this evening begins at 1:39 Greenwich mean tine
°f

8:30 central daylight time over the western part of Malaysia.

Astronaut - astronauts, Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill

Pogue will point the Skvlab cameras and sensors eartnward

Tonight's pass crosses the tip of Malaysia near Singapore

out into the South China Sea, over Taiwan and over Kobe,

v tl>, and Nigata Japan. The pass ends in the North Pacific

Ocean. Over Malaysia the Skylab cameras will be turned on

to gather information for land use studies mapping and

geologic analysis. There's a high concentration of thermal

power plants along the Suruga Peninsula in J ap an nnd one

of the Skylab task is to measure the temperature distilbution

of the water in this area. The crew will also be measur ng

affluent patterns of the water in the same area. In addition

the astronauts will also collect data for environmental

studies in Japan. And finally they will study ice movement

Into the ocean around Japan. The pass as we said be **^
at 8-39 p.m. and ends 30 minutes later at 9:09 p.m. central

davltght time. Jerry Carr will man the view finder

tracking system. Bill Pogue will be at the control and

display console and Edward Gibson will be handling the

Earth terrain camera. And we're now 5 minutes away from

regaining the contact through Ascension. This is S*yiat>

Control at 23 hours 29 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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opportunity to take a picture of that tropical storm which
is of quite a bit of interest because it is occurring so
late in the season. The opportunity to photograph the storm
occurs at zero hours 19 minute, 37 seconds Greenwich nean
time which will be about 9 minutes after the crew initiates
the attitude maneuver for the Earth resources pass. The
storm is located due east of the Philippines, the coordinates
again are 1 - or 11.4 degrees north - 11.4 degrees north
and 130.6 degrees east which is just about due east of
Leyte. The crew will be using the Hasselblad camera with a
100-ni 1 1 ine te r lens for that photography. Next station to
pick up contact with Skylab will be Carnarvon, that's 22-1/2
irinutes from now. This is Skylab Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. We're now on
day 57, zero hours 3 minutes Greenwich mean time. And Skylab
is coming up on Carnarvon, Australia for the last pass over
that Australian tracking station for the evening. Space station
now on revolution 3485 and the last remaining activity on the
Flight Plan for today is the Earth resources pass which begins
at 01:39 Greenwich mean time or 8:39 central, lasts for
30 minutes and that will be on track 49 which begins over
Malaysia and crosses over the Japanese Island ending in the
North Pacific off Japan.

CC - - go ahead .

PAO And we're getting a bit of early
communications from the crew so we'll stand by for the call.

CC And I'm here, we're AOS Carnarvon we'll
have you for abcut 10 minutes.

SPT Hello, Crip. Say, no wonder I didn't think
I had enough time to do much on this orbit. I didn't realize
that Jerry had the maneuver going on, I was looking at my own
section of the summary Flight Plan.

CC Okay, you had us scratching our heads
here about that for a little while.

SPT There's no way I was going to fit 55 minutes
worth of data into 15 minutes.

CC I know you're good, Ed, but I didn't
think you were quite that good. Have you got time to reach over
panel 206 and turn the REG ADJUST pot 1 and 2 25 degrees clockwise?

SPT Sure will Crip.
CC Okay and a little bit of information we'll

probably be leaving them there for the entire evening so you
won't have to be changing them back after the pass.

CDR Key, Crip, let's postpone the evening status
report until after the EREP, I'll give it to you then.

CC Okay, will do Jer.
SPT Crip, you said clockwise. Is that affirm?
CC That's affirmative.
SPT Thank you.
CC And CDR, at your convenience and I guess we'll

have plenty of time after the maneuver gets started here but
I can give you a brief rundown on what the weather is anticipated
for the pass but you'll probably be able to look out the window
over there pretty soon and see its pretty good.

CC SPT, Houston. Ed if you get a chance we
would like about 5 more degrees on that REG 1 pot.

CDR How's that grab you Crip.
CC We'll take a look at it. Skylab, Houston

that adjustment looks good.
CDR Roger.
sp T Hello, Crip would you like a frame count?
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CC We'd 1 ove one .

SPT 12029, 3983, 147, 339, 4198, 3939.
CC Thank you very much Ed.
SPT You 1 re welcome . .

CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from
LOS, next station contact is over Guam in 4 minutes at
00 : 17 .

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC And for PLT on the powering down there,

we're not sure the duct fan configuration per the checklist
r i gh t now . I f you have a chance, would you recheck it

.

PAO This is Skylab Control, Skylab going
out of range of the Carnarvon tracking station with usual
burst of noise. And we'll be picking up communication again
in a little less than 3 minutes through Guam. We'll leave the
line up for the Guam acquisition. And the crew over Carnarvon
begin the maneuver to the Z-local vertical attitude, the
proper attitude for the Earth resources pass coming up on
the next revolution. Ar.d shortly after completing that
naneuver, they're scheduled to take some handheld photographs
of the tropical cyclone located near the Philippines east
of Leyte and they'll be using the Hasselblad with a 100-
nilliraeter lens. And shooting the picture out one of the STS
windows in the multiple docking adapter. The tropical cyclone,
Wanda has peak winds of 60 to 70 knots and is located at 11.4
degrees north, 130.6 degrees east. Should be picking up Skylab
again in about 1 minute 30 seconds through the tracking station
at Guan Island,

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston; AOS through Guam for

10 minutes .
,

CDr Roger Crip, S190 looks like a good window

rather than Si and we don't have it in site yet.

CC Okay.
PLj Crip, you were saying something about

the fan configuration not being quite right. I've rechecked

it a couple of tines, could you be more specific?

C C Okay, on the duct fans in step 1, we

were showing all of DUCT 2 FANS OFF and DUCT 3 FANS all ON.

I guess that power down is supposed to turn then all - all

OFF in DUCT 3 and 3 and 4 OFF in DUCT 2.

PLT Okay, that's what I thought I did, I

will go down and check.
CC And Skylab, Houston. We need the DAS

to handle the CMG heaters for a little minute.

SPT You have it Crip.

CDR The best I can tell through the clouds

Crip, we're passing the south end of Mindanao right now.

CC That's about right.

CDR Okay, it's starting to get pretty cloudy,

we may get something good here after all.

CC Okay, you should be coming right up on

i t .

CC And our little minute is over, and the DAS

belongs to you guys again.
SPT Thank you Crip.
SPT There's a cyclone - cyclonic pattern to it

but it doesn't look as though it's really had a char.ci' to

form up too well, I don't see any eye and right now wf ' re

looking for feeder band and really can't see any extensive

ones .

CC Rog, so it's Just a - a general all

cloudy type formation is about all you're seeing?

CDR No, there is some cyclonic shape to it,

and there is one faint feeder band that comes in from around

the Leyte area. But it Just hadn't had a chance to

develop, probably in another day or so it night wind up

t i ghter.
CC Okay, well this one has just recently

started to wind up, so what you're saying is probably

consistent with that.
SPT Yeah, there's no - there's no real eye

In the center of it Crip, there's a over shooting cloud tops.

PLT There's also a sort of general spiral-

in path of very heavy thunder storm activity, Just sort of

dispersed along a path that spirals into the center. It's the
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closest in arm, if that makes any sense.
CC Okay .

SPT It's so closely filled in there in the

center Crip, that it's kind o 1 hard to see the details.

It's - the center though it still has an awful lot of over

shooting cloud tops and it's very flat, and it could be a

circular exhaust cloud but I really can't ssy that tor sure

unless we can see arour.d the sides of it, we can only see

the top view of it.

CDR There are some clouds to the north of

it about a hundred miles that are beginning to take up sort

of a arcuared (sic) form, there it's beginning to get curved,
it looks like it probably winding up into something.

CC Okay, really appreciate that good
description, I'm being informed tha". we have not had an

opportunity to get satellite photography of it yet, so that's

the first real good orbit observations we've had.

CDR Roger, I'll bet the satellite can give
you a much better picture of it than we can, we're just too cl<

to it.

CC Hog, but that was a pretty good run down
you guys gave us, eight turn out to be weather men.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minutes fron
LOS, next station contact is over Goldstone in 16-1/2 minutes
at 00 :4 3.

SPT Roger Crip.
PAO All three Skylab crewmen gave us descrip-

tions of tropical cyclone Wanda east of the Philippines as

they photographed it with the 7 0- millimeter Hasselbiad camera
equiped with a 100- mi 1 1 i me t e r lens. The general consensues
of opinion seen to that the storsr was cyclonic in nature but
they did not see an eye and it was not particular well fcraed.
That was a handheld photo target of opportunity passed up

to the crew the previous revolution. The storr, is of interest
because it has formed up in an unusual time of year. And as

ve said peak winds reaching up around 60 to 70 knots. The

Skylab space station now has completed the maneuver into the

Z local vertical attitude for the Earth resources pass coning
up on the next revolution. And we're 1'. minutes away fron
regaining contact through Goldstone, California. This is

Skylab Control at zero hours 29 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 41 minutes 54 seconds

Greenwich mean time. Space station is coming into range

of tracking station to Goldstone. We'll hold the line up

for this stateside pass which will end through MILA in

about 5 m inut es .

p A0 This is Skylab Control, we're about to

acquire at Goldstone. We have acquisition, and we'll

stand by for the call.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS across the

States and we're going to have, you here for about 10 minutes

or so. '

.

CC And Skylab, Houston, we'll need tne

DAS here for a moment to upload some momentum biases.

CDR You ' vt got it.

cc Skylab, Houston, the DAS belongs to

you guys once more. And for the SPT, Ed whenever it's

convenient I can give you a rundown on those Polaroid film

packs . ^r,

CDR Okay, he'll be about 15 -20 minutes.

CC Okay, there is no sweat. We can get it

either later today or tomorrow, whenever he likes it.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about over Texas

now and we'll be dumping the data/voice recorder.

CDR Roger Crip. And I'm a little surprised

that we don't have any DAC tonight.
CC Yoi.'re talking about on the EREPs for tl

VTS.
CDR Yeah.
CC I don't know the answer to that right

now, but I'll see if I can get one for you.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston, if you've got r. moment

I can explain to ne - explain to you why we didn't schedule

the DAC up for use on the VTS.
CDR Roger, go ahead.

cc Rog. If - we notice that we are using

191 this pass. And I'm being told chat the only requiromen

for the DAC on the VTS is for pointing correlation for 191.

cc They're basically saying that the DAC s

resolution is such that' it's not really very good for a

data source .

CDR Okav, then.

PLT Hey, Crip I have a slight anomaly here

the 190 Alfa people nay be- interested in.

CC Tell us about it .

PLt x r has to do with the camera number 6.
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When I down loaded 1 r yesterday I voice recorded the frame

number 6 camera was reading 9883. When I loaded it this

evening it was reading 9884. Now all otner - all the other

five cameras of course had the sane fraxse count, as

why I took them out. I thought maybe I night have made a

recording error. Then when I did the film advai.ee all the

first five cameras advanced three counts from the readings

I gave you a moment ago. But the number 6 camera advanced

five counts to 9889. It is moving film, I took it off and

checked it. But I just thought you wanted to know about

it because the count is not going - perhaps not going to

check out

.

CC Okay.
CC And Bill, I arc being informed that we

are aware of that. There is a problem with the magnetic

film advance on that particular station. And we're looking

at a little procedure that might help us check that out."

PLT Roger.
CC And we're about 40 seconds frore LOS.

Sext station contact is Vanguard, and that's about 10 minutes

way at 01 : 09 .

PAO Loss of signal now through MILA. The next

station to acquire Skylab will be Vanguard. We just barely

clipped the edge of the Vanguard circle of coverage for

a relatively brief and low elevation pass here. And that

vill be the last station that we acquire until Skylab comes

back around to Goldstone at thv end of this revolution.
There will be no station coverage for the Earth resources

pass that begins at 1:39 Greenwich mean time and continues
jn through until 2:09 GMT, a period of 30 minutes beginning over

talaysia and ending northwest of Japan. At 1 hour zero

iinut.es Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control,

"•MP OP TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 1 hour

8 ninutes Greenwich mean time. We're 1 minute away from

acquiring Skylab through the tracking ship Vanguard off the

coast of South America. And this will be our last station

coverage before the Earth resources pass which begins in about

32 minutes. The next station after Vanguard to acquire will

be Goldstone, California following the Earth resources pass.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS through the

Vanguard for 7 minutes.
CDR Roger, Crip. Hey Bob will you pass a

nessage to the purple gang for us?
CC Be happy to.

CDR Roger, tell then that, you heard their

little presentation this afternoon didr.'t you?

CC Yes sir.
CDR Yes, well will you tell then -

CC It moved us also.
CDR Just tell them we were so moved by the

little piesentation that we were speechless for a moment but

they really didn't give us time to reciprocate in kind at all

but I want to now and I wonder if you would pass the word to

their.. Just tell them that on day 61, we're going to take

red dye markers and on day 67 wv re going to have blue and since

red and blue make purple we're going to dedicate then to

purple

.

CC That's beautiful. It so happens I get

to work with the leader of the purple gang tomorrow and I

will - it'll take a great deal of pleasure in passing that on,

CDR Well we figure that's the least we do

for those guys, they've really been great.
CC ^ey really have. You guys put up with

them on execute for wnat 5 days there 1 thought you guys did

good

.

CDR
a red one to

CC

' 11 dedicnt

o

yo u

eaters

You guys do a good job and

Okay and we need tho DAS

tell you we're deeply moved

No comment
for the CMC
Jer said t

comment you were deeply moved
' t going
r< going

to get the
PLT

ti y your commen t .

CC That was
by yes. I was sitting here lamenting that we

to get to share ;his E REP pass with you guys, yeu'r.

to have to do it all by your lonesome and we can't
PLT We Just realised that.
CC Skylab, KouAUon we're 1 minuU-

next station contact is an hour and mintuca away
(ioldstone at 02:20 , 02 :20 we'll be doing a data/voi
dump there and happy ERKP.
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CDR Roger, thanks Crip and I guess looks like
we'll be flying right over Houston we'll be looking for you.

CC Well, actually you came pretty close
the last pass, this one coming down is going to bring you
looks like over Baja.

CDR Oh yeah, that's right.
PA0 We've lost contact now over the tracking

ship Vanguard. And we're 1 hour 2 minutes away from regaining
contact through Goldstone, California. Today's Earth
resources pass which begins at 1:39 Greenwich mean tin.e

or about 22 minutes from now will be accomplished on ground
track 49 across the areas of West Malaysia and Japan and
surrounding waters. Mul t i 8pe c t r a 1 and metric photography
data will be gathered over West Malaysia, this will be applied
to geologic and hy d r o lo g i ca 1 study. The same type of photography
plus mul t ispe c t ra 1 scanner data acquired over Japan will
be used to study such effects of hucian activities on the
natural env i r rornne n t as the discharge of heated water from
thermal power plants into the inland seas on tiu 1 1 i s pe c t. ral
photography and microwave radiometer data will be collected
on cloud system over Japan. This data will be analyzed in
comparison with conventional information for the purpose
of improving weather forecast. Photography and mul t i spo c t r a 1

scanner data acquired over the Pacific Ocean Just northeast
of the Island of Honshu, Japan will be analyzed for water
color and thermal variations related to the interface of
the Oyashio and Kuroshio currents. Such information will
contribute to understanding the seasonal dynanics of these
two water masses. And also to the improve me nt of forecasting
finning locations. At 1 hour 19 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this ia Skylab Control.

KM) OF TAPE
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cc This Is Skylab Control at 2 hours 19

minutes Greenwich mean time. We're waiting on Skylab to

cone wiLhin range of the Goldstone tracking antenna. This

will be our first contact with the space station in a little

over an hour. And we'd expect to get a report from the

crew on 'he Earth resources pass that they conducted this

revolution as they passed over Malaysia and Japan. One note,

the weather for that Earth resources pass appeared to be

reasonably good. The cloud cover was predicted to be 40

to 70 percent for most of the track and over Japan it was

mostly clear according to our weather reports. And a number

of the targets on the track were weather related targets.

CAP COMM Crippen will be putting in the call to the crew

momentarily, and ue'll st.ind by for that.

cc Skylab, Houston' we're AOS Goldstone, we

have you for 12 minutes, we'll be doing the data/voice

recorder dump here.
C np, Roger Crip, we started back into i>i

about 2 minutes late, we got busy looking u the ground and

let the time go. And the - the ability to tell the conf uenc

up there - we had two things working against us, number i

was a lot of clouds and number 2 was that apparentely you

lust can't see changes in blue, that is from lighter blue

to darker blue. Ed could see the - the line of demarcation

from where he was in the wardroom looking out that window,

but I couldn't see It in the VT5 .
I did however, see

chlorophyll blooming, plankton blooming along the coast of

Japan. So it's apparent that you can see the green to b:ue

contrast but not the light blue to dark blue.

cc Okay, that's a good description, thank

you J e r

.

CDR By the way Crip, we had 2 CMG sats

duriny the Z-LV was after we took the fine maneuver out at

01:31 and they both occured early once we got settled out

over - well we were Just about abeam of Tiawan when things

settled out real well, and we had no more sata.

cc Okay, appreciate that in f o r ma t I or, ,
thank

y ° U
*

cc Skylab, Houston. At the time w« *r<'

showing both caution and warning systems turned off. that

90 Alfa you went earlier would have powered down number l,

but it should not have gotten number 1. Can you tell us

what the status of that is, do we have telemetry problem.

PLT 1 and 2 or back on, Crip.

CC Okeydoke.
PLT t caught that in the reconfiguration.

Bill, we*r* show - atill showing both
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of them off, you might - mipht ought to check that on panel

20;'. I'm sorry, on - circuit breakers on 202.

PIT
people do. Up is on to me.

cc Rog, understand. We got them now,

thank you.
PLT Rog.

C C Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minutes from

LOS. next station contact is over the Vanguard in 12 minutes,

that's at 02:44. And if you guys could have a evening

status report for us there we'll - we'll take it and get

out of your hair for this evening.
CDR Okay Crip, Bill's Just eating now and

we're going to do a documentary on it for DP 4, so let's

hold off on that a little longer.
cc Okav . The - we have a Tananarive pass

also coming up end that's about 03:11, I can get it there,

if not there. Havail at 03:54.
CDR Roger, we'll have it at 03:11.

PA0 At. 2 hours 33 minutes Greenwich mean

time. That completes stateside pass through Goldstone and

Texas. And also on that pass we got a report from the crew

on the Earth resources pass that they had conducted over

Malaysia and Japan which by and large sounded - would

appear to have gone quite well. They did have some difficulty

tracking the interface of the Oyashio and Kurushlo Currents

and those are spelled o-y-a-s-h-i-o and K-u- r-u-s-h- i -o Current.

Jerry Carr said the problem was primarily the broken cloud

cover in that area, but he felt that Ed Gibson was able to

track some of the interface between those two currents.

He said they were also able to detect chlorophyll and plankton

blooming along the coast of Japan. And as a result of tha:

particular maneuver going from the normal solar inertial to

the Z local vertical attitude used for the ERF.P pass the

GNS officer reported that we used 20 raibs or 20 minimal

impulse bursts, 9 had been predicted but both are acceptably

low. The addition number of nibs la attributed to the fact

that as the crew reported they were a little late getting

out of the Z local verticil attitude and initiating the

solar lnertial attitude as they were engrossed in observa-

tion of the features alone, the groundtrack. And men
backing up the crew on the circuit breaker configuration

the EGI1. or electrical systems engineer here in the Control

Center noted that both mas - master caution and warning

systems has been disabled, only 1 was to have been disabled

as part of the housekeeping activity, and we called this to

the attention of Bill Pogue who quickly rectified the
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situation by getting the proper circuit, breakers back on

line. You heard Jorry Carr report that Bill Pogue was eallng
his evening meal and they'll ba taking some documentary
16-uilliraeter rrotion picture photography of Bill Pogue eatinp
We'll be acquiring next through the tracking ship Vanguard
in about 8-1/2 ninutes. At 2 hours 35 minutes Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 2 hours
43 minutes Greenwich mean time. And we're coming up on the
tracking ship Vanguard off the southeast coast of South
America. And we're about 17 minutes away from the time
at which we normally say good night to the crew. That may
slip a little bit. The crew has a few last minute items
to catchup on including the crew status report. And the
schedule is pushed a little bit toward the end of the day
hero with the Earth resources pass over Malaysia and Japan,
which occurred on the previous revolution. Have about
20 seconds until acquisition. We'll stand by for CAP COMM
Bob Crippen's call.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS over the
Vanguard for 11 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're one minute from
LOS. Tananarive in about 17 minutes at 03:11, 03:11. And
we'll be standing by for the evening status report there
Bill .

PLT Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control, we've lost d.itn

now as Skylab goes over the horizon and out of view of the
Vanguard tracking antenna. The next station to acquire will
be Tananarive in about 16 minutes. And we'd expect that to
be the last station during which we have conversation ;ith
the crew tonight. They're schedule to begin the quite-
period prior to their sleep period. After the Tananarive
pass the crew will be going to be 1 hour late tonight because
of that late Earth resources pass with bedtime scheduled for
4 hours Greenwich mean time or 11:00 p.m. central daylight
time. At 2 hours 56 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 3 hours
10 minutes. We're coming up on the tracking station at
Tananrive. Over Tananarive we expect to get the crew status
report and then we'll say goodnight to them. And they won't
actually begin their sleep period for about another 45 minutes
but we'll be observing the standard practice of saying
goodnight to them J hour before bedtime giving them 1 hour
of time, in this case approximately 45 ninutes of time to
themselves prior to the beginning of t'.ie sleep time.

cc Skylab, Houston we're AOS, Tananarive
we have you for about 6 minutes.

PLT Roger and you ready for the photo log,
first

.

CC Yes sir.
PLT Roger, 16-millimeter: okav it's delta

Papa 3, Charlie India, _28, 50 percent, Charlie India, 127.
35-millimeter, Nikon, 1, Charlie X-ray, 40, 66; Nikon 2,
India Romeo 10, 09; Nikon 3, Charlie India 113, 46; Nikon 4
Bravo, Echo 09, 26; Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel, 06, 10. 70-millimeter'
Charlie X-ray 51, 154. ETC, Bravo Whiskey 03, reading 087
EREP, set X-ray 0154 , 2 335, 9 878, 92<»0, 1011, 99 37.
Drawer A configuration, only change in alfa 2 position,
Alfa 2 transporter 05, Charlie India 128, 50 percent,
Charlie India 127. Ready to read evening status.

CC Okay.
PLT Roger, Sleep: CDR, 8.0, 7.0 heavy

1.0 light; SPT, 8.5, 7.5 heavy, 1.0 light; PLT 9.0, 8.0 heavy
1.0 i?ght. Urine: CDR, 260: SPT, 180; PLT, 335. W.-iter eun •

'

CDR, 04^6; SPT, 4304; PLT, 8384. BMMD: CDR, 6.293, 6.299
6.293; SPT, 6.327, 6.342, 6.327; PLT, 6.228, 6.225, 6.220*
Exercise: CDR, no change; SPT, no alfa done today; PLT, no

coT
n8

t' J
Medication: CDR, none, clothing: trousers and shorts;

SPT, Medication, none and clothing: shorts and socks; PLT,
none/none. Shopping list accomplishments: T0O2-2, filter 1.6
cm tape at app roxioa t e 1 y 15:40, that was Saturn to the far limb,
if you can believe that. Okay squeer.er bog replacement in
ED-61 ops, documentary photos number 3. Inoperable equipment,
none. Unscheduled stowage item location change, SOP, 010 and
01* to Foxtrot 550 f row Foxtrot 557. Okay, menu: CDR,
salt, 19.0, minus one tea, minus one atrnwberrv drink; SPT,
4.0 salt, no D's, on the CDR, correction rehydration water
deviation plus 1.0, I'll read the SPT's over', salt packs
4.0, no water - no deviations on the food, rehydration water
zero; PLT, salt pack* , 4.0, plus 1 coffee and sugar, mlnu*

'

1 tea, rehydration water D, zero.
CC C*ay. BUI, I bellove that covered it all.One iten, not really all that interested in your cleanines, Dut
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from a natter of thermal standpoirt, we're kind of interested
if you got anybody took showers today.

PLT Oh, all three of us took showers.
CC Okay, very good. The Marines are running

a clean ship up there, right.
PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay and one item it's - it's quite

possible you might get a CMG saturation in the upcoming night
dump period and if you guys are going to be retiring you might
want to go ahead and inhibit that particular caution and
warning function so that it won't bother you.

PLT Rog , Crip understand and also all
housekeeping was done today.

CC Okay, copy that. Your wakeup site tomorrow
is going to be Honeysuckle at 12:02 we'll give you a call there.
We're about a minute from LOS, next station contact i% over
Hawaii at 03:54 but we're not planning or. giving you a call,
if for any reason you need u6 Just use the old 10,00 on the DAS

,

no enter, we'll say goodnight here guys.
PLT Rog, that's 12:02 huh.
CC Yes sir. Kept you up late tonight, we'll

let you sleep an hour late tomorrow morning.
PLT One thing I failed to mention on the

shopping list is T002-3, filter 2.6.
CC Okay we copy that and 1 guess one iten

1 night read to you regarding T002 performance. After your
ops on mission day 46 your accuracy dropped somewhat, it

went down to arcund 19 to 20 arc seconds and then it became
excellent about 9 arc seconds on 52 and around that order for
the last couple of days.

PLT I've made some remarks on tape, opinion
as to why accuracy varies.

CC Okay, leal fine and we're going over hill
now talk to you tomorrow.

CD R Goodr. iyht Crip.
CC Goodnight, guys.

END OF TAPE
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FAO And that appears to be all the communi-
cations we'll have through Tananarive. And the next station
to acquire 36 minutes from now will be Hawaii. As CAP COMM.
Bob Crippen told the crew we don't plan to call them through
Hawaii. The circuits will be up if they have any last
minute details they'd like to discuss with the ground before
retiring for the night. Repeating an announcement earlier
today - from earlier today, the Skylab Astronauts were given
a go ahead for another 7 days in space after mission managers
determined that both crew and spacecraft are in good shape
to continue. William C. Schneider, Skylab program director,
said the crewmerabers are in good spirits and excellent
physical condition. The astronauts have enough supplies
for mission up to 85 days. For the remainder of the mission
decisions to continue the flight will be made on a weekly
basis. A T002 experiment discussed by Bill Pogue and CAP
COMM. Bob Crippen toward the end of that Tananarive pass is
the manual navigation sightings experiment. The purpose of
this experiment is to investigate the effects of jpace flight.
Particularly the effects of the long duration missions on
the ability of astronauts to take manual «pace navigation
nea sur enen t a . Again wakeup will be over Honeysuckle at
1 2 1 0 2 Greenwich mean time or a little after 7:00 a.m.
7:02 a.n. central daylight time. We'll be Allowing the
crew to sleep in an extra hour in recognition of the fact
that they were kept up an hour late tonight for that Earth
resources pass. At 3 hours 20 minutes Greenwich mean time
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is St y lab Control, 12:00 Greenwich
mean tine. Acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia in
50 seconds. The first call this morning should be made through
Honeysuckle by Spacecraft Communicator Story Musgrave. The
maroon team of flight controllers on duty presently in the
Mission Control Center headed up by Milton Windier. We'll
stand by for this first call.

CC Morning, Skylab, got you through Honeysuckle
for 6 minutes,

PLT Hi, Story.
CC Hi , Bill

.

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Story.
CC Ed, I don't like to bug this early after

getting up, but this concerns TV-101 which will be coming up
pretty shortly after your PSA, and my next pass with you is
at 12:56. I was thinking you might get into it by then. On
TV-101 the TV ops book only gives you information on close-
up scenes on that. If possible it would be nice if you would
give us a narration and introductory scene on TV-101. Get
a picture maybe standing back. If you get the big picture
you might also say what you made it out of. And you might also
get some TV showing you putting the pieces together.

SPT Story> I could do the first one, but the
second one, I really don't have the time it takes to take it
apart and put it back together again. That would require another
hour orsoatleaat.

CC Yeah, you don't want to do that.
CC And we're a minute from LOS here, about

50 minutes to Madrid at 12:56. Be dumping the data/voice
in Madrid .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of sipnal
at Honeysuckle Creek. 46 minutes until the next station which
will be at Bermuda followed by Canary and Madrid. The wakeup
call given to the crew by Spacecraft Communicator Story Musgrave.
TV-101 scheduled this morning. Recording on the VTR is one
of the science demonstrations Involving the actions of water
bubbles in weightless condition in this environment aboard
space station Skylab. It requires the TV camera to be focused
at fairly close range for a large enough image to tell or to be
able to see what the effect of weightlessness is upon these globules
of water. We'll be back in 45 minutes for Bermuda Canary and
Madrid. At 12:11 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE

I
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PAO This is Skylab Control: 12:56 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at Madrid upcoming in about SO seconds.
The Canary and Bermuda stations were not called up on this
particular rev. Standing by for acquisition Madrid.

CC Skylab, /.OS through Madrid for 10 ainutes.
We'll be dumping the data/voice here.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Jerry, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

CC Are you ready for us to schedule TV 103
ops? That's that liquid film science demo.

CDR I ought to be ready in a day or so. I

haven't really done anything in about 2 days on that, or
3 days on that .

CC Understand. You want a little more
practice on this?

CDR Yeah, I really don't have all the little
wire goodies made yet.

CC Okay , c o p y
CC And while I got you, could we reduce any

times that we allocate for you on M092/93, and the M171.
At present we're running an hour and a half on 92/93. and
two hours on 171. You think we could reduce those any at
all?

CDR Yeah, I think so. Let us think about that
a little bit and afr.er - maybe after today's run I can call
you down some reductions.

CC Okay.
CC And, is anybody near the STS yet?
PLT I'm up here, Story, be about 5 minutes

before I can do anything.
CC Okay.
CC Ed, Houston.
CDR Go ahead, he's listening.
CC Okay, working on tomorrow's Flight Plan

for JOP 19 we need three consecutive passes. And we're wondering
if it's all right with him to schedule one ATM pass starting
Immediately after he gets up and then have his PSA period
after that ATM pass.

SPT That's good, Story, go ahead.
CC Okay, thanks a lot, Ed. That'll help

us out a lot.
PL T Story, what was it you wanted at the STS?
CC Okay, Bill, we got a couple of caution

and warnings to reenable. One of them is the CMG SAT that
you inhibited last night so you wouldn't be woken up. And the
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other one is the BAT CHARGE low on BAT 8. Make that BAT 8
only, reen&ble that one.

PLT Roger, those are reenabled. That was
BAT CHARGE low number 8, and CMG SAT

.

CC Yes, sir, that's it. Thanks.
SPT Story, we're ready for a little morning

news whenever you can.
CC Okay, let me vhip about a minute's worth

on you here. We're going I.OS In about a minute. The next
station is Carnarvon about 28 ninutep from now at 13:31.
A Federal Energy Office official ssld that the curtailment
in gasoline production may be much less than expected because
the petroleum shortage is not as great as was feared. William
A. Johnson, director of policy analysis for the energy office,
said it may be necessary to only reduce production by about
15 percent instead of 30 percent, which was the original
estimate. He also said chat "evidence suggests we will
be able to avoid rationing In the country." Vice President
Gerald R. Ford says the White House may be willing to release
some of the 500 tapes and documents demanded by the Senate
Watergate Committee. In an interview, he said he received
support for his proposal for compromise efforts in a telephone
conversation with White House Chief of Staff Alexander M.
Haig, Jr. "They're willing to sit down and negotiate, as I

understand It," Ford said. Ten years after the Surgeon
Ceneral 's report on smoke and health, efforts continue to
regulate cigarettes as a hazardous substance. Sen. Frank
F. . Moss, Democrat from Utah, and at least two voluntary health
organizations are preparing a petition asking the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission to regulate cigarettes as it would othe
hazardous substances, banning those with excessive tar and
nicotine. President Nixon has ordered the impounding of
$3 billion in funds for aiding construction of waste treatment
facilities in the year beginning July 1, administration officials
disclosed. Congress has authorized $7 billion for the program
of federal grants. In a letter to the environmental protection
administrator, Nixon said the federal government "must continue
its efforts to control spending In order to avoid renewed
Inflation for - or a requirement for increased taxes." Thv art o
necking has reached new heights at the zoo In Stonehan, Mass.
thanks to a group call Giraffe Associates. The group banded
together to by Girard, a 3-year-old male giraffe who now Is
the constant companion of a 10-year-old Leona, a resident of
the Stoneham Zoo. I guess that's all we - I can get to you
now. Hank will finish it up if you want.

PAO This is Ikylab Control; loss of signul at
Madrid. Next station in 25 minutes will be Carnarvon, Australia.
Underway here at the present time in the Control Center Is
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a parallel simulation of command service module reentry, whichexplains some of the confusion. Some of the clockc beingdiverted over to the simulated Greenwich mean time for entry.And also some of the display* hava been diverted for thispurpose After a day off Thursday. Skylab crewmen Gerald
Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue have returned to a busy
schedule of scientific investigations in this 57th dav in Ear'horbit. Crew wakeup was at 7 a.m. central daylight thismorning. Today's activities include an Earth resources pass,comet Kohoutek photography, solar studies, medical experiments
ar.d television of a science demonstration. The Earth resourcessurvey will follow a path that will began in the Pacific,
cross Baja California, pass over Guaymas

, Mecico, EI PasoTexas, across the corner of New Mexico, over Amariilo in theTexas panhandle, Wichita and Topeka Kansas, Kansas City,lissouri, Davenport, Iowa, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Northern
Michigan Lake Huron, and across Canada and Newfoundland intothe North Atlantic Ocean. Included into today's Earth resourcespass will be a variety of geological investigations, atmosphericand sea studies, storms fronts and clouds, radiant energybalance through air masses, sensor performance evaluationsand looking for ground water sources in the plains areas ofthe United States. The pass will began at 12:28 p . r. . centraltime and run for 25 minutes. Apollo telescope mount solar studieswill be performed by all three crewmen today. Studies of the Sunwill continue. And of special Interest will be the activeregion that Is now conint- around the east limb of the Sun.Ihey will also look at the coronal structure over active regionson the east limb. Bill Pogue will be the subject today forthe M092/M171 lower body negative pressure metabolic activitydua medical experiment, with Jerry Carr as the observer. Carrwl-1 also take facial photos of Pogue doing the experiment.Carr will be the subject of the limb volume measurement experi-ment, with Pogue makinp the measurements to note any loss in thesi*e of the limbs. Two Skylab maneuvers will be performed inthe evening hours to permit photography of comet Kohoutekas it speeds away from the Sun. The S.18 3 panorama ultraviolet

Al!
e

[hV n o u
Bed

,

1

?
reC ° rd thC COaCt 3fter the flrst »«neuver.And the S019 ultraviolet stellar astronomy camera will be usedon the second maneuver. Both of these cameras are placedon the antisclar airlock. Photographs will also be takenof comet Kohoutek with the 35 millimeter Nikon throuah oneof the Skylab windows.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - Kohoutek, as it speeds away from the
Sun. The S183 panorama ultr«violet camera will be used to
record the comet after the first maneuver and the S019 ultra-
violet stellar astronomy camera will be used on the second
maneuver. Both of these cameras are placed in the antisolfir
airlock. Photographs will also be taken of comet Kohoutek
vith a 35-millimeter Nikon through one of the SkyJab windows.
These photos will provide the scientists with a comparative
brightness of the comet at various phases of its journey
around the Sun. The science demonstration to be performed
by Ed Gibson and recorded on the video tape recorder, will be
actions of water in zero g under certain conditions. Several
optional handheld photo targets are on today's Flight Plan.
They includ-: urban area water contamination in the Chesa-
peake and Delaware - Deleware Bays and in the Richmond, Vir-
gir.ia area, the Sierra Mazatan mountain mass near Sonora,
Mexico, Lake Ontario ice features and water-color patterns,
the San Andreas Fault in California, ice features
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, pack ice - or that is
pack ice formations in the Sea of Okhotsh near Sakhalin Is-
land in Eastern Soviet Union, and scabland areas near Spokane,
Washington where topsoil has been removed by erosion and
coarse debris remains. Ed Gibson will photograph the
plant growth and rice seeds in a container on board Skylab.
This particular experiment, one of the student experiments,
was submitted by Joel G . Wordekemper of West Point. Nebraska.
Some eight photo sessions of the plant growth, are scheduled on
8 days during the growth period and more photos if unusual growth
is noted by the crew after che 12th day of growth. Sleep
period is scheduled to begin at 10:30 p.m. central time, with
Pogue having the duty in case the crew needs to be awakened
during the night. 19 minutes to Carnarvon at which time
we'll return. At 13:11 Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control. 7

PA0 ThJ s Is Skylab Control. 13:30 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at Carnarvon upcoming in about 50
seconds. Chuck Lewis is now the Flight Director after handover
from Milton Windier. Hank 1! a r t s f 1 e 1 d , the spacecraft communi-
cator, relieving Story Musgrave. Standing by for AOS at
Carnarvon.

CC Skylf.l.
, Houston through Ca rnarvon /Honey-

suckle for 13-1/2 minutes. Good morning from the Bronze Boy*
p LT Hello , Hank .

SPT Morning, Hank.
C °R Morning, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. Story didn't finish

getting up the news. Thought you might be interested that offensive
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tackle John Hicks of Ohio State won the Lombardy trophy

night?
80 ' d

' °
id they have the aw"ds last

CC That'a right,

i r
Skylab, Houston. Would you like to )* ara couple of more news items? ar

£?
R Sure would, Hank.
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PAO This la Skylab Control; 14:17 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition upcoming in 50 seconds through
tracking station Merritt Island launch area, followed by
Bermuda, Canary Islands, and Madrid for approximately 15

minutes over those sites. We're standing by for r e acq ui s i t i on

of space atarion Skylab.
CC Skylab, Houston through M 1 LA for 11-1/2

minutes

.

CDR Roger , Hank

.

CC And, Jer we're configured for ATM TV
anytime you're ready.

CDR Okay.
PLT Hank, PLT here having a little problem

with the tape recorder loading on reel number 23 I'd like

to bilef you on.
CC Go ahead , Bill.
PLT Okay, first time I loaded it, checked

it out, when I went to 192 MODE READY 1 got the RECORDER
HALF light came on and it followed by a green light, but

the RECORDER MALE light did not go out. Okay, so I rewound
the stuff and rechecked everything and 1 cherked the tension
on the hub and so forth, started up again and green light

fine on the slow speed. And again when I checked the 192

to READY the MALF light cane on, the green light came on

but the MALF light didn't go out. I checked everything two

or three times, everything looks normal. Checked the tension
and the tightness on the hubs so 1 .lust let - thought
I'd brief you on it and let them think about it.

CC Okay, understand (garble). You get the gre

light and everything looks normal except the MALF light

doesn't go c <• t

.

PLT That's affirmative. This apparently
during a run that's an acceptable situation, but I wanted
to brief you about it ahead of time.

CC Okay, Bill, let us think about that a

lit tie bit.
CC Bill, that occurred on both the low

speed and high speed?
PLT Only on the high speed.
CC Just the high speed; understand.
CC CDR, Houston; we've got a little report

in here on ATM. It appears to us around on the limb around
250 to 260 that there's a - some minor surging taking place.

And it could be coming from old active region 00 or 01

which is now rotating on the disk. And we're wondering if

you're seeing anything in that vicinity?
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be Carnarvon. However, the 56 day review Skylab IV presi
conference will be underway at that tine, starting at 10 a.m.
central time in the Houston News Room. Again, the participants
are Skylab Program Director, Bill Schneider, Johnson Space
Center Skylab Program Manager, Kenny Klelnknecht, Luther
Powell of the Marshall Space Flight Center, Skylab Program
Office, Dr. Royce Hawkins of Johnson r.pace Center, Medical
Operation. All Skylab IV ai r- to-grount" communications during
that period of the press conference will be taped for delayed
playback. This is Skylab Control at U:43.

END 01 TAPE
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anting technology development. That is part of Skylab EREP.
And the search for ground water tourcti In the plains
of the United Statea. In addition there are four taske that are
scheduled specifically for so-called user agencies. These
are geological studies in Oklahoma for industry and the
city planning task for Sallna, Kansas md Kansas City. Kansas
City, Missouri, that la, municipalities. This pass will begin
at 12:28 p.m. central daylight tine and will last for 25 minutes.
As the space station moves out seaward there past Newfoundland,
the sites are the usual ocean studies, oceanography studies
of sea state and lake Ice - sea ice. We'll return in 8 minutes
for the stateside pass, Texas, HI LA and Bermuda, Canary
and Madrid, etc. At 15s42 GMT , this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control. 15:49 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition through Texaa/MILA/Be rmuda , up across
the Atlantic to Canary and Madrid upcoming in about 40 seconds
and we're standing by.

CC - Texas, MILA and Bermuda for 16-1/2
minutes.

SPT Roger , Hank.
CC And for the SPT, for info, at 15:18,

NOAA reported a type 3 radial burst.
SPT Roger, Hank. Thank you. I'll be with

you In a moment.
CC And Skylab, for info, we'll need the VTR

till the MILA LOS. That'll cone at about 15:54, we'll be dumping
it here.

SPT Okay, Hank. All I've got on there for
101 so far Is the intro. I'm going to - trying and put in
8 one demonstrations piecemeal throughout the day.

CC Okay. We copy. We're Just going to
clean off what's there so it'll be available for you later.
And for info, the laser pass has been scrubbed because of
weather.

SPT Roger.
CC And Skylab, Houston. We've got another

14 minutes left. Somewhere preferably in the early part of
this pass, if I could get someone to do a REG ADJUST In prep
for the ERE P.

SPT Go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay. We'd like to get REG BUS 1, 5

degrees counterclockwise and REG BUS 2, adjust 10 degrees
coun te rc lockwi se

.

SPT You've got it.
CC Thank you, sir.
SPT Okay, Hank. When I started on the panel

this morning, apparently Jerry noticed a surge and perhaps
got some data on it. The surge, itself, is located at 250
degrees - just about right even at 250. It consisted of
(garble) which was inclined 45 degrees to the horizontal and exten-
ding out 30 arc seconds inclined towards the south. There was
a very diffused mass of material, maybe 20 arc seconds across
which wa9 out at 20 arc seconds when I first looked at it.
It's now moved out to 25 or 30 and perhaps become a little
bit larger but still is relatively faint. That time which
I made those observations was 15:30 and right now, 25 minutes
later, (garble) has Just about disappeared. It's still visible,
extends out maybe 5 to 7 arc seconds above the surface and
the diffused material Is slightly further out - raaybe 25 to 30
arc seconds in the center of It. 1 did not notice anything
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In the way of a tranalent when I lirat looked at the white
light cpronagraph this atornlng. I'll bo going back to Sun
centar at the conclusion of these observations and try to
pick up building block 32. TThe corona did have soae changes
In it from yesterday. The - at 2:30, the strea.er. which Is
at that location and which is declined slightly towards
the south, was enhanced where all appearance did not change
appreciably. If anything, it aight've been a little
bit narrower, but It was tore enhanced. The region from
240 to 260 is also enhanced. It's not a single streamer but
more of a diffused area of material which Is reflecting and
that goes out to around 3 solar radii. 2 70, we still have
the sharp and very narrow helmet streamer and that is also
Incline slightly to the south. XUV nonitor shows the active
regions 7 and 15 pretty much relatively low level, same intensity.Active region 18 Is low Intensity with the following plagej
In XUV monitor, a little larger and perhaps a little brighter,
active region 68 Is about as bright as what we see on the limb
in the way of 17 and 19 which is about where the action Is right
now. On board, we have a tough time distinguishing between
t'il"?

r °8ion 17 and 19. Also, the X-ray count from up here,PMEChas been relatively low, less than 300 all the tine.
So I've not gone Into any rapid modes in the X-ray Instruments.
I m Just getting a long-time exposures called for. I think
we chose a good position to work this morning and I'm going
through the observing program as it's called out because we'reright In an optimum position of getting good mirror auto
rasters. I started the mirror auto rasters at line -
grating position of zero rather than 2434, however, Justbecause 1 happened to be there and wanted to pick it up early.
I think we ve got a good position to work with the remainder
of the day and looks good.

CC Okay, Ed. Thank you for the rundown.
CC SPT, another comment on your problem wasdistinguishing between active region 17 and 19. We had the

same problem down here this morning. So in the future, we're
Just going to call that one area active region 17.

jPT Okay. Thank you. I have a question for
8-.B. You wanted to make sure I covered the jet which was
extending this morning. I did not roll as far u P as I could
have - as far north as I could have. So that they're slitwith really between the jet and other material. Now that
the jet has disappeared, 1 could tn,tiLjte their 35-Einuie
exposure here and - when the X-ray instruments are finishedwith their two exposures, I can go *head and roll and puttheir slit right on the diffused material if they would likeCC We'll check on that.

END OF TAPE
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cc SPT, Houston. Did you mark the original
position of the REG BUS adjusts before you moved then?

SPT Say again, Hank, please.
cc Roger. Did you mark the original position

of tna REG BUS adjust knobs before you moved thea?
SPT Yeah, we've got a couple of narks on

there for nominal positions, Hank. So, I think we'll know
what - know what to go back to.

cc Okay, well, the reason i'« asking, Ed,
we got - on this adjust you aade for us we've got a little
bit more than we wanted. We'd like to half what you did.
In other words, go clockwise back a half of what you really
originally went on both of those. You - that should be roughly
5 degrees clockwise on 1 and 10 on 2.

SPT Okay.
SPT How's that look?
cc Okay, give us a minute to look at It

and we'll let you know.
SPT Okay, what do the 82B folks think? I'm

at the point here where I'm ready to start some more X-ray
exposures. The slit would be right on the diffuse material.
Chances are their - as I Uok at it, the top of their
slit is getting it right i,ow. But the - 1 don't have it
completely centered.

CC They're still discussing that, Ed. I'll
try to get it to you as soon as I can.

SPT Okay
, I'll press on with another X-ray

exposure for 13 minutes.
CC sp T, Houston; we concur with your proposal

on orientation of the slit.
SPT Good, Hank.
cc And for info, the RKG adjust you did looks

good to us now.
cc CDR, Houston; whenever it's convenient

sometime during the day, I have your details for your private
phone call.

CDR Okay, I'm ready to copy.
CC Okay, we've got it set up here for MILA

at 00:06 right antenna.
CDR Okay, 00:06 riRht.
cc Skylab, Houston; we're 1 tainute from

LOS. We'll see you in 5 minutes at Madrid at 12, and we plan
to dump the recorder there.

CDR So long, Hank.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Space station

Skylab now crossing the Atlantic after loss of signal at
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Australia station cone a up at 16 1 5 8 Greenwich mean time.
However, it's a vary low elevation angle pass and likely
won t be usable. Goldetone at 17:27, which In 11 - 12:27
central time. At 16 » 20 GMY, this la Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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VtiO This Is Skylab Control 16:57 Greenwich
mean time. And a very shott pass coning up at r.he Honeysuckle,
Australia station In about 40 seconds, for which we are stand-
ing by.

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for
a sinute and a ha If

.

CD R Roger , Hank.
CC Okay. I've got an update on your weather.

It has improved a little bit. It should be 0 to 3/10 all
the way to Chicago, if luck holds out. And then it starts
becoming overcast and probably be overcast pretty much the
rest of the way. There is dense (garble) northwest of th« coast
Spain. There's a good sized low there that's kicking up surface
winds 50 to 60 knots, which should probably kick up some good
wave actions. Also, for as far as snow cover goes, you'll
pick up snow somewhere near the Kansas- Ok 1 ahona border and
frosi then on the rest of the U.S. is snow covered 2 inches -

or 4 inches or more. And there may be one little - 1 said it
was clear to Chicago, one little patch of ground fog in the
Panhandle area.

CDR Okay, Hank. Thank you.
CC We're about to go LOS now, Skylab. We'll

see you over Coldatone with E RE P at 37.
CDR Roger. See you then.
PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal at

Honeysuckle an extremely brief pass. Next station will be
Goldstone in 26 minutes at 12:27 central tine. We'll return
then. This is Skylab Control at 17:00 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. 17:26 Greenwich
mean tlue. 50 oeconda away from acquisition at Goldstone
overlapping coverage across tracking stations Texas, Merritt
Island Launch Area, Bermuda, with a dropout over to Madrid.
And we're standing by.

CDR
VIS to AUTO CAL

PLT
CDR

At 27:40, we're going to wane a the

START and then one for AUTO CAL.

Okay. Stand by -

I'll be giving a mark at 34 for EREP,

PLT
CC

Goldstone.
CDR

2 7:34. St and by
CDR

CAL at 40, Bill.
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

Okay .

Skylab ,

Roge r , Hank

.

on. We're monitoring through

Okay, on my mark, it'll be

MARK. EREP , START. Next is VTS, AUTO
Stand by -

Stand by -

MARK.
MARK.
Okay. RADIOMETER'S going to OFF . Next

mark will be at 28 even

.

PLT There's Baja. Got it.
CDR Stand by -

CDR MARK. The ALTIMETER' s ON. 194 MANUAL.
CC Bill, in regard to your special 02 on

the snow cover area coming up due to where the snow cover
Is, we expected you won't acquire that on 34 rather than 33:14
as we've indicated. And however, we'd like you to track that
if you would, right on up to the special 01 at 36:26.

PLT Okay. By track, you mean track the
particular spot that I pick,

CC That's affirm. You track the snow covered
area you pick out there.

PLT Okay,
was pick a snow covered an
like I'll be able to do it
and pick an ar

What I was going to try to do, Hank,
a near Kansas City if it looks

Otherwise, I'll just go ahead

CC
CDR

out.
PLT
CDR
PLT

little bay,
CDR
CDR

Okay . We copy

.

ALTIMETER, UNLOCK light flashing.

At (?) Guaymas.
And my next mark
I'll t rack Guayn.

's possible.
Standby-
M ARK . S190 MODE

Kansas City is (garble)
is 29:33.
s and then I'll track on the
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PLT There'* the bay. l'» going to give you
a DATA pushbutton on the little bay at Guaymas. Now I'm
tracking the city of Guayaas. I'm using the DAC. And a

Okay. Set up for White Sands, 31:26.
Okay. At 30:20, I'm looking for an S191

pushbutton release.
CDR

light on.
CDR

to 6.

PLT
the area they want

CDR
in 24 seconds

CDR

MARK. The READY cane ON at 20. REFERENCE

Okay , I see

CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

p 1 ck 1 ng up spee i

Okay. I ?o to White Sands.
Beautiful. Okay.

Hey, Ed, we've got an ETC AUTO coming up
On By mark, it'll be 31:10. Stand by -

MARK. S190 INTERVAL down to 10. On my
ext mark, it'll be 31:20 with an ETC AUTO. Stand by -

MARK. ETC AUTO.
Mark. ON, tracking.
Next mark la at 31:35. Stand by -

MARK. 192 MODE to READY. Tape recorder's
And got a MOTION light. ALTIMETER, UNLOCK

light is ON. The READY light is out. Going to STANDBY.
Okay, 1 think I'll just leave the ALTIMETER off. Only get
about 5 more seconds If I turn it on. Stand by for RADIOMETER
to STANDBY.

CDR MARK . At 08. 32:20's next.
PLT There's 10 degrees up.
CDR Okay. S C ATT E ROME TER/ RAD IOMETER , ON. I've

got a 4-second delay. 33:10 is next, ETC to STANDBY.
PIT Okay. Tracking to (garble). There it is.

Okay, I'm going to get both of them. Beautiful. Any data
pushbutton. Zoom in MAX. Got the dike, right there. Okay,
I'm right on the dike. DATA push button. There, we scored
on both of them.

Good deal. My next mark, will be 33:10

That'd be a hit in the head not lo be
things out.
Stand by -

MARK. ETC to STANDBY. Coming up on 16 -

MARK. SC ATTEROMETER to STANDBY.
Okay , that's i t

.

.

RADIOMETER to STANDBY.
Okay, angle going to zero. 24 -

RADIOMETER , ON

.

CDR
for ETC to STANDBY

PLT
able to take these

CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

34 : 33Ok ay .

MARK. SC ATTEROMETER

,

Okay. Special 02, 33:14.
Next one is 35:30.
Okay. 33:14. 4, rather, (garble) at

Kansas City is 3 - 3.8 right. Okay, it's
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close to (garble* i •

City c «.. r : on. Back ^A**" the " th *'« (garble)
to the rive

CDR
J0

- Stand by -
CDR
PL T

CDR
PIT

- ~ 36:26.
CDR
CDR

M0,)£ 1. 193 A lf a
PIT
CDR

Stand by -

CDR
PIT

°0 is showing. -
CDR
CDR

HE TEA to STANDBY
PIT

1 took it out.
CDR
CDR

37: °0- Stand by -
CDR
PLT

Stand by -

"*»• "«~«IWI0» 1M , Aifato
"ro, zero.
36:15 "" ln8 "»«<- « "c t0 SIA!iDBV .

MARK. 36-15 /,

0n my nark, it'll h P « , .

Okay . t . .
1 think 1 entered E on 54

Stand by -

"ARK. RADIOMETER'S OFF. CominComln K up on

there and

JJARK. ALTIMETER'S ON.

PLT *'-TIHEIiR UNLOCK Hglu. ,,,, ,<^-
R

s onc lakP «•.. i. k . Hui^r:^ ready -

END OF TAPE
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.

Coalng up on 37:00, stand by.CDR MARK, ALTIMETUR's ON.

...
PLT (garble) we're Just a ltttlo slowgetting everything set up on that.
PLT Pi rat nadir awath.

p.
0
?

ALTIMETER UNLOCK light. Still got a READY

,

now, I think.
re 8 ° inR aCr ° 88 Uke Michi 8«"

PLT It's a lake anyway.

PLT Tl.at'a pictures of water - -

38 ! 10
CDR

Stand by.
ALT! METER back to ON. Coding u P on

J
DR MARK. 192 MODE CHECK.

Z?l 0ka y> «n S190 READY out at 38:40.

VTS /J;
1 DAC ull l be going off at 38:43.

PLT MARK. DAC (garble).

not geTput to AUTO.
0" 3 "' S ° neWhere alo "« lh * W did

m J
DR

,

M0DE 18 STANDBY, the FRAME is 16.Wfu-n I get a chance I'll l co k back and see if I canfigure out what I did. 41:10 is the next one. 1 *ot a
90 SHUTTER SPEED to MEDIUM. I got a 190 MODE toAUTO at 29:33, I must have missed it.

PL
I .

And we '

re in a nadir swath. Pickine nr.
a lot of high fine cirrus; very thin cirrus.

"F>

„ , f / LT
,

0n special 01 I was about 10 secondsgetting everything set on that thing. Everything elseI. nominal and now we re in nadir swath. Turn to 52*55; no DAC

.

„„, "
, ,

0ka y» ALTIMETER UNLOCK , READY light 'jout. We'll just stand by for 15 seconds.
CDR ALTIMETER is back on.
PL

I (Garble) for a solid overcast now.
Izl (Garble) back on (garble) framesCDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK .

there
PLT

TV^ „ w Because there's an unusual cloud formationmere. That ought to be good.
CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK.

ye.terdly. Jer.
ThG8e Cl ° UdS ''"^ Ve Were 86eln «

CDR Yeah.

r ,

PLT
T

There's about six of them in a rowthere. I took some pictures of them earlier today tooCDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK. Going to STANDBY
I o going to leave it off.

'
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TIME:^ 12:37 CDT , 57 :17 : 37 GMt"

cSr Si
"y 16,11 be < 1:1 °- Stand by.

next.
MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY. 41:33 Is

ETC pow'er ON. Stand^ " '
1S " We ' X1 b « P " ttln « £he

li8ht
CDR

( 8arb l e) 150
MARK

-
S19

° t0 AUT0
' « 0t « READY

rnl
MARK

*
ETC to AUT0

- 41:55 - -

ON. 42:15 next.
**C ATTE ROMETE R ON; RADIOMETER

CDR
k

"

Stand by.

, .

CDR MARK. At 42:15 192 went to RFAnvit's got TAPE MOTION, good shape. ,3:U t l next
Houcten, CDR.

cc Go ahead.

S1 ,„ n^M^r
it's L.n. *

h8t READY U 8 ht wlU ^ay on whenit 8 running in sequence, Jerry.

cSr i
k
Al'

43;15 COBin 8 U P' Stand by.
nrr ,

MARK
' SC ATTEROMETER

, OFF; RADIOMETFR

up. "L by.
MARK

-
M°DE t0 "*»•>»* «,3« „.,„,

JS? "0 MODE INTERVAL to 20. 43-34
A3, 52"Ld by.

MA " K
-

153 " «•/». 10LAR I?.«i"- 5 .

MARK. S C ATT E ROME TE R ON; RADIOKETER

CC ^ :

?
5
k
ETC '? bC at *" 8 franca P< ! ' minute.

,
5>*ylab, we're going LOS. We ' J 1 ««»you again at Madrid in about 4 flnutes

°*

CDR Okay.

of Sr
PL

l

r

aU r u
GOt 3 COu P lc of fraoes in the Gulfot st. Lawrence there too.

DAC fraLs up the re .

U
> °' nl" lnfo™ atI <>" (*.rbl.)

C°R Yeah.

CDR
CDR

2 st a

CDR
ON.

CDR

pass

of - I
LT (8-rble). Well, l took about 4 francs
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TIME: 12 :37 CDT , 57 : 1 7:37 GMT
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CDR - - 45. 190 READY light is out; ETC
to STANDBY, 190 to STANDBY

.

PA0 This Is Skylab Control; Earth resources
survey number 26 underway along track 58. The crew on VOX mode
with the intercom, voice actuated. As the space station
came over the hill at Goldstone we could hear the crew going
through the E REP Checklist in preparation for turning on the
instruments. And during the latter portion of pass over
the Continental United States they reported fairly heavy
cloud cover. About a minute away from re acq u i s i t ion through
Madrid, and standing by.

END OF TAPE
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Time: 12:49 CST, 57:17-40 cut
1/11/74 GMT

9 minStes.
Skylab, Houston through Madrid for

backro™ tell vhe t he r °o r 'no ^tt'^ ^M*? 8UyS ln th * EREP
for S190 MODE to AUTO " 29 : 33

' * *>ade a call

we think, probably ov^fythin^^ ' .

Y°" that call and
us a reading on station*!, „J can Jroh^ ' " you '

11 « ive
CDR Okav

WCcan Probably tell rlght qulck
I carae to it so lt coSl^e thaT? tha

' SWitch off\ h .n
'

when I „aa suppose to put th Jca™™^?. 1
' When " abov «.have grabbed 190 and P S t 1 t 0 lililli \f STANDB *. I «yabout 2 clnutes lost. Okav

Whlch means we're
CC 181 r Station 1 ^ reading 183

I think.
183> K^r- U should read fround 2 M>

CDR
0

,

'

^en„ Up there around*^ 46
" pect

li

th "' s what happened
to STANDBY, I nay have

d W
j5

n ^ SCATTEROMfc'TER vent
to STANDBY. grabbed the 190 switch and put it

P^T ?j!

ay
'
We c °Py. Jer.

CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR
CC

heater off command!
PLT

tine in
CC
CDR
PLT
CC
SC
CC
CC
CDK
CC
CDR
CC

you made there
radiometer

MARK. 194 MODE MANUAL.
On my mark it'll be 52:55.stand by.
HARK. SCATTEROMETER OFF.HARK RADIOMETER OFF . 57.53:06 Is next. Stand by.HARK. EREP STOP

.

Okay - -

^kylab, Houston. Wo need the DAS for

^and by 1, putt|ng the ^
Okay .

May. Bravo 7
You' ve got it

,

Thank you, sir.
(Carble)
CDR, Houston. uo
Skylab, Houston.
Talk, Hank.
CDR, Houston.
Go ahead, Hank.

-
S19 3!^TANDB

r

; an°; ^V**' tW ° 8193 "»oui.
the pad call, for STAhIIv

' 8ca
< 1 « "met er/STANDBY and you called then OFF.

is reading 35, 35.
Hank

,

Do you have a moment?
The DAS is yours.
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Tine: 12:49 CDT, 57:17:49 GMT

: i/n/74 '

'
.

'

.
.

And you did that previously up there at about 43:15. We
were wondering if you were putting them in STANDBY and
calling it OFF, or are - did your pad print out wrong or
what's going on?

CDR No. That's - I put them in STANDBY.
I seem to have this hang-up of calling it off.

CC Okay . We copy , Jer.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again at Tananarive at 09.
CDR Roger.
PAO This is Skylab Control loss of signal

through Madrid. 10 minutes to voice/relay station at Tananarive.
We'll return at that time. At 17:58 Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control 18:08 Greenwich
mean time. Space station Skylab coming up on voicerelay
station at Tananarive in 45 seconds. And we're standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive
for 9 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. This morning we uplinked
a pad that changed the still camera cue card change number 2.
We found some errors in this pad and if you haven't incorporated
that already, we'd like for you to hold off on it. If you
have we're going to have to send up a correction.

CD* Okay. It's already done, Hank.
cc Okay. I guess I can tell you what's

wrong with it, if you've got a minute to listen.
CDR Sure . Go ahead .

cc Okay. The problem was, in celling you
how to put the whole rig together there, I guess you already
knew it, but when you used the Wratten filter, which you have
to use with all the IRfilm Wratten number 12, when you use that
with a 300-millimeter lens, you've got to use Che step-down
ring, 72 to 52 millimeters and that does cause a little
edge vignetting. But I think you already knew that. But the
bip error was in how to focus this thing. It wasn't very
clear in that pad and it was contrary to what we had told
you yesterday. What we told you yesterday, is correct.
For infinity focus you set the Infinity mark over the red dot on
the lens. In fact, the 135-, the 300- and the 3 5 -m i 1 1 i me t e

r

lens is what your standard commercial lens is. So always
focus for IR film by putting the setting over the little
red dot. And of course, there - you can get interior
shots if you - I think you notice already and from your training.
But if you focus, say, at 4 feet, using the eyeball, then you'd
have to move the little 4-foot settings over to the red
dot to get the correct IR focus. And the only one that's
different from that is the 55-millimeter lens, which you will
be, or could use on an optional photo coming up at 20:40.
The 55-millimeter lens doesn't have a red dot. It has an
R with a little dot over it. And that's the thing you use
to focus for an IR scan (?) that lens.

CfiR Okay, Hank. Thanks a lot. I'm sure
that would have been a source of confusion the first time
we tried to use it.

CC CDR, Houston. One other thing I ought
to add. That pad change we sent up indicates that you can
use the light meters and get a focus - or get a shutter speed
setup, That's not absolutely correct. The -if you use the
light meter you're going to be about 1 -3/4 stops off.
So we - The correct thing to do would be to use the settings
that are called out in the table.
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C°R Okay, Hank.. We'll do it that way.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're about to go over

the hill here in about a minute or so. We'll see you again
In 17 minutes at Honeysuckle, 18:35.

CDR Roger . So long

.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. LOS at voice
relay station Tananarive. 15 minutes to che next station,
which is Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, at which time we'll
return. 18:21 GMT, this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO
niean time

This is Skylab Control; 18:34 Greenwich
Australia tL** f°

ac
<J ulsl 'i°n at Honeysuckle Creek,Australia The parallel entry simulation for Skvlab-IVsteppin R ahead in simulated time to February ft tit E

'

for 5-J/2 minutes.
SkyUb

'
Ko » s ^" through Honeysuckle

££
R (Garble) Hank.

I)i c ro „ .
Skylab, Houston. Could we have yourt0 uplink some momentum bias' X

CDR You can have it.

centi^ters.
Hank

' ^ EREP t3pe «-i"ln* is ..3

" Ro^er
, copy. 4.3.

LOS we'll
Skylab. Houston. We're 1 minute fror,LOS. Ke 11 8ee you ln about 15 ninute8 ar Haw

this Is Skylab Cnltol.
Cro.n»lch «.„ tl „e>

F.SD OF TAPE
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P *° This Is Skylab Control. 18:54 Greenwich»ean time Acquisition in 40 seconds at tracking stationHawaii and we'll stay up for the following stateside pass -

to aI
h

o

e

f

W

a

a

b
y
ou i

r

^
8h
r ^ thr ° U8h L° S "-"iV?" a

lor JoSI nlulil
lnUtCS

" ",-*"«te.. We're standing by

minutes.
Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 6-1/2

SPT Roger
, Hank

.

5 °? ,
SPT

'
Houston

' For info, we see less thin
2 minutes of tape remaining on the VTR

SPT (Garble)

up la^r this evenin^T^'a^tTne^o t^you prxor - to you right - whenever it's convenient
8

CDR We're listening,

i. w ?
C

i

Okay. It's in regard to leg band CharlieJuliet. Just a reminder to cal it to a setting^f 5thi applies to all the runs using leg bands Charlie JuUet
t ?J

'
""** e ™ mi8Si ?n **y " with this change an wenoticed that the run that you've had since then, you used the

£J?

R Okay. Charlie Juliet 2.5.

£p
That's correct. Thank you.

r tv ,o, o„ ,k. ^rxi ^r.r^^r^ir^ t .

SPT Thank you.

,. lB , n
"

. . lrt
And for info, Ed, we should be ablt to6,1 " 0ff aboul 10 "inutes of it during this s t a t es i d e P as

«

11*11*11 °w
S Pa88

•
y ° U 8h ° Uld ha

"
C 10 »*nutes '

9l

available if you want to do something.

t fn .

Okay. 1 * ve got a ATM coming up hereand I 11 see what 1 can do after that.

jo./u pdate here. ^AA^Is^.J' t^f J .»
}-

occ^ri?
1^ 11, 8lnCC ,8JA5

«
1 ««» <

h"- o„e°

backroom for SOS? t'm'J
0 " "f*

Wa 'U l ° quct
y P eo P le ln ^*

11-? \ be "P rln « loaded to do a shoppingHa item 24 any time today they know that thpe 3 is going onSo if they want to call it, I'll g0 lnto that node.
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CC Okay. We'll run that by then.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you at Goldstone in about 2 alnutes
and we plan to dump the voice recorder there.

CC Skylab, we'll be dumping the voice re-
corder here at Goldstone.

SPT Roger , Hank .

CC SPT, Houston. In answer to your question
regarding the shopping list Item 24. The way we're working
that, we can't tell what's going on. You've got the best
view. We Just tell you that we have seen the type 3 radio
bursts and then at your option to run the shopping list 24, based
onwhatyousee.

SPT Okay, Hank. It was my understanding
in discussing with the people before we left was that we're
looking for fairly rapid transients which might be fairly
faint and that they might show up on their film or they wouldn't
show up on the TV here. Rapid transients the only way we
can detect them was with type 3 radio bursts, and I would
have to know when one was actually in - progressing in order
to start the sequence.

SPT If they'd like Hank 1 would be glad to
give them that particular shopping item for 2 minutes , just
on the speculation that we might be seeing something. But
they might want to wait till we actually know we have a

type 3 in progress.
CC We're discussing it here now Ed. I'll

get right back with you.
CC Okay here is the way we would like to

do it Ed is as you suggested. If - if we see one in
progress or think one is in progress we'll give you the
go ahead and you can run the shopping list 24. But we
have no way of telling all we do is pick up burst. And
we have no way of telling what's really going on. And the
best way to do it would be on a real-time basis.

SPT Okay Hank. Or If they come very
frequently to and we have not gotten one we may want to
take a speculation that there's one In progress that wc
haven't been able to coordinate up till then.

SPT I'll wait for your call.
CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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"u;,«
M, ° 9 cdt

'
57:15:09

LOS.

CC
We '11 see vo .

SPT
downl 1 nk ?

CC
SPT
CC
SPT

link ?

CC
call?

SPT

Hou
a

sto::'sp
e

Tr
tand ^ t0 it.

Go ahead, we got about 1 Blnute FffOkay, were t hey ready £or th^>^
That's affirmative. Didn* t y°u get our

been giving up XUV monf to^i' tl™ ""I'
have dro PPed out. Isome white light coro^prU

nter8 ratl °"- And also we Kot
what they're If te r ^0^^' '

9 ° ^ to ~ they
*

g

°

0 \

from LO
C

S. We ' 1 1 8ee°^ ' We ' re about 30 seconds
about 3-1/2 minutes. '

8 at Canar *es at 26; that's

tracks station Bermuda?" 00°^ '

re
° SS

f
f

t

Sl *" al ugh
Canary Islands. Madrid a t „ m .* reac<

* uls * t Ion through
though it does overly 'si

8

; ? y
" J/™" /° r Pass L e „

Canary Islands. Standing h» h
the

u
,rackln R coverage of

349 7 «P«cc station sk
8

y?ab"
Cr,? ^ " rl

* -volution

? -inute.. And „ e ne'e'd'tSe ils'llV
Ca"*"« for

COR v
for a "Inute.

SPT
8Pt 11

•

i. above the sur f ace *
'

thT r^ }^ ^SO^ ? lerlal vhtch
arc-seconds off the 1

l

ab ln th , f ?
f 250

'
see i"8 H-alpha 1

talked about this aorni g
" S^r T Z"

9 "* 1 «**ch we
There are still two elements to 4

39 chan R*d shape.
»«all arch to it, and - ?" H-i?J

5 * n arch ~ - very-ch of a trapezoidal sha e *
PJ^" d

' h ' * th- ' 9H to the surface, however. it »JI 1 * f"*
1 "'"* connecting

Prominence but it certainly h«. ^ ? y Wel1 bc a - *
that I've seen before. Sowever ?t'* " "" r th<? aPP-rence
for

2 or 3 hours now. And we'U } u
' ^1" SlaUC belr'* th ^ehere on out. 1 J U8t ket'P an eye on it from

SPT !
OR

!
r

'
ve copy

«
Ed '

on the VTR ?

"* nk
*

do Wo have around 10 minutes

yj«
t
.ot about 8 llZll lllAlX.

8 " lniJtP8 Cl— d

Thank you.
° k * y

'
Z

'

11 «° ahead and try t0 U8C

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again at Tananarive in 14 minutes at
19:48.

CDR Roger , Hank .

PAO Skylab space station now out of range
of the Canary Island tracking ship - tracking station, excuse
me. Next acquisition will be through Tananarive in 11 minutes.
At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 36 minutes, this is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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Time : 14:46 CST, 57:19:46 GMT
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PAO Greenwich mean time -time 19 hours 47
minutes. Space station Skylab is 48 seconds away from voice
acquisition at the Tananarive tracking site. Commander Jerry
Carr should be eating his lunch right now. Science Pilot
Gibson is at the ATM C&D console. And Pilot Bill Pogue is
preparing for the S183 experiment this afternoon. We'll hold
the line up for this voice-only pass.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Tananarive 3

minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOS. We'll
see you at Honeysuckle et 20:11, that's 19 minutes from now.

PAO Skylab now out of ranpe of the voice relay
station at Tananarive. Next acquisition will be Honeysuckle
Creek in 16 minutes. At that time we expect Commander
Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue to be involved in medical
experiments. Commander Carr will be the operator for the
M092/M171, and Bill Pogue will be the subject. For today's
experiment, Commander Carr will take infrared pictures of
Bill Pogue's face with infr:.red film. At 19 hours and
55 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, 20 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station Skylab is now 45 seconds
from acquisition through Honeysuckle Creek. We'll keep the

Hue up for this pass.
CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

9 minutes

.

CC SPT , Houston. We've noticed on telemetry
an increase in X-REA, and our stations are clouded over down

here. We're wondering how it looks up there?
SPT Okay, Hank, I was just going to get to

you. The beryllium aperture position is still down at 4.

We don't have any change there. The. PMEC is up around 400,

but again I can't tell whether I'm in the anomaly. Hold on

our image intensity count though, was around 10 to 15, which is a

little bit higher than what we've been seeing. But I don't
see any bright points In the XUV nonitor with the persistent
image scope. We do notice though, some surging out on the

limb, and stand by just a moment, please.
CC You're not in the anomaly.
SPT Are we in a Horn?
CC That's negative. You'ie just coming up over

Honeysuckle, in fact you're off the coast of Australia now.

SPT Okay, Hank. I do not see anything in the

UV monitor or the X-REA which would indicate that we have
something going on on the limb. I do see H-alpha though.
Some more of the surging which we have seen earlie. this
morning. The faint feature which Is the - which is above the
limb, which I described this morning is a little above
240 - or 250, maybe 253 or so, 20 arc-seconds off the limb

and still there. It'a changed shape slightly. The region
which surged earlier this morning at 250 and climbed 45 degrees
to the horizontal going south has got a small amount of surging
again, although it's not reaching anywhere near as far as it did
before. It's only around 10 degrees, or 10 «rc-seconda off

the limb. Around to 230, and 240 we see some naterial coning
straight of! the limb and then curving south. It goes up

around 10 to 15 arc-seconds, then down at 230, we also see

some material, not anywhere near as denso however, vMch comes
off the limb and curves north. It looks as though it could
be the foot of a promimence , but there's nothing in between
the two , So I'll - -

CC Break Ed, we're going 105 now, and we'll
see you at Hawaii at 31.

PAO Space station Skylab now out of range of
the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle Creek. Next acquisition
will be through Hawaii In almost 10 minutes. Just short of

an hour from now Science Pilot Ed Gibson la scheduled for an
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Time: 15:09 CDT 57:20:09 GMT
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ATM conference with Astronaut Bill Lenoir. That's at 21-
Greenwich mean time over the tracking site at Ascension.
Commander Carr and Bill Pogue still involved in M092/M171
medical experiments, That's the lower body negative
pressure device, and the metabolic analyzer and bicycle
ergometer. At Greenwich mean time 20 hours 21 minutes
this is Sky lab Control. '

END OF TAPE
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on - on part of your last transmission. Would you say
again what you have on now and what you suggest.

SPT Okay Hank, we have 56 going in a
AUTO LONG. 55's in a MIRROR LINE SCAN which crosses the rewhich is still enhanced. And the ether instruments rightnow are just configured for a flare wait. Are there anyother instruments that would like to be operating.

CC Okay, stand by a bit Ed, and we'll
get you an answer .

SPT Thank you .

,

CC
J

SPT
. Houston, we like the configuration

you 're in right now

.

SPT Okay, thank you Hank, We started outright at this region with our first MIRROR AUTO RASTFR sowe got to look at it before we got the point brightening.
Hank, just around 10 to 15 arc seconds south of the pointbrightening, which is really in H-alpha which is really
a linear strip of brightening and runs maybe 10 arc seconds
or so parallel to Che limb. Right at the limb In
H-alpha we have a surge emerging. It's building going
out to around 20 arc seconds now however but it's bright
at the base as is the H-alpha plage, so I expect it may grow.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Hank, that was a Rood call on the X-REA.

As you know, I don't have that readout up here. What did It

get up to? How close was it to bubbling over to aperture

pos it ion 3?
CC Okay, it got up to 4400, Ed, which is very

close to the bunp-over point. And we're about 50 seconds
from LOS. Out next site is Goldstone at 43. And that's

about '3 minutes.
SPT Thank you.
CC And Skylab, for info, we've started re-

winding the VTR, and we're going to need it for the rest of

the day to get dumped everything thai 's on there now.
SPT Okay Hank. Appreciate the folks that

ara interested in TV-101 to take a look at it tonight and give

me sone suggestions for the work tomorrow. I still have
quite a few things lined up, but their input would be useful.

CC Okay. We'll see what we can do, Ed.

PAO Space station Skylab now less than 2

minutes away from reacquis i t ion through Goldstone. Ed Gibson
eonnenting on active region 17 on the Sun's east Jinb.
Apparently sone surge of activity in that bright spot. Flight
Director Charles Lewis has indicated that he will be ready
for a change -o f -shi f t briefing at 4:15 central daylight tine
in the briefing room in Building 1. That's about 32 minutes
f ron now. We'll hold the line up for Skylab through Goldstone
in about 1 ninute

.

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for
6-1/2 minut es

.

CC COR, Houston. Earlier today, I made a

comment about scheduling the private conns earlier in the day
to take the pressure off of low pass coverage we have in the

evening. Let re ask you another question. We got a di3tussion
going over here what's acceptable or not, you know, we try

not to bother you during the last hour of the work day with
business. Would that be an acceptable time for a private
phone call, or would you rather hold it out of that period
too?

CDR Negative. That would be just fine. We've
bad several in that period already.

CC Okay. We copy, and that, takes a little
pressure off.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS now. We'll see you again at Bermuda at 54.

PAO Space station Skylab now just west of
Lake Superior over Canada. We'll have reacquisition in about
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3-1/2 minutes through Bermuda. Tracking display here in

Mission Control has changed colors indicating the imminent

takeover by Flight Controller Don Puddy and his team, in-

cluding Spacecraft Communicator Bob Cr ip pen . 0 f t
- go ing Fligh

Director Charles Lewis will hold a cha.ige-o f-shi f t briefing

in the Building 1 Briefing Room in 25 minutes at '» : 1 5 . At

Greenwich mean tine 20 hours 50 minutes, this is Skylab

Control.

END OF TAP£
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p A0 Space station Skylab now 30 seconds away
from acquisition through the tracking station at Bermuda.
We'll hold the line up for this pass. There'll be a brief
pause and then we'll reacquire through Canary Island.

cc Skylab, Houston, through Bermuda for
9 minuses.

SPT We've not seen too much in the way of
XUV activity. It must have subsided there oxygen 6 count
had gone down to around 3,000. The surge which now appears
as a 84 arc second band, extending out, growing fainter it's
climbed 45 degrees again. And it goes out to around 3o'arc
seconds now. The faint material which was discussed before
is still hanging about 30 arc seconds above the limb - 20 arc
seconds above the limb. And the MIRROR LINE SCAN is
crossing that, so if there are any changes in it I'm sure that
goins to pick it up.

C C Okay, we copy, £d.
spr Hank, I've just about concluded th.it

that material we're looking at is a prominence, although it's
fairly high off the limb. I do not see any feet to it, but
it's awfully stable so that must be what it is.

CC We copy .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. The next site is Canaries at 05. We'll be handing
over to the crimson team there, enjoyed working with you
today. See you to morrow.

SPT Good diking with you Hank, and the bronze
boys. T a Ik to you tomorrow.

CDR We '11 see you Hank

.

CC So long .

p ''° Space station Skylab now out of range
of the tracking antenna at Bermuda. Chan g e -o f -s h i f t takeover
completed here in Mission Control, as Don Puddy and
Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippen take over from Charles
Lewis and Hank Hartsfield. Charles Lewis is on his way over
to the Building 1 briefing room right now. We'll be recording
the Canary Island, Ascension air-to-ground so we can bring
you the press conference. Today's ATM conference is scheduled
in about 6 minutes over Ascension with Bill Lenoir. We'll
play that back for you later. At Greenwich mean time 21
hours 4 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control at 21 hours 27 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station Skylab is now almost
directly over Capetown, South Africa. We'll have acquisition
through Carnarvon in about 15 minutes and 45 seconds. We
have 15 minutes of recorded air-to-ground, which took place
over Canary Island and Ascension. And that includes the ATM
conference with Bill Lenoir. We'll go straight from the:
recorded air-,to^ground to the live air-to-ground at Carnarvon.

cc Good afternoon Skylab. The crimson crew
is with you. We're talking to you through Canary rignt now
and the total pass is going to be about 15-1/2 minutes, of
which Bill Lenoir is going to take the the last portion.

SPT Th e golden voice of the crimson crlpper.
Howareyoutoday.

cc Not very golden. I don't know whether
Hank told you, but I've been sitting in here doing - we're
trying to practice up so we'll know how to bring you guys back.

We need a little of that too.
cc Tell you what we - It was obvious we did

too.
SPT You been running with the CMS?
CC Yes sir.
SPT Backup guys in there.
cc R°g, Rog. All doing good work.
SPT They always do. .

CC Must say they came in wrong end. (Laughter)
Wrong end forward but that was another story.

SPT Save that one for the sins.
CC R°g- Now, we figured that Vance had had

plenty of practice flying the entry, so we just knocked it off,
and - and It doesn't do well If you leave it unminded.

cc Ed
,

if you're sitting there with
time on your hands, I got Bill sitting over here with time on
his, wanting to get away really, I think. And - and you guys
could ahead and conduct your conference.

SPT Hello Bill. Go ahead. I was just debriefing
this past one or. the recorder, so I might as well talk real time
Go ahead

.

MCC Okay. Good. Don't let rae cut you short
of a good debriefing there, As you know, right at the end
of the orbit here you were getting another flare, and it looks to
us like it's a - well, I shouldn't yet; it looked like it's
in the C range anyhow. We'll trying be to get some word to you
as to what it was before I. hang up here. Other than that I
don't have much to add about the Sun because I'm sure you're
much more aware of what's going on than I am, being up there
seeing It in real time.
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SPT At what time did you tick off that rise?
MCC It was right at the - it was still

climbing when the doors closed.
SPT That's the way it always works. Time in

a row now, not in a row, but the third time since we've been
up he re on t ha t

.

MCC Yes, and it apparently was C-2 or better, and
it started at about a minute before the doors closed. That's
the actual rise out of the nud.

MCC Okay. Well, maybe we'll be catching some
more of those here. I don't have too much to say about to-
day's plan. The flares are obviously altering what we've done.
On the next orbit, there's a microlimb scan for 82B is really
what that is put together doinp, at a plus 20 and minus 2 from
the limb. This morning on the BB-23, the 56 operations, I

had a question as to whether that was confusing to you or
whether you intentionally did it the way you did. And we
don't really have an argunent there, but if we're confusing
you, we want make sure we do something to not do it. The
building block 23, as it's set up, you do a sequence of different
kinds of 56 operations, and then a single frame long, and we
gave you the data for that. We noticed what we got was a

long single frane for the orbit, and we're wondering if that
was intentional on your part or whether we did something
to confuse you.

SPT No. Apparently I misinterpreted the
building block there, Bill. I thought that it was a change
on their part and they only pur in one exposure, but I just
didn't read all the way across there. I guess I was too
busy looking at some of the other things wo had going on
here.

MCC Okay. No problem. We Just wanted to
make sure we didn't do something confusing there. And to
clarify something that's probably already been clarified,
enough, we pass you up all the information that we get on
things such as type 3 radial bursts. In the case of type 3's
generally speaking, it's old enough that we're not terribly
interested in it. If it is a young enough occurrence, we
will say go into - we will recomnend going into shopping
list 24, so In the absence of that, you can assure that it's
old enough that it's not of Immediate interest right now.

SPT Okay. 1 just wanted to let people know
that we fire spring-loaded. At least I've worked it over
quite a bit. Spring-loaded to go into that mode, so any time
we're Sun centered or they wish I would go Sun center, pick
off sone of that data, we can go ahead and do it. And It
calls for either a 24 or & 25, depending upon what level
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° f in
.

t
.^ Slty they th * nk the y night see.

'youMCC Right, and Crip's got a comment for

Cc Rog, Actually this is down for Jer.
We need you to - We need you to check the electrodes on Bill
there, it looks like the data is getting kind of ratty on

'

the PCG and LA and RA and fine places.

,, 1 ,

SPT
,

Crip, you cut out as soon as you started.Would you please repeat that please?

„.
CC

T

Ro «- Sorr y * b °"t that. We had a handoverthere. Just want Jer to check the electrodes on Bill P C Gdata is coming in kind of ratty and like you to check
electrodes LA and RA for us please.

CDR Okay. We'll check then. We got real
Kood irapedence tests on them all through the tests and wejust got finished doing one for MO - for H17] but I'llcheck then .

'

END OF TAPE
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cc - -the electrodes on Bill VCG data is comir
in kind of ratty. And I'd like you to check electrodes
LA and RA for us please.

CDR Okry, we'll check then. We got real
good impedence tests on them all through the test. And we
just got finished doing one for MD - M171, but 1*11 check
their.

.

cc Okay , if you can please.
y'CC Okay, Ed I 'a back with you with a couple

of instrument comments. Obviously from the tests the other
day the PRS from 82B is no go. And we will not be using it
for the dur - remainder of the mission. On the 52 special
procedure to optimize their pointing. Ve'll be scheduling
that once a day and ve'll do it the way we've done it
yesterday and today, and the way we've already done it for
tomorrow. By putting che woras in as to where to go in the
book and everything. We will not necessarily be constraining
tnat to be done by ycu . But to be done by whoever happens
to he at the panel at the tine. And if you think of a
better way of handling the scheduling and the aiming of the
crewmen to the appropriate part in the checklist, let us
know. And that is something you Just might think over the
next couple of days.

SPT thing you may want to do, I guess
it depends upon what your objectives are in doing that
however. You may want to just figure out where those fine
Sun sensor readouts are sufficient. I noticed that in left/
right it's around minus 45 seems to do it for most of the tine
for me. In the up/down we really don't have to change. If
the Sun sensor drift going to get to you we night be able to
save it a little time and make it a little easier that way.
However, that's - it's not necessary if they feel they (comm
bleeped out) in my eyeball every time.

MCC
t

Okay, we'll look at that, and see if
it looks like that is good enough and let you know. Then
some more reporting here on the ATM time inputs that vou and
Jerry, and Bill had. And also the input for getting vou in
particular more of the given ATM time. We vent to the science
planning meeting and made as strong an input as we possible
could for the schedule that wo wanted including your
recommendation as a solar physicist in space and so on.
And we'll be getting as much as we can poasiblv get weighing

^L ln?^ versus the othe - experiments - the corollaries
the EREP and so on. So the flight plans that you will be
looking at will have about as much ATM in the- as we can
schedule into them within the conflicts of ERE? and othfr
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experiments. Any - don't hesitate to criticize us on our
scheduling point of view or the flight planning or anything
because, of course, that helps us and we're not hes i t a t ing ' to
criticize you on any of the things that you're doing. Although
we haven t found much lately to holler about. On the aspect - -

SPT Bill, a point there - We certainly feel ATM
deserves a good amount of tine, but then on the other hand
we don't want to feel that EREP or medicals or some of the
other worthwhile things that we are doing up here should
be really cut back severely in order to do it. We think
they're all good things. We just felt that the ATM deserved
a little more ftmphasis than they were getting.

MCC Okay and that's pretty much the wav
we interpreted it. Now a couple of other thoughts here
on you in particular getting more of the ATM time that wo
get. We've got the guidelines here and the flight planners
to the extent that essentially, the SPT will be scheduled for

ATM wherever it's at all possible. And again that may not
be as much as you asked for which is essentially was
one orbit for Jerry, one for Bill and the rest for you.
Because of a bunch of conflicts. And I think generally
when you look at the schedule you can see what the problem
was. There are a couple of things that might enable us to
give you an extra pass or two of the ones that we do get,
and I wanted to talk to you about those. On - one thing'
was like we v re doing tomorrow, now, we'll be getting you up
early for the JOP 9, Mainly because that's the only place the
tnree consecutive orbits fit. I should say 19. There is a
question, and you had brought it up yourself - the
possibility of getting up early. There is frequently the
first orbit of the day which occurs shortly after you
nominally get up, like 30 minutes afterwards. Tnat is
usually not scheduled for manned operations That's one-
possibility for getting not only more time for you but more
for ATM. And I'm not asking for a decission now or I'm
not even pressuring you tfl say yes. I'm Just making you
aware of the possibilities here. One thing though is we
certainly don't want you to overdo anything and get yourself
into a hole and wind up getting tired. Another possibility
is within our given flight planning constraints now we
cannot schedule you or anyone really, for consecutive ATMs with
an eat period in between, just because 30 minutes is not
the 40 minute requirement that we have. That's another
possibility is to relax that or to Just go ahead and take
10 minutes less ATM panel time. Or one thing that was
mentioned was apparently in SL-II, Pete frequently ate at
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SPT No go ahead on that .

MCC Okay, probably the easiest way to talk this

if _jou*ve got It convenient Is to pull out S16 of the .JOP summary
sheets on JOP 3 Bravo and let's look at BB-24

.

CDR Could I interject a side comment here. 1

wonder how Bill - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC - - talk .

SPT No, go ahead on that.
MCC Okay, probably the easiest way to talk

is if you've got It convenient, is to pull out S16 of the

JOP Summary Sheets on JOP 3 Bravo and let's look at BB-24.
CDR Could I interject a side comment here? We

wonder how Bill's electrodes look now.
CC They're looking good now, Jer .

CDR Okay, thanks.
MCC And while you're digging that out, Ed,

let ne just tell you there's a ninute , 20 seconds to LOS
here' Carnarvon is ne.ct in 24-1/2 minutes, which is about
21:45.

SPT In front of ne
,
Bill; go ahead.

MCC Okay, basically the concept - you should
tonight now receive an official change. And don't write
anything in it until you get it. But, basically it's K° in ?

to change the 82 Alfa exposure from 40 to 20, which was an

omission when we changed all the others, we should have gotten
that one. And it's going to add another option for 55A, in

particular the option of a mini-MAR. Now, and that's the hard
change. Everything else is words that I just want to talk to

you about on the operation of BB-24 . 82A and B, we'd like
additional sequences as they have scheduled, p r e in i t i a t i on of
BB-24 and po9t wherever it fits. Similarly, 55 we'd like
mlni-MARs wherever they can and all of these are within the
constraint that this should be on a non-interference basis
with the original intent the BB-24. And, obviously that in-
volves tine looking at monitors and so on. And then at any - -

SPT What was the - You mentioned 55 and what
was the first instrument you talked about?

MCC 82A and 82B.
SPT Oh, okay. Yes, I'd like to get a feel for

what they would like in terns of preflare data. We've always
been very - conserve film, and I'd like to know to what degree
we can relax that, even though I've heard some words previously
about goinp on flares, but preflare'a something else.

MCC Okay, according to our clock here, we're
over the hill. So, we're going to talk again at 9:30 cenfril
time in the aorning, 14:30 or there abouts. Let me pick this
topic up again then. I'll see you tomorrow.

SPT Okay, one other thing if you would.
Roll orientation like today we had a reasonable one. I

thought with a mirror line scan was going out into the
corona, if we do their ?alni*MAR - best done if we are to

the horizontal cross hair tangent to the limb. And they ought
to think about the conflict* there in the 82 operation,

MCC Okay, thanks a lot,
PA0 Skylab Control, at 21 hours 43 minutes
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Greenwich mean cine. We're through with the playback of
our recorded air-to-ground from the preceeding pa?s over
the Canary Islands and Ascension.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Carnarvon.
And we have you for 9 minutes. And SPT, Houston, Ed, if

you have an opportunity this pass we need to make a

modification to the fine maneuver for the S180 - 83 K

maneuver coning up, get you to change a nuZ.
CC Skylab, Houston, we have a keyhole

coming up here in about 15 seconds. And I'll call you when
we're out of it .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're cleared of the
keyhole now, We've still got you for about 6"l/2 more minutes.
And for the SPT, if it's inconvenient to get the pad change on
- during this pass I've got you at Guam in about 12-1/2
minutes from now, we can get it there.

SPT Let's get it at that time, Crip. I'm
just setting up the instruments.

CC Ves sir.
CDR Say, Crip, I got some comments on

scheduling t itoe .

CC Okay
f

Jer , be glad to copy there, go

ahead .

CDR Okay, Hank asked this morning if there
was any way - if we had any shaving to do on any of the
medicals. And Bill and I just finished a M092/.M171 and
in an hour and 40 minutes, and that's from when he starts
taking his clothes off to get ready and to get Instrumented
to the point where I'm Just finished swabbing out the MA
hose. And I don't see how we can cut that down much
shorter without rushing so fast we start making mistakes.
We were going at a good speed and looking good there. So

I don't think you should schedule less than an hour and
45 minutes for that pair of runs. But, that - assume now
that Bill's going to get another 15 minutes assigned or
the subject will to clean himself up, because It takes a

good 15 minutes to clean up after something like that. So

what it looks like as you can run the observer for an

hour and 45 minutes and the - the subject for 2 hours.
CC Okay, we copy that. And you feel that

- that's adequate amount of time In casa things, you know,
don't go quite so smoothly too.

CDR Well, that only gives us about a 5 or
7 minute cushion In the event we have a problem. And If

wo have a problem we're ju.st going to have to take up the
slack somewhere else In the schedule,

CC Okay, copy that, And we'll reflect that
in the future scheduling then.
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CDR Okay, on the M092/93, I guess we'll have
to think about that a little bit more, but 1 think we can
get through that in an hour and 15 minutes easy enough. So
let's start scheduling that way, on the M092/93.

CC Okay, do you want us to also add that
Delta time for the PH for the subject?

CDR Yeah, I think you better. You know, if

nothing else he's got to get dressed to get ready to go to

the next place he's going to. And the times I'm giving you
are from when he starts undressing until he's done and ready
to start either dressing or do his PH.

CC Okay, we've got that, and so noted.
SPT Hey, Crip, for the ATM ops what I'm doing

here is doing the limb LBS and LB9 , so forth, in the
position where we had the brightening on the previous orbit.
So I'm going through the nominal program which is called
out but at that position which turned out to be a roll of

minus 1248 rather than a roll of 1400. If they'd like it at

1400 would you please tell me?
CC We'll check it for you.
SPT Thank you.
CC And for the CDR. Jer, one thing I want to

END OF TAPE
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Carr interchanging thoughts on how long it takes to perform
the M092 medical experiment. Approximately 45 minutes was
agreed on. We're coming up on the second comet photography
»l the day in just about 30 minutes. That's with the S183
camera, ultraviolet panorann camera. Principle Investigate
tor thai experiment Is Dr. George Courtes, Astrominical Laboraryof Space in Marseille, France. Commander Carr is scheduled forphysical training and personal hygiene during this period
And Science Pilot Ed Gibson is scheduled for housekeeping.
We'll leave the line up for the pass through Guam. At
Greenwich mean time 21 hours 55 minutes, this is Skylab
Control holding the line up. We're about 10 seconds away
from acquiring signal through Guam. This pass will run about5-1/2 minutes. There'll be a brief pass and then we'llreacquiring through Hawaii for another stateside pass to
include Goldstone, Texas, and MLLA.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through Guam
now. We got you f r, r about 6 oiiutes. And if it's convenient
Ed, I do need to give you this 183 K maneuver charge.

SPT Okay, Crip, go ahead with it.
CC Ro 8- it's a change to the fine maneuver.

And it r - the numbers are as follows; for X, SJOjO- tor V
5 1207; for 7, 50045. And Jf you'd like t„e d e r i ma 1 \ fj u i va le n t s

'

It 3 X of minus
. -U) degrees; Y of minus 1.35; and 7. of plus

it sir
H th ° sf and you could read ^ back, we'd apprcci.it

u
SF

I,nc c, rt c„ °kay '
Crlp

'
Ju8t th« pencilhere. 5105 - 51050; 51207; 50045. Minus .40; n inv,s 1.35 and

p lus . 37

.

Okay, that's a good rcadback. Thank you.SPT Thank you Crip.

END OF TAPE
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.

SPT
' ,,

Crip, I'd appreciate nny word you miahthave on the flare that happened just a* we were going aroundthe corner before. Our PMEC count is exceptionally low nowwe're down near 200 - 150 or so. And I see no evidence Titn H-alpha or XUV MON. At the beginning of the or I h nkit was Sun center and give 52 a STANDARD MODE. I found noevidence there in - in the corona.

data o

C

n It.
^ ' " '

We ' n
'

Ve ' U t r >' Co 8« some

SPT Thank you.

rKa „. ,

Understand you got a - got another one onthe rise tnere. And that was a - a Charlie 3.

one
SPT Okay, it must have been a short duration

7 „, "
| . _ _

R °8- We're about 30 seconds fron LOS In
7 minutes we'll have you over Hawaii at 22:12, 22-12 Andthat s a real short pass, about a minute and a half." Following

I^Go^^one: ^23? 18 ^ ' ^ " d '

SPT Thank you Crip, so long.
CC Byc-byc.

maan lf° c
Sk>' lab Contro1 22 h °»rs 6 ainutes Greenwichmean time. Space station is now out of range of the trlrk?*cantenna at Guam. We'll reacquire signal in'.b t 5 nlnTA

*

z0 seconds through Hawaii. Earlier in the day, at Greenwichnean time 16:10, Bill Pogue made a f aJ rly intereitlnl « 5,
on the data/voice indicated that he hi!i taLn 1III a f HanT

*

held shots over Mexico, some mountainous areas o Lx^oAnd took three pictures of a developing storu ay s t e« o ve r i h

e

Great Lakes. And he indicated that there were loll iri tlW* tln *airflow patterns and 1 akn- associ a t ed cloud patterns. 1[Greenwich mean time 22 hours 7 minutes, this i. Sky 1 ab Con t r ol

.

KND OF TAPE
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pass over the Hawaii tracking station. We'll hold the line

for t h

C

?s real long pa^f" '
^ '^ .

th " u « h

me on ATM?
~ " ° riP

'
W ° Ul<i y0u clarif X something for

ahead"
That '

S aSklng 3 lot of « Ed, but go

of 63o:
T

chccking ffly ^f,^5
?^ jh*:: ; hs^"^ c ;~;i

l0N
us one which hao a fair number of lineal e

^
.

rather than 13 .„ ». can Include th.t ... rf . i„ there,

information on that flare awhile ago that - it peaked at

it did fall off very rapidly after peak.

that earHor Uil

R° g
'

1 "ndt'"tand that. I misunderstood

rr»-« t f u
Skylab Control, 22 hours 16 minutes

niZn uT" ii
mc

; ,

we
;

vc -PM»""y ^ f t sign^rt^Lgh
' ,e a

^
out 6 »inute. away f rora a 20 minute pans

211 irot lllV ^^f* KILA> 8errai"J «. *"d about 15 ninutes
JuLi^w experiment, using the French-designed

scientific airiock in the articulated mirror system \*a

turn, rather a, one of the Indicator, off of the „„,„) .

d

END OF TAPE
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PA° Skylab Control, 22 hours, 21 minutes,Greenwich mean time. Coming up or. a four-wav pass over theUnited States, Goldstone, Texas, MI LA , Bermuda for about 20minutes We'll hold the line up. Right now Commander Carrshould be still cleaning himself up after his physical train-
in \ S?,? I

30 " iS lnvolved ln ^ousekeepinp, activities. AndPilot Bill Pogue should be getting ready for his S183 ex-periment We re about 20 seconds away from acquisitionthrough Goldstone.

.

C
J ,

Skylab, Houston; we're AOS. Have you

Iij°wl h 5 " " rreCtt ° n " Ve g0C trough Texasand we have you for 12 minutes.
SPT Houston , SPT .

cc Go, SPT.
SPT He >'> Crip, sonewhere we had a - a coupleof numbers which I think just had a little bit of a - a h* *<in the wrong direction in them, 7n the ATM solar pad, theschedule it had, on this last oibit, to truncate at 16minutes time remaining, even though it did have at least a22:18 - said at the proper time denoted there. But, when westarted the maneuver at 22:18, wr had 17 minutes and 32seconds le ft in the orbit. So, I vas a little bit aheadand was able to squeeze all the observations in, but I think

lltJ I"?
fl * urln « could truncate at 16minutes time remaining in time to do the maneuver. So there

^

a couple of minutes lost in there sonr.where and maybe theycould find out where it is * lld make sure, we don't have thatproblem again because we could either mias the aaneuwr ormiss some o - observations.

th.r «». rK *

You're absolutely right. That was t ho in -
that was the intent. Apparently we had an error; we api> roc J atyou bringing it to our attention. >

Pl

SPT Thank you, Crip,

from fn<> u..,. u
Skylab

-
"o-^ton; we're about 45 seconds

• f 22.50 ,' 22^50
' C Y ° U * l Ascensl ™ ^1/2 minute.

PLT So long, Crip.
CC

.

' Bve
- showing CMC 3 outer gimbalon a stop, and if they're a rate error, you night watch it.

. \, Skylab Space station now out of range ofthe tracking antenna at Bermuda, Guidance officer here inMission Control Indicted earlier that the S183 nar.euver was
JZwI!\ °

n
?|

fln
I

BU1 P ° RUe indic*^ to th* ground team
.^'5 5" dl8C0Vered *bout a l-minute errol n

IntAX
edullnR f

;
r < h « »««e«ver and the scheduling for the

If tSI h\n
art

°/
tK

?
"P" 1 "*" 1

'
indl ^tlng that he thoughtif that happened again they might alas some dat*. Groundacknowledged it was their mistake and they'll check that in thefuture. Comet photography i. still in progress up in Skylab
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uoinp the French -des i ytned S183 ultraviolet panorama Instru-
ment. Crew has asked to take a look at the storm, Wanda
as they go over It durinp this next revolution. The storm
apparently didn't develop as scheduled and there's no require-
ment for thero to take any pictures. However, they've been
told that a good description would be nice to have. At 22
hours and 43 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky] ab Control, 22 hours 49 niinutes
Greenwich mean time. ' Space station is now a little over
a minute from acquisition though the tracking site at

Ascension. Dr. Jerry Hordinsky indicates this evening's
medical conference was "short, fast, and sweet." He had
this to say, "The two-thirds point of the mission has been
crossed with everyone in good health. Both the crew and
their ground-based monitors are optimistic about completing
the full 85 days." Also got a report from Dr. Karl Henize,
astronaut, scientist., and Spacecraft Communicator who says
he saw the comet at 39,000 leet near Lufkin, Texan , from
a NASA T- 38 trainer. He says the magnitude of the comet
was very close to that oi f.'ne Galaxy Aquarius which has a

nuclear magnitude of 4.9. Dr. Henize indicated that he
thought the left nide from his vantage point of the tail
was sharper or brighter that the rigV.t aids. He suspected
that the tail was broken into three distinct rays. He

was using binoculars to fight the comet. We'll hole the
line up for this pass over Ascension.

CC Skylah, Houston, we're AOS Ascension
for 5-1/2 ainu tes

.

CC Skylab, Houston, anybody who is going
to have some time a - a little bit later on this pass at
about the time they were catching - contact over Guam in
oh, about 41 minutes. We're going to be coming up over
tropical storm Wanda once more. And if anyone has an
oppor t un 1 . f to look out there window, It will be on the -

out of the 190 window is probably the beat viewing again.
You guys did such a good Job on visual observations of it last
niyht we'd be interested in any more verbal desert tlon^ of it

you could give us

.

SPT You sure know our veak points, Crip. What
time are we suppose to go over it?

CC Yeah, I vaa Just sitting here figuring
1 could grab you with that one. it's at 23:38.

SPT Thank you.
CC And Ed, while you're there you talked

about that area around 290 today that you finally concluded
was probably a suspended prominence. And ground observers
concur

.

SPT Yeah, that was around 250.
CC Yeah, Rog. That's the area.
SPT Crip, what has happen to tropical storm

Wanda, has it intensified?
CC Well, no, it hasn't grown like we were expect;

I think last night I to*d you it might have up to 60-kn^t winds
and it still has only built up to about 40 knot* at this time.
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SPT Thank you.
cc AnJ actually it does appear to be

deminishing at this time. We are 1 minute from LOS.
station contact ia over Carnarvon in 25 minutes, and w

2 3 2 l

lng * data/fvoice rec °r<ler dump. That's at 23:21

SPT So long Crip.
CC Bye.
?A0 Skylab Control, 22 hours 57 minute

Greenwich nean tine. Space station now out of range othe antennas at Ascension. Next acquisition vill be
23 minutes from nov. That will be through Carnarvon,
Australia. This is Skylab Control.

KSD OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, 23 hours and 19 minutes
.Greenwich mean time Space station is approaching acquisition
through the t rackirg site at Carnarvon, Australia. Pilot
PoRue should be nearinj? the end of his S18: experiment . And
Ed Gibson should be getting ready to go back to the ATM
control and display panel for stne more observations of the
Sun

-
We ' 11 hol: - he line up for this pass through Carnarvon.

0 , ,.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Carnarvon fory-i// minutes. Doing a data/voice recorder dump
CDR Roger Bob

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about .10 second*,
from LOS. Next station contact is in 3 minutes over Guam atV
<!J:J4, It 11 be shor'.ly after that that you might be able
to pick up tropical storm Wanda.

CDR Thank you Crip.
PA° Skylab Control at 23 hours 31 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We're 2 minutes away from reacquiring
signal from the space station over the tracking antenna at
Guam. The crew will have an -opportunity during this part of
this revolution to observe tropical storm Wanda, which isn *

;•

developing as expected into a cyclone, although winds havebeen reported up to 40 kncts in the storm. l.'e'll hold the
line up for this pass over Guam.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Guam. We
have yoi for 10-1/2 minutes.

P:-T Crip, are you there?
CC yes sir.
rLr Okay, we're looking at this storm and

it has one what I'd call p i nwhe e 1 , a nd it leads down into afairly intense, but small center, which would be where the
eye were located if it were a tropical storm or hurricane typeThis - I ,. you could sort of draw an inverted comma, put t^e

'

head of the comma, then draw it up so that the tail ends upabout 12 o clock, and the head of the comma is in the center of
trie ciock. There is another internlttent, but fairly well-detined line of incense thunderstorms that extends up toward

txTlS,
0 '^ 0

^;
T^y' re intermittent, the spacing, oh , 1 would" 25 Lo 50 miles between individual thunderstorms, but they're'all. real g r and d a dd ie s . They're ureal big son-of -a-aunc and'

1 vouU say that that line extends probably up to the north-east, to eas t -nor theas t about 250 miles.
CC Okay. Real good Bill. That's a good

description of it. I think I got a - -

}
' LT It's a huge circulation system and the

satellite photos ought to really amplify what we say there
CC

.

v.. Xog. '

'
' '

' "

Bill, while I was talking to you, we got
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plenty of time to do It, but some tine before you execute it

,

I do need to nake * nod to your S019K pad this evening, and

why don't you Just tell »e when it'a convenient with you.

PLT 1 think probably right now. Go ahead.

CO Okay. Right at the last there in the

rerrarks, we have terminate last exposure at 02:12:15. It

should be - juit change to 02 : 1 2 : 00 . That ' s actually when

we start the maneuver back to solar inert ial.
y plt Roger. Teininate 02:12:00.,

.

CC '

'

." Rog Bill .

'

CC Bill, as long as I got you, also, before

you start getting your evening dinner. Last night you re-

ported to us that the - you'd replaced the squeezer bag, and

we were wondering if that was because of the original seal

problem that was up there when you launched or was there some

other problem?
PLT No, it - the odors finally got to us, trip,

and we Just changed it out for that reason.

CC Okay. A little odoriferous, huh?

PLT Af f irra.

PLx Even if we can't pass the sine 1 1 test

that they give us. We can pass that one.

CC Ah ha. Okay, very Rood

.

Cc And just as a matter of information for

you guys. Ve are - have copied a couple of TACS nib firings

here this j.ast acquisition, for the past couple of minutes

because we at a peak momentum period.

PLT Roger ,
Crip

.

SPT Hey Crip, one other thing - I'm looking

at that storm, Bill outlined it pretty veil. There was a

line of thunderstorms which went along the comma though,

which was fairly close lying in. Looked like a fairly ex-

tensively long line, but very thin. Looked pretty much like

a squall line.
CC Okay . Real good

.

SPT About a couple of hundred mil js lonp.

CC Rog. Hey. Ed, I was just taking the

opportunity here to see some'of that TV-101 you put down

earlier. That's really fantastic. You guys are having all

the fun up there .

SPT Yeah , that is a lot of f tin
,
Crip. There ' s

lots of good things you can do. I'm hoping we can have a

chance to get into .hat fluid mechanic series quite extensively

in the next couple of weeks.
- CC Okay. That's certainly some we . rd looking

stuff when you see it presented like that .

SPT Hard to tell from the monitor up here

what the clarity was - -

END OF TAPE
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certainly in the next couple of weeks.

*J
T

l th.f . certainly «« «••'<"

i.. k in.
t

.«-ff *«
»s: rr:.

l,
„!i"""thi

1

«.
,

t»
,
«''«- .».n

«l.ruy .... »« "l!
l

i«y sharf.* Cou.dn't

h.v. asked for any
"J«^- y<>11 see th . cl.„ n„10. the .1...

w * ter
cC Yes sir. It stood out real well.

" T Er
..K",.. 'c.-U -en see little bubbles

^
. Z * ,n crnnda from LOS » and next

sittin* in It. We're ab out 30 sec onds from
aC

station contact is over Golds one in a t>o u

°^r^\™ ;rte
h
r:

Jr
B u?-5°e;.s

An
pKone can i. .-t up

for the last portion of that CONUS pass over MIL A
.

at

6 minutes af cer the hour .

'"
h tl.e "Station " - r-"»"- U

-
S-

.?'.. «- the's o aTaad.'ju.t e.st'of the Philippine I. .....

Si" g od verbal description of It. th. •«««»«•.«; lS

jrJrunr^ernrich^i^tL-thrs-ir.^ibioi-oi.
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PA0 Skylab Control, 23 hours, 58 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station is near Ing acquisition

through Gold. tone, California. This pass will b over Gold-,

stone Texas, and Merritt Island. And then we'll have a very

Ion? LOS as the space station goes between all of the tracking

sites. WeMl hold the line up, about 30 seconds away from

acquisition of signal.
, r ,.

'

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Goldstone

and we've got you for 16-1/2 minutes across the States.

CDH Roper, Crip.
,

cc SPT, Houston. Ed, if it becomes convenient,

finishing up with the ATM here, and you got time for it over the

COSUS pass, same thing that bit us on that nuZ update for the

previous maneuvers at - applicable for the S019K maneuver

upcoming and I need to give you another fine maneuver.

SPT' Okay, Crip, can we hold off until after

sanse t ,
please?

. ,

cc Yes, sir. And we got plenty ot time, I

was just - Just talking at you. And, for the CDR in about,

oh, abour a minute here, we'll be all set up for his phone

call, if he's not up in the command module already.
'

plt He's already up there, Crip.

cc Okeydoke. Bill, is this a convenient time

to ask you a question, or would it be better to catch it a

little bit later?
PLT (Static) Go ahead ,

Crip. m
"

C C Stand by. We were handing over and I

:. an 't read you. I'm sorry, Bill, if - I don't know whether

you said it was convenient, but apparently it wasn't convenient

for our comm situation. Is this a good place to go ahead and

ask it?
PI t Go ahead , Crip.

cC
' yes, I guess this is another one of those

64-dollar questions where we're trying to ask you to go back

and test your memory a little bit. We did a CO mon tor test

on mission day 46, and this is 58, so that's about 12 days

ago. And we apparently asked ycu about it once and we were^

*oing to put it on tape and we still have not been able to fine

it anvwhe re . Can you help us out there?

p LT Certainly can. That was the day before

F.VA if I recall. It was completely negative. I vent through

the ' instructions , you knew, and everything, and you look at

the little - Stand by 1. Anyway, the indicator didn t cnange,

and so the indication was negative. I thought I put It on

tape, but apparently I didn't.
cc Okay, well, we've had prob leas with getting

some of that lost sonetimes, so - Very good, we got it, and

we appreciate it, Tbank you.
PLT Bog,
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fC And, PLT, Houston. Bill, Jorry to keep^

bunging you, but got another quescion I need If- you haven't

earned you to gobbla down your food there.

PI.T Co ahead, Crip.

cc Okay, we were Just dumping experiment 1

recorder and we didn't see any modulation on it for this

past 183 operation. And that should have been on experiment

1. Can you tell ua whether we had any problems there with

it - experiment 1 that you're aware of?

PI-T
'

procedural . 1

CC
SPT

pads.

Yes, there was a problem; it was entirely

forgot to turn the switch on

.

Okay, thank you very much.
Crip, go ahead and speak to me of maneuver

CC

the fine maneuver
SPT
CC

50020. And
minus 0.60-.

SPT
for a minus

CC

very much.
SPT

Oh, ye6 , my favorite subject. Okay, o

on the S019K. coming up - Ready to copy?

At f irm

.

Okay. X is 51057, Y is 5107*. Z is^

the decimal equivalents are X, minus 0.47- Y,

Z. Plu 0.16.
Okay, Crip, it's 51057, 51074, 50020,

minus 0.60, and plus 0.16.
That's a good readback, Ed, thank, you

Thank you

.

END OF TAPE
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rr Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

ll rl we're "t „p for tb* evening status repport .

^ !SS"i,S^'H.u.,... «h. VW lei... to

you agaLn. I beHeve v. t a - .... records on the

ATM coraitif! up.

pV~ li^aoTont^^'at 16 ..notes Greenwich

IIVA'"T Soil convert." between BUI P.ju. an, bob

^i:; „ abont tbe teUnete, .n f ot
?
at,on fto^tbc SIM

be »
«»r;v^^«;

^

n nff cer here in Mission Control informs us cn.it

lv" hin. ilach^Is lost was lnfor«tlon ^icatin, the

i L nd the ending picture taking sequence
.

Those
" e

rr^in, steals and Se'have that in f o rna t i on on vo ice
^

9 "nlu^ which will be co-in, up in about an hour

That's another comet takin* session us n t! e S019 u r

violet stellar astronomy instrument. This lnstruneu

tuited in the scientific airlock and uses them ulat

lirro- listen - - over an hour and 18 minutes until our

^acqui^on. Thi. is Skylab Control at 18 minutes

Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skvlab Control at 1 hour 35 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. After an hour and 15 alnutes of >"ence

snace station Skylab is once again coming into range of the

tracking antenna at Goldstone, California. Commander Carr

a in shed his physical training and personal hygiene

and his evening meal. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson who >

at the ATM C&D console while Pilot Bill Pogue was

dinner will have traded places with him. And should be just

finishing up his dinner. As Pilot Pogue is involved in

watching the Sun. 'During this pass we'll have the evening

status report. We'll hold the Une up for live air-to-ground

in about 10 seconds from now. _ ...
cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Goldstone, we

have you for 1 minutes. And v,'re doing a data/voice recorder

dump. And we're standing by forth, evening status report

.

pi t Roger, Crip, while Jerry's getting that

ready, I have the ATM film count. 11852, 3742, 141, 315,

4026 , 37 39.
,

CC Very good, thank you, Bill.

CDR Okav, Crip, here comes the photo pad -

photo log first. 16-millimeter. EREP ops or VTS Charlie

Lima 11, 62, S183, Uniform Alfa 04 7 9 N 1 Jo n s : 0 1
Charlie

V-rav 40 51< 02, India Romeo 10. 05; 03, Charlie India 113,

55- 04. Bravo Echo 09, 26: 05. Bravo Hotel 06, lb. Okay, one

word of explanation on the tR. we had one exposure where
.

the flash didn't go off. and that's why we're to 5 i ns t ead ol . -
.

,

v -nilline er, Charlie X-ray 50, 005: ETC, Charlie

Janvo 12. 019: EREP : set X-ray 0183, 2364. 9907 9269. 1040.

996 7 . Drawer A: no chan-e. That 'a it on the photo los> .

cc Okay, if 1 could get a word in here.

Ve see sonebody's using the recorder and ve do ni-td to

dump i t here i f we can .
. .

CDR Ed's doing 101 - TV-101. Stand by.

Okay, he's stopped for now, go ahead and dump it. Okay, th.'

evening statu." eport . Sleep: CDR, 6.0. 5 heavy, 1
Ugh :

SPT 6.0. 4.5 heavy, 1.5 light: PLT. 7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5 It.
Volunes: ::/A. Water gun: 8404 ; 4318; 0459. Body mass: uDR.

6 303 6.303, 6.302: SPT , 6.373. 6.370, 6.373; PUT, 6.24..

(>' 2i.fl' 6.24 2. Exercise: CDR, no Bravo or Charlie metnoa*

tonight' SPT, no change: PLT, no change. Okay, now vo got

some st - changes to the standard exercise patterns. Fo

r

. _
the CDR method Echo, add neck isometrics, zero minutes, beci.se

the isometrics are being done while I'm doing ot.icr exercises.

AO repetitions a total of 10 each in each, direct ion toryard

back and right and left; SPT, method Bravo, minus B in curl

reduce that by 10 minutes and by 100 repetitions. So what

it should be now is 15 ninutea. and 100 r e pe 1 1 1 i on s . . .0 y PLx

method Echo, add neck, isoraet r ic s ,
ayain no time, and 200 rep.n-

;

itions for Urn, 50 in each a i r ec t i on . Okay ,
medications: none tor
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anyone. Clothing: CDR, socks find shirt; SPT, aocks, shorts,
T-shirt, and trousers; PLT, none. Okay, the food log: COR,
salt 8.5, deviations, plus one strawberry drink, plus one
lemonade, plus one coffee with sugar, no extra water; SPT,
zero salt, plus biscuits, plus one coffee with sugar, plus
one grape i! rink, minus 20 cc's of the g:ape drink for use in v

TV-101, rehydration water zero; salt packs for the PLT is 7.0,
deviations, plus one tea, plus one coffee with sugar, rehydration
water zero. Okav, Flight Plan dev iat ions : TV-101 , the SPT has
Invested 3 extra hours in that over what was in the Flight
Plan today. About 1 and 3/4 of that or so was last night
and the other - the vest of it was done today, piecemeal.
Shopping list accomplishments: all housekeeping was con -

accomplished 1 should say the housekeeping, and I have spent a

total of an hour and a half on overage food density - inventory
I beg your pardon, overage food inventory. And I'll have a

full inventory down on tspe this evening. Inoperable
equipment: none. Unscheduled stowage: none.

END OF TAPF.
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out of It.
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h:;t:, °;. «»»« ti - e ,oy°\knovinR that you ve m
squared awav and get
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lu „ch „VCI the evenln* period on

nothlnf to pick up there. ^ ^ ^ the ldea „ f

at.rtln* an ATM p.as ah out 30 *1 nut .. . «««
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.^

.
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It SnVlnter^e, that we're -your leavin,
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^ ^ i ^
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hy and ^S"-;^

super quit, again then . don t th.nk we

:.:/:^uri::.v::.'-v;
;

-— ....

, bel'lU It ... on ^on/the » —
hIm ,;kl. full PS* a ter the^ATM. ^ ^ , Just

gr .b "l. to ... and whl.tl. up to the ATM and

tes
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started. And then after that period's over cone down and
take care of the urine sampling, and finish up his breakfast.

cnR I think It would be a wise thing to
be sure and give hla his PSA right after the ATM pass.
Because keep in mind that he'll probably only have a little
breakfast in him, and he's got other chores that he's got
to do.

CC Okay, so noted .

CC
:

And one other point for clarification
on Che - on your exercises. The changes that you gave us,
was that included today or is that starting tomorrow?

CDR We'll start that tomorrow.
CC . .\: Okay.
CDR Today was a freebe.
CC One freebe, thank you sir. I'll get

our of your hair for a while. We still have you for about
4-1/2 more minutes, but that's all we had for discussion.

CDR Okay.
SPT Hey, Crip, a couple of things. Could

you tell me how much VTR time can be alotted to TV-101
tonight ?

CC Stand by, 1 .

SFT Okay, Crip while your getting that one
let me Just tell you a couple of things that 1 saw on the
last ATM pass, or the one before that. It's primarily
what we saw in the H-alpha display, and it. loot's as though
we have pretty good prominence coming around the bend. The
one prominence which we saw at 25U degrees there is another
foot of a prominence at around 2 arc minutes below that,
that is toward the south. Another foot 2 arc minutes beyond
that one, another foot at 1-1/2 arc minutes and a fourth
foot at around 1-1/2 arc minuses. So there is quite a
bit there. There also are a couple of other small prom-
inences in on the limb which I'm sure y'all can see.

cc Okay Ed, we've just seen some TV earlier
of the prominence itself, the one that - that is disconnected
from - from the disk, but haven't seen the feet. But thank
you very much

.

CC And Ed in answer to your question you
can have 17 minutes for the VTR tonight.' There is a little
bit more than that, but we're havinp. to save it tor tomorrow
morning on the - to get some TV downlink on the , pardon me
on VTR 2D on the ATM.

SPT 17 minutes. Okay, thank you.
cc Ed, would you care to speculate about
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,
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y °" foiks
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p . n Skylab Control 1 hour 57 minutes Greenwich

m ean time. Space station is now over western South -er ca .

We're about. 2-1/2 minutes away from acquisition of signal

through che Vanguard tracking ship. Pilot 3111 Pogue •'»°u
;

d
,

'be involved in Comet Kohoutek photography at this point. He 11

be using instrument S019 . the ultraviolet stellar astronomy

camera. This camera was originally designed ^ study ul r-
violet line spectra and spectral energy distribution of h

early or young stars and tc obtain ultraviolet spectra 1. a

large number of the Milky Way star fields. This camera s

beinYused to observe the ultraviolet spectra of the Comet

Kohoutek. U uses the articulated mirror system and loots
_

of the scientific airlock. Principle Investigator or this

Experiment is Scientist Astronaut and Spacecraft Commun ic.. or

Dr Karl Henlse. Dr. Henir.e has indicated to us in an earlier

conversation that he expects to gain some information from

the stellar astronomy part of. this experiment on the origins

of the universe. Should be very interesting resu Its rem

this experiment. We'll hold the lino up for acquisition of

the space station about 1 minute iron now.
1

Ic Skylab, Houston. We're AOS over the

Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutes.
SPT Roger Cr ip .

.

cc Rog , and we ' re going to go ahea i and

plan on making this the last pass I'm going to talk to you tor

this evening. There is an upcoming Tananarive pass in about

30 minutes and then Goldstone's about an hour and -15 minutes

away. But. we'll go ahead and say good night here and to-

morrow morning we'll give you a call over ^neyuck e at

11:19, that's 11:19, and that's to get Ed up in tine to go do

his thing on the ATM pane 1 .

spT Thank y/>u Crip. Sure do appreciate it.

PLT Crip, I'rajust experiencing an anomaly

on the S019 1 think they'd probably want to know about. I

was trying to put it Into slide retract to pickup the next

f ano and it was - would not - did not want to go from

carriage retract, so I pushed on it rather hard, because

!!»S St the othe/day ,
and this time I felt a sort

of a crunching feel and it made a sort cf c ranching no ise .

and now the handle is freewheeling more or less. It JuM

flops bsck and forth, so I think we're in trouble.

C C (Laughter) It sounds li^.e it.^

pLT This tine a bigger hammer didn't work,

Kar] '

cc Gather tnat, yes. '. Okay. Very good.

Let see if we could - I guess that pretty well dcscr.be>

it I don't see anv questions 1 could ask you.
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CC And PLT, Houston. In looking over the
Flight Plan here, I guess our reconwendst ion would be if you .

want to go ahead and do that S019 stow 1 that we'd scheduled
r'or you tomorrow, this evening and go ahead and get thai, out
of the road, well that will be fine.

PLT Okay.
CC Can - Bill, did wo p.et any franes at all?

.

PLT Yes, 1 got the 12-minute exposure on the

CC Okay. Very good. And , one . the r item.
I suess may be obvious, but as far as the maneuver is concerned
we want to go ahead and maintain this attitude, until the
regular scheduled time to cone out of it.

PLT Rog. Understand. Aleo , C r i
v>

, in case
the procedures people ge; concerned about it, I will use -

1 will reverse the number of turns counterclockwise in the
first step to get back to zero rotation.

CC kog. That's fine.
CC Sky lab. Houston. We're 1 minute frJm LOS.

And as 1 said before, we'll say good niRhr. Tananarive is
02-29. We're not planning on x i v i n p. you. a call there and
in, 000 in the DAS does not work there, sir.ee we aren't - we don't
have any data from Tananarive. I'm assuming you guys concurA that you don't think you'll need any - any air-to-groundW :

- - there'. '

'

PLT Affirmative. We'll say good night, Crip.
CC Okay guys. We'll see you mamna .

SPT Good nicht Crip.
CDR Cood ni gh t Crip.
CC '

• Good night .

PAO Skylab Control, 2 hours 12 minutes Greenwich :

mean tine. CAP COMM Bob Crippcn has said goodnight to the 1

. crew. Bill Pogue reported that in trying to operate the SOI 0
,

UV stellar astronomy camera, that there was a crunch durinp
one of the procedures, indicating that the instrument 'had bicn
broken. The corollary experiments officer has . Indicated to- us
though, that they're going to troubleshoot and see it thev !

can't ret the instrument to be used for some of the experiments.
The crew was scheduled to go to bed about an hour and 15 minutes
from now, however it's a don't call us, we'll call you situation.
Ground is maintaining an hour of presleep silence so the --crew

can sort of wind down from their day's activities, prepare
themselves for bed. We'll stay around until the crew does
go to sleep in ca.se they should have a call. At 2 hours and
13 minutes, this is .Sky 1 ab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAD Skyl*b Control at 2 hours 27 minutes
Greenwich aean time. Sp»ce station 1* now over the voice

relay site at Tananarive . be don't expect any conversation,
however, an update on Bill Pogue ' s SO 19 experiment, during
which tine he reported Ha thought he broke the camera, and the
ground agreed that they thought he probably did. He did get
one 12-»inute exposure of the comet. That was the object of
the experiment, so even on tne instrument's last day it was
working to the very end. Tomorrow morning, 16:00 Greenwich
no an tine there will be an E*rth resources pass - Earth
resources pass number 27 on groundtrack number 1. That will
start over Baja -Baja, Mexico, and will go up through the

Dallas, Forth Worth area, crossing the Mississippi River
at St. Louis , go Mp through Chicago, Lake Michigan, Detroit
area. And then over Montreal and northeast Canada to the
Atlantic Ocean. Weather in the Mexican and south and central
sections of the United States is zero to 3/10 cloud cover.
The Earth resources people say that that's very good. - However ,

from Detroit through Montreal the weather is cloudy with
8 to 10 tenths coverage, that's almoat complete cloudiness.
However, weather changes so rapidly, the Earth resources
people expect that the entire track will be clear by tomorrow•morning. We'll leave the line up for this brief pass through
Tananarive in case . the crew should have anything to say to the
ground. - - 3 minutes from LOS at Tananarive right now.

PAO Skylab Control 2 hours 33 minutes. Space
station now out of range of the voice relay station at

Tananarive. Next acquisition './ill be 42 minutes 23 seconds
from now through Goldstone. And we expect the crew to be

asleep by that time. Crew wakeup for tomorrow is at 11:19
Greenwich Dean time, 6:19 central daylight time. That'll
be over Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Prior to bringing our
line down I'd like to read you some comments that Kill Pc«;ue

put on the data/voice recorder, about the Comet Kohoutek which
he - - about 3 hours ago. "The comet is very faint, but the
length of the tall has shortened very little if any from
out estimate." Ke noticed that It still fills oh, a good
2/3 of the field across the binoculars. - - is Ftlll very
faint now as iar as visual magnitude is concerned.'' He

mentions that he had difficulty seeing it and ho had to get
dark adapteds in order to see the comet. However, it's still
visible from Skylab' s vantage point, 230 some niles above the
surface of the Earth . At Greenwich mean tine 2 hours 35
minutes, this is Skylab Control. We're going to bring the
line down. Our next broadcast will be tomorrow morning at
06:00 central daylight tine, 11:00 Greenwich mean time, this
Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p/.o Good morning. This la Skyleb Control at
11:18 Greenwich nein time. Makeup call due over the upcoming
pass over Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking station, on
duty In Mission Control Is Plight Director Nell Hutchinson.
Spacecraft Communicator Is Bruce McCandless and we're standing
by for a uakeup call to the crew of space station Skylab,

(Music i "Coma Saturday Morning")
CC Skylab, this is Houston. Good morning

from your friendly silver team. And in case you hadn't recog-
nized the music, it's "Some Saturday Morning" on a - or "Come
Saturday Morning," on a Saturday morning down here in Houston.
I'd like to remind the SPT , he's got an ATM pass. The actual
activity starting at 11:42 or about 19 minutes from now and
we' re 1 minute from LOS. Next station contact is 50 minutes..
through Madrid at 1 ? : 14 . Out.

CDR Hel lo , Bruce .

CC Roger. Good morning to you and we will
have a data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS Madrid. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Wakeup call through
Honeysuckle by Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCandless to the
crew of Skylab space station and appropriatly enough for a

Saturday morning, the music was "Come Saturday Mornlne." Next
station in 48 minutes, Madrid. Canary Island station will not
be up for this pass. Even though the space station does cross
the Canaries horizon, won't be supporting this particular rev-
olution. So we'll be back in 4ft minutes. This is Skylab Control
at 11:25 Greenwich mean time.

F.N I) OF TAPE
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. PAO This is Skylab Control.; 12iU Greenwich

mean t ime . Acquis i t Ion at Madrid in 50 second*. Science

Pilot Ed Gibson should be operating the first ATM pass of

the day, while the other two crewmen are in the so-called

post sleep act ivity , which included breakfast. Standinp

by here for Madrid acquisition in 20 seconds. ,,.„.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid

for 7-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump and

a brief note for the SPT on soUr activity.
SPT Go ahead , Bruce .

CC Roger . On the solar activity update

that, we sent you this morning we indicated that active

region 20 had produced a 1-btight flare. Vela (?) reports that

this was really an M-3 class flare and the time was right

,

10 : 28 Zulu. Over .

SPT Thank you, Bruce.
CC I guess you keep an eyeball on active

region 20 and if you all are ready I've got the «*orninx

news here.
SPT Roger . Go ahead .

CC Okay. Cairo: Americans traveling with

Secretary of Stat*\ Henry A. Kissinger, are hopeful that a

basis for negotiating a troop disengagement on the. Suci front

will be found within a week. Kissinger, who arrived In Egypt

Friday r^eecs with President Anwar Sadat for 2-1/2 hours, today

continuing discussions he began with the Egyptian Cchfef of

State, Friday night. After a woikinp. lunch with Sadat,

Kissinger will depart for Jerusalem for a meeting with

Israeli leaders. Houston: A thin 17-year-old by the narae

of Elmer V,'ayne Henley goes on trial here, Monday, in thu

largest mass murder case in modern U.S. history. Henley,

a high school junior - a junior high school dropout, who

wore a wispv goatee at his arraignment, will be tritd under

fxtrencly heavy security, surrounded during all court sessions

by a wall of deputy sheriffs and bailiffs. In all, 32 guard

posts will be set up around the fifth-floor Harris County

courtroom. The first days will be devoted to pretrail. motions

and jury selection. Lawyers have, estimated it will be 2 to

6 weeks before the first testimony Is heard. Chicago: Anothe
couple of inches of snow fell Friday, bringing theseanon'i
snowfall so far up to ne.erly the average for the entire

wnter. More than 32 inches of snow have fallen in the city.

Its total average, annual fall is 39.7 inches. South Dakotans

getting used to sub-zero weather after J. 3 straight days of it,

are searching the books for the coldest winter season on recor

Since December 29, terape r a t u r e s across the state have averaged

15 to 25 degrees below nornal with the lowest reading of 40

below reported at Klandreau on January 1 . On the west coast,
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southern Californians braced for mother spell of rain and
now after 6 brief reiplta when the sun shone for a few
hours. New storm warnings persuaded San Bernardino officials
to ban travel on nounthln highways over the protest of resort
operators who contend they're losing $10,000 daily. County
officials said work crews were still clearing snow from
highways in an operation that has cost 600K. New York! The
stock sarket ended this week on an upswing after 5 straight
losing sessions. After sharply dropping more than 57 points
during the week, the Dow Jones industr al average bounced
back Friday to Close up 18.37 points at 841.48. On the New
York Stock Exchange, advancing issues outnumbered those
declining 986 to 469, and the Exchange's index of some 1500
common stocks rose 0.62 to 50.12. Some ana ly s t s des c r ibed
the turnabout as a natural rebound after the losses, and
others said investors were taking advantage of lowered prices.
On the American Stock Exchange , the margin of advances over
losers was almost 2 to 1, and the AMKX market value index
added 0.18, closing 9 3.33. Palm Spr ings ; Pres i don t Ni <on
has spent a third night, here, amid speculation he planned to
return to Washington today. Nixon talked twice by telephone
on Friday with Secretary of State Kissinger before he left for
the Middle East, and the President spent some time working on
the budget and the Stat* of the Union messaee he will present
to Congress later in the month. And for the SPT, 'could you
start H-alpha 1, running. Nixon also played 9 holes of golf
with his Florida neighbor, C. G. (Bebe) Rebozo and ate lunch
in the warm desert Sun on a patio at the estate of Ambassador
co Britain Walter H. Annenberg, where he, Rebozo, Mrs. Nixon
and President's daughter Tricia have been staying since
Wednesday. European energy situation: The Netherlands, the
only European country under an Arab oil embargo, began to
ration gasoline today in an attempt to conserve fuel. Sweden
initiated a mild form of rationing earlier in the week, and
Norway is scheduled to begin & complicated 4-tier rationing
system on/anuary 25. Most Western European countries continue
to rely oi reduced speed limits and Sunday driving bans tc cut
gas consumption, but Britain and Switzerland are known to
have contingency rationing plans ready. Port Nechee

, Tejas:
3 hm>o oil - oil storage tanks were still afire today, but
firemen said they had contained a roaring 6 tank firo that had
threatened to consume a large petrochemical complex. Firemen
kept a wary eye on the remnants of the furious fire in a Mobil
Oil Company storage farm at the complex in tnis southeast Texas
city. One of the tanks still bora - burning reportedly held
70,000 barrels of crude oil. The earthen levees built around
the fire zone, the efforts of firemen from area citi»s, plants
and refineries and the rainy weather were credited with pre-
venting a major catastrophe. ; Washington: Iran has agreed to
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buy 30 Grumman K 1 4 fighter planes at about double the currently
negotiated per plane price between the manufacturer and the -

Defense Department, the Pentagon announced Friday. The planes,
plus parts and training, will cost $900 million, Cape Town
South Africa: Doctors have predicted a good chance of sur-
vival for 3 boys and 3 girls born Friday to a 25-year-»old
woman. The sextuplets are spending the critical first 40
hours of life in incubators, handled as little as possible
and fed Intravenously. The babies were delivered by Caosarean
section to Susan Rosenkowiti, who took fertility drugs. Great
Britain: Few pub owners seem to be complaining about the
energy crisis. Business i s boosing, they indicated in a spot
check of owners. They seem to agree that the national emer-
gency is driving people to drink. Breweries are classified
as food producers and are working a full week together with
other essential Industries. Others are restricted to a 3-day
work week. It's no surprise that people are drinking mere
said one pub owner. It always happens in times of crisis.
Many are doing it to bolster themselves for a long and crowded
Journey home. One bartender said , "We 1 re a haven to workers
from unlit and unheated offices. People who are not working
come to the pub to spend time with their maces." Waahinpton:
Senator William Proxraire said Friday he has nominated a woman to
the United States Military Ac«deray, even though the service
academies will not accept women. "To continue prohibiting
women who want to serve from receiving the education and other
advantages of the academies is to deny thlfc country an immense
talent resource," said the Wisconsin Democrat. He said the
name of Kathy Bartilson, a senior at Chippewa Falls High
School, will be submitted along with those of 19 men to compete
for his two available appointments to West Point. We've got
1 ninute to LOS. Next station contact in 27 minutes through
Carnarvon at 12:48. Mrs. John Horn of Michigan says she*«
been fighting fat all her life, hut really nothing worked
until she told her dentist, "Shut ny mouth." She's already
lost 17 pounds since she had her Jaw wired shut two weeks
Af.o and that's all the news for this morning.

SPT Thanks a lot, Bruce. "

CC Okay, you want to read it back to me?
SPT Where do you want rae to pick up?
CC All af ter Cairo

.

END OF TAPE
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V AO This Is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
from Hadrld. Next station in 25 minutes, Carnarvon, Australia.
Skylab space station crewman today begin their 58tr day in
spacu , concentrating on solar studies as the more active side
of the Sun cones back into view. Other items in today '4
Flight Plan Include an Earth tosourct!8 pass, comet Kohoutck
pho tography , and medical experiments. Apollo telescope mount's
solar fctudy today will place emphasis on gathering data on a

solar prominence near the east limb of the Sun. Other ATX
activities will include sy nop t ic s t ud ies , Sun centered cali-
bration of the instruments, and coronal studies. Jerry Carr
and F.d Gibson will man the solar telescope console for eight dat
take Sk'sslons today. Some 5 hours and 31 minutes of data will b
gathered. Today's Earth resources pasis wi} I b? on track 1

which begins in the Pacific Ocean at the Equator, going north-
west, crossing the tip of Baja, California, across Veuern
Mexico, through the state of Chihuahua, crossing into Texas
Jutrt north of the Big Bend National Park, then over west Texas
into Oklahoma, passing Just south of Oklahoma City and Tulsa
into Missouri, and passing north cf Springfield and St. I.ouis ,

Over Illinois on a path taking them Juut north of Detroit, to
Toronto and Ottowa, and on over the St. Lawrence River and
Culf, crossing Newfoundland and the North Atlantic. The pass
will List a total of 25 minutes. Photo data will be taken
across Mexico to identify areas where cropland irrigation
is being used or should be used. Photo data will also be
gathered all along rhe pass over the United States. Photo
mapping will be performed across Canada. Storm fronts and
clouds will be studied with a sea state in the North Atlantic.
Also studies will be made of cloudless ocean sites in the
Atlantic. All three crewmen will be involved in the operation
of the Earth resources data gathering equipment for this
EKEP pass today, will begin around 11:46 a.m. central 'daylight.
Bill Pogue has scheduled some photos of comet Kohoutek with
the S06 3 ultraviolet camera around 5 p.m. today and more
comet photos will be taken by Carr at 9 p.m. with the S201
X-ray ultraviolet e l-.-t r ono graphic camera. Both photo sessions
require maneuvering this Skylab cluster to get j roper pointing
to capture the comet on film. Photos are also scheduled earlier
today with a 35-railli meter Nikon camera to record the brightness
of the comet. Gibson will be the subject for M09 2/M171 lower
body negative pressure /metabolic. activity medical experiment.
Bill Pogue is the observer. Pogue will also take facial photos
of Gibson during the medical experiment. Limb volume measure-
ments will be made by Jerry Carr and Bill Pogue to determine
possible loss of. limb size due to zero gravity. A number of
optional photo targets are on today's docket. At 8:36 a.m.,
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the scar dunes of the southern quarter of Saudi, Arabia willbe the target to study the relationship of sand sources to dunedistribution and the transition of dune patterns. At 10:13 and10:15 s. a., photo targets will be the Gulf of Mexico currentand the Florida or better known as Gulf Strean current toinvestigate the changing characteristics, the boundaries, andrelation to land oaescs. Sea and laV.c ice in the Gulf of
H\ !

Wr
???\

Wni b * thc < ar * el af
"

11:57 a " B - At 1:25 p.m.
,Skylab will be over California and the San Androas Fault *o,U

uM, tl J,
s

:

jb ^ ect "
Mount Lanier and Mount Adams in Washington,will be the photo option at 3:02 p.m. for studying changes insnow line to better predict the amount of water runoff. Faultzones in the Northern Rocky Mountains will be the subject at 3:03for photography. Earlier in the day at 10:16 a. m. .

'

the' crewhas an option to photograph d laser becon as they pass over t icGoddird Space Flight Center in Creenbelt, Maryland! Thecrew is scheduled to retire a t 10 p.m. central as they passover the Vanguard tracking ship. Ed Cibson will have the dutytor.thi! evening in case a crew wakeup is needed. 20 minutesto tracking station Carnarvon in Australia. At 12 : 28 Crecnwiohmean time, Sky lab Control.
10

END OF TAPE
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PAO ThlB is Skylab Control* 12:47 Greenwich
nean tine and apace station Skylab Is about SO seconds
away from being acquired from the antennas at Carnarvon

,

Australia tracking station on the west coast of Australia
north of Shark Bay. Overlapping coverage here between
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek, a total of about 14 ulnutes.
Standing by for AOS Carnarvon.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 13-1/2 oinutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; we show S052
still running in the cont inous node with the door closed.
We'd like to fcet it shut cff, plaase

.

CDR Got it , Bruce

.

CC Roger: thank you.
CC And, when you have a chance we also

need to get the MPC roll to inhibit, Jer.
. CDR Ckf.y . .

CDR I'n changing out
;
teleprinter paper right

now, Bruce, I'll have it ready in about 10 minutes.
CC Okay • thank you

.

CC Jus t t o satisfy our curiosity, Jerry,
did you get the red stripe on the teleprinter paper? Over,

CDR Negative. It's Just that the paper
was coming out kind oi tightly spooled, indicating that we're
near the end of the roll, and it was convenient to change
1 t now

.

CC Okay. Did all your messages come through
okay?

CDR Yes, they were fine.
CDR Okay, Bruce, the paper's in. Run us

up a test message would you please?
CC Okay, we'll do that. And I don't know

if we'll have time to get it out to the site this station
o r no t t hough .

OR Okay .

CC No, I'm seeing two heads shaking lett/rlght
In unison, so it'll be Merritt Island at 12:35 - 12:10 -

at, excuse trie, at 13:36 before we can get you one.
CDR Okay , f ine .

CC A.n'1 alonR the sane lines we've taken
the Video tape recorder here and we're rewinding and we'll
be dumping over MILA. And when we get enough cleaned off
to make it worth your while to do something with it, we'll
let you know. Over

.

CDR Very good. Thank you, Bruce.
CC CDR, this is Houston. Over.
CDR Go ahead , Bruce

.
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M CC Roger, In shutting down S052 It Looka

to ub like you gave it a atop coaaand. What we now need la you

to reset all the Internal ' logic U tha auto door switch to

normal, and then the aaln power awitch to STANDBY, and

then back to ON, please. Over.
CDR Okay.
CC Thank you...
CC Skylab, this la Houston. 1 ri.iute and

10 seconds to LOS. Next station contact In 3} minutes
throufh Merritt Island at 13:36. Out.

FAO This is Skylab Control; loss of signal
through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, The space station
now r rousing the southernmost tip of the south island of

Sew Zealand.The next station to pick up Skylab will be

Merritt Island Launch Area station and Bermuda In 32 minutes.
We'll be back then. At 13:03 Greenwich nean time, Skylab
Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO ThU U Skylab Control at 13:14 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at Merritt . Islr.nd Launch Area tracking
station In 50 seconds, followed by Bermuda and a dropout
of 4 minutes or so over to Hadrid. AOS Madrid In about
23 minutes. Playback of one of the science demonstrations,
the so-called liquid float zone recorded on v he onboard video
tape recorder is under way in the - on the .monitor* in the
Houston newsRoom. Ed Gibson being the demonstrator. 10 sec*
onds to acquisition at MILA. Standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston through MILA for 11-1/2
minutes. Good morning.

CPR Good morning, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. If the PLT can listen

to me while he's PTing there, I've got one item for him this
morning, that is, we upllnked last night an S019 HAL procedure
that we would like for him to run during the S0I9 stow he's
going to do as soon as he finishes his PT and PH. What we're
trying to do is free up canister 002 and see if we can gel
something to run S019 with.

PLT Okay, Hank. You say you're sending that
up now

.

CC It should be on board, Bill.
PLT Okay

.

CC It's message number 58 55.
PLT Okay. I've got It.
CPR Houston , CDR

.

CC Go ahead .

CUR Hey, Hank. At 1 2 ; 5 2 , t he y ' ve got the Pl.T

scheduled to load thrse more bags with boric acid. And,
according to the schedule that was uplinked to us, we ' re
no: suppose to have to do any more of that. All the rest
of thorn are new bag days. Could you get us a clarification
on that ?

CC Okay. This is one of the changes th.it;

came out during the FMT , Jerry. It was decided that, they
would resume the use of the boric acid tablets for this day
only. And it was - the whole thing - concept is still under
discussion.

CDR Well, I'm glad they clutd us in on it.
CC In fact, that's the topic of the discussion

at the FMT this morning, is to - that we want to continue
to do this. There's some concern over retaining the - socio

of the samples reserving them, in case we do have a freezer
failure or something like that.

CDR Okay. Well if they make a decision,
how about letting us know. Would you?

CC Okay. Svire will.
CDR This loading bags with boric acid is a time

consuming, bothersome thing to do. And if we're going to
do it I'd like no gee It all done at once instead of piece
mealing it out over the next 23 aays :

-

~
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CC
too , Jerry
on it

.

CDR
CC

Okay. And I guess we concur with that
And we'll sure try to get. you a concrete answer

Okay , thank you .

And, CDR, whilu we've got you here wo
need to get S054 running again.

Rog* r . V'.
.

Mus«age on tha teleprinter's no good.
Mtt »e readjust &n4

CDR
CDR

It fades off on the right side,
we 11 t ry again

.

CC Okay. We were Just going to tell you
that it was onboard, Jer

.

CC And, Skylab, Houston. We're about *
ninute from LOS. We'll be coming up on Madrid at 50 and
we'll be prepared to ship you another test message at that
site if you get the adjustment aade.

CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC
8 ninutes

.

CDR
SPT

message again, Hank
CC
CC

TPR switch
SPT
CC
CC
SPT
PIT

Skylab, Houston through Madrid for

Hello, Hank.
We're ready to try that teleprinter

Okay, we'll ship her up.
Skylab, Houston; c*n you verify the

1$ in command?
I t is now , Hank

,

Okay , thank you

.

Okay, you should have one on board now.
Thank you .

(garble) PLT with a report on the S<H9

give you a rundown

CC Go ahead.
PLT Roger. Step 3 took both hands to now

it into the slide retracked position. Sort of clinched my
finders togtther and put the heel of my hands on - on the
lever and on the opposite $id« of th,j - or on the barkbide
of the film canister and pushed as hard as I could with t he
heel of my hands and it moved into the slide retracked position
with a sudden quick movement . I started to move this lever
very slowly backwards and see - it was very easy to move
back about, oh, t h r e e - 1- i gh t s of an inch and then I encountered
resistance in the form of a quick stop. That is it noved
very freely about three-eigth* of an inch and then hit re-
sistance so I stopped per instructions here, and the canister
is now 8 towed

.

CC Roger; we copy, Bill.
SPT Hello, Hank. Let me

on what the Sun looks like this morning.
CC Okay

, go ahead

.

. .

SPT Okay, white light coronagraph, we do see
a iatrly substantial change, I would say, right above active
region P.O. The region which used to be opened at ahout 250we had a streamer structure which started at about 210 'and
went up to around 240. That is still present, pretty much
the - undiminished as the same it was yesterday, perhaps a
bit stronger around 210, diminished around 2 30 to 240 Thenconing out at 250 or so, there is a streamer otructure which
moves out to about point - I ' 31 going to call it 3 solar radii.
It s still not as high as the surrounding streamer structure
hut it is a new structure. There was jum a very hint of
it yesterday, but It. has noved out considerably from that
and the whole area in there is a diffusion. Intensity, whichwas not present yes eerday

. for that area right above there ischanging and growing in intensity as veil as growth of a strea

#
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The region above 270 whore we had A .ingle streamer aoin*out yesterday, there L now a double etPeaaer o" rlJXtnext to pno another aayb* around 10 degrees apart, but - if
I would ostinste where they would hit the disk hut theyere parallel . The one notioned to the south, tht-rewas Just « hint of It trwre yesterday, but that U nowas intense « the streamer - single strearaer which w« hadat 270 yesterday. So, there', two of the* right chore.Over on the other 8lde thlnK8 ^ pr<j J J J™.The UnnU screamer which we have at 230 - centered at

3 u clock that U now just one diffuse area of about the
bUt n °W the tW0 8tr*«»«ra are eminent. The XUVmonitor looking over at - starting at active region 14Iooks pretty much the same in intensity. Active region

15 appears to have decreased a little intensity the 1as act yo region 18, both shoving the - the two plage (garble)the follower bei.g a little bit larger, but diminished
*

souewhat in intensity. 16 and 17 - the region to the southof 6 does not appear as enhanced a, it was y, 8 r "J"act ve region ]7 and 20 both look as strong aV h'y d dyes erday: no changing in 4. There is also son* brighteningon the limb at around 270 on up to - -
CC

„,
Ed

'
wo '

r * 8<M»* LOS. We'll see youat Carnarvon at 24.

.
'

?
t°>. ,

Thls ls S^ylab Control; loss of signalthrough Madrid tracking station. Space station Skylabgraundtrac* carrying it ever the Black Sea. Next stationin 23 rlnutes will be Carnarvon, Australia and againoverlapping coverage through Honeysuckle creek. Pile*Bill Pogue reported some difficulty with the S019 canisteras he renoved the experiment from the scientific airlockfor stowage in preparation for attaching the Earth terraincamera, the S190B experiment to the s c i e n t i f i r loci

but the S019 canister difficulty may mean that that isfinal operation of that experiment. But as the analysisgoes on on board the spacecraft - on board Skvlab and hereon the ground further details will be surfacing on thestatus of S019. S019 is the ultraviolet steUar as noBy

:::i"ii:
i

"
k ;i

i
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-

And ac 14:01 G— ich
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PAn This is Skylab Control. 14:22 Greenwich

AcauisiCion in 50 seconds through tracking stat.on

ssiUiicki. creek, A-.tr.ii. th»» R h

revolution 3508 for space station Skylab. Standing by at

U:23
MCC Skylab, Houston. With the ATM conference

for 10 -mute.. Over ^

1 s^wod sone bright radial thread,. About t ree o f

hen with a thin connections .aross the top and that s . r-

tant for sone of today's observations later on. And that *

ab0Ut
s ?i

1
" "

Bill, I looked at that earlier thl. »r..i«R

and there are sone R ood radial thread, starting .round 300 and

loin* over to 315 or so wher. the total pro- e i -st

of the major body of It just goes around up to rna/be 30/ or

k!! Llfvlv Then there is another snail portion and

can see a
'

y
«o o connecting material above the linb

^.t colnect. the feet. So I think there's quite a bit to

work with

.

MG0 Okay.
SPT A very good prominence.

r.J; Okav. Very »ood . Nov, on the active

, J , 7 , ftlV)! region 20 complex there, ve sort of suspecud

thl. is inituitive type evidence here. ,e don , actually

see any but you might help u« out looking for ««.

r. Lrw1
::",;::,!!! .«

t 3 " v:-c?i: ::n;.
,

ii:,r»'i}
,,

J.HU:: ^v^:;.:
0 - 1

:„.,.«.- «h.« p.rk .p.
'.;«ij",;i'.?:3*t

4

.i:?
,

.»s tJi «-«

;:rs:::: it: ;;ss.°i.K
M

;».«. •« *•>•••

We'll try to • -
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You sl\l the one which^e mJ^V °^ <lue8tlon there, Bill,
did go into the flare node Se sL A "J" ?

h « ° rblt whlch «
we talked about yes t e rd a y,

'

s t a r tn« i't n
" ^ iRhtenln 8 »"i=h

went up to 600 and then a the
g

I ? * flare mode
'

r t only
dieted that there „ a another T Che ° rbU > ^ al *° in-
doors closed. Y ou ^ talked a^V" '^v"^ Up j 'JSC as the
actually - were a-.ailaM* for """V" this »«ning which wo
wondering about that.

Ve got me a little bit

not talked about other^a/v^^B^T ^ Rornin «. we've
earlier because thev hap^«d^h\>«lv you 30 » e «ords
the ones that !•„ talking about were rh J°

U *° C " ? And
yesterday. Sot the 0ne that ?L ^

e «rlier ones from
close. that us on its way up as the door

MCC o£
ay

*
Very 8 °° d -

«'H try to gat the xllk
f " rther thought on that -

- see anything n0vinf r
" ^ ** soon as

anything. ratner than waiting to'confirn

that clll yesterday leV*uTil <l\Z^ a'""
1

'
*

spring loaded and get Chin.. ioM J I
t0

f"Sl * Utllc
I would have otherwise.

8
* P^hapa.a bit quicker than

pronl'nence 76. We .^.duuJ iV***
' * ob "".tlon. .r, on

proninence 76 is f fl ,

th°" ^ s ^Tday. Obviously,
so that ve ,ue of

f

t Ud" - extraordinary Pro.l/.enoe
d.Ung there was done «J , v

"
r J*

1 " » ^ ne sche-
on the linb which makea It I r y d i f c

°
f » 5

W" e" ont *»Uy
what's going to happen there a I

' f ° r Us t0 Predict
to cone of it. Certain y ve £?d not J

t0 ° nuch
of it this morning, u ni ^[ \ J??"

1 U' e ^ 3 that came
in the back of your mind a 9 f ! u h(

tho»««t S away
actual observations go.

thinking on today's

did .^excellent Job^Jday . ^h" iVAll'l "h f
the P^-rs

running the solar wind observation
1C

,

tCd U wc 1

1

< n
corona or, the first pa« 8 hire and \ ,

°° k * l °° k ;li the
the end of the second p « A i L 8t lc "
nentioned it earlier that it h!l J V tVPn th ° u *h I

on my fi r8t look at i L h^
chA^' d *nd that v a * ba*od

changed quite a bit sub'JL ?! ,
?* COftd Io0k -t ll

- " ****

brlgJt.nlng, w ni :j
b

p;: Jl^J.^.r that. Nou
' « »0

.

coronagraph, now goe, 0 l B T (
?

the vhlt « Hght
- — ty BHCh of • ion 8

u

:i::d : r °:; r : a;:^i i^^^^/^
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you will, . length and diameter ratio of - I'm guessing from
memory - around 8 to 10 or so. Very prominent. So something's
happening, now, in the corona, relatively fast and we've got
good coverage over the past two orbits. And 1 guess we will
over the next orbit also. So for the remainder of the day,
I would also be trying to put in some Sun centered observations
at the beginning and the end ot the orbit wherever possible.

MCC .-Okay. Sounds re3l fine. Couple of quick
thoughts here on so me of the tiaes for ATM end tines ' or you
that we discussed yesterday. And then I want to get oack to
BB-2 4. On the ATM tine, ve aro running just about at our
oripnial request, The message wt. sent you up prior. to Bob
MacQueen'a talk, which was our request at planning in which
we had inadvertently left off About an orbit per day for
ops time , which put us into concert with your suggestion that
we looked about as orbit light. We're getting approximately
our original request which means about ainus 1 orbit per dav
f ror; what you suggested and we really wanted here and this is*

based on traJe offs with ERRP and everybody else. The thine
I mentioned yesterday with respect to the possibility of the
first orbit of rhe day, a lot like today, of course in always
available at anytime that you decide you want to do It. Per-
haps you mi^ht take a look at things the night before rather
than deciding on a blanket basis and picking occasionally
if you so desired to let us know, "Hey, I'd like to do '.hat

first orbit Instead." This gives you a chance to look at the
plans for the day. Only advice is don't overdo it and get
yourself in a hold here and tired. Also - -

SPT This morning worked out - this morning
worked out all right and I would like to do that as long as
you've got this activity remaining on the disk. I'm not at

my sharpest whei I first get up, but I still think it increases
thi» chances of eaten in* a flare and we ought to go after it.

MCC Okay. Understand you'd like to take the
early orbit as .r.uch as possible. Sometimes they're not with
mane iivera and things like that. But when they are, you like
then. Is chat a f fir mat ive?

S?T Yeah, v.- ah . That's affirmative, Bill.
And especial] v if it moans having to give up an orbit if we
don't take it. Then I certainly - certainly would want it.

MCC Okay, i believe tomorrow doesn't work
because its an Ml 10 day. And sometirf.es it doesn't work but
frequently i: will. Also, I gave you sore bad Information
yesterday. You should not «at at cht paael for microbiological
reasons. So obviously, Pete and those guys did not do It.
However, that won't cnanae the things we were talking about
yesterday. <iut since 1 had told you something wrong, X wanted
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to correct that. And on the scheduling for both total ATM

and for you, keep us on our toes and we assume you will as

far as looking at the schedule and if you spot any obvious

places where you and either Jerry or Bill could swap and pick

up an orbit for you, we feel confident ycu'll let us know.

PLT Ed, don't argue (garble)

END OF TAPE
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MCC _ ~ obviously Pete and thosi guys did
,not do it. However, that won't change any of the things wowere talking about yesterday, but since 1 had told you some- -
fhin,- wrong, I wanted to correct that. And, on the scheduling

'.or ooth total ATM and for you, keep us on our toes, and we
'

^assume you will, as far as looking at the schedule and i?
yoi spot any obvious places where you and either Jerry or

'

Bill could swap and pick up an orbit for you, we feel con-
fident you'll let us know.

CDR Yes, doing our (garble)
SPT Okay, Bill.
KCC Okay, now, if you get BB-24 handv, onJO? 3-B, page F16, we'll talk about that again for a'nlnute.
SPT Ok «. y , I have it.
MCC Okay. Obviously, the change th.it I said

was coming up last night, is not up yet. It's in the signoff
evele and we re quite confident we'll get it up to you prior
LO ie next EVA, although it's beginning to look like it
may not be much before that. The hard changer aren't anv
ciffercnt than I aonllonud to you Inst night and what 1

'

really w.i.u to talk about is th. concept and the philosophy
here. The 82A and B and also the 55 with the mlni-MAK are
interested In getting preflare laaf.es, cpectra, ot cetera iron,both the point of view of getting a history oi thn a^n
prior to whatever subsequently occurs. And, also with the
general feeling that nany experlacrters would like to be ii
a data take mode at the time the brightening occurs. Just
feeling that this is the best way to really get the
pre-brightening history, which you've got no way of knovin?
short of some sort of premonition.

'

SPT I concur with thai and I think lonR
as they've got the film and they can run in a aode which
doesn't burn it too fast, it's a very good way to go.

HCC And, that 'a what they're happy \u do.
The only thing here is we should not let that interfile with
the original building hlork 24 intent, which is really is u,
bo sitting there with a hair trigger on i b 1 >; sjrirf, r.; lt !v i„pounce and at the lime that you spot or y,r- a premonition'
of anything' h going off and wish to Initiate the r<>,<| hi:-,'.',,
the sequence as In Indicated on here is Just hit V. Ht.irt,
Sh goes exposure to short, stop start, and then to initiate
the 82 ' s. A' a and E

'

a and so on. And, the important thing
here in If you've got somebody going at the tinw, don't
fiddle re - uh - configuring hire, but to go ahead and start
the real bulldln 3 block 24. And I'm talked over the hillhere, Ed. Next is Honeysuckle in a few seconds. (Static)

MCC Skylab, Houston. I'm back with you.
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for sure. Go ahead .
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sequence,, the only comment they had Is that you dld thfinitial rotation rate- t i < k i ~ - r
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minutes will bo the Corpus ChMsM t!
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We'll return at that t *
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and this is Skylab Control.
Greenwich n ,.,„ time

nutes will bo the Corpus Christ! t.
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END OF TAPE
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This Is Skylab Control; 15:08 Greenwich
;!:

n
r

l mL'' J"" 1 ?" Sk^^ «P 1" 50 seconds throughthe Ur„ u Christ
,
Texas tracking station with overlappingcoverage through Bermuda. And we'll stay U p across therom Bermuda to Madrid for the next 23 nicies. 30 secondsco predicted acquisition through Texas, and standing bv

for 14-1/2 ninutes.
Skylab

* ^ TeX3S ^ ^
SPT Hello, Hank.
* C

,

s «y, we d 1 dn 1

l get a report on thatlast teleprinter test message Hov ' d it look?
SPT Locks good, Hank

.

cc Okay , thank you.

, ,

SPT
.

Hank
-
because of the changes we've seen^:-^

r ; :zr< iL
l

^v,.
r"ru

•
»»«»»-

SPT I?'
U C

t

heck
'

We '

d su ™ Hke to get onr, Ed.

'start one. ' '
?_1/2 min,jU'* remaining, 1'il

HI;
1 (garbl<:) a report on KD/2.

Co ahead.

, u
l''' r

,
Roger. Wish you'd pass on my resetsto Koger Johnston, the HtuJcnt at. (garble) the ( pi , r B .ni.'Now the wickmg part of the experiment has already been J one

'
Wfl * 8° ln « <° d° the capillaries - water in the capillar-

1 noticed a lot of water nark and staining on the catdboariand crustacean on the case and Inside. I went ahead and triedit anyway, took an enormous strong force to release itOh, gosh, as much as I can - just about as raurh as I canpush Pulling B y arms apart I found it wouldn't even doIt, in fact I had to get so 1 could push with one arm. Anv-way apparently all the liquid was lost in the water so Iwent to the oil and the oil had also leaked. So, both ofthose - neither one of those experiment' were possible tobe pt rforncd. r

^ Roxer; we copy , Bill

.

OAC f In.
3 took about 3 percent just to take pivtnrvn of itto Illustrate the degradation.'''

,
Okay, we copy. You used 3 pcm-nl of

«»1 located film to photograph. Is that cornet, it M 1 V

. ,
1 That's affirmative. Some of it wasabortive att*«pts to start the photography, but most ofit was just taking photographs of the equipment so vou couldsee the condition of it a a I unetoved it.

*
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CC Okay

.

CC . Skylab, Houston; If someone ' a aval 1 ah 1 «•

near panel 206 we'd like to go ahead and get a REG ADJUST
for E REP so we can watch It the rest of this CONUS pass.
We'd like to get REG ADJUST BUS 2 5 degrees clockwise.

SPT I'll g .ve it to you in a ninute, Kank.
CC Okay, whenever you can.
CC And, Bill, a note for you. On our - on

your details whore we have you changing out to S190 mag
drive, we didn't tell you what station that was, you probably
already know though. It's station 6.

PLT Rog; that's the one that's been slipping
them.

CC And, we're in the process of sending up

up a - another still canera cue card change. I thirk it

should correct those things that were wrcng with the one
we sent up yesterday that we talked about. I hope this ont>

puts that to bed. And one general question fo r anybody that
can answer. In the interior phonograph you been tn.iklnn with
the 1R film, have you been defocusing to the red dm?

PLT That's affirmative, Hank.
CC Okay , good show .

SPT REG BUS 2 is 5 degrees clockwise, Hank.
CC Okay, thank you, Ed.

CC SPT, Houston. We notice you have all
the detectors on. We'd like to get 6 and 7 off.

CC And for info, Goddard reports! the laser
is tracking if anybody wants to go take a peek.

PL T Okay, there's two oi us watching for
it .

PLT Which power are they using, Hank? I'ra

looking rifcht in the right spot, but I don't »(>e a thing.
CC We'll check.
CC Okay, they're going into flash mode now,

Bill.
PLT Still don't have it.
PL*.' Cold dovn there, Hank. We never d I d

see it.

CC Okay, they're cranking up thr power a

little bit, but you only got about 10 nor* seconds that

you can sjee it. 1 never did find out what power level they
were using.

CC Okay, i get the word now that they were
using a third of A watt.

PLT Okay, we never saw a thing.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're I ninute from LOS.
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'

!" CC . Skylab, Houston through Madrid for 7-1/2
minutes. And, Skylab, we'll be dumping the recorder here. -

Skylab , Houston , would you like to get a rundown on your E REP
weather?

PLT Say again, Hank.
CC Would you like to get a rundown on your

weather for the ERF. P ?

PLT Rog
;
give it to us

.

CC Okay, Bill, it's pretty much like it was
yesterday. Zero to 3/10 over Mexico and on into Texas. Along
about the Big Spring area there, you'll pick up a little cloudy
patch - low clouds, stratus. And break into the zero to 3/10
again. However, it looks like there's goinR to be a pretty
good cirrus patch in the panhandle area, so we'll get our
cirrus data there. Then it's zero to 3/10 on up to Chicago,
and lust past there, alone the south of Lake Michigan there,
you'll start picking up clouds again and the rest of the
track is pretty much c loud -covered and some places there
near 4 to 7/10 up in the N ew found land area and also in the
Ottawa area there's a patch of zero to 3/10 that cones pretty
close to the groundtrack, so you may be able to see something
over that way. The snow cover starts around the Kansas-Arkansas
border, and extends for the rest of your track ever the CONUS.
and the northeast there.

PLT Roger: copy.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute fron LOS.

We'll see you at Carnarvon at 04, 29 minutes from now.
F AO Skylab Control, loss of signal through

tracking station Madrid. 26 r.inutes until next station at
Carnarvon. During the combined Texas, Merrltt Island Launch
Area, Bermuda, Madrid pass, Pilot Bill Pogue was urable to ai>«.-

the laser beam tracking space station Skylab from Goddard Space-
flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland, just north of Washington,
although the weather was clear at the time over Goddard and
earlier passes have been successful In spotting and in locating
the beam in various light colors. Goddard went to a flashing
mode, but as Bill Pogue reported, he never saw a thin*. The
output in the first instance was 33 hundredths of watt before
they went to the flashing mode. Also, Pogue reported that in
unstovlng student experiment, ED72, capillary studies, that
that experiment equipment has cratered. Apparently there are
leaks in some of the vials involved in the experiment, which
is a demons tat ion of how capillary tubes and capillary wicka
function in weightless environment. This experiment wan sub-
mitted in the student experiment category by Roger G. Johnston
of Alexander Ramsey High School in St. Paul, Minnesota. N'ext

station, Carnarvon, in minutes. This is Skylab Control fit

15:39 Greenwich mean time.

KND OK TAPE
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PA0 Thls is Skylab Control. 16:03 Greenwich
mean time.* Australian tracking stations at Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle upcoming in 45 seconds. Standing by for AOS
Honeysuckle. Beg your pardon, Carnarvon and then Honeysuckle.

cc Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for
4 minutes.: ..

CC Skylab , Houston.
LOS. Next station is Honeysuckle at
pass and in the event we don't get yo
over Texas at 45 EREPing.

CDR Roger , Hank

.

CC Sfcylab , Houston.
Honeysuckle for about 40 seconds here
I'll try to get up the weather update
Chicago, clear; Ottawa 3000 scattered
nay get those: Quebec's overcast.

CC Sky 1 ab , Hous ton
that weather?

CDR Negative. You
reading you clear now.

CC Okay. We got - we should be going LOS
any second now. St. Louis is clear; Chicago Is clear:
Ottawa 3000 scattered, 25000 scattered, so that's a possible
and Quebec is overcast.

cr>R Thank you.
PA0 Skylab Control. Loss of signal through

Honeysuckle. Spacecraft communicator Hank Mansfield gave
the crew a weather update for the upcoming Farth resources
pass across, the - across Mexico and the United States.
Gave an assessment of cloud cover at various sitrs arross
the country. Pass begins at 11:46 central time and ends at
12:10. Next station in 25 minutes will be Corpus Christ!
tracking station. At 16:19 GMT, Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE

We re .1 minute fron
5, for about a 1 minute
there , we'll see you <

We ' re with you through
If you can read me ;

St. Louis, clear;
25000 scattered, you

Did you copy any of

re very garbled. W> 1 re
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. .
PAO This is Skylab Control: 16:43 Greenwich

mean time. Acquisition at tracking station Corpus Christi,
Texas in 50 seconds and the crew ought to be on voice '

actuated intercom as they go through the EREP procedures
for Earth resources experiment package pass across the
United States, Mexico, Canada, North Atlantic. The pass
will actually end in the central portion of Spain. We're
standing by in 20 seconds for accuiaition through the - -

CDR • Okay, we should be picking up Baha,
California at about 48:30; 46:30.

CC Skylsb, Houston: we're monitoring you
through Texas. '

'

CDR
,

Hello, Hank.
PLT Okay, Hank, at 45:20 here I go downlink

switch position 9 and I'd like for you to verify signal.
CC Okay , we'll look at it

.

CDR Okay, we're coning up on Baha.
P!.T '., Stand by .

PLT MARK, switch position 9 and waiting
for 45:32.

PLT MARK. RAD OFF, waiting for 38.
PLT MARK. ALTIMETER ON, and ALTIMETER .

UNLOCK light iramed i a t e ly . S t i 1 1 have a READY light and
my EREP start one second late. 53 190 MODE TO AUTO. Stand by.

PLT MARK. MODE to AUTO. Waiting for 46:06.
PLT Got a good tape motion light. Stand by.
PLT MARK. 46:06 192 MODE READY, MAI.F light,

now a green light. Good show. 40:12. Okay, SCAT STANDBY.
94 MODE to MANUAL. Waiting for 46:35.

CC We got good down link data

.

PLT Good. Okay, waiting for 46:35.
PLT And the ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is out .

PLT MARK. CAL 3 switch to HIGH. Wait in ?
for 47:05. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light's on again. Still have
a READY light. Tape notion is still green; looking good.

PLT MARK . There's 47 minutes. Okay, 47:05.
PLT MARK. Downlink switch position 7 If

you might verify signal attain. Okav, (garble) at
47:12. Okay, 47:48 corning up next.

PLT ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is still on
but I still have a READY light.

PLT Waiting for '.7:48, stand bv .

PLT MARK. Okay, 192 MODE to CHECK; 54
and 190 interval to 20. There we go, interval to 20.
At 40 even and - -

PLT MARK. Aud (garble) to STAND3Y

.
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CC
PIT
IS seconds

.

PLT
CDR
PLT

We have good downlink on position 7.
Roger, and I'm turning ALTIMETER

Lost my READY light .

**

Gee we're into a solid overcast now.
(garble) by 15 seconds. ALTIMETER

the switch position to

comin?, back on and READY 1 ight . . Wai t ing for 48:52.
PLT Stand by.

: PLT ,;

V

1 MARK . Down 1 i n

OFF. Waiting for 49:33 while I got a couple of seconds
here. I only got 2 frames accounted (garble) on camera
position number 1 when I did the camera checkout, Hank.

CC We copy

.

PLT S190 camera checkout s Al 1 the rest
of then had made three, even number 6.

END OF TAPE
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PLT And the ALTIMETER' s hanging in there.

Standing by Jor 49 :33.

PIT Now, I got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light,

but 1 still have a READY light.
PL!" MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY; RAD to

STANDBY. And 45 I want SCATTEROMETER, ON. And RADIOMETER,

ON. St and by. .
:

'

PLT MARK. SCAT, ON and RAD, ON. 2 READY

lights. Okay, everything is looking pretty clean here.

Okay ,
(garble)

CDR (Garble) there's Tinker and the Draper

Re s e rvo i r

.

PLT Wei 1 ,
got them a 11 in sight ,

gre at

.

CDR Get a little data here and then press on.

PLT See if you can pick up the Keystone Dan

in about 10 seconds. Okay, 5 1:30 coming up in about 1 minute

E d. ETC to AUTO again.
CDR Downlink (garble) bird.

PLT Shawnee will be right off to your

left there, Jerry. In case you've interested.

CDR Okay

.

CDR Better get up and look for sodc snov

cove r now, Boy
CDR Sure is gettir,« white out.

CDR No, that's cirrus. Cirrus over the snow.

PLT Okay , 51:30 coning up

.

CDR I'm going to try to get my snow cover

right next to St. Louis.
PLT Okav, ETC to AUTO, Ed.

PLT MARK. And 190 INTERVAL to 10. Waiting

f or 52 : AO.
,

CDR Okay. I got St. Louis. We 11 git our

snow cover data and St, Louis at the same time. I'm going

to be just north of St. Louis. Zooming in. 1' vo a uniform

snow covered area between the north of Si. I.o uis .

kight in the bend of the river. Okay, I'm good h?r- ul b -

PLT 'And, stand hy for 52:40.

CDR Okay, now I'm going to wove to Hie right

towards the city of - -

PLT Stand by.

PLT MARK. - -

CDR - - St . I.ouis .

PLT 5 2:40 MODE to (garble) on the l'^2.

CDR - - go right at - right at Lambert Airpor

right in the clear area right in the middle of - between

the runways .

PLT Okay, and we got a good TAPE MOTION

1 ight

.
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CDR .
' McDonne 1 Douglas, we're taking a picture

of you,
PLT Standing by for 53:50.
CDR 5 3 okay, now I'm going to try to get

Ch i cago

.

PLT That one ought to be easy, with Lake
Michigan there (garble) cloud cover. -

CDR Chicago is left 8.6. There ' s Lake
Superior. .

.•

PLT 10 seconds to 53:50. Stand by

.

PLT MARK. 53:50 192 MODE to (garble)
CDR Chicago coming up. (garble)
CDR My, so such snow. Okay, where is Chicago

now?
,

PLT Okay, waiting for 54:24.
. PLT St and by .

PLT MARK. SHUTTER SPEED to MEDIUM. And
the ETC to STANDBY in about 30 seconds, Ed.

CDR Boy, I'll tell you the ice around Chicago
makes it difficult to see the shape of the lake.

CDR Get up cn for Ottawa now.
PLT Okay, 10 seconds, Ed. Stand by.
PLT MARK. LTC is going to STANDBY; ALT I MKT KR

MODE 5, RANGE 76. Waiting for 58 even. (Garhle) 56:24.
CDR Okay, l'u sitting at plus Z in lh<- PITCH,

and 4.3- Hello, Buffalo.
CDR 56:24, we'll do our thing. Ahhl. , th.it

must be it. DAC's, on; taking data.
CDR Okay, we're north of Ottawa, 1 ImIUvo.

We Jufit flew over the airport when 1 - Okay. Stopping the d.it.i.

(Garble) came back. I attempt ed a plus 5.

CDR Saw an airport go by and I shifted at
that time.

CDR Okay, we hit Quebec at 57:25, and let's
see that one's to be at RIGHT 3.3.

CDR Yeah, it's getting cloudy. Naw , it's
clearing up again. There goes a - Nope.

CDR Okay, I'm going un time. T don't see
any metropolitan areas and I'd in the clouds. The CAMERA'S
ON .

PLT (Garble) 58 minutes .

CDR There's minus 5. CAMERA'S OFF.
CDR Now I'm not so sure I saw Quebec.
PLT • St and by

.

PLT MARK. SCAT to STANDBY.
PL'i MARK. RAD to STANDBY. Waiting fur 58:18.
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"

PLT MARK. RAD, ON. 5rt:40. And about 15 «econds, f

Ed, K1C to AUTO again. Stand by. -

. ,. L1 MARK it. 58:40, 192 MODE to READY ; ri'C

to AUTO and I've got a good TAPE MOTION light on the spevil clianj-.-.

Must be getting ice out on the 19 2.

CDR Yeah. •

PLT Are we up over the Gulf of St. Lawroncp.1

CDR Yes .

CDR It's too cloudy to see any ice though,

darn it.

PLT (Garble)
CDR Right over that island up there. Actually,

we are past it now

.

PLT Stand by . 59 : 30.

PLT MARK. 192 MODE to STANDBY. Waiting tor

... 5 9 : 54. '.
•

' '

'

CDR That ' s the end of the island. It s up

there in the Gulf. I'll go ahead and take a little data right

hen- on the tip of the end of the Isl and. Can' t even hold

it - (garble)
PLT MARK. 190 INTERVAL to 20. 17 r.. i mil i-s

even. ETC to SiANUBY, Ed.

PIT MARK. Okay , waitiny, lor 06 .

;> LT MARK. RAD to STANDhY. Waiting for 20.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Must be getting ice down on this 19 2.
CDX - Yeah. -

PLT ; Are we up over the Gulf of St. Lawrence?
•

• • •• CDR Yes. Too cloudy to see r he ice though

.

Darn it.
PLT (GArble)
CDR Right over that island out there which 1

we were passing now

.

PLT Okay. Stand by. 59:30 -

PLT MARK. 192 MODE to STANDBY . Waiting for
59 :54 .

CDR The end of the island. It's up there in
the Gulf. I'll go ahead and get him little data right here-
on the tip of the end of the island. Okay. I can't even
hold it - -

PLT MARK . 19 0 (garble) MODE to 20. 17 minutes
to ETC to STANDBY -

PLT MARK . B , waiting for 06.
PLT MARK. RAD to STANDBY. Waiting for 20.
CDR Good ice data. Let's just take a little

bit here.
PLT Stand by -

PLT MARK. 00120, 190 ALTIMETER, ON and
a READY light and a MAI. F . ALTIMETER UNLOCK.

CDR (Garble) data on an area chat's starting
to ice up real well. I take it from 10 degrees down to zero
d own in the nadir.

PLT And the UNLOCK light went out . Still have
a READY light .

:

CC Sky lab, we're going LOS. We'll see vou
a ?a in at Madrid at 05.

CDR Roger.
PLT UNLOCK light again. Still have n READY

light

.

CDP Han!;, you si i 5 1 with us?
CC Roger. I 'n not so sure I got Chicago on

that special 07 - that alternate. It nay have been Toledo.
I couldn't tell because there's so much ice on the lake. it's
hard to locate the shoreline but the city was not bit; enough
to be Chicago.

PLT Okay. ALT T METER power going to STANDBY

.

Lost my READY light. Hey, y'all (Static)
CDR Son of a gun .

PA0 Skylab Control. In a gap between Hernuda
and reacqui s 1 t ion of space station Skylab through Madrid in
3 minutes. Earth resources experiment package pass nunber 27 -
the - actually, the 25th ERKP pass of this mission underway. Th^
crew in voice actuated node with the intercom as they go through
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A ,'f the various instruments,
the checklist of turning on and orf

j£
e

^er tracking system.
Commander Carr is on the visual - vJ« «» ^ panel and
Pilot Bill Pogue

?j;5
a

ii
n

; tl i

h
; o^;^ p at the scientific airlock^^Zl^^ I

"
anera." S ,0. ^ .

T\f;:i:L
he ^"oit^:- im-*. *nd 5o .ecj„

;
.

^ugh^adrid and we'll stand by for the conclusion of todav >

Eavth resources experiment Package survey^

CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR

^Might'have been a little better data.

mark* Reference 2 on the 191. okay.

So. 45 degree time would have been very

ROO d for Ottova and Quebec^ ^ ^ & ^ ^
PLT

an AUTO CAL
CDR
PLT
CC

through Madrid for 9 minutes

Okay.
I'll give you a call.

Skylab, Houston. V. ' re back with you

CDR
PLT

or. 'the ALTIMETER for 15 second

data anyway. 30 seconds, Jer

Roeev , Hank .

have lost my READY light, I m going

We've got another 20 sec

STANDBY
•uds of

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

Okay .

6:4^ .

Okay.
Okav

good. Okay about 10 seconds

What time is it going to go?

Got a READY light agai n Looking

Jer .

All right

.

Stand bv . On my mark -

MARK. VIS AUTO CAL

.

You got it

.

Okay. I 'n goit.g to doff the hat .

MARK^
b
ALTIMETER to STANDBY .

MODE to 3

Okav and /want 190 READY out at 7 ^utes even

MODE to STANDBY, it is . Wait for 7.13 tor

ALTIMETER. ON. Stand by -
T g looklng ROl .,, .

Wait ^r an extra Cga^e) i^Ynutes' A»1METKK „,LOC.

, t 08:07. (garble) READY light ^
f

pff MARK". MOD"- MANUAL on 194. Wait ln R for
PLT „ -, c .• ttmvtfr - oh It Musi went

RKADV ON on the 191 at :25 ^^^Sithlhe ALTIMETER switch
out. Oh, good. At v-j . a ,

CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

range 70.

and it i
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READY, ON. There we go at 28. I'll come back on with the
ALTIMETER. Okay. Got a READY light. And 30 more seconds of
data. 5 seconds. Stand by -

PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. EREP , STOP.
Okay. (Garble) is ready (garble) were there. Rog, we're
finished, Jer. Getting ay postcard out, if you'll pardon theexpression. Bravo 7 is reading 2 - correction, that's 33
92 is going DOOR CLOSED.

cc CDR, Houston. Can vou verify a couple
of switches for us on ATM panel?

CDR Go ahead .

cc Okay. Under H^alpha, we'd like to verify
the K-alpha 1 switch is in AUTO and H-alpha 2 - HEATER switch
to PRIMARY . -

END OF TAPE
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cc CDR, Houston. Can you verify a couple

of switches for us on the ATM panel?

* IT "under H-al ?ha we'. llk . to verify

the H alpha 1 switch is'in AUTO, and H-alpha 2 HE A TER sw.tch

co PRIMARY.
okay> ^^^^ x

. n AUT0 and x Ju8t

put the HEATER switch in PRIMARY.
rr Thank you, sir.

, „

.

Cc And, Sky lab for info, active aurora ha*

been observed in the Northern Hemisphere. And if sometime

!n '"I: day you desire, you can take photo.

co the permanent message we have, number 18 Bravo.

rnR Okay , Hank. , -, ,

cr Skylab, Houston; 1 minute to LOS. Vse il

see you at Tananarive at 27; 13 minutes from now.

H\ ^rHank^howmuch VTRtine is available.
S

r Okay, there's 12 minutes available, Ed,

but vou'll have to rewind all the way back to the beginning

and yo^can use the first 12^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
rewind Thank you.

^ fc ^ of signal

from tracking station Madrid after what the EREP officer

caUed a very good pass. Pass ended at 10 minutes pass
called a /er> * w

*\
f havinR begun off the west coast

the hour over Spain after having
flf>wn \>xt station

,. ,, . ropp ?7 the 25th actual LKtt' riown. .>» a i

n»n ..... «hi. 1. SJjyljb Control.^ ^ ^
£ or READY on on 191 "^9:2^ _ ^_ u Ju„ out . okSy .

"at 09:12 1 vent OFF vlth the ALTIMETER switch .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 17:26 Greenwich
mean tiae.' Space station passing over the voice relay station
at Tananarive where we may or nay not get communications
through that station. We're standing by for acquisition
in 30 seconds.

CC Skylab, Houston; through Tananarive for,
7>-l/2 minutes.

PLT Roger , Hank. And 2.4 centimeters tape
remaining.

CC ' Roger, we copy .

'

CC Skylab, Houston; 1 minute to LOS. We'll
see you again at Honeysuck'.e at 52 with a recorder dump
at 17-1/2 minutes.

PAO This is Skylab Control; LOS Tananarive.
15 minutes to next station, Honeysuckle Creek, Australia.
We'll return at that time. This is Skylab Control at 17:36
Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky 1 ab Control. 17:50 Greenwich,
mean tlce. Space station Skylab coming over the southwestern
horizon fron tracking station Honeysuckle Creek, Australia.
40 seconds, we'll be acquired there, midway through revolution
3.M0 for the space station. ' We' re standing tsy for acquisition.

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

5 ninutes and we need the DAS to load raonentun by.
CREW . You got it, Hank. V
CC Skylab, Houston. We ' re 1 ninute from LOS,,

Hdwai i at 13.

CDR Houston , CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Hey, Hank. you could tell the food people

that the overage food inventory went on tape last night at

about 03:15 and that essentially reflects every single loose
package cf food there is up here and tell then also to add

one s.ilnon salad - -

CC I think we lost you but we got it.

?A0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
at Honeysuckle Creek. Next station will be Hawaii in 14 mir.-

utes. Fairly britf pass of about 3-1/2 minutes. .Maximum

elevation angle at Hawaii, will only be 3.3 degrees.. We'll

be back for Hawaii and the following stateside pass and the

European stations. 14 minutes to Hawaii. At 17:59 GMT , Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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And, Skylab, If you can hold off on using
our Goldstone pass, we can give you 8

Okay, Hank We ' 1 1 do that .

I think w
We do have your food

PAO This is Skylab Control. 18:12 Greenwich
moan time. Hawaii tracking, station upcoming In 50 seconds.
We'll fl t .i y up for Hawaii, which is a very brief pass and the
stateside tracking stations, and both European stations,
Canary and Madrid. Madrid LOS is about 37 minutes from now.
Fairly continuouj coverage, with a few dropouts and we're
standing by . •;> .; ,:

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Hawaii for
4 minutes.

CC
the VTR until
more minutes of VTR.

SPT
for the CDR.

there going over the hill last pass.
Inventory and we're studying it.

CDR Okay, fine, Hank.
CC And incidentally,

last rev. looked like a real beauty.
CC Skylab . Hous ton .

see you at Goldstone at 20, k minutes
CC And, for info, the maneuver

stood to us.
SPT Thanks , Hank .

PAO Skylab Control in a gap between Hawaii
and Goldstone. Should reacquire here in a minute and '»0

seconds at Goldstone 'racklngstation. Space station presently
undergoing a maneuver returning from Earth looking or Z-local
vertical attitude to solar inertial or Sun looking, after the
Earth resources survey last revolution over the States. Wait-
ins: reacquitlon though Goldstone in about a minute.

that E RE P pass ill did

1 minute to LOS
from now

.

loa.l look

We'll

CC
9 1 /2 minutes

.

CC
LOS . Bermuda a t

CC
CC

5- 1 12 Inures and
3 radio burst was

fU'T

like now, Hank?

Skylab, Houston through Goldst

Skylab, Houston

for

1 minut e from

SP - -

Skylab. Houston. Throuyl
for the SPT, for Informalic
reported at 18 : 2 0 .

Thank you, Hank. Wh.it'a

Bermuda fur
\ only. Typi-

your XKMA louk

not too high.
SPT
CC

It
1

? a little above background Kd , hut

Thank you.
And, Skylab, Houston,

dumped some more the VTR and rewound it, i

it's 21 ninuttis available.

For Info we have
'« ready to go and
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SPT Thanks , Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. 1 minute from LOS.

We'll be coming up on Canaries at 43 and we're scheduled to

dump the recorder.
SPT.:',:. . Roger, Hank

.

END OF TAPF.
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CC Skylab, Houston; through Canaries for

9 minutes.. And we're going to dump the recorder here. And
also we need the DAS for a NuZ update.

SPT You 've got It

.

CC Skylab, Houston; the DAS is yours. V
SPT Houston, SPT.

' CC ... ; Go ahead .

'

SPT Hank you still there, or you going over
the hill?

CC No, we got about 3-1/2 minutes.
SPT Okay, in looking at the corona - white

light coronagraph the spike or jet If you will, that we
talked about this morning is now a streamer which goes all
the way off our field of view. We had a streamer there
originally this morning at around 230, and the new one
cane out at 250. They're now both approximately equal in
Intensity, in width, and elongation going out. They've
run out parallel, pretty much In a radial direction, but
parallel to one another. At 2-1/2 solar radii the one at
230 is 0.5 solar radii in width. There's a gap in between
them of 0.3 and then the new one which is at around 250
is 0.4 in width. The gap which is inbetween them is clear
all the way out. The 52 folks have talked about these things
in terms of void, and I'm not sure that's really what this
one Is; I 'n not sure we got the resolution. But it is an
open area which extends in the radial direction between the
two streamers about 0.3 radii in width. The disk has got a
prominence which I had not noticed this morning, at least
,.ot anywhere near as intense, and that's at around 260,
and It extends 20 arc seconds or so off the limb and then
very intense base and then cuts to the south in a very
fine arch which Is Just barely visible, almost parallel
to the surface. And that goes down from a full arc minute
before it disappears. The other prominence which we were
planning to do the work on this afternoon still looks
pretty good. There are some vertical sections in it. I

think we might be able to at least pick out an area where
vertical thread would be possible. I'm not sure we Can
see the Individual threads, however.

CC Roger, we copy, Ed. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're about 1 minute

from LOS. Ue'll be coming up on Tananarive at 04. Right
at the completion of the EREP pass we noticed a pretty
good size heat pulse going to the secondary coolant loop,
and it seems to be moaulating okay. The flow rates dropped
down out of one of t he valves indicating that it's trying to
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slow up the pulae and it seems to be coming back. up. However,
If you should get a caution and warning on the AM secondary
coolant loop, we recommend you shut it down until we can

take a look at It.
SPT Okay, Hank.
CC We don*t think that's going to occur

there' everything seems to be okay. The loop is recovering

okay, but we Just wanted to tell you that just in case

it did occur at LOS

.

PAO Skylab Control; LOS Canary Islands.

The next station will be Tananarive in 10 minutes. On the

ground it was noted that the pounds per air - pounds per

hour of coolant moved in the airlock module secondary
coolant loop had dropped somewhat after the EREP pass and

a high heat load from going out of solar inertial. But the

system appears to be modulating properly with it3 valves,

bypass valves, that circulate the coolant out to the

space radiators. Temperatures or the rate of flow Is

dropping or coming back up to normal, I should say. And

the crew is advised that if they do get a caution and

warning to Just simply shut it down. But it's really not

expected to pop the caution and warning system since the

flow rate is approaching normal again. 9 minutes to final

pass this afternoon over tracking - or voice relay station
Tananarive. At 18:54 Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 . This is Skylab Control 19:02 Greenwich

tneAn time. Voice relay station Tananarive in 50 seconds.
- cc Skylab, Houston, through Tananarive for

4-1/2 minutes.
Cc PLT, Houston.

PL? Go ahead, Hank.

cc Bill, we're going to be shipping up a

message here on this S019 . We've talked to Karl and we're

convienced that we've fixed that canister. However, before

we - we reschedule S019, what we want you to do and we'll

send up a message to cover this; is to take it in a dark place

somewhere and try to cycle it through one - one frame, And

we've got a message coming up to cover that. And if you can

work It into today fine, if you can't we'll schedule It

another dav. But we think we've got v.tat thing fixed.

PLT " That'll be great. Where should vc set

the counter? You might ask him that, Hank.

CC Okay, that's unimportant. But we'll -

we'll cover that, the important thing is the message is

coming up on that, Bill. And it's about 20 seconds from LOS

now. And we'll see you at Honeysuckle at 28.

PLX Okay, it shouldn't take but a few minutes,

I'll get that done today.
CC Okay, good show, Bill.

PAO This is Skylab Control loss of signal at

Tananarive. Next station 15 minutes will be Honeysuckle

Creek, Australia. We'll return at that time. At 19:12

Greenwich «ean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPF.
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PAO This Is Skylab Control; 19:26 Greenwich
mean t line . Ac qu i s i t i on at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia in

50 seconds. However, the unified S-band equipiment at 1

Honeysuckle apparently is on the fritz. The VHF, very high

frequency equipment, is operable at Honeysuckle, however,

the space station equipment is in the wrong conf lf.ural Ion

for the around to reach the space station through VHF unless

the crev first calls and configures the switches onboard
to receive the VHF uplink. I'm sure that's all clear as mud

,

but anyhow that's the way it is. And we're standing by for

AOS Honeysuckle

.

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

9 ninutes. And we have some S-band problems at Honeysuckle.
How do you read?

CDR Read you okav now, Hank.
CC Okay, we nay drop out during this pass.

If sonething does come up you absolutely need us, you can

bring up the VHF.
CDR Okay

.

CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

CC Jerry, when you gt't through with the

S052 on this buildinR block you're in now, bulldinR block 2.

We would like for you to close the door manually and to

makr sure that we have the protection of the 20 arc second
discriminator. We want you to cycle the main power, S052

main power to standby. Remain for at least 1 second, and

then back to on,
CDR Okay, we got problems building up on

this experiment or something?
CC No Jerry, what happened cnriy in the day,

we cycled the switch. And what happened, we suspect that

that they didn't remain in the standby position for a

full second. We don't tuink we aet the logic.
CDR Okay, copy.
CC And I duess in the future, we're going

to put that in the pad, that wait one second. So we make

sure th.1t we always have thst protection and let the logic

setup.
CDR Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, 19 hours 37 minutes.

Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Some problems with
one of the transmitters at Honeysuckle, apparently there
was no gain in the unified side band transm - Pilot Bill

Pofliie will be the observer and Science Pilot Ed Gibson the

subject in medical experiments coming up In about 10 ninutes.
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It's the M093 vec irocard igram experiment, which measures
electrical activity of the heart. 4 And the M092 lower

body negative pressure device which measures cardio
vascular changes due to weightlessness. Next acquisition
will be 9 minutes and 10 seconds from now through Hawaii.

At Greenwich mean time 19:38 this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 19 hours 46 mlnutss Green-
wich mean tine. Space station Is now about 45 seconds from
acquisition through Hawaii. No problem with any of the

systems at the Hawaii tracking station. We expect some
communication as the space station passes over range of the

antennas on the islands . We ' 1 1 hold the line up for this

pass, about 30 seconds from now.
CC Skylab, Houston, through Hawaii fcr 10

.minutes.'
CDR Roger , Hank

.

CC Skylab, Houston, let you know a little-

bit more about that secondary coolant loop glitch we saw while
ago. The flow rate out of TCV A valve is just about backto
normal. It's slowly modulating its way back up here. We're

goint> back t.o take a look at all the data to see if we can
reconstruct and we're also looking at the EREP for the -

during the High Beta's as to what effect that may have. You know,

we've had trouble with these TCV valves sticking and there is

some speculation what that might effect. In other words, t'ri3t'.s

a possibility that the valve could have stuck and the demand for

more coolant kept - kept on the valve until finally it broke free

and then when it did, it drove it hard over. And got the kind of

cool they wanted and it might - the valve was modulating normal
back to - the normal flow.

CDR That sounds logical, Hank,
CC CDR, Houston, you might pass On to the

SPT that hio phone call is set up for this evening at 23:23
at MI LA with the right antenna. We'll give him a reminder
later on, but 1 thought he might like to know that to plan
on.

CDR Will do It .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're I minute from LOS.

We'll see you at. Goldstone at 59. That'd 2 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control 49 minutes - W seconds

rather now from acquisition through Goldstone. Some conversa-
tion here on the ground about that coolant loop pump glitch
which occurred earlier this morning. Flow rate In the system
was down, however, It's now coning back up. Apparently some

hangup in the valve itself. We're less than 30 seconds now from
reacquisition throuRh Goldstone. The stateside pass will take
us through Goldstone and then Bermuda. We'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone, 7-1/2

mlnut es.
CDR Roger, it's set up lor downlink Oil monitor 1.

CC Okay, we're ready to take it.

CC CDR , Houston, could you give us a little
integral ion on XUV MON?
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I had just started when you called.
Skylab, Houston, we're about 1 minute

from LOS We'll see you at Beriauda at 11 and that's 5 minutes

from now.
CDR Roger, Hank. .,

PA0 Skylab Control 20 hours 7 minutes Greenwich

mean tine. Have a brief pause now, about 3 minutes as the

space station goes over the central portion of Canada Just

north of Lake Superior. We're reacquire in about 3 minutes

through Bermuda. We'll hold the line up.

pA0 Skylab Control at 20 hours 9 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We're now about 40 seconds away from

reacquiring space station Skylab through Bermuda. Commander

Carr should be involved in experiments observlna the Sun rinht

now at the ATM Control and Display panel. And Science Pilot

Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue are involved in medical ex-

periments. Gibson is the subject at this time. We'll go live

air-to-ground now.

END OF TAPE
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CC
8-1/2 minut es

.

CDR

Skylab, Houston, through Bermuda for
"

Roger.
cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll be coming up on the Canaries at 20. and we're scheduled
to dump the voice recorder there. ;

:

CDR Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control, 20 hours 19 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We're less than 40 seconds away from
reacquisi tion through the tracking station at Canary Island.
Thar will be a continuous pass through Canary and Ascension.
We'll hold the line up for live a i r - t o- g r ound less 'han
30 seconds from now

.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Canaries and
Ascension for 16 minutes and we have a recorder dump.

CDR Roger

.

cc Skylab, Houston, info for the PLT. The
S019 MAL tnessen - message is on board.

Pl-T Roger, Hank .

PAO We Just handed over
almost 9 more minutes through Ascersicn now

CC
^

Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll *ee you again in Carnarvon at 03. And we'll
be handing over to the crimson boys. It's been a good dav
today .

Thank you Hank. Have a good day, we'll

Ascension for

CDR
see you tomorrow

.

CC Okay.
p Atf Skylab Control, 20 hours 37 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now out of range of
Ascension. Next acquisition will be 25 minutes from now
through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Imminent
takeover here in Mission Control by Flight Director Don
Puddy Spacecraft Communicator Bob Cripper.. Offgoing
Flight Director Charles Lewis indicates that he'll be
available for a c ha nge -o f -sh i f t briefing at 4 : J 5 in the
Building 1 briefing roon. During this previous pass over
Canary Island and Ascension Hank Hartsfield indicated that
a malfunction procedure was now on board the space station for
the S019 film canister which apparently broke yesterday
during comet observation. The S019 Instrument c-nsisis of
an optical canister, which contains the telescope, a film
canister which holds film in tho form of steel plate Mounted
film, and uses the articulated mirror sy^cn outside the
airlock. The problem is in the film caniater, Ftincipal
Investigator, Dr. Karl Henize was in Mission Control f/srlier
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explaining what might be vron R with the filn canister. Film
P

din one side of the canister, much like you would

tore cassette units in a cassette player. And then e.ch

exposure is being readied a crank i s ope r a t ed wh i ch c lose

s

the shutter, retracts the cartridge from an elevated plat form

and operates two finger type devices which retract-the filn

cartridge and push it into the other side of the film canister

where it is stored. Much as you would put one playing card

on top of another. According to Dr. Henlze one of the

problems might be that the film which is mounted on .tee 1

plates and held in place with a nylon sleeve. The fingers

might be grabbing the nylon sleeve rather than the s ^
olatr- Due to the fact that the nylon expands if moistened.

The other possibility is that, the tolerances which were
^

de«igned into the film canister have been reduced because ot

vrar and some particles might be lodged in tha veiy thin

track into which these film can - film slides slip. However

the crew has been instructed to cake the film canister

to a dark area of the space c r a f t and try to operate one

cycle which v.oes from slide retraction, cartridge retraction,

shutter close to shutter o Vcn. And whdt happens during tha.• time is a new filn side is taker, from one side of the canis-

ter placed on the elevated platform, the platform then is

raised the shutter opened, the shutter is then closed, the

platform lowered, the film is slipped into tht receptacle,

and a new film slide Inserted. And durln* Dr. Henlie'i demon-

stration of this it was obvious at least to me that this device

is verv scmattve and It's possible that Bill Pogue was

perfectly within his right to try to force the knob yesterday

as he had been told. Due to the way that the film canister

is constructed, if there is any obstruction In the platfrom

Into which the film slides are slid then it would break a

laver Inside the device. And that is what Dr. Henize

theorizes happened, that one of the levers inside was

broken during yesterday's operation. However the crew is

going to trv to fix it so that Dr. Henlze will continue

lo get data' for his experiment. Ve'r* 21 minutes away now

from acquisition through Carnarvon, Australia. Once

Flight Director Charles Lewis has Indicated that he w 11

be available for a change -o f -sh i f t briefing In approximately

32 minutes at p.m. central d ay 1 i gh t
^

t 1 me ,
In me

briefing room in Building 1. At Greenwich moan tijno t0.«.

this Is Skylab control.

END OF TAPK
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PAO Skylab Control at 21 hours 1 minute Green
wich mean time. Space station Skylab now approacning the
horizon for the tracking antenna at Carnarvon, Australia.
Commander Carr still involved with solai obsirvations at the
Apollo telescope mount control and display panel. And
Science Pilot F.d Gibscn is otill the subject in medic&l ex-
periments using Bill Pogue as the observer. Some discussion
on the ground here about the temperature inside the workshop. :

It's going up, and it will go up as the beta angle gets higher
The crew, however, is probably going to be the best therrao- .

meter as to whether or not temperature is acceptable or un-
acceptable. We can control the temperature s one what, but
not complerely for crew comfort. And they're going to have to
tell us Just exactly when it gets uncomfortable. We'll go
live air-to-ground now.

CC Good afternoon Skylab. We're AOS through
Carnarvon, we have you for 8-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, hello, Crip.
CC How you doing today, J or?
CDR Gr e p t .

CC We even have a litf le fiunshine here in
Houston today. First time we've seen It for awhile. I vas
be p. inninp to think that thin;? you were pointing the ATM at was
just all done with mirrors, that it wasn't teal up there any
more .

CDR Sometimes the way I operate this thing
I wish it was done vith mirrors.

CC Lots of fun with all those buttons and
switches. CDR, for your information, NOAA Just reported an
X-ray type fl&re in active region 20 and that's Just about all
the Information we got on it, no magnitude or anything else
rl(?!it now.

CDR Okay, I'll hustle over there, How about
an X-REA count if you got it.

CC We're looking at It.
CDR I've got an H-alpha 1 enhancement, but

it's not really all that great.
CC Okay, right n.w it looks like it's f a 1 1 i r v.

off, so it looks like something that ji'St cane up real quick
and going back down now. Okay, an idea, beryllium is in
aperture 4 right now.

CDR Roger, what do you say 1 May here and
set up a building block 24?

CC Check that for you. Jer, the consensus
here i» thar. we should probably go ahead and continue wvth the
normal operations you got set up for .today - this particular r
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CDR Okay, the - enhancement is In active region
17 rather than 20.

CC Okay, very good. Appreciate that info.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute frou
LOS and we'll see you again over Hawaii in about U ninut.es

st. 21:27, 21:27.
CDR Roger, Crip.
PAO Skylab Control, 21 hours 12 minutes

Greenwich mean time. F11r»t Director Charles Lewis is on

his way to the Building 1 b.-'.efing room right now for the

4:15 change -o f ^sh i f t briefing. A couple moments ago, the

crew was lnfotmed that there was a C-4 flare which started
at 20:53 Greenwich wean time was sighted by National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration optical telescope from Boulder,
through the clouds. And was thought to be in either active
:ogion 20 or active region 17, which would put i' very close
to the edge of the Suns east limb. Possibly on the far side
beyond sight. They didn't get maximum time for the flare. We ' 1

brlnR the line down now and bring you the cha nge -o f - s h i f

t

press briefing and we'll play back any recorded air-to-ground
after the press briefing is finished. At 21 hours 13 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPF
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pA0 Skylab Control ?.l hours 45 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. We're going to play back the recorded

air-to-ground over Hawaii and Goldstone right now, and

then we'll go live air-to-ground after the recording is

f inished . '„„,,, i

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Hawaii 4-1/2

minutes.
cc And CDR, Houston, Jer, 1 need to give

you an updated fine maneuver for this upcoming pass for 63.

If you got che maneuver pad and can copy it please?

CDR Okay, stand by a second. Ready to copy.

cc Okay. Following are the DAS commands;

X 50007; Y 51160; Z, 50045. And the de - decimal equivalent

for that Is! X is plus 0.07; Y is minus 1.12; Z is plus

0.37. And appreciate it if you could read those back sir?

CDR Okay, say again the Z in the DAS entry?

CC Okay, Z is 50045.

CDR Okay, for the fine maneuver, 51007;

51160' 50045. And the decimals are plus 0.07$ ninus 1.12;

and plus 0.37.
CC Rog, they were all correct except the

X, input is 50007.
CDR Okay, that's right, 50007.

CC Rog, okay, good readback. And if we

could we Kd like to find out if anybody's planning on using

the TV for about the next half hour or so, if not we're going

to go ahead and ta'te the VTR and rewind it so we can dump

sone over this upcoming C0NUS pass.

CDR That's negative, I think you can go

ahead .

CC Okay, thank you. Skylab, Houston, we re

1 ninute from LOS. Next station contact is going to be

Goldstone in 8 ainutes at 21:39, just about tine you start

the maneuver.
CDR Rog^r, Crip.

CC Leave 82B wavelength long.

CDR Thanks, Crip.
Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Goldstone

for 5 m inu t e s

.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Skvlab, Houston, we're 1 minute iron

LOS We'll see you again in 2-1/2 minutes over Texas.

Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through Texas. And have you tor

about 11 minutes across here and we're getting ready to

start a data/voice recorder dump.
CDR Okay, we're through with the recorders.

CC Okay, real fine. And Jer, 1 kind of



faded out in nud «• back over Hawaii awhile ago when I was

giving ymi a call on 8?.B. That wavelength thing does hang
up oometinea and you have to recycle that - that switch as

you probably remember

.

CDR No, that was a bungle on oy part, I

forgot to change to SHORT.
CC Okay, very good, thank you.
CDR Correction, I should say, I forgot

to change to LONG from SHORT.
CC Rog .

SPT Hello, Buffalo.
CC Hello, hello. That look like •• look like

hometown down there?
SPT Getting late, and there's a few clouds.

That's the hometown.
CC Bet it's cold too, Ed. N'ot for you - Not

for you northern boys, us southern boys that's pretty - -

END 0? TAPE
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PAO
now .

Skylab Control, we're live air-to-ground

CC Skylab, Houston, we still show that the

recorders at least one of the recorders Is in operation

some place, and I wonder it we could hav«> it for the dump.

CDR Okay, we thought you were done with it

and had started using It again.

CC Nope. Sorry about that.

CDR Go ahead Crip.

CC Okay .

CI)R Hey, Crip, I found that circular structure

again I was talking about that's out by Minneapolis.
" Very good. We've been wondering about

that. Can you tell ua anymore about it?

CDR Okay. It's - if you draw a straight

line betwen Minneapolis and Chicago it's about half way in

between. And it's at the fork of the Mississippi and a

river that goes off to th* east. And it's on the southeast

side of the fork. And the fork makes up the part of the

circle itself. It's just about as big as the large volcanic

structure up in Canada. Aad the east side of this structure

looks like it's (garble) it's pretty black. A lot of the

snow is melted off and it's not as quite as quickly discern-

able now as a circular structure. I would - it looked to

me like it was down below - oh stand by, I've got to ?,ot

the name of the diz city again.

cc Looks like you ars talking right below

La Crosse .

CDR Yeah, that's right, right below La Crosse.

CDR, Is there a fork in the river at La Crosse.

CC N° > It's south of there.

C DR Okay, I think that's the one.

C C Okay, that's a very good description,

and we'll look into it. See if we can find what it was.

CDR Good enougti,

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again in 9-1/2 r.inutes over Ascension

at 2 2:07, 22 :07 .

CDR Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control, 21 hours 58 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now out of range or

the tracking antenna at EcrnuJa. A let of conversation on

this pass. Ed Gibson, first reported that- he was looking

at clouds over his hometown of Buffalo, and yelled down to

the folks hello. Although ve doubt if they could hour nim.

And then Ed Gibson reported that he sited the circular

structure that he's commented on previously. This time he
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got a much better fix however. Loukinj? At our maps down
hero it seems that It's J 120 miles southeast of the city
of Minneapolis and 200 miles northwest of Chicago. Ed
Gibson indicated thnt It was on the southeast side of a
fork on the Mississippi River and the rivers in that area
which is 1u6t north of La Crosse Wisconsin, either the Black
River in Wisconsin or the west branch of the Wisconsin
River. That portion of the country Is blessad with a lot
of water however. And about every 20 nil«s there is another
river which dumps into the Mississippi in that region.
Commander Jerry Carr, should have finished his maneuver for
the S063 experiment, that's another photography experiment.
This time it will be taking pictures of the Comet Kohoutok.
And Science Pilot Ed Gibson should be getting ready for
physical training, with the note for him not to use the
bicycle ergoiueter during the S063 experiment, as that might
upset the exposure . Vibrations induced by the bicycle
argometer would cause shake in the tpacecraft. And Bill
Pogue should be at the S063 getting ready to take pictures
of the comet. At Greenwich mean time 22:00. this is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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I' AO Sky lab Control at 22 hours 5 minutes Green-
wich mean time. Space station now less than 3 minute away
from acquisition through the tracking station at Ascension.
Pilct Bill Pogue should be taking pictures of the comet in
the ultraviolet spectra with the S06 3 air-glow horizon camera.
The principal Investigator for shis experiment is Dr. Donald
M. Packer of the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington.
We' 11 hold the line up for conversation between the crew and
Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippen, now less than 20 seconds
from acquisition of signal.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Ascension for
7 minutes. .

CDR Hello, Crip.
CC Hidi.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're still r. couple

minutes from LOS, but there is going to be a keyhole coming
up in about 20 seconds. I'll Just go ahead and give you
next station contact which is Carnarvon in 25 minutes at 22:37.
22:37.

CDR Roger, see you then.
CC Rog.
PAO Loss of signal now from space station

Skylab through the tracking antenna at Ascension. Next ac-
quisit on will be 22 minutes from now through Carnarvon,
Australia. At Greenwich mean time 22 hours i4 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 22 hours 36 minutes
Greenwich wean time. Space station Is nearlnc acquisition
through Carnarvon, Australia. Earlier in the day, Pilot Bill

Pogue indicated on the data/voice recorder that he had gotten

some pictures, of Ireland, Scotland, and - - f r ames with the

Nikon camera with the 300 millimeter lers on i t . He

indicated that he saw parts of the Highlands of Scotland
to Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Luce Bay, the Isle of Mar, and

all the way up to Ulster and Belfast. And in Scotland he

saw the Highlands, Inverness, and indicated that it was
cloudy, but that you could make out a lot of the featvires of
those northern islands. We're about 10 secords away from
acquisition of signal now. We'll go live air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Carnarvon
for 10 minu tea

.

SPT Hello, Crip.
CC H*llo, Edward.
PLT Crip, I have a report on S019 new.

CC Good, Bill, go ahead.
PLT Okay. I took about 3 compartments and went

through the operation. I was able to push the f race into

position, and moving back the carriage retractor, then Into
stow, was able to close the film hatch. And the frame

indicator U indicating 101. (Music)
CC Very good, I'm sure Karl' 11 be ;{lad to

hear that. Didn't want to hear any more of those crunches.
PLT No, this one sort of clicked a lit hard

when I pushed it into the frame - into the position.
But I think it was not an extensive force, and we may have

recovered that canister.
CC Very good, that's good news. Thank you

sir.
PLT Rog, it's good news to us, too.

CDR Hey. Crip one thing you might have them
do on the next S019 pad, and that is let us know what they
would like us to set the frame count at, when we start

operations again. We've -ah, I think we put 10 or 15 different
frames off on that counter while not moving any film.

CC Okay, Jer, we'll - we'll check r. hat.

CDR Just a natter of sticking your finger
in an area where the little lever is and just clicking it

to you get it where you want it.
CC Yeah, we can probably also just leave it

where it is and Just go from wherever it is now too. We'll -

we'll think about that and get - get back to you.
CDR Okay, whichever way they want to go.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

And we'll have you again in 3 minutes over Guar,.
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CDR Roge r , Crip.
5'AO Skylab Control at 22 hours 48 minutes,

we're In a slight loss of signal period between Carnarvon
and Guam. We're less than 2 minutes away from re acq ui s i t i on
through the Cuam tracking site. We'll hold the Una up.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Guam 10
minutes.

CDR Roger.
CC And Skylab, we have finished with the

VTR. So, if anybody needs to do anynore work with it, it
all belongs to you.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. Jer, we're looking on

55 there. And we're showing that you're on line position
9, and it* 8 - it calls for you to cycle them on up starting
at 6 and go to 8 and then 2.

CDR No, the first one's slit center, Crip.
CC And stand by 1.
CC That's one for you, Jer, you're right.

We - wo thought you were a little bit later on.
CDR Yeah, I just found out too, that slit

center is not 933, it's 1031. Somebody changed the card.
CC Well, that's news to me too, I thought

- still though K it was 9.
P L T Sorry, about that Jer, I guess when

we did that , I aught (?) make a general announcement.
CDR Okay .

CC You will now hear this kind of thing.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS. Next station contact is over Goldstone in about
16 tuinutes, that's at 23:17, 23:17.

PAO Loss of signal now from Skylab as it
passes oit of range of the tracking antenna at Guam.
Principle Investigator Karl Henize will be pleased. Bill
Pogue reported earlier over Carnarvon that the S019
malfunction procedure that he was working on went very
well.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - Bill Pogue reported earlier that the

S019 malfunction procedure that he was working on went very
well and the film magazine apparently now works. The Corollary
Officer here in Mission Contiol confirms that the camera will
be used for experiments in the future now. Camera's used to
study ultraviolet line spectra and spectral energy distribution
of yourg stars and also to take- ultraviolet pictures of the
Comet Kohoutek. Our next acquisition will be in 14 minutes,
that'll be through Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 23 hours
and 2 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 23 hours 15 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station Is now nearlng acquisitionthrough Goldstone. Commander Jerry Carr should be at theApollo telescope mount control an. diaplay panel making moreobservations of the Sun. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson shouldbe in the process of cleaning himself up after some physicalexercise. Pilot Bill Pogue is in the process of putting theS063 .-antra away after having taker observations of theComet Xohoutek with it earlier. We'll stay live for thepass through Goldstone, Texas, M I L A , and part of Bermuda.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS across theStates for 17 minutes. And for Ed, your phone call is setup at the. last portion of the last half of this pass Iguess , at 23 : 23 .

'

SPT Thank you, Crip.
CC That almost sounds as good as ray legendaryStardust Cowboy. '

SPT (Music)
CC 1 recognize the music behind the scueal

that time. ^

f
P
I ,

1 t^nk we're a little far north for it
t tough Cr ip .

*«-«•.

CC Yeah, but you'll - you'll be down theres-on. Yoo guys are going to come just about right over theCape this pass.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go, CDR .

CDR
,

» e >'. Crip, tell the guys in the back roomthat active region 18 is all of a sudden popped up with anice little filament about 2 arc minutes long, and we got alittle piece of plage on each side of it.
CC Very good, thank you.
CD * And also, the prominence above active rev ion

20 was finally touched down. / U"
CC Okay, very good.
CC Skylab, Houston, if we can, we'd like

to dump the data/voice recorder here?
CDR Okay.
CC PLT, Houston. Bill, do ;:ou have a moment?
"LT Rog , go .

CC R ag. if you haven't started gettingaheadof tna game on this S190 mag drive changeout thereThere a couple of items like to tell you about in
association with that. First there's just a reminder itdoesn't really call it out in that procedure anywhere' butyour gloves should be worn when you're working on it' Andif you can - if you can do all of that stuff with the gloves
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'

plx Okay, Crip. The 190 mag drive change

is complete. 1 did a functional check on it, appears to

be working fine.
okay

,
very good, thank you , I suspected

that might be the case.
PLT it's all buttoned up and still nice and

clean .

CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, Houston, we're about a ninute
from LOS . Next 8 ta t i on contact is awh i 1 e away , it's
about 44 isinutes at 00 :16 . So, we'll we out of your hair
for awhile

.

SPT So long , Crip,
CC So long

.

PAO Skylab Control 23 hours 33 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Space station now out of range of
the tracking antenna at Bermuda. At the beginning of thv:

pass over Goldstone, Ed Gibson was playing "Do You Know
the way to San Jose" on the a i r -t o *-gr ound . The conner.t
there was, we think you're a little north, is approximately
over Seattle at the time. Space station also vent almost
directly over Cape Kennedy during this pass. We're now
in for a long loss of signal period, 4L minutes and * 4

seconds to our next acquisition which will be Carnarvon,
Australia. At 23 hours 34 minutes, this is Greenwich - this
is Skylab Control.

END OV TAPE
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At 12 minutes Greenwich mean time, thisU SkyUb Control. Space station It nearing acquisition
through the tracking antenna at Carnarvon, Australia.
Commander Jerry Carr should be eating hia evening meal now.
Science ptlot Ed Glbaon should have just finished his meal,
and will be at the ATM CAD panel observing the Sun.
Pilot Bill Pogue should be Involved in the S190 mul t lspec t ral
camera malfunction procedure. Seven tines during this
mission one of the cameras in the 6 lens camera has indicated
that it has taken more frames than it was commanded to. On
the control panel for this camera, the crew can select the
number of frames per sequence that thsy wish. That is that If
they want to take 10 frames or 10 pictures over 4 particular
track then they set that on one of the knobs on the control
panel. Then they select an automatic mode switch, then at
the time that the track calls for photography S190 Is
switched on and the 6 cameras inside the mult ispec t r a 1

camera, four of which are Infrared black and white, one
of which is rcRualar color, and one of which Is Infrared
color begin the sequence. Seven times so far one of those
cameras has taken more frames than it was told to. And
Bill Pogue is going to be taking the faceplate off of the
camera and looking at the magazine drive gear to see if
ther* is something wrong with the drive mechanism Itself. The
mechanism is a ratchet motor drive device and has magnetic
switches which indicate how many frames have been taken.
If 10 frames were required taken, on the 10th frame the
magnetic switch would cut the motor drive off. This is
not workinst properly for one of the six motor drives. The
other possibility is that also on the camera is an electronic
control panel and each one of the motor drive mechanisms
is control by a printed circuit board. It Is possible that
one or more of the contacts which engaged the printed
circuit board to the electronic panel is dirty or corroded,
and that's the problem. However, for this evening's
malfunction procedure Bill Popue is Just looking at the
magazine drive gear itself. In the event that he doesn't
find anything wrong with the motor drive then they'll
probably be looking at the printed circuit board later on.
This is not a particularly difficult task for Bill Pogue.
Only 10 screws are envolved in removing the front panel,
and he could visually inspect the magazine drive gear. We're
now about 35 seconds from acquisition. We'll hold the
line up for this pass over Australia.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Carnarvon
for 6 minutes.
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SPT Thank. you, Crip.
PIT Crip, could you tell ua how Wanda la

doing ?

CC I'll try to get a report for you.
CC PLT, Houston. Bill In answer to

your question, it has diminished considerably, It it now
classified as a tropical depression with winds of 25 knots
and it's still located In the same general area, so It
will be Just to the east of your ground track on this pass.

PLT Roger.
CDR Key, Crip, if you're ready to copy I'll

give you the photo log.
CC We're ready to copy.
CDR Okay, 16 millimeter; Echo Delta 72,

Charlie India 79, 59, Charlie India 126. M151, ETC Prep,
Charlie India J'8

, 18, Charlie India 74. EREP VTS , Charlie
lima 11, 60. fUay, miscellaneous off the transporter 7, the
pad aald Just to shoot up the film. That's Charlie India
78, 0. Charlie India 77. That means that transporter 7 is
now empty. Okay, Nikon 1, Charlie X-ray 40, 36; Nikon 2,
empty Char - Nikon 3, Charlie India 113, 55{ Nikon 4,
Bravo Echo 09, 38j 5, Bravo Hotel 06, 19 . 70~mi 1 1 1 me te r :

Charlie X-ray 50, 017. ETC is Charlie Tant»o 12, 061.
EREP set X-ray, 0284, 2464, 0007, 9369, 1140, 0076. Drawer
A: Alfa 1, Alfa 2, and Alfa 4 no change. Alfa 3, 06,
Charlie India 79, 59, Charlie India 126. Back: no supply, 0
Charlie India 78. That's it.

CC Okay
, very good

.

CC SPT, Houston. Ed, we're showing on 54
that the grating Is in and it should be out.

SPT Do we have enough, tine for evening status.
CC Oh, only got about a minute and half

left here. And I'm - next station contact is over Guam
at - in about 9-1/2 minutes. Why don't you go ahead and
st^rt it and i '11 tell you Just before we go over the hill.

CC If you've got it handy.
SPT Okay, Crip I was readini? one block

ahead. I don't think they want me to change in the middle of t

exposure i) o they.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Okay, Crip, I was reading 1 block ahead,
I don't think they want me to change (garble) on the
exposure , do they?

CC I'm checking , Ed .

CRR Okay, I'll get evening statuH on the
next pass

.

CC Yeah, and also, if somebody could have -

for SPT I guesa to have that maneuver for 201 that pad, I'l?
have to Rive him another line maneuver change due to updating
nuZ ,

CDR Okay, Crip.
CC Okay, we'll go ahead and leave the grating

Ed, on this exposure.
SPT Co ahead with the changes to ihe maneu-

ver pad, Crip.
CC Unfortunately, I don't have tine to Rive

then to you. We're - we're going over the hill here. I'll -

1 can start it at for X It's 50004., Y51115, Z50036.
SPT 50004, 5H15 , 50036.
CC Rog. We're - we're going LOS now.
PA0 Skylab Control 23 minutes Greenwich

mean tine. Space station is now out of range of the antenna
at Carnarvon, Australia. We're about 6 minutes and 40 seconds
away from rea-jqui si t ion through Guam. Once again, Commander
Carr should be eating his evening dinner. Science Pilot Ed
Gibson Is at the Apollo telescope mount control and display
panel, and he'll be recording 3 minutes of ATM television on
the onboard video tape recorder. And Pilot Bill Pof,ue in-
volved in trying to determine what's wrong with the film
advance mechanism in the S190A rau 1 1 ispec t r a 1 photographic
camera. At Greenwich mean time 2U minutes, this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPK
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PAO SkyUb Control at 29 almost 30 Minutes ;

Greenwich Bean time. Space station now nearlng acquisition
through the tracking antennas at Guam. Earlier a weather
report indicated that tropical storm, now tropical depression
Wanda, was winding down. Only has winds of up to 25 knots
now, so the crew, which has been observing this storm for the
last 3 days will be able to watch it as it dissipates. Also, the
EHFP officar here in Mission Control informs us that the motor
drive mechanism for the S190A, mu 1 t ispec t ral camera, was
changed by Bill Pogue and all indications are that the
mechanism is working properly. However, we won't know for
sure until several Earth resources pass data takes have been
performed. That will Indicate how many frames the camera 'a
actually taking.

cc - - We're AOS Ouan, We have you for 5
minutes. If nobody's using the teleprinter - correction
teleprinter - we need the VTR to go ahead and rewind it for
a dump over the upcominjs CONUS pass.

SPT It's not in use Crip, go ahead.
CC Okeydoke.
CC Still standing - -

CDR Okay. Are you ready for the big report?
CC Yea 8 ir.
CDR Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 7 heavy SPT, 6.5

4.5 heavy, 2.0 light; PLT, 7 hours, 6 heavy, 1 light. Volume-
'

CDR, 2750; 1700; 2500. Water gun: 8641; 4431; 0511 Mass

•

CDR. 6.326, 6.324, 6.318; SPT, 6.389, 6.389, 6.387; PLT, 6.251,
6.249, 6.251. Exercise: no change for anybody. Medications:'
none for anybody. Clothing: CDR, none; SPT, shorts, shirt
socks; PLT, none. Food log: CDR , 6.0 salt, minus one coffee
with sugar, plus 1.5 water; SPT, zero, aero, zero; PLT, 1.5
salt, plus one vanilla wafers, minus 1.0 rehydration vater

.

Plight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list accomp i ishnen , s

:

T002v4/ it's on tape in three different segments from 15:00
to 18:30. ED 7 2 is conplete. And all housekeeping is done.
Inoperable equloment : FD72 capillary water and oil are both
inoperative. S019 cassette number 2 checkout completed.
Unscheduled stowage: none. That's it.

CC Okay. Very good. We got about 2-1/2 more
minutes left in this pass. So, one thing that 1 - that we
wera wondering a little bit about. I know Ed's been doing a
lot of work on TV and ve keep having to duiip it over here to
kind of clear it off a little bit, and I'm wondering If us taking
Jt and dumping it is in any wer - way of interfering with Ed's
plans for sitting up, and how he's doing with TV?

SPT Crip. Not at all. It's worked out
real fine. I've never had any conflicts at all and no problem.
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Cc Okay, that's good to hear. Also the
situation we re in now puts us coming over the States durina

™M^""?k !;\
0Ut ° f the ° ff 0f th « "«Mfor. dumping

T\ during the night, to, that's why we have to do it like

dV* sjiir :
ln

; ,
lt and rnunuaiiy trough t i.

J^! Th"J Jo""
" •

-Ute 11 Wa8n,t lnt » f"l««

No Problem at all Crip. Press on.™ R
„

" k!, y Crl P- »'e got a couple of othershopping list accomplishments to add too. Two hours onTV-101 and the SPT sweat sample.
spT Taken concurrently.
cc (Laughter) Okay. Very good. We'rereally enjoying ail your TV down here, thouph.

,

CC
•

Okay. t/e're 1 minute from LOS. Next

at 00:53, and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump.You guys are going to come within eyeballlng distance it-Houston this tine, looks like.
™* The volcano in southern Japan, Saku^ima

is puffing out smoke again.
•

.. „
CC Ver y 8<>od. You guys can see quite adistance there. n

v„.. ,
SPT

v
Yeah> We ' re conin * U P on Tokyo now andyou can see Fujiyama Just as plain as dav.

S * T Old FuJi-san. You don't even needbinoculars to see it .

f
C Very good. Never had the pleasure. I'dlike to see it some day.

S ? T I think it's one of the most beautifulmountains in the world.
cc Sounds like it.
PA° Skylab Control at 36 minutes Greenwichmean time. Space station now out of range of the trackingantenna at Guam. Some comment from the crew that they couldsee an active volcano in Japan and commenting that Fujiyamawas one of the most beautiful mountains in the world Somemore on the S190A, mu 1 t i a pec t r a 1 camera. This morning'*

F.arth resources pass resulted in nine extra frames beini-taken with that instrument. Tomorrow's F.arth resources pa s 8on track 15, which goes through Mexico and up the St. 1 awre iceHiyer Va ley should be a good indicator of whether or not tilemotor drive mechanism changeout was successful in stopping"
n

r

;
r ™: s fron * ei "» t.k.n. The weather looks"oodri*hc now for tomorrow's EREP pass. It begins Just west ofNuevo Laredo in Mexico and goes over Dallas, over Ci n iand Cleveland and Buffalo, and then Just misses Montr
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'

and then covers Newfoundland, and all the vay across the
Atlantic Ocean, almost to the coatit of Franco. Weather during

END OF TAPE
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PAo — * and Just misses Montreal, and then

covers New Foundland and all the way across the Atlantic

Oceou almost to the coast of France. Weather during the

entire section of the pass looks real clear right now.

Earth resources people Indicate that everything is GO at the

current moment for tomorrow's pasr.. Next acquisition will

be 14 minutes from now through the tracking station at

Goldstone. Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crlppen IndlcqUng
to the crew that during this pass If the weather holds,

that the crew ought to be able to see the lights of Houston

or what's left of the lights of Houston. We'll come back

In 14 minutes. Greenwich mean time 38 minutes, this Is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 52 minutes Greenwich
nein tins. Space station is now less than 1 minute fro*
acquisition through the tracking antennas at Goldstone, California.
Commander Jerry Carr should be getting riady for observations
Of the Comet Kohoutek with the S201 Instrument. And Pilot
Bill Pogue should be putting the S190A mul 1 1 spec t r a I camera
back together, after having changed the film drive mechanism,
the ratchet motor that looks quite a lot like a clock motor.
Less than 20 seconds away now from acquisition. We'll go
1 ive air-to-ground .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Goldstone for
10-1/2 minutes. And we'll be doing our evening status re -

evenlnp status report - I can't read any more. We'll be
doing a data/voice recorder dump here.

SPT Hello, Crip. Let me tell you what I

see in the white light coronagraph.
CC Whyn't you do that?
SPT Okay, at the radius of about 2.1 solar

radii, 270 out, there's a fairly bright knot of intensity.
I'm not sure whether it's material there all in one - one
clump so to speak, or whether it's a crossing of a couple
of snail streamers. It's hard to tell. But it is relatively
bright compared to anything else that 1 see In the corona.

CC Okay, Ed, thank you.
SPT Hey, Crip, one other thing related to

that, coning up right through that and extending above it

is a very sharp narrow streamer that Jlghts, it goes - goes
out to about 2-1/2 say, to 2.7 radii in the display.

CC Okay, F.d , thank you. And for the PLT
if Bill's available. We're showing EREP BUS 1 on. It looks
like it might have been left ON during that mag drive change,

SPT Crip, what's the usability of the VTR
look like tonight for a little additional 101?

CC We're checking it for you, Ed.
CDR Okay , both off, Crip.
PLT It was left on earlier but they're both

off now.
CC Okay , thank you .

CC Ed, after our - about time - as we go
LOS, we'll give you back the VTR, and you should have a full
30 minutes on it .

SPT Thank you, Crip, sounds good.
CC Okay, and for Bill, I guess our telemetry

Indication down here apparently we got a bilevel that takes
a little while to bleed down and I guess we were in error on
tha t .

PLT I noticed when I was doing the camera check-
out, oh, about 45 minute' ago that - that it had been left on.
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CC Rog,
CC And SPT, Kouator. Ed we'd like you

to leave 55 In optical reference tonight.
CC And Bd , we can take care of the GRATING.

So you don't »a*'e to aesc with that.
SPT I got it, Crip.
CC Rog, thank you Ed. And is this a

convenient place to give the frame count or do you want to
try and do that later?

SPT No, Ut's do it nov. 1571; 341 1 : 138 :

294- (static) 3345.
CC Ed, I'm sorry, we missed 52 In the

handover there. Would you say that one again, please?
SPT Okay, I believe you said 52. That's

3558- and 56 is 3345. Fxcuse me that's 54.
cc R°8» yeah, we not that. Very pood.

One other item, Ed, I guess I'll Just mention it here
because the upcoming Vanguard is goinp to be your nod
conference. And it's run back rip.ht up against the
maneuver out of this 201 naneuver (garble). We put it on
your details as 01 J 23 , and normally we allow you 5 minutes
prior during this (garble) maneuver and that's only - only
3 minutes, I guess. And it's backed up pretty tight. I Jusi
wanted to give you a little reminder of it.

SPT That's all right Crip. I saw it on the
maneuver pad, and I'll get it.

cc Okay, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 16 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. We're about 50 seconds away fron ac-
quiaition over Vanguard tracking ship during which time
Or. .Jerry Hordinsky and the Skylab crew of Commander Carr,
Science Pilot Gibson, and Pilot Bill Pogue will conduct
their daily medical conference. We'll leave the line up
just In case the nedical conference concludes early and
Spacecraft Conmunicator Bob Crlppen has something additional
to say to the crew. 30 seconds fron acquisition now. We
don't expect any voice c ommun 1 ca 1 1 on , however.

PAO Skylab Control 1 hour 28 minutes Greenwich
mean tine. Next acquisition will be through Goldstone over
an hour and 4 minutes from now. Short medical conference
over Vanguard. We expect Dr. Jerry Hordinsky to bring the
report by the console shortly, we'll read it to you when we
get it. The tracking antenna, voice relay station at Tanana-
rive, capital of the Malagasy Republic, is supporting ether
experiments this evening - atmospheric exploration experiments,
and will not be used during this next pass. Space station
is now returning to solar inertial attitude after a maneuver
for t.te S201 extreme ultraviolet e 1 ec t r ongr a ph ic camera
which was taklne pictures of the Comet Kohoutek spectra in
the extreme ultraviolet range. We're about 30 minutes away
from presleep activity for all three crewmen. Howevor, they
will have more than their usual hour of presleep quiet time
this evening due to the long loss of signal. We'll bring you
Dr. Hordinsky's medical report when we get it. Greenwich
mean tine, 1 hour 29 minut es, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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P AO Skylab Control 1 hour 45 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We now have the surgeon's report on
the crew health. I'll quote fro* Dr. Jerry Hordinsky.
"Crew continues without any current illnesses or injuries.
Discussion with the crew further con*"i^its that oral hygien
is being adequately mai n t a i ne d

.

" Sp ace station Skylab is
now over tracking antenna at Tananarive; however, that sit
is being used to support other scientific endeavors at
the moment. Our next acquisition will be 46 minutes from
now, at which time the crew should be very close to going
to sleep. We'll bring the li,

:
down now, start back up

again at 6 a.m. tomorrow morning, central daylight tine.
At 1 hour 46 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. 11:23 Greenwich
r.ean tine. Wakeup call cominp In about 50 seconds through
the Canary Islands tracking station. Mission day 59 in Sky-

lab IV. Standing by for acquisition at Canaries.
CC (Music: "Light My Fire")

CC Good mornlnp, Skylab. This is Houston
through Canary and Madrid. We'll have a data/voice tape

recorder dump coming up when we hit Madrid at 11:27, and

how are you all this morninp?
CD R

CC

Morninp, Bruce. Our fires are lit.

Very Rood.
Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

station contact in 27 minutes throuph Carnarvon
Out .

This is Skylab Control. Loss of sip.nal

at Madrid tracking station. Wakeup music this nomine was

"Lifht *<v Fire' 2 by the Lettemen. Next station in 26 minutes
will be Carnarvon, Australia. This is Skylab Control at

11:33 Greenwich mean tine.

at 12:05.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control. 12:03 Greenwich
mean time. Space station Skylab will be acquired by the
tracking equipment at Carnarvon, Australia in 40 seconds.
Foil owed by Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, for a double
station pass here, lasting a total of about 15 minutes.
Silver team of flight controllers on duty, headed by N e a 1

Hutchinson, spacecraft communicator is Bruce McCandless,
who likely will read up the news summary to the crew during
these two p asses.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 14 minutes, and if you'd like I

can read the news up, if it won't interrupt things. Over.
CDR (Garble) , Bruce

.

CC Okay .

CC Say, we're having some long line problems
he re . S tand by

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. How are you
reading me now?

Pl.T Reading you okay now. You were cutting
out and breaking up there about 30 seconds apo.

CC Oh. Roger.
OC Houston: A crowd of 7 2,000 is expected

at Ric* itadium today for Superb owl VIII under slate grip -

slate R.ay clouds and temperatures in the 50's. Most odds
makers including Jimmy the Greek have the Miami Dolphins a

6 point favorite to defeat the Vikings. However, Dolphin
coach Don Shula Insists that "odds don't mean a damn thing."
All pro receiver, Paul Warfleld, pulled a hamstring muscle
In practice, this last Wednesday. However, he Is expected
to be in his usual starting role for the Dolphins. As a

prime side trip for the Superbowl '74 visitors, an estimated
15,000 people toured the Johnson Space Center yesterday.
"T^tK'rorT¥rrT¥t(f1 "oTTT ~5T TTfe" laTge's t c rouds In the center' s

history and most of "theft"Ttfi?" IhToTTgh the viewing room here
TTC rh"e~M0CR . Washington: President Nixon, ending an
18-day working vacation in California, flew back toward
Washington Saturday night aboard a government Jet Star. The
President had come to California on a regularly scheduled
commercial flight, but Press Secretary Gerald I, . Warren said
a government plane w a a being used for the return trip fur
security reasons. "It was felt," Warren continued, "that because
of the wide anticipation he Was going back commercially, the
element of surprise was gone and his security people felt it

was best he go back by government plane." The President
took off from Palm Springs airport, about a 1 5 - m 1 n u t e drive
from the estate of Ambassador Walter Ann enberg, where he
had relaxed since Wednesday. Accompanying Nixon on the return
trip were Mr*. Nixon, daughter Tricia, friend C. fi . (nebu)
leboro, a military aide, his doctor and two Secret Service
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..agents. "A special communications package had been installed
in the jet before hand," Warren said. The craft was normally
based in Washington but had recently been flown to Edwards
Air Force Base in the California desert . , Warren said Nixon
decided to return Saturday night so he could get some rest
tomorrow, watch the Super Bowl game and be at work on Monday.
A motorist who insisted on buying more than the station's
limit of $3.00 worth of gasoline was shot and killed Saturday
by a service station attendant, police said. Booked on a
murder charge was Charles Russ , 31. Police said Russ told
then his boss had ordered him to conserve gas by limiting
sales to $3.00 per customer. A heated argument broke out when
he told Earl Richardson, 21, that the station would only
sell him the limit. Police said that Russ told them Richard-
son appeared to reach under his coat for a weapon, so he
pulled his own pistol and 'Jired. Coroner Dr. Carl Rabin
said Richardson was shot in the back and died almost immedi-
ately. "Henry A. Kissinger ordered a tap on the telephone
of former Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird in 1971 in an
effort to determine the source of leaks from secret diplomatic
dealings, " the Chicago Sun-Times said Saturday. The newspaper
said that a wave of mutual spyinp. and suspicion between the
White House and the Pentagon led to the tap. He quoted a
former White House official as saying Kissinger had ordered the
tap of Laird's phone to determine whether his secret diplomatic
dealings were being leaked to the Pentagon. Kissinger was
national security adviser at the time and Involved In the
negotiation of the Vietnam settlement. The newspaper quoted
another equally well-placed White House official as saying
that a wireless microphone was found sometime earlier in
the base of a lamp In the VJhlte House office of Wayne Smith, a
Kissinger staff assistant for program analysis. "Smith's
office was supposedly the site for technical planning for
Kissinger's negotiations on the Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks and on Vietnam," the Sun-Times said. Port Nechcs , Texas:
"A raging fire in an oil tank farm was contained Saturday,"
authorities said. The fire had engulfed six of the hu»»e'
containers Friday, but by Saturday afternoon a Mob i t Oil
Company spokesman reported that four tanks have burned out. .i

fifth is Just smoldering and a sixth is still ,»fir<. I. i ghi i -r,i ng
set one of the crude oil tanks afire lr> the early norntiu'
hours Friday. The blaze spread to five other tanks and Hrct*<»
moved in huge bulldozrs to build dikes to keep flowing oil
from burning ruptured tanks from spreading nut still further.
Then they let them burn themselves our. Grapevine ; An

, Amet lean Alrl In ea flight, flight number 34 { from New York"
Ts^'schedujed to land at the woj; Ijd^s b i gj|c s w a i r p ort Sundav,
near iy 3 raon ths late. The Da 1 fa s - Fo r t

" Wo r t h Teg" 1 o n a 1 aTr po7

1

\ was to have opened last October, but the opening was delaved
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because of unfinished facilities and there is still much
work to be done. Flight 341 is due to touch down at 12:07 p.m.
The first scheduled airliner to land at the 17,500 acre complex.
Billlngham, Washington: Fair Haven College is rlosi.tg the
generation gap. A federally funded experimental program known
as "The Bridge" Is bringing people of all ages together for a
mu 1 1 i -gene rat iona 1 living and learning on college environment.
Eight senior citizens ranging in age from 60 to 80 have moved
into the college dormitory. Another 21 is to arrive this month
and a day care center has been set up for preschoolers. Tel
Aviv: Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger began a crucial
phase of his Middle East mission and talks with Israli leaders
after meeting with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat in Aswan.
A U.S. official said Kissinger left Aswan with fresh hope
for workinp out a troop disengagement, but was well aware
the critical part of the talks now comes from the reaction
of Israel and Egypt, the proposal Kissinger will be carrying
between the two countries. Tunis, Tunisia: President Noamlnar
Khadafy of Libya and Tunisian President Habib Bourquiba have
announced their countries will be united into one new country,
called the Arab Islanraic Republic. The fiery Libyan -

END OF TAPE
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CC - Henry Kissinger began the crucial

phase of hlo Middle East mission in talks with Israeli leaders

after meeting with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat in Aswan. The

U.S. officialsaid Kissinger left Aswan with fresh hope for working

out a troop disengagement agreeoent, but was well aware of the

critical part of the talks and outcome from the reactions of Israel

and Eygpt the proposal Kissinger will be carrying between

the two countries. Tunis, Tunisia: President Moamnar Khadafy

of Libya and Tunisian President Habib Bourquiba have announced

their countries will be united into one new country called

the Arab Islam Republic. The fiery Libyan ard moderate
Tunisian said they were merging in response to the appeal

for the liberation of occupied Ar ab / I s lamic territories.
The referendum to approve the nerger was set for January 18.

The new country is to have one constitution, one president, and

one government. United Nations, New York: Secretary General

Kirk (garble) describes the Suez ceasefire line as unstable and

potentially explosive, and has announced the l
f

. N . Middle East

force will be increased to some 7000 men. In a report to the

Security Council he said U.N', peacekeeping forces are ham-

pered by the closeness of the Israeli and Egyptian armies,
the frequent firing incidents, fortifications, and mine

field. He said success in the Geneva disarmament - d iseng.tgeaent

talks would go far to correct the problem. Beirut: Libya

intends to boost the posted price of its oil to $20 or

$21 a barrel. Oil Minister (Garble) said in a Libyan

news agency broadcast. Libya's present price of $18.50 a

barrel became effective only on January 1. the posted price

is the one on which royalites and feos are charged.

Cape Town, South Africa: The Rosencovity (?) sextupllts

have survived their first 1-1/2 days and are doing well, a

hospital report said. The three boys and three girls born
to Suzanne and Colin Rosencovity (?) still require intensive ob-

servation and care, but have shown no complications. Amsterdam:

The Netherlands began gns rationing Saturday to conuervc its fuel

supplies even though Premier (gnrble) said the oil supply

in January was slightly improved over December. Washington:

the key administrator of nav/il oil reserves has resigned

rather then accept further encroachments frca oil companies

upon government-owned oil fields, Congressional and Pentagon

sources said. Lieutenant Commander Kirby Grant, Deputy

Director of Naval petroleum and oil shale reserves, resigned

Friday. Neither Grant nor the Pentagon had any comment.

One story said Grant is known to believe th* oil companies
manufactured the fuel crisis in part as a reins of ob--

taining access to rich naval oil reserves. Vashinptcn again:

The FBI says a new report that Soviet visiters, Black «jx-
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tremists and the new left movement present a continuing

threat to the Nation's internal security. It says the

number of Soviet block personnel residing in the United

States totals 2686, a 44 percent increase in the last 5

years. The FBI also disclosed that it's purged its files

thousands of obsolete fingerprint r e c ord s , lnc lud in g those

of some 9000 individuals arrested durinp the 1971 Mayday

demonstration here. Washington: United States and Cuba

appear to be making atentative effort to bridge the ideo-

logical gap between ther.. The consensus among diplomats he-re

is the worst days of the bilateral entity are over. There's

been a perceptible lessening in the hostility of Cuban Prime

Minister Fidel Castro toward the United States. Special prose -

Watergate prosecuter Leon Jaworski told newsmen that it

conceivably could happen that he would need President Nixon's

testimony in some of the criminal case.i being developed by

the prosecutors. He said it might become necessary to ask

Nis t Nixon to explain matters on presidential tapes. Among

other points Jaworski made, he said his staff is studying

the legal and constitutional questions of whether an incum-

bent president can be indicted. Washington again: Repre-

sentative Thomas P. O'Neil Democrat /Massachusetts House

Democratic leader, says Congress will act early this year on

legislation to limit excess profits generated by soaring

prices on petroleum products. O'Neil said in a statement

there may also be legislation lowering the 22-percent deple-

tion allowance, which oil companies nay now take on the

value of their production. Indian Bluffs Isle, Florida:

Leads BrownelK?) 25, was in serious condition Saturday after

being wounded by a pet leopard she was trying to feed. Phy-

sicians at (garble) Sprin§s General Hospital performed an

emergency tracheotony to open an air passage through her throat.

Ralph McDaniel, a neighbor, told police he heard Mrs. Brownell

screaming, saw what was happening, and ran to he- with a

gun. "The cat was still chewing on her throat so I had to

shoot," he said. Bootont "1 thought it was a gift,'

Gall Chaddle(?) told the Judge. "1 thought It might be some-

body I knew." She was talking about the extra $31,152.40

matured - mysteriously credited to her savings account one

day. She spent $13,976. The money was mistakenly entered

Into her account from that of another depositees. Suffix

Superior Court Judge James P. Lynch found Mrs. Craddlc

guilty of larceny on Friday and said he will probably

impose ? probationary term when he sentenced her January 29.

If she cooperates with district attorney in explaining how

she spent it, And that's about the news for this ru.rning.

Got a coupld of quick items for you concerned with tlx'

mission if anybody's available.
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PLT We're read - ready and listening.
CC Okay, Bill. You're first up. On your

limb volume measurements on - on mission day 12, yes-
terday, day of year 12, we got all the data except for the
inspired chest circumference. The dump tape - we could
read it through the neck and adain's apple when you got down
to chest inspired, it was something .2 but we couldn't copy.
If you've got that written down somewhere we'd like you to
send it again. Ove r

.

PLT Will do as soon as I can get over and
get it. Go ahead to the next item.

CC Okay. For your S183 operation we'd like
to add S183 filsa installation at 2 2:5 2 on your details
following S183 PR-3 today.

PLT Roger.
CC And the ATM on-station tine should be

23:07 following that.
PLT Roger. Have that.
CC And we - -

PLT 98.2.
CC 98.2?
PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay, thank you; and we got about 40 sec-

onds to LOS here. Next station contact in 35 rainutes. Make
that 36 minutes through Merritt Island at 12:54, and I've
got some changes to the CDR's F.REP C&D pad which we can
pass up at that tine. He'd subject then. We'll have to
catch him later.

PLT Okay, Bruce. Hey that was a real good
news rundown. Thank you very tauch .

CC Thank you. I guess all that training
in doing tracheotomies and things like that gets used occasionally

PLT Well, this is an Ml 10 da/ so that was
sort of an appropriate subject. Count Dracula Gibson is
doing his thing this raornitip,

CC Right.
PA° This is Skylab Control. Loss oi signal

at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Next station Bermuda
tracking station in 33 minutes, This is Skylab Control at
12:20 Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 12:33 Greenwich

mean tine. Bermuda tracking station will acquire spacecraft

Skylab - space station Skylab in about 40 seconds as predicted

by the AOS clock. We'll stay up for Bermuda on across through

Madrid. Slight correction here, we'll have the Merritt Island

launch area tracking station for 3 minutes.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Merritt

Island for 3 minutes. Out.

cc Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 10 minutes through Madrid at 13:06.

° Ut
"

PA0 This is Skylab Control. To continue the

earlier correction. Bermuda tracking station is not supporting

on this revolution. We had a brief period of acquisition

through Merritt Island launch area and it's now LOS at MILA.

About 8-1/2 minutes until re acquisition at Madrid, thereiore

we'll simply leave the line up and stay alive for this gap

across the Atlantic. Standing by at 12:58, Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control; acquisition again at

Madrid in about 15 seconds, and we're standing by.

cc skylab. Houston through Madrid for 6- I

/

I

Minutes. Good morning from the Bronze boys.

CDR Good morning, Bronze boys.

5 PX Good morning. Hank and boys.

CC Good morning.
cc Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again at Carnarvon at 40, 25-1/2 minutes from

now And we're scheduled to dump the voice recorder there.

PA0 Skylab Control; LOS Madrid with very

little air-to-ground communication. This crew no doubt

involved in blood sample taking and other p re - pos t a 1 ecp

activities. Our next station in 23 minutes will be Carnarvon

overlapping coverage into Honeysuckle Creel, for a total of

about 15 minutes. We'll return at that time. At 13:17

GMT. Skylab Control.

END OK TATF;
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PAO Skylab Control, 13:39 Greenwich mean

time. Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, tracking
stations coming up in 50 seconds. Some measurements of

space station Skylab orbit temperature conditions taken
back at Hadrid on telemetry. Current orbit is 2 30 . 2 naut i ca

1

miles and perigee by 242.8 nautical miles at apogee. Period

of orbit is 1 hour and 33 minutes 17 seconds. Inertial
velocity, 25.145 feet per second. Temperature of the atmosphere

in the wardroom is 72 degrees Fahrenheit. Atmospheric
pressure in the space station 5 pounds per square inch of

which 3.6 pounds is partial pressure of oxygen. State of

charge in the ATM batterits back at Madrid was 89.3 percent.

We should be in acquisition now at Carnarvon.
CCC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon/Honey-

suckle for 15 minutes and we'll be dumping a recorder here

at Carnarvon.
SPT Hello, Hank.
CC Ed, while I got you, have a little

comment on your pass coming up here at 14:06 if you want to

get your schedule out.
SPT Ready to copy.
CC Okay. P-80 is no longer visible, so .it

the 14:06 pass you're getting ready to run here at 22 min-

utes time remaining we'd like to change the pointing to

active region 20, and we want to omit the 8 2 B from the

building block 28 unless some bright point.i are visible.

If you do see 9ore bright points we want you to run the

82ft WAVK SHORT with exposure time 14, and if you want to

look over at the next pass at 20:20, we want to do the sane

thing at 44 and 24 minutes remaining.
SPT Okay, Hank, 1 got that. Omit by 82B un-

less I see the bright points over in active region 20. We

might - -

CC Yes , that - -

SPT - find (garble).
CC Right. And the CDR I think will be

running that 20:20 pass and the - it's obvious, but the

roll is no longer critical then.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 ninute from LOS.

We'll see you again at Texas at 26, 31 minutes.

PAO Beginning at Texas through Mil, A, Bermuda,

over to Madrid. Skylab Coitrol at 1.3:57 GMT.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. 14:24 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition In 50 seconds through tracking station
at Corpus Christi, Texas. Overlapping coverage at - or
through Merritt Island launch area, Bermuda and we'll stay
up across the Atlantic for the Madrid pass, for about the
next 25 minutes - 26 minutes. Standing by for AOS, Texas.

CC Skylab, Houston. Through Texas to
Bermuda for 15 minutes and we plan to dump the voice recorder
here in a few minutes at MILA.

CDR Roger, Hank.
CC And, CDR, for info. We have a few

corrections to your C&D pad for the upcoming ERKP and we
could plan on getting those at Madrid, if you like.

CDR Okay, that'll be fine.
SI'T Good morning, Hank. Let ire tell you what

the Sun looks like from up here.
CC Okay , go ahead

.

SPT Okay, starting over on the vest limb,
we're looking at the active region 14, pretty much unchanged
in XUV nonitor, from yesterday. Active region 15 also pretty
much unchanged, perhaps not quite as intense. Active region
18, only a following plage remains, the leader plage h<^
completely disappeared in the XUV. Active region 16 appears
to be about the same, same shape, same intensity. 17 and 20

both are relatively bright, just rotating on the disk a little
bit more, their general form is stear - still appears to be

the same, although we don't have anywhere near the elongation
we did yesterday in looking at it. There is a couple of
bright 9pots, if you will, or small plage north of the equator
just north of active region 17 and 20, just a couple of very
small ones, not very intense, but still noticeable above the

background. White light coronagraph, we still see a very
thin narrow spike at around 2 70, of which I o«nt toned last

night. The bright knob which was - of intensity which wan
in there has diminished and is barely discernible and
we've not see it unless you really look for it. The two
streamers which we had yesterday at 230 and 240 or 250, I

believe, we called out yesterday. They are both there, still
parallel, broadened a bit, but they still go out to about the
same extent. In general, the corona has not changed n great
deal since 1 looked at it - well at 02, it was at 02:15 last
night. The east limb is also, excuse me, the west limb is

also pretty much unchanged. There is 3 very faint Helmet
streamer with some bright intensity with parallel sides
extending outward or surrounding it and no other real signi-
ficant changes. On the H-alpha, however, at active region 20
there is a very bright plage which extends upward, above the
limb and looks to roe like either surging material or a - well
I'm really not quite too sure, 1 want to go out and t.ike another
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look at it. I figure that's where we'll bo doing the work
on the next building block. I can give you more details once
I get out there and look at it in li-alpha 1 again and stprt
working It.

CC Okay , Ed . Thank you

.

CC And, Kd, we're ready ar.y tlr.e for XUV
down link

.

SPT Okay , Hank

.

CC Skylab, Houston. For info, the laser
will be tracking and it's - I eon't know whether you'll get
a chance to look or not, but if you do, after you report
acquisition they're going to slew the beam ahead and behind the
spacecraft and evaluate that.

PLT Okay, Hank, we're standing by.
PLT No joy on the laser.
CC Roger, we copy.
PLT Hank, there looks to be under a cirrus

deck at least from ny present &ngle. They nay want to boost
the power.

CC Okay. They're going to flash It.
CC Okay, they're up at max power. now, Bill.

10 watts and flashing.
PLT Looks like the clouds have spoiled it.
CC Yeah, they reported It was a little bit

hazy up there this raorning.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 ninute free

LOS. We'll see you at Maorid at 45, and we'll be ready with
a update to the C&D pad there. It's about 4-1/2 minutes
f ron now

.

PLT Roger , Hank

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control in a gap here
as space station Skylab crosses the North Atlantic between
Bermuda and Madrid which will acquire the space station
in 2 minutes. Again there was no joy in the crew observing
the laser beacon from Goddard Space Flight Center which
tracked the space station from the tine it came over the
horizon from Goddard. The mode today called for a green
light on the laser at 10 watts continuous output, and after
the crew reported no joy in spotting the laser from the
wardroom window they went to a flashing mode. But apparently
the cloud cover was too thick to allow the crew to spot
the laser. This laser at Goddard Space Flight Center is
part of Skylab experiment T053, Skylab Earth laser beacon.
And the basic objective behind the experiment is to pin down
the optimum needs or specifications for laser beacon system
to be used in future orbital and deep space navigation. The
crew comments on the ease of spotting the laser at different
power levels to be used in designing such a system. The
laser can be modulated in a flashing mode and the power
wattage or power output can be changed f ron ranging from
3/10ths of a watt up to 10 watts maximum. And colors can
be shifted in the spectrum of green, blue, blue green, and
rod . Should have acquisition now at Madrid; we're standing
by.

CC Skylab, Houston through Madrid for
7-1/2 minutes.

CC And, Ed, just got a report in from
NCAA. The bright plage you reported near active region 20
has been designated the new active region 21. And the
material that we saw at 13:46 ejected out to about 0.1 solar
radii and there were no reported X-rays associated with that.

SPT Okay, Hank, that's what we're working
on right now, and it does appear like there's still a

surge in progress. I see a vocal limb about 40 arc seconds
a very faint amount of material that went around 30 arc
seconds when we started a little bit stronger and it's moving
outward. We're catching it with 55 of the (garble) and
56 - 82B got a WAVELENGTH SHORT type one qunrler right nt the
most intense point which was around 16,000 Jn oxygen VI.

CC Roger ; we copy.
CDR Hank, I'm ready to copy those CM) Clu-ifctis

changes

.

CC Okay, CDR, we just did a fln.il wcatiicr
check here and I guess it's not going to be necessary. Based
on the weather being lousy for the whole track, we're going
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to scrub EREP for today; it just isn't worth it. Right
now we're looking at some shopping list items you might
be able to pick up during that period. And we'll get right
back with you as soon as we can have something to suggest
to you

.

CDR Okay, thanks. Hank, you might include
handheld photos in that shopping list if there's any spots
where we might get then.

CC Okay, you' re sure welcome to shoot any
of the ones that's on the optional list you have there.

CC SPT, Houston. In regard to the ATM,
If you're willing, we'd like to continue observations on
active region 21, and as you're doing now usitir, the shopping
list for the items that's listed in the SAP.

SPT Good idea, Hank. You beat me to it by
15 seconds. Thank you.

CC CDR, Houston. One thing you night consider
now just 'inishing up the H171 is go ahead and get your
PT out of the way before eating.

CDR You read my mind, Hank. 1 was just getting
ready to call you and suggest the same thing.

SPT HanV . looks like there's a relatively snail
amount of brightening over active region 16 right now, right
along the plage.

CC Roge r ; we copy

.

SPT 16 and 20 were not of (garble) to the same
magnitude in the XUV monitor. Before, 20 was the only one that
could be seen, now both of them are up there about the same-
intensity.

CC Roger; we copy. And we're about 1 minute
from LOS. We'll see you at Carnarvon at 20.

PAO Skylab Control; I.OS Madrid. Because
of weather conditions across the south central and north
eastern portions of the United States along groundtrack
for today's Earth resources survey, the KREP pass has beer:
canceled and scheduled t> start on this next revolution'
over the States. So, the Flight Plan has to be reworked.
For example, the Commander Jerry Carr is going to move his
exercise period back about 2 hours to fill in the space
taken by the time he would have been on the control and dis-
play panel for the EREP pass. An additional ATM pass will
probably be scheduled in that period, and other items are
being considered to block into the EREP time frame in as much
as no alternate had been planned, alternate Flight Plan
had been compiled for today. By the time the space station
comes across Carnarvon and Honeysuckle at the midpoint of this
3523 Earth orbit for the space station the changes in the Flight
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Plan should be worked out and passed to the crew to take up
the slack left by canceling the EP.EP pass. We'll return in
24 minutes at Carnarvon. This is Skylab Control at 14:55
Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control 15:19 Greenwich
mean time. Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek tracking sta-
tions In 50 seconds. Should be further discussion of chanp.es
to the Flight Plan resulting from cancellation of today's
Earth resources pass because of weather. Standing by for

Carnarvon acquisition.
CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for

3-1/2 minutes. And Skylab, if somebody's available we need
to get the MPC ROLL to INHIBIT .

SPT Got it, Hank .

CC Okay. Thank you, and if you'd listen up
got a few suggestions for you. The SPT, of course, will run
that pass until 15:19 to 17:00 on the ATM, and the CDR we
suggest that when he finishes his PT there about 16:00 or
so might do TV-103, getting the rest of his hardware built
there. N'o TV will be available or VTR, but he can do the pre
part of it that doesn't require the TV, and then at approxi-
mately 17:00 he can pick up the ATM pass while the SPT eats a

then handover to him and the CDR could eat at 18:00 and at
19:00 have to be open. For the PLT looks like we don't have
anything for him, just that period will have to all be open
for hln and maybe he could pick up some of the optional
hand fields.

PLT I've got a bunch of T002 stuff I can do,
Hank.

CC Okay
, Bill, I - -

PLT (garble) doing right now.
CC Okay. Ve're also looking at the possi-

bility of maybe a science deao, but We're not sure yet.
PLT Okay. I have that 107 I could also

w o r V. o n .

CC He don't have any VTR available right
nov. That's one of our problems.

PLT Okay. I'll practice in - in between
tires, but give ne anything you want me to do, Hank. Stand-
ing by her e .

CC Okay. We - We're - we may get some
VTR later. I think Bob explained to you last night the
problem we got with our VTR dump. Skylab, wo 're 1 minute
from LOS. We'll see you j.gain at Honeysuckle at 31; that's
about 7 minutes.

PLT Hank, have you been trying to t.«i>e tin:

recorder?
CC Let nc explain here. 1 '

t } ti s t g< • t t i n y

ready to come to you here just before we went LOS. '.>'e
' re

having to - wt redesignated recorders. We've got the dump
experiment recorder 2 and after we redesignate here you
may get that blinking light problem again.
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PLT 0ka y
•

fine; thank you/qq
— J * • t h a ii k you .

but .he i lBhE may no^^iioi*:: Tii:tr der capabiiity

an 22 seconds. Even though the eLvIt L ?
a n 1 'is 7-U?decrees to the south of Ho ne v Suckle Creek

1/2
mountains are between the tr b 1 n „

range °f

chanses were voiced op by Hank Harnfl.ii .t
rl ' Eht pl<">

or part - portions of it at any rate du! !/ L
PaSS

any more TV recording 3 in es to Hone! J^r they Can do
standin? by.

minutes to Honeysuckle Creek and

about'a ninute t hrou ^Ho'ney s ucU e"
' T'" y ° U f" J"»

Texas^t 16:01, 29-1/2 SureTf^ nl"
Stati °" la

AustraHa. G r ound t rack
^

o f S^-llV '
H° ne >' s^ k ^ Creek,

southeast island" e ^ stl^r^V^Texas in 26 minutes, and we'll ret m l ?
U1 be

Control at 15:34 Greenwich mean tine
'

Thl
" 18 Sk >' lab
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1>A0 This Is Skylab Control; 16:00 G rccnwl.-l.

mean time. Space station Sky lab will cross the coast ol

Mexico in the'next couple minutes, an^ some 40 seconds away

from acquisition at Corpus Christi tracking station.

! U p live for the stateside pass and the following Madrid

Ta s. This is the stateside pass in which the harth resources

survey would have been run had it not been clobbered b,

weather along tha ground tra c*
. WV vn , t , t Tpx , s

cc Sky lab , Houston we' re wi th you at lexas

through Bermuda tor 16-1/2 minutes. PLT
,
Houston.

PIT Go Har k .

'

Bill, if there's a spare valve from Ml 3 J

one suggestion we have for you might be TV-116 for the next

hour .
.

PIT I'll take a i ook at it.

SPT we don't have a spare one yet, Hank.

cc okay; we copy. You might forget at all

th.-t: we have suggestions.
L

pLT Okay; I'll press on, and 1 can get some

more T002- 4.

CC Okay.
SPT Hank, on the last orbit I was away from

56 is in air flare wait mode and 82B has gotten a WAVELENGTH

SHORT time one quarter and I was just waiting in that one

-ilso We're looking at a bright region right at limb - l

jJnve it's your active region 21; we called i t t h is mo rn I n g .

And oxygen VI count is going between 10,000 t* 24,0OC.

(Garble) of change by 5000 or so within a natter of a minute,

o it look as though it's sitting th,re b r ew i ng ,
re ady to

g o and so I'm Just going to try and stay on top ot it, unless

the other folks want something else done.

cc okay. We're seeing an increase in the

XREA, Bill. Or E
.

doesn't correlate with any-

thing. I'm sure there's not brightening in the XIV monitor

H-alpha, and the oxygen VI count's now down to 9000.

rr Okav ; we copy

.

PMEC is up, but the IMAGE INTENSITY

COUNT is down around 1 or 2. PKEC is up t o 400

cc Okay, Ed. We're - we're still seeing

an increase in the XREA; it's slowly creeping » P there and

we suspect something's starting to happen .

SPT Okay, Hank. We're just going to -tarn-

another SINGLE 64 with S054 ,
giving them one (garble) frane
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mode before this orbit, Just for reference data and we're
doing it again and if something else starts to happen, we're
going into the flare mode, and 82B is going to WAVELENGTH
SHORT times one quarter going.

CC Okay ; we copy

.

SPT Hank, are the people in the backroom
able to read the oxygen VI count - when we're real tine
here? Or essentially, what all tne detectors are putting out

CC Our sample rate's real low on that; once
every 15 seconds, Ed, so we'd be awful lucky if we saw
anything.

SPT Okay; but as long as you can get some
reading then it's not necessary for me to get to you down
to the ground except for what's been happening while you
we re LOS

.

CC Yes, that's right, Ed.

CC SPT, Houston. NOAA reports that there's
probably - probable surging on the limb and it's - it appears
that AR-16 is brightening up a little.

SPT Okay, Hank. They're pretty far removed
from one another. I see 16 in the XUV monitor. It's

about the sane intensity as 21. The H-alpha, the hottest
thing on the limb, still looks to ne about where I an and

I cannot see any surging material.
CC Ed, you said something earlier about not

copying the comments on the ATM. What is it you didn't
copy ?

SPT Hank, I didn't copy what I didn't copy
so I can't tell you I heard you mention the ATM ans some-
thing about the next pass. I knew we had talked about
taking it, but I did not recall - not hearing any of your

other comments. I was away from the speaker box and did

not hear your comments at the time.

CC Okay. Well, I - I think what you're
referring to i9 I was commenting that you go ahead and

take this pass that you're on right now and then at 16:00 -

17:00 that the CDR would relieve you and he take that pass,

which actually starts about 17:12. And what we'd like for

him to do there Is shopping list item 12 on P-76 and we have

a preference there for building block 28 and the S055 in

option B. And the comment In relation to you was that you

could go ahead and eat after you get off this pass and he

could hand over to you at the console to finisn that pass

off and he could eat. That was the comment I think >ou

were interring to.

SPT Oh, okay. Yes, 1 got that, Hank. The
specifies thoug, on what they wanted Jerry to pick up on the
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next orbit, where - where is that spelled out?
cc Okay

, we don' t have - didn' t have that
orbit scheduled, and what we'd like to do is shopping list
item 12 on P- 76 ,

and we have a preference for building block
28 and S055 in option B.

SFT Okay. I've got chat. Thank you.
CC And yesterday I think Bill said sone-

Lhmg to you about nor. eating on the console. We've got
that under discussion and as far as we're concerned if - if
you'd rather do that and grab a snack up there that's fine
with us. We're going to try and get a final resolution on
that thing sometime today. I-'s under discussion.

END OF TAPE
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^ -v. * . .
- - as far »e we're concerned , if you'drather do that and grab a sn.ck up there, that's fine with

_ ,

C<
j. t

We're going to try to get a finalxesolution on that thing, sometime today, it's under dis-cussion.
CC

u
Skylab, Houston. We've R ot sone goodnews and bad news

. The bad news is that on the TV dump, weRot down TV-101, we didn't see any modulation, so apparentlythat 15 minutes or so was totally lost. The good news is
that now nakes 20 minutes of VTR available to yon. We'resavin? out 10 minutes for TV-69, later. You might cherk theupstream input station.

CDR Thank you , Hank
. That was at - 133 was

left on.
CC Okay, and it's your option on how youwant to utilize that 20 minutes of VTR.
CC

J
Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

I. OS. Madrid will be conini! up at 22.
S?T Hank, could you have the folks dip backand tell ne what the last sequence on TV-101 is that voureceived. *

CC Okay , wi 11 do , Ed

.

PA0 Skylab Control. LOS Bermuda. Madrid in
4 minutes. We're up live and waiting, for r e aco u i s i t i on atMadrid. Skylab Control, 16:18 Greenwich mean time.

CC SPT
' 1 think you're alreadv on it butwe got a type 3 radio burst and AR20 is brightening.

f(lo < , ?
0 * er ;

Har' k - 1^=20 we R ot on It. I sawthe brightening in the XUV monitor. Right now it's not too

r°tli
n

nnw
yr% v

3nd
/ C l0 ° k

1
33 th ° U « h it's Ju«t leveling offrig.it now in XUV monitor. I'll keep mv eye on i t I'e'vo

got the experiments going in there so it'll be a flare node.Fxcept for 82A - 1 gave 82A a 20-second exposure, 82B
a wavelength short times one quarter. If it picks un a Rain
I 11 eo Into the flare mode with those Instruments

CC Okay.
CC SPT. Did you omit S056?

J" Negative, Hank. They're going AUTO SHORT
L
V

We nead a st0 P and start on S056, Ed
v/e don t see it running .

'

srT How's that look to you, Hank?
CC Okay, we see operation now, Ed.
sp T Hank, was that still operating in AilTO

LONG? Or was it not operating at all?
CC Ecl

. when we - when we saw (t thcr'- it

?!!
P

r

a
«n? fc

t0 1,3 th3t WC tl,C "° rmal c,USfc,,ut condition andthat S056 was not operatlno
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SPT Okay, Hank. I had an operating light
up here, I'm wondering if there's conditions where I could
cet an operate light and not have it running at all..

CC Okay. There's a possibility there Ed.
that we - you were in AUTO LONG and that we wen- in the WAIT
period between exposures when we had AOS then.

SPT Hank, that point has died away in the
XUV monitor however, the oxygen VI count is up around 36,000.

CC We copy , Ed .

CC And, Ed, In answer to your question on
TV-.J1, if you can listen right now. The last scene wo Rot
on that was the static extension of 2 inch - of tiie 2-lnch
zone, and with no rotation.

SPT Okay, Hank. That goes back a little ways.
Thank you

.

SPT Hank. Looks like active region 20 is
developing a filament. Fairly nice, relatively strong one
conpared to what it was before.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. V/e're 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you ap,ain at Tananarive at 4i and that's
about 14 minutes fron now.

PA0 Skylab Control. LOS Madrid. As the
space station crosses the Libyan coast. Next station in
12 minutes will be voice relay station at Tananarive. Over
Madrid the ground passed up to Science Pilot Ed Gibson sone
increased activity on the face of the Sun. Type 3 radio
burst and brightening in active region 20, which Gibson had
already detected during his stint on ATM control and display
panel. He'll be back In 11 minutes for Tananarive. At 16:32
C M,T, this la Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control; 16:43 Greenwich ,

nean tine. Voice relay station Tananarive In 50 seconds,

and we're standing by.
CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for

7 minui e s

.

CDR Rope r . Hank .

CC CDR, Houston; one thing we neglected

to tell you was we want to scrub the ERF. P tape you have

scheduled about 18:00, and if it's required we'll do it in

the norninR.
CDR Roper , Hank

.

CC Skylab, Houston: we're about 1 minute

from LOS. We'll see you again at Honeysuckle at 09, 18

minutes from now.
CDR Roper.
PAO This is Skylab Control; I.OS at Tananarive.

We'll return in 15 minutes for Honeysuckle Creek, Australia.

And at 16:52 GMT, Skvlab Control.
r,\n This is Skylab Control- 17:07 Greenwich

mean tine. Honeysuckle Creek, Australia another extremely

brief pass at this station 2-1/2 ninutes, this will start

in about 40 seconds. Space station now midway through revolution

3524 .

CC Skylab, Houston; we ' re through Honeysuckle

for 2 minutes.
CDR Hello, Hank

.

CC CDR, Houston. Are you on the console?

cnR That's affirmative.
CC Okay, Jerry, what we'd like to do is

cancel the T76 ops that - that we told you abour earlier.

YJe - we see a dark surge in active region 20. We'd like for you

l< go back to active region 20 and 21 and go into the flair

wait mode, but do the listed S052 ops at the end.

CDR Okay, I'm flitting Sun centered now

waiting for a KSR. Do you want a building block 32, shopping

list 1 before I go to the AR20?
CC Okay, we'll take that. And we're Just

about I.OS » We'll see you again at Goldstono at J/, and wi-

have a recorder dump scheduled there.
CDR Okay.
CC And that's also ATM confirciu1

.

PAO Skylab Control; LOS at Honeysuckle.

The next station in 24 minutes Ooldstone and all of the

stateside tracking stations. Sc ien t i s t -as t ronau t Dr. William

Lenoir standing by for the scheduled ATM conference upcowing

at Ooldstone, and we'll return at that time. At 17:12 GMT,

Skylab Control.

F viD OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. 17:35 Greenwich
mean time. AOS Goldstone in 50 seconds. Stateside pass
followed by Canary and Madrid pass for about the next 30
ninutes. Goldstone pass will be devoted to the ATM conference
between Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Scientist-Astronaut Dr.
Bill Lenoir, here in Mission Control. 20 seconds away from
predicted acquisition at Goldstone tracking station and
standing by,

CC Skylab, Houston. We're with you through
Goldstone for 11-1/2 minutes and we're got resolution I think
on the eating at the console falp. We'd like to apologize
for all the controversy over that thing. You're perfectly
clear to eat at the console whenever you so wish. And, it's
time for the ATM conference so here's Bill.

SPT Thank you.
SPT Hello , Bill

.

MCC Oh, hello, Ed. What's your configuration
right now Ed? Are you at the panel or is Jerry?

SPT We both are.
MCC Okay. Well let me talk to one of you

and not interrupt the other one. It's very important here
1 don't want to interrupt the operations of the panel so I

won't say much and we'll pick up most of it tomorrow.
SPT Okay. Veil why don't you go ahead.

Jerry's got his eye glued to the XUV monitor and we're
periodically watching oxygen VI and H-alpha so we're
keeping an eye on it. Go ahead.

MCC Okay, fine. A couple of words here on
the Sun I Just got from Jill Herman. We were carrying an
active region 21, which la right now just beyond the limb,
we hav,' it with a flare probability of 400. When you reported
earlier plage over active region 20 thai looked like it extended
beyond the lirab , we feel that that's the hot dense core cf
active region 21 which apparently is a new region not in an
old field area that is just beyond active region 20 and
wanted to tell you that.

SPT Right, that's what I realitf.d when I -

once I got a quick look at the Sun and had a chance to get
over there and look at the region and you'll find that's the
way it is - diacusaion went on the tapea. We were calling it
21 this morning, and that's where we're pointed right now.

MCC Okay, good. A couple of quickies here
on today'* Plan. On Bill's orbit on hia JOP 27, building
block 19, we've added some 82B exposures, which I think is
fairly clear. There's no 323 in that JOP - in that building
block in general and they've just added two sequences in there
but 1 don't think there can be any question about that. And
then I've got one note on your List orbit today with the
white light coronagrr.ph null pointing where we do a BB2 a roil
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;i „<! another BB2. The - For the first thing, the part about

il,, roll ai. 13 minutes tine remaining, is wrong. It says

roll UU00 (roll about the line of sight), that should be

roll about Sun center. I think if you think about that that il

be obvious that that's what ve want to do there. We ve been

sending you that message format and-we will for a couple of

days here, you might think about whether that perticular

format is good or not and our sequence for today is to go

to the null pointing, do a BB2 , roll 90 degrees, about the

fine Sun sensor - Sun centered, which is in essence the 52

line of sight, do another BB52 - another BB2 and then back ouc

of our special pointing here. And, in the backing out when

you go to standby and then to on, pause for a few seconds

in between, it's not obvious that the logic is always seeing

that standby and that's getting us into some funny configuia-

tion. And, one last thing on here that I'm sure you re aware of.

The potental problems on not backing out cf there properly

when we do inhibit that, ve inhibit the 20 arc second discrim-

inator the 5 arc minute discriminator and the other sneoicio

is we apparently disable the computer signal from closing the

duor so that if you should run into sunset there the computer

will not close the door.
SPX Okay, Bill, thank you 1 didn t realize

that las t one . ,

cc Okay. And one other thing here on the

BB24 with S056 ops, I was talking wish Jim Millican earlier

and Apparently when vou initiated the BB2A before, you took

his exposure switch to short, but you also have to hit a

stop and start in order to reinitialize the logic and get the

logic to see that short.
spT Okay. I had thought that's what 1 d done

but apparently t didn't go down on tVe switch and - just near

far enough or down at all and I got the start without tho stop.

I'll make sure that won't happen again.

MCC Okay, fine. One last thought here from

me and that is that tomorrow you'll find on the Plan that

you do have the first orbit of the day, as you had suggested

..arlicr, which enables us to get another ATM observing orhlt

in. We've got a total of si-ven orbit-, for the day. You have

four of them. If K REP is NO GO we have eight and you have ftv.

of them. And, when you look at it you'll see that's .just U.o

best that ATM could do on that date because it a every available

time. So we are responding to your comments earner and any

time you have any consents on our fanning and »o on just let us

kn °W

SPT I sure appreciate that Bill, I think it's

going to give us a greater opportunity to get the count flare

data which we've all been looking for.

MCC Okay, I'ifiu. Ar. . , I'll Just h.- ; u oft these

other points I have here because they're not important right
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now I'd rather see you on the pan el.

SPT Bill , you could rnlly go ahead. We got

two of ua up here and we're both - we're both looking at the

same thing and we don't have any ins t rumen ts to operate, we're

just watching two or three displays while you're talking so why

don't you Just go ahead and ge ; them over with.

MCC Okay. Really they amount to nothing.

The first is, that we have in preparation right now a film

use message to complement the message that we sent you that

will talk about all the experiments and we'll send that up

as soon as we get that churned out. On the S055 shopping

list 30A questions that you asked the other day, the 55 will

be unable to actually look at the line profiles in great de-

tail until they get a extensive computer analysis, however,

where you point it and how you set it up looks good to us,

and also in relation to that I gave you some bum poop when

you asked the question about the multiple l.'-ies. Those

multiple lines are all on detector 1, however, the starting

14 steps early and carrying on past the line, part of that

intent is to resolve those lines individually. So there

should be no necessity there to run the other detectors.

SPT Okay, very goo -3. The other detectors

don't have the wavelength aperture to really resolve them

anywav. Thank you for clarifying it.

MCC Okay. I'm sorry fcr giving you that

wrong Information there and that's all I have for today

really. Unless you've got anything else, we'll - we can

sign off here.
SPT No, I don't, Bill. I think what we're

doing right now is probably the best thing we car be doing.

HCC Locks th*t w.iy to us too.

SPT Thank you.

EN I) OF TAPE
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MCC Okay. I started to give you that wrong
Information there. That's all I have for today, really,
unless you have anything else, well, we can sign off here.

SPT No, I don't, Bill. I think what we're
doing right now is probably the best thing we could be doinp.

MCC Looks that way to us, too.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylah, Houston: we're 1 minute to LOS.

We'll be back with you in 2 minutes at Bermuda.
CC Skylab, Houston through Bermuda for

5-1 12 minutes

.

SPT Good surging out of active region 21
and 55 If you can be picking it up, but so far no brightening
in XUV.

CC We copy , Ed .

CC Skylab, Houston: we're 1 minute from
LOS. We'll see you again at Canaries in 5-1/2 minutes.
That's coning up at - on the hour.

SPT See you later, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control. LOS Bermuda. 3 minutes

to r e acqu i s i t ion through Canary Islands and Madrid. Stand-
ing by at 17:56 Zulu. Skylab Control.

CC Skylab, Houston through Canaries for
9 minutes.

SPT Hank, it sure looks like active region 21'

going to be doing something in the near future. It's been
in oxygen IV, going between 12,000 and 27,000. Just kind of
going back and forth with maybe 5-minute intervals or so.
That's roughly the time frame I've been looking at.

CC Roger- we copy, Ed. We hope' we pet
some thing there.

SPT It'll probably come at DOOR CLOSK.
SPT Hank, there's very little change in the

white light coronagraph. A streamer at 250. If anything
it looks a littte narrower than It was before relative to the
streamer at 2 30.

CC We copy.
CC Skylab, Houston: we're 1 silmiU' fron

LOS. We'll see you again at Tananarive at 20, 12 -ninutes fron
now .

PAO This is Skylab Control, 18:09 Creenwtch
mean time. LOS, Canary Islands. Space station now over
Central Africa, at the start of revolution 3525. Voice
relay station in Tananarive upcoming next In .ibout 9 ninutes.
Final pass for several hours through Tananarive. We'll re-
turn then. This la Skylib Control at 18:10 Greenwich mean
t ime .

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Thi
mean time. Acquisition
In 50 seconds.

CC
5-1/2 minutes.

SPT

is Skylab Control; 18:18 Greenwich
at voice relay station Tananarive

Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for

Hank, what time is kickorf?Say ,

CC 2:30
SPT Thank you. Keep us posted.
CC Oh, we'll keep you posted. We - the game

ought to be starting a little over an hour from now.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. See you again at Honeysuckle at 44.
CDR Roger, Hank.
PAO This is Skylab Control; LOS Tananarive.

Next station in 14 minutes, Honeysjckle Creek, Australia.
We'll return at that time. At 18:30 GMT, Skylab Cv r t rol

.

PAO This is Skylab Control; 18:43 Greenwich
r.ean time. Acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia in
.'i0 seconds .

CC
minutes .

SPT

Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

Hello, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll see you again at 19:04 at Hawaii 11 minutes from now.
CDR Roger, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control; LOS Honeysuckle. Hawaii

in 9 minutes followed by continuous coverage across the States,
through Canary and Ascension. We'll return at that time.
This is Skylab Control at 18:54 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 19:03 Greenwich

mean time. Acquisition through Hawaii in 50 seconds.

We'll stay up all the way through States and C an a ry / As ce n-

slon pass,
CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for

9-1/2 minutes.
SPT Hello, Hank. Hank, it looks like each

one of the active regions is having its turn at it. From the

way it's coming ove*- to 21 I took a look at active region 16 »nd

saw a bright point in there, and I got up to about 27,000 in

oxygen, VI, and 30 seconds later it's back down to 6000. That

was the bright north/south plage directly east of the sun-

spot in that active region. Another thin* of interest

which I didn't know I could see up here was plage and

white light display close to the limb. The linear plage,

which runs north/south again, which is, in this case, 110 arc-

seconds east of the sunspot in active region 20. I was

able to see that plage in the white light display just

southwest of 21. It's right out of the limb darkening.

CC That sounds pretty interesting. Didn'r.

know you could do that.
SPT I didn't either, not with the white

light display we have. It worked out real well.

CC Ed, we need the DAS.
SPT You have i t .

CC Okay. We're going to give it a little

r.uZ upda t e .

CC SPT , Houston. The DAS is yours.

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston; we got about a minute

snd 20 seconds to LOS and then we'll be back with you at

Goldstone at 16. Ke do have a question in regard to tomorrow's

flight plan. We have a back to back EREP tomorrow, tracks 2S and

30, and in the original flight plan that was done it was

planned that the same operator would operate the VTS on both

tracks. Right now it's scheduled for the PLT . However,

prefliRht, track 30 belongs to the CDR and the things

on track 30 are the Rio Grande Reservoir, the Grans Sand Dunes

and possibly Denver metropolitan area, and we wondered if the

PIT could do this or would you rather us plan to swap you be-

tween passes?
CDR Hank, I'm sorry. Say again. Bill and

T were working on recording of some handheld observations.
CC Okay. We're about LOS, Jer. We'll pick

that up at Goldstone in a couple of minutes from now.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're back with you

through Goldstone for 7 ainutes,
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CDK Roger, Hank.
cc Are you free to discuss that flight plan

correct Ion?
CDR Yes, go ahead.

cc Okay. Basically what it is, Jer, is in

the summary flight plan in - we've got track 29 and 30 to-

morrow on ERKP back-to-back, and the track 29 is Bill s and -

preflight schedule and track 30 belongs to you and this -

the way the passes are set up now to keep the same operator

just for ease of falling through the pass there, and they

have Bill set up for both tracks. Now track 30 is the Rio

Grande Reservoir, the Grand Sand Dunes, and possibly the

Denver metropolitan area, and we wondered how you felt about

that Would vou rather swap stations during the middle of

the past; or can Bill handle the track 30 and just keep the

sane operator? .

cr>R Let us talk about it for a couple or

minutes and I'll get back with you.

Cc Okay; do that. CDR, Houston. dis-

cussed it a little further down here, and 1 guess and in our

mind we think it would probably be better if each of you did

yourown tracks and if you have no objection we'll just go

ahead and swap them.
Cr>R Okay, Hank. I think that's probably the

best way to go.
cc Okay. Wha - What happened it - it was

a little slipup earlier in the summary flight plan and - and

they didn't get the riant person's pad and we Jurt caught it

little while ago and we're having a debate going on as to

which would be the easiest way to do it, but I think the

easiest thing is just go ahead and schedule each man for his

jvn track,
CDR Yes, that'll probably minimize- any dif-

ficulties.

ENIi OY TAPE
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spT Hank, I've been looking at gradual Increase

through the nitrogen 6 with active region 21 up to around^

30 000 - 28- to 30,000. What is the X-REA doing at this tir.e?

cc Okay, it's a little bit above background,

but it's very low, Ed.

SPT Thank you.

cc And we're about 40 seconds from LOS, ve 11

see you again at Bernuda at 27.

pA0 Skvlab Control. LOS Goldstone. The

ground track of space station Skylab paralleling the Canandian

border at the top of the ascending node and thereby missing

the range of Texas and Merritt Isand launch area tracking

stations. Bermuda in 2rl/2 minutes. We'll, stay up live

through Canary and Ascension for the ne:<t 28 minutes.

Standing by at 19 : 2A Zulu.
cc Skylab, Houston through Bermuaa for 8

Roger Hank.
Hank, would you send us up another copy

^ v permanent general message 26?

CC Permanent message 26, Wilco.

CDR Thanks .

CP«v Houston , CDX .

CC Go ahead

.

Cdr Yeah, I just checked with Bill and he

has trained on those - both those targets as well, so it

doesn't matter who you give it to.

Cc Poger, we ve s?one ahead and changed it

Jer, we'll send it up according to preflight.

CDR Okay.
Cc Skylab, Houston, we re 1 minute iron

LOS , we'll see you at Canaries at 37 and we plan to dump

the recorder there.
SPX Roger Hank.

PA0 Skvlab Control, 19 hours 36 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. less than 40 seconds «way from

reaequisitlon through Canary Island, we'll hold the line up.

Cc Skylab, Houston through Canary and

Ascension with the recorder dump for 16 minutes.

cc Skvlab, Houston, for info active aurora

has been reported in the Northern Hemisphere, part of message

18 Bravo for photos if you desire.
SPT Thank you Hank.

Cc SPT, Houston, are you still at the panel?

SPT Vea I art Hank.

Cc Okay, we have on* snail pad change. I got

an error in the pad on - on the pass at 23:25. It's quite a
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while from now but I thought If you were still there you

could go ahead and make the change to the pad.

SPT Go ahead Hank.
CC Okay, at 23:25 pass has a time remaining

of 49 minutes on the S055 grating, on the pad it says 08:50,

It should be 08:54.
SPT 08:54, I got'it Hank, thank you.

CC Thank you Ed .

CC Skylab, Houston, give you a quick update
here, the Dolphins von the choice and chose to receive and

then with Zonka and Morris alternating they drove 62 yards it

now 7 to 0, Dolphins.
CDR Roger, they sounds tough .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS, we'll see you again at Carnarvon at 20, 27 minutes
from now.

PAO Skylab Control, 19 hours 54 minutes.

Space station now out of range of tracking antennas at

Ascension. Comment from the ground earlier that there was

a northern aurora, if the crew wanted to take a pictire of

it. Next acquisition will 25 minutes from now through the

tra-kinp. station at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Skylab
Control, 19 hours 54 minutes Gr.;?nvich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAn Skylab Control 20 hours 18 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now leas than 1 <"i™ te

away from acquisition through Carnarvon, Australia. This

pasd will take us through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek.

Commander Jerry Carr should be at the ATM Cf-D panel observing

tho Sun. Science Pilot Ed Gibson is involved in some

housekeeping activities, and Bill Pogue should be. involved

in physical training. We'll hold the line up for this

pass over Australia.
cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through

Carnarvon. We have you for 7 minutes. And Hank said he

was sorry he didn't say goodbye but he had to go watch

the ball*ame.
CDR Hello, Crip.

CC Hidi.
CDR I bet that broke his heart top.

cc Rog, A little update on that the

Dolphins have done it again. The score is now 14 to nothing

with Jim Kick doing the honors or. getting the score.

SPT Thank you Crip. Crip, it sure good to

see you put duty before Super Bowl.

CC That - that's the Navy way.

cc I couldn't find anybody to take my place.

Cop Sams way with the mid watch isn't it

Crip, you can't find anybody to trade.

CC Roger , that .

CDR Well, keep the coffee pot boiling.

CC We're doing it. Ve cot the situtation

v* 11 in hand . . , , - .

CDR Active region 21 s been teasing us t) i

da>
*

cc Yeah, Hank, was telling me that it looks

like it's been trying to - something's been trying to bull

up, but nothing - nothing's overflowed yet.

Cc For CDR , on the panel there Jer, we did

a little while ago see some enhancement in active region 16.

And then we had an SID sudi'en ionospheric disturbance, which

is lndictativc of a pussible flare. So - but we can t

necessarily tic it to 16 but it was - ve did coruliate tnat

with £Ot*e - some enhancement in that region.

SPT Hey, Crip what time did you see that

enhancement in 16?

CC 20:16. Sorry about that 20:1 - -

SPT Okcy, thank you Crip. On A previous

orbit I saw an enhancement in there which 1 - believe I

mentioned but I n«ver saw anything af'.er that. It looked

pretty dull, 1 lk* around DO second* (garble) prcttj bright.
Y

cc Rog, correction on that time it va* about

20:10. So it was while y'all were (garble) ('ark (garble).
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CDR XUV shows them all pretty much the same

Intensity, 21 is t 'ittle brighter.
CC Rog.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute froa

LOS. Next station contact 16 Hawaii in IS minutes, at 20:43.
We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump there.

CDR Roger.
CC A little final update Yepremian Ju.*t

kicked a 28 yard fi^lH goal. The score ia now 17 nothing
Miami Dolphins

.

CDR They're still in Che first quarter?
CC Just 6 minutes into the first half now

so - so they're already J n the second quarter. They
are in the second quarter, sorry about that.

CC Yeah, they got 6 minutes remaining in

the half.
PAO Skylab Control. Space station Skylab

now out of range of the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle
Creek, Australia. Next acquisition will be 12 minutes from

now through the tracking station in Hawaii. We'll bring you

a brief press conference from Flc - Flight Director Charles

Levis over the release line noraone n t a r i 1 y . Greenwich near,

time 20 hours 30 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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SPT
like

PA0 Skylab Control 20 'lours 41 minutes Creen-
wich near. tine. Space station now nearlng acquisition through
the tracking station in Hawaii. Change-o f -sh 1 f t completed
here at Mission Control as Flight Director Don Puddy takes
over from Charles Lewis and Spacecraft Commu Icator Bob
Crlppen takes over from Hank Hartsfield. Less than 40 secomH
away from acquisition of signal now. We'll hold the line up.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Hawaii doing the
data/voice recorder dump hero.

C&R Houston, CDR.
CC Go, CDR.
CDR The recorder's in use. You better not

dump i t .

cc Co Py. Jer. We're taking a look at our
duup requirements right now.

cnR Okay, I think you have co do a TV.
CC Yeah, Rog, I copy.
cc Skylab, Houston, it looks like with the

tine requirements on it that we'll ba able to handle the
dump at Goldstone (garble).

CDR Okay, good.
Crip, you can have the recorder, if you

CC Okay, we got it, Ed.
cc Skylab, Houston, 1 minute to LOS . Gold-

stone in 5 minutes at 20:55.
CDR Roger.
FA0 Skylab Control 20 hours 52 minutes Green-

wich mean time. Space station now out of range of the track-
ing antennas at Hawaii. We're about 2 minutes and 30 seconds
from reacquisition through Goldstone for a Stateside pass over
Goldstone, Merritt Island and Bermuda. We'll keep the line
up this brief LOS period.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Goldstone 5 minutes
CDR Roger, Crip.
CC SPT, Houston. When you gave us the

recorders awhile ago at Hawaii, we assumed that you have com-
pleted with TV69. If so, we'd like to go ahead and take the
VTR and dump a little bit of it over this Goldstone pass and
we can give it back to you over MILA in about 7 minutes.

SPT That's correct, Crip, and sounds fine to
me, go ahead

.

cc Very good, we'll do that. Wc was trying
to get it cleaned off pretty good. Didn't know whether you
wanted co do any other TV work tonight or not, but \:e wore
tryinp. to get it as clean as we could for you.

SPT I think I might work a little more on
TV101 again.
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CC Roge r .

CDR Crip, on TV103, I wonder if yo'i al»»ht «end -

if the woodpecker can stand the gas, send me up a little bit
more information about - background information about 103
and what some or the correlations are. It just mentions rather
vaguely formation of thin crystals and I would like a little
more Information 'if I caii.

CC We'll work on that for you.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS,

see you again in 3-1/2 winutes over MI LA.
CI)a Roger.
PAO Space station Skylab now out of ranpe of

the antennas at Goldstone, California. Commander Jerry Carr
should be In the middle of an operation to change the attitude
of the spacecraft for the S063 comet photography In about
30 minutes from now. We'll hold the line up as we're now
less than a minute and a half from reacquisitlon through
Merrltt Island tracking station in Florida.
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cc Skylab, Houston, AOS through HII.A, we

have you for 11-1/2 mlnuteo.
cc Skylab, Houston, we have a field coming

up in about 30 seconds about a minute duration, I'll call you

when we are out of
HouBton> ve . re clear of che key-

hole, we have you for about 9 more minutes and Super Bowl is

in the half rl,e right no. , .co-e .till remains 17 o 0 and

as obvious from the score Miami has sort of do » lna" d

first half, Csonka carried 16 times tor 83 yards and Morn.

CJrri
CDR

f ° r

Wonder what they're talking about in the

Viking dressing room.

C C I wouldn't care to speculate.

CDR By Che way Crip, how's the weather down

therC
cc oh, it's kind of cloudy and sort of on

the coolish side today. We haven't had much sunshine -

sunshine aroun yet - I can't even talk anymore - sunsh ne

around here, except for yesterday we had a little bit, it ,

been kind of dreary - dreary Winter day.

CDR M u,»t be kind of muddy In Rice Stadium

thetl '

cc No, we actually haven't had too much rain

associated with it though so I think the field ought to be

in pretty good shape.
V

cc one of the items they may be talVxng about

l„ the dressing room Is the fact that the losers only get a

check for 7500 dollars; winners get 15,000.

CDR Such incentive.

CC Roger
SPT

bill hone
7500, that'll just ibout pay their gas

Well at the going rate of gasoline, might

be pretty close. .,
PLT What's the recorder situation nghc now

Crip, voice recorder?
Cc Check it for you Bill.

CC It ' s al 1 yours

.

cc You know in looking back over the previous

Super Bowls, only a - a couple of them I guess were really

tight four of them were complete routs, they tel. me, and

the other wasn't nearly as close as the final score indicated.

Some people say the most memorable was the game that established

it as the super sports event of the year- was when the New York

Jots stunning victory 16 to 7 over the Baltimore Colts back in
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SPT That was a good one Crip.

cc Roger that. The other one was prt-tty

K ood was the Colts 16 to 13 victory over the Dallas Cowboys

iu 71. That was when the Colts kicked a rield goal In the

final 5 seconds to win the game.

CDR Hey Crip, changing sports, how s the

basketball scene going this year? Is UCLA on top again?
(

cc You've got me comlete'iy at a loss, I 11

have to check that one for you Jer.

CDR Okay
CDR

1 adde r t o

.

CC Okay

C C 1
1 n

place in all polls.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston, the VTR does belong
to you guys,

CUR (Garble) you say VTR?
CC Yes sir .

CDR Okay .

CC Skylab, Houston, looking over some of

the press stuff that came out In the paper today about the
Super Bowl. I hear that Bob Cochran, the Super Bow], 'a Director
of Broadcast and Promotion has said. And NASA has also asked us

to provide a tape for the astronauts to watch when they are
in quarantine and therefore thjy will be able to see the ^ame
In Its entirety when they Ret back home. Since you're the

only Ruys that are flying around up there right now, I

think they must be talking about you.
CDR Hey, that's beautiful. Yeah, I'll be

looking forward to seeing that.
CC We're 30 seconds from LOS. Ascension

in 7 minutes , at 21:22, 21:22.
CDR See you then

.

PAO Skylab Control 21 hours 15 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station is now over the Atlantic
Ocean out of range of the tracking antenna at Bermuda. 6

minutes from acquisition through Ascension. This is Skylab
Control at 21 hours 15 minutes Greenwich mean time.
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,. A0 Skylab Control 21 houra 20 minute*

CreenwUh *ean cine. Now less than a -Inj" .w.y fro.

acquisition through Ascension. We 11 hold the V

this paaa over that island tracking nation.
ttUS

jj Skylab, Houston, AOS Ascension 10

rainUt^ T Hey, Crip, I was working on TV 101 at

appreciate it. ^ ^ fcry and think of

y0Ul
rc (Laughter), Incidentally on the sane

subject, C.onka Just did it again. The score now is 24 to

nothing. ...„.„
rnR Oh, those poor Vines.

Cc 1 imagine they're feeling it about now.

Have a little note here - -

(jot - - Can inagine .

bYi
Yeah. A little note of Interest, they

InfcrS « that the Dolphins are the least penalhed tea,

in -ho SF1.. Probably with Cscnka there tnc rest didn t want

to (garble) <
la^ hte

^ u> yQU knou that .. . ffiar k of a good tea.

to be able to play without penalities.

CC Roger , that .

rnR Ask the Oilers.

CC can't answer your question about USC s

placement right now, there isn't a sports editor to be found

outside the - (laughter) outside of the football staduim,
outside
guess

rnR I guess that figureF.

Cc One minute from LOS, see you at Carnarvon

in 23-1/2 minutes, at 21 :54.

See you ,
Crip.

CC
" Crimson lean is fixing to get their

;r. : "»i » ia».,»... ...... c.««r.i

:i"
U

nu;i"c««.I «»" c""-lch «.» 2, hours n Binu tes .

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 21 minutes - .21 hours
52 minutes Greenwich mean time. Space station now

noaring acquisition through Carnarvon, Australia. Pilot
Bill Pogue should be finishing observations of thi« comet
using the S063 ultraviolet airglow camera. And Science
Pilot Ed Gibson should be in the middle of his physical
training exercise for the day. Commander Jerry Carr is

scheduled to be at the ATM C&D console right now, observing
the Sun. About 20 seconds from acquisition through Carnarvon
We'll hold the line up for this pass.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're K0$ Carnarvon, we

have you for 10 minutes.
CDR Hello, Crip
CC Howdy,

board, the score is now 24
And the Vikings got on the score

Also the Vikings just got

the bail and are now in Dolphin territory.
CD R Very good, maybe they'll make a gene of

i t .

CC Roger.
CC Skylab

on with TV, be advised you
CC That's
CDR Roger,
S?T Crip, we're all through

you want to go ahead an take it for duaping or wh

choose.
CC Okay, fine, we'll be taking it here to

Houston, we show sodj work going
have 6 minutes on the VIK.

6 minutes remaining,
thanks Cr ip

.

ith the VTR if

ver you

rewind it and we'll be dump in

upcoming CONUS pass.
SPT
CC

get back Ed.

oh as the

Going to make you a TV producer when you

CC
SPT

p r ac 1 1 c camera man.I got lots
Rog.
Also Crip, during this TV 101 series, I'v

become very proficient as a cleanup man.
CC You've got all kind of talents goin^

there , Ed.
CC Pass the word on to Julie that you're

very proficient at cleaning up now.
CC Just been informed that Larry Csonka has

broken Matt Bell's rushing record for a Super Bowl of 121

yards .

PLT ' Not to change the subject Crip, but do

you have a time and station for my call?
CC Yes sir, at 02:10, and it'll be antenna'

right over the Vanguard.
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l* 1 i'hank you.

jac
Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute fromLOS, we U you again over Gua m in 4 rcinutes at 22 07See you later.

CC Rog.

«... tr ,ckln8 „..„ hcld ,i."i,i:vi«
°°

for -("inutc..
Skylab. Houston

, wo aro AOS ovor Cua.
C1)R Roger, Crip.

.«
. me. ».„„ .j*!;,:?

4

k rriVu.^n^.^ th\v
Si.',;." iVc

up
"""i"

8 183 °" «*:.* out'"*
::A"

n

s:„:
f

d -"°on\h
f" 'l^-—*

I Lu iif,
"«P"<" holds onJ »„ got aboul , J(! "

d

CDR Okay
P °° P ° n iater.
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CC Skylab, Houston, final score in the
Super Bowl Number 8: Hiar»i 24 , Vickings 7.

CDR Roger, thank*.
(X Skylab, Houston, an a nattvr of info,

we've been seeing the activity the Sun creeping here a little
a bit over about the past 5 or 10 minutes. And beryllium
count is up about 10 times over background right now.

CDR Roger, we'll keep an eye on it. Active
region 21 is looking a little brighter.

CC Copy that.
CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute till LOS. Hold-

stone in 16-1/2 minutes at 22:33, 22:33.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 18 minutes

Creenwich mean tine. AIM science trfficer here in yission
Control indicates that the active region 21, that crew was*

told vaa indicating increasing activity is now almost up
to a C flare. This is on the Sun's east limb. Next acquisition
will be 14 minutes and 30 seconds from now through Golds', one

,

California. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time
22 hours 18 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control 22 hours 32 minutes Green-
wich ..lean time. Space station is now nearing acquisition
through tracking antennas at Coldstone, California. A correc-
tion on a previous report we gave you on active region 21This active region is on the Sun's west limb and Is coming
up for a full cycle. The kstronauts will have a long oppor-tunity to view this active region which Is approaching a 0tlare right now. We'll hold the line up for this Statesidepass through Goldstone, Texas, MiLA. and Bermuda, now lessthan 20 seconds away from acquisition of signal.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS across theStates 16 minutes, and we think we just saw a flare in active

though
3 3 Charlle 1

'
Looks it,£ already dying off

JJ
R Roger, XUV up here hasn't shown a thing.

CC Okay.

.

C
!>*

A
PME ~ EC slowly crept up to a count ofabout 500 and jusr kind of there between 500 and 4 70

and not much action.
*

cc Okay, Jer, thank you.
,

PLT Crip, 1 have the photo log, if you'reready to copy.
cc Ready to copy , Bill .

P1- T Ro S er.- 16 millimeter, S183 anticipate
he following Uniform Alfa OA will be reading approximately

79 percent naybe a little less. Nikon 1, Charlie X-ray 40, 25-
NiK.on i, India Romeo 11, 41; 3, Charlie India 1 1 3 55- NikonBravo F.cho 10 reading 00; Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel 06' '5* an-ticipate 3 frames S 2 33 later on this evening. 7 0 -n i 1 1 ime t e

r

Charlie X-tay 50, 039. ETC, no chanpe, ERHP , no changeDrawer A configuration, no change. ."

cc Okay, thank you.
C
^ PLT

>
Houston. We have one queston onNikon 04, you give us a reading of *ero, He had anticipated

7 frames in conjuction with the S063 ops.
PLT Yeah, I figured you'd ask that. I went

one frame over on the allcation on that cassette. Sue 1finished - it would have been right in the middle of the
S063, so I Just wont ahead and finished it. There are somededicated exposures, 1 think for sensitivity calibration.
And I went into one of those. Did you read that, Crip?

CC Yeah, I copied that. We ha<i a queetion
nere. Did you load VE10 in Nikon 4 for those ops today?

PL T Negative.

,

CC Okay, last 'night, we had - we were showingthat you had 4 frames remaining ir. VE9 and for what you lustsaid there, I copied that you took eight
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PLT No, let me lo k at my pad, What - what-

ever S061 calls for, there la no I. rt t rue t Ions for download Ing

that - that cassette still had some exposruas lert In It. That

seven exposures Is what my S063 pad calls for

Rog, and - and you copy you took seven.

PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay.
PLT i thought that thing was reading <*.. It

any have been reading 45 when 1 took it out. which means I

went two into the sensitocie try.

CDR Houston, CDR. Active region 21 is slowly

-./arming up, looks like it's probably going to be r-retty hot

just about the time the doors close.

cc That's the wrong time. That timing a not

VCry
CDR

1
' Well, last pass, I asked the guys in the

backroom to turn up the intensity on just a little tore. And

I think maybe next tine they turn it up a little more, we 11

have it.
Cc Okay, we'll work on that for you.

C C Skylab, Houston, we're 1 ninute frou. LOS.

Next station contact is Carnarvon in 43 minutes at 23:32,

we'll te doing a data/voice recorder dump there.

Px0 Skylab Control 22 hours 50 minutes Green-

wich mean time. Loss of signal though Bermuda now. Earlier

during this Stateside pass, Commander Jerry Carr indicated

that he thought the next time 'hey cane around into Sunside,

that they would be able to jee active -region 21 flare

up. They were going to speak to some people in the backroom

and gee the active region to flare for them. However, our

indicators show the active region to be coolln? down now.

Pilot Bill Pogue managed to get five extra frames out of a

cartridge in the Nikon camera for the S063 cor.et photography

earlier. Corollary officer here in Mission Control indictee

that those 5 frames were calibration frames and had sensi-

tometrlc exposures already on then. So what Bill Pogue has

managed to do is double expose those five frames. They 11

now have double exposed ima.^s of the Comet Kohoutek in the

ultraviolet, and s ens i t omet r ic exposures made previously.

Next ac-juisition will be through Carnarvon 40 minutes from

now. AT 22 hours 51 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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•

. .

lt°n «
SkyUb Con ^°l 23 hour* 45 «inuK,« Creen-vUh » *n U«. S pac« station U now noarlng acquisitionthrough the Guam tracking .t.ticm. Pilot Bill Pogu* should

tL SlS
V^ Vlth taklr8

«> ic < u"» Co.. I Kohoutek with
o?f

l

!J i"*
tru " er»t- And Coamander Jsrry Carr and SciencePilot fcd Gibson are taking limb volums ne as uremen ca . Com-

mander Carr la the observer and Ed Gibson is the subject inthosa medical experiments. We'll hold the line up for thispass through Guam now leas than 20 second* away.
J|v Skylab, Houston, AOS Guaa 6 minutes.
CD * Thanks* Crip.

tn .
t

PLT
' Houston, you got a - you got a momentto chat here in amongst your building blocks, Bill?

Wttra
PL

T
. ,,

Roger, Crip, I've - I'm In a time sequencehere. I can talk to you about 30 seconds at a time.
....

CC
. ,

T
f
u you what, sounds too time critical.

rhl o T v K?
d

!

U Catch you a Uttle blt later overthe States. No big deal.
PLT

, .
Go *h*«d and talk. I just have to stayhere at the panel. '

™ Okay, really l wanted to do was to tellyou thai ittur you finish up this ATM run and have chowthis evening, It looked like we weren't - we're going to botoo - too rushed on you. And If you did want to get a littlebit ahead, tomorrow Jerry's scheduled for ERKP tape change-out, and it s - you could go ahead and do that tonight. Youwanted to, it was tape Tango 24 into tape recorder 1.

£

l

;

T Roger, T-24 into recorder 1. I'll do it.

, K ,
f

' L
Ro &» you're going to have to run off quite

?h*S ° l * P
?;

ab ° Vt 1100 feet t0 do that
'
^ough. But - \ndtnat s just if you want to kind of item.

Uit .

",T
.

, ,
weH, (?) I think that's good planning.With l.ut forward it don't take long.

jjJJ

R°K. it's - (garble) when you get through.
,^ Skylab, Houston, we're about 45 secondstram LOS. Next station contact is in 18 minutes ov«r Gold-stone at 00:10. And we'll also be dumping the VTR there.

u US U S convle "»- at Stateside, I'd like to K ivethe CDR soae angles for this reference star that I talkedabout earlier on his 18 j ops.
P,T Okay, we'll see you then.
CC Okeydoke.
PA0

,
Space station Skylab now out of range ofthe tracking antenna Guam. Commander Carr and Science PilotGibson should be involved - or getting ready to eat theirevening meal Pilot Bill Pogue is taking more observationsct the bun. Next acquisition is 15 minutes from now throughooldstone California. .u Greenwich mean tine 23 hours 5minutes, this is Skylab Control.

hours 5.

END OK TAPE
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PA0 SkyUb Control at 8 minutes Greenwich
mean tine. Space nation (b now nearin* acquisition of
signal through the tracking antenna at Goldaione. This pass
over the United States will taka the space station down
through the western state* end Into the Gulf of Mexico.
Coverage wlU be from Goldstone, California end Corpus Christi
Texas. We'll hold the line up for thla past.

(Music)
CREW Hello Crip .

CC Hello.

.?
C

.
That was brought to you by popular request

of all of our listener*.
cr>R Thanke a lot Cri ?l thanks Jo Ann.
CC Hey Jer, if - if it in convenient I can

give you sone numbers herj for thia reference atar we'd lik»>
you to set at the end of the 183 op,

Okay, go ahead.
CC Okay, we'd like you to go ahead and

complete the 183 ops as called out currently and then try to
get this star. You will be in dayli R ht but you should have
about 15 minutes with the dark Earth below you that would
allow you to do it. Star is goin* to be Canopus, the rotation
is 192.0, tilt is 16.3, and for the rotation that should be
3.7 turns counterclockwise from the 298.4.

,

Cn* Okay, Canopus, rotation 192.0, tilt 16.6
that s 3.7 turns counterclockwise from 298.4,

cc Ro*. that's 16.3 on the tilt.
CD* Okay , 16. 3 on the tilt .

cc Rog, and of course then to Ret back tozero it 11 be 5.9 turns clockwise from the rotation position
you re at. r

CDR Okay, 5.9 turns clockwise.
cc Ro*. and what we'd like you to do is to

centt-r Canopus up on the center reticle and then of course
rt>ad us the new tilt and rotation and then vou can k° ahead
and f-rocede with the 183 post ops.

CDR Okay Crip, will do.
sp T Crip, how's the VTR look?
cc 69 and 101 both look fantastic.
SPT How do the VTR look right now for puttlne

on a little more 101?
cc We're - we're dumping it and won't you

give us about 5 more minutes.
SPT Okay.

Kd
cc You are fantastic with the liquid drops

SPT They do it all by themselves.
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CC Dari It I almost thought »aybe you'd
teach n« hov to do that when you get back.

CC Skylab, Houston, we need to dump the
data/voice recorder over Tex/i« here, so if we could have it,
please .

CC Too bad it's cloudy out, you guy* are
coning almost directly overhead us.

PLT I guess no one needs the recorder Crip,
go ahead and take it.

CC Okay , thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CC And if 1 got the CDR'a «ar, I can tell
him a little bit about basketball.

CDR You got it

.

CC Well, I'm - it's not ex •» probably exact!
what you wanted to hear. I've got the AT rating* right now;
got UCLA number 1, Notre Darae number 2. Understand they're
going to be playing like this upcoming weekend. Maryland 3,

Nor - North Carolina State number A, ami 1 had to go alX the
way down to number 17 to find USC, They got a 12-2 record,

CDR Roger. They're building.
CC Of course, I can't find University of

Texas anywhere on the list. Sorry I've got no reason to

say that (laughter).
PLT They're building, too.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're I minute from

LOS. Next station contact in 10 minutes over the Vanguard
at 00:35. And we'll be standing by for i:he evening statue
report there.

PLT Rog, Crip.
CC Rog, Bill. And on that EREP tape, I

don't believe I told you earlier, but the one you pull off
you ought to put it in A 9, that'll be fine.

PLT Affirm.
CC And fcr Ed, about 1 minute after LOS

here, the VTR will be all yours.
SPT Thank you. Say, Crip, we gone over

Houston
,
yet ?

CC Yes sir, you're Just about over Panama
now.

SPT Alittle late, but hello gang.
PAO Loss of signal now from space station

Skylab. Pilot Bill Pogue should be eating his evening
raeai, Science Pilot Ed Gibson performing experiments with
the S 2 3 3 , Commander Jerry Carr observing the comet, with the
S183 instrument, the French ultraviolet panorama camera.
At the beginning of this stateside pass we heard the
Carpenters singing On Top of the World, appropriate song
to the crow. And Ed Gibson indicated that he had some more
TV 101 fluid dynamics experiment television to put on the

video tape recorder. 8 minutes now from acquisition over
the Vanguard tracking ship. Greenwich mean time 26 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END 0 ¥ TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control 3} minutes Greenwich mean
tint. Pilot dill Pogue will be giving the evening status
report during thla paaa over Vanguard. And Immediately
following the Vanguard pass, we'll have a period of almost
an hour and 15 minutes of lost of signal. Now about 30 seconds
away fron acquisition of signal over the tracking ship
Vanguard, we'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through rhe
Vanguard t'or 9 minutes.

CC Now we're AOS for 8-1/2 minutes and we're
•tandlnR by for the evening status report.

PIT Rog, stand by just a second, Crip.
CC Okay.
PLT Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 5,5 heavy, 1.5

light' SPT, 6.0, 4.0 heavy, 2.0 light; PLT, 6.0, 6.0 heavy.
Urine: CDR, 160; SPT, 175; PLT, 200. Water gun: CDR, 8491;
SPT, 446 - excuse me 4446' PLT, 0520. Body mass: CDR, 6.317,
6.318, 6.315: SPT, 6.366 6.354, 6.384 - make it 64 - 6.364;
PLT, 6.248, 6.242, 6.244. Exercise: CDR, standard; SPT, minus
Alfa: PLT, standard. Medication: CDR , none. Clothing:
T-shirt and shorts; SPT, (garble) that'll be tonight, socks,
shorts, T-shirt; PLT , none, slash socks, shorts, T-shirt,
trousers. Flight Plan deviations, no EREP today. Shopping
list accomplishments: T002-1 stars 12 and 16 on tape at
15t20, star* 16 and 22 tape at 20:00 hours. T002-4 , on
tape at approximately 19:30 for a period of time, and another
one also at 21:00. TV101 , 1 plus 30; TV103, zero plus 30. Check-
list update: zero plus 45. Inoperable equipment: none.
Unscheduled et cetera, none. Meals: CDR, salt packs, 5.5,
deviations zero, rehydration water plus 2.0; SPT, salt parks,
1.5, deviations plus tuna, plus one biscuit, plus grape drink,
rehydration water deviation, nl ; PLT, 8.5 salt, plus one
tuna, plus one biscuit, rehydration water deviation, zero.

CC Okay, very good. I've got one item here
I'd like to ask you, Bill.

PLT Roger, all housekeeping was accomplished,
and no ahead ,

Crip.
CC Okay, yeah, I'm sorry. That - that does

complete your report does it not?
PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay. In going back over some of the dump

tapes, we saw your comment about leaving the food tray heaters
on all the time. And I guess we'd like to help understand
that a little - that situation a little better from a power
and from a thermal standpoint. Would - that is affirmative,
you have been turning them on rather than working with the
timers - is that correct?
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PLT Now, I don't re««»b*r «aking any atate-

nent to that effect. 1 do use that - I usually cone down

and do that when I can think of it, but if* not left on all the

ti "* ,

CC°' Okay, thie was in a - I believe in a

480 when you were talking about M4Z7 that you were sort of

talking about - you know - things about the vehicle.

And you Mentioned something abour that. Can you toll us

normally how you do - do use the timer* then on the food tray*

in general?
PI T Well, when we have the time and &et It

up, we 'use then Just like they wera designed. When you don't,

you Just come down and put it in - you know - like you do a

little short on - you don't do it far enough in advance,

you just turn the thing on and if it pete warm enough fine. if

it doesn't, go ahead and eat it the way it is.

qq Okay, fine. We have been worrying about

the vehicle's going - we're running into one of these high

Beta cases and we've been trying to think of ways to keep

it cool. And of course, any power like the heaters and so

forth, does add a little bit thermally to the vehicle. So

that was the reason that we're interested.

PLT I think 1 know the comrament you referred

to was on the use of the timers. I said most of the time,

that I just turned the - the food to on manually and left it on,

but what I meant was I - 1 was usually short timing it.

cc Yeah, right. Okay. If in looking at It, it

initially gave us the impression that perhaps you were Just, you

know turning them on and kecpin? it - like at breakfast leaving

it on all throughout until lunch. Rut I understand the situation

now. This one, perhaps, we can probably find out a Utile bit

better down here, but I interpret from that comment that you re

not - that on vour nunber of cavetles that you're leaving on are

just the ones that are applicable for the meals. Ana I assume

that's probably on the average of about two per person.

F.NP) OF TAPE
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• till photographii of *n sxperlnent th*t h« was dolna on

television earlier this Hornln* will assets whether or not

phototroplsa can serve has e substitute for aeotroplssj for rice

seed* which were ger.inated in space earlier. Hext acquisition

will be I hour and 2 »inut«a fro« now, that 11 be the

evenina medical conference and that will be over Ooldston*.

California. This it Skylab Control at 45 minutes Greenwich

rean time.

END OF TAPE
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pao Skylab Control at 1 hour 46 minute*™ J;;:: ^ »j:r.

.„ ,. «,.i.ui« ,«.. ».«
A0S . .. ...

there
;^„ Ok«v Crio. Canopus wasn't even in the

of ujjj. a„d a ««>'
0jJ y

»*
; ;; i „« you .„ f . lrIy ..ri.l.

„ car .»...*. th. ..h.J
...r I f.«« v.. .« 1

.0

the frame count.
2?3; 3345 . 3232

fc
T

Okeydoke, very good. I recommend that

we use Carnarvon about - 11:24 as our

tomorrow. If you guye want to get up at 11.00 you

S et your counters.
_ good ide3i , n do u .™R

oLy Kid also, remind Bill once more

thac Su Phone call is set up over Vanguard, this upcoming

at
R

02:ll. "J^Idfo; his way.

PIT Rog, thank you.

cc Okay, that's about 13 minutes from now,

Bill And I'm going to go ahead and wish you 3 ood night.

Crimson team's goxng to take a few days off console for awh w
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And we'll probably wake you up come Thursday morning.

CDR Thanks a lot, Crip. Have a good - -

PL T (Garble)

.

SPT So
8
long, Crip, good working with the

CrCW '

cc Yeah, enjoyed it. You guys happen to

study some of the pads we're sending up - a 201 pad that

you're doing tomorrow evening. It's only got about a 23

second data take and that is correct in case you start

scratching your heads over it.

pLT Okay, and I did go to flow temporarily

here to this tape recorder work.

CC Okay, thank you Bill.

PA0 Skylab Control 1 hour 59 minutes

Greenwich nean time. Space station now out of rangd of the

tracking antennas at Corpus Christi. Spacecraft Communicator

Bob Crippen wishing the crew good evening, and reminding

them that at - if they wanted to get up on tine tomorrow

at 11:00 GMT, that they'd have to set their clocks. Space

station will not be within acquisition oi any of the ground

tracking stations at that time. At 11:30 GMT tomorrow,

they'll be over Carnarvon. The crew isn t up by then

they'll be awakened. In 11 minutes from now there 11 be a

private communication. There'll be no more air-to-ground

betwen Mission Control and space station tnis evening,

however, unth - unless they call us. However, we 11 remain

here until we get the evening medical report. At 2 hours

Greenwich near, time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours 23 minutes
Greenwich mean time. No conversation over this proceeding
pass over the Van Ruard tracking ship. Dr. Jerry Hordinsky
has brought by the evening medical report which I'll quote
from. "Crew continues In good health. The Science
Pilot has had slightly shorter sleep durations over the
last two days and will utilize his sleeping medication to
insure his sleeping the full alloted period tonight."
Tomorrow morning about 3 hours after the crew gets up they
are scheduled for two back to back EREP passes, both over
the United States. The first one will go over Mexico and
over Houston and up the Appalachian area of the east coast
Into Nova Scotia. The second one will cross Baja California
go over the Denver metropolitan area and over the Minneapoli
St. Paul and Great Lakes region. ERE P officer hen in Missi
Control Informs us that those EREPs are both GO at this
point. The crew should be in their presleep period right
now, we don't expect any conversation. By the time t tuy
would be over the next tracking site it would be over an
hour fron now and the crew would be asleep. So we're goinp
to bring the line down now, we'll bring it back up tomorrow
morning at 6:00 central daylight tine. At 2 hours and 25
minutes Greenwich mean time this is Skylab Control.

LND OF TAPE
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for anothe r 3 mi nute
CDR
CC

here that we do need
general me ssage 6061
performed at 11 : 47 Z

SPT
CC

else that '

s te rr lbly
I Can read u p to you
off until later

.

CDR
CC

PAO This is Skylab Control, 11:27 Greenwich
mean time on mission day 60 in the flight of Skylab IV. The
first station pass this morning starting in about 40 seconds
will be Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Flight Director on duty
for wakeup is Nell Hutchinson, Spacecraft Communicator Bruce
McCandless. Standing by for wakeup at Honeysuckle.

CC (Music)
CC Skylab, this is Houston through honeysuckle

Over.
Thanks, Bruce, good morning.
Roger. Good morning. We've got one item

et in. There is a message on board,
o regarding a sextant check to be

y the Commander. Over.
Roger. 11:47 coming up.
Rog . About 14 minutes from now. And notning

sing here. I do have some news that
ou're interested, or we can hold that

Yeah, go ahead and read some now and some later.
Okay, Washington, after nearly 4 years

of controversial changes. Navy Secretary John N . Warner has
signaled a slowdown in the face of reform. The move cones
in a letter of guidance to a panel choosing a successor to
Admiral Elmo Zumwalt Jr. as Chief of Naval Operations. Zumwalt
shook many of the Navy's traditional practices and Warner's
letter to the board stressed Navy tradition. Houston: The
Miami Dolphins, le*d by running back Larry Csonka , defeated the
Minnesota Vikings 24 to 7 Sunday in Houston. They win their
second straight Super Bowl for the championship of professional
football. Csonka a 6 foot 2, 237 pounder, rushed fnr a Super
Bowl record 145 yards on a record 33 carries and scored two
of the three Miami touchdowns. With quarterback Bob Greter's (sic)
passing picking the Minnesota secondary apart, and Mercury
Morris providing ar. outside runninc threat, the dolphins Jumped
to a 14-point lead in their first two possessions, Increased
It to 17 to nothing at the half and moved ahead 24 to 0 early
in the thtrrf period. It was not until early in the fourth
quarter the Vikings scored. With 1 minute 35 seconds gone
In the fourth period, frustrated quarterback Fran Tarkenton mustered
his forces for a 57-yard touchdown mark. He finally took the
ball into the end torn1

. The crowd of 68,142 was on hand at
Rice stadium watching the game in overcast chilly weather.
An estimated 60 to 70 million, including President Nixon, watched
on television. In winning Sunday, Miami matched a consecutive
Super Bowl winning record for the late Vince Lombardi, and
his touted Greenbay Packer* In 1967-68. Some of the
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We hfd a little drop out, but we got

PA0 This lo Skylab Control at 12:10 Greenwich
mean time. Bermuda tracking station will acquire the space
station in 50 seconds. Spacecraft communicator Bruce HcCandlesswill continue the crew newscast over this and perhaps theMadrid station. No pressing mission business to be passed
up at these stations. However, further on down the line
additional data for the Earth resources passes will be voiced
up to the crew. We'll stand by for Bermuda and Madrid.

Cc The poor were the hardest hit by inflation
in 1973 according to Congressional economists and the report
by th<; Joint Economii Committee says 1974 holds (garble) pro-
spects for improvement. It says there is no indication that
the rate of inflation will be moderatt this ye.ir and thus the
purchasing power of consumers is likely to decline. Are you
coping a] 1 that ?

CDR
most oi it . Bruce

.

cc Okay, very good. If you got the sextant
sta- angles for us, then I can pick up again and wind up the
news here.

CDR Okay, on Sirius it was 189.2 and 18.7
and on Canopus, I got 2 7 7.^ and 32.5.

c '-' Okay, thank you very much.
cc Seriously, are you In a position where

I can continue readirg the news? Or would you rather I keep
quiet , whi le you do 1 31

?

CDR No, go ahead and finish up. We're not
quite ready to start 131 yet.

cc Okay. The president of the American
Farm Bureau Federation discounted on Sunday claims by American
bakers a loaf of bread would soon cost $1.00. William J.
Kuhfuss, president of the federation, said the bakers were
trying to pressure Congress into limiting wheat exports. He
said such action wouJd create stockpiles of wheat, resulting
in a lower cost for the bakers. The public's response to
government pleas that it lower heatinp thermostats cut natural
gas consumption by 6 percent during the last 3 months of 1973,
the deputy director of the Federal Energy Office said Sunday.'
"I was pleased to learn from gas utility executives that
natural gna use by homes, businesses and industries was about
6 percent lowtr than the quantity consumed duritg the corres-
ponding month of 1972," John A. Sawhill said in a statenent.
"Some companies reported reductions of as much ;«s 16 percent."
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger in still shuttling
between Egypt and Israel, trying to get agreeracrt on a plan
to separate their troops along the Suez Canal. After meeting

to s :i"
1 ° fflclalfl ln Jerusalem Sunday, Kissinger returned

\L ! ! '

1

?,
Upp,r Egypt

*
He ^"cussed with President AnvarSadat Israel's proposal to withdraw it. fores from he j
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found tied to a tree in a heavily wooded area near his home,authorities said. Investigators said the snow-covered bodyof Daniel Lbersole was found Sunday by an FBI agent, and adeputy sheriff after an anonymous telephone call. The bov hadbeen missing since Tueeday night. Authorities said cause' ofdeath had not been determined and that an autopsy had beenscheduled Daniel's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Glen M. Ebersole ofsurburban Lakewood had paid $15 ,000 ransom for the boy on ThursdayKenneth L. William., 18 and Martin C. Whitrnore, 19 of WestE uott and Jeffrey L. Swan of Lakewood were arraigned on

i\ Till of MOO^OOO
1

?
B " ffal

,°'
NeW Yorl

< on Saturday and jailedin li eu of $100,000 bond each. Most of the ransom money hasbeen recovered, authorities said. Vatican City: Pope Paul VIsaid he saw comet Kohoutek and he felt the sense of the cosmicmystery. "We searched for the comet in the skies after wewere told of the trajectory of this fugitive soldier from
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vectorcardiogram medical experiments, with Jerry Carr as the
At bedtime Ed Gibson will don the sleep monitoring equipmentgather data on sleeping in a zero-R environnent. Several
handheld photo options are on tap for today. Thev include
Central American fault zones at 8:44 a.m. and the' San Andreas
Fault in California at 11:56 a.m. They will have an oppor-
tunity to photograph water circulation patterns and Jce
features in the Great Lakes at 10:23 - at 12:03 p.m. Majorfault zones in the Rocky .Mountains will be the tarp.et at1:36p.m.
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PA0 " ~ They Include Central America fault
zones at 8:44 a.m. and the San Andreas Fault in California
at 11:56 a.m. They will have an opportunity to photographwater circulation patterns and ice features in the GreatLakes at 10:23 - at 12:03 p.m. Major fault zones in theRocky Mountains will be the target at 1:36 p.m. and thePhilippine Fault, on Mindanao, will be optional target at
6:02 p.m. Optional observation of the laser beacon navi-gation station at Goddard Space Flight Center will be at
4:58 p. n. as they paas within range of Goddard at Greenbelt

clll l
n

iU h i
Sl

?
6P PCrl ° d Wl11 bGKln 3L 10 p - n " and'jerryCarr will be duty man in case the crew needs to be wakenedduring the night. Skylab Control at 12:38. Back in 18minutes for Carnarvon/Honeysuckle.

PA0 Thls is Skylab Control. 12:55 Greenwichmean time Australian tracking stations at Carnarvon andHoneysuckle Creek coming up for a fairly long cor.bined passIn 50 seconds, total of about 17 minutes. Standing by forAOS Ca rnarvon .

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon andHoneysuckle. Good morning from the bronze boys.
CDR Morning, bronze boys.
CC Skylab, Houston. We've got some changes

to the EREP pad this morning due to weather, and it looks
like this co - upcoming comet pass, about 13:45, would be a EO odtime to get those up according to what your Flight Plan looks

CDR Okay, Hank. We'll be ready.

the VTR a „H
S
J
y
J?

b> !1

?
U8ton

-
For info, we've rewoundthe VTR and we re probably going to need it for the next 3revs to clean It off.

CDR °fc«y, Hank.

,

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from JOSWe 11 see you again in Texas at 11:43. That's 32 minutes
from now

.

,

CDR Roger, Hank. And how did the G&N opticsangles 1 gave this morning correlate with the correction wegot last night from 183?
CC Jerry, we're still working on that. I'lltry to get some more word for you by stateside.
CI) * Okay, thanks.
PA0 Thl » l » Skylab Control. LOS Honeysuckle

Next station, in 30 minutes, will be Texas, Texas /M1LA/ Be rmud

a

and hopping across the Atlantic to Madrid again. We'llreturn at that time. Currently, the Flight Director isChuck Lewis. Hank Hartsfield, the Spacecraft communicator,
the bronze team of flight controllers, having relieved NeilHutchinson a silver team. 13:13 Greenwich mean time, Skvl«bControl.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 13:42 GMT.

Stateside pass across Texas, Herrltt Island launch area,

and Bermuda tracking stations plus Madrid, across the

Atlantic, for about the next 25 minutes. Standing by for

acquisition in about 35 seconds through Texas.

CC Skylab, Houston through Texas to Ber-

muda for 14-1/2 minutes, and ve're scheduled to dump the

voice recorder over Bermuda at about 47 or so.

CC SkyJab, Houston. If it's convenient

for someone we can go ahead and get our regs adjust done for

the E REP . We can watch it the rest of the stateside.
PLT Okay, Hank, what is it?

CC Okay. If you'll mark their original po-

sitions we'd like to adjust both cf then, reg 1 and 2

15 degrees clockwine.
PLT In work

.

CC And Skylab, I have an update for the

C&D pad and also for the ETC pad.
PLT Which C&D pad is it, Hank?

CC The E REP C&D, E REP 29, C&D. I think the

CDR' s got that.
F LT Well, I actually divided thein up Into

the CDR and PLT's portion. What time does the change occur?

CC Okay. It'll be right at the first of

the pass at 21:54 will be the first change.
CDR Okay, Hani. I'm ready to copy.

CC Okay. If you'll look at page 2 of your

E REP 29 C&D. We want to delete a few items. Basically the

weather is very similar to what we had yesterday. It's over-

cast all the way into Pennsylvania, then we perhaps have

about 0.5 to 0.6 there to Maine then it should open up a

little bit over the Gulf of St. Lawrence and then be overcast
the rest of the way. We put these few items into the pad

on the - betting on the hopes that we would get some clear

weather In the Texas area but it didn't come about. We're

overcast and fogged in this morning, so we wanted to delete

the time at 21:54, which Is the S 1 9 2 MODE to READY. At

22:30 delete ETC AUTO; 23:10, ETC FRAMES PER MINUTE to 10;

at 24:10, ETC FRAMES PER MINUTE , 4.8; at 25:^.0, ETC FRAMES

PER MINUTE to 10; 26:10, $192 MODE to CHECK; ano. 25:59, ETC

STANDBY.
CDR Okay, Hank. I got them.

CC And also, CDR, there's a note in your

details regarding the 192 alignment :heck. All we want to

do is to take the meter readings. We don't want to tweak.

CDR Okay, copy. I'll note It.

CC And alio, I do wanl to point out ji
•

something you may have already noticed in the pads there.
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We're doing something a little nonstandard on the maneuvers.
Normally the VTS operator makes the maneuvers, but on
track 30, which is the second EKKP coming up, the PLT will
make the - the C4D operator for that pass, will make the
maneuver to SI. He'll start that. And I'd like to point out
that the reason for that, Jerry, is you've got a VTS site righ
it - right at that time, and - he's got 30 seconds
to get off the C&D panel to get down to start the maneuver
and about 30 seconds to get back to the - the C&D panel. It's
a pretty tight thing, but that was the only way we coulil
work it out. So I just wanted to make you aware of It so you
could look ahead and see it.

CDR Okay; thank you, Hank. That should work
out okay.

CC And for that reason, too, you might want
to consider wearing the long CCUs since both of you are, or
swap then off there so you can make it dovr; there and do
that

.

CDR Right. I was just thinUing that. lt'd
be terrible to surprise yourself and find yourself on a short
tether about the time you need to do that.

CC And I d o

n

1

t know whether Ed is free now
or not. I'd like to clean up his ETC pad if I could.

CDR Okay. He'll be right with you.
SPT Okay, Hank. Go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed. Part of the pad there right

at the very top where it says FRAMES PER MINUTE we'd like
to change the 4.8 to 10.0. The first item, P0WE3. ON, change
the time to 15:26:40, and then we want to delete all the
steps through 26:50 to STANDBY, so that the first item you
will do after POWER ON at 26:40 is at 27:40 going to AUTO.

SPT Okay. I got that.
CC Okay, and that does it. Thank you very

much
,

gen 1 1 ernen .

SPT Thank you.
CC And PLT, if you're still in the STS, we

need one more little tweak on REG BUS 1. We need nnother
5 degrees clockwise.

PLT Okay.
CC And also, Bill; I guess it's obvious

from the discussion on the weather your site 385 you won't
be getting because of the weather.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. For info, because the
next pass is the ATM conference. I don't know whether I'll talk
to you or not but just so you'll be aware of it, we're going
to be commanding CBRM 9 REG OFF to insure that we have a full
bat charge prior to the EREP pass. We'll also command it on
just prior to the EREP. This is to prevent the little funny
we had last time when the - going deep into discharge there
because of the short night.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 minute
from LOS. We'll see you at Madrid at 01 with the ATH conference
and dia you copy my comments on the CBRM 9?

PLT Say again, Hank
CC Roger. D i <* you copy what I said about

CBRM 9?
PLT Negative. Say again, please.
CC Okay. At Madrid is your ATM conference

but we will be commanding the REG OFF on CBRM 9 at Madrid
and so you'll see a light there on your panel. And we just
want to make you aware of that. The reason is, we want to
be sure that the battery is fully charged prior to EREP. We
will command the REG back on prior to the EREP run. This is
to prevent the little funny light we had on the last EREP
where the bat went into the deep discharge because the
short nights fooled the reg into thinking it didn't need to
charge .

PLT Okay.
PAO Skylab Control. 2 minutes now away from

acquisition again at Madrid and scheduled at this pass is the
morning ATM conference between Science Pilot Ed Gibson aboard
space station Skylab and scientist-astronaut Bill - Dr. Bill
Lenoir. A minute and a half to acquisition at Madrid.

MCC Skylab, Houston through Madrid for 8

minutes. I got a couple of quick items to clean up here
before Bill takes over. First, on the REG BUS 1, we need
another little bitty 5-degree tweak clockwise and also on
panel 617 down in the workshop, we need to get experiment 1

recorder off and while you're down there, you miRht turn thi'

ESS off.
CC Skylab, Houston. Did you copy?
SPT Roger. We got the REG ADJUST* and Bill's

going to p.et the panel right now.
CC Okay, thank you. And here's Bill.
SPT Morning, Bill.
MCC Good morning, Ed. Let me Just give you

a couple words here on the solar update. As I'm sure you're
well aware now, active region 23 toward the center of the disk
in the north hemisphere, has undergone some rather quick growth.
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In a 10-hour period it went from something very snail and more
or less insignificant to a fairly significant area. And in
the process, we upped our flare probabilities from one to three
f o r (ga rb le ) .

SPT (Garble) when? This is 23, you said?
CC 23, that's right. It's just west of 18.
SPT Okay.
MCC And active region 16 is stable and has

been stable for quite a while. It would not have surprised
us if it had decayed more here. Now we're beginning to feel
that it may go through a regrowth period here. So you might
just want to keep your eye on that. It's beginning to look
like it will be with us for the whole disk passage. Active
region 20 and 21 are our most probable activity areas es-
pecially for M-type flares. One of the factors here is the
fact being so close to the limb, we do get significant limb
brightening In the X-rays and several of the M's that we have
seen the last few days probably would not have been M's on
the center of the disk. Behind active region 21, at the - old
active region 02, is due to return, it should be on - right
on the limb now. We don't really expect much. However, if
there were something there, it would probably be masked 'by
the XUV emission from AP 21, right in front of it. It" at
any time today you see anything that hints that something signific
is coming behind 21, do let us know. And the Sun that you're
looking at now, unless active region 02 cones back with some-
thing wild or we get surprised, what you're looking at now Is
basically the activity that we expect for this passage. We don't
expect to see anything more. Just be able to watch this across
the disk. Over.

SPT Okay, Bill. I understand. I can give
you a little update on what we see up here when we finish up
with the other topics.

Mcc Okay. I've just got a couple of ether
quickies here. On your observations yesterday, the czar
wants me to pass up some "good work" and "atta boys" here
to you. As far as he could see, you had all the right pointings
and the right modes and everything. Keep it up and we feel
we'll really get some significant results out of this activity
pass here. And then I wanted to offer you the opportunity
if you had any, to ask me some questions on JOP Summary siiec.s
change number 21, If you had any questions. And that's all
I have for the day.

SPT Let me get with you on that JOP Summary
Sheet change tomorrow, Bill. I have not had a chance to
really go into it.

^CC Fine. No hurry,
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' iC
:
C And, Ed, that's all I had for todav. Therest of the titie Is yours here.

S?T Okay. Hold on Just a moment. Okay. Let'sstart off with what the XUV monitor's showing us and that isover active region 14 is relatively bright compared to someof the others we have on there. It really shows up only around
i~n Jw < k

° Xyr n V1
*

Actlve re * ion 15 ls ve^ snailin XUV monitor, but this morning when I looked at it I didfind one very small bright point in it. It got up to 3000oxygen VI. Active region 23, as you point out is very strongand that was up to 7000 in oxygen VI and shows up that wayin XUV monitor - a very bright plage leading and very faintfollower, both very small and well defined however. Activeregion 17 is large in XUV but doesn't show much in oxygen VIIt s only around 600 there. 20, 22, and 21 is looking - stillloo.es where it's going to happen. 20 was around 1000 in oxy R enW and s. ows up fairly faintly and relatively faintly in theXUV monitor. 22 is around 1000 In oxygen VI and then 21 ofcourse, Is up there around 10,000 and oscillating. Yesterdaywe saw it go between say 8000 on up to 25 - 28 000

END OF TAPE
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5 _w , „. ,.
,

Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for5-1/2 tninutes. And we p lan to dump the recorder here.CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead.

h-«. r« u
ditflcult f °r us to correlate the two We'd

a judgment on what we're going to do

^b'r^
antenna is not i„

1^ f „ ^ h S % ? ? iS^r ^5.2was 2 or 3 weeks ago when we checked it at 00. J*ht now h Pdiscone shows right straight down at 6 o'clock whereas as I rthe first time we looked at it it was over at about 7 30
reme *ber

the system and s t ud y^ t
'

a I'ilT ^ '
Ve ' n PUt that

slippage in the crank'h^dle tL ^gl U V t? 3
' ' '^ r 8 ° Be

ny nessage is take the 133 data wlthT^aln o ? "h"
110 "- A^

in the sextant ,„ f

R
°f

er
-

,
We do have 3 lot more confidencethe sextant, in fact we have utnost confidence in that

We'll h\,v* * oh
Skylab Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS.

trot now
P3SS ^ HoW"*l* « «8, about 7 minutes

Austrl'- trarH
Sk>'! ab Contro1

.
loss of signal at Carnarvon

18

PAO

Tj.,, 1 mlnute or 80. The next site is Texas aAnd we'll see you there EREPing .

'

CDR Roger, Hank.

Texas followed by Merritt Island launch area, Bermuda and
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Madrid. Vital statistics this morning on space station Skvlab
wardroom atmosphere temperature, 71.7 decrees Fahrenheit,
pressure In the workshop, 5 pounds per square inch of which
3.6 pounds is the partial pressure of oxygen. Orbital measure-
ments 230.6 nautical miles at perigee, 242.6 at apogee. It takes
an hour 33 minutes and 13 seconds to make one revolution. Skylab'sinertial velocity is 25,120 feet per second. ATM batteries arestanding at 95.3 percent total capacity of charge. At 14-51
Greenwich mean time, returning in 26 minutes for a stateside
pass and the first ERE- of the day, first of two back-to-back
Earth resources surveys. This first one over track 29 thesecond one over track 30 on the following stateside pass. This
is Skylab Control at 14:51.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control. 15:16 Greenwich
mean time. About a minute and a half away from predicted
acquisition at Texas. Howevar, the crew of Skylab will be
on voice-actuated Intercom during this first Earth resources
survey on track 29 and frequently we get earlier acquisition
of voice. We're standing by for the Stateside pass and the
first E REP o f the day

.

CDR 9 3 Romeo, then STANDBY the READY is out.
SCATTEROMETER is OFF; READY, off. Now ALTIMETER is OFF;
READY, out. 94 is ON, the READY is on. Preoperate configu-
ration is comp 1 e t e

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're monitoring you
stateside now

.

CDR Roger, Hank. Sensitometry advance during
the 28-frame advance I had malfunction lights 3, 4, 5, and 6
on. I cycled the power, got them all off, did a single,
got 4 and 5 back on again. I made a - checked the frame
count afterwards and all cameras had advanced 29 frames. So,
I guess we're okay.

cc R°S ; I think so, Jerry. Those are new
magazines, so its not totally unexpected.

CDR Okay. How's the weather at Houston,
Hank?

CC It was lousy when I came towork this
morning, with pretty dense fog.

CD R Okay. My next mark's going to be at
19:05. Stand by

.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.
PLT There's Guadalajara.
PLT (Garble) picking up clouds.
SPT 1 minute to E REP START.
PI - T See there's the mountains of Monterrey -

can't see Monterrey (garble) clouds. Ah, shoot, it looks like
the whole valley's fogged in down there.

CDR Okay, on my mark it'll be 21:34. Stand
by.

CDR MARK. E REP START. Got a tape motion
light. On my mark it'll be 22:00.

PL T Looks hopeless, Hank. The VTS.
CDR 22:00 coming up. Stand by.
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER

, ON; R A U I OMKT V. R ' s
ON.

CC ' Roger, Bill. We're still socked in down
here.

CDR Bad scene. Okay, on my next mark it'll
be 2 2:2 3. St and by

.

CDR MARK. S190 MODE to AUTO. 194 MODE to
MANUAL. That mode to MANUAL was at 22:29.
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PLT HADIR SWATH, 23:19. Good old nadir swath
when everything else fails.

CDR Right Nadir needs a good swathing
out once in a while anyway. Okay, I got malfunction lights
on 4 and 5. Cameras 4 and 5. But it sounds like they're all
clicking away in there. Hank, could you ask the guys in the
back room how many frames we're going to use today? So that
1 can checkout 4 and 5 when we're through.

Will do.

Okay, I went ahead and turned the DAC
least they'll know what they're getting.

How's Pittsburgh looking, Hank? As far
srned. I (garble) the Stealers had a good

CC
PLT

on anyway so
PLT

as weather is

season.
PLT Stand by

.

PLT MARK. DAC , OFF.
CC Je r ry , the to ta

1

the s ens i t one t r y , which should come o
at the end of this track.

lumber of f is 91 pi

CDR Okay, I

sensi t one try to
plus 91.

CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT

everything look
CDR
PLT

up there in the
CDR Y

the Appalachians aren't yo
PLT

orded the frame count aft
I'll just check and se if I got that

Still in the clouds ?

Yep.
( Garble)
Okay, 2 minutes to my nex
Must be a lot of cirrus t

ut of focus.
2 minutes to an EC - ETC
Well, looks like ther

miles ahead

.

re going right up the west side of

mark .

AUTO, Edward,
little hope

CDR
Doggone r

PLT
CDR

ear
Right ov

right over Hunt
Yep .

Smile, M

r Hun t s v i 1 le ,

;vi 1 le , Al abain

1

Candid Car
inute to ETC AUTO.

PLT And, Pittsburgh doesn't look good eithe

C Say again.
LT 1 say Pittsburgh looks clouded over too.
C Rog ; I don't think you'll start breaking
all until you get up in the Maine area.

LT Yeah.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay. We're coming up on 27:40 with
a ETC AUTO. 10 seconds to go. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 27:40, ETC to AUTO. Next mark
is at 28:00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 193 POLARIZATION to 4. Okay.
That POLARIZATION to 4 was about 4 seconds late. Coming up
on 28:40. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 192 MODE, READY. TAPE MOTION.
Getting a little occasional TAPE MOTION flicker but It's -

it's running. MALFUNCTION lights 4 and 5 are still ON.
PLT I got that circular structure up in

Canada. I might as well hang in with the VTS.
CDR Yes .

PLT Two of them.
CDR Two of them?
PLT We got the ones that normally aren't (?)

looked at on tape. They (garble).
CDR 1 minute to my next mark. Can 1 have

a Nadir swath and (garble) again?
PLT No. Guess the figured they'd still have

a (garble). Several tines over, unfortunately.
CDR Okay. We're going to be going t! ear up

to 43 so we're going to be clear over into Europe, I guess.
20 seconds to my next mark. Okay. On my mark it'll be
30 : 50 . S t and by -

C DH MARK. 191 REFERENCE to 2 at 31. Stand
by. 3 1:00.

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY, S C AT TF. ROM ET E R
to STANDBY. Nope, SC AT T E ROME TE R ' s back ON. I want to tur.i
it OFF too soon. 31:28 the S C ATT E ROME T E R comes OFF. Okay. I

cycled it, and I messed J t up, because S CATTEROMETER TRANSMITTER
MALF light now. SCATT h ROME TE P

' s OFF at 28. RADIOMETER ' s OFF
in 30. I mean STANDBY, not OFF. 31:40. Stand by -

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER'S back ON.
PLT (Garble)
CDR Okay. On my next mark it'll be 32:20.

Stand by -

CDR MARK. POLARIZATION on 193 going to 1.
19 2 to STANDBY.

CDR MARK at 26. VTS AUTO CAL in 10 seconds,
go.

PLT Okay.
CDR MARK.
PLT You got it

.

CDR 250 - At 32:50 ETC to STANDBY, Ed.
Stand by -

CDR MARK. On my nark it'll bt 33:14.
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to their stations on e E«r h

8 ° lrcmediat^y back
over the states, on t r ack 30

"
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S
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^

ou sonewhat better farther ,

Weather is Predicted to
a ^nute and 20 seconds s^dln^bW^ ^
Madrid for 10-1/2 rain^ef '

b " Ck Wlth y ° U thro^
Okay, Hank.CDR

CDR
ALTIMETER UNLOCK Ho*?™*™ "A \l

HghtS 4 and 5 still 0n

- 39, soinT™8^" ALTI MFTER^back ^0'^ J^I °"
"

<YJ«W0 READY
,

out . 190 READY ou t a t 39 . My^^^n
STANDBY f -,t ^rk-^'u^^nrbr" 0'-

t:, en PO^TokJ" ' °M '
5190 -

PLT l
kyla

l' ,

y0Ur naneiivc r looks M ood.
CDR R

'
Hank '

CDR
mark '

s at A 3:00. Stand by -
MARK. 194 MODE, MANUAL.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Next mark's at 43:00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 194 MODE MANUAL. Coming up on

15 :44 :00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. Starting the fine maneuver. 4(?) 4:

is coming up.
CDR MARK . RADIOMETER to STANDBY. EREP to

STOP. SCATT F ROMET F.R , OFF. ALTIMETER, OFF. TAPE RECORDER
POWER. OFF. Okay. About time to go eat now.

CC And the next maneuver load looks good.

CDR Roger, Hank. Guess we'll go pack our head

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

We'll have a short pass with you at Honeysuckle at 25. That's

38 minutes from now.
CDR Roger , Hank .

PAG - - LOS Madrid. First EREP pass complete.

Crew taking a meal break. Be back on their EREP stations for

the next stateside pass. Honeysuckle Creek will be the next

station in 36 minutes. Although the groundtrack does pass

within ranee of the voice relay station at Tananarive, the

antenna at Tananarive is on the fritz again. So Tananarive

will be out of the - out of this particular orbit and maybe

repaired by next rev. 15:49 Greenwich mean tine, returning

in 35 minutes. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control, 16:24 Greenwich
mean time. An extremely brief pass here at Honeysuckle, a

1 minute and 53 seconds in spite of a 10-degree elevation
angle. Crew in their noon meal at this time in between
EREP passes. They probably won't have a whole lot to say,
but we'll stand by here. Predicted AOS in 30 seconds at

Honeysuckle Creek,
CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

a minute and a half.
PLT Rog,
CDR Hank,

me t e r s .

CC
Is Goldstone at

SPT
for today?

CC
pass this ' 1 1 be the
VTR for you.

SPT Good. Thank you, Dick.
PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Honeysuckle,

25 minutes to Goldstone tracking station, Texas. Ml LA,

Bermuda, Madrid, Canaries, fairly long pass over all those
stations in the second Earth resources survey of the day.
V'o'll be back at that tine. This is Skylab Control at 16:28
Greenwich mean time.

Hank
the tape remaining is 6.

Roger: we copy. 6.6, and our next sit
We'll see you there EREPing.

Hank, how does the VTR schedule look

Okay, Ed. After we make this CONUS
last of our dumps. We'll have a clean

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. 16:52 Greenwich mean
time. A minute and 20 seconds away from acquisition at
(Joldstone tracking station. Second segment of Earth resources
survey over track. 30, coming up on thi3 stateside pass.
Again, the crew will be on VOX or voice actuated mode in the
Intercom and likely we'll get early acquisition. So we'll
stand by.

CC Skylab, through - Houston through Goldstone
for 11 minut es .

PLT Roger.
CDR Hank, how's the weather look up Colorado

way?
CC Okay, Jer. Ought to be pretty good up

there. You ought to have zero to 0.3 throughout this
pass except for right around Colorado and you may have 0.4 to
0.7 the re .

(Laughter) neat
Stand by -

.MARK. RAD, OFF and ALT I MET K R 1

s coning

CDR
PLT
PLT

on shortly at 54.
PLT

a nice FRFP, START

.

PLT
the tape I

still on .

PLT
56. Okay.

MARK. ALT I METER , ON and at 55 we'll pet

get a green motion
READY light is

Waiting for
I have a

ALT I
MET K

MARK, EREF , START,
have an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.
55:12.

MARK. 194 ?10DE to MANUAL

.

ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is out now.
MALF light ON 194. I still have READY light.
UNLOCK light came on at 26.

CDR Hank, would you rccheck the pointinR on
site number 275. My slider map indicates that I should be
looking to the riRht instead of the left.

CC Okay. I'll check it.
Okay. I see the - the nadir one

right 9 degrees.
Okay, I got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK - -

(Garble) crosst rack .

At 55:39, cycled the switch back to
We have a READY light again.

Okay. We're corning up on B a J a . 45 d i» -

Encinitas .

Stand by fov 56:53.
MARK . 190 MODE AUTO , And no MALF light.

they is ri
CDR
give
Pl.T

CDR
PLT

STANDBY back on.
CDR

groes gimbal angle.
PLT
PLT

Standing by 57 :20.
CC Jer ,

Okay
MARK

CDR
PLT

got a green TAPE light
to AUTO , Ed.

PLT MA

we think those numbers are right.
Just wanted to make sure.

, 57:20. 192 MODE to READY and I

On apeed change. 57:30. ETC
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COR Okay. Passed south of the Salton Sea.
PLT By the way, Hank, the transition on these -

the pads for transition, on back-to-back are just a little bit
rouKh here. At 16:51:15, the stuff was all out of order and
also I'd like a - sort of a configuration check there too.
If ve can do that in the future. If we ever have another one.

CC Okay. We copy, Bill. Good point.
PLT Okay. I lost the READY lights. I'm

going to go ahead and turn the ALTIMETER to STANDBY early.
PLT MARK. Stand by for 58:36.
PLT MARK. RADIOMETER, STANDBY. 58 : 50, RAD I -

0METER will be going ON. Okay. That was about 6 seconds
early that the ALTIMETER went to STANDBY.

PLT MARK. RADIOMETER, ON. Stand by for
59:10. The TAPE MOTION light is flickering on this high
speed .

MARK. POLARIZATION to U.

Okay. We got some clouds where we belong.
PLT
CDR
PLT
PLT

Stand by for 59:30.
MARK. RAD to STANDf '

36, S CAT TE ROME TE R

ON ,

PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT

the mount a ins ?

CDR
PLT

covered mountains.
CDR
PLT
CDR

the rifht river and
Bill.

PLT
things aren't going

CDR
sonewhere

.

PLT
CC

not loaded.
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

turn the camera

MARK .

MARK .

Okay .

That '

And RADIOMETER, ON.

Reservoir, where are you?
the one that's hidden down in all

Yeah .

That snow -covered reservoir and snow-
Lots of luck.
Okay. I think I've got it.
Good .

Maybe. No, that's not it. Man, I got
everything. Those fingers don't show,

Yeah, I know,
to bail you o

No. Dad gun it

Whi t e on white.
Skylab, for info

I was just thinking those
t this t ime

.

Got to be down there

your m a n e

u

Okay. Thank you, Hank.
Sorry about that, Bill.
It won't take but a second.
All right. I've got you data. Got to

on though. See if I can find the Band dunes
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What's that maneuver time, Hank? So I

und searching for It.
10 minutes

.

10 minutes. Okay. That'll be 12 in

that right?
Tha t's affirmative.
Okay. I'm getting the sand dunes.
Everything here's lookine good.
Okay. That reservoir should've just

but I just couldn't get it for sure till
And I got about 3, 4, or 5 seconds of it.

PLT
don't fiddle

CC
PLT

octal .

CC
CDR
PLT
CDR

jumped out at

the very last
PLT

in 192 MODE and I'm still in 192. There
Starting to move my TAPE MOTION light

END OF TAPE
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CDR - for sure till the very last. I got
about 3, 4, 5 seconds In the (garble).

PLT Starting to lose my TAPE MOTION light
in 192 MODE, and I'm still in 192. There it comes back. Must
be Just very sensitive. What it is doing, Hank, it's sort
of flickering and then go - it started going down into the
mud and coming back up.

CC We copy

.

PLT 17 :02 : 20, SCAT - -

SPT I'll go load that maneuver time for you.
I got time.

PLT Okay. Stand by -

PLT MARK. SCAT to STANDBY

.

PLT MARK. RAD to STANDBY. 02:26, RADIOMETER ON.
PLT MARK. RADIOMETER ON, 194 MODE MANUAL.

Okay, Hank .

PLT/CDR (garble) .

PLT 17:03 even.
CREW (Garble) .

PLT Yep. Did.
PLT Okay, Hank, if you just verify those

rates so that nothing dramatic happens to us. Stand by for 03:30.
PLT MARK. 192 MODE STANDBY, and waiting

for 17:04, and I got a good shiftdovn in speed.
CC Maneuver looks good.
PLT Thank you.
CDR Okay. We're going over Minneapolis now.
PLT Be waiting for 17:00 (garble) to go. The READY

light is out, MODE STANDBY. ETC to STANDBY , Ed. RADIOMETER
to STANDBY and EREP STOP. And it - that's correct. nkay.

CDR That 's it , Hank .

PLT Bring it Up here.
CC 1 minute to LOS. Bermuda in 2 minutes.
p LT Okay.
PLT Okay. For the record Bravo 7 is readinp

32. 192 DOOR CLOSED.
CDR I wonder if there's any geo thermal

heating in the dunes? Everything else was snow covered ex-
cept the dunes, and they were brown.

PLT You never know whether, there - that is the
result of a cumulative effect of being able to absorb more heat
(garble, dew (garble) heat 9ink (?).

CDR it's amaaing, though. 1 - Everything else
was white. Then all of a sudden (garble) brown area (garble),
It's amailnR .

PLT Great.
CDR - - scab. Well, I'll tell you. I'm not

aure I got the reservoir. I saw so many - so many arean
that looked like that - -

PLT Yes.
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CDR - chat it was really tough.
CC S^ylab, we're back with you for 5 min-

utes.
CDR Roger, Hank.
PLT Okay, I'm going to close the vJndou.

Get me a latch over there in Just a second.
CDR All right.
PLT Okay, Jer. Looks to me like a pretty

clean run. It Just sort of - It's just grossly disappointing
we can't do anything better with our 191.

CDR Well if It doesn't Just jump out at you as soon
you get there, you're probably never going to find it.

PLT (Garble) Hank, are you still with us?
CC Roger.
PLT Okay. So that I can give the people a

little more information about the comment I made earlier.
It would be real nice to have a - have the - a few more time
milestones leading up to the preoperate configuration check, and
also, the check on the switch configuration. For instance,
rhey vrive you reference - I had a thermal source tntensity(?)
reference, but it didn't have a CAL. I'm sure it was okav because
it was the same as was left over from the Earth's (garble),
bur it would be nice Jusc to have - have a complete pre-operate
configuration Just to make sure in case one of the switches
got thrown in the previous post.

CC Okay; we copy, Bill.
CDR And one other thing that wasn't too

clear, Hank, and that was how I was supposed to leave the
C&D panel after the last pass. I went Ahead and did the
pos t -power down of everything for ba c k - 1 o -b a c k . Rut I was given
the distinct inpres3ion from the way that pad was written
that - that maybe 1 didn't have to do that, - but there
was just enough there to put a little doubt in my mind.

cc That's correct, Jerry. I guess that we - the
whole business was a little confusing. We should probably
have laid some more words on you. I think the Intent was
to treat this thine as one long pass and the - but it's not
clear to me that that got across to you and - -

CD * No. No , we got a hint of that but I was
afraid to follow that hunch because there was nothing in
words that said that, and the only way we could (garble) back-
to-back is where you powerdown and then powerup apain prior to
t he next one

.

p LT Yes, It Just hit us over thn head with
a ball bat. With a f<»w words and numbers there, and we'll bo
in good shape .

CC I think in the future wo ' re going to
use the back-to-back so wc don't put this confusion fartor
in .
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CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

Alfa 7 i:

Stand by
CDR
PLT

turn It ba
CDR
PLT

these
, and

just start
CDR
CC
CREW
CC
PLT

Ihlu hV?
lnk that '

d hel P aThought T saw Farminston - -
B-7

. Okay . We had - -
I saw (garble)

readinc-
AUT° ° AL n° nItor

- ERHP START .reading 15 - on - Just a second herfi Did ^
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PAO Skylab Control. LOS Bermuda. Canary
and Madrid tracking stations will reacquire in about 3 minutes.
Tananarive voice relay fetation antenna still out of conaisslon
qnd will not support on this revolution. It's unknown as to
when the antenna will be repaired. This would be the final
pass in any case for several revolutions. 17:13 and standing
by for Madrid/Canary overlapping tracking station passes.
This is Skylab Control.

CDR It's in use right now, Hank. He should
be done in a ninute

.

CC Okay .

CC And, Skylab, Houston. For info, the
VTR is cleaned off and rewound and you have the whole thing
available.

CDR Roger; thanks.
CDR Okay, Hank, the recorder is yours.
CC Okay, thank you. And, whenever it's

convenient we can go back to the prepass reg bus settings
PLT Okay, Hank, if you have time to check

them, take a lock at the buses.
CC Okay, we'll take a look at it, Bill.
CC Skylab, Houston. For info, we got a

pretty good heat pulse out of this - two passes here and
the TCV - B valve has modulated to the full cold position,
which is where it should be right now. However, if we run
into the situation where this valve sticks there, ycu know
we've had trouble with these valves sticking, and you should
get a primary or a secondary cool temp low .light, we would
like for you to shut down whichever loop that you have thnt
in and we'll talk about it at the next AOS.

CDR Okay, Hank, thanks.
CC We don't think it's going to happen. If

you should happen that both loops give you a cool, we want
you to go ahead and shut both of them down. It won't hurl
us. We're about i> minute from LOS and the next contact will
be Honeysuckle at 01, 37 minutes from now.

CDR Roger; see you than.
P AO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

at Madrid and Canary tracking stations. Voice relay station
Tananarive, as mentioned earlier, is out of commission with
a faulty antenna. Therefore, next station to acquire space
station Skylab will be the Hor.ey 8 *i ck 1 e Creek station in - on
a - in Australia, in 34 minutes. This is Skylab Control at

17:26 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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SPT Hank, I got a couple of minutes now -fyou want to start throwing dat* at me.
8 no* if

CC
,

Okay. We're about 2C seconds to

C?
R

?
k
^
y

;
Ve ' U " we 'H extend one frame.

r» « u ~~
And 1 "iRht get tha second item.

Irani V ?V S h" ab ° Ut S ° franeS "-mm* ,nd theframe count is okay Just continue counting f rom 101CDR Okay.

i..."„. ,«.. . ui?;.';;^'
ihe "« • «•
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. 18:19 Greenwich
mean tine. Acquisition at Hawaii in about 50 seconds followed
by a stateside pass, Canary and Ascension for about the next
48 minutes. Standing by for Hawaii AOS.

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for 9t1/2
minutes .

CDR Roger, Hank. And I'm ready to ccpy your
las t /. ten on 19 .

CC Okay, Jer. Doing tne ops, prior to
offsetting the comet to the left crosshair, we'd like for
you to report the position of the comet head in the view
finder. And what we want to do is try to determine if a

new NuZ update is goinR to be required for the 201 ops
later in the day and we can tell from thst position,

CDR We '11 do it

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
We'll see you again at Goldstone at 33, 3^1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston through the Goldstone for
7 minutes .

CC And S?T, we need the DAS for a moment
on bias update

.

SPT You have it, Hank

.

CC And Ed, we've looked at the dump tapes
for the limb volume that was run on you yesterday, and if

you recorded it prior to yesterday, we can't find it.
SPT They were recorded right after that, Hank

and I guess you're saying you didn't get it so we'll give it to
you again.

CC Okay. At your convenience, Ed. We'd
appreciate it. We looked on the things we got down last
night and we couldn't find it anywhere.

CC SPT, the DAS is yours.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS,

Bermuda at 44, 4-1/2 minutes.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

at Goldstone. Groundtrack - this is Texas and MILA - Merrltt
Island Launch Area tracking stations. Rarmuda again in about
3 rainutea. Immediately after Ascension LOS on this revolution,
in about 27 minutes or 2:15, there'll be a prasa briefing
in the Building 1 Sews Center with John P. (sic) Carruthers of
Bell Systems Laboratories on the TV-101, liquid floating zone
science demonstration that's been downlinked on - from the
video tape recorder and recorded on the ground over the past
several days, That's at 2:15 central time. Standing by at
16:41, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 19 hour* 57 ninutts
Greenwich mean time. Space station 1b now rearing
acquisition through Hawaii. This pass over the United
States will go through Goldstone, Flordia, and Bermuda
.lust barely missing Texas as it goes over Canada during
that portion of the revolution. We'll hold the line up
live for acquisition of signal about 30 seconds from now.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Hawaii for
9 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Hank. Around 4 minutes ago we
had a outer girabal 3 on the STOP. Took us off the Sun and -

at the reasonable rate, went to STANDBY, 3 minute maneuver
time, selected SI, and we're just working our way back there
now .

CC Okay, good show, Ed. We - we saw thct
you'd had a - had something happen there when we cane AOS.

SPT Hank, if you folks can foresee something
like that coming up, at least a possibility of it, you might
alert us of it. I think we can handle it a little faster.

CC Okay, 1 guess this is one we didn't
foresee Ed. We - we thought there might be a possibility
of some deeet fires but we sure didn't think this was
go ing to happen

,

SPT HT looked pretty good, it was down there
around 25 - 30 percent or so, but outer gimbal 3 was
(garble) high.

CDR Hank, the S019 prep is complete. I

cycled one frame, extended one frame. And I didn't like
the feel of it. It's not - it felt very very rough and I

had to use a very very high force in order to get it into
the slide or track position. I'm not so confident that
we're going to be able to make much use of this thing, I

get the feeling that we could have another one of those
Jam ups anyt ime

.

CC Okay, we copy, Jerry.
CDR Feels like there's something definitely

dropped out of alignment now, and you Just can't got It

in the slide retract position without forcing it. I

figure snoner or later we're going to have a crunch like
on the other one.

CC Okay, you may be right. I guess the
only thing we can do is just press ahead and try it, till
we can't use it anymore. Al - along that line, awhile ago you
voiced up to us that - or down to us that the - when you
had the discone number 1 centered up. And I assume you
the counter then at 00, that the discone was at the 6 o'clock
position and before, I guess it's been a week or so ago
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,
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<« .«.„... „, ^r^jri^ 1^:%r„-
u8h •••»-

^ J Thank you, HanV .

~~r< *
SV.ylab, Houston. For info, the laser

SPT Thank you, Hank.

5' Karl J™? c«,2°
W f ° r the COCet observations using
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PAO Skylab Control, 20 hours 36 minute*
Greenwich mean tine. Now less than a minute away from
acquisition of signal through Ascension. This will be about
9 minutes over Ascension. We'll have an LOS period of about
20 minutes as the next ttatlon will be Carnarvon, Australia.
Pilot Bill Pogue should be doing exercise right now. A
caution not to use the bicycle ergometer, thac would upset:
the picture taking session as vibration induced by using
the machine would cause vibration thoughout the entire
space station. Now less than 20 seconds from acquisition
of signal, we'll go live air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston thorugh Ascension, 10
minutes.

CDR Hank, I've got thu SAL window open and
sighted out and the antenna can be put back where I had it
two weeks ago by backing down to 7.3. So that's a 2,2
degree error .

CC Roger, we copy, 7.8 puts it back where
It was a couple of weeks ago.

CDR That's afilraatlve, Hank.
CC Jerry, when the counter reads 0.0, where

exactly is the discone, is It right at 6?
CDR It's right at 6, and about 0.8 radius out.
CC Roger, we copy.
CDR Okay, Hank, I 'n going over on channel A

for recording now. I'll fill you in on details when I get
finished.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. Didn't get the word to you

but the VTR is yours and there ?.re 23 minutes available.
CC Skylab, Houston. Would you - would you

recall what's on the first 8 minutes of that VTR?
SPT H,-k, there was some TV-101 and probably

some ATM.
CC Okay, we copy.
SPT You don't guess it was a problem

with it do you ?

CC No problem, we were just curious what we -

what we were going to get when we got around to dumping it.
SPT Don't do that to me, thank.
CDR Hank, the SPT noticeably paled.
CC Roger , (laughter)

.

CC 1NCO appologies for frightening you
(laughter)

_

CC Incidentally, earlier today, Bill Schneidar
said to pass along that the 8 month warrenty had run out on
the vehicle so y'all be earful with it. We aren'c going to
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P *° Skylab Control at 21 hours 8 minuteeGreenwich mean time. Flight Director Cartes Lewis is onroute from Mission Control to Buildin 3 1 briefing roe*
I*, 5

ft « Tno ° n *

9 change-of-shift press briefing. Thaflbe at 4:15 in the briefing roo„ in Building A. We're nowless than 2 minutes .way from acquisition of signal throughCarnarvon, Australia. Flight Director Phil Sha'for hastaken over here in ylission Control, with SpacecraftCommunicator Dick Truly. We'll hold the li„ e u P for thispass over Australia - excuse me, we'll bring the line down
n l

h
.

e
.

c hange-o£-.hift press briefing and Then bring yourecorded a i r- t o- 8 r oun d after the press briefing.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 SkyUb Control, 21 hours 29 ninutes
Creertwich oean time. Space station is now over Cuam, howeverproblems with the transmitting equipment at the Cuan tracking'
station preclude air-to-ground t r ananlsslon during this
revolution, We have 3 ninutes of recorded air-to-ground
ov*r the Carnarvon pass which we'll now play back for you.

cc Skylab, Houston, hello at Carnarvon for
10 ninutes. Purple gang's back with you.

JJ
R Mi

» Purple gang. Where have you been hi dicc Well, ve took the weekend off and had avery nice weekend. We were able to watch the Super Bowl, eithon TV, maybe somebody got - got to go see it; lots of fun.
Very good.

U
CDR Dick, I'd appreciate it if you guys would

get busy and get us up a flare right away; we're geitinc
tired of waiting.

You're got to have a land line to the righ

i ting

„
CC

, „ Veil, we'll work on it. I'm not sure whocall and talk to.
CDR

guy •

,

CC
,

Hev
>

Je *ry. Phil says to tell you that
you re closer than we are, so you nake the call.

CDR Anybody got a nickle?

j

CDR That's a pay phone. We don't have any
coins .

'

cc Uh hu. Well, they're saying down here,you been away from pay phones too lon K cause a nickle won'thardly get you in the thing.
CC He >". incidentally Jerry, last evening,

permanent general message 23 Bravo was sent up to you thathad some shopping list items on it, and turns out wu found
some - couple of error in that shopping - In that permanent
general message, and so just for your information, we're Roinpto be redoing that this evening and - and sen - sending youanother one to replace 23 Bravo tonight.

CDR Okay, fine Dick. And one item that I'venoticed missing from the shopping list has been TV out the
window of North America. That was suggested, of golly two orthree weeks ago as a possiblity to - to be coning up soon, andwe just haven't heard anything more.

CC Okay, we'll sure take a look at it.

t

CL Skylab, Houston. We'r* about 30 secondsfrom LOS. Next AOS is Goldatone at 21:50. 3e advised wewill have a Guam pass and it starts at about 4 ninutes fromnow and then last rbout 9 ninutes. However, we're havin*some problems with the voice circuits out at Guar., so I Jninot give you a call. If you should need Co c-n ^ ^ ^
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reason, if you'll select VHF, we'll be listening. Otherwise,
I'll call you at Goldstone at 21:50. See you there.

CDR Roger, Dick. And I owe you some words
on S019 first chance we gee.

CC Okay. Why don't ve pick then up at
Goldstone if you have a chance?

COR Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, 21 hours 32 ninutea.

That concludes the recorded air-to-ground, about 30 seconds
left in the pasa over Guao. We'll stay live just in case
the problems at Guam are fixed before the space staion
moves out of acquisition range.

PA0 Space station Skylab now over the hill
fiora Guam. About 15 oinutes away froo acquisition of signal
through Coldstone, California. 21 hours 34 ninutes Greenwich
nean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
L

Skylab Control, 21 hours. 49 minutesGreenwich mean time. Space station is now on the defending
node taking it through Goldstone, Texas, HILa and Bermudafor this complete stateside pas.. We'll hold tho line upfor acquisition of .ignal less than 20 seconds fro*

CC
now

.

Skylab, Houston we're AOS stateside fora long pass about 18-1/2 minutes and we notice there's .boltU or 12 minutes of something or other on the VTR. And ifyou guys aren t going to be using it in the next 17 or 18minutes, it 11 be convenience for us to take control of itand dump it her* through the states and clean it oft for vou.

That ' 11 h i< v.

N
f'

V * W° n,t b * U8in « the VTR
- Dick.

'

That'll be tine, thanks.

,

ok «y. 800d. We'll do that. And Jerrywe re willing to listen to so - the words on S019 any timeHowever if you'd like to wait until after this daylightcycle and catch us at a later pass during your PI or laterthat s f ine wi th us

.

CDR
,

!t '
8 okay. I Just pot a MIRROR AUTO RASTKRgoing so I can talk for about 4 minutes.

«AbihK

CC Okay, we're listening.
CDR

' Okay. At th- pointing that was given thecomet was on the vertical center line and down about 4/10of the distance between the horizontal center line. Thehorizontal center line and the lower horizontal line. Inother words, in a clock it would be 6 o'clock, 4-10 of adistance between the center line and the lower line.
cc Roger, understand.
CDR 01c ay, I repositioned it over to - I putit on the horizontal center line at the intersection withthe vertical letthand line. And that gave *e a ROTATION of263.5 and a TILT of 22.4.
CC Okay, copy, understand.
CDR And also aade note of the fact that theframe, the SLIDE RETRACT worked okay this time. It « t I 1] feelsrough. I have no confidence that it's going to make U thro«shthat entire 150 frane, but we'll just kc'ep plugging away aWe haven't got anything to loose, as far as I can Le.

,

CC Well, that's the way we look at it too

iVlly UsJT.
1 " UStn8 il " l0 "* - ^kable

u .

CDR
v

0lca y. ana I guess you got the word froaHank as to where I found the - tr.e antenna. That is the discor,antenna It looks like about a 2.2 degree error i r. rotationnow which neans either the belt is slipped or the handlenas slipped or something.

Hank'"team
R°ger

'
we dld « e L chat information from
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CDR And Uat's U. I essentially - I repositioned
the comet within the first minute of the exposure and then
after that, loft it alone.

cc Okay, good, Jerry. Thanks for letting us
know

.

PAO Handover taking place.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're ROing to be handing

over to M I LA in about a ninutu and we're going to be duaping
the data/voice recorder when we get there.

CDR Roger.
cc CDR, Houston. For your information, we're

ooserving another little glitch on CMG 2. The bearing ceaps
are very close to being together and the RPM is down u
little bit. No action required by you but you might be
aware of It.

CDR Thank you, Dick.

END OF TAPE
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Wr.
C

»wlndIn, the VU^ ^vHVi ^ lnfo"" i »».

your t ra„..u.,o». y° U ,' r<,,,,>ea <"n ln »'«!. of

you guy, should „..
dft

i,: later on thU ."Jl™.
1

' U C38e

CC
Okty, thanks,

sir.

nreenv^ch ...„ t , n , . 'ij^/f" "J •
22 - -inula.

Bermuda. Rarlle coJ / l0n
,

n °V ° Ut of ra "* e ° *

bearing PO t very cios!
< e "P« ratu '*« for the two

Cr..»vich ne an el „. 22^ 9^ » ^ Jjr ouj^Cj rnjr von .

END OP TAPE
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8kyUb Control, 22 hourn 4J alnutoii

from LOS r..*« „
Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 secondsrrom LOS

.
Guam cones up it 23:02. An.l pit u„,.«i,

s

p!:
T Ro *- thank you, Dick.

Lt Roger,

r
Skylab Control, 22 hours 58 minute*Greenwich mean tine. Space station now out or theCarnarvon tracking antenna. Leas than 4 minu el ^avreacquisttion through Guaa. We'll keep the Till up

about 6-1/2 «t„uc...
8k

j:j;

h

cDS:
u

s;::ior':; y f?2.*i e
?:" for

to you prior to the S 210 - 201 oo i, !! ? " COnvenl <^t
a couple of numbers to eLJVS. *

0
*

a "fVy^rSkylab, Houston, we're AOS Guan for 6 minutes And CDR

like to change on your 201 pad
P ndS8 njnber9 I'd

>• «
ĉ
< wit,, ^c^o, ,lVl^;ir' ,,M—

f ln i 8 Sed wi th - vlth
w

; ou ; ^^r^h^'V 1 '"

certainly wait that Ion, to find out.
Chan "« Can

™ R Oh, I 'n really enjoying i t.

LOS
C
S,i, ,

Skylab, Houston, we're a ainute fromLOS. ^Id-tone comes up at 23:27. And I'll call you ?here
station" now out of ran" ^T^" 5™" !i "J™"'

'

station now out of ranee n f r.,*,, v
...-mutes,. apace

hours 11 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control, 2J hour* 25 alnutes
Greenwich mean time, Space station now ne»ring acquisition
through Goldstone for this stateside pavs through Goldstone,
Texas ami Mer r i 1 1 Is land , l'lorlda. On this track the space
station will be going over Portland, Oregon, Sante Fe , New Mexi
Austin and just south of Houston, We'll hold the line up
for this live air-to-ground co«ln* up less than 10 seconds
from now,

cc Skylab, Houston we're AOS stateside for
15 minutes. We noticed that nobody's using the VTR at the
moment, if you don't intend to use it in the next 10 or
15 minutes, we'd like to go ahead and finish dumping it.

CD * Roger, go ah«ad Dick.
,

CC Okay, thank you we'll let you know when
we're through.

CDR Roger, the Aleutians are quite good
tonUht as far as visibility is concerned. I think, maybe,
the. next tine we're by the Aleutians about an hour and
a half from now, we're going to do a little TV out the window.

CC Hey, good that'd be nice,
CD * We'll take about 4 or 5 minutes and should

look pretty good.
CC Okay, well - when we get through we'll

let you know how we stand, we should have it free for you
CDR Okay.
PLT Hey, Dick is the weather clear down there

tn Houston.
cc Well unless it improved a lot since I

walked in the building at the start of this shift, it's
(garble)

SPT That's too bad. I guess we're going over
(garble) terminator and we ought to be pretty good viewing If
you had it opened .

cc Well there were a few - there were a
few breaks in overcast when I was coming in but it was a
lots of clouds as it has been.

SPT Thank you .

CREW Hello gan*.
CC He 1 lo up the re .

CDR (garble) west of you.
cc Well that's nice for somebody, you can't

see any holes -it: all, huh?
SPT Looks pretty solid Dick.
CDR You knew it almost looks like we're

sliding ri*ht down the teminator.
cc Yeah, I imagine it is, - real close to

that rieht now.
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sot th^-« 7Ai k
CD 5' Hou8ton J«»t a reainder, I 'v« .till

J£
R Ar « you Just fooling me?

iJL s «y ««ain please.
Roger. Co ahead.

.h
:>

,r.vi.». cK.„ se5 ,„„ yj;:^\i'^\x°uir nt

CD * Okay.

xf-S «*J:/r::"i:-:^ -
CD

? Let's see It was 6.6 after the fir*rpass and Bill called down the second one.
'

JLT Stand by I

'

ve goc lt ,CL Okay .

END OF TAPE
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^.11-^°? * »i* after the fir.t paai and Billcalled down the second one.

l
l' T St *"d by, I've got it.

cc Okay,

it i- p
C
?., . ,

Ani S^ylab, Houston. We've duaped the

J" Thank you, Dick.
PLI 3.8 centine ters

.

SJT
0ka >- Bi H. Thank you very nuc h.

.mA,..,,.. u.r: km 1

:.?!.
1

?: n^viy
^ Okay, hope it work*.

LOS vL. «kylab
,
Houston. w'rv a minute fron

"fe «d
U

Iw
COBWB

.

up al 23:52 and your aed conferen,
rii^i f '

W TV *Mn8 t0 be ^"P 1 "* the data/voicerecor<W at Vanguard, 23:52.
/vu 4ce

SPT Roger, Dick.

tra.wfn! «:, .i J 0 ?" ° f 8l « adl through herritt Islandtracking station. Earlier in this stateside pass, Ed Cibaonwho was eating dinner Rented on the sunset' He ' s right ache terninatcr line. i, could look out one side and va*chthe Sun and out the other and vatch darkness. Pilot lillPogue should be joining Science Pilot Ed Gibson for dinner

END OF TAl'K
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PAO Skylab Control, 23 hour* 51 »lnutes.

Space station now lei* than SO seconds fro* acquisition
through the Vanguard tracking ship. We don't expect any

live air-to-ground over this past as it's the evening medical
conference with Dr. Eduanl Burchard, German Air Force officer.

However, we'll keep the line up in case the medical conference

ia short and Space Craft Conmunicator Dick Truly has aonething

to say to the crew.
CC Skylab, Houston, I've t.ot you here fov

little over a minute. I need to give you a real quick correction

to the S201 naneuver pad. If you don't have it right there,

how about grabbing a piece of paper and let me read you some

correct nuabera for the fine naneuver Hated on that pad.

PAO Okay, and we're ready to copy.

CC Okay. X, 51023; Y, 50433; Z 51104. The

angle that go with those are X ntinua 0.19 degrees, Y plus 2.83

degrees and 7. oinua 0.68 degrees. The change is require duo

to 9 charge in nuZ, go ahead.
SPT Okay, 1 got it. It's 51023, 50433, 51104

with a olnus 0.19, plus 2.83 and minue 0.68.

CC Okay, thank you very much for getting it

for us. Your next pass is Goldstone at 01:04 and that's the

evening status report. I'll be standing by there for that.

See you there.
p AO Skylab now out of range of the Vanguard

tracking ship. Dr. Eduard Burchard conducting this evening's
medical conference for the first portion of this pass. We'll

bring you his report as soon as he gets it to us. Next

acquistion 1 hour and 2 minutes from now will be Goldstone,
California and the space station will be for a record breaking

pass this next tine around, as they exceed the tine in

space record set by the Skylab III crew of Al Bean. Owen Harriott
and Jack Lousna. We'll have nore particulars as we come

back up for the Goldstone pass. At 1 minute Greenwich mean

time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAQ Skylab Control 59 ainutes Greenwich
mean time. Space station it now over the North Pacific
Ocean, just west of Washington stato right now. We're
about 3-1/2 ainute» fro* acquisition through Goldatone,
Skylab's astronauts Coaaander Jerry Carr, Science Pilot Ed

Oibson, and Pilot Bill Pojtue will break the previous apace
endurance record on this pass, set by Connander Alan Bean's
crew, the record will be broken about 8 minutes and 27

seconds from now. At that tine the space station will be
directly over the Pacific Ocean, 200 ailes west of La Pae
and 800 niles south southeast of Los Angeles. The Bean crew,
Owen Garriott as Science Pilot and Jack Lousna as Pilot
set a space record of 59 days, 11 hours and 9 minutes.
Alan Bean still holds the record for most tins in space.
This, however, includes the time he spent as Lunar Module
Pilot on the Apollo 12 mission. Bean's record is 69 days
15 hours and 45 minutes. The Sky lab crew will break that
record though, if all goes well, on Friday January 25, at

17:46 Greenwich mean time, 12:46 p.m. central daylight time.
Jerry Carr's Skylab crew has been in space 5,708 f.iraes longer
than the first American, Alan B« Shepard. And 792 times
longer than the first man in space Russian Cosmonaut
Yuri Gagarin who is up in the (garble) space
:aspule for 1 hour and 48 minutes on April 12, 1961. After
12 years and 9 months of experience in space, man is

providing that the dark void beyond our atmosphere is

not completely alien. And In fact can be quite useful
as data frou the Skylab mission continues to be interpreted
here on Earth. During this pass we'll also be getting
the evening status report. Nov less than a minute and a

half froa acquisition through Goldstone. We'll go livo
airr-tO'-ground for this record breaking pass.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're at stateside
for the next 13 minutes and standing by for the evening
status report.

CDR Roger, Dick. Photo fir6t.

CC Okay.
CDR And we didn't - didn't get that TV

n^ter all.
CC Oh, heck, sorry about that.

CDR Yeah, we'll try again tomorrow evening.
CC Okay, Jerry, before you start can we

go ahead and dump the VTH here? You guys uting it?
CDR Let me check with Ed, and see what his

101 plans are?
CC Okay.
CDR Okay, Dick, go ahead and dump it.
CC Okay, good. And I'm standing by.

CDR Okay, 1 6-m i 1 1 i me t e r s , Delta Papa 22;
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Charlie India 128, 42: Charlie India 127. EREP 29 and 30VTS: Charlie Lima 11, 55: Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 40 04 •

'

02, India Romeo 11, 41; 03, Charlie India 113, 63- 04
no change: 05, Bravo Hotel 06, 3:.. 7 0-millimeter, Charlie
n^*^ ' ILl LS the nuraber

> ° 75 - "C is India Romeo
2h« R

' '
8et Yankee 9315, 8653, 9528, 9520, 30650389. Drawer A: Alfa 1, 3,4, and back: no change. Alfa

2, 05 Charlie India 128, 42: Charlie India 127.
cc Okay

, got it.
CDR

^^„ , *
oka >'. he re cones the evening status.

Lr P
! A

CDR
'

7 -°' 6l5 heav y« half SPT, 7.0. 7 heavy
'

5 "°- 3 heavy, 2 light. Volune : CPR 180: 210- 240Water gun is 8509; 4457 - correction 4456; 0568. Rody mass-

mIh? \<
53

'
Exerclse: ™ change for anvone.Medication: tPR, none; SPT, Sudafed; PLT

, Seconal. Eachof those is oni
. Clothing: COR, sock*- SPT. T-shirt

socks, and shorts- PLT, none. Food log: CDR. 1.0 salt
plus one butter cookies, plus one grape drink, plus one'apple drin*. plus one coffee with suear, minus 0.5 water-
SPT, 10.0 salt, plus one tuna, plus one biscuits, plus onebutter cookies, plus one tea, plus another butter cookiesrehydration water zero; PLT, 10.0 salt, plus two coffees

'

with sugar, plus one black coffee, plus one grape drinkplus one butter cookies, minus 1.0 water. Flight Plan
'

t'
V

rt°^l
n
u
n<
\\ Sh °PP ln * 11" accomplishments: one-halfhour TV- 01. checklist update 30 minutes, all housekeepingnonerable equipments: none. Unscheduled stowage: noneAnd that alt,

CC
and see if anybody has any questions.

CDR Okay, did you get 1-1/2 hour TV-

FND OF TAPE
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CC Okay, 1 got It. This - we'll poll around

and see if anybody has any questions.
CDR Okay , did you get 1-1/2 hour TV-101?

CC That's affirm and we got it down.

CDR Okay

.

SPT Dick, how would you like a frane count?

CC Oka- ,
go ahead .

SPT 106-6, 2790, 131, 253, 3139, 3160.

CC Okay, Ed. thank you. We got it.

CC Skylab, Houston if you guys have a minute,

I had an item here I wanted to visit with you about.

PLT Go ahead .

CC At a tine this evening of 1 hour and

10 minutes and 27 seconds, which is Just about 1 minute from

now, you guys are going to have been on orbit for a total of

59 days t 11 hours and 9 minutes which i3 the longest anybody in

the world has ever flown in space on a single flight. I - I j u

thought I would relay to you a little bit of information about

some of the records that you've beaten. Just as short as

about 7-1/2 months ago, the world record or the United States

record was Gemini 7, Frank Bormann and Jim Lovell which was

13 days, 8 hours and 35 minutes and it took several years

to break that one. The longest one, for your information,

during Apollo was Apollo 17 which was a total of 12 days and

13 hours and about 51 minutes. Then Conrad's mission which

launched on May 2 doubled the previous - double the previous

world's record and Pete's mission, for your information, was

28 days, 49 minutes and 49 seconds. The only other record

in sight is Al Beans' personal record of 69 days and 15 hours

in which you guys all three are gonna beat in about a week

or bo. You guys Just passed ch« world record mark. You're

now the vorld champs. We're real proud to have been here the

night you set it and real proud to have faken part in it

since day 1

.

CDR Thanks a lot, Hick, and all the guys on

purple team. We appreciate all the good support you've been

giving us down through the days here and let's hang in there

and get the rest of it.

CC Yea, sir, you betcha, we'll be here.

SPT You troops or the ground havo kept us

up here, appreciate it.
CC SPT, Houston on the ATM closeout on

S054, request SINGLE, 256 and CRATING, OUT.
SPT t keep looking for a flars even on the

darkside,
CC Rog, that'* • C plus tonight.

CDR You couldn*t swtet talk your way out of

that bad grade could you, Ed?
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CDR Say Dick, I'd appreciate it if you guys
on the purple team would pass our compliments on to everybody
else on the ground teams that have been supporting us all
through this mission. I think really it's - it's not our
record, it :

s everybody's record.
CC Jerry, I'll sure do it. And Phil and I

were laughing and wonderlnc. how many hours and minutes that

this and other teams have been sitting here helping you guys.
Has been a lot of fun and we'll be sure and pass it down
the line. Thank you very nuch.

COR Real fine, Hank.
PLT Dick, there's got to be a record somewhere

in the book for Flight Controller man-hours.
CDR Old purp says he has it but we're not

sure .

SPT Say Dick, is NOAA reporting anything
happening on the Sun? It looks pretty quiet from up here.

CC Stand by. SPT, Houston, we haven't had
any reports and this really is the year of the quiet Sun.
And - and EG I L Just 9aid from all indications outside here in

Houston, it's gone out anyway.
CDR The Sun's been canceled due to lack of

act ivity

.

CC Rog.
SPT Hey Dick, one thing has changed . And now

let me tell the S052 folks; rslRht be interested. Over on the

west linb, the streamer structure which was there, now is

broken into two distinct ones. One going from about
070 to 085 and that's very - very well defined and very distinct
.il ost, parallel sides to it Just tapers off a little bit
as it joes out. And then one at around 950 which is relatively
weak and thin. The two which were over 230 and 250 have
faded out and are still discernible but almost gone.

CC Okay, thanks for the update, we're about'
30 seconds from LOS here. Vanguard comes up at 01:27.

PAO Skylab Control, 1 hour and 1ft minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station Skylab now out of

range of the tracking antennas at Texas. 858th revolution
of the Earth for the record breaking Skylab 4 crew, only
space record left for them is Alan Beans' record. We now have
the evening medical report which we'll read to you. According
from Dr. Rduard Burchard, the crew passed the SL-3 flight
duration record In excellent physical and nental condition.
Their physical condition will be watched extra clo«elv from
this point on. r>r . Burchard personally pleased at the
condition of the crew. Comaander Jerry Cnrr should be taking
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pictures of the Comet Kohoutek with the S201 instrument
right now. Science Pilot Ed Gib9on helping him, maneuvering
the spacecraft actually, and Pilot Bill Pogue doing some
housekeeping activities. Next acquisition will be 9 minutes
fron now, that'll be through the Vanguard tracking ship.
At Greenwich mean tine 1 hour and 18 minutes this is Skylab
Control.

KND OF TAPE
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rra
P^°

u
Skylab Control, 1 hour 26 minutesGreenwich mean time. Space station nearing acqu onthrough the Van.uard tracking ahlp now . wf'll\. e p h eline up for this pass. v

*
rtr i?

C
„< , ,

Sk y lab
>
Houston. We're AOS Vanguard

'
\
l minutes, we're going to be uplinking the film threadpad for tomorrow « t this site. And Jerry I know you're 2or 3 minutes away from the 201 ops but when you get achance sometime this paS s I'd like to speak to you tor a

ready^o go. ^ ^ '
g ° Shead

'

l '« a11
» et «P and

linked. - ^ ~ 0kay Jerr '' the last P a8 * « up -

You're dropping out Dick.

vith "u.
° kay

'
8tAnd by Ju8t a fle "nd, I'll be

now
CC

> e - at th. i ^ 1 tMnk U '

a lockftd ^

l* till a t
* ° nly °PPO"unity we have from here on in

r . « L VU U4 L An j

we watch you there at Hawaii.
92

R Be * lad to Dick.
CC

„ ...
C
Z

0kay * reat , that time is 02:33 andwe'll be standing by then.
J

'
and

CDR Rog^r

.

5" Hel ^o nick, you at 11 1 th«r«?
Y «» sir, ,.0 ahead .

could it would aure increase the nuaber of ti»« we could
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CC Okay, thanks for looking ahead for us '

and we'll make sure we're putting that into our - cranking
that into our planning.

SPT Thank you

.

S p T Hey Dick, another alternative is to
split them in half. They're like wooden tooth picks and I
think a knife we could prohably split them right down the
middle, and double the number we got, if that would work.

cc Okay good, we'll think about that one,
too .

CC Skylab, Houston. We don't see the
maneuver's started back towards solar inertial, we're 30
seconds from LOS, Hawaii cosies up at 02:38 and we're going
to dump the data/voice recorder there and I'll be standing
by for that command module quad A release.

CDR Roger, 02:38.
CC Roger

.

rA0 Skylab Control. 1 hour 38 minutes.,
tracking station Tananarive is down for this revolution,
.ilthough the space station goes directly over the Malagasy
Republic. Ed Gibson commenting earlier that they did not
think they had enough (garble) sticks on board to continue
with the blood sampling. This is a popsicle type stick
which is used to smear blood on a glass slide for visual
analysis. However Ed Gibson suggested that they could take
a knife and split them down the middle and double their
supply. Flight surgeon here in Mission Control indicates
they'll think on that one. Space station temperature is
now hovering in the upper 70's. Sleep compartment ceiling
temperature is around 78, the rest of the space craft
ranges from 77 to 79, warm but not uncomfortable. 58
minutes now from acquisition through Hawaii. At Greenwich
mean tine 1 hour 39 minutes this is Skylab Control.

KSD OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours and 37 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Brief pass over Hawaii will be the
good night pass for the crew. They're all in their preeleep
activity period. And normally, we wouldn't be talking to
them during this time but there's some unfinished business.
When they do go to bed it won't be too un confer tab le for
them as the temperature in the sleep compartment is now
77 degrees Fahrenheit. We'll hold the line up for this pass
over Hawaii. About 4-1/2 minutes duration.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS, Hawaii for
5 minutes. And Jerry, if you're set or can get set to do
this QUAD A relief for us. We're looking at our data.

CDR Okay, I'm ready to go. How do you
read, Dick?

CC Loud and clear, Jerry. Understand you're
ready to GO and so are we. So press on.

CDR Okay, I'm down through verification of
all the talkbacke. I'm going to throw the PSM one manifold
Isolation switch OPEN, now.

CC Okay.
CDR I got a GREEN talkback.
CC And I forgot to warn you, but we're

dumping the data/voice recorder here at Hawaii.
CDR Okay, I think Ed's doing TV, so you

better check and see if it's running before you dump it.
CC

recorder was free
CDR
SPT
CC
CDR

QUAD

up

Roger. The VTR is stopped. And the
Jerry, thank you, though.
Okay, he must have Just finished.
I'm not using it Dick, go ahead.
Okay .

I'm going to OPEN QUAD A now. Okay,
got two sets of GREY flags.

Okay .

- - 1 minute wait. Okay, my 1 nlnute's
going to close QUAD Alfa now.

Ro ge r

.

Cot two barber poles. And r.cv U'h time
QUAD DELTA OPEN, now. (Garble)

CDR, Houston, negative, we don't want
Just QUAD Alfa we want to open tonight.
Okay, I already opened it. It was open

closed it again.
Roger, Jerry, thank you.
Okay, I'm the closing MANIFOLD now. Got

OPEN.
CC
CDR
I'

CC
CDR

to open QUAD DELTA.
CC

to OFEN QUAD DELTA,
CDR

for 7 seconds.
CC
CDR

a barber pole.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about a minute

from LOS . You're - the - the first station after 11:00
Zulu in the morning is about a half an hour after it, so
I'd suggest you set your portable timers to - to wake yourselvcj
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up at 11 :00

.

CDR Okay, Dick. And how does the RCS
look? - '

CC It looks good Jerry. And we sure
appreciate you doing the little check for us. It helps
us out a lot. See you in the morning.

CDR Roger, no sweat. So long.
PAO Skylab Control 2 hours 4 3 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Spacecraft Connuni cator Dick Truly
bidding the crew good night aa they're well into their
presleep period right now. Wakeup tomorrow will be by
the crew alarm clock as tie space station will be over the
south Pacific Ocean on an ascending node at 11:00 Greenwich
mean time. Their wakeup call - first voice contact tomorrow
will be through Bermuda. We're now 21 minutes away from
acquisition of signal over the Vanguard tracking ship.
We'll stay here for this next pass, just in case the crew
has something to say before they go to bed. They have
another - approximately 26 minutes before their bee. time.
At Greenwich mean time 2 hours and 44 minutes, this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 3 hours 4 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station now almost over the
Vanguard tracking ship's antennas. We don't expecc any conver-
sation over this pass however. Crew should be in bed, powering
down to go to sleep. Tomorrow's Flight Plan calls for
Commander Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue to perform about
3-1/2 hours worth of experiments on the T020 foot control
maneuvering unit. This alonp. with the M509 astronaut maneuvering
unit are the two devices which will propell astronauts around
in a weighless environment. Roth of them use a gas as the
propulsion unit, M509 usinc gyroscopes in addition to the
gas. Commander Carr and Science Pilot Ed Gibson with Gibson
as the subject will also be performing medical experiments
tomorrow. The '1092 lower body negative pressure device will
be measuring Ed Gibson's cardiovascular system and the M093
vectorcardiogram will be measuring electrical activity of
his heart aa he works out on the bicycle ergometer. M092
is the experiment of Dr. Robert L. Johnson of the Johnson
Space Center, and the M 0 9 3 is an experiment of Caption Newton
W. Allebach of the Naval Medical Research Labarotry in Pensacola.
Rounding out the day for Commander Carr will be some Line
spent at the ATM C&D panel looking at the Sun. Ed Gibson
will be starting his day looking at the Sun, then he'll have;

some physical training and then later on in the day in the
evening he'll be performing JOP12 F which ia an alignment
procedure for the S082A extreme ultraviolet coronal spectro-
heliograph and the S082B ultraviolet spectrograph. Both
of these are experiments for Or. Richard Toueey of the
'!aval Research Labratory in Washington. And Pilot Rill Pogue
will be changing a thermal detector In the S192 aultrisper tral
scanner, there are 12 such thermal detectors in the unit.
These devices are endure flasks and are cooled and a r «• spectrally
separated from each other through a use of prisms and nlrrors

,

These detectors are Che actual devices which measure the
thermal activity that the instrument is designed to detect.
Bill Vogue will be changing one of those detectors and then
After some physical training and his eve nine meal he'll be
aligning the S 1 9 2 instrunent. A total of 29 hours and 34 minutes
of scientific experiments scheduled for tomorrow. Commander
Carr nets off easy with only 3 hours and 21 minutes of them.
Rill Poguc carrie* the heavy burden with over 10 hours and
'»0 minutes. We'll held the line up tor this pass, once aeatn
not expecting any conversation as the crew should br,- asii-ep.

M0 Skylab Control, 3 hours 15 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Space stalon now out of ranee of the
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it urn,

tracking ship Vanp.uard. All Mine crow bchIums in I

sleep restraints. We'll brin* the line down now for

evening and we'll be back with you tomorrow morning.
Greenwich mean time, 6 a.m. central daylight time.

3 hours 16 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Good morning. This is Skylab Control
at 11:27 Greenwich mean time. AOS Bermuda in a minute and
20 seconds. However, an early - earlier wakeup call was given
to the crew back over Honeysuckle Creek, and we'll play back
that tape and go live fov Bermuda, Madrid, and Canary passes.

CC "Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston. Over.
CDR, this is Houston. Ove r

.

CDR Go ahead , Bruce

.

CC Roger. We show a caution and warning
on quad A package temperature. This is no re.i problem.
It's due to the high Beta angle and we suggest you inhibit
5 Bravo in the CSM. That's 5 Bravo in the CSM. Over.

CDR Roger. 5 Bravo being inhibited.
CC And we're sorry that it - it woke you up.

We were just sitting down here watching it, debating whether
to call you now or to see if it was going to cool off any.
Ove r

.

CDR Okay. No problem.
MCC (Music: The First Time Ever I Saw Your

Face)
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda.

1-1/2 minutes to LOS. Next station contact in 2-1/2 minutes
through the Canary Islands at 11:37, and a good morning to
you all. We apologize for the earlier rude awakening, and
looking at the day remaining clock down here it looks like
it's going to be a fairly long day since you have 74 hours
even of daylight remaining. Over.

CDR That ought to keep us busy.
CC Ought to be able to set a record for

accomplishments in one day.
PLT Have you got any news there, Bruce?
CC It's still going through the loop here.

I'll have it for you next site.
CDR Okay.
CDR Hey, Bruce, we asked some time back how

the Houston elections came out. What's the situation down
there in the metropolitan area?

CC Okay. Hofheinz won the election for
mayor in a runoff which was fairly close, but evtn after a
recount he came out on head - or came out ahead, and Lo
Cunningham lost for Position A as (sic) the city council, and
do you have any other specifics that you're interested in?

CDR No, that was it. Thank you very much.
CC Roger. Sorry we didn't get back to you

a c. o u p 1 e w e e k s a g o .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
Island and Madrid for 11-1/2 minutes. One item of informa-
tion for Ed. Active region 14 we saw one normal fl«re this
morning. It started at 10:50 Zulu, peaked out at 10:51, and
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there's apparently some material moving outward at about half'
which Is 08 at 1.0. Over.

SPT (Garble)
, Bruce.

CC Say again?
SPT Thank you, Bruce.
cc Roger. Out

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR (Garble) Bruce

.

CC Say again.
CDR Thank you, Bruce.
C.C Roger; Out

.

CC °^ay» I got some news here, if v'all
-like mc to read it.

7

CDR Go ahead.
CC (Garble)
CC Friends have started a trust fund tchelp pay for the legal expenses of John D. EhrlJchman, whois struggling to reestablish himself with a law practicespecializing in environmental affairs. Ehrlichman resignedas chief domestic adviser to President Nixon last spring inthe wake of Watergate scandals. Since then he has created afour-person Land Use Group designed to advise real estatedevelopers on environmental protection laws. He also handlesotner, unspecified legal business. "Knowing what I know abouttne facts o<" the charges I think I've got good reason r 0 beoptimistic, he said of a dozen le E al actions pending againsthis in an interview on Monday. New Attorney General William

fl-rfS I
s authority within the Justice Department mav soon betested by disputes between the FBI and the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration. One conflict involves proposedfederal control of crime records sent to state and localgovernments, and how far the federal government should go Inpolicing thoso who control state and local crime computersThe other dispute concerns an LEA A proposal to take the lobo. gathering crime statistics away from the FBI and otheragencies now involved in It. The Federal Energy Office theF=.0 issued regulations Monday night that in effect will forceowners of oil-heated residences to lower their thermostats
6 degrees, and that leave gasoline stations last in line foravailable supplies. John Hill, an assistant director of theFiO, said in an interview that gasoline stations probablvwould get about 15 to 20 percent less gasoline than the publicwould use if there were no shortage. Essential aervices whichpurchase gasoline in bulk were assigned all the fuel they needOther commercial bulk buyers such as taxi fleets will receive

'

as a„ch as they did in 1972. The FEO has said it expected toorder - to order a cutback In gasoline production to a level
5 percent below 1972 production levels. But Hill said this wasstill under review and the situation might improve becauseof the unexpectedly high stocks of fuel oils accumulatedduring unusually mild winter weather. Taking first priorityfor gasoline are essential services Including agricultureemergency services, energy production, sanitation services

Monday and were to be" *iem n 11/ '<Uf! !
d
'i!

1
_

1 «\t
aplenented immediately. Home heating
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meeting today that may decide the fate of the agreementBourguiba signed Saturday with Libya's Col. Mcammar Xhadafy.The council includes all members of the cabinet and theexecutive - and the executive of Bourguibs's Neo-Destour partyTunisia s only legal political party. It meets at irregularIntervals to deal with the major policv matters. Secretaryof State Henry A. Kissinger and Israeli officials tollydiscussed Egyptian counterproposals concerning the troops

^n*T
eaP

"?
S

K
E
??

Pt W ° Uld k6ep
° n the east bank of the Suez

; thL ^ "\ have "arrowed the differences substan-tially his trip. I hope to be able to narrow them further in

hack 1
neXt/^ or tw °." "id Kissinger as he shuttledback from Aswan, where he and Egyptian President Anwar Sadatdiscussed the Israeli proposal for d i s engrgen.cn t of Israeliand Egyptian forces along the canal. Egypt apparently hadno objections to Israel's offer to pull its troops back toa line about 20 miles east of the canal. But Kissinger re-turned to Israel with a map showing the positions they want tohold on the east bank as well as the buffer zone the United

on!
P e" cke «P*n8 ^rce would man between the two armies.One high-ranking American official with Kissinger said hethought counterproposals were manageable. The principaldisagreement apparently was over the number and kinds ofant aircraft missiles and other weapons that Egypt would

"(cfrt^t
Slde

°
f Che CanaK Katmandu, Nepal:(Garble) Suzuki says a group ot Japanese women plan to scale aHimalayan peak higher than any woman has climbeS, to learnthe effect of such a feat on the female body. Miss Suzukispokesman for the expedition, said, there was a need for

'

such scientific studies, because thee were fever records onwomen at high altitudes than there are for men. The U women
1 h ;°K

Cl
!
nb 3 2 *. 76 °-foot P*»* ^rble) the world's11th - 8th highest peak, and one with the reputation for takingth« lives of mountain climbers. The record height for awoman mountain climber Is 26,240 feet, set in 1970 in the

m X K
aS

',
29,028 " f ° Ot M ° UnC Merest, the world's tallest. Womenmight be slower on mountains, but that does not mean we ueweaker than men, said Miss Suzuki. Men have made blunderse-en in the Himalayas. (Garble) Wisconsin: Attorney General

J:;; i
an8d

°r: k
<?) S > ent « afternoon at the Marathon

1

t H
P/ "udying the law on breaking and enteringonly to find when he was finished that he was locked in. He brokea door window to make his way out and left this note "As

^H/
e

f

Ult
^

0f ex P erlen ™. Attorney Lansdorf has a bettorunderstanding of his clients' problems." 10 seconds to LOS

w ?h J"! T taCt tn " mlnUtCS thrOU * h Carnarvon at 12:13with a data/voice tape recorder dump at Carnarvon.

EM) OF TAPE
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in the Himalayas. 29 028 at M* I
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rflsc °nsin: Attorney General
Court House 1 b a y 1 9 T"" " Harath °" (?) County
only to find IL whence L JlZeSV """J 8 ^ enterln «

time.
J before 6 a . n . , we 1

!! rep l ay that at thu
CDR Go ahead, Bruce,

quad "package tenepfafu re
W
?h fl°T " warnin S on

!---s » aft r::; : :

:

;
;:

;:Ts-"S«
cc J°f

r
' 5 Siavo being inhibited.

Over.
lf 11 W3S goln 8 t0 "ol off any.

Okay. No problem.

the Sun peers over th P r ar <-v<^ i
mission when

each orbit far a couple of davs It'll h \. I'
,

-

a
>, arou " d

« Carnarvon and Honeysuckle '

At t ! : 5

.

"L '
f.^ Cc"n t J oT.'

"""
END OF TAPE
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Th *s ^ Skylab Control, 12:12 Greenwich
track nr^a ^ns^C

Statl ° n P3SSCS thrOU^ b ° th «
"? ;i

3ti0nS
l
Carnarvon Honeysuckle Creek, starting

^;ist°^:t: ut ii^^ for c— -n.,.:^

- £T-- c---^-r/2^r:::%: a;;r 0^r:nr
J™ J ?'

V
1

t3pe recorder d ^P- And for the fpi I've gotsome information on the hemolysis sticks. Over.
8

l
?T Morning, Bruce. Go ahead.

, K I ok ay, I think you were - you'll needthem for tomorrow morning. There should be two packs of
10 hemolysis sticks each in IMSS can Charlie was taken up

"is one?
Sh ° Uld be in W"700. Have you checked

SPT 1 sur e haven't, Bruce. 1 will
CC Okay.

1<5lan H

C

c(to rK4
And Ed

'
we '

d like to use the Merrittisland site this rev to clean off the video tape recorderand in order to do this we'll have to rewind here at -

on"™
5
"

vrM'
Wt

'
W ° nder lf we COuld

* et >'°" to hold ot£

U:H or aftlr Ove^
Bernuda

'

a * d that '

11 be
1
3

:
10 - that • a

,

SPT
.

°kay
'
ri1 ,i0 that

- Bruce. Would vou lik Pme to put it to rewind now to save you a little tinJ
, ,

Negative. We'll take care of that bvcommand and, either for you or for anybody else! we've ta configuration on panel 207 8

SPT Go ahead.

f

CC
„

Okay, we'd like to either configure or

e^b Y v
8 C "ARGE L °W CAUTI0S AND WARNING switches

'or ^/V 0 thlS 3t y ° Ur c™ vl *" c *> .md since all.he PCG primary FR meters are finally back in SYNC witheach other, we 11 comund a discharge- limit for PCG 7 backlo the auto mode from down here.

rl
T They're all to enable now; 7 was inhibited^ Okay. Thank you.

. .

SPT
,

QpT Houston. We're in the process of

Ji^ * g
yf^

ty grJtln
* and maneuver, even though it's

tha t^" n^
C

;
a '',d 3fter thG raaneuver commenced we noticed

How ver u rTlS"
BtiU

'

8 ° We— d ^ d " closed.ro clean U P on configurations, next time you go

at nSrma,
3
" m

0
"'

n
,!

ght Ch6CK
'
hat th ° AUT0 D0°* swl «ch s

*

at NORMAL rather than OVERRIDE. Ovt-r.

l
P

r
T Roger, Bruce. It's in normal .CL Okay, thank you Ed.
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Skylab this is Houston, 1 minute till

!!;;nd iru!;;:
on

0;;
ntact in 33 minutef thr °»* u

,/ A °
, ,

Thls is Skylab Control. LOS at Honey-suckle Creek after a quiet pass over the two Australianstations. Skylab -V crew began their 61st day in orbit thismorning after having broken the record for a continuoustime in space last night at 8:10 central time. Today thecrew will observe the Sun during eight orbits of the Earth

.

Also today is a coordinated calibration rocket or CALROClaunch to calibrate instruments in the Apollo telescopemount. The CALROC is scheduled for launch from White Sandsmissle range in Mexico at 1:30 P .m. central daylight time.Calibration ot AIM instrunen:s will take place during rhethree succeeding revolutions of Skylab after the CALROC
is launched. Some 6 hours and 23 minutes of AIM observingtime is scheduled, with all three crewman taking turns atthe console in the rv.ltiple docking adapter of the spacestation. Today's ATM studies include looking at coronalstructures on the east limb of the Sun, looking at the Sunthrough the Earth's atmosphere at sunset, and observing tiregions of interest. The first chores for the crew affer

fivinrthe
P
T070

P"P c ""ons by Jerry Carr forfl>ing the T020 foot control maneuvering unit while Ed

"I Jakes Photos of the student experiment on plantgrowth from rice seeds in the Skylab environment. BillPogue will stow the XUV electronographic camera, which her,-
! !" ha

!
US

??
t0 P hot °8 ra Ph cornet Kohoutek. The c.ewill be stowed until later this month, when more Kohoutekphotography is scheduled with it. Jerry Carr is thenscheduled to fly the foot control maneuvering unit whileBill Pogue assists hln. At the same time Ed Gibson will

L°" i

h * A™ console doing synoptic viewing of the Sun andlooking at points of interest on the Sun which he feelswill yield some useful data. Gibson will al So put sometelevision on the video tape recorder of Carr flying themaneuvering unit. In the afternoon Gibson will be thesubject for the M092/M093 lower body negative pressurevectorcardiogram pair of medical experiments while Carrobserves. Pogue is scheduled to change out a thermaldetector in the S192 mu 1 1 i s p e c t r a 1 scanner riyht after

lilt pill, !
n;i e; v" ,a

« d ° an S192 alignment.Bill Pogue is scheduled to take handheld photos of the

cZtl
b

t
aV S

f
ky

l
ab Crosscs over th * Goddard Space Flight

Carr L "
ar>land 3t 4:15 central daylight. At 8^42

END OF TAPE
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PA0 " at 14:15 p.m. central daylight. At 08:42Carr has scheduled some handheld photos of Ice plumes and packice formation in the Sea of Okhotsk near Sakhalin Island offthe coast of Sibera. Other optional photo targets during theday include the Goddard laser beam in the morning at 9:43, and
at 11:13 a.m. the San Andreas Fault in California, mountains
and deserts of northern Baja California, looking at faults
and other geological features. Two other photo options are
wind/water circulation patterns and ice features in Lake
Ontario at 11:20 a.m. and fault zones in the northern RockyMountains at 2:29 p.m. The crew will go to bed at 10 p.*central time with Jerry Carr being the duty man for any
potentiality of waking the crew up during the night. He'llwear a headset, in other voids, so while hanging in his
papooselike sleeping bag. It's now 12:34 Greenwich mean time,
25 minutes to the next station at Hetritt Island Launch Area,
at which time we shall return. This is Skylab Control at 12:35.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. 12:59 Greenwich
mean time. AOS Merritt Island Launch Area and Bermuda in
about 50 seconds. Space station Skylab is currently flving
in a orbital track that is experiencing an increasingly'
higher Beta angle, or relative angle of the Earth/Sun line,
so that the Sun peeks over the poles at the orbital track
for 100 percent of the time. In fact, this condition will
last for the next three days, 72 hours 34 minutes at the
current time, at the present tine. Average internal temperaturetoday Is hovering around 77 degrees Fahrenheit. It'll likelvincrease over the next day or two as the Beta angle and period
of 100 percent sunlight continues.

„ J

CC " through MI LA for 13-1/2 minutes.
Go od morning.

CDR Go °d morning, Hank. Hank, I've got thenuZ change data if you're ready.
cc Okay. Go ahead.
CDR Okay. On Sirius I got a shaft of 191.2

and a trunnion of 26.9. On Canopus I got 259.9 and 37.9.
cc Roger. We copy.
SPT Morning, Hank.
cc Hello there,
SPT Say, Hank, I've got the first part of thebuilding block 1, that's chip 1-A at 5400 rather then 0. Would

82A like ^te to repeat that portion of the form? Tentative roll
of zero?

CC We'll check it. SPT, we'd like for you
to repeat the 82A exposures, and for info, at 11-25 Zuluwhich was about an hour and a half ago, a surge was reportedout of active region 14 and went out to 1 solar radius
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SPT Okay . Thank you.
cc SPT, for info, the beryllium count today

is about 20 times what it was yesterday.
SPT Thank you, Hank. 1 hope that means somf!-

SPT, Houston, we'd like the DAS for a

ting
CC

nu Z update

.

SPT You have i t , Hank

.

CC Ed, the DAS is yours.
SPT Thank you.
cc And Skylab, the VTR is yours and you

have 20 minutes available.
CDR Roger, Hank.
cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 rinute to LOS.

Hadrid'll be coming up at 18, 4 minutes from now.
CDR Roger, Hank. See you then.

END OF TAPE
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C DP. Roger, Hank . See you then.
PAO Skylab Control. LOS Bermuda. Reacquisi-

tion through Madrid 2-1/2 minutes. Standing by, start of
space station Earth orbit number 3551.

CC Skylab, Houston through Madrid for 8 min-
utes.

PLT Houston, Skylab, PL T.

CC Go ahead .Bill.
PLT Reference maneuvering checklist. Page 24-4,

step 17. Question for the T020/M509 people. Do steps 17 and
18 of apply if we're using the new restraint system. If so,
or if not, do we replace step 17 and 18 with a new instruction
to install the different restraint system, the new restraint
system?

CC Okay, Bill. Those apply with the new restra
system.

PLT Hank, I think we're sorting it out here.
And the trouble was that there's a coordinated activity going
on there and I didn't realize that there were two people
supposed we'll be checking back and forth with each other.

CC Roger.
PLT The one procedure by itself doesn't make

sense.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS.

Carnarvon at 52.
PAO Skylab Control, LOS Madrid. Commander

Jerry Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue. currently preparing the T020
foot control maneuvering unit experiment for today's operation
in which Carr will be the test pilot and Pogue the observer.
This experiment is aimed toward gathering data for design
of future personal maneuvering equipment, for moving an
individual in a suited mode in and around space stations or
orbiting vehicles. The T020 principal investigator is Donald E.
Hewes, H-e-w-e-s, of NASA Langley Research in Hampton, Virginia.
Where hand controllers are used on the M509 astronaut maneu-
vering unit, the feet are used for controlling movement of
Che T020 foot control maneuvering unit. In effect you follow
your feet. 23 minutes to Carnarvon and Honeysuckle. At
13:28 this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 13:50 Greenwich
mean time, 50 seconds away from acquisition at Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Wt\e standing by for this con-
blood pass over the two Australian stations.

CC Skylab, Houston through Carnarvon for
9 minutes, and we need the VTR for - through the next stateside
to rewind and dunp there.

SPT You have It , Hank.
cc Okay, and standing by with his scintillating

tales of titanic tumults on the Sun is Bill.
SPT You really got something to live up to

Bill.
^CC Yes, how can I follow that. A couple of

quickies here for you on the Sun this morning to update sor>e
of the brief words you got on active region 14's, activity
this morning. AT 06:19 Zulu it started sub -flaring and it
was giving about one per hour from then throup.h about 10:50
Zulu. At 10:55 Zulu is when it gave us the 1 normal which
X-ray was about a C-5 as determined by sol rad, plus a mod-
erate amount of centinetrlc radio burst. At 11:08, which is
13 minutes after the 1 normal c omne nc e ne n t , ejecta was
seen out to about 0.5 radii in H-alpha. At 11:25 it was out
to 1.0 solar radii indicating a velocity of about 400 kilo-
meters per second. At 11:32, 7 nlnutes after it reached 1.0
in H-Alfa, S052 took an unattended standard and also at
11:46 it took another unattended standard, and by that time
you had gotten up and -/ere on the panel and took the synoptic
BB1, and it was apparent to us that you went out, looked
around, and then looked around the rest of the Sun. We're
wondering specifically what you saw out in the active region
14 area?

SPT Okay. 14 was relatively hot. It was
at 4000 counts in oxygen VI. In terms of the XUV

, though. It
was not any hotter than 20 or 21. That was Just a subjective
look at the XIH' monitor with the integrate and without " inic-
k r a t e . 20 and 21 still looked to me the better prospects at
that tine ever, though the oxyren count VI - oxygen VI count
was up over or U. I could give vou a little rundown on Just
about all these areas afterwards when vou get through.

MCC Okay, fine. And h" - 14 wl!l be on the limb
pb-'it 2 more days where we can bu looking at the surges, et
cetera. Want to remind you of the possibility, should you
see something out there that looks appropriate to Initiate
JOP 8 alfa. To us, concurring with what you said, 20/21 is
a hot area, the hottest area on the Sun. Area 21 is the hot-
test - hotter of the two. The 20/21 area there we feel that
an M flare is possible within the next 36 hours or so, and
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our most likely guess would be alon* the north-south neutralline in active region 21. 23's been inactive. The reasonwe feel tor the general increase in the X-REA, the radiocount, et cetera, is just for the general rise in A R U and
20/21, and we re sitting right now with an ambient \-ray levelof pretty close to CI. It's not quite 10 to the 3rd but it'spretty r.lose so it doesn't take much to K o up and over thatthreshold. Okay. Why don't I let you tell Me about the Sun

, ,

W *U
' first, at least sometime today couldthe people give ne a feel for what has taken place in theactive region U to cause it to becone. a Rood producer? Sofar as we ve watched it nove across the disk I was not too im-pressed with it.

» n .. r Jt
CC

u u
T ° teU you the truth l%n not thatan/thin* new has happened. We were talking earlier to

the extent that had this happened on the disk we wouldn'thave seen any of it and it would have just been a 1 normalprobably not a C5 but eince it's on the linb with linbbrightening, but I U get some more words up to you laterSPT 0kav
- F*rst of all, the white lightcorona R raph Last ni R ht when I looked at it I reported thatthere was a Uirly well defined streaner which started ataround 080, probably at 075 in realitv, down to 090 thatwent almost radially out, very well-defined, and lust alowlvdecreased in intensity. That's right where active ro S ion U

.lUt? g the bend and P«h»P« «c should have suspectedsome hing at that tine, but now this morning in looking Ifit after the flare had occurred there Is only a very b ilhtbut very narrow streaner at around 075. The remainder ofthat streaner which I saw last night has Just faded aw ay , or

JiirSI'f *'? Ju8t 4 Very 8C,ail **« un
*

of inten.Uv in

oh ay 0U*Tlt
L

»l7i°
n

-

]
h * r\ l

* * faint around
nVr.lI*. I ,

S °
f

wh
f
ch renins, but it's nowhere near the mag-nitude and size of the total streamer which we saw last nUhtThe streamer which is at about 095, which was there - we 1 1 I

If^Js whiln
y
i«

hat
!'

001 tHere ye8ter^V. that there is one

If
69 T thlnk i8 that r, * ht out of the centorof that streaner we saw last night material emerged and thencaused the . just left the outside boundaries of it which "nd todiverge as they go a little further outward. That's thePicture have in my mind. Of course I've not scon that happen

rtlso have a very narrow streamer down at about 100 whichva« there last night. Over on the other side of h boh around 300 centered on 300 1* a b.oad differ ^tri rwhich intensity drop off rather rapidly a* w/gnoutward, and the two snail streamer* which wr used to see at
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lit tl*t> ^ u
° f th0 "' specially the one at 2 30

,

flt \ U9t about «^e. Looking at the Sun In the \VVmonitor active region 14 did have one very snail point whichwas around 4K in the oxygen VI, but I did'not r a e ymuch in oxy R en - m the XUV monitor, however. Ac t i e r eJ™ 1 fiis very - very faint. If anything around say „very tou«h to see, and in the XUV^oni toT i a'iso L 1""'
and faint Active region 23, fairly bright. I would say

bother going over and looking at It 1 was « , i
eVen

:x°v

n

: en
or

vi
i6

s

iook
;

f*;^ ^ inr.'b^t^sSo
1

^: r,
x

! n

v

20oS L i, 5
^ f ° r 17

'
altho «** not quite as large. 21 ,

a l
°

h
" °VuT

n

rl III 1°
WaS 1000. They bo J k

here's £h c { getYm le cTf'"'/^'?' in aCtlVC re « ,on 20 -

20 and ?? t\1 little confused is the active region
Ict ivt rep on* 2 * aT" '^ PlcUn * ° Ut whflt e ** ctl V 1.

region of L \'
BUt

? '

thr 9Un8P^ "^ich is m the

vn i^isx iv*t:\iis
iri ::

h * v
*
— d i - i/2

that's a quick 1 - 1 / 2 -n i nu t e Jas s - 1
" P *" 5 ffiinUtes and
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SPT large. 21 was 2000 counts of oxygen VI;

20 was around 1000. They both looked fairly bright. And
right above the Sun spot, in active region 20 - here's where
I get a little confused is the active region 20 and 22. I have
a tough time picking out what exactly is active region 22.

But anyway, the sun spot, which is in the region of those
two active regions , shows around 1-1/2 thousand counts in

oxygen VI right above it.
MCC Okay, fine Ed, I've got all that down.

We're 1 minute from LOS. Honeysuckle is up In 5 minutes and

that's a quick 1-1/2-minute pass. Texas Is after that in

35 minutes. A couple of points here of Interest on today's
planning: the J0P 7, you have 14 minutes from 400 kilometers
down to 40 kilometers because of the Beta angle. On our
last orbit we've got a trunk if necessary on the BB-1.

Should you be more efficient than the planning allows, we'd

be happy to get it all. We could talk change 21 tomorrow,
and S052 had some questions as to what happened last night
with respect to the reenabling of the discriminators. Apparently
they somehow - -

SPT Yeah, I jti9t apparently - just probably
over looked that switch. That's all. That was my error..

MCC Okay, we were wondering if perhaps the

1 second wasn't enough for the logic.
SPT No - no i don't think that was the problem.

I get - I get in the habit of closing that door manually and -

and then never - rever hit that switch because I thought
it was taken care of, and I just have to pay more attention
to what'a written explicitly.

MCC Okay, if there's anything we can change
to help you out, Just let us know. And we're over the hill
here, so we'll see you tomorrow.

SPT So long Bill.
CC Skylab Houston,, we're with you through

Honeysuckle. We have about a minute and - a minute through
Honeysuckle. Our next site will be Tcx.i9 at 34.

PA0 This Is Skylab Control. Lops of signal
through Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. Statesidt's coming up

in 27 minutes. The daily mission report came out this

morning based on day 60, or yesterday. Has a couple of items

in the workshop systems section regarding control moment gyro
performance. To quote directly this section, another control
moment gyro, number 2, bearing distress occurred on day 14, which
was yesterday, at 4:55 p.m. The temperature for bearings
1 and 2 was the same, 78.4 degrees Fahrenheit. Currents
were 1.03 amperes and wheel speed was 8870 revolutions per
minute. The distress was not triggered by a maneuver. Also
on day 14 at 5:02 the bearing temperatures reversed. That
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Is, bearing 1 was 78.3 degrees and bearing 2 was 78.5.
Wheel 6peed was 8849 revolutions per minute and the currents
remained the same at 1.03 amperes. A questionable period
of control moment gyro 2 bearing distress was recorded on

day ]3, which was day before yesterday, at 8:10 a.m., but the
bearing temperature differential was never equal to 0.

That is they never converged. Bearing 1 temperature was

75 - 75.5 - 75.7 degrees Fahrenheit and bearing 2 was
75.0 Fahrenheit. Current was 1.03 amperes and wheel speed
was 8870 rpn. A review of average internal tenperatures
aboard space station Skylab: right after Skyiab 1, or the
space station, itself, was launched and the unintentional
jettison of the thermal shield, the maxiraum temperature was
125 degrees Fahrenheit. After the parasol was depLoyed in

Skylab II, the raaximun temperature rose to 82 degrees. And
during the unmanned period between Skylab II and III, prior
to the time that twin pole sail was erected, the temperature
rose to 85 degrees. And the maximum thus far, after the

twin pole, during both Skylab III and Skylab IV, the maximum
has risen to 80.3. and during this current high Beta angle
period, which still has almost three days to go before we
begin getting sunsets - orbital sun sets, a predicted high
temperature of 83 to 85 degrees is predicted. Over Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle we had the morning ATM conference between
Science pilot Ed Gibson and Scientist Astronaut Dr. Bill
Lenoir. We'll be back in 23 minutes for stateside. And

the two European stations - Madrid only, I beg your pardon.
No Canary this time. Tananarive is marginal as to whether
they will be ready to support this rev or not. The antenna
is still on the blink. At 1^:10 - 14:11 GMT, this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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brightest point ind continue following it with 56 and theirlong auto mode and 55 with truncated mirror auto rasters Ifyou have any other suggestions, voice them up.
CC SPT

» Houston; that plan sounds good.However, in addition we would like to run a - an S052 ob-3eTVa
li°r

n at Che end of the P 35 * since we had a limb event

,t rh f1 u
R
?
8
!

r
' " ank '

3nd Wlli d0
' 1 was Pokingat ^e limb flares which gives us a guidance for buildingblock 8 and that's why I'm no t at Sun center now.

s?1 Hank, I think this particular one, 1*11point it out again, that unless we're in a flare wait mode

iLlt'l"
8

' w 1 " 8 *° PlCk UP ° ne 0f one of these things.

t*l Li^t f
u
y ° U " buSV wUh the stalls of workingthe switches on the panel that you .:an pick one cf thesethings up early. Got to be pretty much s p r in g- lo aded to itand not operating - not filled with the details of the oper-ating ins , rumen t

. I think if we get a flare probabilitythat is hlgn we ought to Just go flare mate - flare waitand maybe give 55 some truncated mirror auto rasters and leaveit go at that and wait. We might not get any data for - for

flare Vial
timC, ^ that '

8 ^ ""^ WC '

re g ° lng tC ge 1 the

Roger; we copy that, Ed, and we'll con-sider that.
cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOSWe 11 see you at Madrid at 55. That's 5 minutoa from now.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, LOS Bermuda. We'llhang in there for the gap between Bermuda and Madrid.
Madrid acquisition predicted in about 2 minutes and
40 se conds

.

Skylab Houston through Madrid, 7 minutes.
cc Skylab Houston for info. The VTR isyours and you have 26 minutes available.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab Houston we're 1 minute from LOS.We 11 see you again at Honeysuckle at 42 in 40 minutes.

„.
SPT

,
Hank, that surging material, ratherthan moving outward, most of them move to the south alonathe limb. It moved ..bout 1-1/2 arc-minutes down and about

2/3 of an arc-minute off the limb, and we're pickin? >-hem allup now with 55, that's why I'm letting it rundown !oline 40

.

CC We copy .

u * A0 Skylab Control. Loss of signal atMadrid. Next station will be Honeysuckle in 38 minutes.
Tananarive still out of commission with the faulty antenna
for voice relay. Still no estimate on when that station willbe back with us. 15:03 Greenwich mean time. Returning in
38 minutes. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 15:41 Greenwich mean
time. Extremely brief pass of a minute and a half at Honey-
suckle Creek, Australia. Predicted acquisition in about
40 seconds. And we're standing by for Honeysuckle Creek,
Australia.

CC Skylab Houston we've got you through
Honeysuckle for a minute and 20 seconds. The next site
Is Goldstone at 11.

PAO Skylab Control. Passed through Honeysuckle
Creek without acknowledgment from the crew. Hank Hartsfield's
call. Even though elevation angle was fairly high, theoretically,
the pass was only a minute and a half. There is a range of

mountains between the station north of Canberra. And all
passes to the south - partly the co-called great dividing
range of mountains, and the Australian Alps, which Includes
the highest point in Australia, Ht. Kosciusko, at 7316 feet above
jea level. The mountians get in the way. 15:45 Greenwich
mean time. 24 minutes to next stateside pass. This
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control. 16:09 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds away from acquisition at Goldstone.
And a solid stateside pass followed by both Canary and
Madrid. Also this rev the Tananarive voice relay station
is back in business and will support. The fourth and final
EVA of Skylab IV Is now moved back to February 2 to allow
better scheduling of the deactivation of the space station,
stowage of return items, and crew sleep periods on that - on
those days. Should have acquisition at Goldstone about
now. We'll stand by.

CC Skylab Houston through Goldf tone to Bermuda
17 minutes.

CC Skylab Houston for the T020. How close
are you using the VTR? We've got about 3-1/2 minutes left
to dump. If you're not gonna use It in the next few minutes
we could get that off and you would have full VTR.

CDR Hank, could you hold off on that?
We're about to get the T020 on.

CC And also in regard to that TV, if you
get a little bit behind vn T020 you zan skip the last - which
is the third TV that's scheduled in the run.

SPT Hank, is the VTR ours now, and how
much time is there on It?

CC Roger. It's yours. You have 27 minutes
available and the TV that can be deleted is on page 25-18
of the checklist.

SPT Okay, the only thing that wasn't refoimed
was the - on Delta portion of it. That was all I had
culled out.

CC SPT, you're right then. The T 6 (?) 7 Delta
is the only one you're to do but the run - there' re three
runs in that as I understand It, and the third one can be
deleted if you're behind.

5PT Hank, you're confusing me a bit by mentioning
three maneuvers. The Delta only calls for a two-axis trans-
lation of the dog leg maneuver.

CC Okay, on page 25-6 of the checklist there
it calls out that - follow action during familiarization
maneuvers. And this Is the evaluation of the nonrlgid
restraint system. And then there is some TV of the rigid re-
straint system, and both of those - that's on page 25-9, and
those are called out for either the SPT or the observer to do.
And the last callout Is way over on 25-18, which Is to follow the
two-axis translation in dog leg maneuver.

SPT Okay Hank, the only thing I had on ray

tag was the Delta, to I was not trying to get any of the other
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PLT Hank, 1 think.- they're just a little bit
over saturated for the period of time allowed today. We'll
get what we can and talk about it later.

CC Okay, don't sweat it Bill, Just do the
best you can with It.

CC SPT Houston, we just figured out what's
confusing you here. The - the TV photo - the TV ops - the
TV op book is in error, or at least it doesn't agree with
the maneuvering experiment checklist. The experiment checklist
calls out three sections on the 57 D and your photo ops - TV
ops books does indeed just call out tor what you mentioned
a wh i 1 p ago.

CC Skylab Houston, we're about 20 seconds
from a handover (?). It >aay drop out for a few seconds.

SPT Houston , SPT.
CC Go ahead.
SPT Okay Hank, we got that Delta portion of

the TV finished up now. The - on the ATM at the beg - at the
end of last orbit I got a look at the corona and t h o region
which was from - Stand by a minute.

SPT Okay Hank, I'm back with you. The streamer -

a very small streamer which we mentioned earlier this morning,
which was present around 080, that is no longer there, probably
as a result of a transient which occurred. We see it over in
that area right now at - a bright streamer which runs from
065 to 075 and then an open space, where that very thin narrow
streamer used to be. And that open space only runs out to
around 3 solar radii where - where again a faint streamer
appears. I cannot see the base of the streamer, however. It
Just all of a sudden appears somewhere around 3 solar radii.
It may be very faintly attached to tht streamer which is Just
north of it. That's the one from 065 to 075. It'fc not detectable
here. Then from 08 - 085 on down to 100 there Is another
diffused streamer which has not changed at all in appearance. *

At the beginning of the orbit here I carae up and gave a

standard mode at Sun center and a patrol mode - yeah - PATROL
SHORT for 56 and now 55 is running off the limb looking at
the region where the surge was. It still looks as though It's
changing, so they may be looking at something. And 56 received
a PATROL on.

CC Roger. We copy. Thank you, Ed.
CC SPT Houston. And this applies to all

of you that worked the AT*i today. Since the corona seems
to be active, and I'm sure you've already planned this, we'd
like to squeeze in as much Sun-centered ops with the 52 as
you can

.

SPT Roger, Hank. That's a good plan and we'll
try to follow it.
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CC 3PT , Houston, and this applies to all
of you Chat worked the ATM today. Since the corot.a seems
to be active row and I'm sure you already planned this, we'd
like to squeeze in as much Sun-cer.tered ops with the 52 as you
can.

SPT Roger, Hank. That's a good plan and we'll
t ry to follow it .

CC Okay, and we're about 1 minute from LOS.

VJe'll see you again at Madrid at 33.

CC Sky lab, Houston, we're with you through
Madrid for 8-1/2 minutes.

CDR Houston , CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Okay. T020 is conpleted now and we got

most all the maneuvers done except the tumble recovery and
we got the TV done and - but vc did not get all the PAO photos
done. We'll have to get those another tine. We did not even
fool with the nonrigid restvairt system. We had enough
trouble and used up enough tine getting the rigid system
working right. I think probably what we *f»ould have done is

schedule the evaluation of the nonrigid system some other
tine, although I don't even know why you even want to bother
fooling with it. The SL- III crew worked that kind of system
over pretty well and we should probably just stick with the

rigid.
CC Roge r ; we copy .

CTiH However, if you want to schedule us tine

to do it we'll fool with the nonrigid system.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS.
Tananarive at 52.

PLT Roger, Hank.
p AO This is Skylab Control, LOS Madrid.

9-1/2 ainutes to voice relay station Tananarive which Is

back vrith us now, the antenna having been repaired. We'll
return at that time. At 16:42 Greenwich mean time this is

Skylab Control,

END OF TAPF
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VK0 Skyl.-b Control. 16:51 Greenwich mean tine

50 s.cond. my fro. acquisition through voice rehv ,tat ion

^:*W^
Ve,

T
baCk

*?
bu8lnesa ^ ich a repaired antenna. Stag-ing by for Tananarive.

a .

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for
7 nlnut es .

Rog, Han/. .

CC Skylab, Houston, we may lose you here
shortly. Honeysuckle la . is next at 18, and we plan to dumpthe rpccrder there. v 1

P
J° ,

Skylab Control, final loss of sign*'through Tananarive voice relay station. Probably the (,ar-

°rl I A*'-
ThC " eXt re 'olutlon ^ e elevation an PL is

If 1*1 ,V*it*
re

t
S

'

S
?
3C

?
8t '^ on SW** about a thirdof the ray through revolution i 3 5 3 . U minutes to HonevsuckleCreek, Australia. This is Skylab Control at 17:04 GretnvBf<n t imr ,

^

Skylab Control, 17:17 Greenwich mean cine

L^ztltl ?n " Ko " ey8^ kle Creek
'
Australia tracking stationin about 50 seconds. Commander Carr and Pilot Pogue arescheduled at this time to be in their noon meal period whilethe science pilot is doing his daily exercise. We'll standby here for the Honeysuckle pass.

. .,~
r
'C

,
Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle forj" 1 1 1 minutes.

CDR Roger.
£C And we'll be dumping the recorder,

a debrilf on T020. ^^ redeal * nat ^- ^-y's g ivlnK

CC Okay.
SPT Hank, could yo-j tell me what size flare

we had on - out of active region U? And also, Hank, if -
tell me if the (garble folks have changed any of their flareprobability.

. " °kay. In answer to the first questionthey think the flares are around C-3.
S p T Thank you.
cc CDR, Houston.
SPT Jerry's recording right now.
C° °kay, Ed. We got some changes we want

to make on this upcoming pass and we onlv got a couple ofminutes here. I wonder if you could copy then lor me.
SPT I will. Go ahead.
CC

.
In - in view of the recent activity thereon the wesc limb trom AR-14 we'd like to change this dayUshtcycle coming up here so chat after you do the building block

7
^ o«n

C
'? 1° t0 3 P reclse P°^t in a roll minus 5400: downminus 900; right plus 215: and perform the six bu 1 Idlng b lock 10 •

.
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In other words do not change the pointing. And we want to use
the following gratinR position: Ail Elps at optical refer-
ence, 0574, 0772, 1042, 1659, and 2434. If time permits, we
would like a building block. 32, or a building block 2 to be
performed after those building block 10's, and these obser-
vations ire Intended to tell us the density cf the base of
the streamers near AR-14.

SPT Okay, Hank. That's a roll of minus 5400,
down of minus 900, right of plus 215. 55 gratings are all zips
574, 772, 1042, 1659, 2434, and a bulling block 32 if time
permits.

CC That's correct, Ed, or a building block 2

would do there also, and that's a good readback and we're about
30 seconds from LOS. Hawaii '11 be coming up at 39. And - -

SPT So long, Hank.
CC - - one last word for you. The flare prob

probabilities are now on active region 14 are 410, active re-
gion 21 is now 510, and 24, 400.

SPT Thank you, Hank.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

at Honeysuckle Creek, 11 minutes away from r eacquis i t ion for
the first time today through Hawaii. We'll return then.
At 17:28 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Cjntrol.

END OF TAPE
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PAO SV.ylab Control. 17:38 GMf, 50 seconds

from acquisition at '.racking Hawaii. Solid stateside

pass following and the European 3tations Canary and Madrid

for about the next 36 winutee . We're standing by for AOS

Hawaii

.

CC Skylab Houston through Hawaii for 7 mlnutts.

SPT Hello, Hank. I got a question on the

pointing. We're at the pointing specified; however, we

happen to be 1 arc-minute to the right of the active region

14 and also the surge which was seen would be goirg off

to our left. And I'm wondering whether - really they're

where they «ant to be.

CC Okay. I'll ;heck it. SPT, Houston.

I - 1 guess our pointer was a little bit In error. At the

completion this S056 exposure, we'd like for you to tweak up the

point in - in your judgment.
SPT Okay, Hank, will do.

CC And got a couple of itecs for you. First

off, the CALROC is GO «t this time. They're scheduled for

a 19:00 launch. And the VTR - we're rewinding here and

we're gonna need it for the next couple of revs to pay

it off.
SPT Okay.
CC PLT , Houston. Are you down in the -

experiment are.i?

PLT Affirmative. Go ahead.

CC Okay, we don't set the flow in duct 2.

We'd like to check the two circuit breakers over on panel

614, the duct 2 fans 1 and 3. And if they are closed they'd

would like for you to cycle them.
CDR Okay Hank, I did close them but we'll

go down and cycle them,
CC Okay, we're only seeir.K about half the

flow that we should see hero and we're - we're thinking

that might do the trick, or if it doesn't, we'll just have

to look at it a little wort.
CDR Okay, Bill Just checked and they're all

closed and he's gonna cycle thee.
PLT Okay, Hank, I turned then all off and tner

turned them all back on s i mu t ane ous 1 y . I retsecaber a long

time ago there was talk about reverse flow.

CC Roger. We copy you, Bill. Let s loo< at

them a minutt here.
CC Skylab, Koustor. That didn't seem to

help the situation on duct 2 flow. We'll think about it a

little bit and we nay be - be r - be back with you with .. little

short troubleshooting.
PLT Roger, Hank.
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( c And we'rt .about I alnutc from 1,02. We 1
1

1

see you again at Goldstone at 50.

?
PT

,,
Okay, Hank. One other suggestion on rhepointing. We can stay where we are right now, but if we have

a active region on the limb which night be going it wouldn'thurt to roll so that we got the limb tangent to that vertical,

fo/Sfl Ann 9r met^ d ° e3 8° ° ff Ve ' Vt
' 801 a 8°od ^posurefor 82A. And 82 B could be on top of it alsc.

Roger Ed. And wt> couid cover that.
CC Skylab Houston trough Goldstone for

7 minutes.
CC

,

?LT Houston, when you get into that S

1

') 2changeouc you 11 probably notlr, tin-re's a typo down ther, in
8 ep

^
" here iC rfcfer s to X and Y controls, it should be X andPLT (Garble) Hank.

CC PLT Houston.. Did you happen to notice
it the duct flow and the duct 2 looks normal?

U
CC

L
Skylab Houston, 1 minute till l.OS. Hernudaon the hour.

CD R Roger, Hank.
PLT Hank, it looks nornal. It's tho same

as the others. I'm sorry 1 didn't report that before. Ishould have told you.
CC We should have asked it before. Wo mavhave a telemetry problem.
CDR H ey, Hank, would you ask the ATM folks

it on GRATING setting 2434 is it okay tc use detector 6?
CC

* Roger. You can use detector 6.
CDR Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control 23 hours 8 ainutea

Greenwich mean time. Space station now neartng acquisition

through tracking ship Vanguard. This pass will be about

7 minutes long. All - all c revwember a , with the exception

of Science Pilot Ed Gibson should be in the vardroon
preparing for dinner. Ed Gibson will nvet them in about 10

minutes, he's sttll at the ATM C&D panel. About 20 seconds

from acquisition of signal nov . We'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS, Vanguard for

7 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Vanguard for 7

m Inu t us.
SPT Hello, Mck. I got three questions on

the upcoming ATM peas.
CC Okay, go ahead.

Spx Okay, first of all, 1 assume from the

words that ve got earlier that all of this is to be done at

the left limb. And that the positions inside the limb as

given on the pad, are correct. Second, we were told that

time of 13 minutes remaining when ve were, doing the 12E to

change the last exposure 82B, wave length to WAVELENGTH SHORT

that's one quarter, was worded at the end of the building block.

That's a pretty short building block, 1 want to know whether

they want to add that on oi - or Just change the existing

exposure? And thirdly, what is the roll for the Sun centered

work?
CC Okay, we'll get you an answer, F.d .

SPT Oh forget the Sun centered work. That's

for the following crbit. Oh, I'll - I'll worry abou' that

one afterwards.
CC Okay.
CC CDR , Houston.
CDR Go ahead

.

CC Roger, Jerry. Our TV people were working

up a few technical Inputs to get up to you sometime about

the success of some of the out -the-window TV. Since it looks

like we may have a good chance on this next orbi';, on this

descending pass next to California coast, they asked me to pass

a couple of particular things to you. It turns out that the

- If there's more than about a tenth of cloud cover in

the picture, that at rimes the cloud tops are so bright,

that the automatic light control in the camera closes down,

and the Earth's surface is particular hard to see. So, during

your out - the window looking, and looking for opportune

times to take some TV, those tines when it's clear or very

little cloud cover, provide real good contac - constract
in particlar coastlines do turn up real well. We believe
that this upcoming pass might be a good opportunity to slew

out and take a look at the Salton Sea.
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CDR Okay, Dick, What sort of an t -stop

sounds right to them. I was using 22 on that last one.

CC That's good .

CDR Okay. How about snow cover, shall I

close it down more, more towards 407

CC Jerry, let me get back to you on - on

th.ir. answer here. And let me solve Ed ' h questions real quick.

HaiiK on.
CDR Okay.
CC SPT ,

Houston. In answer to your questions,

vi> going to do the operations on the left limb. The

pointing ia correct that's in your pad. And on 82 Bravo

we want to replace the existing exposure in there with a

V!AV F.L ENGTH SHORT tines four.
SPT Okay, that's what I thought it was,

wanted to clarify it. Thank you, Dick.

CC Okay. Skyl&l, Houston, we're about

40 seconds from LOS. Goldstone tomes up at 00:20, and

that's the site for the evening status report. I'll be

standing by there to catch th3t one.

p A 0 Skylab Control 23 hours 16 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now over an hour away

from reacquis it ion of signal through Goldstont. This next

revolution, Commander Jerry Carr will be trying to get

pictures of the western coast of North America ;rom *bout

the Oregon/California border down through and over Baia.

That'll also be the evening status report time. And the

next revolution will be - excuse me the next acquisition

Vanguard will be the evening medical conference. Acquisition

of signal through Goldstone now an hour and 2 minutes away.

At 23 hours 17 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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, r
CDR He y« "ank, vould you ask the ATMIf on grating setting 2434 is lt ok „ y\ 0

™ ?A""Jt\*
r ^ 0

Roger, you can use detector 6.LDR Thank you.

CD. Kogi^'H^r""
thr °"gh 1 "»»'"

LDR Okay, Hank.

r... q u,. it ... c„„, i^: n

\ii"i:ri; n:j 8 :

to-

th ». c.n.„ f"
,
j.'i; a

B
:"":.: hro " ,h Madrid

- °* k -

We mllL »ake . ™ ,

E !'>' 1 ' b
- Mou.ton; ue're 1 „i„ u te fro. LOS.

Hn."? .?> °" p" s at Tananarive «i 33. If „»

" T Roser, Hank. See you then,

de.oa on IV- 1 14 ?
'

"""" th,,t ch ' n *' °" '•>« TV

" „. d ai-.oio.rn.ru^.r^i^/^L^r

CDR okay.
PA° Skylab Control. LOS Canary Island* i?

J";;;;
t0 V0

J

ce "l.y station Tananarive wi t h'a nl r
[elevation ang e of leas than 3 degrees across the stsouthwest quadiant from that station. We'll be back It thatt - n case anybody says anything. This is Sky la b Co t o

'

END OF TAP£
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„„,
r>

?°, ,

Skylab Control. 18:32 and comln,. up onvo co relay station at Tananarive for a 2-1/2 minute »«k S

Trills
° r

K
may n

?
1 P rod- e *«y conversation Sn chS SJJIto-ground loop but we'll stand by just in case.

,A
? Skylab Control. LOS at voice relav startTananarive. Ko call, cither direction thou*" .Id tL' lock™

?n ™1 Tananarive antenna waa somewhat sporadic, droppingin and out. 14 minutes to AOS Honeysuckle Creek, at whichtine we'll return. At 18:40 G*t Skylab Control

Th , a ff . u
fkylab Control, 18:53 Greenwich mean tine.

U !J r^ H ° neySr kl
!;

Creik Pas3 0f the ^ening co»in* upin abou 50 seconds, followed by the final Hawaii pass- of the

^y^c'jr^eei;/^ ^ " *<^" d "
8-i/2

c

^n
r

,s. iS p T)
s

iri:L"
u

c^
ny^^ se^^irsee how the PLT'a doing with the detector chan,eout?

ir th l
L
l % , f u

HanK
'

l
' a on P a K* 3-8 and I'm at the notein the center of the page. Okay, the pipe ls sclU stuck I'-«oin R very very slowly because I don'? want to HL e it'.

nrLAn f

'
" '

«

'

"

' ^ d 1 d
" ' 1 V °* k

>
* nd ^

'

» HOW in Cheprocess of trying to install screwdriver to separate thecooler in the heat pipe.
H au cne

CC Roger; we copy.
PL

T
< t ,

While 1 Rot you hare. I read through srocuve earlier and 1 have some little indium shins in the malfunction book right here. It isn't clearlv cut we I or i tsn

ready
C

Ltalled on tSaT de Je c So r .

^ '

*
"""" be 3

PJ;
T Oka/. That "answers the question.

, , ,

And the ° nes in the bo ° k there art- sparesin case one of the others gets buggered up.
P

PLT Okay; thank you.

its w
"

up ..
SPT

'
Ho »»^n. The cal lock's on - on

SPT Thank you, Hank.

fro _ ?L ,
?kylab, Houston, we're about 45 seconds

dunp * "
aC Hawail in 15 vith « recorder

SPT
. ,

Roger, Hank. Hank, in lookin* at thecorona tne only part we have left over there on the west limbis a - a streaner at 100 and a streamer at 080 and the r
"

between looks cleaned out.

*ood at this point.
^ ^ * " the " clt«

GRATING OUT.
^ StiCOnd

" e ^ uenfe on th * S054 we're
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PA0 Skylab Control. LOS Honeysuckle Creek,
next station Hawaii In 10 minutes. This is Skylab Control
at 19:04 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAC This is Skylab Control. 19:14 Greenwich
.nean time. AOS Hawaii in 50 seconds. With brief dropouts
heiveen Hawaii and the States and between Bermuda and
Canary Islands and Ascension^ We'll have a combined (.ass
running almofcf, 40 minutes. Standing by for acquisition
a i Hawaii for the final tine this afternoon. In about
!

f
» si- en nds .

CC Skylab Houston through Hawaii tor
9 miruics and wo' 11 be dumping the recorder and for the
Si'i on the second S054 run we'd like the grating out.

SP'f I Just started it. Hank. I'll stop it
and put the grating o j t .

CC We tried to catch you before LOS last
time and it - it was a late cal!.. I don't think you got it.

cc SPT, Houston, if we figured right you
emptied up a Mi33 electrolyte vile it's - can be used
in the science demo today. Is that correct?

SPT You got (garble). That's right, I used i

up last night and 1 gave it to Bill this morning.
CC Okay, good shew.
CC Ed, d*d Bill manage to break the (garble

away from the heat pipe?
SPT Hank, you better asV him on the details.
CDR That's affirmative (tank, he did. Right

now we're busy brousiny. through our friendly stowajv hook,
trying to tind out where the feeler ungi t«.

CC Okay.
PLT 1 give up Hank. Rather than spc»<: ,',n

hour looking for it in the stowage book, how about having
them search it out for we.

CC We're searching right now Bill.
CC Houston, we're about 20 seconds from

LOS. Goldstone is next in 3 minutes.
PAO Brief loss of signal carried as Skylab

bridges between Hawaii and Goldstone tracking stations,
Reacqui si t ion lets than 2 minutes away. We'll hold
t ho lire up.

CC Skylab Houston through Goldstone for
6-1/2 minutes.

CC Bill the best we can come up w'tii is -
it's - that it is somewhere either taped to the cover or
inside where you're working there, I don't much think so but
it's a little - 1 don't knew whether you've seen it or not;
i t ' s a little piece of n;etal aboi. . inches long ami about a
half inch wide. It's just a thin precision thickness piece
of metal

.

PLT it right on the nose Hank. I found
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'

'

CC PLT , Houston, Just a little reminder,
the only oonstiaints on - doing the alignments are - aro
the 30 minute warn-up time prior to starting and if - when
you shut it down there for your PT and eating that you must
allow a 2-hour cool-down period for time between the power
off and power back on again.

PLT Rog, Hank, thank you.
CC And we're about 40 seconds from LOS.

Bermuda is the next site at 3ft. And that's 4-1/2 minutes.

INI) OF TAP

K
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PAO Another brief loss of signal period for

the Skylab as it goes over Canada. Interior temperatures of

the workshop are now about 78 degrees Fahrenheit. Crew hasn't
complained about the temperature so we presume it's satisfac-
tory. We'll keep the line up for pass through Bermuda about
3 minutes from now.

CC Skylab, Houston through Bermuda for
9-1/2 minutes.

PLT Rop,, Hank, and I got another question
here. The procedure to ma If for this 191 p-.edure calls
for the removal of the attenuator. The pad - x.es no remark,
so I'm assuming that I leave the attenuator out for the
installation
a ss ump t ion .

CC
PLT
GDI
CC
PLT

message 6133
looks pretty

CC
PLT

to put ic back. in.
CC From my experience Retting that thing

away fron the heat pipe's a little tricky.
PLT That's what took ne so lont? . I went real

slow with that.
CC SPT, Houston. We have a few chances fcr

your ATM schedule pad on the JOP 12F, and they - some of
these have been precipitated by the fact that the limb wo

were going to look at is no longer quiet and the others are

Just flat corrections of errors.

Would you check and see if that's & correct

That 's correct , Bill.
Thank you.
Are you ready for the TV downlink, Hank?
We're ready for it.

Hey, Hank; pressing on to step Bravo,
Bravo 1, and the removal and reinstallation

clean.
Okay. We copy.

lot harder to get it out then it was

SPT
ahead

.

CC
the roll was
instructions and it

n a i n i n r .

SPT

Okay, Hank. I f>ot it in hand . Go

Okay. On the pass beginning at 22:07,
itted. We'd like to add that to the pointing

minu.i 2^60. That's at 45-ninutes re-

Okay • 1 got it.
CC Okay. On the pass at 2 3:^4, 46-ninutes

remaining where it says roll plus 3000, and I cuess that's
throughout tho entire pass, the roll shouid be plus 2940.
And further pointing instructions there is to point inside t

left limb instead of the rip.ht limb, and we want to - -

And at 13 minutes time remaining we . ^nt to bisect - bisect
the slit with the tip of the filament, filament 76, nearest
to the 1 imb .
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CC SPT, I ftuesa vr want to »ake that for ill

the »lit» pointing bisect the with the tip of the filament 76

nearest the lUb, Yo* with ne so far?

SPT Yea, I'm just trying to picture that one,

Hank, ana I urderstand what you're »ayln* but I had to think

about It a little more and nake aure I really understand it.

Cc Okay. '

I - what - »aybe thU will keep you.

What we Bean to do is put ehe »U» perpendicular to the tip of

F76 nearer the limb.
SPT You want the tip of the alit perpendicu-

lar to the filament, F76.
CC Negative. We want the tip of F76, that ss

nearest the linb, perpendicular to the slit.

SPT Okay.
CC The - the allt will be parallel to the Hub,

Fd , but it'll be pa - approximately perpendicular to the

filament.
SPT Okay, Hank. Stand by Ju*t «» momnt. Okay.

I <*ot that written down Hark. £'ll try and ta - ta^ a look

tn it this next orbit and nake sure I udneratand it,

CC Okay. And on the 828 exposures there in

your building block 2b, we'd ) Ike to change that fr«.n a NORMAL

to .i times 4 .md truncate at the end of the building block id.

And we're about 40 seconds from LOS. 1 have one more change

for you, Kd , on the 113 pass. We can catch that later, The

next sit*1 is Ascension. It's coming up at 54.

SPT Okay, Hank. I undstand you want t^-at

changed to tines 4 rather then a NORMAL for the 82B and trun-

cate at the end - nornal ending time of building block L'6.

CC That's correct, Ed, and one quickie

for Bill - -

END OF TAPE
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SPT - a timet 4 rather than a NORMAL for the
82B, and trucate at thu and - mortal ending time of building
block 26.

CC That's correct Ed, And one quickie for

Bill, have you started you 30 ninute tine yet?
PIT Negative.
CC Okay, sea you in about 7 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control, 19 hours 47 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now 6 minutes away from
acquisition though Ascension. Pilot Bill Pogue , working on
changing the thermal detector in the S192 aul t ispec t r a 1

scanner. This is a relatively sophisticated and quite
optically complicated instrument . Radiant energy from the

Earth is collected by spherical primary mirror and folded to
the planes secondary mirror to a focal plane where a scan-
mirror assembly is located. Thit assembly consist of an
outboard and inboard mirror mechanically coupled. The
mirror assembly is rotated at approx i n& te ly 100 tines a

second. The rotation of the scan mirror assembly results
in mapping the Earth beneath the spacecraft. Target data
Is gathered during the forward 120 dupree portion of each
scan-mirror revolution. The remaining 240 degrees of arc
are used for calabratlon. The field stop view of this
Instrument at 215 nautical miles is approximately 260 feet
square on the ground. Following the field Mop the dlchroic
beam splitter refects visible and near infrared radiation
bands those are band I through 12 on the Instrument and
passes thermal infrared radiation which is band 13. Energy
split by the dlchroic bean splitter is then sent in several
different directions through prisms, associated lenses,
and mirrors, and then enters the cooler detector assembly
at two different points: visible and near infrared from one
dircoction, and thermal or infrared energy from another
direction. The cooler detector assembly physically cools
the 13 detectors. This reduces electronic noise fron the

machinery and then the spectral energy which at this point
in the machine is split into 13 bands Is directed toward the
13 sensors. The thermal sensor is mercury cadmium tclluri.de,
T-E-L-L-U-R-l -D-E it's an alloy filament, picks up the infrared
energy that's been scanned from the Earth below. For
calabratlon purposes there are five radiometeric sources
in the equipment which are used to provide inflight cala-
bratlon of all the detector channels. The sources are located
such that they are introduced as the scan-airror assembly
in one of the - or rather in the 240 degrees of scan that
the mirror is not looking at th,s Earth. Three black bodies
are available for calabration for the thermal sensor, two are
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primary and one U redunant . One represents the hot and
the other represent • cold . Warm up tlae for this machineU about 20 mlnutee in the STANDBY MODE, and that Is
necessary so that the various components can reach tempera-
ture etability. Bill Pogue should be in that 20-minute
period riant now. Around controllers have allowed 30 minutes
for warmup. lie should aligning the S192 after this piss
over Ascension. He has to perform two alignment procedures,
one is visual and one in thermal. The visual is used - or
rather uees light adnittlnR diodes a* a reference and
the thermal uses the black bodies. Now Use than 2 nlnutes
from reacqulsition through Ascension. We'll Veep the line

FND OF TAPR
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CC Skylab, Houston through Ascension for
9 minutes .

CR EW Hank, In the 30 minute wake period, we'll
he up as of - by 20 1 20

.

cc Roger. We copy,
CC And SkyUb, Houston the VTR is all your*

and it's all cleaned of f

.

SPT Thank you, Hank. Active region 14 vat
bolMng there but not really doing too much of anything
in the XUV •onltor, The oxygen at VI count was between
40f<0 and 11000 but it never really builtup.

CC Roger, ve copy and Ed if you got a minute
here - a couple of more vcrds on that pointing. I'm sorry
if I confuse you there. What ve really want ia the slit parallel
to the Hub. That'll be about 50 arc-seconds inside with
the center of the slit on the tip of filament 76.

L ,

SPT Yeah, I've got the picture now, Frank - Hank,
thank you.

rc And I have the last correction for th*
113 pass whenever it's convenient for you.

SPT Go aheal , Hank

.

cc Okay, the - in the 113 pass change tla>
quiet region 1 pointing to a roll of plus 2940 and point
H-alpha inside the left iinb instead of the right.

sp T Okay, 1 've got tt

,

cc Skylab, Houston we're 1 oinute from LOS
Carnarvon at 27, 23-1/2 minutes from now.

cc One tricky, Skyiab, or SPT we need an MPC
roil inhibit.

CC Thank you sir,
PA0 Skylab now out of range of the tracking

antennas at Ascension. Ed Gibson finishing up some solar
observations at the ATM C&D panel. His attention was directed
towards the Sun east limb about 45 degrees north of the
Sun's equator. Filament 76 which is now in three parts
uslnc the extreme ultraviolet monitor to look at. the Sun.
21 minutes now from acquistion through Carnarvon, Australia.
At 20 hours 5 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control.

PND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 20 hour* 27 minutes.
Space station now almost within range of the tracking
antennas at Carnarvon. We'ro getting data now. We'll
hold Che line up for till* pass.

CC Skylab. Houston, through Carnarvon
for 9-1/2 minutes,

CC PIT, Houston. I have some comments on
your laser activity coning up here shortly, whenever it's
convenient

.

PLT Co ahead, Hank.
CC Okay, that's coming up here in, oh,

about AO minutes or so, 21:05. And they're going to change
it from a -2 to a -1, which really means they're going to

take the power up t«> a max of 10 watts. And after you
acquire the laser they'll slew it ahead and behind t lit

spacecraft

.

PLT Okay, thank you.
PLT And, I am in the middle of a square

search , Hank

.

CC Roger, we copy.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. The next site is Goldstone at 06. And we'll be handlnjr
over to the purple gang there.

CDR Roger, Hank, we'll see you.
PAO Skylab Control 20 hours 37 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now out of range of the
tracking antennas at Carnarvon, Australia. Tracking site
on Guam is down for this pass. Problem is low power with
the transmitter there. Next acquisition is 28 minutes from
now. That'll be through Coldstone, California. Science
Pilot Ed Gibson is the subject in medical experiments going
on right now in the space station. Commander Carr is the
observer. These experiments use the M092 inflight lower
body negative pressure device to measure cardiovascular
changes in crewmen over a period of time, to determine
whether or not the effect* of weightlessness art- detrimental
to a person's heart and circulatory system. And also he in?
used Is the M093 vectorcardiogram. This experiment measures
electrical activity of the heart while the subject is working
out on the bicycle ergometer. Also part of today's experiment
a limb blood flow measurement of Ed Gibson. This measures
the veinous blood - blood which is returning to the heart.
And that's measured in his legs while he is in the lower
body negative device and also uses a blood pressure cuff,
much as you would have blood pressure taken here on Earth.
Flight Director Charles Lewis is indicated that he'll be
free for a change-of-rshift press briefing at 4:15 in the
briefing room in Building 1. That's approximately 35 minutes
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fro* now. Acquisition through Coidstone is now Just

27 ulnute* away, At Greenwich s««n tine 20 hours 39

this U SkyUb Control.

KND OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUh Control, 21 hours 2 minutes
Oreenvlch nean tine. Space station in nearlnR acquisition
through Goldstone for a couple te 'c tat es Ida pass. However,
Flight Director Charles Levis Is on hla way to the Building
1 briefing room for a change of shift press briefing In about
12 ninutes so we'll be recording air-to-ground over this
stateside pass and we'll bring it to you after the conclusion
of the change-of-shlf t press briefing. At 21 hours
end 3 nlnutes. this is Skylab Control.

KND OP TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control 21 hours. 32 ulnute*

Greenwich wean tl»e. We have a Utfl* ©v»r 8-1/2 silnutes

of recorded *lr «to»ground which took place over thU
previous stateside paH». Space station la now nearlng

acquisition through Ascension. We'll be bringing thai to

you recorded also,
CDR Key, Dick, would you. ask around and

aee If on T020 on the suited run tf they've going to have

a SOP available?
CC Okay, Jerry. And Incidentally, while

I'r talking to you while we're on the subject of TO20.

There'a a possibility we aay have to change something In

your details with regard to the H509 Echo that's listed

at about 21i56 lu the details. We need to know what the

PSS preosure was, after the last T020 run before you do that

509 Echo. And we haven't had a chance to search the tapes

yet and get it off the tapes.
CDR Okay, It was aowethlng like 14 or 1500

pounds, I think.
CC Okay, Jerry, thank you. We 11 get

back to you. Skylab, Houston, the DAS U yours, Thank you.

CDR, Houston, In answer to your question about the TG20,

right now it appears that there will not be an SOP available

for your next T020 run. We're going to be using then for

509. What we are thinking about doing on T020 is using the

umbilical thac was modified and stripped down on the last

mission for T020.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC And also I think I gave you a bad time

there for this AOS , it's a long stateside pass. We got you

for 14 minutes. Standing by.

CC And PLT , Houston, sometime during this

pass when you get a chance from working on the SI 1).!. We'd

appreciate knowing where you are anil where you've been

in the al ignment

.

PL? I'm Just finishing up a visible alipnnent

now. I got a thermal alignment of 65 percent.
CC Roger, Sill, sounds good.

PLT I w*s going to give you the numbt-r.* hi-re.

Okay, X at approximately 500. (Static)

CC PLT , Houston, I think you got trapped

in the handover. And 1 didn't read that, start again with X.

PLT The visible I'm getting saturated on

right meter, and 14 to 15 percent on the left Is as as much

as I can get. And 1 have done that about four times now,

trying to get that left heater a little higher. I'd like

some advice from the ground, whether or not that's

satisfactory or are we out of the ballpark or what?
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CC Okay, 8111, we'll b* getting back to you.
PLT And I got to run down and look for the

Users.
CC Okay. PLT. Houston, the laser's turned

on .

PLT Roger. All right I've got the User.
CC Okay, good. PIT, Houston, the User's

being sieved ahead of you now.
PLT StiU have it.
CC Okay.
PLT Just lost it.
CC Roger.
PLT I'm losing Goddard under a cloud bank.
CC Roger.
PLT Got it again.
CC Roger, and be advised we're dumping the

data/voice recorder here at .HILA - correction here at Bermuda.
PLT Starting to fade now.
CC Roger.
PL T I still have it.
CC Okay.
PLT I've lost it.
CC Roger.
PLT Okay, Dick. I'm going to call that good

on that visible alignment In the abusiice of any other comment
from t he ground .

CC Roger, Bill. Right now, we're checking
our numbers and going back to the test data and seeing on
- checking on that visible for you. So we'll get right back
to you. We still got 7 minutes left here.

PLT Okay, that's great.
CC PLT, Houston, when you get a chance,
PLT Rog, Dick.
CC Bill, what we think is the best thing

to nov , is so ahead and power down per past 1018 of thr checkll-,
v.'t> are checking our data, wi- nay - may very well be < - .it a
point on the visible where vu are not xoing to hav« i<. usi- nny
of the tine that's scheduled in your Hllght Plan l.i'cr on today
for the 192 align. In either case however, if w. pow-r dnwn now
It'll be off lona enough so we can power it back up. And cry
something else if the dita warrants it. And we'll get back
to you later on. So we'd suggest powering down now per page
10-18.

PLT Okay. 1 was fiddling with the focus again.
I got it up to 17 and when I peaked went past it. I've got to
refocus it now. You know, it falls off the cliff, so to speak.
So, I'm going to refocus before I power down so I can recover
what I had.
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CC Okay, Bill, It will * there la a 2, -

2 hour delay from the tine that you powar down until we're
able to power it up again. And ao , when you get through fiddling
with thla one and get it picked up why don't you go ahead and
power down. And then later on this evening we nay or may
not ask you to do some more.

PLT Okay, nick, Wiico. And this shouldn't
take me but about 2 minutes.

CC So sweat. We still got you 4-4 minutes
here, standing by.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Co ahead, Jer.
CDR Hey, Mck, on that T020 tod.»y. We wire

very very conservative with the film, used very little
oj it. And I don't know, I just kind of feel like we really
did not give T020 a good workout today. I would certainly
recommend that we do it again. Considering the fact i n:
all you got is an umbilical. I chink the people on 'Hi 2 0

ouy.hr. to give careful consideration to the possibility of
get - -

END OF TAPE
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CDR * « good workout today, I would certainly

r.cow.nd that v do U again. Conjildjrtog {•« 'J"
III Jou'v got U an umbilical. I think tha people on TO 0

h to give careful consideration to the Poe«ib ity of

Jill ng aSothar shirtsleeve run in lieu of the suited r-.«i.

Becal.e I '» convinced that that umbilical is going to be

mora trouble than it's worth and if* going to •«*;; -

an awful lot of data. You'll probably and up with better

data in the long run with a good free ahirtaleeva run.

CC Okay, Jerry, thank* for the input*, and

..,.'11 put it in the bucket and let the coroi iary guys talk

about it. Appreciate^.
^ ^ ^ % ^ , hort

run TO20 would be - would >robabiy be good. because v* njd

to start right into data take without getting any good t AM

work In. And 1 just don't think we - we gave them na* iy

good data at all.
CC Okay , Jer , thank you.

PIT Okay, Dick, 1 have visible f<>*dbac* -it

15 on the left and fully saturated full scale HIGH on the

right, I'm going to go ahead and powerdown.
'

cc Okay, Bill, thank you.

plT EREP 192 powered down as at lilt).

qq Skylab, Houston, we're about 15 seconds

from LOS. Ascension cmin* up at 21s34 See you there.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Ascension for

3 minutes,
CDR Roger, Dick.

cc And PLT, Houston; if you have a chance,

I have a couple of questions from the 192 alignment that might

help us out. The first one was, you dropped out wh.n you

were giving us the Z reading as to where you ended up for

the thermal alignment. If you - you gave us X of 500. ve

didn't Z. If you remember that, that might be of inn-rent

to us. Also, we were wondering on the visible alignment,

did you ever have to go to the procedures that we - w..-rc

upllnked in the message, or did you get a meter reading wni* e

you were in thi procedures that are In the checklist.

PLT Stand by I , Dick.

C C 0 k a v .

PLT Regarding the thermal, the final setting

was X, 500 and Zulu, 439. That was at 65
?*Z

ce
t

ni '.

cc Okay, Bill, thank you. We re about -5

seconds from LOS. Carnarvon cones up at 22:04, go ahead.

PLT Roe, I used the square search on page

10.14 and I got. down to step 15 before I got a meter reading.

That's when I peaked it Oct, it was no problem after that.
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Now on the visible, I - I wa» merely deadjuatlnn (ilc) the
focus therti to see hov It was, and I got a - * m«t - a good
reading on tii* right meter, However, it cook me a while to get
the left meter to cone up and It - I got the general impression
that I could find about 3 or 4 focua points in that thing to
saturate the right nutor and give «e a reasonable meter reading
on the left. However, there was only on« place where 1 cuuld
get thin final 15 percent.

CC Okay, Bill, thank you very much. We're
going over the hill, and I'll see you at Carnarvon. Thank*
for the input

.

PLT Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, 21 hours 43 minutes. That

concludes our recorded air-to-ground playback. Sone comment
from Commander Carr suggesting that another unaulted TO20 run
would provide them with some additional data. And Bill Pogue
reporting that he could see the Goddard laser during this
previous pass over eastern United States. Today's laser ex-
periment used the 10-watt preen l.is^r. And also Bill Pogue re-
porting that he had visual allgnnent of the S192 nu 1 1 is pe c t r a 1

scanner. The KRF.P officer here in Mission Control indicating
that he thought Bill Pop,ue alignment was probably ria'tit on.
Th«v would buy the alignment as it was, Sent acqui ^ i t inn will
he 20 minutes from now. Thai will b»» through Carnarvon, Aus-
tralia. At 21 hours 44 minutes, thin In Sky I ah fUnilrol.

V.HT) OK TAPP.
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pA0 Skylab Cootfol, 22 hour* 3 minutes Otttnvich

mean time, f'pace etatlon i« now nearlng acquisition through

the tracking station In Carnarvon, Auetralia .
Phtl Shaffer

and hit purple team of flight controllers have fakan ovar

hera In MU*ion Control. Spacecraft Communicator is

Dick Truly. Pilot BUI Pogue should be doing physical

training exercises right now. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson

should ba performing alignment procedure* on the S082B

ultraviolet spectrograph and the S082A extreme ultraviolet

coronal $ P ec trohaliograph . Th*ae instruments are designed to

view the Sun. Now lees than 10 seconds away from acquisition,

we'll go live air^to-f ground .

CC Skylab, Houaton we're AOS Carnarvon for

10 minutes.
CDR Hello, Richard.
CC Hello there,
CC Skylab. Houston it's getting about the

time whan startled - we'd like to start dumping the experiment J

experiment 2 recorders, we see they're still running, are

you guya finished with then or are you still uaing taem for

the bioned run?
C »R No, we're through with it, Dick. We

must have overlooked turning then off.

CC Okay, thar.V- you, if you'll secure them

we will go ahead and get Into our dump cycle on those two

recorders. Thank you.
CDR Okay, Dick they're off.

CC Okay, thank you Jer.

CC CDR, Houston one note for you here, we're

playing - we're about to the point whera we'd like to relieve

quad - quad alfa sometime this evening and to keep it out

of your presleep, the best time looks like to us would he

vhis upcominp, stateside pass. However any - either here or

at Guam would be okay to is - when we get our data locked up,

that's quad alfa only per that permanent general message we

uplinked last night.
CDR Okay, Dick how much time wo got <eft

now.
CC We got 4 minutes here and then we got

about a 2 or 3 minute break and we're right now we're about

7 ciinutes from Guam AOS, that might work good too.

CDR Oh, I can do it right now, I'm just li

that housekeeping period, I'll go right up.

CC Okav.
CDR By the way Dick, the only PSS we used today

was number 3 and I was guessing 14 to 1500, the final reading

on it was 1200 PSX and I'e, recharging now.
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CC Okay , Jer thank, you .

SPT Hello Dick, do I have a call this evening?
CC Yea, you do, Ed. Thought Hank - Henry had

reminded you of the time. Let me look It up real quick.
SPT Thank you.
CC It's 02:22 at - and that - let's see,

02:22 at the Vanguard, Ed.
SPT Thank you, Dick.
CDR Okay, Dick Quad A's open.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, we'r<i 1 minute to LOS, Guars

cones up at 4 minutes from now.
CDR fuad A'a closed now Dick.
CC ^ k * y ,

Jerry thank you very much, we appreciate
it. Looks good cri the i * t a to us.

PAO Sky'i^l Control, space station now out
of range of the tracking «:itenna at Carnarvon. Less than
J minutes from r e a cq u i s i t i on r--\raugh Guar. During this pass
over Carnarvon, Command and iet vUv Module propulsion systen
quad A was relieved of soiro pressure. Permanent funeral
message onboard indicates to the crew the procedure for that.
Also Pilot Bill Pogue is quite a bit *head of himself today
with the S192 detector changeout and alignment procedure.
He's got approximately 2 hours of free time left. Ground controller
indicating they'll probably have him go to his shopping list
to fill that tine. Sow about a minute from acquisition
through Guam, we'll hold the line up for this pass.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, Guam for 9 minute?..

Skylab, Houston, Guam for 8 minutes.

HeyTierry, a couple of things. Early

in the day we passed up that we though there might be some -

some aore hemolysis applicators in - in that IMS S "nistcr.

rharlie We told you earlier that we thought that there

verl two packages of ten. Now, we think there was probably

one package of ten, but in either the case, we never found

out if you found those. And we need to know for our

planning purposes. ^ transfetred those

hemolysis epplicators over to W708 along with the day * trans f e r s ,

whenever that was. I know it wasn't on day 4. And those

have been - being put to use all during the mission. And

hire's only wha? few are left or what Ed reported yesterday.

CC Okay we'll search our records and make

sure we know why we thought they were there then w th regard

to the day 4 transfers. Also, note for Bi - Bill .
tnink

I near hi* grinding away on the bicycle. ije've done a

little thinking about 1*2 alignment that he did earlier.

We don't quite understand why we should be able to get

various peaks wh - at different focus positions. And the

onlv possible thin* that we - that we just wanted to confirm

we believe is true, is at the peak that he got the visible

alignment at 15 percent, we want to make sure that we were

not on a stop on focus. Assuming that we were not on a

p ve're happy as clams tonight, and unless Bill wants o do

a Tittle more leaking later on, we'd suggest doing something

more useful.
CDR Stand by.
cc There's no hurry on getting a response

from that. I just thought I'd let Bill know that we didn't

antim - intend on using that time, so he can plan his time

a little bit. as he sweats on the bike.

p;T I'm sure it's not on the stop.

cr Okav. Bill, we were looking for some

possible visual observations opportunities, or something, that

weight like you to do during that period this even m*. But

unless you care to do some more work on the 192 ali*n. we re

real happy with it, it looks good to us.

PLT Okay. 1 tell you what, at one tint I

got about 16-1/2 almost 17 percent on the left meter. On

til last time, just before I signed off, I got only 15, I

would tike to have core hack at it. Unless they're happy

with it the way it is
ckay wlth uS| B111 . That .„

mean you need to refer to your det.il> at 23:30 to get the
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switch ON. And let it stay ON

go back and see if you can do a

to do that.
PI,T

CC

r 30 minutes, and then you ca

better. And you're welcome

Co Ids tone at
CDR
CC

in a hurry.
CDR

I wo J in a for

for weeks. A

CC
CDR

I'll do It .

Okay .

Sky 1 ab , Hou

Roger, /)ick.

You guys sure do

1 minute to I.OS.

get around the world

Roger. Hey, 1 t'uink I Just

first time. I've, been looking

I got a picture of it

.

Hey ,
good .

Guess where that's going

Hey, I know,

wants a copy of that too

CDR
to the Enid,

never going to ge
CDR

Hey, T erry, John Llewellyn

be embarrassed it it turnsI'll
Oklahoma.

(Laughter), yeah, but you can bet you d

to form-t it .

That's why I said, I think it's Iwp jima.

t ^ (Laughter) . Roger

.

pA0 Space station now out of range ol the-

tr ., klne antenna at Guam. Some comment up to the cn-u,

^ arently one of the devices used in the MI 10 .die,
experiments, the hemolysis sticks. They don't nave enough

on board, or if they do they can't find them. FUgbt

surgeon here in Mission Control is going to work on a

procure on getting more use out of the sticks they have.

Possibly surcoming to - suggesting yesterday by one oi

rew members, that they cut Che sticks in h* 1

f ^
Ihey^ re

ife. Next icqui

the
shaped somewhat like popsicle sticks.

eas with a knife. Next icquistion U minutes will be

through Goldstone. 22 hours ?9 minutes Greenwich mean time,

this is Skylab Control

.
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PA0 Sky lab Control, 22 hours 42 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station Skylab now approaching

acquisition through Goldstone. This pass will take it over

New Orleans, very close to Houston. At this time Commander

Carr is involved in housekeeping activities. Science pilot

Ed Gibson is still doing solar instrument alignment, part

of JOP 12F. That's joint observing program 12F. And Pilot

Bill Pogue should be cleaning up after some physical training.

About 20 minutes froa now all three crew members will be

having their evening meal together. That will be just

after loss of signal through Merritt Island tracking area.

Crew at that time will be over South America. Now less

than 10 seconds away from acquisition of signal, we'll go

1 ive a ir-to-ground

.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS stateside for

17 minutes .

CDR Roger, Dick. 1 just put some of tnu

Aleutian Islands, and Bristol Bay, and Piilingham and little

bit of the Canadian Rockies down south. How much VTR did

we use ?

CC You used just & hair over 4 minutes

Jerry
CDR Okay, it looks pretty cloudy fron hero

on in. If you want to go ahead and rewind that and dump

it over this stateside pass it might be a good idea.

cc Okav, we'll certainly be doing that.

Incidentally got a one short note here for the SPT. We're

goir.j- to uplink durinR this site a message on CALROC 20.

It turns out that the CALROC was a real fine success today

and we want to do our best on JOP 12 to - to optimize our

pointing, so this will iupersede the voice instructions

I think Henry gave you earlier today for the pass at 23:44.

SPT Okay, Dick that sounds good. When Henry

spoke to me before I had my mind working on the panel rather

then - and it took a couple of time for Henry to get through,

but I understood what he had voiced up, but I'll look for the

instructions.
CC Well, naturally the purple p.nng his

got to change it a little tit and it's <>n that teleprinter

message, So why don't you see if you can - why don't you

read that and see how that sounds to you.

SPT Okay, thank you Dick.

CDR What's the weather in Houston, luck?

CC It's high broken it turns out Jerry.

I toll you it rained like cats and dogs last night.
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SPT Okay, Dick, I looked at the JOF 12 pointing

instructions, and it looks pretty clear. Thank you.

CC Roge r , Ed

.

cc And SPT , Houston. We'd like you to

terminate the exposure on S054 please.

SPT Okay Dick. I always though that the.r

druthers were to get as long as possible and that's what

I was doing. And I was wondering because I didn t have to

change the pointing. And if that is not the case why don t

you have them give me some other instructions.

CC Okay, stand by 1.

cc SPT, Houston, we would like to go ahead

and terminate this one. And we'll have -- get our heads togeth,

and get you clarified on what S054 would like.

SPT Thank you.
t

cc Skylab, Houston, we're going to - we re

handing over to M I L A . We're going to dunp the data/voice

recorder.
CDR Roger, Dick.

END OF TAPE
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C C Skylab, Houston we've dumped the VTR

.

We brought it in real time here. It was a real good

picture, we did not copy any voice during the dump if you

did put in on there, however.
CDR We didn't have tine Dick, to even set

it up we were lucky to get the TV.

CC Okay, well we saw it as it came in . I

t

looked real pretty.
CC Did you really - really get the definition

of the mountains and the islands?
CC Certainly did it was good - it was good

TV just about the whole dump and now the VTR is clean and

it's all yours.
CDR Okay, well if it's as good on the next pass,

we'll get set up for it and cry to give you some narration

with it. I might be able to get a pencil in there and point

out 9ome of the islands and tell what's what.

CC Roger, and SPT , Houston you've cot Just

about enough time to get a 5-minute sequence that's on the

schedule pad for S054. We'd like to get that and Jerry back

to you, your next descending pass after you pass the Aleutians

will be right down the west coast of the United States and

right above Baja, California.
CDR Yeah, that looks like a real fruitful

pass, if the Sun angle isn't too low we might be able to get

some real good pictures. One thing you might notice on that

TV is the way the Aleutian Islands seem to effect the weather

up there. You notice the way the clouds - the wakes and

eddies are formed in the clouds by those islands.

CC Vfah , I did notice several eddies and

and some quite striking cloud formations, it would have been

a lot more helpful for me personally if - to have had some

voice narrating It, having a little bit of a tough Mine figuring

out exactly what you were looking at. But It was real good

TV .

CDR Well this was on about 3 nlnutes notice.

If we can get set up we'll do b utter.
CC Well it was great, we enjoyed It.

CC Skylab, Houston we're a minute from LOS,

Vanguard at 23:10.
, „, Art „

PA0 Skylab Control, 23:00 Greenwich mean time.

Space station now over the northern tip of South America,

out of range of the MILA tracking antennas. Commander Jerry

Carr commenting oarlier on whether or not the handheld TV that

he shot less than 18 minutes ago out of the wardroon window was

any good, was superb TV was the answer. Showed the Aleutian
Island chain of Alaska and the Canadian Rocky areas and the
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clouds Influenced by chose geo(»rdphic features . Next revoiutio

which will take the space statior. down the western coast

of Korth America. He indicated that he would probably do

the sane thin* again with voice. Also earlier in the day,

Commander Jerry Carr about 10 o'clock this morning took some

handheld pictures. He got pictures of the Galapagos Islands

using the Nikon camera with the 300-millimeter lens. He

indicated that h« doubted that the pictures he took of the

Glapagos Islands would come out. However he also got pictures

of the Gulf of Fonseca, this is on the west coast of Honduras

between El Salvador and Nicaragua and he also got sone

pictures of Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. So Commander Jerry Carr

is doing quite well with handheld pictures today. Next

acquisition will be 7 minutes from now. That'll be over

Vanguard tracking ship. All three crew members should be

eating their evening meal at that time. Greenwich mean time

23 hours and 2 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control 23 hours 8 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station now nearing acquisition
through tracking ship Vanguard. This pass will be about
7 minutes long. All - all crewmembers, with the exception
of Science Pilot Ed Gibson should be in the wardroom
preparing for dinner. Ed Gibson will meet them in about 10
minutes, he's still at the ATM CiO panel. About 20 seconds
from acquisition of signal now. We'll hold the line- up.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS, Vanguard for
7 minutes

.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Vanguard for 7minutes

.

SPT Hello, nick. I got three questions on
the upcoming ATM pass.

CC Okay
, go ahead

.

SPT °kay, first of all. 1 assume from the
words that we got earlier that all of this is to be done at
the left limb. And that the positions inside the limb as
given on the pad, are correct. Second, we were told that
time of .13 minutes remaining when we were doing the 12E to
change the last exposure 82B, wave length to WAVELENGTH SH0R1
that s one quarter, was worded at the end of the building block
That s a pretty short building block, I want to know whetherthey want to add that on or - or just change the existing
exposure? And thirdly, what is the roll for the Sun centered

£
C Okay, we'll get you an answer, Ed

.

Sp T
,

0h forget the Sun centered work. That's
for tne following orbit. Oh, I'll - I'll „orry abouL that
one a f terwards .

CC Okay.
CC CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

C
.

C Roger, Jerry. Our IV people were working
up a few technical inputs to get up to you sometime about
the success of some of the ou t - t he -w i ndow TV. Since it lookslike we may have a good chance on this next orbit, on this
descending pass next to California coast, they asked me to pass
a couple of particular things to you. It turns out that the
- if there's more than about a tenth of cloud cover in
the picture, that at times the cloud tops are so bright,
that the automatic light control in the camera closes down
and the Earth's surface is particular hard to see. So, durinp
your out - the window looking, and looking for opportune
times to take some TV, those times when It's clear or verylittle cloud cover, provide real good contac - construct
in particlar coastlines do turn up real well. We believe
that this upcoming pass might be a good opportunity to slew
out and take a look at the Salton Sea.
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CDR Okay, Dick. What sort of an f-stop

sounds right to them. I was using 22 on that last one.

CC That ' s good

.

CDR Ckay. How about snow cover, shall I

close It down more, more towards 40?

cc Jerry, let ne get back to you on - on

that answer here. And let me solve Ed's questions real quick.

H,m« on,
CDR Okay.
cc SPT, Houston. In answer to your questions,

we are going to do the operations on the left limb. The

pointing is correct that's In your pad. And on 82 Bravo

we want to replace the existing exposure in there with a

WAVELENGTH SHORT tines four.
SPT Okay, that'3 what I thought it was,

wanted to clarify it. Thank you, Dick.

CC Okay. Skylat , Houston, we're about

40 seconds from LOS. Goldstone comes up at 00:20, and

that's the site for the evening status report. I'll be

standing by there to catch that one.

PA0 Skylab Control 23 hours 16 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now over an hour away

from reacquisition of signal through Goldstone. This next

revolution, Commander Jerry Carr will be trying to get

pictures of the western coast of North America from about

the Oregon/California border down through and over Baia.

That'll also be the evening status report time. And the

next revolution will be - excuse me the next acquisition

Vanguard will be the evening medical conference. Acquisition

of signal through Coldstone now an hour and 2 minutes away.

At 23 hours 17 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Seventeen minutes Greenvtch mean timebkylab Control. Space station is now about 2-1/2 minutesavay from acquisition through tricking antennas at GoldstoneCalifornia. Pilot Bill Pogue is trying to optimise thealignment for the S192 mul t ispectral scanner, right now
c-REP officer here in Mission Control thinMng that one moretime around on the alignment of that machine and it v< 11 boalmost perfect. Science pilot, Ed Gibson at the Apollotelescope mount control and display panel right now observingthe Sun. And Commander Jervy Carr has about an hou' ofpresleep activity. He should be at the wardroom window

£i V * ^
el

f
vlsion Ca™ ra for this Pa** along thePacific Coast of the United States, expect some real timetelevision. Also medical officers here in Mission Controlare a let e bit concerned (sic) over the fact that thereare only 10 hemolysis sticks remaining and there are threemore runs for the M110 experiment, which use three sticks eacifor each run, one stick for each crewman. Thev use thesesticks they re about 1 inch long and about a 64th of an inch

J"
* 'jr^'w

Yore
T J

lke toothpicks than pepsicle sticks asM earlier. They smear blood on a ha 1 f - i nc h-sq ua r e glassslide and then insert the slide into an optical device whichallows the crewmeraber to compare color densities. From acomparison of the color density of the bluod sample y< th acolor disc they can judge the percent of hemoglobin in theirblood Tomorrow morning there will be one MHO experimentand then later on in the mission January 28th and rightbefore deactivation. Presumably 10 new sticks went up onthis mission, but nobody seems to be able to locate them

oSlilLVtil.tl^r^j
S
' OW U' 8

-:
than 20 8econd * from acquisitionof signal through Goldstone, we'll hold the line expectingsome live television for this pass.

1 R

,
Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Stateside for12-1/2 minutes, standing by for the evening status report

CDR Roger, Dick, We're all poised with theT\ camera reaoy to go. and looking for some clear area.
cc Okay.
SPT Dick. JOP 12 is going real well, butyou may want to have the guys take a look at H-alpha

I can t get the film to advance and our picture is degrading
Okay, we'll certainly do that Ed.

. ,
(Garble) do that Ed. And we're brinPinndown live TV and I sec a hairy chin.

wringing

CREW Oops.
^ c And lots or clouds.

£
DR

„ it's clearing up farther southt,\ough. hero comes the photo log.
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CC Okay.
CDR You ready?
CC Yes sir, go ahead.
CDR 16-millimeter, T020 , Charlie India 79,

AO, Charlie India 126. S192, Charlie India 80, 76, Mike
Tango 08. T020 nanuevering unit, Charlie India 88, 60.
Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 1 , 63; Number 2, no change- Number
03, Charlie India 115, 11: 04, no change; 05, no change.
70-mil lime ter , Charlie X-ray 50, 051. ETC, no change.
ERFP, no change. Drawer A: Alfa 2, 4 and back, no change:
Alfa 1, 02 Charlie India 80, 76. Mike Tango 08; Alfa 3,

06, Charlie India 79, 40, Charlie India 126.
CC Roger, Jerry got that.
CDR Hey, Dick you ought to be able to see

Catalina Island, San Cleraente laland and the Los Angeles area
CC Roger Jerry, we're looking at It.

Looks like there's either clouds or
Mohave

.

Do I have a notr.e p r urn dump inhibit cor.ihp

CDR
still snow on tht

SPT
up Dick?

CC That's affirn, we sure do.
You ought to be able to see the salt nd

Yeah, you night try zooming
Jerry

Koing to use ray pointeOkay ,

toward

and

we're watching you. Thar
get the clouds out of the

CDR
sea by now

.

CC
that clear area

CDR
show you the salt and sea

CC Okay ,

gets tnuch clearer when we
of view - of the surface.

CDR Here you can see the cultivated Imperial
Valley there south of the sea.

CC Roger, sure can we were just I

that ourselves.
CDR Even the coastal range has got

i t .

CC Roger . The
visible In these pictures Jerry

CDR Okay
great Sonora Desert down

picture
field

f n g at

see the definition of the sand dunes.

little araount of snow that's
Is not hurting us at all.

you ou?ht to be able to see the
here and I wonder if you guys can

END OF TAPE
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CC Yeah, now we do Jerry, in that picture,

see a good bit of definition . It's kind of hard to cell-

exactly where we are oriented. There you go.
_u oro ,

CDR Can you see my pencil sticking in there?

CC Yes s i r , sure do .

CD r Oka> , that was right on top of those

sand (garble)
CC Roger. We see them.'

CD r And just south of that area is three of

our handheld observation areas that we're doing a lot of

observations for Lee Silveron.
Cc Roger. We - be aware we are watching

- looking at a 6-second delay on the TV here, live Jerry.

CDR Okay, good. Okay, it night get a little

chakey now, Bill's got to do some acrobatics to keep things

go5n?. Okay, now he's lookin? down Baja.

Cc Roger, concur. It's pretty. That

picture of Baja is going to really turn out nice when we
^

get it back in here and can enhance it a little bit. That s

Roine to be pretty.
CDR Okay, Dick. If you got your little

recorder going, I'll continue on with the report.

Cc Okay, we're certainly listenine, go

aheaii
CDR Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6.5 heavy,

half light: SPT, 6.7, 6.7 heavy; PLT, 8, and 8 heavy. AH
three sleep periods abruptly terminated this morning. Irlne

volume: CDR, 100: 230; 130. Water gun: 8550; 4577; 0690.

Bodv mass: CDR, 6.319, 6.319, 6.318; SPT, 6 . 356 , 6.3 .6

6 356- PLT, 6.258, 6.270, 6.257. Exercise: CDR, standard,

minus methods Bravo and Charlie: SPT, standard, minus method

Alfa' PLT , no change. Medications: CDR, none. SPT. none.

PLT, Af.-in, twice. Clothing: CDR, shorts; SPT, T-shirt,

socks: PLT, none. Food log: - -

CC Roger, we're listening go ahead. we

6till got 5 minutes, Jer.
CDR Okay. CDR , salt zero, deviations,

minus a coffee with sugar, minus one lemonade, rehydration

water, plus 1.5< SPT, 4.0 salt, plus a butter cookies, no

water: and PLT , no salt, minus one grape punch, minus 1.0

water .

CC Roger.
CDR Okay. Flight Plan deviations: none.

Shopping list accomplishments : none. Inoperable equipment:

the PLT's right shoe, base plat.- failed just after - just

toward the heel of the slotted insert. Unscheduled siovar.e:

none .

CC Roger.
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CDR Okay, we're getting real close to the
terminator, Dick. And one of the things that Bill is
shooting right now is a cloud casting probably a 4 or 5
hundred mile shadow along the ground.

CC Roger, Jerry, we see it.
CDR Heck, I'll bet it's more like a thousan-

miles.
CC Roger.
CnR With the PLT's shoe problem, we told hin

if he pulls up lame we're going to have to shoot hin.
CC (Laughter) Roger. And PLT. Houston,

if - if that window will let you, we'd like you to look as
- as close to nadir - nadir as you can.

cnR It 'a almost impossible. We'll give
you the best we can.

CC Okay.
CDR Y °u can alnost not see the ground at

all. There's so much haze now.
CC And SPT, Houston, a word for you on

H-alpha. I wonder if you'd start into MALF f?r us. Whatwe'd like you to do in the AVI MALF book on page 6-8 we'd
like you to start in block 4.

S?T Okay, Dick, I wenc through the MALF
and ended up in block 10 unfortunately.

CC Roger, Ed. fkylab, Houston, we got
about 2 minutes to LOS here. I got about 2 or 3 note's that

th- CD
10 PaSS UP C ° heru

"
First ot' for either

CDR Yj u dropped out Dick. And we're
terminating TV.

CC Okay, fine, Jerry. For the CDR or the
PLT. anytime in about the next hour and a half, we'd like
you to do a M509-Charlie on - BAT 7 . That's a terminate
charge on battery 7.

C° R That was terminated this mornirif
He used battery 7 on the T020 this - this raornin* afterwards
And so what we need now is to charge it.

t
CC Okay, let - let us get squared awav

on t ha t one , Jer

.

CDR Okay.
CC SPT, Houston. We'd like vou to close

fc-alpan 1 DOOR. And we'll take a hard look at the data andget back to you as soon as we can. We're about 30 seconds
trora LOS. The next site is the Vanguard at 00:44. And thatthe tied conference. Also wc intend to dump the data/voice
recorder at - at the Vanguard.

CDR Okay, Dick. And how much VTR did wc
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pUt
°cc CDR, Houston. You still havo 24

remaining on che VTR
j lheflr8t 6 nlnutea ls

some stuff taken by Bill - - Japan. We tried to get

KND OF TAPE
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r - - 4 minutes remaining on the VTR

rn« Okay, good the first 6 minutes is

stuff taken by Bill on Japan. We tried to g< V akuraz

the volcano that's active there but it was pretty much

straight down and hard to get.
S

rr Okav, Jerry thank you."
0 Skylab Control, 32 ninutes Greenwich mean

ttB e Commander Jerry Carr looking out the wardroom w,naow

with the handheld color TV camera - -

rns Plus 3085 -
,

p"o Going down the coast of California and

, u, 1a Fxcellant live pictures of the Eartn.

Coming up next o«r \anguar-t,
ninutes Greenwich

that'll be 10 ninutes from now. At JJ ninuceb

mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

end of tape
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PA0 Skylab Control, 43 minutes Greenwich mean
time. Space station now noaring acquisition through thc-
Vanguard tracking ship. At this point, Commander Jercy Carr
should be preparing for sone handheld pho togr aphy ,' having
just finished some handheld TV photography. Science Pilot Ed
Gibson is still the Apollo telescope mount control and dispiav
panel, and Pilot Bill Pogue doing some items from the Shopping
List. This particular pass will be the medical conference,
Dr. Fduard Burchard tonight. We don't expect any live air-
to-ground. However, we will keep the line up incase Space-
craft Communicator Dick Truly does have something to get up
to the crew. Now about 10 seconds from acquisition of signal.
Again, we don't expect any air-to-ground for this pass.

PA0 Skylab Control, 56 minutes Greenwich mean
lime. No conversation over this pass over the Vanguard
tracking ship. We'll bring you results of this evening's rad-
ical conference with Dr. Eduard Burchard when he finishes
writing It. Next acquisition 14 minutes from now will be
over Tananarive. 56 minutes - 57 minutes Greenwich near, time,
this is Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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p A 0 Skylab Control, 1 hour and 10 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station Is nearing acquisition

over the tracking antenna at Tananarive in the Malagasy

Republic. Science Pilot Ed Gibson still at the ATM C&D

panel, scheduled to put some television on the video recorder.

And Pil&i Pogue operating from a shopping list as he

was 2 hours ahead of himself earlier today in changing

a detector on the S192 mul r r ispec tur a 1 scanner. That should

erase his previous image. We'll hold the line up for

this pass over Tananarive, now less than 10 seconds from

acquisition.
CC Skylab, Houston; Tananarive for 7 minutes.

SpT Rog Dick, the report on the 192 alignment;

visible, 17 left and 100 plus on the right. I was - I felt

very good about it, I got a nice - although it was a broad

peak, I was able to deadband back and forth and I'm sure that

I got a good peak for then.

CC Okay, Bill that sounds good, sure do

appreciateit.
PLT Rog.
CC And CDR , Houston if you have a second

I 've got one question on the - on the evening status report

and also comment on the '1509.

PLT Go ahead Dick he's listening.
CDR Okay on the 509 first what we'd ".ike is

either Jerry or you Bill sometime this evening to do a M509

Bravo on battery 7 prior to going to bed and we'll terminate

that charge in the morning. Also, one question on the

evening status report, in the photo area under 7 0-millimeter

you reported 51 frames and last evening's 75 frames were

reported shouldn't count up. I wonder if you'd check that one

again and correct it for us if ihere is a correction in order.

CDR That ought to be 81 frames, Dick. Did you

yet that Dick?
CC Y«s sir. I sure did and SPT, Houston

when you get a char.ee, we have a couple of questions and

comments on the H-aipha 1.

SPT Go ahead Dick.
CC Roger, in your - in the process of trouble-

shooting on K-alpha 1, 'did you try the SIGHT INTERLOCK switch

OVERRIDE? We assuming you did.
SPT I sure did.

CC Okay and no joy that. One more question

for you Ed, when during that pass did you firat notice that

the H-alpha 1 was not operating?
SPT f t was pretty - pretty close to the beginning

of the pass because I was - as I did the pointing that showed
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where the prominence was on the alit, I ^ the thought cone to

my mind I wanted to make sure the Hr-alpha was running so the

people would know exactly where we were pointed. And with that

I looked up and didn't see it running and tried to make a go fror.

there. The NIGHT INTERLOCK switch was to OVERRIDE at that

point. It probably was left there over the previous orbit.

CC Okay, copy Ed. One other comment during

the - while we were not talking to you at the med conference
at the Vanguard, you caught us ?nd acted properly when we had

a plan there to enable momentum dumps which was incorrect and

we did enable them. We saw you inhibit them to go on with

JOP that you were running. It turned out that we got a little

free piece of troubleshooting there because the R-alpha 1

DOOR did OPEN in that sequence and the camera did not start

which is one of the things ve were going to t roub 1 eshoo t . But

we're still thinking about the H-alpha 1 nalfuction.
SPT Okay Dick I also did as one of the last

thine is take the H-alpha CAMERA POWER cycle it ON or OFF

and then back ON and I can get a momentary liaht but that's

all. I also have tested both lights with the status and the

lights are working, no film advance.
CC Oh yeah, there was one other thing Ed

,

ve don't - we can't think of any correlation between the

consent on the degraded image on the monitor and the malfunction
on H-al?ha 1

.

SPT Okay, I though maybe it could be a

thermal problem which would shift the pass bandon the filters.
CC Roger.
CC SPT, Houston: one more question from the

ATM officer, did you try different film rates while you were
in OVFRRIDE during - when you were running the naif?

SPT Yeah I tried different frame rates, I

can't sav I tried them all while I was in OVERRIDE howevtr.
CC Okay, thank you very much.
CC Skylab, Houston: suspect we may have an

early LOS here at Tananarive, Hawaii coaes up at Ql:5i.

PLT In case your looking at the tapes, battery

charge started on battery 7 at 01:15.
CC Thank you Bill.
PA0 Space station now out of range of Tananarive

tracking antennas. An early LOS, according to the cbirts

we still have 30 seconds left. Commander Carr is scheduler;

to take sore documentary photographs between now and next

acquisition. He'll be taking pictures at the teleprinter,
the scene calls for a head-to-waist shot of the crewman
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bioera, nc<it
n-T-S-H Next acquisition will be 35

18 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

FSn OF TAPE
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„.„ Skylab Control, 1 hour 52 minute.
_
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i!eo activity Period. Science Pilot Ed Gibson remaining
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the performance of pilot Pogue on

little
We'll go live air-to-pround now for this pass, jus

bit over 2 minutes.
Houston: we're AOS Hawaii for

2-1/2 minutes.
SPT Hello, Dick

CC R1
'

Kd \^r PhL
U
eveni";u"it"vo'uid be the

at the ATM . One thing we think this jv.nijj t

better part of valor to turn H-a 1

J°
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Couple of things for you up
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noticed a great number of particles out there earlier before
he started. Secondly active region 16 looks to be about

as bright as active region 21 on the disk. And XUV has been
kind of coming up all day long and I'm looking for some

action going on there as well as 21.

CC Okay, good Ed . We're about A 5 seconds
to LOS. The next station pass is Vanguard, 02:22. And
F.d that is your family conference, also we'll be dumping
the data/voice recorder there. Lee me get a couple of these •

real quick. You guys were waked up this morning with one
of the quads temp approaching the trip limit. It turns

out that quad Helta package temp is also this evenine
approaching a caution and warning trip Unit. And so

to preclude tripping it early in the morning, we would
like you to inhibit this; C&V . On CSM panel 201, it's switch
6 Del ta

.

PLT Roger, 6 Delta.
CC Okay, and for the CDR. If you did

documentary photos 20 tonight we were wondering if you could
let us know how much film is remaining in transporter 05

sometime this evening, so we can make our plans for tomorrow.
PLT Rog«r, we did documentary photo 20, and

stand by for the frame count.
CC Okay we're -

PLT 27 percent remaining.
CC Thank you very much Bill. One mere r'al

quick one here. You asked the other day about the boric
acid plans. Just be advised that ve do have a new plan
that's been devised. The cue card will be coming up this
evening, and the first use of it will be on mission day 73.

PAO Station Skylab now over the hill. Unsute
whether or not the crew copied Dick Truly's last comments.
Note from the ground to inhibit the caution and warning syst-n
for quad Delta in the command and service module, as the

crew indicated earlier they were abruptly awaken this morning
as that warning system went off. Next acquisition 22 minutes
fron now through the Vanguard tracking ship. At 1 hour and
59 ninute9 Greenwich mean tiir.e, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE

,
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PAO Skylab Control 2 hours 20 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station now less than a minute
away from acquisition over the Vanguard tracking ship.
This pass will be about 10 minutes in duration. Should be
the good night call up to the crew. We'll hold the line
up.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Vanguard for 7
minutes. And we're dumping - -

CREW (Garble)
CC Roger. And we're dumping the data/voice

recorde r here

.

PLT Hey, Dick, real quick, I just confirmed
that inhibit. That was 6 Delva was it? CSM quad Delta?

CC That's affirm. Inhibit Delta.
PLT Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about a minute

and a half from LOS at the Vanguard. Tananarive comes up
02:46, see you there.

PA0 Two hours 32 ainutes Greenwich mean time.
Space station now out of ranje of the Vanguard tracking
ship. Next acquisition and this should be the good night
call up to the crew i3 12 rainutus from now, that'll be
over Tananarive, 02:33 Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, 2 hours 44 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station Skylab now less than n

minute away from acquisition through tracking site at

Tananarive. This pass will last just under 10 minutes.

During which time Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly will

bid the Skylab III, Skylab IV excuse ne, crewuenbers goodnight

for the evening. Total science tine spent today aboard

Skylab by ail three crewmenbers was 29 hours and 34 minutes.

Record holder today was Pilot Bill Pogue who spent 10 hours

and 40 minutes doing scientific experiments. Science Pilot

Ed Gibson spent 10 hours and 33 minutes or 7 minutes less then

Bill Pogue and Commander Jerry Carr spent 8 hours and 21 minutes

AOS momentarily,
Cc Skylab, Houston, hello at Tananarive .or

8 minutes

.

S pT Hello Dick. We're all just trying to

catch up on a little (garble).
CC Hello Ed, you're real weak, say again

please.
SPT Dick, we're just trying to catchup on

a little back time here.
CC Roger, guys I think that's a good idea.

Your wakeup station in the morning is Xadrid right at 11:00

and have a goodnight sleep, we'll see you there.

SPT Goodnight Dick.

CDR Goodnight Dick.

PLT Goodnight, Dick.

CC Goodnight everybody.
CDR Goodnight, Phil.

MCC Goodnight, Jerry.
SPT Goodnight , Phil

.

MCC Goodni ght , Ed.

PLT Goodnight, Mrs. Calavase wherever you are.

p A 0 At 2 hours and 55 minutes Greenwich mean

time. Space station Skylab now out of range cf the voire

relay station at Tananarive on the Malagasy Republic. Goodnigh;

callup from both Phil Shaffer and Spacecraft Communicator

Dick Truly and a goodnight call from all four Skylab members

including Jimmy Skylab Durante in the guiss of Bill Pogue.

Tomorrow's Flight Plan ctlla for 23 hours and 32 minutes

worth of scientific experiments. The day will start with

Pilot Bill Pogue and Commander Jerry Carr taking some

documentary photography with the 16-mi 1 line t er data acquisition

cameras. That photography will include housekeeping, calls

for a head-to-waist shot of the crewman putting trish in

the bag. A full shot a the trash airlock and a shot of the

crewmen wiping down utensils. Also off-duty rest .itid relaxntio:
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head-to-waist shot of a crewman in a sleep restraint reading

a book, after a moment he puts the book down reaches for

a cassette, loads the tape player, puts the headphones on,

picks up the book and resames reading. Also human

vestibular function test, full shot of the subject in the

rotating litter chair with the observer at the control console.

And a shot of blood sampling, a profile head-to-waist shot

of two crewmen seated facing each other wi:h one of them drawing

blood from the other. Following that both Commander Cart, who

will be the subject, and Bill Pogue , who will be the observer,

will be taking medical measurements of Commander Co - Carr,

Commander Carr will be on the bicycle ergoaetcr for the

M093 vectorcardiogram experiment. The electrical activity

cf his heart will be measured during that and then later on

after that's finished the M09 2 inflight lower body negative

pressure device will be used to record me as ur emen t« of the

Contender's heart and circulatory system activity. And also

will be used for limb blood flow measurements of his legs,

that also will be done outside of the lower body negative

pressure device with a blood pressure cuff. Commander Carr

is scheduled for some physical training and then two shots

at the ATM C&D console. And he and Pilot Pogue will also

be preparing to use the M509 astronaut maneuvering device on

the following day. Mission day 63 calls for Cowandcr Carr

and Pilot Pogue, Commander Carr is the test pilot lo once

again operate the Buck Roger's type space maneuvering unit.

Commander Carr will also be taking handheld photography

pictures right after his lunch period. Science Pilot td Gibson

will be spending most of his day at the Apollo telescope mount

C&D panel. His favorite subject - the Sun. He has four shots

at the panel tomorrow. He also will be taking handheld

photographic pictures of the Karth. And Pilot Bill Pogue

gets one shot at the ATM C&D panel and an opportunity to take

some handheld pictures and then he'll be operating the S192

multispectral scanner which he replaced a detector in today.

Tomorrow's run will be used to verify the quality of the

13 fh/innel* and to determine the background noise md th<-

elertronlce of the unit - a rcc all b r a l ion basically. Mandh.iu

photographic targets for tomorrow's flight plan inciudn

South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri and Illinois over which

the snow blanket will be the target, nee how much of those

states have snow during this portion of the year. Also

Afganistan and Pakistan, the mountains dividing the two count rle

are part of the major fault zone, that'll be the- subject of

pictures which Science Pilot Ed' Gibson will he taking. And

Commander Carr 1* handheld photographic subjects will be the

Goddard Laser navigation device. Tomorrow will be the green
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10-watt laser on continuous power. That about wraps up

tomorrow's flight plan, no major changes indicated here
Mission Control. We'll bring the line down this evening
we'll be back with you tomorrow morning at 6:00 central
daylight tine or 11:00 Greenwich mean time. At 3 hours
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

ESD OF TAPE
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PXO .
- - 40 seconds, and we're expecting the

. wakeup call here. We're standing by.

CC (Music: "Spiders and Snakes").
CC Good morning, Skylab. And here we are

over Madrid ot the beginning of another beautiful day with

2 minutes to LOS

.

CDR Morning, Bruce.

CC 1 minute to LOS, next station contact

in 27 minutes through Carnarvon at 11:32. And Neil is dis-

appointed because you didn't like his selection of music fo

this morning

.

CDR What mu3ic?
CC (Laughter) Okay, you got it.

PAO Skylab Control. LOS Madrid, 24 minutes

to Carnarvon and Honeysuckle.

END OF TAPE
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'

•
Skylao Control. LOS Madrid, 24 minutes

to Carnarvon and Honeysuckle. Wakeup this morning was a pieof alleged nusic called "Spiders and Snakes". We'll returnfor Carnarvon and Honeysuckle. This is Skylab Control at

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 11:30 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek,
Australia tracking stations in abour AO seconds. Spacecraft
communicator is Bruce McCandless, who will probably give the
crew the morning newscast over these two stations during
brerkfast aboard space station Skylab. Flight Director this
morning is Neil Hutchinson and the silver team of flight
controllers. AOS Carnarvon momentarily.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for about 13 minutes. And I've got the

morning news here if you all are interested.
PLT We're ready to listen.
CC Okay, and before we get started on that,

I've got a change for the fil;n thread pad for Bill if he's
aval lab le

.

PLT Go ahead , Bruce

.

CC Okay, under the 16-millimeter stuff, trans-
porter 07, location, back; supply, Charlie India 29 from Foxtrot
18, that's F-18; takeup , Charlie India 78; location back (garble)
back .

PLT Roger. Understand, put Charlie India 29 F-18
into 07 supply. Thank you very much.

CC Rog. That's to provide more film for the
documentary photos.

CC Washington - -

PLT Okay.
CC Washington: Chile Peru appear to be engaged in

an arms race. U.S. intelligence reports that Chile is moving
to buy more than 40 French tanks to counterbalance Soviet
tanks recently bought by Peru. The Latin American nations
are now limited in their purchases from the United States because
of a ceiling Imposed by Congress on military hardware for the
area. The 1973 Congress cut President Nixon'a appropriations
requests by 3.3 billion but nevertheless boosted overall
federal spending for fiscal 1974 by 3.5 billion. The Senate
House Committee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures released
the figures. They reemphasize that congressional notion on
legislative bills often has a greater impact on tha spending
budget than it does on appropriations bills. Under the proposed
federal rationing plan, consumers who want to use more gasoline th

they have coupons to purchase would have to buy aomeone else's
coupons and pay his price. A spokesman for the Federal Kner^y
Office confirms that we 1 1 - f inanced brokers might buy up ration
coupons and resell them at Jacked-up prices. T e clinical expcris
have eliminated the theory that a single, accidental art caused
the 18-1/2 minute gap in one of the Watergate tapes.
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However, objections from White House lawyers prevented the
experts from speculating whether there was any way the tape
could have been erased accidentally. The Treasury Department
is ready to begin a program of paying government benefit checks
by direct deposits into a recipient's bank account. ' The program
begins in March for about 3.5 million recipients of the new fed-
eral supplemental security income payments for disabled, blind,
and aged. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Robert Vander Lean has
won the Rebublican nomination to the congressional seat Vice-
President Gerald R. Ford held for 25 years. The 43-year old
majority leader of the Michigan Senate has been promised Ford's
support in a general election campaign for the Fifth Congressional
District seat. The grand old party has held since 1915. New
York: Declining highway travel because of the gasoline
shortage has reduced toll collections and is causing some
budget reshuffling in state turnpike authorities. An Associated
Press survey showed the Ea3t and Northeast, where there are more
toll roads than ir. other areas of the country, were hardest hit
Federal statistics show that more than $1 billion was
collected in 1972 by bridge and toll operators. How ouch of
that money will be lost because of reduced highway traffic is not
clear, but preliminary figures indicate declines of about 10
percent during December. Sons of the areas checked reported
plans to cancel highway projects or to stop construction because
of the declines. Several officials said that expen-
ditures for maintenance might have to be curtailed. Cambrige
Mass.: John Wayne rumbled into Harvard Square in Cambridge
today on a 13-ton Army personnel carrier to tike on liberal college
students, but they welcomed the actor with grins, cheers and
snowballs. Wayne showed up with a military escort Tuesday on
a dare from the Harvard Lam poon magazine. Lampoon editors had
challenged the conservative Wayne to premiere his new detective
movie, "McQ" In Harvard Square, "a place full of cut-throat
idle rich Intellectuals who would Just as soon quote you M.irx
and Mao Tse^tung as look a: you." Wayne replied that he'd be
happy to take his picture "into the pseudo-intellectual swamps."
Jerusalem: Israeli informants any stumbling blocks still remain
in the way of an agreement to separate Keyptian and Israeli
troops on the Suez front despite Secretary of St.ite Henry A.
Kissinger's efforts. Kissinger met for more than 5 hours Tuesday
with Israeli policymakers and was flying back to Egypt todav
for another session with President Anwar Sadat . One informed
U.S. official said the Israeli government had given the American
mediator "further guidance, and they would like to have htra
come back with Egyptians reactions" before tanking a final
decision on disengagement plans. Mexico City: American businessmen
In foreign countries are getting instructions on how to
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protect themselves and their familias from terrorists and how

to behave if kidnaped. A 5-page leaflet titled "General
Security Tips for U.S. Businessmen Abroad" is being distributed
by the American Embassy aid its consulates in Mexican cities.
Embassy security officers said the State Department drafted
the pamphlet for worldwide distribution. Jakarta, Indonesia,
All was quiet today in the wake cf anti-Japanese riots Tuesday
in which hospital officials said six students were killed and

49 were injured. Visiting Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka
spend a quiet morning with his daughter Makiko as a house

guest on the grounds - or at the guest house on the grounds of

the presidential palace, protected by more than 1,000 armed

troups ringing the palace compound and armored cars posted at

each corner. Military authorities closed off all main streets
to university campuses while security agents searched for leaders
of the students who went on a rampage Tuesday during demonstrations
against Japanese economic penetration of Indonesia. Phnon
Penh, Cambodia: Khmer Rouge rockets killed 14 persons and

wounded 22 Tuesday night and today. One rocket today made a direct
hit on the anteroom of the army c onmand e r - i n - ch i e

f
' s office,

but the commander. Major General Sosthesne Fernandez was not
hurt. In South Vietnam the Saipon government's military
command said its troops and North Vietnamese forces battled
15 miles northeast and 20 miles southwest of Pleiku, the capital
of the central highlands, and 56 North Vietnamese and four
government soldiers were killed. Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic: Baseball player Cesar Cedcno has been found guilty
of involuntary manslaughter in the death of a 19-year-old
girl and fined $100. Cedono, outfielder of the Houston
Astros immediately paid the fine levied on Tuesday by Judge
Porfirio Natera. The Judge's ruling came despite a prosecution
requeat at the trial Monday for dismissal of charges for lack

of evidence. A native cf Santo Domingo, Cedeno was accused
in connection with the shooting death of Altagracia de la Cruz,
who died of a head wound December 11 in a hotel room. Hong
Kong: President Kingman Brewster of Yale Universit" says

America universities arc eager to increase contacts with China.
Brewster, who noted his school, had a Y a 1 e - i n -Ch in a program - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO At 2:49 p.m., Jerry Carr will use the
command module sextant to get what Is called a NuZ-local vertical
update for Skylab. Later in the afternoon, Carr is scheduled
to t?et out some of the science demonstration equipment and
make preparations for demonstrations to be scheduled later.
Preparations for flying the astronaut maneuvering unit con-
sists of charging batteries for the unit, topping ofv the
propellant tanks and a conference with the ground at 6:00 p.m.
on tomorrow's operation of this Buck Rogers like device.
Total science scheduled for today by the three crewmen
is 23 hours and 32 minutes. The breakdown as follows:
Carr, 7 hours 18 minutes; Gibson, 8 hours 32; and Pogue , 7 hours
42. Several handheld photo assignments and options are on
today's docket. Pogue is scheduled to take photos of the
snow blanket, the Great Plains of the U.S. at 10:14 a.m.
These photos are aimed toward helping determine the existence
of subsurface geologic or hydrologic features, which nay
be enhanced by large spread snow cover in the states cf
Missouri and Iowa. Handheld photos of major fault zones
in the Northeastern United States, Rocky Mountain area will
be taken by Ed Gibson at 1:48 p.m. And Carr Is scheduled
to take photos of a laser becon at 3:31 p.m. as Skylab passes
over the Goddard Space Flight Center Just outside Washington,
D.C. Optional photo targets today, will include fault zones
in Asia Minor ac 7:46 a.m. and fault zones Afghanistan and
Pakistan at 7:51 a.m. Sea ice in the Gulf of St Lawrence
will be the subject of optional photo target at 9:05 a.m.
The northern part of western rift zone in Africa will
be j subject at 9:26 a.m. Another optional photo target
at 7:59 p.m. will be ice plumes and pack ice formation in
the sea of Okhotsk off Siberia. The crew will retire at
10:00 p.m. Ed Gibson will be the duty nan wearing headset
in case the crew needs to be awaken during the night.
25 minutes to Merrltt Island launch area, Bermuda. Madrid passes.
We'll return then. At 11:53 Creenwlch mean time, Skylab
Cont r o 1 .

PAO Skylab Control 12:18 Greenwich mean tiae.
Acquisition at Merrltt launch area in about 50 seconds. First
stateside pass of the morning. Merrltt Island, Bermuda and
Madrid for the next 25 minutes - 23 minutes, actually, and
we're standing by for AOS MILA.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Merrltt
IslanJ and Bermuda for 11-1/2 minutes with a few small Flight Plan
Changes and the evening questions.

CDR Go ahead, 3ruce

.

CC Okay. 1 guess, since you answered first,
Jerry, just a reainder that we're standing by to uplink your
teleprinter aessage to you whenever you get involved in documentary
photo 16 and want to watch the woodpecker at work.
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CDR Okay. We're Just setting up number 15 1

now. 6 and 7 are complete.
CC Okay. In your details, the entry - Or

in your Flight Plan, the entry that says details 19:45, should

really read details at 19:49. Over.
CDR Kojcr

.

CC And to your detail Flight Plan, we want

to add at 15:15, not time critical PTPH , do not use ergometer

during M131-1 OGI
CDR Okay. At 15.15.
CC Roger. And, with respect to the food

inventory, in order to insure that we're all talking about

the sane thing on food, we would like clarification on

whether or not the food in the drawers in the wardroom was

counted on the recent inventory. Over.
CDR Negative.
CC Okay. Thank you. And, with respect

to T020, considering the. current stowage status of the foot-
controlled maneuvering unit, how much time would you estimate
would be required to set up for a rerun in a shirt-sleeve

mode with a rigid mount? Over.
CDR The T020 is ready to don right row. All

it needs Is a PSS ir. the battery. We have even taken the

frame off the rigid supports. I would think, probably that

would be 15 ninutes or so. Or the tine - Probably the most

time would be in setting up :hc cameras.
CC Okt.y. Another not;, here, says, we're

considering deletion of hand cues for the DAC . What procedural
step9 would you recommend to reduce the total run tirae?

This is on TO20, again, and if you want to take more time

on that ore you can put Jt on the voice tape.
CDR Okay.
CC And, for Bill, if he's listening, a

couple of small ones.
PLT Go ahead.
CC Okay. Just a reminder to you to terminate

BAT 7 charge, (garble) 509 Charlie, this morning. The time Is not

terribly critical, but you probably ought to get on It wher.

you have the opportunity and then Liter on, of course, you're

putting 6 in the ASMU and putting It on charge. At 15:10,

in your FliRht Plan, we'd like to replace the open housekeeping
with a housekeeping 6 Alfa 1, that's housekeeping 6 Alfa 1 at

15 : \0.
CDR Okay. He copied that.

CC And we want to be particularly sure that on

that, you turn the fans off and open the flappev valves up

and really get in there and glvfe the (garble) a good cleaning,
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because we're really trying to keep the temperature in the
workshop down to something manageable for you. And this
may help us a good bit.

CDR Okay , Bruce.
CC Okay - -

END OF TAPE
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cc - - how we'd like to replace the open
housekeeping with a housekeeping 6 Alfa 1: that's housekeepiie
6 Alfa 1 at 15 : 10. -

CDR Okay , he copied that

.

CC And, we want to be particularly sure
that op. that you curr the fans off and open the flapper valves
up and really get ir. there and give the (garble) a good cleaning
cause we're really trying to keep the temperature in the workshop
down to something managable for you, and this nay help us
a good bi t .

CDR Okay , Bruce .

cc And, again fov the Bill. Did - for Bill.
Did he get a photo of the laser during the l:ser ops yesterdav?

CDR Negative
, he didn't.

cc Anrl did he notice any change in appearance
when the laser was slewed ahead of the spacecraft?

PLT Not right away, as soon as they called
rae

. I think the main difference was caused by attenuation
by angle rather than the slight slewing. Now I think one tine I d
lose it when they slewed the - well ahead of the spacecraft,
and I reacquired it. But I was expecting to see the signal'
greatly attenuated when they slewed ahead: I didn't notice
it right away, at least. 1 think the next tine if thev could
give me a - some kind of indication to how much - when they
start slewing ahead, which they did, and how much ahead they're
going so 'at as 1 can watch for a signal attenuation. Yesterday
the signal was fairly bright, and then it started flickering
and I lost it all of a sudden. So I wasn't quite sure at what
point I lost it.

CC Okay , thank you

.

CC And another -

cc And we're going to go ahead and lo.id
in a Nuz update here. So, if anyone is near the DAS we'd
like you to stay off it for a moment.

SPT Y chi g o t i y .

CC And. SPT, Houston. We'd like to - if it's
convenient with you at this time get the S05A FRAMES REMIANINC
counter reset to f>000. Over.

CC Before you do that let us - tell me what
you're reading right nov, wc can just keep track of things.

SPT On S054 we're reading 3019. Nov , vou mean
54 Oi- 56?

CC S054.
S?T Okay, it's being reset now.
CC Say again.
CC Okay, thank you.
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SPT Reading 6000.
CC Okay . :

.

.'.!

SPT And how about H-alpha 1 CAMERA POWER,
can we turn that on now ?

CC Not yet, we're stili kicking around cue
possible malfunction procedures and what we want to do on
that one .

CC The NuZ update's in; the DAS is yours
again.

SPT Thank you

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 4 minutes 17 seconds through
Madrid at 12 : 34 . Out

.

PAO Skylab - Skylab Control; LOS at Bermuda.
Reaoq u i s i t ion at Madrid in about 2 minutes. Some vital
statistics on the op ace station this morning. Temperature
in the wardroom currently 77 degrees, atmosphere aboard
Skylab 5.1 pounds per square inch of which the partial
pressure of oxygen is 3.6 potinds. ATM batteries are charged
up to 99.6 percent of their total capacity, orbit measures
230.9 nautical miles at perigee by 242.2 nautical at apogee.
Period of orbit 1 hour 33 minutes 11 seconds, and the current
velocity 25.081 feet per second. AOS Madrid in about a

ninuts and 20 seconds . Standing by at 12:33.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid

for 8 minutes. Out.
PLT Bruce , you can start the teleprinter

test message anytime you want, or whatever you're going to
send up .

CC Okay, it's on its way.
CC And after we finish with this extravaganza

we'd like to get a paper change on the teleprinter, please.
PLT Will do.
CC And I set a teleprinter on conn and

verified, so ttit ought to be coming: up any second.
PLT Rog, just coming up.

PI,T How much longer is this current message,
Bruce?

CC t':bout 30 seconds more.
PLT Tiiank you.
CC Skylab. this ?s Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 26 minutes through Carnarvon at

13:08 as your old silver team goes off on the last of

its early morning shift.
PAO Skylab Control, loss of signal at Madrid.

24 minutes until next station ftt Carnarvon and Honeysuckle
Creek, Australia. 12:43 GMT , Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control. 13:06 GMT

.

Two Australian tracking stations Carnarvon and Honeysuckle
Creek, combined pass coming up, about 15, 16 minutes, in
30 seconds. We're standing by.

MCC Skylab, Houston. With the ATM conference.
SPT Mo rning, Bill. I'm ready, go ahead.
MCC Okay. A couple of quick things here on

the Sun, most of It we've already passed up. Active region
21 continues to grow. To us It looks: like the hottest and
potentially best spot for a flare although It hasn't done
much for us. The Sun spots are growing, but again, we
haven't changed the flare probabilities, Just because it
hasn't done anything for us, and hopefully, It might just do
that today. One note to remind you of again, I reminded you
yesterday, is that you're looking at it. There isn't going
to be anymore for the rest of the mission, so hopefully, we'll
get something exciting out of what we've got. Then I've
got some comments on today's Plan and actually quite a few
because we're trying to do several special operations here.
At 20:00 the pass that you do, with 33 minutes left, we sav
observing titue, suggest shopping list 12 on coronal loops
and active region 14. We were going to try to get you some
word this morning rrom S055 as to whether they have seen them
or -,ot . Their quick-look data from yesterday is not in yet
so we're unable to do that. However, Sac Pe^K does
see loops in the green line of iron XIV and experience indicate
that once you see these loops, they stick around for at least
20 to 30 hours, so at this point, it's reasonable to assume
that you probably should find loops over A R - 1 4 . Hopefully,
before you run it, we will have some S055 quick-look data
back from yesterday and we will get that up to you,

SPT Okay, we have a possibility of four lines
in which to look for those loops. Have people narrowed
it down as to which ra^ght be better essentially does the
general message number 6 still hold as written?

MCC As best I know, general message 6 still
holds as written. Although, if we do get our quick-look data
back, we will be able to tell you which lines we saw them
best In on 5 5 and make the suggestion narrower.

SPT Okay. From my experience cm looking for
loops when 21 was on the limb, I know it's a tine consuming
task and if any of you have an" hints from the ground, sure
would appreciate it.

MCC Okay, we'll try to get some thoughts up
to you. Okay, also, F.d , 15:14 which is cominR up here in a
bit, we're operating - well, that's the first of two funny
operations for 82B, similar to what we did yesterday. On
the building block A and subsequent orbits chat Jerry does
on the building block 5, in essence we're putting S - 82B
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not the 40, ao on the two times when we inhibit momentum
dump, we have given you the 400 kilometer time and the
250 kilometer time. When you've got observations going,
obviously, you know not to operate the entries below
250 kilometers, whxch is why we gave you those times. On
your JOP 7 that you're about to do on the coning orbit,
we re asking for a sequence of 9-second exposures every
30 seconds, from 2 minutes remaining down through 30 secondsremaining. Just a reminder here that 9 seconds is the
duration of the first exposure of the continuous mode. Letthat g~ ahead and when a operate light comes on, then you'vegot .6 seconds to go to stop without expending another film-Ar

"
a nict lon 8 9-second exposure gives us very good lateralsmear since we re essentially almost tangent to the Earthsurface here, without smearing vertical verv much
SPT Okay.

. .

M
^
C And

«
one last thought on that. Followingboth that momentum inhibit and the one later in the day

that i believe Jerry does the JOP 7 on and Bill follows upbe careful. There's a trap. It may look like you're wayahead of the time game here, but when the ground enables
momentum dump, you re going to loose about 20 minutes onyour time remaining counter, so keep that in mind.

SPT
, it

0ka y- And just a note. I would hopethe reople would enable the momentum at the right timeYesterday we were running one of these and when we got "downto 4 minutes remaining they enabled the momentum and it all oa sudden jumped into night time and 1 had to go in inhibitmomentum to finish it up - -

END OF TAPE
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HCC And one last thought on that. Following
both that momentum inhibit and the one later in the day, that
1 believe Jerry does the JOP 7 on and Bill follows up, be
careful. There's a trap, it may look like you're way ahead
of the time game here, but when the ground enables momentum
dump, you're going to lose about 20 minutes on your time
rearaining counter. So keep that in mind.

SPT Okay. And Just a note. I would hope the
people would enable the momentum at the right time. Yesterday
we were running one of these and when we got down to 4 minutesremaining, they enabled the momentum and it all of a sudden
Jumped into nighttime and I had to go into inhibit momentum
to finish it up. Just a note to make sure that people don'tenable the momentum before we actually get the observations
done .

MCC Okay, right, and we realize we didn'r
do Jt quite right yesterday and that, hopefully, will keeppeople .pre pra their toes today. And, let's see. One other
thought here On S054

, to clarify their long exposures, inbuilding block 1, they want 17 minutes plus or minus 1 minute
as depicted. On the other long ones they'd like as long aspossible consistent with the pointing changes and so on.

SPT Okay. That's the words that you hadgiven me before and that was understood. Yesterday we weredoing one which called for something on the order of 20 someodd minutes and it was geared to the length of the buildingblock before ve did the roll. We then had the second part of
the building block where the roll was not applicable We keptour pointing the same and I thought I'd go ahead and "give them
a nice long one at which time I got a call from the groundtelling me to terminate the exposure. I gave them something
like a 32vminute exposure. I thought that was what they
were after. So, I'm wondering if the people could go bark
and take a look at that again and find out why I got the csll
in order to advance the film and not give them as long as
possible .

MCC Okay, Ed. We're 1 minute here from
LOS. Honeysuckle is next in 2 minutes. And on that, nv
understanding is that there has been no 54 change there,
and that you were right. And we've made a note here to make
sure that we get all of our thoughts correct here. One last
thought is, have you put JOP 21 - changed 21 in your
JOP Sunmary Sheets? And if so, did you have any questions?

SPT Just a minute here, Sill. No I had
put 21 in. They're all in there and I understand what i>
says.

MC C Okay. Fine. And we've only got 30 seconds
left. Sorry I talked so long, but why don't you give us what-
ever rundown you've got.
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SPT Okay. Active region 21, of course, still

looks like the hottest thinR. And, believe It or not, 16 still

looks relatively hot In XUV , as I mentioned last night. Corona

has not changed a great deal overall, but some details

have. Over on the east limb, where there were two streamers,

yesterday, now It's very clearly that they're both helmet

streamers and the one which is further south, let's just take it,

one lo around 3 - or call it 290 and another one up maybe

around 310. The one at 290 is the brighter and appears

to be overlapping the other one, implying it's closer to ue

.

The one over on the other limb, now, the west limb,' we have

some at about zero - at about 085 or 080. It goes out quite a

distance and it's much more prominent than it was yesterday.

That's the one which disappeared when we had the activity

on active region 14. It looks as though it has reformed and

is still fairly strong.
STT Are you still with us?

HCC Okay, Ed. Yeah. We copied that. You

dropped out for just a little bit, but I think we got all the

details there and we're through Honeysuckle now for 4 minutes.

SPT Okay. I have not given you all the de-

tails on these. I'll try and do that throughout the day.

MCC Okay. Mighty fine. And we'll talk to

you t orao r r ow

.

SPT Thank you, Bill.

Cc And, Skylab, we're back with you through

Honeysuckle for 4 ii.ir-.utes.

SPT Morning , Story

.

CC Hi , Ed .

SPT Hey, Story. Let me ask you a question

about getting the hemoglobin concentration measurement. This

morning, the check, the way it was called out by detail, told

me to go to certain pages of the checklist, which had ne

using pipette. When you use that, put the blood into a

pipette and then try to put it out of the small glass slide

that you finally put into the meter, you find that the blood

dries so darn fast that you're going to up your concentration

measurements, which is exactly what happened this morning

when I did mine. I have not done the other two. I'd like

to see whether we could not just take it straight from - the

samples straight from the finger and put it right onto the

glass slide and forget the middleman, which is the pipette.

CC That's a good call, Ed, and an excellent

idea.
SPT Okay. Thank you.
CC And, Ed, you are going to repeat those

ones that dried up?
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SPT I only did it on mysul f . So I will repeat

that. So we still have 96 left.
CC Okay . Thanks

.

SPT Mine i» a a up 2 counts, from 13 to 15.

And I suspect that It was because It dried out.

CC We concur , F.d .

CC And we're a minute from LOS. About

half an hour to Texas at 13:51.
PAO Skylab Control. Loss of signal at

Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. 27 minutes to a stateside

pass beginning at tracking station Corpus Christi, Texas.

Over Carnarvon and Honeysuckle, the morning ATM conference
between science pilot, Ed Gibson aboard space station Skylab

and scientist astronaut 8111 Lenoir. Currently, the flight

director on duty is Milton Windier with the Maroon team of

flight controllers. The new spacecraft communicator is

Story Musgrave. We will return in 27 rainutea for the upcoming
stateside pass. Now midwey through revolution 3565 for the

space station. This is Skylab Control at 13:24 GMT.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 sky 1 ab Control 13:50 Greenwich mean

time. AOS Texas in 50 seconds. Fairly solid stateside pass

through Texas, Merrltt Island Launch Area, Bermuda, and

across to Madrid. We'll stand by for the three stations

on this pass, four stations when you count Madrid, for the

next 28 minutes .

cc Skylab, AOS stateside 17 minutes.

SPT Houston, SPT.

Spy Hello, Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead , Ed

.

spT Story, the guys in the backroom with the

55 dettctors may want to be watching where I'm pointing

right now. We're in active region 21 and looking at a

fluctuating bright, point. The intensity starting out around

5000 or so when we first got on it. Right now we re seeing

it going up to around 11 or 12. And I saw this characteristic

of this previous orbit vhi).e 1 was watching it for a short

time also. We get rise tines; we're decaying on the order of

a minute or in some cases 30 seconds. So, I think we. 11

be sitting right here for a little vhil-, doing some shopping

list items and a flare wait.
CC Okay . Ed , thanks .

CC Ed , Hous ton

.

SPT Go ahead ,
Story .

C c Did you pick up that BB-12 up there at

the top on y>ur schedule pad at 13:47?

SPT 1 sure did

.

CC Okay , thanks

.

SPT Story, let we tell you a little bit more

about what we see in the coronas aph. I didn't have too

much time last time around.
CC Okay.
SPT Okay, today appears to be the day for

fairly straight narrow streamers, and we have a whole bunch

cf them. I'll give you the (garble) location and general

characteristics. Starting out at 055 we have a very faint

one which was there yesterday arid is still there but is

exceptionally faint. At 070 we have a faint one which f.s the

edge ox a fairlv large group of faint streamers. AC 080 ve

have one which we talked about yesterday disappearing when

active region 14 had some activity in it. Had some very small

streamers, almost looks likes just a diffuse area of

emission close to the disk until we come around to a fairly

- a relatively strong streamer right around 100. We did come
^

around at 220. There's an exceptionally faint streamer, 1 don t

think I mentioned this one yesterday. It was there yesterday
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•

and it's the re today, and it's exceptionally faint. You can
just barely - I cannot really see It in the photograph I

have except for the start of it, but it does show up on the

monitor. At 280 and 295 are two helmet streamers, the one
at 280 being relatively stronger and appears to be overlying
the one in the front or the one in the rear. Again, the
numbers I give you here are, as far as orientations, might
be a little bit different than what I've quoted before because
we have a difficult tine aligning the overlay to exactly the

same roll everytime we look at these features. But I think
from the description you can follow through which ones are
which. I don't see any real appreciable change, only just
slight changes in the detail from what we saw yesterday.

CC Okay, thanks, Ed.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS; 5 minutes

to Madrid. Be dumping the data/voice at Madrid.
PAO Skylab Control; 30 seconds to r e a cq u i s i t i on

through Madrid. Space station temperature is predicted to rise
to 78.2 degrees Fahrenheit today and peak at about 87 degrees
around the 19th of January. Standing by for r e a cq u i s i t i on

Madrid in about 5 seconds.
CC Skylab, we're AOS through Madrid for

6 minutes; dumping the data/ voice here.
CC Ed , Hous ton .

SFT Go ahead , S tory

.

CC On that BB-32 that 1 queried you about earlie
we didn't see the S054 count down. So, in any event, we'd
like a - an MSOS64, another one of those anyway.

SPT Oh, okay, I did not realize that they were
going to b2 operating on it. Normally, we're just about out of
those all the time. Was ray mistake for neglecting them.

CC Okay.
SPT Say, Story, and would yen query the people

at 55 as to whether they feel they're getting useful data
in the stop mode on the fluctuating bright point. I find it

pretty useful to keep tabs on what's going on when things
aren't changing rapidly here. I can't give them truncated
MIRROR AUTO RASTERS as well as stopping periodically.

CC Okay, get with you, Ed.
SPT Just for the pa&t couple of minutes, I'm

sure they've been watching, but we've gone through about down
to 5 - .5000 en up to 12,000, now we're going back down to

7 again. That's the oxygen VI readout.
CC Okay.

END OF TAP K
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CC Sky lab , we're a minute til LOS, about
32 minutes to Carnarvon at 14:30, and Ed, S055 As Retting
useful data in the stop node.

SPT Thank you, Story.
PAO Skylab Control. LOS , Madtld after

stateside and Madrid pass on revolutions 3565 and 66.
29 minutes to Carnarvon. Tananarive is below miitlaums on
alevation angle, only slightly over 1 decree on this revolu-
tion, therefore it will not support the mission, the - this
pass. We'll return in 29 minutes. This is Skylab Control
at 14:20 Greenwich mean time.

PAO Skylab Control. 14:49 GMT. A very brief
pass here at Carnarvon. Only 2 minutes and 10 seconds.

CC AOS, through Carnarvon for 3 minutes.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and about

35 minutes to Goldstone at 15:27.
SPT Roger, Story.
SPT Story, I Just took a look at the corona

tn the TV, and at this angle here or the time at which we are
relative- to - I should say, the closeness to the te ruinator .

We really see exceptionally bright airglow - -

CC We're going over the hill here, Ed.
SPT Ckay.
CC Keep going though.
SPT My concern is that it's very bright and

we're taking 9-second exposures. I hope they don't completely
overexpose themselves (garble/static)

CC Got 1 1 . (Sta t ic)
PAO Skylab Control. LOS , Carnarvon. Although

the elevation angle maximum on Carnarvon was only 1 degree,
this station was called up to avoid having a stateside to
stateside groundtrack, without any intermediate station
coverage. Next station Goldstone in 33 minutes. And, a solid
stateside and Europian station pass. We'll return then.
This is Skylab Control at 14:54 Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 15:26 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition in SO seconds through Goldacone.
Stateside pass and combine Canary and Madrid pass lasting
for about the next 30 minutes. And ve'r*! standing by for
acquisition.

CC Skylab, we've got you stateside for
17 minutes

.

PLT Story, you in position tc take any real-
time television?

CC Stand by 1.
CC We're dumping the VTR right now, Bill.

How about in 4 minutes, that'd be okay?
PLT When, Story?
CC About 4 minutes from now.
PLT Yeah, I'll be ready and we'll see how it

t ur ns out

.

CC I'll give you a call when we're done.
PLT Okay .

CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Go ahead.
CC We can't get you real-time TV back here

to Houston. We can dump It to the site and we wondered what
you were going to take.

CDR Stateside mountains and snow; we're about
over Albuquerque now, I think, and headed northeast.

PLT Probably could have figured that out
yourself.

CC Okay, Jer, we'll let you know when we've
dumped the VTR, and you can - Okay, you're GO right now, and
we'll record it at the site.

CC And we're rewinding the VTR but the down-
link's available now.

CDR Okay, Story, we're going to start in
justasecond.

SPT Story, what I was remarking to you as you
went over the hill was that when I looked in the white light
coronagraph monitor I saw a fairly intense brightening which
caused the automatic gain control • o shrink the picture down
to nothing but the spots left ii .'£ tube. So, I went ahead
and gave a 1-second exposure after each of the 9-second
exposures ,452.

CC Okay, Ed, and for the S052, the 9 seconds
would give you an over exposure, a low in the atmosphere,
but about on in the higher up in the atmosphere.

SPT Okay, that's good. Well, they got that
p lu8 t he 1 second s .
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CC
they're fine.

SPT
CDR
CC

ATM . Did you put
CDR
CC

next tine,
PIT

And, Ed, wc like chose 1-second exposures,

Thank you

.

Okay, Story, we're through with television.
Okay, we're showing the VIDEO switch in

it back there after you got done?
No, it probably got left there.
Okay, we'll try to catch that earlier

Thank you, Story.
cc And, for Bill, tell him the top off the

bottle that you used on T020 yesterday, that's PSS number 3.
PLT Roger. Number 3 instead of number 2.
cc And, Ed, at your convenience let us know

that the teleprinter's working all right since your paper
changeout

SPT
CC
CC

t o Mad rid .

SPT
CC

and Canaries
SPT

a monitor on
CC

Okay, be with you in a minute,
No hurry

.

Story.

Skylab, we're a minute to LOS; 6 minutes

Roge r .

Sky lab ,

minutes .

Story ,

the H-alpha 1

for 9

back with you through Madrid

do you folVs down there have
filter for temperature?

Yes , we do , Ed

.

SPT Okay, this filter release the -ppearence
in H-alpha 1 seems to change. This morning it looked pretty
good and now it's beginning to get - lose its resolution,
and I'm wondering vhether it's the effect of the Sun
heating the filter slightly and shifting the (garble), or
what could be the problem.

cc We're going to get you an answer, Ed.
SPT Okay, thank you. And kind of going along

with that is that I was looking in active region 21 and
trying to figure out where the neutral line is. And because
of this relative low resolution I believe I'm looking at
some arch filaments leading up the center of it with plage
on efther side and plage on r.he east end of the arch filament-
But if that is the case, I'm still having a tough time finding
out where the neutral line is. There's Just not enough
fibril structure there of any detail which I can see in
order to figure it out.

CC Okay .

END Or TAPE
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CC Ed, we're seeing no changes in the fllc-r
temperature down here. Could you tell us If the laage is

degraded on both monitors?
SFT Yes, it has, Story. Monitor 1 is - Is

always been better and it's degraded there. Monitor 2 still

looks a little bit worse than monitor 1 and < . \ - contrast

and brightness setting.
CC Okay, Ed. We're a minute from LOS here,

about 13 minutes to Tananarive at 16:10. You might throw

some of that on the VTR if you get a chance.
SPT Okay, I'll do it now.
PAO This is - This is Skylab Control, 15:59

Greenwich mean time. LOS , Madrid. Attempt by the crew to

downlink some real-time TV to the Texas station and Goldstone
station of snow cover over the Rocky Mountain area was unsuc-
cessful, in as much ae the TV switch on board the space 8ta '.

was left in the ATM ,j06ition instead of moved to the portable
camera position, so maybe they'll try again. Back in 10

minutes for Tananarive voice relay station. 16:00 GMT,

Skylab Control.
PAO This is Skylab Control. 16:09 Greenwich

mean time. Voice relay station at Tananarive in 50 seconds

,

approximately, plus or minus a few seconds. A total of

10 minutes across Tananarive, and we're standing by.

CC Skylab, back with you through Tananarive
for about 6 minutes. And, Bill or Ed, whoever's setting up

M171, Houston.
PLT Go ahead

,
Story.

CC Bill, we sent you up a general message
62/63 Alfa, and that puts down changes to your baseline level
for the OGI, Just a friendly reminder, that applied only to

you and keep Jer and Ed at the same level.
PLT Okay.
PLT Also, Story, a few minutes ago, you gave

me an update on which PSS to top off. I thought you said

3 instead of 2, now. Is that correct?
CC Yeah, top off whichever on? you use for

T020 yesterday and we think that CSS says number 3.

PLT Okay, well, it was number 2, so (static/
garble)

CC You say you used number 2, yesterday?
PLT I used whatever w^s in the pad. I - I

put my (garble) (static) away already, so I don't have it to

look at.
CC Okay.
CC Okay, Bill. The pad said number 2, but

your voice transcript said number 3.

PLT Rog, Story, I was wrong. It was number
dogleg , top it off

.
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CC Okay , fins .

CC Skylab, we're a couple of Minutes from
LOS. The next station's Honeysuckle, about 20 minutes at
16:35. And, we'll be duaping the data/voice over Honeysuckle.

'AO This Is Skylab Control. LOS, Tananarive.
Next station, Honeysuckle Creek in 15 ainutes. At 16:19. this
is Skylab Control

.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 In an LOS gap here between Beriuda and

Canaries. Standing t/ for ro acquis 1 1 1 on through Canary

Islands. Madrid will not be supporting this mission and

that's the last revolution was the final Madrid pass for

the afternoon. AOS Canary In about a minute.

CC Skylab. Back with you through Canaries

for 8 minutes

.

CDR Roue r .

cc Skylab. We're about 30 seconds to LOS.

About 15 minutes to Tananarive.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. LOS, Canary

Islands. Extremely quiet pass over the States and Canaries.

Next station, Tananarive, voice relay, in 11 minutes. Final

Tananarive pass of the afternoon. At 17:37 CMT .
back In

11 minutes, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is SkyUb Control, 16:34 Greenwichmean tin, .Acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek in 50 seconds.At the present time the commander is scheduled to bo in aphysical training aode and personal hygiene, while thescience pilot will be the subject, and the Pilot, Bill Pogue
J ' 'b" rv

t
r on * r™ of the human vestibular medical experimentLikely won t be too »u C h communications through HoneysuckleWe re standing by with about 5 seconds until acquisition

of signal. Revolution 3567 for the space station,

for 5

C

minutos
^V 1 **. with you through Honeysuckle

CDR Roger, Story.
.

CC And
-

J erry, you're going to get a cautionand warn ng. We're bringing up the second pump fn theprimary loop; just punch it off.
CDR Okay.

m|
CC

, . n , ,

Skvl ab, we're about a minute to LOS . About2U minutes to Goldstone at 17:04.
mum

£
DR Roger; we'll see you there.

cc Yes , 8 i r .

Creek
PA0

HlulH f
. * hls ia Skvlab Control; LOS HoneysuckleCreek. Hawaii first pass over that station in 13 minutes.Be* your pardon, Goldstone in 21 minutes. Hawaii Is notsupporting on this revolution. We'll be back for Goldstoneand the stateside pass. This is SkyUb Control at 16:43 lm

,
This ls Skylab Control; 17:03 Greenwichmean time. A combined pass of 30 minutes coming up acrossthe States and the overlapping Canary and Madrid stations!AOS Goldstone due In about 35 seconds. Space station Sky ahnearing the end of its 3567 revolution, and 882 revolutionsfor the ikylab-IV crew, now in their 62nd day in space ?Jnseconds to AOS Goldstone, standing by.

cpr
Skylab AOS through Goldstone for 9 minutes.SPT Roger, Story.

c ,

CC Skylab, we're 30 seconds to LOS; about
5 minutes to Bermuda.

B
C

.

C
t j

Skylab, we're back with you throughBermuda for 6 minutes.
SPT Okay, Story.

Canaries
We're a minute to LOS; A minutes to

l5lan !
A
! n .

f

Skylab Control; reacq ul s i t i on at CanaryUland in about a minute and 40 seconds in a LOS cap here

tVrTl* J
ernuda

T

a " d Canaries. Standing by for requisitionthrough Canary Islands. Madrid will not be supporting this
j;;';"

3
"?

th^' 8 the ^ revolution was t h e f i n a I Sadpass for the afternoon.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This U Sky Ub Control 17:47 Gn»#nvich
iietn time. Voice relay station at Tananarive in SO seconds
for a total of 4 minutes. Standing by for Tananarive.

CC Skylab, we've got you through Tananarive
for 2 minutes

.

CDR Roger

.

CC And, about a minute from LOS. 20 minutes

to Honeysuckle at 18:11.
CDR Roger. See you later.
CC Yes, sir.
PAO Skylab Control. LOS Tananarive. IS mln-

utes to Honeysuckle Creek. 17:56 GMT, Skylab Control.
PAO This is Skylab Control 18:10 Greenwich

mean time. Space station Skylab will be acquired in about 50

seconds through the Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking
station. And we'll stand by until that station begins
receiving data and voice.

CC Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for
9 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. About

12 minutes til Hawaii at 18:31 Be dumping the data/voice
there and who's the next crewman who'll be passing through the

STS?
CDR Go ahead, Story.
CC Okay, Jer. In prep for the next M509 run

on panel 225, cabin pressure regs both A and B closed.
CDR Okay. They're both closed.
CC Thank you.
PAO This Is Skylab Control. LOS Honeysuckle

Creek. Next station will be tracking station at Hawaii in

about 10 minutes. This is Skylab Control at 18:21 Greenwich
mean time.

END OF TAPE
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p AO Sky lab Cont rol . Acquis it Ion at Hawaii
in 50 seconds, followed by the stateside stations Canary and
Ascension for about the next 49 minutes. Probably the longest
single coablned pass of the day. Standing by for acquisition
through Hawaii

.

cc Skylab, We're AOS through Hawaii for
8 minutes. We see a dump » usinc the data voice and let
us know when you're done with it.

CDR Will do.

(

CDR Story, it's going to be awhile before
he s done with that recorder. It's Bill EREPlng and that's
not due to be finished until about 19:00.

CC Okay.
cc Okay. That's no problem with a - with

the tape recorder and Jer when you get about 33 seconds there
at the ATM, I've got something on H-alpha 1 for you.

CDR Okay. Go ahead.
cc Okay. We'd like for you to go ahead and

power that thing up. Camera power on and use two frames per
minute and go to auto and you'll probably need the night
interlock switch in override.

CDR Okay . It 's on

.

cc Okay, Jer. We ' re going to t ry to take
some pictures. We could have a read switch failure or a logic
failure, which will prevent you from getting your frame counter
advanced, or your ready light, but it's possible. We are
getting good film. From down here we can't differentiate a
Jammed camera from a logic failure.

J
CDR

,
Okay. I just saw a frame count decrement

1 and we re in - the operate light is on.
CC We saw it too, and we're seeing a normal

shut ter ops

.

cc And, for Bill, we're bringing up another
tape recorder. He nay see his light go cut, but he can
continue recording.

PL T Okay, Story. Thank you.
CDR Okay. We've got another decrement on

H-ralpha 1

CC
good work

CDR

Hey, thanks for fixing that, Jer. That's

I bet it just got hot yesterday.
SPT When you're not you're hot.
CDR Sounds like you know.
cc Skylab, we're a minute til LOS, about

3 minutes to Goldstone. Press on with a normal ops on
H-alpha 1 and Jerry, you'll want to remember to get the night
interlock switch to normal, when you power down for the next
rev .

CDR Okay
, Story . Will do

.
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cc SkyUb, back with you through Gol4ttoo«

t0V 7

PLt"
" C *

"
"

Story, are you getting good downlln 1'

CC It 'b affirm, Bill.

PLT Thank you.

CDR Story, part B In building block 5 call*

for a mirror auto raster and that doaan't Indicate which

grat Ing I ought to uae

.

CC Okay

.

CDR My assumption la that I don t change It

from the laat setting that I had.

cc That'* affirm, Jer, the same one you're

In right now.
CDR Okay
CC

to Bermuda.
CC

for 9 minutes

,

C DR Rt> ge r .

cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and 2 mlnutee

t0
^PAO

7
* Skylab Control. The space nation Skylab

will be acquired In about 40 seconds through Canary Islands,

with overlapping coverage through Ascension. Presently over

the central Atlantic, mid Atlantic, In a ga P between Bermuda

LOS and Canary AOS. We'll stand by for reacquls I t Ion of

Skylab through Canary Islands. Final Canary pas.* of the day.

cc Skylab, back with you through Canaries

and Ascension, 15 minutes.

Skylab, we're a minute til LOS. 5 minutes

Skylab, back with you through Bermuda

END OF TAPE
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CC Jer , Houston .

CDR Go ahead, Story .

CC Jer, In tha naxt faw houra we'll need a

quad A tank pressure equalisation done. We'd like to sea

that over a station. '

: You will be up In the command module

anyway for your star work at about 19:51 and Carnarvon's
coming up at 19:45. That looks like a convenient tine to

gat it if you can Beet us up there then.
CDR Okay, It sounds fine; 19:45.
CC And that's in command nodule systems

book S4-19.
CDR Roger, I've got tt opened to that page

and clipped .

CC Beautiful.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS; about

24 minutes to Carnarvon at 19:44.
PAO This is Sky-ab Control; 19:22 Greenwich

mean time. LOS at Ascension Island tracking station. Next

station Carnarvon, Australia in 22 minutes. This is Skylab

Control at 19:22 Greenwich mean time.

ENO OF TAPE
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PXO 19 houre 43 Binutet Greenwich mean time,

this It SkyUb Control. Space ttatlon now leu than a minute

away from acquisition through Carnarvon, Australia. Earlier

in the day, Science Pilot Ed Cibton was the subject and

Pilot Bill Pogue the obterver in M1J1 human vestibular function

medical experiments ueee the rotating li tter chair . Well

,

the roles are reversed now, and Ed Gibson it the observer

and Bill Pogue the subject. These medical experiments will

determine if the inner ear semicircular canalt are aftected

by weightlessness. Now about 10 seconds from acquisition

over Carnarvon, we'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon/Honeysuckle

for 9 minutes.
CDR Okay, Story, quad A's open.

CC Okay, looking at it, Jtr.

CDR I was reading 190 and it iaaediately went

down to 180.
CC Okay.
CDR I read 190 on quad Delta up here too,

do you concur?
CC We're looking, Jer.

CC Jer, we concur with the 190 that you're

seeing on Delta and we don't expect that to need equalization.
CDR Okay.
CC When you catch a break in that procedure,

I've got a couple of things for you on the RCS heaters.

CDR Go ahead

.

CC Okay, we'd like to avoid the condition

in which we had a heater failed on, because we'd have very

little tine to respond to that. So we'd like to turn those off.

And that's on panel 5 service module RCS heaters, quad A and D,

both of t hem off

.

CDR Okay, Alpha and Delta are off.

CC And also there in the same location,

service module RCS heaters engine package, A and D off.

CDR Okay, they're off too.

CC Okay, got that. And when you're done

with the RCS ,
you're rendezvous with the stars will be coming

up about 19 t 51 .

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about

20 minutes to Hawaii at 20:12.
CDR Key, Story, when - the last two tines

I've taken the - the telescope out of its fixture to mount

it on the panel, it's felt quite hot to me right in the

area where the - the water goes into the box. I've made

sure that the power switches were off and the reticle
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vat turned all the way down, but I'm still finding tha* thing
hot when I open it up.

CC Copy , Jer .

PAO Skylab Control, 19 hour* 54 minutes Green*
wich mean time. Space station apparently out of range of
Honeysuckle. Now back In range - brief keyhole there.

CC Going ever the hill.
CC In the blind, 11:22.
PAO Skylab Control, 19 houra 56 minutes.

Now out of range of Honeysuckle. Guam tracking station
won't be used for this pass. Low power transmitter only is
in effect at Guam. We're informed by guidance systems officer
here in Mission Control at CMC number 2, has had a reduction
in wheel speed of about 50 rpm. This is an anomaly.
Bearing temperatures, however, are nominal and the current
is pretty close to nominal. Wheel speed should normally be
8900, it's now 8850. They Just haven't gotten around to
explaining it yet we're told. Next acquisition will be
through Goldstone, California - excuse me, we'll get part
of Hawaii on this pass. Greenwich mean time 19 hours 58
minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 20 hours 21 nlnutes
Greenwich mean tiae. Space station now about a ainute
away from acquisition thrown Goldstone, complete stateside
coverage for this pas a , As the a^ace atatlon nears the
ease coa«r the Coddard navigation experiment using the laser
beam will Ue tried again. We're told there*a fairly good
weather ov * over Washington for thla paas. Cloud cover
is about SO percent but that's high cirrus clouds. So there's
a fairly good opportunity that the cooaander will be able
to eee the 10-watt green laser which will be used today.
Now about 10 seconds from acquisition of signal. W '11

hold the line up.
cc Skylab, AOS through Goldstone for 6

minutes

.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Good evening Jer, according to your details

there , you '11 have the laser cosing up in about 8 or 9 Dinutes.
CDR Say, again, Story.
CC You got the laser cooing up in 8 or 9

minutes

.

CDR Roger

.

CC Bill, Houston.
CDR Bill's on the bike, go ahead.
CC I better catch hia later.
CDR Okay .

CC Ed , Hous t on .

SPT Go ahead.
CC Ed, with respect to the question you

raised concerning loops over active region K with Bill this
morning. The loops that were there yesterday had east and west
alignment and were observed aostly edge on. They were
seen in oxygen V and VI, neon VII, hymen continuum, magnesium
X, and sillicon XII. In other words all across the temperature
ranges the transiston range in the corona.

SPT Okay, thank you Story. I'm looking for
then now.

CC Okay, iron XIV and H-alpha coronal rain
observed over this region at 15:00 GMT. And your cps are
vety good in this area.

SPT Thank, you.
CC Skylab, we're about 30 seconds to LOS.

We'll see you over Texas in about a minute. And Bill, if
you're not running instrumented PT, we see experiment 1 tape
recorder running. And we'd like to get that off cause we
got a dump coming up over Bernuda at 20:31.

PLT Roger, copy.
CC Sorry, to get you off the bike, I didn't

have anybody else.
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PAO Brief LOS as the space station gets
close to acquisition through Texas. We'll stay live.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through
H1LA and Bermuda for 12 minutes.

CC Hey, Jer, when you acquire the laser,
we'd like you to let us know and we'll move it off 1 degree
off the spacecraft , and sec how you do.

CDR Roger, Story. I'm using STS window
number 2, it looks like it might be a little easier to see
from here

.

CC Okay.
CC Ar.d , Ed, we'd like a DAS to send an

outer glmbal backup.
SPT You got 1 1 .

CC And Ed, we're showing SQ56 shutter open.
Throw the START and back to STOP it'll CLOSE it.
Thank s , Ed .

END OP TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control, 20 hours 11 mlnutta

Greanwich mtan tlw. Space station now about a J™"
•way fro* acquisition through Hawaii tracking station,

ThU p.M win last about 6 minutes. Pilot Jill PogM doing

Ihvaical training at thla point. Science Pilot Ed Gibaon

IT. I in or Ih«'hit- time today at the Apollo <•*••";•

1111% control and display panel. Thla time u.ing th.

;

ultraviolet cor onagr aphy , looking at the Sun. And Commander Carr

chacklng Che command and service module sextant getting

update for the nuZ . How about 10 second, away from acquisition.

C<; Houston for 3 minute*.

CDR Roger Story. The angles for the C&C

sextant are Alphard shaft of 99.4, trunnion la 11. 0, for

Regulus 78.5. and trunnion Is 33.1 and Regulua was so close

to structure that I almost couldn't see It due to light

reflection off the structure.
CC Okay, thanks Jerr we got It. And we re

accustomed to scheduling you for any comoand module work

there Is, but on this sextant check it would be real convenient

if we could schedule Ed and Bill for it also.

CDR Yeah, I think that would be okay. V«hat -

whatever is convenient for you I think. Problem is heating

on the optics, are there heaters u P in that - inside the optics?

CD R Sextant or the telescopes once you

take it out it cools right down. And by the time I was

finished with my sightings the sextant was down to a nice

normal temperature, you know room temperature. But as soon

as 1 put it back in the slot up there it begins warming

up again, and I'm Just wondering if we have a heater in that

* r * a "

co We'll be going LOS here in about 15 seconds

Jer. Bo seeing you over Goldstone in about 9 minutes
.

There

la a 1/P feeder up there that is worth about 10-« att ?' Th «

only way to turn that off. and we don't want to do that, is

turn off the IHU heaters.
CDR Okay, well I'm not concerned about it. I

lust wanted to know if it was nominal.

CC is - is the wall hot up there or the

stowage for the telescope is that hot also?

CDR No. but the wall is quite cool, it's strlck

the telescope itself.
CC Thank you.

cc An(j Vhen we come over stateside and your

working on the M509 checklist changes, I've got one for you

on page 3 Charlie - 13.

CDR Okay.
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PAO Contrary to previous Indications this

was an extraaely short paas, tctually lesa than 1 *ingte

ovar Hawaii. Graenwich «ean ti»a 20 houra 14 »inutes next

acquisition will b« 8 Blnuta* £ro» now. That will b« through

Ooldstona for a stataaidv pass which will include Texas, Horritt

Island launch area and Berimda. 20 houra 1J minutes this ia

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 20 hours 21 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station now about a minute
away from acquisition through Goldstone, complete stateside
coverage for this pass As the space atation nears the
east coast tb<"; ^oddard navigation experiment using the laser
beam will be trx;< ^ain . We're told there's fairly good
weather ov - over vashington for this pass. Cloud cover
is about 50 percent but that's high cirrus clouds. So there's
a fairly good opportunity that the commander will be able
to s».e the 10-watt green laser which will be used today.
Now about 10 seconds from acquisition cf signal. We'll
hold the line up .

CC Skylab, AOS through Goldstone for 6
minutes

.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Good evening Jer, according to your details

there, you'll have the laser coming up in about 8 or 9 minutes.
CDR Say, again, Story.
CC You got the laser coming up in 8 or 9

ninutes

.

CDR Roger.
CC Bill, Houscon.
CDR Bill's on the bike, go ahead.
CC I better catch him later.
CDR Okay.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead .

CC Ed, with respect to the question you
raised concerning loops over active region 14 with Bill this
morning. The loops that were there yesterday had east and west
alignment and were observed mostly edge on. They were
seen in oxygen V and VI, neon VII, hymen contlnuun, magnesium
X, and sillicon XII. In other words all across the temperature
ranges tlit trensieton range in the corona.

SPT Okay, thank you Story. I'm looking for
them now.

CC Okay, Iron XIV and H-alpha coronal rain
observed over this region at 15:00 GMT. And your ops Are
very good in this area.

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, we're abcit 30 seconds to LOS.

We'll see you ovar Texas in about a mirute. And Bill, if
youNre not running instrumented PT, we see experiment 1 tape
recorder running. And we'd like to get that off cause we
got a dump coming up over Bermuda at 20:31.

PkT Roget, copy.
CC Sorry, to get you off the bike, I didn't

have anybody else.
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PAO Brief LOS as the space station gets

close to acquisition through Texas. We'll stay live.

CC Sky lab , we're back with you through

MILA and Bermuda for 12 minutes.
CC Hey, Jer, when you acquire the laser,

we'd like you to let us know and we'll move it off 1 degree

off the spacecraft, and see how you do.

CDR Roger, Story. I'm using STS window
number 2, it looks like it might be a little easier to see

f rom here .

CC Okay.
CC And, Ed, we'd like a DAS to send an

outer gimbal backup.
SPT You got it.

CC And Ed, we're showing S056 shutter open.

Throw the START and back to STOP it'll CLOSE it.

Thanks, Ed.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay, I got the laser.
CC Copy , Jer .

CDR I just lost it. It went off abruptly,
as If it were turned off.

CC They slewed it off 1 degree, Jer.
CDR Okay.. It's now behind structure. I can't

see that part of the gro id anymore.
CC Copy

.

CDR Story, I didn't detect any dimming or
flunctuation or anything as they slewed it off. It just -

It went off abruptly.
,

CC 0ka> . That's about to be expected, Jer,
and probably we've got cloud cover that prevents getting it
back up to you now.

CC And the laser is back on the spacecraft.
The DAS is yours, Ed.

SPT Thank you.
CC And, Ed, when you're ready, we're ready

for your TV downlink.
SPT Be with you in 30 seconds.
CC Okay.
CC And that's all for the laser today, Jer.
CDR Roger that.
CDR Story, the problem here is with look angle

is that we've looking pretty much to the north through our
best windows and when we cross right overhead, it's almost
impossible to see anything that's right helow us.

CC And I guess, Jer, you would have perferred
to run that experiment the rev prior to this one, where
Washington would be a little further south.

CDR I think that would have been worse. Story,
because we can't see to the south at all. That is, except
through window 2, and there's a strut, actually two struts
in that field of view.

CC And you need ATM on the video switch, Ed.
CC Jer, Hous ton .

CDR Go ahead .

CC I got a couple ^of things. Probably you'll
want to write them down.

CDR Ready to copy.
CC Okay. Airlock module panel 390, OWS

heat exchanger fans 1 through 4. Turn all four of then on.
CDR You want them on or In the OWS position?
CC Turn theo on.
CDR Okay.
CC And OWS , panel 614. Circuit breakers

TCS logic, two of than, turn then OPEN. Put thera OPEN.
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CDR Okay. Panel 614, TCS logic OPEN.
CC Roger. And you'll find them in the

bottom two rows to the left-hand side under the thermal
control system block.

CDR Okay. What's the reason for it?
CC That'll cut down on some heat loads in the

ows

.

CDR Okay

.

CC And we're a minute from LOS. About
9 minutes to.Vscenslon.

SPT Say Story, by looking around in the -

in oxygen VI, I've been able to find two enhancements,
one running pretty much straight out from the limb in the
northern part of active region 14 and one inclined around
12 degrees from the vertical towards the south in the southern
portion of the active region. I wonder how that corollates
with anything they've seen.

CC Okay. We're going over the hill. See
you in about 8 minutes.

PAO Loss of signal through Beruuda. Science
Pilot Ed Gibson commenting on something he'd seen off active
region 14. That's on the Sun's west limb Just about at the
equator. Earlier Commander Carr indicated that he could
see the 10 -watt green laser being beamed up from Goddard
Spaceflight Center just north of Washington. Penile at
Goddard slewed the laser 1 degree off the spacecraft. Jerry
Carr indicating that the loss - the visual lors of the laser
was very abrupt, no fadeout. Next acquisition will be about
8 minutes from now. That'll be Ascension. 20 hours 43
minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PAO Skylab Control 20 hours 49 minutes Green-
wich mean time. ' Space station now about a minute away from
acquisition through tracking station at Ascension. Flight
Director Milton Winder - Windier, has indicated that he will
possibly be ready for a ch ange -o £ -sh i f t briefing at 4:15
this afternoon in the briefing room in Building 1. He said
certainly no earlier than 4:15. We'll hold the line up
for this pass over Ascension.

CC Skylab. back with you through Ascension
for 4 minutes . And is anybody working on the maneuvering
experiments checklist at this time?

CDR Stand by, Story, I've got it.
CDR Okay, Story, lay them on me.
CC Okay, T.'n referring to page - first of all,

17-10. The message we sent up which is 6257 Alfa 1 refers
fairly often to the line numbers on a page. I got those chcnges
in without reference to line numbers, I don't think you'll
have a problem. If you do, the first line is the first printed
line below the picture. And counting on down Includes blank
lines In your count .

CDR Okay, understand.
CC And got one ether thing for the - a very

short change out for the Cuff Checklist.
CDR Okay, I've got the Cuff Checklist.
CC Page 3 Charlie-13.
CDR Okay, go.
CC Change the last line to read, "Change the

battery and the PSS." Go to page 3 Charlie-15.
CDR Okay , I 've got it.
CC That's it, we're a minute to LOS. We'll

see you over Carnarvon in about 25 minutes at 21:20.
CDR Roger, thank you, Story.
CDR Story, it looks like I won't be getting to

any science deao practice there's lots of checklist changes
tobedonehere.

CC Okay, we thought that'd probably happen,
too .

PAO Skylab Control 20 hours 57 minutes Green-
wich mean time. Space station now over the horiaon from the
tracking antennas at Ascension. Commander Carr indicating that
he won't have tine to do a scheduled science demonstration
coming up in about 30 minutes. That involved the use of one
of their Sony entertainment recorders and a water droplet. It
was expected that at a particular frequency and volume, the
water droplet would break up. Next acquisition will be 23
ninute* from now. That'll be through Carnarvon, Australia.
Pilot Bill Pogue should •till be involved in physical training.
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Earlier he Indicated he was using the bicycle ergometnr.
And Science Pilot Ed Gibson still at the Apollo telescope
mount control and display panel observing his favorite subject,
the Sun. 20 hours and 58 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 21 hours and 20 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station nearing acquisition

through Carnarvon, Australia. This pass will las. about

10 minutes. Commander Carr should be at the ATM control

and display panel now. His turn to watch the S'jn ,
his

second time today. Science pilot Ed Gibson involved in some

housekeeping activities. He'3 scheduled for physical

training shortly. And pilot Bill Pogue coming out of physical

training and cleaning up. About 10 seconds fron acquisition

now, we'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for

1 1 minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're having a little

trouble with INCO not being able to command to the tele-

printer. We're wondering if possibly the teleprinter switch

could have been bumped into the manual position or out of

the command position. I'm wonder if somebody would

check up in the SIS section.
CDR Sure will.
CC And good afternoon from the purple gang.

CDR Roger, if you hadn't identified yourself

I - I'd have to call you Story.

CC Well, he made the AOS call. Just can't

hardly leave this place, but we're here now, you're in good

hands

.

CDR Okay, it's in command now.

CC Roger, was it not in command when you

checked it?
CDR Yeah, that's right Dick.

CC Uh-huh , okay, thank you very much.

CC PLT . Houston, when you get a chance

anytime I'd like to visit with you a couple of minutes on

the housekeeping 6A - the 0WS heat exchanger vane vacuuming

you did this morning.
PLT Okay, Dick I (garble) some changes here.

I'll stand by and listen to whatever you have to say about

lt
'

CC There's absolutely no hurry Bill. .We've

got abcut a minute and a half to LOS here. Next station is

Guam coning up in 4 minutes. I'll give you a call there.

PLT Okay, you can go ahead and tell me now

if you want to, I'm Just standing by here.

CC Okay, we were expecting after you cleaned

the hear exchanger fans today to get an increase in heat

exchanger flow by about 50 cubic feet per minute. It turns

out however thAt despite the cleaning you did we saw no

flow increase. So I guess we're looking for sort of a
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qualitative field from you as to tiie amount of debris that
you removed this morning. And if you feel good about the
fact that it was a good cleaning job and you can't improve
on it, I guess we got to assume that we've had a transducer
shift or possibly degraded flow due to some problem with
that fan. And we'll be fa - planning a fan checkout or replace-
ment, but we thought we would ask. you about it first.

PLT Okay, I took about five timas as long
this morning to do the vacuuming. I even reached down and
with my hand and cut a couple of fingers frying 'to get into
every nook and cranny. So I guess with five times the effort
I didn't do as good a job as I did last time. One thing, you
know, I might better do is go back and check the seating of
all the fans, that could be the problem.

CC Okay, Bill, that might be a good idea. One
of the crews before found some real fine gray - real fine
dust on the vanes that - I believe that was in Bean's mission.
But it might not hurt for you to recheck the seating, cause
we're not seeing the flow we need to bee. Ke ' re going LOS.
I'll give you a call a couple of minutes from now in
Guam

.

PLT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 21 hours 32 minutes
Greenvich mean time. Earlier over this pass, some comment
to the crew that they thought the - that the ground thought
the teleprinter switch was in the wrong position. It turned
out to be true, ground could not teleprint messages up.
And Bill Pogue reporting on vacuum cleaner - house cleaning
earlier in the day. He's going to go back and check the
seating of some fans to improve or see If he can ' t improve
the airflow in the workshop. We're going to bring the line
down and record the upcoming Guam and stateside passes,
so we can bring you change-of-shift press briefing with
Flight Director Milton Windier. This will be coming from
the briefing room in Building 1. Milton Windier has already
left Mission Control heading for Buildinp 1. At 21 hours
and 33 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 i Skylab Control,. .1 hours 54 minutes

Greenwich mean time. We have 4 minutes and 10 seconds of

recorded air-to-ground which took place over Guam, which

we'll play back for you now.

CC Skylab, Houston, Guam for 10 minutes.

PLT Rog, Dick.

PL? Needs to come up in the dome section

now. I'm going to turn all four fans off and reset then

and then turn them on again.
cc Okay, Bill we'll be watching it and you

can let us know your opinions of the cleanliness when you

get all through. Give us a call.

PL? Well, now I understand the vanes down

there have always been clogged up. What I consider clogged

up with gray - what looks like lint. There's been no change

since - since we got here - since we found out what part of

the heat exchanger actually required the cleaning. And

although you take the, well I - I use the tool with tne

round brush on it. And although you hold it very close to

the vanes, and it gets the face of then and rub it back and

forth, and tamp it up and down and so forth, you never get all

that stuff out of there. So it is very difficult to tell. I

use a flash light in my mouth, end one hand on one side of

the flapper valve, and the vacuum cleaner tool on the other

and I was pushing the tool around with one. hand well down

Into the - next to the heater exchanger. So that was the

technique I was using and I can't see how 1 can really improve

on that except with a better vacuum cleaner.

cc Rog* r , I sure with we could get a TV

picture of you working on it, it sounds like a lot fun. It

seems that we recall that Bean did find some way to get it

pretty clean. But we saw, I recall that - that at one

point we did get a significant increase from flow. I 11

give Jack a call over there, he's over in the office and

see how they did it. But why don't you go ahead and see

if you can reseat them and we'll take a look at the flow

again
CDR Roger Dick. And tell INCO to hold up

on the teleprinter. The printing is not coming through

clear at all. And 1 think we're going to have to put a

new load of paper in.
CC Okay, we're holding up.

Cc CDR, Houston. 1NC0 says he's in the

proce BS of uplinklng the third flight plan. Did any of the

other two come up - come out usable, or when you get it

changed out should we uplink all three of them again.
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CDR You will need to do all three. They' re

real streaky big patches of them are missing. The tenth
message that came up which waa that general message 30 had
a patch, you know sort of a faint patch in it so we reseated
the head, but that didn't seen to do any good. So, why don't
we just change the paper this tine.

CC Okay, v/e concur.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 45 seconds to

LOS. Goldstonc comes up at 22:00.
CDR Okay, Dick it well be in when you cone

up so just send up a test message.
CC Okay, Jerry sure will, thank you very

much. Hey, Jerry one item for you as we go over the hill.
Sonetime this afternoon before you or Bill gets to the

509 prep, we would like you to read us the pressure
that reads on the two SOP serial numbers 006 and 013.
We'd like for you to read chose gauges as accurately as you
can. The increments on the guages are about 400 psi. We
need to make a descision about tomorrow's 509, which SOP
we're going to use.

PLT 1 just made an inventory about 5 or 6 days
ago, Dick, and those are very accurate readings, as accurate as

I can read then.
CC Roger, Jerry, we did get that information.

We also want to make darn sure we don't have a leak on cither
one of those things which is one of the reasons we want to get
it again. We did intend to get it again when you get a chance
this evening.

CDR Okay. What numbers again?
CC 6 and 13.
PAO That concludes the recorded air-to-ground

which took place over pass over Guam tracking station.
Space station now nearing acquisition through Goldscone.
This pass will take it though Goldstone, Texas, and Merritt
Island launch area tracking stations. Changeover has
taken place here in Mission Control. The purple team is

now on. Flight Directoi Phil Shaffer and Spacecraft Communicator
Dick Truly. About 10 seconds from acquisition of signal now.
We'll go live air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS statewide
for 17 minutes.

CDR (Tapping) That was a woodpecker saying Roger.
CC (Laughter) Rog , that. 1 knew what it was.

but I didn't know how he was talking air-to-ground.
CC And Skylab, Houston, I iorgot tn

warn you, but we're dumping the data/voice recorder here.
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CDR Okay, we're not using it.
CC Okay .

PLT Dick, PLT here. I - I vacuumed down
in there along the sides facing the heat exchanger vanes,
and replaced the fan. I 'n really at a loss to figure ovt
anything else to do other than just try to rig up some tool
to - to try to clean out between 5 he vanes. There is an
awful lot of material in between che vanes, but it's just
not accessible with a vacuun cleaner brush.

PLT And that stuff has been in there since
we were here. That's why I assume it probably was collected
during the early part of the first flight.

CC Okay, Bill for now why don't you not
worry about it. I'm - I am - I did have a call in to talk
to 'ousraa and see if they had any thoughts that might not
be obvious, but we'll be getting back to you.

PLT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CDR First, teleprinter message looks pretty good
Dick. It's a little bit weak on the left side and I just loosene
the (garble) nd tried to pull it up even tighter. So go ahead
with the next one.

CC Okay, Jerry. Thanks for letting us
know. Incidentally, you were just going over the hill when
you asked about those serial numbers on SOPs . The serial
numbers are: 006, and 016 t and I think those are the two
that are down in the experiment compartment, but you probably
know better than ne about that.

CDR That's affirmative. They're down
hanging on the walls there.

CC Okay, we do have the numbers that you
read us the other day. And so when you - sometime this
evening why don't you read them again for us. And let us
know .

CDR Okay.
CC PLT, Houston. I just talked to Jack

on the telephone for a ainutj about cleaning the OWS heat
exchanger. He didn't have any spectacular suggestions to make
that were - that would have obvious to him and not us. So
are - he did say that they ha-S used the crevice tool in
conjunction with the vacuum cleaner to - to get some of the
grey matter out. And that helped a lot. And he suggested
that if any of it was clumped up in bunches enough so that
it night be - could be actually picked up but it was - you
couldn't get your fingers in there. You might use the
little tool, and I'm not sure what's the name of it Is.
But it's the little snake tool where you push on a button
on one end and it opens up to little fingers on the other
end to pick - that was designed to pick up stuff in odd
places like under the grid and so forth. You might consider
that anyway.

PLT Okay, Dick (garble). I'll think about
it and try to get on it later on this evening when I have
a little spare time.

CC Okay, Bill, thank you much. We're about
30 seconds from LOS. And you're going to go the long way
around, Goldstone comes up a'; 2 3:36. And the Flignt Plan
messages are on board. If you've taken a look at all of then
INCO would like to know how r.he rest of them turned out.

CDR They cane in real well, Dick.
CC Okay, have fun going all the way around

the world without talking to us. We'll see you later.
CDR Roger, so long.
CC And Skylab, Houston. We arc going to have

a low pass at Vanguard. It was pointed out to me that - that
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I didn't catch it. It comes up in about 11 minutes. I'll

give you a call there, it's a short one.

CDR Promises, promises.
CC (Laughter), sorry about that.

r AO Space station Skylab now over the hill

from Merritt Island launch area's tracking antenna. A

little bit of confusion here at ground control. Elevation

for the pass over Vanguard is about 1.9 degrees, the antennas

just barely looking at each other. Like to clear something

up, apparently there's been some confusion as to how mar.y

glitches or funnies on how many control moment gyros, in

how many days. According to the Guidance and Navigation
Systems officer here at Mission Control, on mission day 60

which was Monday, control moment gyro number 2, the prise

gyro left, out of the two experienced a normal funny, which

means the wheel speed went down. Bearing temperatures vent

up and current went up. Also, on Monday, mission day 63,

control moment gyro number 3 experienced low temperatures,
and high current, however, there's no way of determining
what the wheel speed did on control moment gyro nunbor 3,

as that cranducer went out, this past October, 99 days age,

on Skylab-I, elapse tine, day 148.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 - did on control moment gyro number 3

as that transducer went out thio past October, 99 days ago

on SijI.bT elapsed time day 148. Or the 148th day that the

workshop has been in orbit. tre telemetry device which reads

wheel opeed for CMC number 3 quit functioning P'OP"^-
n

Since that time, it has been indicating a speed of 37 rpms

which is wrong. On mission day 61, or yesterday, control

moment gyro number 2, once again, the prime gyro left, ex-

perienced another normal funny, which means current went up,

temperature went down, wheel speed went down. Today - this

morning, control moment gyro number 2 experienced then ab-

normal funny - or a glitch glitch. As the wheel speed went

down, however, there was no temperature o r cur ren t
change

And the GNS officer here in Mission Control tends to believe

that that is due to faulty telemetry rather than a true

anomaly. So, once again, on Monday, we had two anomalies, on

control moment gyro number 2 and number 3. The one happening

to number 3 is currently unexplained. Yesterday on mission

day 61. we had 1 CMC anomaly - that was CMC number
,
and

this morning, ve had another CMC anomaly, also CMG 2. This

one at - at [he moment anyway is attributed to f aul t y t
flemetrj

And as Milton Windier indicated earlier, the one which happened

this morning, nobody is particularly concerned about

it Sole conversation over this path over the United States

with Pilot Bill Pogue, who earlier in the day, vacuumed the

heat exchanger in the workshop, one of the ducts. Apparen-

tly some concern as there was low airflow through that heat

exchanger. Nominal airflow is 160 cubic feet per minute.

u t as we lost signal through MILA, it was reading 152 cubic

feet per minute, down but not downed significantly. Currently.

CMG number 2 is 50 rpms low, it's now turning 8850 times, it

should be 8900. Also, an update on MHO medical experiments -

biomedical officers here in Mission Control indicate that

hemolysis sticks which are used to smear blood on glass slides

which are then inserted into an optical device which measures

the relative density of the subject's blood against a color

background to indicate the hemoglobin count. Three sticks are

used per experiment. That's one stick for each crewman.

Apparently/Commander Carr used two sticks this »or» ng. e

were 10 sticks remaining, and there are 3 - as of hi s
mo .

there were 3 scheduled runs for that particular medical experiment

There are now 6 sticks rer.aining and two runs, or exactly the

lumber of sticks remaining for the nunb.r of jedic.l runs remains

?he concern from the surgeon and biomedical officers was that

hemoglobin count in astronauts who have been up in JP«o
over long periods of time decreases and they would lite to get

some add?t?onal data on that, as /he mission nears its completion.
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However, they haven't come up with a procedure on how to get
more than 2 runa out of 6 remaining hemolysis sticks.
Currently, the interior temperature of the workshop is hovering
between 79 and 81 degrees. Exterior temperatures at the
hottest spot, the thermal shield is 280 degrees - that's
Fahrenheit. 4 minutes before acquisition through Vanguard.
This pass should last about 2 minutes, and then we'll have
a very long period of loss of signal as the workshop nisses
all tracking stations until Goldstone. At Greenwich nean
time 22 hours 23 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 22 hours 26 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Spaci station now nearing acquisition
through the Vanguard tracking ship. Pilot Bill Pogue should
be eating his evening raeal right now. And Science Pilot
Ed Gibson should be cleaning up after some physical training.
Commander Carr is watch in', the Sun from the Apollo telescope
mount control and display panel. About 20 seconds away from
acquisition of signal. We'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, Houston, hello, at the Vanguard
for i minutes.

CDR Hello , Dick. .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're a minute from
LOS. Nov you guys can go alnost all the way around the world
without ne bugging you. Goldstone cones up at 23:37. See you
there.

CDR Rogf:r, Dick, see you then.
CC Okay.
PAO 22 hours 32 minutes Greenwich mean tiue.

Space station now out of range of the tracking antennas on

the tracking ship Vanguard. Next acquisition will be 1 hour
and 3 minutes from now, that will be through Goldstone,
California. 22 hours and 33 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control 23 hours 35 minutes
Greenwich wean time. Space station Skylab now off the west
coast of Orgeon. Approaching acquisition through Goldstone,
California. This pass over the United States will go down
the west coast to the midpoint of California and then
down through Mexico. We'll have acquisition through Goldstone
and Texas. Also scheduled for this pass, the evening medical
conference. That will take place over Texas, or rather
through Texas tracking antenna. About 8 minutes scheduled
for the medical conference. About 15 minutes for acquisition,
now 10 seconds away from Goldstone.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS stateside
for 13-1/2 minutes. When we handover to Texas nere, which
is going to occur in about 3 or k minutes, that'll be the
med conference. And you can talk to the friendly flight
surgeon. I'll give you a warning when we're going to do that.

SPT Okay, thank you, Dick. Hey, I wonder
if you could tell me something? When do we hit maximum beta
and what will it be?

CC Okay. I'll let you know.
SPT Thank you.
CDR By the way. Dick, the temperature right

now is just a shade under 80. and that's really not too
uncomfortable at all.

CC Okay, Jerry. Thanks for letting us know.
We've been doing a lot of discussion down here about ways
we can help it stay down as low as possible. And we're
going to continue to do that.

PLT Dick, PLT, here. Have you enabled
momentum dump yet?

CC Stand by. PLT, Houston, we are enabling
momentum dumps right now.

PLT Thank you.
CC And SPT, Houston. I have the numbers

on beta for you.
SPT Okay, Dick, go ahead.
CC Roger, would you believe that the next

beta is going to occur in about 21 minutes from now at an
exact tine of 00:00:16. And at that time it's going to be
minus 70.9 degrees, 70.9.

SPT Okay, and that's at 00:00:16, thank you.
CC Roger. Skylab, Houston, we're about 30

seconds from handing over to Texas. That'll be the ned
conference. And another - due to the lag in the temperature
even though the max beta - beta is upon us here, the - the
max temperature we expect to be about 2 days later.

PAO Skylab Control 23 hours 51 minutes
Greenwich aean time, Space station now out of range of MILA -
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excuse me Texas. Evening medical conference took place
moments ago. We'll bring that to you when the flight surgaon
brings it to us. Earlier comment, crew requested a time
for maximum beta angle. That'll be about 8 minutes and 11
seconds from now. Space station Skylabs beta angle will be
minus 70.9 degrees. Space station temperature, however,
will continue to go up over t- e next 2 days. The electricia.l
and life support officer here in Mission Control, the EG1L,
informs us that is a function of the insulation on the
space station, as the insulation will continue to absorb
heat over a period of time, much as a house gets hotter in
the afternoon, long after the Sun has peaked out. So, over
the next couple of days, the 19th of January, we were told
the space station will peak out t erape r a t urewi s e and then
will '> t a r t to cool off. However, less than 8 minutes from
now beta angle will reach max i urn. Temperature inside the
space station right now is hovering between the 80 and SI
degree nark. Comment from the crew is, the teaperature they
indicated at the tine was 79 degrees, however, they said,
it wasn't too uncomfortable. That's about the first time
they've mentioned the temperature over the past couple of
days, 9o apparently it's not bothering then too such. Next
acquisition will be 7 minutes from now. That'll be through
the Vanguard tracking ship. 23 hours 53 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 23 hours - excuse me zero hours zero
minutes Greenwich nean time, Skylab Control. Space station
now less than a half a minute f rou acquisition through the

Vanguard tracking ship. Commander Carr , Science Pilot Gibson,
and Bill Pogue will have all finished eating their evening
meal by now. Commander Carr and Pilot Pogue scheduled for

some presleep activity prior to preparing for tomorrow's
M509 astronaut maneuvering device experiment. They'll be

oreparing the machine this evening. And Science Pilot Gibson
cnce again at the ATM C&D console. Now about 10 seconds
from acquisition, we'll go live air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Vanguard for

11 minutes. I forgot to warn you, but this is the pass set
aside for evening status, and we're standing by for it.

Rog, stand by.
Okay .

On (garble) -

Say, Dick, in the way of an evening
like to first of all give you our objective

on living at high beta angles for our second tine throu
now, and I think we've analyzed the thermal environment

ite - quite adequately and here are our comments. (Music)
CC How can we possibly top that? I'm

o r the photo stuff.
How much time we got?
Ke got 8 minutes here, Jer.
Okay, we'll be a little late.
Okay, whenever you get to it, I'm stand-

PLT
CC
CREW
SPT

status report,

still standing by
CDR
CC
CDR
CC

ing by.
CDR

preparing the firs
CC

you get to it.
CC
PLT

1 irae ter ,
-

CC
PLT

20 which was really
then , Char lie India
Documentary photo
00, Charlie India
Charlie X-ray 41

,

Charlie X-ray 50,
EREP , no change. .

We spent a little bit too Duch time
part of our evening status report.
Ah, ha. Okay, I'm standing by, soon as

Go ahead.
Coning at yoi with the photo log. 16-mil-

Okay ,
standing by.

Roger, 1 6 -mi 1 1 ime te r , - documentary photo
actually taken last night after the log
128, 27 percent, Charlie India 127.

6, 7, 15, and 16, Ch - Charlie India 128,
12 7. Nikon: Nikon 1, only 1 used today,
56 is the frame count. 70-ni 1 1 i me t e r

,

117 is the frame count. ETC, no change.
Drawer A configuration: Alfa 2, transporter

05, no supply, takeup is Charlie Indi* 128, back is, 07,
Charlie India 29, 99 percent, Charlie India, 78.
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• CC Okay .

PLT Dick, do 1 have a phone call set up for
tonight?

CC Let me check that real quick. Yes, you
do. It's set up at 02:47 at Haw all. I'll give you a - a
reminder Just before that, Bill.

PL I Thank you.
CC And - and I'm standing by for the rest

of the report. We still have 5 minutes here.
PLT Roger .

END OF TAPE
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CDR Rogor .

"

, ,

CC
'

Incidentally, while we're waiting on*

^sTali" yOU
' I?

616 19 a Per° an ent general ^ss^ethat a coming up at this site that has to do with the next
3 days use of the trash airlock. Essentially what irwhat we're asking for is each time you use the tra h airlo.Win the next few days if you'll voice record the - 0 -J

Tj°s
C

ie.
COn

Jf^
erS you're dumping and

^
what s in them. This will give us 3 rep re sena ti ve dav*so tn.t our habitability people can do loll - can under-

that is what that permanent general message is aboutNo response required. C DR Ok

1 li*ht
R

SPT A n «°i
ay DiCk> SlGep: CDR

>
7 '°' 6 ^avy,light, SPT, 8.0, 8 heavy; PLT

, 7.0, 7 heavy. Volume/-
renor^

1 '°^ ht
'

We>11 those in tomorrow ^report. Water g un : CDR, 8603. 459/* 07 7 3 . n(l
R

li lt: \iti^ iVni"
,

ii*:: 0?.r?„<\y™ <•<

and shi. t, PLT, none. Pood log" CDR , salt 3 5deviation plus one butter cookies, minus one coffee with
una"' ?

1UV- 5 Water: SPT
'

J ' 3 SalC
' " P ustuna, plus butter cookies, zero water; PLT » ' ,

CC Okay.
CDR

nn „
CDR

.

Yo " night have noticed Dick, ve ' -<»

maL rill** T y * ho ?P in * lls ^ items done anymore. The

w =L k
' .

running pretty tight. And so there lust

Trl f: e :

n

time
0PPin8 d °M ^ le88 -

r« •, ,

Ukay Jerry, understand. We'll con

S; c ;;;;.
a look ac the p^. take th .t III

CDR

- _

Okay Jerry, understand. We'll continue
that into

: "si;
1

;.; - h
lnutes here and io" "Si::,

1

.

1

;

:»:,:•:. ::;^:;:i: cr:r: -^n;^' 1 -
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practicing for a science demo.
CC Roger, 1 understand. If anybody's -

I've got a change to an ATM schedule pad if anybody is

close to the ATM. If you're not don't worry about it

1*11 give it to you' the next site is Tananarive. And
I've also got some evening questions, a couple of. them
here for Bill.

PLT Tress on Dick.
CC Okay, here is one on T002 , Bill. We

noted in - in noticed in the data some large boxes in
the sightings including the zero reading. And the data
is sort of similar to a couple of sessions in Bean's mission.
Ana - when the transparent wardroom window protective shield
was left on and we were - just wanted to confirm that the sheet -

shield either was or was not removed for this particular
sighting .

PLT That might have he en it, I'm not sure.
CC Okay, one other quick one Bill. And

before I do we're about a minute from LOS, Tananarive at
00:29. Another one 19 you reported a triangle shoe failure.
We wanted to know a little bit more about that. What were
you doing when the right shoe failed, and do you have any
comments about the design as to whether or not you think
that contributed to this particular failure? And also
what kind of loads did you have on the shoe at the time
it gave way?

PLT I had my foot in a triangle in front
of the film vault. And Ed to move the door had hit
the side of my foot. (Laughter) And I think however in
all due respect to Ed that - that - that metal had already
been f a t i gued .

CC Okay, we're going over the hill here.
If - if you did want to add any more about that why don't
you }ust put it on the voice recorder, and we'll pick it

up. Thank you much Bill.
PA0 Skylab Control, 11 minutes Greenwich

mean time. Space station now o<it of range of the Vanguard
tracking ship. This pass over Vanguard began with the crew
coranant on what the teaperature inside the workshop was
at a high beta angle. And the responce was "when you hot
you're hot". The temperature inside right now varies 79 degrees
In the experiment compartment, 81 degrees in the sleep
compartment. Pilot Pogue reporting that he lost the triangle
restraint on his right shoe. Science Pilot Ed Gibson is
scheduled to bo at the Apollo telescope mount control and
display panel right now. Pilot Pogue is preparing t;»e
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M509 astronaut maneuvering unit for tomorrow's run. And

Commander Carr involved in some housekeeping activities.

He and Pogue will trade off about 30 minutes trom now and

Commander Carr will work on the M509 , and Bill Pogue will

be doinR some housekeeping. Lot of solar experiment obser-

vation time today. Total of seven different periods for

all three crewmen. Four of them for Science Pilot Ed Gibson

for a total of 5 hours of watching the Sun. Next station

acquisition will be 15 minutes from now, that will be

Tananarive. Thirteen minutes Greenwich mean tine this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Twenty eight nitutes Greenwich mean

time. Space station now nearing acquisition through

Tananarive. We have Dr. Jerry Hordinsky's evening medical

report. And I'll quote: "the crew's last 24 hours have

been illnes9 and injury free. Mild nasal congestion was

quickly alleviated by a topical decongestant. This congestion

was noted by the pilot yesterday, and the science pilot

and pilot today. The hemoglobin f 1 unc t ua t i ons noted are not

associated with any current clinicel symptoms." The

decongestant used was Afrin. That's either a-p-h-r-i~n or

a-f-r-i-n. We haven't got the correct spelling on that

yet. And the hemoglobin fluctuation, we commented on

earlier. Long space periods, tend to decrease the

concentration of hemoglobin in the astronaut's blood system.

Now about 5 seconds from acquisition. We'll hold the line

up .

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello, at Tananarive

for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick. On those two SOPs number

006 has got 6,000 and 013 is 5800.
CC Okay, Jerry. Sure appreciate you

taking the time to read them down to us. We appreciate

that. And I've got a change to the ATM schedule or an addit -

- slight addition to the ATM schedule pad for someone

for this daylight cycle that begins - upcoming here at 00:35.

SPT Go ahead, Dick, ready to copy.

CC Okay. S055 desires J0P 6, at building

bi -ck 1-Aifa to be performed at a roll of 10,800, Ed.

This will insure that a quiet region will be observed by

55, and thereby provided the much needed calibration
sequence

.

SPT That's a JOP 6, and a roll of 10.300.

CC That's correct. JOP 6, - JOP 6, bulldinp

block 1-Alfa.
SPT Okay, Just caught ne In time. Thnnk

vou

.

CC Okay. And Skylab, Houston, in the

event we have an early LOS. Goldstone comes up at 01:17.

And 1 have one other note for you. The high beta angle is

causing the - another caution and warning switch to be

snarl to Inhibit and that is the ATM canister coolant temp. And

that 1

* from the bottom center of - of panel 207 ATM canister

coolant teap. We'd recommend en - inhibiting that caution and

warning to - to - eo it won't go off during the niddle of the

night

.

CDR Okay. Dick. Thank you.

SPT That's* inhibited, thank you.

CC Okay, incidentally, we're havinR sofic

power problem* at the Goldstone site. In the event we're
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unable to have that voice pass. The following pass is

the Vanguard and the time for that is 01:38.

CDR Roger .
'

. ,

PA0 Skylab Control 32 minutes Greenwich

mean time. Space station now out of range of the tracking

antenna at Tananarive. Acquisition through Goldstone will

be about 40 minutes from row, if the tracking station

has power back by that time. We're informed that all

power to Goldstone is out. In the event that Goldstone

does not come up next revolution. The next tracking station

to a-quire space station Skylab will be Vanguard. And

chat will be an hour and 6 minutes from now. Possible

next acquisition 40 miuutea from now or an hour and 6

minutes from now. 33 minutes Greenwich mean time, this

is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 l hour 15 minutes Greenwich mean time,

Gkylab Control . Tracking station at Coldstone, California

is down for this pass. Problem is a power outage at^the

tracking station, no antenna support. Have an additional

piece of information on something we gave you earlier. The

decongestant that Bill Pogue and Ed Gibson took earlier today

is Afrin A-F-R-I-N, that's a brand name, and it s a liquid.

It's a simple topical decongestant and it's administered by

dropper. The astronauts inhale each drop and it atomizes

in their nose. Also reference, the space station s thermal

problen during this high beta angle period which we ve already

passed. Beta angle is decreasing now, but the temperatures

that we noted earlier will continue to get hotter through

January 19. Some specific instructions to the crew members as

the space station heats up inside. Currently, it's up in

the 79-80 degree range. Very little delation from the dif-

ferent stations in the space station itself. Almost all of

them between 79 and 80 degrees. The crew members are to

operate both pumps in the primary airlock module coolant loop,

and they're to minimize power usage inside the workshop.

They're to turn off as many speaker intercom assemblies as

practical. They're to reduce the lighting, they're to elimi-

nate the use of high intensity lights except when required by

the flight plan, and that would be during a period where they

were using the television camera or the data acquisition

motion picture cameras. And then they're requested to record

the number of intercoms that they've turned off and the ground

also asks for other suggestions. Also, all M092 runs arc

scheduled in the morning. It t'jrns out that the space station

has the lowest temperatures in the morning. The M092 is the

inflight lower body negative pressure device. And there are

to be no maneuvers if the resulting space station temperature

is higher than 82 degrees at the time of the M092 run, or if

resulting temperatures above 85 degrees are longer than 3 hours.

And in the event that the inside temperature txceeds 82 degrees,

they're to minimize workshop activities and concentrate on their

activities inside the multiple docking adapter. And the crew

has oeen told that they can sleep in the laost comfortable

location, and it turns out that the sane thing is true for this

crew as was true for the first Skylab crew, Commander Conrad s

crew. And that is if they want to sleep comfortably and cool,

they can take their sleep restraints back to the Apollo command

module, which is approximately 4 degrees cooler. All three

crew members have indicated that they Pleep uncomfortably when

the sleep compartment is over 80 degrees. Right now, the sleep

compartment temperature Is 80.3 degrees Fahrenheit. Schedule

calls for Commander Carr to be performing preparatory activity

with the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit right now. That s in
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preparation for tomorrow's run. About 3 hours scheduled -

excuse me - about 5 hours scheduled for experiments tomorrow
with Commander Carr as the test pilot. That'll take place
at 18:30 Greenwich mean time. Bill Pogue is scheduled as

the observer. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson still at the

Apollo telescope mount watching the Sun who's active region
is now re - revolving towards Earth. Several new active
regions noted today. And Pilot Pogue involved in house-
keeping activities having just finished his part of the

M509 preparatory activity. We can't tell you when Goldstone
will be back on line. Next acquisition, however, will be

through the Vanguard tracking ship, and that'll be about
18 minute3 from now. At 1 hour 20 minutes, Greenwich mean
time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Two hours and 3 minutes Greenwich mean

time, Skylab Control. That concludes the first playback

of recorded air-to-ground over Vanguard. We've experienced

some release line difficulties and the beginning of this

recorded air-to-ground which took place over Vanguard was

not altogether clear. What we're going to do, we're going

to record this current pass over Tananarive and that will

follow a replay of the preceding pass over Vanguard. So,

what you will be hearing will be recorded air-to-ground

which took place about 25 minutes ago over Vanguard,

followed by Tananarive which is being recorded now. Okay,

we're going to replay the recorded air-to-ground which took

place over Vanguard starting now.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS the Vanguard

for 11 minutes. Bruce is standing by here to discuss 509

run with you tomorrow. Beforf he does I have one item.

Since we lost the Goldstone pass a few minutes ago, we got^

out of sync on our commanding to the CMC heaters. We - we re

- GNS is going to turn the CMG number 2 bearing heaters on

here at the Vanguard. We need to ask you to set your

portable timer, for a time of 02 plus 05 and turn the

heaters OFF. Those commands are listed on the CMG number

2 heater cue card.
SPT Okay, Dick, that's 02:05 is that correct?

CC That's correct. Thank you very much.

S p T Okay. CMG rumber 2 heater OFF will get

that command off the cue card. Let me giv* you a frame

count. 10013, 1943, 117, 172, 2640, 5884.

CC Okay. Ed. I got it. We're dumping the

data/voice recorder here. And I'm going to turn it over to

Bruce.
, ...

MCC Okay, Jerry. If you're standing by

there. I've got a few minutes worth of discussion on the

upcoming M509 ops for you. Over.
CDR (Garble)

.

MCC Say again.
CDR 1 said, go ahead.
Mcc Okay, I'n on the loot, here as .in M509

investigator this evening. And we thought it'd be worthwhile

since there arc a number of items we want to hit to do it thi

way rather than trying to send up additional teleprinter pads

First off, with respect to the scheduling of the runs, due to

the press of other mission activities and the approach of the

deactivation phase, we probably won't be able to sched all

of the remaining five runs that were carried in the pro-

launch baseline. So, to adjust for this we've cut out the

balance of the handheld maneuvering unit operations. And
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we've rearranged the runs In order of decreasing priority

.

And specifically that order that we've selected S your
^

suited run, Bill's suited run. your last shirt sleeve run,

and then"he two shirt sleeve runs for Bill, "^e ^
becomes available. We've rearranged your upcoming run, tnat

is -3 Charlie, so as to emphasize the highest priority

items. The opportunities tomorrow and or. day of year 66

are ideal fron a Flight Planning scheduling standpoint

and as they fitted naturally into some blocks of time
,

that

were not olther wise occupied by EREP, ATM, and things of that

sort. But it may be getting a little bit warm up there or you

and that was another factor in our consideration of deleting

the HHU - MU ops particularly suited. If it does get to

hot for you, why feel free to discontinue the run, and we 11

try to regroup down here for another opportunity. If you re

overheated the data probably wouldn't be all that good

anywfly Over.
CDR Okay, I copy, Bruce. And breaks ny

heart to lose that HHMU tine.

vjcc Okay, looking at tomorrow s run

specifically, we've inserted a set of rotational cal maneuvers

in the direct mode, as the first item and the highest

priority on the SOP operation. It's important that- when

you do this ve get full 1 second ON commands, to get good

integratable data from the rate gyros which are being used

as sensors, while you're flying these cal manuevers.

We've also rearranged the SOP baseline runs, so that the

rate gvro baseline immediately follows the cal maneuvers,

reflecting its second priority. As we've gotten no rate gyro

data suited with the SOP at all, on previous mission.

Following that the baseline aaneuvers and CMGin direct ,

should be flown until SOP exhaustion. And while we re on

the subject of the SOP. we'd like to remind you pe r t ..o

checklist to please Insure that you've got a full FbS
.

Ana

a fresh battery prior to starting the SOP part of the run.

It's our desire that you not depressurize the PGA from

inen shifting from the lightweight LSU to the ^OP. However

if you Uel vou'd like to do that for your own comfort, or to

take a quick break, we'd like you to please "PJJ"«i" on

the lightweight LSU and then shift over to the SOP
,

so that

we don't use a large part of the gas in the SOP just for

building up the pressure inside the suit. Does that sound

okay with you? Over.
CDR Understand, Bruce, that a fine.

MCC An d listening to your comments on

- on this morning about T020. It's our unde r s t anding t hat

the configuration in which you left T020 ,
it will have to

Je moved or laid down in order to perMt moving the release
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lever on the M509 donning station to permit undockinp. - -

CDR That's right Bruce. We've already moved

T020 down into the experiment compartment.
MCC Beautiful, you're way ahead of us here.

Okay, on the subject of maneuver!!. For the tumbling object

retrieval and the freely floating object f ly-aroun<i ,
we're

looking for the largest most massive object that's handy

and that you feel is appropriate. I guess either the portable

water tank or the SL-III backup parasol on the T027 long

type canister would be fine. But whatever you want to use

is your option. The dump voice tapes that we've listened to

suggest, that previously when you did the tumbling oblect

retrieval, you sort of flew out to the tumbling object and

impacted it without spinning yourself up. T:ie object of the

maneuver if we interpreted your - your voice tape correctly,

the object of the maneuver is to see how accurately and

delicately you can - -

END OF TAPE
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HCC - _ with a tunb ling object and impacted
it without spinning yourself up . The object of the maneuver
if we interpreted your- your voice tape correctly the object
of the maneuvar is to see how accurately and delicately
you can place yourself on the spin axis of the object and
spin yourself up match rotational rates, close in and grab it
and then finally despin as a single entity. Over.

C °R Okay, we'll give it a whirl. We cert -

certainly didn't do that last tine, and we'll try it.
MCC Okay, night fine. And we have suggested

a lot of discretionary maneuvers , and we also recognized
that you may not be able to complete all of them. So don't
feel badly if you don't get all the way through. And in
the checklist ve have a little phrase in there, repeat is
required. And in thinking about it ourselves we just wanted
to say that is intended to mean. Quit when you are satisfied
with the way that the maneuver worked out. And if you have
tine prior to the run, you might take a look briefly over
section 6 of the maneuvering experinents checklist since it's
been a few weeks since the last run. On the subject of
communications, we'd appreciate hearing comments especially
from Bill as appropiate during station contacts. And
particularly if you have any stowage problems or any other
problems with the - the run. Ve have a back run - room full
of people, but we can't do ouch in real tine unless we know
what's up. And then of cojrse back to channel A to resume
voice recorded commentary after he talks to us. You inside
the suit, of course, will have no conn using this, lightweight
umbilical or the SOP, so you might brush up on your hand signals
before hand, We're suggesting that you rig up the lightweight
umbilical CCU kludge per page 17-3 of the maneuvering
experiment checklist and then just stow it out of the way
in order to have it handy in the event that sooething comes
up and you do want to talk to Bill in real tine. But we
prefer that you do not use it while maneuvering if you
can avoid i t . Ove r

.

CDR Okay, understand Bruce.
NCC On TV-368 in spite of the checklist

changes the SPT is scheduled to have a window for handholding
the camera during the run. If Bill feels like he can handle
it he can provide other coverage if he's not to busy chasing
your umbilical. We'd prefer coverage with the TV camera
near the floor rather than the doae and profile shots if
possible. The coverage that we particularly want is: 1, is one
of the exploratory maneuvers, 2, smae footage with the
lightweight umbilical and 3, other Items as
appropriate. You've got 25 minutes available on th* video
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tape recorder with the possibility of more depending on

how the dump schedule goes. You'll be needing 4 PSS for

this run. After using the first one the observer should
recharge per the top off procedure. We're using that

instead of the normal procedure since the four bottle
supply is only 700 psi while the two bottle bank is up to

2350. Your option, you could put it in start a charge and

leave the PSS in the station to fill while you pick up the

run, or how ever you want to play that one. Wrapping up

here on the subject of checklists and your recalling the

shortage of cuff checklist bracelets. One possibility
we suggest is the use of two long velcro watchbands over

the extended first and last pages of the cuff checklist

to hold it in place, but that's up to you Mr. Goldberg.
And in restructing the checklist for tomorrow we did not

attempt to rearrange or recalculate the maneuver tines

of the individual maneuver elements. We thought this

would probably just be more trouble for you all to enter

and change in the checklist that was worth. So just press

on through in sequence and have a good flight. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce thanks.
MCC RO£. you've g<it about 30 seconds till

LOS. Tananarive in 14 minutes at 02:02. I'll turn it

back over to Richard here.
CDR Okay, Bruce can't think of any questions

right off hand. We may hit you with some in the morning.
MCC Okay, mighty fine.
PAO Skylab Cot.trol, 2 hours 14 minutes.

That concludes the second replay of recorded air-to-ground
which took place about 30 minutes ago over the Vanguard
tracking ship. We have 6 minutes and 10 seconds of recorded
air-to-ground which took place about 4 ninutes ago over

Tananarive. We'll play that back now.

CC Skylab, Houston, hallo at Tananarive
for 9 minutes. And since we. don't have any data lure at

Tananarive why don't you let us know when you turn tho

CMG 2 heater off at 02 : 05

.

PLT Wilco, Dick.
CC Okay.
PLT Did you happen to nctice the teleraotry

in the last station. I worked on the var.as about another
half hour .

CC Let me check Bill.
CC PLT , Houston. We did look at TM and

we didn't see any increase in flow. Just for our own

curiosity, why don't you cell us what else you tri«.d to

do up there? *
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PLT 1 took the crevice tool and taped over
all but about the three-eights of an inch of the tip of it.
And got down and got around all the corners and went down
all of the aisles of the cooler vanes. And it looks like
I was getting some more stuff out . I don't see without sort
of innovating another tool. I'm thinking right now an soon
as I have time I'm going to sew off about the last three -
eights of an inch of the crevice tool so it's flat on the
end and I can shove it up flush against the vanes. And that'
the only thing I can think of to actually put - to get morevacuum force and try to get that lint or what ever it is
out of the vanes.

Cc Roger, Eill. One of the things we were
considering and we're not going to do tonight just cause of
the time I'm sure was systematically turning the various
fans off and seeing if it - there was a particular
one of them that was seemed to be chocking the flow. But
at any rate for now we're net - nothing else we can
schedule for this evening.

PLT Yeah, I ' ra - I'm sort of at a lout toobecause once previously I spent not nearly as auch time on th.and the ground immediately reported a 6 percent increase
in flow. And »:oday I - I ?uess I spent a total of an
hour and half working on those beauties.

CC Okay.
S?T CMC heater number 2 is off.
cc Thank you very much Ed.

, J
CDR He v- Dick. Earlier this morning Bruceasked us some questions about T020, about scheduling andwhere we could save time. And I told him I felt we couldprobably prep T020 in about 15 minutes, and don it inabout 25 or 30. I think a total prep time prior to run

of three-quarter of an hour would probably be adequate.

END OF TAPF
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CDR - w« can probably prep T020 In about

)5 minute* now and don It probably in ".bout 25 or 30. I

think the total prep time prior to run of three quarters of

an hour vould probably be adequate for getting ready. Maybe
you ousht to make It an hour and irclude a] I the cameras
set up as well. And during the - the process of the run

itself, I think we could do we .11 to skip the hand signals
that take a lot of time to tell ;he cameras what run it is.

t nd I consider hand signals to C.-.o dome camera right from
t^e maneuvering unit, and they ought to be able to tell from

the pictu-e that they're seeing in the maneuvering unit

camera Just exactly v/hat run it is.

CC That's a good suggestion, Jerry. Anything
else?

CDR That's all 1 can think of right off

hand. But I think - I think we can get the rest done a lot

quicker if we don't have to spend the - the time running
around doing hard signals to tell the cameras what we're

doinc. I think they can probably figured that out pretty
veil with the narration. And Bill does a real good Job of

narrating.
CC Koger, Jerry, and we agree with that.

We think that would save a bunch of time and night get us

a - save us enough to get us another run, who knows?
CDR Okay. And another thing, tco, Dick, we

never did really understand the TV plan that you folks had
in nind for yesterday's T020 thing. All the pad said was TV -

I think it was 57 Delta - Just scene Delta. But, we got the

definite impression from the people on the ground yesterday
that they had expected it to do Alfa, Bravo, and Charlie
as well .

CC Okay, Jerry, we'll check that specific
point. But one's thing for sura, the next time we schedule-

it, we'll make sure you - it's real clear of whatever it is

we do want .

CDR Yeah, somewhere on the pad, it need* to

.ctually call out Alfa, Bravo, and Charlie. The checklist
calls it out, you know, but the same way it calls out DAC ,

but if you don't have a photo pad that tells you to use a DAC,

you don't - you don't just skip the box.
CC Sure, understand. And Jerry, the im-

mediate answer we get is that we did only expect Delta yester-
day, and so if there was some confusion, we appoligize about
that .

CDR Okay, no problem. I just wanted to make
sure that we understood what - where the problems were in - in

signal calling, and we can improve it next tine.

CC Yes, sir, thank you. Incidentally, you

might be interested to know that last evening was really the
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first evening in Houston that we've had a Rood opportunity
to see the comet, and it was very dim from here in Houston,
but several people did take a look at it.

CDR Key , that's great

.

CDR (Static).
CC You cut out, I'm sorry, say again.
CC Skylab, Houston, we dropped out there

for a minute. We're oack with you here at Tananarive
for another couple minutes in case we have an early LOS, the
last pass of the evening is the next one at Hawaii at 02:47.
\nd a reminder for Bill, that's your phone call, and it's
the left antenna, 02:47.

PLT Roger, thank you.
PAO 2 hours 20 minutes Greenwich mean time.

That concludes recorded ai r- to-ground which took place over
Tananarive tracking station. Next acquisition is 26 minutes
from now. That'll be through Hawaii. Just a recap on what's
been happening for the last 30 ninutes, we had some audio
line problem earlier. We've been replaying back recorded
air-to-ground for the previous Tananarive and Vanguard passes.
2 hours and 21 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is likylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Two hours 46 minutes Greenwich mis an
tine. Space station now nearing acquisition thorugh the
tracking antennas at Hawaii. This pass will last about 8
mintues, and will be the good nljjht call up to the crew
from Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly. We're standing
by here for acquisition of signal from space station Skylab.

cc Skylab, Houston, hello at Hawaii for
8-1/2 alnt ies.

CDR Hello, Dick. I got the urine volunes
to - to close out the report tonight.

CC Okay.
CDR 245; 285; and 320.
cc Okay, Jerry. Thank you very much.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to

LOS Hawaii. Your wakeup station in the morning is at -

during a Honeysuckle pass right at 11:00. So we'll be
sure to wake you up there. So, y'all have a nice sleep
this evening, see you in the morning.

CDR Okay, Dick. Good night.
PLT Cood night, Dick.
CC Good night guys, see you tomorrow.
PA0 Skylab Control 2 hour 56 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now out of range of the
tracking antennas at Hawaii. This is the good night pass,
Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly, bidding the crew a
pleasant evening. The crew responding. Tomorrow's wakeup
call will be from the ground to the crew. Space station
will be within range of the tracking antennas at Honeysuckle
at 11:00. Sc , the ground will wake the crew up tomorrow.
Bedtine temperatures aboard Skylab range from 79 degrees
in the experiment compartment to 81 degrees in the sleep
compartment. On tap for tomorrow, tomorrow morning has
Commander Carr as the observer, and Pilot Bill Pogue as
the subject, in M171 metabolic activity experiments, that
uses the bicycle ergometer and measures the metabolic
activity of the crewmen who is using the ergometer to
workout. Also, M092, inflight lower body negative pressure
device, measures cardiovascular activity of the subject.
And over a period of time will allow ground doctors to
correlate whether or not weightlessness causes a decrease
in cardiovascular activity. Sonenore Apollo telescope
mount observation for Ed Gibson for tomorrow. A total of
6 hours watching the Sun from the ATM control and display
panel. That plus TV-36 are about all that's scheduled for
Science Pilot Ed Gibson tonorrow, 2 hours for personal
hygiene and physical training. The big chunck of time for
the day tomorrow is taken up for M509 , astronaut maneuvering
unit experiment. Almost 12 man hours with Commander Carr as
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the test pilot and Pilot Bill Pogue observing him. As they

use that device to determine whether or not it will be

applicable for future space missions. The device uses

nitrogen gas as a propellant and gyro scopes as a stablizer

and with a hand control the astronaut Is able to maneuver

himself in three dimensional space. We'll bring the line

down now, as the crew is about 40 seconds away from bedtime.

The total science today was 23 hours and 32 minutes. That

was split pretty evenly, 8 hours and 32 minutes was the

record today for Science Pilot Ed Gibson. And most of that

was at the Apollo telescope mount panel watching the Sun,

whose active regions are now beginning to face the Earth.

7 hours and 4 2 minutes worth of science experiments today

tor Pilot Bill Pogue. And that was split almost evenly

between medical, documentary photo, and Apollo telescope

mount experiments. And 7 hours and 18 minutes for Commander

Carr that was split almost evenly between medical and ATM

experiments. Once again tomorrow's wakeup pass will be

over Honeysuckle, that'll be at 11:00 even. At Greenwich
mean time 3 hours even, this is Skylab Control. We'll see

you tomorrow morning.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 10:59 Greenwich mean

time Skylab apace station la now In range of Honeysuckle

C eek 1 • We'll have a wakeup call here from Bob

Crippen tt'e spacecraft communicator. The Flight Erector

on duty" is Dcn'puddy. We're live now for air- to- ground for

, K „ n-vf 2-1/2 minutes at Honeysuckle .

the next 2 Hi mxnu ^ ^ Beautlful Mo rnine,").

„ rr (Laughter) Good morning, Jerry. Good

norni; B iu, and good morning, Ed. This Is Little Mary
.

;, and it's a nice day to study the Sun. Your coffee .

; t the C«.D panel. You've been so busy, you must bo

all eEI way up to JOP 100 by now. Get up and get started and

I'll have breakfast ready in just a minute.

CC (Music)

rDR Ho, ho, I'm up, where's the coffee.

PA0 Skylab Control at 11:04 Greenwich mean

tine and Skylab space station is now out of range of HoneysucKle

Creek. Our next acquisition is .12 minutes away.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 11:35 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station Is now over Colombia, 55 sec-

onds from acquisition of signal through the tracking antenna

at Merrltt Island Florida. This pass through Merr it t I ; land

and Bermuda will last approximately 12 minutes. We 11 bring

the line up live now for Bob Crippen, the spacecraft communi-

cator. The crew was awakened this morning at 6 o clock

over Honeysuckle.
,

CC Good morning, Skylab. Crimson Team here

with you through M1LA for 10 minutes.
CDR Good morning, Crip.

CC
'" Good morn in g .

SPT Hey, Crip, for a while earlier, I thought

maybe your voice had changed.

CC My voice wouldn't do that. If you guys

are interested, I've got a little news I could attempt to

re ad up .

CDR Have a go at it, Crip.

CC Okeydoke. After seeing some of the

world record of verbiage that Bruce has put up, I'm afraid

to even compete. Well, I'll start at the top. An agreement

to separate Israeli -and Egyptian forces along the Suez Canal

is about 90 percent complete, and none of the obstacles

remaining Is a "gut issue," a high-ranking U.S. official re-

ported after Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger returned

Wednesday night from more talks with Egyptian President Anwar

Sadat. Israeli - Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban conceded

after talking with Kissinger that the American mediator had

made "certain progress" on his latest visit to Sadat. But

he cautioned that there remained some (garble) - some sub-

stantial points to be clarified Over around Brltan a

100-mile wind whipped up 50-foo. waves in the English

Channel Wednesday night and today, drowning at least 14 persons

and sinking a 781-ton Danish coastal freighter. Another ship,

the 2,447-ton Cypriot freighter Marta, was on fire, and her

captain radioed that the 20-man crew could not launch lifeboats

because of the high seas. Indonesia's capital was quiet once

again today as P^ine Minister Tanaka of Japan flew hone after

a visit that sparked 2 days of student riots. A helicopter

took Tanake, his daughter Makiko and President Suharto to the

airport, where cabinet ministers - members and foreign diplo-

mats said goodbye. But no students were on hand. Tanaka

arrived Monday night and spent his entire visit in the heavily

guarded presidential palace compound because of the violence

Tuesday and Wednesday. At least seven persons were killed

in the street battles that grew out of demonstrations accusing

Japan of economic colonialism. The South Vietnamese government
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reported today that two Red Chinese warships are guarding a

settlement established Wednesday by Chinese fishermen in the

disputed Paracel Islands. Saigon's chief military spokesman
said the trawlers landed the fishernen on one of the coral
islands of the South China Sea1 Wednesday, and the men set up

huts and planted their flag. Then the warships began to

patrol in the area, the spokesman said. South Vietnam and
China - Both South Vietnam and China claim the Paracels, which
are a chain of coral reefs about 250 miles east of Hue, South
Vietnam and 170 miles southeast of the Chinese island of

Hainan. The spokesman said a South Vietnamese unit is stationed
on one of the islands about 9 miles from the one the Chinese
landed on. The government's top wage controller has forecust
bigger contract settlements this year. "I would expect that
the normal forces that operate on wages w 11 result in higher
settlements in 1974," said Director John Dunlop of the Cost
of Living Council. The forecast by Dunlop nay indicate a

relaxation of the administration's pay guidelines. Pentagon
sources said a Soviet-nade antiaircraft missile used by the

Arabs in the recent Mideast war nay have been overrated.
Technical analysis indicates the S A 7 warhead was not powerful
enough to destroy more than a few of the jets it did hit.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation is entering the investiga-
tion into who could have erased a portion of a taped presidential
conversation. An FBI spokesman said the agency was asked to

investigate by special Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski.
Meanwhile, a court inquiry into the tape erasure continues.
I've got a handover coming up here, shortly, to Bermuda and
I'll stand by and pick up with the news after the handover
is complete

.

CC Okay, we've got you through Bermuda. And,
again picking up with the news. The American Petroleum Insti-
tute has released figures which appear to signal a tightening
of the Arab oil embargo and a worsening of the gasoline shortage.
The White House says its spending on President Nixon's
Watergate defense is dwarfed by the cost of Watergate investi-
gations. A White House official said the spending by the

White House for this fiscal will probably total about
$600,000. The official says the special Watergate prosecutor
has a 2.8 million budget, the Senate Watergate committee $1.5
million and the House Judiciary Committee 1 million. Two
young Detroit policemen were shot to death and two others
wounded after answering what Police Commissioner Philip Tannian
called the most difficult type of call, a family fight involving
a gun. Killed Wednesday were Leonard Todd, 32 an 11-year
police veteran just promoted to sergeant, and Patrolman Edward
Bakula, 27, an ex-Marine with 4 years on the force. Each was
married and the father of one child. A 15-year old boy also
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was graxed by a bullet In u hall of gunfire which cut down
the four officers, police said. Authorities would not
Identify the man who fired on the officers. They said he was
not hurt. John D. Ehriichman sale* former presidential, energy
acviser John Love failed in the Job because he was a White Houseoutsider who could not get *is hands on the Washington levers
of power. Love, who resigned as governor of Colorado to take
the post last June, was "in an aluost impossible position,"
Ehrllcnnan said. "He just didn't have the levers available
to him." Love left the job December the 3rd. Ehriichman
who resigned as President Nixon's top domestic advise; -
affairs adviser last April, said Love's Job as energy adviser
required the pulling together of vying and competing efforts ofthe executive branch" of government, a job too tough for anoutsider. Even though it's in its second year as bestseller
The Joy of Stx" is proving no joy to bookseller Ken Moffett'

of Macon, Georgia. He's the only person in the country to becharged with distributing obscene literature for selling thebook, according to its publisher, Simon and Schuster. Moffettwas arrested last August, shortly after a United States
Supreme Court ruling broadened the power of local committees
in deciding what is obscene. He was bound over to state
court and freed on $300 bond. The court is reviewing
motions to supiess a hearing and has set no hearing date.
Despite speeches, hearings and campaign debate, federal taxreforms remain an issue far from final action in the Congressthat reconvenes next Monday. it has been on the agenda for
a year, with rival proposal*, from Democrats and the Republicanadministration still pending. The House Ways and Means
Committee is expected to resume consideration of tax reform
beginning in February. A landslide touched off by drenching
rains has smothered a telephone building in Oregon and authori-ties sny as many as nine persons may be trapped. The landslidenear Canyonville, in southwestern Oregon, pushed the Pacific
Northwest Bell Co. building into Canyon Creek Wednesday nightand then covered the concrete structure with mud. Heavy
equipment was moved to the scene but rescue attempts - -

END OK TAPE
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cc He was bound over to state court and freed
on $300 bond. The court ia reviving motions to supresa a
hearing and has set no hearing date. Despite speeches,
hearings and campaign debate, federal tax reform remains
an Issue far from final ac'.ion in the Congress the recon-
venes next Monday. It has been on the agenda for a year, with
rival porposals from Democrats and the Republican adminis-
tration still pending. The House Ways and Means Committee
is expected to resume consideration of tax reform beginning
in February. A landslide touched off by drenching rains
has sraotherec a telephone building in Oregon and authorities
say as many as nine persons may be trapped. The landslide
near Canyonville, in southwestern Oregon, pushed the Pacific
Northwest Bell Co. building into Canyon Creek Wednesday night
and then covered the concrete structure with mud. Heavy
equipment was moved to the scene, but rescue attempts were
abandoned temporarily in the face of threats of further
slides. Meanwhile, heavy rains and an early snow melt sent
already swollen streams surging to new highs in many area
of the Pacific Northwest. Northern California also felt
the punch of the winter storm which brought high water and
high winds to western Montana, Idaho, northeastern Washing-
ton and Oregon. In marked contrast to the foul weather in
the Northwest, most of the nation east of the Rockie3 enjoyed
fair skies and mild temperatures. There was some minor
flooding in the Mississippi and Ohio river valleys. The
fuel supply problem which forced Consolidated Eastern (sic)
Co. to increase its voltage cutback in New York City this week
dramatizes the shortages of heavy fuel oil in the East this
winter. The utility company says it's down to a 10-df.y supply in-
stead of the normal 20-day reserve. It ordered voltage reduced
5 percent around the clock to conserve the dwindling
stocks. Until this week the voltage cutback for New York
had been 3 percent. Prices of live slaughter cattle
have risen sharply from the low levels of last fall and are
helping push up retail meat prices again. Agriculture De-
partment economists predicted some time ago that cattle
prices were expected to go up this winter, but the jump ha*
been larger then expected. A little bit of sports, and we're about
30 seconds from LOS and next station contact is going to be over
Madrid in about 3-1/2 minutes at 11:51. We'll be doing a
data/voice recorder dump there. The Hourton Aeros

, riding
high atop their division in the World Hockev League, defeated
Toronto last night, 4 to 1, and Mickey Mantle and Whlcey Ford,
:wo key players in the glory years of the New York Yankees
Uiider Manager Casey Stengal, have been elected to baseball's
Hall of Fame. In their careers, Mantle had 536 home runs,
presently sixth on the all-time list, and Ford won 236 ganes .

I'll give up the news.
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PAO Skylab Control at 11:48 Greenwich nean

time. The Skylab space station Is now over the N? rth Atlantic,

2 minutes and 40 seconds before we acquire again at Madrid.

PAO Skylab Control at 11:50 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station Is now 56 seconds from acquJ» 4 ~

tion at Madrid. We'll bring the Hi\a up live for an 8-1/?

minute pass through Madrid trackir.? antenna.

CC Skylab, Houstot., we're AOS Madrid doing

a data/voice recorder dump. We have you lor about 8-1/?

minutes.
SPT Good morning, Crip. You got any news

to read this morning?
CC Roger, that. No, I can't read news.

My flight won't let m* do it because I don't know how. Hey

Ed, while I've got you there we've got ycu scheduled for an

ED61 this morning, but we would like you not to deactivate
ED61 and 62 since we have further plana for it, au i we'll

have a message up in a day or so what we want done with it.

SPT Okay, Crip. I had some thoughts on

maybe moving it closer to a light and getting a little more

energy on it. I'm sure we can boost that energy u
k)

by a factor

of 4 maybe 5

.

CC Copy. Missed you guys. Sounds like

•you've been busy while I've been gone.

PLT We've been working on it, Crip. Just

kind of (garble) our way around here.
CC You've been setting tecords while we've

been off.
PLT Thanks to you guys. You're keeping us

up here.
PAO Slight increase in current on the CMG

nuub e r 2

.

CC Skylab, Houston, for the CDR. Jer, we

had you scheduled for ATM this morning and we're not showing

it operating. About the only thing we really had you doing

was BB2 and we had also scheduled a little TV downlink,

which if you could put some on the VTR for us that would be

fine .

SPT He'll be at it in a minute, Crip.

CC Okeydoke .

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 ninute from

LOS. Next station contact <n 26 minutes at Carnarvon at 12:24, and

for your information active aurora has been reported in che

Northern Hemisphere. If you get a chance you night use PGM 1 8 Bravo

for phot 03

.

SPT Okay, thanks very much, Crip. We sure

would like to do that

.
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CDR What kind of day do you have down there,

Crip?
CC Well, we've been having foggy mornings,

and I haven't had a chance to look outalde but it was

supposed to be that May today again. Sunshine is kind of

rare. Just need you guys up there to keep reassuring us

that It's still there

.

SPT We've got It all right.

CC Yeah, need to stir it up a little bit

more , though .

PAO Skylab Control at 12 hours Greenwich

mean tine. Skylab space station la now over Eastern Europe

out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid. Our next

acquisition Is 34 minutes away and that will be at Honey-

suckle Creek, Australia. There was a earlier acquialtion

scheduled for Carnarvon. Apparently that station's been

taken down. At this tine, during the pats over Madrid we

noticed again an anomaly on control moment gyroscope number 2.

This anomaly seems to follow pretty much the traditional

pattern. The difference In temperatures between the two

bearings used to allow the control moment gyroscope to ma-

neuver are - has come down. It normally runs in the 2 - to

3-degree area, it did drop to about a 1-degree difference.

That convergence of temperatures la part of the tradlt -

traditional signature of this CMC when it has its anomalies.

Also, the wheel speed dropped another approximately 1/2 per-

cent, and the current increased by about 1 percent. Yes-

terday morning before the crew awakened control moment gyro
number 2 wheel speed indication dropped to a low of 8800 rpm.

Its nominal level had been 8912, and subsequently it reached

an apparent steady state condition at 8850. It had been reading 8850
consistently during the pass day.

END OF TAPE
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PA0
t

" - allow the control moment gyroscope
to maneuver haa come down. It normally runt In the 2 - to 3-
degree area, it did drop to about a l-de«ree difference. That
convergence of temperatures is part of the traditional signature
of this tMG when it haa ita anomalies. Also the wheel speeddropped another, approximately 1/2 percent, and the current
Increased by 1 perctnt . Yesterday morning before the crew
awakened, control moment gryo number 2 wheel speed indication
dropped to a low of 8800 rpm. Ita nominal level had been
8912 and subsequently it reached an apparent steady state
condition at 8850. It had bean reading 8850 consistently
during the past day. Related parameters didn't show any
Indication of a drop in wheel speed, and for that reason thewheel speed indicator was believed to be giving a signal
that H was failing. And rather than having a problem with
the wheel itself they thought perhaps that the transducer
used to measure the speed of the wheel was not operating
properly. Tests were being - are being performed to find
out whether or not that's possible. However, the signal todayseems to indicate that the transducter is performing properlyslowed down wheel speed from 8850 down to about 8800 rpm.That a about 1/2 percent and increase from about 1.0">
amps to about 1.04, 1.03 amps for 1 to 2 percent increase
in the current. So that is still in progress at the loss
of signal at Madrid. It was not observed at the last time
we had acquisition before that. Our last acquisition, however
on our tab is Carnarvon, Australia. We did not have data
on our monitors from the U.S. and Bermuda stations, so itmay have begun some tine after Carnarvon. The present time
the temperature in the workshop of Skylab space station is
a warm 80 degrees today, as its orbit around the Earth iskeeping it constantly in the sunlight. To take advantage of
the special circumstances, Skylab astronauts began photographing
and scanning the Sun early this morning. A total of 8 hours
of data gathering is scheduled today. This afternoon Skylab
Commander Jerry Carr will fly the n i t r og en - p owe red backpack.
The maneuvering unit has undergone through testing within the
workshop to determine its usefulness for work in space. The
crew will also conduct medical experiments and a science
demonstration today. To keep temperatures to a minimum no
maneuvers are planned as the crew completes their 9th week
in space. This is Skylab Control, a little over 30 minutes
to our next acquisition at Honeysuckle Creek. It's now 3 minutesand 21 seconds after the hour.

C1
PA

? -
Skylab Control at 12:23 Greenwich mean time.The Skylab space station is now 56 seconds from acquisition

at Carnarvon. The station has been brought up. The pass
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through Carnarvon will last a little sore than 10 minutes.
We'll have a brief interruption before we're acquired at
Honeysuckle Creek. We're now beginning to get data and
apparently that anomaly on control moment gyroscope number 2

la still underway. Temperature difference Is now about
0.2 of a degree, the current still up about 2 percent,
and the speed is still down about 1/2 percent at the
beginning at acquisition at Carnarvon. Does appear now
that it's moving back down but it - still an anomaly appears
to be in progress.

CC Skylab, Houston; AOS Carnarvon. We have
you, oh, about 15 minutes here through Carnarvon.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston; believe the purple gang

did good work for you on your details last night, 1 didn't
have a bunch of messages to read you up this morning changing -

changing your pads. One item for COR. Jec, can you tell rae

whether boric acid in - in the bags was ever discussed with
you? I knew that you did get a card - cue card on it.

CDR No, we haven't talked to anybody about
it since we got the new card.

CC Okay, the only thing t warned to mention
I know you had called down questions about it since the
original - the card before this one, had deleted all of that.
And the FMT went back and reviewed t\at - that logic for
deleting it and they concluded that because you are essentially
breaking new ground in the portion of the space mission that
you're in that it would be advisable to go ahead and use
the boric acid to protect ourselves against the loss of both
refrigeration loops and losing all of that urine data. So
that's the reason that it was put back in. And per your
request on day 69, we are planning on scheduling somebody to
go ahead and put all the boric acid in the 15 bags that will
be required for the rest of the mission.

CDR Okay, that's good, Crip. That's the most
economical way to do it.

CC Rog. And that is in our planning right now
CDR Thank you, sir.
CC Skylab, Houston; if we could have somebody

check up at the ATM C&D, we still show H-alpha is in override a
we need that to go back to normal. Also, Ed, when you get back
on the panel you're going to need to set up the grating on 55.
All you need to do is find - get a reference.

SPT Roger, Crip.
cc Skylab, we're getting ready to hand over

to Honeysuckle here. We'll probably drop out for a few seconds
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CC And we're now talking to yog through

Honeytuckle, Be with you for about 4 »or« «inutes.

SPT Hello, Crip, let »• talk to you about

ED61. [

CO Talk to «e

.

SPX Okay, our friendly seeds have finally

really picked up and started growing. And in conpartnent 1

the one which has received the aost light, one structure

which looks, for all practical purposes, like a root finally

found Its way down the front part of the glass where the

no st of the light hit. And that part oi the root has turned

green, indicating that, well, you know the full story because

you educated me on it. So it looks as though we're

getting sone results and if they want to change the protocol

at all I would suggest we Just put this thing up in front

of - get a littlo more additional light on it which we can

do very easily. The location which was specified for It

caue out with a relatively low lighting level which we ve call

END OF TAPE
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SPT * finally found 'its way to the front
part of the glass where most of the white hit, and that part
of the root had turned green indicating that - well, you
know the full story because you educated me on it. It look„
as though we're getting some results and— and if they want
to change the protocol at all I would suggest we Just put that
thing up in front and get a little more additional light on it,
which we can do very easily. The location which was specified
for it came out with that relatively low light level which we've
called down. We could move it up closer to the light and I

think get quite a bit more on it and let's see what happens
in the other compartments as well.

CC Okay, we'll throw that back to Moraed
and see if we can get some comment out of it. I thought I was
going to tell you how to distinguish a root from thu
stem. Couldn't tell it till it turned green; right?

SPT That's what you told me.
CC (Garble) I thought I could distinguish it

earlier then that because the - the stem wasn't supposed to be
hai ry

.

SPT Well, that may be a fact (garble),
although most of the ones which have grown very early were
not hairy. The - but lately quite a few very thin ones
have come up which are hairy.

CC Okay. I'll advise them we got nonhairy
roots .

SPT I shall not pursue that one any further.
CC Thank you.
SPT Crip, you wouldn't want to ask what we

mean by roots, would you?
CC (Laughter) I don't know if I want to

pursue that one. And with that bit of scintillating con-
versation I guess I'll say good morning to you here. We're
about a minute from LOS. Next station contact is, oh, In
about 31 minutes over Texas, and we'll be tuning it over
to the maroon crew there.

CDR Roger, Crip. We'll be seeing ycu.
CC I'll be back with ycumanana.
PAO Sky lab Control at 12:40 Creenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now out of range at
Honeysuckle Creek. Our next acquisition is 30 minutes away
at Texas. During this pass over Honeysuckle Ed Gibson was
giving a little report on the rice seeds that are being
grown aboard the space station. He says that some are up
and growing now and he wants to increase the total amount of
light available to them so they'll grow a little bit faster.
That's experiment ED61, one of the s t ud en t

- p r oposed experiments

\
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That anomaly on control moment gyroacope number 2 Is appar
ently still underway. The temperatures now have crossed
over, The convergence has gone to the point where it's
actually now moved bearing nunber 1, which Is normally a
little bit warmer then number 2, la actually a now a littl
bit cooler while bearing number 2 ha» warned up about 0.3
of a degree above the bearing 1 level. So temperature con
vergence and speed down to - down approximately 0.8 of a
percent, and the current is up about 1 percent on control
moment gyroscope number 2. That anomaly first observed ac
Madrid a little over 30 minutes ago. This la Skylab Con-
trol, 29 minutes 28 seconds to our next acquisition of
signal. It's now 41 minutes and 54 seconds after the hour

END OP TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control at 13:09 Greonwich mean

time. The Skylab apace atatlon U now Juat 56 seconds

fro. acquisition through the trading antenna at Corpus

Chriati, Texaa. ThU paaa through Texaa ,
Merrit^ls and,

and Ber.uda will laat appro* i.at e ly 16 .Inutes
.

We 11

bring the line up live now for air-to-ground. Fli ght direc-

tor on duty nov la Hilton Windier as Don Puddy shift con-

cluded lust a little while ago. and the spacecraft communi-

cator now la Story Musgrave. We'll bring the line up for

Story at - during thiB pass over the U.S.

c q Skylab, we got you stateside for U in-

utea.
SPT Morning, Story.

Good morning, Ed.

How's the naroon time - aaroon lean likeCC
&PT

the day shift?
^ Oh, we like the d&y shift Just fine;

just fine. And we'll be dumping the VTR here And Skylab,

the laser is an optional photograph this morning but it is

coming up in about 6 minutes and they'll be participating.

SPT Roger, Story. We'll be looking for it.

CC Okay.

spT Hey, Stovy; in case the ATM folks are

wondering, I got going on the orbit which star t a at

14-36 and after 1 finish the work on building block 20

here I'll go back and, or on active region 20, I'll go back

and pick up the Sun centered work for JOP 6, building

block 1A and IB.

cc Okay, we'll get with you, Ed.

cc Skylab. the laser's tracking you now.

CDR Roger, Story. Have it in sight.

CC Okay.

CDR Looks like they have a thin cirrus layer

over the area and it's getting through.

cc Okay. And Ed, as you suggested continue

on with that building block 35 and the VTR is yours.

SPT Thank you.

CDR It flashed bright and then dim and then

bright. Now it's dim again, and 1 can see it only with

binoculars in the dim phase.

CC Okay.
CDR And 1 lost her right after 1 spoke to

y ° U "

cc Okay. Jer. The laser's off now.

CDR Roger.

cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS , 5 min-

utes to Madrid. Be dumping the data/voice at Madrid.
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CDR Roger , Story.
PAO Skylab Control at 13 1 26 Greenwich nun

tine. Skylab ipece station U now over the North Atlantic
after a paas over the U.S. and Bermuda stations. We're
about 3 minutes frtm acqulaltlon at Madrid. Today a nedlcal
review la being performed to determine the state of the
crew health before giving approval for an additional
7-day mission extension. That's a regular weekly extension
that's planned after the 59-day « after the 56-day nominal
mission. This today concludes the 9th week in apace for
the Skylab crew, and the approval is expected to be given
sometime today for an additional week in space beyond this.
Another approval will of course be required then continuing
approval - approvals every 7 days until the conclusion of
the planned 84-day flight. ThPt anomaly on control moment
gyroscope number 2 appears to be over at this tine. When
we had acquisition at Merrltt Island and Texas during this
last pass data showed the currents had cone down to their
normal level, and that temperature divergence a grin had
come back up to the area of about 1-1/2 degrees, that's
moving back towards the 2- to 3-degrte level that's consi-
dered normal, and the wheel, speed had again started moving
back up towards the 8850 mark that has now become the stan-
dard. The 8850 mark after talking with the guidance officer,
apparently th.it is a normal response. The transducer h.ts
Just shifted its readout. Doesn't indicate anything of
significance except that transducer has moved in the number
that it - it's producing, even though the wheel speed it&elf
is not believed to have changed at all. Wheel speed at
8850, apparently corresponds to what the transducer had
been giving as 8912 .1 feu days ago. So wheel speed now Is
back to its normal level after an anomaly that lasted about
an hour and a half. We'll bring the line up l'.e again now
for pass through Madrid. The pass is an 8-minute one.
We're about a minute from acquisition there.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, back with you through Madrid
for 7 minutes. We're dumping the data/voice here.

CC Skylab, we're about a minute to LOS,
about 28 minutes to Carnarvon at 14:04. Ed, your ATM confer-
ence will be coning up there.

SPT Thanks, Story.
Skylab , in the blind , check your neck

and RS and IS electrodes.
p AO Skylab Control at 13:38 Greenwich mean

tine. The Skylab space station, now over the Balkan Peninsula
ia out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid. 27 minutes
to our next acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia where the a-rning
conference on solar activity will be completed with Ed Gibson.
At this time the Skylab crew working on their M092/M171 run.
That last call froa Story Huagrave which is not believed to
have reached the crew is to let thea know that their electrodes
had not been properly attached and they were not getting good
data. However, a medical officer did point out after the
loss of signal there that they probably had not completed the
setup for that run which is scheduled to begin operation shortly.
However, they did want to try to warn then just in case they
had overlooked something. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson has
been at woik this morning already on the ATM console taking
from Commander Carr, who began at the ATM solar activities
at 6:30 Houston time this morning. The anomaly on control
moment gyroscope number 2 which was seen this morning apparently
has completed Itself. Temperatures differences now about 1-1/2
to 2 degrees. There is still some slight variation in its
performance, but currents have now come back to their normal
level, and the speed, at least during part of the Madrid pass,
appeared to be nominal. So that anomaly had been viewed for about
hour and a half from acquisition of Madrid to this last Madrid pass
It ia believed to be pretty much over at this point. It followed
the traditional pattern with very little difference noticeable.
Total decrease at the maximum point, and wheel speed was
about 0.8 of 1 percent. And a total Increase in current
was in the neighborhood of 1 to 2 percent with the bearing
temperatures converging at one point and in fact slightly
crossing over as bearing temp number 2 rose slightly above
the bearing temp number 1 level. The usual difference is about
2 to 3 degrees. And again a reminder sometime later in the
day probably before noon Houston time today we should have
a report on medical condition of the crew and an approval
for the next 7 days. 40 minutes after the hour and 24-1/2
minutes to our next acquisition, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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SPT • finally found its way to the front
part of the glees where most of the white hit, and that part
of the root had turned green Indicating that «. well, you
know the full story because you educated ne or. it. It looks
as though we're getting tone results and » and if they want
to change the protocol at all I would suggest we just put that
thing up in front and get a little more additional light on It,
which we can do very easily. The location which was specified
for It cane out with that relatively low light level which we've
called down. We could move it up closer to the light and i

think get quite a bit sore on it and let's see what happens
In the other compartments as well.

CC Okay, we'll throw that back to bloned
and see If we can get none comment out of it. I thought I was
going to tell you how to distinguish a root from the
seen, Couldn't tell It till It turned green; right?

SPT That's what you told ne.
CC (Garble) I thought I could distinguish It

earlier then that because the - the stem waan' l supposed to be
hai ry

.

SPT Well, that may be a fart (garble),
although most of the ones which have nrown very early were
not hairy. The - but lately quite a few very thin ones
have cone up which are hairy.

CC Okay. I'll advise then we got nonhalry
roots.

SPT I shall not pursue that one any further.
CC Thank you.
SPT Crip, you wouldn't want to ask what we

mean by roots, would you?
CC (Laughter) I don't know If I want to

pursue that one. And with that bit of scintillating con-
versation I guess I'll say good morning to you here. We're
about a minute from LOS. Next station contact is, oh, in
about 31 minutes over Texas, and we'll be tuning it over
to the maroon crew there.

CDR Roger, Crip. We'll be seeing you.
CC I'll be back wilh you manana

.

PAO Skylab Control at 12:40 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now out of range at
Honeysuckle Creek. Our next acquisition is 30 minutes away
at Texas. During this pass over Honeyt>uckle Ed Gibson was
giving a little report on the rice seeds that are being
grown aboard the space station. He says that some are up
and growing now and he wants to increase the total amount of
light available to them so they'll gi ow a little bit faster.
That's experiment ED61 , one of the s t ud en t

- p r oposed experiments

\
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That anoaaly on control moment gyroscope nuaber 2 U appar-
ently still underway. The temperatures now have crossed
over, The convergence has gone to the point where It's
actually now moved bearing number 1, which Is normally a

little bit warasr then nuaber 2 , is actually a now a little
bit cooler while bearing number Z has waraed up about 0.3
of a degree above the bearing 1 level. So temperature con-
vergence and speed down to - down approxlaat ely 0.8 of a

percent, and the current in up about 1 percent on control
aoaftnt gyroscope nuaber 2. That anoaaly first observed at
Hadrld a little over 30 minutes ago. This is Skylab Con-
trol, 28 minutes 28 seconds to our next acquisition of

signal. It's now 41 ainutss and 54 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 r Skylab Control at 13:09 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station la now Just 56 seconds

fro. acquisition through the trac ing ^"j:* J^?"., V
Christi, Texas. This pass through Tex*'., Merr i tt la land ...... ,,

»dl.r«d t will last approximately 16 minutes We *

bring the line up live now for air-to-ground PI ^ C ^
rec

tor on duty now is Milton Windier as Don Puddy shift con-

cluded jur-r * little while ago, and the spacecraft communi-

cator now 1, Story Mu SRrave. We'll bring the line up for

Story at - during this pass over the U.S. .
_7

CC Skylab, we got you stateside for 14 min-

utes. „
yPT Morning, Story.

qq Good aorning , Ed.

SPT How's the maroon time - maroon team like

the day shift? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ flnc;

just fine. And we'll be du«ping the VTR here And Skylab,

the laser Is an optional photograph this morning but it is

SP T
" Roger. Story. We'll be looking for i t .

CC Okay

.

spT Hey, Stow; in case the ATM folks are

wondering, I got going on the orbit whi ch s t art . at

14:36. and after 1 finish the work on building block 20

here I'll go back and, or on active region 20 I go back

and pick up the Sun centered work for J0P 6, building

block 1A and IB.

cc Okay, we'll get with you, Ed.

cc Skylab, the laser's tracking you now.

CD r Roger, Story. Have it in sight.

CC Okav.

CDR Looks like they have a thin cirrus layer

over the area and it's getting through.over tne ar
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ guggcgted cont lnue

on with that building block 35 and the VTR is your*.

SPT Thank you.

CDR It flashed bright and then dim and then

bright. Now it's dim again, and I can see it only with

binoculars in the dim phase.

CC Okay

.

CDR And I lost her riant a ' t c I spoke to

y ° U '

cc Okay. Jer. The laser's off now.

CDR Roger.

cc Skylab, we're a ainute to LOS, 5 «lr-

utes to Madrid. Be dumping the data/voice at Madrid.
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CDR Rojer, Story.
PAO Skylab Control at 13:26 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now over the North Atlantic
after a pass over the U.S. and Bermuda stations. We're
about 3 minutes frcra acquisition at Madrid. Today a medical
review is being performed to determine the state of the
crew health before giving approval for an additional
7-day mission extension. That's a regular weekly extension
that's planned after the 59-day - after the 56-day nominal
mission. This today concludes the 9th week in space for
the Skylab crew, and the approval is expected to be given
sometime today for an additional week in space beyond this.
Another approval will of course be required then continuing
approval - approvals every 7 days until the conclusion of
the planned 84-day flight. That anomaly on control moment
gyroscope number 2 appears to be over at this time. When
we had acquisition at Merritt Island and Texas during this
last pass data showed the currents had come down to their
normal level, and that temperature divergence agrln had
com.? back up to the area of about 1-1/2 degrees, that's
moving back towards the 2- to 3-degrte level that's consi-
dered normal, and the wheel speed had Again started moving
back up towards the 8850 mark that has now become the stan-
dard. The 8850 mark after talking with the guidance officer,
apparently that is a normal response. The transducer has
Just shifted its readout. Doesn't indicate anything of
significance except that transducer has moved in the number
that It - it's producing, even though the wheel speed itself
is not belfeved to have changed at all. Wheel speed at
8850, apparently corresponds to what the transducer had
been giving as 8912 a few days ago. So wheel speed now t«
back to its normal level after an anomaly that lasted about
an hour and a half. We'll bring the line up live again now
for pass through Madrid. The pass is an 8-minute one.
We're about a minute from acquisition there.

END Ot TAPE
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CC Sky lab , back with you through Madrid
for 7 minutes. We' re dumping the data/voice here.

CC Sky lab , we're about a minute to LOS,
about 28 nin-jtes to Carnarvon at 14:04. Ed, your ATM confer-
ence will be coming up there.

SPT Thanks .Story .

CC Skylab, in the blind, check your neck
and RS and LS electrodes

.

PAO Skvlab Control at 13:38 Greenwich mean
time. • The Skylab spac station, now over the Balkan Peninsula
is out of range of the tracking antenna at Madrid. 27 minutes
to our next acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia where the morning
conference on solar activity will be completed with Ed Gibson.
At this time the Skylab crev working on their 1109 2/M171 run.
That last call from Story Musgrave which is not believed to
have reached the crew is to let them know that their electrodes
had not been properly attached and they were not getting good
data. However, a medical officer did point out after the
loss of signal there that they probably had not completed the
setup for that run which is scheduled to begin operation shortly.
However, they did want to try to warn them just in case they
had overlooked something. And Science Pilot Ed Gibson has
been at work this morning already on the ATM console taking
from Commander Carr, who began at the ATM solar activities
at 6:30 Houston time this morning. The anomaly on control
moment gyroscope number 2 which was seen this morning apparently
has completed itself. Temperatures differences now about 1-1/2
to 2 degrees. There is still some slight variation in its
performance, but currents have now come back to their normal
level, and the speed, at least during part of the Madrid pass,
appeared to be nominal. So that anomaly had been viewed for about
hour and a half from acquisition of Madrid to this last Madrid pass
It is believed to be pretty much over at this point. It followed
the traditional pattern with very little difference noticeable.
Total decrease at the maximum point, and wheel speed was
about 0.8 of 1 percent. And- a total increase In current
was in the neighborhood of 1 to 2 percent with the bearing
temperatures converging at one point and in fact slightly
crossing over as bearing temp number 2 rose slightly above
the bearing temp number 1 level. The usual difference is about
2 to 3 degrees. And again a reminder sometime later in the
day probably before noon Houston time today we should have
a report on medical condition of the crew and an approval
for the next 7 days. 40 minutes after the hour and 24-1/2
minutes to our next acquisition, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. We have acquisition of

signal at 14:04 Greenwich mean time. We're now at Carnarvon.

Bill Lenoir is here for the ATM conference with Ed Gibson.

The medical run, now, 1b at its maximum level on M092, that

medical run being performed this morning, has been working

properly, all the data coming In already at Mission Control.

And we're now live for Bill Lenoir and the medi - and the

ATM science conference with Ed Gibson.
MCC Skylab, Houston with the ATM conference

for 4 minutes.
SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. We don't have very long here.

We've got a 6-ninute gap between Carnarvon and Honeysuckle

and then Honeysuckle for 1 minute so I'll get cracking. Not

too much to say this morning about the Sun. It looks active,

but. It isn't. Kind of reminds me of some old girl friends,

really. Today, we've got a couple of comments on the plf-n

here for today. We sort of assume that that's going to keep

vou happy as far as ATM time goes here for a while. You've

been asking for more and we really did it to you today, Oldn't

SPT Sure did. Looks like a good day.

MCC Okay. Good. Understand that there was

some confusion here as far as the previous orbit being

the synoptic orbit goes and just wanted to clarify that what

we think you did, was you went ahead and completed the normal

part of the orbit that was scheduled next, the JOP 21 BB35.

And on the orbit that will be coming up shortly, you will

pick up the synoptic and then go on into the JOP 7, and so

on. Is that true?
SPT Yeah. That's affirm, Bill. Jerry had

what he had done folded over and looked at the synoptic and figured

that was the first orbit that had been done and pressed into

the second one before I'd looked at the time.

MCC Okay, fine. No problem there. Some

words from S055 on the active region 14 surges you gave them

a couple of days ago. They're really ecstatic about that

and are very verv happy with what they got and they think that 'a

Just great. Some words on H-alpha 1, which is now working

as you well know. H-alpha 1 has plenty of film. In general,

they'd like to run ant two frames per minute. On periods of high

activity four frames per minute would be just fine.

SPT Better take a look at it again. I think

it froze up again this morning and I turned it t> off and

I then turned the camera power off. We'll work that again

after we get done with the conference. Go ahead.

MCC Okay. We may be playing mickey mouse

with that thing here for a few days. ATM conference, tomorrow,
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on your crew day off, Jim Mllligan will be talking to you.

Basically he will discuss activity results to date, which
_

experiments have gotten what, and how happy they are and what

we wlnt to do nexf , may - basically for the next week. So

Jim will talk to you tomorrow.
cpx (Garble) talking with Jim.

MCC Good. One last thought, here. On next

Monday, each experiment is going to have a "P r « se " t3tiv *

A
. nB

at a meeting where we're going to discuss shuttle-type Panning

for facilities like ATM. What kind of things we might do now

to Rive us a little bit more insight into that. We ve had

v 5 discussions here on board The types of thing, ha

are running through our mind is we've been giving you a lots

o ops tine, we really ought to give Jerry and B 11 some

Lg time. I know they would like some. We'll probably

do that! as part of an experiment give you several consecutive

orbits of ops time to let you plan your own program and do

what you want. And on one extreme is really to put the

summary inputs in for the day and then where tne P a™<"*

esslon would go ahead and schedule those out P»*J ^<>"

on up to you and see what you can do with those. We d

probably want - - ^ ^ ^ that approach .

MCC Okay. Well what I was going to ask was

for you to think about it between now and Monday ^"i"*'
really. I'll talk to you Saturday Doming again and Monday

morn ing. Right now, Owen's coming in Sunday to talk to you.

Bu on Saturday and Monday, we can discuss it and wha I

would like to do is to take your inputs to that meeting. And

now we've got - - ^ ^ ^ & racrft defi ulon on

that and 1 would also like to get some people to schedule

a L lut an hour or so for me " debrief the ATM pen. 1

itself. I think we've all been working it and « ve all got

some thoughts on, if ve were to do this whole thing over

ag!!n Just how we would approach it. And 1 think we ought to d

while it's fresh in our mind .

,
^ ^ ^ ^

10 seconds to LOS. And I guess you'll have to jive u. your

words on the Sun, later throughout the day. But it is

important It turns out most of the ground-based observatories

arTsoclIed in by weather. So we lean heavily on you and

Jim will be talking with you tomorrow. Out.

cpr okay. I'll go ahead and do that. I ve

act a'few things to talk about. While we're going oyer the

M l « «k you a little bit about the observations

which were done yesterday on the limb looking for loops.
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Now, as I reported, I think I was able to find some and I'm

wondering whether what 1 pointed out in terms of locations

and angles from local/vertical were actually what was observed

the ground from observatories.
MCC Okay, Ed. We'll look into that. And

you're disappearing in the static here.
SPT Okay. (Static) orbits (inaudible)

PAO Sky lab Control at 14 hours 10 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is out of range

of Carnarvon. 6 minutes 10 seconds to acquisition at

Honeysuckle. That was the morning conference on solar activi-

ties, with Bill Lenoir, the scientist astronaut. This

morning the M092 run reached its maximum level. That run

has now been completed, experiment being performed on Pilot

Bill Pogue today with Commander Jerry Carr acting as the

observer. The M092 run did reach its maximum level, although

the temperatures are rather warm in the space station, which

often does have an affect on M092, the lower body negative

pressure run. Today there is a medical conference underway

to determine the fitness of the crew for a continuation of

the mission into the 10th week. The crew will complete

their 9th week in the morning at about 9 o'clock central

daylight time. 5 minutes to acquisition at Honeysuckle,

this is Skylab Control at 11 minutes after the hour.

PAO Skylab Control at 14:14 Greenwich mean

time. We're now coming into range of the tracking antenna

of Honeysuckle Creek. The pass through Honeysuckle is a

very brief one lasting only a little more than a minute.

We'll bring the line up live though for spacecraft communica-

tor , Story Musgrave

.

CC Skylab, back with you through Honeysuckle

for 2 minutes.
CC And, Skylab, we're going LOS here.

See you in about 30 minutes at Texas at 14:45.

PAO Skylab Control at 14:17 Greenwich

mean tine. We're now out of range of Honeysuckle Creek,

space station just south of New Zealand. 27-1/2 minutes

to our next acquisition of signal at Texas. At this time,

the experiment M092/M171, medical experiments that combination

being performed on Pilot Bill Pogue., has moved into its

rest period, as crewman gets out of the M092 and relaxes

before going on to the bicycle ergooeter to test metabolic

activity, the pilot's ability to do work in space. That's

expected to be completed on schedule. It should be over

about 15:15 in about an hour from now. Mostly today's

activity includes solar observations. There's nearly 8 hours

of totar - total observation time on the solar experiments

as scheduled. And also, this afternoon, a run of the M509
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astronaut maneuvering unit with commander Jerry Carr acting
as the test pilot. That run takes a great deal of time,
nearly 5 hours of the afternoon for 2 crewmembers or n

total of 10 man-hours has been extensively tested on this and
on the previous mission by Skylab astronauts . And , also,
today a science demonstration this morning, performed by

pilot Bill Pogue , some time set aside Just before he began his
M092 run this morning. And later on in the day, time is

set aside for TV-36. That should put about 27 minutes, alto-
gether, on the video tape recorder today. 26 minutes to

our next acquisition of signal. 19 minutes after the hour,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 14:44 Greenwich acan
time. The Skylab apace station now over the Pacific Ocean
is about to be acquired through the tracking antenna at Texas.
This pass through Texas, Merritt Island, and Bermuda is a

lengthy one; It should last a total of almost 17 minutes.
We'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground across
the U.S. as the space station crosses Baja, California, Northern
Mexico, and the Central United States. The spacecraft communicator
Is Story Musgravc. The flight director on duty is Milton
Windier.

CC Skylab, AOS stateside f jr 16 minutes.
SPT Roger, Story.
CC And, why don't y'all call off that laser

rendezvous that's coming up at 14:54. The weather Is not

satisfactory enough to do the test.
SPT Will do.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Story.
CC Ed, we'd like you to operate H-alpha 1

regardless of the frame counter the ready light indications.
You're not going to hurt anything even if the camera is Jammed
but it's possible we got a readswitch or fa logic failure. And

you can be getting good data even though you don't have good
ind icat ions .

SPT Okay, Story, at the beginning of this

orbit I tried it again and I did get good indications here
and it worked for about five counts or so, two of them in manual
and three of then in auto. But then it appears to have hung
up again, atleast from my manage - vantage point. But I will
go ahead and continue to operate it 2 frames per minute.

CC Yes, sir; be fine.
CC Skylab, is Bill doing some Instrumented

PT now?
CDR That's affirmative. He's going to do a max

effort

.

CC Okay. And, thank you.

SPT Story, I wonder if 1 could make a couple

of remarks and one question on ATM ops and then get Into describing

the Sun a little bit ?

CC Okay
,

go , Ed

.

SPT Okay, number one is as you know we don't have

the beryllium count up here on the counter, and 1 would like

to have the backroom give us a call whenever they see the

beryllium count go up significantly above background or when
they show a significant rise in the background level whether
we're on the panel or not. That would hold for this time where
we have the active regions on the disk probably for the next, oh,
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7 or 8 days. Secondly, yesterday during some observing

time I looked at some loops on the limb and I gave some

description on tape, and I believe mentioned last night

something about the - where I saw them. And I m wondering

if this correlated with what the people had seen in the green

line in the corona. And in particular I saw a - in oxygen \I

what appeared to be a loop edge on extending out in the

north part of the region pretty much perpendicular to the

disk or along the local vertical, and then one in the

southern portion of the region inclined aio'md 12 degrees in

the local vertical towards the south. Both of then were

seen in oxygen VI about 130 counts or so, maybe 50 or so off

the disk. Thirdly, a - getting into what we see fron up

here, the white light coronagraph shows that the corona has

not changed greatly in large scale features but sone of

the fine? features have. Over at 280 and 295 they're pretty

much unchanged except maybe the strength of the one helmet

streamer 280 has increased. There's a diffuse eniss on around

- going from maybe 265 up to 280. It looks - it could be

part of that streamer, perhaps not. It's just a very di fuse

(static) and no central - no centralized ov localized emission.

Over at 060 we see a fairt streamer which we did see yesterday.

It appears perhaps a little bit stronger today. Over at 080

we still see the fairly localized but relatively weak

emission from a streamer. We do not see any of the weak

emission from say 080 down to 090 which we did see yesterday.

There is a fairly prominent streamer starting to come out at

about 095 which continue*, on over to 105. It's not anywhere

near ac strong as the helmet streamers over on the east limb,

but it is significantly decreased over and above what it was

yesterday. The faint streamer at 220 we saw yesterday is

Just barely discernible today, but is still there. The XUV

monitor shows certainly a wide belt of p .** nil the way across

the southern - southern hemisphere low latitudes, and we see

that the brightest plage are in active region 21 and thi

|

complex. The next brightest is - and then we have to use Inte-

grate to see all of these now, is in the 18/23 co.pl.j .nd then

there is a new one Just coming around the corner at .80 right

at the limb. It looks fairly small and I imagine most of he

limb brighteningthat makes it show up so well. The **rge*t

extent of plage is in 21/24/20 complex of activity. We do no

.„! significant coronal holes except north/sou h and a little

III around "say, above active region 18 and 25. Fila.ent channel,,

perhaps there is one coming up from the - about » region of 200

extending northeastward up toward active region 20, when it

terminates very abruptly of the edge of the plage. t understand
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observatories are socked In. So, In looking at JJ-.lph.
I »» af raid

I'm at a little disadvantage because I'm remaining Sun center

h.** nod T can't really get over and look at the active

J g o in 5". ^ Plage in general both the brightness

anS the extent are pretty much parallel to what We described

in the XUV monitor. The plage around active region
J6

fl nd

26, in both XUV and H-alpha is fairly "^^ve- And "P ^
ere

18 23 is also fairly bright. Over at 21 and 24, 21 is the

brightest. It's not too - it's not anywhere near as extensive,

however, in H-alpha a what you see in XUV.

END OF TAPE
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SPT - - - because I'm remaining readings Sun center
here, and I can't really get over and look at the active regions in
detail. But the plage in general, both the brightness
and the extent pretty such parallels what I've described in
the XUV monitor. The plage around active region 16 and 26
in both XUV and H-alpha Is fairly extensive and up there
at 18, 23 is also fairly bright. Over at 21 and 24 21
is the brightest. It's not too - it's not anywhere near
as extensive, howe ver, in H-alpha as what you see in
XUV. The filament up at 340 is filament 76 it's probably the
by largest and most extensive on the disk, and in terms of other
general features. Sunspot at active region 20 stands out very
well In H-alpha. I've not really had a chance to go over
and look at any of these regions, however, in detail. And
that's it, Story. I'd appreciate any feedback from the ground
on activity which they nay see on the - especially on the X-REA.

CC Okay. Thanks very much, Ed.
CC Ed, we show you in mechanical reference

on your mirror auto raster there, and you'll need to go to
grating 104.

SPT Thank you, Story.
CC Yes sir.
CC We'll be dropping for a minute In the

keyhole , Sky lab

.

CC Sky lab, we're about 30 seconds to LOS
here. 5 minutes to Madrid. They'll be looking to dump
the data/voice at Madrid.

PAO Skylab Control ot 15:03 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station has passed out of range of
the tracking antenna at Bermuda. 3-1/2 minutes to acquisi-
tion at Madrid. The upcoming Madrid pass will last about
9-1/2 minutes, and we'll leave the line up here as the space
station crosses the North Atlantic where no tracking anten-
nas are within range of the vehicle.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through
Madrid for 8 minutes. Be dumping the data/voice here.

SPT Hello, Story. I have a question for the
ATM folks.

CC Go ahead, Ed.
SPT That is active region 25, which i9

a relatively high latitude, Is that reverse polarity? In other
words, is that from the new solar cycle?

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead

.

CC Ed, as best we can tell we don't think
active region 25 is rever - reverse polarity, indicating
a new phase of eolar cycle.
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c PT Thanks, Story

.

CC And, we're seeing entirely normal ops

n.,.,1 .p. do.n h... «d P«»,«;
o4 „ „.„. Th .„k y0 „.

We on see the shutter operating and

you C *^''
,m , !.,« ». If. »»>»«•

H Skylab, ue're a minute from LOS. about

,3 ....... to T«.»rl«
15:16 o,T Uh a...

,t... ^he Sky.ab space station Is no-
"J""^ '

^

out of range o£ the tracking antenna at Madrid.
J""

after the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 15:26 Greenwich mean
tine. We're now coming within range of the tracking
antenna at Tananarive, 54 seconds to acquisition there.
An unusual change on control moment gyroscope number 2 vas
observed by the guidance officer over Madrid, but wheel
speed has now come back to where it was o day and a half
ago after the transducer apparently had reduced its normal
level to 8850. Readings of 8912 are now seen at the Ma-
drid station and that's still unexplained but no other
associated anomaly with it. The temperature variance re-
mains as it was and no change In current; however, the
wheel speed has come now back up about 60 rptn to the level
that was considered normal until a day and a half ago when
that new lower level was reached. We'll bring the line up
live now for air-to-ground at Tananarive.

CC Skylab, got you through Tananarive for
5 minutes.

CC Skylab, we're kind of dropping out
here. We got about 2 minutes to LOS. The next one is

Honeysuckle in 17 minutes at 15:52.
PAO Skylab Control at 15:37 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now out of range of

Tananarive, Our next acquisition is 15-1/2 minutes away.
That will be at Honeysuckle Creek, Australia. No data is

available through the Tananarive stations so we have no

information on the wheel speed on CMG 2 after we did see
a return to its previous nominal level during the Madrid
pass Just completed a short while ago. The next acquisi-
tion will give us data as Tananarive is only a voice relay
station. 15 minutes to that next acquisition. 3 7 minutes
27 seconds after the hour; this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control at 15 hours 51 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now a

little less then a minute from acquisition of signal at the
Honeysuckle Creek, Australia tracking antenna. The pass
through Honey sue k 1 e ' 1 1 last a little over 5 minutes and
we'll bring the line live now for air-to-ground there.

CC Skylab, we got you through Honeysuckle
for 5 minutes. Bill, Houston.

CDR Go ahead. He's listening.
CC Okay. This pass we'll be shipping up

a procedure to help us get some more flow across the
heat exchangers and get you all a little bit of cooling,
and if possible I'd like Bill to get that done during this
housekeeping block that he's got coming up around 16:30.

CDR Okay
, Story

.

CC And Just a quick note of explanation
on it. We'll Just have him replace any fans that he finds
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lnopiirative. If he doesn't find any fans Inoperative wc

think there's several fans that are probably degraded. It's

the only explanation for the low flow we ccn come up

with now and that's why if he finds no fans totally inoper-

ative we're having him replace all that he can in the time

al lotted

.

CDR Roger.
SPT Houston , SPT.

CC Go ahead , Ed

.

S pT Say, Story, on this last JOP 7 we just

did going through midnight, I was looking at the white light

coronagraph display and at around 6 minutes remaining the

TV picture dimmed and the only thing reamining at about

15 seconds was a bright spot, then at about 5:30 we started

to get some light coming in from the upper right-hand quadrant,

which I assumed was the airglow. So at that point then

I gave 52 at - some 9-second exposures followed by 1-second

exposures at 5 minutes, 4 minutes, 3 minutes remaining, and

then as called out two 130's, one 30 seconds remaining and

at zero. I'm not sure whether they anticipated the com-

ing in quite that early, but seeing as we don't get a chance

to do this very often I thought I'd take advantage of it.

CC Okay, thanks; and we're about 10 seconds

to LOS. Goldstone 24 minutes at 16:20. And S052's real

happy with that , Ed

.

SPT Very good, Story. Hope the data looks

good when we get it back.
CC Yes sir

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 15:59 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now moving out of the range

of the tracking antenna at Honeysuckle Creek. Our next

acquisition is 21 minutes and 39 seconds away at Goldstone.

During this pass over Honeysuckle that wheel speed indica-

tion on the second control moment gyroscope was again confirmed.

We - yesterday during - during the sleep period for the astro-

nauts, about a day and a half ago it now, the wheel speed

had dropped to 8850 and for a short period of time below

that level and moved back up to 8850, and it was believed

to be due to an anomaly in the transducer that measures

wheel speed, not in the - in the attitude control gyroscope

itself. That anomaly had stabilized at 8850 rpm and stayed

at that level for almost a day and a half. However, during

the Madrid pass the speed moved back up to the 8912 level

about 1/2 percent faster and it has stayed at that level.

It again stayed at 8912 during the Honeysuckle Creek pass,

so that's still being investigated. There does not appear
to be an anomaly, no Increase in current and no substantial
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change in the temperatures on the bearings. Sc that's

i wh the! it' J" n ° lndlcatl- of exactly'wna itis, whether it s merely a signal of the failing - possible
soeed

r

oV h
that trr 8dUCer that 18 U8 ' d to meafure'thespeed of the second control moment gyroscope. 20 minutes

END OF TAPE
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of Life Sciences and an evaluation of the Skylab consumables
and hardware status. That concludes the announcement . Again
that s the weekly medical conference to give approval for
the coming 7 days of the Skylab mission. That will continue
through the end of the 84-day planned mission which concludes
on February 8. We'll keep the li lse up live now for air-to-groundthrough the tracking antenna at Bermuda where we have a
6-minute pass. We're about a minute and 30 seconds from
acquisition there.

CC Skylab, ve ' re back with you through
Bermuda for 5-1/2 minutes. And, Ed, when you're ready I've
got a dissertation on loops over active region 14.

SPT I'm ready; hit me with it.
CC Okay, it's about what I'm going to do,

and these refer to the loops that occurred yesterday; that'smission day 62. Lyman-alpha shows a singJe loop and an
Inclined linear structure. The loop dimensions are
given in the picture. The structure to the north of the loopis inclined and about 30 degrees to the limb. Oxygen VI loopsare seen, but only roughly correspond to Lyman-alpha structures.They re generally higher by a factor cf 1.5 than the Lyman-alphamagnesium X data shows only diffuse structures not wellcorrelated with the lower temperature material. The imagesshow oxygen VI loops orientation mostly east to west which aremainly vertical in the southern portion and inclined in thenorthern portion. This is the reverse of your downlink thatoccurred yesterday about 20:00 GMT. However, the correlation
betwen rasters and voice report is fairly good. In otherwords, It looks like maybe you confused north with south, thatyou said north but meant south. Sac Peak Observatory reports
that active limb programs have been run on the west limb overactive region 14 using a 4 0-centimeter co ron a <? r aph , but theydon't have the film yet.

SPT °kay, thank you, Story. No, I don't
think I confused north with south. The only reason - the onlyway I was able to pick them up at all as far as the orientationwas to go at two different heights, find out where the peaks werethen try to - just on the basis of (static) just draw a line and

'

assume that I was looking at the same feature. And that probablywas not ture In other words, I started looking at one feature
in low altitude, and another feature at a higher altitude Ireally didn't have time to map the thing out in t'elail

CC Okay.

,

SPT Yeah, thanks for that information, Story
and time permitting I might be going back there today. I looked
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SPT - (garble) .If they have any suggestions
on which lines they'd like me to peak up in and say, roll
orientations for a particular orientation, you know, to get
82B the best exposures I'll be glad to do it.

CC Okay . Copy , Ed.
CC Aud we're a minute from LOS, 3 minutes

to Canary.
PAO Skylal Control at 16:41 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now over the North Atlantic.
Our next acquisition is 2-1/2 minutes away at Canary Island.
We'll keep the line up live now for air-to-ground through
Canary Island. This pass will last approximately 9-1/2 min-
utes.

CC We've back with you through Canary for
9 minutes.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. See you
over Tananarive in about 13 minutes at 17:04, and Bill, we
don't get any data over Tananarive. Ve won't see any data
for about 40 minutes. How's your OWS heat exchanger fans
procedure going?

PLT Okay, Story. I got one replaced already
and our biggest problem is (garble) tied up in one of the
science demos.

CC We think we're done with TV-101 if you
want to take that, Bill.

PLT I think Ed has a few more things he wants
to do there and I'm getting by with it the way it is. It's
just taking just a tad longer.

SPT I'll work it with him, Story.
CC Okay, and understand, Bill, you are

going to - you're in work on changing out all four fans?
CREW That's affirmative.
CC Okay.
CREW In work.
PAO Skylab Control at 16:54 Greenwich mean

ti'ae. Skylab space station is now over Africa, 10 minutes
and 20 seconds to acquisition at Tananarive. Some discus-
sion there about cleaning the heat exchangers for the space
station trying to get the air conditioning working at its
absolute maximum level to keep the temperatures as low as
possible. They have - had temperature indications during thj
last couple of days rising because of the high Sun angle.
Recent temperature on the space station's approximately 80
degrees overall with some variation from one location to
another with the highest temperature reading in the space
station in the experimental compartment ceiling, which is
reading 82.8. The lowest temperature in the workshop area,
78.8, and the - in the inlet to the experiment compartment.
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So temperature right around 80 degrees in the space station
now in the workshop area where the crew spends most of their
time. Yesterday astronauts spent a very busy day photo-
graphing the Earth.' A number of things reported on the tape
recorders by - that are transcribed here in Mission Control,
including commander photographing the southern end of
Sakhalin Island, Just north of Japan. He said that he tried
a number of times to photograph Sakhalin but had found it

cloud-covered and yesterday again it was 90-percent covered
with clouds but the southern end was visible. He took a

number of photographs. He said they should provide stereo
photography of that island. And he also took an oblique
photograph across the Aleutian chain of islands attempting
to show the effect of the islands on winds and clouds, very
clear eddy patterns visible downwind of those islands which
stick up through the sea Just off Alaska's coast. And pilot
Eill Pogue took a number of photographs yesterday including
pictures of the northern coast of Mexico, Baja, California,
southern Nevada, the Arizona/Grand Canyon area, and southern
Wisconsin including Milwaukee, and some offshore flow
patterns in the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Pilot
went Into some detail to discus snow melting in the
eastern and northeastern Colorado. Photography of Colorado
again was handheld photography yesterday. The pilot said that
there's a let of augarbeet farming and that sort of thing
up in the eastern part of Colorado where he's been a visitor,
and he said that very unusual melt pattern was visible in
the snow. That is to say the snow is melting in a rather
unusual way. He said he thinks he got a good picture of
that and that it might be of interest to people who are
doing studies of the water resources of that area. Said that
he'd been in that area and that weather is a very critical
factor in the farming, although they'd probably Just as soon
do all their irrigat - irrigating by artificial means, and
he also said that he coulc see some indications of eithtr
topography or another unusual bit of snow melting in another
part of Colorado where a long dark streak peered through
the - through the snow cover. And the pilot also took some
pictures of North Africa yesterday. A dust cloud visible
off the shore of the coast of North Africa; took his first
picture from Gibraltar looking across the Saha ra to the south-
east, and then later a picture of a dust cloud or a dust ball
that he described as being about 35 to 50 mile6 long Just off
the coast near Algiers. Said it was translucent mass of more
or less cylinder shape, approximately 5 or 10 miles in diameter,
a very gigantic dust cloud blowing off the coast of Africa out
over the Mediterranean. That's part of a very extensive prograu
of visual observations and photography being conducted by the
Skylab - -

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - cylinder shaped, approximate ly
5 to 10 miles in diameter, a very gigantic dust cloud
blowing off the coast of Africa, out over the Mediterranean.
That's part of a very extensive program of visual observations
photography being conducted by the Skylab crew. They've
been reminded that they have nearly 2000 frames of film
available to them for that purpose. And they're not
using that up as fast as they might . So they have been
increasing the amount of photography during the last few
days. 57 minutes after the hour. 6 minutes to our next
acquisition of signal at Tananarive, this is Skylab Control.

p AO Skylab Control at 17 hours 3 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now coming within range of
the tracking antenna at Tananarive. This pass through the
voice relay station there wllL last about 6 minutes. And
we'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground. Story
Musgrave is the spacecraft communicator.

cc Skylab, AOS through Tananarive for
3 minutes .

PLT Okay, Story. Take a look at the data, all
four fans have been replaced.

CC Okay, thanks, Bill.
cc Understand you didn't find any Individual

fans that were failed.
SPT That's ne native, Story.
CC Okay.
CC Skylab, wo ' re a minute to LOS. About

20 minutes to Honeysuckle, 17:29.
PA0 Skylab Control at 11 minutes and

47 seconds after the hour. Wu've had loss of signal through
Tananarive. Our next acquisition is 16 minutes away at
Honeysuckle.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 27 minutes

Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds

fro* acquisition of signal at the tracking antenna at

Honeysuckle Creek. This pass through Honeysuckle Creek will

last 9-1/2 minutes. The spacecraft communicator is Story

Musgrave. At this point in the schedule the crew should be

should be just about ready to sit down to eat with saeace

pilot first to sit down to the dinner table, but all three

of them getting an opportunity to eat here before the M509
^

astronaut maneuvering unit runs that'll be done this afternoon.

Test pilot for that is commander Jerry Carr. That runs from

18-30 to 23:30 extended 5 hours with observer for the run

pilot Bill Pogue. We're live now for air-to-ground at

Honeysuckle Creek.
^ < nr

cc Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for

8 minutes.
Cdr Roger, Story, and I d like to ask a

question of the food people.
CC Okay, go, Jer.

CDR Okay, I'd like to add a mashed potatoes

to my menu tonight. 1 think there's enough in overage.

CC That all?

CDR That's it.

cc Okay, we'll get you an answer. Whiie

I got you, on your M509 prep, use SOP number 13, that'll save

you a trip up to the command module.

CDR Gkay, S0P13.

cc And, that's in the experiment compartment

E632.
CDR Roger

.

cc Skylab, we're a minute from LOS; about

12 minutes to Hawaii, 17:47. Be looking to dump the

data/voice there

.

cc And, Jer, on the mashed potatoes we 11

get you an answer as soon as we can, the food people are

out to lunch right now.
PLT You're a prophet.

PA0 Skylab Control at 17:38 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now out of range of Honey-

suckle Creek. Our next acquisition is 9 minutes and 40 seconds

away at Hawaii. During this pass over Honeysuckle commander

Jerry Carr asked if he could have some mashed potatoes with

his dinner tonight out of the extra food aboard Skylab. And

after checking with the medical personnel here in the Mission

Control Center, Story Musgrave reported that couldn t give

him any report on food because the food people verc all out
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co lunch. 9 minutes to our next acquisition, this Is

Skylab Control. '

'

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 17 hours 47 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now

55 seconds from acquisition at Hawaii. The pass through

Hawaii will last 10 minutes. It's the beginning of a long

series pf passes taking up most of the coining hour. We'll

bring the line up live now for air- to-grcund at Hawaii.

CC Skylab, AOS through Hawaii for 10 minutes.

Be dumping the data/voice here.

PLT Rog, Story.

CC E <* » Houst on.

SPT Go ahead, Story.

CC Ed, you got some observing time here.

If you want to look at active region 14 loops during this time

S055 suggest peaking up on oxygen VI and obtaining spectra.

82 would like shopping list 12. However, both these experiment

and the rest of them I want to leave the choice of target

and the ops to you.
SPT Okay, thank you, Story. I'll be going

over there and taking a look. I thought I'd get the building

block 28 done first and then I'd know exactly how much longer

- make sure I got that in and then I'd know how much I have

for observing.
CC Okay

.

CC Jerry , Houst on

.

SPT He's listening; go ahead.

qq Okay, the simple addition of the mashed

potatoes pushes the calcium above the limit, but we got

two alternatives to get them on. He can either have the

mashed potatoes and drop the peas, or have the mashed potatoes

and the peas if he'll delete the grapefruit drink and add

a free-calorie drink.
COR Okay, I already had the grapefruit,

so let's drop the peas.
CC Okay ,

copy , J er

.

CDR Thank you.

CC That's the best we could do. Thank you.

CDR I was afraid you were going to ask me

to drop the chicken and gravy.
SPT They're both bitter because 1 was the

one who got the prime rib tonight. They have no sense of

f airness

.

CC You guys keep catching me without woras,

but you know how I feel.

END OF TAPE
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CC We're a minute to LOS, 3 minutes to Gold-
stone

PAO Skylab Control at 17:58 Greenwich mean
time. We're presently out of range of Hawaii, but just about
to be acquired at Goldstone. One mib fired according to
guidance officer here, and he said hd didn't know whv yet,
but he'll look into it. We're about to be acquired there,
and we'll keep the line up live now for air-to-ground across
the U.S.

CC * Skylab, back with you through Goldstone
for 7 minutee.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, 5 minutes
to Bermuda

.

PAO Skylab Control at 18:08 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now over Canada, out of
range of the tracking antennas at Texas and Merritt Island.
We'll get acquisition at Bermuda about 3 minutes from now.
The pass through Bermuda will be a 9-minute one. We'll leave
the line up for air-to-ground there.

CC Skylab, we're with you through Bermuda
for 9 minutes. And Ed, we need the DAS for outer gitnbal

backup

.

SPT You got it.
CC Okay.
SPT Story, would you ask the 54 folks if they

will accept the long exposure with a movement of 2 arc seconds
either wcy during the middle of it? I'd like to give them around
a 24-minute exposure, but every 8 minutes or so I'll be changing
the pointing by 2 arc seconds.

CC Okay, get with you, Ed.
CC Ed, that'll be fine on the S054 . If possible

keep that movement down to a max of about 2 arc seconds.
SPT Okay, Story, will do. I'm doing a shopping

list 12 along with some grating and mirror auto rasters for
55 and long exposures for 56.

CC Okay, thanks. And the DAS is yours.
SPT Thank you.
CC And Ed, we show you running a grating scan

off the limb. You need to be in mechanical reference to get
a reset.

SPT I Just noticed that passing through 6,000.
Thank you.

SPT At about 40 arc seconds off the limb, Story,
I was able to get oxygen VI count of about 130, 140 and a

(garble) with around 5 arc seconds. I don't really have the tine
to map out the feature, so I'm just going to take sorae spectra
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and try to get a grating auto scan in as well, or a mirror

auto raster.
CC Copy , Ed .

C C And we're a minute to LOS, 2 minutes to Canaries.

CC We're back, with you through Canaries

and Ascension for 16 minutes.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 27

minutes to Carnarvon at 19:03.
PAO Skylab Control at 18:38:32 Greenwich mean

tine. Skylab space station is now out of range at Ascension

after a very long period of acquisition of signal. It began

back over Hawaii nearly an hour ago. 24-1/2 minutes to our

next acquisition of signal at Carnarvon, Australia. This is

Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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5 feet per second. It's a 12 second burn using the rea.tion

control system Jets. Separation occurs at 38 degrees south,

14 degrees east. Shaping burn with a change in velocity of

268 feet per second, an 11-second burn on the service pro-

pulsion main - service propulsion system main engine. The

shaping burn occurs at 11:29 Greenwich mean time. That burn

wil). put Skylab command module into a 232 by 90 nautical-

mile orbit. Shaping burn occurs at 0 degrees south on the

equator and 145 degrees east. The deorbit burn with the

Delta V change of velocity of 190 feet p-sr second is an

8-8econd burn of the propulsion system main engine. It

occurs at 14:33 Greenwich mean time and it puts the space

station in a 232 by minus 11 naut i cal -mile orbit. That orbit

burn appears at 9 degrees north 106 degrees east. Entry inter-

faces at 46 degrees north, 148 degrees west. That occurs

st 14:58 Greenwich mean time. Blackout begins at 15:00

Greenwich mean time. Exit from blackout is 15:04. The

drogues should be deployed at 15:08 Greenwich mean tine. The

mains at 15:09 and splashdown should occur at 15:14 Greenwich

mean time. The point of impact predicted at this point Is

29 degrees 44 minutes north, 120 degrees 21 minutes west.

That splashdown point is southwest of San Diego. That

data will be available in the news room shortly. And of

course it is predicted on - based on the present orbit. There

will be some modifications for that reason, no seconds have

been given yet. When modifications are possible after the

orbit is more clearly defined for reentry we'll give those

to you at that time. 10-1/2 minutes to acquisition of signal

at Hawaii, This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 19 hours 26 minutes Greenwich mean time.

Space station now nearing acquisition through tracking stations

on Hawaii. Commander Carr and Pilot Bill Pogue should be

involved in testa with the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit

right now. And Command Carr - excuse me, Science Pilot Ed

Gibson at the ATM Ct>D console looking to the Sun. He's

scheduled for some television recording of whatever events

are taking place on the Sun.
CC Sky]ab, we're with you through Hawaii

for 4 minutes.
PLT Okay,, Story, Jer is fitted and we're

Setting ready to don the FMU

.

CC Okay, Bill.
CC Ed , Houston

.

SPT Go ahead ,
Story

.

CC Ed, you're scheduled for a TV downlink

here over Hawaii. If you can wa.' * until Goldstone it'll be

at 39:39, we'll get that back a lot faster.
SPT Okay, be glad to do it. Just give me

a call.
CC Okay, give you a reminder thera.
CC And, we're a minute to LOS; 9 minutes

to Goldstone at 19 : 39 .

PAO Skyiab Control, 19 hours 35 minutes

Greenwich nean time. Space station now out of range of

the tracking antennas at Hawaii. Control moment gyro number 2

data from the Hawaii tracking site indicates that that gyro

is right on the dot, 8912 rpms. Temperatures are nominal

and the current is nominal. Next acquisition is about

3 minutes from now, that'll be through Goldstone. We'll

have a stateside pass, Goldstone, Texas, MILA, and Bermuda.

At 19 hours 35 minutes, this is Skyiab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 19 hours 38 minutes Greenwich mean time
now less than a minute away from acquisition through Goldstone
California. Temperatures inside the orbiting workshop vary
from 77 degrees in the coolest part of the workshop to
83 degrees in the hottest section, that's the experiment
compartment ceiling. Of course we all know that, the ceiling
is normally the hottest place anyway. Now about 10 seconds
away from acquisition, we'll hold the line up for this
stateside pass

.

CC Skylab, got you through Goldstone for
5 minutes. Ed, Houston.

SPT Go ahead Story

.

CC NOAA just picked up an eruptive
prominence on the northwest linb. Like for you to interrupt
what you doing and do a JOP 8 Alfa, and that lifted off
Just 6 minutes ago.

SPT Thank you.
SPT You said the northwest limb?
CC That's affirm.
CC And it's over active region 14.
CC Ed , Houston.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Ed, we forgot to direct you to it, but

according to the SAP and all, miss steps 1 and 2 of 8A go
riRht on to step 3 that's Sun center.

SPT Okay. Story. I wish you would have said
that in the beginning. I can see it in the XUV monitor; I'll
go Sun center

.

CC Okay, we should have.
CC Skylab we dropout for a minute in the

handover, we're still with you for 12 minutes.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Ed, when you get a change, we'd like

some TV downlink of WLC and XUV.
SPT Okay, I'll give it to yyu in a minute.
SPT You called it well Houston., Ther»> is

a beautiful one in the WLC at around 2 aol»»? radii out,
exceptionally bright transient, very compact knots of
material and the whole corona in that region at that angle
looks disturb quite a distance out.

CC Okay, thanks Ed.
SPT Looks something like a spear head moving

out maybe 10 degrees or so across in the back and maybe
a 90 degree point at the front.

CC Copy.



PLT Houston, Sky lab.
CC Go ahead Bill .

PLT Rog, could you redesignate a recorder
for me? I need voice recording capability.

CC Stand by 1 .

END OF TAPE
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cc Bill, experiment 1 recorder is running.

All you need to do is record .

PLT Thank you

.

SPT Story I Just got another look at it on TV.

It's about 2-1/2 solar radf.i out. There still is the wedge

shape at the very front arrowhead if you will, well and it s

exceptionally bright. Must be a lot of material in there and

off the north end of the - the trailing edge of that wedge

vhere the material which foes only down to the occulting

disk. And that's also exceptionally bright.

CC Okay, beautiful, Ed.

S PX Surprisingly though Story, I don't see any

-serial around it swelled out or pushed away, if you will,

as we've seen many transients. This material jflut appear

to be moving out. There is some disturbance out - immediately

out in front of it but it doesn't appear to b* pushing the

material out to the side.

CC Okay; thanks, Ed. And Ed, keep S054

running. ,

SPT Will do, Story. Their timer got started

i little after their experiment.
Cc Okay. We're a minute from LOS, 10 min-

utes to Ascension. . u „.

SPT it looks like a great orbit to inhibit the

liftb momentum dump, Story. We're going to be able to follow thi

* 11 the way out .

Cc Roger, Ed. And going over the hill,

^'d like a mirror auto raster, Kd

.

PA0 Skylab Control 19 hours 59 minutes.

, Nta atation Is now out of range of Bermuda. Next acqui-

sition will be 7 minutes from now. That'll be over Ascen-

sion. This ia SkyUb Osntrol at 19:59 Greenwich mean time.

t.ND OF TAPE
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P AO Sky lab Control. 20 hours 6 minutes <

Greenwich mean tine. Space station now necring acquisition
through Ascension. Commander Carr now inside the
astronaut maneuvering unit, this is a fully suited run,
however, it's using a simpler umbilical caid than was used
before. This umbilical contains oxygen only, no cooling loops,
no biomedical sensor loops, and no communication loops.

CC Skylab, back with you through Ascension
for 6 minutes

.

SPT Roger Story. I got one more look on the
TV and put it on the VTR. Got to give 82A 1 exposure just
before 400K here.

CC Okay, and while we're on the subject of 82A,
ve did have a JOP checklist change. It onitted it after th-i

first orbit, we'd like to leave that one to your judgement,
if you see something very bright in the XUV monitor vo
ahetd and run it the second orbit.

SPT Okay, would they like to have the
exposure times increased if we do run it?

CC I'll get you an answer to that, and as
per the JOP, for you planning purposes, the next orbit will
be run in building block 17, and on the third orbit we'll be
going to building block 32.

SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 25

minutes to Carnarvon at 20:37.
SPT Story, the arrowhead now has become a

little more elongated, movement is out to 4 solar radii,
And the material which is lagging behind is stretched and
the major part of it is around 2-1/2 solar radii and is still
exceptionally bright.

CC Okay Ed.
CC And Ed, we'll need about 27 tuinutes for

the 36 Bravo, that'll the M509 VTR, but if you sec something
Important that you'd like to put on It go ahead and use it,

SPT Okay, I've been putting about 1 minute's
worth at the time so it's jur,t little snapshots,

CC Okay, and if in your judgement you want
to run 82A on the second orbit, you can double the exposures.

SPT Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control. 20 hours IS minutes

Greenwich mean time* Space station now out of range of the
tracking antenna at Ascension. Commander Carr, Pilot Bill
Pogue using the MS0<> astronaut maneuvering unit, a nitrogen
gas powered gyro stabilised flying machine. This machine
has three modes of operation, all three of which are controlled
by a hand controller. This control moves in a 360 degree
circle to translate the astronauts attitude desires into
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actual attitude changes in the unit. The first mode is
called direct and that turns on the nitrogen jets as long
as the hand control is held in a particular direction. Andthe attitude control in that mode is by eye only. If anastronaut held his control in one direction for' long enough
he would start to spin in that direction, the only way toscop the spin then would be to reverse the direction of thehand control until he slowed down and then to stop it Thesecond mode S.s rate gyro mode. The astronaut maneuvering'
unit has three rate sensing gyros In all three axes, X yand Z. And under the influence of no hand control input thegyros will stabilize the M509 to within a plus or minus 4degree position in all three axes and will keep the changerate down to plus or minus 2 degrees per second within that
8 degree box. At the point where an astronaut decided hewanted to change his attitude in the rate gyro mode, hewould move the hand controller In the direction that he wishedto be in and when he stopped the rate gyros would sensewhere he stopped and would maintain his attitude in thatposition. The maximum rate change that an astronaut coulduse in the rate gyro or direct mode is 20 degrees per secondof attitude change. There's also a third mode, a CMG modewhich uses three pairs of scissor gyros who's spin axes areantiparallel to each other. And according to our M509
expert here, Astronaut Bruce MeCandleas, mode 3, the CMGmode will hold you like a rock. In order to change position
in mode 3 the hand control unit sends electrical-torque
changes to the gyro motors and in effect torques the motorsto create the new attitude that the astronaut wishes to be
ir.. The maximum rate change in that mode is only 5 degreesper second and that apparently is not as high as they wantedit to be, but is the maximum rate change that they could getusing existing torque motors. Turns out that 10 to 12 degreesper second is about the optimum rate change according to theastronauts who've used the unit. Commander Carr wi 1 J be doin*
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It? *
" " tbree dlfferent runs with the

<M509 this afternoon. He should be in the f'rst one now
'' Ar,d part of/ l,e flr8t one * series of calibration maneu-vers .n a single axis using all three nodes; the directoode using the nitrogen gas only, the rate gyro mode using rasensing gyros to stabilize the astronaut maneuvering unitthrough the use of nitrogen gas, and the CMG mode usins
the control moment gyros to actually change and stabilizeposition. He 11 be doing tingle axis calibration maneuversin all three of those modes. He'll then be doing limbmovement exercises to see how well the astronaut maneuveringunit maintains its attitudes when the commander has his armsand le g8 flailing about. And then he will be !oing what'scalled a baseline maneuver, which will take him for a totaldistance of about 75 feet in five different directions, oneof which is circular. This baseline maneuvzr was designedafter an actual EVA procedure. it includes maneuvers that anastronaut would be doing should he be outside performing workthe spacecraft using the M509 unit to propel himself about.Commander Carr is completely suited for this run, has hispressure suit on, helmet and gloves. The umbilical, however,that he s using is leas stiff than the nonaal umbilical
It contains oxygen only. Normal umbilibical contains anoxygen line, two cooling lines, an input and return wate-cooling line, a biomedical sensor electronic line, and a"communications line, all of which are held together by a
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' I" the first naneuverhe s going to it 12, 3, straight as they come; direct nodefirst, rate gyro mode, and then CMG mode. The second runhe s going to take the rate gyro mode first, the CMG nodesecond and the direct mod* l fiJt The secondary oxygenpack which he'll be living fro* during this period' of timehas about 19 to 20 minutes worth of oxygen in it, *nd the
'

run shouldn r. last longer then 20 isinutec. The third runo
;

the day he will reconnect his umbilical cord. This runwill last from 30 to 40 minutes, and the object of this
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?> 18 t0 h °w well he can actually performdifferent functions using the astronaut maneuver in/uni t«• - P-rt of himself. Bill Pogue
, during the third rCn
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which will be much later today, about 2 hours from now - W
Bill Pogue will take one of the portable water tanks which '

are 4 feet by 8 inches in diameter and weight from 50 to
60 pounds ," course the weight is not important in space, but
the mask is important - Bill Pogue will be taking one of
these portable water tanks and setting to spinning. And then
Commander Carr will follow the spJnning, tumbling water
tank and achieve an attitude much the same as the water
tank, setting himself to spinning and tumbling. And then
when Commander Carr can see that both he and the water tank
are tumbling together he will grab a hold of It with one
hand and with the other hand on the hand control of the
M509 he will try to stabilize both himself and the water
tank to see if he can't bring the tank and himself to a
stop and then change the direction. Also scheduled during
this last run Commander Carr is going to set a pair or foot
restraints up, and then he's going to back off and approach the
foot restraints as though he were coming in for a landing
to see if he can't fine maneuver himself right into the
foot restraints without any trouble. He'll also be backing
off with a line in his hand, unreeling the line as he backs
off, and then when the line is completely unreeled he'll
move forward again reeling back in the line. The object of
that ion is to see whether or not the manip - the astronaut
maneuvering unit is sensitive enough and can be controlled
easily enough by an astronaut so that he doesn't get tangled
by the line. If he gets tangled then that means either the
machine itself is too complicated or not sensitive enough.
Science Pilot Ed Gibson using the S082A extreme ultraviolet
coronal spec troheliograph looking at the extreme ultraviolet
wavelengths of the Sun. Sun's active region is now facing
Earth. About 10 active regions on the Sun right now, almost
all of them Just south of the Sun's equator and all in a
line from the east/west limb*. Npxt acquisition will be 11
minutes from now, ^nd that'll be through Carnarvon, Australia.
At 20 minutes - excuse me, 20 hours and 25 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skyiab Control.

END OF TAPE
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- PAO "tVerty hours 36 mii>utos Greenwich mean
tine, Skylab Control . Snece station now r.tnrlng acquisition
over Carnarvon, Australia. Command*.- Carr and Pilo^ Bill Pogue
about one-third of the vay through their astronaut maneuvering
unit teut run today. Commander Carr Is the test pilot and
Bill Pogue at least for part of the run will be his nouses is.
Now about 20 seconds f ma acquisition we'll hold the line
up for this pass over .'/-.ctralia.

CC Skyiub , we've got you through Carnarvon
for 10 nir.uces .

CC Ed, Houston.
PPT Go ahead.
CC Ed, could you pick up the next solar

orbit at about 20:40.
SPT Okay, I'm doing it right now. It

looks in the bond and it's looking precty good so we're
going to start continuance right now.

CC Ed, we'd like for you to hold off till
20:40. Sr.art all of them then except 82A and wait until
20 ;46 on 82A.

SPT Okay, you don't want me to hold off on
the WLC. We're getting a good Image on the TV, ao they
eight to be getting a good picture.

CC Okay, that will be fine Ed.
CC And there is no problem with starting

$055 now of course.
CC Bill, Houston.
SPT Okay, Story. We carried the observations

right up to Just about as far as I could for each Instrument.
We got the last STANDARD MODE in for 52 at 20:21, which is
a little past the 250 K-time. At 20:23 we finished up the
54. I left that tine out even though that was a little past
250 K also. Fifty-six we gave a controlled SHORT at the very
end, and finished up Just about 250 K. And that for the
J0P 7 we'd unroll at 26 minutes remaining and at around
5 minutes remaining they rolled their running - I gave them a
little more continuance after that STANDARD MODE. And then we
ran some of the JOP 7 plates at 3 minutes, 2:30, 2 so forth
and every 30 seconds on down to, well it was 3 minutes after
time T is equal zero which came out to be around 90:30 time
remaining. And we gave 9 seconds and one second exposures and
you saw us to start up again.

CC Okay. Ed. And we're looking into
Inhibiting a dump on the next pass. We don't know if we
can do it, but we're going to take a look at it and see If
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SPT Sure would be could - good If you could

Story.
SPT The usual look at (garble) again most of

the primary head la out of the field of view. But there ia a

lot to be seen In the wake of It. There Is still some aateria

which is trailing and still in the field of view.

CC And Ed when you get a chance close

82B door, that's warm enough.
CC Bill, Houston .

PLT Go Story.
CC Bill, we're running out of space on

the tape recorders here. We're wondering where you

progressed in M509 . Is there a convenient place in here

where you'll be changing out a PSS bottle or you're running

on the SOP now?
PLT You must be psychic. Just getting where

I was just starting ray first steps in the PSS changeout

right now. So you can go ahead and redesignate right now.

CC Okay, we'll take it.

Spt Story, on the last or'jit 82A exposures

were taken at around 49 minutes regaining 3 4 and 20:30

which was still about a minute above 400 K.

CC Okay , Ed

.

CC Bl.ll , Hous ton .

PLT Yeah, Story.
CC Bill, we'll need Guam also to dump

the tape recorders. What it's going to do to you if you

hold off about 15 minutes from now to 21:01 to start the

next run

.

END OF TAPE
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CC (garble)
PLT

. Well, it'll probably Just delay us about
15 minutes because I have the PSS ready to come out now so
I'll go ahead and put in the cherging station which only -

take* a couple of minutes. And you tell him we'll just have
to wai t , huh?

CC Stand by 1

.

CC Okay Bill, it turns out we'll get
reconfigured all right, ana just press on.

PLT Okay Story

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 3
minutes to Guam. Ed, when you get a chance and there's no
hurry on it, check the teleprinter messages to see if we
have to schedule you some heading cleaning time tomorrow.

SPT Story, it all cane out looking pretty
well except for the if - no F.RF.P alternate for the CDR ,

everything else cane out exceptionally well.
CC Okay.
PAO Space station Skyiab now out of range

from Carnarvon. About 1 minute away from re a cq u i s i t i on
through Guam. Ed Gibson reporting that the teleprinter is
working all right, messages are coming out clear, they had
some problems with that yesterday. Also, Pilot Pogue
reporting that he's changing one of the propellent tanks on
the M509, nitrogen gas tanks to provide propulsion for the
M509 unit. He said it'd take him about 15 minutes to get
that changed out, so we're probably moving into the second
run of tho M509 experiment today. That uses a portable
oxygen tank instead of an umbilical cord, and that run will
last about 20 minutes. Now about 30 seconds away from
acqusition. Flight Director Milton Windier and Dr. Royce
Hawkins will be riady for a ch ange -o f - sh i f t briefing in the
briefing room in building 1 at 4:15, that's Flight Director
Milton Windier off going Flight Director and Dr. Royce
Hawkins. On coming Flight Director is Phil Shaffer and
his Spacecraft Communicator is Dick Truly. Off goine
CAP COMM is Story Musgrave. Now about 10 seconds from AOS
through Guam, we'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, back with you through Guam for
10 minutes. And no need to acknowledge Bill, but disregard
your voice record light flickering on and off.

SPT Story, the last look at it showed a bright
knot of material still out at around 3 solar radii which
was one of the primary trailing pieces of material.

CC Okay Ed

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 16
minutes to Guam. And Ed, we'd like you to press on with
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S054 .

cc And Bill, Houston .

SPT v He's listening.

5
C

,
Okay, Just a friendly reminder, tellhim when Jer gets on to the SOP to - to get on with

page 17-10, to go there with a limited life time in the SOPIr s Just a friendly reminder, no change.
S?T 17-10, thank you.
cc That's it.
P *° Skylab Control. 21 hours 1 minuteGreenwich mean time. Space station now out of range of thetracking antenna at Guam. Pilot Bill Pogue should havechanged the nitrogen tanks and the battery f\. r the M509They expect to use four nitrogen tanks for this afternoon'srun and two batteries, these batteries have a life of 50to 60 minutes when astronaut maneuvering unit is being used.They provide electrical power for the hand controller andtor the rate and control moment gyros. Earlier this morningCommander Carr reported that he took some handheld picturesas they crossed the lower tip of Baja California. Ho sa»s

t
CWO fraraes of the horizon with the Hasselblad andthe 100-millimeter lens. He got Guaynas in the foregroundand Isla Tiburon in the background. And he says the Sun anglewas quite low and that r.he pictures will probably be useful

in fault zone detection. Guaymas in the foreground andIsla Tiburon in the background. And he says the Sunangle was quite low and that the pictures will probably beuseful in fault zone detection. Next acquisition 13 minutesfrom now, that 11 be through Goldstone, California. 21 hours
3 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

LND OF TAPE
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cc Stand by
LT Battery 7 , rather.

Roger, battery 7.
And cattery 7 went down very fast

CC
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/' CC
.

' Roger .
'

'
.

PLT What we've done, we've delayed the CMC
baseline Juat a tad here, actually we're right at the tall
'md of limb motion.

CC Roger Bill .

CC And PLT, Houston. Could you give us the
voltage on - on the battery?

cc PLT, Houston. I think I got caught in
a handover. We're requesting a voltage on a battery, if
you got a chance.

sp T Okay Dick, I copied your request that you
faded In the background for a building block 2 at 23:56, and
I'll go ahead and do that.

CC Okay Ed, thank you very much.
cc Rog, and that request was strickly for

a truncated 6 minutes of observing time, Ed.
sp T Roger, I understand. You don't want

to gat me some Information later on for the other experincnts,
GRATING position the.i for 55 and 54.

PLT It's 28-1/2 volts on battery 7 which is
in the pack now, it was battery 6 I used first, I was trying
to read the number at a bad angle here from across the room.

CC Roger, 28.5.
p LT That's affirm and that's bat 67 which is

in the ASMU now, and we've Just completed limb motion.
CC Roger

.

PLT Skylab.
CC Go ahead

.

PLT Rog, we have actually skipped the base-
line CMG in favor of doing the limb motions to wait until
you came up on the ground tracks in contact, because we think
if you run the battery down prematurely, and I was worsderinR
if you - if we could go ahead and omit that first baseline CMG
and press on with the procedure SOP portion of the procedure.

CC Roger Bill, we're trying to get you an
answer right back now, I'll be right back with you.

PLT Okay.
PLT We also ran the first PSS downs quite

prematuraly.
CC Roger, are you on SOP now?
PLT Negative, we're waiting to get reading

from you.
CC Roger.

END OP TAPE
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CC Roger. Are you on the SOP now?
PIT Negative, we're welting to get a reading

f rom you

,

CC Roger

.

SPT Dick, and if you could give roe a 400-K time
CC Roger, stand by.
CC PLT, Houston. What we'd prefer that

you do is on page 17-10 do the SOP cal maneuver with the

fresh PSS on the SOP.
PLT I got caught tryinp to talk to Jer there

through his helmet, say again Dick.
CC Roger, we'd like you to do the SOP

cal maneuver on page 17-10 in the checklist Bill, with a

fresh PSS on the SOP. And it is okay to skip that first
baseline CMC that you've already passed by.

PLT Okay on the PSS it's just been installed;
it's got Just a few squirts on it, so I'm going to go ahead
and use it .

CC R^ger.
CC SPT , Houston. I have your tines for you.

400-K is 21:46, 250-K is 21:53. Be advised we do intend to

go ahead and inhibit dumps again. It's possible that you

may get some desat or you can expect some de9at firings.
And there is an outside chance y u might also get a gimbal
on the stops, but ve don't think so.

PLT 21:46 and 5 3. Thank you Dick.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're going LOS.

Carnarvon comes up at 22:17, see you there.
PLT So long Dick.
PAO Twenty^two hours , 7 minutes Greenwich

mean time. That concludes recorded air-to-ground which took
place over this previous pass over the United States. Some
discussion on the ground here now about the M509 run. Apparent
they^re having problems with the batteries. They're using
two batteries for this. Normally each battery will last

about 50 minutes. Battery 6 the fiist one that was used

for the first hour of tne M509 run, which Included two runs,
two different runs. The first one a calibration run completely
suited with the umbilical cord. The second one a baseline
run with the secon ary oxygen pack strapped to the commander's
legs and no umbilical. Battery 7 should have been changed
out then. Or battery 6 should have been changed and battery
7 replacing it. Apparently the voltages on these batteries
are going down faster thar. anticipated, and if the voltage
drops to 26 volts the corollary officer here has indicated
that he would like to terminate the experiment. Although on
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the last M509 run one of the batteries went down to 23 volts.

And the astronaut maneuvering unit continued to operate.
So we don't know quite yet what's going to happen. They

should be in the third tun with the M509 right now. That's
where Pilot Bill Pogue will be tossing a tumbling portable

water tank at Commander Carr who will then try to attain
a rumble attitude himself and then try to stabilize the

water tank. Temperatures inside the workshop are now

about 60 degrees, between 80 and 82 depending on where you

look. And the temperature :.n the multiple docking adapter
should be considerably cooler. Air leaving the command
nodule multiple docking adapter air duct is at 72 degrees.
So the command module is probably the coolest place on

the space ship. Some comment during this change-of -sh 1 1

t

press briefing about CMG 2. It currently is operating
nominally. We're told by GNS officer here that a temperature
difference cf between 2 and 3 degrees is nominal for the

control moment gyros. That's a temperature difference
between the two bearings of the gyros. Last bearing
temperatures were 74.8 for bearing 2 and 77.3 for bearing

1, mora than 2 degree difference. We were also told that

if the current is between 1.005 and 1.025 amps, that's

nominal. Last current reading was 1.006, almost right at

the minimum. We're also informed that we shouldn't trust

the wheel speed indicators too much, as they have a plus

or minus 200 rpm accuracy. So the wheel speed indicator
could be off by as much as 400 rpm, although over Bermuda

i,t indicated 3901 or 11 rpm off from what it should be if

it were running perfectly. Next acquisition is 5 minutes
from now and that will be through Carnarvon, Australia. At

Greenwich mean time 22 hours and 11 rsinutes, this ia Skylab

Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 22 hours 15 minutes Greenwich mean time,

this Is Skylab Control. Now about a minute away from

acquisition through Carnarvon. The EGIL here In Mission

Control Informs us that shoild the crew desire to take

showers tomorrow, the action of taking a shower will raise

the relative humidity of the space station 10 percent, it's

currently 39 percent relative humidity, that'll make it 49

percent tonorrow, if they take a shower. We'll go live

air-to-ground now through Carnarvon.
CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Carnarvon

for .J minutes.
PLT Rog. I've got a little status report on M

We're really having to patch this together because of the

repeated changeout. And I put the first battery back in -

battery 6 and recharged it while 1 was using the second

battery and now I've got 6 back in, I have 7 in but I haven't
started charging it yet. We got nunber 6 back up to 29

volts but our expendables are sort of fouling up the run.

CC Roger Bill, thank you for the update.

PLT Yeah, they'll probably see all kinds of

funny things in the telemetry but that's because we had to

interrupt a lot of runs and - and make PSK changeouts and

battery changiouts prematurely.
CC Roger, understand. I may have a question

for you here in a second, stand by.

CC PLT, Houston. Just a couple of thirgs.

First of all we want to make sure that you are using the

batteries down to the 26 volt level and then also real

quickly could you let us know where you are in the procedure?
PLT Yes we are using it down to 2ft. And we

are in a baseline CMG right now with umbilical sort of

picking that up, we changed that one to start with. And

we done a baseline rate gyro on •.he SOP, we did the SOP

cal, and we started the baseline in CMG and had to

terminate it because of SOP depletion. We did not get an

SOP baseline direct. We have not gotten dovn to the third

sequence of baseline, that's what 1 would call it, down

about two-thirds of the way in the summary on page 17-1, 1

would call the present maneuver thai he's doing a sort of

a catchup on the original CMG baseline.
CC Okay \\i 1 1 , thank you very much.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're coming up on

a minute to LOS, Guam comes up about 10 minutes from

now at 22:31, see you there.
CC PLT, Houston.
CC Skylab, Houston. We got about 15

seconds here. Bi.U, suggestion to save electrical power,
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what we suggest Is you cage the t'Mfis and then CMG power
switch off and then move to page 17-14 and to the base-
line di ric t maneuver

.

PLT We've already done that Dick and the
battery now is down below 26 so 1 think we're going to have
to can the nm,

cc Rop.tr Bill. We're going to go l.OS here
for about 10 minutes. I'll call you at Guam.

PLT Okay.
PA0 22 hours 24 minutes Skylab Control.

Space station now out of range of the tracking site in
Carnarvon. Australit. We're informed that vs do net have
Guam for this upcoming pass. Next acquisition then will be
at 22:53 Greenwich aean time, that'll be through Goldstone,
just about 29 isinutes from now, Apparently gone problems
with the H509, astronaut maneuvering unit.' The batteries
are being depleted a lot faster than anticipated here. The
problem with one of the batteries is explained away by the
fact that it wasn't rechr.rged sufficiently. They were pulling
the batteries off the unit if they dropped below 26 volts.
Apparently using the batteries below 26 volts would cause
h rupture in the battery. So we're not sure at this point
vhether or not the V1509 run is being continued, although it
lookr, like it probably will be canceled due to electrical
power problems with the batteries. Two batteries art- being
used, battery 6 and battery 7, both of thora insufficiently
charged or being depleted faster than anticipated. Rrure
McCandWss the M509 expert hert indicated that he thought
that they were in the CMG mode too long, that's the maximum
electrial depletion mode as boO he rate gyros and the control
moment gyros are being powered the battery. In the direct
mode - or the rate gyro mode only, the electrical povtr is
mainlv for the hand control unit or in the case of the 'rate
gyro to power the rate gyro sensors. To finish up something we
started to say earlier. Should the astronauts taVe a shower
tomorrow the Interior humidity of the workshop will go up 10
percent and the temperature will go up about 1 degree. Flight
surgeon indicates that he doesn't think that will be any
problem, as the benefit of the shower for each crewacaber far
outweighs the discomfort th.n they would experience if the
temperature went up 10 percent. And he doesn't feel that th« v
will experience any discomfort. F.CIL infoims us that it vi 1 f
take about 4 to 5 hours for the temperature index to gr» d--wn
again to about 40 percent after the la.st crewmewl or flnktus
his shower. So if. they all take a shower tomerrow t hoy ' 11 ha ve
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about 82-degree te tverat ures at 49 or 50 percent humidity,

for ,bout 4 hours.' If they don't they'll have about 40

percent humidity at about 81 degrees Fah r enhe 1 1
.

Next

acquisition is through Goldstone. 22 hours and 27 minute-

this is Sky lab Control.
»

KN P OF T A V ¥
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PAO Sky lab Control, 22 hour 6
.
52 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Early into the M509 Astronaut
maneuvering unit experiment. Experiment ended about 22:10
when the battery which was in the unit at the time, battery
7, depleted. Normally these batwrl'is hold a clnrgt of

from 29 to 30 volts. And it seems that there was nothing
wrong with the batteries. The problem was th/it the experiment
was progressing slower than anticipated, and the batteries
wore experiencing high loads for longer periods of times
than scheduled. So we got roughly two-thirds the way through
the M509 - M509 run, the first run and hail of the second
run. The last run which was scheduled was scrubbed because
of battery problems. We'll go live air-to-ground through
Goldstone now.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS stateside
for 13-1/2 minutes. And be advised we are going to enable
momentum dumps here, so that will effect the tire remaining
clock.

CDR Okay , Dick.
SPT Dick, a couple of ATM questions. One,

my GRATING POSITION is that reading 1654 right no.'? And I

also assume that in this building block I should be playing with
H-alpha 2 instead of H-alpha ).

CC Stand by.
CDR Dick, for the M 5 0 9 guys, we're pretty

disappointed. Ve just didn't get very far at all, th"j consumable
just ate us alive.

CC Roger Jerry, sure sorry about that. And
for the SPT, we would like you to point with H-a'4 pha 1. And
we're showing a GRATING of 1594.

SPT Okay, that's - that's a surprise to me

on 94 because I was just tweakine It up to 5A, and I got
jilt in the reading, I thought it was only the reading. Okay,
I assume that seeing we're doing MIRROR AUTO RASTER we
wanted to center the MIRROR AUTO RASTER on active region
20.

CC Ro>;er , s tand by .

CC SPT, Houston, we are pointing with
H-alpha 1 becaure we are running 82 Bravo here. And we talked
to the 55 folks and they're satisfied with that.

SPT Okay we're not running 82B became vi

really don't have fluctuating bright points.
CC Okay, with chat input then we'd say

use H-alpha J.
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CC Ed, It turns out with beta Just cv>»tug

off the peak from yesterday, we had our first 40K sunset

we think here on this pass. And that more than likely was
what caused tU experiment doors to close. That la a

preliminary evaluation though, but it looks like that'* what
happend , nothing is wrong.

SPT Okay, very good. Thank you.
CC Rog»*r.

SPT Dick, I wonder If you folks would give
me a prediction as t n whether the cabin wl\l be reiit'vinr.

)>r ensure anytlrae this evening during our sl*-ep period.
CC Okay, stand by.

KM) OK TAl'E
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cc SPT, Houston. Answer Is negative, we

do not think It'll relieve this evening. We're about 4/10

of a pal below the relief pressure and we think it II go

all night without relieving.
sf T very good Dick, thank you. I had moved

>y - my cot up into the alrlqck because of the thermal problem

down in »•/ sleep co»p«rt»ent, »y head would be located >

feet fro« that push relief valve, and 1 just wanted to make

Hure '

cc well I think that's a good thing to look

ahead and wonder about, I'm sure if we're wrong and it does

relieve, you'll let us know in the morning.

S PT it won't be in the morning.

CpK He'll let us know too.

cc Roger. Incidentally, wo'vi been having a

problem - the INCO's been having a problem with attaining

some of our data here recently, we were scheduled for a

data/voice recorder dump here at Texas. We have slipped that

to the next Vanguard pass, which is the next pass, that AOS

time is 23:18.
f

CDR Okay, I'll try to get a quick recap ot

the events on 509 and then aore detailed debriefing after

Vanguard.
CC Okay Jerry.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS,

Vanguard at 23 : 18

.

cc And SPT, Houston. Could you give us a

reading on S055 GRATING, please.

S PT Yeah, now Its H V« I thought i d

moved it to 54. ,».,„t
cc Okay, we're now in sync with you, tnanx

you very much Kd. Incidentally, in preparation for 509 the

relief valves in the airlock module were closed off find

we're going to leave them that way until the pressure K ets

down. So the only active relief valve that we do have now

is up in the command module.
SPT Thank you.

PA0 23 hours 8 minutes Greenwich mean time.

Space station now out of range of tracking antennas through

Kerritt Island Launch Area. Next acquisition will be >i

minutes from now and that will be through the Vanguard

tracking ship. The M509 experiment was terminated early due

to extreme use of the batteries. Pilot Pogue reported

earlier that the "expendables were fouling up the run and

then after the run was terminated Commander Carr came back

and probably put the icing on tie cake when he said the
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consumables at* us alive. What happened was It was taking
Commander Carr and Pllct Pogue longer period pf tine to

perform the scheduled rum, the calibration rune, the base-

line rune than anticipated and the batteries Just ran down.

They will only hold the charge for about 50 minutes and

apparently the crew was having a more difficult tine with
the M509 than anticipated and they Just ran into the red

line of the batteries. Both batteries according to Bruce

McCandless were not 'doing anything unusual, they Ju»t ran

down sort of like leaving your lights on In a car. So

that's it for the H5>09 experiment today. The commander was

halfway through the second run which involved the use of

the secondary oxygen pack Instead of the umbilical, and that

run was cut short as he ran out of oxygen, and then after

that they ran out of electrical power frost the batteries.

Over this preceding stateside pass coniunlcat Ions people

here in Mission Control were having some difficulty getting

real-time telemetry data transmitted from the spacecraft.

One of the AH transmitters was not functioning properly, they

are still trying to weed out what's wrong with thai, Next

acquisition will be Just over 6 slnutes from now through

the Vanguard tracking ship. 23 hours 11 minutes, this is

Skylab Cont rol

.

END 01 TAPE
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PAO Twenty-three hour* 16 Binuui Greenwich
rat- an tine. Space station now nearlng acqul si t Ion over th*
tracking ship Vanguard. Should determine this pass whether or

not there is something wrong with one of the transmitters <>n the

space station. Science Pilot Ed Gibson juot finished up his
last look At the Sun today. He's scheduled for some physical
t raining for the next hour And half, physical training and
personal hygiene after which he'll eat dinner. We're about 10

wecomls away from acquisition. We'll go live air-to-ground now.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Vanguard for

10 minutes. And we ' ro going to dump the data/voice recorder
hero.

CDR Okay, Dick give ne about 1 minute.
CC Okay, let us know as soon as we can

dump It , please Jcr.
CDR We ' 1 1 do it.
CDR Okay Dick, go ahead.
CC Okay Jerry, we'll do that. Thank you

very much. incidentally, thv problem that we're chasing
in that system is that we're able to get data only through
transmitter A on the 2-watt. We're unable to get it

either Bravo or Charlie so we're hustling down here t «>

see If we can flRure out what's - what's the natter. I have a

couple of notea for you Jerry. At 23:53 on you details
when you whiz up to the command module to do you sextant
work. We'd appreciate it if you'd do the procedure to
relieve quad Alfa only while you are up there.

CDR Okay , we ' 1 1 do i t

.

CC Also one other thing, the last thing
that Bill told us about the 509 battery was that battery
7 was in the charger but not being chavged. Assuraii.g

you haven't gone ahead and charged it. We just soon you
not charge either of the batteries until we have a look
at our data

.

CDR Okay, Dick it's not being rharged.
We tried to throw *> onto a rharge while we were uHinc
/ ln'iniisc we knew we were down on batter Jen. And we

V,
' » t it up In 2 lt volts but it just wouldn't hold It.

we R.ivu up.
CC Okay. Well, there I s n<> prohler. win.

that. But why don't we stand p.n with what we have until
we get a chance to try to understand the whole run.

CDR Okay, we'll do it.
CC Okay.
CC And Skylab, Houston, information only.
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Wu do have a gimbal that's getting fairly close to a stop.
You night got some dcsat firings, no act<on required.

CC Or reset.
CC And Skylab, Houston. We're still looking

at the glabal situation. We do not want you to take any
action here. We are in a dump and we want - the If get
a reset we want it to happen ao wo can go ahead and get
this dump complete.

CDR Roger , Dick .

CC And we did just gel a reset. We were
watching it.

SPT Dick, I tried to get some good
data on the VTR. It got Just pretty much lined up and
the battery failed. So then we had to enll St quits there.
So you'll find n little flying on It, but not to nu< l» .

CC Okay, M . Thank you.
CC Sky 1 ah, Houston, we ' re a minute to l.os .

We have* a low pass coming up at Tananarive at 2 "i ',**<>. In

event we should oiss that, the Gold - next pass Is (j o 1 <J s t o n e

at 00:33, and that's you mod conference. See you at Tananar i

PAO Twenty-three hours 28 minutes Greenwich
mean time. Space station now out f-f range of the Vanguard
tracking ship, midway in the ocean between South America
and Africa. Next acquisition nay be 17 minutes from now
Tananarive. Not sure at this ooment whether or not vcice
relay station on the Malagasy Republic Is up for this coming
pass. If not acquisition will be little over an hour from
now, that will be through Gol'Istone again. During this pass
Vanguard pass seemed to have no problems with the transmitter
aboard the space station. Alfa, Bravo, and Charlie transmit-
ters sending recorded telemetery information down. The
problem was with realtime telemetery information. INCO
here in Mission Control indicates that we sou Id prni>.il>]y

have an answer to what's happened with the transmitter Ix-lun
the Co Ids tone pass, which is little over an hour I rum how.
Next acquisition possibly 16 ninmes through Tananarive.
We'll inform you if that station is down. 23:Z'J i this
is S k y 1 a b Control.

FND OF TAPE
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PAO 23 hour* 45 minutes Greenwich mean tim*.

About I minute away from acquisition of signal through

Tananarive voice relay station. We're told this may be

a noiay pass as the antenna at Tananarive never. gets off

Its mechanical stop essentially looking at the hoxijon as

tht- elevation angle from the space station to the tricking

antenna U 4.1 degrees for this pass. 132 pound-seconds
firod over Vanguard, that was a desaturatlon burn as two

CMGs had been stopped on their gimbat mounts. Now about

10 seconds away, we expect this to be a noisy pass. We'll

go live ai r- to-f?round .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Tananarive

for about 3 minutes. Just in case we have an early LOS,

Coldstone cornea up at 00:33, and that's your med conference.
Also one note for Jefry, no response required. You eight

expect, Jerry, to have to look in the telescope to find the

stars when you go up to rhe coamand module, wc have a

change in nuZ.
CDR Roger.
CC And bone up on your star gazing this

evening maybe.
PAO 23 hours 5 - minutes Greenwich eean

tine. Space station now out of range of Tananarive voice

relay station. Next acquisition is 40 minutes from now

and that'll be over Golistone, California. That'll be the

evening medical conference. Now about AO-ninute loss of

signal period. 23 hours 52 minutes, this is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO 32 ftlnutas Greenwich mean time. Space
station Skylab now less than 40 seconds away from acquisition
through Goldstone. This pass will be the evening medical
conference. We don't expect any air-to-ground. This pass

will also give flight controllere here in Mission Control
an opportunity to see If the transmitters aboard the or. iul
workshop are working properly. Some problems for the past
hour and a half with real- time telemetry data from the

Skylab. We'll hold the line up although we don't expect
any air-to-ground as this is the evening medical conference.

PAO 39 minutes Greenwich mean time. Space
station now out of range of Goldstone. Just catching the

edge of the antennas hovijon there. We'll bring you this

evening's medical report when Dr. Jerry Hordinsky completes
it and brings it to the console here. INCO reports that

the transmitters aboard the workshop are operating nominally.
They're going to keep watching thorn though through Vanguard
to see If something develops. Apparently that was a

transient event, they can't explain it yet and they don't
see any indication that It will happen again. Next
acquisition 15 minutes from now over the Vanguard
tracking ship, that'll be the evening status report. At

39 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - 54 minutes Greenwich mean tins. This
it SkyUb Control, now about 50 seconds away from acquisition
through the tracking ship Vanguard, This pass will be the
evening status report. Also, we expect this pass to confirm
the Goldstone pass, which indicated that all comaunica t i on
systems aboard the workshop are functioning nominally. Ap-
parently the malfunctioning of one of the transmitters earlier
in the evening, about 2-1/2 hours ago was a completely transient
event with no cause and no consequence. Now about 10 seconds
away from acquisition of signal. We'll hold the line up,

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Vanguard
for 11 minutes and I didn't get to warn you, but this is the
site for the evening status report and I'm standing by for
that, and also the results of the sextant check.

£c P T Jer's busy, cleaning up chicken and gravy
off the dome; he'll be right down.

CC Roger.
?
\l

Rtaer.Dlck, Photo log. M151 - 16-millimeter
M151, Charlie India 79, 35 percent, Charlie India 126. H509 ,this is transporter 02, Charlie India 80, aero percent MT08-
Mike Tango 08. M509, transporter 05, Charlie India 94, 30
percent, Charlie India 128. Status on Nikons : 1 - Nikon 1
Charlie X-ray 41, 53, the remaining, or 53 the frame count.'
Nikon 02: India Romeo 11, the count is 41. Nikon 03:
Charlie India 115, the count is 21. I only got a chance to
take two photos of Jer today. Nikon 04: Bravo Echo 10, 300still hasn't been used yet. Nikon 05: Bravo Hotel
06, count's 31. 70-ai 1 1 lme te r : Charlie X-ray 50, the count
Is 139. EYC: no change. EREP: no change. Drawer A
configuration: Alfa 01, transporter 02, supply has been
moved over to the takeup. It's Charlie India 80. Alfa
2 Is transporter 05, Charlie India 94, 30 percent, Charlie
India 128. Alfa 03 is transporter 06, Charlie India 79, 35
percent. Charlie India 126. PLT out on the photo log.

CC Roger, Bill.
CDR Okay Dick, on the evening status. Sleep-

CDR, 6.5, 5.5 heavy, 1.0 light; SPT, 6.0, 3.0 heavy, 3.0 light-
PLT, 6.5, all heavy. Volumes: N/A tonight. Water gun: CDR8M4 S 4665 * 0858. Body mass: CDR, 6.319, 6.31 7 6 31 7- SPT

'

6.371, 6.371, 6.371; PLT, 6.260, 6.260, 6.266. Exercise:
CDR, no change; SPT, standard, minus Alfa; PLT, no change
Medications: CDR, none; SPT, one Dalraane tonight: Pl.T, none
Clothing: CDR, none; SPT, socks and shirt; PLT, socks ani
shorts and shirt. Food log: CDR, 2.5 salt, deviations, minu«
creara peas, plus mashed potatoes, plus Apollo grape drink,
plus one lemonade, plus one butrer cookies, rehydration wa:er
plus 1.5. SPT, 14.0 salt, plus ni - plus two butter cookies

'
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plus on« blicutti, plus one lemonade, no water. PLT, sero

talc, plus one grape punch, minus 1.0 water. Flight Plan

deviations! none. Shopp ing 1 is t i none. Inoperable equip-

Bent: none. »ut we do have a question. That is, what are

the results on the heat exchanger far. changeout? Unscheduled

stowage! SOP number 13* PCU number 13, and the light-

weight umbilical have all been stored in F * Foxtrot 550.

Okay,
CC Roger, Jerry. Anything else?

CDR Well, let's see. I owe you some data

on the sextant. Alphard : shaft 158.8, trunnion 12.8.

Regulus: shaft 86.2, trunnion 23.7. And with the lighting

the way it is there's no sense in even trying. If it doesn't

come up in the sextant, i'll never see it, because there's

so much scattered light going into the telescope that it's

useless. I can't even see the reticle.

CC Okay Jerry, that's a good input. In-

cidentally, your question ibout the heat exchanger fans you

changed out. We didn't see any change at all on the

telemetry, so ve still don't quite understand it. We may

have had a TH shift. Also, we need to get the duct fans

back on after you get the 509 run.

CC One other thing, Jerry. At the moment,

all our conn gear is back working Okay, and we don't have

any explanation for the funnies that we saw on the transmitter*

while igo, M of now.
CDR Roger. I hope we don't lose them

wholesale .

CC Boy, you're right - -

VND OF TAPE
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. £
C ~ " and we don't have any explanation

for the funnies that we sav; on the transmitters while ago
a 8 of now .

* '

, ,

CDR Roger. I hope you don't lose them
wholesale

.

...
C
?

B °y> you're right thore. And also Jerry,while I got you there. I'm rot sure whether Ed is listening
the detail shift CAP COMM doesn't get to read up the newshowever there two or three itemn I thought you all might beinterested in this evening. K

CDR Roger. Go ahead.
CC Okay, for Ed Gibson. In the current

issue of Physics Today , there's a very favorable review ofyour book, Ed, that you wrote on the Sun. I'll b* sure andput it on your desk so you can read the whole thing. It'sabout two pages long. But it says some very good words aboutthe book. It does offer some constructive criticism in twoor three areas, but those are quite minor. And all of thereviewing, the guy who reviewed it thought it was an excellent
Job. Just thought we'd pass that up to you.

,

SPT
.

Thank's very much, Dick. Appreciate thegood word.
CC Okay. Also, for Jerry, you might be

interested to know that the Marine Corps Enlisted Pilots
Association is havirg their semiannual meeting out at Tustin
I got this word from Jack Louaaa, and that's this comlnj.
Saturday night. So if there's anything you'd like to pass tothose guys, I'm sure Jack would be glad to do it.

J|j!

R Okay. Is Jack going to be there?
.

T

C C
,

l
' m not sure. He passed this on to Story,and I haven t talked to him yet. I was going to wait until

l talked to you and then call him up.
CDR Roger. Let me think about it a little

bit.

,

CC Okay. Also, one item out of the news
thet I juat can't help but read up to you. It turns out anelevator in a Chinese housing project was hilacked Wednesday
night. With two passengers aboard the elevator stoppedabruptly between the second and third floors. The trapdoorin the roof opened and a hand holding a blue steel revolveremerged. Following instructions, the passengers mvc up thvcontents of their wallets totaling 27 dollars, then thetrapdoor slaamed shut and the elevator began to rise outof control of the passengers. After ascending several floor-it returned to the second floor and opened its door remittingthe passengers to get off. '

llllng

CDR That's beautiful, Dick.
C° Dld y° u hear about the Judge out In Maul?
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C I) R Yeah. We heard that one. That was funny

tOO.''''
CC (Laughter) Right.

(

CDR That pun's almost as bad as Gibson s.

CDR I did tell the M509 guys that I still

owe them a detailed debriefing end I'll get it to them

tonight before I go to bed.
CC Okay, Jerry. Thank you.

CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like the H-alpha

NIGHT INTERLOCK switch to NORMAL. We're about a minute

from LOS. Next site is Tananarive at 01:20. See you there.

CDR See you Dick.

SPT Say, Dick. A note on the ATM. After

that last building block 2, which I did at the beginning of

the orbit, I went over and looked at the region where the

transient originated, right close to where the loops were

above active region 14, and there was just hardly anything

thr-e in oxygen VI at all. I could just barely get a couple

ot counts of 30 or so at the most, 40 arc seconds off the

limb. So I put the 55 -(static)
p A0 One hour 6 minutes Greenwich mean tine.

Space station over the hill. Ed Gibson was cut off as he

was reporting on the Sun's active region 14. We now have

the evening medical report from Dr. Jerrj Hordinsky, which

I'll read to you. "Crew health remains good. The increased

temperatures have not proved a significant problem thus far

and the operational guidelines available should keep then

from becoming one. The science pilot, who has the hottest

sleeping area, will exercise one such guideline by moving

his sleeping gear to the multiple docking adap-.or. He will

also take a sleeping medication to maximize his sleep to-

night." Temperatures in the slaep compartment aboard

Skylab are 82 degrees, 81 degrees in the experiment com-

partment, and 70 degrees in the command and nervier module,

and multiple docking adaptor area. It should he pretty

cool for Ed Gibson. Also a question to the crew on whether

or not changing out some heat exchanger fans causit! any

improvement in the airflow. Ground indicated that there

might be a telemetry problem. Current flow of air through

the heat exchanger is 135 cubic feet per minute. Nominal

air flow would be 160 cubic feet per minute. And a I so a

comment from Spacecraft Communicator Dick Truly that Kd

Gibson's book on the Sun received good critical acclaim.

I'm sure Ed Gibson will appreciate that. Probably write

a second chapter or second book when he gets hack. Next

Acquisition will be 11 minutes from now. That'll be

through Tananarive. One hour and 7 minutes, this is Skylab

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 1 hours 17 talnutes Greenwich mean tine.

Space station now nearing acquisition through the voice
relay station at Tananarive. P„lot Bill Pcgue should be

Just finishing up his evening meal. He's scheduled for some AIM
Sun watching about 3 minutes from now. Science Pilot Ed

Gibson in the evening meal and Commander Carr working to

recharge the nitrogen gas units for the H509 astronaut
maneuvering unit. Controllers here at Mission Control
indicate that the transmitter problem earlier was a completely
transient event. This last pass over Vanguard provided
the second station of completely nominal operation for the

transmitter, so there's absolutely nothing wrong with space
station communications at the moment. Now about 5 seconds
from AOS, we'll go live air-to-ground.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Tananarive
for 9-1/2 minutes

.

SPT Hello Dick. Did you get the comments
on ATM as you were going over the hill before?

CC Ed, we got 1 think about 95 percent of

them and you finally did drop out. The last thing th.it 1

copied that you said was the fact that you were pointing
at about 40 arc seconds off the limb and then - it sounded
like you were going to make one final comment, and I didn't
get the very last one.

SPT Okay, the only thing that I added Is

that after that we put 55 over on the limb at a GRATING
position 772 and let them take a look at what might
be reforming if anything, seems like a reasonable thing to be

looking at I don't know whether we'll have much time here
on out however to do it, I don't know what may happen.
Playing for the unattended, but there was Just hardly any-
thing left there in oxygen 6. So that thing really blew
It out, sometimes they tend to reform and that might be an

Interesting thing to watch.
CC Roger Ed, copy. That must have been

really co - some site to see. Incidentally we uplinked
several teleprinter messages last site, including the
agenda for the science conference tomorrow evening. And
we were wondering if you guys - we sent up a message about
the status of the thermal situation last evening and we
just wanted to make sure you got it and if you had any comments
about that, we'd be happy to entertain them.

CDR Roger Dick. We read that with interest
and don't really have any comments at all.

CC Okay, we'll keep you posted and did you
turn off any speaker intercom boxes? How are you working
that probiam?
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CDR Yeah, we had turned almost all the ones

we're not using regularly off and them Just turn then cn

when we need them. I'll get you a list of the numbers by -

well sooetine this evening.
CC Okay, that'd be interesting but it's

certainly not - not a big thing and you're welcome to voice

record it if you want to, Jerry. Also 1 can't find any

record you've been reminded, so excuse me if 1 remind you

again but your family conn this evening is Vanguard at

02:33 and that's - probably be our last pass of the evening.

CDR Okay, I was going to ask you because I

hadn't heard yet. Which antenna?
CC Hang on.

CC Jerry I don't - I can't seem to find

it In front of me right now, but I'll - I'll get it. Ah ha,

it's the right antenna, Jerry, right.
CDR Okay , thanks

.

CC Skylab, Houston. Like to speak to

somebody about a format thing on the maneuver padr. - a little

trapped, we think we have found and want to suggest a

slight change to It.

PLT Whose maneuver pad was that?

CC Well Elll, actually you don't have it

up there, it's a pad that's addressed to - actually to you tomorrow.

With the days of the year at 2U or less when we put the

days on there it can easily be Confused with an hour. And

we don't see any sense in listing the day with the GMT, and

since the potential of misreading it and confusing it with

an ho - with an hour is, we'd just like to drop the dnys

from the times that are listed there for the maneuver
entry.

PLT Yeah, it's been bothering us, i ' ve been

marking it out with my marker pencil already anyway.

CC Well, I'll tell you what, why don't

we save you the trouble of marking it out by not upllnklng It

and we'll start that with these maneuver - this maneuver

pad that's coming up this evening. And we'll try to pass

It along to continue to do that.
PLT That's a very good idea, we whole-

heartedly concur.
CC Okny.
PLT 1 Just about got bit on that the last

time - was on my last maneuver pad.
CC Roger, consider it done.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a couple

of minutes from LOS here at Tananarive, next station Is
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Hawaii at 02:04, and we're going to be dumping the data/
voice recorder at Hawaii.

PLT Roger Dick.
PAO 1 hour 29 minutes Greenwich mean time.

Space station Skylab now over the hill from Tananarive.
Some comment from Dick Truly over this pass as to how
many speaker intercom assemblies they've turned off. That'
part of a procedure which was uplinked yesterday to
help the crew cool the workshop down somewhat. Current
temperatures Inside the workshop range from 78 degrees in
the sleeping compartment to 71 degrees in the multiple
docking adapter to 83 degrees in the experiment compartment
The procedure which was uplinked last night requires both
pumps in ptimary coolant loop to be turned on and requests
that the crew minimize power usage inside the workshop,
turning off as many speaker intercom assemblies as practica
reducing their lighting and eliminating the use of high-
intensity lamps except aa required by Flight Plan. For
tomorrow's Flight Plan each crewman is scheduled - -

F.ND OF TAPE
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Two hours 3 minutes Greenwich mean cinethis is Skylab Control. Space station Is now nearingacquisition through the tracking station on the HawaiianIslands. This pass will last about 7 minutes. All three

'rh^
0n

!
Ut

! V C n °V
,

in thGlr P resl "P Period, having finish.-d

alr-to-gr'oun^
t0 Thi ^-y seconds from AOS we'll go live

, ,, ,

Sk yl*b, Houston. Hello at Hawaii for
" ' " nut"' re 8oing to dump the data/voice recorderand ASCO would like to make a command. We'd like to havecue DAS.

PLT
,

R °8> you've got it Dick. I couldgive you a franc count if you'd like.
cc Okay

, go ahead .

9910, 1 1 77, 1 10, 169, 21 74, 519P.
.

CC
T .

0ka y Bil l- Thank you very much. Theonly note I have was the next site while Jerry's on hisPhone call. We are - that is our last site of the evening.Ve are going to be upllnking an informational nessage on theentry checklist. It is not a checklist change. Buf 1just thought I would let him know so he'd be sure to pickit up out of the teleprinter, if ho wanted to and take alook at it. And if h* has any question tomorrow or whenever Just ask thorn.

l^l Okay, I'm sure he heard that.
. , *

, ,
RMir, Dick. I got that and we've beenkind of giving a little occasional thought to deactivationhere lately. And I would sure like to have some people goback to the guys working the deactivation checklist, .,nd lookit over again, and see what more can be put on a shoppinglist in order - tne things that we can get done well beforedeactivation tin.. Sort of piece mill and start sendingthat information up on a shopping list as veil as what wealready have up here.

hl . rt f

C
„ t ,

°kay
'
Jorr y- Be advised there is a goodbit of vcrk going on. Looking ahead to the deactivationnow. And that cheekily I can assure you is being review

I n not sure it s being reviewed from that point of view
"

but it s a good input and we'll make it to the guys
. 9

DR Veah
<

ir WfI 'an avoid any last nin.,terush it would certainly be letter all the way arou-u) Andjust make sure ve didn't forget anything. '
'

S{L " e flurc a * rec you, and v«- ' 1 1 do that.t-DR Okay.

J J
Skylab, Houston, tho DAS is yours.CDR Got you, Dick.
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 seconds
to LOS. Vanguard comes up at 02:33. And another reminder
that's right antenna for Jerry and his phone call, 02:33.

CDR Roger .

'

PAO Space station now over the hill from
the tracking antennas on the Hawaiian Islands. Two hours
and 12 minutes Greenwich mean time. Next acquisition will
be through the Vanguard tracking ship. And that will be
21 minutes from now. Commander Carr indicated earlier in

this pass that he hopes that ground planners are giving a

little though to deactivation some 20 days from now in

order to preclude any last minute rush in the workshop.
At 2 hours and 12 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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and 32 Blnutes Greenwich mean time.Space station is now nearing acquisition through thetracking ship Vanguard. This pass should be the good nightcall up to the crew as they're significantly into theirpresleep period, just about 28 minutes away from bedtime.Both remaining control moment gyros aboard Skylab are performingquite nominally right now and have been for the preceding
*

dozen revs of the Earth
. Some problems this morning withthem Now about 10 seconds away from acquisition ofsignal, we'll go live air-to-ground.

9 amStes.
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Vanguard for

.

PLT Roger Dick. Jer's up getting hisPhone call, and I have a message I'd like to read down for

CC Okay, go ahead Bill.

r . v
PL

y 4

A message for Jack Lousma to relate to

on tnt *V/ J;?",
10 TU6Un

-
Greet i"** from the H.ri n(on the 85-day I AC mission. I'm up where the FLIGHT can't

(garble)
eVerythln «' Have * Sre.t evening, super

a . T

CC 0kft y Bill, I'll - talk to Jack awhile agoand I can assure you that message will get out to him. Andtell Jerry thanks very much.
PLT Okay, thank you Dick.

rw. t ??
T

, <

Say Dlck
'

for the next couple of nights

A M
m
C " P

?
g l

", the alrl ° Ck 1 W0Uld Uke '* offthe ATM C&D coolant loop pumps.

quickly Ed. ^ '

U8 thi " k ab ° Ut that ° ne real

SPT Okay, thank you Dick.
C
? L

AUo
«

rea * quick for you. There's a

fh!^
raHr e9

K
ge that 9 8 ° lng t0 be COain * U P durin « this passthat tAlka about the - our plans on the 82A sequence thatyou'll be talking with Bill Lenoir tomorrow during thescience conference in case you want to smoke it over thisevening and it'll be in the teleprinter.

SPT Thank you Dick.

nff
And SPT, Houston. You'ie 00 to turnoff the coolant loop - ATM C&D coolant loop pump. Justdon t forget to turn them back on in the .orning prior to

3 t art mg ops ,

SPT
CC

Rog, will do Dick, thanks very much.
Okay.

nMB
SPT

- Houston. We have a couple of doors
if!! i -

8
*f

U08<<3
'
U '

a 82 BraV0 and "-ALPHA IAlso sine, you're going to be sleeping forward tonight, we're
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going - we're planning not to uplink those pads that we
have left until in the morning and primary - everything's
on board primarily except raed status and the EREP pads and
there's plenty of time to get them up after you wake up in
the morning so we'll try to keep that quite also.

SPT Okay, I appreciate that Dick, but if
you have something to send up don't hesitate to do it.

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're a minute from
LOS, we'll be giving you a call in the morning at about - at
Carnarvon at about a time of 13:20, so you guys get a good
night's sleep and see you tomorrow.

SPT Good night Dick.
CC Good night.
PLT Good night Dick and purple gang.
CC Good night Ed, see you.
PAO Loss of signal from Skylab as it goes

over the hill from the Vanguard tracking ship. 2 hours and
41 minute9 Greenwich mean time. This was the last call up
to the crew this evening. They're roughly 17 minutes away
from sacking out. Tomorrow's wakeup call will be at 13:20
Greenwich mean time, and that will be over Carnarvon,
Australia. Crew getting an extra 20 minutes according to
our Flight Plan as they were scheduled to wake up at 13:00.
Ed Gibson is going to sleep in the multiple docking adapter
area of the workshop this evening. His sleep compartment
apparently is the hottest of the three, however, his sleeping
in an area other his sleep compartment is one of the options
that the crew has during this hot period for the workshop.
Sleep compartment temperatures are about 79 degrees now and
the multiple docking area temperature is about 71 degrees .

Ed Gibson getting a 8 degree break. Coming up tomorrow,
day off for the Skylab crew, total of only 9 hours md 18
minute* worth of science scheduled whereas th ore were 28
hours and 12 minutes worth of science petformod today. Ed
Gibson the record holder today with 10 hours and 4S nlnutes

,

most of which was looking at the Sun. For Commander Carr
tomorrow, he's scheduled for some physical training first
thing in the morning and then a shower. 1 hour being allotted
for the shower, then a science conference at W:00, all three
crewmen are scheduled for that. That will take placr over
Honeysuckle, Hawaii, Goldstone, Bermuda, Canary and
Ascension. The first two stations of which will be concerned
with ATM for solar experiments. The Goldstone pass will be
concerned medical, the Bermuda pass will deal with corollary
experiments, the Canary pass will deal with visual observations,
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and the Ascension pass will deal with thr» now almost com - -

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Th« Bermuda ptss will deal with

corollary experiment, the Canary pass will deal with visual

observations and the Aocention pass will deal with the now

almost completely invisible Comet Kohoutek. Following the

science conference all three crewmen are scheduled to eat.

And then all three crewmen are scheduled for some documen-

tary photographs. Tomorrow they'll be taking pictures of

a crewman putting trash in a bag and then disposing of it

in a trash airlock, and also a picture of how the speaker

intercomm boxes are used by each crewman to communicate

with the ground and with themselves. Following that all

three crewmen are scheduled for an Earth resources pass

tomorrow. This pass is on track 19, and begins at 111 degrees

longitude west, which is almost direotly over Great Falls

Montana. The pass goes over Rapid City, Omaha, St. Louis,

Paducah, Atlanta, Savannah, and over the Bahama islands

and then stops just short of South America near Trinidad.

Tomorrow's targets are the 31ack Hills of South Dakota where

the snow cover is the subject. And also continuing into

Iowa, Missouri, and Illinois. EREP officer here in Mission

Control says that the United States is almost completely

socked in east of the Mississippi River, so there won't be

much data taken over that section of the country. Once the

space station is over the ocean the Puerto Rican Trench

and the Blake Escarpment which is a cliff off the continental

shelf will be measured, photographed. Commander Carr is

scheduled for 3 hours 40 minutes of off duty time tomorrow.

Most of his afternoon will be spent off duty. Science

Pilot Ed Gibson has no time off tomorrow. Apparently
opting to look at the Sun instead of taking time off. He

will be spending a total of 3 hours, what would be off

duty time for the other two crewmen at the Apollo telescope

mount control and display panel looking at the Sun. He'll also

be envolved In the science conference and the EREP run,

and later in the afternoon he is scheduled for his shower.

Pilot Bill Pogue is scheduled for sone off duty tine in

the morning followed by physical training and clean up

period. Then he will participate in the science conference

with the other two crewmen. Following that he will be

eating then taking document photographs with the other

two crewmen and participating in the EREP run. He will

be operating the visual tracking ayftem. Then after Che

EREP Pilot Pogue is scheduled for Ms shower and then he

has several periods of off duty time tomorrow afternoon.

His total off duty time is 3 hours and 24 minutes. Should
the crewmen opt to take the shower, they don't have to
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they'll raise the humidity of the space station approximately

10 percent. It's currently 39 percent relative humidity.

They'll raise it up to about 50 and they'll raise the

temperature which varies back from about 80 degrees in the

experiment compartment to 71 degrees in the multiple docking

adapter. They'll raise the wardroom temperature about

1 degree, the back portion of the space station. However

that will cool off in about 4 hours. So by the time the.y

go to bed tomorrow evening the space station should be on

the cool side again. We'll going to bring the line down

now. We'll be back with you tomorrow morning just prior

to crew wakeup time, 13:00 Greenwich mean time, 8:00 a.m.

central daylight time, have a nice evening. At 2 hours

and 49 minutes this is Skylab Control.

ESD OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean tine 13

hours 16 minutes. Wakeup coming through the Carnarvon tracking

station in approximately 4 minutes as the Skylab IV crew begins

their 64th day in orbit. They were given the go ahead yester-

day by Program Director William C. Schneider for another week.

Splashdown still scheduled for February 8. Splashdown in the

Pacific southwestof San Diego at Greenwich mean time 15 hours

and 14 minutes on the morning of February 8. New Flight

Director here this morning, Milt Windier reviewing with his

flight controllers the status of the workshop Skylab space

station. EG I L officer reporting the temperature at 80 degrees

Fahrenheit. This is 1/4 of a degree above what the vehicle

temperature was at this time yesterday corning. The highest

temperature yesterday was 81.3. We had our first
glimpse of a nightside pass earlier this corning at Greenwich
mean time 12 hours and 30 minutes, a very brief pass. It's

reported that the science pilot has been sleeping in :'r»e nultiple
docking adapter, having moved his sleeping bag up to that

area because of the excessive heat in the wardroon area.

Another glitch in the control moment gyro number 2. G&N officer
reporting to Flight Director Windier that at 09:30 Greenwich
mean time 09:30, there was another momentary glitch shorter

than the one yesterday. The one yesterday lasted approximately
95 minutes during one revolution of the Earth, where bearing
temperatures and wheel speed - bearing teaperatures rose

and wheel speed dropped. G&N reports that today's EREP pass

looks good for the maneuver, 10 nibs scheduled to be used today

for the EREP pass later this afternoon. We'll hold the line

up for CAP COMH Dt . Story Musgrave on the wakeup call.
CC Good morning, Skylab. Got you for 2 more

minutes through Carnarvon.
PLT Morning, Story.
CC Hi , Bi 1 1 . Happy day of f .

PLT It started out that way anyway.
CC Yeah, and thank God it's Friday for some

people.
CC And if Ed's not awake yet, he's going to

be awake pretty s c « n .

CC And we're 30 seconds from LOS here, about

6 minutes to Honeysuckle.
PLT Roger.
CC Skylab, we've got you through Honeysuckle

for just 1 minute.
CC Je r , Hous ton.
PLT He's listening, go.

CC Okay, tell him his rendezvous wit'i the

stars there, the sextant activity in the command module, move
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that onstation time up to 13:52 instead of 14:00.

PLT Roger . 13:52.

CC « Yes sir, Bill. And cancel your laser

rendezvous at 14:02 on everybody's details. The overcast is picking

up and it's not even worth trying
PLT Okay , will do .

cc And one more thing 1 need to get to you

here, have Ed crank up the ATM C&D coolant loop by turning on

pump' Char lie prior to starting his ATM pass

.

PL j Roger . Purap Charlie prior to ATM.

CC And while we're getting the pads up to you,

I don't know when you take your fooi supplements, but none are

required of anyone today.
PLT Oh , thank you .

CC And we're going LOS here. See you over

Texas in about 30 minutes at 14:01. We're planning on dumping

the data/voice there.
PLT Okay

.

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 13 hours

34 minutes. Skylab IV crew, a day off today. This will be

their seventh day off in their mission to date, as they begin their

tenth week. Today is, although a day off, is a semi day off for

the crew. Gerald Carr , Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue were awakened

at about 8:24 a.m. today. Temperatures inside the orbital

workshop in the low 80's and are expected to get slightly warmer

todav before the orbits get out of the 24-hour a day sunshine

node' although we did have a short nightside pass earlier

about 4 hours ago, 1 hour ago at 12:30 Greenwich mean time.

Orbits will begin to have periods of darkness later today and

throughout the weekend. And the spacecraft will be shaded

by the Earth, and temperatures are expected to begin to go back

down. A number of off-duty periods are scheduled for each

crewman todav and they can also take a shower if they so

'esire. An Earth resources pass is scheduled along with some

,n-board documentary photography, a science conference with

scientists in Mission Control, and several periods of solar

study by the Apollo telescope mount instruments. Today's

Earth resources pass is scheduled for 3:37 p.m. as the space-

craft passes over the northwestern United States, across the

Central Plains and across Georgia into the Atlantic and over

the West Indies. The pass will last 14 minutes and cover a

groundtrack of nearly 4,000 miles. Data will include lookinp.

at storm fronts and clouds, mapping in Wyoming and Montana
,

[ores

t

insect damage in South Dakota, ground water in the Central Plains

states, and land use classification in Montana, Nebraska. Iowa,

and Georgia, wetlands ecology of the Georgia coastline, in
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the Atlantic in the vicinity of the Puerto Rican trench fordetermining the feasibility of the accurate determination ofthe global geod of the oceans. In the event the EREP pass iscanceled, more solar viewing time will be substituted for thecrew. Documentary photography of general wardroom activities
and medical iteos are scheduled at 2:00 p.m. today Medical
items include photos of one crewman giving an ear and mouth
examination of another crew member and closeup shots of onemember of the crew looking through a microscope. It's thecrew s choice if they want to record something on the videotape recorder and it's their option as to what they will televiseThe science conference will begin at 12:00 and last for 1 hourjust prior to the crew lunch hour. The conference will beduring passes over tracking stations Honeysuckle, HawaiiGoldstone, Bermuda, Canary and Ascension if necessary. ATMconsole duty today Is still - all assigned to Science Pilot
Ed Gibson at the present time. He will be looking at the coronallayers of quiet and active regions of the Sun making synopticobservations. During each pass he will make determinations as tomore Interesting features of the Sun, and study those features. 0,the first pass of the day, Gibson will do a short JOP 11 JointObservation Program 11 of the ATM looking ,lt the sunspot umbra
in active region 21. The crew will be doinp some T003 experimentsaerosol analysis at various times throughout the day. The ob-jective of this experiment is to measure the size, concentration
and composition of particles in the atmosphere inside the vehicleas a function of time and location. A number of optional phototargets are on today's Flight Plan. The first is at 10-43 a mis the San Andreas Fault zone in California, the second a faultzone in Morocco at 11:04 a.m. Ice flows in the North Atlantic isthe subject of a photo option at 12:30 p.m. At 12:45 anotheroption to look at the fault zone in the Moroccan Atlas Mountains
Lake circulation patterns and lake ice on Lake Ontario will be
the subject of optional photos at 2:0 - -

END OF TAPE
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pA0 - - (garble) in California, the second

a fault zone in Morroco at 11:04 A.m. Ice flows in the

north Atlantic is the subject of a photo option at 12:30 p.m.

At 12-45, another option to look at fault zone in the Morrocan

Atlas Mountains. Lake circulation patterns and lake Ice an

Lake Ontario will be the subject of optional photos at 02:03 p.m.

Another opportunity to photograph ice plumes and packed ice

formation in the Sea of Okhotsk near Sakhalin Island off

the Pacific Coast of Russia will be at 6:33 p.m. Three options

to photograph a laser beacon navigation station at Goddard

Space Flight Center outside Washington have been cancelled

due to extensive cloud cover In that area. A total of

8 hours and 5 minutes of science are scheduled today. Gibson

4s assigned the bulk of the ATM with 4 hours and 5 minutes.

Pogue is assigned 2 hours 1 minute and Carr 1 hour and 59 minutes.

Crew's day is scheduled to end at 10:00 p.m. this evening.

Commander Gerald Carr will be the duty officer tonight in

any event it's necessarv to awaken the crew. Next acquisi-

tion in 22 minutes through the Texas tracking station, on

this the start of the 10th week of Skylab IV Crew. At Green-

wich mean time 13 hours 39 minutes this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours. Acquisition coming through Texas tracking station,

as Skylab concludes its 3594th revolution of the earth since

launch on May 14. CAP COMM is Dr. Story Musgrave. We'll

bring the line up for this stateside pasj.

cc Skylab, we've got you stateside for

16 minutes.
PLT Roger ,

Story
And, Bill, we'll be dumping the data/voice

Roger.
How's the weather In Houston, this morning,

CC
here.

PLT Roger
PLT

Story? , » i u

»

cc Surprisingly we had a pretty pleasai.t night

last night and it's clear this morning, tilso. It's really the

first clear morning we've had, and it seems like 2 or 3 weeks.

PLT Good ehow .

CDR Story, I've got your star sightings.

CC Go, Jer.

CDR Okay. Alphard 167.5,15.8, Regulus is 9.15 a

2 . 14 .

CC Thank you.

CC Ed . Hous t on

.

SPT Go ahead.
CC Could you turn on pump Charlie in the

ATM C&D coolant loop?
SPT Got it
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CC Thanks . .
- "

CC Skylab, I've got some news down here

for you. You may want me to stand by until Ed gets off of the

ATM there's plenty of other open periods. Let me know.

SPT No, go ahead Story, that's fine.

CC Okay . CAIRO , Cairo radio broadcast the

news Thursday of the agreement between Egypt and Isreal on a

disengagement of forces along the Suez Canal. It gave no

details. The announcement' climaxed Intensive negotiations by

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger who travelled repeatedly

between Egypt and Isreal to bridge differences over how the

disengagement could be achieved. Kissinger conferred with

President Sadat at Aswan over the past week of shuttling back

and forth between Egypt and Isreal. The Secretary of State

is scheduled to fly to Egypt again on Friday but for all

intents and purposes his role as a mediator on the disengage-

ment issue appears to be over. He'll also visit Jordan and

Syria before flying back to Vashinginton on Sunday. The

basic agreement is 8 miles east of the Suez Canal to Egypt,

the next 8 miles moving east will be occupayed - occupied by the

U.K. And Isreal will occupy 8 miles to the west of (garble)

Mountains. It's on the east side of the Canal. ALGIERS,

Algeria has increased the posted price of its crude oil from

about S9-1/2 to $16 a barrel , the Ministry of Industry and Energy

announced Thursday. The ministry said the Increase was ordered

Wednesday by the President and is effective for all exports

starting last January 1. The ministry said the increase followed

the price hike decided by oil-producing countries in December

in Tehran and was set on the basis on the new prices now effective

in the Persian Gulf and taking account of the freight advantages

and quality of the Algerian oil. The prices of Algerian oil was

$3.60 a barrel before increases began last October. The nation

used less power for the week ending January 12, the first full

week of Daylight Saving Time, than It did during the same week

a year ago, according to the Edison Electric Institute. But

utility companies In an Associated Press spot chock agreed

that it was too early to say whether the savins were due to

warmer weather, or the time change or conservations efforts

by consumers. Power output in the 48 continental states

was under 36.6 billion kilowatt hours during th.; week, said

the Institute, whirh collects national power statistic*.
That was 4.1 percent less than a year ago. Under normal growth
conditions, the institute said, the electrical output would

have been 7 per cent higher this year instead of 4.1 percent

lower. So chat was about 11 percent savings. "What you do

now Is transfer part of the peak load in the afternoon to

the morning," said Gene Sturgeon, spokesman for Northeast
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Utilities in Hartford, Conneticut. This gives greater flexibility
in the use of peak generating equipment which is more costly
to run. The Utah Power & Light Co. made a survey some time
ago on the effects of Daylight Saving Time and concluded that
it would save less than 1 percent of pwer use. A spokesman for

the utility said there has been no savings in power since the

time change, probably because of unseasonable warm weather
through most of this winter. Burlingaae, Bing Crosby,
recuperating from lung surger, was moved out of intensive care
unit Thursday and was able to sit up and walk around and eat

a soft diet, the hospital said. Two-fifths of the singer's
left lung was removed Sunday because of a growth which
initial tests indicated v;is cuased by a rare fungus.

END OF TAPE
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cc - - a spokesman for the utility said there

has been no savings in power since the time change, probably

because of unseasonable warm weather through the most of

this winter . Bur lingaame * Bing Crosby, recuperating from

lun* surgery, was moved out of the intensive care unit

Thursday and was able to sit up, walk around and eat a soft

diet, the hospital said. Two-fifths of the singer sert
lung was removed Sunday because of a growth which initial

tests indicated was caused by a rare fungus. St. Charles, _
Missouri, the first young woman nominated to the Air Force Academy

has been rejected because of the school's policy of admitting

only males. Representative Hungate, Democrat of Missouri, said

Thursday the application of Karen Dwyer, 18, of St. Charles was re-

turned to hin with a note saying that "established Air Force

policy limits admissions to males only." Hungate said the

Air Force indicated It would accept young women after July,

1975 if clarifying legislation is enacted. Karen is an honor

student and a member of the high school Air Force Junior ROTC

Honor Guard. Karen said at the time of her nomination: Even

if I'm not accepted, I'm going to frame the nomination letter.

And that's about it for this morning.
CDR Thank you. Story.

CC Yes, sir, any time.

cc And, Bill, you want - you may want to

spend a little more time studying over in your site book

your VTS site number 365, that's a new one to you. You ve

had no training at all on that one. You may want to spend

pose more time on it.

PLY Okay. Thanks for the suggestion.

cc And it's probably snow ccvered and there

may be some clouds also. So it's - it's going to.be a tough

one even with good training.
'

pL1 That's okay. I. like a good handicap.

CC Okay. We'll be rooting for you.

Cc Ed, we'd like to do outer ginbal backup

here ; need the DAS

.

SPT You got it.

CC okay,
CC You got the DAS, Ed.

SPT Thanks Story.
CC And we're a minute from LOS, 5 minutes

to Madrid.
Spx Say, Story, I missed the fact that that

was a TV downlink as opposed to the VTR. So I got some

information on the VTR Cor the ATM folks. Could you

give me a call next tine and let me know that you re up and
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ready to receive?
CC Okay. We'll do that, Ed. And Ed, we'll

try to give you a reminder on that but we're always ready to
receive TV.

SPT Okay. That, I didn't realize. Thank you.
CC There's times we don't have lines called

up so we don't get it real-time back here in Houston. But
the site is always ready

.

SPT Okay . Now wh ich sites are those ?

CC That's all of them except Tananarive.
SPT Okay . Thank you

.

SPT Which (garble) gets it back to Houston faste
CC I nissed that one. I'll catch vou at

Madrid .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
14 hours 21 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 1 minute 25 seconds, will be through Madrid. The
crew beginning their 54th day, starting their 10th week in
orbit. A day off for the three crew members. The day begins
with breakfast. Commander Carr has on his menu for this
raorninst, scrambled eggs, coffee with sugar, bacon, bread, and
jam. Science Pilot Gibson has an instant breakfast drink,
grapefruit drink, tea, and bread with jam. Pilot Bill Pogue
has coffee cake, sausage, orange drink, rice krispies, and
coffee. We'll have acquisition through Madrid in 40 seconds.
CAP COMM is Dr. Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through Madrid
for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC And, Ed, we did receive at the site real-

time TV and what you put on the VTR. But of course, we don't
get the voice real-time.

SPT Okay. You got it back in Houston real-time
you mean?

CC No, sir. We just get it at the site.
We didn't have the lines called up.

SPT Oh, okay. Which is the quickest way for
the people back in Houston to get it?

CC We need to call the lines up and the only
three sites we used for that are MILA, Texas, and Goldstone.
So we can get real-tine from them if we have the lines called
up. Otherwise, the sites have to nail the images in.

SPT So in most cases, the VTR will get then
there quickest unless the lines are called up.

CC Those three stations - -

CC - - the MDA. They're looking at a possible
procedure to get data, - M133 data while you're in the MDA.
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Have you got any idea on that?
SPT Probably be about another 2 or 3 days, at

least until this place starts to cool down, Story.

CC Okay

.

. SPT Story, one thing I was really interested
in the people at Houston getting a look at was that transient
that we put on the VTR yesterday. Have you dumped that

yet or is that still sitting on our VTR here?
CC No, sir, We reviewed that all ready. It*

beautiful

.

SPT Very good .

CC One of the first thinps we did when we

came on shift this morning.
SPT There's a lot of material moving out fast

there. It sure was interesting to watch.
CC Yes, sir.

END OF TAPE
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SPT There's a lot of material moving out
fast there. Sure was interesting to watch.

CC Yes , sir .
*

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

40 minutes. We had a loss of signal from the Mission Control

Center to building 1 with the air-to-ground through Madrid.

We had 45 seconds. We'll play that tape and then bring the

line up for the Madrid pass.
Cc Of those three stations. We can call

the - that's the quickest way to get it back here whether

it's real time TV or VTR downlink. We can call up lines

and get the VTR that's been done - dumped to then; also.

SPT Thank you, Story.
CC One other point on that while we're on

it, after gettiog station OS - AOS, we use 1 minute to warm up ti

Fm' transmitters and the wide band transmitters in the command

module. So we can't get real time TV until 1 minute after

AOS.
SPT Okay. That I didn't appreciate. Thank

vou.
CC And, Ed, while I've got you, we re

working on the Flight Plan for tomorrow. M133 people are

interested in how long you may be sleeping up in the MDA.

They're looking at a possible procedure to get data - M133

data while you're in the MDA. Have you got any ideas on

that?
SPT Probably be about another 2 or 3 days

at least before it starts to cool down, Story.

CC Okay

.

PAO - - in Australia. At Greenwich mean

time 14 hours 54 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time

15-8 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle

tracking station in 50 seconds (garble) the start of a

day off with just 9 hours of science data time today. We'll

hold the line up for CAP COMM Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, we're through Honeysuckle for

a short pass, about a minute.
CC And, Ed, if you're ready to copy, I

can hurry along here and give you some shopping list items

that the Pi's and experiments recommend.
SPT Go ahead, Story, Ready to copy.

CC Okay. S052 ,
shopping list 1, in building

block 32, 54, shopping list 33, end of 32 occasionally to

normalize the data. S055. shopping list 26 Bravo on the

brightest regions, 56 SINGLE FRAME, LONG exposure; 82, shopping

list 7 and/or 12 on fluxuating bright areas in active

regions, especially near the limb.

CC And we're going LOS here, we'll see

you over Goldsnone in about 27 minutes at 15:37.

CDR Got th?'_ . IhnnW you, Story.
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cc Okay. But they sure want you to use

your own discretion, Ed.

SPT Roger

.

PA 0 Skylab Control. Greenwich nean time

15 hours 13 minutes with loss of signal through Moneysucklc

Next acquisition in 23 minutes 40 seconds will be the

Goldstone tracking station. Skylab crew In a day off - -

Commander Gerald Carr has a block of time - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours
13 minutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Next
acquisition in 23 minutes 40 seconds will be the Goldstone
tracking station. The Skylab crew in a day off. Commander
Gerald Carr has a block of time presently for physical training,
exercise, using any one of the several exercise devices aboard
the spacecraft, the treadmill, poor man's treadmill designed
by fellow Astronaut Dr. William Thornton. A device placed on boa
to give the astronauts roor« exercise in the legs and torso.
Other exercise devices include the bicycle ergoneter and several
modified exercise devices taken up in the launch of Skylab 1.

Science Pilot Gibson at the ATM console control and display
psnel. A total of 1 hour and 50 minutes set aside today for
data takes of the solar instruments. Pilot Bill Pogue in his
off-duty period for today. Next acquisition in 22 minutes
and 30 seconds will be Coldstone. At Greenwich mean time
15 hours 14 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Ctonrol, Greenwich ir.ean time 15 hours
30 minutes. Due to a technical difficulty, the Madrid and
Tananarive pass was not relayed through Building 1. We'll play
a total of 5 minutes and 35 seconds of accumulated tape for
those two passes and bring the line up for the Goldstone pass.
We'll play that tape now.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through Madrid
for 8 minutes.

SPT - - Story.
CC And, Ed, we did receive at the situ real

tine TV and what you put on the VTR, but of course, we don't
get the voice real time.

SPT You got it back in Houston real time you
mean 1

CC No sir, we Just Ret it at the site. We
didn't have the lines called up.

SPT Oh, okay. Which is the quickest way for
the people back in Houston to Ret it?

CC We need to call the lines up and the only
three sites we use for that are M1I.A, Texas and Goldstone.
So we can get real time from them if we have the lines called
up. Otherwise the sites have to mall the imnges In.

SPT So in most cases the VTR will get them
there quickest unlets the linos are called up.

CC Those three, stations I called, Ed, that's
the quickest way to get it back here whether It's real lime
TV or VTR downlink. We can call up lines and get the VTR
that's been dumped to them also.

SPT Thank you, Story.
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CC Only one other point on that while we're
on it. After getting station AOS, we use 1 minute to warm up th

transmitters and the wide band transmitter in the command
module. So we can't get real time TV until 1 minute after AOS.

SPT Okay, that I didn't appreciate. Thank you.

CC And Ed, while I've got you, we're working
on the Flight Plan for tomorrow. H133 people arc Interested
in how long you may be sleeping up in the MDA. They're looking
at a possible procedure to get - get data, M133 data while
you're in the MDA . Have you got any idea on that?

SPT Could be about another 2 or 3 dtys at

least until this place starts to cool down, Story.
CC Okay.
SPT Story, one thing 1 was really interested

in the people at Houston getting a look at was the transient
that we put on the VTR yesterday. Have you dumped that yet,
or is that still sitting on * VTR here?

CC No sir, we reviewed that already, it's

beaut if ul .

SPT Ah , ve ry good

.

CC One of the first things ve did when we

came on shift this morning.
SPT There's a lot of material moving out fast

there. It sure was interesting to watch.
CC Yes sir.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about

13 minutes to Tananarive at 14:44.
SPT Story. I'd like to take the next three

ATM orbits. If the folks in the backroom have any suggestions
other than over and above what's already on the pads here I'd
appreciate it .

CC Okay , got that

.

CC I'll catch you at Tananarive. We're
going over the hill here.

CC Skylab, we're AOS through Tananarive
for 7 minutes.

SPT Roger.
CC And sometime in the next 4 heirs I've

got a change in the CDR's Detail Flight Plan.
SPT He's listening, Story, go ahaa.l with it.

CC Okay, at 19:37 EREP C&D pad that's
a warmup, change that to 19:32.

CREW (garble).
CC And for everybody, there's a very active

Aurora reported in the Northern Hemisphere. If you want to
take any photos today, refer to permanent general message
18 Bravo, that's 18 Bravo.
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PLT Roger , 18 Bravo .

CC And Ed, everyboday is very very pleased

with the superb operations on the coronal transient of yesterday.

It appears to be a very unique event arid the coverage was

really super, It was excellent.
SPT Story, I think what was exceptionally good

about It Is that we learned about it from the ground and apparently
the whole seems be working real well from observatories
all the way through the chain on up to here. To catch some-

thing that quick 1 think speaks well for the system.
CC Yes sir, we think it was Huan Aloa (7) that

first observed it. We had a total transit time from there

up to you all of 6 minutes.
SPT As a result of all that I think we got

some real good data on the film.
CC And out of that 6 minutes, 3 minutes was

because we didn't have AOS yet.
SPT I'm wondering if the folks in the back

room today could work up about an M5 out of active region 21.

CC Okay Ed, we'll get the ATM down here to

send a command out to the Sun to get you just that, but we don't

want to tell you when because we want to surprise you.

SPT I guess you can just do anything Jf you put

your mind to it.
CC Thank you.
CC And we're a couple of minutes from LOS

here, see you over Honeysuckle in 18 minutes at 15:09.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours

"16 minutes. We'll have acquisition through Goldstone on a

stateside pass in 30 seconds. The spacecraft now in Its 3,595
revolution In an orbit of 241 by 231 nautical miles. The space-
craft traveling at a speed of 14,859 nautical miles per hour.

We'll bring the line up for Dr. Story Musgravc.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , we're AOS stateside 17 minutes.
CDR Roger

, Story .

CC Jer, while I got you I got a Flight
Plan and question for you.

CDR Go ahead.
CC Bill Is prime on M479 , but we're planning

on running - that takes 9 hours of crew time in a single
day. We're planning on doing that the day after EVA. Bill's
got to be subject on two medicals, 131 and M092/M171 and
observe - do two duties as observer on M131. We're wondering
if it's okay with you if we schedule you for that the day
after EVA.

CDR That should be no problew; and what's
EVA day going to be?

CC It ' 11 be day 80.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, we'll be dropping out here for

about a minute as we hand over to Bermuda. The VTR's yours.
CC And we're back with you for 5 minutes.
CDR Roger.
cc Jer, Nikon 02 has got about 41 frames

of IR film remaining, and we recommend that this film be
expended on extra handheld targets of opportunity; your
opt ion

.

CDR Very good, we'll try to make good use
of it .

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS; 5 minutes
to Canaries. We'll be looking to dump the data/voice at Canary.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 58 inutes. Next acquisition will be through the
Canary tracking station in 1 minute 35 seconds. Explanation
here at the Mission Control Center concerning the brief loss
of release - PAO release line, to building 1 earlier on the
last pass through Madrid and Tananarive. Comtn Control reports
that the problem cleared up as they were checking thi< lines,
however, no explanation of what caused the problem is forth-
coning from the Comra Control Center at this time. Dr. Robert
McQueen, principal investigator for the S052 while li^ht
coronagraph experiment will be in the Building 1 newsroom
at 1:30 to conduct a briefing on the solar prominence of
yesterday. This will be Dr. Robert McQueen, Principal
Investigator for S052 in the Building 1 newsroom .it the
Johnson Space Center at 1:30. We'll huld the line up for
CAP C0MM Dr. Story Musgrave through the Canary tracking
station.

cc Skylab, we're back with you through
Canaries for 8 minuses. We're dumping the dita/voicc here,
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CDR Roger, Story

.

SPT Story, would you ask the AIM folks to
see whether they are aware of any loops above the limb at
around 285? I'm able to get about an oxygen VI count about
130 or so, 1 arc minute off the limb and I can see what
looks like eitheT the start of a prominence with two feet,
or the start of a loop; it's kind of hard to tell right
in that region

.

CC Okay, Ed, we'll take a look at it.
CC While I got you, you got a phone call

over Vanguard at 22:35; it's antenna left. And we'll remind
you the pass before.

SPT Thank you story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute wO LOS; about

12 minutes to Tananarive at 16:20.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 10 minutes. Loss of signal through the Cananarive -

Canary Island tracking station. Next acquisition in 9 minutes
55 seconds will be through Tananarive. On the next Honeysuckle
pass beginning at Greenwich mean time 16:45 and followed
by the Hawaii pass, the scientist, ATM scientist, will
discuss with the crew today the ATM program during the -

today's science conference. The observations will be of the
active regions, discussions with the crew of observations
of active regions. This will be conducted by .t . Milligan
as well as astronaut Bill Lenoir. During the Goldstone pass
at 7 - Greenwich mean time 17:16, Story Musgrave will discuss
with the crew some of the medical experiments, specifically
the taste and aroma test which the crew have been conducting
throughout the mission, as well as the M092 cardiovascular
experiments, the MHO hemoglobir experiment, the Mill
motion sensitivity test as well as the M171 metabolic
analyzer experiment. Through the Bernuln pass at Greenwich
mean time 17:28, astronaut Dr. Robert Parker will discuss
the general corollary experiments, including the S063, the
T020, the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit, the science
demonstrations, student experiments, and accomplishments
so far, and the outlook for the remaining mission. At the
Canary pass at Greenwich mean time 17:37, the visual obsetvatlon
program will be - discussions will be conducted by astronaut
Bill Lenoir. These Include emphasis planned for the remainder
of the mission, discussing known reau.'ts thet have contributed
significant new knowledge to various dicipline as well as
plans on postfllght use of the data gathered during the mission.
During the Ascension pass at Greenwich mean time 17 hours
and 47 minutes, the crow will discuss with the ground the
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comet Kohoutek, specifically discussing the sketches which
the crew passed down via television, the ATM observations
near perihelion of the comet Kohoutek, ground-bases observations,
theories, and future plans and operations remaining on comet
Kohou tek .

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - television. The ATM observations near
perihelion, of the comet Kohoutek, ground-based observations
theories and future plans and operations remaining on comet
Kohoutek. Crew's first comet - comrrie.it on the comet came
on November 24 when Pilot Bill Pogue reported at 11:26 central
standard time, that he saw a fuzzy spot. He wasn't at that
time satisfied that that could 've been the comet. The crew's
comments went on for many Jays through the mission and the
last comment from the cr*w concerning the comet, was on January
9, at 8:50 in the eve.i g, when Commander Gerald Carr reported
to the CAP COMM Bob Crippen that he said, "The comet is still
out there and It's about - the tail is about 5 degrees long,"
and he said, "It's really hanging in there." He reported that
it was not as bright as it had been in the past. He did say
it's getting a little dimmer but it's every bit as long and
once you get dark adapted to the spacecraft, you can see it.
At that time. Commander Carr asked the CAP COMM Crippen if

they were able to see it on the ground yet. He had received
a negative response from CAP COMM Crippen on that report.
Next acquisition will be through Tananarive in 5 minutes and
50 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours and 14 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours 19 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Tananarive
tracking station in 50 seconds. During this blo«.;. of time,
Commander Jerry Carr has the option of taking a shower this
morning. However, whether or not he has, the ground does not
know at this time. Pilot Pogue performing his physical training
exercise for the day while Science Pilot Ed Gibson is at the
control and display panel of the Apollo telescope mount. We'll
brine the line up to this Tananarive pass. A 7-minute 41-
second pass. We'll hold the line up.

CC Skylab, we got you through Tananarive
for 5 minutes

.

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead , Story .

CC Ed, as you requested yesterday, we're
playing on the Flight Plan tomorrow to give you an hour to

debrief the layout of the ATM panel. And at present, we have
you scheduled to do that while Jer is operating it, if thnt's
all right. Or if you need it to - need to have the panel
yourself.

SPT No, that's all right. I can Just, go on
off in the corner and - as long as 1 have it visually to refer
to, I can do that. No problem,

CC Okay. We'll have an hour for you tomorrow
then.

SPT Thank you.
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And in the area chat you described around
285, there is a small prominence there but it's not associated
with active region 27. We didn't put that on the SAP.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Story. I'll talk with
you more in a minute.

END OF TAPE
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CO Sky lab , we're a minute to LOS. About 18 min-

utes to Honeysucklt, and you'll have an ATM conference with

Dr. Mill igan at that time.
SPT Okay, Story. Thank you.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 hours and 30 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive.

Next acquisition through Honeysuckle will be in 14 minutes

and 10 seconds. That Honeysuckle pass will be the start

of today's science conference beginning with James E. Milligan of the

Marshall Space Flight Center who is principal investigator

for S056. dual X-ray telescope experiment, discussing

yesterday's prominence. Yesterday planned ATM observations

were interrupted at Greenwich mean time 19:40 when the

ground notified the crew that the prominence erupted from

active region 14, which is located over the east limb of

the Sun. The crew picked up the transient event on the

S052 white light coronagraph television caaeras and reported

it to be very bright, shaped like a spearhead and

it was extending out 2 solar radii. Two successive orbits

using Joint Observation Program number 8 capturing coronal

transients were conducted on this event. This is the first

time the third crew - This is the first time that the Skylab

IV crew has seen this type of event. This will be discussed

Dr. Milligan of the Marshall Space Flight Center

during the Honeysuckle pass, a 9~mlnuta 20-second pass,

which will begin today's back-to-back science conferences

which will begin at Koneysuckle and end at the Canary tracking

station. Next acquisition in 12 minutes 25 seconds will be

Honeysuckle. At Greenwich mean time 16 hours 32 minutes,

this Is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 43 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle

in 50 seconds. This will be the beginning of today's

science conference with James E. Milligan, Marshall Space

Flight Center and Astronaut Bill I.enoir discussing with

the crew ATM operations. This will be a 9-rainuto pass through

Honeysuckle. We'll bring the line up for this science conference.

CC Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for

9 minutes. And here's Dr. Milligan with your first ATM

eonfe renci •

MCC Hello, Ed.

SPT Morning, Jim. How are you? Good to talk

with you.
MCC Just fine and you?

SPT Good. Thank you.

MCC Okay. The first thing, I guess, Is a

news item. Let's see - CAP COMM has been rending up news

everyday, we thought we ought to too. This week's issue of

Aviation Week has a big spread on the Sun with ail kind* of
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ATM pictures In it, S054 picture on the front page . There's
also an editorial on the Sun. The isain thing in the editorial
is, that they recommend everybody read your book.

SPT (Laughter) Very good.
MCC Okay. The first item this norning,

I'd likfi to answer some questions to you that you raised
about the active region 14 And about some other things on
the Sun . On AR-14 - -

SPT Okay.
MCC On AR-14, NO AA said that they're sorry

about the fact that weren't able to predict anything. It

turns out that the region wc didn't start getting active
until it went about west 80 and as a result they just couldn't
see enough of the growth on the ground to predict what was
going to happen .

SPT Okay. That's understandable.
MCC Now, the other one is on the fibrils

that you talked about in AR-21 the Other day. It turns out

on reexamination of the NOAA data that AR-20 is old 00 not

AR-21. And AR-21 is just ahead of old AR-2

.

SPT Okay. So it's 20, wMch is on the old
00.

MCC Right. And the spot's right on top of

the old 00. And that's why you're getting the fribils this

time because AR-21 is really a new region.
SPT Okay.
MCC Okay, tiow, about four comments on the opera-

tions, if that's okay. We'll Just take them one at a time;

I'll talk about then and then let you comirent If you
want to.

SPT Okay . Go ahe ad .

MCC Okay. The first one is on the flare wait
program that we went into on area AR-20 and 21 on the 11th.

you know when they were over on the east limb. You guys did a

super Job over on that activity. I don't know how much of

it we got up to you from the ground, but that vHolc day,

the X-REA and the PMFX were running about * factor of 2 or 3

less than a class C event. We had several type ?'s and

y«iu know we had a couple of flares go off. The one flare

that you missed onboard, NOAA has not been able to identify
.i-iythlng on the ground with it. And the other flare, you
did a very good Job of starting into the J0P - you know the J0P 3

program and stopping it when the flare went away. We really
want to compliment you on it. We think 55 and S6, particularly
got excellent data in that time period.

SPT Okay, Jim. As 1 recall, it was just
coming out of a building block 32 at a time and I had been in a

flare wait 1 think we could have picked It up earlier.
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MCC Yeah. But anyway the observations were very
good .

SPT Well, that's good to hear.
MCC Okay. The next thing is on the

raini-MARS and the bright point observatione and some of the
comments I'll make refer to some questions that you voiced
down about the mini-MAR operations.

MCC It turns out that S055 is seeing some
time correlation on intensity changes on the ch r omosph e r i c

,

the transition region line and the coronal line. And the
time period is in the order of a minute or so. There has
been no evidence in the data as yet on the 5-minute oscillation
the people are looking for. And, hence, this is the
reason why they're going into the mini-MAR operation so often
recently.

SPT Oh, okay. That I had not realized.
That's a interesting thing, potentially very useful. What -

Is the grating position in order to pick up those lines
at different altitudes a grating of lero the best one for
then?

MCC I think that's affirm.
SPT Okay. I noticed they've been using

772 a lot, recently, also.
MCC Okay. Now your question. You asked the

question the other day on running a stop mode because the
nini-MAR operation was getting your fingers tired out. 55 is
makinp the suggestion that if you do get tired running the
aini-MAR, what night be worthwhile is to run the a spectral
scan where the oxygen VI is high. Because when you do this
they're picking up a lot of Ions of lfthium, alutainura and
sodium and other things that they don't get otherwise.

SPT Okay. What I was - There wasn't any
rtal problem with the fingers getting tired, what I was looking
at though in the active region was the f/ct that the intensity
was changing so rapidly that is over a ptriod of 30 seconds
that if they were going to got a mini-MAR, which looked at
a time scale of 1 or 1-1/2 ninutes the w v, we actually run
it. they were going to be missing it. So I thought - -

END OF TAPE
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6^ 1^ tha£ lf V0U d0 get clred running themini-MARs, what .lght be worthwhile is to run a spectral scanwhere the oxygen VI Is high. Because when you do this - they're

o he
n

?h^ e : l;ir°5 h
lon

: °r
Hchiun

- aiunin-

™

d «;
y

other things that they dor/t get otherwise.

ro .

SPT
.

, , , r
Okay. What I was - there wasn't any

W:;: 1 !' Wlth f

J

n * e" Bating tired out. What I was lookingat though in an active region was the fact that the intensity

t

C ^ "I
*° "V** 1 * tha < l» over a period of 10 seconds

'

that if they were going to get a mini-MAR which looked at aime sca.e of 1 0 r 1-1/2 minutes the way we actually run ithey were going to be missing it. So I thought they h be ableto get relatively short time-period changes by jus t workingin a stop mode or the MLS.
MCC Okay.
sp T (garble)
MCC Okay. That's a good suggestion We hadnot seen that yet down here in the data.
sp T Okay.• Ilk* I".., ,

?°W
\

he ° ther thlnR ls that the y V(>uld

olvLn v? r
OCCasional Siting scan over regions whereoxygen \I peaks out in the active region, too, because thev don'thave a great wealth of that kind of data!

'

h„*n .

0kay> 1,11
*

1,11 trv and do th <". I've

;"?.II.
yl

;!w:°
a ° re 8ratlnK aUt

° *"»' in °" ^«r.v.r we"

event^at you guys L^ed It %^hTr 'd^ ^^?oi cedthe message up to you and I guess the Commander lad d It itThis is you know, when ve had the surges and the loop, overhere. According to 55 people, this is the best sur g dhey ve seen in Skylab and it's really excellent. There results

to ll
6XCltln *- ^ course, they've only been ableto look at the preliminary data. They're getting good colorernperatures and densities. The d e n s i t i e s 1 ook ike hey' e

\ *r*lt h?! , < J
1 06 llke ma Snesiu ra X is just showing

,
6

,
8

fK
l °W Wlth onl y a bright points and doesn'tsnow nearly the structure that the transition region lines show.

th.ir a]*' k f

Okay. Yeah, I think from looking attheir data before, I would expect that.
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SPT
Ye " h -

get back. taik with them when I

Peak 'reported they . aw^e r y
*\ 1

{ J J" J" ,

th a '
,

e- n t , Sac
point in time. ' Y llttle in calcium XV at that

was thai, Jim?
°kay

" " hat ex « c tly - what mission day

«...
.
.«"::.:;: r

t

;: i j:;

L

ll
:;:

-

cket »»•
MCC

° kay -

grating positions for^hat Und Jf* ^ t0 glve ^ sone
want to go into it on your own in the f 8erVatio" " V«u

SPT nv future.
Position that - and Tsl '

t h l 'feature
0

''ILWo
'** ^ 8rati "«

surges and things of t^ s^ t̂ 'o^ 'l!'
1

1

Bb —ts like
SPT

ould it?
Okay. That would not include loops, chough,

SPT
1 think ^ would

MCC v
~ t

!'
at includes dynamic events

SPT okav
W ° Uld lnClude the loop.

MCC
Okay
Okay .

balls', -nd'of cour.e?
k

?h; t .I\% 8

f

t

1 " t

o ;r
at

;
n 8 Potion 1. all

got that one? Just a P° 1 ychr oma t i c position. You

vrite^it down real quiet "here" '
8 ° '^^ Jiffl

' <'H

gives
M

"em a 1 i g nmen t °c oli i nVlT ,
" 6 ^" itlon is "2. this

S-ting position i^lS:
C

wh H ^iveTthe' .n'"
6

- ^ tMrd
the iron XVI llne . Third po t

'^ / f,^" V ^nd
the oxygen V pl us another line.

° h 8 ' VlS then

Okay .

sp? IIH'
52

'
1,B SOrry '

those"'? to you, we g ave
'

y ou
°

r wo t^ * WC read
turned out to be not^s u u

"^^nOositlons. Those
were hoping yo;.'d see -n«o !

° ne of them. They
but it d'idnM woJk ver Tel 1

a

°sT;h.
S

v

Ca
H

tt" in8 ^ that P os^on
get much out of that one AnH f ^ * " ' Chink they'll
apparently just g i v n^ t h em ™H *T "

*
P ° S 1 C 1 ° n 2 < 3 *

-at
1

read
j

u P t
« ^^^1^ t l^' "«»
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SPT Okay. I'll make a little note and I have
another little - an extra little cue card here.

cc And we're about a minute fron LOS, Skylab.
And Hawaii's coning up in 11 minutes . Bil 1 Lenoir will have
the second ATM pass and you can press on till going over the
hill.'''

MCC Okay
, Ed . I only - only one other thing

to talk about this morning and that is that you guys did a
great Job on that transient yesterday. 52 is particularly
happy about it. One thing that you may not have heard about
is that we did have increased X-ray activity up in the PMEC
and the X-REA. They're up about a factor of 10 above background.
I 11 have Bill read up some comments to you about the S052
operations because of all the film we used yesterday on the
Hawai i pass

.

„„„
SPT Okay. I could not see anything in the

XUV monitor after the initial surge from the surface. I
could see that going out. I looked about an arc minute or so
aoove the surface and inclined about the same direction the
material was moving. And I think initially, because of the
call, I was, I thought that perhaps - -

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle trackingstation. Next acquisition in 9 minutes and 20 seconds, will
be through Hawaii where Bill Lenoir, astronaut Bill Lenoir,
will continue the ATM science conference with Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. James Milligan of the Marshall Space Flight Centerwho is PI for S056, the dual X-ray telescope, spent the last

*

8 ninutes or more discussing with Science ,'ilot Gibson the
ATM operations. He commented the crew on the great job they
did yesterday on the transient event which occurred at about
Greenwich mean time 19:00 hours. This has been reported as
being the best surge yet seen in Skylab by the ATM scientists
here at Mission Control Center. This has been the first time
the crew has seen an event of this type during this mission.
Nex: acquisition in 8 minutes and 20 seconds through Hawaii.
At Greenwich mean time 16 hours 56 minutes, this is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich uean time

17 hours 3 minutes. We will have part 2 of the science

conference through the Hawaiian tracking station, the 9-minute

and 47 second duration pass during which time astronaut,

Bill Lenoir will discuss with Science Pilot Gibson the ATM

operations during this weekly science conf e rence . We ' 1

1

bring the line up for this 9-minute pass.
MCC Skylab this is Houston with the rest

of the ATM conference. Over.
SPT Go ahead , Bill

.

MCC Okay. Jim is still here if you've got

any more discussion you'd like to carry on with him. We

could do that now and if not I'll Just press on to my agenda.

MCC 0 - -

SPT No, I thlr.k I understand my what informa-

tion Jia gave. It was most useful and I'll try and follow

It through, especially working on that area I Just was this

morning

.

MCC Okay. Fine. Now let's see. The first

thing I want to talk about real quick was what Jim didn't
quite get tine for and that's the 52 f i In budRet. Their

frames remaining now dictates the following policy and if

you'd like, when I'm finished you can ask us and we can send

you a note on it. The first really, Is just telling you

how they'll operate. They'll operate in option B and every

evening synoptic building block 1. They will cancel a proposed
JOP 9 and they will reallocate those frames into their transitu:

reserve. There it sufficient film remaining for continued
BB32's, quickies, that is, every manned orbit and for their

continued unattended operations on - during your sleep

period. They now have sufficient JOP 7 data and desire no

further JOP 7, the atmospheric extinction. And the big

message here is, should another transient occur, they would
very dearly desire as complete operations as possible just

like yesterday. And they're very encouraged about that and

are not at all unhappy about reallocating their film for that.

Over,
SPT That's good to hear. I hope we can

have another opportunity like that for them.
MCC Okay. Fine. So do ve . Now thfc next

thing is the 82A sequence. You got a general message
up last night and I guess the first thing I ought to do is

to let me ask you ask me sone questions about it, if you

have any, and then if not I'll ask you some about it.

SPT Okay. Let m? Just go right on down
the couple of things I noti'.d here. One was - talktid asout
then running two auto nodes during the unattended . And I woula
prefer, if anyone is available at all, to just coee on
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, . mlnilt « or 20 eeconds, whatever

here and run off an exposure of 1 "J,. ( garb ie) In the

U, y would desire. Ar.d rather th.n h.v. the ^ lctely

auto mode, which "PParenyn8t least whenever I around,

overexposed. So if at all PJ" lit Ju.t let the planners try

| sure would be glad to do that «u J
abouC a 9eCond to.

Jo work that in wher ever po-ible Ju.t t

& ^ 2 Q seconds

.

come on up here and run oft
J» d re£ this program which .ij -

Secondly, they asked whether wt c
dolnR say J5 b uildin fc

laid out here down to - veil, whi l ^ around a tlne c f

block 35 or 34 / ou
° "haJ 3^ y0 u could not pay •"^"•£ tlon

8 minutes remain! n * ^/^^be'cause you're down (garble 30

to the other experiment .. Just " > _ f . Running

^conds making a 20-second expos u re .
The

_ ^ ^ , oi .

these other exper aents whll «
J prob lem. When *<>ug«t

between there 6 minutes ia p robaM y P t0 be hic

down to 2 minutes, we can run 8

^ experlo ent turned around

or miss as to whether ^^/g^ them started with out a

in time. For exanple 54 when we go ^ selecting a new

wait period in there of mayb e 1
,

2
i bothersome . Because

grating position tot Sometimes for a minute or 2.

that requires your f u 1 1 a
t

en i o sltlon . And sane for

if you don't want to f
3 ^ '

g there might be some good

56, giving them repeat t Ive
,
18 ^ yQu don<t t s

? hir.:;K"- - —-
"

: quIckly as they would ll"

under normal conditions.
Thank8 for that . Ad we'll

take "fat under adviaU - disc uss it aj.1n^ th
>;

1

of the experiments. R
*f*

rd^ ft rather than doing the unattendea

possible, let the crewmen take it ra ^ comnand the y

with the auto too, as you
"J fllo that „ a y. We're

have. So, it does """"'"^"u-ly the thought had

very pleased or your
t0\ sk ab out it. And

r.«»: s: PPy --.r^d^rnaU-^y t,„.. -a
SPT

j

V,en '

fri data Each frame is valuable.

And that really gives «"< U
J

dat
Another question there was

and I hate to see us waste it. ^^^^ J0P 3? Now, that,

JOP 3. Could you run that *^ u«* c *

t .
certainly if you

I didn't quite "« de
;

S^ ' J u ld be running a

bad a flare going, I don t
co pay proper

^:".tr.n tr^:trerLrerirn; as well as monitoring the

p».»»- •< -
-r^rw^d^t^/rorrhiVrart.cu-r

is that as the message states d/A wov
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sequence to be initiated at crewman's dlscret:on at the

beginning of an orbit when the activity looks high and

ideally if you could look ahead at times, and could predict

flares, that's when they would like it the most. So if you

have been successful at picking a highflare probability

orbit, you'll always have to address the question of what

happens if we get a flare during this? Obviously that says

that we go into JOP 3. 82A, if they were the only experi-

ment operating chat day , would like very much to continue

on through their sequence here with the exception of jumping

ahead to the 30-second exposures during the most active peno
picking up the other exposures Liter. Obviously that a

inconsistent with the operation of JOP 3 and attention

to the other four experiments and I guess our main question

there concerned over and above what we could guoss and that

is that in the 30-second frame interval, obviously there a

a severe conflict. And JOP 3, we're not going to be able

to ignore the other experiments so that 82A would have to

take what they get there ami I guess, our real question is,

what do you think we could get there and how much problem

is this going to be for you?
SPT Well, I think, once the flare starts,

if we really want to catch one, we're going to have our eyes

Klued onto the XUV monitor. And I think we could probably

spend the time to start and stop the 82A every 30 seconds

for 20-second exposures, if we weren't doing much else

except looking at the XUV monitor. But once we ge . into

the flare rise itself, that's another ball. game, because

you've got to get everybody else running, make sure they re

in their proper mode and monitor the flare. And that

During that time period 1 don't think we could continue to

give them 20-second exposures every 30. We could give Jt a

ro but I don't think it would come out -nywherc near as

uniforn a series of exposures as we could otherwise If they

would like .

END OF TAPE
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SPT 1 - - and th* time to start and atop

the 62A for 20 - every 30 seconds for 20-aecond exposures and

we weren't doing much else except looking at the XUV monitor.

But once we get into the flare rise itself, that'$ another

ball game, because you got to get everybody else running

and make sure they're in their proper mode and monitor the

flare. And that - during that time period I don't think

we could continue to give them 20-second exposures every

30. We could give it a go, but I don't think it would come

out anywhere near as uniform a series of exposures as we

could otherwise that they would like.

MCC Yeah, I concur Just having thought about

it here. It sounds like what we're saying is that in essence

this 82A sequence and JOP 3 are incompatible in that you

cannot do them both and do each of them well. And what we'll

do here on the ground is to take a look at it again with

all of the experiments represented and get some words up

to you as to guidelines as to how to operate; to press on

with 82A or to terminate and go to JOP 3. Is that reasonable

SP'f Yeah, I think so. Or if they'll settle

for a more sporatic timing on it, that's fine. I also -

I'd like to say yes on that but I - existing realities of it

say that I know it wouldn't be possible. •

MCC Right, we - we can - -

SPT - - the other ones during the periods

of high activity, that is when we have fluctuating bright

points and, you know, the X-ray counts drop and so forth but

we really didn't have a flare. There I think we can go ahead

and continue on with this sequence if they would like it

initiated. , *V .\\H ;

MCC Okay, I'm sure they would there. And

we concur with you wholehearted that we certainly don't

want to do two chinga poorly simultaneously when wc could

pick one thing and do it very well. And we're 1 minute from

LOS. Goldatone i« next in 3 minutes. And Dr. Musgrave

is taking off his CAP COMM h*t right now and putting on his

medic hat; he'll be talking with you then. And we've got

another 40 seconds here.
MCC Okay, Ed, well that was basically about

all I had here other than to remind you to think sone more

about the shuttle-type planning as we discussed yesterday,

and I'll talk with you tomorrow about that. And I guess

for now we got 20 seconds left. I'll sign off and say I'll

see you tomorrow as ATM and I'll see you in about 45 minutes

as visual observations.
SPT Okay, thanks very much Bill. I haven't

had a chance to talk a little bit about what I see this
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'morning on the Sun, but I'll do that when we get a free

pass .

CDR Hey, Story the VTS has got some stwfl

on it; you might want to dump it over Goldstone.
CC Okay , Jer .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich near, time

17 hours 15 minutes; loss of signal through Hawaii. Next

acquisition will be through Goldstone in 30 seconds. Repeat:

The Dr. Robert MacQueen, Principal Investigator of ATM

instrument, will be at the Johnson Space Center newsroom

at 1:30 central daylight tine for a briefing on yesterday's

prominence observed by the crew. That's 1 : 30 in Building

1 newsroom, Dr. Robert MacQueen.
PAO Part three of the science conference

will be conducted during the Goldstone stateside pass with

Dr. Story Musgrave discussing with the crew medical

experiment operations. This is a 7-minute pass, we'll

bring the line up for this stateside pass science conference.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through

Goldstone for 7 minutes here. We're rewinding the VTR and

then we'll get a dump on it. And in the medical world

before I get into my agenda and all, have you got something

f o r me ?

SPT No, I don't think so, Story. We're

looking at the agenda you had lined up and it sounded
pretty good. Why don't you go ahead?

CC Okay, before jumping right into It,

the M070 series people want to thank you very much for

a superb Job in managing your diets for the sparing use of

of the extra foods containing minerals and proteins. You've

stayed within very close day-to-day limits on the key nutrients

The collection of urine for 36-hour periods in no way impacts

M071, but it does somewhat the MO 7 3 , of course, because they're

looking for circadian variations in the excretion hormone.

SPT That's too bad, Story.

CC And, moving on to the taste and nroraa.

The results of all those tests, as far as smell goes they're

seeing no evidence for changes there. So, they are seeing

changes with respect to taste that Joe mentioned last week.

And all the comments from here on refer to taste as opposed to

smell. The changes we are seeing are highly individualized f«.r

each crewman. For Jer, he had no change in his threshold of the

four basic flavors. He did show a - he increased his ability to

detect aromatlcally , th^t is to an orange, but rema (ned unchanged

in threshold for the aromatic flavors of onions. So, overall foi

Jer there's no overall dramatic change In flavor spots, comparing
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hla inflight to preflight response*. For Bill, he showed an

increased sensitivity to salt and a very diminished sensitivity

to both the aromatic flavors orange and onions. The other

flavors remained essentially unchanged. These tests would

suggest that foods would taste lomewhat differently to him

inflight than preflight. As for Ed, he showed a marked enhance-

nent and ability to detect sweet things, and an associated loss

in ability to detect the bitter foods. This is coupled with

enhanced ability to detect orange flavor; other flavors

remained unchanged. These also suggest that foods might

taste sweeter and different to Ed inflight. So these findings

are supporting the need for inflight condiments so an individual

can season food to their oun taste preferences which may change

frota preflight to inflight, And they'll - these Pis will

appreciate any further observed changes in your appetite for food.

C D R Roger, Story. We agree with the condiments

idea that we've still got a few things to - wrinkles that

need ironing out in the way of dispensing the condiments,

but we'll talk about that on the ground. And thanks for

the Information on taste and smell. 1 was Just about to ask

day or so ago about - if they'd give us any results.

CC Okay, and I just gave those to you in

summary. He's got another, oh, dozen pages beyond the summary

and I Just don't have time to get all that information to you.

CDR Well, what you gave was fine. Thank you.

CC Okay, and M092 there's r.o really significant

changes. You're all hanging in there even closer to preflight

now than you were about a month ago. Again the only really

significant things are the extreme changes that we're seeing in

venous compliance or the ]eg volume changes with respect to lower

body negative pressure. Both Ed and Bill are pretty much

stable now, and Jer, you've gone a little further in that.

You're down to about minus 15 to minus 18 percent on that

you

once we crank in th

SPT
percent ?

CC
CDR
CC

• new cal curves for that CJ

Okay, what - what am I down
nd .

t n in te r tis

For Jer on mission day 57 you wrc ninus IB

That's in venous compliance. Ripht?

That's in the total, the venous crriplianrc

plus any fluids. In other words, filtration of fluids out of

the vessels into the leg. That's the total calf change.
I sue and I'm not using the Charlie Juilett

I'm using Charlie Sierra.
CI>R

legband

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
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and I'll be able to finish up that M131 and H171 at that tlwc
CDR Rotei

PA0 Skylab control, Greenwich mean time 17 hours

24 minutes. A brief loss of signal as the spacecraft crosses

the northern limits of the U... out of acquisition of Texas and

MJLA. Next acquisition will be through Bermuda in 2 minutes

and 50 seconds. CAP COHM Dr. Story Musgrave completing the

medical part of the science conference today, a conference

which occurs each day that the crew has off. Passed up work

to the crew the doctors here at the Johnson :ommend tne crew

for the manner in which they have managed their menu. Also dis-

cussed the apparent change in the crew's taste and (garble),

one of the tests on board, and one of the detailed test objectives.

However, not assigned an experiment nunber, it is referred as

a taste and aroma evaluation, a project of Dr. Norman heidelbaugh

of the Life Sciences Directorate here at the Johnson Space Center.

Dr Robert Parker, scientist-astronaut will conduct the corollary

science conference with the crew during this Bermuda pass.

We'll hold the line up for this pass which is scheduled for

8 minutes in duration.
cc Skylab, we're back with you through Bermuda

for 8 minutes with Dr. Parker and the corollary. We got

5 minutes off the VTR. You got 21 minutes of recording

time on it between now and the next stateside pass.

MCC Afternoon, Skylab.

MCC Skylab, Houston, do you read?

cc Skylab, apparently we're getting up to

you, but we're getting your voice at the site, but we're not

getting you back in Houston.
CDR Roger. How do you read now, Story?

CC Loud and clear. Here's Bob.

CDR Hi Bob.

MCC Af ternoon

.

PLT Hello, Bob.

MCC Hello. Afternoon Skylab. Let rae say first

of all, ve had intended to have an S063 message up to Bill

answering some of his questions. It's still in work, it

should be up today sometime I hope. In general let me say

that it - it emphasises the Pis' concern about the use of

reticle to tra»t the airglow layer itself. And is a response

to some comnents you sent down a week ago, Bill. If- let

me sav, if it doesn't answer all of your questions, don t

hesitate to purap us again and we'll try and do better next tine.

Or a suggestion that I might make is that Ed has seemed happy

with the procedures, you might - the two of you might try and

work out something with you as well. It's better to taU between

the two of you onboard than to try and get this sort of limited

coununicatlon between us on and you up there. Over.
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Roaev Bob. We'll get those two together.
CDR „?

8
?. a - i 8 av it's in uorV cooing up.

MCC Okay. As I say l
:

• the

I hope it arswers the questions that Bll * ad
; ,

Pis were especially pleased ^ ^^^f/ ^y probably especially
I .Ight say that one or h

«/^^H,, convince people to
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HOC - - the thing - it's in work, coming up.

I hop* It answer* the questions that 8111 had. On T020, the

Pis were especially pleased with the debriefing. I guess I

might say the one of the reasons they're probably especially
please-V la the fact that it was enough to convince people to

give Lhe» a second unsuitej run as you suggested. That run,

right now, we're trying to get on mission day 70 and so I might

say that following your comments in the debriefing, we are

planning on deemphasl*iug the non-rigid modes and sticking pretty

well with the rigid modes. We'll be sending you updates on

that later on, the next couple of days. Over.
CDR Okay. That's very good, Bob. I really

do feel like we owe them more data and there's more data to

be gotten- And I agree wholeheartedly, the rigid system's
the way to go.

HCC Okuy. And on to the next maneuvering
unit, M509. Even though we didn't get all the things that

we planned yesterday, chey are quite pleased because it turned
out we got the highest priority items anyway and things are

fitting pretty well in with the stuff we goc on Al Bean's run.

In terms of Bill's run, which is coining up on Sunday, we've
gotten his comments on checklist modifications and they're
going to try to avoid confusing construction that happened.
The - Bill's run, they're going to try and streamline a bit
to redo some of the calibration maneuvers which you got so
well yescerday, Jerry. And they'll try and schedule all the
CMC work early so that the power problems should not be as

severe as they were yesterday. The emphasis in Bill's run,
his suited run'll probably be on the exploratory and discri -

discriminatory tasks and those sort of maneuvers. Over.
CDR That's excellent, Bob. I think there's

some good information to be gained there and I think we ought
to give it a little priority. One question: Do the folks down
there think that our battery capacities are beginning to

diminish considerably?
MCC We've had bitter discussion on that and I

guess I'd really like to defer on that. The general feeling
right here at the moment, though, is that the batteries are
performing aa expected and we're not terribly concerned about
then. But there is some discussion still going on and let

me take an action item and have somebody give you an update
on that tonight or tomorrow morning when we get more data in.

We had a little bit of trouble getting data back from the sites
yesterday afternoon so we're a little slow on getting those
facts for you

.

CDR Okay. Well, we'll just have to do a better
job then of consumables management. We'll get all cranked up
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Flight Plan with not too many holes In It we're more happy

having those Individual Items accomplished than the Items
^

that Ire on the shopping list. Some Items are on the "hopping

nopinj to get th» done, items which are due a long time

in advance H478 Is in particular one of those. And i we

don't get those done, by the time they^need to be done we 11

take them off the shopping list and schedule then. So the

llolv ng list really has to be, If ve 4on't take the word

too"seriously, lower priority Item, which we'd Ike to fit

5n If we can But ones we don't feel as strongly enough to

interrupt say an ATM pass or an S063 pass. Over,
interrupt say v

^ understand that. I sec documen-

tary Photos are being treated that way too. We've seen them

on thes^ping list! then they've dropped off and shown up

on the schedule.
Hcc That 's exactly right .

CC And we're going LOS here. See you In

Canaries In about 1 minute. Be looking to dump the data/voice

there and It'll be Bill Lenoir with the visual ops.

cdr So long, Story.

MC C Skylab, Houston with the visual observation

confe'rence followed by the comet conference for a total of

16 miLtes and I understand I've got about 9 minutes here.

So I'll Just start right in if that's okay.

SPT Press on.

MCC ok*y. One thought, today being the crew day

off, we're wondering If we're going to have another bunch of

film like last crew day off and one thought we wanted to get

UP to you in case that was the case, is we have a lot of

infrared film that we must shoot up today or el" "
rewinding it and not taking pictures on it. I believe it s

like 51 frames. We recommend that you take those on target

of opportunity basis out the window based on your
J'*

1 " 1 "*

and you know as well as we do what Infrared is best for and

the optlonals in schedule, that we've given you other than

the Connecticut River Ice probably aren't very good or
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and leads and all the rest of it there.

MCC Okay, good. Sow getting into the agenda

for today, let me if I could here - let me start at the back

and talk about the post flight because 1 don ' '°
J

SS

that. 1 have to get an answer from you on this. The AG

U

spring meeting in Washington in April, is got a day hat s

set up half EREP and half KRTS. The EREP half is being
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HOC The ECU spring netting in Washington
in April has got a day that's sat up half EREP and half
ERTS. Ths EREP half is being divided up between some
visual observations and ERSP. Owen being the chief mover
hare. Dick Wilaarth and I have bean planning the visual
observations presentation. We're recommending a paper entitled
something like "Man's Role in Earth Observations from Space,"
and with your permission, we'd like right now to submit
an abstract for you guys for you three as the co-author a . l *

your schedule doesn't permit you to actually deliver the paper,
I can do it for you since I'll be there for another one.
Sut abstract deadline is today, so I needed to talk to you
about that today.

CDR Roger, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. We'll do it. Another thought

thinking ahead for postf light, we haven't done anything
officially other than thinking that we would steal some
tioa from EREP on post flight debriefing time. We've been
thinking the kinds of things that we need to do which is
really ti t exseod a - significant amount of time, wc think,
with each of the investigators and going at it area by
area, looking at the transparencies that have resulted. We've
asked for EREP'a postfllght debriefing to be as late as we can
so that we can get as much of the film developed and have
time to assess it beforehand. And also to look at it in
realtime with you. And we would hope that we could get
enough tine here to do this area by area. Wondered If you
could do some thinking about this and come back with some
recommendations on your part as to how long you think we
ought to request of management for that debriefing?

CDR Okay, Bill. We've already given that
some thought. We think that - We agree with you that it

ought to be ione late, ao that all photographs are - have
been developed and are ready to go and I think we ought to
very definitely lay aside some time for Earth observations
debrleflngs a^d it's going to take some time if we get with
each different PI. I would suggest a minimum of a couple of
hours with each one.

MCC Roger. That's what we were thinking.
And when we start adding that up, it looks on the order of
day or two type timing.

CDR Yeah. That sounds about right.
MCC Okay. We'll put the Input in. Okay.

Now getting back to the first part. The things that we will
be emphasizing here in the future over the next 2 weeks are
the oceans we'll be looking at the Falkland Current, the
New Zealand Current area, the interesting area that you have
found upwelling off of Mexico and island wakes. These are
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•il a» Sun becomes available over these. We'll continue

our lakes and ice Investigation. The message we sent you

on river deltas, we will not be scheduling. Anytime you

happen to be looking out the window and spot one, just

click off a shot or two of it. Again, we will be scheduling

lots of dunes. We prefer the photographs first, observation

second on those. Similarly, we'll be scheduling snowcover

in the Cascades in the Kings River and Salt Verde River baBin

areas. What we would like there is 300-»illimete r Nikon*

of the edge of the snow «over. Presently you may not know

that the northwest United States up in the Washington,

Oregon, northern California, and Idaho range are having severe

floods right now. I menticn this to you on a target of

opportunity basis. You might get some photographic coverage of

that. Geology will be concentrating on the Africa Rift, the

San Andreas Fault and the Romanche Trench extension. The

119 Alfa we sent up will be hitting rangeland, metropolitan

complexes, dim light. We will not be scheduling any atmos-

pheric sites, because we don't know where they are. We'll

have to depend on that as a target of opportunity. So you

can see we'll be quite busy scheduling these things. We

don't anticipate getting anywhere near as much as we would like.

But anything we get here is really Just great. On some

of the results that we have gotten so far, going back down

pretty much the same type of the list here, oceans, the

Falkland Current area is very much new. Uncil 1967, they

did very little fishing out there. Just not knowing the

potential. In 67, Russia moved in and took 61,000

tons of fish. The following year, Argentina declared

200-mile coastal Units for their nation and they re now
^

taking several 100 thousand tons per year. They just den t

have the scientific or technical capability to do the kind

of things that will enhance the potential. All of your

observations around New Zealand on the current and the

upwellirg is all new. It just was totally unknown prior

to the flight. We're anxious to look sonemore at the up-

welling that you discovered off the Gulf of Tehuantepec in

Mexico there and beglr. to try to take this apart and see

if there's a local upvelling, if it's like you suspected a

confluence of an equatorial counter current with the California

Current, or Just what is lr. In addition, the information

that you gave, us auch earlier in the mission, I believe

Jerry did it on the Sakuraziaa volcanic eruption clouds gave

us unique information on the size, the distribution downwind

and the color variations of the plume. And we ' re anxious ly

awaiting the photography that was taken of that. In the - -

Cdr Roger. There seems to be some very

strange winds down there too. I notice how the smoke moves
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all in one direction In kind of a straight line and then
just suddenly it plumes off to the side like there'* a good
shear wind

.

MCC Okay. Good.
SPT By the way, I'm looking out the window

right now at the Coast of Mauritania and they've got one heck
of a dusc storm going on. The wind's blowing from the
northeast and blowing dust out over the ocean.

MCC Okay. Good. If you get a chance give
us a good observation and put it on the recording and we'll
take a look at it. We've got one - -

CDR Just got two H - HOC photos of it.

MCC Okay. We've got lota of film. And
what we would we would prefer on any sites In the future
Is to take a minimum of 3 frames of whatever it is and

try to get a stero of virtually everything. We've got

all sorts of film left

,

CDR Good show.
MCC Okay. A couple of other inputs here

on acconpl ishments , the fire that was discovered in

Australia was new and unknown. We turned that over to thera.

We recently made perhaps a connection between the dust
storm that you discovered several weeks ago up off of

Algeria with dust that is appearing in the Caribbean that

is brought in on the northeast tradewinds. We wonder if

there's any connection here. We'll be looking at it on
the ground side. If you see any evidence of dust borne
in the northeast trades, get us some pictures of it. Simila
the geologic feature that you pointed out to us in Wisconsin
appears to us to be Just fortuitous that it appears like a

feature. Although, of course, we raise our eyebrows and
say, well, we better go back and look at that. Perhaps you
have discovered a feature that's real that's previously
undetected. So that's kind of a broad brush example across
our various regions here as to the types of real contribu-
tion that has been made to date just based on the words with
out even looking at the pictures. And I've also tried here
give you an idea of what we'll be concentrating on in the

next 2 weeks. And obvious, I'm giving you a list of 300 per
cent of what we can really get dona and we'll Just do what

we can on it. And I'll turn it over to you for a comment
or so here. And then when you're finished, we'll turn

it over to comet .

CDR Okay, Bill. The last 30 seconds
were - you dropped out so wo missed all of that.

MCC Okay, I was Just carrying on here, wasn'
all that important probably not worth repeating. If you
don't have any further comments, we'll turn it over here
to Stan Fields for the comet.
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CDR Okay, hello Stan.
MCC Hello. I'd like to take (he next few

minutes %q dl»cu»i vich you the comet. First of all 1 want
to tell you hew we .ippraclat« the sketches you prepared for
you and also the deiicript ions you gave. These have been
very valuable to us and Maurice Dubln points out that your
sketches and descriptions nay stake it possible to form the
bases to one of the best scientific publications to cone out
of our entire observations opa - observational programs. Also
I'd like to point out that we believe that on mission day 50
when you saw the violet color in the white tail, you were
probably seeing the gas tail. Ed, we agree with you that
JQP 18 has been very successful ind the ATM observations
around perihelion plus your sketches and descriptions are
going to be very valuable.

SPT Stan, it really doesn't say we were looking
at the dust tail because - or the gas tail because it appeared
to be pretty nuch coinciding with the dust tail up to that -
to where we - the point we could still see the dust tail and
I expacted to see them diverge.

MCC 0 - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC - - very valuable,
SPT Yeah, I vat hesitant to aay ve were

really looking at tha dust tall because - or the gas tall
because It appeared to be pretty nuch coinciding with the -

with the dust tail up to that - to where we - the point
we could still see the dust tail, and I expected the two to

d Iverge

.

MCC Okay, we Just thought fro* the - the

color description there that there was some possibility.
Now then I would like to tell you a little bit about what's
going on down here. First of all, I'd like to report to

tell you the detection of a new molecule since the last

time we talked to you; that's hydrogen cyanide. Also during

the last conference we told you spmewhat prematurely about

the detection of water fro* the comet for the first tine.

This, however, has now been confirmed by other groups. AI30

Just this morning the Smithsonian As t rophys ical Observatory
reports the observance of CH in radio euission. The importance
of this is that it's the first observance of a molecule in

radio emission that has also been observed in emission In the

visible regions. There's been a couple of rocket launches

since their last conference. The John Hopkins University on 5

January obtained a spectrum in the UV and identified the

Lyman-alpha and atomic oxygen. Surface brightness was estimated
at 80 kilora - rayleigh in Lyman-alpha and 4.5 in OK. This

observance occurred near the time that you were performing an

S019 operation. An RL on a rocket on the 8th of January with

three Carruthers cameras onboard observed the cloud in Lyman-

alpha which was nearly spherical in a central region out to

about l/9th degree, then the intensity dropped rapidly with a

cloud distorted in the antJ.solar direction. In this period you

made several S201 observations which should prove very

interesting in following the development of the cloud. The image

in the 1230 to 2000 angstrom, range had a 5 arc minute diameter
and integrated brightness about the same as the star Eta Capricorn.
The spectrum showed atomic oxygen at 1304 angstroms and atomic
carbon at 1657 angstroms. The carbon emission was about four tines
stronger than the oxygen. Also, some - -

SPT Very good, go ahead.
MCC Okay, on none photographic results,

the University of Minnesota reports IR observations with
an antitail beginning about - observed through t* January.

The coma and regular tail showed the silicate structure
identifed in Comet Bennett, whereas the antitail showed
irregular black body spectrum cooler than the coma and
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consistent with the presence of larger partlales. Th«

Joint observatory commentary research at South Baldy, a

mountain In New Mexico, has been photographing the comet

dally. The latest report on 1J January, gave a gas tail

measured of 25 degrees long with * distinct curvature

at the end, and a dust tail 10 degrees lo*g; also an antitall

1/2 depree long. The visual observations these days are

estimating tali lengths approximately 6 degrees.

SPT The antitall, which exact direction was that?

Was that still solar or what was the orientation?

MCC Yes, that would be solar.

Spt So that would correlate with what we

were able to see visually for the first 3 or 4 days after

per lhel Ion

.

MCC Yes, that seeas to agree, Also, the

coaet magnitude Is not as bright as we'd hoped It would

be at the time. As you remember, prior to perihelion, we had

given you some visual ops to compare with the curve you have

on board and those magnitudes were running 1 to 2 magnitudes

below the Arend-Roland curve. The pos

t

P e r the 1 i on visual

ops at this time seem to show the comet being 3 to 4

magnitudes below the Arend-Roland curve. Incidentally, we

did observe the comet here at Houston for the past three

nights and this has been the first time we've been able

to see it since perihelion. From the astronomers point of

view there is no reason for disappointment in this low visual

magnitude of Kohoutek. In fact, we're waiting the opportunity

to correlate the data gathered on the ground with the Skylab

observations. There are a number of theories as to why the

magnitude of Kohoutek has not lived up to Its advanced billing.

Some astronomers theorize that Comet Kohoutek Is a new comet

not previously effected by solar radiation and that the head

of -he comet U covered by a low vapor layered crust that in

none way inhibits the brilliance that could otherwise be expected.

Others believe it is - it is possible that Comet Kohoutek

consists of a highly volatile gases that vaporlie soon after

the comet was discovered leading to a prediction of a higher

brilliance that finally occurred. Additional theory holds

that Kohoutek approached perLhelion - - ae it approached

perihelion, the Sun quieted down considerably thus producing

less effects on the comet. However you know that comets are

very unpredictable. And in wrapping up here, I'd like to say

that starting about mission day 71 we do plan some more comet

observations with the corollary experiments. Thank you.

CC And we're 20 - -

S PT Thank you very much. Excellent rundown

Stan. Appreciate it.
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active region 28 shows up as a faint region about, oh, 1 arc

«Jnu^e o 1-1/2 arc ninute diameter. The active region

29 also shows up, but It looks almost like a bright spot

than an active region. There is ano the r one

farther right out to the northeast, about 2 arc minutes

J! JlPok! to be about the same intensity, maybe a little

Mt smaller tha, active region 29. But without the labeling

here. I would not be able to say one was the active

linand one wasn't. They both appear to be about he

9 sme. That is if you go from active region 28 29 and

then about almost an equal distance maybe two-thirds

of the distance between 28 and 29 you find another br igh

-not Active region 27 shows up on the Liob. It s rotated a

lit ie M off the Hmb. And lf« not anywhere near as bright as

III yesterday. In looking at the active regions In oxygen 6

this morning everything looked pretty quiet. There was

no too .uch - not very many high gradients in the intensity,

and there was no real bright points. They were up arounc

«

thousand to a thousand and a half or so in the two regi on. I

looked at or three regions at 20, 21, and .6. So that is why

8 turning I elected not to work with the ac tlvj re*
:

™ s bul

rather to look off the disk and see what I could find there.

This last orbit 1 looked off the disk again at about 285

and used Lyman-Beta to look for the prominence. And

just found a very diffuse area of emission all the

way out to around - I'm guessing now because I didn t ta*e

the figures exactly. But they were about 60 to 70 arc seconds
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oast orbit I took data on oxygen - or on Lyman-Beta
.

MI RROR AUTO RASTERS and 82B wavelengths long expo sure hop 1 ng

that if it was relatively cool material we could see that.

And tne next orbit I think I'll go on beck and start, looking

at the active regions again. That does it.

cc Okay, Ed. Thanks a lot. And we d ii*e

a stop on S055. We saw the grating running with the dcor

ShUt
"

c PT R0 g, Story. I was trying to light it

UK to get it close to zero agrin, and got talking and Just

forg ot about it. Th.nk
k

yo«.
<nd ^ ^ ^ ^

30 seconds to LOS, about 15 minutes to Hawaii at
18'*J-

And for everybody, Goddard is totally clouded over. Ue

would like to cancel your laser runs at 1 9 . 0 5 and 2 .
u .

That's for everyone, just cancel on your details 19.05 and

20:42.
cpt Thank you, Story.

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

ir. Jay Gosling, co-Pi of S052, Dr. Neil Sheely S082

co-Principal Investigator, and Joseph H r«n . f

*°J
A

conization is scheduled no begin in the briefing room

momentarily. We'll recor, the Hawaii and states de pi...

If the briefing is still in progress at that time. And

we'll turn the line over to the newsroom Build for

the briefing on yesterday's solar prominence activity on

the sin. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours 31 minutes, this

is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

19 hour. 18 minutes. We h*ve 15 minutes « f "" r^ alJ
conversation with t h . SJjl.b IV crew throu jh th.

i:Me"" n ion
8
passVuow^g the completion of the

J;,! K fl8 occurred. It's never teen seen before in a Sk> A ab
1

, Filament 81 is approximately at the center of

^Sun: TieT/ew was askeo to put ^P 8 A into initiation.

That's 1oint observation program 8A. The crew was a so

Idv sed during that pass that the probability of. flare

in active eg on 21 nas risen to approximately 75 percent.

We'll Play this Hawaii and stateside pass and then play

catchup through the Ascension station.

cc Ed, Houston.

SPT Go ahead. ,

cc Ed it's our lucky day again. We re

seeing a disk transient in filament 81. Like you to

perform a JOP 8A step 5, that's a building block 10.

c PT Sav again location.

cc It's filament 81. That's at 2 70 . 2 radi

cow Story, you never did talk to us about

M171 today And 1 would propose that sometime after it gets

coo ed down here, a llitleblt, Ed and I still plan on

Jv ng you one more fully instrumented with the MA max

effort , and I would suggest .hjt-.de it in ej^
::rt:: ;.i n:w

u
:h::

n
thrf's

w,

;oinrto
e

b

s

e . ... .f^u-n

It over here. We were flight planning that type of run

around mission day 78 or 79 but we're not yet sure that we

can do that in lieu of an M171.

C?
R

And* if you're not using the VTR, we'd

llke t0 rewind it h.r. Jt
H.;jl -^h^' ' ^And Story

I think I prefer that we not Flight Plan It, that we go ahead

and let u, try to get It ad lib a. best we can.

rr Copy , Je *

•

CD R we'll try to do it on a day when you

give ufc 171 plus PT PH afterwards.
CC Okay . . ,

Cdr It certainly would seem to me » whole

lot more efficient to let us do a regular exercise routine

in lieu of a 171.

cc c°py Ier «
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CC And while I've got you, I've got two

changes to your EREP C&D pad.
CDR Okay, go ahead.
CC I'm going to get with Bill shortly about

doing another thermal alignment. And pertaining to that

for you, S19 2, POWER ON at 19:33.
CDR Okay, 9 r 33 Instead of - 19:33 instead

of 19:37.
CC Yeah, bring it up at 19:33 and then at

20:00 S192 to CHECK

.

CDR Okay, 19:33, S192 POWER ON, 19 - 20:00

would be MODE to CHECK.
CC That's affirm and is Bill right there?
CDR Okay, he's ready to copy.
CC Okay, the alignment he did, we got an

excellent visible alignment. The therna) alignment all we're
seeing in terms of data was noise, so we'd like him to

perform an align check for thermal only at 20:06 and

voice/record the meter reading.
PLT Hey, Story you seem to dismiss the

thermal. I thought I got a fairly good one, but I'll recheck
at 20:06.

SPT Story, would you confirn that I got the

right pointing. It doesn't - nothing - the numbers don't quite
agree with what I'm seeing.

CC Okay, Ed. That's just an align chirk.

Bill .

PLT Roger, .ilign check.

CC And regardless of what you get, go ahead
and GO for the data.

PLT Roger.
SPT Story, could you confirm we got the

right pointing. The numbers don't quite correspond to what

I see on the disk.
CC We're checking. Okay, Ed, go right 200

and leave UP - DOWN where it is and you ought to be right

on it.
CC Okay, go to 200, UP - DOWN the same as

it is, it ought to be there.
SPT Story, that's Just about what I was on.

Moving out from sub - Sun center, there are two filaments.
Is it the one furcherest out or the one close to the center?

CC Closest to the center, Ed.

CC And as you're reading, 21 has got

flarii probability of about 75 percent now.

END OF TAPE
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CC Co ahead , Jer we're just coning up on
Goldetone.

CC Co ahead, Jer, we got Goldetone for
5 minutes .

CDR How do you read, Story.
CC Loud and clear, how're you reading me.
CDR Okay, reading you okay now. I repeat,

permanent general message number 7B that just cane up on
the food excess situation, in paragraph 2 of free calories
does not list butter cookies. Is it nn oversight or have we
now eaten up the excess and the only butter cookies left are
for planned menus.

CC We'll get you an answer on that Jer.
CDR Thank you

.

SPT Story would you confirm the filament w
which I was - was - now has lifted off, would 82B and 82A,
like to continue on in the building block 10 which I plan to
run the. consecutively now?

CC We'll get you the answer to that and you're
piobably not seeing it because it did lift off, Ed.

SPT Yeah, I understand that now Story, it
was still on the disk at the time when we got over there.

CC Okay.
SPT The same question goes for 54 also, Story.
CC Okay, Ed take data on S054 and just take -

you probably taken then already, we want just one frame of 82A
and one of the 82B.

SPT The 82A got one frame, the 82B got what
was called for in the building block, wavelength SHORT for 20
and 240.

CC Okay, you can leave her right there.
SPT Excuse me that was 10 and 240 that I got.
CC That's good, Ed.
SPT Story your Instruction wan one more or to

continue on in the whole sequence.
CC Let's continue on, Ed.
CC We're about 30 seconds from LOS, about

3 minutes to M X LA.
CC Ed, in terms of the pointing now, you

think you got the correct RIGHT/LEFT but you ought to move
up to 300.

SPT Okay, Story I sure will. That's-foi-
H-alpha 1, that's where I saw it when I moved over there.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, we're back with you through

MILA and Bermuda for 11 minutes.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 10

minutes to Ascension, 19:21. And Ed, that'* the first disk
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c PX That's very good, Stoiy. sorry ll
,

LU

a longt!« up here, 1 had to do a weird roll in there and

I was trying to figure out exactly which one of the two it

was.
^ ^ ^

gp T III tell the planners to delay the flare

« n.^oing to occur^ti^fte^the^.cal vertices.

when sh^falls back in.^^ ^ ^ yQu through Aacenslon

for 9 ainutes. ^ wc . re a minute to LOS about

24 minutes to Carnarvon at 19:54 be looking to dump the

data/voice there. Ed, you got 18 minutes on th
e

VTR.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

19 hours 31 minutes. Completion of the P^V^f f
the

tai>e on the press conference and the conclusion of the

Asc naU pass. Next acquisition in 22 -^'"J^
0^

Carnarvon tracking station. At Greenwich mean time

19 hours ,32 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OT TAPE
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<tVvlAh control «t 19 hours, 53 uinutes

l0.x,i ....... »« "%';;;;v^
t

, Sl Sm.. iol io

».'« du.plng the d.t./volc. 5'^- story „„ th , S190 fll.

CC ArTvJnU.r you ,.t th. S192 .11,.

early yet.
' "

I'd you' got » good man.u.et tl.e, Skyl.b.

pf T ^Story JuSt so you'll know vh.r. v.

started^ Juflt rne rs.d.r.g, on !.«« »« ">«" 1 '

left L reading 17. right Is '"Jlng 12.

?k"i:: vcVe . ...... to LOS, v. -on'.

hav . o.;s ».». -t/ m^".;-;*."

a9 W<,11
CDR Okay, Alfa 5 and Bravo 5.

rr Thank you.

PXO Skylab Control at 20 hour* 5 minu
yA

oi. i -v. on-r* ntation now over northern
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space »""° n

r

°

cklng ant enna
Australia, has passed out of range o t« ck ing

at Carnarvon. Our
-^i^ ^ °at Go!d one antenna in

28 alnutes from now, that will be at Oo ^ ftnal
California. At that t irne the Skylab crew ^
stages of preparations for the Ear tn reso f

Helena,
pass covers a 4000-ml le- long t rack ,

it begins
lbbean>

Montana and end west of Mar tinique Island Car

We'll be back in 27-1/2 minute,, when the Skylao

begin that Earth resources pass.

END Ot TAPE
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pao Skylab Control at 20 hours 31 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station I,
.
now

coming within range of the tracking antenna at Goldstone.

Skylab crew should be preparing for their E.rta "sources

oass at this point. The pass is a 14-minute one that

begins north of Helena. Montana and ends the southeast

of Puerto Rico. Follows track 19 and 20 today. Jhange-

°oUliU brief in, should be about 4:15 If eve rything goes

smoothly during the Earth resources p.. .
8 F light

Director Milton Windier, for a change-of -shif t
br * e ""S

n the Building 1 briefing room. He does put the
_

condition on that that if there are problems cm the Earth

"sources pass, it may take hin a little bit longer to get

out. We'll bring the line up live now at Goldstone.

CDR - - ainute for READY, ON.

PLT Be seeing the coast here pretty soon.

Yeah, I see clouds on that sea. Okay as you pick up Van-

Vancouver is clear, we should pick it up about 33-1 - that

must not be clear. ,

cc Skylab, we're reading you loud and

clear down here and got you "ateside for 16 •

35
CDR Okay, Story Alfa 4 is 92, Alta 3 is ,

are those the two you wanted?

cc We wanted Alfa 5 and Bravo 5.

CDR Okay, Let's see Bravo 5 is 54.

PLT And Story the alignment worked out about

14 to 15 on the left, and about 64-1/2 on the right.

CC Okay, sounds good, Bill.

PLT But the readinRe were down. When I

opened up and checked the al ignment ,
they were "ading

n and 12. Left and right respectivly. I guess that left

voulS read 17 instead of 14 - And - when we m-xed out the

readings. And for the people there on the ground, had

til focu had been all the way to the extreme posi ion.

And hat's the only reason - possible exp .nation can bive

for the fact that the - the good reading 1 gave fell off. I

backed of from the extreme travel away from the microme era.

I was all 'he way away from the micrometers. I backed off from

hat aoout almost three-quarters of a turn - about 5/8 of a turn

CDR MARK . S191 READY llghto ON, going to

to REFERENCE 6.

Plf Let me get that reading.

At 35 even , etand by -

MARK. SCATTEROMETRR, ON, RADIOMETER,

cc Okay, and Bill for your VTS trackings,

a special 01 the clouds, you'll have 0.8 A to overcast,

CDR
CDR

CN
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that ought to be good. You're 365 Is clear but probably snow
covered and your special 0! is slightly doubtful, we'll call
in about a 0.8 to an overcast on that one.

PLT Okay . That 's a snow cover, anyway. Maybe
I can find a place between the clouds. MAIN DAC coming on.
- - Even. Man, you're getting - -

CDR Okay, we're coming up on 36:03 - -

PLT MARK.
CDR - - with an ETC POWER ON.
PLT DAC OFF.
CDR S tand by

.

CDR MARK. ETC POWER ON.
PLT A rainvte until 36:40. Stand by -

PLT MARK. DAC off. Okay going from the lead
or lead or whatever it is. There Js the Black Hills. There
are the Black Hills.

CDR Okay, on my mark it vill be 37:03 with
the ETC to AUTO on 190 -

CDR MARK. 190 is in AUTO and ETC should be
in AUTO. Next nark at 37:40.' Hey I got a MALF light on
camera 6. Okay the next mark is 37:40. Stand bv -

CDR MARK. M192 MODE to READY. Got good
TAPE MOTION. An occasional flicker in the TAPE MOTION light.

Okay, I got the target, how about that
DAC ON. - - Data, I wouldn't have bet money on
Sun center, you know that analogy I drew between

PLT
sports fans,
this at all.
the (garble)

.

CDR
PLT

Yeah .

That '3 how I caught it. (Chuckle)

END OF TAPE
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PLT Just made my whole day. The DAC

okay, DAC OFF ,
going for special 02 any late up

.
date, Story.

Okav I'll just wait here and see what I can find.
'

' cc No lir, nothing new here.

PLT Okav

.

rnR Still got our MALF light on camera 6.

p£? Okay, 02 at 39:20. Now (Garble) I've

never seen so much snow. Not the „.y it looks there

CD r Okay, my next nark is at 39. 4U.

PLT Okay , it's all snow

.

CDR Stand by - ..

CDR MARK . 193 POLARIZATION to ,
At 50,

all right at 50 A-5 is 40 correction 37, B-5 Is 54, C- 3
is

88 and Delta 3 is 83. n^n't see
pLT Now I can see the ground. Don t see

snv snow, that's unusual.a y
cc And when anyone get a break u P there,

don't forget to load the new maneuver time for going back

to SI it's 21 minutes or 50, 025.

PLT Thank you. Okay, I've missed the

snow cover, I'm going to the Blake Escarpment
.

Mark is

44:36, that's in a couple of minutes. Now there s a break

the clouds I'm going to go for something.
. t „

CDR Okay, at 41:10 we're looking for a

S190 READY out. Still got ny MALF light.

pLT Okay, I'm going to take data lines

Single hole that you can spot through the clouds, it's not

got -now cover on it. ^ ^ ^ ^ Ught ^
ETC ought to be in STANDBY, now Ed, 190 MODE to STANDBY

,

sotting up frame 45, 41:30 is my next mark, stand by -
sotting up

MQDE ^ CHECK>CDR

CDR
outs at 39-50

CC

PLT Okay, 44--
Story did you copy those monitor read

Yes sir ,
got them Jer.

pJJ olll', Story would you check maneuver time

rlCa96?
CC Yes sir, clarified correct.

PLT Thank you. 2246(?).

CDR Okay, coming up on 42:53. 42:5j stand

by "
CDR MARK. S190 to MODE AUTO. Okay, my next

mark la at 43:28. Stand by -

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY

.
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Yeah
,

RADIOMETER to STANDBY.
How about that?
ALTIMETER is ON. At 45 Ed, we

CDR MARK,
said STANDBY Instead of OFF.

CDR MARK,
want ETC POWER ON, stand by

CDR MARK. 43:45. Okay, I turned ALTIMETER
ON, Instead of the SCATTEROMETER , I've $ot It ON now and -

RADIOMETER is OFF and the SCATTEROMETER Is OFF, RADIOMETER
went to STANDBY I should say. SCATTEROMETER went to STANDBY,
the RADIOMETER went OFF. 44 the ETC should have been AUTO.
193 ALTIMETER is ON at 44:19.

PLT Okay, It's got - coast is out.
CDR Okay, I guess 1 blew some SCATTEROMETER

data there at 51 then. 41:30 ETC to STANDBY. The DOWNLINK
switch is going to 7,

MARK.
There's 7. Next mark is at 45.
Okay, I've got the data Blot started

PLT
CDR
PLT

that at 44:36 on tine
CDR
CDR

up, 45:10.
PLT

coverage compl
CDR

Charlie B is 8

CC
CDR
PLT

Stand by for 204500.
MARK. 192 MODE Co READY. Tape speed Is

It's about - like about 1/10

Alfa 5 is 36.
Delta 3 is 83.

Got them.
46:01, the next one
Standing by for 46:06

Bravo 5 is 4C , 54,

Blake Escarpment nadir swath, clouds vary from clear to
the swath -

END OF TAPE
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rnR - -01, the next one.
,

?LT Standing by for 46:06. On the Blake

escarp^nt nadir swath, cloud, vary fro. clear In the swach

t0 about -0.3.
TAPE MOTION light's flickering s til 1

g0 t a MALF light on 6, got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light going

to STANDBY on the ALTIMETER at 55

CDR
CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR

Looking fc

CDR
PIT

46 :01 Ed is ETC STANDBY.

MARK.
Stand by for 46 : 06

.

MARK. DAC of f . .

Okay the ALTIMETER is going back to ON.

ifi-^O next. Stand by.
MARK. 191 REFERENCE is 2, 47 is next.

OVay, I got some good data here on one

of the Bernudas I'n going to go ahead and take. It s for

my 10 seconds of clear film.
. reaiiv*

CDR Got an altlneter UNLOCK lignt ready

light is still good. TAPE MOTION is flickering.
*

CD r 47:00 coming up. Stand by.

MARK. DOWNLINK to position 9.

Okay, I'm going to pa-'
Need a VIS AUTO CAL at 4 7:30, Bill.

Okay, I'll get it. I'm now (garble) in

lagoon^n one of the^ah.-.a. ^ ALTlHETER UNL0CK light,

still got a READY light: TAPE MOTION is flickering.

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

PLT
CROSS-TRACK

.

CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR/ PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR

STANDBY

.

CDR
CDR

pos it ion

Okay
Okay, I'm starting to lose (garble)

what time is that 47 -

30 , 8 seconds .

Roger

.

Stand by.

MARK .

Okay ,
coning up

MARK. DOWNLINK
(Garble) sone - -

47:55 in the next mark.

MARK .

on 4 7 :40 . Stand by

.

to pos 1 1 i on 1 .

Stand by

.

correction, ALTIMETER toSCATTEROMETER
MODE number 5; RANGE 62.

48:20 ALTIMETER ON.

MARK. It was 6 seconds late. DOWNLINK

i. 48:85 coming up next.
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CDR TAPE MOTION light is out. 48:45, Ed. ETC
power On. MODE to MANUAL on 194.

CDR 49 coming up, Sr and by.
CDR MARK . DOWNLINK to position 5. ETC to

AUTO Ed. At 49:40 is the next one . m (Garble TAPE MOTION
light. Looks like we are are out of tape. No, it's still
turning. 49:40 coming up. I got it Bill.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, 43 minutes
to Carnarvon at 21:32. Looks like you'll have a good trip back
to SI .

CDR Roger. DOWNLINK position to 6 at 49:40.
Wait for a READY light on 191. We still have tape, and it's
still moving. But I have no TAPE MOTION light.

CDR S190 READY coning up in about 7 seconds.
CDR MARK. 190 READY, went out on time.
CDR ETC to STANDBY Ed. 50:32 is my next

one . S t and by

.

CDR MARK. 19 2 to STANDBY 190 to STANDBY.
51:00 is next. All right, I'm going to turn off the ALTIMETER
early. The READY light went out. It apparently been out for

some time while I was busy doing other things. DOWNLINK switch
position is going to OFF, and EREP , STOP.

CDR Okay, Story, I don't have to do a

tape recorder depletion.
CC Okay, we're still with you.
CDR Tape recorder done shot its wad.
PLT My X-rate looks awfully high there

Story, how about taking a look at it.
CC What 's high?
PLT My X-rate

.

CC Okay we're looking.

END OF TAPE
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PLT
CC

.
- - My X rate

.

Okay , we're looking. / . /.

PLT Okay, it's coming back down now.
cc • ' We're getting outer gimbal drive.

We think it looks good, Bill.^ Okay - - You scared me there for a minute

to CLOSED?
Br3VO 7

'

S 35 PerCent
'

8192 d0 ° r *0i "S

IJ° P , , t
Skylab Control at 20:52 Greenwich meantime. The Skylab space station is now out of range of thetracking antennas over the U.S. and Bermuda. Our next

acquisition is 40 minutes away. During this U.S. pass, anEarth resources experiment package survey was underway
That survey covered a number of sites in the United States
and some of the coast of Puerto Rico. At the very end ofthe pass, Bill Pogue - and a slight amount of panic in hisvoice, indicated that he thought he was getting very high
rates in X, an indication that perhaps the attitude was notbeing controlled properly on the space station. And he was

Tire ^ e/° nCerned P erha P s that w * might get some substantialTACS firings, however, the guidance officer here in Mission Conchecked it and said that it looked like we were /letting
soae OUTER GIMBAL drive which is - would give a high X-ratinefor a very short period of time. And by the time we had lostsignal there, the drive had brought the readings back downto where we would expect them to be. There is no problemthere with the attitude and that was the assurance givenby Story Musgrave to Bill Pogue. So everything looks finefor the maneuver today. We do expect to have a little bitof TACS firing during the return to solar inertial and alsosone TACS firing for desaturating the gyroscope system that'snormally used to maintain attitude control. However every-thing did seem to work very smoothly during the Earth resour-ces pass and attitude control is being maintained very wellaboard the space station and as we lost signal there atBermuda. Milton Windier says he'll be available for a chanee-of-shift briefing about 4:15 today. That's about 20 minutesaway in the Building 1 briefing room. Phil Shaffer hasnow come into Mission Control and has taken the handover
f

t l
0a

u
H±

l
t0n

' /" d at thls timG Dlck Trul y ls * bout to acceptthe handover from Story Musgrave as Spacecraft Communicator.
38 minutes to our next acquisition of signal. That will beafter the press conference. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control at 21 hours 18 minutes

Greenwich mecn time. Flight Director Milton Windier has Just

unplugged this headset from Mission Control console and he 11

be on his way over very shortly to Building 1 Cor the

briefing. He was completing a graph before he left Mission

Control and wanted to finish it before handing over to

Phil Shaffer. He should be there in approximately 7 to

10 minutes. And we have a brief announcement today on the

conct Kohoutek which is still reported to be visible. Hawaii

observation reported by this Smithsonian As t rophys i c a 1

Observatory indicates that the total magnitude of the comet

is now between 5 and 6, which means that is areas where the

sky is clear it should be possible to visit - to view it.

Of course the lighted areas around cities are not considered

to be good areas for viewing relatively dim objects. And

also, while Skylab has been focusing it's dozen instruments

on the shorter wavelengths of the comet, including the ultra-

violet light which is absorbed in Earth's upper atmosphere,

the huge 200-inch telescope on Mount Palomar, in California,

has been looking at the longer wavelengths. Today, Professor

J. L. Greenstein of Cal Tech reports that perhaps 200 pre-

viously unpublished cometary emission lines have been

recorded at wavelengths higher that 6700 angstroms, that's

the red visible wavelength. On - on acute image tube specto-

grams. That was done with the 200-inch telescope at

Mount Palomar on the 13th and 14th of the month. And the

range of the spectograms, Professor Greensteen - Greenstein

reports through the Smithsonian As t r o ph y s i c a 1 Observatory

is between 5600 and 8300 angstroms, that's visible to infra-

red range. So the comet Kohoutek, although it did become

rather rapidly din, it's still apparently visible, a least,

faintly visible and is being studied from the Earth now as

Skylab is avoiding the study for a while because of high

temperature problems. The Skylab observation of the conet

will begin again in the next few days. 12 minutes before

our next acquisition of signal. Milton Windier now preparing

to leave the Mission Control Center for that briefing in

Building 1. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21 hours, 45 minutes.

We're about a minute from acquisition at Guam. We did make

about 5 minutes of recording over the Carnarvon s a

We'll start playing back and play catchup over the Guam

Statl
cS' Skylab, Houston. Hello fro* the purple

8anK We're at Carnarvon for 7 minutes.

SPT Hello, Dick.

cc Hi , Ed . You guys having a good day

t0day
s ?T Certainly are. Enjoying it and doing lots

of useful things .

rr Good show

.

SPT Dick, could you please give me again

the time and the - the antenna for the phone call?

cc Yes, sir. It's left antenna. It s

Vanguard and the time is 22:35.
ePT Thank you

.

Cc Incidentally, Ed. Since EREP is fresh

on your mind and th« ETC, longtime ago you guys told us that

-rrre^a? the^a^ry and ^"n^Sear^h^ out

if^us t mak us were wondering how that had

been going. How often have you had to replace then and how

manv blue ones do you have on hand now?
many blue one y ^ ^ ^ today> Dick< And we have

completed (Static) everytirne. we replaced one up there.

SC (Static)

PTT - - And the use the 190 Alfa.

CC Guys, right after I asked that question,

we - we dropped out on the downlink and I did not hear the

anSWe "

PT Okay, the answer was, Dick, 1 Just

replaced one today and that was the last blue one we had.

And it's about the third one or so that I

CC

alEO allied <"«"o;£^ I had

asked it about ETC but we're are Interested about "0 Alfa,

You might as well tell us and th*n I won't have to ask you

again later.
^
^ , ^ ^ _ r£placing then you

know, on a rotational basis about ever second or thir p.ss

.

And sometimes they seem to las t longer than othe rs but
,

t

no big problem. We Ju - we've Just been taking care

as necessary basis. ^ ^ {^ Thank BUch .

Die"' I nissed the first part. Did - that
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SPT Dick, have the people down on the ground

seen effect of the filament which blew off?

CC I haven't gotten a real recent word.

Let me check again real quick , Ed .

CC SPT, Houston. Negative. We haven't seen

anymore - anymore observations of that filament since it blew

off. We'll let you know if - if we do.
SPT Okay. Dick. I think I'd like to work

it next orbit and then I'll leave thac following one unat-

tended. And then I think 1 have a scheduled one after that.

CC Okay, let me make sure I understand
that. You're going to work the upcoming one. And then the

following one after that we're going to do unattended and

then you'll get the scheduled one later on. Thank you.

SPT Thank you, Dick. If there's anything

in particular they'd like for me to do this orbit, I can
o 0 ahead and do it like a STANDARD MODE Sun center or any

o the r mode .

CC Okay, we'll certainly give it some

thought - thought and if we have anything to get up to you,

I'll do that, We're about 30 seconds from LOS. Guam comes

up at 21:47. Just about 7 minutes from now.

CC And, SPT, houston. Our druthers are the

optional pad that we sent up to you last night.
PLT Go ahe ad .

CC Roger, I was just telling Ed on this

upcoming daylight pass that what we'd like is that optional

pad that we sent up last night.
FLT Rog , he read .

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, Houston. Guam for 6 minutes.
PLT Roger that.
CC SPT, Houston. No response required, but

in response to the discussion you had earlier today about

TV-101 during the science conference, I think that we have

uplinked a general message entitled GMTV-101. It's number

6441 and it cane up today. You might take a glance at that

and see if that clears things up.

SPT Okay. Dick thank you.

CC Okay.
PAO We're now live at Guam for the next

minute and a half.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS

Goldstone comes up at 22:10 and we're going to dunp the

datn/volce recorder at Colds tone

.

]>AO Skylab Control at 21:54 Greenwich mean

lime. The Skylab space station Is now over the North Pacific

out of range of the tracking antenna at Guam as it moves

to the east of the Islands of Japan. 15 minutes to our

next acquisition at Goldstone. During this last pass over

Guam, Science Pilot Ed Gibson asked a question about TV-101,

and had that answered by Dick Truly. TV-101 is a liquid

floating zone television, some of which has been televised

already by the Skylab crew. The instructions sent up in the

general message to the crew and specifically directed to

Science Pilot Gibson, instructs him on the setup of a

perpendicular cylinder r.o allcw the photography of liquid

floating zones, and includes the little sketches of how the

floating zone is to be set up between two sockets using

a cylinder. Among the other things to be used in the

experiments are the electropaste container, that's the

cylinder to be used from 133 which is the sleep experiment.

That electropaste is used to - to make the electrodes operate

properly. The paste is put on the electrodes, it keeps them

And they also use Krytox oil and some visual flow ops

aids which are - includes frayed rope and onion and other

things are suggestions. Skylab crew busily occuppied
today with some observations of the Sun. That Earth

resources pass completed during last trip across the

United States. 13-1/2 minutes now to our next acquisition

at Goldstone. This is Skylab Control at 56 minutes after

the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Conlrol at 22 hours, 9 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now

56 seconds from acquisition through the Goldstone tracking

antenna in California. TKLs pase through Goldstone, Texas

and Merritt Island, is a pass lasting about 16 mintues.

Spacecraft Communicator on duty now Is Dick Truly, we'll

bring the line up live for air-to-ground across the

United States.
CC Skylab, Houston; hello at stateside for

15 minutes and we need the DAS, we're going to do a nuZ update.

CDR You ' ve got it.

CC All righty .

CC And a couple of other things Skylab,

we're dunpinR the data/voice recorder here at Goldstone and

also we're taking the VTR here and we're going to start into

our duop sequence.
CC Skylab, Houston the DAS is yours.

CC SPT, Houston we believe on H- ALP HA

you need NIGHT INTERLOCK to OVERRIDE.
SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger.
FLT Dick, we have a fairly decent view of

Houston today.
CC Yes, it has been a little bit better

today. The - kind of broken clouds but very clear. Looks

like the rain stopped for a little while I hope. El Paso

was pretty this morning.
PLT Yeah, we just took a look at White Sands.

CC CDR, Houston one note for you. In the

event you have not already done HKCM7 today, when you do

we'd like you to pass down to us what the entry batts art-

reading if you've already done it ar.d don't remenber don't

worry about we'll catch it next tine.

CDR No I haven't done it yet, I'll do it a

little later .

CC Okay, when you do, If you'll just jot

down the numbers and tell thee to me, I'd appreciate it.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston we're a minute from LOS,

Vanguard cornea up at 22:35 and a reminder for the SPT, that's

your phone call, Ed and the antenna was left.

SPT Thank you Dick.
CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control at 22:26 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now over Central America.

3-1/2 alnute» to our next acquisition through the tracking

ship Vanguard. This is Skylab Control, it's now 26 minutes

30 seconds after the hour.

F,N rJ OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 22:34 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now over central South A«ric.
;

52 seconds from acquisition of signal through the ship
^

Vanguard. Pass through Vanguard will last a little less

than 10 minutes. And we'll bring a line up live now for

air-to-ground th—
Skylab> HQustonf A0S Vanguard for

9 minutes.
C DR, Houston. Sometime this afternoon

I'd like to get back to the case of the. butter cookies with

you. I have a couple of questions before 1 can an - answer

your question directly.
(•no Go ahead, Dick.

CC Yeah. Okay, first of all, of course,

the butter cookies appear on your q - on your menu cue cards

with an asterisk on them. And we think that the butter

cookies on board are Just enough to satisfy that requ ire-ent.

However, we'd like you to verify In locker F563 - in the reai

of it we think that there are some small cans numbered 22-26

through 22-32. And you might have a look in there and we d

like to verify that those butter cookies have been removed.

If they have been removed, then the answer is there are no

overage ones. If there are any In those cans and the numbers

again were 22-26 through 32, then those would be overage.

° Ver '

CDR Okay, I'm pretty sure we got those out

but I'll check. That locker again was 67?

CC 56 - F 36 3 .

CDR 563. Okay, I'll check but I think

we've already used them
" ^^.^ "

thl . „ the re's

another item here and before I tell Ittoyou 1
' d

like you

t 0 know that it really doesn't make much of a a hill

to us but you reported 21 grape punt - *r.P« P«nche. in .

Apollo packages and it turns out we never haV T^ Lanti

_

we had some gr, P e punches and some grape dr ink.
.

The quant 1

n«c fhat we sent were 9 grape punches and 18 grape drinks

and so If you ever run inJo 'them again and would like to tell

us how many of each we'd be appreciative " near /'*
r

CDR Okay, I noticed that, oh, a day or so

ago, that they were two different things in there, not Just

grape punch. ^ ^ AlsQ be

advised of the message you sent yesterday even! n g I dl d
ge

t

it from Bill and it has been transmitted and the gu>s

sure will appreciate it tomorrow night. Thank you.

CDR Okay

.
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I guess I need my sad

aren't any more butter
by this tiae tomorrow, Ed'll

Unde r s t and .

Bean's crew
Would

and

CDR Wei 1 , Dick

.

music for this report.
CC Go ahead .

CDR Well , there

cookies, I guess. And I guess
be in wi thdrawal .

CC (Laughter) Roger
you like to pass any specwl message
Conrad's crew on the subject?

CDR 1 don't have anything but Ed might.

CC (Laughter) Okay, well, sorry about that

CDR Roger. Give him a sedative tomorrow

night.
CC Okay, take care of him.
PLT Ed says he'll take a piece of fruitcake

ins tead

.

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute

from LOS Vanguard. We got about an hour to go to Goldstone

at 23:47. And, Jerry, and, BiJl, if Ed can't hear oe ,
you

might just remind him to please close out for unattended this -

ops because we're planning on running unattended - next daylight

cycle. See you at Goldstone

7

ins

SPT
CC
PAO

time. Skylab space
out of range of the
acquisition

1
' finishing the closeout.Roge

Okay .

Skylab Control at 22:45 Greenwich mean
station is now over the South Atlantic,
tracking antenna at Vanguard. Our next

than hour away at Goldstone. This time

the Skylab crew - participating in some housekeeping activities

and Pilot Bill Pogue, about to sit down to get something to

eat. During this pass, Commander Jerry Carr was talking

with the ground about the butter cookies. Dick Truly said

there may be some located in one of the Skylab lockers.

Jerry Carr went back and made a check of it and he said we've

got some bad news there are no butter cookies left and

by tomorrow night Ed will be in withdrawal. Butter cookies

have become a medium of exchange in space, Earlier Commander

Carr had kidded that Ed Gibson was going to have to pay him

10 tins of butter cookies to use the solar instruments for an

extra pass. Our next acquisition, more than an hour away,

at Goldstone. It's now 46 minutes after the hour and this

Is Sky 1 ab Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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pA0 , Skylab Control at 23:46 Greenwich

mean time. The Skylab space station over the Pacific

Ocean is about 54 second* from acquisition of J*8"l
through the tracking antenna at Goldstone. This pass

^ ^ \
through Goldstone will be an 8 minute pass. The spacecraft

communicator is Dick Truly and the flight director on duty

"pnil Shaffer. The pass through Goldstone will last about

8 minutes, will be followed by a pass through Texas for

about 4 minutes. We'll bring the lineup live now for

airto-ground through Goldstone and Texas. ...
cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Goldstone

for 11 minutes. We do have a keyhole coming up in about

in about 45 seconds for about a minute. And I 11 give you

a call out of keyhole. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
aval lable? '

' * u
cc Let me check Ed. Stand by.

SPT Thank y ou

.

cc That's affirmative,' Ed. It's available

and it's clean, you can have it.

S PT Thank you very much.

cc Hey Ed, incidentally on you question

on ED6l'and 62. We decided that since the plant growth

have been so good lately the objectives of the experiment really

have been met. We do have 11 frames of

^-millimeter film left in our fill, budget for that experi-

ment though. AndSo what we we're planning on doing was

Scheduling some photos at opportune times on the photo pads

based on your reported observation.
, lM1

SPT Okay that, thank you. I thine: 1 J. I

go ahead and let it get a little more light also.

cc Ed, stand by on that one please, let

me aet an answer.
*

cc SPT, Houston. Our reccomenda t ion

rather than moving it closer and putting more light on it, that

"nee tney've - we've had that light on it so far and they're goin

And they've been growing under those conditions if we leave

it as is and see what happens from here on in.

S PT Okay, will do.

CC Okay.

cc CDR, Houston. Sometime when you get

a chance and can talk to me, I've got three or four question

from the EREP people concerning the end of taoe light and

the events surrounding that little event at the end of^

the EREP pass today. It's no particular hurry, but it s

the last mission note that 1 have hear in front of me.

Cc Skylab, Houston. We'd like a DAS to

do a command. Also up in the ATM we'd appreciate it if
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somebody could give us HPC and MP C ROLL both to INHIBIT.
And also on 82B we'd like you to command the DOOR OPEN and
then get an open indication and the command it CLOSED.

SPT Well , that 1

s done Dick.
CC Okay, Ed, thank you very much.
CDR Okay, Dick go ahead with the EREP questions.
CC Okay, real quick. The - during the

EREP data take did the END 0? TAPE light ever come on?
CDR Negative it didn't.
CC Okay, the second question. You reported

that the tape was depleted at EREP stop, and also you
reported about 1 minute before EREP stop that it was moving.
Did you happen to notice if the tape was depleted at any
tine prior to EREP stop?

CDR No it didn't look like it Dick. The
reel was still moving and it looked like there was about
oh, a centimeter to go. And what I did was I pick - picked
up the lid and peeked under there just to see how it was going,
and it was still moving. It looked like it was still threaded'
through all the rollers so I assumed that there was still
t ape on it

.

CC Okay, here's another one. Did the taps
recorder READY light ever go out?

CDR Negative it did not. And when I did - did
the tape depletion, that is went to fast forward and it probably
couldn't have turned more than 3 or 4 times, then we got an
END OF TAPE light

.

CC Okay, one - one final question Jerry.
Did the tape recorder HALF light blink when the tape-
speed changed? It should do that normally, we wouldn't
expect you to report it, but we were just wondering.

CDR Yeah , it sure did.
CC Okay, Jerry sure appreciate it. Thank

you very much.
CDR Okay .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 10 minutes
and 20 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now about a minute and a half from acquisition at

tracking ship Vanguard. We've been informed that there

will be some blockage during the early part of this transmission
so we don't expect to get communications with the spacecraft
for about 2 minutes. This pass through Vanguard should

last about 9-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft Communicator is Dick Truly.

At the present time Commander Jerry Carr is scheduled for

some off duty time. He'll be able to relax a little bit

before he prepares for sleep and he's expected to go to sleep

at 3 hours Greenwich mean time, that's Just a little less

than 3 hours from now or 10 o'clock central daylight time.

And during the same period of time Ed Gibson is finishing

up his neal and ready to sit down at the solar telescope
for our final passes this evening. And Pilot Bill Pogue

is doing a little bit of off duty time right now, has some
housekeeping left before he can prepare for sleep and he

does have a good more off duty tine left. We'll bring the

line up live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard.

CC Skylab, Houston we're AOS Vanguard for

9 minutes, we're going to dump the data/voice recorder here

at the Vanguard and I'm standing by for the evening status
report

.

CDR Okay, Dick I'll be right with you.

CC Okay.
CDR Okay, the photo log'a first. 16-millimeter;

no change. 35 millimeter number 1, Charlie X-ray 41, 40;
2* India Romeo 11, 34- 3, 4, and 5 no change. Charlie X-ray

50, 165: Charlie India 12, 073. EREP; Set Yankee 9390, 8728,

9603, 9595, 3140, 0464. Drawer A configuration, no change.
CC Okay, Jerry got it, thank you.

CDR Okay, Dick on the sleep: CDR 7.0, 7 heavy,

S?T, 10.3, 10.3 heavy; PLT 9.0, 8.5 heavy, 0.5 light. Volumes:
1 7 5 1 140 ; 170. Water gun: 86 70; 4683; and 0991. Body mass:

CDR, 6.318, three times; SPT , 6.365 , 6. 372 , 6380; PLT, 6.245 ,

6.243, 6.237. Exercise: no change for all crewmen.
Medications: none for all crewmen. Clothing; CDF, socks

and shorts; SPT, socks and shorts and shirt; PLT, T-shirt

and shirt. Pood log: CDR, zero salt, minus a lemonade,
minus a coffe with sugar, plus 1.0 water; SPT, 11.5 salt,

zero deviation, zero water; PLT, 7.0 salt, plus one butter
cookies, and zero water. Plight Plan deviations: none.

Shopping list accomplishments: TV107, 2-1/2 hours by the PLT,

2 hours by the SPT. All housekeeping. Inoperable equlpnont:
none. Unscheduled stowage: none. And mad hours spent looking

out the window about 7-1/2. CDR out.
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CC Hey, that sounds good, that last one.

And I got - we still have about. 6 minutes here at the Vanguard.

CDR Yeah, that last part makes the whole

day of f .

CC Yes sir.
CDR I tell you Dick, we did not get as much

IR film taken as we should have and the reason Is we're Juet

out of the habit of reaching for that other camera. And

every time we see something we either grab the Nikon or we

grab the Hasselblad. We have a third camera down here with

IR in it and we just keep forgetting to grab it.

CC Roger, Jerry.
CDR So we'll try to get at it tomorrow.

CC Rog.
CC And Skylab, Houston for your information,

the film thread pad is on the way up.

CDR Thank you Dick.

CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston. We ' re a minute from
LOS Tananarive at - Tananarive is at 00:37. Just in case
we miss that pass the next pass is Hawaii at 01:22 and that's
the med pass

.

CDR Roger , Dick

.

PAO Skylab Control at zero hours, 22 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station is now out of
range of the tracking ship Vanguard. 14 minutes to our next
acquisition at Tananarive. We understand there has been some
problem with the release line in transmissions to New York.
We're going to attempt to play those back for you at the
earliest possible moment. This is Skylab Control at 23 rain-
utes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control at zero hours, 36 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now coming

within range of the tracking antenna at Tananarive, we 11

bring the line up live for a pass here lasting about 9

nlnUt
Cc' Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Tananarive

for 8-1/2 minutes . , , ... .

CDR Roger, Dick, and on those batteries Alfa is

35 0, Bravo is 34.3 and Charlie is 36.2.
^

cc Okay, Jerry sure appreciate that,

incidentally while I'm talking to you, 1 have some good

news and some bad news. Good news - -

CDR Slip it to us.

cc Okay. Good news first, when we did the EREP

today, quad A really did cool down which means that we are

not going to have to relieve it this evening. And as a natter

of fact, it cooled down enough that we may - may not have

to relieve quad A anymore. And the bad news is that you

know how we lie so we may be asking you to relieve it tomorrow

night . , .

CDR That's neat. (Chuckle)

CC Thanks for the - thanks for entry batt

stuff. n _

CDR Okay and also this test systems test 9 Bravo

was 1.3 and 1.4 is suppose to be the minimum.

CC Okay, thank you. We'll get back to you on

that one .

CDR Okay.
cc And CDR, Houston we have one request tor

amplification on the evening status report, did you get around

to doing a documentry photos today?

CDR Not yet, Dick, we'll try to catch it later

on this evening.
CC Okay, thank you much.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're a minute from

10S Hawaii cones up at 01:22 and that's your med conference.

Following that pass, I'll talk to you again at 01:49 at.

Vangua rd .

CDR Roge r , Dick

.

PA0 Skylab Control at zero hours 46 minutes

and 43 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station

Is now out of range of the Tananarive tracking antenna.

Our next acquisition 35 minutes from now at Hawaii is the

private medical conference for the evening. And we do not

expect to have any conversation between the ground personnel

here In Mission Control and the crew of the Skylab Mission.

That private medical conference should take the full 6 ainutes

at Hawaii. Our next acquisition at which Dick Truly should
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be talking with the crew is at Vanguard. That's a little
more than an hour from now. That's 1 hour and 2 minutes
from now. This is Skylab Control; it's 47 minutes 15 seconds
after the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, at 1 hour 48 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station Is now
55 seconds from acquisition of aignal through the tracking
ship VanRuard. The pass through Vanguard should last about
9 minutes. We'll bring the lin<> up live for air-to-ground
there. The spacecraft communicator is Dick Truly, and we
understand this is expected to be the final pass of che
evening, Hawaii station dois not; have voice cotamuni c a 1 1 ons
at this point, and we do not expect to get voice at Hawaii
on the following pass. So this will be the final pass of
the evening at Vanguard, Dick Truly the spacecraft comouni-
cator .

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at the Vanguard
for 9 ninutes, and we're dumping the data/voice recorder
here.

PLT Roger.
PLT Looks like Ed cay be finishing up

something.
cc Okay, stand by.

J

SPT Dick, I just finished up, go ahead
and take it.

CC Okay, thank you very nuch Ed.
CC Incidentally guys it's a little bitearly this evening, but we thought - I don't have a single

left this evening. Sine* It's day off I figured we mightmake this the last pass of the evening, if that's okay with
you. I do have a couple of piecss of information to give
you though, you might jot down.

SPT Okay, go ahe id Dick.
CC Okay, ther* are two more passes that

are available to talk before 03:00. 1'H 8 i ve you the times
1 thought, Tananarive at 02:14 snd Hawaii at 02:56 Beadvised that Hawaii pass we've given up the S bandfor
another commitment so If you need to c»U us there you
can call us on VHP, we'll be listening. Also Ed I'm
assuming you're going to sleep up in the airlock MDA tonight
And assuming that's the case we'll stop uplinking the tel.pr
messages after this pass.

SPT Okay, Dick I'll appreciate that.
Although I won t be getting In there for about another
2 or 3 hours, so press on If you like.

CC Okay, well wc may very will with that
Input then uplink some stuff at Hawaii at 02:56.

SPT Yeah, that would be fine.
CC One - -

L
CDR

,

" ~ 0k *y Dick, on the great grape greatpunch grape drink controversy. There are three Apollo grape
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punches left and 15 grape .Jrinks right now.

CC Thank you Jerry. Also we still have

about 7 minutes left here and if possible we wonder if we

could go ahead and close out the ATM ao we could see it on

the downlink at this site .

SPT Okay, will do. And at around 01:10

we got outer gimbal on CMG number 3 on a stop. And

took us off Sun center for around 6 minutes or so we got

on to 7 degrees. And in the usual of 3 minute maneuver
time stand by and back to solar inertial.

CC Roger Ed. As a matter of fact GNS

had about decided that something like it- that had happened

because he did notice that the maneuver time had changed back

there when we were AOS Havaii and you were talking to the Doc.

SPT Let me give you the frames remaining here

rea 1 quick

.

CC Okay

.

SPT 9790, 951, 106, 167, 2007, 4946.

CC Thank you Ed.

PLT Dick I worked on the 0WS heat exchanger

cleaning problem again today.
CC Roger.
PLT I modified the crevice tool. And I took a

lid off of one of the food cans and bent it around there so as

to make it a 90 degree end point that which I extended to go in

to the - the crevice tool out until it was more than 90 degrees

at the end. And then I wrapped some Moslte around and extended

it about an eighth of an inch beyond the metal. 1 was ab3e to

get down flush next to the heat exchanger vanes all along. 1

was pulling all kinds of crud out with it, and 1 got so much

water in the vacuum cleaner stopped working. I can - 1 wondered

if you noticed any change in the flow, and also the fact

that I got water out here sort of makes me a little bit

concerned there. Because those only condensive heat

exchangers. However if the flow is slow enough I guess it

could - could stagnate and then get water.
CC Roger, Bill. We're looking at the flow

now, and I'll get right b '.ok to you.
PLT About a h*lf cup of water total I'd say.

CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC <; Bill, we looked at the flow and the
transducers show that the flow ia not any better than it
was but if you got the crud and the water out of there
it's bound to have helped, so we appreciate it.

. PLT Okay , well there nay be some more in
there, when I get the time tomorrow I'm going to take
four vacuum cleaner bags and use one on each one of those
heat exchangers because it was - I could tell I was getting
stuff out of there. I was opening holes that hadn't been
opened since we've been here. You know in between the
little things

.

CC Okay, sounds like a good idea. And Ed,
get an A plus on the closeout , looks good to us, thank you.

GPT Thank you , Dick

.

CC Skylab, Houston we're a couple of
minutes from LOS, your wakeup station in the morning is
right at 11:00 so we should be able to wake you up there
and Ed based on what you said, we are going to use the next
couple of opportunities to - if we need to to uplink all
the teleprinter messages this evening. This is the last
good night that the purple gang gets to say for the Skylab
program. We do have a few more good mornings to go. And
one other reminder, we'd like you to be sure and turn
off the ATM C&D loop if you want to before you go to bed,
that's okay with us. But this is our last goodnight for
the program and so everybod; say "good night Dick."

SPT Good night , Dick .

PLT Good night , Dick. .

CDrt Good night, Dick. Good night Phil.
Good night purple guys .

PLT Good night, Phil.
MCC Good night c few . Y'.ill drive, careful

hear ?

SPT We will Phil, good night all to all the
purple people.

PLT Good night p-.trple gang.
CC And Mrs. C'.llabash, wherever you arc,

say good night to Bill.
MCC Nighty n .ght , Bill

.

PLT That's the kind of CAP COMM to have.
MCC You're right.
PLT Seems like I've been it wrong all these

years

.

CC Well y'all sleep tight see you in the.
morning

.

PLT Okay .
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hour* Greenwich

Been time. That concludes the pass for the evening. Our

final pan for th* purple team of flight controllers here in

Mission Control. They got a good night fro. Dick Truly and

also a good night fron Flight Director Phil Shaffer and a

good night too f*om one of the girl, who wor*. heve In

Mission Control as a messenger aod secretary. The 100-Delta

was launched tonight fro* Kennedy Space Center at 9:38 p.m.

eastern standard - eastern daylight time. It carried a

British Skynet communica t ion sa t- 1 1 i t e . Our - We have

no more acquisitions during the ,/ening, a final good night

was said to the crew although we have an opportunity later.

We have the private medical conference report from

Jerry Hordinsky, the surgeon on duty. "The crew remains in

good health, no medications are being - are currently being

used. The crew got an obvious psychological lift from

the rest and relaxation afforded by the day off. Signed

by Dr. Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins, the Medical Operations

Director. That's the misoion surgeon's daily report on

crew health following the Hawaii private medical conference.

Very busy day on Skylab, although it was called a day of rest,

the Skylab astronauts are planning on a full day of

scientific research tomorrow. Including an Earth resources

survey thai covers an 18 county Houston area test site and

several other sites across the U. S. Today's schedule in

addition to the tine set aside for rest and relaxation allowed

the crew to continue their studies of the Earth and Sun.

Chief Scientist Ed Gibson pointed Skylab's telescopes at an

unusual event, a long mass of cool material tearing

through the Sun's atmosphere into space. Photographs of

the filament are the first ever gotten of the entire rise

period of filament. Ed Gibson got to the console just minutes

after that begin. And also today an Earth resourcess pass made

across the central U. S. It began just north of Helena,

Montana and concluded to the southeast of Puerto Rico over the

Caribbean Sea. That included the Puerto Rican trench a depression

in the surface of the ocean caused >v an underwater feature in

that area, it also included a nuab'; of sites in the mid U. S.,

Black Hills forest area included among them. And also

a number of land use projects from Georgia to Nebraska.

Skylab will be up and awake again at 6 a.m. central da -light

time tomorrow or 11:00 Greenwich mean time. Until then

this is Skylab Control at 2 minutes and 50 seconds after the

hour.

END OF TAPE
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, inil ..H bv stepptnwolf. This was put in there by CAP cunn

"lob CrlppXn for tne lone civilian aboard Skylab, Science

o
P

bso n . Beginning the 65th day, the crew wo a

Honeysuckle. Through mission day 64, the crew h, ^"^ioe

performed the following man-hours on experiments in t .e

Sedlcal area that totaled man-hours applied to the medical

experiments have been 278 man-hours. 266 nours at the ATH ,

"inj ATM instruments on the comet Kohoutek, the crew has

spent 52 hours performing comet Kohoutek experiments with

the ATM instruments. They've spent another 156 hours on

corollary experiments using the scientific airlock list of

J L, that' S include the scientific airlock experi-

lel such as the M487 and 509. A total of 91 hours crew ime h

been applied to gathering data on the comet using c^^fjy
experiments other than the ATM. Today, the crew will have

their 26th EREP pass. Today's Earth resources pass a

ground track 34, crossing the Pacific Coast, west of Po tland,

Oregon and exiting into the Gulf of Mexico near Freepor .

Texas. Included in today's operations for the EREP ?»» •

is the Houston Area Test Site, weather permitting. This has

De en oneTf the more elusive targets of the Skyl ab Pjogr.-.

The Houston Area Test Site. Each day - each time this site

has been scheduled, the weather has not cooperated
.

EREP

pass will gather data on such diverse site tasks as and

use in western Washington, northwest Oregon, and

Northwest Coast in general. Snow cover map - mapping In aia

in predicting water resources and runoff in lower Columbia

River basin. Water resources in the San Juan Mountains of

Colorado, geologic mapping in Colorado, cloud characteristics,

the full length of the pass, and remote sensing techn
J««

development sites on the Oregon coast in the Great Sal Lake

Desert EREP pass starts at 4:28 p. a. central d ay i ght t lm*

and ends at 4:37. Carr will man the control and display panel

while Pilot Po*u« mans the view finder tracking sys em and

Science Pilot Gibson operates the S190B Earth terrain camera

through the scientific airlock.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control . Greenwich mean time
10 hours 58 minutes. Wakeup call expected through the Honey-
suckle tracking station in approximately 1 minute. Skylab IV

crew's 65th day aboard space station Skylab, will have a total
of 26 hours 52 minutes in man hours focused on scientific
investigation. Solar physics, medical, and astronomical
experiments and Earth resources survey fill today's Flight
Plan. A total of seven Apollo telescope mount passes, four
by Science Pilot Ed Gibson, 3 by Commander Gerald Carr, and
one by Pilot Bill Pogue , will add to the fund of information
gained about the Sun during this and previous Skylab missions.
Scientific airlock experiments scheduled for operation today
are the S063, ultraviolet airglow horizon photography, and
the S073 Gegenschein/zodiacal light instrument. We'll leave
the line up for our CAP COMH Bob Crippen for the wakeup call
on this, the 65th day mission of Skylab IV.

CC (Music: Air Force Song, "Anchors Away,"
and the "Ear Spitting Louder Boomer" by Steppinwolf)

CC Morning yonts . We're with you through
Honeysuckle for about 5-1/2 more minutes. The Air Force song
there was for Bill this morning and I had to get him a little
bit of Anchors Away in behind it this tine Just to make him
feel better.

SPT Hey, Crip. Where was the Civilian March?
CC I'm still hunting for something appropriat

for you, Ed.
CC I thought the last little stuff was quite

appropriate for a civilian march too, though.
CC Ed, I would think that the last stuff was

quite appropriate for a civilian to march to, but you really
think you're civilian up there with a Marine and an Air Force
guy taking care of you?

SPT I feel like I've Just gone through boot
camp. CDR runs a pretty tight ship.

CC Everybody needs a good marine, behind (?)
to take care of him.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.
Next station contact in 32 minute s through Texas and then at

about 11:44, at that time, we'll have a little news for you if

you'd like to hear it. Also, Ed. reminding on your ATM pass
this morning, you'll need to turn the ATM C&D coolant loop
back on pump Charlie.

SPT Thank you, Crip. So long.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time 11

hours 13 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle. Next
acquisition in 30 minutes will be through the Texas tracking
station as the crew begins their 65th day in Skylab space stat
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Wakeup call to the music of first, the Kic Force Song, then
"Anchors Away," followed by the tune, the. "Ear Splitting Louder
Boomer" by Steppinwolf. This was put in there by CAP COMM
Bob Crippen for the lone civilian aboavd Skylab , Science
Pilot Ed Gibson. Beginning the S5th day, the crew woke over
Honeysuckle. Through mission day 64, the crew has provide -

performed the following man-hours on experiments in the
medical area that totaled nan-hours applied to the nodical
experiments have been 278 man-hours, 266 hours at the ATM,
using ATM instruments on the comet Kohoutek, the crew has
spent 52 hours performing comet Kohoutek experiments with
the ATM instruments. They've spent another 156 hours on
corollary experiments using the scientific airlock list of
experiments, that's including the nons c i e n t i f i c airlock experi-
ments such as the M487 ami 509. A total of 9i hours crew time has
been applied to withering data on the comet using corollary
experiments ether than the ATM. Today, the crew will have
their 26th EREP pass. Today's Earth resources pass along
ground track 34, crossing the Pacific Coast, west of Portland,
Oregon and exiting into the Gulf of Mexico near Freeport,
Texas. Included in today's operations for the EREP pass,
is the Houston Area Test Site, weather permitting. This has
been one of the more elusive targets of the Skylab program,
The Houston Area Test Site. Each day - each time this site
has been scheduled, the weather has not cooperated. EREP
pass will gather data on such diverse site tasks as land
use in western Washington, northwest Oregon, and Pacific
Northwest Coast in general. Snow cover map - mapping is an aid
in predicting water resources and runoff in lower Columbia
River basin. Water resources in the San Juan Mountains of
Colorado, geologic mapping in Colorado, cloud characteristics,
the full length cf the pass, and remote sensing techniques
development sites on the Oregon coast in the Great Salt Lake
Desert. EREP pass starts at 4:28 p.m. central daylight time
and ends at 4:37. Carr will man the control and display panel
while Pilot Pogue nans the view finder tracking system and
Science Pilot Gibson operates the S190B Earth terrain camera
through the scientific airlock.

ESU OF TAPE
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PA0 - - diverse site tasks as land use in western

Washington, northwest Oregon, and Pacific Northwest Coast

In genera? Snow cover map - mapping as an aid to predicting

water resources and runoff in lower Columbia River Basin. Water

resources in the San Juan Mountains of Colorado, geologic

mapping in Colorado, cloud characteristics, the full length

o* the pass, and remote sensing techniques development sites

on the Oregon coast in the Great Salt Lake Desert. KREP

pass starts at 4:28 p.m. central daylight time and ends at

£37 Carr will man the control and display panel while Pilot

Pogue mens the viewfinder tracking system and Science Pilot

Gibson operateo the S193 Earth terrain camera trough the

scientific airlock. Medical experiments today are the M092

lower bodv negative pressure device, M171 metabolic activity

with Gibson as subject and Carr, the observer. Optiona

handheld Earth photography sites are lake ice and circulation

in Lake Onterio, sea ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Connec-

ticut River ice, drifts and falls in east Africa, the Swiss

Alps the Atlas Mountains of Morocco, the Gulf of Mexico

current, and again, the Goddard Space Flight laser emitting

red light at one watt continuous output. Yesterday, the

laser experiment had been - was cancelled due to cloud cover

in the Greenbelt, Maryland area. Next acquisition in 25 minutes

and 45 seconds through Texas tracking station. At Greenwich

mean time 11 hours 13 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAl) Skylab Control. Greenwich me/jn time

11 hours 42 minutes. Acquisition coming through Texas/MTIA

tracking station on this stateside pass lasting a total of

about 10 minutes. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMH Bob

Crippen. Flight Director is Don Puddy.

C C Skvlab. Houston. We're AOS Texas. We

have you for 13-1/2 minutes. Ed, we show that the ATM C&D

coolant loop is not on. Could you give us pump Charlie please?

SPT You got it.

CDR Hey, Crip - -

cc CDR, Houston. Jerry, you cut out there.

Would you say again, please?
CDR On channel B now. That - it s about b

beats per second and it's been with it for about the last

dav and a half. It kind of corresponds with when we had our

little flare up of communications problems with transmitters

and things like that about a day and a half ago.

cc i' n sorry, Jer. For some reason, nearly

all of your conversation was cut out. Would you say again

please? ., ~ , >>

CDR how are you reading now, Crip?

cc I'n, okay now. Could you repast again,

please?
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CDR Okay. We have a bent frequency on channel

B running about 6 beats per second and it's been with us for about

a day and a half now and It kind of corresponds with the

communications difficulties we had about a day and a half

ago when they were switching transmitters and things around.

CC Okay. We got that. Is it a very loud

kind of thing or Just in the background?
CDR Well, it's in the background and it

depends, of course, on your volume setting ano it sounds about

like tapping a pencil on a piece of paper that's been stretched

over a glass or something like that.

CC Okay. App»eciate that input. We've

got you for about 11-1/2 more minutes here. You guys in-

terested in hearing any news this morning?

SPT Crip, let me ask you. Is the VTR available

now for TV?
CC We ' xi dumping here and we re going to be

through MIL* in about - oh, 7-1/2 minutes and we can give it

to you then, Ed .

SPT Okay. Thank you.

PLT We're ready for the news, Crip. Hit us.

Cc Okay. Well, I - I brought in a professional

newscaster this morning since 1 keep fouling the things up and

I'm going to turn you over to our own superside, Dr. Robert

Parker to give you a little bit of update on Skylab.

MCC Morning ,
Sky lab .

PLT Hi , Bob .

CDR Hello, Bob.
v{cc I wanted to catch up on the last night of the

agenda yesterday which I didn't get through and thought I'd

sneak in a little extra goody here this morning. As far as where

wwe stand in the mission what the outlook it, lot me give you

a sort of a brief rundown by areas. The area that's turning

most at the present time on the mission Is EREP and we're

working our best to get as much KREP as possible consldrring

the circumstances. The constraints that are currently bothering

EREP are twofold, really. One's the weather and two, is the

restrictions that we're operating under for momentum because of

the two CMGs. But given these constraints, wwe ' re currently trying

to do our best to bring EREP up t o a reasonable par for the

mission. Of interest, you might note that coming up on the

next - oh, let's see - it's dav 66 and 67, 67 and 68, we've

got thermal passes early in the morning, going over the western U.S.

in darkness with the new X-5 detector which is one of the reasons

we changed the route. As far as ATM is concerned, ATM s doing

quite well, and we're expecting to get them something like

300 data-take hours. On corollary, you'll be seeing the next
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couple of weeks, less S019 time than you might expect
compared to the others, particularly S183, which we're trying to

emphasize. S019'a done no well, it's strictly piggybacking
on its Kohoutek maneuvers, that since we finished out its

MUD requirements, and even though there's still film onboard,
w* ' re emphas i z i ng 183, S063, and S073, to bring them up to

MKD requirements. We will be emphasizing them over S019.
S 1 B 3 , our assessment of the carousel at the present Is that

they're presently about 11 good frames of stellar film left in

the canisters, and we'll be trying tto get through those 11 frames
during the rest of the mission. The comet is coming back
for our - your observations in Skylab begin about mission
day 71, and we'll probably be running through at least 1 set

of observations per instrument there during the mission day

70 through 75 timeline. As 1 said, at the beginning, we are

right noi. looking down toward just about two weeks of experiments
left. We can see the light at the end of our tunnel down
here, and we're trying to put things together fairly well to

see what the whole end of the mission's going to looks like.
Guess I might say one thing and that is, in teras of 509, we do
see limited performance of 509 here but not a great deal of it

between now and the end of the nission. So it won't be coming up

to what we had hoped in terms of the number run premlssion.
The big constraints as I said before that we're operating on

right now, are the momentum situation for ERF.P , Kohoutek, and
the SAL fxpe riment s is the 2-CMG operation is still reducing
our operation in - for those three areas to some degne and
particularly the some times exceptionally foul winter weather
we've been having particularly - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC And, we'll probably be running though
at least one set cf observations per instrument there during th
mission day 70 through 75 time line. As I said at the beginnln
wo are right now looking down towards just about two weeks
of experiments left. We can see the light at the end of
our tunnul down here and we're trying to put things together
fairly well to see what the whole end of the missions going
to look like. Gut-ss I might say one thing and that Is in
terms of 509, we do see limited performance of 509 here, but
not a great deal of it between now and the end of the mission.
So it won't be coming up to what we had hoped in terns of
the number of runs preraission. The big strength as I said
before, that we 're operating on right now, are the momentum
situation for EREP , Kohoutek and the S AL experiments. The
two CMG operation is still producing our operation in - for
those three areas to some degree and particularly tho some-
times exceptionally foul winter weather we're been having
particularly in the eastern U.S., is certainly also presenting
a constraint to EREP. Over.

CDR Roger, Bob. What's the problem with
J09? Just lack of crew time available?

MCC Roger on that. Unfortunately when we
try to schedule something, it tikes 3 hours or to 4 hours for
two men, that's a pretty big block of time, particularly at
the same tine we're trying to do EREP , and medicals and ATM
so it's kind of one of those things that it's hard to fit in
because of it's size and it's probably just not going to get
all 8 runs chat we thought about.

PLT Bob, how did 192 thermal look yesterday?
Mcc Everything that we've sten so far looks

good .

PLT Thank you.
And, unless you have other questions,

I'll let you go on those accomplishments and we'll keep you
up to date, as 1 say we got about 2 weeks left and we cart see
the end of the tunnel and things look pretty good running
out towards the end of the mission. Over and out.

CDR Thanks a lot, Bob. Ve appreciate you
coming in and tuning us up on this.

^CC Okay. I'll turn you over to your amateur,
PLT Thanks, Bob.
MCC Out.
r C Amateur. ! really wanted to make him

read the rest of the news. Ed, we show that H-alpha is not
on. You might take care of that for us please. And also,
before I go on, let's see, Bill that you're going to be
iireping S06^ hi>ve shortly. If you could, what we'd like you
to do is to give us the position of the - of the rotation,
and read out the position of the alignment mark on the
rotation knob relative to the index. And if that alignment
mark is"not aligned to the index after you do your first
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operation today we would like you to align it and then give
us what the rotation reads with it aligned.

PLT I'm sorry, Crip. I got the last part

would you say the first part over again.
CC Yeah, all we want you to do is, this

morning, when you're preping it, is to report the AM3 rotation
read out and the position of the alignment mark on the rotation
knob relative to the index.

PLT Okay.
CC And, then if it's not aligned, that is

if the alignment nark is not aligned to the index, after you
do your first ops today, we'd like for you to go ahead and
align it and then report what the rotation read out is with
it aligned.

PLT Ok ay. Well, all those indexes and alignment
marks are what we put on there and that's what you referring to

aren't you?
CC Yes, sir. That's what I'm referring to.

We're just trying to find out if anything had slipped.
PLT Okay. We had one on there, we've already

erased that one and we've got a new one on. Jerry's got it

set and 1 ' ve got it set

.

CC I think that might have done away with
Corollary's good idea.

CC Okay, Stylab, we just handed over to

Bermuda then, we've got you for about another 3-1/2 minutes
here. I can read you a little bit of the news. In that

amount of time I can't read too fast though. Suez Cairo -

Cairo Road, Egypt; Egyptian and Israeli generals signed an

American initiated agreement today that separates conbat
forces on the Suez Canal front and sends Israeli troops into

new positions well back into the (garble) desert. While
hundreds of journalists and 9oldiers looked on under bright
but blustery skies, Lt. Gen. Mohammed Gamasy and David
Elazar, I suppose, opposing chiefs of staff, indicated
the disengagement pact at a tent at kilometer 101. Hours earlie
the chief architect of the agreement, Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger took off for Aswan in upper Egypt for a meeting
with President Anwar - Anwar Sadat. It has taken a week of

•""tensive diplomatic maneuvering and commuting between the

two countries to win an acceptance for both ideas - both sides.
Bulletin; Saigon: "Fighting broke out today between South

Vie trie se and communist Chinese forces in the - (laugh) in the

disputed Paracel Islands, 250 miles off the South Vietmese
coast and warships exchanged fire," the Saigon commander said

(laughter). I've get too many guys trying to help me read the

news, (laughter). I offered it to you awhile ago, Robert.

Super (garble) wants to read it now ,( laugh t e r) . Seattle:
Rain storms and winds that raked 5 Northwest and Pacific
Const States during the week have begun subsiding leaving -
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I think we've been having a" little bit of that around here too.

We had a flood out here Use night. Leaving thousands of flood

victims the task of cleaning up and counting losses. Flood

damage in California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and northwestern

correction, western Montana, has been estimated at over

flOO Billion. The weather has been blaned for at least

16 deaths. The National Weather Service said gale-force

winds and rain would decrease in the northwest early Saturday,

with showers expected the remainder of the weekend. Most of

the damage was done early in the week, but another storm hit

the area Friday. New Orleans, Lousiana: A woman and her

5-year-old son were among about 13 persons still being sought

by rescue teams as darkness fell over the Mississippi River

site of a flaming tanker freighter collision. Rescuers waited

for fog to lift today to resume searching for the missing from

the 551-foot tanker Key, Trader, loaded with 18.000 tons of tuel

oil. gasoline and aviatian fuel and the 657-foot Norveigan

freighter Baune, carrying aluminum ore. "Two persons were

known dead but 61 persons, including the woman's husband and

ancther son were saved Friday after the collision about

75 miles south of New Orleans," the Coast Guard said. The

spokesman said language problems and confusion over how many

were aboard left in doubt the number missing. We re about

30 seconds from LOS. Next station contact is in U minutes

over Madrid, at 12:02. See here that Admiral Hyraan Rickovev,

known as the father of the atomic submarine, is taken out a

license here to marry a Navy nurse. A top Navy spokesman in

Washington, said the 73-year-oid Rickover and Commander Ann

Bednowicy, '< 3 ,
may be married today. The license was obtained

during the first week of January. From the Cape: An attempt

to put an unmanned military communications spacecraft from F.nRlan

Skynet 2 program into permanent orbit has failed. And I guess

I'm going over the hill. And, the VTR belongs to you guys, as

we go over hi 1 1 .

CDR Thanks. Crip.

END OF TAPE
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cc . - the program in the permanent orbit

has failed; and I guess I'm going over the hill. And the

VTR belongs to you guys as we go over the hill.

COR Thanks, Crip.

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

U hours 58 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next

acquisition in 2 minutes and 50 seconds through the Madrid

tracking station with CAP COMM Bob Crippen reading up the

morning news report to the crew, preceded by mission scientist,

Dr Robert Parker, scientist/astronaut, reviewing with the

crew the outlook for the remainder of the mission in various

experiment areas. He said the area hurting us the most is in

the KREP. This is caused by two constraints. He explained

that the weather for one and the maneuver problems associated

with the one - with 2-CMC control. He said they 11 do their

best to play catchup and get the rest of these F.RF.P passes

in There are two earlv morning thermal passes on mission

day 67; mission day 68 later. He expected that 300 manned

hours of data take with the AIM will be accomplished on the

mission. Also then on mission - between mission day 70 and

75 additional photography of the comet Kohoutek will be

attempted by the crew. Two weeks remain in experiments

area according to Mission Scientist Dr. Bob Parker. He

reported that he can see the end of the tunnel. Hopefully

the remainder of the schedule experiments can be performed

in the remaining 20-some days left in the mission. Acquisition

through Madrid in 1 minute. We'll bring the line up for rhis

Madrid pass 8 minutes in duration.

£ c Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through Madird

We have you for 7 minutes.
CDR Roger, Crip.

cc S p T> Houston. Kd , do you have a moment

to answer a quick one tor us, please, sir?

5P7 Go ahead.

cc Okay, last night after we left you alone

around, oh, 04:00 a little after that, we saw that our 82A and

POWER DOOR switches were - were placed ON and then we later

found out that the - the inner door on 82A did - was opened.

And it looked like that what happened was that the switch

had been put back to OFF before the thing had made a complete

transit. Can you confirm that that's (garble)?

S p T Yeah, Crip, I got up and I was looking

at Just trying to see what the activity was and it looked

as though something was brightening it up but then it didn t,

and so I had things opened up and then I closed it all down.

And apparently that's what happened.
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C C Okay, we i'iguroi you were up there

keeping - keeping the old eagle eye on the Sun to find out

what was happening.
SPT Okay, what was the probata, Lrlpf 1

closed the door, an<i what else was there to do?

cc What the deal on that is that it had

not - the door apparently had not got completely opened

and consequently the door then did not - did not indicate,

I guess .closed.
^PT How do you get around that?

cc You have to go ahead and wait and make

sure that you got a good - your talkback on the door indicates

gray, and then go ahead and give it the closed signal.

SPT Okay, we don't have that talkback up

here.
, , ^ v \

CC Oh. that's r i gh t , that's right. Wan,

it's about a 15-second duration, and I guess you have to

al low at least that

.

SPT Okay, thank you.

C C Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact is Carnarvon in 27 minutes at

12:36. And, Jer , if you got one moment I'd like to confirm

on what you'reported earlier about the beat problem that was

on channel B. And we'd like to find out if you hear it

on both air-to-ground and intercom.
CDR Yeah, we could hear it when (garble) transmit

button is not punched, and we could also hear it layed over

your conversations from the ground. We cannot hear it,

though, when we transmit.
CC Okay, fine. I'm being told that that

was a problem ve saw on last flight, ^6 it just went

3Wa>
'

cDR Well, we had it for a little while at

the beginning of this flight, and then it went away, and

now it's back

.

CC Okay , thank you,

C DR But it seemed to coincide with when you

were having some COMM troubles about a day and a half ago

when they said they had a - the only transmiter they could

use, or something, I think, was a 2-vatt.

CC Yeah, right. Okay, over the hi 1
i

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 h urs 11 minutes pass' through Madrid. Next acquisition

in 24 minutes 43 seconds will be the Carnarvon tracking

station. At Greenwich mean time 12 hours 11 minutes, this

is Sky lab Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyiab Control Greenwich mean time
12 hours 33 minutes. New Flight Control Team In process of

changing over here at the Mission Control center. Oncoming
Flight Director Milt Windier and his team. The C4N officer
has reported that 08:22 Greenwich moan time, 4 hours ago,

a transient glitch occurred again in CMG number 2, described
as a normal anomaly following the sane signatures of previous
transient event* in the CMG. The solar science room, ATM
room, here at the Johnson Space Center reports, maybe there
nay be some small flares on the Sun today, however they
expect nothing as spectacular as occurred in the last couple
of days. Yesterday, portions of a disk - disk transient
or a lifting filament we're observed by the - -

CC AOS Carnarvon, we have you for 5-1/2
minutes

.

CC And, PIT, Houston. Bill, if you have
an opportunity this pass I'd like to give you a couple of

corrections or additions to your PLT details.
CC SPT, Houston. We show H-alpha is done

2 frames a minute right now and we're kind of to hit a little
deal on you. We stuck in the SAP that we would like to go

ahead and run that at 1 frame per minute now, because of our

indicator problem. And, then use A frames a minute for flares.
SFT Got it, Crip.
PLT Houston, Skyiab, PLT. How do you read?
CC Loud and clear, Bill. How me?

PLT Okay, I read you 5 square, now, I

guess you weren't reading me awhile ago - (garble) said
something about details.

CC Rog; if you got some time I'd like to

make a couple of corrections to your detail.
CC (garble)
PLT Ready to copy.
CC Okeydoke. If you look at about 15:57

we talk about the S063 photos of an noctilucent clouds and

we tell you to use a permanent general message 2 Alfa; that

is incorrect. You should use the S06j H-ops message that w.>

sent, nunber 6525, last night.
PLT Roger.
CC Okay. Also, on your details at just

before 21:00, I believe, about 22:57, we have an M509 F7 Bravo,
we would also in addition to that , like to do a - an M509

F4 Alfa. We're going LOS here, and we'll have you shortly
in about 6-1/2 minutes at Honeysuckle.

CC Skyiab, Houston. We're AOS at Honey-
suckle and we've got you for a real long pass of about a

minute and a half, Next station contact is over the States
at Texas in 30 minutes at 13:18. We'll be doing a data/voice
recorder dump there, we'll also have handed you over to the

maroon team by then.
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PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time

12 hours 51 inutes. Today'* activities on the Sun according

to the NOAA scientist here at the ATM support room,

they report possibly some winor flares may occur today.

However, nothing as spectacular as th« crew has been witnessing

the last several days. JOP 21, joint observation 21, studying

variations in the Sun's corona will occupy 5 orbits today and

the rest of the AT observate - ATM observation time will be

•pent on synoptic observations under the planned JOP 2C,

the specifically honing in on active region 21 on the Sun.

EREP pass today number 26 - 27 for the nission, will begin

it about 240 niles northwest of Portland, Oregon along

track 34. Data take will end as Skylab space station crosses

into the Gulf of Mexico. Data take stopping at 300 miles

south of Galveston, Texas. Next acquisition In 25 minutes

25 seconds through the Texas tracking station. At Greenwich

mean time 12 hours 52 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich «ean time

13 hour* 17 alnutes. Acquisition coming through the Texas

JLSkul • at ion in 50 second*. Here at the ML. Ion Control

r.^Sr" PltJJ Director MIU Windier polling hi. Flight Con-

Irolll *, checking .catu. of vehicle .y.teas and crew ac I-

vUlesfor the day. CAP COMH U Dr. Story Musgrave. We U
VAnl the line up for this Texaa pass, a l0-»inute 47 ..rnnd

p;,Hrt,

nt , Skylab, AOS atatealdo for H nlnutes.

c ; ii r Morning, Story.

CC HI, Jer.
Houston, CDR.
Go ahe ad , Je r

.

Roger. Does S056 look like it'* buns; on

That's affirn, Jer.

COR Okay.

C C Looking good now.

C1)R Yeah, I just hit stop.

5PT Houston, SPT.

cr Go ahe ad , Ed .L Okay Story. We're at the sextant star check

„e got it for Alphard shaft 174.8 trunnion 22; Regulus 107.7

, "shaU. trunnion 18.3; and regulus Is awful, aw ul y fain t.

and without getting dark adapted, it sure is hard to see. If

you cone up with a little - a little better one than that

In the future, It sure would help. They were both offscale.

CDR
CC
CDR

the 6 filter?
Ci

CC UKaj > ne it i i ; i '

SP T say, Story, check the star angle dltferunces

rhPrP and make sure I was looking at Regulus, because Jerry

el me t"t that is supposed to be brighter than Alnharc and

I - what I was seeing was awful faint It., to go o sc le
I - what I was seems *- -

to find Alphard and I'm not sure what direct on Reg

so I had to do a square search and took the faint s .
..

1 f0U
£r" You want to givr us the trunnion again

on Regulus? We were thinking it should've been about 17.7.

Did you get 180.3?
SPT 18-3.

Cc And* Jer. S054 would like a little bit of

data ij
R

here
- Qkay> They don ,

t carc about fluctuating

bright points or anything like that then, huh?

CC Sot on 54, Jer.
(

CDR Okay. I see what I'm doing. 1 m running

56 when 1 shouldn't be.
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cc Skyiah, we're a »lnute from LOS. About

5 minutes to Madrid. We'll be looking for dumping the data/

voice at Madrid. And that star data look* good, Bd and at

present, those are the beat two stars w« can get you.

SPT Thank you, Story.

cc u won't work in a theraal and humidity

kind of stuff. Could you tell us how many showers you took

yesterday?
SPT 3 showers , Story

.

CC Okay. That's what we figured.

SPT That 's 3 apiece

.

p A0 Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean tine

13 hours 36 minutes as Skyiab tipace station beings Us 3*09

revolution since launch from Cape Kennedy on May 14. Skyiab

crew now in its 923re revolution of the Earth. During th>s

stateside pass, the biomed officer reported that the frg^iiUt

was showing activity, utilizing the ergometer for his exureisi'

period this morning. In about 1 hour fro* now, Science Pilot

Ed Gibson will be the subject of the M092 lower body negative

presaure and M171 metabolic analyier medical experiments.

This will be the eighth time that Science Pilot Gibson has

performed the M171 experiment and sixteenth time he has

performed the M092 experiment calls for 26 performances

by each crew member, the M 1 7 1 , 12 performances by each crew

member throughout the 84-day. Acquisition will be coming

through the Madrid tracking station in 1 minute and 50 seconds.

We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Story Musgrave under the

direction of Flight Director Milt Windier.

Cc Skyiab, we're AOS through Madrid for

7 minutes here. We see you using the voice recorder so we'll

delay our dump here In Houston.
CDR Go ahea.l, Story.

CC Jer, we're seeing a slight, but unexpected

change in momentum here. Are you doing anything up tht-re that

might cause a vent? Is there any Indication of a vent?

CDR Negative. Not that 1 know of. Bill s

on the ergometer, Ed's talking on the recorder and I'm working

ATM
CC And is M509 - 7 Alpha been started yet?

Cdr That's affirmative. It was started on

tlne
"cc And Jer, we'd like the DAS for a NuZ

updat e .

CDR You have It.

CC The DAS Is yours.

CDR Roger. Thanks.
Cc Skyiab, we're a minute from LOS. Tananarive
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inut«8. We 1 Momentum analysis .hows you »»y

leaks, close that vent valve
CDR That's complete

END OV TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
13 hours 49 minutes. We've had Ions of signal through Madrid
tracking station. Next acquisition in 13 minutes and 20
seconds will be Tananarive. Gean Anauster reporting to
Flight Director Milt Windier that the apparently is venting
aboard the spacecraft. The a ntisolar scientific airlock
vent apparently opened. The crew has been advised to close the
vent. The venting has caused the usage of about 4 nibs
during this pass, arid this causes no concern at this tine.
However, during this long LOS here the crew has been asked
to close the vent to - to prevent fuither nibs firings at
this time. Next acquisition in 12 minutes 35 seconds through
Tananarive. At Greenwich mean time 13 hours 49 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 1 minute. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 seconds. When the crew awoke this morning at a little
after 6 a.m. the temperatures aboard the workshop were
averaged 79 degrees. We are not expected to go above 82 today,
highest temperatures, The beta angle has decreased now and
these higher temperatures. We may have seen the last of these
high temperatures in Skylab. We'll hold the line up for
CAP COMM Story Musgrave.

CC Skylab, we got you for 5 minutes through
Tananarive, and we're expecting marginal comm here.

CDR Roger; you're pretty weak.
PLT How do you read, Story?
CC We're read.'ng you guys 5 square.
PLT Okay, Story, I found the problem in

ninus-Z SAL. 1 left the purge (garble). It's removed and it looks
ok ay

.

CC Okay , thanks , Bill.
CC And, Bill, if you haven't already, you

can open up the SAL vent valve.
PLT Right, Story. I got (garble) that was a

good call.
CC We still got 3 minutes with you, but In case

Tananarive drops out Honeysuckle's next at 14:25.
SPT Roger, Story.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours 10 minutes with lost; of signal through Tananarive.
Next acquistion will be Honeysuckle tracking station in

15 minutes and 10 seconds. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich
mean time 14 hours 10 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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px0 Skylab Control- Greenwich aean tin*

U hour". 24 .taut... Acquisition coming through Hon.y.uckle

in 50 second.. We'll bring the line up or thi. P««;
•l»ut« in duration through the Honeysuckle tr.ckinj • » tlon.

CC SkyUb, we've got you through Honey.ucki*

for ahnut a minute and a half.

SPT Roger, Story.

Cdr Got any theories on this beat frequency

yet , Story?

CDR You got any theories yet on this 6-cyclo

per second beat we've got going?
p

cc Nothing yet. :er, We're working it.

CDR Roger. It's pretty aggrlvatlng.

C C And we're going LOS here In about 15,

20 second.. See you over Goldstone at 14:54
;»J pJ«'j

e « ot

a procedure here that'll get us some of that 6 CPS here.

CDR Okay.

cc on - In the CSM on channel - on panel •

gJ to INTERCOM TR and we'll run a (garble) the DSC and

that'll get it to us down here.

CDR Okay.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

14 hours 28 minutes. A brief pass through Honeysuckle as

Skvlab crosses over New Zealand on its 3609 revolution.

Commander Carr asking if the ground has any theories on the

6 beats per second in the onboard tape recorder which they

use to put comments on observations which Is later then dumped

over a tracking station. Commander Carr at 11:45 Greenwich

mean time today, reported this beep frequency - 6 beats per

second He said it's been with us for a couple of days and

on this pass, he asked CAP COMH Story Musgrave to relay any

theories they may have. The crew has been instructed to go

to the command service module panel number 9, throw some

switches the ground could get that beep on the next pass and

theny'll analyze the beep and see what steps can be taken o

correct it. No concern, however Commander Carr expressed it

°
ivating noise as they put information on the tape recorder.

Next'a qu sltion in 24 minutes and 10 seconds th rough Go ds tone .

This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 14 hour* .9 min-

UteS "

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

14 hours and 53 minutes. Acquisition coming th rough Colds tone

^ 50 conds. The biomedical officer advis ing Fl ig t i rect or

Milt Windier who - he anticipates data coming through on he M092

ei erimet being performed by Science Pilot Ed 0 ib.on ,
wh le

Commander Gerald Carr serves as the observer of this experiment
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designed to measure the cardiovascular condition of the crew

»ember». We'll bring the line up (or this statewide pass.

CC Skylab, we've got you stateside for

16 minutea ,

CDR Roger, Story.
CC And Jer, a friendly reminder on a check-

list change we sent up a couple of days ago, that event tine

15 run, go to AUTO 250 on the BTMS node. That's Just before

starting level 2 on the M171.
CDR Okay.
CC And Bill, for Information only, on CBRM 5,

you'll see the CHARGER BATTERY light go out. We're going to

start charging that battery.
PLT Roger.
CC Bill, Houston .

PLT Houston, Skylab. How do you read?

CC Okay. I'n back with you, Bill. We Just

dropped out during the handover. I've got some ATM stuff

f o r you.
PLT Go ahead.
CC 56 looks hung up again, or maybe you stopped

1 1 .

PLT Negative.
CC And on your schedule pad opposite- tine

remaining 48 thore, it was pretty unclear to us here, too.

You want to omit 82A in 52. Omit them at anv case. H2B and

56, you want to operate them only at a fluctuating bright

point. So in this case, we'd like 82B and 56 not operating.

PLT Yeah, 1 figured that out after I started
C>C, and I vas going to go ahead and let it finish the sequence.

I'll stop it. Okay. I put it in STOP. Okay. I got a good

READY light, so it should be all right now. Also, since I'm

(garble) MIRROR AUTO RASTERS, I was wondering what I would do

to make Alpha 1 (garble) pointing, H-alpha 2?

CC St and by 1 .

CC In the pointing, Bill, we'd like the

up/down at plus 100.
PLT Roger.
CC And Story's, story's changing again. How

about plus 150, Bill?
PLT Okay. Plus 150.

END Or TAPE
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CC I" the pointing, Bill, wt'd like the

up/down at plus 100,
PIT Roger,.

CC And St;ory'» story's changing again.

How about plus 1)0, Bill?
PLT Okay, plus 150.

CC Skylaa, we're about 30 seconds to LOS

here, and about 5 minutes to Madrid. And, Bill, the reason

for using H-alphd 1 here io to align to 82 Bravo which we'd

be using if we had a fluctuating bright, point.
PLT Okay.
PAO Skyiib Control, Greenwich mean Uae

15 hours 13 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda

as Skylab space station begins its 3610th revolution. Acquisition

coming in 2 minutes and >0 seconds through Madrid tracking

station. The GNN officer reporting another normal anomaly

on the CMG number 2. Wheel speed decreasing to about 8870

rpras. Bearing temperatures rising again and current also

increasing in the control moment gryo number 2. This is

the third CMG anomaly In, the last 30 hours; one earlier

today at 08:22 Greenwich mean tint, and one which was recorded

starting at about 15:01 Greenwich mean tine todav. Again the

GNN officer describing these anomalies today as within the

range of previous anomalies that come and go. And they think

the problem now exists because of the high Beta angle. The

GNN officer reports the.t this could be the end of the present

series due to the fact that the Beta angle is decreasing.
He said he should know a little more on this within the ext

30 minutes as the Skylab station crosses through Madrid

and Canary tracking stations. We'll bring the line up for

this pass through overlapping acquisition Madrid and Canary

for a 8 minute 50 second pasi .

CC Skylab. we're back with you through Madrid

for 9 minutes.
CC And, BUI, S054 would like some -lata

here .

PLT Okay, I was just trying to space it

evenly.
CC We're a minute from LOS; about 11 minutes

t o Tananarive at 15:36.
PLT Roger, Story.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hours 26 minutes, Loss of signal through Madrid, Next

acquisition in 9 minutes which will be Tananarive tracking

station. As Science Pilot Ed Gibson near the completion of
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H171 run for the day. Commander Carr eerying as observer

on this 'dual medical experiment, che cardiovascular condition

gf each crew member and al.o determine hi. work efficiency

rldin* the bicycle ergometer and the M171 metobollc analyier

test. Pilot Bill Pogue presently at the ATM. Commander

Carr will transfer to the ATM control and die - observation

period beginning shortly after Greenwich mean time 6 - Next

acquisition In 8 minutes and 20 s.iconds through Tananarive.

At Greenwich mean time 15 hours 2i minutes, this is SJcylab

Cont roi

.

END OP TAPE
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qtvi.h contro) . Greenwich mean time
PA0

, Jlli if .i«n»l through Goldstone.

in*, to »*»l n *
• Pilot Ed Gibson Just conduced

"
8»"S £ "

:
° ? - s::;ii n;:

at the ATM console, Ul,cu"""
na . rMC These steps were

c.»«l.« » be t^.» t. unc.J. «k. CMC. th... .t^

for '
Ut , re , Binute t0 LOS , 2 minutes to

Canaries .

CC We'll be here.

;: 0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

tllA the line up for this Canary, Ascension pass.
hold the line up

SWylab> we . re back „ it h you through

Canaries and Ascension, 16 minutes.

£?
R

Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about

Yes sir, about 17:39, Honeysuckle.

pTo Skylab Control. Greenwich nean tine

Carnarvon tracking station.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 37 minutes. Acquisition coning through the Carnarvon

tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll bring the live up

for this pass scheduled to - a very brief pass of 1 minute

and 40 seconds through Carnarvon.
PA0 And then a back- to-back with Honeysuckle.

This pass should run about 9 minutes.

cc Skylab, we've got you through Honeysuckle

for 8 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story. I'm in the command

module .
,

cc Okay. When you're ready, give us a

configuration of panels 9 and 10.

CDR Okay.
CDR Okay. On panel 9, the S -BAND and the

1NTERCOMM are in TR and we're in I COM PTT. On panel 10, we've

got S-BAND on, INTERCOMM to TR and everything else is off.

C C And. everything else, other than what

you read out, was off on panel 9, wasn't it, Jer?

CDR Yeah, unless you want to talk about

power, audio tone, audio control and all that stuff.
V

^DR Panel 9 is AUDIO CONTROL is NORMAL and

the POWER is in AUDIO TONE.
CC Okay.
CDR Correction. It's in AUDIO.

CDR Okay. On panel 10, AUDIO CONTROL Is

NORMAL and POWER la in AUDIO TONE.

CC Okay.
CC Okay, Jer. That's it.

CDR Roger.
cc And we've got a change to your details

here. You're scheduled for the laser about 19:49, you can

cancel that. And you've got the laser on an optional for

everybody at 18:12, cancel that for everybody.
Okay. How about the one around 20:007

Yeah. That one's cancelled too. Goddard'sCDR
CC

overcast

.

CDR Okay .

That's listed at 19:49 in your details.

need to acknowledge.
Ed , Hous t on

SPT Go ahead, Story.

CC Ed, we can't work the £.*uitcake into

your menu cycle, there's too much potessium in it.

SPT (Laughter) The bejt news t ve h.id all

dav. Story. I'n not a big fruitcake man.

CC Well, we got the word, you were going to

replace the butter cookies for that.
v

SPT Tell vob what. I'll annate son* of my

fruit-cake to the other two crewaembers, if 1 get a few butter

rookie* in return.
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CC You'll have about the same problem.
CC I guess you're just going to have to go

cold turkey on the butter cookies.
CC Skylab, a minute to LOS, about 14 minutes

to Hawaii , 1 :59 .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
17 hours 49 minutes. Next acquisition in 10 minutes through
the Hawaiian tracking station. During this Carnarvon, Honeysuckle
pass, discussion with Commander G»rald Carr, who was in the
command module, attempts to check out the ayutec as to what's
causing the beep frequenye in the onboard tape recorder.
The recorder, which the crew referred to as the channel B

recorder, the one, which the crew put9 their comments which
are then dumped to the ground. Commander Carr, earlier
this morning, had reported this beep frequency at about
6 beeps per second. This has been plaguing thea for the last
couple of days. Commander Carr was asked to go to the
command module and check panel 9 and 10, which has audio
control - audio control that - panel 9 and 10 - recon-
firmed their configuration that the switches are in.
Reconfirmation of the switch locations has not cleared the
problem up, apparently. And the INCO officer and his people
here at Mission Control Center continuing to look at this
problem. An annoying one, however, does not degrade the
data that does come on these tape recorders. A light-
hearted discussion between Science Pilot Gibson and CAP COMH,
Story Musgrave concerning Gibson's request to swap some of
his fruitcake for the butter cookies. Apparently the
supply of butter cookies, aboard the spacecraft has been
exhausted, partially due to the fact that on the first
mission, Skylab II, Commander Pete Conrad had a liking for
butter cookies, as did Pilot Jack Louama on the second
flight. The supply of butter cookies are exhausted and
CAP COMM advised the Science Pilot Gibson that the flight
surgeon requested that he not eat the fruitcake, because
this contains too much potassium and this would upset the
mineral balance study of the MO 70 series of medical experiment s

.

Next acquisition in 7 minutes and 40 seconds through Hawaii.
This is Skylab Control at Greenwich ntm time 17 hours
51 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
17 hours 58 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Hawaii
tracking station as Skylab space station is on its 3611
revolution crossing the Pacific Ocean. Hawaii pass is

9 minutes in duration. We'll hold the line up for CAP COMM
Story Husgrave,

CC Skylab, AOS Hawaii, 9 minutes.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. 4 min-

utes to Goldstone.
PLT By the way, Story, I have a quick

question. You know when I was operating ATJi and you
said .-e ' d like to have 54 running, I had reinitiated 54

about a minute prior to your call and while this (garble),
that is, I've now researched, convinced myself that (garble)
13-mlnute sequence. Do they know when the machine when that
54 is operating there, can they tell?

CC That's affirm, Bill.
PLT ' Okay, then. 1 must not have initiated

it properly. It must not have hit the switch all the way
up to START.

CC Bill, thebest guess is here that you -

the ATOM was passing the message on to get It going ind between
that and ny getting it up to you, you all ready got it going.

PLT Okay, I - I think 1 initiated it before
that and (static)

CC Yeah, we're going over the hill here.
See you in about 3 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 9 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition in 1 minute 55 seconds through Goldstone on a

lengthy stateside pass. Today's ERKP pass number 27 for
Skylab IV, will begin west of Oregon and some of these sites
which Pilot Pogue will be viewing through the viewflnder
tracking system, for the S191 instrument, are Great Lake -

Great Salt Lake outside of Salt Lake City, Utah, the Rio
Grande Reservoir in the San Juan Mountains of Colorado, the
Great Sand Dunes National Monument outside of Pueblo, Colorado.
In addition - weather permitting, the VTS will be aimed at

the Eagle L^ke Soncrville Resrrvoir, Rosenberg, and wetlands
in the San Bernard Basin on the Gulf coast. Today's data
will be gathered for Pis, principal investigators, including
Dr. R. K. Moore of the University of Kansas, James Barnes of the
Environmental Research and Technology Incorporated, Dr. Keenan
Lee, Colorado School of Mines, Dr. Roger Hoffer of Purdue
University, Dr. Victor Baker, University of Texas, as well
as John C. Alishouse of NOAA. We'll have acquisition in

30 seconds through Goldstone. We'll bring the line up for
this stateside pass.
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're back with you through Goldstone

for 6 minutes.
PLT Roger, Story.

cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. 5

minutes to Bermuda. Be looking to dump the data/voice at

Bermuda.
SPT Okay, Story. I'll try to fill you in

on what we're seeing up here on our displays at that time.

Ve haven't had much of a chance this norning. And also,

I'm wondering - is 56, that one I operate, because they

would be operating in the active 1 long node. V,ould they

like some long exposures while we're sitting here or are

they getting a little film limited?

CC We '11 get with you , Ed

.

SPT Okay and also, the mode which we re

going through now for 55, your mark was made at - we ' re

doing this so they can try to locate the feet of the loops

which were seen previously on the limb. I'n vondjri n,
.

we re

they actually able to see the loops in their MIRROR At »

0

RASTERS or was it perhaps my own observations or some other

source which they saw the loops?

cc Okay. Cot it and we'll get back with

you In about 3 ulnutcs.
pA0 Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean time

18 hours 18 minutes with loss of signal through Goldstone.

Next acquisition as the spacecraft crosses over the Great

Lakes will be the Bermuda tracking station in 2 minutes and

25 seconds. Up to date, the Skylab IV mission in the EREP

area has accomplished 18 of a scheduled 23 task sites to e

accomplished. 23 task projects which did not Rather -which

data was not gathered on Skylab U or 1U of the 23 scheduled

for the mission. 18 h*ve been accomplished to date. those

remaining - yet to be accomplished include areas in Mexico

Veracruz area where highway engineering and regional planning

data was being looked for by the Mexican government a* well

as geology In the Central America - the Tlbestl Mountains

of Chad to determine if the mountains are located at

two mlor fracture svstems. In agriculture, range forestry

,. iR ,i,.Hnes, Atlanta, (>„rr!^ w..-. a «iat« ^urrr yet no, col-

lected in Skylab IV. Prlnci^, investigators looking tor

forest and land use classification in the Atlanta, Georgia

area. Another site yet to be accomplished is the work in

Iran, Earth resources data to provide information for developing

resources on nonproductive or inaccessible areas of the world.

And the fifth site yet to be accomplished in the mission Is

the cotton fields in the Greenville, Mississippi area. Data

gathered here, hopfully would provide crop pattern recognition
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as well as provide a system of being able to forecast cotton
crop yields on an annual basis. The Earth resources pass today
scheduled to start west of - off the coast of Oregon, follow
along ground track 34. Data take starts at 4:28, and lasts
for 9 minutes. During that period, the spacecraft will
travel approximately 2000 - 2100 miles gathering data for
various disipllnes atmospheric geology oceanography. We'll
hold the line up for this Bermuda pass, 10 minutes in duration.

CC Skylab, we're back with you through
Bermuda for 10 minutes. And we'll be dumping the dat ,i/voi co.

recorder here. And, Ed, that's a good call on S 0 5 6 , no ahead
and t.iko some long exposures. We arc film limited, hut go
a hi- ad and take some long exposures. Usi- your own jusigenu-nt
on how many

.

SPT Okay, thank you, Story. Maybe we can get
feelings from them on just how fi.ln limited they art? because
(static)

END OF TAP F.
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SPT Story, let »e tell you what we see la

WLC in the XUV BOnit
^; v Fd Juat before you do that, after

CC
, ) I, up the S054 that's running I'd

the next - after you finish here wc show

like you to point at active region

you between 24 and 20.
that g0 that t heir

SPT ?V L a little more activity. Because

fflirro r auto ras
"^Sirrer autS Aster I thought they'd

of the size of their » rro auto ^ in fche

be able to cover it a 1 1
.

t y

center^ the f ra*e .^11 ^he ad^a ^ (o

repoi^ to

o-i

;

; ;r.
d

;^. r

w
:-u: w^ey^r;:

was

^^U^rl^i-^^-Herwant the center I'll

ahead^and do that. ^ you do have 2 000 usable frames

left
I?/

056
' O.ay. Lh«k you

snail change if any at all.
080 or 0 75 is

nre very - very snal 1 a re am r
had at

, ^ , rJay ,

still there although it a

0 n down to around 105 that'

Down at the region roc 1 from a> ^ fgr The
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"J

Joe. no ^ 2g() la
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Wh
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9ti ll there and about as s trong .
x

caUcd QUt ,

about all of the ac tive
"J

1 ™*
J

h
^ but they're very

And there sure is a vh ° \ h^/ Have
*
0 t given a number to

small ones. The one which they h^e «ot g 9lzeab i e

which is at 00.3, that °" e
t

^°" 9

t he?8 whtch we have named, in
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particular 30 and are re at ive ly ^ _ ^ Qf the
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pret ty much
r L t, fro. up here, but it

And I can't sec the t It « r
* u flaoothe d out. There s

l00k3 as though th ng • h- retty
fc

right noM anyvay .

not going to be thcr
a

n
a lot, Ed.

CC
SkyUb, aSout 30 seconds to LOS here and

CC
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about 7 minutes to Ascension, 18:37.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 32 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda.
Next acquisition will be Ascension in 4 minutes and 50 seconds.

CC Skylab, AOS through Ascension for 10 minutes.
SFT Story, I wondered if I could get an

answer to a question about some information which was on the
solar activity pad this morning.

CC Okay, go ahead, Ed.
SPT About the filment 81 which lifted off

yesterday, and it said a minor sympathetic flare followed in

active region 21. I'm wondering if they could tell me

what tine that was and what was the magnitude of the flare.
CC We'll get that for you.
SPT I was trying to keep pretty close tabs

on that active region after that. I sure never saw anything.
CC Ed, that sympathetic flare out of active-

region 21 was a subfaint. It occurred at 19:50, which
was on the dark side and this was just prior to beginning
the EREP pass, that's why you missed it.

SPT Okay, thank »ou, Story. They made a

good call on - that something was going to happen. I wish
(squeal ) - -

CC And, Ed, could you reach on over and
turn the cabin pressure regs off?

SPT I've reached and they're off.
CC Thank you.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS; about

23 minutes to Carnarvon. And, Ed, your ATM conference
will be coming up then.

PLT Thank you, Story.
CC And S054 needs another start, K<! .

SPT Story, we got a problem with our timer
box up here (squeal) because I started that thing exactly
at the time we started the experiment and it still hasn't
t imed out

.

CC Okay, the box is a little conservative.
It takes a little longer to run out than the experlncnt.

SPT That hasn't really been the case, Story.
I've found it the other way around a couple of times.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 50 minutes with loss of signal through Ascension.
Next acquisition in 20 minutes will be through the Carnarvon
tracking station. Flight Director Milton Wlnalcr receiving
a briefing currently here at the Mission Control Center on
the scheduled EREP pass foi later this afternoon, which is
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Mount-ins from the coast of - from the coas ° f

J;*
c ^ \ ,

s

Mountains is very cloudy. However
H^TnT in o

clearing up until the spacecraft would be crossing lnto

ne Texas panhandle area presently under cloud cover. And

til Houston Area Test Site, one of the elusive targets in

ne ERF.P program . Weather officer reporting very little

chance at all of this weather breaking up permitting total

da" take of the Houston Area Test Site. Texas has two

at is EREP pass. One is the Guadalupe Co orado

b -^-ny
or;hr^-n^r:f-h:

k
Mi 8 :iL: \: i^r

wnt be Seclsive pass for ERF.P . either we get it tjday

or there's two more chances to catch It lam cn. There

are 10 desirable sites in today's pass, two of which are

Id o - in " 1" -Edition to 2 which are manda tory - t .ta

1

o 1 sites in today's EREP data take. Next «quiaitlon in

17 minutes and 50 seconds through Carnarvon. This is

SkyTaS Control at Greenwich mean time 18 hours 53 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 7 minutes. After a thorough review of the weather
conditions In the Texas area, Flight Director Milton Windier
has Just informed his flight controllers, he does not get the
impression this pass Is worth the use of TACS and crew time.
He said he cannot Justify this pass. Weather reports it's
very unli'<ely the Texas area will clear in time Tor the pass,
which begins - scheduled to begii about 4:27 - 4:28 this
afternoon. Thi9 again loses the Houston Area Test Site
again to the EREP investigators. Of the three Skylab Missions,
Houston Area Test Site has been the object of EREP instruments
only one time. That's when the weather cooperated. So once
again, we use the - lose the HATS area to the weather. The
crew has an alternate Flight Plan however, for this afternoon.
Flight controllers now reviewing that Flight Plan, which calls
for an additional ATM period for the commander, Gerald Carr.
Some additional housekeeping chores and operation of the S073
instrument. We have a pass through Carnarvon in app r ox i na r e 1

y

1 minute. We'll bring the line up for this pass, where the
crew will be informed of the cancellation of the EREP pass for
the day .

CC Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for 10 minutes.
And before we get on with the ATM conference, I've got about
three things for Jer.

CDR Go ahead, Story.
CC Okay. There's no EREP. The weather for

that track was very poor. The EREP has been canceled. We'll
be moving Into the alternate Flight Plan.

CDR Okay.
CC And Ed can be looking over the ATM possi-

bilities and discuss those with Bill during the ATM conference.
And we need another sextant check on our nuZ here due to our
momentum still being a little bit off. We haven't been - The
dumps haven't brought it back In, after that vent this morning.
Let me know when you're ready to copy that.

CDR Okay . Go ahead .

CC The window is 19:29 to 19:36. The stars
ore the same. Alphard 176.8 and 24.8, Regulus 112.5 and
17.4. And that's shaft and trunnion respectively.

SPT Okay. the window 19:29 to 19:36. Alphard
shaft 176.8, trunnion 24.8, Regulus 112.5 and 17.4.

CC Okay. And we're going ahead with the
EREP tape transfer and the head clean, And here's Ed for the
- Bill for the ATM conference.

SPT Hello, Bill . Go ahead

.

HCC Okay, Ed. I've got a couple of goodies
here for you. A couple of them are related to the no EREP.
On the Sun, today, it 'a generally continued to decline although
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it appears late - juat recently there's been a little bit

more activity. There ts some good news for the JOP 21 that !
s

in progress. We've noticed moving magnetic fields in and
around the spots that's in active region 20, filament 81

appears to be reforming slowly. Just recently at 18:42
which is like a half an hour ago, Boulder reported a

subnormal flare in active region 31. That's at north 6

west 20. We had no X-ray indication of it at the time.
So we can't rate it there. And subsequent to that there
is a bright surge that is going northeast that, again has
been detected by Boulder. The only thing of note today,
is the JOP 21 and a - -

SPT Bill, you said that was at 30 - active
region 30 it cane from?

MCC No. That's active region 31, which
should have been on your update this morning. In any event,
it's at north 6, west 20. It was on our plans for this
morning. It looked so unimportant to us that by this
afternoon we dropped it from our planning package, but we're
obviously going to have to stick it back on.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay. And then today, we've got the

JOP 21 going on and continuing in next orbit with the potential
for the 82 Alfa nested sequence to happen here. I'm ready
to talk to you about the message that went up on that, if

you would like to and with the no EREP alternate, let me
point out a few possibilities. One is that you can perform
your 19:33 orbit as advertised and Jerry can do the 21:06
EREP alternate as advertised. Should you elect, based on
the activity to initiate the 82A nested sequence this cooing
orbit, we would then recommend that the orbit you would have
done at 19:33 would slide into the no EREP alternate. Let
Jerry do that and just forget what we planned as the alternate.
That's the second possibility. A third possibility would
be for you to do the planned orbit this time and perhaps
Jerry might elect to do the nested sequence on the EREP alternate.
So there's 3 possibilities there. I bring this to your
attention because we have only one full pass tomorrow that
would be appropriate for the 82A sequence in Its entirety.
And that's some time in the morninp and Bill has It. So. in

the event th*t we don't got through that today, we nay well
have to take it tomorrow, independent of what we're looking
at. Let ne see now if you've pot rfny questions on t ho message
itself or any of the things I've Just said. Over.

SPT Yeah. The way you put It, it looks
like you ought to have a go at It today. Unless you could
forecast that you're going to see note activity tomorrow. Tho
problem is that ve start this thing at <*8 minutes remaining, Jnd
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you really can't tell whether you're going to have significant

time rates of change of field. The only thing you can cell is

whether the counts are up a little bit in oxygen VI and we've
got some building blocks remaining for 48 minute remaining.
So you really don't have much tima ,

even, to get in there
and do that. So the only way we're ever going to start this

thing and have confidence that something's happening is -

something happening on the previous orbit, or that the whole
day has been one in which you've seen a lot of activity in

the region. If you've seen activity now, then that's probably
the best indication we have that we ought to go ahead and get
the thing done. I've looked it over and I believe I understand
what's going on here. Wouldn't want to saddle one of these
other guys with start from scratch on it. If it's going to
give us better data, though, if we were assured that it - wo -

tomorrow's going to be a better day than today, then we'll go

ahead and wait and I'll brief them on it. Ky own feeling is,

though, maybe we ought to just get going on the thing.
MCC Okay. That's sort of in concert with

our feelings here, although wo feel you've got the best
perch to be looking at this from and to make the final
decision. And I concur with what you have just said, that
basically, it's a weather forecast kind of a thing. If it's
raining today, it'll probably rain tomorrow, is the bc.«,t

way to do it on what's next orbit going to do, well, I

to have to look at the past orbit. But, it's too long,
really to see what's happening on an orbit and then initiate
it. So it's totally your option. If you do do it on thi«
coning orbit, have Jerry do the originally planned 19:33 orbit
as the EREP alternate and forget the JOP 2 Bravo on the
EREP alternate then.

SPT Okay. Is there anyway I could get
the c^ing done tomorrow?

MCC Not unless the Flight Plan winds up
changing significantly between new and then. We have a

couple of orbits that you might get part of It In. But we've
only got the one full orbit tomorrow that w - it would fit In.

Right now that's scheduled for Bill.
SPT I see.
HOC Okay. Just continuing on here, briefly,

we've got 2-1/2 minutes left here and if Bill ever has an

answer or a question that he wants, Just have him break in

and I'll have him talk to Story here - -

END OF TAPE
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SPT I see .

MCC Okay, Just continuing on here briefly,

we have 2-1/2 minutes left here, and if Bill ever has an

answer or a question that he wants, just havr bin break in

and I'll let him talk with Story here. Tomorrow, Owen Garriott

will be in to talk to you on the con f e rence . And a reminder

that on Monday morning, we'll be having the ATM advanced

plant. ing session where we can shoot the breeze on some thoughts

for some advanced planning. And whenever you've got some
inputs that you want me to make either weak or strong, let

me know, and I'll certainly take then over for yen.

SPT Advanced planning, how far in advance?
MCC What 1 really mean here is this is

taking a lool at the kind of planning we might do for a

shuttle type mode

.

PLT Oh, okay, I'm trying to put some things

on tape right now. Specifics on the panel, an: then I'll

try to get into some of those others.
MCC Okay, fine, and I'll just read then

off the tape. That's the most efficient way of doing it.

Also, just one interesting point here, next week on Thursday

the 24th of January, which is 3 days away now, we have about

a 3-hour session her*- where the A 'I'M Pis will be presenting

brief papers to us. Talking about the preliminary results
from Skylab as they know it so far. And 1 will attend that

for you and pass up some interesting comments chat come out

of that in the subsequent days.
SPT Good, yeah, I sure would appreciate

hearing that. One question 1 just put on tape was, what is

56 getting with their long exposures in the way of details

on the corona? I never had a chance to see those pictures
before I left. Another question 1 have is, on the activity
pad, they talked about the loops which had been observed
in active region 21 and that's why we're working on these

two grating positions of all balls and 772. Vere these based
on my observations - based on 55 results, or observatories on

the ground or - exactly how many - how have we confirmed that

we really did have loops there?
MCC Okay, my understanding is that's b.i.-fd

on history of interconnection of those areas and 55 and

Story has a message he needs to get up, so I'll be talking with

you Mond&y. Owen will see you tonorrow.
SPT Thank you, Bill, so long.

CC I don't think I have any bi re except
we're 30 seconds to LOS, and it'll be Goldstone in 30 minutes
at 19:50. And the only other thing is, probably hadn't had
much chance to look at it. Any questions about the alternate
Flight Plan? Bill will be picking up S063 AS2 - AS72 as
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opposedtoASTl.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

19 hours 22 minutes. The crew advised of the cancellation of

today's E REP . Alternate Flight Plan will be put into effect

addir.g another ATM pass for Commander Gerald Carr. Backup

Skylab crewmember, Bill Lenoi r ,
giving the daily ATM conference

with Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Flight Director Milt Windier
announced cancellation of the E REP pass about 15 minutes ago.

He said there's no way based on the weather that he could

justify this pass. This in conjunction with the uncertainity

of the onen - tnoinentuu posture ri^ht now. The weather couple.

i

with the momentum situation has caused cancellation of the

ERF.P pass today, pass number 27 in the progi am. Next

acquisition will be Goldstone in 26 minutes and 25 seconds. This

is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean tire 1 9 hours 21 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 49 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now 56
seconds from acquisition through the tracking antenna at
Goldstone. This pass through Goldstone, Texas, and Merritt
Island will last about 17-1/2 minutes. We'll bring the
line up live now for air-to-ground. The spacecraft comm-
unicator on duty is Story Musgrave and the flight director
is Milton Windier .

CC Skylab, AOS stateside for 17 minutes.
CDR Roger Story. I got so busy working on

this darned tape recorder that I missed the star window.
Can you give me another window?

CC I understand you want another window and
some different angles.

CDR That's affirmative.
CC Okay. We'll get them.
SPT Story, you asked for a building block

35. I've gone ahead and operated 56. If they would select
a dropout let me know. Also I've got some hangups in their
operation 1 on a patrol short, filter 6, and also in active
1 long and filter 3.

CC Okay , Ed .

CDR Story, we got a new sound now. You got
rid of the six beats per minute thing and now it sounds like
somebody's rattling a bag of narbles at six rattles per seconc.

CC When we played it back down here, Jer,
we suri heard the four to six cycles and we got a lot of
sympathy with you. We also heard an owl in the background.

CDR We're not getting the howl.
CC Okay. While we're on the subject, if

you get a chance go back to panel 9 in the command module
and get your intercom switch off center, otherwise, the
DSC will pick up the ned conference tonight.

CDR Okay.
CC That's panel 9, Intercom switch to

OFF CENTER

.

CC And Ed, both 54 and 56 want a run.
SPT Thank you, Story.
CDR Story, going to OFF on that intcrcoo

switch on panel 9, got rid of the rumble, but now the clucking
Is back.

CC Okay. And we've got some evening questions
concerning that noise problem that we'll put up tonight, cr
any tine It's convenient

,

CC If you didn't hear ne during the hand-
over there, Jer, we got an evening question on the noise
problem that we can get up to you this evening or right now.
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CDR Go ahead with It now.

cc That problen with the six beats per

second noise occurred only on audio channel B, and not on

channel A

.

CD H That's affirmative.

cc Okay. On intercom, when the transmit

ICOM button is pushed, does the noise disappear from the

SIA speakers on all SIAs on channel B?

CDR Negative

.

cc One more. Was the decrease in overall

audio level on channel B noticed in association with the stare,

of the six cycle per second noise problem?

CDR Negative. We didn't notice any decrease

in audio level .

cc Okay. We'll keep working as hard as ue

can. Now, we know what you're putting up with now, we've

heard it.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPX Go ahead

.

cc Ed , I got a change to page 2 of tnat

thing you're running with 82A now. on general message 6557

Alfa
sp T i'n working o:. ft 5 5 7 Alfa 2. Go ahead.

cc Okay. That's fine. We'd like you to

terminate at 02 :30.

spT Okay. Lafit exposure at <)2:J(J.

cc Okav. Anl to use up those extra frnres

ihat we lost down there. Start the 30-secoml intervals up

there at 9. In other words, after in you'll run on.- .it >,

then 08:30, then 8, then 07:30.

SPT Okay Story. Start at 9, and then - wc

start at 10 and then 09:30.
cc No, you can start at 9. Make it start

at 9 then 08 : 30 , 8 , 07 : 30

.

at 9,
s„

e "
'okay, we go 10. 9, 08:30 , 8, 07:30, so on.

cc Beautiful. Thank's Ed. And we're 30

seconds from LOS here. We'll see you over Carnarvon about

20:48. That's 40 minutes, and wa ' re intending to dump t.io

data/voice recorder at Carnarvon.

END OF TAPE
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P/O Skylab Control at 20:09 Greenwich mean

tine. The Skyla'j space station is now out of range of

Bermuda. Our next acquisition is 39 minutes away at

Carnarvon, Australia. At the present time the Skylab crew

will be moving into their alternate flight plan - that flight

pPlan to replace the Earth resources pass cancelled earlier

includes ATM activity for Commander Jerry Carr and also some

housekeeping activities for Science Pilot Ed Gibson and the

Pilot will be doing some stowage and preparation of S063 and

S073 instruments for later operations. There is an operation

scheduled for S073 at about 22:00 today. This is Skylab Corn

3 8-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition, it's not 10 minutes

after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Skylab Control at 20:47 Greenwich mean
Lime. Skylab space station is now 53 seconds from acquisition
at Carnarvon, Australia. This pass through Carnarvon will
last 9-1/2 minutes. We'll bring the line up live now for
air-to-ground. Milton Windier is still on duty here at
Mission Control, but Charles Lewis is about to take over
from him during the next - after the last couple of passes.
And at that time we will also have a change from CAP COMM
who is now Story Musgrave. We're live now for air-to-ground
at Carnarvon.

cc Skylab AOS through Carnarvon for 7 minutes
and we see you voice recording and we'll hold off the dump.

CDR Roger, Story and at the termination of
gravity gradient dump with those angles you gave me for Alphard-
Regulus still be reasonably good?

CC They're off about • be off about 10 now and
we ; re trying to recompute right now and ve've got some new
ones for you. Just stand by I on those.

CDR Okay.
CC Fd, Houston.
SPT Go ahead Story.
CC Ed we need to get a new nuZ hero for

S073 and also to get our momentun straightened out and I've
got sone new numbers for you and even they are going to be
pretty far off but we need you to try.

CDR Houston, this is CDR, he's got something
going r ight now . I'll do it.

CC Okay, Jerry you readv to copy.
CDR Go ahead .

cc Okay, I'm coming up on a keyhole but I'll
go the windows, 21:03 to 21:10. stars are the same, Alphard and
Regulus. Alphard 176.9 and 25.2. Regulus 113.5 and 17.3.

CDR Okay, the optics are all set up and
ready to go, I should have it within a minute or two lfter
the old window opens.

CC Okay, thanks. MKylab, we're 30 ;<»-<:nn<is
to LOS and 5 minutes to Guam.

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 59 minutes
Greenwich mean tine. Skylab space station has passed out
of range of Carnarvon. We're a little more than 3 minutes from
acquisition at Guam. Present time our change-of -shi f t is
planned for as soon as possible after Milt completes the
handover to Charles Lewis. Milt Windier will be doing the
change-of-shif t from here in Mission Control and that will
probably take pi ace within the next 20 minutes, I guess.
Skylab's large number 2 gyroscope went through two stress
periods again today as astronauts Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson and
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Bill Pogue continued medical and solar research in their

tl ne to .ime over ^ e P
but lc -

3 workin g fine once
slowed very slightly twice to

y
rfluse d by an opened vent

. g.i« »d.y- * »i>j»»
tHI i.5 fun-

<= rr

;

....
u

.

;iri;

S -0 th. outlet Che space station corrected the

6 K ..„•!„„ t ho 107^ instrument, that s tne
from outer space using the bU/J ins

.

Skvlab crew

65th day tomorrow morn ng early.
.
" *

?°" C

the line UD live

Guar: should last about 9 minutes and we re still

fron acquisition there.^ ^ ^ ^ Gugn for

8 rsinutes .

cc Bill , Houston.

pit Go ahead, Story.
l
L
c
T

I got three things for you, Bill one of

the. be a change to your detail, your. phone call tonight and
then be a change to youi uc r

the rest of it will require some copying.

PLT Ready to copy

.

CC

Ready to copy

.

Okay phone call's Hawaii at 02:13, it'll

be a left to right.
pit Roger. . .

C r And in the next housekeeping periods
Ana m i.v~^ . -

'
, oor there if possible, work in two things wc

:«*".;:;• r^£v.rir r

duct, that's :he housekeeping 6 Alia l anu *

first priority.

V? A nrthe second one. if you get to it i«

a .."procedure on S190A .1 .ration 6 and the naif is on page

W. the EREP Half Bo^
do the W EREP ..II on

station 6, 19 OA.
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CC Yeah and I got some switches here that
will get you up the speed so you can jump right into step
there .

PLT Press on.
CC Film, drawer L, set Y. Panel - panel

110, EREP BUS 1, on, EREP BUS 2 on, panel POWER DISPLAY on
S190 power on and prior to getting into step 7, mark the
film -

END OF TAPE
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CC - On. S190 power, on. And prior to

getting into step 7, mark the film.
PL" Roger, understand, it's set up - set up

for malfunction procedure on page 1-7, and film drawer

L set Yankee. On panel 110, BUS 1 on, BUS 2 on, display
on, S190 power on and mark the film before going into step

7 .

CC Yes sir, that's it. And just for your

own planning purposes we may be unable to inhibit momentum
dump, the next run around. And that will cancel your S073 o

for the first time around, but we won't be able to make
that decision until stateside. We jusi wanted to let you

know what ve were working.
PLT Okay, and I put on tape early this

morning 1 was unable to complete the noctilucent clouds. I

had 3 minutes for the prep, and also we had that power

problem on the CBRM. However I did pick it up on this last

night pass. I got 9 minutes so we're 10 sequences a total

of noctilucent from the southern aurora area.
CC
PI.T

aurora .

CC
PLT

noctilucent clouds
CC
PLT

about the S073?
CC

MILA which is about
PLT

Thank you

.

SPT
ih.ire ?

CC
now Ed .

SPT

Okay

.

1 did not however visually see the

Copy .

So that brings S063 up to speed on
first day anyway.
Okay .

And, Story, when can you let me know

It looks like it'll be either leaving
21:41 or at the Vanguard at 21:52.
Okay, that's - that's preat for p 1 a n n i r.

Story, what's the X-REA look like down

We're down around background, low right

Okay
,

for the first tine in a

of day:i we have seen some kind of action pic
couple

) around
4.6000 or so ir. active region 21, they're back down now

around 2000.
CC Okay , thanks

.

SPT During the last orbit they were up

to around 1 to 1.4000 and they're still where we (garble).
CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, about

16 minutes to Goldstone at 21:26.
CC And going over the hill you may see

a blinking light on the voice record. It's no probletr.,

we've changed recorders.
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CC And Jer, we're seeing some enhancement

in the plage in active region 21.

SPT Rog, Story. He's up in the CSM now; I'm

working (garble)

.

CC Thanks Ed .

CDR Story, I found Regulus at 113.7 and 16.0,

and I'm still looking for Alphard.
CC Okay , Jer got it .

PAO Skylab Control, at 21:12 Greenwich mean

tine. The Skylab space station over the North Pacific has

passed out of range of the tracking antenna at Guac. Our

next acquisition is 14-1/2 minutes away at Goldstone. Flight

Dirctcr Milton Windier, said he'd be up here very shortly

for the change-of-shi f t biiefing. We expect it to begin

in the next 3 or U minutes, and that will be. conducted from

here in Mission Control. This is Skylab Control at 12 minute

and 15 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 21:29 Greenwich mean
tine. We've been recording the beginning of the Goldstone
pass. At this time the control moment gyroscope number 2

is still experiencing an anomaly that began at 19:49 today.
The usual conditions still apply, it does seem to be calming
down somewhat now that-wheel speed does seem to be coming back
towards normal. We're going to begin the recording at

Goldstone and see if we can't catch up as we go over the U.S.
and we'll start that recording now.

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone and
MILA for 14-1/2 minutes. Hello from the bronze team.

CDR Hello, Henry. Kello bronze guys.

PAO We're now live at Goldstone.
CC PLT, Houston our momentum situation now is

still a little wormy. We want to look at it a little more.

So we're not going to do the momentum dump inhibit, however
we do want to go ahead with the SO 7 3 ops as scheduled on the

alternate Flight Plan.
CDR Okay, I'll pass the word to him, he's

vacuuming; I don't even think he heard you. 1

CC Okay , thank you.

CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from

LOS, Vanguard at 53.

CUR Roger, Han*.
PAO Skylab Control at 21:44 Greenwich

mean time. Skylab space station is nov over the northern
part of South America. 8-1/2 minutes to acquisition
at Vanguard. During this pass over the United States
apparently control moment gyroscope number 2 which has been
experiencing a rather lengthy anomaly now appears to moving
back into its ncrnal range of behavior. The temperature is agai

at one point the temperatures on the two bearings that serves th

nunber 2 control moment gyroscope hr.d crossed over the standard
bearing number 1 on that control moment gyroscope usually

runs about 2 to 3 degrees cooler - or 2 to 3 degrees warmer,
sorry - 2 to 3 degrees warmer than bearing number 2 and at

one point during the last couple of hours, bearing number 2

actually became hotter than bearing nunber 1, by about 1.2 degre
a very small range actually only a three to four degree change
from its normal behavior. However that is a traditional
sign of an anomaly in those bearings - is that temperatures
converge, and, on occasion crosf over. In this case the

crossover amounted, at one point, to 1.2 degrees when we looked
back on the tabulation here at Mission Control. At this point
the lowest wheel speed that's recorded on tab that's viewable
here says that it's about 1/2 percent below the nominal range -

nominal speed for that CMC is 8912, it did reach 8870
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at one point during the last two hours. And the current
moved up about - about 2 percent during the anomaly. At

this time the current Is back at its normal level.
Wheel speed, the last Indication was 8912 however it's been
fluctuating around 8900 so that indicates wheel speed is
now, if not completely returned to normal very near normal
and the temperatures now show the bearing number 1 which
is normally the warmer bearing to be about 7/10 of a degree
warmer than bearing number 2. The normal level for that is
about 2 to 3 degrees warmer so it is not completely returned
to normal but it does seem to be headed in that direction.
That's the second anomaly during the day on CMG 2. One
did occur earlier this morning. And another anomaly was
experienced last night from the same CMG. The control moment
gyroscope aromaly earlier in the day took place at about
15:10. I'm sorry that's 15:01, CMG was operating out of
its normal range of behavior from about 15:01 to about 16:27.
And the - there was an anomaly reported during the overnight
it occurred while the crew was asleep. The anomaly went away
this morning at about 08:22. This is Skylab Control, 5-1/2
minutes to our next acquisition of signal, it is now
<W minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, at 21:51 Greenwich

mean time. And the Skylab space station Is now over Brazil

about to be acquired though the tracking ship Vanguard.

We're 50 ain - 50 seconds iron acquisition at Vanguard.

This pass should last approximately 8-1/2 ninutes and we 11

bring the line up live for Spacecraft Coanunicator Hank

Hartsfield. Charles Levis is now on duty as Flight Director

here at Mission Control. And in our last reading it appears

that the control moment gyroscope is now moving back

toward its normal performance after an anomaly lasting

about 2 hours . ,

cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard

7-1/2 minutes.
CDR Roger , HanV

.

cc Skylab, Houston. Ve're about 40 seconds

froo LOS . The next site is Goldstone a little over an

hour now - from now at 23:04. One quick question, you

said you weren't going to use the 3054 auxiliary timer again,

but since about 18:00 when you reported the problem have you

looked at it any tine since then, and if so what were the resul

CDr Hank, I've been using it and it s

running about 10 or 12 seconds behind the instrument, but 1

haven't noticed any trouble with it.

CC Ckay. we copy. Thank you.

C n R I don't mean minutes, 1 mean seconds.

PLT Hank, 1 just ROt through giving the

heat exchangers another treatment .
Could you check the

flow before you go over the hill?

eg Okay, it's 147 now. It a up some.

PLT 1 think it's the water film there. I'm

going to take some towels up there next tl»e.
* ng

pA0 Skylab Con - Control 22:01 Greenwich

mean time. The Skylab space station is now over the South

Atlantic. During that last pass over Vanguard Bill Pogue

said he completed the heat exchanger cleaning and Mission

Control reported that the flow was Improved on ^e heat

exchanger. That's a primary device for cooling the space

station. And the main problem both Pogue and the ground

agree I; apparently there Is sone water fill on the exchanger

Plates tha? would reduce the e f f ect 1 vene.s of their cooling

ability. So they will probably make an attempt to keep

cleaning that a little bit acre thoroughly in order to

bring the temperature in the Skylab workshop down. The

space station is now believed to Have passed its pea*.

The temperature currently aboard the space >tatlon now ranging

from approxioately 77.9 at the inlet to the experiment
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compar trner.t up to about 81.4 at the celling of the experi-
ment compartment. That would indicate an average temperature
right around 79 to 80 degrees. That's cooler than it was
the last couple of days. And temperatures are now coming
down as the Skylab spaco station spends longer periods in

the darkness. Tit is evening the Skylab astronauts will be

sitting down to a meal tii.it '3 scheduled to begin at about
23:00 which is about an hour from now for Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. At the same time Pilot Dill Pogue will be sitting
down to his meal and a little while later after the commander
has finished his exercise period he'll be sitting down for
his evening meal. This evening Bill Pogue had some good
news on his Flight Plan, he has some butter cookies set
aside. Earlier in the day there was discussion about the

possiblity of adding additional butter cookies or other
items to the plan - food plan for Ed Gibson. That was given
a negative from the medical personnel here in Mission Control.
Very important that the crew maintain perfect mineral balance
as part of a number of experiments being conducted on their
physical condition. And for that reason he was not permitted
to add certain items to his diet. Normally the procedure is

to evaluate each item and determine whether other things nay
be removed from the diet in order to keep the mineral
balance at proper levels. But earlier today that was not
possible. And as we reported yesterday the overage supply
of butter cookies which have been a primary snack for the
Skylab crew have finally run out. All three Skylab crews
have enjoyed the cookies very much. In fact during the - during
second mission there was a report on a contest underway
because of the tremendous number of cookies that ths crew
members have eaten. But this evening Ed Gibson has set aside
a meal of pork loin, potato salad, green beans, and orange
drink with some ice cream for dessert. And Jerry Carr will
the eating the filet, potato soup, aspargus , and pineapple
and he has coffee. And Pilot Bill Pogue has pork loin,
as 1uSt does - does Ed Gibson, with aparagua, peas, pears,
shrimp, orange drink and tea. He also has some bread. Thin
is Skylab Control. It's now 59 minutes - nearly an hour to

cor next acquisition of signal and that will be at Go Ids tone
tn California. It's new 4 minute* and Ul seconds after the hour.

KSD OK TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 23:03 Greenwich mean

time.' The Skylab space station now over the North Pacific

s out 55 seconds'from acquisition through the tracking

antenna at Goldstone, as it skirts the California coast.

The pass through Goldstone should last about 9 minutes.

Immediately after that, we have a Texas pass that 11 run

another - approximately a total of 13 minutes. And we *

bring the line u P live now for air-to-ground. Hank Hartsfield

is the spacecraft communicator.,
cc Skylab, Hcuston, through Goldstone tor

12 ainutes. And SPT , we need the DAS for a momentum bias up-

date.
SPT You go t it, Hank

.

CDR Hank, arc- you set up for TV downlink?

cc About another 90 seconds, Ed (sic).

CD r Okay, this is Jer, we're ginned up and

ready for television of the west coast if the clouds clear.

CC Oh , 1 got you.

cc SPT, the DAS is yours.

SPT Thank you.

Cc CDR, we're GO on TV.

CD R Okay, ve got it on wide; we're zoomed

all the way back and we can see the islands off the Santa

Barbara. You can see Catalina Island down there but it

looks like the Los Angeles Basin's pretty well clouded in.

CC Roger, we copy.

CDR Looks like I'm going to miss a picture

o f my hometown Santa Ana.

CC We're getting good signal down here,

Jerry
CDR Boy, our California is as clear a* i

bell, so we'll get some real good telf-vision of that.

CC Okav, veal good.

CDR And you ought to be able to see San

Dieg °
CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. Vanguard will be coming up at 30. And we plan to dump th

recorder there.
CDR Roger, Hank.
5> A0 Skylab Control at 23:1? Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now out of rang., of the

tracking antenna at Corpus Christl, Texas. 12-1/2 minutes to

our next acquisition at Vanguard. Astronauts Jerry Carr

Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue continue their studle* of the Sun

today. They're now in the final active period for solar

observations, this will be the final active period observutl

by the Skylab crew. 7-1/2 hours of actual observing titae were
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available during the day, in addition to a pair of regular

nedical teats cn Scientist Gibson, and photographic studies

of Earth's atmosphere tnd the background light of the stars.

The fourth gyroscope ele - irregularity in the past 2 days

occurred this afternoon. The larf;e wheel used to hold the

space station's orientation to the Earth and Sun has passed

through nearly two dozen brief fluctuations during the past

2 months. Mission Control personnel believe the frequent

slowdowns in the number 2 gyroscope may be associated with

the long periods of sunlight this week. Now that the space

station is now spending time in the shadow of Earth, the

gyroscope may again operate more steadily. This afternoon's

irregularity with the wheels flowing a fraction of a percent,

electric power increasing about 2 percent to compensate for

the slowdown, and the temperatures of two wheel bearings

changing slightly, lasted about 2 hours. The important

system returned to normal about 4 : 30 p.m. central daylight

time and has been working perfectly since then. 11-1/2

minutes to our next acquisition of signal, this is Skylab

Control at 18:44 after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23:29 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station is now coming within range

of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. We'll bring the line

up live for the pass through Vanguard which should last

approximately 9-1/2 minutes. We're coming up live now at

Vanguard with Hank Hartsfield.
CC Skylab Houston. We're through Vanguard

for 5-1/2 minutes and we're due to dump the recorder.
CREW Roger, Hank.
PLT Hank, just after we passed Baja, we caught

the - Galapagos or the Galapagos fairly open and we have

about 3 minutes, maybe 4 minutes on the VTR of the Galapagos
Islands .

CC Roge r . We copy

.

CC And Skylab, for info, the aurora has been

moderately active in the northern hemisphere, if you desire to

take pictures, you can use permanent messa e 18 Bravo.
PLT Roger. 18 Bravo,
CC Skylab, Houston. We'll drop out here for

a couple of seconds.
CREW (Garble) Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're back with you.

PLT Roger, That's clear.
CC PLT, are you free to answer a few questions

now. or are you busy eating.
PLT I can do both.
CC Okay. If it's convenient to answer, we're

not really oure we understand the changing of the zero reference

on the rotation knob. We didn't understand the rationale.
Wonder if you'd mind running that through again? That's on

the AMS .

PLT Rog. It looks like, and I know the

message to the belt couldn't slip or anything, the drive b«lt.

It looks like we've got a new zero point on the handle the

crank, and we have marked - made marks on the - the handle and

also on the case so that we can - we have a new zero point

for the handle. We're still using the number of rotations and

so forth that are given to us, and that roughly was marked

at 0.0, at this new position.
CC So the counters now read - do they re*<5

0.0 when you've got it lined up to your new marks,
PLT Well, they did until I Just did S073's.

They're not quite on zero now, in order to push (garble) - for

the mirror to be retracted, but they're very close.

CC Okay. Do you recall what they do read

when you can retract?
PLT Okay. Stand by. I'll get it for you.
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cc And while you're there, Bill, if .you can

still hear me, how about giving us what the counters read

I you're . the old setting, if you can still see those

p LT Okav. For the one we've been using for

I guess about the last week. When I put it back to that,

i t now reads 8.9.

CC O^ay.
pi t About a 1.1 degree shift.

C C Okay, we copy. And we're about 10 seconds

from LOS. Our next site is Tananarive at 54.

PLT Roger.
cc And Bill, you did get the 7 Bravo terminal

didn't^you?
afflrnalive . And L

. ve a i S o done

the heat exchanger vanes. I did a real good job on those.

Got more water out of then.
TK ,„u vm,

cc That was a good show. Than* you.

pv0 Skylab Control at 23:37 Greenwich mean

tine. The Skylab space station over the South Atlantic is

out of range of the ship Vanguard. 16 minutes and 40 seconds

to our next acquisition at Tananarive. During this last

oass the crew informed the ground that they had done some

television of the Galapagos Islands off the coast of South

America. Our recorder instrument here Jn MU.ion Control

Indicates we have about a minute and a half of TV »

he Galapagos area. Earlier they did a TV downlink over the

Goldstone antenna. Some out - the -wi ndow te evl, on of the

west coast of the United States with a good view of Santa

Baroara and Catalina Islands. They said the clouds - clouds
Daroarti diiu v AiA nnt haveRarhara and latauna manus.
were rather heavy over Los Angeles, and they did not have

success Jerry Carr, doing the photography, in photograph n

his home town of

of signal, 38ml
Skylab Control.

success. Jerry carr, aoing cue h<> <• * *• -y > • - r *>-« •

Ms home town of Santa Anna. 15 ainutes to our next acqul.it

signal 38 minutes and 26 second, after the hour, this I.

END OF TAPE
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PAn Skylab Control at 2 3 : 53 Greenwich r.ean
_

tirae .

P

i ky la D space station is
lan5 "i^a*! «r

tracking antenna at Tananar Jve fro» ot *
e8

and we'll bring the lineup through Tanana rive for

7-1/2 minutes.
cc CDR, Houston

CDR Go ahead, Hank.Go aneaa , nans.

.

Hey Jerry, we're - »e ' re .till "rapped

around the ..1. .. tht. n„Z l;'""^-" 1
: r....

e

."J.«r

"""'cDR ««» a K"* U" Hank
'

.

Y0U ' re

»."J c

»rm. «i.a
;
.knj u ^--at/o^.^-or the

... ..." «. • r^'iur'
1 ' 10 *' 10" a

you're sort of lost there In the J,,llehl.

co.e out, have they been -It". '""J ' „
£ , vaUdUy

chec the sround.'can't fr« th. «... ve ' ve

you set . ....
..J.1.

™>"
tllY\ a us Jcrry an d .....

frankly very pulled and that's vhy ve went to get ""J"
on. "It ». ».»» 1. rl«ht and Just see if our nuZ has really

shifted Vy th.t ««>••
„ 0 probl . B , he ,1.4 to do it.

r?
R

And I do have the Shalt and trunnion

«»•»'«•" ^V.yl'.he'nett'p... 1. « '

.v-Lin* status, wrought' to"be able to work it In there

CDR
8talu9

'

okay, well Bill says he'll copy for

me n
°J; T Go ahead and give thea to «e

,
Hank.

Sc ^ay. Alphard, 17 7.1 , 26.2; R*S"lus

116 3 17.3, and they should be available fro* 01:21 to

b^/^ t^%r;tt',^^:rp..;"2f
1

tir't;ir;nrir-
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we <li>n't get It down at that time, when we would like for

you to call us after »"he 02:00 PSA time.
CDR Okay.
P1,T And a readback just for kicks. Alphard,

177.1, 26.2, Regulus 116.3, 17.3, available 01:21 to 01:33

during S073 ops.
CC Good readback Bill, thank you.

CC Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute to

LOS, Hawaii will be coming up at 00:38 and we're scheduling

another recorder dump there.
PLT Roger, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control at 1 minute and i3 seconds

after Greenwich midnight. The Skylab space station Is low

passing out of range of the tracking antenna at Tananarive.

Our next acquisition at Hawaii is about 36-1/2 minutes away.

This is Skylab Control at 2 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, at zoro hours 37 minutes

Creenwich mean time. The Sk/iab space station is now

5 Villous from acquisition through t he Haw a ix a n I.l.nd.

..racking antenna. This pas, through Hawaii ill be the

:;:«:^^^^h^^^i^^:^ i:..
h
:»:^?- B .

i UP ate to the navigation of the space station.

Th^'ve been having some trouble today "a^
*

1"*^^
e

he stars and they're going to try to give them the *"^ate

aata to help them make that nuZ update. We're coming live

now at^Hawaii.
Skylab , Houston, through Hawaii for

5 minutes.
cpt Howdy, Hank.

cc And we'll be dumping the recorder here,

and we're standing by for evening status.

CDR Okay, Hank here comes the photo log.

ri- Go ahead . ,

Cdr 16-Mllimeter; Delta Papa 5, Charlie

India ?29, 90, Charlie India 78. M151 of H092/171, Charlie

Jnd a 79. 23. Charlie India 126. M487-4 Delta Charlie

ndia 94 18 Charlie India 128. Nikons: number
.
Charlie

X-ray 41 19 number 2, Bravo Victor 29, 18 Earlier

number had India Roaeo 11 in it. It w.a down loaded

C?" h 37 frames remaining. Nikon 03, no change; N 0*

.

Bravo Echo 10, 41; Nikon 05. r.o change; 70-m llline t or.

s;-- A-.:s,::;.?^.
E

i>;-><
"

; r ndia 78. The ERF.P set have got some frames used,

and they'll be reported tomorrow. They were frames used

in checkout by the PLT. And that's it on the photo log.
in checkout oy

^ ^ gound8 ?ood tQ uS ,

Cn R Okay Hank on Nikon 02 that frame count

anticipate? 7 frames tonight on S073.

C

C°DR Tal\ cv.nin* atatu.. Sleep: CDS, 6.0

6 heavr SPT, 6.0. 5 heavy, 1 light; PLT. 5.0, 3
heavy.

Tight. Volume*: ion. taken yet. .«r n: «W.
4764-1033. Body mass: CDR 6. 3 4 .

31 6 . 6 . 31 8. SPT

6.3B5, 6.386. 6.390; PLT, 6 . 2 37, 6.240. 6 . 2 34 .
Exer«i*e.
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No change for anyone. Medications: CDR, Sudafed at noon:

SPT, none: PLT , Sudafed at noon. Clothing: CDR, shorts,

sockr?. and T-shirt; SPT, socks, T-shirt, and shorts; PLT,

shorts and shirt. Food log: CDR, salt 18.0, deviations,
minus one lemonade, rehydration water plus 1.5; SPT, salt

4.0. deviations, plus one lemon pudding, rehydration water
plus 20 - 2.0; PLT, salt 4.0, deviations, minus one butter
cookies, rehydration water zero. And on the CDR skip the

deviation of minus one lemonade. That should - that was

last night's. Okay, Flight Plan deviations: none. Shoppine
list is Delta Papa 55 - was done last night. Did not get

Diltf. Papa 8 done. We did all housekeeping today plus
housekeeping 6 Alfa-1. Inoperable equipment and disposition:
(garble) malfunction, no lights, changed the batteries and

(garble) -

CC Okay, we're going LOS. Vanguard at 01:05
with the med conference.

PAO Ckylab Control at zcio hours UU minutes
and 4i seconds Greenwich mean time. During that pass over
Hawaii we hed the evening status report indicates that the

crev didn't get a whole lot of sleep last night. They

averaged about 6 hours of sleep for the commander and the

science pilot, and only 5 hours for the pilot. Of course
evening before they had longer sleep periods because of the

day off and were allowed to sleep in a couple of hours in

the evening - in the morning. And the status report was

not quite concluded there at the very end of the pass. Some
discussion of the malfunction procedure being run on the

S190A the Earth resources cameras - that it apparently
had some problems with the last few days. That will be

checked up on in Tananarive following the medical conference
which is scheduled for the Vanguard pass 20 minutes from

now. Because the next pass is a private medical conference
we don't expect to have acquisition for another 45 minutes
at which time we will have acquisition at Tananarive on the

Island of Madagascar. This is Skylab Control it's 44 minutes
and - 45 minutes and 4 3 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 1 hour 10 minutes

Creen'/'.ch mean time. Still have about 5-1/2 minutes left

over the Vanguard tracking ship. We have not yet heard

whether we'll get an acquisition here but wc be lieve that

the private medical conference nay conclude before the end

of the pass at Vanguard. The medical conference has been

underway for about 5 minutes so we're going to bring the

line up live now for the remaining 5 minutes of the pass

over Vanguard in the event that we do get live air-to-ground

with Spacecraft Communicator Hank Hartsfleld. We re coming

up live now for the next 5 minutes.

P1,T Hank, how do you read.

cc Roger. Read you loud and clear, Bill.

PL j Okay, I'm 30 seconds from starting data

take on S073, you weren't going to change that were you?

cc Well, what I wanted r.c change was the

rotation from where it reads 7.7 to 3.7.

pLT Okay, I'll be just a little late starting

then "

cc Okay, I don't think that will effect when

that first exposure is a real short one. The reason for that

was we're just doing our best to guess on this nuZ till we

xet'sone more data from Jerry. And for info. AM recorder

number 1 is bombed out and we've redesignated, it won t effect

your operations. We'll talk more about that at Tananarive.

We're about 30 seconds from LOS and Tananarive will be coning

up a t 30 .
, ,

PLT Roger, Hank if you're not gone yet I've

done the EREP HALF. I 'ended up in box number 13 pa«e 1-7

nag film motion, (garble) drive failure.

CC Roger ,
copy

.

p A0 Skylab Control « t 1 hour 16 minutes and

54 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is

out of range of Vanguard, 13 minutes to acquisition at

Tananarive. Crew did come back after that private radical

conference over Vanguard for a little bit of discussion at

the very end. Some final i ns t r u c t i ons on the S073 operations,

slight correction in the rotation for that. The reason for

rhat is as Hank Hartsfleld explained that the exact nuZ update

has not yet has been determined. That requires so.c navigation

data from Jerry Carr and we've had a little bit of difficulty

so far todav determining whether or not the star pointing has

been accura'te and that's going to have to be checked out again

later in the evening. And also a failure in the airlock modu.e

recorder - one of the airlock recorders is reported. That will

be discussed at Tananarive 12-1/2 minutes from now. This is

Skylab Control at 17 minutes 37 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 28 Minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab apace station now a little
less than 2 minutes from acquisition at Tananarive . During
this pass over Tananarive, we expect to have some discussion
of the change-out of one of the ftirlock module tape recorders.
Vne airlock module tape recorder underwent failure a short
while ago. We don't know yet whether we've lost any telemetry
data - probably nothing of great importance if there was some
lost there. The recorder was scheduled to last 800 hours, in
fact, it lasted for 1446 hours, and co its collaspe was not
unanticipated. There were two ether backup tape recorders,
and one of those is now being in - now in use. Those have
been in the past used for experiments, so one of the two is
now being used for gathering telemetry da. a, it's also being
used for taping voice - what is previously been called
chanel B, or voice for later dumping. That chanKeout will
be made probably in the next few days. There are two replacement
recorders that are unused, on board plus some extras that
could be used in the event of th&t need. The extras
have been repaired, so we'll have some discussion of that.
The average tenperature now in the Skylab workshop is 79-1/4
degrees, it's down about 3 degrees from its peak which was 82
degrees reached 2 days ago. We'll bring the line up live now
for air-to-ground through Tananarive. The pass through Tananarive
should last approximately 7-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Tananarive
for 6-1/2 minutes.

PLT Rog, Hank.
CC I got several things that we need to

get up here. This is essentially the last pass of the evening
and one in regard to the change-out of an AH tape recorder,
and the other is a few comments on the - the photo pad for
the CDR.

PLT Why don't you go ahead and give them
to ne, Hank, he's busy up there with the sextant.

CDR No, it's okay, I'm through, go ahead.
CC Okay, we copied in the photo downlink

that you gave us there, that transporter 02 was in Al . But
our records show that - that transporter 04 is there, could
you verify - verify that for us?

PLT I can verify that it's transporter 02.
I've been meaning to call your attention to that discrepancy
and last 2 or 3 nights, Jer's read it down.

CC Okay, then the correction to the CDR '

a

photo pad is - where it says in A2 transporter 05, we'd like
to change that to A3 transporter 06.
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SPT Hank, before the end of this pass, if
you could give me the 82A exposure for the next daylight site,
I'd be glad to pick that up for him.

CC Okay, we'll check it.
CDR Okay, Hank, I've got some stars for

you. I overkilled it. I've, got Alphard , Regulus, Denebola,
Gienah , and Spica.

CC Roger , go ahead

.

CDR Okay, Alphard was 177.3 and 26.4. You
guys are real close. Regulus is 116.9 and 17.2. Denebola,
23.2 and 16.8. Gienah, 284.8 and 26.2. Spica, 312.2 and 37.4.

CC Roger, we copy Jer. Thank you.
Okay, Ed, we need a 20 second short on 82A. That's the
info you wanted, and would you please put the wavelength back
to long when you're through?

SPT Will do, Hank

.

CC And CDR, did you copy the change to
your M151 on the photo pad?

CDR Okay, hit it again, Hank.
CC Okay, it says, A2 transporter 05, it

should be A3 transporter 06.
CDR 3 transporter 06.
CC Okay, and I promised youa few raort

wor-Js on that recorder. We don't know really what data we
have lost till we get the tapes back and look at them. It was
recorder number 1. It may be that we've lost an undetermined
amount of data and maybe some voice at 2 1:10 this afternoon.
At your earliest convenience, and hopefully before the M092
in the morning, which requires all three recorders, we'd like
for you to do housekeeping 80 Romeo on page 5-8 of your
systems checklist. And if you've got a pencil and paper
handy, I've got some serial nunbers and stuff for you to copy.

CDR Okay, go ahead.
CC Okay, we'd like for you to install serial

number 21. It should be in Dog 438. And the one that's in tUer
now that you'll replace is serial r.ucber 32. And after you repl
it and get recorders back on the line, you'll have to turn then
off when you replace it, we'd like you to put on the dump tapes
the hours of operation - they read you in the little window
there on serial number 32.

CDR Okay. Hank, housekeeping? 80 Romeo, in-
stall number 21 which is in Delta 4 38, and the old one replace
It with - that's being replaced is number 32, and you'd like
a voice record on the hours of operation.

CC That's correct, Jer, and I have one
correction for Bill's photo pad, it was an omission that -

for his film thread pad. I wonder if you can copy that for
him?
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CDR Sure
, go ahead

.

CC Okay, we should have added

END OP TAPE
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cc I have one correction for Bill's photo

pad, it was an oraiasion thai - for hli fil» thread pad, 1

wonder if you could copy that for hi*.

CDR Sure go ahead .

cc Okay, we should have *dded for him to

strip off 6 feet of film fro» CI86 and cut with the film

profiling tube before threading.
CDR Okay, I'll tell him.

Spt Hank, could you say again the time at

which vou think we lost a voice recording capability.

C C Okay, that was 21:10, we're not reahy

sure we lost it but it's a possibility.
SPT Thank you.

Cc And that recorder we wart- to replace, just

to make sure we understand, is in slot number 1, recorder

number 1.
j „u

CXir Roger, recorder nutiber 1,111 get rignt

°" lt

C c And we're about 30 seconds from l.OS and

we'll keep the code up the rest of the evening. We won't,

talk to you anymore, we'll say goad night to you now unless

you need something later, give us a call. As a reminder to

Bill, his private conn is at 02:13 left to right.

PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 39 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now passing

out of range of Tananarive. That discussion of the tape

recorder problem, our airlock module tape recorder number 1

failing sonetine this evening, aay have happened any time after

21:10 this afternoon, they'll be going back through the tape

dunps from the afternoon to determine exactly when the tape

recorder did fail. It failed after outliving its expectations

by nearly double, 1446 hours compared to an expected life

of 800 hours. Two replacements available and Commander Carr

indicated there that he would be making that replacement

very shortly. In the meantime beginning at Vanguard .ipproximat

30 minutes ago, the tape data on both telemetry ind 'tumiu-l A

or channel B depending on your point of view. The tape rocor.lo

voice data was switched over to one of the two remaining

recorders which have been used for experimental in - indication

experimental recordings and that occurred over the Vanguar.

station about 01:10 Greenwich mean time. So that would indical

that the maximum period of loss would be about 4 hours, they 11

be determining later in the evening exactly how much ° f

that was actual loss. The recorders used for recording both

telemetry information while the space station is out of range

of tracking antennas and ulso us*d for recording voice messages

from the crew again as the space station is out of range of
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stations. So they'll be checking that out, And there may

be an necessity for the crew to make some re-recordings of

information if anything has been lost. Astronauts Jerry Carr,

Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue spent today observing solar activity
performing regularly scheduled medical tests and photographing
the Farth's atmosphere in background light from space. After
more than 2 months in space, the crew's experience is

proving increasingly valuable as they spend long days

advancing scientific research in dozens of fields. Poor

weather conditions and a small vent which pushed Skylab
slightly away fron its precise position tor Earth resources
activities led Mission Control to cancel a survey scheduled
for this afternoon. The heavy cloud cover over the mid

U. S. was balanced by excellent viewing conditions for

the study of the Sun. Long periods of daylight on Skylab
and an active solar disk made Sun science a gocd substitute
for the Earth pass today. Skyiab's gyroscope went through
2 periods of irregular behavior today but since late this
afternoon it has been working normally. Sunday's activities
include a 4300-mile Earth survey from the Pacific Ocean
off Canada's Vancouver Island over BIsmark, North Dakota,
Minneapolis, Chicago and Columbus, Ohio ending over the

Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean area. We'll como back
up when we have available the health re,.ort from the

Mission Surgeon that should be available in the next
15 minutes or so and we'll bring that back at that time.

We do not expect to have additional communications with the

crew tonight as they are preparing for their sleep period.
This is Skylab Control at 42 mit.utes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 2 - 12:27 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station Is coming within range of the

tracking antenna at Hawaii. We're going to bring the line

•ip live here for any possible conversation between Hank

Hartsfield and the crew. They've now determined that the

failure of the airlock module tape recorder number 1 apparently

caused the loss of telemetry and voice from about 22:37 Greenwich

nean time this evening to 00:37, that's a 2 hour period and

the crew will be required to retape anything that they may

have put on the recorders at that time. That recorder has

been now switched to another recorder, a backup recorder and

a changeout Is in progress on the Skylab space station. So

no further problem although the one problem has caused a

couple of hours of data loss on the tape recorder on Skylab.

We'll bring the line up live now for thf paso through Hawaii

lasting about 10 minutes.
SPT Hello, Hank would you like a frame count?

CC Okav , go ahead .

SPT 9510, 734, 71, 167, 1875, 4228.

CDR Hank, that AM tape recorder has been

changed out

.

CC We copy thank you.

CDR Anybody get any \ild guesses as to what

Che cause of our deep frequency is on channel B7

CC Not at this point, Jerry. We're still

talking about it and we did listen to those tapes regarding

that recorder failure. And the rimes that we're missing both

data .md voices are at 2 2 : 2 7 to 22 - 2 3:37 and 23:43 to 00:37.

CDR Okay, it -,ounds like you probably lost

the voice on the S073 then.

C C Okay, we redesignated so he'd have voice

so it shouldn't be any problem there. The - the way this

thing looks is like this thing is not recording on the front

part of the tape.
CDR Does this new recorder look okay, have you

done anything with it yet?
CC Okay, we'll do that we're dumping now

and when we get through we'll rake a look at it.

CDR Okay and the time on that's 03:87.

CC 0 - -

CDR Hey Hank, one thing you can add to add

to those - to the problem a bit of information here, as I went

around, 1 turned on now every SIA that I turned off for thermal

reasons and we still have our deep frequencies so I think

we can eliminate the SIA powerdown for thermal reason as any

kind of a cause of the factor hare. I'm going to go back

around now and turn them all back off.
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CC Roger , we copy .

SPT Hank,. I'll probably be up long enough to get

one more 82A exposure and if you can give me a GMT and the

exposure duration, I - we - probably long for 1 minute,

could you give me the earliest GMT I can get and 1 can go

ahead and you can the plan on it.

CC Okay, we'll check it Ed.

cc And Skylab, Houston we need the DAS for

a nuZ update

.

CDR You got it.

CC And Ed, we need a few things to clean

up the panel now, we need the 5t» door closed, the 55 experiment

night INTERLOCK to normal, and close 55 - I mean open the 55

door, SPT, Houston on that 82A exposure, the earliest time we

can get it is 03:20 about an hour from now with a wavelength

long 1 minute exposure.
SPT 03:20 wavelength long, 1 minute, okay,

Hank I'll just go ahead and do that. And do they want the

wavelength left in long?
CC That's -\l f irnati ve .

SPT Okay, Hank.

CC And CDF, Houston we've got the new

recorder redesignated into the position number 1 and it

appears to be working normally, we won't know until we get

a d ump f r om it.
CDR Okay.
dv. Skylab, Houston we're about 40 .s<i:onds

from LOS, Vanguard is the next site if you need us .it 44,

we'll be standing by. And the DAS is yours.

CDR Roger, Hank.
SPT Thanks Hank, good night.

CC Good night

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, at 2 hours 24 minutes
32 seconds Greenwich mean time. The Skylab spare station
is out of range of Hawaii, what will be the final pass for
the evening, Ground does not intend to contact the crew,
and we expect that they will be retiring very shortly.
During this last pass Jerry Carr informed us that he hadade the change out of airlcck module recorder number one.
It was replaced and during the Hawaii pass it was tested
by the ground, and it appears to be working very well
at this point. Loss of data does not appear to present
any problems. Two hours of tine in which the tape recorde
vas not operating properly. It was replaced at 01:10 or i
switched over to the remaining two backup recorders which
are used for experiment data as well, and then it was
changed out by Jerry Carr during that LOS period before
Hawaii. We have the Missions Surgeon's daily report on
crew health and wc- will read that for you at this tine.
The crew remains in good health. Both Commander and Pilot
got prompt relief from mild congestive symptoms by lJS n of
Skylab medication. The more stable temperature profile
which is predicted for the future mission days rm.y prevent
further congestive symptoms. It's signed by Dr. Edii.ir.!
Burehard for Or. Hawkins, Mission Operations Director.
Vhls is our final broadcast for the evening. Skylab crew
expected to awaken tomorrow mornine at 11:00 Greenwich
nean time, or 6 o'clock central daylight time. This is
Skylab Control at 26 minutes after 2 hours Greenwich mean

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich me&n time

11 hours, January 20, day 66 for the crew of Skylab IV.

Wakeup call coning through the MII.A tracking station as

Skylab space station now on its 3621 revoJution. On duty,

flight director Don Puddy, flight CAP C0MH is Bob Crippen.

Tne wakeup call scheduled -to go throuph the MILA tracking

station in app r ox inat e ly 30 seconds. Throughout the night

CMG number 2 acted up periodically, frequent glitches

throughout the night. However, flight director Puddy des-

cribes these glitches as within the parameters of all prev

ious - -

MUSIC Marines Hymn
CDR Morning, Crip.
CC Good morning.
MUSIC
CDR Playing our sonp..

CC Yee, yes. Had to get one special

for you there, Jer. - - was down here tonight.
CC Skylab, Houston, we are 1 ninute from

LOS. Next station contact in U minutes throueh Madrid at

11:18. For your information, the VTR is all cleaned of/

and you got a full 30 minutes available to you.

CDR Thank you. Crip. Talk to you later.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

U hours 15 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda.
Next acquisition in 2 minutes 25 seconds will be the Madrid
tracking staion. Tod&y . mission day 66, finds astronauts
Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson. Bill Pogue, spending 5 hours of

solar observations. The astronauts' activities today in-

clude photographic and electronic sensing of Earth resources,
experiments with the astronaut maneuvering unit 509, medical
life science experiments, lower body negative r.essure and

rnetabilic activities, M092 , M171, and astrophysics experi-
ments a ad Gegenscbein's zodiacal light, the S073. Pilot
Bill Pogue and Science Pilot Ed Gibson will share solar
study periods at the Apollo telescope mount console
throughout the day between 6:35 a. a, central daylight
time e~.d 9 p.m. shortly before their sleep period begins.

Com mander Cirr is the sugject for the lower body negative
pressure and metabolic activity experiments today. Science
Pilot Gibson is the observor. The EREP pass, a descending
along track 47, starts off Vancouver Island, Canada, con-
tinues down across the United States, over Sort 1

. Dakota,
Chicago, Columbus, Ohio, and Cape ri.it t eras into the Atlantic
Ocean to a point 420 miles north of the Virgin islands.

The data take begins at 2:07 p.m. and runs for 15 minutes
•covering a 3600-mile track. 45 seconds to AOS through
Madrid. We'll keep the ] ine up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Madrid 8 minutes.
CDR Rog

,
Crip.

CC Don't know whether it's too early for
you guys but 1 could attempt to shorten the r<ivs broadcast,
or we can held it up till Carnarvon, which is about 33 min-
utes away .

CDR Yes, night as well j.sve it now, Crip.
CC Okeydoke. A little svrprisinc upset

in the sports world was a 71 to 70 upset by UC - of UCLA
by Notre Dane. Broke an 88-game winning streak by UC1.A.

The Irish made 8 consecutive goals to cone from behind in

the last game in the last 30 seconds. I understand they
made those, goals in about last 2 minutes, too. The- two

teams meet again next week in Los Angeles. That was tele-
vised but I didn't ge t a chance to see it myself. I under-
stand it was really an exciting game. Heavyweight champion
George Foreman has signed a contract to defend his title on
March 25 against Ken Norton. Foreman, 24, undefeated in

39 professional bouts, won the title last January 21 in an

upset knockout of Joe Frazier. He, incidentally, Is guaranteed
$700,000 for the championship fight. And something all of

us down here In Texas are going to be facing is we got a
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new speed limit now of 55 ailet an hour chat went into

effect at 12:01 chit morning. Law enforcement agencies

are set to enforce the speed limit everywhere It It posted,

•o enjoy your speed. It won't be the seme when you get

back, and I guess all of us driving home down here today are

going to have to remember th*t . In Pennsylvania, a retired

Philadelphia policeman who went rabbit hunting ended up

bagging three escapees fro* a Cambria County Jail. George

Toban told state police he was hunting in the woods near

his home 3 miles south of the central Pennsylvania

community where he spotted the three men. Toban had been

advised the men might be in the area, police said, and

had given their description, or had been given their

descriptions. The three fled through the woods, Toben said,

but he gave chase and caught up with them a short time

later. Keeping the men covered with a shotgun, Toban said,

he then marched then back to his house and called state

troopers and the three were returned to Jail ,
so I guess that

was a enjoyable hunt of a busman's holiday for that particular

policeman, and the news was kind of short this morning.

That was all I've got available. What It was, I don't think

they wanted to give me anything with big words in it.

CDR Thanks, Crip. I thought you were

Just getting started.
qq Oh no. That's been unwound. Probably

the last time you guys Me going to have to listen to a

news broadcast from ne . I'n goint to try to take a - take

a day off if I can go out to California tomorrow and Bill

is going to be sitting in for me. So he can read the news

to you. Bill Thornton, that Is.

SPT Crip, I can't understand it. You want

to go off to Los Angeles rather then read the news to us?

Cc Well, I was just split between several

desires. Ar \ you know which one it won. Actually, I '

R

going to San Diego, not Los Angeles. Ed, while you're

talking to ne there, can you answer the great - the three

questions for us? It's where is the SPT sleeping? We noticed

that the coolant loop was on last night.

SPT I let it sing me to sleep, Crip. I

was up in the airlock.
CC Ah ha; okay. I thought that might

have been the case. Also, ATM was trying to do some work

rfith the detectors on 55 last night and he couldn't get them

off, and we're suspecting they night have been left on.

Can you tell us that that might have been the case?

SPT Yes, that's the case. Crip, because

that's what it said on the powerdown. I had MLS DET (garble)
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at grating poultlon of sero. .

.

CC Ah ha. Looks like you caught us. Thank

y ° U
*

cc And, guys, we're 1 minute fro* LOS.

Next station contact Is Carnarvon In 27 minutes at 11:52.

Sue you then.
CDR Koger , Cr ip .

P Aq Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

11 hours 27 minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid. Next

acquisition. In 24 minutes 35 seconds will be through the

Carnarvon tracking station, as the crew of Skylab IV begins

their 66th day of the mission. Wakeup call coming through

MILA station at 6:01 this morning. The 1NCO officer reports

in - G&N officer reports two glitches during the night.

The first one occuring at 03:51 Greenwich nean time this

morning. This one lasted 2-l/2hours. The second one was

at 07:5« Greenwich mean time. This - This one lastinp

45 minutes. The separate anomalies followed the sane pattern

of previous glitches In the CMG number 2 where the amperes

of the - rose from their scheduled rate of 1.01 amps to 1.02,

up 1 amp, and the temperatures Increased alov.g the same

line. Temperatures went almost to 79 degrees, where they

should be in the 60 - 60 to 70 level.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - - 60, 60 to 70 level . Threv CHiU

occurred (sic) yesterday and two during today - at the start of

today. Today'* activities, the EREP paaa coming t h la a f t © r noon

at 2 s 07 . The camera* and sensors will gather continental

water resources data in the upper Mississippi River basin

to access the extent of snow covering through aid And predicting

runoff. This will lead to a better management of the U.S.

water resources and nap revisions. Some of the data will

aid in land pattern recognition and microwave signatures

for development of improved remote sensing techniques. Coverage

over the last Coast of the United States will provide data

for altimeter calibration as baseline data for study and

design of future aircraft altimeter systems. The pass today

will include photography of clouds and storm fronts form

atmospheric and wind velocity studies. A continuation of

flight tests to determine the flying qualtles and powered

incapabilities of the astronaut maneuvering unit, the M509 ,

begins at 60 - 3:06 p.m. today central daylight time. Pogue

will test the unit and Commander Gerald Carr will be the

observer during this flight test. Test period will last about

4 hours Several handheld camera photo options are included

in today's flight plan. Targets include the African ritt zone

for fracture and fault studies, the Romanfthe fracture, a

major transcurrcnt fault across Africa, east of Cameron, and

Lake Michigan for ice structure and circulation patterns

studies, as well as the San Andreas fault in California. The

crew's day is scheduled to end at 10 p.m. central daylight time

with Science Pilot Ed Gibson being the duty officer in the

event the ground has to awaken the cr»w for some reason. To

recap there were two glitches in the CMG2 since last night.

The first coming at 03:51 Greenwich mean time, and the sec -

this lasted 2-1/2 hours, and the second coming at 07:58 Greenwich

mean time, this one lasting 45 minutes. The same pattern, the

wheel speed dropping, the temperatures rising, and the amperes

also rising. Todays Earth resources pass is predicted to use

17 minimum impulse seconds of TACS fuel. EREP pass coning this

afternoon at 2:07 p.m. Next acquisition will be Carnarvon

in 20 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 11 hours 32 minutes,

this is Skylab Control .

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tin.e 11 hours

51 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon in 45 seconds.

Spacecraft Skylab currently in an orbit of 241 by 231 nautical

miles, traveling at a speed of 25,073 feet per second. Tempera-

tures in the vehicle this morning, average at wakeup time is 77

degrees Fahrenheit, 2 degrees down from yesterday morning, which

wakeup time was 79 degrees. Leave the line up here for the
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pass through Carnarvon. CAP COMH la 3ob Crlppen, Flight

Director Don Puddy .

CC Skylab, Houaton; we're AOS through

Carnarvon for 6 minutes.
CC And Skylab, if it'* convenient I have

a few notes and small minor changes to some pads that need

to make probably through Carnarvon or Honeysuckle here.

CDR Roger, Crip, Be with you in a second.

CC Okay, no big rush.

CC We'll be talking about our details; and

I guess that's probably about all we need to do is to nake

some notations of the details.
CDR Okay, go ahead, Crip.

CC Okay, first for you Jer, don't know if

you noticed it or not, but you have two CDR photos on board.

We sent up one last night and another one this corning after

we discovered the original one had several errors in it.

And I think he even made a voice update on the one last night.

But the one we want you to use is one we've uplinked this

morning, CDR photos message number 6607 Charlie.

CDR Okay.
CC Okeydoke. And I guess for everybody on

a couple of the optional handheld sites designated, there's

HH-110. You have two of them, one at 12:12 and one at 14:50.

The one at 12:12 is a dash 7, and the one at 50 is a dash

8. That's applicable to all three of you guys (garble) try to

get the chance to look at it.

CDR I got one at 13:12 ^nd one at - -

CC I'm sorry; I misread it. You're correct,

it's 13:12.
CDR Okay, that's a dash what?
CC Dash 7.

CDR Okay, then 14:50 to dash 8.

CC That 's correct

.

CC Okay, and originally, Jer, we had you

scheduled to do the sextant, and what we're going to try to

do is put it at a time in the future where if we hae an (sic)

momentum dump inhibit, so we can go ahead and do it at night

and make it a little bit easier. And we'd like to scrub you

from that one this morning and schedule E^. for one at 13:43.

And we sent up a - another sextant message for Ed for that.

CDR Okay.
CC Okeydoke. I've a feeling that Ed was

copving that one also.
SPT No I'm not, Crip. I'll get with you in

a minute

.
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CC Okay , no sweat

.

CDR I'll give him the information.
CC Okay, fine. And, Jer, that really

cover* all the changes I had. One littU reminder, you're

doing a 73 this morning and it - it's scheduled as a prep 4.

That's without the AMS , I think most of those that you've

been doing this nission so far have been with the AMS.

CDR Okay.
CC Okay, and that does it. Thank you very

auch.
SPT Say, Crip, I have an input for some of

the ATM guys

.

CC Go ahead, Ed.

SPT Okay, active region 31 looks as though

it's a little unstable. We're getting some oxygen VI counts

that vary between - well this morning we're down to 4000

and now up to 20,000 Just since we went over the hill here.

I saw it fluctuating quite rapidly over a pa- a matter of a

minute or so it would change by 10,000. So I suspect that's

a good one we ouRht to be watching today. And you might want

to divert some of our targets over to that region. Even

though it's relatively small and it doesn't show up very much

in the XUV monitor, JNalpha and oxygen VI sure shows it to

be hot and unstable.
CC Okay, we copy that. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS, and we'll see you over Honeysuckle in 4 minutes.

And all of your pads are on board.

END OF TAPE
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SPT « - (Garble) ninute or so It would

change by 10,00: so I suspect that's a good one we ought to

be watching today and we might want to dtv«rt some of our

targets over to that region, even though It 'r relatively

snail and It doesn't show up very nuch In the XUV monitor.

H-alpha and oxygen VI sure shows It to be hot and unstable.

CC Okay, we copy that. We're about

30 seconds from LOS, and we'll see you again over Honeysuckle

in A ninutes; and all of your pads are on board,
CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS at Honey-

suckle, for a whole ninute and a half. And so, we're about

a ninute and a half iron LOS, and Va'll see you at Texas at

12:35. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump there.

CDR Hello, goodbye.
CC Bye ,

bye .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 7 ninutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.

Next acquisition in 27 ninutes and !15 seconds will be the

Texas tracking station. In about 2 hours fron now, Commander

Gerald Carr will perform the pair ot medical experiments

scheduled for today, the M092, lower body negative pressure

device and Ml 7 1 , metabolic analyzer. This will be the 17th

performance of this M092 by Commander Carr. He is scheduled

to conduct this experiment 26 times throughout the 8'«-day

mission. It's the 9th performance by Commander Carr of the M171.

12 scheduled performances are In the Flight Plan for the

entire mission. Today's run of the M509 will be the fifth run

of this flying unit. Eight are scheduled for the entire mission.
Today's run by tes - test pilot will be Pilot Bill Pogue

.

This run will be a suited mode. It will be pressurized in

a Apollo-type flight suit. Next acquisition through Texas in

26 minutes. At Greenwich mean tine 12 hours 8 minutes, this

is Skylab Control .

EN f) OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich

•tin time- 12 hours 33 minutes. Acquisition coning through

I he Texan tracking station as Skylab, at 1 1 i* conclusion of Us
\hJ2 revolution of the Karlh. Acquis! Ion coning In AO si-conjs,

We ' I 1 hold I l>e lino up for CAP COMM Bob Crlppen, as a change-

t,vi'i in progress here at the Misalon Control Center with on-

coming flight director of the maroon team.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through Texas.

Got you across the Stat*.' s for 17 minutes,
SPT Hello, Crip. I'd appreciate knowing

what the N OA A people have seen in active region 31 over the

past 12 hours.
CC See if I can get a summary of that for

you. SPT, Houston, while we're trying to get some informa-

tion for you there on 31, believe you were the last guv

that was working with ED72 on those capillary tubes, and

the ones that had leaked. If so, can you tell us if those

things wore disposed of or net? There's some consideration

that they're still onboard, then if we can refill tnem.

SPT That was Bill who was working with those - -

CC Sorry about that .

Pl.X Both of those tube* have been disposed ol

down the trash airlock.
CC Okay, Bill. Thank you very much. Also,

I guess l got a little note here from the Pis at 61, and

they understand your concern yesterday on that firsi run

and they offer their congratulations on the second run. It

sounded like an excellent effort.
p LT I was pretty pleased with the second

one. The first one was a fiasco. 1 have a suggestion,

Crip, which I'm Just going to throw out, and you can throw

it right back. Actually for FAOs and flight i;ont ro 1 lo rs .

After the second run yesterday it appeared to me that the

best way to schedule some of these airlock things, particu-

larly in view of the fact that at least what we get from Hob Parker'

briefing, that we we're way behind in some of those. It

would be much more efficient If you could schedule a heavy

dose, let's say S063 or S073, and I'm volunteering, 1 guess, 1

don't want to speck for the other two. I would ranch j.reici,

if - unless ll degrades data because of t 1 nw reservation, I would

much prefer to «o ahead and com en t r .i I e fin one experiment

s.iy half a day or three-quarters of a day, and really |-et i h I y,

slug of data for them rather than Mickey Mouse ..round and spend

my time thrashing around taking stuff in and out of the t r . )h

airlocks. Now I understand that there's - the SAL; excuse me

(laughter). A Freudian slip. Anyway, I think we'd be much mor<.

efficient, we'd get much more data over a given period of time.
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cc Okay , Bill . We' 11 put that one in the -

1„ tl.« loop hero. Of courae the problem we run into of cour so

t» that when you're doing those we normally have to Inhibit

dump, and that rm u« proble.. with doing EREPu and rylng to

mv»l it altogether, but If. certainly a good, v.l J Input and

lilurilty you do things better when you - when you're no hopping

aroum doing a bunch of different things and you r e c on s i s t en t 1

y

running southing. But we'll - we'll see if we can't get soae

feedback to you on
Qf cour6<j> , vas thlnkiBg forward,

to a time when we hopefully go ahead and fill the EREP

And if I sound a little disorganized I Just got off the b cycle.

cc That - that ergometer will disorganize

anything. Y*s , and if you - we're - we're start -

going to - at least down here on paper we re starting to

Hll some squares on EREP. We'll (laughter) - I think

we're going to attempt to - -

P1X The weather sure isn't cooperating.

C q Yes. It always seems like it does ~

nothing ever meshes together when we're going over the sites.

The weather isn't good. For Ed, we're getting reports from

NOAA that we've had two subnormal flares from active

region 31 in the past 6 hours.
v.

spT Thank you, Crip. Looks 1 Uo U s prob-

ably the hotter thing going, although it's so darn mil
that it might not produce anything really gigantic but it

.Uht be interesting to watch it. I've been watching the ( R .,rM.->

over a period of 10 winutes this morning and I've already told you

about the fluctuations, but the points were brightening on one end

and then the other. There's so»e good arch filaments in there and

one end of the arch filament would brighten off and then the other

one would pick up. So it was transfering some energy back end

forth. Interesting to watch.

CC Okeydoke. Very good.

PLT Houston, Skylab, PLT.

CC Go , Bil 1

.

PIT Crip, I want to report an anomaly cii

l In- AMS that 1 experienced yesterday. First one is that the

rot (i ion crank, or knob, art ion had developed sort of a

spr'lney or spongy (eel, and there is a little Bpringb.uk in -

in some of the rotation and tilt. Also, there seems to be

some kind of interplay between the rotation and till and I

don't know how, ur.U-ss 1 got the thing slightly cocked, and

when I retracted it, but it seemed to come in pretty smoothly.

I'm going to check It, oi I guess Jcr'll be the next one

to use it. We'll check it out. I just wanted to let you

know ahead of time.
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c(: okay. Appreciate that rundown on it.

Sounds like this thing's Riving ua more and mora problems.

P1,T We'll check It out good next time, and

particularly the next time we ROt an eyepiece in because I

want (u chuck it or Jerry's going to check the alignment

tlu> in- xi time we have an eyepiece In.

CC Rog. I'll - think we'll be scheduling

Hone of those for you tomorrow. Roger. And -

KND OV TAl'F.
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CC Skylab, Houston. Soiry about 1 1» *

t

Bill. But - Just had a handover; that'* the reason ve dropped

nut. One Uai regarding the AMS . We do huve currently scheculed

for tomorrow evening a check of the rotation on that in conjunc-

tion "1th doing a sextant observation hoping to find out what

Mnd Hf exact differences wo do have between the. two.

tM.r Qkav, Rood.
i C Onu utlier item I should mention to

you, I'm not ri.illy sure how mue't was told to you yesterday,

but "we have bttm observing an Increase in frequency of so-callod

glitrhvK on ' H'", 2, where the bearing tempe rat urea arc approa v hlng

one another. And, we had <i couple during - during the everting

while vou guys were asleep. They'll, you know, they're th/ re

for a little while and then it goes away. Normally bearing 1

is hotter than - hotter than 2, or higher temperature than 2, 1

should say. And. it - earlier wa started seeing it approach

bearing 1 and now it - a couple of cases, we've been seeing it

has actually been exceeding it by a degree or something like that.

COR Tell it to hanp, in there, Crip.

CC Roger. It'a going to hang in there.

CC The - We have bean seeing of course, the anps>

increase in the rpm drop off about the sane as they have been

doing

.

CDR Sane changes there, but thi DELTA-P is

different , though

.

CC That's correct. The tt'npcrature scums

to - on 2 seen!) to be increasing a little bit more than it has

been .

CDR Are people down there, Crip, still

thinking about slowing down the CMC if we get into this

situation more frequently?
CC You got me on that one, Jer. I don't

believe - to my knowledge, or our knowledge right now there

is no - no plan to try to do anything of that nature.

CDR Can it be done? Can you control wheel

s p « e d at all?
CC Not - putting the brake on, which

stops it, is - no - No, right now, we're not doing anything

with wheel speed. We are managing the heaters, as you're

aware of .

CDR Yeah.
CC And, we - I guess in general, the

problem occurs toward the lower end of the heater cycle, but

we have seen it occur throughout the entire range of what the -

the heater cycle variation and also there has seemed to be

perhaps a correlation of increase of the problems with the

higher halters (sic) - the high - yes, higher Beta that we've

been experiencing lately.
jiPT Crip, where is that located, in terms
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Cf You got no right now. I'll see it I

can gat an answer for you on It. And, I think, I. realise

what - now whnt CDR was talking about awhile ago. There hsd

been a confirm that if we really did ge 1 into a problem that

had exceeded some limits that we have set down •. and .

1

believe those - you got a fepoi t on them - on a PTM (8 »«>.

we said we'd go ahead nnd take the power off and let it spin

down for awhile and then we'd reapply power and let it spin

back up. to see. whether that got rid of the problem or not,

but we really can't Just reduce the speed by some finite

amount and leave It at that.

CDR Okay, thankc , Crip.

(C And, just so you won't get concerned

there that w« are nowhere near being the limit - approach the

values that we will be talking about doing that.

C C Sky lab. Houston, we're 1 minute iron

going over the hill. We'll have you again in 5 minutes at

Mndri
j! A0 Sky l ah Control. Greenwich mer»n time

12 hours $2 minutes. Stateside pass as Skylab begins it's

3 f,23rd revolution. Discussion vlr'i the crew - the CMC, a

continuous frequency of glitches. 3 control moment gyros

hearing stress occuranceo were observed during the past

21, hours since the crew woke up and two vae recorded during

the night, making a total of 5 within the last 24 hours.

The crew was advised there is no major concern on the ground

of the problem at this time. Commander Carr questioning

what steps would be taken in the event these frequencies -

occurancos do get greater. However, the ground advised

commander Carr that the magnitude of the distress signals

from the t'MGs have not reached the point where they will

make a decision to turn tne CMtt power off. Next acquisition

through Madrid in 2 minutes and 20 seconds, as the crew in

their hb day - workshop now in orbit 251 days, since launch

froo Cape Kennedy on M.iy 1 t h . Command module now in Its

TlRth revolution of t»« K.irth. Acquisition will hi- roning

tl.muph Madrid as the changeover In progress here at tne

Mi,sion Control center. Oncoming. Flight Director Mill Wir.dle

head of the maroon lea.n. CAP COMM for the maroon team is Dr.

Story Musgrave. We'll leave the line up for this Madrid pass

cc Skylab. Houston, we're back with you

once more. 6-1/2 minutes through Madrid.

S p T Crip, the 5 6 people may be noticing that

occasionally we've been getting some more hangups on filter

positions I had a PATROL short hangup on FILTER 1. previous

orbit, and we just go to stop, start again and press on. So,

unless they'd like to hava every one of them reported we 11
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just continue on on that procedure . We can reprrt ev«ryoiH> ,

however. If they'd like.
CC Okay, Kd . You - This la the only one

you've seen this morning, la that correct?
SPT So far, this morning, that's correct.

Yesterday, there were, I personally saw about three or four
of then. Fortunately, I called out the first two and Jerry
and Kill have also aeon aone .

CC Ok.iy, you're rlRht, Your suggestion
is fine. Just keep on, pri-aa on, we don't need to be «<lv<sc
of t.irli oni' of tliora,

Si'T Ok.iy, thank you.

KNI) OP TAPK
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C C Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from

LOS . Next station contact is Tananarive in about 17 minutes.

Crimpson team will go ahead and say good morning here. As

T told you earlier Bill Thornton will be standing In for me

tomorrow while I do a Rroundtruth on that TV that you Rave

us yesterday. And will be back with you again on about

day' 72 for some executes. Have a good day.

SPT Thank you, Crip. So long, and I appreciate

the sacrifice you're making tomorrow.

cc That's good, that's good. Anything to

SCrVe
cc My Flight, Don Puddy, also appreciates

the sacrifice. He wants to get rid of me.

p A 0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours and 5 minutc-s. Loss of signal through Madrid. N.xt

acquisition In 14 minutes and 20 seconds will be Tananarive

tracking station. On this revolution over South Africa

the crew has been offered the option of taking a photograph

with handheld camtras out the wardroom window of the area

along the groundtrack over Port Sudan on the west coast of

the Red Sea. This is part of the visual observation programs.

Today's target Is the area referred to as the FR triangle in

the East African Rift Zone. Photography and visual observations

of this area hopefully rill provide geological analysis of

the major pull-apart typi structure* for understanding

continental drift processes. On a subsequent revolution over

this same area the opporutt.Uy arises again at Greenwich mean

time 14:50 as the spacecraft crosses over this area just west

of Lake Victoria. Next acquisition in 13 minutes through

Tananarive. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time

13 hours and 6 minutes.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

13 hours 18 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Tananarive

tracking station in 30 seconds, We'll briny the line up for

CAP C0MM Or. Story Musprave.
(;C Skylnb. we got you through Tananarive

fur 4 minute*. They do hav.- an antenna tracking problem there;

we may drop out. The next on« will be Honeysuckle at 13:42.

srT Hello, Stnry: you Just came in. How arc

you doing this morning?
Cc I'm doing beautiful, Ed. How about you?

SPT 0 oin g good, Story.

Cc Another great Sunday in the M0CR.

SPX You have all the fun.

cc Wouldn't ralso it for anything.

SPT You could have the bad luck of Crip and

have to go out to L.A. tomorrow.
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CC I'm going to Lubbock on Tuesday.

SPT There's a bigRie.
PAo Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

]J hours 24 minutes. We've had loss of signal through

Tananarive. Next acquisition in 17 minutes and 25 seconds

will bo the Honeysuckle tracking station. This afternoons

Earth resources pass scheduled to began at 2:07 in 15 minutes

will be the 27th F.REP pass of this mission covering a ground-

track from off the Vancouver Island in Canada across Central

Northern U.S., crossing Lake Michigan. Lake Michigan is one

of the targets for the S191 viewfinder tracking system today

as the spaceceaft crosses over the nc r the as t -eas t coast of

the United States. Again a target for the S191 will be the

Durant Island in Albemarle Sound, just southeast of Portsmouth,

Virginia. Next acquisition in 16 minutes and 25 seconds,

will be Honeysuckle. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich

mean time 13 hours 26 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAf Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hour; 41 minutes. Acquistion coming through Honeysuckle
tracking station in 45 seconds. Commander Gerald Carr will
be parforming the M092/M171 medical experiments shortly.
This will be the 17th time Commander Carr has performed
the M092, and the 9th time he has performed the M171.
Science pilot Ed Gibson will serve as the observer for
these experiments while pilot Bill Pogue will be spending
a one-hour block of time now at the ATM console control and
display panel.

CC Skylab, we got you through Honeysuckle
for a short pass, 1 minute. We're 1 minute to LOS, the
next, one's Goldstone in 29 minutes at 14:11. We'll be
looking to dump the data/voice at Goldstone.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tinr
13 hours 45 minutes, with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
N'ext acquisition in 25 minutes and 40 seconds will be the
Coldstone tracking station. Flight Director Milt Windier
reviewing with his flight controllers the status of the
vehicle and the systems. Currently temp - temperatures,
average temperatures on board the workshop are 77.4 degrees
Fahrenheit. 2 degrees lower than the - this sane time yes-
terday. The spacecraft is gradually easing out of the high
Beta angle it has been in for the last several days. Flight
director Windier has asked his flight controllers to -

they - he would like them to look at the gy - the control
moment gyroscope problems with a microscope generally and
review all procedures to make aure we are happy with the
systems and the procedures that would be instituted In the
event that the CMC number 2 did cease to operate properly.
Next acquisition in 24 minutes and 30 seconds throtiph
Goldstone. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean t 1 ire

13 hours 46 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean Mm.

14 hours 10 minutes. Acquisition com! nr. through (.<> 1 .1 i <>. .

In 50 seconds, with Commander Gerald Carr riubjer-.t of ,i i r

of raodiral experiment-,, M0'*2/M1/1, lower body negative
pressure and metabolic analyzer experiment. Science Pilot
Gibson serving as the observer- while pilot Bill Pogue is
spending his titne at the control and display pane] of the
ATM during thia orbit. Leave the line up for this state-
side pass. Acquisition through Goldstone, Texas, Ml LA,
and Bermuda. CAP COMM is Dr. Story MuBRrave.

SPT Houston, SPT.
cc Hello, Kd : got you stateside 16 minutes,

and we'll the VTR here if you're not using it.
SPT No we're not. Let me give you some

star information first. Regulus shaft 124.75, trunnion
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17.45: Spica, 304 . 62 and 36 . 84

.

CC Thanks

.

SPT And let me give you a few words on the
Sun if you're ready to listen.

CC We're always ready to listen.
SYT Very good. Okay. Looking at the

white light coronagraph I have three pictures. I'm looking
at the one from yesterday morning, one I took last night,
and this morning. Yesterday we had a fairly pronounced
streamer over at 270 to 2 f . 5 . That one has faded slowly.
It's become diffused, a Ijttle bit wider, but not anywhere
near as intense, and it does not extend out as far as it
was. It is still at the base about 270 to 285, but it

p.oi-s alnost now straight out hue not as far and not -

not ;is Intense. There Is a another very faint diffused
area at around, Day 295 or so which was very prominent yesio
day morning , at least it could be seen, rind wan diffused
last night, and it's disappeared now. Over on the west limb,
yesterday where we noticed some fairly faint streamers, one
at 080 and one at 060. Last night they had all but disap-
ppeared and this morning they are just about gone, except
there's nay be a hint of one at 065, but it's exceptionally
faint, and I wouldn't see it unless I was really looking
for it. The region, however, around 120, about 25 degrees
or so wide at its face, centered at 120, was relatively
weak yesterday. There was Just a little diffused emission
above the occulting disk there. Last night it extended out
to around 2 so.lar radii, or 2-1/2, and now it's out to around
3-1/2 and quite prominent, by far the r.iost intense and widest
streamer we have going on the disk right now, and at that 120
Looking at the XUV monitor we see the active regions as
called out. The brightest nnc is active region 21, and then
11 is a a little bit less tltnn th.U. 21 I believe shows up
the best Just because It's larger, but 31 is coming a\> in

intensity. And active region 16 over on the disk, ami 1

believe that's probably due mostly to limb brightening;
but 31 is brighter then 16, even though 16 had the advantage
of limb brightening. Then there is also another one which
is about the sane intensity as 16, and that's at 09 0.5.
I don't see it called out anywhere as a - as a listed
active region. It's 090.5. That's a relatively small plage
but about the - appears to he about the same size plaRe as

the one we see in active region 31 but not quite as intense.
And then comes back to region 32, which in also evident.
In looking nt the active regions this morning I think the
one we ought to be working on (static) 31. I did some
work on that already. Now I'm looking at in
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H- alpha and where I belle vo we used to (static) what to mo
appeared up here in the revolution I had a series of

arch filaments. Now it looks like Just a very strong fila-
ment running from parallel to the plage, (garble) eastwest
(static). The east end of the arch filament system, and I'n
not quite too sure what that is right now, it's probably a

filament which is -which is. forming.
CC Ed, wr lost you there in the handover.

Could you say again what you thought we ought to bi; looking
.it after - -?

SPT Okay. 1 think active region 31 is the
one to be keeping the eye on this morning. Two reasons: it's
changing rapidly in H-alpha, and we've also seen sump fairly
high counts and fluctuation in oxygen VI. We had counts
up to 20,000 tliis morning in oxygen VI at the base of the

filament system which interselts a plage in the west -

I'm sorry, in the east quarter, and that fluctuated seems
4000 up to 20,000, and the fluctuations occuring quite
rapidly. I think that's the data on that this morning.
Those truncated mirror auto rasters and wavelength
short sequences for 82B. This next orbit we got coming
up I see we're supposed to be looking at sunspots over
in artive region 20. If those people are really vitally
interested in sunspots at this time, I'd recommend
that we stick over here to active? region 31, and naybe
the ground could call up some program to be working on
It. But I think certainly 55 might want to be doing some
truncated mirror auto rasters on that, and I'n not sure
what some of the others might be wanting to do. I was
hoping we might see a flare out of this morning. Apparently
it's (garble). Normal (garble) hours and I was hoping for
something here, but I didn't see any inhancement in the XUV
to go along with the increases that I saw in oxygen VI.

Bill's on the panel now, so I'll let you folks work it

through him.

KND OF TAPE
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SPX _ _ if most people are really vitally

interested In Sun spots, at this time, I'd recommend we stick

over here to active region 31 and maybe the ground could call

up some program to be working on it. But I think, certainly

55 might want to be doing some truncated mirror auto rasters

on that and I'm not sure what some of the others might be

wanting to do. I was hoping we night see a flare out of it

this morning, apparently you've seen two (garble) normal for the

past 6 hours and I was hoping for something here but I didn t see

any enhancement in the XUV to go along with the increases

that I saw on oxygen VI. Bill's on the panel now, so I 11

let you folks work it through him.

CC Okay, Ed. Thanks very much and we're

working that.
CC Je r , Hous t on .

CDR Go ahead ,
Story

.

CC We've got a short, oh, about a 3-minutr

troubleshooting procedure on your audio problems on channel B.

sometime when you want to go through that today.

CDR Okay. We're just getting started on

MU92 and maybe a little bit lat*r in the morning, we can get

to It.
CC Okay, it's Just a three stepper you

can do on your own sometime. Or we can talk through the

whole thing now, when we get a long Btation passage and you re

tTtt
'

CDR Okay, let's catch it a little later.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, the VTR is yours, the tape s

Clea °
CC Skylab, we're a minute to I.OS, 5 minutes

to Madrid.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

14 hours 30 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda.

Next acquisition will be Madrid, Canary tracking stations

in 2 minutes. On this the 66th day in the mission of Skylab IV,

251st day in the life of the Skylab space elation. F.RKP pass

scheduled later today. A stateside pass, covering a ground

track of 4,000 miles, beginning off the coast of Northwest

United State* and passing over Portsmouth, Virginia; ending

400 miles into the Atlantic Ocean. Next acquisition in

2 minutes. On this pass the crew has another opportunity -

option photography, out the wardroom window of the fault

rifts in South Africa, as the spacecraft passes west of Lake

Victoria in southern mo$t South Africa. We'll bring the line

up for this pass through - through Canary and Madrid.

CC Skylab, we got you through Madrid here,

for 9 minut*s. We need the DAS for an outer girabal backup,
Bill .
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PLT You got it

.

CC And also - after you' re off and running

on that BB-32, starting about now, I've got a couple of changes
to your ATM schedule pad here. Let me know when you're ready.

PLT Ready to go, Story.
CC Okay. Starting at 37, daylight remain-

ing. Cross out active region 28. Put in active region 31.

PLT You mean active region 20?

CC Yenh. Make that 31.

PLT Okay, I've already started that - that

one, but I con - I'll terminate that as soon as I get my first

long exposure on 56.

CC That' d be fine, Bill.

PLT Okay. Is everything else the sane?

CC No, I've got a couple of changes there.

PLT Press on.

CC For 82A. Take 1 SHORT for 20 seconds.

PLT Roger.
CC And for 82B. 1 SHORT, one-quarter SEQUENCE.
PLT Roger.
CC Those are all the changes for 37 of

day remaining. Now for 19 day remaining.
PLT Go.

CC Change that pointing to active region 31.

PLT Roger.
CC Onit 82A, as on the pad here. For 82B

did as you did above. That's 1 SHORT for a quarter SEQUENCE.

PLT Roger.
CC And finally there, run 54 as you did

above there. A SEQUENCE 2, GRATING IK.

PLT Rog. Got it ,
Story

.

CC Thanks, Bill.
CC And the DAS is yours.

PLT Rog. And we haven't loss much. I've

only got about 3-1/2 minutes to go on 56, first long exposure.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, we're a oinute from LOS,

12 minutes to Tananarive.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 43 minutes. We've had loss of signal through
Canary and Madrid tracking stations. Next acquisition
In 9 minutes and 30 seconds will be the Tananarive tracking
station. Blomed officer reporting to Flight Director Milt
Windier that the American - the medical experiments being
performed by Gerald Carr are in progress at this time. This
is the ninth time that Commander Cair has performed the
M171, the metabolic analyzer. To perform this experiment
he rides the bicycle ergometer, and (oic) to which he has at-
tached a hose which captures his - the breath he exhales and
the amount of oxygen he draws in. This measures his performance,
his workload, and from this they can determine his ability
to perform workloads at perscribed work rates on the
bi( ycle-ergometer

. Next acquisition in 8 minutes and 35 seconds
through Tananarive. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean
Lime- 14 hours 44 minutes.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 52 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 seconds. This will be a 10-minute pass. We'll bring
the line up for CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave.

cc Skylab, AOS through Tananari ve for
9 minutes.

CC Bill, Houston.
p LT Go, Story.
cc You got 10 seconds in here?
PI.T Rog.
cc Okay, we've reselected tape recorders

are back in the noialnal configuration. We'd like to get
your onboard configuration aa we're running it. And that's
on panel 204, recorder 1 the data/voice.

PLT Roger. RECORDER 1, EXPERIMENT VOICE.
CC No, we'd like RECORDER 1 to DATA/VOICE.
PL T Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear vou.
cc 1 to DATA/VOICE, 2 to EXPERIMENT 1 VOICE

and 3 to EXPERIMENT 2.
p LT Okay, that's selected.
CC Thanks.
cc A nd you won't have that blinking light

problem on the SIAs associated with that recorder anymore
PLT Ah, good.
cc We're a minute to LOS; about 16 minute*

to Honeysuckle at 15:1ft.
PLT Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hours 3 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive tracking
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station. Next acquisition in 14 minutes 35 seconds will
be through the Honeysuckle tracking station. Today's EREP
pass still on schedule for starting at 2:07 p.m. central :

daylight time, a pass crossing the northwest coast of United
States and ending as the spacecraft passes over Portsmouth,
Virginia. Currently here at Mission Control Center
Flight Director Milt Windier reviewing with his flight
controllers the scheduled EREP pass for tomorrow. This will
be pass number 28 in the Skylab (garble). Tomorrow's pass,
if all goes well, will be a double pass, one over Africa
catching sites yet to be captured during the Skylab mission,
picking up African sites especially in the Chad area. This
will be on track 59. And then another pass later in the day
to catch sites yet to be a cc o mp 1 i shed . in the United States,
one specifically the cotton fields in Mississippi, and also
some areas in Venezuela. Next acquisition in 13 minutes
10 seconds through Honeysuckle. And this is Skylab Control
at Greenwich mean time 15 hours 5 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 17 mi n ut e s . Acq u i s i t i on coning through Honeysuckle
in 50 seconds. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Story
Husgr ave

.

CC Skylab, got you through Honeysuckle for

6 minutes.
CDR Rog

,
Story .

CC Bill, there's no hurry at all. Any tine
that's convenient with you all we'll run a little trouble-
shooting

PLT

PLT

tha t channel B

.

Okay. How long is this pass?
Oh, we got 5 minutes here.
Okay. What do you want to do?
Just got three switch changes in the

Give me about 30 seconds, I'll be

0 k a y .

0 k ,i y , Story.
Okay. Panel the bottom row. AUDIO

command module.
PLT

I h i> re
CC
PLT
CC

CONTROL to BACKUP
PLT
CC
PLT
CC

hand side
PLT
CC

you reading oe now?
background ?

PLT
command modul
Stand by,

CC
PLT

there

.

CC Okay, Do you want any more voice checks
or do you think we've established that that hasn't helped
the problem?

PLT Okay. Well, the situation is still the
same, Story. We do have the beat.

CC Okay. For now, then, let's go back and
regroup and we'll reconfigure panels 9, 10, and 3 right now.

PLT Okay. And before 1 do that, it sort of
sound - it nay be of some significance; I Just turned the
volume all the way up on the speaker box in the command nodu
and I don't have the beat heru. Correction. I do have it

when 1 turn the volume full up, but it's very low.

Roge r

.

And panel 10, INTERCOM, OFF.
Comple te

.

In panel 3, the bottom row on the right-
PTT BACKUP to left center; that's up.

That's complete.
Okay. You might try intercom, or how
Have you still got the six Vps in the

I'm on the speaker box here in

I have to go to S1A to check that

Okay .

Story, Jer says he ' s still got it down
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CC Did 1 t diminish at all?
PLT I couldn't hear it before because I had

a nornol -olune. I Just turned the volume all the way

way up from panel 98 - on speaker box 98 in the commend

module and I can - I can hear the beat in the background

but It's not nearly as so distracting as it is on the SIAs

i n the workshop .

CDR Story, the beat has not diminished down

here.
CC Okay . Got you .

PLT PTT backup is now going to center.

CC Okay. So we'll reconfigure back to

where we were, chat's panel ni - -

PLT (Garble) it should say.
CC - - yes, panel 9, AUDIO CONTROL, NORMAL.

And to INTERCOM, T1, and panel 3 to PTT BACKUP to NORMAL.

PLT Those three are all complete.
CC Okay; thanks for your help. We'll keep

w o r k I n k .

PLT Okay. Thanks for your cf torts.

CC Skylab, we're a aluute from LOS, about

16 minutes to Hawaii, 15:39.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

15 hours 28 minutis , with loss cf signal through Honeysuckle.

Next acquisition will be Hawaii in 11 minutes and 30 seconds.

Discussions here at Mission Control Center concerning tomorrow's

scheduled EREP pass. One Is a geotherraal pass over the western

United States starting off the coast of San Francisco and

running through California, ending near Rapid City, North

Dakota.- Rapid City, South Dakota. The other pass over

Africa picking up sites yet to be accomplished in the EREP

program through the Central Atrica area. Later today on

the Earth resources pass, weather permitting, the crev may

be asked to turn Earth terrain camera on a few minutes

early as spacecraft Skylab crosses the western coast of

Washington to take pictures of the Seattle area. Photo-

graphs of Seattle have not been made yet on Skylab IV, and

if weather permits, the crew will turn on the - will be

asked to turn on the Earth terrain camera early to get

pictures of Seattle. Next acquisition in 10 minutes and

10 seconds through Hawaii. This is Skylab Control at

Greenwich mean time 15 hours 29 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean t i no
1') hours 38 minutes Acquis I Mon coming thrugh the Hawaii
tracking station. A 7-minute piss through Hawaii. We'll
bring the. line up for this pass, as Skylab is in it's 3624
revolution.

fC Skylab, back with you through Hawaii
for 7 minutes.

SPT Houst on , SPT .

CC Go ahead , Eg .

SPT Hey, Story. Just wanted to let you
know we saw, going over Africa, some good brush fires at

1 4 : 5 1 in the Central African Republic. About a half dozen
brush fires which were over an area around 30 to 50 miles.
Isolated. They were not in a line , could have been trash
burning, but there vere a fair number of them down then- au«l

winds wore going from the northwest and - showed them up quite
clearly.

CC Thanks, FA.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and

4 minutes to Goldstone.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

15 hours 48 minutes with loss of signal through Hawaii.
Next acquisition will be Goldstone. During this pass Science
Pilot Gibson inforoed the ground of the brush fires - extensive
brush fires the crew spotted on the last pass through Africa.
At - On that pass the crew had the option of looking out the
wardroom window and taking photographs of the Af:,r Triangle
in Southeast Africa, an area geogologista arc interested in in

determining geological faults and to study - further study
the - the continental drift theory. The fires were noticed
on revolution 3624, Just concluded over South Africa.
Acquisition in 50 seconds through Goldstone. We'll bring
the line up for this stateside pass.

CC Skylih, got you through Goldstone for
^ minutes.

CC Skylab, we're a mi n u I <• In (.OS, ..!... tit

"i minutes to Bermuda. Ed, 1 w.inl - to hold in ATM < o n f e r«« n •
»

with you over Bermuda.
SIT Thank you, Story.
Pl.V And, Story, I'm having .i little trouble

with II - a 1 ph a 1 again.
CC Fill, you referring to the FRAMES

REMAIN I N G count and the READY light or the TV picture?
PET The TV picture and also the door didn't

open this sunside pass. 1 think I've got it open now. I've
got an OPERATE light now.

PET Okay. Now i have a picture.
CC Okay, we're going over the hill here,

see you in about 3 tainutes.
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(;c Skylah , back with you througli Bermuda

for 7 minutes. Here's Owen.

m;c Hello there, Ed. Are you free from

17 1 yet? ^ u ,

j sure an, Owen. Go ahead.

m CC Okay, fine. Glad to talk to you fellas

again, and lot me give the first word here to our friend Billy

Whiskers, up there at the ATM panel, since it has to do with

the present orbit. Are you with us, Bill?

PLX Rog, Owen. Go, Stache.

MCC Okay, Bill. Still thinking about that

for a' minute. Just going to remind you on this JOP 26 that

you're either starting now or will start there shortly, I gi.es

Il-s probably obvious that's a micro limb scan for 82B prin-

cipaly with the other experiments, just sort of alonp. for t

ride. And, you do need the H-a'lpha, which I guess ymi vc

got now to ret the pointing close, there on the 2 arc-second

in and on the limb and off the linb again. I guess that

should be clear enough.
PI T Well, actually I've using the white

lleht display for the on and off limb and Ed's briefed me

on where to put the slit for on the limb and 2 inside and

2 outside. My - I wanted H-alpha 1 for locating the feature,

I got it now, so we're in business. We're running.

MCC Okay. Sounds real good, Bill. And,

next "thing there, Ed, several of us did take another look at

the transient you fellas caught about 3 days ago now, we

looked at it again yesterday afternoon and the spear, as you

described it, is certainly spectacular as it moves out to

about 2 solar radii, the time you had it on the TV downline

It looks very bright - brighter than I would say most if

not any of the blobs that we saw on the second mission,

moving outward. However, one thing you didn't comment on

which was noticeable was surrounding thi; blob or spi-ar was

sort of uniform bubble, with the peak f the b.tbbU- on out

t,» 2-1/2 to 3 solar radii. In other word* still above ihi-

spear and surrounding it much in the same way that we wen,

observing bubbles a few months ago. And I mention thai Jusl

to point out that these bubble structures may be more subtle

and certainly less bright than the spear which you saw and

just to suggest that you keep an eye - keep your eyes open

of course for these more subtle features as well in the hopes

that vou night catch a few more of these transients. Over.

5 PT Okay, Owen. I think if you go back

over the voice records you find out that 1 did indicate that

there was something out ahead which (garble) region on ahead

hid been disturbed and there was a bulged-cut appearance,

but I did not describe it as a bubble. You're quite correct

there .
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MCC Okay. Well, that's fine, Ed. I'm sure
that you were looking at the same thing that we noticed then
and in looking at it on the downlink "^V , this structure out
in front was a more uniform background. It didn't have the
fine structure that we normally saw and associated with
the bubbles, so it was sort of an intermediate thing, but
never the less, just as you apparently already had seen it

Is the sort of thing to keep your eye open for. Okay, let
me then mention a point here that 56 people have brought up.
They have noticed three or four hangups today - or excuse mo.
yesterday, mission day 65, three or four hangups yesterday and
just want to reiterate the fact they're not worried about re-
starting, just let it go, except under the two circumstances of

a transient event like a flare, or on the next two days,
tomorrow and the next day, we're going to be doing co 1 1 abo r a t i ve

rocket operations. And, so during those collaborative measure-
ments, why. they would appreciate an extra close eye out for

a hangup so that they can be restarted on these collaborative
works .

SPT Okay. We understand that, Owen. We
will do that .

MCC Okay, now, the next couple of items
here are again just sort of reminders on the work ahead
today which will probably be pretty obvious on the schedule.
The 17:31 pass, I guess the next rev, will have some maxi-
RASTERS but that's all pretty straight forward. It's Just
like on the - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC Okay. Now the next couple items here

are again just sort of reminders on the work ahead today

wh!ch
g
will Probably be pretty obvious ^

ti, • 17-11 Dass I cuess the next rev, and we 11 have the

maxi-RKSTER but that's all pretty straightforward. It's

lus 1 kl on tl'e JOP sheets, and a little later in the day

we vi be going to the prescribed location to center the

S052 occulting disk dead'center on the solar disk. That'll

o? o e noAave the cross pointers exactly Z er oed and

the numbers to be read on the fine Sun sensor and the pointing

ror sensor are listed on the pad. So you • ve been through

this before, and I guess the only thing to remind you Is

hat there s a little procedure on the end to make sure

that he two discriminators, 20ar c-sec or.d and 5 - * r c -mi nu t e

aIV,t l tors do get reanabled and the pad will provide you

^h"^^^* 8
:; h 0M to ^-^r^r

be one of your reus, Ed, and you've been through it .-.everai

tines before. " VeI
'y

6S )
vou're right, Bill. You've got to

nake sure before you move' on that you get those (garble) steps

d0neV c Absolutely. Okay. Well, that's about

all the reminders we have on the ground here, fellows. How s

Jerry Whiskers doing u P there today?

SPT well: stach, he's pedaling pretty hard

on the bike right now. What do the folks down there think

Hour, active region 31 and the pes s ib i 1 i t y for ru ture grow h ,

or does it look like it's pretty much limited to subflares?

MCC I've heard no others comments about ex-

P,cted growth from 31, and of course the flare probabilities

don't show anything particularly interesting. I 11 just

take one brief check before we're through here and se. it

they h any later information for you, Ed.

SpT okay . very good, Owen. We re getting

some fairly intense emission from there e ven -
though it Is

relatively small and we've been hoping for a lot of activity

n
1

^ U active longitude that came around the corner
,
and so

far it's been a lot of tired out active reg a h s

is the only one that looks like it's got a little life t

t but it is relatively small. But nonetheless we may be

able to still get a flare rise out of It if - if we stayed

00
"Sec'

U
"

Okay. Kd. Well. I was just trying to

listen to the ATM loop at the same time there, and

ney did n ntion t h a t sub f 1 ar e activity seems to be possible

out nothing much more energetic than that, although it d

be my guess that of course with the XUV non that you ve got
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up there, your guess may be better then anyone else's

down here at this point.
SPT it's the second brightest active

region 21 is the brightest, but unfortunately that one is

just uniform plage without very - without any real
.

bright points in it, and unless something happens there, a

•lew magnetic disturbance somehow moved in 1 don t see much

happening there. Maybe the guys on the ground looking at

it at real time magnetograph could tell much better, however.

MCC Okay. We'll - I've got no other in.o

from the magnetograph area. Ed, although our last H-alpha

picture confirms just about what you said, relative to 21

and 31 . ,,->.•„
SPT Very good. 1 also took a lHt.e time

this morning to look off the limb, that's the west linb and

did find some (garble) in oxygen VI u P around oh
. 200 or so

when I was 30 arc-seconds off the limb, but I did not see

any corresponding H-alpha feature, and I know we will be

working that region so may go back to it. I spent most

of the tine looking at 31.

cc We'll be dropping out here and see you

at Canaries in 2 minutes.
FA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 8 minutes. A discussion through the Bermuda range

with Skylab III Science Pilot Owen Garriott on tins end

and science pilot Ed Gibson in the spacecraft discussing -

going over the daily ATM conference. Lighthearted refer-

ence to Billy Whiskers, Pilot Bill Pogue ,
and Jerry

Whiskers, Commander Gerald Carr. They referred back to

Owen's mustache. He sports a fancy almost handlebar mus-

tache now. Next acquisition in 50 seconds through Canary.

We'll bring the line up for this Canary pass which is 9

minutes 48 seconds in duration.
cc Skylab. we're back with you through

Canaries for 8 minutes. We'll be dumping the data/voice

here *

SPT Okay, Story. Tell Owen thanks for

sitting in. Good talking with him.

cc Okay. He's sitting here. Bill.

Houston.
PLT Go , Sto ry .

cc Bill, we're lust still retrieving data

that H-alpha 1. We did see the TV monitor power off at
ontnain-aii'uu-i' ---

,

one time, and at present that's the only thing we

king
PLT

traCk p"?' Yes, that was off. I turned that on right

after I reported that. I don't know how it got off, but

that's sort of irrespective of the fact that the H-alpha 1

didn't start on a daylight cycle, when it was In auto.
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CC Okay .

PLT That was - looked like it was two separate
problems there. I had - I was out of configuration and the

H-alpha 1 didn't start working when we cane around sunside.
SFT They don't seen related to H-alpha 1,

Story. As soon as we cane up this morning I looked at the

H-alpha 1 display and, as usual first thing in the morning,
it was very crystal clear and I had that excellent resolu-
tion, excellent contrast. About IS minutes into the orbit
it started de - to degrate. At the very beginning of the

orbit when we did have the good resolution 1 put a little
of it on the VTR. That's before the XUV mon and the WLC

,

and naybe the guys down there can take a look at it. It

must have something to do with the heating and maybe a

damp [?} the filter changes even though your tenperature
monitors don't change it - don't show it. I wonder if you
would take a look at it in the light and if there's anything
ve could do to keep that good crisp resolution throughout
the day.

CC Okay. Ed, and for Bill we did show
H-alpha 1 operating and maybe that franes REMAINING in

READY light read switch problem again.
PLT That's entirely possible. It's also

possible that I read the gray talkback with the white.
CC Okay.
PLT And I think I turned the H-alpha 1

power OFF when 1 thought I was killing the 52. Closed the
52 DOOR.

CC Okay. That's the experiment camera
powe r ?

PLT No, the DOORs . When I stopped my
Sun-centered activities.

CC Okay. That just might do her.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Hey ,
Story?

CC Go ahead

.

CDR Okay. Tell Owen that Bill and I can't

find the mustache wax, and we wonder where he stowed it.

CC I tell you, Jerry. We didn't have to

use it. You break out your Swiss array knife and can trim it

up any shape you like.
CDR Got to get it up out of the soup.

CC You've eaten so many calories up there

anyway, Jerry, I don't think you need the soup.

SPT Strange thing though, Owen. We keep

looking around for some lemonade like we'd find at hone in

all of the drawers where there was supposed to be.

MCC You've got a good point there, Ed. The

just (laughter) must not be any of that left.

CC And for Bill, taking a look at the K-al

1 image, if you ever see that severely degraded, yr.u might

put some of that on the VTR for us so we can see it.

PLT Roger.
XCC Ed, Al was big on lemonade, but I'll -

SPT Say again, Owen.
MCC I'm just saying, Ed, that Al was big on

lemonade and I'll relay that message.
SPT Oh ,

okay .

CC Skylab, we're 30 seconds to LOS. The

next one's Honeysuckle at 16:55. Be about 35 ninuU-s.

SPT Oven, I think you were righi. Most in-

teresting spots on the spacecraft are the TV monitors on the

ATM on the window in the wardroom.
MCC Very true.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 hours 21 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next

acquisition in 33 minutes 45 seconds will be the Honeysuckle

tracking station. On this pass, we will not have Tananarive.

Although the spacecraft does come within the range of the

tracking antennas on the island, the Tananarive tracking

station will not support this pass. Next acquisiton in

33 minutes and 20 seconds through Honeysuckle. This is

Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 16 hours 21 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 54 minutes. Acquistion coming through Honeysuckle

in 45 seconds. We'll bring the line up for Dr. Story.

Muserave, capsule communicator.
CC Skylab, got you through Honeysuckle for

8 minutes^
Storv. I've just changed out the

i.Hets filters on MO L SIEVE A and B and the outlet on MOL SIEVE A

and MOL SIEVE A out, it's given sort of an abnormal reac.ing as it

was coming down the last time I checked. It picked up full scale

high after I first installed them.

CC Okay , Bi 1 1

.

cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 13 minutes

to Hawaii at 17:15, and Goddard has total cloud cover so
t

we ' 1
1

have

to cancel both your rendezvous with the 1 ate rs and t hat s a t -

on your detail pad, all three crewmen at 17:29 and at 19.05.

PLT Roger, Story.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 4 minutes. Loss of signal through Hon ey suck le the

next acquisition in 11 minutes will^be th^u^Havaii. At

Greenwich mean tine

Control.
PAO

17 hours 4 minutes, tSiis is Skylab

frtV, Skvlab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 14 minutes, with acquisition coming through the

Hawaii tracking station, as Flight Director Milt Windier

reviews with the EREP officer and the weather officer on

the condition for the upcoming EREP pass, the entire track

almost covered by clouds now. Review presently underway

to determine the GO or NO GO for that EREP pass.

cc Skylab, we got you through Hawaii for

9 mlnUt
CDR Roger, Storv, and at 17:13 and 15 seconds

the 6-cycle beep stopped for about 20 seconds and then picked u P

agaln
'

C c Want to say the time again, Jer?

CDR 17:13 and 15 seconds.

cc
*

Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about

3 minutes to Coldstone at 17:27. The EREP pass is on, and

somewhere along here in the next hour 1 neec to pass up a

change to your ETC and C&D pa* »'hlch concerns onl> U.*

ETC camera.
SPT Is there a

the ATM ops are over, Stcry?
CC Stand by 1

Id get me afte

CC Ed, looks like our Carnaivon at 18:27' 11

be good.
SPT Okav; thank you. Story.

PL T And', Story, PLT standing by to copy changes

to the C&D pad.
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CC I'm losing you here . I'll get you

stateside.
PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time

17 hours 26 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii. The

crew given a GO for EREP pass today, the 27th in the mission <

Skylab IV; however, the groundtrack is predominantly cloud

covered from 4 to 7/10 and from 8 until - to S/10 coverage

of clouds across the grouidtrack. However, the majority of

data take today is for atmospheric studies, so therefore

this will not interfere too greatly with the pass. There -

two sites have been lost because of the cloud cover. One,

Minneapolis/St . Paul area, is the central evaluation site.

However, the S190 cameras hopefully will be able to poke

through some of the cloud cover to capture snowfield cover

in northern Montana from the Canadian border to Bismarck.

CC Skylab, back with you through Goldstoni-

for 6 minutes.
SPT Roger.
PLT And, Story, I have my C*D pad, if you ' 1

pass me the changes.
CC Okay, Bill. Delete at 19:10:20, delete

that ETC POWER ON. And move up to between 19:05:50 and 19:07

and put in 06:00 ETC POWER ON.

PLT Roger; got that.

CC And then at 07:00, ETC AUTO.

PLT Okay.
CC And finally, right above the 10:00 put

in 08:30, ETC to STANDBY.
PLT Roger. Delete 10:20, ETC POWER ON; at

6 minutes, ETC POWER to ON; at 7 ainutes, ETC AUTO; at 8:30,

ETC to STANDBY.
CC That's it. Thanks, Bill.

END OF TAPE
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PLT Okay

.

CC And finally, right up above the 10:00,

out in 08:30, ETC to STANDBY.
Y

PLT Roger. Delete 10:20, ETC POWER, ON.

At 6 minutes, ETC POWER to ON, at 7 minutes ETC AUTO, at 8:30

E1C, STANDBY.
,

CC That ' s it . Thanks Bill . That 11 get

us some more ETC data and I'll get the same changes up to

Ed at Carnarvon

.

PLT Okay.
CC And Ed, if H-alpha l's still degraded,

you car put some of that on the VTR for us.

SPT Okay, Story. Will do.

SPT Story, just before I started into these

building block 10, I was taking a look above the limb and the

silicone XII, which is where we arc now on the grating. I rea

don't see very much even 30 arc-seconds off the limb. Counts

are down around - at the most 20, most of them are below 10.

We're looking for loops, and I Lhink they're going to be very

faint.
,

CC Tha-.iks , Ed. And we're a minute to LOS,

A minutes to Bermuda.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours 35 minutes with loss of signal as spacecraft crosses

over the northern limits of the U.S. with acquisition coming

through agaii through the Bermuda tracking station as Skylab

crew members prepare for the upcoming ERE? pass on the next

revolution across the United States. The E REP maneuver will

be initiated at Greenwich mean time 18 hours 49 minutes,

less than 1 hour from now. G &N - G&N officer predicts use

of 18 mibs for this maneuver. More than 16,100 poun d - s rco nd

s

of TACS fuel remain aboard Skylab for the 18 days remaining

in the mission. We'll bring the line up now for this Bermuda

pass .

CC We're back with you through Bermuda for

10 minutes. And Ed, Sack Peak (?) reports coronal rain over

active region 16. You ought to see something.
SPT Okay, thank you, Story.

SP- Houston, SPT.

CC Go ahead , Ed

.

SPT Story, why don't you go ahead and give

me the changes on the pad now on the ETC. I have it In

f ront of me

.

CC Okay. At 19:1C:20, cross that out and

move that POWER ON up to 19:06:00.
SPT Okav.
CC And a t 19 :07 :00 , to AUTO.
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SPT Okay.
CC And finally at 08:30, go to STANDBY.
CC And from there on down, it* 3 as the

pad indicates, going back to AUTO at 11:20 and so forth.
SPT Okay. We go to AUTO at 7 even. STANDBY

at 8:30. At 11:20, hack to AUTO and press on as nominal.
CC Yes, sir. We're Just picking up that

extra minute and a half ot data there.
SPT Okay , Story

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. About
8 minutes to Ascension, 17:5-. Be looking to dump the

data/voice there .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
17 hours 48 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda as
Skylab space station now begins its 3626th revolution of the
Earth. The crew given go ahead for the ERKP pass number 27

in the mission of Skylab IV. An update for the ETC, Earth
terrain camera pad. The cameras will be turned on early as

the spacecraft passes over the Seattle, Washington area in

attempt to take photographs with the Earth terrain camera
through the scientific airlock - the antisolar scientific
airlock. The majority of the track under the vehicle today
will be cloud covered. However, the majority of targets
today are atmospheric-type cloud cumulation? . The crew will
attempt to get data over northern Montana from the Canadian-
Montana border to Bismarck in effort to capture photographs
of the snow covered fields. Acquisition In 5 minutes through
Ascension. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time
17 hours 49 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA 0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours 53 minutes. Acquisition coming though Ascension.

The Ascension pass will be 10 minutes and 27 seconds in

duration as the crew prepares for the E REP pass on the next

stateside pass beginning off the coast of Washington and

ending off the coast - northeast - northsouth coast of - the

southeast coast of the United States, over Portsmouth, Virginia.

CC Skylab, AOS through Ascension for

11 minutes.
CDR Roger, Story.
Spy Story, what grating position do you

show down there?
CC S t and by 1 .

CC 2435.
Spt Oka}, it's reading 34 here, 2434, but

that shouldn't nake much difference. I just don't see many

counts at all on detector 3. I think I should be seeing

quite a bit more. A quiet disk ought to be giving me at

least 20 or 30.
cc We're showing the sane thing down here,

Ed. and think that's normal.
SPT Okay, Story. I was going on the basis

of some information which they sent ne up pernanent general

message for the silicone XII 521 line. Apparently we're

looking at the very low end of it right now.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab. We just finished dumping the

data/voice about a minute or two ago and we think we saw

someone trying to record something. You might want to record

that again .

PLT Thanks, Story.
CDR Story, have the wizards been able to

strip anything out of the data that might indicate why we

had that little 20-secor,d dropout on our beat?

CC We just dumped it at this pass right

here.
CDR Okay.
CC And we're going LOS here, Jer, the

next station Is Carnarvon, 18:27, It's about 22 minutes.

CDR We'll see you.

CC Yes. sir.

P A q Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

18 hours 6 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension. Next

acqusition in 21 minutes and 30 seconds will be Carnarvon

tracking station. Commander Jerry Carr asking the ground if

they were able to find what - out what caused the beep problem

they had on the tape - on-board tape recorder yesterday. The

glitch mysteriously went away at Greenwich mean tine 17:13 while
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A

the spacecraft was - was just before the spacecraft was in

contact with the Hawaii tracking station. That data is now
on the ground, being dumped at the Ascension tracking station.
Flight controllers will now look at the data - see - to
determine what may have caused that beeping noise in the
onboard tape recorder - the EGIL officer here at the flight
control center informing Flight Director Milt Windier that
the current average temperature is 77.4 degrees aboard the
workshop. This is the same temperature that was recorded
when the crew awoke this morning, therefore the temperatures
have not risen today and EGIL says we've more than likely
reached our peak during this high beta angle. Temperatures
not increasing at all inside the workshop today. Next
acquisition in 20 minutes through the Carnarvon tracking
station. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time
18 hours ? rainuLes.

END OF TAPE
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1'AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean 1 1 no
18 hours 26 minutes. Acquisition coining through i h

e

Carnarvon tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll bring the
line up for CAP COMN Dr. Story Kusgrave.

CC Skylab , AOS through Carnarvon for
9 minutes.

CDR Roger.
CC And, Jer, I've got 3one weather for

you for your hunting today.
CDR Okay , go ahead .

CC On special 02, the uniform snow fitild,
the cloud cover is predominantly about 0.8 to 10. There are
some areas that are about 0.4 to 0.7. The important thing
on that is not to be constrained to a specific pointing
but get any 20- to 30-second stretches of data at any -

any snow field chat you can find. You nay find better hunting
north of track.

COR Okay, I'll start early than.
CC Okav, you can start a llttlo early or

a little laic, but don't miss the special 07 in terras of
the timing. All we'd like is 20 or 30 seconds of uniform
snow anywhere you can find it down through a hole in the
ove rcas t .

CDR Okay.
CC Special 07 Minneapolis is also overcast.

Their aviation report is 300 obscured and about five-eights
of a nile. So, you probably will not get che city. Take a
quick look to try to flad the city, if you don't get that
also look for a hole that you can pick up some snow and take
data on that.

COR Okay, we '
1 1 do it

.

CDR How's the weather down on the co.m
around target 605?

CC That's 0.8 to 10 also, Jer.
CC Sky J ah, we're a minute to LOS; 6 ninntm

to Guam,
J'AO Skylab «;< r» t r o 1 , Greenwich no an i I »<•

18 hours 38 minutes with Imkh <>f signal through C.i rn.i r von ,

Next tracking ntntion acquisition will he Gjan, the first
acquisition for the Guam tracking station today, in 3 minutes
and 40 seconds. The K

R

I. V pass number 27 today has the
following principal investigators who will receive data,
in the atmospheric studies, Dr. John C. Alishouse of
the National Oceanographic Atmospheric Agency, Allan Shapiro
of the U.S. Naval Research Labo - Laboratory, Dr. R. K.
Moore, University of Kansas Center for Research, he Is also
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working on a project with the Johnson Space Center, Skylab
Program Office in gathering data today. Topographic studies
will be William J. Kosco of The USGS Service. Environmental
studies will - data will go to Janes L . Barnes of the
Environmental Research and Technology Incorporated. On this
pass, mostly cloud covered. However, the ground's advised
the crew to look for some open - openings in the clouds
in hopes to get photographs of the Minneapolis, St. Paul
area. The ETC - ETC camera, Earth terrain camera, will be
Lurried on a few minutes early today hopefully to get photo-
graphs of the Seattle, Washington area. A target hereto-
fore not on the Skylab cameras. We'll bring the line up
here at Guam for this pass 7 minutes and 30 seconds in
duration.

CC Skylab, we're back with you throuph Guan
for 7 minutes. And, Jer, you got a good maneuver time.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC And, who's ever nearest to the ATM , we

need an MPC INHIBIT, and an MPC ROLL INHIBIT

.

CC Thanks, and your APCS looks good for
this maneuver.

CDR Roger, Story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS; about

17 minutes to Goldstone at 19:06.
CDR Roger.
CC And your maneuver's looking good, Jer.
CDR Roger, Story.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 15 minutes. Skylab space station oinneuve rod to
/.-local vertical attitude to aio the EREP instruments at
the Intended ground t rack , was started at 18:49 as the
spacecraft was still within ranee of the Guam tracking
station. Gf.fi officer informs the K 1 1 r h t Director, Milt
Windier that the maneuver looks good. The data take will
begin at 2:07 central daylipht time an the- spur f cnl i

crosses over Vancouver Island. Data today will be t »ken
on atmospheric conditions across the United States, aiuiw
fields in the Dakota, Montana area as well as geographic
and oc eanogr aphi c Information o'f the coast of North Carolina
and Virginia, Next acquisition In 11 minutes and 50 seconds
through Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours 52 minute
this is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
19 hours 3 minutes. The Earth resources pass scheduled to

start In 4 minutes as spacecraft crosses Vancouver - the Island
of Vancouver, off the Canadian coast. The Earth terrain camera
will be toned - turned on early in hopes to catch pictures of

Seattle. We'll bring the line up at this tine. The crew will
be on VOX comra at this time, and we'll leave the line up for
this Earth resources pass,

PLT Stand by,
PLT HARK. 05:40 EREP START, and Jer , on

my mark, 5 seconds from now, AUTO CAL

.

CDR Okay.
PLT Stand by.
PLT MARK.
CDR (Garble)
PLT AUTO CAL and 194 MODE to MANUAL in

6 minutes. ETC POWER ON, Ed, on my mark.
CDR Coming in over the Canadian Rockies.
PLT MARK.
CDR Vancouver Island.
PLT I do have a good TAPE MOTION light.

Pretty sure I called it, but 19* went to MANUAL at 05:50.
And at 7 minutes, Ed, ETC AUTO.

CDR Lots of snow on the Canadian Rockies,
Story.

PLT Okay, 15 atconds to a 7 minute ETC AUTO.
CC Yes sir, we're here reading you loud

and clear for 18 minutes stateside.
CDR Okay.
PlT Stand by.
PLT MARK. ETC AUTO at 7 minutes.
PLT Standing by for 7:20. And -

PIT MARK. 7:20. SCAT, ON and RAD, ON.
CDR Tell me when that 191 - -

PLT I will . It should - -

CDR - - AUTO CAL comes ON.
PLT That should cone on at 08:30 and I'm - this

is my next event .

CDR Okay.
CDR Doggone it, It's clouding up.
PLT And at 08:30, I'll give Ed a call for

ETC STANDBY

.

CDR And, there's a hole in the clouds, but
there ain't no snow under it. Looks like I better look over
to the left a little ways, a little to the north.

PLT Okay. 15 seconds to 08:30. ETC
STANDBY. I'll give a mark. Stand by.

PLT MARK. REFERENCE 6, we do have a READY
light, Jerry, You can start data take.
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CDR Fortunately I got no place to take data.

PLT ETC STANDBY

.

pLT you can do uniform cloud layer.

CDR There's t little snow. Uniform snow

through the clouds, ,

PLT Okay, did I miss it? Or did I not?

10 minutes - -

CDR Came r as on

.

p , T Okay, I guess it goes to STANDBY for warm-

up. I have not had the ALTIMETER ON. Yes. that's probably what

it is .

COR Data (Garble)

CDR i t
'

£ right in a cultivated area. Lots

of land patterns around.
PLT Everything looks good on the C&u panel.

CDR Okay, I don't know where it is, but it's

8n0
'pLT Stand by for ALTIMETER'S going to STANDBY

.

PLT MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. 10:13 - -

CDR Okay.
PLT - - 190 MODE AUTO.

CDR End ° f t',at -

PLT Si and by .

PLT MARK. 190 MODE to AUTO. And, 1 do

have the FILM ADVANCE MALFUNCTION light on CAMERA A.

which was to be expected.
CDR Okay. Looking for Minneapolis at

now. Pretty cloudy.
CDR Okay, this is data and film.

PLT Okay, Ed, at 11:20. which is about

IS seconds from now, ETC to AUTO. I'll give a mark. Stand by.

PLT MARK. ETC to AUTO.

CDr One more minute. Should be over the

Garrison Reservoir.
PIT On my mark it'll be 11:48.
p,' T MARK. SCAT to STANDBY and RAD to STANDBY.

Valtlng^or 11:56. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ nark

itM1
pLT

I2!l0
'

MARK. 190 INTERVAL to 10. Still looks

*°° d

CDR Okay, DAC is ON. Got no Minneapolis,

over lota of c louds .

cd r Man, I don't even see a hole.

cc We'll be dropping out for a minute,

handing over to HILA, Skylnb.

C 5 R Roger. Looks like Minneapolis is solid

over .
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PLT Stand by for 13 minutes, even.

PL 7 (Garble) frames per minute should go

to 10 on my mark

.

PLT MARK. And you got a good SPEED (garble)

and the light is steady. Nice and steady on 192 60 inches

per second. Waiting for 13:45.
r.DR Like a hungry mosquito, no place to go.

Nope, turning off the DAC , there's nothing to -

PLT MARK. J 9 2 MODE to STANDBY at 13:43.

CDR Toobad.
PLT And 14 minutes, which is coming up

v»-ry shortly lion 1

', Kd . ETC to STANDBY in 5 seconds.
PLT MARK. ETC to STANDBY. 6,

PLT MARK. RAD to STANDBY. And RAD, OFF;

(garble) ALT I MUTER coding ON.
PLT MARK. ALTIMETER, ON.

PLT And waiting for 15 minutes, we got the

timeout to see what's on 190. Okay. I did not - the light

is out and MODE to STANDBY. It is. FRAME 15, INTERVAL to

20. Waiting for 15:40. We do have an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.

END OF TAPE
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pLT _ - and RAD, OFF . Okay, ALTIMETER coming

° N "
pLT MARK. ALVIMETER, ON. And waiting for

15 to get a - m eo
r

ano see what
;
, 90^ Okay .

I

Frame°15~
*
INTERVAL Jo SS! "ng for 15:40. Do have an

ALTIMETER UNLOCK ll.ht.^ ^ the Appa , a ch , ans che y

seen to^be - -
^ _ 15:40, ALTIMETER to STANDDY .

MODE eoinc to 3, and RANGE to 74.

5i,R Appalachians are pretty cloud free.

"J Okay. ALTIMETER ON. 17:03 standing by.

CDR Looking at a big muddy reservoir now

PLT Okay. Now, when I went, when I brief

on something here. W.'U get through ,
I guess we go t

S EQU EN°-^ SEQU EN CE SXci TsT AN DX'U '^^
J« ^LF

H;h^^^^: fl
^lrr^urner:hrur^o us^i'

STANOBY^early . '
°
3
> '

190 MODE to AUTO. I do

have a READY light. ^ undernea th the

cloud ,

LT

Setting up ror
t

a

n

nadir swath. ^ ^ &^
"«M5

ALT1MET
M

R

A RK.°
k

rLTIM;.;ER; S^Y
by

MODE to 5,

RANGE^70 ,
and 192 i^stiU -™ ^'/^ther there, get

r»Ar back ON. if you haven't already,
the DAC^back ON. y^ ^ juflt broke lntQ the clear flght

° VCr
; LT MARK. 18:03. ALTIMETER ,

ON.

Jni - - right over Cape Hatteras. The Cape

H.tter.. itself la sticking out in the clear. (Garble) is -

and Kitty Hawk are in fhe - In the soup.

JSr Pimlico Sound la clear, and Marine Air

Station Cherry Point, I might n<td.

rr Know It we 1 J .

r f)R Got blue water, occMoni! scattered cu.

p,t Okay. 1 any not have gotten the full

15 il^t... It v., .Irt.rfy iher.. So Jon t know If
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, suspect 1 turned it off for a 190 shutter speed going to

SLOW -
r> t t MARK . _ . .

HI Okay. Coming up on a full overcast

which is still good. in a way I'll give a call for an AUTO

CAL
'

CUR
115

' Okay. Okay. Stopping the VTR at 20.

plt oka y

CDR
0 AC camera.

PLT

Correction. Stopping the camera, the

PLT 20:15, REFERENCE to 2.

p,T MARK. REFERENCE TO 2 on 19 at 20:15.

l^l And 21:15 is the cal ,
right? And we got

. solar^inertial a, 19:22, it says here. ^ ^ ^ ^
on to^long. ^ sir) we , re ju9t going l0 call you -

CO to STANDBY on "".^^
^^ ^ ^ ry

do....! Pad printed out double. 1 scratched one of the.

out. Okay. Press on here.

CDR 21:15. Bill?

PLT 21:15 I - -

r n» Okay.
- (garble) VTS AUTO CAL.

COR All right.^ And 194 MODE to MANUAL.

rrm MARK. AUTO CAL.

J™ 21:40. ALTIMETER to STANLBY. Man, that

terri
^R* solar inertial coning up at 21:22.

19:22 I should say. ^ ALTIMETER to STANDBY.

cor 15 seconds to solar inerttal.

JtT Ok.y. I know what I did, Story. 1

vent lo ST AN DBY on the 190 camera at - at t h. tl.^ On.

13:45 instead of go in* 19/ MOD*. !>i#\r<uo«.

1 Wad
:

BUtaVrf
'

Okay. WoT. *oing into soJar initial.

JlT Ok,y. I've- got the READY out. MODE

l ° ST
ilT' 12 minutes. And the rates look pretty

good

.
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CDR No, X Is getting kind of high now. Ihirv

it goes. Now we're looking good.

PLT Waiting for 23:55.

CDR Well, sorry about that Minneapolis.

PLT 23:45 -

p L T MARK. E REP to STOP. Okay. Darn it.

That should have been 23:55. Okay, there it is. READY

light's ON at 23:55. EREP to STOP. It is. New tape

measurement. Yes, that was a sorry performance. This pad

looks like a patchwork quilt.
CDR Yeah. I think maybe if ve get any more

pads with all those double lines on them. We just - we'll

ask then to send up - -

p L T Yeah. Just have them send up another

pad .

COR JuFt too darn dangerous.

PLT Sorry. Used up all that tape. It didn't

take that long to tell them to send up a new pad.

Cc Okay. We're copying all that, Bill.

We would like a tape measurement and get the results back if

possible over Ascension. That's In about 10 minutes.

PLT Okay. I'll go get the tape and get

that for you. I'm sorry about that. That was lousy.

END OF TAPE
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qq - - if possible over Ascension. It's

in about 10 minutes.
., plt Okay. I'll go get the tape and get that

for you. IV. sorry about that. That was lousy. Okay. What

qq And we're a minute from LOS. In about

10 minutes through Ascension, 19:34.

CDR Roger, Story.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

19 hours 26 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda as

the Skylab space station concluded ERF.P pass number 27, adding

to the data all ready collected on the previous 2 missions

of the Earth's natural resources. Next acquisiton in 7

minutes and 50 seconds will be through the Ascension tracking

station. At Greenwich mean time 19 hours 2 6 minutes, thi3

is Sky 1 ab Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 19 hours 33 hours

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station now over the
^

coast of Brazil is about a minute and 25 seconds fro* acquisi-

tion through the Ascension tracking antenna. The pass through

Ascension will last a little more than 5 minutes. We li

bring the line up live now in case the crew still has their

helmets on and can talk a little bit earlier than normal.

CC Skylab, we've got you through Ascension

for A minutes and maneuver's looking good.

PLT >H right, Story, 5.3 centimeters.

C C Copy, 5.3, Bill, and we think we've

probably got the good data on S192. '

'

rLT Thank you, that makes me feel a little

bit better anyway

.

(,C Well, we got plenty of tape too.

Spt Story, could you have the guys who arc

worried about the ETC tell me whether we were - the objective

or to studu overcast (garble)
CC S t and by one , Ed .

CC Skylab, we're a minute and a half from

LOS, Carnarvon's next at 20:04. Planning to dump the data/

voice there. And we're showing a teleprinter low. If you

could change it out for us, we'd appreciate it.

PLT Okay. Story, will do.

cc And, Ed, in answer to your question,

the ETC, we wanted to o.orollate that data with the SI 9 1 . And

it's very hard for us to tell whether we'll get any openings

in the overcast or not.
Spr Okay, Story, we sure were taking an

awful lot o' pictures of good overcast, and I - from the ETC

standpoint, you klr>d of hate to see that fllo used for that.

cc Well, it's sort of like the Sun, Ed.

some like it hot, some cold, sone land, some water, some ice.

Guess I'd better throw in -

SPT Got nothing against the cloud - -

Cc - better throw in the clouds too.

SPT Got nothing against cloud men, Story,

but is this what your objectives are?

Cc That's affirm, Ed. The next time you

pass on up the Northern Hemisphere, an active aurora has

been reported up there, and if you can, take photos per

Permanent Mmessage 18 Bravo.
SPT Thank you, Story.

PA 0 Skylab Control at 19:41 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is out of range of Ascension.

23-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Carnarvon,

Australia. The return to solar tnertial was completed during
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this period Just before the Ascension pass. Apparently no

TACS fired for the return from 7. local vertical to solar

inertia?, that is to say from pointing at the Earth to - back

to pointing at the Sun, a 10 ninute maneuver. However, the -

if that does not appear to be (garble) without its effect,

we do have 3orae indications now that another glitch on the

CMC number 2 is in progress. Currents have again moved up

about 2 to 3 percent, speed is down about half a percent,

and the temperatures appear to be converging .'' They ' re now

about 8/10 apart as opposed to the usual 2 to 3 degrees. So

it looks like we're now in the process of another - another

anomaly on CHG number 2. We've had a good many of those

in the last couple of days, possibly attributed to the high

Sun angles. However, still a matter cf concern for the Sky-

lab mission. 22 minutes to our next acquisition of signal.

During this last pass, Ed Gibson asked about the Earth ter-

rain camera, which he said got pictures of a lot of overcast.

And the ground informed him that there was a requl rencnt for

photography to support other activities in the Earth's re-

sources pass, and they were uncertain as to how much overcast

they might run into during the pass. 22 minutes to our

next acquisition of signal, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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'' A0 Skylab Control at 20 hours, 4 minutes
Cre. nwlil. mean tine. Skylab apace station is now V2 socondn
from acquisition at Carnarvon, Australia. The pa.sn t li r t>ti li

Carnarvon will last approximately 10-1/2 minutes. We'll
bring the line up live now for air-to-ground, the
Spacecraft Communicator ia Story Musgravc.

cc Skylab, AOS through Carnarvon for
9 minutes, we'll be dumping the data/voice here.

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead .

SPT Story, I assume that they did not want
the ETC left up during the M509 so that's stowed.

CC Okay, that's a good call, Ed. We didn't
plan to stow it because we are running an ERSP pass tomorrow
on the ETC Ops start about 13:30. That's a good call to get
that out of the way while applying 509.

SPT Story, if later on you give me what
filter is going to be put into the ETC, I can get that thing
put back inot the airlock after 509 and be ready to go in the
no rn i n k .

CC Okay
, great, E d

.

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead Story .

cc That's a filter 5 for the ETC.
SPT Thank you.
CC And when yo i can, here, we'd like for you

to change out the teleprinter paper. We've got a Flight Plan
and alternate Flight Plan, and a detail for the alternate
detail because we want to get ahead as much as we can so
you caa sleep in the MDA in quiet tonight.

SPT You know how to get to me. I'll do it
whenever the woodpecker stops here.

, ,

CC Okay, it'll be stopped in about 2 minutes.
Skylab, we re a minute to LOS. We won't get you at Guam this
pass. It'll be Goldstone In about half an hour, at 20:',}.
And Ed, no need to acknowledge, I checked that last message
in the teleprinter and if it's not legible you can let 11S

'

knew over Goldstone.
SPT Ju?it looked at it, Story. It looks >>ood.

It's not even down to the red line yet.
C D R Thank you.
FA<) Skylab Control at 20 hours \*> minnli-s

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station in out of ran>M-
of Carnarvon. Our next acquisition is 27 minutes away at
Goldstone. Astronauts Carr, Gibson and Pogue with more\han
26 million miles in Earth orbit completed another survey oftheir home planet this afternoon. The survey alony a«J00 mile pass from the Pacific Ocean, west of Canada's
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Vancover Island across the northern United States to the

Atlantic Ocean more than a thousand miles east of Miami,
Florida was a very successful one. Despite some unexpected
changes in cloud cover, the survey included some bonus information
gathered over clear areas of Appalachla. When an

electronic scanner was left o .\ longer than planned. That
means that right now we think that we may have gotten some
extra Information by them because of a mistake made in reading
of the pad. The teleprinter message had a repeat line In

it and the repeat line seemed to indicate to Bill I'ogue that
he should leave the 192 on instead of' turning it off so it

was left on a little longer than planned. However, it

Inadvertently may have gotten some good data over the

Appalachian area where clouds were expected but in fact some
clear areas were reported. That's going to have to evaluated
yet tonight but that could be a bonus for the Skylab Earth
resourses pass this afternoon. The maneuver back to pointing
Skylab's solar instruments at the active Sun, however, strained
the space station's number 2 control gyroscope once again. The
irregular behavior was the third slnrc the crew vent to sleep
last night and the sixth in the last two days. Brings to

a total of more than 2 dozen, the nuirber of irregularities in
the behavior of control monent gyroscope number 2. At the
present time, during the Carnarvon pass that gyroscope appears
to be continuing it's anomaly. Temperatures now have crossed
over very slightly but the two bearing temperatures being
about the same. The wheel speed is down approximately
40 r.p.n.'s or about half of a percent ami the currents an- up
about two to three percent. So this appears to be another
one of the CMC glitches that have been reported f r e<| !<• n I 1 y

over the last two months. Also, we're checking now on Informal Ion
on the Earth terrain camera photography of overcast. We believe
tli at part of the study th.tt's primarily intended for sensor
pre form a nee evaluation of oilier sensors, the Earth terrian
camera to give supporting inforcation to data gathered with
the 1 9 2 . 2 5 ninut.es tc our next acquisition of signal.
Change-of-shift briefing is scheduled for rooa 137 in the
Building 1; this is an office in building 1, room 137. It

will be scheduled for about 4:15 today. Flight Director
Hilton Windier is the off-going Flight Director. Again,
that change- o f -»hi

f

i briefing will be held in room 137; that's
the chief office of Public Information in Building 1. This
is Skylab Control, it is now 1 9 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PXO Skylab Control at 20 hours 42 minutes

Greenwich mean *iae. The Skylab space station is now 55 sec^

onds from acquisition at Goldstone. Pass through Goldstone

will last about 7 minutes , or through Goldstone, Texas, and

Merritt Island, a total pass of about 17 minutes. We'll

bring the line up live now for air-to-ground here. The

Spacecraft Communicator still on duty is Story Musgrave

,

although a handover is now in progress here in Mission Control.

We ' re live now at Goldstone.
CC Skylab, AOS stateside for 17 minutes.

CDR Story, the M509 powerup commenced at

37.
CC Okay, thanks, Jer, and you've got a phone

call tonight at 01:30, Hawaii, and it's a left.

CDR Thank you.
CC We'll remind you the pass before.

CDR Okay.
CC Ed, could you reach over and put the

teleprinter to COMMAND please?
S?T You got it

.

CC Okay, and note those messages coming up.

SPT The fir6t one looks good, Story.

CC Thanks , Ed .

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS, about

10 minutes to Vanguard at 21:10. Jer, could you let us know

how you're coming along with M509?
CDR Story, we're ready to start suit donning,

and then we'll go right into ASMU donning.
CC Okay .

CDR Story, documenting - documentary photos

24 is going to take three guys to do it. 1 don't think we

can do it today.
CC Copy , Je r .

PAO Skylab Control at 21:01 Greenwich mean

tine. Skylab space station is now over the northern part of

su - South America. Our next acquisition is a little less

than 9 minutes away at Vanguard. CMG number 2 is still ex-

periencing an anomaly with the traditional signature, Tem-

peratures have crossed over slightly. At one point there,

about 1.2 degrees higher on bearing number 2 than they were

on bearing number 1. This is for the second control moment

gyroscope. And currents up about 2 percent - 2 to 3 percent

at maximum. They still remain about a percent and a half above

normal, and the wheel spead down about 40 rpms - or about 1/2

percent. That's about where they are now and that's about

where they've been since shortly a.fter the Earth resources

n-aneuver brought the space station back to solar inertlal or

pointing at the Sun. That problem doesn't appear to, however,

to have gotten any worse, and it does appear - slightly now
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that It Is clearing up. 8 minute* to our next acquisition of

signal. Skylab crew now scheduled to be working on the astro-

naut maneuvering unit, M509 . Pilot Bill Pogue this afternoon

<e testing - test flying the astronaut maneuvering unit. Com-

mander Carr is observing the experiment which is scheduled

to last about 4 hours. There is a question just asked by

Story Musgrave about documentary photographs of that which

the crew required - would require three people. There are

not three people available, as F.d Gibson is working now at

the solar telescope. Although one crewman flys the nitrogen

powered backpack, the other is available to offer assistance

provide for the test pilots safety, and carefully observe his

performance at variouj phases in the experiment, The partici-

pating crewman may perform either a shirtsleeve or spacesuited

evaluation of the maneuvering equipment. Principle investi-

gators for the maneuvering unit experiment are Major Charles

Whitsett of - Junior, Bruce McCandless, and Dave Schultz. a.l

located at Johnson Space Center. 7 minutes to our next ac-

quisition cf signal, and we expect change-of-shi f t briefing

to begin at 4:15 or shortly thereafter in Building 1, in room

137 there. This is Skylab Control at 3 miiutes 15 seconds

after the hour .

F.ND OF TAP

K
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21:09 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station la now 54 seconds away from

acquisition at Vanguard. This pass through Vanguard should

last approximately 7 minutes and we'll bring the line up

live for that pass. And handover Is Just about completed

here In Mission Control with Charles Lewis and his

Spacecraft Communicator Hank Hartsfleld coming on duty. We 11

bring the line up live now fcr the paos through Vanguard.

Cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

6 minutes

.

PLT Roger, Hank.

Cc CDR, Houston, In regard to the documentary

24, If you do have the camera mounted so that you can get

about 60 seconds press ahead, if you don't It's not a

requirement

.

CDR Roger. Hank the 6 cycle per second

beep Just got noisier, got louder.
CC Ro ge r , we copy

.

Cc Skylab, Houston 1 minute from LOS, the

next station is Goldatone at 22:20 that's an hour and 4 minutes

f roni now .

CDR Okay, Hank we just got a FIRE alarm. It a

SENSOR 61 - 618-1 and it's a false one.

CC Roger.
PA 0 Skylab Control at 21:17 Greenwich mean

tine. Skylab space station is over the South Atlantic, more

than an hour before our next acquisition at Goldstone. A

caution and warning sound heard by the Skylab crew, they

checked it out, however it was just an anomaly and nothing

of any importance. The control moment gyroscope apparently

is still acting up. Does not appear to have improved substant-

ially although it seems to have stabilized. The Vanguard site

is not a particularly good oi> . for gathering data, the data is

interfered with frequently there by - by other radio frequency

bursts in the immediate surroundings of the ship and for that

reason we can't entirely depend on the information we got here

but it looks like the anomaly is still in progress. Again the

temperatures are slightly crossed over with bearing number 2

a little bit warmer than bearing number 1, the wheel speed

still down a fraction of a percent. The current is still up

about a percent and a half. Flight Director Milton Windier

has left the Mission Control Center and we believe he's now

en route to the Building 1 briefing that will be in room 137

in Building 1. Change-of-shi f t briefing should begin probably

in the next 5 to 10 minutes. TV,is Is Skylab Control at

18 minutes and 40 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab Control at 22:19 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab apace station Is now about 56 seconds from

acquisition of signal through the tracking antenna at

Goldstone. This pass through Goldstone and Texas stations

should last approximately 12-1/2 minutes and we'll bring

the line up live now for air-to-ground. The Spacecraft

Communicator is Hank Hartsfield and the flight director on

duty is Charles Lewis.
Cc Skylab, Houston through Goldstone and

Texas for 12 minutes.
S PT Hello Hank, we Jusc had CMC number 3 gimbal

on a stop and we're getting back to attitude now.

CC Roger. We copy.
CDR Hank, the PLT has finished his baseline

maneuvers and we're changing out the PSS to press on. This

is PSS number 3 that we're taking out.

CC CDR, Houston. Which baseline was it

that you Just finished up?

COR Say again, Hank.
Cc Roger. Which baselines have you finished?

CDR I said we finished all of them.

CC Okay. We copy, and you're starting on

your third bottle. Is that correct?
CDR That's affirmative.
Cc Skylab, Houston. We need the DAS for

a nuZ update.
Spt You have it, Hank.

CC CDR, Houston. If you - if - there's

time remaining in your Flight Plan there and you want to

U9e a fifth bottle, you're GO to do that. And we recommend

that if you're going to do that; that you put PSS number 4

on top-eff as soon as you remove it.

CC Skylab, Houston. The DAS is yours.

SPT Thank you, Hank.

CDR Hey, Ed. Did Jerry copy my comments on

using another PSS ?

S PT Hold on, Hank. I'll ask him.

Spt Yeah. He copied, Hank. And he'll get

with you when he can. He's kind of busy right now.

CC Okay. No problem.
Cdr Hank, I copied your last transmission

and we're starting off again. We've got the PSS changed

out. Number 3 is In the recharge.
CC Roger copy, and CMC power is OFF. Is

that correct ? >

CDR What power is off?

Cc CKG. You're through with that now, right?
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CDR That's affirmative.
CC Skyiab, Houston. We're 1 minute froa

LOS. Vanguard will be coming up at 45 in about 12-1/2
minutes, and we're scheduled to dump the recorder.

p A0 Skyiab Control at 22:34 Greenwich mean
time. The Skyiab Bpace station is now out of range of the
tracking antenna at Texas. 10-1/2 minutes to acquisition
at Vanguard, During this last pass we had the first opport-
unity to look at some data from Skyiab for about an hour.
Apparently that anomaly now on control moment gyro number 2
is at an end. The wheel speed at acquisition at Goldstone
appeared to be back - around on the normal level, at back -

at around 8912, with currents back down nt their normal level
and the temperatures approximately recovered with about a
1.6 degrees difference at Goldstone. That doo3 appear to
be a sign that the speed and currents are stabalizing on
CMG number 2. And that anomaly apparently now is over. Also
got a little information on - from the crew that CMG number 3
reached a glmbal stop. No problem associated with that. That
was quickly corrected. Two TACS firings, both very brief, a
total of about 10 pound-seconds fired while the space station
was out of range of signal. The cabin pressure in Skyiab has
moved up about two tenths of a pound a square inch, a result
of the use of the astronaut maneuvering unit, which fires
nitrogen gas in the cabin. The cabin pressure up very
slightly, about as would bt expected, All of the baseline
or essential runs of the M509 have been completed. And they're
now beginning work with their third bottle of nitrogen. Two
bottles already used. Strangely enough, as the fl Ight director
noted, they have three bottles on board. They're numbered 2, 3,
and 4, whl-.-h he thought was a little added confusion and
couldn't understand. He had a good laugh out of that. They
are now going to refill number 4 if they want to do v little
extra flying. And for fair weather friends of the Comet
Kohoutek, that once famous comet is still visible. It now
has a magnitude of about 5, which makes it about twice as
brighr as the dimmest stars that are visible to people
living outside the cities. It appears to be a faint, fuzzy
star. A Johnson Space Center observer, who has seen it over
the last couple of nights, says that he could see a tail
approximately 3.6 degiees in length using his 7-power
binoculars. That would indicate a tail length of about
5 million miles. The comet Is now 76 million miles from
Earth, 71 million miles from the Sun. It passed outside
the orbit of Venus yesterday. It's current speed is about
104,000 miles an hour. That's less than half of it's max-
imum, which at one time passed a quarter of a million miles
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an hour as it skirted the Sun. The coiet is visible in the
south - southwest and west sky. It's against the background
of the constellation Pices or the fish. At 7-1/2 minutes to
our next acquisition of signal, this is Skylab Control.

EN f) OF TAPE
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PA0 skylab Control at 22 hours. 44 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab sp ac e a t a t i on i a now just

crossing the coast of South America. 52 seconds from
.

«quuI?ion of.igr.al at Vanguard. This pass through Vanguard

should last for 11 minutes and the Spacecraft Communicator

ia Hank Hartsfield.
^

cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard tor

8 raln

cDR
8

' Roger, Hank. Grasp and hold is completed.

We lus' changed out PSS number 3 - correction, number 4, we got

3 in again now and he's starting his first discretionary.

CC Roger , we copy .

SPT You ready for sone TV downlink, Hank.

qq It'll be about 1 minute Ed.

(

'

c COR, Houston. Are you topping off PSS

number 4?

S PT Yes he is Hank .

(

cc Okay, thank you. SPT, Houston vc re

ready for TV downlink.
SP T Okay, Hank you might have to hold it

a minute, right now Jerry;s got the VTR going for M509, he

Just picked it up.
£
0 g e r

(

we copy . Okay, you need portable.

you need to go to TV on the switch.
'

cc i don't think you lost much there, I

think the site probably got what - what you weren't getting

there, or what he didn't get.

cc SPT, Houston what mode are you In now

for S055, we got some invalid mode readings back at

Goldstone about 20 minutes ago.

Spt Say agr- in, Hank.

CC Wha* are you in in S055?

SPT i'n ir, Che south mode doing a lino profile,

,,Ank
CC Okay, our data indicates you're in

single but we're about i5 seconds from LOS, Tananarive

coming up at 12. ^ ^ ^ „ ne

tine Skylab space station is out of range of the Vanguard

\ n A during that pass you could hear probably Bill Pogue

i ! rockets on the astronaut maneuvering unit, the gas

iets Those nitrogen firing indication that the K 09 run

is still in progress, that was scheduled to take place over

a four hour period concludes about 2 hours or an hour and

a half from now. And at this time Pilot - Science Pilot

Ed Gibson should be in an ATM run as they're concluding a

daylight pass. Immediately following the run of the
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i

;r.r ; 'U;i.b":«:.i. u-. ».» *«

t, «co„<U .«»r the hour. We're 17 .i.ut.. Jr., our ..xt

acquisition.

I1ND OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23:10 Creenvich wean

tin<e. The Skylab apace statlor la now 56 seconds from

acquisition of signal through the voice relay station at

Tananarive. This pass through Tananarive on the Island

of Madagascar should last a little less than 7 minutes. We'll

bring the line up live now for air-to-ground, Spacecraft
Communicator is Hank Hartsfielc*.

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananar«»e
6-1/2 minutes.

CC COR, Houston whenever it's convenient here

we got 5 minutes left on this pass, we'd like to get a progress

report.
CC SPT, Houston the high beta angle period

is gone passed and our coolant temperature is stable back -

stabilited back, to its nominal value of 50 degrees. So

whatever is convenient on panel 207 under ATM CANISTER
thermal you can go ahead and enable the caution and warning

for coolant t emp .

CC Skylab, Houston 1 minute to LOS. Hawaii

at 55.
PAO Skylab Control at 23:18 Greenwich mean

time, we've had final loss of signal through Tananarive.

Our next acquisition at Hawaii is approximately 36-1/2 minutes

awav. Astronauts Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue

completed their 27th Earth survey this afternoon, but the

evening activities center on studies of the Sun and a test

flight of the astronaut maneuvering unit on n'.trogen powered

backpack. Skylab's number 2 controlled gyroscope behaved

erratically again this afternoon for the third time since the

crew went to sleep last night. But it has again returned to

normal. The brief slowdown on the large wheel whicn is used

to hold Skylab steady during scientific studios of the

Earth, stars and Sun was the 26th to occur during the past

? months. Bill Pogue is testing the nitrogen backpack

which should be an important part of construction and repair

activities in the 1980's. Pogue's checkout Includes a aak«<-

believe rescue of Skylab Commander Jerry Carr. Installation

of the TV camera and work with a 5-gal).on water tank. Pogue

flight tested the backpack while wearing his spacesuit inside

the space station's working area. And also the Comet Kohoutek

object should be visible tonight in the evening sky. Sunset

is at 6:47 Houston time ard that's the approximate time for

most of the Southern part of the United States. The comet

set time is about 4 hours after the sunset, so it should be

especially easy to see during the period of 2 hours after

the sunset to 4 hours af tt r the sunset across the U.S.

That time is approximately accurate for tomorrow night as
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wall. But the coaet setting 4 hours after sunset in aost
U, S, areas and it should be visible as a relatively dla star
particularly easy to see with binoculars. Again it's located
in the southwest to west sky and near the constellation
Pisces. 20 ninutee after the hour end 34-1/2 alnutes to our
next acquisition, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 54 ainutes
Greenwich mean Use. The Skylab space station 55 seconds
from acquisition through the tracking antenna at Hawaii.
We'll have a very short pass here only 3 Minutes in length.
And we'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground
through Hawaii .

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for
2 minutes, did you read us at Tananarive, we copied no
downlink.

CDR Negative Hank we didn't hear you.
CC Okay, we must have had some sort of a

problem there Jerry. I gave a call to the SPT there regarding
thu CANISTER THERMAL CAUTION and WARNING on panel 207. Our
COOLANT TEMPS have stabilized back to nominal values and
whenever it's convenient you can go ahead and ENABLE the
CAUTION and WARNING on your CANISTER THERMAL for COOLANT TEMPS

.

CDR Okay, and we terminated M509 , we did all
the first three discretionary maneuvers and we got maneuver
Bravo done on the second set of d lscre t lonar les before we had
to quit.

CC Roger, we copy, Rood show.
CDR Yeah, we went through 5 PSS's and about

a battery and a hal f .

CC Sounds like you did a good job there Jerry.
W«'re about 45 seconds iron LOS. Vanguard will be coming
up at 22 and that's the evening status.

sp T Hank, as you were going over the hill last
time we had contact with you, you were mentioning something
about the ATM, and I didn't quite understand what you were
a^yinp .

CC Okay, what I was trying to tell you about
was that you could go ahead and ENABLE the CAUTION and WARN I .NG
for COOLANT TEMP under CANISTER THERMAL. The temperatures are
back to normal

.

SPT Oh, okay 1 thought you were talking about
55 and SINGLE and I didn't quite understand that call. Thank
you .

CC Oh - Oh, that call yes, we wanted to know
what configuration you were in because we saw some funny modes
back at Goldstone a rev ago.

SPT At that particular time I was doing a line
profile so 1 had the 4007 for 67 in.

CC We copy.
PAO Skylab Control at 23:58 Greenwich mean

time. We're out of range of Hawaii. After a very brief
pads through that tracking antenna, crew informing us they
did not hear a call at Tananarive, apparently that signal
going up to the crew was not very strong. And also at this
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pass we've been informed that the M509 run has been completed
with several of the discretionary Maneuvers, that included
the rescue activity and also the work with maneuvering a

large water can, 5-galion water can. Several discretionary
raaneuvaro in addition to the basic or base line maneuvers that
were scheduled for the crew today. That's the fifth run of
the M509 astronaut maneuvering unit for this flight. However,
we have no idea of how many mora may be available during the
next couple of weeks as the Skylab crew completes their Mission.
And the ATM activities have been working - been concluded except
for one pass which Science Pilot Ed Gibson will make during
the prcsleep period tonight is one sore opportunity in daylight
cycle. Right now we're in daylight, coming up to the end
of the daylight period. And the crew should be sitting down
to eat sone me a la at this point. This is tite?r evening meal
period coming up. This Is Skylab Control, the evening status
report is scheduled fur 22 minutes after the hour, that's the
next coming pass at Vanguard. It's now 59 minutes and 45 seconds
after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylal Control at zero hours 21 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab apace station now off the

coast of Chile ia 50 oeconde from acquisition of signal through

the Vanguard tracking ship. ThU paet through Vanguard

•hould last about 10*1/2 minutes. Spacecraft Co. ,vanicator la

Hank Hartsfteld. This la the ovening status rep ^t. We should

get a rundown on todays photographic activities and sleep

periods and other details about the crewa activities since

they awakened this morning at 11)00 Greenwich mean time.

We're live now for air-to-ground at Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston, through Vanguard for

9-1/2 ninutes, and we're standing by for the evening atatua

report.
CDR You ready to copy, Hank?
CC Okay, we're back with you now, Jer. We -

we had a little trouble acquiring there. We broke (garble)

We got you - yeah, we're ready to go right now.

CDR Okay, photo log will be along in a minute.

Sleep: CDR , 7.0, 5 heavy, 2 light; SPT, 7,0, 6 heavy, 1

light; PIT, 7.0, all heavy. Water gun: CDR, 8722; SPT,

4675; PLT , 1106. No volumes tonight. CDR 1

a , on weight:

6320, 6321, 6317; SPT, 6385, 6387, 6387; PLT, 6248, 6251,

6250. Exercise: no change for anyone. Medication: CDR,

none; SPT, none; PLT, Sudafed and Afrin tines 2 - Afrln

once at noon and once this evening. Clothings CDR, socks;

SPT, shorts, shirt, and socks; and PLT , none. Food log:

CDR, 8.5 salt, plua one lemonade, plus one peaches, plus 1.0

water; SPT, 5.0 salt, plus applesauce, no water; PLT, 7.0

salt, plus one coffee, plus one grape punch, plus one tuna,

minus 1.0 rehydration water. Flight deviations: none.

Shopping list accomplishments! all housekeeping is done -

or will be done by the end of the day; SPT, 1-1/2 day passes

of ATM. inoperable equipment: none. Unscheduled stowage:

none. Okay, the photo log, 16-millimeter, M151, M092, 171,

Charlie India 79, 09, Charlie India 126. EREP VTS: Charlie
Lima 11, 41. M509 dash 3 Papa, Delta 10, Charlie India 86,

35, Charlie India 80. H509 3 Papa Delta 1, Charlie India 81,

38, Charlie India 77. Nlkons: number 1, Charlie X-ray 41,

05; I, Bravo Victor, 20, 13; 3, Charlie India 115, 26; 4,

Bravo Echo, 10, 41; 5, Bravo Hotel 06, 31. 70-mill loet er

;

Charlie X-ray 46, 090. ETC: Charlie India 12, 027. EREP:

Set Yankie 9425, 8764, 9639, 9630, 3176, 0050. Drawer A

configuration: Alia 1, 02, Charlie India 86, 35, Charlie
India 80. Alfa 2, no change, Alfa 3, 06, Charlie India 79,

09, Charlie India 126, Alfa 4, 08, Charlie India 81, 38,
Chtrlic India 77. Back: no change. Okay, Hank, I guess
you'd better add a flight plan deviation. That is ve did
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, ...ay

not do Delta Papa 24.
CC Roger , we copy

.

COR And, Hank, what again is the tine for lay
private call?

CC Roger, Jerry, it'a at 01 j 30 at Hawaii,
l«ft antenna. It could be a little ratty right In thealddla,
but It's the beat we could do. And thar* won't be another
warning for this because the next pass la your ned conference
at Tananarive and then the next one'* your private call,

COR Okay, 01:30, left antenna.
CC And the M509 Pis were very pleased with

your run*. They said to pass that to you and they're anxiously
awaiting to get the data back.

COR Okay. We got quite a bit done. We feel
pzetty good about It.

CC It sounds like it' went real smooth.
CC CDR, Houston, you closed out the urine

volumes yesterday evening after the evening ctatua report.
And apparently, we nay have lost that data on the tapes that
we had trouble with there losing data on. I wonder if you could
repeat those for us, if you still have them.

COR Sure can, 260, 175, 260.

END OF TAPE
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CC That was quick

.

CDR You caught me In the head where the
lnf oraatlon is

.

CC CDR, Hou - •

SPT Hank * -

CDR Go ahead Hank.
CC Okay, I was Juat going to tell you that

we're about a minute froa LOS and the next eite le Tananarive
at 46 with your mod conference and after that it's Hawaii at
01*30 with a data recorder du»p. And also we're trying to build
a little me e sage here, it's juat about conpleted on doing some
more troubleshooting on this beep frequency that's bugg<ng you
up there, You want us to do that and go ahead and ship it up.
Looks like we aren't going to have any real time to work
on it here this evening.

COR That's a good idea, Hank.
SPT Hank, could you tell me how many more

orbits 82A has to go on their sequence of - of photos?
cc We'll try to gat it and where are you

going to sleep tonight Ed.
SPT Probably be in the airlock.
CC Okay , we copy ,

S{>T I'll try and get a few more in for 82A
tonight after our last run here, but I wat Just wondering how
many more they had.

PA0 Skylab Control at 33 minutes after zero
hour Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is out of
range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition
is 13 minutes away at Tananarive where we have a private
medical conference scheduled. Evening status report given
up here by the crew indicates 7 hours of sleep for ail three
crewnerabers last night. And the ground asked the question
about last night's urine volume measurements which were not
gotten at the time of the status report last night and
Jerry Carr came back with a quick reply on the data and the
ground said, "that was really, quick Jerry" and he said, "you
caught me in the head with the information is." And Ed Gibson
informed the ground that he's going to sleep in the airlock ngain
tonight. The airlock sleeping compartments a bit cooler than
the re6t of the space station and that's no doubt the reason he's
chosen that as a place te 3leep. At the present time the
Skylab temperatures are in the range of about 77 to 78 degrees,
that's down about 3 or 4 degrees from their peak 3 days
oso, And they're expected to continue to come down now over
the next several days as longer night periods are available
for the Skylab crew. And another bit of news, as we came
into acquisitiozi at the Vanguard tracking station we saw
an anomaly again on CMC number 2, it's getting to be an old
story. This one's the 27th anomaly recorded during the mission.
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And again It follows the usual pattern with a slight increase

in current and a slight reduction in speed and once again tho

bearlnR temperature is crossing over as bearing number 2

becomes warmer than the bearing number 1 and this tine by about

1/2 degree or to, In the pa»t of course , bearing number i

La normally or what we'd usually call normally, bearing nuaber

I in usually about 2 to 3 degrees warmer than number 2 and

during theae so-called anomalies we see bearing nuaber 2 warm

up a bit and surpass temperature of bearing number 3. It's

getting to the point where the anomalies are more normal than

the normal periods. 35 minutes after the hour, our next

acquisition at Tananarive will be a private medical conference

and we do not expect to have air-to-ground with the crew. So

the pass after that ia Hawaii at 55 minutes away and we expect

to hear from the crew there, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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px0 Skylab Control at 01:29 Greenwich mean -

CC - - through Hawaii for about 10 minute,

and we'll be dumping th* recorder here.

CDR Roge r , Hank

.

SPX Houa ton , SPT

.

COR Go aho ad

.

SPT Hello Hank. I'm beginning to lee »
(

Utile brightening In the XUV in active region 21, and I m

watering If there's anything down on the ground to correlate

with that brightening? Either a plage or In th. H-alpha,

which 1 can see a alight enhancement in, but not very much,

but aaytMng in the X-REA or any other Indicator, they might

have available. ^ We'll check It and our X-REA la

reading background.
SPT Thank you. The last solar activity

update we got said that the probability may be going up for

a flare In that region due to the configuration changing a

bit, and I'm wondering whether we're seeing the result of

that '

cc Skylsb, Houston. For Info, we've up-

linked two messages regarding the checkout - com. checkout

on the 6-herlz buzz that's been bugging you with the B

frequency, and this Is our last pass of the evening unless

you got the chance to do any of that tonight during the

PSA and wanted to call down some results.

SPT okay. Thank you Hank. Are they planning

on operating In unattended on the next two passes for ATM?

cc That's affirmative.

spT Okay. I may be up here Juft looking

over their shoulder, but I won't Interrupt their program.

cc Ed, we got an awful lot of pads to get

up tonight. As you noticed we had to send you up two com-

plete Flight Plans, a primary and an alternate, and we d like

to continue uplinking as long as possible, so if you P*™
to stay up a little late, I wonder If ifd be convenient to,

oh I don't know how we'd work it, but some way if we knew

when vou were going to go to sleep, we could stop uplinking.

SPT Hank, It probably won't take you more

than 2 or 3 hours, and I'll probably be up at least another

2 so why don't you go ahead and uplink until you're finished,
, SO wny u«u s. } v «> f>

"

t>nd I'll probably be able to get to fleep.

SPT The beep kind of cancels out the wood-

pjeker,
cc (Laughter) Roger. We copy.

cc okay Ed, how does it sound if we plan to

uplink through 04:00? Would that bother you?
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SPT No. That '• fine, Hank. Go ahead.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute froa

LOS. The next site li Vanguard at 02:01. We'll say good
night to you now. We won't calk anynora unless you need us.
And we'll just keep the loop up.

SPT Okay Hank. Thanks. Good night.
PAO Skylab Control at 01:40 Greenwich mean

tiae. The Skylab space station is out of range of Hawaii.
That pass through the Hawaiian Islands was described by
Hank Hartsfleld as the final pass of the evening. We nay
hear froa tha crew again, but it's not planned to coaaunlcate
with thea, And Ed Gibson indicated that he would be sleeping
in the airlock nodule earlier in the evening. That's the
cooler area in the workshop. The workshop area itself is
about 77 to 78 degrees right now, so thtt's a bit warn for
the science pilot. And down in the airlock module he can
hear the sound of a beep that's been produced by one of the
Skylab 's - soae of the Skylab hardware, but he says that the
beep cancels out the woodpecker, which Is the name the crew
has been using for the teleprinter. The teleprinter Is going
to be kept running until 04:00 Greenwich mean time. that's
about an hour past the nornal sleep tine for the crew. But
Ed Gibson indicated that wouldn't disturb hia particularly
and he did expect to be up, probably a little later than
the schedule calls for. Last night the crew - all three
crewnenbers slept 7 hours, which would indicate that they
went to bed a little bit beyond the noraal sleep tine schedule.
And yesterday Science Pilot Ed Gibson took aoae t line to
describe the ATM operations in detail. This is part of an
extended progran to determine the suitability of the equipment
for future space alsslons. All of the Skylab hardwere Is
evaluated very carefully by the c r evmembers for its per-
formance, its llnitations, and its advantages. All of those
things will help future mission planners in determining the
type of hardware and the type of facilities that should be
available for astronauts in the shuttle era. And Conraander
Carr indicated chat yesterday or last evening he had taken
a number of photographs during the day. Part of the optional
assignments under the visual observations program, that's
probably the aost important of the new activities on the final
Skylab alssion. Among his photographic activities yesterday
were - -

END OF TAPE
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pxo - photography assignments under visual

observations program that 'a probably the most Important of

the new ac <• activities on the final Skylab mission. Among

his photographic activities yesterday were taking ~ he took

some photographs of the Rocky Mountains at a low Sun angle.

The Denver area, he said that he thought with the enow covar

ahowing up very clearly, It should bo interesting photographs

for geologists. He also took photographs of the sand dunes in

Saudi Arabia, using the stereo photography technique that the

Skylab crew wus taught before they went into orbit, That -

that technique c«Ui for the* to take pictures at about 4 to

5 second intervals, which givas a slightly different angle

on each photo and allows them to be combined into stereo

photography. And also he indicated he had taken pictures of

the Black Hills of South Dakota, and of lake ice and lake

circulation in the Great Lakes, particularly in Lake Superior

near the aouth shore. Said he saw some nice indications of

the flow of ice there. And some pictures of the Hudson Bay

area In particular James Bay. That Hudson Bay area had been

photographed about a week and a half ago, and it should give

some indications, because the weather was fairly clear, of

changes in the Hudaon Bay over a period of tine. And then,

they also took some photographs of pack ice and Ice plumes in

the area off Newfoundland to the northeast of Newfoundland,

up in the - near the Arctic Circle. Crew lndlc*ted earlier

that other members of the crew had taken pictures of Yugoslavia

and also aone pictures of the Hawaiian Islands with their

telephoto camera. They also took pictures of the Aleutians

of Alaska. And the commander also indicated last night that

he had taken some pictures of the southern end of Kamchotka

in the Soviet Union. Our next acquisition is about 17 minutes

away We do not expect to have communications there. We'll

record any pass - any activity during the pass over Vanguard.

We're still awaiting the evening health report from the

mission surgeon, and we'll bring that to you as soon as It a

available, This is Skylab Control at 44-1/2 minutes after the

hour .

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 2 hours Greenwich mean

that until tomorrow morning, but we 11 bring
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that the CHO stn

temperatures very close together

InTa v ry s h riSuc Jon in'.pe.d and a alight increase

I! the r t on wheel for CMC number 2. We're coming up

v now at Vanguard and we'll bring the 1 In, up h. re

CMC number 2 now does appear to be back towards it s normal

range The speed has increased slightly and the currents

arc about normal. ^ ^ w<>uld ycu me an H _ alpha

frame count and .ill of the others.
rr Okay, (to ahead Kd .™

9iQi, ^2 , 5 1, 1 31 . 1 769, 4035. And Hank

I didn't get the pointing rU,« "* l0n 16
"

1 11 d °

that at the beginning of the n?xt orbit,

rr Okay , vp co{.y .

Hank, I've got an addition to evening

status.
cf Go arte aa .

0k«y. on my menu, have them add another

grape drink.

J J AnVcS', Houston Just for info, since

w .. Vc"ot -ch a backlog of pads to get up tonigh t «. are

not *«ttlnj them up n *° ^css ^

%

e t c ing" your maneuver

come until later. ^ prp ,,, oni) „ ank . oh. wo got « bundle

of ERF.P tomorrow don't we?

cc You sun- do .

^R i „ U re hope the weather holds.

, £ we knew now which - which on* we were

going to do, we could •ure save our.tlvea • lot of p«d«.

rr»s You bet. Well, we're getting kind of

tired of nadir swath, and special 02. up here. We'd like to
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sec some good targets for a change.
CC So would we

.

CDK Have you sent that comm troubleshooting

pad up yet?
CC Roger, they should both be onboard there.

CDR Okay, I think I'll jump right into it

r 1 gh t now .

CC Okay and we're about 40 seconds from LOS,

the next site will be Hawaii at 03:08 if you need us.

Cdr Okay, 03:08 if I find anything special,

I'll call you.
CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours 11 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station now out of range

at Vanguard and about sn hour before our next acquisition.

That should be the final pass of the evening. CMC number 2

as I reported a little earlier was behaving erratically for

about an hour and a half, it's now apparently moved back

into the normal range. The tenperatures difference about

1-1/2 degrees now. Speed's still a littl"e bit low but

approximately moving back towards the normal range and the

currents are right about where they should be. And also

a nunber of teleprinter pad's being sent up, a very extensive

package for tomorrow's activity. Tomorrow schedule includes

three Earth resources passes although two of them will be made

on the same, maneuver. Those Earth resources pass include a

geotherraal sites on - on the west coast of the United States

and also an Earth resources pass ovor Africa. Tomorrow's

activities should keep the crew very busy, they have a medical

experiment scheduled for Pilot Bill Pogue , the M092, M093

experiments. That includes limb blood flow and that's scheduled

for around lunch tomorrow, Just before the crew sits down

in cat. And total of almost 4 hours of data gathering on

the Sun. Most of that time set aside for Science Pilot Kd Cibson

And also a number of minor experiments including a rh.inge-Mit

of Earth resources tape tomorrow, one of the things fchcdutcsd

to tike place tomorrow is S190 - S183 operations. That's

scheduled for late evening and Jerry Carr will probably bv

performing the operations. And a great many handheld photo-

graphic opportunities tomorrow including a number of scheduled

opportunities and about hslf a dozen optional opportunities,

handheld photography getting a special emphasis here at the

end of the mission as scientist on the ground become more

and more aware of it's potential. And a great deal of film

still left available for the crew so they're making very

good use of that. During the Last pass Jerry Carr mentioned

that he hoped that the three Earth resources passes for tomorrow
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are good ones and that the weather's good. Right now
weather conditl ns appear to be fairly satisfactory for
those passes. We said that he is pretty tired of nadir
swaths and special 02s. A nadir swath Is a path in which
the S191 which is the infarred spectrometer, the only pointabl
Instrument that the Skylab crew uses. A nadir swath Just
asked that the 191 be pointed directly at the ground below
the space station and it catches essentially anything that's
underneath. And special 02s are general searches where
the operator of the vlewf inder tracking system for 19 1

searches the area to see what looks like it might be
interesting to point at and that generally is an indication
that the cloud cover is rather heavy and there's nut much to d
except to make a search for a target that has not b«>i>n seen
before. The crew has had an opportunity to look a great deal
of weather activity and -

END OF TAPE
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«b S on, and Pogue nadetheir 27th Earth survey today using electronic sensors andcameras along a 4300 man - 4300 mile pass that covered thenorthern United Stares Our solar physiist Gibson observedthe Sun through Skylab's large telescopes. His fellowastronauts tested a nitrogen powered backpack that should be avaluable aid to space workers in the 1980's. Today's test Highof the maneuvering unit will help designers at Johnson SpaceCenter determine, whether the backpack will permit astronauts

'<> repair satellites, assemble- spare stations, or o tilt-r ,0*-pU'x hardware, and perhaps perform rescues with the spaceshuttle that a now bei nR developed. Skylab's nunbe r 2 gyro-scop, which is used to hold the laboratory steady during
m t f ?J '5* Katth

'

Sun
'

and Star3
'
behaved erraticallymuch of the day. Flight controllers are hopeful that .he

c - crew can complete their 84 day flight using the two back-up systems, the thruster attitude control system and thecontrol - the command module's reaction control system. Areal time dec sion on that will have to be made, of courseWe have the mi s . i on s u r ge on a daily report on crew health

in pood health, to prevent ear blockage during or after hi,suited H509 run, the pi,ot took an oral and *\
0? l ct n,5 n -Hon with good results. The crew Indicated during th.-lru.iu.s report this evening thai they had - that the ,.iloi

'""Iniod and Afrit. Sudafrd, .hi injested „,swnUowiMj mo.u cation nnd Afrin i < a topical' 01 r»b,\nv„ m.-.js-
'
ntil> " ,or t'"* *>flr. So everything seem* to be worHnj. sr„, (,ihlynow. .is the <:\v, J, .is com* back to a noma! ope r n Ion .,.,(„Scv. u ,mnm.ilu, H in th« last two .lava, though arv! t

>('• •

cause for some n, nn .rn here in Mission Control. 1 ,
,' s V-woverquite .on. etvahl- now that they have the capability uf'r,-

main.'.u. n space through the 84 day mission with the splash-down „n ^ tunry 8. A real time decision will have to b Liehowever, if CMC! number 2 dec. fail. This i« our final pLs of
'

the evening Skylnb will be back tomorrow morning at 6 a.m.this is Skylab Control at 16 minutes and 18 seconds after the

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, this is Skylab
Control, 03:21 Greenwich mean time. Skylab IV crew still
not in bed, and we had a brief exchange between Mission Control
and the crew of space station Skylab over the Hawaii tracking
station, this last pass, which we'll replay now.

CDR Houston , CDR

.

CC Go ahead .

CC CDR, we read you, go ahead.
CDR Roger, Hank, I did the two tests that you

sent up. And test numbur 2 was a bummer and nothing happened
there, but on test number 1, audio system buffer amp number 1,

when you open that breaker, the beep frequency stops. When
you close the breaker amp, the b frequency f&des back in again
8 1 owly .

CC Roger , we copy .

CDR And I've got it on the video tape recorder
as well. So if you want to dump that over the States, you
can listen to it and hear my comment.

CC Skylab, Houston, is the SPT still at the

ATM console?
CDR He's moving back and forth between them,

what do you need?
CC Okay, we Just had indications that some

of the doors were open. Thought he was maybe at the panel.
We neod - do have or need to get detector number 3 off on

S055 .

CDR Okay.
PLT Hank, do you have the recorders?
CC We had to take those, Bill, I'a sorry I

didn't tell you. We're - we're all full up and short of
sites, all the recorders arc full.

PLT Okay, I'll give the 509 debrief tomorrow,
then

.

CC Okay, as soon as this pass is over, Bill,
you can have it back.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 50 secondg
from LOS. We'll smoke over that report you gave ufl , Jerry,
and for the SPT. If you Just close out for unattended ops

for us when it gets through, that'll be fine and we'll say
good night to you. Have a good night's rest.

CDR Okay, thank you, Hank, good night.
SPT Thank you, Hank. I think 1 got the panel

set up, so you should be able to operate it, if there is any-
thing, let me know now. The only thing I plan to do when 1

leave ia to turn off the monitors ard close the XUV monitor
door .

CC Okay, and we're seeing a funny on H-alpha 1

door. D - That doesn't show closed or open.
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e . Yeah i have a white indication here, also.

ge t it back in sync

.

SPT
' ?t;ri!"Siyl.b Control. That completes

Skylah IV

I 1 sic

K.N D OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 11

hours 7 minutes, mission day 67 in the flight of Skylab IV,

January 21, mission day 252 for the Skylab workshop In orbit

since May 14. Wakeup call on the 67th day coming through

Carnarvon tracking station. CAP COMM is Dr. William Thornton,

Flisht Director, Don Puddy. We'll bring the 1 i r.

this Carnarvon pass.
CC (Music
CC Skylab

at 11:18.
£PT Mornin
CC
SPT

there?
CC Well, the Sun was up for the fir

a Ion? tine yesterday, shining on all the water.

The
Housi

Party s

on, LOS

up for

Ove r ) .

in 2 minutes, Honeysuckle

Bill.
Good morning . How
Pre t t y pood , Bill.

IICS it?
How are things down

SPT
today

.

SPT
for
CC
SPT
CC
PAO

hours 24 ml

Good, raaybe we'll got a sood look at you

Skylab, we're AOS for another 4 minutes

Skylab, LOS in 2 minutes. Texas at 11:51.

Okay, Bill, are you Rclnp to have some

us at Texas?
That's a f f i mat i v*

.

Good show.
(Music : "I Get Misty")

.

Skylab Control, Greenwich mea

Wakeup through the Cam
tine 11

tracking

stAtion with a Julie London version of "The Party is Over".

Discussion between CAP COMM Ed Gibson - Science Pilot Ed Gibson,

and CAP COMM Dr. William Thronton followed by another Julie

London record of "MlBty". Average tcmpe r a t ures aboard the

space station this morning at wakeup call is 75 degrees, down

yet another degree from yesterday's wakeup time. Spacecraft

presently in Its 3,636th revolution. The crew has been spinning

around the Earth for 951 tines. The orbit is 240.6 by 231.8,

and the spacecraft is traveling at a speed of 14,895 nautical

miles pev hour. Monday's Flight Plan for Skylab IV row is

heavv on Earth resources data gathering with three passes planned,

weather permitting. The rest of the day is devoted to medical

and solar physics experiments. Science Pilot Ed Gibson will

make five telescope mount passes during the day, and the

S l « 3 , ultraviolet panarama experiment, will be placed In the

scientific airlock to record data. Medical experiments are

the M092, lower body negative pressure, M09 3 vectocardlogran

duo, with Pilot Bill Pogue as the subject and Commander

Gerald Carr as the observer. Under electronic and photographic
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scruntiy for the first Earth resources experinent pass today
are crop and forest inventories in the Sudan, and weather, iceand sea state studies on the following revolution across theAtlantic with EREP 34. Under study in the third EREP pass
are such diverse features as ocean productivity off the U S
East Coast, snow cover and run off in the West'Coast, wateV*
resources in Kansas, weather systens over the continental UnitedStates, crops and forests in Colombia, and storms of the Sot-thAmerican, - off the South American continent. Data take times

\l* n nA
a

;

m
'ii°^

: ° 9 a,m
-
central flight tine along track

llrJVk
D
„
10:13 central daylight time along track 62, and

30 " 3:01 '° 3:28 P- n
- central daylight tine for the thirdEREP Crew assignments for EREP are with the Commander atthe \TS, Science Pilot on the Earth terrain camera, and thePilot on the control and display panel.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - 3:01 to 3:28 p.m. central daylight
time for the third EREP. Crew assignments for the EREP are
with the commander at the VTS , the science pilot on the
Earth terrain camera, and the pilot on the control and dis-
play panel. Optional and scheduled and handheld photo tar-
gets are upwelling and plankton blooms, Mexican earthquake,
sea ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, rift zones in East
Africa, which the crew did take yesterday, the Serengeti
Plains in Tanzania, sediment plumes and lake ice in Lake
Ontario, Florida current and gulf stream, Gulf of Mexico
current, gulf stream, enfal American fault zones, volcanic
fields in Mexico, and the Goddard Space Flight Center's
laser emitting a red lighc. at watt continuous output - at
I watt continuous output. The G&N officer reports two
more glitches during the early morning hours of mission
day 67, the 20 - one beginning at 00:23 Greenwich mean
time. This lasted for approximately 1 hour, and one
which began at 08:53 Greenwich mean tine at approximately
3:53 this morning. This one is still in progress at the
present time. The GJ.N officer reports that the glitch is
following the same pattern, the normal pattern of the wheel
speed, going down slightly and amp - amperes going up as
well as temperatures going up in control moment gyro number 2.
Today's glitches added to yesterday's series plus all those
that occurred since the first glitch in the CMG now total
28, 19 of which have occurred since the heaters were manually
controlled from the ground on mission - on day 356. Next
acquisition through Texas in 22 minutes. This Is Skylab
Control at Greenwich mean time 11 hours 29 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean time
II hours 50 minutes with acquisition coming through Texas,
first stateside pass for the crew today, mission day 67.
CAP COMM is Dr. William Thornton, presently a changeover
in progress here in Mission Control center. Neil Hutchin-
son, flight director for the crimson team, taking over the
reins of the M0CR from Flight Director, Don Puddy . The
plotboard here at the control center changed, the - Leave
the line up for CAP COMM William Thornton.

I'C Skylab, Houston, AOS for 16 minutes.
We'll be dumping the tape recorder over M I LA at 11:54.

Pt'T Roger, Bill. We're standing by for
the news .

Okay. A couple of other things first.
There's been a change here in plans specifically change
from the primary to the alternate Flight Plan. That will -

that means that track 35 is the only good track on the EREP,
the others are cancelled, and there're a couple of questions
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here for you before we get into the news. Did you leave
the blower reparator of chiller 1 on last night? The urine
chiller temp is higher than normal.

p LT Bill, after checking it It looks like
it probably was. It was checked, it was still going this
morning

.

CC Okay. And the OWS bus currents were
high last night and previous nights. Were you doing any-
thing different in the OWS during the sleep period?

PLT We can't think of anything else, Bill,
thatweweredoing.

CC Okay, we copy that. And we mentioned
that the - the Z-LV maneuver pad, for pass 33, were sent be-
fore 33 and 34 were cancelled, so just ignore those. Also,
sometime today bring up all the SIAs as you go by them.

PLT Roger.
CC And from this morning's news in Tel Aviv:

says a U.S. official Syrian President Hafez Assad has
softened his refusal to turn over a list of about 120
Israeli POWs held in Syria. This could near, a breakthrough
in Kissinger's efforts to get a troup pullback between the
Syrians and Israelis similar to the one he got last week
between the Egyptians and Israelis. From Saigon: A Chinese
amphibious force of up to 500 men backed up by MIGs seized
the last of the Paracel Islands In the South China Sea.
Said the Chinese overran 150 South Vietnamese t roups and
ended the 2-day air, sea and ground battle for the islands,
which are prized as a possible Jumping off point for off-
shore oil exploration. Anything that happens now seems to
be interpreted in terms of oil. For example, the - Next
item is President Arnold Miller of the United Mine Workers
union said oil reserves owned by oil companies have gone -

that's coal reserves have gone undeveloped because the oil
industry seeks - seeks to keep petroleum dominant in the
energy market. And Miller's calling for pro - congressional
Investigation in this practice. And Representative Harring-
ton, D-Massachusetts

, said he will introduce a bill to the Hou
Representatives for public financing of at least seven new
oil refineries. Stock would be offered to encourage broad-
based ownership and Individual corporations would be set
up to run each refinery. And France is allowing the franc
to float on the market, as you may have been told, may
expect the value to drop when the markets open Monday, but
that the devaluation will be limited to 4.5 to 5.0 percent.
And this floating is supposed to go on for 6 months.
Maybe it'll be a little easier to pick up French wines now.
And Argentina: Guerrillas attacked a 2000-man army garrison
at Atul but were routed after 6 hours of fighting. Front - -

END OF TAPE
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CC - - offered to encourage broad based
ownership and individual corporations would be set up to -

run each refinery.
CC And France is allowing the frank to

float on the market, as you may have been told. They expect
the value to trop (sic) when the markets open Monday, but that the
devaluation will be limited to 4-1/2 to 5 percent. And this
floating is supposed to go on for 6 months. Maybe it'll
be a little easier to pick up French wines now. In Argentina
guerrllas attacked a 2000-nan army garrison at Azul but were
routed after 6 hours of fighting. Finally, In Lexington,
Kentucky some 10,000 persons registered for prizes at

the opening of a new bank building. The winner of the first
prize was a vice president of the competing bank. "Those guys
will do anything to get a competitor out of town," he said
as he left on an upcoming eight-day trip to Europe, which
was the first prize.

CC And, Skylab , that's about the extent
of the news here. What's new on Skylab.

CDR We're pressing on, Bill.
SPT Generate a flare today down there, will

you, Bill?
CC Try to.
SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go ahead, SPT.
SPT Okay, what had you done with the H-ALPHA

DOOR last night? We had a white indication yesterday and
I think the ground worked the problem from there on.

CC Stand by 1 Just a second.
SPT When I came up this morning we had a

DOOR OPEN indication, however, we had no TV display. I

Just cycled the DOOR CLOSE and then OPEN, and I finally
got the display and a gray talkback.

CC SPT, what happened Is that the notor
was inhibited and then reenabled, and this simply changes
the talkback without actually changing the configuration.
And we understand that you do have the DOOR OPEN now.

SPT That's affirm, Bill. As you were going
over the hill last night they mentioned 1 could do it but
I wasn't sure which notor you were working on, so I declined
and let the ground do It. Which one are you working?

CC The primary.
SPT Thank you.
CC And to repeat, the DOOR was CLOSE all

night, Ed.
SPT Thank you. Bill.
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CC Sky lab, we'll be LOS In 1 minute. We'll
have you at Madrid at 12:12.

SPT Roger .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 9 minutes. On this stateside pass the crew was

informed weather has again crept into the scene, and as

a result EREP pass number 33 and number 34, actually EREP passes
number 28 and 29, have been canceled for today due to weather.
However, EREP pass over the states later will be - later
this afternoon will be carried out. The crew now reverts
to the alternate Flight Plan which adds additional hours on

the ATM. Originally only 3 hours and 59 minutes was scheduled.
The cancellation of EREP along track 59 and track 60, those -

that block of tine will be used for ATM observations, raising
total ATM observation total time to 7 hours and 12 minutes.
EREP pass nunber 35 along groundtrack 62 is still scheduled
however. Acquisition coming through Madrid in 2 minutes.
We'll leave the line up for CAP COMM Dr. Story Musgrave.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , Houston. AOS for 7 minutes

.

SPT Hello, Bill. Is the VTR available?
CC That's affirm. It's available. And,

Ed. we want you to put the H-alpha 1 NIGHT INTERLOCK switch

into the NORMAL position.
SPT It's there.
CC Thank you.
CC Skylab, we'll be LOS in 1 minute.

Carnarvon at 12:50.
SPT So long .Bill.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 22 minutes with loss of signal through Madrid. As

Skylab begins its 3637th revolution of the Earth. Brief pass

upcoming through Tananarive, very low pass, 1 minute in

duration. The next pas3 will be Carnarvon in 27 minutes

and 30 seconds. A change in today's Flight Plan due to

bad weather, again scrubbing two of the EREP passes today

along - EREP pass number 33 and number 34, along ground-
track 59 and 60 have been cancelled. ATM viewing time will

be put in those - that time slot. A total of 7 hours and

12 minutes now alotted for ATM viewing time today. EREP

pass r.unber 35 along groundtrack number 62 is still on

schedule for today. Next acquisition in 26 minutes and

45 seconds through Carnarvon. This is Skylab Control at

Greenwich mean time 12 hours 23 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 49 minutes. Acquisition coming through the
Carnarvon tracking station. We've had a changeover here at Mission
Control Center. New Flight Director Neil Hutchinson, CAP
COMM will be Bruce McCandless. We'll bring the line up for
this Carnarvon pass 2 minutes and 12 seconds duration.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carvarvon
for 2 ninutes. Over.

CC Skyiab, this is Houston through Carnarvon.
Ove r .

CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay, Jerry, after the trim burn and before

13:24, we'd like you to get us a sextant sighting. And I've
got the shaft and trunnion angles for you.'

CDR Okay , go ahead .

CC Okay, tirst star is Regulus shaft 135.7,
trunnion IS. 7: second star. Spica 292.2. 36.5. Read back.
Ovci .

CDR Okay. Regulus 135.7, 18.7- Spica 292.2,
36 . 5 .

CC Roger. You've got it. And following
the trim burn when you come back to reconfigure the ATM
rate gyros you've got some blanks and we'd like to use a 4 in
the redundancy nanageraent conrnands. Over.

CDR Roge r .

CC Roger. That's a 4 in the blanks; three
places .

CC And we got about 20 seconds to LOS. Next
station contact in 36 minutes through Goldstone at 13:28.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon. Next
acquisition in 33 minutes and 10 seconds through Goldstone.
Discussion with the crew concerning new star angles following
a trim burn. Trim burn is scheduled to be made between
the - this tracking station and Goldstone at Greenwich nean
time 13 hours and 12 minutes. Commander Gerald Carr will
perform a trim burn from the command module. It'll be a

10-second burn of the plus-X RCS system using 4 quads. The
resulting DELTA-V will be 7/10 of a foot per second
burn. This will increase the orbit slightly of the Skylab
space station. Its current orbit is 241 by 231.9 nautical
miles. This will put it in a 241 by 232.2 nautical -mile
altitude. The spacecraft - this maneuver Is designed to
put the spacecraft back or a desired groundtrack for Earth
resources activities. Presently the spacecraft is 3.5 nautical
miles off the desired track, east of the desired track. This
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burn or roll (?) - it Is being raade this morning at Greenwich
13 hours and 12 minutes. It'll be approximately 6 days
before the spacecraft is back on the desired track. It's

off 3.5 right now. It'll be back on the desired track in

approximately 3 days according to the flight dynamics officer.
This is the third trim burn for this mission; two were made
in Skylab-III. So, now a total of 5 trim burns made for

the Skylab space station. Next acquisition in 31 minutes
and 20 seconds through Goldstone. This is Skylab Control
at Greenwich mean time 12 hours 57 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean tine
13 hours 27 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Gold-
stone tracking station in 50 seconds. Pilot Bill Pogue,
today, the subject of a pair of medical experiii ent s , M092,
M093 , lower body negative pressure device and vectorcardio-
gram. This is the 18th time Pilot Pogue has performed the
M092 experiment. Twenty-six experiment performances of this
M092 is scheduled for him, for the mission and this will be the
17th time he's performed the M093. Again, 26 scheduled
performances for the Skyiab IV mission. Also on tap today
is the limb blood flow measurements. These have been accom-
plished on each crewman already 18 times. Leave the line
up for CAP COMM Bruce McCandless, on this stateside pass.

cc Houston, through Goldstone and Corpus
Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 16-1/2 minutes. Over.

SPT Roger, Bruce.
cc Okay, we're standing by for the shaft

and trunnion readouts from the sextant shots that Jerrv took.
And, point of information, the handheld 170 optional first
opportunity on T053, that is this track past Goddard, has
been scrubbed due to weather. Over.

SPT Roger, Bruce, (garble)
CDR Roger, Bruce, copy. The shaft and

trunnion. You're real close today. Regulus, 135.8 18 8-
Spica, 292 . 3 and 36. 7

.

cc Roger, we copy that. And, we'd like to
take the VTR at this time, and start reconfiguring for dump.
Also, there's been an active aurora class U out of 5 reported
in the northern hemispherec. You can take pho-.os per permanent
message number 18 Bravo, if desired. And, a quick comment
on the SIA status, we asked you to turn them back on this
morning, so that we could verify that there was no connection
between turning the SIAs off to conserve power and the birth
of your 6-hertz noise. We think it's fairly important to
get the source of this thing pinned down because the alter-
natives, that is leaving the buffer amps 1 circuit breaker
open and reconfiguring are not all that desirable. One option
has us doing everything that is recording and transmitting
on channel A, which cuts you out of your flexibility and the
other option involves patching directly Into one of the tape
recorders, with the onboard patch, but that's not so good
either because that removes our capability to redesignate
recorders from the ground. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce. We already did that yester-
day and it had no effect.

CC Okay. Understand all the SIAs are on.
. .

CD* Thev were «H Put on yesterday and theyhad no effect. 1 put them back off and I haven't gotten aroundto putting the. all back on today.
around
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CC Okay, we copy. And, now I'll turn you
over to the ATM scientist here, for ATM conference. Over.

SPT Okay, we' re ready up here, go ahead.
MCC Okay, Ed. Fine. You -

SPT Morning, Bill.
MCC You've got a pass here to start shortly,

so don't let m& talk you into missing some things here. Just
let me quickly give you a few words on the Sun. We've already
indicated prominence 83, we do expect some activity, it's
spent most of the night with mass flowing from the fila -

from the filament prominence area itself up into the active
region 16 area. Although we do not expect anything expksive
to occur there, it is possible. An occasional subflare out
of 31 is also possible, maybe an occasional subflare out of
21. 21 does retain the possibility of minor energetic events,
although they're not very likely. In white light - active
region 21 is way down, and active region 16, good potential
for surges Eost of the day.

SPT Bill, you cut out after saying the
information about active region 21 white light.

MCC Okay, the only other thing I added was
that active region 16 maintains good potential for surging
throughout the day here.

SPT Okay.
MCC Okay, and we have a handover coming up,

so stand by. Okay, it's finished, so we can press on here.
One last - well, let me get to the last point first here so

I don't miss it. The Shuttl- type planning meeting we're
going to hold this morning, if you've got any particular inputs
as to operations modes that you specifically do want to try,
pass them on to me now. I've read the comments that you've
put on the recorder through about noon yesterday, but 1 haven't
seen anything since then.

SPT I think that's just about when I finished
it up. Maybe if you could let me know some of the lines that
you're thinking along, in other words specific questions, I

could give you some answers.
MCC Okay, for right now, we haven't had our

first meeting, so other than what I mentioned the other day,
potentials of giving you expanded observing tine all the way
up to the extreme of Just giving you summary inputs as to
what individual experiments want and givlrg you the orbits and
letting you map out the plan. Those are sort of the two extremes
and we probably won't start trying to do anything until late
this week at the earliest.

SPT Okay. 1 would think that nominal position
would be to move a little step further in the direction of
letting the people on board determine the specific details,
but letting the (garble) mission requirements, if you will,
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film budgeting and requirements on specific typts of
observations, but let the (garble) people In the morning,
for example, decide which vould be the optimum programs to
carry out that day, based on what they see and then have
something like a JOP summary sheet, but not perhaps as much
detail specified and in other words you could say, well let's
hit a prominence today and then you allow the onboard observer
to come up with the way in which you would - ways in which you
would explore that, in other words rather than calling out every
step. (Static) on a JOP summary sheet, but we wouldn't - wouldn't
dance quite as much on the nunbers as I think ve have tried to do
here and I think we have moved a little bit away from that and
we'll probably move a little bit further in the future as we
get people who are more specialized and can afford to be more
specialized in training and on orbit.

MCC Okay, Ed, fine. I'll make those inputs
fcr you today and I can get back to you tomorrow with our
first round of thoughts here and from the look<- of the elapsed
time count here, I'd probably sign off and let you get back
to the ATM ops.

SPT Okay, thank you. Bill. And, I'll get a report
on what we've been looking at and the Sun soon as I get lined up
here.

END OF TAPE
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CC CDR, Houston, if we can without inter-rupting your preps for M092, could you give us a quick
status report on the trim burn?

CDR Okay, Bruce. The trim burn went on time
No anomalies.

cc Roger . Out

.

. J VJ
t

Incidentally, (garble) I'm using H-alpha 2 forpoint ng in active region 21 rather than H-alpha 1 as specified
I believe that's what we're after.

CC Roger, Ed. And if you could keep yourfingers off the DAS for about 30 seconds we'll send you anuZ update. .r vj a

SPT It's done.
CC R°8- Let our fingers do the walking.
Lt- SPT, Houston, we're through with theNuZ update. The DAS is yours, and you also have the VTRDack. 19 minutes remaining, and we'll ask you for it againnext stateside pass to dunp a little nore. Over.
SPT Thank you, Bruce.
S?1 How n uch do we have left in this pass?

,

CC You've got 2 minutes left here at Ber-
raud a .

S?T When do we pick you up again?

v _
CC

1

Okay. 1 minute and 54 seconds to LOS.Next station contact In 6-1/2 minutes through Madrid at

?PT Okay. Thank you.

n u
PA°

,
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours 47 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Nextacquisition through the Madrid tracking station in 2 minutes
10 seconds. The alternate flight plan todav is added - isdoubled the ATM viewing time for the crew from approximately
3 hours to more than ? hours. Also added in there was theoperation of the S181 This is the 14th r.ine - 15th time theS183 experiment will be used on Skylab IV. Original planscall for usage of this experiment hardware 23 times through-out the 84-day mission. Pilot Bill Pogue currently per-forming the M092/M093 experiment and also limb blood flowmeasurements Each crew member has undergone a limb blowfeed - limb blood flow measurements 28 times. This is the17th - 18th performance by Pilot Pogue of the M093 and the19th performance of the M092 . Bring the line up for thisMadrid pass. CAP COMM is Bruce McCandless.

f n
CC

,
Skylab, this is Houston through Madridfor 9 minutes, for the SPT.

SPT Go ahead.
cc Never mind

.
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sp T Okay, Houston. Let me give you a short
solar update . Houston , SPT

.

CC Go ahead , Ed . Over

.

SPT Okay. Are you ready for a short solar
update?

CC Go ahead

.

sp T White light coronagraph shows a very
small amount of change except there are some more details visible.
Starting out at 060 we have a fairly faint streamer, which
extend? out quite a distance. It's just about radial, from
100 down to 120. This is at 3 solar radii these dimensions
are made. We have a series of overlapping streamers, and
I could see very faint indications of three streamers as we
move further out at around U solar radii. Over on the
east limb we have centered at 270, going to 26 to - up
275 or so, a fairly wide streamer, and then a very diffused
one but not extending out anywhere near as far, at around
270 to 285, a little bit overlapping the previous one.
XUV monitor shows the active regions which we still
have left on the disk, 31 and 21 and 16 all gained about
the same magnitude in brightness now, 21 having a larger
plage of course with ~ connected with 20. 17 made very
weak in XUV. Theri is another plage between 31 and 17, but
it's relatively weak but distinct. 32 is evident but it's
small. It's not the same intensity, about a step down from
the three major ones, 131, 21 and 16. And then there's a
number of bright points in the region up around 0.4 to 0.7.
(Garble) solar radii 260 to say 300. I see nothing else coming
around the corner on the west lirtb.

CC Okay. Thank you, Ed.

2ND OF TAPE
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SPT I see nothing else coining around the

corne r on the west limb

.

CC Okay, thank you, Ed.
SPT Houston, would you ask the S056 people

if they would like some long exposures?
CC That's af f irmative , Ed .

SPT Thank you

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston: 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 12 minutes voice only through Tananarive
at 14 : 10 . Out .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14:00
hours. Loss of signal through Madrid. Next acquisition in

10 minutes through Tananarive tracking station as the crew
of Skylab IV working this morning on the alternate Flight
Plan following cancellation of the two scheduled EREP passes
this morning, along groundtrack - two EREP passes cancelled
along groundtrack 59 and 60. Groundtrack 62 is still on

tap for this afternoon. Next acquisition in 9 minutes. This
is Skylab Contaol at Greenwich mean time 14:00 hours.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
9 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive tracking
station a 9-minute pass. We'll bring the line up for CAP
COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 9 ninutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston: estimated minute
and a half to LOS. Next station contact in 20 minutes through
Honeysuckle Creek at 14:36. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston- 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 19 minutes through Honeysuckle Creek
at 14:36. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
20 minutes with loss of signal through Tananarive, the final

acquisition through Tananarive today. Next acquisition in

15 minutes and 10 seconds through the Honeysuckle tracking
station. At Greenwich mean time 1A hours 20 minutes, this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 35 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle
on revolution 3638 in 45 seconds. Here at Mission Control
center the giant plot board has the character of arachnid,
the mascot of the crimson team here under the direction of

Neil Hutchinson, flight director. We'll bring the line up

for CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-

suckle Creek for 5-1/2 minutes, starting out with a data/
voice tape recorder dump overdead (?) Over.

SPT Just give me about another 30 seconds
with it, Bruce?

CC Okay; we'll do that.
SPT Okay, Bruce. I'm through with it.

Thanks for holding off.
CC Okay. We'll go ahead and dump it. And

a note here. TV and natural phenomena is not required to

be scheduled in the Summary Flight Plan cycle. You may or

may not have been aware. Over.
SPT Okay. I think we had that general under-

standing, but it's never been made explicit. Thank you.
CC Okay. And as an example today an natural

phenomenon is that we have clear weather over the Mississippi
delta and southern Mississippi, so we'd like to schedule
you for some out -t he -window TV of that area during your
EREP pass, and since none of you will have time to handhold
the camera, we'd like you to mount it in the wardroom window
per TV 32. Be sure the video select switch is in TV and
just turn the camera on, and let it run during the pass. We'l
take the pictures live through Corpus Christi and MI LA down
here and we'll manage things from the ground. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. Could you give us a start
and scop time, or essentially a tine over the delta?

CC Well, we'd just like you to turn it on

coming up over the states and leave her on until after you
pass the states. Over.

SPT Okay.
CC And we'll take care of it from there.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 15-1/2 minutes through Hawaii
at 14 : 56 . Out .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 4J minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition through the Hawaiian tracking station in

12 minutes 45 seconds. The two EREP passes scheduled for

this morning have been scrubbed due to weather. However,
the EREP pass for this afternoon, which begins northwest
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coast of United States and goes down through central part
of the U.S. crossing Mississippi, through the Gulf, and
across the Florida peninsula, ending in the Atlantic Ocean.
Crew has been asked to possibly turn on the TV camera during
this pass, the EREP pass this afternoon, and hopes to catch
some clear weather TV of the gulf Grea. The camera will be
turned on as the EREP pass begins crossing the West Coast
and down through the - into the southeast Atlantic, where
it'll be turned off. Next acquisition in 11 minutes and
50 seconds through Hawaii. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours
44 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF 1APF
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tiu.e

14 hours 55 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii in

50 seconds, a 7-mlnute pass. We'll leave the line up for

CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 7 minutes. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 2 minutes, Goldstone at 15:04-1/2.
Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Gold-
stone for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC And Skylab, this is Houston. We'd
like to take the VTR at this time and continue dumping,
and when the PLT and CDR are free from having finished M092

I've got a couple of notes for them.
CDR Go ahead , Bruce .

CC Okay, Jer. One item to bear in mind

here is that on these S183 operations in preparation today,

you prep the PLTs 183 and he preps yours, and you have to

use each other's operations pads for these preparations.
Over.

CDR Roge r

.

CC And for Bill, we're very pleased with

the way 509 ran yesterday and with the general debriefing.
However, we've not been able to find the specific suited
run debriefing. We'd like him to verify the answer to

questions starting on page 33-11, or at his convenience go ahead
and put them on tape. That's 33-11 in maneuvering experiments
checklist.

CDR Okay. He's on the bike now. I'll pass

the word to him

.

CC Okay. And in your S 1 8 3 pad, Jerry, we've

got a couple of corrections.
CDR Okay . Go ahead .

CC Okay. The sign - time for sunset is

01:28 instead of 01:26, that's about the sixth lino down.
You with me?

CDR I 'm still looking.
CC Okay. It's on 6728 Is the pad. You

come down a - it's about the fourth line of text our there.

Sunset 01:26 and it's really 01:28.
CDR Okay ; I got it.
CC Okay. Next line down, CO to REF should

be available 01:17 to 01:28 instead of 16 to 26.

CDR Okay

.

CC First line in the next block, CO

Charlie 46 available 01:28 to 01:52 instead of 26 to 50.

CDR Okay

.
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CC Two more lines down change 0.6 Co 0.4
turns counterclockwise.

CDR Okay.
CC And under remarks it says we want you to

stop exposures to 01:52 instead of 50, and we change 3.9 to
read 3.7 turns, and we're sorry about all this.

CDR Okay . I have it.
CC And that's about it for right now.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda at
15 : : 17 . Out .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tlae
15 hours 14 minutes. Cancellation of the first two EREP
passes today, the one this afternoon is still scheduled
for a start at 2:59 Greenwich mean time. One of the more
elusive targets not yet captured by the Earth resources
cameras and electronic instruments are the cotton fields
outside of Greenville, Mississippi. These fields are one
of the five targets which because of weather had not been
a subject of EREP instruments during Skylab. If all goes
well. Dr. C. V. Bouchillon, of the Office of Research of Miss-
issippi State University will receive data which will be
helpful in identifying procedures And techniques in pre-
dicting cotton crop yield. Another t.irget today vill be in
the Gulf of Mexico where three roots - research vessels will
be positioned in the Gulf along the groundtrack. The vessels
out of NASA's Earth Resource Laboratory at the Mississippi
test facility will be gathering ground truth as Skylab
cameras and electronic instruments gather Hata on the loop
current which flows alonR the wesi coast of Florida and into
the Gulf Stream. Today's EREP pa98, the 28th in this
mission, begins 420 miles nauti - - 420 nautical miles west
of the coast of Washington and ends just south of the is-
land of Jamaica. The pass covers a groundtrack of 4500
nautical miles. Next acquisition will be through Bermuda,
a 6-ninute pass. We'll leave the line up for CAP COMM
Bruce McCand less

.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Bermuda
for 6 minutes. The VTR is yours. We're through dumping
it, and when the PLT is free I've got some changes to his S 1 8 3
pad .

PLT Give you a call later, Bruce.
CC Roger. Will do.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, thla is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 4 minutes through Canary Islands at

15:27. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary

for 8 minutes. Out

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 14 minutes through Tananarive at

15:48. Out

.

p,\0 Skylab Control Greenwich mean time 15

hours 37 minutes with loss of signal through Canary. Next

acquisition will be Tananarive in 10 minutes. The cancellation

of the two EREP passes for this morning gave the crew more

tine at the ATM. However, the NOAA people here at the Mission

Control Center report little activity is expected in the next

several days. Most of the active regions the crew has been

watching for the last week or more will slowly be moving

to the back side, out of view of the instruments of the ATM.

They do not expect any spectacular activity for the remainder

of the mission. And ao a result the ATM Pi's are budgeting

their film usage for the next several days, however retaining

sufficient film in the event of activity at the latter part

of the mission. Next acquisition will be in 9 minutes and

55 seconds. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time

15 hours 39 minutes.
PAO Skylab Control Greenwich mean time 15 hours

48 minutes. A brief pass through Tananarive. Acquisition

in 40 seconds. We'll bring the line up for CAP C0MM Bruce

McCandless

.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Tananarive

for 3 minute*. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 19 minutes through Honeysuckle Creek

at 16:12. Out.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours

Very brief pas* through Tananarive, little conversation wltn

the crew. Next acquisition in 17 minute* through Honeysuckle

Creek tracking station, with Skylob on its 3,639th revolutior,

mission day 252 for the Skylab workshop. Mission day 67 for

the crew of Skylab IV. Next acquisition is 16 minutes 40 seconds

At Greenwich mean time 15 hours 55 minutes, thla i* Skylab

Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control.' Greenwich mean time
16 hours 10 minutes . Acquisition coming through the Honey-
suckle Creek tracking station in 50 seconds. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson at the ATM at the present time with Pilot Bill
Pogue performing his daily physical exercise period and
personal hygiene. Commander Gerald Carr preparing the S183,
for use today. This will be the 15th time this instrument
has been used on Skylab IV. We'll bring the line up for

CAP COMM Bruce McCandless on Honeysuckle pass, 9 mitutes and
10 seconds in duration.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honey-
suckle Creek for 8-1/2 minutes. Out.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead , Je r

.

CDR Roger, Bruce. I ran a test run on the

D AC camera and S183 and the magazine Uniform Alfa 04 jammed
and I changed DACs and it looks like that didn't do any good
and I'm not surf! we even have any power now anymore on S183
to the DAC.

CC Okay. Which DAC did you start with?
And which DAC was the second one? You have the numbers
around ?

CDR Okay, I got 09 back on again. That's
the one wc had the jam in. I tried 01 in its place, it didn't
work, 1 put it away, back where 1 got it up in the done, and
DAC 09 is back on it dgain. We have no power apparently to

the DAC and the Uniform Alfa 04 magazine is definitely Jammed
and T. guess the next thing to do would be to try a fuse in

the DAC. We're getting fuse power to the 183 panel, it'b

Just not getting to the DAC.
CC Okay. Understand, not even though the

green light comes on when you put the magazine on the side.

Is that correct?
CDR That's a i f i i ma t i ve . Now what I need is

a new magazine. Because this one is Jammed.
CC Okay, we'll work on that and can you

see if the peri holes and the film in the magazine are - are
torn, like it had been clawing at it? Or is the film look
good in the magazine?

CDR No, they're clawed and torn,
CC Okay, we'll be back to you in a minute,
CDR Okay

.

CC Okay, Jerry. The spare fusns are located
in the DAC s themselves. You night go ahead and try a spare
fuse in that 09

.

CDR Bruce, I Just tried DAC 09 on the film
threading power cable and 1 do get a green light, so we've
got a good fuse.
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CC Okay, that's good detective work there,
Jerry. And, Uniform Alfa 04 is the only magazine of that
particular type of film. Why don't you just hold off here
until Hawaii. We got about 40 seconds to LOS, Havaii in
11-1/2 minutes at a time of 16:32, it'll be coming up with
a data/voice tape recorder dump at Hawaii,

CDR Okay, and I tried the manual handcrank
there to free DAC 04 and that didn't do any good either.
Not DAC 4, but I mean Uniform Alfa 04.

cc Okay. Our cup runneth over with inputs
to the malfunction procedures and sounds like it's the (Laughter)
1 won t make an opinion, we'll get back to you.

CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich Bean time

16 hours 22 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition in 9 minutes and t*0 seconds will be through
the Hawaii tracking station. Commander Gerald Carr , while
preparing the S183 for use, through the antlsolar scientific
airlock, reported a probata in getting the camera ready for
use. Apparently something In the povir systen there. He ' «
working on it and passed the problem to the ground. Bruce
McCandless Indicated the ground will look at it and Ret b ick
to him at Hawaii with a troubleshooting procedure. This is
the 15th operation of the S183 instrument. Twenty-three scheduled
per f c rmances of the S183 have been planned for Skylab IV.
Next acquisition In 8 minutes and 55 seconds through Hawaii.
At 16 hours 23 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 31 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii
t rackl ng station.

CC Sky lab , this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9 minutes, and we've got a data/voice recorder dump here
if it's not interfering with you.

CDR That's okay, Bruce. Go abend.
CC And Skylah, this is Houston. We shifted

the data/voice tape recorder dump to Goldstone instead of
Hawaii here and whenever the PLT is free or during lunch
here, got a couple of notes for him, mostly on EREP pads.

PLT
CC
PLT
CC

set Yankee to

Roger, Bruce. Which pad is it?

PLT
CC

Okay ,

Okay ,

Roger

.

read drawer

Roger

;

Okay .

For your VTS pad.
I have 67-4 3 out

.

We want to change drawer Lima,
Kilo, set X-ray. About six lines

1 t .got
Then I'v got a tape recorder

changeout that we'd like you to do. It's not in any particular
message, you probably Just have to copy it down.

PLT Sure, Bruce. Just give me the particulars.
CC Okay. At about 21:13 in the housekeeping

there we'd like you in slot number 3 to install tape record-
er 14 from D-438 per SWS systems checklist 80 Romeo, page 5-A.
You still with me?

PLT Okay, Roger. That was
you

you say in slot 3,

nt tape recorder number 14, which is located in D-438,
dome locker 438,

CC
procedure's a 80 Romeo.

That's correct, and wc 1

d like you to
read the elapsed time in the window of the old recorder which
is serial number 2 3

channel A please
PLT

recorder xnd put
g round

,

CC Roger; and the reason we're changing
this out is that it'a approaching its lifetime limit, and
so far it's titill working fine, and I've got a change to
your S183 alternate pad here. We got about a minute and a
half to I,OS.

PLT
me .

CC
down should read 17:42 instead of 17:40.

PLT

and report it to the ground or record

Roger. Read the elapsed time on the old tape
it on tape or give it to the - by voice to the

Okay. 1 have message 67-29 In front of

Sunset time ab out four lines
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67: 16 :31 GMT

CC Next line the reference field shoulc
read available to - from 17 : 34 to 17:42.

PLT Roger. 17:34 to 17:42.
CC Okay. The next block the next para-

graph down, field Charlie 52 Bravo, should be available
17:42 to 18 :05 . Over

.

PLT Roger. Field Charlie 52 Bravo available
from 17:42 til 18:05.

CC And under remarks the stop exposure
sentence should read, "Stop exposure at 18:05," Instead of 18:03.

PLT
CC

the changes.
PLT
CC

tact

Roger, 18:05
Okay ; thank yon And we're sorry for all

N o swe a t .

We're going LOS here. Next station con-
in 2 minutes at Goldstone.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean t imc

16 hours 41 minutes. Discussion with conndnder Gerald Carr
concerning the problem with the S183 data acquisition cam-
era, which is used in conjunction with the standard carousel
in the S183. The DAC camera does support the other film.
The S 1 8 3 is the ultraviolet panoramic camera designed to
take color photographs of stellar objects. Apparently a

electrical problem within the DAC system, the data acqui-
sition camera, itself. The data camera in addition to
supporting the acquisition of star fields with the S183 pro-
vides photographic data of a 2 500-angst rom are*. Next
acquisition in 33 seconds through Goldstone. We'll leave
the line up for this pass, stateside pass, as Skylab con-
cludes revolution 3639.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Gold-
stone for 6-1/2 minutes. We're goirg to try the old data/
voice tape recorder dump trick again. For the CDR, looking
over your shoulder at the ATM, we'd like to get you to re-
run building block 32 after 23 with a roll of minus 5400.
We think you were isaligned in roll when you went through it
at the beginning of the pass. If you have to truncate 23
a little bit in order to work that in. That's okay with

CDR

END OF TAPE

Okay. You're right, Bruce,
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CC And, PLT , this ia Houston. At your

leisure sometime this afternoon, we wonder if you could

verify three CABIN PRESSURE RELEASE VALVES to the CLOSE
position, I got some panel numbers for you.

PLT Okay, Bruce, go.
CC Okay, panel 300, panel 313, and 391. Over
PLT 300, 313, and 391. Thank you.

CC Roge r . You got it,
CC And, Bill, with respect to this relief

valve check, the reason that we're concerned about It is

that if we have been relieving we'd like to know about it.

We suspect that if that's the case, we may have been getting

enough atmospheric pressure buildup outside to cause the

corona problem on transmitter B . We have been experiencing
transmitter B dropouts over the past couple of days. Over.

PLT Okay, I'll get to that Just as soon as

I get through eating.
CC Yeah, don't break away. This Is a very

low priority item here.
PLT Rog.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact through Bermuda at 16:55. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 51 minutes. Pilot Pogue talking with the ground

on this pass mentioning he'd get to do something after his

lunch. His lunch today is menu number 3 in the Skylab food

program. Pilot Pogue is having chicken and gravy, green beans
green beans, peaches, and orange drink, while Science Pilot

Ed Gibson has macaroni, tomatoes, shrimp, butterscotch pudding
and lemonade. Commander Carr has the lightest lunch, he

his lemon pudding, tea, peanut butter, jam and bread. As a

result of medical experiments of yesterday it shows that

Pilot Pogue today weighs approximately 146 pounds, Science
Pilot Gibson 154, and Commander Gerald Carr weighs 150. Avera
caloric Intake yesterday was between 3400 and 3500 calories
for each nan: 3456 for Pilot Pogue, and 3581 for Commander
Gerald Carr. Next acquisition through Bermuda in 1 minute.
We'll hold the line up for this Bermuda pass, 9 minutes and

40 seconds in duration.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda

for 9-1/2 minutes. And I hate to bother you again, Bill, but
if you were following Jerry's trials and tribulations on
checking Out the DAC and the film for us, 183, one of our
blown, is that there may possibly be a fuse inside S183
bone which would prevent the motors and the relay logic
from operating although the display panel would still be
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properly eliminated (sic). And when you get a chance, could you
go up there and advance the plate to the 02 position? And
if it moves and >ou hear the motor drive and all that stuff,
that will be a criterion for deciding that the basic 183
itself is good. Over.

PLT Okay, I'll get right on that, Bruce. Let's
see if we have an operative piece of equipment.

CC Okay, thank you.
PLT Okay, Bruce, how do you read?
CC Loud and clear, Bill. Send your message.
PLT Rog . I tried to advance the film carrousel,

turned the power on with the - well, I was following the cue
card on the flip side, and we - you know it takes a little
while while it sort of does a little jig in3ide, and I

waited for the dance to start and - Well, first off, when I

turned the power on I pot the 01 illuminated when I

went to delete that position. Then 1 waited for the - the
timing sequence, and then instead of doing its clickcty
click, the elimination (sic) 01 went out, and I have no lights
on the panel now

.

CC Okay, we copy that, Bill. Thank you
for interrupting lunch.

PLT Too bad. Tell rae what you wrnt me to
do here as soon as you get your signals straight, I'll
just be standing by here

.

CC Okay, if you haven't turned the power
off on the thing. Just leave it exactly as is for the tine
being. I'd say go finish lunch and we'll call you when we
get our minds made up.

PLT Okay, 1 haven't touched a thing.
PLT I take that back, I did put the reset to

of f .

CC Okay, understand your reset went back
to off, but the power switch is still on?

PLT That's affirmative.
CC Okay, let's Just leave it in that con-

flgurat Son

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 2 minutes through Canary
Islands at 17:05. Out

.

PAO Skylah Control, Greenwich mean tine
17 hours 5 minutes, with loss of signal through Bermuda.
Acquisition Coming through Canary and Ascension, a lS-minute
pass through the two tracking stations. Acquisition coming
in 5 seco-.ds. We'll leave the line up for this pass through
Canary and Ascension,
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cc Skylab, this is Houston
and Ascension for 16 minutes. Out.

END OF TAPE
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p AO Sky lab Cont rol . Greenwich mean t line

17 hours 5 minutes, with loss of signal through Bermuda.
Acquisition coming through Canary and Ascension, a 15-minute
pass through the two tracking stations. Acquisition coming
in 5 seconds. We'll leave the line up for this pa6s through
Canary and Ascension.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
and Ascension for 16 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab. this is Houston. Over.
CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay, Jerry, we're going to reenable

momentum dump here in about 10 seconds, so your time remaining
clock will Jump some; and for Bill, we'd like to delete S183
cps this pass and substitute the airlock module tape recorder
changeout for it. Go ahead and do S183 stow 1, as indicated
in the Flight Plan, but you can turn the power off to the

183 unit, at your convenience, sometime before then. Over.
PLT Roger. Understand, Bruct. And, the PRESSURE

RELIEF VALVE 391 war. in the OPEN position. All three of them

are now closed

.

CC Okay, we copy that, Bill. Thank you.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1-1/2 minutes
to LOS. Next station contact in 24 minutes through Carnarvon
at 17:45. For the PLT, when you remove the carrousel from
S183 during stow 1, we request you dim the lights in the

forward compartment area thnre 80 that In case there is a plate
inadvertantly fall down when you remove it, will minimize
the fogging damage to that and to the rest of the contents
of the carrousel. And, for the CDR, when you rerun BB-32
at the end of this pass, we'd like to omit S054. Over.

SPT Okay, oait 54 and I'll rev 32 in time so

that it'll be finished by 250 K.

CC Roge r . You got it.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours 22 minutes with loss of signal through Ascension. The

Next acquisition will be the Carnarvon tracking station in

Australia in 22 minutes and 20 seconds. The cr.w was asked
to check panel 391 in the airlock module, specifically panel

391, which is the cabin relief pressure valve, which has been

on - left on inadver tent aly since the last EVA, apparently.
The last EVA or December 29th. There were intermittent data
dropouts from the airlock nodule transmitter. Apparently this
caused by this switch being left open. Tests were run previously
as the spacecraft passed over Saint Louis, several weeks sro,
to assess the problem, determine what the problem was, and this
could not be resolved. Research at McDonnel Douglas and the
Marshall Space Flight Center presented this alternative to
the Mission Control Center today. The crew was asked to check
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that position and sure enough that switch wan left open. The
closing of the switch should elide (?) that intermittent problem
they had with the data perception here on the ground. Next
acquisition through Carnarvon in 20 minutes. This is Skylab
Control at Greenwich mean time 17 hours 23 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
17 hours 43 minutes. Acquisition coining through the Car-
narvon tracking otation for a 6 - 8-tninute and 40-second
pass through Carrarvon and Honeysuckle. We'll bring the
line up for this pass with CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnar-
von and Honeysuckle Creek for 9 minutes, and when he's free
I got a couple changes tn the EREP pads for the CDR.

CDR Go ahead , Bvucc.
CC Okay. You need your C&D pad out here.
CDR 1 have it.
CC Okay. Under ready verification, we

want to change the 193A mode switch altimeter to rend 193A
mode 1. Over.

CDR Okay; copy.
CC Okay. After ready out S190 at 13:00

change frame 11 to frames 99. That's way rn down.
CDR Frames 11 to frames 99.
CC Roger; and we're coming up on a keyhole

here. I'll keep on talking in an effort, though, to get
through it. Delete the ready out S190 that shows up at 18:20.

CDR Okay. It's done.
CC And also delete the mode standby there.
CDR Copy.
CC And in remarks, run S190 to depiction

after EREP stop while still in ?,~LV. I'll take this fron
the beginning again. Run S190 to depletion.

CDR Okay.
CC (After EREP stop and while still In ZLV)
CDR Okay. I've got it.
CC And do S190 film depletion. [ thir.k

that's pretty se 1 f e xp 1 ana t o r y there, and I got another one
here

.

CDR Go ahepd.
CC Okay. At 09:56, if you can find it.
CDR I've go t it.
CC We vmnt to dele'.e S192 MODE CHECK. At

12:00 delete S192 MODE READY. At 12:4; delete S192 MODE
CHECK. That's right below It.

CDR Okay; copy.
CC Okay. Now wc need to make an Insertion.

Insert time 13:06, which looks like it'a going to be just
before 14:14.

CDR Okay.
CC And at 13:06 you want to <Jo S192 MODE

CHECK.
CDR Okay.
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CC And 1 " actually I guosa that 13-Oft

In nVLd"^ ,he 81,0 oui."".";?;

= Ok«y. Vv.'got it.
00

,

Ok'y. and that «bou; doei It. Thnrltyo^yery m uch and again we're sorr, for all the ^hanae^here.
CDR No problen

i

CC And since we've cancelled the 183 naaawe've got a couple of changes for the SPT.
?

u(t(, . ,
He '

s recording right now. He'll getwith you in just a minute. *

Guam.
CC

° kaV '
N ° sweat

"
We can catch him over

elapaeTtl.e, 25 : 25.
Tape record- nu nber 23

CC Roger, 2 5 2 S hours
PLT Affirmative,

i ,.

CC
.

0h
'

he y " getting the feedback that's
f

number that has no particular relationship 0actual number of hours it's run.

switeh
L
Lr nf ?° g '

By the vay
'
Bruc *. I took theswitch out of comraand to turn that - that tape recordernumber o f and then I reconfigured it, so Tdon't kno,- Idon't think that has any effect on ground c on f i gu ra

t

lor\s

I

bark .„ . . T
haf

"
s correct. It looks like we'reback in business, and the word I ' m getting now Is that *hat25:25 indicates about 1800 actual hours of operation!

^ one^er changed ytt e^ay^ °" 1? ""''V

iiVnlh
had r 6 h -«^

,

on
B1

lt
1

-,„i
h

: h :
n

: n :
h

;£ a r': ll."K:
c - d

stalled yesterday had about 480.

^J;

T Roger. Thank you for the info.

[ri o „ ,
Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to

1^59. Jut" °" C °ntaCt ^ 7 minUteS thr ° Uxh Guam at

17 hou^c « <
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

l.xJ u ,

" Ute
?;, v°

8S ° f Slgaal throu^ "oney^uckle.

as b , ill "J
11

l
e GuaW ln 3 *"d 25 seconds

iivr'V
2

l it; of da < a ^ h :
:

r

nc

o

gather!^ d^a '
thlS aft— ,

a stateside pa^a,gathering data on snow cover, watershed, cotton cron vlelrf-" d - ea-*raphic "«di« in the Gulf of He^co along'the
'

One
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vast coast of Florida. Two EREP passes scheduled for
eVH er

„
t0
e

ay> ° ne ln Afrlca one in - on the vest coast
o the U.S., were cancelled, adding to the planned ATM
JJ? Uf 'i*",*

1 '? an addltlonal 3 hou «-s and 50 minutes.This block of ti.e mostly being taken by Science Pilot EdGibson as he viewed an increasingly quiet Sun afler what thecrew has been used to the last several day* of vlewina

S^ce^^r actJvlt *' So1 ** scientists here at the JohnsonSpace Center report that the Sun within the next 7 days,wll quiet down to a point where they do not expect major

» nln^M, "^r"; " lentl "» here are budgeting the re-maining film aboard the ATM cameras and telescopes to cap-ture any event that may occur in the next 17 days.

END OF TAPE
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:
PAO Solar Scientists here at the Johnson

Space Center report that the Sun, within the next 7 days,
should quiet down to the point where they do not expect major
activity. However, scientists here budgeted the remaining
film aboard the ATM cameras and telescopes to capture any
event which nay occur In the next 17 days. Acquisition through
Guam In about 1 minute. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM
Bruce McCand less

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 6 minutes. Out,

SPT Houston, SPT standing by to copy change
to schedule pad

.

CC Okay Ed, on your upcoming ATM pass, we'd
like to change the time remaining of S0T5 initiation to 48.
Stand by.

CC Okay, you've got a callout of 55 tine remaining.
We'd like to change that to 48. And at 18:25, delete g r oundenabl ed
momentum dump TR decreases to 43. And the rationale for this is
that we enabled momentum early since the 183 operations were
scrubbed. Over.

SPT Okay, Bruce. I was not at the ATM panel
at the time I am now so, so would you go ahead and begin with
the 55 change?

CC Okay, there is no change to S055. It's
the pass starting at 18:14 down below 18:14, you ser an entry
of 55 minutes time remaining. Change that to 48 time remaining.

SPT Okay, I've got it and I understand the
rationale. Thank you.

CC Okay .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.
Next station concact in 7-1/2 minutes, short pass at Hawaii
at 18:12. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, 1 minute 40 seconds as
the Skylab space staticr. skirts the northern limits of the
Hawaii tracking station. Commander Carr piesently in his
afternoon meal period with Science Pilot Ed Gibson spending another
block of time at the ATM. The scheduled S183 operations which
was to have started In approximately IS minutes has been
cancelled due to a malfunction of the camera, data acquisition
camera which is used in conjunction with the carousel film
plates In the S183. S183 is the experiment of the French
experimenter, George Courtes of the Space Astronomy Laboratory
of the National Center for Scientific Reasearch at Marseille,
France. His experiment is designed to study hot stars through
spec t rogr aphlc images recorded in two separate ultraviolet wave-
lengths. The instrument working in the 800-angstrom and the
3100-angstrom wavelengths, gathers color Indices ot more than
1000 stars in various latitudes of the celestial sphere. Spectral
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scanning of these star fields with photometric and spacial
resolution provided by the S183 lnstrunent has heretofore been
Impoobible from ground observations or frow unmanned astronomical
satellites. In addition the experiment measures ultraviolet
qualities of cluster stars, large stellar clouds in thn Milky Way,
and the nucleii of brilliant galaxies. This would have been the
15th pcrfornance of the S183. Troubleshoor.ing procedures
will be worked out on the ground to determine the problem ap-
parently in the power system within the data acquisition camera
which Is used in support of the S183 camera which is placed
through the antisolar scientific airlock. A brief pass through
Hawaii. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Story Musgrave - CAP
COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for a minute and a half. If the Commander's got a minute, could
you give us a detailed blow by blow description of what happened
this morning on S183, that is was the DAC installed who you
attempted to - excuse me. Did the transporter move in any
direction when you used the transporter tool, and what the
sequence of the lights and things like that were on 183?

CD R As best I can figure out, Bruce, the DAC
apparently loaded up the system to the point when it jammed,
that it must have blown the fuse in 183, because ] turned on
the power then reached over and punched the DAC button at
12 frames per seconds to see if it would advance, and it
would not. It advanced a couple and then started sounding
peculiar where that, you know, when the claws (garble) pulling
holer, in the film. I took it off and checked it and yea verily
the f;.lm was damaged, and so I took it over and put the
hand crank on it and tried to pull the damaged part through,
and free it up, and that would not work. So I gave up on
the transport, I should say the 140-foot magazine. And - -

CC Okay, we're going LOS here at Hawaii,
Goldstone in 9 minutes at 18:23. And we copy that the camera
started out working and then quit while you were standing
there

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR - where there's, you know, when the claws
(garble) pulling holea In the film. I toot it off and checked
it and yea, verily, the film was damaged, and so I took it over
and put the handcrank o*i it and tried to pull the damaged
part through and - bring it up, fcnd it - that would not vork ,

so 1 gave up on the - the transport. Or I should say the
40- foot magazine, and - -

CC Okay. We're going LOS here at Hawaii.
Goldstone in 9 minutes at 18:23, and we copy that the camera
started out working and then quit while you were standing
there .

CDR Yes, it, you know, at about four or five
frames, and then it jammed up. And what 1 did was look back
and put my fingers on the two (?) interlock mechanisms to see
if the green light would come on and it would not cone on, so I

took It off, tried DAC 1. DAC 1 worked okay.
CC Understand DAC 1 worked okay on S133?
CDR I beg your pardon. Not on 183. I

tried It on the film station, it looked okay ther. Then I

went over to 183 and tried it and it would not work.
CC Okay. Thank you very much.
CDR And then later, after I talked to you,

is when I put DAC number 9 on the film thread (garble) checked
it and wh - that's what I saw that the green light was all
right. Therefore I felt that the fuse in the DAC was not
b low.i

.

CC ' Okay ; we copy

.

SPT Hey, Houston, while you're going over
the hill, in the white light coronagraph we see that the
region from 120 to 100 which was mentioned as a fairly
strong but diffuse emission this morning, having three
streamers, is now essentially just one very dim streamer,
and it looks like the fairly strong diffused emission close
to the occulting disk Is completely disappeared.

CC Okay, thank you. And it sure has taken
a long time to go over the hill this time. Low tide at

Hawaii, we understand.
PLT Bruce, on that magazine. It's been

reading 79 percent for about the last four S183 exercises,
and we decided that we had thought that probably the reason
why is just because we were using so few frames, but I

thought I'd check it out. That's how we got started
today.

CC Okay; but you have not previously
noticed a hold in the flux, any tearing of the sprocket
holes or anything like that?
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PL T No. That' 8 negative. I put an X on it
this morning and tried to run it and that's when we had our
trouble

.

CC Okay; we copy. Thank you.
PAO SkyVab Control, Greenwich mean tine

18 hours 17 minutes. Lose of signal through Hawaii. Next
acquisition in 5 minutes 55 seconds will be Goldstone track-
ing station. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours 17 minutes
this is Skylab Control.

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 22 minutes. Acquisition coming through Goldstone
in 50 seconds. The next pass across the states will be
ERF.? pass number 28 in the mission of Skylab IV, where data
will be gathered on snow cover, snow patterns, agricultural
aieas in Mississippi, and studies of the loop current along
the west coast of Florida on '.he next pass across the staten.
Wn'll leave the line up for CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.

cc Skylab. this is Houston through Goldstone
for 5 mlnutea. Out.

SPT Houston, we have a pointing descrepancy
here, I believe. We're pointed with H-alpha 2 and yet
we're doing a mini-MAR which takes uo only down to
line 13. This morning when we started out we pointed with
H-alpha 2 and center the active region in the mirror auto
raster. If people wojld like us to go change in the up-
down to get H-alpha 1 in looking at the active region and
centered in the nini-MAR we can do that at this time.

CC We'ra checking on that, Ed. And for
Bill, if you're near a box, when you attempted to advance the
183 plates this morning, was the DAC installed at that time?
Ove r .

PLT The DAC was installed; however, there
was no magazine in it.

CC You describf-d a clicking noise. Did
the plate advance indicator go blank synchronous with the
noise during the plate advance? Over.

PLT I'm sorry. I said that it did not do
the clicking. And you know normally when you turn it on and
you have to wait about a minute or so, a fairly long pause
there before it starts its action of advancing the filn
plate, and look, (?) at the time when it normally would start
the clicking noise, instead of doing that the display went
out.

cc Okay. We got that and did any - did
3ll the panel lights ever go out during your troubleshooting
procedure, or did you always have some sort of a light on?

P LT At that tine there were no lights at
all, when that went out. Now I didn't notice. I don't
think there were any other lights on, and there's some of
those little green lights that are on sometimes next
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to the exposures feeders, but I dcn't recall any of those

being on. 1 - I know there were no liRhts on after I noticed

the display went out

.

CC Okay. Thank you very much. Do you

still have 183 in place or have you gotten it out yet?

PL'f It's - no, it's stowed and it's venting

right now.
CC Okay. Thank you. 1 minute to LOb

.

Next station contact in 2 minutes through Corpus Christi

at 18:30. SPT, use H-alpha I in line 13. Over.

Spt Ok.iy, Bruce. I'll have, to change the

pointing.
Cc Skylab, this is Houston through Merrat

Island and Bermuda for 12-1/2 minutes. Out.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, this is Houston through Merritt

here would like ;o use your DKS for a minute.

SPT You got it.

qq We'll give you a nav update.

cc And , the DAS is yours ,
Ed

.

And" if you're not using the data/voice

cape recorder/we'll dump it here at Bermuda.

PLT Rog, Bruce; take i:.

rc Thank you.
r : Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 9-1/2 minutes through Ascension

at 18:51. Out. ^ Control. Greenvlch mean time

18 hoars 43 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda.

x u i o through the Ascension tracking station n

7"
n anS 50 seconds. Continued discussions concerning

the malfunction of the S183 data acquisition camera setup;

u
1

looking at that problem. The cauera has been

f moved rom the anJisolar scientific airlock and .coved,

cai
c

i«t " tt«»i. :» i h 0ur ^ r
n
"

acecraft approaches the vest coast of
"""J- "J"'

in the Washington area on a deacending pass
,
EREP pass

number 28 in the mission. Pilot Pogue will be partor»in*

?he maneuver and also will perform the maneuver to "turn

He Chicle to the standard solar inertial node w h the ATM

and solar panels directly facing
;

h
J.""

' *^ u1
' Greenwich

through Ascension in 6 minutes and 45 seconds. At Greenwich

mean lime 18 hours 44 minutes, this is Sky ab Control.

p.O Skylab Control, Greenvlch mean time

18 hours and 50 minutes, a 5 minute and 48 second pass

through Ascension tracking station as Skyl.b begins < s

Bruie McCanaiess
ub thl9 l8 Houston through Ascension

re f nr f kp SPT We had a subnormal
for 7 minutes. Information for the SPT

.
we na

flare in active region 32, starting at 18.46. Over.

Sri Thank you.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hour*. 57 minutes, vith loss of signal through Ascension.
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Next acquisition in 23 minutes and 34 seconds will be

the Carnarvon tracking station.
CC We're 1 minute to LOS. Next station

contact in 23 minutes through Carnarvon at 19:21. Out.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 58 minutes; a second LOS through Ascension, The
maneuver for th* placement of Skylab into the proper
attitude for the Earth resources experiment cameras and
electronic data instruments takes place at Greenwich mean
time 19 hours and 46 minutes. It's a 13-minute maneuver
to place the vehicle in the right attitude. At the close
of the EREP pass which ends in the Caribbean Ocean after
a pass through the Gulf of Mexico, the maneu - return
maneuver to the solar inertial attitude is a 24-minute
maneuver, and this begins at Creenwich mean time 20 hours
and 28 minutes. The EREP pass crossing the northwest
corner of the United States down through the Central U.S.
crossing in the Mississippi and out over the Gulf, is

3 4000 mile pass taking pictures and electronic data of

the Columbia River Basin with Columbia Plateau in Washington,
Idaho, and Oregon, as well as the Columbia River and the
Walla Vella River in Washington. The EREP instruments will
also be aimed at the Yellowstone National Park area as

well as looking for snow cover in the Bit- Horn Mountain
region of Wyoming and Montana. Also in northeast Kansas
the instruments will be gathering data on water resources
and Tulsa, Oklahoma; Little Rock, Arkansas; Mobile Bay,

Mobile, A lab an a, and Jackson, Alabama will be the targets
of EREP cameras as part of urban development studies for
the Department of Interior. A target in Mississippi, an
area of cotton fields which heretofore have not been
captured on EREP data equipment outside of Greenville,
Mississippi. This is one cf tha five targets yet to be

completed in the Skylab progran. Others Include Iran,
which was scheduled a week ago. However, bad weather in

that area prohibited data take. Also, Atlanta, Georgia
still has yet to be put into the EREP data lockers, also
the Tibesti Mountains m Central America, as well as

sone areas of Vericruz, Mexico where officials there are
looking for highway engineering and regional planning
data in the geological area. This EREP pass number 28 - -

END OF 1APE
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,
PA0 ~ one of three passes scheduled

for today. However, the first two were cancelled earlier
this morning due to bad weather. Next acquisition in 19inutes through Carnarvon. At Greenwich mean tine 19 hou
and 2 Minutes. This is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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this is Houston 1 minute to
in 3 minutes through Guam at

PAO Sky lab Control at 19 hours 20 minute*
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now about
a minute and a half from acquisition of signal at Carnarvon,
Australia. We'll bring the line up for a pass through
Carnarvon lastinR about 10-1/2 minutes. Spacecraft communi-
cator on duty in Mission Control is Bruce McCandless.
The flight director is Neil Hutchinson.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnar-
von fi.r 8 minutes, Out.

CC Skylab,
LOS. Next station contact
19:34-1/2. Out.

PAO Skylab Control at 19:33 Greenwich mean
tine. Skylab space station is out of range of Carnarvon.
We'll have a brief interruption before we're acquired
through the Guam tracking antenna, about a minute and 40
seconds from now. At the present time the crew should be
preparing for their Earth resources pass which is coming up
very shortly. That Earth resources pass is scheduled to begin
at - as the space station goes over the United States, it
begins several hundred miles off the coast of Washington.
Here in Mission Control a discussion's going on about the
weather conditions for the pass. They look to be very good,
fifteen desirable sites are expected to be acquired during the
pass, and from four to six mandatory sites. Those are sites
for which all the requirements have not yet b« en re - completed.
Only one of the mandatory sites appears now to be too clou -

cloudy to permit photography. Weather is especially good
over the Mississippi site, which is one of the U.S. sites not
yet acquired. We'll leave the line up live now tor air-to-ground
through Guam. The pass through Guam should last about 10-1/2
minutes .

END OF TAPE
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cc = Skylab, this is Houston through Guam

for 10-1/2 Binu--.es. And, I have a weather briefing for you

if you're interested.
PLT Okay, Bruce, go ahead.

CC Okay, coming up on the coastline at

about 2,001 plu» 30 second*, you'll be in an area that's

solid overcast - excuse me, solid undercast to you, and that

will persist until about 02:30 at which time it will break

out to about a U to 7/10th coverage, as you pass over ths

Cascade Mountains and move on down toward the Yellowstone

region. About the tine you approach the Yellowstone region

at about 04 to 04:30 you'll pick up a solid undercast again

which will completely obscure VTS site 285 just t,)uth -

lust vest of Casper, so I wouldn't plan on being able to see

that one. The solid undercast persists until you get down

just about to Tulsa, Oklahoma, at tine of around 08, after

the hour, and then it goes to 4 to 7/ 0th with 4 o /10th

being the condition until you get up just about Little Rock at

09 and from 09 on down it's zero to 3/10th, so we expect the

VTS site 460 near Greenwood should be in good shape.

Essentially clear thereafter, going on down -.ovards Key West,

etcept that about a beam of Sarasota Bradenton, VOR, where

ve 've got an area of 4/10 to 5/10 coverage bvt it shouldn t

aive you any trouble with your nadir swath - exc je rne - with

your special 04, looking for cloud-free water sites. And

then you pick up a littl* wre (garble) again about the time

you go past the Keys. Over.
Y

plt Roger Bruce, copy. And I'll just about

forget about 285 then.
CC Reg.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS next station contact in 16 minutes through Coldstone nt

20:00, and we'll be looking forward to seeing TV of the

States in gloricus white on white.
_

PLT Rog Bruce, Ed's got it all laid out tor

you .

CC Beautiful.
PA0 Skylab Control at 19:45 Greenwich mean

tine. The Skylab space station is out of range of Guam.

Very little conversation other than the weather report from

Spacecraft Communicator Bruce KcCandless. Weather conditions

do look to be quite favorable for the Earth resources pass

this afternoon after two earlier passes today had to be

canceled because of poor weather conditions. The weather

indications now are th*t we'll have some overcast off the

coast of Washington and Canada were the pass begins. But

we'll have good weather conditions over the Boise, Idaho area
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and also clearing conditions over Little Pock, Arkansas and
Tulaa where some sites are located. And viry good weather
conditions In the area of Mississippi and Hong the Gulf
Coast where a number of additional aitss have been located.
So it looks like It'll be fairly good weather conditions,
we're not too certain yet about the conditions over
Veneiuela where a napping project is scheduled. Many of
today's projects for Earth resources ate scheduled for
delivery to other Government agencies. A number of these
are what are called 002 code Earth resources passes. These -

the information to be gathered is gathered in addition to

ordinary mandatory sites or desired sites required by
principal Investigators under Skylab, it'll be provided to

such agencies as the Department of Interior and the Corp of

Engineers, a number of other agencies including National
Oceanographlc and Atmospheric Administration and the Department
of Agriculture are engaged in using apace research as well.
One of the interesting factors in today's activity are some
of the observations of the Gulf Coast area, and the water
off the Gulf Coast will be supported by three ships. Three
ocean surface vessels are going to be gathering data off
Mobile, Alabama, Tampa, FJoria and the Florida Keys, and also
an Earth resources aircraft from the Johnson Space Center
will be flying support underneath the Skylab following the

same groundtrack and taking similar data for comparison to

the space station's dtta. The pass is a 7700-mile long pass
that begins about 500 miles west of Vancouver Island in the

Canada-US border, and includes nearly two dozen test sites.
27-ninutes survey concludes over the Orinoco River in central
Venezuela, begins at 20:01 and concludes at 20:28 Greenwich
mean time. This is Skylab space station - Skylab Control at

12 minutes before our next acquisition of signal. It's now
48 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA° Sky Ub Control at 19:57 Creenwich mean
time. The Skylab apace station la now about 2-1/2 minutes
from acquisition of signal through ths tracking antenna
at Goldstone, This pass through Goldstone should began an
Earth resources survey, a 7700 mile long pass fro* off the
coast of Canada and the U.S., just to the west of Vancouver
Island, about 500 miles all the way across the central U.S.,
the Gulf Coast area of Florida Keys, the island of Cuba
and concluding in central Venezuela near the Orinoco River.
Among the projects to bo included in today's Earth resources
survey are studies of water resources In Washington, mapping
project In Venezuela, water resources of the central U.S.
including the Kansas area, study of the Tulsa, Oklahoma area
and the Little Rock area for the Department of Interior, and
an agriculture study of cotton fields in Mlsslppi . This will
be one of the targets that the veiwfinder tracking svstem will
be pointed at during the Earth resources pass. That'll target
set aside today for operation by Pilot Bill Pogue . He'll be
handling the viewflnder tracking system for the S191 Infrared
spectrometer. That's a telescopic pointing device used to
point the very detailed instrument, the Infrared instrument
that can gather data on a very, very r.lny area. He'll be
tryin R to point that at a cotton field. This survey Is to -
In attempt to determine whether or not the cotton fields can ba
recongnized easily on space data and whether or not that can -
It night be possible to give a yelld prediction based on the
data gathered in space. We'll bring the line up live now for th
pass beginning over Goldstone. There is going to be live
television broadcast down to Mission Control during this
pass over the U. S.. We do expect some cloud cover o
the Central United States and also over the west Coast, but
the expectation la we'll have some clear spots near the Idaho
area and also clear from Tulsa, avid Little Rock area should
be partly cloudy and we should h*ve very clear skies over
the Gulf. We'll bring the line up now for air-to-ground
through the Goldstone, Texas and Merritt Island tracking
stations. The pass lasting about 18 minutes.

CDR That ETC down there sounds like a rock
crusher , Ed

.

SPT Sure does. 1*11 give you another sample hen
(garble) I m not sure that's what it's doing; it may be.

One more minute and you can turn the power
on. Everytioe 1 hear that ETC, it sounds like a lapidary,
rock polisher running.

SPT Yeah.
PLT It 's actually - it's usually (garble)
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t..« u ?
. ..I., «o ,::;:'*

uhy 1 u» »«

f" (garble) alddle one (garble)

.

tc Sky Ub -
CDR Go ahead .BBruce .

J J
This la Houston! we're with you.

,. .

tDR
.

0ka y- That's half the fun, of reducingthe data 1. putting all the pieces back together
r,ducln8

C™ Okay, come up on 20:01:00. Standby.CDR MAR«. SCATTEROMETER* S on to STANDBY,ALTIMETER to STANDBY, ETC POWER should be ONnext ark will be 01 :40

.

CDR MARK,
for a S191 READY light.

CM MARK ,

to 6. 020 the next call,

Okay
,Coming up on 1:40, stand by

RADIOMETER'. OS. 01:50 looking

reference goingREADY light at 50;
Stand by -

MARK. 192 READY, ETC should be AUTO.
AUTO. 13's the next aark. Stand by -
MARK. 190 MODE to AUTO. Okay, that doggone

and mow V "u" f
llckered a * a1 "- I Put those hub on good

O^Ool^Stind^
0
-

1 l ° aded that tape>
°" » y » ark " "ifl °«

CDR MARK. Went to mode check on 192. The

^!/ 0 / ?
U ° n Steady nOU> Ju3t turne <* that highspeed work and the tape motion light did this flicker

CDR
SPT
CDR

tape mot i on light

END OF TAPE
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CDR 92, the TAPE MOTION light 1

* on iteady now.

j«.t Suring that high .peed work that th« TAPE HOTIOII light

did this flickering. Got a good view of the Rockies

coweacrosstham. '

i * i

pit Yeah, they're beautiful.

CDR Okay. Next park la at 03;0Q. Correction -

03 ; 30 - 30. Stand by •

CDR
STANDBY .

CDR
CDR

Stand by
CDR

CDR
frames, 10

at 04:24.
CDR
CDR
CDR

HALF light
CDR
CC
SPT

HARK it. SHUTTER speed is fast. ETC to

Next mark 'a at 04 lOO.
a

Okay. Stand by. - - seconds 04:00.

CDR MARK , RADIOMETER to STANDBY. 193 is going

RoSl of Plu. 30. On ny .ark it will be .1,12. Stand by -

Got a REORDER

MARK. 190 INTERVAL golnfc to 10. ETC

fraaea per minute. (Garble) Okay. Next mark i.

Stand by -

MARK. SCATTEROMETER is ON.

MARK. RADIOMETER Is ON.

MARK. S192 MODE to READY

.

And the TAPE MOTION light U flickering.

05:12 is the next mark.

TV i looking beautiful.
Very good, Houston. I think you can see

the B ;'ov cover on the Rockies. The snov
,
really

the relief. Okay. We're pretty much past then now. We re

coming into some cirrus
CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT

to break

.

CDR
CDR

the ETC to STANDBY.
CDR
CDR

7 minutes on my mark. Stand by -

My next mark is 05:12. Stand by -

MARK. POLARIZARION going to 4 on 193.

Next mark is coming up at 05:44. Stand by -

Sure do hope this cloud cover is starting

MARK . 192 to MODE CHECK.

Okay. On my mark it will be 06:10 with

Stand by -
.

MARK it. Stand by. Next mark's at 7 minutes

Okay. We're coming up on 7 minutes.

CDR MARK

the ETC will go to AUTO
193 POLARIZATION to 1

.

Stand by

At 07 : 10

CDR
CDR
CDR

SPEED to MEDIUM

.

SPT
CDR
( R arble)

MARK it. Next mark at 07:55.

On my mark, it will be 07:55. Stand by -

MARK. S190 INTERVAL going to 20. SKITTER

ETC frames 4.8 per minute.

GOT IT.
Next ' s at 09 : 14 .
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PLT Okay, Let 's see. i» 3 : 4 5 (garble) 0. 1.
°DR Well did. you find it, Bill?

'

.
PLT ., No.
CDR Son of a gun. Cloud?
PLT Ye«h.
SPT

, ,

Certainly a good view of the Mississippi
as we come down here. See how it snakes around.

CDR We H. by the way, I
t,ot the Mississippi

site anyway. DAC ON. On my mark it will be 09 : U . Stand byCDR MARK
.

S192 MODE to READY , At 09:20 -
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to - -

END OF TAPE
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CDR -I got (garble) anyway. DAC , on. On

CDR MARK. S192 HOPE to READY . At 09:20.
MARK. SCATTBROMETER to STANDBY . MARK, at 22 RADIOMETER to
STANDBY. 193 angle going to soro. Looking for 34, stand
by. MARK. SCATTEROMETER , ON. MARK. RADIOMETER, ON. 09:56.
Stand by .

SFT Water down there.
CDR MARK. S190 interval down to 10 again.
SPT There's a little burning down there. I

think the (garble) top (garble).
PIT
CDR

of 10, framing from (garble).
PLT
CDR
CDR
SPT
CDR

your eight okay?
PLT
CDR
PLT

(garble) Okay
take bloom when I

SPT
PLT
CDR

to 5.1 f r inea per
CDR
CC

wardroom?
SPT

Bruce.
CDR
CC

light

.

CDR
PLT

that's on the

Okay, going back up now.
On my mark, 10:10, Ed, you want a frame

From 1 127.
Stand by -

MARK. At 10:10.
Got it.
And then at 11, you go back to 5.1.

Yeah .

Very good .

Okay , now let'
c loud free sight .

t see , there's Flouda
There's blooming. We'll

get to it

.

Are you able to see the delta there?
DAC ON , IMC OS

.

Okay, on my mark, it'll be 11:00 and ETC
minute. Stand by.

MARK .

Somebody bumping the TV camera in the

Okay, got them where you can see the delt

You got a malf light on jammer number 3.

Okay, it*9 probably the film depletion

I would think ao, yeah.
Okay, the VTS , I'm painting the blooming

right down to the (garble) And I change my
location to another area of blooming.

CDR All right, malf number 6 come on. You
got a (garble) All right, the next mark will be 12 : A 8 . That
be ETC to STANDBY in about 25 seconds.

SPT Roger

.

CDR Coming up on 12:48.
PLT DAC is off.
CDR S tand by

.

PLT Okay, camera up.
CDR MARK. ETC to STANDBY.
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JJ;
T (Garble) cloud ccv«r.

CDR At 54 POBing up

.

RADIOMETER - going XT- £"11*%™ <° »TAMMY -

at 0Q
CDR

M
MARK. 192 MODE to check. Fra»e. goingat 99. Hpuston. you want the Interval to .tay 10 or aSould

I .ova it down to 2 on this one? 191 to RBPBRBNCB 2.^ Go ahead and leave it at 10.

cal ."?4,ia.
0kay

* °
kay> BUl

'
Wa * V *S auto

PLT okay.

pp
T Are V° u picking up TV, Houston?

PLT w\\ indeed and lt '» Poking beautiful.
,

4 14:14, you aay

?

CDR Right, uh-huh.

oil JflJj ly*
flnUhi "« th « nadir avath.

CDR MARK, VTS AUTO CAL.
P^T MARK.

Standby.
AU " lhe ALTIMKTER'a S oin« on.

one, f?:00.
MARK

' ALTIMETER ON. 15 for the next

PLT MARK. Camera off.

r.«d y

CDR
UNL0CK Hgh.^ ^V™" U.K.; SUU ... .

up on"?: 00. Send Jj.""
Ug>"'

'

0k" • .««'«•
CDR S190 MODE SINCIE.

ENO OF TAPE
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C&R Okay, it coming up on 15:00.
by - '

'
'

" '

'

CDR MARK . S190 node single. Altimeter
unlock light U flickering occasionally, but regaining out
for the moat part. CharlU 6 it reading about 50 percent.

PI- r Well, we'va got Greenville, anyway.
CDR Next nark will be at 16 - 16(00. Stand by
CDR MARK. S19Q «ode single. Okay, at 16 : 25

it'll be ETC power on. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 16:2S ETC power on.
Stand by -

S190 aode to auto.

On my mark It'll be 16 : 33
CDR MARK,

mode to auto. St&nd by.
CDR MARK,

at 16:54. Stand by -

CDR MARK, at 54
CDR HARK,

got a flickering tape notion
MALF. Ready.

cc 10 seconds to LOS
Vanguard in 12 minutes. Out.

Stand

Powe r up .

At 16:40 ETC

Looking for a ready light on 19 1

17:00 192 -

17i00 192 *ode to READY. Okay
and had a flash in the recorder

see you over the

So long
It looks like we're getting a good

looking for some fault systems along there.
Next mark's at 17:42.
Venezuela Is booming in here loud and

lew of

Very good .

Coming in on 42, stand by -

MARK it. 192 to mode standby. 18:14

CDR
SPT

Venezuela,
CDR
CC

clear

.

SPT
CDR
CDR

is next.
PA0 Skylah Control at 20:18 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab space station Just crossing the coast of
Venezuela as we lost signal through the tracking antenna
there at Merritt Island. That Earth resources pass looks to
be a very successful one. Some excellent television out of
the space station's wardroom window shoving a number of things.
Cloud cover was fairly heavy off the coast cf the Pacific
Ocean as was expected, became very clear over the Rocky
Mountains where we saw some excellent snow cover shots, the
snow cover outlining the mountains very well and that of
course will be reflected in the photography taken by Skylab 'j
instruments. Also there was a overcast after the Rockies
over much of the central U.S., it became clear again in the
area of Oklahoma and Kansas . There were sites in both those
areas for other Government agencies. And the TV was excellent,
th,? Mississippi River appearing very very clearly on the TV
canera. That would indicate that the photography of much of
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central U.S. area from Kansas on night be quite - quite Rood,
And the photography over the Mississippi area wee also quite
clear. Pilot indicated that later in the pasa that he said,
"we got Greenville anyway," which is of covree the cotton
field site that was considered to be a primary site
for today* s activities. And a loo what appeared to be a

distinct sediment plume flowing off of a Florida coast,
presumably a river or bay emptying into the waters of the
Gulf, a very distinct color difference could be seen in that
area and of course that would require more technical
explanation but it appears to have been a sediment area,
that is to say either pollutants or sand or other things
mixed in the water that causes discoloration off the coast
of Florida. And some good pictures of the Gulf of Mexico
including television over Cuba, which is speckled with
clouds. The Pilot not taking any data of course in that
area but the Caribbean quite clear bryond Cuba and some very
good pictures over Venezuela, the operations officer In
the Earth resources backroom indicating that Venezuela
was a GO for a mapping project that data was very very fine
and the cloud cover as we could see it on the TV looked like
it would be quite acceptable for a napping project to be
completed in that area, that was one of today's mandatory
sites. So Mission Control is quite enthusiastic about some
very fine televison and also about good weather conditions
for today's Earth resovirces pass. A little less than 8

minutes from our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard.
This is Skylab Control at 21 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1«U Control at 20:57 Greenwich mean

time. The Skylab ipace station now over Brasil. It ha«

concluded It 1 * Earth reaourcee paai and we're now about.

58 aeconde fro* acquisition through the tracking ship Vanguard.

The pass through Vanguard la a ahort one at a very low elevation.

As the apace atatlon paaaea Juet over the horlion from Vanguard,

we expect about 4 minutes of acquisition through this tracking

antenna, Flight Director Nell Hutchinson very enthuslstlc

about the high quality of the television over the U.S. and

Caribbean and all the way through Venesuela haa asked the

TV to be replayed here In Mission Control for the flight

controllers. We're co»ing up live now at Vanguard for

Bruce McCandless, the Spacecraft; Communicator

.

CC Skylab, this le Houston through the

Vanguard for 4-1/2 - 3-1/2 minutes. Out.

CDR Roger.
CC And while you guys are. shutting down,

could we get a tape remaing measurement from you in real tirae

so we can plan tomorrow's EKP.P pass?
CDR We'll have it for you by next pass.

CC Oka y

.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact In 1 hour and 7 minutes through Goldstone

at 21:37. Coodnlght now.
PAO Skylab Control at 20:32 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station is now passing out of range of

the tracking ship Vanguard. Our next acquisition is approximately

an hour and 3 minutes away. ihat will be at Goldstone In

California. Earth resources pass is completed. Data at

Vanguard indicates that at least so far we have no p\<?blem

with the control moment gyroscope and that's a good indication.
Does not appear to be giving us any trouble at all at tV*is

point. We will undoubtedly learn more about that when xet

another acquisition, a little over an hour iron now. Skylab

astronauts Carr, Gibson and Poruc conpleted a very successful

Earth resources survey thin afternoon. Providing Mission

Control with home excellent television pictures during part

of their 7700 mile pass. Ground controllers watch live

television as the space station's electronic Instruments and

camera pointed at the sites from the Pacific coast of

Washington on up across the Central U. S., the Gulf of Mexico

and Caribbean Sea to the Orinoco River in the heart of

Venezuela. Nearly 2 dozen separate ueas were photographed

or scanned with Skylab's instruments today. 1 hour to our

next acquisition of signal, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control at 20 hour* 52-1/2 mlnutea

Greenwich mtan time. Tha SkyUb space station U now well

out of range of tracking antennas aiound the world. 4*

•lnutee before we'll have out next acquisition at Goldatone.

Flight Dlractor Nell Hutchlnaon Inform ua that things are

very hactlc over here In Miaalon Control. It's going to b«

a long time before he'll be able to get away for a change-

of-ahlft briefing. He gives ua a preliminary estimate of

5:30 central daylight tine for that change-o f -sh i f t
.

That's

fcbout an hour and a half from now. And he Indicates that It

may be a little bit later than that. We'll give you a better

announcement on that after our next acqulaltion of signal 44

minutes from now. This is Skylab Control at 53 uinutes after

the hour.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20:59 Greenwich i«an
time. Skylab apaca station •till About 37*1/2 minutes from
next acquisition of signal. Wa'va had a request for an ux-
planation of tha hactlc acltvity hare at Hlaslon Control.
Flight Plannar Nell Hutchinaon, who la now on duty aa Flight
Director, !• buay planning tomorrow's activities which include
two Earth resources passes. It's a rather complex flight plan,
and for that reason, he's spending a good deal of tins going
over It. Also, that live TV kept flight controllara pretty
busy for an extended period of tine. Right now, an evaluation
la going on tomorrow's Earth resources passes. Currently,
two of them scheduled, and the Earth resources personnel have
Informed us that they will have to do a change-out of soma
of the tape - magnetic tape for the Earth resources pass.
That will require some addition flight planning In the evert
that one of those passes might be cancelled. For that reason,
Nell Hutchinson's going to be tied up here for at least another
hour to hour and a half, and we do not expect to have an
available any earlier than 5:10 central daylight time for a

rhnnge-of -sh I f t briefing. An<l , nf course, that change-of-
shift handover la ,\ov In - i ti progress here in Mission
Control at the same time that the final touches are being put
on tho flight plan that Nell Hutrhlnnon's be working on. So,

activity is very brisk. Flight director Charles Lewis Is now
In Mission Control, and he is in the process of taking the
handover from Neil Hutchinson. However, Nell expects to

stay around for about another hour and a half. This is

Skylab Control, it Is now i*b seconds after the hour.

ENI> OF TAPE
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. PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 21:36 Greenwich mean
tine. Skylab space station is now about 56 seconds from
asquisition of signal through the Goldstone antenna. Pass
through Goldstone and Texas will last about 15 minutes and
we'll bring the line up for - the spacecraft communicator now
on duty here in Mission Control is Hank riartsfield, Charles
Lewis is taking over as flight director and we're still
expecting the change-o f - sh i f t to be about an hour away with
Neal Hutchinson the off-going flight director. An M-flare
was reported by Vela satellite here in Mission Control,
the crew has not had an opportunity to see it although they
are now in a daylight period with Science Pilot Ed Gibson
at the console. The flare took place just at the end of the
Earth resources pass when of course the space station was
not oriented for viewing the Sun. We're coming up live now
at the U.S., we'll bring the line up here.

CC Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone and
Texas for 14 minutes.

CC And. SPT, for info, we had in active
region 31 a subnormal, it started at 20:40, maxed at 43 and
was over at 4 1:08 classified throuph Vela in X-ray as an
M-l .

SPT Okay Hani:. Can I have those times
again, please?

CC Okay, it started at 20 : 40 wh ich was about
an hour ago, it naxed out at 20 :43 and was over at 21:08.

SPT Okay Hank, that's what I'm setting on
right now and it still looks pretty hot. I'm not sure
whether we can get anything out of it again but I've moved
the observing program over to there right now. And I was up to
abovit 50,000 - 45,000 counts in oxygen VI on 55 and I have gone
into MIRROR LINE SCAN' for them. I can go back into the
MIRROR AUTO PASTER , truncate it down to 13 If they like. I

gave them an GRATING AUTO SCAN when it was down there around
20,000, and I had 54 running in the - their sequence of MSIL64
and I've been giving 56 some PATROL SHORTS occasionally, if

they'd like to me to go into an AUTO LONG , if they leel they
have the film for It I'd be glad to. And I'm ready to go
with 82 and 82B if - if necessary.

CC Okay Ed. And we need l In- reenrdrr for -

for a dump.
SPT Okay, someone elsi has It, Hank, not

myself.
CDR Hill's debriefing . he'll be through

In a minute.
CC PLT, for info the recorder i« out of tape,

you're a I the end of tape.
PLT Okay , t hank you

.
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cc A nd Bill, I got a couple of notes here

for you. We're going to replace the S183 prep with some

S073 whenever you're ready to copy.

PLX Hank, I'm coming right down the,

California coast taking a bunch of handheld photographs,

can I hold off for about 10 minutes?
cc Sure thing Bill, we got about 11 minutes

left in *Ms pass, if you'll Just give me a call when

you're t:. rough. „ . _ rir>1

C(J And SPT, Houston. We prefer the PATROL

SHORTS in answer to your question and also we don't see

H-aJ.pha 1 running.
cc And SPT, if we could have the DAS a

minute, we'd like to work on nuZ

.

SPT You got it Hank.

S p T Okay Hank, I understand that MIRROR LI?<£

SCAN on 55 because the counts are relatively high, still up

around 50,000, if they'd like ne to start looking at the

total active region with a MIRROR AUTO RASTER down at line

13, I can do that.
Cc Okay, we'll check that Ed.

Cc SPT , Houston. We prefer the MIRROR LINE

SCAN .

SPT Thank you.

CC And the DAS is yours.

Cc SPT, Houston. Since we're getting kind of

tight on our film budget with S054, and we are in a flare fall,

we'd prefer to terminate the S054 pictures now.

SPT Okay Hank, and they are.

j>[T Clear day in Houston?

CC Say again.

P1T Looks like a clear day In Houston, I ran

see all the way .

Cc Oh, il was really nice out there today.

P]T 1 '
tn over Guadalajara.

PIT Okay linnk , what was the correction on thi-

S073
'cC Okay Bill. In place of the 183 prep i

that you got scheduled there around 22:03, instead of that

we'd like to do an S073 prep 4, It's not time critical, K"se

Nikon 02 with visible lens and later on this evening where the

S1H3 ops Ih scheduled for CUR Just so he car, be thinking

about it, we're g"lnp. to be dolnp, an SO 71 ops 2. And 1 n

addition after sunrise which comes -it 22:46 If you could

work It in we'd like t o do contamination I Alfa and Bravo of

STS windows I, i and , and for that w.-'d like to use Nikun

03 and the lipht mitrr, If you don't use the light meter !

have some settings for you.
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i

P
k
T

. .
Glvc me the settings, those things areawful hard to figure some times.

speed'of 1/1000 - ^ '
WlndoWS

.

3 ™« * F-4 and a

END OF TAPE
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cot - - some ime .

cc Okay, for windows 3 and 4 use £4 and a

speed of 1/1000 and for window 1, f-stop of 1.2 and one-

quarter second.
cdt Okay , I got it Hank

.
-

c" And we suggest that you do window 1 last.

CC
T

AnTskylab, for info, the tape recorder's

y ° Ur8
rns Thank you, Hank. n{rtn „

Cdr Hank, is - how is 82B situated for looking

looking at right now?
rr Okay, we'll check that.

CC SPT, Houston. In answer to your question

we have approximately 50 frames regaining. ^
''f/^/ 0 thaL

on ^ne point brightning Your Judgment on -h. h.r -
.

r.

jptting R ood data or not. You re clear to u*> /

see fU. And we're about 1 minute from LOS. Vanguard

will be coding up .t 02. ^
i ^ ^

8 ot was for 82A .
choosing a good one. I was wondering about

82B
-

cc Roger. That was 82B I was talking about,

B111
-o PT Oh. okay, they have 50 allotted for - for

this type of observation as part of this. Because right now

I'm reading 118. ^ ^ _ i ^ t ahQuld .

1 didn't make that very clear; we have 50 spare franes

according to what we've got planned.
cpt Okay, thank you.

J" And do - do you have an EREP tape mcKurcncn

fnr U

cn R I'll got it for you at the next station.

cSr sJili taking photos. The weather's so

beautiful. 1 can't got away from the windows.

rr I don't blame you.

FA0 Skylab Control at 21:52 Greenwich

oe an U.. . Skylab space station is out o range o the

\?tui s.:;:: :;.r;n;:uS
r

i:.
l

-hi;
u

i.:.:«-.;

[
° t:«::r;.::.:s-i?: :r;iiii / r
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resources pass and shortly after that went Into darkness. However,

Ed Gibson is now at the solar panel getting some data on
_

the post flare activity. That M-flare was one of the largest

seen eo far in this Sky lab Mission although it does not compare

in output to the X-rated flare or X-l flare that was seen

by the last Skylab craw. Bill Pogue, during this last pass,

did an extensive job of photographing the west coast, photographing

the California area us he went over Baja and down across

Mexico. He said l'..e weather was very, vevy clear and he could see

Houston all the way from Guadalajara, Mexico, several hundred

miles away and he also was taking pictuves even as we lost

signal with the space station as they were just off the coast

of Central America. So, no doubc the visual observations people,

will be happy to hear he got some rather extensive photographs

of the Western part of North America. Neil Hutchinson

Informs us that the change-o f -sh i f t briefing is going to

have to be pushed back another hour. We're now planning on

6:30 central daylight time for the ch ange -of -sh i f t briefing.

That's an hours and a half away .and again he is occupied

with tomorrow's activities of a fairly complex Flight Plan

schedule for tomorrow including a couple of Earth resources

passes and a tape change out. There was a question

right on the end of that pass about how much tape was remaining

so they can determine whether or not the change out will have to

be made as it appears now between the two Earth resources passes.

7-1/2 minutes to our next acquisition at Vanguard, this is

Skylab Control at 54 and a quarter minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours 1 minute
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab apace station is now 54seconds from acquisition through the tracking ship Vanguard.The pass through Vanguard will last a little less than 11minutes. We'll bring the line up live now for the SpacecraftCommunicator Hank Hartsfield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard, 9-1/2
m inu tea

,

, , ,
Hank

»
that ER£ P tape recorder measurement Is2.3 centimeters.

J4
CC Roger. Copy. 2.3 and for info, we'll besending up a pad here to support your S073 ops this evening.cur Okay.

L
SPT

,
Hank, if you could, would you please tellme what the X-REA has been doing over the past orbit?

cc Okay. I'll check it out.
SPT Thank you.

.

SPT
.

Hank, regarding the next orbit, if conditionsremain about the same a. they are now, or increase, I would -
Intend to remain in the flare wait -ode. I've already promisedthe commander some butter cookies when we get back, If I couldnave the orbit.

CDR You should hear him snivel, Hank

£
C He '» getting desperate, isn't he?

cp J l
1 '* wor9e than a fll 8 ht time (garble) hog.SPT Go ahead, Hank. 8

CDR

„ tJ
CC Okay, Ed. The last pass over Texas andGoldstone, the X-REA looked pretty much like background, butright now, it appears to be about ten times that.

.

SPT
,

okav
'

And I guess it's just'holdingstudy - steady pretty much at that level like the oxygen VIis, which is now pumping between - I guess you can Bee It -

a'lltn/M?^
54 X - U " lt *- Anfi 1 dld 9t "P the mirror around

point ^ ° Ut
"

t0 Vt' rlfy WC flrC on the lightest

nn fhf
C
y bi-a .

Roger. And It seens to us that the trendon tne X-RLA Is upward.

next orbit.
°kay

' ' *
prop09e we J U8t n 'in * hero

* PT We could a building block 32 in. Doneat - soon as we get above 250K and then come on over here and takea look, nt the active region 31.

v . " Roger. You beat us to the draw, there Ed.You re way ahead of us.

Sol hf!I u - u
1 VUh 1 C ° Uld for once * et ahe ad of oldSol here. He's been particularly sneaky.

CC Looki llkc h *'» waiting until nighttime
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to do hi s f lying

.

SPT That ' s right .

CC Ed, looks like t,.e X-REA's starting to

come back down now.
SPT Okay, thank you.
SPT Maybe It'll rest for Just 30 minutes and

then start up again. We can't bo always out of phase with it.

CC You'd think we'd get luc*y once in a while,
wou 1 dn 1

t you ?

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. Tananarive will be coming up in 19 minutes. And that'll
bo at 22:29.

SPT So long, Hank. Talk to you then.

PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours 12 ninutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is over the

South Atlantic, out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard.
Our next acquisition is 17-1/2 minutes away. That will be

at Tananarive. Just talked to Flight Director Neil Hutchinson,
who indicates that he's going to try and arrange the change-
of-shift briefing to be held here from Mission Control. It

will not be possible to ask questions of the flight director
under this arrangement. However, If we have questions in

advance, we'll ask him to answer them during his brief
statement on today's activities. We'll try and arrange that
perhaps in the next 15 to 20 minutes, depending upon when
ho can find a break. And we'll give you a brief announcement
in advance of his statement. That will mean that we won't
have the 6:30 change-of - shi f t briefing in Building 1, but

we'll Instead do it from hero in Mission Control. This is

Skylab Control. We're now 17 minutes from our next acquisition
of signal. It's 12 minutes and 46 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control ,it 2 2:15 Greenwich no an
time. The Skylab space station Is out of r.ingf of signal
right now but Neil Hutchinson is about ready to sit down
for a change-of-shif t briefing here from Mission Control
That change-of-shif t briefing should begin very shortly at
Mission Control Center and we'll be bringing that to you 1
the next minute or so. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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'

PAO Sky lab Control at 22:28 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now 55 seconds from
acquisition at Tananarive where we'll have a 5-minute pass.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson is getting a little refreshe
course here in Mission Control before he has the changc-rjf-s
report. And we expect that will take place shortly after
the Tananarive pass. We'll bring the line up live now for
Hank Hartsfleld, the spacecraft communicator. Charles Lewis
is the flight director on duty here in Mission Control at

rhis time.
CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive, 4

minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We ' re 1 minute from

LOS. We'll see you again at Goldstone at 23:17. That's
45 minutes.

CDR Roger, Hank. See you later.
PAO Skylab Control at 22:34 Greenwich mean

time. We've had loss of signal at Tananarive. Our next
acquisition is at Goldstone, 43 minutes from now. And we'll
try tnd persuade Neil Hutchinson to come up in the next
couple of minutes for that change-of-shift briefing. This
is Skylab Control at 34-1/4 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 3 t 16 Greenwich mean

If h I
SP<1C0 st 'it,on 13 now coming within rangeof the tracking antenna at Coldstone, where we'll have a

V
l

il,
m
r

P3SS
;

We ' n brinp th ° llne U P live «w for thespacecraft communicator, Hank Hartsfield.
, J

CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone lor
4 r.inutes ,

CDR Roger, Kank

.

CC Looks like active region 31 is stillcutting up .

SPT That's right, Hank, we're working it.
CC Skylab, Houston. There's a possibility

that we may get a reset on this cage coming up ut - „ n the- nextduitp commence, which is about 2 3:49.

™„<
S?

l v <
Mank

'
dld y ° U Say re3p t, I Just got finish.

d

coming back from one. We got a gimbal on a stop about Vtminutes remaining and I went into a 3-minute maneuver back.CC Roger. Copy.
SPT The region south of the original bright

poin has brightened up a lot and we got a point brightening
in Xin. monitor, quite strong, and image intensity count wasup when we went over to BERYLLIUM APERTURE 3. We startedinto the flare mode at around 43:16.

„ lt
CC

U1 u
Roger. We copy. And Just for info, at

rll ,; k n™ 9 ab ° Ut Sn h ° ur apo
'

we had bright surge onhe limb at 070. And at 22:44, which is just about sunrise

No'x-REA
3 9Ubn0rnal in 31

-
lt out at 22:4 7.

SPT When we came around the corner again, Hankwe were pegged high at 60,000 oxygen count and then going down.So, I suspected we were on the backside of southing. Rightafter w, came off of the maneuver back from glmbnl on .» stopwe were dsn pegged hifh at f.0,000.
CC An<1 w<> s«w tin- X-REA climbing on up here

now still. And w, ' r r ,,b»ut I r.lnute from UJN . V.-mruanl willbe coming up nt 19 with a reorder dump.
SPT Okay.

J

;<: F,i
.

c "i «•? R'-i f'>ur fr.it,c8 a minute on
H -alpha 1?

««'T You already it, Hank.
Thank you.

PAU Skylab Control at 23:22 Greenwich mean
time. ihv Skylab spa.e stuion is out of range of Goldstone

ll LiJVl '
OU

t

lhv Parlf,c C ° aSt ° f M" ,co
-

We'r. a?;,;,

Jerri rirr n"r
U

1

* 1 1
'

'l"
" 1 V™* uard

• astronauts,

.III , 7» '
.

° ,b!,0n
'

l1na Hf,J ^"i1

. «ero greeted with bo hgood and bad news today. lb, , , ew surveyed a 7 700 -m I I e -
I ,,„,
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pass across the United States, the Gulf of Mexico, and
Venezuela this afternoon. Excellent weather conditions
aided the Earth study as four electronic instruments and
seven cameras focustd on nearly a dozen areas for investigations
of resources, geology, agriculture and for mapping and oceano-
graphy projects as well. But Skylab chief scientist, Ed Gib-son,
the solar physicist who authored "The Quiet Sun" learned that
the excellent Earth research kept hira from viewing a solar
flare. The flare which included a medJun-sized burst of X-
r.idlatlon recorded by a satellite orbiting Earth, was one of the
largest since the crew went into orbit November \ ft , The
largest seen so far during Skylab IV by the crew is a C'flil

,

which is approximately the same range as the flare seen
today. It was an M-l flare that peaked out about 20:43
Greenwich mean time, a little less than 3 hours ago. Pre-
dictions that indicate there was a good chance of a C-flare,
and since that tine, there has been another subnormal flare
in active region 31. Both of these occurring in active
region 31. The subnormal flare did not produce any X -radiation,
however. That's the report frora NOAA, and of course, solar
observations are now taking up most of the crew's evening
titne, as the schedule calls for ATM activity to complete the
day, primarily today, it's been F.d Gibson at the MY, console.
He's been there for five passes with a total of about 4 hours
scheduled for - correction - with a total today of approximate]-*
7 hours scheduled for ATM observations in addition to thai
Earth resources pass. 14-1/2 minutes to acquisition at
Vanguard, this is Skylab Control.

END OK TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control .it 2 3:38 Greenwich mean
tine. Skylab space station is now coming within range of
the tracking antenna at Vanguard . Th is Vanguard pass will
last approximately 10-1/2 minutes. Bring the line up
live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard. At the presenttime the crew should be engaged In ATM activities for CommanderJerry Carr, that's scheduled next up on his list and in thesame time physical training period has been set aside for EdGibson while he takes a little relaxation from the ATM at

'

least that's what the schedule calls for although in the pass
,he s often traded off his tine to spend a little extra tine
on the ATM. We have seen some solar activity today *nd we
expect we may see some more so he could be there very well.
And this is an eating period now for Pilot Bill Pogue . We*are live now for air-to-ground at Vanguard.

cc Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for
10 minutes. And we're planning to dump the recorder here

CDR H ey Hank, Ed would like to know if they
N'OAA guys would like to send up another copy of 6 752 Bravobecause he can't read paragraph 2 about active region 31.

CC Okay, we can sure ship you another one.
CC For '-he SPT, I think all the lr>f 0 Is there ifyou could Just conjugate the h e

t

e r opo 1 a r 1 1 v of the desicrateand be occons t r 1 c t or , (Sic) I think It'd be very apparent
to y ou

.

SPT Say again Hank.
PAO Little doubletalk from Hank Hartsfield

there.
CC I'LT, Houston.
PI.T Rog , Hank .

cc }It, y BUI. you're scheduled for Hie lastATM pass of the day and we have a request for you, and ih.it
is that somewhere during that pass you give .j!) 1 minute of
H-alpha

1 zoomed all the way in on the VTff . An.' the reason
we're wanting this is to try to get some info on this
degradation in H-alpha image - H-alpha 1 iraa^e as it goes
through the day. And for info we're going to he asking for
the same thing tomorrow morning In the first pass so we cancompare the two.

PIT Okay Hank. Kd has the MI) A hatch barrlcade-t
up there In the forward airlock. And I'm not sure that I'M
be ahle to make it up to the AIM panel but If 1 can get on
there I'll Rive you a 1 -minute.

C(: Okay, we understand Bill, that - that
AR31 really seems to he nittinr op here this rv.ning.

,
'
,

:

T Go! UiK Swiss arroy knife out w.tilfn,' for m-

.

<;< SI' I, ItmtMon. Whenever i ^ ' « , . >r, u,. .. 1 ,. „ .
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we'd like to gee the H-alpli,, I nipht IVTFR1 OCX .

SPT Got it Hnr.k
C c!l t0 norH"l

at 03
CC Skylab

*
H-- to- ^'re

1 ninute to LOS
, Tanonari

„ ,

SPT
u
WeU Hank

'
1 think this time we flnillvRot one on the rise.

u unally
CC Sure looks like it . we're' real

they're goi„g over the hill right ^ g0 ^ ^f^?* 0
the darkness period. This is Skvl-iK r

50 minutes nfter the hour.
" ,V(

'
ll 1 n,,u

.

END OF TAHK
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PAO Sky 1 nb Control at 1 minute after midnight
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station Is now coming
within range of the tracking antenna at Tananarive. We'll
bring the line up for thif. pass through the voice relay sta-
tion there. It's about a 10 minute pass and the Spacecraft
Communicator is Hank Hartsfleld, Flight Director Charles Lewis.
Neil Hutchinson finally managed to escape from Mission Control
after a long period of workinp over tomorrow's instructions
for the Sky lab crew

.

CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive 8 ninutes.
SPT Hello, Hank. Let me tell you about a flare.
CC Okay, we're waiting.
SPT Okay. First manifestation of it was In the

XUV monitor. The brightening became more pronounced. We
always had a brightening as we've been workin? with active
region 31 on the pass couple of orbits but it was now more
intense and I saw a slight configuration (static) and the
PMEC was at a reasonable count. 1 don't recall what it was.
I think it was probably around 3 - 300 to 400 and it was not
fluctuating which led me to believe that we really - and witli
that I started the instruments all in their flare nodes. 54
in it's flare r - mode, MSIH, 64; AUTO, SHORT for 56 and I

night add I had to, several times here, I noticed that it
was hung up and I think we were running about a half up
there. 55 was already gone into MIRROR LINE SCAN and we
were right on the brightest point at the beginnJng. 82A got
a 20 second exposure right away since we had that set up,
and during that time all we had to do was hit the button.
82B, I gave it WAVE LENGTH SHORT, times 1/4 and then looked
it over again. At that time, the flare had spread a little
further into south in H-alpha. The X-rays had cone in the
PMEC and the image intensity count was going on. And it was
brighter yet in the XUV monitor and we committed ourselves
to a flare mode in 82A and 8 2 B . I think I might 've given
them another WAVELENGTH SHORT in there for sequence for 82H
before wo »l I d that. Al Mam peak, we cine out of the f Inr.-
modes for HZ A ;tn<\ H?B, .m-l ihr other Instruments r.».nhio<l In
flare mode . And I was counting number of days left versus t h<

number of frames left t rt 82A and B. We sure did use a bundle
but probably more so in 8?B. So I then played it by trying
to get .i reasonable data take on 82A. We- gave a 20-sccond
exposure at 24 seconds remaining, 21, 18 13 - 18 3 after we
came out of their tlare mode. For 82B, we gave then WAVE-
LENGTH SHORT times 1/4 at 25, 22, 20, 17. 12 minutes remaining
and then went to a wavelength - well, wave - data wait was
short and exposure normal. When the oxygen VI count was
down appreciably, that was 9 minutes remaining and at 4 ninutes
remaining, I had to truncate that last one at about 1-1/2
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minutes remaining which is slightly below 400 K. I put a
little longer version of what I've just done on tape. We have
a - the max we saw was 710 on the PMEC and about 70 on theimage intensity count. It may have been higher than that at
one time or another when we are not looking at it and that's
the short substance of it. I'll be glad to talk about it a
little more in detail on tape or on the air-to-ground if ycugot questions. Right now our frames remaining are reading -
I 11 start at the top 9389, 284, 30, 60, 1684, and 3286. Thetime at which I noticed it when I had gone into the flare
mode or had started the instrument in a rapid data-taking
mode was at around 22:15. I'd be interested to find out what
the rise observed on the ground was.

END OF TAPE
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CC Thank you Ed. Let rae see if there are

any questions from the backroom.
SPT While you're getting those, Hank, I'm

not sure what you have In the way of H-alpha down there.

But it was really nice to watch it change thera. The plate
that we've been seeing in active region 31 has been relatively
small with - it's been on the order of 5 to 10 arc seconds.
Round circular points of brightening off and on all after-
noon. Finally when the flar<i did cone the region to the

south spread out fron that point and then turned to the east.

And then a little while after that came out from that point
,

it went a little bit north, about as much as the point

(static)
CC Ed, we dropped out there a little bit. We

lost you there at Tananarive about a minute ago, so we didn't
copy anything you said there.

SPT What was the last thing that you copied,
Hank?

CC Okay. You were telling us how the flare
progressed through the region.

SPT Oh, okay. It went to the south initially,
and then to the east, and then the region to the north of it

from that point opened up and moved - moved a little bit north
and then to the west and we were sitting right in the center
of it. Even though the oxygen VI count had gooe down and we

were not always on the brightest point, we were still pretty
much in the center of it and I didn't change the pointing,
because It did spread out on either side of where we were,

toward a roll. I think we had a good roll for it each way, and

82B certainly had the slits filled with plage, flaring plage.

I shouldn't say filled, but we had a good portion of the silt,

maybe one quarter or so filled which means that I think that

first spectrum will be dominated by that. 55 was looking at

that bright point there before it flared, and even though the

oxygon VI countwas not always pegged high as the flare pro-

gressed, I still think they probably got some pretty good

time histories on them.
CC Thank you, we're about 30 seconds from

LOS.
SPT Okay. If you could, let me - tell me

when the people have come up with a good flare time, or rise
time to ths X-REA, and also instruntnt start time, I'd like to

see how close we really came to it.

CC Okay. At 23:16. Was that when you

started the 82A exposure?
SPT That's about when I recall, yes. Things

were going kind of fast there, Hank, and a minute or two
can make quite a bit of difference. So, I'd be Interested
In knowing right down to the minute what - when it was. That's
when I took a glance at my watch at that point when - after
I had started the Instruments. And that was what I was -
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that's what I saw. But 1 ni^lit have hem » minute before
that. I'm not sure.

PA0 Skylab Control at 13 minutes after
Greenwich midnight. The Skylab space station is now over
the Indian Ocean out of range of the tracking antenna on
the Island of Madagascar. During this pass over Tananarive
Ed Gibson went - finally went through a discussion of the
attempt to gather some data on that flare rise. lie has not
had confirmation from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and ground stations yet. But lie has - says
he has good reason to believe that they had good flare artiv
there. He could see signs of the peak spreading out to
the east from the solar region. He'd been watching a rather
small bright area, about 2 to 4C00 miles across, roughly the
of the United States, and said that flare spread waa'pretty
interesting to watch during that last daylight cycle. They
are now currently In a night period. And he believes that
he saw some indications of X-ray rises and for that reason
began his data take very early. Previous crews have had
only one significant problem in gathering data on a flare ri
Host of the smaller flares do not activate the warning syste
until it s really too late to gather the earliest data. And
that reason, although most of the crews have made an attempt
to gather data on the early stages of solar flares, they've
not been able to catch the very beginnings. They've alvays
caught it just before the peak. The peaks coming much on th
small flares than one might like. But it does look like K d
Gibson, at least made a very valiant effort to get very
early data on a solar flare. And we'll have to wait to see
whether this was a small sized flare or a medium sized one
Active region 31 has been very active today. It's already'
produced an M-level flare according to Vela satellite. Vela
does tend to read a little bit high, so the scientists in
the backroom are saying that it looks like it mav be a very
high C-class, probably a C-9 X-ray flare, which would make
that still a medium sized flare, and one of the largest ones
so far on this Skylab - in this Skylab flight, although a
good deal smaller than the X- 1 flare that was seen bythe
Skylab - second Skylab crew. We'll have to wait to ,-ut «ome
background data from 'J OA A on that flare activity, but we'd
expect by the time we have our next acquisition, ve may be
able to give Kd Gibson a more thorough report. 32 minutes
to acquisition at Hawaii. This Js Sky J ah Control at 15
minutes and U 5 seconds aft it the hour.

KND OF TAI'K
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we'U bring the line up for a pass lasting approximately

R.i/2 minutes. JO
SPT Hello, Hank, how do you read?

SPT Hello, Hank, how do you read.

cr Skylab, Houfton, how do you read.

SPT We got you loud and clear, Hank. How me

CC Okay, loud and clear now. We had a l.:tle

problem right there. We got about 6-1/2 minutes

i»ft through Hawaii.
.left ^„°

Ug
okay , i need some words from you on

oost f"re What '» working right now is we did a bulldog

Mock 32 a the very beginning. I looked at the core ,

6 d not see any appreciable change »cept for so„e s

streamers I'll mention in a . inute. Right now I

J
J

nf stretching out what we call post flare. tvery i>
cl , nrl

8 A and B are getting a 20-second exposure wavelength «

bulUing block. And a little spacing inbetween those. I d

nie o hear from the backroom what they desire
like to near answer for you

and v"re .»PP 'to gel 'the evening ...... report this

CC And SPI, one quick thing here. So ve can

... correction bet-een H-.iphe ! «* .;. P
J

«;

for about 1 minute. ,

SPT Okav, that's where we are now. And would
sri wMiy,>.

u .i.„. i i«ii>rtei on iionitor I

to " lf^' SPT, Houston what we'd llku to tin in

,.„.,"» the re 8 ; of the ..h.dul. *«• " " ll"

IB. is that right?
CC Affirmative.

HI Hani*, whenever you're ready for the

evening status I'll give it to you

C(; Okay, go ahead, Jerry.
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CDR Okay, you all finish with Ed? Why don't you
get all that squared away before I start? lie needs to know
when his call Is tonight, too.

CC That's right. I forgot to Rive hin that.
His phone call is at Hawaii at 2:24 and it's right antenna.

SPT I f>ot that, Hank; thank you.
CDR Okay, Hank, here It comes. Photo Log:

16-tni 1 lime te r : M1S1, ETC prep, Charlie India 81, 30, Charlie
India 77. And there's a footnote here. It says 2 to 3 seconds
of the cover partially off the supply and the - all the details
on that are on tape and they went on about 19:40. That's
transporter 08. Okay, EREP , VTS, Charlie Lima 11, 39.
Nikon 1, Charlie X-ray 4229; 02, Bravo Victor 29, 07 and
that anticipates 6 frames for the S073. Char - number 03,
Charlie India 115, 31: number 04, Bravo, Echo 10, 41;
5, Bravo Hotel 06, 31. 70-rai 1 1 ine te r , Charlie X-ray 46 , 150.
ETC, Charlie India 12, 080. EREP, set X-ray 0396, 2576,
0120, 9481, 1252, 0188. Drawer A: transporter 02, Charlie
India 81, 30, Charlie India 77.

END OF TAPE
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CDR v ' Okay, in case I might have confused you,

it look* like the Ml 51 data was put on transporter number 2, .

t ra nsporter ' nutabe r 8 is the one where the cover came off.

CC *> .-''''Okay, we got it and we got about a

minute left.
CDR Okay, we're going to recheck that, I

think we're going to have to correct it.

CC Okay, Skylab, we're about a ninute from LOS, the

next pass is at Vanguard at 17, and that's your med conference.

Also as a reminder here you have a sextant thing to be done at

1:30, if you wouldn't mind we'd like you voice that data down

to us at 02:24. o And I got a couple of more items for you,

I guess I'll have to get them there and maybe the rest of

the evening status if you can do it Jerry.
CDR Okay, I'll hustle the evening status.

Sleep: CDR, 7.0, 6.0 heavy, 1.0 light; SPT, 6.0, 5.0 heavy,

1.0 light; PLT, 6.5, all heavy. Volumes: 130; 130: 180.

Water gun: 8739: 4781: 1186. Body mass: 6.312, 6.308,
6.314; 6.359, 6.365, 6.364: 6.249, 6.254, 6.256. Exercise:
CDR, no change; PLT , no change; SPT, standard minus Alfa.

Medication: CDR, none; SPT, 2 asprin; PLT, Afrin at noon.

Clothing: CDR, T-shirts, socks, shirts and trousers; SPT, - -

PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 57 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station 19 out of range

of Hawaii. The evening status report there not quite
concluded at the end of the pass. And our next pasj coming
up at Vanguard 20 minutes away is the private medical
conference this evening. Science Pilot Ed Gibson is undoubtedly
going to be asked about his sleeping habits again tonight.
Flight Director Charles Lewis indicates that the teleprinter
pads are behind schedule again after a great many changes
had to be made this afternoon in a number of extra pads for

tomorrow's double Earth resources passes, that requires
separate sets of instructions for Earth resources pass and

also for an alternative Flight Plan in case the Earth resources
pass or passes have to be canceled. So that's a long supply
of teleprinter pads again tomorrow, and those messages will

have to be upli-.ked during the night. So If the science

pilot's sleeping In the airloik nodule he nay hear the r.ound

of what the crew has called the woodpecker for good many

hours tonight. Our next acqu silion after Vanguard is a Ions
way away, it's ircund the nlohe to Hawaii again an hour and
26 minutes from now. This is Skylab Control at 58 rinutes
after the hour.

END OK T A P

K
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PAO Skylab Control at 01:17 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station is now coming within range
of the tracking antenna at Vanguard where the private medical
conference is scheduled. This is a rather lengthy pass, about 9-1/2
minutes, so we expect that the crew will cone back for at

least a brief bit of air-to-ground to finish out the evening
status report to that the crew can be left alone for the

rest of the evening period. NOAA in f orma t i on given here to

the scientists in Mission Control indicatea that that flare
activity that Science Pilot Ed Gibson hoped he'd gotten
was in fact a good flare and the best one of the Skylab
mission so far. The flare was rated C-9, which is just

below the M- level. It's about a medium sized flare, and the
biggest one so far seen by this Skylab crew. A larger flare
activity has been seen during the three Skylab missions, but

this was the largest to be caught by the crew. The flare started
at 23:14 Greenwich mean time. At that point it was belov
a C-l or a relatively low powered flare, just in its rise

period. It reached its peak at 23:24, at which time it was

a C8.8 or about a C9 . It was halfway down to a normal level
by 23:48, and it ended at 00:16 Greenwich mean time. I'll
repeat those times for you. The start time for the flare is

23:14, reached its peak at 23:24, it was halfway down from
its peak by 23:48, and it had reached an end point or back
to normal by 00:16 Greenwich mean time. Ed Gibson informed
the ground earlier that he had started his activities about
23:16. He did not give an exact time, buc indicated it was

around 23:16, which would have been 2 minutes after the flare

activity was first started. But the ground believes, based on

some data they have here on the instruments operation, that
the X-REA data was being taken at about 23:14:30, which would
mean that Gibson had the X-REA equipment, which is the primary
equipment for this solar activity, on within 30 seconds of

the beginning of the flare. That certainly meets the highest
desires and expectations of both the science pilot and the ground
scientists for gathering data on the flare rise. That should
give some very important information about the solar activity
that so far has not been understood well by scientists on the
ground. None of the previous crews were able to get a

flare rise. They always managed to catch the flare rather veil

along into its development and this early data consisting of
photography and X-REA information should give very extensive
information about the growth of a flare, from its earliest
stages all the way to its peak, and then through its con-
clusion. Science Pilot Ed Gibson finally reaching that goal
that he had sought. Some disappointment in his voice earlier
when the Earth resources pass took place during a flare just
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about the same size as this one. The flare, of course not
observable during an Earth resources pass as the solar
instruments are not pointed at the Sun during passes over
the Earth, when the Earth instruments are on the ground.
But Ed Gibson got a second chance today and the second chance
paid off very well as he acted extremely quickly, using good
judgment and showing that some X-REA indications that were
very, very preliminary turned out to be good indications
of a growing flare. And he did get that we believe now
within 30 seconds of its very earliest stages, and that's
excellent information. We're coming up live at Vanguard and
we'll bring the line up in the event that this private
medical conference does come live to air- to-

:
,.round for Hank

Hartsfield and the flight crew on duty.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AO - got you for

about another minute and 20 seconds. I know the SPT and
the CDR are about to be real busy here. We missed every-
thing after he started into the closing on the evening status.
If it was convenient, we sure would like to get that down
at 02:24. Have two other quickies for you. For the PLT,
don't forget to give us a little VTR on the H-alpha 1, and
so we can look at that degradation. Also, in regard to the
beep you've been having, on panel 200, we could open up to-
night, that audio an s ten Buffer amp 1 circuit breaker and
leave it open all night, and that - we're wondering if we
leave it open awhile, that night cure the problem. We don't
know, but it's worth a try. And the only thing, with that
breaker open, you will not be able to do any voice recording.
And also, regarding the M092 this morr\ng, if you did record
the data, we didn't get it, and we're about 30 seconds from
LOS. The next site is Hawaii at 02:24, and that's the SPT's
phone call with a right antenna.

PLT Okay, Hank. I didn't put anything on the
VTR because I thought you were rewinding it. Have a green
light on when I got up here.

CDR And Hank, as far as we know, H092 should
have been recorded. We were all set up.

CC It's Just the voice data wt-'re mlssinp.

.

CDR The voice data.
CC That ' s af f lrnative

.

CDR Okay.
SPT Hank. 1 already did that (static)
PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 28 minutes

Greenwich mean time. They're out of range now of Vanguard.
Out next acquisition 56 minutes away is at Hawaii. During
this pass we only had about a minute of air- to-f-round as
tht> private medical conference took up most of the pass.
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A rtrtiin amount of time, of course, required for the
cinif Icurollon to be changed so that the ground can talk
directly to the crew after the private medlc.il conference.
Hank Hartsfield passing up a ncasage asking them to put a
little TV on H-alpha so that the ground can determine how
much degradation may have taken place in the monitor for
that. And also the report came back from the crew that
chey'd thought that the VTR was being - the video tape recorde
was being rewound. And it came as news to the ground. They
didn't realize the green light was on- and they had not been
rewinding the video tape recorder. So, it looki like we
may have to talk to them again 56 minutes from now at
Hawaii, at which time we might find out what they were
saying at the end of that pass. A good deal of conversation
that did not reach the ground as the space station was going
over the hill at Vanguard. 55 minutes to acquisition at
Hawaii, it's now 29 minutes after the hour, and this is
Sky lab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAQ Skylab Control at 2 hours 33 minutes.

We're cut of range pf Hawaii on what may be the last pass of

V.e eveVi*:. Hank Hartsfield passing up "•"«« ^^.^
like to uplink the teleprinter messages until

0J.00
Greenwich

m an time That's an hour passed the nonlnal s ,ep time or

the crew. If there is any disagreement from Science Pilot Ld

Gibson, he should give us a call back. That anomaly on CMG

number 2 which Is first seen here at Hawaii, looks like a

fai !y -'fairly serious one, not tremendously different from

he" earlier ones, but the currents are up a bit higher han

we've seen before - about 3 to 4 percent as opposed to the

usual 2 percent increase, and the wheel speed is down about

60 rpma, that's only slightly more than normal. And, also

the temperatures have crossed over with the temperature of

beating number 2 about a degree higher than bearing number 1,

as opposed to the usual bearing number 1 - about 2 or 3

degrees warmer than bearing number 2. So, we do have another

CMC anomaly this evening This is the first one since be f ore

the crew awakened this morning. Science Pilot "Gibson as

we were Informed by commander crew (sic) during this last

oase. did take the final two solar passes, interestingly

enough he had borrowed a pass from Commander Jerry Carr when

he got the flare rise that was observed earlier this evening.

That was originally scheduled for Commander Carr but Science

Pilot Ed Gibson, not wanting to get away too far from the

solar activity, kept his eye on the Sun and got some very

interesting data there. We have some information from the

people in the backroom. The chief scientist on duty in the

solar activity room is Neil R. Sheeley - S-R-E-E-L-E-l
.

He

ia th* associate - one of the associate investigators on

S082, which is the prime beneficiary of the solar act vity

today and the central device for •tudying the 9 ° lar / la/*
activity that was seen this evening, Dr Shee ey -aid that

"nobody else as far as we know" - I'm quoting him - nobody

else as far as we know has been able to catch a flare fron

beginning to end. It was a challenge to Gibson to do better

till anyone had ever done before on Skylab." Neil said that

he wasnTcertain that we wouldn't find, in going back through

all of tie data, the thousands and thousands of pictures

taken on previous Skylab missions that ie might not have been

accidental - that a previous Skylab crew might have go cn

some data lust by accident, having operated the equipment durir

a flare rise. But «o far to the best ot his knowledge, we

have no data on flare rise until tonight. Neil vent on to

•av "The Importance is that certain things happen in the

rise of a flare that don't happen any other time. One or

these is the flash phase. At some time in the n * r * a9 ° °*

radiation, there Is a 20 - 15- to 20-second period In which
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the energy Increases very qu:ckly. We had no way of plotting
or predicting it; it can tome at any time. There is a rea-
sonable chance that he got it and we don't know exactly
when St occurred or exactly when he started. I', 'ooks like
we'll have to wait for the film to find out." Dr. Sheeley
also indicated that he thought this was extrenely exciting.
He - I a9ked him how exciting he felt it was and he said,
"You can look at my handwriting; it gets pretty bad." He
said that he was running very quickly and trying to keep -

keep his eyes on what was happening and trying to listen to
everything. There wasn't any shouting in Mission Control,
or In the backrrom where the science officers work, but he
said there was quite a lot of excitement back there and
certainly one of the most exciting times he's had. He said,
"It was very exciting for the crew and for mission planners,
and if he got the rise it will be very exciting for scien-
tists," after the mission is over. One of the other solar
the solar planning officer in the backroom said that the
flare provided "much greater activity than anticipated. The
final magnitude of the flare, particulary excited us." And
a little note on something that was said earlier and com-
pletely vent over our heads and over the heads of other
people, I'm sure. Ed Gibson asked for a repeat of a message
that had been sent up on the teleprinter last night. lie

asked that the ground trans - send up the message again and
indicated that the first copy of the message had been garbled
in transmission. The reference, although we missed it at the
tine, was to a solar activity pad that came up in the morning.
The solar activity pad was referring to active region 31,
where two large flares were seen today or two C-9 flares
were spoted. In looking at that active region 31 last night,
the solar activity message to the crew was sent up by tele-
printer said, referring to active region 31 on the Sun's
western half, " Although bright, it is too small to be con-
sidered a likely source of any but minor activity." That
solar activity message that Gibson described as being
garbled, of course, was not garbled at all. It came through
quite clearly, but the prediction was way off for solar
activity In active region 31. because there was certainly
a great deal of activity. Two of the largest flares seen on
this Skylab mission, .ill hough nothing to compare with the X-l
flare seen by t ho second Skylab crew. Vhen the science pilot
asked for the message ;md saying that It was garbled and asked
for the retransmission, Hank H-irtsfi«ld replied to Ed Gibson
with doublctalk. Neil Sheely is pa r t 1 c u r a r ly excited about
the work with SQ82 . It's providing hlra sone problems now
in determining how to use his remaining film. A good deal
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of film was shot of Ci.e activity today. That film which
includes spectro - spectrohellograms and spectrograms should

indicate the temperature and density of the region of the Sun

where the flare activity occurred. It also indicates that over

a period of time by keeping clos»; tabs on the exact activity

and shov'.ng the solar activity over time by stretching the

Sun out over a long piece of tape - a long piece of film. The

primary importance of the flare activity today and the early

rise time, we believe that crew - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 2 hours 55 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is off the coast
oT Chile, about to be acquired through the Vanguard tracking
ship. This pass through Vanguard will last a little less
than 10 minutes. We'll bring the line up live for Hank
Hartsfleld. We don't expect to have any conversation
here 'at. Vanguard. However, we may get a call out from
Science Pilot Ed Gibson who is busy with a private phone call
at Hawaii. Science Pilot 'still gotten full confirmation
of the times of the flare earlier tonight. We don't expect
the ground to call up with that Information but he may very
well ask for it. We'll bring the line up live now at

Vanguard

.

SPT Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead .

SPT You can go ahead and turn the woodpecker
a loose now. I'll probalby be up for another hour or so. Onto
1 go to sleep the woodpecker isn't going to keep mo awake.
So Just let him peck away until he's completely happy.

CC Okay ,' we won't do anymore after 04:00
Ed, and we sure appreciate it. We'll probably uplink for a no the
hour. Just a little info you might be interested it. We
recorded that the flare started at 23:14, Batched out at
23:24 and was declared over at 00:16 and a V«la report
gave It prelinary as a C-9.

SPT Okay, very good. Hook it up to a M-l.
What - do you have PM - the tine we got the instrument going?

CC Ed, we're still pulling the data out.
Take a look at It but it looks like that the 82's came on -

you got those going at 23:17:43.
SPT Okay. I think probably 54. and 56 were

the earliest; they were a little bit before that.
CC Okay, it's going to take us a little bit

longer to get all the data snipped by the HDRS but it looks
like we got it well before max.

SPT Yeah, what - well, maybe Bill t.cnoir can
ro into details tomorrow morning, when they say it begin at
14 what - what that really mean.

CC Okay. I guess I'm goin* to need to dig
into that a little more but Vela reported that it started and -

at that time and that it was below CI at that time.
SPT Okay, thanks very much, Hank.
SPT Good night, Hank. We'll talk to you

tomo r r ow .

CC Okay, Rood night. Get a good night's rest
guys .

SPT Will do and try to arrange another one
of those for tomorrow, Hank.
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today's flare data which, of course, was very important, also
used up a good deal of film, i number of photographs taken
over a fairly extended period of tine, So for that reason
now we're going to be making attempts not to pursue flare
and they think they have some very good data on this one.
They'll reduce their flare photography for the next few days
and attempt to stretch that film out to get regular data
over the entire 84-day mission. The film will, of course,
be changed out at the final space launch which is scheduled a
few days before the crew comes back to Earth. We have the
Skylab Mission surgeons daily report on crew health. We'll
read that for you at this time. The Skylab Crew has no
significant medical problems, but the Science Pilot had a
medical headache - had a mild headache this morning quickly
relieved by asprin and the Pilot had raild conjestion controlle
the the topical decongestant availabe to the crew. Signed
by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky for Dr. Hawkins, the medical operations
director. That concludes the mission surgeons daily report
on crew health. We're coming up un acquisiton of signal
at Ascension where we will have a 6-1/2 minute pass,. We agai
do not expect conversation. The crew is scheduled to be
retiring at this point but we'll keep thy line up live in
case there Is some additional discussion and we'll also
give you the final report on that status on that control
moment gyroscop?.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 3 hours 18 minutes
and 45 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is now crossing the coast of Africa, 37 minutes from its
next acquisition of signal and mission controllers do not
expect to hear again from the crew tonight, they should be
going into their sleep period, we do expect a couple of the
c rewraembers to be retired at this point. Science Pilot Ed
Gibson may be staying up a little late. Skylab Chief
Scientist Ed Gibson had a dream come true tonight, and his
fellow solar scientists here in Mission Control Center are

'

still buzzing. Gibson, a so lav physicist and the author of
a text book called "thThe Quiet Sun," has been spending long
hours observing the Sun In the hope that he might catch the
earliest stages of a solar flare. Tonight Dr. Gibson was
working at the controls of Skylab's solar instruments when
he thought he saw early indications o f increasing radiation
in a storm center on the western half of the Sun. The X-
radiation, scientists learned later from an orbiting satellite,
was to reach a peak level as great as the Skylab crew has
seen during their 9-1/2 weeks in space. Gibson's quick action
and good Judgment should provide scientists on the ground
with extensive data on the conditions that generate the
tremendous bursts of energy released in solar flares. Today's
combination of skill and good fortune will aid scientists
in unraveling the mystery of the Sun's explosive atmosphere.
The evening's excitement made up for the lack of information
on an equally large solar flare that the astronauts missed
this afternoon while they were surveying conditions here on
the Larth. That Earth resources pass today was an extremely
successful one and the live television picture provided for
Mission Control was certainly one of the most exciting pictures
of the mission. This has been a very successful and exciting
day marred only I guess this evening by an anomaly again
on control moment gyroscope number 2. That anominaly does
appear at this time to be in fhe process of correcting itself,
but if this runs as many of the* have it should go on for
probably another hour before It finally disappears. That
anomaly tonight is the worst one that's been seen in the past
month since the heaters for the attitude control gyroscope
have been managed by miaaion controllers. However, 1 might
add that _.nomalies of equal neverity have been acen at least
six occasions before heater management began Just before
Christmas. Skylab crew will be awaking tomorrow at 6 o'clock
central daylight Use, 11:00 Greenwich stan tint a little less
than 8 hours from now. They'll be going to bed a bit early
tomorrow night in preparation for an early Earth resources
pass the following day anl that erhedule will be also followed
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the folJowing night, tomorrow night their bedtime will be
1 hour earlier, and the following night they'll be in bed:
2 hours earlier so they can get up a bit early in the
morning for an Earth resources pass. Until 6 o'clock
tomorrow central daylight time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab
, Houston, AOS Madrid for 8 minutes .

If you guys would like to hear some news, I have some here for
you .

_

PLT Rog . Go ahead , Dick .

CC Okay. Washington: President Nixon will
deliver his State of the Union address before a Joint session
of Congress and a nationwide broadcast audience at 9:30 p.m.
eastern daylight time on January the 30th. The White House
and Cony re ss iona 1 loaders announced the scheduling Monday.
Sixon had originally arranged to give the address at 12:30
on the 29th then changed it to 8:30 that day at the suggestion
of Senate Minority Lender Hugh Scott. It later turned out,
however, that an evening address on the 29th would
conflict with a National Press Club dinner honoring returning
members of Congress. The President is said to be considering
February 1 for transmission of his annual economic message
and February ith for submission of his budget. Again Washing-
ton: Early action by the Senate Rules Committee is expected
on a comprehensive reform bill including the use of tax
funds to finance federal election campaigns. Committee
Chairnan Haward Cannon, Democrat of Nevada, is committed to
reporting; a bill within 30 days and a tentative draft is already
being, circulated for comment. It also includes a measure
passed by the Senate last year, but not acted on by the House,
that would sharply limit campaign contributions and expenditures.
Tel Aviv: The Israeli state radio says the withdrawal of
Israeli troops on the Suez front will begin Friday from
around the city of Suez, at the southern end of the Suez Canal.
A United Nations 'official said Egypt and Israel have scrupulously
observed the cease-fire since they signed the disengagement
agreement 1 as t wee k . Me j>nwh i 1 e . t he foreign Minister of
Kuwait said speculation that the cutbacks in Arab oil produc-
tion would be restored because of the agreement was premature,
and the oil minister of Qatar indicated there would bo no
chanpe in the situation. Washington: The head of the Justice
Department's organized crime section says arrests have caused
disorganization In some of the nation's crime syndicates.
William S. Lynch said many crime bosses have been imprisoned
causing internal disarray in their organizations, although
they can still exert some influence on the ilh^al operations
they ruled on the outside. Honolulu: A statewide gasoline
rationing plan similar to one used in Oregon will go into
effect in Hawaii on February the 4th. The acting govc">or says drivers
with even-numbered license plates can buy fuel on eve- umbered
aays and those with odd-numbered plates can purchase gasoline
on the other days. Service stations will be open Monday through
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Friday and drivers will be allowed to fill up only If their
tanks are at least half empty. The governor has said 92
percent of the state's service station operators have agreed
to comply with the voluntary plan. The state proposal is
called "Caspian." It will be publicized by a $25,000 advertising
campaign. And the plan was created by the state's energy
task force. The Internal Revenue Service says it is probing
reports that some Chicago area service stations are charging
customers membership fees before selling them gasoline. George
Levin of the IRS price stabilization office said the
membership connection for gasoline purchases is illegal. He

END OF TAPE
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»e«berahip fees before selling them gasoline.George Levin of the Price Stabilisation Office, said themembership connection for gasoline purchases is illegalHe said there have been some reports across the country 'thatsome stations have been charging up to $25 for a yeaMomembership Chicago: Admiral Hyman G. Richover and hs Sew
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days' performance of this exj-'rireent has been cancelled because
of inclement weather on the Eastern Seaboard. Next acquisition
in 24 minutes and 45 seconds through Carnarvon . This i

s

Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 11 hours and 40 minutes.

END OF TAPE "'
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich n^n time
12 houra and 4 minutes. Acquisition coning through Carnarvon
in 50 seconds. The first Skylab EREP pass today, is fio» oneextreme to the other as the spacecraft crosses the vest coast
of the United States. It will be at predawn over th^ westcoast. Instruments aboard Skylab will be gathering data ongeothermal sources, special interest, gathering informatio

CDR Roger, Dick.

^ Skylab. Houston. We're about a alnutefrom LOS. Honeysuckle comes up ? ninutes from now and Binjust a reminder, you might want to jot down the tiae but l.iteron today, your phone call is set un at 01:40 at Hawai'
PLT Roger

, 01:40.
CC Roger

.

SPT
,

An<1 Dick
'

f" the 8 2 A folks. I gave them twexposures at a roll of 400. Tell then I 'n sorry; I g a ve thensome additional exposures at the correct roll
CC Roger, Ed.

.

PA °
1A ,

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
2 hours 10 minutes with loss of signal . through CarnarvonAcqu sit on will be coming through the Honeysuckle trackingstation in 4 minutes and 55 seconds as the crew of Skvlah TVbegin their 68th day in orbit, day 25 3 for the 100-ton so Jostation. Systems aboard Skylab space station perforate

Tilt
n

tll
y
ll

hW n ° rnin
f̂

Tem P eratu 'e the vehicle at wakouptime was 74 . 4 degrees fahrenhe i t . Down 1 degree fror, yester-

r^T" ! , .

S " ylab P«-ently In orbit of 2 32.7

this one returned to normal at Greenwich mean tim- 9 hoursand 36 minutes. Three EREP data takes today. The first ovorthe United States. Two separate takes. One over the west
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coast and one over the St. Lawrence River. The third datatak. over Africa. Total of 22 hours of science time todaywith science hours assigned / hours and 5 minutes to th-Commander .Gerald Carr. 7 hours and 28 minutes for SciencePilot Ed Gibson and 7 hours and 40 minutes assigned to Pilot

fl I lt*"Uu
TW ° h ° UrS and 4 * minutes of manned observationfrom the ATM control and display panel scheduled today. We'll

< nf t I J"
6 U P fcr Chl8 P a8S trough Honeysuckle. CAP CO MMis Dick Truly. Flight Director ia Phil Shaffer.

,
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Honeysuckle

then
VCry 8 Pass. Texas comes up at 12:45. See you

., .

PA0
, , ,

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
12 hours 17 m nutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.Goldstone will be next acquisition in 27 minutes and 25seconds At Greenwich mean time 12 hours 18 minutes, this
is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control , Greenwich wean time
12 hours 44 m Inut es . We ' 1 1 have acquisition through Goldstone,
as Skylab space station now in its 3651st revolution crosses

\ ove r Baja, California. Acquisition in 40 seconds. Activities
today highlighted by three separate Earth resources data takes.
A total of 22 hours of science gathering, today. A pair of
medical experiments with the science pilot, Ed Gibson, serving
as the subject. We' 11 bring the line up for this state-
side pass , as we've had a changeover in command here at the
Mission Control Center. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson in
charge of the silver team of flight controllers taking over
the reigns from off-going Flight Director Phil Shaffer.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone,
Corpus Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 16 minutes.
Good morning.

PLT Good morning, Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. For the CDR.

Over.
CDR Roger , Bruce .

CC Rogt'r, Jerry. Cancel F.RKP 36 ttiis

morn.ing. And the reason for this is the CMG-2 bearing symptoms
are evident again. The thing has been in distress continually
since about the tine you turned In last night except for
a couple of 1-hour periods. We thought we about had it made
here this morning and then cotnlnp up over Honeysuckle this last
pass , f in i shing up the gravity gradient dump, why it went
back the other way again. And you're still in a distress
condition with bearing 2 temperature running about 0.8 to 0.7
of a degree above bearing 1 temperature. And the wheel speed
down a little bit. Over.

CDR Okay . Thank you , Bruce

.

CC Roger . • , I guess, the message here is
press on vlth the alternate :. j,ht Plan and we'll have some
more words foi you here in a few minutes.

CDR Okay

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, regrouping here.
As soon as the SPT is able to pick up the alternate Flight
Plan and gets up to the ATM panel, what we'd like him to do
Is do a building block 32 quickie, followed by going into
the flare wait mode on active region 31. In active region 31,
we currently show a background of Charlie I , beryllium count
above 3300. For the CDR , transition to the alternate Flight
Plan, you need to clo.se off the 02 valves, M509 Bravo,
at the time listed on the PLT's details for the nonlnal
Flight Plan. We're going over the hill here. We'll see you
at Madrid in 4-1/2 minutes. Over.

PLT Rog.
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours and 3 minutes with loss of signal through Rernudi.
Next acquisition through Madrid in 2 minutes and 45 seconds.
The crew was informed through Bermuda that continual distress
of the CMC number 2, the planned EREP pass across the States
on the next revolution will be cancelled. The bearing tempera-
ture number 2 io 0.8 to 0.7 higher than bearing temperature
number 1. Wheel speed's again down and amp - amp hours -
amperes up in CMC number 2. Flight director Neil Hutchinson
made the decision to cancel. He did not want to place any
more stress on the CMC at this tine. CMC number 2 has been
active - acting up frequently since the start of mission
day 68. One long anomaly occurred between Greenwich mean
tine 2 hours 23 minutes lasting more than 3 hours. The
second one began at Greenwich mean time 8 hours and 8 minutes,
and ended at Greenwich mean time 9:36. However the CMG-2
has not quite returned to its normal mode. EREP pass' scheduled
for later today is still on, however, while flight controllers
assess the condition of CMG number 2 . The crew has an
alternate Flight Plan on board for the day adding additional
housekeeping chores more ATM observation and operation of S073•camera through the antisolar scientific airlock. Bringing
the line up for CAP CO MM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid
:or 9 minutes. Catching up on our Flight Plan here, we'd
like Bill, during his currently carried open housekeeping around
14:00 to do an S073 PR-4 and plan on catching the S073 operationsblock that starts a little after 15:00. Over.

PLT Roger, Bruce.
cc An<1 w e show that you will not have to do

the film changeout . Go ahead and use the camera and lens
reference for the first set of S073. That's Bravo Victer 29
Ove r .

PLT Ro f?er. Go ahead and use the magazine
that's in the camera

.

CC Okay. Correction. Use the lens specified
for the second set of operations. Just carry over the film,
don ' t reload .

PLT Okay

.

CC An <* we're going to dump your data/voice
tape recorder if you're not using it.

PLT Okay, Bruce.
CC And for Ed . If you're up listening at

A™;,'' e '

d Uke 10 remlnd y° u that we did not want to operate
8 2A or 82 B at all during flares. Over

SPT Roger, Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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cc SPT, this 1 8 Houston . I've got a aolar
activity update for yoi .

• SPT . Go ahead.
cc Okay. Latest box scores in active region

31, continuing to flare. Got a subfaint class flare at
11:00, peak at 11:05, ending at 11:16. Subnormal starting
before 12:00, peak at 12:05, ending at 12:12. And the garble)
satellite reports X-ray background at 1.1 times 10 to th*
ninus 3 unspecified units, Charlie 1, region 31, aiill remains
quite potent, and due to its limb proximity a significant
or H class flare may generate a coronal transient in that
area. Ove r .

SPT Roger.
cc You want me to read the numbers back

again so you can copy then down? Or - -

SPT * got the picture, that's all I need.
CC Okay.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 13 minutes through Tananauve
it 13:28. Out .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours and 15 minures with loss of signal through Madrid.
CAP C0MM Bruce HcCandless advising tlie crew, specifically

P Science Pilot Ed Gibson, who is at the AT.'l control and display
panel, of renewed activity in active region 31. Solar scientists
here had indicated yesterday that this add i t i ona 1 Ac t i v 1 1 y on the Sun
was not likely in the next several days, However, active
region 31 has been flaring up with several flares reported,
some subfaint and subflares occuring at Greenwich mean time
11:00 hours and again at 12:00 Greenwich mean time. The crew
Science Pilot Gibson will monitor that region with the ATM
ins t rumen ts , however, 8 2A and 8 2 B i ns t rumen ts will not be
used during this flare observation proarat. in active region 11.
Next acquisition in 12 minutes throukli Tananarive. The crew
was advised during the previous statewide pass due to the
continued distress performance by CMC, number 2, 'he EREP pass
schsdtiled for the next pass across the United States at
Greenwich mean time 14 hours and 24 minutes has been canceled.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson making this decision, not
wanting to add additional stress on this CMC. at. this time.
A decision will be made later in the day, however, to - whether
or not to do the second EREP pass of the a f te rnoon , Fl i gh t

Director Neil Hutchinson indicating he'll wait and study the
CMC system over the next several revs before gfvlr,(> the go
for the next EREP. Next acquisition in 11 minutes through
Tananarive. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time
13 hours and 1 7 minutes .

END OF TAPE
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C °R Co ahead, Bruce.
.... .

CC - . \ '

'

Okay. At approximately 16:00 on your passwo have two building blocks scheduled. Building block 14and building block 28: and because of Increased activity inactive region 31, the rocket from Whit* Sands, will be pointed
*£ TIT!/ 68

!
0 " 31 lnstead of. 21, and we'd like you to runthe building block 28 first and the 14 second. That is re-verse the order of the two so as to put 14 closer to therocket launch window which is currently 16:30 to 17:00 Over

*p, f !\ a) , ?
kay

'

B
^
uce

-
Let °e «o to the MDA and'get the pad and putiton there.

,
CC Okay. We'd also like building block 14to be around on active region 31 In conjunction wiih this

rocket launch .

SPT Hous ton , SPT .

C^' Go ahead , Ed .

,

SPT
L J

At 13:36, we got a PMF.C started up in
a point brightening. Within a fraction of a minute, we're
up to 600. and 13:36 we went into the FLARE MODES for 54 and
56. We reached about 6:15 maximum on PMKC and approximately
40 on the image Intensity. At 13:44, 56 was put Into PATROLshort and timed out just about 400K, a little less than 400 K.l3!

J5»
56 stopped. That was a little bit below 400 K . And

Jt
* 1! *5, 55 was put into 1 truncate MIRROR AUTO RASTER downto line 14, in order to get a look at the configuration

of the active region before we owned and held. To that timeLhey had been In MIRROR LINE SCAN.
»•**.

J;

c Okay. We copy. Thank you.

„ . .

C P* 0k<, y- Bruce. Hit me again on that ATMscheduling now.

„ , ,J
C

,

Okay. Your pass starting around 16:00,you 11 notice you got two building blocks. You got a buildingblock 14 and a building block 28. We would like to reverse
the order In which you run them and we'd like building blockUnpointed at active region 31 Instead of. active region 21.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay, Bruce. Hit ne again on that
ATM scheduling now.

CC Okay . Your pan starting around 16:00,
you'll notice you've got two building blocks. You've got a
building block 14 and a building block 28. We would like
to reverse the order In which you run then. And we'd like
building block 14 pointed at active region 31 instead of
active region 21. Over.

CDR Okay.
CC And that'll put the building block 14

roughly t Ine colnc ldent with the rocket launch, which is
\n a lb ; 30 to 17 ;00 window

.

CDR Okay. Good enough. I've got it.
CC Roger , Out

.

CC Skylab, this la Houston. 30 seconds to
LOS. Next station contact in 16-1/2 minute* through Hawaii
at 14 : 14 . Out .

SPT Houston, Will we have the ATM conference
at that tine?

CC Yes, we're planning to.
PA 0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 59 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be through the Hawaii tracking station,
a 3-mlnute pass. Science Pilot Clbson relating to the ground
activities he's performing with the solar observatory
aboard Sky 1 ab ,.. aiming in on active region 31. This region
has - has errupted unexpectedly. Since yesterday at Greenwich
mean time 20 hours 44 minutes, a class M-l X-ray flare was
noted by Science Pilot Gibson. And approximately 3 hours
later another smaller flare, a C*7 was recorded. And activity
this morning quite active In that area, active region 31. Scle
Pilot Gibson at the ATM console at this tine due to the cancel-
lation of the ERE P pass, was scheduled to begin on this
upcoming stateside pass, cancellation of the pass due to
the dur - directed by Flight Director Ne i i Hutchinson , due
to the fact that CMC number 2 still in a distress mode ,

showing
red uced wheel speeds increase in temperatures .ind increase in
amp. Mission day 68 has recorded three separate Instances
of CMG number 2 distress periods. The longest one over
3*1/2 hours in duration began at Greenwich mean tine 2 hours
23 minutes. The second one began at Greenwich mean time
fl hours and 8 minutes and the third one still underway began
approximately 3 hours ago. Next acquisition through Hawaii
in 13 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours and 1 minute
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skyl«b Control. Greenwich mean time

14 hours 13 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii for

a 3-minuts-*nd-50-s«cond pass. We'll bring the line up for

CAP COMH Bruce McCandless. The backup Science Pilot Bill

Lenoir is scheduled to discuss with Science Pilot Ed Gibson
ATM activities for the day. We'll bring the line up for this
Hawaii and stateside pass.

CC Skylab, thia Is Houston, through Hawaii
for 3 alnutes and SO seconds. Your CMG 2 situation is look-
ing better. The bearing crossover has been eliminated and

with that I give you Dr. Lenoir, speaking for all the ATM
scientists in the back room. Over.

SPT Hey, good morning, Bill. Go ah sad,
MCC Okay, Ed. A couple words here, of back-

ground information on the Sun that you may or may not be

aware of. The general X-ray background right now la running
about 1.1 times 10 a minus 3. so that our background is

slightly larger than C , as it is. We've upped the flare
probability in active region 31 to a 5, 2 and 0. We feel

that there's a very good chance for an H-type flare out of

there again yet today. And, we would expect something on

the order of C-6 or better today. Active region 33 Is 510•now, very much like active region 31, as far as our expectations
go, but not quite to that extent. It would not surprise us - -

SPT (Gerble) 21?
MCC 33

.

SPT Okay

.

MCC This is 33, I'm talking about now. 31

and 33 are the two most interesting areas on the disk. Also,
It would not surprise us if 33 gave us an M today and we expect
something In the C range again before the day is over. The
flare is - -

SPT (Garble) you're expecting an M out of

33? Or a possibility?
MCC It's a distinct possibility. 1 wouldn't

say we're expecting an M, but it wouldn't surprise us if we

got one. And, there was no or very little radio emission
with these flares from yesterday. The X-RF.A information that

you have not been given yet, it started up slowly yesterday
at 23:13:30, began it's rapid cry - rise at 23:14:30. Ami

riyht around that time frame, prior to that, Is when you got

preflare modes for Just about everybody and you got 54 into the

FLARE MODE at 23:15. There was maybe a little bit of weak
type free burst with the one that you observed yesterday,
which was a C-8 and none that was observed at the M l's prior
to that

.

. SPT • •
Bill?

. MCC Yes .
"

SPT From the way you put the chronology
account as though 54 came after it, and that was the first button
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I hit and then 56. Then the 82 ins t r umen t , I'm not sure
vhather tvarybody's looking at a different type (7) date, but
that's the order in which It vas executed from up here.

MCC Okay, what I have here was 82B, you got
a preflare exposure at 23:13:41, which In about a minute
20 seconds prior to potting 54 In a FLARE MODE

.

SPT Okay, maybe that was a wavelength short,
a sequence done on a fluctuating bright point. I don't
recall right now whether that was - how close that was to
the flare rise.

MCC Okay , that - -

SPT (Garble) not done for the flare purpose,
but rather a fluctuating bright point and It w*s fortultores
that we happened to get it that close.

HCC Yeah , I think - -

SPT (Garble) what it was

.

Mcc I think that 's right . And both 82 A and R
vent into FLARE MODE later. We're a minute from LOS nov-

,

Goldstone Is next in 4 minutes. And a couple of other good,
words for today, of course we wish you good hunting and
everybody is quite pleased with the way things have gone
on the activity today. 82A and B are to be used only as
scheduled, and that means that they are not operating in the
unscheduled event, the t ransc i en t s and so on, they are Just
almost flat out of film for right now. And, we will be
getting you a new film budget message as soon as we can get
one out today. And, we've got about 10--

SPT (Garble)
^CC Go ahead

.

SPT How tight are 54 and 56, and especially
in trying to get some patrol data, say once every 15 minutes
if the activity is high, so they'd have some reference on
which to base their data if we do get a flare?

MCC Okay, the word there, Ed, is to go ahead
and shoot. They've got the film for it, and they want you to
shoot a t i t .

SPT Okay, very good, thank you.
MCC Okay, fine. And we'll be talking to you

tomorrow morning.
SPT

tonot row.
^ C C Sure hope so. You're just about ready

to start looking at the Sun here anyway, though.
SPT Thanks, Bill. So long.
cc Okay, 2-1/2 minutes to AOS Goldstone.
cc Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone,

Corpus Christi
, Merritt Island for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

Cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 4 minutes through Berromla at U : 34 . Ou

Okay, maybe we can get a longer pass
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/ .

CC
t ,

SkyUb, thle l 8 Houston through Bermuda

ir*os"^": z n j- pi " 8 th « «»•/«•««• »»•

u
CC

'

SkyUb, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS

,

Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Canary at 14:44with a data/voice tape recorder dump. Out.

K
PA°,

/rt ,

SkyUb Control. Greenwich mean time 14hours and 40 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda

Iln I
8
r!

tltl0n
'n

Nei 1C,Ul8lti0n ln 3 *nd 10 secondswill be Canary. The CMC number 2 still exhibiting slightanomalies here on data taken through the Bermuda tracking

. . "
n ,

s ky lab, this is Houston through CanaryIsland for 9-1/2 minutes. Data/voice tape recorder dump andwe are canceling the momentum inhibit - MOMENTUM DUMP INHIBITfor this pass due to the CMG situation. We thought things hadpretty well recovered, but in the last dump maneuver of the lastdunp, brought the situation about
. again ; and we've got bearingcrossover and bearing 2 is running higher than bearing 1 byabout .5 or .6 of a degree. This will not affect your

S07 3 ope.-nion planned. You should go ahead and run it per thepad as they're getting ultraviolet pho t ome t r i c d a t a off the
'

the A?M
Unt

pT
n

???
,tl0n t0 SOme other P le"s of data. And forhe ATM, SPT will not see a change in the time remaining clockcms pass because we're not doing the Inhibit. Ovi r

.

PLT PLT
. copy. Relative S07 3.

cc Roger, Bill.
PI T Roger .

^ T Thanks for the info, Bruce.
Okay. Hang in therCC

drama
PLT ^

"

KeCP " S posted 0n the unfolding

,

CC Roger. Book 37, chapter 29. Tune inagain next station .

tin
?l

l u
H
fy-

Bruce, I'd like for you to research a qu
rl

*'
rJ°? VOU CheCk a,1<1 S ° e if the P lane of notation oftnat CMi, intersects the spacecraft anywhere?

,

C<
? ,

We wi H check on that. Of course, bear
n mind that the CMG is driven as repositioned through a fairlylarge set of angles in ^changing momentum with the basicvehicle . Ove r .

PL '»

_
Rog. I just wondered - of course, there'squite a - I guess you're right. There's quite a large latitudein movement. I'm just wondering if - if pcr chance, it did I '„sure l t does .

„' ,,
CC Yeah. You're not worried about disinte-gration or anything like chat, are you?
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PI,X No, I'm not worried about it. I Just

ort of worried - v«t concerned about it from an academic stand-

point. ' , i_
'

CC There's no problem whatsoever from the

disintegration standpoint. We'll see if we can come up with

an answer to your question, although it's obviously going to

have to be broad or enacoped in a simple "yes" or "no."

PLT Okay. Just give it for the cage position,

Bruce . That's okay.
CC Okay. We'll do that.

CC Skyiab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 12-1/2 minutes through Tananarive at

15 :04 . Out .

PAO Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean tlvne

14 hours 55 minutes with loss of signal through Canary and Madrid

tracking stations. Next acquisition through Tananarive in

9 minutes and 20 seconds. Discussion with the t rcw again

concerning the CMC number 2 distress period, still In progress

at this time. Now we'll be coming along this distress period

of the CMG since it began acting up - since it began acting

up on mission day 20, on December 5th. Next acquisition in 8

minutes and 50 seconds through Tananarive. At Greenwich nean

time 14 hours and 55 minutes, this is Skyiab Control.

END OF TAPE
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9A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours and 3 alnuies. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 secmds. Tracking atation at Tananarive Just voice
relay no data acquisition eo flight controller will know
at thia tine if the CMG is atiU i.cting up. This present
distress signal began at Greenwich mean time 11 hours and
10 Minutes, now the longest CMG distress in this, the 30th
incident since the alasion day 20 on December 5 when CMG-2
began acting up. Bringing the line up for CAP COMM Bruce
HcCand less .

r

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
tor 5 ninut es . Out

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 18 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 15:28. Out

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours and 12 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive.
Next acquisition will be in 15 minutes and 35 seconds through
the Honeysuckle tracking station, as the Skylab IV crew is
well Into their day, 68th day in orbit, working on alternate
Flight Plan, because of the earlier cancellation of the ERKP
pass this morning. F. REP pass number 37, along groundtrack
number 5 scheduled to begin at Greenwich mean time 19:20
this afternoon is still on schedule. However, this - final
decision on this will be made later as ground controllers
continue to assess the control monent gyro number 2, which
has been in continuous distress activity since Greenwich mean
tine 11 hours. That's 4 hours and 13 minutes ago. This is the
longest period of out-of-line performance by the CMG number
2, which has been acting up periodically since December 5
on mission day 20. A total of 30 separate Instances of the
out-of-line performance, reduced wheel speeds, increase in
temperatures and also increase in amps in the CMG system.
Next acquisition through Honeysuckle in 14 minutes and
5 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 15 hours 14 minutes,
this is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAP Y.
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V s PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours 27 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle
tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll bring the line up for
this pass through Honeysuckle. CAP COMM is Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Honey-
suckle Creek for 9 minutes . And , once again the update on
the CMC situation, it looks like things are improving a little.
Bearing 2 temp is now running lower than bearing 1, as is the
nominal condition. And, for Bill, we've been looking around
trying to come up with an answer on the CMG-2 orientation. And,
about the best that we can - best way we can describe it is
if you look out along the center line axis of the ATM and
then off to the starboard side along the plus-Y axis - on the
plus-Y side of the ATM rack is the location of CMG-2. And,
are you with me so far?

PLT I think so, plus-Y is actually out the
left as you looking forward X, right?

CC Roger, and it's - the CMC that's just past
the center workstation as you go out along the EVA trail.
When that CMC is in the 00 glrabal angle position, its spin
axis is along - is parallel to the YY axis of the vehicle
so that the plane of rotation of the wheel would in fact,
come through the plus-Y-most side of the N - MDA - Just
barely inside the envelope and then on down outboard of the
lock section of the airlock and then reintersecting the
liquid hydrogen tank as you get back down into the workshop
and running parallel with the long axis of the vehicle. Over.

PLT Rog, understand. I get the picture.
Thank you very much, Bruce.

CC Now, in amplification of that, I think
it's only fair to say that it's unlikely that the gyro, for
any given configuration will be at 00 gimbal angle, since
with two CMGs operating, if we should decide to shut down or
Cage in a zero momentum configuration there's an a.'mosi Infinite
variety of orientations we could pick with the CMG-2 ind CMG-3
spin axes an t i pa r a 1 1 e 1 . Over.

PLT Rog, understand.
PLT And, Bruce, thank you very much for the

research .

CC Okay.
SPT Bruce. I'd like to give you a solar update

if you're ready.
CC Okay, we're listening.
SPT Okay, the white light coronagraph we're

not seeing as much change as I would anticipate with the
flaring activity. We have a very faint streamer at 060. it's
diffuse and - does not extend out past 3 solar radii, that 1 can
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see. There Is a very narrow one at around 080, however It

Is very faint, that was not there last evening. At least it

was not there except at very close to the occulting
disk. It was not as far out, I should say. Then another .

streamer between that and 120, but it's a very faint one -
!

just barely discernible. \ And, one at 120, which is fairly
bright and inclined slightly toward the north, looks like a

helmet streamer at the base, but appears almost as a spike
at the point we can see it. It just starts to broaden rather
quickly as it gets down to the occulting disk. Over on the
east limb we have a wide-based streamer diffuse and extending
out the full distance of the display centered at around 270
and there's a hint that another one is overlapping it at 275,
which is a much weaker. The XUV monitor shows a section of

the activity, which we all know about, active region 31 being
of course the brightest, then 21. And, (garble) plase and
the other active regions mentioned. There's very little
coning over on the east limb or in the east hemisphere. The
flare watch, this past orbit, showed that the - in H-alpha and
also in counts I was getting in oxygen VI, that the bright points
.ire fluctuating quite rapidly. Tine scales considerably less than
a minute in many cases. H-alpha has three bright points
which tend to be exchanging intensities between then, that
is the central one, which is north -I- excuse re, which is

to the northeast side, is the most intense one and had
Oxygen VI counts running between 4,000 to 40,000, this past
orbit. 55 was looking at it with truncated mirror auto
rasters, so they're getting a good time history activity
in that region. Toward the end of the orbit It locked like
the PMEC, the XUV MON and image intensity counts were all
declining. I imagine that would correspond to what you're seeing
on the ground. That's it. If there's any questions I'll be
glad to answer them.

CC Okay, thank you, Ed.
CC And, we have no questions for you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 tsinute to

LOS, next station contact in 11 tainutes through Hawaii at

15 : AS . Out .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean rime
15 hours 38 minutes, with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be in 9 minutes and 50 s e c n n d s through
Hawaii. Lengthy discussion with Pilot Bill Pugue concerning
answering the question he'd asked earlier, concerning the
plane of the CMG number 2. Bruce McCandless went in extensive
description of the relationship of the CMG in the vehicle.
While the CMG is not back to normal it is the - the best thnt
the current flight team, under the direction "f ?«ei 1 Hutchinson
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has seen It since they came on duty this morning at 8 o'clock.
Although nearlng the normal parameters for the CMG number 2,
it is still not exactly at the nominal point. This current
dispress - distress period began at Greenwich mean time ,.

11 hours, that's k hours and 39 minutes ago, the longest
period cf off-line performance by the CMG, in the program.
Science Pilot Gibson again discussing his views of the Sun.
He's at - currently at the ATM console. Meanwhile the
Skylab-Kohoutek scientists here at the Center report that
the angle of the Sun with the space station still affords
an unfavorable opportunity for the crew to be viewing the
comet. However, observations of comet Kohoutek will continue
on January 25th, using the S201 far ultraviolet camera.
Further reports from the Joint Observation Program of comet
Kohoutek, researchers report that the comet is still visible '

to the naked eye and that the tail as seen with 70 by 50
binoculars is about 7 degrees in length. The Schmidt camera
observations show the tail structure has a dust tail of approx
imately 6 degrees in length. The antitail is still visible
and the plasma tail is 10 degrees long with a large disturb-
ance about 7 degrees from the head. This report is as of
20 January. Next acquisition will be through Hawaii in
7 minutes at Greenwich nean tine 15 hours and 4 1 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

F.N D OF TAPE
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PA0
,
Greenwich mean time 15 hours - -

CC Houston through Hawaii for 10 minutes and-'
a quick question for the commander

.

CDR . Roger. Go.
CC Okay. It is our understanding thnt the

mode of operation you're using right now on the 6 surge problem
on the Intercom system is that when you are not recording, you
are opening the bumper amps 1 circuit breaker, closing it'to
record, and then opening it up again. And you're certainly GO tocontinue this and what we're wondering about is, is this in
fact your mode of operation and if so, about how many times

Over*
W ° Uld e8tlttate that cl rcuit breaker is getting cycled?

CDR Bruce
, that is not our node of operation .indicated this morning that I didn't think we would foolwith it. Probably only do it in the evenina when we ro tobed. We re just leaving it on and we're tolerating the 6surge noise to keep - what we're trying to do is >st keep

the volume down.
CC Okay. We copy. Thank you.
cc CDR, Houston.
CDR Roger. Go.

.

CC
,

Yeah, Jerry. In the building block 14
that you re doing this pass, second in sequence, we'd like
to omit the 82A exposure. Over.

CDR Okay. Omit 82A.
CC Roger.
CC

,
Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

w*L St<^ " contacc in 2 -l/2 minutes through Goldstone at
1 '> : 0 0 . Out.

. .

CC
,

Sa >"- J erry, we show the X-RF.A increasing,showing an increase in activity, possible flare. If it tripsyour alarm, go ahead and go for it.
CDR Okay and skip this ether?
CC Yes.
CDR Great!
CC And see if you can keep M off the panel. Gethim on the bicycle or something and you can have this ..no all

to yourself.

,
CC Skylab, this is Houston thmuph Outtlxtuno

for 7 minutes. Out.
CDR Rog«?r, Bruce. I'm In the H.AKR MODE.

J
J Roger. We saw the flare alarm go off.

cc CDR, Houston. We've got - we M like toget the S054 EXPOSURE mode changed to 64 when this present
sequence 1 a over

.

- .

CDR
,

,
0kav Bruce. The plage in the very center

of the active region - a very bright little area build up, and
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now it's faded out. It looks like It's exchanging energy with
a hunk of plage over to the right, about 20 arc seconds.

CC Okay.
CDR So it's still in the MIRROR LINE SCAN

anyway . .
..

. .

cc Beautiful

.

5
DR

,

Looks like It's fading out now and we're
in a beryllium aperture of 4. Probably ought to terminate.

Dr
" Okay, Jerry. Go ahead and terminate your

:
M0DE operations and pick up the schedule beginning with

building block 28 and then run on through 14. Over.
CDR Okay. Last counts I saw here were 610.

, ^
C

,

Roger. We're watching the beryllium countdown here also, and it looks like its peak Is headed down.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
Next station contact in 5 minutes through Bermuda at

16:11. Out .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 8 minutes. Activity aboard the Skylab spacestation concentrating on the activities on the Sun r i gh t now
vjth Commander Gerald Carr at the ATM console and display
panel observing again activity where scientists had pre-

dicted yesterday, would be a quiet Sun, in active region 31
and 32 which is in the northwest quadrant of the Moon - the
Sun. Scientists had said yesterday that they didn't antici-
pate major activity. However, in the last 18 hours or so
the crew has been very fortunate to be on hand at the ATM

'

console when activities on the Sun have taken place. ATMofficer here at the Mission Control Center estimating theilare observed by Commander Carr during this last pass was

J T !
fe

,; ?°! aS hlgh ln
*

38 0ne the M ' 2 whi ch was recordedduring the 17th day of their mission. We'll bring the lineup for this Bermuda pass as Skylab begins its 3653rd revolution.Bermuda pass, 9 minutes in duration.

END OF TAPE
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. i CC Sky lab , this Is Houston through Bermuda
for 8 minutes. Out.

CC
;

Sky lab , this As Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact In 2 minutes through Canary Islands
at 16:2 1. Out

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 20 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition through Canary in 40 seconds .... C&N officer reports
that CMG distress signal number 30 has now come to a close.
They logged it in the backroom at 4 hours and 30 minutes in
duration. By far, the longest. Earlier today, we had one
which lasted 3 hours and 40 minutes. We'll bring the line
up for CAP COMM Bruce Mc Cand less

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston througli Canary
and Ascension Islands for 16-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC CDR, Houston. In amplification of our
previous comment regarding

.
not interrupting building block 14

for flares, since you are on active region 13, if act - 31 -

If active region 31 flares go ahead and terminate building
block 14 and run FLARE MODF. on active 31. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce, I'm a little confused as to
what kind of pointing I ought to be using on this active
region. Do I use the pointing that's specified in J0P 11
step 2?

CC That ' s af f i rtnat 1vp.
CDR Okay .

CC Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 26 minutes through Carnarvon
with a data/voice tape recorder dump at 17:04.

CC And we're getting ready to s «n d you up
a new batch of EREP pads for the maneuvpr - t> r for the revolu-
tion this afternoon, based on a couple of small changes
from cancelling this morning's. We figure we'd just send the
whole thing up again.

CDR Roger , Bruce

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 38 minutes with loss of signal through the Ascension
tracking station. Tn 2 4 minutes and 4 0 seconds, next acquisi-
tion will bo Carnarvon. The ERKP pass scheduled to start
at Greenwich rean time 19:16. This afternoon la a 19-mlnute
descending pass across the United Status. This is still on
at the present time, barring any more distressed from CMC-2.
The previous distress signal, which started early thlfi
morning, ended during the Hawaii pass and was logged in by
the G&N officer as lasting 4 hours and 30 minutes. The
standard anomalies, the increased amps, the lntrtue in
temperatures and the decrease in the wheel speed. This is
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/".;. .'the 13th distress signal In the last 6 days. There were
17 prior to the 17th of this month, total now 30 separate
incidents where CMG has performed o f f- nouinal . Next acquisi-
tion in 23 minutes and 20 seconds through Carnarvon tracking ' ^
station. This is Sky lab Control at Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 40 minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time ' -

17 hours and 2 minutes, acquisition coming through Carnarvon for
a 5 minute and 30 second pass. We'll bring the line up for CAP
COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Carnarvon
for 8 minutes, leading off with a data/voice tape recorder
dump. And, for your information, it looks like the CMC
glitch has resolved itself. So, I guess we're through with
chapter 37 book 12 of the latest CMG saga.

CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 16 minutes - Delay that. Next
station contact in 28 minutes through Goldstone at 17:39.
Out. No Hawai i this pass

.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
17 hours and 13 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.'
Next acquisition will be Goldstone tracking station in
26 minutes. Hawaii tracking station not supporting this pass
this afternoon. The tracking station is supporting an AEC
operation, Atomic Energy Commission operation, one of their
op - projects. Very quiet pass, in fact today, probably
one of the quietest days in the Skylab IV program.' The crewhaving little conversation with the ground the last several
passes, although the crew in their eat period at this tineToday is menu day U for the crew of Skylab IV, with CommanderGerald Carr having veal and peaches, a strawberry drink andbiscuits. Science Pilot Gibson has chicken nnd gravy,
tomatoes, apple sauce and grape drink, while Pilot Poguemenu consist of salmon, butterscotch pudding, tea and biscuitsThe scheduled EREP pass for this afternoon, the desending pass"
over the United States is still on schedule for today. Thispass is along ground track 5. It will have Pilot Bill Pogue
at the viewflnder tracking system. Science Pilot Gibson
will be operating the Earth terrain camera through the
antisolar scientific airlock with Commander Gerald Carr
operating the instruments from the C&D panel. In the multiple
docking adapter. Today's pass will run diagonally across
the United States, from the state of Washington, and the
pass will end as the spacecraft crosses the Florida penisula.
The crew will attempt to detect insect infest - infestations
within forest stands in Atlanta, Georgia. Hipping data will
be collected in Wyoming, Montana, Missouri, the Rocky Mountainarea and the Dominican Republic. The crew will attempt to
determine the spectral reflectance of several Kansas reservoirsusing the S190A, S190B. S191 and S192. They will attempt
•Uso to determine the correlation of water color wiih water
depth and algae content. K REP scanners will be used over
Cape Kennedy, Florida to detern out - determine applications
of space derived data to mapping biological communities.
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Also the crew will scan Orlando, Florida for land use
analysis. EREP pass also includes sites, target sites for
develop - development of remote sensing techniques. The
crew will scan South Carolina, Nebraska, Georgia, Alabama,
Idaho, Wyoming, and Kansas City for data ranging from radar
altimeter terrain characteristics to microwave pulse response
of rough surfaces. If this pass goes off on schedule and
data is collected over Atlanta, Georgia, this leaves only
three targets, one in Mexico, Iran, and Central America.
These three areas remain as the only remaining mandatory
sites not yet the subject of EREP data takes in the Skylab
program. On the last pass through Honeysuckle CAP COMH Bruce
McCandless advising the crew that the latest chapter in the
series of glitches in the CMG number 2 had come to a close.
Glitch number 30, this one lasting U hours and 30 minutes.
That was the third glitch in mission day 68. Next acquisition
in 21 minutes through Goldstone. At Greenwich mean tine
17 hours and 17 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COMM Bruce HcCandlesn. .

g 1Ine U P for

'for mlnute9
. Xs\llrToV.°\llr*

h C ° ld" 0n '

Over.
Skylab, this is Houston. For the PLT.

f Go ahead, Bruce. ••

the heater cycle an/aT.^AV upd^ ^ ^ h ° re for
do a 520.0 header for us please Ove^?

"""^ y ° U Clear and

££
T That's complete,

know „hGn we . rc thro^^ ab °'" We'll
1 < t y„„

PLT Okay.

C&D „„ bo . rd .

"" the CD»- « 1'.,ve . new ERKP )7

" R "k^- Th.nks, Bruce.

Basically, it teHs* ^ ^ ?^ 1

J.^ ° f Ch"«' l °

tape depletion any tine after 19 33 fl ?k f
Ca " * x P ect

operation around a little and has la r . a
ChanRe8 S19 *

And looking at CMC it - 2 it's LIZ rl«9O0 r pn8 and bearinp tel t re lLt< """'J '
U 8 * hov1 "* •bout

looking that way , o r J 11?l^olV I ^ " '*

GO for the F!RFP Hicce rev now
• So you'reGO for the EREP .

J " OUC
* ConP^* rev now. So you're

CDR Roger.

I-l.nSSor 12 . lnut ^ut .

tM
' H ° U8t ° n throu * h Merrl "

CC
T

Jj!?;; ^ e ««*^** at Ooddard, Bruce?
PI t

W
?

11 check you. :>tand by.

CC $ '
arP WC ln 0UTER GIMBAL drive lo«ie*

pi t ,
Ycan

'
I misread my pad.

„ T Looking Rood.
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clear and out - out- the-wlndow report from station .it Goddard in
cates that right iiow, they're in the clear. So we think you
should be able to see it. , . r u

CUR , Thank you.
CDR r Got a red beacon, Bruce.
<:C Beaut i f ul , Jer .

CDR You can just barely see it with the unaided
eye . 1 t takes binoculars to see it we 1 1 .

<-C Roger.
CC SPT , thl^ Is Houston. If you've got a

.Tiinute, I got a few remarks regarding your upcoming ETC ops.
SP1 Let me get the pad first and I'll be right

with you. Go ahead.
C,J Okay. During the run today, we'd like

to delete F.TC coverage within sequences when the cloud cove r
causes more than 75 percent obscuration of the ground or ocean.
And we'd like you to voice record such deviations fron the times
on the pad . Ove r

.

srT Okay. Very P.ood , Bruce. Be glad to do
it.

CC And we'd like to remind you also, since
you'll be sort of free-lancing it here within the structure
of the pad, to be sure to incorporate the shutter speed and
frame rate changes et the tines specified on the pad and remem-
ber you should be at STANDBY to change SHUTTER SPEED and be
cautious on interpreting snow as cloud cover.

SPT Roger. Very good remarks. Thank you, Bruce
CC Okay.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 9-1/2 minutes through Ascension
at 18:08. Out.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours with loss of signal through Bermuda. Next acquisition
in 7 minutes 35 seconds will be through Ascension as Pilot
Bill Pogue maneuvers Skylab space station into the Z-local
vertical attitude for the ERKP pass. This was done orbital
noon before the pass to consetve propellant aboard spacecraft
as had been done frequently before. This maneuver which took
10 minutes to accomplish began at Greenwich mean time 17:47,
about 13 minutes ago and the G&N officer reported that the
maneuver looked good as the spacecraft went over the hill -

out of range of the Bermuda tracking station. However, the
backroom reported to GhU. it's possible we've had a decrea.se
in the wheel speed of CMG number 2 during this maneuver. And
also a report - preliminary report however, that temperatures
rtre going up again in the bearings. We'll have to await
Ascension to see what distress this maneuver may have put into



the CMG number 2. EREP maneuver made orbital noon before
the EREP starts. A fine maneuver will be made again at :

Greenwich mean time 19:08, which Is approximately 8 minutes -

before the EREP pass is scheduled to start. ' Next acquisition
in 6 minutes through As cens i on . Th i s is Skylab Control at '

.

Greenwich mean time 18 hours and 1 minute.

KND OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 6 minutes. Skylab space station in the maneuver
for the Earth resources pass coming up on the next revolution
across the United States. Acquisition coming through
Ascension in 40 seconds. We'll bring the line up for CAP
COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascen-
sion for 8 minutes. Note of information for the CDR. We
are noticing that since you started the first of the Z-LV
maneuvers, the bearing situation on CMG-2 seems to have
resumed its previous configuration, that is bearing temp 2
is up to within about 0.2 or 0.3 of bearing 1 temperature. An.
the current in all phases is up and the wheel speed is down
a little, but consistent with our previous ground rules,having already started the series of maneuvers, we plan tostick it out for the Z-LV pass in the EREP, unless, of courseyour onboard or the ground criteria, here, are violated
Over

PLT
tell him

Roger. Understand. He's debriefing, but I'll

CC Okay

.

PLT Okay . He copied

.

CC Skylab, this Houston. LOS in about
30 seconds. Next station contact in 23 minutes through
Camirvon at 18:38. See you there.

PLT Roger .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 15 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension.
The crew advised that CMG number 2 has resumed its habitual
distress parameters. Wheel speed dropped from 8912 revolu-
tions per minute down to 8850, which is the - turning out to
be the nominal distress mode. Amperes have gone up from
1.005 to 1.00 - up to 1 - 1.043, a increase over the last
station through the United States. This distress obviously
imposed by the maneuver into the EREP attitude, which was
concluded at 17:57 Greenwich mean t ime . There • 11 be another
maneuver, a fine maneuver to align the vehicle to the Z-local
vertical attitude for the EREP pass, at Greenwich mean time
19 hours and 8 minutes, as the spacecraft approaches the west
coast of the United States. EREP data take begins at
Greenwich mean time 19:16. The start of the EREP pass at
Greenwich mean time 19:16 and the pass is scheduled to last 19minutes. Next acquisition in 20 minutes and 20 seconds throughCarnarvon. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time
18 hours and 1 7 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 37 minutes

Greenwich mern time. Skylab space station is now 55 seconds

from acquisition of signal at Carnarvon, Australia. The pass

through Carnarvon will last Just under 11 minutes and we'll

bring the line up live now for spacecraft communicator Bruce

He Cand less .
<' >' ' •«

CC v Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

for 10-1/2 minutes. Out. *
'

'

r

CC And , Skylab , this is Houston . Ei ther

here or at Guam, it's immaterial to us, I've got a nut - a

capsule weather briefing for you and just for your infor-

mation, the CM-2 (sic) situation is going through one of its

standard anomalies here, we won't bother you with the details.

CDR Roger, Bruce .

PLT Rog , I'm ready to copy the weather, if

you want to give it to us now, Bruce.
CC Okay, that - that wasn't really in a form

to be copied, but the significant factors are - there's

a special observation in which you're looking for snow cover,

Bill, on the VTS and that's - I think it's suppose to start

about 21 - runs from 20 to 22:19. The word that we're getting

that during the early part of that you can expect fairly

heavy cloud cover underneath but , toward the end or maybe
.

even a little bit after the published end time of 22:19,

you should be able to pick up some snow cover, if you just

stick with it a little longer. Moving on down the track , ,

VTS site 406 and 407, as well as special 7, which is Kansas

City, are expected to be under 8/10 to 10/10th cloud cover

so there's a good possibility you won't be able to acquire
them however, we recommend you give it a try. And, about

the time that you pass the beam of Springfield, Missouri,

or thereabouts, you should be crossing over a cold front

and over a cloudy area that breaks up around Memphis and

from about Memphis on down track you should be in the clear

with zero to 0.3 cloud comer - cover, which puts your next

VTS site 5:30 and its alternate in pretty good shape there,

we expect you'll be able to get them. Essentially clear on

down past the Caribbean Islands and picking up some clouds

again as you approach the coast of Venezuela, where we have

you scheduled to do a little bit of photography during the

maneuver back to solar lnertial. Over.
PLT Rog, Bruce, copy and thank you very

much ,

CC Roger , out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS,

next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Guam at 18:51

with a data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS. Out.
PAO Sky 1 At Control at 18:49 Greenwich mean

time. We're now out of range of the tracking antenna at -
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. Carnarvon. About a minute and 30 seconds before we acquire
signal through Guam. This time the anomaly on control moment
gyroscope number 2 is still in progress, conditions roughly
the same as they were at Ascension during the last pass there.
The wheel speed does appear now to be improving slightly,
it has come up a little bit from its minimum point, which
is about down 60 rpm , it's now down about 40 r pa . Current
still running about 1.04 amps, which is about 2 percent above
their normal level and the bearing temperatures have crossed
over, as has been the experience over the • 1 as t several days,
with number 2 bearing now about 1 degree warmer than the
number 1 bearing. And, normally this condition is, of course,
reversed with bearing number 1' about 2 to 3 degrees warmer
than bearing number 2, 9 o that CMC anomaly still is in
progress as we had acquisition at Carnarvon and we expect it

will be going on for awhile longer. It began shortly, after
the Earth resources maneuver to Z -local vertical was performed
after 17:00 Greenwich mem 1 1 no . That Earth resources pass
is upcoming on this revolution as the space station crosses
the central U.S. We'll bring the line up live now as we're
coming into acquisition at Guam, where we'll have a 10-1/2
minute pass . ...

CC Sky lab, this is Houston through Guam for
i 10-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump. Out.
' CDR Houston. Now I was In the debriefing at

this point, can you hold off for that tape dump?
CC " v Will do.
CDR ' Thank you .

CC Sky lab , this Is Houston. 1 n 1 nu t e to
1.0S , next station contact In 1ft minutes through Goldstont at
19:17. Out

.

PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 19:02 Greenwich mean
time. The Skylab space station 1m out of range of Guam, we're
a little less than 15 minutes from acquisition at Goldstone.
At the Guam pass we see CMG number 2 still in an anomaly;
it does appear however, to be recovering very slowly. Temp-
eratures still crossed over, speed down about 40 rpms right
now, and the currents are still up about 1 to 2 percent. The
28th - 29th Earth resources pass of the mission is about to
begin, we'll hear about that as soon as we have acquisition
at Goldstonr. That Earth resources pass although it has a

much larger number than 29, is in fact the 29th to be completed
this mission, provided everything goes smoothly. And, the
CMG anomaly which was first identified with any certainty at
18:08 Greenwich mean time, about an hour ago, appears to still
be underway with the usual characteristics. This current
irregularity in behavior on the part of the attitude control
Rryoscope is the 30 - brings to more than 30 the total number
of anomalies we've seen so far on the gyroscope. They go back



rather frequently during the last few days. 13 oinules to

our next acquisition at Golds tone . This is Skylab Contro] .
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CC
. CDR
CDR
CDR
CDR

got some tape left.
PLT

,- - Bermuda pass 9 minutes In duration
SCATTEROMETER to STAND BY. ALTIMETER t o ONNext mark 26:03 with a ETC AUTO Ed

'

Coming up 26:03. Stand by ;

MARK. FTC AUTO. 26:20's next. Still

uniform-site, DAC OFF^OkayT lo'tlJlV.t .

" " C ° B-
' °" ^

CDR On ay mark, 26:20. ,

J J" . 30 degrees to 621 .

CDR Stand by.

. Q
™*

A
MARK. 192 MODE READY. Tape recorder',in shifted gear without motion. '

iape recorder s

"J A green TAPE MOTION light.

... o„ c„ Pe . It ^"[^-"l^l
I ve got the site. Cot Atlanta.
Hey. Good show.
Yep . That 's it.
Okay, that means MOTION light is nore

PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

f f than on
PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR

till good

.

Okay
, (Garble) on

Still flickering.
Charlie 8 is reading 30 percent.
Still no END OF TAPE li*ht, 3o we're

ALTIHEiiR ^k'u^T^H 11^^^ *"
PLT CAMERA OFF.

l^l Okay, (garble)

back to ON now.
WlU be 2 7

=
55

' °**Y - ALTIMETER',

S190.
CD

".
8 franes per

A

min u te
27

on
5

th
8
e

0i
F?c

t0 "° ° n

READY light." AIT1METFR ™ L0CK ^ain.

28 :i0 's ay next nark.
Oka; . On tay mark, 28:40
MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY, MODE to 5

MARK^ ^o
6
!; ?«

: ^i!..-xt
:

Standby
5

!

CDR
Still got

CDR
CDR
COR
CDR
CDR

next .

CDR
to STANDBY

CDR
CDR
CDR

coining up.

MARK .

- - "S-AL. OIH
28:58, the ALTIMETER'S ON . 29:04'

192 MODE to STANDBY. 29:10 ETC

MARK. 29:30'a next .

Coming up 29:30. Stand by
MARK. SHUTTER SPEED to SLOW. 29:40
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CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. 29:40 is S191 REFERENCE to 2

.

CDR Okay. 30:40, Bill we want our VTS AUTO
CAL '

.

* PLT Okay. ..

,

CDR Charlie 8'a reading about 25 percent.
It s oscillating between 20 and 30.

CDR 20 seconds to AUTC CAL, Bill.

c

PLT Roger. Okay. I can use ray 10 seconds
of film to - - Lagoon and the Bahamas.

CDR 10 seconds.
CDR 0n n Y nark it'll be 30 : 40 . Stand by

.

PI.T MARK.
CDR MARK. VTS AUTO CAL.
CI) R Next nark at 31:40.

,

PLT Okay, I've got Z-LV. Got to get a film
light on the DAC .

-

C,1R Uh. oh. That's your clock. Okay.
CDR Got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light. Coins to

STANDBY . 10:05. K

CDR TAPE MOTION still hanging in there.
Okay, going back to ON on the ALTIMETER at 20. READY light
is on, the ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is off. 31:40's my next
mark. Standby,

CDR MARK. SHUTTER SPEED to ME D I UM . 31 : 50 1

s
the next mark. Stand by.

CDR MARK. INTERVAL going Lo 10. ETC to AUTO,
fcd. Next mark s at 32:20. ALTIMETER'S got an UNLOCK, light
still got a READY 1 i g h t . Fo r 3 2 : 2 0 . Stand by for 32:20

'

CD * MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY, a range set
at 65. 32:35 is next. On my mark, 32:35, stand by.

CDR MARK. ALTIMKTER is ON. 3 2 : 4 5 ' s ne x t ma rk .Stand by.
CDR MARK . i90 SHUTTER SPEED, to SLOW. Got anALTIMETER UNLOCK li R ht. 3?:55 is the next mark. Stand by
CDR

'
MARK . 12:5 5, 1 90 INTERVAL to 20. E TC toSTANDBY

, Ed. Okay, you're gnlr.g to SI. ALTIMETER'S still
hanging in there, looking for S191 READY at 33:20. Tape's stillhang i ng i n t he re .

CC Leave S 1 9 2 in STANDBY - 193 in STANDBY
1 *< 3 in STANDBY, please .

'

CDR 19 3 what ?

CC ALTIMETER.
CI)R Okay, going now STANDBY now. All right

we ve missed - 191 was a little bit late, but made it. 3 1 . ]

5

190 INTERVAL to 10. FTC to AUTO. Ed . Up - INTERVAL Kolng'ba.'k
to 20. Cut that INTERVAL one minute too early. Cot it bark to
10 and back to 20 before it clipped off, so I think we may be
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CC ' : 10 seconds to LOS. Next station contact
in 43 minutes through Carnarvon at 20 : 17 . • Out

.

PLT I don't understand , it's END OF FILM
light then DAC

.

CDR Coming up on 34:30.
PLT Yeah, I still have film.
CDR Stand by.
CDR MARK. 34:30 S190 INTERVAL is 10. Hey Ed,

1 gave you a burab call on ETC, I hope I didn't mess you up.
t>A0 Sky lab Control at 19 hours 35 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now out of range
of the tracking antenna at Merritt Island. Our next acquisi-
tion is 42 minutes away. That Earth resources pass appears to
be a pretty good one. Pilot Bill Pogue indicating that he
had success getting the site at Atlanta, where a study of land
use and forest management is planned. That was one of the
final mandatory areas that had not been photographed on
Skylab. and was the last of two to be photographed on the - this
Skylab mission, in the United States. There are three major
.sites that are - have not beer, obtained by Skylab's caneras
or electronic scanners. Those are all 'foreign sites now, onf
Tran, another in Mexico and a third in Chad i r. Africa. There
are only three mandatory sites so far unobtainud by the Skylab
crew as they complete their 29th Earth resources pass. The
original mission plan called for 30 Earth resources passes during
this flight, but the hope was earlier that we might get as many
as 50. However, most of the scientific attempts - most of the
scientific data that was sought on this flight, now apparently,
stems to be in the bag. There are several things left to be done,
and we hope we :

I 1 have a chance to do those. A number of
Earth resources pass - -

F.ND OK TAPE
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PAO ~ - attempts most of the scientific data
Lhat was sought on this flight now apparently seems to be in
the baf>, there are several things left to be done. And, we
hope we'll have a chance to do those . A number of Earth resourc
passes are being scheduled for the coming days, tomorrow's
schedule asks that the crew get up more than two hours
early, about 2-1/4 hours early, so they can perform an early
morning Earth resources pass, and they'll also be performing
an afternoon Earth resources pass tomorrow. And a similar
schedule follows in the days after that with Earth resources
passes occupying a good deal of their time. 40 minutes to
our next acquisition of signal. That CMG problem, no
substantial change in it. The last data we had indicated
the temperature crossover was still about the same, the
wheel speed at 8850, and apparently that's - looks like a pretty
stable figure now. It does not seem to be moving back up above
8850, and the currents, although they are down slightly at
the very end of that pass, do not appear to have improved
substantially, so that CMG anomaly, which has now been under
way for about an hour and a half, appears to be continuing.
40 minutes to our next acquisition of signal, 37 minutf.s
after the hour, this Is Sky 1 ab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 19:58 Greenwich mean
.

time. - The Skylab space station still about 20 minutes from
next acquisition of signal. Like to maku a couple of
announcements, one is that a decision has been made here at
Mission Control to order the U.S.S. New Orleans into port
early. It'll be making a sailing on the 26th which is
three days earlier than was originally planned. The change
In the ship's sailing times is to allow the New Orleans to
be in position in the evfcnt that a early recovery becomes
necessary. No decisions has been made to make that early
recovery however. The plan to move the New Orleans back Into
port and to have It back on station sailing on the 26th gives
up a recovery opportunity on the 25th and 26th, those are the
most immediate rtcovery opportunities off San Diego. Decision
to give those up Is made based on the fact that It's unlikely
the crew will be able to deactivate unless the decision were
made immediatley for them to come back. Since that has not
been done at this time, thio would allow them to make , recovery
any day after the 26th which is a lost day now. The 25th and ?6thwill no longer be recovery opportunities as the U.S.S. New Orleans
will be In port. It will be sailing three days early on the
26th rather than the 29th. That will allow It to perform arecovery at any day after the 26th, that is to say the 27th
through the February 8th which is the non.'r.al splash down day.
Prime days for recovery are February 8th, February 3rc" and
January 29th. Those are the days on which the ship will be
nearest to San Diego and allow the most efficent recovery
and also the best conditions for medical - medical experiments
immediately after recovery. At the present time the olan Is
i,tlll to bring the crew back on February the 8th, however
In order to arrange for the eventuality that we may have
early recovery, we are changing the ship sailing schedule
from the 29th to the 26th from New Orlean - from San Diego.
And a briefing on general mission activities and particularly
on the problems of the control moment gyroscope and the end
o mission activities will be held at 3:30 p.m. central daylighttime, that s a haJf an hour from row In the Buildln v. 1 briefing
r

fTr
m
,Z \ I

^ C
"
Schnled ". th« Skylab program manager avallabl

,t £ J^?
fln?\ AgUn thnt prc8r brl efing, William C. Schnledorin the Bui ding 1 bribing room * t 3:30 p.m. central daylighttime that s 30 minutes from now. This is Skylab Control at

)7 minutes before our next acquisition and 16 second, aftor
the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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full 84 days, but the recovery ship New Orleans will he lc.-ivinr,

port January 26th, three days early in case the flight must end

earlier than the planned February 8th splash down .
A check

with the guidance officer here in Mission Control indicates that

at the present time we have approximately 5 days of attitude

control system gas remaining for attitude control if the CMG

should fail, in addition to the 3 days red line that has been

requested. And in addition to that a total of 17 days of reac-

tion control system, fuelin the service nodule. That would give

a total of up to 25 days to total depletion of fuel supplies down

to RCS red line; that is to say, down to the minimum requirement

for return of the Command Mudul e . That 1

s far more than we

require; however, I might add that for safety reasons, it's

unlikely that we'd want to use that much fuel. Okay, we're

Roinp, to take the line down now. There is a change-o f-sh i f t

briefing p.oiny to be taking place shortly in Building i and the.

Guam pass will be recorded for later playback - playback.

It's 27 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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VAO This la Skylab Control at 20:55 Greenwich
mean time. We'll play back the air-to-ground from the Guam
tracking station at this time that was recorded during the

press conference. And this is the Guam playback.
CC Sky lab , this is Houston through Guam

for 5 minutes . Out.
CC CDR, this is Houston . Over

.

CDR Stand by a minute, Bruce. Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Roger, Jerry. It may be a moot point by

now but we weren't certain whether H-alpha door was going to
open properly or not. And it did open properly.

CDR Okay .

CC At last sunset, that last ATM sunset, the
indication we got down here on the ground was it had closed
only partially. So we selected motor power off and reenabled
it and got It closed, and we just wanted to alert you to the

fact that we had had some difficulty with it.

CDR Okay, now that's the second or third
hangup we've had on that door, isn't it, in the last few days?
And I wonder if we might not be wise to open that rascal up
and then inhibit the motors.

CC It's the second one Jerry. And probably
before we do that, we'll go to two-motor operations.

CDR Ok = y .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 ninute to LOS.
Next station contact in 18-1/2 minutes through GoldStone at

20: 54

.

CC Okay, Jerry. Active reRlon 33 looks like
it's about to erupt, although 31 is showing more activity.
We'd like yon to stick with the building block as scheduled
for your pass. However, shift over to active region 33 for
pointing. Make that shift to active region 31 for pointing.

CDR Okay, point at active region 31 and Just do
the sane building block.

CC Right.
CC Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

14-1/2 minutes .

CDF Hi , Hank

.

CC Hello, there. How goes It today?
CDR Oh, pretty busy. We've had a few minor

flares, and an EREP pass, and staying with it.
CC Let ' s hope .

CDR I see H-alpha looking a 1 1 1 1 1 r brighter,
and XL!V is picking up, and the oxygen VI count Jueped from
about 400 up to about 4,000.

CC Jerry, we had aomc sort of a power glitch
down here or something. Everything went black for a while and
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we still don't have the computer's up and don't have any data.CDR Okay.
PA0 Skylab Control at 20:59, that concludes

the recording there at Guam. As Spacecraft Communicator
Bruce McCandlesa observed, we did have a power interrupt,
a very brief one lasting just a couple of seconds, but it
apparently has knocked our capacity of calling up data from
the computers, at least for a short while. That interrupt
is still in progress, at least in the sense that we have noaccess to the computers right now. But power is back
on here in Mission Control. It was only off for about a second
or two. And all of the Eidophors which went black for a period
of time are now back up live.

CC
using it?

CDR

up live
Recorders (garble) telementry. Is nyt ody

to turn i fit'

the time.

with Texas
loud and clear.

No, I think they are availafc.e now.
cc Okay, we'l go ahead and dunp.

, .

CC CDR
- Houston. Do you have your C&G number

2 heater cue cui handy? CDR, Houston. We're reading youvery.verywe.ik.
CDR Yeah, I have the cue card.
cc Ct)P, Houston. If you read,

be probably asking at Vanguard, the next site,
heaters off for us. We just wanted to know if you had that
cue card handy. Maybe we'll have better voice there.
CDR, Houston. How do you read now?

CDR
t ,

1,ve bce n reading you loud and clear all
I have the cue card.

(

Okay, we apparently had a problem 'here
re with Ml LA now and it's coning through

1 J UBt u 'int to make sure you had it handy,Jerry, because when we get to VanRuard, because of their
"

computer problems, we won't have anything but telemenfry. We
won t have coamand capability and we'll probably be wanting to

lll
n he * ter « °f f there. And we're about 30 seconds from

LOS and Vanguard will be coming up at 19.™R Roger.
PA0 Skylab Control at 21:0-) Greenwich mean

lime. Skylah space station over Central America. UN parsed
nut of range of the U.S. tricking antennas. Thai c.M'i glitrh
does appear to be improving a* the currents have come bark down
Into the normal range and temperatures are now movinv bark
towards the stable point. They are still a little bit - rpm's
u

r "
l

Rtil
l,'

i

}
iltl * b,s »"w . «»>'H>t /,o rpms below the normal lev.-!,we have High, Director Neil Hutchinson here and we'll begin ourchango-of-shtf

t briefing very shortly. This is Skylab Control
ftt 10 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPK
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PA0 Skylab Control at 21:31 Greenwich mean
time.

i We had a pass over Vanguard during the change-of-sh

i

r tbriefing with Neil Hut chinson . We ' ve made a recording ofthat about 3 minutes of air-to-ground and we'll bring that
up for you now. This is a recording at Vanguard.

'

CC Hey, good show. And it's good for infobecause of the site problems at Vanguard, we'll be having -
may have some bad conn during the last half of the pass.

CDR Say again, Hank.

, t

cc Roger, because of the site problems atVanguard the comra might be a little ratty during the last
part of the pass.

CDR Okay. I'm getting I'MKCs up to 790.
CC CDK, Hrniston; you're tarting itito the

South Atlantic anomaly, so your PMKC going to become
less reliable so just rnly on the other indicators you havethere. XUV mon and the aperture on the XREA and so forth.
_,

CDR Roger. I'm looking at aperture 3, and
I ve got still got a fairly strong hot point in the XUV.

CC Roger, wt- copy.
cc PLT , Houston.
PLT Go ahead , Hank.
CC Roger, Bill. We saw the blood pressure

go off at what it appears to be a little early to us. Are
you having n little problems with equipment?

,

PLT Stand by. During blood flow, I didn'tthink we needed it.
CC Wt'H where we saw it was back on he ') 2

run. It seemed like it Mnpied earlier during the
recovery pha.su .

PI.T

of t Im , after tin.- time zero in
CC We copy.
CC CI) P. , Holism

for quite ,i | on j. ,,< r

convi n I en t i nthe next U or 5 minutes we'd like you to get to turn CMC numb.
I heaters off.

CI)R Okay. That's complete Hank.
CC Thank you Jerry.

u„„.-
CDR

„ L
°k,y *

,,i,nk 1 * ra terminating from the FLAKKMOOh now. The XUV Is down, beryllium apertures still „tIn roe but the XUV s way down.
CC Roger , we copy

.

CC Skylab, Houston; t he re's a gwe're R oing to loose comm In the next 10 seconds'
or so. The next site is Tananarive at W.

CDR Roger.

good Hi a ne e
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PAO Skylab Control at 21:34 Greenwich mean tine.
That concludes the recording of thd air-to-ground made at
Vanguard about 10 minutes ago. A little note on the power
Interruption here at Mission control. A very brief one lasted
only a matter of seconds and the equipment was all back on
line within a matter of minutes. Information we have that
It was caused by the loss of a heater at a power substation
that feeds the Johnson Space Center. And that heater .loss of
pover substation was a very brief one caused a brief interrupts
in the power here, that did knock out some of our computer
capacities. But we got them back very quickly. During the
Vanguard pass, another look at control moment gyroscope
number 2 shows that it 1

3 performance is now back prtuty well
within the normal range. The bearing temperatures are
back about where they should be at the higher end of tho
heater scale. Bearing number 1 about a decree above bearing
number 2 as it should be. bearing number 1 a little-
bit warmer than number 2. For awhile boar in?, number 2 h.m
crossed over and had Riven temperature readings about a
degree higher than bearing number 1. Wheel speed wan
still about 20 rpns slow but that's to be expected. Normally
it does take awhile for wheel speed indicator to come bark
to its normal level. Indicator itself is not extremely
precise although It does give a good indication. It's about
20 rpns slow still but the currents have come back to normal
which would indicate that the wheel speed is bacl about where
it should be. That was a lengthy period in which we did not
have proper activity on the CM0 number 2, although It was
working it was working a little bit out of its normal node,
it does appear now to be back to normal. Our next acquisition
is a little more than about a minute away a t Tanan a r i v e

»

This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAP

K
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Skylab Con
at Goldstone,into acquisi tlon

Spacecraft Communicator
last about 5-1/2 minutes

trol at 22 :32 . We 'i

we'll bring the line up for
Hartsfield. The pass should

5 minutes and we
dump here becausi

PLT

for TV- 107?
CC
SPT

Skylab, Houston . Through Goldstcne for
need to - to do an unscheduled vo i ce / r e co rd e

r

of che unreliability of Va
Roger Hank . Gc
Okay, we'll duir

Hello Hank, is there any VTR time available

'anguard

.

,
they're not

We ' re checking.
Thank you .

CC Okay Ed, there .ire 27 minutes available
if you've already put on ycur ATM TV. I f you haven't you can
use about 23, leaving a little bit for the ATM work.

SPT Okry, thank vou .

CC Skylab. Houston. We're 1 minute fron
LOS. Vanp.ua n! is the next site. And vv see ynu put In. 1

think, ATM on the TV, Is that correct?
CDR Th.it '« affirmative Hank.
PAO Skvlah Control at 22:40 Greenwich mean

tine. Skylab spare station Is out of ranp.c of the tricking
antenna at Goldst<>n<». Our nfxt acquisition is 16 minutes
away at Vanguard. During this pass at Goldstone data coning
in on CMG number 2 indicates that the gyroscope Is operating
normally again vlth the t empe ra t ur e difference about 2 degrees,
that's it's normal operation, and current's down at the level
it normally would be expected for that CMG. And the wheel
speed, although It did fluctuate a bit about the «912 level
that's considered normal for It. dees appear to have stabilized
at t'»at normal level. So CMG 2 ' s anomaly is .definitely over
at this point after lasting approximately U hours. Next
acquisition 15 minute.* and 40 seconds from now. This Is

Sky 1 ah Cont rol .

f-ND OF TAPF.
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PAO Skylab Control at 22:55 Greenwich mean
.

time.' The Skylab apace station is now 56 seconds from '

acquisition of signal at the tracking ship Vanguard. This
pass through Vanguard will last about 10-1/2 minutes. Space-
craft Communicator is Hank Hartsfield. We'll bring the

line up live now for air-to-ground through Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston. Through Vanguard 9-1/2

minutes

.

CDR ' " Roger .
'

'
'

'

. .

CC CDR, Houston. When it's convenient to

answer, got a question for you on H-alpha 1. Last night's
frame count showed only 2 frames taken, but we estimate there
were approximately 500 taken. And we may have a failure of

the FRAMES REMAINING counter if the operate light is still
working. Does the operate light come on?

CDR Sure doe 9 , Hank

.

CC Okay, we copy. You've probably been asked
this before but we're Ju9t trying to get another data point,
Jerry, about this degradation on the ATM TV - H-ALPHA 1 TV

image. How lone, after you turn it on in the morning do you
notice the dcRrndatlon?

CDR I guess I don't really notice it till we're
about half way through the pass, like around 30 minutes or
so,

CC Okay . wo copy .

CDR Right now it 's beginning to look pretty
ratty. In fact I'm beginning to see horizontal lines in it.

When you get near the end of the pa3s, you Juot don't see ar>

much of that good dark/light contrast. It's not as sharp and
clear as it Is early in the pass.

CC Roger . We copy

.

CC And for info, there are 20 minutes remainin
on the VTR

.

CC CDR, Houston. On your eloseout for the
day here, we'd like to get you to point at active region 31,

If you would, sir.
CDR Okay, active region 31. You want 54 and

"> 5 set up as per the pari?

CC That's affirmative.
CDR Okay. Hank, would they prefer H-ALPHA 2

pointing at 3

1

1

CC Okay vlerry, I guess use your Judgement
on whether U'd be H-ALPHA l, H-ALPHA 2.

CDR Looks to mc like 56, 82A, and 82B don't hav
A whole lot of film to spend sr probably abcut all they could
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do is 55, so we ought to leave it on line 25 and poin t - w i tli

H- ALPHA 2.
CC Okay, we'll buy that.
CC And CDR, Houston. One more thing we'd

like to get you to do. We've got a real low elevation pass
coming up here at Tananarive at 23:19. I. don't know whether
we'll get you or not. If wt don't, the next station is Hawaii
at 00:04 with your med conference. But at 23:25 we would
like for you to turn CMC number 2 heaters off per the cue
card you have

.

CDR Did you say turn them off, 0-F-F?
CC That's affirmative, 0-F-F. We- we may

s?et you at Tananarive and remind you, but in case we don't,
we'd li/.e to get you to turn them off.

CDR Okay, I assume then that you turned them
on a little while a r o ,

CC That ' .1 affirmative. •

CDR Okay .

CC And Sky lab. We're about JO seconds from
I.OS nnw , Tananarive in another 1 4 minutes.

r AO Skylab Control at 23:06:30 Greenwich
mean tlrar. Skylab's space station is out of rniip.o of the
Vanguard t rack 1 ng .shi p . Our next acquisition, a littl* less
than 13 minutes from now, will be at Tananarive. During this
pass over Vanguard, sone instructions given up to the crew to
keep the solar instruments pointed at active region 31 when
they're closed out for the evening. Active region 31 has
been responsible for a number of flares during the last
couple of days and they expect they nay get some activity there.
They'd like t<> have the instruments pointed at that replon
when they're - when the crew is no longer operating them.
Of course three of the Skylab instruments can be used during
unmanned operations. They can be controlled by the p. round, with
of course the limitation that they can only be turned on unci

off over ground st it Ions, which cover about n third of the
Skylab orbit. 12 minute* to our acquisition at Tananarive.
At this time we checked out with the H«Md.i,\co officer hcr<
in Mission Control the figures on today's - «>n t od a y ' h g 1 ! t * h

on the control moment gyroscope, the s;econd g Huh i« occur
since the crew awakened this corning. The first one was
in prioress shortly after wako«ip tirce. The first glitch, which
was the 30th of the Skylab mission, began at 11:10 (irccnwlch
»re«n time this morning and it lasted about 4-1/2 hours.
Conditions were about as has been seen in previous times.
The second gillch, number 31 of the Skylab mission, began at

18:0« Greenwich reean time and lasted about 3-2/4 hours atcorcMrg
to the guidance officer. He admits there Is some root* for
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discretion there but he considers It to have concluded at

Vanguard an hour and a half ago. So he gives a total of

about 3-3 hours and 15 minutes for the total time of that

CMC anomaly this afternoon. Again, the conditions were very

similar to those on preceding days, the power not being
particularly high. Quick rundown of anomalies during recent

days, these are Greenwich mean time days; that is to say, the

midnight occurs about an hour from now Greenwich mean time.

On day 19 thare were thre.e anomalies, on day 20 there were
three anomalies, on day 21 there were two anomalies, and

on day 22, which of course began before the crew went to bed

last night, there have been four anomalies. So that'll give

you ao idea of where we stand. No particular change In the

behavior of the gyroscope, although we have had frequent
variations In Its speed and current during the last several

days. 10-1/2 tninutes to acquisition at Tananarive and 9

minutes after the hour.thls is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23:18 Greenwich moan

time. The Skylab apace station new off the tip of the Cape

of Good Hope, there ia about 52 aeconda fron acquisition at

Tananarive voice relay station. The pass here at Tananarive
ahould laat about 10-1/2 minutes as the crew goes directly
over head at the Island of Madagascar in the Malagsy Republic.
During this pass - the crew was instructed earlier to turn
off the heaters at Tananarive. The heaters for the CMGs

are managed - CMC number 2 heaters are being managed
by Mission Control. But since there ia no command capability
through the voice relay station at Tananarive, they have

asked ti.e crew to perform that action for them. They do

have instructions on board for turning the heaters off. That

Instruction was given to them at Vanguard, because we have

had some communications problems previously with Tananarive
which was activated Just for the final Skylab mission. We're
coming up live now at Tananarive and we'll leave the line up

in event ve do have some conversation here.
CC Skylab, Houston, through Tananarive for

9 mlnut e s .

CDR Roger Hank. Do you want a frame count?
CC Okay, go ahead.
CDR 9085, 78, 20, 54, 1546, and 3023.
CC We copy .

CC SPT, Houston, are you free to answer
a question?

CDR He's working TV-107 right now.
CC Okay .Jer, we'll catch him later.
CDR And I'm going in where it core man <Js

now to turn off the heaters .

CC Okay, Jer. Thank you.
CDR Okay, number 2 bearing heaters are off.
CC Thank you Jerry.
CC CDR, Houston. Your flight plan for the

early EREP calls for you to get up around 08:45, and the

c losest site we

'

ve go to that is Bermuda at 8:54.
CDR Hank, you cut out. We'll look for you

at the. next site
CC Okay, 1 think we're back with you. I

was just saying that the flight plan calls for you to get

up at - tht> flight plan calls for you to get up at 8:45

and the closest site to that is at 8:54. Do you want to set

you clocks or - I guess we can go ahead and call you at 8:54.
CDR Yeah, why don't you give us a call at

8:54.
CC Skylab, Houston, it sounds like we may

be starting to break lock here. Hawaii is your next pass

at 05, and that's you med conference.
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p A0 Skylab Control. at 23;30 Greenwich mean

time. Skylab space station la now over the Indian Ocean

out of range of the tracking antenna on the Island of

Madagascar. Our next acquisition is 34 minutes away. That:

will be at Hawaii. The up coming pass at Hawaii is scheduled

to be the private medical conference, so we do not expect

to have conversation there. A 7-1/2 ninute pass and we don't

expect the crew will have a chance to get back to us At. the

end of the Hawaii pass. And again that next pafi* is

expected to be a private medical conference, we'll record it

In case anything does happen at the very end of it. And

Immediately after that at V.inguard aboi t an hour from now

we'll have the daily status report from the Sklab crew.

This is Skylab Control at 23 hours and 31 minutes Greenwich

mean tine

.

END OF TAPE
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'

PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 33 minutes
Greenwich aean Cine . Skylab space station Is now coming
within range of the tracking ship Vanguard, where we'll have
the evening status report from the crew. After a long period
of loss of signal where we had no conversation at all, the

private medical conference held at Hawaii about 25 minutes
ago. And we'll be waiting for a report on the crew health
to come in a short while. We'll bring the line up live now
for Hank Hartsfield, the Spacecraft Communicator and the

evening status report t*. rough Vanguard.
CC Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for

8-1/2 minutes.
CDR Be right with you, hank.
CC Okay, I got a quick question for you.

Do you have the cover closed on the teleprinter? When we
talked to you up at the ATM console, that thing sounds pretty
loud when it's pecking away,

CDR Well, sometime we do and sometimes we
don't, it just kind of depends. I think it was covered
today though when you and I was talking.

CC Docs it - does it - you know, during the

testing at the Cape it seems to ae it made a lot of difference
whether that thing was opened or closed in the level of the

sound. I dn't know how it Is in 5 PSI .

SPT Yeah, it really does make a difference.
SPT Hank, I'm sleeping at home tonight, so

you can run the teleprinter all you like.
CC Well, I'm sure glad to hear that. We had

problem on this short night and needing to get the KREP pads
up and they never built, you know, until late in the evening.

SPT Yeah, I things have cooled down h.)nr

and so I moved back home. And you can 2 1> t her run all niv.ht.

CC We need one little item on the ATM panel
whenever it's convenient for someone. We need to get the

detector 3 op of S055. You probaly won't see it change in the

display because we got it commanded on in parallel.
PLT Roger, Hank cominp, at you with the

photo log: 16-ici llimeter , EREP, Charlie Lima 11, 30 percent;
35-iai 1 1 inete r . Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 42, frame count is

21; Nikon 02, Bravo Victor 49, frame count's 48; Nikon 03,

Charlie India 115, frame count 41; Nikon 04, Bravo Echo 10,
frame count Is 41: N'Ikon 05, Bravo Hotel 06, frame count is

31. 7 0-mi llimeter, Charlie X-ray 18, frame count 31.

ETC, India Rotaeo 03, frane count's 84; EREP set Yankee, 9507,
8846, 9721, 9712, 3258, 0582. Drawer A configuration:
no change

.

CC Okay , we copy

.
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CDR Okay, Hank here comes the status report.

Sleep: CDR, 6.0, 4 heavy, 2 light; SPT, 6.0, 5 heavy,

1 light- PLT, 7.0, 7 heavy. Volunes: 265; 400" and 265.

Water gun: 8756; 4 795; 1 2 24. Hatis : 6.317, 6.318. 6.321:

6.380, 6.381, 6.384; 6.245, 6.247, 6.240. Exercise: standard

for everyone. Medications: CDR and SPT none; PLT, Afrin times

2. Clothing: CDR, socks; SPT, socks aid shirt; PLT, none.

Pood log: CDR , salt 5.5, deviation tero, .

rehydration water

plus 2.0; SPT , 1.5 salt, plus a grape drink, zero water;

PLT, 8.5 salt, plus a green beans, plus one coffee with sup,ar,

zero water. Flight Plan deviations: none. Shopping list,

ill housekeeping done; TV-107, 1.5 hours Inoperat able

equipment; nons . Unscheduled stowage: none.

cc Okay, we copy, Jerry and I've got a

question for Ed, if he's available.
CDR Go ahead, he's listening.
CC Okay, this morning - on this afternoon the

EREP, they g.^ve him the option of eliminating any ETC pictures

that'were. 75 percent or greater cloud covered. I wondered if

he exercised that option.
SPT Yes, I did. There was Just one occasion,

Hank and I'll five you the numbers, 1 put it on tape. - - 14

we're suppose to go to stand by, I went to stand by at 24:40.

That's about 30 seconds early. The reason, we had a 100 pereen

cloud cover as we cane- over the front.
rc Okay, we ropy Kd . And I guess if we could

do this maybe like ar. eveninp status or even realtime

during the pass in the future, it would really help us out,

because the KRF.P people start working Imme dl a t e
1 y on the

next day's passes and start thinking about the amount of

film they have left.
SPT Okay, Hank. That be the case. I'll try

to give it to you after the EREP pass and the guys at the

VIS has calmed down and the loop is open.

CC Okav, that'll work out real well. Ed.

PLT Also. Hank, I got a END OK FILM light

on Charlie Lima 11, 1 had 30 percent remaining. 1 did a

functional check on it, and it's still moving film.

r;c Okay, we copy.

EN? OF TAPE
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e PT Okay. Hank, at the tine of 25:1'. w,- were

supposed to go to STANDBY. 1 went to STANDPY at 20 - -
aupposea 8 Hank> on xv-107, which I \ot almost

20 ainutes of now and a little bit leas which I'll be

finTeMng up later tonight. But there la «;>»« tMn * ™. •

there I ?hink Joe Allan and 1 talked about before f igh t

And he' J like to take a look at i t ,
1' m .ure. And I d like

Mm to get back with me on any cogent that he »ight have

U convenient. . ^ ^ ^ Vve ROt one

„ore important thing to get up to you here. We're about a

minute tro» LOS. And that is at 01:00 we would like for

you to torn the CMC number 2 bearing heaters off, 0-F-F, off.

We've pot a pass there at 00:58 at Tananarive, but it s

real low elevation and we're probably not going to get you.

rnR 01:00, CMG number 2 bearing off.

rc And for info we're cycling those heaters

now -one complete cycle ever rev is about what it's working

0Ut
"

cc And if we don't get you at Tananarive,

Hawaii is the next site at 01:40 with a recorder dump and

also he PLT's phone call, RIGHT ANTENNA. And we «on

talking to you nv more this evening since you're scheduled

for sleep at 02:00. We will have the com, up in ca«o you

need us. We'll say good night to you now an.; see you at

08:5
\dR

1U
' Okay. Hank. Thanks. Enjoy the ni^ht

down theTe
-

skylab Control at 44 minutes after

Greenwich midnight. Skylab space station is now out o
l.reenwicn *

cJ(lnt. shlp Vanguard on what we expect to

bTu.e i P. .- oJ'th. evening. This time CONTROL MOMENT

C ROSCOPE is perking along very nicely wi th ^^nce '

problem. Wheel speed seems to hove come down a bit since

the anomalies earlier today. And it does seem to have

stabilized around the 88, 90 mark. That's about 20 pm

below what had been seen before. However the curr ^
n

^ e

DCa , to be out of the ordinary. They do appear to be at the

„.u.; leJ.l. and the temperatures are about in the normal

balance So that would Indicate that wo don t liav*. any

Sort of'.no.-ly on CMG number 2, but it may be that we have

"slight reduction in wheel speed. Several days ago we did

Save a sharr drop in wheel speed that we thought might Indict

allure in the transducer when the wheel speed dropped

about 60 rpm's for a very extended period of t ime
]

. s ing

more than a day. At that t f .e there vai concern that the Iran

itself might be failing. Later the wheel speed came bacn
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up to a normal level, aim apparently had been working ai

8912 for quite aoac period of tine. It does seem ta havt

stabilized now at about 8890. And there doot not appear
to be any anomaly in the behavior of CMC number 2. Sky lab

astronauts with 27-1/2 •il.V.on miles traveled In Earth
orbit had another excellent day atudlng the Earth and Sun.

More than two dozen areas were surveyed this afternoon as

the Skylab space station crossed the central United States

from Idaho to Florida. Ths Earth lnve e t lga 1 1 on ,
using fo'jr

electronic instruments and seven cameras, was the 29th for

the astronauts. Thirty had been planned for the mission.
It now appearr. that we will have no trouble completing
the 30 originally scheduled. However, highest hopes In

the mission were that we might reach as man> as 50. The

present plan for upcoming day* indicates we may get as many

as 15 more F.arvh Resources passes before the end of the

mission, provided everything continues to work smoothly.

However our experience so fat has been that weather has knockc

out a number of passes. We're up to about 10 paises lost

through weather and problems with the control moment

gyroscopes, so that has p\i t us a bit behind the powe-

curve. However, they have completed 2H or the 30

originally planned, nnd it's hoped that they nay get as

many as 15 more. After two substantial solar flares yesterday

one of which Kd Gibson the science pilot caught on the

rise, Che storm center on the western half of the Sun's

face has continued its explosive ways today. Five solar

flairs producing burst of X-radiatior in the C-class

have been seen since the crew awakened at 06:00 am this

morning. All - all of these solar flares occurred in the

small but powerful active region number 31 on the Sun's right

half. The crew i3 going to sleep an hour early tonight

so they can get up before 04:00 am central daylight tine

Wednesday. The early wakeup will allow Astronaut Jerry

Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue to perform anotfer Earth

survey, focusing tomorrow again on signs of energy produced

by the Earth's Inner heat. After 7 hours of irregular

behavior todav, Skylab 's number 2 gyroscope has ome .it-.iln

settled down. Today's unsteady pcrfonnfinrcs by the large

gyroscope war the 10th and 3 1st <> f the Sky lab flight, which

is now ir its 68th day. We believe we have had the llr.al

discission of the evening. Wo du havi a Tananarive pass

about. 12 minutes away, but anterna conditions there seem to

be very poor. We do not intend to bring the line up at

that pass. If we should have further disiussion, we'll

record it and play it back for you at the earliest possible
moment. It's now 47 minutes after the hour, and until 4:00 a.

central daylight time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 1 ;39 Greenwich - an

time. Skylab space station Is about a minute and a half
from acquisition at Hawaii. We expect that the crew la

going to get a call here at Hawaii. The flight controllers
have been discussing tomorrow's Earth resources pr.ss, which
haa - presently is scheduled across central America all the
way to the Bay of Biscay off the coast of France. Under
current conditions only one mandatory site and six desirable
sltea are listed for the pass. Weather la uncertain right
now for the geothermal area in central Arterl:a. And for that

reason they're going to let the crew know that a review of

the weather will be made auout 02:30 a.m. central daylight
time and they - they will give thea a call after that time
if they need to wake them up. And we'll bring you up hero
at Hawaii and let you here the air-to-ground for yourself
as a di8cuss3ion of the EREP thing Is coming to a cl - a

close for now here in Mission Control.
CC Skylab , Hous t on .

SPT Hello, Hank.
CC Hey, Ed, sorry to bother. We promised yoy

we wouldn't but we thought this was important enough to
tell you. We just got some weather in on your early EREP
tomorrow, and right now it's marginal. So what we'd like to
do is have you don't do anything till you hear from us. If

it's GO, we'll go ahead and call you at 08:54 as we said we
would. If the weather is NO GO, just sleep and we'll give
you a call somewhere around 10:30 or 11:00 and - because the
F.RFP will be scrubbed.

SPT Okay, Hank. Sounds like a good way to
do it. Hope we get some good weather and get some good
KRKP, dune

.

CC So for the second time this evening,
we'll say goodnight to you. And we'll talk to you at either
08 : 54 or 10 : 30

.

SPT Goodnight to the bronze team.
PAO Skylab Control at 01:4 3. We're still in

acquisition in Hawaii but we don't expect any more conversation
here. That was the message that - after the weather has been
r,' viewed at 02:30 central daylight time, the determination
will be made here in Mission Control as to whether the crew
should be awakened at the early wake up time or whether they
should be allowed to sleep in to the normal time or possibly
somewhere in between . So that will take place about 02:30 in
the morning, and the crew will wait for a giound callup for
tomorrow's Earth resources pass. Central America currently
is a bit cloudy for the geothermal pass tomorrow. There are
six desirable Earth resources sites. And one of their
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mandatory altea, the Bay of Blscfey off the coast of France,

tha*. area has been surveyed before. However there Is not a

completion on it. They expect that if they're able to get

it f.oaorrov it would complete the activity. However, for a

single mandatory site they would be unlikiy to awaken the

crew two hours eAfly. We have the mission surgeons report on

crew health and we'll read that for you at this time. Crew

health is satisfactory although the pilot has a recurring

paranasal congestion. This is currently controlled by a topical

decongestant. A temperature will be taken as a precaution

to rule out infection. Signed by Dr. Jerry Hordlnsky for Dr.

Hawkins, the medical operations director. We believe we've

had the final p<».8S of the evening for the Skylab crew, so we'll

take the line down here. The crew should be up shortly before

04:00a. ra. central daylight time. That's about 2 hours in a.ivam:

if weather appears to be good for tomorrow's early Earth

resources pass. Otherwise the time may be anywhere from 4 to

6 a.m. in the morning. This is Skylab Control at 1 hour 45

minutes Greenwich nonn tirse.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control , January 23rd mission day
69. Wakeup coming through stateside pass - -

CC We' re stateside for 12 minutes.
SPT Morning , Dick.
CC Good morning. You'll notice that by the

slightly later hour that they had to cancel the first E REP
>n the Flight Plan this morning. That change has made us
redo the Flight Plan a little bit. So we have reuplinked a new
Flight Plan in detail. They are not significantly changed,
but we figured it would save you some paper work and pencil
pushlnp. It's mainly at the end of the day that the changes
.ire, 6ut one of the first things you might do this morning
is go up and smoke them over.

SPT Very good. Thank you, appreciate it.
cc Okay. One other thing, we have the VTR,

we're in the middle of a dump cycle. And I'll just be standing
bv here for the rest of this pass. We've still got 11 minutes'
to go.

SPT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about a minute and

a half from LOS. We're going to drop out for about 5 minutes
and then pick up Madrid at 10:46. Incldently during the
evening, we've- had the CMG 2 has had two or three Ion? glitches
on it. And also we saw the AT.'i C&D coolant loop pressure go
to -^flo- go to zero a couple of times, and assuming you guys
didn't get up in the middle of the night and turn It off and
back on, we're assuning that something else caused it

SPT (Garble) , Dick

.

CC Roger

.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 10
hours U2 minutes, mission day 69, January 23 for the crew of
Skylab IV. Bad weather along proundtracic 14 todav has forced
the cancellation of the first of two Earth resources surveys
in today's Flight Plan. The early Earth resources experiment
pass was to have started at 5:27 a.m. central daylight time,
and take data on volcanic a.-tiviiy in Central America, geologic
structures in Germany, and volcanic activity in Italy. The
second F.RFP pass along groundtrack 19 crossing the United
States is scheduled to begin at 1:34 p.m. central davlight tine,
and will gather electronic and photographic data on weather
systems, land use, geology, remote sensinp, technology, and
oreanograph - oceanography. The space station presently in
a 2 32 by 240 naut i ca 1 -mi lr orbit traveling, at a speed of 25,133
feet per second. Now in revolution 36f.5. Temperatures aboard
the space station 73.8 degrees Fahrenheit down 1 degree from
yesterday. One glitch during the night on CMG 2, which began
at Greenwich mean time 5 hours and 35 minutes, and ended at
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Crecnwich iein time 10 hours and 26 minutes as Skylab was
acquired at the Texas tracking station. This glitch following
the normal patterns of reduced wheel speed increased tempera-
tures and amps in the CMG number 2. A drop in pressure In
the C&D coolant loop panel just occurred at Greenwich mean
tine 8 hours and 18 minutes, and at the next station acquisition
was back to the normal 260 pounds at Greenwich mean time 8
hours and 37 minutes. We'll leave the line up for CAP COMM
Dick Truly on this Madrid pass, 8 hours - 8 minutes in duration.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Madrid for
8 minutes.

CDR Roger, Dick. I went up and had a listen
on the ATM C&D coolant pump. It sounds pretty calm right

cc Okay Jerry, thank you for the words. ^And
?LT, Houston, when you get a chance, no hurry, I'd like to speak
to you for a second .

PLT Co ahead, Dick.
cc Roger, Bill. All your friends down here

on the purple gang would like to wish you a happy birthday
this morning, We sure hope you have a nice day and I've got
a special message on tape that I think you'll enjoy hearing.

PI-T Thanks, purple gang. I'd forgotten.
CC (Music: "Happy Birthday")
MCC Happy birthday , Bill .

MCC You're not getting older, you're getting
better.

MCC Hanginthere.
PLT Hey Dick, that's great. I wish I could

hug them all.
CC I know you do, Bill. Happy birthday to

you.
PI.T ~ ThanJ;a...ag^i»w __„_—-"- *—

~

cc Sfcyi'ab
, Houston, we're a minute from LOS.

Carnarvon comes up at 11:21. There is one item that came
up last night on the evening status report that I'd 1 i V c- to
pass up to you, and that is, it was reported that Nikon 02
Bravo Victor 49 had 4 8 franes. We expected that to be 4f>

because we thought you should sot it to 48 and then clirk off
two frames. If you did not do this. Jerry, prior to doing
S073 this norning, we'd like you to do that. If you did click
off, whoever loaded it, if you did click off the two frames,
just reset the counter to 4 ft .

CDR We '
1 1 do that , Dick

.

CC Ckav.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control. Greenwich mean time
10 hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal through the .Madrid
tracking station, begins their 69th day, waking up an hour
and a - an hour and a half later than scheduled. An early-
morning ERF.P pass, a geothernal pass to gather data on vol-
canic activity, had been canceled due to bad weather along
the ground t rack

. \ Wakeup call coming through the stateside
pass. Discussions with the crew concerning another C&D -

CMC glitch in number 2 which began at Greenwich mean time 5 hou
and 35 minutes, lasting nearly 5 hours. As the spacecraft
cone through Texas at Greenwich mcjn time 10 hours ?(> minutes,
the G&N officer reported the CMC 2 was back to normal. The
pattern of off-line performance In line with other anomalies:
low wheel speed, increase in voltage and increase in tempera-
lures in the CMC number 2. A drop in pressure in the ATM
CiD coolant loop was reported at Greenwich nean time H hours
18 minutes. This was cleared up about 19 minutes later at
next station acquisition at Greenwich mean • ' rae. 8 hours and
37 minutes. Commander Carr reported he we; t jp and looked
at the C&D loop and he said it sounded - it sounded okay.
Through the Madrid pass, a - the happy birthday greeting to
Pilot Hill Pogue who today, celebrates his birthday. He was
born on January 23, 1930. His message from his famllv,
his wife Helen, his son Bill. Jr., daughter tana, andiron
all singing happy birthday to their father in orbit. This
afternoon's V. REP pass at 1:34 central daylight '

t ine'erossos
a track there at Vancouver Island on the west coast and bi-
sects the country diagonally to Savannah, Georgia. Conmandor
Gerald Carr will operate the control and display panel vh <

1 «
Pilot Bill Pogue - the vievfinder tracking system with Science
Pilot Ed Gibson operating the S190B Earth ' terrain carer a out t

anti-solar scientific airlock. In the solar pmvslcs field,
Gibson will man the ATM control and display panel tiir^e tires
today and Carr and Pogue once each. The crew will be com en-
t rating, on active regions 31 and 33 todav. Sol.-, r scientist*
here at the Johnson Space Center do not anticipate iln y major
activities. They're givinp the crew the option o I watching
th. se regions to have '.hem select what they feel is the most
active region. The two active regions. 31 and 33. should pass
around the limb today and scientists here do not anticipate
any action coning from the other limb as the Sun revolves.
In the other experiments in todav 's Flieht Plan include
Gerald Carr as subject and Pilot Pogue as observer in the
medical experiment pair of M092/M093 lower body negative
pressure/vectorcardiograrn experiments. Also included todav.
is operation of the S073 Gegenschein/ zodiacal light through
the .anti-solar scientific airlock. Handheld K.-.rth feature
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photographic options today include metropolitan development
patterns around Khartoum, Sudan, East African Rift Zones,
current eddlea off New England and Nova Scotia, fault zones
in the Swiss Alps and in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco,
dunes in the northern Namib Desert of Southwest Africa,
coastal sediment and lake ice in Lake Ontario and offshore
sea ice in New England and tie Gulf of Mexico currents. Atotal of slightly under 24 manhours of scientific activity
is scheduled today. Wakeup beginning mission day 69. occurri
at Greenwich mean time 10 hours and 30 minutes. That's 5-30
central daylight time. The spacecraft in a 232 bv 240-nnuti«mile altitude. Temperatures aboard Skylab this morning, 73 8decrees and a happy birthday through Madrid. Next station
in 21 minutes and 40 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 10hours and 59 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
11 hours and 19 minutes. Mission day 69 started through
the stateside pass. The crew h^s been awake for 50 minutes.We 11 have acquisition through Carnarvon in 40 seconds. We'llhold the line up for CAP CO MM Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS throughCarnarvon for 5 minutes. And I have some news here If you'dlike to hear it this morning.
CDR Rog . Go ahead , Dick

.

C
^ Okay. Washington D.C.: Secretary ofState Henry A. Kissinger indicated that the unrestrictedlow of Arab - Arab oil to the United States may resume Inless than two months as a result of the Egyptian Israelitroop agreement Kissinger said at his first news conference

to be ieve that our success In the negotiations mark a na |nrstep toward ending the oil embargo. According to the agreementnd
,

lar *') con P le ^ their disengagement along theSuez Canal within 40 to 60 days. The process is expectedto start on Friday. In London, the miners' union threatened
a nat onal strike after the F.ritish government refused to

it i,
lts

r

wa
f
e

<

co ^rols to permit a larger wage increase than
1 19 ~ tnat 18 allowed to other workers. A strike by theminers, whose refusal to work overtime has already createdan energy shortage, could halt most of the British industry

t 5? ?,
9

.

P
,

ng
'

In NeW York> a 5240,000 collection
of Civil War art, hidden for 60 years in a New Orleans atticvent on exhibition here. The American Heritage Society, whichowns the col ection, called it the most important discovery

draw , , !
C °" ntry

-
U ccnsi9ts of 754 pen-and-inkdrawings pencil sketches, water colors an-! wash drawings by56 artists None ha' ever been publicly dlaplavod before.In Fresno California, the woman who got a traffic ticketor following President Nixon's plea to slow down and sav,fuel has beaten me rap. Irene Hodfes, secretary of the

i,flnfori
' Chamber of Comm-rce, <!c ^m.l.'d a j U rv trial after thtCalifornia Highway Patrol cited her November 18 for driylne

57 miles per hour instead of the posted 70 alon,- Highway 99near heie. Mrs. hodges said she pleaded Innocent because onlyoay.s before Nixon had called on motorists to .low to 50 tosave tuel But she didn't have t,, go to trial on Mondaybecause the Municipal Court Judge Moradian dismissed thecitation without comment. One final item. From N lies, Ohio
wLI 0

r,
C
!T

r;kfld
*

reP ° rt T,iestla y th » l ^meone was inside'

stSre
"du.trie. used clothing deposit box near a localstore and found it was true. The unidentified man said he

\l"
'*' kll ?/r tln? clnthlnp and nh-r items into the boxthen r.ou.dn't - and then could not reopen the flao.
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We still liave about 2 minutes here at Oa i na r von . I'm standing
by.

SPT Ro Be r , Dick. Think you.
CC ....

.
• Roge i .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're about a nlnuu-
from LOS. Honeysuckle comes up in 7 minutes and I'll give
you a call there. Incidentally, the bioraed officer has
searched through the transcripts and he's unable to find
M092 voice/data on yesterday's SPT run. If you - ons of you
Ruys has a chance to re record that, we'd sure appreciate
it.

PLT Okay, Dick. I have it written down.
I'll rerecord it.

CC Thank you very much.
CDR Dick, would you send us up another copy

of message *9, 61, Alfa-2?
CC We'll certainly get that up to you, Jerry.
CDR Okay. This one got a little garbled.

Looks like maybe it slewed in the middle of it or something.
CC Okay. We'll re-uplink that message.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

11 hours 28 minutes with loss of signal through Carnarvon.
Next acquisition in 4 minutes through Honey - control moment
gyro number 2 - glitch which began at 5:35 Greenwich mean time
today, still in progress at this tine. Nearly 6 hours
continuous off-line performance by this CMG. In addition
to the happy birthday music played to the pilot. Bill Pogue,
celebrating his 44th birthday today. A 4-foot-long teleprinter
message went up during the night, a birthday card made of
computer symbols an<i letters from h i ^ family, his wif.<, Ik- 1 e n .

and sons Bill and Tom, and daughter, Layna, resembling much lilt
the Christmas card which the crew received from the various
flight teams during the Christmas hollidays. 4-foot-lonp
birthday card sent to Bill Pogue for his 4.'.th birthday.
Next acquisition through Honeysuckle. We'll brin? the line
up for this Honeysuckle pass. 1 minute in duration.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Honeysuckle.
A very short pass ut about 1 minute. Texas comes up at

12:02. he advised that s i n <• e this pass is so short, we're
not going to try to uplink that me^sart you asked for, but
we will get it up to you al Texas. So s. c you then.

CDR Okay , l)i eV .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
II hours and 14 minutes. Loss <>f signal t h r o u g h Hon e ys u r.k 1 e

tracking station. Next acquisition in 27 minutes through
Texas. On mission day (>'i for the < jew of Skylal> IV. ihey
began their day later than scheduled due to bad weather over
the planned ERKP track, that track was canceled, that pass
was canceled. Now the crew will spend more time at the AIM,
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observing a increasingly quiet Sun. Tin- two active regions
under study, the last several days, .ictivLv region 31 and 33
»re presently moving around the nisi Hub of the Sun and
no activity is predicted from the went limb. The crew will
have the opti on observing - a ' t i v a t i n f> the cameras at areas
they suspect will have activity. Next acquisition in 26 min
through Texas . At Greenwich mean time 11 hours 35 minutes,
this is Sky lab Control .

END OF TAPE
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„ h *t°B , V Sky lab Control. Greenwich mean time

a %, "i
nUte

' acquisition coning through Texas tracking
!"£ ?: u ly.

S
'

11 bri " K thG Une f ° r C^ CO MM

17 minStes.
SkyLib, Houston. Hello, stateside for

:

.vi„£ P ro bleK r^ii^^zii2'^z\:i ij t .r
»!--

understand I an Rettine un nltiv = < i i •

0ilc
'

1

™ R "°" 8t0n
>
CDR> How do you read?

CDR n. *
Hous,

;

on
'
loud and clear now. How nc ?

his TM on the coaaand history. We're W onH»ri» 7*

Mr..":.:,::"
1
- -««"p"-"f"M.' i:^::i

d

,.

•Sir
- - ^£^:\r£

CDR okay .

CDR Houston , CUR.
Cc Go a he .id , J,., ,
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CDR Okay, I'vt: got the full message now, and
it looks like there were about. 1, 2, 3, 5 lines that were
missed right out of the middle of this message and that's
where we have all of that funny slewing.

cc Now this is the - this is the first one
that we had the problem with, not the one we lust unlinked
is that r tght?

CDR Yeah, the one you just "^linked in good
shape. And I've got the first part and the last part of this
same message up here, It's just the part in the middle that's
missing .

'

CC Uh-huh. Okay, thank you very much for
letting us know.

SPT Houston, SPT.
CC Go, Ed.
SPT Dick, we've got a computer reject light

up here. Is that an anomaly that cane up while sending up somecommands or do you know what the ptoblem is?
CC Stand by 1.
CC SPT

. Houston. The problem is the command
error on the ground. We'll - it'll - it'll be rectified in
Just a minute, no problem with you.

SPT Okay, thank you, Dick.
SPT Th e SPT, activity light is out, Dick.
CC Roger,

END OF TAPE
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at the .cent. 1 1 . rl
U * r «vlnd »od *

-r'-s ft; ;: f:
1

;':,::;;',: :::;!::,:•„
SPT Ski; ij' r atUS Wh ° n We

* et ^ Madrid,
-re than 15 - 30 sectd^, 3J ?Sv^

-
1"

K ^^i. ^'t "Md
to speed and start recording.

° r U 10 co,,,e

cc
R ° 8er '

Madridcomes up ln ^^l^yoXlV^
PAO ?,°

8ei
'
Dlck

' So long.

12 hour. 19 minutes HI llVi*
1

\
Greenv1^ time

acquisition in 3 mlnut s Ld i! ^ 1

5

hr0l,8h Bernud *- Next
U days of ATM vievJng remain for rh"'

8 WlU
«

ba thr ° U * h Madrid -

the mission goes theTi H , ^M* V ° f SkyUb IV
- "

th« day before h V ^ i,
La8t

J
vievLng wl U b e

summary for mission d'av ^ oi .T Schedulecl the .,„,.
«t-i«j aboard the^s^S \ e^ ^ h

™* film re -

remaining, S054 has 991 frames 1°78 I
l5 * 6 frjBes

S056 camera, 20 in the S082A soltl hi ['VS/
9 ** 1 * «>r the

H-alrh. I camera has 3659 frames of m„ f f^"**
r »"«»nln fl .

9 .inut*. and the VTR "jj you^" '
°" ' ^ ^ A ° S M * J '"

££
T Thank you, Dick,

here at Madrid.
A1S °'

'

r ° dun P ln * the data/voice recorder

"»»£Mci ov^.sr;:
0

;-, kis:*.:;:,-' »->*•
rr Thank you, Dick.

SPT
R°f?er.

light.
Cln,t teU vlthoul a READY or a OPERATE

J£
H o g e r that .

Tananarive at 1 2 : 4 5
,

*

'

lb
' "

OU8 <

»

n
• \ We ' r e a minute from LOS.

p" So 'on?, Houston.
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acquisition In 11 minutes and 55 Bcconds will bo the Tananarive
tracking station as the crew Is into their 69th day in orbit. A
day which will have one EREP pass, a stateside pass with about
5 hours or more devoted to observations of the Sun. Science
Pilot Gibson presently at the ATM console. Next acquisition
11 minutes and 25 seconds through Tananarive. At Greenwich
mean tine 12 hours 34 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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.

PAU Sky lab Control, Greenwich ncan tine
12 houn 44 minutes. Acquisition coning through Tananarive
Jn .-0 seconds. Changeover presently in progress here at
the Mission Control Center wiU, the off-going purple team
headed by Flight Director Phil Shaffer

, turning over the
operation to Nell Hutchinson, chief * head flight director
for the silver team.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Tananarive
for about 5 minutes. And SPT , Houston. Back there where
you put the NIGHT INTERLOCK switch to OVERRIDE for us, wewere looking at our data and we didn't see the shutter operate,wonder if you'd verify H-alpha 1 mode switch to AUTO?

SPT Yeah. I've got it now, Dick.
cc Roger . Thank you

.

,
Skylab, Houston. We're expecting an

early LOS from Tananarive. Honeysuckle at 13:10.
.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 51 minutes with loss of signal through Tananarive.
Next acquisition will be through the Honeysuckle Creek
tracking station in 18 minutes. The crew in their 69th day,later on this morning, Commander Gerald Carr will be per-
forming the M092/M093 experiment. This will be the 18th timeConmander Carr will perform the MC92 and the 16th time hehas performed the M09 3 experiment. Pilot Bill Pogue will be

Jm«;
dUrlng Pair ° f nedlcal "P«i«nt.. SciencePilot Ed Gibson currently at the ATM console. He will spend

3 hours there this morning, a total of almost 9 hours of

oJ
M
rh^^rp

ti0n
,!

line
??

rlnR thC day duG 10 the cancellationof the F.RF.P earlier this morning. EREP pass, a geothermalpass arross South America, Central America and Italy wascanceled due to heavy cloud cover. However, tin- ERLP passfor ,h ls afternoon, FRF.P pass number 30, is still on solu-dul,.This Is a continental pass be R innln R at Greenwich mean tineI«:3.. Next .i.-qulsJ tion In 16 minutes and 25 second* throughHoneysuckle. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time
12 hours and 51 minutes.

1>A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich tie an time
. '.^

ur8 and 8 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle
in 50 seconds. Changeover here at the Mission Control Center
llj, .

nircctpr (,f the silver team is Neil Hutchinson. CAP
CO. 1.1 is Bruce McCandloss

. We'll bring the line up for thispass through Honeysuckle, 2 minutes and 20 seconds in duration.
, ,

Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckletor 1-1/2 minutes. We need the CMC heaving heaters off onbearing 2, please. Over.

p]e;ls ^

C Roger. That's on CMG-2 immediately,

*PT In work

.
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CC Sky lab , this Is Houston. 40 seconds
to LOS. Next station contact in 26*1/2 minutes through
Goldstone fit 13:38. Out.

SPT And, C MCJ number 2 bearing heaters aro off.
CC Roger. We verify that. Thank you.
CC And, Ed, while you're up there, we see

the H-alph* 1 NIGHT INTERLOCK is ii 1 1 11 • r. OVERRIDE. We're using
film at night. We'd like to get it b\ to NORMAL , please.

PAO . Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours and 13 minutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be through Goldstone in 24 alnutes.
The crew was asked to turn off the bearing heaters on bearing
number 2. The ground attempted to turn them off on this
Honeysuckle pass, however, apparently, a wrong procedure at the
Honeysuckle tracking station negated the command from the ground to
turn the heaters off automatically. The crew did turn the
heaters off and the temps are returning to normal there in
the tearing number 2 heater. This anomaly still in progress
in CMC number 2 has been in progress since Greenwich mean
time 5 hours and 35 minutes. This is by far the longest
out-of-line performance by this CMG number 2. Next acquisition
through Goldstone In 23 minutes and 40 seconds. This is
Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 13 hours and 14 minutes.

F.N D OF TAPE
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13 houJJ 36 .!„„, .

Sk
Vl

b Contro1
' Greenwich Bean time

CC Hi'™ tikl "l'- "'• VTR here.

.......... .„..;!: K;.
w
;„;':i:.

,

!;M
DA
^;:; •

•«
arr Vou got it,

cp T
* nd -

we ' re through with the DAs, E «l .Roge r

.

2 »in"e. to Ber»uda
Sky,ab

'

thi
' " H° U * t0 "' 1 " ">S .

for 5-1/2 «i.,ut...
SkyUb

'
thU U Houston though Bermuda

00
,

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 inuta to in«next station in 5 nUnutes at Canary Ulands'a! ll?Ql.
^ '

ar

1

Roger
, Bruce .

M ?
C subject with Pilot Bill Poffue servin* Lthe observer Srlr-n.^ p< i„, rn.~ • serving as

display Unci.
Sciincft Pilot GlbSon the ATM control and

for /ntnutes. Out
SkyUb

'

tM
"

lS H ° U9t ° n th" u * h

;•:;.;•."•;.:';!;„-; is.;;-*-

CC Okay, thank you.
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Canary tracking nations. N«xt acquisition through Tananarive
In 9 minutes and 35 seconds. At Greenwich mean tine 14 hours
11 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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, A ,

PA°
, ,„

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tl«o

Jan-^v
9 T d 19

,
ln " t" with «quI,ition coming throlgj Ta-nanarive for a 7 minute. 43 second oasa We'll hri« fw ?7

up for Ca? COHH Bruce McCanStess
th *

for e^lnute.. Out/^
1 ^' thl

' i8 H ° U * l0n throu " h Tananarive
SPT (Garble)

How do you read me now, Bruce?
tc Very

, very weak

.

.....I." m vau ?B;i; .fr;:;;
1 " "* «— *« » «>«•

CC Okay.

»„ tnc
C

v.

Skylab, thin is Houston. M/2 minutes
Creek

S

; t i"^'""? """" " ^ll.U
i* hof,;; an d 29 .mufii:

1

:;^
0

;;::*;, ^r^;;; ;i;:: narl'racking station Next acquisition viU be c ?
i

alnut «» and 30 seconds. The Honeysuckle pass will be

sViVnlt Mlo^Bill
1

^
9
°! ar °^ erVatl

"
n ""«'» with D ac UP

acauifJtJoi f \\ ^" 0ir talkln 8 wlth Science Gibson. Next
till il 1 <

^nutes and 15 seconds. At Greenwich meantime "hours and 30 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

14 h« u ,

Skylab Control. Creenwich mean time14 hours 44 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle

«».>;?., . bo „,
, {ii'rj; l "e.":';.;:; ;»K,x«r"

ki -

have k«ct, r com„ „ D1J you havc ^ „,„„,; ^J"^,
Hous ton, CDF

.

CC <io ahead, CDR.

5" Morning, Bill. Go ahead.

Sun The fi„ t i, ?
k

?
y> "* A C ° Uple

° f Words on the

sen
l8

'
1 J U8t -"d fro» the backroom that wePresently have an active proninence on the southwest lin,b l t
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U out to 0.03 solar radii now and it i* growing. You aay

want to be taking a look at that as the Sun coaen over the

hili. in active region 13, we show a few bright points^

co.lng out today In a plage. That nay indicate that we re

going to get some reeurgea of activity there. There Is somo

new plage* west - that U . toward the li»b of active region

33, shows *o«e sign of development and almost certainly would

be' interacting with active region 33 through loops. U
will be on the west limb in 1 day. Based on vhat we had

seen here over the last few days and some speculation, there s

obvious connections between active region 7.1 and 32 which

are up in the Northern Hemisphere and 33, which is in Che

Southern Hetslsphere. And - -

SPT were you saving that, Bill, this connects

between 33 and 32 or 31? In other words, across the Equatorl

HCC yes, that's - I specifically asked NOAA

that this aorning and they were pretty strong in their answer

about that that they - there did appear to be a lot of sym-

pathetic brightening among all three of these - with any of

the events going on yesterday.
,w

'

gpj Okay. We've not seen anything other than

the time correlation in brightening.

MCC That's - that's a f f t r ma t i vo . One - -

SPT Ok ay .

MCC _ . One last point here then on the Sun,

on the southeast limb where active region 12 would be returning,

we see nothing. At some point during the day, if you see

anything over there, just pass us down a word and we 11 take

a look at it. The other things here on my agenda today - the

basic plan is fairly obvious. We have got some extra orbits

at the end of the day due to the cancellation of the early

EREP. On the orbit starting ft t 23:06 Zulu, that CDR has,

presently, there's a BB- 1 followed by a BB- 2 scheduled with

a powerdovn to unattended. The only change we're making is

he now has that full orbit and he will have observing time

for the last portion of it. The ortit after that beginning

at 00:39 Zulu, is SPT orbit, yours, what we want to schedule

there is a BB-32 at the beginning and observing time for the

entiie rest of that orbit. We can send you a pad on that if

you'd like. But if you don't say anything, we probably won i.

SP1 I'll take the observing time. If some-

one has something- specific they'd like carried out, though, let

me know. But I'm sure I'll be able to make y.ood use of that t i rr

MCC That was our feeling also. Okay, we ve

got 5-1/2 alnutt-s left. The next thing I'd like to get to

here is a discussion on the planning for the the next crew

day off, which is Saturday. We have had several meetings here
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and we just finished a meeting with Gene Krana on a proposal
for taking a look at some different types of planning and
operations for ATM that might be applicable to Shuttle-typo
facilities. Basically, what we would like to propose, is
the following that really involvos you doing 95 percent of
the planning rather than we doing it down here. The one
point I would like to make ia that we da not in any way
intend for this day off to be 'a hectic day off for you or
any way worse than any other crew day off and maybe not
even as bad. So don't let us . don't let this pressure you intodoing more than you really want to. We certainly don't
intend that. But the plan would be that on Thursday night
that's 2 days from now and 2 days prior to the execute day
we would send you up sunraary planning, the goal, as we see 'them
Z days in advance so that you could begin to think about it.
The following night, we would send a detailed lengthy message
mostly words, as to what the scientific goals of the indivi-
dual experiments would be the following day, And then you
could on your own, piece those together and accomplish those
goals in the way that you saw that was best fit. During the
day, itself, we would scheduled some time in the morning
for a science conference that would be handled basically by
the planning chairman acting as the - the czar so to speak
as far as the air-to-ground goes. The planning chaitman thatdiscuss all the details and the request from the experiments
the day before. We could have as much time at that that we
wanted. We would propose it after you have seen the Sun and
that he could also handle a detailed - NCAA briefing to you withNOAA in the background to answer questions for him that
you might have on the Sun. Then you could plan out and take
as many or as few orbits as you wanted that day that were
available to ATM to accomplish the goals and we're also pro-posing on about 3 hours centered that we would schedule a
conference between you and the planning chairman again as theHow goes it?" "What's changed?" "What's new?" With the
understanding that in addition to that, anytime you wanted, youcould call down and talk to the planning chairman. Or for thatmatter, the PI iron any Individual experiment would be called
to run out - -

END OK TAPE
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somewhat, in th- h«r J \ \
Ualt our te8t here

ra: E: .:»;« ; ^F^v--- ....

v. ... I, th. tl„ [0 put t<1,^,;*
lJ wil1 <« """•« -.p.

ours la J^,n her«. ' roc an >' »ore "">«

Hon»v . So u. u . (J ,

t""
:'' M -

We '

r « 52 seconds to LOS

.

bill " 11 *»J «oild

riLK ™.
pao r

ure wlil
-

Thank y° u
«
"in.

mii De passed up to Scienr« r>i t r.k- .

*- * u u «

a

END 0? TAPE
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Piece those together a^d acc^JLh l?*'
° n y ° Ur ow ">

Von saw - that w„ a b^ t

a

fi°
mpl

J
sh
/ ho «e goala l n the wav

would schedule .o» til i

^

e J"*"
8 ^ e ".elf, We

prance that would be hand e a
g

K
f ° r a 8cle"« con-

ch, ir.an, acting a, th . (garble?^ I
* by the Pining

-ir-to-ground goes. T J. pUnnln, ? h ?
Sp6ak

'
aa far

•11 th. detail . nd the r
"

r

a r h" dl8c"*^
We could have as much time at that

e *Perl nen ts the dayit after you have .een the Sun And rh" T t6d
* We »«uld proh.ndU the detailed NOAA r i n/ '

hat
J
e could al 80

Pr °

few orbltj'.a i*"
C ° Uld pian °« p ,

" ay haVe

the 111 t
7 ° U W *nt at tf»at da- or a *

U

T
i°

acC0B P 11 »h the goals n '
" dilab le toabout 3-hour centers that we wn„u ' Proposing on

think yous. got j^'ji.ni
1

:;^
1

' r?
1 ' 8iu

- <
I think one thing I would Uk. m i!

l0 ° k to thatd«T before, which i d / ° though 1. the
outlining the objective of i! rh

Un8thy nt ' fl *8* - aessage
d«y that I bm, it le t n

h «P«ri..nt. the folloi'n,
" 80 over that'ani ^"me J.^m."/ 0 ° f tlBe

' order"pUn for the following";;/" 111" t0 v ° r * out a tentative

-~.nd see .bout M°X l

f^^•^"xh^J T/J:
SPT That's right.

Ok*
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.

PA0
J ,

Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

J*
hours and 4 minutes. Acquisition coming through theHafc.il tracking station with the crew in their 69th day

:

th«
B,

TS?S
r
r?«

ra
i
d

.

Ca
I
r performin

* che M09 2 /MO93 experiments,the 18th tine he's done the M092 and the 16th time he's

S

e

»lnT
M ° 9

,
3

-
We ' n brinR the line "P f" this

9 ainute 45 second pass. CAP COMM is Bruce McCandless.
- qi / '/ / Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaiifor 9.1/, minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump . Out.

ll
T ° k *y> "^ston. I have the solar update.

C(- Go ahead

.

ora v

SPT 0kay
'
looking at the white light corona-graph, we see some subtle changes. One fairly large oneis over on the east limb at 270, extending to 26 lo 28 ataround 3 radii. We still see the same at ..„ . „ „ we

WW W' 5
intensity is greatly decreased, very signi-ficantly decreased. Relatively the same form but does „

t

6
a ;

Ut " *
r and " \ n0t anywhere near as intense a

It OfiS I' a ftSn
1

l
iab ther «' s tW0 f «int streamers, one

si
« , g :s.ir:£S ::::: x-'X::

J, ih! J* ,

,tre" er
*

XUV Bonltor 3how s active regiesof which we're avare of. 32 is very dim, 31 Is eventhough it', on the limb, is not as bright as the 20 - 21complex. N-33 can be seen there almost d is i «f Wy
°

bu

t

2 1

region 17 .tands out above the limb in a distinct wav or

J-ij f? v
t

!
gratl ° n ° n the Xl ' V ^ows over on rhre«st llnb, there arc - there Is the active region 34 wh I , hlj out at about 260, as I see it. And at 270 and .'i m

*WW W*i
tW
\; tW ° limb hll * ht «"*"** hut - much smallermagnitude. There are Some bright points at 000 - about

3 solar radii out in that general neighborhood, 3 or 4 of the*

v o\h
0

ofT'
nV verj

!,
falnt one

-
spread

« b °« 2 o
'

not !'™I!f f ?
?" d

*
ab ° Ul °' 2 90lar rad11 in <H«tr,eter. 1

VWs WxTW V ?
cl ' cul * r hu' '"irly ragged edges to it but

11 nor £ of h ^ THr C 19 1,190
* flla »ent channelup north of that - up around - believe it's filament ftft

1« which it is embedded is quUo , 0ftR and ,; tendf| fr^
G

j u8t
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very .ignific-ntly
, espe'ctaul 31 ^ J

18^, 1 " lnt^^V.

rj;:^
v

i.rs: i: P;r:J: -^i^s: ;JoV:r.
d

::;'
the

we'll be watching foTvh "t ^ I
the "«»>. A nd

here, an M-l or greater r\ g y9 have called out
^

h0PC WG " n it- That concludes

CC ?
k
f
y,

..
thank >' ou . TEd .^ c A J r

^ " " • r-u .

taking the VTR at thilI tiL^f' J
hlB 18 Hou8ton

. "e're
dump over Gold.tone co^ng up"

t0 prep" e U f <" *

next stattoa con t ac t ^n^f^in^ * 18 "° USton
>

1 "inute to LOS
Out.

ln 3 Bi "ute 8 through Gold.tone at 15:17*

END OF TAPE
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... .

PA0
\ ,

'

* Skyl.b Control. Greenwich aean tiae
15 hours and 16 ainutea. Loss of signal through Hawaii.Next acquisition through Gcldstone in AO seconds. We'llhold the line up for this stateside pass. :

for 7-1/? I**
1 **: 18 Hou8ton through Gold. tonef ° r 7

:J;
2 We need the DAS for a NAV update please.bVl You got i t .

DAS b

"
k

The NAV updates, done Ed, and you've got t

SPT
t ,

Thank you. I'm looking at the white liehtcoronagraph display, I do not see any change fro. the «
f -„

T
I!!*"" ln I discussed crossing

t on InTn^M '?
1" rad M 13 ""1 i" SaM configura?tion and nothing else in it's phased.
Roge r

Next
Out .

CC Skylah, this is Houston. 1 ainute to LOS.station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda at 15:28

i* t.

PA° ,
Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

15 hours and 25 minutes. Loss of signal across Goldstnne

^r?!:!."'^;,!
- (8arblc) 19 OVcr outside the limits of

Bermuda n 5 V f
8tat^n8

-
NeXt ac^ lsl ^ion will be through

HilTion n r
Discussion still underway here at

*

TrtA ? S°"
tr01 Center concerning the upcoming EREP which is

oUce he MT*/ 1
" t

Dancuver
.

th« first maneuver to

• r \ lnt ° thC attitude 18 scheduled to be madeat 17:04 Greenwich mean time and then an hour later at 18hours 27 minutes, a fine Z-LV maneuver will he madl Decision

n:re
80

de
ah
r^ WUh ^ "aneuV* r l ° StU1 -der c^n iera onhere depending again upon the status of the CMC number 5control moment gyro which is still not back to normal. it'snow been almost 10 hours since CMC number 2 is been n 1

\V.llr\>
di8ttea

;
B0dc

"
Wh<?el need's still down slight ytemperatures and amperes, up in the contml moment gyro. Nextacquisition in 1 minute through Bermuda. V e -U bring the Tillup for this Bermuda pass, 8 -inutes In duration.

r „ ma , . , n J
Skvlab

.
this Is Houston. 6*1/2 minutesremaining in Bermuda.

C
? t „_ And Skylao, this is Houston. We haverewound the VTR

. It's clean and it's all yours.
b?T Thank you, Houston.

M .

00
,

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOSNext station contact in 2 minutes. Canary at 15:3? Out

.„„ ,
Houston, SPT. I'd like you to clarifysomething for me. On the pad for the orbit we just previouslyinlsh.d, we had 56 (garble) frame 2 exposures .16 minute. lid

filter duration or exposure duration versus filter position
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we .how that two hava the *ax allowable of 8 alnutas. Couldyou tell us whether that max allowable is now up to 16 orsome other nunber? v r

, ,
'°k*y- That was on the pad that started at15:19 and you're looking at single frane 1, lg it for 16minutei

?

_
SPT Negative, negative. Last orbit - 2 expo-sures

.
A

CC
t t

Skylab, this in Houston through Canaryand Ascension for 16 minutes. For the SPT, we're havin*trouble reading you again. Could you either speak up closerto the mike or change comm carriers if you're wearing a hat

clear this morning was during the ATM conference. Over.
. ,,

S
f* jt

That's right, Bruce. I was using thehandheld mike at that moment.
CC 0kav

- That's a lot better. Loud andclear now.

,,r mf
?
I . ^

°kay
"

What part on that last transmissionor the question do you not understand?
" We ' ve * ot ^ all here. Stand by.
cc SPT, Houston.
SPT Go ahead.

, u m
Roger. The 16-minute exposure on filter

II + lAl A COrreC
J

as "rried in the schedule pad and your
I AllAW\ I f°

COrrect
'

Thi « represents a changeIn philosophy In relaxing constraints in that we had beenoverheating filter 2 but with so little time left in themission we re no longer that concerned about it. So what

advan I L"
0 " " d ° '* k" P 0n ^ e8 ^oning these things inadvance as you seem. But otherwise, go ahead and run themaccording to the schedule pad. Over.

t AAA * ,

0kfl y- How about shopping list work then

III it I "A *A° flUer 3 Which 18 " »« « liable?
A\:\i\*«:iir

i a89uae that those < hi »*° ^ >• -
in *u

CC
< ,

Th * * nswer to th«t, Ed, is yes, but -

y:u
t

;

e

ner:er:ion
BU

of
W

i;!
1 80 ahCad ^ ^— «»<

It
7

J
k «*- That'll be helpful. Thank you.

DAS for - , M?
er

' ° Ut "
And ,f c «" »P«r P thefor a minute, we'll send you a NuZ update.

SPT Vou got it.

END OF TAPE
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CC And the NuZ update ' s In so you got the

DAS again .

CDR Roge r .

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS,
next station contact in 27 minutes through Carnarvon at 16:20.
Out .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
15 hours 54 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension, next
acquisition will be through Carnarvon in 25 minutes and
35 seconds. Assessment still under way here at Mission Control
Center on the CMG problem. Discussion on the ERKP pass ,* or late
has not been made at this time, if we - on this maneuver,
two separate maneuvers to place the Skylab in the proper
attitude. No use of TAGS is anticipated, howerfor - however,
if we go to TACS, thruster attitude control system, G&N pre-
dicts anywhere from 700 to 1000 p ound - 3 e co nd s of TACS could
be used in maneuvering the vehicle into and out of the
Z-local vertical attitude. Weather report on the ground-
track for today: Cloudy over the west coast, and as the
spacecraft crosses Nebraska, it will be clear, partly cloudy
over Nebraska. Iowa, Missouri, all clear all the way to

Saint Louis and then becomes cloud covered again from Saint
Louis to the coast however, over the Atlantic where several
test sites are on schedule, there are earn - calm seas in

the Atlantic and the task site there is GO. Studies in Iowa,
for the University of Kansas, those ground track sites are
look GO. The work for the - in the Puerto Ricen trench
is also a mandatory site and this looks clear. There are
20 desirable sites along this groundtrack. The maneuver
for the Z-local vertical attitude for the Skylub will be
made at Greenwich mean time 17:0'* while the spacecraft is In

contact with the ground station. Next acquisition in
23 minutes and 45 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 15 hours
and 56 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAFK
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 16 minutes. Review still underway here at
the Mission Control Center concerning GO/NO GO on today's
planned EREP number 30 in the mission of Skylab IV. CMG-2
still not within the nominal parameters. The current distress
period began more than almost 11 hours ago at Greenwich mean
tine 5 hours and 35 minutes. The Flight Director, Neil
Hutchinson, discussing with management at the present time
whether to go - go for the EREP pats and use the CMGs or
go for TACS. Earlier this morning, Science Pilot Ed Gibson
discussed with Pilot - backup Science Pilot Bill Lenoir
here on the ground procedures that might be used in - in
the event - in the plan for Shuttle Program, presently ATM
solar observotionp are planned In 24 to 36 hours in advance
by ground planners based on observations of the Sun from the
ground. So, in effect, by the tine ATM operator aboard the
spacecraft Implements the program the dati - experiment data
is a day or day and a half old. The plan is to pass up to the
Science Pilot aboard the Shuttle spacecraft, In this case,
Skylab, is to send the experiment objectives to the science
pilot, let him, based on what he sees on a day-to-dny basis,
let him make in real time judgements on how to Implement
the science objectives of each experiment. This is an intent
to make better use of man's ability in making real-time judge-
ments, assessments and making real-time changes in the experi-
ment program. It is planned that the day before the crew's
next day off, a detailed plan will be submitted to Science
Pilot Gibson. He will review it and then on his day off will
make these real-time adjustments to the ATM viewing plan.
Next acquisition in 1 minute through the Carnarvon tracking
station, a 4-mlnut.e pasB through Carnarvon, will be bacV-to-
back passes through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle, We'll bring
the line up for this pass. CAT COMM la Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 9-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston. We're 1 minute
to LOS. Next station contact in 14-1/2 minuti-s through Hawaii
at 16:51. Out.

CC And for the CDS. We'd like to cancel
the EREP pass for today. Go ahead and activate your no-F.REP
alternate Flight Plan. Over.

CDR Roger, Bruce. What's the reason, weather,
or what?

CC Roger. Concern over CMG-2. You're
Currently running about 2.1 degrees, bearing 2 temp over
bearing 1 temperature. We've been having a discussion here
with the HOSC. We'll get you some wore information as It
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becomes available. Right now we're looking - continuing our
watch for a period of about 24 houts, winding up tonight and
then making a decision aa to whether to reauae EREPa or what
mode of operation to fro in. Over.

CDR Okay . Thank you.
CC Roger. Out

.

CC Happy alternating.

END OF TAPE
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' 16 hi!! \, <

Skylab Contr °l> Greenwich .ean ci.e

h

Center and Gene Kranz, Chief of the Fi t e
^

til CH°r

n
;

Cancell « tl0n duC t0 wantln * ^re ti«eo assess
Grc^rl

CUrren
" d,sCress Problem, which began a 5 35Greenwich *ean time today and is still in progress a «. rl ^of

j
B o.t 11 hours at this present time. Tn^EJSexJeJ"

10 *

a determination on further maneuvers of Skylab with the CMC
ERK J il,:T nt

K
8yr °"- S ° 88 ° f 16:32 Greenwich mean tLe

'

j
pass has bee " canceled. That's 2 davs in a row In!"we've canceled EREP pass due to CMC anomal e W W 11

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 42 minutes. Acquisition through Hawaii in
50 minutes as the crew of Skylab IV again, turns to an
alternate Flight Plan, following cance 1 la t Ion of today's
Earth resources pass number 30 In the program, due to the
continued problem of CMG number 2.' We'll brinj; the line up
for this Hawaii pass, 8 minutes and 25 seconds in duration.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 8-1/2 minutes with a message for the commander.

CDR Go ahead.
cc Okay, you can substitute mashed potatoes

for bread if you've not already eaten the bread today. Over.
CDR Okay, thank you.
C c No bread sand - no mar.hed potato sandwiche

I guess is the metsage on that though. And, since the beta an
is decreasing and the CSM temps arc returning to normal, we'd
like you to reenable quad Alfa and Delta package temps, and
push the caution .ind warning, that's panel 201 in the command
module Bravo 5 and Delta 6 to enable at your convenience.

CDR Okay, Bruce, and how about the OWS heat
exchanger fans? Can we go back to the logic in the OWS
position?

CC That's affirmative, Jerry.
CDR Okay.
cc An <3 . for Bill, if you're listening. On

your details at 22:26. that is the T002-1 operation, this
evening, when you do that we'd like you to verify that the
transparent plastic protective sbield is removed from the
wardroom window prior to making the sightings. Over.

p LT Roger; copy.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to LOS

next station contact In 4-1/2 minutes through Goldtlon- .it

16:56 and for your information, you may re.'.ix, the < on * t r n i » t

on minimizing the number of lights that are on, bi-ta nnyji '
«,

gone down enough so that the workshop's cool id off and you
can use whatever lighting you desire,

CDR Roger , Bruce

.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich metn tine
16 hours and 52 minutes. Los* of signal through Hawai',
noxt acquisition will be the Goldstone tracking station in
2 minutes and 55 seconds. Commander Gerald Cat r being given
« go ahead to change part of his menu today. The crew is on
the high-density food bars along vith selected portions of
Skylab menu. He'c" requested exchanging broad - exchanging
mashed potatoes for bread. The space doctors here at theJohnson Space Center gave him a CO for that. Also the crewwas adivsed thar they cm relax the consttaint 1* the lighting
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aboard the spacecraft due to the lowirir.g of the beta angle.
Approximately 17 days ago on January 6th, the crew was
directed to cut lighting by 50 percent throughout the space-
craft to cut down the heat level within the spacecraft.
During the highest portion of the beta angle, the interior
temperatures of the spacecraft got as high as 82 degrees,
this morning at crew-awake time the temperature was 73.8
degrees Fahrenheit. Next acquisition will be through Gold-
stone. We'll bring the line up for this stateside pas.<?.

END OF TAPE
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, ,
C
? /0 .

Skylab, this is Houston through GolJstoneror 5-1/2 minutes.
SPT Houston, SPT.
cc Go ahead, SPT.

J" T
Looking at the S063 pad and the mode ofoperations, I see that they suggest holding the tilt constant

v??i
C^ n

?i
n
*

rotatioVhlle y ° U ' re also "dicing with the ring aswell as the arc travel. At the end, if everything has workedout perfect, you will then know where you are in rotation.It it does not work out perfect, you do not know where you

i

r

h\!!! V tat^ n y ° U h3Ve trouble bringing in the mirror.
I have found in previous working with it that I was able toget, I thought, satisfactory data by holding rotation con-stant changing the tilt and the ring as well as moving the

"J "J?"
necessary. I think it's putting the AMS in Jeopardyand other exper ments that use i t , to use this other proce-

*

dure If they feel strongly enough about it, I'll go aheadand do it. But I do not advise it .
.

CC
, Okay. Let us check on that. We've al-ways got the center disk on and the mirror trick to get usback but we'll check on it for you.

.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston. A little overa ininute to LOS. Next station contact in U dnutes throuehMerritt Island at 17:04. And for Fd . we cncul !l th
?

recommendation. We put the pad together differently than

^d use tiW S ° 8 ° ahCad 3nd Cl0Gk y0UI roJ.tionand use tilt for acquisition and tracking. Do you need anychanges to the pad or can you handle it like it' is?
*

Thank you.
"°

' ^ g0t U handUd the Wa * U is "

J;

C Okay . Thank you .

t i j J
Skylab, this is Houston through MerrittIsland and Bermuda for 11-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC SPT, Houston. Over.

cdt
SPT> this ls ,iouston through Bermuda. Overbr i Go ahead.

, ft,, 1°
. . ,

R oger, Ed. in closing the loop on thisS063 tracking situation, the information we're getting fromthe backroom now is - you cannot track the
» *

across the field of view using rota - using tilt only Sothat we will modify your pad. The way it's looking^ ghnow Is we'll probably give you a coupln of three discrete

In'tUt" 'over?
85 Wlthin th ° SP 8eltln ^ S

'
c™ track

other^rocedure.
° kay

'
B— •

Thn t sound, be t t.r than t he

C
^ tj

And w e should have that up to you » tAscension this pass - about 15, 20 minutes.
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SPT Roger .

CC Skylab , this is Houston. 40 secon
LOS. Next station contact in 7 minutes through Ascens
17:22. Out .

FA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean ti
17 hours and 16 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermu
tracking station. Next acquisition in 6 minutes will
the Ascension tracking station. This is Skylab Contro
Greenwich mean time 17 hours 16 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Sky lab control at 17 hours 21 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now coming
within range of the tracking antenna at Ascension. We'll
have a 10-minute pass. Bring the line up live for air-
to-ground at Ascension. At this time we.ti.lll see the anomalyunder way on CMG number 2, with the temperature differencesabout 2 degrees crossed over. And the wheel speed down to
08->u, that s down to about 60 rpms and currents still about a
2 percent above their normal level. So that CMG problem that'sbeen in progress for about 12 hours Is still underway

C
f

C
c / Skylab, this is Houston through Ascen-sion for 5 minutes. Out .

SPT, Houston. I've got an update toyour S06j tracking procedure here.

,

SPT Let m e get my p,nl, Bruce. I'll be withyou in a r.inute.
CC Okay .

SPT Go ahead .

Okay. Your starting position will be
a rotation of 35 degrees. That's 35 degrees, which is 1 2turns clockwise, tilt at 30. Lock your rotation and tracktoward zero tilt for starters. Over.

, rt
,

SPT
A

35 de f rees in rotation, 2.1 turn, and
30 degrees in tilt.

cc That's 1.2 turns.
SFT 1.2 turns . Okay

.

CC
,

Clockwise. When tilt equals zero changethe rotation to 75 degrees. That's additional 1.4 ^urnsclockwise and track back toward tilt equal 30. Over.SFT Stand by a minute, Bruce.
CC Okay .

CC
,

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute toLOS Next station contact in 28-1/2 minutes. Carnarvon at17:55 opening up with a data/voice tape recorder dump. OutMT
J ,

0ka >*' Bruce. Why don't you take it fromthe top and let me copy it through ng.iin. I think there'spoint I a raissing here. Go ahead.
CC 0ka y- Start at rotation of 35 degrees

1.2 turns clockwise. Tilt equal 30 and track back towardzero tilt for the first step.
SPT Go ahead .

CC when the tilt equals zero change yourrotation to 75 degrees. That's 1.4 more turns clockwise andtrack toward tilt 30. That's returning to vour origin"film setting. Ove r .

'

'

.

SFT
, ,

0ka X- V* start on our rotation of
35 degrees, 1.2 turn, tilt 30, trark toward zero. When we R et

5 Im
0
,' " WC

SUf ,

th ° LUt b3ck 10 30 01 P«» the rotation to
75 which is an additional 1.4 turn and track back to 30 on the
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CC Roger. Ami retraction Is 2.6 turns
counterclockwise and we'll see you at Carnarvon.

PAO Sky lab Control at 17 hours 30 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is no longer in
acquisition at Ascension. Our next acquisition of signal
will be at Carnarvon 25 minutes away. At this time the
control moment gyroscope number 2 is still misbehaving.
Conditions do not appear to be improving on it at all. It's
current level is still 1.04. That's what has been commonly
experienced since CMG distress periods. We have seen higher
currents at previous times. Wheel speed has dropped to
8850, that's about at the low level that we have seen on
other performances of the anomaly. And bearing temperatures
have crossed over a little bit more seriously than we've
seen before. A number of times during the past few hours
we've seen the temperature differ as much as 2 degrees. At t

present time it's about 2.3 degrees with bearing number 2
heated up and bearing number 1 a little bit cooler. So the
CMG distress is still underway, and has been for about
12 hours. Next acquisition is 2U minutes away. At 31 min-
utes after the hour, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 17 hours 54 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is 55 seconds
from acquisition at Carnarvon. This pass through Carnarvon
will last about 10-1/2 minutes. Still haven't gotten any
data yet on the CMC at Carnarvon, but we should be getting
it very shortly. Spacecraft Communicator Bruce McCandless
is standing by for conversation with the crew at this
station .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 10 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump and a -

question - and we'll hold off on the dump until you're through
using it. And a question for the CDR. In running the S183
HALF procedure, step 14 read voice record time and start
end of each two series clicks in normal expasure sequence. And,
we're wondering if you got any of those clicks at all, since
we didn't hear any reference to it on the tape. Over.

CDR Negative. The clicks don't start until
1 minute until after you initate. And, this thing quit at
35 seconds .

CC Roger ; we copy

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS, next station contact in ^ minutes through Guam at 18:08.
And the data/voice tape recorder is just about filled up, so
it's imperative that we get it at Guam for a dump. Over.

CDR Bruce, can you redesignate another one?
He's - Ed's in the middle of S063.

CC We '11 do that

.

CDR Okay

.

PAO Skylab Control at 18 hours 6 minutes and
30 seconds Greenwich mean time. Tne Skylab space station has
passed out of range of Carnarvon. It's Just about to go over
New Guinea and acquisition of signal through the Guam tracking
antenna. We're about a minute and 40 seconds from acquisition
at Guam. This time CMC number 2's anomaly still in progress.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson expressing some concern about
the wheel speed which is occasionally been bouncing down on
another 20 rpms , but only on a couple of occasions have we
seen it show up on a charts that's being made automatically
by the computer here in Mission Control. The chart graphs
the wheel speed every 5 seconds and it was something was designe
a couple of days ago by the guidance officers. That chart
only shows two brief periods below the level. And when Flight
Director Hutchinson indicated that he was concerned about
the possibility of the wheel speed maybe dropping below the
8850, the Guidance Officer tried to reassure him that he had
seen the same thing happen earlier in the day and had been
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fooled by it but, by looking at the graph he could see that
the wheel speed seems to be pretty stable at 8850. Occasional
anomalies have taken the speed above that or below that
slightly. So wheel speed does seem to be reasonably stable
although the flight director has indicated that he's very
concerned; he considers CMG-2 slowly but surely caving
in as he mentioned a few minutes ago. Still - Still in
anomaly that's been going on now for 12-1/2 hours. We're
about 20 seconds from acquisition through the Guam tracking
antenna. We'll bring the line up here for a 10 minute pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 10 minutes. Out.

CC And, for the SPT. You need to interrupt
your S073 ops here for a minute so we can redesignate recorder
That's S06 3 ops.

CDR Rog.
CDR Go ahead, Bruce, he's waiting.
CC We're doing it.
CC And, you go Ed, you can resume dictation.

And, for Jerry. Whan you come up to the ATM panel your
next scheduled pass here, you're going to have to do a

power up from the EREP power down configuration. And we'd
like you to observe the H - the HON 1 and M0N 2 on H-alpha
1 and 2. And see if the image quality is any higher when the
monitors coie up from being cold than after they've been
warmed up for a while. Over.

,

CDR Okay, Bruce, 1 was wondering why my
details had me up there a: 17.48, there wasn't a whole lot to
be done

.

CC Let us check on that. I think we've been
allowing a fair amount of time before the pass to get orien-
ted, make yourself comfortable at the panel, and we only
show about 9 minutes of - of night remaining.

CDR Ye -h , but at 17:48, there was better than
30 minutes .

CC Roger. Roger, we didn't have anything
else to stick in there in the alternate Jerry, so I guess we
got a little over - over eager in getting you time to get
up there and get set up at the - the panel.

CDR Okay, no problen. I'm getting a little
housekeeping done. By the way, would you ask the food people
to send us the <iny 84 and day 85 menus. In our spare tiue,
we ought be able to get those packed put away in the command
mod ul e .

CC Okay, we'll check that one out for you,
Jor.

CDR They sent us up a food list, but it - 1

don't knew if it's the whole nenu or what,

END OF TAP!-
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CC CDR, this is Houston. We have the day
8 4 menu down here still being discussed. - We should get
this up to you in a day or so. But I guess the salient
point about the whole situation is that day 84 and day 85
may also be even in the workshop, and need never to be
packed into the CSM . Over.

CDR Okay, the thing is I want to get that
kind of stuff done early. So that when we get to that real
tough stuff in deactivation we won't have to fool with the
trivia .

CC Right, we're with you. I remember the
f lap we had on SL-I II.

CC And just for information, we're taking
control of the VTR for a short dump at Goldstone coming tip

here .

CDR Roger.
CC And CDR, Houston.
CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Yeah, just to put your mind a little bi

at ease here about up and comine deactivation. We've been
working this over fairly heavily the last week or so. And
we have a message that's beine prepared to cone up to you
hopefully in a few days to a week. Basically we're cutting
way back on the deactivation activities eliminating all
the biociding and things like the WMC filters replacement
and the urine collector separator flush, things of this so:
So that we think we've already taken quite a number of nan-
hours out of deact act for you. And the final day rerains
just about the same since you're just closing out, and sett
yourself configured, powered up, and moved out. But the pr
ceding days are getting a lot lighter. Over.

CDR Well, that's good to hear. It sounds
like maybe they're not quite so interested In the revisit
idea.

CC Well, we intend to leave the vehicle in
a safe configuration for revisit If that should materialize

CDR Okay.
CC And we've got 1 minute to LOS. Next

station contact is 16-1/2 minutes through Goldstone at 18:3
CC And for Ed, we Just scrubbed the laser

pass over Goddard this REV , so you can scratch that, one off
SPT Roger, weather?
CC Yes indeed.
PAO Skylab Control at 18:20 Greenwich near,

time. The Skylab space station is out of range of Guan

.

Our next acquisition is 14 minutes away at Goldstone. The
Guam pass we again watch CMG number 2 performing as it has
been for the last 12, more than 12 hours now. Wheel speed
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still at about 8850 with no indication that it's dropping
below that for any period of time, couple of brief periods

below and a couple , and about half dozen brief periods above

it at this pass. But virtually all of the points on the

graph we have in Mission Control show it at 8850 and pretty

stable at that level. At this time the currents are still

at about 1.04. No particular indication of any change in

direction on the current. It does seen to be stable at that

point, about 2 percent above it's normal lev el. And the

temperature of bearing number 2, still crossed over, is still

above bearing number 1 by about 2.3 degrees at this point.

That too appears to be stable although the temperatures are

higher than we have seen on previous periods. Wheel speeds

for todays anomaly seem to be not out of the ordinary. We

have had wheel speed slower than this on previous anomalies.
We have of course not had a wheel - an anomaly lasting as

long as this one has. And during this pass Science pilot,

Ed Gibson was informed that T053, the laser experiment
being performed on a number of occasions during the mission,

has been scrubbed this afternoon. The laser, which is to

be beamed up from Goddard Space Flight Center, was cancelled
because of low elevation pass with poor weather conditions
seen at that area. And also some discussion here of

deactivation activities for the Skylab crew. Deactivation
activities don't begun - begin in earnest until about 3 days

before the end of the mission. EVA currently scheduled for

February 3rd with deactivation to occur during the following
days after that. Plans for that include a great many final

decisions still to be made about what should be done with
the space station after the crew leaves it. And as Spacecraf
Communicator Bruce McCandless nentioned, the idea is to

leave the vehicle in a safe configuration fcr a revisit if

that becomes possible. At the present time, of course, there

are no immediate plans for revisiting the Skylab, but it

should be in orbit until 1 9 ft 1 - And it may be possible later

on to make a visit to the space station, pick up some samples

and do some testing with it for engineerinp purposes. Eleven

minutes and 40 seconds to our next acquisition of signal.
Twenty-two minutes and 25 seconds after the hour. This is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Jkylab Control at 13:33 Greenwich an
time. The Skylab jpace station off the Island of Vancouver
is about 54 seconds from acquisition at. the tracking antenna
at Goldstone . The pass through Goldstone, Texas and Herri tt
Island will .last '.approximately '17 minutjs, and we'll bring the
line up live now for air-to-ground across the U.S. station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Golds tone

,

Corpus Christi, Merritt Island and Bermuda for 16-1/2 minutea.
Continuing saga of return menus, Jerry, we owe you a mer.u
for mission day 84. In the Deact Checklist we prooised'it to
you in real time, but we'll try and have it shortly. For dav 85things are in a li'.tle better shape. We still have one or two of
the cetails to iron out. The items that are referenced by
you in the perowent general message, steps 1 and 2, with the
possible exception of corn flakes and coffee, which nay be
treated as snr.cks

, comprise all of meal A. That menu is in
the Deact Checklist. We may modify it. It will be eaten in
the workjho?. Meal B, as Called on the Deact Checklist and
stowed in L-3, is complete, and you'll go ahead and eat that
in the onaand module. Over.

CDR Okay. I guess what bugs ne is the stuff
that s labeled day 57 in - on paragraph 3 . V Is that in the canistersin the food lockers in the forward compartment or is that theday 57 stuff that's in L-3?

cc u '
8 the day 57 items in the OWS lockers

.

think you can consider L-3 as sacrosanct for your return.
CDR Okay. Very good. Thank you, Bruce.
CDR Houston , CDR.
CC S055 DETECTORS 6 and 7, OFF, please,
CDR Okay.
CC Go ahead

.

£
DR Th « H-alpha 1 was significantly clearer

and sharper when I powereJ it up this time than It was com- >

pared to last night when I had the last pass of the day, and
It has been running moat of the day.

cc Vhat MONITOR was that on?
CDR MONITOR 1

.

CC Okay.

Irt4 .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. One ainut* to
LOS. Next station contact in 43 ainutea through Carnarvon
19i33, and the VTR has been wiped clean and it's all yours

CDR Roger . Thanks

.

,

PA°
U

Skylab Control at 18:53 Greenvich mean
tiae. The Skylab space station is out of range of the
tracking antennas at the U.S. and Bermuda. Our next acquisition
if 40 minutes away at Carnarvon. During this pass over the
United States, nission controllers were keeping fairly 'clolOSC!
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track of CMG nunber 2, which has had some reduction in its
current now, which is a good Indication. Wheel speed still
about 8850 with some changes above and below that level. And
the difference in temperature still crossed over with bearing

'2. about 2.3 degrees warmer :han bearing number 1. It did,
however, during at least part of that period, reduce the
temperature difference down to about 1-1/2 degrees. For
the nabobs of negativism, it may be of interest for you to
note that 6 days from now is our next good splashdown
opportunity. That's a close point, about 250 nautical miles
to the southwest of San Diepo. And it's the first of three
such opportunlt ia^T the final one on February 8. And for
the rest of yojUjJthe expectation here in Miss ion l

'

g?.
' C ffl 1" «V" "*

with or vithtfutCMG number 2, the mTTsion will be completed,'
and a splashdovn on February 8 is still anticipated. And
an additional bit of information. One of the prime topics
of discussion during the last half hour here in Mission
Control has been meals for day 8 U and day 85. That is to
siy. for February 7th and 8th, tie final days of the Skylab
Mission, and there's been a good deal of discussion about
what the nenu should consist of during those final days.
Some changes being made to the food plans for the February
7th and February 8th days. So concern is not particularly
hlRh here about an immediate shortening of the mission. However
as we have indicated before, the ship will be sailing on
Ja. uary 26th to give ua optimum capacity for recovery in
the event of other failures that are not yet anticipated.
This anomaly in CMG number 2 is still underway at 18:54
Greenwich mean time as we went over the hill at Bermuda.
The anomaly is the longest seen so far on CMG number 2 It
besjan at 5:35 this morning GMT. That means thnt it's been
golnt on now for about 13-1/2 hours. However, there has
not been any si?r» of worsening, and if anything, over the
U.S., I think we saw some indications that perhaps there
is a recovery underway. Although the wheel speed has not
yet come up, the currents have come down slightly. That's
an indication that they may be returning to normal, although
this is certainly one of the longesi-.ind in many ways the
ftost serious of the CMG a n o a a 1 i 3 *^rn~ ftTa^t o~^T~h"oT[
acquisition at Carnervon, and 55 minutes after the hour.
This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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; PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 32 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is 56 seconds
from acquisition at Carnarvon where we'll have a 7 minute
pass. We'll bring the line up live now as the space station
is in it's 985th revolution of the command module and 3670th
revolution of the space station Itself.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 6-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute till
next station contact in 8 minutes through Guam at 19:47.LOS .

Out .

PAO Skylab Control at 19:41 Greenwich mean
time. Skylab space station i3 passing out of range of the
tracking anter.na at Carnarvon, Australia. Our next
acquisition is 5-1/2 minutes away at Guam. At the present
time whee\ speed indication on CMC number 2 seems to be
giving some hints that it might want to move a little lower.
It still is generally running at 8850 but we've seen a number
of brief periods in which the transducer indicates the speed
ot about 8840 and a fewer hints at 8830. There have been a
frw times in which the transducer has been reading a little above
8850 but it does seem to be giving some indications that
it nay want to move lower, although it still is averaging out
a little bit - in the neighborhood of 8850. And the currents
on CMG number 2 - still approximately as they have been during
the entire period of this anomaly, about 1.04. They did
seem to be coming down at the U.S. but they are now back at the
level that they had been during most of the very len«lhy
period of anomaly, now running over 14 hours. And the
temperatures still crossed over bearing 2 about 2 degrees
warmer than bearing 1. 4-1/2 minutes to our acquisition
fit Guam. We'll leava the line up for the pass at Guam, The
pass there Is about a 6 minute pass. And here in Mission
Control very little discussion about CMG number 2, which has
now become so much part of the action that it hardly requires
any comment. We'll keep the line up here at Guam. We're
still about 4 minutes from acquisition there.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 6 minutes. And for the CDR, If he's listening, I've got
the details on hia private coram for this evening.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We see some
time accumulated on the video tape recorder. Would you like
us to clean it off here at Goldstone and give it back to
you? Over

.

PLT Yeah, go ahead, Bruce.
CC Okay, we'll do that, Bill.
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*

PLT
n,

1 trled to some stuff on the nap ofthe Amazon River. There's not over - what. I put o h 1probably not over 3 minutes.
encre

hert>
CC Okay, just - our INCO watching things

l
' LT I think there wore too many clouds. Itzapped the - the integrator

Okay. And fo
the Sun for you here

Skylab, this

V'loTlV.
S
0^!°

n C ° ntaCt ln 18 ~ 1/2 ^-^s'th^ugr^l^tone
PAO

lime

hK ,

CC
,

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute toLOS: next at at inn j_ in . ,~ " u L c 1 °

PA° Sk
>"f

b Control a , 19.55 Grccnvich Bea „

than being a little cooler as it normally la. So thatanomaly is still in progress and v e mt , u i t

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 10 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now 53
seconds from acquisition through the Goldstone tracking
antenna, as the space station moves off the west coast of
the United States. The pass through Goldstone, Texas, ard
Merritt Island will last a total of about 16 minutes, and we'll
bring the line up live now for air-to-ground. During one
of the recent passes, the crew indicated that they had taken
some photographs of - with their TV camera out the window
of the mouth of the Amazon River, about 2 minutes on the
video tape recorder so far. And the indication then, though,
was th&t it was fairly cloudy, so we're not counting on very
good pictures. And we're live now at Goldstone.

cc Skylab. this is Houston through Goldstone.
Corpus Christl, and Merritt Island for U minutes with a
data/voice tape recorder dump impending at Corpus Christt.

P^T Hoger, Bruce.
CDR That sound ominous.
CC Impend - impend.
cc And for the PLT , we're sitting here

looking at the TV being dumped down at the present time. I
guess that's the Amazon River we're looking at you mentioned.

PlT Yeah, right at the mouth of the Amazon.
cc Veah, really, it's cooing through in

pretty good shape.
PLT That's good, it was sort of violating

our rules, but it was wide open there, or at least as wide
open as we've seen it fo:- awhile, so I thought I'd go ahead
and work 3 or A minutes of VTR.

cc Yeah, nan, that's beautiful.
PLT Great, I'll try it again .

CDR Bruce, the S056 frame remaining counter
is reading zero now, Do you want a reset? How do they want
to work i t f

cc Affirmative, reset to 6000. 20 seconds
to handover, we'll be dumping the data/voice tape recorder on
AOS here at Corpus Christi. And for Jerry, we still have this
little update on the solar activities if you're listening.

CDR Be right with yuu . Go ahead, Bruce.
cc Okay, new active region, designated AR-35,

100 degrees, at 1.0, has had several mi or enhancements. One
of them at 16i30Z, about 4 hours ago was followed by disk surges
and limb surges to a max of 4/100 solar radius above the liab.
Andanother note, active region 35 is lust west - that's Just
west litobward of active region 33. t ji's about it.

CDR Roger, I saw that last pass and I thought
it was 17, I got a PATROL , SHORT on that last pass.
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CC Okay, very good.
cc CDR, this is Houston. When you got a

second, I've got some more ATM schedule changes for you.
CDR Okay, ro ahead .

cc Okay, we're catching up with Dr. Lenoir
here. On your schedule on the cycle beginning at 23:06 Zulu,
at 15 minutes time remaining, change from power down unattended
to observing time. Over.

CDR Okay, thank you.
cc And, 00:39 Zulu, we want to generate a

new cycle of observations assigned to the SPT. 52 minutes -

00:39 Zulu, Building Block 32 at Sun center with roll minus
5400 - you still with ne?

CDR Okay, g- ahead.
cc A t 52 minutes time remaining - observing

time on down to 3 minutes time remaining, at which point
power down unattended, 54 GTATING OUT. Over.

CDR Okay, 00:39, Building Block 32, Sun center
minus 5400, and then from 52 remaining down to 3 is observing
time, at 03 will go unattended, 54 GRATING OUT.

CC Roger
, you got it.

KND OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , this is Ho us con . A minute and a

half till LOS. Next station CoftNct in 11 minutes -,11-1/2

ulnutes through the Vanguard at sea, at 23:06. And for the

CDR , if you're listening, we've got your phone call set up

this evening through Hawaii at 00:57, RIGHT ANTENNA. That's

Hawaii, 00:57, a RIGHT ANTENNA.
CDR Roger .

p CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, at 20 hours 27 minutes.

The spare station now over Central America out of range of

the U.S. tracking antennas. Our next acquisition Is a little

less than 9 minutes from now at Vanguard. Fl i gh t Pi recto

r

Neil Hutchinson informs us that he'll be available for a

change-of -shif t briefing in Building 1 at 4:30 p.m. central
daylight time today, that's about 2 hours away. Again that

change-of ^-shift briefing with Flight Director Neil Hutchinson
will be in Building 1 today. It will begin at approximately
4:30 central daylight time. CMC number 2 still performing
about as it has now for a period lasting almost 15 hours.

Chances of it's recovery don't appear very good to some of

the flight controllers here. Although, the guidance officer
still says that he thinks that it will continue to degrade
for quite a long period of time yet. And he's not willing
to make any bets on when it's going to finally collapse.
However, some plans are being taken into consideration now,

in the event that the gyroscope does fail, to go to thruster
attitude control system gas ss a backup, and to continue
the nt*«lon with TACS gas as a primary means of controlling
attitude in the event of that CMC failure. However, at

the present it still does seem to be moving pretty much as

it has for quite some time, 2 degrees temperature cross over.

Mission criteria guideline for the guidance officer here is

that If the temperature crossover reaches 5 degrees or about

from 2 to 2t«l/2 tiaes what it's been readinp for the last

couple of hour! that Instructions in the criteria say tn

go to TACS oftly control. And if the temperature divergence
•Iocs not return within the 5 degree limit to shut the CMG down
after one revolution, Guidance officer adds, however, that

criteria are notoriously subject to change at any minute.
And if thit Were to happen no doubt that criteria wou\d be

quickly reconsidered and psrhaps revised. And at this time,
Of course, we're Still <)uite a ways from the 5 degree cross-
over point, We. are still at about 2 degrees crossover, which
is sttll 3 or 4 degress sway from the normal level for those

bearings . this anomaly has been going on since 5:35 this

motnlng, That's a period of 15 hours. And the characteristics
have not changed markedly during the day. Sons fluctuation
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in the currents, but most of the currents are up about

2 percent. Wheel speed down about 3/4 of a percent or

about 60 rpm. Some indication over the last hour or hour

and a half that the speed may be trying to drop a little

bit lower than that. And the bearing temperatures crossed

over quite a while back, and they have been - Bearing 2 has

been warmer than bearing 1 now for quite some tine. The

temperature 13 at its warm end of its cycle right now. That

is to say. normally It fluctuates from 70 to 80 degrees.

It's right now reading 76 on bearing 1 and 78 - and about

0.4 at the very end of signal there on bearing number 2.

Six minutes to acquisition at Vangaurd . Thirty talnutes after

the hour, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 20 hours 35 minutes
Greenwich mean time. We're now 56 seconds from acquisition
through the tracking ship Vanguard as the space station
crosses central South America. We'll bring the line up live
for a pass across Vanguard lasting about 9-1/2 minutes.
Spacecraft Communicator on duty here in Mission Control is
Bruce McCandless with Hank Hartsfield about to take a hand-
over from him in the next 35 minutes or so. Flight Director
Neil Hutchinson again will be available at 4:30 p.m. central
daylight time for a briefing in Building 1. That briefing
is about an hour from now.

CC Skyiabj this is Houston through the
Vanguard in port for 6 minutes. That was a quirk trip.

SPT Roger.
CC And this is probably going to be the hand-

over shift. So after we say LOS here, will be Hank coming on.
And 1 guess Just a quick comment, the CMG situation is about
the same as it - has been all day. And wc^'re working on per ha
some - some alternate plans for doing the maneuvers tomorrow.
We'll still looking at getting in the EREP for tomorrow and
we sure would like to do that

.

CDR Yeah, we would too, Bruce.
CC Okay, we'll keep you posted on the way

things are. Right now it looks like you got about a 2 degree o
2.2 degree bearing temp in the wrong direction. That Is, with
bearing 2 hotter than bearing 1, holding that way.

CDR Okay , thank you

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 30 Seconds to
LOS. Next station contact in I hour and 4 minutes thorugh
Goldstone at 21:48. Good night now.

CDR Good night, Bruce.
PAO Skylnb Control at 20 hours 45 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is out of
range of Vanguard. Our next acquisition not for an hour, an<!
that will be at Goldstone. At this time the fMG's still
performing about as it has for quite some period of time now,
a temperature difference still about 2 degrees crossover
with bearing 2 two degrees warmer than bearing 1. Wheel speed
still at 8850 and the current's still up about 2 percent.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson should be available about
45 minutes from now for a briefing in Building 1 on the CMC;
status. And there's still not much concern about the failure,
although of course everyone would prefer that the CMG
continue to go as long as possible. Whether its failure is
imminent or not has etill not been determined, and everybody
here sort of throws their hands up and says, well, your guess
la as good as nine as to when it might go out. So, in spite
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of that, plans are going on for tomorrow's maneuvers, which

will Include a seperate plan for optimizing the system - the

TACS system for the maneuver; that is to say, to make the

best possible use of thruster attitude control system gas for

that maneuver in the event that the CMG does fail in the next

24 hours. Splashdown for this mission still expected to be Feb-

ruary 8. There has been no change at all in that plan. The new

time for the ship sailing, which was announced yesterday, la of

course to provide the ship with the maximum range and capability
for earlier splashdowns. That decision was made after it

was decided that there was no chance at a^l of a splashdown
on Friday or Saturday of this week. And as a general
indication the - certainly no splashdown would occur without
at least 5 or 6 days notice. And that's the way things
stand right now, and we do expect to go ail the w,iy through
the cud of the mission with or without CMG number 2. Nell

Hutchinson can talk more on that point at 4 : JO . This is

Skylab Control, it's now 20 minutes at - 20 hours 47 minutes
Greenwich mean time. 1 hour to our next acquisition and

45 minutes to that c h ange -o f - sh 1 f t briefing. This is

Skylab Cont ro 1 .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 21:11 Greenwich mean
rime. We have an announcement on the change-of -sh i f t briefing.
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson has been informed that he
will not be replaced this afternoon, and is going to be
staying on for at least a - what appears now will be another
8 hours. For that reason, we're going to hold the change-
of~shift briefing immediately rather than at 4:30. We do
ha v.? a long period of time in which the space station is out
of ransc- of signal, another 36 ninutes before we get acquis!-'
tlon. Gene Kranz has agreed to step in as flight director
for a period of time that Keil is away from the console, and
we're going to hold the ch an ge - o f - sh i

f

t briefing in Building
1 at 4:15, that's about 3 or 4 minutes from now. Flight
Director Hutchinson has already left the Mission Control
Center. He's now en route to Building 1, should be there
within the next 4 to 5 minutes, so we'd like that change-
of-shift briefing to begin in Building 1 within the next
5 minutes or so, as soon as Neil arrives. We'd like to add
that he is going to be in a hurry to get back here before
our next acquisition of signal, so he can be on the headset
as we come into acquisition at Goldstone. So that's acquisi-
tion 36 minutes away, and w.> ' 1 1 expect that change-of -sh i f t

briefing to begin in approximately 5 minutes in Building 1.
This Is Skylab Control at 12 minutes after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control .it 21 : 48 Greenwich moan
tine. The Skylab spa<-e station is now coming into acquisi-
tion at Goldstone, where we'll have a pass lasting about
3 minutes. We'll bring, the line up live at Goldstone as
CMG anomaly is still underway here at Goldstone. And we're
live now there.

Skylab, Houston, through Goldstone forCC
11 minutes.

CDR

CDR
SPT

CC

Hello, Har»k .

Hello, there, how*
Fair to midding.
Pretty good, Hank, how are

Oh, b r o n .!

new leader here today.
SPT

the old one?
CC

today, we got Gene
CDR
SPT
CC
CDR

out if r. rouble then.
PLT Hank

video down for recording
of the we st coast.

CC Ckay
transmitter warmed up

PLT
CDR
CC

down 1 1 Ti k

CDR
CDR

Who's the

going there today ?

ou and the bronzo

ream's doing fine. We have

new one and whet happened to

little under the weatherThe eld one's
i 1 1 ing in her
You mean Robin Redbreast?
The new guy?
Roge r , new guy .

You guys on the bronze team keep hin

if Goldstone'* ready to take
wc can give you none shots

give us 00 sconds, Bill, to get the

It's there.
San Francisco's clear as a bell.
Skylab, Houston, we're ready for the TV

Okay, you ought to be getting It.
Clouds Just sotith of Sar. Diego started

fading out the camera, so we're going to point now more to
thfe south along Baja.

CC We copy

.

CI)R Oct the whole Gulf of California there.
And the inlet across the way is Guadalajara.

PLT Okay, Hank, we're going to terminate dovn-
1 ink .

CC Okay.
CDR Houston, you still with us?
cc Roger, Jer, another 2 minutes.
CDR Okay, essentially what we got on TV v««

San Francisco down t o - oh - Santa Barbara, a little bit
south, and we could see some of the Channel Islands down there.
And then we got a little bit oi cloud cover, and L . A . area was
a little bit hard to see. Then south of San Difgo, we got
anothej batch of clouds and we just had to shift awav fro*
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that on down to Baja, California.
CC Okay, we copy.
CDR Coming up on the Galapagos Islands next,

and if the weather holds, we night be able to seo two active
volcanoes

.

CC Okay, and we're about 45 seconds from
LOS now. Vanguard's the next situ at 14, 13 minutes from
now and we're scheduled to dump the voice recorder there.

CDR Okay, Hank, we'll see you then.
PAO Skylab Control at 22 hours Greenwich mean

tine. Skylab space station over the Pacific Ocean is off the
coast of Central America. Our next acquisition is about
13-1/2 minutes away at Vanguard. During this last pass,
crew indicated they were putting some television - taking some
television pictures and downlinking them to the Goldstone
tracking antenna. The pictures include the area of the
California coast from San Francisco to San Diego, and a

part of Baja, California and Guadalajara are mentioned as
things that were downlinked at the tracking station there.
And CMG number 2 still about the same as before, no substantial
change in it. The current's still about V .04, and temperature
about 1.9 crossed over, and wheel spied still down about 60 to
70 rpra, readlnR about 8850 during most of that pas a. So
no change on the CMG as it continues the distress that ir be Ran
16-1/2 hours ago. This is Skylab Control, 12-1/2 minutes to
our next acquisition of signal. It's now 1 minute and 33 sec-
onds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours 13 minutesGreenwich aaan time. We're now coning within range of rhe

;;!
k B«; " Vanguard. The pass through Vanguard shouhilast a little lea. than 10 minutes. And we'll bring theline up liv*. The spacecraft communicator on dutv here isHan* Hart. field ana Flight Director Neil Hut ch tnson' is s t i 1

1

sitting in although he is going to be replaced in the nextcouple of hours. We'll bring the line up live now at Vanguard.
' Skylab, Houston through Vanguard for <5-l/9minutes. And, Skylab, we'll be dumping the recover here

'

CD Roger, Hank.
* PT Say, Hank, we're gettinfj a little action '

out ot action region 33. We're looking at it with the 55instrument and right on top of a surge. The surge started around-

tly 6

e

oZ
n

L g Tit/
e

" ^ ab ° Ut 220R
' '

lnd 19 nov °"

cc Roger , we copy.
.

SP
J J ,

Went U P around 30 arc seconds from itsbace, which put it around 10 arc seconds above the 1

1

P b

.

;

r

:/
h
: ?

nly
K
th

;
n
?

w * can io ° k *< ri ^ t no» in the w . v 0 ,a readout is the hydrogen continual count at 873 and thatdidn t change too much, but it sure - sure looked good in H-aloh,The count went from 600 up to 800 and back down to 600
P

CC are you asing the - VTR?

there
SPT Hank

«
Bill and Jerry are using it down

* ,°C 0ka y» that's - that's fine. We were 1u3twanting to verify the VIDEO switch. It's in the ri*hrposition then. lgnt

.

S?
J

Yeah, we're getting more and more carefulabout that one, Hank. After you've been bit bv the saae dogaround a dozen tine, you start to get -areful.'
cc Rogc r

.

'

CD *
,

Hank
. the VTR is off. Can you tell ushow much time is left on it?

s

CC Okay , we ' 1 1 check i r .

Okay, there're 25 minutes remaining.
«. .

yLl : Okay, Hank, there's probably about
5 minutes ot video on the - the recorder right now Wecame In across the Andes Just a bit north of Santiago, Chile
I panned down - oh, probably as far south .is about -

,

C
^ ,

Skylab, Houston. We lost lock there andwe re back with you now. And, Bill, we didn't copy anythingafter you said you panned through Santiago.
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:s £•::: -
shot in the area of SawtfaL II? ?» ?

0t QV* r and
looking out to"hi e ! j k !?

308,6 «bli «? ue « that -

it A„,l r,,, ?"* y
' ««« tack and take a look at

c

el1, thank y° u
« bronze team.

I-OS. Tananarive ^ll V/l^Z*^™^'
paper-low indication on the lc e , e An"d S? T Tf Iwould be conven<enr in ,u 0 k„

K
!

And
'
SPT

»
lf *t

know whether I V o Ll V " 8 ° me feedba * k ^

(

C „ T
°kay, i»n check it .bPl Thank you.

or.e„"ch „ a„ ti „.
Sk

jwub°;;:°i
at 2

f
hours !3 ninu" s

1.03, 1.04, .»d , -v,. r'h'!I J""
6" "

Jr;:ir:M:.!:.:.:-;;»::':ijri;? •»X: ,

.::
,

, r . t , bl ,

looks like it's soinl.
erratic behavior. Itgoing to be a continuing behavior of this
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sort. Thirteen minutes to our next acquisition ol signal
Twenty-four and a half minutes after the hour, this Is
Sky lab Con t rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours 37 minutes.
We ro now 56 seconds from acquisition of signal through the
Tananarive voice relay station. The pass there should lastabout 9 minutes. And we'll bring the line up live now forair-to-ground through there. During this last pass, crewindicated they'd put about 5 minutes on the video taperecorder of out -the -window TV of South America including
the Andes Mountain area around Santiago, Chile. And alsowhen the ground checked on that point, Science pilot EdGibson said we're getting more careful about keeping theswitch on the right position portable for looking out thewindow at ATM when they want to show something on the Sun.They did make that mistake a number of times early in themission but haven't made it for quite some time, even thoughthe ground been keeping a careful check on it. Ard thescience pilot did indicate that there was some surge activityon the surface of the Sun, a relatively small surge appearingabove the limb, begining about 22:00 Greenwich mean timeWe re live now at Tananarive and we'll bring the line ur>'there. *

Cc Skylab, Houston through Tananarive,
o minutes.

PLT Roger , Hank

.

CC And SPT, Houston. We just got the TV-107,the last you did in this afternoon. And Marshall - thepeople there are going to take a look at it, and it willprobably be tomorrow before we can get you an answer on how
t he thing is going

.

„

S"
,

0ka y» thank you- And if Joe Allen couldget a look at it too, that would probably be good. I knowhe s got some thoughts on it.

. .

CC
.

Roger, I just called over to his house. H<•»ue back in this evening. He's been out of town.
SPT Okay, thank you, Hank.
* ?T Woodpecker's got a new tree to work on.

us?
C Dld y°" «et our paper changed out for

SPT That 's affirm.
CC Okay

, good show

.

PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours 47 minutesGreenwich mean time. The Skylab space station Is out ofrange of Tananarive. Our next acquisition, a little more
a

JN
5 ninute * from now, win be at Hawaii. No change stillon CMC number 2, although the temperature difference duringthis last pass at Vanguard - we - we had no data of course

at Tananarive - indicated that the tenperatures were about at
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the same lovel they had been before. Tin- speed about the
s.ime ami current's down very « lightly, but nothinx is li!<t; ly
tO

)

bc significant. Our noxt; ncqulsitlor,. iS minutes .iv.iy.
It's now 47 minutes after the hour, and this Is Sky i il.

Control.

Err) of r a p f

:
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PAO Sky 1 ab Control at 23 hours 25-1/2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is now in range ;

of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. At this tine, we have a

private medical confervnee underway with Fl i ght Surgeon
Jerry Hordinsky, ant' we do not expect to have an acquisition •

through the tracking antenna here. We have about 3 minutes
left in the pass at Hawaii. Data coming in on the second
CMC still essentially no change. It apparently is running
pretty scably at this ti me. Speed's still 8850, as it has
been for an extended period of time and the temperature dif-
ferences do not appear to have substantially changed. They're
still in the neighborhood of about 2 degrees occass i ona 1 1

y

moving up to about 2-1/2 degrees. And currents still about
the same as they have been for the last 18 hours. Still
running right around 1.03 to 1.04, occasionally going as
high as 1.05, but that has been seen on occasion during the
entire period. So, no significant changes in its performance
or behavior. And Flight Dir - Flight Director N'eil Hutchinson
is still on duty here in Mission Control, although an off-duty
Flight Director Milton Windier will be coming in shortly to re-
lieve him. He has been on duty now for a little over 10 hours.
And there is a discussion going on here in Mission Control
about rhe performance of the CMG with scientists and engineers
at Marshall Space Flight Center to determine what the exact
conditions of the failure might look like, and what actions
should be taken at varioue stages of - depending on what
happens co the CMG number 2. And also getting some updates
on what the attitude is toward the data scene so far today.
And at the present time, we're still planning on an Earth resources
pass tomorrow. The schedule still includes that pass to take
place about 18:00 Greenwich mean time tomorrow. The pass is
fairly lengthy one, about 26 minutes in length along track 33,
and primary targets are U.S. targets fcr tomorrow's pass.
That Karth resources pass hes fairly good weather on it right
now with a t.uraber of sites of some importance, so at the
present time, we don't expect it to be taken out unless some
change takes place in CMC number 2. Today, of course, an
Karth resources pass did have to be cancelled because of the
performance of the CMG, which was In an extended anomaly as
it still is. And, of course, an early morning Earth resources
pass, very early this morning with a 2-hour early wakeup, was
cancelled because of weather conditions in Central America,
which didn't permit geothermal data to be gathered. And
eliminated one of the primary requirements for that Karth
resources pass. We're Just about to go over tie hill at
Hawaii at this time. We'll keep the line live in case any
conversation does come up here at the remainder of this pass.
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Skylab Control at 23:29. We're now outof range of the tracking antenna at Hawaii. Private medicalconference in progress there, so we had no conversation withthe crew from Spacecraft Communicator Hank HartsfielJ Wheelspeed currents and temperature still pretty much as'theyhave been for the last 18 hours on CMC number 2, with someindication that the bearing temperature on - bearing temperatuof number 2 bearing still running about 2 and sonetUes IVmuch as 2-1/2 degrees above bearing temperature number 1.That again is not Irregular; it's been pretty much what we'veseen over the past 8 to 10 hours at least. 20 minutes beforeour next acquisition of signal, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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1'AO Sky lab Control ,u 23 hours 49 nln.il ot>
•'

Greenwich mean tl«e. Skylab spare station is now comlr.fi
within range of the tracking antenna at Vanguard. This
pn*s through Vanguard will last about 9-1/2 minutes and
we'll bring the line up live here for air-to-ground. Space-
croft communicator on duty here in Mission Control is Hank
Hartsfield.

CC Sky lab, Houston. Through Vanguard for
8 minutes.

CDR Roger . Hank.
CC And, Jer, ii you j:et a chance to roach

over there and take a look at the iM.T's Flight Plan, we can
see how the teleprinter is working alter the paper change.

CDR Looks just fine.
CC PIT , Houston

.

PI.T Go , Hank .

CC Bill, if it's no i too much trouble, we'd
like to get you to copy down the pointing data on S019 so
that we can use it to build pads and try to take oui some
of this bias we know is in there. And maybe ycu can voice
it down later this evening.

?LT Fire away.
CC Hold on. What we want you to do is tell

us how the pointing cones out compared to the pad, what
your actual values are. If you can write those iown then
we'll get them from you later this evening for u.'e in
tomorrow's preparation.

PLT . Okay , will do

.

CDR Houston , CDR

.

CC Go ahead

.

CDR Hank, on the TV demos, the science
demos, today Kd was assigned number I l 3 and Bill was assigned
that a couple of days ago and has already started work on
it. So we're going to keep Bill on it. I'd suggest in the
future on assigning time to practice science demos, why don't
we just call then science demos instead of trying to put
a number on it, because so far on 118 all three of us have been
assigned that thing at one tine or another and it gets kind
of confusing. It'd be a whole lot easier if wo could just eithe
pick the one we want to do and do it or else 8 i ve us - give
us an assignment, and from then or. just say science demo in
the Flight Plan .

cc Okay, we copy that, Jerry, and we'll ennk
i t in .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS, Tananarive is next at 15, that's 15-1/2 minutes from :

now . /
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CDR Roger , Hank

.

PAO Sky lab Control at Greenwich midnight.
We 're now 14-1/2 minutes from our next acquisition as ve
pass out of range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Scientific
research is continuing aboard the Sky lab apace station despite
a persistent problem with one of two main gyroscopes. Skylab's
number 2 gyroscope, which is used to hold the 100 ton laboratory
steady during investigations of the Earth, Sun and stars, has
been spinning a little slower than usual since just after
midnight last night. Flight controllers can't guess when or
if the gyroscope night fail but plans to use Skylab'd nitrogen
gas '.hiusters are ready to go, and another set of small coamand
module engines car. also keep the space station steady. If the
gyroscope should go out, the Skylab caj will probably begin
immediate planning for a final spate walk. But the backup
fuel supply can keep the crew comfortable through the remaining
IS days of the planned 8 4 day mission. Late this afternoon
Flight Director Neil Hutchinson said astronauts Jerry f.'arr,

F.d Gibson and Bill t'ogue, who is celebrating his 4 4th birthda\
today, could complete the planned flight on Skylab's backup
systems but that NASA planners might choosi to spend more
of the limited gas to perform Earth resources studios 'and
shorten the record breaking flight by a few days. The crew
is presently scheduled to splash into the Pacific Ocean
southwest of San Diego on February 8. And during this last
couple of hours we've had a discussion going on with the
Marshall Space Flight Center concerr. lag the performance of
CMC number 2, which is now acting about as it has before. Wt
have seen some indications the wheel speed - indication - still
at 8850 for the most part has had more signals above 8^50
than below. So perhaps the distress is very slowly beginning to
show signs of a recovery, although I think it's fair to say
that it's likely to go on for a great many more hours before
we: see any clear signs that it might be clearing up. That
discussion with Marshall this afternoon led the Flight Director
to press on with plans for a control moment gyroscope controlled
Karth resources pass tomorrow. That is to say the CMfi control
v ill still be used during Earth re sources-

F.ND OF TAPE
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PA; - - press on with pla-is (or a control
mocicnt gyroscope controlled Ear ».h resources pass for tomorrow
That Is to say, r.he CMG control will still be used durlnp,
this Earth resources pass tomorrow. Some consideration was
Riven to the possibility of using thruster attitude control
system gas. The TACS fuel, however, would require about
1300 pound-seconds for tomcriow's EREP, and that's considered
rather expensive, and too expensive, in fact, for the pass
as it's now planned. So, for that reason, they will 'continue
to plan on using the CMG during toraorrow'r. EREP. However,
that will be reevaluated in the morning t o <l e t :• cm i n e whether
the CMG has degraded further. If i '. has, it rr.ay be nut oss.irv
to cancel that Earth resources pa us again. The pass, if it '

s

completed tomorrow, will ccmplete the nominal Earth resources
passes for the mission. 30 ve re originallv planned, although
some flight controllers had hoped that that we might get
as many as 50, and the Earth resources people were enthusiast
about getting that many. However, tnat would complete the
planned 30; 2 9 so far aave been completed. Total now of -

10 passes have been cancelled because of either weather con-
ditions degrading, or because of problems with the control
moment gyroscopes during the past 2 months. Next acquisition
about 11-1/2 minutes away at Tananarive . At 3 minutes /.iter
Greenwich midnight, this is Sky lab Control.

K\'D OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 13 minutes after

Greenwich tnidni&ht. We're now over Union of South Africa

about 54 seconds frosa acquisition of signal through the

voice relay station at Tananarive on the Island of Madagascar.
The pass through Tananarive will last a little lesc than

6 minutes and wo* 11 brinR the line up. Milton Windier has

come into the Mission Control Center and he's sitting down

with Flight Director Neil Hutchinson about to take a hand-

over for him. Milton id taking the place of Charles Lewis

who is not feeling well tonight. And as a result Neil

Hutchinson has had to stay on a couple of hours over his

normal work time. We'll bring the line, up live now for a

Tananarive pass lasting approximately 6 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive

3-1/2 minutes.
CDR Houston, CDR .

CC Go ahead .

CDR Okay Hank, those stars Denebola, 274.6

and 2.6 (static) 23.2 and the that first ore on that shaft on

Denebola was out a littlfc bit I went ahead and got a Spica.

And that's 273,2 and 57.K
CC Jerry, you cut out on the second one,

.could you say again please.
CDR Okay, Regulus i46.3 and (static) 9.2 and

did you get the Spica?
CC - Roger, we're going LOS Jerry. The next

site is Hawaii that's your private phone call and it's also
the evening statu3 report. It comes up at 57 past the hour.

CDR Roger. Did you copy the stai-s?

PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 20 minutes
and 37 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is moving out of range of Tananarive. Our next acquisition
at Hawaii is 36 minutes and 30 seconds from now. That pass

will be the evening status report. We have the Mission
Surgeon's daily report on crew health for you and we'll read

that for you at this time. The crew is in good health. The

pilot's congestion persists, an oral decongestant will be added

tonight . A temperature check was normal . A current review
of the pilot's symptoms still does not indicate an Infectious
problem. Signed by Dr. Jerry Hordlnsky for Dr. Hawkins the

Medical Operations Director. The Flight Surgeon, Dr. Hordlnsky
also In explaining a little bit more says that the pilot has

had a sensation of stoffiness. That is only a - only subjective
feeling. Apparently It has no physical problems associated with
it. He has been taking decongestants for eome time. And

they decided last night to have him take a t erape r a t u re . And
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the teraperature indicated he was normal, he had no change
in his temperature . He does not appear to have a cold or
anything of that sort. There is no indication that he has
a.-iy sort of infection. But Dr. Hordinsky says it's probably"
is the same thing that has been experienced by a number of
people in space. That ihere Is just a slight feeling of
stuffiness In nhe breathing and inhalitip. Just a little bit
of stuffiness in the nose aid in the area around the nose.
Last night he described it as paranasal, in the are* around
the nose. But it apparently doesn't cause any sort of real
problem for him. He docs - he is able to breath properly
but does - he does feel a little tunny. So they have been
giving him decongestants to try and reduce that. It hasn't
had much effect so far, but they're n o i n k to add an oral
decongestant tonight. Thirty-five minutes to acquisition
at Hawaii, 22 ninutes after t'ie hour. This Is Skylab Contro

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 56 minute* and 20

seconds after the - Greenwich midnight. 55 second* fro*
acquisition of signal at Hawaii where we'll have a 10 minute
pass. The evening status report la scheduled for this pass
and the Spacecraft Communi cator is Hank Hart s He Id . We 1

1

1

bring the line up live now at Hawaii for the evening status
report with Hank Hartsfield as the communicator.

PUT Houston, Skylab, how do you read?
CC Go ahead Bill.
PLT Okay, let me give you some star data

here. Denebola, shaft. 274.6, t runn ion 2 .6 . Reguius 146.3 shaft
and the trunnion is 23.2. Spica 2 73 . 2 and 37.7.

CC Okay, we copied thoce Bill, and do you
have any SOI 9 data for us?

PIT Roger, 1 do. It took a bit of fumbling
around but 1 finally got what I think was the right angles.
And I got a 8 . 7 on Canopus which I interpreted as a 284.7
and took a t i i : of 15.4 to center the star. For Splca i

got a 6.7 which I took and as a 196.7 and I went back and
forth between to verity for re asonab i ne s s check. And the tilt
on the Splca, once I got 20.1 and once I gut 1 'J .9 which Is

fairly close. But there's interplay and (garble) and spring
back now In the aechinism so it - you wouldn't expect perfect
repetabillty. I got wrapped around the axle on proredurog
and wasn't able to find our Arcturus and neither was I able
to get any of the exposures in. because of the difficulty
involved in finding the stars, I g o t a latest a n and got
all out of sequence there, but at least I did get tvu anp.K-s
there for the Canopus and for Splca.

CC Ok ay , we copy

.

PLT Ready with the photo log.
CC Okay , ie t her rip,
PLT (garble) 1

6 -ml 1 1 1 me t e r , okay docunentory
photo 8, Charlie India 129, 85 percent, Charlie India 78.
Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 43, 66; Nikon 02, Bravo Victor 49

,

24; Nikon 03, 04, 05, no change. 70-rai 1 1 irae ter , Charlie
X-ray 18, 070; ETC, no change; ERF.P , no change. Drawer A

configuration: transporters A - 1 , 2, 3, and 4, no change;
and the back, transporter 07. Charlie India 129, 85, Charlie
India 78. Now with the evening status.

CC Okay, go ahead with the status Bill.
PLT Sleep: C!)R, 7.5, 6.5 heuvy,' 1.0 light;

SPT, 7.5, 6.0 heavy, 1.5 light; PI.T, 6.0, 4.0 heavy, 2.0
light. Urine volume: not applicable. Drinking water gun
readlngi CDR, 8780 { SPT, 4800; PLT, 1271. HMMl): CDR,
6.318, 6.315, 6.313; SPT, 6.367 , 6.359, 6.364; PLT, f..240,

6.236, 6.237. Exercise: all three standard. Okay medication:
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and other expendables: CDR , no medications, aborts and socks;
SPT. no «ed Icat ions , sock3 , »h i r t <

t plus shorts: PLT, Afrln
twice, and no clothing, Shopping list acconp 1 lahmnnt s

t

TV^107, 1 hour and 30 uinutes replacing 1 hour schedule for
TV-118. T002-1, stars 22 and 21 thrown in on the tall end
on tho standard T002 is on tape with the scheduled T002 , and
that was 20 uinutes. Food : Okay CDR, 6.5 salt, plus one
coffee with sugar, plus «• yeah that was right I thought I

was on the wrong day the re for a ninute * plus one ccffee vith
sugar for the CDR

, plus one leaontde, plus one peaoh ambrosia,
plus one grape drink, Apollo type, rehydration water plus 1.0;
SPT, salt 10.0, plus one Itroon pudding, plus lemona<U , no
rehydration water; PLT , plus one coffee with sugar, plus 'gn-en
beans, and a no (garble) which I Intended to put in befort-.
High density 4 was eaten today instead of high density 2

because I ate the high density 2 on day 66. And we should tail
the food people that. Rehydration water, minus 1.0. Okay,
that's the end of evening status.

CC Okay, thank tou, Bill,
CC SPT, Houston. We need the DAS for an

outer girabsl backup, bring up the nuZ up to date.
SPT Roger Hank, you got it.
CC PLT, Houston,: if you have your SWS systems

checkup checklist handy, I've got one s in a 1 1 correct ion to a

stowage location on housekeeping 71 that we upllr.ke-i to
you

.

PLT Stand by I .

END OF TAPE
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Thanks, Hank,

r
'p T *hat ch.mgc nunbt-r v.ts that, Hank?

?
kay> what P** e number 1$ that?

^ T Roeer, I have that
. tncorpornt c.1

«i ,

Okay, thank you, Bill. A.»d I hov.. „couple comments in regard to the v i r .> r i „ . .

, '
, ,

" • * - * " «venin^ J >i 3 t prior to

B.IM. readings when the vehicle is not in a du*p. U -tl"
,; Rr

1 V3nt ^ VehUU
" " influence

^ T 0l^ay
. Hank

, thank you .

'•OS now. vanguard i s^e x t "a J1 i • 2 9
' "

t h a ? '

1 ^'j'"'
now. And there we'd V i l I , ,

1 s 22 ahlltes froa
v. see thli SSS'probJei^ ° ^ 3 " W W ° rd9 °" hoW

J" 0ka y> wt','n be standing by.

l«iRh density food that was scheduled for [n \ ear

succeedeii
we re

,
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but had not succeeded In taking the photographs.no they'll
have to be rescheduled tomorrow. That vaa a calibration run
to get done calibration data for the Instrument*. SOI*) In-
strument, like all the Skylab i ns t r ument a , does have to haw
some calibration data to compare for photographing developing
to deteraine exact light production and - and to give more ac-
curate measurements of that . And as Hank Hartsfteld says as
we went over the hill at Hawaii, we're going to have a little
discussion with the crew about CMT. problem at Vanguard. The
crew has, of course, been kept up to date on the problem that
is now going on for 20 hours . And that problem dors not
appear to have changed subs t an t ! a 11 y . Ve di d see Home indict -

llons this time - while the last pass had shown uh a number »

f

times when the indicator seemed to be reading above 8850,
which has been the s tandard leve 1 for quite some* time, this
tine, there were a number of indications below R850, ind tin
balance about 3 to 1 running below 8850. ''Although still a
majority of signals coming down on our chart which plots it
every 5 seconds indicate that 8850 i3 still the standard a pood,
and that's what reads as the tabulation at the end. Ami curron
not changing substantially, althouRh we did get one reading
that was the higher *• one of the highest ones we've seen today
and that was 1.058. That's up above the normal level, but it
did seem to b back at 1.04, so that could be just an anomalous
reading on on* of the transducers. The other current speeds -
ether current rates right now are at now 1.031 amps on current
A. B is 1.043 at the end of the pass and 1.040 on current
phase 3 - phase C. So, no substantial changes; temperature
difference ranging from about 2.2 to 2.4 degrees crossover.
That's not apparently improving at all. On the other hand,
it doesn't seem to be degrading very fast. Neil Hutchinson
again, who's Just about to leave the console now and turn it
over finally to Milt V/iudler, has been saying frequently durinp
the af ternoon v t t 1 n R a little bit
worse, it's getting a little bit worse, and the guidance office
keeps saying, well, maybe you see that, but I

' m not sure 1 do.
So, it's not entire agreement, although nobody's verv happy
with an anomaly that's lasted nearly 20 hours' a 1 ready . And
there's also not much siRn that it's clearing up right away.
Tomorrow's Karth resources maneuver is still scheduled, althoup
it may be reviewed in the morning if the degradation continutes
on the second gyroscope. That Earth resources pass will cost
only about 5 pound -s e cond s of thrnster attitude contro] system
gas, if the CMG's continue fo work properly. If the C HO U not
used and they had to go to thruster attitude control system gas
alone, the cost would be up to 1500 pound-seconds. For that
reason, If they have decided that the CMG is not performing at
a standard they considered satisfactory in the morning, then
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they will cancel the Earth resources puss. However, that's
going to be another real-tine decision toaoirow morning as to
whether the CMC degradation is so severe that It might be
risked by an EREP pass. Naturally, the don't want to lose
fiolar data which would be lost if the CMC! does go out.
They have, of course, had soma excellent solar activity in
recent days, and they've been getting regular reports and
very extensive photography. One ol the probity* mentioned
in the backroom here In Mission Control among the solar
scientists is how do we manage to budget the remaining film.
There's not very much film lett lor thotu- instruments. Thoy'j.-
trying to got the maximum use out of it. So that Earth
resources pass is still on schedule for tomorrow. The
discussion tonight with Huntsvllle seemed t o I nd I ci t e that there
is not apparently any assoclflt ion between the Sarth ro8oura>K
passes and - the anomalies on the CHfi - it doe« not appear to
give additional stress to them. But still part of the conserva-
tive approach to the problem is to tike a careful look and do not
do anything that night threaten the remaining life of CMU
number 2. And the EGIL, the Environmental General Instrumentation
and Life Support engineer -

END OF TAPE
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p A0 - to take a careful look and not do any-

thing that aight threaten the remaining life of CMC number 2.

And the EG 1 L , the Environmental General Instrumentation and

Life Support Systems Engineer, who now feels a little bit for-

gotten since he hasn't had any major problems for quite some

time, suggests that - last night - that the guidance officer

spin up CMC number 1 for a while. He didn't have much response

at that time. And that's still not being seriously considered

although it may be if we do have a failure. Fifteen minutes

to our next acquisition of signal. 1 V mlnu t e « a f t e r the

hour. This is Sky lab Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 Sky lab Control at I hour 28 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab apace atatiin U off the" coast

of Chill about to be acquired through the tucking ship

Vannuard. The pass through Vanguard will laar about 9 minutes

and we'll bring the line up live now (or a 1 r- vo-ground there.

This pass we should have a discussion between i<ank Hares fie Id , .

the Spacecraft Communicator and the crew regarding the CHG

number 2 which has been in an anomaly now lasting 20 hours.

cc Skylab, Houston. Through Vanguard for

7-1/2 minutes.
PLT Roger Hank .

S pj Hello Hank, what's the 2S0 K tine?

Cc SPT, subtract 4 minutes t rom the ESS.

SpX Okay Hank, for this orbit I'm pretty

sure I wasn't given an ESS . Oh, that's the same as the

previous one. It's all worked out, thank you.

CC Okay

.

pLT Hank, l have a question tor the doctor.

CC Co ahead

.

pl r i was told to take a Act! fed before

evening - before going to bed this evening. And I could not

find any other than some decongestant tablets entitled

as decongestants in the cotaraand module, there were about J

of them. They're sort of a buff colored and with a weakened

zone down the center for cracking in half.

CC Okay, I'll check it out, Bill.

CC CDR , Houston.
PLT Rog, he's listening, go.

rc Okay, like to give you a few words of how

we see the CMC number 2 thing as of now. It .appears to uh

that - well it Is a fact that the CMC has been under distress

for approximately the 1 8 hours, and it appears that U'a very

very slowly getting worse. We've seen over that period

approximately 10 to 12 mini-amp increase in the currents -

base currents and approximately a 1 degree bearing temperature

rise. And of course as you can Imagine all the experts have

got their heaiis together and had several conferences today.

And the consensus of opinion seems to be that we definitely

have some damage in the bearings, but that a maneuvering does

not significantly increase the amount of damage and we don t

see too much difference of doing maneuvers. So based on that

we're going to go ahead and plan an ERE? for tomorrow. We

looked at TACS only but just too expensive. So we're going

to plan the EREP and if the rate of degradation doesn t

increase, we'll go head and do it. However, if we see sor.-.e

rapid deterioration in the CMC of course we'll go ahead and sc

the EREP. But that's about the. way it is now, we see it and
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we'll certainly keep you posted.
CDR Okay Hank , thanks a lot . I guess we ' 1

1

have to break out the oars and galley a lavt a .

SPT You know who they'll be.
CC (Laughter

)

CDR I'll put Bill on the port side and Ed
on the starboard side,

cc And for Bill, we have verified that
that is Actlfed that you have from the command module and
you have a CO to take them as you described.

PLT Thank you Hank.
cc And we didn't copy the PLT's salt from

the cvcnlnx status.
fl-T Stand by 1.
flT 7.5.
C C W t* c o p y ,

cl)R »ny Hank, it's been Some time since we
got a listing from you folks on the status of chants and
permanent general messages. And I think we've probably, mu
a lot of PGNs up here that can bo thrown away. Would you
fire us up a status next d*y or no.

cc Okay, we'll sure work on it Jerrv. And
in reference to getting up tomorrow, the scheduled getup
time is 11:00, and we have a site at 10:40 roughly and another
one at 11:18. So which one would you prefer or do you want
to set your clock?

CDR I'll you call us at. 11:18 and we'll
go ahead and set our clocks and be up by 11:00.

CC Okay , will do.

KND OF TAP
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CDR - - and set our clocki to be up by 11:00.

CC Okay , will do,

CC Skylab, Houston , we're 30 seconds froa LOS,

One last Item on th« ATM , wo need to get the S055 HIGH VOLTAGES

OFF. And we won't have another site until Vanguard again.

This Is a Vanguurl to Vanguard and that coses up about an

hour and a half fro* now. We'll- so we'll say good night to you

now and talk to you in the uorning.
PLT Good night Hank.
SPT Good night Hank, enjoy tht term, Good

night down there bronze lean.
CDK Good night Hank, goad night Gene,
CC We forgot to update you since that.

Since Gene we've had Milt, and before that wa« Chuck and

now we have Milt.
CDR Playing musical chairs, huh?
SPT You go through them so fast Hank. You

oust be pretty hard on them.
CDR Wha: color vest Is Milt wearing?
PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 3*J sainutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab opaci station is out vi

range of Vanguard on the final pass of the evening. Hank

Hartsfleld giving the crew an update on CMG statu* including

the fact that they do plan an Earth resources pass for tomorrow,

That Earth resources pass is a .16-minute pasu , and 1 1
' a sche Jul ed

over a number of U.S. sites. Ic does not include geotheroal

activity which Is one thing the cow has beerv looking at on

previous occasions. The pass is a 7 <.00-rU e- 1 ong one

tomorrow. And it will be reviewed in the morning both cn

weather considerations which are the regular status reviews

,md also depending on the performance of CMG number I . And

.it the very end of the pass sorie discussion about jvhmI nl^ht

Gene from the crew. Referring of course to Cene Kraiu vtu>

did sit In as Flight Director for a whiie tonight. And then

Hank Hartsfleld listed the flight directors who have been

In. Charles l,«u!s who came In for a brief period pi time,

but decided he'd gc hone he wai not feeling very w« 1 1 . Neil

Hutchinson who sat in for Charles and Gene Kranz then sat in for

a while. And then Neil cine b;ick and finally Milt Windier

was brought In from Ms duy off and put on the. console until

midnight tonight. And the crew asked what kird of vest wan

Milt Windier weiring. Gene Kranz is well know for his bright

redd vest. He was earlier called robin redbreast by one

of the crew members. No, Windier didn't say it loud enough

so the crew could here or get it peseed along, but he said

he's sitting here in his T-3htrt. Of course he's not, but
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he's not wearing a veat either. And Pilot, BUI Poguc had

a little trouble finding the Actifed, A-C-T- 1 ,
the

drug that he Is using for a deceive* t am .
He wain t certain

that he located U, although he had found a de conge s tan t In

the command ooUule. The mtdien chocked the records and wen',

back make sure thoy were identtfing the right drug. And

indeed the decongestant in the command module la the Actlte<J

that was prescribed by Jurry Uordlnsky, during the private

nodical conference tonight. So at this time ChC performance

number on number 2 la still about as It has been for quite

aojne time. Temperature difference over Vanguard about l.'i

degrees c r 088 ove r , va r y I n g from about 1.9 to 1.8. And other

- other than that essentially not to much change la that

performance. Still the wheel speed listed at about 8850 and

the currents up - elevated about 2 percent over their normal

level, about 1.04, on two of the three phases of the current

and about 1.03 on the third phase . So that would indicate

that the anomaly Is still In progress and virtually unchanged

from performance during the past 8 or 10 hours. It has been

in an anomalous condition for 20 hours. That was the final

pass of the evening fpr the Skylab crew. They had a very

busy day today despite the fact that two Ra.tb resour- e«

passes were cancelled. The flrni pass was cancel led this

morning because poor weather conditions over Central America

over some geotherraal areas were to be studied. And the

second pass was scheduled for. this, afternoon, and thai had

to be cincelled because of the continuing stress signs on

CMG number 2. Tomorrow an ERF P pass is being scheduled i.

the CMG does not deteriorate further, It's very likely they 11

perform that Earth resources pass. And If we do see some

further signs of deterioration in the morning it could be

that that pass will have to be cancelled. The pass tomorrow

will be the 30th of the Skylab mission. Forty originally

scheduled at various times so far In the flight and 10 of

those has had to be cancelled. But tomorrow we expect number

30 among the Earth resources survey. That will complete the

requlrmcnts of the Skylab mission as planned lor this third

Skylab flight. Thirty passes were planned and up i" *0

were one time hoped for. Also scheduled for t ..no
.
-r <»w

. * .,

run of T020, the foot control maneuvering unit. that <

Planned for Commander Jerry Curr as the te«t pilot and U.m

will be observed by Bill Vogue. It requires app r .. x 1 ma I e 1 y

3 hours in the morning with both crew members participating

In that. ATM activity tomorrow calls for almost-. 5 hours of

solar studv. The active Sun is now once again declining,

some of it's active regions moving off the face of the disk.

And this will allow some final study of surge activity and
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other activity along the limb of the active part of the Sun,
Those active regions are expected » o be passing off the disk
in the njxt few days and will conclude a very successful
study of solar activity. Also scheduled for tomorrow is
some tlrac for science demonstration practice so the crew
can prepare for doing a little bit of TV. There is TV-106
scheduled for tomorrow, And an operation on S019 is scheduled
for late tomorrow night before the crew goi-s to sleep. They're
scheduled for a nornal vakeup tomorrow morning at 11:00
Greenwich nean tine or 6 o'clock Houston tine. And they
will be going to bed tomorrow niflu at the usual time
10 o'clock. Also scheduled for tomorrow is a ma - pair of
major medical experiment*: HQ (*l the lower body negative pressure
run, «r.d M 1 7 1 that's the bicycle ergometer test to test the
crew members ability -

KND OF TAPE
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PAO 1 • - scheduled for tomorrow's ma - pair of

major medical experiments, M092, the lower body negative
pressure run, and Ml 7 1 , that's the bicycle ergometer test to

test the rrewraember ' s ability to perform work in weight loss-
ness, n Those are - two tests will be performed on Pilot Bill
Pogue . The observer for the runs is the chief scientist on
Skylab, Ed Gibson. Gibson's activities for tomorrow include,
of course, the Earth terrain camera operations during their
Earth resources pass. And he hat; set aside for him four
turns at the ATM console. And of course, he'll be participat
in an ATM conference tomorrow morning. And also, the other
two crew members have a chance at the solar observations
too, tomorrow, each of them taking a single pass to combine
for a total of 5 hours of data- take tine. And should be -

Earth resources pass be sched - be postponed tomorrow because
of further problems with the CMG if it should degrade during
the overnight period, then we'll have some additional ATM
time scheduled. An extra hour and 4» minutes will he put

in with Commander Carr and Science Pilot Gibson taking over
the solar observations. And Pilot Bill Pogue will do an
extra S019 operation tomorrow if we have that opportunity..
And we'll also have a plan on the alternate Flight Plan
tomorrow to ur.e the vievfinder tracking system. 'That's the
telescope guide, device that's used for pointing the infrared
spectrometer. Pilot Bill Pogue will use that to track the
Goddard laser if everything vorH out well, and if the Earth
rescurce pass has to be cancelled. it's scheduled to take pi

in the same block time. An Earth resource pass requires
about two hours. A brief discussion about - with Flight
Director Neil Hutchinson before he left about the possibility
of jain trying CMG number 1. He says that he thinks that
there is virtually no chance of that until alter the mission
is over when they do plan on making art attempt to splr that
wheel up to see what happens. He said he is primarily con-
cerned about the possibility thi*. t ie Instrument Is enmnlttel
dead and that the hearings are frozen and that hy ai|ere|>» lug
to Spin It up, * >. could cause mure damage, .'in, ther.- { , ttu

attempt - will no •• be no allert.ui Jn h i * opinion, t r- i iiv.t

control moment gyroscope ttuthhet 1, whli.li failed <>n Niveir-ti. j /

That was the final pass o! the evening (or the Skyhih en v.
They're an hour and 20 mintiles f i ri the it next a <: >\ u i -i 1 t i -> r>

of signal at Vanguard. Virtually no change in CMG number I,

It has ~ continues In its anonnly that began about midnight
Houston titae lan night. Until 6:00 tomorrow morning, Housto
tire, 11:00 Greenwich mean line, this i* Skylab Control.

END OF TAl'E
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CC Roger. And available for the ATM VTR that's
scheduled is 4 minutes on the VTR tape.

SPT Thank you.
PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean tint 11

hours and 36 minutes. Loss of sigr.al through Bermuda, next
acquisition in 3 minutes will be Madrid tracking station as
Skylab IV crew begins their 70th day in orbit. An Earth re-
sources survey across the midwestern United States, six periods
of solar observations, a pair of medical experiments, and a flight
in the foot controlled maneuvering unit make up today's Flight
Plan for the crew of space station Skylab. Weather permitting,
Skylab IV crew members, Gerald Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue
will make a photographic and electronic scanner Earth resources sweep
along groundtrack 33 starting at 12:24 p.m. central daylight
time. Among the task sites for today's EREP pass are cloud
measurements along the track, water resources surveys of the
upper Mississippi and Missouri River basins, and the northern
United States In general, photo mapping in the Dakotas, crop
identification in Indiana, land use in Iowa, and productivity
potentials of the ocean off the U.S. East Coast. F1F.P pass
will last 26 minutes with Commander Gerald Carr at the control
and display panel, Pilot Pogue at the viewflnder tracking
system, and Science Pilot Gibson operating the Earth terrain
camera. Gibson will scrutinize flares, prominences, and other
activities on the Sun for four ATM passes while his crewraates
each have one turn at the ATM console. Pogue will be the
subject and Gibson the observer in a run of the M092 and M171
lower body negative pressure and metabolic activity medical
experiments. Later In the day, Carr will operate the S019 ultraviolet
stellar astronomy Instrument mounted In the solar scientific airlock
The T020 foot controlled maneuvering unit, a forerunner of personalmaneuvering devices for future space station operations will
be flown by Carr as test pilot while Pogue observes. Handheld
Earth feature photography sites Thursday for crew option are
interdunal vegetation in a dune field north of Lake Chad, soil
erosion in Mali, fault zones in the Swiss Alpn, and Atlas
Mountains of Morocco, equatorial currents, and eddies and coastal
sediment plumes. In all the Skylab IV crew Thurfday will
devote a total of 26 hours and 53 minutes to collecting scientific
data. We'll bring the line up for this Madrid pass, 9 minutes
in duration.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Madr'd for

9 minutes, and I've got the news If you'd like to hear that.

If you're ready to listen.
CDR Sure, Dick. Please go ahead.
CC Okay, Ed, before I do let rae remind you,

we're dumping the data/voice recorder here. Tel Aviv:
Israeli tanks and troops began withdrawing from the west
bank of the Suez Canal 2 days ahead of schedule. At the

same time, the Israeli state radio reported, Israel per-
mitted Egyptian medical teams through Israeli lines to

evacuate wounded soldiers trapped in the city of Suez since
the October war. North Chelmsford, Massachusetts: The
New England Telephone Co. says it wants to see if it can
save up to 60 percent of its heating costs by using solar
energy. The company said it is installing a solar heating
system on an addition to one of its buildings to test
whether solar energy can be used to heet , either fully or

partially many of its other buildings. Washington, D.C.:
The Federal Trade Commission urged Congress today to order
a stronger health warning printed on cigaret packages, re-
quire the same warning on packs of "little cigars" and

launch a government advertising campaign to discourage
stroking. The agency also said Congress should appropriate
money for a government research project to develop a '"safe"

cigaret. Tine Ridge, South Dakota: American Indian Move-
ment leader Russell Means and incumbent President Richard
Wilson finished 1-2 in the primary election for president
of the Oglala Sioux Tribe. Means and Wilson, adversaries
during the occupation of Wounded Knee, South Dakota, will
meet in the February 7 run-off e 1 e < 1 1 o n for president of the

tribe on the Pine Ridge - Reservation. The trlb.il election
board said final, unofficial results give - save Means 667
votes and Wilson 511. In Houston; Colleen Gray, 17, a senior
at Sam Houston High School, was the 100,000th person in the

United States to see an exhibit depicting Soviet life and
arts that is touring the nation and currently on view at

the Albert Thomas Convention Center. As a momenta of the

occasion, Miss Gray was presented with a statuette of a horse
carved by hand by Soviet artist Vladimir Gradov. The exhibit
sists of photographs, books, paintings, sculptures and
scientific models and make - mockups . Finally, in Tulsa,
Oklahomai With gasoline prices rising, Dick Cokeley titinks

it may be cheaper to ride a horse. Cokeley, a 24-year-old
mechanic, decided last weekend to ride his horse Dixie to

work, about three miles away. He nade the test run and

found it tikes about 16 minutes longer to ride than drive
through heavy traffic. That's it for this morning.
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CDR Thank you, Dick .

CC ,Rog, and 1 got two, three more official
kind of notes. One of them Is to e ve ryb ody . Ou i present
feeling on the - thaf. the problem In the H-Alpha 1 Image
clarity exists in the tv system. So we would encourage you
to continue to turn off the TV camera for H-Alpha 1 when -
when that's not In use . And .also, any time in this morning
I^ve got a change to the details for both the CDR and the

CDR CDR 1

s ready to copy

.

t

' cc Okay. For the CDR, at 21:30 there's aTV-106 that's listed in there, that TV-106 th - correction;
the TV coverage of TV-106 is strictly your option, Jerry.
It s not required

.

CDR Roger

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to
LOS. Tananarive at 12:03.

PA0 Skylab, Control, Greenwich mean time
11 hours 49 minutes. Loss of signal through Madrid. Next
acquisition in 13 minutes and 20 seconds will be Tananarive
Through Madrid tracking station the wheel speed of CMG 2 is
back up to 8850 rpms. It had been hovering around 8R29 dur-
ing Honeysuckle, Carnarvon and stateside pass. The currentnnpa is presently 1.055 and 1.031. Temperatures on bearing
nuraber 1, 75.7/ temperatures on bearing number 2, 78.4.
Through the stateside pass the crew was advised that one of
the biomed officer here at the - on the maroon team, Robert
White, Robert C. Hhitc. He and his wife proud parents of
a baby boy yesterday on - born on Bill Pogue's birthday
January 23. This is their first child, Wesley Andrew White,weighed in at 1 pounds 6 ounces. Next acquisition will be
through Tnanarive in 12 minutes. At Greenwich mean time 11hours 5) minutes, this is Skylab Cuntrol.

END OF TAPE
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12 hours and 2 minutes. Science Pilot Gibson currently at *

t'th ATM control and display panel, one of: four periods he'll
<*peno at the ATM today. First activity after postsleep
activities for the crew is break fast. On the menu for Coumnadev
Carr this morning is beef hash and eggs, orange drink, coffee >

with sugar. Science Pilot Gibson has Instant - instant breakfast
drink, tea, bacon, biscuits with Jan. Pilot Pogue has eggs
and tomatoes, orange drink, coffee, bacon, and bread. We'll
have acquisition through Tananarive in 15 seconds. We'll
bring the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Tananarive for
6 minutes

.

CREW Roger, Dick.
CC And, Skylab, Houston: you might bo interested

to know that CMG-2 now has been in a continous glitch for n 're

than 30 hours. Not much to tell you more than that except
that we're watching It very closely. Also a reminder for the
SPT. I've got one change for your - one addition to your
detail Flight Plan

.

SPT Okay, Dick, I'm ready to copy. Go ahead.
CC Okay, we'd like you to add.'in at a time

of 14:05 a T003-8 . And one comment about that, Ed, the purpose !

'

of it is to get a T0O3-8 after T020 has started mixing up the
atmosphere, so we'd like for It to be done any time during
the t after T020 has started or immediately thereafter.

SPT Okay, Dick, I understand.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're about a minute from

LOS at Tananarive. Honeysuckle comes up at 12:26; nee you there.
, PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 noura 8 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive. Nexc
acquisition will be Honeysuckle in 18 minutes. Consumables
aboard Skylab are quite adequate for the remainder of the mission.
Presently there's 19,000 pounds of service module RCS propellant
remaindlrg, 236 pounds of command module KCS propellant, and
5028 pounds of service propulsion engine propellants remaining.
In the water area we have 594 pounds of water in the wardroow
and 836 pounds remaining in t he waste management compa r tmen t a r e a .

Nitrogen Is 622 pounds remaining, oxygen 2875 pounds, In the TACa
area we have 16,000 pound-seconds remaining; 16,032 pound-
seconds. Next acquisition will bo through Honeysuckle as

Miuslon Control Center currently under - undergoing a shift
handover, maroon team turning over to the sliver tcan headed
by Flight Director Neil Hutchinson. Next acquisition will be
in 16 minutes and 35 seconds. This is Skylab Control at

Greenwich mean time 12 hours and 9 minutes.
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 25 minutes. Acquisition coining through Honeysuckle- s

for a 10-minute pass - l-minute pass through Honeysuckle. We'll
bring the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly.

CC -Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Honeysuckle.
It is a short pass, couple of minutes long. Goldstone comes
up at 12:55.

SPT Say, Dick, we ran into a little problem
with the scheduling for the ATM work here. I think the pass
was a little tight to begin with, but the BMMMD (sic) problem this
morning thrown in means that we really didn't have time
to get properly set up nor understand what was going to be done
in this last building block, the JOP 7, so it was Just not
done. And I'll wait until we get in orbit where it can be
done properly

.

CC Okay , Ed , copy . Thank you

.

CC And, Skylab, Houston; we're taking the
VTR so that we can dump - duup *t when we get up there
at stateside

.

CDR Okay , Dick.
SPT Dick, apparently this JOP 7 involves

inhibiting a momentum dump and it's probably going to call
for a little, juggling. And I hope we can squeeze it in some-
time later today and let me know what you can come up with.

CC Okay, Ed, we'll be looking and let you know.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 29 minutes with lo9s of signal through Honeysuckle
tracking station. Next acquisition in 25 minutes and 20
seconds will b* the Goldstone tracking station as Skylab now
in its 3680th revolution. 255 days in the life of the
Skylab space station. Later today Commander Gerald Carr
has a 4^-hour block of time to flying the T020 f oot -cont r ol 1 ed
maneuvering unit. He is presently - he and Pilot Bill Pogue
are presently preparing this equipment for use this morning.
The f ootr-controlled maneuvering unit is the second in a series
of flying machines to be operated within the orbiting Skylab
workshop. The flight hardware consists of a frame which
resembles a large armless stool on the which the astronauts
straddle. He guides his movement while hia hands are free
to perform other tasks. The experiment, T020, consists of
the f ootrcontroll ed maneuvering unit, a restraint harness, two
shoe plates, a mounting fixture, a propulsion gas supply unit,
or backpack, and a remote control clip. The experiment hard-
ware weighs approximately 73 pounds in one g. Cnrr will straddle
the maneuvering unit as if he were riding a horse and strap
on the backpack which contains the propellant supply subsystem
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The propellent system utilizes one of the nitrogen tanks of
the M509 aicrontut maneuvering unl t . Car r

• a * f eet will be
locked into the foot plates, much like wearing a pair of
roller skates. By moving his right foot he mechanically operates
the thrusters which are attached beljw the plates and correspondingly
the left foot pedal operates the valves to the left thrusters.
Two thrust control valves are operated by each foot pedal,
and each thruster manifold consists of four nozzles positioned
90 degrees apart. By movement of each foot individually, or
by moving the foot in the same or opposite direction, Conmander

* Carr will be able to control his pitch up or down, translate
head first or feet first, yaw left or right, or roll to the
left or to the right. For example, if he moves his right foot
up and left foot down, he will roll left and by reversing the
foot movements he can roll right. Movement of the toes also
results in move - maneuvers. Right and left toes up results in
a pitch up or head back movement. Four of the thrusters
provide 1/2 pound of thrust. Today's test flight is in
the shirt sleeve mode. Donald E . Hewes , NASA Langley Research
Center at Hampton, Virginia is the principal investigator
for this experiment, the purpose of which is to evaluate this
mode of maneuver for potential use during EVA, space vehicle
inspection or malntance personnel, cargo transport or
space structure assembly. Next acquisition through Goldstone
in 22 minutes. This is Snylab Control at Greenwich mean time
12 hours 32 minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 53 minutes . Acq ui si t ion coming through Goldstone,

as we have a changeover here at Mission Control Center.

Flight director Neil Hutchinson, CAP COMM will be Bruce

McCandless, as Commander Carr prepares the T020 experiment

with Science Pilot Ed Gibson at the ATM performing JOP 6,

Joi^t observation 6, synoptic observations at the Sun.

We'll bring the line up for this stateside pass.

CC r Sky 1 ab , this is Houston through Gold-

stone, Corpu3 Christi, and Merritt Island for 11 minutes.

Ou t .

CC Skylab , this is Houston. For the SPT,

apparently when JOP 7 was aborted last pass the EVA AUTO

DOOR switch was left in the STOWAGE poslton. So we'd like

you to reconfigured EVA AUTO DOOR switch to ENABLE and

H-Alpha 1 NIGHT INTERLOCK switch to NORMAL, please.

SPT Got it.
CC Thank you

.

CC Cooing up on a 1-ainute LOS in 1 min-

ute thi-n back to you through Bermuda. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda

for 5-1/2 minutes Out .

SPT Houston, SPT. I'd like to ask the

S052 folks if they have sufficient film for a standard node

at the beginning of this orbit and one at the end of the

orbi t .

CC Stand by. That's affirmative, Ed. Go

ahead.
SPT Thank you.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. The VTR is

yours .

SPT Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Madrid at

13i 17. Out.
PLT Bruce, how much tine is left in the

VTR , or is it clean?
CC It's all clear and rewound, Bill.

PLT Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours and 14 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda.

Next acquisition will be through - overlapping acquisition
through Madrid and Canary, total pass of 8 minutes. The

commander Gerald Carr in preparation for flying the two -

T020 f ootrcontrol maneuvering unit with Pilot Bill Pogue

serving as the observer and helping in the preparations of

this flying vehicle. Science Pilot Ed Gibson at the ATM



for hits today. An EREP pass Is sche - scheduled later
along groundtrack 33. This begins - preparations begin
about 11:47 central daylight time this morning. Review of
the CMG status, CMG number 2, Jtill underway here prior
to make - giving a GO for the EREP pass. The criteria for
NO GO Is when wheel speed gets below 8829 rpms per minute
and amp current gets above 1.052 amps and there Is a dif-
ference between the bearing 1 and bearing 2 temperature of

at least 3 or more degrees Fahrenheit. Presently the
wheel speed through the Bermuda pass was 8850 rpms and
approximately 2 degrees difference In the two bearing tem-
peratures and the amps reading 1.043. Next acquisition in
1 ninute through Canary /Mad r id tracking stations. Brinp
the line up for CAP COMM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
and Madrid for 8^1/2 minutes. Out.

CC And Ed, we need the DAS for a NAV
update for a minute.

SPT You have it.
CC DAS is yours .

SPT Rogev .

END OP TAPE
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CC SPT, this Is Houston. We're not taking
frames with H-alpha 1, we'd like r.o go back to OVERRIDE until
the end of this pass and then bad. to NORMAL until we get

the computer start signal for the start of the next rev.

CDR Roger, Houston. 1 tho-ight maybe you
were trying to save film. '«

CC No, sir.
CC We thought we were smarter than we turned

ou t t o be .

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

I,OS . Next station contact in 37 minutes through Honeysuckle
Creek at 14:02 with the data/voice tape recorder dump planned
for AOS . Out

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time,
13 hours an<i 27 uinutes. Loss cf signal through the Canary
Madrid tracking stations. Next acquisition will be in 34 min-
utes through the Honeysuckle tracking station. As Science
Pilot Gibson, at the ATM control and display panel, with
Commander Gerald Carr working the T020, the t oo t -maneuver 1 ng
unit, with Pilot Bill Pogue assisting him on this operation.
27 hours and 13 minutes scheduled of science gathering today.
An Earth resources pass scheduled to begin at 12:47 central
daylight time. Review of weather and CMG-2 - CM0-2 distress
problems which have been going on for more 30 hours since
yesterday at Greenwich mean time 5:35. Flight Director
Neil Hutchinson reviewing weather and the CMC before giving
& GO for this morning's EREP. Next acquisition will be In

33 minutes and 50 seconds through the Honeysuckle tracking
station. Tananarive Is not supporting this pass. The
Tananarive tracking station supporting the AEC, Atomic Energy
Commission on one of their satellites. At Greenwich mean
time 13 hours and 28 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hourr and 1 nlnute. Acquisition coming through the

Honeysuckle tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll bring the

line up for CAP C0MM Bruce McCandless, as Commander Gerald
Carr working with the T020 foot-maneuvering unit,

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle
Creek for 9 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump, if

we're not Interrupting you. And If we could, also, we'd like

to get a T020 progress report out of the PLT.

PLT Rog , Bruce. We've finished the single
axis and translation maneuvers, now we're starting Into the

two axis and dogleg.
CC Okay, ve copy, Bill. Thank you,
CC SPT, Houston. Would you believe H-alpha 1

NIGHT INTERLOCK Is still to OVERRIDE?
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SPT No it's not.
CC I didn't think It was

.

SPT Houston „• I've got a solar update, If
you're ready. ,

CC We're ready.
SPT Okay. Couple of Interesting features ,

have developed, which we've seen coming on yesterday and now
they're very evident today, especially the white light corona-
graph. We show that at about 120 to 100 degrees, where we had ''

some fain.: streamers which were crossing in the past 2 days :

now appears to be a single well-defined helmet streamer, which T

is not - not radial but inclined, naybe 095 . The remainder
of that limb has got two faint streamers over around 080 to
070 diffuse at the base but only a single streamer when
it jets cut to about 080 and 3 radi i . There ' s also a very faint
but discernible streamer in 035 degrees, quite far north. And
I found that kind of interesting, I'd like to look at It later
today and see if we can see anything at its base. Over on
the east limb, it's pretty much unchanged, if anything,
slightly enhanced from what it was yes t erday . And .it the
region from 260 to 280 at 3 solar radii is a fairly well-
defined streamer. But it's a little bit enhanced at around
270 from 2 to 3 radii. So the progression we've seen over
the past 2 days, is the filling of the corona. First with
faint streamers and then a filling at the base, now finally
a fairly broad streamer extending on outward over at the region
of 100 to 120. And I imagine this is all related to the
surging activity we've seen on that southwest limb. XUV
monitor shows the limb activity to be the dominant bright
features, of course, 31 and 33. The active region 34 is
also quite evident over on the opposite lime. Then we have
the coronal holes which are at the north and south and then
also one, which I perhaps did not mention yesterday, but was
evident and it's now exceptionally evident today. And that is,
jus; to the east of the active regions 21 and 20, around say,
120.5 radii out, It's about 0.2 solar radii In diameter. I

believt I did mention that one yesterday. It's quite strong,'
quite pronounced with exceptionally long Integrations
and still nothing appears Jn It. So it appears to be an
exceptionally well-defined coronal hole. The coronal - or
excuse me. The filament channel up north, which we mentioned
yesterday, I believe it was filament 41, I don't recall tho
number we had in there yesterday. Filament 86, It is, at 050.6.
That is still evident running from - -

END OF TAPE
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SPT - around say 120.5 radii out. - It's about
0.2 solar radii in diameter, believe I did mention that one ;

yesterday. It's quite strong, quite pronounced with exceptionally
long integration, and still nothing appears in it. So it appears
to be an exceptionally well defined coronal hole. The coronal -
excuse me, the filament channel up north, which we mentioned
yesterday, I believe it was filament 41. I don't recall
the number we had in there yesterday. , Fimament 86 it
is at 050.6, that is still evident running from, oh, about
030.5 radi directly to the west, and we can still see it
curving slightly up .owards the north as it gets ri 3 ht to the
limb. Sounds like we got some good interesting features to
work with in terms of coronal holes, which we will be working
on today, and also active regions of the limb, and changes in
the corona . That completes it.

cc Okay, Ed, we'll fracture that into the
system. And in the Flight Plan we're making up for tomorrow,
we have you down for about an hour and a half of ATM planning
time in the evening planning out your activities on the ATM
panel for your day of f . You night be keeping this in mind
as you observe some of these features emerging and changing
and of course, also, anything that you have in real tine that
would influence the balance of today's operations. We got about
30 seconds to LOS. Next station contact in 11 minutes through
Hawaii at 14:22. Over

.

SPT Okay, Bruce, glad to - sure we got that
time in there and I'll certainly do it. Thank you.

CC Roger .

PA0 This is Skylab Control, Greenwich mean
time 14 hours and 11 minutes. We've had loss of signal through
Honeysuckle. Next acquisition will be through Hawaii in
9 minutes and 50 seconds as Commander Gerald Carr prepares
to fly the T020 foot maneuvering unit with Science Pilot Gibson
during this previous pass describing the latest activity on
the Sun, describing what he said the helmet streamer were
two separate streamers that run together to form a helmet
streamer. This is helmet referring to - it resembles .j

World War I type soldier's helmet. Next acquisition will be
in 9 minutes and 20 seconds through Hawaii. At Greenwich mean
time 14 hours and 12 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14 hours
and 20 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii a 9-minuto
pass. We'll brin R the line up for CAP COtIM Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, thl.s is Houston through Hawaii lor
9-1/2 minutes . Out

.

CC Skylab, this Ik Houston; 1 minute to LOS.
Next itation contact in 3 minutes through Goldstone at 14 : 34
OU t . V' : "'

-

'
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PAO s ky lab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours 32 mlnutea. Loss of signal through Hawaii. A
stateside pass coning through Go Ids tone . Fllgh t DirectorNeil Hutchinson still has not given a go fo: the EREP pass

,

still reviewing the weather. As far as the CMG number 2problem Is concerned, he says that EREP Is go as far as theCMG la concerned. Now the EREP people and weather peopleare putting together the latest weather report for groundtrack
33, and we expect to have a GO or NO GO within the next
30 minutes. We'll bring the line u r for this stateside pass.

END OP TAPE
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this i8 Houston through GoldstoneCC Skylab,
for 6-1/2 minutes. Out

.

CC Skylab , this is Houston . 1 minute to
LOS . Next station contact in 4-1/2 minutes through Bermuda
at 14:45.

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 42 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone tracking
station. Next acquisition in 2 minutes and 50 seconds
through Bermuda. Still awaiting a final weather briefing
along groundtrack 33 for EREP pass, the 30th in the mission
for Skylab IV. An EREP pass today which runs from the North-
west United States and crosses the southeast area of the U.S.,
hopefully gathering data on four mandatory target sites
and 23 desirable targec sites during this pass. Flight
Director Neil Hutchinson indicating the CMGs should not in-
terfere with tody's maneuver. Their - the condition of the
CMG should not interfere with this maneuver. The maneuver
will be done with - with the CMGs , with TACS backup. We'll
bring the line up for this Bermuda pass . This pass scheduled
to last 7 minutes and 43 seconds.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda
little o - over 7 minutes, and how's the old FCMU coming

this Is Houston. 1 minute to
in 2-1/2 minutes through the

for a

along?
CC Skylab

LOS. Next station contact
Canary Islands at 14:54.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 14
hours and 53 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 30 seconds will be Canary, as Flight Director
Neil Hutchinson currently receiving a weather briefing for
groundtrack 33, EREP pass number 30 for mission of Skylab IV.
Decision yet to be reached now on a GO for this EREP,
a GO which depends upon the weather. Next acquisition in 10
seconds. We'll bring the line up for Canary.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary
and Ascension Islands for 14-1/2 minutes. Out .

CC And for the CDR, PLT , at your convenience
any time from now on I've got the weather concerned with your
upcoming EREP track available and if you have a second we ;

d
like to get a status report on the T020 run.

PLT Okay , Bruce. We're just finishing up the
nonrigid restraint. We did the tumble recovery (garble) dis-
cretionary maneuvers. We have about 4 minutes to go now and
we're starting to button it up, and go ahead. I cn listen
on the weather .

CC Why don't I wait until you're though with
this and 1*11 catch you later.
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PLT Very well.
CC Sky lab , this is Houston. i minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 28 minutes through Carnarvon '

at 15:37. Out.
SPT Houston , SPT . We were Just - as the

cane across Africa there toward the west 505 miles, there
was a series of brush fire6. I'd estimate we saw probably
50, 70, or so of them. They extended right along our path
and to the - southwest. Winds wore - from the northeast
(garble( from the northwest, certainly a large number of
them. I'm sure they're well aware of them, but I'm surprised
it was exceptionally large area which was covered by them.

CC Okay; we copy that, Ed. Thank you.
SPT Hey, Bruce, the winds were from the north

east to the northwest, as I quoted.
CC The winds were from the northeast, you

say?
SPT That's affirmative.
CC '

'

. Okay .

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 15
hours and 12 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension and
Canary tracking stations. Science Pilot Gibson agtin re-
porting seeing more fires in Africa as the spacecraft passed
over the northwest tip of Afr - Africa just a few minutes
ago. Discussion still under way here at the Control Center
concerning the upcoming EREP pass, which now due to weather
has just two retaining mandatory sites and nine desirable
sites- are left vlth the current weather condition, which has
partly cloudy to really overcast conditions along the ground-
track 33, crossing from the state of Washington and crossing
the southeast coast of the United States. One of the manda-
tory sites is in Harden County, Iowa, a key agricultural
site tor the Department of Agriculture on crop inventory
survey work. This particular site has not been acquired yet
during Skylab IV. However, data was acquired in Skylab 2
and 3 on this site. A tremendous amount of groundtruth
data as well as Earth resources data from aircraft as well
as ERTS information has been gathered on the Harden County
area,' and to compliment this information the Department of
Agriculture's hopeful that Skylab IV can complete the picture
by capturing information on this upcoming pass. It'll be
the last time Skylab IV will have the opportunity to catch
Harden County in the eyes of the cameras and electronic
gear, Nix -r next acquisition in 23 minutes and 25 seconds
througfv. Canarvon. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean
t £me 15 hours and 14 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 15 hours

and 35 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon and v
Honeysuckle tracking station In 2 minutes. Flight Director

Neil Hutchinson has given the go ahead for today's EREP pass,

which begans at 12:47 p.m. central daylight time. G&N officer

predicts that only one minimum impulse burn will be used today

lor the EREP maneuver which will begin as the spacecraft crosses

the southern southeastern coast of the United States on the

next revolution of 3683. We'll bring the line up for this

pass which lasts 9 minutes.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon

and Honeysuckle Creek for 9-1/2 minutes. Over.

PLT Go ahead, Bruce

.

CC Roger. Just wanted to pass on a word or

two to Jerry here with respect to the EREP pass and the CMC

situation. I guess we could sura up the CMC situation by saying

we got some bad news and some good news . And the bad news is

that it's still in a state of continual distress; and the good

news is that the rate of distress - rate of increase of distress

has slowed down. And it's been our judgement or it is our judge-

ment that the maneuvers associated with EREP will not affect

the rate of degradation of the CMG. And consequently taking

that together with the weather and the sites that we've got,

we're GO for the EREP . Over

.

PLT Roger; understand, GO for EREP. Thank you

very much

.

CC And whenever it's convenient I can give you

the weather or I can wait until we get a little closer to the

pass .

CDR Yeah, why don't you wait; stand by for an

hour or so

.

CC Roger that .

PLT And, Bruce, for your information ve did get

quite a bit of TV on the VTR on the T020 run.

CC Okay, we're showing a little over 11 minutes.

Thank you , Bill

.

CC Okay, now through Honeysuckle. We see about

11 minutes on the recorder, Bill. Looks great.

PLT Good. The monitor's so bad now It's hard

to tell.
CC Skylab, this is Houeton; 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 13-1/2 -ninutes through Hawaii at 15:59.

Out .
•..».

PA0-. Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 15 hours

and 48 minutes with lots of signal through Honeysuckle. Next
acquisition in 11 minutes and 30 seconds will be the Hawaii
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tracking station. CAP COMM Bruce McCandless advising the

crew they have a GO for the EREP data take today which begins
at 12:47 as the spacecraft crosses the northwest coast of

the United States. Neil Hutchinson says advising his flight
directors on the GO, he said our best engineering judgement,
this EREP will not change the rate of performance or degradatio
c f the CMG number 2. Therefore, we'll press on with the

E>IEP pass for today. Next acquisition will be in 10 minutes
: 'and 50 seconds through Hawaii. This is Skylab Control ?.t

Greenwich mean time 15 hours and 49 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours and 58 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii
in 50 seconds. Science Pilot Gibson performing his block
of physical training period for the day, while Commander
Jerry Carr and Pilot Pogue preparing their afternoon meal.
We'll bring the line up for this 9-minute pass through
Hawaii. CAP COMM, Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab , this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9 minutes. Out.

CC
,
Skylab , this is Houston, and a little

over a minute and a half to LOS. For the CDR, your scheduled
HH-170 T053 observation at 16:12 is scrubbed due to weather,
and for Bill, we copy your comments on the TV mini-monitor.
We're unaware of, or maybe we're unaware of the detail, the
degradation. If you could we'd like to get some fill-in on
it, perhaps on tape. We remind you, there is another mini-
mon on board that you can use if the present one Is not suit-
able, and we got about 4 minutes to Goldstone at 16:12.
Ove r .

PLT Roger, Bruce. I'll put the comments on
tape .

CC Roger . -

PAO Skylab C mtrol, Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 9 minutes. Brlif discussions through Hawaii
pass. Crew was informed that HH-170, handheld target number
170. that's the laser beam from Goddard Space Flight Center,
and this has been scrubbed again today. This has been
scrubbed the last several days due to bad weather in that
Baltimore, Washington area. Goddard Space Flight Center ia

outside of Baltimore, Greenbelt, Maryland. Next acquisition
through the States in 1 minute and 50 seconds, as Skylab IV

crew prepares for their Earth resources pass for the day,
EREP pass number 30 in the mission. Maneuver for this ERK

P

pass will take place as the spacecraft pastes through the
Asccnsior tracking station. The ground will have acquisition
from the - prior to and immediately after the EREP maneuver.
The pass is scheduled to start at 12:47 Greenwich aean time.
We'll bring the line up for the stateside pass.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Goldstone
for 6 minutes with the ATM conference.

SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.
MCC Okay, Ed. Let's see. I don't have any-

thing to add that you don't already know about the Sun, and
as regards today's plans it seerar. straightforward enough
that there aren't really any fvnnies that we really need to
talk about. So unless you have anything that you want to
talk about there I'll move on into a few comments about the
planning for the day-off operations.
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SPT No, let's go ahead with that, Bill.

MCC Okay, and there again , I don't have much

to add that I didn't say yesterday. Tonight you can expect

; . on the teleprinter are summary inputs for the day off that

will be Saturday, 2 days away, so that you can begin

thinking about it. There won't be any great details. It'll

just be a quick list of - Right now the type of science

we want to accomplish without an excess of words. A couple

of thoughts here that we did not discuss is we're working

trying to line up renl-time TV downlink for the CONUS passes

on the day off so that on the conferences that you do have

with the - with the planning chairman and a PI that day.

we should be able to look at whatever you want us to look

at on the TV downlink when we cross the CONUS, when we have

some very good passes early in the day. Also, weather In

Houston permitting, which right now looks like th*t might

doubtful, we will have real-time H-alpha called up from the

H-alpha observatory here at Houston. And one last thought

that I'm sure you are already planning on is as we go

through this exercise starting tonight and through tomorrow

night and through Saturday, to assess how it joee, what you

would do to change it, whether we got enough air-to-ground

interaction, too mjch , whether you could do so much more

•without so much help, or just what. The main thrust here is

as an experiment to look at a different operations and

planning mode and any thought that you have if you would

pass them on to us, we would have the capability potentially

at least of maybe trying something, trying another Iteration

on It before the mission Is over. And that's about all I've

got to say on the day-off planning. Over.

SPT Okay, Bill. One thing I've been thinking

about is that when I'm look at something that is I think

worthwhile making an observation on or possibly worthwhile,

two things always come to mind. One Is the film budget for

particular experiment and then how much data of that type

they have already gotten. I think that type of decision will

always be coming up. So I would like to find out from those

experiments that'll be participating with film just what they

have available In the way of anything over and above, if at

all, their nominal synoptic program in addition to what

they've already called up for transients. For example, 1

wanted to know in 52 this morning whether 1 could run off

a couple of standards . That question may come up again on

the day off and may come up in a way In relation to bright

transient* or something of that nature if it's possible to

find a way to detect them. And that's what I (garble) the field;

I don't have a good handle on, and I'm not too sure how to

do it without getting a lot of words which I really don't
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want anyone to have to generate. But try to put something
together if you could in the way of indicating what mixture

In the way of film and what phenomenon, like chromospher ic

network and all kinds of other things which they feel they

have got sufficient data on

.

CC Okay Ed, we'll sure do that. We were

planning on tomorrow night when we send up the detail objectives
to also send up the film budget. Although we haven't addressed

the exact form it would take we will include what you say

there. One thing that made us a little curious this iborning

on the question was the standards for 72. Hello?

SPT Bill, you Just dropped out after the

word curious

.

MCC Oh yeah, okay. On this morning's request

for the standards for 52, apparently you went over the hill

shortly thereafter, we never got a feel for why you wanted

to do it. We were curious more than anything else.

SPT Okay. We've been seeing over the past

2 days quite a build up in the corona on the - -

EN D OF TAPE
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SPT ~ ~ fil» in. What phenomenon like
chromonpheric network and all kinds of other things which
they feel they've got sufficient data on.

M0C Okay, Ed. We'll aure do that . W e were
planning on tomorrow night when we send up the detailed objectives
to also send up a f i Ira bud ge t . Al though , we haven't addressed
the exact form it would take, we will include what you say
there. One thing that made us a little curious this morning,
on the question was the standards for 52 - Hello.

SPT Bill, you just dropped out after the
word cur i oua .

H ' :c Oh, Yeah. Okay. On this morning's
request for the standards for 52 , apparently you went over
the hill shortly thereafter , and we never got a feel for why
you wanted to do it. We were curious nore than anything else.
, ,

SPT Okay. We've been seeing, over the past
2 days, quite a buildup in the corona on the southwest limb.
And vh,.t I was wondering is whether three standards taken, one
on the previous orbit and two in that - that particular orbitwhere you can get the electron den»itie 8 out of the - from
the ttuee different polarizations. Were they actually
able to- detect any significant change In that time - that
tine pnriod. And I, also, was doing mirror auto rasters n„
the lir,b, which would show the degree of surging that tookplace at that tine, which might give you Just a crude handle onthe tine rates of change of material on the limb. And againthis can - can be a quantitative assessment but perhaps aqualitative one of whether you can actually see anv chanae andcorrelate that with what's happening on the disk,

'

that kiL'flf i f
°^ y

' **\ Plne
'

And We ' U try Co deludethat kind of information on the film budget meaaage coralna upomorr.w night. We re 50 aecondo from LOS . B.r.Id. is r^xt'in 4-1/2 minutes. And that's at about, oh, 22.
» ft .

SH . J
Whether that's a good idea 'or not, Bill,

I thin.., depends on whether they can do something like maybePhotogva.hic attraction fro. fra.e to frame, and then look«t the reault, and if anything shows up then they've gotsoneth^ng, Whether their data reduction nakea that feasibleor not, I really can't be aure.
Mf' C

'

, ^
Right. I'll talk with Ernie about It,becaus. h« a tha one that waa talking with me about it and

was a little confueed as to what you had in mind. And I'll
aee wh» t he's got to say.

S,
y , ,

Yeah. See, without a great deal nore
discussion with them, those particular tv pe8 of things as
far a. their lnstruaent capabilities and'data reduction. I

lllll' IM° U * 1 ***' So 1
-1
u «t had to wing it and hop. thatmaybe tonething could cone out of it.
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for 10 nlnutM. Out
Houston through BtrmuU

Thank you, Bruce .

*

fully^n the next 2 Ilnu^s .

*^ ° V * r By
- hould^ very caro-

bearlSJ Instead?
(Uu 8hter) Do you Bind if I look over your

III IJa
a

ih^rr tly
J
wh * t 1 h *d in

CC Aw So!
)

rV 1 b * t0 ° overbearing.
"P vith, usually, Bill' * WCrSe th<>n 1 aa ' 1 c °»<
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. PLT
see the enter on the DAS

Looks pretty good from here.
We concur. The rates and

We ' re moving

.

CC But we didn't
for the offset maneuver.

PLT (Garble).
CC Got It.
PLT Okay , Bruce

.

CC Yes , Indeed

.

rate errors look good.
CC Sky lab , this Is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in a little over 7 minutes through
Ascension at 16:38 with a data/voice taps recorder dump planner)
for AOS. And looking at the CMC bearing temperature and wheel
speed data, it looks pretty good. That is as good as could
be expected under the circumstances. No degradation noticed
here over what we've already seen.

END OF TAPE
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p^O Skylab Control, Greenwich nean time

16 hours and 32 minutes Maneuver initiated into the Z-local

vertical attitude for the EREP pass began at approximately

8 minutes ago. The vehicles will take 11 minutes to get into

proper orientation following this maneuver ,
And here at

Mission Control the G&N officer reports the rates look good.

No additional degradation of the rates in the coman - control

moment gyro number 2 as a result of the initiation of this

maneuver. When we have acquisition at Ascension in 5 minutes,

the vehicle should be in the proper attitude. A second fine

ZL - Z-LV maneuver will be made later, Juat prior to the start

of the EREP pass. Indications here on the ground that every-

thing looked good through the Bermuda pass. Acquisition In

4 minutes and 40 seconds. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich

indsn tiae 16 hours and 33 minutes.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension

for 10-1/2 minutes with a data voice tape recorder dump.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; a little over

a minute to LOS. Nexr. station contact in 23 minutes through

Carnarvon at 17:11. The CMGs are looking about like they

always have for the pait day or so. And for the CDR, in his

detail pad with respect to the item which now says 2130 TV-106

video select TV optional, we'd like to change the optional

to not desired. That is looking at the coverage we would get•from television of TV-106, we don't feel that it would be

- it would show up sufficiently well. So we'd like to just

scrub the TV coverage of TV-106. Over.
CDR Okay, and how much do we have cn the VTR?

During that science demo practice I think I can start getting

103 on .

CC (garble) get 10 minutes free for canceling
TV-106. And at that time why, you'll still have only 11 minutes.

So, it looks like you'll have, oh, up to about 19 minute*,

but let us check that against the VT - ATM VTR.

CDR Okay

.

CC CDR, if you're still reading you'll have

25 minutes, 25 minutes of tape available at your discretion

for TV .

CDR Okay, thanks, Bruce.
CC That saves 5 minutes for lat^r use by ATM.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours and 50 minutes. Data from Skylab acquired through

the Ascension tracking station indicates no additional stress

put on the CMG number 2 as a result of the EREP maneuver. Flight

Director Nell Hutchinson telling his flight controller* here

that it certainly did not bring any noticeable change whatevrt
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1

... to CMG-2. There's a fine maneuver which will be done later

at Greenwich mean time 1 7 : 40 . lowe ve r the spacecraft will •

be out of sight of a tracking station at that time . Acquisition

will come 10 minutes after the maneuver is made through the

Goldstone tracking station. Maneuver will be made between

Goldstone - Guam tracking station and Go ids tone . , Al 1 looks

good aboard the CMG with the CMGs during this maneuver. That

EREP is scheduled to take place beginning at Greenwich mean

time 18:47, lasting 26 minutes . At Greenwich mean time 16 hours

and 51 minutes, this is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 17 hours

and 17 rainu t es Acquis i t i on through Carnarvon in 3 minutes

and 50 seconds. Today's Earth resources pass will leave 11 passes

remaining - 11 passes scheduled for the remainder of the mission.
EREP - last EREP and closeout will be mission day 79, 9 days

froa now. Prior to today's pass the S190 mu 1 1 i s pe «: t r a 1 camera
has used 54 percent of the film carried aboard, a totil of

11,088 frames of film already shot with the S190 as sufficient
film remaining for 27 EREP passes on the S190B, the Earth

terrain camera. To date 74 percent of the film or 1764 francs

of film have been used, sufficient film remaining for 12 ad-

ditional EREP passes. On the S191 film there is 75 percent
of the film or 420 feet of 1 6 -mi 1 1 i me t e r film used for that,

^ sufficient film for 10 passes counting today ' s . The S192 magnetic
tap.-, 71 percent of the magnetic tape aboard the spacecraft,
or 72 percent - 72,000 feet of magnetic tape has been used

in the EREP passes to date, sufficient magnetic tape aboard
for 12 EREP passes. Today's pass a 26-minute data take covering
oceanography, water resources, and data takes to calibrate
with a Goddard space flight satellite. A fine maneuver for

this EREP pass will be conducted between the Guam and Goldstone
tracking stations. The earlier maneuver imparted no additional
distress to control moment gryo number 2 . At the last tracking
stations through Ascension parameters did not change as a result

of that maneuver. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson statin*
that the maneuver certainly did not bring any notlcable change
whatever to the CMG number 2 as a result of the Earth resources
maneuver to place the vehicle in Z-local vertical attitude.
Acquisition in 1 minute and 20 seconds through Carnarvon. We'll
bring the line up for CAP COMH Bruce McCandless.

END OF TAPE
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' Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 10

PLT Bruce, we're standing by for an update
on the weather if you have it.

cc Okay, be right with you.
CC Okay Bill, as you come across the coast,
is Washington state, Vancouver Island at about 52 past the

it to be relatively clear picking up a solid under-
cast about the time you pass over western Washington at 53
after the hour. It will be pretty well covered as you pass
over western Montana, you'll be crossing over underlying
warn front still emerged in this solid unde rcas t . And it isn't
until about 57 after the hour about associated with the special
I site that we expect the cloud cover to start breaking up,
and then you 11 be coming out initially into a 4/lOths to
7/10ths cloud cover. And then as you approach the Mississippi
River, you'll be coming up on a cold front. The cold front
has clear weather associated with it from zero to 3/10ths
coverage. And it looks like you'll be over that from somewhere

58 after the hour on through about 59, 59-1/2. And
Id include site 520, so that looks pretty good.

then as you approach the Appalachian Mountains, you pick uncloud cover again during the overcast fairly abruptly. And

. ^ ^
1 t^nk your site 52o should be in prettygood shape. Site 2 with the snow cover you should also be ableto pick up about the time you come out from on top of thisundercut. And I think you can get special 01 before you

hit the coastline if I'm reading correctly.
About the onlv thing to worry „ uuul.is how far off the east coast of the U.S. does the cloud dissipate?

If U'l toTcl'scd
1^* ablC t0 PlCK UP that Chloro P h^ <«-rblO

CC
,

Fairly rapidly. In fact from the lastesweather ve ve got it looks like the const Itself is startina
to break out now.

PLT Okay, thank you.
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CC Roger .

'

CC And for Ed, if he's listening, we'd like
to go with the ETC optional operation the way we did yesterday,
or day before, giving you the option to terminate or interrupt
ETC coverage for periods of greater than 75 percent cloud
cover, but being sure to change the shutter speed and frams rate
and things like that, and of course with the pad. Over.

SPT Roger, Bruce. I understand, and I'll try
and give you a report on what if anything in altered right
after the pass.

CC Okay , thank you .

CC Skylab, this is Housotn, 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 4 minutes through Guam at 17:25. Out .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 17 hours
and 22 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon. Data acquired
through the Carnarvon tracking station indicates no further
distress placed on the CMC number 2, in fact the Guidance and
Navigation Officer advises Flight Director Nell Hutchinson
if anything it show* a slight improvement . In the Earth
observation, visual observation portion of the Skylab mission
a program where the crew is visually observed and photographed
oore than 100 sites around the world, in oceanographlc and
atmospheric and geological features, the crew has used up•about 34 percent of the film in on* type of film shooting
separately 63 frames of the 2485 type film aboard, 26 percent
of the 2443 film, or 40 frames. In the S0368 film area the crew
has used up 33 percent of that on board or 4422 frames. In
the S0368 area, 7 0-millimeter film, the crew has used 77 percent
of the 1360 frames on board. So all in all the Earth observation,
Earth resources portion of the mission following a normal
planning patterns. Eleven resources passes scheduled
after today with EREP cloaeout scheduled for aisalon day
79. Ke'll bring the line up for this Guam pass and the fine
aaneuver for this Earth resources pass will be made between
Guam and Goldstone.

END OF TAPE
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CC . Sky lab , this is Houston through Guam

for 9-1/2 minutes. Out . And Skylab, we're taking control

of the VTR at this time for a rewind and dump over the

U.S.
PLT Roger , Bruce

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS . Next station contact In 17 minutes through Goldstore

at 17:51, and we 9ee the maneuver time and the maneuver

loaded In the computer and they both look good.

PLT Thank you, Bruce.

CC Happy EREPing, and you might be inter-

ested to know ti.-t 9ince you've been in the Z-LV maneuver

It looks like 'he CMC wheel speed is actually increased

about 20 to 25 rptn at least. And we now understand that the

actual Z-LV portion of the pass Is the least stressful of

any of the attitude modes that we have. Of course, getting

there and getting back out put a little load on the

CMGs.
PLT Rog. We'll just stay in Z-LV.

CC That's what we've been talking about,

but it takes one guy EVA to keep the soltr panels pointed

at the Sun all the time.
PLT Get us a big crank.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 36 minute3. Continued success with the maneuver

for Z-LV attitude for Skylab for the Earth resources pass.

Flight controllers quite pleased with the way the vehicle has re-

acted to this maneuver. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson saying

that there's no question this maneuver has improved the

CMG
,
especially the wheel speed, which increased by about

20 to 25 rpms. G&C officer reporting that Z-LV - Z-LV

attitude apparency is the best node for the Z - CMG con-

trols. A second maneuver for this E REP will be performed

in about 4 minutes aa the spacecraft crosses the North

Pacific prior to start of the EREP at 12:47. Going over the

visual observation program the usage of film so far of the

1618 frames of 35 ml 1 1 ime t e r color film on board for this

purpose the crew has used 525 frames of the 1 360 fran.es Of

70rralllimeter aboard the spacecraft. The crew has u«rd

1050. Next acquisition through Coldetone in 13 minutes.

At Greenwich mean time 17 hours and 37 minutes, this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenvich mean time
17 hours 49 minutes . We ' 11 bring the line up for this ';.

EREP pass. EREP pass la next revolution. Skylab Is -
:

should be in the maneuver for the EREP pass at this time.
We'll bring the line up for this stateside pass.
- CDR On my mark it'll be 17:50:00 ETC power

Stand by.
C \»R

CC

cc

MARK.
Okay, we agree with that.
Next mark ' s at 50:43.
Skylab, Houston: with you for about 13

minutes.
CDR Roger, Bruce. My monitor readings Alfa 4,

and Bravo 4 are both readinr, 92 percent. My little card here
indicates they should be reading no more than 86.

Okay, on my mark it'll be 50:43. Stand bv

.

MARK. S190 MODE to AUTO.
Okay, there's Vancouver.
Next mark at 51:10, then I want an ETC

CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR

MODE to AUTO , Ed

.

CDR
CDR

S t and by .

MARK. 192 MODE to HEADY . Tape has shifted
gears and running fast. 51:20 is the next mark

PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

is the nex
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

speed .

MARK. Termination of nadir swath.
MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.
MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 22.
Going to have to try to find a (garble)
(Garbl e) 3 , X-TC -

(Garble) snow cover.
ROLL minus 30, and POLARIZATION 1. 5 1 : 4

Stand by .

The r
e

' 9 one .

MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON; RADIOMETER ON
52:00 Is the next mark.
Okay, 55:16 is when I want to start this,
Coming up on 52, standby.
MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK. Reduce tape

Hey, Ed, at 52:26 It'll be ETC MI'UE STANDBY,

Coming up on 26, stand by.
MARK. 52:26.
Bruce, verify the angle on S193 should

CDR
and then POWER OFF

.

COR
CDR
CDR

b»» ROLL of minus 30
CC That's fcffirrantlve. And we do not yet

see the 14-wlnute maneuver time for the maneuver back to SI
loaded ,
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PCDR Okay, we'll get it first chance wo Ret.
PLT Yeah .

CDR 1 Binute to ay next mark. Don't sweat
it, Bill, you got enough time.

CC Okay, the aaneuver tine looks good to us.

CDR Roger .

CDR Okay, we're coining up on 54:00. Stai.d by.
CDR MARK. POLARIZATION to 4. Stand by for

06.
CDR MARK. SHUTTER SPEED went to MEDIUM on

S190 at 07. Okay, 17:56:00 is the next mark.
PLT 55:16. Looking for a uniform snow cover.
CC Jerry, and Bill, the new A-2 - A-4, B-4 mete

readings are acceptable with the new cooler Dewar Installation.
CDR Okay

.

CDR What's the new limit, Bruce?
PLT Okay, I'e taking the best uniform area

I can find. DAC ON DATA push button.
CC Hey, Jerry.
CDR Yeah.
CC New limit's Alfa 4 Is 70 to 100: thnt'j

70 to 100. Bravo U is N/A, the detector is bad.
CDR All right .

PLT Okay, ay uniform snow cover is an ngricul tur

area. There's a gridt pattern but it is out in the buonies.
CDR Coming up on 17:56:00.
PLT Going to minus iO degrees.
CDR Stand by.
CDR HARK. SC ATT FROMETER to STANDBY.
PLT MARK. Camera OPF

.

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY to 02.

PLT <526 right 3.8.
CDR Coming up on 56:12. Stand by.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER'S back ON. 56:30, Ed,

we want ETC POWER ON. Coming up in 10 seconds.
CDR Coming up on 56:30, stand by.
CDR MARK.
CDR Next mark at 56 : 42 .

PLT Okay here's that - get another uniform snow
cover

.

CDR S tand by

.

CDR MARK. 192 MODE to READY. Tape ahiltt'l
gears. Got a MOTION light, 93 to POLARIZATION 1. 56:50.

CDR MARK. ETC MODE to AUTO.
CDR 57 :09 is next .

CDR Coming up on 57:09. Stand by.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER ?o STANDBY. Got next

mark at 15. Stand by.
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CDR
Is ON.

PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PI.T

PLT

KND OF TAPF

MARK. SCATTFROMETER la ON; RADIOMETER

728 is my (garble) point.
DAC OFF . Okay , right 6.8
Okay , it's 58:26.
Oh, boy I got haz* ami smoke (garb le).
Oh, boy. Okay, 26, I'll go on tine.
I'm safe. Boy, nothing but Bilk.
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PLT (Garble) Boy, nothing but (garble) I

picked up cirrus Just we crossed that river. White River.
Too bad

.

CDR Is it the reservoir you're going for?
PLT Yes. Contrails Is all I see, and

a low deck. If we Just had a little bit of focusing ability
I may be able to pick it out through the cirrus, but it's all
out of focus with the zoos in. Okay, I got sonething here.
Boy it is really hazy. I got some thing. A reservoir or
something. I don't know. It's filtered by cirrun, what-
ever it is .

CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

Ed. Stand by -

CDR
PLT

Stratus. Strat leu.
Not seeing it. Can

CDR
Stand by -

CDR
HIGH SPEED.

CDR
CDR

nark's at 36
CDR

at 45. Stand by
CDR

look lng good

.

PLT
CDR

TER to STANDBY
CDR
CDR

Next nark's at 59:50. Stand by -

MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK.
DAC .off.
Back down to Blow tape notion.
Okay. (garble)
Okay. At 18:00 even ETC to STANDBY

,

MARK. it. Next nark's at 01:18.
Doggone, cirrus out on the coast, too.
(garble) blooming,

t get close enough to the coast
Okay. My next mark is at 01:18, 01:18.

MARK. S192 MODE to READY. Going to
Got TAPE MOTION. 124.

MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY,
RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 26. NextMARK.

Stand by -

MARK . RADIOMETER'S OFP. Next nark's

MARK . ALTIMETER' S ON.
ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.

Still blooming.
Okay. The READY light'

ALTIMETER'

s OUT. ALT 1 ME-
25.

ALTIMETER'S back ON again

MARK. At 28 the 192 is MODE STANDBY.
MARK, at 34 SHUTTER SPEED to SLOW . The

UNLOCK light is out
PLT

going to use
CDR
CDR

to 2 . 04 : 00 is next . Aha
going to STANDBY at 20.

PLT How long bef

ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is OFF,
iting for 300.

DAC Is at 1/25 but I don't think I'm

Stand by 03:00.
MARK. 19 2 MODE

Here'

s

- correction, REFERENCE
VTS AUTO CAL. ALT 1 METER

'

the AUTO CAL?
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CDR At 35 the ALTIMETER light Is bnck on,
the ALTIMETER'S back ON with & READY light, AUTO CAL's at
4 even. 04:00. 15 seconds

.

PLT No Joy on the blooaing.
CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK light. Stand by for

a VTS AUTO CAL.
CDR MARK

.

PLT MARK

.

CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK light's back on again.
PLT SI maneuver,
CDR ALTIMETER READY light's out.
PLT 13.
CDR ALTIMETER STANDBY at 15.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER light is - ALT I METER '

a

back ON again at 30. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light's back on, and
the READY light's on. Looks like we're probably going to lose
it again. My next mark's at 05:10, unless the ALTIMETER READY
light goes out, and then It'll be earlier. Coming up on
05:10. Okay. At 06 the READY tight went out. Turning OFF
the ALTIMETER at 08. Setting the RANGE at 69. Next mark's
at 25. Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER ON at 25 with a new
RANGE of 69. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light. ALTIMETER, READY is
out. Going to STANDBY at 06 even. Looking for the S191
READY light at 06:40.

CDR MARK. No; hold the mark.
CDR MARK. 191 READY light's on at 40.

07:10's the next one. Okay. I got the ALTIMETER back ON
again. Got an ALTIMETER READY or UNLOCK light again. 07-10
S190 READY light went out, putting the MODE to STANDBY,
SHUTTER SPEED to MEDIUM. Next mark's at 07:53. Got a
NUMBER 3, CAMERA 3 MALFUNCTION light as expected. And the
ALTIMETER READY light's out again. Going to STAND3Y at
35. Okay. Next MARK'S at 07:53. ALTIMETER ON at 50.

CDR MARK. 53, 190 SINGLE.
CC Skylab, this 1b Houston, 1-1/2 minutes

to LOS. Next station contact In 4 1 mlnuteB through Car-
narvon at 18:49, with the data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS.

CDR Roger , Bruce

.

CC The VTR is clean. You've got 25 nlnutts
available for the science demo practice, 5 minutes later tor
ATM VTR. And the CMGs look good going over the hill.

CDR Okay. So long. 08:50 is the next mark.
08:50. ALTIMETER'S finally settled down and acting normal.
Just before time to quit. 08:50. Stand by -

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. MODE to
5, range to 65. 09:02's the next mark. Stand by -
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CDR

END OF TAPE
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MARK. ALTIMETER'
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COR — - 5 : OS :02 la the next mark. Stand by.

CDR HARK. ALT I MET KR' 8 ON.
,

CUR 4 : 09 : 16 . Stand by .

CDR MARK. At 16 MODK stable on 190.

CDR - - Like camera number 3 Is out of film

alreidy,
CDR Well, we're going to do a 190 completion.

1 guess they're all about finished.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours and 10 minutes. Skylab will begin its maneuver

to return to SOLAR INERT I AL MODE in approximately 3 minutes.

PAO Acquisition will be Carnarvon, at which

time on the ground can tell whether the return maneuver has

any affect on the CMG number 2. EREP pass number 30 for

the mission, apparently going according to plan, with the

crew making comments as they cross diagonally across the

state of Washington over the North Carolina area, covering

the West Indies and down into South America.
PAO Approximately 350 frames of 190 film

were - were to have been used in this pass, leaving approxi-

mately 26 passes of sufficient film to run 26 additional

passes. 52 frames of 190B, the Earth terrain camera were

scheduled to be used tor this pass, leaving 11 ERE? passes left

with sufficient film to cover that, with the ETC, and

approximately 75 feet of 1 6 -n 1 1 1 ime t e r film used in the S191

camera. Sufficient film aboard for 10 additional Earth

resources pass, approximately 2323 feet of magnetic tape

scheduled for use during this Earth resources take, leaving

ample supply for 12 additional - 11 additional Earth resources

passes with the S192 equipment. As the spacecraft went

over the hill, CAP COMM Bruce McCandless advised the crew

everything looked good. The CMGs looked good, following the

Earth resources pass. Next acquisition In 36 minutes and

50 seconds through Carnarvon. This is Skylab Control at

Greenwich mean time 18 hours and 12 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control , Greenwich no an tine
18 hours and 48 ninute*. We'll have acquisition through
the Carnarvon tracking station. Spacecraft Skylab, with
its crew, Gerald Carr, Sd Gibson and Bill Pogue

, presently
in Its 3684 revolution, however the crew Is concluding
their 999th revolution of the Earth since laui\ch on
November 16. They wilt soon begin their 1000th revolution
of the Earth, traveling a distance of mora than 25,000,000
miles. We'll bring the line up for this Carnarvon pass.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 9 minutes, with the data/voice tape tecorder dump.

CDR Tape remaining is 5.7 centimeters.
CC Thank you, Jerry. 5.7 centimeters tape

remaining .

CC And your old CMG seems to still be
hanging in there.

CDR Very good. Getting older everyday.
CC Not older, better.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 30 seconds

to LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Guam
at 19:03. And we noticed just now u'.en we finished dumping
the data/voice tepe recorder, that it started up again as soon
as ve let go. We hope that you weren't dictating into the system
when we were dumping. Over.

CDR Negative, Bruce. It's okay. Thanks.
CC Okay. Thank you for waiting.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 59 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon.
Next acquisition will be through Guam tracking station.
Skylab crew in their 999th revolution of the Earth, soon
to begin their 1000th, as they cross Cape Kennedy at
Greenwich mean time 19 hours 43 minutes, a little less than
an hour from now. The crew is scheduled to set another
space first next week, a week from today, when a EREP pass
scheduled for 8 1 2 0 a.m. in the morning will keep the ERE -

Skylab vehicle In a Z-local vertical attitude, with its
instrviments aimed at the ground for an entire pass around
the world, This pass lasting 93 minutes, Is scheduled to
provide data for measurements of the Earth at 360-degr«?e
pass around the Earth. Purpose Co - First objective is to
obtain any gravity perturbations on the spacecraft, as well
as, determine the shape of the Earth, using the S193 altitude
measurement equipment . Exi s t in g gravity models of the Earth are
made up of many local measurements, using satellites as reflectors
for surface-baaed range finders. This 3630-egree pass will
lace many Isolated local measurements together and strengthen
the model on a global basis. The pass is scheduled to begin
at Greenwich mean time 13 hours and 20 minutes on mission day 77.
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Next acquisition through the Guan tracking station, & pass
8 ninutes in duration. We'll bring the line up for this
Guam pass with CAP COMH Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 8 alnutes . Out.

SPT Houston, SPT. The only deviation on
the ETC operation was rather than going to STANDBY at 15:26,
was STANDBY at 15:40, because of the solid overcast. 38. that's
38.

PA0 Charles. Oh, okay. That's all right.
That's all right. I'll call him back.

CC Okay. What time did you actually go to
STANDBY?

SPT 51:40. 51:40.
CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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cc Sky lab, this in Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact In 16-1/2 winutes through Colds tone
.

.

at 19
PA0* °

Ut
'

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 19 hours

and 14 minutes. Next acquisition will be Goldstone In 13

minutes as the crew about to start another session at the

ATM with Commander Gerald Carr at the consoxe of the Apollo

telescope mount, with Pilot Bill Pogue performing the H092/

M171 lower body negative pressure metabolic analyzer experiment.

Acquisition through Goldstone, California in 12 minutes and

50 seconds. This Is Skyiab Control at Greenvlch mean time

19 hours 14 minutes.
PA 0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

19 hours 26 minutes. Acqui s 1 1 i on >«>ming through the stateside^

through Goldscone in 50 seconds. Jskylab crew will begin their

1000th revolution of the t!arS>-*fft' Greenwich mean time 19 hours

and 43 minutes, 17 minutes from now. The crew will also set.

a record tomorrow morning at 12:46 a.m. on January 25th when

they match Al Bean's record of 69 days. 15 hours 49 minutes.

Al Bean's record a combined total of his Apollo 12 flight

and the mission of Skylab III. We'll bring the line up for

fUs stateside pass. CAP C0MK is Bruce McCandless.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone

and Merritt Island for 14-1/2 minutes. For the CDR. Over.

CDR Stand by a second, Bruce.

CDR Okay, go ahead, Bruce.

CC Yeah, NOAA's reporting active region 35

Is getting a bright surge on the southwest limb of the Sun.

Jnd after you complete your present buildlr? block 28, we d

like fou to turn on S052 and take a look at it visually but

don't use any film. Let us know what you see. Over.

CDR I'm looking at the white light co ronap r aph

right now. Is that what you wanted?
CC Yes , si r .

CDR Okay, I don't see any b r i gh t eni r.?. in the

corona as yet. I'm watching XUV as well and don't see anything

yet.
CC Okay

.

CDR I'm through with 52 and the next two

building blocks, so I'll Just leave it on white light coron.i-

graph for a little while.
CC Rog.
Cdr Bruce, do the guys in the backroom have

any instructions In the event that we do see a transient here?

CC We're checking now, Jerry.

CDR Okay, and while they're checking, I'm
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compsrinj* the white light coronagraph with the Polartod thai

was taken the flrct part of the day and In that particular
area it'c about around - between 090 and 100. It looks llk«

we've kind of developed an alley in the wide streamer that Is

In the picture at 100, And It looks like there has formed sort

of a weight atreamer at 090.
CC Okay, we copy that.

END OP TAPE
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CC CDR , Houa ton

.

CUR Roger , go

.

JC Okay, if the area of interest remains

about the way it Is, what we'd like you to do is work In

BB-32 at the end of this daylight cycle, and begining and

end of each liubsequent dayMght cycle, if you continue to soy

it. If it really gets active and erupts, why go ahead
and give it the full JOP 8 Alfa treatment. Over.

CDR We'll do it, Bruce. Thank you.

CC Roger, thank you.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. We show you

approaching a longitude of 95 west, which means that you're
about to break another record. Over.

CC Over. Over?
CDR Roger, Bruce. Which one is that?
CC Okay, when you cross 80, last we wanted to

give you 15 degrees to anticipate, it'll be the 1000th Earth
centered rev for the command nodule.

CDR 1000th for the command module, huh?

CC Right.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 11 minutes through the Vanguard at

sea at 19:52. Out .

CDR Roger. So long.
PAO Skylab Control at 19 hours 43 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station is passing out of

range of the tracking antenna at Kerritt Island, Florida.
During this pass the space station just now crossing the 80th
parallel,' the 80th longitude line. And as it crosses 80 degrees
west It begins its 1000th revolution about the Earth for

the command nodule and the Skylab crew. We're about 9-1/2

minutes from our next acquisition of signal at Vanguard.
During this pass CMG number 2 apparently giving some indication
that it'd like to slow down a little more. Wheel speed has

been 8850 fairly consistantly for the past several hours. And

now we see a good many indications of 8829. I'd guess right

now the average speed looks like it's down to about 8840.

That's down Just a small fraction of 1 percent, but nevertheless
it does seem to be a down indication. And we are seeing a

fair percentage of signals at the 8830 level. The actual
number given out is 8829, but of course, the transducer does
reed exactly to four places. Nine minutes to acquisition at

Vanguard, 44 minutes after the hour, this Is Skylab Crntrol.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - le now over the central part of South
America about to be acquired through the tracking ship
Vanguard. The pass through Vanguard will last about 8

minutes and we'll bring the line up live for Bruce McCandless
the spacecraft communicator . Flight Director Nell Hutchinso.j
ii still on duty here in Mission Control. And CMG number 2

still in its anomaly with some indication* of lower speeds
as we cross the U.S.. And the Skylab space station is now
1000 - command module is now in its 1000th revolution as is

the Skylab crew.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through

Vanguard for 7-1/2 minutes. And when someone has fhe time
we'd like to get a REG ADJUST, both POTS 1 and 2 10 degrees
counterclockwise. Over.

CDR Roger, in work.
CC Thank you J e r .

CC And CDR, Houston. We see you're trying
to downlink TV. You need to select tne of the monitors on
the ATM select switch - TV select switch.

CDR You're wrong, I wasn't trying to down-
link TV, but I will if you want It.

CC Yes sir, if you would please, per the

schedule pad.
CDR Okoy.
CC And Vanguard reports a good signal.
CDR Okay, I'll give you about 3 minutes of

white light coronagraph aad then some XUV and then finish
with white light coronagraph again.

CC Roger, :hey're back out at sea now and
I guess you've given them something to go to pea for, a good
signal like that.

CC REG ADJUST looks good to us, thank you
very much ,

CDR Ok«y Bruce, and down In tne white light
coronagraph I'm beginning to see some enhancement in the

lighting down there, it's getting brighter but nothing
definite yet ,

CC Roger, w"copy.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. We're 1 minute

to LOS, next station contact in 1 hour and 4 minutes
through Goldstone at 21:05 with a data/voice tape recorder
dump at AOS and probably a shi't handover, see you there.

CDR Roger Bruce .

PAO Skylab Control at 20 hours 2 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Skylab spece station has now passed
cut oi rat.ge of the tracking ship Vanguard. More than an
hour remaiis before we again have acquisition of signal et
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the Ooldstone cracking antenna in California. Virtually
no change has taken place In the past few minutes on CMC
number 2, it does appear to have flowed down some, however,
there 'a no aubatantial change otherwise In its behavior.
We have Indicattona the wheel apeed now la about 8840, that's
down about 10 rp» from its previous normal level. And the
currents on CHG number 1 look a little different than they
did yesterday but no algnlflcant changes, the A phase • the
phaee A current la reading 1.015 which la about its normal
level, phaae B and phase C currents are stiil up around 1.04
and that's what we sight call their nornal level for anomaloua
behavio?, that's about 2 percent higher than the normal
l«vel on the CMGs. And the Skylab crew now has a total of
60 and - 69-1/2 days In space and they are in their 1000th
revolution about the Earth. And at this point they've covered
about 28-1/2 million miles in apace. 1 hour to our next
acquisition of signal, it'a now 3 minutes after the hour and
this Is Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control, at 20 hour* 34 minutes
Greenwich i««n time. Flight Director Nell Hutchinson in focus
os that he expects to get off a little early tonight. So
that he will be available for a change-of »ahi f t briefing at

4:00 promptly in the Building X briefing room. Again,
that's 4 1 00 central daylight time for the change-of »sh 1 ft

briefing, that's about 25 minutes from now. Astronauts Jerry
Carr, Ed Gibson, and Bill Pogue began their 1000th journey
around the Earth just before 3:00 p.m. central daylight time
today. With 28-1/2 million miles in orbit, the Skylab veterans
hive already passed most of the goals for their planned 84 day
flight. Early this afternoon the space station's electronic
instruments and cameras focused on the resources of the United
States. A study of water resources especially In the upper Hi -

Mississippi /Missouri Basin, a mapping project in the Dakotas,
crop identification in Indiana, land use In parts of Iowa, all
will receive valuable data from the Skylab crew's 7400 mile
Earth survey. Today's study completes the 30 Earth passes
originally scheduled fot the third team of astronauts. But flight
planners hope to add nearly a dozen more during the final 2 weeks
of the flight. The Earth survey this afternoon seems to have
little or no effect of Skylab's number 2 gyroscope. The gyro
which slowed a little Wednesday has remained stable so far todny.
Just hours from now the three men, who were space rookies until
their launch November 16, will become the worlds most experienced
spacemen. At 12:47 a.m. Just after midnight central daylight
time tonight Carr, Gibson, and Pogue will pass the 69 day
15 hour, 45 minute, 29 second mark of Al Bean. Twenty-eight
and a half minutes to our next acquisition of signal and about
24 minutes to the ch ange-of -sh 1 f t briefing in Building 1.
This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab Control at 21:01 Greenwich lean
tin*, night Director Nell Hutchinson has left Mission
Control and ha ahould be over in Bullv'Ung 1 shortly for the
cange-of-aMft briefing. We're about 3 Minutes fro* an
acquisition at Goldstone, we're going to record this pass
through Goldstone and Texas, we'll play that back for you
following Nell's final change-of -ehl f e . Thla la Skylab Control,
It's now 1 minute and 40 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylah Control at 21 hours 41 minutes

Greenwich mean time. The Skylab space station is now out

of range of Vanguard. And we have a recording to play back

the transcribed * recorded material from Goldatone, Texas,

and Vanguard during the press conference. We'll play thee)

back about 7 minutes of air-to-ground from those three

stations for you at this time.
CC Good evening Skylab, got you through

Goldatone and Texaa for 13 minutes.
CD* Hi , Story .

CC Hi .

CC And we'll be dumping the data/voice here.

SPT Good afternoon Story. How you doing?

CC I'm swell Ed. How about you?

SPT Real good - good day. Say, let me ask

you a question and tell you something. First do they want

a building block 32 at the end of this orbit? Because I

see one written In here which maybe Jer wrote In, but they

still say continued at tero time remaining. And secondly lookin

at the white light coronagraph, I guess Jerry reported we

saw some change In the last orbit. And to me It's very

striking in the difference - what I see from this morning to now

In that we're now looking at three different streamers,
independent streamers out on the west limb. One in the

occulting disk beginning at 120, one at 090, one at 070. When

they get out to around three radii, they're roughly all the

same intensity. The one at 120 Is - probably the brightest at

the base, the next 090 and then the one at 070. And they're all

pretty much parallel they all run in the direction of 090.

Still have the very faint one up there at 035. It might be

even a slight bit more intense, but that's hard to tell. The

east limb remains pretty much unchanged.
CC Okay, thanks Ed we'll get you an ansver.

SPT Thank you.
CDR Story, how soon can we have the tape

lecorders back? I'm about ready to start TV-103.
CC Stand by 1, Jer.

CDR Okay.
CC Three to four minutes Jer.

CDR All right.
CC Tape recorders are yours Jer.

CDR Thank you Story.
CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead Story.
CC Ed, you - at the end of this orbit get

a BB-32. Just get 56 and 52 delete 54 at the end.

SPT Okay , vill do,
CC And likewise get one at the end of the
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PAO Skyiab Control at 2 1 1 5 3 Greenwich mean
time. The SVyUb space station Is a little less than 2

minutes from acquisition at Tananarive where we'll have an
6-minute pace. Flight director on duty here In Mission
Control is Milton WL^ler and the spacecraft communicator
is Story Musgrave^f Have an announcement fro» the*~Sky lab
Program Off ice ,*7kylab Program Director William C . .Schneider
today reported that the third Skyiab mission now in Its
70th day has been given a 7-day extension. Approval for the
record-breaking mission to continue at least until - until at
least January 31 followed a review of the Inflight medical
data and the recommendation of Dr. Charles A. Berry NASA
Director for Life Sciences and «n evaluation of Skylab's
consumables and hardware status. That concludes ' w n_^t
announcement clearing Skyiab for the coming 7 days, fWe ' re
about a minute now from acquisition at Tananarivtfand we'll
bring the line up live as we have a pass through the voice
relay station there. During our last pass over Vanguard we
saw virtually no change in CMC number 2's performance, its
wheel speed and currents about as they have been most of the
day. We're coming up live now at Tananarive.

cc Skyiab, AOS through Tananarive for 6
minutes.

CC Skyiab, we're 2 minute3 to LOS, the next
station Hawaii in about 40 minutes at 2 2 : 3 9 .

PAO Skyiab Control at 22 hours 3 minutsn.
We've had loss of signal at Tananarive. Our next a< q u i h i t i <>n
is a little less than 36 minutes from now, that will he nt
Hawaii. No data of course available through the Tananarive
tracking station, that is only a voice relay installation
that does not have the capability of giving us telemetry
data. So we've seen nothing recently on control moment
gyroscope number 2. At Vanguard and at Goldstone stations
during the last pass over the U.S. and South America the
data seemed to be about as it has been most of the day with
a very slight variation in its 8850 wheel speed, and currents
that have been pretty stable, with the phase A current about
as it normally is, or normally used to be » few days ago, and
the other two currents up about 1.04, that's a continuation o
that anomaly that began at 5:35 Greenwich Bean time y«sterdav
35 minutes to our next acquisition of signal at Hawaii, this
is Skyiab Control at 4 minutes and 10 seconds after the hour.

END OF TAPE
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pin skylab Control at 22 houri 38 »inutes

.... time Skylab spsce station Is now coming up

5"! v tJln ang. o tK h!-.IUp I. land tracking antenna

vn.re we' U J.SJ - P«. Uitin. about 5-1/2 to 6 » nutes

liv. now at Hawaii. ^ fgr , . lnuleB .

S PX Hallo Story.

CC Hello Ed

.

p C Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, next

station i. the Vanguard at 23:06, be planning to dump the

data/voice there.
qq Ed, Houston.

Spx Go ahead .

cc You got 30 seconds right now?

SPT Sure do.

cc Okay, could you change Bill's pass on

the ATll starting at 23:59?

SPT Got it.

Cc Just cross out the VTR there and put

real-tine downlink between 00:15 *n* 00 '- 2 ]'

SPT TV downlink at 00:15 to 00:23.

cc Yes sir, and the reason for that is we re

showing only 1 .Inula left on the VTR, that last TV took

29 minJtes so you only got 1 minute left and we can't dump

between now and then.
SPT Okay Story, thank you.

PA0 Skylab Control at 22 hours 45 ointee

Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station now about midway

between Baja, California and Hawaii. It's from

acquisition trough the tracking -^P J
.

coast of South America. During this last pass Sc ence P lot

Ed Gibson was asked to correct instructions for »}*

Pogue to work at the solar instruments, he was schedu ad o

nuf Ibout 5 minutes of TV on the recorder of solar actlvit>

lut initial that TV will be downlinked now at about 15 minutes

after Greenvich midnight for an 8-minute period. The reason

for the change was that 29 minutes had been put on the video

.^recorder of what is listed as TV-103. that's a scien.e

ronstration of using liquid «1«/"Y^
attempt to show a fabrication of thin liquid films and

5. ermine the lifetime of those films n "ro grav y
th S e

are essentially like the kinds of bubbles that children blow

tttK small noops, and there are number of test, that they're

Jo ng to run and apparently took them about 30 minute of

i on time. So since the TV recorder is now full of
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TV-103 they will not be able to put any solar activity on
there and they will downlink It to a ground station instead.
Next acquisition la 20 ainutes away, at 46 linuttk aitd 50
seconds after the hour this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 30 ainutss
Greenwich mean tine. The Skylab space station Is now over
Che Union of South Africa. S3 seconds from acquisition of

signal through the cracking antenna on the Inland of
Madagascar at Tananarive. The pass through Tananarive will
last about 7-1/2 minutes and we've had a good deal of trouble
with coaaunlcat ions there so we'll see if ve can get some
conversation here at Tananarive. Our spacecraft communicator
is Story Huegrave

.

CC Skylab, we're with you through Tananarive
for 4 ainutes.

CC Skylab, we're a ainute to LOS, about 38

ainutes to Hawaii at 00:14, your medical conference will be

coming up then and we'll be looking to duap the data/voice
then

.

PAO Skylab Control at 23 hours 41 ainutes
Greenwich aean tlae. Skylab space station is now off the
coast of Africa about 33 ainutes before its next acquisition
and out of range of Tananarive. The upcoming pass at

Hawaii is the scheduled private oedical conference for the
evening, the last private medical conference for Jerry
Hordlnsky the flight surgeon who will be planning on going
out to San Diego to board the ship to go - go out for the

recovery. Hordirtsky'a last medical conference Is coming up

at Hawaii and we'll get a report from hla later this evening
on that. Ship sailing of course is scheduled for the 26th
of January, that will Bake thea available for the splashdown
still planned for February 8. So until app rox laa t e ) y an hour
froa now we expect no conversation with the ciew whet we
pick then up again at Vanguard, that's an hour and 3 ainutes
away. This is Skylab Control at 41 minutes and 45 seconds
after the hour

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO • Skylab Contiol at lero hours 44 minutes
and 32 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab apace station
is now about 53 seconds from acquisition of signal at the
tracking ship Vanguard. The pass at Vanguard will last
9 minutes. And we'll bring the line up live now for air-to-
ground through the re . Private medical conference was held
at Hawaii during the last pass and about a minute was put .

on downlink through the Hawaiian station of solar activity.
We're coming up live now at Vanguard.

CC Skylab, AOS through Hawaii for 9 minutes
and when you're ready with the evening status we're ready.

SPT Okay Story, coming at you first with the
photo log. 16-millimeter; for T020 was Charlie India 18

for set remaining is 20. We got the end of film light so
we then put on transporter Charlie Indigo 89, 75 percent
remaining. The other camera was - for T020 was Charlie Indigc
86, 05 remaining, Charlie 80, take up. EREP was Charlie Lima,
12, 90 percent remaining. 35-mi 1 1 ime te r s ; 01, Charlie X-ray
43, frames 62; 02. no change; 03, Charlie Indigo 115, 50;
4 and 5, no change. 7 0-millimeter, Charlie Indigo 18, frames
74. ETC, India Romeo 03, 038. EREP, 19666, that was set Y;

02 is 9005; 03, 0880; 04, 9871; 05, 3418; 06, 0741. Drawer A

configuration: Alfa 01, transporter 02 Charlie Indigo 86,
05 for set remaining take up, Charlie Indigo 80; Alfa 02,
including the backs remain unchanged.

CC Okay.
SPT Evening status. CDR, sleep - sleep:

7.0, 6.5 heavy, .5 light: SPT, 6.5, 5.5 heavy, 1.0 light;
PLT, 6.5, 6.5 heavy. Volume: 185; 190; 190. Water gun:
1804; 4842; 1355. And for body mass we've got five readings
from last night and this morning to 5 decimal places for
each crewman. What I'll read is Just the first total number
and then the last four digits arc the only ones that will
change for each crewman. CDR last night, 6.34832, 4974,
4961, 4747, 4967, this morning 6.33837, 3857, 3792. 3891.
3823. SPT last night, 6.36819, 6.36578, 6.36795 - again just
the last four digits - 6847, 6783; this morning 6.35818, 5661,
6101, 6248, 5846. PI,T last night, 6 . 2 75 , and again he only
got the last three digits, rather than the last five for
last night, so I'll just give you those. Again, 6.275, 6.280,
6.280, 6.280, 6.272} this morning to five digits, 6.27072,
8036, 7414, 7303, 7156. Exercise: CDR, standard minus
Bravo and Charlie; SPT and PLT both standard. Medications:
CDR, SPT none; PLT Afrin 1, Actlfed 1. Clothing: CDR, socke
and shorts: SPT, shirt, socks; PLT, short, socks.
Housekeeping or Shopping list accom - accomplishments were
all housekeeping and TV-107, 1 hour. Okay, over on the menus:
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CDR, salt packs used zero, minus coffee with sugar for

deviations and minus lemonade, rehydrate - rehydrated
water deviations, plus 1.5 SPT, sak - Bait used is 4.0,

deviations zero, and water deviations are -

END OF TAPE
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SPT - - drated water deviations, plus 1.5;
SPT, salt used is 4.0, deviations zero and water deviations
are 4.0; PLT, salt packs used zero, d^vs , zero, and water
deviations minus 1.0.

CC Okay.
CC Ed , Houston .

SPT Go ahead Story.
CC Yesterday Jer requested to substitute

mashed potatoes for bread and yet he didn't report that
deviation on evening status report. Could you tell us if
he did that?

CDR 1 did it Story, 1 forgot to report it.
CC Thanks Jer

.

CDR I assumed since I'd already gotten the
clearance to do it they'd assume it was done.

CC We probably should have.
CDR One othe-r thi.ig Story, I did not get

TV-106 done this afternoon, I'm wondering if I get it set
up and then take the pictures first thing in tne morning,
would that be okay tonight or would they rather wait and
start it tomorrow.

CC Stand by 1 on that Jer.
CC You can start that any time you want

Jer .

CDR Okay, it's Just that the photographs
are kind of spaced rather strangely and I noticed the first
one they wanted 6 hours and 1 can do it in 8 hours If I start
it toniRht and then photograph it in the morning.

CC Okay, that'll be fine Jer. And Bill
could you give us a frames remaining count on the ATM, we
got a minute here until LOS.

PLT Stand by.
CC And the next station is Hawaii in about

an hour at Zulu 1:55.
PLT Okay Story, 8475, 5830, iS44. 1255, 2827.
CC Thanks Bill.
PAO Skylab Control at zero hours 55 minutes

and 38 seconds Greenwich mean time. Skylab space station
is over the South Atlantic, our next acquisition is nearly
nn hour away at Hawaii. During this pass over Vanguard we
had the evening status report, no substantial deviations
from the Flight Plan today, and the crewmecibers last night
sleeping from 6^1/2 to 7 hours with Commander Jerry Carr
getting the tost sleep, 7 hours of sleep. We have the
mission surgeon's daily report on crew health, we'll read
that for you at this time. "Crew health remains satisfactory,
the pilot was advised to continue with the oral decongestant
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prescribed yesterday," signed by Dr. Jerry Hordinsky for Dr.
Hawkins Che Medical Operations Director. And that's the
final report to be signed by Dr. Hordinsky who leaves tonight
for the carrier for the USS New Orleans, which is the re -

prime recovery ship for the Skylab mission. ' Skylab Astronauts
Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue will become the worlds
moat experienced spacemen tonight as they pass the total time
accumulated by Al Bean who commanded the second Skylab flight.
Bean who walked on the Moon during the 10 day flight of
Apollo 12 spent the - a total of 69 days, 15 hours, 45 minutes
find 29 seconds in space. The third Skylab crew with Just
2 weeks remaining until their planned February 8 splashdown
will surpass Bean at 12:47 a.m. central daylight time tonight.
The astronauts have circled Earth more than a thousand times
covering 28-1/2 million miles so far in their 10 weeks in
orbit. This afternoon the space station's electronic
instruments and cameras focused on the resources of the United
States. A study of water supplies in the upper Mississippi
and Missouri River basin, a mapping project in the Dakotas

,

crop identification in Indiana and land use In Iowa were
surveyed in the 7400 mile long pass. Today's study completes
the 30 Earth resources surveys originally scheduled for the
third team of astronauts, but flight planners hope to add
nearly a dozen more during the final 2 weeks of the flight.
The Earth investigation thii afternoon seems to have little
or no effect on Skylab's number 2 gyroscope. The gyro which
slowed a little early Wednesday has remained virtually
unchanged today, and at the last pass over Vanguard we saw
again virtually no change in the gyroscope, bearing 2

temperatures still are elevated above bearing 1 temperatures
by about 2^-1/2 to 3 degrees, that's been the way it's been
all day today. Last night we saw them at about 2-1/2 degrees
elevation above bearing 1, the normal situation of course Is
for bearing 1 to be .ibout 2 to 3 decrees warmer than bearing
2. Temperatures do,, however ren^ir within the normal range
which is from 70 to 80 degrees, during the pass over Vanguard
they were at the upper end of that range but they normally
reach the peak of around 79 and then once again decline until
the heaters are turned on once more. So no Indication that
the gyroscope is having any worse performance if anything
during the last several hours the gyroscope speed seems once
again to be stabilising around 8850, occasionally the trans-
ducer indicates a speed a little below that but not so
frequently now as It was a couple of hour* back. Skylab crew
do hope to complete another 11 Earth resources passes during
the next couple of weeks, they have abo-jt 9 days of activity
left on Earth resources as they're now completing 10 weeks in
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space, there will be a few days left at the end of the

mission of course in which no iiarth resources data will be

taken as the instruments are cosed out. At the present

Mme there are three sets of film cassettes left or the S190A

Ear h - multispectral photographic f.ci litj .
that's UJ 6-band

camera system, there are a total of something over 1200

frames for each of the six cameras remaining, they ca cula e

chat that should be enough to accomplish the remaining 10 to

?2 oaaaes and to acquire an abundant amount of photography.

5 9

P
O

a

B "e larger Earth terrain came ra has 1 and a ract on

rolls left about 540 frames before today Earth - today s

Ear h r « pass, and that's again enough for a Urge number

of Pas . At the present time Ed Gibson has been given the

charge of the instrument and is allowed to turn it on and off

END OF TAPE
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PA0 - ~ left about 540 fraaea before today
Ea - today's Earth resources pass. And that's again enough
for a large number of passes. At the present time Ed Gibson
has been given the charge of the instrument and is allowed
to turn it off and on at will. He does save more film this
way, by not photographing areas where there's cloud cover.
Unless of course, the cloud sites have been requested . And
on magnetic tape there are four reels remaining. Each reel
about 7200 feet in length. Ten of them have already been
used. The magnetic tape is used to record the data taken on
Skylab s four electronic sensors. They consider that to be more
than enough for at least 10 good passes, and probably that
tape could be stretched to do even more passes if necessary.
They do expect to accomplish 10 to 11 more passes, even if
the CMC fails, and they have to resort to thruster attitude
control system gas for control. Host of the passes remaining
in the mission are over the United States. However, areas
in Africa and Thailand are being considered. There's also
an outside chance of scanning areas in Iran and Paraguay.
Tentative track numbers and dates include, for Friday, January
25, track 47, for Saturday, the 26th, track 59, and beginning
of track 60, and also track 63. For Sunday, tracks 2 and 6
Monday, track 20 - track 20. On Tuesday, track 34, on Wednesday
track 46, on Thursday, track 61, and perhaps track J6 . And
on Friday, that's a correction, on Thursday It's track 61
on Friday, it's track 13 and perhaps Thailand. These particular
tracks were chosen because they still have test Bites on which
required data has not yet been gathered. We have data at the
present time for 80 percent of the test sites over all to dateaccording to the principal investigators management office.
No particular areas have been given priority over others forthe remaining days of the mission and no data has been deemedmore important rs accquire, although, some task sites are
considered highlights. For Saturday and Sunday, this week end'spasses, these are expected to be important passes for the re-mainder of the mission. There will be two predawn geothertnalpasses using the S192 mu 1 1 i

s

P e c t r a 1 scanner. This scanner
ha* a detector which sendee heat. On Saturday, the 26th
the pass will ascend across the United States before dawn ontrack 59. And then it'? planned to descend across the tmmeare* about noon to get both predawn data and daytime dat.i tocompare the temperatures Of the surface of the Earth at lustbefore dawn and after - in midday. On Saturday, the procedure -
On Sunday, the procedure will be repeated on tracks 2 ant' 6Another highlight will be collecting data on snow and ice
Principal Investigator on snow is JaEe« C. Barnes of the
Environmental Research and Technology, Incorporated, and on
Ice it • Dr. Williaa J. Campbell o£ the U.S. Geological Survey
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who's interested in determining the feasibility of using

microwave sensors to measure and monitor the char ao te r is t i ca

of sea and lake ice and to compare the characteristics of

those things. The control moment gyroscopes are still oper-

ating next Thursday, that's February 7th, we may attempt &

360 degree task, that is to say, an around the world Ea< th

resources survey using the S193 microwave radiometer/

scatterometer/altimeter . The primary purposs would be to

gather altimeter data circling the entire Earth for purposes

of determining the exact characteristics of the Earth's

shape. 51 minutes and 51 seconds to our next acquisition

of signal at Hawaii. At 1 hour 3 minutes and 20 seconds

Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 1 hour 53 minutes

Greenwich n.ean time. We're coning into acquisition of

signal through the tracking ship - tracking antenna at

Hawaii. This pass through Hawaii should last about 3-1/2

minutes, we'll bring the line up live now for air-to-ground
there, Story Musgrave is the spacecraft communicator.

CC Skylab, AOS through Hawaii for h minutes.

CDP. Hello Story.
CC Hi Jer, how are you tonight?
CDR Very good

.

CC And this - we're planning on this being

the last pass for night and I got about four things for you

here.
CDR Okay , p re s s on

.

CC Earlier in the mianlon Jer when you

replaced the DAC optics on S183, the cue card just told you

to take it as well aft the tool, the Allen wrench, that you

took it off with and put it in the plenum bag. Could you

locate that for us, we're planning on bringing that home.

Do you remember where you put it?

CDR 1 think I did what I was told and there's

probably a 50-50 chance of finding it, but we'll look. We'll
have to go down into the bilges and get that plenum bag

backup.
CC Okay, you might just think about that a

little tonight and estimate a time how long you think it'll

take to locate that and we'll also need to get that Allen
wrench to take off the - the present DAC optics which are

being used at present, we're going to bring those home also.

CDR Okay.
CC And we sent a nessage up to you or will

be the next couple of passes concerning out the window TV.

In general we've got enough out the window TV except for

Europe, the United States stuff is excellent and we do release

of course the total of TV you take to the networks and we

think you've got some outstanding stuff right now and enough

except for Just. Europe.
CDR Okay, let's see, we're getting some Rnod

early morning passes on Europe, we had a great one this

morning over Spain and North Africa. We'll have to get setup -

setup in the evening before we go to bed so we can jump right

on It in the morning.
CC Okay, that'll be super Jer, and that's the

only place we need on the globe right now.

CDR Okay.
CC And if anyone's up there near the AT - ATM

we'd like S055 put in the MLS mode, MIRROR, LINE SCAN MODE per
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the schedule pad, close out for unattended.
CDR Okay, we'll take care of that.

CC v ' And
PLT The pad's complete Story. And also 1

was up here, I see that they're operating unattended. I

did not get through the white light, coronagraph alignment
procedure here. If they want me to tike a hack at it, I

can go ahead and do it now but looks like they're operating
unattended

.

CC That's okay Bill, we're running the

unattended right now.
PLT Okay, I'll leave it alone.
CC And Jer, you're TV on the - on the

gyroscope was really excellent. Everyone enjoyed that, now

they want to use it, they've been un - unable to cut it down

to about a minute in length which they feel they need to to

include it in a - in a Skylab TV serial which has the entire
program in It. So we sent you up a message there on our
suggestions for cutting that down to a total of about a

minute. We may have asked you to do some things like some

10 of 15 second explanations which you can't do. But read

it over and then - then give us your comments and see if

you think you can do it as per the message. If not we'll
revise i t .

CDR Okay Story, good enough. I got one for

you and that's on S019. After I did the exercise tonight

I put the canister to zero - well actually it's at 8.9 and

the other narks and sighted on the discone antenna and

It's in a different place now. And I don't - I Just don't
how good our S019 data is until we find some sort of a

datum. It seens to me the most accurate datum we could find

is that discone antenna, but so far nobody has been able

apparently to tell us just exactly where on the raticle
that discone antenna should be so that we've got zero zero

on the dials or zero zero on the mirror.
CC Okay Jer, I better break in here. This

wiil be our last pass for the night, if you want us it'll

br. Vanguard at 02:23. Ed's got a phone call coming up thtrc,
and It's ANTENNA RIGHT. And we'll wake you up over Madrid
at 1 1 i 00 tomorrow

.

CDR Okay Story, good enough.
CC Now you cfln prccs on, if you got any

more on S019

.

CDR Okay, that's it on S019 , I've got grave
doubts about how good our data is, our pointing. And we

need to work another datum, I think, get squared away on It.



The other thing is TV 103 that I did. I wasn't too pleased
with what cane out there, I think I'm going to have to
repeat part of it with a closeup TV lens in order to show
some of those thin films.

CC Okay , got it.
CDR Okay, and then that's all the time I'm

going to waste on that, it didn't turn out, I don't think, to
be a very good experiment to show on TV. I'll send down a

tape description of all the data I've gotten on thin films
for the experimenter.

CC Okay, thanks and good night, if you want
us it'll be Vanguard 02:23.

CDR Okay Story, good night.
CC Good night.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control at 1 hour - 2 hours now
Greenwich mean time right on the 'head. Skylab space station
is out - out of range Hawaii. Our next acquisition is
23 minutes arfay. However we have had the final pass of the
evening. The crew will not be talked to again tonight by >

Spacecraft Communicator, Story Husgrave. Skylab crew of
course will be passing a record during the night tonight as
they surpass the total time in space of Alan Bean. And as
a little footnote by Saturday morning at 9:57:23 a.m. central
daylight time the Skylab crew will have been in space four
times as long as the longest successful space flight before
the Skylab space station was launched last May. At that time
though the longest record for the longest duration space
flight was held by Soyuz IX which was launched on June 1, 1970.
The Soyuz IX craft stayed in orbit and the crew stayed in
orbit for 17 day* 17 hours and 59 minutis. And by Saturday
morning the SkyJab crew will have been in orbit four times
as long as the longest space flight befoie Skylab was launched.
This Is Skylab Control. It's now 1 minute and 5 seconds after
the hour. We believe we've had the final pass of the evening.
Our nexc acquisition tomorrow morning will be at Madrid .it

11:00 Greenwich mean time or 6:00 central daylight time.
Until then this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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• rc ,'/ ;

.
- (Music) '

.

J± Sky lab, Houston, good morning to you

from the purple R .n«. We're at Madrid and you still - we

senile 3 minutes^ere^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^
cc Same to you guys

.

rr skylab , Houston, we're about a minute

from LOS Madrid. Tananarive comes up at 11:20 .
A «upl.

of reminders for you this morning, CDR b
o

e

w^"^ h^ R

the

photou on TV-106 this morning. And also we have the VIK.

le'r° in a dump cycle, so we'll let you know when we re

through dumping on that. And I'll have some news for you

when we get to Tananarive .

COR Roger ,
Dick .

cc See you there .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 11

hour. .mutes. The beginning of the lit*
;

««k '^Yc^i-
Skvlab IV January 25 with wakeup through Madrid. Next acqui

sit on in 14 minutes and 35 seconds through Tananarive. Tnis

?« Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 11 hours 5 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - flee periods of solar observations,
medical experiments and another attempt - -

PAO .. Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
11 hours 17 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive.
CAP COMM is Dick Truly. Today, mission day 71, an Earth :

resources survey, five periods of solar observations,
medical experiments and another attempt to photograph the
dimming comet, Kohoutek, make up the major portion of today's
Flight Plan for the crew of Skylab IV. Weather permitting,
the Skylab IV crew members, Gerald Carr, Bill Pogue will
make a photograph and a - photographic and electronic scanner
Earth resource sweep along track 47, starting at 12:30 p.m.
central daylight time. Among the task sites for today's
EREP pass are investigations of wind patterns over the North
Pacific Ocean, the jet stream over the continental United
States, surveys over Chicago and the state of Ohio, across
the east coast and out into the Atlantic Ocean. EREP pass
will last 30 minutes, with Commander Carr at the viewfinder
system and Pilot Pogue at the control and display panel.
We'll bring this line up for the Tananarive pass, 4 minutes
and 49 seconds in duration.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Tananarive
for 4 minutes

.

PLT Dick, got a question on stowage. That
involves camera equipment K-2 and K-3 extension.

CC Okay , Bill . Go ahead .

PLT Roger. In TV-106, there's an item referred
to as the Krl adapter, extension 2, and we can't find the
location of that. We wonder if it's the same as K-2 and
K-3?

CC Okay, Bill. Just a second. Let us talk
about that .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're expecting that
we might have an early LOS here at Tananarive. The
station is Honeysuckle, short pass a^U^A^. And whit,
we're looking up this stowage Info,/i've got an item,
sure you'll be interested in.

PLT Fire away, Dick.
CC Roger. You three guys, last evening,

at a tine of 05:46 Zulu, became the undisputed world's space
champions. You've passed Al Bean's total flight time record.
And that record was 69 days, IS hours 45 minutes and 29 seconds.
So congratul - We're - The purple gang is very happy to be
the guys to get to congratulate you a3 the undisputed space
champs of the world.

SPT Thanks very much Dick and purple team.
Thanks very much for keeping us up here. Good work.
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CDR Dick, thanks a lot. You know, records
are made to be broken, and I'm sure sooner or later someone
will break this one

.

CC I'm sure you're right, Jerry. But, I

think it's going to be awhile. Sit congratulations to all
three of you guys

.

SPT Thanks 9. lot, purple people. ..

CC /uJI I

CC Skylab, Houston. I believe we 're about
to go LOS. And Bill, I don't think I'm going to get an
answer to you here on the stowage.

PAG Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
11 hours and 25 minutes. CAP COMM Dick Truly calling attention
to the crew of Skylab IV that they are the undisputed space
champs, having surpassed Skylab III Commander Al Bean's
record of 69 days In orbit. Today's activities of the
Sun will be limited to the west limb, west side of the Sun
as active region 31 and 33 across the limb and go behind the
disk. The crew will spend their time today also looking
at coronal holes, areas in the corona where there seems to
be lack of material from the corona to the disk. Very little
activity on the Sun since yesterday. ATM officer reports
there were some surges last night. Late evening, however,
since that time no activity has been reported by the NOAA
people. Predictions are no evidence of anything returning
from the east limb. Active region 31 and 33 have been the
target of crev activity for the last 10 days, since these
2 regions came around the limb of the Sun. Later today,
Science Pilot Gibson will be the subject and Pilot Pogue the
observer in a run of the M092/M171, lower body negative
pressure, metabolic activity medical experiments. Later in
the day Carr will be the subject for TV-77 exercise. This
Is a general purpose intravehicular telecast This is crew
option. The crew will provide the - the subject matter for
the TV and do the commentary ao they desire. Comet Kohoutek
though fast disappearing, still commands the attention of Skylab.
At 7 i 02 this evening, Jer - Jerry Carr will again take
photos of the comet with the S201 instrument. Last night,
the crew did become the space champs. The three crew members hav
accumulated more time in space than Alan Bean, the man who
commanded the second Manned Skylab Mission. Bean spent a
total of 69 days, 15 hours, 49 minutes and 29 seconds in
space. Today's systems aboard Skylab operating nominally. The
CMG~2 still into its current abnormal performance, which
began at 05:35 2 days ago. Still the wheel speed in the
neighborhood of 8850 rpns . Bearing temps on bearing number 1

Is 74.5 degrees at this time ant' 77.3 degrees on bearing
number 2 at last acquisition through Madrid. Current in
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running 1.043 and 1.040. This current period as we say,
began 2 days ago, this apparently is becoming a plateau, a

nominal operation for the last 2 d ays . Yes t e rday ' s EREP
pass having no effect on the CHGs. adding no further distress
to the system. Temperatures aboard the spacecraft this
morning average 72.9 degrees Farenhelt . The vehicle in
orbit this morning, of 239.7 by 232.3, traveling at a speed
of 25,120 feet per second. Next acquisition in 13 minutes
through the Honeysuckle tracking station. At Greenwich
mean time 11 hours 29 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

11 hours 42 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle

in 45 seconds. CAP COMM is Dick Truly. We'll bring the line

up for the Honeysuckle pass, a brief 1 minute and 33 second

pass .

CC Skylab, Houston. We'r-i AOS Honeysuckle

for a minute and a half. Goldstone comes 'up at 12:12, and

we're going to dump the data/voice recorder at Goldstone. And

Bill, I have an answer to your question on K-l.

PLT Go ahe ad .

CC Okay, Bill. We didn't help you very much

on that checklist change. We should' ve pointed out that that's

the T025 K-l adapter. It 1

? a real thin shim and it's in

F-502 Alf a

.

PLT F-502 Alfa. Roger.
CC Roger, Bill. And I also have one very

minor correction to point out on a S019 pad that's addressed to

you that's ops at 13:10, so next time we have a chance, if you

have that with you, I'd like to pass it up to you.

PLT Okay.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

11 hours 45 minutes as' the crew begins their 71st day in orbit.

256 days for the Skylab space station. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
will apend the first ATM pass today from 7:14 to 8:25 central

daylight time this morning. The ERF.P pass today is number 31

in the Skylab IV program. The last EREP is scheduled for day

78. EREP instruments will be closed down on mission day 79,

the last day for the ATM operations is mission day 79 also.

Medical experiments are scheduled to end on mission day 83

and possibly the last pictures of the fading comet Kohoutek

will be taken on mission day 80. Next acquisition in 24 minutes

and 55 seconds through Goldstone. At 11 hours 46 minutes,

this is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 10 minutes. Acquisition coming through Goldstone in

50 seconds. A stateside pass through Goldstone, Texas, MII.A,

and Bermuda. We'll bring the line up for this stateside run.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello, stateside for

17-1/2 minutes and we're dumping the data/voice recorder at

Goldstone.
CDR Roger, Dick.
CC And Jerry, 1 have some news here if you

guys would like to listen, I know you're beginning to start

to work up there and if you'd like to listen, I'll be glad to
read it up to you. Before the get to that, though, one note
for you - on your photo pad this morning, there was a request to
couple of photos - 35-m i 1 J. i me t e r photos of the BMMD ops and the
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SMMD ops, and we figured it was quite likely you might not
get to that or get to look at that part to doing the BMMD;
and if you didn't get it, don't sweat It, You can just pick ..

up the BMMD stuff in the morning. We figured the SMMD photos
might be picked up by Bill when he's doing a 74 CAL.

CDR Okay. You know that's really the only
time we ever get to the SMMD here in the wardroom. We got
documentary photos coming up now and when they want pictures
of us using that I - You know, I frankly don't think anybody's
ever used the one in the wardroom. Most guys would rather eat
i t than weigh it .

CC Roger that. I - I concur. Would you
like to hear some news this morning, or would it. bug you?

CDR Not at all. Let's have it.
CC Okay. In a special message to Congress,

President Nixon proposed more money for educational programs
ranging from preschool Head Start to college student aid.
He urged further consolidation of some education categorical
aid programs into broad grant authorities and offered to
increase federal aid to elementary and secondary education
by $180 million next year. Senate Democrats expressed support
for a proposal to roll back the price of domestic crude oil at
a closed party caucus. However, action on the matter by the
caucus was delayed pending hearings by the Senate Finance
Committee. In the Mid East, isreaeli and Egyptian generals
signed a technical military document today, and Egypt will
begin rolling back its army along the Suez Canal. Egypt began
pulling its forces off the west back of t h < < Suez Canal on
Wednesday, two days ahead of schedule. Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger had a quick answer for newsmen when asked,
after meeting with the House Foreign Affairs Committee, how
he keeps up the pace of hia personal diplomacy for a Middle
East peace. He said it was due to his "clean living." F.gil
Krogh, Jr., the boss of the White House plumbers, was sentenced
to serve six months in prison for the burgiary of Daniel
Ellsburg's psychiatrist. He was the first top level White
House staffer to be sent to prison. Former Vice President
Agnew offered the outline of a novel he is writing to Random
House, but the proposed book was rejected, the president of
the publishing firm said. The outline of the proposed novel
concerned a future vice president of the United States who
turns out to have been programmed for disaster by Chinese
Communists. The final Item here that I have is one that I'm
sure that you guys will be Interested to hear. Two former
Vietnamese POWs were assigned commands by the Navy. Rear
Admiral Jeremiah Denton, thr first freed American to set
foot on friendly soil las year, vlll command the Armed Forces
Staff College at Norfolk. And rear Admiral Janes Stockdale
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will command an antisubmarine warfare wing. Admiral Stockdale
mused over the change his life had undergone in the past year.
"One year ago," he said, "my earthly possessions consisted
of two pair of frayed pajamas, a pr.ir of Ho Chi Minh sandals
end a tin drinking cup." Both Denton and Stockdale were
captured in 1965. That's 13 for this morning.

END OF TAPE
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CC - .. warfare win?, . Ail ml r.il Stockdnle

mused ovi.r the change h I a life had undo rjjimc In tin- past yinr.

"One your ago," he Bald, "my earthly pobHcss lonH i-onsisted

of two pair of frayed pajamas, a pair r.f HoChl Mini, sandals

and a tin drinking cup." Both Denton and Stockdale were

captured in 1965. That's it for this morning.

p LT Thank you, Dick, and congratulations to

both o f those men

.

CC Roger, Bill. Bill if you - Do you

have your S019 pad handy? Let me point out one thing on that

to you if you do .

PLT Okay, go ahead.

C C Okay, in the - it's Jown in the third

seal that starts at 13:36. It's a very minor error brt I

didn't want you to be confused in the middle there. In the nunoer

of turns that - where we give you the hint to go to - from

rotation of 255.8, that rotation should be 253.8. It was just

a little pad error that slipped by, and we should have caught

but didn't.
PLT Got it.

CC Okay, that's all the notes I have here

in front of me. We're still standing by here stateside for

12-1/2 minutes.
PLT Thank you, Dick.

CC Skylab, Houston; for your information, we

have dumped the VTR. It's in a process now of being rewound.

When the rewound is complete it's clean and ready to go for

the day. We still got about 4 minutes here stateside.

SpT Thank you , Di ck .

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 12 hours

32 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda. Acquisition coming

through Madrid and Canary tracking stations for a 9-rainute

pass. Changeover in progress here. The maroon team - purple

team headed by Phil Shaffer turning over the operation of the

Mission Control Center to silver team headed by Neil Hutchinson.

We'll brii.g the line up for this Mad r i d /Canary pass.

C C Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Madrid for

9 minute s

.

CDR Roger, Dick.
SPT Hello, Dick. I have a question for the

82B folks.
CC Okay , F.d ,

go ahead .

S PT Okay, concerning trying to get the l-second

exposures and we won't have tine to set up the .-vent timer,

and I'm not sure that would be the most accurate way. Trying

to do it manually I have a question whether the exposure starts
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when you hit the switch to the top position or when you re

it. Vith the WLC it's when you release it and I assume it

was the same kind of switch and is that way, but I'd like

to confirm it

.

CC Good question, Ed. We'll talk about i

Hang on.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT , Houston. The exposure will start
when ycu first push the switch up and not when you release
i t . Over .

SPT Okay . Thank you, Dick.
CC Roger

.

CC Skylab, Houston. .We're 45 seconds
to LOS. Tananarive at 12:54. See you then.

SPT So long , Dick.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

12 hours 43 minutes. Loss of signal through Canary, Madrid
tracking stations. Next acquisition in 9 minutes and
35 seconds will be through Tananarive. This Is Skylab
Control at Greenwich mean time 12 hours 44 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 52 minutes, with acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 seconds, as the Skylab crew in their 71st day, the start
of their 11th week in orbit. The crew being awakened
through Madrid at 6:00 a.m. central daylight time. We'll
bring the line up for this Tananarive pass, 10 minutes in
duration.

CC Skylab, Houston, Tananarive for 9 minutes.
SPT Hello, Dick.
CC Hello, there.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're about 1 ninute

from LOS. Honeysuckle comes up at 13:19.
CDR See you later.
CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours 7 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive.
Next acquisition in 11 minutes and 50 seconds will be through
Honeysuckle, as the crew begins their 71st day, a day which
will have another EREP pass, pass number 31 in the Skylab IV
mission. A total of 23 hours and 36 minutes of crew time
will be spent gathering scientific data. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson ts the subject of a pair of medical experiments,
the MO 92 lower body negative pressure experiment, and the
M171. 3 hours and 48 minutes of crew tine will be spent
at manned operation of the ATM console. Today's EREP pass,
a stateside pass begins off the coast of Oregon. And the
instruments will be turned cff as the spacecraft crosses the
southeast tip of South America. Next acquisition in 10 nin-
uter 45 seconds. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich r.ean

time 13 hours 8 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. . Greenwich mean time

13 hours and 18 minutes. Acquisition coming through Honeysuckle,

a 6 minute pass. We'll bring the line up here for CAP COMM

Bruce McCandless of the silver team. Flight Director is

Neil Hutchinson.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Honeysuckle

Creek for 5-1/2 minutes. Out.
SC (Garble

)

SPT Bruce, I have a quick solar update if

you'rereadytolisten.
CC Go ahead, Ed. We got about 20 seconds

to LOS here at Hawaii in 15-1/2 minutes.
SPT Okay. I'll hold off and wait till we get you

again , Bruce

.

CC Okay. 15-1/2 minutes at 13:41.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

13 hours 28 minutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be Hawaii in 11 minutes and 30 seconds.

Today's EREP pass which is 33 minutes in duration, covers

tnul tldiscipline studies including oceanic Investigations,
atmospheric instrument evaluation at various sites across the

pass, and a look at regional planning and d e ve 1 opmen t sites in

various areas. North Pacific will be the target of the oceano-

graphic Investigations as the spacecraft approaches the Pacific

coast. The Instruments will be turned on to gather Information

on sea state measurements. The microwave temperatures collected,

will provide data from which surface winds of the ocean can

be determined. Atmospheric investigations along the ground

track, groundtrack 41, will be made at separate locations.

Also as the spacecraft crosses the northwest United States,

the instruments will again be on to gather continental water
resources, specifically gathering data on extent of snow cover.

Chicago, also Lake Michigan and the Gulf Stream off the east

coast, the central and U.S. and east coast adjacent water areas,

as well as Wallops Island, Virginia, will be the targets of

Instruments evaluation studies at ten different locations during

the pass, the 33-roinute pass. Regional planning and development,

Wabash Valley, studies will be made for crop Identification,
acreage and urban studies in Wabash Valley in Indiana. En-

vironmental quality and agriculture and forestry studies will

be made throughout the state of Ohio as the Skylab space station

passes over. Also in the northeast, instruments will be turned

on to possibly detect strip mining in the northeast and ascertain
ecological effects including possible collection of data of

acid mine drainage. Today's EREP pass, number 31 in the mission
takes place this afternoon at Greenwich mean time 17 hours and

3 minutes. Next acquisition will be Hawaii in 8 minutes and

55 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 13 hours and 31 minutes,
this la Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours 39 minutes . Acquisition coming through Hawaii for

a 7 minute pass. Acquisition coming in 45 seconds. We'll

bring the line up for CAP COMM Pruce HcCaud less

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 7-1/2 minutes.
SPT Just about ready with a solar update if

you are

.

CC Okay, send your update.
SPT White lifcht coronagraph, not a significant

amount of change, again just in detail. One thing that is

interesting, though, is thet the streamer which is at the

zero - 30 at the occulting disk and points? out in a position

or a direction of about 040, is a little strc.iger. I'm not

quite too sure what that is associated with. I looked on the

disk and there are some prominences up around that region

but I'll - which I'll mention in a moment. We still have the

streamer structure on the west limb which we talked about ;
one at

060 the diffused one at 075, 090, and 110. The overall impression,

though, is that the intensity is decreasing especially towards

the occulting disk or towards disk center. Over on the east

limb at 270 we still have a fairly strong - in general a helmet

streamer, although it appears rather ragged on the edge. But

the general shape is that of a very elongated helmet streamer.

And then one at 255 which overlaps it. It was possible to

se.e that yesterday if you knew what you vera really looking

for. Today is much clearer and there are two different streamers.

The region in between the two streamers at just about 265 or

so is - is open close to the occulting disk, a region which

parallels the smaller streamer at 255, which is kind of interesting.

I wouldn't expect that and I'm not quite too sure what to

attribute it to. It is apparent also in the one from yesterday

as to the TV downlink. I'm sure the VTR has that on there, and

I'd be interested in finding from 52 just why that occurs.

XUV monitor showed the active regions, what few remained, 31

and then a 21/33/35 complex, all pretty much on the limb. Limb

brightened perhaps - perhaps the one at the 21 Is extended a

little bit further in from the linb than 31 which Is now relatively

small. Active region 34 stands out on the west limb (garble)

the east limb, but that's not very strong. The other active region

which is mentioned, 32, I cannot even see with a long

integration. I can see what might be some bright points, but

nothing even resembling an active region there. The coronal

hole is still very prominent, but appears to be a little bit

smaller than yesterday. And that is the one at about 120

and about 2 solar radii or so in length, and maybe one or so

across. And it extends no r t he as t / 3 ou thwe s t . (Garble) the diameter
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or length to which ratio of maybe 2 or so. We hrve coronal

holes In the north and south, the south being a . i 1 1 1 e bit

more prominent . (Garble ) In looking at H-slpha when there are

some prominences on the disk, relatively small, however,

which are not mentioned. One at 135 degrees, a aeries of

small ones at 120 to - well, one at 120 which Is about 15 arc

seconds off the limb, and then that series of at 310 to 320, one

of which looks like an arch, a half a circle essentially (garble)

to a maybe A5 degrees out of plane, and that Is extending

around 30 arc seconds off the limb. That's Just around 315

or so, 310. Other than that, things are be look as though they're

pretty much calming down, and I'll talk with Bill a little

bit more about some of the ideas for obser-ing progr «is

for tomorrow.
CC Roger. 1 minute to LOS. Next station

contact in 4 minutes through Goldstone nt 13:51.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone

for 6rl/2 minutes. Over.
CDR Go ahead, Bruce.
CC Yeah, we got somebody here I figure you'd

like to talk to you. You haven't done anything bad recently.

PLT Well, we haven't admitted to it nnyway

.

BEAN Hey, Bill, this is Alan Bean. I wanted to

congratulate all you guys on breaking a world record.

PLT Hey, thank you, Al , it's a good one to

break

.

BEAN
shot too.

PLT
BEAN

Yeah, you did it the hard way, all in one

I'll buy that.
Yeah, it took Pete four times to do it,

me twice, and real congratulations. We're kind of anxious

to see you back here in another week and a half or so.

SPT
to coming back.

BEAN
CDR

attitude now.
BEAN

in a week or so

.

CREW
BEAN
PLT
BEAN
CC

Thank you very much, Al . We look forward

Okay, you're doing great.
(Garble) We're kind of getting that short timers

Okay, I know what you mean. So, see you

Okay , so long

.

Congratulations again.
Nice talking to you.
You bet. Congratulations again.
And, Ed, if you can work it in, we're over

Goldstone at this tiras, we can taka som« ATM TV downlink.

SPT
you sone.

Okay, Bruce, stand by I'll try and get

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab , this Is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through Bermuda

at 14 :02 . Out .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Bermuda

for a total of 6-1/2 minu t e s . We ' 1 1 have about a 1-minute

keyhole here shortly.
, CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 3 minutes through Canary

Island at 14:11, with a data/voice tape recorder dump at

AOS . Over .

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Canary.

9-1/2 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump.

SPT Roger , Hous ton .

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

Next station contact in 14-1/2 minutes through Tananarive

at 14:34. Out.
SPT Houston, SPT. I Just saw on TACS

number 4 fire. And I see no reason for it. Based on our

momentum situation, I was wondering if you could explain

the reason.
CC The momentum Is high. We fired 1 minute,

but it was due to the dump inhibit.
SPT Okay. I'm only looking at 35 percent

momentum right now.
CC We show a 90 percent.

Stand by . 1 got 1 t

.

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
Loss of signal through Canary. Next

minutes and 15 seconds will be through the

Tananarive tracking station. Yesterday's successful Earth

resources pass obtained data over the Pacific Ocean off

the coast of the United States. This data will be used to

aid in development of weather satellite instrumentations
and to provide worldwide sea surface (garble) in wave;

inf ormation . Photography and scanner data acquired during

yesterday's EREP pass over South Dakota will permit cartographers

to compile rhoto maps of South Dakota. Sensor information
which was taken over Indiana will provide urban study analysis

and will be used by the Indiana Geological Survey in prepara-

tion of mine safety analysis maps and regional geologic

maps of the southern part of the state. Scientists at the

1'niverslty of Kansas will evaluate data taken yesterday over

snow and freeze/thaw lines throughout the United States.

This Information will be analysed with similar data taken by

an aircraft concurrent to the larth resources pass of yesterday.
Oceanographe rs will study imoRery data taken off the coast

of North Carolina to determine circulation patterns and

SPT
PAO

14 hours 22 minutes

.

acquisition in 12



establish predictive models for estuan (sic) f luahing . • The
problem which developed earlier this week on the S183, the

ultraviolet panorama camera, the experiment of the French
scientist, it occurred on day - 4 days ago. This malfunction
was duplicated in the laboralor ies in France. Dr. George
Courtes 1 remilts indicate that the film jamming in the data
acquisition camera caused a fuse to blow in the spectrograph
assembly. The French experiment developer has recommend a

work around procedure which will bypass the blown fuse by
connecting an existing wire from the data acquisition camera
connector on the spectrograph to an ajacent test connector.
This procedure is presently being evaluated here at the
Johnson Spaco Center and will be passed up to the crew at

a later date. Next acquisition will be through Tananarive
in 9 minutes and 5 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours
and 24 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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• PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
14 hours 33 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Tananarive
tracking station, a 2-minute and 36-second pass. This pass
begins in 40 seconds. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM
Bruce McCand less

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
1-1/2 minutes to LOS. Next station contact in 20-1/2 minutes
through Honeysuckle Creek at 14:56. Out.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
14 hours and 39 minutes. Report from the Kohoutek operation
desk here at Johnson Space Center reports the observations
from the ground indicate that the Kohoutek comet is still
visible in select areas. The tail now reported Co be of 5
to 6 degrees in length and the anti-tail is one-fourth a degree,
dust tail Is 7 degrees and plasma tail, 10 degrees. The report'
indicates that the plasma tail Is quite weak relative to the
dust tail whereas 2 days ago, the plasma tail dominated tlie
dust tail. Next operation of Skylab instruments for conet
Kohoutek observations are scheduled for Greenwich mean time
00:09 minutes. That's Greenwich nean time January 26th, 9
minutes after midnight Greenwich mean time. That'll be later
this after - later this evening. Another operation with the
S063, ultraviolet airglow camera, U scheduled for Greenwich
mtan time 16:50 on 27th of January, Next acquisition will be
in 14 minutes and 45 seconds through Honeysuckle. This is
Skyl ib Control at Greenwich mean time 14 minutes - 14 hours
41 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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Q Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time

32 seconds In durat
thi „ lg „OUE>to n through Honeysuckle

Creek for a little over 8 minutes with the ATM conference

co»!ng up. And at Hawaii we'll have a data/voice tape recorder

dump at AOS.
cc Hello, Ed.

cpT Hello.

MCC Good morning, Ed. Not too much here to

U was X-ray only. In addition a comment on your o t

earlier about the gap on the coronal streamers east limb. e

Veil 11 o.e of this yesterday and that really what you re

looking at is a rotational effect and no real structural change

in the corona.
i ^ ^ yr9lerday> also> whl n

I've pointed out, but T was a little hard pressed to understand

why I would not be able to see the corona which is in back.

In o her words, the larger streamer which is at 270 For

treason it'appears as though there ' s somethi ng obscur ing

that . I would suspect I would think 1 ought be able o

see that one straight through, Just a st raight 11 ne of sight

all the way and see that full streamer except for the one

which U in front which intensified even. So, there s

something there I'm missing, but let's not get hung up on it.

MCC Okay, and carrying on then on today s

plans' there's nothing spectacular really left today Wc o«e

vou an apology for the 82B test this morning on the JOP 7

sunrise.' Unfortunately we didn't see your r.ccr . d

until Just about the time you were schedu ed to br d

sunrise test this morning. So, we a P o logU f or 1
1
«

t
« nd

I'm certainly as guilty as anyone here. 1 cert/tinjy no nope

th"t you'll ke" keeping us nonet by cbewln, on us , bit here

wnen we do something that's wrong and unreasonable.

SPT Well, that - you mean the problem

yesterdav or the one thi* aorniig? Yesterday - Was a

proMem this morning as far as the TV downlink, I got detract,

and that was the problem there.
, %ta -^llv

MCC yes, what I was referring to Is really

on the sunrise portion. You have to certainly consider that

a special operation we never discussed or anything. And to
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schedule that for you so early prior to Riving it - you a chance

to talk about It with me, probably is not the way to handle it.

SPT Yenh , I think If we would' ve been a little

more (garble) ahead to make sure we do get those special opera-

tions squared away. But still this morning was really not that

much of a problem, Bill, don't feel bad about that. No sweat.

MCC Okay, fine. Now, a couple of thoughts

for tomorrow. If you've got any suggestions of specific

programs or anything that you'd like us to work on this after-

noon for you just let me know and I'll put the inputs in.

SPT Okay, I can give you a quick summary,

Just some general Ideas here. One is I looked over the

suggestions which you had and they pretty much coincide with

what's left on the disk in the order of priorities which I

would see it. First of all I'll start off with the JOP 6

building block 1, start the day off sort for the synoptic

purposes. Building block 32 would be done at each orbit and

I try to get as many of those In each day even though I might

not do a full orbits worth of observations aftir that. I'm

looking at operating maybe 4 or 5 orbits tomorrow. Active

region synoptic study on the limb, I believe JOP 26 unless

something more dynamic shows up to observe. Try to get a

field for the relation between the active regions on the disk

and - or right immediately on the limb and the corona which

we see above It. Coronal holes, because this one is so

pronounced, I think it's worthwhile studing. And here I'd

- I'd like to - if there are any changes in the active region

going on, I would like to try and get some mini-MARS which

run - which cross the active region and the coronal hole Just

to see where there are any variations in the say, the location
with the coronal hole boundary and any changes at all related

to the activity. Because understanding why a coronal hole

can exist so close to an active region and t lie magnetic field

configuration associated with it, I think is kind cf a

interesting thing to look at. Our degratlng auto scans

across the bounty, the sharpent one we could find, and if

82B would like to operate we could take some exposures there.

And 56, of course, would be getting long exposures. At the pol<

take a look at what I thought was perhaps a surge this morning,
I didn't - I neglected to mention it when 1 had the discussion
earlier. And that was about 040 and it was, oh, about 20 arc

seconds off the Hrab. And T did not actually see it move,
It could very wr I 1 be a prominent, and we'll Jur.t keep an eyr
on It. We did see it once before, you know, and It was kin'',

of an interesting thing to follow. If we do, we'd do mini- MARS
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on it. And also polar plumes in the way of, I guess 26 -

JO? 26, although Ehat, I think, I could use some suggestions

from the ground on that one. I also saw a streamer, that

one at 030. And if there really is a surge out there it s

a 040 Maybe there is some relationship between the tvo in

high lattitude. It would cortainly be interesting to see

what's going on. Again that would be a JOP 26 type study

Bright points, I ' m - I'm not too enthused over bright pons,
nil that I don't think they're very interesting, but I think you

probably have a boat load of data on bright points already.

And my question to the Pis is what questions are open and

what observations could help answer those ques t ions ?
Prominences

I really don't see any good ones on the limb right now Maybe

we're going to have something rotating off or on but I dor. t

see that coming up. Last question is on line pro lies. m

assuming - unless I hear otherwise that 55 is best opera ing

in a mini-MAR mode or - or their regular mirror auto raster

in a JOP 26 type program, or grating auto scans as opposed

to a line profile. So, that's the way I'm looking at it very

tentatively right now.

MCC okav. fine, Ed. Most of that sounds real

c,ood to me. We'll - we'll take a look at this this afternoon

and send up some words Accordingly. And also we ' 1 1 be sending

you detailed film considerations as far as what kind of filir

frame usage we can use for whatever programs we re talking

about.
SPT Okay, very good.

M(C Okav, Ed. And we're 1 minute fron LOS

here;' Hawaii's next in 13 minutes; that's at 15:16-1/2. And

like I say, this afternoon we will be Bending you film guide-

lines and our final science objectives. We apologize for not

having very much film for you to use. We will ask during the

S PT I'm the one that ought to apologize for

that, Hill.
MCC No, no, not at all, we've got some very

«ood data on that film and we're anxiously waiting for it. Durl

the data (garble) vou might try to debrief us as much as you

can because we won't be very much up on what you re doing

if you don't. Also think in terms of how successful a program

sucn as this might have been early in the mission, and whe l he

r

you're getting sufficient science support from the ground or

maybe we're over supporting you. Things such as this will

be of interest to us later.

SPT i don't thing you're over supporttt* at

all. I think we have a lot of traffic gone back on the voice
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loops, but 1 don't think it's - for the purposes of running

the ATM I don't think it's too much at all. (static) how

it fits in with all the other (static)

MCC Break, break, Ed. You're dissappearing

here into the static. We'll talk to you tomorrow frequently,

and Hawaii is next .

SPT So long, Bill. Thank yow.

PA0 Skylab - Skylab Control, Greenwich mean

time 15 hours 6 minutes. We've had loss of signal through

Honeysuckle. Next acquisition in 10 minutes and 15 seconds

will be the Hawaii tracking station. The crew getting near

the time for the 31st EREP pass in the mission along ground-

track 47; a pass which will have data taken for 33 minutes

from the northwest coast of the United States down into Brazil.

Next acquisition In 9 minutes and 45 seconds. At 15 hours

and 6 minutes, this is Skylab Contrcl.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

t

PA0 .; nfmite8 X 9-minute pass coming through t he -
15 hours 15 minutes.^ a * minu y

hifl falock Qf
Hawaii tracking s t a t i on . P 1 lo t Bi 1 I ogu ^
time for physical exercise. « hour and a J^I EREP
set aside for each ay for each

o
J the «ev m^ ^ ^ _

si:?".;^;:.:
1

^ -r-Clv Me
c i^ sssi

1 the llne up £or

thi3 pas,. Bruce McCandless ^CJP COMM.^.

/ m,„ data/voice tape recorder dump here. An
f

f

° r

iKJ sSrv e C enabled' 1 think both MFCs are

h IS at Ihis Time and we'd like to get then inhibited

^r he Ldlm when the daylight pass is over. Over.
per

CDR He's on his way.

rr Roger, thank yju.

rr Skylab, thif is Ho-^ton. 1 minute to

Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Goldstone
LOS .

15
pJo" Lo83 of signal through Hawaii. Next

acquisUion will be through Goldstone in 1 cinute. Ve 11

br 2„%
t„. Hnc up ^^^nTs Houston through Goldsone

for 6 j/2 minutes. Out.^ ^ ^ Hou8lQn> x minute to

LOS Next station contact at 15:39 In about 5 nlnutes.

I 3, minutes loT o^ s i n^throu^oi^one .

3,1/2 -inut... One ° h 1

rfu9 clouda , which part ial
the con in » |

; ^ ^ raig8ion due t0 an inadvertent
date was los t

earlie
r

in
camcraa . This is one of the

omission of filters on tne * crossing the
in tod»y s B"!, "*S or?nf Jnlted t»;r. »n5 ..din,

«••«»•» ^'^.Mr^r;..,..,* ........

for 10 minutes .

fDR Roger, Bruce,™*
And wo see you loaded the maneuver time

properly, but before you load the Z-LV maneuver, we need

to use the DAS for a minute.
mo Okay . Tar.e it.

HI Bruce, concerning the mes.age that was

rrceiS" about TV-104. In trying to do a verun for n.vitable
r

g ; t o aemon.tration, I think probably the - one of the

in/Sffi.. If -'can't \A it done to.orrow on our day off
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or .. ., th. .... «i».
yi M# copy th . ti .

pX . y It that .ay M>d .t.e. « ' r. «. f/"^™^ e

»
0J"

C
- we'll do It. And Crip. tho„e

CDR They seem 10 be forolng in 3 Ptetty

clasBlcal -looking lattice structure.

CC oka >'-

END OF TAPE
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a ™„ , ,

And thc naneuve r load looks good to usand the CMC Is holding Its own.
CPR Roger.
CC\ ; And f£>l your Information, CMC number 3outer global is on the stop. At the present tine, you'vegot about a degree and a half attitude error out of SI. Whenyou initiate the maneuver, that should reenable the outer

ll rlLillr,
8iC> WC d ° n,t beliCVe any further actionalDe required on your part.

CDR Roger.

now>
CC Start »°ving now please. Start the maneuver

CDR Okay. It's in.

Rood l

C

ere
And aeneuver in the CMC both are looking

. J
C
?
R Bruce, on another question that wasasked last night as to whether or not we thought ve couldlocate the old S183 camera, DAC camera adapted and 1my estimate is that it'll take a couple of us about an hourprolably to get down in the plenum and check plenum bags anT
^rp^l:

So thal neans 2 nan hours "
CC

the system.
° kay

'
C ° Py " d 11 W ° tk tha ^ through

in fi £ln,.r- ,k w
1 " 172 nlnutes to L°S- Next station contactin 8 minutes through Ascension at 15:56. Out.

n k
PA° j'

e „
Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

15 hours and 50 minutes with Skylab IV again maneuvering intothe Z-local vertical attitude. A maneuver which began 0 on ,Uearlier than planned. However, c&N officer r

e

P or i s here t hatthe maneuver looks good as well as the CMC. No additicnastress on the control moment g yro number 2. The whee ,dhas been fluctuating all day between 8829 and 8850 8
?

ecurrent fluctuating between 1.040 amps to 1.052 and J"'deltlemperature is between bearing temperature number 1 bear^naemperature number 2, ranging from 2.5 to 2.8 degrees FaJrenhe <

t

Apparently the maneuver is not affecting the CMGs as was thecase yesterday. The maneuvering takes approximately U minutesas the spacecraft regains acquisition through Canary The
'

elemetry should indicate completion of the^aneuver I secondfine maneuver will be made at Greenwich mean time 16 hoCrl50 minutes prior to start of the FRFP iaVp a™ « ,

'10Jrs

3 Q inutes and 50 seconds throu h CanL "^We ' ^h ?
'

he"up for this Canary/Ascension pass.
*

for lS-1/2 minutes.
Skylab, thl

'
H ° USt ° n thr ° U * h Ascension

CDR Roger.
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CDR Bruce, would you ask Ascension wha' theveathsr la ?

CC Stand by.
cc Sky lab , this la Houston . Over.
CDR Go ahead.
" Roger. The 15:58 Zulu weather at Ascension

la 100 percent overcast. That's an ou t- th .-window report fronthe tracking station. We didn't get a - a height -o f- the- ce 1 1 ing

"a?^ Sve?.
y° U because we ^n't think you were interested In

of rh^!
R

tk • u
Yeah

. *
was going to try to get a pictureof them. They ve been added to our Earth observations list

0rth e

C

^lantic!
iey,Ve 8 ° C ab ° Ut

°nly f ° 8 banV ln thlS
> art

CC 1 think it's a proprietary one.
CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOSNext station contact in 23-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon at

'

16:29. Out .

w .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
16 hours and 8 minutes. Further analysis of the maneuverindicates the - G6N officer indicates systems aboard Skylablook good. Following this maneuver, CMC number 2 not showingany additional strain and maneuver parameters here at Missioncontrol Center indicate the vehicle is slowly approaching

6

S :; ^SOO^m"'
6 ^ Ea,th reaour"

« P"* acheduL,to start 1500 miles west of Vancouver Island in the NorthPacfic. When Skylab IV was launched, there were 23 Earthresources tasks that had not been covered during the first^ S

r

C^ d fyUb ,

ni8Sion
-

20 T these have been accomplishedand of the 3 remaining, 1 more could be covered. But therewill not be an opportunity to catch the other two. The sit/that may be covered ,f a pans is scheduled along that ground-track is of the Ori Z «ba-Veracruz area In Mexico Purpose ofthis nvestigatlon is for highway engineering and re-JonalPlanning in southwest Mexico areas near Orizaba. The two sitesthat have 1 ttU or no chance of being covered include Tabes iMountains of Chad in central Africa, to determine if the Lou"
*A r h

aT
\l

OCat
t

ed
t

at J ur- ctlon of two major fracture R y n ,and the other Is in Iran. This latter task has to acquiredata for agriculture, forestry, and rangeland inventory inthat country. Todate, mission day 71. 41 Earth re8 m,r

L

have been scheduled. Of these, ll have oe^c^^d ^ """"

rr°?
S
^in

h lncludc weather and control moment gyro problems

opportunl.io. for th « p„,SIbU l ty „ f dol „ 8 „ reroxia,\[ ^
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providing the mission goes the duration of February 3th. Thelast opportunity will come on February 1 because the currentplan is to go EVA on February 3rd to retrieve ATM film andother data. When the aisaion began on Nove.ber 16th, therewere 170 task sites to be accomplished in the EREP program.Of those, 59 have been totally covered and 108 partiallycovered. Mandator) coverage has been provided on 122 taskeite data takes through the EREP pa.s on Thursday, January 24th

UV/li Tv,
S °B

!
° f Che re « ltlred t«lc sites on .^cl.! J^„o

.

tnena that have been accomplished include 18 out of 22 windatate - wind, sea stat.j data takes. 5 out of 7 data Cakeson ic t and snow task s.'.tes, and 1 of 4 geotherm.l passes!These numbers, howeve,-, „ay increase as more Earth resourcespasses are accomplished in the remainder of the mlssicn Nextacquisition in 17 minutes and 15 seconds through Car onAt Greenwich mean time 16 hours and 11 minutes? this
"

3K.yj.ab Control,

END OF TAPE
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. , .

PA0
„, / Skylab Control, Greenwich a J an time

In 45 second.. We'll bring thai line up for Carnarvon,

for 9 minutes.
Skylab> Chla le Hou8t °n through Carnarvon

CDR Roger, Bruce.
"\\ 5°

, J
And, Skylab, in order to better balanceou the electrical power usage during this EREF pass, w '

going to command CBRM-5 on and we'll take care of it all

watching.
8r ° Un<1, WMCh y ° Ul11 V0Ur llght8 chan * e lf you'r,

CDR Okay.

, f „
CC

, ,
And 1 ' ve 8 ot the weather for you, JerryIf you' re interested.

CDR Roger . Go ahead

.

an<t th? wo.- . °l^
ay

'
Baslcallv coming in over Vancouverand the west coast, the area will be pretty well sorlcod tnuntil you work your way on down Into Idaho and we s t e r n Hon t an aThat is at about 9-1/2 minutes after the hour and continu-ing up through about 11 minutes after the hour, o"flying over an area over 4-to7/10 coverage. After whichtime it socks back in 8/10 to 10/10 until you geton down Into central Wisconsin, about Mad i son . which isabout half way between LaCrosse and Chicago, at which pointthe weather starts working up fairly rapidly. We expectLake Michigan which is VTS site 528, to be esseati nthe clear, with clear weather being 0-to3/10 preva 1 /until you get down to the area approaching the AppalachiansAnd a. you approach the Appalachians, you're going back to

tll cl It
1
}?

UnderC « St
'
whi < h will Persist un?il c%os ^nghe coast line at which time it will clear up and run 0 fo 3/10

!J wli^
U
t?: °" Wn int ° thG lntertr°P!"l convergence zoneat^which tine you can expect the typical weather down there?

CDR Okay, thank you, Bruce.
cc Roger . Out .

^ T Bruce, I have a question on the pad.cc Fire away.

.

P
i;

T Need ready verification S193, the rollangle is supposed to be minus - minus 30 I'm pretty sure. IJust - I juat went to verify that. We use dashe. as sort of spa

^
C That 's affirmative , Bill

.

PLT Thank you.

to skinV* „" J
1"" 0!'/ thlnk We a « reed some time agoto^skip a space on that befote y0u write the minus and i? was ne
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CC 1 believe thai that has been done In thiscase .

SPT Okay. It wasn't done yesterday and
I assumed it wasn't done again today. And that's why Bill wasasking the question.

CC Thank y su . ,

PLT
•

1 - I thought that's what tie space
meant. But I Just wanted to make sure.

.

CC And
» Bill at your convenience, if itcan be worked in prior to this pass, we'd like you

to give us the initial frame counter readings from S190A. Youjust go ahead and put them on tape or you could give them
to us real time over Guam. Whatever is better.

P
^
T 1 have them right in front'of me, if youwant them. ' y u

cc Okay. Read them off.

J" ° 398
. 2576, 0123, 9481, 1252. 0189, youcan add 3 zeros to all of those to get the present framecount. I've got MALF lights 3, 4, and 5 due to cen - duringthe senaitometry advance. I got rid of MALF light 4 during

1 single. I tried another single and I still have the MALF 4
3 and 5. I checked 3 and 5. They are moving film Sowe re - (garble) used 36 frames total on the sensitometry
advance. 1

lfl

00
. , ,

0ka >'- We c °Py- Thanks for the details.
18 seconds til LOS. Next station in 5-1/2 minutes. Guamat io at 43:50.

lt x.

PA° Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 39 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon.

Itll
ac

3
u^ ltion wil * b * the Guam tracking station in 3 min-utes ana >0 seconds, as Skylab is now in its 3697th r e vo 1 u -

wi?
n
K I?? u

tC
V
P"P ari "8 f °r Earth resources pass for thewhich will begin off the coast of Washington State and crossUnited State., ending in the south Atlantic. A fine maneuverfor this EREP pass will be accomplished in about 10 minutesto place the cameras and electronic instruments in the rightattitude to capture the data along groundtrark 41. Theweather report here at the Johnson Space Center indicatesthe groundtrack looks very good today, and Flight DirectorNeil Hutchinson describes the pass a 3 a very good EREP pass.There are five mandatory site tasks for this EREP, one of whichhas been missed up to this time is the jet stream cirrusclouds This will be covered as the spacecraft passes overWest Virginia to the coast - coastline. Lake Michigan isalso a mandatory site. This is atmospheric and aerosolstudies over the Lake. A third mandatory site is the Gulf

"J*!?" ^/ he Atlantlc
- Another one is the work in supportof the G0C satellite program providing baseline data forcalibration of the CE0S-C altimeter. The data gathered with
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Skylab will be used In comparison with the da -.a to be gathered
by the GEOS-C satellite. The central U.S. coast is also another
mandatory site. Desire.ible sites .In this EREP pass number 31

for the mission, is the upper river basin the of Missouri and -

Mississippi Rivers, the Wabash River basin area, and Wallops
Island. Coud cover over Wallops Island, Virginia or Wallops
Island NASA station. <

END OF TAPE
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for 7 minutes. Out
CC

PAO - - sites In this EREP pais, number 31
for the mission, la the upper river basin of the Missouri
and Mississippi Rivers, the Wabash River basin area, and
Wallops Island. Cloud cover over Wallops Island, Virginia,
the Wallops Ialind NASA station. Acquisition in 1 minute
through Guam. We'll bring the line up tor this Guam pass
which is 7 minutes in duration. .

Skylab , this is Houston through Guam

And your maneuver (garble) looks good to

CDR Thank you.
cc Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 17-1/2 minutes chrougb Goldstono at
17:07.

CDR Roger. See you then.
CC Roger. Roger.
PLT Charlie, Bravo 9 is 58. Charlie 2-V, 57,

Charlie 3-V, 8; Charlie 4, 34; Charlie 5, 82; Charlie 6, 57;
Charlie 7 is 60, make chat 50. Charlie 6 Is 50. Delta 2 68-
Delta 3, 82; Delta 4, 46; Delta 5 - -

PA0 Skylab Contrcl, Greenwich mean tine 16 hours
52 minute* with loss of signal through the Guam tracking station.
The crew presently on voice actuated comm. The next acquisition
will be through Goldstone as Skylab is in the midst of ~ the
start of EREP pass, the 31st. Word from the recovery ship
New Orleans that scheduled departure time from Snndlego is
now 10:30 a.m. Pacific daylight tine, Sunday. This is one
day than earlier planned, however, recovery personnel indicate
this, the ship will be able to reach any potential landing
point with this late departure of 1 day. New Orleans departing
San Diego at 10:30 a.m. Pacific daylight time on Sunday. Next
acquisition in 14 rainutee through Goldstone. At Greenwich
mean time 16 hours 53 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
hours and 5

Sky lab Control* Greenwich mean time 17
incites. We'll bring the line up for this stateside

pass, otart of EREP pass number 31,
PLT inute t lash at 6 : 50 .

Skylab, thia is Houston. AOS Goldstone.
Hello Bruce .

Reading you at 5 square, Bruce.
Roger .

Okay, coming up on 8 minutes. RAD SCAT
White flashed again.

B . Stand by .

MARK. SCAT standby, and RAD atandby at
02. 193 CROSSTR/iCK CONTIGUOUS , and POLARIZATION 1.

PLT CROSSTRACK CONTROL SCAN ANGLE still minus
30 degree*. Waiting for 08:35. •

CDR
PLT
CC
PLT

girabal at 07 :51
PLT
PLT

PLT
PLT

S tandby .

MARK. SC ATT E ROME TER ON, RADIOMETER ON,
and ALT IMERER is goinR to STANDBY. Now waiting for 10:30.

Lots of snow on Vancouver.
Did you get a good picture?
Yeah, it clobbered in the other

CDR
PLT
CDR

day when I had -

SPT - - SPT for S063 information. We're
starting visible CX43, frames 59 and BD (garble) at frame 23.

PLT And for the monitors on the ground, I'm
getting an intermittent single flash of the RAD SCAT GIMBAL
light about every minute or minute and a half.

CDR Okay, as Bruce said, the weather is clearing
up .

PLT Okay, stand by for 10:30.
PLT MARK. POLARIZATION 4 on the 193.
SPT Okay, SPT at - coming up on a (garble) frame

both cameras, and I'll start tracking now and give you a mark.
It's your frame number 1 on (garble) exposures when we actually

Hack .

There goes that rare Jungle bird av.aln.
The nicotine parrott. Hack, hack.
Hack, hack. (Laughter)
Caution, S063 may be dangerous to your

start .

SPT
CDR
CDR
SPT
FLT

health.
SPT Okay, boch cameras are working well. That

was 16 seconds and filter 2700.
PLT Coming up on 12 and that's even. Everything

looking good. Got a nice Pteady green line on tape motion.
CDR S o 1 d clouds .

PLT Standby on my mark, it'll be 12:30.
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PLT

PLT
PLT
COR

STANDBY^
HARK SCAT to STANDBY. MARK . RAD to

Standby for 42,

COR n£
RK

* RADIOMETER ON at 42, 12:42 that Is

is in view. MinneapolWst^Pa'ul
801

*
Cl ° Ud bre3kUP Mln""PoHs

HI
St and by for 13:20.

DAC time on MinneapoJu/St ! ?Tu\
.'"^ " P ] ° Se ""'is " f

l[l . [
h ° t<3 POLARIZATION to 1 on the 193.

p.i. And standing by for 13:53.
Inp * (?) comln 8 U P on 13:15.

biK lake up here .

WeH
'

38 1 UVe and breathe
. ^ere is a great

READY'llght is on.
St8ndby

-
MARK

' ^:53. S 1 9 3 MODE AUTO

.

Pi

D
? ??

n '' 8u PP° s e it's Lake Michigan?

S?l J 01;
?

1 9 2 MODE will be going lo READY .

p.i Houston, I've got it taken.
^ LT 14 : 10 stand by

.

bri Houeton
, SPT.

v .

CC 0ka y. stand by for sone desat f 1r | n ,.You're at about 90 percent. Go, Ed.
Mrln*..

n „ *k
S?T

. ,
s 063 refers to frayed pairs. Does' that

but ^thought occurr.d^.e that's .aybe what t ho y ' re\ f t e r .

2fl
Bllt ex P!ain pairs of (garble)

!" HARK (?) RAD STANDBY. B fcr 15 -

SPT o^y.'
3 affirraat,Ve

'
Ed

« 0" the sau>e point.

«'aiting
T

/or 15:06. S^d by!'
6Ven

"
ALTI«™ ON.

for lI'L.
MARK

'
90 SHUTTER SPEED to begin. Waiting

•» --ape .otion 1ft 1

1

^.f« < <

?^ ££ J# ;
'^ »I

«- , i ng
.
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going to hav« an ALTIMETER UNLOCK at 15:19.
PLT Okay, 192 la running. Okay, I'm getting

a sllRht disappearance of tape motion light intermittently.
CDR Okay, looking for the Wabash Valley

now .

p,-T ALTIMETER UNLOCK okay. I have loss of
my READY light. I'm going OFF in 15 seconaa on ALTIMETER.

CDR Okay, I have a large river here. I think
that s probably the Wabash. It looks wide opon.

PLT - - 24 okay. Coming back ON with 193
ALTIMETER.

END OF TAPE
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J?J
. Okay, -looking for the Vabash Valley now.

wanv m v
AITINBTER UNLOCK okay. I lo.t .y

rni
8ht

'
1 B 8 ° ln « 0tl for 15 "conda on ALT IMETBR

.

„ i ^ .

0kty
»

1 have a lW rivr hare. I thinkthat'- probably tha Wabash, but it's vide open.
* ln *

l\l i?*
VblV 24

'
B C0"*nR back on with 193 ALTIMETER

thmn f^T .
4 ?

k «y- TA" MOTION light's looking sicker
'

than it's been in a long tl.e. Waiting for 16:24. 16:24CDR Ready to track .

U|30 ^

LT HARK. 78 on the RANGE. Standing by for

M0DE I
1
]

HARK. ALTIMETER goin R to STANDBY and

SPT HACK.

J" " ' 3. 16:45, stand by.

V.ii.» I«i i. a
° kay

'
1 « ot thc alternates of Vabashvalley and tracked it to - -

\\\ JJ

A™' ALTIMETER ON. Waiting for 18:24.

TU»~J\l , . ,

0kay
'

l
' Ve l09t B >' TAP * MOTION light.There it is it's still (garble).

SPT HACK.
PLT Uwas just sort of teasing me there.piT "

t~*~~x
*" «•«-"*•»* »w mere.

11 8 off about as much as it's on *h a > >

the TAPE MOTION lignt. '
* hat

J?J
0ka y' starting the nadir swath.

I..**"
1

,..*. w.i„!i*J; r

1

JJ 1 Ji
A,,Y ll8ht '* ,CIU • »»>«"»«.

SPT HACK,

a REArTlight.
°kay

'

17:40> 1 80t thC UNL0CK
-

Sti1 ^ fc-e

and noTwe're so arin^ r
'
t J e

'
t r ac k

'
ll gj t

. ^ " ^
CdJ rfliJi

h
f
V
« " ( « arble > 1J 8ht. ALTIMETER UNLOCK.^ R (Garble) Solid overcast.

PIT 18:24.

a READY^light. ^ ALTIHETER UNLOCK; still have

?
\\ Sfand by on my mark 18:24.

Jrl RANGE *° 75 and then 30. Stand by.

MODE to STANDBY . 19^ '

A DIMETER to STANDBY at 36. 192
"

.
PL * MARK. 192 MODE to STANDBY. Cot a shiftof .p,. d and I got a steady green light. (garble) ALTIMETER MODE to

CDR Okay, ready to track (garble) .
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J.
L

J
(Q«rbU) ALTIMETER ON. Okay (garble) off

.tin'". m.« .^vi/ssis?" unlock «a"M."

?f
CK

;,,
T
J
at

•
about 3 8econd8

has -topped.
'Hearing of the TAPE MOTION light

CDR Back to blue vot«r.

PL?
Sequence. Coming up on 7, 7 and 8.

now. 'si UNLOCK Ugh^ ^T IHETER
'
s really doing it, thin,

CDR (Garble) .

SP?
(Garble) way to get it to co.e on.

-auaeu.not su f ) i?,^ 1

? f
»1"^^^^

an AUtVcaL, Jer. I 'iTgive^ ca^ 1 '» «<><n« «> need
CD * Okay.

CdJ l^l'" \ little over a »inute away.
Right. Stand by.™* MARK . DACK's off

f^I (Carble) IR REFERENCE to J

8*™ 16 '-

CDR Colored water

.

give you a c^ie^ -o^ ne^!'
? ^ ^

Okay ^t gotten

S?J Down a Uttl e bit further yet.

at 21,30. Jer.
REA ° V llght '

3 atlU 0n and « eed a AUTO CAL
CDR
CDR

Okay, I'll give it to you.

p,?
P

t

ut ic down to 20 on the set.

ell Suffi^V
1^ 7

READY H « ht stl ^ on.
PLT

tint> f0r 8econd exposure.
I" 0kav

. ^r, 5 seconds.
C °R Okay.
PLT On my nark .

PLT MARK .

CDR You got it.

the READY light's out
^

'

1

1 u
y ° U

'

Waitl "* for "'03. And
PLT StlU hi,ve an UNLOCK light on 193 ALTIMETER
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CDR Tracking.

l\l jjj**
1 h «ve the READY light alto.

i> «^ L
T ic .

Ju8t lo,,t th ® READY ii«ht at 45. TurninaU off in 15 seconds, stand by.

anvwa^
T Waiting for 22;05 at - foes to STANDBY

back Jn'at 20.
"AHM 10 M

' "» 05
'

And "

on thu'one. Sequence^ ' " "° l
*
ivin

* " * ••«•"- -P— r.

PLT Stand by.

J" "ARK. ALTIMETER ON.

Sff ?t*
y

» I?!'" P lcku P wl *« another double set h

190 \Lr. it
*y

'
22:30

'
1 have a READY out on

OLE '
,

8T* ,

M° DE l<> STANDBY
" 23: 30 190 MODE toa INGLE

. 2 3:30. I got an extra one.
PL'f HACK.
SPT HACK.

SPJ
That's a terrible cough you got, Ed.

;rl Cetting kind of a vh«e*e there too.PLT Vai t ing for 23 ; 30.

^
PT °kay, we're Just able to do It when Ithat down to 20. Surprised that wasn't picked up bef^e

^
CDR (garble) sequence.

,/^
T

B
MARK

' 23;30 SINCLE. And waiting for24:10 for a READY light on 191.
SPT HACK

.

SPT HACK

.

HI Okay, Ed, we got it. 24:08, we've got itSPT Just finished it. (garble)
8

'

Z,,2 and « et you some more in here
III UNLOCK light (garble)
CDR (garble) 2 seconds.
P LT

,
An ALTIMETER UNLOCK light at 24-19 * n Astanding by for 24:4 5.

8 and

SPT HACK.
PLT MARK

. 190 MODE SINGLE
SPT HACK.

'

CC Skylab, thi9 is Houeton* 1-1/5
to LOS Next atation contact in 10

] And we Jo
"

^r.
t0

«"S:Sr ^ t0Ward expecting lo'ar^ve

lost ^25:15, off f^J ^cZV"" " d "AM ^
"? MARK" ^i^^^r^ 1^-

we got an UNLOCK light almost immediately
lgarble

> 0ka Y.
SPT HACK.
PLT 25:50, stand by,

END OF TAPE
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26,06^ th. ALTIMETER blcTX!" <°
'

< G>^ «
up on^Icond.

Bnd ° f
<
h ° Mr6t Co.lng

PLT MARK.
SPT HACK.

l
lT 26:05, ALTIMETER, ON.

g ««ix.r^
t

:.r;^:\»^:i.»'"-.

17 s ft !i! t>7 *

Skylab Contrcl. Greenwich mean time

ILlll ?v I
* lnute8

;

1098 of *i«nal through Bermuda « ,hey
, .

eW ""I"-" EREP pass number 31 in the aise onof Skylab IV. The pass will end at 17:33 Creenwlch aenn
re™

?
t

° lV ?K°

rt
K
he

f
8t ° f ReClfe in Bra ' l > G&N of f i ce rreports 4 albs being fired during the latter par of the

i:
;

n;:::;:"vLvE";ihl

28 .uS.e,. thls i. Skj^b Contril
"""""^ "» " I-o„r.

for A-W2 .,.»,... ^!" b
'

tH" 18 "•"•»» tkr.„ th A.....I..

.d Ju .t
c
.e ttl „8 . ,„ %t ;;

v

:„?^tr? r :::
n c,rcuit v "u «° e

CDR Co ahead
, Bruce

.

™ R Okay. It's done.

viae and rm q 5 .a ,j°
kay

"
BUS 1

'
pot 15 de 8r<=es counterclock-wise and BUS 2, 10 degrees counterclockwise.™ R 0k *y. Those are done.

£ 0ka >'- That '8 it . Thank you.

.t.tlo" 1;m«- 1,11 h*" " » th. „„,
Cc "k.y. Th«nk you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
17 hours and 42 minute*. We've had lout of signal through
the Ascension tracking station. 7 albs fired during the
EREP pass. The vehicle now reorienting back to solar
Insrtlal. The EREP pass, apparently, very successful, the
crew giving very vivid descriptions during the pssa , which
began 1600 miles west of Vancouver Island and ended as the
spacecraft crossed over Brasll and over the Atlantic Ocean.
Next acquisition in 22 rinutes and 4$ seconds. Acquisition
will be through Carnarvon. At Greenwich mean tine 17 hours
and 42 alnutas, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich Bean time
18 hours and 4 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon
in 50 seconds. G&N officer reports at the close of the EREP
pass, the Skylab had used 4-7 raibs , or about 35 pound-
seconds of TACS propellant. This is because when the maneuver
was started, the vehicle was about 2 degrees out of
error in the Z-attltude at the time of the start of maneuver.
So the ralbs were fired by - au tonat 1 cal ly by the vehicle as
the EREP psss was taking place. This did not effect the
EREP paas, nor did it effect the CMC number 2. We'll bring
the line p for this pass throuRh Carnarvon as Skylab is in
its 3698* il revolution.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 5 minutes. We have a data/voice tape recorder dump here
at AOS. And it you'd stay off the DAS for a minute we'll
send you a nuZ update. Over.

S*T Roger. You have it.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact In 4-1/2 minutes through Guam at
18 1 19 . Out.

CC -Skylab, this is Houston through Guaja— MMwa
for 8t1/2 minutes^jAnd if all of you are within earshot of
a speaker box, I've got a message for you.

PLT Presson, Bruce

.

CC Okay.
, J q"f>fe.^J'Ct>ngratu.lat Ions o n

breaking the last reaainin? manned space flight duration
record, and especially for the outstanding rfork you have
done and are continuing to do in the fields of space science,
space applications and in learning about nan's reaction to
space. Keep up the good work. See you soon." Signed, James
C. Fletcher and Gaorge M. Lowe. Over.

PLT Roger, Bruce. We copy. We thank them
very much for the kind words , And we want to thank every-
body on the ground that's been helping us. We certainly neede
a lot of help and we received it. Thank you.

CC Okay. And we're all looking forward to
leeing you back here in the not too far distant future.
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1PLT We're certainly looking forward to being
back there. I can tell you tha t.

CC Sky lab, tllll'll llouslon. Ue ve got ""

about 3 nlnutea remaining this pass. Por the PLT, have
you had a chance to sake the tape regaining measurement
yet on thu EREP tape? Over ,

PLT Negative . i haven ' t But I'll get it
in about 30 seconds.

CC Okay.
p LT That's 2.85 cent lne te rs

.

CC 2.85 centimeters. Thank you, Bill.
And you've got about a minute and a half now to LOS. Next
station contact in 17 minutes through GoMetone at 18:44.
And that measurement will let oui guys get the pads in shape
a little early for tomorrow's run.

P L T Okay, Bruce, now to read back. You did
say 2, right? It's 2.85.

CC 2.85.
2 PLT Thank you.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 29 minutes, with loss of signal - 15 minutes and
15 seconds through Goldstone. A telegram from NASA Administrator
Dr. Fletcher and George Lowe, complimenting the crew on the
work chey have accomplished in their 10 weeks In space.
The crew has accomplished about everything they've set out
to do, so far. As far as the 10-week cumulative total for
the mission, close to or above the nominal ^remission plan
In the area of medical experiments. 437 hours was preraissloned
planned for 84 - 437 hours to be spent on medical experiments
Th rough yesterday, mission day 70, the crew has more than
300 hours of medical experiments aboard Skylab space station.
Total manned hours viewing time at the ATM console, prerals-
sion plan for the entire mission was 516 hours. The crew,
through yesterday, has accumulated 472 hours at the ATM
console. In the area of comet observations with the ATM
instruments, 23 hours was preraission planned. The crew
has more than doubled that with 52 hours spent with the ATM
instruments gathering data on comet Kohoutek. Premtsslon
plan calls for 18 hours being spent operating the EREP
Instruments for the entire mission up through yesterday,
exclusive of pass. 11 hours and 3 minutes have been spent.
In the corollary experiment area, experiments such as S20,
S063, and T025, the crew has logged 102 hours through
mission day 70 as opposed to 143 hours for the preaission
plan for the entire 84-day mission. On the corollary experi-
ments not using the scientific airlock, 309 - 166 hours were
planned for these instruments. The crew through mission
day 70 has performed 96 hours of experiments with corollary
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experiments not using the scientific airlock. Again in
the coast observations premission plan called for 142 hours
of operation of corollary experiments viewing the comet.
The crew Is actually through again - through mission day 70
performed 91 hours of experiments with these instruments.
Overall, total mission allocation of hours including opera-
tional functions aboard the spacecraft, mission requirement
operation, detail test objectives, student experiments,
medic* I experiments, ATM, ATM comet observations, ERKP and
corollary, 6092 hours were planned for these overall opera-
tions for the mission. 609 2 hours. Through the 10th week
of operation the crew has performed 4982 hours of experimentation
aboard Skylab. Next acquisition in 10 minutes through Goldstone.
At Greenwich mean time 18 hours and 34 minutes, this is
Sky 1 ab Cont rol .

END OP TAPE
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ift v,

PA°
1 1 '

Sky Lb Control. Cre.nwich mean time

Jr.!
nUt ;*' ^"i-ltion coming through GoU.tonetracking station for a Te- atataalde paa.. We'll leavethe Una up for approximately 18-minute paae.

w°
C

... , , V Sk y Ul, »
thl « 1» Houston through Coldatoneend Merrltt Ial.nd for 16 minute, and we're .ending Jp . .

S '! '.:
<,

:!:
nV° Cl°" the valve on 111 three

oSt CHgA 1h
i

{;
b
i
llM th8 "Vbe help

22. 0 U •hould t>e coming up shortly. Over.CDR Roger.

...k4*
C
f , • . .

And wlth re »Pect to the S183 DAC opticseubject it', our belief that the old replaced optica mSybeatov.d in F-510 Bravo. I f you follow the (garble p^ce^re.

i
*' y ° U Confir » thi * or check 510 Bravo'a yourconvenience eome time and let ua know?

CDR okay.

r-.-ffifi i , L
And We '

vt; C0»Pl«ted the commanding, auc-ce. .fully closing the evacuation valve, on the three CMGsCDR Roger .

'

half
C
t

C
o LOS N,,, f

k^ ab
'
thU 18 Hou,,ton

- A minute and ahalf to LOS. Next .tatJon contact in 11 minutos through the

U
B

:;rmr:t
1

aglln.
th

Svfr
ARCBR °" ^ V"»"'«

-venT
1 doa .

t knJr^urtS:-.!^ wrencr^.^ec^rrefused t^throw it away and if l look through the ^ooT Jo^

,

innttr
CC

, T ,

0ka >r - We c °Py that and that's a Roodinput Jer. It'a a metric Allen wrench and you probablvdon't have very many of those on board.
5

CC
.

We're hitting the input that when vouremove the Allen wrench, there was a little alot ?n ?hj Sackof the plate which waa a cover for the replacement opticsthat the Allen wrench fitted into for stooge. And i 'aconceivable you might've stuck It back in the slot out of «a meth - a methodical way of doing business.

h.„, ?
DR
/ J . °

h
'

1 hate t0 throw aWfl y tools. I mavhave just done that. •

„,,';!, .

Skylab Control. Greenwich B ean tl Be
' " *\ ^°

BS ° f thr ° U8h MUA tracking

END OF TAPE
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PA0 *kylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours 9 minutes, a pass lasting 7 ainute* tlrough the
Vanguard tracking ship . Acquis i t i on in 45 seconds. The
biomedical officer reports that the crew has already begun
N092 experimen. about 30 ainutea ahead of schedule. We'll
bring the line up for Vanguard.

,
cc Skylab, this is Houston through the Vanguard

for 6 Minutes. Out.
cc PIT, this is Houston. Over.
PLT Go, Bruce .

CC Yeah, 1 have here a couple of comments for
you, Bill, on the TV-77 that we've got set up for Just a little
bit later in t h -i day. What we're trying to do with this set
of sequences Is to get some very spe ci f i c f ai r ly closely
tailored imagery that will tie in with the TV scenes that wealready have down here from the mission so that we can add
the whole thing together. A couple of cases vi'va suggested
some topics to cover or maybe even some earapH things to
say. but there's no intent that Jerry necessarily read theseverbatum Into the - into the plot, Just suggestions regarding
topics. Looking at it down here we feel that it may wind
up taking more than the 30 minutes that we currently have
flight planned for Jerry. And we're not sure how much additionaltine is involved in doing double rakes on these scenes. If
the first take is really good and you ail are happy with it
there s no need for a second take. The segments, segment
1, 2, and 3 are scheduled or are carried in a message in orderof priority. And what we're looking f*r first is good quality

And if you should only get one segment done or two
segments done, why that's fine. We'll take a look at it
down here on the ground and decide whether we want to schedule
it again for some aoie coverage or how we want to handle it
Over.

PLT Okay, well, that's a good call, Bruce,
because they certainly don't encourage expert work by tryine
to crovd all that in at a very short period of time. The
documentary photos in the TV mode have been awfully short
changed on the time allowed.

CC
J _ Roger, we copy. Just start, through it anddo a good job and take your time on it. And if we teed somemore, why, we'll probably wind uu doing that. And we got

about 15 seconds to a long LOS here. Goldstone in an hour
and 4 minute.* at 20:21. Out.

PLT Roger,

i/i u
PA°

, .„ Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours and 19 minutes with loss of signal through Vanguard
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tracking station. Next requisition I hour and 1 minute away
will be the Goldstone tracking station aa Skylab makes nearly
a full revolution before having contact with the ground again.
Commander Gerald Carr at the ATM control and display panel.
The crew is scheduled to spend approximately 3 hours 42 minutes
today gathering data at the ATM. A total of 23 hours and
36 minutes of separate science data being gathered * being
gathered by the throe crewmembert today. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson in the midst of performing the M092 lover body
negative pressure device experiment, followed by the M171
metohollc analyzer. A successful Earth resources pass earlier
today, a 33 minute pass gathering data on water resources,
crop Inventory, urban development, atmosphere, and oceanography.
Next acquisition in 1 hour through the Goldstone tracking station.
At Greenwich mean time ]9 hours 20 minutes, this is Skylab
Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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PA 0 This la Skyla'j Control at 19x45 Greenwich

mean time. 35 minutes to the next station at Coldstone, final

stateside pass coding up through Goldstone and Texas. Today s

fight director change-of sShl f t press conference will be somewhat

different than previous ones In that the present Flight Director

Milt Windier relieved Nell Hutchinson earlier than scheduled

and will remain In the control center until the next hand'ver

time. Therefore, Wlndle? will hold his change-of sShl f t pres*

conference In absentia on the release line. News persons

covering the mission should submit their questions to the

Skylab newsroom so that Windier will have then before him

for the remote press conference. It will be approximately

4il5 central daylight. And we'll put Mr. Windier on the

broadcast line here with a summary of the day's activities

In the mission, and to answer questions submitted through

the newsroom. This is Skylab Control at 19:47 Greenwich

mean time

.

END OF TAPE
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P^O Thia la Skylab Control 20t20 Greenwich

mean time. Goldstune tracking station and the T«x«a tracking

station upcoming in about 50 seconds for the final stateside

pans of tha day. Space station Sky lab nearing the end of

revolution 3,699. For the crew 1,014 orbits around the

Eaith in their 7let day in apace, Standing by for AOS

Goldetona

.

CC Skylab, this is Houaton through Goldstnns
and Corpus Christi for almost 12 minutes,

CDR Roger Bruce. H-alpha i seeas to be

acting up again. I got - the door did not open it remained
whito and ve had no video. I INHIBITED and then ENABLED the

H-alpha door motors and got operation okay in H-alpha but

still no video.
CC Okay, we copy that let us look at it.

And we're ready for a data/voice tape recorder dump here.

CDR Okay. What I'm doing is I'm pointing

with H-alpha 2. And then I'a going to step up 85, correction
step down 85 arc seconds and get started on this JOP 2C

.

CC Okay.
CC Jerry, our downlink teleoetry indicates

that the H-alpha 1 door la atill closed. Would you please
issue other DOOR OPEN conaand with the door switch please.

CDR Okay

.

CDR Okay , all is well

.

CC Okay. We confirm that.

CDR Houston, CDR. Now that we see we've only

got about 35 minutes or 34 minutes remaining, how would S056

like to modify the building block.
CC We're checking on that.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houaton. Your question on S056.

we would like to delete the two PATROL, SHORT operations.
Everything else the same.

CDR Okay.
CC Thank you.
CDR I 'm going to cut back 55 to two MIRROR,

AUTO RASTERS pei CRATING setting rather than three. And

that way I can get all three of them in.

CC Okay, would be fina.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute till

LOS. Next station contact in 12 minutes through the Vangaurd
at 20t46. Out

.

PXO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through Goldstone Texas for the final stateside pass.

We're 9 minutes aw*y from tracking ship Vanguard. Some

initial planning is underway by flight controllers for a
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burn i»iuuv«r that will increase the orbital liferine of
apace etation Skylab. If done, the burn would be vtth the
aervlce Module reaction control aystea thruaters. T!>e burn
tine would be 3 alnutft" in duration with a change of velocity
or DELTA V of 12-feet per second. Currently the aaneuver ia
acheduled at 3 i 1 5 p.n. central time on nlsalon day 83, which
ia February 6, 2 days before splashdown, At orbital midnight
for Skylab, aidnight in the orbit is when the vehicle ia on
the opposite side of the Earth froa the Sun. And of course
the space station la in total darkness at that tine. Skylab's
apogee would be raised about 7 nautical Biles. The plus X
RCS thrustere would be used to perform the poslgrade
maneuvers. It is expected that the extra boost will add at
least 1 year and maybe aore extra tine to the orbital life-
time Oi Skylab. Current eatiaaie* of Skylab's orbital
lifetime prior to thia proposed maneuver is around 9 years.
So the aaneuver would boost it to 10 or perhaps longer
years lifetime. Seven minutes to tracking ship Vanguard.
At 20s37 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 20:44 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition upcoming at tracking ship Vanguard
in 50 seconds. A reminder to newsmen, the change-of -ahi f

t

briefing will be somewhat remote with the Flight Director
Milt Windier coning on the broadcast line for a rundown of
today e activities. That will be after Tananarive LOS on
this revolution which ia about 33 minutr.a from now. Newsmen
should submit any questions they have to the Houston newsroom
or relay to the -

Cc - - for either Bill or Jerry, if you canwork it in sometime this evening, we'd like for you to cleanthe pinch rollers on EREP tape recorder number 1, using theswab wetting procedure that's in general message - permanent
general message 34 Alfa. Since the pinch rollers have notbeen scheduled for cleaning inbetween passes, we thi.ik it'spossible that they're collecting tacV; material from the taresand then transferring this material to the headstack during

So?ioi
1

??V f

ll

;
d ^^^o 18 18 glv1 " 8 y ° U the "leering TAPEMOTION light during 192 ops, over.

CDR
J

Now
. Bruce, I though the pinch rollersare supposed to be cleaned after every EREP run.

.

CC
,

Well, let me ask it of you this way, haveyou been cleaning them after every run?
"

CDR I have, let me check with Bill.
.

CC
,

0ka y- wel1 we 'H check down here, too, andmake sure we're coordinated. '

cn ., ?
DR

. ,

Does U l00k8 «° you folks down there likeS056 Is hung In FILTER 1?
cc We're checking.
CDR Okay, I found it hung in TATROL NORM Al

I'- in PATR01, LONG now and I think it's hung .gain
NORMAL

.

Cc It's looks okay to us, Jerry.
CDR Yeah, it's okay now. Houston, are youreferring to the EREP C&D post cue card, it aayt take 4%wabsand clean the pinch rollers and the headstacka.
CC Roger, we've got that out now and we

c o n c u r .

CDR Houston, CDR.
cc CDR, Houston.
C
?
R "«/. B™ce we've got a TV monitor problemhere with one of our little monitors. Looks like there's

a little old rubber thing or something loose inside of it

;iVi.fi;:;jvT
,nv ,ui 18 in the fieid ° f viev ° f the ^nor.It s definitely in the monitor, it's not In the camera because

?ookT??w*
d Ch?"V r" * nd i« th. same monitor. But n

ooie ii;/ .J"
1
* rUbb ' r C * P ° r fluting .roundloose Inside the cavity behind the phosphorescent - the
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itself. And as it gets closer to the screen - or closer
to the gun it gets bigger and gets smaller as it gets away.

CC How can you tell it's rubber?
CDR I figure if it was metal, Bruce he was

going to start sparking and smoking.
CC Okay, that's a good data point. But

ft looks to you like it's actually inside the tube?
CDR That's affirmative. You could shake

the monitor and make it move all over the place.
CC Is this on the same monitor that 1

think Bill was reporting difficulty with yesterday or
day before? I think when you were flying T20, he was
reporting trouble with the monitor.

. CDR That was a different problem, Bruce.
Can you take television of a television screen? Could we take
a picture of this monitor with the other camera?

CC We're going to have to study that one,
you got sync problems. It probably would be best to take a

picture of it with the same earners, (chuckle) although I'm
not sure. You get into this receding Image thing. Let us
check on it but -

CDR Okay, if worse comes to worse, we'll
Just take a Nikon and take a picture of It.

CC Yeah, of course that wouldn't give us

any real time on It, but - can you tell us If that's the
same monitor or not.

CDR No, this is the other monitor. This was
the one that was the sharpest image.

CC Okay, we copy. Is that going to impact
your TV-77 stuff this afternoon or can you still make do even
with the rubber object floating around.

CDR No, we can work around it but I Just wanted
you to know it was there.

CC Okay, we got 40 seconds to LOS. Next
station contact Is In about 17 minutes through Tananarive
at 21:13 <.nd Just racking ray brain here. I believe It's a

sync for both the monitor and the camera is derived from the
camera itself that's driving the monitor, so if you used one
camera to photograph the other camera's monitor, I don't think
the sync would work out right, But you could give It a try
I suppose.

PLT Okay, when we pet to an experiment (static)
poin t , we ' 11 do it

.

PAO Skylab Control. 20:56 ..nd loss of signal
at Vanguard. Some conversation there about a mysterious
gronntt or something loose inside the video tube. Hav*> one
of the small monitors used by the crew to preview the
television pictures that they transmit to the ground. Next
ptatlon will be Tananarive In 15 minutes. This is Skylab
Control at 20:57 GMT.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 21:11 Greenwich mean

time. AO - about 50 seconds space station Skylab now In

it's 3700th Earth revolution. And at some point after LOR

Tananarive we'll - Tananarive does have acquisition at this

time. After Tananarive LOS we will have a sort of remote

press conference with the Flight Director, Milt Windier.
With in a few minutes hopefully after LOS at that station.

CC Good evening space team, got you through

Tananarive for 5 minutes.
CC Ed , Houston

.

CC Ed, Houston.
CC Ed , Hous ton .

CC Ed, in the blind is an eruptive prominence,
the northwest on the limb. And we'd like for you to interrupt
your PT run a JOP 8 Alfa that's on page S-25, and run it per

the SAP

.

CDR Houston, CDR. How do you read?
CC I read you loud and clear, Jer.
CDR Okay, it's night now, we're behind.
CC Yeah, just go ahead and flcV. it up when

you get into daylight.
CDR Okay, good fnough.
CC We're going LOS here. The next station

will be Hawaii at 21:55.
CDR Rog. (Static) on the limb.

CC In the blind it's on the northwest limb.

PAO This is Skylab Control, LOS at Tananarive

with about 18 minutes of night remaining for space station

Skylab. The science pilot was advised to Interrupt his

physical training and go lmaedlatly to the ATM console to

observe an eruptive prominence on the northwest limb of the

Sun, and run a JOP - or joint observation program 8 Alfa.

We'll be back up with Plight Director Milt Windier here in

the next few minutes hopefully between now and Hawaii. This

Is Skylab Control at 21:20 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 21:31 Greenwich
mean time. Flight Director Milt Windier has just advised
that because of reviews underway of the detail messages for
tomorrow's Flight Plan execute package, he begs off until
after - at least after this Hawaii pess coming up in 23 minuti
And tentatively promised to do his remote press conference or
seance between Hawaii and Vanguard which gives a span of
about 25 minutes. Hawaii in 23 minutes and after Hawaii
LOS, hopefully we'll have him up here for a discussion of
today's activities and outlook for tomorrow. 23 minutes to
Hawaii. Skylab Control at 21:32.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control, 21:54 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition Hawaii in 50 seconds. Extremely
brief pass across the northeast quadrant of the Hawaii circle.
First pass at Hawaii of the afternoon, max elevation
3-1/2 degrees. And hopefully at some point after Hawaii
LOS we'll have Flight Director Milt Windier on the broadcast
line to discuss the day's activities. We're standing by
for AOS Hawaii

.

CC Skylab, AOS through Hawaii for 3 minutes.
CDR Roger ,

Story

.

SPT Hey, Story looking at the white light
coronagraph I see no significant change from what we saw this
morning. As a matter of fact I could see no - no change
whatsoever in any of the detail. We've got a building block
32 done at the beginning of the orbit without 50 - 54 and
I'll take another look at it. Right now I'm over at the -

about 040 looking at the what appears to be a prominence
and perhaps a surge. And I'll get 55 going on that in a

moment unless you want to take It unattened.
CC Okay, Ed if you don't pick up anything

on the white light coronagraph, I would like you to terminate
the building block 17 and do a shopping list item number 1.

SPT Story, I did a building blocV 32. I

don't recall anything ebout a building block 17.

CC Okay, 32 is fine.
CC Jer, Houston.
SPT Story, I'm still a little at a loss as

to what additional things you would like. I did a 32 - buildln
block 32 which Is the same as a shopping list item 1. Is there
anything else which you would like?

CC Jer, we'd like Just a couple more of
those building block 32's. And then use your own Judgment
including b - going back to the PT. Whatever you think la best

CC And also Ed there's extremely active
aurora reported In the northern hemisphere. Use permanent
general message 19 Bravo If you get & chance. And it's
got the highest class I f icat Ion that we can give it in terms
of activity. It'* a class V.

SPT Okay, Story we'll sure try to do that.
We'va been looking some of these nights and we - it's kind of
tough to tsee up north when we had the high beta, because of
the ATM. But we'll start taking another hard look and see
if we can see anything.

CC Okay, and we're about to go LOS here.
See you over the Vanguard In about 25 minutes at 22:23.
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<•
, CDR Roger Story. And can you folks recotanend

some times when we might be&t look for the aurora.

CC Okay, we'll do it.

PAO Skylab Control, loss of signal from

space station Skylab at the Hawaii tracking station. Twenty-

three minutes to tracking ship Vanguard. We'll return
hopefully within the next few minutes with Flight Director

Hilt Windier on the broadcast line for a rumote chenge-of-shi f

t

briefing, a one-sided change-of-shi f t briefing. At 21:59 GMT,

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control, 22:22 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition at the tracking ship Vanguard In 50
seconds. Space station Skylab, will complete It's 3700th
revolution as it crosses Cape longitude, within the next
couple of minutes, as a natter of fact. We're standing by
for Vanguard

.

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard 10 minutes.
And we're going to dump the data/voice here.

SPT Hello Story. Still nothing evident in
the white light coronagraph. I put another building block 32
or shopping list item 1. The center of the orbit, we're
letting 55 look at the limb around 040 to 060 . And I'll put
one more shopping list item at the end of the orbit. Shopping
list 1. Exactly where did the prominence move off from?

CC It was the northwest limb. I'll get you -

try to get you a more exact answer, Ed-.

SPT Okay. Thank you, Story. And the reason
you couldn't contact me before was I was down there in the
bowels of the workshop and working and had a speaker right
next to my ear which was tapping away so I turned it down
and it turned out to be the only one that was turned up in
the whole base p«. - t of the workshop.

CC Okay. You had some psace and quiet, huh?
SPT Apparently that time too much.
SPT We all have a 6-cycle -per-second flicker

to our eyes

.

CC That eruptive prominence was 10 degrees
north of the equator, or about 80 degrees, Ed.

SPT Thank you.
CC And I've got some times for you to catch

those auroras.
SPT Go ahead, Story.
CC Okay. There's good evidence, although we

don't have observing stations in the southern hemisphere, that
they should be seen down there also. Viewing tinea for the
northern hemisphere: 8 minutes before sunrise, up until sunrise,
For the southern hemisphere: from sunrise until 8 minutes after
sunrise - sunset. Southern is sunset to 8 minutes after sunset.

SPT Okay Story, I understand. You're essentially
8 minutes into the dark at either sunrise or sunset. Sunrise
in the north and sunset in the uouth.

VC That's affirn.
SPT Thank you.
PLT Story, Skylab; PLT

.

CC Hello, Bill.
PLT Okay. Ws got it back. I was just going
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to ask you when we were going to get the recorder.
cc

. And we ' re done with it.
P
^
T Ju8t vant to report a irarsh area of fairlyextensive plankton blooming to the south of the Gulf of SanMatias. That's a large hammerhead penensula there. Pass thaton. It s fairly large and extensive.

CC Okay.
That's a Falkland Current associated.

CC Okay

.

„r mf" a f u<
S
^?

ry
'

W ° Uld the 52 people like a STANDARDat the end of this orbit to go with the two they have thetoll ov ing ?

CC Stand by 1 , Ed .

CC That's affirm, Ed, we'd like one.
CC

„ Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about 15minutes to Tananarive at 2 2 : A 7 . Ed, Houston.
SP T Go ah'.ad .

CC Kd ch * ATM planning message for yourops tomorrow is on board. We stole some of your PT time thereso let us know if you need any help regrouping.
SPT

,
N °. ifa all squared away Story. 1 gotthings pretty well under control.

CC Okay.

skyla £
C An<1 you got 22 minutes left on the VTR,

PLT Is that 22.
CC 22.
p LT Okay. Thank you.
PLT We've just finished sequence 1. Tworun througha on it, and that's all we have accomplished onthat TV -77.
CC Okay.

J
A0

J
Thi » ^ Skylab Control. LOS tracking

ship Vanguard. Science Pilot Ed Gibson reported no Joy yet
in observing the prominence in the northwest limb of the Sunreported earlier. Information to the effect that the pro-minence is some 10 degrses above the solar equator was passedback to Gibson to aid in his locating it. Spacecraft Commun-icator Story Musgrave also passed up to the crew some inform-ation on sighting aurora in both hemispheres. The sightingsare possible in the northern hemisphere for aurora borealis
8 minutes prior to sunrise and in the southern hemisphere
d?^

* U
I?F?

«u»tralis froa "unset to 8 minutes after sunset.Pilot Bill Pogue, during the Vanguard pass reported visualobservation of plankton blooming in the Falkland Current.Gave no reports of any pods of whales feeding on the plankton

Final time this evening. This is Skylab Control at 22-35Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control at 22:46 Greenwich mean
time. Final pass over voice relay station Tananarive in
about 40 seconds, for which we are standing by.

CC Skylab, got you through Tananarive for
8 minutes. '

SPT Story, could you tell toe on tomorrow's
Flight Plan what time we arrive back into solar inertial after
the Z-LV pass? .

CC Okay , stand by 1 , Ed .

CC Ed , that 's 20 : 29 .

SPT Thank you Story.
CC Jer , Hous ton

.

CDR (Garble)
CDR Houston, CDR say again please.
CC Okay, Jer how you reading us?
CDR 5-square;go.
CC Jer, we've got a procedure tor you if

you want to take some TV pictures of - of the monitor picture.
However, it's - it's your option we're bringing both monitors
back anyway

.

PLT I don't think we need to bother then,
Story.

CC Okay Bill and I got a phone call for you
tonight

.

PLT Okay
, go ahepd .

CC Vanguard at 01:39 and it's a RIGHT.
PLT Roger.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. Noxt

station will br Hawaii at 2 3:31. That'a about JS minutes
we'll be looking to dump the data/voice there.

CC And we'll also be looking for the evening
status report at Hawaii.

CDR Okay, we'll be ready.
PAO This is Skylab Control. LOS Tananarive

for the final time tonight. Next etati on in 33 minutes
will be Hawaii at which the evening status report is scheduled
according to the Flight Plan. The succeeding pass over
tracking fhip Vanguard will be the medical conference with
the ci«« physician a summary of which will be relayed as
soon as available, which means that there will be a gap of
almost an hour and half between live transmissions from
Hawaii to Hawaii on this revolution. The groundtrack between
Hawaii through Vangunrd at the medical conference misses *U
other tracking stations until it comes bark tc Haw4ii again
on revolution 3701 - 3702 that is. We'll return for Hawaii
and the evening status report In .32 minutes. This is Skylab
Control at 22:59 Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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pA0
? This Is' Sky lab Control, 23:30 Greenwich « J.,

mean time. AOS Hawaii in 50 seconds. Scheduled at this

Hawaii p. as is the evening status report from the crew.

We're standing by at tracking station Hawaii.
we re^scano n S

Skylab> AOS through Hawaii for 8 minutes.

And we're goint to dump the data/voice here.
,

CDR Aloha Houston, you ready for evening status?

C C We're always ready , Jer.

CDR Okay, the photo pads or photo log: v

16-millineter: Delta Papa 4, Charlie, Delta and Echo,
.

Charlie India 129, 72, Charlie India 78, no photos were taken

latt night. Today, Delta Papa 4 Alfa and Bravo, Charlie India

CharlU India 78. EREPVTS: Charlie Lima 12, 8 .

Nikons: 01, Charlie X-ray 43, 39; 02 Bravo Victor 49
,

00

03, Charlie India 115, 52; 04 and 05 no change 70-«illi«e ters

.

Charlie X-ray 18, 083; ETC no change; EREP .at Zulu, 0491,

,f,tl 0216 9574 1 345 , 0282. Drawer A: Alfa 1 through

Alfa'4 no'change; BACK 07, Charlie India 129 82; Charlie

7 Okay on Sleep: CDR. 7, 7 heavy; SPT 6.5 ^ajvy

2 5 light; PLT 7.0. 6 heavy and 1 light. Volume: 260. 195,

420 . CDR on Water gun reading: CDR. 8817; SPT 485 3;

PLT 1424. Body mass: 6.329, 6.329, 6.330; 6.373, 6.376,

6.378; 6.256, 6.260, 6.259. Exercise: CDR and PLT, no

change- SPT , standard with the exception of Alfa minus 5737.

Medication: CDR, none; SPT. one Dalmane tonight; PLT one

Aciitld tonight. Clothing: CDR. none; SPT socks, shirt and

trousers; PLT, socks, shorts and T-shirt. Food log:

salt for CDR, 0.0, plus peach ambrosia, minus one lemonade,

minus one coffee with sugar; SPT, 1.5 salt, plus lemon P<""ln S .

plua one Apollo cocoa, plus 2.0 water; PLT zero salt, plus

oneVeen beans, minus one orange drink, ninu. one grape drink

and .." rehydration water. Flight Plan deviations: SPT

plus one ATM pass; CDR, did not get the Nikon, of the SHMD

and bSSd, we'll add that to the shopping list for tomorrow

Snopping list accomplishments: none. Inoperable equipment,

none Unscheduled stowage: none.

CC Okay, Jer. And while I got you Jer. we're

thinking of - because of the flickering light on ERF.P tap*

ecorde? number 1, we're thinking of switching over to

tape recorder number 2. If you all are doing all you

Possibly can, cleaning the head, and a 1 the rest of ^at

to keep number 1 in good order, if you've been doing all that

along, we'll probably .witch over to tape recorder number

2. If there's no better way we can handle 1.

CD o Okay, we've been doing a very good Job,

I', .ure of cleaning the tape recorder.. We been working at it
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pretty conecient ious ly . So , if that's not enough, we probably
ought to switch.

CC
today , Jer ?

CDR
CC

maneuve r time.
PLT

END OF TAPE

Okay. And any water deviation on you

Roger , plus 1.0.
Okay. And we're looking at a good

1 Just -
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CC
,

Sky lab, we're a minute to LOS. Thenext station's at Vanguard for your nedical conference inabout 22 minutes at 00:01.
CDR Roger Story

.

Npyr
™°

. y
hls 18 Jkylab Control. LOS Hawaii.Next station in 19 minutes, tracking ship Vanguard. Medicalconference with the crew physician scheduled ft VanguardA sugary of that conference will be relayed as soon as t'savailable. Our next live station pass will be Hawaii g n

sJylab^ontrol.
26 mlnUte8

' " 23:62 -an\iL.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, 01:08 Greenwich mean
time. Acquisition at Hawaii in 50 seconds, what may be
the final pass of the evening before the crew goes to bed.
Although the upcoming Vanguard pass Is wichin the tine frame
of today's crew wake period. We're standing by for AOS
Hawaii, total of 6-1/2 minutes.

cc Sky 1 ah , got you through Hawaii for
6 minutes. And we're looking at this pass to be the last
pass . .

>.,.:
CDR Roger, Story.
cc And Jer, we could use someone up at the

ATM to get a frames read out, and also a got a couple of
switches to throw up there.

CDR Rog

.

PLT Story, have the frame count.
CC Go.
PLT 8294, and this one is obviously an error

85713, 14, 28, 1130, 2743.
cc Okay, and got a couple of switches for

you there at the ATM panel.
CDR Go ahead

.

cc Okay, the C&D to ACS MONITOR rotary
switch, WHEEL AMP 2 for 10 seconds.

CDR Okay, that's complete.
CC Stand by 1.
CC Now could you go to the WHEEL SPEED 2

position for 10 seconds?
CDR That ' s complete

.

CC Okay

.

CDR What's all that for Story?
CC Jer

. it's - it appears that - positioning
that switch is putting glitches into our telemetry. And
the ones that we're interested in are wheel speed and current.

cc And could you give us the same on
CMG 2 - I mean 3?

CDR Okay.
Cc Th *t will be '.'HEEL AMPS to 3 for 10 seconds.
CDR Okay, you got WHEEL AMPS 3 for 10 do you

want WHEEL SPEED now?
CC Yes sir.
CDR Okay.
CDR That's complete.
cc Okay, that's it Jer. We are seting an

interaction between switching that meter and our telemetry
displays.

CDR Roger

.

cc Jer, hnve ycu had a chanre to look at
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the flight plana yet? ;

CDR Yeah, looks like it Lakes a Philadelphia
lawyer to read them

.

.

CC Yeah , that ' s why I brought it up

.

CC The one of them is in case we don't have an
- any 201 . And we do have a priority for track 59 and 60 if
there is no 201. But the weather does look better now for 63.

CDR Okay, is 63 the early one?
CC That's the late one, 59 and 60 is the

earlier one. And that has priority but the weather doesn't
look quite so good for it right now.

t are those geothernal -

t it?
ge o t h e rina 1 one .

Okay , wh

a

that time isn't
That ' s

Roge r .

And the other one that says if no EREP 62,
urse assumes that S201 is still GO.

Okay .

And while I've got you , do you think that
will - will distur

CDR
still dark a

CC
CDR
CC

and that of
CDR
CC

6 cycle per second you've got in your audi
your EVA comm at all?

CDR No, I think it will be a nuisance just
like it is now. You know for instance where we might miss
some calls or something because of it, just the way we did
today .

CDR Trouble is they're starting to tone. You
know, the cycles are getting longsr - are getting louder I

should say.
cc So we can get EV-3 to he the one who

listens to it instead of the two outside. Would you lik*
that?

CDR Oh, I don't know that it makes all that
much difference, don't have to listen to it,

CC Okay, now you voice tape on TV-77 was
excellent. Don't do anymore on that until we get the VTR
down and put it all together.

CDR Okay.
cc And for Ed. How long was it between his

eating and the onset of the M092 vent?
Sf>T Probably about an hour and half, Story.
CC Okay, and we've got about 25 seconds to

LOS here. We're not thinking of calling you at the next
station, but. it's at Vanguard at 01:39 and I - -

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay, and we got about 25 seconds to LOS

here, we're not thinking of calling you at the next station
but It's at Vanguard at 01:39. And I can offer you vakeup
it's at 10:51 - 10:53, seven minutes early, or one that's

30 minu tea late at Golds tone.
CDR Go ahead and make It the late one and

we'll set our clocks. Also, you mean you don't want us to

even try - to try to do sequence 2 and 3 In TV-77?
CC Not until we call you, Jer.
CDR Okay

.

CC And I do have a station I can wake you up

right on time at Madrid.
CDR Okay, good.
SPT Story, I'd like to pick up the M133

tomorrow night rather than this evening.
CC Stand by 1. That'll be fine, Ed you can

get it tomorrow.
PAO This is Skylab Control, LOS Hawaii which

may be the final pass of the evening. It was sort of indefinite
there at LOS, whether or not the crew wanted to be called again at

Vanguard in 21 minutes. So we'll hang in and see. Meanwhile
we have the crew physician's dally report on crew health,
which reads as follows: "The Skylab-IV crew remains in a

condition of satisfactory health. The pilot does have some
continuation of nasal congestion and head fullness especially
over the eyes. He does not have any elevation of temperature
or other adverse signs and symptoms. He will continue taking
the antihistamine decongestant tablet as directed. The
science pilot has had some difficulty over the past two to

three nights and especially last evening obtaining good sleep.
He stated that he is 'overtired' and contrla - contributes
this to his failure to complete the M092 lower body negative
pressure experiment today. He does not attribute thiii tired
feeling to the work schedule but feels that on occasion he

might be experiencing a little too much, might be exercising
a little too much. He was advised to take a sleeping capsule
tonight." That concludes the crew physician's summary by

Dr. Charles E. Ross who is the crew surgeon on tonight.
Dr. Jerry Hordinsky has departed for the recovery vessel in

the Pacific, will be aboard to run the post-flight tests on the

crew, medical tests. We'll return in 19 minutes to monitor
Vanguard tracking ship pass. This is Skylab Control at

01i20 Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 01:41 Greenwich
mean time. Space station Skylab in acquisition at tracking
ship Vanguard and Commander Jerry Carr called the ground
over Vanguard. So we're playing catchup now, playing back
tape and eventually we'll be live again. Roll tape.

CDR Houston , CDR.
CC Go ahead Jerry, got you through Vanguard

for 9 minutes .

CDR Okay, Story, I was getting ready to do
photography on TV-106 and I'm not so sure we're using the
right f-stop on this thing. It's calling for f-stop of - I

think it's 2.8 at 1/30 of a second and I think I've got a

whole lot more light than that up here and I'm wondering
what's wrong with the little integral light meter that we've
got here. It's indicating that we ought to be shooting in
this kind of light of about 5.6 at a thirtieth.

CC Okay , s t and by 1.
CDR Seems to me we ought to use a faster

shutter speed since it's handheld.
CC You referring to step 6A, Jer?
CDR That's affirmative, Story.
CC While I got you Jer, per permanent

general message, which of course you don't have in front
of you to record the trash airlock usage for 3 days, they
got reports on 61 and 64, did you get any other days?

CDR They're apparently not reading their
transcripts then. 1 gave them one for 61, and then again
on 65, and then I just gave them one for last night. And the -

what they want was 62, 3, 4, 5,1 think it was and we just don'
do that many trash airlock dumps.

CC Okay. And for Ed, he 'can run that
M133 tomorrow night, that'll be fine.

CDR Story, I guess my question to the photo
people, is can I believe my little integral light meter In
the Nikon with this K-l extension on it, if so then we ought
to be doing this at more like a sixtieth or 1/25.

CC We're working it.
CC Jer, you can believe the meter and shoot at

the faster speed.
CDR Okay, Story, I just took a siting on it and

It says f/8 at 1/250.
CC Copy. Jerry, Houston.
CDR Go ahead .

CC That's a little furt tier out than we expect e
there, you are using Nikon 03?

CDR Affirmative Nikon 03 and the light meter
in It Indicates it ought to be 1/250 at i/8. I Rot a high
intensity light that's only 2 feet away from the vial that
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I'm taking the picture of. Would they rather 1 used a

flash attachment ?

CC Jerry, Houston.
CDR Roger .

CC You got ASA 500 set on the top of

your speed meter there?
CDR That's affirmative. Okay, I tried the

spot meter and It says that I ought to be usinp 5.S at 1/25.
CC You're reading our minds.
CDR Say again.
CC You read our minds on the spot meter.
CDR Now the question is what do I believe.
CC Skylab, we're about V) seconds to I.OS here.

Next station is Ascension at 01:55 about 6 minutes. We won't
call you. And we plan to dump the data/voice at Ascension
and Jerry, we got plenty of that film, why don't you use

your own judgment and bracket the - the f and f-stop and
speedsettings.

CDR Okay, I'll do that. I'm afraid the

ones this laor'iing are probably no good. I used the t'-stop

of 2.8 and th?n I did a 30th and the 60th but I 'n afraid those
are too far olf. Maybe processing can bring it out.

CC Okay, we'll see you over Madrid tomorrow
at about 12 :00 .

CDR Roger, sc long.
PAO Skylab Control, LOS Vanguari. Next station

Ascension. Next station will be Ascension Island in 4 minutes,
however Spacecraft Communicator Story MusRrave ha« signed off
for the night. The crew will be called at - ir the morn'np
at the Madrid station at arourd 7 a.m. And at '>1:5I Gr^cnv/lch
mean time signing off until Saturday morning, this is

Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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Morning ")

(Music: "In the Wee Small Hours of the

Skylab, Houston. Good morning from the

We've got you at Madrid for 6 irore minutes.
purple gang

.

S tanding by

.

CDR Roger, Dick.

cc Skylab, Houston. We've a minute to LOb

.

Tananarive cornea up at 1 2 : 1 1 . • Coup le of things to tell you

as we go over the hill. The S201 is GO. '.We're still on the

prime Flight Plan for today and the VTR Is clean and all yours

for the day

.

CDR Roger Dick .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

12 hours 1 minute. January 26, mission day 72 - mission of

Skylab IV. Crew wakeup coming through Madrid with the music

of Julie London. Day number 72 in the flight of Skylab IV is

designated officially as a day of rest. This is their 8th

day off in the mission. As usual with most days otf, Comnander

Gerald Carr. Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Pilot Bill Pogue will be

doing more than just looking out the window. More than a half

a dozen science tasks are scheduled today. Most of them are

in a leisurely nanner. However, with little amounts of free

time sprinkled between them. Biggest schedul2d event today,

is the Earth resources pass along ground track 20 - 63. The

pass is scheduled for midafternoon across the western United

States, coming from north to south down California and into

Mexico. One of the primaries of interest here is the geothermal

regions that are in California and Mexico. Sensors and cameras

will begin taking data at 2:40 p.m. central daylight time and

conclude 29 minutes later. San Francisco and Bakersfield.

Yuma, Arizona and Hermosillo, Mexico, are all directly in the

path of Skylab on this survey, survey number 32. Earlier in

the day. at approximately 8 a.m. central daylight time. Jerry

Carr will point S201 cameras earthward, attempting to photograph

a Department of Defense rocket launch. Also scheduled is a

science conference with the crew discussing medical and corollary

experiments on the comet Kohoutek. As far as solar observations

are concerned, the plan it to permit Gibson to do freelance

scanning and executing the Apollo telescope mount instruments

to let him devise his own schedule and run as many cycles o

Sun viewing as he sees fit. This is a plan that may bo imple-

mented, in the shuttle program allowing the science pilot aboard

shuttle ':o make hia decisions in real time by not following a

Flight Plan which 13 devised 24 to 32 hours in advance. Nrarly

a dozen handheld photo targets of opportunity are available at

crew option today. Finally, while this January 26 officially

Is a day off, the crew conceivably may accumulate 10 addltiona.
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hours to add to a huge log of science experiments. Next
acquisition through Tananarive in 7 minutes 20 seconds. At
Greenwich mean time 12 hours and 3 minutes, this is Skylab
Control .

•

END OF TAPE
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p AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 10 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 seconds. CMG-2 still within limits - still within
the anomaly which began 3 days ago. The wheel speed's
running from 38 2 9 rpms to 8850, and the difference in temperatu
between the two bearings running between 2.1 and 2.5 degrees
Fahrenheit. Apparently CMG now settled Into this mode. G&N
officer reports no - no performance outside those separate
parameters. Bring the line up for the Tananarive pass CAP
COMM is Dick Truly, Flight Director is Phil Shaffer.

Skylab, Houston; hello at Tananarive forCC
10 minutes.

CDR Hello, Dick. Got any news this morninR?
cc Yes, sir I sure do. Would you Uko to

hear it here?
CD R Yeah, that 'd be fine.
CC Okay. Ford Motor Conpany has announced

layoffs that raise to just over 64,000 the number of auto
workers furloughed indefinitely by an industry suffering a
series sales decline. Ford said Friday that production
cutbacks to begin Monday would idle 13,000 workers over the
next twc weeks, A, 000 indefinitely. The firm plans to trim
23,000 cars from its production schedule. So far this year
40,000 GM and 13,000 Chrysler Corporation workers have been'
laid off indefinitely. Ford, with a 175,000-man domestic
hourly workforce, will have laid off 11,175 workers indefinite^
as of February 11. Federal energy chief William E . Simon
testifying before a Senate subcommittee, declined t u speculate
on the prospects of gasoline rationing. The Senate is to vote
next week on legislation that would authorize President NIxo n
to order rationing if necessary and take ether steps to
cope with the energy crisis. Billionaire Howard Hughes failed
to appear for arraignment on stock manipulation charges in
federal court Friday. The judge said he will decicV n-xt
Wednesday whether to issue a bench warrant for Hughes' arr>-si
Hughes, charged with four other nen , is living in seclusion
in the Bahamas. He could be declared a fugitive if he ignored
a bench warrant. Bantam Books reported that it had made its
first sale to the People's Republic of China. Three paper-
backs. One copy each of the following: "Battleground:' Fact
and Fantasy in Palestine," "Wheels," a novel about the iuto
industry by Arthur Hailey, and "Every Night Josephine."
a book by Jacqueling Susann. Bantam said It's been sending
its periodic lists of about 1400 titles to the Chinese since
the United States established relations with the Communist
government. The order came from the China National Publication!
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Import Corporation In Poking. "Ordinarily we wot: Id not open
a new account for just three titles," a spokesman said. "One
of, the clerks almost sent it back, but it was caught. " The
Treasury Department confirmed that the big three U.S. auto-
makers have applied for licenses for their Argentine subsidiaries
to sell cars and trucks to Cuba. A Treasury Department spokes-
vaan said no decision had been made on whether to grant the
licenses, and he said there was no indication when a decision
would be made. The spokesman said Ford, Chrysler and General
Motors all filed formal requests with the Treasury, seeking
authority to allow American citizens working for their Argentine
subsidiaries to engage in business with Cuba under the Cuban
assets control regulations. These regulations currently embargo
U.S. trade with Cuba. The automakers confirmed In Detroit that
their Argentine subsidiaries have supplied quotations to Cuba
on the possible sale of thousands of cars and trucks. Sources
estimate the pacts would be worth as much as $150 million. Two
totally blind men say they saw specks of light, like constellations
of stars, during e x pe r i me p t s to develop an artificial i>yi', "It
was just a relief that I could see," said a 2 H -y e a r -o 1 <i graduate
student in social work who Ioj, t his sight 7years ago in a

Vietnam lineraent - landmine explosion. The experiments were
conducted by a team of more than 30 researchers' from the
universities of Utah and western Ontario. The two saw the
specks when they were plugged into a computer with 6 4 tiny
platinum electrode points stimulating the surface of their
brains. They said they were able to recognize simple patterns
including some letters, and draw on paper what they saw. Although
several key problems remain unsolved, researchers estimate that
an aritficial eye - a tiny television camera in the eye socket
connected to electrodes permanently implanted through the back
of the skull - nay eventually be built for $5,000 apiece, plus
$2,000 for surgery and related expenses. Wt're going to be -

the purple gang Is going to be turning over to the crinsora
i earn very - in a couple of passes to let you know what they've
been doinc while they're off duty, I have one news item here
from San Diego. Navy astron.iut Robert L. Crippcn says space
technology racy <mc day permit cities to bathe thomBelves In
24 hour sunlight. Crippen said this and other techniques will
provide avenues of relief from the energy crisis. Crippen
said an array nf huge mirror* up to a half mile In diameter could
ho put Into stationary orbit outside tnu Earth's .shadow, about
2 3,000 miles in space. By night they would be tipped autuwat irnl ly
to illuminate the city below. "You could keep a city lighted
2 4 hours a day in this way if you wanted to," Crippcn said, "or
you could Just shorten the nights and still save a lot of energy."
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We're about a minute or so from LOS here at Tananarive, and
Honeysuckle comes up at 12 ; 3 7 . See you there.

CC Skylab, Houston; we dropped out for a

second there. We still have you for a few - for about a minute
here at Tananarive.

CDR Roger, Dick. Ed said thanks for the
illuminating news.

CC Roger that . I hope 1 get to go to San
Diego in between my tine off.

PAO Skylab, Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 20 cinutes . Loss of signal through Tananarive with
the CAP COMM Dick Truly reading up the morning news to the
crew. Spacecraft Skylab presently in an orbit of 239.4 by
239.7 nautical miles, traveling at a speed of 25,072 feet
per second. Next acquisition in 15 minutes and 40 seconds
through Honeysuckle. This is Skylab Control at 12 hours
21 minutes Greenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE'
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
12 hours 35 minutes. A channo ov£r In progress here at
Mission Comrol . FH«!it Olrectot Phil Shflfer and his
purple team of flight controllers ,

turning the control of
the HOCR over to Don Puddy , f .1 i ght director of the maroon team.
We'll bring the line up 'or the Honeysuckle pass, 5 minutes
and 37 seconds in duration. CAP COMM still is Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. Honeysuckle for
6 minutes.

CD? Roger .

CC And, CDR or PLT , Houston. I'd 1 1 k ^ to
visit here with you at this site for just a minute about
this ipconing 201 .

; .OH Go ahead, Dick.
CC Roger. A couple of things I wanted to

tell you. First of all the' booster at Vandenberg is on
internal power. It's looking good and the count is going
very smooth 1 y so we don't anticipate any problems. 1 n the
event that for some reason the CMC acts up between here and
there, wo are operating another 201 pad for you that essential 1

could >c Acrnaplishcii with no maneuver, which in that decision
wo wouM have to make here - up - it the up com In ft Hawaii
pass. So I'd recotiisfn.! that you go get this pad when tt

fdiacs < it of the teleprinter In re, 'itick it in your pocket
and then forget it uuii^s v<- call you with some problem about
the upending maneuver. The pod is essentially ldent/cal
except the tines and angles ehans'e because we're going to
change the launch time of the booster In order to all 11 get
the 201 opportunity. Second thing I wanted to men t I on to you -

Yenh, one1 thing on that item though, there's no rtason at this
tine to think we're going to scrub the maneuver we're }ust
h a < V i n g up our option So we in make sure that In case we do
we'll still get 201. Next thing t wanted to mention to you is,
if there's so mo problem and w«* get a launch slip out at V and en

berg, depending on when wt find out when that '.lip is going to
.lap pen and how much it's g >

• i r : s t • be, I'm going to have some
(oitk linns to tin* yad th.it ,'1! noed to rend up to you, either
Mi-*t prior t" the launch or In real time. Yon . :ni - if you don
hear !' r or- me again »n that ,

you . an a I s *> 1 or get t h a t rail, but
1 ,!>•• have the numbers her and i f ve do slip, I'll he giving

it) Okay.
CC Skylab, llntcuon , We're a minuco from
Hawaii comes up at 12:57. S^e you then.

i'DR Roger, Dick.
PAO Hkyl.ib Control, Greenwich mean time

ours 44 minutes. The Skylab crew in their 72nd day.
t !v the crow will prepar. to do the S201 experiment
1Kb tho antisolar irieiitl! It- air tnrk , lift I ng the XUV e
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electronigraphic camera in an attempt to photograph possible
rocket exhaust trails in the atmosphere following the launch
from Vandenberg Air Force Base of a Department of Defense rorket
bt'JnR launched at Greenwich mean time 13 hours and 8 minutes,
about 5 minutes from now. The spacecraft will be maneuvered
out of its current attitude, f» degrees in the X-axis. This will
occur at Greenwich mean time 13 hours and 3 minutes. \ The
vehicle will remain in that attitude for 15 minutes, maneuver
being totally controlled by the CHGs . G&C officer anticipates
no use of mlbs on the - no use of TAGS on this maneuver. The
crew in their 72nd day. Next acquisition will be through
Hawaii in 11 minutes and 40 seconds. At Greenwich mean time
12 hours k 5 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
12 hours 56 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii.
Hawaii pass will be 7 minutes in duration. Brine the line
up for CAP COMM Dick Truly,

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS Hawaii for
6 minutes. The 201 is still GO, and we've looked at themaneuver time and - that's loaded, and looks good to us.

CDR Morning, Dick, thank you.
CC Roger

.

Cc Skylab, Houston, wo 1 re a minute from LOSGoldstone - we re going tc drop out Just a couple of minutesand l 11 give you a call at Goldstone, S201 is still GO,
you're GO for the maneuver, looking real good and CDR and

yo " c * n ^ify that your operating from pad number 7259Alta, which is the original pad we sent up for 201. I'll 8 eeyou at Goldstom:.
PLT That's affirmative, Dick.
CC Very good.
CC Skylab, Houston, AOS Goldstone for

8 mi nut es .

. ^ C
J tr

Skylab. Houston, the 201 target vehicle
is lifted off.

,
Dick, which STS window should that bevisible from?

CC Standby.
CC SFT, Houston, you probably already foundIt, but we think S-1 is probably the best window.
S p T Thanks very much, Dick.
CC Roger.

,

CC Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOSwe 11 drop out about 5 minutes and the crimson team will
give you a call at Bermuda.

C5)R Thank you , Dick.
CnR So lonp purple team. Knjoy the day.
'' C We certainly will. We just did our

last summary shift of t he Skylab mission.
SPT Sounds like something to havr a - - I r t 1 on

You bet '"ha.
Hr<: I second th.it . (Laughter)

rcsi
(:,,R 0o(Hl night purple guys. Get a good day's

^ c Thank you, sit.

fl ,

PA0
,

, r
Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours and 5 minutes. Successful launch of the DOD rocketusing the S201 camera. Skylab cev was attempting to photographpossible ross - rocker, exhaust trails In the atmosphere!
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CAP COMM Dick Truly informing the crew this is the last
summary shift for the purple team, under ;h.: supervision ofFlight Director Phil Shaffer. Summary team, the overnightshift, which prepares the Flight Plans for the upcoming dayLater this morning, at Greenwich mean time 15:45, the weeklyscience conference will be conducted. The pass is throughthe Carnarvon, Guam, and then Carnarvon tracking stations

inLr^P \8ain -,/i
t 15

'S
5 Mi38ion Scientist Astronaut Dr.'Robert Parker will conduct the corollary and general experimentdiscussions through the Carnarvon tracking station. ThroughGuam, beginning at 16:00, Bill Snoddy of. Marshall Space FlightCenter will discuss the Kohoutek experiment. Dr StoryMusgrave will discuss medical experiments beginning at Green-

; « 7:2
;,

a " d Sclence Pilot baci-p science
It i t ^ *

WlU discjSfl '' is "al observations programhrough the Guam tracking station at Greenwich mean time
• Hoi ? M

ln
?5

e *' A^ ul9
J
tion through Bermuda in 15 seconds,we 11 hold tne line up for this Bermuda pass.

£
C

,
Good corning, Skylab, crimson crews withyou, 5 minutes to Bermuda.

MS (Carble)
CC Great, great. 1 checked it out in SanDiego, still for splash.

"

CDR The golden warble of the crimson Criper.How are you this morning? p '

CC Pretty good, pretty good, you guys afraidto enjoy a theoretical day off?
"

CDR We're working at it.

the 20? square. ' ^ '

U l0 ° kS llke f,lled

CDR Colored in with blood.
cc The re and here .

. ,

Skylab, we have a keyholo coming up inabout 15 seconds, so I'll call you out of it.
CD * Roger, Crip.
CC

about 2-1/2 minutes to Bermuda
Okay, we're back with you once more,

CC
11:28.

LOS in 1 minute. Canary in 5 at 13:28,

.

PA0
, „,

Skylab Concrol. Greenwich mean time
1J hour* and 25 minutes. Loss of signal through Bermuda,
next acquisition will be through the Canary tracking stationm so seconds

.

FND OF TAPC
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™ ,iouston
- A°S Canary 7-1/2 minutes.

^ CDR
» Houston: when vou or Bill get a

voS'^T? ^r%
r

n^
lty WC ' d a PP rec,a" ,« "Uttle synopsis of howyou !elt the 201 ops went tooay

.

CI
?

R Houston, CDR . How do you read?
CC Loud and clear, Go, Jer.

f.«rHpr
R
an1 r

0ka,r, We WCre ansWt->rll R your call thereearlier and I Ruess you dropped out.

C

C'- °* ay
;

S ° rry
'
didn *

c " didn't copy it.
^'

,K Bill's got a debrief for vou on 201.
t * c Beautiful . Thank you .

fl , U
PLT

,

° kay
>
on lhe 201 °PS everything was fineti wo got down to the 13:12 reset switch to start andhat was grouped with the 13:11:02 that I read the 12 as the12 seconds, so I hit a reset switch to start at 13-11-t? l«an additional actio,. At 1Jsl2 , re in 1 1 Sa^d" he 'r e ^ t ch

n!^";::;^"^;,: 0 '" start ' 1 got that 1 ••«•»<

rr
° kay

'
renl fln<"' Bil1

- Tha n^ you.
A4A .

for thc SPT
- out of curiosity Fddid you happen to get a look at the launch vehicle vhej'itwas coming up through the atmosphere?

SPT No , I didn't , Crip.
cc Okay , thank you .

rr
K

f;.
rlp

;

yOU RUyS fln "ily did it to us.cc What 's t hat , Jer

?

„ n |B
?° R

, ,

We ROt 80 niin y Pe»«anent general messagesup here we re out of toon on the chiller pasting pa.tcin, fh« up.
\"

1 thought we'd finally overflow vm, there

night
at U

*

Th<lt l0 °k9 Uke they rcal,v did It last

r d n„'f\ w
V
,

Cl1
'
U '

S iuSt that saturated up hereI don t know what we're going to do.
'

pJ
R

£?
uld you r™ c *l A few of them, naybe?

That s a good idea. We'll - we'll go through
i t .

fpft _ lo - v .
Skylnb, Houston: we're about 15 seconds

«J 13:50;' ^"J." °" COnt,1ct 18 Tananarive in U tributes

Cf)R ' '

Roger,

md l5
A
! lni,r». i*

Skylab Contro1
' Greenwich mean time 13 hours

?»i i::;..::;'^:;:'!:::: ;:.i:.r:r;::.-::,j° t
:
—

-

number 32 for the mission. Yesterday* Iltth rwourcM pi„, a
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stateside - along a stateside groundtrack," provided radar
and radiometer data, was collected over the North Pacific ocean
off the west coast of the United States. This will be used
by principal investigators in atmospheric studies to Improve
wind peels and sea state information and forecasting. Photo-
graphy, nul tispectral scanner, and radiometric- information
was obtained of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa, for the purpose
of comparing and evaluating Earth resources exper - epectro-
bands and operating modes in mappings and snow cover. Multi-
spectral photography was imaged over Minnesota, Indiana, and
Ohio. The Minnesota photograDhy will be used for mapping
cultural details and revising existing naps. The Indiana
photo«raphy will be used for urban studies. The Ohio information
will be studied for environmental quality and ecological effects
of strip mining. Atmospheric contamination and aerosol
concentrations data gathered over Chicago, Lake Michigan area
will be analyzed. Additional Earth resources experiment data
gathered over cloud systems associated with Jet - jet streams
will be used by principle investigators to improve weather
forecasting. Todays EREP pass, mainly a geothermal pass down
the west coast of the United States and into Mexico. Next
acquisition in 8 minutes and 50 seconds will be through Tananarive
At Greenwich mean time 11 hours and 4 0 minutes, this is Skylah
Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours 48 minutes. Acquisition coming through Tananarive
in 50 seconds. All three crew members now In a block of off-
duty time, a day off for the crew their eighth day off during
Skylab IV mission. Although they have an E REP pass scheduled
later today, a stateside pass down the west coast gathering
thermal - geothermal data. We'll have them bring the lineup
for this Tananarive pass, 4 minutes In duration.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS at Tananarive,
very short pass - a little over a minute here. Next station
contact is Honeysuckle at 14:12. That's about 21 minutes away,
and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump when we get there.

CDR Roger, Bob.
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 56 minutes. Loss of signal through Tananarive as the
crew begins their 72nd day in the mission of Skylab IV, day
257 for the Skylab workshop. Acquisition in 15 minutes and
30 seconds through the Honeysuckle tracking station. This is
Skylab Control at Greenwich mean tine 13 hours 57 minutes.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
11 hours and 11 minutes. Acquisition coming through the
Honeysuckle tracking station for a 9 minute pass. We'll bring
the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Honeysuckle. We have you for 8-1/2 minutes and if vc could
have the recorder, we'd like to go ahead and do a data/voice
recorder dump here.

SPT Can you give me around 40 seconds, Crip?
CC Will do.
SPT You've got it, Crip. Thanh you.
CC Okay, Ed. We'll go ahead and take it.

One item L should mention to you. Last night during unattended
ops, while you guys were asleep, we had a glitch of some sort
that we - sort of probably a power glitch, occur which zeroed
the up/dovn left/right counters in the computer. If per chance
you see anything like that today, of course, the only required
action Is to go ahead and rezcro the fine - fine Sun sensor.

SPT Okay, Crip. How did you get rid of that
lsst night? Were - are you able to do that from the ground?

cc That's affirm. They can go ahead and do
it by maneuvering the - the Sun sensor, or the can from
the ground or rp zero it.

SPT Okay. Thank you.
SPT Say Crip, let me give you a Utile descrip-

tion of how old Sol looks from up here this morning.
CC Shoot.
SPT White light coronagraph, probably the nost
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lt
g
»t

angG 19 that there 18 a heinet screamer nowat about 1080 on over to 075 or so. That's close to the

climbs slightly towards the south, fairly Prominent Itwas not there - that event form yesterday." There was alittle indication of it, but it was not Anywhere near as wellformeds and perhaps that is due to the activij w£Ic£ was

I;;!;?,"/!-!
at that "»* - yesterday afternoon Airestill is a faint streamer at 060 and a verv fpinf »03O which is pointed at around 645? LI ^ n

" J^J ynarrow streamer at 115. Over on the east limb, we're 00k L
llttllVllt^i <

^ T
e

yesterda y- «ybe diminished a
8

1

,

bl in ^tensity. That's hard to say. Actually It'sprobably Just about the same. Centered at 270 i a fairly"prominent helmet streamer and then one over at 260* IVpll03e .° n
-

tat W
J
1Ch d0C9 n0t GXtend out anywhere near as

Ltil 1?
rad H. XUV monitor shows all our good activeregions disappearing on us. We see the - every act .uon the east limb is just on the limb. It's no

'
,to it anymore. They're .11 r i ght on the ve e<|

°
n °"

33. The coronal hole which follows the 21, t 9r t ,

it a more of a dumbbell shaped coronal hole. We'll take alook at that today. Still fairly pronounced, though with th.segments that remain. The part that has closed it in do P

J

a

^t
9

?r a

b
.
lRht P °

<

lntS " the 9erie9 0f brig!? polnl sright in a row running almost east-west inclined alightlvtowards the south as you go the west. There Js the ac ver.gion which has been called out: 36. It's r a e „
J! n

* ?f '?
XUV

*
Ju5t °PP°^te that, ri 8the other side of the equator is another one. It's h wnore to the west - about 0.2 radii out raavbe 3^ a

8li * htly
Not quit, as bright but Just about as iarge" xilrl'WV'

alight enhancement, though, for being Sn a mb L m J"*

egion which haa Just come off the limb at around 20L k V° 28
?' U S ^"tlvely thin. Coronal hol.g to

i5« !
8 ° Uth flnd

' fllaBent channel perhaps, U p ataround 020.7 or so out running east/west.

END OF TAPE
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SPT - - beginning at 16:22, orbit 2 is the
one beginning at 14:49, orbit 4 beginning at 21:02 do a building
block 2 to get the standard in for 32 and then a choice of
two things. Looking for either a polar plume or prominences
to try to get 82B some exposures on one or the other, de-
pending upon what we can find. I did not really have a chance
to look over the North Pole with the magnesium X this morning,
and I plan to do that when I try to line up for that particular
one. that one's jv,3t kind of open. At 56 we'll recleve some
long exposures, at 55 mirror auto rasters or gr.it inp auto
scans, whatever is appropriate for where we happen to bo.

MCC Ed, just for curiosity it might be interest-
ing to conparc how na^nesiun X 10 looks over i he different two
poles" the south pole be in? of oifforent appearence than the
north. And also what's on the back may be relevant to the polar
plumes too.

SPT Yeah, that's - [ think that would be. The
trouble I face is it takes a little while to do studies
so what I would have to do Is to pick out a given distance off
the linb like 30 arc seconds. And then ju&t try to make some
rcent.il calculations as I roll them up Sun center of what magnesium
intensity looks like on one or the other, but that's a good
thought. That might be the best way to pick a pole in which
to work

.

MCC You might try one and succeed or try one
and fall and then try the other and succeed. 1 remember you
tried this once before and I'a not up on exactly how it did
work .

SPT That specific thing I have not. Now ]

have usually many times roiled about Sun center 30 .>rc seennds
on the limb looking for features, and that works quit o w<- 1 I .

I've done that mostly close to the equator and around ;u t | ve
regions, however. I've not worked too much with the po)«s,
hut I will today,

HfJC Okay.
(garble) 5, which is the one .it ;>?:i5 v..

pick up the last building block 1 without onittinp, 12A - <>1

with the option ». And the rest 1 have not tried to lilt
in because I feel things will come uu during the day and I'll
try to work them in. That's the tentative plan and the wav
the Sun looki thio morning It looks as though It's pretty
well cared for, but things might change.

MCC Okay, Ed, that sounds great. I'm rcaily
sorry we don't have more activity for you today and more
film to use on it.

SPT Well, without much film and without much
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activity it makes the challenge all the bigger, so - it'll be
f un .

MCC Okay, I hope so.
SPf What have you gotten out of interpretation

of 82 A data so far?
MCC Well, made a taovie of the long wavelength

magneriura IX line that you get when you've gut a minus 5 4 00
roll. And we could look at the North Pole and see the plumes
moving right to left, when on the disk the stuff goes left
to right. In other words, in that case we're seeing plumes
from the back which is very interesting. And looking at the
other pole we saw a mixture. On further thinking about this
we found that the North Pole is tipped in August down toward
us, and as a result we were seeing the geometrical effect
and the combination of that was the fact that the plumes
fade out with height. That was very interesting! to see,
actually, in a movie.

CC Let me go ahead and break in here. We're
about 30 seconds from LOS, and we'll see you again at Gold-
stone in 2-1/2 minutes at 14:45: 14:45.

SPT Okay, when's Neil come up again?
CC Well, we got - got hJn scheduled again

at, oh. 18:01. However, he's going to be available anytime
you want to talk to him today, Ed.

SPT Oh, okay'.

CC In fact, do you want to continue it over
the States? We can.

SPT Okay, why don'?. - Neil, what I really have
in mind is from the - what you've been able to see so far
on 82A and - especially 8 2A. What have you learned that's
really new and significant which ve could use in our observations
especially today and the remainder of the (garble)

MCC Okay , I'll work it.
CC Over the hill.
PAO SVylab Control, Greenwich moan t < mo 1 hours

43 minutes as SkylablV now in its 11th weak. The ft I n aboard
Skylab beinR used very cartful ly as mentioned by Silence Pilot
Gibson in a discusrion with Nell Shceley, ATM planning are.
Today S052 camera of the ATM complex is allotted 120 frames
for usage today. However, the S056 there is no film constraints.
S082 has a total of 6 frames of filn scheduled for today's
AT M operations with S082B having 10 frames available for
use today. Next acquisition will be thtough the Coldstone
tracking station for a 7-minute pass. We'll hold the line
up for this stateside pass throup.h Goldstone, Bermuda an;*
Ml LA.
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CC Sky lab , Houston; we're AOS through Goldstone

for 7 rainvtea, and if it's convenient we'd like to take the

VTR here and do a little dumping through Goldstone.

CC CDR, Houston. Jerry, got a moment to

cnat ?

CDR Yeah, I was asking you what's the subject

in the permanent general message nunber 38, and we need another

copy of 39 .

CC Okay, I ' ra sorry I wasn't copying you there
- second time I guess we've lost ;'ou, didn't get a voice on it.

38 is end-of -mission meals. And we'll send you up a new copy

of 39 .

CDR Okay, and 1 hive 38.

CC Okeydoke . What I was golns? to ask you,

Jer, was there's been some discussion down here, we're in-

terested in the deterioration of your wardroom window due

to possible hits from m i c r one t e r i od s . And it's felt that you

should be able to see whether there has been any impact just

by observing out the window kind of looking at It from different

angles. And we thought if durinp your - enjoying your day

off observing out the window if you could give us any comments

regarding any things that look lik? they might have been

raeteroid impacts on the window, we'd appreciate it.

CDR Okay, Crip, none of us have noticed any-

thing Just offhand, but we'll look at it a little bit and see.

CC Okay, appreciate it.

END OF TAPE
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cc Sky lab , Houston. 1 alnute to LOS. Bermuda
in 5 minutes at 14:56. 14 : 56.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours 52 minutes. Toss of signal through Goldstone. Next
acquisition In 2 mlnuteo and 45 seconds through Bermuda tracking
station. Discussions here at Mission Control Center ie the
remaining days of the mission. 135 hours of science time
desired fcr the remainder of the mission until mission day
78, at which time closeout of the vehicle and final prepara-

,
tions for the EVA. This amounts to 27 hours a day, beginning
tomorrow, to reach this 135 hours of science clme.

cc Skylah, Houston. AOS Bermuda 9 nlnuios,
cc Skylab, Houston. The VTR belongs to you

guys again and also we have uplinked that PGM 39, once more-.
CDR Thank you , Cr ip

.

CC Rog
. And, Bill, sometime, at your guy's

convienience tod?y, we would appreciate getting the readouts
on the status of the 509 bottles as far as charge Is concerned.

PLT They're all up, Crip. We vent ahead and
did that .

CC Okay .

PLT They're all in 10,000, roughly.
CC Okay. Thank you very much for the informa-

tion.
SPT Houston , SPT.
CC Go, Ed. And be advised you're way down

in t he mud

.

SPT Okay. How's it now?
CC Lit tie bit better.
SPT Okay. I was just Crying to adv.'se

people what I'm up to in this orbit. And that Is to use
building block )0, looking ati the west limb, fust a series
of RASTERS - max - maxi - RASTERS, I puevs vv'rc calling them
Not quite a (garble) raster. A series of threi- of them 'at the
base. And then three will be stacked on top of that in a dif-
ference of 50 arc seconds. And also trying to give 56 a series
of 5-mlnute exposures. Filter 2 which apparently Is the only
one we could get in with 5 minutes. So we'll get socio - hopefull
some type history on about six different exposures, taken 6 or
7 minutes apart on filter 2.

cc Ed
.

let me interrupt you here. We're going
to go LOS here for abo.it a little over a minute and then we'll
pick you bacK up again at Canaries. And be advised you're
still way, way down in the mud.

SPT Okay, Crip. .Haven't done anything
different than before. So, I suspect It's somewhere in the
c omm loop.

CC Oke ydokc . ;
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rc . Skylfib, Houston. We're back with you

once more through ' CanarleB . We have you for a total of about

lV-1/2 itnutea. And Ed, we'd appreciate hearing what you -

what you are doing, If you can continue now.

5 PT Be with you In a minute, trip.

CC Okay No rush at all.

SPT Crip, how do you read me now?

cc That's much better, Ed.

SPT okay. We're picking up on what we out-

lined previously. Looking at the west limb, trying to get

some more synoptic data on the active regions as they go over

U fflb and see how far out they extend into the corona. So

we're doing a JOP 26, step 9, if you w i 1 1 whe« I'- jo. ng

up with the pad coordinate. And we're working c^" "
. Q

li»b at minus 900 in up/down. Ve started off a t . in us 20 27 . 0

,

left/right and we're Just going to march across 3 steps 2 0

each time. And then move out 270 and repeat that. Then 1 11

see how much time 1 have at the end to do anything further

over and above that. The further we go out, the more mirror

Lto rasters I have to get, in order to get some re 9 l statist cs

so I mav just shoot in one where it looks like we have something

worth watching and sit on top of that one after we finish up

these first 6. The 56 is also getting some exposures. Seeing

they did not indicate they were low on film, 'I put a si-gle

frame 2 in with each one of these 56 mirror auto rasters,

they're getting 5-mlnute exposures on filter 2 every 6 or 7

utes. And maybe they'll see some time rates in change and

maybe they won't. Any suggestions from the ground will be

appreciated. i « i ~ i

MCC That's soundb great, Ed. Ve lixe u.
'

SPT Thank you, Nell. At the beginning we

did give a building block 32 to start it off with 54

operating and 56. ^ ^ Wo thoU|pht

we wouldn't speak to you too auch while you »»e observing

because we don't want to interfer with your yetting all this

great data. We thought we'd pick yoU up at CRO (?) perhaps,

when you're Just going Into dark.

spT Okay. Very good, Neil. So long.

So
mln-

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT, Houston. For your Information, Ed, that
pass at Carnarvon coming up Is set up for (A Legend) Parker to

be discussing corollary experiments with fou . So Neil did
have a few other items and if, you know, you get some period
here during this pass, we still have you for about 9 minutes,
he can go ahead and give you a little feedback from some
of your earlier questions.

SPT Sure, that's fine. These are pretty much
routine panel of operations. So, No problem. Press on.

MCC Okay. Pressing on, I guess, Ed, interrupt
me when you're bothered. Sounds like - I i^j^g_i_rve_ t h lj»__Jjs.__lJJi£--

the phone ringing in the observatory r o o m ./(Ok ayT t?o have a

number of things here that we've learn e*8*th a t you might find
interesting. Probably the most relevant one seeras to be a

tendency for the coronal holes at the poles to be biggest when
the magnetic fields in (he southern hemisphere - well, so the
mgnetic fields in thai hemisphere are the same sign as the
polar fields. And they tend to be smaller when it's o-

f

opposite sign and there's a filament channel.
MCC So if the south pole has a strong polar

cap today, we would guess that the oagnetic field is not far
from i t , has a minus polarity, black on these pictures that
we have down here. And wo did notice a few days 'ago when this
coronal hole that you're talking about today near the - near
the southwest limb, when that's more or less disk center ami
apparently almost connected to the south pole, there was a

large negative magnetic field region or less centered along
the central meridian and in the southern hemisphere approaching
the pole.

SPT What does that say about' the construction
of a coronal hole Itself on how it originates?

MCC r think it's consistently this diverging
itagnetlo field (ilea,

MCC In other words, the fields in - magnetic
field in the ccunnal hole is n diverging magnetic fir Id.' And
why that makes it dark there, don't ask me.

SPT The field strengths h;ive teen .obf-crvad to
be roughly low, though, in the center of the hole.

MCC More or less on the average.
SPT Pretty much of a reticle and low?
MCC -A

,

s f a r as J,
know .

MCC Okay. Other topics - this long spicule
idea. The spicules in - whole length, are about as long a* a

super granual in diameter, we've taken some mcvies of them in
SL-IIl and seeing, as Harvard has mentioned to you before, that
they have about a 10-minute rise time and stay time ami in addition,
the 82A data ohows that they have funny wiggles. They're sort
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of pink. But chat's more for your Interest.
SPT bo they move up? In other words, does it

look like a wave pattern?
MCC I don't know, if we've pot enough frames

to see that, but that may be truu. Good point. As far as

flare development, we've seen the iron XXIV images brighten
up first, the first few minutes, and thon there followed with
the transition region and other lines brightening up a few
minutes later, brightening up to their peaks a few minutes
later. So we've been able to distinguish different the ri.se- and
fall of different lines at different times, and we suspect
with your - your superb data of the other day that we'll see a lot
mere of this.

SPT Yes. Layer XXIV comes up first. That says
it all happens at the very hard end of the spectrum early
and then relaxes on down further and then v suprising, in light
of being able to see something in H-alpha as early as we see
it In X-ray .

MCC Oh, that's a good point. But we did see
that for I think it was the June 15 flare.

SPT Well, okay. Got a lot to think about.
MCC We also see the shape changes and loop

changes and tops of loops fading and bottoms of loops brightening
and all this changing as function of time. But I guess
you may have seen a movie of that prior to launch.

SPT No , I (garble) didn't get t .> sec Mint. Neil.
How was that related to what else was going on? 'Coronal rain,i
coming down brightening the tup with a possibility or what? 0

MCC This looks like the postflare loops that
one hears about on the limb as seen against the disk In
the case of - In this case, I'm now thinking of the - the flare
fall of the X-flare we got in SL-III. And the loops { Tightened
and some - in some cases, they expanded, getting larger in dianete
And the tops of them faded, leaving the bottoms brighter. It

almost looked like the ionization propagated downward from Mie
top to the bottom of the loop.

SPT Well, if the material's originating at

the top, could it be Just a slow transition of a large slug
of material as it moves down the loops and ends up at the bottom?

MCC I guess that's a possibility, although I

re>lly don't know when it is resuming. We havent't really
studied it. Like we made a movie and looked at it and then
we got busy on mission operations. So your thought is as

gooi as ours at this stage.
SPT Okay. He interesting to look at it when

Igetback.
MCC Anxious to show it to you.
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HCC Oh, also Bd , regarding this attempt to get

the polar plume sector with the 82B. In the event that
we're successful and you think that you can see then well and

pet the data, 82 has asked, that you support this observation
nonet line within an hour or two of that time by taking a wave-
length short exposure 2 minutes. I'm sorry. Wavelength long,
exposure 2 minutes with a roll minus 5400 In order to brinp
up the polar plumes And che magnesium IX line. Ii that convenient?.

SI r For «2A?
MCC That's affirmative.
SPT Yeah , that could be done . One of the

problems with trying to do what you mentione. 4
. is you don't

really know the exact direction of the polar plume, and wt- might
be nble to locate something at the base by Jusc searching around
20 - 30 arc seconds off the liab and find a maximum in magne-
sium X. But to actually find the direction in which it's going
means a lot more searching and trying to take out the geometry,
and that takes a lot of time, and I'm not quite too sure how ve

couldgoabout that.
MCC It seems to me that if they're near the pole,

you night assume that the radial - about an arc minute wide,
_ and if they're a little bit off the pole, like, the ones you sometimes

see in the eclipse pictures, then you might anticipate they're
slightly inclined, say 20 degrees from north.

SPT Well, they would always be radial, or were
you saying they'd ne always inclined a little bit towards the
north?

MCC What I'm saying is near - -

SPT On the South?
MCC - - near the pole, the - the more

or less radial. But if you get away from the pole, I would
anticipate that they would beg into ream down a little bit,
if you know what I mean. Similar to the eclipse photograph,

SPT Okay. Now I've got you.: It has to be

20 degrees away from the vertical towards the equator.
MCC That's right. Like dipole field, I

gue ss.

END OF TAPE
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SPT — - that would be 20 degrees >"»way fron
the vertical towards the Equator.

MCC That's right. That - like a dlpole filed,
I guess

.

SPT I go t you . , .

SPT I'll be busy for a couple of minutes
here , Nei 1

.

CC And , - -

MCC Okay

.

CC - - we are currently I minute from LOS .

Next station contact, as we mentioned before, Is Carnarvon,
at 15 : A 5 , that's about 24 minutes away and we'll be turning
it over to Robert "The Legend*' Parker, for a little ccrolaiy
discussion.

SPT Thank you, Bob. Neil, be talking to you
later

.

MCC Okay , Ed

.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
15 hours 23 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension,
next acquisition in 22 minutes will be the Carnarvon tracking
station where the daily - weekly science conference will be
started with Mission Scientist Dr. Robert Parker. A continuous
discussion beginning at the Hawaii tracking station between Neil
Sheeley, one of the co-PIs for the S082 experiment, who today
Is the ATM planning czar, discustflnx activities on the Sun with
Science Pilot Ed Gibson. Next acquisition in 22 minutes through
Carnarvon at Greenwich mean time 15 hours and 23 minutes, this is
Skylab Cont ro 1

.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
15 hours 44 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Carnarvon
tracking station, as we pick up the weekly science conference
r>l this pass. The crew in their day off today, this is their
8th day off in the mission. They will have one more day off
before scheduled spla3h, this will be on mission day 77,
January list. We'll bring the line up for the pass through
Carnarvon, scheduled to last fi minutes 15 secnn'U.

MCC Your friendly science,
MCC Skylab, Houston. Over.
CC 1 wouldn't talk to him either.
SPT Houston, how do you read?
MCC Loudandclear.
SPT Hello, Robert. Press on.
MCC Yeah, okay. Glad to talk to you guys,

again, Let me talk to - I guess the first couple of comments
here apply primarily to F,d . With regard to your comments on
S063 airglow, last week, and also then yesterday or the day
before on S063 ozone. First of all, let me try and straighten
out a (garble) question of the rotation and tilt, In that
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v/lth S063 and the second thing Is you're right again on the
problem of finding It, If that was a least partially the
problem of trying to call that stuff up in real tine, and
we'll try and have the thing better organized and be sure
that you understand whether we're trying to move in rotation
or tilt on the particular day in the next pass. On the -
yesterday, when you did the ozone, you in fact, did exactly
what the Pis wanted in trying to shoot both filters at the
same site. However, because of the high beta angle they
had decided not to request this, and had not really fixed
Che (garble) to do this, for reasons which became obvious
to you. as you tried to do it . However, in your t ry i ng to
doing - do It and to the extent you got It, that makes them
extremely happy. It's just something that they had frit that
they were not in a position to request because of the added
difficulty with it. Over.

SPT Yeah, what - what was called up from the
ground when I asked - was yes they did desire to *et this
on the same plate, and ; thought that was what was meant in
the pad, so I pressed or and turned out that the 16-second
exposure, if you initially set the slider on the lef-hand
side for - which sets a triggering of the UV camera, set that
at 16, by the time you get - make the change and get to the
top you're already bumped into the stop before the 8-second
one is timed out. A-d so I then had to loose that slider
on down to 20 to even have the hope of getting it done.

MCC Right, and that's why the pad actually
was written with the intent of not trying to do that justbecause of the high beta angle and that problem.

SPT Okay, if I had known that was not the
intent, It would have made the operations a heck of a lot
easier. Because I also ended up with your, which you mightappreciate as you are trying to change that filter, you start
the first exposure with your hand on th* knob coming out of
the filter and when you get all the way up to the top you
tlnd out that the machine has locked your arm Into th^
device and there is no way you can pull your arm out and
make the second exposure.

Mcc Right, understand that, Okay, let me
fill you in - people in and probably doesn't concern vou somuch, Ed, because you don't do 183, but on S183 the status
on that, we are currently - -

KND OP TAPE
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figure out exactly what we're doing for the rest of the
mission which is one reason I ha.ve that bad news on rfS09 .

We'll sen you at Guam at 16:00 and with the comet people'and
I'll continue talking here as we go out the hill. ATM
currently we've gotten approximate ly 280 hours and things
seem to be going very well for them. This essentially brines
them up to the mission. And I don't know if you've been
told recently, but on day 74 we're planning on doing th*
super RASTER. Over

.

SPT Super RASTER, okay, sounds good.
CDR Okay, Bob, essentially where do we stand

on all the corollaries and everything? Are we - we finally
managed to catch up or are we still behind in 1 or 2?

,

MCC Well, A$0<) is one of those ihat'a behind.
We ve gotten, ns you well know, five of the eight runs we
planned.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean ti»e
15 hours 56 minutes with loss of signal through Cnnurvon
Next acquisition will be Cuara for a 6-ainute pass and continuation
of the weekly science conference. Guam pass in 4 minutes
Mission Scientist Bob Parker reporting that the weather along
groundtrack number 2 tomorrow, a predawn pass over the WesternUnited States for data on geotherraal areas. The weather looks
good along that track. A second pass in the afternoon will ratherdata in the same area after the Sun has risen, giving sclen'ist
on the ground good data on geothermal activities in western partof the United States. Crew advised they've got 280 hours of ATMobservations during the first 72 days of the mission. 7 FREPpasses remain prior to closeout of the EREP activities which isscheduled now for mission day 79. The crew has one more day off
on January 31. 135 hours of science time hopefully to be gatheredbetween now and closeout of the veh i c 1 e . Med i ca 1 experiments, how-ever will be conducted on the last two days prior to deactivation
on mission day 84, February 7. We'll bring the line up for
this Guam pass and continuation of the science conference. BillSnoddy of Marshall Space Flight Center will discuss with the
crew activities already accomplished with comet Knhoutek uslnj?
the ATM and corollary instruments am! activilies yet scheduled
for the remainder of the mission on conet Kohoutek. We'll
leave the line up for this Guam pass.

MCC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 6 minutes
(:l)R Hello, Bob, go ahead.

,
,

MCC 1 cheated a little bit on the comet people
1 n still with you. I wanted to Just finish up here on the

'

overall mission status. We were talking about EREP, and on FREP
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we've - currantlj hava gotten 31 passes. We're looking

forward to counting today about 8 -ore which put. ua at

39 which la pretty close to the 42 we were forecasting. On

ATM we've gotten currently about 280 hours. This puts us

at lust about where we wanted to do premlsslon. As I said

the only thing we're looking for big on ATM for the rest

of the mission Is the super RASTER . And we're planning, In

fact, to help the other experiments catch up. We're planning

really to be probably running only 3 maybe 4 orbits a day

on ATM. So, it', goln^ to be fairly quiet for ATM unfortunately

for the rest of the mission except for day 74. Kohoutek, ^

—

as you saw yesterday, we started out on Kohoutek *«« ln
;

have a few Kohoutek observations and I'll let them talk about

that in a few minutes if they want to. The medicals we r«

sort of powering on down the end of the m iss 1 on ;
9 2 J us

t

keeps coming a 1 ong . The re ' s nothing we can do f out ' h * B '

And the 13l's we've got these one set of Ill's left to in
.

the mission which I'm sure you're aware of, and Story wiii

talk about that as well. The corollaries, we're primarily

right now looking at 'tying to finish up observat ions for

S063 alrglow and o*<-., e and S073 . And if we can get S183

working again we'll try and help them come up to •!>«<»• Both

of those are probably working at something like 80 to

percent of our premission objectives at this present time.

And that - -

END OF TAPF
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HCC - - about then aft well. The corollaries,

we'r« primarily right now looking and trying to finish up obser-

vations for S063 airglow and o*one and S073, and if we can get

818 3 working again, we' 11 try and help them come up to speed.

Both of those are probably working 'at Homething like 80 to 90

percent of our preaiaaion objective* at this present time.

Aid that'* about what our overall $tatua la right now. We

can see our way to the end of the tlie that we've basically »et

aside for experiments and we think we know what we're going to do md
what we wanted to do. Over.

PLT Okay, Bob. Thanks a lot.

HCC And i t looks pretty good from he re , I mi gh t

say, before I turn you over to Kohoutek.
SPT Okay, Bob. One question I'd be interested

In getting some data on one time Is how - what you planned
prealsslon for SL-1V In terns of rate of acconj> 1 ishment versus
what you planned premlsslon for SL- III.

HCC Okay. I got all of that except for the

word that came in front of acconp 1 lshmen t . Did you nay rate

of accomplishment?
SPT Yeah. I would - I'd like to understand what

percent of acconp 1 1 shoe n t or, 1 should say, what rate of experiment

data did we actually get relative to what rate you planned

for us Initially and how does that compare for the rate which
you initially planned before SI.-HI?

HCC Okay. You're talking about AIM In particular.

In other words, data take hours at the console?
SPT No, everything corollary. Corrollary and

ATM.
HCC Okay. Don't really have thofu- figured and let

ait- see if 1 understand exactly what you mean by "rate," though,

F.d. Over.
SPT I'll talk with you more later, Bob. Lei's

not waste the time now.
HCC Okay. Why don't you downlink sone - some

explicit questions on tape and we'll look at it and get the

figures for you. And here's Mr. Kohoutek.
MCC Good morning, gentlemen.
SPT Good morning. How are you this morning?
HCC Oh, fine. 1 think it might be appropriate

that 1 mention that this part of the science conference Is off

lo you for the sponsorship of your friendly hdsel beaters
(laughter). You'd be suprised how much the people are disap-
pointed over the brightness of the comi't including us, of course,
It got so bad, for example, that 1 quit wearing my Kohoutek
T-shirt except when I take a shower. But at least, anyway the
science part of it's going real well, and let me bring you up
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to ,!tt« on th.t. We got a pretty Rood elongation angle now,

JounS 60 degree.. vh?ch «lU our good ground base obser-

vation. Can get long expoNur.a at high tenlth angle*. Give

you lol* example.": From the Joint Observatory Research Center

K li:" Bald? they're reporting .... good
-"""Jj;"J"

the gai and dust tall on Januuvy 15. 1 think we told you

att ti»). they measured a ga« tail 25 degree, long and a dust

till 10 degree, long. These two tall, were right together^

However iSthe photographs, U you - the left aide of the all

aonaars straight, and this la prinarlly the gas tall. And the

til" lid. U ved , and this Is the dust tall. You might recall
'

ailing hat same observation, l don't know. They also Bee n he

n Hi.il! the one that you were the first to report at perihelion.

?hli is he larger particle, that are following the nucleus. On

l£t 20th the gas till had decreased fro. 25 degree, down to

10 degrees and the dust tall, 6 degrees. The antit.ill
_

Ittll being visible and then last night the gas I «»
J

till

7 degrees and the dual tail was also 7 degrees, « h ™
tall being about a quarter of a decree. V* ' re getting Into

soil really res tin* space observations now. The elonga ion

an"* H-goSten gr..l*e»o«g« that the Copernicus is beg Inn In, -

scheduled to begin their observations. That s on OAO-lll on

January 29 There'll do. an extensive aeries of measurements with
"

e uti n spectrographs. They'll be doing pri-.rl ground

Vh5 Lyman-alpha region and also around the OH region. I
.

th nk
.

.

we're going to run out of time here before 1 get through.- 1
under-

stand I'll be coming back up on the next tracking station.

SnJ don't we go ahead and continue talking? We're Interested

^getting these additional corollary measurements right now

o Till us an overlap with the Copernicus data and with Mariner

X dlta which I'll mention a little bit more about when we

L« back up as well. You know, the S201 measure, the Lyman-

aloha and that's what both Copernicus and Mariner Is petting data

or. and S063 and S183 measures the OH, and that', what the toprrnlcu-.

also be Retting data on. I think we're about -
31

cC We'll see you at Hawaii In about 7 minute*,.

Mrc Okay and at that t 1 me o r a 1 i t t 1 e b 1 t

later, sometime this morning. I'll t <• U you about the Mar Invr X

^
sulU that we're already got so far and about some esuUs

»
r urn

Hawaii and also the 200-Inch Mount Paliaar, the Convalr 990

and mention one or two other minor brief things, not minor but brie,.

So we'll pretty well close out for now, 1 suppose. 1
might

mention - go .head and continue talking as long as we have you.

The Convalr 990 has continued to fly and they report getting

good OH Imagery. We haven't seen the results yet, but we 11^

be interested to compare that with S063 and S183 results. Okay.

We're about to loose you.
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cuus Control. Oreenwlch »ean tine
PAO SkyU b

con
J through Gua» as BlU Snoddy

16 hour. 8 .Inufs. Loss of *°
e
* the veeVly icl . BC .

"V l

::i.
n

- *; ;? iiidS; Mit: M."hii s P ac. rmhtcur
conference, Mil woaoy «

indicated he'd give the report
dlacuMing Kohoutek plana. He indicated n j acquisition
on Pioneer to the crew on h t . MC0Bdi . \ t arm

s:.i
h

n:i
h
i!

a

i:it. :«i • .mut... u^ control.
„Uh jean time

back wlth you now ,

cpt Okay. Go ahead, Bill.

£
P

r J Oka*, fine. 1 thought I'd mention that

These were all nor.al wavelengths *re at than
that

angstroms. And also he reported tha t
,

f or ™ e

^"J lhe L lon on
he'had made a series of """J^" ^/l °

0 en on wavelengths,
four separate occ. on.. / 6

s tj vith the stuff you
So it'd be interes ng t o co.p.r .hi. re.

r and aU o

-v..r»7 It ?? -i- .rs:

launched after you fellows were tn ^ January 1?

Hercury. It - the coeot came Into t •
el

uavelen , ths .

and they began a series o °b8'™ a

^ r e able to get good data
in Lyman-alpha. for ««Pl«

;

y
.
V

*t e solar direction away
out to 4 degrees ln

.

f" nt
to

°{
2

t

^ Rr ,;. ln the antlsolar direction,
fro. the nucleus and up to 1

2
d *r

extensive. They

ri.o
h
:...

y^ goln
*

311 thc

way down possibly to as low as 430 angstroms.

END OF TAPE
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HCC . - that the comet c«« Into it* fUU of

appe.r. and <h.< .hould b. quit. "A
IK., . „....* .0 ..entlon^Copero.c,.^ L.. »

lS> >hor[

here and w.'U you again CoH.ton. In ' .Inut.. .ml

„n ... .. »s k
»-«{^..;«*» u » ... c.p.,..c...

i ftin t T I will start their observations on January the 2 »th,

Ha S183 1 guess the only thing I Bight mention is that

"v! t led to make first cut (garble) " lu. t r.t ion. b...d

on vour sketches and your comments that you sent down and

J • eInterested to let you look at J^en ,o« ge

back and see if we can work on thea again and try to get

as accurately as Po""^
do anolher t al

n. ;f-:.^- :;i;:r:"£H:
;

H;=:;r ;:iii;:.;:

recalled by the »» * ' ' "
ld . That', probably

a fault, tall an d a h . >.. Jf
»»

, „ , „

,

So „„
abo.,t as good a> I ve beard 9" lar, i

'
,|,|a8» beginning

you can ... .I.h tbe.o C"P«",
J

"

c »JJ ^.r, ..

r,;.
a
»?n

c ",t
rL:i

1/r^ 1^b ....

l„for»"ion and I'm sure glad ve go, tbe real good vrap-up
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from Dr. Buchwald, there. That really clears thlnga up.

HCC Roger .

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

16 hour* IB ninutes with loss of signal through Hawaii. -

Next acquisition will be Goldstone in 3 ninutes. Conclusion

of the Kohoutek conference with Bill Snoddy. Next portion of

the science conference U - cones at Greenwich «ean time

17 hours 22 minutes through Carnarvon with Science Astronaut

nr. Story Husgrave. Next acquisition in 4 ninutes 40 seconds

will be Goldatone. At Greenwich mean tine 16 hours 19 ninutes.

this la Skylab Control. .

CCt Skylab, Houston, AOS Goldatone 5 -1/2

minutes. ^ ^ ^ ^ q( ^ ^ ue hav ^ haJ tQ

scrub the - scrub the laser due to weather «t Goddard, so you

can forget about that at 16:24 on your details.

CDR Roger , Crip.

MCC Ed, this Is Nell. If you've got a moment

,

or are you right in the middle of the JOP 15?

SPX 1 just started It, Nell, but go ahead.

MCC Okay, it's probably too late, but Harvard

was going to ask you to peak up oxygen VI on the network

boundary somewhere in the hole, so that they got higher

signal in the chromosphe r lc Lyman continua. But, naybe you ve

donc it already and it's too late.

S p T No, I haven t , and would you please say

that again, please.
_

They give - like In the all balls

position In oxygen VI, that Is detector 3, peak It up.

so that wherever you're pointed In the coronal hole you get

a good signal, like you'll be on a network boundary somewhere

In the hole, the chromosphe r i c network boundary. That w.iy

the Lyman continua will be as bright as possible and they

R et better statistics In their measurements.
*

SPT (Garble) Ok.iy . That's so that during the

grating auto scan they'll pick up a max. Okay.

MCC That 's right.

cc Skylab, Houston. LOS In I minute, we 11

see you again in 2 minutes over Texas.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're back with you

once more, 12 ninutes.
cc And, we'll be doing a data/voice recorder

dump there.

KNU OF TAPE
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b CC Skylab, Houston; we're about a minute
sand 15 seconds fro» LOS. The next station contact la
Ascension tn 10 minutes. We *ee somebody's using the recordor

and the tape'* Just about full, ao * but since we didn't
get to dump It we'd like to go ahead and redesignate it. And
we'll need you to atop recording for a Minute while we do
that .

.

CC Skylab , Houa ton. Can we get somebody
to confirm we'll be redesignating the recorder?

plT Okay, Crip, go ahead. Tell me when you're
rea.iy .

cc Okay, Skyiab, she belongs to you again
an we go over the hill.

PA0 Sky lab Control , Greenwich mean tine
16 hours 44 minutes with loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition in 7 minutes 5 seconds a 6 minute pass through
Ascension. At the beginning of the Skylab-IV mission the
crew had the option of taking photographs and visually
observing more than 100 selected sites around the world for
what is referred to as the visual observation program. A plan
whereby the crew was given optional photography to make
cdch day and describe the view out the window and at the same
time taking photographs. In the last 10 days the crew has
accomplished 128 of these various optional photographic and
visual observation programs . most of which was done on mission
day 19, where the crew took 27 separate targets around the
globe. These included - in the last 10 days these included
weather formations, atmospheric formations, repeated photo-
graphs and descriptions of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and ice
buildup in that area, including oil fires in Algeria, photos
of southwest Iran, photos of the Swiss Alps, mountains in
outer Mongolia, photographs of selected cities in Japan,
as well as a - photographs of the Connecticut River area in
New England where ice damage in the Connecticut and Marrimnck
rivers. The 100 task sites selected at the start of the
mission have increased to 160. These additional 60 were
ndded to the program during the mission. More than likely
the crew will come oack with photographs of parts cf the
world never before photographed from space. Next acquisition
in 5 minutes and 40 seconds through Ascension. At Greenwich
mean time 16 hours and 46 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours 50 minutes. Acquisition coming through Ascension,
a 5 minute pass. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Bob
Cr ippen .
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CC Skylab. Hou*totw AOS Ascension 5-1/2

ainutaa.
cbR Roger . Crip.

, . ,

e ?T say, Neil, wera they »H° expected to

In the hole?
Cc Was that a quea * -

SPT t°think It i«. but I'm not «ure whether w« ' re

reallv 'looking at a coronal hole in that case.

See «° io not expect it. If it were in would

be juet a minor thing and would be almost a coincidence.

mcc U may be a bright point.

Jcc Ed. the Idea was to be on something that a

bright in the chromosphere, but not the corona . The re fore ,

bright in the chromosph.r ic line, but not "l*""'™ *•
*

SPT Yeah. okay. Nell. I understand the

oblect and the problem is with the display* you have available

to us !J the fl-e it takes to take a couple of Up. around

the grating la to chan - it up the whole orbit.

MCC Okay . . -

^cc (Garble) recommended trying your H-alpha

monitor for determining where the network la.
Aiin i

t

SPT Yeah, U»at was done. Neil, but it dldn t

coincide. I could not see any real strong peaks where 1 saw

.network, except tor this one location which was also very

relatively high in magnesium X.

MCC Okay.

HCC i Kuess it's up to you to use your own

judgment now. although 55 says Just use the H-alpha and go

whether than to use up any more tine.

c Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from *«OS.

Movr ;,, tlon contact 2L.-1/2 minutes through Carnarvon at 17:22;

W:22 And Story's standing by to talk to you - little «bout

medical science there.^^
Control , Grcenwich mean time 16 hours

58 minutes, loss of signal through Ascension N„xt acquis tion

n l uus and 50 seconds will be through Carnarvon a 10

END OF TAPE
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pxo Sky lab Control. Greenwich ««an Ume

17 houre 21 minute.. Acqui.irion co.tng through Carnarvon.

"• dlC
;Jc

0XPerlB,ent-,
8kyUb, v, got you through Carnarvon

for 10
DJ

lnute '-
StQry> cao you tc ll how much VTR time

l * 1

*HC* Stand by 1. You got 13 minutes.

CDR Thank you, Story.

SPT Hello, Story, go ahead.
^

HCO Okay, Ed, and I've got some - on M133,

some total accumulated data h.ra on aleep on th<
i
CDR and

JhTpLT From their report, even though they haven t had

'the gold fortune of being able to participate in the expart-

"* nt '

SPT They've been trying to ruasle that cap

away from every night, ^hold on.^^ ^ ^
i«k okav in terms of average total sleep, Jer'a been

nnin hours and Bill's Y^f 'v^Ml 3
'

according to your reports exclusive of y 0"'" 133
^^;,,

you've been running a total aleep of 7.2 hours. In terms

of M133 data, you've shown an tncreaae of about 1 hour in

lotl your "£.i rest and total .leap. Moving on up to where

we are f rom day 19 .

cot Ok ay . .

„rc The only otbsr aignificant thing in tens

of the percentage of time .pent in each at*ges, that you ve

moved mor ,
you' ve increased more in stage 3 and and shown

o „ I g decrease in stage 2 from your prefllght be-
line Tare's been no change at all in your percentage of

REM 8

SP?
P

' Okav. That's a- pretty much variable

time to time. I suspect the last few week, or .0 would

have been the re vet.. •

J

that . ^^ ^ ^ (leep you're

averaging Just about 0.2 hour, less than you were P'*" l

J
h
J-

Swen on si-IU, he increased hi. total sleep by a p us 0.2

hours And Joe on his mission, he decreased his total

oi t'Jel about an hour. So that's comparison between

your Mission and t he^the r
^

t wo .

^ ^^
it significantly for a short period of tine but not over the

l0nR
lice

1
' Yeah, we agree with that, and one other

thing' here we've seen post flight and that is the tremendous

^ease in the amount of REM aleep post flight and tnat
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go,, on up to even 7 d.ya after recovery.

til An^ihi. I. poMibiy du. to . deprivation

protocol 1.. not ri.hl now, bul whenever you get th. chance

for po.t -i.eion on this. ^ ^ ^ ^ l tMnk

the U«t inflight M«ur.«nt U »l»«ion day 82.

cp T Thank you . , , .

MCC The M093. \ don't have • lot of data
.

for you' but it i. an experiment in which you have
"J J^"*

significant. .

SPT Very good.
»rr OKav, and'the M171. There's been really

<f»

:

,

'\r.riv.s.:r::i"r:"» ^^-^blood pressure, in the l

8

ar>*®>
J

" c ' '

p
. J have seen for

„„„,.,.«.....
rr:;:;.i: »..

j ,i„. th. »,( ,dit of both Jer and Bill, »no

[men or effeclency.

!" """.It. Sill h.. .hown . sllglu^ecre...

li bit - « iu"u\K li« «» '»•• a "

"" cte
"^; „,„, c.p.ct.y ...'»«»•»•' •<»'

;:Tr«Sii; " h . - ...... b...n«. ...

tl« .b«« yo«
^.J

he --
thlr. k lh . t .. j... ,b. ..r. «

.„«. b.. » -^-'^in;

ir„.5"««* on hi. h/«d «nd ... -heth.r hi. ..." «P«"»
changes?
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Mrr We've already done that, both on the

head and lying down and ve see tho.e kind of change..

Ill AndVyou *an aee the eame change* with

lowar body negative P(«M«n or tout-thing like that, *h.nj

you brlngMlcSluid out your - ycu do ten.! to gain a llttl.

bit in the vital capacity.
. .

SPT Sound* like It f i t«

.

SPT
MCC

sounoe n»« « »• » • » » •

Got a oropoaal here for you, you Bight
. . . _ J •! 1 1 n v A r r 1

urr cot a provoni » « » ' - - =

b« intereat.d in doing and that', on your tread at 1
1
exercise,

^ryaotng that hand, off and also poe.ibly when you're good

11a e try to do a little bit with the eye. clyeed. Try

to build «r"Lr balance, .« when you get bac«c down here to

Ear^S and you have to walk around, thi. .ay be a way of

improving your balance when you get back here.

SPT Yep, thinking about that and aaybe also

- little work on the done lockers Bight help.
"

CDR Bill and I have been doing all of our

treadmill work with no hand*, .« we're in pretty good .hape

there although we haven't tried the eye* closed bit.

MCC There verc a few groans here particularly

for* the GNS when the dome locker thing wan P' 0 P° 8 « d
;,0r *

s„ i thought I'd hear those from all the

way «p h»r., ^ ^ ^ & mtle ttflnj{e thore ln

CMC 2 he didn't know what to think abcut that
o

»CC The H151 people haven't been able to get

vour "the photographs back yet but from voice data supplied

Ty ou and by t.l.-Itry when the experiments were started and

finished they do have some things for you. Again
.

as I

mentioned previously, you better - your best preflight time

by your second inflight performance.

SPT Okay. , „

lec There was sore variability in the data

up until about mission day 30, then U became jery ata-dy

and has been in a consistent decreasing trend in the line it

TaLs to Z tMngs. even up til the present date. Anytime

,ul tIL were - wore boosted up - anytime you took longer

nan c It turns out it was the add on type DTO-

.

than expecteu
blood pressure neasunmcnl

r.f.iM'Hr""? [i™,:: u.u ««««•«

riods on.

F.N I) OF TAPE
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. t .

rr The Mlbi people haven't been able to get
^

by your second inflight performance.

" T
There was some variability in the data

takes to do things even up s

any
l

tlne you t00k longer than
times were - were boosted up * n*" B " y

tvoe DT0 9uch 9 s limb-

30 Aay
c

5
' And now, there's no significant difference

ln - between the - your getting the job done and the times

i. *v P n thouah 1 became very nuch more proficient after
week or so even though i

proficiencies In operating In

T£lI';- t

h
i"tii "n°

f

th. til. 1L. ho- -«eh U-rbleO

.enJal effort you can really put into trying to do the Job

efficently rather than just pass.

cc Yeah , that 's about -

CDR Story?

«
R

...lly fou tun, .d.jt.d

alt messed up. ^ peoplc flre thlnkln? about

7 m 14 davs But of course, that depends upon how closely

ou°w nt
d

to
a

; e flne the data and get an .bsolote po int b« no doubt

with life having evolved here over a hundred «illion years
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of whatever It Is and - and also our being here for 30 or
40 years in one g you shouldn't expect to readapt entirely in
a week or even a month or even three months for that matter.
" CDR Yeah, that's right Story and I think that

the adaptation or the idea of being comfortable in zero g is a
lot affected by like Ed was saying, what the workload is, how
fast you're trying to go. If you can take your time and
go at your own speed, I think you'll adapt a lot quicker
than if you're in a full throttle mode trying to do something.

cc Yeah, that's certainly correct. J think
it's a real tribute to nature that y'all are doing the super
Job you are here coming on 85 days in a totally new enviornment.
We're about 30 seconds to LOS here. Guam ^ i 1 1 be coming
up in about 5 minutes and it'll be Bill Lenlor and the vis
obs at that t ime

.

SPT Okay, thank you, Story.
CC Yes sir.
HCC Skylab, Houston with visual observations,

ove r .

PLT Go ahead .Bill.
• !CC Okay, first a couple of words here on

film, we're looking forward hopefully to another film orgy
by you guys here today. According to our accounting It looks
to us and we don't know how much you've done yet today, but It
looks to us as though there's about 1 and a half magazines of
Hassellblad film remaining for the visual observations. On
the Nikon color exterior we have many, many magazines of film
and several of the 2485, the very fast black and white and we
will begin scheduling that. You nay need to tike some of that
information into account in scheduling your photos, and potential
depending on how much you take here, you may have to take aome
Nikon 55's instead of Hasselblad later on.

(

SPT Bill, If you'd like to help that situation
we ve come up with another camera we can load color exterior in
and have one up In the MDA and one down here In the wardroom.
I think thai would Just about double what you would get.

cc Okay, F.d . I'll bring one up myself. Okay,
as far as the program here goes, we have like another week
and a half worth of the observations that we'll be scheduling
and the thinR chat we would like to emphasize, first In the
geology area, the 119 Alfa, the Romanche fracture, on shore
extension. We will be scheduling those, when I say scheduling
I mean listing them on your details as either schedules or
optionals usually optional*, we will continue to schedule
those, we're moat interested in Lhat and in particular over and
above getting photographs. We would like to hopefully get some
repetitive type, observations so that you can look st it once,
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see what you see, look again and see sort of past what you saw
the last time. Things such as this : the way these tend to
fall is generally on a given track, we can pick it up on the
African side two tracks later, we could pick it up on the
South American side so that we do get almost always the capnblllt
to compare it to itself on both sides during the same day.
Also in the geological area, here Baja, California is very
interesting for us and this is primarily for the CDR, for
Jerry, who has begun a extensive set of observations there and
would like to continue and we certainly would like for him to
continue. Also, San Andreas for everyone, observationa there
are of most importance. Central American Fault, observations
plus some more photos , the East African rift, we have quite a
few photos already but it's a big area and we're anxious for
more coverage, both phot >g r aph i c aly and observations. And also
the Sierra Madre occidental volcanic area, the HH56, it turns
out we thought for awhile that we were not very interested in
that on - mainly because of SL-H ERKP data. It turns out on
further analysis that the western part of HH56 Is totally over-
cast, so we have no covcrflRe on that. We are quite interested in
photographic coverage of that as well as observations and
whenever we schedule that we will give you a pad asking
you to emphasize the western portion of that.

MCC Okay, then leaving geology and going
to the otitan, the areas that are pritnary Interest to us there
will be the Falkland Current obviously and you've already Spotted
that again for the first time Binic Sun came back. Primary
Importance here is time variation and how has it changed since
a month ago when we were making all of our observations on
it. Also the New Zealand Currerit areas, although here we have
a problem, we won't be able to see that until quite lace in the
mission, mainly because right now when we do pass over even
with good Sun angle. It's well after you've gone to sleep. But
that will be processing forward on us and right - last few day*
It will occur at hour nr so prior to your bedtime again. lime
variations comparisons to previous observations. The current
area In and around Hawaii. You've made observations both cust
and west of the Islands of upwol lings current boiindattcs and h>,

i»n , we're most anxious to examine that further nn«) also to InoV t

the effect of the chain of Islands on the current flow ther<* as
opposed to .1 single Island. The upwwelllng off of Mexico off the
Ctilf of Tehauntepec and out west of the Gulf of Ftmsccn are aK-.
interesting to us primarily from a point of view of how this iin
in if at all with the equatorial currents and counter current*,
whether it's }ust an isolated upwelllng area. About ft nonth
ago. Ed made the very interesting observation that this appeared
to be the result of the confluence California current and one



branch of the equatorial counter current, we'd be most » ii

anxious to learn soae acre about that. Also with Increasing
Sun angles here, we have Sun glint pattern capability coming
up to us and we will try to take advantage of that. Another
important area In the oceans to us is the 34 Alfa, the island
wakes which would potentially indicate the existance of the
temperature difference that we could use and here a -



I
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MCC Also with Increasing Sun angles here, wo

have Sun glint pattern capability coming up to us and we will

trv and take advantage of that. Another important area in

the oceans to us ' „ -^e 34 Alfa, the island wake whlcl would

potentially indicate the existence of the temperature difference

that we could use and here again, Sun glint may very well

help us. ' Similarly ,' sea mounts wiich rinht now, is important

to us, mostly frti the point of view of learning what man can

and cannot see froo space. To date, it would appear that

sea mounts are very, very difficult to find and we're anxious

to get a little bit deeper into that and know whether that's

in general true cr what are the types of things that enhance

it and aealn, Sun glint on the - the effect of the Sun glint

on the ocean surface - perhaps the higher sea nounts will affect

the surface texture and we can pick then up that way.

CDR Yeah, Bill. Right now, I*a pretty dis-

couraged about our ability to find them. I haven't been able

to eee one yet.
vjCC Okay. We've got several cosln?. up in about

3 days that we're forecasting should be in or around .some Sun

glint and we'll keep scheduling them, putting them on Un-

pad about 1 per day. seeinR whnt we can find out on them.

MCC Okay. Then s?o 1 n r on African drought In

another area that we would like to cover more and more here.

Any of the handlelds in the 90 aeries - 90, 91, 92, etc.. in

th« Niger inland delta area or the Lake Chad area, also the

151, Okovgnggo swarap. We've all ready mentioned the interest

in cotnpar in?, the two regions. In addition, vegetation,

primary areas here of interest will be Argentina, tht range land

and the Pampas, and also the wheat in Argentina. In addition,

the Scr^ngheti Plains which we will schedule once or twice

before Ed pops out of the early Horning part of your day and

that's a rangeland area. Australia unfortunately will not

come into your day until after the mission is ovar. So we

will not be able t> nake those rouparisonn . And finally,

another area we're goinp. to hep,in emphasising in the diraltght

to use the 2485 film. And primarily, what this will hv be< nu«e

of t he way the orbUfl are lor.it , t h 1 « I '* thi- l!lft JM f 'm l.-ilVlrtp

about, will be the s>a f f 1 u r r y i n p. it) S.'iuiM Ar.it i •> pen n > tmi I a .tnd

Iran .<nd Msc, selected > I t I f ft that we eroni <> -r n I i.i K ht »

those are about the only sites there that we villi have the

opportunity to iool at frnw tin 1/1 In the darkness.

SpT How about flash burning i ri central Aft tea?

MCC That's certainly one we hjve difficulty

in achftdullng that but anytime > ou see It or «ythlnj> interesting

out the window for that matter ar night, we'r* more than in-

terested In photography as wrtll as observations on it.
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SPT There's apparently a great deal of that

burning going on right now in Nigeria and Cameroon. And I

saw some last night and then that Just - a huge area - it

must be 200 or 300 miles long and 50 to 60 miles wide.

MCC Very good. That should be a prime target

for the dimlight photography as well then. Okay. If we don't

have any in addition here, let's see, we're a minute and a

half till LOS. Goldstone is next in 17 minutes and pressing
on then into results, regarding the Galapagos eruptions, it

turns out that you three wore tin; first human beings to see

the Galopagos eruptions and it wasn't until much later that

a team was able to get on the islands and investigate it

first hand. Also answering an earlier question regarding
some features on the Indian subcontinent, what you were re-

ferring to we feel, is the Deckhands Trap which is a big

fault structure within a volcanic basaltic pile. And you're
to be congratulated on seeing that because that's a very

difficult thing to pick out. And again, that gives us data
as to what can and cannot be detected from space.

CC Can I break in here for a minute. If

it's possible, we'd like to go ahead and rewind the VTR hero

to use this upcoming CONUS pass to dump any - when we

got t i mo

.

SPT Press , Bob .

HCC Okay and two last thoughts here. The

coverage you have on lake and sea Ice is excellent. And oven
though we will not be listing it much because of the low Sun
angle. Any opportunities you get, we certainly would like

Some more coverage. We Copied the CDR's comment, Jerry,

earlier on several days ago on the Mexican - Mexico City
feature that we felt we had figured out. Now maybe we think

we don't. It looks like we'll have to wait till you're down

here and take a look at the photos before we get final word

on just what It was. We'll be talking to you - yes, I could

say t?iat maybe a trip to Mexico City is required here. We'll

he talking to you in a week or so on the last visual ops

conference and we'll see you then.
Pl,T Be working on that trip.
SPT Good work. Bill. Thanks.
MCC Okay. We'll see you later.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich moan time

17 hours 47 minutes. Loss of signal through Guam, the pans

devoted to discussion between Bill Lenoir and the crew con-

cerning their successful - so far successful imp 1 imen t a t i on

of the visual observations program. The mission began with
more thaw 100 targets around the world for the crew to

photograph nnd describe through the wardroom window. This
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number has Increased to aore than 160 target sites around the
world. The crew was advised that they were the first human
beings to see an eruption in the Galapagos Island chain, vol-
canic eruption. The Earth observa - visual observation pro-
grams cover approxi - 13 major subject areas from snow field
mappin?, vegetation, atmosphere, etc. The crew was advised of
how much film Is estimated to remain for use in this project
Each <5ay the crew is given several target sites around the
world. The times with which they can view and photograph
selected the targets. Next acquisition through Goldstone In
i2 minutes and 50 seconds. At Greenwich mean tine 17 hours
anil 48 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

KNO OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

18 hours. Acquisition coming through Goldstone. Goldstone

through Texas and MILA tracking station. Acquisition in-

,5 n We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CQ Skylab, Houston. We're AOS across the

states. We have you for 17 minutes and we're set up again

for Neil to talk to Ed. But in addition, I a Iso nee g

a couple of reg adjust and make a couple of small changes to

Bill's C&D pad and we can work those in as you - at your

convenience through the pass.

SPT why don't you go ahead and give me the

reg adjust right now. Bob.

cc Okay, want both pots, reg adjust 1 and

2 to 25 degrees clockwise.
PLT okay. I've got my C&D pad out. if you

want to go over the changes there.Want Z

cc
8

Okay fine. That's right down toward the

end of it Bill. You have an entry at 20:05:00 which is an

Tlh mode ready. Wc wnni to move that u P a little bit and make

that <it 04:45.
PLT Roger, 04:4% 192 ready.

cc Okay and the following entry at 05:30 where

you take 192 mode to standby in preparation for doing the align-

ment later we would like you to change that standby to check

C-H-E-C-K. And then you might sake a note down at the bottom

of the pad after you do the alignment to go thead and put

the mode switch back to standby.
PIT Roger I have that.

cc Okay, and that's all 1 really got except that

they would like you to do the alignment prior to doing any

other post op task.
PLT Okay

.

cc Okay and one more for Ed. I need

5 decrees counterclockwise on REG 1.

% PT You've got it Crip. Standing by Neil.

Cc It's .ill yours Nell.

m:

c okay> Kfi . l gup»« ve have a number of Item*

that we have to cover this pass before the days over. Ami

that is what are you impressions as to how It is going today

an!! do you have any in ? ut S for today's planning meting whirl,

is beginning to meet right about now?

srT Okay, Noil in general l think it a

aoinp" pretty well. The only difficulties that I have run up

?°n \,r?nto right of now is the last orb i t vhe re wc *««

to do several thing* simultaneously and we juat did, t have

Umultaneously - simultaneous displays in order to maks it

«;!!! So can get Into that problem a little bit. But a- far
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as'the way which you've "hedulecl and the way I'. able
Jo

work

that i one of you wanted to come up with an i"

:;.r. in" 5b...vi.. .bj.««i«.
°; "f^Tf

1™
and with th. individual Xnov.ng ;he cap, bi U each

! that you have n,t overrated

In the method of (garble) so it waa very ..<) t. » it down

and j'.t put together a purposed plan. Now the oil J
ace

"l. whole thing ha. fallen apart is it. Ihi. last orb It.

- we're trying to do a couple of thing, at one '»«•

Sow we way I plan to recoup fro. that 1. to take and orb t

* ™in. here and I'll Just e.sentlally end up with one orbit 8

worth of trying to figure out how to do the pointing for

"
'corona.'no.e whicS 1 have Just done. and now ,.I.V

» *% h

f

'

T
" " be

£ 8

n
far

E
«. .« ...t* think

rL-J.-rnnout t»>ero on the limb U *h t prominence. I did «<•»

C
he «rly look, but they w«re not really

r;
ut.

;
'

hit tnly be worth working on. 1 would i.agint you'd P^ably

1 want to do acme *y,,o r tic WO rk aa act

over the ii»b again on the mhor aide Aith °"**
of

nut a Rrertt d««l. You may want to work on the coronal hole
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on the limb, which - apparently this one Is still a ^iyly

.Iron, one. Even though " " I^ISi^r?«r -hat would be a^erb^s a useful thing to be working

or And'the rest is quite Sun ph-onen- .
-looking at the poles

tor . »pl. to find out what you could see up there ^ A though

B uess most - moat of the people fee they have su f Iclcnt

data on that, although I planned to give 82B some of that

this afternoon if the prominences do *ot stand out . ^
I think

... u _ „o]p«h something new comes up. I don t
[MIS aiituiuuu " r

i „i» „ irw
pretty much - unless something new comes up. I don t s-.e any

significant change. ^ ^ ^ ^ looklng
-

thc , e over

here 1 think that there nay be some suggestions in the

planning meeting today to do something that we dicn t - to

do something tomorrow that we weren't enthusiastic about

today. And that is these bright points. So -

surprised if you get information about running some bright

point observations rather than a JOP 11 on oaci Hat Ions or

something. The JOP 11 oscillations that people were antiri-

pat ng for tomorrow were going to bo collaborations, but the

Ground based sites apparently are not goin* to be up at th,t

time or at least collaborating. So we may suggest the

bright points which wo didn't suggest today, there s one

change^
okay , thut's - is one thing if I ever

had a' chance to look over today was try to «obo

hrivht points with oxygen VI counts up around 1000 or so.

But again that takes a fair amount of observing time. One

thine that would bo useful if wo ever really get into this

mode in the future is to allow the individuals one orbits

worth of just straight looking at the Sun. Not having to

feel that observations should be made that is in the way of

data gathering.

KNl) OF TAPE
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PLT Again, that takes a fair amount of

observing time. One thing that would be useful, if we

ever really get into th's mode in the future, is to allow

the individuals one orbit's worth of just straight looking

at the Sun, not having to feel that observations should be

made as in the way of data gathering. If we operate in a

different mode where we're operating wore around the clock

than we are now, that would probably be possible ard I think

it would be very useful.
MCC Okay. 1 guess there are a couple things -

NOAA has just said to us that the active region north of

the equator that you described on the XUV's MONITOR this

morning about central meridian and somewhat north of the

equator may develop to the extent that the one south of

the equator, 1 guess we call I t 36 , did. And, if when you're

trying to do plumes down the line - I'm not sure If you still

are or not, but If you do get to the plumes down the line

today, and they don't work, that's another possibility. I

hope that's useful. I'm not sure I understand completely

your plan for the rest of the day.

SPT Okay. Well, the plan for the rest of

the day is to - on the next orbit which I have available,

which is the one beginning at 21:02, I'll pick up the coronal

hole observations and try to actually pet the data this

time. I spent this last orbit to just trying to figure out

how to get lined up. Then the following orbit, we'll be work

ing the plumes for prominenus. And again, if those don't pan

out, we'll go take a look at vhat's on the disc In the w.iv of

that new active region and even a strong bright point. And

then the last orbit, which is one beginning at 00:09, we will

do the observations Sun centered building block 1, option bei

for 52 and omitting 82 A and B.

MCC That sounds very good, Kd . And we - we

.ippreciate using your off-duty time for this, and hope it's

not too much work. Let us know If it is.

SPT No, 1 enloy It.

MCC Okay . I - I -

CC Could I interject one - one remark here,

we need you to take that BUS 2, REG ADJUST 2 POT 5 degrees
clockwise now , please.

SPT Number 2, 5 degrees clockwise.
CC Also, one item here. While you're enrout

to Z-LV. You mentioned - would like to get some additional
cameras. If y<<u would likt ,

you can load Nif-on 02 with
Bravo Victor 40 out o 1 Drawer F. got about 30 f runes avallaM
there, and Nikon 05 with IR 11. There are 34 frames in that
one. but we need 9 of them tor tomorrow. Thai leaves you
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25 of you' re - welcome to use them today,

SPX Copy , Hous ton .
,

cc If you didn't get those, I'll - I 11 be

glad to give them to you again.

CDR Okay, say them again, I got a pencil

iandy
cC°

W
Okay- Nikon 02, with Bravo Victor 40,

t

which is In Drawer F . There are 30 frames available on that

for low level - low light level photography out the window.

CDR Okay

.

CC Okay, on Nikon 05, it's - you can reload

It with IR 11, which has already been downloaded once, and

there are 34 frames left on that mag. We need 9 of them

tomorrow, so you can use 25 of them today.

CDR Roger

.

CC Happy hunting.
cc Okay, Ed. This is Neil back again. Arc

you with me?
Spt Sure an; go ahead.

cc Maybe 1 can just talk a little about some of

the other things we've learned, especially if it would help

you when you get to the - the polar plume in what we call

orbit 6, I guess. The one after - not the 21:02, but the next

one down.
SPT Okay

.

cc if you don't find then, whicli is a dis-

tinct possibility, I guess, 'in the magnesium X - well, I

guess this is a - this is a clue- as to where to look so h :.t.
.

you might maximize your chances of finding them. One: The

south pole has the better polar caps, so maybe we can anticipate

polar plumes that are coming from behind to be there. So

maybe that's one possibility. Now, again. I see there s -

perhaps there's a problem with rolling., but the north pole is

tipped away from us and it may be that something on the front of

ti.e disc, on our side of the disc, would be sticking up oyer

the ed^e. There's some debate down here as to whether bright

points are ever or are sometimes the source of th.se polar plumes.

And there is some smattering of bright point or network or

something very close to the N«rth Pole, and that might be a

place to look. too. So there's two - two possible ways to

K o at it. I don't know whether either one of them will be

successful.
SPT Okay, as long as they're supposed to

stand* out in magnesiun X above the line - above the limb. A

very easy wav to - to rind that out is to lust go 20, 30 arc

seconds off the limb and just rotate about Sun center and

wa t ch for peaks

.
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md-t right. Might be interesting to

compa
C

r

C

e what you ge/af the' two Po,es or southing. I don't

k now if you have that .uch time
.

±£ ^ ^
S

T
JkJy And it is .pecially interest n,

vit h "is particular PO^r field con f ^ratio^that^ Ju-t

described. Let' s see ,
what ,s e do ' MtloB because it's

been given. Oh, it s just or y pictures involving
interesting, we took so, of A bu tb P

hcl:lu ,

one of the »ru P t

;

jrov one S a -de^ ^ ^ ^
304 sequence of erruptions to tn

sequence of pictures
right in the occulting disc. So ve

gee\he prominence
ot both of the, put together .nd - -^ & pin

P
stl cking

erupt right up - oh, so ot
bubble . And then the bubble

up - pricking right up into a bubble A ^ _

expands out and takes -oh 3 Jo urs ^
othor oide of the occultin* disc for^

^ ^ _ ^ ^
eruption at l«.,t. * But one of tlie special
that might be of intere.-t to you.

happens to the inner
regaining thing that Interest now i what

uke the

corona when - when we Ret th«« er
" J'J,™' 8 \^ prominences,

iron 15 loops that «c over m- nent. V ^ ^
i^rr^o^s^r^rril^ntrer-rupt, That's just a point

for your interest, ^ ^»'
lctured that the8 e field lines

j ~i , tr. hull out and looked like bubbles, was
which tended to - to bull out n

fc u
pretty B uch errupU

;

d fron he sur f.c. t. ^ ^ ^

^-l^ £ ^a-nUyTro* what you're

- —
•

" r vhat
''Serj^rdcn.riJr-, ,ess we ,Tr ,

u n ; ,u,„ I haven't looked at all the del;., but

; t,

1
'

le v - - hnv, data th.t shows vh.,t happens •>

I m net sure
M , vho s and E has some - some dat.i on l •

the inner cnron«. H >b
^Ived in the mission and haven't,

but - but we ve a J i «.

unraveled that problej.^ ^ ^ , og woM1

tlnU'-

r r Okay, have you anything further, Ed?

^p T Ho I don't, Nell. Thanks very much.

Okay, nice talking to ya'U. See you

later.
S pT So long.
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CDR 'Crip, is the VTR finished now?
CC It'll be your at LOS; we're still dumping

.right now. '

...

CDR Okay.
CC Looking at BL11 playing with some water

drops running up and down the string. It's fantastic.
CC I think it's Bill. I'm getting you guys

confused behind all that hair you got on your face.
PAO Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time

18 hours 19 minutes. Loss of signal through MILA tracking
station. Next acq-i i s i t i on , a brief pass through Vanguard.
AOS iri 9 minutes and 40 seconds. The maneuver for the EREP
pass began here 7 minutes ago as spacecraft was crossing the
Florida peninsula. A second maneuver will be made at Green-
wich mean time 19 hours and 29 minutes. EREP data talk st -

data-take gebins at Greenwich mean time 19 hours and 40
minutes . an 8100 data-take down the west coast of California
through Mexico, off Central America, ending in Argentina,
Next acquisition In 9 minutes will be Tananarive at - will be
Vanguard. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours 20 minutes, this
is Skylab Control.

END 0 F TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich nean time 18

hours 28 minutes. Acquisition coding through the Vanguard

tracking station in 45 seconds. A low elevation pass, 3

minutes in duration. Panel maneuver for the Z-local vertica

attitude for the EREP pass will begin at Greenwich mean

time 19 hours 29 minutes. GNC officer reports no TACS is

scheduled to be used for this EREP pass today.

C C Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through the

Vanguard. We have you for about 3-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston. Do you have an opport-

unity to listen to a little of what the weather's going to

be like on the upcoming pass?
CDR Roger. Go ahead, Crip.

CC Rog. Picked it up for you the other

day. The weather in California is nice and clear. No pro-

blems with your San Francisco or your other target there.

Should be clear all the way down to about the Salton Sea

area. And there has been some fog in the San Joaquin

Valley this morning. However, we do anticipate that it

should burn off, so that you may see some scattered fog

patches, but in general we expect it to be clear. You

>'oing to pick up the thin broken cirrus deck down around

the Imperial Valley, which should carry through into northe

New Mexico, around Guad a 1 a ) a r a . Th a t is not going to be in

the let stream though, so the jet stream cirrus won't be

applicable really. Then you're going to pick up a frontal

system and go out over the water with - you'll be running

into anywhere from scattered to broken clouds down through

the ITCZ and pick it up broken to overcast 1 guess again

along the South American coast. Should break up and be

clear around Paraguay and then you're going to pick up

the frontal svstem that we've got targeted for the VTS when

you hit the Atlantic Coast. In general it looks like a rea

good F. REP pass, picking up lots of good targets.

CDR Roger, Crip. Ask them to start a fire

and make red smoke over the dry lake that I'd supposed to

«et. Would you?
CC (Laughter) Veil, if I had time to get

bark out there, I might try that. Somebody would accuse me

t( polluting the a tmospher >
, though. One 1 1 era I n<>ed to

pass on to Bill here; is he available?
COR Yo^h. He's listening.
CC Okay. Where wc talked at the end of

his CM) pad. about cutting olf that 100 feet of tape, we

want him to leave about the last 10 feel of it on there.

And also, we're going to lake a look at the operations -

we're going to take a look at the operation of the - the

tape recorder in this, and if - depending on how it works,
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we may change our mind about loading that Into tape recorder 1.

p LT okay Crip. I'm studying this. I'm might

have a few questions on that.

cc Okay. I guess I'm about - I was confused

here Apparently it was on your pad, and we've got the CDR

scheduled to do it, so I guess y'all can work that out between

y ° U *

cc Also, Bill, one item I need to get scheduled

a little bit confused while ago when I was talking about doing

that 192 alignment and I told you to do it before you get into

your other post-ops stuff. You will need to get the door closed

of course, to do a proper 192 alignment,

pi j Roger, Understand.

PLT One quick question. I Just perused this

more or less superficially, but should I. have an ETC callout

a f t e r k 8 : 1 0 ?

CC Let rae check it

.

PLT I know that Ed's probably got it on his

pad. It's all right. However, I call out an AUTO and i never

call it out verify OFF.

CC Oh -

PLT ST AN DRY . rather.

cc n sounds like you're correct and I don t

see <t there. His pad should be the correct one. We're going

LOS „nd we'll see you again over Goldstone at 19:38, 19:38.

Normally ve don't call the POWER OFF on the ETC. That's the

onlv - only reason it's not put down on your pad

PLT

PAO
3 •'* ml nut

I should have said STANDBY. ETC, STANDBY

.

CC* And a reminder, the BYPASS valve should

co FLOW. For the F.RFPs here.

Pl.T Rojm- r . nk.iy .

Sky lab Conliol, Greenwich mean tine 18 hours

With loss of signal through Vanguard. Next

acquisition in 1 hour and 3 minutes will be the Goldstone

tracking station as Sky lab will be in the Z-local vertical

attitude for the Earth resources pass. The data take starts

at Greenwich mean time 19 hours and 40 minutes, just prior

to acquisition. The data take begins northwest of San Franciscc

California, and the instruments will be gathering data in the

San Francisco area, specifically for the - gathering data on -

detect changes in the urban area of San Francisco since the

1 9 70 census. A:j the spacecraft passes down the California,

coast, the spacecraft will be gathering information on polluting

concentrations In the San Franc 1 sco/Hont e r r e y Bay area as well a

gathering data for evaluation of. map accuracy, using the Im.-.gcs

from the S19.' instrument. (dropout) on the Sun. San Andreas

fault, the spacecraft will gather Information for pievious

possibly unrecognized fault zones. Geolo - Geologic studies
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will be made by the Skylab Instruments of southern Nevada,

and also as the spacecraft passes over the Plsca Crater In

California, lnotruments will gather data on geologic napping

of lava flows. Desert land management will he made in

southern California, in the Santa Rosa mountains area. As

the spacecraft crosses over into Mexico, areas of Mexico will

be the target for geologic exploration and mapping, specifically

in the Mexico City area. As the spacecraft exits Mexico and

crosses over the Atlantic west of Central America, data will

be gathered on cloud formations in the South Atlantic and

that area. Crop irrigation in northwestern Mexico will be

the target of the EREP instruments, as well as at the end

of the pass, ground water information will be gained in the

Argentine Pampas. The data take' ends at Greenwich mean time

of 20 hours and 9 minutes as the spacecraft crosses into

Argentina. This is EREP pass number 32 for the mission.
Correct, that's seven more EREP passes after today. Hope-

fully we'll end up with 39 EREP passes for the mission of

Skylab IV. At the start of the mission, it was hoped that

at least 50 could be reached; however, due to weather and

CMG problems, it looks as though 39 will be the top limit at

this time. Next acquisition will be through Goldstone in

1 hour. At Greenwich mean time 18 hours and 38 minutes.,

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Skylab Control at 19:35 Greenwich
PA°

k i u 1 2 .mutes through Goldstone
mean time. \. Acquisition in 2 1// ^ ^
and Texas. Coning up on today s jartn r

The EREP
EREP 32; 32 actual EREPs co^ t ^ a^s^^

California,
survey number is 42 along trac* oo,

likely be on

Mexico, on into South America Th *
by lo\ ear l y ,

voice actuated intercom* or vox. We 1 9
' through

acquisition here and ^"^^"/^e" 8 clmer as , and sensors
the EREP checklist, 9wttc * in * "^a"

6nt
Jnd we 're standing by

on and off according to the ch eck is t .An

d

for acquistlon ^s^e^^^ ^ ^ d u

here ,^:3o, 50 --
y

-
h;;,r::;f dr^rti:--

PLT Yeah -

there's nothing up above.
herp states ide, got you

herc. for .bout 15 -inutej. ^ ^ in the mud>

CC
PLT He >''

CriP '

COR yeah, you' re very, very weak.

Okeydoke.
Hey , that * s be t ter .

cc is that be tter

?

rnR Oh, man that's neat.
before

we got a quick question for you. Crip, fort

1 start here.
CC H' ChetV 5 - READY ON SI 91 at 53:10. M

lool.r. „. o», or .S2...5... «*'•

»

,8,41. It's d»»n then-. V °U " C

r

t

1

h

„; c

C^„ K c ,„d th.-n the KKAI.Y

METER , STANDBY; llic node and the- t.«(<

ON for 191 »l 5' :10 -

ue u , ut „. gct right hick .1th you

.

" RADi OMKTKR . ON. « ERF.P, START

plt mark. *»«>,'«';•
»«;.r,

r,,
«:%or:

f„ .« ktc H o»r... on
nice anJ cle

p°* B^utlful . standing by for J9'53.
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MARK. 190 MODE, AUTO. Standing by for

And I go t

ON at that

PLT '

40 minutes even
PLT MARK . Okay, 194 MODE to MANUAL

a MALF light on number 5 and ETC was to go to POWER
time. Waiting for 40:50.

CDR Now it's clouding up. Wouldn't you know
it .

CC Okay.it should break out pretty clear for
you, Jer. And, Bill, you're correct. It is - the time is correct
and out of sequence. Also that REF 6 does go with the 53:10.

PLT Understand; thank you. Standing by for 40:50.
Ed, at 41 minutes even, 15 seconds from now, ETC will be going
to AUTO.

PLT MARK

.

CDR There it is. Hello, San Francisco.
PLT Okay, 192 MODE to READY on tint-. And a

TAPE MOTION green light and it's nice and steady.
CDR All right, I'm going to track in the lowei

San Francisco Bay; that's the good uniform area.
And ETC is in AUTO.
Right off Alaneda.
Waiting for 41 (garble) Stand by -

MARK. RAD to STANDBY and SCAT, ON. Okay,
seconds early. Okay RAD, ON, now. Ed,
ETC to STANDBY , Ed.
OKay, my tracking point was right off-right

, right off the coast where you can find

FLT
CDR
PLT
FLT

SCAT, ON
at 42 minutes even,

CDR
near the Bay bridge
Alameda

.

PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT

got OFF 43 : 50

.

CDR

10 seconds t

All r i gh t , I

Stand by for
Oh , brother.
MARK. SHUTTER SPKK
Found i I .

Okay, wo are in 1 ') 1

That' s -

o ETC, STANDBY,
'm looking for Lavic Lake
42:04 -

of oper

END OF TAPE
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CDR - - Panana
PLT MARK. SUTTER SPEED MEDIUM.

CDR Found it .

PL? Here we are in 192 mode of operation. We

go OFF at 43 :50.
CDR DACs on. And tracking the lava.

PLT Okay, wWaiting for 42:48.

PLT And at 43 minutes even, ETC to STANDBY
.

again

.

' PLT (Garble) Okay.

PLT 42:48.
PLT MARK • POLARIZATION 4 at -

CDR All right. Going to a sunshine area.

The re i t i s .

PLT MARK. '* I minutes ETC STANDBY.

PLT TAPE MOTION is nice and steady and gruen.

CDR Okay. V.'c got our data. Very good.

PLT treat.
C dr Now. liow about a little Salton Sea? Just

for grabs. Pick up an alternate here.
CDR Okay, get some Salton Sea. That's

enough of that.
PLT St and by . 4 3 : 50 .

CDR Okay, going for the cirrus now.

PLT MARK. Okay. 43:50. 192 MODE is to CHECK.

Waiting for 44:20.
CDR I nissed the cirrus altogether.

PLT And at 44:30 Ed, ETC to STANDBY again.

PLT Okay . Stand by .

PIT MARK. 44:20. POLARIZATION to 1, and at

44:30 coming up in about 5 seconds, CTC to STANDBY.

CD K Okay. I haven't seen anything that even

looked like cirrus clouds. It's clear as a bell.

PLT For 45:0 J
, . Things looking >;o<m1 lu re.

c! ,l> Okay. I left, it In IMC so tin- first rn i mi I »•

ol the cirrus tracking was not at a good n.i-l f r sw a t h . It wis

in iMC
PLT Stand by:.

CDR Now we're f.citinc the cirrus.

PLT MARK . INTERVAL to 20.

CDR Oh yeah.
CDR Good cirrus.
Pl.T (garble) 4:05.

CDR That's 4 5 : 0 8 . I'm going to continue tracking

this nadir swath because we were north of the cirrus for our

swath .

PLT Okav, waiting for 4 3:30. Stand by.

PIT MARK. 45:30. ALTIMETER to STANDHY .
45:3*.'

S t and by

.
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pLT MARK. REFERENCE to 2 on 191. 47:10,

„C POWER ON .,.1.. M.
Teiol „. tlnfi

'

th e nadir ...«h «
45 :44 The cirrus «.. considerably south of where »e tiered

it was

.

pp Copy that, Jer.

CDR Guadalajara. Can't fino Mexico City there.
C

? Ij Okay. It's 46:40. In 30 seconds ETC

POWER ON ,
again

.

PL T Okay. POWER'S ON, ETC. Waiting for

47:40 Stand by. ^ 47 :40 ." - INTERVAL to 10 • Waitl**

for 48 minutes and SHUTTER SPEED to 140 on the ETC. Then at

48:10 ETC to AUTO. .... PTr trt AUTO .

pLT Okay, coning up on 48:10. ETC to auiu.

Waiting for 48:40.

END OF TAPE
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PLT ' Stand by.
PLT MARK. SCAT -o STANDBY.
PLT MARK at 42. ' v VD to STANDBY. Waiting for

49. Okay, VTS AL'TO CAL at 50 plus 03.
CDF Okay

.

CDR No, son of a gun.
PLT Stand by .

PLT MARK, 192 MODE to READY . Now I got a shift
in spned and I got a green light. And Just lost the green
light, and stand by. 15 ALTIMETER, ON. Okay, waiting for

50.
CDR Looks like Mexico City has a little smog

p rob len today.
PLT S t and by f or 50 .

PLT MARK, 192 MODE to CHECK. Here's some
changes made, waiting for 50:14, and at 50:30, need a VTS AUTO CAL,
Jerry.

CDR All right .

PLT Waiting for 50:14. Stand by.

PLT MARK, INTERVAL to 20 on the 190. and at.

50 plus 30 in 10 seconds roughly.
CDR All right.

.

*

PLT VTS AUTO CAL. On my mark.
PLT MARK.
CDR You got it.

PLT Okay, thank you. Waiting for 52. Okay, I got

an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light, I didn't no - I did not notice when it

cane on, but 1 still have a READY light. Canera 5 MALF light
still oa. Okay, just lost my READY light on the ALTIMETER going
to STANDBY at 18. (Garble) 53, ALTIMETER bacS- CN . Okay, it's
looking good. Yeah, it's looking good, I'm waiting for 52

ninutes for a READY light - READY out on the 190.
CDR Okay, I'd thought I'd swing out to the

right and look for the Galapagos, Not sure I can see that

far to the right, though l'ta afraid.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

fror. LOS. Sec you again at the Vanguard in 10 minutes.
PLT Going to STANDBY

.

CDR Roger , Crip

.

PLT On 190, FRAME 7. And INTERVAL to 10. Okay,
waiting for 53:10. 190 checked out good. Now I'm going to cycle
POWER OFF Just to give thai nuraber 5 camera a better chance. I

have an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light again at 29. Waiting for 53:10.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

through the Corpus Christ! , Texas tracking station, as Skylab-IV
crew is midway through today's Earth resources survey over
California, Mexico, and portions of South Anerica. Next j

station in 9 minutes will be tracking ship Vanguard. As space-
station Skylab begins revolution number 3724. At 19:53 Greenwich
raaan time, this is Skylab Control,

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control, 20:01 Greenwich

mean time, 50 seconds fro. acquisition tracking ship Vanguard.

?o3ay's Earth resources survey still underway as the apace

station crosses the South American continent. Several of

tne ground sites for today's Earth Resources Pas. are in
the ground
Argentina.

CDR
PLT
CC

10 minutes.
PLT
CDR
PLT

Slow 11 - -

CDR
off the coast
Just off of Lima,
blooming was some
got some 191 data from

CC
PLT
PLT

AUTO. Stand by
FLT

Limit .

Okay, waiting for 02:30.

Back with you through the Vanguard for

MARK. READY, out.

Roger, Crip.
Ami EREP to STOP. 290 MODE to STANDBY.

saw a lot of plankton blooming right

There's a little off shore island

And mixed In with the blooming - the green

red. And I took some DAC of it and also

right at Lima.

It

.

Okay ,

MARK .

thank you for the info,

waiting for 04:27. Stand by.

04:27 KREP. START. 04:33, 190 MODE,

190 MODE, AUTO, READY light on.

04-45""waiting for 92 MODE to READY .
Stand by.

CDR MARK . MODE, READY . RECORDER MALF light.

Changing speed and the MALF light in out. And I've got a green

llaht. Waiting for 05:30.
8

CDR okay, It looks like we're coming In over

the - an agriculture area up around Ascension. And we have

scattered clouds. An<? wo're coming up on nadir swath time.

Stand by -

Crossing th«- Rio Parana now.

MARK. 05:0, 192 MODE to CHECK,

rikiiy, looks like we're starting to get

1 weather now. A lot of Stratocu down there

Must not be a very strong front.

And wait lng f or 07 : 12 .

Coming up on 060 - 06:57, nadir swath time.

Lots of nice green ground - -

06:12, stand by -

MARK. SHUTTER SPEED to MEDIUM and then

Crosrlng over the coastline, hardly a cloud

PLT
CUR
PLT
CDR

Into the fron
in this area.

PLT
CUR

DAC is on.
PLT
PLT

to FAST.
CDR

in sight.
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my 190

PLT
maneuver

.

CDR
PLT

READY out on
CDR

clouds he r e

.

PLT
I per f orra SI?

CDR
PLT

a READY out on S190
CDR

Ok* at 20:09 we need to start the SI

Right
Okay . Past 8 Talnutea - 1 should get a

Okay, now we're starting to get to some

Okay, Jer, I didn't look at the pad. Do

No, I

Okay .

do.
All right, I should - 1 do have

Okay, at 8:25 I terminate nadir swath and

initiate the solar inertial. Houston, I'm going to leave the

nadir swath going while 1 go do the solar inertial start

becav.ue I think we're Just getting into that front now.

FV.T Standby.
CI/R The duration of 35 seconds - -

PLT MARK. 191 rate is 2 at 08:30.

CC Copy that, Jer, that's fine.

CDR Okay, coming up on solar inertial time.

Okay, going to solar inertial.

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay, very good. Ae & natter of Info,

you might get a BAT CHARGE LOW CAUTION and WARNING, but It's

no prob len

.

CDR Okay, we got a BAT CHARGE LOW light -

alert light right now.
PLT Stand by for 09:30. And give me a VTS AUTO

CAL 09 : 30 ,
Jerry.

CDR Will do her. Okay, I'm killing the DAC now.

PLT Stand by .

PLT MARK. VTS AUTO CAL.

CDR Vou got it. Okay, 80 essentially, the nadir
swath lasted an extra minute.

CDR Would you believe that lavic lake looked

Just like the picture?
PLT Yeah.
CDR I Just couldn't believe it. What a pleasant

surprise

.

CC PLT , Houston. Bill, can you tell us what

the situation was with the tope recorder light that time?

Did - was it continuous, was it intermittent or what?

PLT Okay, on that 192 sequence, the first 192

sequence, the light was steady for a long period of tine

after the change into 60 IPS. Then it started flickering and

very shortly thereafter, before I could even report the flicker-
ing, it went out and stay out oh, for 10 or 15 seconds. And,

however, on X sequence that operated normally.
CDR Well, you konw, it's done that me, too, and

1 flipped open the cover of the tape recorder Just to looked
and then closed It up agai And, if it was running fast - -

PLT Yes, wtll the - unless you get a RECORDER
MALF light, you assume that all you've done Is maybe failed one
logic test, not both of them. And the malfunction procedures
say if you have a RECORDER HALF light and you still have a

READY light - excuse me - I f you lose the TATE MOTION light,

and yo.i Htill have a READY light, it's supposed to be working,
I think. Or maybe it's the RECORDER MALF and TAPE MOTION both
on; I don't know. It's just sort of Just the opposite of that.

CDR Yen, I was thinking, it seems to me that
RECORDER MALE lipnt does - (garble)

PLT It, Just by Itself means that the thing
is bad. If you got TAPE MOTION preen light and the RECORDER
MALF light Is on, you assume It's all right. What I had, I

had both 1 Ights out .

CDR Well, what I'm saying is the RECORDER
MALF light seems to me that has to do with whether or not there's
modulation on one of those two frequent - two channels, doesn't
It?

PLT No, I thought they had - had to do with
the speed, too.

CDR Yeah, lt'a a function of the speed. I'll
have to look that up, 1 guess.
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; PLT Wait ing for 12:30 - 12:10 - excuse re.

And there we go. 191 READY light la ON; EREP to STOP. And 1

will keep the door closed but go do the 192 realignment before

I do anything else. Okay. (garble)
CC Okay, we're about 30 seconds from LOS.

Next station contact is in about .18 minutes at Tananarive,
20 : 30. '

'

PLT Okay, Crip. There's - there's no reason

to leave all the rest of this stuff running and hold Jer up.

He can go ahead and clean up the 190 and all that. Right?
CC That's af f irraatlve. And when we get to

the tape load, we're going to load that tape and tape recorder,
too. And I'll talk to you over Tananarive about It.

PLT Okay.
CDR Okay.
PLT 1 bet it already had tape in It.

COR It does.
CC It does.
PA0 Th«B is Skylab Control. LOS at tracking

ship Vanguard. Voice relay station at Tananarive on the

Island of Madagascar In 16 minutes. Earth resources survey
completed just before loss of signal at Vanguard. Commander
Jerry Carr reported seeing plankton blooming In the ocean off-

shore from Lima, Peru- We'll return In 16 minutes for Tana-
narive voice relay station. And at 20:13 Greenwich mean time,

this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Skylab Control, 20:29 Greenwich

Tananarive on the
J-J'^nStc^ across Tananarive. The

of 8lg"l of SVcyl.b .t thl. tl... They're .t te.pt ins to

lock .-« there 1.
J«»«^'; ol> no joy , t A0S T.n.n.rlv..

Next station, Goldstone in 42 minutes. we u .
time, and at 20:35 Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ' This Is Sky 1 ab Control, 21:16 Greenwich
mean time. Excepc for tjio upcoming ATM conference with
scientist Astronaut W lni/l.eno 1 r and Science Pilot Ed Gibson
for Skylab, which is scheduled for Tananarive on this upcoming
revolution, the rest of today's Plight Plan is relaxed, off-
duty period. Crew option for reading, taking a nap, looking
out the window, whatever they choose to do. We're about
10 seconds now away from acquisition at Goldstone, final
stateside pass of the day. And at sometime after Goldstone
LOS of signal, Flight Director Don Puddy will cone on the
broadcast line with a summary of today's activities in lieu
of the press conference.

CC Good evening Skylab, got you through
Goldstone for 4 minutes.

CDR Hi, Story, the short course in gyroscopes
is on the TV now if you to get it off this pass.

CC Okay, thanks Jer.
Cv: Jerry, we dropped out there for awhile,

I guess we owe you some things on the tape recorders and the
tapes.

CDR Yes sir, go ahead, '.;c ' re going to exercise
first and then later on this nfernoon, we'll take care of .ill

of that

.

CC Okay, do you want to copy that now?
CDR Sure , go nhead

.

CC Okay, take tape 25 out of tape recorder 1,

you've probably already done it and it goes In command Module
C1R Okay, we had not done it because there was

nothing about tape depletion in the pad. . We were kind of
wondering what you had up your sleeve.

CC Okay, go ahead and do that, tape recorder
25 out of tape recorder 1 and put in command module A-9.
Tape 38, that's T-38, take off all the lapping tape, except
10-feet and put It in tape recorder 2 after cleaning tape
recoder 2 .

Pf,f Story, t-ipe recorder 2, 1 thought was
already lna<u> d .

CC It Is Mul we're going to unload ft, that
comes next hern,

1M,T <;> ahead .

CC Okay, f-3t, tape T-31 in presently In tap«
recorder 2, put It in M-130. And finally tape T-7 that you'll
find in Ml 30 put It in tape recorder 1.

CDR Okay, let's nee If I got it straight now.
Tape 25 goes to A-9 , tape 38, we're to remove all but 10 feet
the first part of that gray tape and put It In tape recorder 2

tape U comes out of 2 and goes Into M-130, tape number 7 goes
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from M-30 - 130 to tape recorder I. ,

cc That 1 « all correct.

CDR Ckay .
,

cc And Jer, you don't have to measure that

tape, about 2 arms lengths will be fine.

CDR Okay .

cc Who's up in the STS right now?

CDR Ed's up there making like a solar physicist.

cc Okay, Ed would you like to make like an

engineer right now?
S p T I can hold on for 1 minute Story.

Engineer it up. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ BUS 2

like 45 degrees counterclockwise. And we're about 10 seconds

to LOS here, we'll see you over the Vanguard at 21:39. It s

about 1R minutes and we'll be intending to dump the data/voice

there. _ ,

CD r Which VTR did we use. Story?

cc
' We'll let you know and Ed, we're not showiiu

any detectors on S055 . And Ro1ng over the hill, you got

15 minutes left on the VTR. „»„,,,
PA0 This Is Skylab Control. Loss of slfiiui

through for the final time this afternoon through tracking Mat
Goldstone. Tracking ship Vanpuard in 16 mlnu'.es. At 21:23

Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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»ean ti«. Acqui.Ulon of spare s a on^kylab t

f ^ off _

ing ship Vanguard in u^ne
confere nce with

duty for the crew except » i'^lr coming up af Tananarive,
Scientist Astronaut Dr. Bill L.« o* ^J-in, P ^ ^
next station a f t er Van *" a™ '

, 9tanding by.
the Vanguard «.ckln j^-hip

• ^Yack wlth you through the

CC
Vanpuard for 10 minutes

CD"
* no

CC

CDR
noW?

The light ' s not on.

cc Okay . we' 11 dunp it here

.

REG BUS 2, could you reach over thrm

CDR 0ka >-

cC Ed, Housto

S p T Go ahead .

cc REG BUS 2 , .

R ive us 3 more degrees counterclockwise.
*

SPT You got it.

£C Thanks .

cc Rd , Houston.

^grtt^KG'BUS^. counterclockwise 10

llegrce
B p^ How does that look, Story?

rr Wc'rti looking. \%CC
skV Hb we're * ninute to LOS, about 15

CC * ,„! Ed your ATM conference will be coaing
ainutes to Tananarive. Ed ,

your Uoklng
up with Dr. Sheely at ^ a

J
E

t ^ cnd of tS . dum? .

B ood. And
J0« "J «; g

predicting tf it happens
Your next nightside pass wt i v

Myhc about a utilization of 3 »tb«.

SPT Thank you. Story.
,u> n .,i

This is Skylab Control. « .^"J,,,,
of trnrktnP. ship V,in««aH .

I ?

-JjJ"
*

t
*^ r , V( . , N lh

,"

reJ.y station ,t T* nana r i vc .
S

^
ed«l

<

(ml nm
ATM conforrnet. -twoi-n

•

J
'

1

J t an< , , „, hy ,,,-rc on l In- bro.,,1

was a cnw day off. Howe -
-

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, 22:02 Greenwich mean
time. AOS tracking - aa you were - voice relay station at
Tananarive In about 45 seconds. And hopefully, this - since
it's almost an overhead pass, the equipment at Tananarive
will be able to lock onto Skylab. We're standing by for -

Tananarive

.

CC Skylab, got you through Tananarive for
7 minutes. Here's Dr. Sheely, and I'll give the LOS call
here, so I won't have to interrupt you, it'll be Hawaii,
about 35 minutes after LOS at 22:48. We'll be looking to dump
the data/voice at Hawaii. Here's Dr. ^heely.

MCC Hello, Ed, we've got a lot of information
for you this tine,

SPT Okay , Nei 1 , go ahead .

MCC Okay, first of all, something that I wanted
something that I wanted to get in for tomorrow's ops because
it involves the first operation of the day. That is the S052
operations in the first JOP 6 building block 1 tomorrow. They
would like you to run their secondary program foi 6 minutes
afcer the 52 continuous mode. This is to give them additional
exposures for their film calibration. Okay, I barely heard
you, but I - I feel that you did get that information.

SPT (garble) hear you, can you hear me now?
MCC Pardon me?
SPT How do you read me now?
MCC You're still a little down -

SPT Can you hear ne now?
MCC You're still a little down In the noise.
SPT Okay, 1 tried headset and speakers, so

It must be the comm.
CC I think we got a site problem, Ed.
MtO How « how are you reading us. Ed?
SPT Neil, I can hear you loud and clear, so

why don't you go ah«ad?
Mrc Okay, 1 will. 1*11 - I'll continue here.

82 A has been doing a collaborative experiment with Ma una Loa
in Hawaii, and they have been using the coronagraph to ob&erve
polar plumes. But they've been cloudy and their lnstrunent
hasn't been working for several days now, so we got a call this
afternoon that they were successful tod&y and we would like
to cake a frame of 82A film to support their polar plume
observations. To compare the plumes in our da;a with their
data, and it's really nice that it occurred at the same time
that you're planning to study polar plumes. Therefore, the
next convenient chance whether it's been a building block 32
or in chip B of building block 1 nt the end of the day,
we would like a 5400 roll - minus 5400. WAVELENGTH LONG,
exposure 2 minutes, if that's convenient.
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orK^
SP

J 4i .i,
That111 *>* tne first thing done nextorbit, Neil, we'll work It In.

Ktt
'

M™
.

0ka ?' good. There's some other thingshere 55 has seen their yesterday's data, and 1 think you'll

active i °
U

"
ThCir ° Xygen VI l0 °P S 3Ver the -eJt limbactive regions was counts ranging from 75 to 100 in loop struc-

1*1''* . !

W\at they 83W la8t nlght
'

and ln Edition' tneygot a surge in the same general area.

on th^nM fh ,
th3t thCy V6re runnln 8 ""attendedon cne anti - thi active regions?

c „ *
CC

,

That's correct. And they say that ifsome ime or other you get a chance to use your cue cards for

fJ" woulTtlT
° 00

?' °
7

,
72

'

1042 1654 " 8-tl nr osi[?ons,that would perhaps give them useful information.
SPT Understand

.

f

?
CC

•

°^ay, to continue. If 82B test or special

J"^" 6'^^ 1 admittedly don't understand very Jl'which has been discussed the last few days is now on the Didto be run tomorrow. Bill Lenoir's conference is prior to TtPerhaps you would I'ke for him to discuss it with'you then.

pad _
Yes

'
r

'

d to see what coraee up on the

END OF TAPE
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MCC Bill Lenoir's conference is prior to it.

Perhaps you would like for him to discuss it with you then.

S p T Yes, I would like to see what cones up

on the pad and then I'll have the queotions 1 think I'll need.

MCC Okay. The pad will cone up as usual

tomorrow according to the normal schedule.
MC C Finally, NOAa has some inputs as to present

activity.
. , . , . , „

MCC Okay, north three on the central meridian is

an emerging flux region giving absolution structures in H-alpha

plus or minus one angstrom. In addition the dark surges in

active region 3<t running southeast northeast about 7 to

10 degrees long. That's all I've got.

SPX What was it you mentioned before 3* Neil?

I think you dropped out.
MCC Okay, there is an emerging flux region at

north three on the central meridian. And it's showing

absorbtion structures in H-alpha that run out to plus cr ninus

one angstrom. This - I dor't know if it's the saue one that wo

discussed earlier this morning or not, but that's for your infer

nation.
SpT Okay, may well be.

MCC Now before I lose you. I want to say that

I've enjoyed talking to you and now I have a good cont.irt with

vou why don't you tell me what you have.

SPT Okay, Neil, I'll try to keep you up lo

speed on whp.t we were doing this last orbit. We tried to

finish vp the coron.il hole observation. And Dick managed

to get done what I had intended. Although the setup

again took a little, bit longer than anticipated. Vo did get

four GRATINC AUTO SCANS done inside the coronal hole with

the oxypen VI count of around 100 - 120 and magnesium X down

around" 6. It'* con - convinced we're right in - pretty

close to the center of the coronal hole itself. Then we Rot

one outside where the oxygen V; v.-.s up around 200, aagnesium

X, 10 or 40 which is essentially there background outside. And

then 2 M 1 RROR AUTO RASTERS one down to line AO at CRATING

POSITION of ill balls, and unc At 772. which we got -iown to

line 30 befi"-e 400 K. So I think we got in .1)1 the inient

or what they had there , and 1 - St on«ht to be some good data.

Although, It was taken ot a little more rapid manner than

I like.
HOC One more thing that I forgot to say. fhe

Mauna l.o.i data was done in the Smith Pole in c*»c '<>r ce.ilab-T

at Ion with the *2B opetatlon* 1 1 the next orhft.

SPT Okay, that's whit 1 hnvo lined up for

the next orbll is a butliHn* block 2 to Mart ofl with in order
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to get the extra standard node in there. And while we're

doing that we'll give away my LONG - 2 minutes for 82A

and then go on down to the South Pole and look for b looms .

MCC '

' 'Wonderful.

cc Okay , we 1 re going LOS here. See you in

Hawaii 35 minutes.
S PT Okay Story. Other things that were done

on this past orbit were 54 and 56 both got 36-minute exposures,

bit and filter 5 .
, u

HCC Very good Ed, it's nice talking with

you. I'll still be around if you need me for a while.

SPT I enjoyed it too Neil. Have fun down

there.
MCC Okay , you too .

p A 0 This is Skylab Control, final LOS for

today through voice relay station at Tananarive'. Dr. Bill

Lenoir handed over this science conference pass to Dr. Neil

Sheeley, that's S-H-E-E-L-E-Y , who is the co-Principal

Investigator on the S082A ultraviolet coronal s pec t rohe 1 i og raph

instrument of the ATM. Dr Sheeley is with the Naval Research

Laboratory and is acting as planning chairman or czar on some

of the special activities with S082A. We'll be back in

32 minutes for tracking station Hawaii at 22:16 Greenwich

mean tine. This is Skylab Control.

F.ND OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, 22 : *7 Greenwich mean tire.

Tracking at.tion Hawaii upcoming *n .bout bO ••eonds .

J"'
1

^
th« end of revolution 3715 for .pace station SkyUb .

Standing

by for AOS, Hawaii, y ',«'/*'*"
'

cc ..
;

Skylab, AOS thiough Hawaii for 8 minutes

be dumping the data/voice here.,; '

C q Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about ^

22 minutea to the Vanguard at 23:U.
, u

PA0 Skylab Control, Losa of aignal at Hawaii.

Very little converaation there, exc.pt for AOS and LOS calls

from the Spacecraft Communicator Story Muagrave. 19 minutes t

tracking ahip Vanguard. And at 2 2:59 Greenwich mean time,

this ia Skylab Control.

END OF TAPK
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• ,A0 ' ' V Skj iab Control, 23:17 Greenwich mean time.
Tracking »hip Vanguard acquire apace station Skylab in .

•bout 45 second*, i From Vaiguard thar« will ba alioit an
hour LOS parxcd until Hawaii again in this REV. Groundtrack
alsaas Aacenslon and Tananarive and Guaa. Standing by for V
AOS Vanguard.

.

v ,
,.

* cc '

>: Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for
9 minutes.

.
J*r, Houston. • .?

Go ahead .Story . *

Have you changed out the BREP tape yet , Jer?
Negative, Story, just had my shower

.

*
i;u

. press on with the shower. And we'll have sone
more words for you later on changing out those tapes so Just
.ioid on till we get those up to you.

CDR Okay, well I finished my shower. If you
Go ahead, Story, I finished my shower.

CD*

CDR

still working on those procedures

got words go ahead

.

I'm all ready to copy.
CC Okay

Jer . •

CDR Okay.
cc But, while I got you Jer, the only

general messages we could scratch Is number 26, that's
: coiBtt sketches.

pe rraanen t

the

CDR
CC . No

could.
CDR
CC

Vanguard at t J : 56 and it's the RIGHT
<"DR 00 : 56, RIGHT ANTENNA.
CC And you're going to have to give the

st.Uus report with your other mou t h . Tli a t ' s also goinj* t

be 00:56. you can give those - Hve that one to one of y
friends.

." • cur .v 'y

have he r call you

.

ood , okay, I was just kidding.
we were working on getting you all we

Well, it sure is getting kind of full.
Pot it is and you got a phone call at the

Okay, why don't I read it to ray wife and

C OR

out procedure
CDR

tape change-

That *s satisfactory a 1 40

.

Don't tli ink it would be with he
Jerry. Houston, I got that ERF.P

you . •: " •
.. .. ;y .

Okay, go ahead.
cc Okay, on loading tape T38 on tape recorder

do the taps recorder cleaning per your odds and ends cue card
and per that permanent general message 6855 Alfa, that's the
one about - that has the EREP swab and alcohol. ^

;

CDR Okav.
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CC And you can use one «wab for every roller.
CD* Will do. ' a-

'
CC And the rest of tills concerns that

10 feet of opaque tape , do the tape, loading per odds and ends
cue card but make sura that SL92 remain* in STANDBY until you
got that 10 feet of lapping film has bean pulled past the
heads. And I know you don't have th« cue card down there
but when you gat on down to EREP system start after that and
you have the tape moving, don't go to S192 mode ready until
you get that 10 feet of opaque tape past the heads.

CC And if the tape recorder fails to operate
and you get an END OF TAPE light comes on, if you'll take an
opaque piece of abheslve tape and cover up the photosensor
hole and then move that opaque tape past the heads and after
you get it past the head go ahead and remove the opaque tape.

CDR Okay

.

CC And that's it, we're going over the hill
,

here and we'll see you in Hawaii at 00:25, that's about
an hour . '

•

CDR Roger

.

CC And tne Flight Plans are. on board, Jer.
CDR Th ank you

.

• PAO Skylah Control. Loss of sign.il - loss

of signal through tracking ship Vanguard. Next station will
be tracking station Hawaii for the final time. That'll bo

56 minutes from now. We'll r ft urn at that time. This ts

Skylab Control at 23:28 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 'This Is Skylab Control, 24 ninutei past
iduight Greenwich mean tine. Final pass through Hawaii
tracking station in about 50 seconds. And we're standing by.

CDR Hou-ton , (.DP . *
.

cc Hello, Jer got you through Hawaii for
:

v 7 alnutes. /., »* ,",'„...

CDR Okay , I've got an evening status report
for you now and Bill will have a photo for you shortly.

CC ' Okay, stand by while I get people cranked
up . ?

cc Okay, we're ready for th« evening status.
CDR

"
Okay,, Sleep: CDR," 6.5, 6.5 heavy; SPT,

10. 5, 10 heavy, 5.5 light; PLT
, 8.5, 6 heavy, 2.5 light. No

,

volumes today. Water gun: 8841; 4853; 1528. Body mass : 6 312
6.311, 6.312; 6.361 6.367, 6.360; 6.260, 6.256, 6.259. Exercise
standard for everybody, no change . Medications : CDR, none; SPT
none; PLT, three Actifed as directed. Clothing: CDR, shorts,
socks and shirts; SPT, shorts, socks and T-shirt: PLT, shorts,
and socks. Food log: CDR, zero salt, plus one lemonade,
plus one Apollo grape punch, plus pears, plus ketchup,
rehydration water, plus 1.0; SPT, zero salt, plus strawberries,
plus two lemonades, plus a grape drink, plus peaches - the
grape drink's an Apollo drink - and rehydration water; PLT
zero salt, one tuna, plus one coffee with sugar, plus peaches

,

plus green beans, rehydration water, zero, and the tuna is
plus one tuna. Okay, Flight plan deviations: Well, yeah
there is one, that is, the tape - the EREP tape recorder
has been delayed and we're going to get that one after we've
finished up dinner and got things cleaned up. Shopping list
accomplishments: TV-104 repeat, 1-1/2 hours, TV-107 add on,
2-1/2 hours, 7 ATM passes. Inoperable equipment : ^ none . Un-
scheduled stowage: none. And by the way Story, did both of
those TVs come down okay ?

cc We'll get you an answer Jer.
PLT /Okay, Story tell me when you're ready

to copy the photo log.
CC ' Okay, we're ready , Bill.
,MT Roger, 16-millimeter; ERF. P VTS , Charlie-

Lima 12, 72 percent. Nikon: Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 6 3 , 1
8

•

Nikon 03, Charlie India 115, 55; Nikon 02, 04, and 05, no chan R r
70-mi llimeter

; Charlie X-ray 18, count is 106, ETC , Charlie
India 12 , 067; KREP Set Zulu, 05 77 , 2755, 0302 . 9660. 14 31 ,

0368. Drawer A configuration: no change.
CC Okay.
CDR

' .-. Story pass the word to the Earth obs
people that we did not get a lot of the photos done that we
usually do on our day off we kind of made this the ;
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i"V day to try to clean up some of the backloR In that area .

at laaat two of then anyway. And we'll try to do better for

, the» at the waek progresaen. / - _
-

cc <. ! Okay ,
Jer, and we do have 107 and //

down and wa haven't dumped the other y«t.

END OF TAPE ' ' '
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CDR
. We'll try to do better for them as the

we«k progresses. »•

cc Okay, Jer, and we do have 107 and 77 down
and we haven't dumped the other yet.

CDR .,. Roger. . , ;

CC "
. Bill , Houston.

*

PLT Go. !

.

CC We haven't seen the M509-5 - F-5 Alfa
started yet. I've got a - I can read you a couple of switch
positions which will get that started and save you a littletime..

PLT Okay, go ahead. .

-
J

CC Okay, it's on Page 23-3 of the SWS Systems
but it is on the - the atmospheric panel - AM FILL, PRIMARY .in
SECONDARY switches, two of the* to OPEN, and 02 FILL PRIMARY
and SECONDARY switches, two to OPEN.

CDR Okay, he's on his way to do it.

„, ,

CC .Yes, th.it's in the Maneuver I n r Experiments
Checkli st.

CDR Roger

.

CC And, Jer, did you get those photos of the
BMMD and SMM!) today?

CDR No, not yet, Story.
CC Okay.
CDR 1

' m carrying thera around In my hip pocketshopping list . though .

CC Okay.
PIr Okay, Story, that's complete.
CC Okay, Bill, and about an hour fron ntw

we enn do the Bravo to that. It's just going back to COMMAND
on those switches. '

,

:

.

:

1>I-T Ror . understand! :

•

(/,: And wi< ' r<- / 20 seconds - we ' re ' 20 »<-cim<H'"
1.

1
LOS here. We'll scf' you nvct. t lit- Vanguard Ml about 00 : V, .

fn,,r '
s c«>™lng uf, there, ;.lcr, Jind I t ' »•;•

;i R 1 4,11 [ . And y«nimfgln get out. your EREP odds and ends <„ t. r,,r,l ';,,„] 1 <• t uk know
if you've got any problems. Al the Vanguard, we can give you
some answers.

'

C 0 R Okay , Si o r y . »

!
' A0

'
Thin is Sky! ah Control. Loss of signal atHawaii. Next station tracking ship Vanguard Evening status

report was originally scheduled on today's Flight Plan to takeplace at the Vanguard on the upcoming pass, however, at crew
option, they moved it back one pass to Hawa i 1 . Commande r JerryCarr has a family ca ll scheduled a t Vanguard . At 34 minutes pnmidnight, returning in 22 minutes for tracking ship VanRuard
this is Sky 1 ah Control.

K
'

END OK TAPE
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PAU
. This Is Skyiab Control. "»5 minutes past

midnight Greenwich mean tine. Tracking ship Vanguard will
acquire the apace station Skyiab in about 45 seconds. Next
atation after Vanguard will be Aacanaion, at which the medical
conference is scheduled. Therefore, next live atation after
Vanguard here will be an extremely brief paws at Guam of only
3-1/2 minuter on the next revolution. 10 seconds to AOS
Vanguard and standing by.

cc Skyiab, AOS through the Vanguard for
9 minutes. Be dumping the data/voice here.

SPT Hello. Story; how do you read?
CC I read you loud and clear, Ed.

'

SPT Okay, we've got a purge going here
and it makes a lot of noise in the background. I didn't know
whether it was picking it up. Let me just quickly tell youwhere we stand in the ATM ops. The last orbit, that's previous
to this, we looked at the polar pir**s and tried to find some
in oxygen VI and later in this - earlier in this orbit I tried
to find them in magnestun X and - with no luck either wav boththe north and the south pole. So 1 looked at a prominence which
is at around 110 and sticks about 80 arc seconds above thelimb with a linear feature declined about 20 degrees towards
the south, and was fairly bright in oxygen VI, maybe 150 counts
50 to h0 out. I worked it with 5 - 82B last orbit. But 1didn t really have the time to do the JOP satisfactorily
I couldn't give them any comparative spectra; so thev »ot aW^VFLZNGTH, SHORT and a WAVELENGTH, LONG. At about IS minute*",
let me get my notes here, and I'll give you the exact No itwas shorter than that. One wns 8 and one was 7 because w'lt.st
flat ran out of time. So this orbit I've come back and
giving them r. fairly long exposure on It - one at - Now I've |,,s
ray place; I lost my whole book. Hold on.

CC - Okay.
SPT Yeah, first one was WAVELENGTH, SHORT 16minutes and the second one was 17 minutes and that's completelyremoved from the prominence, although at the same altitude.

I Just rotated above Sun center. 55 got a GRATING, AUTO
SCAN at the brightest point in the prominence, which surprisingenough, in oxygen VI showed up quite well. So I

•

ra not reallysure what - what the nature of that is that we're looking at

J
hZ™ l ° thlnk about 11 a UtIle bit more. They got three

'

ORATING, AUTO SCANs there and a MIRROR, AUTO RASTER , and nowJust getting a series of MIRROR, AUTO RASTERS where we areAnd 56, SINGLE FRAMES 5, 17 minutes and SINGLE FRAME 4, about"
^"l'*'* ?

6Xt
u
rbU ;I

' n Plck up «««"tl«Hv building .block IB and let the two X-ray instruments run /or the fluorbit, for exceptionally long exposure* - SINGLE FRAMES 5 on

whAl, k?J'
the y' re I'll let the. run for thewhol,- orbit also, which is essentailly one of their shopping
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' list items . That ' • in execution of 1 S , I don't think It's

necessary to do 1A since 8l!A la not running. And 56, (garble) v

NORMAL , which I believa they lust aa aoon have the long ex-

posure . If 52 wants a CONTINUOUS MODE for 1 minute with a

V ROLL of. 1090, I can give that to them, -v. I'm not aure whether

, that's the typa of data they're really after; however, I'd

ba glad to give it to thea at the beginning of the orbit

if that's what thay desire. And 54 also, if they'd like a

M, 2, 0, 5, 256 at the beginning of the orbit, I'll be glad

to give that to them alao. But I thought that first part was

designed primarily for 82A which is a mini. /:

CC Okay. And we've got about four things

for you, Ed...
SPT Go ahead, Story.
CC Okay, just a reminder to run M133 tonight.

SPT (garble)
CC And on TV103, that' a the liquid films,

are you perfor - performance war really superb, and as far

as we are thinking down here, you're probably complete on

that, although you mentioned you might run some more. Wo

suggest proceeding on to some of the other science demos th.il

are in the shopping li9t rather than TV-103. And if we mko
up some time later, we can act back to it.• SPT Story, I'm glad to hear all that good Btul'f

about me doing 103, but I never went near it, 1 think it was

probably Jerry.

END OF TAP e
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SPT
Ok.y l'n ,ee thllt h

J
vorki.d In 107.

report tMl ,h, ... , I "a 2 5 i«
-

" ?
"""""

!J
T 0ka y. b * 8lad to Story.

SPT
t

,

hat '
3 al l I Sot for you now

CC J?"
11 h ° ld U

" Th -«k you.

spt on!
S B

,

Ui up t0 rl8ht now?
now.

8111 8 Paying the tape recorder right
cc Okay.

CC
T

HJff
d
t
° yo " h4ve in "ind Story?

your -...age on ma , n t" an e
°
'

0 {"th^;.?^.!^ 6 Th" 8 °<
like a little aore d e t a 1 1 . . Don • t nl«.l«?? f

anS
*

Th «y

'

d
checklist M487-3 Delta Just f

f ° Uow the
used to fix those

elaborate on the procedure. you

questions in the debrieflnj for«
because of specific

pf T
Yeah

> they're looking - -

« o^v
h
:;.??"

n

f
to dv ith the fans p«

-nd get back with you BU 1
' l0 °k at th *<

?J
Ed

. Houston.

^
F G o ahead Story.^^^^

j...
J...

....
s , ; s.

'

r; -
* »

.

11 « e t with you. We're about
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'^?.??
C
;
n
J
,

,|

t ° L
°L

hC
f
e

-
Asc«™'°« I" -bout o -inutes at01.11 and the medical conference will be coMng lip tho

"
,,,, .

'
s tory, in liew of hearing anythine oi..

in },;i
v
J k ;

1 11 atart th<> E0LL ° ut » 5*oo! „J ;on fro« there and ,l, c „ a 256 and than give , , hi

for ,f, 1A .„d ia ..
2

b"?d} n ,

y
j;: c 2'!

, " r
-

that ' a A ""

'

; ,,7«
U 8 the B«H< :dX confc-rcnrc

*
. , :

V
fV

'lnd bt,ttf
*f" blt *9 Of pizza. Nc. x ,

.
•

' '

„
c '•'^ 1:1 °" 1 **9 ninutea . At 01:07

END Of TAPE
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PAO Sky?.«b Control, 01:20 Greenwich rean tine. :

36 minutes to Guam at tin just completed Ascension pass. There
nust have not been very much In the way of nodical conversation
carried on there between the crew - crew physician and the
crew of Skylab IV because they turned the loop back to
Spacecraft Communicator Story Musgrave well before the end
of the pass. We have about 2 minutes and 15 seconds of tape
recorded at Ascension which we'll play back at this tine. <

'

;, CC Skylab, we got you through Ascension for
2 nore olnutes and, Ed, did you copy my comments on ATM.'

SPT 1 under si and that !>4 wants to run the A and
the 3 parts of the building block but do they care at all about
what roll it's going to have?

. CDR A and B run at 5400

.

CC That'll be fine, Ed.
SPT-/ Okay, very good , thank you Story.
CC Jer , Houston.
CC Jer, that TV-103 on liquid films

the performance was super and we think you've done about
as good a Job as vou can do on ' that . And we suggest that you
nove onto some ot the others. If you pick up some extra tftne
later you can go back to TV-103.

CDR Okay, about the only Improvement I can
put on that thing - I didn't like it at all - was to get the
closeup lens and get some of those thin films where the people
can see them on the closeup lens and then call it quits.

CC Okay , and we're thinking of - we're
thinking of sending you a single handheld pad that's got
all the sites on it and we're wondering what you think of,
that and how many copies you'd like. We'd also like some
comments from you on the nunber we're sending up,. We think
that you'd probably like to have an awful lot of them and catch
those ones that you can, like we're sending up 13 tomorrow.

CDR Okay, that's fine, I think we ought to
have three copies and on .i separate pad and it stakes no
difference to us whether it's in the detail or separate.
I t;uess the only thing we rogi<>t is frequently we get one of
those goodies while we're laying in the I.HN'P or some t h i np,

like that. We kind of hate to miss them.
CC Okay, which would you prefer, a separate

handheld pad or in the details?
CDS We're r we're s a t 1 s i f led with the way

it's going right now on the details unless you folks would
rather ch anpe It.

CC We'd rather put it - -

CDR - - (garble) in the details.
CC We'd rather put It on a separate pad if
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that 's okay with you. > -.

'
CDR

' Okay, let's p. I ve it a try, if it elves
us trouble we'll holler.

(;C Okay, and we'll send you three copies.
And we're about to go LOS here, The next ones Gunra in about
40 minute* at 01 : 56 .

.
.

^DR We'll see you. . S

, L
CC Skylab control, that completes playback

of the remaining half of * he Ascension pass handed back to
CAP C0MH by the flight surgeon after an extremely brief
medical conference. Next station in 32 minutes will be
Guam Island. 3-1/2 minute pass at Guam, first < ne of the
evening, barely above the horizon. At 01:24 Greenwich
mean time, Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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p^O Sky 1 «ib Control, 01:55 Greenwich mean tine.

Guam ItUnd station upcoming In about 50 seconds and likely •

will be the final pass of the evening, In keeping with the

crew raquest that they have the final hour before bedtime
without any calls from the ground. 10 seconds to AOS Cuan,

;

va ' re s t and ing by . >.

CC Sky I &>• , ui- got you for a short pass about

3 minutes through Guam.
COR Roger, Story, The ERKl" tape recorder

changeout is complete no piohlims.
CC Okay , thanks Jer, And we need the DA**

for an outer gimbal backup.
CDR You've fcot It.

PLT And M5 00 -Foxtrot 5 Bravo la complete

.

CC Yeah, wo see that thanks, Bill.
CC Skylab, the DAS is your* and we're still

showing the teleprinter paper has not been changed out yet.

PLT Roger , Story . It's In work

.

CC Okay, we won't need It. We'll need it in

about 35 minutes which is the next station. Ve ' rfc » minute
to LOS and that will be the Vanguard at 02:33 and we're planning
or. that being the last pass fo» the night.

PAO This Lf> sky Mb Control. LOS Guam and
apparently Spacecraft Cor.„vin l ca tor Story Musgrave plans
to speak with the crew through one more station pass, Vanguard
in 32 minutes <md we should ho getting the medical confc rt'nr«>

summary bef>re too lonp,. Al 0?:01 GMT, Skylab Control.

J'ND OF TAPE
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PA0 Thin U SkyUb Control, 02:32 Greenwich

mean ti»e. Final paaa of the evening hopefully ovir the

tracking ship Vanguard coming up In about 45 second*. At ,

thia atatlon ve need to verify that the teleprinter paper

haa been changed. Quite a few teleprinter messages due to

K o up through Vanguard for toaorrou's Flight Plan. Also the

ATM engineer would like to get the cloaeout configuration

and frame count. That'a about ail the buelneet left over

from the extremely brief Guam paea, that would have been the

final reel of the evening. Standing by for AOS Vanguard.

cc Skylab we've got you through the Vanguard

for 11 mlnutea.
SPT Roger , Story

.

cc And we're planning on thia being the laat

pass for the night. Ed. you could check the teleprinter -

messages we'll be sending up here to be aura they're legible

before you go to bed. ""
,

SPT Will do Story. You ready for a frame

count T

CC Go

.

SPT 0864 - 08064 that is, 85632, 0010, 24,

1020 2656. And the pointing coordinates for the unattended

are ROLL of minus 5400. Stand by. Minus 704 and minus 329.

. cc Okay. And we got another 9 »inutea of

AOS here, we'll be looking for the - to look over your panel.

Spt Teleprinter looks good, Story.

CC Thanks. Bill, Houston.

PLT Go ahead, Story.

cc Bill, regarding that M48 7 people question

on the heat exchanger fan maintenance, I've got the - your

channel A report here, I'll read you the excerpt and maybe

that will 1or your memory. I got bit on thia one, the 0WS

heat exchanger fans. That oufcht to be color coded somehow

or the other say the same color for the firat one to take

or some color for the don't and it broke off there. Or

something of this sort of thing becauae it will slip out ....

that's how I got bit on that one and I'll tell you more about

that one later. It said, I'll tell you more about later that

M487 people were looking for.

rLT Yeah, I was talking about post-flight

debrief injt.' However , if it has them that interested, I'll go

ahead and put it on tape tonight.
CC Okay, that'll be fine.

PLT And the subject I was debriefing was

fasteners - tie downs and fasteners..
cc Okay, you can either record that now or

f f

And
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; „„. fc.y ti. down th.l ">"•" ^'
10"u b. cod.., .o n.'ll knov

four whtn one would do.
niii

PL
I r.w. it III fairly difficult to acre*., you

gtrapa but you take - 1 1 w«
**J ({ ft t thtn tho whole

t.k. th. - If you 5-ke the r jht on. «
< QUt .

2 56
'

SPT Roger, Story. .

, t .,t of EREP pr.p if ih.f . ok.y.

....
" A.cn.lon i/j^i -bout » ....... »P «h.

bCre
'cDR 0k *y« 8° 0d nl *ht '

rr Good night ,
Jer

.

p, T Cood night Story and maroon tea*.

J" Okay, same to you Ed, have a good one.

HCC Good night Skylab.

END OF TAPE
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I'AO Sky I ah Control, Creenwlch «oau time

10 hour* A5 minute* for the vakeup call coming through

Coldstone on this the 7
'» r«l day In orbit for the r few of

Skylab IV.
(Music)

CC , Skylab, Houston; good morning.
CI)K Good morning .

CC Hato to hit you riRhl off the bat lure.

Cot one little item got to you and wo ' ) I leave you alone
(or a little bit, but your .'.details as you ' 1 1; are whin you

tear them off ihera In the Plight Plan rails for f»ct i I nj*. on
stations, I think, at about 1 1 l I 't for Pl.T and COK oh thu KRKI'.

and we need to get you on mat ion. a little earlier than that

because we're going to chanp.eout - changeover t ape reco nle rti .

So we'd like to get you on station about 11:08 If It's okay*
SPT Okay. V/e're going back to tape recorder

numbe r 1 .

CC I believe 1 1> it 'a what it calls for, yes
air. Stand corrected on that. We're changing over from 1

to 2.
SPT Well, we've already completed that, Hank.

It's all set up, ready to go.
CC Okay. You're ahead of us this morning.
CC Skylab, Houston. No reap on sc. required,,

since you've already done the tape recorder changeover, you
can stick with your detail time there of 1 1 : 1 f> .

CC Maneuver tine looks good

.

COR Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston, we're l m l im t <; f row

I.OS. Madrid '11 be coming up 5-1/2 minutes at 07.
I AO Skylab Control, Greenwich man lime

11 hours and 4 minutes . Wake up through the Tex js staie»l«l*<

pass here in mission day 73 for crew of Skylab IV. .The crey
began their 73rd day in space shortly before f> a.m. They

will be conducting an early morning Earth survey over a

10 , 300-nau t i cai-mi le path extending from over the Pacific Ocean
west of California across the Uni - Northern United States,
Eastern Canada, the Atlantic Ocean and North Africa. Prlae
targets of interest are sights off the California coast over
the states of California, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming to obtain
peothcrmo data. African tari-et sites are the Sahara

Desert for evaluation ol sensors and data on natural re-

sources over Nicer and Mali, as well as gathering information
off the African coast on upwellluv. Oata recording nnd

photography will begin at 7 : U> n.r>. central daylight time

and continue for U ?. minutes over 20 selecced sites. A second
Earth survey seeking geothorn.nl data over mo >. over roost of

the same area, Western States, will be taken in the nfte
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The track extend through - over Mexico, Con 1 1 a 1 Ame r i ca ,

Fcuador. and Paraguay, luring a 11-i.inute per od beglnnlnp

Vt \ III P.«. central daylight tine 10 .it., will bo •urv.ye.l

with Skylab*. lnitru»ent«. Connandor Carr and Science PI oi

G 1 b son w 1 1 1 spend. a total of 2 hour. and 51 .inute. .cunwlng

the Sun throughout I hi" day. »i.rlnp Ihe ub.c
j

* .. Ion video

recording of the ATM television monitors will be ««de to

bo relayed to Minion Control for study by solar 4.1 rononor*.

Biomedical experiments on - scheduled are for Gerald Carr

to undergo the lovur body nep.allve pressure and metabol c

tost with Science Pilot ad - an the tbacrvor. Pogui- will

undergo the vestibular function test which will be observed

by Pilot Bill Pogue. A total of 28 hour* of science tine

today in the Flight Plan, mission day 258 f or the ?ky 1 ab

space station. Acquisition through Madrid CAP COHM is

Hanx Hart. field. Mission Control center under the direc ion

of Flight Director Gene Kranz, taking over for Chuck Lewis

here at the Mission Control Center. „,.,,, fnr o
cc Sky 1 ab , Ho us ton through Madrid tor *

minutes, and SPT your maneuver load look. good.

F.N 1) OF TAPE
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, cc Sky Ub , Houston, if - If it's conven-

l,nt, louam near the STS there, we'd like to get our reg

bus adjuet out of the way so we let a chance to look at it

here a few minutes before the maneuver startd. We d like

to get both rtK bua 1 and reg bus 2 adjusted 30 degree*

clockwise. And alio I'd like to partly sort of - mark your

original set in there. <

CDk Okay, lt'» done, Hank.

cc Skylab, Houaton, we need one more little

tweak on reg bus 1, 5 degrees further clockwise.

PLT Take a look at that, Hank.

CC Okay; thanks , Bi 1 1 . keg buses look good

to us now. Skylab, Houston, we're I minute from LOS.

Tananarive will be coning up in 13 minutes ac 29.

SPT Roger, Hank . So long.

P A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

11 hours 18 minutes. The maneuver for - put the spacecraft

in Z-lor.al vertical attitude for the upcoming ERF.P pass was

accomplished during the Herid - Madrid pass. C&C officer

reports figures look good as the spacecraft went over the

hill. Take 9 minutes for the spacecraft to get in the proper

attitude, and then at Greenwich mean time 12:05 a second

fine ZLMe - V maneuver will be made. The spacecraft will

return to solar inertlal attitude after the EREP pass at Green-

wlth mean time 12 hours 58 minutes. Today'3 data lake,

42 minutes in duration, Is one of the longest EREP passes

conducted during Skylab. The instruments will be turned on

over the North Pacfic to gather data on variable winds and

wave characteristics. Primary purpose of today's data take

Is to gather geothermal data as the spacecraft crosses over

the California coast. In additiona to gathering geothermal

data is being garried - gathered for pollution predic-

tions, earthquake prediction, as well as mineral deposits

information, ground water, and mapping fractures throughout

the western states. Information will also bt- gathered again

as the spacecraft crosses the Gulf of St. Lawrence on ice

characteristics in that area and the instruments will be

left on as the spacecraft crosses the North Atlantic and

gade - gathering additional data on ocean - occanographlc

conditions as well as crossing the coast of Africa. Up-

welling information will be gathered off the west coast of

Africa as well as information on the Rub'al Khali Desert, Nlge

area, and information on th^ drought area in Mali. The

second EREP pass maneuver begins at the Greenwich mean time

17 hours and 30 minutes , Second pass will cross diagonally

the - about the same area the early morning pass this morn-

ing makes. The second pass is descending, the first pass
;

is an ascending pass. The second pass will gather data on -



k. how «uch additional heat Is transmitted to the ground by

the Sun. Comparison of those two data point* can show how
k;-/- audi geothemal activity la In the area. Next acquisition',

i _
In 7 Binutas and 40 seconds through Tananarive. At Green*

' wlch aean time 11 hours 21 sUnutei , this Is SkyUb Control.

v END OF TAPE
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U hour. 27 -» n » l "'
Ap

Ac
c5;i

il

1^SU Turt.fUU .s the crew

«n 8-«lnute P a.« . CAP COM*
j*
« ,pproxi*.t«l> an

prfcp «re. for the EREP P«. ^^^p *5>
t . t*ke In Skylab.

h.000 .He data u,e, the I «t
director In

rH^e
b
or?h:

h
:M"5h"n::

r

t:.i -—™ i

Center^ Cene .....
.

;
^ ^.n.n.rU^S .In.e.

CC
,

yl
Iie on again -t Honeysuckle

LOS here at Tananarive. We i l
see yu

3 v S4 with a " cord"
k^;j

,

Conlrol( 11 hours 37 .inute.. Little

conv ^,on C h ,.-.h Si j^
will be HoniyiuckU in

}6 | n

J*"; b Contto l.

n h0 urs .7 "^^-'^^^H^trn through Honey.ucKlr for

5 .,»"... .nd «. n..J
thr recover for - du» P .

CDR x^Skylab, Houston; a quick weather update

CC
u

AU
/ri. Pacific approaching the veil

the, you're pr.tl, »uch cloud
one ,„

„.,y over - clear •"»'
i. 0 to 3/10. Kov.vc-r.

,h. Lake Superior .tea that
„, we , t c0 , s , of

,h " >» Tt
1

° t

".".i'u'o - \nl annuld be v...»«

iir.s. " ? » - !
-„
8 ;° i n.u:

T-

„„..". «... « ». ">'•• u "'" ute8 "
you there .»»...

„ Co „ trol 0 ...i,,, .... «.« U

in - in approxl.atel y IS "'""^°„ Co„,nder Creald Carr

35rd Earth aurvey In th 1 a »1 sal » ^ j of the ERF-P

ull l be operating the <X t

>

b aor, vl U be op.T.tin, the

l«.<tu...». Scene. Pilot 0
bao«

. nt l.ol.. scientific

:;
r

,i

h
.«""M?.

,;»"',.
,

.» -m s. .,.««.. ««.. <«»
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1 / 27/ 7A

finder tracking ayateai teleacope fur the S191. Next acqul.lt

in 14 »lnute> through Hawaii. The crew will be In th» Z-I.V

attitude at that time for the Earth resources pass nearly

1 1,000 Biles - 11,000 nautical »lUa in duration, the longest

Earth resource* pass in Sk>lab.

END OF TAPE
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;
i skylab Control. I Hawaii pa«« In 1 «inut«s.

The craw -ay be on vole* actuated con - con, ao we'll bring,

the line up now for thia 3-«inute pa.a, aa the crew begins
,

the 33 - 33rd EREP paaa of thla Mission.

PLT EREP START at 16: (garble)

CDR .
15.

cIJr 0n*«y mark it'll be 12:15:00 with an

EREP START. Stand by.

CDR MARK it. EREP START. 06 stand by.

Cdr MARK. . 194 to MANUAL. 15:30 is next.

cc skylab , we're with you for 3-1/2 minutes

HaWfll
CDR Hi. Hank. Okay, stam! by for 15:30,

8tand
CDR" MARK it. SCATTEROMETER, RADIOMETER is

ON. We're cutting a wide swath through the Pacific.
^

PLT Man, I don't see anything out of this

VTS.
CDR Must have left the cover on.

.

.

' PLT .

'
' Yeah . ,

, .

PLT See nothing or anything you want to, dcpendln

on your frame of mind. nnrtn7
p LT I tend to concentrate on keeping 0000 here.

Looks like it wants to drift a little, this morning.
w

Cdr Hank, out of the monitor checkout , the

only one that was not at the proper value was Delta 4, U'b

reading about 45 percent. My little cue card says it ought

to be between 57 and 87.

CC Okay, we copy , Jer.

P LT The first time you do 192 to READY.

CDR 92 goes to READY at 25:36.

PLT Okay. It's Just about time we coast in.

PLT Wha t is that?

CDR Noise

.

PLT Sounds like an ATM pump.

PLT (Garble)
CDR Hank, (garble) take a look at ATM coolant.

We just heard a (garble) change in noise up here.

CC Okay , we wi 11

.

PLT Going to get the San Joaquin Valley

there, cowing across.
CDR Good.

CDR Well, that's where you got your low

stratus, that's typical for this time of year too. Sounds

like it's coming from.
PLT I - just tort of a general direction. You

go ahead - -
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CDR '^>" Yes . . \l :' *'
- t\vj- /^C

'. PLT i

.

; You go ahead and watch that I'll - ^ii •>'*>

CDR x? I still got 8 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston, the ATM C&D loop flow

has dropped down a little bit 3lnce you started your pass
and the flow seems to be a little bit erratic and it nay
have been the pump. 1

- * • ' •

CDR Okay, the 191 cooler Is sounding very bad.
• That's what It is . It's beginning to quiet down now, it's
just all of a - well, there it (garble)

PLT There It went again.
CDR Sounds like a high speed electric no tor - -

PLT Grab it.
CDR " - grabbing or loaded down and then released.
CDR Hope we don't loose that rascal.
CDR So you might have the guys on the ground

keep an eye on their 191 temperature - -

PLT (Garble)
CDR - - and everything,
PLT Was it Charlie 7?
CDR Look It up.
PLT No.
CDR Ai so , Hank , would you - here it Is,

yeah, Char 1 ie 7

.

PLT It might pay to keep an eye on Charlie 7
there.

CDR Okay.
CDR (Garble) right now

.

CC We're about 10 seconds from LOS, see you
in 3 minutes at Go Id stone.

CDR Okay, Hank.
PLT There It goes again.
CDR Yeah

.

PLT The whole thing is comlns down around our e,-irs
CDR (Laughter)
PLT Did you hear?
CDR Let's take a look at Bravo 7 <>nd 8, those

are a couple of them too. Bravo 8 is supposed to he very low,
and that's (garble) pressure, it's 1. And, thernal detector
temp locks good too.

PLT (Garble) 1 had to make about - oh, I'd
say a half a dozen corrections and up there on (garble) and two
corrections left/right, which is a bit unusual. 1 haven't ever
noticed this many corrections being required before.

CDR I noticed yesterday it was a little bit
erratic.
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v-'-K-.i*. Swathing the nadir .
#*

'
" * ?V $ * *» '

• \>.4

- I You don't have any spares for that thin}; v
(Static) .

' .-, ; ;»-
, * ' ' "

,
j \

Okay, went to 1 LEFT again.
Goldstone's locking up. > (Garble) >•

.
' Sky lab , we're with you for 9-1/2 minutes.
Okay, Hank. • - * •..','.' ' •

,The 191 cooler gage temps , hanging
very steady. That cooler motor or what-

. PLT . '
•

""

<"
, PLT -

' here , 1 ' m sure.
• PLT

. PLT
* cc
CDR
CDR

In there, right
over it is, is sure changing tone every once in a while.

CC v
; I thought I heard it there once, while

you we re transmitting,. Does the pitch drop down?
CDR No, it goes up . You got a - -

PLT I'll tell you what, let me put my mike
down there and see If I can get it.'' '.'• .......

CDR If there's enough to key the - Well
let's key the (garble) push to test.

CDR Key your transmit button.
(NOISE)

CDR Do you hear that, Hank?
. CC ..' Roge r

(NOISK)
CDR See If we can't get It while it's

oscillating.
(NOIRE)

CDR It's (garble) (NOISE) there, did you
hear that? (NOISE)

PLT (Garble)
(NOISE)

CDR There, you ought to have heard that, Hank.
CC Rog: we heard that. So.; ;,(i like a Mrd

chirping on top of it.

CDR Yeah, It's a considerably - very, very
significant chance in frequency.

PLT Just did it again

.

PLT And that - that the bird chirping is
more or less is the steady state. There is a definite change
In frequency that we were talking about, Hank. I don't
know If you heard it or not.

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

bark down
PLT
CDR

Yeah, what i« it, about 4,000 -

Oh , gosh ,1 don ' t know

.

/. .000 hert i, Bill?
Yeah , I'd buy that

.

- pumps up to about 6 or 8 and then

oo 1 oooti! Wooo! Oooh

!

Yeah it lust w

Yeah .

CC Rober. Say, it sounds like a squeal there,
(garble) like something was metal on metal or something.
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grabbing; sort of sounds

i*w ;pLT Ye«n# '(garble) -

CDR ' Yaah. r>
PLT A That's what I say

like somethings grabbing in there.
,
"*

,

CDR Sounds like a high speed electric motor

that every once in a while grabs or - -

rVi'vu;-- PLT Bear log shaft.
CDr /,

- - gets a load on it, it - it bears down

on the load and then frees up again. ;

PLT Or a pump capitating. ...

CDR (Garble) could be that too.

CDR Okay, I've got a nark coming up here at

25: 16. '

"

PLT Okay, we're coming up on the coast.

Cdr, Let's see; ought to be able to aee Santa

Barbara and some of those places
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

right on the coast.
PLT
CDR

No, can't do anything with the VTS, though.
- - off to the right

.

Ho;* about a nadir swath?
Yeah. See you going in over Vandenberg?

Just about

.

Okay, you're Just north of Santa Barbara,

Right.
Beautiful city.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
; aark

.

.. v ' PLT
< The garden spot

.

; CDR
CDR . .

CDR
CDR

POLARIZATION 1

.

CDR

' Got a

Coming up on 25:16 for the next
,

pass right ovar Tonopah, Nevada. -

Right.
25 :16.
MARK.
MARK.

Stand by
SC ATT E ROME TER OFF.
RADIOMETER OFF . MODE to X-TC.

25:36 is next. Stand by -

MARK. 192 MODE to READY . Got a high
%

speed; Tape notion looking steady. 42, RADIOMETER ON.

I was 2 seconds lata . RADIOMETER case on at 25 :44 . Next

mark's at 28 :20. ;

*

cc Bill, we get up here a little further,

we'd like to have you comment on whether you can see the

Gulf of St. Lawrence. The times that you'd be able to see it

approximately 37:30 to 39:00.
PLT ' Okay. ,

C C What we're Interested in there, Bill, is

the cloud cover

.

PLT Okay. yeah, it's dark over California.

COR Yeah. It's a too early in the morning

there. 5:30 in the morning.
PLT Time they got up and went to work.

CDR Right. Get an early start on the freeway

PLT It's a low pass . (garble) in a couple of

times; wake them up.
,

CDR Okay. I minute to ny next mark.
Now - coming up on Salt Lake . I still

In fact, we're lust going to catch the
PLT

don ' t see any th ing
southern end of it

CDR
PLT

two segments but

same . 30 :46

.

CDR
Stand by -

CDR
recorder and the

mark 's at 29:10.
CDR

You still nadir swathing?
Yes. This goes right up to - actually it's

it really doesn' v
. any difference, it's all the

Okay. We're -:oming up on 28:20 now.

MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK. Give the tape

192 a rest and then put it back in. Next

Stand by -

MARK. 192 back to READY. TAPE MOTION,

we've shifted gears and looking good. 30:20 is next. 191

cooler (garble) is still hanging in there, 55 percent. Hank,

would you ask the guys on the ground if there's anything

else I can be looking at?

CC Okay . Will do.

PLT Okay. We're Just starting to get some

light . 30 : 46 - yes

.
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,,v PLT „;

< -
CD1

»

4

<

*i\V
f'^i CDR "v'

'T 41
»'

Coming up on 30:40.
CDR "

1

...

roll of plus 1 arc

.

, CREW
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
CDR
PLT

30:46 looking good. -\
'

-

Co.ing up on 30:20. Stand by -

MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK .
'< 30:40'

HARK!
d

RADIOMETER to STANDBY .
An angle

next.

30:46 .

Plus a 15 . i.n,"^ '^••^ ...
Okay. I"m going to look ahead here

.

Next nark's at 12:31:00. Stand by - -

:

MARK. RADIOMETER ON - ' •

MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON.
J

8

J"'

'

Okay, now 1 have an auto - VTS AUTO

CAL along in here so.ewher, .

(

donUJ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
31:15

CDr
an<1 ^ " MARK . 191 REFERENCE going to 2, we're

1 minute from a VTS ^™ CAL
^ e

, re about 15 seconds from LOS.

Charl
i*

7>
Okay. Bravo 7 is 33 percent, Charlie 7's

reading 355. Aha. Sunlight in the window. Got no excuses

o ( n- vnn can see the ground.
.now, Bill, you se ^ enough .

C

p
™ And let's see ( ga rb le / s t at 1 c ) VTS AUTO

CAL
^Dr'

10
Coming up on 34 : 55 ,

looking for a 38
-

sijiJiSr.i'r
^-^^"^^

3Ss43
; r Skylab. we're back with you for U minutes.

rn« Okay, Hank. Hank, on the ready vrri-

McatioS the guys in the back room on S190 should r, member
f

ln
C

t h e

0
?ran:.

R
callout to give us two digits, not one.

Sf T Mao"'™ the maneuvers. Hank. I've got
PLT r.i*v

, l , nnlv lndtcfticd on the ..

,„. - . . - u ' d »•
naneu vet pad itsel

,
jnic "

^ .
*

it , e lf there - here in my
nice t* in the niddle of the co . th.r

III
P
*tt

P
«l ou ^l/ue^neuver Just because you got n

Taneuver on your VTS cr CM) pad doesn't »ean you do It.

^l^loo^ng for cloud. There's -

I', starting to see surface features now. barely.
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I've got an ETC POWER ON at
«' cdr -..-''» -

'

' o*«y
»

Ed •

36 :4 3 . * Coming up on 36:43.
', PLT » (Garble)

CDR Standby.
PIT (Garble)

CUR MARK . ETC POWER ON .

p,? okay. The Gulf of St. Lawrence Is over-

laid by very thin stratus, and looks IJ^.^jh c }""' "
Hit liver That's about all 1 can tell, Hank. It s so

d itfM
y
u'sort of puts everything out of focus. It does

not look like a heavy cloud layer at

CDR
an EREP START

.

CDR
s t and by -

, CDR
Stand by -

CDR
at the sane time

CDR
next mark . We g

got a HALF liRht
PLT

I ran see the

Okay
Stand by -

MARK .

On my mark it'll be 37 :31 with

EREP START at 37:31. At 37 ;

MARK. The RADIOMETER is ON, at A3.

MARK. S190 went to AUTO. ETC to AUTO

37 : 5 5 is next. Stand by •
,

MARK. 19? to MODE READY. 38:37 s our

a shift in tape speed ,. look ing good .
I

n magar' e number 5.

Okay. The Gulf of St. Lawrence is cleai.

plutnes. Gosh, beautiful. At the upper

Lawrence probably.
Okay. 'Coming up on 38:3/.

.

' Okay .

"'

Stand by for 37. Stand by -

MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK.

Sincr I'm probably taking data here anyway

I'm going to lust put mark the dat a pushbut ton that I'm on ice

plumes right now

.

END OF TAPE

Gulf of St
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
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t PLT r
Okay

CDR : Stand by for 37. iv< Stand by.
-,. . CD* *

f
MARK. 0 192 MODE to CHECK.

PLT -"•••*:- 1 Since we're probably takin.e data here
anyway, I'm going to mark the data pushbutton that I'm on
ice pluses right now, 38:46.

. ,V >

CDR Joaing up on 38:54. - Stand by.
CDR ; MARK. RADIOMETER'S to STANDBY.
PLT • Okay, I'm going to go to clearer area of i.

the water. Data mark at 39 even.
CDR Okay, 190 READY light went out at
ETC to STANDBY. 39:12 coming up.

Okay, I'm going to go - -

MARK. 190 to STANDBY. SHUTTER SPEED to
39:30 is next.
39:15 I started peaking a snow - and ice

03.
PLT
CDR

MEDIUM ; FRAMES 5 5

PLT
covered island land area

CDR 39:30
CDR MARK.

5 . 39 : 42 coning up
CDR
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR

stand by

.

19 3 to X-TNC L/R. POLARIZATION is

MARK. RADIOMKTER OFF.
39:50*8 cominit up .

Okay, I'm going to my (garble)
MARK. ALT I METER is ON.
(Garble)

.

Carried a naif light on magazine number 5

all the jay through. That last pass with S190 got an ALTIMETER
UNLOCK light .

10 • 40:10.
PLT
CC
CDR

still have
PLT

not clicking off frames. I don't understand that noise it 1

Oh, 39:58 I missed a single, I got it at

Doggone camera.
Skylab, see you at Canaries in 4 minutes.
Okay. Still got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK but

Okay, my camera is continuing to run but

I've cycled the power off and on about five times now

Coming up on 40:58. Stand by.
MARK. 190 MODE SINGLE, 42:16 is the next

making,
on 191 .

CDR
CDR

mark .

CDR Ed, you said something oti the intercom
and 1 didn't hear what you said.

CDR Roge r

.

CDR Bill got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK, Junt lost
the READY light, it'j going off «t 25 - correction, STANDBY
at 25. ALTIMETER back on at 41:40.

CDR Coming up on 44:33. Ttand by.
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CDR MARK < 190 SINGLE. «
,

?

CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK light at 39.
CC Sky lab , we're back with you 9-1/2 minutes.
CDR Roger. i'-. ' ;

*

CDR ALITMETKR jufit doesn't want In smv le.kn.l •

vi p . ,

••'

CDR ALTIMETER light's out at - on t lit- hour
and on the minute I should say. I ]ust turned it to STANDBY
at 03. - .

CDR ALTIMETER'S back on at l«; UNLOCK light*.*
out .

CDR There comes the ALTIMETER UNLOCK light
again.

CDR Coming up on A 5 : 5 l - i

. CDR ' .Stand by

.

CDR MARK . 190 MODE SINGLE.
. CDR ALTIMETER READY OUT at OA; 46:04. Turn

it off at 05: stand by , I should say, at 05 .

CDR ALTIMETER on again at 20.
CDR Next ' s mark at 46 :45 . Cot an ALTIMETER

UNLOCK light at 39 . Stand by.
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER to STANDBY. RANGE is

now going to 73. 47:00 is next

.

CDR Stand by

.

CDR MARK . ALTIMETER ON . 4 7 :08 is next.
CDR MARK. 190 MODE SINGLE.
CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK light AT 15.
PLT Quite a change in sea state, it was prottv

rough there about 2 minutes ago.
CDR Coming up at 4 8:08. Stand by.
CDR MARK. SINGLE on 190. ALTIMETER READY light

is OUT. Going to STANDBY at 13.
CDR 48:38, Ed. we'll want the ETC POWER ON.
CDR Okay, at 48:28 the ALTIMETER'S back on

again . 48:38. Stand by

.

CDR MARK . ETC POWER ON. 48:53 is next.
PLT Just a little wake.
CDR 4 8:53. Stand by .

CDR MARK. SI 00 MODE to AUTO. Still got a

naif light on nunher 5. ETC should bo AUTO now. 49:05 is
i'opi i tig up .

PLT Stan-ling l»y for nadir swath.
CDR HARK. S 1

'» 2 MODE to READY . 4 9 : 30 Id next,
CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK on - is on at iA.
CDR Coming up on 40:30.
CDR We'll n cod an KTfi r* t STANDBY 49:30.
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/P,,T
*- SHUTTEK SIMKI) KAS I , I 'l <' SI'ANIHIY Ncxl

m.-,rk '« at 50 :0O. "
' -

r

> ,
: j

P |,X {
Fi-w <• loutls - -

! .
; CDR . Still 8«>t a ma If on magazine- 5.

;

P1T You strata ru. Clear water.

CDR ALTIMETER OFF at 50. READY LIGHT was

off at 50 and I went to STANDBY ; that was 49 : 50 .
At 50:00

ETC to STANDBY

.

PLT - (Garble)
MARK . 06 corning up; 12 - 50:06.

MARK. 19 2 MODE to CHECK.
CDR
CDR
pLT Stand by Atlas Mountains. 11, camera off.

ALTIMETER'S back on

.

(Garble) stops .

It's going to hive to cone oft again in

Stand by. Mark it ALT I MET ER to STANDBY

CDR
p LT (Garble) stops

vV,: CDR
20; 50:20.

CDR
At 26

CDR MARK . Thn RADIOMETER to STANDBY. 1 -J 3

MODE to X-TC, plus 30. POLARIZATION is 1. 50:55 Is 1
'
Ir m"

nOVC
'riT Okay, nou I think I'm ficttinp, som<-

j
c-

1

stream'rirrus over the desert (garble) jet I'll be pushing

the data but on just for kicks.

END OF TAPE
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' .'/ PLT - Just for kicks. . \*.

r COR . 50:55 coming up. Stand by - " i

, CDR MARK. »' SCATTEROMETER , ON. '
.

»•

. CDR * MARK. RADIOMETER, ON. ,

"
.

CC How does the cooler sound now? *
'

1

PLT It's still doing the same thing. Still
cycling.

CDR Doesn't seem to be gettinp any worse now.
CDR Charlie 7 is reading 58. Bravo I is reading

33. 51:35, Ed, ETC to AUTO. Stand by -

CDR , MARK. 51:35. Next mark's at 52:00.
;

PLT Tracking up for a clear point in the desert.
Wait till I get this zero up-down and then 1

1

) 1 ( ga r b 1 1? ) a nadir
swath across this cirrus. < >

CDR Coming up on 52:00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 190 to - 1 REFERENCE is going to 2.
Got a 191 READY on at the sane time. 53:45 is the next nark.
I did not notice when the S191 READY light went to off. It
came on Just as I was ooving the REFERENCE from 6 to 2 . Sill
got a HALF light on magazine nunber 5.

CC Sky lab, we're 1 minute from LOS. Honey-
suckle is next at 29, that's 36 minutes from now.

CDR Okay. We'll see you then, H.ank. Coming
up on 53:45. Stand by - ;

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to S7 A.IDBY . Correction -

SCATTEROMETER, now the RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 47.
PLT 53:57. Okay. I'm goine to go do * he

SI maneuver.
CDR Stand by -

CDR MARK it. SCATTEROMETER ' s back to ON
again.. 54:20's next. Comine up on 54:20. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 19 2 MODE to READY . SCATTEROMETKR •

to STANDBY, 54:55 is next. At 54:55 , E<l , we want the ETC
to STANDBY. Coming up on 55. Stand by -

CDR MARK. SHUTTER SPEED to MEL I UM on 190.
ETC to STANDBY. 55:07 1r next. Stand by -

CDR MARK. S192 (static)
PAO Sky lab Cont rol . Greenwich mean time

12 hours 55 minutes with 3 minutes remaining in the EREP data
take as Skylab looses signal through the Canary tracking station
A pass which began over Hawaii with the Skylab in the start
of the EREP data take. Crew reported a noise at first thought
to come from the ATM coolant loop. However, the EGIL officer
lieie at the Mission Control, reported to Flight Director
Gene Kranz, no apparent glitches in that system at the tl»e.
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Crew then said apparently it came from the S191 cooler or the -

wMch cool, douche instruments for the 8191 - «*?"^
p

"
-h« EREF package. This noise persisted but the ground EREP

officer reports no degradation in the instrument performance

through telemetry here at the Mission Control Center -As the

Spacecraft passed over the Sierra Nevadas ,
Pilot Bill Pogue

evented on Tonopah, Nevada. This is a site ^
craft will pass over later today, again gathering data on

*eother = al activity in the Sierra Nevada. Mountains
.

Crew

lave a very vivid description of the EREP pass as the space-
^

craft went over the hill. Acquisition again through Honeysuckle

in 32 minutes. The spacecraft should be reoriented by that

time, back to solar inertial attitude. The G&C officer

reporting that 11 mibs are anticipated to be used in the

total maneuvering for this pass this morning. Next acquisition .

through the Honeysuckle tracking station in 31 n nu es and

50 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 12 hous 57 minutes, this

is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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, u ft ,
Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours 28 ainutei. Acquisition coming through the Honey-suckle tracking station in 50 seconds. Skylab should beback ir, solar lnertial mode at this tine. During the E REPpass concluded through tracking stations wheel speed on thenumber 2 dropped from 8850 down to about 8808. HoweverGNC indicates this will probably be back up on this pass.
'

We
1 be looking at Che telemetry concerning CMC number 2during the Honeysuckle pass.

.

,

CC
rt

'

Good morning, Skylab. We're AOS Honey-suckle 9 minutes .

7

.

CD * Good aornl nR, Crip. The F.RKP tape re-corder film rem - tape remaining is 4.7 centimeters
CC 4.7. Thank you.

. ,

SP *
„

Mo "ing. Crip. How's the crimson teamdoing this morning?

,

CC 0h
»
wlde awake, alert; ready to go towork. bay, I know I promised I never would do this to youagain, but because of the early EREP this morning you neverdid get any morning news, and I'm willing to attempt it ifyou « willing to listen some time that might be convenient.

J;"*
We re a11 ears, Crip. Fire away.

to 8a y
1 W" afraU thiU was ^at you were going

PLT
_, ^

Ye8
#
we've had our breakfast, Crip. Wecan stand anything now. p '

we

,

CC 1 d «n't know. With me reading the newsthat's quite a bit, especially after breakfast. Skay To

?ob 8 J.°Sf*
V1

I
h/f ener8y Crl9ls taktn « ltfl toll of

•
H N * xon ^ministration is weighing a proposal to help

r°l.t ir
n<!V enP loyent a « d relocate at government ex-pense. The government provided limited financial help toaerospace workers hit hard by layoff in 1971 to explore job

b
p ;°; p

;;
t

;

4;V or B0\in8 ex p*nses ^ y«r. Although tLre> abeen no decision on the ne; proposal, the Labor Departmenthas already put to work a number of other measures used in1)71. Among them are an early warning system to provide ad-vance notice on plant closings and computer job banks to re-lay Job opportunities throughout a network of 2400 stateand federal employment purpose offices. Another item fromWashington The Senate Watergate Committee has postponed anew round of hearings scheduled to begin next week to avoidprepedicing the trial of two former Nixon cabinet membersChairban - Chairman San i-rvin, Jr. did not say when theywoula be rescheduled. A one sentence statement offered noexplanation for the action beyond the reference to the im-pending trial of former Attorney General John Mitchell andformer Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans. Arab oil ministers
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M Sir?!! Jr r

rutUr ° ° f the 011 bo»*»» ^-in.t
I r V !! / Beetln 8 of the Organization of Arab

TKr> Ark *
Xp ° rtin « Countries in Tripoli, Libya next nonih.

'
A abs have spit between moderates who advocate relaxi,

g

the ban and hardliners who want to continue it. KinR Faisal

; s ;;f
A™";. ** the «o r u. s bi gg e St ^1 18 1

reserves and the leader of the embargo,. Is one of thnse who

^Uhd^L"?
11 Ur' Cl1 presses" l"

lit* \IA \ * <

0 * aU °" l'P led Arab .l«nd«. Democratic Cong-ressional leaders promise to help solve the nation's energyproblems and called on President Nixon to ,ork as , par""'They cemented in response to President Nixon's energyaddress to the nation a week ago. The Democrats' r£L wasnade n a nationwide radio address by Repre sent at I ve JohnMcrall, Democrat of California, House Majority Leader Here',an nteresting one. A well-dressed man n a £in!str P edsu t waked out of Tiffany's veil-guarded 5 t hV u
, e Je 1 r

y

w th a d amond and rubly - ruby necklace worth $45,000.

U on the .1
S

k°
Cky tak6n ° ff hla overcoat .putit on the glass showcase in which the necklcce was displayedAs he retrieved his coat, he reached into the sh c ll

?

a

Z

««h of J" t
^ Platlnum and 8°^ necklace. A photo-graph of the necklace adorns the cover of the paperbat -paperback book, "The Tiffany Tough," a history of the storeStore detectives ran after hi* but lost him in the crush of'shoppers. The detective commented, "You probably couldn'tjet out of John's Bargain store with a pocket eg nowaSa Jsbecaus* they always have some gorrilla at the doo?, but youcan walk out of Tiffany's and get $45,000 It's i

° ,m "
Well, the luck of the Irish ran out laTnlgh

. Jhe r Ju
6 "

we r
c

\ ; t

b

i;: ;

n
!

u
t

cla '

s 88-*™* < b - ak
> '-ted :m y

At U L" t " 1 « ht
J"

Lo * Angeles the Irish were no matchfor the Bruins. The Irish went down 19 points at the bell

°?i

ve
ind T\r p

?t
int

f-
at thc heu vith

p
the scoV : W '

Hi , fr 1UC1 ° Sp ° rtS J '- F«*"r and MuhammadAll will meet tomorrow night in a 12-round rematch at MadisonSquare Gardens. The Garden is sold out, and son, 400 arenasind theaters around the country will carry the H,bt on

SfisTooO h
telcvlsion

-
Bo^ Fraizer and All are guaranteed

that each man will - could receive as much as $3,000,000-bout what they made on their first encounter . „? R ht evengo in the ring for that. But what both men want is thelT
[J

1 VTr d
""J !<

Can in the tin, and only'by one of hem. .We'll let you know the outcome tomorrow. V
Inat does the news. One item for CDR i n ,i pit u i

"«•'<"« <« tv-» .hP
,

;.p.^i.j
l,

Jlo9"Mi
,

.-..
d :;-."::i

l

;I
n
Tj.
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planning to schedule you to do it on >h. vtb „ V Vmorrow, day 75. We exnerr rh«. L the
L
V TR on day after to-

proced lir08
y
b y „ 0«

H

„r
i

« iTc:nLt7i
6tre™\inod M092

cue cards nay not exactly fit if t 1?V
1 " V ° ur t)0ok a " <}

time looking at the J .; ni|

1

* *
" S

1

s P eild a little
we think yoS'H ^ e

TV °P SBoi> k
.

getting so smooth on t wc ' ro ,n r?^ y ° U
.

are '

the pictures we want "t ? , £ < "^JT th « l

t

^» 8* t

;i:,^
ki,st 1— , ..^.r^ir!^:/^^:^,^

film ""could see no^od relson lor"!;
,1nd ° n the 5190

cameras and takin« all rh, J ?
downloading the S190

left it load o r t ^ fU,n V3UU SO we
do that?

£ th ° re 9 reas °n why we shouldn't

it for'you, Jer The'reL on"* " f ° r y ° U> We ' n look ^to
was the couple of L JJ"

ori R i na lly scheduled
but w..u cEeck it

p

"r:„i\%%
ug

; h :? ne j°?j; t\
ti

:

n^ l

--«iy.
straint or not. " cnat s a real con-

CDR
SPT

Okay .

every orbi c co.i ng \ ? ^ t
" !,'; h

dtl" f""'

We'll do t ,, at fcr you Tha[ ,

s

u .

ody ' s con vi„ UI uutl ^ i i ov a little hit t< iiiappreciate a confirmation on what your L \ I ,on panel 617 whenever you can «e, J^"

J

t ^

ead ln « 19 °" board

F.N!) OK TAPE

i
* ~ v i. u a i ior you. Thon we're request - Should have it for youblT Thank you.
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CC Sky 1 ab ,
Houston; at anybody's convenience

we're showing our duct 2 flow a little bit low. We'd appreciate,

confirmation cn what your reading is on board on panel 617

whenever you can get to it.

CDR We ' re showing 47 5 , Crip . 1 t does
.

look
.

.

low.
CC Okay, I think we were showing something

substantially lesB than that. So, it sounds like we may have

a little telemetry problem. 4 75 ,
copy.

CC We're about 1 minute from LOS. Next station

contact is through Hawaii in 11 minutes at 13:49. We'll be

doing a data/voice recorder dump there.
PLT And, Crip, Just information, there is

a sort of a variation of about 5 to 10 psi, in that duct 2 flow.

CC Okay, thank you, Bill.

PLT Tha t's that cfm.
CC Rog.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

13 hours and 40 minutes with loss of signal through Honey-

suckle. Next acquisition in 8 minutes and 25 seconds will

be Hawaii for a 9-mlnute pass. GNC officer reports 13 mibs

were used during today's EREP pass. This is three more
than anticipated. Ten had been predicted for the three maneuvers
to return, two maneuvers into SLV , and 1 maneuver back to SI ,

solar inertial attitude. Wheel speeds through Honeysuckle
still range between 8 - 8 - 8850 rpm and 8829. They went

,13 low as 8808 during the last data take through Bermuda and

Ascension. However, the wheel speeds are back up now to the

normal which - normal speed which has been the case for the

last 72 hours of about 8850. Next acquisition through Hawaii

in 7 minutes and 25 seconds. At Greenwich nean time 13 hours

and 41 minutes, this is Skylab Control.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 13 hours

and 48 minutes with acquisition coming through Hawaii. Commander
Gerald Carr to - scheduled to begin the M092/M171 medical experiment
lower body negative pressure ,-ec t orcard logram . This is the

8 - will be the 19th time Commander Carr has performed the

M092. Seven more performances of this experiment will be

scheduled for the remainder of the mission. This will he the

10th time he's performed the M I 7 1 with two remaining p e r f o rraanr < s

for the remainder of the mission. We'll bring the line up

to this Hawaii pass, 9 minutes and 59 seconds in duration.
CC Skylab, Houston: we're AOS at Hawaii for

9 minutes, and we'll be doing n data /vol re recorder dump
here.

CUR Roger, Crip. And a r|ues,tion on this 'JV-C.
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If we Ret It «• i „,, ( Cf.l K<lod „b».,, it, can we ,o ,1,,..fliul Hhoot it today? r iln-nl

Cc ^arUe)
-

Y °' J
' Ve « ot 11 *» that,

i .

0ka >
r

•
we dropped out there » llni,, u,

i
:
:i:

::
:^':H:

!

H
:

f:!^!:- :
!i:/--^--"."i

:

,i-r
CDR Okay, great,

u °f J
For CDR or PLT

' als° regardlr, 8 the 190 f m *

Zet'a f ;.:!
P
I
eCl

f
te 'V"""- between t he\vo L o

a ? fonLs: 0656, 283^ 0 38 1 ,S t , 7

^
CC

, , .

0ka >'' real Hood, gill. And durine vour
a f«.«r. belne inoperative or snnething not r™«ln, fll!

IV^rWo^ * b °Ut » T.« rer^rLl'^'ono

you turn the .wltch off lt conti^ rt^^""

r«.:
i
"j\\:r f !v:\;:::.-^Tiri:f t

i

i; rk :'r}Ji.ii;'
t^nd ^tr

Uer °" a " d puU<,i the of re , *t. L,it and lt then started working all rlshl Itnot „„vl„ 8 a whole lot „r fill became 'only
*

d
"

^nt
ju« ".,

( ;

k

:,'":,:::.
th" - th-<

vo„ -°i „„.„
0kay

• °" d 11 0P««te normally after

" 0kay
•

real f Jne
- Thank you.

1-Mnute LOS.
Sk Vl^. Houston; we're- 1 minute from a

KM> OF TAPK
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cc And we're back with you once mon-

throu
5

Grov . c-»-s
:ru :-j r rPv^:

B
;i"jitt.

r
<

about
CC 0^ going to lose you here .1

about

30 seconds, F.d . then we'll h.vc again in about 4
minutes

through Bermuda. ^ wondcrlnR whether you

have enough VTR on the ground of H-alph. 1 and good state

and degraded state. ^ ^ He ^ Jusl

pondering here whether it's going to be any P r ()b
,

1^ " '

'

h "

e L a GO while ago on the TV-6. and you're also

Teheed to do some ATM VTR stuff and we're saying ve re

„,M n ., 8u re we can coordinate all that.
Bakln

*Jf okay. We can probably work that out

h*t* far as coordination, but I just got 1 good H-alpha

Mature now and if you already got enough of it I won't give

you any even « """J^ gQt pUnty of good H -alpha so you

Wt^ave to use de ta i

{&

f o r^ h at .

^
Ove r

^
t he^ i 11.^ ^

muda for 9 minutes. ^ Hou8ton , we're 1 minute from

1(K We .n have you again in 2 minutes through Canary,

ind'we show 2^-1/2 minutes remaining on the VTR for your

use-
cc Skylab, Houston, we're back with you

once more for 16 minutes through Canary and Ascension. SPT

Houston Id, would this be a convenient place to ta k about

"r mor! .quest or you want to hold up until a little

bit later when you're not working ATM.

<. pT No. Go ahead now, Crip.

Cc Okay. In - ricwing the situation down

from sunset to sunset ,lus 8 minutes and then northern from

times mat you
» ..„„.,..,„ we only U.ive obsorvatorie

what we do down here - un for t un.it c I y wt umy >
*v

°
,, , uhet> it's active In the northern heat sphere U

'h r"a a good ,..biU„ that it's ,».« t= W "''"
dl i"

i.: .«««.«-; » :;;».?;./.;:„ # :„
v
:.i«.""t»s" ^;
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8uy . ..,.11, ended up plcUna -» <»« >•"- " lh"
than us.

nUav Crip. That was our concern Is

SPT
in s in 8-Blnute block we might no

that when we would be 8 in tnac o
what'd be useful if

be at a high l»» ui '' d
, d

B
"v u . thai Information any-

you Just want to go ahe .d
J h l0 fall

ways f.om 5t" only be two or three times
during the day. Maybe it only

ihat time> > t

w;Vo'n"Yo
o
7: - ^ - was work1

;*
before. n it _ lt s0 happens that I'm

8tm« ylns ;i viVv«
a"

at high latitude at hese
£or thl8 day

with -spect to sunrise a d sunset ^ ?8 ^
period that it ape c i Mes^Jjjn 8^^ i ^ aoBethlng going

h . t."5..u ,.,..T th.
i
i»

J«r::5:«
,
i« Vn

d

the tl»e. that we h«ve given you «"» ^ J latitudes.

cc Yes Blr '

lot some numbers down?
.

'
ctlT Go ahead, Crip.

,

OVav All of our discussion auuut
CC

, h
™' All of a sudden we were flooded

mus t have generated some. °
8one To glve you some next

by indications that we had
*J*" at U:U to 15:02 would

t \M down in the -^^^ ^ northern hemisphere. 15:28

\l W"°6
1

°tr°yi» "o'c«. ^ with a window.
t0

SPT U:'*4 south and 15 - -

rr 28.
« 9ft north. Thank you.

RPT
I II r That's good, and we're about

CC Ro * er -
, f

* contact is through Honey-
30 seconds fro™ LOS . Next s a

J°J
«ntac 1

[ Ruy . have about

suckle at about 31 .lnu e. M 15 .09, n V ^ Corrcctit,n

fn-:nat
nin

We':e
r

;::
ln
c^na°rvo

y
n°rt ":05 instead of Honeysuckle,

so that's about 26 minut es away .

h mcan t lne

PA° Sk
? :l o -1 A.cen.ion. Next

14 hours 39 minutes. Loss of
atrttlon in 25 minutes,

acquisition will b ' '"J'"^^"! M -n today Co«,r.d.r
Following performance of the ««^'" J '

and
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Gerald Carr will have an hour and a half block time for
personal hygiene and his daily exercise period wlit iv I'ilot
Bill Pogue performs the M131 vestibular function ten . This
will be the sixth time its •thy crew has performed this mo-
tion sensitivity test. This is the firm 'tine. they will
rotate the litter chair in a clockwise nut Ion, stop, and
then rotate the chair in a counterclockwise notion, each
tine rotating their head. The chair will speed at 30 -pms
throughout this test. Pilot Pogue la the first to perform
this experiment at Greenwich mean time 16 hours. Commander
Carr is scheduled to do it later this aftemion at Greenwich
mean tine 20 hours. This Is fifth 5 th run of the Ml 3 1 , of
actually seven planned runs of this experiment. Next
acquisition will be through Carnarvon in 23 minutes 45 sec-
onds. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 14 hours
40 ninutea

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO SkyUb Control, Greenwich mi- an time
IS hours and 3 ninutet. Acquisition co»ing through Carnarvon.
A 5-mlnute-and-30-aecond pass. We'll bring the Una up for
CAP COHM Bob Crlppen

.

CC Skylsb, Houston, we're AOS through
Carnarvon. We have you for about 8 minutes.

CC And, for the SPT. P.d , ve went the wrong
way with our 8 minutes In giving you the sax latitude
on - for the southern aurora. It so happen* that you're still
in the t i«e frame that sight get it though and until about
15:10, and our recommendation for window would be S-3.

SPT Thanks ,
Crip.

SPT Houston , SPT

,

CC Go, SPT.
SPT Yes, Crip, 7 wcs able to get off two

shots, but one of the problems we have Is that, In the south
we've got the ATH solar panel obscuring the horizon and I

was able to get a couple of shots through the open spaces
in the solar panel, although they're not too spectacular.
And, then up to the north, when we're looking out these
windows, we got the ATM itself, blocking out the view. So,
I think, at this - when we're on this aide of the beta - that's
the negative beta angle, it sure makes it hard when we had
a positive beta - the - a little over a month ago, or still
earlier in the mission, we should have had beautiful displays
of it and 1 wish we had all the film data at that time.

CC Rogj understand the problem. Understand
you could see some visible aurora, this time. la rhat correct?

SPT Yea, it was. A green glow above the
horizon maybe - well I couldn't say how far across the
horiion it - it branched, because I couldn't see very isuch

of the horizon at all. It was not anywhere near as spectacular
as wnat we saw a little over a month ago, about 5 weeks ago.

CC Okay, very good. Appreciate the info.
Incidentally, the handheld 170, the laser operations coming
up at 15:41. Lo-and-behold Goddard is clear and you're GO
for that. Incidentally, we left the solar angle off of that
and it's off your pad, it happen3 to be 28 degrees.

SPT Thank you.
CC Okay, we're about 30 seconds from LOS.

Next station contact is through Hawaii in 16 minutes, at
15:29. 15:29.

PAO Skyiab Control. Greenwich mean time
14 - 15 hours and 14 minutes. The second EREP pass of the
day begins at Greenwich mean time 18 hours and 56 minutes.
This will be a descending pass down the west coast into
Mexico, Central America, and into South America. The; - the
data take will gather information for snow cover mapping in
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rnxSiti^cmcSliy u <a. ^r^ViTrra
of California. Classification, of rangelands In tho Sierra

Slvafla Moun a n«. a. wall a. deter.inlng daytime thermal
_

ollr the general aroa Of Nevada, which vat included

in ?he previous pass, thi. morning, the predawn pass over

^ev aa,^ gathered geoth,r*al data. MUera exp orat on

Suy area and a ta.k .ite yet to be Inc
J" ,

Skvlab IV. or in that Banner, for a Skylab, ia the Orizaba

1r Mexico area, where a high - highway •Jgineering

IZ rUH planning Information ia desired by *•*}«•"

oovernLnt. Land use inventory al.o is the target in south-

S.st H»leo. as well as geother.al studies again comparing

?oh,ri»« atudlea prevulus - previously gathered in other

»FP Paste, in S2nJ A»« r lei . Crop inventory and insect

J rn i ica! in J.". ".In. the S191 infrared spectrometer.

N«t acquilit on will be through Hawaii In 11 minutes and

30 second. This Is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean tine

15 hours and 17 minutes. .

pA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

is hours 27 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii,

iVSJnut. \aes. We'll brin, the line up for CAP COHH Bob

rriooen. Plight director is Don Puddy.Crippen, g Skylab , Houston, AOS Hawaii for 4 atnutes.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds

from LOS . Next station contact Is over Goldstone in 8 minutes

at 15:40. 15:40, and is the CDRworkinR away there on

Si." on the bike, for 171. you guys are GO for the ER j.»
comin* up. We are getting some final weather update here,

but right now she is GO.

CREW (Garble) Crip.

KND OF TAPE
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crew was given a GO for Jh- .
$i *" al through Hawaii. The

2 hour, from now at GreenwJ,h «ean t ^ ? "J" a PP"**»«tely
•tarn at Greenwich «« J „ ?! IB , .

1 !

t
°' Th « P«»

last. 29 .inutea cove n. !,
hours and 56 minutes and

Kathering data oVX"
1

; re* ^" e.^ ^ 7 °°° "U"'
R.itherlng oceanographic informal*

8lte8
,»

29 8it *» total,
agricultural ..JpiJ

°
" '

' *»* or..tU„
.

bring the line u/t m««< ! *
r * 1 e *P lo'"*on.

" U. 3 725 revolution' day 2sS for tie ioS"
8/" SkyU * U

ton apace .tation. '
100 and ton - 100

We have you for about V^nuJeT '

°°
$ A ° S thr ° u « h Cold.tone.

C?
R Ro « e r, Crip]

c

?

l l is eet up thi. SUi™

l

t 'ill?' J"?"" > ^ur phone
right all the way. And we'll s

' ° d U 11 be a "tenna
that a little later.

8 y ° U anoth «r reminder of

»to P ,

C

d

C

rifti„ P out of
P

Ittu;de°
n,

if
W
: ou

hr T K"baU on 8
maneuver back, we'd appreciate it

° the Uttl «

°n »y way.

out of it.
Y0U ' re prett y cl °**- you may gat . re.et

"bout"t.
° kny

'
KtJ

"

w « * h <" « re.et. You can forget

CC
t

T

H;:
1 Ml « l ™'»>y "he* you tallm|> Cfip

<t Prejles on no « a 1 1 eTvhl t

l ' P to do *

spt
i

e

fM
,

;\?
heck thflt for y° u -

that had cleared it or net b u t

'

n
d
\dft '< knoV Aether

steaminK out to do a reset.
though it's really

.

CC Yeah, I believe i t - < jcomplete the - the full process
° BS E ° ahcad

we,ii
cr you s— ^^"-r^?^:,: 1 -- <» ^.

«t this time. We have^ '

f^alZl ?!
'll

A ° S thr°^ h T««
upcoming In,

, about J ^ ab ™\ 1
2 nutes. And at |, rDU(la

do a ''ata/voice recorder damn
801 " 8 t0 b * 1 ng to

S
.!

T Belt away.
Okeydoko And for the. SPT. On th, Use r
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or ,„?.«,„„,„.. «..?.-"yS:
,

:« 1 ;
,te l

:;»
tK l

t

;:: ; .

J!!;

T 0ka V . Crip, wo have it .

Cc
y«ry good.

PL
PLT

Picture!.
° kay

'
U J' 1" linked, and fid'a getting

SPT u
ery 8 ° 0d '

PLT J!
" B "*}} 8 «« U. Crip.

CG !J

e Can ,tU1 8458 it.' Crip
Sp T

copUd it.
V

CC t

H °W " any Watta 18 Crip?

cc i!! .

Be^heck ir for y°«One watt

.

SPT Rog.
SPT t i

a light bulb, tluf. doLPrIn yrir! 8lVe
V
Crlp

"
1/60 of

CC v-.k fc u
8 C fr0B thls distance

the energy.
Yeah

'

th « y know how to concentrate

would'uke 60 watts.
Fr ° B ^ ' unde ".<•"< I don't think y ou

ion,/'
1 Probably wouldn't be looking at it very

Pass upcoming, we go ?
*
a

' cou^e% f t i on'
"

I

f °* thl< EREP
inhibiting. Ih^t.:^^';{^^^;s^rori

B

n

^^
t

s:^,

Jc
T

Rog
^ "

?
'

8
' R0Rer<

Cc
T Sti i J 8° l it, Crip,

nlmost^id Atlantic
reuMy ll

" Vou're out

U fr«
T

200-i.IllI BcJri
,

;„i.
1 °M 11 ViSlJ -lll V. «»„t I ,,,„ tr„, k

o PT
Th «'t * fantastic. 1

CC "™ far
,

oul we now, Crip/
can get a milage. *

r ° P™"* f <"-
•

»e a,e ,f ,

Hpru.rjut at this distance!
J " 1 h °W Buch thal bufl »
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cc If you can o«e it now, we're In troublt
because it'a off. (Laughter) But you're » you're out In
the vicinity of Bermuda right * rlRht now.

SPT I was wonderinR Just boforu they turned
it off what th« beaa width was when it finally (garble)

CC I'll see if I * Let me sec if I c .in get
1 t for you

.

CDR Crip, the yellow-gold is not as easy to
find as the grain is, but you can sura see it for a long
ways .

cc Okay, that's a good comment. You were
in access of 1200 miles there when they - when they turned

SPT 1 bad it in the 300-»i 1 Use t e r lens up
to just about a little before they turned It off; probably
around 1000 miles

.

CC Rog.

END OF TAPE
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tc Skylab, Houston, incidentally, for In

case you guys start getting ahead today any place
.

al though

1 have a feeling where you would do It. later on this evening

we have Jer and Ed scheduled to - to do some IR photos, and

we would like to change the subject from the CDR to the SPT.

And we'll reschedule for Jer and Bill tomorrow.

CDR Okay , Crip.
cc Okays we're about 30 seconds from LOS.

Next station contact in 9 minutes through Ascension a>.

16:09 , 16:09.
PLT So long. Crip.

CC By e •

p A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean t i Bir

16:00 hours. Loss of signal through Bermuda, the stateside

pass There waa the use of thruster attitude control system

gas following a normal period where the CMC's momentum is

dumped. The automatic CMC momentum dump maneuvers are per-

formed throughout each rev. The function of the momentum

management is to prevent gravity components - component* of

aravlty gradient and other disturbances from saturating the

control moment gyro system. At - following this automatic

dump, the vehicle got out of ra - the vehicle got out of its

prescribed orbit slightly, out of its attitude rather than

orbit, and as a result 21 mibs minimum ira - impulse burns

were initiated automatically by the TACS system, a total of

about 120 pound seconds of thruster attitude gas was used.

This was in addition to the 11 that we used earlier for the

EREP maneuver. So a total of 35 mibs used today in the EREP

pass and subsequent momentum dump maneuver just concluded

about 35 minutes ago. EREP reports to Flight Director Don

Puddy that there are five mandatory sites which are ailll

clear for the upcoming EREP pass. In addition there are 23

other desirable sites still, weather clear for the EREP pass,

the second of the day. Maneuver for this EREP pass will be-

gin in approaximately 90 minutes at Greenwich mean time.

17 hours and 30 minutes. The EREP data take will b.gin at

EREP pass will begin at 1 3:56 - 18:56 Greenwich moan lime,

lasting for 29 minutes. Next acquisition in 5 minutes and

15 seconds through Ascension. At Greenwich mean tine 16 hours

and 3 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time l <i

hours 7 minutes. Acquisition in 45 seconds through AsrenaLon

for a 7-minute pass. We'll bring the line up for CA1 COM4

Bob Cr ippen .
, , .

cc Skylab, Houston, we 1 re AOS throug* Ascen-

sion. We have you for 7 minutes.
CC For the SPT and the PLT, looks like w*

confused you a little on the way we wrote the plans out. We
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w! w!!?I if!
"h «duU an MS '"I* «"d w e *„ e you doing 001.

do tSe MS iitv I'
XOU *° a,

:

et4 3nd the OOI nddo the MS only bec.u.. we don't have enough tl.e to do bo?h.
Okay , Cr ip .

„„i ,,
We * ot a keyhole coning up here shortly.

!
C
f

1 ^ ° Ut ° f U
' Incidentally" that .aae thingU applicable this a - on this afternoon'! 131 runPL « Rog

.

los "
,

Skylab, Houston, wu ' re i ainute Iron

« i6- 55 il i5
loVr5 aCt

,

lB
?
4 inul# " throu « h Carnarvon

\ ?'. 6
l

!l9, And for the S" *nd PIT , 1 us t ii, casethere night be any confusion about it, wht avon the Ml j. . f uU set of head otlonl'u Ik '
t „,or in one direction first. If there', no P roble». with itthen reverse and go full stretch the next way

'

PLT Roger.

lft h„!!! w „,
Skylab Control, Greenwich nean tine

JLi^lM 'T; 1088 ° f SignaI thr0U « h Ascension. Nextacquisition in 21 -Inutes and 20 seconds will be Carnarvontracking station. G&C officer advising Flinht DirectXDon Puddy. Total of 39 . lb . used ln t SU CHG desatu a ion•neuver a short ti«e ago. This vas unplanned for. They'reooUng at data to determine what cau.el use of TACS. However

Tfp^ f

^;i-;L^:rw[uie
d

:;-rj

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skyltb Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 38 Minutes, • briefing here at Mission Con-
trol center on the upcoming EREP pass. A fast moving
*old front, moving down the state of Nevada, has effectively
wiped out two - two of the sites the EREP instruments would
be looking at. One Is Tonopah, Nevada, which is the inter-
section of groutidtrack 6 and groundtrack 2, which was flown
earlier this morning, Hopefully instruments would have
gathered data, prior predawn data on gaothermal areas and
then gathered data this afternoon after the Sun has risen
in that area. However, the EREP pass is still GO, 23
desirable sites and five mandatory sites on the upcoming
EREP pass. 3ring the line up for the Carnarvon pass, 10
minutes 40 seconds in duration.

cc Skylab, Houston, AOS Carnarvon 10-1/2
minutes.

c '' Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from
LOS. Next station contact is Guam in about .3*1/2 minutes
at 16:52, and Dr. William Lenoir is standing by to chat with
Ed a little bit there.

SPT Okay
, Crip.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 51 minutes. Acquisition through Guam, a pass
10 minutes in duration, during which time backup SciencePilot Bill Lenoir will be dlscuesing the ATM operations of
the day with Skylab IV Science Pilot Ed Gibson.

MCC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 10 min-utes and the ATM conference. Over.
SPT Hello, Bill. How are you this morning?

i a u .
°h

'
n0t bad

"
0ne thln * he™ "e'd like

to rewind the VTR here so we can dump it over tho Stales
if that's all right with you.

SPT That's great. Go ahead.
MCC Okay. A couple words here on the Sun be-

fore we get into some other things here. Prominence 77 SOAAadvises ne that detection here indicates that it is slowly
fading. We still see a snail amount of material out be-
tween 0.08 and 0.13 solar radii off the disk. No streaming
is visible. A fairly significant Doppler shifting is detected
We have made no attempt to correct here for rotation, though
What is detected is shifts greater than 1 angstrom to the redand also up to 3/10 of an angstrom to the blue, and that's
at H-ralpha. Then I've got some words on the coronal hold
that we ve been studying the last few days. I just talked
to Pat Mcintosh Just before I walked in here and he showed
ate an interesting sequence of this particular region of
the Sun starting in Septenber with some activity that he
feels la related to the development of this that triggered
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this X-tvent that wa saw In the $L-3 aitslon.. A negativepolarity bay that v«s Initially up toward north of theredeveloped in coaUtce with another one and has then been«<juee«od ro« the east by « wronger negative polarity bay.And in between we had a poiitivp are, that has apparentlybecome the Initial part of the coronU hold and 11 have beenable to see tha' how we think it has evolved over this timeframe, and In addition it is definitely related to aolar wind

U :
e
[Kl

d
f
!" E * rth and th« vh «" core! h dIs one the front and on the west side we detect significantsolar wind here and that's one of the reasons whyyou ve had more auroral activity to look at. You might find

bacJ tlr I"
1

;
t

"«f*«« thing to get more into when yJu ge

lilt* I I i >

B8nt
J
ion<d lt you now because I thought you

wefj H.b! '
<Ve " th ° U8h lt 19 di ««P Pearlng over the

onm mIh / °f? y
;

You ' re ^ying that the - they'reoprn field lines (garble) there and that allows a materialto come out quite rapidly.
nacerial

Apparently that's what's happening,
;;

T
,

0k
.

av
« *'« surprised that It resultsfrom the squeezing - f roB both 8ide6< I WQuld

would tend to produce activity, but I guess the actlv ty
s produced on the either edge of It; that's what - J„ notin the center

.

M
?
C

,
1 chlnk that's right. I'm not totally

In the middle wasn't very strong anyway. It may have 1u tformed - sort of submerged and formed a big, negative bay.

if i^ZIa . u ?
y '

AS iC Was 80in8 over the limb hereit looked as though it were getting pinched In two
j ,

0kay; fine
- Let '

a 8ec
- Couple of wordson oday s activities. You have an orbit that begins Tt21.54 Zu u and Jerry has one beginning at 2 3:2 7 Zuluand what s happening there Is JOP 1?A building block'

F!r
t

p?
t

A !f
n refCrrl "« to

'
we scheduled an "if on 82 Alfa.For 82 Alfa synoptics for the day, they still want a long-minute and a short 20-second exposure. If we can R et thisin concert with the JOP 17 studies, this would heJp t0give additional Information on the subject there in oar-

t cular to supply 55 with the collaborating data there Soif these bright points came be found withiS a i 1 arradius of the center, we would like to take these 82A ex-posures one at a time. The long for you and the short for
. I a\ \ t

l

:
thGn We WOuld 80 ahead and do them asscheduled n the building block 1, the following orbit thatyou do. If either or both are obtained during the 17Athen we want to delete that one or both form the BB-l.'and Ithink our words say that but I wanted to make sure that Ibrought It up.
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fipT You said that on the solar activity

pad but I've not had a chance to go through It in detail and

read the schedule. Doe. it say U there, also?
_

HCC it aaya it there also, but I wanted to

nake sure that in caae the words were confusing that we got

a chance to talk about it here.
, , (M > h e first

SPT Okay. So on one of the orbits, the lirst

one, I would take one exposure and Jerry would take the

second one if the conditions are pet.

MCC Rlgbt, and on the BB-1 then yru would

have to check with Jerry to see If he took his or not. If

he aiJnot then you would take it there. Otherwise you

would delete it

.

cpT Okay

.

„CC Also, we're doing the JOF 7 sunrise look-

see for 82B here to see when it settles down when the fine

Sun lensor: have properly acquired and H-alpha stop. mov „,.,

and unle.s you've got some more questions on that 1 won t

talk any more abour that.
cpT No , I don ' t .

MCC Okay. Then a look into the future.

Tomorrow is JOP 25 Bravo super raster, and that will take

seven of the eight orbits we have scheduled for tomorrow.

The following day we will be doing a JOP 13, and we will be

using JOP 18 techniques to do it since we do not have a star

tracker anymore. The subject is - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC Alio we're doing the JOP 7 •uorlee look -

lor 82B here to see when It .cities down whan the fine

Una"^ nav. properly "quired and B-.ljhj
Jt.J.

and unleee you've got some -ore question, on that I won t

talk anymore About that.
SPT No I don' t . . ,

l rc Okay. Then a look into the luturo here,

tomorrow te JOP 25 Br.vo Super Ra.ter. and that will take seven

fSr. '
l

:i s:.r<i? ss-iri:

:

f wanting to do U and the reason why if. very

ujort"? I that L ha. potential implication, for changing

the way we would de.lgn the 1ST for Shuttle. Apparently,

StZll u. and gamma valorem the J«"»«t.iljr hydrogen h..

been . i an i f 1 can t 1 y ioni«ed, teaovlug moat of the atomic

o o hat we can have the potential for seeing wave-

length! below the hydrogen absorption edge at 9 12 In othei

words below the Lyman continuum here. Detection of radiation

in he region JOo'to 500 ang.trom. would be of great . gni li-

cence to astronomy. There ha. been a tentative detection

be?ow his, however the - and it wa. a significant detection,

greatly above any optimistic predictions. But. the spectra

t.r.d light being the real cause of what was seen is

a possibility. Confirmation by an independent instrument

would certainly help. We know that scattered light U
negligible in S055 and on the basis of what was seen. 55 would

Ve able to detect It. So. we will be trying to make this

detection out there well below the Lyman continuum.

bYmovlng out and taking several different rasters „f obser-

vations, some of which would be associated with looking at

the radiation below the Lyman cont inlum . o the r wou d he

associated with lust trying to look at the integrated light

as be we could to verify that indeed we have gamma va or.u.

In the field of view. So. that's coming up in 2 days and

thought vou'd be interested In some of the background.

S p T ' Yes, I would and getting that on the 52.

55 field of view is going to be a trick also. I, as you

know, in the JOP 18 we always were questionable as to what we

wore really looking at. we didn't give a atrong enough signal

to ever confirm that we really had the nucleus -t any given

time. I'd appreciate any further thoughts you folks

1-ave on how we can do that, if you've got any outer Mar

tl.I would be in the field of view, we could use a* , reference

that would be very useful .

MCC Right now. it doesn't look like mat

would be the cane and I've got the Harvard people i« the
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_ u i,i, «. nr,(> numbers for expected

backroom trying to co«e up with sone nu ^ ^
^j/rr^e'crercU';

1

;;^ or .inus several orders

of ..joltud. type of thlnsj
lQoklng flt a t «here

vnlch^ UWe a Half°a count or so.ethin,, then we're back

^J^^ 4Bi ,
rl|ht

J

don't Snow what It 1.,'but hopefully, hy tomorrow, I sould

bc able to tell you jor..^ ^ ^ jQp 13 or 18 In f.r«tt

HOC nOW
«

1 belleV
!'

4
5

3

t,a?e o

forna t 'although we're doctoring it up
,

n the ^-/^
have you cotne out reacqul "Jat 5 2 . t

recenter It after each of the rasters.

J" O
k

kay; I'm sorry. Crip, has Just corrected

cleaner and neater. ^ ^ onft la9t thlng
MCC

tnr f na»v it you had any coanents or

here on my notes for today, y
b

'
our operations

observations that you wan "d to m^ f
°

d here v \ th tUe way
yesterday. "V^ro. via! «e "i* It looks like you worked
things went and from vha

J J orblt8 thatl either

* s nu- 9 we "
d,

abir t : ^ .\rvir;t.ii.:
u

ii\iv.-
bit. "her you' re 1« oho el n g

four (gflrble)

set of problem*, and no t have to ao
^ u<s

thrce or four dl eren h ings In th. ....^ . ^ fUjiIbn < iy

a little enjoyable. First i was
building block by

of not having to cotne u P with a JOP an <J a o i >

iLler and then go Into the observ. ion for .ho.
. ^ ^

what c«ch instrumen wanted and vh «
on ; , f u. r war .

li^i/be working .ore «n ^-/---^^ / niulny^.a
up Hke we did y^terday. Now the «

en r „ tlnt of

been sot up in Sky ab an,! thi way
certa i nl y i„ Shuttle

building blocks ^V^V nsc^u/rUe TxpU citty at ion,

to th! clock here, we're going LOS from Gu.. tight now.
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Goldstone Is next in 15 minutes at 17:18, and we can probably
talk another 30 seconds here over the hill.

SPT Okay, the other advantage I had was •

in the fluent schedule. Had I been restricted to, say, four
orbits or five orbits, I would not have been able to accomplish
some of those things (static-garble)

MCC Break, Fd . You're disappearing in the

static, we can talk some more tomorrow about it and see if

there's anything we need to do in the future.
PAO Skylal Control. Greenwich mean time

17 hours and 3 minutes with loss of signal through Guam.
Next acquisition through the Goldstone tracking station in

1^4 minutes and 30 seconds. Solar conference with Science
Pilot Ed Gibson and here at the Johnson Space Center was
backup Science Pilot Bill Lenoir, discussing yesterday's
activities specifically where the plan was that Science
Pilot Gibson perform a Shuttle type operation of the ATM
instruments, not working from a preplanned activity list as

heretofore been done in the Skylab program. He had a given
set of objectives and then he performed the experiment using
the experiments he felt was best to accomplish each of the

objectives. Yesterday, only 2 hours were scheduled to

be spent at the ATM console however, Science Pilot Gibson
devoted much of his off-duty time however, It was an unsuccessful
search in one area for polar plumes, coming from the two polar -

the north and south pole of the Sun however, he did take
data on coronal hole and studied a prominence on the southwest
Jlrab. He also performed synoptic observations and he also
yesterday participated in throe seper.-Ue science conferences
with Nell Sheeley who is co-l'I on the S082 experiment. He
had spent ft hours and 13 Minutes ni the ATM console yesterday.
Next acquisition through Goldstone in 13 minutes. At Green-
wich mean time 17 hours and 5 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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,

SPT
,

Okay.

T

C
A

C Okay and if Bill « 8 handy, a couple of -
I need to run over a couple of Items with him too, pleasePL T Go Crip .

CC Okay. Can you verify for us, Bill thatyou did inhibic those caution and warning BATTERY CHARGE LOW
!j

at
.? 8 * ve y°? 80 VC Can 8 ° * h **<-' We're going to inhibitthe discharge limit on them.

,

PL
J Negative. I have not done that yet. I'llgo do that right now though. '

CC
J t

okfl y- Real fine. One other item before

nn\^ ?Jn
W
t
n

x

t0 "eutlp » t0 y° u
» y° u gave us a readouton the 190 nags and I guess it's the indication is that itwas still clicking over. However, that is not conclusive

•iid what we would like to do, if you have an opportunity priorto that next EREP pass, is to go ahead and take'that statin
5 nag off and nark a spot on it with a felt tip pen and putit back. Do a single to see if we can get it advanced andgo back and take a look at It to verify that it advanced ornot. If - if it did Advance, go ahead and reinstall it anddo a normal prep film advance and if It does not advance wewant to go ahead and replace it with the mag L-5.

'

PLT stand by.
PLT Roger, Crip. Understand the check youwant me to do and if it doesn't turn out well, I'll replaceit with magazine Lima 5.

'

CC Very good. Thank you, Bill.
PLT Correction - Okay.
cc Lima 5 is correct.

whv i j

Crlp
'
before 1 «et the Z-LV going here,why don t I give you a short update on the Sun?

Please do.

.

SPT
UJ

0k& y- xuv monitor, we show up the activeregions which are called out, 21, 3/,, 36. 3A and 36 look smallrelatively weak compared to what we see coming across diskpreviously as we'd expect. Also there is one up there uaround 280.9, about the name Intensity. That's tlx. one womentioned that maybe coming over the limb yesterday and thatlooks about as bright as 34 and 36. White light coron.igraphshows a relatively small change except at the * t r r anu> r a o n t hewest limb are not anywhere as bright at the base. They'reoecoming little narrower, pointed, more sharply defined. Vehave one at 120, not quite radial, maybe heading 110. Very

-"Sin" ?
9
,
5

' f
efu8ed

'
8h *'P pointed one at 085, J„done at 060. I don't see anything out there at 030 wh i eh we ' veseen previous day* Doesn't «how up in the photograph or on theTV. A very sharp elongated helmet streamer at 270, one wh h as
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*t 260 vesterday. seems to have faded away. I should say the

left side or - or southern side of the one at 270 Is rather ragged

ana tSat may be it. The two of the* coming together and you can t

distinguish them anymore. But it certainly looks like things

have dieted down. We can Just see the coronal hole now as it s -

right\t the edge of the limb and it appears to reach up to

<-k„ Knrf t, from mavbe 0.9 - take a notherninost part that we

aw yes er^ay? . ro or 100.9. There's a little channel going

straight up toward to the north. That'd be 0.1 radl
,
very

thin finks to - width ratio perhaps 4 and then extends, of course,

nhel oo south, maybe to 130 or so. I think we've got «o.e

reasonably good data on it yesterday as well as this morning.
reasonably g

^ ^.^ Appreciate that rundown

on it. There isn't much action going on there. From the picture

that we have down here, it looks like a big bowl of oatmeal or

something.
That's about it, Crip. There's a few

interesting things we can work on, but they're not the dynamic

M h intensity type things you - that get a litt
, J
-^"'J tln * '

B
cc R 0 g. The famous Ed Gibson, Quiet Sun.

END OF TAPE
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- cc Okay, real fine; appreciate that run-
down on it. -Afraid there ian't much action going on there
Fron the picture that we have down here it looka like a big
bovl of oatmeal or something

.

SPT That's about it, Crip. There's few
Interesting things we could work on, but they're not the
dyna- dynamic, high-intensity-type things that get a little
more exciting

.

CC That's the famous "Ed Gibson Quiet Sun."
SPT That's a heck of a thing to talk about.
CC I wouldn't do that. Hell, I'll get off

you back here while you're gatting this maneuver coming up.
SPT Okay. 55 is still running. I'll just

stop them and go to SI.
cc For the PLT , if you got a moment, Bill,

another question I would like to ask you.
PLT Go, Crip.
cc Okay, Bill. To get us an idea of how

well that 191 cooler is - is working, it would probably
help If when you're powering the thing up if you can get a
time from when you turn the power on until the READY light
come s on

.

PLT Will do, Crip.
cc Okay. We'd appreciate it. Thanks very

much. AI90, I got some weather for you, and we only got
about 3 minutes left here and as slow as I am reading weathe
it's probably be more convenient if I give that to you over
the upcoming Carnarvon pass or through Fuam.

PLr We'll just wait and get it at Guam, Crip
CC Okay; fine.
p LT Those battery low charge lights are

inhibited.
CC Okay; real fine. Thank you.
PLT 2, 3, 7, and 8.
cc Copy. Okay. We're 1 minute fron F.OS,

Next station contact is through Carnarvon in 44 minutes at
18:18. We'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump. And as
we go over the hill, we dumped a little of the VTR and you
got 22 minutes available if you need it for anything.

PLT Okay, Crip.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours and 35 minutes. Loss of signal throu&h Bermuda.
Next acquisition in 42 minutes and 30 seconds will be the
Carnarvon tracking station. The crew presently in their
eat period. Today menu number I for the crew, Commander
Carr having turkey rice soup, tuna and bread sandwich, orangi
drink, and ice cream, Science Pilot Gibson has spaghetti,
turkey rice soup, peaches, grape drink with a - and a biscuii
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Sk-ylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

18 hour's 17 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon

for a 5-minute paas . We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM

Bob Crippen.
Skylab ,

Houston, we're AOS through Carnarvon

we h.veyou for 6-lnute.^ ^ &^ ^ ^ caaera

po.itlo. 5 and it i.^vin^fil-. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Sl^

•

rr Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from LOS

.

In 9 minutes, we'll have you at Guam and if you'd like I can

read you a little bit of weather there. Jhafs at about 18.32.

PLT (Garble), Crip, thank you.

pLT Crip, are you still there?

££ T Okay^I got the number on the 191 cooler

(garble) ready light. It was 28 minutes and 40 seconds,

approximately. ^ ro i n utes 40 seconds.

plT 28 (static-garble)

cc Roger; copy. 28 minutes

.

p LT Affirmative.

pA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

18 hours 26 minutes with loss - Guam. Skylab crew already

\l olec actuated mode for the F.REP pass coming up over

the United States, down through Car - California, Nevada,

Arizona Mexico, over Guatemala, taking (garble on volcanoes

JnCu.t Ml., «nd passing down Into Peru and Bel via. Nex

acaulsitlon will be Guam tracking station In 5 minuu s
At

Greenw ch mean time 18 hours 26 minutes, thi* Is Sky ab Control

pi. Skvlab Control. Acquisition rosin* through

Guan, in 50 seconds. We'll bring the line, up for the Guam

4-ininutos in duration.pass, *
mi

skylab, Houston, AOS Guan, 4-1// nmutes."
T Unit: Crip. And. ready to copy the weather.

cc Okeydokc, I'll «nke a - m.iVe a '-t .it jr.

When you come across the California coast 1 t ' * •«•

J-
pretty cloudy from broken to overcast. The valley - ,

In be

upper reaches where you're coming across it, is go»
.

to .

scTtlered, around the Red Bluff area. Soon ax you r.ss r

to east of th« Sierras you're going to pick up *on< high iM.,

. . . ~ a t .\ni\ that s ROir

pretty ciuuu/ ii^i . - -
-

upper reaches where you're coming across it,

scTtlered, around the Red Bluff area. Soon ax you

to east of the Sierras you're going to pick up *om

clouds broken - broken to overcast And that s goir.v U '

a 1 the way down to the Jackass Flats, Nevada. Wairer L„k

t get number 145 is probably going to be broken to -crcast

above it. you may be able to see through it. It might be

oh, Fro. Jacka.s Flat* - oh, all the way to Tucson

U shoulu be fairly clear to you ahould be able to get Red
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t on - fro. around Tuacon it's

, , 197 with no sweat. 0n 1

Mexico, so Catherine
Lake « " r

5!
t

st«kan - down to Hooter rey. Mexico An
n no ow^-v. Mexico, ao Catherln

and you should be ab le to ge
t America, that s

Then" when you get to t e ^ pretty Buch over- •

going to be pretty well clobbe
there . 9 suppose to be

cast Lake Titlcaca Is In the are
^ itself is

overcast, but it is " sa d that th. ^ _ the

probably going to be - be ^ lear « u be fairly dear until

y
.o«e

8
ovrc..t clouds again. ^ (garble)
P1.T

Roger.

bu t over the ^ ate9 '

Crip do we have any P lctu" 8 ,^'
CDR Crip, o

_ either handheld

volcanoes in Guatemala In any

photography book or In th« .1 ^ x ^ you a qulck

CC
,hat We go I bout a minute left here

answer to that. We
|° Houston, we're about ^ 30 sec

o

CC 7,U °'
,, t is Goldstone in 18 minutes

tnswe^to ^••i*--„r
f

1^ d

;.« - -formation

anything on board >
1

\\
s

£ ln thc pa99 then,

at Coldstona, but you 1 be 1
^ ^ ^ l

an time

PAO ,i« a 0 f sUnal through Guam. Next

,8 hours 38 minutes ^» ^15 .l.ut.. and 45 seconds,

station pass will be Goldstone lt ,
rt v, th

It which tlac the spacecraft S
^^f r^ ort glvcn to the crew

ERF.P pass of the l"'";^ Tath^ne %!.».. thi. U
J

on this Guam pass, refert " CC
0 f „ llcOX ,

Arizona, just east o

^ ck
h
l dry lake bed outside of i *< ylew findpr tracking

Tucson and one of the will be operating

telescope, which Commander Gerald carr ^ opcrfltl „ g

Turing 'this EREP P**- Sc
J vhi le Pilot Po.ue operates

the Earth terrain camera, t"
Rfrp lntll runent « .

"
Control «d M.pljy °

5 ^a.. At Greenwich mean

acquisition in 1* "l^*^, this I. Skyl«b Control,

time 18 hours and 39 minute*.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 18 hours

52 minutes. Acquisition coming through Goldstone on EREP

pass number 34 along groundtrack numbet 6. This is the second

time in Skylab-IV that groundtrack 6 has been the target

of the EREP instruments. Data was gathered along this ground-

track on December 4 on mission day 19. We'll being the line

up. The cre»: will be on voice actuated comm.

PLT 19:03 even .

CDR Yeah, we got a pretty solid overcast so

far
'

C C Sounds like we've locked up with you. We

R ot you for about 15 minutes through the States.

CDR Roger, Bob. I'm seeing nothing but a solid

overcast right now. 1 finally located those volcanoes .
I found

a reference to them in the Earth observations catalog, and found

on the maps that we have here, Earth observations maps, some

little crosses that show roughly where they are.

CC That's all you got. That's what I was

coing to refer you to.

CDR Okay. I wish they'd have irentioned that in

the - in the pad. It would have saved me a lot of sweat and

strain looking for It.

cc , Rog. Sure glad 1 didn't - Sure glad I - -

CDR I know 1 heard of them before because 1

had them back on about day 10 or 12 or so, but It was cloudy

and I couldn't see them. But I couldn't rcmeisber whore it

la I'd located pictures of them or map coordinates or so.

PLT Okay, Ed, about 1 minute at 56:50 with

ETC POWER ON.
a ** x

CDR Okay, coming up on WAlker Lake, and if I

don't see it immediately I'm going to shift to Red Lake and

lust forget it.
PLT 10 seconds for EREP START.

Cdr Okay, I see the California coast and the

clouds are breaking sone

.

PLT Stand by.

PLT MARK. EREP START. 194 MODE to MANUAL.

We're off and running.
PLT Okay , a minute and 30 seconds for ETC

POWER ON. Stand by for 56:30 .
, n^ rtu

PLT MARK. 56:30 SCAT ON and RAD ON.

PLT Okay, standing by for ETC POWER ON.

PLT MARK. M0DB POWER ON.
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CDR Okay ^ think I got Lake Tahoe. Now we 1 re

coming right over Lake Tahoe.
PLT 57:43 on «y mark 190 MODE AUTO and at

57:50, which is 20 seconds off, ETC to AUTO

.

CDR Son of a gun. Walker Lake is the only
place that 'a got clouds over it. It's socked in.

PLT Stand by .

PLT MARK. 57:43 190 to MODE AUTO and s tand
for ETC AUTO

PLT MARK. ETC, AUTO.
CDR Going for Red Lake.
PLT Duty MALF light on number 5.

CC Okay, guys be advised, you do have an
attitude error right nov , but as soon you get about 6 minutes
into your Z-LV, that should correct it.

PLT Okay, stand by 5 seconds 58:20.
PLT MARK. MODE READY. And tin re we go, good

green TAPE MOTION light.
CDR Okay, we got Red Lake loud and clear.
PLT Okay, we got lots of good 192 data on

that area down there.
CC Okay, guys be. advised, we have an outer

girabal drive going on currently. You got out about 15 degrees
atti tude error .

CDR Okay.
CC Should be correcting itself, though.
CDR Okay, it's still looking good here, out

through the VTS anyway. Colng for Katherine Playa now.
PLT Standing by. Yes, your CROSSTPACK ANGLES

are probably all screwed up.
CDR Now lt'a kind of cloudy out here at

Katherine Playa way.
PLT Okay, stand by for 35 seconds past, (tone)

And there goes a CAUTION and WARNING . Stand by.
CC That's - no sweat, that's just - Just a - -

PLT I'll kick it off in just a minute. Stand by.
CC You're 20 degrees out, that's no problem.
PLT MARK. MODE to CHECK. Okay, 1 got a minute

here, I'm going to go punch that out. ETC to STANDBY at

138, Ed.
CDR Okay, CROSSTRACK's the big error and that's

going to keep me from finding old Katherine, I think. Scanning
around

.

PLT Get rid of the (garble) in the air, nnyw.iy.

CDR Where are you , Katherine?
PLT Okay, watting for - -

CDR Okay, I got Katherine Playa, but 1 can't -

I don't have enough giabal to get there.
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PLT 138, that's too bad .

•

CDR Son of a gun .
,

ETO STANDBY at 1 plus 38, about l "> seconds,

(Garble) reference to 2 , - - 44.

PLT
Ed .

PLT
CDR Too bad .

CDR Okay

.

PLT Stand by .

pit MARK. 191 REFERENCE to 2,

MARK. READY out on the 190, MODE to STANDBY,
PLT

and FRAMES to 24

CC Okay , U ok , we need one of you to break

away. We're still going out of attitude. Put in a 6-minute

maneuver tine and then a zero attitude -

CDR I'll do it.

CC - - maneuver

.

CDR Okay. 6-minute maneuver tine?

CC Rog .

PLT 0 30. '..„'
CD r Want to go to STANDBY first don't I?

PLT Yeah, you want to ro to STANDBY first

and then ^ ^ ^ doesn't make any difference, you

can go whatev-r way you want.
CDR All right .

-

cc Yeah, right, go to STANDBY and then back.

PLT Okay. And I need to get an AUTO CAL here

at 3 minutes. No sweat on that, I can get that easy. Back

and make sure 1 haven't skipped anything.

CDR Back to Z-LV.

PLT MODE STANDBY, FRAMK 24. Okay.

CDR Okay, It's in, Crip.

cc Okay, this may not work. If it docs not

we'll probably have to go ahead and terminate the 7.-LV.

HI I^went to STANDBY, put in 6 minutes maneuver,

and went back to Z-t.V . »*,,..,
PLT About 8 seconds to go in AUTO CAL, J*rr/.

CDR All right .

PLT Stand by.

PLT MARK.
CDR You got it .

p L T VTS AUTO C A1. . Thank you. Okay, - -

CDR Which way did we drift out, to - l.i roll7

cc That's affirmative, about X.

CDR Yeah it's too bad, is the roll to the right?

CC Minus X.

PLT Okay, about 1 minute for ETC POWER ON again.



SL-IV MC-2 576/4
Time: 13:52 CDT 73:18:52 GMT
1/27/ 74

Carry on here if you tell us to Crip.
Co? Minus X now.
PLT ; That would have rolled you to the

wouldn't it?

END OF TAPE
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Z _ LV
CC We hav «' to go ahead and terminate the

, m .
°° R Okay. I went to STANDBY and put In6-minutes maneuver and went back to Z-LV.

rnl Vi^
1

.

6 3eCOnds t0 8o in AUTO CAL, J er .
t* UK All r lgh t .

PLT Stand by -

PLT - MARK

.

CDR You got it.
PLT VTS AUTO CAL. Thank you. Okay™ R W

J
ic1

^
wav d * d drift out to? In roll?

^„ That's affirmative. About X.

right?
Yeah. That's too bad. Is it roll to the

cc Minus X.

aealn
PLI

Carrv nn
'

0ka y- /bout 1 minute for ETC POWER , ON
* ; nt

C rry ° n here until y° u tell us to regress.
" UK Minus X now

.

tf01j:d^[ lt?
That WOuld have ro ^ed you to the south,

Thft e^o r?
N °W< 18 that right? Ro11 t0 the south?

" Yes
-

that's affirm. That's affirm.
,

0ka y- That's why Katherine Playn wasclear over on my left gimbal. y as

[

>L T Yeah.
MARK. 4 minutes then I'll take It to

volcanoes.
1,11 lake

' V to the left that these are

ETC pSwER ON.
°kay

'

CO ° ln8 UP °" 10 Second * ^r

WhAt ,
/°kay

:

WC ' rC COmin 8 U P on the Gulf of Mexic<

PLT
STANDBY

.

when I get to
PLT
CDR
1>LT ° ka *' 9tilnd *y 4 = 30, ETC to AUTO there.

v
" " the Vt;r y bottom of It there uhiM,or whatever that bottom part is, L-,1 Just cl^lll^

STANDBY
MARK

'
ETC

'

AUT °- At 36
•

1 *»"t SCAT,

PLT MARK. SCAT
, STANDBY

.

„.
PLT MARK

.
RAD, STANDBY. At 42 I n»fc,> =, iOkay. Angle right, and plus 30. '

take an * le '

PLT MARK. ETC, STANDBY.

i«f Q
C

!!

R
a u «

° kay< 1 found the p «cific coast now

Lokinrnow?"
PaClfU "ow's the attitudT



-IV
TIME: 14

1/27/74

7/2

IME: 14:04 CDT , 73:19:04

like it's slowly

^ H'ii
8h
be

W
a miracle if I find then now.

- " fl,Ur
VA! .

th
Ko mS'd.VaUTO -5:40

P " T
I have a READY light on 191.

5:50, in about 5 seconds, ETC,
,

MARK .

6 . And

SCAT to STANDBY.

RAD to STANDBY

.

6:32. Stand by

PLT
REFERENCE going to

[i MARK

.

j> MARK ,

tor "Cooing to STANDBY. ^ ^ ^ going £ro„

hark^ "etc!
-

tp" Julaoa (?) Okay. I'm all rajdy past

<"tlo„ ro/s^ia^to.and If. -.id overcast.

PLT Stand by -

PLT MARK

.

17
"

PLT MARK.

CDR May be

of the holes in the cloud.

PLT MARK.

(garble) READY on 192. Waiting for

PLT
PLT

fu-y , I got

08 : 30.
CC

RAD . OFF

.

I ought to zoom in and look at some

Maybe I'll see a good - -

ALTIMETER, ON

.

DR See a runway. Okay, let's see.

***** at 7-49 Yep. I '« in the light area,

clouded over' ' Yeah, I', all the way into the

Standing by for 08:16

MARK Okay, we've on STANDBY on lit.

.hift down. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light at

Should
We're Just
left

Rood

Okay we're about a minute fro Next
Okay , we ie »">"" * ~

, . Q . q

station contact is through the Vanguard and t ha
t

s at 19 : IV

.

riiltle reminder. You do not have the con ect t »
e

in to

P o back to solar inertial, now That s 20 »*" ut * s
£

h .ve to -enter that when you do 1 - ™^'
r

h
J he re .

chc Vanguard pass. 1^ -^j^ Crlp .

L
AlTlMETER to STANDBY .

MODE to b.

Looks like a volcanos in Guatemala .ire

just too such - too many clouds.

Copy; and the attitude Is looking good.

You can probably expect continued firing for de.nt.

t Waiting for 09 :10.

PLT MARK . ALT 1MKTER ON.

; CDR Bar, of Fonaeca is all clouded over.

PLT
CDR

bummers, Ther<*

CC



SL-IV MC2577/3

l/27/74
14: ° 4 CDT> 73:19:04 GMT

PLT
READY out on 190.

PLT
MODE to STANDBY.
10:18 (garble) .

that .

PAO

Waiting for 09 30. You should get

Fram"e 50 S
READY is out 2 seconds early.^Frame 50 Wow.

. 50 okay. Waiting f orBut I don't know why we set that up llL

19 hours and 1 2 minutes I «ZV
1 \ Greenwi^ ™ean time

MILA - and MILA g stations
8l

}
nal

f

th "«8»» the Texas
,-d 50 seconds thro^" a ^ '

^
'^ V ninutes

crossed the end of Nevada f 21 ' spacecraft Skylab
altitude - attitude rite o? 20 h"

8paCecraft b^t up an
to be put into veh cie f^l : hT eS

'
C *US±n * * ne » maneuver

the groundtrack was no di r c

°

t ly ^ndeTtL ' *
desired. The spacecraft was roli.I 1 *

spacecraft as
so therefore the dat t e v " .

r ° a the soundtrack
areas as opposed to befng c "J

" ajr be °bil « ue in some
of the Earth resources c e !,

""^ the lns truments
still underway here " f slo

S ""^ o£ the situation
spacecraft will begin to r eor ien" t b ac I o ,

'

T '
*
f *

The
regain acquisition through Vanguard ThL

ln * rtial
the> used up f, pound seconds No 6 mih«

Pilous maneuver
seconds of TACS propellant ' F 1 i ok i- \ ° r about W P°und
watch the CMG .,nd the Skills wiJf J

C °ntrollers ""l closely
systems telemetry v h

^^nce and navigations
able to track some of the" s Is" L^^^: \Jhe
Set because of cloud cover ThlJ

thought they could not
ground track was covered b«k ?n n' "V' before

> this
was covered on aissicTdaJ

De «»«»er. Ground track 6
and 10 seconds through Jangu^d At i

6 * 018}"™ 5 minutes
19 hour, and U .in„f„ .'^."J. 5^%™^"
END OF TAPE
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19 x ™? 17
Skylab Control. Greenwich nean time

^t the f vt™
Ac « ul8lt

f°
n through Vanguard

the EREP - Vanguard pass. .

PLT A VTS AUTO CAL.
™ Back wlth you for 10 nlnutes.

. .

C™
' p

kfi y. I'" looking at those two big drylake areas down south. Lago - -

J" 15 seconds to VTS AUTO CAL.CDR Lago de Bubo (?)

.

^ R wh at tine's that AUTO CAL?
HI 19:41, I'll glve vou a oark>CDR All right

.

p LT Stand by -

PLT MARK.
CDR Got it .

^1 VTS AUTO CAL. ETC to AUTO.
And 21:14 190 INTERVAL -

» ,

Okay, we're getting down into the wheafcountry around Ascension. Got scattered cloud*
'

„,l Right straight below us.
PLT Stand by .

at 21^40 FTC Ml v.

MARK
'
21:14 INTERVAL to 20 on 190. Andat <!1.40 ETC will be going to STANDBY , Ed.

in
CDR

J
ok ay. I've got the DAC going for thp final

8
!
eCO

; Lr/T: f— land down around AsccnsiL and to ne

bet th,t«r' ?? * " Untr y- nice and «reen and lush, Inet that s really productive.
PLT Waiting for 22:27.
CDR Jast crosse(i the RlQ Parana

been seen today.
W ° nder " ^ ^ ?alkUnd C— nt has

p LT Stand by .

PLT MARK, SCAT ON.
PLT MARK, RAD ON.

"J'
1 can ^ ust barely see the ocean.

y] 1 Wai ting f or 24 even .

.. MANUAL „ d 1,0 - ^iBj'°,
R

i$
D
M" fiht

°
Ut l"

... ."\.. „ „ r*:?-
1 *0 * out " " »»>• -«»



'W.- 1 V MC257«/2
Tine: 14:14 CDT
1/27/74

CDR
c louds

.

PLT
need ?

CDR
PLT
CDR

a mark at the tine
PLT ..

:

•

CDR
PLT
PLT
CDR
PLT

25:06.
CDR
PLT

and EREP STOP.

73:19:14 GMT

All right. A little - few too many

Did look good at the maneuver times they'd

Yes.
30 seconds .

Okay, I'll go on over there now. Give me

Okay, I'll give you a hack. 10 seconds.
Okay

.

Stand by

.

MARK.
Solar inert lal

.

Solar inertial. Okay, and waiting for

CDR
CC

congratulat ions
was a confused -

CDR
PLT
CDR

terribly sterling,
direction. Y rates,

Let's take a look at the rates.
6, SCAT to STANDBY. 8, RAD to STANDBY

Okay. *

Thing - -

Uh-oh - -

Things are looking good down here. Our
on some raighty cool ops turning at least whatvery confused period here down in the MOCR.

Thank you , Bob

.

Veah
, thank you, We're -

I'll tell you, our rates don't look too
I guess they're headed in the right

>
yeah, they're looking good now.

'

no . ^ d _
Yeah

. ^ey - they're looking fine to us

?
DR

, J
'

Yeah, they're - they're settling out..hey looked a little wormy right after I went to SI, butthey re looking good now.
' Okay, go ahead to C&D post. Br.ivo 7Is reading 34. 9 2 DOOR going to CLOSED. Now, 26-10 <* flr blMClose the (garble) window. Is he .till look,ng ij

'

m y „"ai..'
N °

'

th ° r0,S *° >
r ° h1 ™' 1 '

" «'ol„,
PLT i _

fr
CD

J ,
1 h °P e nfster S191 doesn't mind us usingframes here and there of ULu fll. to take targets of opportunityAnd also punching a data pushbutton at targets of o PPortunU>but some of these things, you see, you kind of hateup when you've got all this kind of -

Annnr!»L i .

Y
?
ah

:

the ta P e
'

8 running anyway - voiceannotated - I think that's what I was doing this morning.



wmmt

SL-IV . MC2578/3 ;

Time: 14:14 CDT 73:19:14 GMT
1/27/7^.

PLT When we were getting those ice plumes

up there in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It's a shame to pass

up a target like that. Okay, I'« going to finish recording.

CDR Okay.
CC We concur.
PLT Okay -

cc Sounds too tempt ing , don t pass them up.

END OF TAPE
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up .

CC They sound too tempting, don't pass then

• SPT ' Okay.

do so"
°k *r V'

Copy '"*'• H"P e It continue, to

.

e

h
c
.i*. w. h„.

H
:

,

;:.;°: l

l

?; n:::Ji;.": t

i

i,::r
e
.:.:;*""

«•"«.« « ho„ r :°s 0

h

„ lnut r: n*™your information, all of your Fliehr- pi.„ !
for

you have . ch„t ; to look a theifI„"l" 1

*"
0^iJ"^ l J

f

to you . little bit about them over the it t I „ ,

"r^:;:":;^,;: ^xr^^r ; -----
e

iri
to

,\
olar inertiai "»«•"• .

„

8
y
?h
u

it° y"r
ver

do have that maneuver monitor message available to you ^
ro
a

„te
y
bae k

"?
ed l"? 8i "bal ""ble » 8 «S.

„„ K
CDR

.
<"<-ay Crip, and thanks to all you 2 „v«

•i.::-.s:j::
o "

It":: rk

r

.°: i:v,zir'— -
CC Thank you sir.

rn R J
3
" y ° U teU US U y° li saw Lake Tlticaca'

Cc Beautiful .

?A
,° This 15 Skylab Control Loss of ,« tracking ship Vanguard. Completion of today's c

"
Earth resources experiment package pass. Next station n

above the horizon and we may or may not have contact atTananarive. At 19:31 GHT
, Skylab Control.

C ° ntact at

END OF TAPE
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»«.n Vo lc« rail,\ t
* Hl

lab
t
f»"rol, 1 9:46 Cree n„i ctlP«. .t.tion SkylrtX :j." 5S*"'"*

r
J
1V,! UU1 "quire

that', .lightly over 3 d,! ,' I. ,
" " Marginal p.s.««..<„,.... .„ .

s
«..s:r'; hs.» "^.j^. « „-

3 «nti.„e, 8 .

RO80r
-

Bob tf"> SRBP tape re»al nl „ g ls

c?
R Roger -

« - look at your PlJ'^t ^Uns" th!?
** ' 8 Chance " lookgonna 3ee that we have a ifi? fiJ

SGnt up
' you're

S019. The reason we 1,3 hat ^J™^ " replace the
coraln* up ;his afternoon «„J ?

Ve 80t that 183 MAL
Roing to be. u ° 3nd wc re not sure what the o„r,if .

e
* 11 we c an't set lrfivn^ ,,,

dl cnc out cone's

cdr
8ec u fixed we,i i Jo

we n *°- with

cc
°^ay , Bob .

Goldstone, 20:34. And*-' OVer t,,e hiM here,

cc
Thank you Crip

.

^3«rra...
On revolution 372R L 1 stat "ide
of Skylab IV We?i b,

S

K
PaC

!
8t " tlon Sk >'^".Tor GoldstonV* Thi

y

kyla^Cor:;
1

!
^ « -in«J

time. « >*ylab Control at 1 9 ; 5 J Greenwich

END OF TAPE
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Thls 18 Skylab Control 20:33 Greenwichmean time Final stateside pass of the afternoon. Spacestation Skylab acquiring through tracking station Goldstonein about 50 seconds . We ' 1 1 stand by tor resumption ofconversation between Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippen andthe crew of space station Skylab. '

.
" Skylab, Houston AOS Goldstone, 5 minutes.

; J'Jr
Skylab, Houston we're about 30 secondsfrom LOS next station contact is through the Vanguard at20:56 and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder dump, that's

taaTa f l

nlnUteS *W ? * '
CrlB8 °" ^eaD will go ahead and saygood afternoon, we'll be talking to you tomorrow. The -

for your information, the handheld photos as per yourdiscussion with Story yesterday is on board and you mighthave a chance to peruse and make some comments, eitherpro or con how you like it. Also there was a 516 for theCDR s, upcoming 71 Charlie photos that he's late - doinelater on this evening that is also in the teleprinter ifyou haven't looked at it lately.
CDR Okay, Crip (garble) .

PA ° Skylab Control, loss o'i signal for thefinal time this afternoon through tracking station at
Goldstone California. 15 minutes to tracking ship VanguardThe Commander Jerry Carr presently subject of Ml 31 run being

"

observed by the Pilot, Bill Pogue . Science Pilot Ed Sibsonshown on the Flight Plan as doing his exercise for the daya portion of it. We'll return for tracking ship vanguard <Vminutes. This is Skylab Control at 20:?i Gre'enw ch mean

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 20:55 Greenwi-h
mean time. Space station Skylab coning up now In about 45
seconds vlthin range of the tracking ship Vanguard. Standing
by for acquisition at Vanguard.

CC Good afternoDii, Skylab, got you through
the Vanguard for 10 minutes. Be be dumping the data/voice
here .

SPT Good afternoon, Story. How are you and
your team doing ? .

' - *
'

CC Ah, we're beautiful today, just beautiful.
SPT Good to hear.
CC You ne.ir the STS?
SPT No, I'm not, but I can he. What do you

want ? '

•

CC I'd like to REG ADJUST both - both REG
BUSes at 35 degrees counterclockwise.

SPT Okay.
SPT How's that look, Story?
CC We're looking

.

CC Skylao, we're a minute to LOS, about 15
minutes to Tananarive at 21:20. Ed, that REG BUS ADJUST
looks good. And for Bill or Jer, could you verify that the
EREP COOLANT FLOW has gone to BYPASS already?

PLT That 's verified, Story.
CC Thank you , Bill

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
tracking ship Vanguard. Voice relay station Tananarive
in 12 alnutes. Very little conversation with the crew of
Skylab over Vanguard. We'll return in 12 minutes for voice
relay station at iannnarive. Change-of -shi f t briefing with
the off-going Flight Director Don Puddy estimated to be r. t

4:45 p.m. central time. Flight Director Puddy will be
accompanied by his GNS officer, Terry Watson. That's at
4:45 p.m. central time, Building 1 briefing room. At 21:08
GMT, Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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t

PAD This Is Skylab Control. 21:19 Greenwich
mean time. 50 seconds to acquisition at voice relay station v

Tananarive. Change -o f -sh i f t briefing with Flight Director
Don Puddy has been delayed to about 5:00 p.a. is the latest
estimate . He will be accompanied by the GNS officer on his
team Terry Watson. That'll be in the small briefing room
in Building 1. We're standing by for AOS Tananarive..

CC Skylab, we're back with you through
Tananarive for 7 minutes.

CDR Roger Story .

SPT Hey Story, we've had the return spring on
the mark 1 break again on us. We're g o i n £ to have a hack at
trying to fix it up again, we don't have a repair spring.
Maybe we can make the one we have in there work if it's busted
close to the end. The M516 folks wanted to get something . ..

on a maintenance pad. They sent up a permanent general message
specifying the photos they want but the transporter was left
open (garble) be per pad and I'rc wondering if you folks could
come up with a transporter we could use for that.

CC Ed, could you - could you say that again?
1 think you're not coming through very stong through Tananarive.

SPT How are you reading me now Story?
CC I can make that, that'* - that's okay.
SPT Okay, the return spring on the mark 1 is

broken for a second time. We want to repair it. M516 wants
to watch maintenance tests with a DAC . They sent up a permanent
general message to that effect but said the transporter
would be specified on the pad. Do you have a transporter
«*e Can u«6?

CC Okay, we'll get you an answer to that.
And just at the beginning of your next ATM pass when you get
at the ^anel right after the dump we're anticipating you
nay get a giabal on the stop and if you see the canister cage
and you start getting off attitude I'd like you to load a

3-minute tau go to STANDBY and initiate a maneuver back
to SI by hittinR SI.

SPT Do you think we could do that an soon »h
we finish the dump maneuver Just avoid breaklny up the pais?

CC St Aid by 1 .

CC Ed , Hous t on .

CC Ed , Hous ton .

CDR Go ahead Story, he's listening.
CC Okay, that procedure of putting in a

3-minute tau and reinitiating the maneuver back to SI, It'll
only help ua out if we got a * a gimbal on the STOP and we're
off attitude. Also It's a low probability that we're
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•

i Ti«« : - 16 :19 CDT 73:21:19 GMT - ' ; ,

}

1/2 7/74 '
; .

"

going to get Into that situation so we'd prefer that he.,

wait until the can - he sees the canister cage and we get •>

off attitude a little. '
*

CDR Roger Story .

'

CC f w And in terms of that M516, tell him
transporter 06, the film CI87 and he can find that In

drawer A3.
CDR Okay, we copy, thank you. , ;

CC Th af.k9 Jer .

CC Sky lab, we're a minute from LOS, about

35 minutes to Hawaii at 22:05.
?AO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

at Tananarive. 34 minutes to r e acq u i s i t i on of space station
Skylab through Hawaii. However, that pass likely will be

taped for delayed playback, the ch ange -o f -sh 1 f t briefing
with Flight Director Don Puddy and his GNS officer Terry
Watson will be underway starting at around 5 o'clock in the

small briefing room, the Houston News Center. This is

Skylab Control at 21:32 Graenwich mean tine.

END OF TAPE
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,
'

'

«/m° ^ «

ThlS 13 Sk^ ab Control, 22 : 30 cLnwich
u

mean tine. 4 minutes until acquisition at tracking , hip v
Vanguard During the just completed change-o f -shift br efingwi th Flight Director Don Puddy, we taped the Hawaii , ass onthis revolution, which .it this time will be played b »ck andthen wr'll go live at Vanguard.

X
>

nd

" Skylab, AOS through Hawaii for 9 minutes.CDR Houston, CDR.
cc Go ahead . Jer

.

C
:

D *
.

Okay, Story 1 just finished the S183 naifprocedure and the little Jumper works, we're in good sha^tc Super Jer, good news.
'

cc Ed
, Houston .

SPT Go.

, .
Ed

'
y0ur APCS 18 looking good. I assumpyou didn't have to go through that procedure fnd could you

cot " 86t th * m ail to ENABLE
!l

T ° ka y» Story, I'll do it in a minute.
Jerry

, Houston .

CDR Go ahead
, Story .

.
°?

J .
Jerry, on your details at 23:34 thnthandheld photo entry, that's Hawaii current. And wh I J

fSatC'dMw* 8ubJeCt ° f h-nd«.el«!. the scheduled handnc dsthat we'd like you to do those will all atMl
"anci08

'IItata
1

;^:
0- 8t, -cdu,cd - 11 «»>

™ R °kay, good enough Story.
•

And let U8 know h»« that works our *«a""Bill riding a bike so could you go down and tunexperiment recorder number I when you get a chance
, . f u ,

° kay
'

1 had U °» f<>r S183 in order to

C
£ Ves sir, thanka.

2? «
Sk Xlab, we're a minute to LOS about

22 » nutes to the Vanguard at 22:34, be looking to dump th*

rr*
Whfll timp v «« lhrtr «8«ln, Story.

cdr jk
h

:;;
n bc at v-n^d.

are eSIJled, Story. ^ ^ L0W
'
CAUTl °N * nd "AHM1MC

cc Thanks Ed

.
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'

TIME: < 17:30 CM, 73 :22 : 30 GMT
1/27/74 \, ,

.

•
, k J

"

. J'
kyl3b Control

>
that conpletesPlayback of the Hawaii pass. We're a .invite and 20 seconds-way fr0M acquisition at . tracking ship Vanguard where theevening status report is scheduled., buring thl a er

r^^r:;^;;-^ » »«.-«< ..„ ,randl „,

END OF TAPE
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Time: 17:35 CDT 73 :22 :35 GMT
1/27/74 -

. ;

CC Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for 9

CC Hello, and we'll be dumping the data/

minutes

.

SPT Hallo, Story.
CC ....

voice here.
PLT St ory, ready for the photo log?
2? T

0kfl y •
B111

» go cn the photo log.

,;
LT

,

16-Billimeter
, EREP , VTS Charlie Lima

11' S? t
Per

n?
nt

-
'

Nlk ° n: Nik ° n 01
•
Ch«lie X-ray 44, count

Jnirn
ko

; • fr;
vo vlctor A0> the count 19 **** 03?Charlie India 115, count la 65; Nikon 04, Bravo Echo 10count is 43; Nikon 05, India Romeo 11, count is 38. 70-millimeter Charlie X-ray 18, count la 135 . ETC , India Romeo03 count is 62, Charlie Tango, 13, count is 67. EREP* setZulu 0761, 2939, 0486, 9844, 1615, 0552. Drawer Aeon i a-

InTil M.T* 0 '^* 02 ^ Arl
J
e Indla 86

'
05 P^cent, CharlieIndia 80; transporter 05, Charlie India 94, 18 percentCharlie India 128. Alfa 3, transporter 06, CharMe India

A?E!V 7 '

C ° Unt
it

' renalnin « 99 percent, Charlie India 79.

ilii. kt rl
P°im ° 8

'
Charlle 65, 99 percent, CharlieIndia 81. The BACK transporter t>7, Charlie India 129 65percent, Charlie India 78.

'

cc Thanks
, Bill .

?° R
.

° kay '
Stor y» wl * h the evening statusreport. CDR: sleep, 7.0, 6 heavy, 1 light; SPT 7 0 6heavy, 1 light; PLT, 6.0, 6 heavy. VoluLs 280, 60, 420Water gun: 8863, 4896, 1640. Body mass: 6.315 6 316

*

6.314; 6.403, 6.399, 6.405; 6.255, 6.255, 6. 55. Exercise-

C l\l^A t i
'

P

l

I ° ° lnute9 cxt" ot Alfa, and minus Brnvo.C - Medication: CDR, none; SPT, none; PLT, 3 Actifed asdirected. Clothing: CDR, sock, and shorts i SPT none* PLTshorts socks, T-shirt, and shirt. Food log: CDR icro illi

uT..U°
f

!r "I
1
" '"!"' PlU8 - 1 - 0 «^-'"ion water SPT

'

«lll> i : ?
le»°nade, isro rehydration water; PLT , 7.0

flin'd^^M/"^ 6 drink>
* t

tr ° rehy^*^on water. Flight

SmSS inI
a

;in
nS

K >

n0n *' S}
l

0" in * ll9t accomplishments:

t !J ?
P

?
WCte d ° ne U" nlghtl I«0Ptr«bL equip-

SlSi Li ?" rCl9r " turn «P ri "* ^oken, SPT is r.p.irinp.

?J!M If.
' ^ •ucM.iful. Unscheduled stowage: none

L
CC

.
Thanks Jcr. And a li t t le c lar 1 C i ca t ion

and JUtf? °i*
CrVC the bouBd«*« between the northnnd Pacific current and north equatorial current.

CnR ok«y »
understand, Handheld 30.

Yes, sir, at 23:34. Cross out the handhold32.
CC
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Time: 17:35 CDT! 73:22:35 GMT , -p
'

'

*

• 1/27/74 ^t^~ / *

(
^

' V* ' ;V

«/.
s CDR Okay , And two other comments 1 might add

'*here Number 1, the radiation survey meter is not indicating.
We suspect we have a bad battery on that. So, let's add that

"to inoperable equipment. And the people - the urine people are

interested in the volumes and everything, there's a special
message for them on tape, at 13 - correction 18:10 Zulu.

CC ' . Thanks Jer. And , Jer , I guess you asked Bob

Parker to get you an analysis on your time line and how your
work was coming along. I've got that for you.

CDR Okay ,
go ahead.

CC Okay, the plan for SL-II and SL-III was
approximately 24 man hours per day of science and other misslot.

required events. The pran - the plan pre your mission was

approximately 28 man hours per day after mission - -

END OF TAPE
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17:41 CDT

'
73 : 22 :41 GKT

Okay, go ahead.

approxi-ately 24 ..n^^J^Vo'f" IcV.LV*^ W"
required events. The plan e u „ " * nd ° ther nl8sl "n
28 oan hours per day a t mission I.! 5! °f

V" a PP r °*i»ately
the SL-III performance for their last

°

n
you're running 27.5 »an hours e the U.f n 5

Pre8enC
considering that you're «e t M n. II j

10 days and
PT, you're working exact?vil

g
°I

e and
cf

h * lf hour " of
their last month.

8
A^d iese Ln h " SL ' U1 Vaa durin 8

and other nisaion rcqJi^rdo^uLn^" °" »P"i"nt.
0kfl y. thank you Story.
Jerry, Houston.
G ° ahead

- Story,

evening status report r°ul\ 'J
1 "* l ° CUflri u > on the

was th«t A Poiio
r

:rsk;ia b

Th

: r : P

x

:

r

d

j

r f n

r

kT drink that Bil1 had
'

That was Skylab.

about 15 .i nut „ to ^n:;ive
A

1t
W
22"9

a

aId
n

;r
L° S

'

to locate a spare springs for t „, ^
broke previously bro™"ri\^VlHl Vo°lL ""5 '"j °ne Which
to Just loosing about an inch out of oh ^vl^ -nd aBOu " ted
or so and we're goine to trv\I I ? ?

ybe seven inches
acrewiug the sprang back on to tL r I ""J tM8 Wa *

'
Juat

I'm able to do'thaf adjust coil i I un I f?* f
l" tlc lnSer^

had it before and flee how H work.
P Utl<! l008er than we

repaired this Hark I on about^day IS"'
St ° ry

\.
aUeady

and decided to save thMprin. tiJ»
or

,

«°"« th *"l< like that
it was broken off and it lo^s* 1 ill '"I* f^"' an lnch of
to do.

1C l00k9 llke n *y b * it was a good thing

Pc.o Conrad.
Th<U

* * om| novc ,n "'»*'«*'• or

amount of tij s"It on'scten^ T^' th ° of the
•an hour, per dIJ over tSe ?Lr ? ;

v"««*"« -round 27.5
had poggVthis crew o 28 H*?' ' V" " l88lon Pining
13 at 22:,, C^^r ci^ #1ab^o^
KND OF TAPE
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TiJ>: 17:58 CDT 73 : 22:58 GMT
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"
pA0

'
.

; This is Skylab Control. 22:58 Greenwich

"r- j^LrK ::c:
h
nSe:

o
c"a"in

y
or:oo

o

u; t,n

^L^ei^n^rrn.
19//^^ ^-ed action at

Tananarive, standingly
^
^ Tflnanarlve for 2

minutes,
skvlab we're about a minute and a half

-••
. r s: :r ' r^;.r:s^.Kru..

u
..

hour .

;1
»

Ut
...»

;
, ,, t >.

dangerous practice and we're going to lose a

qult
Jc' Okay, we got that and we'll get you an

an8WC
CDf " Okay, you might - if ,o*

' < < 0 "[
aC 1

UB yourself you might pas- the word through the medical

'"^ll' Okay., and I S-o.other change to^he

film thre
Nikon 03.

rr Okay, ana i g"«- «— -
: Q

film "read pad and that's load C1U6 located in k<-8 into

CDR Will do It.

^
j'er"'we show you out of Ml. on BE- 10 from

CC
down

III*' ok *y st0T y' 1 "* y bc out of line on that '

we'll check it.
dQ be>t we can< We „how

CC
, m . on ^v.iS'ii.S.ri.'.Ju.-iuis-oi-.iti. .....

you out of film on flfc-iu «n

you can ftnd that .r H27.

CDR Ro<vir , thank youand
Roftor , tnan* y«u

.

S.orv the deal is, 1 thought Bravo or

Sikon'wl was of the two'^n* Just .p.ei.l l.-d.d .hi. -crning

CC
PAO
CC

Sky'lsb^Control. LoM of signal for th«



Ti««: 17:58 CDT 73:22:58 GMT

1/27/7

*•'.

I- :

inference. At 23:07 Greenwich mean ti.c this is Skylab

Control

.

.'V : .'v. ;

''

; ' '>:'.';';: :

'
:

"
L ' "

.

" v .!;''' r v/
\*-'^

; ''
: T :

END OF TAPE
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> TIME : iSi 18 : 44 CDT , 73 :23:44 GMT *

1/27/ 74 ' ' ; ' \ '

.

•'

:PA0 This is Skylab Control at 23:44 Greenwichmean time. About 6 minute regaining in the Hawaii pass.
And it s expected that the crew surgeon will not use theentire Hawaii tine here and that the a i r - to- ground line will
be handed back to the spacecraft communicator. So we'll
stand by here through the remainder of Hawaii. ,

CC Skylab, we're back up with vou through
minutes. .

.

'

Roger
, Story

.

u
CC

l.» r „ V
Jer

'
do you reca11 wha * the tape .measurement

on the EREP was this morning?
PLT

' 3 centimeters .

cc 3 , thank you .

CDR Story, do you mean on the early one?
On the early rcrpo - EREP, I aired-to-grounded it down. I
think it was 4.7.

The last one is the one we wanted thanks.
Are you going to (garble).

cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. The next
station, the Vanguard in about 23 minutes at 00:i3. And for
Ed or Bill, there's another raditlon survey meter used on
a previous mission in F-554.

PL T 554 , thank you .

CC Okay, Bill .

PA0 This is Skylab Control. LOS Hawaii for
Hie final tine this evening. Next station Vanguard, then
an extremely brief Ascension pass of only 3-1/2 minutes at
1-1/2 degrees elevation and it's a long LOS, back around to
Vanguard again almost a full revolution. 20 minutes to
Vanguard. 23:52 Greenwich mean time, this Is Sky 1 ab Con t rol .

END OF TAPE
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Times 19:12 CDT 73:00:12 GMT
1/27/7A ,

'

PA0 Skylab Control at 12 ainutes past midnight
Greenwich mean tine.

; 50 seconds from acquisition at tracking
ship Vanguard. And ve ' re' s tand ing by for this station pass
with the exception of a very brief pass at Ascension Island.
About 8 minutes after Vanguard LOS it'll be almost a Vanguard

'

to Vanguard orbit this time. 15 seconds away from acquisition
here at the tracking ship Vanguard. v

cc Skylab, AOS through the Vanguard for 9
minutes

.

CDR Roger , start ing the maneuver

.

<-C Okay .

<:c And you're looking good so far.
(;c Skylab , we * re a minute from LOS , about 8

to Ascension at 00:29. Your APCS is looking good and you
got a good maneuve r time

.

CDR Roger Story.
PAO This Is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

at tracking ship Vanguard. About 6 minutes away from a
brief pass through Ascension lasting about 3-1/2 minutes.
Meanwhile some interesting statistics about consumables
aboard Skylab space station. Back in May of last year when
the space station was launched some 6113 pounds of gaseous
oxygen were loaded of which 5432 pounds are usable. As of
mission day 72,2285 pounds of oxygen remain or 41 percent -
41.3 percent of the usable quantity. Gaseous nitrogen, 1630
pounds were loaded of that 1439 pounds are usable - were
usable and at mission 72, 613 pounds remained or 42.5 percent
of the usable quantity. In the water tanks 6649 pounds were
loaded, usable quantity 5916 pounds and remaining on mission
day 72 were 1955 pounds or 33 percent, enough to run another
mission or two. We're 4 minutes away from AOS Ascension,
we'll just stand by for this LOS period until we reacquire
at Ascension Island. While we're waiting for re acq u

i

a I 1 i on
through Ascension we have the surgeon's medical summary from
the medical conference back at Hawaii, Dr. Paul Buchanan
talked to the crew for perhaps 2 minutes of that Hawaii
pass and his summary is as follows: Astronaut Bill Pogue
the pilot will continue his antihistamine decongestant for
3 more days. He reports feeling "fine and over the hump"
regarding his recent nasal sinus problem. The general
health of the crew continues satisfactory. That concludes
the medical status for today. Acting crew physician Dr.
Paul Buchanan. About a minute away from rea cq ui s i t ion at
Ascension and standing by.

FND Or TAPK
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19 ' 28 73:00:28 CMT

for a^ort pass, 3 f^utos. y ° U thrOUgh tension

Cc
T

J
re you call *n8 aoneone, Story?

-nd 3/16 Inches.
affirmative, 3.0 centl^ters, 1

;itii:
You a- •» * -i?— -L1

: ^.rL
of puzzling. You k n oi

ay
-;,

S

H?7^ y ° U
'

And Lt '

3 sor t

on this second ERFP and
d h

?
Ve tW ° 8hort bur9t * on 192

to suspect tl! t " n "T a ;

8

'-f e ^» g » you had reason
should have. Or we shoM^^t 1

C data ° n ta P e we
CC

sho-.ld ve used more tape than we did.
'eet than that 3 c ent \l. t e" r

'/ VZ 1 J" 5 5 c Ea" J e
y ° U <° 5 °°

to check that, but t^Ji uTfoo^d at^e^ ^ ^ *° ln «
feel fairly certain rh^ u Jookea " the ineasurenen l , so I

it.
certain that it a correct. However, I will recheck

.

CC Okay, thanks a lot. We *r«>row's run on 3 centimeters though, Jm *" pla '>nln * toaor-

an error.
°kay

'

1 W°" ' 1 bother "> "11 unless 1 f lnd

«.«. P;«. -I will P^i^r^-an^t^r^K^rH!^
II* Roger on that

.

Skylab. y ° U WU1 bG 8ettin B a CMC reset here,
PLT Okay

.

p.s, . ldnlIfc , c , t,m„, :.;;
u
[ 1:^ ^ur;:* t

-

roj:
* 5 - uui-

END OF TAPE
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Time: 20:49 CDT 72:01:49 GMT '

,
1/27 /74 , ,

" -

rA0 ; ' This is Skylab Control. 01:49 Greenwich

Bean time. Tracking »hip Vanguard in 50 seconds which say be -

the good night call to the crew, however there's only «

brief gap across to Ascension of about 3 minutes. And if

the mission buaineaa takes both passes, we'll stay up for

both of then. Standing by at 01:50 and soae 10 seconds away

fron acquisition Vanguard. '

.
:

..
:

j C
cc . . ( ,i Skylab, we got you through the Vanguard

;

for 11 minutes

.

COR Roger Story. -
'

pit Story, PLT with soae questions on house-

keeping 71 Charlie,
. ; .

,;

CC Okay ,
go Bill. '

PLT Roger, I had no trouble finding the canister

which was on our mlesior. cause I took it out. The - If you have

the pad there for housekeeping 71 Charlie - let me read very

briefly, that - that'll do it. Obtain one can from each of

the below categories. !iky SL III, midmiasion, both red and

silver tape on crinkle finish. I can find no canister which

fits that description. Bravo, SL III end of mission red tape

on name plate. I can find 3 canisters which qualify for Bravo.

So I have no canister which qualifies as an Alfa category and

I have 3 that qualify as Bravo. If you can give me serial

numbers I'd be grateful.
CC * Copy Bill

.

PLT We got everything aet up and I've already

sampled our own canisfer but I'm holding off for a serial number

on these other two so I don't bring back erroneous data.

CDR Houston , CDR.

CC Go Jer ,'
•

CDR Roger Story, this is precisely the problem

that we've been afraid of on the deactivation or the - the wind-

down phase of this mission and that is we get caught in snags

like this that just eat up the time like mad and that s vhy^

we want to get all this stuff done eerly. And I hope this will

ahow soae of the folks down there that this is a good case in

point that things are not always stowed just exactly the way

they expect it. And there's a lot of research has to be done

and we can get burned if we don't get this - this kind of thln R

done early. So if they have anymore little jobs like this we

would very much like to get thea soon so if there are glitches

we can - we'll have time to work them out.

CC Okay Jer

.

CC Ed , Hous ton

.

cc Skylab, we need the I>AS here for an outer
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time:. 20:49 CUT 7 3:01:49 GMT
1 /27/ 74

glmbal backup.
CC , And Skylab, we're crying to make this the

last pass for the night, If you can give us the ATM frames
remaining.

PLT * r. And Story, if you don't get the information
then I think that probably you ought to ioschedule housekeeping
71 Charlie when you can give us the correct information.

CC Okay, Bill, the best I can give you right
now is we've got no serial number identification. The only
kind of clue I can give you is that silver tape was used to

help tie down the red tape on those canisters. That's the

only help 1 can give you right now.,
PLT Well, it wasn't silver, it was gray and three

of them are like that. *

CC And is that tape holding down red tape?
PLT That's affirmative and there are no canisters

with silver tape on anything other than the inlet and outlet
ports. All of them have either red tape or green tape and
there are three of them that have red tape over the name
labels and gray tape holding that red - piece of red tape down.
The red tape doesn't hold on too well that's why they did that.

CC Okay, I think we *d call those Alfa canisters.
PLT I assume that there was one in particular

that had the. - the phase of the mission that was critical and
there are three of them that are - that are taped identically.
One other additional bit of information which may help, one of
the canisters - the exterior finish is shiny black paint and
all the rest of them are a dull mat black finish.

CC Thanks Bill .

CC And we're a minute from LOS now, Ascension
Is about 3 minutes down the road, we'll make Ascension our
last pass for the night.

PAO Skylab Control. LOS Vanguard, Ascension in

a minute and 45 seconds which likely will be the final pass
of the evening. 02:02 Greenwich mean time, standing by for
Ascension acquisition.

CC Skylab, back with you through Ascension for
10 minutes.

PLT Heym Story, PLT, I got a suggestion.
CC Go Bill.
PLT Let me sample all of these canisters. It's

more work but I think i't ' 1 1 take less time in the long run if

I do it. And I - maybe the chemical anal - 1 can identify them
with - by the serial number which is the only thing I have to

ro by and perhaps they can do something with the chemical
{<i

analysis later. - \
CC We'll get with you

.

END OF TAPE
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CC We'll g«c with you.
CC Jerry, Houston. > -

'

v
CDR Go ahead, Stcy,

J * CC Jer, we're still working this 6 cycle per
second problem in your cobs and we got about three alternatives
we can take now. One of then is about a 20 ninute proced"re
that we've worked up where with a cable we bypass the voice
recording amplifiers and we hard wire the microphone BUS 2
to recorders and this way you can record even with the AUDIO
BUPFER 1 circuit breaker open. A second possibility is to
ground - is to shear channel A with the ground and recording.
The third possibility is to do nothing and we'd like to get
a feel for which way you'd like to go.

CDR Well, I think the jumper cables sounds
the most promising. What kind of cable would we be using?

CC - It's a cable that you got on board, it's
specifically designed to do that task, Jer.

CDR Okay, why don't you schedule it and send
us up a pad on it and we'll get it done.

CC Okay, we'll send the procedure up to you
and you can take a look at.it and if you want to change your
mind then - we think it's a good way to go.

CDR Okay, good enough .

CC And for tomorrow's wakeup, you're
scheduled to get up at about 11, I can offc you a wakeup either
10 minutes early at Tananarive or 10 minuter late at Honeysuckle.

CDR Okay, why don't you aak* it 10 minutes late
and we'll send r we'll set up our alarm clocks.

CC Okay, and you can tell Fd his ATM closeout
looks good here and all we got left is an ATM frames remaining.

CC Bill, Houston.
CDR Go ahead lie's listening.
CC Okay, we don't have anything better for hin

on those canisters and what he suggested and that is to sample
all of then, And as he samples take down any characteristics
that he can such as 3hiny black or dull black. And tape
configuration - it's on them - and a serial number and we'll
fold it together when we get on the ground, '

CDR Okr.- , I think Ed's dcing some night
photography or something, I'll go up and g ».t the frame count.

CC Thanks, Jer.
CDR Okay, - here's the frame count starting

with H-alpha 7979, 85555, all balls 8, 00024, 898, and 2604.
CC Thanks , Jer

.

CDK Story, how does the EREP C&D coolant loop
look to you. It - pump sounds kind of puny.

CC Jer, it is ibout 20 pounds per hour
flow lower than it was yesterday and Just over the Vanguard
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about 20 mlnuteo ago we had a couple of glitches where it
dropped off 10 pounds and then cane back up to noraal again.

CDR ' You want to swap pumps?
CC . No sir, it's fine where it is.
CDR Okay.
CC .

.

' We think it's gas in the fluid, Jer and
changing pumps wouldn't help ui out any. And also the More
gas that '8 in there the quieter It seems to be.

CDR Well, that's, sure it is quieter.
CC That's really a thing we got going to

let y ' all sleep better.
CDR You're all heart .

CC And speaking of sleep, we're about
40 seconds from LOS here and we're not going to call you
again. If you need us, the next station is Guam in
35 minutes at 02:48.

CDR Roger, story good night.
CC Good night , Jer .

FN D OF TAPE
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swiab Control. LOS Aacenilon Island and

Control at 02:15 Greenwich »ean tine.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skyl'ab Control at GHT 3 hours and
7 minutes. The craw vaa awakened over Guam and was given
s one information pertaining to CMC nuaber 3. We'll play
that tape back now.

CC /' Skylab, Houston through Guan for (garble)
ainutes .

"

PLT Story on this 70 Charlie, we've sampled
five of the canisters, the only one we didn't sample was from
the second one that we knew came from our flight. So we'll
bring back five of then, they're identified by serial number
and tiie best physical description we can give of the can and
also the way it was taped and marked.

CC Okay, thanks Bill. We didn't want to
call you this station but CMC number 3, the outer gimbals are
on and off the stops continually in here and you'll probably
get a reset in here. We think that problem will take care
of itself after the next night side dump,

SPT Thanks Story.
SPT Hey Story, hows the bearing 2 looking, is

that Just about holding stable? -

cc We're about 30 seconds to LOS here. CMC
number 2, those bearing have appeared to reach a new plateau,
they haven't degraded any or changed their parameters any in
rhe last few d ays .

CDR Thanks Story, they may go on for months
and nonths

.

cc And good ..ight again, the next acquisition
we won't call you is the Vanguard at 03:27.

SPT Good night Story and team.
cc Okay Ed, see you in the morning.
HCC Good night Ed

.

SPT Night Bill.
PA0 For the second time tonight they put the

crew to bed. At GHT 3 hours 9 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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fl';;»^ «..n tiae U '

co.ing through the Hone y-uckll "icki^.J* \
W 'k6Up C-U

the I n, up for CAP COmX Hank Har^r

&

d

'tm ° n
- W«' 11 ^in t

CC
(Mu.lc)

bronze t.„. We're f^u?V:"^!. i*** f°
tnini fro » th.

at Gold. tone at 38.
«*conde from LOS

, we'll see you
Go °d "orning.

earth resources, eiahf " "."^ '•» a survey of
experiments and 'a ifj h\

P
J 8

°

h

d

\ x

°

De J?
1" ^servatlons" aedlc.i

portion of Monday's li 8
' ,

X
' f^' up the »«Jor

Pern, tung, Skylab IV crew fibers Ger^'r
° f Skylab

' ""th.,-and Science Pilot Ed Gibson W U V'" '
BU 1 Po * ue •electronic scanner survey Mono! !

8 photo « r
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p A0 8kylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hour* 45 minutes. Skylab In acquisition with th* Car*

nirvon tracking station in 45 seconds. We'll bring the line

up for this Carnarvon pass.
CC v Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for

9 minutes .
'

*"

SPT ' Hallo, Hank

.

CC Was that you , Ed?

SPT That's affirm, Hank. How are you doing

this morning? ,*«
CC Oh, pretty good. How about yourae if 7

We got a - hey, while I got you here we sent up an ATM sche-

dule update, which you probably saw there, message number

7438 Bravo, and it affects your two ATM passes. I think

you're well awsra of what we're trying to do on JOP 7, and

this pad her* will help you get the data we need in order to

do JOP 7 tomorrow. That's our last chance tomorrow at it.

SPT Okay, Hank. Sorry we didn't get it last

night, but I'll talk with Bill Lenoir a little bit more

about it. I have not seen that update yet. I've been working

on 110.fCC Okay. Just wanted to make you aware that

it was the**

.

PLT Hank, PLT.

CC Go ahead .

PLx Couple of quick items, Hank. First, one

of the raasona that I thought the RPM <?) wasn't working right

because it was not reading zero, it was reading Just off tero,

but it was reading the same on all scales, so I was getting

an indication but it was the same on all scales selected.

So I think that was on tape, but anyway I wanted to mention

that. The second, an unrelated item; IR11, would you check

out th* original camera that it was installed in? I think I

have made a glowing error in that . I think I took it out

of one of the electric Nikons, which is a countdown camera,

and I put it into a manual camera which is a countup. So

I advanced the - the film to the 37 count after clicking off

two frasas initially on loading. I advanced it to 37. I think I

should have Oi \y advanced to about eight or ten, somewhere

along In t^e/ ; . Would you have them chew on that for a bit

and see if they can sort out my problem?
CC Okay ; will do.

P!,T One additional bit of information. I had

ir ^ched out the. 44, 45 original exposures, whatever it was,

and p tt in a 37 and I think what 1 intended to mean that there

was » 37 t 37 exposures left, and on a countdown camera, of

count , that 'a sufficient, but it was put into a countup

^pw ' camera

.
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PAO - - Canary and Texas. On this pass,
Science Pilot Gibson commenting that ha vas still working
on the MHO. That's the blood sampling for the H110 series
In the Radical experiments. This Is the seventh time blood has
been sampled from the three c rewmembers . Ono more tine is
scheduled In this, the last 10 days of the mission. Next
acquisition will be through Hawaii in 7 minutes. At Green-*
wich mean tine 12 hours and 58 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
13 hours 4 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii tracking
station for a 9-tninute pass. Today's ERBP piss which is
number 35 in the mission of Skylab IV, is anticipated to
use 255 pcund-seconds of TACS propellant. Yesterday's F. REP
pass and other activities u*ed up 3< '£>' pound-seconds of fuel.
Ample amount remaining aboard Skylab, even if Skylab usco
700 pound-seconds a day, there would still be ample to com-
plete the mission and have the safety margin remaining for
the - if a rescue mission ia necessary. We'll bring the
line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Hawaii from
the crimson team. We've got about 10 ninute9 here at Hawaii.
The purple gang is in here today doing an entry sin with
Vance and company so we've swapped CAP COMMs

.

CDR Morning, Dick.
CC And PLT , Houston, I know you're in the

middle of S073, so if you don't have time, don't worry about
it. But I do have an answer to you on the camera situation
you told ui about

.

PLT Okay. I've got 4 minutes terminate next
exposure . Go

.

CC Okay, You were correct * n wh»t you
suspicioned as what had happened. What we'd like you to
do is downloid that camera with IR film in it and then re-
thread it and crank off 14 frames and you ought to be in
good shape .

PLT Okay. 14. I'll start at number 15 then.
CC That 'a cor rec t .

PLT Okay and I'm going to put a message on
tape because there are four IR exposures at tie end of that
roll which were taken last night. I will explain it all on
tape and we will be very careful not to go into that film.

CC Okay , Dill

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We got about a minute
to LOS. Coldatone comes up at 13:18 and Jerry, if you have
a second, I have an answer on the TV for you.

i DR Okay, Dick

.

CC Roger. Our friends down here are very
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:

™
h«Dpy with the TV»103 and we don't Intend to ichadult any "©re

,

of Kit for you. So we're ••titfi«d with all thoae reeulte.

TV- 77 It scheduled next tlM, day after tomorrow.
_

CM Okay and did TV-104 repeat get down okay with

th« volca modulation and tha whole •chmearV
CC X'U check on that one for you, Jer.

COR Okay

.

CC 8kylab, Houeton. We're AOS Qoldetone

for 6 minutes. Couple of thlnga for you. Jerry, answer to

your queatlon on TV-104. We've gotten down TV-104 end It

looke real good, both video and voice, ao we're really

happy with that. Aleo, Bill, for your Information on the

Nikon camera with the IR film that we talkad about a while ago -

After you downloaded and rethread it, and crank it up to 14

and then get the 6 IR photoa that are scheduled for today,

you're welcome to uee the remainder of that roll, except

for thoae at the end that you've all ready uaed for hand-

held photography. If you'd like, we're going to take that

film out of there tonight and we have - we have plenty of

film. Just wanted to let you know you're welcome to use

that If you want

.

•PLT Thank you, Dick.

CC Okay .
*

CC Skylab, Houston. We're a minute from 10$

a Goldatona. Bermuda cornea up at 13«29. See you there.

PXO Skyleb Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 25 minutes. Loaa of algnal through Coldatone.

Next acquiaition will be Bermuda in 3 mlnutee. Today, Pilot

Bill Pogua wi.U be the eubject of the M092 lower body negative

oreeeure and M093 vectorcardiogram experiments. This will

be the 19th time he's performed M092 and the 20th performance

by Pilot Pogue of the M093 experiment . Through mission day

73 the erev has accumulated more than 312 houra performing

the variety of medical experlaenta aboard Skylab. Prealealon

plan for 84-rday miaaion, haa the crew performing 4 37 hours

of medical experiments throughout the mission. Today 3

EREP pass along groundtrack 20, la scheduled to use 255

pound-ieconda of thruater attitude control gaa .
Today's

data take la 29 minutee in duration crossing the Oregon

coast, going down through Nevada, Utah, through Texas, into

the Gulf of Mexico, through Central America, and down into

South America. Next acquisition in 1 minute and 30 aeconds.

Dick Truly is CAP COMM having switched off with Bob Crippen,

CAP COMM for the Don Puddy flight team. Astronaut Crippen

is working with Phil Shaffer'a team today on the reentry sin

preeently underway. The apacecraft in a 240- by 232-nautical-

mlle orbit, traveling at a speed of 25,124 feet per second.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sfcylab Control, Qreonvlch mean time

14 hours 43 minutes. Acquisition coming through Hawaii

In 50 seconds. Ws'U bring the 11ns up for Cap Coma Pick

Dick Truly while « reentry simulations still In progress

her* at mission control with Skylab backup crew Vance Brand.

Don Llnd and Bill Lenoir in tha command module simulator,

a fev blocks from the Mission Control Canter coordinating

reentry simulations through the Mission Control. Under

Flight Director Phil Shaffer. Bring the line up for Skylab

IV Cap Comn Dick Truly.
CC Skylab Houston, Hawaii for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger , Dick

.

CC Skylab Houston. In about 30 seconds

we're gonna have arout a minute keyhole. I'll give you a

call out of keyhole.
CC Skylab Houaton, we're out of keyhole.

We are about a minute from LOS here at Hawaii. We're gonna

drop out shortly and be at Goldstone at ,14:57. Seo you

the re .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

14 houra 53 minutes. Pilot Pogue shortly to begin tho light

flashing experiment where he will climb into the aleep

restraints in the wardroom aleep compartment area, put

on a blindfold and make comments into the tape recorder of

what light flashes, color, density, direction that he sees

with - in this blindfolded condition. Thin is a follow-

on to experiments conducted In Apollo during which astronauts

did report seeing Intermittent light flashis en route to the

Moon and on the way back. Next acquisition in 2 minutes and

15 seconds through Goldstone. We'll hold the line up for

this pass

.

CC Skylab Houston, we're Goldstone for

6 wlnutes

.

CC And Skylab Houston, on your optional

handheld photo message, is an entry there 13:08 which

Is the laser and we had to scrub it this norning due to weather

Sorry about that .

CDR Roger Dick .

PLT Also Dick, the PLT , I'm on the 70 minutes

on - one recording so be sure and tell me if you're going to

redesignate

.

CC Roger Bill .

CC PLT Houston. Just for your information

our next recorder duap is a couple of ninuteu after the end

of your data take. If you're not using the recorder there

we'd like to go ahead and dump it on schedule there, that's

at a time of 16:09. However if you do need it we can slip

that dump one site.
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'
PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

15 hour© 22 minutes. Acquisition coning through the
Ascension tracking station. Skylab in its 3739th revolution
beginning Its 3740th ravolution on this pass. We'll brine
tha line up CAP COMM Dick Truly.

„
cc

,
Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Ascension

for 9 minutes and I'm asauiing \he PIT is still awake and
(garble) count in light fUaahe*.

PLT What'd you say, Dick?

,

cc
,

wanted to wake sure you'ra still
awake there, William. * «v***

PLT U'a a real effort* No, that's pretty
interesting .

y '

Rog

.

CC
PLT (Carble)
CC Rog.

, .,
CDR

'
Bill's very good at studying the insldesof his eyelids.

CC Roger .

CC SkyUb, Houston. We're a minute from
Los

. Carnarvon cones up at 15»56.
SPT Roger, Dick. So long.
CC See you the re .

PA0 Skylsb Control. Greenwich tean time
15 hours 33 minutes. Loss of signal through the Ascension
tracking station. Next acquisition, 22 linutei will be
Carnarvon. Pilot Pogue still in the light fla«h experiment
while Science Pilot Gibson is working at the control and
display panel of the ATM. One hour of a total of about 6
hours scheduled for the ATM Binned operations today. Comman-
der Gerald Carr with his daily annual (sic) 90-minute block o
time for physical training, personal hygiene. Today's ERKP
pass, the initial maneuver for the pass, will be made at
Greenwich mean time 17 hours 56 minutes. The spacecraft
will return to solar inerttal attitude following the comple-
tion of the EREP pass at Greenwich mean time 18 hours 42
minutes. 255 pound seconds of TACS propellent anticipated
for these maneuvers today on this, the 35th Earth resources
pass of Skylab IV. Next acquisition in 20 minutes and
50 seconds through Carnarvon. At Creenwich mean time
15 hours 34 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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of about 70 minutes, beginning about Greenwich mean time

15i00. During Apollo astronauts had ofesorved randomly
occurring light fleshes and streaks. Aaong the explanations
offered for this is that they are cusod by direct inter-

action of fast, heavy primary cosaic rays re«ctl»; v,'t!i rh?

retina of the eye. Other suggestions Include th<« «s»i«*(>tion

that Cerenkov light from oosaic ray particles, o» fluorescent

of the lens causes this effect. This experiment had not

been scheduled for Skylab; however, this review by the

flight management tnan concurred in operation of the exper-
iment today for Pilot Poguu , while Science Pilot Ed Gibson

will be at the ATH during this period and Pi - Coaaander
Gerald Carr will be performing his daily physical training
exercises. Today's EREP pass* namber 35 in the mission of

Skylab IV, bagina off the Oregon coast and will gather
napping data over Oregon ae well as snow cover data In Nevada
and Utah» As the spacecraft passes down it will be gather-
ing goological features over northern Arisona. New Mexico,
and will gather agriculture «nd forestry information through
Texas' Rio Grande Volley in r he Cameron County area. As

the spacecraft crosses the Gulf of Mexico the instruments
will be gathering oceanographic data in the Gulf, and as the

Skylab crosses the isthmus of Panama information will be
gathered on the intertropical convergence sone , where the

atmosphere of the northern and southern hemispheres meet.
Geology will be - information will be gathered in Bolivia.
Cartograph - cartography and mapping in Paraguay, and as

Skylab passes over the central Anaion basin, information will
be gathered for over - overall understanding in control of

natural resources of the Amazon basin area. As at the close
of the EREP pass while Skylab is reorienting into solar lner-

tlal attitude, instruments will continue to gather data
along the coast of Brasil. specifically outside of Rio de

Janeiro from information gathered from mapping of ocean
surface currents off the coast of Rio de Janeiro. Again,

today^a pass to use - scheduled to use 255 po'ind seconds
of propellent TACS . 15,532 pound seconds of thrusier atti-

tude control gas remalne aboard Skylab. 350 pound seconds
were used during the two EREP passes yesterday. Next acquis

sition in 7 minutes and AO seconds through Haw - through
Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 14 hours 36 minutes, this

is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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KCC wt ..\ Okay, good Bd . And finally hare on the
coronal hole observation*

, they appreciate the difficulty
in doing it and wanted to pace on to you the fact that to -.-

do it properly as they feel you did it, it's really impossible
to do it with the building blocks that we have. They have
tried to do it on an unattended basis and failed, and didn't
really do a good job of it. I wanted to pass on the word
that you did good work and a quick look at the gratings which
really requires a computer to analyze properly, especially
for lines. The Lyman conti urn slope is different from

, inside the coronal hole to outside and we're 1 minute till
LOS. Goldatone is next at 16:35.

SPT Okay. That's one of the advantages I
think, of operating in the mode we did and that if they
send toe their objectives then I can do what's required in
order to get those met method as opposed to having to go
through a lot of middlemen. I think it worked real well.

MCC Okay

.

SPT When we tried it

.

MCC Fine, and we certainly do agree with you,
for our thinking right now we're planning on regular-type
planning from now until the end of the mission unless you
recommend otherwise.

SPT No, that sounds pretty good because
there's not that many unpredictable things coming up. I
think the Sun's gonna be, unfortunately rather predictable.

MCC Yeah, we sort of agree with that.
SPT Thanks very much, Bill,
MCC Okay, many thanks and we'll see you

tomorrow

.

SPT So long

.

pA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
16 hours and 20 minutes with loss of signal through Guam.
Next acquisition will be through Goldstone in 14 minutes
and 30 seconds. Part of the planning activity here at the
mission control center with flight directors has been the
activities which will follow the undocking and splashdown
of the Skylab IV crew. For approximately 40 hours after
splash flight control teams will be working here at the
mission control center going - monitoring the systems and
running various engineering tests of the unmanned vehicle.
These may - these will be included in running some experi-
ments with the ATM. Specifically the S052. This test will
be only conducted if time permits by the flight controllers.
Other activities include the thermal control system of the
ATM, as wall as the alectrial power system of the ATM to
determine the - gain additional engineering data after long
usage to compare with pre- and inflight analysis. Also the



environmental control system of the vehicle will be tested
out by the flight controller* froa the ground. This - this
testing will run for about 40 hours.;' The verious CBRM's"
and power conditioning groups will be turned down. 'The crew'
will be asked to do additional duties in - additional tasks
into the duties of deactivation to prepare the vehicle for
these tests after they leave on their 84th day. Aa presently j

•

planned, the crew will have a 13-hour day on entry day alnus
2 and a 10-hour day on entry minus 1 - -

END OF TAPE
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although we have no firnt plans for any revisit to the Skylab
at the moment, we're going to have you put together a, what • /
we're calling a revisit bag which could be retrieved by any

'

revisit crew to bring hone so we could take a look at how
r. the items have survived the long term and the vacuum that
they'll be see 1 ng . You ' 11 be getting a message on this. • We

.got It on the tubes down here .* Tonight , we'll probably get
that message up to you this evening and It'll allow you to
put your - t.age_Uigr SkvLab's own little time capsule to

'

stick In the MDA and leave ., We ' re not planning to schedule \
this item. We figure you can just do this on your own time. I -

That's all I had. If you have any questions ov like for
us to get any more information on it we'll certainly do

: that .

CDR No questions right offhand, Dick.
Thanks a lot for the feedback on this and we'll give it
some thought; and if anything else comes up we'll get with you.

CC Okay. You understand, of course, this
hardware testing is - the - the items that I gave you are
examples. Probably if we continue to talk between now and
splash day we may have some minor changes, but I Just thought
you'd kind of be Interested In the general picture.

CDR Yes. We appreciate your letting us in
on it.

CC Okay.
SPT Dick, that was an excellent rundown.

Other questions that come to mind, for me anyway, are the
command module systems and we've not been following that too
closely since we've been up here and I'd like to know any
of the DELTAS or anomalies which you've seen on th« ground
which ve ought to know about before we hop in there, es-
pecially In the RCS and other areas.

CC That's1 a good point, Ed, and we'll cer*
tianly put together something for yot Vut in a word, it's
lookingrealgood.

SPT Very good. Thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston. If somebody's available

in the next few minutes we'd like to get a reg bus adjust.
SPT Glad to do it, Dick. What would you

like7
CC Okay. What we suggest Is to mark the

positions of reg adjust 1 and 2 and then adjust both of
those 20 degrees counteiclock - correction; 20 degrees, 20
degrees clockwise, and we'll let you knov aftci the KKKP
when to bring them back.

CDR Boy, the ol Mississippi is really spewing the-
mud out

.
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SPT
Roger.

cc
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• cc ':. . Skylab, Houston, we're about 30 seconds
;

from LOS. Carnarvon cornea up at 17:34, see you then. <

pA0 skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 16 -

hours 52 minutes. Losa of signal through Bermuda. Next acqui-

s^on'through Carnarvon tracking station in ^ y
50 seconds. A rather thorough review by CAP C MM Dick Truly

with postsplash activities, activities associated with the

flight controllers and the unmanned Skylab space s a ion

CAP COMM Truly going over the various tests that will be per-

formed. The vehicle will be depressur ized to about 0.5 psi

after undocking. One of the major items the ground will be

testing is attempt to spin up the control moment gy ro nuj«er 1

which went off line immediately after the first EVA early in

the mission. One of the interesting items discussed was the

loading of a revisit bag, Skylab's own little time capsule

no wnich 30 separate items will be placed and tied in a p enum

bag and mounted on the ATM foot restraint for possib « ""J^*
1

by any future crews which may visit the orb ting Sky ab I««
scheduled to be loaded in this revisit bag include

"Sf.ii
items of food, of bread pudding and beverages associated unused

film canisters, a roll of teleprinter paper a workshop fan,

some of the filters from the S190A, which will be stacked

neatly in the bag, various types of material from within the

spacecraft including duret (?) several electrical cables as

well as flight data file samples, including book cover, flight

pages and star charts, surgical gloves, the fire sensor control

a and several other items. These - . list of these items^

will be passed up to the crew in the nightly teleprinter message

probably tonight. CAP COMM Truly advising the^crew there are

no plan, for monitor after the 40 hours from the ground there

are no plans to recontact the spacecraft He again went over

the last final day. of the mission starting with mission day

80, going over the checkout list from mission day 81 to 84,

giving the times the crew - giving the times to the crew that

?hly are acheduled to wakeup their last day in orbit. Next

acquisition through Carnarvon in 37 minutes and »
At Greenwich mean time 16 hours and 56 minutes, this is Skylab

Control

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO •' Skylab Control . Greenwich mean time ,

. 17 hours and 32 minutes. Acquisition coning through Carnar-
von tracking station in 50 seconds. The reentry sim still

'

underway here at the Mission Control Center under the super- .

vision of Flight Director Phil Shaffer. The backup crew
still in the command module simulator in Building 5, here at
the Johnson Space Center. We'll bring the line up for CAP
COMM Dick Truly for this Carnarvon pass."; ;t <

CC Skylab, Houston. Hello at Carnarvon for
7 minutes.

CDR How's the weather look , Dick?
CC Well , I'll tell you. I was just getting

ready to call you and give you a briefing on it. I'll Just
do that now if it's okay

.

CC Turns out that there's a weather condition
that's out around the Pacific coast as you cross that's going to
cause a good deal of moisture and it's going to be pretty
heavy cloud cover out there. It is going to break to - it's
got about 8- to 10/10 as you cross the coast and it'll - that'll
clear up a little bit to 4- to 7/10 over Reno and we think
there's a real good chance of getting the VTS site 125
at Sow Creek. Then as you come down over Utah, it's
goinR to get cloudy again, back to 8- to 10/10. Begin to clear•up as you come over about Gallup, New Mexico and then it'll
get very clear after that - 0- to 3/10 from there on, oh,
down around Brownsville. The - there's a VTS - there's a
VTS special site number 10 at Carlsbad. They do have a poten-
tial fog problem out there down in the valley but we think
that site sh ould also be obtainable by you. And then, as you
get around the coast down at Brownsville, it's going to get
cloudy again, 7- to 10/10 coverage down there. After you
get out into the Gulf, unfortunately, from there almost until
the - cross the exiting the South American coast, it's going
to be generally heavy broken to overcast. There arc aoee
holes in and out down there. But in general, It's going to
be a pretty cloudy trip.

CDR Roger.
CC Okay.
PLT Would you say again the cloud coverage in

the valley?
CC I'm sorry, Bill. Say again, please,
PLT Would you say again the cloud coverage in

the McAllen area?
CC Okay. Stand by.
CC That's about 4- to 7/10.
PLT Okay. Thank you.
CC Roger

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to have the DAM
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Yesterday, he weighed 149.7. Identical weight. Science
Pilot Ed Gibson at launch, weighed 157. He has dropped
slightly, down to 154.9 pounds . Pilot Bill Pogue, who weighed
149 pounds at launch, also dropped slightly. He's down to 146.2
pounds. Next acquisition will be through Guam. The Earth
resources pass scheduled for this upcoming stateside track -

along groundtrack 20, will be EREP pass number 35. The
maneuver for this EREP pass will take place at Greenwich
lean tine 17 hours and 56 minutes. It'll occur during the
Guam pass, so ground will have readings or the onboard
systems, specifically, the guidance and navigation system,
indicating the condition of the CMG number 2 as well as

the status of the attitude and the usage, If any, of the
thruster attitude control gas.

END OF TAPE
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wishing to submit questions for 'he scherf.MYwith the crew for Thursday are asked to /;;'! conference
to Bruce Hicks, Unit. d Press International r

questions
in Houston at area code 713 488-5214 Tr I

' re8 * n c

a

' * ve
to the Skylab News Center in i '

the <l^stions
Deadline Lr s ubmi 1 1 inJ" u s t oT s"

'

1 To\ ?
*
I ^V" 1 '

time Tuesday. We'll brina th „ ?
P
*u'

central daylight
CAP COMM is Dick Truly

P f ° r thlS EREP P ass -

CREW H^Dick."
0 " 3 ' 0 "' *<>r 15 minutes.

to yo" but ve expec^Jess^than^n
0
?*

1 didn,t « eC back
'

SPT Thank you
,

CC
PI-T

up pre t ty soon
CDR
CDR

ge r .

Dick.

Okay clouds, you better start breaking

Okay, on my mark, it will be 12:48
Stand by .

™l MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON.
MARK. RADIOMETER ON.

CDR 13:00 is next.
..
CDR stand by.
CDR MARK. EREP start

.

' CDR "
a Cape reorder running. 13:06.

Stand by. '
S19 « M°DE t0 MA^L

. 1 3:13 is nexc .

p
DR MARK. S190 MODE to AUTO.

PnJ
™ ls sh °"ld be Plymouth Falls.
1 t a ke it it's cleared.

VLl
- Yeah .

it.
Ah-hah, there's Butterfly Lake as they call

(garblej on low. Camera^ ^Vgo, Vo
'
s tarV? I f"

'
'

data at 47 degrees. Data pushbutton!
'^'^

thI nf! .

LT Barely havt
' eno »8 h authority with this

CC
T

?
kay

'
n0W goln * for Smok« Creek.

.we have CMG-2 outer ^mba^fth^^ ' '** y ° Ur lnf°™«°n.
built up.

8lBbal ° n Che st °P attitude. Air is not
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CREW Okay, I'm all ready - spring loaded for
for that maneuver if I have to do it. .

•
.

- v - :
.

CC Okay . • - •

p LT I'm getting Black Rock Smoke Creek rather.
CDR Okay, we're coming up to 18:15:00. ' *

FLT .
. . , 10. . . :

'

CDR Stand by.
CDR .- MARK. 193 POLARIZATION to 4.
PLT DAC off (garble) back out.
PLT Oh , beautiful.
CREW There on that lake.
PLT I'm going to see If I can - just may be

able to see Lake Tahoe

.

CDR You notice how Lake Tahoe looks kind of
like a footprint

.

PLT It sure does. It looks like a bear paw.
CDR '

. Yeah. -

PLT (Laughter) I never noticed that.
PLT

:

' . Okay . ..
.

v.
. .

CDR Hey, get Walker Lake, grab it because
I couldn ' t get It yesterday

.

p LT Okay, Walker, I think I'm already by it.
CDR Yeah, you probably are.

•
p LT I think I had better watch what I'm doing

here . Okay , 17:49.
PLT Okay, there is Lake Powell (?). I think.
CDR Okay, my next mark will be at 16:35.
CC Roger, Jerry. And we just got an outer

gimbal drive logic on CMG-2 . I'll keep you advised.
CDR Okay. Let ae know if we have to do that

maneuver. I'd like to begin It as soon as possible.
PLT Oh yeah, the Grand Canyon, beautiful.
PLT 16 : 35 coming up . Stand by

.

CDR MARK it. 190 SHUTTER SPEED MEDIUM. 1 7 lOO
is next .

PLT There is Lake Powell.
CDR The old Grand Canyon huh.
PLT Yeah .

PLT Okay.
CDR How does it look through there?
p LT It looks (garble) It's just like looking

through the binoculars.
CDR Coming up on 17:00. Stand by.

<<' PLT 17.49, 45 right 1 .4 - -

CDR MARK it . 19 3 POLARIZATION to 1 .

CDR 17:30 is next with an ETC POWER ON, Ed.
PLT Here Is White Sands right there . (Garble)
PLT 17:49, 45. 0.1 there we go, right 1.4.

That 's about it.

_ CDR Coming up on 17:30, Ed. Stand by.
m CDR MARK it ETC POWER ON. 17:15 next.
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PLT "

- CREW
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

:

(Garble.) o
(Garble) 49 .

At 58 the RAD IOMETER to STANDBY18:10
p

c 0n,lng up. Stand by.

18:30 next Ed "ti^
SCA"ER0METER ONnext, Ed, with an ETC AUTO.

END OF TAPE

"',uo 1 Hfi
193 roll to minus 15,

"ARK. RADIOMETER
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CDR 6 . Stand by

.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY. Mark
at 58. The radar - RADIOMETER to STANDBY. 193 ROLL to minus
15. 18:10 coming up . Stand by

.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON. Mark, RADIOMETER
ON. 18:30 next Ed, with an ETC auto. The had ia (?) 30 on
my nark .

PLT They 1 re putting me right out In the
booneys, but I guess that'3 what they want.

CDR Stand by .

CDR MARK. 18:44 is next. Coming up on
18 :44 . Stand by.

CDR MARK. 192 to READY. Tape drive shifting
gears, we've got motion.

PLT Waiting for 18:56.
CDR 19:33.
PLT MARK. DAC OFF. DAC ' s back. Up again.

Okay , 20:01. Okay . Del Rio . Laredo . 20 (garble) 4.1.
Oh t boy.

CDR Down?
PLT Yeah

.

CDR Coning up on 19:33. 19:33. Stand by.
Mark at S190 INTERVAL going to 20. 19:42 is next. Stand by.

CDR MARK it. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY. MARK.
RADIOMETER to STANDBY. ANGLE going to zero on 193. 56 is
next. 19:56. Stand by.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER ON. MARK , RADIOMETER
ON .' '

.

' '
'

'

'

CC Sky lab Houston, the gimbals are off the
stops. You've got some small attitude errors in X and Y, but
no prob lea

.

CDR Mode check.
PLT (Garble) Yeah the attitude error I

think - let me - - -

PLT I don't recognize. I - I can see Juet
enough. Oh here we go. It's under clouds. ,

CDR 21:14. Stand by

.

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER'* STANDBY. MARK.
RADIOMETER to STANDBY.

PLT Okay, this Is gonna fool them.
CDR Coming up on 26

.

p LT I've got 390, but I don't have the others,
sync and data .

CDR Stand by

.

CDR MARK. ALTIMETER Is ON at 21:26. 21:32
Ed, ETC to STANDBY Mark it. 22:36 Is next. <

'

PLT The Delta Lake was under clouds but I
found 390. Which we haven't been able to get before. Okay
DAC OFF. '

•

.

v.'-- "V

'

CDR Got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK light. Watching
to ready .

.
..
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pre t ty
D

well f reed now
? 5

]L I°le"tT \ "? ^ °kay Dlck
»

1

a maneuver.
now, Ju8t let Be know if we have to do

CC Oke - -
CDR We ' r e out of the woods.QQ ----- wj. tuc WOOdS .

Che glials are off the^sto^s'and'^h 1°°^ 8°° d n °V
" A^

slowly coming out.
P 3nd that attitude errors are

^ T Okay.
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T
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J
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ALTIMETER H.I.0CK Ugh 'I 'cot" ^o" B" DV *"« ">«

PLT Okav ...i
'

, •
l0 15 n > >•" »«rk.

-ending coastline of ^ Yuc! t^ . "ci% t J
I'

J
*^" */«« h

CDR Sii;
d b

r/° r 23:10. Stand by.
PLT 190 INTERVAL to 10. 23:pr T iyu INTERVAL to 10 23- IS i.Bay of (garble)

23 35 ls next '

CDR
Bay of (8«rble;?

PLT I***;'
3 0n the vest coast.

CDR
eah

'

1 80t U '

192 MODE to READY
. Cot" snlf/in" " ?° DE t0 " ADY

- MARK '

24:30's next.
Shlft in speed and TAPE MOTION.

flow/".. th e river^th^^Bo^^; oTth' ^If"0 S-"«»"
the coastal water. Okay let'T^kf I V u

"dinent with
and see what we can f ind . We - v *nr\ ,

°

Ut 1r £he 8ea here
hero, Juflt t0 the no r t h Bay of ( R f rb i e )

'
"ov " 1C

f
"? ter

we can find Lake Managua. 'Ah
. bla^i ^J;,

|g S^?i- T-
a

^
0

-- 8
" S STANDBY

F

a t 40
know which one - -

JU8t frane the DAC on this so you'll

Che th
C

e

DR
R EA DY was oj"

6

t"'""" UNL
?
CK "^t was ON and

J*.
I Probably coul" "h.i.'c gn "?h^Vm??""^ <•

l was busy working on 192
a
,,
little early but

.. PLT :

'

' 1 1

volcano that's out on't hat *tl } '

T?" U
J°

1 " th"
dear. that island on Lake Managua is ju8t about

"J Beautiful.

on it. Data push but'ton"
. ^"d'Tlw i""? - "upl.T fraBea

Okay now,:
".And a little cloudy. That', okay.
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f
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y
nt11 the next na^.

1 wa * thinking here. '

ln ny nadir *"ath card. See what

• break^ere, we're abltV^ "iTV™ 'S* 11 * We 8°* - little
at i8

c Di
and - vty* ci:«

u
::-*:.

d

.;/K r

f

usv os -

PLT
p°ger. Thanks Dick.

Push button push is "1*1 Vav'l^tt T*" ^ »«v data

"a-^^s^r*--
CDR J?"

1 "* 'J P °n 26:40.
27 ' 01 "

CDR * 6 : *0 stand by

.

PLT /DIMETER ls ON.Okay, (garble) up for nadir swath
END OF TAPE .

.
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PLT Releasing data pushbutton and oh, beautiful
Sun glint. Just the right angle. I'm going to get some more
of that on - 27:01.

CDR Coming up on 26:40. 26:40. Stand by -
CDR MARK. ALTIMETER is ON.
PLT Okay. Setting up for nadir swath.
CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK at 58.
PLT Okay. Nadir swath started and I'm going

to go ahead and turn the DAC on and ask Dick. There's no -
nothing in my notes about not using the DAC on this special
mode 1 nad i r swath

.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 28 minutes. Loss of signal through the Texas tracking
station as Skylab IV continues the Earth resources pass.
GdC officer reporting - had reported a total of 21 mibs for
the maneuver into the attitude and then 25 to retain the
attitude on this EREP pass. As of right now , a total of
48 mibs have been used up to this point in the EREP pass.
Maneuver out of the EREP will be made as the spacecraft
crosses the coast of Brazil. EREP officer reporting on
Pilot Pogue's description of the clear weather over Central
America. He told Flight Director Don Puddy. He said, "Looks
like we're getting a lot of extra goodies." The weather
unexpectedly clear down there and the crew was able to get
some of the volcanoes in Guatemala which they've missed on
previous EREP passes. Next acquisition in 6 minutes and
50 seconds will be through Vanguard at the close of the
EREP pass number 35 in the mission of Skylab IV. At Green-
wich mean time 18 hours 29 minutes, this Is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
18 hours 35 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Vanguard
tracking station in 40 seconds. We'll leave the line up for
this pass .

SPT Filter (garble)
PLT Okay. I've got the 51 maneuver and I've

got nothing (garble) down.
SPT Okay. Let's see. Want a 10-second inter-

val .

CC Skylab, Houston. Vanguard for 10 minutes.
C °R

r
Hi, Dick. We've got a problem with 190,

I think. After about 20 - well, it was 28:05 when I put theSHUTTER SPEED to FAST. Just a few seconds after that, weheardthe S190 falter and I've got MALF lights on 1, 4, and
5. I've got the back open and looking and nuaber 1 ia'stilladvancing film. Number 4 is advancing film.

CC Roger, Jerry. Copy.
CDR Okay. I 'in watching number 5 to see if It's
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Time: 13:26 CDT , 74:18:26 GMT
1/28/74

advancing film. Yeah, It's advancing film, too. I guess it
o?^ pr

P
bably 5 or 6 8econds after 1 went to SHUTTER SPEEDFAST when we heard it. It sounded like it bogged down, slowedup and very noticeably; and at that instant, those 3 HALF

'

lights came on

.

cc Okay .

CDR I'll give you on tape, or I can give you

cou"nl ^"^0. Want be8lnnin
* and endi "« fra B e

< CC
JC ,

Okay. We'd like to have it air-to-ground

H/t ~ y ° U r chance
'
Je"V- And are you telling thatthe cameras are advancing by the frame counter?

CDR That's affirmative.
CC '

. Okay. V
CDR 0kav - !n the beginning frame count, I'vegot some time here before my next effort. Beginning framecount before sensitometry advance and I checked sensitometry

It was good, 28 frames and no HALF lights. So before thesensitometry, it was 9666, 9005, 9882, 9871, 3419, 5140- andwhen we re finished, we'll give you another frame count'tosee if they all took their alloted number.
CC Okay, Jerry. I got those.

t

CDR Ne *t "ark at 40:00. And 192 oupht to useup that 3 centimeters of tape this time, Bill.
CC And CDR, Houston. When you get a chancecould you check the meter and tell us if the SHUTTER SPEED

'

appears to be operating at the right speed.

,
h.^

R
,r mY, 0^' SUrC w111

-
Ed didn't even think todo tnat. (Garble) looking good right now. Yes, I did Bill

It was right after the shift to the high speed. Okay! we'recoming up on 40:00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 19 2 MODE to READY.
CDR Coming up on 45

.

,

CDR
n

"ARK it. 92 MODE to STANDBY. By the wavDick, the 191 cooler is considerably more quiet and stablethis afternoon - or today than it was yesterday. J J8 t begin-ning to get a little bit of racket from it now. But up untilnow, it's been rather normal.
cc Okay

, Jerry .

,
CDR 41:10 HARK. Cot a 190 READY out. MODF'sgoing to STANDBY. Looking for 41:40.
cc Roge r

.

, pac?
R

\, Want ne to run thc 190 SHUTTER SPEED upto FAST and see if it'll go there? .

Standby, p i.„. .
^'^ t3lklng ab ° Ut that ri *ht n0W

'

J"^-
CDR Okay. Coming up on 41:40. Stand by -



SL-IV MC2615/3
Time : 13 : 26 CDT
1/28/74

CDR
next . Stand by -

CDR
PLT
CDR
CDR

END OF TAPE

74:18:26 GMT

MARK it. -The ATLIMETER '

s

KARK. 194 MODE to MANUAL.
Right . .

,

7 seconds . Stand by -
MARK It. ALTIMETER UNLOCK
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CDR

c
c

„

c

R
cd«. B.;; e:^

D

i 1

.°«
T
« M . stand _

C- Co "head.
W" c " >""• Sot a chance

CDR ve
f

you can - y 0u c „, Jf
ens the". Then

^NTERVAL is J«. "J- « ?
* ti n 8

1

f^f^ Jt 55
Goi n8 Co fast shu^er speeS

c
°T.

lng back ol. Aii- rl

P
;
AME

nice and smooth r«f
bPE™- There's

1 U .,. ,
rl 8^t.

good. Three fLL !
8t s P«d. That's f '

Sao°^

CDR Ihal ' s affirm.

CDR y '
Ao °king good.

f°r 45:00. ALTIMETER UNLOCK iight a r a <
CDR _ 3t H5

- Stand by

^rH.-^^^STA.DBV, £REP STOp

-:-
cdr

Co ahead, Jer" froaIOS ^

- -
haV

O k :;.
d-^P -de^^ 0-^ {J .J ?i

I 8U ess Z

se * here; about ? -^n co »Pl«tion? dL 3 al1 ^one

CDR
JJ,

X '

»' ™. 8 0 lnR ...v. , tcadlng ^ percent

• .l„ ute , , "
h

n

«

I

1|..
tl",'"«cr.f f « th. .tart

* COnt * ct from Cold-
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Tl«e: 13:42 CDT 74:18:42 GMT
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stone
. We bypassed Tananarive on this pass ' Th-acquisition will be in 1 hour and 1 Xj" trough"heGoldstone tracking station Rpnnrr f h.» » fc

gn cne

on, indicting HI. adv.no, „.„ not oper . t infpropeTjv

1 hour. To repeat an earlier announce.ent 7 the ."ednl^Hpres. conference with the crev of Skylab IV !r ^ !

t'e'd^v"?"
8 to 8ub'u «••««•«. h.„ d

•»: sub .

:»£:! i». p
iT;.:':j

,

:i 1 ;:i
1

j;.
h

.

t

.

e

j:;.5 nTfr"- J

—
*
«

.... tl.e 18 hour, and 48 ..»„«?, thi. I? Sk^.o ^troT
END OF TAPE
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I/
1
";;

; «

U!47
.

cdi
'v.1 ?-*' «w

PAOPAO TVi 1 4 f

tiJ rh
econd8

' finai ""..iSfpiaTi} fh : i
tlon c° id ' ton «tine the apace station ought to bl\ aL J"

day
' B ? this

•»it»d.. Standing by fo "
AOS Go Id a tone '"'"-l

for 11 oinutes ;
S^ylab, Houston. We re AOS Goldstone

c" '
Hell ° Dick.

CC
" e^° there Edward.

peaa - iike thi8

o ka ;r
h

. n i nuce Dick .

CC ^
kay Dlck

. go .head.
25 degrees counterc!*^^^ T'™' 6 llke -o is go
5 degrees counterclockwise - ?

t

Present position, thft's
"jj " ° rl8lnal Position. ' COUnterclotkw ^e from

Tl * htl
cc

° kay
'

Vant C ° 80 25 counterclockwise,

ff*
my: correci -

Incidentally 0n that^rV^ Vwh M ^ V6ry ° uch •

on there to stow T - tape ^8 in ™ ° 80 We falled to' put
CDR Okll H 8 in con, °and nodule locker 89

were there.
°kay

'
Ve v"epondering what your ol!ns

At,
— ° e " i » ai *Z34

CC l?**' hatlR 00 a 8e «=ond.

CDR
Ukay '

going again there. Soulh JuJirVSn?!'
aV u P«' raster

north .ur.M 2 100 to 2 .'nT* JS/J.
to 1, and

cdr :
kay

* thank you air. '
5331 •

look whan you ch.ek.^Jh^'iJIi.Sr 8hutt" -P-d
U looked ju8t flne

, u 4ccmri|t€d up
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very smoothly and lcv-l.rt »(, j
"

'
"

very clean,/
leVeled °» «d the !0 frame. „.« throu8h

spt
: S«.*

y
;

th,,nk ,<>u -

CDR
jell that's good news.

• - ij.'".-jj= ":^^ !

;h
:

£^l
t

?

^";"^"
END OF TAPE
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;

v
•

r
-

1

TIME : ' 14:56 CDT , 74:19:56 GMT : , , s
> -\

,; _
,

1/28/7 4 •

,
%

'

,
•

SPT . Dick, go ahead right now use - in the

M092 and then the (garble) that I will copy down the times <

cc Hey, you're right, I'm sorry about that

I read the observing subject wrong real quickly there. Yes,

. he window is at a time from 01:12 to 01:24, Bill « ght want

to stick that in his details and incidentally, he will be

an observer on M131 at that time so it's strictly an optional

but if he can get it, that's the window Also his P*°"*
NA

' call is this evening, it's Guam pass at 02 :05 LEFT ANTENNA.

SPT . Okay, window 01:12 to 01:24 and Guam at

02:05 LEFT .

;

CC Roger

.

CDR Houston. CDR , I'm a little bit confused

by my S183 details. The details they passed me up a change

that said to end the exposure at 22:26 and If 1 do that I m

eoine to cut it short.
*

. cc Okay, Jerry let me check that one out

rCal
CC

1Ck
Skylab, Houston we're about a minute from

LOS ,
Vanguard comes up at 20:13 and we're going to du»p

the data/voice recorder at the Vanguard and Jer, I 11 have

an answer on SI - 183 down there for you.an answer on
0kay, it looks to me like the 183 pad Is right

it probably is the details that are in error.

Cc Okay, we'll check it.

p A0 This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

from tracking station Goldstone and Texas for the final

stateside pass for today. News person who desire to submit

questions to the second Skylab IV inflight press conference

scheduled this coming Thursday which is January 31st, should

submit their questions for consideration to Bruce Hicks o

United Press International at area code 713, 48S-5214 or the

Houston Skylab News Center, area 7 1 3-48 3- 5 11 1 ,
dead 1 ine or

submissions of questions Is 1 p.m. central day 1 1 ght Tuesday

.

the 29th of January, tomorrow. 10 tainutes t o t rack i ng ship

Vanguard. We'll return at that time, at 20:02 Greenwich mean

time ,
Skylab Control

.

END OP TAPE
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InVm 15:11 CDT
- GMT

mean tine. TraeHn. .

Sk y la ° Control 20-ii r

'or 10 Minutes. We a

" ylab
'

Ho "*ton, ^'re Ac% ^ vrecorder. We _ "
e 8ee "onebody usin - uaino \k J

VanRuard

«'.
h

i" :? iuuV « » 'u 'p.d "
r

i* ^ ?;« v. correcte
*»n^ „

>-"at little remark ai- n,
^" u

»
we should have ai«„end exposure. Your <! t A i * the end of that Hn„ 0

exposure ' / tha
< you start is ne Jf\J

dea 18

exposure. 0 v er .

Prl ° r **. th. -tart of the second

CC 0kay
' that clears it

•«i.
e

i

r » - .«..i.».i, y t:r„r8

B
0
b

fnvo«f
" "St"

1 "j:';,.
0
.

1

!:,;.
> d

to keep i t on CHG , fi

k
'

chc "ay you can work <
J-t go on b e

'

h ; e L
h

;

n
^ u-t ' wheneve? y^ \, nt

' I.
a li »e delay i n the" Cj3c ST"* 5 Beco»^. «d J£.™

read 2
'

«ot some coap... t J

*

C^ popping down. 1 1 aoDelra
to be

°"Jy
«tay over on 2 for 2 I?"

- ° r ""thing and^ ? " thou « h
you want.

f ° r
* ahort Period of ti« e J!,,"

lon * you
CC you ca « r««d

CC That»g correct. 8 0417
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1

.

Time: 15:11 CDT , 74:20:11 GMT

1/28/74 „ '
.

<

you'd Ilka to check the accuracy of that the meter on

CMG 3 outer glmbal. Right now it should be reading about

plus 50 percent.
CDR I've got plus 15 percent. •

'.7

CC • Roger. We made a mistake and we '..e

looking at a differenc girabal and it was our error. We're

reading now about plus 20 percent so that one - that looks

like it is in the ball park.
CDR Yeah, CMG 2 is about 50.

CC Roger . .

;

CC Sky lab , Houston. We're a minute to LOS

.

Tananarive at 21:39 -correction, 20:39.
CDR Hey, Dick, that old ice island is still

out there

.

CC Roger .

PA0 Skylab Control, LOS tracking ship

Vanguard. Large island of ice is spotted by the crew

drifting north out of the Antarctic. Next station in 14

minutes will be the voice relay station at Tananarive.

We'll return at that tine. At 20:24 Greenwich mean time,

Skylab Control .

END OF TAPE
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.TIME:^ 15:37 CDT, 7 , :20;37 gmt ,

Acquisition at voice^Uy% f^J^ C
r
°"*™l> 20:37 GMT

.

Awaiting word fro B Tananarive COMM T^Ttn^V" 5 °

COHJJ TECH that they'rl^o fo^voLTout'th'
0 ''1 Tananarive

, by here. volce ou t there so we'll stand

•

,
«R Roger'

'

D^ k

U9t
«" TananarlVe f ° r 7

the articulated airror people
8 question for I guess

CDR On
a
i* n

J
?
rty they '" listening go ahead

that if they would Just ten
° ccael °ns now, Me i n^ca Le

should be located it"£ e HeiS'o? II' ^ dl8C ° ne ant-«
rotation and TILT, that we af v

Whe " you * ot °0 and
t jon of where the '

00 P o*i ti on it * d

th" 3 " al acc- at * loca
TILT and rota - rotation reidi^, J

we could give them
this would be a real great way lLl°l " ' U * een ° to ° e
to pretty well assure yo s

"
tilt

" 0t tlrae critical
Pointed at the right , / " y ° u re « oi "R to be
SAL and look l n - extUJ rs ?

because can open the
before it get8 too d ^ ^J^^ I**

*"* « th\ ante™*
yourself. And so far that d. !V be «^h»ark or calibrate

we believe and - a nd
°

pro b
™ '

8U<!88 the an8w *' f
gotten this back up to yol i* t u\

8U
!
98 18 that v° haven't

the location - in J h J " V th,t we ^"
'
t have any say in

that location of th^d ant^n ^w^ " Bd "-"Hiy ofoove around and wobble « aL J ? J
6 bellev e that they

each .aneuver that we do a'nd in L J"'
8 aff^ted by

it's a poor showing to get Jea? J!"" 1 We *° thlnk
when we're able to get thl U accur «te readings, particularly
what we should have 'done is ut I'lVi/

" " \ $ ° 1
*

that was our opinion seJe III ^ J™
' hat " ^.st that

have been expecting i;, OVGr
y * R0 a,ld th «n you wouldn't

«.« ..«> tl.. th . t „ sP%-i;.
fc

r.»i:;«j;.i:
.
f
«b.

;
r

;
«.



.
SL-IV MC2620/2*/''

Imm*'" CDT - '»«•*>.« g«t"

CDR
•

but I was afraid to ta£e'it out f!
J" Up

,

here ln overage,
' that they sent up of d h .

U 3 not °" the fist
that everything [hat' r

"
I """'i

1- Which «
.

the list.
nere 18 ^counted for that's not on

rno Stand by please

.

cc
0kay '

the conversation v e • ve^been h^lT k"^ Cather tha " «P«t«-la and Jam and so forth? the sLt^ ° Vera * e ' scheduledfa scheduled l n your Den ^ can e!^^? 13 that "hen
in your overage. Also w<» • r» k

the J aB that appears
Hawaii COBes u% at 3 ^ Bll\ut « " froo^OS
d.ta/volce recorder there i '

<n ° n du»P*f»8 the
You might be interested^ You ^17 T ° ther in P ut that
recorder one, the one that ve rh

nCt
^
Ce

J
~ know 0n

previously been seein/L e tnter^ en^ r

° thC ' *** ^
ha were noted during duap, J r J

6
'

tape motl °" indications

1"h,
;c
"'" "ad th.« .Ji.JS^t

1,ke "><" old ft.„hlng
cc
PAO

Okay.

END OF TAPE
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*•'-:*'•

I/Is",/
6 ' 22 CDI " !21=" OHT

PAO .

'

I

«>ean time. Tracking .J* ,
Skylab Control. 21-77 r

cc
fly thro "8h revolution

Hello. Sf-rt,- ,

<;dr ~ - -"--/vo lce here. We're

M r ~»
i

' 8aoe to you
» «;«.. to the V^'^^? L0S

, about

END OF TAPE
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Time

:
16 :50 CDT , 74 :21 «50 tmt

1/28/74
'».^A.30 GMT

PAO
-e-„ tice. Tracking .nip Vangui^ 5 "h"

1

r

2^ 50 G"'™ich
And we' r6 eatinating a c h an «e ?o If/J °? C 50 ^conds.
^mediately after loss of Sfjn^f It th , v

C °
be about 9-1/2 minutes fron now a^n^< ngUard

'
whlch

cont.cta display. 2 or 5 IN « ? *
a" ordln 8 to the station

acquisition and'resLption o" c«. f" ?' We ' re ™-i"n.
ship Vanguard with the^crew of ' "J J|

°" throu * h '«ckl„g

Vanguard for 9 .inut«'
1 * b

' '
" Vlt

-

h you trough the

££
R Roger, Story.

15 minutes t0 Tananar^at H :' H .

* 0l " Ute C ° L ° S
' Abouc

VanguIJd. 13 «inu t e a'* t o "voJcT^ I '

L ° S Crackl "« ship
Flight Director Don* ?u

y

^ j^-J -J
• t i on a t Tananarive.

18 P re ** conference - chan«e-Sf «K< J?V? hi8 notes fo '
be in the news center w! J

*
t h "J J \^ 6 f ln « • should

the Tananarive pass for de 1 ayed P Hvb Jk \ '
1 1 ta P*conference. Thf . l9 Skylab ^ t£

-b ac^ a fter^prea.^
^

END OF TAPE
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. . / """ '

TIME: 17:48 CDT , 74:22 :48 GMT ,

1/28/74 '
-

'
-

*

.

_
_

- r\

«%£!rfi::!-
bl ' 1 pcesB "»'•»»«. ^.

r

y

n
b
g
ack

for ("„,«,. •

SkVla"' " aCk "Uh ""««'> Tananarive

CC
T

2d"?!
S
J°f

y - "°" "« ">u today?
,1, . , , „, „ t .

"' 1 » d<,ln B beautiful today aa ate

:i: t fr^^^r - »~.
" T

" ey
'

that ' 8 good lo hear,

back course back th.^J ^^»» k™ th" ^
I Plan L use it a lUt^e ^ " P * C "' d d °WB thCre '

how." °kay
*
Can,t Wait for y° u to get back

!!?
T Looking forward to it

.

a week or two. *
° i8ht ^ t0 ket?p U > with f °«"

I thinTthe legs won-rb
d

o°
VaSCUlar 18 Vi,Iing but

" Jhat's what I was hoping on.
Jl

1 Sounds like a set-up to me.
That's what Milt was saying.

»u And we ' re a couple of «inuten fmm i no uthe next station is Hawaii 22:58
"mutes iron LOS here,

o ( T„..„ t3i
l

:,i.- k f;;
,

: e .^::
,

:j-v.,::

games being planned. We'll be k L i
nnU

.tatio,, „a„.i„ „ „ „. i r::.:r:u ri:::-:^?:^^:;.
END OF TAPE
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'

'

TIME: 17:57 CDT
, 74:22-S7 put

1/28/74
'«.«.57 GMT

PAO Th , . .

«.n ti... AOS
, H.wll lJ".^; t

la
io

C
r er0

J
1 , 22 : 5 7 Gree«^ch

final time this evening SrJ!n ' ,
^conds - 45 seconds,

for exercise at this time fnd ?JI ?
U<>t

!" d pUot "heduled
be canning the AP ollo e e 1 Contender Jerry Carr will
«ay be^a rather Julet pL^

B ° UnC Wlth observations.

c
"

r Kj.
1

;Vs?;; y

thr
;;

ih ,,a\ai1 for 9
are complete - the fir t ,

"
"th I

the S183 operations
your - the plan - the pad

?
thly h aa

„"
B
" nyWay ' looked like

were not able to cocplete the second I
UMt "l"-"* la that wetruncate it quite early.

8e cond exposure, we had to

CC
c opy, j er .

be shipping up an Sl^^heckllS^^!" here P ro°ably we'll
concern

R
your S1S3 ops today ^at^r tlSrro.

^
Mlm today, 'hough t we chopped the last of the

carrousel, that's 1-1? "that 'w! n
8^ ng^ ack to the other

but we've ginned up /pro*.^" idered —able befor*
aligned for installation y ° U Can 8tl11 get it

c°c

DR 0k *> :

PLT n
B1 ll. Houston.

cc
G °. Story.

Okay.
Houston, CDR.
Go ahead, Jer.

general" message 45. fhTr'e vislt^a,
1
'* l*?

1 "* at P er»«n*nt
3 and item number 2, lt .!„ Jll II/ ? f™" ln iCeD nuob «rnothing and then numbcrT^ n"^ 131

'
° ne unl ^ ^one unit, any wrist or lai»t 11^ ««terlal saapU,

"aterials nixed there I hei
*

J"

* * think they 've got their
-there . r . (g.^ •« Nothing tha't • a Su^I 1 1 e

check on that.
That

' 0Und, c<>"«ct, J fcr and ru . ,
,

Ok.y.

kill'. Story?"'

PLT
COR
CC
CDR
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' w^/- 17:57 CDT
'

7 «- 22 :57 GMT

vhen Canopus was centered ' * ValUC8 a ° d actual AMS readings
CDR CDR y 'in''
Canop U8 off to the rilul Itl'.^ ' h

.

e " fere"« star I found
2 0 degree8 fron ro ; a fJon

a

^ d

w^ * ^ad to do was to track
that put it right square in chrce^er

8"" l ° lllt and

sent up, le .. labeled;
hit\^ 'J

8 ' P * d ^ 8t
as for your Flight Plan there, you"U be do?

{°\ y °»- A^
in the morning. ' y 11 be d°inR that early

CDR Okay .

22 minutes to the Vanguard '.Pa i%o "} nute t0 L0S
• About

« O^'J^-Vforyou Story.

time tonight through"Jrac^nTs "J,'
° f «*8n«l.fi„«i

will be Vanguard tucU "
p ' J"

' 8tatlon
at Vanguard is the evenine , ,

" !
"inutea. Scheduled

Paasing down the i n format fo^on tolW WU
\ Pilot Pogue

usual information that is incIudL ?
"; ,MptJon -

aU the
report. This will h« * <

ed in the evening status

to Vanguard, almost a^£™ r ^[

J

86
'

J

1 be Vanguard
the space station after the „.< ! £

° Ut ° f cont *ct with
Greenwich mean t ime

, "i , L S^yTab 'coS t r o ?
P""' At 23:10

END OF TAPE





,
Jil.^lV M<:2n2J/l
Ti«e: 18:28 cm, 74:2 3:28 c;mt
1/28/74

J ^ C ' Hl

P\0
mean time.

,
Acquis I clon a t t rackin* «h < '

3 *' 28 C"«»*C»
45 seconds. Emin a 8

8 S
£
ip

,

Van 8 u *r d in about
Vanguard pass. The s u^c ead i n »

P
JI <

9ch « duled this
half fro.now will be the ^ica'T^ h ° ur and -
we're al mo «t 2 hou^vUhou a

°
"^h*'

1" ' S ° ' —.nti.li,
frou the contrcl room here. Unlei^ the f ! f

°
"W 6i^ ct^

back part of the Vanguard p.. ! r ! ,

fl ght «urgeon turns
next contact after throne till be till

'
J°

n fr °" n °W our
hour and 50 oinutes from ™« Fite ^""r 0^ Whlch ls an
acquisition at tracking shi P ^3^11"° C ° P red ^ted

9 ninutes.
Sk ylab, AOS through the Vanguard for

up to you this pa8s.
Je

J
,

t ^ou8llt
b

it
>'^5 Pl

?
8 C

5
at 8183 "easage

And ve did correct it so
it had already gone up.

ve hope we'll get u thVv^n "a^d I™ th
J

to > of ^ Also
procedure that'll get t v ?

P *
'

Chat J u»P«r wire
your audio. And you »i^ t take a lo^

" C" d n ° l8e out of
Just to th* aesaage, it does reffr " that

' And refe r
Checklist because there is 1 1* '/°° !° thm SWS
give you additional daVju y^Tc^" ^" thal Bi « ht
without looking at the <su? i

can really pull it off
be interested ? n do 1*1 t ha t lo«*tll r

'" 1

J
8 '

' ^ y0U
about 20-25 ainutes f^r you. * «"ti«, probably be

«
R

T"
at '

9
f
reat

'
Stor y- It'll be a relief

-ette
R
a,d the restX^and straps ^ re j

C * ot,"' es—M weMl ju st 3£ch
d

?he
n

;: .M I^ t
- -

cc
T

S:;
d

ju{"^ photo log?

activity', Charlln I ni t J
^ *

?S
'" '

M5
J
6
'^J*

rco - 1 «nl.t„
EREP VTS, Charlie Lima 12 58 a lll '

5
harl1 * r "d *a 128.

93. Charlie India 8 7 , 8 ^ J e J

6
. <

Mu «* « ) M151, M092/
Alfa, Charlie India 87 \n '

Charlle India 79. M487-4
Nikon 01, Charlie X-^ y tl 'UTr'*

Ch * rlU
' In<Ma 79

Bravo Victor 40, 43. 'ikon n ^ ,?° Unt

1

Nikon °2

.

04. Bravo Echo i 1 . 05 . Hi kon 05 ? ' '"^ U6
' ,5

" Nikon

«EP set Papa 985 7- 9 I oj
s "JyJ ! '

05" I 3*TS*
' *°** n 03 1 ^

configuration: Alfa-1, ran I n, ' 5J3 1 , Drawe r A
takeup Charlie India 8 ;

'
„ ^ " UPpi ' reel

jakeup t, Charlie I nd I a
'

9 4 Al f a 3 t rV * ° 5
'

n ° '"P^.
India 87

, 68 percent; Ch ar i i ^d ia J""^: 6

: JJ'sA^r
1

^
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Time: 18:28 CDT , 74:23:28 'GMT »

1/28/74

change .
-•

CC Okay , Bill .
;

PLT And ready for the evening »tatu«.
CC Go, Bill

.

PLT Sleep: CDR, 6.0, 4.5 heavy, 1.5 light;

SPT, 7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5 light; PLT, 6.0, 6.0 heavy.
Urine: CDR, 170? SPT, 95; PLT , 190. Water gun: 8821;
4896' 1695: CDR, SPT, PLT. respectively. Body mass, BMMD:
CDR, 6.314, 6.313, 6.314; SPT, 6.406, 6.398, 6.399; PLT,

6.250, 6.257, 6.248. Exercise: CDR, no change; PLT, no

change; SPT, no change. Medications and expendables: CDR,
no medications, socks, shorts, and shirt. SPT, Afrin, once,
socks and shorts, and shorts and shirt. PLT, three Actifed
as directed, no clothing. Shopping list: Entry Checklist
review one and a half hours SPT, mission day 84 and 85 menus
packaged and stowed CDR. Inoperable equipment disposition:
transporter 05G with 15 percent remaining. This was duritip

the filming of the canister operation last night. Film
broken, transporter cleared - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Loas of signU
at tracking ship Vanguard. An hour and 27 minutes to
Vanguard again, medical conf ereuce . And unless the crew
physician turns the loop back to Spacecraft Communicator
Story Musgrave here in the control center our next live
pass won't be until Ascension Island in an hour and 40
minutes. Orders being taken here in the control center for
local steak house to - for carry-out orders for flight
controllers during this long per lod . v- Instead of sandwiches
being wolfed down quickly, going first class tonight with
steaks. 23:40, returning in an hour and 40 minutes, this
is Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Con t r e 1 . 01 : 1 1 Greenwich

mean time. We're In acquisition now at tracking ship

Vanguard. However the crew physician Is having the evening

medical conference with the crew of Skylab IV. Wc 11 stand

by for the remainder of the Vanguard pass just in case the

loop is handed back to the CAP COMM. And we'll stay up

across the brief gap to Ascension. .

CC Skylab, got you here for about a minute

and a half through Vanguard.
.... p LT Roger, coming at you with the irame

count from ATM. 7892, 85318, 6, 24, 788, 617, 2564.

CC Okay , Bill ,
got it

.

C C And we're already about 30 seconds to

LOS here and we're about 3 minutes to Ascension at 01:20.

CDR Roger Story .

cc And we'd like Jer's water gun reading

s one t i me along here .

PIT Stand by.

CDR Would you buy 8891?

CC Yeah.
cc Skylab, back with you through Ascension

for 9 minutes. Bill, Houston.
PLT Go Story.
cc Bill, ve'd like the S052 frames remaining

ag.Un and an S054 , like the GRATING position to OUT and your

EXPOSURE RANGE to 256.

PLT Stand by.

CDR Houston.CDR.
CC Go Jer

.

CDR I don't know why Story, but this tine

the pad values for ROTATION and TILT tor Canopus were within

2/10 of a degree. 3c the corrections I had last tine didn't

work this time

.

CC Okay , thanks Jer

.

CDR I guess all that tells me Is there's a

lot of slop in the wheels there that control the mirror or

some thing. . .

p LT Story, was that 52 that you wanted over.'

CC Yes sir, I think you gave us two numbers

on that , was 1 1 7 88 or 617?
PLT 788. Disregard 617.

cc Okay, and the panel looks good now Bill.

PLT Thank you .

CC And Bill, while you're up there could

you check the teleprinter and check the legibility of the

S183 ops pad and recorder bypass pad?

PLT Stand by .
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Storv when they dump the tapes this

tlBe would Vou have ! em^heck £ -/'-^ ft ft."
conference got onto the "^'^Ji.\ ied conference
to revest that "

a
°

i - qU ire. recorders,
and .^experiment

okay , we 11 check that for you and Ut

you know Jer. almost impossible to carry

on ."iind of conversion with either .id.
j

of th. house

TiZl A* experiment or the doctor at the time.

JJ T And^he teleprinter is legible but it's

of poor quality. ^ ^ ^ en0ugh?

pLT it's good enough

.

END OF TAPE
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4My

; er ie ; U be looking for any

rr And Jer «
we ,.„.,j. r there. And

ne a t I....C not., fro. "»;.^.*«:jdSll.i

^^^" rk ,1

Yeah> Ikno„. .,..».. ^; er le -

b„ .... . —— your darn

""HT
"'"

* - li'-^-u^rr.r-
«

ti V..v.r.:::.u ^U»r?T;r.tsK; »ru. .....

Nation. Guam In 32 minute vhl eh vi i* P
bed Qr at

tlvity. At 01:32 Greenwich mean ti«e.
activity .

Control

.
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control 02:04 Greenwich
mean time. Guam Island tracking station in 50 seconds whichwill probably be the last pass of the evening. Meanwhile
the acting crew physician Dr. Charles E. Ross has Issued
the daily summary following the medical conference at the
last Vanguard pass which reads as follows: "The Skylab IVcrew remains in satisfactory health. The pilot is improvingdally in reference to his nasal and sinus congestion. The

"
lS

2,
COB P letcd a lowe ' *>°<*y negative pressure experimenttoday. That completes the summary.

R<
,

:

, . ,

Skylab, AOS through Guam for 8 minutesand we c! »ikc the OAS. It's for an outer glnbal backup.

J£
we'll be. dumping the data/voice (.ore.u - ler ry , Houston .

'

CC The DAS is yours, Skylab.
C °R Houston, Skylab.
CC Go ahead.
CDR This is CDR, how do you read?

Jer?
CC Loud clear, you been calling us

CDR Yeah, I don't think we've been gettingany downlink to you. Did you call me?
. C(

? ,

Yes 8ir
.

1 &*ve you an AOS and a data/voice dump, and then I called you and also asked for the DASWere you receiving me on those?
'

CDR Yeah, we got all those.
'

CC oka V. J er, we'd like you to check
the subsequent teleprinter messages that - that have gone upand if they re marginal or you have any question about tl., Rwe d like you to change the p,iper, we've got a lot more padsto send up tonight.

COR Okay
, Story .

SPT
good .

Story I just checked It; looks pretty

(; C okay , Ed .

J , J
St ° fy

'
1 JuSl fi n*»"»ing up some work onthe ATM here, we did not get block number 1 at that last orbitso I cane u P and got that one in as well as some others I'llmention to you in a moment. And I'm just putting that backIn unattended configuration, gave 52 a shopping list item 1 nQwand I 11 be going unattended right now.

cc Okay, thanks Ed, we've been watching you.And Jerry, Houston. * 7 '

CDR Go ahead
, Story.

^
C We're planning on this being the lastpass lot tonight, if you've got anything for us. Andthere s still a 2 degree error in the AMS . The reason i'
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came out pretty Rood last time la that we had about a 2»
degree error in the nuZ and that compensated for the error
In the instrument. And in future pads, we're going to put
the biases in for that 2-degree error.

CDR Okay, good enough. That had me kind of
confused there, how it could have been bad last tine and
good this time

.

cc And Jar, pass on a message to Bill, I

know he's on the phone right now and that is that if he gets a -
if he did not get RAD 5, that 's cadi at ion 5 another window
opens up for that at 02:48 tonight.

CDR Okay, Story I'll tell him, 02:48.
CC Thanks Jer

.

SPT Okay, Story, the ATM is yours.
cc Okay, Kd and you can do a favor for us

up there and change the GRATING position in S055 to all bulls -

to zero.
SPT Okiy, I Just ran it from all balls to

617; I'll run her over to zero again.
CC Thanks.
SPT Story, what we did on S055 was - we picked

up some extra ones on either side, the right limb and left
limb at plus 395 and 105 and minus 185 and up/down. We just
added some on the left-hand side and the right-hand side to
try to pick up any limb activity that might be extended out
there. So we figured it wasn't a raaxi -RASTER , it wasn't a
super RASTER, it was a hyper-RASTER

.

END OF TAPE
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SPT

J!- t,
1 thlnk 11 Probably wax a littlo bitsadiotic because now all the S05S fnii,. ,

oit
go out and buy new picture frame, °

8 " X ° 1 *

r
cc Or get themselves a new Sun i„j ^.wji

there that'll r.eed changing We're ™fn! ! I" entrles

n.. Pad .. ,„ u^ 1 1 ^ »
J
- ^'«* rj- up „

° r 4 Thank you

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute till inc »k„

rn» J.
there if you want us. Go?d nijjht

JJJ
Good night. Story.

«»Rnt.

Night Story. Enjoyed the evening.
Yes , sir. *

Good niRht
, Skylab.

rj! Good night
, Milt

.

SPT Night, Milt.

at trying station S5«. ^pKH^.u"^
0

Jiafter a round of "good nights" LttlL °ve nlng
.

And
Co^unicator S to ry ^usg r a5e %U n ^r ^TulilSr"^ '

on the air-ground a„d said good night and'it
Windier got

"good night, Milt" fro. the'crev. S gX ^un^To";;T^day^orning, this is Skylab Control a [ o"l 5 G^enJlch"
" " "

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skyl«b Control, Greenwich Man tin 10

houre 59 minutee. January 29, miaeion day 75 for the crew

of SkyUb IV. VUkeup coming in approximately 35 aeconda.

We'll bring the Una up for tha wakaup call fro* Hank Hartafiald.

CC (Muelc)
, , t

cc Skylab, Houaton, good morning. Tha bright

team will ba back with you again in about 5 ainutea in Madrid,

and we're acheduled to dump tha voica record*r.

CDR Hi, Hank.

CC (Muaic)
PA0 Skylab Control, Graanwlch Bean time 11

houra 15 mlnutea. Wakaup call through tha atatea. A medley

of aoft muaic for the crew thia morning. Makeup call from

CAP COMH Hank Hartafiald. Flight Director thia morning ia

Gene Kran* of the bronxe team. Skylab apace atation in ita

3752nd revolution of the Earth. The crew ia in 1067th revolu-

tion Tempereturee aboard the epacecraft thia morning average

71 2'degreea. The G&C officer reporta the CMC number 2 ia

no better, indtcatee that number 2 ia continuing ita alow decline

rated deterioration which began 6 daya ago. Acquialtion^

through Canary/Madrid tracking atatione in 1 minute. We 11

hold the line up for Hank Hartafield,

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab , Houston. Vt'rt through Madrid
for 6-1/2 minutes, and we'd Ilka to dump the recorder here.

CDR Rog, Hank. You've got It

.

PIT Check (?) do you need that bumper In -
that breaker In the dump?

CC Stand by 1

.

CC No, we don't need that in, Bill,
CUR Okay. It 'a in, Hank,
CC Would you care to hear a little neve

this morning, or you want to wait a little while?
CDR No, Hank. Go ahead. That'll be fine.
CC Well, we'll lead off here with a few

ore word* on Kohoutek. A leading comet expert aaye the
comet Kohoutek still could be the conet of the century to
scientists. "Kohoutek la a better than average conet," Dr.
Marsden said. "But there la just an awful lot we don't know
about these things. We never had a caae like this of a conet
which case in ao close to the Sun being discovered so far out
in space as this one, and this presented many interesting
possibilities about what it could do," he said. "But because
it was discovered so early, scientists could prepare, and
speaking as an astronomer, I as delighted at the scientific
observations nade . No comet has been studied as extensively
as this one, and what is learned should be incredible," Di .

Marsden said. He a aid comets are extremely unpredictable
objects which can auddenly grow brighter or dinner, burn out
completely, or even apiit into two or more other comets. "We
feel that there may be a volatile subatance on the outside of
the comet head which la lost on the first pass, leaving just
water, Ice and other material which doeen't vaporise as easily."
It is the vapor reflecting light that is seen in the sky, and Kohoutek
could have lost its vaporizing substance passing the sun.
Many experts speculate that comets originate somewhere beyond
Pluto's orbit in a ring of comet-like snowballs and occasionally
one la nudged out of place and falls toward the sun. The pre-
vailing theory is that these snowballs are composed of
frozen water, ammonia and methane, along with dust particles
and other space debris. The surging Mississippi River, flooding
thousands of acres of lowlands in West Tennessee, has forced
about 500 people to flee their homes. Authorities said the
river had spilled over about 30,000 acres of unprotected
farmland from Hickman, Kentucky, near the Tennessee-Kentucky border
southward to about 40 miles north of Memphis. The hardest
hit counties in West Tennessee were Dyer and Lauderdale counties,
where flood water covered about 22,500 acres. The river at
Dyeraburg in Dyer County was cresting Monday at more than
6 feet above the 32-foot flood stage. A spokesman for the
National Weather Service said the river would crest at Memphis
on Sunday at 36.1 feet, which la 2.1 feet above flood atage at
the city. Problems with Mariner 10 from Pasadena JPL. They
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say about 20 pnrcant of Mariner X'« nitrogen gas supply

waa lost Monday, just eight days before « scheduled fiyby

of Venus, scientist* reported. Their scisnti*t» vnre not

Immediately certain whether tb« gas loss would have any

effect on the mission. A computer alarm alerted engineers

at laboratory Monday to a sudden decrease in attitude control

gas pressure aboard the spacecraft, a spokesman said. Proper

pressure was restored by turning off the gyros which had

been controlling the c raf t
' • at ti tude for the last 10 days.

Mariner X, launched November 3, 1973, is scheduled to fly
(

by Venus on Feburary 5 and Mercury on March 29, And here &

a little on« fro* For - Orlando, Florida. Little did Carlton Black

reallie that spitting watermelon seeds at his sister night

someday win hits a trip to Las Vegas. Black, a Jacksonville

auto parts salesman, captured the Florida melon spitting

championship Sunday. "I didn't get too dry a pucker," he

explained after spitting a seed 55 feet to beat all challengers,

including Florida Secretary of State, Richard Stone. Black,

30, said he gained his skill sitting around the back yard,

eating watermelon and spitting the seeds at his sister. Ha

won a trip to Las Vegas for the National spJt-ofi. From

Miami: Soviet Communist party leader Leonid Brerhnev gets

his first chance to address the Cubsn nation today at a

massive outdoor rally in Havana. Breihnev, who received a

tumultous greeting on his arrival in the Cuban capital

on Monday, is expected to express his country's solidarity

with the Cuban regime of Prime Minister Fidel Castro at

ceremonies in the Plais de la Revo • Revolucion. The 67-year-old

Breihnev is expected to spend much of the week-long visit

in meetings with Castro. There has been no official word on the

subjects to be discussed. From Houston: When the Skylab IIS

astronauts depart their orbiting home neat week, they'll leave

behind a time capsule that may be retruved - rctruved, huh -

retrieved by iuture spacemen. Mission Control radioed the

astronauts a list of 30 i tea* ranging from food and clothing

to electrical devices to be placed in a bag and left in a

convenient spot inside thb laboratory. Carr, Pogue and Gibson

today were in their 75th day of the 84-day mission, heading for

a February 8 splashdown. They are the third and tinai crew to

Inhabit the 85-ton space station. Washington: The Navy

plans to argue that the energy crisis makes it necessary to

have a bigger fleet. Senior Adam Admirals will tell congressional

committees in coming months that naval power is vital in keep-

ing open the tanker routes from oil producing regions. In the

last five years, the fleet has shrunk from 976 ships to 511 older -

as older vessels were retired. Also Washington: The fate of

emergency energy legislation appears in doubt in the Senate.

A final Senate vote on the bill was scheduled for this after-

noon. But before that, Senator Gaylord Kelson was expected
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CO offer • notion to tend the bill back to conference with
the House. The bill would give Preaidont Nixon the
authority to order gasoline rationing. Well they had a big
fight last night. Muhammad A1J. showed up in glistening black
and white terry cloth and Joe Frailer swathed himself in
whit* crushed velvet, but the fighters looked like paupers
Monday night compared with sons of the fans. A noted designer
reportedly made All an $11,000 rhineet one-studded cape to
wear to the ring, but he did not use it. Earlier In the
week, he had chlded Frasier for flaunting sinks while nost
of the world was starving. It was the night of the peacock
at Hadlson Square Garden. In furs and feathers, glistening
platforsi shoes and blinding diamonds cane to the Soul people,
strutting aajeatically into the smoky, smelly arena to
witness the most primitive of nan's sports. Ringside seats
went fo" as auch as one thousand dollars froa scalpers. 20,400
fans packed the Garden to watch Ali and Frazier go 12 rounds.
The final score was 7 for Aii, 4 for Frazier and X even. Both
fighters were cut up pretty bad. "I'd love to give Joe
another chance. He deserves everything he can get," Muhamaed
All said on a possible rematch with Joe Krazier. Ali won
a unanimous 12-round decision on the heavyweight natch. It
is estimated the fight was witnessed by a billion people. That*
hard to believe. And that's abouf it. We're about 25 seconds
from LOS. Tananarive is next at 38.

CDR Thank you, Hank

.

CC And for the SPT, 1 quickie. We've got
your new JOP 13 pad on board, now.

END O? TAPE
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^
cc Th «y ««rt Just a fey change* to that Ed, fro*

the one you reviewed, '

SPT Okay, thank you, Hank.
r* A0 Skylab Control, preenwlch mean time 11

hours 28 minutes. The morning neve read up to the crew by
CAP COMM Hank Hartafield as the crew was In their poatsleep
activitiea, aore than likely having a cup of coffee aboard
their apace station. Today, aisslon day 75, a schedule filled
with observation* of the Sur , aedical experlaents, and another
Earth survey pas. make up the bulk of Skylab IV activities
for January 29. Major aedical experlaent today is the H092/H093
lower body negative pressure and vectorcardiogram runs, Today's
test is to begin app roxiaately at 2s20 p. a. central daylight
time with Science Pilot Ed Gibson as the subject and Commander
Cerald Carr as ths observer. The M092 expertaent is designed
to establish a tiae course of cardiovascular decond i t i oning
changes caused by «ero g and to make comparisons with base-
line studies here on the ground as long as - prior to the a i salon.H093 measures electrocardiograph potentials during zero g to
obtain precise measurements of change. Three periods of solar
observations are on today's Flight Plan with Science Pilot
Gibson bearing the bulk of the tasks. Gibson will perfora
an ATH JOP 13 experiment later this morning - later in the
evening. Joint Observation Program, acronym JOPs are designed
around specific problems in solar physics. The JOPs arc carriedout by executing a succession of fundamental observing sequencesalso known as building blocks. Each building block provides aspecific type of observation. JOP 13 is an observation of nightsky objects. The Earth resources pass along groundtrack 34
is number 3$ in the mission of Skylab IV. The space stationwill take data over Oregon, Sante Fe , New Mexico, Lubbock
Texas, and Central and South America. The run s:arts nt 12-25central daylight time and continues through 12:58 p.m. central
daylight time. Housekeeping, personal hygiene, physical trainingand a variety of handhold photo targets of opportunity round outthe busy schedule for the Skylab IV crew. By bedtime approximately28-1/2 hours, will have been devoted to science-gathering exp"-
iraents. Next acquisition through Tananarive in 6 minutes 45seconds. At Greenwich mean time 11 hours 31 minutes, this isSkylab Control .

4

PA0
a

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time 11 hours
if minutes. An 8-minute pass through Tananarive as the crew isin their postsleep activities on this morning of their 75thday of operations aboard Skylab. The crew presently in - hasorbited the Earth 1067 times since launch on November 16. We'llbring the line up for this 8-minute pass. CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield
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CC Skylab, Houston through Tananarive for
7 ninutsa

.

SPT Roger, Hank.
CC CDR , Houston

.

PLT Hi's listening, go.
CC Okay, he had a question yesterday evening

regarding whether the »ed conference got on to the dump tape
with the H131 data. And we checked and It did not.

PLT Okay, thank you.
CC And when you get to tearing the pads up

you'll probably notice that there is a ref Charlie on message
7534 regarding the optional handheld photos that replaces the
Altr version, so you can throw the first one away.

PLT Okay

.

CC And, Skylab, got one question for anybody
that can answer. What's the status of the AFC bypass information?
Did you do that ye t?

PLT What kind of bypass?
CC Roger. We were going to install that

cable you know on the AH recorder there recorder number 1 so
we could get rid of that bus x

.

PLT Okay, well we didn't do it, Hank. Was
there an uplinked procedure Involved in that, or was that right
out of the book

?

CC We sent a message up yesterday to allow
you to do that. It sort of revised the procedures in the
book. It was a coaplete procedure, it should have stood alone.

PLT Okay, we'll have to take a look at it.
CC Okay. It went up yesterday. It was message

number 7451. We were just (garble). You can do it any time you want
to, but we were Just curious if you did get to it yesterday.

PLT When did that cone up on the teleprinter,
Hank. We haven't found it yet.

CC It went up yesterday at 23:30 Zulu. And
the reason we're asking you about it is that once that procedure
is accomplished we can no longer redesignate recorders down
here. So we do need to know when you do it.

PLT Okay, Hank, either we didn't get it or
vc nlslaid it. How about firing another one up when it's
convenient .

CC Okay, that's no problem, and we'll do that
right away .

CC Skylab, if it's convenient to listen, you
night be interested in a couple of notes we got in fron your
recovery boat. The New Orleans sailed out of San Diego
Sunday morning. And it's on its way out to get reedy to pick
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PLf « Best vlahes mow »nd we'll hope to tee

the* In about 10 days. .

CC Okay, Bill, Will do.

cc We're coning up on about a minute from

LOS. Honeysuckle is the next eite at 12i03 and that's 17-1/2

minutes from now

.

CREW So long , Hank

,

p A0 8kylab Control. Greenwich mean time

11 houn 47 minutes, loea of ilgnal through Tananarive.

Next acquisition will be in 15 minutes and 40 seconds through

Honeyeuckle. Today's garth resources pass, number 36. It Is

anticipated only 4 albs will be used today for the Earth

resources paas. However, approximately 325 to 465 pound-

second* of propellant may be used during the maneuver later

tonight for Joint Observation Program number 13, using the

ATH Inetrumenta aiming at a star, Gamma Veil (?). This maneuver

will take place at Greenwich mean time 24:00 while Science

Pilot Ed Gibaon is operating the ATM instruments. Yesterday's

Earth resources pass, number 35 in the mission of Skylab IV,

was accomplished along groundtrack 20 on a descending pass

through the United States and South America. Multispectral

and metric photography and multispectral sr-r.r.er data from

this data take will be analyied for mineral exploration in

Nevada and Utah. The same type of data will be used for

regional geological mapping, mineral exploration and ground

water exploration in Colorado. Yesterday's data, multlscanner

data collected over north - northern Ariiona, will be used

for thematic mapping as well as analysis of multispectral

imagery, infrared spectrometer, and multispectral scanner

data, collectod over southern Rio Grande val'ey of Texas,

may result in the detection of citrus insect Infestation and

avenues of entry. In addition, salive soil naps will be

prepared from this data in the sane area. Rad lome t e r /scat t e ro-

meter data collected over the upper Rio Grande valley, will

be used to determine soil characteristics. Multispectral

and metric photography were acquired in Central and South

America for photomapping and map revisions, cultural identi-

fication, and thematic mapping. The same type of photography

plus metric - multispectral scanner data, will be used to conduct

volcanic studies in Central America and natural resource surveys

in Bolivia. Multispectral photography and radiometer data

acquired over the intertropical convergence zone cloud system

over north - northern South America, will be evaluated for

purpose of improving weather forecasting. Finally, multispec-

tral and metric photography plus multispectral scanner data

collected over the southeast coast of Brazil, will be used

for oceanography - for oceanography studies. During the KRKP
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operation of yesterday, the S190A aul t lspect ral photographic
facility operation, an audible decrease in shutter spe*d
occurred and aalf * naif unction lights cane on on caneraa 1,
4, and 5. Poat paaa tenting indicated proper operation. A
capping shutter checkout teat will be conducted prior to
today's paea to detoralne If the camera logic circuitry la
performing properly. Yaeterday*e activitiea, the GNC reports
a alight decrease in control moment gyro 2 wheel speed and
an increase in phase currents, occurred on alsslon day 28.
This is the third consecutive day in which thess changes have
been detected. However, the bearing temperature differential
does not reflect a noticeable change. Bearing 2 temperature
has been waraer than bearing 1 by approximately 2 degrees to
2.7 degrees during this 3»day period. Next acquisition will
he in 11 minutes and 35 seconds through Honeysuckle. At
Greenwich aean tlae 11 hours 51 minutes, this is Skylab
Cont ro 1 .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich aean tlae
12 houra 2 ainutes. Acquisition coaing in 50 seconds through
Honeysuckle tracking station, This will be a 9 minute pass.
We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartefield.

CC Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle tor
9 ainutes .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute froa LOS

.

Hawaii is next at 23, 11 ainutes froa now.
SPT So long, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich aean tiae

12 hours 13 ainutes. Loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition in 9 ainutes, will be the Hawaii tracking
station. At Greenwich aean time 12 hours 13 ainutes, this
is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greanvich mean time

12 hour* 21 minutaa. Acquisition coming through Hawaii

50 seconds, a 9-mlnutt pass through Hawaii. Commander
Garald Carr should be performing tha S183 at this time, on

thla pass, Thla la tha 15th tlaa tha S183 inatrumsnt has

bean uaed In Skylab IV. We'll bring the line up for tha

9«-minute paea through Hawaii.
through Hawaii forCC Skylab , Houaton

9 nlnutea.
CDP Rcgar

t
Hank

.

CC Skylab, Houston. X alnute to LOS

.

Go 1<1 b tone at 35, 3-1/2 minutaa fro* now.

CC Skylab, Houaton through Goldstone

6-1/2 mlnutea

.

PLT Howdy, Hank.
CC Skylab, Houaton. I minute to LOS. We'll

see you again in Bermuda at 46, that'a about 4-1/2 minutes

from now

.

COR Roger, Hank. Have you uplinked that

teleprinter message on the Junpor?
CC Okay. The answer is down - down here,

Jer, aa soon as we can get computer support we'll put it in

and ship it up.
CDR Okayj good enough. 1 don t have any

idea what happened to the one last night, I was going to

ask you a * on the last paae - why they hadn't sent it up

ye t .

CC Roger. We - We uplinked that yesterday af

noon, and we're a little surprised, too that it didn't get up.

1 don't understand that, either.
CDR No. It's probably on the end of somebody'

pad and we haven't noticed it yet, but we've looked around.

CC Roger. It's three pages long.

CDR Well, that can't be it then.

SPT Hank, is the VTR available for the ATM

now?
CC That's affirmative. VTR is cleaned off,

Ed .

SPT Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tltne

12 hours 43 alnutes. Loss Of signal through Goldstone.

Next acquisition vlll.be Bermuda for a 2 alnute and 45 second

paas. We'll hold the line up for this Berauda pass.

CC Skylab, Houston through Bermuda for

7 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're coaing up on a

keyhole. It's about 45 seconds long. Give you a call when
we ge t out

.
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qq Skylab, we ' e • out of keyhole §nd back

with you another 4 nloutei (garble).

SPT Hello, Hank. It looke like ©tv the WLC we've

got another burned-ln ipot on the TV display. lt'« one ,

right adjacent to the one we had previously only thU one a

a little larger and JuM a little further out In a redial

direction. „. , , ...
cc Roger. We copy. Ed , would you tell ui

again where the new spot la In relation to the older one?

SPT Yea, Hank, the old one la about 10:00 and out

about a third or eo of the dletance from the center. The

new one la at around 10; 30 and out around halfway, end looke

to bo about a factor of 3 larger.
CC We ropy.
SPT You'll be getting a look at It on the

VTR wb'sh we'll be doing In a moment after we get done with

building block 1

.

CC Okay. We'll be looking to see that on

our dump, and we're about i minute to LOS now. Canariee ia

coalnR up next at 55, and we plan to dump the recorder there

and the blithe (?) teaa will be handing over to the crlmeon team

there and we'll see you tomorrow,

SPT So lonR, Hank. Have a good day.

CDR See yeu, t'..xnk.

Cc See you later, guya. Have a good day.

END OF TAPE
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-

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
13 hours 12 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension.
Next acquisition in 21 - 27 minutes will' be Carnarvon.
Discussion with Science Pilot Gibson concerning the TV
monitor on board. Apparently another spot on the monitor,
which he indicated would reduce the chances of his being
able to see the star which the ATM will be aimed at later
tonight. The star is the Gaaaa Velorum, which is located
in the region of the Gum nebula, where scientists report
a super nova has ionized much of the interstellar hydrogen,
thus making observation at wavelengths below the hydrogen
absorbing - absorption edge of 912 angstroms a possibility.
Later today at Greenwich mean time 24:00, the crew will
implement JOP 13, joint observation 13 with the ATM to aim it
at this star, Gamma Vel - Gamma Velorum. No star has
heretofore been observed to emit any Ev - EUV region below
912 angstroms. Detection of radiation in the region 3- to
500 angstroms would be of great significance to astronomy,
scientist here at the Mission Control Center say, not only
because it would change our ideas about the interstellar
medium, but also because it would open up an entire new
window of the spectrum to astonomical research. About
1 month ago, scientists observed intense emission from GamaaVelorum below the Lyman limit by an amount greatly exceeding
even great optimistic predictions. That the source was,
indeed, Gamma Velorum is conclusive, there remains a slight
possibility that some of the observed emission was contami-
nated by scattered light from wavelengths longer than
912 angstroms. Thus a confirmation by an independent instru-
ment, in this case, the ATM instruments is badly needed. The
scattered light by the S055 instrument is known to be
negligible and this is the instrument primarily to be used
in the ATM JOP 13, tonight. Also, the count rate expected
given the fluxes reported by the earlier detection is high enouahto permit detection by the S055 instrument. Thus this instru-
ment could provide the necessary confirmation. If the observa-
tion is aade and it is successful, a new program to make
observations of this star and perhaps other stars of 1912 (sic)angstroms can be expected. In summary, scientists here say. thntthis observation is crucial because it will verify or refute
an exceedingly important new affect. If verified, the effect willhave important consequences for understanding of the
intersteller medium and it would undoubtedly influence pro-gramming for future astronomy missions. This is the first timethat JOP 13 has been programmed for this mission. The EREP
pass scheduled for - to begin at Greenwich mean time 17:35
today - 17:25 today will hopefully capture the elusive

'

HATS - teat site * the Houston area test site. The lest
tine HATS was available to the EREP instruments, it vae the



:
., A.r^m'^-M:''^..iyfai^*^..,, .....

time that the S190A filters were inadvertently left off
of the cameras. So today's pass along groundtrack 34 should
complete the information for the scienctists interested in
the Houston area ceBt site. The instruments will begin
gathering data off of the North Pacific and the data take
ends In South America as the spacecraft passes over South
America. 28 sites are in the groundtrack today, 4 manda-
tory and 24 desired candidate sites, principal of one of
which, of course, is the Houston area test site. Next
acquisition in 23 minutes through Honeysuckle. At Greenwich
mean time, 13 hours and 17 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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V i pao > Skylab Control. Greenwich, mean time

13 hours 39 ninutes. Acquisition coning through Carnarvon.
We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM Bob Crippen . ;

'

CC Skylab , Houston. We're AOS at Honeysuckle
for about 8 ninutes. Got a keyhole coning up in about 1

minute of a oinute duration and I'll call you on the other
side of it . '

'

CDR Roger

.

CC Skylab, Housfjn. We've cleared the key-
hole. I have a couple of notes here that if somebody's available
light like to read up.

CDR Stand by a minute ,
Crip. I'll be right

with you

.

CC Okay. There's no hurry at all. If we

don't get then this pass, we can get then - get them a little
bit later

.

CDR Okay Crip. Go ahead.

CC Okay. One item we have 509 scheduled

on the alternate Flight Plan tomorrow and Just to go ahead

and top it off, we'd like to put battery 7 onto charge for

about 4 hours. If somebody has time to do that for us,

corollary would very much appreciate it and so would Mr. Bruce.
CDR Okay. I'll do that right now.

CC Okay. One other Item ifl that the aurora is

moderately active today and if you've got time, I could give

you some windows that - that It would be available both north
and south.

CDR Okay. I'm ready to copy.
CC Okeydoke . First coming up is out of

window S-4 , the north aurora would be between 14:06 and 14:14.
Between 15:39 and 15:47, and between 17:12 and 17:20. For
the south aurora, hopefully out of window S-3. it would be

15:12 to 15:20, 16:45 to 16:53, and 18:18 to 18:26.
CDR Okay. North aurora, S-4 , 14:06 to 14,

15:39 to 47, 17:12 through 17:20. South aurora, S-3, 15:12
through 20, 16:45 through 53, 18:18 through 26.

^C That's a good readback. Appreciate it, Jer.
CDR Okay and battery 7 is on charge .tow

.

CC Thank you very much.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from LOS.

Next station contact is through Hawaii in 13-1/2 minutes at

14:00.
PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time

13 hours 49 minutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.
Next acquisition will be Hawaii In 11 minutts as the Skylab
IV crew in their 75th day In orbit, nission day 260 for the

Skylab workshop in launch since - in orbit since Hay 14.
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. EREP pass on tap for today ,
pass number 36 in the mission

of Skylab IV, a data take beginning off northwest coast of

United States and ending in - in South America. Acquisition
in 10 minutes and 30 seconds through Hawaii. At Greenwich
mean time 13 hours and 50 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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- CC We would - would like to get a photo of

that. I don't believe we've Rotten a photo of a red laser.

SPT
,

Okay ,
Crip . Go ahead.

CC Okay. One - one i.tem we'd like to sug-

gest trying on the monitor when you're looking at WLC TV is,

see if you can cover up the - the bright spots, sort of nask
theta in some way. Might put paper across them or something like
that, and see if you can - that will allow you to turn up

the contrast any. The reason that we're asking that is that we'

seeing, the AGC voltage level down here still approxiraat ely

the same, and it may be a function of Just your eye inte-
grating the light, and we want to, by (garble), get some of

it out that it night help you out a little bit.
SPT 1 don't think that's the problem. 1

have done that. Ever since we got that bright spot I cut

out a - 1 have a cutout that I've been using for photography
which covers up that bright spot. And I've also used it today.
Had to move it over considerably in order to cover the spot,
and 1 - that makes the information much different, and I don't
believe it's in the eye.

CC Okay. You're always way ahead of us

there. Okay. We got it. One item regarding - you got a

JOP 7 catching the sunrise on the next orbit, and we would
like to verify that, or make sure that we do have the 52

DOOR closed during that operation.
SPT Okay. , I'll make a note of it right now

on the p - on the pad.
CC Rog.
CDR Hey, Crip. I lost the laser about

20 seconds ago with the binoculars.
CC Okay. It wa - it was turned off about

that time, Jer. For Ed also, there was some mention made
on one of the dump tapes when you were doing 92 about a

short associated with the leg bands, and we really couldn't
understand the entire conversation on the dump and we're
wondering whether you were - there was some kind of electri-
cal problem or not. If you have a chance we'd like you to

expand on that a little bit.
SPT What was that?
CC Well, you - you mentioned something when

you were talking about leg bands about short and the ques-
tion is whether you were talking about the leg bands being
too short or whether there waa an electrical problem with
it or what,

SPT No; the right leg band, Crip. When t

was looking at the volume readout on the ESS, And I would
wiggle the wire leading to the leg band, It would alternately
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over at 275, Is that fairly r,ide diffused one, radial direction
which has not changed appreciably from yesterday. Using an
overlay which I've - another one which I've just made up

^

which covers up that spot, I'm able to get some reasonable
pictures out of it. And - it does help my eye. It does help
so that your eye can become a little better dark adapted
and see things better on the scope. But I have to do it
with a contrast of 4 in a brightness of 7 . And that cuts
down my ability to resolve very faint features. So I think
we can give it a go today but we sure don't have the capa-
bility we did before .

CC Okay. Appreciate that rundown, Ed and
we're giving it a GO here. We're going to have a backup
maneuver Just in case you can't see it, you know, to go ahead
and place it and try it anyhow. Incidentally, that is a new
active region coming around the - coming around che limb, the one
you referred to. And also regarding the 56 thing you saw a while
ago when it was back to filter 1 and the OPERATE light stayed
on, It was just a normal 56 hangup. It just happened to
occur right before the last frame advance at the end of the
picture taking cycle. So that was the reason it didn't go
ahead and go back to - to READY.

SPT Okay. So when the frame that - does not
advance, the filter moves forward but the not frame, no you
really have a double exposure then on one place of these frames. Is
that correct? All along here, I've been hoping that when
they get a hangup like that, that what they're really getting is
a long exposure in one of their filters. Maybe that's not
true however.

CC Think It kind of depends on - on where the
thing hangd up, but in this case, you - you did get one. I'm going
to go LOS here in about 15 seconds. Next station contact
is through Carnarvon in 23 minutes at 15:13, 15:13 and we'll
be doing a data/voice recorder dunp there.

SPT So long, Crip.
CC Bye , bye .

PAO Skylab Control. Greenwich mean time
14 hours SO minutes with loss of signal through Ascension.
Next acquisition in 21 minutes and 40 seconds will be Car-
narvon tracking station. Commander Gerald Cair has his
90tralnute block of time for personal hygiene and physical
exercise for the day. Science Pilot Ed Gibson spending his
second hour at the ATM console while Pilot Bill Pogue Is
calibrating the M172 specimen mast measurement device, An
EREP pass scheduled for later today beginning at 17:25
Greenwich mean tine, lasting 23 minutes, a 5500-mile ground-
track gathering data on wind conditions over the north Pacific,
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"rp^r-r-.j^-:- - rrpherBa / data
, ln 0regan

in the Houston Area Test Si" o "J!
n«;/««ion«l planning

oodles, effluent water pattern. I
P ldenti "c«tlon

. urban» well as gathering data o f liter cT^f 0 " 9lte "alysls
'

ea ^tween Honduras and the ittZl
COndltlon8 the Caribbeandata on the in t r a t rop til 1 n J °f

and gathering
cloud top heigths and cloud y

" ^terming the
characteristics associated wl £h ii i « ° " fyln * cloud
over land in South Africa. Next fco I'f^ VGather activity
and 50 seconds will be th« u .2 ?. r !

Cqulsltlon ln " minutes
Control at Creenwich oe an & ^t^^^^
END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours and 11 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnar-
von, a 10-minute pass. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM
Bob Cr ippen

.

*' cc Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Carnarvon for about 10 minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston. We will be doing a -
a data/voice recorder dump through Carnarvon here.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from
LOS. Next station contact is through Guam in 4 minutes at
15:26, and Bill Lenoir will be standing by to talk at Ed at
that station .

CDR Roger
, Crip.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
15 hours and 23 minutes. Loss of signal through Carnarvon
Next acquisition in 2 minutes and 30 seconds will be Guam
During today's EREP pass radiometer data, which will be
collected for atmospheric investigators over high altitude
cirrus cloud systems associated with weather fronts, will be
analyzed and will be used to evaluate models for the purpose
of improving weather prediction. Skylab EREP instruments
will obtain information over the state of Colorado for geo-
logical investigators to map subtle fracture patterns so as
to determine potential mineralized areas. Hydrologists will
evaluate photography and mu 1 1 i s pec t r al scanner images to
survey the aerial extent of snow cover and the location of
mountain lakes in the Rocky Mountain region. Surface drain-
age patterns will be evaluated from EREP data to be taken
over the Colorado River basin in Texas. From these studies
stream networks will be related to geometric features for
better understanding of flood prediction. The Houston area testsite in south Texas will be imaged by the infrared spectro-
meter sensor to determine atmospheric attenuation effects
between the spacecraft and the ground. Meteorologists will
receive film and tape products from several of the EREP
sensors which acquire data over the United States and South
America to study severe storm systems and associated weather
phenomena for future improved prediction in weather fore-
casting. Land use maps and cartographic products will be
derived and compiled from photographs of Brazil. The inven-
tory of natural resources, agriculture crops and forest
cover will be made by investigators studying the EREP sensor
data taken today over this country. We'll bring the line
up for the Guam pass. Guam pass scheduled to last 9 minutes
and 30 seconds , • •

-

CC Skylab, Houston through Guam for 9 min-utes with the ATM conference. Over.
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2" Morning, Rill. What have you got to say?
u

HCC
,

Okay. I don't have too much to sayhere today. Listened to your comments earlier about notbeing able to find active region 36. We have already droppedit from our list and we're not carrying it any more as an

t
C

J r

V
\l1 g

i^
n

'
th

!
llDb actlvlt y that you talked

*l It
t

5
ln

^
in 8 that there's a new active region coming justsouth of the equator around the limb there, and the littlebrightening that is north is probably from the return of

r5ghTnow
8i ° n n ° ither 0f Whlch l00k terribly excitin*

„.
SPT I caught you, Bill. I think you meanthe east equator - the east lirab.

Annf .;
CCH .

-

A
Y * a

- That's right. I'm just like you.Another 85 days and I'd probably wouldn't learn It theneither, to tell you the truth.

,

SPT
t

0ka y- Th«e is a fair amount of bright-ening ever there. It looks relatively din.
?° C

,
Ye8

»
but with the limb brightening that'santicipated and everything we don't look for much to becoming around there, although we certainly can hope. Somethoughts on today's plan. You're coming up, as you no doubtknow, on the JOP 7 that you took a look at yesterday and Iassume that the way the pad Is written It's fairly clearIf you have any questions on that I can answer them now.'

.

SPT No. It's very clear the way it'swritten

.

.

MCC
\ ,

Okay. And one other thing; later in theday at the last orbit that Jerry has
, beginning at 22:o2

h m ilTi 'T'
2 !05

\
if y ° U haVen '

C Plcked " :him in his observing time, we suggest shopping list 26-Bthat s spectra for 55, on an emerging flux region I

ah^5 ^r^'w 0 y ° U n °W 8 ° that y ° U ° ight "-"'lookingahead and thinking emerging flux region. We'll be lookingon the ground and if we see anything noteworthy we'll cer-knov
/

»«t you might spend some time if youhave it just to look around and see if anything looks likely.
"I 0k «y • I'll try to do that.

, _ C
.

0ka X. And 2 days from now - 2 daysfrom n ow is your next crew day off. Right now we're notPlanning anything special as far as ATH goes. If you've got

^ y
3^ p

^:t°we
r
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e

;ri:ut
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nake chera and ve,ii L ^
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^ ffl^o^nft^de
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Fine. That sounds great with us, andalso, for planning for tomorrow if you have any specificprojects or programs, like EVA or something like that, thatyou d like to recommend to us, I'll take the. into the plan-ning conference this afternoon and we'll see what we can doabout them tomorrow, although we do not have very much timescheduled.

* »u
SPT "

J , ,
The ° nly 1 notic ed Chat's a little outof the ordinary is these three bright regions that are comingaround the corner over there on the east limb. I think it'dbe kind of interesting to look at. What I had planned to dowas to try to get all in the 55 mirror auto raster if pos-sible. I m not sure I can fit them all in. And give themsome truncated mirror auto rasters and see how they - ifthere are any changes, and if so whether they're related to

lr
e

ntl° ,
^

,

threC brl 8htenln * 8
- Looks Just like threeactive regions, at least certainly what we've been callingactive regions lately. g

af " CC , , t
°^y- f1™- I'll mention that thisafternoon then. That's all I had. Unless you've got some-thing else to talk about we're done, and we've got about5-1/2 minutes left.

* ?
,

T No
>

1 don't have anything else to brin*up. I m wondering hov their super-RASTER came out We -

?!«SJJ
ed

,

8
!

m\ 0n 8ldC C ° tty t0 « eC 8one °° re hyper-RASTER with the three more on each side so that they canpick up whatever activity there might be on the limb.
I m not s - -

END OF TAPE
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,. SPT . / Roger . '

'

.

pA0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine

15 hours 36 minutes. We've had loss of ai Rnal through

Guam. Next acquisition in 14 minuces and 35 seconds will

be Goldstone. During the upcoming stateside pass, Skylab

will maneuver - will begin the first maneuver for the at-

titude change to place the vehicle in the EREP attitude

This maneuver will take place at Greenwich mean time 16:07

as Skylab is in acquisition of the Bermuda tracking station.

25 pound-seconds of propellent is scheduled for use for

the EREP maneuvers today. And between 325 and 465 pound

seconds of propellent is scheduled for the JOP 13 maneuver

later today. JOP 13 to study the star Gamma Velorum, which is

in the region of the Gum nebula, a special JOP 13 observation

using the S055 instruments of the ATM. Next acquisition

through Goldstone in 13 minutes and 30 seconds. This is

Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 15 hours 33 minutes.

END 0? TAPE
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1 S hnnro Vrt *
Skylab Control, Greenwich Bean time

liA 2
nlnut88

' Acquisition coming through the state-side Goldstone tracking station in 45 sf conds
.

* Tn is w ill bt

?ei« Hilt 'lit ^ rOU
!
h ° V"i aPPin * coverage Goldstone

COMM Bob Crippen
mu V" bring the line up for CAP

Va ,

CC
/ r

Skylab, Houston. We are AOS stateside

i"»P it bere state.lde. ** to 80 ahe »'i

therc
S" (Carble), Crip. All of J0P ,,, m,

.

CC Rog. I remember. That half a uattought to - can we say that's going to be too JiLll
'

Let 's just wait and sec .

p..b.b, r PrIor .«";.;°;:;;r.:;c.
yo
;:."."" i

::;

c '

.

"T Let '
s 8° "tiesd »lth It now, Crip.

SPT That 's done

.

ji" is ">«« 20 dtireei, Crip?

•cr.. th„ in the pencnMrJ?
d01 " 8 n°"

'

C * 1 *- "
'

.

CC (Smile) Okay. For the SPT faabout^S »ore degrees clockwise on pot 1
" need

5J
T Y ou got it

.

" c Thank you , sir.
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yet we're making - setting a g^atln* and !
P 0"^ 0™ f ° r EREP

to operate unattended, and if so l t , ^ °° the y w * n '
CC Let me chec£ thttV f ° r attended ops?

was a good catch on your part Ed tk ^ ?° U *
S?T

•
;io ««ton. Thatfor unattended. P" *

Ed
'

That should be powerdown

Thank you.
0*^. Crip. That's the way they are now.

rnn Thank you , sir .

cc
" ever d

c
d 9ee u

«
Crl P-

SPT t \ ?
rry about that

•

out the EREP window and"" uJdn 't^ 'a th^' "J J"CC
R 7" c see a thing with binoculars,

take a - take a look
R

a

° 8
' you r g

\^«;^n g a chance to
here. Pretty good size.

8 blivet ° n /our WLC down
SPT
CC

out i^the corona is - l8 st'lT^ £ d
I on going

but you can't use t hi K? n S:; "J" " e 'her,, Crip,
you could before in orde/^nV" ll^TAn^V^CC Rog; rog.

y falnt objects.

LOS. " e ,t 9tatlQn co^a^'is^irri-min
6

^ 6 \* in"* fro »
von at 16:51, 650. We • 1 1 \l a ?

alnutes through Carnar-
dump there, and for the CDR J^L? *«a/voi« r e

8
- r der

to his EREP C&D pad. So^f
'
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* et up
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Next acquisition in 38 minutes 45 -f"
1/ hr ° U8h Be ™uda.
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ttonicor. The - this - these two spots according to Science

?°" i
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r.r.
i

,

,

!.
1

"«b:

h
s«;°:.us::":: 's^.m.. m

c
,r::.« c:.«"rv... "~ 16

hours and 12 minutes, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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C
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S
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all the way from northern New Mexico - correction, yeah

northern New Mexico all the way down to - to the Gulf Bur we've

got clear weather here in Houston today, and all y°ur targets

coning through Texas here is going to - going to be in good shape.

And you pick out clouds (garble) of the frontal system lying

off - off the coast here out in the Gulf. You re going to

pick up some clouds there, and it's going to be generally -

starting out, probably, overcast and then break down to about

4/10 to 7/10 until you get down to your ITC (garble) targets.

The - Those cloud formations are moved over the land there.

So we - that's going to be one of your targets, and that looks

pretty good. And South America is completely socked in all the

way across. 8/10 to 10/10 coverage all the way down for the

rest of the pass . , . „., , ,

CDR Okay, Crip. Thank you. And I 11 read

back those corrections now. On S193A in the ready verification,

I'll go to nadir align instead of reset. And then at 31:J0

we'll delete. And at 32:28, we'll add S192 MODE READY And

then sometime between 41:33 and 41:44:24, I'll record Alfa 1

and Bravo 1 . . , ,

cc Okay. That's a good - good readback.

Is Bill handy there? I did have one item I wanted to mention

a little bit about the gimbal situation for today.

PLT Okay. I've been reading the pads, but

bo ahead . . . ,6
cc Okay. All - All I wanted to inform you was,

you notice that we did tell you right after you initiate

that FINE MANEUVER, that there - possibility of have - you having

to do the little bit of intering the zero maneuver, and our

(garble) run down here did we show that we ve got a gimbal on

the stop during that particular portion of the thing. So It is

quite possible you might have to do that.

PLT Okay. Now the pad says to wait till

19 past the hour. Do you - Should I go ahead and do

that as soon as I get the gimbal on the stop?

cc No . The - It - there's a possiMlity of

setting it there at the end of the maneuver, that thing'U

take care of itself, so you go ahead and - and do it per the pad.

PLT Okay. Thank you.

cc Okay. We have a keyhole coming up

here in about 30 seconds of about a minute duration and

we're only about 2 minutes from LOS. I'll go ahead and

say goodbye here and we'll have you again over - over Guam

at 17:04. That's about 6 minutes away.

PLT Okay . So long.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

16 hours 59 minutes. Skylab space station loss of signal

through Carnarvon. Acquisition in 3 minutes through the
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Guam tracking station, during which tine the final Maneuver
for the upcoming EREP pass will be made. This will occur
at Greenwich mean time 17 houra and 9 minutes. Today's
Earth resources pass is number 36 in the mission. On the
EREP pass today, Commander Gerald Carr will be at the control
and display panel of the EREP instruments, while Science
Pilot Gibson is at - operating the Earth terrain camera
through the antisolar scientific airlock, with Pilot Bill
Pogue operating the viewfinder tracking system of the S191
experiment. Today is along groundtrack 34, the second time
Skylab has flown this track. During this pass today, some
of the data lost earlier in the mission, due to the inadver-
tent omission of the filters on the S190A cameras, data will
be gathered over the Houston Area Test Site dut-ing this pass.
Compilation of science hours as of today, or through today's
activities, 437 hours and 54 minutes. Total man-hours applied
to medical experimentation, 242 hours and 49 minutes; on
Earth resources experiments, 502 hours and 5 minutes; on the
Apollo telescope mount, 52 hours and 48 minutes of acumulative
man-hours applied to the ATM operation for comet Kohoutek.
Corollary experiments have accounted for 209 hours and 57
minutes of the crew time. And corollary experiments for
comet Kohoutek 96 hours and 1 minute, for a total of 1541 hours
and 34 minutes of science data time by the Skylab IV crev
through mission diy 75. We'll bring the line up for acquisi-
tion through Guam, approximately 1 minute.

END OF TAPE
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During the period when Skylab Is out of the solar inertial
attitude, power will be sup piled by the ATM and airlock
module batteries. Estimated power usage will be 7.2 amp-
hours from the ATH battery source and 19.4 aap-hours from
the airlock module battery source. This is well within the
limits of the system. During today's JOP 13 exercise, an
attempt will be made r.o confirm emissions in the EUV, extreme
ultraviolet region below 912 angstroms. - The data take will
last for 40 minutes. Recently emissions of this nature
were observed by the Mariner Venus/Mercury planetary space-
craft. The dectection of radiation in the region, 300 to
500 below 912 angstroms, would be of great significance to
astronomy. It would open up an entire new window of the spectrum
to astronomical research. No star heretofore has been ob-
served to emit radiation at these levels. Acquisition in
11 nlnutes and 35 seconds through Goldstone. At Greenwich
mean time 17 hours 16 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 hours 26 minutes. Acquisition through Goldstone as EREP

pass will be In progress. We'll bring the line up for the

stateside EREP pass.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS across the

States for 15 ninutes. Sounds like you got a cricket up

there or something.
CDR Roger

.

PLT (Garble) Not a friendly cricket, though.

He never goes home.
,

CC Sounds like you got the mike right beside

it. I can hardly hear you because of it.

CDR You talking about the 6-cycle noise or

the cooler?
CC Must be the cooler.
CDR Yes. It's pretty noisy.
PLT Yes; it's coining through my mike I ima-

gine when I lean down here.
CDR Okay. Coming up on 29, Ed, with a ETC

POWER ON. Stand by -

CDR MARK. ETC POWER ON. The cooler's run-

ning pretty steady but it is running louder than it usually

has, in the past.
CC Rog.
CDR Ever since we had that intermittent noise

a couple of passes ago.
PLT Okay. 1 '» terminating nadir ewath.

CDR Seems to be getting louder.

PLT Salt Lake (garble)
CDR That is the most peculiar red and green

lake 1 have ever seen. Coming up on 29:54.

CDR MARK it. It's S190 INTERVAL down to 10.

At 30 ETC to AUTO.
CDR MARK it. 30:06. Stand by -

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY.

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 08. 19 3

to X-TC, POLARIZATION 1. 30:30 next. Stand by -

CDR MARK. At 30:30, RADIOMETER , ON.

PLT Oh, now It's starting to branch out.

PLT Come one old Salt Lake, ought to be plcklnR

you up here

.

PLT (Garble) 2.1. There she be. Okay; I'm

going to get the grean water first. Okay. IMC; camera is

ON, and taking data. Here we go. I'm taking data in the

green area first. I'm taking data down to about 20 degrees,

then I'm going to go back and get the red.

CDR Okay. Coming up on 31:54.
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CDR MARK It. RADIOMETER to STANDBY

.

... P
V
T

'

, s

There's Salt Lake City just big aslife, (garble) - -

CDR 32 . Stand by -

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER, ON.
\,
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER, ON. 32:12. Ed ETCto STANDBY. Stand by - *

C

CDR MARK. 32:28's next.
PLT

„ ,
Ju8t a little whispy stratus or cirrusabove so Salt Lake. Here Is 20 degrees. I'm go ing to goback for the red and I'm holding the data buttin. I'm goingto release the data button - - K g

CDR 32:28. Stand by.
CDR MARK. 192 MODE, READY.

.

PLT
, ,

MARK, in the red and data push buttonpush again . (Garble)
CDR We have tape motion.
Vll Pushbutton Just as we went into the red.

,, rtrt

CDR 32:34. 190 SHUTTER SPEED to MEDIUM.33 : 00 s next

.

, 0
PLT

^ >
0kav

.
and I'm terminating now. I

»

m aoinafor Rio Grande. Okay 45 right 1.
g 01 "8

CDR 33:00. Stand by -

CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETEK to STANDBY.
„ ,

CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY at 02Going to angle of ROLL of plus 30. 33:18 coming up. Stand

PLT Okay, I've got something.
PLT Ha ha ha ha.
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETER, ON.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER, ON. You find it?PLT Yeah.
CDR Beautiful.
PLT Hov about my luck day. Okay. We'regetting it, Some snow has melted, Jer.
CDR That's great.

V? 0k *X- We got the Rio Grande reservoir.

to ge J
C Congratulations, Bill, that's a hard onr

f
LT

, t
8oy

'
are you filing »e. We wore bothfiguring we didn't have a chance.

to ttnA it e - At
W « were ^^"8 to find a different wayto find it. Stydir.g the naps to see if there was tonedifferent way to look at it.

PLT
, ,

Man
»

llye 8°t * tie breaker I'm going totoom out and look at in just a second.
*

PLT I'« tracking it down to tero.
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CDR Okay. I'm going to zoom back out.
PLT ' Yea . I got the tie breaker.' That's it.

That was it okay, camera oft. Now we go for Eagle Lake.
CDR What's your tie breaker. That lake south - -

PLT I hail me a - That little geographic (garble)
didn't appear anywhere else in the area. It's a particular
form, and that's what I was looking for there.

PLT (Garble)
CDR Okay

.

CDR Coming up on 34:40. Stand by -

CDR MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK. TAPE MOTION'S
back on, looking good. 35:30 next.

PLT Eagle Lake 23. (Garble) 5 right. 2. Oh
man this is going to be a (garble) 36:23. Get that map cut.

CDR Coming up on 35:30. Stand by -

CDR MARK it. POLARIZATION to 4.
PLT Beautiful day in Texas. Son of a gun.

I've never seen the via this good In VTS.
PLT There's Austin; (garble). University of

Texas. How about that. Okay. 36:22.
CDR Okay, there's the river leading In. Okay.

There's Columbus.
PLT Oh my gosh. There we go. Con on (garble)
CDR That Eagle Lake?
PLT I think I've got it. Yes it is; it's

Eagle Lake. How about that.
CDR Coming up on 36:50.
PLT (Garble)
PLT Okay

.

CDR MARK. 36:50. 192 went to READY. Got
good t ape mot ion .

PLT Yeah, it's Eagle Lake.
CDR 37 is next .

CDR H\RK. SCATTKROMEIER to STANDBY.
CDR MARK. RADIOMETER to STANDBY.
PLT Thty finally laid on some good wentlier

for us, Jer, we can do the work.
CDR Beautiful . Okay . ll - -

END OF TAPE
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CDR MARK
. RADIOMETER to STANDBY.

PLT They finally laid off some good weather
for us, Jer. We can do the; work.

V
CDR ™, Beautiful. Okay. 193 X-TNC L/R. Angle

is zero. POLARIZATION is 5. 37:24 's next. Stand by -

n „ ™\ fl
,

MARK SCATTEROMETER 1

s , OS, RADIOMETER ' sON . 37 ; 58 s next

.

Okay. I'a going for San Bernard.
I got six MALFUNCTION lights on S190.
(Garble)
Taking data 58.
Camera's stopped working but I got the

PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT " " . ci a JluppiiQ WOTK

San Bernard f.n<i the (garble) taking data.
CDR
CDR

ETC to STANDBY, Ed.

Stand by
MARK. 37:58. 192 MODE to STANDBY . 38,— " V"*' 38: °4- S190 MODE to INTERVAL 220. Nosense in going to 20, I don't have anything. Six MALFUNCTIONlights all at once .

* «,i„
P

!'
T

k
1,11 g ° Ch6ck the brcakers for you. Just

»^. 0

^; kLT
cl nTt

-

Just 801 Sa
" B"""d ° b ° ut

. .

CDR M X breakers are okay under the coverCrip, are we supposed to be out of film or do they expect
to be out of film this soon?

CC
,

Negative, negative. You might try cyclinethe power if the breaker's In.
y ung

CDR 0k *y- Okmy. The MALF lights are out.Got our powe r .

PLT The breakers were in. Okay. Let's seeSpecial 01 38:22. Nadir swath. Late here on my nadir swath
CC

, J t
Jer

' »e understand the lights went outwhen you cycled the power?

b^fc
CD

Iii t a .

T
J
at '

8 aff,r,,ulve *** they just all cameBack. All - I don't hear any action (static) S190 either Youwant rae to cycle the power switch ag<,in?
CC You night check the SHUTTER SPEED and

the remote operation of the cameras, if that doesn't work.

, in
CDR

, , ,

0k *y- 0k «y- I'll «*t the INTERVAL back
i?niXu-2SI*

1 belon « 8 - At *0, SCATTEROMETER to STANDBY,
RADIOMETER to STANDBY , they Were both 3 seconds late. 40,12coming up. Stand by - lc

. t_

CDR _ HARK
« SCATTEROMETER, ON. 40:20 nextwith an ETC, STANDBY. SHUTTER SPEED, «ero.

tit Okay.

lg JJ*
40s20, go to STANDBY on the ETC. 40:46

*i-*/!'
T

..

°kay
'

c *wer * 0FF *nd "«<iir •wath'a com-plex temporarily.
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CDR I'm going to try LOCAL CONTROL.
PLT 43:30.
CDR • Nothing

.

PJ-T Okay .

™* 40:46 coming up. Stand by -
CDR MARK.
CC Did you get the SCAT, STANDBY, 40?

Veah, the SCAT ' s at STANDBY. 52 is next.
_ dp inv

MARK
- ALTIMETER to MODE 5. Looking fora READY

,
out on 190. That's - I can skip that. 41:09 Lcoming up . Stand by -

u_ CDR MARK . The ALT IMf'TER ' s ON. 41:15 190

a?? s

o
sr:i, jus

:;
,8r aa ven * ive «* ° n 190"« ,

i": lin'li^oVzy^eli*:
0 113 9tlu readin

*
»•

PLT I'm on LOCAL CONTROL.

a . ,

CC
,. ,

You mi 8 ht cycle the power once more. That'about all we've come up with now.

.

CD
J

A11 rl «ht. 1'a going to go LOCAL VH andcycle the power. Nothing. Deader than a doornail. I' ragoinpto try SLOW SPEED . ALTIMETER UNLOCK li R ht. READY
f,!. !

° Ut and SO at
' 10

'
1 went 10 STANDBY on theALTIMETER

.

Cc Did you get A-l and B-l for us?

, .

CDR
M ,

Yeah
» 1 did. They were 96 and 51 andright now, it s reading 69 and 51. Okay. Going back toREADY - to ON on the ALTIMETER . We're back in business onthat. Boy, 190 just gave up the ghost completely.

PLT Sounds Jike a - power thing.
CC Okay. We're about 30 seconds from LOS.Next static" - - • ' - - ...

cor recti on,
CDR We'll'see* 7 ., u .

Cc About an hour and 22 minutes.rnB Got an ATL1METER UNLOCK light about 10

Okay. Got one more nadir swath here on

CDR ALTIMETER READY went out.
cc Okay . I'm sorry

.

43:15, ALTIMETER Went to STANDBY.
cc Correction on that. We're going to seeyou at Vanguard at 17:54.

S?I 0ka y* Cood
- we'H «ec you then.

PLT Stand by -
CDR ALTIMETER

'

a back ON.

,Wath ^

LT MARK
' DAC °N. Ok.y. Starting this nadir

we re aoouc ju seconds from LOS.station contact is going to be, 1 guess must be Guam at -
ection, how about Goldstone at 19:05, all the way around.

CDR
seconds ago

PLT
the -
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1

CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK light at 49 .

CC At your convenience, if you can give usanother A-1, B-1 reading, we'd appreciate it.

, C
CDR

A e ,

Okay. The sasit thing. It's - no wait it'sat 76 now and 51. 44: 45' a my next call. Okay. I 'a going tohave to go ALTIMETER to STANDBY. Now I did it at 30 Might a,well leave it there. 44:51 will be my next call.
PLT 51 RADIOMETER, STANDBY.
CDR 44:57.
CDR MARK it. X-TNC POLARIZATION 1.
cc v ou can turn the power OFF on 190

ir p
c DR X-TC. Okay. Power OFF on 190.

45:15 coming up.
Might let it cool off and try it againCC

little bit later .

CDR Okay. Stand by -
CDR MARK. SCATTEROMETEF. (static)

,, .

?A0 Skylab Control. Greenwich mean tine
17 hours 45 minutes. Loss of signal through M I LA tracking
station as Skylab continues its EREP pass for today, number
36 in the mission of Skylab IV. All seemed to be going wellduring the EREP pass except when the spacecraft crossed over
^ e

°! Mexico
'

the crew reported malfunction lights onthe S190A instrument, the mul t 1 s pe c t ra 1 camera which hassix separate cameras as a unit. After troubleshooting, switching
It on ard off, Commander Carr reported that it was "deader
than a doornail." First malfunction of the S190A cameras
occurred during the eighth EREP pass back on December 4However, this problem was remedied and during yesterday's
pass, malfunction lights came on during the EREP pass. Thecrew was advised to turn the cameras off, let them cool downand try to reactivate them before the end of the pass which
Is suppose to end as the spacecraft crosses over the coast
of South America. The S1S0 cameras were to be on during
the entire pass starting over the western north Pacific
ever th«> United States, down through the Gulf of Mexico]
Central America and throughout the entire pass through
South America. Next Acquisition will be in 6 minutes throughVanguard at which Uwe the spacecraft should br. back maneuver-ing to the sciar inertial *ode . That's a 15-minute maneuver
time beginning at Cre«nwich mean tlwe 17 hours and 58 ainutnsat this close of the EREP pass. Next acquisition in 6 ninutesAt Greenwich mean time 17 hours 47 minutes, this is SkylabCon t rol .

'

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine

17 hours 52 minutes. EREP pass still In progress. We'll

bring the line up for the conclusion of this pass through

Vanguard

.

CDR Way out over the water.
CDR Out over the water.
CC We're back with you through the Vanguard

now for about 8 minutes. Would it be possible, bill, to have

you take a look out the window and see if you can see the

antenna moving on 193?
SPT The indicator here shows it moving now,

Crip. It's been moving about every 5 seconds. It goes from

96 down to about 84, then back up to 96.

CC Copy.
says it's moving.
Okay. Thank you.

1 tcok - I've taken a look at th*

I'm on page 1-11 In symptom number 6.

3, when the thing is over.
We copy that.
Okay. At 55:45 SCATTEROMKTER OFF, 47

Correction, STANDBY positions.
56:57. Stand by.
Whoops. I turned them both OFF 1 nlnute
thea both back ON. Sorry about that,
minutes and I still blew it.

I guess you lost about 15 - 10 to 15 seconds

SPT Bill
CC Rog.
CDR Crip

malfunction procedures.
And ready lo start block

CC
CDR

RADIOMETER OFF.
CDR
CDR

too soon. I'll f, e

t

Nothing to do for
CDR

of data there

.

CC
CDR

RADIOMETER are OFF.
Stand by.

CDR
CDR

next.
CDR
CDR

58:00.
CC

No problem. Thank you.
Okay. Now the SCATTEROMtTER and the
SCATT EROMET ER co»ing back ON at 57.

MARK . 57 :03' * next

.

MARK. This 18 19 4 MOf
Stand by.
E MANUAL.

5 7 : 30 comi ng up . Sta
MARK. SCATTEROMETER to STAN

you to give us a 193A reset.
Before you do that, if we can, we'd like

CDR
CC
CDR
CDR
CC

for a wh 1 le

.

CDR
PLT
CDR

(Garble)
And then a 193A ON for 20
Okay. Here we go. 1 - A

ALTIMETER ON at 58:00, give you 20

Okay. We'll hold up on the STOP hi

Say again,
(Garble)
Okay,

Bill.
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CDR
SJI

All right, coming up on 58:20. Stand Kv

toll Y
ALT1HETER b * ck ^ STANDBY ^ ^ •

EREP STOP now.
You can *° ahead and do your

CDR
°kay

'
ST0p P ed at 27.

door going CLOSED.
Br * V ° ? 18 readln

8 35 percent. S192

good.
PLT W€ ' re ° n our wav to SI and the rates look

Cdr
Koger. We concur.

MALFs while you guy

s

°*tl '

i „lt ?
'
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0
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C
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<
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'
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•f'
ln
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*
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'
Bu 1

1
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1
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" " 'I
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1
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" to about,
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'
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END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours and 46 ninutes. Acquisition In 19 minutes through

Goldstone. There'll be a meeting at the Building 1 news-

room at the Johnson Space Center. Would - on the commute
reviewing the questions for the press conference with the

crew on Thursday. This meeting will take place at 2 p,m.

in the briefing room at the Building 1 newsroom in - at the

Johnson Space Center. The committee to review questions
on Thursday's press conference with the crew, meeting at

2 p.m. in Building 1. Next acquisition in 18 minutes and

40 seconds through Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 18

hours 46 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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urap he re- And

the original position^"
M1

-

Ve Want to do i« go back to

Place to talk, Bill
, ''or 'are^o^tied*

thia
* "Anient

C

P

^
T Go ahead

UP that rl * ht now?

if you could, you've
0
™?'* !°Upl

f
° f iten8

- First. I'd liko
so I'd ii ke you

y

to
v

d

e

0
8

-

8 ii:
u

::
k

a

e

n
px p^iod »•»». *«;«.
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,
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r
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'

moving? Did - m us ^ Joros abou t how i t Was
You look at it that long? *

U look "ornal, or did

and U
L
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in the only mode it can Bo

OU know
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dld
^
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PLT
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<
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ci
e
hL

a

f?;/?;
t\1^ d becau" we don '' ^ take any chanceson hurting the film or exposing the plxtures that - that we

think that the 193 altimeter ever locked up?

Bob. 'sly again? " Cll" ad off Sh ° rt

nr if
C
^'rh« • .

0ka y- 1 "as asking Jer if he could tell

the paSs?
altimeter ever locked up during

nega-
CD * '

,
', During the last part of the pass,tlve. The indication was moving from 96 to about 84Every 5 seconds it would drop froa 96 down to 84 and ' thencome right back up again, and it wasn't steady at all Where-

there!
PSrt

°
f ^ **** lt ° P t0 9 * a » d ^ayed

„ a „ , ,
0kay

"
What about the - the UNLOCK light?'Was it - was it on? While you were in the altimeter mode

called it.
Oh, negative. If it'd been on I'd have

fMB " m ?
kay; Very 8 ° 0d *

We ' ie about 20 secondsron LOS. Next station contact is through the Vanguard at19:29, and that's about 11 minutes from now.

, a .

PA0
J , n

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
19 hours and 19 minutes with loss of signal through Texas
f;

a

h

cqu 9lt;r r
iU be van^ ard

- 0 ffi« r f„ dlci";that the troubleshooting procedure for the S190A will beworked out in - in the trainer in Building 5 before proced-ures are passed to the crew, in order to remove the nagaMnesfrom the S190A without damaging the film. The last frames

°*l
»°" camera, before the problea "deve loped duringthe EREP pass, was of the Houston area test site, and theground is concerned about salvaging those last few frameson that roll that were exposed. Today's EREP pas* is 91 in

*h M nV 9 m
if

Si ° n
-
U Were a^onplished during Sky-lab .11, 11 during Skylab II, 36 so far in this mission fora grand total of 91, which is more than 50 percent more thin

Sk'v "b v
P
r°

g
<

raraed
i°

r Skylab prl0r t0 the'extensi fS*y lab V m ss on Original plans called for 15 EREP passes
/ irs mission, 30 in th« second Skylab manned missionand 15 for the last mission. Indications on the ground hetetelemetry shows that only seven mibs vere used during themaneuvers in and out of <he EREP attitude, for a total of

'

35 pouno-aecond.. well within the anticipated 25 which G^Cpredicted earlier. Next acquisition will be the Vanguardtracking station in 7 minutes and 45 seconds. A, Greenwichmean time 19 hours 21 minutes, this is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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Vanguard. Startir* revolution \ J

?

n
.
1 rac ^ing ship

Skylab, 1072 for i.ylab IV Jrew " 8paC6 8taClo« -

V-n 8u ".'for 11 ^1 inu t

S

es!
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'
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.

•
'

PAO This is Skylab Control, 19:54 Greenwich
mean time. Voice relay station at Tananarive, in about
45 seconds

.

CC Skylab, Houston back with you. We've got
you through Tananarive for - oh, about 4 more minutes here. We
had a little antenna problem awhile ago back at Vanguard and lost
you early.

COR Roger , Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from

LOS here through Tananarive, and we'll see you again Hawaii in
about 20 : 40 .

CDR Roger, behave yourself.
CC I'll try to, can't hardly get into any

trouble in 40 minutes. Flight won't let me get away from
console that long. And aa we go over the hill here I can
tell you that your Plight Plane are on board.

CDR Roger, thanks.
PAO Tils Is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

at voice relay station Tananarive, 35 minutes to Hawaii.
20:04 GMT, Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC Ro 8
•

•
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.

Thank you . <,
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal
at tracking station Hawaii, 21 minutes to Vanguard.
Commander Jerry Carr there talking about all the list of
optional handheld photography, Earth features that are passed
up to the crew daily on the teleprinter. But usually, as

Carr mentioned, they're too busy doing ether scientific
investigations to go over to the wardroom window and
unlimber a camera and shoot the ground sites. Ho did say
it was really the most enjoyable part of the mission. And
as Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crippin coup - complemented the
crew on the outstanding job they've done so far in getting as
many of the handheld photography sites as they have. We'll re-
turn for tracking ship Vanguard it> 19-1/2 minutes. This is
Skylab Control at 2C:47 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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1/25/74

PAO This la Skylab Control. Tananarive
voles relay station haa bad final loss of signal for the
last tine. this afternoon. Next ground crack pass Is
between Ascension and Tananarive, getting into the oerioda
of Ions LOS tines between stations. 32 .minutes now to
Hawaii, which will be an 89.7-degree elevation angle pass,
0,3 of a degree away fron straight up. Flight Director
Don Puddy putting on his jacket, preparing to depart for the
Building 1 news center for his 4 j 4 5 briefing. Should get
there right at 4:45. Any ground station passes that
take place during the change-o f *-shl f t briefing will be
recorded for delay playback. This is Skylab Control at
21:43 GMT .

END OF TAPE
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Timet 17 aU COT, 75«22U4 GMT
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PX0 - • trol, 22:13 Greenwich mean time.

50 second* to acquisition at tracking atatlon Hawaii. ^Tha

. Nation will past immediately overhead at t U station,

almost""d^ree elevation angle, pass lasting .lightly over

10 IJJj*"- Skylab, this la Houston through H.waii

for 10 minutes, Out.
^

CDR Houston, CDR. Hope the guys in tha

backroom have got a lead on an emerging flux region for me

for later on In the pass.

cc Understand, we owe you an emerging

flux region. Is that correct?
CDR H there's one there, you owe it to me.

We'll see if we can find it for you.

CDR Okay
CC CDR, this is Houston. We've got an

EFR for you. It's at 10/0.1, that 100 degrees 0.1 solar radii.

Over.
CDR Thank you, Bruce.

cr We'll name It after you, Jer.

CDR Naatc. Almost too much to ask for, having

an I'FR and a grating malfunction named after you.

cc (Laughter) Beautiful, baby.

cc CDR, Houston. Over,
rno Go ahead, Bruce.

cc Okay. When you do the housekeeping

90 Alfa at about 23:00, we'd like to add a few steps to it.

cc You ready to copy?
rno Go ah e ad

.

Cc Okay. Panel 206, REG ADJUST, BUS I pot,

55 degrees clockwise; that's 55 degrees clockwise. BUS 2,

50 dessrees clockwise. Over.50
CDR Okay. Add REG. BUS 1, 55 clockwise;

REG BUS 2, 50 clockwise.RE
'

cc Right. And, also, inhibit the battery-

charge low caution and warning switches for PCGs 1. 4. 5.

and I. putting in a configuration where all eight battery

charge low inputs are inhibited. Over.

CDR Hit that again.

cc Okay. We want to wind up with all elgnt

batt charge low inputs to caution and warning
J"^J

t

J

d
•

show that you should have to reW aitlon 1. 4, 5. and 6. Over.

CDR Okay . I copy .

CC That 'sit. .

CDR Okay . Got it .

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
CC

LOS. Next station contact in 22 minutes through the Vanguard

at 22:46 At the Vanguard, we'd like the SPT to be available
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Tl»« I 17U4 CDT, 75i22:H GMT
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so we can talk for a alnute about the upcoming JOP 13.
And for the CDR. Just a word of explanation about this
rag bue adjust. We're trying to more equitably balanco
the loads between the airlock module and the ATM. We will
be taking th* airlock modula batteries down 19 amp-hour* outof an estimated 23 amp-hours each capacity. And we'll
be taking the ATM batteries down about 7.2 amp-hours eachout of an estimated 9 amp-hour capacity. Over.

cl>R Roger , Bruce .

cc
• So, hang on.

w • •
And we ' U al »° be commanding CBRM 5 online here, piobably over the Vanguard.

'

.

CDR
,

0k «y- We'll get the flashlights outand get thorn all squared away and ready to go.

RFC mne i ... a ?
et that bicvcle interconnect toREG, BUS 1 made and you'll be all set.

,

PA0 Skylab Control, loss of signal at
tracking station Hawaii. 20 minutes to tracking shipVanguard. We'll return at that time. There'll be a discus-sion with Science Pilot Ed Gibson about conduct of theATM joint observation program number 13, which involves
tilting space station Skylab toward the distant star-field
to look for extreme ultraviolet sources from a star in theregion of the Gum Nebula. The star is Gamma Valorum andwill be scanned and photographed on a long time exposure
by the Harvard College Observatory. S055, ultraviolet
scanning poly chrome t e r s pe c t rohe 1 lome t e r . The maneuver outof solar inertlal starts at 6:45 p.m. central time and lastsfor a period of an hour and 38 minutes. Solar panels willbe away from the Sun during that period. And while out ofsolar inertial, the power will be supplied by the ATM and
airlock module batteries. Estimated power usage, as mentioned
just now by Bruce McCandless, will be about 72 amp-hours
from the ATM and about 19 amp hours from the airlock madu -
airlock module batteries. Recently, emissions of extreme
ultraviolet spectrum around - below 912 angstroms were
observed by the Mariner-Venus Mercury Planatery Spacecraft
and thos JOP 13 will be an attempt to confirm these emi - -

END OF TAPE
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pxo Thii ii Skylab Control, 22:45 Greenwich

»aan time. Tracking ship Vanguard In 50 aeconda. —
cc Sky lab, thia is Mouaton through the

Vanguard for 9 mlnutea. Info for the CDR, over.

CDR Go ahead , Bruce

.

cc Okay, we're going to reconfigure your

rata gyro aatup so that you're running on rata gyro
j

pack.

Jyroa only for JOP 1.1. Since we feel that by doing thU

we can improve the accuracy of your pointing. We will »U
reconfigure you back to the current configuration afterward*

by ground command , over.
CDR Okay . fine . .

{C CDR, correction on ay last, we 11 be

doing'thls in the X-axis only. We'll leave the Y and Z axia

rate gyro scheme unchanged.
CDR Okay, understand.

cc And for the SPT. I've got a change to his

JOP 11 pad and ther a little discussion.

S py Stand by a moment, Houston. I 11 be

with you.
okay. And *Uo for your information Jerry,

we're commanding CBRM 5 OFF at thia time and getting the

heaters of f

.

CDR Roger, Bruce.

spT Okay, Houaton, SPT . Go ahead, ready to

COpy '

cc Okay, SPT, Houston, if you'll look at

step 14 of your JOP 13 pad 7542 alfa 2, over.

SPT Roger.

qq Okay, down on what turns out to be

the 17th line, It aaya perform fine maneuver of plus 000 X,

minus 107 Y to position Gamma Val. At center of S055 raster.

That minus 107 Y quantity should be minus 105 that's minus

105 Y, over.
SpT Minus 105 rather tha* 107.

CC Right, and the way this came about Is

sombody subtracted 2 octal quanities and got a dec - and

used the decimal technique Instead of the octal technique,

we got that straightened out. And with respect to the

JOP 13 procedures In general, we also like to delete step
.

3

of the JOP 18D checklist, which is the one that says GRA » I

T

i

GRADIENT talkback to barberpole because we won't have a aite

where we can do that conveniently before- you st.irt the

naneuver. And we don't want you to do it because we want

to make sure that we complete the current maneuver first.

We *
1 1 take care of that for you , over . ,

SPT Roge r, Bruce.
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lX
„

... ,

And «Uo, aa you nay have recalled fro«our comet dlicuHloni there alway coses the question ofwhat do you do when you R et down to the tweak maneuversand you can't find the target visually? So let's lookback at (his step 14 again. As you go through it, thethe first set of 000 X and plus U0 Y Is a maneuver to

!?n uriV; r8
*! T th * " eco " d POttUn, that is at 000 X end

1 } il u
A
J
d at

'Mi P0lnt you 8hould ^ »>1< to see It.f you can't, why, we've got other procedure to go through heref you look down at the one we just corrected the Ina? mannera a nanever of pl U8 000 X and minus 105 Y , which Is p

"
to put the target back underneath the occulting disl nB Vrthe center, or at the center of the S055 raster, which is

the S052 instruments. If Ga»«* Valorun, is not visibleafter doing that first saneuver, you can attempt some smallmaneuvers in order to make the sightings or in order tTJ ckit up visually. And we'd like you to spend no more than

LliTcV.T 'Y*' ,!
f a£tCr 5 "^^es, 'you're Inlc ful,reselect SI mode this will lero your attitude maneuvers

c*L i
V
!

y ° U b
f^ r

herC U eve ^thing has been correct,Camma Valorum will be centered. Then perform a finemaneuver of 000 X plus 003 Y and 000 2 to obtain the th.croH,.!lOOths of degree offset to 52 to 55 bias. You want me torepeat that last maneuver again.
SPT pi u8 3 in Y , I got it.

Sp T lllll'
th3t t4kea CarB ° f °Ur C0Bwe ntary.

?
C

,

0ka y- an <* also for your information, we
a lo

5
of TACS used on this maneuver aroundthis revolution. Especially concerned with the reset andalso coming out of the JOP 18, JOP 13 attitude here.

SPT RoglT.

?
C

,

An6
r

the tocai tha * we were talkin? aboutJust to give you soae feel for what we mean by a lot issomewhere around 70 to 80 mibs. over
SPT Roger.

,

CC 0k ay. sorry to interrupt your PT and

InV JnA » Lit* «

C0r raRt> here 8ets prett y crumby. We'reone and a half minutes from LOS, next station contact inan^hour and 2 minutes through Hawaii at 23:53, out - 23:56,

PA(
? r

Skylab Control, LOS tracking ship\angaurd. 59 minutes to next station which will be a brief

tl °U
2 ~U

l
ffiinutt>8

- Scin.ca Pilot Ed Gibson

JOP M uh
Bi<!8

!
° f A™ J ° int ^servation progran,

o? solar
aCqUlre aRaln ac H««li. Will be rolled out

END OF TAPE
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Van 8*urd. Over
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PLT J"?
CDR

- ^18 i s Hrt

!?;:f."
s--X^£« runnl

i
cc 1 11 b e glad tn „ ninutes worth-/ «
PAO 0k «y. think Bru «. WOrth '-0ver.

aC
track, Thls *• Skv Ia

y
.

0u
r
Ve^ »uch.
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. m .
- * to you to wane us to aodify your

JS
C
J^i,?

0 *\ t0 PUt *U thre * on channel A on vox.The checklist change it relatively linor, over.

»n .k»i5 as ,

Y«*h, If H's Just a »inor change, let'sgo ahead and do It that way and get rid of It.

And for the SPT. if he's listening, we don't want to inter-rupt
,

but we'll change hi. to a 131-2 spatial loca iia?ioJ InPlace of 131-1 double aotion sickness at 19, „ o^'UlSiiSS'l

S
!
T
,.

Roger, Bruce. And I was unable to findGa«* Bell at ail in the - either display. I v ,took eyera .aneuvers, used the persistent i.age acopi! tried

• t 02 :26 on the exposures.
'

CC
,

we thank you, Ed And to roundthings out. for Bill, We've been unable to find the Ml 72

or the 172 CAL data for this .orning. The following iteas arettisslng from the tape that we got, start t Ue , stop t *etemperature, all of sequence nunber 1, and the first four'readings of sequence number 2. If you could, we would appreciateyour re-recording this data for ua , over.
appreciate

p LT Will do.

questions.
y ° U

*
that Wnd8 u ? the waning

CDR Bruce, on that food log for the CDR A rn ~the extra le.onade, will you. I decided I von't hive it,
, ,

Okay, consider it dropped. And again

lll'V
* reainder

«
we h «ve your phone call set JJ thi.evening or 02 - yeah. 02:01 through the Vanguard. And 1guess a - that'll last until 02:12 or 11 minutes. And 1guess if you want, you can go ahead and pick it up at Ascen-sion also at 02:14 later. Over.™ R 0kfl y. that'll be fine. Which antenna?

ltrT , . 1 j ^ 1

St3rt OUt °" the R,C,,T ANTENNA nnd go toLEFT, it should hold through for both sites.
CDR Okay, thank you.
cc Roge 1 .

SP
I / x

Brucf
'
what kind of counts was S052 expertineto see in (garble) S055.

expecting

CC Stand by. I'll check. And again, Jerry inresponse to your question regarding the ned conference and

™v\^
C
°?

th3t WaS 8 ° lnR ° n last cv *"'"«. after a carefulreview of he tape, there was nothing intelligible on thetape relating to the mod conference. V ou could . J-ore of tell that nay be .c.thing was going in ?he ba^kgWd
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0k *y. you, Bruce.
* Ar,d we 8ot 1 minute to LOS. here n*»vfstation contact in 4-1/2 Binutes through ^l^™^.„

SP-
0ne to 4 counts on S055, Ed.

p
Roger , we copy

.

... .,;":,!;.:"';:.::•;;::;.,';;::; ««

;-=%:r : -::::;:
"

::"""'"-".5™'^:-:".

END OF TAPE
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Ascension for 8-1/2 "jj . '"^l^™*^°"* h
,get your EREP troubleshonfin. 1° 5 '

6 re u™°le to
and scrubbed down su fn c ie^1 v

?
t h^ »

'"
,

PU

1

led to 8 e ^er
to go nhead and work on he^ *

J , 7 S ° We ' re * ol "S
them probably sometime tonight an"d

t0nl * ht - "PHnk,
(; »* Bruce rl; e ! i

y ° U run then tomorrow,
sentences. Would you hu'lt ?' C °'J,Jlc ° f

«kcd"f you'd .ind string
3

uJ'or^orkL:
80 CaM ° d a " d

2 for us. But we find lh»t „i .

wor
t

kln ? on some stuff after
Pull.- together and'st Jb d" OW n ^jj

1 ' t0 «« Procedure's
confident in sending them U o n n

1
f
nou 8h so we feel

to take a little blf more ^.e an'd s n^ th^
'

S
°< We

'

re * 0ln <
morning and probably schpdi.l- * i

P Cm up ln the
tomorrow, if you voJIld * C ° d ° them So»"l ae

0ka >« that's fine,

containing fil ra ln p^^S llV. '^ ^
c?

Weil do 11 •

Hn.it Override on PCG^e a^hH
a
[«L

COniBar' d discharge

cc
K Roger *

CDR J*! v̂ f
htA fating dim up there ?

CC 2kay '

WC " " tU1 han « in « '«» "here.

LOS, next station colW" i n
'

3 7\ [
' l'^' I J"

"

J
" inu" to

edlcal conference at Oi 24 t

"
\ a l' / T*J CuflR" P ri^ te

Next subsequent station ™,\' ° Ut n 7 aln ^'' paas.
^ 02:01. We won'rpJan on c" nn

r

:
a

v
WU,

,
be th « V -Iu.ri

after 02:00. Will be the CDR llini
8lUC * U '

11 b *
Aacension if desired a 02 15

* JI! l"
thGre

'
and flt

CC „
y '

Bruce
- Good night.

I«l-nd
A
° Next station^l^be^Gu^m ZlllV '

h * cen"<>«
scheduled for the medical conf^f

Isl fnd. However, that's
Following station h

" ^ t'K^ cr.„ aurg.on
again. However, that fall! in !h\> £ u

8hip V * n*««d
in which the cre\, ha been - Jas :sWd

Ur
t^\

f0r
? J**'

1"
H isn't likely we'll call thl rrf! ? I

b * UU
> So

revolution. Kverv«hi\» H "

.

at V * n *"ard ne*t
JOP 13 a. far al lXtttu^V/ttlt^A ^ ""^"r •«
predicts profiles At 48 * "

ln U * lon *— n tue/thi. I!I ^b^rol! P "' Bldn1 *^. Cr..avl«fc

END OF TAPE
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CC Sk ylab Control, „ e •
rft t

CC Lou
<* and clear Br

J-mtS -v -"/.r-

CDR _ PUt Pars^ter on panel
CC *

^

a fb 1 e

)

C "G SAT CAUTION and tlH llk « *°' you to'i'lX* lnh ^it.
80 that you don't ge^SG lnhl^t r' n u"

f" 1
' AC * MALP

CDR awaken. Over P 0n P ane l 207

this JOP 13/18°^^ AD
U
JUST as a e^w • REGULATOR

CC Ok.y
j got it.

completed the inataM? Jerrv
. vc' d Jlk<? rn

cc 0k *y-

¥^^"^:^^ ĥ ^^^
kf'^^Mc^

,

.^
,

i,, ;x ftr—

n

ft- rev «

?

r

; P- -handed over to
P '

Pll

Th !" th « balance of tl
n °W> whll «

caae Dr. R 0 .-
re»«lnd* r of Gu«» tnc 1 ,e «ve the

8 '
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cc
LOS
at 0,:02. CDR private ph^^^^-tes through the Vanguard

cc
Roger

.

How pitching down ^^ro'aTth*
16 A™ C& ° COol *"t loopyour Information. * C the Present time, just for

Jt Gull° 29 Mnuta.^'^1 : "jiffC^trol. l °» of sig nal

l't

n

t n
ar/' GOl " R ln ^ at trackin* ship*attitude and back out aga ?n at fj

titude or into the jSp 13

iJfir? ?
<UVer

° r act ^ude should be LP r e bUfns or
interial at about this time after

*
^

C ° nonln «l solarobservation program 13 , J ' COD»Pletlon of the loinr•"king radiation of extreme ?f " 8Car GdBna Valorem
01:32 Greenwich mean ! "\ ult

[
avi olet radiation! AtSkylab Control. ^ retu ™*ng in 28 minute?? this is

END OF TAPE
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!li" «»•>«. 02 . 00 GMT .

PAO T . .

'
1

J.n t!«e. Acqui.ttioI'.J'^j;^ Control. <>2 : 00 Greenwi chFinal p„ss of the evenin* S"£
d in about 50 seconds

« ,„< t4 ; £j; [ <„ .XlWSti'
for io^u.,... styl<^ i» n...t.. ;i rou|h Varguacd

°f f with number
CC
PLT
CC
PLT ....

called - called out waslistened i n the area i^T C *U
"

1 Ver" "P " there"*^

"

light went out and I heard th e noise Jn"^
Br ' V °'" c ne p r ope r

Ro 8 . Bruce 1

'

V e tnt f„
here unless you've tit l*** "

; - 1 ' 1

1

st "t
S «y again pl ea s e

8
°i

8 °neth in8 that - hondy.

Ok": HrTaway^^ lK— f" X- Bruce -

The ATM coolant nrnki~

place.
CC
PLT

°kay. great.

.««« i«..l„ and r?™":^;.;
, r

"
' «'« «• ...4 .8*t loo, u. a cf wt , h .

fr<"» ""»!, in order .„
- little trouble lo*^'^"'' U ^^

PLT °^ y '
w*'ll work on that one

thl. recorder 2 audio* LaS
C ° U > le of question, r* 8ardlnitJust a B atter information^! ' ln8 ^U*tlon. Firff

8

of this cable, but thl \ re were no dust caos nn
r,t

hi- turn off the chsnnel 1 a!2 i ,
connecting It had

*

••ke the connection, £u n *L "**
J
Urned off "« ordej to

wither or not th. .tuff got on tap"e ^ "0rnln * ' " hn«'
PLT

°kay *

*"4 th" '*"«• U. thank you .
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--1:r; 11B
Fi- •«^'s«. ,

c

D

j.

,

.
r

: r r;' » .« .«

CC "such a way, „e Cfln ,
t

And ^'11 have th e f
anKe9 at pre 9en *

r

u

f
llnk 'n« the

°ne that vou've »«* * for ^at, bur / .

c °"ina up
'

the w-y- And ie 8a th
8et

!
to As cens ' v ftV"tje recorder ALC cablf,

r ' d you * v e gotten
LEPT A 'N'^NN A

the »«< on lh . .„ ten
T

„

h
.*:'' -"ir..,!..,

8ruce ^
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,

CC The second set was 6.204
, 6.204, 6.201equaling 143.3 pounds, for a loss of 100 - of 11.4 pounds

"
,s nee the last reading. And we're wondering if maybe thefirst set wasn't more - wasn't more correct than the last.AncWf sc, we didn't get the last value on that. You can put

rh,*'I
IiT

'

u k , . ° k f
y '

Bruce
- ~ I'm reading - I thinkthat a probably - but let me check on this and give you aread ng later if I could . But lt .. probably ,

8
JJ /° U^6.401. Now that - those reading make sense.

and putjt on - - ^ If W ° Uld
*

y ° U C *" ** *****

l
LT (garble) corroboration on that.
^ 0ka y we c °Py 6.402, 6.404, and 6.401?PLT Affirmative.

. . " ^
° kfl y. thank you very much. And I guessit s time to say good night, again.

8«e S8

pp
T

2^ y '
unleS9 y° u «°t any other gems.

PLT
'

thi8 ^ Houston, guess who?
FLT Go, bruce

i c i

eahl 0kay
'
on Kohoutek it is approximated60 degrees from the Sun at the present time, will s e t 5

Y

minutes after sunset, and is located midway between theconstellations of Aquarius and Pegasus.

JJ;
T It was 5 minutes after sunset?

cc That 's af f imat i ve

.

PLT Okay.
C<

i .

And aUo in your housekeeping 90A, youpowered down two of the fans in OWS duct ?, In 90B webelieve you probably powered both of those back up. Howeverour flow transducer down here has been' intermi ttent on anunpredictable basis and we're currently showing off - nonearly of f .scale wa 1 1 . And Just before you go to bed, we'dlike you to verify you're getting good flow through OWS duct 2™ LT Will do.
cc And good night again.
PLT Good night Bruce.

Cross our hearts, good night.

„ . „
Ju8t *o you'll rest easy, we are gettinagood flow on duct 2. or

S? rt °.kfl y- thflnk yo« Bill, and good night.
at V/M . ,

Th is 1« Skylab Control. Loss of signal

which Is probably tome kind of record. Pilot Bill Poaue
n;?I

t!V Hat thJ 9WltCh t0 the P° m P B of »•»• ATM C&Dcoolant loop and everything copacetic after that awitchno pump noi.e audible to him. Wake up call in Ue moving
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Skylab IV reaain in ^tiafacto^heJ^ CrfcWnen <>'
nasal congestion i« ?

health. The Pilot's
been reduced. ?he science lllllT

"d Bedi"^on has
left side of his neck and\? «5" 3 *Ud raah to the
It does not apparenuy bothers ^ ° f the left e « r -

science P i 1 o t^ cc

e

^ ^ h

^ J » t

o

na t i C a 1 1 y . The
pressure experiment today even , \ l0We

r

bod * negative
That completes the medical f

he was ra ^*r tired
off until 6:00 a.m. ^ •«-ry. Signing
Control at 02:14 Greenwich mil" time"

6 ThlS is Skyl.b

END OF TAPE
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PAO Sky lsb Control, Greenwich mean time 10

hours 54 minutes, mission day 76, January 30. Wakeup call
coming through Tananarive. We'll bring the line up for CAP
COMM Hank Hartsf ield .

CC (Music: "Ghost Riders in the Sky")
CC Skylab, Houston.
CREW Go ahead , Hank

.

CC Skylab, Houston, I hate to bother you so
early in the morning, but we have an indication that the tele-
printer paper Is out, and we'd have to call on one of you to change
the paper out for us. And we'd also like to get a reading on
what the latest nessage you had was, the latest legible message.

CC Skylab, Houston, we may have dropped out
there. We have an indication that the teleprinter paper is

all out, and we need to know what the last message you got
was so we can plan our uplinks.

CDR Hank, you're still dropping out, but Bill
is up checking the teleprinter right now.

CC Okay, good show.
PLT Roger, Hank. 7615 started but did not

complete, so you'll have to send that one again.
CC Okay, appreciate it, Bill. Sorry we had

to bother you right off the bat, but we need to get our messages
in order, so we'll transmit everything including that that

we've sent up and try to have it up for you.
CC And we'll be - -

PLT Rog.
CC We ' 1 1 be going LOS here shortly, Honeysuckle

Is next at 20, so we'll talk to you there.
"rAO Skylab Control, Gieenwich mean time 11 hours

and 4 minutes. Wakeup on ^his the 76th day tor th<» crew of
Skylab IV, .•.onlng through the Tananarive tracking station.
Total science for today will be about 27 hours. There will
be a t t.ik-ar ound tour of the laboratory by Commander Carr
later this morning. Science Pilot Gibson starts the day at
the Apollo telescope mount control and display panel while
Commander Carr Is the subject of the MO92/M093 medical experiment
with Pilot Bill Pogue serving as the observer. At 1 0 : A 2 A.m.
central daylight time EREP pass number 48, actually number 37
for the mission, will start along groundtrack 48. It will run
down through Washington state, across the central United State*,
move out across the coast of Louisiana, over thn Gulf of Mexico
and down through Colombia, Brazil, and South America. Looking
primarily at two mandatory sites, the Colorado River Basin
and one In Colombia South America. The crew will spend about
3 hours at the ATM, some of which will be spent observing the
comet Kohoutek with the S019 experiment. Two separate maneuvers
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are planned today, one for EREP , and one for use of the S019 -

work with the comet Kohoutek. G&C reports only 2 mibs expected
for the EREP maneuver, about 10 pound-seconds of TACS propellant
And if predictions go, the S019 will not require any TACS. V
Science Pilot Gibson is to perform the M151, che time and motionstudy experiment today while using the Earth terrain camera
The Sciene Pilot will be the subject of the M131, human vestibularfunction test, as Pilo; Pogue observes. Stereo photographs -

will be taken of the crew, and again this evening at sleep
time Science Pilot Gibson will don the sleep cap and perform
the M133 sleep monitoring experiment. In the event today
thac the EREP pass is canceled, the M509 astronaut maneuveringunit will be used with Commander Carr serving as the test pilotand Bill Pogue observing and taking photographs of the testflight inside the dome of the orbital workshop. Next acquisitionthrough Honeysuckle in 12 minutes and 25 seconds. This isSkylab Control at Greenwich mean time 11 hours 7 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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'

... PAO Sky lab Control, Greenwich mean time
; 11 hours 19 minutes. Acquisition coming through the Honey-

v suckle tracking station in 50 seconds. We'll bring the

line up for CAP COMM Hank Hartsfield. Flight director on .,

duty presently is Gere Kranz, flight director for the bronze
. team. ? .

CC
v
Sky lab, Houston through Honeysuckle for >

. 6 minutes.'
_

... ':': .•;..•, -,

• ; PLT . Roger , Hank.
'

, CC Skylab, Houston. We're sending up
another message new and if it's convenient we sure would
like to get one of your to take a look at it and see if it's
accept able . .

*

' PLT ft and by, Hank; <*e ' rp on our way.
SPT Hank, it's coming out a little light on

the right-hand - on the left-hand side. After you get
finished with this message I'll readjust it.

.-iv CC Okay. Okay. We've stopped uplinkinj!.
SPT Okay, Hank. Give her another go.

... CC Okay. Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Hawaii is the next - is the next site at 41, and that's
16 minutes from now. How did that next message look?

SPT It's looking okay, Hank. J ust keep.send-
ing them up .

,

CC Okay. Thank you a lot. A gain, I say -

I 'n sorry to have to bother you right off t : ie bat but we were
in a pinch here to get the EREP mal message up. You'll need
that by 12 :00.

SPT No problem, Hank.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

11 hours 29 minutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle. -

.'"' Next acquisition in 11 minutes and 30 seconds will be the
Hawaii tracking station. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich
mean time 11 hours 29 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston through Hawaii for
7 minutes

.

PLT Roger, Hank. Standing by for the news.
CC . Okay. Let's see what we've got here this

morning. First story's from Las Vegas. Says a S219 million
class action suit was filed Tuesday charging Howard Hughes
and others with fraud and stock manipulation in the purchase
of Air West airlines. The suit asked S 1 1 9 million in com-
pensatory damages and another $100 million in punitive dam-
ages. Washington: A Senate committee is demanding reams of
secret information on Justice Department eavesdropping prac-
tices for the past 6 years. And I guess this must be ,/.

Senator Jackson said at the time "We must start by Identi-
.
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fying, isolating and eliminating all unwarranted surveillance
activities by the government itself. The civil liberties of

all our citizens are at stake. 1 " The FBI and the deparment
periodically disclose the number of wiretaps in operation,
but normally make public no other details unless forced to

do so in court or under pressure from Congress. Also
Washington: CIA director William E. Colby said Tuesday night
that the CIA can find only one tape recording bearing on the

Watergate affair and that it has destroyed all its other
tapes from that period. In a telephone interview ," Colby <

.

said, "We had periodic destruction of our tapes." CBS News,
meanwhile, reported that the CIA made the recordings secretly
and that some of them may have included conversations with
the President. CBS said the tapes apparently were being
sought to throw light on the CIA's role in the break-in at

the office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist and other Watergate-
related matters. Los Angeles: A subpoena ordering President
Nixon to testify personally in the Ellsberg burglary case is

awaiting the signature of a California state judge following
his ruling that the President is a material witness. The

unprecedented subpoena was drafted and delivered to Superior
Court Judge Gordon Ringer late Tuesday by attorneys for

John D. Ehrlichman who requested Nixon's appearance. Wash-
inton: Controversy over oil industry profits appears to have
killed the emergency energy bill that Congress wrestled with
for 2 months. "It's all in a shambles now," Senate Interior
Committee Chairman Henry M. Jackson, Democrat, Washington,
said. House Commerce Committee Chairman Harley 0. Staggers,
Democrat from West Virgina, agreed that the Senate vote
probably would kill the hill. Washington: President Nixon
addresses Congress and the Nation Wednesday night on the

State of the Union, and quite possibly on the Watergate crisis.
With the general shape and nature of the President's 1974

legislative program already well known, interest in his

address centered on the question of whether he would talk

about the troubles that beset him and his Presidency. Wash-
ington: Russia is reportedly seeking a naval base on the West
African coast from which its warships could patrol sea lanes
connecting Europe with Latin America and South Africa. U.S.

intelligence sources said there have been recent indications
that the Soviet Union is putting pressure on President Sekou
Toure of Guinea for permission to build a naval base on an

island off Conkary - Conakry, the Guinean capal - capital.
Raleigh, North Carolina: Customers at a Raleigh service
station make appointments to buy gas. "Customers just love

it," station operator William E. Congleton said Tuesday.
"No one thinks it's anything less than a tremendous idea."
When a customer fails to show up for an appointment the
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allotment goes to drop-in customers. Seattle: James H.

Wheeler, age 101, known as "The Cat Man of the Yukon," died

Monday. He made a small fortune during the Alaska Gold Rush,

not in prospecting, but in picking up stray cats in Seattle

for 50 cents and selling them to Yukon dance hall girls for

$300 each. Space Center , Houston : Despite some space sta-

tion and weather problems, Skylab 3's astronauts will com-

plete about 90 percent of the experiments planned for their
84-day mission . Flight Director Don Puddy made that assess-
ment for newsmen Tuesday as the astronauts soared through
the home stretch of their record flight, Carr, Pogue , and

Gibson today were in their 76th day in orbit, with return
to Earth set for February 8 . The Flight Plan today included
a full siate of solar astronomy, medical and Earth resources
tasks. Washington: The senior Republican on the House
Judiciary Committee says President Nixon is not entitled to

withhold information from the panel's impeachment inquiry -

inquiry. Representative Edward Hutchinson said the impeach-
ment power overshadows the President's claim of executive
privilege. So far, the committee has not asked the White
House for any material, but it is seeking to obtain broad
subpoena power from the House. Crofton, Maryland: Former
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew is reported to be house-hunt ing

in and around Anne Arundel County in his home state of Mary-

land. 'They want to stay here," a representative of Charles
H. Steffey, Inc. said Monday. He said the Agnews have been
trying to keep their shopping quiet. The Agnew's current
home in Bethesda, just outside Washington, is for sale for

$325,000. And in Houston: Prosecution lawyers plan to call
"10 average cit - citizens" to testify in their effort to

have the trial of Elmer Wayne Henley moved to another city.
And that about does it for this morning.

END OF TAPE
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rr - - an Earth resources pass. Washington -
.

IT, the impeachment powe,:
overs.ajows^ "-J'™^^

IL^IIV^II any ..t.rt.l.Tut it is seeing to obtain .

Jroad subpoena power from the House. Crofton. Maryland -

Fnrmer ^ice President Spiro T . Agnew is reported to be house-

hunt ng in and around Ann Arundel County in his hone state

of Maryland "They want to stay here," a representative of Charles

H Stef fey Incorporated said Monday. He said the Agnews have

tel'll tng to „.: P their -hjPPi-; J«i«- ™*
fo^Ta J J^r""

home in Bethesda, just outside Washington, is for sale tor

$325 000 . And in Houston - Prosecution lawyers plan to call -

"0 average citizens" to testify in their effort to ave

triaHr timer Wayne Henley moved to another city. And that

about does it for this morning.
mo Thank you , Hank .

, , 0

CC And one word for you. Bill. The trac* 48

we're running on the EREP today is not dependant on the
_

.r«
" l- -

"
! ™ --v"k

r \.
&\Sr.i^^^^^
take Alfa 1 and Delta 9 readings during the pass.

PLT That's the 190 Alfa. Right?

cc Affirmative

.

pit Okay , thank you

.

Vl
T

And, we're about 1 minute from LOS. Goldstone

is next at 52, and that's only about 3-1/2 minutes from now.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

11 hours 49 minutes with loss of signal through the Hawaii

a a on with acquisition com.ng through ol stone

n 1 minute and 40 seconds. For a 5-hour period dur ng the

night!' beginning at 05:00 Greenwich mean tirre unt.l 10 23
_

SrS.nvich'.e.n time, control moment gyro number 2 ^turned

to normal for 5 hours* returned to its state tin

7 days ago before the present anomaly occurred. Wheel speed

returned to 8891, the temperature cycle was normal. and_

IV* amperes came down to the normal figure J^*"^ ch
normal operation was only for 5 hours and a 1 0 . 23 G e w c

h

nean time through the Bermuda tracking station, the telemetry

data Jndtcates that CMC is back to its of f 1 ine per I or.anc.

rating wheel speed's down to 8829. amps up and temperature',

st 11 2 to 3 degrees between bearing 1 and bearing 2. Bring
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f
.

,the line up for this Goldstone pass. CAP COMH is Hank Hartsfield -

_
cc

' Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

here
te8

'
Skylab we P lan to dump the voice recorder

PLT Roger, Hank.

.

CC
'

,

'
Skylab, Houston. Since we put in thntbypass cable on the voice recorder you know that degrades

tut MU e

an/fd
ttle b ' £

'
3nd/ e ' re

* etti "8 J"ry very plainlybut Bill and td you're coning in a little bit weak now. Andif you would we d like for you to try to speak a little more

to^ T

t

i
nC ' ly

*
And lf using the microphone

to kind of - I don't know, I guess get it closer to vourlips tne re to help us out .

'

PLT Okay , Hank

.

'

C
.

C / Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute from LOSBermuda is next at 02.
CD * Roger, Hank. And on S2 33, I don't holdout much hope for finding the comet right away. I managedto look one time and I haven't neen it yet. We'll keep

?i«
8
Ji«?

avay^ l

u but i,b afraid that thin « s d ° n 't looktoo good tor this first try.

•
CC Okay , we copy

, Jerry .

.
.

PA0
rrt ,

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time •U hours 59 minutes. Loss of signal through GoldstoneAcquisition coming through the Bermuda tracking stationIn approximately 2 minutes 45 seconds. Commander Carr reporting
ut il "°i 5*7 J SU

t
Ce89 tryin

* t0 l0Cate conec Kohoutek/
8

He is scheduled to be taking photographs of the comet throughthe command module window. However, he indicates thing.

w??i\ /°° 8 ?° d f ° r flr8t tty COday
- Another attemptwill be made tonight. As the crew in their postsleep activi ieson this their 76th day in orbit. They began'their day wUh

cTrV** 1<SI
T

c
7 !" 8 eg8S 3nd sausa « e . grapefruit drink,coffee Pilot - Science Pilot Gibson having sausage with

lit*.*** f

U
t' £° rnflake8 . bread with jam, Pilot Pogueeggs, beef hash, pears, orange drink, coffee, and bread withJam. Next acquisition in 1 minute 40 seconds. We'll holdthe line up for this Bermuda pass 2 minutes in duration.™ Skylab, Houston through Bermuda 6 minutes

t,««rr«wwfii
Roger, Hark. And if you can for schedulingtomorrow will you see if they can't slip in some checklist

*i lo™^:
there? These oound8

° f
^ aperwor

k

19 £*ii«ni-«

hour Set aside for thai"
' °" t0a0rr™ We

*
ot you " ^ut an
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'

i .

CDR
, Okay, I ought be able to nake a good dent

in it with that .
'

CC Plus since tomorrow is an off-duty day,
the re' 8 a good bit open tine there too.

CDR Oh, yeah, that's right. I forgot about that.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylsb, Houston, ue'ro 1 »i»«te fro»

„ „„™ lo ........
,k
i... .^K^ra^'i.

st? ir srxi.rsT.? ».» • »— - .

' ^ration.
skylab, Houston through Canaries for

9-1/2 minutes .

cc CDR , Hous ton

.

C0R oLf^J^r^i was just talking to Karl there
CC 0ka y •

l
erry

' nn co -13 if you orient yourself
here about trying to find the co-et on S2 33 .

if y

so that you're looking "8^"^°^" . t .bou! the upper
number U and - the comet should *PP" r

x mean t0W ards
third part »V I/ !^"h, y f the cer.terline of

hand edge as you look towarc the CSM.^ T^^that
CD\ uhr D e od I looked out there and the horizon

a try. Last nigh *

J«J°*
1 ^ l was afraid maybe it was

was veil over to tne right, ah
camer a in there to

going to be impossible, even, to get a

l00k
J^' « eil a11 WC C3n "

1 8UeSS
-

U WC d °

is just give it a go. If we can" t then we can t ^

the Co^and module sldl^ch " — ^ "

be aligned with window »u. er^^
We ' re about 20 seconds

from "OS. Tananarive wi 1 1 be comin,
;

up a t .

And tor .,11.

I don't know whether we made " C

J^J
"

t J e lne we had
aal ve kind of wanted you to run during

scheduled for the EWP ^^^ f igured that out He'; -oin.

a couple of film threading problems right now and then whistle

.right^p there.
Qkay Good 9how . you - He's doing the

right thing, must h.vj
; "'Vo^o^Greenwich mean time 12 hours

PA0 bityiao • oHvlnlnfi Commander Carr
and 22 minutes CAP COMM Han c

H.r t. field - » Sugges t

what window would be be s t to vi ew he co
airlock

was out the SA «^w
; ; . 1 mc io f th. airlock

module, the structural t ran.i t i on « c "° n °
[

'
to hoto .

nodule through window number *

;

Another « .pt^^P ^
graph comet will be made later to y acqulsit i 0 n

ti*e 21:00. again using '
a

a low .elevatl0 n pass.

&K5&£BfcrB».ME
END OF TAPE
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C
U -orfced.

c" »» «f. f ; r t „ e

S

J,"
'« both of ,„..,

Cc Negative.
10 0- °ka>'- That's rt.ll, „ .,

PL T ,
' E ° 0<1 " eVS «>><>« the

Of Chat ««
k

;
,
t-..™'f i

;*"" cane a ,

CC lost the P „„
8 blan ^ and i

„„, «";.°.
f

;:::rf: *--r-PLT c ,rt ''very-

'«.j
o
.. Una t did .h. thrc . breatcrs on jo?

Problem A nadir w YCt ""ted on h c 9 1
" b ««* in

o^rring on re cent Earth *
nd aborts have L^*^
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zero degree roll position as expected. A procedure to cor-

rect this problem was passed up to the crew; however, the

message apparently did not pet into the teleprinter. It will
be resent at the next pass. Hopefully by the - start at the

E REP pass, this S193 problem can be corrected also. Next
acquisition in 16 minutes and 50 seconds through Honeysuckle.
At Greenwich mean time 12 hours 40 minutes, this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
12 hours 56 minutes . Changeover in progress here. Maroon;
team headed by Flight Director Don Puddy, CAP COMM will be
Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, we're AOS with you through Honey-
suckle for 7 minutes.

CDR Roger ,
Crip

.

CC Bill, we have a question down here re-

garding your teleprinter pad since you mentioned that E REP

ma If, you'd only gotten a portion of it. After we sent that

one we also sent up a center of mass measurement which you're
scheduled to be doing about now, and you - your F. REP pads.

Can you tell us whether you got those on board?
PLT We have cer.ter of mass and EREP. I still

am waiting for the 193 part of the malf.
CC Okay; very good. We'll - we'll try to

go t that up to you.
PLT And Crip, you can save me a few minutes,

here, I'm sort of in a bind for time, if you can have the film
people quickly confirm or clarify on Nikon 2 and Nikon 4 if

there's downloading involved. I think there is.

CC We'll see if you can get - get you a

quick answer on that, Bill.
PLT I can sort it out checking through Plight

Plans but it'd take me a few minutes.
CC Rog; we got - 1 think we got the word.

Just a sec. PLT, Houston, you're absolutely correct, Bill.
We do need to download both 2 and 4.

PLT Thank you. And Crip, 1 have in ay hand
message 76632, which is I guess the completion of tne trouble-
shooting on EREP.

CC There should be a third pa*e 1 "> that.

It's actually page 3, and it should be coming in now.

PLT I'm going to go out and see what - how
much of this 193 i could do on this pass.

CC Okay; copy that. Wonder if the - what
the status is with SPT this morning. Ed, are you all tied

up? The reason I'm asking is a little problem with the con-
flict on where we scheduled the ATM conference, and Bill
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rco'^nV*
1

* ^ 0t
!\

V h
.

ad 3 C ° Uple of ^rth for you this
'

morning. We could either do it at the end of thia pass orpick it up over Coldstone. H r

SPT
'

Crip, right now I'm working on set tineup the cameras for the cen t e r-o f-n>a 98 xaeasureaent.
*

.;
C Ok&y

,
Ed. No problea. We'll - we'llsee if we can work it when we * et to the stateside,

j
rt

1 f v. u ,

L°° k; lf ' ou want to K° ahead I can - I

Sec
thSt 8 fine

' He '

8 Present,

enect what it is. We're attempting to scheduled what

don t have any questions on that, that was the .ain thing
*^ ^^no

o

^er J^^l
t

3^^^^^-^- B^
h

;w-r;;
of neV

-any conflicts and p r ob l eaB^h^L ^t^ns ".V^7or not that comes about is unclear right now. Other thanthat inputs from you was about all else I had on ay {J".'

t

C
,

r P°; nt « ^ich 1 looked at yesterday are -

look Hke the ri.hr ^ 8 ° U
?
d8 ""^ And if 11 <o«.«'t

look, rlfght
81 thlnR t0 d ° Ju8t pre" on ««« «• vh,uvr

SPT Okay.

. ^
CC Okay. We're about 30 seconds from roc

ma We don't hav« Hawaii thig pt„ e .

,
RoRtr, Crip, and 8233 was a b»...r
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CDR
. SSon

6 '

8 8
° Ut Chere? A Mo°n?

rnp A Moon
' Ro «-

cc
A half 8 Moon -

the comet we'll be a

H
' J

i

gn f% J
[
*

n «
}

8 lf just find

CC Okeydoke.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Moon
('C

•

'

.
A Moon .

'
'

..

c<: Rog.
CDR a half a Moon.
cc

,
Okeydokey. Will - Do you think it'nworth - worth trying to pursue. I believe Ed's tot it

a little bit later on today.
8

r , .

C
?
R

.

WeU
•

the big thing is, if t/e cen lust

l iittii r:;?-
11

,
be aU right

-
But it,a ^ in « to take

to mJc it
8

' '
8 C ° Uple ° f P««« Prob.bly

CC Okeydoke

.

ii hJ-t» - a a ,

Skylab Contro1
.
Greenwich mean time

;,°: f! and * "inutes with loss of signal through Honeysuckle.X
„ ,

U ,lt ° n b * through Goldstone in 22 minutes and
35 seconds. Commander Carr reporting difficulty being able

onJr*^
coaet/ ohout ^- He was scheduled to photograph thecomet this morning through the structural transition section

tiw°; ;;i
n
? v 5

:?
llllmeter camera

-
He said *f n ^dltiy

i?n h\ 1 i ,

l00kln
8 t0 flnd ic l»«r. A second attempt

AI\<1 " d
'!

r '° day 10 P^tograph the comet Kohoutek.

J?I Jlw ! I
y

' u
G&C ° fflcer re P°rted that beginning atmidnight today the CMC number 2 returned to its normalpattern of wheel speed of 8890. The temperature cyclereturned noraal and amperes were lowered. However this

?0?^'
1^ 1

la8Ced/ niy
*

h° Ur " and at Greenwich mean time
10:23, this morning, the CMG-2 regurned to its normal glitchpa tern of lover wheel speeds and higher amperes and df erencebetween bearing number 1 and bearing number 2 temperaturesranging from 2 to 3 degrees. The temporary normal operationonly 5 hour, in duration. Today is EREP pass number 3

"
a

'

stateside past. The maneuver for the EREP is scheduled touse only about 10 pound-seconds of TACS propellant .Two maneuver*
M-r.iS^hliMir ^ ^i™ 1 "* at 15:26

P
Greenwich mean"time and then again at - an hour later at 16:26 Greenwich

! "
I
8

', ™* -Pjcfcraft will return to solar inertial

ihil A,
°'««»ich n,ean time 17 hour. 15 minutes. Later

till *lM
n
l°*'

° reenwl
J
ch time 23 : 38, the spacecraft

ualn. fJi%n?oTeUVCred f0f P ho '°^-Phy of comet Kohoutek,using he S019 instrument. The crew, successfully - successful

earned
f

wh*\l?
9t 'V}" ^ S19 ° c -»"as, the . ix'mul t i»pe"camera, which untxplainedly went off ye.terday during theERLP pass. Pilot Bill P0gU e , thl. morning, uiing malfunction

n
p
o:

c

: 0rr:it;
a

;;f s
p
<h

a
?
na8ed to corr « ct the pr °bie --

?fc \ \ ,

S193 in * n -tteapt to correct the problem
«'Z ? llli

haVln8 WUh that during the li.t.everal EREP P ..,e.. Approximately 85 percent of the "rbp film
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and magnetic tape has been used up in the 37 passes to date.
17,404 frames of the S190A film has been used in the mission
so far. 2156 frames of the Earth terrain camera, the S190B
have been taken. And 426 feet remain in the S191 film maga-
zines. 88,590 feet of magnetic tape have been used with the
S192. 100,800 feet of magnetic tape had been launched for
this - with this mission. Sufficient film and tape ample
for the remaining EREP passes. 97 percent of the onboard
film scheduled for use in the ATM instruments has been used
up in the S052 experiment. 15,191 frames have been shot.
S054 has used 13,486 frames of film. S056, 12,741 used to date.
S082A only two frames remain. Of the 402 launched, 400 have
been used up. S082B has used 15 - 1598 frames of film of
the 1608, which were taken aboard Skylab. In the H-alpha 1
camera, of the 30,800 frames scheduled for use, 30,033 frames
have been used to date. Next acquisition 11 minutes and 50 sec-
onds through Hawaii. At Greenwich mean cine 13 hours and
10 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine
13 hours 27 minutes with acquisition in 50 seconds through
the Goldstone tracking station. Changeover here in the
Mission Control Center, maroon team under the direction of
Flight Director Don Puddy. CAP COMM is astronaut Bob Crippen.

cc Skylab, Houston. AOS through Goldstone.
WeN/e got you for about 6 minutes.

Cc Also, Skylab, we'd like to go ahe*d and
take the VTR and dump i* here through Goldstone.

spT That's fine, Crip. Go ahead.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact is through Bermuda , that * s in
about 4 minutes from now at 13:39. We'll be doing a data/
voice recorder dump. Also on the upcoming laser pass, it's
1-watt yellow. And our - I would also like to get an ATM
frame count from «• from you, Ed, when you man the panel through
that pass.

PLT Roger, Crip.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Skylab Cont rol, Greenwich mean ti?se
13 hours 37 minutes, loss of signal through Goldstone. Next
acquisition in 2 minutes will be through Bermuda. The weekly
food inventory for Skylab mission shows that if we had a
visitor to Skylab at a future date the visitors would have
to like tuna fish salad, asparagus, green beans, and lemonade.
These four items are the - the major overages for the mission.
Right now there are 32 asparagus remaining and will remain
at the end of the mission, as well as 25 cream style corn
18 cans of green beans, 20 packages of lemonade , and 20 cans
of tuna fish sandwich spread. Next acquisition through Bermuda
in 1 minute. We'll leave the line up for the Bermuda pass
10 minutes in duration.

„ .

CC Skylab, Houston; we're AOS through Bermuda.
We have you for 9-1/2 minutes. The VTR is all cleaned off,itbelongs to you guys again. You got a full 30 minutes.
We 11 also be doing a data/voice recorder dump here. Andwhenever it's convenient, Ed, I would like to get a frane
count from you off the ATM.

CDR He'll be with you shortly, Criy.
cc °kay, no problem.
fj*! And "e've got it sighted there, Crip; unaided.PLT Cr *P. I'll cut It back to half a vatt if

can

.

cc Okay, understand you got it in si*ht now.
We 11 check and see if we can cut it back.

cc w e show that the data - the recorder's
running and we need it to do a dump here. We're - we're all
full.

Wt've got it, Crip, and also we still havePLT
the laser in sight .

CC Very good .

cc Bill, time does not permit reducing the
power down to half a watt this pass. We'll check and tee if
that nay be feasible for the next one.

J
* LT Okay, Crip, it's still coming through loudana clear.
cc Thank you, sir.

H r Hello, Crip. You ready for the frame count'cc Yes , s i r .

SP
1, 76 ". 85238. 27602. 2488. And Crip, thereason I n getting - going slow here is that between ATMpasses we had - had me scheduled for setting up some cameras,aooe lights taking center-of -mass measurements, and an ATMconference, and we needed about a factor of tine 2 more thanwhat we were allowed. And that's why we're join* a little

b 1 1 s low he re ,
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CC Copy that, and understand the problem.

SPT Okay, as long as the people down there

understand how much time these things are taking and plan

accordingly and they'll know what they're going to get. We're

charging four more, but there's no way of getting through then

in a night-side pass.
CC Roge r , that

.

PLT Loss the .' aser , Crip, visually at 44:10.

And Jerry still has it on the binocs.
CC Okay, you're getting pretty far out ther~

again.
PLT The - I got an - started getting a very

definite attenuation about 43 minutes and it was, you know,

sort of dropping in and out, but I was still able to maintain

visual contact about for a minute and a half here and then

finally lost it completely.
CC Okay.
PLT Still have it on the binoculars.
CC Rog.
PLT Still have it on the bicnoculars. And

another point of interest was that when I was Baking the

transmissions, I was also leaninp. down. So I was reacquiring
that thing visually right up until 1 gave you that last call.

CC Rog. You guys got strong eyeballs.
PLT MARK. Lost it on the binoculars.
CC Rog.
CC SPT , Houston. Ed, if you've got another

moment I'd like to give you some words regarding the 82A

and Rframes and how much we've got remaining and where you've

going to have to stop and so forth.
SPT Go ahead.
CC Okay, on 82A, understand you've got two

frames on there now. I belinve you've got an 82A exposure

scheduled a little bit Inter in the day and it should of

course decrement to 1. Subsequent to that, we'll have you

go ahead and try one more exposure to see if it does decrement.
If it does not, we'll Just go ahead and leave it alone at

1. If it does, we'll go ahead and take one more exposure
with it at tero. On B we show that you are now reading

7 frames and we can go ahead and take exposures all the

way down to zero.
SPT Okay. As 1 understand what you're saying

on 82A is that when it gets down to either 1 or «ero you try one

more, if it doesn't change, then you stop at that point.

CC Okay, that's on A. It should really

•top at i we think, but we want you to go ahead and try it
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'J
1 S«lS"« i«. «T >ord. onthe ......I

'

. . „u af. or i8 this discussion adequate?
„..»,. regarding . J^l.Jhl ^^ „

f „r rt . «... «.,!. ^ aJ-- y

--""^
U SO .head a„<. d. .

vhoever is on the panel a reminder at that time.

cc 5k!y, we're about a minute from LOS Next
C

. ia „I to be through Ascension in 8 minutes
station contact is going to De_ cn™ u 8 . recorder dump,
at 13:56. We are complete with the data/voict

and it belongs to you again.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich Mean time
14 hours 6 minutes. Loss of signal through Ascension. Next
acquisition through Carnarvon in 22 ninutes and 25 seconds.
At Greenwich mean time 14 hours 7 ainutes, this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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? AO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time /.

14 hours 28 minutes. Acquisition coming through Carnarvon
in 50 seconds. We'll bring the line up live for this pass.
9 minutes In duration.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through
Carnarvon for 9 minutes.

CC Skylab, Houston, 1 minute from LOS.
Next station contact is through Guam in 6 minutes at 14:44.
See you there.

SPT Okay, Crip. Before 1 whistle away from
the panel here. Let me give you a quick overview. Won't take
long r,ere. XUV monitor shows the brightest regions cowing
around the east limb, poking at about 270, fairly bright
one abou«: 0.9 - 0.94 some brightening above that at - at
270 or around 2 80, there's some limb brightening. Several
bright points around on the disk. The active region 37 is

very difficult to distinguish from bright points. There's a

bright point at around 140.2 and 120.4 and 10 6.5, and a

few others scattered around. Filament channel down running
east/west down pretty much close to the center about 0.5 degrees,
or 0.5 solar radii down , and we have coronal hole to the north
and south. At the north we've got a filament channel running
parallel to the coronal hole, pretty much what we've talked
about in terns of helium. It's real (garble) bending. Maybe
that's what vie' re looking at here in the oxygen VI -

I'm sorry; in the XUV monitor, white light r.uronagraph (garble)
strong streamers on 10. (Static and garble)

CC We're going over the hill on you here, now,
Ed.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours and 39 minutes, with loss of signal through Car-
narvon. Next acquisition will be Guam in 4 minutes. Today's
EREP pass, the 37th pass in the mission. Data take begins
at Creenvich mean time 16 hours and 42 minutes. Data will
be gathered in the North Pacific to - for general weather
conditions. As the spacecraft crosses over the United States
and through - over Colorado, data will be gathered over
Denver as well as spectrometer data over Dillon Lake, Col-
orado. Geological features in the Leadville area of Colorado
will b* gathered today, forest rangelands and alpine cover
in the Indian Peaks, Colorado, area, atmospheric conditions
over Cripple Creek, as well as looking for potential accumu-
lations of hydrocarbons in Anadarko Basin in Oklahoma.
Weather information will be gathered over th* Gulf of Mexico
es Skylab crosses the coastline. Land classifications In
the Sabine National Forest, Texas, is also a target today,
as well aa coastal marshlands of Louisiana for determining
salt water intrusions and other water char ac t e t la t ica of
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the oceans in the Gulf of Me ,°
d forC 8t inventory, insect -

for today, and « oc* et ' '"^lum^" South America as well

or disease damage studies in C
°*"»J

' lo lnc luded in to-

11 tapping of Colombia South Africa, ^ croflaes

day 's pass. Also
^Vross^ng ".ck nuDber 2, additional

track 59 and track 48 «°"* n * of these two areas,

geothermal area data wi
8»J«« nlnute8 . Next acquisi-

Ireenwich mean cl.« ^.^Teep the line up for the Guam

tion in 2 minutes. We lL Ke v

P«s-
c

sky iab, Houston. We're AOS through

Cuam.^Ve have you for 7 ^inutes_ ^

-«Atn in 17 minutes over the btate*

LOS. See you again m 1/

stone at 15:08. control, Greenwich ..an time

PAO , bU.„i through Guaa. Next

14 hours 52 minutes. Loss o s^
n
^ rQ^h Iddstone. The

Uqui.ition in 15 minutes will be throuj ^ beginning

nd-of-mission •ctivltl.. for the Sk>l^
mi ion

with mission day 79.
"J"/J^V at the 8t andard time at

dav 79. That day i" clu^ 8 W*,*"L n day 79 includes CS

,

Greenwich mean time
;
1: ' , nd « - M092/yi71

command service module jyet... chec^, ^ _ erep instruments,

run on the commander, cl ° 8 ^" <ll[travehlcu iar activity, as

Reparations for the ^^^J 'a^d S020 instruments

well as P"P«"i io " 9

led
0

f or
h

derioy»e nt during the EVA.

which may be
J«

d/°J.J^ r workday. Vakeup * !»e stan-

Mission day 80, again • 16 h
JJ nore EVA preparations, with

dard Greenwich
J

1" "j™ 8nd mission day 81, again

the EVA scheduled **** vestibular function run

16-hour workday. An M131 huMJ
J ^ pUot B111

Mission day 8* i» a 9-hour "°™ a
J*' d gets up early for

the crew goes to b 8 ear y t "
, „ith splashdown on

deactivation, undocking and «fP*
ra

ke 1-ce a t Greenwich

ii.sion day 85. ^V^Snut.. it burn at U Jour,
moan time U hour. * 3 Pac ific west of 9an Diego

36 minutes, and 8pl f^ d
?c hours and 17 minutes. The .plash

at Greenwich .tan time * >
.fter undocking. Next acrui-

occur. 20 hour, and 42 l««"J •[nute . flnd 25 second.. At

Gt^nwicn
r

::.n Si!" " S.-"-." »— • ^ I. Skyiab

Control

.

END OP TAPE





SL-IV MC-2677/1
Time: 10:07 CDT

1/30/74

76:15:07 GMT

We * re AOS through

know whether

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

15 hour. 7 minutes. Acquisition coming through Goldatone

in 50 seconds. During this stateside pass Skylab will be

.aneuvereS for the 37?h Earth resource, pass this maneuver

"healed to begin at 15:26 Greenwich mean time a

fin. Z-LV maneuver to be performed 1 hour later at h

26 minutes Greenwich mean time. Bring the line up for this

stateside pass. CAP COMM is Bob Crippen.

C C Skylab , Houston

.

Gold.tore for 5-1/2 minutes.
PLT Roger ,

Crip

.

CC Skylab, Houston. 1

you're going to hav an opportunity to try for it this time.

lit 11 you do, the laser again will be a local s artour _

with 1 watt. We'd like to get one photo of it if you find

it We assume you will, and if - after you report that we

can go ahead and reduce it down to a half watt per your

previous request and get another photo of it then.

PLf Okay . /

cc Skylab, Houston. At your convenience,

we can - we need somebody to adjust the REGS for us tor the

upcomf..:* EPEP pass. It'll be both pot 1 and 2, 30 degrees

° 1CClt

CDR* Roger. And Crip, just something to pass

to you before I forget it again. Last night's evening status

report we should have included under inoperable equipment

the blood pressure cuff, serial number Oil, broke yesterday

in that it failed to send a signal to the ESS apparently.

We were getting no blood pressure light or reading. We
_

swapped out, we have a new cuff which is «erial number 12,

and everything's working fine.

cc Okay. Appreciate that report, and '.hen

somebody does get up to the - around the area of th* STS there,

there're a couple of things that I want to check.

SPT You got 30 degrees clockwise on each one,

Crip. What else do you need? annar
CC Okay. We copy that pump Charlie appar-

ently quit on us last night and we wondered if - like to

verify that the switch for pump Charlie on panel 203 is

in Of? now and also that the circuit breaker on panel Ml
for pump Charlie on the ATM coolant loop - coolant pump,

rather, is - is CLOSED.
SPT Circuit breakers for Bravo and Charlie

are both CLOSED and all pumps are turned off at the present time.

Would you like that reconfigured? ''

,
:

" "
'

'

cc Okay. We thought we were running on -

on pump Bravo .



1/30/74 .

SPT I did too a. of last night but the switch

13 off now. Hold on.
^ talking about, is the ATM

CC
nw we'-rf Joing to LOS here for .bout 30

coolant pump, now We re goi ^ ^ ^ other
aec0n

g5 T No, we got Bravo running on the ATM

coolant. Also Ed, would you check 52

CC ?,?
y \, tioht have Rot turned off acci-

POWER ON? U looks like it night have got

dently.^
ye8> u sure dld . It .

s on.

CC ^oaTwitn'you through Texas now. We

got /oufor about 1i^nutes . \h.t «0 adjust you did

«;
Frk

" 8 ° 0d
"

or r r ;p.
h
;- i;: n;

going over the hill when I was ta ^ ^ u()
coronagraph fere's two real faint tea ^ x ^ ,

t

r-M » t^r- o«».r.t... no .!.»!»-

cant change.
^ pre _ apprcC i a te your keeping

us .pSated on wha t ' s happen ing^ith^SOL . ^^ ^

X couf/back one n i gh t .
' Tha.:> . -t ton! / thTy" ch anne 1

night. If there's any * *

J™^a^ to bil tonight.
che„ through Chuck Roas and I 11

Ed , x take it

that S. 133 ca ? i. T.pi you a littie bit of difficulty in

sleeping or is that th. Pjf
l

«J ly that . Why don't you

ju . t let n e t.U to Chuck Ross tonight, Crip.

CC Okeydoke.
t , picture of

PLT CriP '

h ^ t n n a call about

the laser but how gout - « u

h

lv
,

"
n uV<r ,

24 p«*t the hour so I don t - ..^he « ^ u ^ y<>u

CC nwv I've got hie, Crip.
PLT O^ay. ^

ve
Jnd PLT , Houston. Bill,

CC Very good. An PL
. and you .

d

whenever you'd like to get the pho to a y
&

Hke t^try to r.duc^pov. r t
, ^ t ^ ^

^
P°we7 -

c Okay; in work. Okay. You're about

half ^half a watt
l gQt a 30o-«illiMt*r of both

pow /power levels. ^ ^ really teU the difference.



S1.-IV MC-2677/3
I

CDR ?'' y '"''renting.

they redu
C

c

r

e
'j.

t^ like to it ,„ „ ore

CDR °kay.

aide, e ye .
»»- CM,. , Just ,„„ u ^ ^ ^

„ Okay.

£.&= sraajs
eye and Ed's still „

1 Ju8t lo *t It with ^
again. '

' 1 1

1

8£>t U *" the binoculars cJl\
U
?' lded

CC T
'

Lrank ^ up

PLT
1 " vork

.

llT
ok
d

.;^.
h" «- «». b,.. cul „..

cc Sane here.

SPT °^ ay
l

V
'

e copy that.
CC

" OW far out are we?
SPT ^ 0ut "00 Bil es now.

cc •
cnac 1 lost it so

'-^"^^
h

°:k^^^^;L

a

^\^'"---"
1

»s 8^ s i:
PLT /"* re ot the aaneuver, going U p to

SPT J
kank you. Crip.

ESj-i
I could see it getting '? rminat «<l rather abruptly Pr<cut off

setting dimmer then «n ^ *-
'"P"- 1 /. Crip.

END OP TAPE
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«~;

74
1<».M CDT 76: 15i2 5 CUT

SPT

mods to his C&D pad if , can . ? ,

And 1 ve got several
three^ites before the

'

pa8a
CatCh tho8e

'.
We've% ot ^olt

'
f H give you a call?'

11 be ROln8 that in about 20 seconds.

"J
sweu. We can probXiy^ick IV

2 " , ° r * BlniJtes hereIght be easier for you * ? *he» up a little bit later! it

c" C
lll*

8
?

ahcad with Che Mi.
<" - -andby. We J. Ve^tia^ ,f 5

™ « ^

0

inV?ha :. 8

ch
;- 8ed - 58 -^ f or S ; an db y .

cc
Thank vou.

«- 10 --*""«^^:^^
0
„':«

A
;«

;iii
-« ......

PaJ
So 1o "8. Crip'.

^O^aecondfXo^^^^: 'Z^l " " '
"33 camera, the 35-.iH ter ? Qr

°^ le operation of -.hewill be one of the few last re 1 * COnet ^ohoutek,
will be photographed by the SkvllS

8 that co «** Kohoutekexpe riBenti win be J
the Skyl.b crew Tomorrow, the S201with the 201 tomorrow. S233 is lit* A i ! 5" the last operation•8-in as is today. The last scheduled

tWice tomorrow
Photography i 8 on ml88ion " S

J
h ed^^ o Per a t ion of the COnietthrough Ascension. At Creenwfrh

Acquisition in 6 minutes
this l8 Skylab control.

BWlCh 1 lme 15 hours 29 minutes
PAO . ,

'

and 35 .inute.. Ac, „ I. , t f „f°"
'
'f ' ' """"'ch , e„ , Ioe 15 hour.

?s;%
v
:."

f ° r thc P«°:
1

?.
,
r

,

J h

r

.

o

"S.:;"""°"
- sk

passes so far in Skvlah'c , i.
mission, number 92

for 5 „ !nutcs .

S<S" ab
- "»""«. AOS ,hX"^.n. ,„

g e r , Crip.



SL-IV MC-2678/2 '

Tine: 10:25 CDT 76:15:25 GMT
1/30/74

p,
C
T

okav
. no hurry.

PLT Go, Crip. :

p,

C
T J

111
»
dld y° u Rive me a call then?

CC
Roger, you can *o ahead with the changes

C r
Walt a minute. That was 46:18?

off . n4 i, 3A 0H are ":
8
b

a

e

ti
d

v

:; e;:r
tive

-
At 45:08 t,,e 5193 rad

PLT Roger,

ana s" 3 RAD «re «. be "oe le ted" ^/fi" °< S193A "A.D.T

0k ay, the way I have it now *r aa./a

PI' ? That's affirmative.

c S T, n u
: 0ka y« vould you also add in at - over

E./staX
C ^ bGf0re 57:45

'
" ll

PLT
5 7:15 ETC, STANDBY.

s
.ii."»» etc sT*KD

0
.

k

r:«';S:;„:°"i;a
I

ji;: t

,

j/iir:r; I1 :

h

\We're about 10 seconds fro. LOS. Next station \ ?
""«"

th,.u, h Carnarvon in about 3 ... „1„,Ts\V U J . "J f
J ^doing a data/voice recorder dump there

'. . at 58:30 ll xf .

*B< > * CharUe

p
C That's affirmative.

. „ ,° '

Skylftb Control, Creenwich mean time 1 •>

" ln 23 »lnute * and 15 seconds will be the Carnl.

END OF TAPE
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1/30/74
11 CST 76:16:03 CMT

change is as expected, the follovinu will !•
11 orblt

reentry tinea. These ti»e. a J en f L !
reparation-

Undocking £.t 10:34, which is 5*14 «
Greenwich mean tine.

"•pi., bum win ». j:
i

i;.in:f c^ . n:,™-37 minutes 45 seconds, a delt. velocity of 111 r.V.
"

second, the SPS retroflre burn .1 c «L 1,
P ° r

h.»« 35 »l„„te. end 50 second,!'.
0
;""'llll "Tilt

b.,1. bUOtout at Gjeenvl?,,*^ n
1 ^ J" J*;.'

1
,
••«•«-

i

and 20 second. ;"„,,,„ ch'taT t "„„ur .

h™" » »«»««

PLT
cc

Ready to copy .

operations that we ha^ S 193 ^0^-CO^^Souf ' ^plus 30 and POLARIZATION 1 should k.
CONTIGUOUS

, angle RIGHT
operation of 193 RAD STANDB? * "° Ved 3fter the "M "

^
T Roger . Go ahead .

to «h.t ve ... ,. tt °n>: ^,",:"ir"
T
to

,

f
"•"»."•»«

over the vatet overcast all ,v. „ Z a
1 » 0<:ke<i In

Oregon border, and^bout 'cne llW'l till Ihl*io'm""'""vera*, .n the ... d„.„ to the Da nver re'a'.he re
'
? t •

,

,



Sl-IV MC-2679/2
j ,

1/30/74
11 ' 03 CDT 76:16:03 G »T

break down to aboui 4/in r „ i/in .

'
cirru.. so tha . , , '

C ° V' r<
">!; vh "=h "«">. thl„

again today, so you sh u h v n k!" Weather
ToU-o Bend area'and ^ ^'^/^"^"J.Pj£ » « "P th.

PLT
Okay; good enough. Thanks.

J
Set down to 46:30 when VH't Ul^jjLVvVlLi^ thin8

' When
73 I have put it to STANDBY up at 16 38 30 hTf J'

*ANGE
11 0N

cc
Perhaps 1 oi

sr on
?

° ? co».«i:i.:
have not — d

previous operation. s'and by^
11*™ U '

S StU1 on the

you said delete it.
0kaX

'
1 deleted ic " 45:08. I thought

« We did<

Cc c
kay

'
18 U 0N at 46:18?

answer to your quest ^w!"/? 111
' ^ '

B111
- r "

46:30 on t Z. AI.TIMETEr" ' however we ' re^ot
3
"^? *° d * th"°

ating it till a bit later at - at « Si /° " g C ° be °P er '

the way we want to tun tt It has ?2 ^ ' that ls
a little bit different t^ere because" of" tTIV '

^ S ° U " d

v^rit
e

va8
ahead — <• in :^: h :: gr<

I had^Lsed a called Ar^M^L^r^wJe^ "

1

PLT and the CDR
.

I f^ge^anv^rnh! '° Skyl ' b
'
Houst °". for

I can give our recomnendfd proLdure whirh^s basT '

££
T Go ahead .

for you to write this^dovn V?"^ belleve necessary
to do, if we ge : % e

°w
;- ^ °- v u we want

S190A POWER to OFF and rh„
is t0 take the

the three S180A lircuit br^kerTto OF^a"! "^
then turn the power back ON^^ho^^r ™™ • -d
to STANDBY and wait 2 IJc ondT f^ t

^ ' ' ° H ^ ™ DE SWltch
Into the POWER OFF?

e<" onas ll "t or can I just whip right

to go"o STANDBY. **" "* Verlft that "there's any (garble)



SL-IV HC-2679/3

l/30/74
U:03 CDT 70;16:O3 CHT

rti
' Ji

' Okay .
'

END OP TAPE
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SL-IV MC-2680/1
Tine: H:H CDT , 76:16:14 CMT
1/30/74

-w »°i c .

Okay
.

We ' re about to go LOS here in

CDR Roger
, Crip .

p.." r^^JerSurSuon^
6

'

50 S6COnd8 th" U « h **uaB
'

G »*»

Gua* fo
C

r 9-1/2 ni„ ute
S

s

yiab
'

H ° U8t ° n
-

W '
'
» with ^ trough

now<
CDR Soger, Crip. We ' re do ing the S 19 3 t

e

8 t

,

CC Copy .

t0 ta^ 7

CDR
, Houston. Jerry you got a ooment

CDR Negative.

8i U?
CC PLT> Hou8ton

'
Y°" «°t a ooment to chat

,

test .

CDR He ha8n,t ^ther. We're doing the 193

cc Rog . , rog .

*? T 1 '1
1 talk to you, Crip.

You're so sweet to me, Ed.

yo„ an can , 1!CU88 t
;:-~.

t

i

:j;
>~ ^ r,tvi:rcLcable Use night to get rid of rh* f> L, j ,

that

concerned abo't, slnJe we'Lven^ / ' LTot Voll""?"recording circuits will all three of you tam n « a W„ !to whether we're going to be able to record tn"? anS Ifyou guys can hack it for the dura c ion of the pa s we wan 1 !appreciate it if you could go ahead and C £oSE tha^ audTosystea BUF AMP number 1 circuit breaker on panel 0^ whichof course, is going to give you the six cycle back Andyou can open that up as soon as the data tail ^co.p^e .

required? " th
* ° nly COnfi gurat lon ^ange

^?i^T rr
re

d
"""^i" «". b:-"" ,

b
B

:ci:-";:
h"

i: ^en7:r^
necessary in the fuU;e when we re running EREP aLel

y l ok ay • I n on ray wav .

, ,
Okay. And for the CDR. Jer, we see

Overload look okay?
J:

Looks good from here.
CDR 0kav

- We've finished the 193 test



SL-IV MC-2680/2

bugging you.
° kay

' Thank /ou. Sorry to ke dD
CDR Crln

V

" about that BUFFER AMP breaker'' ^ Wanted t0 ^ to

PIT I5
at

'f "° 8Weat '

7 ^ readini 50 'n,i. „
(8arbl <0 Charlie 6 47.

Pr

L

T
(Garble)

^IJn't get th e reciJl.'J^ei
0

!^!
0 " 1 3l8 °- »«n't -

8 al
cc°

readln
* 55

> J«t ^^rc;;^ «»' - -2, D . u .

c

j-i-. S o„. „ i 6^nut ::'-^ » .. condi froni

C.r
Roger, -

CC f°*«
r

' «**P. How do you r , ad?
CDR !j

0ud Clear. * rtad?

CC
You

y
t;„ v .

We
>;i!.

0r
-
hoc now.y

• «r. not mike
uorning. YOu havr really been 5tl inR this

CDR
Pushy. Ul Cnat

- Just a little

END OP TAPE
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SL-IV MC-2681/1

1/30/74
11 ' 43 m 76,16,43 °KT

bring the li n . up be r
.'^J* ^ullllV ° lU""< «— •

CDR SJ'J'
DOWNLINK .witch position 7.

cdr
0k4y'

PL?
Okay, Crip.

cdr JJ;ji» r;}"** -6 «v* n .

Ju.p out and hie .e
a

^ 8h
°

t

U
J n
0n

th
R

:%
e

y

r

:
0,r

'
Y ° u J«« kind

cdr ??!!, ?f
gh

;
8et vet th"

«» ss* ?r
f
?
; "•

, —
I can start - '

that 8 the «"d of the nadir swath,

HI ^and by.

PLT "J"- JJJT STANDBY. And -

And ROLL plus 30
R
:° P^^Lxzor!"

00
^^?- 1^^

mode to^, range 73*^^1™ '

t
£™™- altimeter

Position
7 if you vo!li

B

i,
y
S; i :

1,ht COnflr " our DOWNLINK awitch

pfT
Checking.

p7.J
Stand bv 47.

PIT
HARK. POLARIZATION 4 At a-, m4

HI Wai tll.g for 47 : 36.
* ? - lnut "-

PLP
Stand by 36.

to standby. Wai t tng ^J*** J , 3

SCAT "AND.Y
. 38 MARKS RADIOMETER

P^ sTnis
NK P ° 8iti0n 7 «n£ir..d.

PLT
Standby.

on. Ed And it' a con!^' up
R08Cr

'
thank

I MARK.

p l]
93 ANGLE -

tho 193.
MARK

'
ANGLE to zero, and POLARIZATION 1 onCDR n . „„ ,

"

ground now.
°* ay

'
we re getting into some snow-covered

J" Ok
A
a

R

y

K
'

cllill °? ^ ^IOMETER, OK.

p LJ
There's the Snake River.

15 seconds away yet/
9
"'""V I

.

W ' nt ETC AUTO... And that's about



Sl-IV HC-J6»l/ 2

J/So/w"'"
C "T 74,14,43 «•»

PLT , t . . L

PLT OkJJ .
y f ° r 49 :06

' /

«nd stana by.
"ARK, at 49 .Inute. even. ETC to AUTO

Ufc,r

*cSi
d

*•««. ;«f« !:.'.
r

:.;;,r- --»• <-

» ptr .,„„,. ,;»io j»
th. ETC ,1M b „ svUc „ ed

On .„..,„. Ok.,. 5 ..„„„ for ET(.
r>tf ^

r .' HARK. 50-15 f-

s

«ot scattered cirrus
n °W l0 ° kln * f °' Toledo Bend. We've

END OF TAPE

CC
There i



SUV MC-2682/1
Tlmot Hj51 COT, 76:16(51 GMT
1/30/74

COR
up.

p LT (Gavble) ctrru*.

P
^
T MARK, ETC FRAME RATE 4.8.

ToUdo^and at 5J.u!°""
-) Ukt °' tWO °°V '

L°° ktn *

Do< 9
5° 8Ul

»
ca * y° u ** v « us a reading on D-9,

PLT
, Delta 9 i* reading - Lac « sec the -

the rang, of value, here. 63 on the top, 41 on III JJtto... -

?i:
T

$
2 on the top, 41 on the botto*. 41 to 62.oc Copy . ,.

Okay. Cedar Lake ln Laake Twakonl coning

PLT 53:10 next nark.
S
DR There 'a Toledo Ber.H .

p LT stand by.
PLT MARK. SCAT STANDBY.

HOKCOI W,,,.^?: POtARIZAT ION «
"3

. "°S J ,S5"5!"
t '

'

PLT S tand by

.

CDR Data coning in.
PLT MARK. SCAT ON.
PLT MARK. RAD OS.

JJ;!
55:30. Don't nlss the 192.

Toledo^end. X was ,1^1 the^^ fi^ ^{anddown to the south fro* here Got the right target chU lilt.
it! Make and conpare the two areas.LDR Yeah,

u ^
DR

v
Pretty weather, pretty weather. Wonderhow the basa are biting In Toledo Bend.

Wonder

v( 0TIfls
PL

I ( . t
.

La8 '- Getting a flicker on the TAPEMOTION light again. I bet it can't be cleaning, that's allrye got to say. That thing's cleaned so wein't caJ't s\ an d

Toledo
D

Bend s.. (f
°kiy

'
That '

s the end of the data on

lotion lire'.
" lf ^ PiCk UP 3 1Utle Houstonian

b.
e

-aTii 8 ht buib tLr:
nde
K

i

Ljrwe:t
l

osra
b^ P]e

i

: f

c

:^ s

RECORDE^MAL
F

'light^ "»< 1 '" — '

„
C
?f

Okay. Nadir svath is coning on. Crossingthe gulf coast now. Lots of silt 'I
" lnfi

PLT Waiting for 5S:3*; 3



SL-IV MC~2682/2
T'Mi U«51 CDT. 76 1 16 t Si QMT
1/30/74

Vlt Stand by

.

r..Hi!i
T
if MARK

'
M0DB t0 CHECK on 192. Charlie 1 isr.adlng 15 percent. Delta 1 la reading full- k cale low.

,

CC
,

w« ^lnk that TAPE MOTION U - flickerwaa ju.t due to the fact that we've had it on for a long t[ B>e.We believe that 'a noraal for cape recorder 2.
*

JJ;J
Okty. That'a good neve.

i m-» -~ n .

°k * y '
The P robu " wi * h Dillon Reaervolr,

I Juat flat couldn't aee it. We vera probably pointed rlahtnear by. but I couldn't find it. And Sith Denver, looked 1 Ue

and I couldn't get over to it.

gee
PlT Yeah

-
Wh *** on white is pretty hard to

cc Roger that.

be golil to STANDBY,
0^ ' ^ ll " U lh" * ' inUte ETC "*»
At 57:15.

HI Ok*y. Stand by for nark at 57:15.PLT MARK. ETC to STANDBY.

PL?
C °» in

f,
u P

e
on Yucatan Peninsula.VLT Waiting for 57:45.

PLT MARK. SCAT to STANDBY.
App

PL T MARK. RAD t0 STANDBY. And RAD wentOFF. 803, ALTIMETER will be coming ON.

!
t

L
I ALTIMETER ON. And Alpha 1 (garble) 58:30.

,
Okay. At 58:30, on ay nark. Aloha 1

I WW** a I S
7

i

P,r
:
ant< Mpha 1 671

* J ^e. ing34 to .35. And Delta 9 la reading 51.

ALTIMETPR a„. t a
A0d V° n0t haVe a READY H *ht on ^eALTIMETER. And I do not have an UNLOCK light. I'm aoina

PL * For 17:01.
f
DR Okay. I've got an END OK FILM lightover here, which I don't believe. Yep. We ' re empty

T , I
0ka y' Did not get a READY light when

I turned tne 193 ALTIMETER ON.
cc Copy that .

... _
PLT And I went back to STANDBY. Neitherdid I get the UNLOCK light.

the r^?r. u . °
kay

'
I,B 8 ° ing C ° 80 ahead and kl Hthe camera. We've got an END OK FILM light. The indicatorsays It a empty. That's it for the DAC .

" d
\
C * r

that
1 think ° ur fllm lt,di cator is no good onthat 140^«llll„ter nag - on 140 magarine . Because we stared



. 5J as?
sot

10 5
"° *».•:•• - ? as* ».« - -

PLT We '

ve 8tJ11 .
Ed
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^ »*»

other call.ut on thi ^e t . "that's" Jwice* J."
0 "'? " I"

t.KUOM. They didn't pu i V(1^^,^
CDR Y

L

eah.
Stara

' "V" you for 7 .inutes.

Cri P .

PLT YeS
'

1 ran 192 •bout * minutes too long,
CC Okeydoke.u 1> R, t3 •

CDR I-
C

!
a
*f ..

8e<
l ue »ce,

ou»a. !Ue 190 BtiU ,„„„,„„ too .

rn» . .

nd we re ln a sequence
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;.; ....

CM """J" » }•> th.C b„„ rl you <„.,„,„ .

CC V 5
Cr 'P- Thnnkd for the rc-Hindpr
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CDR ?\
R
?" M0DK t0 ^AN UAL on 194.

of" Hand off th/jo^f oVsou^ ?
AC

f
1U ' 00ta «*

doe.n't indicate the JIII of t j! !
h Am9 * l **> «X big chart

built out in the atr*?!?? J
t0Wn

'
but th*»'» a Jetty

and if. j^t'abYu't'h* 5wIfVVX&Z' 1,?' " d th> U » J

PLT
PLT

STANDBY,
CDR

maneuver here
PLT
CC

ALTIMETER ON.
SPT
CDR
CC
PLT
CDR
PLT

ON . I ' ve got
SPT
CDR

Okay,
MARK.

Okay.

«*tand by
The 190 READY light is out. Going

better get on the stick with the

15»40 SCAT to STANDBY and RAD to STANDBYAnd you can Just follow those up "fj

Crip.

to do

But /"in have a Rf;JY
X

i^h f

0t a " ALTIMETER UNLOCK l lght .

Okay .

Maneuver time's in
Thank you, sir.
SCAT to STANDBY - -
Say again, Ed.

READ?
A
H ght

RAD C ° STANDBY ALTIMETER

(Garble)
N'»> * didn't. i had t0 leave in order

64

CDR
ing
CC

please?
PLT

reading 50
CC
PLT

reading at
CC
PLT
CC
PLT

Do you want me
CDR
PLT
PLT

down there.
PLT

I ' m knocking i t

Going to SI. Well, it look. Uke.tt a

Could you read A- 1 and D-9, for us again,

Br*vn o
A
7

J iS readi "8 6 * and Delta 9 isBravo 9 is reading 58.
Would - - itop the A-l with 58.Yes. Alfa 1 is reading out, so Alfa 1 ls

64 .

Rog.
Does A-l say anything at all?

Jury's going to look at the antenna

So he's going lo operate,
off where I just (garble)

ok ay. I'll
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'

'

CDR Tha uabiUcal ia tetharad.

CC Okay . You can *

PLT Okay. Tha READY light la out.

cc • you can go ahead go to STANDBY on tha

ALTIMETER and EREP STOP.
PLT Okay. EREP STOP.

END OF TAPE
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CC U A-l'« (garble) offf

PLT Negative, and l»v« lo»t my READY light.

Do you want to twitch to STANDBY (or 15 aeconds?

CDR Do you want »• to go look at the antanna?

PLT Yea, it wouldn't hurt.

PLT Jerry's going to look at the antenna

down there, No, he's on hot «lk«

.

CDR I'll get off. I Juet getting - umbilical

(garble)

.

CC Okay - -

PLT The READY light ia out.

Cc • - you can go - you can go ahead and go to

STANDBY on the ALTIMETER and BREP STOP

.

PLT Okay. EREP , STOP. Okay. Do tape recorder

depletion. Oh well, I gueaa we're not hurting too bad

anyway then.
CDR Hey, Crip. What seems to be the problem

with the antenna? We keep getting theae thlnga they want

us to do but nobody telle m why.
CC I don' t - I'm - the thing ian ' t working

properly apparently and we haven't been able to figure out

exactly what's wrong. Well, let me see if I can get some

good word* for you.
CDR Okay. Maybe we can do their little S11J

teat over again for them, and maybe do it while we're in

alr-t o»ground in contact (garble) aode

.

PLT If you can have somebody that can answer

questions or something, cause I was watching it »ov* and it - -

CC You didn't - you didn't notice anything

wrong with it when you were doing the teat out there, right?

PLT Well, Crip; I didn't know what to look

for to say what was wrong and what was right. I described

the discrete movement of the antenna and the - the mode they

had it set up in was - the antunna was going all the way to

to the right and then coming back to roughly null in

three increments. The first two increaents were rah - were

rather brisk and the last one, well it started out sort of

sluggish and then sort of wiggled its way over to null - uadir.

CDR Which was it? Was it riRht? (garble) - -

PLT I was looking the wrong way. It waa

actually pointed to spacecraft right, looking at plus X or

Z-LV.
CC Copy . It didn 1

t - -

PLT The first call I gave you.

CC Rog. Ic didn't go all the way to the

other side. It was Just going between sore of center and

to one side?
PLT That ' s cor ret t

.
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cc Okay. We're about 30 second, from 10$

,

and we're aolng to bi out of your hair a good long while

Sire We'll ••• you over Gold. tone la about -o hour and

! minute, avay at 18,22. Tho rea.on that we're concerned -

we! "the altimeter apparently la not working properly and

I. lire talking about doing chit 360-d.gree p.ei with It

to.orrow. That w«. one of the reaaona wa wanted to find out

hov It waa operating.
pit Ah, yea. How about that]

CDR Well, Crip. If you wanted to we could

do that 193 teat over again and we'll try to find a little

•pira^lme to do It In.
^ ^ ^ ^ u ^ g<Jt

back with you at Goldatone.
COR Okay, So long.

CC Have a good lunch.

PLT Thank ya.

PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

17 houra and 20 minutes, lo.a of .Ignai as Skylab IV crev-

.e.ber. concluded the EREP pas. for the day off th. coas of

Sao Paulo. Braiil. The crew's description o the operation

of the altimeter indicate. EREP officer telling Plight

Director Don Puddy that operatione ao far look, at

though tomorrow', around-the-wor Id EREP pas. the

amSeter would not interfere with that acheduled p.sa; how-.

lllr a further aa.esament of the operation of the lntrument

Instruct, will be made here today before the GO I.
.
given

for the first around-the-wor Id EREP P ... acheduled for to-

morrow morning. At the close of the call through Yanguani

CAP COMM Bob Crippen advising the crew have a good lunch.

The crew ha. a light lunch today, Commander Carr ha. peatut

butter and Jan sandwich, lemon pudding and tea. Science

Mot Gib.on has macaroni, tomatoes, ahri-p, butterscotch

puddng and lemonade for his lunch; Pilot Bill Pogue ha,

chicken and gravy, green beans, pe.che. and o ran ge dr ink.

Next acqul.ition will be in 1 hour through Goldatone. A

Greenwich mean time 17 hour, and 21 minutes, thi. i. Skylab

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - today's activities of the waning op-

erations of the comet Kohoutek from Skylab . .. Later today the

S019 will be used to photograph the comet and tomorrow, Jan-
uary 31, S183 instrument will be used again and then on

February 1 the S201 will be used for the final time. S233
will be used twice daily until February 4. at which time

that will be the last day of comet photography from Skylab IV.

Next acquisition in 8 minutes and 45 seconds will be Tanana-
rive. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich mean time 18 hours
37 minutes .

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
18 hours 45 minutes with a 11-minute pass coming through
Vanguard in 45 seconds. We'll bring the line up for CAP COMM
Bcb C'-ippen ,

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS through the Van-
guard for 10-1/2 minutes.

CDR Roger, Crip.
CC And Skylab, if we could, we'd like some-

body to go to REG ADJUST for us. We need POTS 1 a-d 2 45 degrees
counterclockwise. Skylab, Houston. Sorry to bother you but
I need about 5 more degrees on both of those POTS counter-
c lockwlse

.

CDR Okay. That's in work.
PL PLT You got it.

CC Thank you, sir. Okay, That last adjust-
ment did it that time. Thank you very much.

CDR You still with us, Crip?
CC Yes sir. We're breaking up a little bit.

Got you about 3 more minutes here.
CDR Roger. The ocean all the way from the

position we've at right now all the way back to Montevideo
is Just a - it looks like a Surrealist painting. All the
different colors of green and - and strange reds and things
that ore involved with the Falkland Current. I've never seen
such a profusion of - of different colors and shades of green
in the water, and unfortunately we don't have an 1R camera
loaded up so we burned up some Hasaelblad. It's really some-
thing. It extends a 1000 miles at least out to sea.

CC That sounds pretty fantastic. Thank
you for the report .

CC CDR, Houston. You're not talking about
your visual observations. You guys have been doing a fan-
tastic Job on that. We talked a bit ab - a little bit about
it yesterday. Only gripe was that you didn't get more. One
of the questions that's been raised down here was whether you
have aade sufficient notes and sketches in your vis ops book to
warrant either briitKiu* back the whole book or a portion
thereof

,
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(

;
DK

,

If we ' ve «ot IR film to shoot, I'd surelike !° get some back In to the camera just as soon as possible.^ '

Yeah, I copy what you were saying a whileago^abouc the the Falkland'. We'll look into that for you,

CDR Okay.
cc Okay. We 're about 1 minute from LOS .Next^station contact is through Hawaii in 40 minutes at

CC
, ,

CDR
'

lf you're still reading, Nikon 4.you can load up with IR at 13.

to u
PA°

, n .

Skylab Control
, Greenwich mean time

vLf
0

^; i!i?f
nUt

?
a,

-,.
L08S ° f 8lgnal throu * h Tananarive.Next acquisition in 36 minutes will be the Hawaii trackingstat on the SkyUb crew concluding the EREP p a\s \or \ e^day.The EREP pass used three mibs or approximately 15 pound-secondsof TACS propellant. INCO had predicted use of only two well

an i IS ,
anticipaved use rate. Next acquis i t i on\n 3 minxes

:h
n
J 9

4

L
9s^ D -c 0 ;:ro
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i

eenwich nean tine
- 19 20 "<»«<••.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 19:55 Greenwich

mean time. Extremely brief pass of about 3 minutes over

the northeast quadrant of the Hawaii tracking station.

Spacecraft will rise above the Hawaii horizon only 3-1/2

degrees on this first pass of the afternoon. Midway through

revolution 3,771 for space station Skylab and 1,086 for the

crew and the CSM. 20 seconds to predicted Hawaii acquisition.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're AOS through

Hawaii for 3 minutes.
CC CDR, Houston. You up in the ATM STS

area?
CDR Negative, but I'm just getting ready to

go up there .

CC Okay. What we w-re going to ask you to

do, Jer, was we'd like to go ahead and try that pump Charlie

on' the ATM C&D COOLANT LOOP once mere to see whether it's

really out for good. You night - might try that when you

go up there. Also, we are planning on having you secure

the coolant - ATM C&D COOLANT LOOP at night, so we don't put

any more wear and tear on the pump than we have to.

CDR Okay, I'll be right up there.

CC Skylab, Houston, we're about 1 minute

from LOS. Next station contact is through the Vanguard in v
26 minutes at 20:24. Jer, what ve'd suggest that you have

pump Charlie now to go ahca-' and leave It on for awhile

we'll - we'll keep a look at li here. And we'd like for you

to monitor the DELTA P light. If DELTA P light comes on, you

can go ahead and secure it and go ahead and - back on Bravo.

CDR P.cger, Crip.
CDR Oki*y , I just turned off pump Bravo and I

don't have a DELTA P light yet.

CC Yeah, it looks like your flow's gone down,

so - stand by.
CDR I have net yet turned on pump Charlie.

You want me to turn it on - -

CC Yes, please.
CDR - - before we get a DELTA P light or wait

for it? .

CC Go ahead and turn on Charlie now - go ahead

and turn on Charlie.
CDR Okay.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

at tracking station Hawaii. Next station will be tracking ship

Vangaurd in 21 minutes. We'll return at that time. At 20:02

Greenwich mean time, Skylab Control.

END OF 'iAPE
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It up and leave It to your optlo.i. Whether. It woh (ivnll alit-

or not. It's that little Plkelot Island th.it *s so linrd to find
out there .

CDR Okay , Crip

.

CC Skylab, we're about 1 minute from LOS.
The next station contact is Tananarive at 20:48 that's
about 14 minutes away. And - and we have noticed a signif-
icant drop in 02 - PP02 in the last 4 hours. And wonder if

anything changed that -» that you're aware of?
CC Part of that we'll talk - -

CDR Negative Crip the cabin regs are open.
CC Okay. Think about it we'll talk to you

about it at Tananarive.
CDR Okay

.

PAO This is Skylab Control, 20:34 Greenwich
mean tine. Loss of signal at tracking ship Vanguard. 12

minutas across to final pass at voice relay station
Tananarive. Workshop systems engineer here in Mission Control
noticed telenetry showing a slight drop in flow rate of
oxygen into the cabin. The partial pressure of oxygen down
one-tenth of a pound in the last 4 hours. The crew on boinp
asked if they've done anything that might have changed the
balance of oxygen and nitrogen in the workshop, said they
that everything was nominal up there. We'll be back for
voice relay station Tananarive in 11 minutes. This is

Skylab Control, at 20:36 GMT.

END OF TAPE
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voice relay station TanaJari / hf a
°

t

" C°; d
;

at

Standing by here for Tananarive
Utne today.

Tananarive. We h a ve ^ 1 '

r
"
J !^m i n^ 6

< h"" h

scheduling on S2 33 -"!
110

'
B1U <S arb ^> to do a little

CC Ah, you - -

SPT (Garble).™ You're way too low Ed, I - -

££
f Sayagain, Crip.

you're talking about°!chedI!l tnJ°on 233
a8ai "" 1 under9t <>«>*

for those Air Force s'yS " s?;^,,"':-
Y°" 801

« ° »"<=•> »ut
"hen ve „,„, L05 ^"JU V"J a "Tire It I"

1 "*
'ate of PP02 dropping about «k u

* 6howln * the
It normally does . Aboil the onK tl!ae8 38 fast as
of that you .night chec^'we" / "aV^V^* " th^k
iHht verify that that vacuum vent is closed a /\another item would be the KMC where vn

" d al9 °'
dumped urine today. ' y ° U * we thInk y°"

dld«'j" v. the -o 22 l^c i osed
?
i^ t ne"wMC !

' ' °
M °' ^ b—

H Okay, we copy.

on sone aurora ac 1 1 vU^and ^T"
0

1 i v
1 d ° have solne word

"... if - If you nlve^t^e to cSpy ^ M '
"

CC
T

I,*
18 "6 tlne for th * times, crip,

can you copy U? ' * 8 ° rry 1 «°«"n't copy that last -

SPT Fire away.

got a possible LOS coming up here very h ,'
' ? ¥ ' V«ee you again at Hawaii \t ,u^. t i .

Y
'

And
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SPT Okay, Crip. 1 got them. North S-4

20:11 to 19, 22:44 to 52. 17 to 25. South S3, 22:16, 24,

23: ' 9

CC° Sounds good. I'm going to quit for the

day. You guys have a good tl»e. We'll cee you in a few

day8-
SPT So long, Crip, you have a good time.

rr Do my best.
pno Take the rest of the day off, Crip.

Cc Thank you, sir. Bet you guys wish you

couId
-

Yeah ,
stay out of the bars, will you?

Cc Ah, you know I do that . You don't read

n> min
?H This is Skylab Control, loss of signal

at voice relay station Tananarive. Next station in 33

n s will be tracking station Hawaii. The source of the

droo in partial pressure of oxygen was located. One of

the no«le. on a'urin. bag in the waste management compartme

was le" open. Jerry Carr said that had been closed. Th«

ptrt al pressure of oxygen will be boosted somet ne

during the night by venting additional oxygen no the

atmosphere. The drop had been something like 1/10 of a

pound in partial pressure, or percentage of oxy,en in

the total atmosphere in about a 4 hour period

Director Don Puddy went on the Flight Director loop here a

loll Igo'o tell all the operators that '"^ Director

Chuck Lewis is out of surgery, in the recovery row and

reported doing fine. He was - had surgery today for a

tomach ulcer* We'll return in 32 minutes for track ng

station Hawaii. At 21:00 Greenwich m»an time, this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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. . we - re in acquisition at

Skylab Control, «e re call

HaU3lr ».-„ »
-
»» GMI

for a little over 9 »l»«t.. vltl.

dump. 0ver
* Roe, Bruce. crnn ! minute to LOS.

Skylab, this " J^Ve Vanguard at
CC , 22 minutes throug"

Next station contact ^ s
. gnal

22:03. Out. is skylab Control
.
^ ship

.

PA° Hawaii- 20 minutes »
t h Flight

at tracking station «^hange _ 0 f ..hi f t b
^

e"^ hat tiB e at

Vanguard. However ,
t he

led LO begin .bout t

Director Don
*J

s
On th con -

5 p .,. in the Houston skylab V ? / s paSS
preS s inference, the

the Goldstone an
P
ference will e ° '

x dayU ght an la »

c i ? led by
beginning at I P£ of signa l.

Q-J
1

, on
P
sl ll be

12:53 p. in. at T «*»* covering the Skyl-b which v ill

nev.aen - news pe«on. ^ tomorrow - lnp ,

read u P by he °
again, change-^ jhll

newsrootn

»«'!'" °. .^Gre^tC .... tl...
Control at
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PA0 This is Skylab Control 22:01 Greenwich

r?L Flight Director Don Puddy delayed for a few
mCan

\ m lo 'w"ll 80 ahead and run live this Vanguard pass
moments so ve 11 «

8
, He ghou id be in the newsroom

STrri^Sr M!vU":.:-=--!.::='
of Si^

a1
' Skylab, this is Houston through the

Vanguard for 8-1/2 minutes. Over.

sr.
1
,?.*

1

.:
4

, r~;:"Lr^a n;: r-ru^ri-

instead of rev Bravo .
Over.

rnR We'll do it.

re And for your information we've got a

Was H^alpha 1
* n

KetcinR low, and since the counter is
The frames ""^IS t J IJ^nt for usage during the night

ri.r;o«".;
c

co:;u»r. -^ on h-*^ ,.

0ver -

rD R I think it was left tnat way. I had

t . lasc and I don't remember putting it back to normal.
the panel last

^ ^ ^ , ^ algo g<jt a question 0 n the

s"i^LH:=i^^;!^rl
:
^:;Hr;::^:^J^^:

:;
r,^h;^r

i"-. ;;:;-..:•;:,„

alive and green. I'll R° take a look again.

cc Okay. . . .

Spx It was about 1 day or so ago - 24 hours

or so ago that I looked. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ nodi .

fication general message 74 39 should be implemented be fore
*

t die If on the other hand when you go H look
_

*
j ?1 5 thpi are already dead you shouldn't spend any further

rime
f

on
d

theI
y
or:n

al
tnrE

y
D-61 moS or the ED-61. 63 procedures
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uplinked earlier on the shopping list.
CDR Okay, your plan was not to schedule that.

I e that affirm?
CC Yeah, that's affirmative. It is on the

shopping list and all we're saying is that if you wait too

long it may not be feasible to do it.

CDR Okay

.

CC And Jerry, one last one for you and we've

got the hopper cleaned out here. On the revisit bag subject,
we - if you've got the message around, I can talk from that

probably most easily.
CDR Stand by a coupJe of minutes.
CC Okay, that's PGM 45 and if you want to wait

till later this evening we can do that.
CDF Why don't we do that? I'd like to try to

finish up my exercise.
CC Roger.
PAO Skylab Control, loss of signal at tracking

ship Vanguard. Almost an hour to the next station, tracking
station Hawaii 56 minutes from now. And we're anticipating
Flight Director Don Puddy ch ange - o f -sh i f t briefing in the

Houston newsrooom in the next 10 minutes or so. This is Skylab
Control at 22:13 GMT

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 23:08 Greenwich

»ean time. Acquisition at tracking station Hawaii P^icted

in 50 seconds; however, we're already getting data. Must

be low tide out there. Flight Director Neil Hutchinron re-

viewing the flight plan detail messages for tomorrow wi h the

various console positions in the room. These pages of the

flight plan are called up on video displays at each console

renewed, changed, edited before they go into the thing "lied

the pool vhere
8
they're held until they re ready to be up inked

on the teleprinter to the spacestation teleprinter. Should

be within voice contact right now.
_

'

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 7 minutes. We saw an AUTO RESET while we were LOS 6

minutes. We're going to reset your status word. And for your

information, also, looks like the third dump maneuver is

giving us a change in nuZ on the order of 2 degrees or so.

We're Roing to try and compute to you a new maneuver or some

MaseAo the S019K angles. But if we don't get i«
:

to you

why, it will involve updating all your rotation settings, I

believe. Over.
SPT Ok av

.

cc so you might get out the S019K maneuver pad

and be standing by, because If I get the angles and changes,

it'll probably be pretty close to LOS here at Hawaii.

SPT Okav , I'll be ready

.

cc Skylab, this is Houston with the corrections

for the S019K maneuver pad, fine maneuver change. Over.

cc Skylab, this is Houston, fine maneuver

change for S019. Over.
.

cc Skylab, Skylab, this is Houston -

cp T Break, break, break, ready to copy.

CC Okav, X, 51007; Y, 51225; Z, 51216. Read

it from the beginning again. Fine maneuver, 52021, 51007,

51225 51216. Read back. Over.

SPT 51007, 51225, 51216.

cc Roger, Ed, and with those maneuvers, the

S019 pointing angle should be approximately correct They

convert out to X minus 0.07 degrees; Y, minus 1.49 degrees,

and Z, we think - minus 1.42.

SPT Okay , Bruce

.

cc Roger, we're going LOS here. Next station

contact in 23-1/2 minutes through the Vanguard at 23:40.

PA0 This is Skvlab Control. Loss of signal at

Hawaii. Some changes in the maneuver angles for the upcoming

S0'9 ultraviolet stellar astronomy observation of Comet Kohoutek,

which is scheduled for Jerry Carr at 23:40 in about 22 minutes.

These changes were read up by the CAP COMM. Next station n

21 minutes! tracking ship Vanguard. At 23:19, this is Skylab

Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ' This is Skylab Control, 23:39 Greenwich

mean tine, acquisition at tracking ship Vanguard in 50 seconds.

We pick up Ascension on this revolution, Ascension Island

. tracking station. And it appears there is about 5 minutes

LOS time between ..Vanguard and Ascension and we 11 stay up

all the way across both stations.
.

.

«

cc Skylab, this is Houston through the

Vanpuard for 10 minutes. And prior to starting S019 - that is,

over the Vanguard here - we would like to get the 3UFFER AMPS 1

circuit breaker on panel 200 CLOSED so that we may start

an additional recorder and be sure in getting all your recorded

voice for the S019 operations. Over.
Roge r

.

Let us know when it is CLOSED so we can

command

.

PLT

pive you
a t r e d 5. t

SPT

It 1 CLOSED, Bruce.

ight?

all

S tand by , Bruce -

Roger, thank you.
Houston, SPT.
Go ahead, Ed.

Do I have a call
Yes, if you'll deposit your dime we'll

a dial tone and tell you when it is. Or have you f>ot

card number?
1 have no money and no credit.

So what else Js new (laughter). Okay,

up through Guam at 02:15 Zulu. Start out on

out 1 minute got to RIGHTLEFT ANTENNA, and after
Over.

NTENNA.

2:15, LEFT to RIGHT. Thank you.

CC Roger.
cc Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 6-1/2 minutes through Ascension at

23:56. Out.
PAO Skylab Control, lt-ss of signal at Vanguar

i4 minutes to r e acq u i s i t ion Ascension Island, standing by.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this Is Houston, through
Ascension for 6-1/2 minutes. And we've got an 'xygen
enrichnent procedure here, that we'd like to ;ead up to
Ed . .

.

'

.

SPT Go ahead

.

CC Okay , at 00 :10 Zulu about 13 minutes
from now, we'd like you on panel 225 to open the 02 FILL
PRIMARY switch and the AM FILL PRIMARY switch. That's
those to to OPEN. And if you'd request Jerry and hour
later at 01:10 Zulu, please;, we'd like to get those two
switches returned to COMMAND. Over.

SPT You want the prime and secondary or
just the primaries?

CC Just the primaries, okay.
SPT Roger

.

CC Skylab. this is Houston, 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 38 minutes through Guam at
00:40, vith the evening status report it AOS. Over.

PLT Roger , Bruce .

CC See you over Guam.
PAO This is Skylab Control, loas of signal

at Ascension Island. Next station Guam Island in 15 minutes,
scheduled at Guam is the evening status report. We'll
return at that ti-ae. And at 4 minutes past midnight
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control, 39 minutes past
midnight Greenwich mean time. Acquisition in 50 seconds at
Guam Island tracking station, for which we are standing by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam for
6 minutes , ready to copy the photo log.

PLT Roger. 16-millimeter center of mass
measurement, Charlie India 88754 Charlie India 79. M151, ETC
prep, and three magazines supplied takeup as before 48 percent.
M487-4 Echo, same supply takeup 39 percent. Are you still
there , Bruce?

CC Still here, beautiful.
PLT I thought we'd lost lock. Okay. E REP

VTS, Charlie Lima 12, 25 percent, and end of film light on
the cassette. 35 -mi 1 1 tme t e r , Nikon 1, Charlie X-ray 49 , 65.
Nikon 2, Bravo Victor 42, 40; 3, no change; 4, India Romeo
13, count is 04; Nikon 5, Bravo Hotel 06, 33; Nikon 1 and 3,
do not of course include stero photos which will be takan
later. 7 0-millimeter, Charlie X-ray 45, count is 19. ETC,
Charlie Tango 13, count is 54. EREP set Papa, 9983. 9322.
0200, 0188, 3736, and 5457. Drawer A configuration: Alfa 3,
transporter 06, Charlie India 87, 39 percent; Charlie India
79; all others, no change. And for the photo people, Nikon 2
had I - India Romeo 12 downloaded at 26 frames remaining, and
Nikon 04 had Bravo Echo 11 downloaded with 11 frames used,
there's 2 remaining.

SPT Houston, are you ready for the TV downlink?
cc We're ready, Ed, and we copied all that,

Bill. We're ready now for the Evening Status Report.
PLT Roger, evening status. Sleep: CDR.

6.5, 6.0 heavy, 5 - 0.5 light; SPT, 7.5, - stand by, I think
I've got the wrong day here. I was right, Bruce. SPT, 7.5,
6.5 heavy, 1.0 light; PLT, 7.5, 6.5 heavy, 1.0 light - and
go back to CDR, 6.5 total, 6 heavy, 0.5 light. Urine: CDR,
1150; SPT, 1900; PLT, 1250. Water gun: CDR, 8914; SPT,
4946' PLT, 1874. Body mass: CDR, 6.301, 6.302, 6.302; SPT
6.391, 6.388, 6.382; PLT, 6.270, 6.273, 6.268. Exercise:
CDR. SPT, and PLT, no change. Expendables: CDR, no medica-
tions, socks, shorts, and trousers; SPT, Dalmane on day 29,
socks and shirt; PLT, two Actifed as directed, no change on
clothing. No flight plan deviations. Shopping list accomp-
lishments: SPT, ED 61, MOD and insensitive H20 loss exercise,
SPT did that, and CDR muscle girth as per permanent general
message 40 .

cc Hey, Bill. Okay, say again the accomplish-
ments. We got SPT, ED 61. I didn't copy after that.

PLT SPT got in - Insensible H20 loss during
exercise and CDR got muscle girth - that's per peraanent general
message 40 .
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PL T
Okay,

nunber 012, DAC 01*" Xe t^ °^ ' nd " pl * c
!
d SCrial

corre
c
c

r
d

-

012 - one; 1011 il: -"-'- ar^ke .

p LT Food - -
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n , J
DR

T
" " number is 012. DAC 01 Is InoperativeOkay Bruce, I stand corrected. 012 is the new one,

'

the one that broke. '
3

CC Okay

.

u ,,.
CDR Food: C DR

, 6.0 salt, minus one coffeewith sugar plus one 1.5 rehydration; SPT, iero salt

^ iTt' T
e U*°™ d *> plu9 3° rehydration water LT,

reac reullrH™ ***** be3nS
'
pluS ° ne chocolate chip bar,reac - rehydration water, zero.

,

CC Okay. Beautiful. We got all that HillThank yon. And we got about 1 minute to LOS here
'

: t

Ca
J

0 " COn;"V n 33 ° lnUteS throu * h th * Vanguard at sea,
n^ =h ?!" y ° U C ° py 3 chan « e to the revisit bag PGMmessage, or would you want us to hold that?

CC
T

PGn 5

C ° Py
'

St3nd b>?
^
USt 3b0Ut 10 3econ ds.

PLT Go'.

load Uniform S190A. l\ Hi on^^ J' 2 ! HI \<£ 1 1from location M-124, C cassette November l! SO Th il issome SL I il, that we're going to leave up there ins tealof using film that you'll be using from the'last EReSs
, r .

°kay. Would you like to sav that lasr

rharl^ T.. ,

T|»t's fro. M12«, a„d forget about the

«:.
r

i£ £.:*2;;
,

i.
th

! 1&";„:
h ' thlrd •.»" >°

PLT cot it .

"in >oad U. SmA*."« t !„" 1 "J 'I' Hlo'" "
PLT Okay. I got it.

pfT
* he Charlie is an error on our part.rLi Roger.

*

CC
1C

And Van guard AOS is the private medconference, if you still read me.

at tr^ t „ g . t . tl .. uuS!'
b

»s«
e

:»i,„
i
°;:

Vanguard in 2, , lBut ... Medlcal^ „•»< ™„ ^"<
£
•$ P

ke U ... up part-way through that pass i u st In c ,s« the
'

early, and hands the line back to CAP C0HH . Re curnlnT 1

n

"^lV"^i\m C °" tr01 " " "•»«•• P-
R

«Unight

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control, 01:23 Greenwich

mean time. We're in acquisition now over tracking ship

Vangu'rd Medical conference underway. But the past

severll nights the crew aurgeon has handed the loop back to

the CAP COm after fairly briefed medical conferences So,

we're standing by now for the remainder of the Vanguard

pass. And we'll stay up for Ascension. Canary, and Madrid

for about the next 26 minutes.

SpT Houston , SPT

.

cr Go ahead , Ed .

spT Okay, for the unattended mode, we ve got

some conflicting pointing requirements. One is to point to

the pointing and roll we have for JOP 27 wh ch
J
8"

J
roll of 1080. Then they have given a roll of 5400. Which

is correct? ^ plea3e> 0kay> Ed , go ah ead and

roll to minus 5400. And we'll do our own pointing for

filament 88. Over. ^ ^ i ^ ^ point lng ,

filament 88. I - it wasn't the exact same pointing we had this

;:,:s5Vi..
,:»'^:.::

about Sun center and and they'll be right on there. You d

like a frame count?
rr Yes please.

SPT 7493; 85183: 1; 6; 527; 2464.

l c Okay, understand: 7495; break 85183:

break 16 break 527; break 2464.

spT Slip a break between your one and six.

cc You only gave us four sets of numbers,

thCn "

SPT Bruce. I gave you six sets of numbers,

you interpreted it as five. I said you neecl
a break between

the one and the six, S082 . A is nu - one frame. 82B is six

fra" C

J c Okay, ve got it. 7495; break; 85183 break;

I break. 6 break: 52 T^break : ^2*64^^ ^ ^ ^
£c Roger. 40 seconds to LOS. Next station

contact in about 3 minutes through Ascension at 01:31. Out.
contact in aooi

Skylab , this i* Houston through Ascension,

Canary, and Madrid for 18-1/2 minutes.

CC Skylab, this Is Houston, for yout information

at wakeup we'll be calling you through Hawaii at 12:33 in

the morning. Wakeup nominally is about 12:30.

CDR Okay, Bruce.

END OV TAPE
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'los
C
!L'n k„ , <

Skylab, this is Houston, 2 minutes tillLOS. We 11 be giving you a call at 12:33 in the mornins

fnS
U
SrJT i r d a\ WG mentloned -nier for wakeup?* Thefilm thread pad is on board right now if you desire to take alook at it tonight. And also for the CDR we have a Messagenunter 7755 to be specific that will be coming up sometimethis evening that addresses the TV-27 comm configuration And

llcenl n'V^J WG ha
r
£ TV " 27 COm° Check ^hedulfd at l5!l3 «

Anrf o fh "
th

* r rning
-

You want to 8° «head and ryand gather some of this stuff together tonight 1„a
go ahead and do everything oxcepf"f^ " 5 eveX AnTwj do want - we do need to get out ofthe way before^heEREP pass so we can check out the comm. Over.

££
R Roger, copy.

££
R

^

)k ® y ,^* ruce • Thank you.

dac 4°f

C And bid you a 800d night. 10,000 on thoDAS if you want us> And you Cfln the BUFFER AMP 1 lirluU
rltHV* hT* P3ea8ure 10 * ct *" of the noise. You mayrecall we had you put that back in so we could redesianaiitape recorders. That evolution has passed.

redes **na t«

t . *
Thank vou Bruce. I've already pulledthat breaker I'd appreciate whatever you could get oftomorrow on deac tivation . Because times awastin/as rAS time available to make chan - checklist changes and th-r •

,

:trtv£\:::™^* 1
•» «Mit"

.h„M
C

J tomorrow fo/y^ ^ ^ ^^mo^o^^nT ' " "
t«, , ,

Thls 18 Sk/lab Control, LOS Mndrld „fu,

"'' ° f wl
J

h ">« ««» i" .ccord.nce w lt h the?".!",.

END OK TAPE
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• Spa c 8C( , ft co.. u „

c

i^f„'r h^rj^Y

nock of thf cT' 33 °arkCdly iuP^ved. The rash on thT

of the problem, which is of nlVtf further reaolution
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cc (Music: "Burning Love" by Elvis Presley).

PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 32 minutes, mission day 77, January 31. The crew

will be«in tSeir day shortly, wakeup call coming through

Zlaii
*

?AP COm is Hank Hartsfield. As the flight team of -

Seeded by Gene Kranz still in control here bronze tea

Today's activities include an around-the-wor Id EREP pass,

a press conference, and numerous handheld photo options for

the crew. We'll bring the line up for this Hawaii pass, 9

minutes in dura t i on .^ ^ ^
„Burnlng^ fey presUy)

cc Skylab, Houston. Good morninR.

Cdr Good morning, Hank.

cc Sound a little sleepy there.

CDR Just gathering up my marbles.

cc We may have to thump one of t

morning. You got a message u P there in the ln"
I'**

1

m e o
. _i,„,t- n m < no ii n here in aboutnrnina. TOU goc e meooagc up ----- •

ilisupport tSis com* check that's coming up here in about

25 minutes. That's the only thing I need to remind you of

so you can look for it; message 7755, TV-27 voice and It

calls out the configuration we want the comm check wh.ch comes

up about 13:13.

Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. Goldstone at 45.
, ... - „

cc Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

6.1/2
c

minutes.
Houaton . x Blnut e to LOS. Ber-

muda at 56

.

CDR Roger, Hank.
_ A0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

12 hours 53 minutes. Loss of signal through Goldstone. Next

acquJuion in 2 minutes and 45 seconds. Today's EREP pass

is the nert.to-last pass scheduled for Skylab IV, this

around-the-world pass, which begins at 14:51 Greenwich mean

time' 2 hour, from now , is the 38th pass on Skylab IV program.

The last EREP pass is scheduled for tomorrow Friday. This

is on groundtrack 6 at Greenwich mean time 16 hours and 49

minuses! This is a double-r.ake pa.-, the two - two ..j.r.t.

takes during the pass along groundtrack 6. This is also a

lullr caUbration'wlth the EREP instrument. The ear y morn-

ing EREP pa.s for tomorrow ha. been cancelled. Acquisition

coming through Bermuda in 1 minute 50 second.. We'll bring

the Une up for CAP COMM Hank Hart. field a. a handover here

in projre... Gene Krant's flight team turning over to Ph

Shaffer'", aroup of flight controller.. The Bermuda p... 1.

J in Juration!
8
We'll bring the line u P for CAP COMM

. Hank Hart. field

.

END 0? TAVE
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CC Sky lab , Houston through Bermuda for 8-1/2
minutes

.

PLT Roger .

CC Skylab, Houston, I'd like to talk to you
a little bit about the voice recorder.

CDR Go ahead, Hank.
CC Okay, you probably recall yesterday that

we configured to record both of them op. the - record on two
recorders, one of which was using the bypass cable and one wasn't
and we have got soae bad news in that the voice that's going
on that bypass cable recorder is almost totally unreadable.
I've listened to soue of it and it's really bad. You can
hear some of the voice on the CDR occasionally, but most of
it is down in the mud, and the transcript people are having
a heck of a time with it. So it looks like we're going to
have to go back to the original scheme of things. There's
no urgency on removing the cable. We do have to get it out
some time tonight before we run M092's back-to-back tomorrow,
which we will need to record on both recorders. But for the
tine being, we would like to get that BUFFER AMPLIFIER circuit
breaker CLOSED so we can redesignate and be sure that we're
getting good voice. I notice that we've got an MA87Z Echo
coming up here shortly after 13:00 in which we will need the
voice recorders. Then during the day to keep the noise out,
if you can remember, you can keep the circuit breaker OPEN.
But you've got to remember every time you want to voice record
you're going to have, to close that circuit breaker.

PLT Okay, Hank, the breaker is IN now.
CC Okay, we'll go ahead and redesignate and

then you can use the circuit breaker as you see fit. We'll
give you a GO here shortly.

PLT Roger.
CC And also, Skylab, we've got a message coming

up that number 7756, it may already be on board, that concerns
the removal of chat cable. I guess you can do that at your
convenience later this evening. And we'll be all set then to
run the M092*s tomorrow.

CC Skylab, Houston, we've redesignated the
recorders, and you're clear to use the circuit breakers as you
see fit.

PLT Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston, we've got about 2-1/2 minutes

to LOS. Would you like to get a little bit of the news and
I'll let Dick finish it up at the next site.

CDR Yeah, fire away.
CC Okay, last night President Nixon delivered

his State of the Union aetsage to Congress, diplomatic officials,
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high government officials and the African Pjblle .^A- you^

expect most of today's "ew «
^
e^

8

a
"
"
an e . Pre8 ident Nixon said,

Here's the State of the Union a

a^
a^ e<J never t0 resign

••One year of ^tergate is enou
f th

an™
addre98 . He also

Wednesday night in his state o
termed "a year of

recorded ;"-P^";
ri;;»S: ack or t^e Energy crisis and

progress." Ener *^*
c^ lay foundations for the future

through Project In
J
e P e"^""

B energy needs from America's own
capacity to meet the ""ion . energ y ne

for the
resources at j-onab r c ^

nd^^^
J |(tl(J peace t

environment. Peace. u
f , e.eotiation rather

the world through continuing . policy ^ t of a just
than confrontation and helping towa

Ptlce6 : Check
and lasting settlemer, * n '^^lon and move into * period
the rise in prices ^hou a "^"1™, new system of compre-
of steady growth. Health: E95„„*w* nC alth care available
hensive health insurance to make ^^f^'ce he can afford.
te every African in

•"J"*'
™

a 'of 'achievement in state
Local Government: Estab lish a new e

federa i control,
and local government by cut strings of

communit ies
Transportation: Strengthen the ability o

on . Reforn
to deal with their tr-n.Port.tion obU. ^ ^ ^
the system of federal aid to eou

Hake a beginning
is needed and where it is »eede ?' rUht e f personal
on the task of defining and protect ng the right^P ^ ^

privacy. Welf are '
*' a^™y • together with the other nations

welfare, system. World Economy
.

log
Americans will

of the world establish a f arae*°^/^ a^ and prosperity in

share more fully ^^^"^"^^^o'.^.d. flo- W5, Canaries
the years An * ^ ^cont inue to LOS . The President also
is next at 07. And I wi

l

A co "^ .

h u urgetU meeting
said tft* Arab oil P r0d " c"« MJV t sl , the United States.

!.v.l., ^;\^ro? ChlSr.nd he 'soviet unfon currently are
Peoples Rebubllc of China and tn

AgrlcuU ure Department
the biggest buyers of U.S. wheat t * perlod
said Wednesday. The tatiitic.

b<sen ftQ Mr
ending on *^ hu!j!" will be left in the wheat reserve
that only 178 million ^^Vredict ed new rcCord U.S. harvest
next summer about ^^^^^f the smallest stockpile since
begins ;V°?*.l i*0 oSo coal miners began voting today on
1947, Britain s 280 'P™/***"^ p redlctod an overwhelming

s.:ii?; aT..u:ni:.%..c. ,^...1 «*» m..
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the union's leadership
aRn °UnCed unCil a feting Tuesday of

Yeah, carry on.

dropped out. but I • l^tlC*^V" 9Ure exactl V "here Hank
bj.in vo"! in. 'todaton* 2.0 000 coal

continSes'on Fr il".
?^ n ?

8

^th ""JesT" " ^ S'
llotlD «

completed by Sunday, but the e 1 a
' / 0? eCted to be

a meeting Tuesday of the unl on ' a ll IaI I !», ? ?,
be announted until

vote 1. a0 r. thai the recuse 5 ptrclnt and l'^ aff,rB4tl-
Is no closer, the leadership h.aMln ?? ??? settleBe »t
Sunday, the 10th of FebruarS A Irt V} 11 8trike the Bln«
economists say govern^^rpJiicJ.I^^nJ"; lng

,

Unl Ve ri 1 ^
than any shortage of oil, re esL k,

-bioad, rather
with the supply of petro e

lb

h ^ ""J" > robl"»
predicted that in 4 to 5 years oil lil*. J

economists also
the world market as higher t^ic*« h * * * glut 0n
The economists said do^es ic Iril* I! ^T* P rodu^l on .

to the supply problem / "JJ"
la

,

ha
J
"ntributed

the Arab oil boycott has be«£ onU I tit t I* ""J
they bel '*vod

They said the Arabs were actuaUy brea" ll
eU ° tl -

and leaking supplies to thtl *t .

breakin R their own boycott

h«v e not been lowered to 55 Zii.. if ff ">e"1 Unlt »

*.«t.i .„..i t„ ,,,';„:: «i::«:; 1 i;
u
:B;

r

:.ir;.
r

j?
1

;y r:*;-
END OF TAPE
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'

^
C The economists also predicted that in

4 to 5 years oil might be a glut on the world market ashigher prices bring greater production The economists said

l\L
P

\? 5? ""J"; 8 had contributed to the supply problems.They also indicated that they believed the Arab ol - oilboycott has been only a half-hearted effort. They said

s^aWes
S

t o
e

tM
aCtUally breakln

* theil «n boycott and leaking
A»eMo!° fi ? *t

country through such intermediaries as Romania.

Jowered to « !,
3 "^T Wheie 8p6ed llKita have not ^een

lilt iV ? ,
UB PCr h ° Ur are goring « presidential

r d

8

;L T voluntarily and save gas' But an AssociatedPress road check of the 50 states also shows drivers are stay-
.ShS ?IV° V Ql

v
le8 P6r h ° Ur ln the BtateB ^ere the

*

» " ??
been reduced

-
L * P«. Bolivia: President

«KlffS"J *
Billt

f
ry re8lBe ClaiBS U haa P ut * Peasantrebellion in central Bolivia after 10 days of sporadic clashes

in^ii 'it*
Peasant9 were kl ^* d «nd .ore than a doieninju.ed The government announced on Wednesday nieht itstroops had reopened three food supply roads that the 12 000peasants blocked with tree trunks and lar P e rocL C arkAir Base in the Philippines: Gerald Kosh, an Ame leancaptured by the Chinese in the battle for the Paracet Islands

JLn*
y
« 71°' rn d /° da>

' and fl0Vn here treat,Kosh, a 27ryear. old Defense Department employee from LaJayette

? m a F^ri I
anl

?oJ
a

L
b

r
n
^ P ° rted I"""*" hepa^lampa, Florida. Police aren't sure whether they are lookin*for a prankster or a burglar. A young couple filed a comn^^

IVtT^Kll^ ^ retUr^ d t0 the?r «P*rtment and oun n snote in their typewriter: "Dear Friend, I broke into yourapartment to rip you off. But after examining the n , ofyour house, 1 decided you weren't worth it." The note
8ay t

i
Uf V" Uavln * ln di*«"»t without tnkirt.anything because he felt his fence would laugh at him And If

burglar complained: "You don't even have any good eat. in

CD * Thank you, Dick.

If ]Je8, sir. Good morning to you guys.

to .11 L purple gang!"
Ju" tryl " 8 t0 *W ' UoV

'
Good »<>™'»*

cc Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. In about 2 or 1 nim.t...ve re going to be handing over from Canary to Asdn.ion

tLt ;i,k°rJIi 'A'
C °nfl « U- d f" ^at TV-27 vi" .JI .M .

li i.? I
y°V° and Ret your Sno6 Py ha " or I'd like

z*iv>: 5on:M: h
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;h^:
ck wlth

-
ach on

*
of — and
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good at Ascension. ^ y ° U kn °W When we * re lockej up
$

d
T 0k * y -

We've got you for 9-1/2^WeV "i^ • \M A° S As^^<> n .

configured for the co*, ctlci it yZ'l^i °" ° f y ° U 8et
let me know that you'te conf^.,™/ ,

1 give me a call and
b.tk and we'll see" h^w^s^dT" '

1 11 * iVe ^ * «H

cc
, » Moustovolum* but it was very clear toPLT

ne now?
CC

!.
k

S;.
D1s^ F

i J

T -

1 .

How do »»

—

PLT, Houston. It was a little low in

Oicay

.

Roger.

us . How do you read me

.

read you five square. How (garble)

That's a little better. Thank
Rog .

Roger, Dick. How do you read the CDR>Read you loud and clear, Jerry. Sounds
Okay .

read the SP°??
B ° rnlng

° lck 3nd P«P*» People.

you much.
PLT
CDR
CC

real good.
CDR
SPT

How do you

cc
T

ov
ry 8 °° d

;

Thank y° u
'

D1 c»c
And I' a standing by

y
' ** StU1

« ot 8 ^"utes here.

"o sk^;s 2" YO " aU 3t Ca ™arvon.
13 houcs 23 minutes f.?.??

Contr °l. Greenwich mean time
of Skylah

1;^-^^ ^li'c^i/Jl."" 1

BUI Pogue will^7r forn an a ; L
Ur

'
Ed G lhson and^^•^^S^^^SS^SilL^l '

^».PPeraxLan of rho i "T Pnnrnni^j^ as Well
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the space station out of solar lnertlal attitude at about

2 - central daylight time. The CMC Officer reports

that approxinately 150 pound-seconds of TACS to be used

today fov this maneuver. At about 9 minutes later this

station vill reach the Z-local vertical attitude and the

data take will begin at that time. With Carr at the control

ana dtliu* console and Pogue at the viewfinder track ng system,

EREP cameras and sensors will operate until 11 - until 11. 2i.

a.m. central daylight time. Approximately 90 percent of

tracks 61 and 62 are over ocean areas of the world. Ih. b nee

is over the continental United States and South America. This

is by far the longest pass the Skylab Program has conducted.

The pass covering 22,800 nautical miles. Basic purpose is

to make long arc geode measurements, to gather information

on the shape of the Earth over the area to be covered. This

is the next to the last EREP pass. The final one will be

scheduled tomorrow. Skylab astronauts also haye a scheduled

news conference today from space beginning at 12:23 central

daylight time. During the news conference, the crew will

answer questions transmitted to them from Mission control

Cente- They will cover a wide range of subjects including

thelr'assessment of Skylab to their predictions about the

future of manned space flight. Wake up was at 7:30 «... this morning

through Hawaii. The crew Is scheduled to retire this evening

at 10:00 p.m. Next acquisition will be through Carnarvon

in 20 minutes and 25 seconds. At Greenwich mean time 13 hours

25 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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e welc0B>«. Dick.

at losTof signal thrSugh'ca'rn^vin ^IIT^ tlDe 14 hou '°
«uaa

,
a 6-ainute pass, IcquJ 8 ?tlon in t 2?

iS tion through
the line up for Jp COMM Till T rul y

Bl «^e. We'll bring

Hi Roge^'of^
8 ' 0^ W6 ' re A° S Gua ° for

« »inu te ,.

the configuration f©^Nikon^ '

1
* <

« ue8tlon for you on

said he'ought to put^ravo^Ut^^n'r 1^^ * Beasa * e that
S063 pad. The S063 oad dL int ° Nlkon 02 Per
so he went ahea d

?
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5 ° lnt ° Nikon 02
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CC Okay,

END OF TAPE
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PLT - configuring ths camera*.

,„ CC
,

0k *y» Bill. That's a good point and
wa 11 try to do better. Thank you fot that comment.

CA .,
CC

, .

SPT and •'LT, Houaton. What we'd like to do inS063, since you have loaded BV50 per our instructions we'd likeyou to do the first S063 paas as it i. with BV50, and then priorto the second one load BV42. K

PLT Okay. Thank you, Dick.
CC A «<1 we're close to LOS here. Hawaiicomes up at 14 :14 .

w u
PA° ,

Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
14 hours and 10 minutes with loss of aignal through Guantracking station. .\ l-minute-40-second pass through Hawaii
a low elevation paas, in about 3 minutes 50 seconds. Sky-lab will begin the maneuver for the around-the-world EREfin approximately 32 minutes from now as the spacecraft losesacquisition with Bermuda. The spacecraft will still be inacquisition wil - with Bermuda the start of this upcomingEREP naneuver. Spacecraft will be approximately 600 nauticaloiles northeast of Puerto Rico. The data take will begin
11 minutes later as Skylab passes off the coast of BrazilData take is 92 minutes in duration. Spacecraft wUl travel
aPP^ X^o el\ 22,8 °° nautical d^inR this around-the-vorld EREP take. All the instruments will be used. TheS190 - S191 will be turned on at the start of the EREP pas8to gave - to gather cloud information over the trade windsarea off the coast of Brazil. This data take will cover agroundtrack of about 720 miles. The S193 altimeter will be

4?™°f !^ r'
1" P

f
S9

'
U '

6 e9tioated ^ EREP officer that

\ il
acetic tape will be used by the altimeter during thisaround.the^world pass. The altimeter's presently on the lastreel of magnetic tape aboard Skylab for EREP use. The las-reel measuring 7200 feet, approximately 4500 feet of which*will be used for this EREP pass, the remainder scheduled foruse tomorrow's EREP and lunar cal. Next acquisition will be

, .

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Hawaii for
2 minutes ,

CDR Houston, CDR. I'm ready to copy yourcoaaents on the C&D Checklist.
.

CC
vt

0kfl y» Jerry. I got a couple of thingsfor you. First is on S190A. If - if it should shut downagain during this EREP pass what we'd like you to do is tobe sure and leave the S190A POWER switch ON on because we havsome concern for cycling the power relays but then what we'd
V^o t0 d ° 18 Cyclc the threft S190 circuit breakers onpanel 202. We think that'll work.

eaxers on
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COR Okay.
cc But don't turn the POWER switch OFf .

Another coanent that I had has to do with the C&D pad itself
and it - and if you notice what we're doing down there with
the altimeter. Me have a whole bunch of different range
settings that are listed as we go over the large water expa -
expansion as you go around the world. If you've noticed up
in the operate remarks earlier, there 're four steps there
and essentially the purpose of this is to allow the altimeter
to run until you get an UNLOCK and a READY out light and at
that time turn S19i to STANDBY and if you have been setting
these ranges properly per the pad, at the time you go to
STANDBY whatever range you have set there will be recognized
by the altimeter. Than after 15 seconds in STANDBY when you
select the altimeter back to ON it will take up that new
range and get you a new lock, and I Just wanted to make sure
that you understood what we were trying to do by that se-
quence of events.

CDR Okay; no problem, Dick.
CC Okay. Thank you very much. We're goinR

to A - LOS here ar Hawaii. Goldstone comes up at 14:25.
See you then.

CDR So long.
PA0 Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

14 hours and 19 minutes. Loss of signal through Hawaii
Next acquisition in 5 minutes will be through Goldstone as
the Skylab space station crew prepares for the upcoming
around^the^world EREP pass covering a distance of more then
22,000 miles, a 92-rainute data take gathering information
on weather, geological features, and specifically altimeter
data used hopefully by scientists to determine the
shape of the Earth. Next acquisition in 4 ointes and 30
seconds through Goldstone. At Greenwich mean time 14 hourt
and 20 minutes, we'll keep the line up live for this upcominRstateside pass. 6

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Goldstone
for 5-1/2 minutes. One piece of Information for you. The
laser opportunity, handheld opportunity, scheduled optional
at 14;35 on handheld pad, we've had to cancel this morning
due to ground fog up at Goddard. And also, anytime you guys
are in a listening the mood, I've got the EREP weather for you.

CDR Okay. Co ahead, Dick.
CC Okay. Of course, about 80 percent of

the - of the pass that - that starts off at the South
American coast will be ia the darkness and over the water.
The EREP weather that I'll give you though, is the data take
that's over the continental United States toward the end of
the rev and then down across South America. The data take
starts up in Idaho and at the time it starts It's overcast
up there. And as you come down, it'll begin to break up when
you get down to Wyoming. And by the time you get in the
Kansas area, it'll be completely clear. You will then - begin
to cross some thin cirrui that eventually about the time you
get into the Arkansas area will '? 4/10 to 7/10 cloud - broken
cloud. It'll clear up again. Tnere's a front Just In the
Gulf of Mexico just off the Mississippi gulf coast and there's
clear air over the state of Mississippi that's just behind that
front. So you should have a pretty view there and then as you cross
the coast, you'll see the weather associated with that front.
Then as you come down to South America, just as you begin to
get onto the South American continent the - it's about 4/10 to 7/10
broken and then - But shortly after you get over the land
mass, that will Increase to a broken to overcast conditions,
which should continue through - to the end of the data take.
Over.

CDR Okay. Thanks a lot, Dick.
CC Roger.
SPT Dick, I've got a question on S063.

is, on this first pass where they recoaaend taking the rramns
as quickly ap possible, does that mean that we can exceed
the frame count as long as we don't move into the next time
block?

CC Stand by , Ed .

CC SPT, Houston. W> believe there are
46 frames available on BV50 And we s *e nothing wrong with
exceeding the scheduled frame rate if you do hit the time
blocks. So that's okay with us if you can do it.

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'ra a minute from

LOS Goldstone. We're going to drop out a couple of minutes.
I'll talk to you at Texas.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS stateside
again fcr 12 minutes.
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CC Roger, Dick.

CC 1 8ive you a call

,

cc
An. c,

re aorry ^
"^"S the recorder, tJ'J*/ 1 **' Houston. „ e .

SPT f^
7

- Houston. t/h«„
^

SPT No hurry. '"ma minute, Dick
CC Go ahead, Di-v

from LOS , a
0k *V • Real fJ

8Ure do U

14 hours 51 ninutes « V* ta tak «-
'

6 Blnu te 8 fr0B now
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- - before this maneuver la approximately 9 years

time
skylab Control, Greenwich mean tl»e

, cvvl.b EREP pass, which began al Greenwich »eail tine

Jh. final «p..-r.. f.. the S063 "P'J'M" -111 »
J-J

beeinning at Greenwich mean time 16.11. science ri.

^a£ ng Photographs of the south auroral area on this ast

!t 1 al operation of S063 for Skylab IV. We 11

bring til line up'for CAP COMM Dick Truly for this Carnarvon

pass.^0 minutes in
JjJJt*" . We . re A0S Carnarvon

for 10 minutes.
CDR Roger, Dick.

CDR Ch.irlie 1 reading 56 percent, slowly

creeping up . n ., n
CDR Coming up on 24:30, 24.30.

CDR MARK . RANGE , 70.

rDR At 25:00, Alfa 1 is 60 percent, Alfa -

light Just went out .t 14.
^ ^ ^ io nearly zero<

We lo" our READY light at 25. ALTIMETER "STANDBY.
We

"dR 25:40. ALTIMETER ON. Charlie 1 oft-

scale high. Drifting down, steady at 47.

CnR Coming up on 27:00.

CDR MARK it. Going to 69 on the RANGE.

CDR READY light is steady on.

HI Alfa 1 is 60. Charlie 1 is 52. Give

you another reading jt^B --^^ A1£- , 6Q , charlle x

iS 53
; ni> ALTIMETER UNLOCK light came on at 55,

off at 57. For a rough time, It just got another flash out

° f 1C

C DR READY light is out.

C DR ALTIMETER to STANDBY at 29:10

Cdr ALTIMETER ON at 29:25. Charlie 1 is

off-scale high and drifing down.

Cdr Steady at 50 percent.
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CDR Coning up on 30:00.

CDR MARK it. ALTIMETER RANGE now Is 68.

CC SPT, Houston. When you have a nonent.

RPT Go ahead, Dick.

Cc Ed, about a rev - a rev and a half fro»

now we're going to have the press conference . And the site

prior to that press conference is this upcoming stateside

pass, which I figured would be pretty busy with talking

about the EREP . Wanted to renind you guys to - in preparation

for the press conference to refer to the neasag* that you -

that we checked out the conn with a while ago; also, the

TV-27 in the TV ops book. There are a couple of switches in

there that do not appear on either page. There should be -

Need to nake sure and verify. One is the VIDEO SELECT switch,

which is presently in ATM, and should be in TV prior to the

press conference and that can be put there any time fron here

on in. And also, on your way down to the vardroon, in prep-

aration for the press conference be sure that all of the TV

input stations north of the wardrooa are off.

SPT Okay, Dick. We'll do that.

CC Okay. Thank you very much.

CDR At 32 even, Alfa 1 was 60, Alf - Charlie

1 was 51. We just went of f-the -sea le high on Charlie 1 and

n-*w we're back down to 92, back up to off-scale high.

CC Roger, Jer. And we're about 45 seconds

fron LOS. Guam cones up about 3 minutes fron now. I'll c/Ul

you then

.

CDR Okay. At 50, we got a READY off light.

I went to S T AN D B if .

SPT Dick, we've got 10 frames remaining in

Bravo-Victor 50. We got five extra sets of d»'a for S063. It

looked like a real good run.

CC Very good, Ed. Thank you nuch.

CDR ALTIMETER went back ON at 10. Alfa 1 is

60. Charlie 1 is 57, now drifting down - down about 50.

CDR Time is 34 :00

.

CDR Going to 69.

CDR Going into the end of maneuver and back

at 45 .

CDR 94.
CDR Still have an ALTIMETER UNLOCK and READY

is on. OfffScale high. READY out at 40. ALTIMETER to

STANDBY at 45.
CDR ALTIMETER ON at 37:00.

CDR Charlie 1 steady at 50 percent.

END OF TAPE
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cc SkyUb, Houston. Cu * Skylab, Houston.
Cuas for 9 sUnutes

,

CDR Roger.
COR Dick, on the a* - the second S063 set

of data, would you conflra that thay want a separate visible
exposure for each of the f'rat eight fraaea?

CC Okay. Stand by.
CDR 38i30 RANGE is going to 70.
CDR 39 J 30, RANGE 71. ALTIMETER UNLOCK light

at about 16, jft at IS. Charlie I's to 92, ALTIMETER UNLOCK,
STA - ALTIMETER RSADY light v«nt at 25, and 30 went to STANDBY
on AI T IME7.BR

.

CDR ALTIHETBR ON at 45. Charlie 1 is setting at
about 48 percent. At 41 RANGE to 72. At 41:30 Alfa 1 at 60,
Charlie 1 Is 47. At 42 the RANGE is 73.

CC SPT, Houston. I'm not real sure that I

understood the question that you asked about S063. We do
want those first eight frames taken Jus - Just as it's listed
there on the pad and also including that remark that follows
the data, but perhaps I'm confused.

SPT Okay. So far on the first paas and all
of the second paas except for the first eight frames we're
taking pairs, that is all on the same spot. That means you
only get one visible exposure for - for each here they say
they still want to take filter pairs, but not necessarily
on the same spot. Does that mean that I have to come back
and start again additionally (garble) the second visible
exposure with each - with each of the UV exposures, or do they
want me to Just move back enough in order to p.'.ck up
8 seconds more?

CDR MAIN 74 at 43.
CC Stand by.
SPT (Carble).
CC Stand by.
SPT They're calling it filters pairs and

I t and they're not even pairs if you start tracking initially on
each one of them. Then it's Just an independent set of data.

cc Roger. Ed. Understand. Stand by.
SPT, Houston. Turns out that the word "pairs" for those eight
frames is somewhat of a misnomer. We do realize that they
are not on the same sites and we do not require that you go
back and retrack them to get the other filter on the same
site.

SPT Okay. We don't have to go back in order
to get another visible exposure. Is that affirm?

CC That's affirmative, Ed.
SPT Thank you .

CDR Okay. At 44 I have moved into RANGE 75.
CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK at 11, loat the READY at the

same time.
CDR Going to STANDBY at 15. 44:30 coming up.
CDR ALTIMETER ON, RANGE to 76.
CDR RANGE to 77 at 45:30.
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cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 aaconda

fro» LOS. Goldatona »t 16*02, • you there.

CDR See you then.

CDR 46:30, RANGE to 78,

PXO SkyUb Control, Greenwich me.vu time

15 hour* 47 minutaa. 11 «ib*. or approximate ly 55 pound-

•econda of TACS propeliant uaed to thia point in thia Skylab

KREP paaa. Approximately 100 to 150 peuod-aeconde hava been

predicted for thia maneuver today. The crew with another

36 minute* to go in thia ERBP paaa. Tha data take will atop

aa SkyUb paaaea over the Aaaeon - Amaion Jungle in Brazil.

The crew haa a preaa conference achedulmd later today be-

ginning at Greenwich aean time 17 houra and 38 minuies.

Following that they will have their afternoon meal. On

menu 4 for today U; Commander Carr ia having veal and peaches

and a atrawberry drink, Science Piilot Glbaon haa chicken and

gravy and tomatoea with applesauce and grape drink for lunch.

Pilot Pogue haa aalmon, butteracotch pudding and tea and

biacuita. Next acquiaition will be through Goldatone. To-

day, January 31, an eventful day in the apace program in

1961. On January 31 a Mercury Redatone launch vehicle put

the chimpan-tee Ham into a auborbltal flight laatln* 16 min-

utaa. Ham vti recovered after traveling 157 nautical mllea

high in orbit. He waa recovered 1400 - 418 milea downrange

from the Eaatern Teat Range in the Atlantic Ocean. Ham ia

presently enjoying a reatful retirement at a national too in

Waahington. Greenwich mean time 15 hour* and 49 minutea.

Acquiaition through Goldatone in 20 - 12 minutes and 25 sec-

onds. This ia Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
1° hour. a„d i .1 P u t J*^

Cont r oi
• Greenwich Man tlae

•tone. The Sky^b J ^p" 1 * 1 ' 10 " < 0- ln « ^°ugTW
Greenwich «ean ti.e 14 hours and 2?"!;

WhlCh U ** n

CC
R

it*,
11?"* UNL0C * *< *0. 01,40

?Ca
T

rb
M
l

E

e

T
?

R
Ch
UNL0CK instill on

light went out at 20 Pu i!
Ch

f
rUe i " 1 - 6 . The READYl««ve it there. *

PuUlng U to STANDBY
. And I'n

CDR ^LTIHETER M°DE to 1.

"lli by?
"y Mrk U ' U «" 02:45.

CDR
"AR

J:
ALTIMETER ON.

CDR
*• 10. FRAMES are 5^^° S

?
UITER Sm *> SLOW. INTERVaiinterval in that lU t

'

7

W° nder th.y reversed frale*[ a nd

gashing while I washing UaTm' ALTIME™* UNLOCK lighton again at 16. ALTIMETER JJlJci "ihT*"'*-
A" d

cSr
And iC "eu tr cle ar L D ^e

" 8 " RE FE FEN CE 6.

- 35
c

C

f;B goln? tQ 9
%>

iY
AL.^^Ij;"---^^

CDR ?
AR

?- A < 0-:00 190 POWER i 8 ON
Correction. Yeah. ALTI METE

R

C

poWER^^
POWER is ON -

CDR ALTIMETER UNLOCK Hg ht at 1?<
CDR

Coning up on 04:43.
CDR

Stand by.

CDR
f
190 MODE to AUTO

.

CDR
™ ADY l^t's out on the ALT I METFR

CDR J°
ln « t0 STANDBY at 50.

"£TER.

CDR JJnH
READY Ught Went °"t about 48

HI 0
F

h?
d

b :;."
Oth" 10 - vour Ka^oo

8 '

PLT
ALTIMETER on at 10.

CDR uk
68"? l00k «ood all.

PI T
Where?

Ill
(Garble)
Hasn't been bothering ne a bit, Bill.
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CDT

'
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£J;J
(laughtar)

CC
ALTIMETER UNLOCK light is on at 30.

pr<mi.I
lt

* *oln * «° «•* better, BUI. I

£kay
t it'* under - -

KV* Better not pro»U«, Dick.

« ot^™^''" ° ut «
<
<•»»•>

rnn " "
?
olng Co STANDBY at 45.

Xjr Th4t 8 05s42 and Q5;45.

J
D
J

ALTIHETER ON at 00.

at the bank on dlapU^!' * '

B0W
'

W
* look1^

Next mark U 06:24.CDR Stand by.

geara
CDR

Cot a TAPE MOTION lllL^l
t0 MADY

'
ShUti »*

light.
MOTION light. Got an ALTIMETER UNLOCK

06:3O
C

altimetfr d^Lv - "' °" du/in 8 that 192 sequence.U0 ' JU ALTIHETER to STANDBY. RADIOMETER to STANDBY .

lYi (Garble) lero,

J.
0
? ALTIHETER to MODE 5.

*,
Lr Nov, under cloud.

CDR RANGE 79.

to 1/2
P" Special 0 2?tl ':

52?°^%.' glees'
6 8PCed

thereabout 3 or 4 Lco'nds"'
gettl " g ALTIMETER to STANDBY

on x£ At 06. SCATS' li . SSSeMS'S
was 3 seconds late.

M°M t0 °HECK °" That
CDR 8;^2' 8 next.

06 :30^? Bl88 ed it ^nT t

00 th ' RADIOMETER to STANDBY at

u K ^
DR 1 thought I had too. I nay haveit but got distracted before I actually threw U?h.?got awfully busy right there. ' ' That

have thrown the awltlh^uLT ^ lt buC not even
switches.

'""eh. I waa busy reaching for the other

CAP cShM, I'll assure'Jo
1^*'' 8 3 g°° d Way t0 fake ° ff the

CDR Yea, indeed.
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11101 CM

'
77,16,01 °HT

°»l
8«42 co.lng up.

1

COR Si?
K

r

it
'

192 M0DE t0 ^ADY.

09:U is next. * 1C
* POLARIZATION going to 4.

CDR
CC
CDR

BV42 .

CDR

END OF TAPE

37,

it- 19 2 MODE to CHECK

.
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52 coming up.
Okay, I soon In and track a uniform site.
I didn't heir you, Did you find the green

PIT
PIT
CDR

mountains?
PLT No. It was completely cloud covered.
CDR Was It? You broke your promise, Dick.

I told you you shouldn't have done that.
CC Promise them anything,
CDR That's right.
SPT Tracking for frame number 1.
CDR God'll get you for that.
SPT Stand by.
PIT IMC - okay, there's a uniform sight.

Zoom In, see what it is. Not very roomed in. Let's take
that uniform sight right there.

PLT DAC.
CREW (garble) DAC.
SPT HACK.
CDR Do one for DAC

.

PLT {Garble) DAC'e ON; DATA pushbutton
Hey, it looks like I got a sight alongside the Mississippi
here. Nice, wetlands.

CDR
area

.

PLT
the water

CDR
would think.

CDR
CREW
CDR
CREW
CDR

There it goes. Got
OMETER to STANDBY.
5 seconds - -

SPT
CDR

I wonde r if that's that Tennessee flooding

looks likeIt very likely could be
awful high along in here.

Yes, we ouRht to be looking at that I

Coming up on 11 : 50 . Stand by - 5 seconds.
MARK it

.

Okay - -

192 is MODE READY.
12 :29 's my next - -

Come on TAPE MOTION
a TAPE MOTION light
RADIOMETER STANDBY.

I got no tape -

11:56; SCATTER-
Those are all about

(garble)
- late. I was watching that tape. Next

mark . 12:15. Stand by -

CDR MARK. The ALTIMETER'S ON, got a flashing
TAPE MOTION light for a little bit, now it's steady. 12:32 -

PLT Okay camera, OFF. (Garble).
SPT Okay, that was that fra-oe filter 2700 - -

PLT 12:29, nadir.
SPT (Garble) 23:00. Try this again.
CDR 12:32 - MARK. 192 MODE to CHECK.
PLT Nadir swath

.

PLT No DAC.
SPT Tracking for 3.

PLT 13 :09

.

CDR Must be getting low on tape. The TAPE
MOTION light's starting to flicker a little bit.

SPT HACK.
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.

*lT
At ,

0^«y' (Oarbla) 9 (garble) up to 45 degree*
end finding a clear area. Okay. There'. « clear area. Allright. I'll u«e the DAC , Okay.

CDR « 13>42 coming up.
PLT Canara , ON.

to standby.
MARK

'
92 to M0DB CHECK

'
48 ALTIHETER

SPT Frame 4.
SPT HACK.
CDR MODE 1. RANGS 77. 14:05 coaing up.
CDR HARK. ALTIMETER * a ON. Looking for aREADY out at 14 1 20 on S190.

8

CDR HARK. READY oyt at 14:20. S190 stillhanging in there, 14:30 coming up. Steady TAPE MOTION.
Bm

C„ MARK
" 92 to M°DE CHECK. 90 to MODESTANDBY , RANGE at 79. 17:30 again.

sp T Tracking for 5.

<!TAvn!;?
R

D1 »,v -,,
We blunder h * r *' ALTIMETER toSTANDBY, RANGL to 73. 1 7 ! 4 3 . Oh, that's why.

Ill
°kay

'
lettln « the DAC run for 22 seconds.

CDR Put it back where it was.
SPT HACK.

tim ptfb ^nw , o?
Ut that RANGE back to J7

' Get AL-TIMETER ON again. Blunder on ay part. Thai's where it laALTIMETER UNLOCK at 14.
SPT Frame 6 , Charlie 1 - -
P^ T Okay; DAC OFF.
CDR Switching between 48 and 53.
SPT HACK.
PLT Okay, waiting for 21:11.
CJJJ Steady ALTIMETER UNLOCK light.
SPT Frame nunber (garble).

iiTiuSSU.
(Garble) READY out. At 15 and 16:00 theALTIMETER went to OFF, correction STANDBY. ALT I METER ON

SPT HACK.

..., ?

CDR
, u

Charlie l's reading 46. Where a/e you now,Bill? Out over the Atlantic? *

PLT ye9 .

CDR Good blooming down there.
PLT Sure is, and we're getting it on 191.Actually I think we've Just come across Cuba in a minute - -

7
DR

, u t
0h

-
yes- Oh, that's - that's thatblooming in that bay there - -

SPT Going for 8 - frame 8.
CDR - south of Havana.
PLT Y es, I don't know what it is. - -
C0R The Isle of Pines area.

Is corrLt.
Ye8

'
that 9 rlght

'
Ye8> l8le of p ines area

_ v
CDR That's always green. That and theBahamas

.
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8PT Okay., Going to try to If V ctn » iv *

you . j.upl. of «tft i;;^*^ th„ , Alf . an4 8 Alfa.

CDR Coding up on I7i30.

SPT Starting to track,

HI till* ^ALTIMETER to STANDBY ,
RANGE 73.

17:43 coding up.

Ill MARK'. S190 MODE to AUTO, 17.50 next.

CDR MARK . ALTIMETER'S ON.

?c Skylab, Houston. We're a alnuta fro-

LOS. We're going to have a vary low and abort pas. at the -

SPT (Garble) Alfa.

cc - " Vanguard at 16:30.

cr m case we alts that Coldstone at i 7 i 39

then we'll e*e you thara for the press conference.

SPT Okay.

s;; s:*,:; ?:.»'»: «« .»•> «. •• «»

•

CDR Stand by -

e-T 7 Bravo and 8 Bravo - -

rni MARK. 192 READY . TAPE MOT ION 9 on and

flickering a little bit. Co.lng up on 30. SHUTTER SPEED to

Spx Tracking.

SPT HACK.

END OF TAPE
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cpR TAPE MOTION U staady. (GarbU). that was .

4 (prbl.) rath.r ^^"fr , ome bloo ., ng , I «... to

go ahead and get that. Pu.h the data pu.hbutton.
8

cnvL 19i04, stand by.

HI MARK . 192 MODE CHECK.

pvj Okay. getting - -

MARK

,

M
°ALTIMETER*to

a

STA^DBV . had an UNLOCK

Ught RADIOMETER t. .TAMMY .^
III Okay, tape Bravo was ac 8 second,

rather than 16. ^ uat

(Garble) one -ore step. Got (static)

COBin
£ A0

P
' Skylab - SkyUb Control. Greenwich »ean

J v rtl , rfl 21 - 20 svinutea. 3 minutes away from the
Cla% tic° It today's EREP pass which began na-riy 90 .inute.
conclusion of today s EREP p

C ro...d over the

Rio de Janeiro. Next acqu a
of j degree .

« s;
;:s-

lrt — ,l
;:,i^s»:,:^ ^:^r.e.

;
....

Iruly '

c Skylab, Houston; we're AOS Vanguard for

j-1/2 -inut.i.
Mck> ue , re dQwn to ier0 on the

U - the high-speed fll» and we gave them a few extra steps. T

all look like good data. ^ ^ ^ very n

cor Dick, I set up the tape depletion to be

,.„.
™ ..«h . <-v: -°$\h

:n rur»
vRVtz^™~$* ::s k: {Mi.;-:.,

„ P th.
c

i.,i«i.» ..,»««.
Jerty Thank you .
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CC Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute to LOS.
Goldetone comes up «c 17:38, that's the scheduled press
conference. We are going to dump the data voice recorder
at Goldetone, but I won't warn you there elnce you'll be -

it won't natter to you elnce you'll be on the press conference.
And, Jerry, when you get a change if you would relay the tape
remaining dimension to ua so we can plan comorrov's paei,
we'd appreciate It. »

CDR Okay, I'll have it for you at Goldetone.
CC Okay, Jerry, real fin«, or we can pick it

up at Vanguard after the preea conference. I'll aee you at
stateside

.

CDR Okay, and I'll aleo put it on tape. You
might catch it on your tape duup.

CC Okay.
PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean tine 16 hours

35 ninutes. Loss of signal through VanRuard. Next acquisition
in 1 hour and 3 minutes will be through Goldetone. This pass -

Goldstone pass scheduled for the press conference, the crew
answering questions submitted to theu by the news media. At
this Vanguard pass telemetry shows that Skylab IV today has
used 24 mibs eo far, about 120 pound-seconds of TACS propellent.
100 pounds of TACS propellent has been predicted for this
maneuver. Ample TACS remaining aboard. As of this morning
14,684 pound-seconds of TACS propellent remaining prior to the
EREP maneuvers. Next acqulaition In 1 hour and 2 minutes.
At Greenwich mean time 16 hours 36 minutes, this is Skylab
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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FAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time
17 hour* 36 minute*. Acquisition cumlng through Goldaton*
In 1 minute for the pros* conference, tha last and final
pre** conference in the Skyl«b program vith the crew fro*
inflight, queation* aubaitted to Mlacion Control Center by
representative* of tha news madia. Wa'll bring the Una up
for thia ttatealda paaa. Reading the question* to tha crew
will be CAP COMM Dick Truly.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hallo stateside for
15 ainuta*. We do have TV. How do you hear me?

CDR Read you loud and clear, Dick, How «?
CC Loud and clear. I have a number of

question* here to pas* on to you guy* so I'll just read then
verbatim here, and we'll get on with it if you're ready.

CDR Okay,
PIT Let'* get a conn check on each one

of the crevaen. PLT ; How do you read?
CC Bill, I read you loud and clear. How me?
PLT Fine.
SPT Okay, Dick. How do you read me?
CC Ed, I read you loud and clear also. How

me?
SPT Very good. Thank you.
CDR Let her ri?.
CC Roger. The firet question, Jerry, is

for you, for Commander Carr. What do you feel have been the
major accomplishments of this mission, and have you proven
that man can pretty much do as he wants to in apace con-
sidering working, living and repairs?

CDR I think the major accomplishments in this
particular mission are - are several. I think the biggest
major accomplishment is the - the tenure, the - the length
of the stay. We've shown that man can do what we thought he
could do and that is cone up here and set up housekeeping
in space, that he can adjust to his new environment and I

think, from a medical standpoint the medical experiments have
already shown so far that we right now aopear to be in better
physical condition then when we left, and I think the other
accomplishments are In particular - Ed'll probably get an
opportunity to talk about it, b.t in the solar aiea I think
the fact that we managed to catch the full rise of a solar
flare is a significant event. The fact that we caught the
brightest coronal transient that's been seen from up here I

think is significant. In the area of Earth resources we
have done nearly 45 Earth resources passes around the Earth.
WeSre gathered a heck of a lot of data and I think that is
indeed significant. And last but not least is we took the
time before we left to do some study on how to do Earth
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CC - - dark. You guys have been In space
longer than anyone before. What psychological and mental *

problems do you foresee for space travelers on very long
flights to, say, Mars?

CDR 1 think probably the psychological
problem that vou would probably lace on a mission that long
would be the sane kind of psychological problems you get
up north in the winter, when you're locked in the the cabin
for months, or on an island. Island fever, cabin fever,
that sort of thing. That is the lack of the ability to get
away. You're stuck with a surrounding and there's not a
whole heck of a lot you can do about changing your surround-
ings. Anu so, what you need to design in the future space-
craft if you're going to do things like go to Mars, is you're
going to have to design lots of - of ways to divert yourself;
recreation, reading, things like that. You've got to - you've
got to be able to - as we say in the flying game, you've
got to be able to close the hangar doors when you go home.
And when you're on a year or 2-year mission, you're going
to have to have a place that you can call home. And you're
going to have to be able to go to that and be by yourself
or - and do what you want to do. And, I think, that's
probably the major psychological problem we're going to have
to work out. I think the submariners understand thlr too.
The guys who spend 30 - 60 days under water, most certainly
do understand this problem, too. And they're working it
as well as we are.

CC Roger, Jerry. Thank you very much.
This one's for Ed Gibson. Based on your medical studies,
what do you predict your physical condition will be after
splash down?

SPT Okay, Dick. As Jerry already pointed
out, we're in better condition than when we left in th*» sense
that cardiovascular, that is the ability to perform work with
using - using oxygen. And - Especially your ability to utilize
oxygen. In that respect we're ahead. We, of course,
have not had any one-g stimulus to our inner ear. We don't
know exactly how that's going to affect us in terms of
dizziness. We're going to try to make the best of that one.
Go at It alow, not try to rush into It when we get down on
the ground. And I'm sure there's some muscles in our bodies
which we have not used. And even though we hav^
exercised quite rigorously in ma,ny ways, the I gravity down
there tended to use different muscles and we're going to
find that we're going to be a little sore, probably. But,
all and all, I think, we're going to come out pretty well.
And I think if we're in a kind of situation which requires
us to us* ot>? pi.;'*! cal capabilities when we first got down,
I would have no fear of It.
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hard to. 10 years from now, aay, hey look, we went back on

Skvlab 1 2, and 3. We developed - we brought back data

that led'to this development. And at that time it a not

going to be exciting at all. because at that time it will

be ancient history. But I feel that those are the kind of

n which will probably be more dramatic in historica

perspective and some of the things which more or less exc te

I'l Pagination right now. I mean, of course .
those .re im-

portant and we're very excited about them ourselves, because

we can see something coming of it. The Earth re sourc es is

*l n th*r area which you may take some time to (garble) photo-

genic dlta. photographic and visual imagery will provide

fmmediat useful data in many cases in which might find applica-

ions tn various parts of the world. We've not just photographed

the continental United States. We have done

work in the continent of South America and also in Africa.

?Se - These photographs, of course, will be -v.il.ble to

these governments and they will use them immediately. Now

some of the other data requires much more subtle process ng

and consider . and long term consideration. It's go in * to be a

long time, I think - not maybe as long as - It sort of depends on

just how basic a theory you're working with. But, I think

it will be perhaps some time before all the Earth resources

data will reach application stage. And it's going - we re

going to have to more or less, I think, sell the idea

that we did this, and when 1 say we, I mean the National

Aeronautics and Space Adminis t ration , working In conjunction

with several other governmental agencies in foreign continents

that we - we in this period of time, did collect this data,

which is now being over several years and will continue to

find applications.
C C Roger, Bill. Thank you very much.

We're about 30 seconds to LOS. Vanguard comes up at 18:03.

See vou there. Real quickly - Well I'm not sure we have

time' to get an answer on this, but I'll ask it anyway. And

Ed, you can pass it down - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

18 hours 2 minutes. Acquisition coming through Vanguard in

AS seconds, a 10-minute pass.45 seconds,
Sky lab , Houston . Hello at the Vanguard

for 11 minutes.
CDR Hello , Dick

.

cc i got two, three things here. For one

thing, the VTR is clean, and except for the scheduled ATM

TV after a while it's all yours for the rest of the day.

Also, I'd like to get somebody to help me out with a reg bus

adjust if 1 could.
CD r Okay. Ed's, on his way up.

C C
" Okay. While, he's going up there, one

reminder here. In the TV-27 pad that we sent you to secure

from the press conference we just had, it lists in there the

panel Soo'buffer amps 1 circuit breaker to OPEN. 0 course,

that's now being handled by you guys. As long as it gets

closed when you want to do voice recording you can handle it

either way you want. , ,

CDR Okay. We're going to leave it closed.

CC Okay.
SPT Go ahead, Dick.

cc Ed, we'd like to go back to where we

were, which - the original setting prior to the adjust

we made a while ago which is 45 degrees counterclockwise

from where you are now.
SPT You got it .

C C Thank you very much, Ed. We'll take a

look at it, and one more item, Jerry. Do you happen to have

written down the EREP tape measurement I asked you about a

while ago?
CDR Yes sir. 3 centimeters.

Cc Okay, Jerry. Thank you very much. You

guys have already done a full day's work, so welcome to your

day off. If - If *e can help you down here give us a

h0ll<S
CDR Okay, Dick. Right after lunch we're all

three 'going to the command module. We're going to review

.one checklist, for a little while. We'll be about an hour.

C C Okay, Jerry. That'll be fine.

CDR Actually, it's going to be right after

Ed s ATM pass.
0kay , An<j t he reg bus adjust looks real

good. We sure appreciate it. ....8
SPT Thank you, Dick. Hey Dick, let me

throw a coupU more sentences onto that last que-tion if I

could .
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SpT Okay! Really, not Just ability to pre-

dict Is going to come out of this thing, but a flare
_

essentially is a way of storing energy and the energy is all-.-,,

that - is stored in the atnosphere of the Sun and now all of

a sudden released very rapidly and in large quant ities a.d

^mechanism of release is something we don't under tand

and 1 "ink it's a basic problem, basic phys cal Ptoble»,

astrophysics if you will, and once we understand that we

may have application for it elsewhere in addition to Just

"dersHn^ng the Sun and other astrophysical objects >o

It's a lner*y conversion basic problem and out comes basic

knowledge which is
.

^^-tion .^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Mtr4 words. And SPT, Houston. In preparation for your

i a ittle bit of ATM today I've got a little update

on tne Sun. Active region 39 rapidly emerged It gave one

small flare and is now declining Also, prominence 92 is

quiet, quiescent returning feature near 30/1.0.

SpT Thank you, Dick.

Skylab, Houston. We're a minute to LOS.

Tananarive at "'"-^^ Control , Greenwich mean time

16 hours 14 minutes. Loss of signal through Vanguard. Next

acquisition in 16 hours 45 seconds will be Tananarive tracking

staUon for a 4-»inute-45-second pass. We'll bring the line

back up at that time. This is Skylab Control at Greenwich

mean time 18 hours 45 - 18 hours 14 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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PAOt Skylab Control, Greenwich mean time

19 hours 8 minutes. 10 minutes away from acquisition through

Goldstone. We have an announcement here. Skylab is cleared

for mission completion of 84 days. William C. Schneider, Skylab

Program Director announced today that the record-breaking

third and final Skylab Manned Mission has been given approval

for continuation to the end of the planned 84-day period.

Reentry and recovery will be Friday, February 8, with splash-

down expected at 10:17 a.m. central daylight time, approx-

imately 175 statute miles southwest of San Diego. Approval

for extending the mission followed review of the inflight

medical data and recommendation of the NASA Director for

Life Sciences Dr. Charles A. Berry and an evaulation of

Skylab's consumables and hardware status. This concludes

the announcement. Next acquisition will be in 9 hours -

9 minutes and 30 seconds through Goldstone. Skylab Control

Greenwich mean time 19 hours 17 minutes. A brief pass

through the Goldstone tracking station 4 minutes in duration.

Bring the line up for CAP COMM Dick Truly as the crew has

the rest of the day off with a ATM session for Science

Pilot £d Gibson. The crew has been given a GO for the 84

day mission. Splashdown scheduled for February 8 southwest

of San Diego in the Pacific. We'll bring the line up for

this pass, 4 minutes in duration.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Goldstone

for 4 minutes

.

PLT Roger Dick.
CC SPT, Houston. I've got another Ute

solar activity update for you. At 16:55 Zulu there was a

subflare from active region 38 and also prominence 92 that

I mentioned before at 30/1.0 is reported active by Sacramento

Peak.
SPT Okay, thank you Dick.

CC Roger, and CDR, Houston, if you have a

second .

PLT Go ahead, he's listening.
CC Roger, the press conference that we had -

the time involved in answering the questions - it turned out

that there were fo ir - four questions that ve particularly

wanted to ask you. They came from some students that did It as

a class project. And we were wondering over the next few

passes if I might read them up and you might give us the

answers to then of course without television.
CDR Yeah, I guess we can.

CC Okay, let me tell you a little about it,

Jerry, first and maybe we can get one of them in here. They
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MCC That's af f i rma t i ve . We Initialize as -
after we get to Canopus and then we initialize again at
Gamma Ve 1 .

SPT Okay

.

MCC Okay on the - following on through the day
then 54 will be doing their calibration unattended. So at the
end of the first regular ATM orbit you will be setting then
up for unattended in what looks like a weird configuration.
They will be shooting 102 frames unattended of the Earth -
actually of the not (?) Sun, because they no longer have a door
to take the picture of the back of. So what they need is at
night and they will.be taking their frames there. We will
also be getting in a four-limb coalign. Although we
do not require the 55 offset any longer, the four-limb
coalign is for numbers for data purposes. Fifty-five will
be doing a 12 Echo, that's the calibration of the detectors.
Also later in the day 82B will be doing their polar plume
sequence. Assuming that you do not do it today. If you do
it today at sometime let us know and we will drop that out
of the ops tomorrow and substitute something else. Again we
will be supporting that tomorrow as we're ready to do today
with with exact pointings from M auna Loa here as to where to
find the plumes that they do see. Then following it on Saturd
which is two days from now we will have a conference, it will
be the last ATM conference. Right now our planning is we
will be doing a building block 16 which is a calibration
building block. And SO - it is primarily for S052 although
56 and 55 will also operate. And as a message we sent
up earlier says 52 requires 70 frames for calibration because
of the out of sequence bit with the counter where they shot
some unattended. There will be 140 remaining on the counter
wnen there are physically 70 frames remaining. I mentioned
that mainly in the unlikely event that you go off on a coronal
transient here over the next day or so, don't forget to save
140 on the counter for their calibration.

SPT I got that written right above the
frames remaining counter, same as 54.

Mcc Okay good. And then the last thing that
we will do that day will be an S055 detector 5 test, vhere we
will be taking one MAR at all detectors other than 5 on.
We will take a MAR at the same location with only 5 on in
OVERRIDE and - -

END OF TAPE
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MCC - _ S055 detector 5 test where we will be
taking one MAR with all detectors other than 5 on. We will
a MAR at the same location with only 5 on in OVERRIDE And
then we will take a MAR with all on with 5 in OVERRIDE And
on the last one you will be asked to keep an eye on the DETECTOR
1 count in the event it gets up to over several thousand
for more than 10 seconds to turn detector 5 off. This is toget at the effect of detector 5 on the others in the par-
ticular question such as is it working or just what is goin*
on the re . And - -

SPT
„

We'll be watching detector 5 at that time isthat correct?
MCC Well, you will be watching detector 1because you cannot look at 5. And you will be looking at

the effects of 5 on 1 if there are any.
SPT Okay.
* CC And as of right now that's the way thingslook for planning as far a planned ATM orbits go froo nowthrough the rest of the mission, which brings you up to EVA.And I don t have anyting else to add, willing to answer yourquestion or what ever you got in mind.
CD *

, t
0kfl y BiU. I think we'll go ahead and

plan on doing the solar plume tomorrow then. Remainder oftoday looks like we got start releaming the command module
and entry procedures, so we're going to stick with that
I don t really see a heck of a lot going on now. I will beable to give you a report maybe in a little bit later on
But with the lack of film we have and the lack of activity
I think things are. grinding down to a halt here. And so asyou described it 1 thinks it's apt that we finish it up
in this way. I think it's good timing.

MCC 0k ny good. That's vhat it looked like
to me also. Which is whay I wanted to point out the plannineon the polar plume so you didn't feel obligated to get at ittoday And if we don't have anyting else then, I turn it overto Dick and he can talk to Jerry about the Press Conferencesome mo re . '

«=»i.e

SPT °kay» thanks very much Bill.

t l
?T Hev

.
B1 'l one other thing. How many -

much film does S056 have remaining, in reality?
MCC stand by.

2 J J
0kfl y Ed

»
ln reality the number is 383

III *nd how much do the y ne ed for calibration?
, ^ WeU

'
h *ve to get you that one Ed. Myunderstanding is they don't actually up and calibrate somuch as they just take sequences that encompass all of their
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exposures like patrol shorts normals and longs. But we'll
get back with you later on that.

SPT Okay. It - I hate to see any camera go back
down with out some frames exposed.

MCC Right .

CC Skylab, Houston. We still have about
3 minutes here. I'll ask a couple more of these question
here maybe we can get them out of the way. We appreciate
you answering them for us. A young lady named Mary Signorelli,
wants to know If the long confinement has led to any irritation
among the crewmen and whether you ever get to any - into any
fights up there?

SPT No I think you can tell Mary, that all of
us end up working toward the same things and we get along
pretty well up here. We're all pretty ciuch the sane nature,
and It worked out real well, no probiem.

cc Okay, thank you. Here's one I'm sure
you'll enjoy giving some thought to. Several of the students,
obviously concerned about your well being, asked if you missed
female companionship.

SPT What grade did you say that was Dick?
CC That one didn't have any name with It.

It was the sixth grade.
SPT Obviously, yes.
CC And SPT, Houston on 82B we'd like a

1 second guard exposure. It's on the pad I think. We still have
about a minute and 40 seconds here. I have one more question
I'll pass up to you here.

SPT °kay, go ahead. A young fellow named
Mark Schnelling - Schne 1 lb ae che r - Mark Schnel lbaeche r wants
to know if yon feel that you are more of a man now, as compared
with before you left, and If so in what ways?

CDR Okay, we'll let the PLT answer that one.
PLT That's alot Jer. Well you say it again

please Dick.
cc Roger, he want's to know if you feel that

you're more of a nan new as compared with before you left, and
if so In what way? We've got about a minute Bill.

PLT Well, I don't know what constitutes his
definition of a man. If it means dealing with problems. I

suppose that we have learned a little bit how to deal better
with problems of a personal nature, and of - of say problems
of the type that occur in spacecraft. Because obviously,
although we were well trained we never faced the actual situation
until we got up here. So I guess in that regard I suppose
we're better crewmen in that we have obviously learned
something since we've been up here. If he's tracking the
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t

question more toward a philosophical vein then I would sort
of have to beg off. Because 1 think that this is sort of
self analysis takes a long period of time. And we'd like
to think that we have matured some since we've been up here.
But we'll just have to wait more and less see how we react
when we ge t back

.

SPT Hey, Dick I guess I'd have to answer yes
to that question, because with those beards you'd never mistake
them for females

.

cc Roger that. Both of those are good answers.
We're going LOS here at the Vanguard. I give you a call
when we get to Tananarive at 20:04. And we appreciate you
putting up with me and answering those extra four questions.
Thank you very much.

PA0 This is Skylab Control loss of signal at
tracking ship Vanguard. And a combination of ATM Science
Conference between Dr. William Lenoir here in Mission Control
and Science Pilot Ed Gibson aboard Skylab. And picked up
three more questions from the inflight press conference.
Second set of questions having been submitted from the sixth
grade science class at Gardner-Dickinson School in Wyantskill,
New York. We'll return for voice relay station Tananarive in'
12 minutes. At 19:52 Greenwich mean time this is Skylab
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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sampling this morning. And after a little closer perusal
of the card we see that it should have been done tonight.
Oar recommended recovery from this thing would be to go
ahead and do a urine sampling tomorrow night and then skip
the following day.

CC Okay, Ed. Thanks for flagging the problem.
And we will work it and get back up to you as to what we
want to do

.

cc Skylab, Houston. We're 45 seconds to
LOS, Hawaii comes up at 20:49. See you there.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Final loss of
signal at Tananrive voice relay station. Our next acquisition
of the space station vill be in 33 minutes over tracking
station Hawaii, on a semi-day off for the crew. Remainder
of the day mostly off duty, showers, other housekeeping, and
physical training. We'll return at Hawaii in 32 minutes.
This is Skylab control at 20:16 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ? This is Skylab Control at 20:48 Greenwich
mean cine. Acquisition at tracking station Hawaii in 50

seconds. Flight Director Phil Shaffer now in the process
of handing over to Neil Hutchinson estimates that he'll be

available for change- of -shi f t briefing at 4:30 p.m. central
time in the Houston newsroom. That's at 4:30, change-of-
shift briefing with Flight Director Phil Shaffer. And we're
20 seconds away from Hawaii. Standing by.

CC Skylab, Houston. Hawaii for 8 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We notice that S052

DOOR is OPEN and I think you guys are - nobody is at the

ATM panel and in the command module so we're going to go

ahead and send up a command to get the DOOR CLOSED.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute to LOS,

Vanguard comes up at 21:19 and we're going to dump the data/
voice recorder at the Vanguard.

SPT So long Dick.
CC Okay, see you there.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Loss of signal

at Hawaii. And our next station will be tracking ship
Vanguard again in 17 minutes and from Vanguard to the next
station will be Hawaii again about an hour LOS period.
We'll be back for Vanguard. And at 21:01 Greenwich mean
time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Skylab Control. 22:24 Greenwich

mean time. Final pass through the Hawaii station in 50

seconds Crew has been rather quiet the last several passes.

All three apparently still down in the command module

K oinR over the systems and entry checklists and not in a

position or inclined to talk much to the ground. *iso the

afternoon is fairly much free time for the crew. 10 seconds

to predicted acquisition at Hawaii, as a matter of fact we

have data already. Stand by for voice.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii

for 7-1/2 minutes. Next station contact in 31-1/2 minutes

through the Vanguard at 22:53. Over.

CDR Roger Bruce .

cc Okay, just wanted to say hi for a second.

And also to tell you that we'll be asking for a teleprinter

paper changeout this evening just before you go to •

We've got about 35 feet of messages to come up over night.

And when we send something like this up does it cause you

anv problem with leaving the cover closed on the teleprinter

and a length that great acunulating inside the cover? Over.

CDR No, it doesn't. We'll leave the cover

open as long as we not sleeping.
v

cc Okay, but in all practicality with the

site coverage and things of this sort the bulk of it

will probably be coming up after you get turned in tonlgh..

CDR Well so far you haven't been able to max

it out to the point where it effected the messages.

CC Okay, thank you.

cc And just for your information. Not all

that stuff is flight plan of course in fact the bulk of

i* is split between the deact checklist nods and the EVA

checklist mods, so it'll give you something to work on over

the next couple of days.

CDR Okay, hope they give us time too.

cc Well, we're going to give you time in

the Flight Plan to do it. And we're working this - as hard

as we can to get this stuff processed and closed out, so

that we can get it up to you and give you time to put it

in and to understand it and to go it on the loop a couple

of time here so we're all squared away.

CDR Very good.

p A0 Skylab Control. Space station has

finally gone over the southern horizon from the Hawaii

tracking station. 21 minutes to tracking ship Vanguard.

The sequence from undecked to splash has been written up

by one of the Houston news room scribs by the name of

Milt Re.im. And it reads as follows. The nominal end of
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mission for Skylab IV Is scheduled for the morning of

Friday, February 8 at 10:17 a.m. central time, as Gerald Carr,

Ed Gibson and Bill Pogue splashdown 176 statute miles

southwest of San Diego. They will have flown in space

longer and traveled farther than any three human beings in

recorded history, having made 1213 trips around the world

in just over 84 days. Early on recovery day at 5:34 a.m.

the command module is scheduled to undock from what has been

the.tr home since November 16, and begin the return to Earth.

At that time Skylab will be over che Atlantic 725 statute

miles northeast of Bermuda.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - their home since November 16th and
begin the return to Earth. At that tine Skylab will be
over the Atlantic 725 statute niles northeast of Bermuda.
They will do a flyaround of Skylab and take photos for about
20 Blnutes. At 6 a.m. central time is - the Skylab and the
separated command service modules are 748 statute nlles
southwest of Capetown, South Africa. The crew will perform
a 5 foot per second reaction control system burn to separate
the two vehicles, as they prepare for the reentry shaping
burn. The service propulsion system shaping burn will take
place over the Pacific in darkness, at 6:38 a.m. over a
point 897 statute miles due south of Guam. The SPS burn will
reduce the velocity of the command service module of about
- 2 - or by about 279 feet per second. About 3 hours later at
9:36 a.m., as the command service module is over a point
414 statute miles due south of Singapore over the Gulf of
Thailand, the crew will perform the SPS or service propulsion
system retrofire maneuver to start them on a reentry-
trajectory. A velocity change of 185 .feet per second will
be imparted by this burn. About 10 nlnutes later the command
service module passes over a point between Japan's Kyushu
Island and South Korea, the service module will be jettisoned
by the crew. A velocity chango of about 22 feet per second
will be imparted to the service module pushing it slightly
above, ahead, and south of the command module. The first -

first sensible atmosphere that the command module will
encounter will occur at 400.000 feet above the Earth, at
10(01 a.m. over a point in the Pacific, 1357 statute miles
west of Seattle, Washington and about 1783 statute nilea
north northeast of Hawaii. The first noticeable g-forces
felt by the crew since their launch will occur some 2-1/2
nlnutes later at 10:03:21 a.m. At that time the .05 g that's
.05 or 5 one-hundredths will be exerted on the crew and
comnand module. 22 seconds after the .05 g or at 10:03:43
a.m. the spacecraft will enter a period of communication
blackout. At this time they will be 656 statute miles due
west of Eureka, California. Blackout of communications will
continue until 10:07:11 a.m. as they pass 299 statute miles
west of Los Angeles. About 1 and 1-1/2 seconds before the
drogue chutes Are deployed, at 10:11:20 a.m., the forward
heat shield will be Jettisoned. The two drogue chutes will
open at 24,000 feet and at 10:12:07 a.m. the three main chutes
will be deployed by a pilot chute, and the drogues Jettisoned.
Essentially, the last 24,000 feet to eplash is straight down.
Splash Is scheduled to take place at a point 176 statute miles
southwest of San Diego, at the following coordinates: latitude
31 degrees, 19 minutes north, And longitude 119 degrees 45
alnutea west, at a time of 10:16:59 a. a. central daylight
time. 15 nlnutes to tracking ship Vanguard. We'll return at
that time. At 22:41 Greenwich mean t iae , Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 22:56 Greenwich
mean time. Acquisition in 50 seconds at tracking ship
Vanguard. A brief dropout between Vanguard of about 5

minutes - 6 minutes. And we'll stay up through both
Vanguard and Ascension pass. Standing by.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard. 9-1/2 minutes to LOS, data/voice tape recorder
dump. Next station contact in 15 minutes through Ascension
at 23:13. Out.

CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead.
CDR Bruce, on S233 I've tried about 4 times

now to locate the comet. And 1 Just can't find it. I would
like to know if the 233 folks would like us just to go
ahead and stick the camera in the window and - and take a
shot at the night sky? Or whether they want us to wait until
we can locate it?

MCC Affirmative, go ahead and sh - -

CC Okay, we have a little procedure here
describing how you can get it in the field of view. If you're
ready to listen or copy?

CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay, if you draw a line between Scheat

and Algenib and then extend it about the same distance past
why that'll give you the rouph location of the coaet on
mission day 79. Over. Or, if you don't appreciate my
humor, if you'll find Pegasus up there and draw a line from
horaeplar.e through second base it - and extend it and you go
about the same distance past second base as the distance from
horaeplate to second base, that's the location of the comet.
And from now until the *end of the mission if you aim the
camera at that point the comet will be within the field of
view. But you ought to have the long axis of the frames
of the camera parallel to the line from homeplate to
first base. Ove r

.

CDR Okay, you said the line between Scheat and
Algenib and that exact same distance on further beyond.

CC Right. That's homeplate through second
base and then the same distance on past it.

CDR All right, you want the long axl* of
the camera from homeplate to first base. Right?

CC Right. Parallel to that lino.
CDR Okay, we'll try that.
CC Okay, nighty fine.
CDR One other problem however, Is that the

field of view in that window la so - so tight that so far
I haven't really conclusively located Pegasus yet.

CC Okay. That complicates tht problem a
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little bit.
CDR It does Indeed when you got to stand

on your head to stick your he - face up against the window.
It's very difficult to see much.

CC Rog. Stand by a second. Okay, Jerry.
And if you can't nail it down exactly why do the best you
can. Point the camera where you think or you hope the comet
will be and take the exposures. One of then at least - you
know the defocused one will get the brightness of the sky
background. And hopefully we'il be able to fine the comet
later in the one that's focused on infinity.

CDR Okay, Bruce. Hopefully with these new
instructions, we sight be able to find it. I don't know,
rfe ' 1 1 try.

CC Okeydoke.
PAO Skylab Control, loss of signal at

Vanguard, 4 minutes to reacq u 1 s i t i on at tracking
station Ascension Island. We'll stay up across this p.ap

,

and await Ascension.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Skylab Control. 23:56 Greenwich

mean time. 3-1/2 minute pass coming up here at Guam Island.

The first Guam pass of the evening. Next station after

Guam will be the Vanguard and the crew evening status report

followed at Ascension by the medical conference with the

surgeon. Starting to get data now at Guam. And ve ' re

standing by.
Cc Skylab, this is Houston through Guam.

3-1/2 minutes till LOS . Next station contact in 37 minutes

through the Vanguard at 00:35. PLT private phone call,

LEFT ANTENNA and the evening status report at AOS. Over.

PLT Hey Bruce, If we could I'd like to try

to give the evening status report here.

CC Stand by a second.
CC Go ahead, let her rip, we got three

minutes

.

PLT Okay. Sleep: CDR, 7.5, 7.5 heavy; SPT,

9.0, 8.0 heavy, 1.0 light; PLT , 8.5, 6.5 heavy, 2.0 light.

Urine: 120 for the CDR; SPT, 085; PLT, 225. Water gun:

8938, 4946. 1933, CDR . SPT and PLT respectively. BMMD:

CDR , 6.304, 6.304, 6.308; SPT, 6.370 , 6.376, 6.375 ; PLT,

6.258, 6.254, 6.256. No exercise for any crewmen. Okay,

weight of the f - weight following the stereo photos last

night was as follows, the are three BMMD readings: CDR,

6.321, 6.322, 6.319; SPT , 6.399, 6.405, 6.398; PLT, 6.282, 6.2

6.282. Medication: CDR, one Sudafed and nc clothes; SPT,

no medicatlon r
socks and shirt; PLT, two Actifed as directed,

no clothing. Flight plan deviations: No housekeeping

7 Juliet. Shopping list accomplishments: All crewmen got

1.8 hour entry checklist review, we got documentory photos

8 Alfa and Rravo. Inopeiatable equipment: Shower blower

is inoperative, H20 - we got H20 past the filter. It looks

like, and we hear sloshing and the motor is not working.

Foodt CDR, salt packs 5.5, deviations, minus one coffee with

sugar, plus 1.5 salt; SPT, 1.5 salt, plus one tuna, plus two

rehydration water} PLT, 8.5 salt, plus two crispy bars, plu*

one green bean, rehydration water deviation water, zero.

CC Okay, I'm sure we got all that on tape

Bill. If you've <ot the photo log, go ahead with that.

PLT Okay. 16-mi 1 1 iae te r , EREP VTS Charlie

India 90, 88 percent. Housekeeping 71 Bravo transporter 6,

Charlie India 87, 30 percent, Charlie India 79, Miku 47-4

Foxtrot, transporter 6 also, Charlie India 87, 20 percent,

Charlie India 79. Documentary photo 8 Alfa and Bravo,

transports 7, Charlie India 129 , 58 percent, Charlie India

78. Nikon 01, Charlie X-ray 49, count is 02. Nikon 02 is

empty, and Bravo 42 and Bravo 50 both using S063. Nikon 03,
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Charlie India 116, count is 24. Nikon 04, India Romeo 13count 8 18. Nikon 05, Bravo Hotel 06, the count is 34
*

^O^illineter, Charlie X-ray 45, count is 22. C no
*

i ii:t;,:;:'isx-mi- &t:.:s.„_

CC Beautiful Babe, we aot- if
the Vanguard. ' 8 ° c lt

' See you over
PLT Roger.

rt
* Roger.

PA0 This is Skylab Control i n , c n f *t i

sSiX\\< ^L-s^Ju^-orv^gi-z-rjf : ;
»i-

Vanguard, and he crated it into^- /2 n e" a GuS» t ,?w -as fast as a tobacco auctioneer. So maybe he ques tions^ °*

Island and the pass after Vanguard will be the crew aedicalconference between the flight surgeon and the crew. S.'ureturn for Vanguard in 31 minutes. This is SkvS r„n! ,at 3 minutes past midnight Greenwich Bean til.'.
^
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* <*n dav 78 79 and 0 on the urine and blood management

:«"c.»./
y

And we'll have that up on the teleprinter aessage

to you this evening for insertion tomorrow.

C

CS
R ll t̂

\t y°ou-want to get out the urine

blood management cue card., why we can go through the rest

of it here in real time.

ss* 'iJ'is:; .i.*. »„ ......
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'

us anymore details on It?
SPT Bruce , the only thing we can report on

that is that we tried it with different transporters all

of which we knew worked, or different - yeah different
transporters. And we could not get it to function. We

could hear it clicking. We have not had a chance to

troubleshoot it

.

CC Okay. Thank you. ? And with respect to

the shower blower failure. When you change the water filter

after your last shower, back on mission day 72, 6 days
ago, did you notice whether ot not the filter was vet?
Ove r .

CDR Yes, it was wet, Bruce. But we had no

reason to believe there was any water on through into the

blower because every other time we changed the filter it's

wet

.

CC Okay. We copy. And for Bill, have you
all removed the recorder ALC bypass cable yet in accordance
with the general message we sent you up today?

CDR Negative, Bruce. And Bill's in his

private call

.

CC Okay, sorry about that. And just a

reminder again. W« need a teleprinter paper changeout tonight.
And I'll let you get back to Kohoutek.

END OF TAPE
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cc And of course Jer. we've got another one

up che^e in suit ^^^^ rt8ht , we won't be drying any

guiti^anyorc.
& be drying auit8 post EVA.

But ^guess what we're chi ^g - -at between t e^wo
-J

the. Che vacuum cleaner n h. • ui t d ry g ^ ^
wanted to use one of the* for the ^ push
have a setvicable one. But aga in we

tlon available,
you into the shower, we're Just making the opti

T Tminuted loTnext station contact in

3, minutes through Guam'at 01:32 with a data/voice tape

recorder dump at C«...
lo8S of signal at

PA0 ' f .Ko^ nnsfi was handed back to
Ascension Island. Portion of tha J** 8 W

*J ^ conc lusion of

Spacecraft Communicator Bruce ^andless at t
tfcat

the medical conference. Commander JeriyCarr P ^
out of dumb ^

f

a

o

8

re

he
lt

C C

J h "I Earth airglow, for
Kohoutek Just before i t 9 two ^ night Plan. Next

mlonight Greenwich mean time. Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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20:31

°DT 78:01:31 GMT

««. 50 ..conSI^.^'IrijJ^;"'" 1
'

01 ^1 Greenwich
in the undocking and En try cie ck \

11?%??" ' Chan «e «
on the video tubes by the fli!^ t J"

g revie««d here
under Neil HutchinsoJ tlLtl fJ

contro1 team on duty now
th. teleprinter^rd' s^^oT Sk'v?^

Upltnk* d °" t0
Paste job to the onboard checklist l/l

° r CUt and
Guam. Standing by .

Cft « ck *"t
• We have acquisition

10 KiSStes. Wakeup fue
3

^ t^^? 0"^?, through C»" '^r
at 11:06. This ia our last a

"* WlU be Tananarive
Over.

° Ur la8t P la "««d contact of the evening

CC
R Roger, Bruce.

-"P scheduled here ^yo^rT^ us'^"
C?

R Negative, go ahead

teleprinter paper^geou?
1
*

tl TlT*' r"«* for
been changed out before you turn in Jnl .1° ?° nfirni that it
before you turn in at 03:00 o ? u s t

'

t *t» , \

"

1

8

° Hke you
the teleprinter and see if f , f

ke 3
v
peak U P there at

eo.ln, up is coaing out Lg **£
ly^Over ' ^ " Uff that '

S

Cc
° kay> 1 ' U che ck it .

really whip you up .^.J
£

.I!i
'

" C *'? ge lt ° Ut now we ««n
cdr

y up

\i;j
t
""i-*; ri8ht here at Gu^-

right with you '

6 U be a COu P le of minutes. Be

S
C Okay.

PLT -

to send^a test nes 8ag^
BrUCC

'
chan * e * « ut if you want"

T
0ka y. it's on its „ ay .

- ,.,„. lttlt - »
;Slj

.«.
:

PLT Okay.

ipation of our re q ui re^n t s "wh i ch ar-"
8^ lB *ntlc ~

feet of BeS sages coming up ton gtt MST* 0Ver 35
make absolutely 8ure that -J li ,5" WC Just "anted to
we're cr i t i ca 1 "onTP 1 in k t Ind^ ' " " P here b— •
1-PP.n. U we get beVnd . Shoul J"J.^ ^tha
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l/n/S*
20 ' 31 CDT ?8:01;n 0HI

Sf T
°ka>' do it again.

*

"inute and a half to ^s'he'rT" L°d ve^ «?' -bout *- - ni 8h, One o f ^V.i^UV^l^^^
J" Roger.
PAO

Tananarive station f \ f
Frlda y a * the

mean time, Slcylab Control.
availab le- At 01:44 Greenwich

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control, 01:51 Greenwich
mean time. Next station tracking ship Vanguard in 20
minutes. However, the crew signed off for the evening.
Bill Pogue at the last station changed out the teleprinter
paper, even though the roll was not anywhere near gone. But
some estimated 35 feet of messages ere going to be uplinked
tonight to the teleprinter. Checklist changes for Jeact ivat ion

,

and reentry. We have now the summary of the medical
conference, by Dr. Paul Buchanan, the crew physlcan on
this shift. Summary reads as follows: The Skylab-IV crew
has made the most of their day off free time. They sound
rented and relaxed. They elected not to exercise today.
The Commander Jerry Carr took a decongestant tablet tonight
for a mild but nagging nasal stuffiness which developed this
afternoon. The rash on the neck of the Science Pilot Ed
Gibson has much foproved, and he will perform the M131 sleep
experiment. The antihistamine decongestant medication being
taken by the Pilot Bill Pogue will be decreased to one
tablet each morning. He reports marked improvement. That
completes the summary by Dr. Paul Buchanan. Signing off
until 6 minutes after 6 a.m. central daylight time. This
is Skylab Control ac 01:53 Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 47 nlnute* Greenwich mean Cine, this is

err

slolll be finished with t..e S201 observat on the

m 0 ; Bill Pogue. We'll hold the line up for this piss

through Guam. _ ^ ^ Hou8ton throuj?h Gu. n for

9 .inute. and 50 second, with a data/voice tape recorder

du^p pTiv^e phone call and standing by for the evening

status and photo reports, over^
f ,

SPT 200; PLT , 260. Water gun: 8954; ^73, l^VU. ooay »*
?

23 N2 3 6 . 321 ; SPT , 6.39 3, 6. 400 , 6.394; PLT, 6.277 ,

t 6 276 Exercise: CDR, no change; SPT, Alfa equals

200
7
-' 2660

7

w;tt
E

:;nutea; PLT. no change CDR no -e icat ions ,

lulcle gooa, VTM re - PEM40(7>, but ED61/62 photo, noperable

™"U«t disposition: BMMD release, ^ e™^ ent
'

envJ

U
IvnlAin that later. Unscheduled stowage: none. Menu,

cA salt pack! 8.5; deviations, plus lemonade, plus pears

££52:^--^i^p^^
i;:

1

:^v." «...«. »« "^vi;".:::::.'
the

RELEASE button or rather when you cock it It

"in order To get the weight on the (garble). Okay, photo log

coming next. ^ ^ that that ,

9 a probl„
with the BMMD or do you want to Just press on until the end

of .i.jio. doing it the vay^aret^ t ^ ^ ^
any Maintenance on it unleas I Just - we've taken a quick look.

CC Okay, night fine.

pt t And unless somebody has, you know, an

inspried thought, that doesn't take too much time, we can live

with i t tha way it is .
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rr i'n sure we can find ao.e Inspired

thought, but they'll probably take so»e ti« «P there, you d

£X lAe better .„ -ping - - - „ , ;

!*
v 5S count is 61; Nikon 02 la empty, Nikon 03 is

13 count is 219. E REP , set Uniform 1320, 349 <*
,

iv 1*'

.

' "!
B Drawer A configuration: the only change is

in Alfa 4 tr™ter 08, Charlie India 65, 89 percent,

Charlie India 81. ^ ^ CQ?y all of

that and there are no evening questions this evening.

PLT Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS. Next ststion contact in 31 minutes through the Vanguard

at 91:29, at tea, private medical conference. Out.

PAO Skylab Control, 59 minutes Greenwich
mean time. Science Pilot Ed Gibson and Pilot Bill Pogue

still eating dinner. And Commander Jerry Carr involved in

some S201 stowing activity. Today's S201 electronographic
Images of the Comet Kohoutek represent the last scientific
data gathered through the space station scientific airlock.

We're told by Apollo telescope mount and corollary officers

here that the crew saw the comet yesterday through binoculars,
the problem with looking at the comet now is not that it's

so far from the Sun, or rather not that it's so far from

the Earth. It's 95 million miles from the Earth. But the

fact that it is about as far from the Sun and therefore,
the dust tail of the comet has no energy to reflect - Sun's

energy on the comet is very weak at this point. However,
one last picture of the comet before closing down the

scientific airlock, Next acquisition will be 28 minutes
from now. That'll be through the Vanguard tracking ship.

At 1 hour Greenwich mean time, mission day 79, this is

Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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N xt acquisition will be 6 .lnutea from now that wi 11 be

time this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO One hour 44 minutes Greenwich nean time
this ia Skylab Control. Space station now nearing acquisition
through Ascension. This pass will take the space station through
Ascension, Canary Islands, and Hadric for a fairly long period
of acquisition with only a brief drojout between Ascension
and Canary. We'll go live air-to-ground now for this triple
header

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension
for 2-1/2 minutes. Out. Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute
to LOS. Next station contact in X minute 26 seconds through
Canary Islands. Aad we'll be calling you through Hawaii at
11:06 for wakeup. Over.

Roge r , Hawaii .

I'm juat fine, thank you.
(Groan)
That's a new aloha in puns.
(Laughter) That's even worst Jerry.
We've gotten to the point where we just
Bruce any longer.
(Laughter)
We can tell, we can tell.
Skylab, this i^ Housto

minutes. Out.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1

Next scheduled call in the morning at 11:06,
through Hawai i

.

PLT No commen t

.

CC Okay, (laughter) good night.
PLT Good night, Bruce.
PAO Two hours 3 minutes Greenwich mean time.

Space station is now out of range of the Hadrid tracking
station. This is the good night call up to the crew as they'r
now in their presleep activity. They actually go to bed
57 minutes from now. They've requested quiet time and
they're getting it. We don't h.ve the evening medical report
yet. We'll bring the line back uj. and read that to you as
soon as we get it. At Greenwich mean time 2 hours 3 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

CDR
CC
CREW
CDR
CC
MCC

can't get control,
CC
PLT
CC

and Madrid for 13

through Canary

ainute to LOS.
I believe it ia,

END OF TAPE
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being blown up by the departing Israeli troops. Sao Paulo: A

short circuit in an aiv condi t loulna system triggered a blase
In a 25-story bank building. It claimed 177 lives. And I got
about 30 saconds to LOS. We'll finish up the news at Bermuda.
She's coning up in abouc 4 minutes.

PLT Okay Story, Thank you.

END OP TAPE
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CC t - Israeli troops, Sao Paulo: A short
circuit In an air conditioning system triggered a t>lai« In
a 25-story bank building, claiaed 1/7 Uvea, And I've got
about 30 aaconda to LOS. We'll finish up the news at Bermuda.
Be coning up in about A minutes,

PLT Okay, Story, Thank you,
PAO This ia Skylab Control. Goldatone has

loaa of signal, Skylab is too far north to be acquired by the
Corpus Christl and Herrltt Island tracking stations. Bermuda
will pick up Skylab in about 3 minutes. We'll keep the line
up and monitor into the Bermuda station,

CC Skylab, we're back with you through
Bermuda for 8 minutes. Green Springs, Ohio: Columbia Gas
System, Incorporated says it expects to begin synthetic gas
production within a week at its new $43 million reforming plant
here. The plant converts liquid propane-naptha , a petroleum
project - product which a spokesman said is not in short supply,
into a synthetic which is similar to natural gas, The spokes-
man said the plant is capable of producing 250 million cubic
feet of the gas a day, enough to fill the needs of half a
million homes. Sacramento, California: The state of California
eold Squaw Valley, site of the 1960 Winter Olympics, for $2.55
million Friday lo an Australian-based land development firm.
The buyers announced a $2Q0-ni 1 1 ion development plan to turn
the resort into a year-round tourist center. They said they
might attempt to bring future Olympic games back to the high
Sisrra resort, which is 160 miles east of San Francisco.
And that's about it this morning.

PLT Thank you, Story.
CC And we need the DAS here for dump inhibit.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. Couple

minutes to Canaries. Ws'll be dumping the data/voice at
Canaries .

PL? Roger, Story.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has loss

of signal. Canary Island station will pick up Skylab in the
next few second*. We'll continue to stand by for that pans

.

There'll be overlapping coverage through Ascension station.
CC Skylab, we're back with you through

Canaries and Ascension for 14 minutes. We're dumping the
data/voice here

.

PLT Roge r , Story.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS about a

half an hour to Carnarvon at 12:22.
PLT Roger, Story.
PAO This ia Skylab Control. Skylab has

moved cut of range of the Ascension Island station. Carnarvon
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will be the next station in 2% minuted. Jerry Carr, Rd (i lbs on

and Bill Kogue have ataited their 79th day In »pnci>, m^iko*

tt 78 down, 6 more to go. The crew Hah a butty day today
with command and service module entry check* , A medical run

on the lower body negatlva pressure, metabolic activity
experiments, checkliat updates, two sessions with the Apollo
telescope mount. Today la the last day for manned ATM opera-
tion. One of the instruments S055Awill be operated remotely
from the ground several more days. Continued photography
oC comet Kohoutek scheduled today and later this afternoon
there'll be 3 hours of preparation for tomorrow's extra-
vehicular activity. Jerry Carr is the subject today of the

medical runs with Ed Gibson as the observer. Pogue and
Gibson will each have a turn at the ATM console. Pogue will
take the first stint, doing synoptic viewing of the Sun.

And the final ATM observation will be performed by Gibson.
This latter exercise will exhaust the film supplies, although
Ed Gibson will do some more solar viewing without recording
it on film. Gibson will perform the student experiment ED41
this morning to check his motor sensory performance after pro-
longed iero gravity. Therli will be a science conference this
morning with Astronaut Bill Lenoir liere in Mission Control, who
will update the crew on ATM activities and handheld photo options
for today. 22 handheld options are on tocay's Flight Plan.
They include fault zones in Morocco, Switzerland, Tiawan,
ocean current boundaries in the Gull Stream, Brazilian currents
and equatorial currents. Other areas include rangeiand in

the Big Bend area in west Texas and the Pampas of Central
Argentina. Several desert areas around the world will be

subjects also. And there will be a couple of attempts to

photograph the laser bean which will be aimed at Skylab
from NASA Goddard Space Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. During
the CSM entry - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO During the CSM «ntry check*, which are

ched^od fro. 7 a., to 10*20 a... central daylight t i«e

toda^ we will bYoperating on two downlink, fro. the opaco-

criu! una fro.the co..and module, the other, the r.guUr
ni! fro. the workshop. Two CAP COHHe on doty. There will

itlll when v! I'll be talking simultaneously to - to the

com." «oduU «• to the workshop. Workshop """"J"""'
5ai II Pri«« on this Hoe, tne ATM conference is "hoduUd

during tilt period. Communication.- from the combo module

a til i fl tk« will be recorded and turned over to the

trl Scrip t i« th, News Center. Skylab now «
|

.inutj.

my fro! Carnarvon and 12 hours 1 minutes Greenwich mean time,

thi* is Skylab Control.
PAO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours

21 .inutea Greenwich mean time. Skylab com*-, up on a^* 8 -

Uion trough Carnarvon with overlapping coverage from the

.IcUe Au.tralla atation. Flight d rector now i .
Phil

<ih»ffer CA' COKM i« austronaut Dick iruly, CAP CUMM ior

tie "IS* during tN. command module entry checks is astronaut

lot Cr^ppen. backup Skylab Commander Vance Brandt „ also

in tho control "0..^^^ Hou8lon . Gooa raorning to you

from the purple gang.

cd r Hello, Crlppen.

-J. I'm on S-band for 9 minutes.

S p T Morning, Dick and purple gang. Kow s

things going down there?

CC Real £ ine , kd

.

r D R Houston, CDR.

cc CDR, Houston. I'm on the S-band, how

do y^
R

read tte?

l reaJ you loud and dear and I'm reading

Crip on VHF aa well, but he doesn't r*ad ne
.

t(inlnoP
rr Okay, l think he Just wasn't listening

,gh 1 think 1 heard you on air-to-ground too. Why don i

enough -

you give it another try on VHF.

CDR Okay, I ' m going to klll S-band.

CC
ACCEPT

.

Okay, I'm going io *m
And, CDR , Houston. We'd like to have

CC

CDR Say again, Die*.

CC
CDR Okay.
CDR *ou got it.

CC Thank you

CDR

O ci Y a g a * < • ,

We'd like to get ACCEPT, please.

man*, vuu.
Hello, Houston, CDR on VHF, how do you

reaa
JDR Hay, Dick, which antenna would they

recommend?
HoU!)loll . I've been hearing all your

transmissions and I've punched off VHF so - or air-to-ground
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too, which it hooked up U VHP down here, no if you trananit

again I'll be tur« and know whether or not it'e VHF only or

not . And , CDR var « -

CDR (Garble) kill S-band again.
CC Roger. Verify you on RIGHT antenna.
COR RIGHT antenna, Ok*y.
CUR Houfton, CDR on S-band

.

CC CDR, Houston on - loud and clear.

CDR Okay, reread me VHF.
CC Jerry, we were reading you VHF. Apparently

you were not reading Crip's response.
CDR Okay, - -

CC I'n simplex Alfa now.
CDR (Garble)
CDR Roger, Crip. Loud and clear. How me?

CC CDR, Houaton. Request you select the

LEFT antenna. I heard you, Crip did noc, that transmission

.

CDR Okay. I've got (garble) right now.

CDR Hello, Houston; CDR on VHF and S-band.

How do you read me?
CC Okay, reading you loud and clear. I'm

killing S-band.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minutes to LOS.

Hawaii cones up at 12*45, see you then,
PLT Roger, Dick.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. The next station is Hawaii in 13 minutes.

After some Initial problems with the VHF, very high frequency
communications between the ground and the command module -

those communications were finally established over Honeysuckle.
And, Skylab Commander Jerry Carr will be in communications
with Astronaut Bob Crippen here in the control center for

the next several hours, performing entry checks in the command

module. Included in today's messages that have been transmitted

to Skylab on the teleprinter is congratulatory message from

the Apollo telescope mount people here on the ground to the

crew. Reads, "Happy splashdown. Solar physics will never b« the

sane, and your contributions will last through many changes

In the Sun spot polarities. Congratulations Jerry, Ed, and

Bill, a job well done. P.S., don't forget the film." At

12 hours 33 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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?A0 This U SkyUb Control. Goldttone has

lots of signal. SkyUb will bs within r«ng* of ths Bermuda

.taticn. Ought to b. tn Bermuda In J minutes. Wli stand

by
' wCC Skylab, Houston with the ATM conference

for about 9 Inutee. And we're dumping the data/voice recorder

he re , . .

SPT Morning, Bill. Go ahead.

HCC Okay. I've just got a couple of things

for you here today, the lest day of our operaUons. The first

thing - Is Bill listening, as well?

PLT Affirmative.
Mcc Okay. Because it turns out the first

thing on ay list here, you're actually doing. And that

regards the S055 detector S test . Just wanted to give you

the words that went along with the pad that you have ,
which

I think is reasonably clear. basically, what we're doing

is we're going to start off with a partial MAR, which

is why we truncated line, whatever it is, it's about 3 minutes

into it. We'll be running all detectors except for 5 at a

grating of all balls and that's pretty much standard configura-

tion. Then we will run another MAR with detector 5 only on

in OVERRIDE to take a look at that all by itself. On the

ground data we'll be able to look at that. You won t be

able to observe It on board. Then for the last MAR, we 11

run all detectors on I, 2, 3, * . 6 and 7 in the normal

configuration, detector 5's still in OVERRIDE
.

And we ask

you to aonitor detector 1. H the count gets above 10, 000

for 10 seconds, turn them all off and terminate the test.

Then when we're all done, we'll make sure we take detector

5 back to OFF, so that it's out of OVERRIDE and that concludes

the test. Do you have any questions on that, Bill?

pLT you were cut out just a little bit tnere

in the middle, but 1 think 1 got it all. Everything is or,

the pad and I guess you're just trying to tell me that wr.

will be playing with detector 5 off and on.

HCC Right. The basic message was tne f.tst

MAR is with all except 5, the second MAR is with 5 only and

the third MAR is with then all.

PLT Roger.

Xqq Okay. And then, Ed, your orbit alter

the building block 16. We say in your observing time there

we gtve you 7 minutes, which is a big deal here, 52 and 54

omit. They are essentially done. 52 will takft no more

frames. They don't want to take a chance of jamming the

camera and heating it up, or anything like that. 54 will

not operate in that observing time. They will later take
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two unattended sequences and uUar the Bfi-l chat they hava
4oat. And make aura that vhen you clip the fUi that v« gat
all of this good data. Of courts, on S055, you can do anything
you want during that cine, Similarly, wi*h 56 and 8214, any
flla that reaaina you're more than welcome to ahoot It up on
any intareaclng feature that you find. However the tiae that
you'ra glvan to do it certainly will not let you do very much
there. But It's ail youre except for 52 and 54 there. And
that'a about all that I have on ay list here for today.

SPT All of the 82B fil-n, huh?
SPT I'm on frame 1 right now,
MCC Right. Don't spend It all at once.
SPT (Laughter)

Okay. Is chat ail you've got?
MCC Rog . That's all I've got and I wanted

to pas* you up some thanks i'roa NOAA in the backroom, for
the help tr t you've given them in their solar forecast wi*I,
your unique data.

SPT Wall, we sure appreciate the NOAA folks.
Matter of fact, I think we appreciate the work of everybody
involved in thia . We've kind of reach the end of a phase
here, if you will, in ATM. We still have major phase left a.td
that's all the data analyses , And over the years we're going
to see a lot of that turning into some pretty, I think, pro-
ductive and useful results and a lot of understanding of
the film will result. I think the quality and the quantity
of the data that we've gotten on ATM has far exceeded our
early expec t at 1 ona . They certainly have mine, and I'm sure
they have other peoples. The quality of the data that we're
getting out, however, Is a direct result of the quality of
people chat we've had working on U. We've had about, I

would guess, thousands of people working on this ATM for » rt ny
years now. And the results are going to give them a large
step forward in our understanding of the Sun. ! think every-
body that'a been involved in it can take pride in what is
really their accom- 1 i shmen t , I know the three of us up here
certainly are happy to have been a part of it. And we thank
everybody down on the ground for giving us excellent support
during the mission.

MCC Okay, Ed. Thanks for the words. We
certainly want to thank the three of you for the excellent
jop chat you have done. The quality of data that we will be
getting back is due in no small part to the work that you
three guys have done,

SPT Look forward to bringing it back. We
won't forget the film.

MCC Okay. Good enough. An<> let's see, we've
still got 4-1/2 minuces here at this pass. I'll turn it back
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MCC Sky lab, Houston with the visual observations
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Hhowever, it cones too early in the day. With the exception
of the one day that you do get up early, you spend no time
awake over Africa in this area. In the event anything should
change or you do have some tine in that early day, any of the
HH-90s or HH-151 area are of interest to us. In geology, number
1 is ve'd like some more data on the Romanshe fracture extension
repetative type coverage to see what you're seeing and what
you see the second and third times and so on, which I realize
is unrealistic for the time and effort that we have available.
Also, should Jerry want to continue in the Baja California
111 area, we'd be happy to have him do that on an observations
basis. The San Andreas and the Mexican Faults, the 1141312;
also Central American fault 109. And if you're in that area
we would slightly prefer that coverage to the Guatemala
fau - volcanoes, if it came to one or the other. However, it
appears to us that generally you can get both. 119-7, that's
Japan fault, we don't have very much on that, and that tends
to come up later in your day. Again, should you find yourself
looking out at that time frame, we're intereoted in some data
on that. Vegetation (garble), well, the Africian area has
moved out of our awake cycle, so we're primarily interested
in South America and Australia, which will be coming up late
in your day more and more now, between now and splash. There
has been some extensive flooding really all throughout
Australia, in particular in the Alice Springe area, the Broken
Hill area and just on television last night, saw some pictures
of the - of Brisbane with severe flooding and going around
in boats in the streets and things like that. Any photographic
documentation of that would certainly prove useful. Okay,
and appropriate results I have really told you about here as
we went through the things that we're following up on that you
have spotted for us since the last vis ops conference are the
observations of the currents off of South Africa and also the
island wakes that you have given us; and knowing that a given
island does not have a turbulent wake Is also useful information
So don't feel that we're failing on that basis. Okay, so far
in the mission, we find on our bookkeeping thai we have taken
over 700 observations and over 1100 photos. Your film status
for the visual observations filta remaining, presently 1 believe
Charlie X-ray 45 is In the Hasselblad. At the beginning of
yesterday there were 151 frames remaining, and that's it for
the Kajselblad.

KND OF TAPE
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MCC - - our bookkeeping chat we have taken
over 700 observations and over llOO photos. Your film status
for the visual observations film remaining, presently, I believe
Charlie X-ray 45 is in the Hasselblad. At the beginning of yes-'
terday there were 151 frames remaining, and that's it for the
Hasselblad. The Nikon we have 8 frames - 8 magazines of
color exterior remaining after Charlie X-ray 53. So, in
effect, that's almost an infinite supply, since there's no
way we can come close to that. Similarly, on the low light
level, the Bravo Victor, we have three magasines remaining,
which is, in effect, infinite. There should be some color 1R
available, but since it's not ours in the bookkeeping scheme
we never really know until we have it, and then it's usually'
a day or so. And we'll keep you up on that. And we're a
minute til LOS. Carnarvon is next at 13:56, and that's about
23 minutes from now. And I've talked longer here than I
should have. Let me see if you guys have any questions for
me. Otherwise I'll sign off here.

PLT Negative, Bill, not from our side. I think
that's a good briefing.

MCC Okay, good. And thanks a lot, guys, it's
sure been a pleasure working with you, and I'll see you a week
from tomorrow at Ellington.

PLT We'll be looking forward to it.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Ascension has

loss of signal. Carnarvon will acquire Skylab in 22 minutes.
During this pass at Ascension Bill Lenoir briefed Bill Pogue
and Ed Gibson on visual observations and handheld photography
discussed some of the items that could bt done during the "

'

remainder of the mission. He reported that so far in this
mission there have been 700 visual observations recorded
and more than 1100 handheld photographs hive been taken. At
13 hours 35 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Roger. Crip says he reads. So I'll

get off S-band and get back on VHF.

CC Okay. Thank you very much.

CC Skylab, Houston. 30 seconds to LOS.

Guam at 14 : 10 .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Carnarvon has

loss of signal. Guam will acquire in 2-1/2 minutes. Skylab

Commander Jerry Carr has reported during this pass that

battery bus A In the command module and service module will

not stay on line. When he first put it on it did show current.

But, when he cut in the main bus ties, the current went to 0.

And that battery bus A will not stay on the line. The experts

here on the ground want some time to think about it. And they

will be troubleshooting that later. We're about a minute and

a half away from acquisition through Guam. We'll stand by for

that pass .

CC Skylab, Houston. On S-band Guam for

10 minutes .

CC Skylab, Houston. 45 seconds to 1.0S .

Go Ids tone at 14:35.
CDR Roger, Dick.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of Guam now. Goldstone will pick up the space sta-

tion in 14-1/2 minutes. Troubleshooting procedures on battery

bus A commenced over Guam. The EEC0M Flight controller, who

monitors the electrical system, says he is confident that bus

is good and he's using the battery charger to check out the

bus. As we had loss of signal at Guam, Jerry Carr had put

battery A on the charger and reported indication of a small

amount of charger current. We'll continue these procedures

over this next pass over the United States, beginning at

Goldstone in about 13 minutes. At 14 hours 22 minutes

Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CDR, Houston, we're with you once

Oore through Goldstone. We've got you for about 5-1/2 .in-

utes . „ .

and we're GO for torqulng.

IOi «L 8C . tlJHrri^rru;r B:^\:;ni»^:

,U "d I'o >.r.in S out the optle. now .r.d we'll pre..

cc Okeydokty.

cc CDR , Hous ton
.

U e h.ve ,.» for thr^ ..«.«.

do you read ?
?
cc CDR, Houston

Berouda for 9 minutes?
rr CDR , Houston

- Think he 's

CDR, Houston

we're AOS through MILA.

How

MCC
CC

for 7-1/2 minutes.
CDR
CC

my previous calls?
CDR
CC

call through MILA.

Reading you loud a

do you read through

coram check .

been talking about -

cona check through Bermuda

Were you readingRoger, Crip.
Hey , there you are

.

SklydokT. Been trying to give you -

We just handed over through Hermuda.

id clear now.

END OK TAPE
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want
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CDR Okay

.

rDR per feet ly normal up here

.

CC Okay. We concur. It looks - looks very

normal here also.
Hougton . We - re 1 minute from LOS.

Next station contact is through Carnarvon in *4 minutes «
13:57. 13:57. And again, we'll start off on the RIGHT

antenna there .

END OF TAPE
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CDR RoJer
4

°CriT
;

J«
ASC^^ n f« " ainutes.

starting the delta-V fest.
^MS entry checks okay,

cc Rog .

for "-1/2 minutes.
CDR

'
Hou>ton

/
We ' re A0S through Carnarvon

can press on with t L^p r i.a r^^VC^h ^k" ' ^ ' " "V
CC ?np' !?°

usCon
- How do you read?

CC cdb' 2° USt0n -
How you read?

me 5-square but I'm L r ** a?*
'* understand you are reading

before'we tan go into the "^^In?^"^ "V^ BAT A °" 1J " e

would you try Ine nl'r.^U. l°n ae' pleasf?
^

cc
CDR

» Houston; we switch -

CDR
- - we switched recievers.

And so we thought eve^L^wf 8 ° od/ olta^ indication,
threw the nain bus til ba" a/?\

C ° paset 1 c closed or
to on and at h t 'v o ' llVc\

°7 '
the SWitch

tie. And then shortly after that BAT A voW °/ SWltCh
to zero again. And the current 111,\L ° /** dT ° P?e<i back
that's where „ a stand right now

dr ° PPed C ° Zer °' and

Hi sk/c^m:: r '3adlng you on vhf
-

je -

off s'band and get ba^k'on VH^.
rCadS

'
S ° 1,11

* ec

^t P ' iid you read that whole thing?

Lt^il™ !!
C ° pied " ^ ^re. s\ a

CDR

Dead, huh?

more^Le.
CrlP

'
Su «8 est w * cycle that breaker one

that°correct?
«"<«»"nd the breaker is OUT now. i.

all " that?
° kay

*
y ° U 86t 3 Current reading at

Thac ' s affirmative,

cc ~* WCI Setting 5 to 6 aaps .

the L^n bus tie.
M,ht

'
Tbl

« w" " th. .U* w. threw

END OF TAPE
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CO CDR , Houston. We'd like to think about

this for a minute. We'd like to take battery D off line by

opening up the main bus tie.
CDR Are you sure you want to do that, Crip.

Part of the procedures here is when you have bus tie problems

like this, is you leave them where they are and don't mess

with them

.

CC Yeah. Let me - Let me reconfirm it.

CDR Vie ' re not to wild about that idea right

now .

CC Okay. You're - You've got a good point,

Jer. What we'd like to do is take it off by opening up the

breaker on panel 275, bat bus D main D.

CC Correction, bat bus D, bat D.

CDR Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact is through Guam in about 4 minutes, a

14:10. 14:10. And we'll try tc let you know more about how we

want to procede there, Jer.
CDR Okay, Crip.
CC CDR, Houston. We're AOS through Guam.

We've got you for 10 minutes.
CDR Roger, Crip. Loud and clear. How do

you read me?
CC Read you the sane.

CDR Okay.
CC We're still talking down here. We'll

get back with you in just a minute.
CDR Roger.
CC CDR, Houston. While we're considering what

we want to do and what we're probably getting ready to do is to

make - take a look at the battery bus itself and check it out.

We'd like to go ahead and get some heaters back on that we'd

previously turned off. And if you'll look on page 3-5 and

that paate-in we've got there, right in the middle of it,

we have you turning on engine package heaters Bravo and Charlie

and quad heaters Bravo and Charlie. We'd like you to go

ahead and do those two steps. h
CDR Okay. Engine heaters and quad heaters,

Bravo and Charlie .

CC That's affirm.
CDR Okay. Those heaters are on, Crip.

CC Thank you.
CDR Key, Crip, we're getting intermittent

caution and warning master alarms here and no indication on

the panel as to what our problem ie.

CC Copy .
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CC We're looking at it, Jer. We don't

see anything right now, either.
CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. What we'd like you to

do on panel 275, we want to go ahead and open up the breaker

BAT BUS A, BAT A and then we want you to go through a

normal trun - -

CDR Negative, negative, negative.
CC - - Sorry. Stand by. Stand by.

CDR Okay. We just had a caution and warning.

CC Okay. Stand by. You got the caution

and warning that you can tell what it is, or is it intermittent?
CDR Well, it's still intermittent. We're

not even getting a flash on the enunciator panel.
CC Okay. The previous breaker I read to you

was incorrect. It's on panel 275. Main A, BAT BUS A, we

want to open that. The first ones - in the on the row. And

then we want to go through a normal charge sequence on battery
A, and we want you to monitor the current.

PLT Okay, Crip. Main A, BAT BUS A, circuit

b reake r .

CC That's affirm.
PLT How do you read?
CC Yeah, Bill. That's - I read you loud and

clear .

CDR Okay, Go ahead.
PLT Okay, Crip. Main A, BAT BUS circuit

breaker coning open now. And that gave us another master alarm.

CC Copy you've got a master alarm associated
with opening that breaker?

PLT Yes. And we also got a master alarm, now

that we think of it, when we pulled the BAT BUS B, BAT B

circuit breaker.
PLT And, Crip. Right now, I guess, we don't

have BAT relay BUS power, is that right?
CC Stand by 1 , Bill

.

PLT Okay. I don't think that's going to affect

our batt charge and procedure at all.
CDR Another caution and warning. Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston. We would also like to

go ahead and close the BAT BUS D MAIN D circuit breaker on

panel 2 7 5.
CDR Okay. BAT BUS D MAIN D going closed.
PLT That '8 complete .

CDR (Garble) - -

END OF TAPE
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CC Sky lab, Houston,' We would also like to

go ahead and CLOSE the BAT BUS B MAIN B circuit breaker on

panel 2 75

.

CDR Okay, BAT BUS B MAIN B going to CLOSED.
CDR That's complete.
CDR And, Crip, we're showing a CREW ALERT

light in the command module.
CC Copy, a CREW ALERT.
PLT Okay, when 1 pull the BAT RELAY BUS BAT A

and BAT B breakers there Crip, I got a master alarm. I'm going
to push the BAT RELAY BUS BAT B back IN.

CC Copy .

PLT Okay, Crip, we're charging BAT A. I do

not have any indicator on the amp meter.
CC Copy. Charging and no indicator on the

amp meter. We are 30 seconds from LOS, next station contact
Is going to be through Goldstone in 16 minutes at 14:36, 14:36,
and it will be antenna LEFT there.

PLT Okay, Crip, and If you didn't read, we
are getting a very slight current, I was incorrect, it's very
slight .

CDR Houston, CDR. Did you copy that?
CC Missed out on the last.
CDR. He said he got a very low current, very

small charge current.
CC Copy; low, snail charge current.
CDR Right, so that indicates to us that it

really looks like BAT A is pretty high on charge.
CC Rog. Would you check the breaker BAT A

BAT BUS A. And cycle it if it's CLOSED.
PLT Okay, BAT BUS A BAT A circuit breaker is

IN, I'm going to cycle it to OPEN and go back to CLOSE.
PLT Okay, Crip, I'm holding off. Did you want

that cycled or not?
CC That's affirmative.
PL~ Okay.

END OF TAPE
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cc Skylab, Houston, we're back with you

through the States, over Goldstone, got you for about

17 minutes . t

CDR Roger, Crip.

cc can you tell us if cycling that breaker

helped out on when you were charging awhile ago.

CDR Yeah, right now, we're looking at full

voltage on the battery and what's the charge current now,

Bill
p LT We're pulling about \.2 amps now, Crip.

It first started off just above full-scale low.

cc Okay, and was that a result of cycling

the breaker?
CREW (Garble).

cc Skylab, Houston. 1 missed your last.

Was that a result of cycling the breaker?

pLT Negative. After first cycling the breaker

initially I still had the low charge current went over and

checked the BAT BUS A, looked at it for a while, went back

to BAT charger again just to check and it had gone up to

about 1 amp. It is now read about 1.2, the voltage on BAi A

is about 39 and one half.
re Okay, we got that, Bill.

CDR Key, Crip, do you have a battery temperature

reading down there for BAT A?

Cc No, afraid we don't.

CDR Okay.
'

cc Skylab, Houston. I guess we concluded

from all this that we've either got some kind of a circuit

breaker problem that we don't quite understand or a batter)

problem. We're going to peruse the data that we ve gotten

and think about it and get back with you later on th *'-

(Garble) the bus itself, BAT BUS A does look good. So what -

we'd like you to go ahead and terminate the battery charge

P er your procedures on board, and then we'd like you to

configure panel 275 per the checklist on page

CC And we're going to press on, trying to

use battery A, if that doesn't work, then we're going to go

ahead^and use b.ttery^C. ^ ^ ^ do [hig TVC check vith

just^ne battery. ^ ^ „ _ weU< if you go back and

configure per 275 I believe we'll have BAT B on also.

Cc
R

The
y
intent is that ve should be entirely

nominal configuration if we get all this done.
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rnR Okay, Crip, just as soon as we threw the

MAIN A bus breaker IN , soon as we CLOSED it, BAT A voltage

dropped off to
CDR , Houston, we're going to go to -

what we'd like to do is go ahead and P^l ^tery A o f and

n„r RAT C on You do that by opening up BAT BUS A BAi a

UrcTil broker and CLOSING BAT BUS A BAT r. circuit breaker

on panel 275 .

complete and lookillg good

cr Okay, CDR, we'd also like to - Stand by 1.

rr CDR, Houston. We would like to turn

the heaters off on package for Bravo and Charlie and quad

for Bravo and Charlie.
CDR Okay, Crip.

.

CDR Ready for a primary TVC check, Crip?

rr That's affirm.

Cdr Crip, were the (garble) trim values okay?

Extension yaw trim?

CC Check ing

.

cc Trims look good.

rnR Okay, Crip, we saw the gimbal motors

go on but I'm not getting any indication out of my CPI

indicator.
CC Okay ,

copy that

.

rnR I'm checking over here to see if there s

w breakers that^^f^^ - CPI is not

rnR That's affirmative.

Cdr My GPI indicators are sitting at zero.

CC Copy .

cc Okay, Jer we cop> then that you went

to SCS, that should have been the problem.

CDR (Garble) looking good.

C^ Okay, can you switch over to RIGHT

antenna for us.
Houston, we're about 30 seconds

frO m
CC
L0S, next station contact is going to be Cjcn.rv^ ^

off the line by opening up the bus ties. ine
off the im y Houston. Did you copy my last?

C C CDR , Houston. How do you read?

END OF TAPE
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|

PAO This is Sky 1 ab . Con t ro 1 at 14 hours
34 minutes Greenwich mean time. We're standing by for
acquisition through Goldstone. .

CC Skylab, Houston; Goldstone for 17 minutes.
CC And the SPT , Houston on S-band if you

get an opportunity. '

SPT Go ahead, Dick.
CC Roger, Ed. Did I detect the riding of

the ergometer in the background there? If - that's one
of the things I wanted to talk to you about.

SPT No, not the ergometer, Dick, but go ahead.
CC Okay, are you - if you're up in the conmand

module with Jerry and Bill, there's no reason to bug you with
this. It has to do with today's Flight Plan caused by the
fact that Bill Is up there helping Jerry, and I don't know
where you are. I thought I could heop you out a little bit.

SPT Go ah e ad .

CC Okay, because Bill is obviously in the

command module he's getting way behind on this - on the

scheduled PT. On way we might ease up later in the day, if

you want to, it's strictly your option, is to go ahead and use
the ergometer during Bill's scheduled PTPH period. This will
free it up for him later during your period or when he's
scheduled there for checklist update review and y'all can
swap that later. One other thing, on your Flight Plan, you'll
notice on your summary it shows you eating just prior to

PT . That was a mistake by us. The S149 prep 4, and the

S020 prep are not time critical. If you'd like to swap
the eat and those preps, that'll give you some time between
eating and PT

.

SPT Understand; thank you, Dick.
CC Roger. One more thing, the laser opportunity

at 14:45 is scrubbed for weather.
SPT Thank you

.

CC Roger.
CC Skylab, Houston; we're going to hand over

from - over to MILA in about a minute or so. And when we
get handed over we're going to dunn the data/voice recorder.

PaO This is Skylab Control. Command and service
module entry checks are proceeding now with battery bus A
tied into battery C. Pill Pogue, who has gone up to the

command module to assist Jerry Carr, when this problem occurred,
reported that after he cycled the circuit breaker battery
A, which had been placed on the - the battery charger
for a test, started showing full voltage. That battery was
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CC CDR, Houston, we're AOS through Carnarvon
for 7 minutes. How do you read?

CDR Roger. Crip. Loud and clear on A.
CC Read you the same, Jer. We'd like to

clarify how far you got in the TVC checks last tine over the
States. We've - not sure whether you got all the way through
the primary or all the way through the secondary or what.

CDR We got all the way through the primary M(?)
TVC and that was good. The secondary M(?) TVC was good. And
we did not do the auto gimbal trim check, which we're prepared
to do now if you'd like to watch it.

CDR Houston, CDR. How do you read?
CC Okay, Jer, we're Just checking with you

on your last statement and I guess we're ready for that, if
we can make sure that we got the batteries back on line and
the gimbal motors on.

CDR Okay.
CC Okay, and we'd also like to make sure we

get the heaters off for Bravo and Charlie quad and engine
package.

CDR Okay, we'll do the heaters first and then
the batteries.

CDR BUS A and BAT B is back on BAT BUS B.
CDR (Garble) orders one.
CDR Okay, Crip, you ready to copy the auto

gimbal trim check?
CC Yes, sir, press on.
CDR Allright. I just showed you a primary and

a secondary MTVC. Here we go.
CDR Okay, Crip, it looked real good.
CC Okay, real fine. Jer, can you id) us

whether you got the BMAG 2 drift check out of the room?
CDR Yes sir, 1 did and i ' vc started 1.

CC What about the P52?
CDR Haven't done the P52 yet, it's dark now,

ought to be able to get it done now.
CC Rog. For your information, we're planning

on going ahead and do the cofire check over Guar, vhich is
about 10 minutes away. We can do it either way you want to,
we can give you a new Tig or we can just go ahead and treat
it like a slip Tig.

CDR Why don't you give me a new Tig? It's
less confusing.

CC Okay, want you use 15:51, it's NOUN 33.
CDR Okay, 15:51.
CDR And, the BMAG 2 drift check was done

over 2 hours and do you want to read - do you want the values?
CC Appreciate them.
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CDR Say again

.

CC Yes , sir

.

CDR Okay, for NOUN 20'a, roll 21254,

33200, 35773; on the thumb wheels, 220, 3333 3, 002 7, and the

delta T was 2 hours even.
CC Okay, we got those, thank you.

CDR ' Okay.
PLT Crip, I have another little anoooly

I think has occured, I'd like to explain to you.

CC Go ahead

.

PLT Okay, when we're coming up there to

reconfigure the 275 panel I closed the BAT - BUS A BAT C

breaker, that's the 80-M(?) breaker on 275. Now the BAT BUS

tie switch, see, they vers already closed, so I should have

gotten a good BAT BUS - -

PLT - - closing the BAT - the MAIN B, - the

MAIN A BAT C breaker in order to get main - the bu -

the battery C tied to MAIN A, if I have not sounded too

confusing there. The - I still have no current showing on

BAT BUS - -

CC Bill, you were dropping out there, we re

about 30 seconds from LOS and we're going to see you at Guam

in 8 minutes from now, and you can run through that anomaly

with us there, that's at about 15:48, 15:48.

PLT Roger.

END OF TAPE
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relativ«, you know, the relative relation between the two.
cc Okay, it - it was possible that those

nay have been produced by BAT relay bus being uopowered.
CDR Okay, that's probably likely.
cc Okay, also, your stars 22 and 26 are still

available for the P52, but you can do this night period if
you like.

CDR Okay.
cc Okay, CDR, the computer belongs to you

again. We're about 30 seconds from LOS. Next station contact
is going to be over Goldstone in 17 minutes at 16:12. And
you can go ahead and whenever you get to the point where you'll
be powering down the comuter - computer we'll be taking the
8-mag 1 drift check at that point. And you can go ahead and
secure and go back with working with Richard when you get toGoldstone .

CDR Okay.
CC A " d you might check quad heaters on.
CDR Right, we're turning then on now.
PA0 Thi8 is Skylab Control; Guam has loss of

signal. Next station is Goldstone in 15-1/2 ainutes. We'll
play back now the VHF air-ground communications from the
Carnarvon station.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 17 hours
38 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about 10-1/2 minutes
away from Goldstone. We now have the tape of thu VHF com-
munications from the last pass over the United States. We'll
play that at this time.

CC CDR, Houston. You still got the VHF
powered up, Jer?

CDR Yes sir. Go ahead.
CC Okay, we just wanted to find out if you

were still there and see if we could get the P52 B MAG 1

and the results of the THC thruster checks.
CDR Okay, (garble) check; NOUN 20, 212.59, 334.50

357.09; thumb wheels, 212.3 333.5 356.6. Delta T was 3500.
Okay the P52 was stars 22 and 26, NOUN 05 all zips. NOUN 93,
plus 00181, minus 00338, minus 00220. (garble) time was 16:04:40:00
Copy?

CC Got all that.
CDR Okay, and the TAC power check worked

out fine.
CC Okay, real fine. Jer, we're pretty much

convinced that the problem is that circuit breaker down
on panel 275 with that BUS A BAT A and one thing thai may
have a film or something that has developed over it and you
might cycle it about oh, around 20 times to see if that holps
out .

CC T.i en of course, after you cycle it, try
to put BAT A back on, if it's producing any Juice.

CDR Houston, CDR, you're dropping out.
CC Okay, how do you read me now, Jer?
CDR Okay, read you good now. I'm on LEFT

ANTENNA, how's that?
CC Okay, coming down good now. What I was

saying was that the problem we were experiencing with battery A
while ago we have concluded that it has to be associated
with BAT BUS A BAT A circuit breaker, maybe it has - perhaps
a film has developed over the circuit breaker itself and
cycling it a number of times, like about 20 times may help
out, so you might try that and then try putting it back on
see if it's getting any Juice out.

{; DR Okay, let's give it a try. 1 van afraid
maybe we had an Internal short In the battery.

CC No. None of the data we've seen down
here supports that.

CDR Okay, BAT BUS A MAIN A - Correction - BAT
BUS A, BAT A circuit breaker right?

CC That 's affirm,
CDR Okay, I'll cycle it 20 times,
CDR Okay, it's cycled 20 times and I've got

It T.N now .
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CC Copy . j

CDR Okay, I've got good voltage. I've cot
BAT BUS A voltage of 26 . - -

8

,
CC No

» that's - you're seeing that from themains right now, Jer.
CDR Yeah , that 's right .

i
.

cC Okay, the last item that we can come upwitn is that you might push on - push on it rather smartly,
we 11 kep an eye on it.

,

CDR Okay, that does it. Pushing on it veryhard does it. '

CC Okay.

,

CC It,s apparently intermittent when you
release the pressure.

CDR 1 * ve got 36.8 or so

.

,

CC Okay, and does that stay there when you
take your thumb off?

CDR Negative.
CC Okay. Tell you what; that's enough

fooling around with it today. Why don't you go ahead and
secure so you can get back and do your 92/171.

CDR I'd rather stay here.
CC I was afraid you were goina to say that
CDR Okay, slave driver.
cc Tl rae to go back to work. All the fuVa

over. We'll think about that BAT A and see If we can come
up with anything smart.

CDR Okay.

c
PA0 This is Skylab Control. That's the end

of the tape of the VKF comounlcat ions over the United Statesduring he last revolution. Skylab's 4 minutes away from
beginning another pass over the United States, starting at
Goldstone - well, the Skylab won't actually pass over the
United States during this acquisition, it'll be over the
Pacific Ocean paralelllng the west coast, be in acquisition
through Goldstone and Texas. About 3-1/2 minutes to acqui-
sitions, we'll stand by for that pass.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skyiab Control at 15 hours
33 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skyiab coming up on acqui-
sition through Carnarvon. About a 7-minute pass there.

CC Skyiab, Houston. AOS Carnarvon for
10 minutes - correction, 7 oinutes

.

PLT BAT C ia back on BAT BUG A and BAT
B is back on BAT BUS C.

PLT Crip, I have another little anomaly, I

think has occurred. I'd like to explain it to you.
PLT Okay. When we're coming up there to

reconfigure the 275 panel, I closed the BAT - BUS A BAT C
breaker. That's the 80M breaker on 275. Now the BAT BUS
tie switch, see they were already closed. So I should have
gotten a good BAT BUS A at that time. I did not. I finally
had to hit that close and the BAT - the MAIN B - The main
A BAT C breaker, in order to get MAIN - the BUS - the BATTERY
C tied to MAIN A. If I have not done it too confusing there,
the - I still have no current shewing on BAT BUS A.

CC SPT, Houston. We're about 30 seconds
from LOS. Guam at 15:49. No response required.

PAO This is Skyiab Control. Carnarvon has
loss of signal. The next station is Guam in 6-1/2 minutes.
We'll switch over at Guam and make the command module VHF
communications prime there, and record any vorkshop air-to
ground. There was no workshop air-to-ground during the
Carnarvon pass. We did tape VHF during Carnarvon. We'll
play that back aft*»r Guam loss of signal. However, during
the Guam pass we'll go live with the VHF from the command
module. Skyiab about 5-1/2 minutes away from Guam now. At
15 hours 43 minutes, this is Skyiab Control.

CC SPT, Houston. Guam for 6 mi.,utes.
CC SPT, Houston. If you have a chance, I

see - we see you're off the bicycle - the ergometer now. If

you have a chance I'd like to talk to you about a minute on
the - the today's Flight Plan.

SPT Go ahead , Dick

.

CC Roger, Ed. Real quick. I'm sure that
you guys can figure out most of It better than we can. But,
I wanted to tell you what this command module problem, we
think, has done to today's FliRht Plan and what is tine
critical and what isn't. The crewmen, one at a, tlwrs - Jerry's
the only one that's got a ~ a big problem, nnd that is - is that
.is soon as he's out of the command module we t Is ink he ought to
C.o ahead and do his M092/171 run, then get whatever I'T he
wants to get today and eat right away, in order not to
hunch that eat period down there with the second eat period
that's later this evening. Along that line, what I'm telling
you is in effort to try to bra - to try to get you guys to
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that we'd suggest that vnM.J 8 rrlt ical at all except
the observer'for JerrJ a > soon'tlT**" • v-"«bl« to be
The rest of your ite£s you can

Callable on the M092
.

than we c an . For BU^thVo^v *T ° U
f

bett" *ow to do
hi* Flight Plan is tha ^ thing time critical in
test. We'd li ke to get '\

3
a

.
that S055 detector

bunched up we could *
it would ?! J " " U gets reai

^ylight cycle; but weM pre e r i?"^/?^ 1^ that one
8« it on time. Everything else n h^M^ t0 8 ° ahead * nd
can - is nontlme critical an, L / flight Plan is - he
to do it.

"ileal and he can do as he can find time

I can work around i^^S 1

^; [""J!"
1 "?' 1 that

- I'« Sure
CC Okay if vo .? 6lp 8111 out if possible

Syy* as soon as they^ '

a Jf
1

J-?;
°" to the othej

8ible>

if you need any help from »« « ' appreciate it. And
"..-to c.„c.i

y
. 0..f„[ n

r

j: iu:\v: nii
h

.r h ' d up and >•«

CC ?
kay

- Thank you, Dick.'
Roger.

END OF TAPE
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cc s, Houston; we're 1 minute to LOS. Colcistone

comes up 18 ralnutea from now.

cc That time for Goldetone Is 16:H.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 16 hours

!0 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about a minute and ,,

a half away from acquisition through Goldstone. Astronaut

uoh Crippen does not expect to have any more VHF communica-
^

tions with the command module. So we're back to the workshop

S-band as our prime communications on this line That's what

we will be monitoring as we go into Goldstone. If Jerr y

Carr should call down on VHF we will tape that and play it

11 11. However, not expected chat any more VHF communications

will be attmepted. But the command and service module entry

checks drawing to a close now. About 30 seconds away from

acquisition . We'll stand by.

SC Hello.
cc Skylab, Houston. AOS stateside for

16 ninutes. , , . l ^
cc Skylab, Houston. We're going to be

dumping the data/voice recorder here at Goldstone. We see

you're not using it so we're going to go ahead and dump.
y

cc Skylab, Houston. We're about 30 seconds

from LOS . Vanguard comes at 16:37. Just in the event that

we do not have AOS at Vanguard with voice, at a time of 16^0

we'd like for you to turn off the CMG-2 heaters per the cue

card that we sent up - the CMC number 2 heater cue card.

We're having some problems with the command computer down

at the Vanguard and we don't think that we can do it ourselves.

I'll re«"d Jou again at the Vanguard as soon - assuming that

we do have voice. See you there.

SP? Okay, Dick. We'll do it. So long.

CC Roger.
P\o This is Skylab Control. Had loss of

signal through the Merritt Island and Texas. Next station,

the tracking ship Vanguard in about 9 minutes. There was

additional VHF communication during this stateside pass.

As the result of a technical problem that a i r - to- ground did

not *et transmitted to Building 1 nnd was not taped there.

Wo're ar empting to get a tape from within the Mission Control

n r a ! '1 pl«y that transmission back as soon « pot.ib le

.

To sura up that VHF conversation, EECOM had detera ned that the

Itrcuit breaker was the most suspect for the problem experienced

earlier with battery A on bus A. He thought perhaps that

1 thin film had formed over the contacts during the long

stay in space and ve asked Jerry Ca, r to cycle that current

breaker 20 times, which he did, to no avail. Still showed

no current fro. battery A on that bus. Commander Carr was

tlen alked to push in hard on the circuit breaker and hold

?here. When he did that, we showed full current. That

bus operated normally from battery A. However, when he took
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t, off a- the circuit breaker, the current went back
his tln » e '•'. t

' .j; °;m determined that it is a problem

1° the°ci cu t IrlX r But we've secured the command module

¥S-BS. "i ;.';;:r„-;;::::."::.n;vr.i"::;~
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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'
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^Tc^nce'
SllP Y0UrS «^-

f

«'t.r that. Hope you get

CC
T

okay.
1 lnCend t0 if 1 8Ct the Chance -

NuZ^pdate.
?LT

'
H °USton

-
We need ^e DAS to do a

£!;
T Roger. You've got it.

your roll slightly.
R° 8er

' ^ UpdatC U *° in 8 to change
PLT Okay.

parts
?L

In H114. I meant 'ml? '

in \ ' ^ t3pe reCOrder
getting concerned down thl tt\[

° f PC ° ple Were

CC P^'hoL^
1, T

5r
k 70U ° UCh f0r the correction.

you .

PLT
«
Houston

' ™e DAS is yours. Thank
PLT Roger.

ironies. Vanguard^omel l?Vt °18 • 16*
'

'I^ " " COnd «

the data/voice'recorder down' there ' ' " 8 ° lng l ° dU ° P

of signal ThA
ThiS U

<

Skylab Concroi
- Texas has loss

in minutes At
* }«'£ "

C °\ * '
,
' trackin

* * h *P Vanguard
thi;

1

!:
1

;;;;^ cint roi
hour9 2 alnutes g—^ —« u...

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 18 hours

12 orates Greenwich mean tine. The tracking ship Vanguard

is .bout to -^*%^
b

a%ou8ton; hell o at Vanguard for

11 minutes. We're going to dump the dat, /voice recorder

hcre -

pT Hello, Dick. Cot a question on S149.

re Go ahead, Ed.

\ PT I'm trying to figure out what is the

objective of tomorrow's operations with 149. I see we re

facing it out, but ^Vl^X a^tle.

I'll get back with you.
cdt Thank you.

fC SPT, Houston. U's the same P^P^e
tha t revisit bag I was telling you a while ago. If. in { * ct >

11 them and provide us some data, but there are no plans right

n ow co do that, but thjt.^th. P urpo..
c

Of it.

that was it, but I wanted to make sure we weren't missing

any kind of a definite procedure. Very good.
y

rr Roger. Good question.
C
r
Z
r c k yi ab , Houston; for your information.

All oi tomorrow's Flight Plans and the housekeeping message

is in the teleprinter.

^Ub^™ .n S0 55 w.M liKe HICK

VOLTAGE number 2 on

.

CDR Thank you , Dick .

% S^ylab, Houston; we're a minute '-m LOS.

^1 give you a call at Tananarive at 18:39. See you there.

?Jf:
r

i.°lS;.b Control. Skylab has moved

out over the middle of th. South Atl.ntl;
:
Ocea,

i
no,

;

out .

range of the Vanguard tracking .1 lp
. « J/J^,, 24 , lnut„

be through Tananarive in 14 8

Greenwich mean ^i- this is Sky '^Control.
^^

J8 mlfutes Greenwich^U-. Skylab coming u P on acquis^!

through ^™ ive '

skylabf Houston; Tananarive for 9 minutes.

ec Skylab, Houston; we're 1 minute to LOS.

Hawaii comes up at 19:24.
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r--Lr:c-! 8-nr;r «...
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' H—
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1

-''"1
;:;. we

ay

Hav
D
e
1Ck

' J? S020

eye, and "about^ yhi ch , cou^VbT had a »«"b«r
oagnifying gl

another six which l n„ ?! J
by e y° «"d -

31 had abou? 0ne XiVr f l" hll » ht behind 2"? C
f
Wth *

actional five or . J
COuId detect bv „

Crial ™»ber

the" va8 consfderabu ?
agalfyln8

« la». U " hll 8ht or
ahead and exV elled ??" Ught co»W i wit !f " £hou * h

; ? and 5020
- «i «« s-s. ? tf<:

SPT 8
^

c back to y 0u
t0 lo °k carefully

CC Thank y 0 i,

.

ATM aission tioer „
S

i
ylab

'
Hous C°n; we're

SPT
C1 °«r update, we'll need the nf?" 8 C ° d ° a "

CC You «°t it. DAS -

CC Thank y 0u .

.,.„
a:"'.:™:":;

ir;.'.;-.:--
....

.

;

~".."f.":: sS&s :S'S ; ;.«.;;;r-"-'

~

-»•'.»... .. ..2,.,' »i:
CDR r.

a ago for c > *-y
.
Dick, somebody aslc<> w u

a11
- About the
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only problem we have with it Is our little ice thing forms

about once every two weeks. And there's some sort of a deposit
on it on the outside that - it kind of looks like water stains,

the sort of thing that when you wash a car window but don't

get it clean - rinsed off clean.
CC Ok«y , Jervy. thank you very much for the

information. We're about a minute to LOS here at Hawaii.
Vanguard cones up at 19:52 so we'll see you down there. And

I'm talking to Joanne on the telephone and she says to tell

you hi .

CDR Hi.
CC Sets you later .

CDR Okay, Dick.
PAO Skylab Control, 19 hours 30 minutes.

The space station is now out of range of the tracking antenna
at Hawaii. Science Pilot Ed Gibson commenting that one ol

the filters for the S020 experiment which uses the Nikon

camera to photograph ultraviolet and X-ray frequency spectra

of solar sources, stars, et cetera, has pinholes in it; we

don't know why. The corollary officer will come back later with

some kind of indication as to why they think it has pin-

holes in it. Next acquisition is 20 minutes from now, that'll
be through the Vanguard tracking ship. 19 hours 31 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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10 minutes.
SkyUb H ° U8t °n at Che Va"^ard for

CDR Roger, Dick.

CC
SPT

transfer
step 1

CC

on derivation. ^ 1 h.v. a question for you

Okay, Ed go ahead.

The IM^
0
^?;

1C '

S °" Page 2 " 17
'

IMSS containerThe IMSS 1831 contents configuration verification

;:
.

p

2 .... .. ...."S^j s',;
SPT okay.

S^T nt
ay " 8 ° ahead

>
r

'

c - l '» looking at i-

is cflL out anywhe e^in^^Tj.^-r h"'"wondering when th.t is going to b Se'co^H
^ \' B

we only have two boric !cid c.n, p * ^ J*"
U J*"the large cans in which the char t D w, ??

however have

^? ,

°k *y Ed
>

x, » afraid I can't answer lriEmediately . Bur ve will r»u .v, ,
answer It

answer back. ^ the
1 ue8ti O" «^ get you an

SPT Thank you.

although you haven't seen Jt yet h
"/^ 8Chedule that

cone later. X
'

The an9we r on the cans will

J" Thanks very auch Dick.cc Roger.
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20:16. We're about a fcinute n»

at Tananarive. ^ Greenwlch Bean

/
fTtf,n

i
y
oS^of ra^ge of the tracking ship

tl.e. Space °

<

at io\^W °^ w °i n JS'lS .inut*. from now.

Vanguard. Next "^""J™ ^Jl y 8ta tton at Tananarive.

?!£ ^^^//con^o^- Or^nwLh *ean ti- 20 hours

2-1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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SPT ,
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" O^rV^
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A P oIlof17 ?
8 f ° rget This aL" Sop

eX
h
P^naUo " to you

CDR
P " ha PPened on

from 5 to OFF .

Th
" P ro *»i*n> is Dick, I Went .

,
CC nt cl °ckwise

-nti nue to think J^ry ' you might Say £ .
f
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l.h. very well b. inclode^L^eec ^e . s "'w.'oj'n'o t ^keu . p.r..»«n t ....... ,nd ve can rtupll „j i t J; :°{,;""
do„ t have the copy. fc ut 1 j„ st thought re-lnd yo"of

copy"we'll refer t?iV. '

^""^" " tlU ha" < hat

P
*I

t
;f

r "' ""«'<>» «d I couldn't re.eab'r"h he

r^rr?o^^^.""- b.Lrr^r thl " kl "° - -
;:;£;*•"

;
:";<"" --"~^tThrough a quirk of the schedule, this is the h f

the last pass that they will do in Skvlab - sVvi-i ? ,-ys.lf. Just want to tell you th t V - U 's be.n ?of hard work but Q ost of aU it's been a lot of f^ lo

EHin
8
g^ n f

ly Safe bCf0re ^ «« h°- »• yo^.t

«reac
D

1 0h * n » ,
Thanks « lot Dick, you guys have done agreat job too and we really appreciate your work

CDR I*™* y ° U
'

Sil and we ' n see ^u out there.t,UK Houston, CDR.

on the first EVA. w. ahlfted to Nlkon Q2 Qn «

r°^ e ^
?i I f ,

tr ° Uble 3nd U Seems t0 to be p^oof
'

to stick to the one that works I ,i T ,
p\

Nikon 02 is scheduled fo^e^ikon' ps
"

u111^%
1

h^nkwe ought to just swap Nikons for the - the lops L d

llk.^to try this documentry photos again from outside.

over\he hiil here na^Cou*
' " Cl ° 8e t0 dro PP in «

CDR Okay.
answer at Hawaii.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay

.

„
PA0 20 hours 24 minutes Graenwich mean time

Space wtation now out of range of Tananarive. The tail endw» ' »"b>- inniiui ive, iiie tan end

J?!" J!f
8
u
a
J
reqUe8C that thcy use Nlkon 02 instead of Nikon 01.Nikon 01 had some problems on the first EVA. This is forthe S020 experiment. Next acquisition will be 33 minutes fromnow, that'll be through Hawaii. 20 hours 25 minutes Gv« enwichmean tint, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ..'20 hours 57 minutes Greenwich m«an time,
this is Skylab Control. Space atation now nearing acquisition
through Hawaii. For this pass, Rusty Schweickart will be CAP
COMM. Rusty is the EVA expert,, he'll be talking about some
changes to tomorrow's EVA procedure. One change is that Nikon
01 camera will be traded and won't be used. Nikon 02 cauera
will be jsed. The crew - Commander Carr indicated earlier that
they'd had some problem with Nikon 01 during the first EVA.
That'll be using a 55 millimeter ultraviolet lens. Now about
10 seconds away from acquisition, we'll await the CAP COMM
cal lup

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston over Hawaii for
10 minutes, and we're dumping the data/voice. And we'd like
to talk a little bit about the EVA.

PLT Hello, Rusty, go ahead.
CC Okay, I guess it's mainly, from what I

can tee on my notes here, Jerry and Ed, but if Bill's got an
ear cocked in the direction of a speaker box, I'd appreciate it.
Okay, your question, Jerry, ov - over Tananarive there. For
your information, we are planning to do the doc - thf. DAC
documentary on this EVA, and you'll be getting a film threading
pad which will reflect using the 140 foot magazine rather than
the big 400 sometime this evening. And it is in the checklist
to perform it both EVA and during the prep and post. And, so
you can expect to be doing that.

CDR Rusty, we going to use the sane magazine
on the prep and post?

CC Stand by, I'll get an answer on it.
CDR I notice they got a change - I notice they

got a change In film sf'-re - frame speed there, and 1 figure
we're using the 400 for prep and post.

CC That's affirmative, we wi.ll be switching
those out. We will use 140 during the EVA itself and the 400
for prep and post.

CDR Okay, very good.
CC Okay. Let me go down my list here. In the

middle of that I'll also hit this T025 stuff for you. By the
way, we agree with your suggestion on that, on the Nikon usage.
And if you can copy now, I'll give you that configurations.
Nikon 01 will be used with the CX53, that'll be the handheld
documentary photos and Nikon 02 with BE - Bravo Echo 16, and
the 55 millimeter UV lens.

CDR Okay, Nikon 01 is Charlie X-ray 53 and 02 is

Bravo Echo at 16 or 15?
CC That's 16, and you'll have the 55 millimeter

UV lens on it. And Jerry, I'll get to that later, but we would
like for you to be doing the T025 preps and make sure that you get
a hand at trying this switching the long eye - relief eyepiece.

?
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Let me Just startdown my list so we'll make *«re we don't drop

something through the crack, here,
CDR Okay

.

C C Okay, veil on the Sun end, we're - we re

going to be asking you to retrieve the zero g cover for post-

flight analysis. That's one of those little 5 inch diameter

round access plates on the Sun end canister. And it - it's

held in with six screws and you'll be taking that off. It's the

ones - there are four of them out there - and it's the one

iamediately to the left of the S082B film retrieval door.

CDR Yeah, we've got a picture of the Sun end

up there, and we just referred to it and located it. Those -

CC Okay .

Cdr - screws are for a blade sc -ewd r 1 ve r

.

Right?
, ,

cc That's affirmative. Okay. We were just going

to tell you about that photograph and you've already seen it r

so that's tine. Okay, during the prep we mentioned preparing

a universal mount to hold the Nikon c,i-?en. And wh - what we

have done there is reccoamended some settings which will enable

you to hold the - the handle on the universal aount and pui

you just about the right place to get your eye up to the -

up to the vieving port. However, you all can play that any

way you want. We found that that was about the best settiug

CDR We'll sure give it a try, Rusty. And

getting back to that iero g cover again, we're not too

in love with the tape up here that's used outside, because

aa soon as it get cold, it lets go. And I wonder it it night

be wiser for us to r.ake a PGA pocket out and strap it onto

«r.y aro or something and put that cover in the PGA pocket. And

I just measured a pocket and it's wide enough. It stretches

to about 7 inches .

CC Okay, stand by.

END OF TAPE
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t k?C
J

° k *y » y°u ' v« 80t A GO on that Jerry. And

your^uSg^t!
1 BlnlBl,C And »«v. Chat up to

anH ffj ,

Yefth
.
we'll do a little experimentingand see if we can't work something up.

8

MCC
,

0kay £lne
• letting back to tne Nikon on

vaa «h«»i5 f ii f
universal mount either wayyou should follow the arrov that says lens becauae it willonly lock going on one direction.

CDR We'll do it.

it would b, „i, < f°
kay

'
° R the 7025 of courseit would be nice if we can get that T025 out of the wav onthat first effected sunset. And chat's - Just wanted to

HI in thaVfame'a "° T C °M "^ ««h.r
D024 T category is when you retrieve theD024 samples, be aware that without the deflectors we are

tttu \
^ ?;

C

il!!*
fr ° nt ° f th * PCL'' And co whatever extent

lllVVAX
llke C ° " inlBl " dl" Ct *«Pi"«««t on the""

the Kit we can there^ '

" lk * d
'b ° Ut th"' We ' n d °

MC
J

0ka y •
1 don't think we could ask for m..<»K

th°i:
tha

i" °
n

" after the la8t EVA >-u aaked abouJ" ' " rd
7

coaB cue c"d outside whether or not youcould retrieve it. And we've batted that around and ifyou can pull it off the thermal cover there we" Just L soon
tor yl^AtAl^ ^ " i8ht bC candid^!

00 "

Peop^would like to^e ^^f

£

r
' ^.'"i '£

^

M
?
C Yeah, they've already got it cut intotwo pieces. And my guess is that it wJAe fiv r sixby the tine you guys bring it back.

CDR Roger.

a fP«
C
!i.„ °i

ay
' °" e ° f the ^"tAons that you'd asked

liL eo - / 8 ° " 8ardi "8 the ^ng eye relief eyepiece. I'd

\}*%S1 .V ?°W th" WC haVe run that opeJaiion with

L l 8lOVeS ',/:d U d0ft8 a PP ear to us as though removingthe long eye relief eyepiece -ill be a relatively
8

straightforward thing when that time comes. You only have

To put on th!°orh
n ^ C °^ iC ° ff one earned.

/ °? C

J
e 0ther ca »e" is Just a straight press fitand you don't have to push the button. So it looks as though
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it ought to be straightforward as long as the machanUm
is working right. If you cannot change out tha long «yc re-
lief eyepiece you «ay have tome trouble in getting a gloved hand
in to adjust tha shutter spaed. And of course there is going
to be difficulty In facuslng propsrly for sobs of the close*
ups you sight want to take with It.

CDR Hoger, ve copy. And we'll - we'll
practice a little bit and saa what it looks like.

MCC Okay, Jerry on the EVA prep cue card
page 1,1-3, we've had you cape in there some Nikon prep.
What we're - what we'd like to do - it'a under a - it'a on
the right-hand column of 1,1-3. And it's called out foi -

CDR Okay I've got it here in front of me.
MCC Okay, it's callad out for CDR and SPT.

We'd like - that double callout ia for the review of the
EMU emergency malfunction. The little note that we juat
sent up on the T025 prep we would like to have the CDR do
that so that you are familiar with handling all that stuff.

CDR Okay.
MCC All right and another ulnor reminder here.

When you are doing the DAC documentary both beforehand and
during the EVA you want to remember that the 24 frames per
second you have to hold the button in order to g*r continuous
exposure. Also we have a message up there related to the
tenth of a degree deadband on CSM in case we have to take
over with the CSM. We'd like to let you know that we have
run a lot of simulations on that down here. And basically
running a tenth of a degree deadband allows us to do S020
without any modifications. And It does not ironically cost
us any more fuel, that is, we do not go from one side of the
deadband to the other. It just aits on one edge and then
at the crossover point on gravity gradient goes over to the
other edge. So it doesn't cost us anytlng to go down to the
tenth. By the way we're 10 seconds from LOS here at Hawaii.
And we're picking up Vanguard next in 21 minutes at 21:30.

CDR Okay, Rusty thanks for the good words.
MCC Gee you welcome, have a nice time out

there tomorrow.
CDR Sure hope to thank you.
MCC We'll be watching.
p A0 Skylab Control 21 hours and 9 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Quite a lot of conversation from Rusty
Schweickart to the crew up there. Several thing* happening,
a changeout of the S020 camera, and Indication that
materials people on the ground would like to retrieve a
visual cue card which was left out from the previous EVA.
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That would give sose indication as to the durability of

Materials in a aero g, vary cold vacuum environment. Also soma
documentary photograph* being taken tomorrow with a 16-milli-
meter documentary camera. And a metal cover on the ATM
canister will be retrieved. The suggestion there from the
craw was that they'd rather use a pocket as the tape that
they've been using outside doesn't hold when it gets cold,
the gun just lets go. Next acquisition will be 20 minutes
from now. That will be over the Vanguard tracking ship.
Twenty-one hours and 10 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO
thl. i. SkyUb Control. Change •» Nell Hutchison
het e at Hi..ion Con

££J»^ d°c AP COMH Bruce McC«dl«.
taklnn over fro» Phil Shatter «n

DlreCt0 r Phil Shaffer

*aUng ovr fro.
ln

F fifing too. UB«tldln$ 1

ha8 indicated
J Uhi f pre98 briefing. That'* ^

J^
at 4.30 for a change-of

-J»J" j!% N ext aequititior, wiU
in thl brUClng too. in

j through th e Vanguard

be m 9 lnutaa from now, th
J*

l * "
to brlng you the press

TracUng ship. We'll be UP ^ b
£ r^ lch »ean tt-

jri;:;:"/:.";? si-Ji:' a.. *.

END OF TAPE
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Space station U n0w n*lrlL
7 * in
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n" Greenwich lean ti«

tol^con.l.t of .te.i^ °
r thU dinner whichTi

Vanguard at ... for'lO^/j muLtl "7"?° thrOU * h th *
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CDR
V* r

' '
d * ta /voice tape records

on the tape recorde
R

r%\
r
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t

^ a:r
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•

P ° t ' >" *'
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f
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u
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",. U8 *"« 1 <•">' t h.v.
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h
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* at 8ync «« Since you

the chiller. if, identified ° ° f Whlch
" ow <»

«nd we perf.r the? ^"jhVo^JIt!! !
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«o .heed and un t jy

1

,
f ' /J available you can
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«
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J
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CC Okay, thank you.
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"' u ••»>' »"•>. fhi n * ..;;».
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tton is located norch«.I? of \hi ' * n * Xt rev^~

for 10 minute.. Data*/ Jo'ue ^l* ^ ^/"rough A8ce««^n

through th. EVA Jre-prep "tlwM" h °W y ° U M P^tr—ing
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R We ' re aU finished, Bruce.
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h

!

th
f
t,s ? rett y Kood feel; thank you.

, .

Wc re interested in knavina what l intoot magazine ve're gains to h.v* »
8 140

cc Go ahead, J» r

fraoes on it, do you have >nv f»-i t \.
8 got 44
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U

.J^^^Joi J** h °V fra"* 8

reining?
Y °° "y th" *

8 44 f"— or 44

CDR 44 reaaining^

?JL Skylab, this ie Houeton.CDR Go ahead.
Okay

,
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PAO Five ainutea Greenwich aean tiae, aiaeion
day 80. Space station now within a ainute away froa acquisition
through tracking station on Cuaa, All thrsa crew aaabera
should be sating dinner r.ow. After dinner Pilot Bill Poguu
is scheduled for another picture of the Coast Kohoutek using
the Nikon S233 lostrunent. We'll hold the line up for this
pass over Gust.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Cuaa for
9 ainutes. And we're getting ready for a data/voice tape
recorder duap here and we'll inhibit aoaentu* duaps to enable
you to get your S 2 3 3 operations off.

C!>R Roger.
CC CDR, this is Houston the two iaesaagea

you requested are on board now.
CDR Thank you, Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 ainute to LOS,

next station contsct in 31 ainutea through the Vanguard at
sea at 00:45, SPT private phone call at the Vanguard,
RIGHT ANTENNA going to LBPT, over.

SPT Thank you, Bruce.
CC Roger, AOS at 00:45.
PAO Skylab now out of range of the tracking

antenna at Guaa. Next acquisition will be 29 alr.utes from
now, that'll be over the Vanguard. 16 minutes Grecr.wich mean
time., this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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•vsning's Nsil Hutchinson dinner petty, we *i

up for this P.- ov.r thj V«
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rr Okay, thank you.

fLT Sruc*. " ^at got It, Bruce,

rr Okay, thank you,

Sao 56 Wlnut*. Greenwich »ean tl«. Space
p

« _ " „ ^ rt f the Vanauard. Reacquis i t ion
station now out of range of the

JJ
n»^ ' Science Pilot

through Ascension *i» > "^'"p n y to look at the
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pA0 One hour and I minute Greenwich mean
tine. This it Skyltb Control. Space station now nearing
acquisition through Ascension. When Ed Clbaon finishes his
hour at the ATM coneole this evening, Apollo telescope mount
experiments will have totaled 336 hours and 17 minutes
worth of Banned viewing tine aboard Skylab.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Ascension,
Canary, and Madrid for about 14^1/2 minutes . And if Ed is
free for a Minute we've got a couple of questions for him
on S020,

SPT Go ahead.
cc Yeah, could you see the holes or hoie in

the S020 filter number 31, which is the one you Installed
without using a pen light. Over.

SPT No I could not. It was really Just a
pinpoint I - you had to put the light behind it for it to
show up .

cc Okay, realising this nay seem sort of
superfluous. Can you describe the pinholes you saw or
how many did you see?

SPT Okay, Bruce I gave all that information
previously. 1 thought 00 on the dump tape. And what I'll
give you know is what the best I can remember. What I saw
waa one pinhole which was evident with a flashlight
behind it I could see by the naked eye. Taking a small
magnifying glass I was able to see an additional live or
six - very small. On the other filter I saw two pinhole and
in general the other - others which I saw which again was
about another six or r,even seemed to be a little bit larger.
I chose 31 because it seemed as though it transmitted a
smaller amount of light directly.

cc Okay, we copy that. Thank you.
cc Okay, Rd thank you very much for bearing

with us. Go ahead and use the one you got installed. The
only reason we were belaboring the point here is we are
concerned about film fogging. But from your description
it sounds like they'll be okay. Over.

SPT That's good to hear. I warn't lure on
the nature of their optics, whetfter that would - direct
light would foul them up or not, glad to hear It won't.

cc Well, it will but we feel that the
size of the holes as you've described then are such that we
won't get enough light through to causa any problems.

Si)<r Very good, those folks have waited too
many years for good data.
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CC Yes indeed .

SPT I was working S020 before I started
working the Apollo extension system.

cc Yeah, back in the days of AAPlA also.
SPT That was pre-AAP.
PA0 Keyhole as Canary Island reacquires the

space station. We'll hold the line up as the space station goes
through Canary and Madrid tracking stations on this revolution.

cc And we're ready to copy the evening status
report when ever y'all have it handy.

END OF TAPE
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CDR But I gave It over Ascension . Didn ' t you

hear me?

™ R Okay, well I'll give it again then.

j£ it was suppose to be over Canary which

ia where we are .

HI ^millimeter; M151 , M092/171, Charlie

India 65, 74, Charlie India 81. Documentary Photos urine

saving Charlie India 129, ^Charlie nd ia 78. Nikon.: 01

r^ril'tl IVlUyToV, Iravo^otefoe,
0^."^ 16

nrin 0et^,
3

CharJie
8

X-ray
y
i5, 22. ETC no ne ;

EREP none

Drawer A: Alfa 1, 2 and 3 no change; Alfa 4, 008, Charlie

?ndia 65 i 74, Charlie India 81. BACK 07, Charlie India 129,

40, Charlie India 78.
rr Okay, we copy that Jerry.

CDR Okay, CDR, sleep: 6.5, 5 hefvy, 1.5 light

SPT 7.0, 6 heavy, 1 light; PLT 6, 6 heavy. Volumes: 170;

300; 260. Water gun. 8971; 5011; 2069, still copying?

Cdr Body mass: 6.329 , 6.329 , 6.329; 6.39 3 ,

* 397 6 397" 6.256, 6.254, 6.258. Exercise: no change

o'ny crewmen. Medication: CDR, three Sudafeda « ir.ct.d

SPT none; PLT, one Actifed as directed C l°thing: CDR

.

shorts, socks and shirt; SPT, short, socks and T-shirt,

p7? shirt Food log: CDR , salt 0, minus one coffee with

stair pIu. 1.5 water; SPT, 4.0 salt, 4.0 salt that i« plus

^Apollo grape drinks, plus lemon pudding, plus 2.0 wat«r;

PLT zero salt .plus one chocolate chip bar, zero water.

FliRht Plan deviation: they're already reported '^ay.

Shopping list accomplishments: All Deactivation. Checklist

uodates are completed and CDR Instrumented exercise.

?noperab!e equipment: the booth on the PLT 'a urine bag that

onnects it to ?he separator failed this evening and there

was a urine spill of about 100 cc. Unscheduled stowage:

none
cc okay, we've got all of that, Jerry and

there are no evening questions as such tonight.

CDR Very good .

rr And w« got about a minute and a h.ilf to

LOS here, next station contact la In 27-1/2 minutes through

Guam, it'will be th. private medical conJ"™" " °» >

o
with a data/voice taps racordar dump possible at AOS ,»lso,

over .

CDR Rogar, Brucs.

spT Hay Bruce in the minute remaining, why
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don'c I try to tell you what Pan looks like.

CC Okay , let her rip

.

SPT Okay, a fairly extensive cloud cover. what

we could see it was at least several hundred miles. We were

on the northeast side. I saw her going towaids the center at

around eight bands of CB's, probably prestrom squall lines.

Cirrus streaks were also present above it all about and

five of those streaks which are running along with the

squall lines, the same direction with a clockwise rora'ion.

Saw about five of those in towards the center. There was a

clear area of the center but it was not a very sharply defined

eye There was a few overshooting cloud tops not a large number

of them though. And there was a weak feeder band from the north-

east, that's from the ITCV. And there was no cloud premodes

evident or circular exhaust clouds. Most impressive I guess was

how extensive it was. And it was pretty well organized, in terms

of the clockwise rotation.
CC Okay, thank you, Ed, did you get some pictures

of it?
Spt Didn't have a camera handy.

cc Okay, see you at Guam for the med conference.

PA0 Loss of signal through Madrid. Ed Gibson

reporting that they saw tropical storm Pan, northeast of the

coast of Australia midway between Australia and Hawaii.

Next acquisition from now will be 25 minutes and that 11

be through Guam. One hour and 18 minutes, this is Skylab

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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c
PA

? ' ,
0ne h our 56 minutes Greenwich mean tineSpace station Skylab now Just southwest of Guam well into

'

C * " <lul
J
it^' ^ Medical conference going on right nowwith Dr. Paul Buchanan. Everybody's eating here in MissionControl, Neil Hutchinson's MOCR dinner. We'll hold theline up in expectation of a short medical conference

C°R Houston
, CDR.

cc Go ahead, Jerry.

„ " R
. Tl

Roger, Bruce. The teleprinter is stillon the bum. I've readjusted the head, would you send un
a test message right away?

cc We'll do that

.

CC Okay, it maybe a minute or so, you'd bettercount on getting it over Honeysuckle which is about 01:57

CDR Okay, Bruce.
"CC

,
H°P e y° u 8^ that test message loaded,they're going to need it in a minute.

, .

CLw .
SPT

*
Hou8ton

;
w * show that on this, yourlast ATM pass, the door H-alpha 1 is closed even though thecamera is taking pictures, go ahead and command the dooropen manually. Thirty seconds to LOS , next station contactthrough Honeysuckle Creek in about 7 minutes at 01:57 andthat'll be the last pass of the evening and we should have

a teleprinter test message for you there. And we show thedoor open now.
PA0 0n « hour 52 minutes, space station nowout of range of Guam. We'll hold the line up as reacqueiMo„

through Honeysuckle Creek, will be less than 4-1/2 minute,
from now. That'll be the good night call up to the crew.
We 11 have this evenings medical conference report from
Dr. Paul Buchanan when he finishes oating dinner, that shouldbe about an hour from now. Holding the line up 1 hour
52 ainutes Greenwich aesn tiae.

9
C

t
Skylab, this is Houston through HoneysuckleCreek for a little JV«r 2 minutes. We're sending you pig*

/ of the mission day 82 changes to the stowage, twice with
a station between as the teleprinter test message since it's
a fairly long message, over.

u J
CD

? a. .

0ka *' Bruca ind r
' v« *«> another telep-U.terhead standing by and loaded ready to flap in if this onedoesn't work out.

" 0**», "ighty fine. It's on it's way.
CD * lt '" no good, Bruce, you night as wellatop the transmission, I'll change out the head.

,H.
C
? t .

W ''U do th * t «
ok »V» *° -head, J*rryit's 1 minute to LOS , the next station is the Vanguard in
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25 minutes at 02:24 after your nominal 02:00 sign off, if
you'd like we'll send another test message at the Vanguard
and you can check it there, over.

COR Oka/

.

CC Okay , we ' 11 do that

.

CC The new head's in now, Bruce.
CC Okay, we only got 19 seconds here, we'll

hnve to wait til the Vanguard. We're going to try though.
CDR All right you can send up a little.
CC It's on it's way .

CDR Okay, it's no good either.
CC Okay, try changing the paper and reloading

the head, please. You might even try a new cassette to take
Che roll of paper out of it.

CDR Keep the message coning, it's beginning
to improve .

CC Okay, we " re going over the hill.
See you at Vanguard.

PAO Two hours 1 minute Greenwich mean time.
This wasn't the good night call up due to teleprinter problems.
They changed the head and that didn't solve the problem.
They're going to change the paper, reinstall the head and
send another message up over the Vanguard tracking ship.
So next acquisition will be 22 minutes from now over Vanguard.
Two hours and 1 minute Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control .

KND OF TAPE
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PAO Ihis Is Skylab Control at 10 hours

54 Dinutes Greenwich mean Cine on mission day 80. Wakeup

call is planned at Canary Island station. We'll stand by

for that .

'

CC (Music: "Walk Through the Black Forest"

by Tijuanna Brass)
CC Good morning, Skylab.

CDR Good morning , Hank.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute from

LOS. Honeysuckle ' 11 be coming u-> in 30 minutes at 41.

CDR Roger, Hank.
PAO This is Skyiab Control. Ascension has

loss of signal. Next acquisition is through Carnarvon,

Australia in 26 minutes. Today is EVA day for the crew,

fourth and final extravehicular activity of this mission.

They're scheduled to begin preparations for the extravehi-
cular activity at 7:20 a.m. central daylight time, with the

EVA itself scheduled to begin at 10:05 a.m. central daylight

time. At 11 hours 13 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is

Skylab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Skylab Control at 11 hours
40 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acqui-
sition through Honeysuckle and Carnarvon. The elevation at
Carnarvon's too low for acquisition. We'll have about a
7-1/2-minute pass through Honeysuckle.

cc Skylab, Houston through Honeysuckle for
7-1/2 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Hank.
cc Would you like to hear a little news this

morning?
SPT Sure would, Hank. Go ahead.
cc Okay. President Nixon has rejected the

idea of taxing American workers an additional $3.8 billion
to help finance his new national health insurance plan,
according to two key White House aides. The plan being pre-
pared for submission to Congress this week will instead rely
upon growth of the economy and a heavier cash flow into the
Treasury to cover the added cost of $5.8 billion in federal
funds, they said. Reports of temporary layoffs increased
Saturday night as a shutdown by independent truckers spread
over more than 20 states, prompting federal officials to ask
the na - nation's 50 governors to restore peace and commerce
to the highways. Reports of scattered violence increased
Saturday night, and scores of truck stops reportedly closed
in the shutdown that will have idled more than 10,000 workers
Hy Monday. Food became a major worry as shippers of produce
reported sharp drops in truck movements, and at least a dozen
neac packing plants and slaughterhouses reported they had
closed or curtailed operations. While the dimensions of the
energy crisis grew in 197 - 1973, so did U.S. oil exports,
according to a preliminary study by the General Accounting
Office. The study, ordered by Representative Lester L. Wolff
of New York, also shows that during the same period U.S. oil
companies reduced production Senator Henry H. Jackson has
questioned the legality of the Nixon administration's refusal
to place a ceiling on soaring domestic oil prices. The
Washington Democrat told a hearing of his Senate Inti rlur
Committee that the administration's price ceiling exemption
on so-called new oil "may well be unlawful" and asked for a
full report from energy chief William E. Simon. The Federal
Power Commission says it has authorized the Southern Natural
Gas Company, a major gas supplier in the Southeast, to purchase
national - natural gas at the highest price on record. The
commission said Friday it authorized Southern, based in
Birmingham, Alabama, to purchase the gas at a price equivalent
to slightly more than 55 cents per thousand cubic feet. The
previous high price had been 45 cents per thousand cubic feet.
A commission spokesman said Southern Natural would have to
apply to the FPC if it wanted to pass the higher gas cost
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along Co Its customers. The spokesman could not say what
effect the price of the Southern Natural purchase would
have on future prices, but said it did not necessarily mean
that future prices would be as high. President Nixon ten-
tatively plans to visit the Soviet Union around June, it

was learned Saturday. In saying farewell last July to

Soviet Communist Leader Leonid Brezhnev at San Clemente,
California, Nixon announced he would make his second pres-
idential visit to the Soviet Union sometine in 1974. He
was last there in May '72. June is the approximate current
target date for such a Nixon trip, it was learned. The
President has expressed hope he would be able to visit a

number o£ other cities besides Moscow. In 1972 he went to

Moscow, Leningrad and Kiev. Officials laying out a tentative
timetable for the foreign trips Nixon plans to make during
the year also have fixed on April as the likely time for a

trip to several European capitals. There has been no indi-
cation when Nixon might go to Japan, though he has said he
would iike to visit Tokyo sometime during the year. "It's
unquestioned that we're going to have some kind of flooding
this year," says the Mississippi River Commission. "We are
getting ready for a major one. We can't gamble that it

won ' c happen." Some fLooding began in late January in

Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee. Swollen by
rain, the Mississippi River and several tributaries: the
Yazoo, Big Sunflower, the Red, the Ouachita and the Big
Black, overflowed into nearby fields and woodlands. The
Mississippi was higher in many areas on January 31 than it
was a year ago. That was two months before the historic
floods that left a dozen dead and a billion dollars In damage
from Illinois to the Gulf of Mexico. The water didn't recede
until May, The Mississippi River Commission, a federal
agen - agency run by the Corps of Engineers, has declared a

Phase 1 alert - alert in the South. Patrols make deady - »

daily inspections of every levee along the. lower Mississippi.
Heavy snow warnings were issued Saturday for the southern
parts of New York State and New England, and four inches piled
up in Boston as bad weather hit much of the nation on Ground-
hog Day. Snow, sleet and freezing rain amid - made travel
hazardous from New York City to northern Ohio. Snow also
fell on the upper Creak Lakes region, the upper Mississippi
valley and the northern plains. One foot of snow was on the
ground at M Inne a po 1 i s - S t. . Paul. Rain doused an area from
the central Gulf Coast through the Tennessee Valley to the
Mason-Dixon Line. Up to 2 inches of rain hit Baton Rouge,
Louisiana; Greenwood, Mississippi; and Knoxvllle, Tennessee
in 6 hours. Light rain dampened the northern Pacific coast,
and clouds covered the middle Mississippi valley. The
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to the Pacific coast. Afternoon "^ratures ranged from

3 below at Sault St. Marie to 84 at Fort •

JJ°
rida

"

The acronyms that airlines prou y use
h
» id.ntify^^

l\tT^i:io ;D U;eluSy Erases by young Egyp - Egyptians.

Making up words to fit the initials is almost a ^ional

oast^me comparable with limericks of shaggy dog stories
pastime comp

h Belgian airline Sabena, "such a

the U.S. "-or instance,
. ° _ tua's "trv walking across";

^ZJ^VZ^*T\i* e^form

do much let e They were downed by the Hawks, 117 to 107.

In tie H ii Open Jack Nicklaus is burning up the course

JM six strokes ahead after three rounds Aand in college

basketall, UCLA 65, USC 54, and we're 1 minute from JOS.

Hawali'll be coming up at 01. 13 minutes from now. We plan

to dump the recorder there.
pit Okay , Hank .

Cdr Sounds like USC played their stalling game

against UCLA -gain
x ^ ^ ^ u dldn .

t work this

time though. They had some hopes of knocking them off like

minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 12 hours

Greenwich mean time. Skylab about 50 seconds away from

acquisition at Hawaii.
Houston, Skylab.
Skylab, Houston. Go ahead.

Roger, Hank. I just want to clarify a

wolving T025, we will apparently use

id do the exposures - all the exposures on

Is that correct ?

I'll check it.

Yeah, that's correct, Bill. Use the cue

Okay .
,

And, Skylab, we need the recorder for a

PLT
CC
PLT

point

.

It's
the cue card
the cue card

CC
CC

card .

PLT
CC

dump .

PLT
CC

CSM poweiup?
CDR
CC

Okay, you've got it Hank .

CDR ,
Houston. How you coming with the

Say again, Hank.
Okay we see it on telemetry now. We

were just going to remind you that the star window was going

to close at 12:19, and was wondering how you were coming along

but we see it in telemetry now.

PAO Thii'is Skylab Control. The CAP COMM is

Hank Hartsfield, Flight Director is Gene Kranz.

CDR Hank, you got POO and ACCEPT if you

have any uplinks.
cc Okay, we don't have anything for you

this morning , Jer .

CDR Okay.
cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS,

we'll'see you in A minutes at Goldstone.
p. 0 ' This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has loss

of signal. Goldstone will acquire Skylab in about 2 minutes.

We'll keep the line up and monitor through this upcoming

pass over the United States.
V

cc Skylab, Houston through Goldstone for

6 minutes.
Houston. You need to sync your

clock there before you make your alignment. If - »» y« u B lvi>

us I'OO and ACCEPT here, we can do U '
11 r y° u

•

CDR °kay , you got i l .

cc CDR , Houston. Could you R>^' " h l00f

c(

'

;
PLT , Houston.

PIT Go, Hank .
t

cc u e y, Bill, It appears to us that there s

a good possibility that we're going to run out of film for
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the H131 in ^% P O- t̂hri^rour^^p"r t ; r

Wh
0ra

W
na

,

?a Pe it

like to do is give yo« the get °« B111> lt . 8

up - near the F-9 location Jorrection ^ up ther£
transporter 08 and it's 8 to red i n Alf. * run out

near the F-9 location .o th. " ^S

J and change that out

^^eVr* lTs\l\ll^\^l an5 g et the H151 that's

quired for those post Photos.

CDR AU through, Hank?

you look clear (or alignment.

^lahVTou^on, we're about ,0 seconds

iron LOS. Bermuda is next at 23. ^ skylab '
s out

of of the Col ^sta^o, ^ Bermuda -
q1

acquisition in 2-1/2 . n»t .
Here in t

^
Center, flight "^^^^^tnd his tea, of flight controller
Flight Director Milton Vindler an

fining In

preparing to relieve '

W
Jtfis is still hospitalized

for Flight Director Chuck ^ L3
'

lg now Dep uty Director
recuperating from surgery,. K ^ e Center , has been

of Flight °P erat on
e

h
aI

r

f l

h
g t controllers. CAP COMM on

heading up Leva's e a of flight
an<J handove r

Winder's shirt will be Dr. Story g mlnutc , or sc.

will be ««»P l^; e

W
iw^

n
fro ; Bermuda now. We'll stand by.

Sky lab about a ^ uSton through Bermuda for

10-1/2 ninute,. ^ ^ ^ %nuZ for

NOUN 78T Or can you^ust give ^an^R- 3 -^e. ^
CDR Okay , thank you.

END OF TAPE
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cc Jerry, we think you're okay there.

C

C?
R %Z'«™"\o you have a -o.en,

™ R
TeV

X

l don'fknow whether you copied what

X waftalking to Bill about, but ^
^ink you' re going t •

_

run out of DAC film there during Jhe poat E%A ^ locati ., n>

going to take transporter ° 8 and tape it up y

So after your EVA when
J-

.-t^jck In.^ ^ gl
to change that

transporter 08 on; and then that'll

brp l!n7,
P
o fili lor y o» for your M151 and 516 o P s .

» R ^l^-s'nffrinfo.
go anLd and turn on h<

;

seconc
. P»-P ^

loop, and when we do hat you
loop INVERT0R

Our configuration wil be for
letion of the EVA,

2 PUMPS Bravo and Char ie P
INVERTOR 2 and pumps -

we'll go back to normal configuration

PUMP Bravo.
CDR Roger, Hank.

£
C kyiab^Hous^on; we're Minute from LOS

A.c.n.ion is coming up at « 7 -Inutc. from now.

CD * This°is'sJyfab Control. The space station
PA0

c I aI VZ Next acquisition is through
is out of »"8e of Bermuda now Next ac,

hM
Ascension I a 1 and in 5 - 1 12 > in u t es ^ ^ gcheduled
for the extravehicular act i vity to

hourg

10 minutes.
Houston; we're 1 minute from

cc bkyiao, "u
,

t 13:13, and we'll
LOS; Carnarvon's coming up in 23 minutes at

hand over to the maroon team now.
han%pr So long, Hank, have a good .

qq Thank you, see you tomorrow.

S

D

AS TM^rs!^ Control. Ascension ha,
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in the Mission Control Center has been completed. At 12

hours 51 minutes Greenwich mean time, this i. Skyl.b Control .

END OF TAPE
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80 : 13 : 11 GMT

PAO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours 12
minutes. Skylab coming up on acquisition at Carnarvon In
about 50 seconds.

cc Good morning, Skylab. Got you through
Carnarvon for 10 minutes .

SPT Good morning, Story.
cc Hi , Ed .

cc Skylab, we're a minute to LOS .about
4 minutes to Guam.

PAO This is Skylab Control Carnarvon has
loss of signal with Skylab. The station at Guam will acquire
in about 2-1/2 minutes. We'll keep the line up for that
pass .

CC And we're back with you through Guam for
9 minutes

.

CC Skylab, back with you through Guam for
8 minutes

.

CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS, about
17 minutes to stateside at 13:52.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out
of range cf the Guam station. Next acquisition through
Goldstone in 15 minutes. At 13 hours 37 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 13 hours 51
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching acquisition
through the Goldstone station.

CC Skylab, we got you stateside for 19 min-
utes. And Ed or Jer, sometime in the next 19 minutes, like
to know where you are.

SPT Jerry 'a zipped up in his Suit and I'm
just getting there, Story.

CC Super. Thanks. And for your information
on the water cooling, If we have a SUS 1 failure today you've
got a capability of going to SUS 2, and of course, if we
have a SUS 2 failure then we've also got high flow EVA in our
gas cooling.

CDR Rof;er , Story .

CC Skylab, we show your voice recording
here and we'll need to take it in the next 2 or 3 minutes.
We do need a duiup here.

PLT Go ahead, Story.
CC Understand we're clear to dump, Bill?
PLT That's affirmative. I just turned it on

per checklist, and J.t was a bit early.
CC Okay. We'll be dumping here.
CC Skylab, we're a minute to LOS. The next

station'll be Carnarvon in about 40 minutes at l*:50. We'll
be planning to dump the data/voice there.
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"* -
'

CDR Okay, Story. PCU activation's complete.
CC Okay; thanks, Jer.
PAO This is Skylab Control, Skylab out of

range of Bermuda. Next acquisition through Carnarvon in

38 minutes. The best assessment preparations for the

extravehicular activity at this time would indicate that

the crew is essentially on time for an EVA start at 10:05
a.m. central daylight time. We'll get a better estimate on

that at Carnarvon. At 14 hours 13 minutes Greenwich mean
time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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lo f
A0

„
This is Skylab Control at 14 hours

49 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about a minute awayfrom acquisition through Carnarvon. After we acquire therewe'll get a better estimate on how the crew preparationsfor extravehicular activity are going.
parations

_
CC Skylab, we're back with you throughCarnarvon for 9 minutes. 8

,\ CC
.

' And Sk ylab we're going to be dumping thedata/yoxce here and your b i o i ns t r umen t a t Ion data looksbeauti I ui

.

^nffj. .

This is Skylab Control. The workshop
d

r

W
„
b
!

C

?
ntr0

i
le

J
b\ the thrustcr attitude controlsystea or TAtS during the hatch opening because of ventingat hat time it was decided to switch to the TAGS controlsystem rather than the control mouent gyros. During the

,

C
J

We're seeing your suits pressurized

point
W<? GXpeCted 10 be hearing you on VOX at this

1*2. - - CMG control we used during the - -
PLT (Garble) read.
CC Loud and clear. Bill.

..J
11

,

0k «y. L
' a &oing to go recheck the command

and we' re

° n

^f\rati ?
n (garMe

>
1

' * he^n* y°" on a speaker bo:and we re not hearing you out of our in our head setsCG Okay, Bill.
* A0

f
CMG control will be used during davlisht

the 0°?O A
tk

t
t0 Pr ° Vide 3 m ° re Stable Platform forthe S020 and the T025 experiments, that's solar photographyand sampling of the atmosphere around the spacecraft. Onthe nightslde of the orbits during EVA however, control willgo back to thruster attitude control system

you

.

Bill, Houston, we got a suggestion for

£J;

T Houston, Skylab. How do you read?

£
C Reading you loud and clear, Bill.

And we got - -

w
°kay

*
X

' ve 8 °ne up in the command module
V hr

v

0
!!

h CVfiry SWltch and 1 80t It configured just asthe checklist says and I'm sort of at a loss right now.
U
C Okay, we're working a summary out herefor you. Check an panel 200, the audio CCU-A, check that

t^V^ 1^
S
rCakr iS Cl ° Sed

-
U '

S the "«onS rowthe bottom. Second row from the top. That's panel 200audio CCU-A, check that that's closed.
'

rc
T

I?
at '

S affira"»ti/e, Story, it was closed.
nnA , ,

°kay, and 1 guess, with your commandmodule work we got to verify that panel 6 is in mode VOX and
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the VOX sensitivity's on 9 .

PLT That *s affirm.
CC Okay, we're about 30 seconds to LOS here,

we'll see you over Guam in 5 minutes.
PLT Okay .

CC And how you talking to us right now, Bill?
PLT Through S1A-131

.

CC On channel B?
PLT That 's affirm.
CC Okay , thanks .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Carnarvon has
loss of signal. Guam will pick up in 3-1/2 minutes. Bill
Pogue continuing to search for the cause of the communications
problem. We should be hearing the crew on VOX or voice
operated microphone, as they talk back and forth. With the
exception of straightening out this communications problem
Jerry Carr and Ed Gibson appear to be very near to being
ready to start this EVA.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab now about 2-1/2 minutes away from

u . , , nrand bv for acquisition there.
Guam^ We 11 stand by^tor^ ^ ^ ^ thr0 ugh Guar,

for 8 minutes. ^ uke you t0 try cociraunicat ing

4.1, ..c „« SlAs 102 or'll6 and keen (?) channel A.
with us on SlAs 102

x fc hear you

^
T

Are you on channel B right now 1130 SA,

nl,
,
B

LT
11?

Negative. 1
' « 102 right now

J. {;
ukay, try talking to us on channel A

° n S

C c

102
' ve ' re not reatUnR you down here

n0W,
pLT That didn't help any, Story.

PLT (Garble) "seems like we don't have A and

B connected t oge the r .

^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ on A>

pLT way, way down in the mud.

rc Bill, Houston.

J: Bill, like you to go to panel 6 in the

p , T Okay, now we're on BACKUr .

C?
R

Reading you loud and clear down here

ll R Hey, yeah, we got you too. How do you

rCftd
C C

S?
Loud and clear, Jcr.

spT Okay, how do you read me, Story.

,.f Loud and clear.

gp j Okay, Story. I guess Bill took panel 6

and jut the AUDIO CONTROL^ BACKUP. ^
understand the (g«blO.

uhere .jere ue? Wc wer ,

PLT
^ .« Okay, I have inhibited CMC control

rnr^':'i
y
.."«.l S".«i. ? tnink. 8 oing to do

lt a

*J
ln

* Negative on the cage, Bill. You're looking

good right now.
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'

CUR Yes, ye lost 20 minutes on that one.

CC Skylab, we don't understand your previous

communication problems/but you're cleared to go ahead with

the configuration you got. And you're GO for DEPRESS. All

your systens ace looking good,
CDR Okay , Story .

PLT How are you reading him, Jerry?
CDR Oh, a little bit weak but nice and

clear .

PLT A little bit weak, yes.

CDR Yes, there's a wave up in the volume.
PLT Yes, I should have done it while I

was in there. As soon as we get everything squared away here

I'll go in and turn up the volume again.
CDR Okay.
PLT Okay, airlock module depress warning

EV-1 and -2. If cuff gage drops below 3.6 psid during depress,

LOCK COMPARTMENT DEPRESS VALVE CLOSED and EV-3 forward hatch

pressure equalization valve to open. Okay.
PLT All right, 311 FORWARD HATCH PRESSURE

EQUALIZATION VALVE to CLOSE (garble) work.
PLT Okay, it's CLOSE. EV-1 and -2, note; if

low vent flow light comes on before DEPRESS complete, (garble)

EVA normal. During depress cuff gage nay be A . 1 back(?) to

delta-T mode. Warning: EV-3, if beta prime(?) indicator ex-

ceedes 100 feet per minute, or if caution and warning (garble)

(garble) to low or (garble) pressure, tell EV-1 to CLOSE

COMPARTMENT DEPRESS VALVE.
PLT EV-1 panel 318 LOCK COMPARTMENT DEPRESS -

DEPRESS VALVE to OPEN

.

SPT Okay, good; going OPEN now.

CC 30 seconds to LOS. See you over Goldstone

at 15:28, about 16 minutes.
PLT Okay, Story,

to FORWARD using the same 04852.
SPT Okay, our PRESSURE ' s down

cuff gage. Yes.
CDR See how my cuff gage

SPT Yeah, we'll be picking up a

of ice there, I see It coming in now.

PLT I'll toll you what, while you're doing

I'm going to to up there and turn that volume up.

SPT Good idea.
PLT And I can piggyl?) back if any problem

cones up.
CC Going over the hill, Skylab. Everythln

looks good.

el ll'y SI TOR PRESSURE

- 1 / 2 . -Ml

hanging I n ther
little bit

!
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CDR Okay, Story; thanks.
Sl'T Down to 3-1/2 cuff gage, holding at 3.75.

Mine's looking good, 385.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss

of signal. DepreBsuri zation started just prior to LOS at

Guam. The airlock was down to 3-1/2 pounds per square inch

at LOS, and was being held at that pressure for a check before

starting on down. Skylab 14-1/2 minutes away from acquisition

through°Golds tone . For today's planned 4-1/2 hour space

walk, the Pilot Bill Pogue will be controlling the space

station's attitude, using both the thruster attitude control

system to maintain orientation in darkness, and the more stable

control gyroscopes for photographing the Sun and the Earth's

atmosphere during the daylight portion of each orbit. Mission

Control's guidance officer says the prediction for nitrogen

gas usage by the TACs is about 1500 pound seconds. He adds,

however, that the changes from gyroecope to gas control will

be made as necessary by the crew, and because this can vary

substantially, no computer simulations were tempted. As a

result, that 1500 pound second estimate may not be a dependable

figure. At present the space station has 13,o92 pound seconds

of momentum control gas left. About 2000 pound seconds per

day would permit attitude control with no gyroscopes; that

is, in the event of a failure of either of the two remaining

control moment gyroscopes. We'll have to await acquisition

through Goldstone to determine whether the crew has opened

the hatch and started this EVA. The EVA clock here in the

control center has not yet been started. Skylab about 12

minute* away now from Goldstone. At 15 hours 16 minutes

Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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V/Y/'n
10:27 CDT 80:15:27 ™T

PAO
minuted Greenwich .1" 3

t "'J*
1 « 15 hours 26

from Goldstone acquis! tion? ' Unoff^i iT 2 ® inute * away
start time for this i.rr.l* ,

Clal hatch °P e n time and
21 -inutes no se d ^e ^A^ \Ctivlty *• 15 hours
time, based on the progress tht c^kT Started at tha£
Guaa, 15 hours 21 Jnu e r u " ^ ^ 3 <
minutes ago. In all , , ke l J «

^ h ant „ e
, about 6 _ 1/2

voice cofflDunications a 1 i 1 1 le b i t M ^ 6t * rt Setting

yo U .

C
°o'kay . , ec , u „- t

(

M.
r

"*YJ' fT r" traI"" •>< hold
* ri Okay j ust ~7 """"ng aatch her
CDR Because as i fecal? " " Ute and (garble),

were reading the exposures c rh*\ '

Uat tlrae also «e
from the bottom. ° the t0 P> an <* this would be

PLT Y
shutter speed knob f" rll°colut t\Y f C ° adJuSt that
out there.

Fly coraf °rtably fron the foot restraint

is working.
YeS

'
0kfl y; 1 s ee the way the finger

Ed. ™* ° ka >. '» going to use the f oot restraints,

CC
T

I'll ° ka^, T "cre we go.
stateside 15 minutes.' '

*" " readin
« >ou«« and clear,

s?? L
ha

?

k y ° u
'
Story

-

Proper position. ll°r?^tl 1 think ^ '» the
but they didn't tell tSe story.

° S
* W ° rdS 8aid

- "«M,

PLT
Bill, Houston.

cc
Go ahead, Story.

1-2-15 is a - a cu tout "t J a L ™e ^nV"* > rob l-». on page
there. All - ail the p.^ s "J"'"; {? ^ -nd on pane? ?0
-figuration. That^a little l^ry'l^ < h" »«•

SPT
u*ay

.

CDR ^u^lT, T y ° U «"ere?
* FT Yes.

holding you.
"landing i n your font rvn

let nfget up there!"'
1 dldn *

1 ~ 0ka >-- J-.»i let -

that i'ly.
°kay

'
Stor y. those *re all (garble)

lints
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SPT (garble) my head gets up there.
SPT Because I got to see what I'm doing.
CDR All right .

CDR How 's that?
SPT (Garble)
CC Okay, Bill. No changes needed. That's

just a summary for you in case you run into any problems.
PLT Okay
SPT Okay. Let go a (garble), Jer, and I'll

get positioned and then you can jost hold me, there.
SPT Oh, It's my umbilical. That's what's

holding me up. Would you unloosen that fella?
CDR That still I think is in that restraint.
SPT Yes.
CDR There you go.
SPT There we go. Okay.
CC Jer, Houston.

,

CDR Go ahead

.

CC While you're playing with the Tu25 one
unknown to us down here is how you olan to use Nikon 02.
Do you plan to transfer that - that eye relief or not?

CDR Yes, we'll try it. We did it in the glove
yesterday and it was easier than we thought it wouid be,
so we'll go on Ru sty's advice and give it a whirl.

CC Okay ; thanks .

PLT And, Story; for your information, 15:19
was hatch opening time.

CC Thank you. Bill. 15:19.
SPT Okay*. I can take this tether off now,

it'll make it a lot easier to work. Be another day of fin-
ger exercises.

CDR Yep.
SPT Okay. Sow just lean me forward again

there .

CDR (Garble) I Just got finished clamping
your tether.

CDR ^kay . There we go.
SPT O'r.ay; how about the good words <>n those

knobs, Bill?
PLT Okay. Let me read the begin here. It's

a position clamp on strut halfway or beyond the first section
of D-l handrail. Secure clamp by turning top knob clockwise
until tight. Then turn lower knob counterclockwise until t

i

*

SPT Okay. It's in work. Okay; that's com-
plete.

PLT Okay. RV-2 pas* filter (garble) to EV-1.
SPT Ckay. That's already done and it's in

place .

PLT All right. Restrain T020, okay. I'm
going to read this anyway Just in case there's information
that you might need. Restrain T025 filter case
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and temporary stowage hook, install filter A to the A-l

,

Alfa 1, position, and align experiment by turning X and Y knobs
until Sun image is located in the center of the occulting disk.
Image will appear orange in center. . ;

» — -

CDR Hey, Ed; look. There's the hole of San
Joaquin Valley over there. Ser it?

SPT Hold on.
CDR There's the Sierras, the San Joaquin Valley,

and the Salton Sea.
SPT
CDR
SPT
CDR

,

Flags taf f .

PLT
CDR
PLT
SPT

•garble) Las Vegas
CDR

Wi'S t of us .

SPT
you?

CDR
CDR
CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT
PLT

now

.

PLT
SPT

thing lined up agaj.n

.

CDR
CC

Yes .

Beaut i f ul

.

Oh yes .

So we're out over Arizona probably;

I can see the Grand Canyon from in here.
Yes. There it is.
Lake Powell .

Let's take a look at that Skarlock(?,) fault.

That's a little bit too far out to the

Yes, you can't get good definition, can

Uh uh; not from here.
Beaut i f ul .

We sure got
That It is .

Okay . Back
Okay ; now .

We're Just about over Salt Lake City right

Okay .

Hold on. Bill.

pretty country, Houston,

o the salt mines.

I'm trying to get this
' lll l 3U tl'.

'" '

Tab , Hous ton .

Go ahead .

Jer, we don't want you to get ton far
downstream on T025. You got at least another 50 minutes
until sunset, and we're thinking that may be in the w,iy of run
ning the clothesline up and down to the center work station.

CDR Okay. Do you want us - Do you w;int us t <>

put T025 in and do the clothesline work first? I wns under
the impression we wanted to get T025 out of the way first of
all

.

SPT Yes; that's the way the checklist is wrltte
isn't it Bill? Doesn't it have that in there?

PLT (Garble) the checklist. I Was reading
and hadn't gotten that far. I was Just deploying the clothes-
line .
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CDR Well, of the very first comment on the

very first page ^r egress^ays to^oJTO^^
ESS That's correct. It said stop normal EVA ops and start

T025 o P k at 25 minutes prior to first bSS.

CDK Okay. So - -

. We - we have 4 7 minutes to go.

Cdr They're planning on T025 on the second day

pass^then, I guess.
apparently they think they can get

lt all
R

in in 25 minutes. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
U t he clothesline car

J

^^eployed .jw.^ ^ ^
here Ed. it would be nice if you could get it aligned so

you didn't ha - waste any time doing that you know.
y

l ?t That's what I'm doing right now. -

CDR Okay.
pit All right.

cc Skylab, we think you'll do a little

better to get the S020 started in here and then you 11

have time to get the T025 prior to sunset.

cpr (Garble)

p[T You just get a hint of red on the edges,

if I remembe r .

END OF TAPE
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<i«y Ills then, I gue^e!'"
Plannl"8 <"> "25 the second

it alTin ,„ J5 .^J: "»*"""y they think they c«„ ge,

if the'clothesi^e cl„ 'he 'S^I.Jin.i !
tl8bt h<!" »«

here - Ed, 1, »oul d^e'nl c.
"if

°! "? " back <">« "8ro„p
>ou -e to « :\„^K'/; e;»;r .

-
COR

What I,ra <'oi"8 right now.

better to get the SO^
1

^: ^ tHlnk y ° U
' 11 do a "»le

SPT/CDR (Garble)

ti«ne

p

to get the T025~ p"
r i o r

*
tV s Ins e t

" ^ ^ y ° U
' n have

I reL'Lr co r rec 1 1 y ?" I ^allv"^ ''Vf'
3 °° the if

or notj was doing it rig".
y t0rn Wlth l1oubt th «re whether

Therfje go. The re "we 'go .
' ' '

DM We ' re COain * <*•

neath^ua.
That's a lot of red land down there under-

for Yhls thing, Bilh
1

'
3 the WOrds on the alignoent

and x'Lbs until sSi*i;. gI\\
8%"?" 1T t\ by tUrnln

* X
culting disk. 8 8 iocat ed in the center of oc -

" B111
» "ouston.

G <> ahead.

fj*
Go
G

:

r

sL
e

ry?
ran8C lB " nt" *" d red •» «-•••.

now,"nd then you • n 'have' 'pL'tv" o? HL^^ ?° 2 ° >
rl * ht

going on SO - T025
, prior lo TuLtl ' ™ '

thI " k
'

t0«8 on SO - T025, prior to sunset.

?Zt
0kay '

crew 0k ;
y *

what'hl .ays correct^! ?S« ^M'JI.i? " * f 1 inte 'P"t
unatow S020. 80 rlght straight to the

SPT Yep.
PLT -

»».re It ..y. un.tc^o""'^^^? 0
': 8

,;W P ' 8C
bracket I. fully open. I'm •»!...?' ver ">' »°"ntlng
Kcr.. U „. t<>v th.r.oi^er. ' " '* * yrll «-"> «"«P

S" W*' a 8<" tbe .tt.r „. git „„„.,
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PLT 2
kay

'
l '* with you.

'

Panel 36(garble) veil ! ^ .J
1 ' 10^ ^le pouch next tohoming this.

°kay
' S020, we're ao^t of

cdr 0kay -

S020, vervifv 7
0 very confused ovself i," ve ryity mounting bracket i. *

myself. Unstow
•hut^ <™ »

n

8^:; -r-;-°
rr Hello, Houston. Hi gang.CC
PLT
SPT
SPT
SPT
CDR
CC
PLT
SPT

tether on that
PLT

open .

CDR
SPT
SPT
CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT
PLT
SPT
PLT
PLT
PLT
CDR
SPT
SPT

hook, Jer.
CDR
PLT
SPT

down here now
PLT
PLT
SPT

Ju«t got tc - -
PLT
SPT

Hi .

|... *„. tty p8as „„. thjs tine

inr„^ n

k

?

th *" «« . imy dou „ there
Here you are Ed.

i sot n.
this thln(| goe8 _

?«. rr*..
0
.

9" u *° -» •> «.p.

Yeah.

OkV^eT?' Au8tIn
" M^n ...

j«2t •:.
r

r

,

tK
y

t:;%
d

f
* Crbl.,

Houston ship channel.
s>hows up quite well
°kay

, I'll
AH right.
Let's just

get the '"•r.o.cter ready.

that on the tenporary S t 0Wagc
Okay .

Okay,
Hold on

,

AH right.
Tell iae when you want o„«"" -t it o^ h

/-
u
— -

;
;or

;
.

;

Just clamping this thing

Okay.

"° h * ; ° l " s u - '<*"nir .
w
:r.v;: t j.-j?«
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PLT Yeah, just to be on the safe aide, I will
briefly reread the words so you make doubly certain you got
everything right

SPT
SPT
SPT

little bit Jer.
CDR
CDR
SPT
SPT
ST-T

I'll

PL 7
the truss.

PLT
it .

SPT
Jer .

Okay.
Oh, boy. Just beautiful.
I'm going to have to slide T025 down a

Okay .

You need to have me hold anything?
Naw, I Just got to get two hands on this.
Up a little bit.
Man, (Garble) putting that thing on there.
Its a Doggone shame you've got to move it.
You know S020 does go on the far side of

Or the top,

All right.

I guess, since you're looking at

Yeah, if you could hold my feet,

Okay .

Yeah, I need to be moving this thin
going to do it is work it - walk it on

; down .

down

All right , let me get -

Get this thing tethered.
There we go.
Probably got it about as far as it will g 0 .

Okay .

Let me tighten it up again now. (Garble)

CDR
SPT

The only way I

'

then .

CDR
CDR
CREW
SPT
CDR
SPT

alignment work done on it.
CC Skylab, we're a minute and a half to LOS.

Vanguard will be coming up in 12 ninutes at 15:54, and Bill,
Hou8 ton

.

Go ahead
, Story .

Prior to starting your alignment on S020
go ahead and enable CMC control.

Okay .

Okay, got S020 set?
No I don't, I'n right now, Jer, I'm putting
putting the second clamp - the second knob

PLT
CC

or T025
PLT
CDR
SPT

T025 back on.
rotating.

CDR
SPT

but 1 got

Okay .

Lock that one then I'll - I got S020 on,
to move it ovar a little bit, because these knobs

ate interferring with D-7.
Okay, I got you now.
See, hat's why I had to move the whole

CDR
SPT

shebang down.
CDR
SPT

tighten that up.
CC And as we leave you here Skylab, your

APCS and all the other systems are looking good.
PLT Thank you, Story.

Yep.
Okay

.

That should do it, now let »« Just
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PLx
So lon 8, Story.

on with the alignment**'
COntroi * tabled and press

HI ^ay. In work,
hanging T025 camera

Careful wlt » your hel rae nt. You're

SPT ,, ,

tn. («„«., only vay you ^
SPI

(olrt'lf '"Ilo
»«"h'n g the rate..

END OF TAPE
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large telescope mount. Although T025 yas designed for use
through the email airlock that faces the Sun, a loss of Sky-
lab's meteoroid shield required astronauts to erect a sun
shade through that airlock. The parasol remains In the Sun
side scientific airlock, preventing its use from (sic) experi-
ments. The instrument was used on the first space walk by this
crew but jammed after five frames were exposed. The failure
was believed due to an improperly seated viewfinder extender
for the camera. T025 was used also for photographing the comet
Kohoutek on December 25 and 29. Skylab's 4 minutes away
from the tracking thip Vanguard. We'll stand by for that
pass .

SPT Okay. EV-1 looking at 3.62 and no lights.
PLT Okay , Jer (sic)

.

CDR Okay. EV-2 is 3.7 and no lights.
PLT All right. Polled(?) - move hooks toward

hatch, parenthesis, if required, -lose parenthesis. Okay.
SPT We're good. Trust me.
CDR Okay. EV-2, unstow. VS tree and pass to

EV-1.
SPT Okay. That's in work.
PLT Okay.
SPT VS trees.
CDR Okay.
PLT That 's right

.

SPT Thank you
,
Jerry

.

PLT (Garble)
,

SPT Coming up

.

PLT And EV-1, stow VS tree in VS recepacle, F-15
In lock.

SPT Okay.
CDR Tell oe when that's complete.
SPT Okay . It's in work

.

CC Skylab, reading you loud and clear through
the Vanguard for 8 minutes.

CDR Roger Story.
CC And Bill, I got about four things for you

here.
PLT Okay. Press.
CC On that CMG control, of course, get that

prior to starting the experiments on S020 and the T025. As
a general sunoary, you'll be in CMG control during the daytime,
and after you get through taking your 1025 data, you can go
back to TACS during the nighttime. And then reenabJe the CMGs
prior to sunrise and starting your T025 or S020.

PLT Okay, Story. Thanks. I have the procedure
out here. We got sort of bent out of shape -during all that
COMM problem. That's why I did not enable to see CMGs for
that first alignment again.
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SPT
PLT
CDR
SPT
CC

the 60-rinute one
CDR

(garble)
SPT
CDR

Okay . We got -

Okay.
We got 3020 going ther*, Story.
Unstow VC (garble)
Got a 30-ralnute going on that one.
Okay ,

Okay .

on chat
Okay .

've got the VS tree (garble).
We - we think you ought to be running
S020 first, Ed.
That'll be fine. We could - we can

Okay. That's right.
Thar 's right .

. .

CC And when you get to night, all you got to
° ! 9h

8 ° " 3

;

ora 8« in that position, and when you get back intodaylight, just go back to the number that you were taking
, A ?

DR 0k *y- The «ay we're set up, we'll get'
30 Binur.es out of this pass and 30 on the next pass

SPT Okay. Hold on -

Okay. That sounds fine and when you'reready for the next exposure, all you have to do is move it upto the next number.
CDR
SPT
CDR
CDR
CDR

(garble)
CDR
SPT
PLT
SPT
CDR
SPT
PLT
SPT

Okay .

Roger, Story.
Okay. Let me have - -

let me have - that aAgain?
Had to move that (garble) out of the

Okay . 1 got it

.

You got it.
And the VS tree in the receptacle.
U's on its way,
Okay .

Just handed it out the hatch(?).
And the VC-3 will be next.

tioht flr ^ °kay> 1Ml * et it. I never realized whattight fit that was.
CDR
SPT
CDR

15 :48 :30.
CC
CDR
SPT
SPT
PLT

And Story -

Okay .

- - this first exposure was started at

Thank you.
48 :35. Got it?
I ' ve got it . Thank you.
Okay . The VS and the VC-

/ u
\

Okay. Now it says let's do S020 we ' ve al 1ready done that. However, there are two steps in here which I

rltiL U ?
" a JuSC

w
to » ake 8ure in the right configu-ration. F.V-2, im«r r w <> <- h « ,. _ ~ * „ _ , .

6

panel 316, pass

-3 are in position.

unstow the thermometer from airlock module pouch,
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to EV-1. And
atovage hook.

COR
SPT

Btov the thermometer on the t-.poraiy

PLT
SPT
PLT
CDR

filter setup,

That '8 done

.

And i;nstar t working that the raoae te r .

-— r, ao wha^do yo^aav^r^^ ab ° Ut that T0"
" to the spacecraft, -ca^se J "

h '
6 tUs tether teth.rnoox while we're reaching for the ! ! °° Se Chat off the s towage

CDR
°k **-

SPT ~ ~ tnermometer

spt {.jj?'^; waist tether here -

(garble)
PLT

ready -

CDR
There we go

SFT
the way?

Okay . *nd next step - whenever y ou .

re
Hold on now '- e '

Are „ . o;f
-

th ; . t

r

: r rI

e

:
k

j::k;—

r do yo U want lt on here? ^" ">|«r, you

- " » a t> e workln

rit^e^jrover ^ere^n tUV" I cZ
ve to let go of it.

Chid lon 8 tether, then I'u
SPT f

l
!

r * ght
- v ery good,

the storage hook.
then jU9t le * ve those T025s right on

on thTother end thlrl^ oTt'h i s^ ! ^ ^ that one
R AH right.

END OF TAPE
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SPX Very good. Now, if you Just put that

on the other end there. On this end.

CDR All right

.

SPT That that little lo
f
op there, that'll do it.

SPT Okay.
COR And it's locked.
CREW Vevy good, now let me find a convenient

locat ion up he re .

SPX Oh, I know how to do it. And we'll just

put the thermometer cable right in the temporary - in this

restraining hook for the

Sun-end clothesline.
CDR Okay.

That way she'll be all set to go and remain

Okay, what's the next step, Bill?

pj^T The next step EV-2 . unstow DAC and pass to

EV-1. _
CREW All .-Ight

PLT EV-1 'Stow DAC on fWTSYot 5 aft of temp

stow hock below clothesline and lock.

CDR Below clochesline?
pLT Well, stow DAC on F-S aft of temporary

stowage hook. 1 think that should probably tell you where to

put it. Then if there's any clothesline interference put tt

below the clothesline and lock it.

SPT Yeah, all right.

PLx I'm having trouble visulizing it myself.

SPT Yeah, but the problem is we don't have the

clothesline out - or hooked up down to the - ~

PLT (Carble) put your tether on there?

SPT Yeah, I sure better.

PLT Just to make sure I didn't miss anything.

SpT Jer's up here, so there's no way.

PLT That just left them there.

VREW (Garble) Thank you.

CC Bill, Houston.
PLT Go, Story.
qq I'm probably saying too much here, bvit

you do have the windows for the data-take times on T025

right there with your cue card don't you?

PLT Windows, T025? I don't (garble)

CC Yeah, the start/stop time to sunset and

sunrise .

CDR That's that permanent general message, Bill.

CDR Permanent general message 48 (garble)

PLT Oh yeah, right here. Here we go.
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cc The one that aays start at 16:20 and 09
seconds . ,

PLT Okay. Let me find it.
CC *f you don't have them, I can read then

to you very nicely .

SPT Now, it '3 on there and locked, but boy
I don 't trust it,

CDR 1 got to get out through there.
PLT 1 have the permanent general message

but I don't see those tines on it.
SPT i know.
CDR Okay, we'll see what happens there - -

111 80 ahead and take them down, Story.
SPT I'll tell you what, let's - -
CC It's inside the asterisks, Bill
p LT Say again.
cc They're inside the asterisks.
CDR There's two little boxes down at the

bottom of it , Bill .

CC 0r lf you're ready to copy I can read
them to you and we'll have about an hour LOS here.

PLT Go ahead and give them to me
, Story.

cc Okay, the sunset one starts at 16:20-09
and stop at 16 :25 :19 .

CDR Good, Ed.

^T Then I'll have to move it forward again.
CC And the sunrise times are between 16:57 a04 seconds, and stop at 17:02 and 17 seconds.
PLT That was 17:02 and 17?
CC Yes

,
sir. And try to take about 20exposures on the first window, and about 20 exposures in

the second window.
PLT Okay, we're all ready Into our T025 times

,
iUiaj, well, that's the - that's the point

X°1l d ° " e
,
want to «et g oi nT^on t he c 1 o t hestl Tig' OV we*""w*?nTTto^o T02 5? *—— 1

1

— You've got about another 17 minutes until
the window opens for T025, so you can time It accordingly
We feel you're pretty well set up all ready

CREW Okay.
CDR w e got it all just about aligned.
CC Okay, your window doesn't start for aboutanother 16 ninutes here; 16:20:09 oeconds.
SPT Thank you, Story.

rn ,.
C(

-

, u
And

-
we ' re « oln 8 LOS; we'll see you overOoldstone in about an hour and 3 minutes at 17:05.

PA0 Thl » is Skylab Control. The Vanguard has
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loss of signal. Long LOS now clear around to Goldstone,
California. Acquisition there In 1 hour 2 rcinutes. SO20
the solar camera, is operating. T025 , the coronagraph, has
been set up and the crew will start opereting that In about
18, 19 minutes. The flight surgeon reports that both outside
Crewmen are operating at Btu levels below predictions. Had
been predicted that the level would be 1000 to 1100. However
the Science Pilot, Ed Gibson's Btu level is 964; Commander GeraldCarr's is 770. We don't have heart rate information yet,
we'll get that to you as soon as we have it. At 16 hours
5 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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U: 0i COT l0lWl04 CMI

I'AO ,

»inute 8 Greenwich «!„'
' !/" Sk y la »> Control flt 17 ktlon through the r??i

**
'

Sky*ab coaln. L h ° Urs «

. .:;:.„„ ^..tiw;? »•«.- -

CDR
Vi

Take c«e and keep
P LT Right. P

h «re, because I wl i/h
U8t a se "nd, tlll !%' ?« 8 to you, Ed ?

PLT
WlK

n ,

have ^ly to have you V" * 6t Set
SPT <* ay- y ° U read them a 8aln .

(garble) c i ose> ^ °**y- Jua t ke

-CPS,.
SPT n ,

- —
CDR J

k "y- Okay. You vanf

C °R ?
k
f
y

' Take a look at v.
SPT 11 s still in then * Ur UBb *lical
CC J"- Okay. Pr °P*' *ide, ,

^-e. th . .^
1

.::«
,r

.^; r ;:? 1

-».

seconds, to * „
0k ay. The 8u

cc 0ka y- - -

" 18--" 31 "" ,unrl,e
'
8 18:30 ln ie »—

"Xi"""' th« Thankyoui
"p'.*'.h«. Ihop;

10
• Now hold
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'

V,V/h
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on before we - VAa j

(garble) - -
X d ° you to aove out a i it tle bit

" 17
SP

4

T
:04

'

AU
°' St ° r ' : S ° 20 '" "'""I' St ""><*

up there.
0h 0.. of it

- iii...
around che otherv UK

T
-

n
,

SPT !" * \\ d ° U down there.

oh
11 rl

?
ht '

SPT
°h

'
walt a .inute. J Ruesa ,

CDR ' 0U got it?
guess 1 There.

SPT
?hat'i

e

fl

r

K
,S l

J
at cll Pboard?

CDR Okay fCet to ^ur lefthero UU you're redd
°

y

k ^' All right. Now I'll Just hang

friendly DAC t h e re i U !
' ' " * *° od ^'^rom lhe

5 r T W 1 1
~»«»r-o.

has that in there, too.
8et tings (Laughter) but it also

CDR I*
8,

,

Hold °n here.
SPT , ,

8 a handheld.
y ° U?

CDr'
8 handhCld Photos

3

.

handb6ld
-

Y° U that, didn't

?LT
A

.

U rt «ht. p r e a8 on wlfc .

Okay. The words are,
° rd5 -

' ** ' 1 reaove DAC
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SPT Okay

.

CC Bill , Houston

.

PLT Go.
cc Bill, you're getting none of the normal

DAC, none of the normal DAC opa or tranafer and all that.
All the DAC ops are on 2.4-14.

PLT That's what I'm looking at ri^ht now.
CC Okay.
C&R Well, we just looked down California,

(garble) can see the Salton Sea and Lake Mead.
SPT Oh yes. Yea, we're just coming up

over Southern Cal now. - -

CDR Hey, tier's Baja.
SPT You can see the awful block of fog,

just big as lif« down there.
Does it extend all the way over the toCDR

Gulf?
SPT
CDR
SPT
CDR
SPT
CD R
PLT
CDR

Quintin (?)
SPT

to 1 1 .

CDR

I can' t tell

.

I thought you'd be able to make that - -

Oh, yeah.
- observation on a moment's notice.
Sorry about that, Lee.
Man that's pretty.
Sure is.
I can see those volcanics south of San

Beautiful country. Glad to be coming back

Say that again.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
San Quinton.

SPT
back to It

.

CDR
CDR

I can see those voicanics south of

Beautiful country, glad to be coming

You c*n aay that again.
Now, Let's see 1 have to go over the top

of the sail don't I, Ed.
SPT That's affirn.
SPT All right. And you're doing great.
SPT Okay, Story, we've got the film from

the centei workstation all transferred back and in here in the
RAS . Hold on Jer.

sip was give you
clo cHesline itself.

YealT; i tftoUght Tt-vas kind of (garble)
(Garble)
Boy, I'm glad we didn't have to change

any of thsie EPEA things out here. That would have been
a workout .

CDR Doing great

.

CDR Okay, I'm in the VT workstation.
CDR Read on Bill

.

PLT Okay. Find my place where I wrote to start
here. And I got - I'm running out of fingers to put my place -

mark my place here.
PLT J?h a r-
PLT Let me reread sa/0^o£ this becau'S"

it'll pick up the re in contliiuU v.rirAn&£e.i.A'S.clnrhA S Hn»
*<r~Vr, euilnee-r~V5"~just ( ga rb le ) raaTh ng sense.

SPT No, we know what you're saying, so just
press on _in a hurry, Bill— ~

——TVt Connect VS clothesline hook to_r_i.ght ._
glove, relea; e ~K&b\ a f\ on YS^l^hjaTU ff<r r^rretft "VC clothesline

^hoojiji f f lir> i , ryfllow ",TC clothesline bracket, straighten VS
clothesline . ^J^ ff

1 *' 11 »»-*rm * v- *
--

«
• -

CDR Right, press on.
PLT Okay, at this EV-1 assist and (garble)

come to clip these—

CDR
SPT
CDR

Okay.
All right.
That's been done.
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pLT EV-2 unclamp (garble) LSU (garble) VC and

translate to VT going over top of (garble) pole.

CD o Okay, I'vo done that.

p LT
gu

ff i ap nage EV2 LSU clothes line

.

CDR That ' u Jol'll! •
1

1

,

PLT (Garble) EV-2 rotate at Ingress

VT foot restraints using aolar shield handrail to aid his

Let

ingrest-
CDR
PLT
SPT
CDR
PLT
CDR

in the water
PLT
CDR
CDR
PLT
PLT
SPT
CDR
CC
MS
PLT
CDR
PLT

to lock in place.
CDR
PLT

lock hook.
CDR

Complete

.

EMU status checks both.

EV-l's looking at 3.62, no lights.

EV-2's looking at 3.7, no lights.

Okay, EV-2, pull hip pin, one of them.

This is the one that axways gave me fits

'a see if we can do it here.

To rel ease VS clothesline attach bracket. _

ifel !Ja me problem. "

I got a safety diver to do it.

Yeah .

Ah, it'll be okay at zero g

.

It won't happen In flight.

There we go.

Sounds like we lad a good sim down here.

Right .
, , ,

Okay, you got (garble) installed.

Relate end link approximately 220 degrees

It's locked.
:h clothesline hook to bracket and

CDR okay. (Laughter) Boy, that thing is strong.

If we could fit the workshop over parrallol to the ATM

with that thing.
watch _ watch Qut her£> Jer

(Garble) we're getting that around the oculting disk.

gplf Keep it loose here for a second and I'll

try and try and -

CD r It's nice and loose.

SPT Yeah, okay, we got another one to coae

off here. Oh, boy. I got to come out of my shoes to get this

It's made itself a lasting type (garble)

pLT (Garble) see you all, but I can t see

th
C D |' Okay, I've got the - the hook on and locked

one .
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and when you get that clear we can -

CDR Well, you know I think I might do a
little flip It off.

SPT You start up there. You've got to get that
around - -

CDR There we go.
SPT Okay, there we go.
CDR Okay, Bill, keep on reading.
PLT Okay, I'm going to reread that, rotate

end link approximately 220 degrees to lock in place and
CDR That 'a done.
PLT - - clothesline hook to bracket, lock

hook .

CDR Done.
PLT Straighten clothesline.
CDR Done

.

p LT > Rotate base link until lock.
CDR Okay, that's in work.
SPT You know, Jer, it's locked.
CDR Hurrah, it's locked.
PLT Good.
CDR Okay.
S P

T

1
.

ha
.

c
_fLJ:

0
.
tel1 VQU this

r

h " f tha "'"'M aXLae

~

from point to Poj^^ e;!fiiiJi.aTjk. ~pa* v-t~e*-t~^t-r^^r-^trr^—^h^ja^ii^,

" "TOR ~ ~
Right. We're gonna really have to be careful

with that.
SPT - i*?,— - - -
PLT Okay, now I'm going to read the DAC

procedures here that Story said applied to our case.
CDR/SPT Okay.
PLT EV-1 - -

cc Skylab, we're 30 seconds to LOS here,
12 minutes to Vanguard, 17:30.

SPT Roger, Story.
PLT 'lilft , „"My ,

,h T
,' g ii

,

| j

i i

PLT Okay, EV-1 remove DAC and attach the VS
clothesl iiAe^haaif and

,
lork -

5p T I think I'm gpjnt to tie clothesline
JUU*i—£i.LlL' I'n gonna leave thi s, wrist te ther on lt .^Jef

—

you may neeTTrT" ••——,— , _ •
»

CDX Okay, good.
PLT And then transfer the DAC to the VT

.

SPT I'll tell you what else let's do, lu's
hook the two clotheslines hooks together or we're goin^ to
be hurting for slack to work around here.
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Si/oi/7"
113 80!l7;13 GMT

CDR Yes.

«
R

W?! r

H
W\fu *' Ve W0"V need to.

hill her* -11 •

6 the tlme and « oln 8 over the11 here, all your systems lookin 8 good.
*

PAO ^f
nk y ° U

'
St0ry

'
ljfk gate

the S052
, S054, S056 "nd \£ H-A^A y

eCrieved
.

preparations, hooking thV t^ns^oT^ 3 n °W Dakin *
clothesline, naklng preoaratiJl ? * l °" devlcc

.
the

S082A and S082B fil m
? ?"

l 020 iV° " P 3nd ""**ve the
operate and they ' 1 1 a k e lot.

' Cameras continuing to
sunrise with T025 The DAT t h a t

G eXf> ° S " re8 SUn8Pt a " d

tit.es during this pass U th I\ referred to numerous
That's being used fro»\iL tl

aC{
J
uI *^ion ca D,ra.

EVA docu-.nf.ry fiii ' % cValL^ d ° C^entary filra

with the, .utsUe th t Ihey '
i
\*

s J ? r
£"

i

35 "mera
over interesting areas of h E h °

e r L " f they pasS
been moderate. With Jerrv C.rr JIIIk/ SO far have

END 0* TAPE
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PAOr au
h««rt rata , 0

~

far
a>

£

J * Peking , t U2 .

• paca walk rh» »*
r in th « low 90 1 . i? ,

ihe »v«rane

••king „, ,'"" X" r«y uUraviol., ,„?, p
'

ll," d the

gator for SOA2 m!
r

' Iou8 «y is also f k a
y

,
che Naval

Jkylab now about S^wJ »ii%"
Xp °,ur" at spec HedVanguard <:« t , ' »lnute 8 awav fm., , 7

d times.

y
S P?

- " rl
" *•«•!«. .hrM.

1/ :'
o;";0

>««. Up f o r .„
nou '

CDR

I * not ,n

the fn. 1<f
Ok»y. There's 80 - about ,„

SPT Percent of
CDR that's good.
SPT vl.l " Uhen y«»"re re.dv P d

ok
"

y

h

:

" alt
* •'«•• y '

»./ here. «« «• Mt „vn u »buical si]uared
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VanguSJd for U '^ *
V- '

" b" k Wth y ° u th 'ou «"
SPT/CDR Rog, Story.

Cl..rf"o ah.ad. °
k *y

'
1

*
Ur J*rry. you' ro

we ne«d\o t.r.i.. t.°SS5o in^bo"
' ,^ ft

> 1"ni ''«- don '< «

next one.
AU ri *ht

'
V *' U J U8t «i*«h on to the

even though you Bay J^'^ JJ
P r•« on vl t

j
t he 30 on -

right dovn that checklist there *
Ju8>t *°

Okay, wlil do.

at -unri.e and t e r»i J.f.
°"

t
' ll"*°

U
* - *

^
* » r * th«. right

potng through the at.o.Jhere ^ d ° n 1 V ° rry about

cue C"J. epecified ' ' '
h ° U8ht

" lh° Ughl We had toj the

SPT 2°* U '

1
!

8Ct y0u a litlle «r« time.
opt u

6ry 800d
- Thank yo«. Story.

J"
How y° u doing, jer ?

CM Vou got no way of pho t ogr.phlng 1,.

nothing t „ hoU the L« ^'.f%
. "° ""^ « •«*

of one of thoae a „l ar ;hlei d , th .re.
°" th « '"k.Ide

wh.t ?h
D
.\. ,. ov. r „*.";: zv.i'v.iZ"* ;;••*; ^ at -

anything down there T r K(„\ t l
There Isn't

going to wa S ;e a », \ t^B
' he "" 1 ' »

the c.era with one nanY^ then fH p°i t

8 '° t0 PU " Ch

grave
CeCU d < Mill « vouid turn over in his

tapes
S

p

P

L second. ^ 1Ct '

3 "* »
thls U a11 still 12
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U ' 22

° DT '
80217,22 CMT

pfj
*« ah

;
I belie you ' re ,

'

J." That's affirm.

Z?S 1 want 20 "econda, Bill?
nnl That'a affim.
CDR okay.

S020.
PLT 0k *y *

8b0ut 1 " lnut * for changing the

s?? i^
U

.

yalt unUi y° u <*° ^at, Ed.

J.
C_ BiU, Houston.

£
Lr Go, Story.

but v/auwast f 4 n4 Usrnd$ U
!

te you guya ar * d0^8 it already

that window; take a U thVfVame^^ 8
" U? th- T °25 duri "*

ought'" work out Jua'rJke t'!^
that '* right

*
St0^ ™ a <

!fl 0ka y. hov about SO20 here?
I.J, Okay, 10 seconds.

l[I
S <*nd by.

SPT * ARK " You c™ RO to frame number 2.ari Frame number 2 (garble).
Okay

.

PLT
SPT
PLT

still
S

good, but itV-^er'irT ' Pkay> tHe ali 8n»ent is
what U is. ' "* gWe 1£ t0 y° u a **i* and check

p,
D
J

B11 L I'« running.
rLi Okay.

f,?!"
Give me 10 seconds - -

PLT Okay.

p LT
*' ve onl

> been running about 10.
' u

1

Ok ay -
PLT MARK.
CDR Okay.

opl 0ka y. th *t finishes that up.

"If Man
'

that was wormy.

spt okL
co

Tu S

n

f
back ov

;
r th * cd «e now -

y shoes here, Jer !
" cond

- 1 had to get back f,<=, oer, so I «ould manage your umbilical.

pfl Sounds like an event ti»rLl Yep.
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COR . ,

,

SPT AU rUK t . '
'

«ood. CoM ^*«<J if you want rk .

CC
{

V9ntt th0««h. it look,
PIT Houston. /

CC J
0

,
•*»•«<*, Stfory.

te A-l .. J"V '?'« .f T025
CC When will we ra.L-

*».
-ir?;:?;'

tfcPLT A ,

*/.53
f that

SPT J*fy» we'll do it,
PLT AU rl 8ht -

P1 «=k up with Alfa 2 at 4 -END OF TAPE 'econds et cetera.
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i

bo filter Al, « t x/IooS.'
4 " r,t fr»* °' T025 to

dov ther*.
Y" ilr

' That'll b « at 17,33 that wl n -

SP
D

T 2J«*.
W'U do it.

« «.t.r..
Tl" n " <" cl"'>> Wth AH. 2 4 „ conds

PLT
Aah. Done,

CDR
°kay '

the „ odul . ^J;
1^^ putur.. of

Very aood
80lng h V underneath

Tdr
u that thin

« --viicid m a?
there any vay

° f ch«kii;
spr

0n
. yeah.

CDR Jr
the readout there?

SPT 8Ure '

CDR t0 a - -

feel it running. * 80t ab ° Ut 65 Went left on it. 1 can

CDR °° we P lan ^ use that?

•n.y
pJ

.
All right

.
Let's 8ee now. Let Begetback

CDR f
r

?if
b
i
y

?
6

?
endl "8 the DAC back in s ,

see.
1 ^in k that OU r next atep^Ui ^ and

a second here. Transfer DAC to the
VK.

PLT Yeah, Just

CDR
SPT

Okay .

"LT '
.

v " lli enaxy DAC

.

- 5 .... . th„ &.:,•;;;»•• — rt?.iii t >:%.
1 "--

cc
CD
SPT „;:;f

ht you,d m « ^t.

- -T%^ S:-M^:jk
- S; ..

;
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COR I think chat's a good idea.
CC And In teraa of what you're going to do with

that DAC , we show you've got about 19 minutos of day left.
CDR Okay.
PLT That's affira.
PLT Okay. Tall ae when you got tha DAC stowed

there, Ed,
COR No, we're going to shoot aone aore DAC film,

Bill.
PLT You're going to go ahead and shoot It now, mm̂ *>*

CDR Yeah, I'll leave some so that Ed can shoot
aone from the FAS. But how about yon? If you've got a chance,
cone and stick your nose In tha window right there by the FAS,
see if we can get your shinning face.

PLT (Yawn).
SPT Puah your shrubbery againat the glass.
CDR Oh that 's it, Bill, /

PLT Boy, this Sun is in my eyes Is the only thing.
SPT Put on your dark glasses and look casual.
PLT Okay. Can you see me now. I have my

eyes closed

.

CDR Yeah. You're beautiful.
PLT I'll look down this way.
CDR Okay. Let ae get it turned on. Okay.

There you go. Wave your fingers a little bit. Beautiful.
Stick your head in a little further. Oh, Cecil B. DeMllle.
That's great. Got your choppers and everything. i

PLT That's right. /
CDR All right. I'm going to "W fln nifir

'

r

and pan down the busted side of the workshop,
j
Now I'll show

them a solar panel. /

SPT You got to show them the solar panel; it really
looks neat. That's a nice piece of gear.

PLT Just for planning purposes, the next
data take on 1025 is about 14 ainutes away.

CDR Okay.
SPT Hey, Jer, save a little. This is still

a beautiful view down here.
CDR Yeah, I will. I've got about 20 percent

left. I'll take about five more from halfway down the EVA trail
here and leave the r^i.^r you to fihrmr upjoun thara

SPT ""~<5kay. I'll" It! 1 1." y 011" lit is Is a beautiful
view. Looking down the axis of the vehicle with the solar panel
and the Earth in the background. Hey, there's our ice island.
Hey, look at this blooming. Hey, you know that blooming leads
right over the ice islands. '
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la th
C

e°?e anywhere*^ '° ^ M
' S ° Uth Ge0rge l8U° d around

J
P
J

Yeah, I think I tee it under clouds,

if you can
y °U ° U8ht t0 g,t tha Moon C0Bln * U P

»
J«r,

CC Bill, Houston,
PLT Yeah. Go ahead. Story.

nnmi
C
[, u L

BiU
»
we *howed leas TACS usage for your lastnominal H-cage than we expected. Be sure to inhibit CMC controlbefore doing a nominal H-cage .

p LT Let ne look at my procedure here,

don't you?
You've got message 7940 Alfa in front of you,

0ka y- E<1 - Wave your hand or something.
, ,

That's affirmative. That's the one I've beenusing. i - -

CDR Gcod

.. *
LT

,
" 1 bought I'd done it that way. I was alittle late getting it, Story. After the last T025, about 5minutes late I think.

CDR Oh, there's 40 percent left here.
CC

t

Okay. It's probably fine. We're Just beinasure and we - we used less TACS than we expected. And we're 30seconds to LOS here. See over Tananarive in about 15 minutes at

CDR Okay.

£St "f
11, 1 can '^ tnlnk of a"y oore good angles.

Okay. There's some good one from up here™* All right. So I'll send it down to you.
: , .

A11 rl 8 ht »
l

' a Roing to have to get back waydown there in the bowels of this thing again. Hold on. There'sabout - about 30 percent of film left now.
CDR Okay.
PA0

.
Thls is Skylab Control. Skylab out ofrange oi the antennas aboard the tracking ship Vanguard

Next acquisition at Tananarive in 15 minutes. Heart rates
and workloads remain very low. Ed Gibson's average heart
rate in the low 90's, with Jerry Carr's running in the 80'sduring the pass along California about 20 minutes ago about
2 hours into the EVA. We have a correction from an earlierannouncement. The peak heart rate for Jerry Carr so far is
112 and for ED Gibson 116. These numbers were reversed
earlier. Carr and Gibson taking photographs using both the16-millineter data acquisition camera, a motion picture earner-,and a 35 -mi 1 1 i oe t e r still camera. Sone of the deseed

*

items for photography with the 35-mil line te r camera include
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documenting the discoloration or shading affect;* on (ha
workshop, the twln-pola sunshade installation, the solar
panels on the workshop, D024 , eha clipboard with S228 and
sail Material, command and service nodule, and other targets
of opportunity, Several of those desired photographs were
accoapliehed during the Vanguard pans, This EVA now 2 hours
25 minutes old, and the Skylab ctew, which is now less then
5 days from splashdown, has begun the - their final aeries
of groundtracka , Space station covers 71 separate paths
across the Earth and repeats each track. As they worked
outside the space station on this fourth and final spacewalk

,

the astronauta passed along the coast of California on the
sane groundtrack, number 35, that will bring them back to
Earth next Friday. Splashdown scheduled for 10:17 a.m.
central daylight time on February 8. Skylab's 11-1/2 minutes
away from acquisition at Tananarive. At 17 hours 45 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This 1« Skylab Control at 17 houra

54 minutes Greenwich mean time. Tananarive will acquire

Skylab in about a alnute and 45 seconds. We'll stand by

PLT Okay and that wai a l/250th on Bravo 3

wa» it?
COR Right.
PLT Okay , Bravo 4 , 1/250.
SPT Do we have to change filters again?

PLT No . Bravo 4 , 1/250.
SPT Okay, here it goes. OPEN, CLOSED.

PLT Bravo 4, one quarter of a second. That's

the last one.
SPT Okay, and then I'll give you an S020

temperature measurement.
PLT Okay.
SPT There's 4, okay, OPEN, CLOSED.

PLT Terminate T025.
CDR AH right.
SPT Okay. Let me get a temperature measurement

here real quick.
CDR All right, I'll hold you.

SPT Thank you.
CC Okay, Skylab, we hear you completing

T025 . We got you through Tananarive for 7 minutes.

CDR 99.5.
PLT Rog, 99.5.
SPT Well, that's up there.

PLT Sure is, that's higher than it was at the

end of the last orbit.
SPT Yeah, why don't you -

PLT That completes data take.

SpT Tell you what, why don't you - when you

get a chance give Story those measurements - those temperature

meas urement s

.

PLT Okay, I got to configure for end of data

take here

.

SPT Okay. That's surprising, we were we're sitting

here in the low - in the mid 80 ' s there.

CC What temp did you have last orbit?

CDR About 84 to 85, Story.
CC Okay.
CDR Now this time, at the end of this orbit,

it 's about 99

.

CC Got it.
SPT We'll get one at the dayside ,

too, to

see whether it's just - whtn we're coming into day. See what -
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Okay, you want to put that filter away.
CDR

HI Story, I got .0.. te.perature. for you.

p£T 84.5 degree, that's 16US.

cdr 0h
-

b °y'

cc Okay.

J LT 85.7 at 16 s25 .

pLT 80.3 degrees - -

JJJ . - at 17 104.

CC Okay.

PLT 99 .5 degrees at 17 :57.

CC Okay.

CM ?.^\i 8!I^L. e thin*, inaide, before we
SPT Want'to get those things inside,

knociTone of them?
^ ^ g ^ w#a# Get x025 lnilde

too.

^1 Sowhen we get out of the shoes and get in.

l{l And
3
! 'Story, ve got 22 minute, and 46

second! on the 30 J/*^^
° R S ° 2 ° °" ^ ?

Okay, let me regroup here and • «e whereCC
PL'f

1 *B -

Okay. Tell you where we're heading, Bill.

Ju„ ....... \Z'X\ ^Ipl Tell me when you are red eye (sic)

cdr Okay. Story, that was a - -

Jp? I don't have a wriat tether here.

- - total of 40 (garble)

5" luuln you wh.t. l.f. h.ve - Vhy don't

CDR
PLT

Yes .

On T025.

SPT You got it.

CDR *°P e
;

J,

0" \ . here, let me pull the (garble)

rlgh
S

c

P

Lck ov« on ^/.ti. o^the latch a little bit. Okay, got

he r . .

CDR Sure do -
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> *:nrini "t r.:
v
.v.i«i r.*s«.n oho ...„.»

CC
T

0k *y '
B
i
U

: s .mutes late on th* lot
PLT * w" ab

D a

U
rlod So I think that probably

ill SI?; "now JUSl .»«•!» «*» 8oln8

t« do with it, but I'm ready. jugt tak e

airlock, that might be « g°

relief piece of £

.

.

CDR
«„ front of the hatch.

cdr *;

S« ?^; e dressed like one anyway.

HI Yeah. (Laughter)

tUK
Yes, the canera.CDR

sr.:
«........«•
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at Us* 0 ' Rog, at 18-.A0.

PVT so long. Story.

S" so 4o
*

»• • so 4o I

•

CC It'll hapP en
SPT Yea f ir-
c" (tau*ghUr) Oh, boy.

Tananarive has

•SottlJ be gola» o»t tot* • They . . < aboot

T^"«-"** tl- thU

4-1/2 hours. At 10

U Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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38 .i»»tt^Orj«-icliM.;
w
ti^

;uu JM int0 th . t«r.vhUuUr
Sky lab

"3''
riUitSnirj.

0
::;..*. ...... •<•».

PIT
Ed

' -„ T All right.S« „„„.. It looking. J«.
« Mo're netting th...

.

"J {Silii:) 5»»°ci «..,. <t«bl.) «h« r»

c.n -K.t »» , '«
0*:J«»i ¥

,

.S"I»hS"".I'»—»« .crovdrlv.r

makes sense to ^u.

JJ*
5" will be discarding the .crews so don t

worry about the*.

CDR Okay.

* LT r " to a couple of the screva but

CDR ]
can **5 "

else here. Houston. CDR.

! need co do a U 1 1 1. someth ing
y^

r

thvough Hawaii for

. y .tS. i«« about like the one had We^ ^
Son end £11. t aken ou and it . ^ we haye Qne , bleB

about ready to start che zero g Qver that

i9 th4t
i

he
.u

8

.!"l'n h.
2

v.
d" r

«i"pin
P
th. door and close it

border to get to the cover

\\l J n ;rn
nd
rUh"\old on. t-.up-uph.r.

working on something el*e.
uat .._

col «« •
J« ^ ii . pewl „ s out occ.slon.lly ,

bot ^v. =ut «„. » «« » 1 »» U "

h.« si"*"5 th
okiy

ak
you

,
"n'lt It - put It to sto-.g.

or t

P

.

lU.r 3 .nytl^you— ... M. J u,t " * " rt

when yovi do it .
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SPT okay,

go t o

D

u

R

npin thi . 08^' d ° 1 haVe a 8° — do I have
SPT MARK.

J?C

R
" ~ Bravo 2 door?

,

CDR
W ° rkln « " *i8ht now, Jer .

PLT Did
spt i«.TdiJ

ve your mark
'

Ed?

PLT Okay.

* "o!
n

no t

t0

r?8 h

V

: ^ te » p<™ ri ght here , Ed?

111 ?
kay

'
fine "

good.
1 think the inning, on the ends are

PLT Okay,

saaple!
1 Workin 8 the - working that other

a couple I'd like to get Jo^itrjhlT
1

'^ ° Ut n0W
« Th «' e '*

SPT He \ L! ,
d °° r Where 11 Is -

the front of oy PCU. Wo " ^ ^enT^ ^ 1 g0t is fro »
can see water co B ing out KJ It's bou ^Y'Yo" ?

P

folks think about goin£ b.ck uX a'ove'ven o^in"
^

Cc v
t0ry

'
dld y ° U COpy that?

ought to stay in ,i "o £U tht III? 2°"
f
eP ° rt prob ^ly

need more coiling. .1 hougS'yo^r, J? 1<5W
J

And lf ^
here, go to EVA high flow^ aJS i ^ *?° d froa dow "

reservoir up there
Blght aUo ch *<* the

exposure nu'^er J'on Io20
'1"

7 - W^! 5 \* in^< ' *««y
(

CC Okay and « f ? «
"inutea overdue.

* «nd go to 5 on the e^o^res " 3
" y ° U « et 3

' *"P

vha/tJat ia.
° ka>'* lfit ** take * ^ok -* that and „ ee

CC Yaah
'

4 18 10 one. skip that
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and go to 5 which is a A minute one. The experiment is

heating up and we're probably going to terminate early on
it .

PLT Okay . Will do .

CC And we're 30 seconds' to LOS; Vanguard in
23 minutes at 19:08. Okay now, Story, I got capability for
taking a lot more. You see I've got over 40 minutes of
daylight remaining. You want me to terminate with the number
5 exposure on S020?

CC What's the last temperature you got?
PLT Well, let's see, my last one here was

90.5 at 18:32. It cooled off after that night side pass,
you see .

CC Okay.
PLT I see that we got nothing to lose if we go

ahead and take it on short-term exposures,
SPT It's not lengthening the EVA at all.

I'm right here

.

CC No, but staying out in the Sun it could
damage the film that's all ready in there.

PLT Okay.
PAO This is Skylab Control; Hawaii has loss

of signal. Next acquisition at the Vanguard in 21 minutes.
Science Pilot Ed Gibson has a leak in the water system that
provides cooling to him during this EVA. He has gone
to minimum on that system to hold down the leak and he
was advised that - to stay In that position and that if he
starts getting too warm he can go to HIGH FLOW RATE on oxygen
which will also provide cooling for him inside the suit.
Jerry Carr recleved permission to unpin the door of S082 so
he can move that door and get to a plate that he will take
off and bring back. Amoung materials to be brought in during
todays space walk are a number of samples set outside as
part of experiments. That two pieces of material will be
brought in as extras today and both are part of the space
station itself. One of those is the plate that Jerry Carr
Is now using a screwdriver to remove. That plate has hern
used to block a hole In the hardware that holds the solar
telescopes. During ground testing of the telescope mount
that hole which is one of four was used to sinuiate the
condition of weightlessness found in space. Four rods were
incerted in the telescope mount openings during the ground
tests. That cover plate being reaoved by Jerry Carr is
one of the four used to block - -

END OF TAPE
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telescope mount openin^i^,
1'* In8ert ed in the

Pl-te being reeved by
8
Jerry cfrr L

8rouBV < ' c!ver
to block those holes b. f

"
7sZtlL !

°"? ° f th * four
was picked because It is assfssib^

W", l"? ch «<»- The plate
6 crew. - 6 screws. It's

U 8 attached by
be brought back for engineering If h?

diaBeter -«d It will
with a protective white" pi" t ^Vst'*- ,

The P late f Paintedtwin pole 8all .ateri«l,
P

noC .hJilJir:
' hat COVers thethe Sun. That paint will be studi^

8 labo™tory from
engineers so improvements o!A d *nd evaluated by

fabric hat protects the insiL of t *I
a plece °* rubberisedThe airlock module »a te ria 1 «M ch HM i J k

* airloc k «hroud.
micrometeoroide and f ron e .

ld3 hardware from tinyseizors by Ed Gibson He uiH\ !/ *V * Ulli be c "t off w thmaterial that has been In the sha d e
P

f
brU C ° delude

to the Sun. m addition t h 8 1 ,
VeU as that exposed

space station itself, the crew v w ?
r ° noved fr °« the

material that composes the soLr snade
8 1°™ 8an P 3es of

and several other items designed forf **** '
laborat0^environment and its eff Gct „

8
,

teats of the space
. ample plates for Sit l.'tL ISAIJ"' °»* *t
will be left in space un i I f^il a

Collec ^on experiment
retrieve them. SU9 cassettes \ < rew p^haps canand makeup of microme t eor i t es in th/!? ?\.

the 8ize
- 8h ap*.

i« about 270 „ile, above bI"„ j£!
SkyUb 0rMt

' "hich
were left over from the aeJonH

Th « e * tra set of cassettes
were to have been «» , d " V!"" Skylab fll *ht -

airlock on the shad* sfL Tf the ?,\
P °U fr °" the s » a^

Piece of equipment became lai.iS J ab
?
ralory

»
bul a "°ther

• result the second SkyTaVcTew had !
he
/
Bd the boom ,„d ashaving the extra sample i J*? JfJ* t,l>on tf'« boom,

to data is 600 pound-second ?
r S149

' TACs *«* um ?

>•• V.»,„.rd (or , 0 ^i;e

b;,"""»« VO" .„< cL.r tf. rough

CM 0k *»'

s p T
' Ro 8. Story.

J^t ,,„,„, sj*J';J
t0r

I:,
V * 80t ,h « vs back

"""cV" j'< -i«M.::.r;:::r' th -

go mtarejittantly to HAX on yout
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8,49 GMi

/

water diverter valve.

a lit?" bit. Standby*'
1 thlnk

* Vil1 U P the airflow

^ BU1
'

did you get a re8 ervoir reading

up and'Loked at lt,
S

n
r
-
y

'we d"? i n'l ^i"' h '
jUSt " 1

and a considerable amount. I ca'n !l
C USed the Water

reading, but I'd say like a - ^A? ™ y ° U an accurate
• That's a guess.

Probably 20 percent full rightnow
CC

leak he had, when he^aTthe' IVA'lL t'* Vith the
go a long tiae.

lf,C leak
»
abo" « hours, so lt may

and /knew where the ^adde r "1^^! > ^ ° ther GVenin «thing you know with a flashUgh back n't^^ ^ " ad that
bladder gets in the way after it Itn.A " ' because the
I know we've used water.

expands so tar. But anyway,

•tartjeading again.
™

'

teU Ee when y°" "ant me to

I'» Just hooking up fS^to^he"-
1

' r<? away

p.
L

T
Clothesline?

:i:;
M ""

SPT - 7

clotheslines are very filnpL J^'J'
there '* • ~ these

no problem with the tranter h",
are

L f
as V to use, there's

workstation doing a
working up here i n thl9

8

heen, it sure co p i s !h t
lffe »»t things which 1 have

tangled up.
»P"«tes the problem. Very easy to get

in the
C

clothe S line*,
D
Ed/

OU
" 0tiCe *"* abno ™al dynamics

water and h,re of course 2 "
fj

fference between the
higher magnit^, a h

*
at the V oscillate a lot -

you can - just m« I ^dT^ "V! ab *-°al dynam, cs
Pretty^uch the .... J", t ^ •

t

-pe
^

aroun djown^ on the ground,

CC
Okay.

hooked up on 1 - one latch hl^
W
"!!V?

h °° k U" arou "<« -
out your way.

1<Uch hcrc * nd locked, 8o coaln „

toward the Sun end, yot nVZll.fr ?
lk ° n P hot os out

the S149 out.
V " a> Vant to *ct those btfore putting
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SPT
Nikon

S

"t along wi th^s
"°

j e2 " ' ' ^ "# t0 8£nd thp
CDR «t. .

.

CDR Okay.
SPT

bit here. I'll Re t NikL ^
b * ck her Up a llttJl e

CDR u " ° n here to °' Call. Storv
?«w auch daylight left us, Bill?

'

CDR
minutes

.

and read me what the^nu^" Upt ° N ' kon °P« again
PLT Okay.
PLT

'

to Vs'cLthesline and^rl^e r^l'
1 rest™ lnts

- Attach Nikon
remove clothesline taL ohftL ? f?

VT< Tether Nikon and

S'iKir'miS';!. ;<
*;S 3:' ^»

;is Ki:-Jr.:ii'Li:: t's
i
- :

opportunity.
= a «rtal, S230 CSh, and other targets of

CD * Okay,

it. Returning the N ikon .

C ° S fr ° B FAS 88 de8lred
- Th.fa

END OF TAPE
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PLT
. Te the t Nikon and re.ove th .loth"

Jetting, for Earth dlscolara t lone ,

CDR 0kay> fas as desired after re
CDR

Takc phot o8 from FAS as

.. ,
OWS,

CSM, and

turning the Nikon. ^ comlxxt &t you> Jer .

CDR AU ri8ht>

spt Nikon fir8tl
. . lnw Jer. Don't want

to Ret things wound around.
4
.

k
!
7
i.U do a mcle pulling *<"Vgh .

S"
„t Jo. the »at rial. P«pL 19 ' ""v^y

;;..i:.r.h
,
n.

,

r.. .« ««• •»•« ° f •
unll8ht '

,..«..«.« " 1' ad0" 1 "

o;.y .
Ed „. got that ato-ed.

(garble) 58 — 106 ^/'•'."t"
' tl» « «

lt C 0k" !
th "' 9

^fdaaaglnr'tha'ti
1

!-
11

thlt
c

s. ...,.* to .. .0 i

;t
»»'

t ;

,

J
i:ri

1

^. ..... ..... ......

s"
Svii. *"° ther thanks -

on y°"
r„. t

.
s right, Ralph- «•«" <"" f ° r y ° Ut

CDR , ,

job when I get back '

d> £an you pu Ll H9 buck down out of

the way? Hold on.

Slh.^^r^nu'tfiror'lO,

rr
T

So l°n *' Ed
' the film In thisCC^ BlUf dld you load the n*»

caa«ra thi« morning?
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HI lllVX'ioo* like it's advancing. Did

you set the ««ntor at 65 or .o-ethlngt ^ ^
?LT

v
'

se it last night aSd - but I haven't touched

^.n^.;".
1

:.
1

?!^; it u P y««.d.y afternoon.

CDR
?^n

y
vou see the counter on the back?

;::.
yv«y. 53. 1 lt rea d **

when we started out here.

(garble) to boot. Control. Vanguard has

l.b In 13-1/2 minutes. »»'•"»;"-
notl«d an lncrea.e In

„„. m the «»••»« £-
c
«;
^

"

E; 6»S«* uat
r,

sis s xx\xz\ u/rs r.^-
1 -

by both "•«« n '

Ih i
ar

i ; v;i' f^ concern is far higher than
son reach 118. ™ e l *I?

A
. er ttin ute. The estimated

that. It's up about 180 beats per
u ncar iy 50

BTU output by Gibson was ab out 560 .
t ^ ^ ^ ^

percent above jhe expecte
J

leve ^ QaTr ,

a

ceeded "B-l.rly h. will b. «.k.d t ^ ^ b<j _

ioS
0
?-.

;: r; ;n;; r;::r8

this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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- - - T^-LlSn^r^^ir^t-^n:
to

look it up ao»* Pl-ce, because

abbreviated p rocedure .
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, tc rclockwise

.

CDR
ok .5 tn«t' 9 the only way it works.

PL! 0|j;y |a cour..« tc lockwl...

minimize that leak.
^ ^ ^ MIX FLOW , Story.
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fairly close, It's just going to be like, oh, maybe 45 minutes
to an hour, probably - to completion. That's just a rough
guess. I'm comfortable now and I haven't heard any complaints
from Jerry or Ed. '

CDR No, I'm reasonably comfortable, I'm fine.
CC Okay, we Just wanted to bring up SUS 2,

Bill so that - since you're on water cooling only.
PLT Okay.
CDR Okay, the doors are opening up now. Little

lightning on the horizon.
CC Jerry, Houston.
CDR Go.
CC Was the counter on the motor drive unit

on Nikon 02 reset? And when you're taking pictures can
you see the mirror move up in front of you when you - when
you click the camera?

CDR Yeah. Yeah, I can see it, I don't know
how the counter got where it is. It must have got moved there
while we were handling and putting the tape on it because
we - there were 44 exposures left and it was looking at -

when I finally looked down at it, it 53. So - so we must
have moved the counter when we were handling it. But 1 can
see the thing actually taking pictures. I can feel it,
transporting film and I could see the mirror flop when it
exposed. So it's working.

CC Okay, beautiful. Bill, Houston.
PLT Go ahead.
CC Got a couple of things here for you to

add at the very end of the EVA, and maybe you'd like to put
it on page 2.4-26.

^LT Okay, just a second I was in this SUS
loop 2 activation. Okay, say it again Story, I'm sorry I

was diverted there.
CC It's - yeah, hate to bug you right now

too but I'm going to be running out of passes here, it's on
page 2.4-26.

PLT Okay, stand by 1. I got it, go ahead.
CC Okay, we're interested in that the

boom when it's exposed to the Sun for a long period of time,
if we see in the thermal bending or distortions, so we're poinp,
to run it out and after you separate in your fly around, you'll
take some photos of it. So Just just prior to coming on in,
and take the center work station, that's the VC boon and run it
out to the normal operational length to the crewmen when he's
at the center work station. And when you run it out, put
the hook straight out when you run it out.

PLT Got that Story.
cc And one note thing, Jer was interested In
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bringing in a loss of comm cue cards, he said it had some

discoloration on it. If he brings that in you can stow it

in CSK R-3.
PLT CSM R-3, got it.

CUR Okay, Bill, 149's complete. It says

all the - -

END OF TAPE
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l08S of t i me cue card, he said it
CC * *

If he brings that in you can

had some discoloration on it. n
stow it in CSM 1-3.

su sKrVtiiriis-u •
«

°

f

ti.f expanded. ut „ e g0 back here and find »y

„„" A11 tlgb ,. ?s:
,
.

,

«i:Pi«« there

sir<;. rt\., <.»>;:> »::r.."ss *s:;si:
>

i- -
see you ever Hav.il in about 37 minute, at 20:15.

™? raften restraint, to handle. Does that

sake sense to you?

SPT Yeah.

TDR Yeah, go ahead.

PL? Okay, egreas VT foot restraints and

translate to S230 area.

"J °o^;ie;- S

in
Ser

k
Oo b ackto By (garhle)

( *ar^
c)

- Bill, going over the hill. I got one

nore thing for you.

H
8
you get any evidence of pump cavitation

on primary SUS loop turn thjt p«P off.

l

L
c

T ?h 7t<* panel 202 , SUS 1 LCC pump primary

to open.
Qkay> that , 3 Lhe clrcutt breaker you

want^e to pull, al
^J*

h

p;nel 2 02 SUS 1 LCG pump primary

"
VX^o^olll wan; to get that if there's

any evidence of cavi t.ti on r
^

loss ofjlow^ ^^
Th.t'.

Q
. S«od "U.

spac€ station now oyer tha hiU fro,

Tananarive .

Pr imary .
okay now t go up „< I en .1

it

,t Primary, onay now * -r —
-

-

„ , 3u ..cond .hot. Okay Jer, l'» .orry 1 left you then

,„
jb
;i««»- >- i

';.7„S!::.
_

i.. on », «.y b.ck

get the D230.

CDR ° r s230 '
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pLT Okay it's 25 seconds. 30 seconds. Okay

off for another minute there.

T There's the old Jet.

^Tananarive. Wo kin g less hard this M»^« ^g.-"
previous during the day. " ^[l

*

now doHn in the
Comaander Carr 1110.

'"J* ^"^."fud the S149 particle
90 again. Indicated «> »

l
*\

e \ t for theo to do
eoUector that leave abou four ite ^
on '.his EVA. So tar we ve

the e9t inate was

siMft; t:::uri:i:ii^
o,
*"iii»

,

2 i ........ -
Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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-,. n 20 hours 13 minutes Greenwich mean time.

ua rer starts to run out la
"JJ , "WI t8 the ««.«dar,

S P acecra f t C«M-i.«.r «-f»e»^ the ,..« for you

Ed.
just come on up in this direction

spt 0kay

and I'll hand it up ^ i? right now>

til Stay, well I'll run her on down, it may

It may well be exhausted but we'll take what we can.
It may well

gkylab, reading you loud and clear

through Hawaii for 10 minutes.

SP T jgK'^ tory ^S^TTo't HI the samples taken

in We're just finishing up the Nikon work and we 11 be

t o ...« -/-;»:Hi^^^
right

.

CC
CDR
PLT
CC
CDR
SPT
PLT
CDR

Ed . Uh - oh .

cpT Well, i ucf' e-- -•

aI it Get my young, tender, ^ink little bod down

^t^re You know we ' ve got a few pieces of gear hanging

a round here .

of the Moon.
Beautiful Ed.

Yeah, I got a picture

Understand you got the boom out already

Yeah.
Affirm

You better start ulling in ay umbilical

I better get down there where I

CDR
SPT

SOP was not moid

me Jer?
CDR
SPT

this hook?

We sure do. ....
Along with ropes, tethers. Hey this

made to avoid hangups. Can you see

Yeah .

Okay ,
what - what am I

SPT
CDR

T hr f . l?t >""fUV | f
'

" And what part ot me is hanging up?Ana wnat v - ~~ ° «* ,
Your whole backside. Now try slipping
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SPT
(laughter)
CDR
(laughter)
SPT
CDR
SPT
CDR

J«t a n> lnute l nee<J a _

No'lT J*
8 ° ing the wrong -

PLT
CC

(laughter)
CC

(laughte r)
CDR

shall enter.
SPT
PLT
CDR
PLT

"py '" d
" e

.h.« f .. x . llk .

Okay, p ut uabilical in031 ln "onsleur and I
Okay

.

Okay.
Put it.

attention if you «,! t

'" 8 ° lng t0 8t *« r*adl na tfrt

(laughter) " 0t
' ' Can pa y

PLT „.

spt ^ fly-

- X" ,•:„':• p«
c

."v.Yr;:- *•« - «».
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umbilical. Wait, hold on here Jer, your SOP is getting tangled
in the clothesline.

CDR Oh , it sure is.
SPT Back out a little bit.
CDR Okay

.

SPT Boy, you know, that's a trap that we've both
fallen into more than once today.

CDR Yeah, that - there's the disadvantage
r i ght the re . /

SPT That's just made for it, so you're going
to have to go out further, Jer. Yeah, okay now pull yourself
over this way - okay, there you go - just a minute - let's see
if you can get my umbilical - Okay, go ahead. There you go -

why don't you exchange that and put your hand on your wrist
right here .

CDR All right.
SPT And I'll take a little jaunt over to the

edge there and pick up what we can and then we'll clean
this think up .

CDR Got it?
SPT I have it, thank you.
CDR Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CDR
U

- Tha»* you.

because' I 'n still pu 111*1*1* > ' ^ ° tiU ^ story.

Ed, byV. puetlng ^e
1

^ ^^ klng -bout every 2 Sautes,

in good shape. * ' ™ 8ti
.

U
-

feell "8 the coolness s 0 we're

shape
5" AS l0n * as the CDR's cool, „ e • re in good

PL'?
Ri8ht '

PLT Veil' ?Mi n ;
nd

h
y °" r SUS 2 is lo °ki,g good

that entire procedure '
' ahead a "<i Put - went through

Jj>J

" 1

!t
1

I."t
t

.

th
' e38ieSt JOb

'
iS " ^rry.

work-in a short perLS^t ' phe " 0"^ aMunt of

SPT Jitt?!
8^" 1 " 8 t0 f6el the effects too.

CDR T4 Z
"""«''•

SPT
1 lred and hungry

.

plt nlW 3™ your pay
-
Jer >

CDR £
n

f

ha
^'
e to "°"Y about that around here

won^get hung up i^af *i°o th^ 111 !
° ^ ^ ™ y-

I Just got to BO v. u^a^iJle'bu'L
1 *° in * ress -

CC Skvl*i .

re just a second.
23 minutes to the Vanguard at IS -ll^Tl U ° D L0S about
could you leave your PC^f nd LS

2
" conn^c , 1

V °" * et
we coje up vith to take a look Jt "EI" ^ ^ « alf that

CC ?J
ay

;

1 "rtainly will, Story.

HI Sn
h

de
y
rs
r

:an
8
d°:

n8
oL°y

be^ "

on th. wro „ g side 0 f^na?* ĉ 0^^ '^ "• t - you-re Con i ng in

CDR lH
h

' f
4

got/° «° ba ^k up to where I was

t« get )ro»r SOP caugSt '

i " >'°
Ur Utt " K>« 1 ™ ISolng
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there^eneath ffie .

Yeah
'

1 J«« want" to get that caciera down

that^i ght do l t .

FUrther C ° left. There you go, I think

CDR
Yeah

«
1 think so.

SPT I?"
6 ** U

*
VCry good -

S!! ^ah, a f 2 7 are Si^ le to work.

now 0ut of range of
T

iawIu
hOU

Ed' fl
2

L ninUt
!
S

' 3f>ace Nation
experiencing some kind of tanele Jt

Jerr>' Carr
-nd their umbili cal cords. Btrieve thenselves
airlock module. Indicated thL fh' f i'

back inSide ^ e
samples that they were *,m 3

y had retrie ved all the
Particle coBpo,i^ '

, °"
0 J;

as 2 30« 8 n« t osphe r I
or that sample is Carl f BubbL th"', <

prIncl » le '"vestgatorLaboratory ln Dayt Ohio. Twin' ^! " '

f
*
Air K ° rces «»te i-lso retrieved and a ueteoriJ ^ P Sale s ^Ples which thevby Vanguard whether o! '

y - 'LI^ 16
- We ^ould *no»

'

hatch is closed. Next acau ! I,
^side the airlock and thethe Vanguard. 20 ho". 27 J *
"±U 19 "inute. over

this is Skylab Control
ninut «- Greenwich mean tine

END OF TAPE
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Space station now ne in "ouL?m
8 Gr' enwich «an ti«.

We expect indications thft til cr^V^ the Van S u^°-
hatch closed, and the airlo- ' ™^ T

Wl11 be lnsi ^. the

SPT Hold'on j°
PGn ing

f
he hatch,

doing on this unb i 1 1 ca 1-w is e
W *' U see how you're

S?T
° kay -

cc
Look Rood, go ahead.

you
^IlV* 6 van«^ a^w

9

£

':in:;i!
n8 you repress and

CDR/ PL T Roger, Story.
Bill

, Hous ton

.

Go ahead, Story
And got a little change for you here

Stand by. Go ahead.

2 - SUS 1. LSU power

Okay .

And It's opposite to 123 there. That also
Okay .

And then below there, panel 2l7> sus 2

<*ay, p Ut that ln> yeah< becfluse r t^^ d

CC
PL T

CC
on 3.1-3.

PL T
CC

under EV-3,
rather than

PLT
CC

shoul be SUS 1.

PLT
CC

PUMP switch OFF.
PLT

that on . Okay

.

got o" more thing f o r^yo I 'hlle*
°
"

the COna down
« I've

0
,

k *y> 8° ahead,

extensive ..If on thTlomI*
'

"e " i ' , f v
°*

"J
C ° 8 ° throu^ any

that with the nominal co hu t „
k

e
° V < rl f * °» ce -ori

co B » on channel A. So if yo^ go back to"
n0t

,^
ttlng

got something for you.
0 pa * e 1 -2-15

, I've

HI Stand by 1.

PL j
Yes

'

incorporated B ine in ^he^M^n 0^*' CUt ° Ut
'

1

" - «< 8ar:^n
r

g^r:o V: r2rir^ ae
-;-

?

---- 8
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j

PLT Okay, let me tell you how mine is con-

figured. I have intercom T/R in the middle of page master
as desired, the S- BAND TR. And then my cutout starts.

CC Okay, yeah, we made the same mistake
down here, and so could you verify that on panel 6, that the

INTERCOM is to T/R and the S-BASD is to T/R?
PLT That's affirmative. I can tell you that,

I've checked it about three times.
CC Stand by 1

.

SPT Where the heck did the CDR go? Oh,

the re he is

.

PLT That's panel 6 you're talking about.

CC Th at' s affirm.
PLT Ckay, I tell you what, it's not going

to take you but 30 seconds, but I'm going to go up there

again.
CC Okay, ar. d an easy way to do it is to

bring that cutout with you and see that all three panels,

6, 9, and 10 are as on your cutout there, or as panel 10

is there. Just take a look at what we've got on the cutout

for panel 10. All three panels should be the same.

PLT Okay, just stand by. I'm going to give

you a reading on it. (Garble) this thing here; it must be

done gone wrong. Okay, I'm giving you the panel 6 configura-
tion. MODE is to VOX, PAD COMM is to OFF, S- BAND is to OFF.

SPT Did you turn on the camera?
CDR No did you?
PLT There we go.

SPT I saw you up there by it and I thought

that's maybe what you were doing.
CDR I was loading it.

SPT Oh, you've changed the mag out?

CDR Yes.
SPT Oh, okay.
PLT POWER is to AUDIO.
SPT Are they 124?

PLT INTERCOM to T/R.

CDR Not that I know of. It's working.

PLT Okay, Story, the S-BAND on panel 6 was

not to T/R because - well, it's not called foron my 6 - panel

6 cutout. Now that - that possibly is the problem right thero

CC Yeah, we should have been more explicit

on telling you where to paste that in. Why don't you go

S-BAND to T/R there and go to AUDIO on back up to NORMAL

and see if we got good comm?
PLT Okay, and we're doing that. Wow'. - Okay,

how do you read now, Story.
CC Reading you loud and clear.
PLT Okay, that was the problem.
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CC
you.

PLT
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Okay, that takes care

All right. (Squeal)

of the coon, thank

Oh, boy - -

END OF TAPE
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PLT
CC
PLT
CC

you .

PLT
how do you read?

CDR
PL

Kov do you read now Story?

Reading you loud and clear.

Okay, that was the problem.

okay, that takes care of the com.

All righty. (Squeal) Oh boy.

thank

Okay, Jerry

O^/iVi"^* t...di..t thl. VOX so

CDR
PLT
CDR
PLT
CDR
CC

-band T/R?
Okay .

Which panel was not In the

T*
n
f
l

5h all three of them were.

\ fif
8
vou got Iny problem with the

CC
can si.ply go Tudio backup! we'll be back where

conn you can Bimpiy

we started. ^ gQlng to backup now.

ss:r,ft:
b
»ii .... (.««•>

t

How do you read now, Jerry.

PLT
PLT
SPT
PLT
CDR
PLT
SPT
PLT

Jer .

CC

Bill .

PLT
read now, Jer

CDR
PLT

probably the S-band volume's too high,

And 1 just cut it down. Okay, how do you

Loud and clear.
(Garble) , , hack where
MIL you could go to p nel 6. bjck^^ ^re Bill, you could go to P*" e

;
^"j;\ack where

were, S-band T/R off and audio backup and we

we were. _ l ju8t dld tha t ,
got everything

PLT
CDR
PLT

. - in Vox until y'all are unsuilcd.
I can't kill Vox until >

d gloves - -

u . n we're out of our helnets anu *

Skay l'» going to kill VOX, then.
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CDR Good show.
PLT What a mess. Lousy comm. (Squeal) (garble)

Oh , bias t . I

cc Skylab , we're about 30 seconds to LOS
here, about an hour to Hawaii at 21:56. And could you give us
the tine of end of EVA?

PLT Yeah, stand by Story.
CDR 20:38.
CC Say again

.

PLT Do you read, Story?
CC Yeah, say again the time.
PLT 20 :38 .

CC Thanks .

PLT Five plus 19 total.
PAO Space station now out of range of the

Vanguard tracking antenna. The hatch is closed, the airlock
module rep r e ss u r i ze d and we've just had about 5 minutes of
audio mixup . Skylab astronauts having now concluded their
fourth spacewalk had already spent more time outside of the
space station than the other two Skylab crews combined. During
5 spacewalks and a standup workout from the command module,
the firt two crews accumulated 19-1/2 hours outside their
orbiting laboratory. The third Skylab crew having previously
"pent 17 hours and 2 minutes outside their spacecraft. By the
time they closed the hatch today they had more than 22 hours
on EVA. Total EVA time today was 5 hours and 19 minutes.
Hatch closeout time was 20:38 Greenwich mean time. For
comparison, the Apollo 17 crew had a total of 23 hours and
11 minutes on EVA including 22 hours and 5 minutes on the
lunar surface. Today's spacewalk will bring the total time
outside the protection of the spacecraft to nearly 150 hours
for American astronauts. During Gemini 12 hours and 46 minutes
were spent on spacewalks during Apollo, 3 hours and 46 minutes
were spent on inflight EVAs and an additional 19 hours and
10 minutes were spent on the lunar surface. All together,
American crews had 143 hours and 9 minutes of EVA up to the
heginning of this 10th EVA of Skylab's flight. Total time now
for American astronauts outside the space station or a space
station is 148 hours and 28 minutes, total EVA time for
American astronauts. Today's spacewalk should be a cause
for nostalgia. This is expected to be the last V

.

S . space-
walk for a long time. Probably through the 1980's. No EVA
is planned on the Apollo/Soyuz flight in 1975. Next acquisition
will be 57 minutes from now, that will be through Hawaii.
20 hours and 58 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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Q ' This is Skylab Control. Flight Director

the briefing room in Building 1,

END OF TAPE
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flight Director Milt Windier s o"n h?
GreenWich *ea " time. -,

room in Building 1 rigiu now t s
V-y ° VGr t0 the briefing

will be about 10 ainufes early R t
^^ernoon's press conference

Mi t Windier is on his M !
Bg

'
Fll * hc " rector

1 for the rhange-of-shift press hri ^ 8 r0 ° D ln Bui ld^ 8of Skylab will be 41 "o£ now ^' "t*
1 a^ ui^ti on

hours 15 oinutes Greenwich we'?? t <

thr0ugh Hawai *. 21
you the press conference and\ \ " g the line dow ". brin*
ground after the pre^s "onf^L^ y ^ reCOrded '^^o-
END OF TAPE
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PAO
mea/tL. Space sta^cTnow """J " BinUte8 Gre-wich
Hawaii. The crew should\« 7

nearln « acquisition through
eva suits . B d

c

«

r

rtiS
d

r ;;h
n

no;
e p

;:?;"
0£

,r
towln « thelr

Spacecraft Coamuni eator Bob CrJppin The
line Up f ° r

Hawaii have you f oflLVtT^uJ^^ ' ^ ' " A° S

Spl
Ro *er . C^p.

CC ?°?d afternoon
'

Cr *P how are you.
work today.

Afternoon, you guys put ln a hflrd dfly ,

a

J" We e^oyed it.

over here 1 is ten in^tV the ^I?;/
01^'? like fun

'
1 "»

of ite»s since thJs is y ' 7T l °" ° f U
'

Cou P ie
realiy sure where you're geuin' tt>l«°V ??" n0t
I believe Bill u goi'\f H a«< ?

* U s « uar^ away.
C6D and I've gotVcJl pl °oSi^VS^T" 8 ° f the ATM-
he's got the - got that cheekli!?V t

llke
L
t0 n °te for hi. if

Experiment cheAlltlU^ltVtll^ Th" '* the ATM

ne the -
X

' a tn Ch * wardr00B b«t go ahead and give

don't
C

need it handy^AU \ t L'tSa^ C ° y ° U
' you

want
p

to go to for \ inal'cl^eout^ lS%oV o^ 1 th " "«

«orkfSg with the x.^y
ay

; P : c

nd
i!\:;

h
::

whr v°« d 0Wn
we would like ycu to go ahe^d and t avT^ 6 fUter 1 and
filter select switch fnd try it tus to 5tn.T °'l

° f that
had a mechanical problen or in . .! / / d

f
Ut whet her we

from an engineering standpoint
elCCtronlc ?">^*» -trictly

PLT Okay.

And "copy Jerry ha^^e^J g^t'h'e 'c.mIJJ "J ^ 1 »"..
"cured. Vou guys have bee usaling^^

I J/ J.. .

up around here. ' " trylng t0 « et thing, p i cke i

?Ss
Very 800d '

cue ca?d. that indi cVt^'ll It* I hi °Ipt '"'I!*'
°n thc EVA

EVA bracket off the toll , w"e're not Llni^ 'V th *
are we? '

we re not bringing that thing back

cSr I™'* 5%"jr! * 0
'

let - that,
brackat off than.

°" ' * ee * ny " n- « taking the

1
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b«ck
C

Wlth you.
Yeah

*
We 'U Ch ' ck lnt0 lc get right

CDR Okay.

recorder dump and that was a good call ttl ? * data/voice
take the bracket off, j er .

' 8 no need to

p?J
thanks.

Twenty-two hours 1 1^ c^wUh^ 1 H *Waii -

"oving right along wi ch "he t eJa
"

The
the systems hooked back UP to nor»If', ^f

y Ve got °08t of
systea is ai i souareJ away Aftlr lu

° fi * u" tio "- Ventila
the post EVA, they'll be eatinf Y 7 *Y throu « h «*th
together. And then th Ire'tUt ano^r ^ ^ ° f the "
work, vhere'U they'll be outtlJ

h ° Ur ° £ po8t EVA
Next acquisition vil be 2 e |;

&

TrlY
'
""^J*

1 *
through the Vanguard. 22 hour?? !« V°K "

That,1 l

tl«. this is Skylab Con roT
nin ^es-, Greenwich mean

END OF TAPE
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22 hours 23 minutes Greenwich mean time.

S,r— now ne^a
r;:;

-
;a:TB;-IrK

d

T

S

iSiti««.nt. after their u.«
. ,

,th '^"Vt.r. wh lch allows him

ind Commander Carr is set to *

out vhflt they can do in

set back rV^fi-ve ^t available. Acquisition now

the amount of time they 3°^*^ th e call up.

«;r ;:
:,i";.';:::"'.':;

..•:;•„•::••

to be taking PCG-6 off th. - ^^tt the (garble) intergrater.

see if we can
J« g ^^o be turned off in the

^:: a^iror-
C
p/-r y

lS
coolan t loop.

SPT Jey'crip. what do ycu folks got in mine

for troubleshooting^ JC«1^ ^ n0tfi rlght noy

regarding it.
i(| all teady to put it away so let

us know what you y ou want to do. ^ leave tfc- LSU

CC ^CU-10 What we'd like you to do

connected -
^Hastow the^SU *nd the sphere and temporarily

:: eK/
h
t::ss

d
i"t£r.moe* ..-1. —

CDR rlVt'll «ive us time to - to look at it

CC ^ he in your road there, and consider

over night if i t
,0Ut

whgl v. want to do about
e

lt.
gh

S? Jer, while I've got you he re
,

v

•

tha t^oglc BUS 1 up m Che command modules^^^^ _
^SlU'".. he. f? .!.»

CDR Sure;
i£ you . d do thttf wh you get up

thJ\ can tel. you^hich -^^se^ea^s were

- gued.
oway k , ^WhiU ^hile

we've got you there could I get you
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to verify for us that the S band antenna switch Is In

remote .

CDR That was in Delta, It's in remote now.

CC Okay, that' 8 fine. ,And also I'm assuming

that Bill reconfigured over on panel 6 and he's got his audio

control back in normal now instead of backup.

CDR Okay, it's in normal.

CC Okay, that - that's all the chasing we

had to do. Thank you very much.
CDR Okay, thank you.

C)&R Crip, what's the next Charlie X-ray

magazine for the Nikon that's available?

CC Let me check thst for you.

CDR Okay, Bill went ahead and loaded 56

Crip, is th&t okay?
CC 56 Is fine.
CDR Okay, and if one of our other cameras

like Nikon 04 or so is available we'd like to load it up

with Charlie X-ray too. So we'll need a number for that.

CC Okay, you can use CX54 for that one.

CDR Okay, thank you.

CC And Jer, just so we'll feel confortable

here on the ground can you verify for us when you went and

opened those breakers that the - you did have the 6 logic

BUS 2 and 3 circuit breakers closed. Sorry to ask you

about it after you left. 2/3, pardon me.

Cdr 6 logic breakers 2 - those two breakers

closed?
CC No, it's - it's one breaker, it's the

SCS logic BUS 2/T should be closed.

CDR Yeah, t just pulled the first three

and the fourth one was left closed.
CC That's where wc wanted to make sure we

were. Thank you very much.
CDR Okay.
QC Okay, we're about 1 minute from LOS,

Next station contact in 4 minutes through Ascension at

22:39, 22:39. And we're assuming that Bill has not gotten

around to the condensate system yet, we haven't seen that.

PLx Crip, the condensate hose has been

reconnected, however I'm Just pressing on to the checklist,

I'm not sure if that's what you meant.

CC Okay, copy that. I don't believe that's

got it all yet, but believe you'll pick it up later. We'll

check with you next station.
PLT Okay.
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PA0 Skylab less than 3 minutes p.way from

reacquisition through Ascension. The crew is Pre«ing on

with reconfiguring the space station for it a ""
J

operation. Vent system has been reconnected the condensate

condensate system has not been full/ norma 1 however
•

«•

hold the line up as acquisition is now about 2-1/2 minutes

away .

END OF TAPE
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Houston, CDR.

you for 9 *inuL°s.
Were t0

° £or °e Jer
»

blanket we brought L
08

: o

r

Ly
n

u
h

:o
r

o

0

b

n

i 8 \
The^ ° f »eteorite

contingency fecal baa uh/t aI 8 '° 8 ° lnto thew^the exposed parVoTtL'tnlU.^
t £'\ t

" »>

Jer, while I'» tryinrtSM;\K
that °" e che ^«d f 0r you ,

got a couple of E& fypes'han^ <
uestl °" answered, I > ve

would like to get so
P
Ih^ J«.

8
t i'"

Un
f

ln he" t0<^ tS.t
got a ooaent to do it

questions answeied, if you've

c?
R 0k^-

was southing we we re^doiT, ' v T ?* Uy EVA
'

b^ it
out and checking o" the co nn a nH

When We we ' e running
you that we hadVind ^UcTo °

I !,
You

,
— b er we^told

here we had one that we had In? .
° n llght dow "

flk.d to you about it l aBt TlLVllV'A*"' 1 ^
h#r
%s that we Bak

; k ;;- co
u

:: re
c

d

ov

:[/5::^

irregularities exp.JuJced"^^ '
WGrC there an y

or with the EHS fu^c
6

w IVlt^A^ V^'"doing the Delta - Delta-V teat.
that you we *e

C?
R

^ 8atlv *« C^P. "one at all.
cycled?

°kay
'

Wer « the breakers possibly

T ltVv
tlV
V A

l didn,t cycl « ^e n .

^t could you have •i^t.^iLl^i '° perforisin 8 the Delta-V
was one detent away * Delt *- V' test taoaentarily

, whic*

that"* 1 thlnk I I think I reaeab.r doing

- lot'of guy, feel I
hS£ could "'wr It for us. That

- «

c

««.. "kM 3 101 °< guys f« el co.fortabU

- - wit h th al .,„.:*;:» a

h

;y
v

; 0 d

b

;-o;L
e -

1

-
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tor us on panel 216?
CDR Okay, Bill's on his way up. I don't

know if you guys were up on trie loop when I was having
trouble with the S082B door but we almost didn't get that
rascal opened today.

CC Yeah, we heard about that problem, and
glad - glad you managed to get out of the road. We - there
was a little bit of confusion about that down here, we
copied that that should have been the XUV or the 82B XUV .

MON door that was really causing you the prob'em. Which
ar<i both located out - right in the same proximity.

CDR So this was the big XUV or the S082B
door that the film was under and I couldn't get the door
open .

CC Ah-ha. The 82B door would not open sc
that you couldn't open the door to get access to the film,
is that right .

CDR That's tight and this was during that
night pass and t tugged and struggled with it and couldn't
get it and was feeling pretty bad and we decided to wait
until sunrise and see if it would warp the door a little bit
and that must have helped some and then we also had Bill
roll the door around so that it was right in front of me

.

And I could get a better purchase on and we aanaged to get
it open. I'd stick ay hand down through rhe aperture and
grab hold of the inside of the door and pull it out.

CC Okay, but that was a different problem
than where you had to - didn't you have to unpin one of the
doora today to get that ramp off?

CDR Yeah, that's right I had to pin that little
door .

CC Okay that was the module -

CDR (gerble) 2 door.
CC Okay, that - that was two things we

understand. Okay, I'm with you back - now. One - on your
question regarding meteoroid blanket, we arc CO for you to
go ahead and roll it up and tape it, that sounds like a

good procedure .

CDR Okay, and that's - the other om> will be
done the same way. The one we got last EVA,

CC Okay , fine .

PLT Hey, Crip, would you say again that
panel number - was that 216?

CC Yes air.
PLT Okay, what was the selection that you

wanted .

CC Jutt wanted to get what the Delta-P was
on the condensate - on the condensate reading?
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nnt
PL

T
Delta-P is reading zero and again I'mnot quite sure what is relevant to the question you askedpreviously about ths condensate system but I did not turn

CC iYeah.

f
LT The ~ vou w11 * notice that on page 3 1-6you have a qualifying note regarding the MOL SIEVE heat ex-'changer out temp - it is not - if it is less than 46 you"e-

FANS *L
nT i

W
°

* te?
Z

Lt 13 1688 than * 6 «° that 203 CIRCFANS and the heat exchanger FANS are not on.™ 01<ay, copy that.

a8ai n
And l

' a « oin 8 t0 8° back and check OWS FANS

* t

CC
.

0k ay. our problem on the condensate sv«t«ms I guess is different from those two points, Bm it.ooks ike we might have got gas in the^ystea because we hadthought we would reestablish Delta-P when you connectedthose lines up. Which means we may have to dump U
saying now. '

1 thlnk 1 " nde rstand what you've

END OF TAPE
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CC In the SPT handy Co talk a little about
that leak that he was running into today? On his PCU?

SPT Go ahead, Crip. 1

CC Okay, we'd Just like to make sure that we
understand what the situation was. Can you tell us where
the leak was located on the composit connector? That is,
was it top, bottom, left, or right? Could you identify that?

SPT Crip, it was either the front or the top.
I saw a - evidence of it in the top. What I essentially
saw was periodically, something about the size of spaghetti, I

guess, is the best in - the best way to describe it, would cone
off in three or. four different directions, mostly going away
from the PCU in the front. And brenk into small chips -

and small chips would also be coming off at the same tine.
Apparently, the ice was Just breaking loose, and I'm not
sure what pressure was causing it to break loose. I did
not - 1 saw some ice around the top, which was at the hinge of
the connector lock, that is you put the PCU (garble) connector
on, and swing the hinge over, and then locked it. The hinge
itself at the base. Then I was able to see at that hinge
hase - the - a fair amount or ice buildup which was a greenich
water like greenish ice. So all I was able to see is it
come out the front. I, of course, was in the suit and was not
able to l'2an forward and see where it was coming from, but
1 Just saw the ice on the top and saw it come out the front.

CC Okay, fine, I - I guess we can assume
that the LSU restrain hooks was mated to the PCU?

SPT That's affirm.
CC Okay, a couple other questions. Was the

leak related to a change in the - in the water dlverter valve
position. That la, was the - was the valve position changed
Just prior to noting the leak?

SPT Let me tell you one thing, Crip, before
we go on to that question. When 1 was struggling around there,
in the FAS area, that lock did get pushed opened as my PCU
brushed across one of the clotheslines. Something that really
concerned me at the time. Now the - as far as I know, the PCU
connector did not move out at all, and the lever did not
swing over. In other words, the arm - the only thing that
came off was the lock and not the arm itself, which allows
you to pull the connector out. Whether there's enough pressure
there with that lock off to - to open it partially in order
to get a leak, I'm not sure. That night be a possibility.

CC Okay, we'll - we'll think about that one,
Do you have any thoughts about the leak possibly being re-
lated to a - the change in your diverter valve?

SPT Dtverter valve? Do you mean on the suit,
the diverter valve was always vertical. Do you mean the -
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*J
A Cooling select. '

cot * eah
>
vh y don 't you check -bPT Say again.

think'.bout that one'?0^rwhU e

U

: L^^an X^"^have any connents on it, you can give it\t A ' U y ?
u

going to have you at Guam at H L ?,
U ° latCr

- We re

to MAX cooling once^t e r^ wL"^^ r^,^ *°dRetime after that, the leak .bowed up. Now" 'was a" Maxcooling for a very short period of time' though.
^

CC A
kay

f^
r
^,7 a^" cla^ those comments.

fans^and heat exchanger fans.
Thanks a lot, Crip.

cut that off of the umbilical and bri«! *t t ?
8 ° try aftd

it vae which caused the leak Ed lltA , 5f
t0 What

END OF TAPE
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PAO Twenty-three hours 23 minutes Greenwich
mean time. Space station Sky lab new approaching acquisition
through tracking antenna on Guam. We'll hold the line up
for Spacecraft Communicator Bob Crip yen.

CC Skylab, Houston AOS Guam, 6-1/2 minutes.
PLT Roger, Crip.
CC Say Bill, we're fairly confident that we

have lost the Delta-P on the condensate system. You can
verify it for sure by using the CAUTION and WARNING condensate
Delta-P switch enabling it to see if you do get a C&W which
is another transducer. And if that does verify it, I guess
we'd like you to - somebody to do us a housekeeping 60 Bravo
sometime tonight at your convenience.

PLT Roger, Housekeeping 60 Bravo.
CC Roger.
PLT And you're probably right, I'll check

that out in a few minutes.
CC CUR, Houston, Jerry if you got a chance

we would appreciate getting an update where you are in your
post-EVA. Scott really wants to go home.

CDR Okay, Bill's pretty much done, Ed's about
what, halfway through putting away the samples and things. And
I've got LSUs put away and the one PCU is 6 1 i 1 1 attAcned onto
the LSU and I've started zipping up the suits for drying. And
we've knocked off now and are having our dinner.

CC Okay, fine. I imagine that a little bit
of food would probably taste good after all that hard work.

CDR It's been a long time.
CC Yeah, uses up a lot of energy there.
CDR I think things are pretty well under

control here if those folks want to knock off I don't see any
reason why they shouldn't.

CC Oh, I was just joshing with you.
CC Skylab, Houston we are 1 minute from LOS,

next station contact in 32 minutes through Vanguard ac 00:01.
PLT Roger, Crip.
VAO Twenty-three hour* 32 minutes Greenwich

mean time. Loss of signal through Guam. We have some
additional data on the leaking spaoesult of Science Pilot
Ed Gibson. The life support umbilical at it leaves the
airlock module ends in what's called a composite disconnect
vice. This is a four way unit which provides oxygen input,
water input, water output, plugs and an electrical connector.
This mates to the front of the presuure control unit which is
around the midsection of the astronaut. And from there the
oxygen Is metered and In the event the oxygen supply would
be cut off from the life support umbilical, the pressure
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tlrnZ*
1 W °Uld auCo»atically switch over to the

-Mch lt..lf 1. "locked iV 1"* a «« operated lock

tha composite dis conne ct device and 'cut 1 1 f *k
t0

K;.'!r;,':.::.:'s;!',:>i.:a-j2.„,
END OF TAPE
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PX0 Greenwich mean ti»». Space station Skylab

now almost acquired by the Vanguard tracking ahlp less than

a «i!u!e away : Ed Gibson should be returning to stowage.

Se was breaking to eat dinner with the other two cm»en
Writer and bill Pogue was In the process of putting the

:i up attacnfng the blowers so they canary the-eXves

out he should be on his vay now to finishing that. He a

scnedu!ed a^thia time to be taking pictures of the comet

Apparently they were behind the time In
""''J^

8

stowed away. We'll hold the line up now for CAP COMM Bob

CriDuen call up to the crew over the Vanguard.
Crippen, can P

skylab> A0S through the Vanguard for

about
p

U minutes. ^ ^ i £NABLED the CoN D£NSATE

DELTA- P CAUTION and WARNING and you were right it did trigger.

CC Okay, fine and think you can squeeze in

that housekeeping 60 Bravo sometime for us tonight?

pLT Roger, it's in work now, Jerry's doing it.

cc Okay, fine incidentally your phone call

is nolnst to be coning up here at Canary at about 00:24 and

ha^'s about 21 BinuL* away and it'll be ANTENNA RIGHT.

PLT Roger, and I'm Just getting ready to do

e 233 and I either Dialed - mislaid the pad or didn't get one,

can you give me t>e tines that ate ve levant to the S233.
Can y

°c Ro 8 , the sunset time is 00:10, start time

is 00:11, want two frames both 120 seconds. One at infinity,

the first one iu infinity the next one at 15 feet.

PLT Roger, thank you.

SPT Hello Crip, I got a question for you on

the sail sample.
CC Shoot , Ed

.

S PT We don't have fegal bags large enough to

fit the sail sanple in, what I'm p r opos e t o do is t o
us

e

the cardboard we have here and tape up all sides of it to

brtng it back. And I'm wondering what the folks down there

think. Also enclose the EVA comm loss card as well as the

twinpole sample. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ gure

that
SPT

kay
Thank vou. Crip, another question, I

was always under the impression we were going to bring D024

bTck in the container which we brought it in from the
J

outjide

but it says to put tha: also in contingency ecal bags Do

they really want that done or do they want it left in the

container it's in?
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I'll check chat one for you, Ed.

Crip, we Just started the holding tank

CC

TIHBs 19:00 CDT,

2/3/74

CC
CDR

duraP'
r okay, Jerry thank you. SPT, Houston

Ed Regard - your first q «..tior.
act jjlly . out your

aeC ond one there, you are yVu bougnt it in

suppose to remain in the con a ine Jjjt
jju^^j^^ ^

-\ejaced in the whaC T thought

but the words led me otherwise.

e p x HoTUout the other samples?

Cc We're still checking that one.

SP T okay. I think 1 can tape them up so it

pret ty much almost --^^ouscon look9 H ke -'re going

v,<r earlier here. Ascension at 00.15

J0P Summary Sheets and make this thing comp

- air tight?
cc Air tight?
<. pT Close to air tight .

CC That's like pretty good.

qpt (garble) under the fecal bag.
S

CC
T

Roger. Vou got a GO, Ed. Use your good

J ud
*"'5V For the fecal bag?" T

Wrap it however you think best.

<PT (Chuckle) thank you Crip.

Ill Loss of signal through Vanguard Two

END OF TAPE
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We h^e you for 7- 1/2 'ill. t es^ '
° B ? A° S ^ a ce ns on

H T Cri P» one more question.
CC Go .

has got all kinds of de - deposit, on , r i
clipboard

.Yielded by the aa-ples .,
' ,° ij "

°I
„""VT

.«?y.im."?.::
can piu " ri8ht in as

-
ri « h < •»•»« »"»

CC

to run that through tho CCB back here, Ed, so couH I ltk1. *»< take „. take It In - un der con"^Mo
tnat

S

ere, a - a ^i.".} \<Ai 1 Sole.Trsh^d" .".J

"

obvious to the people back there or not

Like a powder or something? •

b-iiii; .hich a
;
j;; t :::

s

w.
u
'..: u

a

:?r^r^r:^ cl eThe - tor example, the pj U g which we brought L is Zv -

seen it all over ^ C °maand "°duU wind ^»^ we've

gp T ?
ka >'' f in«; thank you.

«h« >aek, there, ^ i'l^V" 1^^lll^U,
.?'b^.

K
.
D

fx"ii:i.""
to bs - hi8h < «

-

cc Roger.

;:jr2pL"ii-h"^e^:„»'ra^^d-t^-
P:-^i^

Si'iT k V. f
y ° U agaln throu 8h Canary in about 2 minutesWe 11 be doing a data/voice recorder dump there that'salso set up for Bill's phone call, the ANTENNA RIGHT

.
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CC
.

CC Okay, we're back with you once more
through Canary and we g:>t you for 9*1/2 minutes.
.

CC Skylab Houston. We are AOS through Canaryfor 8-1/2 minutes and we'll be doing a data/voice recorder
dump here.

PLT Roger, Crip.

,
Skylab, Houston. We're about 20 secondsfrom LOS. Next station contact ii through Guam in 26 minutes

that s 00 - might as well, ar 01:00 and we have that set
up for the medical conference. I understand Bill has beenhaving some problems on his private phone call so we'll
reset that up again and reschedule it for about 02:00
Whfin

eoS
C °ne around through Canary again if that's satisfactory

l\l
0ka y- Cr iP. I'll tell him. Thank you.

PA0 Thirty-six minutes Greenwich wean time.pace station now out of range of the tracking antenna atMadrid. Next acquiaition will be 23 minutes from now
that 11 be through Guam ar.d that'll be the evening medicalconference. Thirty-six minutes Greenwich mean time this isSkylab Cont rol .

'

END OF TAPE
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.

.

cc one hour 3 minutes Greenwich mean time,

.pace station la now 1/3 of the way through its pass over

Guam. This la the evening mescal conference. We 11 b' 1"^
the line up now as we expect some cowmuni cat ion from CAP COMM

Bob Crippen.
Hello, Crip.
Hello, hello, we etill pot you for aboutSPT

CC
3 minutes.

SPT
it look like?

Can't find S230 container and what does

Okay, we'll check that for you. Incidentally

if you guys have a chance to take a look at your teleprinter

messages to sort of review them and make sure they were

coming up okav, we would appreciate It. We had a little

RF1 problem earlier and may have caused some lines to drop

out or^omething. ^ ^ ^ ^ they ^ look

pretty good.
re Okeydoke.

cc okay, Ed It should be a bag about 10 inches

by 2 feet and It should be either in 416 or 591, correction

551's the freezer and I've lojked at 416

I also looked in the freezer, can't find

551.
SPT

and it's not the re ,

it either place.
CC
SPT

tightly, if so it may be in 416, I'll have to dig everything

out of the re

.

Yeah, it would probably be rolled up

Okay, we'll try to run it down for you.

Could be a bag that's folded up very

CC
pretty tightly

SPT
locker.

CC

Al 1 right , le t me just ar into that

Okay, wt're 1 minute from LOS, next

station contact is through the Vanguard in 31 minutes at

01:40 and we'll try to get an answer to the bag question

t he ri

.

PAu One hour, 10 minutes Skylab Control.

Space station now over the hill from Guam. We'll bring you

Flight Surgeon Chucl- Ross's medical report when we get it.

Next acquisition will be 29 minutes from now and that 11

be through the Vanguard. One hour 10 minutes Greenwich

mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC
" e

JJ°
c *ip.

SPT Hello.

,

Cc o£ay°V" " 30 ™»l..r.

n "•:,::
r :

,

f

,

: r";.
we,d »»«««. It It

CDR l""'
L '-

"'"Si
EaSy

'

WGre th0Se inUlai l-».r. SEC -

pouches 1001.
Ri8ht

' the serial number of the

alSO Jer
'

0k8y
'
We ' H run ^at one down for vcdr n tor you

3=^=='=.^ SfrTl^jtsf
ready to g0
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Charlie X-ray 48, empty; Nikon: Nikon 01, Charlie X-ra>

57, count is 66; Nikon 02, Bravo, Echo 16, count is 03;

Nikon 03, Charlie India 116, count is 32; Nikon 04, Charlie
X-ray 54, count is 01; Nikon 05, Bravo Hotel 06, count la

50; Hasselblad, Charlie X-ray 45, count is 22; and the ETC

EXEP, no change; drawer A configuration, Alfa 1, 2 and 3

no change; Alfa 4, transporter 07. Supplies been stowed,
takeup is now Charlie India 129. BACK, transporter 08,

Charlie India 65, 61 percent, Charlie India 81.

CC Okay, we copy.
CDR And Crip I got a question. And that is

since Charlie India 129 has now beer used up and - little

bit of it was used for 151, is there any other DAC film
available for documentary photo3 if ve cook any more up?

CC We'll check that one out for you Jer.

CDR CH.ay, you might just have them put it

on the film thread rad. Indicate what DAC - what film

would be available for £ny more documentary work. Okay,
evening status. Fleep: CDR, 6.5, fi.O heavy, 0.5 light;

SPT, 7.0, 5.0 nervy, 2.0 light; PLT , 6.0, 4.0 heavy, 2.0

light. Volumes: N / A . Water gun: 8983; 5036; 2 139.

Body mass: 6.314, 6.312, 6.310; 6.387, 6.394, 6.390;

6.265, 6.264, 6.268. Exercise: none for anyone.
Medications: CDR, 2 Sudafed as directed; SPT, Afrin 1

time; PLT, 1 Actifed as directed. Clothing: CDR, none;

SPT ,
socks, shirts and shorts; PLT, none. Food log: CDR,

3.5 salt, villus 2 coffee with sugar, plus 2.0 water; SPT,

1 .5 salt ,
-

END OF YAPE
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PA0 x hours S9 isinutas Greenwich »san tin*,

S P «c» station Skylab now naaring acquisition through Canary

island, for a pais over Canary Island and Madrid, Wa'U

uiva tra line up through Madrid in tha event that the crew

has anything to sey to CAP COMM Bob Ctippen,

SPT Hello, Crip.

cc Oh, Edward, I wasn't going to call you.

SPT Well, I thought I'd give you a call

because I can't find the S052 return container.

CC Okay, wa need to keep stowage busy to-

night anyhow.
SPT Nona IS? and we've looked other

lockers around the MDA and I can't i*..4 it. I don't recall

seeing a - a second one around here, we used the first one

after the fa - first fiU retrieval.

CC Rog. See if I can get you a quick

answer for that. u , e ,,
CC Okay, Ed, did you try M157?

S PX Oh, yeah, sure did, Crip, that's the

first thing that was called out.

CC Yeah, that's what I thought, okay.

SPX Hey, Crip, are they set up? Is Bill

set up for a call here?
cc Okay, there was some confusion about

really whether you wanted to do the call or not. Would you

like to have the phone call? I'm afraid it may not be set

up at your home right now. Tell you what, why don t we

try to get two of them in tomorrow night. Maybe I can find

another spot for you.

SPX Okay, Crip, let's do it that way.

CC Okay.
S px Crip, if we can't find that bag, why

don't I just go ahead and treat the 52 in the asme way aa we'

doing 56 and H-alpha. That's a strip o£ the 2 Inch tape

over It, and then we'll stow it in an appropriate location

in the command aodule.
cc Okay, we'll buy that for now. We re

still looking. We've got about 9 more minutes here, we'll

try to cone up with something.
cc Skylab, sorry we've been totally un-

successful in trying to - to help you out. If - if

not apparently stowed where we think it is, and I guess the

best you can do is go ahead and - with your suggestion, Ed

and we - if we get any better ideas, we'll - we 11 tell

you about them tomorrow. Next station contact, if you need

us, ig soing to be Honeysuckle at 02:47, and that's about

24 minutes away.
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CDR Ok«y, Crip, we'll conduct \ pretty

thorough search. I f we don Vc find it, wa'U tail you we'll

Ju«t leave it taped and pack it that way.

C C Okay, And we assuae you gMya are secur-

ring the CONDENSATE syatea on a duap.

SPT Yeah, I'll do that before I go to bed.

cc Okay.
PA0 2 houra U ainutea Greenwich mean tiae.

Space station now out of range of Ma4rid tracking antenna.

Crew had a very buay day today, they were alaost completely

on schedule for their EVA, 5 houra 19 ainutea long. They

were alaoat ahead of theaaelvea in packing and stowing, too.

Spending aost of their tiae looking for pouchea In which to

place the aaterial saaples that they retrieved. On tab for

toaorrow ia the final flaaaabiiity - or the only flaaaabiiity

test - the final aateriala teat with the aaterial* up and on

board Skylab. Experlaenta are scheduled for to three differ-

ent lines, and the rest of the day la taken up with medical

regroupings and physical training. This flaaaabiiity ex-

periment toaorrow will consist of placing samples of aaterial

inside the furnace and Igniting thea to see how they burn

in zero gravity. The materials to be used will be aluoiniaed

Mylar film, a nylon sheet, a neoprene-coated nylon fabric,

polyeraehane foam, piece of bleached cellulose paper, and a

piece of Teflon fabric.

END OF TAPE
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coM.nd «oduU, it luH thl» U.t ehacklUt did. But if you

Hk! I'll Put the. both la tht free.T. 1 Just hop. that th.

Deactivation ChackUtt haa It that way.

CC Stand by and Ut »• «aka aura that 1

got It right. Okay, Ed. the an.var i. that your EVA

Checklist had you move the one that you Juat got out, I

guH. uj lS th« command mocule now and day 82 had you

*Uk up the other. Ycu got a GO to take both of than If

vnu want or do It as you see fit.you want ^ ^ ^ ^ ln m

A-5 or A-8, I 'ra not aura of the number, I'll have to look at

U a

c?
ln

' We copy one should go in A-4 and one should

8 ° l

SPT~
8

* Okay, Crip, that's where they're going

n0W '

cc okay, and the only way I could figure

out that you could know that ia Just to know It.

SPT well I know it now, so I o in.

cc We all are. And Ed, if you stlK copying,

for your information we're not going to change the day 82

ransfers, we're assuming that you know you've just done one

•tep a day ahead of time or couple of days ahead or time.

PLT Crip, could you get the film people

down there to identify the next 1R reel. 35 -ml 1 1 Ime t e r magazine.

cc We'll do It for you.

CC IR-15.
PLT Thank you.

cq That la a reload for you Bill, that was

downloaded earlier.
PLT Okay

.

cc PLT, Houston, I'd like to correct my

last, Bill. The 1R-12 is your - is your load, and that

is - that is a reload.1

p,T Okay, IR-12. Thank you.

cc Okay, we're about to go LOS. And this

time I'm not going to call you any more. Bermuda won t be

until 03:32. Hope you guys are all tucked away by that time.

PLT Okay, Crip.

CC Night.

fholrs 3 minutes. That was the final

conversation for the night. Crew should now be in bed as

it's 3 minutes after their bedtime. We will bring the

line down, tomorrow morning we'll bring it back up at

6:00 a.m. with Jack Riley. 3 hours and 3 minutes Greenwich

mean time. This is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Good Homing, thU U Skylab Control at
10 hour* 56 minutes on mission day $1, Skylab la lees than
a minute away from the tracking atation at Honayauckle. We
do not plan to put in a call to the crev at thia atation.
However, if the crew haa aet the alara clock aboard Skylab
they nay call us through Honayauckle, ao we'll aland by through
this pass. If we do not get a call fro* the cr«*w here, we
plan to put in our first call of the day Iron the ground
at Bermuda, in about 43 minutes fro* now. This is Skylab
Control. The biomedical officer reports to Flight Director
Gene Kran* their data shows that the acience pilot is still
asleep. Science Pilot Ed Gibson is wearing the sleep monitoring
cap .

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle has
a loas of signal. There were no communi ca t i ons .luring this
pass. The crew apparently still sleeping. The only data we
have here on the ground is from the Science Pilot Ed Gibson,
who is wearing the sleep monitoring cap. Biomedical officer
reports that data shows that Gibson was asleep throughout the
Honeysuckle pass. We'll put in a call to the crew at the Bermuda
station 32 minutes from now. We'll come back up Just prior
to Bermuda or earlier if the crew calls Mission Control. At
11 hours 7 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is SV.ylab control.

END OF TAPE
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dX0 Thl» U Skylab Control at U hours 39

«inute. Graanvich «ean time. Skylab U co.lng up on acquisition

Through SHIS.! call will go to tha craw at 8«r»uda.

We'll atand by for that.^ ^ ^^
Skylab, Houston, good aorning to you, Hom

u wi„ «e lit vou catch a Hew extra vinka since you

lifts
1

?.! ui.V.Mi.J?" %nd\. h... .odHUd your ru,h.

, , ,„ tbl.. You .hould h.v. . n.w Flijht PUn and

°l on board. And you'll .Uo art. that th.r. .t. tvo

CDR Good morning, Hank. Thank you.

cc (Music: "Gypsies, Tramps, and .

by Char Bono).
1)Sen8uouji WoBan „ by Hy3llc Hoo d 8 )

C r Skylab, Houston, we're about 45 seconds

from LOS. Ascension Is next tt 57, and wc plan to dump the

voice recorder there.
CDR Roger, Hank.

pao Thiols Skylab Control. Bermuda has loss

of signal. Next acquisition will be through the Canary Island

a on in 6 minutes. The wakeup mu.lc this -rnlng »«• *

by Bread, followed by "Gypsies, Tramps, and fh C

${
r

Bono, and "Sensuous Woman" by Mystic Moods. At 11 hours 51

nlnutes Greenwich mean time, this Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is SkyUb Control il hour* 55 minutes.
Skyiab coning up on acquisition, it'll juat brush the acquial-
tton rang* of Canaries And then will be acquired by Ascension
Island. About 30 seconds away from acquisition to Ascension.

CC Skylab, Houston through Ascension for
10-1/2 minutes and if you give us the voice recorder 7 think
v« can give you 3-minute cleaning service this uorning,

CDR Okay, Hank, no problem on the voice
recorder. I got a question for you. H487-5 is only scheduled
one tine in your new Plight Plan. I wonder - Aren't we
suppose to do that in the morning and in the evening?

CC It was desired to do it that way, Jer,
and we didn't know whether you'd have time or not so we
didn't put it in in the morning. If you can work it in,

I'm sure they would be very delighted to g*t that data.
CDR Okay, we'll give it a try.
CC And, PIT , Houston. You'll probably

notice when you get all the stuff out of the teleprinter
there , there's a message for you on the condensate raal

number 8117 Alfa, and we'd liko you to run that if you would
this morning during the block of time that's labeled M479
assist CDR as required.

CDR Okay, Hank. I'll see that he does it.

CC Would you like to hear a little news,
while you're stirring around there this morning?

SPT That sounds good, Hank, sure would like

it

.

CC Okay, in Washington, the Bureau of

Printing and Engraving is moving into full production of

gasoline rationing coupons. Working on a month's supply in

case rationing is ordered. The bureau which normally is

kept busy around the clock printing money and stamps has

put aside currency on a short-term basis to concentrate
on the rationing coupons. Meanwhile the truckers' strike
worsens and is spreading through several states. There has

been violence reported in Tennessee, Mississippi, Oklahoma
and other states. Rock throwing and gunfire is damaging
trucks which continue to run and truck stops in many areas
of the nation are crowded with drivers who are either irate
about fuel prices or afraid to drive because of violence.
They drink coffee, play cards, sleep and call home to tell
their families that they will be hone sometime. From Ohio,
Attorney General William B. Saxbe urged the nation's governors
on Sunday to use the force at their command to curb illegal
acts growing out of the nationwide truckers' protest. "This
handful of truckers io not going to bring this country to

its knees", Saxbe said. From Massachusetts: Calling it "the
best meditation we ever had, two yoga practitioners won a dance
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cc i •« not «urt which one it w«»,

out "... rtl.kt n.M .iu ..rain,, v. )»> '»•<

,.,.4 »u. » «5; ;;»!.:
u
.
k
t' in. •» »
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cc spt, Houston,

til. like for hi. «• """.^i 'JK. " .1 • 'or Hi" I.

!»:'::i::.s:.r:;-s.u.si:.;
,

'i:si«-

a roll .Ml., I k»™ rt. - ' "J' ,"
,, , „,!„ 10 hour.

«
U
fi"»y • H.«»» o, A.cer..ion

Island, Hank.
C C

Outstanding.

END OF TAPE
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through C.rn.rvon.
«yl«b co«l„g up 0„ , c,„u t tlor,

9 Bl" te ,
Skyj.b, Hou.ton through c.rn.rvon (or

CDR No such luck.

anything on it then '
We W ° n ' 1 *** t0 «P

SP?
Sur

t
W
f
ke9 up in the aorning.

It s a real sinus clearer.

r„ R
Must be pretty bad.

CC Jf

'

-

C°
C t0 ° bad but pretty sharp.

Go.
St3nd by *• Hank

' Okay; I have It out.
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c q Okay, lefore doing »tep 1 w« 1 • f t out

something there we think we ought to cover, end that it on

panel 217 we'd yo« to mate and demeta the ICG there several

ti»e. and leave it mated. We h«v« hrtd • laak there before

and we think If we cycla through that that night make tnli

procedure complete. j^.^
PLT Kate and demate what again* I dldn t

quito hear that>
. , , , »

C C The LCC that 'a normally hooked into

P<,fte

pLT
l?

Okay. Mate and demata aeverai timae and

leave mated. Thank you. Got me Juet aa I waa going up there.

CC Okay. That's a SUS water gaa eeparator

we're talklrg about there. Not the LCC.

PLT Okay. (Garble) Hank, that isn't normally left

oh. yee. (Garble) demate it. Okay.

CC Okay. That's right, Bill. We want to

cycle it a few times and leave it mated.

PLT Okay. Leave mated.

cc Skylab, Houston, we're 1 minute from

LOS. Guam is next at 45. That's 6 minutes.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skylab'a out of

rang of Carnarvon. Guam will pick up the space station in

4-1/2 minutes. The - The network controller here has checked

with the station at Ascension; verifies that Ascension Island

is clouded over ao the photographs that Jerry Carr took were

probably St. Helena Island and were not of Aa cens ion
.

The

crew has a fairly busy day today. Two runs of the H479 ex-

periment, zero gravity f lammabillty . This experiment s de-

signed to study flame propagation, flashover and flame spread

ra*ea of various nonmetalllc materials under *ero-g condi-

tions. Several medical studies today. The M092, lower body

negative pressure, with Bill Pogue aa the subject, H131

huSan vestibular function with Ed Gibson aa the » ub J« t '

and some limb blood volume studies later just prior to going

to bed this evening. All the crewmen will spend a couple

of hours today on entry checklist reviews.

END OF TAPE
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CC
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18 minutes.
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SPT . Houston.
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Good morning and we r
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COR Good O0 rning and we

CC „ aKle TV position, Jet

swi tch in the portable
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CDR Okay. We haven't gotten that far yet.

cc Okay. Ib Bill working the condensate tank-

pr ocedure ? •

CDR That's affirmative.

" An^we'll be dropping out for about 20

seconds for a handover.
cc Skylab, we're back with you for 11 minutes.

And Bill, could you let us know w^ere you are in the conden-

sate tank procedure?
PLT Rog, Story. I'm on page 9-3 and I m just

eetting ready to connect the condensate holding tank dump

hose to the holding tank condensate outlet and port tank/

WFCH (garble) connector in floor of forward compartment step.

CC Okay . Thanks .

CDR Houston, CDR.

CC Go ahead , Je r

.

Cdr On the 18-millimeter mirror lens setup

for this M479, the checklist on page 3-1, calls out for

setting the focal length at 1.5 feet. Looks to me like

this - this lens has got a fixed focal length of about 1.25

feet or 1.2, something like that.

cc Okay. We'll get with you.

cc You got it right, Jer. Use it just the

way it is

.

CDR Okay. , .

SPT Hey Story, in the ATM reconfiguration for

stowage, I'm coming across the (garble) number of <l*?cre-

pancies between the actual panel and what's in the ch.cklli .

I'm not reporting those, and I'll Just press on. If you want

to hear about them all, I can give them to you.

CC Okay Ed.

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Go ahead, Story.

cc Ed, press on the way you ure. Just follow

tb- checklist there. You do have change 8 to the ATM Expe r i

-

raent Checklist and Data Book. That's message 7939. You put

those changes in, didn't you?

S PX Yeah, that's affirm Story. There s

a few things over and above that though.

CC Okay, fine. Press.

spx Story, I assume I ought to leave the scan

spec in its current configuration so it can run on unattended?

CC That's affirm, Ed.

SPT Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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• l«f
S

"lt.r 1 on 54?
k8y

'
'"'^ A" yOU f" " "

cpT
Yee; that'll be fine, Ed, right now.

got a gray.
Showing a b arberpole' up here. Now you

-ittUg in 1 now. °
kay

'

WC 8hOV >' 2
' «• 3 and «• if.

cr
T What's that aay about the failure?

£
C Not right now, Ed.

minutes to Ascens i on^n :
36^

'

" * " lnUte fr ° B L ° S and 8

!£
T Roger, Story. How do you read?

p£ T
Loud and clear, Bill.

DUMP valve OPEN anlfon^/*
25 1 8taited ^e WATER

CC Thanks
, Bill .

checklist calls up/st^yP " mtCr l ° * tor^ " th *

£
C That's affirm, Ed.

for 4 »inutes.
Skyl ' b

'

baCk Wlth y ° U throu « h A.c.J.lon
SPT Hello, Story.

l? r
H1

. Bill, Houston.
PLT Go ahead.

. ::

,

i:.::;.
,

:n
l

«.rj.ir:s 1 .

tB
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rr Okay , Bill . , .

St which I think has nothing to do with

the problem necessarily, but it 1. apparently dumping but

very slowly.
wc , re 3Q 8econde to L0S

ab o U t

C

25 .inutes to Canarvon J^'^ "^^^
ir.ti:s:!

vo
ii"ii

h
:

r

.:; ri.:""
1^ — ...

l\l ThiJ'is Skylab Control. /•« n,
}

on
rS"

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO' • AU
.

<-lr
8
"^^

1^-"c

*l"S t

-" ^
"•^^^^»^^"r

1

f «...
C \ 1 8t «nd by.

e trie space station

PLT°
rt*v- - i«

recordins
•

"» J«./«X.. ««one the ,„
d°"n here on By Sll

Gee
•

1 J u*t noticed „* t0r '. it i oo;s

y I'm getting it ?„ « reen U * h * bli nkIn£,

i[ the fi ov la ,
°k«y. We see i * \i

cc increased. U d "v n he
L0S

. about 5
S kylab, „ e . re a .

Th * C ls

CDR
5 Blnut

«f
to cJa.. and a half to

CC G° ahead, Story
H°usto ".

CC ^gative.
0d

'
° h

'
la te last evening*

CDR
6

'
Let «• know how U'.

s «"Ple glowed f 0r J,?
kay

' 1 «ure win «„

•topped. so r?
UU at ^«t ti.

aPP*"ntly th« i««f!
-v.? fr:- :

»..3i
abo "t 3 minute. °

k-y! '•"nd. fine. Se .

K " • a «»out a 9-1/2-
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cc • Sky lab, back with you through Guam for

10 »^teB. _ story. Tried it again on the

nyl<r*a»ple and 1 "I"'- « -.s « extinguish itself.

" C

i°t

P
whi

e
D urn only as long as the igniter

tfire s glowing and the;^^^^^ Ydata

poinS^ and Just press on with the rest of the sables. ,er,

Houston. , ,™ under^lnd youT. using . - a 15-second burn

'""cm"' ">• »" l
' B U"" 8 "V! Ibouf 3

r,.K«..iy «.J. •>« <°< *r 3 9"°" d8 *" d

run. for 'H-"-^ »"
; ,..„...

pit Go ahead, Story.

":.„:!'-.?
,1." «.\

h.W.' .... i... i«v.

plt ok «y

with the procedure. If if s not h

lt .s is and we'll catch it ^ ^ end ,

Press on , »n i .

ve got to start another experlme

h.r. ri.ht now. ^ 8kyUb ;,.
._.ln«t. teJOS .

_

8 inches shy of the other ena 01 ™.
cc Pine. Press on, Bill

PLT

„„r..l on th« .xp.r «... «•
J t^„%AC lf not

:„::."r..i.:«. «i ..r.r\hr.A.... .....i.. -

P"
?nlI

y
i»

P

Skylab Control. Cu.ah.slo.t

throu.h O.U.t.n. 1 1
„ ' „„!, «..„ cl« Skyl.b
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a study of the so-called light flash phenomenon. Principal
Investigator for the experiment is Dr. Rudolph Hoffman of
the Johnson Space Center, and Pogue performed this same
experl - experiment Just a few days ago. During the hour-
long test period Pogue will float into his sleep compartment,
strap himself so that he faces the outside wall of the space'
station - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO '
. D

as part of a s tudv
'

«f °f
Wlil be 8ent c ° bed for "*„

».

the , pac„
vci«"ty cosmic t.„ ,1. ' " to do < * r.l ne

:.
n^r

.

o

::
,

i.
t f

ir
h"

is: •
? r ?::.'«*:

" • SI'S: "'' '"""'•» Km'....
CC

R
* he «d, Storv.

CC .7" V we ^ do it .

ab °ut 12 ainuteg to thl i *
W re a "tnute and « h*ir

CDR
t0

l
he v«"gunrd at 15:12 th. It! .

f l ° L0S
•

CC Thank you
, 8t

l

i; y f

h - i« youra.
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PAO This 16 Skylab Control. Merritt Island
has loss of signal. The next station is the tracking ship
Vanguard in 8-1/2 minutes. The zero gravity flammability
testing that's underway now, the M479 experi»ent , it - the
equipment for this test consists of 37 flammability specimen
assemblies stowed in the f latmability specimen container.
Each assembly consists of a specimen and a connector, which
is installed in - and ignited in the work chamber. The
specimens are numbered 1 through 37. This tnorninR, Jerry
Carr is igniting specimeots 1 through 12 aod 13 through 18,
this testing will be continued this afternoon after lunch
in two separate runs. First run will ignite specimens 25
through 37, and then the last run specimens 19 through 24

.

Numbers 1, 7, 13, 19 and 25 are aluminized Mylar film,
2-1/2 by 4 inches in size. Numbers 2, 8, 14, 20 and 26
consist of a nylon sheet, 1 Inch square. Numbers 3, 9, 15,
21, and 27, neoprene-coated nylon fabric, 2-1/2 by 4 inches.
Numbers 4, 10, 16, 22 and 28, polyurethane foam, .025 of
an inch by 2 inches. Numbers 5, 11, 17, 23, and 29, bleached
cellulose paper, 2-1/2 by 4 inches. Numbers 6, 12, 18, 24 and
30, teflon fabric, 2-1/2 by 4 Inches. Number 31 consists
of two specimens of bleached cellulose paper mounted face to
face with a 1/8-inch gap between, the size of those specimens,
2-1/2 by 4 Inches. Numbers 32, 34 and 36, each contain
two specimens of bleached cellulose paper mounted face to face.

END OF TAPL
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PA0 - - four inches. Numbers 32, 34 ,
and 36

eachContain two specimens of bleach cellulose P-P" .^ un" d

""eS
1— tM " " RJIS.'S"" ittb ,.u through Che Vanguard

for S.i.ut...
ve , re a nlnute , ni , half from

du»P the data/voice there. J;r ,
Hou.ton.

iii-::%r8.:r^tef:i^ro;rg:-chreknrt«u*4:ti

and then pre., on
. , Just tM ,M >anp Je

„u.b« 5. Beginning to pick up . little .tea. nov a. I got

the routine • little better now.

rr Okay. fine. , .

... f ran,. .1 ^.Wtt <"

Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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uT/h
11:21 CDT 81:16:21 GMT

alnu^es Greenwich J™\ 11****1?, C ° ntr°l «t 16 hours 21

dumping the data/voice
1^08 8tate,1

«f for " minutes. Be

rp_ Jer
, Houston .

CC
ahead He's listening,

nodule? '
y °" a11 U P there ^ the command

.•i.rb
T

. ck m .bou^i;;: r^:
d

1rnln
a

u? er
,re 8oln

* - be

for the California pass" Stol^ * merltorloua 10 minutes

* —"age. Ifli b^; i iruj
i

f;
l

t h e

e

e

r '

1

W\'" flendln
* «P

ainute from now. if / / " e teleprinter ab^t 1

breaker bat bus A o Sat A and f?
B '° r

?
nK Chat ^ lrcult

there anyway aa yb e on e^ / h !! " goln, back up
message up on the way intn ,L P " y ° U COuld P lck the
like thia

P
done over a station*% J

OBDand «<>^le
,
and we would

CDR Hoti,
,f " got 9 oinutes more of AOS here

we got there?
How ab <>"t over Vanguard? How. Uchtl«

!»• fine. If it doJ"^J;
n
S™I

d
tL

r reaUy anytl ° e W " uld
on the Flight Plan tor t r

6

J^i^ " * lBply puC U
the bat charging procedurl

"w SS„ J J? ' Sk
°' 1'' that '

8
day anyway, we'll schedule that I , „ ""f

that done t0 "

tomorrow. cnac starting early i n the morning

S?
R Go °d enough, Story.

Ed
- Houston.

CC
°° aheadl

*• .ee that TV BUS l^St tlu\7o? *V° **° t0
v*nt - y0u

.

re going to wlnt L S« - ? y ° U
vhy it was left on* ?t' rne^^o^^™ 1 ?"^ 5?"'"ny it was left on. It'll „.».t * Z

y""'" uon 'i tnat's

«<l .t ,o U r eonwniinc. without ?! ,
"«"«'<>«««" €

:::."i;i .r.jrj;? ^v«« « ««' ;.'««
t

»/;J.°J.i:?i
r

........ . t
;
.

he
1 n
,u

rh:i.;:- i „

p

:.
i

r„
o

L
d

.

p,c,u"" *•»» ••<

!!" Okay, Story.

£; T Houston.

cc
Go ahead -

co»..nd module, pan^oT^ F ,!"
thC Way t0 th «

ark it where n'is '
„"

till xotitl tli^l
tH< " ttln «'

clockwise. '
n roc «te all the way counter-
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SPT Okay , Story

.

cc Okay.

Ill Let *• ask you again,

the rag again, pi...":}
10

'
^ tor ^ * Can I have the words on

^rk^here it is n0^^^^^^^
coK

?
:

a

^at.r% h
r

: up^^::/^? a*
And we re 30 seconds to L
about 12 alnutes at 16:46

HAND'" ,„ COMMAND,
E
s"^""

tCh " "« "« "> «»
Okay: thanks.

PAO -• -

And we're 30 seconds to LOS see vo.. r>v»l L »
'

about 12 alnutes at 16:46 * " the Van 8 uar d i"

MAMd"! ln COMMAND, ^ory"'^ °" 225 th" "» «M-
Okay: thanks.

of signal Skvl.b 3?n J' ^Jf* Contro1
- ^exas has loss

Vanguar^in loll" Htut.l A Vh^ 0^ tr<,Cklo
« ^

mean ti-e, this i. Sky^ , Con tr « " ° lnUtea Gr""^^
END OF TAPE
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Tine
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,5 »pr c r eenWich
Th

i: 8;%f!:^
a
%k

c

-rc1

0:Jni^
o
o

u

n

r8

acquisition through the tracking ship Van^arl
*

10 minutes. '
A ° S thr ° Ugh the Va"«"ard for

rr
R Story, how much tlae do we have?

pn. Another 8-1/2 ninutes
, Jer.

ca
°kay, I'm ready to pick ud with th*first steps of this battery procedure.

P ^
" Okay, go, Jer.
CDR Roger.

PYR0
C

B^T a u °
k
!
y '

Stor y- 1 closed the BAT BUS A

BlT
R0

BuTA
A

8 re
r

:^rt^ ^ ^ lndlCat ° r d«"

^0 stand by 1, Jer.

J^*
I '» reading 29 volts,

closed
The thC BAT BU£ A "AIN A breaker is

Cdr
°> ay

<
th8t ex P lai™ it, word GO.

MAIN A or leave it cJosed^ ^ " " ° P6n the BAT BUS A

JJL
St «nd by 1, Jer.

!:,iJ}

You can Press on, Jer.

BUS A
°kay

'
l '* shovin 8 1* anps on PYRO

That's good.
Correction, PYRO BAT A.
Roger .

breaker ,,
0kay

'
Wlth BAT BUS A PYR0 »AT Abreaker pulled, I' B getting 27.9 volts.

rr. That's good, Jer.

BUS it a , ,

Okay Story, when I push in on the BAT
BUS A IE ibltlT9\lll?:

r
'

1 15 a °P8 °" BAT A " « BA T

" Okay, that's verified down here.

rns ^V you can pre" on * nd cycle it.
CDJ Okay, will do it.

j£»«'.J -::r^\;-\;r:n-^
t

;; tiT::- I

B

J
°^

^ I«d i;/JJ?
k-t

,!
n

t
ht n ° r" 1 "*ftner wlthout forcing iin hard and it's «i the way uP and holding real well?

8

CDR ?lJ?TriU.
y0U

I*
n0t holdl "B ^ now, Jer/

by itaelf.
affirmative, Story. It's there all

cc
CDR
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, .

CC Looks good. Let's open it and that'lldo it .

CDR Okay.
CC °kay, Jer. That's good news, we're

30 seconds to LOS here, see you over the - Tananarive inabout 17 minutes at 17:14 and the BAT charger procedure
we l.\ put on the Flight Plan for tomorrow.

CDR Okay, Story, so long.
CC Thank you.

nriTA
C
p <0 v ,,,, J

8oln8 over the hil1
-

the condensateDELTA-P is holding good.

Vl
T And che du «np - the procedure is complete.CC Thanks, Bill.

PA<
? This is Skylab Control. Vanguard hasloss of signal. Station at Tananarive will pick up Skylabin 15-1/2 minutes. And the information received during theVanguard pais would indicate that the leak in the condensatetank has been corrected, there is a good delta pressure inthat tank now, it's operating. And also, the - the sickcircuit breaker that cropped up day before yesterday duringcommand nodule entry checks seems to have been cured withthe troubleshooting procedure just performed by Skylab

Commander Jerry Carr - the battery bus A circuit breaker.The thoughc was that a - & film nay have built up on thatcircuit breaker during the long period that the commandmodule s been setting there, would make contact if Carr kepthis thumb on the circuit breaker but the current would dropoff to zero when he released the pressure. However, he reportsnow that after recycling it a number of times with a little strongercurrent across the circuit breaker than had existed, a coupleof days ago - that - the currant is now holding after he
releases, the pressure from the circuit breaker. So that appearsto be in good shape now. 13-1/2 minutes away from Tananariveat 17 hours Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control

END OF TAPE
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' ' .<

pxo This 18 Skylab Control at 17 hours 13

.inutel Greenwich mean time. Tananarive will acquire

Skylab about 50 second, for a 6-l/2-«inute pass.
_Skylao aoo

skylab, AOS through Tananarive for 6 ...

n inutes. The next station if ve looae you here is Hawaii,

about 42 minutes at 17:57.

Tc* Skylab^we^re a couple minutes froa LOS.

About 40 minutes to Hawaii, 17:57. Jer, Houston.

SPT Go ahead, Story.
,

cc Ed ask Jer how many samples he got

,one ..W71 «d ho.^e ^J^"*^ „„ „... learnl „ e

fast. In fact, we're picking up speed.

rr Okay, thanks.

PXO This is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of Tananarive. Next station is Hawaii in 3 *
-tea.

At 17 hours 21 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skyiao

Cont r ol .

END OF TAPE
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minutes Greenwich .lii'tJle^^liiSri"
1
'\J 7 h ° UrS 56

through Hawaii.
e

'
Skyl*b approaching acquisition

HawaH for 2 minutef^
1^ '

g0t y ° U f ° r a 8hort P a8s through

specif menu that tJey '^rkeS^D fo'
todaV e '" ^ving our

forgot to mention is LV « uch sal each °^ tMng the *
today. Would you ask rh* f \ ach of uS is allowed
on that?

7 thC f ° 0d P e °P le 'o - what the word is

prlorUy of ite D8 on^your HM* ' *** ^ '
r

' ve * 0t a

c?
R

° kay -
ready t0 c °py-

1 through 18. After that ^iVl ^ 38 y ° U are for s ^ples
to 24. It-s very unlit U L °" "m,

- ChanC6
' 8 ° on to «

37's but if you J0 pres
k

s

el
o
y
n ^ o^^s'fL

6^ 0 th\ 25 thr<^
r ch ance

h
:°

U8h <"» - *° - ^
£

^^S.S%S
h

I f^
toniS? through Hon^kle^O^ ^ f^/.^t

Cc
Roger. He's copied.

00:16, and that's a^ef t 'L' ' rig°h 1

8 ° C
* Ph ° n6 CaU Gua * a <

Cc
T 00:16

»
left to'right.

UP here, a change t o^the' ^ene'ra ^ "K 11
* &t 3 me88a **

stowage checklist. In fact it's ""ft 8 *' thac updates the
before he gets into the s owage ch~e c£ 1 L t 'c h"

'
' ^ ' & °

to look at that.
checklist change he'll want

PLT Okay.

the Vanguard next l^Uolt "s^inutes VrT**!,'*
0 * L ° S here

-

the data/voice there.
minutes at 18:24; be dumping

has completed a shor^a^ Sa^M 's taM
" "-"on

acquisition through the tracking .If i
station. Next

END OF TAPE
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.

PA0
„ J

This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 23

i. be ,u»PL
k

r"« iata/i""rhe«.
Va " 8U * rd

CDR Roger , Story

.

« 8 .in
cc

««„ back
" aln * the das

- .»••« •«
"

. , Skylab, the DAS is yours. We're a OInut .

CDR Roger
, Story .

haa f
A°

, ,

This 18 Skylab Control. The Vanguardhas loss of signal. Skylab will next be acquired through

iirv*:vVri :ar e9
;

crew fini9hed iu- h • -ii"
u

s..ago Jerry Carr made reference a little while ago to theirspecial menu for today. This was one of the day? when thecrew was to have eaten the high-density food bars ; however

TllLA f
change the menu. The high-density food bai s

day J! t

°

hlsT i°
d
*L

Vil
\

bC 6 * Cen by Che Crew o« Missionaay o<4
, this coning Thursday. The - the l..n/.i,„«„ - *

today for the colander c onll s t f 11" ^
™ ^

d'r ni?
e
:\

POtat
°,f

ala
,

d
'
butCe «cotch pudding, and gdrink; science pilot had pork and potatoes, macaroni, Sine-apple and grapefuit drink; and the pilot had spaghet ipork and potatoes, green beans, tomatoea. butter scoch ouddin.and lemonade. Jerry Carr is now in the second serLs Sf^e 8

£e ItlV* r nt
*

fla»nabl^y experiment. All in a!! today
«t«i.l

P^ f "° re than three d0"n t08ts °" a var e
'

materials to learn about fire resistence, flame characteris-
ed ^ j f

ravi ^-free environment. The'fire tests "re aconducted in a sealed container under controlled conditionsAmong materials to be tested in the oxygen-rich atmospnerT'are pieces of aluminiied Mzlar the material used in thesunshade that protects the orbiting laboratory. Carr will

fllriVT/l ^ 8eV lre IO nylon
- Polyurethane foam, TeJlon,fabric and paper. In some tests the samples will be allowedto burn out and in others he will put out the small fires with

avav trim LlV ?* ° V^a °?
y, ' B SUPply

'
Skylab 10 -»n«t.-

time a H' Tr At " h ° UrS 38 " lnute8 G^^ich meantime, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 18 hours 47
minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about to be acquired
through the Tananarive station.

CC Skylab, AOS through Tananarive for 7
minutes

.

CDR Roger Story

.

cc Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. 37 min-
utes to Hawaii at 19:32. Jer, today's a "no salt" day for
everybody

.

CDR Okay Story . Thanks

.

CC Best ve can do,
PA0 Th *s is Skylab Control. Tananarive has

loss of signal. The next station is Hawaii in 34 minutes.
At 18 hours 59 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control.

END OF TAPE
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l)Tn„
14:31 CDI " = C«T

C—u.ic.t.r ^~;.-»»" «. U« up Jo/s^J"'??
° ln,,t"- Skylab

'
A0S th""8h Hawaii for a .u .it .

CDR er
' Houston.

CC ?° ah ead, Story.CC -» t ou, acory.

-^iwara tJLoor Rr id a„j °w»ere, and the
.

Maybe Ed'd will b(,
*

'
And y° u give that Ihi * now. He's still,*,? *° od one to do that t f°

3ny ~

q dr
8LU1 in the win <-<iac. j can i

CC
n .

c iiui. -
« « get tcok ay, St cry. We'll

1 c «'t get £o hlm n^
d 1 Sot one other fhlng foTbi l^T* ^condensate tank ,„3 ,7,

are ^sing Delta p« 11 buc
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pA0 Twenty hours 2 minutes Greenwich mean

time space station now less than a minute away from acquisi-

tion through the Vanguard tracking ship. Pilot Bill Pogue

should be the subject now in lower body negative pressure

device medical experiments, with Science Pilot "Jib-on
the observer. Commarder Carr is still playing with fire.

This time he's going to extinquish the samples with water

by using aluminized milar film, nylon sheet, neoprene

coated nylon fabric, polyurethane foam, a piece of bleached

cellulose paper and Teflon fabric. Hold the line up now

for Story Musgrave.
*

cc Skylab, we're with you through the

Vanguard for 9 minutes, and be dumping the data/voice here.

cc And Ed, I'd like to bug you just once

in the next 7 minutes.
SPT Go ahead Story.

cc Ed, have you filled that Apollo drink

bag for the heat sync yet?
spT Yes, I have, It's the same dimension as

°cc
er

Okay, good. And did you fill that from

the wardroom pedestal?
SPT Affirm.
cc Okav; excellent. We're going to use that

for dual purpose and we'll also use it as a water sample from

the pedestal. Thank you.

SPT Didn't know I was thinking ahead of you

did you Story?
cc We're real happy you're taking care of us,

Ed .

SPT I didn' t ei the r

.

CC Jer, Houston.

CDR Go ahead Story.

cc jer, there's no hurry on it but Just so we

can interpret the data we're seeing down here, did anyone

get to wrap that sealant around those two QD's?

CDR Right now - I'm doing it right now.

CC Okay , thank you.

CDR Houston, CDR.

CC Go ahead Jer, you've got a minute.

Cdr Yeah Story, would you confirm that you

want the gas connector mated to panel 217.

CC Stand by one.

CDR That's off nominal from our normal config-

uration and that's what you folks wanted this morning. But

we're still wondering If that's really what you want.
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CC Yeah, we want that connected, Jer, and

just wrap the sealant around it.

CDR Okay

.

CC And we're going LOS here. It will be

a long one: about an hour to Hawaii at 21:10.

PA.0 Twenty hours 13 minutes Greenwich mean

time. Space station now out. of range of the tracking ship

Vanguard. Next acquisition will be 56 minutes from now;

that will be through Hawaii. We have indications that

Flight Director Milt Windier will have change- o f- sh i f

t

press briefing from the console here at 3:30. We'll get

back to you if that time changes, right now it's set for

3-30. Twenty hours and 14 minutes Greenwich mean tine,

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Roger, I chink About all we can do on
the transfers is to just dig In and start plowing and hope
we get done

.

CC Okay, fine. If you <?et a chance there,
,

the Flight Plan of course is in - in t h« teleprinter if you
havrn't pulled it off yet, so you might want to take a look
at that.

CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. I know you're busy

working there so you don't have to answer me immediately
but we would like to also find out if you put that universal
sealant on the QD's because we are still seeing a decrease
in the Delta P on the condensate tank.

CDR That's affirmative; I did, Crip.
CC Okay, thank you.
CC Skylab, Houston, we are 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact in 6 minutes through Ascension at
21:57 , 21:57.

PAO Loss of signal through the Vanguard
tracking ship. Twenty-one hours 52 minutes Greenwich mean
time. We'll keep the line up as we're now about 4 minutes
away from reacqui s i t ion through Ascension.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston. We're back with you
through Ascension for 7 minutes.

SPT
.

Hello, Crip. I got a question for you
this af ternoon

.

cc Ed
i 1 hope you got easier questions

than you had last night, but, shoot.
SPT Ai r sampler media which we used as the

1MSS-2, there are only four cans up here or four little
plastic containers. I believe the checklist calls for five
The one that's missing is the 1-minute experiment station.
t

Cc Okay, let's see what they want to do
about it

.

SPT These were packed and sealed in a
plastic bap, Crip, and have not been opened until just now
so - it was in the initial packing which it was not
included either intentionally or unintentionally.

CC Roger, copy.
CC SPT, Houston. Ed, I think I can answer

your question. Apparently they only want four samples and
I guess step 23 looks a little bit confusing saying running
anp time is 5 minutes and 1 minute, respectively. They only
want one sample on step 23 of 5 minutes. We are currently
1 minute from LOS, next contact is at Guam at 22:41; that's
about 38 minutes away. And Ed, once more, you should have
a 10-minute sample you take on step 13; a 5-minute sample
you take on step 23; when you get down to step 30 it asks
you to repeat step 13 and 22 once more which would give youanother 10 and a 5-minute sample.

SPT
, .

0k «y. Crip, I got that. That's the way
guess I marked them; that's the way I'm going. Thank

you

.

CC Okay.
?A0 Skylab now over the horizon from the

tracking antenna at Ascension. Science Pilot Ed Gibson
apparently having some trouble reading the checklist for
the IMSS experiment. This part involves vacuuming air into
bags to get air samples. He thought there were live air
samples required, there are only four air samples required.
Corsmander Carr now doing exercise for the day indicated
earlier that he was going to begin that early, so he's
probably half way through his exercise period right now,
And Ed Gibson is about halfway through his 1HSS experiment.
Pilot Bill Pogue is scheduled shortly to regroup. That'll
give him opportunity to finish anything that he didn't have
time for earlier in the day. Next acquisition will be 34minutes from now and that will be through Guam. 22 hours
and 6 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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22 hours 39 minutes Greenwich mean time.
^

Space station Skylab less than 1 »^e away rem .equi.iti.a

Guao for 6 minutes

.

II
1

XjIU. Houston. We are about 30 seconds

from LOS. Next station contact in 33 minutes through the

Vanguard at 23:18, 23:18.

HI siTlab nov'out of range of the tracking

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Twenty-three hours 17 minutes Greenwich
mean tine. Space station now nearing acquisition over
the Vanguard. We'll hold the line up for Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston we are AOS through the
Vanguard for 11 minutes,

CDR Roger , Crip

.

CC Roger, and I'm looking for a nan to do
a task, I see the PLT might have a little time. Is he
available?

PLT All depends on what you have in mind, Clip.
CC Aah this is an easy one. We're still

trying to save this condensate system from getting down to
where we have to dump it again. And we got one more item
we'd like to try. That gunk that Jerry smeared on the QD's
awhile ago apparently didn't work. We'd like to go up to
behind panel 217 on the one that we did gunk earlier but
we understand that that should be able to wipe off, it
doesn't hurt to go ahead and do what I'm goinp to ask you
to with it on there. And use that QD and find some condensate
QD caps which we have about 3 of rWem in little bag stowed
in M141. Go ahead and disconnect that SUS water gas separator
gas QD and try putting the cap on it.

PLT It's in work .

CC Okay, while you're up there could we
also get you on the ATM C&D to put the MONITOR ACS SELECT -

SELECTOR switch to the DAS position so that we could do a
little test from the ground here, please.

PLT Okay.
CC And Bill, in case I didn't make that clear

that connector should go on the line and not the water gas
separator

.

PLT Roger , copy

.

PLT Okay, have DAS selected.
CC Thank you.
PLT On all three.
CC No, that was - I'm sorry; it was the wrong

one, we wanted the - the one up there on the top right under
the word MONITOR, associated with the gage - the meter, not
the counter

.

PLT Okay, I've got that one.
CC Thank you.
SPT Hey, Crip, while he's working that, I have

a question for you.
CC Go air.
SPT IMSS 4 do they want the (garble) completely

cleaned out aa specified in the procedures?
CC Check it for you

.
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Nikon camera set at 15 feet. Then an infocused picture

with the leas set at infinity. Then another defocused
picture with the lens net again at 15 feet. With the lens

defocused, the light from the stars and of the comet are more

defused, and the film will be able to pick it up better.

These exposures have been running a 120 seconds long each.

The comet is now about 100 million miles from Earth, and

just about that far from the Sun. There is very little light

it could reflect. Next acquisition will be 27 minutes from

now that will be over the Vanguard tracking ship. Twenty-
eight minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control at 11 hours 29

minutes Greenwich Bean tine. SUylau coining up on acquisition

tit rough Honeysuckle.
CC Skylab, AOS through Honeysuckle for 8

nlnutes
PLT Roger Story.
CC Horning, Hill. And anyone is near the

STS , like to have theo check tho teleprinter and see that the

u'jsaages are coming up all right now.

STT Looks good, Story.

CC Thanks, Ed, and we'll commanding on CiiRll 5

at this time and also powering down the MIU and <Vl wall '.testers.

And your housekeepi ng on 90 Alpha looks good. ihe only thing

we can see down here that still needs doing is the !10L SIl'.Vi:

i; FANS panel 203.
CC Skylab, we're a dnute to LOS. About 10

dilutes to dawaii.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of

range of the honeysuckle station now. Hawaii will acquire

in 9 ninutes. Today is the final Skylab day which is devoted
piincipally to science expe r iucnts . Total nan hours of science

today scheduled is 27-1/2 hours. The final Earth resources

survey of the Skylab program, also scheduled today beginning
at 11:49 a. n. central daylight tine, crossinp the Ir.lted States

fron n/rthwest to southeast, 28-rlnute pass. Science i'ilot

Ld Gibson will shortly start a JOP 13 program with the Apollo

telescope mount. JOT 13 is observation of night sky objects.

He will concentrate primarily on Carina Veiorum in today's activi

Tollowing tlie Earth resources pass, that equipment will be

calibrated on the Moon. 'that's scheduled about 12:45. Two

lower body negative pressure and metabolic activity nedical

experiments are scheduled for this afternoon with the Science

Pilot Ed Gibson, the subject for the first run. THol Bill

iogue the subject for the second run. Jerry Carr will be the

observer during both of those runs. And each of the crewrcn

at one time or another during today, will attempt to photograph

comer Kohoutek which is fast disappearing and t.iere's a

selection of candidate sites for handheld photorraphy today.

Hawaii coming up in 6 minutes- At 11 hours 4 3 minutes Orctn-

wich Liean time, this is Skylab Control.
i'AO - - through the Hawaii station nw .

CC Skylab. fa el. with you through hawali fin

6 d nu tes

.

i Roger Story.
CC And I.d , we just had a reject on pa;;e ii

of the L'.'A checklist updates;. Could you check and see if

page 8

'

3 all right before we send 9? ,
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«
cc

T st ory n look8 all t fron he

Therc'^a HtM„ < ""J'* 1'°° bad
'
Story

' 1 mlss those,tuere s a little uunor in there.

.aybe'we can send on^ij.' " ^ a ° BC n ° rC pa ? er ^
guy8 .

SPT We '

re alwa
'
vs r8a <Jy to hear fron tho :.OA.\

to Coldstone. '

W
* ' " * " ,nu

,

te t0 L0? 2 ntnutc,

HMD OF V APE
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PAO This is Sky lab Control, Hawaii has loss
of signal. Sky lab la about a cinuto away from acquisition
through, the Goldstona, Cclifornia station. We'll keep the
line up for the Coldt tone paas .

>'

CC Sky lab , AOS tl» rough Go Ids tone for 5 minutes.
Jev , llouft ton .

CDR Go ahead, Story.
CC Jer, we're at present shipping tlie EVA

Checkllat up to you right now. Considering you got the
preprep tomorrow and the EVA in a couple of days from new,
you probably do better to work on the FVA Checklist
changes prior to getting into the Deactivation and Entry
Checklist changes.

CDR Yeah, I kind of thought that'd be a good
idea too. Right now I'm just trying to wade through all
t.iis stuff and find out what we've got to do for today and
get that all cut apart.

CC How many feet you got up there rir>ht now?
CDR Weil, let me put it this way; I can uake

it all the way fron the teleprinter to my table at the ward-
roon without cutting the paper.

CC How tnany tines can you do that?
CDR I can't believe this spaghetti bowl.
CC 1 guess we shouldn't be proud of It, but

it oust be some kind of record.
CDR You saidit.
CC And, you all are pretty busy, but anytime

you want the news, let us know.
SPT Our ears aren't busy, Story, go ahead.
CC And you are running JOT 13 today. Right?

You got a good looking maneuver tine.
SPT Do we have JOP 13 today, Story?
CC Well, that was a friendly way of reminding

you since there oust be so nuch other confusion up there.
SPT We're looking for the pad now.
CC So were we

.

CC Pago Pago, American Sanoa - Only six
survivors are reported in the crash of a Pan American World
Airways Jetliner on its approach to the Pago Pago airport in
the raid-Pacific .

.

The airline said 36 of the 101 persons
aboard the Boeing 707 Jet were U.S. residents. An airline
epokesnan said the plane crashed 100 yards short of the runway
during a heavy rain squall Thursday. Samuel Coldwyn, 91,
pioneer Independent producer of American films and one of
the men who founded - founded the mo t i on- p 1 c t ur e industry
in the 1920s, died on Thursday. One of the high points in
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hi. career can. in 47 when his filn "The Best Yoar Of Our

Lives" won the Acadeny Award as best picture. Hi* last f 1 1«

was "Porgy and Bess" in 1950. A strong earthquake jolted

Iznlr, the port city in Western Turkey, early today, killing

at least two persons, the Anatolia News Agency reported.

Kandilli Observatory in Istanbul said the quake "jeasured

5.2 on the Richtor Scale and was centered about 245 niles

uouthwest of Istanbul. r

cc We're a ninutc fron LOS and about J ninuto

to Bermuda. The national health Insurance plan being readied

by the administration would guarantee that no one would pay

r, orc than $1,500 a year in medical expenses, according to an

initial estimate. For this protection, a single wage enrner

would pay a monthly premium of $f>.56. For most workers w th

a family, the prerium might be $13.52 a nonth. The adninlstra-

tion still is putting finishing touches on the proposal* or

introduction in Congress on Tuesday. President Nixon sends

his annual eccnonlc report to Congress today, 2 days after

vowing in his State of the Union speech there would be no

recession in the United States. The economic message will

spell out details of his econor.ic policies that were not

provided in the speech to Congress and a nationwide radio

and television audience.
cc An j t

we'll pick up the rest at Berruda.

CDR 0k ay

•

rxo Skylab Control. Skylab out of range of th<

Goldstone station cow. Bermuda is the next station in a

little over 3 winutes. Skylab R r onnd t r ack in too far north

on this orbit to acquire at Texas and the l!er r 1 1 1 Is land ,

Florida station. There was sore banter back and forth on

this pass concerning the mount of messages being sent up on

the teleprinter. Today's execute package and assorted

nessage will set sone kln^ of a record. It's estimated hat

approximately 100 feet of paper will churn out of the tele-

printer aboard Skylab before all of the messages haye been

transmitted. Skylab about 2 minutes away fron acquisition

at Bernuda. We'll keep the line up for th*>t station.

?;sn OF TAPE
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rr Sky lab, back with you through Bermuda

for 8 «tr.ut... And Ed, at your convenience we need a REG

AlUUS
I; T Go ahead, Story. , .

qq Okay. Bill. BUS 1, AO decrees clockwise,

BUS 2 35 Agrees clockwise.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ bl
CC

You've got it. How about taking a look
PJ.T

at those buses
CC
CC

We 1 re looking.

rr Skylab, the REG ADJUST looks real good.

And could you tell us if you got recorder ALC bypass cable

out laat night?
afnr-atlv ..

II ^E^yptlan" Government has allocated $ 87.5

UliSS for the r..t.»t,!. of the Suez Canal and ,

.

e «„-

ravaged towns along waterway. The cabinet votea *

. . .««!»«» »'» P» ld volunteer „t itary

C

"T irt
8

\o^in« «nd ott personal cos,» r.pre.en* abou,

; t- «rlr*s led by big gains for wheat and meat animals,

n,::
r

Th: :srr:.:.
,
;:.

r

h:"ii"-.i««£« "t"-^''^;

and children. Epstein, aw ne r o f •
.
?,

F
cUent8 attack

Uniquity, sells "aggression re le * s « ^'P^^
aca8 , They

each other with Epsteins foa. c lub
. ^^J/^,, nt pare nts

cear apart tMs^ encoder o , »
;

d. to rep^

rJld slender 3 - m- ^ with a black beard and curly hair,

^ nolo st have always encouraged their clients to vent
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that

what they feel." Epatein's four-foot people substitute
dolls are made of foara and are suitable for anhilatlon.
Photographs of faces can be attached to the figures. And
that s all I've got for you this morning, Skylab.

PLT Thanks
, Story

.

' _
CC

,
Skylab, we're a minute to LOS and 2 minutesto Canaries,

P *° Thl * Is Skylab Control, Bermuda hasloss of sign*l with Skylab. However, the Canary Islandstation will acquire in less than a minute. We'll continue
to keep the line up.

CC
t

Skylab, we're back with you throughCanaries and Ascension for 16 minutes.
CC Go ahead, Jer.

rh-^fw k
Story. I'm looking at the EVAchecklist changes here and I see they've got an BVA Nikon for

a \W3nt
" S

.
t0 Change the lon ^ rel ' ef " long eve-relief

in tlit V V
t
th a\ EVA PlOVe> And 1 thlnk ^e difficulty

t\£? i \ !
3 ° Ut thC 8anC as cha "«in8 the film outside.

L Inli Jv/if?'
bC b°^ Cr lf We d ° n,t ?ut a P^tonlc headon that EVA Nikon at all. if it '

8 go

t

a 3 5- mi 1 1 i me t e r lens,it s got a nice vide field of view. I think we ought to putthe - just a flat plate on the top of it and fight through i

CDR Or. I should say sight over it.

^
C Jer

- we've got some time in the FlightPlan for yoj tomorrow, to play with that gear. And whichever you think is the best way for you to get the pose, that's

task 5s
R

i« ,

We
J

1
'

rl
fiJ

n °W> Bil1
'

a " d 1 thlnk that

C f \J ,

nearly impossible. And that - chat's pretty hardwork, I think, and it's EVA time was r J fiddling aroun'd with acamera when you can have the camera ail ready to go and takeltoutthatway.
CC Okay.

.

PL * Story, I started to take that Ion? eye-reliefon that first EVA when I had that problem with the shutter speedcon ro
.

I took a look at it an.! I decided that that was nota viable operation EVA, with EVA gloves.
cc Copy, Bill.

We'r/*^ , 9< *
Skylab, we're a minute and a half to LOS.

is looUni.ooi w" t0 Car
?
arV ° n

'
13:05

-
AnJ your maneuveris poking good. If you get into any problem, it'll occur

llniln " JV?*
e
"f

° f thC na"- ver
-

So as you are doing them,monitor gimbal angles and your attitude air. If your gimbals

TiLTl dri
tOP

,

an
f

yOU
4
8
5

t

?
Ut ° f atticude

.
3«c enable the outer

haC^Jt^rdy't^re. * " ^ lh" " Vou don't
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SPr Vhy don't you go ahead and give it to
me. Story, just to make sure we're talking about the same
thing.

Cc Okay. Load a 6-olnute maneuver time.
You can put a fine maneuver in w.lth all balls X, Y Z, and
Then go to standby. Then go to ATT hold CMC. And then
hit inner, and that'll enable your outer global drive logi

SPT Okay. Thank you, Story.

END OF TAPE
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the lif.i .rut,,-.. #
And Bd

'
|,Vf g0t * ch»ng« intne final attitude for you to expect on step 7A.

SPT 0k«y. U it In Z?

the , < ki
1 ?'* U *' Y

'
and 2 lf y° u inittalUe

:L
r
!:

d
?r\i*

ar
?l° °« Canopue. Th. attitude you'vegot there la that If you don't Initially the etrapdownewhea you've got C.nopu. . And you reudy to copy?

you' Stalking 77 ^ '
You' r. talk -

" Step 7A, the final attitude to expect.

lo.a if tk
T i$ U Skyl ',b Contr °l' Aaceneicn hasloaa of aignal. The next etatlon to acquire Skylab will be

uoneysuctue, Australia atation. Can .rvon acquisition in
'

!
UU

;;
Science Pilot Ed Gibson preparing to at t he

t „ J"
1 ?" 1". Apollo tele. cope .ounl observation of

G*l.\ IS?
°bJect

!' »
e
;
n P-V P-rticular attention to the star

fr'kV^^roK 12 hourf 41 * inutes ^ ...„ ti..v;ji.

CreenwTch mean ti.e "tl/J
SkyUb C °ntro1 3t 13 hours

* inutea
? t ?

The Carnarvon, Australia station isabout to acquire Skylab. There'll be overlaying coveragethrough Honeyauchle on this pass,
coverage

K , r ,

CC Skylab, Houston. Good norr.ing froo the

J"nS!e 8

gan
* ^ Carnarvo * a »d Honeysuckle for the next 7 or 8

CDR Morning, purp.

a an rt S
C
K f r nt

Morning paper pusher. Understand you gota good bit of pencils and paper and scissors going up the rt

hurt J". If.
Y ° U bCtter belUve it! 1 h °P e 1

" Me coo. And SPT, Houston, when you geta chance, I can read up to you the information that Storywas trying to get up to you when we had LOS at the last lite
11U

bVT 0k *y- Ju st hold on a Binute, Dick. I'd'ike to g et straightened away. Vn Juat .aneuve i no uin so I can get the aaneuver going.
opus

"
t

0k *y- Thls has to do with your final

;We
C

;e
e

a

C

h°o°ne
g
r?

Ut
°

f C<,n ° PUS
'

$ ° whcn y ° U •«« a

SPT will do.

„ ,. ,

The fi P ace craft communicator now is Astro-naut Dick Truly. Flight Director is Phil Shaffer

running.
Hou8t0n V We ^tice the VTR's 0 till

SPT Yes
> thanks Dick. I got absorbed inmaneuvering Canopus around.

aosoroed in
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CC Roger.
CC Sky lab , Houston. We've handed over from

Carnarvon to Honeysuckle, We've still got you for 3-1/2 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're a minute to LOS,

Hawaii comas up at 13t29. Ed, we see that you have the maneuver
time loaded. If you'd like the correct final attitude to
expect after this maneuver, I have it for you.

SPT Go ahead, Dick.
CC Okay. X 350.94; Y 344.00; Z, 355.39.
SPT Thank you.
CC Roger.
PAO This Is Skylab Control. Skylab has paf.-ed

out of range of the Honeysuckle station. The next station will
be Hawaii In 14 minutes. At 13 hours 15 minutes Greenwich mean
time, this is Skylab Control.

END 01 TAPE
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Thl » *• Skylab Control at i3 hour* 28 atnuteoGreenwich aean tlae. We're standing by for acquisition throuah
the Hawaii station,

cc Skylab, Houston; Hawaii for 5 ainutte.

v
SPT Hello, Dick. We were running a little

behind schedule there. Conirg over to - fro. Canopua to Canaa
Vel I aaved a little tiae, I believe, by - saw a Caaaa
Vel cosing in the corner down at - froa the ainus Y , alnus X
quadrant. So, rather than let it go all the way to center,
I just went at hold at that point arid then aade a aaneuver
into center, then initlalieed the strapdovn once we got there
within a (garble) 300tha of a compensation for 55 offset froa WLC
in that aaneu.tr. So the things will look • little different
on the ground when you look it over, but that's the reason
Right now we're taking data we got going at 27 after, which
la considerably after we wantud to get going. And I wondered
whether that tlae of 13:34 could be extended at all?

cc Okay, I'll check, Ed. We have been notic-
ing you were a little bit behind, but didn't want to bu K> you
cause we figured you knew just what you were doing. And

we 11 check on the tlae real quick; hang on.
SPT Okay. Took a lot longer to get Canopus

_ located and squared away than 1 had anticipated.
CC Okay, stand by.

,

Cc spT. Houston; we're still talking about
this aaneuver tine. We'll get right back to you within thenext 30 seconds

.

SPT Thank you.

,

cc spT, Houston. Ganna Vel sets at 13:38.
It s okay with us if you delay the aaneuver no later than
that tine. Be advised our momentum studies did not take into
account aaneuvering late, so we'd like you not to use any
aore of that extra 4 alnutes than you need, but you're CO
to us« it all if you think so.

SPT Okay, I'd like to try and gel as longas- exposures as possible. That's the name of the ball gamewe re after here, and I ought to try and get the best data
w e c a n .

cc Roger, Ed. Underbtand. We're abo'jt a
nlnute from LOS, and Coldstone is 7 alnutes away. I'll call
yo'-t there.

SPT Thank you.

,

CC And » SPT, Houston; just a reminder. Whenyou re coming out, don't forget to enter the maneuver time
correctly .
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• CC
T

55
*

a ln th « r« OOW, How'. It look?
i« i..k . good to

ok
;; : r^VUt^V' 1

of signal. Cold«tonrw'l
1

l

i

D ?i![
Ub

cr,
tr

.
0l; HawaU h" *os.

At 13 hour, 35 VilltU Crlolti^'
Skylab 1 n 5-1/2

Control.
»in "t«s Greenwich Man tl.a, thi. U SkyUb

Greenwich «e . n ti»a . ^SkyJab^l!! Contro1 " 13 hour. 40 minute

odical statu, briefing is sch^'.i.S 1
lfor"U ""ion, A

Center Briefing Ro.a in* J t ^ U

loV
0'"* 0 " Sp*" "

ti«e today. Participants will b* n! 1
0 a '"* cent ™l daylight

of the »edical expert™^ ?T c , l*Tt 1
" aWklni and "v'r.f

• taru B briefing including LveJal 1* ?k
* atl 8ato '«- Medical

at 10:30 a... central dayUght tLl * Y "? diCal "P"*"".
news briefing roo«.

0ayll *ht t*"* today in the Building 1

SPT
Skylab, Houston; Goldstone for 5-1/5 -i .Okay, Dick Afr»- .11 »u 5-1/2 minutes,

around we finally cot Do nL 1, I
aU that •neuvering

ti«e. were . lit^ho^ w^re^a \ teT ;
XpP ' U"

•how up, though. Sure hope so
after

' Maybe it'll

we appreciate it. We • re 'iooUn, i°
r trylB

* for
•hows U p also.

looking forward to seeing lf lt
* and

closeS
C
on S056.

Kou8ton
' ' « like to get the shutter

So 1<

Bye.^
T So long, Dick.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylao, Houston, AOS, again, stateside
for 11 minutes

.

COR Roger, Dick.
SPT rron this stand point, Dick, gimbals and

rates all look good,
CC SPT , Houston. , I guess we Must have

dropped out in the first part. We did have your last comment
about the gimbals and rates looking good. I didn't catch what
proceeded it?

SPT That's essentially it, Dick.
CC Okay . Thank you.
CC And, Skylab, Houston, even though we're

not back in solar inertlal, we would like to go ahead and
get the REG BUS adjust done.

SPT Okay, Dick. What would you like?
CC Okay. on BUS 1, we'd like 45 degrees

counterclockwise, on BUS 2 40, 40 degrees counde rclockvite

.

Those are different than the numbers we have - originally put
in whi le ago

.

SPT They're adjusted, Dick.
CC Thank you, Ed. We'll take a look when we

get a chance. It'll take awhile.
SPT We really didn'r have any problems with

giabals on stop except 1 (garble) stop.
CC Roger.
SPT Just moved up one maneuver as I was

trying co maneuver Canopus around, but no real problem.
CC Okay , Ed . Thank you.
SPT You can also tell Al (garble) there are a

couple of changes in the JOP 18B summary sheets.
CC (Chuckle) Okay . I' 11 pass it on.
CC SPT, Houston. Thanks for adjusting

the REGs for us. First look at them by EG I L aays looks okay
and we're not going to need any more tweaking, so appreciate
it .

SPT Thank you, Dick.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're a minute to

LOS. Ascension comes up at 14:09 and we're going to dump
the data/voice recorder at Ascension. See you then.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has loss
of signal. The tracking station at Ascension Island will
pick up Skylab in 8 minutes. Control moment gyro number 2

is again, operating in its normally distressed mode. After
more than 10 hours of relatively problem-free operation,
earlier today, from about 3 hours Greenwich moan time to
13 hours 30 minutes Greenwich mean time, CMC number 2 operated
within relatively normal parameters. Normal, in this case,
being as it was designed to operate. Wheel speeds were up
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between 8870 and 8891, And currente ware down about 1.02
to 1.03 area. Over Hawaii, at about 13)30 Greenwich mean
time, CHG number 2 reverted to ita dlatraaaad aode which
haa been lta almost normal bo da for the last week or so.
Wheel apeeda now are back down to 8850, And currents now
running about 1.065 to 1.074. Aacanalon coning up in 6 Binutea.
At 14 houra 3 Binutea Greenwich uean time, thia is Skylab
Control

.

PAO Thia is Skylab Control at 14 houra
8 alnutea Greenwich mean time, Skylab about a minute away
from acquisition through the Ascension Island station,

CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS Ascension
for 7 minutes . We're dumping the data/voice recorder horn

,

CC Skylab, Houston. Some time this morning,
prior to the EREP, we're going to need to reenable tha RCS
quads Alfa and Delta heaters. I have the switches that we need
thrown. And it needs to be done sometime in the next rev.
If I could read them up, then you guys could just report
that you've done them, I'd appreciate it.

CDR Co ahead , Dick.
CC Okay. Hare's what we need done. All of

this is on panel 5. SM RCS heaters, quad A switch to PPIMARY.
Then SM RCS heaters engine package, quad A switch to 1. Same
thing on - Okay, then I'll just go down: SM RCS heaters
quad Delta to PRIMARY. SM RCS heaters engine package quad
Delta to 1

.

CC And while you're up there, we'd also
like to reenable the caution and warning inputs on panel
201 for Bravo 5 and Delta 6.

SPT Okay, Dick. Understand on panel 5: SM
quad heaters A to PRIM - to PRIM. Engine package heaters to 1

for A and the same for Delta, and enable Bravo 5 and Delta 6.
CC That's correct, Ed. And it can be done

anytime in the next rev. And if you'd let us know when
you've accomplished it, we'd appreciate it. We're about
45 seconds from LOS. Carnarvon comes up at 14:40.

SPT So long , Dick

.

CC See you then

.

CDR Dick, I Just finished up the changes on
the EVA Checklist and the cue cards. It took exactly 2 hours
and I probably need at least the same time to do the Deactivation
Checklist

.

CC Roger, Jer. We've been sitting down here
calking about how much time you might need and we wanted
Co get that input before we decided if we needed to do any-
thing different and this afternoon and tomorrow's Flight
Plan, we will get you the time.

END OF TAPE
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whet lie r or not you'd want to Jo that for u check I t m t rvv I ew or
just work on updating the changes . At any rate, In the afternoon
we have an hour and 45 minutes for you. And also, at the sane
tine, an hour and 43 minutes for Bill. So there is a good
block of time tomorrow that is not identified as anything except
catching up on your paper work and any kind of regrouping you
want to do. We don't have any way in today's Flight Plan that
we can give you any pore tine without doing something like
canceling the 201 ops this afternoon or something else drastic
like that. And since it's the last opportunity to get that
experiment, we sure don't want to do it unless we have to.
But - So I guess my question to you is, does this sound like
a reasonable block of time or not?

CDR Dick, it sounds reasonable. However, some-
time after tomorrow, I think we do need another 1- or 1-1/2-
hour block of time to do a checklist review in the command
module again.

CC Okay.
CDR 1 was quite amazed yesterday to find out how

rusty we were around those command module switches and every-
thing, and another session would be very good.

CC Okay, Jerry. Well, with that input, 1 think
what we'll undoubtedly do is go *ith today's Flight Plan as
it is. Give you all the times tha: 1 listed on tomorrow's
Flight Plan on checking on the paper work and we'll check
with you again tomorrow afternoon to see how you ended up doing
and give you the necessary time after that.

CUR Okay. That sounds pretty good, Dick.
CC Okay Jerry, Thank you very much for

listening. We're about 30 seconds from LOS. Guam cones up
in about 3 minutes, and I'll call you there.

CDR Okay.
CRtW (Music)
PAO This is Skylab Control. Skyl.'b is out

of range of the Carnarvon station. At Guam, we'll pick up
the space station in about 2 minutes. We'll keep the line up
for the Guam pass .

CC Skylab, Houston. Guam for 10 minutes.
CC Skylab, Houston. We'd like to take the

VTR for a little while here to be able to dump it on this next
stateside pass and then we'll be able to give it back to you.

SPT Roger Dick. You have it.
CC Thank you much.
CC PLT , Houston when you get an opportunity.
PLT Go Dick

.

CC Bill, on this upcoming E REP pass, we - the
weather's - that I haven't given you yet, but I'll brief - brief
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Current along toward the end ° f ™* ta
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 15 hours

17 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is about to begin

a pass over the United States with acquisition beginning

at Jhe Goldstone station and extending through the Bermuda

station. The medical status briefing in the Johnson Space

Center news briefing room in Building 1 will began immediately

after loss of signal at Bermuda.
.

cc Skylab, Houston; hello stateside tor

17 minutes .

PLT Hi , Dick

.

cc And, Skylab, Houston. If somebody gets

an opportunity would you give me a holler? I'd like to

Ret REG adjust again for the pre-EREP

.

CD r Be right with you, Dick.

s£ T Dick! we got the RCS heaters (garble) caution

and «^nln *-
0Ray| £d) thank you vcry nuch . we thought

you did, we thought we saw some response from the temps

I was going to ask you about.
bit Okay, Dick, give me REG adjusts.

cc okay, be sure and mark the position because

we're going to come back to it. We want both POTS 35 de-

grees, that's 35 degrees clockwise.

PLT Okay, take a look.

cc Okay, Bill, we'l.V sure do it. That must

be the world's grubbiest little inchman up 'here witli all the

pencil marks you must have put on and erased.
r

PLT We've long since erased through the paint.

CC (Laughter) Roger.

PLT Dick, I'm standing by up here if you need

another correction to that.

CC Okay, Bill, it's going to take us just

a little bit here to decide,, if we're satisfied, but l ll

give you a holler as soon as we know.

PLT Ok ay

•

CC PLT, Houston; on REG 1 we'd like you to

crank if. about 5 more degrees clockwise, please.

PLT That's complete.
CC Thank yov , Bill .

Cc Thank you very much, Bill. The REG adjust

look.^ood; appreciate^ ^^ jQ wc , rc

going to hand over fro» Goldstone to MI LA ,
and when we get

to MILA we're gain* to dump the data/voice recorder.

PLT Roger, Dick.
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CC Sky lab ,
Houston; we've handed over. We're

dumping the data/voice recorder. And we see the maneuver
time; looks good to us. We still got about 10 minutes here

at MILA ; standing by,.

CC Sky lab , Houston; we're 1 minute from LOS.

Carnarvon comes up at 16 : 19 . We ' re going to dump the data/
voice recorder again at Carnarvon to get it all cleaned
off in preparation for the upcoming EREP activities. We've
looked at the maneuver time and it looks real good, and

looks like we're GO for the last EREP.
PLT' Roger, Dick

.

CC Roger; and I've got the EREP weather
for you. I'll give it to you either at Carnarvon or Guam,

whichever one you're in the best opportunity to listen.
I'll see you at Carnarvon. s >

PAO This is Skylab Control; Bermuda has loss

of signal. The next station is Carnarvon in 43 minutes.
The medical status report in the news briefing roou, build-
ing 1 will begin immediately. At 15 hours 36 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 16 hours 11 >

minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab is 7-1/2 minutes away
from acquisition through Carnarvon . Today 's Earth survey,
the 39th and last by this Skylab crew, begins at 16:49 Green-
wich mean time, just south of the Aleutian Islands and more
than 2000 miles west of Vancouver Island over the cold waters
of the north Pacific Ocean. The 28-minute pass covers an
8000-mile strip over the Western United States, Mexico, Central
and South America. Some data will also be taken over the
Falkland Current as the space station begins its return to
the solar inertial or sun pointing orientation. The return
maneuver begins at 17:17 Greenwich mean tine. Bit the instru-
ments will continue taking data through 17:28 Greenwich mean
time when the vehicle has been in solar inertial for 6 minutes.
The oblique Earth survey lasts an additional 11 minutes,
covering some 3100 miles of the Skylab orbit and ending as
the space station crosses the South Atlantic Ocean. The
perpendicular view or Z-local vertical portion of the survey
ends over Peru. Today's Earth study is one of the nost exten-
sive of the Skylab program. More than 3 dozen areas have
been selected for electronic and photographic study today.
First subject for the Earth resources survey is a powerful
cyclonic storm over the North Pacific, more than 1000 miles
west of Vancouver Island. The storm which exsists in waters
far froia the warm tropics that spawn many severe hurricanes,
is producing high winds and rough seas. Data on the ocean's
surface and cloud characteristics will be gathered to aid
scientists in understanding the large storm systems outside
the tropics. Little information is available except from widely
spaced weather instruments and orbiting weather satellites.
The system of streams and other water producing holding and
draining elements that make up the complex water sheds of the
Feather River and Del Norte County in northern California, is
another area of interest. Understanding of snow cover and
water runoff is essential to flood control and to effective use
of water resources for agriculture and to supply urban areas.
Snow cover maps of the Sierra Nevada region will also be
prepared with data gathered today. The Feather River region
will also be surveyed for a pollution study being conducted
by the state of California and for an extensive environmental
investigation of the relatively remote mountain area. This
same area will provide data for agriculural napping including
rangelands as an experimental project that will establish the
basic procedures for classifying the agricultural resources
of the entire world. An extensive geological survey of Nevada,
Utah, and Arizona will be included in the 8000-mile pass,
Seven of the project areas are for geological investigation
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including essential studies for mineral exploration. The
Western United States has substantial areas of known mineral -
mineral depos i ts

. With data gathered today, a threatening
worldwide shortage of copper and other resources could - may beadverted through space exploration . Other areas of interest
in this Earth survey today: mapping of surface features and
recent man-made and natural developments in northern Arizona
detecting, measuring and mapping urban development in the rapidlygrowing area around Phoenix, Arizona, identifying land usesoil characteristics and select areas for agricultural culti-vation or other improvements in land management, including
the prevention of erosion, surveying agricultural and forestryproblems and resources in Ecuador, as part of a United Nationstudy and gathering mapping data on the central Andes andAmazon River basin. Skylab's about 2 minutes away fromCarnarvon. We'll stand by for a 5-1/2 minute pass through
that stat ion .

END OF TAPE
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PLT 190 MODE to STANDBY - -
CDR - - getting lower Eldorado Valley data

to 33 up close to Red Lake.
PLT - - 99.
CDR We're on Red Lake. Zooming In.
PLT Okay. 17:023 190 MODE going AUTO.
CDR I't< taking data at 45 degrees.
?LT Stand by -

p LT MARK . 190 MODE to AUTO and at 30, Ed,
ETC to AUTO.

PLT MARK . ETC to AUTO.
CDR Okay. Katherine Playa is next. 01:02.

i hat's the end of that.
p L*" 01:05 coming up next. Stand by -
PLT MARK. SCAT to STANDBY. POWER RAD to

STANDBY. 193 angles are plus 30.
CDR (Garble) Yes.
PLT On 20 . Stand by -

PLT MARK. SCAT ON and RAD ON.
CI) R And DATA. Started data at 20 degrees.
cc Skylab, Houston. As a potential, we

i»ight get a global on a stop here and get an outer girabal
drive logic initiated. No action required by you, just letting
you know.

PLT MARK. REFERENCE to 2. Roger.
CDR Okay. Thank you. Ji.st so it doesn't

do what it did las t t lme

.

CC Roge r that.
CDR Little bit of water in Katherine Playa.

The data pushbutton off.
PLT Standing by for 02:50.
PL * MARK. POLARIZATION to 4 on 193. (garble)

VTS AUTO CaL in about 5 seconds, Jer.
COR Okay.
PLT Keep on my -

PLT MARK. VTS AUTO CAL.
CDR He got it.
PI-T Sorry I didn't give you more warning.
CDR That was okay.
PLT 03:1. Okay and wait for 03:30.
<:L)K Okay volcano. You better be there this

tlrw. Okay. We got the lower Eldorado Valley first, then
Red Lake, hn>l then Katherine Playa. We're in good shape.-.

PLl MARK. 03: iO . s 1 'Ml Al. i 1 METER to SiANOrtY.
(:,: And PLT, Houston. Wh i ' e we got about a

minute here before your next switch, we have rechecked all
the pads. There Is a partial |><>wer<li>w» at that point you
mentioned. But we went through all the pads and you .just
follow the pads themselves today. \\\o powerdown should go
rea 1 good .
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CDR
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CDS
1 "" 1 "* about ,^. Still? «' * hardware prooI<!

or something? Vant Us to cycle the power on that
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;
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CDR
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.
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yjj'evid.o on the screen

-at. And the old At, - i cV^n ^^ ?
t^^^8
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f

accepting It, but boy tli - there's a very sharp line: of denarka-
tinn between the red silt and the Rio Parana there in the
Ki<» 'le la I'l.ua Bay and the blue of the ocean.

CC Roger, Jer.
CDR Wonder if that silt's being forced way

down deep. Going on out on the bottom?
PLT It has a sort of a -

CDR Looks like a (garble)
PLT Yeah .

CDR On a narrow, you know, a narrow necked
straw or something - on a pipette.

PLT Yeah.
CDR Only it's inverted. And it's of age.

It's got this viniscus.
CI) R Okay. We're coming up on the coast-

line now. Let's see if we can see a little bit of South Equateri
Equatorial Current blooming.

PLT You looking tor the Falkland now?
CDR Yeah. We're a little far north of the

.Montevideo to see the Falkland. I think we'll be lucky if we
see any of the confluence of the two.

CDR Okay. What bank is that? Is that the
IR bank or the visible bank?

PLT I think it's the 1R, 4, S and f, .

CDR Right here is where we could use the IR
film. Out here over the water.

PLT Well, these cameras are all working, Jer.
CDR Yeah. But for how long?
PLT Oh. They're going to be working until 28.
CDR Or are they?
PLT 5 more minutes.
CDR Oh, great.
PLT Well, 4 minutes and 20 seconds.
CC Skylab, Houston (cleared throat) Skylab

Houston - Skylab, Houston, for the SPT
;
just a reminder, the

ERE!' cal maneuver number l's coming up in about a minute.
PLT I'm going to tike a quick look and see

i f I can -

CDR Is the pad there?
CDR Whenever you're ready, Hill. It doesn't

make any difference.
PLT Well.
CDR South Equatnrj.|l Current.
CDR It's not very plain to see. However

there's a lot of good coastal blooming.
CDR Go ahead and take a little DAC of the coastal

blooming.
CDR That's off Puerto Alegre.
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Inn,
12:28 CDV

'
78:17:28 CMT •

right'n™ so you caaMve'I li t t ?e\ Li*^ r?"
" i7:28> That ' s

the upcoming cal.
1Ctie tlme getting prepared for

'

pl j
0Jtay- All right. /

STOP. And Jerry, I g^' ^1^'° ?
TANDBY and *REP to

startling ready for the caT ,

Pla" S n0W a " d T
' U

^ 17??8.
Skylab, Houston;

1 minute to LOS; Tananarive
PLT Rog, Dick. Okay.CDR

PLT
• -

k
-
ay

i igh
h

: s

S1 ^ 0 READY is out again.

PLT i?
,

vo„
didn '

t/Un 1C to depletion,
to watch it there's t ^ n

'
'

f J°
U C ° ~ If vo " want

to MODE AUTO on 190 - - 8 ith relni tiating it . Go

PAO lt<
U be

° n y ° ur P ad -

Vanguard has loss of Lll l^l? C °ntro1
' tracking ship

resources survey pass stlllt I * WlndS Up the Earth
soUr inertial attitude. Th- "?"? n haS— e rod back
data was gathered with the sill infr«r!J * " C ° whet her
this pass, particularly down o ve r\h w 1

" * ' ' ' * ' durl »«
No READY light was observed „ a

volcanoes in Guatenalo.
here on the ground fr t L s es s"n^ the ^ J

'
' '

The CX P erts
Tananarive in 16-1/2 I

S

t

situation. Next station is
*ean ti.e, this i 8 Skylab Co nt rol

17
.

hou" 31 Ei ™tes Greenwich

END OF TAPE
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4 / A°
'

This 18 Skylab Control at 17 hours Ll

1 a „ 7\ariVe station. Low elevation on this orbit
stana b^tnere.

0
' ^ P"" WlU ^ 3 mi™ tes

-
^'11

for ah^ut 2-1/2 m i nu
™' H ° USt ° n

'
W>

' " A° S T— I,

done much for the temperature. Although, wait

^i*^i— lth 191 but— -.%«r"

. ...
CU. to ask ^^.rn:., ;;;; ^"'"r^"^^ -

-^data - O^^Le^A-To/^^ pa r^

"

'oH,the thermal part Is probably degraded. y

the aoLnt Jerry. ""^ "
'
hat '

S beSt *"««' «<

"n'l,,,., n'r66
V

™;!.
KOOd

-
H " y

'

that '•--«««..

at Tananarive. Col d»
%
Zts £ aTlo^ ,0S h"'

hero. ,90 „0DE to xSrof ' 92 MODE to READY
^'^

p LT okay.

S
D * 93 RADIOMETER (static)

lJ;T
Yes

- Pointing sequence- I've - -

CDR S!Janted thc KREP
'
START at Stand bv

for the E«EP START. 51:43 (.'.'.If:,' cLl„lV.
"

r 11 Skylab, Houston. Coins? over the hillCould you give us a readout on Charlie 7, please?
Z^

K s « r e can. Charlie 7 is 58.
58

- Thank you very much.
,A ° Thls ls Sky];,b Control. Tananarive has
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rill °tl

S

f?f ^ XC statlon is-Cold.tone In 43 ainutes.Crew Is still conducting the calibration of the Earth resources

the t!?i
iR

u
aomB of the thermal data gathered during

hat'tJe * Je
a

r H ;
rC

5
re80" C" '""'V* »»V »>• degraded but

"

that the other data is expected to be all riaht At 17
52 Di nutes Greenwich «.„%!«., this i, kylfb^on^a.

"
i
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 18 hours
34 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab coming up on acquisi-
tion through Coldstone.

CC Skylab, Houston. Golds tone for 5 minutes

.

CDR Roger, Dick .

cc And, Jerry, two things here at Goldstone,
if somebody gets a chance. If you could give us another
readout on Bravo 7, next time you get a chance we'd appreciate
you letting us know about that. And also, we - I need to
get the post EREP REG BUS ADJUST done.

CDR Okay, Dick. Bill 1
s on his way.

CC Okay

.

PLT Okay. Now what do you want on the REG?
cc 1 "ant to returr. to the original setting

which requires a 35-dcgree counterclockwise movement.
PLT Okay, take a look at that.
CC Okay . We're lool ing.
PLT Bravo 7 is now reading about 72.
CC Okay, Bill. Thank you much.
PLT And 4

" - I assume they're mulling it over
down there as to whether they want to go ahead do this 191 cal.

cc That's affirm, Bill. V/e are talking
about it. However, as of the moment, ve are still GO, so
you can make your plans accordingly.

PLT Roger.
cc And, Jerry, Houston. I don't think I've

told you today, but ycur phone call, today is Guam at 00-48
LEFT ANTENNA. I'll remind you again.

'

CDR Thank yon , Di ck

.

CC Roger.
SPT Hello, Dick. Two points on photography.

One is, which transporter should I be using for M151 on the'
K092 today? For some reason we can't locate that photo
pad. And secondly, I'd like to take a picture of the ED61
and 62 before I do any work on it further. Right now, I think
is probably a good tine in which to get a shot of what's prowin

sp T Probably need around 2-2 exposures
ought to do it on the front side.

CC Okay, Ed. I'll yet right back to you.
SPT Thank you.
CC Roger. Skylab, Houston. The transporter

nunber is 08. It's In drawer 4 and back to the REG BUS Af;JUS1
,on BUS 2 we request another 5 degrees counterclockwise.

PLT In work

.

SPT Dick, TV-67 is on tape now.
CC Thank you , Ed.
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CDR Okay, Ditk. REG 2 5 degrees counterclockwise.
CC Okay. .Thank you, Jer.
CC Skylab, Houston. The REG BUS ADJUST

looks good. We're going LOS. Vanguard comes up at 18:58.
We're going to dump the data/voice recorder at the Vanguard.

C C And, Ed, we agree with you on taking
the ED61 and 62 pictures. Have at it.

SPT Okay . Just used some color interior and
whatever camera happens to have it?

CC That's affirm.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skylab has

moved out of range of the Goldstone station. Next acquisition
will be through the tracking ship Vanguard in 14-1/2 minutes.
At 18 hours 42 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Con t r ol

.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 ' This Is Skylab Control at 18 hours 55 minut
Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acquisition through
the tracking ship Vanguard. •

CC
.

Skylab, Houston; Vanguard for 10 minutes.
And we're going to dump the data/voice recorder here. And
we need the DAS to do an outt r girabal bank up.

CDR Roger, Dick, you have it.
cc Okay, a couple of things for you here.

First of all Ed asked a minute ago about the question about
his photo pad, and the reason he didn't have that information
was because we cleverly sent the photo pad with that informatio
on it to the PLT who didn't have anything to do with it.
Sorry about th:it. Just in case that might have caused con -
some confusion the ugh , we'd like to verify that we do want
M151 of the first biomed run today and not the second one.

CDR Okay, that's all we're setting up for.
cc Okay, real fine. And for Bill, whan you

get a chanct
, have you tried to close the VIS door and if you

did what were the results of that and also, we'd like a
reading on Brfvo 7 and Charlie 7 when you get an opportunity.

PLT Rogor, the door is closed and everything
worked fine. Twelve went to zero up/down and I'll go get the
readings for you right now.

CC Right.
PLT Bravo 7 is reading 75 and Charlie 7 is

re ad i n g 6 1 .

cc Okay, Bill with those numbers we're certain
go for this cal run you're getting ready to start.

PLT Thank you.

v
CC

v
Arid Skylab, we're going to do some command!

to the heaters right at LOS, so let's just assume that we willkeep the DAS during this entire period. When we go LOS, it's
yours

.

Cc Skylab, Houston, we have been dumping thedata/voice recorder here at the Vanguard and so we think you
may have put something on it, if it was in the last 4 minutes,
it 11 need to be repeated we were dumping.

SPT That's okay, Dick I tried to record when Isaw you were dumping and I hit the record switch and 1 came on
after you stopped dumping.

,

CC 1 see
» Okay thank you, Ed. Skylab, Houstonwe re 45 seconde from LOS, Tananarive at 19:21.

PLT Roger, Dick and I'm in this VTS cal chectand I assume that I just press on if I don't get READY Ugh'.'
cc That * s affirm, Bill.
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab now out
of range of the Vanguard tracking ship. Next station is
Tananarive in 12 minutes. During the Earth resources survey
this morning the crew reported no READY light indication
before they began data with space station's infrared
instrument, tThe S191 infrared spectrometer. The spectrometer
was pointed at a number of United States sites near
Las Vegas, and near Tuscon by Skylab Commander Jerry Carr.
The READY light failed to come on because the temperature
of one of two detectors on the pointable infrared sensor
exceeded the set limits. The detector for thermal radiation
the heat sensing element of S191 must be kept at extremely
low temperatures to operate well, if the detector temperature
is warmer than minus 100 degrees Kelvin, or about 270 degrees
below zero Fahrenheit, the signal recorded on magnetic tape
contains erratic indications or noise. Today's thermal
data taken of volcanoes in Guatemala may be degraded or noisy
because of the poor performance of the small cooling unit
for the thermal sensor. The problem with the independent
cooling device for the tiny detector maybe due to its
frequent use during the three Skylab flights. It is the
first difficulty seen with the cooler. A second detector
sensitive to the visible range is believed to have worked
perfectly. Skylab now 10 minutes away from Tananarive
acquisition. At 19 hours 11 minutes, Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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we may drop here - out here for just - in about 30 seconds

so for a little while. We think we will pick you back

up here again at Tananarive however. I'll give you a call

when we do that. In case we don't Hawaii comes up at 20:06.

cc skylab we still have you for - at

Tananarive. We're about a ainute to LOS, Hawaii at 20:06.

PLT Rog, I do. It's addressed to you.

PA0 Space station now out of range of the

tracking station Tananarive. Next acquition will be

34 oinutes from now. That will be through Hawaii at

20:06 GMT. 19 hours 32 minutes this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CroeJi'ch mean ti« .face's VAln '

f°
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CC
c ?~ Skylab, Houston we're about 30 semnHafrom LOS Haw - Hawaii, Vanguard co Dfis up at 20:35 we'regoing to dump the data/voice recorder at the Vanguard iL
VTR and only 3 of those minutes are scheduled, if you needi for anything, it's yours from herein. And the iPlans are on board, Jerry if you want to take a look £

5p
R 0k «y. 8"at

, Dick , thank you.cc Okay.
PA ° Space station now out of ranc*. „antennas at Hawaii. Next acquisition wi 11 be \l t

t
8

EN? OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control 20 hours 34 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station How nearing acquisition
through the tracking ship Vanguard. During the previous
pass over Hawaii there was some comment from the ground up
to the crew as to whether or now the tape recorder for the
191 data was malfunctioning. EREP officer here in Mission
Control doubts that they ran out of tape as the cue lights
indicated. But we want know that until the tape returns
with the crew next Friday. Hold the line up now for this
pass over the tracking ship Vanguard.

cc Sky lab, Houston Vanguard for 9 ninutes.
And we're going to dump the data/voice recorder here at
Vanguard .

PLT Roger, Dick.
PLT Dick, I have a question on the deactivation

checklis t update .

CC Go ahead

.

PL '

r Page 1-21, t\e instructions there to
change same as page 1-20 except and then there are four
places. Actually there are five procedural title call outs
on page 1-21. 1 am going under the assumption that the
change is not being made to the starred entry which is WMC
dump heater activation. Would you check and see if that's
correct?

cc PLT, Houston. That's affirmative, you're
correct

.

PLT Thank you.
cc Incidentally Bill earlier today INCO told

ae and I didn't pass it up because I didn't think you guys
would get to that deactivation checklist yet. But the - he
uplinked three copies of the checklist change. And in the third
copy on page 10 of the message there was some kind of a fault,
so he uplinked page 10 of the message again rather than uplinking
an entire new set. So one of those copies is going to have
two page 10s in it and the second one that's there is the
correct one.

? LT Okay, we get that.
CC Okay

.

cc Skylab, Houston we're 1 minute from LOS.
Tananarive at 21:00, see you there.

PLT Roger , Dick .

p A0 20 hours 45 ninutes Greenwich mean time.
Space station apparently out of range of the Vanguard tracking
ship. Next acquisition will be 15 minutes fron now over
Tananarive. Commander Carr and Science Pilot Ed Gibson still
M092, M171 experimenting. And Pilot Bill Pogi e working on
the S190 Multispectral camera closing it down. He'll be
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retrieving filters, putting them back in a drawer and stowing
the S190 camera in a stowed position. Greenwich mean time

20:45 Binutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE j
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H

u

T

n
°
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Bill Po 8 ue for 5 I !
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'

Control.
h0UrS and 7 minutes, this is Skylab

END OF TAPE
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CC Houston
, CDR.

CDR £° ahe atl
, Jer.

what about page l-i;^,' \ruce 0n deactivatinn v. ,some of the n?K '
look 8 like it in „„ .

on che ckli 8 tnu .

c

— U„ probably 0
-

f
P".^

guess. 0ka >'« 1 Just haven't *at m,„
cc

1 8°* there yet
, I

over Hawaii. 18 a ,

T
\at co "clude S lhe recSrdeT^

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Twenty-two hours 13 minutes Greenwich

now about a nin '
Pilot Ed Gibson should be observing

as the subject with Commander Jerry as the observer. We 11

co live air-to-ground. . .

8 °
cc Skylab, this is Houston, through the

Vanguard for 9 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder

dump And I have the precise pointing coordinates for the

next ATM pass for Ed. Over.

SPX Go ahead , Bruce

.

cc Okay. These are for you special polar

olume and polar plume background measurements. On the first

polar plume ROLL should be plus 9510.
JJ/J"*' ^

the other coordinates. For the seconds one. .he b««g « 0

KOLL should be plus 9700, no change in the other coordinates.

0ver
j pT pus 9510, plus 9700.

CC You got it.

rr Skylab, this is Houston 40 seconds to

LOS. Next station contact in 8 minutes through Ascension at

22:30. Out.
8ta tlon now out of range of the

Vanguard tracking ship. Next acquisition will be
J

3 .ljut.

passat very low elevation through tha tracking antenna at

A.c'ns on. That elevation will he less than 2degrees

.

That'll Ee 6-1/2 minute, fro. now. 22 hours IU »i.tute..

this 18 Skylab Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, 22 hours , 29 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Space station Skylab now about a minuteaway from acquisition through Ascension. Commander Carr andPilot Pogue just about 2/3 of the way through the medical
experiments this afternoon using Bill Pogue as the subject
And Science Pilot Ed Gibson Just about finished with his
third stint of the day at the ATM C&D console. Don't expectvery much communication through Ascension as the elevation
angle is quite low, now about 10 seconds away from acquisition
, , .;

C
.

Skylab, this is Houston passing Ascension
2-1/2 minutes to LOS, next station contact in 1 hour and
20 minutes through the Vanguard at 01:28, out.

cc Make that at 23:51,
sp T Hous ton , SPT .

CC Yes indeed .

SPT We're looking at a toning count of
2309 for 54 frames remaining. A* I understand it we shouJd
use all 54 operations.

?!L Stand by. Say again the count please.
SPT 2309.
CC Okay, Ed, you can take it on down to 2232

o ve r .
'

SPT 2232, thank you.
CC Roger, out.
PA0

L
Skylab Control, 22 hours 36 minutes

Greenwich mean time. Space station now out of range ofAscension 1 hour and 15 minutes away from next acquisition,

for t^^h?^ ??•«>««'• during this pass on the film remainingfor the white light coronograph images. He was told that •

he had some additional frames he could take pictures onthose apparently he is not through with the control anddisplay panel. We have some further information for youon the JOP lj, which was performed this .orning. That
experiment apparently inconclusive as whether or not they

fS! s^^ at
;A

tha
i V}*!

W6re lookin « for
- They were pointing

iil *'

-
v
^ dBVlC" " * ' t<lr Called the G"— V.iJru..The S054 is an X-ray spectrograph telescope and takes

photographic images, the S056 is a X-ray telescope also
takes photographic images. The S055A is an ultraviolet
scanning polychromate r spectroheliometer and it does not takephotographic Images but rather some realties telemetry
data down. It looks for the ultraviolet spectrum, the othtr
two look for soft X-rays. According to the Harvard CollegtObservatory, Gamma Velorua ts a rather peculiar and uniqut
•tar. It s called a Wolf-Rayette star and stars of the Wolf-Rayette class - there's some dispute as to whether or not
they re hot stars blowing off atmosphere or binary stars at any
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?PAO - - angstroms would be of great significance
to astronomy, not only because both the Harvard College Observ-
atory and the ATM czar feel that It would change our ideas about
the lnstellar medium. But also, because it would open up an
entire new window of the spectrum to astronomical research.
Spectral information in the ultraviolet soft X-ray range
would enable cosaologists to try a few new experiments.
One of which would be a blue shift as a opposed to a red shift.
The ATM czar here at Mission Control indicate that a blue
shift might not have any results if they were to take
measurements of a blue shift, they might not find that there
was a blue shift. However, if there was a blue shift, it
would give them another tool by which to neasure the age of
the universe and distance of receding galaxies. The other
advantage of the soft X-ray and untvavlolet wavelengths as a

spectrum of experimentation and energy information gathering
is that it would give astrophysicists and opportunity to
see if black holes do in fact pull material into them.
That wasn't quite explained to me. However, I was assured that
cosmologists were very turned on by the soft X-ray and ultra-
violet this morning. The only problem is that they're not
quite sure whether the S055A which was Lhe prime instrument
for this morning's JOP 13, did in fact get the lata. The
ATM czar here in Mission Control said that there was two
possiblities for why it didn't get the date. They were looking
at telrroetry information at the time. And they didn't see any
indication that the S055 was viewing ultraviolet energy.
Either the detector wasn't sensitive enough or the field of
view of the instrument which is about S arc seconds - by 5 arc
seconds, or it's too narrow and Gamma Velorum wasn't in it's field
of view. However, the optimistic here that the S054 and the
S056 instruments did in fact get X-ray pictures of Gamma
Velorum. Anu they'll have that when they get back when the
crew returns with that film next Friday. Next acquisition
is 1 hour and 9 minutes from now. At 22 hours and 41 minutes,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Sky lab Control at 23 hours
50 minutes Greenwich mean tim*. Space station Skylab now
about a minute away from acquisition through Vanguard. More
than an hour and 20 minutes from the last acquisition
Commander Carr should be eating his evening meal right now
having finished up his medical run for the day. Science Pilot
Ed Gibson after a brief personal hygiene period is back at theATM console. And Pilot Bill Pogua should be Just getting
into his personal hygiene. Both he ani Gibson are scheduled
to eat in about an hour from now. We'll go live air-to-
ground for this pass over the Vanguard tracking ship.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutes, for the CDR. Over.

CDR Go ahead Bruce.
CC Roger Jerry. We have a new S201K

operate pad coming up to you on the teleprinter now. This
is occasioned by a new value of nuZ which we figured out over
Guan. 3asically it changes your rotation angle about adegree and a half. If you could grab that before you start it
it would probably help out. Over.

CDR Yeah, it probably would help.
CC An ^ we're dumping the data/voice tape

recorder here. Oh, no we're net sorry

.

SPT Hello, Houston. How would you like a
frame count?

cc Oh, we wouldn't object go ahead.
*? T 7373

« 65119, 1, 1, 312, 2302.
CC 7373 break, 85119/1/1/312/2302.
SPT Correct.

£d
CC Sounds like you're running low up there

SPT On everything.
cc And we show that 20U operate pad should

be on board in its entirety now.
CC Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS

»

Next station contact in 3 alnutes through Ascension at 00i04.

PA0 L °S through the Vanguard tracking ship.
Less than 2 alnuteo away from re«cquis 1 tion through Ascsnsion.
Ve 11 hold the line up. Space station la now maneuvered into
a proper attituds for S201 observations. Coing on right now
actually - maneuvered by Ed Clbaon the operator for the S20l
will be Coaaander Jtrry Carr. We'll hold the line up for
this pass through Ascenclon,

c
£ ,^ Skylab this it Houston through Ascension

for 10-1/2 nlnutss , Out,
Cc Skylab, this is Houston 1 minute to LOS.
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Next station contact in 35 minutes through Guam at 00:49
with a data/voice tape recorder dump. And you may be
interested in knowing that you have Just completed the last
planned manned maneuver with the orbital workshop. Over.

PLT Thank you Bruce.
CDR The last planned one, huh?
CC Yes indeed

.

CC And we're showing, by the way CDR private
phone call through Guam at 00:48. And that will be LEFT
ANTENNA all the way.

CDR Okay, Bruce thank you.

E.SD OF TAPE
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PA0 Skylab Control, 16 minutes Greenwich mean

time. The space station now out of range of Ascension. Next

acquisition will be 32 minutes from now. Commander Carr work-

in?, on the last S201 observation of the Comet Kchoutek at

this time. That'll be the last planned experiment through

the scientific airlock. 16 minutes Greenwich mean time, this

is Sky lab Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 1 hour 15 minutes Greenwich lean time.
Space station now nearing acquisition through Canary for a

pass that will take It over Madrid, also. 4 Science Pilot Ed

Gibson was told earlier In the day that if he had any free
time which did not interfer with any other scheduled activity
that he could go to the ATM panel and fire up the EXTREME
ULTRAVIOLET MONITOR again, XUV monitor, and record some
video off that so that the Kitt Peak Observatory could
corroborate data which they're getting from a new high
sensitivity magnitograph which will show coronal holes,
bright spots, filament channels and, in general, most of what
the Skylab astronauts have been looking at at the Sun. They
want this data for comparison so that they can align their
new raagnit rophaph . Hold the line up now for this Canary
Island and Madrid pass with CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are AOS through
Canary for 14 minutes.

PLT Got you, Crip. And I have got the photo
log when you are ready to copy.

SPT Hey, Crip, would you like pump (garble)
right now?

CC That's affirmative. We also need to

get the circuit breaker for that and I'm trying to see
where abouts on the panel it Is. It's on panel 202, needs
to be closed, it's in the left hand portion of it, down at

the bottom. And we are ready for the - we're ready for the
photo log. And In addition, if Ed is going to get that pump
for us, on that XUV monitor message that we sent you up earlle
today, we would you to go ahead and go through the power down
and that was on the message 8138.

SPT Okay, Crip. I thought over the next few
days I would be sending this stuff down and was hoping to

leave a good part of that powered up so I didn't have to go
through that power up each tine.

CC Okay, that's - chat's fine, you can leave
i t then , Ed .

SPT Thank you

.

CC Send us the photo log, Bill.
PLT Roger. lc -mi 1 1 irae t e r : M516 (S054), Charlie

India 65, 37 percent, Charlie India 81; M479, India Romeo 06,
48 percent, Charlie India 86: H479, Charlie India 98, 00.
Charlie India 94. Nikon status: Nikon 01, India Romeo 12,
25; Nikon 02, Bravo Victor 41, 47; Nikon 03, Charlie India 116
38; Nikon 04, Charlie X-ray 61, 01; Nikon 05, Bravo Hotel 06,
count is 53. 70-milllimeter , Charlie X-ray 45, count is 040.
Okay, and the Nikon 05 anticipated two S233 exposures on per -

as per pad thought. Also, Charlie X-ray 54 and 53 have been
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exposed and have been ecowed. Drawer A configuration: Alfa

1, transporter 02, India Ro«eo 06, 48 pecent, Charlie India,
*

86; Alfa 2, transporter 05, take up is Charlie India 9 8

;

BACK ,
transporter 08, Charlie India 65, 37 percent, Charlie

India 81; Alfa 3, Alfa 4, no change.
CC Okay, real fine, Bill. And if - if it's

convenient we'll take the rest of the evening status report.'
PLT Stand by .

CDR Okay, Crip, - stand by until I get this t

sque a 1 .

CC Okay

.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Okay, the sleep: CDR, 6.0, 5 heavy
1 light; SPT, 7.0, 5 heavy, 2 light; PLT, 5.5 all heavy.
Volumes: 275- 200; 225. Water gun: 9000; 5122; 2148.
Body mass: 6.310, 6.308, 6.308; 6.393; 6.391, 6.394;
6.273, 6.272, 6.279. Exercise: CDR , standard minus method
Bravo; SPT, no change used Hark III in lue of Mark 1 ; PLT,
minus method Bravo. Medications: CDR , one Sudafed as
directed; SPT and PLT, none. Clothing : CDR

, socks, shorts
and shirt: SPT, socks and T-shirt; PLT, socks, shorts , T-
shirt, shirt, and trousers. Food log: CDR, 3.0 salt, plus
one coffee with sugar, minus one pineapple, the can of
pineapple was leaking - it spoiled, rehydration water zero;
SPT, lero salt, plus one tuna, plus strawberries. Getting'
back to the CDR, add strawberries to the CDR's list. PLT,
3.0 salt, plus one crispy bar, plus strawberries, zero
rehydration water. Flight Plan devs , none. Shopping list,
none. Inoperable equipment: WMC SMMD curtain is separated
from the frame. We're having to use the one in the ward-
room for fecal weighing. Unscheduled stowage: none.

cc Okay, think we've got all that.
CC In answer to Ed and Bill's question

regarding the light flashes. We do see latitude dependents
as was probably obvious to Bill there. The surprising thing
is the great frequency of flashes which we are seeing in
the South Atlantic anomaly. We did see a decrease in
frequency and then a large increase in frequency. And from
Bill's description we think that the particles are most likely
noc protons but some heavier particles. And this is the first
evidence of that type of particles and the Pi's very excited
about it. And seeing the data that you sent down earlier
today, Bill, is excellent.

PLT Okay, thank you. My wife was ribbing me
a few minutes ago about the - saying that - that some kind of
report that 1 didn't see anything and turned over and went
to sleep for another 3 hours or something to that effect.

CC Yes, yes and you we're really working. I
couldn't see how you could stay still chat long.

PLT No effort at all. PI did a real good job
of orienting me, by the way Crip. That was the first time I've
ever been able to get that much uniformity in the configuration
of the flashes .

CC Very good

.

cc for the CDR, Jer when you were reading
the report we didn't copy regarding no water deviations on
the SPT. Was that - was that the case?
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CC Regarding - -

CDR That's right Crip.

C C Okay, can you give us a - a status on

* 79
CDR

t0Jay

7

Okay, I'm up trying to do it right now.

I've done sanplea 19 and 20. And the water quench system is

not working properly and - but it didn't make any difference

on 19 and 20. The were both bummers anyway and quit burning

beore we could get the water quench system on.

CC Hey, it doesn't sound like much ol that

stuff is burning at all.

CDR The polyurethane foam is really spectac-

ular, in that the paper just kind of glows and it does pretty

well. The aluoinized Mylar, the first three tines burned

beautifully, but this last time didn't do to well. The

polyurethane-covered nylon burns real nicely with a nice

blue flame. And the teflon, once it gets away from the

ignition wire, it quits burning.

C C Okay, thank you very much for that run-

d °Vn
cc j er , would you care to say a few more

words about the problem with the water quench systerc?

CDR Well, the lower notzle appears to be

completely plugged. And 1 just don't have time to mess with

it to try to unplu* it. The upper nozile just sends out

a dribble rather than a nice spray. So what I ve done is

I've gone back and completely reserviced the system again,

and we'll try it over again.

cc Okay, fine. And we concur with not

spending a lot of time on it tonight Jer.

CDR Okay, I'm just going to go as far as I

can before bedtime and that will have to be the end of it.

cc okay, that will be fine. Incidentally

next station contact is going to be your phone call, set

up at 02:05 and it'll be ANTENNA, RIGHT.

CDR Okay, thank you Crip.

END OF TAPE
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Okay, thank you, Crip.
cc Night guys.
CDR Good night .

SPT Night
, Crip.

?? ,
Take care

- Think of some good stowaeequestions for me tomorrow night.
stowage

PLT I'll hav^ three.
PA° Skylab nov out of range of the trarklnoantenna at Madrid. Ed Gibson seems to be itching to ge

*

back to the ATM C&D panel. Also Bill Pn».,<, L
g
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,
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PA0 Good morning, this U .^""J
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1
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0B-ti; 0iirt::
Skylab approaching acquisition t <>u " »

station. CAP COMM Hank Hjrt.flJU PJ™^^. Gene Krani .

call during the Bermuda pass. mgnt uirctuu

W.'ll
c

.t.nd by for the ^akeup . ^ ^ ^ fey Three

Dog Night.)
( „ u aic: "I feel the Earth Move" by Carol

<lng
-? Skylab, Houston, a warm good morning to you.
CC

4 f 1 I I0S S ee in you again at Canaries
We're about a minute flora LUi> ,

see m yuu B

in 2 minutes.

" ff,
1

! Skylab Control. Bermuda has loss

,
?*

i Canaries will acquire in about a half a minute,
of signal. C""*"

UH "out in the Country" by Three
Vakeup music this morn ing w as out ^

r ^ Wg , n
r-nairJoric^i.nlon'tt^nllry. wi th'ov.rl.ppl.. coverage

through the Ascension Island station.
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CC Sky lab, Houston, we're back with you through
Canaries and Ascension tor 16 minutes. And we'll be p I a n n i r «?

to dump the recorder here at Ascneslon in about 7 minutes from
now .

CC Skylab, Houston, when you get al! squared
away there this morning, I've got a little news for you and

also got a couple of comments on today's Flight Firm.
CDR Okay, Hank, ahead.
CC Well, I'll k 1 vi' you a little news here

first, From Washington we hear that the federal and state
negotiators and the independent truckers appear near a compromise
that could end the truck drivers' strike - spike - say that

again, strike. Most states are feeling the effects of the

shutdown of the truckers. Scattered violence whs reported in

19 states. The National Guard was on duty in three states
and on standby alert in three others. Food shortages and
layoffs have increased. The effects of the shutdown of the

independent truckers today will cause thousands to lose their
lobs temporarily in affected industries. Here's one from
Massachusetts. You can imagine this. Can you imagine a

9-foot long aluminum finger. Says here, the rhynathmic
yanks of a 9-foot lonp, aluminum finger jerked the world's
longest yo-yo up and down the side of a 21-st or y building Monday
at Massachusetts Instutute of Technology, Ten students engineere
the huge toy atop MIT's tallest building as a nid-semester
project "just because it was there," said a professor. It's
too bad you don't have a yo-yo with you, it says, because you lay
claim to the highest yo-yo on, or off the Earth. From Cyprus:
An hour of sunshine gibes C y p riots a hot bath. The Greeks and

Turks on this sun-blessed island of Aphrodite harnessed the Sun

for their domestic energy needs long before the oil crisis and
Arab embargoes. Nearly every villa and house here has a solar
vaer heater on its roof. Engineers in Mediterranean countries
have estimated that sufficient sunshine hits the roof of an

average home to supply more than 10 ti:.ies its daily power needs.
About half that is needed to heat water. From Belgiun: A

Belgian worker won a S 1 0 bet by riding a b i c v c 1 e naked throueh
the streets of Ghent lO buy a bag of potato chips, .minorities
reported. He ended up a net loser however, because he was lined

SI 30 and jailed for a month on a charge o! ofienuinv. ;>uniic

morals. I wonder if you got a picture o: that on any m the

KRF.P passes? Pasadena: Scientists ex prised r i'<. ' i3.

that Mariner 10's encounter with Venus will be success
Tuesday although there is a chance problems couin deve .

The 1108-pound spacecraft is scheduled to pass vjthin jMio

niles of Venus at 17:01 GMT today providing scientists will-,
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p A 7> This*U Skylab Control. The apace nation

through Carnarvon in 22 minutes. At n
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

Esn or tape
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PA0 This la SkyUb Control at 11 hour*

46 alnute. Greenwich mean time. SkyUb coming up ™
"J"

1 * 1 '

"on throuih Carnarvon, with * brief overlapping coverage

trough the Hon.y.uckl. .t.tl...
wi ^ CarnafVOn

for 8-1/2 minute.. And we'll have a .hort keyhole about

1 minute fro. now. ^ ^ ^ keyhol

1 can't find the .towage bag for T003. It there ^^ing
n the .towage bag for T003 that I ^

r
«[ "J^,

wise. I'm juat going to make do here. I don t want to wa.te

any more tlma looking for the bag.

cc Okay. We'll check it out.

S?t Okay, Hank. You can disregard, I was looking

in the wrong bag by the PSS and found the T003 return container,
in the wrong Dag ay^ ^

^ ^ a Jot q[ troubU

here. We were scratching our heads here about to try to

,ind
p[T* I was looking in the wrong reference

bag. There were two bag. by the PSS and 1 looked in the

Wr0n8 ° nC ' Morning Hank. I'm wondering if you - When

you're setting up the phone call for this evening, if you

could do it so it'd be before 12:00.

SPT That's 24:00.

cc Okay. That sounds a little better.

You had me puizled there for a minute.

cc Matter of fact, we - -

Spy (Garble) - -

SPT Only had a year in the Air Force.

Cc (Laughter) Okay. Matter of fact, we do

have it set up for 23:32 at Guam, left to right.

SPT You guvs are always way ahead of roe. Thank y

cc And, Ed, while we've got you here, we

been - the bioned's been poring over the dump tapes "ere

and we can't find the M092 voice data fro* the PLT yeste day.

And whenever you get a chance, we'd sure appreciate it it

you colli rerecord it. And also, the same »..rk.. P P to

the po 9 L-Ml31 run consents if you had any. We don t * nov

whether you did or not, but we couldn't find any if you did

put .o.e on there. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ agflin<

I'm no: sure what the heck happened to both of then.
1 D

J^T Hey, Hank. The two leg-band measurements

were 13 inches evon and the leg bands were Charlie Juliett

and Alfa Quebec

,

CC Roger. We copy.

C r Skylab. Houston. We're about 1 minute

from sunset. So if - if whoever', free could start moseying
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on up or think about getting on up to the STS, we'll be reedy

to make that reg * FINK REG ADJUST right at gurnet.

PIT Okay, Hanh, Jer'a on hie way.

CDR Okay , Hank Go

.

CC Okay, Jer. We've already commanded

PCC"6 reg on end aunaet la about 10 aeconda from now according

to our clock. And at eunaet we*ll went you to, on the REG

CONTROL PCG-6 FINE ADJUST we want you to go clockwise until you

have a discharge of 15 amps.
CDR Okay. It 'a In work.
CC And for info, we anticipate that this

bat capacity check will be completed at Goldetone about 2 hours

from now. And we'll Rive you a call there and we'll want

you to put that FINE ADJUST pot to the little nark

you made yaaterday.
CC And, Jer, while you're up there, if you

want to go ahead and set up the panel 204 recorders to our

current configuration, I can give you that.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 30 seconds

from LOS. Guam is the r.t xt site at 02. And that's 6-1/2 minute

f r on now

.

CDR Okay, Hank. Give me that recorder con-

figuration, and I'll do it.

CC Okay. Number 1 is EXPERIMENT 1 in VOICE

Number 2 is DATA in VOICE. And number 3 is EXPERIMENT 2.

There shouldn't be any change on that one.

CDR Okay. I've got it. Thanks.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. Guam will pick up Skylab in 4 minutes.

The T003 experiment, that Bill Pogue is in the process of

deactivating is inflight aerosol analysis experiment. This

is the experiment that measures aerosol particle composition,

concentration and sire distribution inside of the space station

to assess potential health hazards, the sources of the

particles and the adequacy of air distribution, circulation

and filtration in Skylab. Skylab about 3-1/2 minutes away

from Guam. We'll stand by for a 6-rainute pass there.

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay , Thank you

.

SPT So - so he's - he's got another can which
he's fraa to uae and tarn* Use.

CDR Okay Hank. The thing h«r« ia you got
four little bitty packata In that big can, That 'a t. big
waste of volume to pack away. We can get along without It.
I'd propose we wrapped those - we taped those four together
and put then in that way.

CC Okay. We'll check that one out, Jer.
CDR Okay.
CC CDR, Houston. We'd like you to go ahead

and put then In the can as It's called out there.
CDR Okay.
cc Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute froa

LOS. Carnarvon Is coming up next In about 25-1/2 minutes, at
24 and we plan to dump the recorder there. We'll be handing
over the silver team. This Is the last shift for the bronze
and white teams. It's been a good mission. We enjoyud working
with you. We wish you a safe return and look forward to seeing
you back In Houston.

p l*T Thanks a lot, Hank. We'll look forward
to seeing you all.

SPT Thanks very much for your good help and good
work, bronze team. We sure appreciate it. We'll see you back
in Hous ton

.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Ascension has
loss of signal. The next station i9 Carnarvon In 24 minutes.
Deactivation and transfer of Items from the space station to
the command module, taking up almost all of today's Flight
Plan. Skylab Commander Jerry Carr will spend about 10 hours
today transferring items Into the command module and stowing
them. He'll be assisted from time to time by the other two
crewmen. However, this afternoon the Science Pilot Ed Gibson
will be the subject of lower body negative pressure and meta-
bolic activity experiments. The observer for that will be
Bi ll Pogue . Pogue and Gibson will also spend a good part
of the day in deactivation procedures in the workshop. At
13 hours 1 minute Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC SPT , this la Houston.

SPT Go.
cc Roger, Ed. Ws'd Just llks to clear up

a point here If we can. Our understanding from tht

transcripts is that when you all aad< up the heat sink for

the IMSS return container, you used an Apollo type Juice

bag and could you confirm that and that you etlll have

available a return water sample bag for uae In connection

with the water sampling and the 8-ounce aanpU that needs to be

returned. Over.
SPf Okay, I have never roundau up that

•ample bag, Bruce. I was told yesterday that since we had

gotten the water out of the pedestal In the wardrooa that

the juice bag would be sufficient for the water sample.

CC Negative. That's Incorrect. We want

to go ahead and do the sampling per the procedure callod

out In the deact checklist using the return water sample

bag for that purpose. Over.
SPT Roger.
cc The word that we're getting down hare is

that that's a specially prepared bag which Is been prepared

in such a way as to minimize contamination of the sample that

you're bringing back.
SPT Roger.
Cc And for your information, that return

water sample bag should be in w-769, W-769.

SPT Roger.
cc Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 16 ainjr.es through Goldstone

at 14:03. Out.
p A0 This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss

of a'gnal Next acquisition through Goldstone in U-l/2 minutes.

Reminder that at 10:00 a.m. central daylight time in the

News Center Briefing Room, a briefing on Skylab corollary

experiments. At 13 hours 48 minutes Greenwich mean time

this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thia Is Skylab Control at 14 hours 29

alnutes Greenwich mean tlno. Standing by for a ahort low-
elevation pass at the Vanguard tracking ahip.

CC Skylab, thia ia Houaton through the

Vanguard at aoa for 4*1/2 ninutea. Out.

CDR Roger Bruce.
CC Skylab, thia la Houaton. 1 ainuta to LOS.

Next station contact in 1 hour and 5 ainutea through Goldatone

«t 15:39 and we're conintuing to work the aaga of the five

tapes in A-8 for you.
CDR I think I got it whipped, Bruce. It fits

If you force it and I had to do some real shoving but I got

it to fit.
CC Okay. That's good news.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has

loss of signal, will not be reacquired by another tracking
station until it r«achea the Goldatone station in California,
1 hour 3 aiinutea froa now. Another realnder that at 10 a. at.

central daylight tiae, about 23 ainutea froa now, a briefing
on corollary experiments perforaed on Skylab will be conducted

in the Sews Center briefing rooa, Building 1. 10 a. a. briefing

on corollary experiments. At 14 hours 37 ainutes Greenwich

mean tiae, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thlt U SkyUb Control st U hours

18 . tu Gre.nwlch B..n tl... Skyl.b is 1}

ro. acquisition at Tananarive. W. have ^ 2 ut. 1

tall fro. tha statsslda *nd fro. ths Vansuard pass. «• U.

PUy that for you
«JJj u Hou>ton lhrough Goldstons

for him. , _

CDR Go ahead, Bruce.

rr Okay. Tomorrow, we're scheduling a

If the workshop. The 180 seconds works out to a dolta-V of

12 f eet J r second , which L worth about 1 to 2 y.«

up to Jou over Vanguard, this rev In about • h. f

liiii h- 1,1,1, short, but, it does have io.< Item* In It

L .ft. t you i near future, especially the SPT n

U. ..""lunch activities. So you .Ight take . good close

iook
CD;

u vhcn " us::."!;.""".". ... ... f«

All right. I guess that's fair enough.

J:, Okay. The stowage checklist here calls

, L UCTA. with tracer. And, I looked In locker D-426, 1

°. ! ve t ^e one that's got the .... 1. It. And there
believe u

. tracer . There is one bag of three In a

'I!
n°wU

!h y 0 And I don't know if so.e-

t r«ad " o^nrur^e^is^ke. or what H there is no

tracer in those we have lithium chloride here and I can

out tracer in them if they want it. ...

CC Okay. Stand by for a minute. We 11

get you an answer on that.

CDR OVay.
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*
dur es*
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t WH8 wondering how
I WSS won—*-"-

CouU I .., .».>'»«»CDR

COUia *• »-/ -
-

CDR YeB t i minute to LOS

.

END OF TAPE
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TMR la skvlab Contrcl at 16 hours
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30 .mutes Greenwich mean t ime .
T »

i ^ that pa8a .

Skylab^in about a

-^JJ;^ i6 Houston through Tananarive
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HQu8ton> ^

CC ?° ahea
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e } Y oved ln w _m> and th at

; s.it/'pKin:; c - ^.1nn-:
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ir
?
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1
* recovered out of the
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plenum bag early in the

"J"?*
0"'

are up in our dvug '^rugs that you brought u P at O
CC Thev re

, i n(1 we'll get you a stowage
beginning of your mission, Jerry. And we 11 g

location, if you
locker nuBber 7 32 is all wrong

lher .

CD\ - I imagine^e locker they're talking about i.
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o^ ^ u

CC ^vlab, thi. i* Houston. 30 seconds to

cc ;.!r in 18 minutes through Vanguard
Next station con ac IS

r dunp afc A|)f,OS. Sext nation contact in
J , t AOf . an

we'l^ave^e answer iV\LV^A or motor, and stowage

for you there.
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CDR Roger, Bruce.

?
A° Thl » is Skylab Control. Space stationis out of range at Goldstone now. Next station is thetracking ship Vanguard in 16-1/2 minutes. The crew isessentially on schedule today in the transfer operation

° f 1^ Work
r
da y ^Proximately 90 percent of theItems that must be transferred to the command nodule willhave gone into that vehicle. Today's Plight Plan callin Rfor about that percentage, 90 percent of the transfers tobe accomplished today. At 17 hours 25 minutes Greenwichmean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 17 hours
'40 ninutes Creenwich nean time. Skylab coming up on
acquisition through the tracking ship Vanguard.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutas with a data/voice tape recorder
dump and some words for the CDR

.

PLT He 's listening.
CC Okay, Jerry. In freezer number 2, up

there in the upper compartment, F-552, you will find one
urine separator less motor and in W-721 you will find - (garble)
just bring those two back. Dis i rregardless of the serial
numbers on them. Over.

CDR I was hoping you'd say that Bruce.
CC Okay, regarding the injectables. The

Decadron and the epinephrine should be found in W-700 and the
Xylocaine and pentobarbital in W-709. Over.

PLT Copy.
CC Okay, another little item for Ed, since

we were talking to him about it this morning, but actually Bill
docs the work. If you can't find the water sample bag that's
required on page 1-49 for the closeout - -

PLT I've already found it, Bruce.
CC Say again.
PLT I've already found it.

CC Beautiful. Delete the real of what 1

was going to say. And, now we Rove on to another one. Did
you ever locate the CCU head that was required on page 2-f.4.

Over.
PLT Stand by .

CC It's a Command Module CCU head.
PLT What motivated the question, Bruce?
CC Okay, it's not needed for a day or so,

but we're Just trying to make sure that there aren't any
nhow-s topper s when we get down to our entry day.

CDR Bruce, is this the head that we took
off In order to put the anti-squoal device on?

CC Yes, it is and we sent you a message
about 2 days ago to sort of eyeball it and try and make
sure you knew where the thing was.

CDR Yeah, that's in U-2 along with the T-bnr
that goes with it.

CC Mighty find. Thank you.
CC And, another item for the CDR regarding

the battery charging that's scheduled to take place ht 19:00 Z.

CDR Go ahead.
CC Okay, at 19:00 7. you're supposed to switch

from BAT Bravo charge to BAT Charlie charging per our general
message 8233. And we've been watching BAT B charge down here
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on the ground and we've seen what - a few things that are
technically described as "funnies" on BAT B charge and it's
nothing really serious but we'd like to monitor the charging
of BAT Charlie and the way that we need to do this is to
hook up BAT Charlie to BAT BUS B so that we can read out
BAT BUS B voltage on telemetry with BAT B OFF . So, to do
this, prior to initiating BAT C charge, we'd like you to
on panel 5, pull the BAT RELAY BUS BAT B CIRCUIT BREAKER
and on panel 275, CLOSE the BAT BUS B BAT Charlie CIRCUIT
BREAKER. Over.

CDR Stand by a minute, Bruce, until I get
out the message and I can insert it right in there.

CC Okay.
CDR Okay, now say it again, please, and a

little s lowe r

.

CC Okay, I was trying to give you an overview
Prior to initiating BAT C charge, panel 5 CB bat relay bus
bat B OPEN. And that takes BAT B off with BAT RELAY BUS and
panel 275 BAT BUS B to BAT Charlie CLOSED.

CDR Okay, Prior to the BAT Charlie charge
we're going to ro BAT RELAY BUS BAT B OPENED and BAT BUS B
BAT C CLOSED.

CC Yes sir.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 14 ninutes through Tananarive
at 18:05. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Vanguard has
loss of signal. The next station is Tananarive in 12-1/2 minut
At 17 hours 52 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control. ,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. Space station
is about to be acquired by the Tananarive station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 8-1/2 minutes. Out.

CDR Roger, Bruce. One of the things that we're
supposed to do is transfer transporters 2 and 7 to the command
module. 1 presume that means you leave the film on thera and
(garble

)

CC You dropped down in the mud there for
a second. Say again all after to presume you leave the
film on them?

CDR Roger. The transporters have film on them.
One of them has passed (garble) has - Yes. I think they both
have film on them. 0ne'9 got Charlie India, one's got India
Romeo film.

CC CDR, this is Houston. On the film thread
pad for today, we give you instructions for removing then:
Cut film as required. Remove and transfer (garble), that
includes transporter 2 and transporter 7. Over.

CDR Houston, Skylab. You're in the mud and
unreadable .

CC Roger. Refer to your film thread pad
for today for instructions for cutting and removing the
film. Over.

CC CDR, this Is Houston. If you look at
the film thread pad for today, it tells you to cut the film
as required and remove the cassettes and configure the stuff
for return. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. Thank you.
CC And we - as a aeperate item, we then

want to return the transporter mechanisms themselves, but
the stowage will be such that the film that comes back is
not physically on the transporters as they are stowed to
come back.

CDR Roger. I understand.
PLT Bruce. A quick question on revisit

bag con tents

.

CC Go ahead.
PLT Okay. About two-thirds of the way down on

a general message number 045 and list theo. Film they want
put In there and one o*f them is a Charlie X-ray 63 magazine
out of the J bag. And I'd already loaded that into a

camera and had some exposed frames on it. I have tried
X-ray 62 in oy hand. I need a download to the 63 or
substitute Charlie X-ray 62 or do whatever else you sug-
gest .

CC Okay. Hold on a second.
CC Okay, Bill. Use Charlie X-ray 62 In the

revisit bag. Over.
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Roger. I'm changing Charlie X-ray 62.
PLT

Thank you

.

cc Say again, you're changing?
PLT Roger. I will comply. Use Charlie

X-ray 62 .

CC Roger . Ou t .

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 2-1/2 minctes
to LOS, but we may loose you early. Next station contact in
37-1/2 minutes through Hawaii at 18:50 with a data/voice
tape recorder dump at AOS. Out.

.
PA0 Thi s is Skylab Control. Skylab is out

of range of the Tananarive station. Next acquisition throughHawaii in 33-1/2 minutes. At 18 hours 16 minutes Greenwichmean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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„
PA° / Thl8 18 Skylab Control at 18 hours 48 min-utes Greenwich mean time. Hawaii Is about to acquire the

'•pace station.
CC Skylab, this is Houston, through Hawaii

.2*
1 inutes

«
wlth a data/voice tape recorder dump hereat AOS. Over.

PLT Roger, Bruce.
CC

,

0kav
»

Bil1
- Juat a quick - questions thatyou asked, are up here, which Nikon did vou load CharlieX-ray 63 into? Over.

P^T Ninon 4.

,

CC Oi^ay. bo we assume from that that vouused up all of Charlie X-ray 61?

J^
1 That's affirmative. And it's stowed.

CC: °ka y- Bill
«
we ' re going to modify yourchecklist and stuff to provide stowage for Charlie X-ray

63. I wonder If you could just tell us what your plans forfurther utilization are on it, or are you just doing target ofopportunity type stuff. Over.

.

P
^
T

,

Yes - of course, this Is to support
the visual ops that we got a briefing about 3 or 4 days ago.We had several areas that - that still could have - we
could get coverage on if we had the opportunity. I've
gone through the film that identified the remaining exteriorcasseti and - One color interior cassette has not beenused. And if there's no violent objection, we will managethat and see that it gets back in the proper place tut lrhave about 3 or 4 roll, of color exterior other than SO -
other than the CI63, which we hope to use prior to leavingthe workshop .

*

CC Okay. Go ahead, Bill. Any data thatwe can get like that is great. I guess, if you could, thouehkeep us posted on what you've used and are bringing it back andwe can take either of two tacks. One is, we caS try to fcUmaUydetine some stowage or you can just bring it back in a PGApocket and we'll t.ike it from there. Over.

, ,

PLT The PGA pocket sounds like the best IdeaAnd we are documenting it both in a record record here onour little film logs and also we're putting it on tape.
cc Okay. Thank you. Very good.

u .

P
Ir

T And wc ~ i u8t « case in point there,
we had an excellent opportunity on the Sierra Madre

cc oxidental which required coverage becauseof incomplete previous ERBP coverage. We've had 2 days ofopportunity on that. And today, I've got about 25 stereopairs going down that. So we are doing good with the film.
cc Beautiful. Thank you.

.!
LT .™ And the vl8lt ba « 18 tled into position

on the ATH grid and has been photographed.
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CC Okay . Thank you

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston, 1 minute to

LOS, next station contact in 22 minutes through the Vanguard

at 19 :20. Out .

PA 0 This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has loss

of signal. Next acquisition is through the tracking ship

Vanguard in 20 minutes. At 18 hours 59 minutes Greenwich

mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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'

will allow the batteries to charge faster. We're told that the
amp hour meters, which indicate when the batteries are charging
lie at first, and by turning the coolant loop pump off, will
give the meters better opportunity to reflect the true amp
hour reading of the batteries. This morning, power conditioning
group number 6 was tested. The batteries in that group had
015 a rap -hours more energy that they were rated when they
were brand new. They were expected to read 26 amp-hours and
they actually read 35.5 amp-hours. The name plate on the
battery Indicates that when brand new it has a rating of

33 amp-hours. So power conditioning group number 6 is better
than perfect. Excuse me, 33.5 amp-hours for power-conditioning
group number 6. Next acquisition will be 55 minutes from now.
That'll be through Hawaii. 19 hours 31 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Twenty hours 25 minutes Greenwich mean
time. Space station now nearing acquisition through Hawaii.
We'll hold the line up for this pass over the island.

CC Skyldb, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 7-1/2 minutes. And g,ot a couple of quick items for you
here.

CDR Roger, go ahead.
CC Okay, special message from Dr. D. Lind.

If any pieces of the shredded S230 foil are found on the

air filters or elsewhere, they should be returned if you can
manage it. It's quite possible to obtain useful data fron
even very small pieces. If any of them arc found, they should
be placed in the S230 experiment return bag in U2 in the CSM.

Put them in the bag but outside of the folded collectors where
they can not touch the foil surfaces of the all ready folded
collectors. However, we don't want you to spend any time
specifically searching for the pieces, this is Just if you
happen to run across some of them, over.

CC Over.
CDR Houston, CDR.
CC Go ahead, Jer.
CDR Okay, did you get my last -

CC Negative, you must have been cutting out,

we didn't hear a thing from you.
CDR Okfiv , we've already gathered up moat of

the pieces off of the filters in the HDA, off the screens.

That's all pretty well taken care of.

CC Okay. Then why don't you stov it in 32

but outuide of the folded collectors where the pieces

can not touch the foil surfaces of the virgin collectors.
CDR Okay

.

CC And with respect to M479 water spray,

we think we now underMcnd why it did not work as intended.

According to our records down here, the pressur izat ion valve
on water tank number 9 is closed and has been closed since

SL-II. Our procedure's in error by not calling this out.

When you were troubleshooting, did you by any chance attempt
to verify the position of this valve. And if not, would you?

CDR Negative. 1 did not verify it. 1 can

check it. However, I did get spray by pulling up on the knob
and forcing it

.

CC That's to be expected, 1 understand down

he;e. Okay, w^ don't need - we don't want you to open this

valve because 1 understand we finished all the water-quench
samples now but Just sometime in the next day or so for a

natter of record keeping if you'd check it, we would appreciate
it .
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The *«" " ~ 20
J

hours 57 ninutes Greenwich mean time.

Jm.k? S?
8tatio « "ov nearlng acquisition through Vanguard.Flight Director Neil Hutchinson has indicated that he'll beready for a change-of-ahi f t press briefing in the briefingroo» in Building 1 in 17 *i nute8 at 4:15 p.m. central flight
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'
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w
C
r
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n
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,«<.
C
S . . ,
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already checked them. Nov, I've got some quilted bags here.
One bag is a TV bag. It's all quilted. And I've got a T025
bag that's quilted, which might be pretty good padding.

CC Okay, Our recommendation is probably
about a quarter of an inch of padding. You can do It with
that or a couple of towels.

CC CDR, Houston. Do you have a moment. Jer
CDR I'm listening, go.
CC Okay. We have just uplinked a message t

you regarding a battery C check that we'd like to do this -

this evening at the same time that your details call for you
co terminate the BAT C charge at about 00:30. We want to do
that over the ground. And really, what we're trying to do i

to make sure that we haven't got a - any reoccurance of that
circuit breaker problem that we - the one we ran into. And
we've got a couple of others that we're going to have you
close.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact in 39 minutes through Guam at
21:58. 2158.

PAO 21 hours 29 minutes Greenwich mean time.
The space station now out of range of the Ascension tracking
antenna. Flight Director Neil Hutchinson is still here in
Mission Control. However, he will be on his way to the
briefing room in Building 1 very shortly. New time for the
press briefing this evening is 4:30. Next acquisition is
36 minutes from now. That'll be through Guam. At 21 hours
21 minutes Greenwich mean time, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 22 hours 6 minutes Greenwich mean time.
The space station is now in the raid-Pacific Ocean, having
Just completed a pass over Guam. We have 2 minutes 25 seconds
worth of recorded air-to-ground, which took place over Guam,
which we'll play back for you now.

CC Skylab, Houston. AOS Guam, 3-1/2 minutes.
SPT Hello Crip. I'd like you to be thinking

about something for me if you would, please.
CC Be glad to, Ed

.

SPT Okay. I've been sizing up the -

CC Okay. Let me make sure Cgsrble) will not
fit. Is that correct?

SPT What I've done, Crip, is to try to fit
four of them Just top end, just the top end, and I can just
about make It, but I can see I'm going to have a real - a
real struggle to force them all the way in there. And some
of the tops might give in the process, because the dividers
act just like guillotines. The - Each container has a
few of them which are sticking up a little bit above the
container level, and as you know, there's not much leeway in
that container with the partition.

CC Yeah. Okay. Let us ponder here for you
and see if we got an alternative to that. Does it look like
you can get a portion of them stowed in there. Is that correct?

SPT Well, by portion, I can - I fit two
of them all the way in there, but I was bowing out the
partitions, and I could fit the other two Just top-way in
without really pushing. I'm afraid that if I try to push
them in now, we might never get them back out again until
they melt, so I really didn't want to give it an all out
effort now. I'm Just running a fit check on it.

CC Okay.
CC Okay, We're 1 ninute from LOS. Next

station contact in 34 minutes through the Vanguard at 22:35.
SPT Bye, Crip.
CC Bye. Glad to see you - Ed, you look like

you're way ahead of us there. It's a good idea,
SPT The only way you can even is to try to

stay ahead

.

CC Rog.
PAO That concludes the recorded a 1 r- t c- g r ound

.

The crew has been asked to stow a number of items for possible
revisit. These items will be places inside a Beta cloth
coated with florel, which Is a florine material bag, and
then stowed in the multiple docking adaptor for a possible
revisit. Flight Director Hutchinson was talking about the
advantages of examining this material, having been in space
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for that much longer than the Skylab crew. The Items to bestowed are varied. There are twelve of them. The first
several are food items. The crew is to stow any of the
following rehydratable food items. They have a choice ofmashed potatoes, peach ambrosia, or shrimp cocktail. Which-ever they don't want, they can stow. A therno-s tabi li zedfood iter., peaches, pears or tuna sandwich spread, one con-tainer of bread, one container of pudding, one container ofbeverage. They have their choice, but the most likely cand-idate is lemonade. There's a lot of that left on board andthe crew hasn't been drinking it. They're also to stow amaterial sample of PBI material. That's a fireproof materialThey can stow any of the clothing items that they have. Asample of durette material, this is another fireproof materiaand that a found in wrist or waste tether straps. They'reto stow a surgical glove, one workshop heat exchanger fan,
the one which is taped with red tape, a fire sennor control
£*!!

e
i unused units, and three cartridges of film.

I

m
'
Vhi

?
h VaS ln na 8 a2i™ "in, itwas unusedKoda* S0368 film that's in magazine CX62, and Kodak 3400black and white film, and they're to stow a roll of teleprlntpaper Excuse me, S190A filters, and there's a stacking ordefor those filters. Nine of those filters will be stacked Acrewman communication's umbilical control head. That's

1-1/2 feet of cable with a control attachment to it. Andthen data file samples: a book cover, a checklist tvpe page
a flight plan type page, and one star chart, and then two

'

samples of electrical cable. They're to turn the circuitbreaker off before they cut the cable. They'll be takins
one foot of co-axial cable used in the solar radio noise'burst monitor and one foot of cable from the S009 powerconnector. And those will be stowed in a Beta cloth bag inthe raultilple docking area, which will be tied to the floorof the multiple docking area. Next acquisition 23 minutesfrom now. That'll be through the Vanguard. 22 hours 12minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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82:22:34 GMT

p A0 . Twenty-two hours 34 minutes Greenwich
mean time. Space station now nearing acquisition over the
Vanguard. We have a preliminary time line for the return of
the crew. On Sunday, February the 10th, crew is scheduled
for dockside ceremony at San Diego at 20:00 hours Greenwich
mean time. At 21:00 hours Greenwich mean time they prepare
to depart North Island, and at 23:30 Greenwich mean time, they
are scheduled to arrive at Ellington. And the equipment is
scheduled to arrive at Ellington, Monday the 11th, at 5:30
Greenwich mean time. We'll hold the line up now for
CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

cc Skylab, Houston. We are AOS through the
Vanguard for 10-1/2 minutes.

SPT Hello, Crip.
CC Hello, Ed. A - we were looking at a picture

of the URC here and we showed that it had some fiberboard,
cardboard in it for, you know, making sure that everything was
nice and tight. Does your's have that in it?

SPT It did, but that's taken out.
cc I figured you had already done that. And

of course, the clearance problem is with the cardboard out.
SPT Yeah, that's affirm, Crip.
cc Okay, we'll - we'll probably not be petting

back to you on this one tonight. We'll ponder it over and
maybe talk to you about it tomorrow.

SPT Okay , what's the nominal condition on the
urine when it gets onto the ship, is it still frozen or is it
pretty much melted by then?

CC No, it's usually still frozen.
SPT Well then, in case a bag gets ruptured or

even part sliced off as it's going in, then it's not a total
loss ?

CC That's affirm.
SPT That's good.
CC Did you feel that you could have gone ahead

and forced it and got it all in there with the possibility of
just ripping some bags?

SPT I'm sure that a bag when I - got torn or
at least decapitated a little bit in order to a - you know, I
would have had to do it or it would have happened If I had'
forced It in there. Whether I could get all four of them in
there by just forcing without doing a little shaving, I'm not
sure.

CC Okay, copy, thank you.
cc Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS.

Next station contact is through Ascension in 3 minutes at
2 2:48.
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and members of the House and Senate Armed Forces committee, NASA oofficials and a host of Washington dignitaries. The voice'that
you heard was that of Samauel Pierce, Jr., a colonel In the United
States Army retired and the band was the United States Marine band
under the direction of Lieutenant Colonel Dell Hawthon, In

'

cas you couldn't catch the words, we'll read them to you,
to the tune of "Tie a Yellow Ribbon". Ptn another ribbon on
the Skylab-III, they are bound to help shape our destiny.
Their meticulous testing will pay off you'll see. Poguej
Gibson and Carr are soaring afar, serving you and me. The
end will be a research milestone in our history. Pin another
ribbon on the Skylab-III, they are studying solar energy.
Their reports on the comet aid astromony, their mission In
space is closing a pace at it's apogee. The end will be a
research milestone in our history. Now the whole wide world
is cheering, and I'm sure we all agree to pin another ribbon
on the Skylab-IIi. Next acquisition will be 27 minutes
from now, that'll be through the Vanguard. 23 hours 45 minutes
Greenwich mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 11 ninutts Greenwich mean time. Space
station is now nearing acquisition through the Vanguard for
a 10 minutes pass. This will take it up through Ascension.
Hold the line up now for CAP COMH Bob Crippen.

(Music)
CC Skylab, Houston. We're with you through

the Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutes.
CDR Roger, Crip.
CDR Okay. I got a status for you on the

transfers.
CC Why don't you tell us about it?
CDR Okay. Bill and I have finished clearing

the film vault pretty much, anyway. And here's some of the
things we found. On page 3-18 of the stowage checklist, we're
going to stow Charlie X-ray 61 in eight-hole with Bravo Whiskey
07. Charlie X-ray 61 is one of the extra rolls of color
exterior that we had exposed that was not accounted for in

stowage. And that's going in that eight -hole with Bravo Whiskey
07, so that fills that bag. On page 3-23, tne stereo photo
string is going to be stowed in the eight-hole that contains
Bravo Victor 48, and it's in the hole with Bravo Victor 48.
Okay, and here's the way - way we see it as far as film
being left behind, and it appears to all be unexposed.
16-ni 1 lime ter in film vault drawer F , we got Charlie India
66, 67, and 75, and 3 5-mi 1 1 i me t e r Bravo 41, 51, and 52. In
drawer Golf, we have 35-mi 1 1 line t e r Bravo Echo 14, 15, 13, and
12, and Bravo Whiskey 04. In drawer India, we have 16-railli-
neter 400-footers, Charlie India 23 and 121, and 140-footer,
Charlie X-ray 15, which I'm going to load Into DAC 02 tonight
and use. It'll be installed in the command module. Okay,
In drawer J, 1 6- r»i . 1 i me t e r , Charlie India 97 looks like the
only one there. Ni w in the 3 5-millimeter catagory, ve have
a whole bunch - well I shouldn't say a whole hunch, we have
four, Bravo Hotel 03, 04, 05, and 06. They're all exposed
and they have not been called out in the transfer checklist
to be moved to the command module. So we need a stowage
location in the command module for that. Now the work that's
left to be dona on the stowage for tonight or the 82 day
stowage is for Bill and I to go up and start packing lockers.
So far Alfa 5 and Alfa 6 are complete, and we've pot all the
rest to do

.

CC Okay. That's a good rundown, Jer, And
we'll try to get back with you on those four 35- mi 1 1 ime t e r

s

that we didn't have a location for.
CDR Okay. Don't feel too rushed on that. Ve ' ve

got lots of other things to do. And I hope we can get this
done tonight, so that it doesn't impact tomorrow's schedule.
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CC - middle of the page where all the -

the lines are together. The seconds, bag right in about the

middle of that paragraph calls out for your - those four mags

that are just spoke of, Bravo Hotel 3, 4 and 5 and 6.

CDR Very good, thank you.

CG Okeydoke.
(music)
cc Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from

LOS next station contact in 11 minutes through Canary at

00:33. And for the CDR, Jer, we'll - Just about the time

you get tht securing charges on battery Charlie we would

like to conduct that little BAT C check that we had talked

about earlier. Also (garble).
CDR Okay, Crip. What time will that be?

CC About 00:33.

CDR Okay, it'll be ready.

CC Thank you, sir.

pA0 Once again we ve brought you Rachraaninot

r

Concerto No. 3, Selected Bars. The crew has about an hours

worth of stowage ahead of them tonight, they're determined

to get that done before they go to bed however. Next

acquisition 8 mtnut*s from now, that'll be through Canary.

23 minut«a Greenwich mean tltae, thif- is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 32 minutes Greenwich mean time. Space

station now nearing acquisition through Canary for a pass

over Canary and then over Spain for acquisition through the

Madrid tracking station. About 30 seconds away from live

air-to-ground now, we'll hold the line up.

cc Skylab, Houston. We are AOS through

Canary for U minutes. We are ready for the evening status

report whenever it's convenient.
SPT okay Crip. Coming at you. Sleep: CDR,

7.0, 6.5 heavy, 0.5 light; SPT, 7.2, 5.0 heavy, 2.2 light;

PLT 7 0 7.0 heavy. Volumes: 215,180,200. Water: 9014,

5185 2168. Body mass: CDR, 6.307, 6.307, 6.309; SPT, 6.393,

6 396 6 397- PLT , 6.2 - 6.272, 6.278, 6.274. Exercise: CDR,

none-'sPT standard, Bravo double, and Hark III; PLT, standard,

minus Bravo. Medication: CDR, none; SPT, Pro/eph, PLT, one

Actifed. Clothing: CDR, socks and shorts; SPT, socks and

shorts; and PLT, none. No shopping list accomplishments or

inoperable equipment. No unscheduled stowage. Menu: CDR,

deviations, first of all, salt packs used, iero, deviations, min

one coffee with sugar; SPT, salt packs, 11.5, deviations,

plus lemon pudding, and rehydrated water deviations ,
plus 22 .0

.

Going back to the CDR; his water deviation was plus 1.0. PLT,

salt packs, 7.0, deviation, plus crispy bar, plus green beans,

plus mashed sweet patatoes, no water deviations.

cc Okay, Ed, I believe we got all of that.

One item I guess I'd like to insure today, when we finish

the venous compliance test earlier, we did get the blood

pressure cuff stowed up in the command module, did we not?

spT Hold on Crip, let me check. I was assuming

we ware going to have that thing done tomorrow. Let me take

3 1(>

cdR I've got it on my list to do, Crip. It

hasn't been done yet.

cc Okay, fine. We Just wanted to make sure

that we didn't forget it. And Jei , are you up in the conmand

module and ready to do that test.

CDR Just arriving.

cc Okay. You can go ahead and terminate

battery C charging.
cc For the SPT. Ed, one item on that - did

you say that your water deviation was 22?

SPT 22.0.

CC Copy. Thank you.

CD r Okay Crip. You want to terminate BAT C

charge first and then go into the special procedure. Right?

CC That's affirmative.

CDR Okay. It's In work.

CC CDR, Houston. Jer, also today earlier

they aaked you to configure a couple of breakers so they could
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watch Che charging on battery Charlie, and I've got the recon-

figuration on those in my hand here if you don't them handy.

CDR I've got them. Thanks.
CC Okay

.

CDR Crip, I've got 36 amps for BAT C.

CC Okay. We're looking at 33 right now here.

That's fine, you can press on.

CDR Okay. It fell back to 30. Got 28 amps

this time on BAT C.

CC Okay. That looks good here.

END OP TAPE
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CDR That completes It , Crip.
CC Okay, real fine. One other Item while

you're up there, Jer. We've been showing out at some of the

sites that we're getting some voice downlink on the DSE

and wanted to check our configuration on panels 9 and 6 to

Insure that the TR switch is OFF - the INTERCOM T/R switch.

CDR Okay

.

CDR That's affirmative, it's OFF on both and

9 and 6

.

CC CDR, Houston. If you're still there in

the command mudule, there's one switch still. Could you check

the AUDIO CONTROL is in NORMAL not in BACKUP on panel 6?

CC Skylab, Houston. Sorry, forgot to tell

you here but we are going to be doing a data/voice recorder

dump through - through Madrid here.
CDR Roger.
CC Jerry, did you copy my last one other item

on that might be getting voice in the DSE, if the AUDIO

CONTROL on panel 6 is in BACKUP instead of NORMAL; it's

supposed to be in NORMAL?
CDR That's affirmative, I reported it in

NORMAL.
CC Okay, sorry, I didn't copy.

CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston. We arc 30 seconds from

LOS, next station contact is through Guam at 01:13, that's

about 26 minutes away. And for CDR, Jer, we have - I guess

that vclce on the DSE has been intermittent and about the

only thing we can come up with is maybe check your configur-
ation using the Command Module Systems Checklist, page 3-3

for panels 9, 10 and 6. For your information, we will also

not be dumping the DSE during the med conference so there

won't - won't be any problem there.
CDR Okay, Crip, thank you. We'll try it.

PAO Loss of signal from Madrid. Next
acquisition will be 25 minutes from now, that'll be through
Cuam. 47 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END Of TAPE
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PAO Tvo hours 10 minutes Greenwich mean time.
We're net all together sure whether or not CAr COMM Bob Crippen
is going to call the crew up at this point. But we do have the
evening medical report for you in any event. I'll quote from
Paul Buchanan. "The crew of Skylab IV continutes to give us
every indication of satisfactory health and spirits. Their
attitude towards the heavy deactivation stowage workload
shows the expected great attention to detail and of course,
eagerness to get hone. The SPT, Dr. Ed Gibson completed his
last in-flight runs with the M092 and M171 today without notice-
able difficulty." That's the lower body negative pressure
device and the bicycle ergoneter.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are AOS through
Canary for 12-1/2 minutes. And for the CDR or the PLT,
could you possibly do a little Job for us, please?

PLT Yeah, Crip, go.
CC Okay, we show the PP02 is getting down

a little bit low. We would like for you to do a M509- F5-Alfa
for one hour max or if you go to bed you can terminate it
earlier with an F 5-Bravo.

PLT Okay, it's in work.
CC Okay, one other item, we would like to do

a little test on the ATM thermal loop tonight and I'd like you
to secure three switches on the C&W if you would for me.

PLT Okay.
CC Okay, down there at the bottom about the

middle on panel 207 ATM CANISTER PUMP DEI.TA-P COOLANT TEMP
and HEATER TEMP. If you would put those to INHIBIT we'd
apprec i a t e 1 1

.

PLT They're there.
CC Okay, I'm - I'm going to leave you alone.

I copy that Ed's either sleep or trying to slrep. Good night,
guys .

CDR Good ni ght , Crip

.

PAO Two hours, 25 minutes Greenwich mean time.
loss of signal through Madrid. That's the last call to the
crew tonight. They're 35 minutes away from bedtime and we're
26 minutes away from our next acquisition. Tomorrow
Commander Carr's last M092/ M171 run and the same for
Pilot Bill Pogue. Ed Gibson completed his last lower body
negative pressure and cardiovascular check today and his
crew members get their opportunity tomorrow. Most of tomorrow
will be apent deactivating the remaining instruments aboard
Skylab. With the medical and the deactivation, that just about
takes up the whole day. There will be an orbit trim burn
toaorrov at 20:48 Greenwich mean time. That'll establish
a new orbit for Skylab 246 by 235 nauticnl wile*. The burn
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PAO . 2 hours 30 minutes Greenwich wean time.

Public Affairs Officer, namely me, has a correction to make.

1 had the crew getting up 2 hours earlier tomorrow when

in fact that tomorrow evening they get up at 9:00 Greenwich

mean time or Thursday morning, not Wednesday morning. Crew

will be getting up at the regulsr time tomorrow at 11:00

Greenwich mean time or 6:00 a.m. Houston time, and will be

going to bed 2 hours early and getting up at A :00 a.m.

Thursday morning not as - tomorrow as 1 indicated earlier.

My apologies to all our listeners. Crew wakeup time once

again tomorrow 11:00 Greenwich mean time. Another normal

wak-».up day for the crew of Skylab III has they continue to

deactivate getting very close to coming home. The NOAA

national weather service report that we have for the landing

area of Skylab IV indicates that the area is very nice

right now. Surface winds are about 15 knots, seas are

near 5 feet, and temperature is about 60 degrees with parlly

cloudy skies. That hold for Friday or through Friday, it

should he a nice recovery. Once again we'll bring the line

down for the evening and we'll be back with you tomorrow

morning at the regular time. 2 hours 32 minutes, this is

Sky 1 ab Con t ro 1

.
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PAO Good movning, this is Skylab Control at

11 hour* 3 ainutfi Greenwich scan time on mission day 83.

Skylab is coming within range of Carnarvon. CAP COMM Gtory

Musgrave will put in a wakeup call at that station with over

lapping coverage through Honeyauckle on this pass. Plight

Director en this shift is Mil ton Windier . We ' 1 1 stand by

for the wakeup call at Carnarvon.
CC Good morning, Skylab, got you through

Carnarvon and Honeysuckle for 8 minutes.
CDR Morning, Story.
CC Morning, Jer. Now that I've got you up,

maybe you can get me up.
CDR It'll be the blind leading the blind.

CC Afraid so.

HCC Jerry, you can say that again.

MCC Story just barely made it.

CDR Vou guys just coming on, or going off?

CC I don't know what to say to that. I really

don't know. I think we've been here a while though.

HCC We've got documentary proof of Story check!

for light flashes down here.
CDR Did you see any. Story?
CC Had them all night

.

PL? You'll have to consult with our resident

night flasher up here, compare notes.
CC They say I got more sleep here than Ed did.

CDR Are you telling me Ed's going to be crabby

all day?
CC We're a minute from LOS, about 16 minutes

to Hawaii «t 11:29.
CDR Roger. See you then.

CC We ' 11 be here

.

CC Okay, the latest news is you won't have

Hawaii this p*.ss , It's Goldstone at 11:41.

SP7 Morning, Story.
CC Say Ed, we see you finally got unplugged.

SPT I saw my own shadow, Story, I'm going back

to bed.
CC Same her e

.

PXO This is jkylab Control. Honeysuckle has

loss of signal. Next acquisition will be Goldstone in 26

minutes. At 11 hours 15 minutes Greenwich mean time, this

is Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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' Representatives of striking independentruck drivers reject President Nixon's effort to en5 truckingtleup by freezing diesel fuel prices. A truck driver wasshot to death in Delaware, and more layoffs and food shortagesmark the growing strike by independent truck drivers. WestVirginia Governor Arch A. Moore ordered armed National Guard
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CDR When was it scheduled?
CC Entry minus 3 .

CDR Oh, that's the Marshall photos, right?
cc Oh, that's the prep of the camera and

everything and the Marshall photos.
CDR Okay. Yeah, Bill's pretty well got that

whipped .

p LT That's all conplete, Bruce.
cc Okay. Beautiful. How about the 1MSS

preparations per page 2-17 of deact?
CDR Those are complete.
cc Okay. Mighty fine. That about wraps

up the questions thi»«- we've got.
PLT Brur.e, you night tell Marshall people

that in calling for the work configuration of particular areas
they can expect to see a few closeout stowage items in
position also. Because - at that tine there was a bit of
Juggling of hardware.

cc Okay, that's fine by us. You have any
significant things we can either catch them in the postflight
debriefing or you can put them on tape as you go by.

END OF TAPE
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Thia is Skylab Control. Merritt Islandhas 098 of signal. The next acquisition is through thestation at Carnarvon, Australia in 42 minutes. The crew isextremely quiet today, as Jerry Carr, Ed Gibson and BillPogue go busily about the task of deactivation. Very shortlyJerry Carr will be the subject of the next to last medtca
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the 9ane two experiments withPilot Bill Pogue as the subject. Also, scheduled this after-noon is the trim burn to raise the apogee a few milesincrease the lifetime of the workshop by 1 to 2 years! Ignitiontime for that maneuver is at 20 hours 48 minutes, 180-secondburn with the four reaction control system jets of the C emodule, posigrade maneuver, dalta-V, change In velocity 12 feetper second. Expect a new orbit of 246 by 235 nautical .Ileain that maneuver. Other than that, this is a day of gettingready to co*>e home, deactivating workshop and finishing

the stowage in the command module. At 13 hours 39 minutesGreenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 14 hours
and 18 minutes Greenwich aean time. Carnarvon is about to
acquire the space station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 5-1/2 alnutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. About 30 seconds
to LOS. Next station contact in 9 alnutes through Guam
at 14:34. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Carnarvon has
loss of signal. Guam is the next station in 7 minutes.
At 14 hours 26 alnutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control .

PAO This is Skylab Control at 14 hours
3? alnutes Greenwich aean tine. Skylab coming up on a pass
to Guam station, 4-1/2-ninute acquisition there.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 4-1/2 alnutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next contact in 18 minutes through Goldstone at 14:56 with
a data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. The space station
is out of range tf the Guas antennas. Next acquisition is

the tracking station Goldstone in 16 minutes. At 14 hours
40 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 14 hours
55 minutes Greenwich mean tiae, Skylab about to stirt a pass
through the Goldstone and Texas stations.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldotone,
Corpus Christi and Merritt Island for 14-1/2 minutes. And
we're looking at a data/voice tape recorder dump here at
Golds tone

.

PLT Roger , Bruce

.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. I minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 10-1/2 minutes through the
Vanguard at sea at 15:21. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Merritt Island
has loss of signal. Next acquisition through the tracking
ship Vanguard in 9 ninutes. At 15 hours 11 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control 16 hours 35 minutes
Greenwich mean time. Skylab will be acquired by the Goldstone
JtaUon In about a minute. 5-mlnute pass at Goldstone. This
is the only stateside acquisition on this revolution.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Goldstone
for 4-1/2 minutes. Out.

CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1-1/2 minutes
to LOS. Next station contact in 18 minutes through the
Vanguard at sea at 16:57. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab out of
range of Goldstone now. Next acquisition the tracking ship
Vanguard in 5 minutes. At 16 hours 42 minutes Greenwich
mean time, this is Skylab Control.

PAO This is Skylab Control at 16 hours 56 minutes
Greenwich mean time. The Vanguard is about to acquire Skylab.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through the Vanguard
for 11 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump.

CDR Roger, Bruce.
CC Roger; Roger.
CC And, Jerry, if you have a second, 1 wonder

if you could Just give us some feel for how things are going
up there. We're not trying to tie you at any step in the
checklist since we haven't got any particular checknotes for
working through today. We'd just like a feel for how things
seen to be moving along.

CDR Well, I personally have not done much more
than the quad Instant checklist this aornins, and an LBNP
run this morning. That's about it for me. So I'm on
schedule, I'll check with the other guys.

CC Okay.
CDR Yeah, the other guys are on schedule too.

There's nothing - nothing happening. We're just kind of waiting
for the other shoe to fall.

CC Okay.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. For your information

we're going to be commanding PCG number 3 back on line and PCG
number 5 off for a half hour integrater catch up In preparation
for your post depar ture testing. Over.

PLV Roger, Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute co LOS.

Next station contact in 14-1/2 minutes through Tananarive at
17:22. Out.

PAO This is Skylab Control; Vanguard has loss
of signal. Tananarive will pick up Skylab in 13 minutes. At

17 hours 8 minutes Greenwich mean time, this t-i Skylab Control.

KND OF TAPE
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'

A
PA0

^ This Is Skylab Control at 17 hours
20 minutes Greenwich mean tine. Skylab approaching acquisi-tion through Tananarive.

f nr °ai > o , ,

Skylab. this is Houston through Tananarivefor about 9-1/2 minutes, though we expect to be in antenna blockagethe last part of the pass. Next station contact i, 44 minutesthrough Hawaii at - make that through - stand by.™ Roger. Through Hawaii at 18:07. Out.
,

CC
.

Skylab, this is Houston. Getting a littlenoisy here, so I'll call it 2-1/2 minutes to LOS. Nextstation contact in 37 minutes through Hawaii at 18:07 Out
\
A0 Thl s Skylab Control. Skylab hasmoved out of range at Tananarive. The next station isHawaii in 34 minutes. At 17 hours 33 minutes Greenwichmean time, this Is Skylab Control.

. .

PA0 Thl * ia Skylab Control at 18 hours

at^awaH
GrCenWlCh ° ean tine

'
S^ lab approaching acquisition

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for alaoat 8 minutes.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 ninute to LOSNext station contact in 22-1/2 minutes through the Vanguard
at sea at 18:36, Cut,

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has
loss of signal. The tracking ship Vanguard will pick up
Skylab in 20 minutes. At 18 hours 15 minutes Greenwich nean
time, this Is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ThU it Skylab Control at 18 hgura

35 minutes Graanvlch ««an time. Sky lib coding up on

acquisition through tha tracking ahlp Vanguard.
_

, cc Skylab, this la Houston through tno

Vanguard for 9-1/2 minutea. I got a quaation or two about

tha urlna return container altuatlon.

SPT Go ahead .

cc Okay, Ed, how many traya have thla

Interference problem? .w rt „ r
SPT Okay, Bruce, there's probably about

two out of four. The other two are reasonably tight, but I think

I can gat the* In. However. In two of the* there s ao»e

Interference

.

cc Theae are the two thicker ones?

SPT Affirm.
CC Can you tell us whore It's located i.e.

in the center of the tray, the outboard rows, both, or

SPT*' I have to go down there and look It all

over, Bruce. There's - I would l.agine six or seven or so In

each one of the. scattered throughout which are relatively

hi * h

CC Okay, Ed, our concern here Is we're

worried that posaibly we'll get some, of the trays all the

W1V ln and some of the trays part way in, part way out, will

oejammeo where we couldn't go either way and we'll lose the whole

ball taae based on that. And I guess what we 11 need to

Yo is
"

pick a time later In the day, if It's not convenient now,

probably isn't, where you could go down there and look «t

til trays and we could talk to you ln real tine on tho subject.

Over .

SPT Okay, Druce.

cc Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to LOS,

Next station contact In 16-1/2 oinutes through Tananarive

at 19:01. Out. ,

FA0 This is Skylab Control. Space station

is out of range at Vanguard now. Tananarive will have the

next acquisition In 15 minutes. Science Pilot Ed Gibson

report, some difficulty In fitting several of the blood
(

and urine sample trays into their return container. it s

not considered to be in the major problea caugo ry and tha

situation will be addressed further Ute! today. At 8 h.urs

46 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 19 hours 41 ainutes Greenwich mean tine,

The space station Skylab now nearlng acquisition through
Hawaii. Th« crew has been very quiet today, also very busy,
We'll hold the line up now for CAP COHM Bruce McCandlcss.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Hawaii
for 9 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump here.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

LOS. Next etation contsct in 22-1/2 minutes through the

Vanguard at sea at 20:15. Out.
CDR Houston , CDR.
CC Go ahead, Jerry. You pot about 10 seconds.
CDR Okay. 1 was Just wondering, if we're polng

to bring the EVA ploves back with us.

CC Negative.
CDR Thank you.
PAO Skylab Control. The apace station now

out of ranRe of Hawaii. Pilot Bill Pogue just completing
the last lower body negative pressure device medical test of

the Skylab program. And he's about to begin the last In-

strumented bicycle ergoaeter run. There's no plan for any

physical training after today. But should the crew have

any time, they can use the bicycle ergometer, so we can't

say that Bill Pogue will be the last one to use the ergometer
for exercise, whereas he will be the last one to use for

medical test. He should be petting ready to Ret on the

ergometer now. Next acquisition will be 20 minutes from now.
That'll be through the tracking ship Vanguard. 19 hours
54 minutes, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 20 hours 30 minutsa Graonulch maan timu.
Th« apace station now noarlng acquisition for a 1 degree
elevation paas over Ascension. At 20:48 Greenwich nean tine
thia afternoon, the spac* atatlon will fire four RCS thruater
Jets In the command and service nodule to establish a new
orbit. 30 seconds fro* acquisition now, we'll hold the line
up for CAP COHM Bruce HcCandless.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Ascension
for 3 minutes . Out

.

CC Skylab, this la Houston. One minute to
LOS, Next station contact in I hour and 19 minutes through
the Vanguard at 21-52, with a data/voice tape recorder dump
at AOS, And we show the completion of the last major medical
of the Skylab program.

CDR That la affirmative, Bruce.
CC Good show, troops.
CC And for Jerry, we see the CMC and the IMU,

both of them up, and they're both looking food to us. Over.
CDR Roger. Thank you, Bruce.
PAO Loss of signal through Ascension. Next

acquisition will be the Vanguard 1 hour and 15 minutes from
now. Approximately 28 minutes from now at - excuse me -

approximately 12 minutes from now at 20:48 Greenwich mean
time, four reaction control system Jets abrard the coanand
and service nodule will fire for 180 seconds. Velocity will
be 12 feet per second, and that will create a new orbit for
the orbiting space station, 246 by 23S nautical miles. The
added speed will push Skylab about 7 miles further out from
the Farth, and as a result, the space station should remain
in orbit anywhere from 9 months to 2 years longer than origin-
ally planned, possibly through 1983. Trin burn will occur
within 40 miles of the Red Sea as the space statiou goes
over Pgypt, crossing the Red Sea. The burn will last through
half-way of the country of Saudi Arabia. It will be dark at
the tine the trim burn is begun. Possibly with a strong
telescope Earth viewers could catch the rockets burning.
20 hours 37 minutes, this Is Skylab Control.

ES'D OF TAPE
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PAO 2i hour* 52 minutes Greenwich wean tlm«

The space station la now nearlng acquisition through the

Vanguard tracking ship. Late yesterday and early this

morning, the crew Indicated that they had problem* getting

the urine chill containers Into the urine return container.

Urine chill containers are egg-crat* like metal container*

which hold the approximately 2*-cublc Inch unlne-sampl* bags

In *ho urine freeier. And the urine return container la a

rather large, approximately 8-foot square, excuse me, 8-cubic

foot container, which is insulated, and which will keep the

urine fro*en for approximately 30 hours. The chill containers

won't Blip Into the urine return container, and yesterday and

this morning the crew and the ground controllers Indicated

that they would address themselves to this problem later on.

Well, it's later on and they're trying to figure out a

solution to it. Acquisition - »

CC Skylab, this la I'ouaton thxough the

Vanguard for li minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dump.

And we'd like to talk with the SPT on the subject of the

urine return container interference. Over. Oh., and can we

pet a burn report out of the way first?

CDR Yes Bruce, the burn was on time and nominal,

no problems

.

CC Okay. We show that the Y-axis rate gyros

were not reconfigured. We'll take care of that from the

ground here, as well as enabling momentum dump.

CDR Roger. 1 wasn't able to verify the DELTA-

V

very well, because of the bias in the EMS counter, so - tut

it looked pretty much like every thing ran real well.

CC Okay. Eighty fine. Thank you, Jer.

C C And If the SPT Is at a point where he can

break away now, we'd like to talk about the urine return

container.
SPT Okay, Bruce. I took and looked it over.

And did a couple of thing*. One is there was a little wooden

clip or whatever that soft material is made out of, I was able

to snooth that down with the file we have on board. And then

I tried the various geometries of fitting that in. Fitting

all of the four trays in so that the - wherever it bulged in

one place, it would be taken up by slack in another, and I

was Able to work it around to the point where 1 could ret

four - two of them all the way in, and the other two almost

all the way in. >nd I - and with a small amount of extra

force, I'm sure I could have gotten them in. The only problem

with this technique Is - that was evident is that "wo of the

samples already have their integrity broken, although they're

still intact in terms of solid ice. I think on returi- day I

could probably get them in there, but we might have a coupli-

of then with their integrity broken.
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CC Okay. Ed, there 1 * one possibility here
as far as getting then In that might help you. If you take
the Teflon sheet out of the humidity control device in the
film vault, you know, there's one on the inside of each
drawer, I think, and one somewhere else in the film vault,
It's .lust about the right sise for use aa aort of a shoe
horn to put over the top of the drawer and this would holu
the lids of the sample bags depressed while you're forcing
the drawer in, then this could be drawn back out after you
net the drawer in place. Vow does that strike you?

SPT Yeah, that sounds like a good idea. I'll
go ahead and look at it, I was using those flat metal plates
for the l«071 /73 teturn container. I'hat are they, about 6

or 7 inches by 10? Using that as a shoe horn and it seemed
to help. But Teflon sounds like a better idea yet.

CC Okay, these Teflon jobs, the length of
them is about a quarter of an inch length - less than the
width of the urine return container, so it's almost a per-
fect fit. There's no cutting required, and that - that's
about 40,000th thick.

SPT Okay. That sounds good. I'll go ahead
and take a look at it.

CC Okay. And just for completeness, we had
a list of questions drawn up here by the people that are
working the problem here. I'd like to &0 ahead and ask them
anyway, if you'd bear with us.

PPT Okay.
CC How far are the samples projecting above

the top of the t ray?
SPT Gee, I'll have to go down and measure

that first. I'm estimating on the order of a quarter of
an inch. The problem is that it's not Just one or two
samples per drawer, a few of them are a little higher than
the others, but when they were frozen, if one would Freeze a
little higher than the other one, then all the subsequent
ones would get to freezing at that same height. And I'll
Just have to go down there and give you a more accurate
inea.iurenent ii they want. Net result is though, that four
of the a will Just about fit all the way across.

CC Hey. I don' t think that we need you
to actually measure It. Your estimate of a quarter of «n
inch is adequate for our purposes. Are the samples loose
to the point where you could take one out, and say put It
in the can crusher and put it back in, or are they pretty
well frozen into place?

SPT Oh, I'd say Just about all ot them
are frozen in place. There might be one or two that Jf I
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vedged thea a little bit they'd cone out, but al»08t all of
thea are frozen right in there.

END OF TAPE
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CDR Roger, 2 2:49, LEFT to RIGHT.

, _
CC

,
And f or Bill, we'll repeat it againlater. He have his final phone call scheduled at 23:29,23:29 at Vanguard, LEFT to RIGHT.

P *-T Roger.
™° Loss of signal through Ascension. Next

U's t °H
WU1

f

b\ 32 -mut... That'll be through Cua».

Jll fSlL l"! V the » is * lon
. for the Skylab finals.Bill Pogue and Jerry Carr's final family coram this eveningconing up and Bill Pogue just completed his final exerciseperiod the final exercise period of anybody for fkylabusing the bicycle ergonater once again. According to Flightburgeon Paul Buchanan, on the M171 bicycle ergometer allthree crewmen have been performing more efficiently duringthe last month they've been up there than they did before.

r„t\Z*< J"
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CC Okay, we 1 re 1 minute fro* LOS, Next
station contact is through the Vanguard at 23:30, that's
about 31 minutes auay . And as Bruce told you a while ago,

we got Bill's phone call set up there, ANTENNA , LEFT going
to RIGHT. And also we'll be standing by for the evening
8 t at us report there.

SPT Okay, Crip, thanks, talk to you there.
CC Okey doke

.

PAO Loss of signal through Guaa. Next
acquisition will be 28 minutes from now, that'll be through
the tracking ship Vanguard. And if the press conference is

still going on, we'll record the Vanguard pass for you.

Right now, we're going to bring you the evening press con-
f erencc

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 23 hours 32 nlnutes Greenwich mean time.

This is Skylab Control. The space station now in acquisition

over Vanguard, and we'll be playing catchup until we're live

air- to- ground

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are AOS through the

Vanguard for 10 minutes.
CDF. Hello Bruce, your voice lias changed.

CC You're right. You're right. So has your's

Ed.
CDR (garble)
CC By the way, we see the tine display is

stiil on the DSKY up there, and we're going to go ahead and

blank it out here, so the relays won't be hot all night.

CDR Okay.
CC And you want to give us an evening status

report?
CDR Yes sir. Sleep: CDR , 6.0, 5 heavy, 1

light: SPT, 9.7, 8 heavy, 1.7 light; PLT, 7.5, all heavy.

Volumes: 230; 270: 210. Water gun: 9026; 5187; 2199.

Body mass: 6.300, 6.302, 6.306; 6.373, 6.374, 6.375; 6.265,

6.265, 6.265. Exercise: no change. We have all substituted

Hark III for Hark II, and we're doing what we think is probably

a good imitation - - new exercises. Medications: CDR, chloral

hydrate tonight- SPT, Dalmane tonight; PLT, a Seconal last

night, and one tonight. Clothing: CDR, socks, shirt, and

shorts; SPT , socks, shirt and shorts; PLT, socks, shorts, and

T-shirt. Let's see. I'll get to the photo log later, Food log:

CDR. salt, 17.0, deviations, pliv) one lemonade, minus one straw-

berry drink, plus chocolate chip bar, rehydration water, plus

2.0: FPT, 4.0 salt, plus tuna, rehydration water, plus 12.0:

PLli A.o'salt, plus a crispy bar, plus green beans, zero

rehydration water. Flight plan deviations: none. Shopping

list accomplishments: Documentary photos cf the treadmill

today, and also complying with the spirit of the permanent

general message requesting data on the treadmill. Inoperable

equipment: noni . Unscheduled stowage: 1 stowed the EVA

gloves in V-730 locker instead cf snaking - snapping them

on to the outside of locker 763, I did this because they

would have been in the way. It's our understanding that

we're not bringing the FVA gloves hone. So - - the other iu»fn

is India Romeo 12 canister, which is stowed in B-l, we

discovered today is empty because we knew we had the fllte

available. And rather than break into B-l, which is loaded

to the gills right now, we have stowed the film in another

canister and it will be stowed in the 8-hole bag labelad

late film. And we're not sure where we're going to put it;

it'll either be A-5 or Rl 3 , and I'll let you know. This is

all the film that we're trying to shoot up to bring hoat

.
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PA0 27 minutes Greenwich near. time. The space
station now nearing acquisition through Guam. The crew is
already in their presleep period. They're going to bed at
8 o'clock Houston time tonight. They get up at 4:00 a.m.
Houston time tomorrow morning for final day of deactivation.
According to all indications, the crew is moving along as
planned, no last-minute rush. Earlier they indicated that
they were waiting for the other shoe to drop. That shoe will
drop tomorrow when they turn the last of the instruments
aboard Pkylab off and get the medical experiment results into
the Apollo command module. We'll go over Honeysuckle on this
revolution, and we'll keep the line up between Guam and
Honeysuckle. Honeysuckle is expected to be the good night
pass. We'll hold the line up now for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

(Music) y

CC And we're with you through Guam for 6-1/2
minutes

.

CDR Rog, Crip.
PLT Roger, Crip, and the PL T here. I'd like

a GO on the 60 kilo. What step in the procedures says to
notify you before proceding on 60 kilo.

cc Okay. We'll check that out for you.
PLT Okay. It's a 1 1 readv to so.
(Music)
cc PLT

. Houston. You got a GO to continue
on that,

PLT Gracias, Crip.
(Music)
CC Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from

LOS. Next station contact in 5 minutes through Honeysuckle
Tha t ' s a t 00 : 40

.

CDR Roger
, Crip.

CC See you there.
PA0 Loss of signal through Guam. Reaequis i

t

i on
less than 4 minutes from now. That'll be through Honeysuckle
That's expected to be the good night call. The crew is now
about 24 minutes away from bedtime tonight at 8:00 p.m. central
daylight time, or 1 o'clock Greenwich mean tint, According
to the National, excuse me, Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion National Weather Service, the Space Flight Me t e o r log 1 c a 1
Group, the landing area 150 niles southwest of San Diego
should be quite nice for landing. The landing zone has cur-
rently got partly cloudy skies with northerly surface winds
around 25 knots. Those winds are expected to decrease to
18 to 22 knots by Friday morning. Seas range between
5 and 7 feet, which is a little bit high, and the temperature
is near 60 degrees. So the weather sounds quite nice, actually
Tomorrow morning, 11:00 Greenwich mean time, the control
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mo*ent gyro number 1 heatPro k„„ .

on. They will be left on Jor it * Centers will be turned
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several months now. And anft

havtn
?
not bee " on for
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not working, which .ean^that hV u rett ar^* ^ ^
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.
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" ShUt CMC

1 looks like it's moving up o t^l'
C " G nUr,ber

rp^s, then they'll let itMrn* speed, which is 8912
it's drawing more cur en"

' ^V',^' s " eed . -en if
is 1.025 amperes, and they'5 1 w ° *

CUrrent
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approximately 8906 rpm "hev^P ,

" rotatln * *t
vheel speed, too - I > " P retc y lenient about the
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- ,
PA0

, " the y ve allowed a new parameter of
2.5 amperes for Friday's test. if the wheel Is rotating atapproximately 8900 RPM, they're pretty lenient aoo„t thewhe'.l speed, too, and below 2.5 amperes of current beinrr^ theV hey ' n 086 CMG number 1

»
2 and 3 once again ina 3 CMG configuration and try to stabilize the workshop in

*

a solar inertial attitude to see how the CMG works and also

f°
R
J i! fJ

na
?,

° n What P° S3ibl y "ent wrong with CMG numberi. Hold the line up now for an expected good night call tohe crew of sk y lab IIT now less ^ two | ^Vio back on terra firma. CAP COMM Bob Crippen will be hereoraorrow night also. About 10 seconds away from AOS.
.

CC
. ,

'

,
# ^

ky lab '
Houston. We're with vou throughoneysuckle for 3-1/2 minutes.

C
<J

Skylab, Houston. We're about 45 secondsfrom LOS, next station contact is a low pass throughVanguard at 01:10. That's supposed to be after you guvshave retired so we'll go ahead and say good night here.' Andwe 11 try to get back with vou tomorrow on the - the Nikonquestion, Jer.
CDR Okay, Crip, thanks. Good night.
CC Night.
SPT Night, Crip,
CC Take care.

. f
A0 Loss of signal through Honeysuckle Creektracking station. This was the good night call', no morecommunication tonight. Tomorrow morning the crew will Be tup at 4:00 a.m. central daylight tine, that's 8 hours fromnow Eight hours and 15 minutes the crew will get back ud for

at 1.00 p. b central daylight time, 18:00 Greenwich mean timethe crew will be to sleep and they will get back up at

!nH n?
O
v
r0\ H0UStOn tlnie

° r 2:00 Greenwich mean time

tA ? rV < I
bV h * lr wakeu P f» the return trip home. Ontoday s flight pl*n a number of finals. The final H092/M171lower body negative pressure device and bicycle ergomtermetabolic medical tests was completed today, for CommanderCarr early this morning, and for Pilot Bill Pogue in theafternoon. Commander Carr also performing the trim burntoday, the final trim burn for the orbital workshop, P l ac i nf>

it in a new 246 by 235 nautical mile orbit extending it.orbital life around the Earth approximately one year. Alsothis evening Bill performed the last physical trainingexerc se that will be performed aboard the Skylab usiSg thebicycle ergometer. Doctors here are very pleased. The crewgot very efficient in the lest month of their stay aboardthe Skylab, recovering very rapidly after their workout, less
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than 2-minute recovery tine for all three crewmen as opposed
to several minutes nore at the beginning of their mission.
Tomorrow Homing at 11:00 the CMG number 1 heater turn-on,
that's part of an experiment to try and fire CMG number 1 up
again. And a final note on the weather for the recovery, it'
still holding, looks like it'll be a nice pleasant day in -

off the coast of Southern California, Friday. Ve'll bring
the line down now, however, we haven't read the evening
medical report to you so st'll we back shortly with the
evening medical report from Dr. Paul Buchanan. 48 minutes
Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 50 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is
Skylab Control. We now have Dr. Paul Buchanan's medical
report, which I'll read to you. "Today marks the completion
of the inflight medical experiments planned for the Skylab
program study of man in space. Jerry Carr, the commander,
and Bill Pogue performed their final MO92/M170 runs in good
order, and without unusual symptoms. The science pilot, Ed
Gibson performed his final M133 sleep data run last night,
completing the inflight studies in that series. The crewmen
will all take sleeping medication tonight in order to facili-
tate the transition to the new sleep/work cycle necessitated
by the deactivation and deorbit time lines. They are in a
happy frame of mind and seem fully able to cope with crowded
work schedules and demanding tasks ahead. A decongestant
will be taken prophylac :ical ly before entry to allay the poss-
ibility of ear or sinus blockage when returning to the
greater pressure of the Earth's atmosphere." And that's the
final crew medical report for Dr. Paul Buchanan. Tomorrow's
final medical report for the Skylab program will be given
by Dr. Charles Ross. We'll bring the line down now this
evening and we'll be back with you at 4:00 a.m. Houston
time with Jack Riley. At 51 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAo - through the Hawaii tracking station.

Wakeup planned at this station. CAP COMM is astronaut Bruce

McCandless, Flight Director Don Puddy
CC (Music : "Shaft")

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are about a minute

and a half from LOS here at Hawaii. We'll have you again

in about 3-1/2 minutes at Goldntone, and the crimson team is -

the last time we'll have been wori-ing with you. It's been fun.

I'd like to bid you a - bid you a fond adieu. We'll see you

Sunday night and only sorry we have to do it by waking

you up at such a weird hour in the morning.
SPT Thank you very much, Crip, and the crim-

son team. We enjoyed working with you. It's been fun. We'll see

you Sunday
CC Rog.
CDR So long, guys.

CC So long. You guys are even coherent

this weird hour, which is more than I am.

CDR Bill sends his best from the BHHD

.

Cc Okay; very good. Better there than other

places .

CREW That's where Jer is.

CC Yes, the SI is kind of handy there.

PAO This is Skylab Control. Hawaii has loss

of signal. Goldstone will pick up Skylab in about a minute

45 seconds. CAP COMM Bob Crippen still on duty during the

Hawaii v'sss. He and Flight Director Don Puddy and Puddy's

team of flight controllers are being relieved at this time

by Flight Director Neil Hutchinson and his crew. Bruce

McCandless will be the CAP COMM on Hutchinson crew. Wakeup

music this morning was the theme from "Shaft" by Isaac 1'ayes.

About a minute away from Goldstone acquisition. We'll stand

by.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, this Is Houston through Gold-stone for 5-1 /2 minutes ; out.

_ 9
C Skylab, Houston. 1 minute to LOS. Nextstation contact In 4 minutes through Bermuda at 11:08. OutCC

. » '

Sk y lab » this is Houston through MerrlttIsland and Bermuda for 10-1/2 minutes. We see the CMCself jec - self-test complete and it's looking good to usand for your information we have commanded CHG number 1

'

bearing heaters ON, warming the bearings up preparatory toend-of -miss ion testing. Over.
CDR Roge r , Bruce

.

™ R Bruce, you ready for an E-memory dump?
J£

^es, we are, Jerry; go ahead.
CDR Okay.

.

CC
.

Okay, Jer. We see E-raemory dump completeand we have nothing to uplink to you at this time.™* Okay. I just went LOW BIT RATE.
cc Roger; thank you.
cc CDR, Houston.
CDR CDR

; go.
CC Roger. The performance of the CMC self-test wiped out EMP-31, and we will reload that for you;however, we'd like to wait until after you do the P51/P52sequence because the REFSMAT Is currently residing in theup buffers. So between now and completion of that andreload, about an hour or an hour and a half from now EMP-Slwhich is the wide deadband, will not be available to you.

CDR Okay, Bruce. Thanks.
cc Roger.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to

J, A*" l
tAtlon intact in 7 minute through Ascension

a t 1 1 : 26 . Out .

PA
? , ,

™ 8 19 Skylab Control. Bermuda hasloss of signal. Next station is Ascension in 5 minutes.
.

FA0 This ls Skylab Control at 11 hours 24mlnutea Greenwich mean time. Skylab will be in acquisitionthrough the Ascension station In about a minute

for fS minutes.
Skylab

'

thl9 18 H ° U8t ° n thr °"« h A8 <=ension

f
LT

, ,

Bruce, Skylab, PLT. Would you give us acouple of amending nodes, please, for Betting the EREPslider b a p

7

You ".dy tc copy!
^

'
'

8 ° C th" rl «ht he" for > ou "

PL * Affirmative.
C
5 , ,

0kfty- 16 3-* e«8t at a tine of 10:40. and 8aecondi Zulu. Ready for the ntxt?
"a a
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Roger.

PLT Roger""' " 02: "'S* Zul,

PLT ^h-nJ
67 - 7 Ca8t at 09:59:29.

cc
Thank you .

'

" ...i:*!^ '
ri«»"y i« u. s . „

CC
ok " y -

rough the C,r„. r»„ . f

.
°«

^

l« 1 °" . N,„ .c,„t. itto „ L ,-«..—. .... tl ..- ^y^;:°- con̂ ;
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rr
PA

? u ,

ThlS 18 Sk y lab Control. 11 hours 57 minutesGreenwich mean time Skylab coming up on ac q u 1 s 1 1 1 on 'h rCarnarvon for 10-1/2 minutes.
mrougn

fnr ^
C
11f ,, ,«

ky
}
ab

•
thlS 18 Hou8ton through Carnarvon

dump here °
V<!r ra ' nutes wlth a data/voice tape recorder

PLT Roger, Bruce.

Tn <-

CC
V ,

Skylab, this Is Houston. 1 minute to

12 11
'

,e

Jut
Station c°ntact in 4 minutes throuph Guam. At

los/H? ,< , r
ThlS U Skyl3b Co"t«l. Carnarvon has

and a Llf '
acquires the 8pace station in a minute

for \\ minutes. Out^ ' ^ *"
H ° U8t ° n thrOU « h G 'Jara

OCV adjust procedurfs^' ^ H ° U8t ° n WUh th « daUy
CDR Say, again, Bruce.

G
d Vu ?*

f 90mcb o^'« abound the airlock module.We don t want to interrupt your work, though, Jerry.

lMt ;;t nf . „ ;

i0Rer
' ?

ruce
- * had to use the Denebolan.tcad of the Regulus on 51. Regulus is much too closeto cite Moon. You can t even see it

CC Okay.

REG BU
L

Ls7
0ka>'* BrUCe

'
What d ° y ° U Want O"

CC
,

,

Okay. Both of them. RIG BUS 1 and 2

a Uttie ground on keeping the airlock nodule amp hourntegratora peaked out, so we want to shift a little bit of theload over to the ATM by doing this.

a look'at them?
^

'

Th<y '

re ad J u8t « d
-

Ho » taking

CC
, ,

Okay, Bill. That looks beautiful to

?J ?/? I!
V
! *°V * lnUle t0 L0S< Next nation contact in16-1/2 minutes through Goldstone at 12:38. Out.

P,' T Roger.

, ltn [f° M Z" 18 18 Sk yl«b Con - Guam has loss ofsignal. Next station is Goldstone in 14-1/2 minutes.

ltlJt~A
hou

I K
wa™ u P

L
of control moment gyro number 1 has

S

,l!II?
d
\ J

8 the gyr ° ihnt faUed carl y ^ the mission,

and at 11 hours 55 minutes tomorrow Greenwich mean time,shortly after the crew undocka the command module from hosp.ee station the ground will try to spin up that gyro andhov lt reforms. Bearing temperature, on CMC number Iwere down around 7-1/2 degrees, while it was inoperative
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and then leave the switch in optic zero, please. Over.
CDR Oh, yeah , thank you.
CC The old zero optica game again.
PAO This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has loss

of signal. Next acquisition through Carnarvon in 40 minutes.
At 12 hours 5b minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 13 hours
35 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab approaching acqui-
sition through Carnarvon for 7 minutes.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Carnar-
von for 7 minutes. Out.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to
LOS. Next station contact in 8 minutes through Guam at
13:51. Out.

PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skylab's out
of range at Carnarvon. Guam acquisition in 5 minutes.
Skylab Commander Jerry Carr has powered up the guidance
and navigation system for the command and service module
while flight controllers on the ground are preparing the
command module's computer for the return to Earth tomorrow.
The crew continues shutting down the space station for the
last time. Astronauts were up at 4 a.m. today and it'll
be a short workday. Their bedtime is 1 p.m. They'll have
an 8-hour sleep period before they begin final preparations
late tonight for splashdown tomorrow. Undocking scheduled
at 5:34 a.m. central daylight time tomorrow. Crew will fly
around the space station and take some parting photographs.
Splashdown scheduled at 10:17 a.m. central daylight time,
about 170 statute miles southwest of San Diego. Flight
controllers here in Houston will continue working after
splash. They'll test the space station systems before
allowing it to drift freely in orbit. Extensive testing
will keep the controllers busy until about 2 p.m. Saturday.
Skylab 3 minutes away from Guam.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Guam
for 6 minutes. Out.

CC And perhaps sometime during this pass
you'll give us a brief update on your progress this morn-
ing.

CDR Bruce, we're exactly on schedule. I'm
storing the FDF now and Bill is doing the fecal bundle
storage at this time.

CC Okay, great. That aeans Ed must be
doing the squeeier bag dump and removal.

CDR We're going to hold that off since it's
Just a short thing and we're going to wait and do that first
thing In the morning.

CC Let us work on that one, Jer. I'm
hearing some groans in the control center here and seeing
some heads shaking back ar.d forth. It nay impact the water
system deactivation and things like that.

CD * Okay. The idea, though, Is after the
last time we wash is when we would do it; so that this will
have to be before the deactivation of water systems.
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CC
that'Jf you don't ^ll^o^lJVtlllr* "'J

0"" h" e la

to bed tonight. Water B v"a?,n« 3 * R to delay youi going

have time to work it ln t borrow Ove^ "
'° U J ° 8t V ° n 1

" R Okay, Bruce .

rr Roger; thank you.

PLT Roger, Bruce.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Skylab Control at 14 hours
13 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab about to be acquired
through the Golds tone station.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
Chri - through 3oldstone, Corpus Chrlsti and Herritt Island
for 15-1/2 minutes. Out.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.
Next station contact in 10 minutes through the Vanguard, at
sea, at 14:39 with a data/voice tape recorder dump at AOS
Out .

PA0 Thl a is Skylab Control. Merritt Island
has loss of signal. Next acquisition through the Vanguard
tracking ship in 8 minutes. We have a revision of the end-of-nission event < ttne lines. For the most part, these are
changes In seconds. We'll give those to you: L'ndocking 10 hours
34 minutes 7 s^conos. These tines are in Greenwich mean time
End of flyaround, 10 hours 56 minutes 7 seconds: separation
maneuver with the service module reaction control system,
at 11 hours no minutes 7 seconds; the service propulsion
system shaping maneuver, 11 hours 32 minutes 54 seconds:
the retrofire burn, 14 hours 35 minutes 59 seconds; Entry
interface, 15 hours 1 minute 3 seconds; reach 05 g at 15 hours
3 minutes 30 seconds: begin blackout, 15 hours 3 minutes
51 seconds; #»nd blackout, 15 hours 7 minutes 19 seconds;
drogue chute deploy, 15 hours 11 minutes 28 seconds; main
chute deployment, 15 hours 12 minutes 15 seconds: and splash-
down. 15 hours 17 minutes 6 second*.

PA0 This is Skylab Control at 14 hours
38 minutes. Skylab is approaching acquisition through the
Vanguard.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through the
Vanguard for 10 minutes with a data/voice tape recorder dumphere. For your information, next site Goldaton* at 15:52
is the site for the evening status report. And next Vanguard
at 16:16, is the site for the med conference.

sp T Roger, Bruce.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to ir>SNext station contact in 1 hour and 3 minutes through Goldstene

at 15:52 with the Evening Status Report. Out.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Skylab has

moved out of range of the Vanguard. Next acquisition i*
Goldatone in 1 hour and 2 minutes. At 14 houri 49 minutesGreenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CC - - thlo i s Houston through Goldstone
for 11 minutes, standing by to copy the Evening Status Report.

,. Over .

CC Stand by, I underattnd we've got a

keyhole coming up.
PAO This is Sky lab Control at 15 hours

52 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab has Just been acquired
at the Colds ton* station.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Back to you
through Goldstone out of the keyhole, and standing by to copy
the Evening Status Keport.

CC Skylab, this is Houston. Are you copying?
CDR S tand by

.

CDR Okay, Bruce. Sleep: CDR, 65, 65 heavy:
SPT 8.5, 3.0 heavy, one-half light: PLT, 6.0, 6.0 heavy.
Volumes: 190, 150, 185. Water gun: 9035, 5222, 2216.
Body mass: 6.290, 6.291, 6.388; 6.375, 6.376, 6.374:
6.273, 6.273, 6.263. No exercise. The closeout volume:- -

CC Was deleted.
CDR Okay. Would you stand by for the water

gun closeout. That's in a different book.
CC Okay.
CDR Okay. Closeout water gun: 9050, 5222,•2219. Medication: CDR, chloral hydrate, toniRht; SPT, Dalmane,

tonight; PLT, Seconal and Actifed, tonight. Clothing:
CDR, socks and shorts; SPT, socks, shorts and shirt; PLT,
none. Food log: CDR, salt 2.5, food deviation, minus the
chicken and gravy, minus a coffee with sugar, water plus
12.0" the SPT, salt 4.0, minus the chicken and gravy, plus
2 grape drinks, Apollo, plus 20.0 water; PLT, salt, zero,
deviations plus a chocolate bar, minus strawberries, water,
plus 8.0. Photo log we won't have for you. Flight Plan d's
non;; shopping list, none; inoperable equipment, none:
unscheduled stowage, none.

CC Okay. We've been working the subject
of the 35-millimeter camera return for you. And the situa-
tion is that over the last few weeks we've had a tough
time holding the line on return stowage. And since we've
had to turn down a lot of other people's requests to bring
back various and sundry items, and it appears that you can do the
job with the Hasselblad, I guess that we'd like to suggest
that you not return the 35-milllmeter camera. Over.

CDR Roge r , Eruce

.

CC And can you give me some feel on how
you're coming block-by-block basis through the activities
today. I guess, you got the cau t i on /wa rn ing inhibit <ind the
SCS power up and the SPS/RCS out of the way. And that sort
of thing. Over .
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CDR Everybody's right up to speed ,
right

exactly on their blocks.
,

cc And we've got the squeeier bag taken

care of?
CDR That's affirmative,

C C Okay. Sounds beautiful. Thank you, Jer.

cc And for your P52 , cominR up at 17 :00,

Jerry, we'd like to suggest Spica and Arcturus; they re

stars 26 and 31. And our alternate would be Denebola, of

course, which you used earlier today, star 23.

CDR Roger.
PLX And Bruce, a quick question on page

5 3

CC Go ahead .Bill.
PLX Roger. On 1-53 It says circuit breaker

in HSS. wardroom H20heater OPEN. I'd Just like to verify

that's the configuration you want.

CC That's affirmative.

PLT Okay, then on page 1-55, that panel 700

H20 dump heater light on, verified?

cc Right. la there a conflict there.

PLT 1 think turning that breaker OFF

turned that heater off.
,

cc We'r* getting a negative on that. l n
«o check, myself, but, for right now consider the configura-

tion correct, u^'ess we call you back.

PLT Okay. Well, when I got the step on page

the light was off. I went ba - I remembered throwing that

breaker, so I went back over to put the breaker on and the

light came back on.^ ^ ^ you . „
"

pull lnR the rlght

breaker. The one for the water heater under the wardroom

tabl
pLT All right. Stand by.

cc We - we suspect you may he pulling the

dump heaters wardroom water circuit breaker
^^v'^^^C lino

CC
* Yeah. The one vou want to be pulling

is the fourth one in from the left, not under dump heaters.

bit You're right. Thank you.

cc Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to LOS.

Next station contact in 13 minutes through the Vanguard, at

sea. at 16:16 for the private medical conference. Over.

' SPT Roger .

END OF TAPE
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„.„ Thl« la Skylab Control. H*d loss of

s;: :.
'

•
;

for the chan*e-of-shift oriet ln * M la Sky iab
At 16 hours 5 minutes Greenvlch mean t.rae, this

C ° nt
^i' This is Skylab Control at 16 hours U

r«.i.i.. '» «••" va
R:«^:

d

B?;::; „ 4 , .... i-

report pass there. In the SPS RCS «»'" C

J d Jer0 lnate ad o

..IdU.r «.lf." P»»«- ' h" k °'
U

°
Ut -

And that 210 level is acceptable.

cn* Skylab, this is Houston a little over

.1-1/S"«inute. to LOS. Next .t.tion contact 1» "
e

\_ Z T 5na n a rive at 16:42. For the connander, 8 Charlie

;vin .
" r.n;'."b.„d w.

pads that you need are on Doaru » retrofire and the
P-30 maneuvers for separation, shape, retrofire

entry^pad. Over. ^ than k you . Bruce.

"
JSii

r

l.

l

Sky
r

i«b Control. The Vanguard

has ™ of signal ^^-^*!ZsX ll^
^an^o^h^rbr^in,

1^^'V 6 hours ,J ..nut..

G^envich ,ean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Sky lab Control at 16 hours
40 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylsb approaching acqui-
sition through Tananarive.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive
for 9 minutes. For CD - -

CDR Roger, Bruce. On the L10H canister
replacement canister number 24, the seal was damaged in the
- in the overwrap so I went to bear - locker 125 and I've
replaced number '24 with 34.

CC Okay, we copy that. Thank you. And we
wonder it you'd take a minute to look over the three burn
pad and the entry pad that's In the teleprinter and let us
know if you got any questions because we've got the lower
trench entry team here and we need to release them so they
can go home and get some sleep to come back here in the
morning and support your entry activities. Over.

CDR Okay, I'll get to it in just a minute.
COR Okay, Bruce, I have the pads, they're

readable and I won't be able to say too much more until I

get some time to sit down and transfer it into the book and
look at thera a little bit, but they look okay so far.

CC Okay, next station is Hawaii in 39 minutes
at 17:26. I guess we'll plan on talking to you there.

CC Or, if you like, we'll just go ahead
and let the entry team go on home and resume support in the
morning. Over.

CDR Okay, I think you can let them go. I

don't - I doubt if there's any problem, and I'm sure if I

have a question somebody there can answer it.
CC Okay, we'll let them go.
CC Skylab, this is Houston; 1 minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 36-1/2 minutes through Hawaii
at 17:26. Ou t .

PAO This is Skylab Control. Skylab has moved
out of Tananarive's range. The next station will be Hawaii
in 35 minutes. We have the mission surgeon's dally report
on crew health for mission day 84. It is quote, "Following
the final private medical conference of the Skylab missions
we are pleased to report that the crew is in good health
and sprits. They are working well ahead of their tine line
and are as cheerful as we have heard them at anytime in the
mission. They will take sleeping medication before retiring
at approximately 18 hours Greenwich mean time, or 1 p.m.
central daylight time. No known medical complications are
apparent at this time." Signed Dr. Paul Buchanan for Dr.
Royce Hawkins. At 16 hours 52 minutes Greenwich mean time,
this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thl * *• Skylab Control at 17 hours
2b minutes Greenwich mean time. Hawaii is about to acquirethe space station.

c ,
Good evening, Skylab, got you throughHawaii for 6 minutes. *

PLT Hi, Story, good evening.
CC Hi, Bill.

,

PLT
, , K

Story, the water aystem deactive closeoutis complete, and PLT tasks are complete. I would liketo report one anomaly in the water systems during thedeactivation on page 1-59.
CC Go.
PLT

,
0n 8te P where it says panel 782 dumppressure indicate a less than 0.7, less than or equal to

?hl
P

f

V
f
S 86ttln * a fl "ctuatin^ reading and I recheckedthe purge fittings to make sure that I did have a goodvacuum, and 1 did, so I went ahead and proceeded with therest of the steps on page 1-59 and everything look good.

CC Okay, Bill.

...
CC And ln the next 5 minutes sometime, we'dlike to get the NOUN 93's and the NOUN 05 from Jer

.

T .
™* .

Ro,ier
' Story, we just started 26 and 31.The NOUN 5 was all zips. NOUN 93, plus 160, minus 411, Blnu s

CC Okay, 26 and 31 all balls, plus 180minus 411, minus 160.
Okay, and we torqued it at 17:02:00:00.

CC Thank you .

CC Skylab, we're about 45 seconds to LOSThe next station the Vanguard in about 23 minutes at 17-54And we re planning on that being the last station beforewe put you to bed.
PLT Rog, Story.

,
PA°

, .

Thls 19 Skylab Control; Hawaii has loss
of signal. The next acquisition, this will be the last stationthat we will talk to the crew prior to their bedtime! Is htracking ship Vanguard in 20 minutes.

PA0 s'eil Hutchinson has not yet left theControl Center, he plans to do so very shortly. And thechange-of-shift news conference should get underway within
v?? ""m,

5
./

0 10 alnutes
-

Th « flight director isMilton Windier, CAP COHM on this shift is astronaut StoryMusgraye. At 17 hours 34 minutes Greenwich mean Mme , thisis Skylab Control

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO - - minutes in tape of the Vanguard pass

that was accumulated during thu change-of -ahi f t brief inR »

in the chanRe-of-ahitt briefing. We'll play that for you

r»ow .

CC Skylab, we're back with you through

the VanRuard for 9 minutes.
SPT Hello , Stcry

.

CC Hi, Ed. How are you today?
SPT Doing real well, Story. Thanks.

CC Hey, the back course down here is Just

begginR you to come home. Just can't wait for you.

SPT You got all the rattle snakes and deer

cleared away?
CC No, (verythinR's clear; it's dry. Just

waiting for your foot tracks.
SPT Sounds like I'm being set up again.

CC (Laughter) Funny you should think that.

SPT Hey, Story. How far are you going

these days? Did you cut back to 15 or are you still up

around 20?
CC Oh, the best, I'm doing at one time is

18. I'm averaging about 8.

SPT You spread the 8 and jog the 18.

CC I'm afraid it's all slow.

CC And, Skylab, if you're looking at it

we're commanding to the DSKY and we will be the next 8 hours

o r s o .

CDR Okay, Story. I hadn't gone up there

yet to make my last check and see that it was cleared.

CC Yeah. We're clearing her from down

here. 1 e r .

CC And while I've got you I can offer you

a wake-up time. 20 minutes early or 20 minutes late.

CDR Better make it 20 minutes early this

time.
CC Yeah. We agree with that. It'll be

Honeysuckle at about 01:40.
CDR Good enough.
SpT Say, Story, we haven't seen the procedures

written anywhere, but the way we're planning on doing it,

is to take the bags out of the urine separators first thing

in the morning and put them in the black bags and tako

them up in the command module and use them that way.

CC Okay. I'll check that, Ed.

CC Skylab, we're a minute from LOS. The

next station is Tananarive in about 15 minutes at 18:18.

This is our last pass for the night. After Tananarive it'll

be 19:01 . Good niRht .
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CDR Good night , Story.
CC See you in the morning,
SPT Okay, Story. Good night.
cc We're bound to have a few sinking spells

down here Just because you all are sleeping.
CDR Hang in there, Story.
Sp T You've never fallen asleep on the job

yet, Story. Don't make it a first.
cc We've got some photos for you when you

get back.
PAO This Is Skylab Control. That completes

the tape of the Vanguard pass. We have said good night to
the crew. We will take the commentary line down. Wake-up
planned for 8:40 p.m. today, central daylight tima. Commentary
will resume at that time. At 18 hours 10 minutes Greenwich
mean tine, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 1 hour 33 minutes Greenwich mean time,
tnis is Skylab Control. Good evening. Crew Is about 7

minutes away fron being awakened over Honeysuckle on their
last day in space, the last day of the Skylab niasion. On
today's execute package we have a number of comments from
the psople on Earth to the people on Skylab, a poem.
Skylab is history now, and mountains of data are to be
argued, and published, and argued, and published again. And
you who have given some of your lives, and had some of your
lives unwilling tak^n by her, are free to enjoy the Sun.
Welcome back to Earth, signed Houston. And then fiom the
medical folks here a comment. "A Job well don« from the
medical community and thanks for all the data. The analysis
will keep us busy for some time, we have 5.4 mi i

m

anf - - "

(Music)
CC Good morninp Skylab Vor the second time.

Got you through Honeysuckle for 5 minutes.
CDR Good morning Story.
CC How y'all doing this morning?
CDR Doing great, we're ready to roll.
CC What kind of sleep did you get?
CDR Oh, I think ranging from not so good to

pretty good. I got 5 hours

.

CC Ok ay , great.
CDR Bill got about 3.

CC Ed, Houston.
SPT Hello Story.
(Laughter)
CC Hello Ed. It's kind of a anticlimax

to what we played before. But regarding your question about
the handling of the - the urine bags, that's on page 2-50
and 2-65. What you do is you put the three of them in any
kind of a bag. It 3ays disposal br,g, you probably don't
have any more. But you put them in any kind of bag, bring
then to the command module, and you hang all three of them
on the couches for use after separation and coming home.

SPT Thank you.
CC And we prefer you don't use the fecal

return contrainer.
SPT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 2 hour* 16 minutes Greenwich mean tins,
Space station now nearing acquisition through Bernuda. The
craw should be powering down the Apollo telescope mount
control and display panel at this point. Probably a dis-
appointment to Science Pilot Ed Gibson, who has spent over
one^third of his total tine in the workshop at the panel,
providing scientists here on Earth with the most data they
have ever received at one time on our Sun, We'll hold the
line up now for CAP COKM Bruce HcCandless.

CC Skylab, this la Houston through Bernuda
for 7*1/2 minutes, For the CDR's 1 nfornat ion , we're doing
a CMC clock sync here. No action required on his part. And
the stars for the P52 at 04:00 Zulu are Splca/Ar cturus , with
Oenebola aa an alternate, just like you've been using. Over.

COR Thank you, Bruce.
CC And for use in preparation of your

travel vouchers, as you Ret around to thera today. The mileage
fro« liftoff to splashdown should be 30,561,000. Over

CDR How much was that again, Bruce?
CC RoRer. 30,561,000. The only problem

with claiming mileage is it's all government transportation.
CDR Yeah. Quarters and meals, too.
CC Right.
CC No charge for the view. And Ed, would

you verify that you're ready for us to verify ATM command
capability from the ground. It looks to us like you've
pot the panel powered down. Over.

SPT I'll verify that verified, Bruce.
CC Roger. We copy.
CC And we got the 2.3 minutes' worth of -

or the 3 minutes' worth of VTR time, Ed. We'll go ahead
and dump It here in sequence. ATM command checks are com-
pleted and they're GO.

SPT Roger.
CC Skylab, this Is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through Canary
Islands with a data/voice tape recorder dump at handover
to Madrid a few seconds later. Out.

PAO Loss of signal through Bermuda. Next
acquisition less than 2 minutes frore now, That'll be through
Madrid. Science Pilot Ed Gibson just not giving up. Before
he powered down the Apollo telescope mount control and
display panel he put 3 minutes of the Sun's extreme ultra-
violet Images on the video recorder on board and that was
downlinked. A true scientist he was called by Bruce
HcCandless. The ATM control and display panel la now
powered down. It can be controlled from the ground, but it
is essentially off. 30,561,000 miles the crew of Skylnb-IV
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PAO 3 hour* 1 minute Greenwich ne«n time.
This Is Skylab Control. Space station now nearing acquisition
for a pats over the subcontinent of Australia, go through
Carnarvon and Honeysuckle Creek, and coning back up through
HILA and Bermuda. 1*11 hold the line up no* for Bruce
McCandless

.

cc Skylab, thia is Houston through Carnarvon
and Honeysuckle Creek for 15-1/2 minutes. And we're ready
to support SPS repress, Jerry. Over.

cc Okay, Jerry, we're seeing the SPS pressures
cooiing up at this tine.

COR Roger.
cc Okay, Jerry. That's a good repress. You

can put 1 to AUTO and leave 2 in AUTO at this tine.
CDR Okay. That's done.
CC Roger. Thank you.
cc Skylab, this is Houston. One minute to

LOS. Next station contact is 31-1/2 minutes through Corpus
Christi at 03:49. And for your information the riessegers -
messages you requested are on board.

SPT Okay. Thank you Bruce. We got the URC
in the command module and the ED31 HISS container all tied down.

CC Beautiful. I understand all the trays
and stuff like that went in the URC.

SPT That's affirm. There were about three
or four decapitations in along the way. but they're all in
there.

CC Okay. Thank you.
PAO Loss of signal through Honeysuckle Creek.

Next acquisition will be through Texas, Corpus Christi,
going up through Herritt Island Launch Area and Bermuda.
That'll be 29 minutes from now. Ed Gibson reported that
the urine sample container completely ntowed away in the
command module. They had some problems with that return
container yesterday and the day before. The drawers that
fit In it wouldn't be - wouldn't go in because of the problem
with freezing something in zero-g. The urine sample con-
tainers themselves, plastic bags, were freezing in a not
perfectly square shape. They were sticking out. Ed reported
they had three or four decapitations, although this has
happened In previous returns, and the urine stays frozen
for 30 hours in the container, which is more than ample
opportunity to get it on board the ship and back in a
refrigerated compartment. Also transferred was the medical
swab samples that Ed Gibson took 3 days ago of the bacteria
content of the inside of the workshop trying to find out
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PAO 3 hours 48 minutes Greenwich asan time,
this U Skylab Control, Space station now less than it

minute away fro* acquisition through Corpus Christ!, This
pass will take it through Herrltt Island Launch Area and
Bermuda. Even as the crew continues to deactivate the
workshop and activate the command and service module, solar
scientists are still getting the last ditch of data from the
Sun as the S055A ultraviolet scanning camera Is continuing
to receive data, that'll be on for about 6 wore hours. And
that data Is being telemetered to the ground, Also over
Honeysuckle the service propulsion system was repr««»ur i jed
In the service nodule. They shouM be powering up the CSM
at this point using CSM batteries for power getting ready
to break the umbilical about 4 hours from now, excuse me,
about 2 h'vurs from now they'll do that. Acquisition of
signal now.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Corpus
Chrlsti, Merrltt Island and Bermuda for 14-1/2 minutes.
And when you have them we're standing by for the P52
numbers. Okay, relay that, we see you in P32, we'll just
look over your shoulder. Hey, hold that a second, we'll
copy it off the DSKY. Okay, we've got the numbers,
stand by. And your GO for talking, Jerry.

COR Okay.
CC CDR, this is Houston. The gyro drift

that we're seeinp from this P52 is completely compatible
with the previous one. We like it. We have a set of gyro
compensations in work. We'll uplink them to you later, just
leave the whole works in accept. Over.

CDR Okay, Bruce. And I have one question
for you concerning the SOP that's in the command module.
We still have a SOMA on it. Seems to me we don't want to
brlnp. them back with us, do we?

CC Stand by.
CC Okay, Jerry, you're right as rain on that

one. In the presleep activities last night for Ed on page
1-73, we had him take the whole SOP SOMA assembly out of the
command module and stow it anywhere down in the experiment
corapa r t men t

.

CDR Okay, thank you, Bruce.
CC Roger.
CC Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute till

LOS, next station contact In 4-1/2 minutes through Madrid
at 04;07 with the data/voice tape recorder dunp at AOS. And
we'll probably have a gyro drift compensation load coming
up over Madrid. Out.
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CC " «• for 8< inuttt vlth * data/voice tcpe

recorder dump.
CC Skylab. this la Houaton. Got about 40

aecocdo tu LOS. Next station contact in 27 minutes through

Carnarvon at 04-42, And for the CDR, we need you to complete

the gyro drift co»penaation load for ut by doing VERB 33 ENTER.

A PROCEED will not work, Do a VERB 33 ENTER for us, please.

Over.
CDR Will do it.

PAO Four hours 16 tlnutes Greenwich mean

time. Space station now out of range of Madrid. Next

acquisition will be 25 »inutes f row now, and that'll be

through Carnarvon with a brief drop, and then through

Honeysuckle again, The crew is apparently moving riyht

alonp 30 minutes ahead of themselves. Bill Pogue has
^

completed the molecular sieve closeout procedure, and that s

called for about 30 minutes from now, so - They seem to be

anxious to pet back. Four hours 16 minutes, this is Skylab

Cont rol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - 4 hours 40 minutes Greenwich mean time.
This is Skylab Control. We have an updated weather report
here. The NOAA National Weather Service Space Plight Meteoro-
logical Group indicates that the weather in the landing zone,
approximately 150 nautical miles southwest of San Diego or
170 statute miles, expected to have partly cloudy skies this
morning at 10:17. Surface winds from the north-northeast at
12 to 15 knots and seas from 3 to 5 feet. Temperature at
landing time should be near 58 degrees- Both the wind and
the sea surface level has dropped. It was 15 to 18 knots
and 5 to 7 foot seas. That includes the trough and the crest
of the wave by the way. Now about 10 seconds away from AOS
through Carnarvon. We'll hold the line up for Spacecraft
Communicator Bruce McCandless.

CC Skylab, this is Houston through Carnarvon
for 6 minutes with two items for Bill.

PLT Go Bruce.
CC Okay. On page 2-49 of your Deact Checklist,

you do REG adjust POTS per stata and direction. 1 got the
directions for you.

PLT Okay. Go.
CC Okay. BUS 1, 15 decrees clockwise. That's

15 degrees clockwise. BUS 2, 75 degrees clockwise. That's
75 degrees clockwise. We're intentionally setting up an unbalanc
here so that we can perforM some a f t e r -your-depar t ure testing.
Over.

PLT Roger. Understand. And as per checklist
page 243, would you verify command capability?

CC Okay. We'll do that and on telemetry, also,
there's one item here that has us a little bit puzzled. We
had a change to your checklist on page 2-33 which involved
turning the AM duct hands off and putting the cap in the supply
duct. And we don't see the duct's hands off. We're wondering
if you got that change entered properly.

PLT I have it entered but I did not do it. I'll
go do It right now.

CC Okeydoke. Mighty fine.
CC And that was the final 0CV adjust, you may

have gathered .

Pl'T Roger. Okay, Bruce. I adjusted BUS 2, the
maximum amount available. Better take a look at it.

CC Okay. We're discussing it now. I under-
stand it was less than 75 degrees available.

PLT That's affirmative. It was about - oh, I'd
say, 60 degress.

CC Okay.
PLT Stand by Bruce. I had that thing set wrong

when I started.
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CC Okay

.

PLT Okay. Take a look at that right there.

CC We'll take a look.
CC Okay, Bill. We'd like to get about 5

decrees more clockwise on REG 2 if you can get it for us and

we're 1 minute to LOS. Next station contact in 7 minutes
through Honeysuckle Creek. Over.

PLT Okay That's complete. See if you have

t ltne to check i t .

PLT Dump pan's off. The duct is capped.
CC Very good. Thank you.
CC Can you verify the two BUS TIE circuit

breakers on panel 201 are still CLOSED, please, Bill?
PLT Yes, the two REG TIES are still CLOSED.
CC Roger.
CC Okay. OCV settings look good. Thank you

very much

.

PLT Roger.

END OF TAPE
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Skylab IV crew, 30.5 million miles, J u>* hard to imaginehaving traveled even 1 million milea^! We ' 1 1 hold the lineup now for CAP COMM Bruce McCandlessT* CAP COMM Bob Crippenwill be coming on in about 2 hours.
CC Skylab, this is Houston through Madrid

for 9 minutes. And just for background info we're taking PCG numberott line again to continue the amp-hour meter catch up
And for Bill, after you've done the lock compartment dumpvalve uncap and EVA hatch handle unlock, we'd like to get a commentiron you on that. Out.

PLT Bruce, I was right in the middle ofsomething when you called. Would you say it again so I'vegot the precise information?
' " „

Yeah
" We certainly didn't want to interruptanything. But, you know, that message we sent you up theother day about taking the cap off the lock compartment dumpvalve and unlocking the airlock EVA hatch handle as your lastaction, last time you leave the lock compartment, we justwanted to verify that you're planning on getting to that insequence.

^'i, v,
»

R° g -
0kay> We ~ We ' re ""are of thatand we 11 have that done.

cc Okay. Thank you.

trtc
CC

V.

Skylab, this is Houston. 1 minute to

-? n* nl*
1 " ation contact ln 14 "inutes through Tananariveat 06:08. Out.

* t

C
?
R

< a .
*°8er. Bruce. I'm on page 2-52 and IJust tried to verify gas flow into the suit return hosesand the left-hand hose, I don't seem to be able to get it

I ve tried turning the other two off and cycling the suit'return valve. And still no luck.
cc Okay. We copy that.
CC Okay. We're going over the hill here.

We 11 probably have to get to you at Tananarive on that Jerry
C °R Okay .Bruce

.

. ,

CC
it

D *<j yo« get the little write-in procedurethat says verify gas flow in the suit return hoses 3 red
if no flow isolate compressor against valve by putting other twovalves to off and momentarily close suit return valve.

* A<\ No indication whether Commander Carrheard that or not. That's Indicated in the closeout check-
list in the event that the environmental control system activa-tion doesn t go according to plan. Plugging in all thre* suitsnow in the command module. Continuing with more facts aboutSkylab that you were afraid to ask. Over $150 million dollar*worth of computer hardware for the Skylab support program.This Is primarily in the form of two-system computers, IBM and UnivacCurrently 11 Univac 1108'a are being used in a multiprocessor systl.for incoming data. And seven system 360/75 systems, one of IBM's
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PA0 - - 75 systems are here in Mission Control

in the real-time computer complex. Aboard Skylab are two

IBM system 4-PI computer a . Those are redundant backup computers

and those are the workshop manned computers. Next acquisition

will be 11 minutes from now and that'll be through Honeysuckle

Creek. Excuse me, that'll be through Tananarive. 5 hours

56 minutes, this is Skylab Control

.

pA0 6 hours and 6 minutes Greenwich mean time.

Space station now nearing acquisition through Tananarive.

Command tracking display here in Mission Control now shows

the workshop and the Apollo module. In about 2 hours from

now, all our timelines will change from Greenwich mean time

to phase elapsed time. PET is 11:31 at this point. We'll

keep you informed of phase elapsed time.

cc Skylab, this is Houston through Tananarive

for about 6 minutes. For the commander.

CDR Go ahead .

CC Yes, Jerry. On that shoot return flow

hose, what we think you have to do is close the suit circuit

return valve and then plug up with your hands or something

like that the center and right return hoses in order to

develop the maximum suction across the left hand hose and

have the left hand flow valve apportioned (?) full flow.

CDR Okay. I'll try that. Last tine, I Just

turned the other two valves off.

C c Yes. Without the suit interconnects, in and

we assume you don't hove them because they weren't launched

with you, closing off the valves is in the supply side of

the line and it doecn't affect the suction or the suction

check valve.
CC Okay, Jerry. We got about 1 minute to

LOS here at Tananarive. 19 minutes to Honevsuckle Creek.

If that hasn't helped the problem, two more things you can

do Is bring on a second suit compressor so you got two of

them running at once. And another thing you might try Is

taking the left suit hose, bring it up to your mouth and seeing

if you can develop enough pressure by blowing into the hose

to unseat the check valve down there or to otherwise clear things

up . Ove r .

CDR Okay, Bruce. Thanks.

CC Any luck yet?

CDR Not yet.

Cc Okay. We'll talk to you over Honeysuckle

at 06:32.
CDR Okay.
Cc We're still hearing you If you're trying to

transmit. t

CDR Roger. We got it, Bruce with two compressors.
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CC Beautiful. Thank you.
PAO Lobs of signal through Tananarive. About

5 hours and 40 minutes from now, control moment gyro number 1

will be fired off in a test to see if that CMG will work again.

The heaters have been on now for about 18 hours. The temperature

on the two bearings is slowly moving up to the nominal 70.

Should the control moment gyros experience undue current when

they fire it up, they will shut it down. That's 2.5 amperes if

the cage motors on that gyro draw more than 2.5 amperes, they'll

shut the test down. If however, it draws less than 2.5, which

is almost 2-1/2 times its nominal ampere rating, then they'll

keep it going to 3ee if they can control in solar inertial

attitude with CMG 1, 2, and 3. Guidance Officer here in

Mission Control is pretty optimistic that the CMG will fire

up although there is no apparent reason for him to be optimistic.

Next acquisition will be 14 minutes from nowand that'll be

through Honeysuckle. 6 min - 6 hours and 16 minutes Greenwich

mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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CI); Rot. Bruce.

rr> And we ha - -

P?T (Garble) check right now, Bruce.

^
T

No response required. We have a

PIPA bias update coming up to you.

pLT How do you read, Brucer

cc Loud and clear.

I? M?*'bl»s i. !<>"•* CMC " >">Ur "-

Bermuda at 12:36 Pf-T ana »H •
, en « oye d very much

team, I'd Just like to say ^*^f t he la 9 t three monthn
working with you over the r lod of the 1 ^
^reavor./'na^^lle^s^i^ you when you get back to

Houston here on Sunday. ^ ^ {air ylnd an<J a foll0wing

"••
cc

° Ut
' Good morning. Skylab. We

'
re JOS through

Bermuda for 6 minutes. The party's over, time to oult

fu « and
R

Come home and „ to^wor k

.

rr How's it go?

CDK We're in tunnel vent.

*

C0R ' Roger, Crip.
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PA0 , Short loss of signal between Bermuda

and Canary Island. All three crevmembers are now inside

the command module, and the command module is using its

own air supply, its own electrical system and they re in the

process now of checking hatch integrity. Hold the line

up for this brief LOS, now about 3 minutes away from

reacquisition .

, PA0 Now about 1 minute from reacquisition

through Canary Island. Indications here, are that the

secondary coolant loop reservoir, the area where the

coolanol for cooling liquid for the coolant loop, that

coolant reservoir is low. If the crew had intended on

staying in the workshro ny longer, they would probably have to

reservice that secondt-y coolant loop. Apparently the

manufacturer is dead right about the guarantee on the work-

shop. 8 months is over and it's starting to deteriorate.

Hold the line up now for CAP COMM Bob Crippen.

C C Skylab, Houston. AOS through Madrid.

We have you for 9 minutes.
CDR Roge r. Crip.

C C And, Skylab, Houston, if you ve got

a minute, can you tell us if the tunnel vented on down okay?

Cdr Yes, the tunnel's looking good.

•We're holding it steady now and checking it. It's holding

at 3.1 and got about another minute to go.

CC Fine and dandy. Thank you.

CC And we have a keyhole coming up

shortly. I'll call you out of it.

CDR Roger.
CC Okay. We're out of keyhole, back

with you again. Still about 7 more minutes in this pass.

CDR Okay

.

CDR Okay, Crip. It he).d real well at

3.1 and we've got it back In vent again.

CC Okay. Thank you for the update, Jer.

CC CDR , Houston. You got a moment, Jer?

CDR Roger ,
Crip . Go

.

CC Okay. We're not seeing any indication

here that the secondary loop prep was performed back on

page 2-52. You might check that and if you get a chance

*.o go ahead and do it .

C D R Okay, Crip. That didn't get done because

I got distracted by that suit circuit problem. I'll get it.

CC Roger. Thank you, Jer.

KND OF TAPF.
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rr \ , Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS.

Next station contact is through Tananarive and that s going

to be at 13:06.
pub Roger Crip.

PAO 7 hours 35 minutes Greenwich mean time.

This is Skylab Control. Space station now out of range o

Jadrid Next acquisition will be 6 minutes from now at 11

be tnrough Tananarive. 7 hours 35 minutes Greenwich mean

Clme
"

n 7 hours 41 minutes Greenwich mean tine.

13 hours 5 minutes phased elapse time. Space station Is now

nearing acquisition through the voice relay station at Tana-

narive We have an estimated time for hatch closing as the

workshop with the command module attached was out of range

o? a tracking station at the time. The est imated t ime is

11:50 phase elapse time, 06:20 Greenwich mean time l - 20

central daylight time. Acquisition now about 20 seconds

avav We'll hold the line up for Bob Crlppen.
3 y

cc Skylab, Houston. Back with you once

more through ^-^
r^ r^M;:rraep r e SS is complete

now. We're faked out on the meters and we've doffed the

he lme t s and gloves .

CC Copy.

cc CDR, Houston. Jerry, had a chance to get

to your EMS delta-V test yet, null bias check?
_

CDR Yes, sir. Stand by a second and I 11

p,lve you the results.
CC Okeydoke

.

CDR Okay, Crip. On the delta-V test, it

counted down to minus 21.4 and on the null bias, we went down

to 98.0 in a minute and 40 seconds.

cc okay. Copied delta-V a minus 21.4 and

bias was 98.0 in 40 seconds.
cC 1 plus 40 , rather

.

CC CDR , Houston. Jer , we assume that you

did start at minus 100 and ended u P with a minus 98.0 for the check

list on that bias. Is that correct?

CDR Yeah, that's right, Crip.

rr Okay. Thank you.

cor That seems to me that differs from what

ve did last time. Didn't we get a little different value

bef
°C C

?

That's - according to GNC we got the same value.

Yeah, we started it at plus 100 before. Went to

rr Skylab, Houston. We're about a minute

and a half fro., LOS . We'll have you again in 18 minutes at

Honeysuckle at 13:31, 13:31.
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, CDR .
.

Roger. - \

PAO 7 hours 50 minutes Greenwich mean tine.

Next acquisition will be at 08:07 Greenwich mean time . That ' 11

be through Honeysuckle, 16 minutes from now. There's a dozen
red roses here in Mission Control from a long-time admirer of

the space program, former resident in Montreal, Canada, now
resident of Pennsylvania, Miss Cindy Diane. I'll read the
card that she's enclosed with the bouquet. "This Betsy Ross
bouquet is for my country's flag. Affirmative, the greatest
in the World. A tribute for the record mission of Skylab III.

Truly, the many benefits of the Skylab program are too numerous
to mention here but are increasingly evident in our daily lives.

All NASA personnel Involved can be truly proud of their ac-
complishments no matter what the assignment intended. Yes,
this mission history will also record our astronauts spent
three of our holidays In space. Christmas being greatest for

obvious reasons. God bless our country and our flag fron
one young lady who thanks our Heavenly Father every day that
I am an American." That from Miss Cindy Diane with all her
fondest love from Pennsylvania. 7 hours 52 minutes. Next
acquisition through Honeysuckle, 15 minutes from now. This
is Skylab Control.

^ END OF TAPE
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PA0 • 8 hours 6 minutes Greenwich mean tine,

Skylab Control. Space station is now nearing acquisition

through Honeysuckle. They'll be checking the four reaction

control system quad jets on the service module during this-.,

pass. They're scheduled for a hot fire check of those^

Lines over Hawaii. Phase elapsed time is 13 hours 30 minutes.

cc Skylab, Houston; back with you through

Honeysuckle 9 minutes.
, „.

CDR Roger, Crip. We're ready to start the

RCS hot fire.
c-kav, Jer. If you don't mind, we'd like to

wait till Hawaii. We've got all of our recorders configured

to cover it there .

CDR Okay , f in e

.

cc Okay, and if you can give us ACCEPT, we

see you're in POO, we're going to go ahead and give you a

state vector uplink.
CDR Okay, you've got It.

cc Thank you, sir. Incidentally, Jer, on

- in doing that hot fire over Hawaii there might want to go

ahead and try and get your P52 out - out of the road as soon

as you got sunset, which is going to be around 13:43. Then

ve can get the hot fire and give you a little bit more time to

get out of your suits.

cc And we do not have any - don t have any

update to your pads.
CDR Okay, we're spring loaded.

cc Skylab, Houston. Are you still in the

process of doing the undock prep panel configuration? We've noted

chat we haven't seen the VHF come on yet.

CDR Okay, we'll turn it on.

CC Okay, we were just asking - it to get a

status on where you were there, whether you'd got through the

prep or the undock prep panel.

CDR Yes, we finished that.

CC Okeydoke.
cc CDR, Houston. Jer, just to to make us feel

nore comfortable here, we would like to verify that we did get

through the undock prep panel configuration 53 through page

5-9 .

C c Of the CSM system.

CDR That'd affirmative.

CC Okay, fine.

CDR Yes, we did.

SPT Say, Crip, how's the VH? look to you now?

CC We'll check it for you, Ed.
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CC Okay, and we've got the state vector In

now. You can go ahead and go back to block.
CDR Okay

.

CC Looks like a good day for you guys to

come home. People out on the New Orleans are sitting there

waiting for you, and you got fairly calm seas today.

CDR Good show. Glad to hear that.

CC And the VHF is okay now. That looks good.

CDR Roger. We just missed it.

CC At least we got a comment out of Ed there .

I was afraid he'd gone back to sleep.
CDR He's trying to get his clothes off so he

can sleep more comfortably.
CC Ah , so ; very good

.

CC Okay, we're 1 minute fron LOS. Sec you

again in 11-1/2 minutes at Hawaii, 13:51, and we'll stand by

to do the RCS hot fire there.
COR Okay , Crip.
PAO Lobs of signal through Honeysuckle Creek.

The command module computer was reprogrammed over this pass.

I'm started over at zero again. Now about 6 hours and 29

minutes from the deorbit burn, that's at phase elapsed time

20:00 even. Wearing their space suits, the crew members moved

into the small Apollo command ship and closed the docking•hatch prior to 1:30 a.m. slightly ahead of schedule. After

checking the return craft systems and test firing its small

maneuvering engines, which they will do over Hawaii, the

astronauts will make final adjustments to the navigation
computer and prepare for undocking. At 5:34 a.m. central
daylight time, the command ship will slowly pull away from

the orbiting laboratory after flying around and photographing

the place they've called home for 84 days, they'll slow down

by a few miles an hour falling, below the space station and

sliding slightly In front of it. Firing the main engine of

their Apollo spacecraft at 6:33 a.m., the astronauts will go

into an egg shaped orbit to prepare for reentry. The service

propulsion engine will be fired again at 9:36 a.m. as the

astronauts pass 400 miles north of Singapore. By slowing about

125 miles an hour, the crew will bring their space ship carrying

more than 1700 pounds of scientific data into the atmosphere

over the Pacific. Splashdown is scheduled for 10:17 a.m.

Houston time, 170 miles southwest of San Diego. Weather conditions

in the area continue to improve. Winds are now 15 miles an

hour dropping to 12 from the nor t h -no r t he as t , partly cloudly

skies 3- to 5-foot seas. U.S.S. New Orleans is about 3 hours

ago started to steam towards the prime recovery spot. Next
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jjr * hours 26 mlnuto* Ureenwich nean time.

Spa** otatioa now ne»ring acquisition »ver Hawaii. Re-

acted control syst#* hot fire chock will occur over Hawaii.

Th«i's a ch#fck of all four of the »«rvlce module propulsion

unt« 5 qu* d H?A through D. ' That vill enable ground observers

Co *etermittfe whether or not th*re's anything wrong with

tfl* propuliion system. Hold th* line up now for Bob Crippen.

CC Jjp
Skylab Hou*t on . We're with you through

Xav«ii for 9 - I ' 2 "inutee .

Cnq -j*? Roger," Crip. P52's completed. We have

st*Tted 22 *nd 24. And NOUN 05*s were all tips. NOUN 93's

mirths, a n »ips 4. Y, plus. *H Z *P8 Z, sinus, all Jtipo 1,

gycv? torqu' time was 13:48:20:00.

CC Okeydoke • Very good.

fj^K Got a pretty nice PIPA bias in

ther*.
CC Eoger

.

CC Okay. We're get>+ft»r the data all Bcttled
down here and what* we have it Bo^^Jinforn you »o we can

KO ahead and do the RCS hot f ir"« check.
CDR
CC

CDR
CDR

Okay.
Okav .

Okay .

Okay .

Okay .

We're ready for it when you are,

It ' a in work

.

Here comes the plus pitch.
Standing by for

That looks good. Co ahead and give
minus p i t c

CDR Okay .

Okay . That
please , Jer .

looks Rood. Plus your

the way
CDR
CC

Roger.
Minus showing now, please.
Roger

.

And CDR, Houston. The hot fire is GO all
1 1 looks real good .

Ve rygood. Thank you.
HUUMIUHJ JL1, Lall >UU It'll us

If your F deact select switch is now 1/2?
CDR That's affirmative. 1/2. I'm Jusl

not ting ready to do a GDC align.
CC Roge r

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute
from LOS. Next station contact in 3-1/2 minutes through
Goldstone. And CDR, Houston. If you manage to get out of

your suit by there, there are a couple of item* I'd like to
visit with you at stateside.

CDR Okay. What ti me will we be there?
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• CC Oh, It's only about 3 more minutes.
But that's no big problem. We can get it later if - whenever
you get out and get comfortable.

CDR Okay.
PAO loss of signal through Hawaii. Reacqui-

sition thjptfVgh Goldstone, California less than 2 minutes
from now. I Reaction control systems aboard the service modul
work in 5? perfectly. All four of those quads were fired
over Hawaii. Guidance officer here is very pleased - flight
controller very pleased too. That means after 3 months of
inactivity the CSM is still world^g perfectly. We'll hold
the line up through Goldstone . f

CC Skylab, Ho^flrton. AOS Goldstone 7 minutes.
And we're getting ready to command the vehicle to TACS only
here. So you might see it drift around a little bit. And
we'll also be putting in the indock gains.

CDR Okay. And I'm ready to copy whatever
you've got to say, there.

CC Okay. I guess, just to cover ourselves
one iten we were thinking about was the contingency case•in case the capture latches fail to disengage in undocking.
What we were going to recommend is that we go ahead and
just &et off by doing a docking ring step. And if you
see no problem with that, I'll tell you how we recommend
slipping that into your procedures.

CC Okay. You want to do a docking ring step
i f we don't get off the capture latches.

CC That's affirm.
CDR Okay . Go ahead

.

CC Okay. The backup procedure that's in
your CSM systems checklist on page 2-13.

» CDR Okay . Page 2-13

.

CC Okay. What we'd like you to do is to go
ahead and follow that, except after the little start box
if no probe retract portion.

CDR I'll tell you what. Let me get that
checklist (garble)

CC Oh. Okay. Yes. I would like for you
to have that.

CDR Okay.
CDR Okay. Go ahead.
CC Okay. One item before you start writing

there. We will be over a site when you're - when you're
undocking. So what we would like you to do is, before you
get into this sequence we will go through with a quick logic
sequence check. And we'll do that one verbally. But if we•go into here, when you go through the retract probe portion,
you'll get down to the little start box. After that - after
the little start box if there's no retract, we want to have you do
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panel 2 docking ring step 2 on up. And then go ahead and
complete that procedure up to, but not including the command
module MDA tunnel pressure integrity check.

CDR Okay. Panel 2, dock ring step 2 on
up. And that's right after if no retract.

CC Yes , sir

.

CC All, basically, it 's doing Jer is that
we would go ahead and arm the busses and go ahead and
retract the probe to get you back in so we won't be just
hanging there on the end of it when you separate off the thing
and then jettison up the docking ring and then just
clean up some switches.

CDR Okay.
CC Okay. Another item, just as a matter

of information. Through the shaping burn and through - for the
retroburn, retrofire through 0.5 gs, your horizon will be dark.
So there shouldn't be any problem with confusion of the ter-
minator at all. The terminator will not be in view in any of it.

CDR Okay. Good. We've got a nice Moon,
which helps find horizon, too.

CC Very good.

END OF TAPE
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cc
CDR

And

. " Roger
8

t h
8
a°t

d ^ (garbie
> too.

do f hat. 8 that
-

1 ve done forgotten how to

nov? i was » n( „„ .° n6 other item here is - is PT

T

.i was going to put one - 18 PLT b "sy ri,jht

cc
0kay Crl P-

cc
I concur,

checklist handy, it's^on p ll e
"
E J !9^ '

!k
g0t the ^^ry

PL j S ^nd by 1.

i«« .-«. Dc
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i: d i c

h
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CC ov
s complete,

here chat we're pre 1 1? [ iJ^on "SI? ^ thiS iS J" st a verbal--rate the DSC ^^^^^^C^^}-
PLT Okay.

had to chat with yo^ about at ^ *U the "e..
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a

3 V e

h

^ u
tln,e

:
""'re about 30

CDR ^ U:U
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b\T vl J h

<^\% 1
- -

^
t

J
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Sounds good.

Bermuda f or 7 .

i

nu tf s"
*

'

H ° USton
- W * ' re AOS through

CC
T

R °Rer, Crip.

of his suit now.
1 C ° Py that ^r's busy getting out
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T That's affirn.

CC
Okeydoke.
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'
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1
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- 8je . re interested
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CC We're seeing -

PLT Stand by 1

.

,jC We're seeing big attitude errors down

here and that's what we're asking for.

PLT Yes , Crip . We do have large errors.

cc Okay, Bill. Can you check there over on

panel - panel 1 if you could see it whether the FDA 1 SELECT

in 1/2 and SOURCE is CMC?

PLT Stand by 1

.

PLT That's affirmative. We are.

cc And ATT SET switch is in GDC.

PLT Stand by .

PLT Negative. Stand by 1, Crip.

CC Okeydoke.
PLT It's In CMC .

cc No , I mean ATT SET switch the one Just to

the rUht of it there, is it in GDC?

PLT Okay. I'm having to relay all that.

Stand by 1.

CC Sorry about that.

PLT It's in GDC ,
Crip.

cc Okeydoke. We copy. Let us think about

it for a minute.
Cc Skylab, Houston. We are about 1 minute

from LOS. Then we'll have you again in a couple of minutes

throuRh Canary at 14:24. And no need to acknowledge it right

now but one other item you might check on (Rarble) the Urge

errors are pegged at attitude error needle, is on panel 7 to

insure that the FDAl/GPt POWER switch is in BOTH.

PLT Okay.
PLT Okay, Crip. That's verified.

CC Copy. Verified.
PA0 This is Skylab Control at U hours 22

minutes Gree v ich mean time. Bermuda's had loss of signal.

The Canary .and station will pick up the space station in

about 15 seconds.

END OF TAPE
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CC Skylab, Houston; we are AOS once more.
We got you for about 15 minutes through Canary.

PLT Roger, Crip

.

CC Bill, can I Just clarify one thing. We
vould assume that from what we've seen right now that the
err needles on ball 1 should be pegged versus just large. Is that
what you were telling us while ago?

PLT They are pegged; that's correct.
CC Okay, fine.
CC Skylab, Houston; just something to keep

you busy while you're trying to get out of your suits and
getting ready to eat. To check out those err needles we
would recommend in your ma 1 book to go through GNC number 2

which is on page 1-5.
PLT GNC number 2, 1-5.
CC Rog.
CC Skylab, Houston; as a natter of information

we have no data at this time and it's a ground problem only.
CC Skylab, Houston: as a matter of information

only, we do not have any data on the ground here, it's a

problem we got here at the ground other than the spacecraft.
PL! Roger , Crip.
CC Skylab, Houston; we are 1 minute from LOS.

Next station contact is Roing to be Carnarvon at 15:07, 15:07.
CC 30 minutes away.
PLT Roger, 15:07.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. The Ascension

sta^on has loss of signal. Next acquisition through Carnarvon
at 9 hours 42 minutes Greenwich mean time about 26 minutes
from now. The mission operations computer is down at the
moment and no telemetry was processed during this last pass.
And the displays here in the Control Center are Inoperable
st the moment while tht computer's down. Expect to have that
computer back in operation in a couple of minutes. At 9 hours
16 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Skylab Control at 9 hours
40 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skylab coming up on acqui-

sition through Carnarvon and Honeysuckle. Most of this

pass will be through Honeysuckle. Low elevation at

Carnarvon. Starting to get some displays back here In the

Mission Control center now. Computer is up and clear now

ready for operation

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We're with you

through Carnarvon for 10 minutes.
CDR Roger, Bob.
CC Jer, did you get - -

CDR Now we're going through GNC malfunction
number 2. And we end up in box number 16, the best I can

tell .

CC Copy box 15.

CC Or 16.

CDR Roger, 16.

CC Copy.
CDR What happened is, I did a VFR'4 33

and entered the three numbers the 2.5, 3.33 and 3.33. And they

just - the error needles go to the right place. And

then I went back and 1 loaded NOUN 22 tc be equal to NOUN 20.

And my error needles did not zero out.
CDR Okay. The err needles are looking

good now. 1 have loaded the undock DAP. And it's beginning
to look a little better.

CC Okay. Copy right now. We're - The

error needles are working properly. Is that correct?
CDR Okay. Let me just make one more check

now. I'll compare NOUN 20 with 22 again. I've Rot a

VFRB 62 in It .

CDR Okay, Bob. It looks normal to us

CC Okeydoke.
CC Jer, did you guys manage to get out

of your lults, get squared away and start having some chow?

CDR Well, we didn't hav« any chow. We

wanted to play with this problem first and make sure we

were in good shape.
t€ Rog.
CC Okeydoke.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're 1 minute (ron

LOS. Hawaii in 14 minutes at 1 5 1 30 , 15 :30.

CDR Roger, Crip.
PAO This Is Apollo - Skylab Control at

9 hours 53 minutes Greenwich mean timt. Honeysuckle has
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loss of signal. The next station is Hawaii in 11-1/2 min-utes . Computer is back up and working here in the MissionControl Center. All displays are back up and telemetry
is being processed. At 9 hours 54 minutes Greenwich mean timethis is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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,
PA0 Thls is Skylab Control at 10 hours 4minutes Greenwich mean tine. Tracking station at Hawaii isabout to acquire Skylab.

' " Skylab, Houston. AOS Hawaii, 9 minutes.
CI)R Rogor , Houston.

here £
C CUR

« Houston. You got a moment to chat

CDR Go ahead, Bob.

.

CC
,

R °8- 0ne of things that we are lookingat here now regarding those attitude error needles earlier wasthat there is a program note on CMC that says following a

ToVtt tn^lM' ? P ° 88lbie that th « «»or registers wouldnot be in tallied properly and one of the ways of doing itts by loading the undock DAP which it look* like exactly whathappened

.

undoc^DAP?
° f WayS

° f flxinR 18 t0 load the

cc That ' s correct

.

h»,*?,
D
a
*

t a,a
° k * y

:

WeIl
«

t,,at '

8 ^at happened thenbecause I dida coarse align way back when, I think it was
on a P-52 option 1.

R.,r

CC
t u t a ,

N °W tha
?

Vay b * ck when waa about yesterday -But - I bet there's several iterations, Jer.
. ?

C
.

And CDR
. Houston. Just to make sure we've

5S« ?f
° V

!
1 evcc y thln 8. we would like to go ahead and get aVDRB 74 and so we can do an E-nod and look over the insideof the computer.

™ R Okay. Want it right now?
CC That's affirm.
CDR You have it

.

CDR (Garble)

w
CC

,
Skylab, Houston. We are 1 minute from LOS

15*42
>t8 conCac t In 4 minutes through Goldstone at 15:42,'

CDR Roger, Bob.
P*° This 18 Skylab Control. Skylab has moved

, J?
R -Mb

,f
1 >n golng t0 «o *head and load p-30

*"*

for the T»' r,H "" '"irfl

a -,
CC

, .
Okeydoke and we've got you here for about

6 mlnutas through Goldstone.
""out

„ ,

CC
t ,

Skylab, Houaton. Jfa are 1 minute from LOS

rL '"

^DR Roger , Crip.
. .

CC
, ,

PLT, Houston, Wa are not copying anyblomed data on you. You might ch.ck your suit plunJ.
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PLT Roger

.

ln.,ri? r < u
THlS 18 Sk y lab Control at 10 hours 24minutes Greenwich mean tine. GoldstoneJ^B loss n h iBermuda will acquire in 2 -l/2 minut^V^ crew

°

h [s aTo^

2 ^jl;
d by for the Bernuda

Skylab, Houston. AOS Bermuda for 11

in

CC
tr. i n u t e s .

CDR
CC

good bird .

CDR
CC

Thank you, sir.
PLT
CC

problem

,

PLT
CC
PLT
CC
PLT

Roger, Crip.
Rog . Say goo"333

please ?

Roger. Sure has.
And for the PLT, we've got good data now.

Roger, Crip.
Bill, can you tell us what corrected the

I didn't have it hooked up.
Copy.
Crip, you with ua?

Hi'
0i
;\ StU

i
* 0C ^ u f0 * 3 acre minutes.0kay

- We're undocked. We releasor n,„cap - the docking extender-r elease a lit le b it oo tLl\

*

It caught on -yla-<UH>w*e-*rnrliW^
. our way of f~ release them and thrust

CC
CC

*"

Ascension in 7

CDR
PAO

of signal

Okay. P ftn v

"Ukay g U y«. We're 1 minute from LOS. —
lnutes at 16:08, 16:08.

Roger, Crip.

Nexr tUfn
19 S^ Ub Contro1

- Bermuda has loss

re^r^o IS%1\1"£^ ^llT "it
" J

U "XS.
dUr

lit ^r'*^* -nd the report is
' ilWJI

e

in stable. 158 minimum impulse burns of the thruster attlt,„*«^"^t^v^r^^r^ Th
° - ----

END OP TAPE
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PAO
the crew will alow Jhe Ipo?IS c^" S 'V 1 "' 1 inspection
a few miles an hour d

°
b " k?™

1" n °dule b *
eventually passing beneatJ ? t At 6 5?

° rbltln « laboratory,
time, Just under an hour from'now the h^*'

"ntral daylight
the Apollo vehicle, the servTrT ' f ?** maln en gine of
Hred for 12 seconds pusMng tSe'csT JJ

0" 8mem
'
w111 be

orbit that brings - brings it t „ Jj^ !° e * R -« haP^
This Is the shaping aaneSver ?

Ue8 ° f the Ea ^h.
remain in an orbit a"" 2 7 iLT!k

"
'

U " elf v111
it is expected to orb u , n ,

bm th * Earth where
aain engine will b^n re^aga i^\°Vt JV" ^ 198 °' 8

- The
tine as the spacecraft n.«.f

at y.36 a. a. central daylizht
the deorbit bl! " \ ty'tlHi.lT^t ° f Sal8 ° n

' ™i* is
hour the CSM will rp e „ er 1 ! f u"^"' 125 nlle8 *"
scheduled for 10 : 1 7 [ m cen^T^H " S P la8hd^ still
southwest of San Diego Wea tltl

day
Jf

8ht tlme 170 »il*s
are satisfactory fcr^co ™

f" 1?" 1
' 'f«an-hour winds, and 3- to 5-foot .111

7 Cloud y skie «. 15-nile-
U.S.S. Kew Orleono w a ( th I

°* ex P ec ^J as the
settle space crew. Ibou a li

™ of record-
Ascension nov, we'll s^nd

a

y

mInUtS and a h *lf away f rom

J," H^Cr^?^ A ° S A8Cen8l °" f- 11 . lBui-4

Sp T
Hello, Edward,

like it's been worked 'ove r" Vehlc l« looks

SPT Tic^f J"!
W
°f

ked ln
'

1 kn °" that
the exterior of thl J tJi„J

" rt h" Into

M Ves, sir.

there's no problea w^th Hi^ lr
'^i^of ?' ' " C °" Vin« d

terror needle, so you're free
P

to use" [hW^^-'T you"*

Cdr ?,

k *Y> Cri P- thank you.

has apparently opened ^rTdlJ" J
" '

J? ,
- 11

•
Cr P that

lighter color, a lot whiter than ii?^" * Whole lot
in the accordian pleat, ^ the ^'i"

r « 8t of thc
CC^ Copy. _

nyariund has not JlpllAl fo^, ^J^? 1
"

S ° f * r < he
attitude. crew «• ! d / ^ ^'^"-"bhop

Kei! Hutchin.cn i^cS
t

^:
h

; h:^\\':^Dr
:»«

p

H«
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Jurt about a liRht tan. y dark
-
and one's

««' Th" '•.<•« p«.,.i. u 6 „ t ,
.

rc
T

I''* becn • «°° d l>ome, Crip,
it Ion* enough.

"""'U " ke U; *° u occupied

S„ Roger, Crip.

t».« they did . .re.
H

t

y
j„b

r

pS;J^ T.^lll^L^'"" 8UyS
symmetric. F n|? that 8ail U P: it's very

the vSrds on their gJod vo"^ ^r t a It 1 vT ,' 'V P? ' !
C

1

" 6

out there to keep you coJortabL ° " C ° haV * 11

not coo well cove redl"«d 'uVflll '"l* ,° n ?
litCle 8 P 0t tha t's

sleep compartment
unfortunately it was ri Rht by my

Ed.
CC Ye8h

*
they a "an R ed that specifically for you,

!!I 1 believe it.

is - bi*,er and b.tl« o^!
l ° l0 ° k ,"™< to, Crip,

CC

spl »« you the,.

• KooJ ,.b. Served'"; J";,::"' " "'"^l- " d!d

for u" up th .re. -e*."^1^, "l* """« "
cot tv Ii .

1 the * ood w ork.

of range of the Ascenaion s t ,1 1 i o n .

" "
v1 * i'

* ^ n 'JT/T? " V
'
*
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of tracking station. Spacecraft li\VL !
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Ut 400 niles
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J . n .
ThU ia SkV l » b Control at 11 hours

16 minutes Greenwich mean time. Skyl.b coming up onacquisition through Carnarvon for a 10-mlnute pass. We'll
* et !/ e P° rt at this "ation on the separation maneuver/CC
8 minutes

.

PLT
CC

would appreciat
CDR

Skylab, Houston.

Roger, Crip.

We're AOS Carnarvon

Okeydoke. ' And if you ge t a chance, we
a tep burn status,

i A ,v. ,
Roger, Crip. The sep burn was on timeAnd he yaw was 3 degree, rather than 1 degree. And that'was it. There were no residuals.

*

CC Copy . Sounds good

.

.

CC
.

a j

Skylab, Houston. You are GO for thebhaping burn. And, incidentally, you have had that little
SunLrV <

C ° P
°i "' that 8UnS6t tlaeS are cor „ itSunset coming up here will be at 16:50. And over Guam!after we get the shaping burn out of the road, if we can

ch vfw J°
8e

J
l0KlC "1«»cer checks in. And thechecklist for that is at the top of 4-5.™ R Ail riRht, sir. We'll be r*ady.cc Okeydoke.

CC CDR, Houston. We show the errorneedles pegged at this time. A VERB 61 should give youthe G&N error needle. '

CDR Okay.
CC

. v
We are 1 minute frou LOS. Next stationthrough Guam in 4-1/2 minutes at 16:55. 16:55
You still with us, Crip?
That's affirm.
Looks like BAT A might he acting

contact i

CDR
CC
CDR

up again.
CC
CDR
CC

Copy.
I put BAT C on.
We think it may be because we did
We (garble) contact going over

not charge E\T A.
hill.

? *° This is Skylab Control. Carnarvonhas loss of signal. Next station is Guam in 3 minutesThe separation - or the shaping maneuver will occur over

burn
GUa

r/l
a

f

l0n
*

TK
i
S

* j
a Servlce Propulsion s/siZburn th. main command and service module's engine. Burn time12 seconds Change in velocity 279 feet per second.

or 428 by 166 kilometers. Just before loss of signal JerCarr reported it looked like battery A was acting azliland that he'd switched to battery C. However , the EECOH
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says that his Instrumentation still shows good contact
through that circuit breaker that was the subject of
troubleshooting a few days ago and that he believes
vhat the commander is saying is because battery A v

has not been charged. About a minute away from Guam.
We 11 »tand by. A shaping maneuver ignition time is
11 hours 32 minutes 54 seconds Greenwich mean time. We'now at 11 hours 30 minutes Greenwich mean time.

END OF TAPE
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Ji»,
t

06, ,0 CDT,
GNI

the CSH .

th * • e„. l8 havlng problei>ii

<"«« 7 .,„„,... "•»««. V. „. Blt „ you through
residuals. U(-» H wu Skylab| ,lou8ton. We ' r<» 1

CDR
PAO f°

8€r
« Crl P-

maneuver appears i-o J .

lB Sk >rl ab Control rt,. u
in the'contro? ^ been a on We SiY

aPl " 8

CDR * 0U
'f

e CO.

CC hey re on.

CDR J*
8 *' Let us take

— CO^or POWER 0N ; s
y^ul »:

d
— Looks good here ^

CC *°* er
' crip. Thank you

PLT „.
Problem ,f yo „

•how. ,„,';,' ««y h.v. not - "t
r ' S,! <«".„

»ith BAT BUS A ? " nd burned th.t'.T T"' aho »<'

cc c,,py-

""figuration such t ha t
',^"*

'
°" ' B1U

- " e *>„ s tll, ,- return a „ d p _ t JJ;'/«
?

v. ... BAT c on BA ,
.»,»»

( ^
< h

° n..l..l ...fl,,,;,,':^'"' '» «.«,„,„„„ .

CC Thank ycu, sir.

'»^ t he A/C „p'J^"-- l« « «b.«k u out , „.
(Garble), rlRhc y
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pLT Okay. A/C Is going to go on now. And I

did get a smell rise in current that tine but it still reads
on zero just off a full scale low. It looks like it is working.

cc Okay. We're about 4 0 seconds from LOS.
Next station contact in ?A minutes through MI LA at 17:28
17:28.

PLT A *d Crip, if you're happy, I'll RO ahead
and turn that switch back off again.

CC You're GO to do that.
PLT Roger. Going off now.
cc Okay, Bill. Ve show it's about 2 amps

here and we think that BAT A is fine.
PLT Okay. Thank you.
PA0 This is Skylab Control. Guam has loss of

signal. The next station will be the Merritt Island, Florida
station in 22-1/2 minutes with overlapping coverage through
Bermuda. The Coldstone station will be devoted to the Saturn
workshop on this pass over the United States and will not
acquire the conitnand and service nodules. The next maneuver schedule
is the deorbit burn, retrofire, at 14 hours 36 minutes Green-
wich mean time. The present time is 11 hours 42 minutes
Greenwich mean time and this Is Skyiab Control.

END OF TAPK
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PAO

through S.H„M,. The or.™ i„ t l. LL'*?*",'* 1 '1 * "fi'l t Ion

*
?**^

possible while th
h

Skyui va : ItVlVlV ^ ^
earlier this week, an e r 9 ' ^u 80"6 tMta bcgan
engineers here on the ground 1 ol tt l

* * !° a * 8ur P r * 8" for
on power conditioning a UB . I *

Ca Pacltv run
storage batteriea powered b/^e orbit^

6

^/f 8 Ut *° ^trical
showed the battery cap ef 8 0

workshop solar wing
Since the battery w.e. ,7/ !" 33-1/2 ampere hours,
engineers wer P t

' " 33 a Bp hourj before
about 26 amp hour! . °f Sf"^ " pac1 ^' probab^
is performing better now than wL LtA r

**** 1° b ' te8ted
«

months ago. Tests of llu \ td to perform 9

.«..,»„ :i„ "oXT.'r tr ?«
th

^,
18

solar array on the Apollo t.lt.tL , * ? ««-bl ad.

d

past veek. Th . ir CBRMsalson T" <"'<> »«<i« thla
...... is P^ t \iT/r Hi: X"\iiti^ i

r':test runs during the second ,„h fu ?
expected from partial

one time the reduce? e
'

p [ ^""h^ ^i^ 9
" At

flight controllers because li™?^ *
6 ° BRM8 Con«™ed

forced shortened Ear^" ou c
° '

u^ '""J*
^ve

which are rated at 20 amp hours *™! !
Although the batteries

12 amp hour, had drop\e7to^".«i:JlS*?;* t0
f
n """ted

the second canned flight abofu 25 «iJ
M,p h ° UrS durln «

levels, the tests c om^e ted h i s we^ shoL'J ' t"?
' bel °W «P e «ed

over the past 5 months The aw!/
showed little change

early tests was about 10-1/2 ? Ca P ac^y seen on these
astronauts in the command mod^e' a'nT t r a vl Un"! V" ^ S "yUb
orbit now from the space station thl Jl? * ln a 8e P a rate
in earnest. The firs'* major e^ beiL^nll r^?? can b «*in
Goldstone, the number 1 c r ao. " ahoetl y at
up for the first time since ir faHed iT

10^ 0^ WlU be P °Wered
23, following the third s£ylab crew's WrYt * " g °' ° n Nove"b"
Control's guidance officer saw temuJj Walk> Mlssl <>n

Fahrenheit and cut P ow o e k"!
tl9e t0 186 de«»"

three gyroscopes the
?

84-dIy UghTseemeT n / lthout **
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'

JooVvill be opened and the oxygen /nitrogen at.osphere will

sl^ly Into space through »lcroacoplc passages in the

Mn. U;
l

U.««.n. portions .f <"« >'b"-''.p.ceTtan
n
o

'
"

„:,".ri;:t " i::^.'S:n.:":,^J
h
.ii«« i.

u
eV * r

i!5J in the docJin* module In case some future visit
b
!
6

!; t . L I u today and tomorrow the revisit

I f vil ri
d

d

e

en,ine:rr
8

in

8

the future design of apace vehicles.

Taw' t't ias^hut down. There are no other si*ns

"failure at this Bonent. We - we have no wheel speed

indicator on CMG number 1.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Skylab Control. The experts
here on the ground don't expect to have any results of
thid CMG number 1 test for a considerable length of tine.
They expect to see the high amps that they are now seeing
for a neveral - another several hours as they spin up that

gyro.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through MI LA

.

We've got you for about 8 minutes.
CDR Roge r , Cr ip .

CC One item for 3111. If - we think there's
no problem at all with that battery A, but if you have any
doubts when you're coning up for this next burn, you have
a GO to go ahead and put PYRO 3 AT A on BAT BUS A.

PLT Understand.
CC Roger. And, of course, if you did that

then anything that was called out to do, BAT A, go ahead and
Go ahead and do it the PYRO BAT A.

CC Heard you - Heard you guys thought
that - got quite a kick from SPS when you were doinj?

rendezvous, How does it feel after you've been up there for
about 84 days.

CDR It's a real grabber.
CC Got your attention, huh?
CDR Yes, indeed.
CC Keeping you up-to-date with what's

going on with your ex-home. We have now commanded CHG 1

on. And we're sitting here looking at it. We're not

sure really what's happening, though.
CDR Is it spinning up?
CC Can't really tell at this particular

point.
CDR Yes. We knew we had lost the tachometer

on it. So we haven't really got that. We're just having
to watch the wheel currents.

CDR From the ground now.
CC Say, again.
CDR It looks like we're going to scrape

the ground we're getting so low.
CC Aha, you've been use to flying up

there pretty high.
CDR Almost looks like we're looking out

the cockpit of a T-38.
CC Roger. I've forgotten what that looks

like, a lso

.

CC Skylab, Houston. We are 1 ninute
from LOS. Next station contact will be through Carnarvon
in 42 minutes. That's at 18:16. And just a matter of

information, your next senset time will be 18:21.
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CDR Thank you, Crip. Talk to you then..

"
lid', a matter of interest, you'r*

5 ninutes fro. perigee, .till goln* down. So perigee s

running right around 90 miles here.
r

S PY Fetter suck up our landing gear,

RUe8
rr (Laughter) Roger.

Boy. the ground really »oves a lot

faster down this low.

rr Roger that

.

p^ n This is Skylab Control. Bermuda has

on how low they seen. rerigee
vilnmeters But,

END OF TAPE
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cc

alnU
rnJ' Roger, Crip.

. rercated in hearing the

80t
JdR

1" »flven,t dTn Tol and 0.89.

ge c
.ha; !.

ee
o
r;t is — deit- T w8S

3„ the thumb wheeU,

32 minutes. CQuld yQU read u s X roll *gain. pi

CC Read whac again?

cc" «. - 20 ... 1*.0» «*

CDR . , ir was 16.8.
on the thumb wheel ,

oj^
a% e got lt .

Thank you.

^no Roger.
t K0 ahead and do

CDR Crip, do you want ne to g«

a BMAG
H
,hecV on 1

«J^
6^ t » . not required.

^ E^r^^i 2^ 1

I'll get you chat.

Okeydoke MMK«Ut. It;
all ready got

»"
. in; ;:

8
;:

V

ne
C
Iti^ next ni^c P-*od.

that P52. We're goinK t^g
, lve you a little

CC Skvlab, Houston. I - an *' v *.
s rea lly

Greenwich mean time. &kyia

Guata
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won't n«td th»t, ,

M i" ...» JE.^^r.;^ a uf
going to b. f^- 1"^. 8tand by ,

crip. W.'r. -orking .o-thin,

httV««4 b
f
ck t9 >ou '

Si Stay', Crip. Ho preheat L required.

EVssr r-rr :

3
i 5 ^.rai^^rr^rr,:, p.,

RCS activation at the states ana

for you there
_ r r i n

AUT0
'" ;n::Y.

e
iii,"i'i.»«oi. o«. ...» i...

Control

.

END Oy TAPE
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PAO Thl« i« Skylab Control at 13 hours

30 minutes Greenwich »«an tlue, Va'U got acquisition

through Coldstont in about 45 seconds.
CC Skylab, Houston; AOS across the States.

We've got you for about 11 minutes.
CDR Roger, Crip.
CC Okay, If you'll give ua ACCEPT , please,

we'll give you a gib atate vector.
CDR You got ACCEPT.
CC Okay, fine and dandy. And when - when

somebody can get around to it on - need to give you a new

ent ry pad ,
page 5- 2

.

CDR Okay, ready to copy.

CC Okeydoke. Pad as follows: area, Echo

Oscar Hike, 5 golf, 035 plus 3132, minus 11975, 1U01, 25985,

2726, 2801 minus 02723, right 5454, 3237, 2748, 3117, 3527.

Read back, please.
CDR Okay, Echo Oacar Hike 5 Coif, 035 plus

3132, minus 11975, 11401, 25985, 2726, 2801, minus 02723,

right 5454, 3237, 2748, 3117, 3527.
CC Good read back, Jer.

CC And all the original comments we gave you

on the entry pad are still valid. You can go ahead when you

get your pyro BAT checks out of the road we'll be standing

by for you to go through your RCS checks. (Garble)

CDR Pyro Jet - pyro battery check is complete

and we'll start deactivation in lust a second.

CC Roger.
CDR Houcton, thie is Skylab. We're ready

to throw the LOGIC switches.
CC Go ahead then, Jer.

CDR LOGICS are on.

CC And we're go for PYRO ARM

.

CDR Roger.
CDR There it goes.
CC Looks good here.
CDR Okay.
CC Skylab, Houston; we got the vector in and

both target loads and the computer belongs to you again.

CDR Okay, Crip, and we Just threw some ice

crystals about a minute and a half ago and it's all cleared

up now

.

CDR We had quite a shower of them go by on

the left side

.

CC Copy that.
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cc could you read the ring 2 helium .ource

pressure, please?
, ab out 3450.

Sf now*, ^at took to you, Crip? Have you

thi

CC
8een the change? ^ look, like a alow leak In it.

But lt

C

ha. blovOown ^PJ^ 1
.

' Hou. t on ; «• recommend you turn

th . CH
C
R CS PROPELLANT 2 switch OFF right now.

CDR Okay,
we are x Bln ute fro. LOS

.

s?.„.. «..«.«Wwrr*";..—*
«

at 19:20, 19:20. ,

CDR
?hU ia Skylab Control; Merritt Island

stations loss of 'ij;;-^ ""/
r/

Bq
I
1

:.
t

r J°.l.:'r

l

t

l

p

b

... at

through tracking ship Vanguard. A v. y ^ be

the Vanguard, about 2- 1/2 '
*

e can rece lve real time

last tracking station ^rough whUh we
_ ^ ^ hag

telemetry prior to re « n^ oaas c-ve r the United States. There
completed the last orbital P«"

JJJ
r

J J cr af t , in the area of

ul ll be an ARIA aircraft - t^ 1^* COBBUnicat ions can be

the retrofire burn through
try but cannot relay

relayed and the ARIA can p^J^^'c^and module reaction
telemet.y. Possibility of a leak In t bm (>ow l8 that

control system ring number 2. The ^P^
, noted

it is a helium leak " the ° 1U doe8 reBa in that it

Greenwich mean time, this is SKyiao

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This i« Skylab Control at U hour.

J5 Minute. Greenwich mean tl». W.'r. coming up on th.

final tracking at.tion pa.a of thi. -iaalon, the tracking

.MP Vanguard. >"^^^j; on , AOS the Vanguard.

"•'"
cK

l y ° U •
b
;.og«r,

B
0 TU!

a,

You got any update. <o

our NOUN 47 and 487 ^ ^ ^ u g0{)d>

Regarding the ai - -

rDR Okay . .

CC - " Regarding the situation on the

im to ro ahead and coae in using ring 1. That s tne cur

propellant 2. And you can go ahead and leave the jet

configuration .a -,^0,1,,^.,^^
,et up for ring 2 and just leave the propellant .witch OFF.
161

lr That's affirm. And - I gue.. .
right

, „ , uhether it's propellant or the helium"g Town I . .h^ 5" thl. -1" *• d <P le" d

a£ou? 1 hour. You can monitor your helium source pressure

* .„4 fni«V D re 9 aure If the source become less than mani-

fold tV*l t.lU you hat you do have blow-down capability

and Is a helLm leak. And if you need - need to seJect

lt velMfs there avai 1 ab le^t o^you^ ^ ^ ^ ^
tings when we get into the RCS checkout?

CC Negative. Ring 1 only.

CDR Okay.
, ,

Cc Also, right after the retroburn we're

Roing to have you in an ARIA pass. At that time we

SoulS appreciate .ecting a readout on your helium source

and manif old pressures

.

CC Fo r ring 2

.

CDR OVay. We're tossing a few more ic*

crystals now. ^ ^ ^^ v(£ gQ LO s

here we'd appreciate lt if Bill would go ahead and t.e

OMN
I

' DELTA so'we can be conjured for the ARIA pass.

CDR Copy. 0HS1 DELTA.

Pl.t Okay , Crip.

cc y e are 1 minute from LOS. Should see

you or. the ARIA in about 37 minutes.

CDR Okay. See you there.

elect
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CC Roger.
CC Skylab , Houston. We i.* CO for deorblt

and entry

.

CDR Roger. Thank you. So are we.
CC I bet that's an understatement,
PAO This Is Skylab Control. Vanguard

has loas of signal. Acquisition through an ARIA aircraft
In 35-1/2 ainutes. That's right about the time of the
retrofire burn. The crew will again use the big service
module engine f or ret rof ire , buring that engine for
8 seconds and change in the velocity of 185 feet per second.
Over the Vanguard passed up the information to the crew
to monitor the difference between the helium source tank
pressure and the helium manifold pressure. If this command
module reaction control system ring 2 leak is helium in
about an hour frou now the helium source tank pressure should
be less than the manifold pressure. If chat occurs, it
is an indication 1: is indeed a helium leak and not a
propeliant leak. .' f it's verified as a helium leak, ring 2
can still operate i»» the blow-down mode. This means that
when both of these riny;s were activated a short time fgo,
that enough helium pressure and gas was trapped in each
ring to force propellants into the engines. The crew's
been advised to use ring 1 for entry. Command module
can safely and satisfactorily enter on any one ring to
two RCS rings on the command nodule for redundancy. Ring 1

looks good, no problem with it. The ARIA , through which
we hope to receive voice communications in about 33 minutes,
has already taken off from Clarke Air Force Base In the
Philippines to reach the acquisition area in tine. Retro-
fire will take place while the spacecraft is about -400 sta-
tue miles up north of Singapore. And it's hoped that we
will have voice communications through the ARIA from the
retroburn to command and service module separation. Call sign
is ARIA 1, the crew consists of the pilots, Captain Douglas
J. Carter of Clyde, Ohio and Captain Michael J. Klley of
Largo, Florida. Navigators are Lieutenant Colonel Wallace
E. Bebe of Bucyrus, Ohio and Major Robert W. Lendenann, Orlando,
Florida. The mission co-ordinators aboard ARIA 1 are Captain
Peter M. Gill of Trenton, New Jersey and First Lieutenant
Gerard F. Bell, Jr. of DeLeon Springs , Florida. Another
ARIA will be stationed in the re - near the recovery area
to, hopefully, provide voice relay and data recording froci
end of communications blackout to splashdown. That ARIA will
stage out of March Air Force Base, California. With the call
sign, ARIA 2 Pilots are George C. Hubbard, Durham, North
Carolina and First Lieutenant Michael C. Landreth of Savannah,
Missouri, the navigator is Lieutenant Colonel Edward E.
Warthling, Harrlsburg, Pennsylvania, and the Mission Co-or-
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PAO This it Skylab Control at 14 hour* 10

ainuces Greenwich mean tine. We're about 3 Minute* away fro*
acquisition through ARIA. Since exact acquisition tiaes through
those aircraft can vary, we'll cost up early *nd stand by for
coamunlcat ions . The latest weather report for the landing
sone has Just been received froa the Space Flight Meteorology
Group of the National Weather Service. Partly cloudy skies
are expected, surface winds froa the nor th-nor tht^st at 10
knots, and seas 1 to 2 feet with swells of 3 feet. The tem-
perature at landing should be near 59 degree* Fahrenheit.
We'll stand by for coaaunlcat ions

.

CT ARIA 1, ARIA 1 Cape on duplex.
CT Cape, give ae another duplex.
AA Cape, this is ARIA 1 on duplex and would

like to conclude that thia (garble) is finally to load in

just a few aore seconds.
CT Roger, Roger, Copy.
CDR Hook up, loud and clear.
CC Skylab, Houston. We're AOS through the

AIUA, got you for about 10 alnutes. How you read?
PLT Cood and clear, and we got the burn.
CC Understand you got the burn.
MCC Got the burn.
PLT Looks like a good one Crip. We'll give

you the details later.
CC Roger.
CDR Steady as a rock, Crip.
FLT Minus 28.
CDR Hey Crip, we're looking at 22:00 (garble)

configured and 185 (garble).
CC Copy.
CC Skylab, Houston. If - If you've got a

orient I'd like to run over the ring situation, a couple of
recommendation.

CDR Okay, go ahead Crip. We're about ready
Co give it over to command module,

CC Okeydoke. If for any reason you run into
a ring 1 problem, which we don't anticipate, we would like
to go ahead and use what ever ia left out of ring 1 or
ring 2 to go ahead and set it up for a rolling entry.

PLT Understand, if we have a problem with
ring 1 we'll go - use what's left instead of rolling reentry.

CC That's affirm. Also, in descent during
the repress if for any reason you should get a fishy or an
acid smell we recommend using the 02 mask. It nay be a good
idea to use them anyway, use your dlscrecion.

CC Skylab, Houston. How do you read?
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CC
.

Skylab, Hou»lon, fro* the report that you
V cou

u
rae

«
on *h « lourc. «4 .anifold prai.ureX

prop.Junt., you
Crlp

' " "
' " °<

cc That 1

, affirmative.

JJ
R °^«y. we're yawing for eep.

cc Copy
, yaw for sep.

J?J
(Garble) worked out pretty good.

CDR Skylab, we're ready to up,
CC Fine.

Y

(; DR (Garble)

abta °L v, ,,i
We '" 8b0Ut 1 inut8 fr<»» LOS on theBhould 8ee vou °n other ARIA after blackout.CDR Roger.

!?°.< , TU
Tht " 18 Skylab Control. The ARIA lo -

fill rL
8 \ Th

! ?
r6W had th* command moduleform the aervice module *fter a aucceaaful deorbit burn.Co-nand module will reach interface with the Earth', atmo.phereat 15 houra 1 minute, about 15 minutes from now. The -

P " ere

a readout of the aani - helium manifold preaaure aboard thecommand module indicates that one of the propellants ialeaking, either the fuel or the oxidiier. It'a not possibleto tell which. Aa precaution, the crew haa been adviaed tonot open the post landing ventilation valvea so that whateveri. leaking will not get into the cabin of the command uoilll.They ve alao been adviaed that if they amell aomething fuhyor an acid amell to put on their oxygen maaka. The fuelproduce, a fishy amell, the oxydlaer an ao ld ,ne li. Th J wereold that a. for precaution, they might want to don tho.e mill,in any event during reentry. We will attempt to reestablish
VlVX* r'^r: f'i*'

black « ut through inother ARIA. Ablackout acheduled to begin at 15 houra 3 .inute. 51 second.

19 second.. When the command module should be about 300 statutemiles west of Los Angeles. The recovery carrier U.S.S. HelOrleans is on station. There will be four helicopter, tn therecovery area. Designated recovery swim ELS for Earth landingsystem, this will be che helicopter that drop, th ,try to recover the chutes. Photo and relay
,

'there ' 11 "fivehe copters in the area and there'll be two atandby helicopter.We 11 run down the crews and the swimmers fro. the helicop'e"
cV^Vi r

1U
r
b
fJ ll0ted by Co—nd.r Bud Pockl ingt on ,

?
'

*

SSI u< f
*

C
f

a
l
Uornia

'
Hl8 copilot Lieutenant Junior GradeJohn Winter of Boone, Iowa. Crewmen are Chief Aviation -

END OF TAPE
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pkQ Co-Pilot Lieutenant Junior Grade John Winter

of Boone, Iowa. Crew.en are Chief Aviation Mechini.t Mate

C.orgTsMler., Monroe, Loui.i.na, Aviation E •cttonic.

Technician Third CI... Danny Porter of
J*

0 **
efl . h

and Aviation Elect ficiane Maty Airman Rlchaid Laird, Whltefi.h,

Montana. The .wimmerti aboard recovery are Lieutenant Junior

2™5J f.t.r ToennU.. New York City; Dr.ft.m.n Third C a..

Donald Brown, Hawkineville, Ceofgia; quar ter-.ete r Third Cla..

Clifton Johueon, Salt Lake City. Utah: and Signalman Third

Cla.. Jack Holly, We.tl.ke, Louiiiane. The crew of .vim

Pilot. Lieutenant Commander Gary Kochert, Marietta, Ohio;

Co-Pilot. Lieutenant Junior Grade Chip Lancaster, Phoenix,

Irllll* Crewman Air Controlm.n Third Cla.a John B™"*»rdt of

HavJ Kanaae; Air Control.on Third Claae Richard Whi t e ,
Memphl.

,

SSnne.a'eTAviation Structure Mechanic Third Cla.a Willi.- Cyr,

llnll* California. Swimmer, aboard that hel icopt.r are *

Lieutenan Junior Grade, Albert Schaufelberger ,
Annapolis,

M rj and; Photographer. Hate Thitd CI... Roger """•^ Unt *'

Georgia- Gunner. Mate Third Claa. Timothy Pru.ak, P^roit.

Michigan; Photographer. Mate Third Claae Han. Hemelberg,

5illoJlF.il.. Vermont. Pilot of the ELS helicopter 1.

tenant Don Allen of Chick.eha. Oklahoma; Co-Pxlot

Lieutenant Denni. K*uckeber«. Moro. lillnoi.. Crewmen are

Av!a ton Second Cl-a. Sammy Cannon. Cedar Key Flor da; and

Aviation Structural Mechanic Third Cla.a Carl Ratliff of

fai Diego. Swimmer, aboard ELS who will attempt to recover

Je parachute.: Chief Per.onnel Man, Willi.. Panode Richmond

New Haap.hlre; Fireman Charle. Thornton, Okmulgee, Oklahoma;

Yeoman Jame. Few. Phoenix. Ariaona; Aviation Structrual

Mechanic Airman Marc Regan. Pa.aalc, New Jer.ey; R^loman

Third Cia». Gary Kibbee. Mlddletown, California; and Engine-

ian Third Claa. Lyman Waterman, Jr. of Baltimore. Mary and.

The photo helicopter will be piloted by Lieutenant Junior

Grade Roger Jame. of Unton, Oregon. Co-pilot Lieutenant

Junior Grade Dick Leroy. Mechanlcsburg.rnn.ylvanla; Crewmen

are Aviation Structural Mechanic Fir.t Cla«. Doug Iker of

Selma, Alabama; and Aviation Structural Mechanic Third «...

Jame. Gordon of Palm Spring., California. The relay h.licoptor

pilot 1. Lieutenant Junior Grade Jim Kenny, D
f*

non *

California: Co-pilot Junior Grade George Powell. Capitola,

California. Crewmen are Aviation Electronic. Technician

Second Claa. Mike Beatup, San Diego, California; and Avtatlon

Flectrician. Mate Third Cla.a Jaaea Byche, Port Wentworth,

Georgia. On the standby helicopter, Pilot is Lieutenant

Pa.kell January of Vi.alla, California; Copilot Lieutenant

Junior Grade Mark Spong. De. Moine., Iowa. Crewmen; Aviation

Electronic. Technician Third Class Daryll Atwood
,
Spokane,

Washington? and Aviation Machinist Airman Daniel Heiser,
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Noblesvllle, Indiana. here's alao a standby hal coptor
for relay piloted by Lieutenant Junior Grade Pete Maracha^i,
Faraeravllle , New Jeraeyj Co-pilot Lieutenant Junior Grade
Hike Huffasn, Haiiillon, Ohio. The crawaen art Aviation
Electricians Mate First Claaa Rutsal tinkley, Quaker Town,
Penneylvania } and Aviation Electt'onlca Technician Robert
Kennay of Froeport, New York, We're about 11 ainutes away
from acquisition on the next ARIA. ARIA B. We'll cone
back up Just prior to that acquisition. At 14 hours 35
ainutes Creenwlch mean time, this la Skylab Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO
Th<* is Skylab Control at 15 hours 3

K. 15 ho U r. I '»»"• , ' i.r cont.ct 160 .11.. sprang*.

»«„ Orle.n. report. • J""^u . t(m> ho, do you read?

C!>K J*
1
i . ,».„. hew K!

"i'loud and clear, we're

^
doing fine. ^ Rood

CDR i°
0k

;i
S
.;«

d

t* Hey', one thing we would

< C J nr o n Ting h-"'- ^* rble)

like is another reading on ring

".nifold pressure if you ecu d. P ^ .

C
r?

R
Can you'give u. ..nlfdd. pl.— t

CDR 285 '

CC

r.:'.

0
.

1.:"";
T

.:r^;;.»-«- " ™ lne the
I

285, copy. about 2 minutes

t

" skS
*

R Rog, Crip.
j

«
T roy

oo
1C 8,-: ,^ he a r o?ue.

!

jjEAKEt S:^:.-.. are out nice.
j

HI (Garble) Beautiful. i

CC
C^ay* the «ains are unreefed op.n f«U- *

Losing good, Crip. What a beautiful 1

sight^
Q

Crev conflrB9 main chute deployment and

they have unreffed. transmission..

« Ss s: r.si.

your trans-is. .ion, Ctirp.t.^ ^ ^ ft ^ l vaB

ju .t jjyinp that
««;J;J r

* 00
l0 i: rV;hi"i look good, we've

R ot 7000 feet. ewiab this is Recovery. Over.

R-l Skylab, Skyl.6. . Loud and c l«ar.

and minus 11977.
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" ^ T ' Doing it now.
COR (garble; you % ot x

\ lay out.
CI iLh I ?ot you

J
y
througb top.

PLT okay , PLT push U»TO

CC verify our to 9.

PLT Okay , ict .

CT okay, verified
PLT (garble) A B

CT w-rified. do y0 u read?
SPT Houston, Skyl«b. how 7 refld7

CDR Recovery, ^^f/ioud and clear.
CDR skvlab, Recovery l

°l
intact Recovery forces. ^ ^ clegr ,

Skylab. Recovery got
R-l
NEW Skyiao, «^-~ -

R-1 , u do you read?

Skvlab, Recovery i° u

PAO h ol iot of the P* oco
Thllt 8C8 anchor slows

the drift of th c
coU8 r on.

SPt Koger . And fro* the

NEW
th *t sounds very good.

SpI ^f^theTecovery v.le- ho...

R-l Thank you troo P ».

PL"1 («arble)
NEW Roger, recovery.
CC uarblO
R-l sty

E «V"-< there

R-l
,
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D1T Rotv.r , New Orleans, go ahead.

HI Nega^ve, Skyl.b that photo was co^ntary

you were listening to.

Anfthey are attaching the floatation collar

at this time.

END OP TAPE
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R-l
(Garble)
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SEW
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CDR Thank you. „

pLT Not too bad for the first tine. •

utu . Roger that.

HI Connand aodule is riding well. Recovery

operations are proceeding as normal.

IY[ ELst'swimmerB are still retrieving two

main chutes. .

NEW ELS, New Orleans, (garble )

l_ l We can «t tell exactly hov auch of the

chutes - -
agked Nfiv 0rlean8 a 8 hort

tl« ago how close they came to the ship. They were told

about 3 files, and responded that wasn't too bad for the

first time

.

END OF TAPE
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here for the recovery aboard New Orleans. The plan
is that Dr. Hordinsky will enter the command module and will
talk to the three astronauts for a period of time, take
blood pressures. And at the conclusion of that he will
determine whether or not we will have a supine recovery or
whether they will be recovered and transported to the SMI-
unit in the chairs on this forklift platform. I don't think
there's much doubt what the astronauts would perfer. Dr.
Hordinsky now sitting in the hatch, Dr. Ed Burchard there with
him. Standing by, Dr. Charles Lapinta, and Mel Richmond.
I see Mel Richmond is holding three IP - three VIP type hats
ball caps. These will be carried to the astronauts inside.
(Garble) they will wear them as they exit from the command
module. Dr. Burchard now has a clipboard, making some entries.
This is only the beginning for the astronauts. They face
about 6-1/2 hours of medical procedures today. Of course,
they've already been up *ome 13 hours and than tomorrow
morning bright and early they will get started on another
medical protocol expected to take about 13 hours. The ship
will arrive at San Diego at 9:00 a.m. pacific daylight time
tomorrow with the astronauts on board. The astronauts will
stay on board and complete the medical procedures tomorrow,
and 3 or U hours of medical procedures Sunday morning, and'
then return to Houston by air from San Diego Sunday afternoon.
A big crowd of sailors here on the New Orleans awaiting the
appearance of astronauts Carr, Gibson and Pogue. Dr. Hordinsky
still perched In the hatch. Dr. Burchard making notes on his
clipboard. Hel Richmond looking over his shoulder, and Dr.
Charles Lapinta looking over their shoulder. One the AC-130a,
I can still see circling overhead. He has a good view for
this activity taking place out on the starboard elevator of
New Orleans. The New Orleans as this is going on, is maneuvering
toward the apex cover, which has been sight a short distance
away, and will apparently be recovered.

END OF TAPE
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in thl^.*^ f \u
" reco,

;

ered
- Dr

« Hordinsky'* still perchedIn the hatch of the command module. We Indicated that he expectedto take 8 to 10 minutes for this very preliminary medical
'

evaluation. -

u- k.!!
EW

u, ,

Ab8 ° lutel y gorgeous day out here for recovery.We had something less than 15 knots of wind, sea swellsthat were only perhaps 4 feet high. Good visibility. J u8 t
a very thin layer of high clouds, but the Sun shines throughthem. I m sure that the astronauts enjoyed their stay onthe surface. I don't think there was ever problem with sea-sickness on a day like this. Recovery operations so far aregoing very very smoothly. With the discovery of that in-dication of a leak in the RCS system, there was some finalbit of preparation on board as everybody ran through theprocedures and the swimmers were notified that there mi^htbe a problem, but advised to remain on scuba air, but apparentlythere was no problem, and it did not affect the recovery in anyway so far. Dr. Hordinsky leaning way into the commandmodule now, Dr. Burchard still making notes. We have withus today, Senator Prank Voss , who is the chairman of theSenate Space Committee. We also hxve Major General Kenneth

«i'Si;f
Ban

«
r0n Alr F° rCe

*
Wh

"
,eads up the Apartment

of Defense Manned Space Flight S:i ,-ort Operations at PatrickAir Force Base in Florida, and is the DOD person responsiblefor alx recovery operations. Also Rear Admiral RichardHacdocks who is Commander of Task Force 130, for which thi*ship works for during recovery operations . Dr . Hordinskynow completely inside the command module and Dr. Burchardperching on the hatch. I believe that they're takingblood pressure measurements, pulse measurements and talkingwith the crew. Mel Richmond standing by, waiting to handin thos* caps, and I think that'll be our signal that theastronauts are about ready to come out. Dr. Burchard makingnotes on his clipboard, and I notice that he has a taperecorder in his hand too. Dr. Charles Lapinta standing byto assist If needed, and also at the foot of the steps leadingup to the platform are three other doctors, Dr. George HofflerDr. Arnold Nicogossian and Dr. Stewart Bergman. Each one o
'

these hree doctors has been assigned one of the astronauts andhe will remain with the astronaut during this short 50-Joot'ride from the command aodule to the Skylab mobile laboratorywhich are set up here on the hanger deck of New Orleans.And now two KCUO's flying in formation over the recovery area

leaning into the command module. Dr. Lapinta standing bycoking over Dr
.
Burchard' s shoulder. Dr. Burchard, Dr.Lapinta both looking at the clipboard now. The doctor*have indicated that they hope to have the aeronauts into
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the Sky lab noblle laboratory in about an hour after splash.
And we're going to have to hurry if we're going to make that.
It appearo that they're just about ready to come out now.

NEW HC130's still circling around. From ray
vantage point now, I cannot see the apex cover. I don't
know whether we're approaching it, or perhaps it's already
aboard. I can see Dr. Hordinsky moving around inside the
command module. Dr. Burchard is seated in the hatch, still
making notes on his clipboard. No indication of any problem
at all. Dr. Lapiuta and Mel Richmond chatting as they - Mel
waits to hand in their caps. We've got sailors just
tucked up in every nook and cranny here around this hangor
deck area, waiting to greet the astronauts as thev come out.
The doctors have anticipated - with a great deal of interest,
this first bit of data that they'll get from these three
astronauts who have spent the last 84 days in a weightless
condition. Their feeling, I believe, is that the more data
and the best data they can get, just as quickly as they can
get it. the more valuable it will be. One of them made the
statement the other day that he didn't know how famous these
three astronauts would be as far as the general public is
concerned, but as far as the medical profession is concerned,
their fame is assured. They're going to be three very famous
men in the medical profession.

END OF TAPE
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. .
NEW Dr - Burchard still Baking his notes.

And we must have every sailor onboard, who does not have a
'

distinct job somewhere else this moment, waiting down hereat the hanger deck or hanger bay waiting to greet theseastronauts. They seem to be vaiting patiently, all eyes areon the hatch - the open hatch of the command module. And now wesee some movement there. Mel Richmond leans in now. Ibelieve we re going to have the first astronaut coming outhere in just a moment . Jerry Hordinsky or Dr. Hordinsky
back up now, he's seated in the hatch. Here's Dr. Burchardleaning in talkla^to the aatronjyi- s, Dr . Laslpda nn» h an

'

the ball ca^sjTTa^a-ro that the Hrst astronaut to come \out will be-fl^Ed. Gibson, he's in the center seat and will \be the logical one to cone out first. I believe we're ready \

now. Dr. Burchard, Mel Richmond now leaning talking to

2 i J t !! ^
aP

,'

Doctors a11 ba <^ out on the platform now, andMel Richmond is leaning in with a last word for Ed Gibson
And here he is coming out through the hatch now. Stands forjust a moment in the open hatch. Getting his land legs back.Big smile and a wave. And a cheer goes up on the ship. Edsay s I feel great". And he's being helped to his chairdoesn t appear to be as wobbly as I thought he might be. 'he'sbeing helped there, he's seated now on this platform. And BillPogue is now - wlzi , a beard ls sittlng ln the hatch &ndcoming out now He's seated in the hatch with both feet on theplatform, sitting there for just a minute. He's standing uprather carefully. He's got * good beard, he's now talking topr. Ed Burchard and a smile and a laugh. I don't know whatthey sal* co make him laugh but a cheer from all on the hand-decker here of how Orleans. Bill Pogue now being helped to hischair. And the ship is rolling Just a bit. Got a handshake allaround and he's seated in his chair and now Jerry Carr ls in thohatch with another big beard. He's sitting in the hatch, he'schatting with the doctor and they're all laughing. Now he'sstanding up, big smile a wave and a salute. There is a happyspacecraft commander. Looks up and waves and now he's beinghelped to his seat. And it appears the band la getting ready
fi° V £?<*

P
"

,

ree astronaut « now seated on this platform onthe forklift truck. Forklift truck will back away from space-craft and then move in to place by the command module. (Music)
I just talked to Jerry Hordinsky and he's say. the crew isobviously very, very good. He's say's their pulse rates andtheir blood pressure are just a little bit .hakey but that wasexpected. ^He sayc. they're in fine shape, he's very pleasedwith the shape our three astronaut* are in. They're seated onthe platform, they're laughing and smiling. Moving up now
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p/vO - _ large reproduction of the Mission Control

Center patch with the three crew patches superimposed on

on that. And the words welcome home Skylab, man in space

teamed with man on Earth for science to benefit all mankind.

That display has now changed to another one. Reproduct -

separate reproductions of the four crew patches, and it reads,

Skylab, the world's largest space station, mans longest

venture into space, improved understanding of the universe
rediscovery of the planet Earr.h, accomplishment of major
space vehicle repair man tnacjj^ne and spirit in a truly

creditable a ccomp 11 she ar, t . / we 1 11 keep this line up. Flight

Controllers will con«4Aue "cfn duty until mid-afternoon tomorrow
conducting test of the space station. And we will have

commentary on those test from tine to time today and

through out tomorrow. At 16 hours 35 minutes Greenwich
mean time. One announcement here before we end this com-

mentary. The post recovery briefing is scheduled in

approximately 30 minutes in the Building 1 briefing room
at the Skylab News Center, here at JSC. That will be in

the briefing room, and not in the large auditorium. The
briefing will open with short statement b-, Dr. James C.

Fletcher, the NASA Administrator. Briefing participants are

William C. Schneider, Skylab Program Director, Kenneth S.

Kleinknecht, the JSC Skylab Program Manager, Leland F. Belew,
the Marshall Space Flight Center Skylab Program Manager,

•

Phil Shaffer, Flight Director for reentry, Alan B. Shepard,
Chief of the Astronaut Office, Dr. Royce Hawkins, Deputy
Director for Medical Operations at JSC, Coin - Col. Alan R.

Vette, Director of the DOD Manned Space Flight Support Office.
That briefing beginning in approximately 30 minutes. At

16 hours 36 minutes Greenwich mean time, this is Skylab
Con trol .

END OF TAPE
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PAO ; 1:44 central daylight time. This is
post Skylab Control. CMG nuaber 1 test uae performed about
an hour ago on the control moment gyro number 1 aboard the
space station. And the indicators were that the wheel speed
did not come up. The currents applied to the field windings
on the gyro indicate that the wheel is still stationary.
They've shut the heaters off on CMG number 1 now. CMG number
2 continuing in a stressed mode. Commander Carr, aboard the
New Orleans, has finished his preliminary physical and he just
had family communication at 17:34 or 1:34 central time, with
his family. Pilot Pogue and Science Pilot Ed Gibson are
getting very close to the end of their initial physical.
Blood samples being drawn now, and they should be coming up
family call within the half hour. We ' 11 , ' * C; you know after
that happens. 1:45 central daylight time, tiis is Skylab
Con t rol

.
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pA0 This is Sky lab Control. One hour and

26 minutes central daylight time. All three initial medical

examinations for the crevmembers of Skylab IV have been

completed. And Commander Jerry Carr indicated that they

all feel pretty darn good. He «aid they only had a feeling

of headinesa and vertigo initially when they stepped out of

the command module. Science Pilot Ed Gibson echoed Carr s

remarks. He said, "I feel pretty good, and overall we all

feel pretty good." And Bill Pogue chimed in by saying the

same thing. We should have a medical report for you some-

time soon. That'll come from the medical officers here in

Houston. 1:27 central daylight time, this is Skylab Control.

END OF TAPE
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